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Index to Television Digest, 1959: Volume 15

References are grouped into three major categories: General (pages 1-11), Manufacturers & Merchandisers
(pages 12-14), Supplements (page 1). Index attempts to cover only items considered to be of more than passing

interest. Reference numbers following each item designate issue and page of Newsletter in which item appeared.

General

ADVERTISING
NAB ban on use of actors playing medical

men in commerciais, 1:4; Dentyne uses grad-

uate dentist. 7:8

network option-time, 2:2, 3:2, 10:1

Fund for the Republic rating systems study, 2:4

single TV audience measurement system, 2:10,

9" 13

liquor advertising, 2:10, 3:6, 8:8, 21:8, 23:13,

29:10, 32:7 . „
record 1959 highs predicted, 2:10, 4:10, 20:11, 32:8

excise tax on cooperative advertising allowances,

2:13, 7:4, 8:4 & 13. 11:16

subliminal advertising, 3:6 & 11, 15:12. 45:13

Cannes International Advertising Film Festival,

3:9, 25:15
commercial printing sales drop first time in

10 years, 3:10
"peaceful coexistence’’ of all media pleas, 4:2,

9:13
networks & A&P Tea sued for promotional tie-

ins by Peter Reeves Markets Inc., 4:10

spot TV sales of $365,000,000 predicted by Law-
rence Webb, SRA, 4:10; 1959 spot up says
TvB, 24:10

Network business, 4:10, 5:11; weekly network
activity chart begins, 17:6; review of business
in final 1959 quarter, 33:1

"single rate" demand. 4:11, 7:9

'Printers’ Ink’ figures, 5:4 & 16, 8:10, 14:7, 18:7,

23:6, 26:12, 30:8, 31:13, 35:7, 39:11, 44:12, 48:6

tape use for commercials, 5:10, 12:11, 13:18, 24:17

Nielsen report on TV viewing, 6:6

Trendex report on sets-in-use, 6.6; adds 5 cities,

17:6
product identification higher if sponsor’s name

is part of series’ title, 6:6

expenditures of set owners for installation, sets,

electricity etc. vs advertising expenditures on
TV. 6:6

"Instantaneous Audimeter” by Nielsen, 6:10,

17:16, 44:13
1958 ’Printers’ Ink’ totals, 6:10
drug & cosmetic reforms advocated by ‘Adver-

tising Age’ editorial, 6:10
consumers often change minds after being polled
on product preference, BBDO survey finds, 6:11

tax on advertising, 6:11, 11:16. 24:10
auto advertising on TV, 7:3, 14:13, 15:12, 17:16,

18:7, 19:14, 22:7, 23:9, 25:8 & 15, 29:16, 31:13,
35:12, 38:14; steel strike effect, 44:3

TvB network figures. 7:6. 14:7, 17:6, 19:7, 22:7,
23:6, 27:8, 31:8, 36:5, 41:8, 47:10, 51:9

AFA Washington conference, 7:7; convention,
17:16; Washington office, 38:18, 44:12; Educa-
tion & Research Bureau, 49:13

Nielsen’s list of network shows ranking highest
in no. of viewers per sponsor’s dollar, 7:8

Mrs. Roosevelt’s Lever commercials, 7:8, 9:12
best 1958 TV ads as rated by ‘Tide’, 7:9
best radio buy Is "independent" in 41 of top
54 markets says A. W. Dannenbaum Jr., 7:9

more national than local & regional advertisers
buy syndicated film shows reports Zlv, 7:10

Cal. bill limiting commercials length, 8:8. 22:4
top advertisers for 1958, 9:12, 11:7, 24:12, 45:9;
top agencies, 17:7

admen died younger In 1958 than In 1957. 9:12
FTO actions to curb false advertising, 9:12, 10:11,

11:16, 16:21, 18:14 & 19, 20:3 & 13, 23:13,
25:20 & 24, 26:12, 31:14 & 20. 33:17, 37:10,
40:11 & 17, 43:12, 44:20, 45:2, 46:12, 47:16,
49:13, 50:10 & 11, 51:12; "spurious" commer-
cials crackdown, 44:12, 51:6

theater-screen advertising up. following audi-
ence exposure to TV, 9:12

Advertising Age’ categories agencies by volume
of 1958 business, 9:13

TV costs met by Increase In audience size, but
circulation not up for other media to meet
cost rises there. 10:3. 12:14

product sales real test of program’s value says
adman George Abrams, 10:10

industrial advertising on TV endorsed by C. W.
Moore, Armstrong Cork Co., 10:10

1958 viewing higher, Sindlinger finds, 10:11
field pre-testing of TV commercials on fee basis

by J. Walter Thompson, 10:12
spot sales to have another peak year say reps,

11:4, 13:14, 14:9, 20:11; not all sold warns
TvB, 37:10; quarterly reports with list of 100
largest users, 38:15, 50:7; eclipses network
sales, 44:3

network sponsored time at record high, 11:7
"triple-spotting”, 11:4, 12:6, 18:13. 19:12
commercials without legends or "supers" most

effective, 11:16

TV costs & sales in future subject of NAB
panel, 12:14

150 agency mergers & consolidations in 1958,
reports ‘Advertising Age’, 12:14

$4,000,000 gross for 1959 TV commercials, predicts
Robert Lawrence Productions, 14:18; ‘Printers’
Ink’ 1959 prediction, 45:9

sponsor good will boosted by public service
shows and "specials” Schwerin finds, 14:13

copy research skipped by advertisers, agencies
claim, 14:14

commercials improving says FTC’s Charles A.
Sweeny, 15:3

networks have earliest sales season in years,
15:6; network sales activity chart initiated,
17:6; former network advertisers described in
‘Advertising Age’, 15:6

AAAA, 15:11, 44:12
anti-TV campaigns reviewed by Dick Moore,
KTTV Los Angeles, 16:10

first-rate PR job needed for TV-radio says Mike
Santangelo, WBC, 16:10

TvB local sales clinics, 16:10; TTvB services
described, 18:13

Arbitron rating service dropped by Chicago
stations, 16:13; other ARB services, 19:15; N.Y.
subscribers. 33:12. 37:6

brewers endorse TV use, pulling back in other
media, 16:13; regional sponsors of syndicated
shows, 30:14; TV expenditures, 38:18

rating services subject of panel at Academy of
TV Arts & Sciences. Los Angeles, 16:13

factors affecting network selling revealed by
Norman, Craig & Kummel agency study, 16:13

preparation “H” crackdown by NAB board. 17:13,
18:3, 19:11, 20:10, 24:11, 25:3, 29:10

"Evaluating Advertising Effectiveness,” ANA
report, 17:15

Lestoll success story, 17:15; switches to news-
papers in Buffalo, 23:7: Mr. Clean, 49:13

Bureau of Advertising of ANPA, 17:16
summer sales opportunities described by Halsey

V. Barrett, Katz Agency, 18:9

30-sec. spot trend, 18:9, 32:8, 38:18, 41:8, 42:13,
45:12; 8-sec. spots, 48:11

small advertiser benefited by NBC participating-
sponsorship says Hugh Beville, 18:13

report on commercials costs reveals large number
of people needed, 18:14

year’s major trend is blending live action &
animation, says Robert L. Lawrence, 18:16

trend to separate min. & 20 sec. rates, 19:11,
30:14; min. rates raised, 46:14

viewer resistance to commercials increasing.
Schwerin Research finds, 19:14; commercials
regain effectiveness, 2nd study finds, 36:9

top advertisers, 19:14, 39:11
highest dollar volume in spot TV used by paint
& varnish mfrs. in 1958, 19:15

European-produced commercials, 19:17
1958 expenditures by product classifications,

20:10 & 13, 21:8
amount of viewing drops in summer, not number

of viewing homes, reports Nielsen, 20:11
suburban trend favors TV advertiser says Robert

F. Davis, CBS, in ‘Media/scope’, 20:13
emotionally involve consumer with product says
Philip Ehsenberg, Motivation Analysis, 20:13

top advertisers of 1958. 21:7, 33:12; in TV. 23:8
food advertising, 28:11, 33:14; drugs. 38:18;
tobacco, 40:11; perfumes, 42:13

ANA campaign to improve "image" of adv in-
dustry, 21:12; convention, 46:2

Film Producers Assn. Challenges expanded net-
work tape commercial production. 21:12

program ratings need PR improvement, 22:3
2-station showing of “Sea Hunt” in N.Y. boosts

ratings at lower cost over WCBS-TV prime
time, 22:10

negro market report in May ‘Media/scope’. 22:10
talent costs mainly responsible for commercials
costing 207o more ‘Sponsor’ find, 22:17

full-sponsorship of ‘Late Show* by Schaefer
Brewing, 22:19. 24:10; by Coty perfumes, 50:13

daytime TV reaching women, audience study for
TvB reveals, 23:8; Pulse report, 26:9: boon to
small advertiser says ABC's G. Chester, 39:10

separation of advertiser from programming pre-
dicted by John B. Cunningham, not seen by
other ad men, 23:10

TV expeditures buy more audience than Sunday
supplement ads, concludes TvB study. 23:13

trend away from single-sponsorship on prime
time network shows. 24:4

TvB's campaign to "sell TV via TV," 25:10. 40:11
Commerce Dept.'s Advertising Committee. 25:14
toy volume up, 25:14
increased use of music for background. 25:17
viewing higher in multi-set TV homes, 26:9

Supplements and Special Reports Published During 1959
Reference.s are to issue.s of Television Diyest with articles lu'rtaining to documents

Directories

Semi-Annual TV Factbooks (Spring-Summer and
Fall-Winter) with weekly Addenda reporting
current FCC grants, applications, new stations
on air, etc.

Annual AM-I'M Directory of Jan. 1; with weekly
Addenda reporting current FCC decisions, ap-
plications, etc. Listings of all AM-FM stations
by stales and frequencies, all applications by
states and frequencies, call letter lists, etc.

(Includes other North American stations.)

Special Supplements and Reports

FCC's Recommendations to Congress on Allocutions.

Full text, including separate statement by Comr.
Bartley and statistical appendices. (Vol. 15:17).

FCC Proposal to Amend TV Option-Time Rules.

Full text of proposed ruling to cut amount of TV
network option time, with statements by Comr.
Hyde, Craven & Ford. (Vol. 15:17).

Financial Data on Television-Electronic Companies.
Statistical summaries of reports of leading, pub-
licly-owned companies. Prepared by Edgar N,
Greenebaum Jr., financial consultant In elec-
tronics. (Vol. 15:24).

Hound Gopios .Vvuiluhle

('omplt'U* st'ls of the 1951) Trlrvinion
Diyvst Newsletters, nlontr with the
two 1959 TV Factbooks, Addenda and
all Sup|)lenients, can he permanently
hound between embossed hard covers
and be made available on order at $25
per volume.
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51% of all ad dollars in 1958 went to TV says

TvB, 26:12
syndication sponsorship trend is to full spon-

sorship, unlike trend in network, 26:14

farm equipment advertising, 27:9

Lestoil sued by Bert Lahr, 27:16

print media techniques adapted for TV use by
MPO Productions, 27:16

one-station home disappearance, as reported by
Nielsen, 28:7

Bates buys Britian’s John Hobson & Partners
Ltd., 28:11

top 10 ad-revenue grossing personalities reported

by ‘Variety’, 28:11
TvB, a review of activities & status report,

29:11: annual meeting, 45:13; growth, 46:6;

5th anniversary, 47:8
Advertising Assn, of the West, 29:15

use of IDs increasing, 30:14

too many commercials on TV say admen on
‘Printers’ Ink’ executive panel, 32:11

60% use, 40% abuse of TV ascribed to advertisers

by Grey exec. Alfred L. Hollender, 32:11

TV impact pointed up by Peter Pan survey,

32:11; Maiden Form, 35:12

agencies should move into TV production to ini-

prove profit margin says Robert Durham in

‘Sponsor’, 32:13
TvB 6 mo. report on all media, 35:6, 39:9

NBC asks time buyers about effectiveness of

spots in all time lengths, 35:11

TvB chart on newspaper readership, 35:12

new Ohio law takes regulation of advertising

away from 21 independent agencies, 35:12

TvB report, giving network cost per thousand

& media costs per thousand, 36:1

agency vs. producers, list of complaints each

has about other, 36:3

media selling analyzed by ‘Madison Ave. ,
39:10

Advertising Council report on public service

ads, 39:11
late-late programming, 40:6

TvB report on network & local audience, based

on Nielsen & Pulse studies, 40:11

additional markets being monitored by BAR
for handling of spots & commercials, 40:11

Du Pont corporate image improved by “Show of

the Month,” 40:11

networks sign with Nielsen for quick 24-market

ratings after dropping other Nielsen service

after rate increase. 41:8, 42:8

“Cume-Finder” developed by CBS. 41:8

sponsor turnover of TV network shows, study

by ‘Sponsor’, 41:11

international advertising workshop of ANA. 41:13

TV replacing newspapers for petroleum products

says TvB pres. Cash, 41:13

NBC Timebuyer Opinion Panel, 42:13

TvAR daytime TV market study, 42:13

westerns don’t sell goods says Horace Schwerin

and TV Personal Interviews, 42:13

newspapers best for food ads reports ‘Agricul-

tural Marketing’, arousing protests and re-

traction by its editor, 43:3

“Megatown’’ buying concept of WBC, 43:12

trade associations using TV, 43:12

use of new media, 43:12

silent movies used, 43:12

station merchandising important to backstop

advertisers says Emil Mogul to BPA, 44:7

agency profits down because use of TV, with

higher production costs than other media, has
increased says AAAA pres. F. R. Gamble, 44:13

ad agency sponsors Boston program to dispel

“misconceptions” about the business, 44:13

10% increase in 1960 predicted at ANA annual
meeting, 45:9; 12% increase for 1959 seen by
TvB, 46:6

commercials slated for investigation following

quiz scandals, 46:5
“hard-sell” decrease in 1960 predicted by NAB

pres. Harold E. Fellows, 46:12

FTC conference to stop false & misleading ads

on TV-radio, 48:1, 49:2, 52:5

production & programming charges should be

addjed to time charges to give true picture of

TV spending, 48:3; talent charges rising, Niel-

sen figures show, 48:10
mail-order advertising on KNTV. San Jose. 48:10

Corinthian’s “tele-urbia” concept, 48:11

sponsor identification not as important as

“depth of impression” made says George G.
Huntington, TvB v.p.; rebuttal by Horace S.

Schwerin, 49:13
bait-&-switch guide issued by FTC, 49:13, 52:18

toothpaste ad regulation asked by ‘Journal’ of

American Dental Assn., 50:10

supermarket TV-radio tie-in ban by FTC, 51:12

1959 reviewed, 52:3

proofs of advertising claims if required by all

media would stop false claims says F. M. Cone
of Foote, Cone & Beldlng, 52:6

ALLOCATIONS

WJMR-TV, New Orleans, Ch. 13 operation, 1:8,

3:11, 5:8
President’s Special Advisory Committee on Tele-
communications. 1:9, 6:3, 7:1. 9:4, 10:3, 11:4,

14:6

TASO all-industry allocations study group re-

port, 1:9, 2:3, 12:10, 24:2, 29:15, 40:8

TASO directional antenna study, 3:6

space communications allocations proposed by
PCC, 2:10, 5:7

Comr. Lee’s all-uhf proposal, 3:1, 29:3

spectrum space, a review of demands, 4:1, 11:11,

12:3, 14:1, 15:1; FCC vhf “drop-in” decision,
16:1, 17:1, 18:1, 19:2, 22:5, 23:1, 26:3, 31:3,
37:2, 38:6. 39:2

Chairman Doerfer wants more vhf channels, 6:1
vhf mileage separations will be cut by FCC pre-

dicts ABC-TV pres. Oliver Treyz, 7:4
25-890 me FCC hearing, 7:4, 14:2, 17:5, 21:5,

22:21, 23:3, 24:6, 25:6, 26:4, 27:6
multi-city identification granted thru FCC waiver

of rules, 7:4. 18:10, 22:9, 24:7, 27:9, 30:7, 9 &
10, 33:9. 38:6, 39:5. 40:8, 41:9, 52:8

vhf channel squeeze-ins forseen by consulting
engineers, 8:1

radio spectrum use study by House Commerce
communications & power subcommittee, 8:3,

24:4
Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters, 9:10,

11:12, 12:13. 14:2, 18:1, 19:5 & 12, 45:12, 46:15
FCC recommendations to Senate Commerce Com-

mittee, 11:2, 16:1, 17:1, 24:1
XETV, Tijuana-San Diego controversy, 11:11

Kenneth Norton (Bureau of Standards) mileage
cut proposal, 14:2, 15:2, 16:6. 19:2, 21:3, 35:6

long-range spectrum study by FCC & OCDM,
18*2 31

'

7

KDSJ-’tV move to Lead, S.D., 22:9
Ch. 9 to Baton Rouge from Hattiesburg, Miss.,

23:1, 30:7, 32:7, 33:9, 35:8
all-uhf move backed by Wm. E. ’Whiting of Cal.
Communications Adivsory Board. 25:6, 29:9

Ch. 4 to WTVY, Dothan, Ala.: Ch. 3 to WRBL-
TV & Ch, 9 to WTVM, Columbus, Ga„ 29:6,

36:5
WLBT, Jackson, Miss, site move, 29:10
WVEC-TV, Norfolk, shift from Ch. 15 to Ch. 13,

29:11, 45:12, 46:13
WEAR-TV, Pensacola, moves nearer Mobile, 30:10
Frequency Allocation Board provided under bill

introduced by Rep. Harris, 31:3, 32:5, 39:2,

42:10, 49:20
WITI-TV changed from Whitefish Bay to Mil-

waukee. Wis., 31:7
WKST-TV. New Castle, Pa. from Ch. 45 to Ch.

33 and move to Youngstown, O,. 31:7, 49:6
KSWO-TV, Lawton, Okla. granted move closer

to Witchita Falls, 32:7; protest, 48:7
location of KVIT, Santa Fe, transmitter on
Sandia Crest. 33:5, 50:7

Montgomery-Birmingham-Selma-Tuscaloosa-Col-
umbus (Miss.), 35:5

Lubbock Ch. 5 made educational, 35:5
stations’ views reported by ‘Digest’ survey, 38:4
reevaluation of TV standards, especially for nar-
rower channel width, suggested by Wm. C.
Coombs, Bureau of Standards, and Wm. C.
Boese. FCC, 42:9

ETV vhf in all major markets, requested by
JCE7T, turned down. 43:5

118-136 me reallocations for air traffic control,
43:5

Canadian revisions. 43:5
WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, Mich., transmitter
move, 48:7

1959 activities reviewed. 52:3

AM (Standard) BROADCASTING (see also specific
networks and Advertising)

AM-F7Vt station totals, 1:1. 27:4
Japanese self-imposed export quotas. 7:11, 17:19
“hi-fi-est” AM is WLW Cincinnati claim, 9:9
Radio Worldwide, new service, 12:9, 25:12
Quality Radio Group. 12:10
Broadcast Pioneers, 12:13
oldest station claims, 15:10
National Radio Month, 15:10, 16:10, 18:13
Class IV station power ceiling raised to 1000-

watts. 15:11
isotopic-powered radio. 15:18
pocket clock-radio, 15:19
daytime stations’ expanded bestg. day. 18:3, 27:6
Radio Free Europe, 18:7. 26:3
auto radios in 9 out of 10 new cars, 18:21
1959 overall gain for radio seen by RAB pres.
K. B. Sweeney. 19:12: local business up, 35:8

vacation promotion s’ogan by NAB is “Look for
a room with a radio” 19:12

WQXR, N. Y., raises rates, cuts no. of spots,
20:10

Japanese radio imports, 20:19, 23:16, 26:18, 35:17,
36:13, 48:18

American Radio Importers Assn. Inc., 20:19
programming changes, 22:7, 44:14
North American Regional and Mexican broad-

casting agreements, 27:5, 28:5; international
treaties, 32:4, 35:5, 42:14

Radio Press International news service, 27:12
top advertisers, 28:11, 29:8, 35:6
1958 set sales, 29:22
listeners outnumber TV watchers says Sindlinger,

32:7, 35:8
independent stations vs network outlets, report
by Adam Young, 34:9

radio & Geiger counter combination. 38:23
clear channel actions. 39:5
‘Wall Street Journal’ analyzes radio station
growth, 39:9

Japanese radio-camera, 40:16. 49:17
Radio Advertising Bureau. 44:14
world-wide broadcasting UNESCO report. 45:19
radio KING, Seattle, finds rock & roll last in

poll, 46:9

Japan’s “check-price” export system, 47:19, 48:18
Radio Press International sold, 48:9

60-sec. spots most popular, 49:8
National Radio Month, 49:8
Fund for the Republic symposium on how radio

is affected by FCC policing, 51:5
Station Sales

KPOP, Los Angeles, Cal., 11:8, 17:13
WCKR, Miami, cancelled, 11:8
WSAI, Cincinnati, O., 12:12
WKDA. Nashville & KNOK, Ft. Worth, sold to
Pat Boone group, 12:12

WAGA, Atlanta, Ga., 13:13, 14:10
KRKD. Los Angeles, Cal., 15:9
WOV, New York, 22:10
KOBY, San Francisco, 28:7
KRNO, San Bernardino, Cal., 28:7
KSPR. Casper, Wyo., sold to KTWO-TV, 29:9
WTP. Philadelphia, Pa., 40:9, 43:6
AB-PT becomes full owner of WLS. Chicago, buy-

ing Prairie Farmer Publishing. 47:9
KGIL, Los Angeles, 47:9
WRUL, Scituate, Mass, short wave sold to Metro-

politan Bestg., 50:8
KX-YZ, Houston, Tex., 51:7

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY (ABC)

pres. Oliver Treyz reviews ABC-TV position at
beginning of new year. 2:4

AB-PT buys minority interest in The News Ltd.,
principal owner of NWS-TV, Adelaide, Aus-
tralia, 9:7

affiliates pre-convention NAB meeting. 12:8; new
officers, 12:8; board of governors, 43:11

“operation daybreak.” 13:16, 31:9, 43:10
new film series planned, 14:8
financial reports, 14:20, 17:23, 18:23, 31:22. 44:22,

47:23, 48:20
plans greater number of “spectaculars,” 15:16
“Zorro” audience study by Pulse, 15:12
Firestone hour, 17:11 & 17, 18:3. 19:7, 21:6. 22:7.

23:10, 24:7, 25:6. 30:3
phono merchandising by AB-PT. 18:20
affiliates’ “Select Committee.” 21:5
quarterly report to stockholders meeting, 21:6
pres. Oliver Treyz gets “distinguished Bingham-

ton Alumnus award,” 21:11
Olympic winter rights acquired lor 1960, 22:7
part owner of Absinthe House, New Orleans, for
“Bourbon Street Beat,” 22:7

“What’s the Joke?” breach of contract suit by
Maxon F. Judell dismissed, 23:15

“Championship Bridge with Charles Goren,”
27:12

Barnathan named v.p. affiliated stations, 28:7
begins radio syndication, 30:7
promotional support by affiliates of coming sea-

son sought. 31:9
Australian visit of ABC officials, 31:11, 38:14
option time change, 33:7
Doyle Dane Bernbach, new agency, 38:14
AB-PT stock-option for employes, 39:19. 43:19
Am-Par Records buys Grand Award Record

Corp., 40:9
ABC International Div. established. 41:7
WABC-TV “Everything Goes” show, 41:9, 43:15
viewing up, 42:8
AB-PT part owner of French record firm, 42:14
industry’s attempt to please all when criticized
and its apologetic attitude attacked by KABC-
TV gen. mgr. Selig J. Seligman, 43:10

ahead of other networks slightly, according to
Nielson. 48:6

“World of the Mind” series, 49:10
association with 5-country Central American film
network. 49:11

Winston Churchill’s writing basis for series, 51:8

ANTENNAS, TRANSMITTERS (see Equipment.
Telecasting)

ANTI-TRUST (see also Patents and Congress)

Supreme Court upholds International Boxing
Club conviction, 3:5

Justice Dept.’s Canadian patent pool complaint,
3:12. 4:15, 5:14, 15:17

NBC-Westinghouse swap, 5:7, 9:2, 31:7, 39:3, 41:4
option time violates anti-trust laws. Justice Dept.

states in formal opinion, 10:1. 38:4
Admiral sued by Reines Distributor, Albany, N.Y.,

10:16

mergers in electronics fields to be scrutinized by
Justice Dept, this year, 15:19

Justice Dept.’s 1956 settlement of AT&T suit
attacked by House Judiciary committee, 22:4

KTVR Denver “block booking” suit against
Loew’s MGM-TV div., 23:9

Lou Poller’s suit against CBS, 24:7
Jerrold Electronics monopolizes CATV mfg. Jus-

tice Dept, charges, 24:24, 45:24, 47:15, 52:14
ABC sued by Disney over “Mickey Mouse Club”
and “Zorro,” 27:3. 48:6

violation of Paramount anti-trust decree by
majors fixing movie prices charged by Sen.
Langer, 28:5

violations in sales & distribution of hi-fi &
stereo records and tapes charged against Audio
Fidelity Inc., 35:16

TV stations sued by CATV systems, 36:1

United Artists sued by Justice Dept., 38:10

suit filed by Musicians Guild of America, 38:14

RCA anti-trust suit initiated by Philco, 48:17

programming codes of good practice cooperation
by Justice Dept., 51:1
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APPLICATIONS & CPs FOR NEW TV STATIONS

Final Decisions

Mayaguez, PR., Ch. 3, 6:9

Seattle, Wash., Ch. 7 reaffirmed. 8:5, 24:14. 25:6

WMTA-TV, Charleston, S.C. affirmed, 10:8

Los Angeles, Cal,, Ch. 34, 15:10

Waycross, Ga„ Ch. 8. 15:20

Aguadilla. P.R., Ch. 12. 20:6

Bowling Green, Ky., Ch. 13, 41:7

Weston, W.Va., Ch. 5, 45:11

Initial Decisions

Beaumont, Tex., Ch. 12, 45:11

Aguadilla, P.R., Ch. 12, 13:13

Ch. 13 to WVEC-TV. Norfolk, following merger
agreement, 16:11, 26:9

WTEN, Albany, favored for Ch. 10, 33:5

Weston, W.Va., Ch. 5, 38:6

Eugene, Ore., Ch. 9, 40:5

Terre Haute. Ind.. Ch. 2, 50:5

Beaumont, Tex. Ch. 6 case ordered for review on

Court Decisions

out-of-pocket expenses, 5:7, 44:10

WITV, Ft. Lauderdale (Ch. 17), turned down on
plea for Ch, 6. 5:7

KALF, Alliance, Neb. (Ch. 13) remanded to PCC
for hearing. 11:11, 23:4

WAVY-TV. Norfolk, Va. (Ch. 10) upheld. 11:12

transfer of Ch. 12 Ironwood, Mich, to WDMJ-TV
Marquette upheld, 18:4

KTVI, St. Louis, ordered for FCC rehearing, 19:6.

20’3 25'9

Peoria, lii. Ch. 8 case, 20:3

WKBW-TV, Buffalo, affirmed. 22:5

Evansville. Ind. deintermixture, 25:9

WHDC-TV & WVET-TV. Rochester, N.Y. share-
time grants upheld, 40:5

WJRT, Flint (Ch. 12) upheld, 45:10, 48:7

ASSOCIATIONS (not listed under other categories)

NAFBRAT, 1:6

Radio-TV News Directors Assn., 1:7, 21:11

Assn, of Radio & TV News Analysts, 1:7

Federal Communications Bar Assn., 2:9, 50:5

Inter-American Assn, of Broadcasters, 5:9

Radio-TV Executives Society, 6:1, 29:15

Home Free Assn., 6:9. 34:6

National Museum of Bcstg. plan of NAB, 8:8

Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters. 9:10, 40:8

International Radio Consultative Committee. 11:5

Electronic Parts & Equipment Mfrs., 11:18

Broadcasters’ Promotion Assn., 13:14, 25:8, 42:11,

44:7, 45:11

SMPTE, 14:15, 16:11. 29:15. 39:18, 40:10, 41:10

International Telecommunication Union, 15:5,

29:15, 43:5

Assn, of Electronic Parts & Equipment Mfrs.,

17:22

American Women in Radio & TV. 18:10, 48:15

Assn, of Federal Communications Consulting En-
gineers. 20:11, 23:11

Armed Forces Communications & Eiectronics
Assn., 21:18

Aerospace Industries Assn, new name of Aircraft
Industries Assn.. 21:18

Catholic Bcstrs. Assn., 22:10, 25:9

Broadcast Pioneers, 22:16, 29:15

Radio-TV Research Council, 26:11

TV-Radio Farm Directors, 27:9

National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences,
29:15

Clear Channel Bcstg. Service, 44:14

Joint Electron Devices Engineering Council. 47:19

American Civil Liberties Union. 50:12

Society of TV Technical Directors, 51:10

BACKGROUND
TV auxiliary services, 3:16

rating services, 22:12

The Federal Communications Commission, 35:20

N.Y. tape-commercial producers, 38:12

Federal Govt, supervision of bcstg., 41:6

BOOSTERS & SATELLITES

unlicensed booster, action by FCC, 1:2, 4:5, 5:1,

6:2, 7:2, 8:8, 10:2, 11:5, 13:4, 15:4 & 10. 16:4,

17:5, 20:2, 22:5, 36:3, 44:11. 45:24, 46:3, 49:4

Cox report on boosters & translators, 2:5, 3:5

translator difficulties in getting rebroadcast per-
mission, 3:10

Texan Translator TV Network enters translator
equipment mfg., 9:10; sold to Electron Corp.,
41:11

Mont, law for licensing of boosters, 9:10, 11:5

Idaho bill provided for “TV districts’’ to raise
taxes for govt,-owned best, facilities, 11:13

translator revocations, 13:14, 17:5, 23:5, 30:12

translator relay systems, 13:14, 19:6
Sen. Moss’ CATV-booster bill. 19:5, 36:2, 37:3
no rush in booster construction if legalized says
mfr. Mid-America Relay Systems, 20:2

National TV Repeater Assn., 22:14
Palm Springs, Cal. translators, 37:4
Utah tax for booster-translator service challenged

by CATV systems, 43:20
1959 reviewed, 52:4
Casper, Wyo. hearing held by Sen. McGee, 52:5

CENSUS, TV RECEIVER

Mansfield figures, 9:16
Nielsen projection of ARF 1958 data, 11:3

Census estimates of number of households and
family size, 11:15

ARB “A-Z” study, 12:14

census should include questions on programming
says Oliver Treyz, 19:7

Census Bureau recheck of radio set count, 26:3

Detroit set ownership survey by U of Mich,, 30:18

TV saturation of homes now 867« reports Census
Bureau, 31:20

census to find number of homes with 2 or more
TV and radio sets, 34:17

CLOSED-CIRCUIT “MEETING” TV

Eidophor, Ciba subsidiary, 1:2. 3:8, 22:14

tape used for business meetings. 5:10, 6:11, 47,15

new common-carrier microwave system lor color
TV coverage requested by Teletalent, 9:10

“moderately-priced” system made by Sylvania
for ETV & business use, 10:15

cost estimates by Oiantview TV Network, 11:15
Television Communications Inc., new production

firm, 13:6
TelePrompTer Corp, had 1st rate card, 16:13
used for surplus property sales, 30:12. 35:9, 41:11
Ford usfes to introduce new Falcon, 34:20
’’Scanoscope” rate card. 34:20
use on cargo planes at Andrews Air Force, 34:20
non-network TV tape show by Tyrex Inc. for tire

dealers, 37:7
Ideal Toy Corp. uses WOR-TV, N.Y. for sales
meeting instead of closed-circuit, 37:9

preview of new TV season by ’TV Guide’, 37:9

1959 activities reviewed, 52:4

COLOR
Eidophor big-screen projector, 1:2, 30:12
RCA promotion, 8:12, 11:17, 13:20, 31:20, 38:20
& 23, 45:3

NBC colorcasting, 9:7, 23:6, 36:5
color TV set owners twice as likely to watch

color show as others on black & white, 10:16;

additional data from NBC-TV survey, 26:8
Japan enthusiastic 10:18; set production, 31:19
sales break-thru on sets in l'A-2 years says Mort

Farr, 14:16
RCA exhibit at Moscow fair, 14:18, 15:15, 35:15

Philadelphia public reaction to color set owner-
ship study by Karl H. Stein. Temple U, 16:20

color set servicing 2579 of RCA Service Co’s con-
tract income, 16:22

sales reported by RCA’s Frank Folsom, 18:18

service technicians to have color sets in homes,
aim of RCA campaign, 20:20

set financing by consumers Increasing rapidly
says Selmer Solem of Appliance Buyers Credit
Corp., 20:22

Admiral sets, 22:20 23:17. 26:16, 35:16. 40:16

no. of color-equipped stations, 23:6, 37:2

color tape of Perry Como show to Japan, 23:11

how stations can boost color development, sub-
ject of meeting called by Roger Clipp, 26:9

2-color system of Dr. Edwin Land, Polaroid Corp.
pres., 27:19, 32:2, 34:8 & 16, 40:8

Russians ahead of U.S. in color TV claims Khru-
shchev, 31:11

Mort Farr, on “What’s Wrong with color TV”
in ’Electrical Merchandising’, 33:17

monochrome “Electronic Color Effects” process
developed by RCA, 34:2, 40:9

RCA color tape recorder to Japan, 43:15

National Color TV Month, 43;17

Crosley Bcstg. ’s low-light colorcasting, 44:9, 49:8

Receivers

sets-in-use. 11:17

set mfrs. (in addition to RCA), 11:17; Packard-
Bell 48:17

30,000 sets in Philadelphia area claimed by Ray-
mond Rosen & Co., 15:17

sets-in-use estimates reported in ‘Digest’ ques-
tionnaire, 38:5

sales increasing, 44:18; 3079 ahead of 1958 says
RCA exec. v.p. P. J. Casella. 50:18

RCA & Admiral say orders exceed expectations,
but other mfrs. not building coior sets, 45:3

Station-equipment

la. State College system for modifying mono-
chrome cameras for color, 13:12

Tri-Color Tubes

Lawrence tube, 9:17

new single-gun color system reported by Andro-
meda Inc., Kensington, Md., 15:17

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM (see also

CBS Inc. under Mfrs.)

Program Consolidation Plan for radio, 1:8, 30:8

grants to colleges of women employes. 1:10

annual summing-up. 3:8

"The Business of Sex” radio program, 4:16, 5:5

TV affiliates conference, 8:6, 9:6, 12:8
financial grants to writers, 8:7

“Late Show” on WCBS-TV, a summing-up on 8th
anniversary, 9:14

CBS-TV tape-commercial activities, 9:14

news & public affairs feilowships, 13:6

grants-in-aid to writers, 13:6
program on money management. 14:7

taped public service programs, 15:6
BMI shares turned back, 15:7

financial reports, 16:22, 46:22
“minimum buy” rate, 17:6

Lincoln Center (N.Y.) contribution, 17:7

exhibit of live production techniques, 18:14
hour-long news shows, 19:3
Hubbell Robinson resignation, 21:11, 22:2, 23:6,

24:8, 26:11, 27:7; Oscar Katz succeeds him,
33:6; other resignations, 47;13, 49:15

Sid Caesar contract, 23:10
o&o “image” subject to study by Institute for

Motivational Research Inc., 26:8

effort to reopen Russian bureau and have Rus-
sia’s Kozlov on “Face the Nation,” 27:15;
Moscow news bureau reopened, 47:10, 48:14

programming plans tor new season, 34:5

sued with “Playhouse 90” by Titus Haffa, 39:6

network discount changed, 40:9

Sig Mickelson named pres, of CBS News, 41:7
radio network expected to show profit in 1959

4th quarter, 41:8
programming poiicy changes after quiz scandal,

42:2. 47:3, 49:3, 50:2, 51:8, 52:14
“Person to Person” visit with Mae West can-

celled, 42:15
Pacific Ocean Park sold, 44:11
Louis G. Cowan resignation, 44:11, 49:11, 50:9,

51:8
“Population Explosion” program touches on

birth control. 46:9
workshop to develop professional writing, 47:13
oil exploration under Los Angeles property, 48:6

affiliates & CBS management study TV’s respon-
sibiiities, at Washington conference, 52:16

COMMUNITY ANTENNA SYSTEMS

criticized in Cox report to Senate Commerce
Committee. 2:6

operators of 2 or more CATV systems, 2:12

sales of CATV systems, 2:12, 8:8, 13:14, 18;11,
9*1 -9 4Q‘4

NCTA, 2:12, 11:13; convention, 23:11, 24;16, 25:3,
'

26:1 & 11; membership, 38:7

KXU-TV, Helena, vs Montana Microwave, 3:8, ,

7:2, 8:5, 21:5, 28:8, 32:7, 33:5

microwave grants, 24:6, 26:1. 30:6 & 12, 48:12 t

new systems, 11:13, 25:11 ••

roundup, 14:4, 40:4

FM background music service added, 14:11, 15:10

FCC recommendations to Congress, 15:2, 16:5,

17:5 36:2; reconsideration, 43:4, 46:3, 48:12

discontinued systems, 19;10, 25:11, 28:8, 29:13

definition by FCC, 17:5

court suit on “property rights” by Salt Lake City

stations, 18:2. 20:9, 33:9

NCTA asks Congress to pass law putting CATV
under govt, regulation, 18:2

,

Canada’s NCTA, 18:11, 21:11

Sen. Moss’ CATV-booster bill, 19:5, 26:5, 35:4,

37:3
pole rental increase by N.Y. Bell upheld by N.Y.

Public Service Commission, 22:14

Sen Pastore’s subcommittee hearings on CATV.
boosters, etc., 24:6, 25:11, 27:2, 28:2, 29:4, 44:9

CATV-booster bills, 24:6, 36:2, 38:5 ,

translator & booster competition discussed at

NCTA convention, 26:5 <

Nacogdoches, Tex. system demand by KTBS(’TV)
there, 27:10

Canadian growth, 28:8

KSPR-TV, Casper, Wyo., quits, saying CATV
forced it off air, 30:5

FCC travels West to study CATV, 30:12, 32:5

Bing Crosby & Phil Harris own part of Cal.

syst6m< 33 '9

Ukiah, Cal. system burned out, 34:20

Tupelo. Miss, system furnished Memphis signals

by WTWV, Tupelo, 37:7

licensing of CATV favored by respondents to

’Digest’ questionnaire, 38:5

non-profit system in Renovo, Pa., 38:7

CATV Associates Inc. brokerage firm, 40:19

Westbury Electronics, CATV mfr., sold to Inter-

continental Electronics Inc., 45:24

“ad hoc” committee to study problem of CATV,
boosters & small town TV stations, 47:15, 48:12

1959 activities reviewed, 52:4

Casper, Wyo. hearing held by Sen. McGee, 52:5

ONGRESS

industry hearings scheduled by 36th Congress, 1:3

House Commerce legislative oversight subcom-
mittee. 1:3; report 1:5; Dr. Schwartz’ book,

5*7 7*3. 9i4

Cox report to Senate Commerce Committee, 2:2,

3:5

bills prohibiting subscription TV, 2:5, 4:5. 5:5,

8:4, 9:4, 10:5, 12:4; FCC plans test, 13:3, 15:3

bills granting Federal aid to states for ETV, 2:5,

3'6 & 10, 4:5, 5:3, 6:4, 7:4, 8:4, 9:4, 16:3. 18:3.

20:3, 21:9, 23:2; field study by House commit-
tee, 24:5; reconsideration, 47:24

bill exempting uhf sets from excise tax, 2:5, 5:5

“Federal Conflict of Interest Legislation” study

of House Judiciary anti-trust subcommittee, 2:5

bill granting all reporters right to keep news
source secret, 2:7

3-network “association” proposed to fight govt,

anti-network actions, 3.2 i

i
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bills for sovt. ethics, 3:6, 5:5, 8:3. 12:4 18:3. 21:4,

23:3, 24:3, 30:2; FCC’s Doerfer summarizes
effects of bills on his agency, 42:9; Sen. Carroll
moves to ban •'influencing” of PCC & other
agencies. 44:9

bill giving FCC cabinet status, 3:6

bill exempting small TV & radio stations from
wage-hour law, 3:6

bills for federal fair trade law, 3:14, 8:4, 9:4,

11:18, 12:18, 13:20. 18:21. 20:21, 30:19
bill for Office of Federal Admin. Practice, recom-
mended by American Bar. 4:5, 20:4, 44:9, 47:14

bill to open House hearings to TV & radio, 4:6
ratings inquiry by Senate, 4:6, 19:7. 47:6 & 8

House legislative oversight subcommittee, 4:7,

5:5, 7:4, 8:3, 9:4, 15:4, 20:5, 21:4, 22:4, 26:2,

29:6, 39:4
Senate & House committee membership, 4:7, 5:6,

21:4, 35:4
bill proposes ham network as auxiliary to mili-

tary communications, 5:5

Senate Judiciary Committee investigation of
admin, practices, 7:4, 10:5, 28:5, 47:13

House Commerce communication & power sub-
committee study of radio spectrum, 8:3, 9:4,

10:3, 11:4, 13:3, 14:7, 19:3, 22:4, 24:4
bill for FCC regulation of networks, 9:4

costs of TV-radio investigations, 10:5

Radio & Television Gallery new name for old
radio gallery, 10:10

critical of possible fraudulent advertising, 10:11

code of ethics printed for govt, agencies. 11:4

Rep. Evins critical of White House influence on
regulatory govt, agencies, 12:4

TV time-selling practices investigated by House
Small Business subcommittee, 12:4

investigation of foreign TV & movie production
asked by Hollywood unions, 14:7. 19:3, 25:16,

39:14, 40:13: bill prohibits use of foreign-made
sound tracks, 23:3

bill to expand operating time of daytime radio
stations, 18:3. 19:11

Sens, Douglas & Proxmire demonstrate non-skid
wax for news cameras, 20:4

Senate rules on TV-radio coverage, 21:4

resume of status of TV-radio legislation, 22:1

bill to relax appeals from rulings by FCC and
other agencies, 23:4

“Ex parte” rules asked by FCC-industry panel
convened by Rep. Harris’ subcommittee, 25:2

bill making criminal offense of malicious damage
to communications facility, 28:5

advisory council on admin, problems of regula-
tory agencies formed by Rep. Harris, 29:6. 30:5

fines & jail terms provided by law to back up
FTC cease-&-desist orders, 29:21

bill providing for TV-radio station ownership by
Russia in U.S. and vice versa, 31:5

quiz show investigation. 31:5. 32:2. 33:4, 34:4,

37:3, 40:1. 41:2. 42:1, 43:1, 4 & 8, 44:1. & 4, 45:2,

48:3: report in ‘Life,’ 46:8, 50:6
Senate Commerce Committee approves 7 FCC

procedure revision bills, 32:6, 33.3, 34:4

admin, agencies’ need for revision pointed out
in letter by Louis Hector, resigning from CAB,
39:2; rebuttal by FTC’s Kintner, 46:5

resolutions calling on Hollywood to keep from
misrepresenting u.S. in exported movies, 33:4

Senate Commerce Committee gets historic NBC
microphone. 35:6

Congressional TV coverage proposed in resolu-
tion. 36:4

“Freedom of speech” Senate watchdog commit-
tee, 38-3, 39:4, 42:10

House Small Business Committee checking com-
plaints that small advertisers can’t get prime
time, 40:11

payola investigation, 44:2, 45:1, 46:8, 47:6 & 17,

48:1, 50:6

Sen. Magnuson tells bcstrs., FCC & FTC to

"clean up” programming, 47:5. 48:1

House Ways & Means Committee hearings on tax
law revisions, 49:13

bill requiring TV & radio sets with foreign parts
to be marked as to producing country, 49:20

review of 1959 activities, 52:1

“DO YOU KNOW THAT . .
” (see Personnel)

EDUCATIONAL TV

"Continental Classroom.” 1:4, 3:8. 11:7, 13:6,

16:17. 17:7, 22:11. 29:22, 36:12, 38:6
“Reading Program” to curb illiteracy in Caro-

linas by Charles Crutchfield stations, 1:8

Cal. Teachers Assn, decries all-TV closed-circuit

film Instruction at Compton (Jr.) College. Los
Angeles, 2:8; students also opposed. 25:11;
'Wall St. Journal’ report. 37:5

Hagerstown Md. study, 2:8, 13:5, 25:11

used to Improve “slow learners” at Ft. Gordon,
Ga„ 2:8

future expansion seen as source of business for

equipment suppliers, 2:8, 8:11, 19:9, 31:24

Florida plans network, 3:4

U. of North Carolina’s Master of Arts in Commu-
nication degree, 3:10

audio-visual re.search funds under National
Defense Education Act. 4:11. 10:18, 11:13, 13:5,

22:11. 28:8, 35:19, 45:23, 49:23

Ohio ETV network plans, 4:11

Educational TV & Radio Center, 4:11, 14:11, 23:5

NAEJB officers, 5:9; TV-radlo research grants,
10:10, 11:13; Industrial members, 29:13

Ch. 12, Wilmington, Del. for ETV. 6:4, 21:7
important tool, but no teacher substitute, con-

cludes NEA seminar, 6:15
N Y. ETV appropriation. 6:15, 16:17, 35:19
Venezuelan experiment, 6:15
John P. Cunningham, pres, of Cunningham &
Walsh, urges adv. & bestg. assns. to lead cru-
sade for more ETV, 7:3; reactions, 10:17; at
Ohio State U. Institute, 19:9

students learn better with TV than by conven-
tional methods, 7:5, 11:13, 23:5. 27:12, 31:24

Motorola’s “Classroom 21” set. 8:11
specifications for classroom sets outlined by two

experts in field, 8:13
cities with in-school TV listed, 8:13
M. A. & Ph.D degrees offered by Syracuse U. in
TV, only U.S. graduate school, 9:11

Mass Communications History Center, Madison,
Wis„ 9:11

Cortland County, N.Y. experiment, 11:13
Kan. legislation, 11:13, 13:5
“Lamp of Knowledge” WBZ-TV, Boston, proj-

ect. 11:13
network for NE U.S., 13:5. 31:24
Washington conference of National Educational
TV & Radio Center, 13:6, 14:11

improved TV teaching subject of 3 Boston pilot
films, 15:20

One N.Y. station going non-commercial by 1964,
predicts John F. White, 15:20

META programming on WPIX, N.Y., 16:17, 19:9;
review of 1st year, 23:5; 2nd year, 37:5

CBC programs on WGBH-TV, Boston. 16:17
beginning Russian on WTOP-TV, Washington,

16:17, 35:19
homework vs TV viewing survey in Mahtomedi,
Minn., 17:7

U. of Mich, film programs, 17:7
Sioux City, la. sociology class, 17:7
Gilbert Seldes heads U. of Pa.'s Annenberg
School of Communications, 17:12

spelling bee on WSFA-TV, Montgomery, 17:12
Lincoln Center for Performing Arts, N.Y., 17:14,

18:6
Ohio State U. Institute, 19:9
college credit courses, 21:9, 35:19, 36:12, 37:5,

38:6, 39:20, 45:23, 46:9
how, not if, is question now, joint report by Ford
Foundation & FMnd for Advancement of Edu-
cation says, 22:11

KQED, San FYancisco, fund-raising, 23:5; school
use, 47:24

U. of Texas tape series for commercial stations
“Science Close-up,” 23:5

Boston U.’s School of Public Relations & Com-
munications scholarship. 23:11

medical & dental courses. 25:11
video tape equipment lor all ETV outle’s to be
provided under Ford Foundation grant. 26:5;
ETV tape network. 33:3, 37:4, 39:20, 44:24

Va. ETV commission. 26:6
Lon? Island Agricultural & Technical Institute

finds ETV unsatisfactory, 26:6
radio grants by NAEIB-NET, 26:6
illiteracy attack, 27:12, 38:6
electronic test grading machine, 27:22
Fund for Adult Eklucation’s “Public Responsibil-

ity” program. 28:8
Kansas City test, 28:8
Neb. TV-correspondence study program. 28:8
business aspects of bestg. should be taught broad-

casting students says FYank Tooke, WBC,
29:10; college bestg. course on TV. 37:8

Fund for Adult Education grants, 29T3: Fund
for Advancement of Education grants, 48:11

NAEB gets grant from Kellogg Foundation, 29:13
NYU Center for TV teaching. 31:24
need for educational stations outlined by Rep.
McDowell, 31:24

upper Midwest regional ETV network study by
NAEB, 31:24, 48:11

12-program pilot of Fund for the Advancement
of Education. 34:9

’Sunrise Semester,’ 34:9
N. Y. City Planning Commission holds ETV hear-

ings, 35:19
electronics seen replacing textbooks by prof.
John H. Chilcott in “The High School in 1985,”
35:19

NAEB criteria for grants. 35:19
director-producer functions subject of NAEB

meeting, 35:19
study of ETV effectiveness in urban & rural

schools, 35:19
central Pa. network for language instruction
dropped for lack of funds. 35:19

300% increase in audience response to KFMB-
TV. San Diego, ’TV Classroom,’ 35:19

WBOC-TV, Salisbury, Md. carries ETV courses
lor Delmarva schools, 35:19

Washington ETV network meeting, 36:12, 37:4

NAEB convention, 37:5; membership & program,
40:20. 47:24; constitution. 45:23

KIRO-TV programs 30-min. Kindergarten when
budget eliminates class from Seattle schools,
37:5

TV installations at medical schools, reported by
Council on Medical TV, 37:7

European trip by John F. White, pres, of
NET&RC, 38:6

Hoffman’s classroom receiver, 38:6

Mrs. Roosevelt on ’Prospects of Mankind’ pro-
gram. 38:7, 39:20

Canadian in-school programming. 38:7
beginning German taught on closed-circuit by

U. of Texas, 39:20
NBC's “Briefing Session” on 42 ETV stations,

39:20
solves space problem for large UCLA enrollment,

39:20
subscription ETV advocated by ex-Sen. William
Benton. 40:20

most effective ETV programming for children,
subject of study by National ETV & Radio
Center and 6 stations, 40:20

U. of Utah translators to originate most of own
programming. 40:7

broadcast training inadequate in colleges says
RAB’s Warren Boorom. 41:9

stratovision for inter-state network planned by
Midwest Council on Airborne TV Instruction,
42:3, 47:24. 29:20 & 23, 52:14; bandwidth reduc-
tion also to be tested, 43:20, 44:24

teacher talent search, 45:23
Ore, high school seniors told of TV-radio job

opportunities, 43:11
NAEB convention told TV opens way to massive
upgrading in quality of education; other high-
lights, 44:24

Adler asks FCC to change rules to permit multi-
translator ETV use, 44:24

U. of Ala. communications scholarship, 45:13
amount of programming on commercial stations,

46:3; commercial station leading in amount of
ETV programming. 49:8

abstract science programming difficult. 46:9
national network envisioned by RCA's Gen. David

Sarnoff, 47:24
French taught on CBC-TV, 47:24
1959 activities reviewed, 52:5
awarding degrees for home TV students foreseen
by Dr. John E. Ivey, 52:14

ELECTRONICS. GENERAL, Non-TV

1959 output predicted, 1:12, 20:1, 22:21
“gadgetitis” in electronics design criticized by
EIA pres. David Hull, 3:14

$15 billion plus sales in 1959, predicts RCA pres.
John L. Burns, 4:14

100 top military contractors, 4:14, 31:20
$11.5 billion factory sales in 1965 says H. Leslie
Hoffman, 11:19

EHectronics Small Business Council, 11:19
$350,000 000 1960 contract budget of National
Aeronautics & Space Administration. 12:19

7 firms with over billion of 1958 sales, 13:20
govt, survey of production capacity of electronic
end equip. & microwave components, 16:20

“soaring sixties” foreseen by Sylvania’s Don G.
Mitchell, 18:19

Renegotiation Act amendments on govt, con-
tracts, 18:21

govt, restrictions hampering defense work by
industry. 19:21

Greenbaum financial report, 20:2
Japanese imports, 20:19; total electronics output,

39:15, 41:16
“Innovate & automate” to meet threat from Jap
imports, says GEs Ralph (Jordiner. 20:20

electronics production census. 22:21
Star Valley Electronics Inc. formed, 27:21
House Armed Services subcommittee studies em-
p’oyment of retired officers by electronics
firms. 29:20

Videograph duplicating system made by A. B.
Dick Co.. 29:21

molectronic devices seen leading to sweeping
changes in industry, according to ’Business
Week.’ 31:20

100 largest foreign firms. ’Fortune’ ranking, 32:17
1959 output predicted by Commerce Dept., 34:16
industry wage survey by Labor Dept., 35:15
Russian electronics industry. 39:15. 40:16
noise power amplifier developed by Electronics
Development Inc., Tampa, 48:18

Federal Machine Tool Co. sold to Houston Fear-
less Corp., 48:19

1960-70 predictions by Motorola execs., 49:20
facsimilie business growth. 49:21
1959 & 1960 record years says ETA, 51:13
$27 billion in 1970 says Sylvania’s B. K. Wick-
strum, 51:14

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSN. (EIA)

multiple TV set promotion, 12:17, 14:16
parts div. reorganization. 13:21

magnetic tape section, 13:21

membership, 13:21

Buying Index of Distributors, 16:22

committees. 17:22. 21:1 & 16. 30:19
National Missile Industry Conference, 18:20
convention, 20:20, 21:1 & 17; officers, 21:18
consumer products div. to form TV. radio, phono
& other sections. 22:23

semiconductor standards & marketing data col-
lected in collaboration with NEMA. 32:17

fall meeting. 37:15. 39:15, 16 & 18. 40:17; winter
meeting, 49:20, 50:17

standards for electronics. 38'21; for hi fl, 39:15
PR campaign to clear up confusion over stereo
under consideration, 48:17

“Buy American” campaign. 49:20

Industrial electronics marketing conference,
49:21; first conference on selling electronic
equipment systems, 52:1$
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EQUIPMENT. TELECASTING

Antennas
WLEX-TV Lexington, Ky. tower crash, 4:11, 9:9
tallest towers. 4:11, 7:6, 9:9, 21:3, 23:5, 27:4, 44:8
KTVI, St. Louis, tower down. 7:5. 28:9
Baltimore’s candelabra. 13:14, 19:12, 31:10
Tokyo’s tall tower, 18:8, 49:24
regulations on painting towers, 40:5, 42:10, 46:15

Cameras
GE low-Ilght-level Image orthlcon tube, 8:13
new Marconi camera giving improved picture, to
be used by CBS-TV in re-equipment, 12:8

new zoom lens produced by BBC and Taylor.
Taylor & Hobson, 14:11

Marconi Mark IV camera distributed by Ampex,
28:5, 40:3

RCA large orthlcon camera tube. 29:10
EMI imported by Telechrome. 51:7

Transmitters

PCC type-accepted list revised, 12:8, 40:4

Miscellaneous

GiantView Electronics’ big-screen equipment for
closed-circuit, 1:13

electronic volume-level adjuster for sound devel-
oped by CBS, 3:8

CBS unveils VideoScene system to blending
actors with still or movie background. 6:16, 7:7

GB studio-equipment leasing plan, 11:11
complete TV station automation equipment
shown by Visual Electronics Corp.. 11:11

test signals in blanking period, 15:10, 38:6
faster color film will lower production costs say
Kodak officials, 19:15

Fairchild Camera <Ss Instrument Co, developing
equipment to transmit photo from missile in
flight. 21:18

type-approved TV monitors not mandatory until
1960. 22:5

automation at KETV, Omaha, 22:10
automation adopted slowly by stations, 24:3
portable TV & radio use on planes may be
banned because of interference, 43:17

EXPERIMENTAL STATIONS

WTEN, Albany, Ch. 10 booster, North Green-
bush, N.Y., 7:4, 13:14, 14:11

WFBG-TV, Altoona, Pa. seeks Ch. 10 co-channel
authorization, 7:6, 11:14, 12:12,, 29:11

WINR-TV, Binghamton, N.Y. uhf on-channel
booster, 26:5, 34:20

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COM.MISSION
(FCC)

option time action, 1:4, 2:1, 3:2, 10:1, 15:2, 17:3,
18:5, 21:5, 28:7, 31:2, 32:1, 38:4

staff changes, 1:6, 2:9, 12:13, 14:12, 24:16, 49:14
year-end report by chairman Doerfer, 1:9
Cox report recommendations, 2:2, 3:5
license renewal form revision, 2:10, 6:5, 8:5, 9:5,

10:9, 12:8
Miami Ch. 10 case, 2:11, 3:11, 4:8, 8:4, 13:13;
Mack-Whiteside trial, 5:8, 15:3, 16:7, 17:4, 18:5,
19:6, 20:5, 21:5, 22:5, 23:5, 24:7, 25:6, 26:5, 27:6,
28:5, 32:8, 37:3, 40:5, 44:10, 45:10, 46:5, 50:5,
52:16

Boston Ch. 5 case, 2:11, 4:8, 5:8, 8:1, 9:6, 10:9
11:6, 15:9, 29:4, 30:7, 37:3, 39:1, 45:10, 48:7

Comr. Lee's all-uhf proposal, 3:1
multiple-ownership—see network study,
network study. 3:2, 6:1, 7:1, 9:2, 15:2, 25:14 28 2

44:10
post-grant protest procedure, 3:11, 6:5, 19:4
appropriation, 4:7, 20:5, 27:6, 30:7
Indianapolis Ch. 13 case, 5:7
chairman Doerfer wants more vhf channels, 6:1
network program ”tie-in” study. 6:1, 9:2, 15 2

16:8, 19:2, 26:12, 28:2
Communication Act changes on transfers &
"payoffs” opposed by Doerfer, 6:1

Springfield-S't. Louis deintermixture, 6:16 27 6
37:3, 51:3

' ’

‘MacFarland letter” may be waived by appli-
cants unaer new rules. 8:5

Miami Ch. 7 case, 9:6, 14:10, 37:3
Comr. Hyde's reappointment, 13:4, 16:4, 20 6

21:5, 22:3, 23:4, 25:13
Orlando Ch. 9 case. 13:13, 14:9, 20:5, 31 6 33 4

37:3, 42:10
’ ’ ’

upheld by court in renewing license of radio
WBBF, Rochester, N.Y., 14:9

network aflEiliation regulations, 15:2
stricter cut-off dates for speeding AM applica-

tions, 15:5, 18:5 & 10, 19:6, 20:6, 21:2; FCBA
meeting on processing applications, 49:6, 50:5

Communications Act amendments. 16:6, 32:6
AM-FM transmitter type-accepted list, 16:7
taking action on major Issues, 17:2
rules & regulations in loose-leaf form, 17:5, 23'4

34:4. 38:6, 43:5
towers for TV & radio remain under FCC, ex-
cluded from Federal Avaiation Agency ’pro-
cedures, 18:4

Beaumont Ch. 6 case, 18:5
temporary 3-year license to stop sale “traffick-

ing,” 19:4

NAB requests relaxing of rules to permit “teaser”
ads. 21:5, 25:6, 37:4

Atlanta AM-FM stations license renewals held
up for program “Imbalance,” 21:5, 24:14. 29:9

”ex-parte” discussions—views of chairman Doer-
fer outlined before FCC Bar Assn., 22:2; FPC
bars private talks between its commissioners
& outsiders on pending cases, 23:3, 35:3

waiver of requirement of operator on hand at
vhf boosters requested, 22:5

25th anniversary for Communications Act, 23:5
revokes CP for KAKJ, Reno, Nev.. 23:9
WLBT, Jackson, Miss, license renewal protest

by NAACP, 27:6
programming likes & dislikes of Comrs., 28:4
Carroll economic-injury decision, 28:6, 30:5
dear-channel AM proposal, 30:6
tenure of Comrs. extended until successors are
ready to take office under bill Introduced by
Sen. Magnuson. 31:5

TV stations reprimanded by letter as licenses are
renewed, 32:8

liberalizes microwave rules. 33:4
mail complaints analyzed, 33:5
National Defense Executive Reserve, 34:4
report on tracking down interference, 35:3
falsehoods by New Orleans AM applicant, 35:6
new rules on AM-FM bandwidth definition, 36:5
duopoly waiver requested by 'WSLS-TV, Roanoke,

denied, 37:4
Kohler strke hearing program source must be

identified, stations are reminded, 37:4
composite week to be used for license renewal

forms. 37:4
Comr. Hyde at ITU conference, 40:10
networks ordered to leave national TV spot rep-

resentation of non-o&o stations by 1962, 41:1,

45:9, 49:10
chairman Doerfer fears FCC may be forced into

greater control over programming. 42:5: ’U.S.

News & World Report’ quotes him on plans
to improve programming, 44:10

Barry-Enright ownership of radio WGMA,
Hollywood. Fla. studied by FCC following quiz
scandal, 44:10, 49:7

investigates influence of networks & ad agencies
on filmed TV programs. 45:16

programming investigation, 46:1, 47:2, 48:1, 49:1,

50:1, 51:1
payola investigation, 46:13, 49:1, 50:2, 51:6
reminds Japanese radio mfr. about radiation

limits, 46:21
right to assign frequencies for classified military

use upheld by court, 47:14
clandestine radio opposing Cuba’s Castro from

Florida Keys silenced, 47:14
Chairman Doerfer approves 3 ways to improve
programming, 50:3

license renewals of Cal. AM’s held up 50:5
1959 activities reviewed, 52:2

FILM
Loew’s Inc. spinoff separating radio WMGM and

theaters from movie maker, 1:14, 11:14
TV film production of $105,000,000 in Hollywood
in 1959, says Dave Kaufman in ’Variety,’ 2:8

firms changing to tape, 5:2, 7:9, 8:10, 32:13
new syndicated series, 5:11, 7:9, 9:14, 11:16,

12:15, 16:16, 24:18, & 20, 29:19, 30:15, 31:17,
34:13 & 14. 35:13. 37:11, 38:11, 41:15, 42:15 &
16, 43:15, 45:15. 47:13, 48:14, 49:15. 50:13

syndicated re-runs, 5:11, 10:13, 11:16, 17:18,

23:15, 25:16, 27:17, 43:15, 44:15 & 16, 46:17,
50:13

Pyramid Productions sold to Buckeye Corp.,
Ohio, 6:11, 33:20: Transfilm to Buckeye, 14:19

N.Y. commercial & program production, 8:10
Guild Films makes deal to distribute Hal Roach
Studio TV properties, 8:14

Warner Bros, buys 160,000 shares held by Serge
Semenenko, 8:15

new network series, 9:14
mergers of film syndicators with commercial film
& tape producers, 9:14

Loew’s sued by David O. Selznick for 50% of TV
earnings by MGM features, 9:18

Screen Gems plans to buy TV stations; other
producers with outlets, 12:12; SG buys KTVT,
Salt Lake City, 30:10, 31:11, 34:7

production costs rising, 12:15
Pilot films, 12:15, 13:8, 16:17, 19:16, 27:17, 29:18,

40:12 & 13, 41:14, 43:14, 44:15 & 16, 47:13,
49:15, 50:12, 51:11, 52:13

syndicators investigate home movie market, 12:15
Revue Studios, 13:18, 41:14
Hal Roach studios, 14:14, 15:15, 27:17, 28:12;

Valiant Films takes over distribution, 47:13
telefilm exports, 14:15, 18:16, 24:18, 26:14, 28:13,

29:19, 30:2, 31:15, 35:13, 38:18, 39:14, 40:3 & 13,

43:15, 45:15, 47:13, 49:15; foreign sales barriers,
46:2, 48:12

all major studios in TV film production, 16:3
late John Barrymore’s 10% in 3 Warner Bros,
movies sold, 16:16

Screen Gems 10-year growth, 16:17; programs-
for-time barter, 23:14

Loew’s Inc. becomes Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Corp., 16:24

Four Star Films leasing space at Republic, 18:16;
can’t buy studio, 49:16

Victor Industries, aluminum mfr., buying film
libraries, 19:17

Revue Productions leads in series production for
new season, 20:14

West Coast telefilm production record, 21:13
injunction by Ben Bogeaus to stop RKO from

distributing his movies, 22:15, 27:18

syndicator’s own TvB proposed by Leslie Dunier
of Mogul, Lewin, Williams & Sayior. 22:19

syndication sales trend is to 4-10 small market
groups, regional sales being on market-by-
market basis. 23:12

MCA-William Morris competition, 24:19
commercial spot producers enter programming

field, 24:19
Zlz sued for “Sea Hunt,” 24:20; series in 3rd

year, 46:16; Lloyd Bridges income, 49:15
transatlantic transmission of film speedier, still

slow, 25:7
syndicated sales, 25:16, 28:12
Peter Lawford becomes sole owner of “Dear
Phoebe” series, 25:16

tie-in with right sales representative has boosted
series production for several firms, 26:13

production of commercials shunned by leaders
says Jerry Schnitzer, 26:13

Ziv TV Programs Inc. sold to F. Eberstadt &
Co. & Lazard Freres, 27:3

Republic Pictures sold to Victor M. Carter, 27:3,

30:14, 33:12
20th-Fox sets up own distribution firm, 27:17;
TV production, 33:12, 47:11

Ziv’s tobacco sponsors, 27:18: food, 40:13
more in network prime time, 28:15
Los Angeles syndication market, 28:13; barter

deals declining, 40:6
Loew’s Inc, suit against KTVR, Denver, over

feature film contract, 29:9
movie attendance up reports Sindlinger, 30:15,

36:16
features rated as to drawing power by Broadcast
Information Bureau, 32:14

CBS to increase series production. 32:14
3000 movie theaters closed in 1958 reports ‘Film
Daily Yearbook,’ 37:10

swap with Russia by NTA, 38:10
“HypnoVision,” 38:17
major studios fail to produce successful series,
Warner Bros, being only exception, 42:15

CBS Films boosts production, 42:15
Russian cartoons packaged by Flamingo, 42:16
“The Untouchables” TV 2-part show released as
movie in Europe, 43:15

producers caught between demand for more
production values and rising costs, 45:4

Desilue sale negotiations, 45:16, 46:16, 50:12,
51:11, 52:14

film makers expect quiz scandals to help TV
sales, 46:16

Filmaster stock issue, 46:17
Canadian expansion by series producers, 47:11
Alliance of TV Film Producers, 47:12
TV film export assn, formed by Alliance of Tele-

vision Film Producers, 48:12, 49:14
Motion Picture Assn.’s view that U.S. movies are
85% “unobjectionable” not endorsed by Cath-
olic bishops committee, 48:13

United Artists negotiates to buy Ziv. 51:10
1959 TV production reviewed, 52:4

1959 syndication & feature grosses, 52:4
network film producers, a chart, 52:9

Backlogs to TV
silent movie backlog of Paramount, 5:11
“post-1948” features, 9:13, 10:13, 13:17, 14:2,

49:16; Paramount’s plans, 23:14
D. W. Griffith films & scenarios, 13:17, 17:18
British releases, 14:9, 34:10, 45:8
Sam Goldwyn’s pre-1948 movies, 26:14
theater owners plan to buy up post-1948 fea-

tures as bar to TV showing, 27:10
MCA TV pre-1948 Paramount features build au-

dience in 15 markets, 27:18; Paramount stock-
holders unhappy with slow returns while MCA
makes quick profit, 41:20

20th Century-Fox to NTA, 31:15, 33:14, 35:9
review of feature films & use by stations, 34:2
“Felix the Cat” cartoon, 42:16
delay in releasing post ’48 features may boom-
erang as stations are developing other pro-
grams for late viewing says Joe Stamler of
WABC-TV, N.Y.: WPIX & WRCA-TV spokes-
men agree, but WCBS-TV disagrees, 45:8

Film Producers’ and Distributors’ Financial
Reports

Loew’s Inc.. 2:16. 9:18. 11:20, 20:24, 30:20, 37:15,
46:22, 48:20; stock. 35:18, 39:19

National Theatres Inc. debentures. 3:15: financial
reports, 6:14, 14:19. 18:23, 29:23, 32:20, 35:18

Walt Disney Productions, 3:15. 6:14, 20:24, 32:20
Stanley Warner Corp., 3:15, 30:20, 50:20
National Telefilm Assoc., 4:15
Republic Pictures Corp., 6:14, 9:18, 28:20. 44:22
Warner Bros., 6:14, 32:20, 44:22, 48:20; selis ranch

at Calabasas, Cal., 21:13; “Kookie” merchan-
dising campaign, 24:15

Paramount Pictures, 6:14, 16:24; annual report,
19:21, 23:20, 34:18, 48:20

Official Films Inc., 7:14, 43:19
Universal Pictures, 8:15, 38:23, 52:20
Allied Artists, 9:18, 42:20, 46:24, 47:23
Filmways Inc.. 9:18, 47:23
Columbia Pictures, 11:20, 37:15. 51:20. 52:20
Desilu Productions Inc.. 11:20. 13:22. 28:20, 30:20,

35:18. 48:20; stock option plan. 28:20
Twentieth Century-Fox, 14:19, 22:24, 35:18, 47:23
United Artists, 17:24, 38:24, 40:13; promissory

notes, 20:23, 32:20, 37:15, 49:23
major income source of employees shifts from
movies to TV, 18:17

Guild Films had “deficiencies” in annual reports
says SEC, 18:22, 19:22
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Guild Films merged into Vic Tanny Enterprises
Inc., 29:18; Guild stock trading prohibited to

Hal Roach, 40:12; court injunction, 48:13

Loew’s Theatres Inc. has Tisch Hotels as largest

single stockholder, 29:23
Screen Gems, 32:14
Technicolor, 35:18, 45:22, 51:20
Independent TV Corp., 37:11, 39:20

MCA Inc. Stock, 37:16
Pathe News Inc. stock issue, 40:18

1960 theater film output up 20%, 49:16

Famous Players Canadian Corp., 51:20

financial activity, general
Manufacturing

Electronic & Electrical Equipment Shares plans
merger with Aviation Shares, 8:15

compensation of execs., 9:18, 25:22 & 24

Television-Electronics Fund, 10:16, 12:20, 23:20,

36:15. 45:22, 49:22
Electronics Investment Corp., 10:16, 17:23, 23:20,

27:23, 36:15, 49:22
TV-electronics firms weathered recession with

smaller loss than other industries, 12:16

Electronics Capital Corp., 18:24, 24:24, 44:23,

47:22, 50:20, 51:20
Edgar N. Greenebaum Jr. heads new firm buying
Waters Conley Co. and Stereophonic Automa-
tion Corp., 19:20

semiconductor sales of $290 million in 1959, pre-

dicts GE’s Dr. Wm. J. Pietenpol. 25:22

NARDA “Cost-of-Doing-Business Survey,” 26:18

good 2nd half seen, 27:19, 44:17, 46:18

•Fortune’ directory of 500 largest firms, 28:18

Television Shares Management Corp., 28:19
Crosby-Teletronics stock, 29:23

set acceptance by dealers & public at record
high; 6-month output & sales report, 32:15-16

Japanese imports, dollar volume, 32:18

profits above same 1958 period, 33:15, 44:21

Television Shares Management Corp., 33:19

Missiles-Jets & Automation Fund Inc., 37:16

10-year forecast of home electronics business by
Frank Mansfield, 38:19

SEC ‘‘wise owl” cooperative campaign with Ad-
vertising Council on stock purchases, 43:4

consumer spending up lor remainder of year and
first half of 1960 says leaders, 49:17, 50:15

Defense Dept, spent $912 million on communica-
tions & electronics in 1959, 50:19

1959 activities reviewed, 52:17

Telecasting (see also Advertising)

WMUR-TV, Manchester, N.H., 2:10

station balance sheets, 3:15, 6:14, 7:15

Gross Telecasting Inc., 4:15, 11:20, 33:20, 46:22

Storer Broadcasting Corp., 9:18, 16:24, 30:19,

33:20, 43:19
WBC TV stations feel impact of new outlets in

their markets, 9:18

RKO Teleradio Pictures, 10:17, 15:20, 26:19,

30:20, 40:18
WDAF-TV & WDAF, Kansas City, 10:17

public stock offers by multiple owners, 11:3

Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp., 11:20, 17:23, 20:24,

34:18, 44:22, 46:22

Crosley Bcstg. Corp., 11:20
Wometco Enterprises Inc. stock offer & financial

report, 14:20, 18:23, 31:21, 42:20, 51:20

The Outlet Co. (WJAR-TV & WJAR), 14:20,

48:20; stock split, 49:22

TV up 7,2%, radio 2.5% in 1959, NAB financial
survey finds, 18:9

Edward Lamb sued for legal fees by Russell M.
Brown, 19:12, 37.7

survey of salaries paid TV & radio execs made
by ‘Printers’ Ink’, 21:10

Capital Cities Television Corp., 22:24

Taft Bcstg. Co. financial report and stock sale,

24:14, 27:9, 28:20, 31:21, 44:22

FCC report on TV and radio station revenues,
25:4, 33:2, 39:8

compensation of network execs., 25:8

NAB survey of TV-radio station finances, 28:2

National Theatres becomes National Theatres &
Television Inc,, 29:18

radio CFRB, Toronto, 29:23

Transcontinent ’TV stock split, 29:23, 34:19, 36:16

TV still second to movies in contributing to na-
tional income according to ’Survey of Current
Business’, 32:13

all 7 Los Angeles stations making money, 33:8

WJR The Goodwill Station Inc., 33:20, 48:20

WWL-TV, New Orleans, La., 34:4

KBLR-TV, Goodland, Kan., 34:6

Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. business report, 34:9

KETV, Omaha, Neb,, 34:9

Tele-Broadciisters Inc., 34:18, 36:16

results of ’Digest’ survey, 38:4

Bartell Bcstg. stock, 42:20

WNBQ & WMAQ, Chicago, 111., 44:8

top 100 TV markets get 90% of total TV station
revenue, says Richard P. Doherty, 46:14

NAFI Corp., 47:22
1959 network business reviewed, 52:3; financial

health of stations, 52:3

WICC-TV, Bridgeport. Conn,, 52:8

FLNANCIAL REPORTS (see individual manufae-
turers and networks)

FOREIGN TV
Congressman Celler finds U.S. TV has little to

learn from European operations, 12:4
electronics industry delegation visits Russia, 12:18
growth of foreign TV, 13:2, 21:2, 41:4, 43:3
CCIR Los Angeles meeting, 13:2
trade fairs, 14:18, 15:15, 20:7, 22:19, 26:16, 27:22,

35:15, 44:6
Commerce Dept., adv. agency directory. 19:15
uhf standards agreement, 21:10
‘Intam Data Book’ TV directory, 22:15
15-country delegation in U.S. to study bcstg.

operations, 26:9
smugglers of electronic equipment, 31:20, 38:23,

44:20, 45:20, 50:16
world market lor U.S.-produced TV shows seen
by Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV, 37:6

Television Interamerican S. A., Latin American
film buying cooperative, 38:2, 40:3

Bartell radio group invests in 3 Caribbean area
TV stations, 41:9

International Telecommunication Union, 47:14,
52:7

“magazine conception” of TV advertising en-
dorsed by foreign representatives at Seminar
of Academy of TV Arts & Sciences, 47:23

“stratovision” commercial station to cover Scan-
dinavian countries, 49:24

References to specific countries

Africa, 33:6, 45:23
Argentina. 30:11, 38:2
Australia, 9:7, 13:24, 15:15, 18:11, 25:7, 29:13,

31:11, 32:14. 39:11. 43:20
Austria, 10:18, 21:10
Belgium, 13:24
Brazil, 13:24, 22:14, 40:18
China, 49:24
Costa Rica, 38:2
Cuba, 3:3, 8:11, 10:18, 38:2, 40:19
Denmark. 45:23
Finland, 29:13
France, 12:20, 16:21. 25:7, 40:19
Germany, 12:20, 20:21, 29:13, 34:19, 38:18, 45:23,

46:14
Ghana. 18:11, 32:10
Guatemala, 49:24
Haiti, 30:10, 31:19
Holland, 29:13
Hungary, 29:13
India, 47:23, 49:21
Iraq, 49:21
Ireland. 13:24, 18:11, 40:19
Japan, 10:18. 13:24, 17:19, 18:8, 23:11, 25:7, 30:11,

34:19, 39:16. 43:15, 49:23 & 24
Lebanon, 29:13
Mexico, 8:9. 38:2, 45:19, 49:11
Nairobi. 13:24
Netherlands, West Indies, 34:19
New Zealand, 18:11
Nigeria, 34:19
Norway, 10:18, 45:23
Panama, 47:21
Peru, 20:21, 38:2
Rhodesia. 45:23
Russia, 12:18, 13:24, 31:21, 39:15, 40:16. 47:23,

50:10
Saudi Arabia, 34:19
Spain, 25:7
Sweden, 13:24, 22:14, 25:7. 27:23, 34:19, 45:23,

49:24
Switzerland. 29:13
Uruguay, 38:2
Venezuela, 6:15
Yugoslavia, 34:19

Britain

commercial radio prospects in Britain reviewed
by E. P. H. James, 1:6, 13:24

Ulster Television Ltd., 6:8, 38:18
14% ceiling on U.S. films may be circumvented
by NTA International, 6:11

new stations, 10:18, 19:12. 29:13
TV audience, 13:24
Shepherds Bush, Hammersmith, London, BBC

production center, 18:11
slight reduction in appliance purchase tax, 18:19
Electronic Engineering Assn, withdraws from Ra-

dio Industry Council, 18:20
import restrictions relaxed on TV and other
products, 23:18, 45:9

licensed receivers, 25:7
15-sec. spot ineffective says Schwerin, 26:9
soaps & detergents big TV spenders. 28:11
14 low-power TV satellites planned by BBC, 29:13
birth control discussed on program, 29:13
advertisers shift to TV, 30:13
resume of TV’s financial success, 33:10, 45:23
TV rate increases, 38:18
top TV set makers. 49:21
Russian one-year cultural agreement, 49:24
quiz programs supervised by Associated ’TV, 49:24
Associated TV SEC stock registration, 52:20

Canada

Montreal strike by CBC French TV Network pro-
ducers, 1:8, 14:7

1958 sales to dealers, 7:13: 1959 sales, 17:22,
20:20, 25:19. 38:21, 42:19, 47:20

TV applicants, 9:9. 18:10, 25:10
Canadian Assn, of Broadcasters, 13:15, 14:10
first newscaster admitted to Parliamentary press

gallery, 16:9
far north to get new AM’s, a power boosts, 16:11

Board of Broadcast Governors, 18:9, 24:10, 52:8

wage negotiations with NABET, 21:6. 25:8
TV station grants, 22:9, 30:10, 42:12
TV saturation of Canadian homes reported by
Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, 22:17

network extension, 23:6, 43:10
Imported radio sales growing, 25:20
“Preview Commentary” dropped, reinstated. 26:7
French-language outlet in Moncton planned by
CBC, 26:9

loss sustained by CBC, 28:6, 30:9
second TV station in major cities under new
BBG ruling, 31:1, 43:7, 45:12, 50:8; review of
prospective changes, 34:7; new bcstg. regula-
tions, 35:8, 47:1

new CBC TV network time formula, 32:6
British firms to sponsor shows, 33:10
TV billings hit new peak, 37:7
ETTV in-school programming, 38:7
allocation changes proposed, 43:5
TV indu.stry awards to be established, 43:10
gingerale advertising prohibited in Alberta, 44:12
coverage survey by Nielsen subsidiary, 44:13
Sylvania Electric stops TV set production. 45:20
RAB expands services, 46:15
U.S. producers set up branches, 47:11
CBC TV tape charges listed in booklet, 48:6
1960 sales to rise for replacements, says Cana-
dian Admiral pres. S. D. Brownlee, 49:20

payola non-existent, 50:8
United Telefilms Ltd. reorganization and pro-
posed name change, 52:20

FREQUENCY MODULATION (FM)
four transmission from one antenna reported at
BBC’s Sandale facility, 1:13

FM audience similar in large U.S. cities, 2:8
KRON-FM, San Eb:ancisco, resumes alter 3 years

of silence, 7:6
set count “guesstimates,” 8:8
FCC stereo multiplexing inquiry, 11:3, 23:5, 28:3
stereo & FM at NAB convention, 12:2
FM Assn, of Broadcasters new name for FM De-
velopment Assn,, 12:12

General Instrument begins tuner mfg., 16:20
Court of Appeals decision on multiplexing—re-

view sought by FCX3 & Justice, 20:6, 42:9
Granco Products licensed to make receivers for
Crosby FM multiplex system, 20:22

Granco’s cheap receiver, also auto FM-AM re-
ceiver, 21:18

favored lor consideration first by NSRC, 24:5
Ben Strouse describes growth at 25-890 me hear-

ing, 26:4
on-air totals 1945-1959, 27:4
Granco Products leader in production of low-

priced sets, 27:21
time sales reported by ‘U.S. Radio’ survey, 30:10
PM adjuncts acquired by TV stations, 32:7
Transcontinent TV Corp.’s 3 stations, 37:7
National Assn, of FM Bestrs. meets, reports on
market for advertisers, 38:15, 40:9

non-commercial listener-supported application
filed. 44:6

QXR Network, 45:8
PM only set made by Zenith, 45:20
NBC’s medical program service, 47:10, 51:8
boom in set sales, 47:18
Pacifica Foundation acquires ‘WBAI, N.Y., 48:9
car radio made by Motorola. 49:18
improved financial data sought by NAB, 50:8

HIGH FIDELITY & TAPE RECORDINGS
hi-fi component sales boosted by stereo in 1959,
says L. Berkley Davis, GE, 4:14; more on
boom, 20:17

Rek-O-Kut enters packaged hi-fi, 10:15; stock
issue, 40:18

Recordio Corp. takes over tape-recorder mfg.
facilities of ‘Wilcox-Gay, 11:18

British Industries Corp., importer, financial re-
ports, 13:23, 21:20, 34:18

Telectro Industries Corp., magnetic tape recorder
mfr., files for SEC stock registration, 20:21;
financial reports, 35:18

Audio Devices Inc., magnetic tape mfr., 20:22
Magnetic Recording Institute of America adopts
new pre-recorded tape standard in attempt to
regain business from stereo, 21:16

cartridge tape recorders. 21:16, 23:18, 24:23, 29:22
Japanese phono production, 25:18
Hudson Radio & TV Corp., N.Y. dealer, proposes

stock sale, 25:23
Navy uses hi-fi tape recordings from subs to

train sonar operators, 35:16
American Recording Tape Corp. sold, 35:16
Masters hi-fi depts. leased by Hudson Radio &
TV, 35:17

standardization proposal by EIA, 39:15
Bulova enters portable hi-fi field. 40:16
future of hi fi debated at N.Y. High Fidelity
Music Show, 41:18

United Nations hi-fi broadcast, 42:12
slow-speed tape cartridge, 46:19
U.S. is Britain’s biggest buyer of hi fi and other
audio equipment, 46:21

Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp. stock, 50:20
Spirling Products Co. imports hi fi’s, 52:18

INDUSTRIAL TV
demands for spectrum space, 4:1
shoplifters discouraged by N.J. discount house

using Grimson wide screen, 10:16
Grand Union supermarkets use Store-Video Inc.,

25:15, 44:11; NTA S'toreVision, 43:7, 50:3
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Eastern Air Lines use of TV to help pilots land
and take off. 25:19

Atlantic City airport wide screen, 28:8
Interior Dept, studying fish with underwater TV
camera, 35:9

swimming pool TV "guard” sold by Dage TV,
35:9

use of closed-circuit in VA hospital, for weather
maps, check wing icing on planes. 41:11

new RCA camera tube. 43:17
deep-sea surveys made possible by camera de-

veloped for Navy, 44:11
ticker tape TV in N.Y. brokerage house. 44:11

Interstate Electronics Corp., Anaheim. Cal. makes
equipment, 44:19

use in unattended apt. elevators. 45:24, 48:12

INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS (IRE)

convention. 3:14, 13:21, 50:17
officers, 3:14, 35:17, 47:20
electron devices meeting, 38:20, 43:18. 44:19
Professional Group on Bcstg. meeting, 40:8

awards. 47:20

LABOR (see Unions)

MARKET & AUDIENCE RESEARCH

Pulse sued by KIT. Yakima, 11:12

rating systems attacked by Congress. 18:3

Schwerin Research opens Hollywood branch, 21:12

A. C. Nielsen financial reports. 21:20

Pulse sued by radio WKPM, Chicago, 25:14

Nielsen merges U.K. TV with TV Audience Meas-
urement Ltd. in Great Britain, 27:18; also with

Attwood Group of Companies Ltd., 28:11

Nielsen & ARB vie for network accounts, 46:7

single rating service like Audit Bureau of Circu-

lation proposed by MBS‘s Bob Hurleigh, 48:6

TV-Q rating service, a report, 48:8

Sindlinger plans fast service, 48:8

MERCHANDISING, TV RECEIVER & APPLIANCES
(see also Color)

high-end, top-priced lines emphasized as key to

profits, 2:13, 7:11. 19:18, 24:21

NARDA asks free service warranty limit, 3:12

co-op advertising policy by GE planned to partly

replace fair trade prices, 3:14

Cuba restricts TV-radio imports. 8:11

ETV market studied by mfrs., 8:11

appliance buying plans, 12:17, 28:16

people usually buy brand of TV they had in

mind at beginning Chicago Tribune' survey
finds, 12:17

retail sales reported up, 16:19. 18:18, 19:18

Davega Stores consolidation with Dilbert Qual-
ity Supermarkets, 16:20; Davega control sold,

29:21; financial reports, 39:19

sets remain among appliances consumers plan to

buy, reports National Industrial Conference
Board. 17:21

NARDA committees, 18:20; workshop, 19:21: con-
vention. 43:17; A. W. Bernsohn resigns, 44:20

1959 set sales predictions, 19:18, 22:20

industry's maturity, as reported by Motorola's
Ed Taylor, 19:18

calendar of TV-radio mfrs. shows, 19:19, 21:7

manufacturer-owned credit firms profitable, 20:18

8 new metropolitan areas foreseen by 'Sales Man-
agement' in "Survey of Buying Power," 22:8

1960 set changes aimed at boosting sales. 22:20,

23:2
RCA still leads in consumer sales, says exec. v.p.

Charles M. Odorizzi, 23; 18

TV sales record outpaced early growth record of

radios and other durable goods reports 'Survey
of Current Business', 24:22

banks now advancing credit on durable goods
purchases, competing with retailers says
NARDA pres. Joseph Fleischaker, 24:23

cabinet finishes & styling criticized in ‘Home
Furnishings Daily’, 25:20

"newness" that helps sell sets discussed by RCA’s
Jack S. Belden, 25:21

second set not in demand in N.Y. homes, Puise
finds in survey for 'Teievision Age’, 25:21

electronic oven prices, 25:23
brand preferences of TV sets reported by news-

papers, 26:16; by Look’ survey. 50:17
sales to dealers up on 1960 TV sets. 29:20

national fair-trade law opposed by admen re-
ports 'Printers' Ink', 29:22

programming piugged in ads by set makers, 30:1,

33:18; NAB & NCTA join EIA campaign, 34:8,
39:15

average TV set price drops. 30:17; average price
at factory level is up, 31:18

FTC & Chairman Earl W, Kintner subject of
'NARDA News’ article. 30:18

National TV Week, 31:10. 34:8, 45:12, 47:17
co-op ad plan proposal of NARDA. 33:17
Ohio fair trade iaw, 35:17
advertising plans by set mfrs., 36:13

set mfrs. now stage elaborate shows to introduce
new models, 37:12

NARDA News’ survey finds dealers expect set
sales to top 1958, 42:19

price boost for TV sets possible, 44:17

$200 billion retail sales predicted for 1959 by
‘Wall St. Journal’, 46:20

Robinson-Patman Act prohibition against price
discrimination enforced by FCC, 46:20

1960 good year for appliance sales, predicts GE
pres. Robert Paxton. 46:20; other business
forecasts, 52:19

National Better Business Bureau critical of

claims for socket antennas, 47:20
motel-hotel TV roundup. 48:16
set quality stressed in EIA-sponsored campaign,

rather than programming quality, as in earlier

drive. 49:17, 50:17
N.Y. bills to stop misrepresentation in TV sales

& repairs, 51:18

MILITARY USE OF TV
low aptitude students improved when TV teach-

ing was employed at Ft. Gordon, Ga.. 2:8
Armed Forces TV Service to make own klnes of

network shows, 4:3, 9:7
Army's closed-circuit missile maintenance train-

ing center, 9:4, 16:11
Armed Forces stations, 40:3

MOBILIZATION
Conelrad system. 9:10. 13:12, 15:10. 16:10, 21:11.

24:9, 35:6, 43:4, 45:13. 48:4
OCDM & AEG seek low-cost radioactive fallout
measuring device to be attached to battery
radios, 21:17

"Strike" film on civil defense preparation, 31:9

MONOPOLY (see Anti-Trust)

network option-time seen as monopoly by Justice
Dept., 2:2

MUSIC AGENCIES
BMI-ASCAP hearings report. 11:4
1958 ASCAP receipts, 11:8
CBS returns BMI shares. 15:7; NBC sells back
BMT stock, 38:14

Independent TV Corp. investigates buying Mills
Music Inc., 15:14, 34:14

ASCAP officers. 18:12
ASCAP probe by House Small Business subcom-

mittee. 21:4, 25:12
MCA’s role as talent agency, TV producer and

distributor, 24:19
Music Industry Trade Show. 26:15
ASCAP proposed consent order amending 1950

anti-trust judgment, 27:5
Columbia Pictures buys Broadcast Music Corp.

music catalog, 41:15
ASCAP regulation by 2 outside overseers pro-
posed by U.S. District Court, 43:8

"payola” practice—see Congress and PCX).

MUTUAL BROADCASTLNG SYSTEM (MBS)

Fulton Lewis Jr. libel suit, 6:6, 15:6. 19:8, 45:8
stock fraud charges filed against pres. Alexander
Guterma. also chairman of F. L. Jacobs Co..
7:13, 8:14, 9:6. 11:6: Guterma trial, 21:20

change in officers, 8:14
sold, 9:6, 10:2. 11:6, 12:9, 13:6. 26:7
Don Lee Network moves to ABC, 13:6
Yankee network affiliation. 19:8
network use by magazines builds circulation, 20:7
“Operation Newsbeat" anniversary. 23:7
bankruptcy. 27:7, 28:6, 29:7, 31:15. 33:6, 34:5,

38:14. 41:8, 44:11, 45:6, 47:10. 52:16
former officials indicted, 36:6, 37:6. 38:14, 41:7;

trial. 50.9, 51:9
Dominican Republic suit to recover $750,000,

43:10

NATIONAL ASSN. OF BROADCASTERS (NAB)
convention, 3:8. 7:5. 11:1, 12:1, 37:7, 39:9, 44:8
pres. Harold Fellows gets National Religious

Bcstrs. citation, 4:9
board meetings, 5:8, 6:7, 26:9
"Impact of TV” spot promotion campaign. 5:10
TV Code Review Board, 6:7, 16:13, 17:13. 18:3,

19:11, 20:10, 24:11, 25:3, 26:14, 32:7, 43:7, 47:3
National Museum of Broadcasting. 8:8. 18:12
Conference of State Association Presidents, 8:9.

9:8
“Voice of Democracy" scriptwritdng contest. 9:7
“corporate image” of TV, steps to improve. 12:1,

16:10, 18:10. 19:11, 23:8 24:11, 25:4, 27:12 &
15. 29:10; TV Information Organization, 31:12,
32:8, 34:6. 36:6, 38:16, 39:9, 42:5 & 8, 44:8,

45:11, 52:14
Fellows’ 9 “rules of order” for the good broad-

caster. 12:5
committee on video tape usage. 12:11, 20:13
new officers of boards, 12:13. 25:13
engineering award (first), 12:13
efficiency study of headquarters, 14:11
preparation “H” crackdown, 7:13, 18:3, 19:11.

20:10. 24:11, 25:3. 29:10
finance committee, 19:11
"teaser” advertising request, 21:5
management seminars, 24:16, 27:10, 29:10 39:9
West Coast code office, 28:12, 38:10
NAB-FAA ask stations to warn listeners to stay
away from disasters reported over air. 31:10

sponsors National Science Youth Month with
Science Service, 32:8

TV-film liaison group. 32:14. 39:14
personal product advertising rules, 34:6, 38:3,

40:11
"implied” beer drinking rapped, 38:18
manual on TV-radio news coverage. 41:12, 43:7
regional fall conference in Washington, D.C.

42:6; Atlanta conference, 44:12

self-control by stations urged by pres. Fellows
and Code Review Board member Gaines Kelley,

j
44:7; previewing of commercials advocated by
Roger W. CUpp, 47:8, 50:6 !

stations joining in support of code, 47:9, 48:7 I

code revised, 49:3; steps to improve program-
ming, 50:3, 51:1, 52:2 I

Distinguished Service Award, 49:14
'

"Learn—and Live” space-age campaign, 50:7 i

improving radio code, 51:7 ;

'

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY (NBC)
drops "must-Buy,” 2:2

[

annual summing-up shows 13% gain in time!,
sales over 1957, 3:8 '1

‘

network policy changes, 6:9 1

TeleTape Center opened at ex-WOR-TV studios |1

for taped commercials, 7:9, 15:14 I

news fellowship for high school editor, 8:7 1 i

marketing study No. 173, 10:3
"If I’d only known it was on, I'd have watched I

it” campaign, 10:8
|

radio WRCA separated from WRCA-TV, 11:4
,

committee to defend TV industry 12:5, 13:12 !

"Country Fair” accident, 15:7 '

Jack Paar, 15:14, 23:10
"minimum buy” rate, 17:6
sales rep business defended. 18:4
"Today” on tape, 18:6, 25:15
Australian branch, 18:6 I

new programming plans reported by Robt. Sar-f
noff, 19:8, 21:6, 22:6

Gomalco Enterprises (George Gobel) suit, 22:6
(

"Tactic” cancer-control series, 23:5
j

rotating sponsorship of 3 hour-long shows, 23:6 I

European film tours, 24:15
radio shift to providing feature service only, in-|

formally proposed, 32:6 1

preview of fall programs staged, 32:9 I

“totality of service" concept, 35:6
talent discovery-development program, 37:6
miscellaneous theatrical & publishing activities
now under one management, 37:6; New Enter-]
prises Div., 51:8

financial interest in Latin American stations, i)

38:2, 39:6 \BMI stock turned back, 38:14 f
network & Jack Paar and others sued by EdwardL
Hilgemeier Jr.. 40:13 f

radio network, 44:14 \
annual affiliates meeting told of need to counter-u i

act quiz scandals, 46:7; to support code, 48:6 7'

"Friday Night Fights” cancellation, 47:4, 48:7
'

Time Inc, “double standards” in quiz criticismsL
attacked by Robert W. Sarnoff, 47:7

Kenneth Bilby moves to RCA, 47:10; realign-!
|

ments after move, 52:16
ads in leading newspapers explain programj I

policies, 48:5
abolishes kickback on talent fees, 50:9 |

payola satire by Bob Hope, 50:9 ,,

NETWORKS, Coaxial-Microwave Facilities
^

South American link planned by Florida Micro-'
Communications Inc., 6:4 *

transatlantic relay, 6:5, 13:6, 16:2, 25:7 *i

daylight-time network problems near solution^
thru use of tape, 8:2, 15:15, 17:5; state & city, I

daylight time table, 17:13, 18:10 I
relay system bouncing signals off man-made re-'

fiectors In sky patented by Henri Busignies,|’
9:10: World-Wide TV article in ‘Industrial
Research’, 23:8

TV satellite in space. 11:11, 19:12; Bell Labs ex-
periments, 40:3, 49:11

parametric ampiifier seen leading to improved
over-the-horizon bcstg. by ITT, 11:11

bandwidth reduction research, 14:3, 21:18. 43:20
Navy bounces radio messages off moon for Ha-
waii-Washington link. 14:18. 34:17 ’

Russian earth-circling TV satellite plan, 18:11
j

Japan-Hawali underwater cable, 19:12 I

20-cent phone call to anywhere using radio-relay!
satellites, predicts Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner, 20:22;

National Missile Industry Conference, 22:22 /

"Earth Net Dialing System” of ITT, 22:22 t

International TV in 5 years predicted by AB-PT,
pres. Leonard Goldenson, 37:8 '

tropospheric scatter system to link England. '

Spain & Morocco, 38:23
first picture of earth from outer space taken on!

satellite Explorer IV, 40:17 [i

AT&T charges “excessive” claims WSAZ-TV.u
Huntington, W.Va., 41:7 0

space satellites’ significance described by Brig.jJ
Gen. Earle F. Cook. 41:10

TV in future space research, subject of SMPTEl
meeting, 41:10: TV use feasible says Navy's]
Dr. Beischer, 47:15

]

Western Union sets up transcontinental micro-1
wave for Air Force. 44:3

aluminized balloon tested for use as space TV;
relay, 44:11 5

microwave to Alaska. 47:10

NEWSPAPERS
j

Marie Torre case, 1:4, 2:7, 3:7
*

ANPA continuing attack on TV as advertising!
medium, 1:8 j

anti-TV campaign of Newspaper Advertising Ex-|i
ecutives Assn., 4:2 j

Ohio law granting newsmen right to keep sourcesfl i

confidential 6:7, 13:2, 35:10; Pa. law extendsHi
right to TV-radio reporters. 46:13 Jf
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bills granting newsmen immunity from disclosing
sources in federal courts & congressional com-
mittees, 7:4, 19:8

Hearst newspaper critics told to moderate com-
ments on personalities on TV shows, 8:7

end of free TV logs in newspapers predicted by
Edward Murray, ‘Los Angeles Mirror-News', 8:8

newspaper circulation slightly down in 1958,

'Editor & Publisher’ reports, 9:13
farm newspapers vs. TV and radio, debate, 13:6

print media, trends & developments, 10:12, 19:14
news-advertising table by Media Records, 13:12
AP-served TV-radio outlets grow, 15:8
lack of progress may force newspapers out of

I business, Herbert Brucker writes in ‘Saturday
Review’, 17:16

ANPA officers, 17:16
Associated Press officers, 17:16
“popular” should replace “mass media” in des-
cribing TV-radio, says NAB’s Charles H.
Tower, 19:11

newspapers increase spot ’TV spending, 21:8
International Press Insistute’s 8th gen. assembly

reviews challenge of TV, 22:10
Montana newspapers sold to Lee chain by Ana-
conda Co., 23:7

weeklies’ advertising down, circulation up, 23:13.

27:16
Ga. Superior Court fines Atlanta newspapers for

printing criminal record of robbery suspect on
trial, 24:9

'St. Louis Post-Dispatch’ strike, 24:9, 25:10
‘Jacksonville Journal’ sale, 25:10
Liberace verdict over British colunnist Cas-
sandra, 25:12

Phoenix daily planned by Clinton McKinnon,
27:10

industry recapitulation in ‘Editor & Publisher’
75th anniversary issue, 27:16

58-million circulation, but national ads drop,
29:17

ANPA task force to boost use by national ad-
vertisers, 29:17

TV matches newspaper in public choice of me-
dium for political news, 31:9

Cynthia Lowry takes over AP daily TV-radio
column, 32:10; Fred Danzig for UPI, 34:14

Million Market Newspapers Inc. formed to rep-
resent 5 large papers to advertisers, 34:12

Dr. Frank Stanton advocates 5-year study of

newspaper & TV-radio journalist, 35:10

Okla. liquor advertising, 35:12
Gannett buys Camden Courier-Post, 35:12
Detroit newspaper strikes, 38:15
newFjrapers’ “image” more favorable than that

of TV-radio in Richmond, newspaper survey
finds, 41:13

newspaper reading compared with TV viewing
in TvB study, 42:13

color linage up in newspapers, 43:12
Boston newspaper strike, 45:12
SW German ’TV-newspaper non-aggression pact
on competition tor ad dollars, 45:23

‘Ohio State Journal’ and ‘Columbus Citizen'
merge, 46:6

TV rebuttals to newspaper attacks following quiz
scandals, 47:7

deceptions by newspapers should be dropped says
letter in ‘Editor & Publisher’, 47:16

‘Washington Star’ comments on TV’s adolescence
in striking back at newspapers for quiz expose
buildup, 48:7

“newsola” charge by WPTR Albany, N.Y., 49:7
‘Brooklyn Eagle’ plant sold, 50:11
AP prohibits staff members from appearing on
panel shows. 51:9

deceptions & deficiencies by newspapers criticized

by ‘Washington Post’, 52:6
Los Angeles ‘Times-Mirror’ financial report, 52:20

NEW STATIONS ON AIR

Station log, including 1959 starters, 1:1, 37:2
KOED-TV, Tulsa. Okla., 2:11
WHCT. Hartford, Conn, resumes, 4:8
WJDC-TV, Dawson Creek. B.C., 4:8
KOKH-TV, Oklahoma City, Okla., 6:8
KVIE, Sacramento. Cal., 9:9
KUAT, Tucson, Ariz., 10:8
WILX-TV, Onondaga-Lansing, Mich, 11:8
WMSB. Onondaga-Lansing, Mich., 11:8
WQEX, Pittsburgh, Pa.. 12-11
WNED-TV. Buffalo. N.Y., 13:13
KPLR-TV, St. Louis, Mo.. 17:12
KDPS-TV, Des Moines, la., 17:12
WCHU, Champaign. 111., 17:12
WTOM-TV. Cheboygan, Mich., 20:11
WENH-TV. Durham, N.H., 25:9
K’TLE, Pocatello, Ida., 27:9
KHTV, Portland. Ore,, 27.9
WXIX. Milwaukee, Wis., 29:9
CHAB-TV. Moose Jaw. Sask., 29:9
CBYT, Corner Brook, Nfld., 29:9
WAFG-TV. Huntsville. Ala.. 31:11
KXLJ-TV, Helena. Mont., resumes, 36:5
WDAM-TV, Hattlesburg-Laurel, Miss., begins on

Ch. 7 under new owner, 36:6
slow year for new starters, 42:4
KXGO-TV, Fargo, N.D.. 42:11

KOMC, McCook, Neb,, 42:11

WMUB-TV, Oxford. O., 42:11
WABG-TV. Greenwood, Miss., 43:7
KVUE. Sacramento. Cal., 43:7
KLYD-TV, Bakersfield, Cal., 46:13
KNDO-TV, Yakima, Wash., 46:13
WFAM-TV, Lafayette, Ind. resumes, 46:13

WICC-TV, Bridgeport. Conn, resumes, 46:13
CJSS-’TV, Cornwall, Ont., 46:13
CJCB-TV-1, Inverness. N.S., 46:13
summation for year, 52:4
CBAFT, Moncton, N.B., 52:8

Stations off Air

KXLJ-TV, Helena, Mont., 3:11
WXIX, Milwaukee, Wis., 9:1
WFAM-TV, Lafayette. Ind., 20:11
KULR, Kalispell, Mont., 24:14
KSPR-TV. Casper. Wyo., 30:5
WBPZ-TV, Lock Haven, Pa., 34:4
KHTV, Portland, Ore., 44:7
KXLF-’TV, Butte, Mont., off air for month, fol-
lowing fire. 46:14, 49:8, 51:12

KITS, Nacogdoches, Tex., 49:8

PATENTS (see also Anti-Trust)

Emerson sued over use of patents of late Maj.
Edwin H. Armstrong, 38:22, 40:15

Motorola sued by Zenith, 17:21, 39:19
Hazeltine Research sues Zenith, 49:20

PERSONNEL
broadcasters who have entered church orders, 1:7
Alfred M. Landon stations, 19:12
electronics exec., characteristics & earnings as
reported by ‘Fortune’, 44:19

POLITICS

Presidential fireside TV chats planned by GOP,
2:7, 16:9

equal time rule, 4:11, 7:6, 8:5, 9:5, 10:6, 11:5,

12:2, 13:2, 14:6. 15:4, 16:6, 18:4, 19:1, 20:6.

21:4, 22:4, 23:4, 25:1, 26:3, 29:2, 30:3. 31:2, 32:3,

33.2, 34:1 & 4, 35:2, 36:2, 37:2 & 9, 38:5, 39:4,

40:2, 42:10, 44:7 & 10; Supreme Court decision,
27:1; broadcast editorials on subject. 28:1, 29:8

Pa. “public service” kines & tapes have both
parties discussing issues, 8:7, 40:4

politicians in TV-radio, 8:9, 38:16
political convention coverage, 12:9, 28:6, 37:9
adman John P. Cunningham studies TV use by

candidates, 13:12
FCC ruling on political spot identification, 15:5
Rutger U‘s Political-Science Eagleton Foundation
study of Sec. 315, 23:4

. Congress moves to exempt newscasts from equal
time rule. 24:7

editorial on Sec. 315, 29:3
RCA to use electronic data-processing system to

analyze election returns, 32:17
spots favored over programs by GOP. 35:13
Democrats name Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli
agency for Presidential campaign, 46:13

Free TV-radio time for parties for 1 mo. before
Presidential election proposed by N.Y. Demo-
cratic chairman Prendergast, 46:13

’TV-radio musts for politicians now says NAB
pres. Harold E. Fellows. 49:8

PREDICTIONS
10-year forecast by Robert W. Sarnoff, 7:6
Mansfield’s 10-year industry prediction, 10:14
$11.5 billion electronic sales by 1965 says H.

Leslie Hoffman, 11:19
“soaring sixties” and electronic developments
seen by Sylvani’s Don G. Mitchell, 18:19

1960-70 electronics growth forseen by Motorola
execs., 49:20

60’s seen as age of “Home Entertaimnent” by
‘Newsweek’, 50:17

stereo radios and electronic cooking ranges will
be mass-marketed in 1960 says David R. Hull,
EIA pres., 52:18

1960 business forecasts, 52:19

PROFITS, TV STATION (See Financial Activity)

PROGRAMS & PRODUCTION (see also individual
networks)

‘Fortune’ article' “TV: The Light That Failed,”
gets reply from C. Wrede Petersmeyer, 1:5

Fund for the Republic censor study, 2:4, 8:6
Cuban revolution live on NBC-TV, 2:4; Fidel
Castro in Washington, 16:9

N.Y. bill would “license” & censor all TV shows,
4:16, 6:5

influence of critics, subject of Fund for the Re-
public study, 5:4

International Transmissions Inc. news service for
radios, 5:8

quiz shows dropped, 5:16; N.Y. grand jury study,
24:15, 29:14, 30:15, 31:5, 49:7

Pat Weaver’s plea for higher level of program-
ming, 5:16; McCann-Hh-ickson consultant, 20:9

Canon 35, 6:5, 9:8, 13:13, 21:4, 22:15, 35:7, 36:7,
41:11, 47:17

hour-long trend 6:6, 14:8, 21:13, 26:10, 36:12,
46:10, 50:12, 52:9

broadcast editorials, 6:7, 9:8, 11:4, 12:2, 19:11,
20:6, 21:7, 23:8 & 9, 38:4, 43:8, 45:13

N.Y. bill to extend libel law to cover TV-radio.
6:7

viewer preferences not affected by whether show
is film or live reports Pulse, 6:11

Edward R. Murrow remains critical of program-
ming, 6:16

Manle Sacks, 6:16, 9:7, 10:10
taped repeats of network shows gain in ratings.

7:7; other network uses, 8:2, 12:9, 16:15, 20:14

study of broadcasters’ programming, economic
& political problems by Dr. Elmer S. Mead
published by Public Affairs Press. 8:2

program responsibility issue reviewed by networks
at American Marketing Assn, meeting. 8:7

Edward R. Morrow’s program plans, 8:7, 9:7,

28:14, 48:14; “Person to Person” 26:10, 42:15,
44:6

news bureau expansion by group stations, 8:7,

15:9
violence, horror & suggestiveness in TV & movies

to be attacked by Roman Catholic bishops,
9:8; misquoted says Legion of Decency. 10:7

National Council of Churches’ 1959 ’TV-radio
budget, 9:9

San Quentin execution, request to televise made
by KRON-TV, 10:8

N.Y. bill to permit coverage of state legislature,
11:7, 12:9, 19:13, 51,9

public service programming, 10:7, 11:8, 12:9, 15:6.

16:10, 17:11 & 14, 18:3 & 7, 23:10, 26:10, 27:9
& 12, 35:8, 36:7, 37:9, 38:1

Roman Catholic Church action to coordinate all
action on TW, movies & radio, 11:8

Oscar awards telecast, 12:9, 15:7; KTTV criti-
cizes drop of commercials, 16:10; refund, 21:14;
1960 plans. 46:7, 41:11, 43:8, 44:16, 46:10

pilots lor next season, a tabulation, 13:2 & 8;

lack new ideas says agencies, 15:8: more pilots,
17:18, 33:14, 36:12, 38:11, 39:13, 41:15; losing
favor, 19:2, 26:13

Western trend, 13:2, 20:14, 25:12, 26:10, 33:11,
40:7. 42:16, 43:9. 46:10, 50:12

Spanish film import planned, 14:17
“Telephone Time” producer Jerry Stagg sues
Hal Roach, Guild Films & others, 13:17, 27:17

title clearing house needed, 13:18, 20:15, 24:20,
30:12, 38:11, 39:14, 50:14

daytime programming, 14:8; audience, 23:8; CBS
leads other networks, 46:10

theme songs, 14:9
casualties, 15:7, 17:11, 18:3, 24:18, 31:16, 48:13,

49:15, 51:9 & 10
“comprehension gap” between pubUc and com-

plex news information must be shortened says
Slg Mickelson, CBS, 15:8

reasons for increase in “specials,” 15:12
short-term contract for new series has replaced

39-week contract, 15:13; syndicated shows fav-
ored over short network contracts, 44:15

‘Loretta Young’ time change, 15:14
tailor shows to marketing objectives of adver-

tisers says consultant George Gruskin, 16:9
Kan. TV film censorship question, 16:9, 17:11
5-year old Virginia Tiu, pianist, 16:9, 18:12
“specials” on KTTV, Los Angeles, 16:10; on
WPIX. N.Y., 46:15

multilingual TV system developed by Multiplex
Development Corp., 16:11

costs of specials and long-term contracts given
soft-pedal by sponsors, 16:14

“specials” planned by networks and packagers,
17:3, 27:8 & 18, 28:9, 33:12, 34:12, 37:9, 38:14;
costs up, 47:16, 52:15

Harriet Van Horne critical of Congressional mail
plugging “Meet Me in St. Louis,” 17:11

contempt of court dismissal granted Baltimore
stations in baby adoption case, 17:13

tape used for nearly 2/3 of original program-
ming, predicts Howard S. Meighan, 17:17

tape will enable independents to operate within
budget, says Oliver A. Unger, NTA, 17:17

“Fury” becomes book, 17:18
children’s programs get 89% approval by GFWC
members in survey by National Audience
Board, 18:7, 23:8

Bolshoi Ballet, 18:11, 19:3, 20:8. 21:13, 23:14,
25:12, 26:14, 39:14

telephone press rate asked for news reports to
TV & radio stations, 18:12

agencies have become helpful to producers, our
survey finds, 18:15

deletion of “gas chamber ’ references in “Judg-
ment at Nuremberg” show on ‘Playhouse 90’.
18:17

David Susskind subject of ‘Time’ article, 18:17;
Susskind vs. NBC, 20:8; “specials” scheduled,
23:10, 37:9, 45:14

“Peter Gunn” as feature movie. 18:17; new
“Lassie” movie based on TV, 23:15

writers, most in demand, branch into production
and directing. 18:17, 43:14

news “in depth” network shows, 19:3 & 8, 20 ‘7,
21:6, 23:10, 26:10, 27:14, 29:14; 33:10, 3510
43:10. 44:6, 46:11, 48:9, 49:11, 51:8, 52:15

Bob Hope’s activities curtailed by blood clot in
eye, 19:10

informing public via news & discussion is
greatest challenge says Harold Fellows. 19:11

WBC news programming, 19:12, 21:7, 23:9
TV coverage of news conferences of (R)v Fur-

colo. Mass., 19:13
Warner Bros., exploitation movies, 19:17
trend to foreign production with tape usage,

20:2, 40:7
“Father Knows Best,” 20:14
roaring ’20’s shows, 20:14
“North of 53” series shot in Canada, 20:15
Hubbell Robinson firm. 22:6; his comments on
programming, 23:9, 29:14, 37,9

BBC-TV & French Govt, exchanges planned
with NTA. 22:6

“Yankee Doodle Dandy” movie pre-empts net-
work time on 7 midwest stations, 22:9

all-commercial half-hour series on K’TTV Los
Angeles, 22:9, 29:11. 33:8, 39:9
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1960-61 film plans. 22:15
fewer series In cooperation with armed forces

because of lack of hit shows and censorship
problems, 22:15

shows based on hit movies, 22:18. 32:10

St. Lawrence Seaway dedication. 23:9

"Birth of a Nation" movie. 23:10

Civil War theme 23:10. 28:9, 36:12. 40:7. 45:14

daytime Western programming, 23:10

summer audience held better with new program
m.'iterial or reruns rather than with replace-

ment series, Nielsen finds. 23:12; 'Advertising
Age' on summer reruns, 29:17

"Black Saddle" claimed for next season by both
ABC & NBC, 24:7

daytime specials for women on CBS. 24:7, 29:19

doctor audience is aim of early morning Ciba
program. 24:10; tape preferred for medical
documentaries. 44:15

Md. hearing of Baltimore police commissioner
Hepbron covered by video tape. 24:14

new approaches key to popularity of several new
series. 24:15

shortage of production executives & others,

24:19; shows changing producers, 41:14, 42:15,

43:13. 45:14, 47:11
new faces win stardom on TV, 25:15

"The Lawbreakers" debut delayed in order to

get more suitable time, 25:16
George Burns' program enterprises, 25:17; other
TV stars with program interests, 29:17

stars feud with TV producers, 25:17
NEA praises network programs for attention to

problems in education. 26:6
TV as news source. Corinthian study. 26:8

beatnik "Against the Stream" program of KPIX,
San Francisco, 26:10

AEC ban on TV-radio at hearing on atomic
waste disposal plant application. 26:10

soap operas continue live, film makers unable to

solve economics involved. 26:13
fewer taboos, 27:4
NBC leads in public preference for networks.
Psychological Corp., finds, 27:7

probiems confronting bcstrs. subject of North-
western U. symposium. 27:12

N.Y. Committee of Religious Leaders critical of
city's moral tone as reported by all media.
27:12: "improve bcstg." letter campaign, 39:8

movies occupy large amount of programming,
27:12, 28:12; more film in prime time, 28:6

space science programs, 27:18
"I Speak for Myself" and "Open End” N.Y.

local shows, 27:18
N.Y. movie censorship law affected by Supreme
Court "Lady Chatterley's Lover” decision.
27:18: Chmn. Doerfer’s censorship inquiries.
52:16

TV stars get share of profits, 28:6, 33:13. 48:12;
walkouts for more money, 45:14. 46:17, 47:13

Chicago furor over local telecast of Queen Eliz-
abeth at Mayor's dinner. 28:9

"The Lineup” cast changes, 29:14, 49:9; Tully
offered settlement. 49:15

Dr. Joyce Brothers' marital advice program,
29:14, 34:14

audience increases in 2nd half of 60-min sus-
pense show, says NBC, 29:17

trends in next season's TV programming, 29:18,
39:6, 42:16

V.P. Nixon’s Moscow visit, 30:8, 31:3, 32:10
imported films & recordings would be marked as

to origin under Rep Roosevelt’s bill, 31:5
replacements prepared for possible cancellations,

31:15, 38:9, 41:10. 42:16. 43:13; efforts to save
new series, 47:12

networks Sunday night battle for audience, 32:9;
other stories on ratings. 38:7

N.Y. originates nearly 300% more live network
programs than all other cities combined, ac-
cording to Ross Reports-TV Index, 32:9

Wm. Dozier states sponsors should put as few
restrictions as possible on producers, 32:11

Max Shulman prefers writing for TV rather
than movies, 32:13

Betty Hutton show, 32:14, 33:14, 42:15, 43:15,
49:14, 52,13

• 24-hour programming by stations, 33:7: more
late-late programs in N.Y., 40:6

huge fees overcome objections to TV appear-
ances by star holdouts, 33:12

network shows shift. 34:5
power failure in N.Y.C., 34:6
murder trail in Cal. covered by TV, 34:8
"specials” and audience they draw, 34:12: re-

peats, 35:4; more adult, 36:7; series producers
don’t like, 37:10

NBC-TV gets Mary Martin for 2 TV shows by
investing in "The Sound of Music" Broadway
show. 34:12

13-w'eek series, disadvantages outlined, 34:13
Russ Columbo story, 34:13
NAFBRAT evaluates children’s programs, 34:14
Cmdr. Ford proposes community hearings on
programming by area stations, 35:5

PTA show evaluation project calls TV “violent
& vulgar," 35:5

salaries go up after release of false stories about
astronomical fees paid stars, 35:9

"Continuous performance" policy of WTTV,
Bloomington-Indianapolis, 35:9

Eisenhower-Khrushchev visits, 35:9, 37:5, 38 1,

39:13, 41:12
American Civil Liberties Union reports on states

with "right to know” laws giving access to
records & meetings, 35:9

“Celebrity Parade" cancellation, 36:7, 37:9, 38:5

producers vs. agencies, list of compiaints each
has against other, 36:3

"courtroom" shows on all networks, 36:7
lawyer Joseph N. Welch to be m e. & commenta-

tor, 36:7
World-Wide sales of TV shows could up "allow-

able” production budget by 25% says Oliver
Treyz. 37:6

AFL-CIO fiiles FCC complaint against Metropol-
itan Bcstg. over program on iabor corruption,
37:7, 46:14

WBC public service programming conference,
37:9, 38:18, 39:7

Jack Webb’s plans. 37:11
WNTA-TV's 'Play of the Week’ and other new
programs, 38:7

Mrs. Roosevelt on series. 38:7
Southern Baptists Convention use of televange-

lism to combat delinquency. 39:8
stock film use declining, 39:12
more series being filmed by networks, 39:13
"ideal network schedule" forum subject of
Academy of TV Arts & Sciences, 40:13, 41:11

WABC-TV’s "Everything Goes” show. 41:9, 43:15
more successful new shows this year than last

says N. W. Ayer’s James H. Cornell in ’Televi-
sion’. 41:10

syndication getting difficult, producers now seek
network placement of shows, 41:14

talent agencies, list of clients and infiuence on
programs. 41:3, 44:6

FCC’s Doerfer says agency is being pushed into
taking greater control over programs, 42:5

"clean house" on programming FTC’s Earl W.
Kintner warns NAB meeting, 42:6

network policies change following quiz show
scandal, 42:6, 45:5. 47:3. 50:2

Russian radio quiz shows beamed at Europe.
Africa & North America, 42:6

“What They’re Saying About Programming”—

a

roundup during quiz scandal, 44:5
FTC Chairman Kintner’s views on control of
commercials & programming. 45:2

John Crosby evaluates 3 networks on “Mike
Wallace Interviews,” 45:6

news programming improving. UCLA survey in

Los Angeles finds, 45:8
advertisers must help clean up programming,
says ANA chairman Donald S. Frost, 46:2

commercials due next for investigation. 45:2, 46:5
programming reform views of govt, officials and
congressmen, 46:8

President Eisenhower's trip to Europe, Asia &
Africa, 46:9, 47:13 & 23, 48:6

lawsuits follow quiz scandals, 46:11
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller’s insistence on sepa-

rate news conference to TV-radio press causes
walkout, 46:11

interchange of British-U.S.-Canadian program-
ming forseen by Norman Collins of Associated
TV Ltd., 46:14

columnist Roscoe Drummond’s one-hour boycott
of TV, 47:7

“Citizen's Committee" to guard morals & taste
proposed by Sigurd S. Larmon. Young & Rub-
icam, 48:5; viewers opposed to more govt, pro-
gram control 'Wall St. Journal’ finds, 48:9;
informal industry summit. 49:10

U.S.-Russian cultural pact. 48:9, 50:11

shortage of male leads for pilot films, 48:12
censorship of shows originating in N.Y. proposed

in bill, 48:12

"what people want from TV” study for CBS-
TV, 49:3

canned laughter ineffective, reports Schwerin
Research, 49:15

Roper poll of public opinion of TV after quiz
scandals, 51:5

Entertainment Productions out of business, 51:9

public, not FCC, should keep up quality of pro-
gramming says 'Washington Post’ editorial.
51:9; David Lawrence warns of evils from TV-
radio censorship. 52:15

year-end review, 52:2

Desilu, Westinghouse, CBS etc. sued for pirating
story for "K.O. Kitty,” 52:13

Awards
Christopher, 3:8

Emmy, 9:8, 16:9. 19:10, 20:9 & 13, 25:16, 38:8

Pulitzer prizes for original TV plays & other
programs suggested, 10:8, 19:13

National Headliners Club, 12:9

duPont. 13:12

Peabody. 15:8

Ohio State, 19:9

NAFBRAT, 22:16

NAB’s "Learn—and Live” plaque, 23:8

Freedom Book, American Heritage Committee.
23:11

Sigma Delta Chi. 23:11

BMI. 24:15

Robert E. Sherwood, 25:13

Thomas Alva Edison Foundation, 29:15

Prix Italia competition, 34:11

American Bar Assn.’s “gavel award," 35:7

Sylvania, 39:8

Radio-TV News Directors Assn., 42:10, 43:7

‘Mad’ awards, 43:15
'TV Guide' reader poll, 44:6
National Safety Council, 46:15
“Golden Mike.” 47:17

Alfred I. duPont, 47:17

PUBLICATIONS

Books
books by and about bcstg. people, 10:7, 29:17,

43:11, 44:14
book publishers enter TV advertising, 29:17
TV shows based on books, 41:14, 43:11
books from TV shows, 41:14
'Storer Operating Manual’, 44:8

Periodicals

anti-TV campaign by Compton adv. agency and
magazines, 4:2, 5:4, 8:10, 12:5, 14:14

Meredith Publishing Co. financial reports, 5:15,

19:24, 34:19, 44:22, 46:22, 47:22
'Tide' sold to 'Printer’s Ink’, with which it will

merge, 8:10
‘SatEvePost’ liquor advertising, 9:13, 14:14
magazine circulation & advertising reports, 9:13,

12:6, 17:16, 26:12, 30:13, 37:10, 43:12, 46:6
‘Radio & TV News’ changes to ‘Electronics

World’. 10:17
Time Inc. financial reports, 11:20, 30:19
stories about TV personalities used to boost cir-

culation, 13:12, 43:8
Macfadden Publications financial reports, 13:12,

33:11
Conde Nast Publications soid to Mr. & Mrs.
Samuel I. Newhouse, 13:12; Conde Nast buys
control of Street & Smith, 35:8

having own "spectaculars,” 15:12
1959 earnings prediction by United Business

Service, 15:12
Hearst Consolidated Publications Inc. financial

reports, 15:12
McCall Corp. financial reports, 15:12
tobacco and Bantron (anti-smoking) ads create
dilemma for publishers, 15:12

'Electronic Design’s' Hayden Publishing estab-
lishes tech, book div., 16:19

‘Journal of Research’ of National Bureau of
Standards split into 4 sections, 18:19

‘Life’ cuts price. 19:14; ‘Reader’s Digest’ studies
cut, 23:13; ‘SatEvePost’ raises price, 25:14;
'Reader’s Digest’ reverts to 35^1, 27:16; 20(*

trend, 46:6
Meredith Publishing buys National Plan Service

Inc. of Chicago, 20:24
regional advertising by magazines, 21:12, 24:17,

30:13, 32:12
‘SatEvePost’ contest has ghost town as prize,

21:12
quality audience is magazines’ defense against
TV mass audience, says Arthur Stein of ’Cor-
onet’, 23:13

leveling off of TV ad bite seen by Ben Hibbs of
’SatEvePost’, 23:13

effectiveness of magazine adv. subject of Maga-
zine Publishers Assn, study, 24:17

Sunday supplements campaign against TV in-
roads on adv.. 25:14

‘TV Guide’ adds Ariz.-N.M. edition, 26:9
magazine ad lineage, 29:17, 30:13, 34:12, 47:16,

52:6
‘Reader’s Rigest’ 12 million guarantee, 29:17
Louisiana Gov. Earl Long sues ‘Time’ and ‘Life’,

29:17
magazine ad rates & circulation guarantees con-

tinue to rise, 33:11
Curtis Publishing financial reports, 33:11, 50:11
'European Technical Digests’ summarizes articles
from Ehiropean publications, 33:18

Playboy’s "Playboy Penthouse" show, 35:13
magazine readers better than TV low-brow, low-
income group, claims Magazine Advertising
Bureau study, 41:3, 47:16

‘Journal of TV & FM DX’ begins in Jan., 41:11
Prarie Farmer Publishing sold to AB-PT, 47:9

RECEIVER, INSTALLATION & SERVICING

GE to use independent dealers to supplement
own service facilities, 2:14

N.Y. firms dealing in counterfeit tubes dissolved
by N.Y. state attny. gen., 2:14

limit on free service warranties asked by
NARDA, 3:12

RCA defends policies, 3:12
N.Y. bills would certify servicemen as "com-
petent TV technicians,” 7:13

brush-up intensive schooling scheduled at North-
western U by NARDA, 12:18

1958 expenditures (Mansfield estimates), 15:16
printed circuit servicing difficulties subject to
NATESA survey, 15:18

car battery converted for TV use by solid-state
inverter made by Magnetic Amplifiers, 15:18

color set servicing represents 25% of RCA Serv-
ice Co.’s contract income, 16:22

Philco increases compensation to service tech-
nicians on warranty repairs, 20:20

bill to license D.C. servicemen, 25:5
Hi. bill to license TV technicians, 29:22
warranty races extending iong-term warranties
among mfrs. attacked by NARDA exec, v.p, A.
W. Bernsohn. 32:16

income tax adjustment on servicing contracts
proposed by Rep. Riehlman, 34:17

independent service dealers lose $60 million
in work provided by mfrs., 35:14

National Alliance of Television & Electronic
Service Assns., officers, 35:17

Va. repairman convicted for fraudulent TV-re-
pair charges, 46:19, 49:19

N.Y. bills to stop misrepresentation on repairs to
TV, 51:18
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RECEIVER PRODUCTION (see also individual

manufacturers, color, merchandising, etc.)

1959 production predictions, 1:11, 34;15, 35:14 &
15, 43:16, 46:19, 51:13

Corning rectangular 23-in “twin-panel” tube
used in new sets, 5:12, 16:18, 19:20, 22:20,

23:17 & 18. 24:21, 25:19, 26:18, 44:17, 50:16

1958 production & sales by EIA, 6:12; by Census
Bureau. 23:19

shock-hazard, prevention in “hot-chassis” TV
sets eliminated by use of polarized 2-conductor
plug, 6:13

parametric amplifier seen leading to more sensi-

tive reception, 9:15, 11:11, 13:21

Mansfield figures on scrappage, sets-in-use, 9:16

printed vs. hand-wired circuits for sets, 9:16;

printed circuit anniversary, 45:19
ten-year projection by Mansfield envisions
growth in set sales, 10:14

1958 TV & radio shipments to dealers, 10:15

Crimson Color Inc. wide screen, 10:16
battery & transistor portable TV, 13:19, 14:17,

22:20, 23:18, 25:18 & 19, 28:16, 31:19, 50:16

“gutless wonder” sets installed in Paris apart-
ments, 16:21

automatic program pre-selector made by Tokyo’s
Hayakawa Electric Co., 16:21

RCA still leads in consumer sales, 23:18
Japanese production of sets & parts, 25:18,

28:15, 38:22, 40:16, 45:19, 47:19
Japanese restrictions on imports must be lilted

warns Harry Kearns of Commerce Dept., 46:21

TV & radio production & sales 1949-1958, a
table, 27:21

plant vacations, 28:18
proposals to combat imports of components,

30:16
steel strike, 30:17, 40:14, 45:17
rising tube sales indicate increased set produc-

tion, 33:15
Japanese competition can be met by increased

quality & attractiveness thinks Zenith's Leo-
nard C. Truesdell, 38:22; improve workmanship
says Robert S. Bell, Packard Bell, 52:18

1960 sales predictions, 49:19, 50:15, 51:14
19-in. tube, 50:15, 52:18

RECORDS & RECORDINGS (see also Hi-Fi and
Tape Recordings)

Sam Goody discount retailer bankrupt, 11:19

Columbia Records financial reports, 13:22
Decca Records financial reports, 13:22, 20:24,

32:19, 45:22, 46:22
Japanese tape recorder and phono-radio, 17:19,

23:15
imported German jukebox, 18:21
Disc Jockey Convention in Miami, 22:10
Glaser-Steers Corp., mfr. of record changers,

sold to American Machine & Metals Inc., 23:19
7-in. Ip record marketed by Columbia, 31:21
MGM Records-Philco marketing tie-in, 33:18
automobiles with phonographs, 34:16, 47:19
Capitol Records, financial reports, 34:18
Seeburg’s background music unit, 35:16
Am-Par records buys Grand Award Record

Corp., 40:9
Roulette Records stock issue, 40:18
Magnetic Recording Industry Assn., 43:17
Rek-O-Kut Co. stock, 47:22
Westminster bankruptcy, 49:18

REPRESENTATIVES, TV Stations

media “peaceful coexistence” plea, subject of
Petry adv., 4:2

affiliates might take over CBS & NBC spot sales
if FCC rules against networks continuing in
business, 4:2

FCC rule-making to prohibit networks from en-
gaging in rep business, 5:3, 7:1, 17:5, 18:2,
39:3, 49:10

predictions for year’s sales, a roundup. 11:4
"Mr. Thinkbigly” spot promotion by Peters,

Griffin, Woodward Inc., 17:13
Station Representatives Assn., 17:13
TV Advertising Reps Inc. shows tapes of west-

ern station programming to N.Y. clients, 20:15
networks ordered to stop representing non-o&o

stations by 1962, 41:1, 45:9
performance ratings given by ad agency media

execs., 43:12
Corinthian stations to have same rep, 45:12
WBC Station Audiences surveyed, 50:10
Fla. tourist viewing habits studied by Peters,

Griffin, Woodward, 50:10
Katz Agency’s “Spot TV Advertising Cost Sum-
mary,” 50:10

SALES, TV station
KFRE-TV, Fresno, Cal., 1:10
WKTV, Utica, N.Y., 1:10
KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, Nev., 1:10
WMUR-TV, Manchester, N.H., 2:10, 6:9
Paramount Pictures sells 23% holdings in Metro-

politan Bestg. to John W. Kluge group, 2:11,
12:13

KNAC-TV, Ft. Smith, Ark., 2:11
KGMB-TV, Honolulu, 3:10, 36:6, 52:8
WMBV-TV, Marinette, Wls., 4:8
W.IAR-TV, Providence, R.I., 4:8, 8:8, 10:9. 12:12,

20:10, 30:9, 40:9; cancelled, 42:11, 43:6, 45:12
WSOC-TV, Charlotte, N.C., 5:8, 15:11
WNBC, Hartford, Conn., 6:9. 8:8, 39:9, 47:15
Transcontinent TV Corp. -Marietta Bestg. Inc,
merger, 7:3 & 10, 12:11, 20:11, 27:10

National Telefilm Assoc, merger into National
Theatres, 8:14, 9:6, 12:19, 13:22

WIOC-TV, Bridgeport, Conn., 9:6
KOTV, San Angelo, Tex., (29.7%), 9:9
brokers evaluate market for station sales, 11:3
WPRO-TV, Providence, R.I., 11:5
J. Elroy McCaw-John D. Keating split, 13:13
KTVR, Denver, Colo. (50%), 13:13
WXIX, Milwaukee, Wis., 13:13, 16:11, 19:12
WEAR-TV, Pensacola, Fla., 14:10, 19:12
KBET-TV, Sacramento, Cal., 15:9
KXII, Aj-dmore, Okla., 15:10, 17:12, 23:4, 25:9
KBLR-TV, Goodland, Kan., 16:11, 27:9
KOMO-TV, Seattle, Wash. (1/3), 16:11
WDAU-TV, Scranton, Pa. (50%), 16:11, 22:8,

23:5
KINY-TV, Juneau, Alaska, 18:5
FCC considers 3-year temporary license plan to

stop “trafficking,” 19:4
WFAM-TV, Lafayette, Ind., 19:6, 25:9
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc. Inc. replaces Hamil-

ton, Stubblefield, Twining, 20:12
Mary Pickford & Buddy Rogers to sell WSJS-TV,
Winston-Salem, stock under court order, 22:9,
37:7

KPTV, Portland, Ore., 23:8, 30:10
David Jaret Corp., with Warren Hull, enters

brokerage field, 23:11
Taft Bestg. Co. stock sale, 24:14
WDMJ-TV, Marquette, Mich., (527»), 24:14,

OQ-7 9Q-Q

KIVA,’Yuma, Ariz., 24:14
WNBC, New Britain-Hartford, Conn., 25:3, 28:7,

31:6, 39:9
Edwin Tornberg & Co. brokerage firm formed as
Allen Kander leaves field, 26:11

WSFA-TV, Montgomery, Ala., 30:9, 37:4
KTVT, Salt Lake City, Utah, 30:10, 31:11, 34:7,

45:12, 50:6
KMSP-TV, Minneapolis, Minn., 30:10, 31:11,

34:7, 44:7
WLAC-TV, Nashville, Tenn., 30:10
WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va., 30:10, 32:7, 39:5
KCOP, Los Angeles, Cal., 33:8, 36:6, 43:5
merger of KOAT-TV, Albuquerque with KVOA-
TV, Tucson, 34:7, 40:8

KCIX-TV, Nampa, Ida., 34:7, 39:8
WHTN-TV, Huntington, W.Va., 34:8
KROD-TV, El Paso, Tex., 36:6, 44:7
KXMC-TV, Minot, N.D., 37:7, 43:5
KICA-TV, Clovis, N.M., 38:16, 43:5
WBIR-TV, Knoxville, Tenn., 41:9, 44:7
KOVR, Stockton, Cal., 41:9, 47:9, 48:7
WLOF-TV, Orlando, Fla., (24.6%), 42:10
KSHO-TV, Las Vegas, Nev., 42:12, 45:10
Whitney (iommunications Corp., takes over Cor-

inthian stations, 43:3, 48:7
WTVH, Peoria, 111., 43:6
WFGA-TV, Jacksonville, Fla., (26.57o), 43:6
WRGP-TV, Chattanooga, Tenn., 43:7
KTTV, Los Angeles, 25% sold back by Loew’s,

44:8
summation for year, 52:4

SECURITIES & EXCHANGE COMMISSION (SEC)

SEC stock registration requests by firms not
listed elsewhere in index, 11:19, 18:24, 21:19,
50:20

officers & directors stock transactions, 2:16. 7:15,
12:20, 16:24, 19:23, 24:24, 28:19, 32:19, 37:16,
41:20, 45:22, 50:19

SERVICING & SERVICEMEN (see Receiver
Installation)

SETS-IN-USE (see Census TV Receiver)

SOCIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

over 20 hours weekly viewing harmful to grade
school children says Dr. Paul Witty, 1:4

“anti-TV snobs” attacked by Andrew Tully,
Scripps-Howard, 2:7

cap industry threatened by old movies showing
gangsters in caps, says Cap & Cloth Hat In-
stitute, 8:6

TV is medium people would give up last ’Indiana
Publisher’ finds, 10:11

book reading stimulated by TV, 10:12, 44:13
TV stimulates desire to learn, but doesn’t create

it, John B. Ellery finds, 13:6

kids watch too much gunplay says Colt Fire-
arms pres. Fred A. Roff Jr., 13:11

publishing house backed by performers and pro-
ducers, 13:17

Boeing planes on Continental Airlines equipped
with TV sets, 18:19

Wauwatosa, Wis. comment on commercials and
programs, 20:7

knowledge of impact on moralities still in novice
stage, says Selig J. Seligman, 23:7

“get out and play” theme of summer program
on KMTV, Omaha, 24:9

TV preferred ahead of other home equipment,
Bruskin AIM study finds, 27:7

women control most viewing says Trendex, 27:14
disappearance of one-station home. 28:7
one hour out of 4 spent watching TV, Nielsen

survey finds, 30:10
movie attendance up reports Sindlinger, 30:15,

34:13
community impact subject of NAB “In Focus”

film, 31:11
dentist uses TV to distract patients, 34:8

parents who let TV tend children criticized by
county dist. attorney, 40:7

Indian children spend too much time with TV,
says Ruby Jane Cloud at National Recreation
Congress, 40:10

impact of TV & movies on young, a study fi-

nanced by the National Probation & Parole
Assn., 44:6

Ben Lab’s "Picture Phone,” 44:11
“We Turned TV Off for a Year*” article in

’This Week’, 45:13
drinking on U.S. & British shows criticized by
George Tomlinson, secy, of Britain’s Public
Morality Council, 47:17

‘National Parent-Teacher’ approves 3 Westerns
for lessons taught, 48:9

SPORTS (see also Subscription TV)

International Boxing Club anti-trust conviction
upheld by Supreme Court, 3:5

Sports Network expands, 15:7
Bert L. Coleman, with Harry Wismer as v.p.,

enters packaging field, 18:12
NBC schedules “record” 420 hours for 1959, 18:14
Floyd Patterson-Ingemar Johansson fight, 20:9,

22:24, 26:6, 28:8; repercussions following, 32:10,
33:9, 34:20, 35:9, 36:8, 38:7, 47:15

fight promoters of future will be closed-circuit
telecasters, says Irving Kahn, 22:14

Mexican bullfights on tape, 21:11, 35:13
1960 Olympics, 24:15, 28:9, 33:10, 48:12
legislation permitting blackout of sports thru

anti-trust exemption, 31:4, 32:4, 33:4, 34 2,
35:4, 36:3, 37:3

sports on tape, 38:11 & 16
viewing encourages attendance at games. Pulse
survey finds, 39:9

roller derby on film & tape, 40:13
more basketball on NBC-TV, 43:10
night games colorcast by Crosley Bestg. using

low-light method, 44:9, 48:9
Friday night fights cancellation sought by NBC,

47:9, 48:7
Rosensohn Enterprises Inc. stock sale, 52:14

Baseball

blackout legislation—see sports, general,
bills permitting telecast ban of major league
games near cities where minors are playing.
3:6, 4:5, 6:4, 12:9, 15:5

Skiatron pay telecasts of Los Angeles & San
Francisco major leagues. 6:6, 7:4

dismissal of damage suit by minor club which
claimed majors on TV & radio drove it out
of business. 7:16

1959’s best 26 games to be released by Peter De
Met Productions, 27:17

80-inch lens used by NBC-TV, 29:14, 31:9
Cuban baseball on TV tape to be syndicated, 29:19
Detroit Tigers officers include station owners.

42:14

Football

college games to NBC-TV, 11:8
Notre Dame taped telecasts of 1959 games to be
syndicated by UP International. 23:15

Liberty Bowl, 28:9
Peter De Met to tape games for syndication, 38:11
Sen. Kefauver plans bill blacking out pro games
within 75 mi. of college games, 48:5

STEREO

National Stereophonic Radio Committee, 2:14,
4:15, 5:14, 8:13, 9:3, 10:4, 12:4, 14:3, 15:9, 16:8,
17:6, 21:17, 24:5, 32:3, 35:16, 38:21, 39:18, 41:19
49:5, 50:8

Motorola TV set with stereo sound, 2:14, 50 T6
FCC action, 4:4, 28:3, 51:7, 52:8
single cabinet trend, 4:12, 15:18
Philco system for TV & FM, 7:13, 16:8, 24'23,

29:9
Bell Labs system, 8:7, 9:3
RCA AM system, 9:3, 46:22
Westinghouse AM system, 9:3
British Percival system, 10:4, ll:li
juke-box operators business will decline unless

they convert, says exec. secy, of Hi-Fi Mfrs
Institute, 15:18

Delco experimental auto system, 15:18
educational KNME-TV & KHFM-FM. Albuquer-

que, broadcasts, 17:7; WRCA, New York, pro-
gramming, 44:8

Crosby-Teletronics Corp., new name of Crosby
Labs, developer of FM stereo multiplex system
17:21; stock offer, 22:23

Admiral, RCA & Zenith introduce sets, 23:17.
50 :16

Fanon Electronic Industries Inc. stock offer
23:19

15-city stereocast series on NBC’s “It’s Network
Time,” 24:23: other stereocasts, 46:21

reactions at Music Industry Trade Show, 26:15
stereo phono dollar volume may surpass radio

this year, 37:13
stereocasting by radio stations subject of Granco

Corp. survey, 38:15
set sales lagging because of consumer confusion

over channel & power claims, 42:17, 44 19
single-unit cabinet trend, 42:17; Sears & Roebuck

endorses 2-piece stereo, 43:16
public relations campaign to clear up confusion
about stereo considered by EIA, 48:17, 4917

3-channel claims questioned by Better Business
Bureau, 51:14

Albuquerque tests by KOB-TV & KOB, 52:16
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Sl'BSCRIPTION TV
Fund for the Republic study of pay TV. 2:4

Congressional hearings, 2:5, 5:1. 9:5

International Telemeter Corp., now 100% owned
by Paramount Pictures Corp., 2:16; Para-
mount’s views, 23:14

pay-TV test proposal. 3:1, 6:1, 13:3, 15:3

endorsed by magazines. 5:4, 6:6

NBC endorses limited test, 6:16

I
favored by John Crosby, columnist, 9:7

l! exhibitors’ Joint Committee on Toll TV and
TOA campaign opposing, 10:5

PCC authorizes tests, 13:1, 17:4

Writers Guild of America West demands on
movies for pay TV. 18:16

Hollywood craftsmen cooling off toward pay TV
idea. 21:13: SAG views. 46:24

Cal, bills outlawing pay TV, 23:8, 24:11
Zenith’s Phonevlsion, 24:11
Ralph Bellamy endorsement, 24:11
Telemeter to use closed-crcuit in U.S.; Cana-

dian test in Toronto suburb, 25:10, 26:2, 33:9,

34:20. 36:8, 40:19, 49:5
movie production of 1000 yearly if pay TV gets

under way. says International Telemeter v.p.

Paul MacNamara. 26:9
Skiatron Electronics & ’TV stock offer, 34:19;

SEC suspension, 51:20, 52:20
' ’’lack of advertising” idea attacked by J. Neil

Reagan, McCann-Erickson v.p., 40:19
Council on Medical ’TV plans to apply for FCC

permission to experiment. 43:20
Cal. State Assembly committee hearings, 45:24
patent device to prevent cheating 47:17

SURVEYS (see also Sociological Effects, Programs
& Productions, etc.)

’Videotown.” 1:7
Sindllnger finds 1958 viewing up over 1957, 10:11

second set not a ’’must” in N.Y., Pulse finds in

survey for ’Television Age’, 25:21
CBS 0-&-0 ’’image” study. Corinthian’s study of

’TV as news source, NBC-TV’s study of homes
equipped with color ’TV, 26:8

NBC leads in public’s network preference. Psy-
chological Corp. finds, 27:7

Trendex reports on family control of viewing,
sponsor identification of shows, 27:14

Nielsen on network viewing, 28:7, 29:7, 30:7
daily viewing habits in TV homes survey made by

Nielsen, 30:10
TV habits of 150 middle-class N.Y. families
studied by Dr. Clara Appell, 37:9

accuracy preferred to speed Nielsen finds when
planning station coverage study, 43:7

nighttime audience composition survey by Tren-
dex, 44:12

||
station employe backgrounds studied by NAB

f & Assn, for Professional Best. Education, 46:15
viewing at record level NBC study finds, 50:12

TAPE RECORDINGS, TV (see also Ampex Corp.
and RCA)

’’advanced applications” of TV tape reported in
Ampex brochure, 1:13

advantages & problems, 2:8, 38:9; Los Angeles
problems. 40:12

syndicators & producers change to tape, 5:2,
6:11. 8:10, 12:15, 13:16, 15:15. 16:15, 18:14, 22:18

mobile units, 5:10, 15:15, 18:14, 24:18. 30:15
RCA recorder. 6:5, 10:4, 12:2, 15:15. 21:7, 35:8
used to solve network daylight-time problems,

8:2, 15:15, 17:5
Intercontinental Television, 13:7, 22:18. 36:11
answers to most frequently asked questions about

uses and adaptability, 10:13
standardized charges for handling asked by Pe-

ters. Griffin, Woodward, 11:16
dominates NAB convention, 12:2
NAB advisory committee on video tape stand-

ards, 12:11: Film Producers Assn., 23:14-
precision editing developed by NBC, 12:15
users reject less than 1% of tape sent by mfr.

says MM&M. 13:17
Visual-Tape Pro-ductions, new commercials pro-

ducer, 13:17
uses, 13:17, 15:6, 21:14, 22:18. 25:17, 34:13
Reeves Soundcraft to enter tape mfg., 13:17
variety shows on tape, 15:14, 26:14
’’Inter-Switch” Ampex may lead to interna-

tional tape ’TV syndication, 16:15
kines used to sell tape shows & spots to spon-

sors lacking tape facilities, 17:18
facilities needed by small stations, says Cun-
ningham Sc Walsh v.p. Jerome Feniger, 17:18

station spot commercial charges vary, 18:13
Production Alliance independent taped-show pro-

ducer, 20:15
color views of Ampex’s Ross H. Snyder, 20:15
Eastern Film Producers Assn, seeks to enter

production of commercials, now dominated by
networks, 21:13, 38:10

’’translation” from TJ.S. to foreign standards or
vice-versa available from Granada ’TV Net-
work. 22:17

Ford grant to equip all ETV stations, 26:6
\ use by stations investigated by Ampex research
I team, 26:13: “drawbacks” reported by NAB
' survey, 47:12

TV tape price cut by Minnesota Mining, 28:13
RCA-Reeves Sound Studios set up independent
TV tape studio, 31:15

taped “Ding Dong School” is requested on film
by stations with oniy 1 tape machine, 31:15

disadvantages in use for commercials outlined

by Robert L. Lawrence, 31:16

video tape rate card issued by WRCV-TV. Phila-
delphia. 33:8; others make no charge. 38:4

improved sound in commercials, 33:12

MM&M part owner of Japanese tape firm, 33:17

Trans-Taplx Corp. formed, 34:19
European pictures on same day made possible

for news programs, 36:7
new National Videotape Service, 36:11

commercials producers in N.Y., chart of facili-

ties & clients, 38:4
NTA-Leo Burnett “basic standard practices

agreement” on production. 39:12
preferred for medical documentaries. 44:15

Japanese tape recorder. 48:7, 51:3

lower costs and taking place of film forseen by
Bob Day, Ampex, 50:14

use for commercials reviewed at year’s end, 52:3

TAXES
excise on cooperative advertising allowances,

2:13. 7:4 & 7, 8:4 & 13
exemption from excise sought for non-entertain-
ment radio receivers, 2:13

bill eliminating excise tax on home entertain-
ment equipment, 4:14

APTRA-sponsored income tax plan for perform-
ers, 14:20

props leased to shows taxable if articles come
under excise sales tax, 16:9

phono record tax payment ruling, 16:21
exemption from tax on long-distance phone cir-

cuits thru switchboards used by bestrs. and
news agencies asked by NAB, 19:10

leather carrying cases for portable radios ex-
empt. 24:23

additional excise on hi-fi phonos converted to
stereo by mfr., 25:23

Texas 3% sales tax on TVs. phonos, etc., 32:16
excise on private-line inter-city telephone cir-

cuits abolished by Rep. Harrison’s bill, 35:4, 37:3
speaker and TV monitor rulings by IRS. 39:18
excise collections on home electronics entertain-
ment devices, 39:20

“goodwill” TV & radio commercials are deduct-
ible says IRS. 41:13; all ads deductible says
ANPA but IRS & FPC say no. 49:13. 50:11

Ann Sothern’s tax troubles, 44:16
excl'-e not applicable to background music use

of equipment rules U.S. Court of Claims, 49:8
replacement knobs for TV sets & auto radios

subject to excise, 49:22
payola investigation by IBS. 52:7

THEATRE TV (see Sports and Closed-Circuit)

TRANSISTORS
1958 production figures by EIA, 6:12, 7:12
1959 production figures, 12:17, 19:20. 38:21, 48:17
Japanese production, 7:12, 22:22, 23 15 34 17

40:16. 43:17
Motorola buys Japanese transistors. 15:17; other
firms import Japanese transistor parts & ra-
dios, 26:18

Philco’s high-gain low-noise unit. 18:21
GE “tunnel diode” expected to replace transistor

30:16, 34:15, 44:19. 47:21
automated producton to start soon says West-

inghouse. 31 '20
price cuts, 34:17
Cornell-Dubilier sells Toshiba transistors, 34:17
Bulova watch reported buying Matsushita-made

transistor radios, 34:17
U.S. ’Transistor Corp. formed, 35:17
small TV tuner made by Gen. Instrument, 37:15
Industro Transistor Corp., 37:15
Japan claims world’s largest plant, 42:19
EIA asks govt, to restrict imports, 38:19; OCDM
studying, 40:16, 45:19, 46:21, 47:21, 49:20

Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. stock acquired by
Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., 44:20

Universal Transistor Products Corp. bankruptcy
reorganization, 49:23

TRANSMITTERS (see Equipment, Telecasting)

TUBES, TV PICTURE (see also individual
manufacturers and Color)

new cold-cathode tube developed by Tung-Sol,
4:12; may lead to picture-on-the wall TV, 5:13

Corning 23-in. rectangular “twin-panel”, 5:12,
16:18. 17:21. 18:19, 19:20, 22:20, 23:17 & 18,

24:21, 25:19, & 22, 26:18, 31:18, 36:15, 51:18
Sylvania’s new “Sarong” tube coating, 5:14

1958 picture & receiving tube sales, 6:13; 1958
shipments, 36:14

RCA “Nuvistor” tube, 11:18
Electron Tube Information Council formed to

resist inroads by other devices, 13:21

rebuilts make up 75-90% of replacements says
D. Y. Smith, RCA, 14:17

“safety glass’ tube used in custom-built Fleet-
wood by Conrac, 15:18

minimum wage hearing for industry, 16:19

FTC stops N.Y. firms from advertising used as
“first quality,” 18:19

official EIA quarterly production figures. 19:20

Motorola’s new pre-focus & focus lens results in
“more reliable” tube. 20:21

Japanese imports, 21:15, 22:22, 23:15
rebuilt tubes accepted by many as new, 30:17

Claremont Tube Corp. bankruptcy, 31:21
19-in. square, 32:15, 51:18
semiconductor picture tube predicted at West-

inghouse, 33:17
Multi-Tron Lab 3-beam tube. 33:19
Commerce Dept, ruling permits mfrs. to reserve

tubes lor commercial use, previously all sub-
ject to defense demand. 38:23

“buy American” campaign of EIA to combat
Japanese imports, 39:15, 49:20

new 23-in. Kimble tube, 41:16; safety glass con-
troversy, 42:18

Lear Inc. fiat picture tube, 41:19
Mexico begins production, 45:19
new peak for tube & parts hit in 1959, 46:20

UHF (Ultra High Frequency) (see also
allocations, etc.)

TASO report on vhf-uhl, 2:6

Uhl receivers may be improved by use of para-
metric amplifier, 9:15

ban on interstate shipment of non-all channel
sets, recommended by FCC, 11:2, 16:1, 17:20,

18:1, 20:4, 21:2
Ekiropean standards agreement, 21:10
uhf-vhf coverage in metropolitan area, reported

in FCC Intra-Commission memo, 22:5
$2.5 million for research in FCC budget, 48:2

UNIONS & GUILDS
Radio & TV Directors Guild contract, 1:8. 6 16

SAG-AFTRA merger proposal, 1:8, 8:6, 18:10,
24:19, 29:19, 37:11

lA’TSE Hollywood contract, 5:11
AFM network contract, 6:9
KYW-TV, Cleveland strike ends in 3 days after
AFTRA gets new contract, 7:6

tape commercial dispute by AFTRA & Screen
Actors Guild, 7:16

SWG joins directors and performers in asking
for residuals on post-1948 releases, 10:13

more active role in combatting TV-radio attacks
should be played by unions, says Charles H.
Tower, NAB, 11:8

residual payments to SAG, 13:23, 29:14 & 19,

31:16, 39:14, 47:12
picketing of WKRG-’TV & WKRG, Mobile, NLRB

ruling, 14:10, 18:10
“labor unity” subject of inter-union meeting in

N.Y., 14:14
N.Y. bill eliminating ceilings on agent’s com-

missions, 15:8
Musicians Guild of America-AFM dispute, 15:14,

25:17
Writers Guild of America West negotiations,

17:18, 36:12, 39:13, 40:13, 43:13, 44:15, 45:16,
46:16. 47:13. 48:13, 49:16

NABET “strike” at NBC over use of French
technicians on ’Today’, 18:6, 19:8, 20:2, 21:6,
22:6 & 18

SAG officers, 19:10 38:11
ban on secondary boycott of products adver-

tised by station on strike, 25:4-

RCA Camden strike averted, 25:19
James R. Hoffa of Teamsters Union threatens

libel suit for Robert F. Kennedy statement on
Jack Paar show. 31:9

picketing by N.Y. lATSE against CBS-TV in
1958, ruled illegal by NLRB. 31:9

AFTRA rerun fees on tape shows “unfair” says
KTLA, Los Angeles, withdrawing 2 shows. 31:15

merger of Screen Directors and Radio & TV Di-
rectors Guild. 31:16, 33:14. 50:14

TV replaces movies as major source of actors in-
come, 32:14

tape programming & commercials subject of SAG
study, 34:13

lUE sued by Warwick Mfg. Corp., 34:17
secondary boycott rules of Taft-Hartley Act
tightened under new law, 37:1; interpretation
by Charles H. Tower, NAB, 41:9

Musicians Defen.se Fund says $3.5 million with-
held by AFM, 37:11

share of profits from automation to be asked by
UEW, 39:19

residual payments to directors, 41:15; to pro-
ducers, 50:12

Warner Bros, stars protest working conditions,
43:14, 44:15, 47:12

unions seen making more demands on producers
of series, 45:4

canned music use attacked by AFM, 45:16

Television Producers Guild, 47:12, 48:13

Communications Workers of America turned
down on NLRB-election spots. 47:15

World-Wide talent union proposal. 48:9

hospitalization & medical benefits for retired
film industry employes. 49:16

blacklist elimination sought by Writers Guild of
America, 51:10

Screen Actors Guild contract negotiations, 51:11

VOICE OF AMERICA
USIA budget. 4:7. 12:4: inadequate for a good

job, says Merrill Panitt, 19:10

semi-annual report to Congress, 14:7

annual report of U. S. Advisory Commission on
Information, 15:5

more TV money requested by USIA Broadcast
Advisory Committee, 16:5

advisory panel on public relations to USIA, 21:12

TV tape equipment, 30:4
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MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANDISERS

ADLER ELECTRONICS INC.

16:21, 20:20

ADMIRAL CORP.
CAA $5,729,116 contract, 1:14
financial reports, 13:23, 18:24, 31:21, 44:21, 45:22
Canadian Admiral financial reports, 14:19, 17:24
sales up, 15:20, 16:23, 33:17
new sets, 16:19, 23:2, 25:19
sued by Philco, 17:21
leads in portable TV sales, 20:22
protests use of trademark on Russion set at

N. Y. exhibition, 30:18, 31:20
color sets, 35:16
competing with Japanese transistor radios in

both size & price, 35:17

AEROVOX CORP.
10:17, 11:20, 20:24, 31:22, 45:22

ALLIED RADIO CORP.
37:16, 43:18, 51:19

A.MERICAN BOSCH ARMA
17:24, 44:21, 36:15, 46:23

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS INC.

16:23, 20:23, 36:16, 46:24

AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.
(AT&T)
•Fortune’ article on Bell Labs, 2:14

Bell Labs $20 million communications lab at
Holmedel, N. J., 16:22

financial reports, 3:15, 17:23

AMERICAN TELEVISION & RADIO CO.

“no planned obsolescence” for TV sets, 20:20

SEC charges with false & misleading representa-
tions, 25:21, 27:24

financial reports, 46:23

AMPEX CORP. (see also Tape Recording)

Videotape installations, 4:3. 7:10
Videotape orders & shipments, 7:7 & 10. 12:11,

13:17, 14:15, 17:13, 18:10, 20:14, 35:7, 40:12,

44:7 & 14, 48:15, 49:23
magazine tape recorder not ready this year for
marketing, 8:13

stock rights, 10:17, 11:20
protecting “Videotape” trade name, 11:16
financial reports. 12:19, 22:23, 26:19, 49:22. 50:20
RCA’s “Electronic quadrature adjustment” will

not be added to Ampex tape recorder, 15:15
"Inter-Switch” model, 16:15
new model VR-IOOOB, 18:14, 19:15
stock on Philadelphia-Baltimore exchange, 18:23;

new stock, 46:24; stock split, 48:19
gift recorder to KQED San Francisco, 22:16

buys Orr Industries Inc., 28:19, 35:18, 42:18
distributor of Marconi station equipment, 28:5
Ampex Japan Ltd,, 40:16
reorganization, 44:14, 46:19

AMPHENOL-BORG ELECTRONICS CORP.
merger of Amphenol-Borg into Amphenol-Borg

Electronics Corp., 1:14
SEC stock registration, 10:17, 13:23
financial reports, 11:20, 18:22, 33:19, 46:24

ANDREA RADIO CORP.
42:19

ARVIN INDUSTRIES INC.

6:15, 8:15, 19:22, 20:21, 30:19, 44:23, 45:21

AVNET ELECTRONICS CORP.
17:23

BARNES ENGINEERING CO.

drops merger with General Transistor. 6:14
stock sale, 13:23; on American exchange, 31:22
financial reports, 29:23, 48:19

BECKMAN INSTRUMENT CORP.
7:14, 19:22, 37:15, 44:21 & 22, 47:22

BELOCK INSTRUMENT CORP.
25:24

BENDIX RADIO DIV., BENDIX AVIATION CORP.
Bendix Aviation buys Jones Electronics Co., Bris-

tol. Conn., 10:16
builds transistor plant, 33:21

BRITISH INDUSTRIES CORP.
49.23

CAPEHART CORP.
Dynamic Electronlcs-N.Y., financial reports, 31:21
Dynamic Electronlcs-N. Y. buys Capehart-Farns-
worth Corp., 33:16, 34:17

changes name to Capehart Corp., 42:19, 43:17

CBS ELECTRONICS
offers rebuilt & brand new lines of tubes, 16:20
CBS-Hytron changes to CBS Electronics, 16:22
Stereo with only 2 tubes, 20:21
licensing & distribution agreement for sound &

hi-fi with firm in Holland, 30:18

CBS INC
financial reports, 9:18. 13:22, 16:22, 33:19, 47:23
stockholders meeting, 16:22
Space Recovery Systems Inc., 20:24
employe stock option plan, 29:23
new sets, 35:16
German transistor radio, 44:20

CHANNEL MASTER CORP.
18:19, 21:15 & 18

CLAROSTAT ,MFG. CO. INC.

17:24, 35:18

CLEVITE CORP.
buys 3 phono-needle firms, 7:12
financial reports. 10:17. 20:23, 32:19, 39:19, 45:21
transistor & diode mfg. to Waltham, Mass., 18:19
quarterly dividends preferred to yearly extras,

48:19

COHU ELECTRONICS INC.

16:23, 31:23, 35:18, 38:24, 44:21

COLLINS RADIO CO.
Stock reclassification, 10:17
financial reports, 12:19. 42:20, 44:21, 51:19
franchised to sell Fidelipac tape magazine of
Conley Electronics, 37:15

CONLEY ELECTRONICS CORP. (formerly Waters
Conley Co.)

acquired by group headed by Edgar Greenbaum
Jr., 19:20

buys Stereophonic Automation. Skokie, 111., 19:20
Waters Conley Co. & Stereophonic Automation
Corp. merged into Conley Electronics, 13:21

purchase of Industrial Developments Engineers
Associates Inc., 34:17, 35:16; IDEA Inc. pur-
chase dropped, 45:20

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMICS CORP.
financial reports, 31:23. 45:21
merger with Bell & Howell, 44:23, 48:19

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES
CORP. (Also see N. V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrie-
ken).

financial reports, 6:15, 7:14, 8:15, 25:23, 33:19
U. S. Philips firms, including Consolidated Elec-

tronics Industries Corp . merge into one com-
pany using Consolidated name, 30:18

CORNELL-DUBILIER
financial reports, 2:15, 5:15, 35:18
control acquired by Federal Pacific Electric Co.

officials, 30:18
agent for Toshiba transistors, 34:17
Norwood, Mass, plant turned over to solid-state
component research, 38:22

CROSLEY DIV. AVCO CORP.
Avco financial reports, 2:16, 12:19, 27:23
$36 million Air Foroe contract to Avco, 38:21

color optical probe for dental work developed by
Avco & Navy, 49:20

DAYSTROM CORP.
6:14, 25:24, 31:22, 43:18, 44:22, 50:16

DOMINION ELECTROHOME INDUSTRIES LTD.

16:23, 26:19, 52:20

ALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES INC.

financial reports. 18:22, 26:20, 32:19. 45:22
expands tube market coverage, 19:19

aircraft TV systems development contract. 25:22
Paterson. N. J. plant to Curtiss-Wright, 43:17

buys Avia Products Co., Los Angeles, 45:20

DYNAMICS CORP. OF AMERICA
12:19, 19:22, 51:19

EITEL-.McCULLOUGH INC.

financial reports, 18:22, 23:19, 36:16. 48:19
adds to San Carlos facilities, 29:22
acquires National Electronics Inc. and Industrial
Tubes Inc., 52:20

ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES INC.

9:17, 31:22

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS INC.

36:15

ELECTRONIC RESEARCH ASSOC.
14:20

ELECTRONIC SPECIALTY CO. i

31:22
\

ELECTRONICS CORP. OF AMERICA
11:20

ELECTROVISION CORP.
name changed from Scott Radio Labs, 10:15
receives discharge of bankruptcy previously held

against Scott Radio, 25:23

ELECTRO-VOICE INC.

7:15, 17:24, 29:23, 43:19

ELSIN ELECTRONICS
merger with Engineering & Electronics, 18:21

EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH CO.
new sets, 1:13, 17:21, 27:20, 47:19
financial reports, 1:14, 4:15, 8:14, 10-17, 2319

36:16, 49:23
enters hi-fi components field, 13,21
transistor battery portable TV, 13:19, 50:16
portable stereo AM-FTVf radio-phono. 17:21
buys control of Webcor, 19:20, 25:20: sells back

control, 29:22
pres. Benjamin Abrams “profiled” in 'N Y

Times’, 20:20
sells Japanese transistor portables, 33:16
electron air conditioner, 35:15
infringed on patents of late Maj. Edwin H.
Armstrong, court rules. 38:22. 44:19

25% interest in Instrument Systems Corp , 43 19
folding “pocket phono," 45:19
mail processing system patent, 48:17

ENTRON INC.

29:23, 39:20

ERIE RESISTOR CORP.
14:17 & 19, 15:20, 23:19

FARADY.NE ELECTRONICS CORP.
38:24

FEDERAL .MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING
CO.

buys Television Specialty Co. and Cameraflex
Co., camera companies, 42:20

FOTO-VIDEO LABS INC.
(

29:23

GABRIEL CO.

9:18, 18:21 & 22, 45:21

GENERAL BRONZE CORP.
17:24, 30:19, 32:18, 45:22

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
13:23, 37:16, 46:24

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. (GE)

policy changed to use independent servicemen
to supplement GE service organization, 2:14

co-op advertising policy instituted to partly re-
place fair trade prices, 3:14

Edison Radio Amateur Award, 4:13
financial reports, 8:15. 16:23, 29:24, 42:20
officers compensation, 12:20
new sets, 13:21. 24:21
International GE uses Japanese parts for mer-
chandise sold outside U. S,, 21:15; will not
make transistor radios for U.S., 42:19

claims smallest mobile radio, 25:20
policy on color sets, 25:21
cuts price on silicon-controlled rectifiers. 29:22
“tunnel diode”, 30:16, 34:15, 44:19
new ceramic receiving tubes, 33:18
GE Foundation educational grants, 34:16
'Scholastic Magazine’ finds teen agers would pre-

fer to work for GE. 35:15
sued by Servo Corp.. 35:17
$29 million missile contract, 37:15
reorganization, 38:20
will use 23-in. Kimble tube, 41:16, 50:16
price-fixing agreements banned by civil anti-

trust judgment. 44:19
console "Musaphonic” phonograph. 44:20
space-technology center in Valley Forge, 45:20
$101 million Air Force contract, 47:19
W, R. G. Baker Hall, 50:19

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP.
financial reports, 3:15, 18:22, 23:20, 29:24, 42:2(

making FM tuners, 16:20
mfr. of tiny germanium diode, 22:23
buys Harris Transducer Corp., 25:22
sales expected to hit new high, 26:19

||
thermoelectric div., 36:15 I
transistorized TV tuner, 37:15 !

GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORP. '

financial reports. 7:14, 18:22, 33:19, 46:23
stock issue, 23:19, 27:23
Martin Co. buys over 10'% of stock, 44:23

|

subsidiary General Precision Inc., 48:19
|
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GENERAL PRECISION LABORATORY
closed-circuit produced lor Navy, 27:21

employees & facilities, 29:21

general telephone—

S

ee Sylvania Electric

Products Co.

GENER.YL TRANSISTOR CORP.

SEC Stock registration, 11:19. 13:23

buying Systematics Inc., 21:18

stock split. 30:20
financial reports, 35:18, 49:23

GLOBE-UNION INC.

15:20, 32:20, 45:22

GRANCO PRODUCTS INC.

financial reports, 10:17, 18:23, 37:16

licensed to make receivers for Crosby PM multi-

plex system, 20:22

sales up in 1959, 25:23

produced 447c of all FM radios sold in 1st quar-

ter of 1959, 27:21

Kew Gardens, N. Y. plant. 49:18

II.ALLICRAFTERS CO.

46:23

HAR.MAN-KARDON INC.

21:20, 42:20, 44:21 & 23

HAYDU ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS INC.

1:14

HAZELTINE ELECTRONICS CORP.
financial reports, 11:19, 35:18

stock split, 16:24, 24:24
engineering lab at Greenlawn, N. Y., 25:22

buys Wheeler Labs, 30:18

HEROLD RADIO & ELECTRONICS
pocket clock-radio, 15:19

financial reports, 19:21, 20:23, 50.20

stock issue, 21:20, 26:19
Bronx, N. Y. plant, 38:22

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.

financial reports, 7:14

merger with Dymec Inc., 25:23, 29:22

buys Boonton Radio Corp.. 34:16

HOFFMAN ELECTRONICS CORP.
Air Force $9,845,229 contract, 2:15

new sets, 8:13, 16:19, 33:17, 49:21, 51:18

financial reports, 8:15, 14:19, 18:23, 33:20, 43:18,

44:21
Argentine-Uruguay set mfr. licensed, 16:19, 31:21

set sales. 17:21
use of 23 in. square-corner tube, 18:19, 25:19

shipments to distributors, 19:19

stock dividend, 19:24
solar-powered transistor radio price cut, 27:20

stereo record changer makes TV hi-fi, 35:16

classroom receiver, 38:6

stock registration, 44:21
"world’s largest solar energy converter." 46:20

HYCON MANUFACTURING CO.

Hycon Eastern Inc. changes name to Hermes
Electronic Co. and files SEC registration for

stock, 18:22, 36:15

INDIANA GENERAL CORP.
financial reports, 7:14, 12:19. 19:22, 32:20
merger with General Ceramics Corp., 26:19.

40:18, 49:23

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.

1:14, 6:14, 9:17, 15:20, 19:22, 30:19, 38:24, 46:24

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH
CORP. (ITT)

named prime contractor with RCA for Air Force
world-wide communications network, 8:12: ITT
Communications Systems Inc. formed to han-
dle work, 16:22

financial reports. 11:20, 20:23, 33:19, 47:22
radar licensing agreements with Raytheon &
Bendix, 20:22

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORP.
financial reports, 5:15, 15:20, 21:20, 25:23, 31:23,

45:22
anti-trust trial, 7:5. 45:24
new receiving antenna, 40:16, 47:20
agreement to make & install Telemeter closed-

circuit TV pay equipment, 41:11

LING-ALTEC ELECTRONICS
merger with Altec Co. Inc., Anaheim. Cal., 6:14,

14:19
buys University Loudspeakers, 21:20
financial report, 29:23

LITTON INDUSTRIES
financial reports, 3:15, 11:19, 23:19. 46:23, 48:19
buys ’N. Y. Times’, Time Facimilie Corp., 9:18
buys Sweda Co., Stockholm, 35:18

LORAL ELECTRONICS CO.
36:16, 47:22

MAGNAVOX CO.

convertible preferred stock recalled. 1:14

new sets, 2:15
financial reports, 6:14, 19:21. 20:23, 28:19, 33:19,

39:19. 40:18, 44:21
color set, 7:13
jobs loudspeaker line. 17:21

$13.5 million radar contract, 17:21

stock split, 31:23, 32:19
new Los Angeles research center, 36:15

West German Republic $9 million communica-
tions system, 44:20

P. R. MALLORY & CO.

6:14, 16:23, 25:22, 26:19, 31:22, 42:20. 50:20

CURTIS MATHES MANUFACTURING CO.

Oliver & Myers Mfg. Co., Dallas, changes name
to Curtis Mathes Mfg. Co.. 42:19

MICROWAVE ASSOC.
16:22, 25:23, 50:20

MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS CORP.
29:23

MOTOROLA INC.

financial reports. 1:14, 2:16, 7:14, 11:19, 14:19,

19:21, 29:23, 32:18, 44:21
stereo sets. 2:14, 28:16, 49:18
new sets, 12:17, 50:16, 51:18
Japanese parts in transistor radio, 14:17, 15:17

enters instrumentation field, 15:19

sued by Zenith. 17:21
tubes more reliable thru use of new pre-focus &
focus lens, 20:21

all-purpose pilot model of remote control, 27:23

battery portable TV, 28:16
23-in. set, 28:16
makes closed-circuit TV camera, 32:17. 33:18

contract for Ford & Chrysler car radios, 32:17

makes hearing aids, 33:18
$19 million contract with North American Avia-

tion, 37:15
sales up, 39:20
Paul V. Galvin dies, 45:17, 47:20
unrestricted world trade favored by pres. Robert

Galvin, 46:21
FM car radio, 49:18
1960-70 electronics predictions by officials, 49:20
buys LearCal electronics aircraft business, 50:17

MUNTZ TV INC.

1:14, 7:14, 11:19, 14:19, 25:23, 29:22, 32:19, 45:22,

52:20

MUTER CO.

14:19, 15:20, 17:24. 31:22, 44:21, 45:21

NARDA MICROWAVE CORP.
25:23

NATIONAL CO.

buys Mutual Electronics Industries Corp., Provi-
dence, R. I., 12:20

stock split. 22:24, 29:23
National Radio Co. Inc. subsidiary, 29:21
financial reports, 37:15, 51:20

NATIONAL UNION ELECTRIC CORP.
14:19, 48:19

NATIONAL VIDEO CORP.
43:19, 51:18

NORTH AMERICAN Philips Co. (see N. V. Philips

Gloeilampenfabrieken)

NORTHROP CORP.
buys Page Communications Engineers, 8:14, 18:21

OAK MFG. CO.

10:17, 17:24, 23:19, 31:23, 36:16, 44:22, 51:19

OLYMPIC RADIO & TELEVISION DIV., SIEGLER
CORP.
sales. 15:17, 33:17, 50:19
Siegler Corp. financial reports, 17:24, 40:18
new sets, 25:21

advertising plans. 32:17

ORR INDUSTRIES
financial reports, 3:15. 10:17, 25:23
name changed to Orr Industries from ORRadio

Industries, 26:19
sold to Ampex, 28:19

PACIFIC MERCURY ELECTRONICS CORP.
10:17. 24:24, 42:20, 44:20, 49:23

PACKARD-BELL ELECTRONICS CORP.
new sets. 2:15, 46:20
financial reports, 5:15. 17:23, 31:21, 36:16, 43:18.

50:20

gets control of Technical Industries Corp., 17:21

adv. in western editions of ‘Life’ and ‘Saturday
Evening Post’, 19:19

stock offer, 19:23, 22:23, 28:19
closed-circuit video monitor, 42:19

color sets, 48:17

PAGE COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS INC.

sold to Northrop Corp., Beverly Hills, 8:14
sales estimate, 46:23

PHILCO CORP.
financial reports, 2:14, 5:15, 19:22, 32:18, 44:21,

45:19
licenses Thorn Electrical Industries Ltd. for

British manufacturing. 6:13
stereo system for TV & FM, 7:13
convertible debentures, 13:23, 16:22
battery-operated portable, 14:17, 25:19, 31:19,

47:21
sues Admiral, 17:21, 22:20
experimental high-gain low-noise transistor, 18:21
increases compensation to service technicians on
warranty repairs, 20:20

stereo & hi-fi sets, 20:21; complete line, 52:18
1959 sales prediction, 25:23
Italian subsidiary, 29:21, 38:22
foreign sales, 35:15
cross-licensing agreement with General Tran-

sistor Corp., 39:19
dividend payments resumed, 48:19

N. V. PHILIPS GLOEILAMPENFABRIEKEN
financial reports, 12:19, 18:23, 36:16, 49:23
3 U. S. companies merge with Central Public

Utility Corp., St. Louis, 15:20
British Philips Electrical Ltd. acquired control

of A. C. Cossor Ltd. TV-radio mfr., 16:20
percent of stock held by citizens of other coun-

tries, 23:19

Philips U. S. firms combine into Consolidated
Electronics Industries Corp., 30:18, 43:19

PILOT RADIO LTD.
sold to Ultra Electric Ltd., 14:17

POLARAD ELECTRONICS CORP.
20:21

PYE LTD.
penalty by U.S. Bureau of Foreign Commerce,

14-17

RADIO CONDENSER CO.
buys Production Research Corp., Thornwood,

N. J., 10:15

RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA (RCA)
2-way "Radio-Phone" out, 1:13
year-end statement on diversification, 1:14
fellowship awards, 4:13
distributor sales to RCA Sales Corp., 7:13
named prime contractor with ITT for Air Force
world-wide communications network, 8:12

financial reports, 9:17, 10:17. 19:24, 27:24, 30'20
43:18

tape recorder, 10:4, 21:7, 35:8, 40:12, 43:15 44 7
45:11, 48:7, 50:7

new telecasting equipment introduced at NAB
convention, 10:12

sues Philco & Lansdale Tube for unpaid royal-
ties, 10:16

new sets, 11:19, 23:2, 50:16
Polaris communications research contract, 14:17
cathode nickel Nl-32 for tubes, 15:17
color set servicing represents 25% of service co.’s
income, 16:22

Frequency Bureau and Patent Dept, move, 17:21
new solar battery for space vehicles, 18:20
sales up, 18:24
stockholders annual meeting, 19:24
broadcast equipment seminar, 20:11
ad budget boosted for 1959 second half, 26:18
Nuvistor tube, 29:21
Electronic Music Synthesizer, 29:21
Army Signal Corps miniaturization program,

33:16
shifts advertising to J. Walter Thompson, 34:17
$11 million Navy contract, 34:17
uses 23-in. tube, 36:15, 44:17
stock option plan, 44:21
40th anniversary, 45:20
Gen. David Sarnoff forsees electronic substitutes

of heart, lungs, etc., 46:21
Japanese scholarship, 47:21
home-instrument divs. reorganized, 48:17, 49:19
stock replaces 50c extra year-end dividend, 49:23
payola use to promote record sales, 49:1, 51:6
TV chassis sold to Metz, West German TV &
cabinet maker, 52:18

RAYTHEON MFG. CO.

Dr. Charles G. Smith retires, 1:13
electrocardiograph business sold, 4:13
financial reports, 5:15, 16:23, 32:19, 43:18
absorbs Machlett Labs, 9:18
$64,600,000 Navy missile contract, 12:17
penalized by Bureau of Foreign Commerce, 14:17
subsidiary Apelco buys Webster Mfg. Co., Mill

Valley, Cal., 16:21

buys Sorensen & Co. power supply firm, 25:20
Santa Barbara electronic warfare center, 29:21
transistor price cut, 33:18, 47:21

$30 million Navy contract, 37:15
sales seen at record high this year, 37:16
European investment plans, 44:18
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REEVES SOUNDCRAFT
31:23

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO.
6:14, 19:22, 33:19. 35:18, 43:19, 49:23

SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES—See Electrovision
Corp.

SERVOMECHANISMS INC.

merger with Laboratory for Electronics, 9:17,

20:21, 25:23

SHELL ELECTRONICS MANCFACTURING CORP.
36:15

SIEGLER CORP.
4:15, 13:22, 33:19, 38:23, 42:20, 43:18

SONORA ELECTRONICS INC.

Chapter XI bankruptcy petition, 14:17
sold to Trav-Ler Radio, 47:20

SONOTONE CORP.
12:19, 18:23, 25:22, 32:19, 46:22

SPEER CARBON CO.

18:22, 25:23, 34:16, 45:21

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO.

buys magnetic component & filter product lines
of International Resistance Co., 4:15

financial reports, 12:19, 37:15

STANDARD COIL PRODUCTS INC.

1:14, 14:19, 15:20, 19:22, 24:24, 32:20, 33:19, 46:23

STEWART-WARNER CORP.
51:19

STROMBERG-CARLSON CO. (General Dynamics
Corp.)
grants to teachers for advanced study, 20:21
General Dynamics Corp. financial reports, 20:23
General Dynamics applies for SEX3 stock regis-

tration, 20:23
sales up, 33:19
auto radio, 44:18
in stereo production, out of TV set mfg., 45:20

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS CO.

merger into General Telephone & Electronics
Corp., 2:15, 7:13

new picture tube coating, 5:14
set sales high, 11:18, 20:20
General Telephone & Electronics stock option

plan, 13:23
Golden Shield Corp. to make sets for Credit

Retail Jewelers, 14:17
General Telephone & Electronic stock, 14:19
forms Sylvania Home Electronics Corp. for styl-

ing, merchandising & distribution, 16:21
1959 sales prediction, 16:22
new 23-in set, 19:20, 24:21, 25:19
closed-circuit TV camera, 27:21, 39:19
Sylvania Electro-Specialties formed for closed-

circuit equipment, 30:18, 31:20
General Telephone financial reports, 31:22, 45:21
new transistor plant in Manchester, N. H., 33:17
advertising goes to Kudner, 34:17
*25 million in debentures, 34:18, 39:19, 44:23,

36:16, 45:22

TV deflection yoke coil requiring no permanent
magnet correction, 36:15

Muncy, Pa. computer components plant, 38:22
buys 50% of Italian tube mfr., 38:23
microwave tube research plant at Mountain

View, Cal., 39:20
General Telephone & Electronics buys Lenkurt

Electric Co., 43:17
$15 million Army Signal Corps contract, 43:17
Canadian Sylvania stops TV set production, 45:20
hi-fi line, 46:20
compensation of executives, 46:23

SYMPHONIC ELECTRONIC CORP.
sold by P. L. Jacobs Co., 14:17
subsidiary Scope Electronics Corp., gets distribu-

tor rights to EMI hi-fi components, 43:17
buys Airnado Inc., 45:20

TECHNICOLOR INC.

11:20

TELECHROME MFG. CORP.
financial reports, 4:15, 44:22, 50:20
absorbs Encapsor Products Inc., Port Washing-

ton, N. Y„ 6:15
expansion plans, 30:19
stock registration, 47:22
imports Japanese tape recorder and EMI Ltd. of
England equipment, 51:3

TELEPROMPTER CORP. (see also Closed-Circuit)

3:15, 17:24, 39:19, 49:4, 51:20

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
financial reports, 7:14, 17:24, 32:20, 46:24
buying Metals & Controls Corp., 13:23
officer compensation, 13:23
1959 sales, 18:22, 40:18
European distributors, 37:14
stock, 49:22

TEXTRON INDUSTRIES
shareholders offered stock in subsidiary Textron

Electronics Inc., 36:16
Textron Electronics buys Globe Electronics, 38:24

THOMPSON RAMO WOOLDRIDGE INC.
financial reports, 9:17, 19:22, 31:22, 44:22
stock offer, 20:23
buys Magma Products Inc., Santa Fe Springs,

Cal., 25:23
buys Bel Canto Magnetic Recording, 36:15
buys Magnetic Recording Industries, N.Y., 38:21
buys Radio Industries Inc., 52:20

TOPP INDUSTRIES CORP.
45:22

TRANSITRON ELECTRONIC CORP.
role as semiconductor component mfr. outlined
by ‘Fortune’, 31:23

stock, 46:24, 50:20

TRAV-LER RADIO CORP.
20:23, 31:22, 33:19, 47:20

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC CO.

4:12, 7:14, 10:17, 19:22, 31:22, 44:23

VARIAN ASSOCIATES
acquires 80% of Bomac Labs, Beverly, Mass.. 7:13

financial reports, 7:13, 47:22
stock dividend, 15:20
stock offering, 22:23, 27:24, 38:24
Swiss subsidiary, 46:24

VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT CO.
financial report, 38:23
contract with RCA for augmenting factory &

field service force, 44:20

VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORP.
|

15:10

WARWICK MFG. CORP.
34:17

WEBCOR INC.

financial reports, 7:14, 18:22, 19:21, 47:22
control acquired by Emerson, 19:20, 25:20; bought
back from Emerson, 29:22

low-priced stereo-phonos, 19:21

WELLS-GARDNER & CO.

7:14, 14:19, 16:23, 19:22, 21:20, 32:18, 46:23

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
financial reports, 5:15, 18:24, 19:22, 31:22, 44:21,

47:22

“Permachon” memorizing TV camera tube, 9:16

strike at Metuchen, N.J., 14:17, 15:18, 16:19, 18:20,

20:21, 27:20
stock option plan, 15:20

"molecular electronics” $2 million Air Force con-
tract, 18:21

Educational Foundation grants, 20:22

Betty Furness’ 10th anniversary with Westing-
house, 23:13

quality furniture for sets, 31:18, 35:15

research advisory committee, 33:18

Gwilyn A. Price gets John Fritz Medal, 34:18

cost of Uving pay boosts, 35:15

competing with Japanese transistor radios in
both size & price, 35:17

sales up, 39:20
23-in. tube, 44:17, 47:21

research center at Churchill, Pa., 44:19

FTC consent order, 44:20

National 4-H Club "Electric Program” competi-
tion, 47:21

stock split, 49:22

new image orthicon camera tube with longer
life, 51:7

WHIRLPOOL-SEEGER CORP.
chair of marketing at American U., 25:22

ZENITH RADIO CORP.
quarterly production increases, 1:12, 29:21

financial reports, 5:15, 9:18, 18:24, 32:18, 45:21

officers compensation, 13:23

sues Motorola, 17:21, 39:19

"Snooz-Alarm*’ in clock radios, 17:21

new sets, 20:21, 23:2, 50:16

exec. v.p. Leonard C. Truesdell named "Sales
Ebcecutive of the Year” by NSE, 23:19

reasons for growth, 24:21

new Chicago display room, 25:20

quarterly dividend increased, 35:18

fall advertising campaign, 37:14; first use of

theater screens, 43:17

23-in tube, 44:17
employe profit sharing fund, 44:23

FM radio, 45:20
two-band transistor portable radio, 46:21

patent suit by Hazeltine Research, 49:20

$1.25 million addition to Chicago production
plant, 50:18
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF THE WEEK'S NEWS— January 3, 1959
FMs INCREASE APACE WITH AMs during last year, with WHITNEY PARTNER SUGGESTS Time Inc.—judging from

571 out of 686 grantees now on air. AM total is 3423, Fortune article—must be embarrassed by so "unstable

up from 3289 year before (p. 1). & shoddy" a medium as TV, should sell stations (p. 5).

EIDOPHOR COLOR EXCELLENT, but equipment makers

question size of market. 20th Century-Fox's Skouras

sees vast potential for theatres (pp. 2 & 10).

FCC BARS VHF BOOSTERS in final action, gives 90 days

for filing of applications for uhf translators. Decision

welcomed by CATV operators (pp. 2 & 9).

SWEEPING 'REFORM' OF FCC urged by House probers in

final report. It calls for stringent legislation, further

investigation of TV-radio areas (pp. 3 & 5).

TV DOESN'T HURT CHILDREN so long as viewing is limited

to 20 hours weekly—but they con get too much, soys

Northwestern U's Dr. Witty (p. 4).

ANPA ATTACKS TV ADVERTISING in a no-holds-barred

presentation by slide film (p. 8).

PRESIDENTIAL COMMITTEE submits communications report

to OCDM Director Hoegh. Most of TASO's work finished

as Dr. Town sends report to board (p. 9).

Manufacturing-Distribution-Finanee

INDUSTRY LEADERS FORECAST good 1959 TV-radio & re-

lated trade, with modest upturn now, good year—but

no boom. Essence of their statements (p. 11).

RCA SHIFTING EMPHASIS from entertainment electronics to

defense & industrial electronics, reflected in 4th quarter

business upturn (p. 14).

LOG OF TV STATIONS BY STATES & CITIES: You liked our Log of TV Stations so well, as
published as a Newsletter spread in mid-1958, that we’ve decided to update it as a
New Year Supplement herewith . We’ve printed it separately this time on white stock
so that you can hang it on your wall or fasten it to your desk for handy reference.
This Log, corrected to Jan. 1, 1959, is really the same one that appears, in reduced
size, on the 34x22-in. Map of Television Stations and Network Routes, which will be

included again with the 1959 Spring-Summer Edition of Television Factbook (No. 28),
due in latter March. Since the Log’s last publication, there have been more than a
dozen new stations added in the U.S., Territories and Canada; also quite a few other
changes and corrections. You will note that the new Log indicates (with asterisks)
the new starters expected in early 1959; and (with daggers) the educational non-com-
mercial stations. Extra copies are available at 2 for $1, or 10 for $3.50.

INCREASE IN FMs AS ANs MOUNT TO 3423: Nearly 100 new FM stations were authorized
during 1958 — 34 going on the air to bring year-end total to 571. That was one of

the most significant developments in radio broadcasting last year, when once again
the total of AM stations went up substantially. AMs increased by 134 to an all-time
high of 3423. Aggregate of more than 4000 AM-FM stations compares with 545 TVs .

Accounting for the upsurge in FMs are the growing subsidiary services now
available from radio — notably background music and storecasting — plus the boom
in hi-fi and stereo . It’s also noteworthy that some AM daytimers, unable to obtain
night hours, are turning to FM for after-dark operation.

Growth of AMs has been a continuous process since war, stations more than
tripling in number since 1945. Most of them are locals, many are daytimers; even
the crossroads radio stations, thanks to low costs, are generally profitable.

Of the 5423 AMs authorize d as year ended, 3318 are on the air and 105 are CP
holders. Exact number of FM grantees at year’s end was 686 , with 571 on air; year
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ago total was 588, with 537 on air. Up to 1957, there had been steady dropoff of

FMs — but last year only 19 licenses and 5 CPs were dropped; 73 applications pend.

Showing growth of AMs since wartime freeze is this count from end of 1945,
when the total was 1056; 1946 . 1579; 1947 , 1961; 1948 . 2131; 1949 , 2246; 1950 , 2351;
1951 . 2410; 1952 . 2516; 1953 , 2644; 1954 . 2782; 1955 , 2941; 1956 , 3140; 1957 . 3289.

Note : Our 1959 AM-FM Directory will be off the presses in latter January,

listing all U.S., Canadian, Mexican, Cuban & other North American stations by States
and Cities, with company names, addresses, frequencies, powers, FM antenna heights,
network affiliations; new Directory will also carry, for first time, names of each
station’s chief executive and chief engineer.

The 1959 AM-FM Directory goes to all full-service subscribers, who can keep
it up-to-date with new series of weekly Addenda (buff-colored sheets). Extra copies
of the 1959 Directory will be available at $7.50 each; 3 or more copies, $5 each.

EIDOPHOR COLOR GOOD, RUT MARKET UNCERTAIN: Eidophor big-screen color TV projector ,

demonstrated this week by CIBA Pharmaceutical Corp. at sessions of American Assn,

for the Advancement of Science in Washington (Vol. 14:48), certainly produced excel-
lent pictures. Big question remains; Where does it go from here ?

Eidophor produced highly acceptable results Sji years ago, too (Vol. 8:26),
but it never went anywhere except back to the labs. Now, it's much more refined,
involves much simpler equipment, appears fine for scientific & medical use — but

biggest demand must come for closed-circuit entertainment & business meetings.

Twentieth Century-Fox is strongly in the picture , and here is what pres.

Spyros Skouras told us ; "It's the greatest thing yet. We have world-wide rights to

it. Exhibitors are standing in line for equipment. Within 90 days, I expect to

know what our deliveries can be. Some will be made by GE, perhaps by other compa-

nies. I see it as a great device to show such things as 'My Fair Lady,' 'West Side
Story,' and so forth, in major theaters around the country." The super-enthusiastic
Mr. Skouras admitted, however; "I've been a little too quick with predictions some-
times." In 1952, Fox officials forecast commercial equipment within 18 months.

Demonstration we witnessed this week was 16xl2-ft . picture of heart operation
and panel of physicians, microwaved several miles from National Institutes of Health
to Sheraton-Park Hotel. Results were extremely acceptable . Though there was some
variation of quality, random observers we queried generally said they considered
quality almost on a par with color movies.

There was no trouble with misregistration or flicker . Color fidelity was
quite good, though deficient in greens — which CIBA engineers conceded readily but

attributed to camera imbalance and operating room lights. There was little fast
movement in demonstration, so there was little breakup. Fast motion might have pro-
duced distracting breakup — as it frequently does with field-sequential system.
[For industry reaction and technical data, see p. 10.]

ILLEGAL BOOSTERS GET FCC COUP DE GRACE: Unlicensed boosters are outlawed officially
— now that FCC finally has issued decision ending the long rule-making proceeding
which explored feasibility of legalizing unauthorized vhf transmitters (Vol. 14:48).

Vote was a surprising 6-1 , only Comr. Craven disagreeing. Tentative vote had
been 4-3, and there had been talk of reversal (Vol. 14:50). Essence of Commission's
reasoning is contained in this statement (Notice 58-1256, Mimeo 67467) :

" The Commission has found that the provision now contained in the Commis-

sion's Rules for the licensing of TV translators in the lihf TV band meets the needs
of small remote communities for a low cost method of obtaining TV reception. In

view of the potentiality of serious interference to TV service and other services,
which are allocated to the very congested vhf band, the Commission could not con-

clude that the public interest would be served by licensing vhf boosters or repeater
stations." Craven concurred in decision only to extent that he agreed operators
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shouldn't be blacked out immediately — but insisted that “the Commission can and
should establish reasonable rules providing for the authorization of vhf boosters on

a practical basis." Cross said he favors giving boosters 2-3 years for changeover.

Booster operators have 90 days to file applications for uhf translators "or

some other type of authorized TV station" or else FCC will "take steps" to knock
them off air. It's estimated there are 1000-1500 now operating. Commission also
made it clear that it will move immediately against any new starters.

It's all over but the shouting — but there will be some shouting. For ex-

ample, it's hard to believe that some Western Senators, probably including chairman
of Commerce Committee Sen. Magnuson (D-Wash. ) , won't gripe about it. Virtually all

boosters are in West, and Washington has very heavy concentration. Committee staff
report on small-town TV . including the booster situation, will be issued next

week. Written by attorneys Ken Cox & Nick Zapple, it's expected to urge favorable
FCC consideration of boosters — but it follows a fait accompli, thus vastly weaken-
ing an impact which otherwise might have been considerable.

Appeals to the courts by booster operators , if any, will have slim chances.

Court of Appeals has affirmed FCC's right to control or eliminate boosters, though
it was sympathetic to needs of isolated viewers (Vol. 13:18). [For further details,

impact on translator growth, community antennas, etc., see p. 9.]

CONGRESSIONAL SHAPE OF THINGS TO CONE: What's in store for FCC . networks & stations
at hands of 86th Congress — if House investigators have their way in upcoming ses-
sion — was sketched in bold & black outlines this week by 92pp. final report and
recommendations of Commerce legislative oversight (Harris) subcommittee (see p. 5).

Sweeping reform legislation — proposed for all Federal regulatory agencies —
would range from laws to eliminate outside "influence" to criminal penalties for any
infractions of codes of ethics. Specific FCC legislation would outlaw such evils as
license "trafficking" & "payoffs." And subcommittee lays out 12 housekeeping
chores for FCC itself to perform to clean up its practices & procedures.

But after all that, subcommittee isn't through yet — even though it closed
its own shop Jan. 3 after year of more-or-less happy headline-hunting (Vol. 14:2 et

seq). "We know that we have not covered all that should be covered," said Chairman
Harris (D-Ark. ) . For its investigative successors on Capitol Hill, the subcommittee
outlines specific FCC "matters requiring further legislative inquiry."

Another sure sign that session won't be dull one for FCC and broadcasters is

scope of investigative agenda proposed. It includes: (1) Use of spectrum & alloca-
tions. (2) Problems of vhf vs. uhf. (3) "Nuisance filings." (4) Option-time vs.

"local control" of programs. (5) Clear channels. (6) Licensing of the networks.

(7) Multiple station ownership. (8) "Centralization of economic power." All these
subjects and more are fair grist for the Congressional mill, which has never failed
to grind away at one aspect of radio or another since beginnings of broadcasting.

One of the few subjects untouched in the Harris committee report is pay TV —
and Harris, an adamant opponent, will be trying to take care of that himself in the
Commerce Committee hearings expected to start some time this month. Also untouched
in the oversight subcommittee's report are such holdover subjects from the last ses-
sion (Vol. 14:34) as TV ratings and anti-trust exemptions for professional sports so

that broadcasts of games can be blacked out.

But those subjects won't be overlooked , for the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee will look into ratings again — and it can be presumed that Senate & House
supporters of the blackout bill will be back at it again.

The Harris report is only symptomatic . Every Senator and Congressman has his
own ideas about what ought to be done, and cries of "there ought to be a law" will
echo through the sacred halls of Congress again and again. Certainly, the outcries
against certain types of programming won't be overlooked as a sure-fire publicity
vehicle. All in all, session looks like another open season on broadcasting.
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TV's 'Danger Point': It’s okay for grade school chil-

dren to spend 20 hours per week in front of home TV
sets—but parents should watch out if kiddies begin

stretching it to 21-26 hours, director Dr. Paul Witty of

Northwestern U’s Psycho-Educational Clinic warned this

week. Reporting on 9-year survey of 2000 Chicago chil-

dren and their parents & teachers, Dr. Witty filed these

findings with educational section, American Assn, for

the Advancement of Science, at annual convention in

Washington:

(1) Average youngster watches TV 20 hours per

week (favorite show, ABC-TV’s Zorro) and suffers no

loss of sleep as result. Chances are his health, school

work, reading, hobbies, general behavior won’t be affected

—and he probably reads more under TV stimulus.

(2) But “excessive” TV viewing, with “danger

point” somewhere between 21 & 26 hours, can produce

“behavior & adjustment problems associated with TV,
such as fatigue, impoverishment of play, disinterest in

school, increased nervousness, reduction in reading, eye-

strain & mealtime disturbance.”

(3) Children spend as much time as TV-watchers

as they did when medium was new, novelty showing few

signs of wearing off. They prefer westerns, crime &
violence— and it’s “most distressing [that they may]
gradually come to accept violence, hate & destruction as

almost normal ways of life.”

(4) Some youngsters find it hard to imagine world

without TV. One 10-year-old boy started letter wdth:

“In prehistoric times, before people had TV . .
.”

In another paper read to AAAS session. Prof. Daniel

Tanner of San Francisco State College said TV “shows

tremendous promise as a medium of supplementing &
enriching existing classroom practices.” But he argued

that TV is no substitute for classroom teachers, that

“students tend to become increasingly disenchanted with

classroom TV [and its] lack of direct contact with the

instructor.”

The Defiant Miss Torre: TV-radio columnist

Marie Torre of N. Y. Herald Tribune refused this week to

purge herself of contempt of U. S. District Court—and

escape 10-day jail sentence—in $1,393,333 libel-breach-of

contract suit by singer Judy Garland against CBS (Vol.

14:52). She was promptly ordered by Federal Judge
Sylvester J. Ryan to surrender in court Jan. 5 to start

serving her term, imposed when she defied his instructions

to identify the CBS v.p. she quoted in derogatory remarks

about Miss Garland. Judge turned down plea by her coun-

sel Mathias Correa that she be given 2 weeks to arrange

her affairs (she’s mother of 2) before going to jail.

Judge Ryan warned that she’d be liable to further con-

tempt action if she persists in her defiance after com-

pleting sentence, said she was “setting a bad example to

your fellow citizens for your refusal to comply with

reasonable obedience to a court which has passed upon this

matter.” Judge also admonished Miss Torre to “seriously

consider your position and meditate and change your

mind and obey the mandates of the court.”

How to Teach on TV is explained by experts in College

Teaching by Television published by editorial dept, of

American Council on Education, 1785 Massachusetts Ave.

NW, Washington, D. C. (234pp., $4). Book includes tran-

scripts of sessions of ETV conference co-sponsored in

1957 at University Park, Pa. by Council and Pa. State U

—

plus supplementary papers and bibliography for TV
teachers.

‘A Star of First Magnitude’: TV’s newest star
has a show with negligible audience by network stand-
ards, no commercial sponsorship, no income to its network—yet he has such “strange and compelling powers before
a camera” that some Catholic orders have revised their

schedule of masses to catch it, San Quentin Penitentiary
has some inmates watching it regularly, kines are in de-

mand in several foreign countries. Thus NBC chairman
Robert Samoff describes “Harvey”—Dr. Harvey White,
U of California’s physics professor, who.se 6:30-7 a.m.
Continental Classroom each weekday, carried on 149 sta-

tions, with 250 colleges offering full academic credit, now
has 5000 high school teachers and trainees registered

while 27,000 others have mailed in 50<? each for a syllabus.

Total daily audience is reckoned at only about 270,000

—

but Samoff, in his latest newsletter to editors, asserts it’s

“the most dramatic, and perhaps the most useful, of all

post-sputnik efforts to close the perilous gap of America’s
science education.” He pays high tribute to Dr. White,
who “works slave-labor hours to keep the show going,”
acknowledges partnership of American Association of

Colleges for Teacher Education and financial support
from Bell Telephone System, Ford Foundation, Fund for

Advancement of Education, General Foods Fund, IBM,
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Foundation, Standard Oil of Cali-

fornia, U. S. Steel. “We are blessed,” he writes, “with
a star of the first academic magnitude, who enjoys work-
ing in TV and even watches it occasionally (preferably

westerns) for relaxation. I think our principal contribu-

tion is that we exist. Only because of our structure as a
national network, able to reach Americans everywhere,

can this massive infusion of scientific knowledge be at-

tempted.”

U. S. population as of Jan. 1, 1959 was estimated at

175,600,000 by U. S. Census Bureau, up 2,900,000 from
year ago and 24,500,000 more than count in national census

of April, 1950.

Current vogue for westerns on TV is traced from
early fiction writers (Zane Grey, O. Henry, Owen Wister)

through movies (Wm. S. Hart, Tom Mix, Will Rogers,

Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, John Wayne, Gary Cooper) to

today’s resurgence of Hopalong Cassidy on Japanese TV
and in France, Germany, Australia & England, in article

in Jan. Reader’s Digest, titled “TV Westerns: The Shots

Heard Round the World.” Article is condensed from
Television Age, written by John Reddy, who produced the

notable documentary “The Western” on NBC-TV’s Wide
Wide World. It notes that some $50,000,000 will be spent

on TV westerns this season, with 28 shows comprising

some 570 hours of new footage, equal to 400 western

movies or far more than Hollywood made at peak of

western-movie production.

Option-time was discussed by FCC again this week,

and Commission returned staff’s memo for redrafting, to

be reconsidered Jan. 9. Commission has been weighing

staff’s evaluation of need for option time, and has been

considering whether to submit it directly for legal opinion

of Justice Dept, or to seek industry comments on it first

(Vol. 14:50).

Reminder to “men in white”: NAB TV Code’s ban on

use of actors to portray physicians, nurses or dentists in

commercials (Vol. 14:41) became effective Jan. 1. That

also was cut-off date for permissible use of “men in white

coats” in commercials already filmed when Code Review

Board voted amendment in rule last June.
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The Nisforlune of Torlnne': Somewhat sarcastically,

but none the less cogently, Corinthian station group’s pres.

C. Wrede Petersmeyer takes the editor of Fortune and

management of Time Inc. to task for “jeopardizing [their]

reputation by publishing an article so obviously biased and

distorted as the piece in the Dec. issue entitled ‘Television:

The Light That Failed’” (Vol. 14:48, 51). The able young

John Hay Whitney partner, plumbing motivations, ob-

serves in Dec. 29 letter to Fortune:

“If the article dealt with a business other than a com-

peting advertising medium, it might be dismissed as simply

a classic example of sloppy and uninformed coverage of

the subject. But since the subject is the TV broadcasting

business, one cannot escape concluding that the article is

a carefully loaded grun aimed at ‘the enemy.’

“I have made a point of checking with a number of

people prominent in the TV industry to assess the thor-

oughness with which your staff may have researched the

material for this article. Members of your staff had con-

tacted many of them. All of the men I talked to agreed

that any information or opinion given by them to your

reporters that was in conflict or at variance with the

critical and negative tone of the article had been carefully

screened out. It would have been much less upsetting to

have found that your staff had merely done a poor job of

research, instead of confirming my conviction that the

article was designed as an all-out attack on the TV in-

Swan Song by Harris: The frequently bizarre life

of the year-old House Commerce legislative over-

sight subcommittee (Vol. 14:2 et seq) came to

its official end at noon Jan. 3—with frantic, last-

minute deadline filing of sweepingly drastic “re-

form” recommendations for Federal regulatory

agencies—particularly the FCC (see p. 3).

“We fully recognize that this is not a complete

job and not a complete report,” said Chairman
Harris (D-Ark.). “We know we have not covered

all that should be covered.” But few FCC areas

that were covered—and left uncovered—by his

subcommittee in headlined hearings were un-

touched in 92pp. report.

It called for 14 pieces of legislation applying to all

Federal agencies, 6 amendments to the Communications
Act to correct FCC practices—and for additional House
probes (presumably to be carried on by regular Com-
merce subcommittees) into 8 specific FCC areas that

weren’t explored, including “use of the entire spectrum.”

Also listed was a set of office rules for FCC to follow.

For a time this week it looked like report wouldn’t

be ready in time for Jan. 3 filing, as scheduled under
House resolution setting up subcommittee. Subcommittee
met 214 days, including one past-midnight session, and
was still correcting & revising proofs Jan. 2 after Harris

had announced Dec. 31 that job was finished.

* * * *

We obtained copies of revised proofs before they were
sent officially to Govt. Printing Office. Subject to addi-

tional afterthoughts by subcommittee members, report, in

its across-the-board recommendations, calls for:

(1) Agency code of ethics enforceable by “civil &
criminal sanctions.” (2) Rigid rules for ex parte com-
munications (written or oral) which make unauthorized

representations subject to civil or criminal action—and
all of them part of public record. (3) Civil & criminal

dustry with the purpose of discrediting it, by fair means
or foul, with advertisers and the public.

“It is fortunate that the management of Time Inc. is

in the hands of men whose business judgment is too sound

to be swayed by the editorial policy of its own publications.

Otherwise, one might expect that Time Inc., in a state of

panic over Fortune’s analysis of the financial instability of

TV broadcasting and acutely embarrassed over its asso-

ciation with so shoddy a medium of entertainment as that

described in Fortune, would forthwith throw on the market
the 5 TV stations it has quite recently spent many millions

of dollars to acquire.

“Should I be as disappointingly mistaken in my con-

fidence in the business acumen of Time Inc. as I was in

my previous evaluation of Fortune as an honorable pub-

lication, I am sure your parent company will find a host of

sound businessmen eager to acquire their TV properties

—

men, incidentally, with great faith in the future of this

medium, who are willing to give of their hard dollars,

energy, enthusiasm and loyalty to support that faith.”

Note: The Corinthian group now comprises 4 vhf and

one uhf station (plus 2 AMs), having this week won FCC
approval of its $4,000,000 acquisition of KBET-TV, Sacra-

mento (Ch. 4)—presumably would be glad to “talk turkey”

with Time Inc. about buying some of its 4 vhf’s and 5

radios. They’re competitors, incidentally, only in Indian-

apolis. (For lists of stations each owns, see TV Factbook

No. 27, pp. 385 & 387.)

penalties for Commissioners & employes who make “un-

authorized disclosure of any vote, opinion, or recommenda-
tion or information in the Commission pertaining to any
proceeding or projected proceeding.”

(4) Action within 60 days by Commission on motions

in cases. (5) Participation—“as a matter of right”—by
Commissions in court cases. (6) Election of chairmen

—

for 3-year terms—by Commission members instead of ap-

pointment by President. (7) Removal of Commission mem-
bers by President “for neglect of duty or malfeasance in

office, and for no other cause.”

For FCC alone, subcommittee made these legislative

proposals:

(1) Section 310 of Communications Act should be

amended “to prevent trafficking in licenses” so that sellers

or buyers would be required first to get approval from
Commission, which would make application and amount
involved public. (2) Section 310 clause preventing FCC
from considering “public interest” in transfer of license

or CP “should be repealed.” (3) FCC should be required

to hold public hearings before approving transfers—or at

least to put into public record any “special circumstances”

which make public hearing undesirable. (4) “Direct or

indirect payoffs of competing applicants, except in the

proved amount of out-of-pocket expenses,” should be pro-

hibited, as well as “swapoffs between applicants for other

licenses.” (5) Public hearings should be held before

granting any TV license. (6) Honorariums for speeches,

etc., by FCC members should be forbidden.

* * *

As for “further legislative inquiry” into FCC areas,

subcommittee outlined these subjects for exploration:

(1) “Study of the use of the entire spectrum and a

determination as to its allocation & use is urgently

needed” by Congress, Presidential commission having “nat-

ural predisposition of the Executive to favor its own in-

terest.” (2) “A study of the uhf-vhf problem.” (3) Pre-

vention of “nuisance filings” for TV & radio CPs and
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elimination of “dropouts” in deals between contestants.

(4) “Problem of option time agreements . . . and their

relationship to the duty & responsibility of the individual

licensee to control the programming of his station.” (5)

“Solution must be found for the 25-year-old problem [of

clear channels].” (6) Question of “whether or not net-

works should be licensed, since they provide a very con-

siderable amount of the programs which stations them-

selves broadcast.” (7) “Problems of multiple ownership.”

(8) “Centralization of economic power resulting from
technical developments in the broadcast field.”

Subcommittee also had some advice on how FCC
should handle intra-office work. Samples: (1) “Quality

& content of the annual report of the Commission should

be improved” so that more than “minimum amount” of

information is supplied. (2) FCC “should take effective

action to investigate & consider all outstanding anti-trust

matters.” (3) Technical standards should be reviewed to

make sure they “are not tied in with a patent or other

monopoly.” (4) Hearing rules should be reexamined and

made consistent. (5) Technical qualifications of hearing

examiners should be studied before assignments. (6) FCC
should be on guard against unethical conduct by lawyers

practicing before it. (7) Office filing systems leave much
to be desired; “systematic, central filing system in this

agency is a must.”

Hai'ris told reporters he planned to introduce series

of bills soon after Jan. 7 opening of 86th Congress to

carry out recommendations of his subcommittee. He

wouldn’t predict what chances they have for enactment.
Following interim report last April by subcommittee (Vol.

14:14), he introduced bill calling for agency ethics code,

forbidding ex parte communications unless part of record,

providing for removal of Commissioners, cutting honorari-
ums for speeches. Subcommittee approved his measure,
but it never got past his own Commerce Committee (Vol.

14:34).

Legislative and agency recommendations in subcom-
mittee’s final report were unanimous. But narrative sec-

tions, dealing with FCC hearings and with SEC-FTC
hearings which led to Bernard Goldfine-Sherman Adams
sensation, were put into report over objections of Republi-
can members who planned minority reports.

Jfs

Continuation of investigative activity could run on for

years in Congress if all of report’s recommendations are

accepted. If inquiries into FCC and 5 other regulatory

agencies are completed, Harris suggests that investigators

could go on through other agencies, running gamut from
Weather Bureau to National Institutes of Health.

Meanwhile, Dr. Bernard Schwartz, subcommittee’s first

counsel who was fired soon after he began making head-
lines in early phases of hearings, was out to make some
more. He took some subcommittee files with him when
he went back to NYU (Harris has asked Justice Dept, to

get after him for that) and has completed book. The
Professor and the Commissions, which Knopf has sched-

uled for Feb. publication.

ADVERTISING AGENCIES: Peter G. Levathes, media

v.p. of Young & Rubicam, promoted to TV-radio v.p. in

charge of network syndication timebuying in new lineup

combining programming with timebuying; he takes over

duties of Robert P. Mountain, now heading agency’s new
business div. . . . Richard N. Heath, pres, of Leo Burnett,

Chicago, named exec, committee chairman in top echelon

realignment, succeeded as pres, by exec. v.p. W. T. Young
Jr.; Leo Burnett continues as chairman; DeWitt O’KiefFe

promoted to senior v.p.; Draper Daniels, to exec. v.p. . . .

Richard Bean, ex-McCann-Erickson, named v.p. of War-
wick & Legler, succeeding H. H. Dobberteen, resigned . . .

John Doherty, Stewart P. Brown & Jules J. Dickely pro-

moted to v.p.’s of Ted Bates Adv. . . . Clayton Huff

promoted to v.p. of BBDO; Thomas C. Dillon, ex-Los

Angeles mgr., promoted to treas., succeeding Fred B.

Manchee, resigned . . . Hugh L. Lucas and Kensinger Jones

promoted to v.p.’s of Campbell-Ewald . . . Kelso M. Taeger

promoted to v.p. of McCann-Erickson Detroit office . . .

Arnold E. Johnson, broadcast facilities director, elected

v.p. of Needham, Louis & Brorby . . . Ellsworth L. Timber-

man and Andrew J. Shepard named v.p.’s of Kenyon &
Eckhardt . . . Everett W. Hencke, Sherman E. Rogers,

Murray C. Thomas and Edmund C. Ridley promoted to

v.p.’s of Anderson & Cairns, N. Y. . . . Joe K. Hughes

promoted to v.p. of Grant Adv. Dallas office . . . Peter

Finney x’esigns as exec. v.p. of Southern Adv. to open own
agency at 529 W. Flagler St., Miami.

Dr. Edgar Dale, Ohio State U professor of education,

elected to board of National Assn, for Better Radio & TV
(NAFBRAT), filling vacancy caused by death of Mrs.

Helen Rachford in Las Vegas plane crash last April.

J. Davis Danforth, exec. v.j). of BBDO, is chairman of

Advertising Federation of America jury of awards to be

made at Minneapolis convention, June 7-10.

More changes in law firms specializing in TV-radio,

since publication of directory in TV Factbook No. 27, pp.
376-382: Victor Kramer, ex-chief of Justice Dept, litigation

div., named partner in Arnold, Fortas & Porter, which
also adds as an associate Robert Hertzstein, ex-Army
Judge Advocate General’s office; Howard F. Roycroft, 1958

Georgetown graduate, joins Hogan & Hartson; Mitchell

S. Cutler, 1958 George Washington U graduate, new asso-

ciate of Welch, Mott & Morgan; Jack M. Merelman &
Edward F. Kearney, resigned from Rhyne, Mullin, Connor
& Rhyne. In N. Y., Irwin Schneiderman advances to

membership in Cahill, Gordon, Reindel & Ohl.

Queen Elizabeth’s honors list on New Year’s Day
included awards of Companion of Honor to Sir Kenneth
Clark, chairman of British Arts Council, and original chair-

man of the Independent TV Authority, set up to supervise

commercial telecasting; O.B.E. (Order of the British Em-
pire) to Mrs. Joyce Wright, director of British Informa-
tion Services in N. Y., and to Stanley Rumsam, chief of

BBC news; C.B.E. (Companion of the British Empire) to

Geoffrey Cox, editor of ITA news.

E. P. H. (Jimmy) James, A. C. Nielsen Co. v.p., one-

time NBC & MBS v.p., reviews U. S. radio history & pros-

pects in 2-part article in British trade journal Audio-

Visual Selling, which tries to answer questions curi’ently

posed by British commercial TV operators: “Is there

room for commercial radio? If so, how much?” He con-

cludes that “addition of a new & effective advertising

medium can hardly fail in the long run to be of benefit to

all selling & advertising.”

Wallace E. Johnson promoted to chief of broadcast fa-

cilities div., FCC Broadcast Bureau, succeeding Walther E.

Guenther, named asst, chief of Office of Opinions & Re-

view; in Safety & Special Radio Services Bureau, John J.

McCue advances to succeed late George K. Hollins as chief

of public safety & amateur div.
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Personal Notes: Edward E. Voynow, exec. v.p. of rep

Petry in charge of Chicago area, becomes pres., succeeding

Edward Petry, now chairman; Martin L. Nierman pro-

moted to exec, v.p.; Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., to v.p. . . .

Alexander (Sandy) Stronach Jr., ex-ABC v.p., ex-William

Morris Agency, has resigned as v.p. of MCA-TV, expects

to announce affiliation with adv. agency shortly . . . Willet

Brown, veteran Don Lee executive who resigned as its

pres, several months ago, is retiring from all active opera-

tions, has informed staff he will continue to be associated

with Thomas F. O’Neil in “other areas of RKO Teleradio

Pictures Inc.”; now reporting directly to O’Neil instead

of Brown are John T. Reynolds, v.p.-gen. mgr. in charge

of KHJ-TV, Los Angeles; Norman Boggs, v.p.-gen. mgr.,

KHJ; Wendell Campbell, v.p.-gen. mgr., KFRC, San Fran-

cisco . . . George M. Burbach, retired ex-gen. mgr. of

St. Louis Post-Dispatch’s KSD-TV & KSD, has been dis-

charged from hospital after siege of nervous exhaustion,

will spend part of winter with Mrs. Burbach at The
Breakers, Palm Beach, Fla., starting Jan. 24 . . . Thad H.
Brown, NAB v.p. for TV, and Mrs. Brown are parents of

a 6-lb. son, Lauren, born Dec. 30 in Washington Hospital

Center . . . Paul H. Goldman, v.p.-gen. mgr. of KNOE-TV,
Monroe, La. & WNOE, New Orleans, promoted to exec,

v.p.; Ray Boyd named engineering v.p. of stations owned

by ex-Lt. Gov. James A. Noe; Jack Ansell Jr. named sales

v.p.; Harry Arthur, program v.p.; Ansel Smith, operations

v.p., Mac Ward, news v.p. . . . S. B. Tremble promoted to

station mgr. of Meredith’s KCMO-TV, Kansas City; Rich-

ard C. Evans promoted to mgr. of KCMO . . . Monte Strohl,

ex-mgr. of KEPR-TV, Pasco, Wash., promoted to sales

mgr. of Cascade Bcstg. Co., Yakima, succeeded by Wm.
Grogan . . . George W. Bowling III moves to N. Y. head-

quarters of rep Bolling Co., succeeded as Beverly Hills

office mgr. by David Cassidy, ex-Adam Young . . . Robert

W. Jensen, ex-radios WGST & WIIN, Atlanta, named

southern sales div. mgr. of rep Forjoe & Co., Atlanta,
succeeding Barney Ochs . . . Robert Schulman, ex-Time-
Life-Fortune Northwest bureau chief, named special fea-

tures director of KING-TV & KING, Seattle . . . Charles
F. Cremer promoted to news director of WREX-TV, Rock-
ford, 111. . . , Abe Mandel, ex-Ziv, named western hemi-
sphere sales mgr.. Independent TV Corp.

Obituary

Edward John Noble, 76, who earned a fortune making
Life Saver mints, purchased old Blue Network from RCA
for $8,000,000 in 1943, was first head of newly named ABC
Network and engineered its merger with Paramount Thea-
tres Inc. in 1953 to form ABC-Paramount, died at his

home in Greenwich, Conn., Dec. 28. He was chairman of

the AB-PT finance committee, had been chairman of exec,

committee of Life Savers Corp. when it was merged with
Beech-Nut Packing Co. in 1956. He first got into radio as

purchaser of New York’s WMCA in 1941 when owner
Donald Flamm ran afoul FCC regulations. He had been
original chairman of Civil Aeronautics Authority, 1938-39,

then Under Secretary of Commerce for about year; on
CAA, he served with Robert H. Hinckley, who is still an
AB-PT director and ABC’s Washington v.p. Survivors are

his widow, a daughter, Mrs. David S. Smith whose hus-

band is Asst. Secy, of the Air Force, brother R. P. Noble.

Col. Joseph Harvey Long, 95, chairman of Huntington
Publishing Co., publishing Huntington (W. Va.) Herald-
Dispatch and Advertiser and operating WSAZ-TV &
WSAZ, died Dec. 28 after 3-year illness. His youngest
son Edward Harvey Long, treas. of the operating com-

panies, died at age 60 last Nov. 18 of cancer (Vol. 14:47).

His wife died in 1944. Surviving are his son Walker and a

brother Harry, of Kokomo, Ind. Walker Long is pres, of

the company and father-in-law of Lawrence H. (Bud)

Rogers II, pres. & gen. mgr. of the stations.

William Phillipson, 50, independent TV producer, ex-

ABC v.p. in Hollywood, later partner in Henry Jaffe Enter-

prises handling Texaco Star Theatre and Producers Show-
case, died in N.Y. Jan. 1 after short illness. Surviving are

widow, daughter, mother.

Robert J. Laubengayer, 74, one of earliest newspaper
publishers to go into radio, founding KSAL, Salina, Kan.

died Dec. 27 in Topeka. He formerly published Salina

Journal.

Edward B. Noakes, 55, v.p. of McCann-Erickson, died

Dec. 23 in Queens General Hospital, N. Y.

John F. Lewis, news director of WBAL-TV & WBAL,
Baltimore, named chairman of Freedom of Information

Committee, Radio-TV News Directors Assn. James Ben-

nett of KLZ-TV & KLZ, Denver, is vice chairman. Other

members: Nick Bazzo, WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W. Va.;

Edward Ryan, WTOP, Washington; Sam Zelman, KNXT,
Los Angeles; Gabe Pressman, WRCA, N. Y.; Ray Moore,

WSB-TV, Atlanta; Wm. Sheehan, WJR, Detroit; Bill

Minshall, WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C.

CBS’s Robert Trout has been elected pres, of Assn,

of Radio & TV News Analysts, same network’s Bill Downs
(Washington) and John MacVane (UN) elected v.p.’s.

Other officers: Blair Clark, CBS, secy.; Cesar Saerchinger,

treas.; ABC’s Quincy Howe (retiring pres.), NBC’s H. V.

Kaltenborn & Leon Pearson, exec, board.

Complete Videotown survey (Vol. 14:46) now avail-

able in brochure form from Cunningham & Walsh Inc., 260

Madison Ave., N. Y. 16.

Another broadcaster turned priest is 54-year-old

Father Aurele Seguin, who quit Quebec staff of Canadian

Broadcasting Corp. on death of his wife 11 years ago to

enter a seminary and was ordained recently in Ottawa

—

the ordination ceremonies on TV-radio networks being

supervised by one of his sons, Robert. Onetime NBC
Washington & European newsman Max Jordan, now
Father Placid Jordan, O.S.B., stationed at Beuron Abbey,

Germany, is currently in U. S. on special mission, head-

quartering at 125 Home Ave., Rutherford, N. J.

Record high NAB membership of 2326 was reported

this week by membership committee (Ben B. Sanders,

KICD, Spencer, la. & Joseph J. Bernard, KTVI, St. Louis,

co-chairmen).

Thomas D’Arcy Brophy, ex-pres. of Kenyon & Eck-

hardt, named head of advisory council, Syracuse U School

of Journalism.
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ANPA's New Onslaught on TV: Avowedly its “newest
competitive tool” in now-in-the-open battle of newspapers
against TV inroads on advertising budgets, ANPA Bureau
of Adv. pres. Charles T. Lipscomb Jr. disclosed this week
that a new slide film presentation has been readied for

distribution to its members for use by their salesmen.

Presentation makes these contentions:

(1) Whereas newspaper circulation is guaranteed &
constant, TV audiences can only be estimated and vary
from program to program.

(2) Newspaper readers are loyal to features and

> depts., while TV viewers are fickle. Witness: short-lived

popularity of quiz shows and other fads.

(3) People want newspaper advei’tising but resent

TV commercials.

(4) TV advertisers are obliged to share time with

network promotions, co-sponsors and free-riding plugs;

newspaper advertisers get exclusive use of space they buy.

(5) TV time segments, different types of programs,

deliver varying audiences; newspaper advertisements of

all sizes are guaranteed same circulation, to same people,

day after day.

(6) There’s seldom tangible proof TV commercials run

as intended.

(7) Newspaper sections & features provide a friendly

editorial climate for advertisers; on TV, advertiser is

lucky if he is not preceded or followed by a program that

clashes with his.

(8) Newspaper advertiser knows in advance what his

readership will be; TV cannot foretell coverage.

(9) It costs $6.48 to reach 1000 adults with a half-

hour network program; it costs an average of $2.40 to get

1000-line message to each 1000 adult newspaper readers.

(10) Newspapers are 40% more effective in delivering

messages than spot TV.
Networks and stations apparently aren’t excited about

latest anti-TV presentation, regard it as part of pattern

of attacks being made against TV. Said TvB pres. Norman
Cash: “I don’t like these inter-media squabbles. TvB is

interested in telling advertisers what’s good about TV,

not what’s bad about newspapers.”

New CBS Radio program setup—Program Consolida-

tion Plan (Vol. 14:44)—begins Jan. 5, stations represent-

ing 85% of network rate card having confirmed acceptance.

Said pres. Arthur Hull Hayes: “The few stations which

may decide or have elected not to subscribe to the Plan will

continue to carry our programs under the terms of their

existing affiliation agreements for a period of 6 months.

During this period we will make affiliation agreements

with other stations in these markets as replacements so

that our advertisers may continue to receive complete na-

tionwide coverage.” He reports receipt of over $4,000,000

in net billings during the 30 days following announcement

of PCP.

CBC was struck in Montreal this week by 75 French

TV network producers who threw picket line around facili-

ties, demanding recognition of new union (Association des

Realisateurs) and raises in existing $5000-$10,000 pay

scale. CBC claimed strike was illegal because producers

are part of management, reported no progress towai’d

settlement in 5-hour meeting with union leaders ending

early Jan. 1.

All-network contracts with Radio & TV Directors

Guild expired at midnight Dec. 31 with no settlement on

new terms in sight, but no immediate strike was threat-

ened. Guild extended deadline for agreement to Jan. 14.

Literacy Lessons via TV : “Honestly, there ain’t
no more illiterate folkses in the Carolinas than nowhere
else. We’re just doing something about it.” Thus, jest-
ingly serious, the ever public service-minded Charles H.
Crutchfield, veteran founder & exec, v.p.-gen. rngr. of
Charlotte’s WBTV (Ch. 3) and WBTW, Florence (Ch. 8),
calls our attention to fact that his station on Jan. 5 starts
series of 100 literacy lessons “designed especially to teach
adults how to read and write . . . enabling [them] to
reach the 4th grade level, enough to read traffic signs,
write letters to relatives and read the Bible.” Called
Reading Program, lessons will be carried 30 min., 4 times
weekly, presented by John C. Campbell Folk School, of
Brasstown, Tenn. and based on reading methods of famed
Dr. Frank C. Laubach. Classes have been organized in 20
Carolina communities, assisted by 15 newspapers, each
lesson to be followed by 30 minutes of individual instruc-
tion by local volunteer teachers. Only cost to students
will be $3.50 to pay for books. Expenses are being under-
written by Blumenthal Foundation, R. S. Dickson Founda-
tion, WBTV advertiser W. T. Harris and station’s parent
Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co. Kine series was
originally produced by WKNO-TV, Memphis (Ch. 10), is

also presumably available to other commercial TV outlets

with back-country audiences that might welcome such a
service.

New Orleans’ VHF WJMR-TV Dark : Disagree-
ment among 3 competitors for New Orleans’ Ch. 12 re-

sulted in failure of WJMR-TV to start with Ch. 13 this

week. It continued with uhf Ch. 20 only, prohibited by
court order from continuing with Ch. 12 (Vol. 14:51).

FCC had authorized WJMR-TV to operate on Ch. 13 during
Jan.—provided the 3 Ch. 12 applicants agreed on method
of joint operation of Ch. 13 after Jan. WJMR-TV &
Coastal TV wired FCC that they had agreed, but that

Okla. TV wouldn’t go along; Okla. TV Corp. wired that

Coastal agrees with it but that WJMR-TV dissented. Argu-
ment is over makeup of 5-man board. WJMR-TV wants
to appoint 2, other applicants one each, with the fifth

member chosen by other 4. Okla. TV proposes that each
choose one; that impartial organization pick other 2.

Coastal TV counsel says his client is agreeable to either

plan. FCC Chairman Doerfer said he’s very concerned
about loss of service to New Orleans but that Commission
doesn’t want to risk violating court order by stepping in.

Court had ordered WJMR-TV’s experimental gi’ant on Ch.

12 cancelled because it concluded FCC should have con-

ducted hearing on WJMR-TV’s proposal before authorizing

transmissions (Vol. 14:21, 44).

One Big TV Actors’ Union? Members of Screen Ac-
tors Guild, which claims TV film & filmed commercial

jurisdiction, began balloting this week on Hollywood pro-

posal which could lead—after 20 years of inter-union

bickering—to merger with AFTRA, which claims live TV
jurisdiction. Question in referendum of SAG’s 12,000

members is whether “impartial research organization”

should undertake study of “feasibility” of combining with

12,000-member AFTRA. Ballots will be counted after Jan.

26. Big jurisdictional issue between SAG & AFTRA now
is TV tape, and SAG’s board has repeatedly rejected pleas

by AFTRA to resolve it by joining into single union.

Compromise plan for referendum on research survey was
submitted by SAG directors and approved by Hollywood

membership meeting after N. Y. branch demanded that

board “take immediate steps” toward merger (Vol. 14:40).
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Allocation Studies Wind Up: One important allocations

report was completed this week and another was almost

finished. President’s Special Advisory Committee on Tele-

communications (Vol. 14:47) sent its brief document to

Leo Hoegh, director of Office of Civilian & Defense Mobili-

zation, and Dr. George Town sent nearly completed TV
study to board of TV Allocations Study Organization.

Nothing is known about SACT report, except that it

deals with govt, communications machinery, including

handling of spectrum allocation—and that one member

said recommendations were “emphatically unanimous.”

Hoegh will transmit report to President Eisenhower, who
can do as he chooses with it—use it for recommendations

to Congress or even ignore it.

TASO report is a collection of technical data on vhf

& uhf performance to be submitted to FCC without recom-

mendation. In opinion of one of its most experienced

panelists, “it documents what has been fairly well known”

in propagation, receiver & antenna performance, trans-

mitter operation, etc.

TASO report runs several hundred pages, backed by

big volume of committee reports. TASO board will discuss

it in Washington meeting, possibly next week. After

agreeing on it, board will have it printed, turned over to

FCC, released publicly. This could take several weeks.

Some 2500-3000 copies will be distributed.

Doerfer Evaluates 1958: Year-end statement by

FCC chairman John C. Doerfer emphasizes handicaps

under which Commisison operates because of “unusual

legislative & judicial decisions which complicate its proc-

esses.” He said FCC is recommending that Congress

permit commissioners to consult with staff on adjudicatory

proceedings, curtail abuses of protest proceedings, prohibit

anyone from making off-the-record approaches to Com-
mission. Doerfer also called attention to “a workload

which has practically doubled in the past 5 years with

no more personnel and little increases in appropriations.”

He noted increase in radio authorizations to 2,100,000 in

1958—a rise of 200,000 during year. These cover 1,500,-

000 transmitters and 1,500,000 operators. Breakdown of

safety & special service transmitters: police, 167,000;

fire, 60,000; forestry, 34,000; highway maintenance, 28,-

000; special emergency, 13,000; marine, 80,000; aviation,

81,000; taxi, 100,000; railroad, 65,000; truck, 38,000;

buses, 2700; auto emergency aid, 9000; private business,

420,000; amateur, 185,000; individual citizen, 125,000.

A bit of sarcasm came from FCC Comr. Bartley this

week, as he dissented in sale of radio WBUZ, Fredonia,

N. Y. to Dunkirk-Fredonia Bcstg. Inc., owners of Dunkirk
Observer: “The assignee gives as its reason for requesting

Commission consent to this assignment of license that

‘operation of a radio station will provide a needed diversi-

fication of assignee’s interests in the field of public com-
munications and will enable it to better serve the public

needs.’ If this means, as the facts would appear to indi-

cate, that the community’s only radio station will now be
taken over by the community’s only newspaper (owned
by the assignee), then the assignee apparently confuses

the Commission’s policy of diversification of ownership
of the media of mass communications in the public interest

with ‘diversification’ of its own private interests.”

“Day-Glo” high visibility orange paint will be used
by I’adio WABC, N. Y., FCC & CAA cooperating in tests.

Top 100-ft. of 648-ft. tower will have new paint, balance

regular paint, for comparison.

Boosters, Translators, CATV: FCC said it expects

many translator applications to be filed, now that

vhf boosters are verboten (see p. 2)—and prom-
ised that it will process them fast as possible.

There’s no doubt demand will be substantial. For
example, on day decision was announced, Dec. 31,

booster operator in Quincy, Wash, ordered unit

from Adler Electronics. This is significant, be-

cause Quincy system was one of 3 guinea pigs in

FCC’s main court fight against boosters.
Pres. Ben Adler foresees brisk demand, notes orders

already in for the 100-watt units recently authorized by
FCC. At week’s end, he had 10 firm orders, 30-40 in nego-

tiation. The basic 10-watt transmitter is $3025. A 4-stack

antenna giving 200-watt ERP is $1130. The 100-watt amp-
lifier runs $5200; with 4-stack antenna, it produces 2-kw
ERP. FCC is now checking the amplifier, is expected to

approve it soon.

Adler is concerned about phone companies’ demands
for uhf spectrum—notably their petitions to FCC asking

that 840-890-mc be allocated for point-to-point use (Vol.

14:37, 40, 41, 51). This band encompasses translators. He’s

hopeful, however, that the outlawing of vhf boosters and

the emphasis FCC now places on translators means the

Commission will resist phone companies’ appeals.

if *

Community antenna operators are jubilant, naturally.

Spokesmen for National Community TV Assn, give these

3 main reasons:

(1) Boosters interfered with their pickups of originat-

ing stations.

(2) Elimination of boosters may open new CATV
markets.

(3) CATV operators now can plan more firmly, no

longer fearing boosters may invade their towns at any
moment—with FCC’s blessing.

CATV operators aren’t concerned seriously about uhf

translators. Some competition is expected, as in past, but

attitude so far is: “We can live with them.”

CP granted: Ch. 17, Bakersfield, Cal., to Kern County
Bcstg. Co., headed by Lincoln Dellar, former owner of

off-air KCCC-TV, Sacramento (Ch. 40), and Edward E.

Urner, owner of radio KLYD, Bakersfield, and former sales

mgr. of KERO-TV, Bakersfield (Ch. 14). Translator CPs
granted: Ch. 83, Roseburg Ore., to Teleservice Co., to

repeat KOIN-TV, Portland; Ch. 75, Empire, North Bend
& Charleston, Ore., to repeat KOIN-TV; Ch. 79, Palmerton,

Slatedale & Slatington, Pa., to repeat WOR-TV, N. Y.

Two TV applications filed this week were for Ch. 10,

Terre Haute, Ind., by owners of WICS, Springfield, 111.

(Ch. 20) and for Ch. 23, Yakima, Wash., by realtor Ralph

Trounsrud there. Total applications pending are now 89

(21 uhf). [For details, see TV Addenda 27-R.~\

Shift from Ch. 11 to Ch. 2 is sought by KFJZ-TV,
Ft. Worth, which filed petition with FCC this week asking

swap of channels with Denton, Tex. It requested show-

cause to permit it to go to Ch. 2.

Studio & facilities of WBUF, Buffalo (Ch. 17), dis-

continued by NBC last Sept. 30 (Vol. 14:39), have been

sold to WBEN-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 4) and 620-ft. tower has

been sold to WGR-TV (Ch. 2).

Translatoi' .starts: K71AM & K79AF, Olivia, Minn,

began Jan. 1 repeating KSTP-TV & KMSP-TV, St. Paul-

Minneapolis.
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Eidophor & Its Market: Logical potential custom-
ers of Eidophor color projectors (see p. 2)—
in addition to scientific, military & educational

organizations—are producers of closed-circuit en-

tertainment & business meetings, such as Tele-

PrompTer and Theatre Network TV.
TelePrompTer pres. Irving Kahn is excited

about it, looks for day when equipment is cheap
and simple enough to rival monochrome. He and
his engineering chief Hubert Schlafly headed
Eidophor project years ago when they were em-
ployed by 20th Century-Fox, still believe it has
greatest potential of any color projection device.

TNT pres. Nathan Halpern said that he has
watched Eidophor development for 10 years, saw
it evolve from “a 2-story behemoth into the new
slimline model . . . definite progress.” However,
he said, it can’t be used for closed-circuit network until

“engineers develop a system of intercity transmission on

a wider bandwidth basis required by the field-sequential

system of Eidophor and not presently available in this

country.”

Manufacturing arrangements for Eidophor haven’t

been made clear to us. CIBA is 100% owner of Dr. Edgar
Gretener A.G., the Swiss company which developed it and
built prototypes. CIBA spokesman said orders for units

have been accepted from U. S. & overseas—companies

undisclosed.

* * * *

GE has some sort of arrangement with CIBA and/or

Fox, but Frank P. Baxmes, mgr. of closed-circuit TV
mai’keting, says: “As of now, we have no commitment to

make equipment.” He confirmed that GE is working on

monochrome & color Eidophor—latter using NTSC sys-

tem, in contrast with CIBA’s, which employs field-

sequential (Vol. 14:48). Barnes noted that GE supplied

cameras and mobile unit for CIBA, which has put $336,000
into equipment. Advantages of NTSC color over field-

sequential, he said, include: (1) Ability to pick up regular
U. S. color transmissions. (2) Use of 6-mc bandwidth,
compared with 10-mc or more, thus saving cable & micro-
wave costs.

RCA is satisfied that its present 3-CR-tube projectors
are excellent for the “rather small market” now in sight,

according to Theodore A. Smith, exec. v.p. of industrial

products. He noted that RCA equipment handles standard
NTSC color.

General Precision Lab, big maker of black-&-white
projection equipment, also believes “there’s not a very
exciting mai’ket for color projectors,” according to v.p.

Blair Foulds. “We’re not arguing with Eidophor,” he said.

“In fact, we’re buying some monochrome units under sub-

contract for military work we’re doing. It gives a very
bright picture, and the military are the only people who
can afford it. For color, it’s darned expensive, still pretty

complex. If you’ve got to have that brightness, it’s justi-

fied. However, the 3-CR-tube unit is okay for most uses.

We’ve demonstrated one and we’re pleased with it—but
the market is small.”

* * *

CIBA engineers gave us these technical details: throw
(distance to screen), 105 ft.; standards, 441 lines, 180 color

fields; bandwith, 10-12-mc; brightness, 450 lumens, 5 ft.

lamberts; resolution, 400 lines; contrast, 100-to-l. They
said that system is good for 800 lines of resolution with

30-mc bandwidth; that brightness is 4-5 times that ob-

tainable with 3-CR-tube system; that black-&-white Eido-

phor brightness is 2000 lumens.

Light source is 2000-watt xenon lamp; carbon arc

would be used for Cinemascope-sized picture. Projector

measures 65x25x48-in., weighs 800 lbs. CIBA estimates

color projectors would sell for $16,000, monochrome
$13,000, in commercial production.

Two major TV station transfers receiving FCC ap-

proval this week are $3,000,000 sale of KFRE-TV, Fresno

(Ch. 12), with I'adio KFRE and FM adjunct KRFM, to

Triangle Publications Inc. by Paul R. Bartlett and asso-

ciates (Vol. 14:47), and $2,800,000 sale of WKTV, Utica,

N. Y. (Ch. 2, having shifted from Ch. 13 on Jan. 1), with

radio WKAL, Rome, N. Y., to Paul F. Harron and asso-

ciates by Kallet Theatres group (Vol. 14:46, 49). Also

approved was sale of 66%% of radio WCMB, Haridsburg,

Pa., along with its CP for off-air WCMB-TV (Ch. 71), to

Washington attorney James A. McKenna Jr. for $160,000

by Edgar T. Shepard Jr. (Vol. 14:49).

KSAL, Salina, Kan. (1150 kc, 5 kw) was sold this

week for $350,000 to James Stuai’t (owner of KFOR,
Lincoln, Neb.; KRGI, Grand Island, Neb.; KMNS, Sioux

City, la.) by John P. Harris and estate of Sidney Harris,

also owners of KIUL, Garden City, Kan. and Garden City

Telegram, Hutchinson News-Herald, Ottawa Herald, Cha-

nute Tribune, Salina Journal, all Kansas, and Burlington

(la.) Hawkeye-Gazette. Broker was Blackbuim & Co. [For

details about other radio station sales this week, see AM-
FM Addenda A.]

Temporary operation on Ch. 35, along with new Ch.

13, was gx-anted by FCC this week to WAST, Albany

(formerly WTRI), “in order to provide time, if necessary,

for the viewing public to reorient existing TV receiving

antennas or to put up new outdoor receiving antennas

for the best reception on Ch. 13.”

Negotiations to sell KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, Nev. (Ch.

8) were in progress at week’s end in that 3-station com-
munity, asking price understood to be $600,000. Purchaser
is expected to be Helen Maria Alvarez, founder & onetime
half owner of KOTV, Tulsa (Ch. 6), which she and partner

Jack Wrather sold in 1954 for $4,000,000 (Vol. 10:14, 20).

Early in 1958, she also sold her 38.89% interest in KFMB-
TV, San Diego (Ch. 8), radio KFMB, and KERO-TV,
Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch. 10) for $2,916,750 to group including

Wrather and rep Edward Retry (Vol. 14:20, 24, 27). Pres-

ent owners of KLAS-TV, CBS outlet founded in 1953, ax-e

Herman M. Greenspun, publisher of Las Vegas Sun,

68.8%; J. D. Solomon, 10.92%; Ox’an Gragson, 5.05%, et al.

CBS grants to alma maters of its women employes

will go this year to Cornell U ($1000), for Dorothy M.
Leffier, mgr. of press iixformation dept, magazine div.;

St. Joseph’s College for Women ($500), for Rose Marie

O’Reilly, CBS-TV ratings mgr.; St. Lawrence U ($1000),

for Betty Lippold, adm. asst, to gen. ixxgr. of CBS Radio’s

Housewives’ Protective League. The $1000 grants are

made as each woman employe achieves 15 years’ seiwice

with CBS; $500 is granted for each additional 5 years.

ASCAP reports it has signed ABC, CBS, NBC, their

owned-&-opcrated stations, MBS and about 50% of all

local radio stations for license extensions fx'om Jan. 1.

Chicago Tribune’s WGN-TV & WGN have acquired 12-

acx'e plot in Northwest section for proposed studio build-

ing, hope to move from Tribune Tower by end of 1959.



WHAT THE LEADERS FORESEE FOR THIS YEAR: We asked leading TV-radio and related
amusement electronics manufacturers to set forth their views of 1959 trade prospects
as a sort of postlude to our own brief forecasts in these coliimns last week — and
it's really quite surprising how most of those views jibe with what we published
before hearing from them (Vol. 14:52). In essence, they agree that the first half
of this year will turn modestly upward, running better than same recession-bound
period in 1958; that second half should be good; and that there won't be any boom .

Their predictions of TV output ranged from 6,000,000 to 6,300,000, with gen-

eral agreement that the inventory situation continues favorable. They place consid-
erable reliance on the replacement market, especially the prospect of more customers

among owners of small-screen sets estimated as numbering up to 16,000,000. They plan
big pitches for second and even third-set customers, for best dope is that only 10%
of present TV homes have more than one set.

They observe that higher prices will prevail , with accent on quality rather

than price. They look happily on steady radio sales , especially as the automobile

market improves, though there's some fear of Japanese transistor inroads. The surge

in phono sales, thanks to the intense interest in hi-fi and stereo, is a distinct
plus. Some wonder whether so many companies can survive the intense competition.

Not all of those queried would reply — but those who did offered something
more than mere hoopla and platitudes. What they said is digested below.

P. J. Casella, consumer products v.p., RCA: We antici-

pate 1959 will be one of the greatest sales years for the

home entertainment industry. Our optimism is based on

public’s rapidly increasing acceptance of the 2 most prom-
ising fields in our industry—color TV and stereophonic

sound—as well as an anticipated upturn in black-&-white

sales due to the improved economic picture, new conven-

ience features and engineering developments.

With nearly 15,000,000 old, small screen sets nearing

retirement age, we see a larger replacement market in

black-&-white TV as well as a promising second-set trend.

Stereo and color showed healthy and sustained growth
during 1958, indicating that both will continue their sales

climb at an even faster rate in 1959. Both answer the

public’s demand for products that are exciting and dif-

ferent while offering a realistic profit for dealer, distribu-

tor and manufacturer.

Color TV sales achieved consistently higher monthly
sales than in the previous year. Meanwhile, dealers

throughout the country discovered that color was easier

to sell than they thought—and at a profit. With an im-

proved economic situation in months ahead, we expect
color TV sales to continue to increase at an even higher
rate.

* * * *

A. L. Chapman, pres., CBS-Hytron: Industry sales in

the radio, TV and phonograph industries in 1959 will be

substantially ahead of 1958; however, we do not believe

they will set any records. We expect TV sales at factory

levels to show an increase of approximately 10% over

1958. Radio sales at manufacturers’ level will be sub-

stantially the same as in 1958, with additional auto radio

sales offsetting heavy imports of Japanese home radios.

Advent of stereo phonographs in 1958 had a confusing and

adverse effect on the general market. The year 1959 should

clear up this confusion, and we are looking for a substan-

tial increase in sales in this field and estimate that it could

very well be between 15% and 20% higher than 1958, es-

pecially now that stereo has been announced in the lower

price ranges.
* * * *

Robert W. Galvin, pres.. Motorola: The consumer
products segment of the electronics business can look

forward to a good sales volume in 1959. In the TV cate-

gory for 1959, we estimate unit sales of 6,200,000, an in-

crease of 15% over the 5,300,000 of 1958; in table radio,

an estimated 2,500,000, off 10% from the 2,800,000 this

year; clock radio, 2,300,000, up 2% from 2,250,000; portable

radio, 3,000,000, up 7% from 2,800,000. Monaural phono-

graphs and hi-fi will give way 63% to 1,000,000 units

from 2,700,000 this year. At the same time, stereophonic

hi-fi will soar to 3,000,000 units from 750,000. Car radio

will enjoy a resurgence of some 32% to 4,500,000 com-
pared with 3,400,000 units in 1958.

Taken altogether, this will represent a good, solid

year, but no record and no boom. Competition will be

exceptionally keen, but more on a quality-value basis than

on price.

Significant developments in the field of electronic

consumer products likely to appear in 1959 include binaural

tape for stereo equipment, and the adoption of standards

for stereophonic radio. Ultimately, stereo may be as large

a factor as TV today.

if; 9|c

H. Leslie Hoffman, pres., Hoffmann Electronics: The
electronics home entertainment industry should have one

of its best years in 1959. However, the industry and indi-

vidual companies must compete with more imagination for

11
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the consumer dollar than they have in the last 2 or 3

years.

Industry sales of TV receivers may be expected to

increase a minimum of 10% over 1958. New and improved
designs now on the market, as well as replacement sales,

will contribute to the increase. Top-of-the-line merchan-

dise will account for a higher ratio of total sales in 1959

as the consumer continues to assert his preference for

quality.

A major factor contributing to the brighter outlook

will be the stimulant of stereophonic hi-fi. Transistorized

radios will continue to increase their share of the market
but greater competition from Japan can be expected.

^ ^

Don G. Mitchell, chairman, Sylvania: Record breaking

level of personal income and continuing downward trend

in unemployment have been basic factors behind upturn

in consumer confidence. We expect this confidence, and

the reasons behind it, to continue through 1959. This

should result in record sales for the electronics industry

with significant improvement in the home electronics field.

TV retail sales will approach 6,300,000 units in 1959, a

20% improvement over 1958. Home radio sales will be up
approximately 5%, and phonograph factory sales will in-

crease 14%, especially now that home stereophonic sound

has moved out of the experimental category. In addition,

the TV industry enters 1959 with unusually low inventories

at all levels of distribution, a very healthy indication.

* * *

Ross D. Siragusa, pres.. Admiral: The electronics in-

dustry reached the high saturation point in consumer TV
sales and experienced the natural dip that follows. We
already see the start of another climb, generated by re-

placements and second sets in the home. When a replace-

ment market increases to the point where it offsets the

decline caused by saturation, you begin to see a healthy

increase in total unit sales. We have reached that point.

In 1959, the TV industry should hit the 6,000,000 mark.

* * * *

James M. Skinner Jr., pres., Philco: A general trend of

improvement should be seen in the electronics industry

during 1959. This trend should apply generally to all

areas—consumer, industrial and governmental. In the

field of consumer goods—TV, radio, phonographs and

stereophonic high fidelity sets— we foresee a definite

strengthening. Developments, particularly in transistor

radios and stereophonic high fidelity sets, should account

for increased sales in 1959.

We do not expect color TV to be important to the

electronics industry in 1959. There’s still much work to

be done before color receivers of quality and reliability

can be made and sold at reasonable prices. When these

problems are solved, we can then foresee color TV as a

good business.
^ 4: *

L. C. Truesdell, sales v.p.. Zenith: We do not feel that

the industry as a whole will show an important increase

in TV and radio for the following reasons. We believe

that the prime reason TV industry sales are off is because

of the lack of consumer viewing interest caused by poor

programming or, at the least, lack of exciting programs

to induce consumers to buy new TV sets. It is our thought

that the industry will be fortunate to show as much as a

10% increase for the year as a whole and that the greater

part of this increase will have to come in the last 6

months of 1959. We see no reason why the industry

should immediately show improved sales when for prac-

tically the entire year sales have been behind 1957.

Radio sales will continue to be seriously affected by
Japanese imports. Stereophonic sales should increase tre-

mendously for most companies. But it is quite possible

that a number of fringe manufacturers will find it hard
to keep pace with this growing industry.

We believe it is extremely unfortunate for the TV
industry to have a new tube type injected into the in-

dustry this year. These new developments are being hur-

ried to a point where some products may come to market
before they have been field tested and proven. The new
23-in. tube will add considerably to cost of TV receivers

and industry must be prepared to accept these changes.

« 4: * *

Chris J. Witting, consumer products v.p.. Westing-
house: Several technical improvements promise that the

industries which support electronic home entertainment

will do better in 1959 than they did in 1958. In TV, for

example, prospects are promising for a variety of new
cathode ray tubes. Their size, shape and faceplate con-

struction will free designers and stylists so that the in-

dustry will have highly attractive cabinetry as a strong

sales aid. Remote controlled TV receivers will gain in

popularity. Battery-operated, transistorized TV will move
substantially closer to reality. Because of all these things,

we look for an increase of 10% to 12% in TV receiver

sales over the 9-year low experienced this year.

Stereo-fidelity was retarded greatly this year by the

confusion that attended its introduction and the previous

need for too large and costly cabinets. Industry-wide sale

of radio receivers was off slightly in 1958 as compared
with 1957, but 1959 sales should equal those of 1957, a

good year. Transistorized radio will be a strong seller.

TV-Radio Production Figures: TV output was
55,804 in week ended Dec. 27 vs. 110,021 preceding week
and 96,647 in same 1957 week. Year’s 51st week brought

total output to 4,872,114 sets vs. 6,255,610 in same 1957

period. Radio production was 206,932 (88,112 auto) vs.

319,479 (124,976 auto) in preceding week and 308,840

(97,119 auto) same week last year. Radio production for

51 weeks was 11,547,124 (3,633,339 auto) vs. 14,187,698

(5,394,286 auto) in same period last year. For week ended

Dec. 20 (figures unavailable last week), TV output was
110,021 vs. 97,172 preceding week and 116,296 in same
1957 week. Radio production was 319,479 (124,976 auto)

vs. 318,844 (121,784 auto) preceding week and 373,322

(118,284 auto) in same week last year.

New record in output by electronics industry in 1959

is forecast by U. S. Dept, of Commerce in annual outlook

survey of 75 major industries. Electronics div., headed by
director Donald S. Parris, expects factory output of elec-

tronics products to rise 14% above 1958, reaching total of

$7.9 billion. Said survey report; “Consumer demand for

radio and TV receivers, phonographs, and other consumer
products is expected to recover from dip registered in 1958,

while output of industrial & commercial electronics equip-

ment will follow trends of the expanding economy.”

Zenith Radio is increasing production schedules for

first quarter 1959, pres. Hugh Robertson announcing

anticipated consolidated sales of about $53,000,000, up 25%
from record 1958 first quarter of $42,173,732. TVs alone

are running 25% ahead, he stated, with an unusually large

percentage of orders for console models (up 53%). Tran-

sistor portable radios are running 66% ahead.
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Trade Personals: Leonard F. Cramer, since 1955 TV-

radio v.p. of Magnavox, ex-Avco v.p., onetime DuMont
exec, v.p., has resigned, his future plans to be announced

. . . Wm. P. Munro promoted to v.p. of CBS International,

reporting to pies. Lewis Gordon . . . James J. Shallow,

for the last year gen. mdsg. mgr. of Philco’s consumer

products div. and onetime gen. mgr. of its radio div., re-

signs; he’s succeeded by John A. Rishel, marketing mgr.

and ex-mgr. of refrigeration & freezer div. . . . Frederick

H. Guterman, ex-v.p. of DuMont’s industrial & military

equipment div., named ITT marketing development mgr.

. . . Harold A. Strickland, gen. mgr. of GE industrial

electronics div., promoted to v.p. . . . Don C. Livingston

promoted to mobile radio sales mgr. of Motorola’s com-

munications & electronics div., headquartering in Dallas,

succeeded as Kansas City regional mgr. by Wm. H. Hawks
. . . Jared Scott Smith, ex-GE transmitter design super-

visor, promoted to mobile design engineering mgr. . . .

L. A. Taylor, ex-Sparton Electronics, named contract

market mgr., RCA defense electronics products dept.,

Moorestown, N. J. . . . Thomas Preston promoted to Zenith

sales training mgr. . . . Walter C. Fisher, ex-gen. sales

mgr., promoted to new post of marketing director of Borg-

Warner’s Norge div. . . . M. J. McDonald, ex-DuMont Labs,

named mgr. of new Winston-Salem office of Scientific Sales

Engineering Co. . . . Joseph R. McCurdy, ex-Carl Byoir

& Assoc, v.p., named RCA mgr. of product news & field

I’elations; Joseph T. Noland becomes mgr. of editorial &
publications services . . . John H. Beedle, ex-commercial

equipment mgr., promoted to mgr. of newly created Ray-

theon equipment & systems div.; J. Penn Rutherford pro-

moted to mgr. of industrial apparatus div. . . . Harold B.

Morrison pi'omoted to Sylvania Memphis district sales mgr.

Dr. Charles G. Smith, co-founder of Raytheon, pioneer

in development of radio, retired Jan. 1.

ELECTRONICS PERSONALS: S. W. Herwald promoted
to Westinghouse v.p. in charge of research; Howard S.

Kaltenborn, ex-Industrial Relations Counselers, named v.p.

& asst, to pres. Mark W. Cresap . . . Allan Lytel, ex-GE
Labs, named pi’oposal coordination mgr., Avco’s Crosley

div. . . . Frank J. Neuman promoted to marketing mgr. of

Beckman’s Shockley Transistor Corp. subsidiary; R. L.

Biesele, ex-Fenwal Inc., Ashland, Mass., named chief appli-

cations engineer . . . Eric L. Peterson, ex-pres. of Western
Coil Products, named production mgr. of Jobbins Electron-

ics, Menlo Park, Cal. . . . Spencer H. Bellue promoted to

new post of asst. v.p. of Hughes Aircraft to promote semi-

conductor, electron tube and components sales . . . Dr.

Lawrence J. Giacoletto, mgr. of Ford Motor Co. electronic

lab, named chairman of IRE Detroit section . . . Col.

Robert L. Johnston (USAF ret.) promoted to v.p. of Ad-
vance Industries, Cambridge, Mass. . . . Ralph D. Saylor

named gen. mgr. of Western Union Pacific div., succeeding

Wilson F. Fowler, retiring after 55 years . . . Charles H.

Eisengrein promoted to plant engineer mgr., RCA missile

& surface radar dept., Moorestown, N. J.

Dr. Elie J. Baghdady, MIT, given award of IRE Pro-

fessional Group on Vehicular Communications at recent

Chicago convention for outstanding paper; J. R. Neu-

bauer, RCA, won honorable mention.

Bound and Indexed
We will index and bind, between embossed hard

book covers, a limited quantity of all 1958 issues of

the Television Digest Weekly Newsletters, plus the

semi-annual TV Factbook with all Addenda, plus all

Supplements and Special Reports. This volume will

provide a handy and handsome permanent reference

for your own or your company library. Orders will be
taken until Jan. 9. Price: $25 per volume.

“Radio-Phone” is RCA’s new “Citizens Band” 2-way
unit, to sell at about $100. It weighs less than 10 lbs.,

measures 9x7x5-in., operates from 6- or 12-volt battery

or regular AC power source. Says RCA: “The new radio

is expected to find wide use among small-boat enthusiasts,

hunters, fishermen, and farmers, as well as in homes &
automobiles. It will also be useful in railroad marshaling

yards, oil fields, construction projects and for many other

person-to-person applications.” Reception distance is esti-

mated at “several miles.”

On-campus personnel recruiting is subject of one-day

U. S. Civil Service Commission conference Jan. 8 in Com-
merce Dept. Auditorium, Washington. Panel discussion

will be led by Dr. Maynard M. Boring, GE consultant on
engineering manpower; Donald Bridgeman, ex-director of

college relations for AT&T; B. Brooke Bright, National
Science Foundation.

Wayne Kerr Co. Ltd., of Chessington, England, which
has set up distributing branch at 2920 N. 4th St., Phila-

delphia (Boyce M. Adams, mgr.) for measuring instru-

ments it makes in electronics, communications, radar &
other fields, is considering construction of manufacturing-

plant in Philadelphia area, according to managing director

Richard Foxwell.

Emerson adds to 1959 TV line 5 models ranging from
17-in. portable priced at $158 to 21-in. lowboy at $368.

Also introduced were one AM-FM stereo table radio priced

at $98; 2 transistor radios at $44 & $68; 5 stereo-equipped

phonos ranging from $78 to $228.

Four FM transmissions from one antenna is boast of

Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd., ITT’s British affiliate,

which has completed installation at Sandale for BBC. ITT
states that there are several U. S. installations with 2

transmitters fed into single antenna, none with more.

Sandale facility is part of Standard construction project

involving 32 ten-kw and 6 one-kw transmitters at 6 lo-

cations.

Remote-control optical unit for big-screen projectors

is offered by GiantView Electronics, new manufacturer in

the field (Vol. 14:40). Designed particularly for small-

group use, to avoid obstruction of view caused by control

cabinet, it’s 16xl6x22-in., weighs 25 lbs., projects 15xl2-ft.

picture. Control cabinet may be located up to 100 ft. away.

Videotape “advanced applications” listed by Ampex in

new brochure: wind tunnel tests, operation in high-radia-

tion areas, rocket & missile launchings, recording from
moving missiles, educational TV, surgical operations, radar

recording, pure data recording—“further applications are

limited only by your imagination.”

Use of RCA video tape recorder at WBTV, Chai-lotte,

N. C. (Ch. 3) is subject of article in RCA’s Oct. Broadcast

News, which also includes description of closed-circuit

color medical system at U of Mich.
;
latter employs 3 color

cameras, one black-&-white, 5 color receivers.

Technical aspect.s of videotape recording are treated

in 8 ai-ticles in Nov. .lonnntl of I hr SMBTB - -n coinpila

tion of papers first pre.sentod at SMPTE convention in

Washington last year, brought up to date in recent months.
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Financial Reports;

CONTINUING SHIFT of RCA “from a business oriented

primarily toward entertainment to a richly diversified

one in which defense and industrial products are taking on

mounting importance” is reflected in chairman David

Sarnoff’s year-end statement Dec. 31, in which he observes

that “since 1950 the non-entertainment aspects of RCA’s

business have risen by more than 200%.” Thus, sales to

the Govt, in 1958 totaled some $300,000,000, up 14% from

1957 and accounting for nearly 26% of its total volume.

Shipments to Govt, reached nearly $100,000,000 in 4th

quarter, backlog of govt, orders at year-end is about

$300,000,000.

Increased 4th quarter sales, said Gen. Sarnoff, gave

RCA an annual volume approximating the record $1,176,-

000,000 achieved in 1957. But profits will total about $2

per share vs. $2.55 in 1957. That would indicate 4th

quarter sales around $341,000,000 vs. $322,000,000 in

1957’s 4th quarter, profit about 75^ per share vs. 68<f.

(For report on first 3 quarters, see Vol. 14:43.)

RCA’s role in electronics is the basic theme of Gen.

Sarnoff’s year-end statement, which usually has called the

turn on new developments, notably in entertainment elec-

tronics. This time, he discloses that RCA is studying pos-

sible uses for special-purpose satellites, including an

“orbital postoffice” to speed mail delivery anywhere in the

world.

Currently, under pres. John L. Burns, company is

expanding and realigning manufacturing facilities and

“streamlining and strengthening its corporate structure.”

Twelve new units were created last year, said Gen. Sarnoff,

“to move decisively into areas of greatest potential growth,

such as missiles, satellites and space vehicles, automation,

electronic data processing and atomic energy.”

As for electronics in the home, Gen. Sarnoff stresses

“sustained growth of color TV . . . the growing public

acceptance was reflected in a significant increase in sales,

despite the industry-wide softening of black-&-white TV
sales.” Its subsidiary NBC-TV, he stated, “again led all

networks in number of sponsors.” Its gross times sales in

1958 exceeded 1957 by 11%, more than double volume of 5

years ago. Toward end of 1958, NBC Radio, he stated,

had 48% of all measured network radio sponsored time,

with commercial radio up 20%.

Motorola 4th quarter results will push 1958 sales over

$200,000,000 and earnings above $3 per share vs. $226,361,-

190 & $4.04 in 1957, pres. Robert W. Galvin reported this

week. Confirming earlier prediction of improvement in

final period (Vol. 14:44), he told Wall St. Journal 4th

quarter sales would be “substantially higher” than $90,-

000,000 in same 1957 period, net “well in excess” of $1.50

vs. $1.28 year earlier. He attributed upswing to “better

discipline of the production, sales & inventory problem,”

said TV set sales in Oct. were 15% ahead of Oct. 1957

and stereo phono sales are far exceeding expectations.

Company is “targeting for a better sales record in the

1959 first quarter,” he said.

Amphenol-Borg merger into Amphenol-Borg Elec-

tronics Corp. (Vol. 14:50) was approved this week by

Amphenol stockholders at meeting in Chicago, where new
company was set up immediately. Amphenol pres. Arthur

.1. Schmitt is chairman-pres. of Ainphenol-Borg; George

W. Borg, exec, committee chairman.

Ampex (’orp., now tiaded over-the-counter, has applied

for listing on N. Y. Stock Exchange.

Magnavox directors at N. Y. meeting this week voted

to call for Feb. 5 redemption all 4%% convertible pre-

ferred stock at $52 per share plus 33^-per-share accrued

dividends, after which Ft. Wayne TV-radio-phono manu-
facturer will have only one class of stock outstanding.

Until Feb. 2, preferred may be converted at rate of 1.456

shares of common for each share of preferred—Blyth &
Co. agreeing on stand-by basis to buy at $53 per share

(less transfer taxes) any preferred tendered. This week,

also. Standard Coil Products announced all its outstanding

5% convertible subordinated debentures due Dec. 1, 1967,

amounting to $3,500,000, will be redeemed Feb. 16, re-

moving restrictions on dividends and other corporate ac-

tions. Payment at 102% of principal amount & accrued

interest will be made at Bankers Trust Co., N. Y. De-

bentures now are convertible into common stock at $10.50.

Emerson Radio earnings in fiscal year ended Oct. 31

were “about 10 times greater” than $138,431 per

share) in fiscal 1957, reports pres. Benjamin Abrams.
Preliminary estimates indicated final quarter’s net profit

was about 50^ per share—214 times earnings of $397,888

(20<^) in first 39 weeks of fiscal 1958 (Vol. 14:37). Sales

in full fiscal year were up 8% from $58,803,069 in 1957,

according to Abrams, who predicted 20% increase in TV
set sales in current year, along with “exceptionally good”

stereo sales.

Muntz TV Inc., which moved into profit position in

fiscal year ended Aug. 31 following reorganization deficits

(Vol. 14:47), reports “marked increase” in results for

first new quarter ended Nov. 30. Earnings in period were

$129,408 on sales of $1,828,734 vs. $123,615 on $1,426,501

in same quarter year earlier. Backlog was up 75%, ac-

cording to sales v.p. Jack Simberg.

International Resistance Co. is ending year with earn-

ings only “slightly less” than $469,870 (35^( per share) in

1957 despite $1,800,000 drop in 1958 sales from last year’s

$15,374,721, pres. Charles Weyl told Wall St. Journal. In

42 weeks to Oct. 19, company earned $309,825 (22^) on

$10,642,998 vs. $531,424 (39^) on $12,965,896 in same 1957

period (Vol. 14:47).

Admiral Corp., whose stock during 1958 went from
low of 7 to year-end closing of 19, has been awarded CAA
contract for $5,729,116 for air traffic controls involving

TV techniques.

Haydu Electronic Products Inc., through Berry & Co.,

Plainfield, N. J., has completed sale of $300,000 issue of

debenture bonds.

a

Loew’s Inc. management headed by pres. Joseph R.

Vogel, threatened with proxy fight by minority stock-

holders who opposed spinoff of N. Y. radio WMGM and 102

U. S. & Canadian theatres (Vol. 14:44), apparently won
assurance of continued control this week. Describing itself

as “friend of management,” group led by chairman Nathan
Cummings, of Consolidated Foods Corp., Chicago, acquired

more than 235,000 shares of Loew’s capital stock, of which
about 5,336,000 are outstanding. Sellers were reported

—

unofficially—to be dissident holders Louis A. Green, Joseph

Tomlinson & Jerome A. Newman, and N. Y. investment

banking firms Lehman Bros, and Lazard Freres & Co.

Correction: Standard Coil Products earnings for 1958

will run about 60^^' a share, up from 55^'- in 1957, total sales

running more than $67,000,000, up about $6,000,000. We
regret error in Vol. 14:52.

Charles Edison, ex-Gov. of New Jersey and son of the

famous inventor, has resigned from board of ITT.
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ALABAMA
Andalusia tWAIQ (2)

Birmingham ... WBRC-TV (6)

tWBIQ (10)

WAPI-TV (13)
Decatur WMSL-TV (23)
Dothan WTVY (9)

Florence WOWL-TV (15
Mobile WKRG-TV (5)

WALA-TV (10)
Montgomery WSFA-TV (12)

WCOV-TV (20)

Munford .tWTIQ (7)

ALASKA
Anchorage .KENI-TV (2)

KTVA (11)
Fairbanks . KFAR-TV (2)

KTVF (11)
Juneau ...KINY-TV (8)

ARIZONA
Phoenix KTVK (3)

KPHO-TV (5)

KOOL-TV (10)
KVAR (12)

Tucson KVOA-TV (4)
* tKUAT (6)

KGUN-TV (9)
KOLD-TV (13

Yuma . KIVA (11)

ARKANSAS
El Dorado KTVE (10)
Ft. Smith , KNAC-TV (5)

Little Rock KARK-TV (4)

KATV
KTHV (11)

CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield KERO-TV (10)

KBAK-TV (29)
Chico KHSL-TV (12)
Eureka ,..KIEM-TV (3)

KVIQ-TV (6)

Fresno .. KFRE-TV (12)
KMJ-TV (24)
KJEO (47)

Los Angeles.. KNXT (2)
KRCA (4
KTLA (5)

KABC-TV (7)

KHJ-TV (9)

KTTV (11)

Oakland-San
KCOP (13)

Francisco .... KTVU (2)

Redding KVIP-TV (7)

Sacramento . KCRA-TV (3)
* tKVIE (6)

Salinas-
KBET-TV (10)

Monterey . KSBW-TV (8)

San Diego KFMB-TV (8

San Diego-
KFSD-TV (10)

Tijuana XETV (6)

San Francisco KRON-TV (4)

KPIX (5)

KGO-TV (^)
tKQED (9

San Jose
San Luis

KNTV (11)

Obispo KSBY-TV (6)
Santa Barbara
Stockton-

KEYT (3)

Sacramento KOVR (13)

COLORADO
Colo. Springs KKTV (11)

KRDO-TV (13
Denver KTVR (2

KOA-TV (4
tKRMA-TV (6
KLZ-TV
KBTV (9

Grand Junction KREX-TV (5)

Montrose KREY-TV (10)
Pueblo KCSJ-TV (5)

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport .IVICC-TV (43)
Hartford WTIC-TV (3)

New Britain-

Hartford ...WNBC (30)
New Haven .WNHC-TV (8)

Waterbory WATR-TV (53)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington . WRC-TV (4)

wnG (5)

WMAL-TV (7)

WTOP-TV (9)

FLORIDA

Daytona Beach WESH-TV (2)

Ft. Myers WINK-TV (11)
Gainesville ... tWUFT (5)
Jacksonville WJXT (4)

tWJCT (7)

WFGA-TV (12)

Miami .tWTHS-TV (2)

WTVJ (4)

WCKT (7)

WPST-TV (10)
Orlando WDBO-TV (6)

WLOF-TV (9)

Palm Beach .. WPTV (5)

Panama City . . WJDM (7)

Pensacola WEAR-TV (3)

St. Petersburg WSUN-TV (38)

Tampa .tWEDU (3)

WFLA-TV (8)

WTVT (13)

W. Palm Beach WEAT-TV (12)

GEORGIA
Albany WALB-TV
Atlanta WSB-TV (2)

WAGA-TV (5)

WLWA (11)
tWETV (30)

Augusta ...WJBF (6)

WRDW-TV (12)

Columbus . WRBL-TV (4)

WTVM (28)

Macon ..WMAZ-TV (13)

Savannah ..WSAV-TV (3)

WTOC-TV (11)

Thomasville... WCTV (6)

IDAHO
..KBOI-TV (2)

KlDO-TV (7)

Idaho Falls .... ..KID-TV (3

Lewiston KLEW-TV (3)

Nampa KCIX-TV (6)

Twin Falls KLIX-TV (11)

ILLINOIS
Champaign . WCIA (3)

tW ILL-TV (12)

Chicago WBBM-TV (2)

WNBQ (5)

WBKB (7)

WGN-TV (9
tWTTW (ll)

Danville . WDAN-TV (24)

Decatur . WTVP (17)

Harrisburg WSIL-TV (22)

La Salle WEEQ-TV (35)

Peoria WTVH (19)
WMBD-TV (31)
WEEK-TV (43)

Quincy WGEM-TV (10)
Rockford WREX-TV (13)

WTVO (39
Rock Island WHBF-TV (4)

Springfield WICS (20)

INDIANA
Bloomington WTTV (4)

Evansville WTVW (7)

W FI E-TV (14)
WEHT (50)

Ft. Wayne WANE-TV (15)
WPTA (21)
WKJG-TV (33)

Indianapolis WFBM-TV (6)
WISH-TV (8)
WLWI (13)

Lafayette WFAM-TV (59)
Muncie WLBC-TV (49)
South Bend WNDU-TV (16)

WSBT-TV (22)
South Bend-

Elkhart WSJV (28)
Terre Haute WTHI-TV (10)

IOWA
Ames WOl-TV (5)
Cedar Rapids KCRG-TV (9)
Cedar Rapids-
Waterloo WMT-TV (2)

Davenport WOC-TV (6)
Des Moines KRNT-TV (8)

* KDPS-TV (11)
WHO-TV (13)

Ft. Dodge . KQTV (21)
Mason City KGLO-TV (3)

Sioux City KTIV (4)

KVTV (9)
Waterloo-Cedar

Rapids KWWL-TV (7)

KANSAS
Ensign KTVC (6)

Garden City .. KGLD (11)
Goodland KBLR-TV (10)
Great Bend KCKT (2)
Hays KAYS-TV (7)
Hutchinson KTVH (12)
Pittsburg KOAM-TV (7)
Topeka WIBW-TV (13)
Wichita KARD-TV (3)

KAKE-TV (10)

KENTUCKY
Lexington ..WLEX-TV (18)

WKYT (27)
Louisville WAVE-TV (3)

WHAS-TV (11)
tWFPK-TV (15)

Paducah WPSD-TV (6)

LOUISIANA
Alexandria ..KALB-TV (5)
Baton Rouge WBRZ (2)

WAFB-TV (28)
Lafayette KLFY-TV (10)
Lake Charles KPLC-TV (7)

KTAG-TV (25)
Monroe KNOE-TV (8)

tKLSE (13)
New Orleans WWL-TV (4)

WDSU-TV (6)

tWYES-TV (8)
WJMR-TV (20)

Shreveport KTBS-TV (3)
KSLA-TV (12)

MAINE
Bangor WLBZ-TV (2)

WABI-TV (5)
Poland Spring

(Mt. Washington)
WMTW-TV (8)

Portland WCSH-TV (6)

WGAN-TV (13
Presque Isle WAGM-TV (8)

MARYLAND
Baltimore WMAR-TV (2)

WBAL-TV (1l)

WJZ-TV (13)
Salisbury WBOC-TV (16)

MASSACHUSETTS
Adams .. WCDC (19)

Boston tWGBH-TV (2)

WBZ-TV (4)

WHDH-TV (5)

WNAC-TV (7)

Greenfield . WRLP (32)
Springfield-
Holyoke WWLP (22)

WHYN-TV (40)
Worcester WWOR-TV (14)

MICHIGAN
Bay City WNEM-TV (5)
Cadillac WWTV (13)
Cheboygan ... ‘WBDG-TV (4)

Detroit WJBK-TV (2)

WWJ-TV (4)

WXYZ-TV (7)

tWTVS (56)
Detroit-
Windsor CKLW-TV (9)

Flint WJRT (I 2 )

Grand Rapids WOOD-TV (8)

Kalamazoo WKZO-TV (3)

Lansing WJIM-TV (6)

Marquette WDMJ-TV (6)

Onondaga-
Parma .*WILX-TV (10)

i‘tWMSB (10)
Saginaw WKNX-TV (57)
Traverse City.. WPBN-TV (7)

MINNESOTA
Alexandria ...KCMT
Austin KMMT
Duluth-

Superior KDAL-TV (3)

WDSM-TV (6)

Minneapolis-
St. Paul WCCO-TV (4)

KMSP-TV (9)

WTCN-TV (11)
Rochester KROC-TV (lo)

St. Paul-
Minneapolis tKTCA-TV (2)

KSTP-TV (5)

MISSISSIPPI

Columbus WCBI-TV (4)

Hattiesburg WDAM-TV (9)

Jackson WLBT (3)

WJTV (12)
Meridian WTOK-TV (11)
Tupelo WTWV (9)

MISSOURI
Cape

Girardeau . . KFVS-TV (12)

(8)Columbia
Hannibal-

. KOMU-TV

Quincy KHQA-TV (7 :

Jefferson City KRCG (13
Joplin KODE-TV (12
Kansas City WDAF-TV (4

KCMO-TV (5

KMBC-TV (9

Kirksville KTVO (3

St. Joseph KFEQ-TV (2

St. Louis KTVI (2

KMOX-TV (4

KSD-TV (5

tKETC (9

Sedatia KDRO-TV (6

Springfield KYTV (3

KTTS-TV (1C

MONTANA
Billings KOOK-TV (i

KGHL-TV «
(‘Butte KXLF-TV

Glendive KXGN-TV (J

Great Falls . KRTV c
KFBB-TV (.'

KXLJ-TV
Kalispell 4KULR
Missoula KMSO-TV

$ Formerly KGEZ-TV



NEBRASKA
Hastings KHAS-TV *
Hayes Center. KHPL-TV (6

Hay Springs . KDUH-TV (4)

Kearney KHOL-TV (13)

(10)Lincoln KOLN-TV
,

tKUON-TV (12)

g
tcCook ,*KOMC (8

' /lo. Platte KNOP (2)

Omaha KMTV (3)

WOW-TV (6

KETV (7)

ScottsbIufF . KSTF (10)

NEVADA
Henderson KLRJ-TV (2)

Las Vegas KLAS-TV (8)

KSHO-TV (13)

Reno KOLO-TV (8)

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Durham * tWENH (11)

Manchester WMUR-TV (9)

NEW JERSEY

Newark-N.Y.. WNTA-TV (13)

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque KOB-TV (4)

tKNME-TV (5)

KOAT-TV
KGGM-TV

(7)

‘121Carsibad KAVE-TV
Clovis . KICA-TV (12)

Roswell KSWS-TV (8)

NEW YORK

Albany . WTEN (10)

WAST (13)

Binghamton .. WNBF-TV (12)
WINR-TV (40)

Buffalo WGR-TV
WBEN-TV (4

Carthage-
WKBW-TV (7)

Watertown WCNY-TV (7)

Elmira WSYE-TV (18)

New York WCBS-TV (2)

WRCA-TV (4)

WNEW-TV (5)

WABC-TV
WOR-TV (9
WPIX (11

WNTA-TV (13)

"^ttsburgh . WPTZ (5)

(hester WROC-TV (5)

WHEC-TV (10)
WVET-TV (10)

Schenectady... WRGB (6)

Syracuse WSYR-TV (3)

WHEN-TV (8)

Utica WKTV (2)

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville WLOS-TV (13)

WISE-TV (62)
Chapel Hill ... tWUNC-TV (4)
Charlotte WBTV (3)

Durham-
WSOC-TV (9)

Raleigh WTVD (11)
Greensboro WFMY-TV (2)
Greenville WNCT (9)
Raleigh WRAL-TV
Washington. ... WITN (7)
Wilmington WECT (6)
Winston-Salem WSJS-TV (12)

NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck KFYR-TV (5)

KBMB-TV (12)
Dickinson KDIX-TV (2)
Fargo WDAY-TV (6
Grand Forks. .. KNOX-TV (10)
Minot . KMOT (10)

Valley City-
KXMC-TV (13)

Fargo KXJB-TV (4)
Williston KUMV-TV (8)

OHIO
' Akron WAKR-TV (49)
1 Cincinnati WLWT (5)

WCPO-TV (9)
WKRC-TV (12
tWCET (48)

Cleveland KYW-TV (3)

1 WEWS (5)

! WJW-TV (8)
1 Columbus WLWC (4)

WTVN-TV (6)
WBNS-TV (10)
+WOSU-TV (34)

l'

' ion WLWD (2)

k 7 WHIO-TV (7)

1

• *d

Oxford *
WIMA-TV (35)
tWMUB-TV (14)

Steubenville
. WSTV-TV (9)

Toledo WTOL-TV (11

WSPD-TV (13
• tWGTE-TV (30)

Youngstown .. WFMJ-TV (21

WKBN-TV (27
Zanesville WHIZ-TV (18)

OKLAHOMA
Ada KTEN (10)

KXII (12)
Enid'Oklahoma

City KOCO-TV (5)

Lawton KSWO-TV (7)

Oklahoma City WKY-TV (4)

KWTV (9
tKETA (13

Tulsa KVOO-TV (2)

KOTV (6)
KTUL-TV (8

* tKOED-TV (11)

OREGON
Corvallis .tKOAC-TV (7)

Eugene KVAL-TV (13)
Klamath Falls KOTI (2
Medford KBES-TV (5)

Portland KOIN-TV (6)

KGW-TV (8)

KPTV (12)
*KHTV (27)

Roseburg KPIC (4)

PENNSYLVANIA
Altoona WFBG-TV (10)
Erie . WICU-TV (12)

WSEE (35)
Harrisburg WTPA (27)

WHP-TV (55)
Johnstown WJAC-TV (6)

WARD-TV (56)
Lancaster WGAL-TV (8)

Lebanon ..WLYH-TV (15)
Lock Haven WBPZ-TV (32)
New Castle-
Youngstown WKST-TV (45)

Philadelphia . WRCV-TV (3)

WFIL-TV (6)

WCAU-TV (10)
tWHYY-TV (35)

Pittsburgh KDKA-TV (2)

WTAE (4)

WIIC (11)
tWQED (13)

• tWQEX (16
Scranton WDAU-TV (22)
Scranton-

Wilkes-Barre WNEP-TV (16)
WBRE-TV (28)

York WSBA-TV (43)

RHODE ISLAND
Providence WJAR-TV (10)

WPRO-TV (12)

SOUTH CAROLINA
Anderson WAIM-TV (40)
Charleston WUSN-TV (2)

WCSC-TV (5)

Columbia WIS-TV (10)
WNOK-TV (67)

Florence . WBTW (8)
Greenville WFBC-TV (4)
Spartanburg.... . WSPA-TV (7)

SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen KXAB-TV (9)
Florence KDLO-TV (3
Rapid City kOTA-TV (3)

KRSD-TV (7)
Reliance KPLO-TV (6)

Sioux Falls KELO-TV (11)

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga. . WRGP-TV (3)

WTVC (9)
WDEF-TV (12)

Jackson ..WDXI-TV (7)

Johnson City . WJHL-TV (11)
Knoxville ..WATE-TV (6)

WBIR-TV (10)
WTVK (26)

Memphis WREC-TV (3)

WMCT (5)

tWKNO-TV (10)
WHBQ-TV (13)

Nashville WSM-TV (4)

WLAC-TV (5)

WSIX-TV (8)

TEXAS
Abilene . KRBC-TV (9)

Amarillo KGNC-TV (4
KVIl (7)
KFDA-TV (10)

Austin KTBC-TV
Beaumont KFDM-TV (6)
Big Spring KEDY-TV (4)

Bryan KBTX-TV (3
Corpus Christ! KRIS-TV (6)

KZTV (10)
Dallos KRLD-TV (4)

WFAA-TV (8)

El Paso KROD-TV (4)

KTSM-TV (9)

KELP-TV (13)
Ft. Worth WBAP-TV (5

KFJZ-TV (11)
Harlingen KGBT-TV (4)
Houston KPRC-TV (2)

tKUHT (8

KGUL-TV (1l)

KTRK-TV (13)
Laredo tKGNS-TV (8

Lubbock KCBD-TV
KDUB-TV

(1l)

‘’(liLufkin KTRE-TV
Midland KMID-TV (2
Monahans KVKM-TV (9
Nacogdoches KTES (19
Odesso KOSA-TV
Port Arthur KPAC-TV (4
San Angelo . KCTV (8)

San Antonio . WOAI-TV (4)

KENS-TV (5)
KONO-TV (12)
KCOR-TV (41)

Sweetwater KPAR-TV (12)
Temple-Woco KCEN-TV (6)

Texarkana KCMC-TV (6

Tyler KLTV
Waco KWTX-TV (io)

Weslaco KRGV-TV
Wichita Falls KFDX-TV (3)

KSYD-TV (6)

UTAH
Provo KLOR-TV (11)
Salt Lake City KUTV (2)

KTVT (4)

KSL-TV
tKUED (7)

VERMONT
Burlington WCAX-TV (3)

VIRGINIA
Bristol

Hampton-
WCYB-TV (5)

Norfolk WVEC-TV (15)
Harrisonburg WSVA-TV (3)

Lynchburg WLVA-TV (13)
Norfolk WTAR-TV (3

Petersburg-
WTOV-TV (27)

Richmond ..

Portsmouth-
WXEX-TV (8)

Norfolk . WAVY-TV (10)
Richmond ...WTVR (6)

WRVA-TV (12)
Roanoke V WDBJ-TV (7)

WSLS-TV (10)

WASHINGTON
Bellingham KVOS-TV (12)
Ephrata .. KBAS-TV (16
Pasco KEPR-TV (19
Seattle KOMO-TV (4

KING-TV (5)

KIRO-TV (7)

tKCTS (9)

Spokane KREM-TV (2)
KXLY-TV (4)
KHQ-TV (6)

Tacoma KTNT-TV (11)
KTVW (13

Yakima KIMA-TV (29)

WEST VIRGINIA

Bluefield WHIS-TV (6)

Charleston WCHS-TV (8)
Clarksburg
Huntington-

WBOY-TV (12)

Charleston . WSAZ-TV (3)

WHTN-TV (13)
Oak Hill WOAY-TV (4)

Parkersburg . WTAP (15)
Wheeling WTRF-TV (7)

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire WEAU-TV (13)
Green Bay WBAY-TV (2)

WFRV-TV
LaCrosse WKBT (8

Madison WISC-TV (3)

tWHA-TV (21)
WKOW-TV (27)
WMTV (33

Marinette WMBV-TV (11

Milwaukee . WTMJ-TV (4
WITI-TV (6
tWMVS-TV (10)
WISN-TV (12)
WXIX (18)

Wausau WSAU-TV (7)

WYOMING
Casper KTWO-TV (2)

KSPR-TV (6

Cheyenne KFBC-TV (5)

Riverton . KWRB-TV (10)

$ Formerly KHAD-TV.

TERRITORIES

Agona
GUAM

KUAM-TV (8)

Hilo

HAWAII
KHBC-TV (9)

Honolulu KONA (2)

KHVH-TV (4)

KGMB-TV (9)

Wailuku KMAU-TV (3)

KALA (7)

KMVI-TV (12)

PUERTO RICO
Caguas ... ‘WKBM-TV (11)
Mayoguez WORA-TV

)5!
Ponce WRIK-TV (7)

WSUR-TV (9)

San Juan WKAQ-TV (2)

WAPA-TV (4

tWIPR-TV (6)

CANADA

Argentia, Nfld. CJOX-TV
Barrie, Onf CKVR-TV
Brandon, Man. CKX-TV
Calgary, Alta. CHCT-TV
Charlottetown,

P.E.I CFCY-TV
Dawson Creek,
B.C »CJDC-TV

Edmonton, Ala.
Elk Lake, Ont. ..

Elliot Lake,
Ont.

Halifax, N.S. .

Hamilton, Ont...

Jonquiere, Que.
Kamloops, B.C.

Kapuskasing,
Ont

Kelowna, B.C. .

Kingston, Ont. .

Kitchener, Ont.
Lethbridge,

CFRN-TV
CFCL-TV-2

CKSO-TV-1
CBHT
CHCH-TV
CKRS-TV
CFCR-TV

CFCL-TV-1
CHBC-TV
CKWS-TV
CKCO-TV

CJLH-TV
London, Ont CFPL-TV
Matane, Que. ...CKBL-TV
Medicine Hat,

Alta CHAT-TV
Moncton, N.B. CKCW-TV
Montreal, Que. CBFT

CBMT
Moose Jaw,
Sask *CHAB-TV

North Bay, Ont.CKGN-TV
Ottawa, Ont CBOT

CBOFT
Penticton, B.C. CHBC-TV-1
Peterborough,

Ont. CHEX-TV
Port Arthur,

Ont. CFCJ-TV
Prince Albert,

Sask. CKBi-TV
Quebec City,

Que CFCM-TV
CKMI-TV

Red Deer, Alta. CHCA-TV
Regina, Sask. CKCK-TV
Rimouski, Que. CJBR-TV
Rouyn, Que CKRN-TV
St. John. N.B. CHSJ-TV
St. John's, NfId.CJON-TV
Saskatoon,

Sask CFQC-TV
Sault Ste.

Marie, Ont. . CJIC-TV
Sherbrooke,

Que. CHLT-TV
Sudbury, Ont... CKSO-TV
Swift Current,

Sask CJFB-TV
Sydney, N.S. CJCB-TV
Timmins, Ont. CFCL-TV
Toronto, Ont. . CBLT
Trois-Rivieres,

Quo CKTM-TV
Vancouver, B.C.CBUT
Vernon, B.C. CHBC-TV-2
Victoria, B.C. CHEK-TV
Windsor, Ont. CKLW-TV
Wingham, Ont. CKNX-TV
Winnipeg, Man.CBWT
Yorkton, Sask. CKOS-TV

(10 )

(3)

(5)

(2)

(13)

(5)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(11 )

(12 )

(4)

(3)

(2)

(11 )

(13)

(7)

(10)

(9)

(6)

(2)

(2)

(6)

(4)

(10)

(4)

(9)

(13)

(12)

(2)

(5)

(4)

(5)

(6 )

(2)

(3)

(4)

(4)

(6)

(8 )

(2)

(7)

(5)

(5)

(4)

(6)

(6)

(13)

(2)

(7)

(6)

(9)

(8 )

(3)

(3

MEXICAN BORDER

Juarez (El

Paso, Tex.) XEJ-TV (5)

Mexicali
(El Centro,
Col.) XEM-TV (3)

Tijuana (San
Diego, Cal.) XETV (6)





SUMMARY-INDEX OF THE WEEK'S NEWS— January 10, 1959
TV-RADIO BILLS START FLOWING as new Congress con- MARIE TORRE GOES TO JAIL lor 10-day contempt of court

venes, promising another spectacular session for broad- sentence rather than divulge CBS source of N. Y. Herald

casters. Anti-poy-TV measures up first (pp. 1 & 5). Tribune column item about Judy Garland (p. 7).

OPTION-TIME MUST GO, Justice Dept, insists, regardless of

FCC opinion. No plans afoot to attack network multiple-

station-ownership (p. 1).

REGULATION OF CATV and control of translators & boost-

ers, to protect local TV stations, urged in Cox Report to

Senate Commerce Committee (pp. 2 & 5).

FINAL DRAFT OF TASO REPORT discussed by board. Ex-

cerpts from report compare vhf-uhf performance—in

propagation, receivers, etc. (pp. 3 & 6).

FUND FOR THE REPUBLIC studies almost ready. Pay TV

probe extended to include all facets of industry; ratings

study covers effects on programming (p. 4).

COMPILATION OF MULTIPLE CATV OWNERS shows 40

U.S. operators with 148 of nation's 600-plus systems; 6

operate 15 in Canada (p. 12).

Manufaeturing-Distribution-Finanee

HIGH-PRICED, QUALITY PRODUCTS feature manufacturers'

displays at Chicago Winter Market. Influx of buyers

spurs new year optimism (p. 13).

CO-OP AD TAX FIGHT goes to Congress as group of manu-
facturers, admen and press organize to press for legisla-

tion to upset IRS ruling (p. 13).

NEW GE SERVICE POLICY includes independents, soothing

"captive service'' strife (p. 14).

MORE INVESTIGATION THAN LEGISLATION: More tJran 150 laws involving broadcasters in

one way or another — regulating, harassing, or helping them — were proposed in the

last Congress. And the 86th Congress which started this week also promises to match •

that bill-introducing record (see p. 5).

Yet not a single TV-radio bill was passed by the 85th Congress — despite

much weighty talk, marathon hearings and sometimes sensational probes (Vol. 14:34).

The record of the false-&-half starts at law-making showed that when it comes to

legislating. Congress can be a great investigating body.

This was a good thing , by and large, for broadcasters at the last session.

They were threatened by law with almost everything from loss of beer commercials to

blackouts of telecasts of baseball games. They'll face the same threats in the new

Congress. And some of the bills which were worked over last time — notably those

reforming some FCC practices — probably will become law this time.

We're sure of one thing about Congress as it begins moving once again into

the headline-inviting TV-radio area, where a big public audience is always assured.

That is that once more there'll be more investigation than legislation . Rep. Harris
and his unlamented oversight subcommittee made too good a political thing of it in

the 85th for headline-making probes to be dropped now.

INDEX TO TV-RADIO NEWS DEVELOPMENTS OF 1958: The only source of its kind in the

broadcast & electronics industry, our 8-page Index of 1958 news events is included

herewith for all subscribers. It's our 10th annual edition, and it has been a

valuable time saver for those who need to know what happened when.

We assume that you've maintained your complete file of Newsletters, Special

Reports & Factbooks for 1958, to which Index refers. However, if you prefer them in

more convenient form, we are preparing bound volumes of our 1958 output, prefaced by
the new Index, and can still take orders at |25 per copy.
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JUSTICE DEPT. STILL ADAMANT ON OPTION-TINE: Justice Dept, won’t relent in its drive
to eliminate network option-time practice, regardless what FCC does. That position
was stated emphatically to us this week by Justice spokesman, even as Commission
again debated position it should take on option-time.

Justice Dept, believes option-time is an illegal "monopoly" practice, and
that’s that. When FCC submits its findings to Justice, for its official legal opin-
ion, Justice will reiterate its frequently stated conclusions (Vol. 14:25). Justice
spokesman assumes that some party to network hearing, such as option-time opponent
KTTV, Los Angeles (Richard Moore), would challenge in the Court of Appeals any
pro-option-time ruling which FCC may issue, using Justice's opinion to buttress its
case. He believes Court of Appeals would favor Justice's position. And, if Com-
mission goes to Congress to seek exemption of option-time from anti-trust laws, he
predicts a most indifferent reception. As you can see, he can visualize no fate for
option-time other than eventual demise.

Fact that all networks have dropped must-buy , which Justice had also termed
illegal, cuts little ice with top Justice officials — scarcely a "compromise" big
enough to preserve option-time. There's no disposition, on other hand, to move
against multiple-ownership of TV stations — networks' most valued possession.

* * *

FCC hasn't finished option-time discussions yet — to determine what to say
to Justice Dept. — but it's understood to have agreed by 4-3 vote to state that
option-time is essential & legal — Comrs. Hyde, Bartley & Ford disagreeing. Com-
mission discussed it further Jan. 9, didn't end work (Lee absent), meets Jan. 14.

Some network affiliates decided to take bull by horns last week, go directly
to Attorney General Wm. Rogers, state the non-legal case for option-time. How-
ever, both the affiliates and Rogers had second thoughts on it, and current plan is

for them to meet with anti-trust chief Victor Hansen and his asst. Robert Bicks on
Jan. 13. Due for conference; C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian stations; Jack Har-
ris, KPRC-TV, Houston; Lawrence Rogers, WSAZ-TV, Huntington; John Hayes, WTOP-TV,

Washington & WJXT, Jacksonville; Alex Keese, WFAA-TV, Dallas. All were active in

defense of networks during FCC hearing.

NBC's abandonment of must-buy was foreshadowed by CBS's recent dropping of

the practice (Vol. 14:49). Like ABC & CBS, NBC adopts "minimum-buy." It requires
advertisers to take stations whose aggregate Class A rate is at least $95,000;
Class C, $42,500. Like others, it will take smaller lineups on case-to-case basis

of "program & advertising suitability and other public-interest considerations." The

new minimum-buy policy goes into effect March 15.

NBC makes point of fact that during FCC network hearings chairman Robert W.

Sarnoff testified that abandonment of must-buy "would not raise any major problem in

NBC's network operation." TV network sales v.p. Walter D. Scott noted that all cur-

rent nighttime advertisers buy lineups whose Class A total is more than $100,000 and
that "typical" daytime sponsor takes more than the Class C minimum.

COX ATTACKS FCC FOR DRIFT' & CONFUSION': The expected criticism of FCC's handling
of small-town TV growth came this week in "Cox Report," a document written by Ken-
neth Cox, special counsel to Senate Commerce Committee. Touchstone of report is

assertion that Commission is lax in protecting local TV stations by failing to reg-

ulate community antenna systems and set limits to translator-booster development.

Report also urges legitimization of unauthorized boosters, but it was written before

FCC finally outlawed them last week (Vol. 15:1).

Though Cox's report on vhf-uhf allocations is due some time in future , cur-

rent report touches on that subject briefly & importantly — by urging drop-ins of

vhf channels at substandard spacings, as committee recommended once before.

It should be remembered that this is a staff report , doesn't have imprimatur

of Committee. Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash. ) , transmitting report to FCC for comment.
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gives no indication of Committee's opinion of Cox's work. Fact is, of course, that

Committee hasn't studied it yet. If Committee and/or other Senators are burned up

about Fee's vote against boosters, it looks as if they're going to have to pass a

law — because Commission vote was 6-1, and it was the third time it has turned

thumbs down on suggestions to let boosters continue.

Since this is a critical period in FCC's consideration of allocations prob-

lems, Cox's comment about vhf drop-ins is worth quoting:
" It still seems that the Committee's conclusion in its interim report was

sound, and that in view of the failure of the Commission to make any progress toward

the achievement of an all-uhf system for all, or a major part, of the U.S., it

should proceed forthwith to provide one or more vhf channels for at least those

overshadowed communities which qualify as among the 100 largest markets in the coun-

try. Only thus can these cities be given a measure of the local service' which is

already available to many smaller communities."

* * * *

Cox suggests that FCC should control all means of bringing TV to the public ,

and regulate them in such fashion as to promote local expression. Thus, he believes
that services should be favored in the following descending scale of desirability:

(1) Local stations. (2) Semi-satellites. (3) Satellites. (4) Boosters & trans-
lators. (5) CATV systems. None of the "lower forms" of TV, he says, should be per-

mitted to frustrate development of any higher one.

Each device has a useful role , Cox states, but role should be played accord-
ing to clear-cut FCC rules. Up to now, he says, FCC policy has been "drift" and
"confusion" [For details of Cox Report, see p. 5.]

THE TASO REPORT-STATUS AND SUMMARY: Windup stage has been reached in industry's
massive study of vhf & uhf TV service, through TV Allocations Study Organization
(TASO). On Jan. 9, TASO board met in Washington to begin considering its draft of

final report to be submitted to FCC. Bare start was made; next meeting is Jan. 24.

Conclusion of report , drafted by exec, director Dr. George Town, compares
vhf & uhf performance in terms meant to be intelligible to laymen. It goes directly
to vhf-uhf contrasts, digesting engineers' elaborate findings as to the distances
covered by each type of signal, vagaries within service areas and reasons therefore,
prospects^ for improvement, performance of sets, antennas, transmission lines, etc.

More precise figures on uhf's generally less extensive coverage , with defin-
ite exceptions, are given to aid FCC in its current allocations deliberations. The

report hasn't been made public yet, but we've been made privy to its more important
conclusions. Details are offered on p. 6, and they're subject to modification, of

course. Here's basic summary:
" Speaking very generally , the field surveys conducted by TASO showed that,

near a TV transmitter, excellent service was provided by both uhf and vhf stations,
but that as one went farther from the transmitter, uhf service deteriorated much
'more rapidly than did vhf service. In areas of adequately high signal strength, uhf
provided both the best and the poorest pictures — the best primarily because of

freedom from man-made electrical noise, and the poorest primarily because of greater
deterioration of receiving installations.

" One significant factor was noted over and over again in all sections of the

country. This is that there is no such thing as a 'standard' receiving installa-
tion. Rather, as one goes farther and farther from a transmitter, one finds the

quality of the receiver installations, and particularly the quality of the receiving

antennas, improves so that the decrease in signal strength is to a considerable ex-

tent compensated. As one goes farther yet, a region is reached in which the signal

strength is so low that only relatively poor pictures are obtained; and soon there-

after, it is found that no receivers are purchased.
" This increase in quality of receiving installations with increasing distance
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is, of course, to be expected; but it leads to interesting results. The effect
produced is that, over a considerable range of distances from a TV transmitter,
picture quality, as observed in the home, remains at approximately the same satis-
factory level; but that when some more or less critical distance is exceeded, the

service deteriorates very rapidly. This critical distance depends upon many local
factors; but the significant fact is that, in practically all cases, this critical
distance is much less for uhf than for vhf . It is even markedly less for high-band
vhf than for low-band vhf...

"Moreover, at the critical distance , uhf service fell off more rapidly and
more completely than did vhf service. Within the critical distance, service was

more variable at uhf than at vhf and was, on the average, poorer. The TASO studies
showed clearly that some of the reasons for the poorer performance at uhf are truly
basic in their nature and are not susceptible to complete compensation by the appli-
cation of known techniques, while other reasons stem from equipment limitations which
may or may not change as the art progresses."

TV Studies Ready Soon: At least three of the com-

munications studies now in progress for the Fund for

the Republic will be completed “in a few weeks,” in the

words of the men in charge—J. E. Patterson, who is doing

audience rating systems, Robert W. Horton, handling the

pay TV controversy, and Dr. Charles Winick who is cover-

ing censorship.

Horton reveals that during course of his study, it

became evident that pay TV was only a small slice of the

whole pie, so final report will emerge as a comprehensive

study of TV as a medium of mass communication. “It’s

not to be egghead,” explains Horton, “we are not crusad-

ing. We simply want to present a realistic, reasonably

good overall statement of everybody’s problems: agencies,

sponsors, program producers, writers, commissioners

—

everybody.”

Horton’s year-long fact-finding task has involved

19,000 miles of travel and a series of round-table discus-

sions at Princeton to bring various elements of the indus-

try together for face-to-face talk. Although his work will

be completed shortly, he expects more time will be needed

for checking with the persons involved. Final shape of

the study has not yet been sledded. Could be a book,

pamphlet, series of interim reports—or all three. Horton,

former information director of the National Defense Advis-

ory Commission, also was at one time Washington cor-

respondent for the N. Y. World-Telegram.

The Patterson study, explains its author, although de-

tailing the 5 audience measurement systems—Nielsen,

ARB, Pulse, Trendex, Videodex—will not be concerned with

examining their effectiveness or relative accuracy from the

standpoint of the time-buyer, but with the results of

their measurements on TV itself—a matter of community
interest. It is not intended to be “a bludgeon against the

rating systems,” but a report on them from the stand-

point of their effect on the people who use them and who
control TV programming. Says Patterson: “This is in no

sense an expose or a recital of case histories of shows

unjustly thrown off the air because of ratings. It is an

attempt to tell what ratings are—the qualitative kind as

well as the quantitative—and how this information affects

programming. We are not presenting opinion—primarily

we arc reporting—but of course that involves raising ques-

tions and suggested answers.” Finished report will run

about ;J0,000 words.

Patterson, formerly on The New Yorker, has been

carrying his full-time responsibilities as assistant market-

ing editor at Business Week, while working on the Fund
study—which he started last summer.

Winick’s report on censorship will run about 40,000

words. He is also associated with M.I.T.’s leisure time

project.

Processing of the reports from here on involves eval-

uation by the Fund, followed probably by decision to

make them available, in one form or another, to all inter-

ested parties.

Live Revolution: First network ever to present a
foreign revolution live is the latest milestone claim of

NBC as result of its 3 live video pickups of the Havana
street rioting on Friday, Jan. 2 at climax of the successful

Cuban revolt. Cameras outside the studios of CMQ, NBC
affiliate, picked up the action periodically during the day.

Picture went by microwave to relay station at Key West,
then to affiliate, WCKT, Miami, and out to the network.

All 3 nets moved quickly to cover, NBC sending crew
of 9, CBS 6, ABC 5. CBS showed its first film on the

revolt New Year’s Day. Sound film in interviews of Castro

and Urrutia, shipped Monday, Jan. 5 by Stuart Novins,

made CBS New York outlet at 7:30 a.m. Tuesday and a

net news show 75 minutes later.

NBC followed up its first live shots with a mobile-unit

capture of Castro himself on Thursday Jan. 8 as he rode

his tank through Catoro, 27 miles from Havana. The
combination of mobile unit, CMQ, Havana, and microwave

to Key West brought in a good clear picture. The live

technique was used again later in the day to catch 43

minutes of the successful rebel’s triumphal entry into

Cuba’s capital.

For Friday, Jan. 9, NBC offered a live special from

Cuba at 7:30 p.m., and ABC was readying a film run-down

on revolt for Sunday (Jan. 11) on Open Hearing at 3 p.m.

For same day, newsminded Ed Sullivan planned to present

a filmed interview with Fidel Castro.

ABC Counts Blessings: Kick-off statement for

the new year by ABC-TV pres. Oliver Treyz says net is

in strongest position of its history, claims to lead its

competitors in audience size on 4 of the week’s 7 nights.

Primary affiliates are up from 79 to 88 in last year; ad-

vertisers up from 50 to 63; commercial hours sold, up

from 27 to 48. Treyz also pointed to net’s expanded use

of tape; experimentation with stereophonic sound; facility

expansion in L. A., N. Y., Detroit; and installation of new-

type vidicon tube for improved reception of film shows.
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Avalanche Poised on Hill: Biggest-ever batch of

bills directly affecting TV & radio was in sight

for FCC & broadcasters as 86th Congress got un-

der way this week. It included legislative pro-

posals to implement sweeping reforms of Federal

agencies demanded by House investigators (Vol.

15:1).
Drafting of measures promised by Commerce

Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.), who led

oversight subcommittee in year-long probe of

FCC practices, was not yet completed. He said

he wanted to give priority to another pet proposal

—a ban on broadcast pay TV. And House Com-

mittee itself was not yet reorganized for session

which is sure to bring new probes of broadcasting

fields.

Trickle of what is expected to be avalanche of bills

on broadcasting was already started by others in House,

however. On Senate side, where wrangle over rules on

filibusters delayed stax't of legislative process, few bills

had been introduced at our press time, but pile-up there

will begin next week.

First order of broadcast legislative business on House

side is expected to be hearings on pay TV which Commerce

Committee is scheduled to start before end of Jan., prob-

ably followed by Senate Commerce hearings on same sub-

ject. As of now. Senate Committee plans to open hearing

season with resumption of crusade by Sen. Monroney

(D-Okla.) against TV rating systems—probably in N. Y. in

late Jan. or early Feb.

Harris bill to prohibit FCC licensing of any broadcast

pay-TV system will be introduced Jan. 12. Beating him

to gun on opening day of new session with similar House

measures were Chairman Celler (D-N.Y.) of Judiciary

Committee and Rep. Lane (D-Mass.).

Both Celler ’s measui’e (HR-68) and Lane’s bill (HR-

166) would “prohibit the charging of a fee to view tele-

casts in the home.” They were the vanguard of the new

flock of anti-pay-TV bills whose predecessors were stilled

last session when resolutions by Senate & House Commerce

Committees held up FCC tests pending action at this

session.

Ready to be introduced next week is companion Senate

bill by Sen. Thurmond (D-S.C.), leading opponent of pay

TV last year in Senate Commerce Committee, whose Chair-

man Magnuson (D-Wash.) is an advocate.

Other early bills on House side—where office of House

bill clerk was trying to catch up at week’s end with

tabulation of more than 2000 dropped in hopper on first

day—included

:

Federal aid to educational TV measure (HR-32) by

Rep. Boggs (D-La.), reinstating last session’s plan to

grant up to $1,000,000 in govt, funds to each state & ter-

ritory for purchase of ETV equipment. Sen. Magnuson
and Rep. Udall (D-Ariz.), co-sponsors of $51,000,000 pro-

gram last year, when it passed Senate but died before

reaching House floor, also had bills ready.

Perennial (but so far hopeless) bill (HR-51) by Rep.

Boland (D-Mass.) to exempt uhf receiving sets from

Federal excise tax.

Other old subjects certain to be covered by new bills

(by Celler, for one) include anti-trust exemptions for

professional sports .to permit agreement by club owners on

blackout of telecasts of some games. Sen. Langer (R-N.D.)

will again dust off his measure to ban liquor advertising

from TV, radio and all other interstate media. Direct FCC

regulation of networks—pet project of defeated Sen.

Bricker (R-0.)—may have a new advocate in Sen. Douglas

(D-111.).

And when bills based on House oversight subcom-

mittee’s report begin flowing from Harris and his Com-
merce Committee—covering everything from agency codes

of ethics and ex parte influence to payoffs for FCC license

contestants—session really will be under way for TV-
radio industry. General ethics bill hit hopper early.

Note: Staff of Celler’s Judiciary anti-trust subcom-

mittee has issued Parts III-V of scholarly study of “Fed-

eral Conflict of Interest Legislation.” Buttressing over-

sight subcommittee’s conclusions that agencies need a law

to guide their conduct, anti-trust repoi’t singles out FCC
for particular attention: “It is regrettable that legislative

prodding should still be necessary to induce this agency

to adopt a code of ethics.”

How lo Protect Local TV: Cox Report on small-

town TV (p. 2) belabors FCC brusquely but its

final recommendations recognize that the Com-
mission still has to administer law on a broad
“public interest” basis. Report says that FCC
should

:

“(1) Recognize and accept its duty to effect

a nationwide TV system, making appropriate use
of all available devices & facilities.

“(2) If it lacks adequate authority over any
of these elements, seek the necessary power from
Congress during the coming session.

“(3) Lay down clear rules applicable to the

respective elements of the TV industry so that all

may know exactly where they stand and none may
resort to unfair competitive practices which will

ultimately impair the service available to the

public.

“(4) Develop a schedule of pi’iorities [for] the vari-

ous forms of service available, taking due account of such

factors as local service, broad coverage, multiple program
choices, and cost to the viewer.

“(5) Apply the broad public interest standards of the

Communications Act to each case in order to arrive at the

best solution in terms of the general public interest in

each community, which will necessarily involve consider-

ation of the economic impact on competing services and

the decision of conflicts between mutually exclusive values

or interests.”
Jj: * :f:

Protection of conventional stations, with their poten-

tial of providing coverage of local interest, is theme of

entire report. Thus, FCC is criticized for pei’mitting com-

munity antennas, translators or boosters to bring out-of-

town signals to communities with local stations—even if

it means public gets choice of signals. This is “a parody

on local service,” report states, insisting that a single

locally-produced signal is preferable to several signals

piped from big cities.

Report gives rather grudging recognition to transla-

tors, compared with vhf boosters, for serving small towns.

It claims translators are too costly at both transmission

and reception ends. Cox appears fairly well satisfied

cheap vhf boosters can be authorized by FCC; that they

won’t cause intolerable interference. Commission disagrees,

of course, as indicated by denial of authorization to

boosters last week (Vol. 15:1). Though bills may be intro-
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duced to legalize boosters, it’s difTicult to imagine Congress

passing law authorizing them in faee of FCC’s expert

opinion that boosters arc not only troublesome but have a

perfectly adequate substitute in form of translators.

Most of report is devoted to CATV, with some of

strongest criticism aimed at FCC’s authorization of micro-

waves to feed CATV systems. “It is one thing,” report

states, “for a broadcaster to compete with an antenna

system which simply picks off the air the signals of sta-

tions in nearby small cities, but quite another to have the

FCC—which allocated his channel to the community and

licensed him to operate on it—come along and assist the

CATV operator to step up his competition by microwav-

ing in the signals of .3 stations allocated to, and operating

in, a distant metropolitan market.”

Report minimizes the CATV contribution by which it

builds set circulation to the point that prospective opera-

tors are encouraged to start stations. “With the lapse of

time,” it stated, “the CATV system ceases to be the bene-

factor of the new station and becomes its competitor. The

question is, therefore, whether on balance and in the long

run the antenna system is going to build or destroy the

station’s economic support.”

Summing up impact of CATV, translators, boosters,

etc., report states: “All of these devices have their merits

and their drawbacks. It is quite probable that all of them

will be needed to provide maximum service to the public

—

at least for some time. Under the.se circumstances it

seems clear that the Commission should have, and should

vigoi-ously exercise, regulatory power over all of these al-

ternative means of bringing TV service to the public. It

is difficult to see how the Commission can perform its

duties to the public—and effectuate the will of Congress

—

without such broad and inclusive authority, because . . .

these various services interact upon each other in many
ways. It is unfair to impose standai’ds of public service

on part of those who furnish TV service to the public

while leaving others similarly engaged free of all such

obligations. It seems quite clear that the overall TV in-

dustry cannot thrive and grow, to the greatest ultimate

public interest, if it continues to exist only half regulated.”

Report runs 54pp., is titled The Tvlevisiov Inquiry, The

Problem of TV Service for Small Communities. It is avail-

able from Senate Commerce Committee, or we’ll get you

one.

Big Newspaper Deal: Once the country’s liveliest

newspaper city, Chicago became a 2-publisher town this

week with .$18,000,000 sale by Knight Newspapers (John

S. Knight) of controlling interest in afternoon Daily Neivs

to Field Enterprises Inc. (Marshall Field Jr.), owner of

morning Sun-Times. Knight had acquired Daily Neivs

in 1044 for $2,151,537 from estate of Col. Frank Knox.

Deal made Field sole competitor in Chicago with late Col.

Robert R. McCormick’s morning Tribune (WGN-TV &
WCN) and afternoon American, which was bought by

Tribune from Ilearst in 105G for around $8,000,000. Knight

said decision to sell Daily News arose from “desire to

cuitail my administrative responsibilities after nearly 40

years in . . . journalism.” Unaffected by Chicago sale were

other Knight family publishing & TV-radio interests, which

he said “will continue to expand in areas where the de-

mands upon my personal supervision will not be as in-

sistent.” They include Detroit Free Press, Akron Deacon

.Journal (45% of WAKR-TV & WAKR), Miami Herald,

of Miami’s WCKT & WCKR, Charlotte Observer,

weeklies Coral Gables Times and Florida Keys Keynoter.

TASO Weighs Vhi & Uhf: Basic (lilTerences in

vhf & uhf performance, as determined by TV
Allocations Study Organization, according to

draft of final report being considered by TASO
board this week (see p. 3), are summed up in

this statement:

“The most significant differences between uhf
and vhf performance are due to propagation
effects, receiving antenna performance and re-

ceiver noise factor. Propagation of TV signals

is a phenomenon of nature
; and the differences in

propagation at uhf and vhf are likely always to

exi.st. Uhf reception suffers in comparison with
vhf reception, for one reason becau.se of the
smaller physical size of receiving antennas of the

same type. Theoretically, if antennas of equal

size were used, they would be equally effective in

picking up signals. There are a number of sound,

practical reasons why this equality has not been
achieved; but future, and as yet unknown, inven-

tions might impi’ove the effectiveness of practical

uhf antennas.
“Referring again to reception, the noise factors of

current uhf receivers are markedly poorer than tho.se of

vhf receivers. This is largely because of the lack of good,

reasonably priced tubes and/or other electron devices for

use in uhf tuners. If the commercial demand existed, it

might be possible to develop such tubes, but this is un-

certain for the pre.sent. One might suggest that the handi-

caps suffered by uhf could be overcome by the use of cor-

respondingly higher power transmitters. Currently avail-

able transmitters do not permit the achievement of this

goal; but again, future development might change the

situation.”
V V ^ a'

Report discus.se.s “critical distance” for stations—the

distance beyond which service deteriorates very rapidly

—

comes up with these figures: Ch. 2-6, 65 mi.; Ch. 7-13, 55

mi.; Ch. 14-40, 40 mi.; Ch. 41-83, 30 mi. TASO found,

in measurements made at 1232 points in 8 areas, that vhf

field strength exceeded uhf (in lower half of band) by

average of 6.5 db—with same ERP. Low-band vhf exceeded

uhf by 7.5 db.; low-band vhf exceeded uhf by 4.5 db. Rc-

poi’t cautions:

“It should be noted that these comparisons of field

strength hold only out to limited distances, namely to the

distance at which uhf field strength could be measured.

Beyond these distances, no quantitative comparisons could

be made. If comparisons at these greater distances could

have been made, the difference between vhf and uhf fields

would have been much greater. Moreover, in obtaining the

averages, data from the atypical areas favoring uhf prop-

agation were included. If these had been excluded, the vhf

field strengths would have averaged higher in comparison

with uhf fields.”

Also noted was that in extremely fiat, treeless, ter-

rain within line-of-sight of antennas, uhf fields were “con-

sistently appreciably higher than vhf.” Fresno & Buffalo

uhf transmissions—in certain directions—were cited as

examples. Turning to interference, report states:

“Although TASO did not make quantitative measure-

ments of interference, the observations made in the field

surveys, the questionnaire survey of TV servicemen and

inquiries directly to service managers of leading TV re-

ceiver manufacturers showed clearly that uhf TV is sub-
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stantially free from atmospheric interference, from such

man-made interference as ignition and other impulsive

electrical noise and from airplane flutter.

“Galactic noise, which may be an occasional bothex'-

some source of interfex-ence on low vhf channels, is of

no consequence at uhf. Finally, although there were fre-

quent reports of co-channel and adjacent-channel inter-

ference at vhf in the information obtained from service-

meix and others, there were px-actically no such reports at

uhf. This, however, may well be due at least in part to

the relatively small number of uhf stations on the air to

cause such intex’ference, since the curves of interfering

(or tropospherically propagated) signal stx’ength developed

by TASO indicate that, at equal distances and for com-

pax-able conditions, interfering fleld strengths at uhf are

only some 6 db lower than at vhf.”

4: * *

Report summarizes transmission line losses, showing

greater attenuation on uhf, and the reasons why uhf an-

tennas generally deliver less voltage to transmission line.

The important receiver noise factor averages thus: low

vhf, 6.5 db; high vhf, 8.5 db; uhf, 13.3 db.

Report states that TASO hasn’t done “all of the work
which needs to be done in the field of TV engineering al-

location studies.” Among these: completion of propagation

data analysis; more field wox-k to learn why uhf field

strength “is well below its theoretical value”; study of

variation of field strength over short and long periods;

xneasurements of galactic noise; tests of directional an-

tennas; measurements of very precise carrier frequency

control; expex’iments with circular polarization; evaluation

of picture quality in homes in “very large metropolitan

areas.”

No ‘Evil Eye,’ Television : Crack Scripps-Howard
Washington corx'espondent Andrew Tully, fed up with

“anti-TV snobs,” got gripe off his chest, and Washington
News headlined his column, “That Eye Doesn’t Have to

Be Evil.” All the more striking was the play his syndi-

cated article got in contrast with the horrendous findings

of that newspaper’s own TV-radio editor Dave Reque, in

series just a few weeks earlier, based on that sure-fire

old chestnut—the number of murders and other crimes he

could count in one week’s program schedule. Wrote Tully

on his pet peeve : “The tedious line affected by this pseudo
egghead varies, but in essence it sounds like this: ‘Of

course, we don’t have a TV set—we think it’s bad for the

children.’ The more subtle ones favor the reverse English
method, offering a mock apology for their inability to get

interested in TV fare. ‘As soon as I finish Goethe in the

original . . .’ they say, with a gentle smile. Some day I’m

going to challenge one of those types to spell cat. TV is a
bum a lot of the time and not worth the space it takes up in

the house, but on increasingly frequent occasions it is a
whopping entertainment value . . . The kid who is allowed

to watch TV 5 or 6 hours a day is flirting with permanent
idiocy, but the parent who okays such a schedule already

has achieved that stature ... A TV set can x’uin a child.

But so can too much oatmeal or an overdose of Euclid

. . . American parents with something between their ears

have managed to save their children from the radio, the

automobile, the movies and even the perils of too much
parental gum-beating. They have done it by practicing

something I wish the anti-TV snobs would discovex*. It’s

called ixioderation.”

Annual conference of presidents of State Assns. of

Bx'oadcasters will be held in Washington Feb. 24-25.

Marie Torre Takes Ten: Dressed in regulation blue-&-

white striped prison uniform, N. Y. Herald Tribune TV-
x'adio gossip columnist Marie Torre took up 10-day resi-

dence in Jersey City’s Hudson County jail Jan. 5. She
was fingerprinted and committed to pastel-tiixted 7th floor

dormitox-y room to serve contempt-of-court sentence after

final refusal to tell N. Y. Federal Judge Sylvester J. Ryan
the name of CBS v.p. she quoted as source of allegedly

libelous remarks about singer Judy Garland (Vol. 15:1).

“If you change your mind. Miss Torre, you can com-
municate directly with the court,” said judge as she was
led away to jail which is used for lesser Federal offenders

and court witnesses. Tx’ailed by repox’ters & cameramen,
she said she couldn’t “contemplate the future” when asked
if she’d persist in defying Judge Ryan—and thereby risk

fux'ther contempt punishment—-in pre-trial of Miss Gar-
land’s $1,393,333 suit against CBS. Behind her in N. Y.
Miss Torre left 21-month-old son, 8-month-old daughter,

TV producer husband Hal Friedman—and assignments to

guest columnists to carry on at Herald Tribune. She had
visit in jail 2 days later from Herald Tribune’s Ogden R.

Reid, who conveyed his “strong belief in the px’inciple she

is fighting for.”

At same time CBS issued statement saying network
“is most sympathetic to the plight of Miss Torre and her

family and would do anything, if it could, to relieve her.”

CBS pointed out that from beginning of case it “has made
no objection to Miss Torre’s divulging the source of her

stox'y,” maintaining that network “has been unable to find

that any of its executives or employes made any statement
to Miss Torre concerning Miss Gax’land.”

CBS’s N. Y. flagship, WCBS-TV, also provided a forum
for discussion of free-press issues in the case on Ron
Cochx'an’s Jan. 10 Right Now show. Recruited for discus-

sioix wex’e reporters Robert Conway of N. Y. Daily News
& Murx'ay Davis of N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun, Walter
Minis of American Civil Libex'ties Union, Prof. B. McKay
of NYU Law School. Miss Torre herself is scheduled for

appearaixce—but not talk—on Ed Sullivan Show Jan. 18.

Meanwhile, Radio-TV Directors Assn, came forth to

champion Miss Torre. Freedom of information committee

chairnxan John Lewis, news mgr. of Hearst’s WBAL-TV
& WBAL, Baltimore, said her imprisonment is “black

mark” on press freedom, that: “It is the inherent respon-

sibility of every newsman to protect the identity of a con-

fidential news source.”

And on opening day of 86th Congx'ess Rep. Dorn
(R-N. Y.) fulfilled his promise to introduce bill granting

protection for repox’ters against being forced to disclose

their news sources to Federal judges or Congressional

committees (Vol. 14:50). Inspired by Miss Torre’s troubles,

measure (HR-355) would cover reporters, writers & com-

mentators employed by TV & radio networks & stations as

well as newspapex’s, news services, syndicates & periodi-

cals. He pointed out 12 states now have laws giving news-

men legal privilege to keep sources confidential.

In Hollywood, Miss Garland and husband Sid Luft

also wex’e heard from. They said they’re sorx’y for Miss

Torx’e, But will pixrsue action against CBS.

Series of Fireside TV chats similar to infoxmal foxixxat

of President Roosevelt’s history-making radio talks to

countx’y ax'e planned by President Eisenhower. He told

private conference of Republican leaders at White House

this week that TV appearances—not yet in ixetwork sched-

uling stage—would include Q-&-A discussion of domestic

& foreign problexns.
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Videotape's Pros and Cons: Advantages and draw-
backs of tape are thoroughly discussed in

Variety’s big (53rd) Anniversary Issue (Jan. 7).

Full details are well worth your attention, but
here are some edited excerpts:

Tape will become the dominant form of recording

and replaying TV programs, perhaps in 5, although

possibly not for 10, years. But at present [with film],

taking the completed negative and making masters,

dupes, and the 35 or so prints of each episode [costs]

about $50,000 per series. I have seen reports that a

half-hour tape—the raw stock—will cost between $150

and $300. For the 35 prints of each 39 episodes then,

the cost will be between $250,000 and $500,000. . . .

Until the top 75 or 100 markets are equipped with tape

we will stick with film.

—

Walter Kingsley, pres., In-

dependent Television Corp.

Tape has many limitations because of the cum-
bersome equipment and the difficulties of editing. . . .

A “Sea Hunt,” with its accent on underwater photog-

raphy, a “Mackenzie’s Raiders,” with its far ranging

outdoor action, would be impossible [to do with tape].

... We are studying and experimenting with tape

equipment and will do some of the shooting for our

“World of Giants” utilizing tape.

—

John L. Sinn, Ziv

Television Programs.

Most important question is whether quality of the

program recorded on tape can equal or surpass the

quality of the same show on film. From all sources

I’ve been able to check, this, most emphatically, is not

now possible. When presumably tape will have the

same flexibility in terms of production and story
quality; in editing; and station acceptance in terms of

equipment (although I can never see universal station

acceptance because of the cost of tape equipment)—
then [we] and I’m sure other film distributors—will

move into distribution of programs by tape. But I

think it’s a long, long way off.

—

Michael Sillerman,
pres., Gross-Krasne-Sillerman, Inc.

[We are] currently completing the framework of
the first complete video tape entity—a corporate struc-

ture housing under our roof the talents and skills

for creating, financing, producing, promoting, selling

and distributing the video tape product ... It is clear

that full-scale syndication of quality tape program-
ming will become the prime element of future non-
network programming.

—

George K. Gould, pres., NTA
Telestudios.

Other Anniversary Variety highlights: Prediction by
Dave Kaufman that Hollywood’s TV film-makers will better

1958 production this year by $5,000,000, bringing total

production to $105,000,000, not counting costs of the more
than 100 speculative pilot films which will be shot.

Lawrence L. Wynn (gen. mgr.. Concert Network)
describing the FM audience, reveals that surveys in large
cities throughout the U. S. show that “the characteristics

of the individual FM station audiences are strikingly simi-

lar.” They are: average age, 37; 75% college graduates;
$9000 average income (31% over $10,000); average listen-

ing time, 5 hours daily for 6 days a week; total time
tuned into all other TV and radio combined: 3 hours daily

for 3 days a week.

Anti-ETV Revolt? Rapid substitution of closed-circuit

TV film instruction for live classroom teachers at crowded

Compton [Junior] College, Los Angeles, which has 4800

enrollment, is becoming a fighting educational issue in

state. Compton pres. Paul Martin sees his unorthodox

filmed courses, during which many students seldom en-

counter an instructor in person, as a “breakthrough in

education.” But 90,000-member Cal. Teachers Assn., de-

crying all-TV methods at Compton (and fearing techno-

logical unemployment), has denounced plan and asked

Western College Assn, to investigate it. First-year courses

in English, mathematics, psychology are given almost en-

tirely on film, 6 more filmed courses are being prepared.

Brushing aside protests by teachers that film-only instruc-

tion is inadequate, scorning usual use of ETV as supple-

ment to—not substitute for—classroom teaching, Martin

foresees progressive replacement of faculty by TV. Joint

Council on Educational TV in Washington, which doesn’t

advocate Compton system, says plan isn’t spreading else-

where.

Gift of Ampex Videotape recorder by manufacturer to

Washington County, Md. (Hagerstown) closed-circuit ed-

ucational TV system was reported recently by school

supt. Wm. A. Brish, who said he “can now only begin to

sense the ways in which it can be used to materially im-

prove the quality of our efforts.” Recorder was trucked

from N. Y.’s Grand Central Station, where Ampex had it

on public display in special equipment exhibit. Minn.

Mining & Mfg. Co. is contributing tape to EIA-supported

5-ycai’ El’V experiment. In preparation for use of Ampex
iiiacbine, project’s chief engineer .loim R. Bugger and

a:.. l. John Wahlfeldt si)ent week at eonii)any’s Redwood

City, Cal. headquarters.

“TV in Military Education” is title of article in Dec.
Signal Magazine, by Maj. Louie L. Williams, U. S. Army
Signal Training Center, Ft. Gordon, Ga. It describes Cen-
ter’s TV operations, and notes: “Probably its biggest asset,

as uncovez-ed by educational TV research, was its success

with low aptitude students. ‘Slow learners’ acquired,

through TV, some of the facts and skills that they did not
learn through reading [or] any other means.”

GE’s bullish ETV attitude (Vol. 14:39) was reiterated

this week by Wm. J. Morlock, gen. mgr. of technical prod-
ucts dept., in a forecast of equipment sales. “It is now
merely a matter of time,” he said, “when educational TV
installations will outnumber commercial TV stations.” He
also predicted: (1) Equipment sales to new TV stations

to hold steady in 1959, halting a 6-year decline. (2) Re-
placement sales in 1959 to run 10% above 1958. (3)

Closed-circuit equipment sales to be up 6-fold in 10 years.

Fifth edition of Educators Guide to Free Tapes,
Scripts & Transcriptions: 1959 has just been issued by Ed-
ucators Progress Sei-vice, Randolph, Wis. (229 pp., $5.75)

—edited by Prof. Walter A. Wittich, U of Wis. & Gertie

Hanson Halsted, Wisconsin State College.

“Main Street, U.S.S.R.” is title of NBC coi-respond-

ent Irving R. Levine’s fascinating new book to be published

Jan. 22 by Doubleday (405pp., $4.50). Levine, whose
broadcast privileges have been suspended by the Sortets,

had been assigned to U.S.S.R. for last 3% years. His

book, he says, grew out of a weekly radio pi’ogram in

which he answei’ed questions about Russia sent to him by
American listenei'.s. Rook is packed with basic information

u'liUcn briglilly and heavily lazde<l with anecdotes. It’s the

best job we’ve seen of describing everyday life of Russians

and revealing what makes them tick.
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Personal Notes: Jerry a. Danzig, NBC v.p. for radio

network programs, named v.p. for NBC-TV participating

network programs {Today, Jack Paar Show), replacing

Wm. Sargent, who resigned as director to join Tele-

PrompTer . . . James A. Stabile assumes full responsibility

for NBC talent & program contract administration, suc-

ceeding v.p. Thomas E. Ervin who recently resigned to or-

ganize otvn business . . . George H. Revercomb, legal asst,

to FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford and son of former Sen.

Chapman Revercomb (R-W.Va.), engaged to Miss Mary

Collins McCall Henderson, daughter of Mrs. McCall Imes

and late Jacob Henderson . . . Paul E. Wills resigns as

Mid-West TV sales mgr. of Westinghouse Bcstg., his future

plans to be announced . . . M. J. Beck, for more than 50

years treas. of Katz Agency, major TV-radio reps, was

stricken ill New Year’s Eve and is confined in Lenox Hill

Hospital, N. Y. . . . Court McLeod promoted to adminis-

trative mgr. of ABC-TV program dept., Western div. . . .

John O. Downey, ex-program director of WHCT, Hart-

ford, joins CBS-TV program dept. ... Van Beuren W. De

Vries, v.p. & station mgr. of WGR-TV, Buffalo, assumes

also duties of gen. mgr. of radio WGR . . . D. A. Noel pro-

moted to gen. mgr. of WHBQ-TV, Memphis, succeeding

Wm. H. Grumbles, now v.p. of RKO-Teleradio; Boone

Nevins promoted to gen. mgr. of radio WHBQ . . . Alvin

G. Flanagan, gen. mgr. of KCOP, Los Angeles, named
v.p. & gen. mgr. of all operations of KCOP TV Inc. . . .

J. Stuart MacKay promoted to v.p. & managing director

of All-Canada Radio & TV Ltd., succeeding G. F. Herbert,

retired ... New FCC personnel: Attorneys—Jacob Mayer,
ex-Labor Dept., to Bi'oadcast Bureau; Leonard Joyce, ex-

Army, to Opinions & Review; John B. Leonard, 1958

Georgetown U graduate, to Safety & Special; Edwin J.

Schafer, ex-George 0. Sutton Washington firm, to General

Counsel; Jerry Hamovit, ex-private practice, Houston, to

General Counsel; Hilburt Slosberg, ex-Housing & Home
Finance Agency, to General Counsel. Engineer—Julius

Nelson, ex-Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N. J., to Broadcast
Bureau. . . . James E. Goldsmith, ex-sales mgr. of KWK-TV
(now KMOX-TV), St. Louis, named sales director of up-

coming KCPP (Ch. 11) there . . . W. E. McClenahan, ex-

gen. sales mgr. of WKOW-TV, Madison, Wis., named exec,

v.p. & gen. mgr. of WQUB, Galesburg, 111., effective Feb.

4 . . . Lloyd Taft, ex-exec. v.p. of Cincinnati Times-Star,

named gen. mgr. of Radio Cincinnati’s WBRC, Birming-
ham . . . Jack M. Warner resigns as TV & industrial film

v.p. of Warner Brothers, succeeded by Edmond L. DePatie
. . . David J. Melamed, ex-Chesapeake Industries, named
v.p. in charge of business affairs of National Telefilm

Associates . . . Edward A. Rogers, ex-NBC exec, producer

(Kaleidoscope), onetime staff director of CBS radio, named
production director of Independent TV Corp. . . . Richard

Foerster, ex-Peters, Griffin, Woodward, named sales mgr.
of WISN-TV, Milwaukee . . . H. Preston Peters, pres, of

rep Peters, Griffin, Woodward, named pres, of Station

Representatives Assn., succeeding Frank M. Headley, pres,

of H-R Television . . . Harvey Spiegel promoted to research

director of TvB . . . John F. Wade promoted to TV research

director of rep Avery-Knodel . . . Sportscaster Harry
Wismer has been elected a director of Texas American
Oil, Midland, Tex. . . . George Freeman, ex-radio WNHC,
New Haven, named news director of WNBF-TV & WNBF,
Binghamton, N. Y. . . . Herbert M. Schulkind, asst, chief

of FCC rules & standards div., recently on network study

staff, joins Washington TV-radio law firm of Fly, Shue-

bruk, Blume & Gaguine.

Obituary

Gustav Hirsch, 82, pioneer communications engineer

who built a successful TV transmitter 30 years ago, part

owner of radio WEOL & CP for WEOL-TV, Elyria (Ch.

31); WVKO, Columbus; WONE & off-air WIFE-TV, Day-
ton (Ch. 22), died Jan. 7 at Columbus.

Seymour Berkson, 53, publisher of the N. Y. Journal

American, onetime head of INS, died Jan. 4 in San Fran-
cisco.

Harris Ellsworth, ex-Oregon radio broadcaster and

newspaper publisher who was named Civil Service Com-
mission chairman in 1957 after 7 terms in House, retires

March 1 to return home—“and do nothing for awhile”

—

in Roseburg, where he still is part owner of daily News-
Review. In 1956 he sold his interest in its radio KRNR,
which he’d put on air in 1935. Ellsworth said he has no

plans now to resume active newspaper or broadcasting

work.

Willie Snow Ethridge, wife of Mark Ethridge, pub-

lisher of Louisville Coitrier-Journal (WHAS-TV & WHAS)
and onetime pres, of NAB (1938), is author of Summer
Thunder, novel of the founding of Georgia, published by

Coward-McCann Jan. 5.

Charles Boren, for 11 years industrial v.i». of Assn, of

Motion Picture Producers, Hollywood, named exec. v.p.

there under pres. Eric Johnston.

Federal Communications Bar Assn, elected following

slate of uncontested nominees at Jan. 9 meeting in Wash-
ington: Leonard H. Marks, pres.; Frank U. Fletcher, first

v.p.; Robert M. Booth Jr., 2nd v.p.; Edward F. Kenehan,
secy.; E. Stratford Smith, asst, secy.; John H. Midlen,

treas.; Theodore Baron & Arthur H. Schioeder, 3-year

terms on exec, committee; Donald C. Beelar, 1-year term.

Outgoing pres. Wm. C. Koplovitz was designated delegate

to American Bar Assn, conventions of 1959-61.

Richard A. Solomon, veteran FCC asst, general coun-

sel in charge of litigation who has handled lion’s share of

Commission’s court presentations, is resigning to join

Justice Dept, anti-trust div. He has been with FCC since

1952.

Dirocfory of fret* film, listing otfc'iings of industry,

Govt., etc .
—TV Pit til Source Hook (428pp.) --now avail

aide fi'oni Broadcast Information Bureau (Judy Dupuy),
535 Fifth Avc., N. Y. 17.
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ADVERTISING AGENCIES: Chester T. Birch promoted to

exec. v.p. of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Fred T. Leighty

promoted to administrative v.p.; Clifford L. Fitzgerald

continues as pres, with senior v.p. Lyndon O. Brown as

chairman of new executive committee . . . George Chatfield,

ex-exec. v.p. of Wm. Esty Co., named senior .v.p. of Benton
«&: Bowles . . . Gerald Light promoted to v.p. of McCann-
Erickson . . . Lester S. Rounds & Ed Spitzer promoted to

v.p.’s of Kudner . . . John Peace promoted to first v.p. of

Wm. Esty Co., N. Y. . . . Mrs. Frances Corey, ex-adv.

v.p. of Macy’s, named West Coast v.p. of Grey Adv. . . .

Andrew Stewart, exec, v.p., named pres, of Denhart &
Stewart, N. Y. . . . George H. Lovitt promoted to exec. v.p.

of Franklin Spier Inc., N. Y.; Irving Gruber & Stanley

Aaron promoted to v.p.’s . . . Nat Wolff, ex-NBC program
development director, named v.p. in Young & Rubicam
TV-radio dept. . . . Edward A. Gum pert, ex-Colgate-

Palmolive, named v.p. of Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard

. . . John H. Byrne, ex-MacManus, John & Adams v.p.,

named senior v.p. of Hockaday Assoc. . . . Edmund F. John-

stone, ex-Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone exec, v.p., named
vice chairman of Calkins & Holden . . . Stanley T. Peterson

promoted to v.p. of Cunningham & Walsh San Francisco

office . . . Sam Silberman promoted to v.p. of H. Weiss &
Co., Chicago . . . Horace E. Curtis, ex-Benton & Bowles,

named v.p. of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles . . .

Paul B. Morgan promoted to v.p. of Armstrong Adv.,

Chicago . . . Stuart Minton promoted to mgr. of broadcast

activities of Foote, Cone & Belding, Hollywood.

Station rep Donald R. Cooke is buying KXLA, Pasa-

dena, Cal. (1110 kc, 10 kw U) for $900,000 from Loyal King

& associates, according to application filed with FCC this

week. Also being sold is KGDE, Fergus Falls, Minn. (1250

kc, 10 kw D, 5 kw N) by Howard Dell for $124,000 to

Carroll E. Crawford (80%) and Kingsley H. Murphy Jr.

(20%). Murphy also holds 20% of Ch. 8 applicant for

Moline, 111. and, with family, owns 40% of KRNT-TV, Des

Moines (Ch. 8). Broker was Blackburn & Co. [For news

about other radio station sales, see AM-FM Addenda R.]

FCC’s Space Race Role: Specific allocations for

space communications were proposed by FCC this week
as it invited comments by Jan. 21 in preparation for meet-

ings of International Telecommunications Union this year.

Commission says it isn’t proposing use of space vehicles

for relays for TV, radio, etc. at this time. “These frequency

bands,” it said, “are intended to accommodate such func-

tions as tracking, telemetry, command (i.e., turning on or

off transmitters aboard space vehicles from the earth or

from other space vehicles), communications between earth

and space vehicles, and for communications between space

vehicles themselves. It is not contemplated at this time

that the same bands would be used for the relay of third-

party communications between points on the earth’s sur-

face using space vehicles as either passive or active relay

stations. In other words, these bands are intended for

functional purposes and would not be available for such

things as aural or TV broadcasting normally intended for

public reception.” FCC proposes use of portions of follow-

ing bands, now allocated exclusively to Govt.: 25.6-25.65,

100-150, 1700-1725, 1825-1850, 2275-2300, 8300-8400, 15,150-

15,250, 31,500-31,800 me.

Deadline for comments on FCC’s proposed changes in

license renewal forms (Vol. 14:48) has been extended from

Jan. 19 to Feb. 20, the Commislson having granted NAB
half the 60 days requested.

TV ‘Audit’ Derided: Sure way for TV to “commit
suicide” in competition with newspapers would be to adopt
the one-best-rating system advocated by Revlon adv. v.p.

George J. Abrams (Vol. 14:50). That was Pulse director

Dr. Sydney Roslow’s warning this week. ' Using same
forum—Washington Ad Club luncheon—where Abrams
argued last month for a TV-audience measurement cor-

responding to dailies’ Audit Bureau of Circulation, Roslow
said: “As soon as [broadcasters] decide on any one service,

they will be in trouble.” And it wouldn’t matter whether
TV industry set up own single system or picked Pulse or

any of its competitors, he added, blaming decline in num-
ber of newspapers on “blind reliance on [ABC circulation]

head counting.” Roslow pointed out: “In newspapers, you
are either first or a poor second and in trouble. In radio

& TV, even the last station has an audience and does a

good job for its advertisers.”

Retreat on Liquor: Radio WCRB, Waltham, Mass.,

one of few stations involved in last year’s short-lived revolt

against broadcasters’ voluntary ban on liquor commercials

(Vol. 14:44), surrendered to NAB this week. In letter to

NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows, WCRB pres. Theodore Jones

said station is discontinuing 26-week account with Federal

Liquors Ltd. for Nuyens cordials & vodka commercials,

will accept no moz’e hard liquor ads. Jones said station

made decision “out of consideration for NAB views, after

deep thought on the possible effects such a policy as ours

may have on people in general and on the industry as a

whole.” WCRB had been only known NAB radio member
to accept alcoholic beverage commercials for anything

stronger than beer & wine.

Record 1959 advertising volume of $10.6 billion for all

media is predicted by Jan. 9 Printers' Ink. This is 4%
ahead of estimated $10,145 billion in lagging 1958, and

more than enough to top previous high of $10.3 billion in

1957. Magazine’s forecast is predicated on 4.5% increase

in Gross National Product, 5% gain in industrial produc-

tion this year.

WMUR-TV, Manchester, N. H. (Ch. 9), being pur-

chased for $450,000 cash by Richard Eaton’s United Tele-

vision Co. of New Hampshire (Vol. 14:51), is shown in

transfer application filed with FCC this week as having

deficit of $157,894, net loss from Jan. thru Nov. of $121,506.

Nov. 30 balance sheet also reveals total assets of $485,173

(including $17,636 cash which will not be transferred),

current assets $82,094, fixed assets $400,238. Current lia-

bilities are shown as $478,817 including $440,000 notes

payable. Capital is $150,000, capital deficiency being $7894.

Meredith’s WOW-TV & WOW, Omaha, bought from
Woodmen of The World Life Insurance Society in 1951,

has acquired land, building & equipment formerly leased

from that company and plans to combine all except trans-

mitter in new building at site of present TV Bldg.

Allocations petitions filed: Add Ch. 5 to Pendleton,

Ore., by radio KUMA; add Ch. 12 to Atlantic City, by

CP-holder WHTO-TV (Ch. 46), which operated there Dec.

1952-May 1954 as WFPG-TV.

KQED, San Francisco educational outlet (Ch. 9),

boosted power to 156-kw week of Jan. 5 and resumed pro-

gramming after going dark Dec. 29 in oi’der to install

Standard Electronics amplifier and 6-bay GE antenna.

Canadian channel shift—substitution of Ch. 11 for Ch.

13 in Yarmouth, N. S.—was announced by FCC this week,

following U. S.-Canadian agreement.

i
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Kluge Concludes: Last week saw closing of the

(leal reported here (Vol. 14:49) to be in progress between

Paramount Pictures Corp. and John W. Kluge and asso-

ciates for $4,000,000 eash purchase of Paramount’s 23%
(335,200 shares) of Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. Para-

mount said it was selling to make funds available for

movie production.

Kluge broadcasting interests, hitherto largely in radio,

will now be important factors in control of Metropolitan’s

two (independent) TV stations, WNEW-TV (Ch. 5) in New
York and WTTG (Ch. 5) in Washington, D. C., as well as

radio properties in New York (WNEW), Cleveland

(WHK). Washington brokeiage firm of Jones, Kreeger

and Co., which handled transaction for Kluge, already

owns another 23.7% of Metropolitan, and its senior part-

ner, Col. Robert C. Jones, is a member of Meti’opolitan’s

board. Food broker Kluge says he will become a Metro-

politan director and an active officer.

Metropolitan grossed about $16,000,000 in sales last

year. Most recent statement showed cash earnings before

depreciation & amortization for first 26 weeks of 1958

were $1,070,049 (69r per share) vs. $342,680 (220

same 1957 period.

Miami Ch. 10 (Cont.) : Justice Dept, filed brief

with FCC this week objecting to proposal by North Dade

Video that celebrated Miami Ch. 10 “influence” case be

settled after considering 4 original applicants on com-

parative basis at same time (Vol. 14:52). Reiterating view

that L. B. Wilson is only one of 4 now eligible to compete.

Justice said North Dade, Public Service TV (WPST-TV)
& WKAT Inc. should be ruled out, that contest should be

opened to new applicants. In separate briefs FCC assoc,

counsel Edgar W. Holtz and Public Service also opposed

North Dade’s motion. Meanwhile, Miami Church of Re-

ligious Science (1737 N. Bayshore Dr., Miami) applied for

Ch. 10, proposing that it take over WPST-TV facilities.

And start of trial of ex-FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack and

Miami lawyer Thurman Whiteside on conspiracy charges

in connection with case was postponed from Jan. 6 to

Feb. 15 pending action on sevei’al petitions (e.g., request

to move trial to Miami from D. C. Federal District Court).

“Concentration of ownership” is getting sharper scru-

tiny at FCC nowadays, latest evidence being bare 4-3 vote

approving acquisition of remaining 51% of KNAC-TV,
Ft. Smith, Ark. (Ch. 5) for $565,000 by Donald W. Reyn-
olds, holder of 49%. Transfer from Harry Pollock was
opposed by Comrs. Hyde, Bartley & Ford on ground that

Reynolds will dominate city’s communications media

—

with ownership of sole vhf station plus AM, FM and both

newspapers (Soutlnvcst American and Times Record).

He also operates KLRJ-TV, Las Vegas (Ch. 2), KORK;
KOLO-TV, Reno (Ch. 8) & KOLO; KGNS-TV, Laredo,

Tex. (Ch. 8) ;
I'adio stations KBRS, Springdale, Ark. &

KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla. He also is Ch. 9 applicant in Hot
Springs, Ark. and publishes newspapers in Ark., Nev.,

Okla. & Miss.

Religious radio station, programming to include news,

sports, public service, music—but “no rock-’n’-roll”—is

planned by evangelist Billy Graham. With associates, he’s

formed non-profit corporation which hopes to build & oper-

ate 5000-watt station atop Black Top Mt. near his home
at Montreat, N. C., one contributor already having donated

$25,000 toward cost. If FCC approves and project is

successful, Graham says, his “broad vision” encompasses

plan for string of such stations in major cities.

New & Upcoming Stations: Year s first starter is ed-

ucational KOED-TV, Tulsa (Ch. 11), which begins pro-

gramming Jan. 12, making total of 36 non-commercial out-

lets on air. Over-all count of operating stations changes

to 546 (83 uhf), with now starter and last week’s shift

by WAST, formerly WTRl, Albany, N. Y. from Ch. 35 to

Ch. 13.

KOED-TV has 2-kw RCA transmittci' in KOTV (Ch.

(!) transmitter house and supergain antenna on KOTV
tower. Ownei' Oklahoma Educational Television Authority

also operates KETA, Oklahoma City (Ch. 13, educational).

Key executives in charge of stations are John W. Dunn,
director; Marcus W. Fuller, program director; Keith E.

Staff, chief engineer.
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In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are latest reports from principals:

KTLE, Pocatello, Ida. (Ch. 6), with 10-kw RCA trans-

mitter shipped Jan. 5, hopes to begin programming about

April 1, reports pres. Howard D. Johnson, also pi’es. of

Salt Lake City radio KNAK, which holds 70% control of

TV grantee. It has transmitter house ready and remodel-

ing of studios is underway. Only city within 100 mi. with

TV outlet is Idaho Falls with KID-TV (Ch. 3). Rates not

sot as yet. Rep will be Forjoe.

KHTV, Portland, Ore. (Ch. 27), delayed from fall

start while awaiting appi'oval of new site on Signal Hill,

hopes to start about 60 days after FCC grants change,

writes pres. & 55% owner Wally Matson, also owner of

CATV system there. RCA 1-kw transmitter and GE an-

tenna formerly used by KPTV on same uhf channel are on

hand in Portland. Stuart Nathanson, ex-KTRX, Kenne-

wick, Wash., has been named sales mgr. Planning to oper-

ate as an independent, KHTV hopes to attract sponsor's

because base $300 rate is far below Portland vhf’s. Rep
not chosen.

Boston Ch. 5 Preliminaries: “influence” hearing

in Boston Ch. 5 case is due to start March 2 after pre-

hearing conference Jan. 26. That’s agreement reached by
Jan. 5 pre-hearing conference of attorneys and examiner

Judge Horace Stern. Hearing is to determine whether

anyone attempted off-the-record persuasion on FCC mem-
bers prior to the decision which awarded Ch. 5 to Boston

Herald-Traveler's WHDH-TV (Vol. 14:31). FCC assoc,

general counsel Edgar W. Holtz noted that Commission

still needs to do considerable investigating to provide ma-
terial for hearing, and that Harris subcommittee turned

up relatively little to go on. He said his investigators have

19 more pi’ospective witnesses to interview, and he plans

to supply list of witnesses Jan. 26. He estimated hearing

will take about a month. Judge Stern will take advantage

of Jan. 27-March 1 hiatus to take West Indies cruise with

wife & daughter. As in Miami Ch. 10 case, FCC assumes

burden of presenting main case. Principal attorneys in-

volved in hearing: Holtz, for FCC gen. counsel’s office;

Robert Rawson, FCC hearing div.; Win. Dempsey, WHDH-
TV; Richard Maguire, Greater Boston TV Corp.; James

McKenna, Mass. Bay Telecasters; Wm. Roberts, Allen B.

DuMont Labs; Robert Bicks, Justice Dept.

Final decisions were tonfafivciy voted by I'XX’ this

week, directing staff to draft documents aflirming follow-

ing initial decisions: CP for North Dakota Bestg. Inc., on

Ch. 11, Fargo, N. D.; affirmation of CP of WTMA-TV,
Charleston, S. C. (Ch. 4), over protest of WUSN-TV (Ch.

2); revocation of CP for KAKJ, Reno, Nev. (Ch. 4).



MULTIPLE OWNERSHIP IN THE CATV FIELD
First List of U.S. & Canadian Operators of Two or More Systems

NE ASPECT of community antenna systems—an as-

pect that is obscure but growing in significance—is

extent of multiple ownership, i.e., 2 or more systems under

common control. Principal reason for obscurity is lack of

exact information. No govt, agency is central source of in-

formation, and industry’s trade association. National Com-
munity TV Assn., doesn’t include all systems as members.

In light of continuing interest in CATV as investment

opportunity, probably to be enhanced as FCC begins to

ease illegal boosters off air following last week’s decision

(Vol. 15:1), we offer below our maiden attempt to compile

a multiple-owner list. Fundamentally, it’s based on re-

sponses to our questionnaires. We can’t pretend that it’s

perfect or complete—but it’s the first.

We come up with 40 U. S. multiple owners opei’ating

148 of nation’s 600-plus systems. In Canada, we find only

6 such operators running 15 of country’s 150-plus.

Following compilation is in alphabetical order, on basis

of company name or major principal (if several company

names are involved), includes home address, towns in

which systems operate, and name of principal:

Alpine Conimunlty TV Service Inc.—429 DeSoto St., Alexandria,
La. Alexandria & Pineville, La. J. M. Hutchinson, mgr.

Angier Appliance—Box 864, lone. Cal. lone, Jackson & Martel,
Cal. Lawrence Angler, pres.

Antennavision Inc.—2949 W. Osborn Rd., Phoenix, Ariz. Big
Bear Lake, Cal.; Silver City, N. M.; Christmas, Clifton, Globe-
Miami, Holbrook, Phoenix, Ray, Saiford, San Manuel, Snowflake
& Winslow, Ariz. Bruce MerrlU, pres.

Bellows Falls Cable Corp.—105 Rockingham St., Bellows Falls,

Vt. Clarmont, N. H. & Bellows Falls, Vt. George R. Story, pres.

Big Horn Radio & TV—Box 675, Worland, Wyo. Tensleep &
Worland, Wyo. J. C. Cosley, owner-mgr.

William J. Calsam—5 Elm St., Oneonta, N. Y. Delhi, Norwich,
Oneonta & Sidney, N. Y. Wm. J. Calsam, pres.

Collier Electric—700 W. 13th Ave., Denver, Colo. Sterling, Colo.;
Alliance, Kimball, Scottsbluff & Sidney, Neb.; Laramie, Wyo. J. E.
Collier & Karl O. Krummel, partners.

— Community TV of Colorado Inc.—117 W. Second St., Salida,
Colo. Alamosa, Antonito, La Jara, Monte Vista & Salida, Colo.
Mrs. Larry Peay, pres.

Community TV Reception Co.—2576 Benedict Canyon, Beverly
Hills, Cal. Beverly Hills & Burbank, Cal. Allan MacDougall, pres.

Corning Community TV Corp.-—135 Bridge St., Corning, N.Y.
Corning & Gibson, N. Y. Charles W. Fribley Jr., pres.

CTV-Clear TV Inc.—Box 337, Moundsville, W. Va. Glendale &
Moundsville, W. Va., Sam Shaw, pres.

BiU Daniels—1115 Mile High Center, Denver, Colo. Miles City,
Mont.; Farmington, N. M.; Casper & Rawlins, Wyo. Bill Daniels,
pres.

Eastern Ore. TV Inc.—1310 Jefferson St., La Grande, Ore.
Baker, La Grande & Union, Ore. Kenneth B. Lockwood, pres.

General Sales & Service—405 Main St., Kamiah, Ida. Kamiah,
Oroflno, Pierce & Weippe, Ida. Eldon Hutchins, owner-mgr.

Harlan Community TV Inc.—Second St., Harlan, Ky. Harlan &
Yancey, Ky. Joe Guthrie, pres.

Jerrold Electronics Corp.—15th St. & Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa. Korence, Ala.; Flagstaff, Ariz.; Uklah, Cal.; Key West, Fla.;
Pocatello, Ida.; Dubuque, la.; Tupelo, Miss.; Berlin, N. H.; Ventnor
City, N. J.; Uvalde, Tex.; Richland, Walla Walla & Wenatchee,
Wash. Milton J. Shapp, pres.

- Nathan W. Levin—100 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. Oil City,
Pa.; Clarksburg & Fairmont, W. Va. Nathan W. Levin, pres.

Lykens TV Extension Co. Inc.—582 Main St., Lykens, Pa. Eliza-
bethsvllle, Lykens & Muncy, Pa. Max E. Miller, pres.

'
• Madawaska Community TV Ltd.—77 St. Francis St.. Edmunds-

ton, N. B., Canada. Ft. Kent & Madawaska, Me.; Edmundston,
N. B. J. A. Pichette, pres.

- Martin F. Malarkey—2nd & Laurel St., Pottsville, Pa. Miners-
vllle, Pottsville & Schuylkill Haven, Pa.; Harrisonburg, Va. Martin
F. Malarkey, pres.

I'aiil B. McAdam—117 N. Main St.. Livingston, Mont. Lewis-
town <te Livingston, Mont. Paul B. McAdam, pres.

' Midwest Video Corp.—324 Pyramid Bldg., Little Rock. Ark.
Paducah, Ky.; Greenville, Miss.; Dexter & Poplar Bluff, Mo.; Clovis,

N. M.; Rapid City, S. D.; Bryan, Paris & Victoria, Tex. Under con-
struction: Austin, Tex. G. R. Morrell, exec. v.p.

Mountain Electronics Co. Inc.—180 Canal St., Ellenville, N. Y.
Monroe & W. Monroe, La.; Ellenville, Port Jervis, Rosendale &
Woodbrldge, N. Y. David E. Winer, pres.

Municipal TV Corp.—239 Iron St., Bloomsburg, Pa. Blooms-
burg, Sellnsgrove & Sunbury, Pa. George D. Miller, mgr.

Okanogan Valley TV Cable Co.—Box 537, Tonasket, Wash.
Omak-Okanogan & Tonasket, Wash. Melvin Rothrock. pres.

Paintsville Appliance Co.—Virginia Ave., Pineville, Ky. Mc-
Dowell & Pineville, Ky.; Appalachia, Va. Chester Trimble, owner.

Pittsfield Community Antenna Inc.—393 North St.. Pittsfield,
Mass. Athol & Pittsfield, Mass. James B. Wright, pres.

Joseph Saricks—129 Main St., Bradford, Pa. Glean, N. Y.; Brad-
ford & Clearfield, Pa. Joseph Saricks, pres.

Paul J. Schmitt—315 E. Grant St., Minneapolis, Minn. Brainerd
& Wlllmar, Minn. Paul J. Schmitt, pres.

Scott’s Furniture—Main St., John Day, Ore. Bates & John
Day, Ore. Haskell & Kenneth Scott, partners.

Service Electric TV Cable Co. Inc.—302 Broadway. Bethlehem,
Pa. Bethlehem & Mahanoy City, Pa. John Walsonavich, owner.

Claude Stevanus—620 Main St., Coshocton, O. Coshocton.
Sugarcreek & Cambridge, O.; Beaver Falls, Pa. Claude Stevanus,
pres. & systems mgr.

Teleservice Co.—337 Wright Ave., Kinston, Pa. Kinston &
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. James C. Coffey, mgr.

Tucumcari TV Co.—222 S. Second St., Tucumcarl, N. M. Lov-
ington & Tucumcarl, N. M. D. W. Erwin, pres.

TV Signal Service Co. Inc.—City Hall, Matador, Tex. Matador,
Paducah & Pecos, Tex. V. L. Hutchison, pres.

Van Horn Cable Co.—Main St., Van Horn, Tex. Sanderson &
Van Horn, Tex. J. H. Benton, owner.

Vumore Co.—^Box 1334, Oklahoma City, Okla. Clarksdale &
Gulfport, Miss.; Altus, Ardmore, Hobart, Hugo & Mangum, Okla.;
Childress, Memphis, Port Lavaca, Sherman & Wellington, Tex.
H. S. Grlfflng, pres.

-Western TV Corp.—122 S. Eighth St., Worland, Wyo. Basin,
Greybull, Lander, Riverton, Thermopolis & Worland, Wyo. Thomas
W. Mitchell Jr., pres.

Whitey’s TV & Cable Co. Inc.—1121 G St., Douglas, Ariz.
Douglas & Williams, Ariz. I. W. Brayer, pres.

Windsor Community Antenna Corp.—113 Main St., Windsor,
Vt. Springfield & Windsor, Vt. S. R. Young, pres.

CANADA
Beauce Video Ltd.—St. Georges Est., Beauce, Que. Beauce &

Frontenac, Que. M. Catellier, owner.

Chouinard TV Ltd.—St. Pamphlle, Que. St. Pamphlle & Ste.
Anne de la Pocatiere, Que. J. Flavlen Chouinard, pres.

Deep River TV Enterprise Ltd.—791 Somerset St. W., Ottawa,
Ont. Deep River, Ottawa & Pembroke, Ont. Patrick J. LaMartlna,
pres.

Guerette TV Communautaire Ltee.—Kedgwick, N. B. Campbell-
ton, Kedgwick & St. Quentin, N. B. Patrick Guerette, pres.

Madawaska Community TV Ltd.—See U. S. listing above.

Powell River TV Co. Ltd.—Second St., Powell River, B. C.
Powell River & Westview, B. C. Gordon H. Turner, pres.

Severson Sales & Service—Sarita River, B. C. Sarita River &
Youbou, B. C. C. Severson, mgr.

New community antenna system to serve N. Y. towns
of Sidney, Riverside & Unadilla is being built by Sidney-

Video Inc., headed by Wm. J. Calsam, operator of systems

in Oneonta, Norwich & Delhi. Estimated potential is 2500

subscribers, with connections now being made. Technician

in charge is Albert V. Bagnardi, from Oneonta.

Community antenna system in Bluefield, W. Va., with

about 2000 subscribers, has been bought by group headed

by W. Randolph Tucker from N. Y. investment counselor

Nathan W. Levin for undisclosed price. Tucker is former

associate of Levin’s, is now with Barnes Engineering

Corp., Stamford, Conn.

National Community TV Assn, meeting agenda: 1959

annual convention, June 9-11, Mayflower Hotel, Washing-
ton; 1960 convention, June 14-16, Sheraton Hotel, Phila-

delphia; 1959 western conference, Oct. 20-22, Davenport

Hotel, Spokane; 1960 western conference, third week in

Oct., Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver.
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CHICAGO MART SPURS NEW YEAR OPTIMISM: " Best market in 7 years " is way enthusiastic
industry leaders describe this week's showing of their wares at the Chicago Merchan-
dise Mart, sparked by biggest influx of buyers since 1952. Departing from custom,

most set makers displayed new products in the home electronic entertainment field
instead of warmed-over offerings from their mid-year new-model lines.

High-end, top-priced merchandise featured most of the displays ; low-priced
specials were conspicuous by their absence. There was no sign of mid-year price-
cutting or dumps. As one manufacturer put it; "The industry has lost its timidity
toward high-priced, top-quality products. Manufacturers and dealers know that the

public is getting more and more quality conscious and they're catering this year to

their customers' up-graded tastes."

A look into the future of home electronics — new products still in the lab-
oratory — was a prominent part of several displays by manufacturers who brought
their engineers along with their salesman. Philco demonstrated its compatible stereo
AM system which it has asked the FCC to test (Vol. 14:49) ; Motorola unveiled lab
model of what it said is first home stereo TV system (p. 14) ; GE showed an 8-in.

,

10-lb. fully transistorized TV set which operates on batteries. High interest was

evidenced in all these new developments.

Industry spokesman Robert W. Galvin , pres, of Motorola, keynoted the Mart by
predicting a "solid" business year for the electronic entertainment industry. He

told a press conference that TV sales would exceed 6,000,000, radio would hold its

own at about 12,000,000 receivers including auto radios, and that a "fantastic" in-

crease of 300% is due in hi-fi because of mounting interest in stereo sound.

Industry displayed discipline & maturity in 1958, said Galvin. "Although
sales were down due to the recession, nobody pushed the panic button. There were

no major price-cutting liquidations. There was a better relationship between pro-
duction and sales, with resultant good inventory control and stabilized employment."

Last Ditch Fight on Co-op Ad Tax: A phalanx of manufacturers , admen & press formed
in Washington this week under the aegis of of the Excise Tax Council to wage a

battle against new ruling by Internal Revenue Service which slaps a 10% excise tax
on cooperative advertising funds (Vol. 14:13-14,16,22,51). Affirming opposition to

the IRS ruling and pledging all-out fight in Congress to obtain remedial legislation
were; Advertising Federation of America, National Assn, of Broadcasters, EIA, Assn,

of Business Publications, National Electrical Mfrs. Assn., American Home Laundry
Assn., Institute of Appliance Mfrs., American Newspaper Publishers Assn., together
with the following TV-appliance manufacturers: Admiral, Borg-Warner, Whirlpool, GE

& Westinghouse. Other non-represented manufacturers gave notice of support.

Representatives of the group met with Chairman Wilbur D. Mills (D-Ark.
)

of

the House Ways & Means Committee to urge a public hearing on the IRS ruling known
as T.D. 6340. Mills was reported as directing his staff to review the co-op tax
ruling and report back in time for full committee consideration of the matter prior

to its Feb. 1 effective date. Industry group told Mills public hearing is warranted
to obtain satisfactory explanation from Treasury officials of legal grounds for re-

pudiating the administrative policy which exempts co-op advertising funds from excise

taxes. Policy, group said, was established in 1924, "uniformly recognized" since.

Tax Exemption Sought for Radios: New tax ruling to exempt non-entertainment-type
radio receivers from the 10% excise tax was urged on the Internal Revenue Service

this week by EIA's tax committee. Chairman M. J. McCormack of Sylvania, who ap-
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peared at public hearings to straighten out a regulatory mix-up, said it was the

intent of Congress to free amateur receivers and marine communications equipment
from the tax. Regulatory language, he adds, must be broadened to clarify intended
exemption of amateur receivers. A change in the regulations also is necessary, he

said, to give marine communications equipment on private vessels the same tax exemp-
tion now accorded similar equipment on government and industrial vessels. Others
who appeared on behalf of the change in tax regulations were Kenneth C. Price, gen.

counsel of Hallicraf ters , and David Flower, tax attorney for Raytheon.

1958 TV'Radio Production: TV output for Dec, totaled 427,545 sets bringing the

total for the year to 4,933,121 sets vs. 573,541 sets in last year's 5-week Dec. and

6,339,345 for the full year. For year's final statistical week, ended Jan. 3, TV

output was 61,007 vs. 55,804 in the preceding week and 61,824 in same week last year.

Radio output was 192,562 (79,228 auto) vs. 206,932 (88,112 auto) in the preceding

week and 127,890 (36,789 auto) same week last year. Year's 52nd week brought total

radio output to 11,739,686 (3,712,567 auto) vs. 14,504,227 (5,495,774 auto) in 1957.

New GE Service Policy: GE has urged its distributors

“to supplement existing distributor and dealer service

facilities by appointment of qualified independent service

organizations as authorized GE service points” in a move

to counter criticism of so-called “capitive service” by major

manufacturers, according to Steven R. Mihalic, TV prod-

uct service mgr. Late last year, EIA, sensing mounting

opposition to manufacturers’ service policies by independ-

ent servicemen (Vol. 14:46), created a subcommittee within

its Service Committee to work out a program of “mutual

cooperation” with independent service agencies. Other set

makers are expected to make similar conciliatory gestures

toward independent servicemen in the near future.

Five-point program designed to smooth relations be-

tween set makers and servicemen was suggested by Mi-

halic: (1) Contact local independent service groups to

explain GE’s programs & policies. (2) Resolve local differ-

ences, particularly in areas of waiTanties and parts avail-

ablilities. (3) Supplement existing distributor and dealer

facilities by appointment of independent service points in

both urban and rural areas. (4) Assist local service organi-

zations to achieve such common goals as will serve to

bring order in the industry. (5) Invite independent service-

men to attend distributor service schools.

“Our customers will continue to depend upon the in-

dependent service dealer for the vast majority of service

rendered on television receivers,” said Mihalic, labeling

“impractical” any idea that GE can provide all these

services through its own resources.

Stereo TV Demonstrated : Following a policy of

demonstrating laboratory prototypes in the electronic home
entertainment field. Motorola this week unveiled a TV
system with stereo sound at a press preview at the Chicago

Merchandise Mart. Viewers experienced dual channel stereo

sound from 2 separate speaker cabinets while watching

a closed-circuit 15-min. segment of a regular show broad-

cast over WGN-TV (Ch. 9). First few minutes of trans-

mission were monaural sound; then program was switched

to binaural to demonstrate sound-effects difference. “Stereo

will be as big a factor as TV in home entertainment field

in the foreseeable future,” said Motorola exec. v.p. Edward

R. Taylor. “The American public is rediscovering its ears.

Within a year or 2, stereophonic radio will bring about a

resurgence of that product. Then we can look toward

stereo TV in mass quantities.” He said Motorola’s stereo

TV system is still in laboratory development stage and

won’t be ready for market for “a few years.”

Attack On Tube Racket: Thirteen New York
City firms, allegedly dealing in counterfeit TV & radio

tubes, were the targets of papers filed last week by State

Attorney General Louis J. Lefkowitz after he had obtained

orders in Supreme Court, N. Y. County, to allow him to

start action to dissolve the companies.

Lefkowitz said “the tube racket”—involving forged

identification marks on defective and old tubes—has cost

the industry $100,000,000 and the public an inestimable

amount. He alleged set-owners get old tubes while paying

for new ones
;
tube mfrs. are asked to refund on warranties

for tubes which have been falsely rebranded.

Accused by Lefkowitz: Cavalier Electronics Corp.;

Concord Radio Corp.; Credda, Inc.; Edward L. Mayer
Corp.; Liberty Electronics, Inc.; National Radio Distribu-

tors Corp.; National Radio Distributors-Manhattan, Inc.;

North American Electronics Corp.; S & R Electronics, Inc.;

State Labs, Inc.; Teleparts Distributing Corp.; Television

Maintenance Corp.; and Wescon Electronics, Inc.

Philco sales and earnings will be “as good or better”

than 1958, with sales of consumer products leading the

way, pres. James M. Skinner Jr. told distributors meeting

in Philadelphia this week. “Philco’s 4th quarter sales were

among the best in several years and we are beginning

1959 with good prospects,” he said. Philco introduced a

new line of eight 17-in. portable TV sets featuring remote

control and ranging in price from $179.95 to $209.95.

Added to 1959 TV line were three 21-in. consoles ranging

in price from $249.95 to $289.95; three stereo hi-fi instru-

ments in single cabinets ranging from $99.95 to $309.95;

eight transistor radios ranging from a 3-transistor vest-

pocket set at $19.95 to 9-transistor all-wave portable at

$229.95.

“World’s Greatest Industrial Lab” is title of reprint of

2-part ForUme article on Bell Labs. Huge scope of Labs’

work is indicated by fact it employs 10,800, spent $180

million in 1958, $1 billion since 1900. Article states: “Bell

Laboratories is a colossus in an age of organized science.

It can put 1000 men to work on a missile, or leave a few

men alone to win a Nobel Prize.” Copies available from

AT&T public relations dept., 195 Broadway, N. Y.

First meeting of National Stereophonic Standards

Committee administrative panel was held Jan. 9 at EIA
headquarters in Washington to formulate preliminary

plans for activities of other fact-finding panels. Group was

headed by vice chairman David B. Smith, Philco v.p.-

research.
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Trado Personals: James J. shallow, who rcsii^ncd last

week as gen. mdsg. mgr. of Philco (Vol. 15:1), named
v.p. & gen. mgr. of CBS-Hytron Columbia phono dept . . .

K. N. Harder promoted to first v.p. & treas. of General

Precision Equipment Corp.; D. W. Smith, pi’es. of subsidi-

ary Kearfott, and D. 1). Mason, pres, of Link Aviation,

named group v.p.’s; J. W. Murray, pres, of General Preci-

sion Lab, and L. M. Imm, pres, of Librascope Inc., promoted

to v.p.’s . . . Richard B. Bean, ex-Automatic Electric Co.,

Northlake, 111., named asst, director of U. S. Dept, of

Commerce communications industries div. . . . Willard J.

Reid named pres, of General Telephone subsidiary Leich

Electric Co. . . . Joseph N. Benjamin, pres, of Sieglcr’s

Bogen-Presto div., reelected pres, of Institute of High

Fidelity Manufacturers; George Silbur, pres, of Rek-O-Kut,

renamed chairman . . . Dr. Allen E. Puckett promoted to

Hughes Aircraft v.p. in charge of systems development

labs, succeeding Dr. Nathan I. Hall, now engineering v.p.;

Robert J. Shank promoted to new post of v.p. in charge of

systems management . . . Russell S. Kenderson, ex-v.p. for

operations, named pres, of Thompson Products Ltd., Cana-

dian subsidiary of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, succeed-

ing George A. Stauffer, now chairman . . . Bryce S. Durant

promoted to field sales mgr. of RCA Victor TV div. . . .

W. C. Schultz, cx-RCA Distributing Corp., named national

field supervisor of consumer products, Hoffman Electronics

. . . Wm. F. O’Boyle resigns as phono div. v.p. of Capitol

Records . . . Edward J. Collins promoted to asst, sales mgr.

of Corning TV bulb sales dept. . . . Wm. Gallingcr promoted

to Eastern special pi’oducts mgr.. Motorola communications

& industrial electronics div. . . . Virgil H. Disney, director

of electrical engineering research. Armour Research Foun-

dation, named pres, of National Electronics Confei'ence

in Chicago, Oct. 12-14. . . . H. J. Wissemann, asst, engineer-

ing v.p. of Texas Instruments, named also gen. mgr., ap-

paratus div. . . . George E. Cummins, ex-Associated Press,

named asst. adv. & sales promotion mgr. of American

Gcloso Electronics . . . Laurence Eugene, ex-Howard W.
Sams & Co., named phono cartridge mgr. of Electro-

Voice . . . Albert E. Edwards, ex-Ford Instrument div. of

Sperry Rand, named v.p. of W. L. Maxson Corp. . . .

George W. Chane promoted to RCA v.p. for finance &
management engineering; Howard W. Letts, ex-NBC v.p.

for business affairs, named controller, succeeding Walter

S. Holmes, now controller of C.I.T.; Ernest B. Gorin con-

tinues as RCA v.p. & treas., reporting to Chane.

Magnavox introduced a new line of 14 TV models this

week at the Chicago Merchandise Mart, topped by a self-

contained home entertainment center comprising a 24-in.

TV, AM-FM radio, and stereo phonograph priced at $545.

Line starts with a 24-in. console priced at $249.90. Eight

models feature wireless I’emote control. Also introduced

w'cre 11 stereo phonographs ranging in price from $209.50

to $595.

Packard-Bell introduces a 21-in. color TV model with

remote control priced at $799.95 and $825 depending on

cabinet finish. Kenneth R. Johnson, v.p. for home pi'oducts,

says new “control master” makes color tuning as simple

& convenient as black-&-white.

Lewis and Kaufman, L(d., Lo.s Gatos, Cal. electron

tube maker, has been established as a wholly-owned sub-

sidiary of Cascade Research.

Hoffman Electronics has been awarded $9,845,229 Air

Force contract for radio receivers for various types of

aircraft.

DISTR I BU'l'OR NOTES: CBS appoints Central Whole-
salers, Providence, and Sanford Electronics Corp., N. Y.,

for hi-fi phonos . . . Zenith appoints Lee Wholesale Co.,

Kansas City for all consumer products . . . Admiral ap-
points Covington Distributing Corp., San Antonio, for all

consumer products . . . Olympic appoints McGowan Lyons
Hardware & Supply, Mobile, Ala., and Midstates Appli-
ance & Supply, Springfield, 111., for consumer products . . .

Sonic (hi-fi) appoints Graybar Electric for metropolilan
N. Y. & northern N. J.

Dr. Mervin J. Kelly, chairman of Bell Labs, named by
National Security Industrial Assn, to receive its 1958
James Forrestal Memorial Award at annual dinner in

Washington Jan. 29.

Obituury

Neil F. Harrison, 58, publisher of Record & Sound
Rctailiny, died Jan. 1 at Hartsdalc, N. Y. Surviving ai'e

widow, son, daughter.

Financial Reports;

OYLVANIA-GENERAL TELEPHONE MERGER into

General Telephone & Electronics Corp. will become ef-

fective around March 5 if stockholders approve plan at

special meetings Feb. 11 (Vol. 14:49), General Telephone
proxy statement disclosed this week. Under plan, each of

3,532,143 outstanding Sylvania common shai'es would be

converted into one common share of new company. On
day of merger, each of 94,173 outstanding shares of

Sylvania non-convertible preferred stock would be ex-

changed for 2 shares of new voting convertible preferred

of General Telephone & Electronics. Genei’al Telephone
would create new series of its preferred, designated as

4.36'f, convertible preferred, Sylvania preferred to be con-

verted into this stock. Pro-forma consolidated statement
of 10-month income of Sylvania and General Telephone to

Oct. 31 showed after-tax earnings of $48,618,000 and net of

$47,654,000 after preferred dividends on combined sales

and other revenues of $727,444,000. Advantages of merger
plan to Sylvania, according to proxy statement: (1) Easier

financing of future developments by Sylvania. (2) More
diversification of Sylvania products. (3) General Tele-

phone’s background in foreign manufacturing & sales

would be made available. (4) Sylvania would gain “finan-

cial stability” from General Telephone operations.

Cornell-Dubilier sales for fiscal year ended Sei»t. 30

fell to $26,328,735 from $32,494,378 in preceding year,

I’eflecting adverse effect of 20-25% drop in TV, radio, j)hono

& automobile manufacture. Net income was $188,686 {28^

per share on 512,390 shares outstanding), down from

$754,928 ($1.38). Major capacitor manufacturer reports

best increase in 70%-owned subsidiary, Tobe Deutschmann
Corp., making energy storage capacitors in thermo-nuclear

field. Proxy statement for Jan. 28 annual meeting notes

only officer with remuneration above $30,000 was pres.

Octave Blake, who received $100,400 for year and who
owns 37,512 shares of common; exec. v.p. Haim Beyer owns
20(i0 shares, first v.j). Wm. Dubilicr 220, cxec. v.j). Paul

M. Decley 100.

Audio Devices increased sales of magnetic tape about

30% in 1958, according to pres. Wm. C. Speed, who pre-

dicted another 30% increase this year. Total sales wei'e

“in exce.ss of $6,000,000” or about 50(‘ per share vs.

$4,774,000 in 1957.
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Loew’s Inc. earned $2,625,000 (49^^ per share) in first

quarter of current fiscal year ended Nov. 20 vs. loss of

$1,291,000 in same 1957 period. Gross revenues in quar-

ter were $38,711,000 (including $9,492,618 from rentals of

old movies to TV) vs. $31,484,000 ($4,625,000) in quarter

ended Nov. 21, 1957. Sharp upturn in business of world’s

biggest movie company followed loss-to-profit reversal in

fiscal year ended last Aug. 31, when earnings were $774,000

(15^) vs. $455,000 deficit year earlier. Gross income for

last fiscal year was $152,150,244, off slightly from $154,-

320,404 in previous year, but Loew’s TV revenue jumped
to $12,628,006 from $5,489,813. Reporting these results at

directors’ meeting in N. Y. this week, when dissident

Joseph Tomlinson (Vol. 15:1) resigned, pres. Joseph R.

Vogel said “most significant factor” in improvement was
upturn in film production & distribution end of Loew’s

business. In 12 weeks to Nov. 20 pi'e-tax profit from
movies was $2,187,000 vs. pre-tax loss of $4,378,000 in first

fiscal quarter year earlier.

Avco, whose divs. include Crosley Broadcasting Corp.

(WLWT & WLW, Cincinnati; WLWC, Columbus; WLWD,
Dayton; WLWI, Indianapolis; WLWA, Atlanta), earned

$11,597,000 ($1.24 per share) on sales of $275,697,000 in

fiscal year ended Nov. 3 vs. $12,833,000 ($1.38) on $303,-

995,000 year eaxdier. Net for fiscal 1958 included special

credit of $2,041,000 (22^) for readjustment of depreciation

values of plants & properties. This week Avco filed SEC
registration statement (File 2-14664) for $15,000,000 con-

vertible subordinated debentures due Feb. 1, 1979, most
to be offered stockholders at rate of $100 for each 64

shares held. Issue is underwi'itten by Lehman Bros, and

Emanuel, Deetjen & Co., proceeds to be used for general

funds, research in electronics, aircraft & missile work.

Victoreen Instrument Co., Cleveland, acquires Tulla-

more Electronics Corp., Chicago, through exchange of

stock.

OFFICERS-&-DIRECTORS stock transactions as re-

ported to SEC for Dec.:

Admiral—Carl E. Lantz sold 112, holds none.

Avco—Frank S. Larson exercised option to buy 2000, holds 2500;
James D. Shouse exercised option to buy 7500, holds 11,550.

CBS Inc.—Louis Cowan bought 800 Class “A,” holds 900.

Columbia Pictures—Charles Schwartz bought 4100 through
Flco Corp., in which 11 other oiBcers & directors are beneficial
owners, holds 45,458 In Flco Corp., 14,499 In partnership, none
personally.

Consolidated Electrodynamics—Robert L. Smallman sold 100,
holds 2700; Harold W. Washburn sold 1000, holds 2690.

Corning Glass—Charles D. LaFollette exercised option to buy
1500, holds 11,742.

Daystrom—Thomas Allinson bought 600, holds 600.

Emerson—Harold Goldberg bought 810, sold 500, holds 810;
Harvey Tullo bought 3000, sold lOOO, holds 5209.

General Dynamics—Lambert J. Gross sold 2500, holds 9657;
Allen D. Marshall exercised option to buy 11,750, holds 16,750;
Robert P. Melklejohn sold 1000, holds 6715.

GE—George L. Haller sold 400, holds 100; Samuel Littlejohn
bought 5370, holds 5940; Wm. C. Wichman exercised option to
buy 1695, holds 5971.

General Instruments—Louis Scadron sold 500, holds 2528.

General Telephone—Theodore S. Gary bought 1439 through
Natser Corp., holds 1439 In Natser Corp., 290,443 personally; R.
Parker Sullivan exercised option to buy 375, holds 1525.

Hoffman Electronics—Bruce L. Birchard exercised option to
buy 200, sold 200, holds 200; I. J. Kaar exercised option to buy
1000, holds 1000.

Indiana Steel Products—Ivan A. Dickey bought 100, holds 475.

IBM—Walker G. Buckner sold 100 through foundation, holds
500 in foundation, 1059 in trusts, 1283 personally; Louis H. LaMotte
sold 300, holds 3120.

ITT—Eugene LaBaron bought 1500, holds 1649.

E. .1. Korvette—Martin Aglns sold 400, holds 3750 personally,
3490 for wife; David Thorn sold 1500 through wife, holds 4565 for
wife, 5275 personally; Wm. Wlllensky sold 2500 through wife, holds
4565 for wife, 2340 personally.

Litton Industries—Roy L. Ash sold 238 through partnership,
holds 12,260 In partnership, 50,525 personally; George Frledl Jr.

bought 700, holds 700; Carl A. Spaatz sold 100, holds 3500; Charles
B. Thornton sold 524 through partnership in exercise of option
by employes, holds 26,972 in partnership, 123,249 personally.

International Telemeter Corp. and its pay-TV system
now are 100% owned by Paramount Pictures Corp., the re-

maining 10% having been acquired this week from minor-
ity holders—principally original investor Carl Leserman.
Paramount pres. Barney Balaban said Telemeter, whose
plans for 3-city cable-theatre operation were reported last

year and then postponed (Vol. 14:35), is “ready for the
marketplace” now. He didn’t elaborate, however, beyond
noting that Paramount has “unusual programming ef-

forts” in the works for pay TV. Full ownership of the
home system, Balaban said, will “permit greater flexibility

in the fullest development of Telemeter to meet the chang-
ing conditions of the entertainment industry & sports.”

Telemeter subsidiaries Telemagnetics Inc. and Palm
Springs Community TV Corp. become direct subsidiaries

of Paramount; Telemeter pres. Louis A. Novins continues
in charge of operations.

Reports & comments available: On Daystrom, analysis

by Kamen & Co., 25 Broad St., N. Y. . . . Consolidated
Electronic Industries, report by Thomson & McKinnon, 11

Wall St., N. Y. . . . General Precision Equipment, brief by
A. M. Kidder & Co., 1 Wall St., N. Y. . . . Avionics, review
by Amos Treat & Co., 79 Wall St., N. Y. . . . AT&T, memo
by Schirmer, Atherton & Co., 50 Congress St., Boston . . .

Clevite, analysis in Investor’s Reader of Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 70 Pine St., N. Y.; discussion by
Hirsch & Co., 25 Broad St., N. Y.

Dividends: National Theatres, 12%^ payable Feb. 5

to stockholders of record Jan. 22 . . . Packard-Bell, 1214^
Jan. 26 to holders Jan. 9 . . . General Dynamics, 50^ Feb.

10 to holders Jan. 9.

Correction: Motorola 4th quarter sales were “substan-

tially higher” than $60,000,000 in same 1957 period, ac-

cording to pres. Robert W. Galvin. We regret error in Vol.

15:1 stating 4th quarter 1957 sales were $90,000,000.

Loew’s Inc.—Joseph Tomlinson bought 16,900 and 20,000 more
through Corp. A, holds 150,000 personally, 20,000 in Corp. A.

P. R. Mallory—G. A. Godwin sold 500, holds 5930 personally,
1530 in trust; F. B. Powers sold 125, holds 4787.

Minneapolis-Honeywell—Stephen F. Keating exercised option
to buy 200, holds 1380; T. McDonald exercised option to buy 225,
holds 5000; Donald C. Swatland bought 100, holds 100; John J.
Wilson sold 2500, holds 40,660; P. B. Wlshart exercised option to
buy 150, holds 6260.

National Telefilm Assoc.—Harold Goodman bought 1000, sold
1000, holds 40,125 personally, 16 for wife; B. Johnny Graff bought
1000, sold 1000, holds 3200; Burt Kleiner bought 5000, holds 15,000.

National Theatres—B. Gerald Cantor bought 16,000 and 1500
more through Cantor Fitzgerald & Co. trust, sold 10.000 through
Cantor & Douglas, holds 96,000 personally, 1500 in Cantor Fitz-
gerald & Co. trust, none in Cantor & Douglas, 15,000 in Cantor
Fitzgerald & Co., 3000 in Cantor Fitzgerald Foundation, 5000 In
Cantor & Son Inc., 1000 in First Nevada Corp.; Samuel Firks
bought 10,000 holds 60,000; Jack M. Ostrow bought 2500 and
10,000 more through corporation, holds 7500 personally, 91,000 in
corporation; E. C. Rhoden sold 11,300 through Rhoden Investment
Co., holds 15,650 in Rhoden Investment Co., 1325 in Boot Hill In-
vestment Co., 10,850 in Precision Holding Co., 26,800 personally;
Frank H. Ricketson Jr. sold 20,000, holds 10,042.

Republic Pictures—Victor M. Carter bought 25,837, holds 98,337;
Ernest A. Hall sold 4000, holds 9700.

Siegler—Brantz Mayor sold 500, holds none; Donald Royce sold
1016, holds 10,000; Morris Sobin sold 1800, holds 2610.

Skiatron Electronics & TV—Arthur Levey sold 5000 and 26,900
more privately, holds 262,931.

Standard Coil Products—Arthur Richenthal sold 1775, holds 100.

Sylvania—W. Benton Harrison exercised option to buy 924,
holds 1258; Arthur L. Milk sold 300, holds 338; Walter R. Seibert
exercised option to buy 792, holds 991.

Texas Instruments—P. E. Haggerty sold 500, holds 125,450;
Bryan F. Smith sold 100, holds 13,483 personally, 118 in trust.

Tung-Sol—George W. Keown bought 136, holds 1568; Alfred
K. Wright bought 212, holds 1198.

20th Century-Fox—James A. Van Fleet sold 200, holds 300.

Walt Disney Productions—Orbiii V. Melton sold 100, holds 100.

Westinghousc—John A. Hutcheson exercised option to buy 100,
holds 557; Leslie E. Lynde bought 300, holds 2653; John F. Myers
sold 500, holds 544; Reese H. Taylor bought 100, holds 500.

Zenith—Eugene M. Kinney bought 744, holds 1052.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF THE WEEK'S NEWS— January 17, 1959
ALL-UHF PLAN PROPOSED formally by Comr. Lee. Col- WEEKLY NETWORK TV FIGHTS to continue despite Su-

leagues skittish, fail to second motion, put off considera- preme Court decision dissolving IBC's ring monopoly,

tion of suggestion for 30 days (p. 1). NBC & ABC see no change before June, at least (p. 5).

OPPOSITION TO PAY TV tests may be softened by net-

works in switch of tactics. Harris anti-toIl-TV resolution

leaves door open to limited tests (pp. 1 & 7).

OPTION-TIME 'NECESSARY' to networking, FCC says in 4-3

decision. Next up for discussion: multiple ownership,

network "pressure" on outside producers (p. 2).

CUBAN TELECASTERS optimistic as new regime ends

7-year censorship; no major changes seen in TV setup.

Mestre hails "return of free enterprise" (p. 3).

STATEWIDE 'VIDEO CAMPUS' under construction in Flor-

ida; 1961 goal is network connecting all state colleges

and at least 5 TV stations (pp. 4 & 5).

NEW DIGEST FEATURE titled "Background" debuts this

week. First of series gives important details, current

status of TV Auxiliary Services (pp. 4 & 16).

COX REPORT SUPPORTED by Chairman Magnuson of Sen-

ate Commerce Committee, other western Senators;

Jerrold dissents. Other Hill developments (pp. 5, 6 & 7).

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA test program by TASO will meas-

ure results at WKY-TV, Oklahoma City; WBZ-TV, Boston.

Time; 6 months. Cost; $150,000-$200,000 (p. 6).

Manufatturing-Dhtribution-flnama

END OF WARRANTY RACE by manufacturers urged at

NARDA convention in Chicago. Dealers hear plea for

"economic sense" in parts & labor policies (p. 12).

CANADA PROTESTS ANTI-TRUST ACTION against GE,

Westinghouse; says it's attempt to interfere with lawful

operations of Canadian subsidiaries (p. 12).

GE PUTS FLOOR UNDER PRICES by withholding co-op ad
funds for listings below specified minimums (p. 14).

rCC NIGHTY LEERY ABOUT ALL-UHF CONCEPT: A highly seasoned dish — an all-uhf TV

proposal — was placed on
,
Commission' s table this week by Comr. Robert E. Lee, and

his colleagues "walked all around it," we're told. Commissioners paid tribute to

Lee's courage, talked about all kinds of allocation alternatives, including all-uhf,
and put off consideration of Lee's ideas for 30 days. No one said: "Count me in."

Here are major aspects of Lee's proposal:

(1) Start shift-to-uhf rule-making now . Go through all procedural steps,

including "show-cause" orders & hearings shifting each station, court litigation,
etc., with first stations actually beginning on uhf in 1964. Thereafter, other
vhf's would shift as their vhf licenses ran out. All would move by 1967.

(2) Freeze all vhf granting activity now . No new CPs, no major modification
of CPs, no drop-ins of new vhf assignments, etc.

(3) As incentive for shifting , lift multiple ownership ceiling to 10.

Lee has never made any bones about his optimism regarding uhf, so it's no

surprise to find him making the first formal move. As for courage, Lee has plenty.

He's son of a Chicago policeman, became a top FBI man, headed staff of House Appro-

priations Committee before being appointed to FCC in 1953.

IS OPPOSITION TO PAY-TY TEST FADING? gui e t change in tactics by chief opponents of

pay TV — the networks — appears to be in the works. Publicly, their opposition to

any form of toll-TV tests will continue — but privately, there's reason to believe

that the feeling of at least 2 of the networks is: "If there has to be a test, let's

get it over with — and let subscription TV fall flat on its face."

Networks again will oppose pay TV at upcoming House Commerce Committee hearings
— but there's strong probability that they won't trot out their heaviest artillery.
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They still feel that pay TV will fail in any test, but if by some happenstance it

doesn’t — if toll TV is truly inevitable — they might just as well be in on it.

Even Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) , staunch pay-TV opponent, actually opened door to
tightly limited "technical tests" of broadcast fee-TV systems — if anyone wants to
apply — in his strongly worded anti-pay-TV resolution introduced this week (p. 7).

One big difference between his new resolution and the "sense of the Commit-
tee" resolution by his House Commerce Committee last year (Vol. 14:6) is inclusion
of a provision permitting tests if FCC authorizes them — whereas last year the
Conanittee specifically demanded that FCC refrain from conducting tests. Though
Commission has agreed not to approve any pay-TV test applications until end of this
Congress session ^probably Aug.), it plans to process any it receives so they'll be
ready for granting after period is over.

FCC UPHOLDS OPTION-TIME IN 4-3 DECISION: The expected 4-5 vote in favor of option-time
was recorded by FCC this week, as it approved findings to be submitted to Justice
Dept. (Vol. 15:2) — which is then to render its opinion on legality of the network
practice. It seems to be foregone conclusion as to what Justice will say, for its
hierarchy reiterated to us as recently as last week its conclusion that option-time
is a violation of anti-trust laws. Findings weren't released, but it's understood
that majority comprised Comrs. Doerfer, Lee, Craven & Cross.

What happens now ? It's likely that FCC will stand pat, insist that benefits
of option-time are so great that the practice is not illegal when measured against
the broad scale of "public interest." It will then be up to some disappointed ele-
ment of industry to go to Court of Appeals and challenge Commission's decision.
Justice Dept, wouldn't cry about that, believes it would find sympathetic ear in
Court of Appeals. On other hand, if networks have to go to court, they'll be happy
to go armed with FCC's pro-option-time findings.

Networks are unhappy about Justice's inflexibility on the sub j ect , but they
insist they can't offer to compromise by cutting option-time, in whole or in part.
Spokesmen for all 3 tell us they stand by their testimony before FCC. "We repeat
our position," said one, adding wryly; "Rather, we cling to it desperately."

The group of affiliates which sought conference with Attorney General Rogers
and/or top anti-trust officials Victor Hansen & Robert Bicks (Vol. 15:2) has called
it off — both sides apparently deciding it would be awkward or fruitless.

Option-time is "reasonably necessary " to preserve networks, or quality net-
working, FCC says in its findings. Without option-time, it claims, networks' sales &

program planning would suffer, produce decline in program quality. The findings do

acknowledge that option-time works to deny non-network program producers, station
reps and spot advertisers access to best station hours. However, FCC maintains that
quality network programming is so important that it shouldn't be jeopardized. Net-
works must have option-time, it asserts, to provide a national advertising medium.

Though FCC hasn't revealed its next subject in network study, it's linderstood

that Feb. 2 agenda calls for discussion of multiple ownership of stations. FCC's
Network Study Staff has urged that: (1) Long-range goal be one-to-a-customer. (2)

Steps be taken now to limit licensees to ownership of no more than 3 vhf's in top 25

markets. (3) In granting new CPs & renewals, adverse "presumptions" be made against
absentee and multiple owners. (4) Anyone be permitted to bid for a station, in a
hearing, when deal is made to sell station — with all sales to be cash.

Another subject scheduled for Commission discussion , reportedly Feb. 6, is

the charge by some independent program producers that networks demand a piece of

their shows before they'll carry them. Networks have denied allegations vigorously.
Complainants have been reluctant to step forward publicly, and Commission hasn't
conducted any hearing to air the complaints.

. * * * *

Trial balloon went up early this week , and by week's end it came down, at

least temporarily deflated. It was idea of a 3-network "association" or "joint
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consultancy," headquartered in Washington, to fight anti-network actions by Govt.

Suggested as possible head of such a group was ex-Sen. Charles E. Potter (R-Mich. )

,

onetime chief of Senate Commerce communications subcommittee.

Plan is receiving serious consideration of only one network — at the most.

AB-PT pres. Leonard Goldenson told us he hadn't iconsulted with Potter, hadn't heard

of any "joint consultancy" or association, and "I don't know anything more about it

than I read in the paper" — a reference to the published "trial balloon" story.

NBC hasn't talked with Potter, either. The idea of a 3-network lobby had been
suggested to NBC toppers several weeks ago, but it's known it never received much
consideration pro or con. NBC feels the idea of any such close 3-network operation
raises several serious questions, giving cause for extreme caution.

CBS top-level executives are merely saying "No comment."

CUBAN TV WELCOMES NEW REGIME: couldn't be happier if his name were Telecastro .

That sums up attitude of Cuba's dominant broadcasting interests toward the leader
of the revolutionary group which now controls the government.

They foresee continued operation at the same stand under Fidel Castro's new
regime, but with one difference — freedom of speech. In contrast to the much-
criticized military trials which have been sending scores before the firing squad,

one of President Urrutia's first official acts was to lift the oppressive censorship
regulations which had burdened Cuba's TV and radio stations since 1952. Progres-
sively tightened, these had established Batista government as only source of news,
limited the number of newscasts permitted, banned criticism of officials.

Abel Mestre, chairman of dominant CMQ TV & radio networks and president of

Federacion de Radioemissoras de Cuba (Cuban Federation of Broadcasters), told us by
telephone: "For the first time in many years, we are optimistic about the future.
We no longer fear. There is no censorship, and free enterprise is being restored."

Ownership of Cuba's 23 TV stations eind satellites probably will continue un-
changed, he predicted, and he told us he foresaw little near-future change in licens-
ing policies. He conceded that it's too early to tell for sure — the new Minister
of Communications took office Jan. 12 and has yet to issue any pronotincements on
broadcasting. He's yotmg Enrique Oltuski, a recent graduate of U of Miami and fa-
miliar with U.S. methods. All Cuban broadcasting sources we contacted said they ex-
pect new government to live up to international treaty commitments such as NARBA.

All Havana stations are now on air , we were told by representatives of major
Cuba broadcast interests — though some went dark temporarily and all others under-
went numerous schedule interruptions during the days of chaos in Havana. Satellite
stations in Oriente province (Holguin and Santiago) are still cut off. One Oriente
TV tower was blown up in the fighting.

* 5(! * *

Some radio broadcasters didn't fare so well as their telecasting confreres.
Stations owned by members of the former Batista government — and this includes the
once mighty Circuito Nacional network (CNC) and Union Radio — have been taken over
by new regime and are operated under name of "Rebel Radio."

The Mestre brothers — Goar, Abel & Luis — owners of big CMQ network with
key station in Havana and 7 satellites connected by private microwave, have long been
known as staunch opponents of Batista regime. Their large Havana station building,
in fact, served as headquarters for Castro's rebels when they began arriving in the
capital city. Because of this close access to prime "interview material" and be-
cause CMQ-TV is city's best-equipped station, it served as origination point for
Cuban pickups by all 3 U.S. networks, though CMQ is NBC affiliate.

Big Telemundo network , through its TV chief Antonio Bernabei, echoed Mestre 's

sentiments, reporting "a general tendency of complete freedom of speech." He said
there had been no interference from federal authorities since early days of change-
over, when new government had sent a representative to inspect station operation.
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Telemundo ' s CMAB-TV in Havana televised 41^ consecutive hours of news and inter-
views during the eventful hours beginning 7 a.m. Jan. 1 — which Bernabei thinks
probably set a world record for a TV news show.

Majority of the other Cuban TV stations , including third network CMBF Cadena
Nacional (CMBF-TV, Havana), told us through their representatives that they antici-
pate no disruption in pattern of telecasting. There was unanimity that the new
regime would force no changes in their contractual relations with U.S. sponsors,
programmers or networks.

FLORIDA'S STATEWIDE 'VIDEO CAMPUS': Biggest educational TV project by far is now
well under way in Florida which, with 4 independent vhf educational stations (in-
cluding 3 new outlets added last fall), is No. 1 among all states.

While others talk about "experiments " in teaching by TV, Florida — faced
with rapidly growing population and shortage of top teachers — is pushing ahead on
program to interconnect all tax-supported colleges and junior colleges with a net-
work of at least 5 educational TV stations. Every one of the institutions will be
equipped with facilities and circuits for origination and reception (open or closed
circuit) of classroom TV instruction.

Aim is to complete network in 1961 , so that every one of state's 18 colleges
will have access to what is taught in any of the others. "Eventually," says an ETV
prospectus issued by the state, "the network will make it possible for specific
telecourses to be produced by the institution or institutions having available the
best facilities and personnel in a particular subject field, and transmitted to all
institutions for use by resident instructors who will follow up with in-classroom
discussions, answers to questions, experiments, tests, etc."

Under TV-minded Gov. LeRoy Collins , Florida is becoming the showcase of TV in
higher learning — a sort of Hagerstown with a college education.

The 7-member Florida Educational TV Commission is charged by state law to

"establish a TV network" of all educational stations and institutions. Unlike Ala-
bama's TV Commission (which operates 3 stations), Florida's body doesn't own sta-
tions — 2 are run by non-profit civic organizations, one by a county school board,
one by a university. As new stations are built locally, they will be interconnected.

Commission is building its own microwave links in some instances, using com-

mon carrier in others — whichever is more practical. Due to open this month is

first link connecting St. Petersburg Jr. College studios with WEDU-TV, Tampa (Ch.

3). A 2-way link under construction will interconnect WJCT, Jacksonville (Ch. 7)

with WUFT, Gainesville (Ch. 5). By June, Miami's WTHS-TV (Ch. 2) will be hooked up
with local colleges for campus originations, and WUFT is scheduled to be intercon-
nected by a 2-way hookup with a new Ch. 11 outlet at Tallahassee.

This year's interconnections are being made under a |600,000 appropriation
(Vol. 13:32); Commission is asking, and is expected to receive, $1,200,000 more to

complete entire statewide closed- and open-circuit network.

State ETV network has been operating in Alabama since 1956, connecting state-
owned stations at Andalusia, Birmingham & Munford. Florida officials say they hope
to tie in their net with Alabama's when Georgia gets going on its TV plans. These

two networks are actually first 2 stages in $22,500,000 16-state ETV network pro-
posed by Southern Regional Planning Board to serve 309 schools (Vol. 13:31,35).

For more details about Florida's dynamic educational TV system and personal-
ities behind it, see story on p. 5.

BACKGROUND/ NEW DIGEST FEATURE, DEBUTS: The new dept, which kicks off on our back
page this week will be a review or refresher course for some, and an up-dater and

handy record for all. Other facets of our industry will be detailed from time to

time in the same manner in which we this week provide you with the current status

of TV's aioxiliary services. We trust you'll find it useful — and will welcome

your suggestions for themes you'd like to see in future "Backgrounds."
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TV Fights as Usual: Breakup of boxing monopoly
held by Madison Square Garden and N. Y, &

I

Chicago International Boxing Clubs was ordered

I
by Supreme Court this week. The decision ap-

parently won’t immediately affect regular weekly
fight telecasts, but the experts certainly do not

agree as to the decision’s eventual effect on TV
boxing and the fight business in general.

In 5-3 ruling, Supreme Court upheld 1957 anti-

trust findings against combine by N. Y. District

Court Judge Sylvester J. Ryan (Vol. 13:10, 17),

who held that monopoly included control of broad-

cast rights to fights. No interruption of scheduled

TV bouts under IBC contracts (which can be

assigned to other promoters) was foreseen, how-
ever.

Spokesmen for both NBC (Fri. night fights sponsored

by Gillette, which contracts with IBC) and ABC (Wed.

night fights sponsored by Bi’own & Williamson and Miles

Labs, produced independently by Lester Malitz) told us

no change in schedules—which run until June—is antici-

pated. Under Court’s ruling, N. Y. Garden and Chicago

Stadium are allowed to operate independently.

Reaction of other ring promoters to decision was
mixed. Heavyweight champion Floyd Patterson’s mgr.

Cus D’Amato, who has been Garden holdout, said ruling

“may force one of the weekly TV shows into the hands”

of a producer with whom Patterson can do business. His

last fight was promoted on theatre-TV (Vol. 14:36) by

ex-TelePrompTer v.p. Wm. P. Rosensohn, who commented
that IBC dissolution should liven up boxing—“for both pro-

motei’s & fighters.”

Jack Dempsey figured decision would pi’oduce “new
birth” for boxing.

But ex-IBC pres. James D. Norris, who must sell

controlling stock in Madison Square Garden, warned that

it takes big organization to guarantee continuation of

regular TV fights. “Now the sponsor is going to have to

deal with Joe Blow one week and somebody else the next

week,” said Norris. “I just don’t see how it will work.”

Others thought Supreme Court’s decision hadn’t solved

boxing’s problems—that TV already had ruined ringside

gates. “Too much TV,” was way chairman Joseph (Jocko)

Miller of D. C. Boxing Commission put it.

On other hand, promoter Teddy Brenner of St. Nicho-

las Arena in N. Y., which has had no TV since last Aug.
and which has been closed recently, announced he was
opening up again. He hopefully welcomed “any TV

^
sponsor.”

NagnuSOn Backs Cox: General support for Cox Report
to Senate Commerce Committee on small-town TV prob-

lems, including recommendations for FCC legitimization

of unauthorized boosters & regulation of CATV systems
(Vol. 15:2) came this week from Chairman Magnuson
(D-Wash.).

“Generally, I think a lot of the recommendations are

\ very good,” Magnuson told us. Committee itself hasn’t

studied report point-by-point, some members reporting

they hadn’t had time to get around to it yet. But Magnu-
son said staff report by special counsel Kenneth Cox
“speaks for itself; it’s pretty comprehensive & well

thought out.”

Outside the Committee, support for recommendations
by Cox—particularly on issue of boosters which wei’C out-

lawed by FCC after report was written—was assured by

other western Senators. And of 4 new Democratic Sena-
tors added to Committee this week, 3 are from western
tier of states, including Sen. Bartlett of Alaska.

Sen. Mansfield (D-Mont.) took Senate floor to de-

nounce FCC action on boosters and point to Cox Report.

He said that unless FCC reconsiders its position, he’ll urge
Magnuson to summon FCC to hearing to explain its failure

to adopt “reasonable rules.”

Sen. Carroll (D-Colo.) told us: “I am in favor of

booster authorization unless there is clear danger to navi-

gation. There’s just no sense to the FCC’s policy now.”
Colo, state legislature unanimously memorialized Con-

gress to force FCC to license boosters.

Added to Commerce Committee, to give it 11-6 Demo-
cratic majority, were new Sens. Engle (Cal.), McGee
(Wyo.) & Hartke (Ind.) in addition to Bartlett. None
has special broadcast industry interests or connections,

although Hartke (ex-mayor of Evansville) and McGee
(ex-history teacher at U of Wyo.) are experienced TV &
radio performers in their home states. First thing Hartke
did after his appointment to Committee was to get copy
of Cox Report, carry it home to read.

Dissenting opinion on Cox findings on CATV & boost-

ers was filed meanwhile by a manufacturer. The Cox
Report’s fears that CATV will stymie development of

I’egular TV stations aren’t borne out by facts, according

to Milton J. Shapp, presL of Jerrold Electronics Corp. He
noted that in same week the report was released, grantee

KTLE, Pocatello, Ida. (Ch. 6) reported that RCA was
shipping it 10-kw transmitter and that it expected to be

on air by April 1 (Vol. 15:2). Jerrold operates CATV
system in Pocatello.

Florida's ETY Showcase: When Florida Educa-
tional TV Commission completes its ambitious
network plans (see p. 4), it will have studios at

the 3 existing state universities plus the new U of

S. Fla., now under construction at Tampa, and at

the 10 existing “community junior college centers”

(each generally consisting of one white and one
Negro college) plus 4 more junior college centers
which soon will be erected. TV is a “built-in” in

all new school construction in Florida.

Wherever an educational institution is beyond
the range of an educational TV station, it will be
linked for closed-circuit reception. In addition to

the benefits of better instruction in colleges, net-

work is expected to make possible better program-
ming for the state’s 5 vhf educational stations (4

on air, one planned) . State has 4 vacant uhf edu-

cational channels—and its FETC plans to inter-

connect any stations which eventually are built to

operate on these channels.
FETC was established by law in 1957 at request of

Gov. Collins. It’s headed by Jacksonville attorney Judson

Freeman. Only member with a TV connection is former

NBC pres. Niles Trammell, now pres, of WCKT (Ch. 7)

& radio WCKR, Miami. Its exec. secy, is former Nieman
Fellow James Etheridge Jr., onetime staffer of Tampa
Times, owned by same interests as WFLA-TV, Tampa-St.

Petersburg (Ch. 8).

Newly named consultant to ETV network and director

of TV for U of Fla., Gainesville, is Kenneth Christiansen,

former pi’ogram mgr. of Educational TV & Radio Center,

Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Baseball Blackouts—Again: As expected, broad-

casters were confronted again this week with

Congressional proposals to exempt professional

sports from anti-trust laws—but with a difference

—so baseball club owners can black out telecasts

of games.

In renewed “save-baseball” move, coalition of

House Democrats & Republicans reintroduced

legislation similar to bills which died in Senate

last year (Vol. 14:31). This time, however, their

bills were edited to eliminate blanket blackout

authority to owners to keep major league games
off TV in minor league territory where gates have

suffered.

Instead of completely exempting sports from anti-

trust penalties for agreements in restraint of trade, revised

bills provide that club owners may protect teams from

major league TV competition when telecasts originate

within 75 miles of minor league cities on home game days.

TV agreements otherwise would be subject to anti-trust

laws, which also would apply to radio broadcasts of any

pro games.

One baseball bill (HR-2266) was offered by Rep.

Whitener (D-N.C.). Other bills (HR-2370-2374) were sub-

mitted together by Reps. Walter (D-Pa.), Miller (R-N.Y.),

Harris (D-Ark.), Byrnes (R-Wis.), Cramer (R-Fla.).

At same time Harris added joint resolution (H. J.

Res. 130) against pay TV (see pp. x & xx) to anti-pay-

TV bills (HR-68 & HR-166) authored by Reps. Celler (D-

N.Y.) & Lane (D-Mass.), which were early starters in new
session of Congress (Vol. 15:2).

* * * =K

Other new-session Congressional proposals affecting

broadcasting and/or FCC:

On “ethics”—Bills (HR-2156 & 2157) by Rep. Celler

to strengthen bribery laws, “promote ethics in Govt.” Reso-

lution (H. J. Res. 35) by Rep. Bennett (D-Fla.) to set up

Federal Commission on Ethics. Bill (HR-741) by Rep.

Cramer (R-Fla.) to prohibit “improper methods to influ-

ence” Federal agencies, repeal “honorariums” for FCC
members. Bill (HR-708) by Rep. Baldwin (R-Cal.) to

“promote ethical standards” among members of Congress

as well as Federal employes.

On Cabinet status for FCC—Bill (HR-985) by Rep.

Younger (R-Cal.) to set up new Dept, of Transportation

& Communications.

On ETV—Bills (S-12 & HR-1981) by Sen. Magnuson

(D-Wash.) & Rep. Udall (D-Ariz.) to provide $51,000,000

in Federal grants for purchase of school TV equipment by

states & territories.

On liquor commercials—Bill (HR-2221) by Rep. Siler

(R-Ky.) to prohibit interstate advertising of alcoholic

beverages.

On subliminal advertising—Bill (HR-1996) by Rep.

Wright (D-Tex.) to make it a criminal offense to use

subliminal perception techniques on TV.

On Fair Labor Standards—Bill (HR-311) by Rep.

Coad (D-Ia.) to exempt small TV & radio stations from

maximuin hours provisions of wage-hour law.

On Mexican radio compact—Resolution (S. Res. 23)

by Sen. Humphrey (D-Minn.) urging negotiations with

Mexico for agreement on reciprocity for licensing of “ham”

radio operators.

TASO's DA Test Program: One of TV Allocations

Study Organization’s unfinished tasks—investiga-

tion of directional antennas—was given go-ahead
by board last week and may turn out to be one
of most significant aspects of its tremendous fact-

finding program. [For excerpts from first draft

of TASO’s final report on propagation, receivers,

etc., see Vol. 15:2.]

TASO exec, director Dr. George Town and
other engineers are extremely enthusiastic about
DA program, because little is known about DAs
for TV and because FCC may decide to change
basic concept of vhf allocations if DAs work well.

DAs could mean great increase in number of vhf
stations on present Ch. 2-13.

The $150,000-$200,000 program will test DAs at

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 4) and WBZ-TV, Boston
(Ch. 4). At WKY-TV, antenna will be mounted on 263-ft.

tower which station previously had planned for auxiliary

antenna. Directional antenna will be rotated physically,

measured by stationary insti-uments. Then, mobile measur-
ing unit will move, take readings when antenna is sta-

tionary. Idea is to find out if results jibe—whether fac-

tory measurements by antenna-rotating technique hold

true for actual in-the-field use. WBZ-TV was chosen be-

cause it has 1194-ft. tower, regarded as more typical for

TV than WKY-TV’s shorter auxiliai’y; WBZ-TV antenna
will be stationary.

It’s expected program wilL4ake 6 months. “It won’t
give all the answers,” Dr. Town says, “but it will give

us a lot more than we have.”

Money is being put up by Assn, of Maximum Service

Telecasters which will do the measuring, RCA, TASO’s
special fund, WKY-TV & WBZ-TV.

*

Another important TASO contribution has been a new
method of predicting station service areas. Using TASO
field strength measurements, U of Texas team under Dr.

Alfred H. LaGrone has come up with techniques, of which

TASO’s tentative report says:

“An analysis of the data accumulated in the field

strength measurement program has led to the develop-

ment of means of predicting field strength with much
greater accuracy than was possible by previous methods.

The new TASO methods refer not only to the prediction

of median values, but also, by taking into account me-
teorological and topographical conditions, permit an ac-

curate estimate of local deviations from the median values.

These methods, which apply to both uhf & vhf signals,

represent a very real advance in propagation theory &
practice.” One allocations expert has this to say of La-

Grone’s method: “It looks very good. Not highly theo-

retical. A very direct method. Gee, I wonder how Dr.

Town found him; that kind of guy is pretty hard to find.”

TASO’s DA task force is headed by Dr. Frank G.

Kear, Washington consulting engineer. Other members:
Ralph N. Harmon, Westinghouse stations; Henry E. Rhea,

WFIL-TV, Philadelphia; Stephen W. Kershner, Washing-
ton consultant. Advisors: George H. Brown & Henry H.

Westcott, RCA; Lloyd 0. Krause, GE. Representing sta-

tions involved: A1 Goodnow, WBZ-TV, Boston; H. J.

Lovell, WKY-TV, Oklahoma City; George Mayoral, WJMR-
TV, New Orleans. Latter station was to offer its Ch. 12

facilities for tests, but that washed out when it shifted

to Ch. 13.
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Anii-Pay TV Gall to Arms: A general declaration

of war on pay TV to block any approach it might

take to capture viewing public—through the at-

mosphere by broadcasts, by wire overhead, by

cable underground—was proposed this week by
Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) of House Commerce
Committee. As part of the strategy, very limited

broadcast tests would be permitted. If such tests

failed, the pay TV issue would become academic.

He introduced a sweeping joint Congressional

resolution (H. J. Res. 130) prohibiting operation

of any home TV subscription system “until new
legislation has been enacted specifically setting

forth the terms under which pay TV may be

broadcast or transmitted.”

Significantly, however, Harris resolution does

authorize FCC to conduct limited “technical test

operations” for systems. Heretofore, Harris has

opposed opening up pay TV even to that limited

extent. He said he now is agreeable to commercial

tests on home sets “to see if such an operation

could be successful.” Results, he said, would help

guide Congress in writing ultimate pay-TV regu-

lations.”

Declaration of war is aimed not only at broadcast pay

TV, which was target of delaying actions last year by

House & Senate Commerce Committees (Vol. 14:6, 8).

It covers any & all interstate & intrastate home systems

—

including such systems as Bartlesville, Okla. closed-circuit

operation which collapsed in 1958 (Vol. 14:21), wired pay-

TV franchise setup which petered out on west coast (Vol.

14:9), never-realized pay-as-you-see baseball in San Fran-

cisco & Los Angeles (Vol. 14:37).

Harris said he wanted to prevent “imposition of great

financial burdens on the American people” by pay-TV
operators. He pointed with scorn to “certain promoters”

who sought to undertake unregulated non-broadcast wire

operations “in an apparent effort to escape Federal regu-

lations.”
* * *

But even Harris apparently saw no urgency in pay-

TV threats. He plans no Commerce Committee hearings

on his resolution—or on bills banning pay TV outright,

which are beginning to pile up in House (see p. 6)—
before 60-90 days. Nor is there assurance that resolution

—as written—will win Committee approval. There is

even less assurance that it would get through Senate

Commerce Committee, whose Chairman Magnuson ID-

Wash.) doesn’t go along with all-out opponents of pay TV.

And in any event, there’s no immediate outlook for

any action by FCC even permitting tests of pay-TV sys-

tems. Under agreement with Senate & House Committees,

Commission is delaying any tests until end of opening

session of 86th Congress, which probably won’t come be-

fore Aug. Only applicant so far for broadcast pay-TV
authorization is uhf grantee WSES, Philadelphia (Ch. 29)

—and its application isn’t sufficiently detailed to meet FCC
requirements. If main promoters of pay TV—Skiatron,

Zenith & Telemeter—are ready to move soon, they aren’t

talking about their plans.

Harris resolution nevertheless is explicit:

“(1) The Federal Communications Commission may
not authorize any person to broadcast, or to render any

communication service by radio or wire, which would aid

in the broadcasting or transmission of, any pay television

program.

“(2) It shall be unlawful for any television licensee,

or any common carrier engaged in radio or wire communi-
cation, to engage in any State (whether in interstate,

intrastate, or foreign commerce) in broadcasting, or in

rendering any communication seiwice by radio or wire

which would aid in the broadcasting or transmission of,

any pay television program.”

Resolution does, however, concede that FCC has some
authority in area—question which Harris raised repeatedly

in his pay-TV hearings last year. It permits FCC—for

unspecified “limited periods only”—to run pay-TV tests

which Commission “deems necessary in the public in-

terest.”
« :ic %

In conducting tests, FCC would apply “restrictions

which will insure (1) that such technical test operations

with respect to any particular system of pay TV will not

be carried on by more than one person or in more than
one area of the country, and (2) that no one person will

carry on such technical test operations with respect to

more than one system of pay TV.”
The resolution authorizes FCC to go to court in civil

injunction actions to halt any pay-TV operations—actual

or threatened—^which defy prohibitions.

We asked Skiatron TV’s Matthew (Matty) Fox what
he thought of the Harris resolution. “I never heard of

such a thing,” he said. “It’s unconstitutional. It’s the

first time we ever heard of the public being denied the

opportunity to make a choice. It’s like having a law in

behalf of the railroads which bars buses because they

carry passengers.” Zenith’s usually voluble Ted Leitzell

told us: “We have nothing to say about it at all.” Tele-

meter’s Louis A. Novins withheld any comment until he
sees text of resolution.

Meanwhile movie operators, whose opposition to pay
TV in past has been directed largely at over-the-air variety

as an added drain on box office receipts, were lining up
for concerted support of Harris resolution. Strategy for

coalition of Joint Committee on Toll TV, Theatre Owners
of America and new American Congress of Exhibitors is

being directed by Washington communications lawyer
Marcus Cohn, attorney for TOA’s pay-TV committee.

Torre’s Coming-Out Present: TV-radio colum-
nist Marie Torre of N. Y. Herald Tribune finished

her 10-day jail sentence for contempt of court

(Vol. 15 :2) this week—and got a coming-out pres-

ent from singer Judy Garland.

Overhanging Miss Torre as she emerged from Jersey

City’s Hudson County jail was threat of another trip to

prison if she persisted in defying Federal Court orders to

divulge CBS source of column item about Miss Garland.

But singer’s lawyer Lionel S. Popkin called a press con-

ference to announce that Miss Garland would not pursue

her demand for disclosure in pre-trial of her $1,393,333

libel-breach-of-contract suit against network.

“Miss Garland does not intend to punish Miss Torre

again in pre-trial proceedings,” said Popkin. He added,

however, that question of who gave Miss Torre her column

item could be raised once more when case comes to trial

—

in about a year. Columnist might be called as witness for

either side at trial. “It will then be a matter between

her and the court” if she refuses to talk, Popkin said.
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NBC Sums Up: Gross time sales for NBC-TV
were up 13% in 1958 over the preceding year, despite

a recession. That’s a major highlight of the annual sum-up

to be issued this week over the signatures of board chair-

man Robert W. Sarnoff and pres. Robert E. Kintner.

The report pointed out that this gross—double the sales

volume of 5 years ago, and the all-time peak investment

by advertisers in NBC-TV—represents the largest roster

of advertisers (205) of any network, including 23 of

the nation’s top 25 advertisers.

NBC, first commercial network to use its facilities

for educational TV, pointed with pride to Continental

Classroom, first nation-wide TV course for college (250

institutions participating) credit: 5-day-a-week, 149 sta-

tion, 2-semester course in atomic age physics.

Year also included nearly 100 specials; a 20% step-up

in news coverage; and a I’ecord high of 664 hours of

color (with the 20% of advertisers who used color in

1957 stepping up to 33% in 1958).

NBC International Ltd. is now arranging broadcast

of TV shows in more than 30 foreign countries, with

Perry Como Show, for instance, now being seen almost

simultaneously in 16 countries.

NBC’s radio network, in its 33rd year, reported bill-

ings up 17% in 1958 over the preceding year, accounting

for 46.6%, by December, of all sponsored time on the 3

major nets.

CBS Takes Stock: The annual state-of-the-

network report just issued claims for CBS-TV the “undis-

puted leadership in advertising billings” and the title

of “the world’s largest advertising medium.” For first

10 months of 1958, billings were up 3.7%. By Nielsen

measurements, CBS claims 6 of the 10 biggest-audience

shows of the year, and domination of 29 evening 14 -hour,

as against the next net’s dozen. Affiliates reached a new

high of 243. Among other things, CBS pointed with pride

to its exclusivity as the only net presenting 60 & 90-min.

weekly live dramas (3, including Playhouse 90). With an

implied but unchronicled bow in the direction of Sen.

Magnuson (Vol. 14:51), CBS pointed out that CBS News
in 1958 had presented “a record number of regularly

scheduled and special reports,” and its public affairs dept,

had completed “its most ambitious year to date.”

B

First non-medical use of Eidophor big-screen color

projector (Vol. 15:1) is tentatively scheduled for May,

event undisclosed, according to Jay Raeben, of Teletalent

Inc., 274 Madison Ave., N.Y. Teletalent presented medical

programs for CIBA Pharmaceutical Corp. during Wash-
ington meeting of American Assn, for Advancement of

Science. Says Raeben: “The program will revolutionize

the business-meeting use of closed-circuit TV.”

Republican TV series, to be called Republican National

Forum of the Air, is proposed by National Chairman

Meade Alcorn as part of strategy for 1960 election cam-

paign. In memo sent to White House and party leaders,

Alcorn says TV could be used effectively to present GOP
viewpoint on current issues, introduce “personable &
promising” young Republicans.

Replicas of historic radio equipment used in first news

broadcast of presidential election results have been pi’e-

sented to Smithsonian Institution in Washington by West-

inghou.se Bcstg. Co. It’s a reproduction of unit used by

radio KDKA to transmit results of Harding-Cox election,

Nov. 2, 1920, from atop Westinghouse East Pittsburgh

plant.

Christopher TV Awards for 1958, bestowed by
Catholic lay order on pi'oducers, directors & writers for

using “their God-given talent in a constructive way” in

program creation: Jan. 12 Dinah Shore Chevy Show, NBC
(producer-director Bob Banner, music director Harry
Zimmerman, writers Bob Wells, Johnny Bradford & Ax'-

nold Peyser)
;
“Bridge of San Luis Rey,” CBS (producer

David Susskind, director Robert Mulligan, writer Ludi
Claire)

;
“MD International,” Mareh of Medicine, NBC

(producer-director David Lowe, writer Lu Hazam)
;
“Little

Moon of Alban,” Hallmark Theatre, NBC (exec, producer

Mildred Freed Alberg, pi’oducer-director George Schaefer,

writer James Costigan)
; “The Wild Swan,” Shirley

Temple Storybook, NBC (producer Alvin Cooperman, di-

rector Richard Morris, writer Jean Holloway)
;
“Alaska,”

High Adventure with Lowell Thomas, CBS (producer-

writer Lowell Thomas Jr., director Jean Philipe Carson,

writer Pi'osper Buranelli)
; “SSN-571 Nautilus,” Arm-

strong Theatre, CBS (producer Jacqueline Babbin, exec,

producer Robei’t Costello, director Wm. Corrigan, writer

Jerome Cooper-Smith)
; “Art Carney Meets Peter & the '

Wolf,” ABC (exec, producer John Green, producer Bert

Shevelove, dii'ector Dick Feldman, music director Paul

Weston)
;
“Revolt in Hungary,” 20th Century, CBS (pro-

ducer Bui'ton Benjamin, writer Norman Borisoff, film

editor Robert Collinson, music writer Paul Ci’eston)
;
Dec.

22 Firestone Hour, ABC (producer Fred Heider, director

Richard Dunlap, writers Harold Flender & David Gi'egory).

NAB Convention Agenda: FCC Chairman John C.

Doerfer has been added as a major speaker (March 17

luncheon) during March 15-18 annual NAB convention

at Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. NBC chairman Robert

W. Sarnoff, Keynote Award recipient, speaks at March
16 luncheon, NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows at March 18

luncheon. Other agenda highlights: Mai'ch 16—FM, labor,

management confei'ence; March 17—management confer-

ence, afternoon open for visits to exhibits, etc.; March
18—FCC panel, business session, management conference,

banquet. Engineering conference runs concurrently, engi-

neers joining management for some sessions. TV man-
agement confei’ences will cover px'ogramming, allocations,

film, tape, sales & costs. Congress. Radio meetings will

deal with programixxing, public relations, standards of

good pi’actice, music licensing, audience research, editorial-

izing, legislation, automation, sales, 5-year forecast. Co-

chairmen of convention committee ai’e G. Richai’d Shafto,

WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C. & R. T. Mason, WMRN, Marion, O.

Electronic volume-level adjuster has been developed

by CBS to eliminate apparent sound volume differences

in telecast and “make listening easier and more pleasant.”

All N. Y. studios are equipped; those in Chicago & Holly-

wood will be shortly. Equipment was developed after

a year’s study of complaints that commercials & ixxusic

frequently sounded much louder than the rest of the pro-

gram. Said Edward L. Saxe, CBS-TV network operations

v.p.: “The new study showed that even though all por-

tions of a progi-am are actually ti-ansmitted at the same

electrical level, some parts actually sound louder than

others because of the subjective reaction of listeners to

a staccato type of voice delivery or music peiTormance.

The study also showed that the occasional practice of

adding reverberation to sound increased apparent loud-

ness. In addition, the study revealed that the procedure

followed in making sound-on-film recordings often results

in an increase in the apparent loudness of film inserts

in a live program.”
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Personal Notes: John W. Kluge, head of group which

recently acquired Metropolitan Bestg. Co. from Paramount
Pictures (Vol. 15:2), named board chairman; v.p. Richard

D. Buckley promoted to pres. & chief executive officer,

succeeding Bernard Goodwin, resigned . . . Wm. S. Paley,

CBS chairman, named chairman for broadcast industry of

Federation of Jewish Philanthropies’ 1959 campaign . . .

Daniel Friedman, asst, chief of appellate section. Justice

Dept, anti-trust div., moves to Solicitor General’s office,

to be succeeded by Richard Solomon, who is resigning as

chief of litigation div., FCC Office of General Counsel . . .

Robert Fuller, ex-information director of WCBS-TV,
named publicity director of CBS Films. He is succeeded

at WCBS-TV by John Horn, ex-CBS-TV. Howard Berk
promoted to publicity dix-ector of CBS 0-&-0 stations &
CBS spot sales . . . John F. Lynch, ex-NBC-News, named
asst, director of public affairs for CBS News, succeeding

the late Johji P. Jefferson . . . Julian Goodman, NBC,
elected chairman of Washington Radio & TV Correspond-

ents Assn. Other officers: vice chairman, Lewis W, Shol-

lenberger, CBS; secy., Ann M. Corrick, WBC; treas., John
H. Secondari, ABC . . . Robert H. Paasch, ex-WRCV-TV,
Philadelphia, named chief engineer of WCKT, Miami . . .

Jack C. Liddle, ex-C. R. Stout Adv., named public services

director of CKLW-TV & CKLW, Windsor-Detroit . . .

Edward L. Morris, ex-United Charities, named develop-

ment director of educational WTTW, Chicago, succeeding

Chalmers H. Marquis Jr., now program director . . . Claud
O’Shields promoted to gen. mgr. of WECT, Wilmington,
N. C. . . . Mort Silverman, ex-gen. mgr. of WJMR-TV,
New Orleans, named gen. mgr. of radio WJBO, Baton
Rouge . . . Murray Benson, ex-sales mgr. of CBS TV
Enterprises, named director of licensing for CBS Films,

succeeding Syd Rubin, resigned . . . Charles C. (Bud)
Barry, who resigned last week as Loew’s v.p. in charge
of MGM-TV, also an ex-NBC v.p., named pres, of National
Telefilm Associates film network . . . Sol C. Siegel named
px’oduction head of MGM studio TV film production, Holly-

wood . . . Ernest Levine, presently comptroller, promoted
to gen. mgr. of California Studios . . . Irving H. Ludwig
prompted to pres. & gen. sales mgr. of Buena Vista film

distribution subsidiary of Walt Disney Studios, succeed-

ing Leo F. Samuels, resigned. Louis E. Gaudreau, ex-

business mgr. & treasurer, promoted to exec. v.p. & treas.

. . . Wm. Froug, ex-Screen Gems, named production direc-

tor of Goodson-Todman, Hollywood . . . Arthur Spirt, ex-

Independent TV Corp., & mid-west v.p. of TPA prior to

its acquisition by ITC, named mid-west v.p. of Gi-oss-

Krasne-Sillerman with headquarters in Chicago; v.p. Ray-
mond Wild moves from Chicago to head new Detroit of-

fice for central-west . . . Dick Lawrence, ex-World Bestg.,
named gen. sales mgr. of Ziv’s Economee TV Programs
div. . . . Eugene C. Wyatt, ex-ABC-TV sales mgr., named
v.p. for network sales of Bernard L. Schubert Inc. . , .

George Frank, ex-Klein, Hinds & Finke, named secy.-treas.
of Theatx’e Network TV . . . Lee Cannon, ex-TV Pi'ograms
of Ameiica, named mid-west div. mgr. of Independent TV
Corp.; Alton Whitehouse, also ex-TPA, named southeast
div. mgr.; Leonard Warager, ex-Cal. National Productions,
named northeast div. mgr. . . . George Gruskin resigns as
TV-radio co-director of Wm. Morris Agency to establish
own office as consultant in progi'amming, sales & financ-
ing of TV & motion pictures . . . John K. Markey, ex-
N. Y. Daily News, named mid-west mgr. of rep Devney . . .

Robert A. Schmid, ex-station relatipns v.p. of MBS, owner
of I’adio WESC, Greenville, S. C., named TV-radio v.p.

of rep Headley-Reed . . . Pat Griffith Mower, onetime
women’s activities director of NAB, joins Washington
office of Richards Associates, public relations counselors.

Correction: James A. Stabile, newly named NBC di-

I’ector of talent & program contract administration (Vol.

15:2), succeeds v.p. James E. Denning, resigned, and
repox’ts to v.p. & gen. attorney Thomas E. Ervin. We
regi'et the error in last week’s letter.

ADVERTISING AGENCIES: Fletcher Richards is pi’es,

of newly merged Fletcher D. Richards and Calkin & Holden
agencies. Bradley A. Walker, ex-chairman of Calkins &
Holden, is chairman. Paul Smith, ex-pres. of Calkins &
Holden, is board vice chaii-man. Edmund F. Johnstone,
ex-exec. v.p. of Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, is exec. v.p.
. . . Richard E. Meade promoted to v.p. of J. Walter
Thompson’s Seattle office . . . Richard E. Goebell promoted
to v.p. of Compton Adv. . . . Darrell C. Roberts promoted
to administrative v.p. of MacManus, John & Adams . . .

Wirt McC. Mitchell promoted to chairman of Geyer,
Morey, Madden & Ballard new creative plans board . . .

Hal Dickens, ex-Walter Schwimmer Co., Chicago, named
v.p. of Edward H. Weiss & Co. there . . . Horace E. Curtis,
ex-Benton & Bowles, named v.p. of Sullivan, Stauffei-,

Colwell & Bayles, N. Y. . . . Daniel J. Duffin promoted to
v.p. of Ei’win Wasey, Ruthi-auff & Ryan . . . Arthur E.
Taylor promoted to v.p. of Reach, McClinton & Pershall,
Chicago . . . Alan Ducovny becomes TV-radio dii’ector

of D’Ai’cy Adv.

Rate increases: WSTV-TV, Steubenville, 0. Jan. 1

raised base hour from $500 to $550, min. $120 to $140.
WLBT, Jackson, Miss. Jan. 1 raised hour from $400
to $450, min. $90 to $120. WKBT, La Crosse, Jan. 1, hour
$360 to $400, min. $72 to $80. KTVC, Ensign, Kan. hour
$100 to $130. CIILT-TV, Sherbrooke, Que. hour $465 to

$485.

International Advertising Film Festival June 9-13 in

Cannes, Fiance, will have a “Grand Prix de la Television”

and piizes for 5 categories: live-action, 15-30 sec.; live-

action, 31-60 sec.; animation, 15-30 sec.; animation 31-60

sec.; live-action or animation, 61-150 sec. Inquiries about
Festival should be directed to: The Sixth International

Advertising Film Festival, 15 Berkeley St., London, W.l.

New reps: KOMO-TV, Seattle, to Katz Jan. 1 (from
NBC Spot); WICU-TV, Erie, to Blair Television Assoc.

Jan. 1 (from Petry); WKST-TV, New Castlc-Youngstown,
to Weed Dec. 1 (from Everett-McKinney).
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Subliminal Storm Subsides: Little is heard any

more of schemes for “hidden” commercials on TV, which

produced some 1957-58 shock waves in industry & Con-

gress (Vol. 13:37 et seq, Vol. 14:1 et seq). And what may
be last gasps on subject were reported this week by Wall

St. Journal. “I’ve been taking a heck of a licking,” said

young James M. Vicary of Subliminal Perception Co. Inc.,

N. Y., who started it all by proposing that his movie tech-

nique for flashing subconscious messages be adapted to

TV. “We’d anticipated some possible public shock—but

nothing like what occurred.” Vicary acknowledged ruefully

that not only did no commercial applications of his process

develop but adverse publicity nearly ruined his established

market research business.

In New Orleans, v.p. Dr. Robert E. Corrigan of

Precon Process & Equipment Corp., which tried to promote

similar subliminal techniques, said: “We’ve really had to

tighten our belts. The whole field is suffering.” Precon

has abandoned hopes for any subliminal TV advertising

contracts, but still thinks process has movie future.

Rep. Wright (D-Tex.) was taking no chances on re-

vival of issue which inspired rash of proposed legislation

at last session of Congress. He introduced bill making it

a crime to use subliminal advertising on TV.

Subliminal advertising in Britain has been banned by

Institute of Practioners in Advertising which has 243

member agencies. Special committee stated: “Irrespective

of developments that might or might not prove effective,

the use of subliminal communication in whatever form

for advertising or sales promotion is professionally un-

acceptable. The free choice by the public to accept or

reject is an integral part of all forms of professionally

acceptable advertising, and does not appear to be available

to recipients of subliminal communication.”

ETV Gets Priority : First scheduled hearing by Senate

Commerce Committee in new session of Congress will be

on $51,000,000 Federal aid to educational TV bill (S-12)

by Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.), co-sponsored by Sen.

Schoeppel (R-Kans.). Magnuson this week set up Jan.

27-28 sessions to start measure on legislative road which

was blocked at last session—after Senate approval—when

House Commerce Committee failed to approve similar

measure in time for floor action (Vol. 14:33). As did

1958 bill, Magnuson’s measure authorizes grants of up to

$1,000,000 to each state & territory for school TV equip-

ment.

Commercial printing sales in U. S. dipped in 1958 for

first time in 10 years, reports N. Y. Employing Printers

Assn. Total last year was $10.5 billion, about 1% under

1957. Concerns which specialize in advertising materials

reported sales dropped more than industry average.

Change of Address for Television Digest

STARTING NEXT WEEK, Television Digest will

be published at Radnor, Pa., our new editorial

and business headquarters. Our Washington bureau

will continue in the Wyatt Building in Washington

and we are opening a New York bureau. For ad-

dresses and phone numbers, location of personnel,

see masthead on page 9. All news releases and

communications, except those dealing specifically

with Washington matter.s, should be addressed to us

at Box 700, Radnor, Pa.

Translators & Rebroadcasting; Curiously, the

only FCC-regulated method of TV relaying—translators

—

is also the only one running into trouble getting origin-

ating stations’ permission to repeat. Illegal boosters and
community antennas don’t worry about it, for matter has
never been litigated. Feb. Radio-Electronics suggests

change in law to help translators:

“Borrowing from another field of Federal regulation,

one possible solution is suggested by a law which already

exists in the patent field. A patent owner must license

others to use his invention (for a reasonable fee) if with-

holding it would tend to produce monopoly.

“A somewhat similar regulation could be added by
Congress to the Communications Act. It would require

telecasters to permit rebroadcasting of their programs by
nonprofit repeaters in communities which have no TV sta-

tions of their own.

“Such a law would take the broadcasters off the hot

seat—and many of them would be happy to be relieved

of the stigma of responsibility for denying TV service to

small communities.

“But more important, it would give equal program
access to the only ‘secondhand’ TV system which is both
free and legal.”

Congressional action seems unlikely, however, for

Congress is disposed to await outcome of litigation over

rebroadcasting and “property rights” in signals, due to be
launched shortly by NAB—against community antenna
system in Twin Falls, Ida., which uses signals of Salt

Lake City stations.

Translator starts: K71AO, Wallowa-Enterprise, Ore.

began Dec. 31 repeating KHQ-TV, Spokane; K80AN,
K74AO & K70BD, Fillmore-Meadow-Kanosh, Utah, Jan. 13

reported they were on air repeating KSL-TV, KTVT &
KUTV, Salt Lake City.

Protest against sale of control of KGMB-TV, Hono-
lulu (Ch. 9) with TV satellites and radio affiliates, in $8,-

088,249 purchase of Consolidated Amusement Co. by Hia-

land Development Corp. (Vol. 14:40-41,49), has been filed

with FCC by minority Consolidated stockholder Harry
Weinberg & his 800 Corp. FCC had approved transfer Dec.

3. Weinberg alleges that Consolidated management under-

valued property, which includes theatres, real estate, etc.,

and practiced “fraud” in obtaining stockholders’ consent to

sale. Weinberg also charged J. Howard Worrall, Consoli-

dated v.p. and manager of broadcast properties, with

“breach of fiduciary duty” in failing to inform stockholders

of details of his arrangement to continue in charge of

stations. Weinberg and 800 Corp. own 1.77% of Con-

solidated stock. Consolidated held 75.45% of broadcast

properties (Hawaiian Bcstg. System Ltd.); balance is held

by Honolulu Star-Bulletin.

Degree of Master of Arts in Communication has been

offered since 1955 by U of North Carolina’s Dept, of

Radio, TV & Motion pictures, which began awarding

Bachelor of Arts degrees in 1957, dept., chairman Earl

Wynn points out in commenting on our Dec. 20 story on

U of Pennsylvania’s new Annenberg School of Communi-
cations (Vol. 14:51). His department features courses in

production, writing, station management, media research,

mass communications and engineering, and operates

WUNC-TV, Chapel Hill (Ch. 4)—which also has studios

at Raleigh & Greensboro—as well as WUNC-FM. Presi-

dent of Broadcasting Foundation of N.C. which operates

the department, is Harold Essex, WSJS-TV, (Ch. 12) &
WSJS, Winston-Salem.
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Same Arguments on Ch. 10: All parties to Mi-

ami Ch. 10 “influence” case repeated their positions this

week in briefs & exceptions to the initial decision issued

by examiner Judge Horace Stern (Vol. 14:49). Next

step in case is oral argument before Commission, date

to be set.

Justice Dept., in document handled personally by

Attorney General Rogers, insisted that 3 of the 4 appli-

cants must be thrown out completely, now: National Air-

lines, WKAT & North Dade Video. He held that L. B.

Wilson is clean, should be thrown into new comparative

heai'ing with anyone else who wants to apply. Stern had

held that no applicants should be “absolutely” disqualified

but that their derelictions should be held against them

in future proceeding.

FCC general counsel’s office, through team headed

by Edgar W. Holtz, made same argument, said the 3

must be tossed out now. Holtz crew disagreed with

Stern’s finding that the 3 should be given another crack

at Ch. 10 because one might serve public better than

others-—despite character blemishes.

National Airlines repeated its assertion that attorney

Thurman Whiteside was not its emissaxy when he con-

tacted ex-Comr. Richard Mack.

WKAT reiterated argument that owner A. Frank

Katzentine did nothing except try to preserve integrity

of FCC’s processes.

North Dade maintained that there’s no evidence that

it desired “to enlist the aid of Senators & Congressmen

in obtaining for it the award of the CP for Ch. 10.”

L. B. Wilson insisted that Judge Stern should have

disqualified the other 3 applicants “absolutely.”

.. Meanwhile, in Boston Ch. 5 “influence” case (Vol.

15:2), FCC voted tentatively to let Boston Globe intervene

in hearing—^but to limit its participation solely to issue

No. 1, dealing with “the possible disqualification of one

or more of the commissioners.” Pre-hearing conference

in case is scheduled Jan. 26.

Suspension of operations Jan. 31 is planned by KXLJ-
TV, Helena, Mont. (Ch. 12), owner Ed Craney swore in

affidavit to Court of Appeals in Washington this week.

Suspension, that is, unless Couii; stops Montana Micro-

wave from feeding signals of Spokane stations to Helena

community antenna system. Appealing FCC’s decision

to allow microwave to operate (Vol. 14:51), KXLJ-TV
asserted that competition from CATV-distributed Spokane
signals is “ruinous, unfair & insui'mountable.” Craney
said that CATV feeds 2300 of city’s 4000 TV homes, aims
to reach 3500 within a year; that he believes CATV
system advanced constraction funds to Montana Micro-

wave; that latter’s status as a common carrier is fictional.

Craney said that KXLJ-TV has lost $13,280 to date but

that it wouldn’t be discouraged if it had to compete only

with signals CATV could pick up out of air near Helena.

He asserted that advertisers aren’t willing to buy time

on Helena station when they can reach cream of audience

fi'ee via CATV distribution of Spokane signals.

New CATV system in Page, Ariz. is proposed by
Antennavision Inc., but it needs microwave to feed it,

company told FCC in application filed last week. It also

proposes to provide a 4th channel for its system in Wins-
low, Ariz. Antennavision operates 12 CATV systems in

Ariz., N. M. & Cal.

Waiver of FCC rules has been granted to WNEM-TV,
Bay City, Mich. (Ch. 3) to identify itself also with

Saginaw.

New & Upcoming Sialions: Jan. 24 programming is

planned by WHCT, Hartford (Ch. 18), after about week
of test patterns, it’s revealed in letter filed with FCC.
Station has been transferred from CBS to Edward D.

Taddei’s new Capitol Bcstg. Inc. (Vol. 14:49, 52). It’s

second uhf revival in recent months, other being WWOR-
TV, Worcester, Mass. (Ch. 14), now operated as part

of William L. Putnam’s Mass, group (Vol. 14:48), which

includes parent WWLP, Spi’ingfield (Ch. 22) & satellite

WRLP, Greenfield (Ch. 32).

ii: ^ ^

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are latest reports from principals:

KCCC-TV, Sacramento, Cal. (Ch. 40) has purchased

RCA equipment and plans to start Feb. 1-15, according

to gen. mgr. Mel Lucas. However, it’s asking for change

of studio-transmitter to 26th & American River. It will

use Utility tower. Lucas, program director Clarence

Holien & film director Don Cerveny are former employes

of off-air Sacramento uhf which used same call letters

and channel. Stanley Ryno, ex-KBET, Sacramento, is

chief engineer. Base hour is $150. Rep is McGavren-Quinn.

WQEX, Pittsburgh (Ch. 16), with 12-kw GE transmit-

ter scheduled to be wired Feb. 15, has changed its pro-

gramming target as an educational to late Feb., reports

gen. mgr. Wm. C. Dempsey for owners, who also operate

Pittsburgh’s WQED (Ch. 13, educational). It will use

repaired GE antenna on WQED’s 500-ft. Blaw-Knox tower.

WGTE-TV, Toledo (Ch. 30, educational), won’t meet
Jan. 27 tai'get, as it has been unable to complete proof of

performance for license application, writes Muri’ay W.
Stahl, program director for grantee U of Toledo.

A pre-grant procedure to clear up quarrels among
station applicants in advance of FCC authorization of

of CPs should be substituted for present post-grant pro-

test pi’ocedure, according to majority of Fedei’al Com-
munications Bar Assn, members voting in meeting Jan.

9. They believe the Communications Act should be

amended to require interested parties to state objections

to any applications prior to FCC grant, whereupon Com-
mission can resolve problems, through hearings if neces-

sary, before committing itself to CPs. After attorneys

debated 4 alternatives, 5 voted to retain pi’otest procedure

as is; 10 voted to amend protest rule; 5 to eliminate pro-

test; 27 to establish pre-grant procedure. Preparations

for debate were handled by practice & procedure sub-

committee headed by Ernest Jennes and including Robert

Green, Jerome Heckman & Sylvia Kessler. It’s up to

FCBA executive committee to transmit results to FCC &
Congress.

New Orleans Hassle Ends: WJMR-TV, New Orleans,

resumed vhf sei'vice Jan. 13, stai’ting with Ch. 13 after

going dark on Ch. 12 Dec. 31 (Vol. 15:1)—as the 3 com-

petitors for Ch. 12 got together in a deal to leave a single

applicant free for CP. The new setup: Okla. TV Corp.

withdraws application, WJMR-TV & Coastal TV merge.

Okla. TV gets $75,000 for expenses to date (of the

$95,000 actually incurred), and mei’ged corporation will

be owned 40% by WJMR-TV, 60% by Coastal (6%% each

for its 9 partners). Officers haven’t been designated yet.

New corporation will pay the $75,000, will also buy WJMR-
TV’s facilities for $350,000. FCC has authorized temporary

operation on Ch. 13 until end of Jan., and parties hope

that Commission will grant new CP for Ch. 12 by then.



NARDA CRACKS DOWN ON FREE SERVICE WARRANTIES: An end to the warranty race in the

TV-radio-appliance industry was demanded this week at big Chicago convention of

National Appliance & Radio-TV Dealers Assn. The aproximately 600 dealers attending
conclave heard pres. Joseph Fleischaker call for "economic sense" by manufacturers
in setting the periods within which new customers get free parts & service.

" Most important programs of NARDA ," said Fleischaker, "are campaign for the

reduction of warranties to something that makes economic sense for dealers, distrib-
utors and manufacturers alike, and initiation of a School of Service Management.
It is significant that both these programs have to do with service. Here more than
anywhere else have we failed as an industry to do a satisfactory public relations
job. By freeing the consuming public of the misconception that it has a perfect
right to unlimited service on appliances and TV — by starting to train it to expect
a reasonable amount of service & service expense — we take perhaps the most impor-
tant step toward changing the attitude from believing that our merchandise isn't up
to some mythical standard, to recognizing that our service is good; that it, like
our merchandise, represents a splendid value."

Defense of RCA warranty policies and refutation of charges RCA Service Co. is

a subsidized adjunct of parent company was made by RCA Service Co. pres. Donald H.

Kunsman. "RCA believes there should be a reasonable warranty on a new product," said
Kunsman. "RCA believes that [the TV] warranty should include both parts and labor
for a maximum of 90 days... [It] does not believe in the needless extension of war-
ranty labor nor in the abuse of the warranty practice."

RCA Service Co. has closed 60 unprofitable branches since 1953, Kunsman told
the convention. He said the Service Company's |6.95 per home call charge is nearly
40% more than the average |5 charge by the service industry and leaves plenty of

room for the independent Serviceman to compete. "RCA Service Company is not subsi-
dized in any way, shape or fashion," he concluded.

CANADA PROTESTS ANTI TRUST PATENT SUIT: Couched in the diplomatic phrases of a

State Dept, press release this week was a warning that Canada takes a dim view of

Justice Dept.'s anti-trust action against GE, Westinghouse & Dutch-owned Philips
(Vol. 14:48). Suit alleges 3 defendants manipulated the patent operations of their
Canadian subsidiaries so as to limit imports of U.S.-made TVs, radios & phonos into
the rich Canadian market. In reporting on meeting of Joint U. S. -Canadian Committee
on Trade & Economic Affairs in Ottawa early this month, release noted:

" The anti-trust proceedings recently launched in the U.S. courts against par-
ent companies of Canadian subsidaries in respect to [their] participation in Cana-
dian Radio Patents Ltd. were discussed. The Canadian ministers expressed concern
over the extra-territorial effect of the decree sought by the U.S. Dept, of Justice
and the implications of such action [of] control over Canadian companies acting in
conformity with Canadian laws and Canadian commercial policy. It was agreed further
discussions will be held at the ministerial level."

Discussion was more heated than the guarded language of press release would
indicate, we were told by a State Dept, spokesman. He said Canadian representatives
seriously questioned "propriety" of the U.S. suit which is regarded as an attempt by
U.S. to dictate Canadian economic affairs and interfere with the lawful operations
of the Canadian patent pool which has been in effect many years.

Dismissal of Govt.'s suit was sought this week in N.Y. Federal Court by the

defendants on ground it "conflicts with Canadian law and public policy." GE's brief
contended that Canadian Radio Patents was formed under Canadian law in 1926 to set

up a single licensing source to encourage manufacture of home entertainment equip-
ment in that country. It denied that its Canadian subsidiary exercised control over
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issuance of patents by CRPL. Westinghouse denied all Canadian manufacturers have

been licensed under package license agreements as the suit alleges. Philips said

the anti-trust action violates Sovereign rights of Canada to legislate on patents.

Further emphasizing Canadian resentment over the suit is the scheduled talk

by Dominion Minister of Justice, Hon. E. Davie Fulton, before the N.Y. Bar Assn,

section on anti-trust law Jan. 28 at University Club in N.Y. His topic; "Extra-

territorial Application of the U. S. Federal Anti-trust Laws."

TV’Radio Production: TV output was 91.212 for year's first statistical week
ended Jan. 10 vs. 61,007 for preceding week and 108,497 same week last year. Radio
production was 254,021 (107,875 auto) vs. 192,562 (79,228 auto) preceding week and
236,195 (87,420 auto) same week last year.

Trade Personals: David B. Smith, Philco v.p.-research,

named v.p. for technical planning, reporting to pres. James

M. Skinner Jr.; Donald G. Fink promoted to research di-

rector . . . Dr. Lloyd T. DeVore, ex-gen. mgr. electronics

div., Stewart Warner, is named director of new Hoffman

Electronics research div. R. L. Jablonski promoted to

product mgr. of Hoffman consumer products div., suc-

ceeded as parts & service mgr. by Edward Greaney; John

Lathrop promoted to budget & cost control mgr. . . .

Walter G. Bain, ex-Republic Aviation Corp., named direc-

tor of RCA defense electronics products div., Washington

office . . . Hans P. Barasch promoted to research mgr. of

DuMont Labs, succeeding Bernard Linden, now with CBS-

Hytron . . . Joseph Fleischaker, pres, of Wills Sales Ap-

pliances, Louisville, reelected pres, of National Appliance

& Radio-TV Dealers Assn.; Mort Farr, pres, of Mort

Farr’s, Upper Darby, Pa., reelected chairman . . . Dr. Mer-

vin J. Kelly, chairman of Bell Labs, elected a director of

Tung-Sol . . . Harvey Tullo, Emerson v.p. in charge of

purchasing, promoted to senior v.p. for consumer products

engineering, manufacturing & purchasing . . . Dr. J. Earl

Thomas, head of physics dept., Wayne State U, Detroit,

named research & engineering director of Sylvania semi-

conductor div. effective next June . . . Eugene D. Becken

promoted to v.p.-operations engineering of RCA Communi-
cations; Ludwig R. Engler promoted to v.p. & gen. sales

mgr. . . . Eli Saltz, ex-production mgr., promoted to pro-

duction v.p. of Symphonic Electronic Corp.; John Castagna,

ex-engineering director, phono dept., promoted to engi-

neering v.p.; Raymond C. elevens, ex-gen. sales mgr.,

promoted to sales v.p. of subsidiary Symphonic Radio;

Michael J. Morris promoted to v.p. of subsidiary Phil-

harmonic Radio & TV Corp. . . . Dr. C. E. Oelker, ex-Avco’s

Crosley div., named to new post of engineering director,

Bendix Aviation Cincinnati div. . . . E. P. Zimmerman pro-

moted to consumer products gen. mgr., Canadian West-
inghouse, succeeding J. D. Campbell, now exec. v.p. . . .

Wm. H. Heflin promoted to gen. mgr. of Lenkurt Electric

commercial products div., succeeded as v.p. of Lenkurt of

Canada by C. W. Hunter . . . Joseph B. Hersh, ex-Philco,

named plant mgr. of Siegler’s Bogen-Presto div., Paramus,
N. J., succeeding Erwin Rausch . . . Stanton L. Yarbrough,

ex-Remington Rand, named v.p. of Gabriel electronics

div. . . . Matthew D. Schuster, ex-Philco, named to new
post of national phono administrator of Capitol Records

. . . Raymond B. George, Philco adv. & sales promotion

mgr. for home laundry products, promoted to mei'chandis-

ing mgr. for all consumer products.

Obituary

Madison G. Nicholson Jr., 52, mgr. of communications-

I’esearch dept, of Sylvania’s Amherst Engineering Research

Lab, died Jan. 14 in Buffalo.

TV-Radio Production: Radio output hit peak for

1958 in Nov. but TV continued to slip both from
previous month and from the same period last

year. EIA reports TV production in Nov. was
437,772 sets vs. 495,617 in Oct. and 574,646 in

Nov. 1957. TV sets made with uhf tuners totaled

34,822 in Nov. 1958 vs. 42,171 in Oct. and 55,035
in Nov. 1957 month. Cumulative TV output dur-

ing the Jan.-Nov. 1958 period was 4,505,578 sets

vs. 5,825,804 in same 1957 period.
Radio production in Nov. 1958 was 1,545,606 receivers

including 476,977 auto radios vs. 1,322,206 (296,067 auto)

in Oct. and 1,688,868 (563,066 auto) in Nov. 1957. Radio
output for the first 11 months of 1958 totaled 11,051,499

(3,156,595 auto) vs. 13,634,402 (4,925,157 auto) during

same 1957 period. Output of FM radios continued to

rise, reflecting mounting interest in FM broadcast music.

Nov. production of FM sets was 68,161 vs. 59,586 in Oct.

Total FM sets produced since EIA started collecting FM
statistics in July, was 303,808. Comparative FM figures

for last year are not available.

Picture tube production reflected the downward trend

in set production, Nov. output totaling 789,283 tubes vs.

969,501 in Oct. and 772,801 in Nov. 1957. Jan.-Nov. 1958

picture tube sales were 7,603,449 vs. 9,076,982 in first 11

months of 1957.

Retail sales of radios increased in Nov. 1958 from
the month previous, but TV sales were down. EIA’s re-

vised retail figures (Vol. 14:51) showed 499,038 TV sets

sold in Nov. vs. 523,440 in Oct. and 612,211 in Nov. 1957.

Jan.-Nov. 1958 TV retail sales were 4,490,568 vs. 5,636,881

in same 1957 period. Retail sales of radios totaled 1,031,-

674 in Nov. vs. 751,156 in Oct. and 925,620 in Nov. 1957,

all excluding auto radios. Jan.-Nov. 1958 retail radio

sales (excluding auto radios) totaled 6,686,506 vs. 7,689,-

841 in same 1957 period. Revised Jan.-Nov. 1958 monthly

TV-radio production and factory tube sales figures follow:

Picture Tubes Receiving Tubes
$ Value Units $ Value

Auto Total (Add (Add (Add
TV Radio Radio Units 000) 000) 000)

Jan. .. 433,983 349,679 1,026,527 621,910 $12,342 26,805 $ 23,264
Feb. . 370,413 268,445 876,891 556,136 11,211 29,661 25,650
March . 416,903 234,911 931,341 634,779 12,643 23,548 25,716
April _ 302,559 190,435 697,307 590,357 11,592 32,582 28,788
May - 266,982 185,616 654,803 560,559 11,237 36,540 31,406
June 377,090 235,433 774,424 725,846 14,203 36,270 31,445

July . .. 274,999 186,379 621,541 549,817 11,109 30,795 26,927

Aug. . ... 507,526 242,915 1,028,852 713,458 14,190 30,456 25,442

Sept. -- 627,734 489,738 1,567,135 891,803 17,704 40,061 33,951

Oct. .. 495,617 296,067 1,305,857 957,041 19,351 41,540 34,362

Nov. __ 437,772 476,977 1,545,606 789,283 15,007 35,640 29,854

Total -4,505,578 3,156,595 11,051,499 7,603,449 $150,838 368,862 $316,806

American Furniture Mart schedules summer Inter-

national Home Furnishing Market for June 15-25 in

Chicago.
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GE Puis Sirings on Co-op Ads: a £oor under retail

prices—to take the place, in part, of abandoned fair trade

—is aim of new co-op advertising policy announced this

week by GE’s radio & housewares division. Distributors

were notified that GE would refuse payment toward co-op

advertising of division products below specified minimum
prices which are, in the main, 10-15% below suggested

retail prices.

W. H. Sahloff, v.p. & gen. mgr. of the division, said

the new marketing policy is intended to discourage sales

of its products at “unsound and uneconomic prices.” He
emphasized, however, that retail dealers are “at all times

entirely free to sell and advertise GE products at any
price they may individually choose.” But in order to be

eligible for co-op advertising reimbursement, dealers must
keep advertised prices above the minimum established by
the division.

Said Sahloff : “Recently there have been examples
where our products have been advertised at completely

uneconomic levels. While dealers have the privilege of en-

gaging in these detrimental practices, the company is

under no obligation to share in the expense of such ad-

vertising.” GE’s TV division currently has no co-op ad-

vertising program.

Meanwhile, Rep. Oren D. Harris (D-Ark.), chairman
of the House Commerce Comm.ittee and a staunch advo-

cate of fair trade, introduced the first bill in the 86th

Congress (H.R. 1253) to put teeth back into Federal fair

trade laws. His bill, on which he plans hearings this

spring, would sanction manufacturers’ fixed prices under
Federal law. This would eliminate the need for individual

state laws which, in the past, have been declared uncon-

stitutional at such a rate that manufacturers have found

fair trade practices impractical.

“Gadgetitis” is contributing to unreliability of mili-

tary electronics as well as consumer products, EIA pres.

David R. Hull told the 5th National Symposium on Relia-

bility & Quality Control this week at the Bellevue-Strat-

ford Hotel in Philadelphia. He urged a return to “simple

design” with both government and industry electronic

scientists “aiming their sights at attainable goals” and

“proceeding in the right direction by straightest and sim-

plest course.” The military, said Hull, needs courage to

resist the “insistent pressure” from many quarters to “do

something fast” whenever the U. S. seems to be lagging

in the international armament race, and industry needs

courage to resist “ill advised military developments which

cannot succeed and which usually end in damaging the

reputation of the contractor.”

Factory sales of transistors in Nov. dropped slightly

below the record output in Oct., but total production for

11 months of 1958 was 60% ahead of the same 1957 period.

EIA reports Nov. sales were 5,440,981 units vs. 5,954,856

in Oct. and 3,578,700 in Nov. 1957. Jan.-Nov. transistor

sales totaled 41,423,114 with a factory value of $96,133,811

vs. 25,965,000 worth $63,120,000 sold during the same

period last year.

Defense electronics procurement in first quarter of

current fiscal year declined from 4th quarter of fiscal 1958,

but was considerably ahead of same quarter last year,

EIA reports. Expenditures in first quarter of 1959 were

$958,000,000 vs. $1.1 billion in 4th quarter, and $926,000,-

000 in first quarter of fiscal 1958.

RCA plans new missile. & radar production center at

Van Nuys, Cal., with cohipletion due by end of year.

IRE Looks Spaceward: Space electronics again will be
top drawing-card as nation’s electronics engineers orbit

between Waldorf-Astoria and New York Coliseum March
23-26 for annual IRE national convention and show. Some
55,000 are expected to attend the 54 technical sessions and
inspect the 850 exhibits. Highlight of sessions will include

panels on Future Developments in Space, Psychology &
Electronics in the Teaching-Learning System, Theory &
Practice in Russian Technology, and Frontiers of Indus-

trial Electronics.

Though TV, radio—and even audio—don’t occupy the
place of prominence in the meeting that they once did,

they’ll still be featured in 5 of the 54 sessions. Reports
of 2 TASO committees will be discussed at broadcasting
session. Among panels and papers:

BROADCASTING (2 sessions)—Raymond F. Guy. NBC, & Frank
Marx, ABC, chairmen.

Report of TASO Committee 3.3 on Correlation of Picture
Quality & Field Strength—C. M. Braum, Joint Council on Educa-
tional TV, & W.L. Hughes, Iowa State College.

Report of TASO Committee 5.4 on Forecasting TV Service
Fields—A. H. LaGrone, U of Texas.

Possibilities of Major Simplifications in Color TV Live Cameras
& Recording Devices Through the Use of Chroma Field Switching
and Subsequent Automatic Color Balance—W. L. Hughes, Iowa
State College.

New Wireless Microphone for TV Broadcasting—P. K. On-
niglan, KBET-TV, Sacramento, Cal.

TV Program Automation System Using Beam-Switching Tubes
with Shift-Register Circuitry—F. C. Grace, Visual Electronics.

FM Carrier Techniques in RCA Color Video Tape Recorder

—

R. D. Thompson, RCA Labs.
Deleter-Adder Unit for TV Vertical Interval Test Signals

—

J. R. Popkin-Clurman & Frank Davldoff, Telechrome.
Electro-Servo Control System Capable of Correcting Zero-

Point-Zero Five Microsecond Rotational Errors—Wm. Barnhart,
Ampex.

Transistorized Video Switching—J. W. Wentworth, C. R. Monro
& A. C. Luther Jr., RCA.

New Approach to Low Distortion in a Transistor Power Am-
plifier—H. J. Paz, RCA.

COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING IN BROADCASTING—C. H.
Owen, ABC, chairman.

Transmission of TV Signals over a Broadband Tropo Scatter
Link—L. Pollack, ITT Labs.

Installation & Operational Aspects of a Private TV Micro-
wave System—Aaron Shelton, WSM-TV, Nashville.

Mobile Microwave TV Pickup Operational Experiences—G. E.
Hamilton, ABC.

Effective of Frequency Cufoff Characteristics on Spiking &
Ringing of TV Signals—A. D. Fowler & J. D. Ingleheart, Bell Labs.

50-kw Antenna Switching System—J. W. Smith, Collins Radio.

RADIO & TV RECEIVERS—R. R. Thalner, Sylvanla, chairman.
Considerations in Transistor Automobile Receiver Front-End

Design—R. Martinengo, Raytheon.
A 5-Transistor Auto Receiver Employing Drift Transistors

—

R. A. Santilll & C. F. Wheatley, RCA.
Improvements in Detection, Gain Control & Audio Driver

Circuits on Transistorized Broadcast Band Receivers—R. V. Four-
nier & D. Thorne, RCA.

Application of Rotatlonally Non-Symmetrlcal Electron Lenses
to TV Image Reproduction—Douglas Taylor, Norman Parker &
Neil Frihart, Motorola.

High-Sensitivity Ultrasonic Microphone—Peter Desmares &
Robert Adler, Zenith.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO STEREO SOUND REPRODUCTION—S. J.
Begun, Clevite, chairman.

“Null Method” of Azimuth Alignment in Multitrack Magnetic
Tape Recording—A. G. Evans, RCA Victor Records.

3-Channel Stereo Playback of 2 Tracks Derived from 3 Micro-
phones—P. W. Klipsch, Klipsch & Assoc.

Study of a 2-Channel Cylindrical Ceramic Transducer for Use
in Stereo Phono Cartridges—Carmen Germano, Clevite Electronic
Components.

The “Single Stereo Amplifier”—B. B. Bauer & J. M. Hollywood,
CBS Labs.

Frame-Grid Audio Pentode for Stereo Output—J. L. McKaln
& R. E. Schwab, Sylvanla.

Design Considerations for Stereo Cartridges—J. H. McConnell,
Electro-Sonic Labs.

Status Report on Stereophonic Recording & Reproducling
Equipment—W. S. Bachman, Columbia Records.

IRE Officers & Directors: Treas., Dr. W. R. G. Baker,

v.p.-research of Syracuse U; secy., Haraden Pratt, v.p.

of Dualex Corp., N. Y.; editor of IRE Journal, John D.

Ryder, dean of engineering, Michigan State U. Other

directors: Lloyd V. Berkner, pres, of Associated Universi-

ties, N. Y.; Alfred N. Goldsmith, consulting engineer,

N. Y.| Gordon K. Teal, asst. v.p. and research director,

Texas Instruments, Dallas.
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Financial Reports;

TelePrompTer Corp. “will show a profit” for second

1U58 half, but earnings for full year were “substantially

below” $143,682 (40^ per share) in first 6 months (Vol.

14:38), reports chairman-pres. Irving B. Kahn. In 1957

company lost $212,694. Sales last year increased to about

$3,500,000 from $2,264,345 in 1957, but second-half busi-

ness was reduced by postponement of 4 big closed-circuit

TV shows by automobile manufacturers, cancellation or

trimming of closed-circuit projects by other companies.

“We didn’t gear enough to our military business to offset

these losses,” Kahn said.

National Theatres Inc. filed SEC registration state-

ment this week for $20,000,000 of 5V2% sinking fund sub-

ordinate debentures due March 1, 1974 stock purchase

warrants for 454,545 common shares and 485,550 warrants

to purchase debentures & stock pui’chase warrants—all

in connection with plan to acquire National Telefilm Assoc.

Inc. (Vol. 14:46). Prospectus stated that 1,090,075 NTA
common shares were outstanding Nov. 1, that 9411 shares

will be issued for NTA acquisition of Telestudios Inc.

(Vol. 14:38).

Walt Disney Productions consolidated net profit was
$3,865,473 ($2.51 per share on 1,537,054 shares outstand-

ing) on gross revenues of $48,577,262 in fiscal year ended

Sept. 27 vs. $3,649,359 ($2.44 on 1,494,041) on $35,778,242

year earlier. Report by pres. Roy O. Disney said TV
income accounted for $1,139,159 of increase in gross; film

rentals went up $3,593,211; Disneyland Park yielded $7,-

494,575 more. Other income fx’om publications licensing,

comic strips & music rose $572,075.

General Instrument earnings were doubled to $606,-

240 (44^ per share) on record sales of $15,085,325 in 3rd

fiscal quarter ended Nov. 30 vs. $304,477 (22^^) on $10,070,-

998 in same 1957 period, confirming rosy predictions by
chairman Martin H. Benedek (Vol. 14:52). For 9 months
net income was $960,717 (70^) on $34,161,392 vs. $551,527

(40^) on $25,271,168 year earlier. Figures for 3rd quarter

and 9 months of current fiscal year included Radio Re-

ceptor div. acquired last year.

Stanley Warner Corp., whose consolidated earnings in

fiscal year ended Aug. 31 slipped to $1.15 from $1.82 per

share year earlier (Vol. 14:49), recovered in first new fiscal

quarter ended Nov. 29. Pres. S. H. Fabian reported net

income of $1,179,695 (58^) vs. $804,531 (39^) in same 1957

period. Revenues from theatre admissions & merchandise

sales in new quarter were $30,719,700 vs. $28,150,800 year

earlier. Outlook for fiscal year, said Fabian, is “good.”

ORRadio Industries earned $15,500 (34 per share on

510,867 shares outstanding) on sales of $730,000 in quar-

ter ended Nov. 30 vs. $30,300 (6^ on 485,795) on $615,483

in same 1957 period. For 9 months of fiscal 1958, however,

company lost $25,500 on $2,097,000 vs. net income of $114,-

268 (244) on $1,585,657 in first 3 quarters year eax'lier.

Litton Industries earned $1,136,000 (64^ per share on

1,714,097 shares outstanding) on sales of $27,079,000 in

first fiscal quarter ended Oct. 31 vs. $863,000 (484 on

1,202,024) on $19,555,000 year earlier. Figures for 1957

period were adjusted to include Monroe Calculating div.

acquired last year.

AT&T earned $192,780,000 ($2.74 per share on 70,-

426,335 shares outstanding) in Dec. quarter vs. $178,543,-

237 ($2.76 on 64,641,876) in same 1957 period. For year

ended Dec. 31 preliminary report shows net income of

$744,090,000 ($10.95) vs. $686,057,956 ($10.75) for 1957.

Balance Sheets

Triple City Bcstg. Co., licensee of KDLO-TV, Florence,

S. D. (Ch. 3) and subsidiary of Midcontinent Bcstg. Co.

(KELO-TV & KELO, Sioux Falls), as of Oct. 31, 1958:

Total assets, $266,180.69; total liabilities, $98,292.04; capi-

tal & surplus, $167,888.65. Current assets, $68,506.54; prop-

erty, plant & equipment, $197,343.82. Current liabilities,

$98,292.04. Earnings for period to Oct. 31 before Federal

income taxes were $26,747.31; surplus as of Aug. 31 was
$96,141.34.

Aladdin Bcstg. Corp., licensee of KLZ & KLZ-TV,
Denver (Ch. 7) and controlled by Time Inc. subsidiary

TLF Bcstrs. Inc., as of Oct., 1958: Total assets, $3,636,778;

total liabilities, $1,478,823; capital & surplus, $2,157,955.

Current assets, $776,045; property, plant & equipment,

$374,470; network affiliations, $2,472,715. CuiTent liabili-

ties, $578,823; long term liabilities, $900,000. Earned
surplus, $1,907,955 (including $1,436,568 fi'om prior years).

Twin State Bcstg. Inc., licensee of WTCN & WTCN-
TV, Minneapolis, Minn. (Ch. 11) as of Oct. 31, 1958:

Total assets, $8,432,090; total liabilities, $8,316,974; capi-

tal & surplus, $1,209,100. Current assets, $1,432,782;

pi’operty, plant & equipment, $1,608,961; network affili-

ations, $5,379,779. Current liabilities, $519,952; long tenn
liabilities, $7,797,022. Earned surplus (deficit), $1,093,984

(including $851,359 from prior years).

TV Colorado Inc., licensee of KKTV, Colorado Springs,

Colo. (Ch. 11), as of Nov. 30, 1958: Total assets, $448,-

441.63; total liabilities, $256,105.80; capital, $192,335.83.

Current assets, $176,832.09; property, plant & equipment,

$248,938.47. Current liabilities, $47,347.46; long term lia-

bilities, $208,758.34. Net profit for 9 months ended Nov. 30

was $105,113.73, i-educing previous deficit of $115,002.90

(as of March, 1958) to $9889.17.

Midcontinent Bcstg. Co., licensee of KELO &
KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S. D. (Ch. 11) as of Oct. 31,

1958: Total assets, $1,354,728.69; total liabilities $761,-

771.74; capital & surplus, $592,956.95. Current assets,

$464,656.57 ;
property, plant & equipment, $812,442.99. Cur-

rent liabilities, $335,470.96; deferred liabilities, $426,300.78.

Earnings for period to Oct. 31, 1958 before income taxes,

$76,198.76.

Duhamcl Enterprises Inc., licensee of KOTA &
KOTA-TV, Rapid City, S. D. (Ch. 3), and satellite KDUH-
TV, Hay Springs, Neb., as of Nov. 30, 1958: Total assets

$477,800.24; total liabilities, $289,745.62; capital & surplus,

$188,054.62. Current assets, $183,383.31; property, plant &
equipment, $276,014.91. Current liabilities, $32,697.11; long

term liabilities, $257,048.51. Earned surplus, $159,054.62.

Midwest Radio-TV Inc., licensee of WCCO & WCCO-
TV, Minneapolis (Ch. 4) as of Oct. 31, 1958: Total

assets, $2,927,969.08; total liabilities, $1,131,204;57; cap-

ital, $1,796,764.51. Current assets, $1,554,031.79; pi'op-

erty, plant & equipment, $925,985.04. Current liabilities,

$971,204.57. Retained earnings, $921,700.07.

Reports & comments available: On CBS, an analysis

by Louis Sapir of Cohen, Simonson & Co., 25 Bi'oad St.,

N. Y. . . . Raytheon, a review by Shearson, Hammill & Co.,

14 Wall St., N. Y. . . . Daystrom, an analysis by Walston

& Co., 120 Broadway, N. Y. . . . Pacific Mercury, a pam-

phlet by Swift, Henke & Co., 135 S. La Salle St., Chicago

. . . Standard Coil, a review by Brimbei-g & Co., 26 Broad-

way, N. Y. . . . Erie Resistor, an analysis by Coburn &
Middlebrook Inc., 100 Trumbull St., Hartford.
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No. 1; TELEVISION AUXILIARY SERVICES—January, 1959

Type
Totals

Channels Legal
Status

Locations Started Estimated
Audience How Operated

1958 1957

Community
Antenna
(CATV)
Systems

GIO 522
Non-

broadcast
Not reg-
ulated

Sec 1 1949 1,250,000

Elaborate receiving antenna
on high site picks up signals
of stations too distant for or-

dinary reception and feeds
programs to subscribers’
home sets via cable. (Rates
$2-$7.50 mo., sometimes plus
installation charge ranging
up to $125). When TV sta-

tion’s too far away for direct
reception by CATV’s anten-
na, FCC sometimes author-
izes microwave relays be-
tween station & CATV an-
tenna.

Translators 150 92 uhf: 70-83
FCC
grants

See 2 195G 900,000

Low-power (up to 100 watts)
automatic repeaters pick up
and relay TV signals. Usually
operated by civic and non-
profit groups.

Boosters

Esti-
mated
1000-
1500

vhf: 2-13

See 3

FCC has
declared
illegal

Largely
in Far
West

circa
194G

Not
determined

Automatic very low-power
repeaters set up usually by
private groups and entre-
preneurs.

Satellites &
semi-satellites

84 28

some uhf

;

mostly
vhf

FCC
grants

Small
market
areas

1954
Not

determined

Regular TV station facilities

which repeat programs of
parent station. (Operated with
minimum personnel. Semi-
satellites have a few local

originations.

Experimentals 12 13 vhf & uhf
FCC
grants See U 1928

Not
determined

Usually opei'ated by equip-
ment mfrs. in research pro-
grams. Generally not intend-
ed for public reception.

1. Chiefly in mountain states of East & West, but the only states without CATV are Conn., Del., Ga., N. C., N. D., K. I.,

S. C., and D. C.

2. Ariz., Cal., Colo., Ida., la., Md., Minn., Mont., Nev., N. II., N. M., N. Y., Ohio, Okla., Ore., Pa., Tex., Utah, Wash., Wyo.

3. No uhf boosters presently authorized, but FCC is considering their use to help uhf stations All out coverage.

ff. Conn., 111., Ind., N. J., N. Y., Pa., Tex., Wash.

Other TV Auxiliary information: Multiple Ownership in the CATV Field (Vol. 15:2); Index to Television Digest,

19.58; Vol. 14; Television Faetbook No. 27, Fall-Winter, 1968.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF THE WEEK'S NEWS
NO LETUP IN SPECTRUM DEMANDS by non-broadcast users.

FCC attempts to mollify legitimate requests, but users

complain of "party" crowding (pp. 1 & 6).

ANTI-TV BARRAGE to be stepped up by newspapers and mag-

azines. TV-radio promoters fight back with statistics

showing what happened during news strikes (pp. 2 & 4).

NEW REP FIRM may be formed by CBS affiliates now handled

by CBS-TV spot sales—if FCC knocks networks out of rep

business. NBC affiliates quiet so far (p. 2).

240 VIDEOTAPE RECORDERS delivered by Ampex in 32

months following spectacular unveiling to NAB convention.

Complete list of U.S. and foreign users (pp. 3 & 16).

ARMED FORCES TV PROGRAMMING breakthrough may be in

sight. Military to kinescope 3 networks' programs subject

to sponsors' OK. Commercials deleted (p. 3).

STEREO RADIO BATTLE may begin soon, as FCC prepares to

consider issue. Conflict over FM systems forecast. NSRC
outlines testing program (pp. 4, 8 & 15).

BOOSTER BAN BRINGS REVOLT in Congress against FCC's

"peremptory" policy. Sens. Carroll & Allott lead drive to

rescue western operators (p. 5).

NEW FCC PROBES LOOM as House Commerce Committee ap-

proves revival of oversight unit (p. 7).

HARTFORD UHF RESUMES under new ownership, changing

on-air total to 547 (84 uhf). Canada's 55th, TV, CJDC-TV,

Dawson Creek, B. C. begins operation (p. 8).

Manufacturing-Distribution-Finance

REVOLUTIONARY NEW TUBE may make possible transistor

TV. "Cold-Cathode" types seen ending TV-radio tube

replacements, cutting power requirements (pp. 12 & 14).

DILEMMA OF STEREO is the question of whether public pre-

fers single or dual cabinet instruments. CBS has dual-

channel, single amplifier (p. 12).

FORMAL CANADIAN PROTEST against anti-trust suits involv-

ing Canadian subsidiaries of American firms to be lodged

with Attorney General Rogers (p. 15).

INDUSTRY HUNGERS FOR UNUSED TV SPECTRUM: We've looked into demands for spectriom

space from non-broadcast services — with an eye to the kinds of pressures on FCC to

make uhf TV work or abandon it to industrial use. Bell system's pitch for 75 me of

uhf space for millions of car-phones (Vol. 14:51) is still by far the biggest poten-
tial bite. FCC has always fobbed off similar AT&T ideas, which started in 1945 with
request for 30 me in vicinity of 180 me. But AT&T believes that can't go on forever.

Other spectrum hunters cover a great gamut of users — from the serious to

the preposterous. Commission has been rather successful up to now, politically, in
keeping such demands from boiling over. One of most important techniques was to

split mobile radio channels, so that each transmitter took half the spectrum it did
before. This doubled the number of available channels. Furthermore, a legitimate
petitioner seldom gets flat denial. He's given a chunk of spectrum to share with
someone else. His service is frequently irritatingly slow because of "party-line"
overcrowding — but he does have something to work with.

One fine "dumping ground" for new users is citizen's radio band, 460-470 me.

Anyone can get in there as long as his purpose is legal and he's a U.S. citizen.

This was brain-child of former Comr. E. K. (Jack) Jett, now v.p. & TV director of

WMAR-TV, Baltimore. But the band has its limitations; equipment is expensive in

that neck of the spectrum, and its propagation is poorer than lower frequencies.
FCC recently opened new citizen's band in 27-mc region, and it expects hot demand.

Citizen's band is also a breeder of pressures on spectrum. A user finds radio means
money, convenience, safety, etc., wants more of it.

Big industrial corporations aren't too eager to make a lot of noise about

asking FCC to give them some uhf — or to shift TV to uhf and slip them a little
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vhf. Reasons; (1) Radio is just another tool to them, a nice one to be sure, but it
isn't life-&-death. (2) It wouldn't be good public relations to let public get im-
pression that industry has designs on TV's lebensraum.

But even the electronics manufacturers find themselves a bit schizophrenic on
the subject. One division of a company makes TV & radio sets, would like to stimu-
late its market with more stations. However, TV-radio is now a slim profit busi-
ness, while industrial radio is a real comer on the overall balance sheet.

FCC has in process a massive inquiry into uses of whole 25-890-mc band, which
includes just about everything: TV, FM, military, industry, etc. Purpose is to see
whether it should be rejuggled for greater efficiency. The whole uhf-vhf TV hassle
is involved, along with industrial radio demands. Some 70 parties have filed state-
ments, and an oral hearing is due to start early this year. This probably will be
a marathon, running in fits-&-starts for months. For some of the new kinds of in-
dustrial services sought, see page 6.

HEAVY ARTILLERY IN MEDIA BAHLE: If you think the barrage of sniping at TV by so-
called "competing" ad media is coming to a close — you ain't seen nothing yet!

Biggest newspaper promotion campaign yet is being kicked off by Newspaper
Advertising Executives Assn, in wake of 3- day pep rally in Chicago this week. The
theme; "total selling." The pitch: win ad dollars back from TV.

Magazines, too, plan stepped-up campaigns with some anti-TV overtones. Maga-
zine Advertising Bureau will soon release results of pilot research study aimed at
determining value of magazine readers — as opposed to TV viewers and newspaper
readers — as potential customers. Based on this research, theme of upcoming maga-
zine ad campaign is expected to be; The easier a person is to reach, the less im-
portant he is as a prospective customer.

A loosely-knit group of magazines — including Look, Readers Digest, Saturday
Evening Post (all of which indulge in promotion via TV) — plan campaigns in their
own pages damning TV with faint praise. Theme; We love TV — but people who are
doers (as opposed to viewers) are those who read magazines.

TV-radio 's own promotional organizations — TvB and RAB — also aren't above
taking a little slam at their advertising competitors. When ANPA's Bureau of Adver-
tising cited recent New York and Grand Rapids newspaper strikes to illustrate "in-

dispensability" of newspapers, TvB shot back with statistics showing retail sales

increase during strike in New York (as compared with preceding year) and 3% decrease
following return of newspapers. RAB has published 4-page newsletter telling how New
York business survived strike during busy Christmas season — thanks to radio.

One of most statesmanlike and effective answers to inter-media bickering was

full-page plea in major newspapers this week for "peaceful coexistence" of all media
— including future medium of telepathy — by station rep. Edward Retry & Co. (p.4).

CBS-TV AFFILIATES CONSIDER OWN REP SETUP: If FCC knocks CBS & NBC out of the spot rep

business, as recommended by its network study staff, affiliates repped by networks
aren't likely to become plums dropped into the laps of independent reps. At least

that's their intention, as indicated by dickering going on.

CBS affiliates are most active in the field, and one of their favorite plans

is to take over CBS-TV spot sales personnel and run their own independent rep firm.

Important question: Would CBS throw its owned-&-operated stations into such a pot?

"Not beyond the realm of possibility," says CBS-TV stations pres. Merle Jones. He

adds, however, that he doesn't expect FCC to amputate spot sales. He's quite em-

phatic about one thing — and that is CBS's intention not to turn its own stations
over to existing reps. NBC reports that its affiliates have made no similar move.

Station Representatives Assn . , which fought during FCC hearings in effort to

drive networks out of rep business, wouldn't or couldn't complain about establish-
ment of a new rep to handle stations now repped by CBS spot sales. That's the re-
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action of Eugene Katz, head of Katz Agency and a spokesman during FCC hearings.
SRA's position was that networks held powerful weapon over affiliates, could force
them to join network list of repped stations, expanding at will. Networks disavowed
any intention of expanding lists. SRA said it couldn't object if networks had rep
organization for their own stations, no affiliates.

Some lawyers raise this question ; If CBS (or NBC) threw all its owned sta-
tions into new rep firm, would it so dominate firm as to violate spirit of FCC's
decision — if FCC says networks must get out of rep business?

Stations have tried to establish own rep firms cooperatively in past, without
success. It's pointed out, however, that none ever had a big, smooth, outfit like
CBS or NBC spot sales to start with for momentum.

VIDEO TAPE REVOLUTION ADVANCES: "Birth of a New Era in TV Technology" was our head-
line a scant 32 months ago when Ampex Corp . turned 1956 NAB convention on its ear
with demonstration of a perfected magnetic TV recorder which hardly anyone in the
industry even dreamed was in existence (Vol. 12:16).

Today video tape is an everyday working tool in TV industry — in fact, on
the network scene, life without it would be almost unthinkable. New uses for tape
are limited only by the imagination.

Ampex has delivered nearly 240 recorders (worth almost |11,000,000, exclusive
of such accessories as color converters) in the 32-month period. In a tabulation
prepared for our forthcoming 1959 Spring-Summer TV Factbook, all Ampex Videotape Re-
corder deliveries are listed. A breakdown of Videotape installations — projected
to Feb. 29 — shows 83 installed in U.S. TV stations, 63 at U.S. networks, 13 at
advertising agencies and film studios, 23 at schools and laboratories, 59 in foreign
countries (mostly at TV stations)

.

Because of the industry-wide interest in video tape installations, we have
pre-printed the list in this issue. It will be found on p.l6.

MILITARY TV PROGRAMMING BREAKTHROUGH: It's been a long uphill fight , but the Armed
Forces TV Service thinks it may now have a plan to bring both quality and quantity
in TV programming to the 350,000 American troops and civilians within range of the

30 military TV stations at far-away and isolated bases.

Programming has been main problem of AFTV since its first station went up in
late 1953. It has depended on largesse of networks, sponsors, packagers for films
and kines — and too often sponsor permission was withheld, even though programs
were televised by AFTV with commercials intact, adding a grateful "plus" audience.

AFTV has now embarked on a new plan — it will make its own kines of network
shows, subject to permission of sponsors and packagers. Under Defense Dept. Radio

& TV Branch chief Lt. Col. John H. Lay, it has just reached agreement with CBS after

6 months' negotiations, and will announce similar deals with NBC & ABC.

Something new has been added — or subtracted; Under new policy, prompted
mainly by complaints of unions, "selling" commercials will be snipped out — al-

though sponsor identification (backgrounds, name of show, etc.) will be retained.

With a potential audience of 350,000 not duplicated by any other TV outlets — and

aside from any patriotic angles — it's still a good bet for any sponsor, consider-

ing it won't cost him anything but his permission.
Because its budget is tightly limit ed, AFTV still welcomes — and is getting

some — film prints and kines direct from sponsors and programmers.

Its kines will be made in Los Angeles field office of Armed Forces Office of

Information & Education. AFTV will make 5 kines of each show it has permission to

rebroadcast, bicycling these prints among its 30 stations from Eritrea to Okinawa.

AFTV stations currently are programming 40 hours weekly — much of it out-

dated movies and fifth reruns, because of lack of available new programming. Seven

more of the low-powered stations will be built during 1959, but no more are planned

in 1960 because of tightness of budget.
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FCC, INDUSTRY PREPARE FOR STEREOCASTING: First new broadcast service since color TV is

due for preliminary FCC attention within next few weeks — and an all-industry com-
mittee this week was completing organization for a research & testing program.

Commission is due to take official cognizance of demands for a stereo broad-
cast service within next month when it will decide whether to; (1) start rule-making
on standards for stereo radio service, or (2) v;ait for recommendations of industry-
wide National Stereo Radio Committee (NSRC) before going ahead. It's not a foregone
conclusion that FCC will wait for NSRC — but now that the committee has shown some
signs of life, it's a good bet Commission will give it reasonable amount of time.

There's plenty of stereo radio service now , of course — but it's the make-
shift AM-FM or AM-TV variety. What will be under consideration is full stereo on a
single FM (or AM) channel — which, of course, requires new standards.

How long before stereo standards are approved ? Under optimum conditions, it

could be as little as 6 months — but past experience and common sense indicate a
more realistic estimate is a year or considerably more. While FCC's stereo discus-
sions probably won't be repetition of vitriolic and time-consuming color standards
battle, there is definite conflict shaping up — with overtones more economic than
technical. It's conceivable that NSRC could recommend more than one set of stereo
FM standards as acceptable, leaving it to FCC to weigh economic factors involved.

Conflict is between wide-band and narrow-band stereo FM systems. In economic
terms, this means potential battle between functional music broadcasters and those
who aim to broadcast exclusively to the public.

Narrow-band system would allow broadcasters to transmit stereo program (main
carrier and one subcarrier) and functional music or other auxiliary service (second
subcarrier) on one FM channel. Wide-band system permits only 2 carriers (both ends
of stereo), leaving no room for functional music. Wide-band exponents are already
claiming the narrow-band system isn't hi fi and isn't true stereo. Narrow-banders
say 'taint so, their method is good enough for all human ears.

Compatibility won't be a major problem — both systems can be produced in

compatible versions. That is, today's standard monophonic radios will be able to

pick up stereo programs monophonically without degradation, and stereo radios will
be able to reproduce regular monophonic radio programs accurately. NSRC plans to

consider compatible systems only.

Several stereo radio systems are already being tested on air under FCC devel-
opmental authorizations to 6 FM stations. While a number of systems have been pro-

posed, they all fall within 2 basic categories — Crosby (wide-band) and Halstead
(narrow-band) systems — with various combinations and permutations.

Two stereo systems have officially been proposed to FCC — Crosby wide-band
FM and Philco's AM stereo system. FCC is expected to take up FM systems first,

since more is known about this art. NSRC will look into any and all proposed com-
patible stereophonic sound systems — for FM, AM and TV.

For more on stereophonic broadcasting and NSRC, see pp. 8 & 15.

Answer to propaganda campaign against TV as an ad

medium is presented with humor and logic in full-page

editorial ad by station rep Edward Retry and Co. in New
York Times and Herald Tribune, Wall Street Journal and
Chicago Tribune as well as broadcast industry trade maga-
zines, Captioned “Shrimps to Telepathy,” ad uses Aesopian

approach in explaining how “a billion-odd years ago” the

sea anemones and “all that frond-waving crowd” attacked

“some forward-looking shrimps” who learned a new way to

communicate (they cracked their knuckles).

Parallel is brought up to present time, citing “useless

battles” by newspapers against radio, radio against TV,
magazines against TV, etc.—and concludes with this

message: “All advertising media might well follow the

proven path of ‘peaceful co-existence,’ and make sure they

are geared to the wants and needs of present-day America

to the nth degree. Along this path alone lie prosperity and

success for all. Anyway we have to spend a lot of time

thinking up all the things we’re going to have to say about

the next advertising competitor—telepathy. That’s going

to be a pretty cheap medium for the advertiser, because

anybody (with brains, that is) will be able to get the

message.” The much-talked-about ad was written by John

Ashenhurst, Petry’s Chicago office manager.

Annual FCC panel session Feb. 4 at luncheon of Radio

& TV Executives Society, N.Y., Hotel Roosevelt, will fea-

ture all commissioners.
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The Week in Congress

Save-The-Boosters Drive; Colorado’s Senators—Car-

roll (D) & Allott (R)—took the lead this week in

mobilizing Western forces in Congress for an emer-

gency campaign to rescue operators of 1000-1500

unauthorized TV boosters from a 90-day FCC
death decree (Vol. 15:1-3).

They introduced resolutions calling on the

Senate & House to go on record opposing the FCC
order which calls on booster operators in western

states to file applications for uhf translators or

face “steps” which would knock them off.

The resolutions would: (1) Block the FCC’s
ruling. (2) Legalize booster stations. (3) Forbid

closing by the FCC of any existing boosters for

3 years. (4) Direct the FCC to set booster rules

& regulations.

Counting on solid support of all Western sen-

ators, Carroll said he hoped that they would stir

up a Congressional investigation quickly, forcing

the FCC to change its mind on its outright ban.

Pointing out that the FCC “delayed any
action for many years, until a vast number of

repeater or booster stations had been established,”

Carroll protested that the Commission then acted

precipitately to kill them. “We can’t throw back
progress in that arbitrary fashion without some
showing that this low cost TV is detrimental,”

he said.

One of the first on the House side to join

with Carroll & Allott for the rescue operation was
Rep. Magnuson (D-Wash.). He’s no relation to

Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) of Senate Com-
merce Committee, but shares latter’s views in

support of boosters—whose use also was de-

fended in the Cox report on small-town TV prob-

lems (Vol. 15:2).

Rep. Magnuson complained that the FCC had
“peremptorily ordered these stations off the air.”

He said “it has been apparent for some time that

uhf translators are not the answer for many
of these communities.” Approvingly, he quoted

from a bitter editorial in the Wenatchee Daily

World which asked: “Why the hurry in barring

reflectors from the air ?”

And freshman Rep. Brock (D-Neb.), as-

signed to the House Commerce Committee (see

p. 7), indicated that one of his first orders of

business there would be to have a look at the

FCC’s policies on boosters. “I want the FCC to

leave them alone,” he told us.

Pressure on the FCC to make boosters legal

also was building up out in the field. Booster op-

erators from 15 Western states converged on

Denver Jan. 23 for one-day strategy conference
sponsored by Colo. Gov. Stephen L. R. McNichols
(D). Among those on hand for suddenly-called

meeting: FCC Chairman Doerfer and commu-
nications counsel Nicholas Zapple of the Sen-

ate Commerce Committee. Doerfer was asked
to explain “reasonableness” of Commission’s
booster position, Zapple to observe proceedings

and test the temper of the operators.

Miscellaneous Bills: In the Senate, the first anti-pay-

TV bill of its new session was introduced. Measure
(S-591) was submitted by Minority Leader Dirk-

sen (R-Ill.) on behalf of Sen. Danger (R-N.D.),

an old foe of subscription TV. Similar to earlier

bills in the House (Vol. 15:2-3), it would “prohibit

the charging of a fee to view telecasts in private

homes.”

First real Congressional moves into the pay-

TV area at the new session were expected from
the House side, however. Chairman Harris (D-

Ark.) of the House Commerce Committee, who last

week introduced a sweeping joint resolution

against all pay-TV systems—but permitting lim-

ited tests by the FCC (Vol. 15:3)—had not yet

scheduled a definite date for starting hearings on

the subject. It promises to be one of the warmest
of the legislative year.

House moves to exempt professional base-

ball and other professional sports from anti-trust

laws—so that some telecasts of major games
could be blacked out to protect minor clubs’ gates

—were joined on the Senate side by a bipartisan

coalition.

Sens. Hennings (D-Mo.), Keating (R-N.Y.)

and Dirksen introduced a revised version (S-616)

of Henning’s sports proposals last year, when
they were stopped by a Senate Judiciary subcom-

mittee because they were too sweeping. This

time, Hennings said he wasn’t asking for “blanket

exemption” from monopoly laws—only for those

which are “vital & necessary” to save minor base-

ball clubs from home-game competition of major-

game telecasts.

Federal aid to educational TV, already sup-

ported by $51,000,000 equipment bills in Senate

& House, got another lift in the House. Rep. Rob-

erts (D-Ala.) submitted a proposal (HR-2926)

providing up to $1,000,000 for each state in match-

ing grants for construction of ETV facilities. His

bill also would authorize govt, grants of $10,000

to each state to help in ETV survey costs.

In other bills introduced this week: Sens.

Hennings and Wiley (R-Wis.) proposed (S-600)

establishment of an Office of Federal Administra-

tive Practice, as recommended by the American

Bar Assn., to set up a career “corps of hearing
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commissioners.” Rep. Bentley (R-Mich.) asked

(HR-2729) for an amendment to the Federal

Trade Commission Act requiring equal pricing by

manufacturers of products distributed to their

own retail outlets and to independent merchants.

Note: Rep. Griffiths (D-Mich.) is author of

a proposal, introduced at every session in recent

years, to open up House hearings to TV & radio

coverage by live cameras & microphones. But
even Mrs. Griffiths doesn’t think her measure
(H. Res. 31) will get anywhere, “despite a sur-

prising amount of support.” She said this week
that speaker Rayburn (D-Tex.) is against it

—

and that’s that.

Ratings Probe Resumes. Hearings on TV ratings

and their effect on programming are due to resume
in “the near future,” Chairman Magnuson (D-

Wash.) of the Senate Commerce Committee has

informed large ad agencies. His letter asks that

they fill out a 3-page questionnaire.

One group of questions seeks to determine

whether ratings have been responsible for changes

in time periods or removal of programs from net-

works or stations. Agencies are also asked whether

they consider ratings “to be an accurate reflec-

tion of the popularity or acceptance by the viewing

public of the program” and what effect they think

ratings have on success of programs and on sta-

tions. Other questions are concerned with com-

position of rating samples, “loaded” programs

during rating weeks, etc.

Attack on concept of TV ratings, meanwhile,

came from Pres. Richard A. Moore of Los Angeles'

KTTV in address to Chicago Broadcast Advertis-

ing Club. Terming the true size of the audience

“TV’s best-kept secret,” he suggested that the

industry adopt a new method of audience meas-

urement similar to Nielsen’s 4-week cumulative

reports. He proposed that the 4-week measure-

ment period be adopted as the uniform unit of

audience measurement, and that the “reach” of

a program be measured in terms of unduplicated

audience for 4 consecutive weeks.

As an example, he cited CBS’s Twentieth

Century, which late in 1958 had a Nielsen rating

of about 15, indicating a one-week audience of

5,800,000 homes. But the cumulative 4-week audi-

ence—those who watched show at least once in 4

successive weeks—totaled 17,600,000 homes.

Moving day at FCC: To make room on 6th floor for

Post Office, with which it shares building, FCC in next

week or 2 will move offices to following corridors, exact

room numbers not yet available: Chairman Doerfer to

7100, Comr. Bartley to 7400, Comr. Hyde to 7300. Secre-

tary’s office is tentatively set for 7500. Common Carrier

Telephone div. goes to 2200 corridor. Also being readied

is hearing room in 7420.

Designs on the Spectrum: Though AT&T has the

biggest gun aimed at uhf TV spectrum, as it

seeks to cut a huge swath for car-phone use (see

(p. 1), there’s demand from other potential users

whose cumulative requests are considerable. And
these are in addition to existing services (police,

lire, taxi, trucking, etc.) whose expansion plans

are unlimited.

Curtis B. Plummer, chief of FCC’s Safety &
Special Radio Services Bureau, an allocations ex-

pert familiar with TV’s needs since he once was
chief engineer, then chief of Broadcast Bureau,
gives these as typical requests:

(1) Ramp control by airlines. About 1 me is

desired, to control airfield service vehicles, cut

planes’ time on ground—which costs $150 an hour
for jets.

(2) Highway electronics. This includes con-

trol of traffic lights, which should be varied to

handle peaks & emergencies. GE is leading the

experiments in this area. Highway engineers say
that proper light control could eliminate or post-

pone need for construction of new highways
(which cost up to $1,000,000 a mile) . Lights can
be controlled by cable, but the cost of laying cable

is $15-$20 per ft. of highway, compared with $1

per ft. for radio control.

(3) Ambulance coordination. American Hos-
pital Assn., spurred by a Los Angeles train wreck
of 3 years ago, seeks a system to route ambulances.

Many deaths were attributed to the fact that

ambulance drivers and hospital management
didn’t get together.

(4) Bell System has some 50,000 service

trucks it would like to reach by radio, but it pre-

fers not to divert its sparse car-phone channels

from regular customers.

(5) Business protection services. American
District Telegraph Co., which now uses wire to

detect criminal break-ins, believes it can do the

job much more cheaply with radio, and reach the

more isolated places such as roadhouses.

(6) American Medical Assn. Doctors now
have rural dispatching service, want urban serv-

ice, too.

Probe of “runaway” film production in foreign coun-

tries by American producers was urged in a unanimous
resolution by Hollywood AFL Film Council this week. The
investigation was suggested by Rep. Thompson (D-N.J.)

who last session introduced a House resolution calling for

a similar inquiry. Film Council requested Rep. Thompson
to broaden scope of the investigation to include producers

of TV films who go abroad “for the specific purpose of

avoiding American wage and living standards which make
possible the purchase of products advertised by such TV
pictures.”

FCC’s 24th annual report, summarizing activities of

fiscal 10.58, is now available from the Commission.
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FCC Budget Goes Up: A boost of .$1,240,096 for FCC
(from $9,759,904 in current fiscal year to $11,-

000,000 in fiscal 1960) is asked by Pi’esident Eisen-

hower in the hold-down $77 billion Federal budget

submitted to Congress this vreek. This increase

for FCC, which has been coasting along with little

budget change in recent years, would be spread

across the board. The President asked for more
money to take care of bigger workloads and reduce

“time lag between dates of receipt and dates when
applications are reached for consideration.”

Proposed step-ups include: Broadcast activ-

ities, $2,361,601 vs. $1,942,055. Technical research

& frequency allocation activities, $859,628 vs.

$727,461. Engineering & monitoring, $3,226,040

vs. $3,137,022. Permanent payroll would rise to

1405 employees from 1273.

In other broadcasting-connected agency bud-

gets, the President requested: For FTC: $6,975,-

000 vs. $6,515,000, with a major part of the in-

crease going for investigation & litigation, includ-

ing TV-radio advertising monitoring. For USIA

:

$106,800,000 vs. $101,009,246, including $555,700

more for TV service and $642,000 for operating

new radio facilities. For Office of Education in

Health, Education & Welfare Dept.
: $3,000,000 vs.

$500,000 for Defense Education Act’s TV-radio-

movies research program, which just got started

last year (Vol. 14:46). Office of Education also is

asking supplemental $1,000,000 audio-visual re-

search appropriation for rest of current fiscal year
ending June 30.

Harris—More of the Same? House Commerce Com-
mittee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) greased the

way this week for quick return of his legislative

oversight subcommittee—or a facsimile thereof

—to the happy headline-hunting grounds.

The first thing he did at the first meeting of

his committee in the new session of Congress
was to push through an all-embracing resolution

(H. Res. 56). It calls for House authorization to

continue “investigations & studies” started by the

oversight subcommittee (Vol. 14:2 et seq), whose
legislative life expired Jan. 3 (Vol. 15:1).

Other pending business of the committee

—

including appointment of the regular subcom-
mittee on transportation & communications, which
normally would have FCC jurisdiction—was left

waiting while Harris won unanimous support for

his proposal to resume special probes.

Harris met no opposition in the House Rules

Committee, and his resolution was approved for

an early vote in the House. There may be token

resistance but there’s little doubt Harris will

get the investigative authority—and money for

a special staff—that he wants.

The reconstituted Commerce Committee has
a 21-12 Democratic majority vs. last session’s

18-15 ratio. And, of last session’s 15 Republicans,
only 7 were left to carry on, election defeats &
retirements taking away 7 of the other 8. A hold-

over, Rep. Alger (R-Tex.), chose to leave Com-
merce for a Ways & Means Committee assignment.

New Republican members of the committee
are Reps. Harold F, Collier (111.), Milton W. Glenn
(N.J.), Samuel L. DeVine (0), Archer Nelsen
(Minn.), Hastings Keith (Mass.). We polled them
on their interests—legislative or personal—in

broadcasting. None professed to have any.

On the Democratic side, all 18 committee
members at the last session won reelection, but
Rep. Loser (Tenn.) preferred to join the Judiciary

Committee, leaving 4 openings. They were filled

by Reps. P. G. Rogers (Fla.), R. W. Hemphill
(S.C.), D. Rostenkowski (111.), L. Brock (Neb.).

Rogers used to have a token interest (less

than 1%) in WJNO-TV (now WPTV), Palm
Beach, but has no broadcasting connections now.
Hemphill introduced an anti-pay-TV bill in the

last session, may put one in again. Rostenkowski
told us he owns a TV set, but otherwise is no ex-

pert on broadcasting. Brock said he is particularly

concerned now about the FCC’s ban on boosters

(see p. 5), a hot issue back home.

The Senate Commerce Committee’s member-
ship (11-6 Democratic vs. 8-7 Democratic at the

last session) was rounded out meanwhile with

selection of “liberal” Republicans—Sens. Clifford

P. Case (N.J.) Thruston B. Morton (Ky.), Hugh
Scott (Pa.)—to fill 3 vacancies. Among the Re-

publican newcomers, Scott probably has demon-
strated most interest in TV & radio. A veteran

House member before he won Senate election, he

once served on the House Commerce Committee,

was an advocate of TV-radio coverage of House
hearings. Scott, as Republican National Chairman,

also pioneered use of TV in 1948 campaigns.

Only 3 of last session’s Republicans on the

Senate committee were left to carry on. Sens.

Schoeppel (Kan.), Butler (Md), and Cotton (N.H.)

survived the Democratic sweep which cost the

seats of Sens. Bricker (0.), Potter (Mich.), Pur-

tell (Conn.) and Payne (Me.). In contrast, all 8

Democrats were back, but Sen. Bible (Tex.)

switched to Appropriations, giving vacancies to

4 newcomers (Vol. 15:3)—Sens. Engle (Cal.),

Bartlett (Alaska), Hartke (Ind.), McGee (Wyo.).

Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) of Senate

Commerce Committee has called organization

meeting for Jan. 27, but otherwise has set no

schedule for TV-radio-FCC business at this ses-

sion beyond next week’s hearings on his Federal-

Aid-to-Educational-TV bill (Vol. 15:3).
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Stereo and the FCC : stiipped of all the hystereo,

when the chips ai’e finally down in FCC’s coming stereo

broadcasting deliberations (see p. 4), the most important

question facing the Commission will be: Wide-band or

narrow-band ?

The subsidiary questions, which NSRC may resolve for

the FCC, are: What is good stereo? Can a narrow-band

system give good stereo ? Question is important because

FM functional music operators want to get in on home
stereo without giving up their piped-music subsidiary oper-

ations, which often mean the difference between profit and
loss to them. The wide-band stereo multiplex proponents

are already saying that FM broadcasters should be forced

to choose between stereocasting and functional music They
maintain that good quality stei’eo can’t be tx’ansmitted

without using the whole channel for stereocasting.

Commission staffers studying the issue don’t seem
much worried about the “compatibility” problem. The feel-

ing is that either wide- or narrow-band FM systems can

be devised with compatibility feature.

Six stations currently have developmental authoriza-

tions for FM stereocasting. They are: WBAI, New York,

testing the Crosby wide-band system; NBC’s WRCA-FM,
New York, to test Crosby and other systems; Westing-

house’s KDKA-FM, Pittsburgh, to test all systems; Ford-

ham U’s WFUV, to test compatible version of Halstead

nai’row-band system; KMLA, Los Angeles, to test Calbest

system, another compatible narrow-band method (some-

what similar to Percival system now being tested by BBC
in England); WPJB-FM, Providence, to test Crosby system.

Some hi-fi component manufacturers already have

multiplex converters on the market to equip FM tuners for

stereo multiplex^—and this is source of worry to FCC. In

one case, the Commission cut back a station’s experimental

stereo multiplex hours because parts distributors were
promoting and selling converters to the public—converters

which might become orphans after FCC sets up final stereo

FM standards.

Dismissal of indictments against ex-FCC Comr. Rich-

ard A. Mack and Miami lawyer Thurman A. Whiteside

was requested by counsel Nicholas J. Chase in hearing

before Federal District Court Judge Burnita S. Matthews
in Washington Jan. 23. Mack and Whiteside are charged

with “corruption” in Miami Ch. 10 “influence” case (Vol.

14:39). Chase argued: (1) Justice Dept, leaked word to

Washington Star reporter Howard Dutkin that true bill

was being drawn, violating grand jury secrecy rule. (2)

Fair trial couldn’t be conducted in Washington and the

case should be moved to Miami.

Transfer of WMBV-TV, Marinette, Wis. to Murphy-
Bridges interests by W. E. Walker, J. D. Macklin & associ-

ates (Vol. 14:20-21) was finalized this week by FCC. Oi’der

noted that protestants WFRV-TV & WBAY-TV, both

Green Bay, had waived rights to file exceptions to initial

decision. At same time, hearing examiner Forest L. Mc-
Clenning, in initial decision, approved move of WMBV-TV’s
transmitter site and increase in antenna height from 780

to 960 ft., WFRV-TV & WBAY-TV having withdrawn

objections.

Participation in Boston Ch, 5 “influence” case was
gi’antcd by FCC to Boston Globe this week, as commission

finalized its tentative decision (Vol. 15:3). Globe's inter-

vention is limited to issue No. 1: “possible disqualification

of one or more of the commissioners.”

CP Granted: Ch. 10, Px’esque Isle, Me., to WLBZ Tele-

vision Inc., operator of WCSH-TV, Portland (Ch. 6) &
WeSH, Portland; WLBZ-TV, Bangor (Ch. 2) & WLBZ.

New and Upcoming Stations: New owners of WHCT,
Hartford (Ch. 18) pulled switch and resumed
programming Jan. 24 as planned (Vol. 15:3),

after formal transfer of property earlier in month
from CBS to new Capitol Bestg. Inc. for $250,000

(Vol. 14:46,49). On-air count changes to 547 (84

uhf. In Canada, CJDC-TV, Dawson Creek, B.C.

(Ch. 5) began operation Jan. 15, becoming that

country’s 55th outlet.

WHCT pres.-gen. mgr. & 54% owner is Ed-
ward D. Taddei, ex-gen. mgr. of WNHC-TV, New
Haven (Ch. 8). David K. Harris, v.p. 23.7%
owner, is programming director

;
Bruce Compton,

gen. sales mgr.; Anthony Guardino Jr., 1.67%
owner, chief engineer

;
Jack Borden, news director.

Ba.se hour is $400. Rep. is Young.
CJDC-TV has 200-watt GE transmitter, 70-ft,

tower with Alford antenna. H. L. Michaud is pres.

& gen. mgr.; Mike LaVern, station mgr.; R. W.
Michaud, sales mgr.

;
Mel Lang, chief engineer.

Base hour, $75. Reps: Donald Cooke (U.S.) ; TV
Representatives (Toronto, Montreal) ; Hunt Scharf

(Vancouver) ; A. J. Messner (Winnipeg).

In our continuing survey of upcoming sta-

tions, these are latest reports from principals:

WAFG-TV, Huntsville, Ala. (Ch. 31) has

ordered Continental transmitter from General

Precision Labs, but doesn’t expect to begin pro-

gramming until next Aug., writes pres. John S.

Gregory Jr. Plans for studio-transmitter building

are complete, but construction hasn’t started. It

will use 150-ft. U. S. tower with GE 5-bay antenna.

Rates not set. Rep not chosen.

KUAT, Tucson (Ch. 6, educational) now is

without tai'get, although 500-watt RCA transmit-

ter has been wired and hooked to antenna on 250-

ft. Utility tower, reports Wesley T. Johnson,

radio-TV engineer of grantee U of Ariz. He ex-

plains work remaining on used transmitter is

scheduled for completion by end of Jan., then

station must compile proof of performance data.

New WJAR-TV Offer: J. s. (Dody) Sinclair, gen.

mgr. of WJAR-TV & WJAR, Providence, took the stand

this week in a Rhode Island Supei’ior Court hearing on his

fight to block sale of parent Outlet Co. (Vol. 14:49-.50). He
submitted check for .$1,000,000 as down payment on an

offer to buy all stock held by the company’s trustees

—

about 55%—^for $6,760,000 ($122.50 a share), together with

a written guarantee he would operate the Providence de-

partment store for at least 2 years, rather than spin it off

and retain only the stations. He also testified he had un-

successfully sought to buy the stations for $6,000,000 from
William Zeckendorf, head of Webb & Knapp realty firm,

last month in New Yoi’k. N.Y. realtor Roger L. Stevens had

option to buy Outlet Co., but presumably transferred his

option to 90165 Corp., jointly owned by Zeckendorf & John

C. Mullins. The 90165 Corp. then offered to buy up all Out-

let stock at $120 a share. Sinclair seeks injunction to block

sale of the stock (33% of total) held in trust for him.
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Personal Notes: George Shupert, pres, of ABC Films

which he organized in 1953, onetime United Artists v.p.,

resigns to become head of MGM-TV. His successor has

not been announced . . . William B. Dolph resigns as pres,

of American Bcstg. Stations Inc., 49% owner of WMT-TV,
Cedar Rapids-Waterloo, and owner of WMT there and

KWMT, Ft. Dodge. Mrs. LeRoy Marks replaces him as

pres., William B. Quarton continuing as exec, v.p., Helen

J. Jett named secy. Helen M. Hermann, treas. . . . Norman
Racusin, NBC-TV network director of budgets, pricing &
planning, adds duties of business affairs director, succeed-

ing Howard L. Lettes, now RCA v.p. and controller . . .

Brent O. Gunts, ex-Brent Gunts Productions, Baltimore,

named mgr. of Hearst’s WBAL-TV, Baltimore; Thomas S.

Carr, ex-NBC, 1951-58 administrative asst, to Md. Gov.

Theodore H. McKeldin, named mgr. of radio WBAL. They

replace Leslie H. Peard Jr., who resigned as mgr. of both

stations, plans unannounced . . . Oliver Treyz, ABC pres.,

named chairman of TV committee for National Conference

of Christians and Jews Brotherhood Week. Matthew fJoe)

Culligan, NBC radio exec, v.p., named chairman of radio

committee . . . Michael Nitdorf, international TV admin-

istrative & programming exec., named American program
rep of Radio Luxembourg . . . Harry Huey, formerly gen.

mgr., KOLO-TV, Reno, named v.p. and gen. mgr., American
TV Co., licensee of KNAC-TV, Ft. Smith, Ark., succeeding

Walter Windsor, who returns to gen. mgr. post at KCMC-
TV, Texarkana, Tex., where he succeeds Richard M. Peters,

resigned . . . John Hay Whitney, Ambassador to Great Brit-

ain, will receive an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws from
Exeter U., March 17 . . . Joseph E. Cain, pres, of P. R.

Mallory, elected a director. Gross Telecasting . . . Lloyd

E. Cooney promoted to gen. sales mgr., KSL-TV, Salt Lake
City . . . James Robertson, ex-WTTW, Chicago, and
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, joins Educational TV & Radio

Center, Ann Arbor, as station relations director . . .

Robert J. Rich, ex-radio WEBC, Duluth, named asst, mgr.,

WDSM-TV & WDSM there . . . Richard Pryor promoted
to program mgr. of affiliated KTBC-TV & KBTC, Austin,

and KRGV-TV & KRGV, Weslaco, Tex. . . . Avery Cheno-
weth, ex-educational WUFT, Gainesville, Fla., one-time

art director of WMBR-TV (now WJXT), Jacksonville,

named program director, WSAZ-TV, Huntington-Charles-
ton, W. Va. . . . Alexander P. Hunter, ex-commercial mgr.,

KING-TV, Seattle, promoted to asst, to v.p. & gen. mgr.
Otto P. Brandt. James D. Neidigh promoted to sales mgr.
. . . Dr. David Parker, director of public services & educa-

tional programs, Westinghouse KPIX, San Francisco,

named to new post of editorial writer. He’s succeeded as

education director by Fred Joslyn . . . James H. Ferguson,

ex-WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W. Va., named program mgr.,

WMCT, Memphis . . . Willis C. Beecher, partner in Kear
& Kennedy, Washington consulting engineers, takes leave

of absence because of illness . . . William A. Cornish ap-

pointed national sales director, Flamingo Telefilm Sales . . .

Kay Norton, now a consultant, elected v.p. in charge of

administration. United Artists Corp. . . . Marc Daniels

promoted to v.p. in charge of programs. Theatre Network
Television Inc. . . . Kurt Blumberg, ex-ITC, named admin-
istrative assistant to United Artists Television exec. v.p.

Bruce Eells . . . James Weathers promoted from nat. sales

mgr. to gen. mgr. of Ziv-owned World Bcstg. System . . .

Leonard S. Gruenberg, ex-RKO Radio Pictures, named
v.p., Gross-Krasne-Sillerman . . . Fred Raphael, ex-J.

Walter Thompson, named client relations mgr.. Videotape
Productions, N.Y. . . . Joseph B. Durra, ex-Ciba Pharma-
ceutical Co. adv. mgr., is gen. mgr. of new American Tele-

vision Communications (260 Kearney St., San Francisco)
specializing in closed-circuit TV programming . . . G.
Carleton Hunt, General Film Labs, Hollywood, named
financial v.p. of SMPTE. S. P. Solow, Consolidated Film
Industries, Hollywood, becomes treas. . . . Leonard Levy
to head new Chicago branch office of TV film commercial
firm of Robert Lawrence Productions Inc. . . . William J.

Tynan, of rep. Peters Griffin Woodward, named a v.p. and
Chicago-based midwestern sales mgr.

Howard Pyle, whose resignation as deputy asst, to

President Eisenhower was accepted this week, won’t re-

sume radio activity but will become pres, of National

Safety Council, Chicago, Feb. 1. Ex-Gov. of Ariz., he was
once program executive of Arizona Bcstg. Co. (KVAR &
KTAR, Phoenix; KYUM, Yuma & KYCA., Prescott).

National Religious Broadcasters gave a special citation

at 16th annual convention in Washington this week to NAB
pi’es. Harold E. Fellows for “courageous leadership” in

broadcasting. The group also praised him for “significant

contribution to freedom of the airways.”

In accepting award. Fellows assured questioners from
the floor that NAB has “held the line” against liquor com-
mercials on TV & radio. He pointed out that “one of two”

stations which had announced acceptance of hard liquor

advertising was now abiding by NAB’s Standards of Good
Practice (Vol. 15:2). Other speakers at the convention in-

cluded FCC Chairman Doerfer, and Sen. Holland (D-Fla.),

who made brief remarks.

Obituary

Hulbert Taft Sr., 81, retired editor and publisher of

The Cincinnati Star and chairman of Radio Cincinnati

Inc. (Taft stations) died Jan. 19 at his home in Indian Hill,

near Cincinnati. A nephew of former President William

Howard Taft, and a star newsman, he raised strong objec-

tions when the Times-Star was sold last summer to the

Cincinnati Post, with which it was then merged (Vol.

14:30). Radio Cincinnati owns WKRC-TV & WKRC, Cin-

cinnati; WTVN-TV & WTVN, Columbus; WBRC-TV &
WBRC, Birmingham; WKYT (TV), Lexington, Ky., and

30% of WBIR-TV & WBIR, Knoxville, Tenn. His son,

Hulbert Taft Jr., pres, of Radio Cincinnati, founded

WKRC-TV in 1949. Another son, David G. Taft, is exec,

v.p. & TV-operations supervisor of Radio Cincinnati. He is

also survived by his widow, 2 daughters, 9 grandchildren.
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ADVERTISING AGENCIES: Terrell Van Ingen moves
from SatEvePost sales staff to v.p., Erwin Wasey, Ruth-

rauff & Ryan . . . Frank Armstrong, pres, of Sales Com-
munications, elected a v.p. of parent McCann-Erickson
. . . George J. Poris promoted to v.p., Sullivan, Stauffer,

Colwell & Bayles . . . Murray J. Leddy, John A. Garber &
Montague L. Boyd elected v.p.’s of D’Arcy Adv. . . . Reg-

inald L. Dellow elected v.p.. Grant Adv., Chicago . . .

Arthur A. Bailey, Los Angeles senior v.p., Foote, Cone &
Belding, now heads all of agency’s western operations in-

cluding San Francisco, Hollywood & Houston . . . Arthur

Poretz named public relations director, Mogul, Lewin,

Williams & Saylor Inc., N.Y. Dr. Norman Young, ex-Ana-

hist Co., named research director . . . Gerald Pickman, ex-

Wilding-Henderson, Detroit, named mktg. & research di-

rector, Kudner Adv., N.Y. . . . James Watt Jr. elected a

v.p. of Young & Rubicam . . . Graeme W. Stewart & Donald

L. Cuttle named v.p.’s, Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago

. . . Edwin Sonnecken promoted to pres., McCann-Erickson

subsidiary Market Planning Corp. . . . William D. Lewis

promoted to v.p., Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard Detroit

office . . . James T, Aubrey retires as chairman of Aubrey,

Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago, continuing as senior

consultant . . . James A. Miller, ex-radio-TV director, Jo-

seph Katz Co., Baltimore, named v.p., Applestein, Levin-

stein & Golnick Adv., there . . . J. Edwin Jacobs, ex-Mer-

chandise Mart, Chicago, named public relations director,

Buchen Co. adv. agency . . . William B. Finkle promoted to

v.p., Ritter, Sanford, Price & Chalek, N.Y. . . . Ted Brelning

named v.p., Ben Sackheim, N.Y. . . . V. C. Kenney promoted

to v.p., Charles Hull Wolfe to creative director, Griswold-

Eshleman, Cleveland . . . Mrs. Helen Barthelme pix)moted to

v.p., Bruce & Mitchell adv., Houston.

Treble damage suit for $1,691,040 against CBS, NBC,
ABC and A&P Tea Co. was filed this week in U.S. District

Court, N.Y., by Peter Reeves Markets Inc., alleging injury

from TV-radio networks’ promotional tie-ins with other

grocery chains. Operating 53 stores in the N.Y. metropol-

itan area, Reeves claimed promotional plans constituted

price discrimination and violation of anti-trust laws. FTC
cited a half-dozen major grocery producers—but not net-

works—in 1957 (Vol. 13:43-44) for participating in allegedly

illegal tie-ins, through which producers gave promotional

allowances to chains by paying for the latter’s broadcast

time. At the time, networks denied that plans discriminated

against any retailers.

TV advertising this year will match the record high of

1958—and “could rise as much as 10%,” TvB pres. Norman
E. Cash predicted this week. In year-end roundup of last

year’s TV business, he said industry’s share of advertising

dollars reached 13.7%. Total TV revenue for time, talent &
production rose 8% from 1957 to $1.4 billion, networks

tallying $720,000,000, national spot $398,000,000, local $276,-

000,000, according to Cash.

National spot TV sales will total $365,000,000 in 1959,

an increase of 10% over the 1958 estimate of $330,000,000,

which in turn was 12% over 1957’s figure. Station Repre-

sentatives Assn, managing director Lawrence Webb told

Oklahoma Bcstrs. Assn, annual meeting last weekend. He
said 1958 national spot radio sales were $178,000,000, about

5% above 1957’s all-time high.

Monsanto Chemical has renewed sponshorship of an

expanded series of Conquest programs for the 1959-60

.season on CBS-TV. The 6-times-a-year program will be-

come a half-hour weekly .series for 20 weeks when it returns

on Oct. 26, and Monsanto will sponsor alternate weeks.

Network Television Billings

November 1958 and January-November 1958

(For Oct. report see Television Digest, Vol. 14:52)

NETWORK TV BILLINGS in Nov. slipped slightly from
Oct. but continued to forge ahead of the corresponding

1957 period. Total billings were 8.4% above Nov. 1957 for

a total of $52,008,793, bringing 11-month 1958 total 9.9%
ahead of the same 1957 period—$512,651,580 vs. $466,459,-

830, according to TvB. CBS kept its long-standing leader-

ship with Nov. billings of $21,853,592 an increase of 2.1%
over Nov. 1957, while ABC scored a 27.9% increase and

NBC went up 7.1%. Complete TvB report for Nov:

NETWORK TELEVISION
Nov. Nov. % Jan.-Nov. Jan.-Nov. %
1958 1957 Chanee 1958 1957 Change

ABC 338,126 $ 8.079,932 4-27.9 $ 92,660,834 $ 74,466,638 4-24.3
CBS 21,863,692 21,407,126 + 2.1 224.946,469 217,304,292 + 3.6
NBC 19,817,075 18,511,686 4- 7.1 196,164,287 174,698,900 4-11.7

Total $62,008,793 $47,998,743 4- 8.4 $612,651,680 $466,459,830 4- 9.9

1958 NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS BY MONTHS
ABC CBS NBC Total

January $ 9,168,609 $22,094,015 $18,344,111 $49,606,786
February 8,441,988 19,410.741 16,786,315 44,638,044
March 9,402,407 21,211,070 18,874,597 49,488,074
April 8,739,466 20,628,611 18,283,379 47,661,346
May 8,477,766 20,970,022 18,470,368 47,918,145
June _ 7,387,686 19,733,067 16,648,462 43.769,105
July 7,083,556 18,332,925 15,702,029 41,118,609
August 6,923,736 19,383,736 15,202,021 41,509,492
September 6,627,093 19,427,754 16,362,343 42,417,190
^October 9,960,524* 21,901,036* 20,664,687* 52,526,147*
November 10,338,126 21,853,592 19,817,076 62,008,793

*Figures revised as of January 16, 1959

Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the net-
works which do not divulge their actual net dollar incomes. They’re
compiled by Broadcast Advertising Reports (BAR) and Leading Na-
tional Advertisers (LNA) for TV Bureau of Advertising (TvB) on basis
of one-time network rates, or before frequency or cash discounts.

Network Business: Ford’s Edsel div. will pick up
co-sponsorship tab for the Feb. 6 NBC-TV one-shot color-

cast starring Phil Harris, via Kenyon & Eckhardt. Other

half has been signed by U.S. Time Corp. (Timex), whose
increasing taste for one-shot musical “specials” is demon-

strated by having pacted half of the March 29 Mary
Martin show on NBC-TV and full sponsorship of a March
19 one-shot with Dean Martin. Last week, NBC-TV also

signed Helene Curtis Industries, via Chicago’s Edward H.

Weiss, for segments of three nighttime shows: Northwest

Passage, Ellery Queen, and Cimarron City, during the

spring.

At CBS-TV, growing list of Kellog business added a

Screen Gems half-hour package, Dennis The Menace, ten-

tatively slated for Fridays, 8:30-9 p.m. (no starting date

set) . Dennis will move Rawhide back a half hour, and spell

the end of American Tobacco’s long-in-difficulty Hit Pa-

rade in the 7 :30-8 p.m. slot. Also for CBS-TV : an alter-

nate-week, one-third sponsorship of Rawhide between Allied

Van Lines and Gulf Oil, via Campbell-Mithun and Young
& Rubicam. Two-thirds of the hour-long western is now
sponsored by Lever Bros, and Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Two Ziv-TV products figure in ABC-TV signings.

Ziv’s Rough Riders renews for 26 weeks effective in March
by P. Lorillard, via Lennen & Newell, and Tombstone Ter-

ritory, returns (after a two-month hiatus without sponsor)

for Lipton and Philip Morris, through Young and Rubicam

and Leo Burnett.

A third Ziv show. Bat Masterson, bagged a renewal

from Kraft Foods and Sealtest through J. Walter Thomp-

son, will continue 26 weeks beyond March in its present

NBC-TV slot.
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Stations

Farewell to Double Rate? Pressure for a “single-

rate” pricing structure in TV-radio is building, according

i to Larry Webb, managing director of the Station Repre-

sentatives Assn.

“The pressure is coming from all sides,” says Webb.

“Stations in many areas feel that having both a local and

national rate causes them to miss important spot business,

and causes price-cutting when advertisers seek the lower

I'ate. Agencies and clients don’t like a double rate, because

they’re never sure if a competitor has a lower price, and

because local rates remove much national control of spot

advertising.”

The SRA reports that “one of our leading member
firms”—which one of the 22 reps in the group Webb didn’t

say—is planning soon to announce that 12 of the repped

stations are shifting to single rate. Such switches have to

be voluntary, since an SRA move to force single rates

would raise questions under the Robinson-Patman Act.

Difficulties of broadcasters who try to give politicians

equal time under sec. 315 of Communications Act—and

under FCC interpretations of it—are reviewed sympathet-

ically in Jan. Harvard Law Revietv. In article titled “Polit-

ical Broadcasting,” Jack H. Friedenthal of Stanford Law
School and Washington attorney Richard J. Medalie say

broadcasters often are “in an impossible situation” when
they try to observe letter & spirit of law during election

campaigns. One remedy suggested: FCC should promul-

gate regulations incorporating its informal opinions on

equal-time questions. Copies of Review are available at

I $1.50 from Gannett House, Cambridge, Mass.

A station receptionist was killed and 2 other persons

injured Jan. 21 when fierce winds toppled the 654-ft. tower

of WLEX-TV, Lexington, Ky., into the station building,

demolishing the only studio less than an hour after it had

been cleared following a local show. Killed was Mrs. Susan

Grazley. Another station employe and an unidentified man
were taken to the hospital. V.p.-gen. mgr. Earl L. Boyles

estimated damage at $300,000-$400,000. He said he did not

know when the station would be back on the air. The tower

collapsed when an old 375-ft. tower fell, cutting the guide

wires which supported the higher structure.

Add tall towers: WOC-TV, Davenport, la. (Ch. 6) this

week filed application for 1340-ft. structure to replace its

625-ft. tower, as part of project to cost $443,000. Tower &
antenna system costs $250,000, new transmitter driver $80,-

000, land $35,000, remodeling $50,000, installation & mis-

cellaneous $25,000, frequency & modulation monitors $3000.

New antenna will be located a mile northwest of Pleasant

Valley, near present site. Antenna is 83-ft., 6-section RCA
super-turnstile, atop 1252-ft. guyed tower.

Unique feature of new bowling alley in Memphis is

$60,000 worth of GE TV originating equipment—cameras,

controls, etc.—to feed telecasts of matches to WMCT. GE
asserts that it’s the first in U.S. so equipped. The multi-

million dollar alley has 48 lanes, no roof-supporting col-

umns, a nursery with baby-sitters, a community meeting

room—and is open 24 hours daily.

Translator starts: K76AO, Olivia, Minn, began Jan. 19

I
repeating WCCO-TV, Minneapolis. K72AU, Verdi, Nev. be-

gan Dec. 21 with KOLO-TV, Reno. K71AN, Boonville, Cal.,

also serving Philo, began Jan. 12 with KPIX, San Francisco.

NBC’s flagship WRCA-TV, N.Y., incr-eased sales 17%
in 1958 over 1957, station reported this week. Year was
described as “most successful” in the station’s history.

Educational

ETV Research Contest: Lively competition for De-
fense Education Act grants for educational TV
research (Vol. 14:51) was developing this week
among universities, colleges, city school boards &
individuals as Feb. 1 deadline for initial applica-

tions approached.

U.S. Office of Education, which administers

the 4-year $18,000,000 Federal program for audio-

visual experimentation in teaching methods, said

more than 100 research projects—half in ETV
fields, the rest involving use of radio, films and
recording—already had been proposed, and un-

official estimates of govt, money needed for all of

them ran to about $10,000,000—more than 3 times

the total budget of $3,000,000 asked by the ad-

ministration for all of fiscal 1960 (see p. 7).

Details of varied ETV projects outlined in ap-

plications were withheld by Office of Education

pending March 5-6 sessions of 14-member advis-

ory committee that will recommend which pro-

posals should be approved by Comr, Lawrence G.

Derthick. But one of the most ambitious plans was
reported to be a city-wide ETV experiment blue-

printed by the Los Angeles school board.

Audio-visual research advisers will escape one

problem—question of loyalty oaths—which is con-

fronted by administrators of $6,000,000 student

loan provisions of National Defense Education

Act. Some colleges are refusing to participate in

its student loan program because of oaths re-

quired of applicants by last-minute Senate amend-
ment to law last year. Loyalty requirement doesn’t

apply to TV-radio-movie project applicants.

Statewide ETV network is planned in Ohio where Ohio

Council for Educational TV, State Board of Education and

Governor’s Committee on Education Beyond High School

are drafting proposals to submit to state legislature.

Although there now are only 2 ETV outlets in Ohio

—

Cincinnati’s WCET (Ch. 48) and Columbus’ WOSU-TV
(Ch. 34)—state plan envisions network of 9 stations, in-

cluding Miami U’s WMUB-TV (CP), Oxford (Ch. 14) and

an Ohio U station at Athens on commercial Ch. 62, for

which application is on file.

The full 9-station microwave system would cost

$700,000-$l,000,000, according to proposal submitted to

OCET by Sarkes Tarzian Inc., Bloomington, Ind., whose

pres. Sarkes Tarzian himself is a pioneer commercial tele-

caster. He founded WTTV, Bloomington-Indianapolis (Ch.

4) in 1949, and WPTA, Fort Wayne (Ch. 21) in 1957.

New ETV directory, listing on-air& upcoming educa-

tional TV stations and their facilities & personnel, is

included in the Jan. Educational Television FactshecI pub-

lished by the Joint Council on Educational Tclevisio!!, 178.')

Ma.ss. Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.

Educational TV & Radio Center moves its headquarter.s

from Ann Arbor, Mich., to New York’s Coliseum Bldg, at

10 Columbus Circle this spring. Move will involve pres.

John F. White, program and p.r. units—total of 25 people.



COLD CATHODE TUBE - KEY TO TRANSISTOR TV? Electronics' workhorse — "Old Unreliable,"
the vacuum tube — pranced into the limelight this week and showed it can cut many
of the same capers as the glamorous transistor. In fact, the major new tube develop-
ment announced this week may even make transistor TV practical by removing its last
major roadblock: the tremendous power required by the picture tube.

New type of cold-cathode tube, developed by Tung-Sol on basis of Signal Corps
research, was hailed by Army as "the first major breakthrough in basic tube design
in more than 30 years." Army predicted its impact on electronics might be as great
as was the development of the transistor. Basic difference between cold-cathode and
conventional tubes: no heat required. Principle can be applied to most current tube
types, including receiving, power, radar, transmitting, and cathode ray tubes.

Advantages are numerous

:

(1) "Indefinite" life span — the new tubes may
never need replacement. (2) No filament circuit needed — cold-cathode tubes oper-
ate on less than one-tenth the power of conventional tubes and eliminate large part
of a TV or radio power supply. (3) Immediate operation without "warmup" period.

These are some of same advantages as transistors — but there's one the tran-
sistor doesn't have yet: low cost. Tung-Sol expects to produce cold-cathode tubes
for about same price as today's filament tubes — maybe cheaper.

Commercial production of some cold-cathode tubes may be possible by year's
end, Tung-Sol research director Dr. A. M. Skellett told us. First to be developed
will be electron gun for TV picture tube and complete complement of tubes for table
model radio. Prototypes of these tubes are already operating. i

Signal Corps' first project is walkie-talkie. Tung-Sol has applied for some
basic patents on the tube. Signal Corps has others.

Yes, there are some drawbacks . Tube isn't self-starting, must be "flashed"
like fluorescent light. This is done with tiny tungsten filament wired to flash in-
stantaneously when power is turned on. At present, tube requires 300 volts in plate
circuit; conventional tubes operate on as little as 12 volts. Tung-Sol is already
attacking this problem by reducing thickness of cathode coating.

In its application to TV , Tung-Sol engineers think electron gun's power re-
quirements can be reduced enough to make battery-operated sets practical.

For more details on the Signal Corps-Tung-Sol cold-cathode tube, see p. 14.

DILEMMA OF STEREO - SINGLE OR DUAL CABINETS: The home electronics entertainment in-

dustry is a house divided against itself over the question of whether stereophonic
sound can be truly achieved only with space-consuming dual speaker cabinets — or

whether compromise techniques already are at hand to compress stereo into a single

instrument. It's a dilemma that has the engineers at loggerheads with the merchan-
disers. And it's a question to be settled finally by the consuming public.

There's no stampede yet among manufacturers toward single-cabinet stereo,

although the trend is in that direction. Most we queried will have both types in

their lines for the foreseeable future, or until the housewife decides there isn't

space in her livingroom for a stereo console plus an extra speaker cabinet. Only

one major phono maker, RCA, offers stereo only in dual cabinet styling, and they are

reliably reported now readying at least one single-cabinet console for introduction
this Spring — mid-summer for sure.

|
Typical of industry comment was statement by newly appointed CBS phono dept. ®

v.p. James J. Shallow. He said CBS would carry a full line of both single and dual

cabinet stereo systems this spring, with the hope the public will indicate a pref-

1
12 -
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erence bewore 1960 lines go into production. "It's my guess," he said, "that single
cabinet stereo will make up 80% of next year's stereo sales."

Philco tries to solve problem of stereo sound reproduction by an acoustical
arrangement of cabinet doors to deflect sounds in the upper range. They're called
"Stereo-Dors" and may be adjusted to achieve a satisfactory stereo effect.

CBS' dual channel, single amplifier is attracting industry attention as a

cost-saver, eliminating the need foi’ 2 amplifiers. Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, pres, of

CBS Labs, said the single amplifier was an outgrowth of the development of a compat-
ible stereo record which was once shown to the industry (Vol. 14-13) but has since

been put back into the lab. It's being offered for license but so far has been
accepted only by Heath div. of Daystrom, largest manufacturer of electronic kits.

>Js ^ ^

TY-Radio Production: tv set production was 103,696 in week ended Jan. 17 vs.

91,212 preceding week & 108,806 year ago. Two-week total for 1959 was 194,908 vs.

223,198 last year. Radio production was 279,954 (109,765 auto) for the week vs.

the preceding week's total of 254,021 (197,875 auto) & 239,133 (99,578 auto) last

year. Total for two weeks was 533,975 (217,649 auto) vs. 456,057 (186,148 auto).

Trade Personals: A. R. Hopkins, retired RCA mgr.,

broadcast & TV engineering products dept., named consult-

ant to Ampex Corp., Redwood, Cal., specializing in video-

tape recorder sales ... Wendell R. Smith, ex-Alderson As-

soc. Inc. (Philadelphia management consultants), named

RCA director of marketing research & development . . . J.

Frank Leach, ex-manufacturing v.p. of Amphenol Elec-

tronics, named v.p. & gen. mgr., Amphenol connector div.,

formed under recent merger of Amphenol and Borg Elec-

tronics. Robert E. Svoboda, ex-Amphenol distributor sales

mgr., promoted to gen. mgr., Amphenol distributor div.—
Dr. and Mrs. Alan Hazeltine have announced the engage-

ment of their daughter, Maud Denise, Wellesley ’56 and

M.A. of Brandeis U (where she is a candidate for a Ph.D.

degree), to Ansel Burt Chapman, son of Col. Robert T.

Chapman (USA ret.) and the late Mrs. Chapman, of Ded-

ham, Mass. He’s a Princeton graduate, studied in Paris and

Algiers on a Fulbright fellowship, is presently a senior at

Harvard Law School . . . Dominic P. Schmit, RCA v.p., prod-

uct engineering, appointed senior RCA representative in C
Stellerator Assoc., management-engineering organization

set up by RCA and Allis Chalmers for thermonuclear

power research project at Princeton U. . . . Leonard H.

Davis named to new post of v.p. & gen. counsel, Gabriel Co.

. . . Keneth A. Simons promoted to chief engineer, Jerrold

Electronics, in charge of research & development . . .

Raymond T. Leary, ex-distributor sales mgr., promoted

to v.p., Cornell-Dublier . . . H. S. Crawford, ex-Westing-

house, named purchasing agent for Packard-Bell’s tech-

nical products div. . . . Irving Sarlin promoted to eastern

regional sales mgr., Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.

. . . Owen H. Klepper promoted to adv. & sales promotion

director, Philco’s home laundry and air conditioner dept.

. . . Joel M. Rowley, ex-General Tire, named adv. mgr.,

V-M Corp. . . . Eli Sammett, ex-Belock Instrument Corp.,

named adv. & public relations mgr., Narda Ultrasonics . . .

Larry Epstein, ex-University Loudspeakers, named sales

v.p.. United Audio Products . . . Herman Bergman pro-

moted to asst, treas. of Standard Coil’s subsidiary Kolls-

man Instrument Corp.

Raytheon has sold its electrocardiograph business to

Cardiotron Electro-Medical Products Labs, Bay.shore, L. I.

ELECTRONICS PERSONALS: Dr. C. Guy Suits, GE v.p.

& research director, awarded Wililam Proctor prize by

Scientific Research Society of America . . . Walter C.

Heckman, consultant in GE’s Washington defense evalua-

tion operation, retires after 38 years with company . . .

Richard W. Lee promoted to v.p. for engineering & re-

search General Precision Laboratory. William P. Hilliard

promoted to v.p. for administration & manufacturing . . .

Martin J. Johnson, ex-Johnson Aircraft Engineering Co.,

appointed director of foreign operations. Laboratory for

Electronics, Boston. Matthew B. Thorp, ex-United Serv-

ices Assoc., becomes Washington rep. . . . Robert E. S.

Thompson, ex-pres. of Thompson Trailer Corp., named
exec, v.p., Chesapeake Industries . . . Alan G. Richards,

ex-Bourns Labs, named asst, sales mgr., Daystrom’s po-

tentiometer div. . . . Charles L. Hulswit, pres, of Orange
& Rockland Utilities, Nyack, N.Y., elected a director of

Dynamics Corp of America.

Obituary

Alexander M. MacLennan, 64, retired asst. v.p. for

public relations of ITT, died Jan. 19 while visiting at Del

Ray Beach, Fla.

RCA’s 10 fellowships for advanced studies in engi-

neering, physics, dramatic arts, bring total awards to 130

since program started in 1947. This year’s recipients of

fellowships, worth about $3500 each, will study at New
York U, Columbia U, Cal. Tech, Cornell, Princeton, Rut-

gers, Carnegie Tech, Yale, Illinois, Purdue. RCA also

has awarded 63 undergraduate scholarships, $800 each,

which went to 30 students in fields related to electronics

& broadcasting, 30 studying to be teachers of mathematics,

physics, chemistry, biology & general science, 3 honor

graduates of RCA institutes.

GE’s Annual Edison Radio Amateur Award for 1958

goes to Julius M. J. Madey, 18, Clark, N.J., who spent

average of 90 hours weekly sending messages to personnel

on isolated Antarctic, Arctic & South Pacific bases. Pres-

entation of trophy and .$500 will be made at dinner in

Washington Feb. 26, at Sheraton Carlton Hotel.
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Cold Cathode Looks Hot; New “cold” tube unveiled

this week by Signal Corps and Tung-Sol Electric

Inc. (see p. 12) marks major departure in the

principle of electron tube operation. Since the de-

velopment of the vacuum tube by Fleming and the

Audion by DeForrest, electrons have always been

“baked” from the filament or cathode by applying

heat. The cold-cathode tube, once started, contin-

ually emits electrons without any heat, even in

temperatures far below zero.

Because heat generated by the red-hot filament

is the major direct or indirect cause of tube fail-

ures, cold-cathode tubes are expected to set a new
mark in reliability. One has been in continuous

operation for more than a year without any signs

of deterioration—and it’s possible development

of cold-cathode types for TV & radio may end tube

replacements forever, an Army spokesman said.

The principle was first discovered late in 1952

by Dr. Dietrich Dobischek of Army Signal Re-

search & Development Lab at Ft. Monmouth, N.J.

He discovered that thin magnesium oxide layers

deposited on nickel and treated at a high tempera-

ture in oxygen, when bombarded briefly with ul-

traviolet rays or electrons, started an electron flow.

The “starter” in the new cold-cathode tubes pro-

vides the brief bombardment which imparts a

positive charge to the surface of the cathode so

electron emission can begin.

Tung-Sol stepped into the picture under a

Signal Corps contract to develop actual tubes us-

ing the principle. This was done by a team under

engineer B. G. Firth at less than $200,000.

The new cold-cathode tube is not regarded as a

“substitute” for the transistor but as an important

improvement in the area in which vacuum tubes

are most vulnerable—reliability. Tung-Sol hopes

eventually to put out an entire line of the no-fila-

ment tubes, and presumably to license others.

Upsurge in Electronics: Sales exceeding $15 bil-

lion in 1959 were forecast for the electronics industry by

RCA pres. John L. Burns before a meeting of RCA distri-

butors in Chicago this week—an increase of 11% over the

nearly $14 billion sales total for last year.

Factory sales of consumer products. Burns said, will

rise 7% above the 1958 volume of $1.6 billion, stimulated by

sales of phonos and tape recorders in the stereo hi-fi field.

Once again taking up the cudgels for color TV, Burns

told the distributors that “color is ready, color is right,

color is here.” Color programming, he said, is more exten-

sive than ever before, with 300 stations—well over half the

U.S. total—now equipped to broadcast it, “These favorable

factors are strongly refiected in the rising sales trend

[which] will accelerate sharply this year,” Burns added.

Greatest growth was predicted in electronic products

for business and industry with the volume in this category

increasing 27% over the 1958 total of $1.4 billion. Industry

sales of defense electronic products can be expected to rise

by at least 14% over last year’s $3.6 billion. Burns said.

Top 100 Defense Firms: General Dynamics took top

rank away from GE among electronics firms on
the list of 100 leading defense contractors issued

this week by the Defense Dept, for the fiscal year
ended July 1958. General Dynamics was second
only to Boeing in total defense contracts awarded
during the fiscal year, slipping from the first place

it held in fiscal 1957 (Vol. 14:37). GE ranked 3rd
among all contractors.

We’ve consolidated 2 new “top 100” lists in

the table below to show the standings of electron-

ics firms and their changes from preceding fiscal

year. (All dollar figures are in millions. Dash indi-

cates company was not among first 100 prime
contractors for the period.)

General Dynamics

July 1957-

July 1958
Contracts Rank

..$1,383.2 2

July 1956-

July 1957

Contracts

$1,018.9

Kank

1

GE . . 783.4 3 876.8 3
AT&T . . 659.8 6 591.8 5
Hughes Aircraft . . 472.6 9 389.9 8
Sperry-Rand . . 361.9 11 210.3 17
IBM . . 316.4 14 362.0 10.
RCA . . 288.1 15 133.4 24
Westinghouse . . 268.9 18 181.8 22
Raytheon . . 237.0 22 217.5 16
Bendix Aviation . . 207.4 24 250.4 13
ITT 96.7 30 97.2 30
AVCO 86.5 31 178.1 23
Burroughs 71.6 35 65.1 40
American Bosch Arma . . .

.

70.9 36 128.3 25
Philco 66.2 38 57.7 46
Collins Radio 61.3 44 63.3 42
Mass. Inst, of Technology .

.

56.1 52 49.9 52
General Precision Equip’t . 52,9 54 48.3 53
Minneapolis-Honeywell 47,0 55 73.4 38
Cal. Inst, of Technology . .

.

45.4 57 30.7 77
Lear 38.4 61 — —
Sylvania 37.0 62 — —
Motorola 29.8 77 28.0 79
Hoffman — — 25.0 89
Gilfillan Bros 23.7 95 22.0 98

Public interest in stereo will boost 1959 sales of hi-fi

components 30% above 1958, according to L. Berkley Davis,

gen. mgr. of GE’s electronic components div. “Most of

this growth will result from sales of stereo components, as

1959 will be first full year when all types of these com-

ponents will be generally available. Stereo components
will bear higher price tags because of their specialized

nature,” Davis said. He sees biggest challenge to hi-fi

industry as education of the music-loving public “on basic

technical points of stereo hi-fi.” Receiving tube sales, he

predicted, will register a 10% incx’ease over 1958, reach-

ing $380,000,000. Picture tube sales will increase 5% to

12,300,000 units, of which “slightly more than half” will

go into replacement market. He said principal factors in

upswing will be: (1) Improvement in general business

activity. (2) Decline in TV-radio inventories. (3) Repairs

heretofore considered marginal now are being made by

set owners. (4) Industrial and military equipment manu-
facturers have reduced excessive tube inventories.

Bill to end excise tax on TV-radio-phonos, as well as

records and musical instruments, was introduced in new
86th Congress by Rep, Melvin Price (D-Ill.). Bill to ex-

empt uhf TV sets from 10% excise tax was introduced by

Rep. Edward P, Boland (D-Mass.).

EIA Industrial Relations Conference scheduled for

Chase-Park Plaza Hotel, St, Louis, Feb. 25-27.
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Stereo and the NSRC: The National stereophonic

Radio Committee, the all-industry group formed under the

aegis of the EIA to test all stereo systems (Vol. 14:44, 47,

49), finally seems to be getting off the ground. A formal

announcement is due next week inviting all interested mem-
bers of the industry to serve on its panels, and offering to

study and test any and all proposed compatible broadcast

systems for AM, FM and TV.
NSRC will turn its findings over to the FCC as did the

previous National TV System Committees which recom-
mended the current standards for black-&-white and color

TV—and its stereo findings are expected to carry the same
weight. There is a possibility that NSRC may approve

more than one stereo system as acceptable—not choosing

to enter the arena of economics, which must be considered

in the final decision (see p. 4).

Formal charter of NSRC charges it to conduct a

technical study of compatible stereo sound, to clarify tech-

nical issues, vei’ify its technical findings by field testing

and to delineate signal specifications. Chairman of NSRC
is C. Graydon Lloyd, GE

;
vice chairman George H. Brown,

RCA. Coordinating committee under Donald G. Fink,

Philco, will be composed of panel chairmen and vice chair-

men and will oversee panel assignments. The policy-direct-

ing administrative committee is headed by Dr. W. R. G.

Baker, v.p. of Syracuse U Research Corp., with David
Smith, Philco, as vice chairman.

Six operating panels will be appointed: Panel 1, system
specifications; Panel 2, interconnecting facilities; Panel 3,

broadcast transmitters; Panel 4, broadcast receivers; Panel

5, field testing; Panel 6, subjective aspects.

Anti-Trust Confab : Canada’s concern over anti-

trust suits filed by the Justice Dept, against GE, Westing-

house and N. V. Philips (Vol. 15:3) will be the subject of

high-level conference Jan. 29 between Canadian Minister of

Justice E. Davie Fulton and Attorney General William P.

Rogers in Washington. Allegations that Canadian subsidi-

aries of the 3 defendants manipulated a patent pool (Cana-

dian Radio Patents Ltd.) in order to limit imports of U.S.-

made TVs, radios & phonos into the Canadian market, have

stirred vigorous protests from official Canadian quarters

which see an effort by the U.S. to encroach on the affairs of

private firms in the Dominion.

Decision to hold the conference was reached at the

meeting of the Joint U.S.-Canadian Committee on Trade &
Economic Affairs in Ottawa early this month when Cana-
dian representatives expressed concern over the possible

extra-territorial effects of the anti-trust suits. Justice Dept,

seeks a decree in Federal court restraining the 2 American
companies and Dutch-owned Philips, whose subsidiaries do

business in this country, from operating the Canadian

patent pool so as to make it virtually impossible for U.S.

firms to ship home-entertainment apparatus into Canada.

Result of the alleged conspiracy, the suit contends, is to

force U.S. manufacturers to establish Canadian subsidiaries

against their wishes and best intei’ests.

Fulton’s conference with Rogers follows a talk before

the N.Y. State Bar Assn, anti-trust section (Jan. 28) on

“Extra-territorial Application of the U.S. Federal Anti-

trust Laws.”

Sprague Electric Co. buys magnetic component & filter

product lines of International Resistance Co.’s Hycor div.,

manufacturing equipment & inventories to be moved from
Hycor’s Sylmar, Pa. plant to Sprague plants at Visalia,

Cal. & North Adams, Mass. Hycor c'ontinues manufactuio

of precision resistors.

Financial Reports

Emerson Earnings Up; Emerson Radio reports a

tenfold increase in earnings for the year ended Oct. 31, 1958
compared with its poor profit showing in the preceding
fiscal year. Pres. Benjamin Abrams attributed the increase

to the acquisition of the DuMont line, “higher profit mar-
gins on some product lines, particularly radios and phono-
graphs, and substantial reductions in over-all operating
costs and expenses.” Spurred by the popularity of transistor

radios, Emerson’s radio sales were “significantly higher”
than 1957, he said, along with an increase in phonos, hi fi

and stereo. Govt, electronics sales also increased over the
previous year, and Abrams predicted a further rise in 1959.

Sales and profits of Emerson’s international business were
higher, he added, thanks in part to the DuMont label. The
company’s TV sales were “lower than 1957,” but in the
latter part of 1958 showed an improvement over comparable
1957 figures.

Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp. and subsidiaries.

year ended Oct. 31:

Consolidated net sales

Net profits

EaiTied per common share .

.

1958

$58,401,179

1,410,009

12^.

1957

$54,803,069

138,431

n
Telechrome Mfg. Co. reports increased net sales and

earnings for the period ended Sept. 30, first quarter of its

fiscal year:

Net sales

Net income

Earnings, “A” & “B” shares

Order backlog (Sept. 30) .

.

1958

$343,354

54,888

2H
1,000,000

1957

$227,798

37,994

14^

692,449

Siegler Corp. reports higher net earnings for 6 months
ended Dec. 31 than the $1,215,930 recorded for the entire

preceding fiscal year ended June 30.

For 6 months ended Dec. 31

:

1958 1957

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per common share .

.

Common shares outstanding .

For 3 months ended Dec. 31

:

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per common share .

.

$41,167,719
1,231,661

80<‘

1,538,171

$22,162,088
698,399

45 ^^

$39,279,806
757,781

50<J

1,513,574

$22,616,971
389,179

26^

National Telefilm Assoc, reports sharply higher earn-

ings for 3 months ended Oct. 31. Increase, however, in-

cludes capital gain of $1,144,756 ($1.04 a share) from sale

to United Artists of contract to purchase Allied Artists

Productions (Vol. 14:25,33). Net operating income for the

quarter totaled $220,131 (20^ a share). For 3 months

ended Oct. 31

:

Net income
Earned per common share . .

.

Shares outstanding

1958
$1,364,887

1.24

1,099,611

1957
$269,577

26^
1,020,350

Dividends: Gross Telecasting, 40^ on common &
on Class B common, payable Feb. 10 to stockholders of

record Jan. 26. . . . Amphenol-Borg, 35<i March 30 to holders

March 16 . . . Stanley Warner, 25^ Feb. 25 to holders Feb.

10 . . . Oak Mfg., 25<i March 13 to holders Feb. 25 . . . Be-

lock Instrument, 2% stock March 2 to holders Jan. 30 . . .

i’aramount Pictures, 50^ March 13 to holders Feb. 26 . . .

Siegler Corp., 10^ March 2 to holders Feb. 16 . . . Electron-

ics Investment, 3^ Feb. 27 to holders Feb. 2 . . . Indiana

Steel Products, 30<i March 10 to holders Feb. 25.

Gross Telecasting Inc. (WJIM-TV & WJIM, Lansing,

Mich.) had 1958 earnings and revenues which “compare

favorably” with 1957’s earnings of $674,239 and revenues

of $2,733,846 (Vol. 11:11 ), pres. Harold F. Gross announced

after board meeting in Lansing this week.
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Videotape installations: Ampex Corp. will have de-

livered its 241st Videotape recorder by Feb. 28

(see p. 3). Here is a complete breakdown of all

Ampex Videotape installations through that date

:

TV Networks

American Broadcasting Co 19
Columbia Broadcasting System 25
National Broadcasting Co 19

TV Stations

No. No.
of Re- of Re

Market Station corders Market Station corders

Atlanta WAGA-TV 1 New Haven- WNHC-TV 2

Baltimore WJZ-TV 2 Hartford WTIC-TV 1

Boston-

Cambridge WBZ-TV 1 New York- WNEW-TV 2

WHDH-TV 1 Newa rk WNTA-TV 2

WGBH-TV 1 WOR-TV I

Buffalo WGR-TV 1 WPIX 1

Charleston, S.C. WUSN-TV 1 Norfolk WTAR-TV 1

Chicago WBBM-TV 2 Pensacola-Mobile WEAR-TV 2

WBKB-TV 1 Philadelphia WB’IL-TV 2

WGN-TV 2 Phoenix KOOL-TV 1

Cleveland KYW-TV 2 Pittsburgh KDKA-TV I

WEWS-TV 2 WIIC-TV 1

WJW-TV 1 WTAE-TV 1

Dallas-Ft. Worth KRLD-TV 1 Portland, Ore. KGW-TV 1

WPAA-TV 1 KOIN-TV 1

Denver KLZ-TV 1 Providence WJAR-TV 1

Detroit WJBK-TV 1 Raleigh-Durham WRAL-TV 1

Flint WJRT 1 Sacramento-
Honolulu, T.H. KONA-TV 1 Stockton KCRA-TV 1

KHVH-TV 1 Salt Lake City-

Houston- Provo KLOR-TV 1

Galveston KOUL-TV 1 San Antonio KENS-TV I

KPRC-TV 1 WOAI-TV 1

Indianapolis- San Francisco KPIX 1

Bloomington WISH-TV 1 KRON-TV 2

Lancaster, Pa. WGAL-TV 1 KTVU 1

Schenectady-
Los Angeles KCOP 2 Albany-Troy WRGB 1

KHJ-TV 1 Seattle-Tacoma KING-TV 1

Springfield, Mo. KYTV-TV 1

KTLA 4 St. Louis KCPP-TV 1

KTTV 3 Syracuse WSYR-TV 1

Louisville WHAS-TV 1 Tampa-
Lubbock, Texas KDUB-TV 1 St. Petersburg WFLA-TV 1

Milwaukee WITI-TV 1 Tulsa KOTV 1

Minneapolis- Washington, D.C. WTTG 1

St. Paul WCCO-TV 1 Wichita Falls,

KMSP 1 Texas KSYD-TV 1

Studios and Agencies Laboratories and Schools
Elliot, Unger & Elliot, N.Y ..1 Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.

Filmways, N.Y. ..1 Hutchinson, Minn .2

..1 I

John Guedel Productions Washington County (Md.) School
,.l 1

On-Film Inc., Camden, N.J ,.l Yonkers Raceway,
,
N.Y .1

RKO Film Studios, Hollywood ...,.l U.S. Govt 13

Telestudios Inc., N.Y .3 Other research labs —

.

6

Termini Videotape
Services, N.Y. .1

Videotape Productions of N.Y. ....3

Foreign Installations

Kyushu TV. Fukuoka I

NHK (Japan Brdctg.

Cori). ) , Tokyo 3

NTV (Nippon Television Net-
work Corp. ) , Tokyo 2

OTV. Osaka 2

Radio Tokyo (TV), Tokyo 2

RHB Mainichi Bdctg.

Corp., Fukuoka 1

.Shizuoka TV. Shizuoka 1

Tokai TV (THK), Nagoya 2

Mexico
Cadena Television del Norte,

Monterrey 1

Television de Chihuahua,
Guadalajara 1

TV de Mexico, Mexico City 2

West Germany
Siomens & HaLske 7

Scot land

Scottish Televisi(»n, I.td.,

Glasgow 1

“License-TV” Bill: Measure introduced in the N. Y.
state legislature late last week by Assemblyman
A. Bruce Manley seeks TV censorship in a new
form, with a “license” revenue gimmick thrown
in as well. Manley, a young Republican from Fre-
donia, N.Y., wants the state’s top education brass
—the Board of Regents—to pass on all network
or local “entertainment” TV shows—news, special

events, public service exempted—and then O.K.
them for TV air use after payment of a license fee

of $50 per half-hour or less. The fee would be paid
by the station telecasting the show.

Manley’s move got a quick play in the N.Y.
daily press, which emphasized a quote from him
that TV is airing “a disproportionate amount of

crime, sex, horror, terror, brutality and violence.”

However, when contacted by Television Di-

gest, Manley proved much milder. “I’m not a TV
expert,” he said, “We’re not trying to hurt the TV
industry.” He admitted that “opposition”—he
didn’t elaborate—was already forming, and that

bill’s chance of passing this year was “remote.”

The Business Of Sex: CBS’s Edwaid R. Murrow
isn’t likely to join TV-radio columnist Marie Torre as the

latest personality to land behind bars for refusing to reveal

a news source—or so CBS spokesmen believed this week.

Murrow, CBS public affairs director Ii'ving Gitlin & pro-

ducer George Vicas were interviewed by Deputy Police

Commissioner James R. Kennedy because of Murrow’s Jan.

19 The Business of Sex on CBS radio—an hour-long taped

documentary including interviews with madams and deluxe

call girls, one of whom told how she aided in a deal for

“a man who was selling electronics.”

They were asked for names. They politely declined.

Kennedy said, however, “No one is going to jail here.”

N.Y. District Attorney Frank Hogan ordered a transcript of

the show. Mayor Wagner indicated he’d seek a police in-

vestigation of the whole thing. Chief Magistrate John M.
Murtaugh, author of Cast the First Stone, a book dealing

with the same subject, chai’ged the CBS show had “ex-

ploited” the prostitution problem for audience interest.

Gitlin denied charges the show was a hoax. “Every

element in the show was factual, and we stand unqualifiedly

behind it. These were real people, not actors. Research

for the show went on for at least a year and involved local

reports on prostitution from over 200 CBS stations to make
it a national stoi*y.” He added that the show was “not an

attack on big business” but “the story of a social ethic.”

In general, the reaction appeared to be shocked sur-

prise on the part of city officials. CBS feels its legal posi-

tion is protected by the First Amendment. The network will

face charges by the District Attorney as they arise—which

they haven’t as yet—but won’t give any names. It reported

national reaction to the show was about “60-40” in favor.

On another broadcast chore, Murrow cancelled a

scheduled Person to Person visit to the New York apart-

ment home of Mrs. Babe Ruth Jan. 23 when the building

manager demanded payment to permit camera crews to

enter. Co-producer Jesse Zousmer said this was the first

time the issue had come up in the history of the program,

which has visited homes of “75 to 100” people in the New
York area. French singer Genevieve went on instead.

Australia

Amalgamated Television

Network, Sydney 1

Canada
Canadian Bdctg. Corp 7

England
ABC Television Ltd., London ....1

Assoc. RedifTusion. London 2

Associated TV Ltd.. London ....I

British Bdctg. Co., London 2

Cinema TV Ltd., London “I

Granada TV, Manchester 5

Southern Television

Ltd.. Southampton 1

Tyne Tees Television,

Ltd., London 1

Japan
Chuhu Nippon Bdctg., Ltd.,

Nagoya 2

Fuji TV, Tokyo 2

Kansai TV, Tottori 2

Kyoiku TV, Tokyo 2
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF THE WEEK'S NEWS
NO PAY-TV TESTIMONY planned by CBS at Congress hear-

ings, Stanton announces. Networks expected to urge

NAB board to adopt similar change in tactics (p. 1).

FCC RETREATS ON BOOSTER FRONT as Congressional revolt

grows. Commission extends deadline lor ban on illegal

stations, will "study" relaxations (pp. 1 & 5).

TAPE SYNDICATION IS HERE NOW. Guild Films sells 3 taped

shows to 25 stations. Many stations in 'miniature syn-

dication.' CBS Films, NTA stepping in (pp. 2 & 6).

FEDERAL AID TO ETV PLAN gets quick Senate consideration

as sponsors push $51,000,000 Magnuson measure toward

almost certain approval by Congress (pp. 3 & 6).

FCC WOULD SHEAR NETWORKS of station rep business, if

proposed rule-making is finalized. Commission vote unan-

imous at this stage (p. 3).

NO LETUP, APPARENTLY, IN MAGAZINE barrage against

TV, as Post shoots off another gun. Other critics of TV in

the Fund for the Republic's spotlight (pp. 4 & 16).

HOUSE ENDORSES PROBE OF FCC and other agencies, gives

Commerce Committee $125,000 to continue oversight unit's

work. Other Congressional developments (p. 5).

NETWORK TV IS ONLY MEDIUM showing gain in Nov. 1958

over Nov. 1957 in Printer's Ink Nat. Adv. Index (p. 16).

Manufacturing-Distribution-Finance

"NEW LOOK" IN TV will appear in June lines as major set

makers prepare to use new 23-in. rectangular Corning

tube. Plans of manufacturers outlined (p. 12).

PICTURE-ON-WALL TUBE now practical, using flat cold-cathode

design, Tung-Sol believes. Tube engineers see cold-

cathode demonstrations, react cautiously (p. 13).

CANADA MAY RETALIATE against extra-territorial appli-

cation of U. S. anti-trust laws. Dominion Justice Minister

Fulton cites objections to U. S. trade policy (p. 14).

NSRC PANEL CHAIRMEN NAMED, duties of panels outlined,

as EIA-sparked committee organizes to recommend com-

patible stereo standards to FCC (p. 14).

CBS PLANS TO SIT OUT PAY-TV HEARINGS: CBS won’t testify at upcoming pay-TV hearings
before House Commerce Committee — unless called. NBC is understood to have adopted
similar line, and both networks will present this position to NAB board when it

meets next week at Hollywood Beach Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.

Confirming our exclusive Jan. 17 report on this change in network tactics
(Vol. 15:3), CBS pres. Frank Stanton told affiliates board meeting in New York this

week; "We continue to believe that the use of the public's channels for pay TV is

against the public's interest. We believe that we have fully met every reasonable
obligation for informing the people . . .

"Certainly we have put before Congress and the American people our views and
all the facts available to us. ... If our views are sought, we will, of course,

respond. Further than this we don't propose to go — certainly at this time."

Whether a virtual industry-wide boycott of any further pay-TV discussions
will result depends largely on policy adopted by NAB board.

THE GREAT BOOSTER REBELLION OF 1959: Power of political pressure to influence FCC —
the subject of much pious indignation in Congress during last year's House investi-

gation of TV licensing practices (Vol. 14:2 et seq.) — was never more convincingly

demonstrated than by members of Congress themselves this week, operating openly.

FCC was stopped cold in its determination to outlaw illegal TV booster stations

by March 30. And it took only some gestures of defiance on Capitol Hill — not even

back-stage maneuvering — to do it.

Confronted with flock of bills introduced and speeches made (see p. 5) , FCC
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began beating retreat from its "final action" of last Dec. 30 on long-troublesome
booster question (Vol. 15:1).

There is now a very strong chance that FCC will find a formula to legalize
boosters. It's likely that Commission will; (1) Ask Congress to amend Sec. 319(a)
of Communications Act to "excuse" booster operators for building without permission.

(2) Relax its engineering standards to permit construction of boosters cheaper
than uhf translators. (3) Relax operating-personnel requirements to permit sim-
plest kind of engineering supervision over booster installations.

After 4 years of rule-making wrestling with problem — and coming to a 6-1
decision that the "public interest" can't be served by unlicensed uhf stations —
FCC needed only a touch of political pressure to reconsider. No Congressional hear-
ings on the subject were held or even scheduled. No new technical evidence was
produced to disprove case against unauthorized repeaters. But Commission neverthe-
less voted — unanimously this time — to give operators 6 months instead of 90 days
to apply for uhf translators or shut down. Commission said it now finds it needs to
"give further study to the legal & technical aspects of the problem."

VIDEO TAPE SYNDICATION IS HERE-NOW: All TV film producers and syndicators are pre-'

paring right now to begin gradual changeover to tape — no matter how loudly they
publicly deprecate the medium of electronically-recorded TV programming.

Even as the "can' t-be-done" chorus rings loud and clear, the inevitability of

tape as a substitute for film programs produced for TV is foreshadowed by the fact
that magnetic video pickup heads already are scanning syndicated non-film subjects
in dozens of TV stations across the country.

Today's infant tape syndication industry is living on distribution of programs
which started as local shows — in short, recorded in the TV station. But CBS Films'
announcement this week of a new original tape series by Robert Herridge (see p. 6)

was opening gun in the produced-especially-for-tape race. Also poised for original
tape shows are NTA, Guild and other as-yet-to-be-announced producers — in fact,
virtually all of the TV film majors probably will be in some tape activity in '59.

Biggest syndicator of tapes today is Guild Films, which now has co-production
syndication deals to handle local shows originated by 3 stations. It has 3 taped
series in syndication — each one bought by approximately 25 stations. They are

60-min. "Divorce Court" (originating at KTTV, Los Angeles), 30-min. "Bedlam from
Boston" wrestling (from WBZ-TV, Boston) & "People's Court" (from KCOP, Los Angeles).

How about "ole demon incompatibility" — the legendary gremlin which is sup-

posed to degrade playback quality of tape recorded on a different machine? We've
never heard of one instance of it," says Guild sales v.p. Irving Feld. He adds that

stations are treating tapes with loving respect; there's been no damage to date.

Guild makes 2 prints of each tape, bicycles them among subscribing stations.

It's looking for more local station programs which might make good national tape

shows, and has several originals on books for syndication in next 6 months.
Approximately 80 stations now have TV tape facilities (see list, Vol. 15:4),

and this is the current market for syndicated tape product.
^

There's plenty of bush-league tape syndication going on — mostly among
stations under common ownership. Some of the Storer stations are interchanging
taped programs. Bullitt stations KING-TV, Seattle, & KGW-TV, Portland, are swapping
programs and special events. WFLA-TV, Tampa, & WEAR-TV, Pensacola, Fla. are ex-

changing. Metropolitan's WNEW-TV, New York, will begin sending tapes to its WTTG,

Washington, when latter gets its recorder on Feb. 11.

In the immediate offing are bigger projects; Brooklyn Union Gas Co., sponsor

of "Dione Lucas' Gourmet Club" on New York's WPIX, is hoping to interest other gas

utilities in sponsoring tapes of the show on their own local stations. Paramount

Pictures' KTLA, Los Angeles, has set up syndication div., and will offer 6 taped

shows. Los Angeles' KTTV is understood to be ready to syndicate "Peter Potter's

Juke Box Jury," a one-time network show. ABC may syndicate its "Stars of Jazz."
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Sure, there are problems — lots of them. There's still no quick way to make
duplicate tapes. Most stations still don't have VTRs. Tapes are heavy for shipment.
And what's to stop a station engineer from making his own duplicate on old tape to

send back to the syndicator, while keeping the new tape? Yes, there are problems —
but those of faint heart, those who missed the boat on TV in the first place, will
be first to attest to the fact that in this industry problems are licked, and fast.

"Syndication by microwave" is a proposition which has occurred to program-
mers. The idea; lease network lines during off-time in wee small hours, transmit
programs to stations, let them re-tape them off the line for later use. Though there's
been some active investigation of this delivery method, nobody is planning to use it

now — but you'll be hearing more about it.

For other stories on tape and syndi cation, see pp. 6 and 10.

OUTLOOK FOR FEDERAL AID TO ETV-ROSY: Clear sailing for the first federal program to

provide direct financial help — |51,000,000 worth — to the country's slow-moving,

money-starved educational-TV system now seems assured. It's good news not only to

educational broadcasters but to equipment manufacturers.
Top priority for govt. ETV subsidie s has been marked on the legislative

calendar of the powerful Senate Commerce Committee. It held swift hearings this week
— and is expected to stamp unanimous approval next week — on proposal by Chairman
Magnuson for up-to-$l,000,000 in grants to each state & territory (see p. 6).

No legislation introduced at this session of Congress has had earlier — or

faster — treatment. And there are no reports that the program v/ill run into trouble

in the House Commerce Committee. Unlike last session, when similar ETV proposals
ran up against a last-minute House logjam after clearing the Senate (Vol. 14:34),

the momentum already started should carry through to final passage this time.

Problems of activating more ETV stations (only 36 are on the air for the 257
non-commercial channels reserved by FCC) won't be solved by federal aid, of course
— $51,000,000 isn't enough for that. But the sum should at least get things started
toward fuller attainment of ETV's vast potentials. As Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. pres. Donald H. McGannon put it at Senate hearings: "The longer this is delayed,
the longer these vital frequencies are unused, the longer will the American people
de deprived of [educational] opportunity."

FCC MOVES TO OUST NETWORKS FROM REP FIELD: Suddenly and with no dissents, FCC
this week started rule-making to consider the concept of kicking CBS & NBC out of

the rep business (ABC isn't in it). Though action was unanimous at this stage (Ford

absent), it should not be presumed that Commission's mind is made up — although
lack of any kind of dissent is good indication the majority is in favor of idea.

Though CBS & NBC are expected to fight to keep their spot sales activities,
which are profitable, it's common conjecture that they would pull out in a minute if

they had any assurance that this concession would allow them to keep their stations

and option-time. Networks already have given in on minimum buy, which Justice Dept,

and FCC's network study staff termed "monopolistic" (Vol. 14:49, 15:2).

Commission discussion of the rule-making proposal was brief, we're told,

and its official order isn't illuminating. It merely notes that its staff con-

cluded that "national spot and network TV are competing forms of national TV adver-

tising and that there is a potential if not actual conflict of interest when the

same party engages in both activities." As for Commissioners themselves, FCC said:

"On the basis of the (staff) report oh network broadcasting and the testimony

presented in the hearing in docket No. 12285, the Commission is of the view that a

rule-making proceeding should be instituted to consider the adoption of a rule pro-

hibiting TV station licensees from being represented in national spot sales by an

organization which also operates a TV network. This proposed rule does not apply to

the representation in spot sales of TV stations licensed to the organization which

operates a TV network;" The last sentence means networks cOuld rep stations they own.
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Comments are due Feb. 28, counter-comments 15 days later. Commission asks
parties to suggest deadline by which networks should be out of the business, and it
also asks parties whether networks should be forced out of radio station rep busi-
ness, too — even though its network study staff didn't get into radio and made no
recommendations on network radio representation. FCC's order is docket No. 12746,
public notice 59-63, mimeo 68406, only 2 pages, available from Commission or us.

NBC was quick to react, stating: "NBC will oppose the proposal . . . believes
(it) is completely contrary to the public interest . . . has consistently opposed
such action by FCC since 1948 because it believes banning network companies from
this field would restrict, not enhance, competition among spot representatives."

CBS issued no official statement, but CBS-TV stations pres. Merle Jones
made no bones about intention to fight. He, too, insisted that FCC staff report
failed to show how network operation of rep business harms public. Station Repre-
sentatives Assn, had no formal comment, but members were obviously delighted.

Commission action renders quite apropos the move of some CBS affiliates to
find ways of carrying on if CBS Spot Sales is dissolved (Vol. 15:4). Some of those
repped by the CBS div. are mulling idea of taking it over, continuing it as is.

Next item on FCC's network agenda: Feb. 2, multiple ownership, Feb. 6, net-
work-producer relationships regarding program "tie-ins" (Vol. 15:4).

COMPETITORS AND CRITICS: SatEvePost, hard on heels of its own promotion ads which
bemoaned catastrophic manner in which advertisers can fail on TV, is out this week
(Jan. 31) with full-page editorial entitled, "Why Not Let Pay TV Have a Trial Run?"
Leads off Post ; "Commercial television has been running into heavy weather of late.
Nobody seems completely satisfied with it. The sponsor, etc., etc."

This is typical of kind of current printed comment which is causing double-
takes throughout TV industry — especially because such denouncements are from print
media that invariably turn editorially to a television personality when their news-
stand sale needs a shot in the arm. We admit bias for TV, but in name of logic, must
at this time call following facts to attention of our colleagues in other media who
are suddenly and almost unanimously concerned about TV's health:

Americans still spend more time with TV than in any other activity. And ad-
vertisers have just invested a record expenditure in TV: $1,394 billion in 1958.

All other media, according to Printers' Ink Index (see p. 16) were down in ad

revenue — from 2% to 18%, including 7% drop for weekly magazines — during first 11

months of 1958, compared with same 1957 period. In circulation, the 9 national week-

lies are down in single copy (to many, the significant) sales, dropping from 2.5% to

33.1%. There were only 2 exceptions: a piddling increase for one, and a 54-million

increase for another — latter being only title on list devoted exclusively to TV!

In face of these figures, we are forced to ask: Just WHO is it that's

"running into heavy weather"?
During same week Post shot off its cannon in what appears to be an inter-

estingly-spaced barrage that has now included formidable bursts from such other big

guns of magazine business as Life , Reader's Digest , and Fortune , the Fund for the

Republic's Pat McGrady gave a broadcasting audience (see p. 16) a preview of his

findings in a 7-month study of TV's critics. Said he in part:

"By and large. TV criticism is the fitful labor of tired writers of monu-

mental goodwill, a degree of talent and a jaded perspective. As such, its effect has

been profound. In instances it has been positive, but it is generally inconsistent,

capricious and of questionable value. Chief cause for this unhappy state of affairs

is the critics' concern with a fantastic amount of mediocre, trivial material."

Their "vitriolic unpleasantness." he added, "is not characteristic of other

critical relations — in art, literature, drama, or music. . . . There is no reason

why the critics should have to resort to verbal bludgeoning to have their way. In

fact, there is no reason why they should give the orders in programming. They have

not the responsibilities, nor the creative faculties for the job,"
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The Week in Congress

More about

Boosters Win a Battle: The Western revolt in Con-
gress against FCC’s decree that operators of more than

1000 illegal, unregulated TV booster stations must take

them off the air (Vol. 15:4) gathered such force this

week that the Commission hastily met, and voted unan-

imously to start a strategic retreat (see p. 1).

In the House alone, more than 25 bills & resolu-

tions peppered the hopper. They demanded investiga-

tions of FCC’s ban, proposed Communications Act

amendments making them legal, and an expressed

sense-of-Congress policy favoring the operation of vhf

TV booster or repeater stations.

On the Senate side. Sens. Carroll (D-Colo.) & Al-

lott (R-Colo.) were marshals of the rebellion. A wide-

ranging bipartisan coalition joined them in support of

measures (S. Con. Res. 4 & S. J. Res. 26) to block

FCC’s action. Recruits included Sens. Mundt & Case

(R-S. D.), Curtis (R-Neb.), O’Mahoney & McGee (D-

Wyo.), Mansfield & Murray (D-Mont.), Langer (R-N.

D.), Chavez (D-N.M.). They were assured of a

powerful ally in Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) of

the Commerce Committee, too.

In addition, one western state legislature after an-

other poured petitions on Capitol Hill imploring Con-

gress to step in and stop FCC from depriving citizens

of booster service.

Immediate result: FCC voted unanimously to re-

vise its 6-1 decision of last Dec. 30 (Vol. 15:1) giving

booster operators 90 days until March 30 to apply for

uhf translators instead or go off their unauthorized air.

The deadline was stretched to 6 months—to June
30—“during which time the Commission will study the

legal & technical aspects of the problem.’’

Presaging moves by FCC to ask Congress to write

its own rules on boosters, the Commission said “studies

will include possible new legislation looking toward

amending the Communications Act to pi’ovide more
flexibility in administering Sec. 319 (a) and a pos-

sible relaxation of the operator I’equirements for broad-

cast stations.”

No voice in Congress was raised to defend FCC’s
original “final action” banning boosters, which fol-

lowed 4 years of rule-making proceedings. But out-

side Congress, NAB and National Community TV
Assn., which have suffered booster headaches for years,

did speak up.

“We thought the FCC was right in the first place,

and we certainly didn’t think it would come around now
and reconsider it,” NAB TV v.p. Thad H. Bx'own told

us sorrowfully. “We’re only hopeful now that the situa-

tion will be cleared up so that there won’t be illegal

stations on the air.” The issue will have a top place on

NAB’s winter meeting agenda next week in Florida.

“For a solid year,” said NCTA gen. counsel E.

Stratford Smith, “Congress has been highly critical of

the FCC for decisions allegedly based on influence &
political pressures rather than on the FCC’s own sound

judgment. Now Congress itself is forcing the FCC to

take action that the Commission has found not to be in

the public interest—for good safety & engineering rea-

sons. We honestly think the FCC’s decision in Dec. was
a sound one. In the last analysis. Congress should

agree that extremely technical problems should be

left to the FCC.”

Go-Ahead for Harris: Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) of

the House Commerce Committee this week got his au-

thority—and $125,000 for staff hire—to continue in-

vestigations of FCC & other federal agencies which his

legislative oversight subcommittee started last year
(Vol. 15:4).

Without objections from anybody on the floor, the

House approved 12-part resolution (H. Res. 56) giv-

ing Commerce Committee broad power to look into

many jurisdictional areas, including: (1) Allocation

of radio spectrum. (2) Color TV. (3) Pay TV. (4) Ed-
ucational TV. (5) Ownership & control of radio &
TV Stations. (6) Technical developments in commun-
ications field.

With equal ease, Harris also won a $125,000 special

appropriation for probes (vs. total of $325,000 for over-

sight unit in 1957-58), which will be conducted by an
as-yet-unnamed subcommittee or subcommittees. At
week’s end, he and ranking minority committee mem-
ber Bennett (R-Mich.) were trying to reach an agree-

ment on subcommittee makeup. Meanwhile, the Com-
mittee itself was embarked on hearings into such non-

TV-radio subjects as railroad retirement and airports,

setting no schedule for any other business.

-;f *

On other legislative fronts this week:

Rep. Dingell (D-Mich.) added more anti-pay-TV

proposals to those already made by Harris (Vol. 15:3)

and others in House & Senate. One Dingell bill (HR-
3287) would amend Communications Act to prohibit

pay TV. Another (HR-3288) would “clarify existing

law” on pay TV. Rep. Vanik (D-0.) suggested that if

there were more “superb” programs like “What Every

Woman Knows” on CBS-TV’s Du Pont Shoiv of the

Month Jan. 28, “any interest in pay TV” would vanish.

Reps. Horan (R-Wash.) & Magnuson (D-Wash.)

introduced bills (HR-3651) & (HR-3666 to repeal

manufacturers’ excise tax on uhf or all-channel TV
sets. Reps. Henderson (R-0.) & Whitener (D-N.C.)

proposed (HR-3308 & HR-3395) to eliminate communi-

cations excise taxes.

Sen. Eastland (D-Miss.) submitted resolution

(S-61) from his Judiciary Committee authorizing

“study of administrative practice & procedure in govt,

depts. & agencies,” including “rule-making, licensing

& adjudicatory functions.”

Rep. Steed (D-Okla.) offei*ed a bill (HR-3506) set-

ting up ham radio networks as auxiliaries to military

communications.

Chief counsel Robert F. Kennedy of Senate rackets

committee got the transcript of Edward R. Murrow’s

now-celebrated CBS radio documentary The Business

of Sex (Vol. 15:4), to see if his committee should look

into alleged employment of call girls by business.
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/Ifore about

Fresh Start for ETV: I’roposals for $51,0U0,000 Federal
Aid to Educational TV—which came close to approval
by Congress last session (Vol. 14:34)—got off to a
strong new start in the Senate this week.

No sooner had the Commerce Committee oi'ganized

for 86th Congress than it made ETV its No. 1 order
of legislative business. It moved at once into hearings
on—and certain endorsement of—program (S-12) re-

submitted by Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) for $1,-

000,000 equipment grants to each state, D. C. & Hawaii.
“We need it,” said Magnuson in an opening state-

ment read by Sen. Monroney (D-Okla.), who took over
hearings when the Chairman went home with a cold.

“We cannot afford to be too little, too late. Let us move
forward while there is time. Now is the time.”

In 2 swift days of proceedings, conducted in com-
mittee’s plush hearing room in the new Senate Office

Building, a dozen professional ETV advocates—and
Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. pres. Donald H. McGannon—
piled up testimony in support of Magnuson’s plan.

Leadoff witness was Rep. Udall (D-Ariz.) author
of companion bill (HR-1961) in the House, where sim-
ilar measures (HR-31 & 2926) by Rep. Boggs (D-La.)

& Roberts (D-Ala.) await Commerce Committee action

there. Udall said he’s confident that this time ETV aid

will go on to the House floor and an early vote instead

of dying—as it did last year—after Senate passage and
House committee approval.

“Everything that was said last year [about ur-

gency of federal grants] is more true now than ever

before,” Udall told the Committee. He seconded Mag-
nuson’s argument that ETV’s failures are due to “lack

of adequate funds to pay for the basic installation of

TV facilities—not to educational broadcasters’ lack of

interest, desire, planning or zeal.”

Lining up in support—most of them repeating

voluminous testimony about ETV problems which was
put in the recoi'd in 1958 hearings—were such pros as

exec, director Ralph Steetle of the Joint Council on

Educational TV, pres. William Harley of National

Assn, of Educational Bi'oadcasters, gen, mgr. Raymond
Hurlbert of Ala. Educational TV Commission, exec.

V. p. John Ivey of NYU, supt. William Brish of Wash-
ington County (Md.) schools, director Richard Hull of

Ohio State U’s Radio & TV Seiwice, and spokesmen for

D. C. schools which have been unsuccessful in attempts

to set up an ETV station in the capital. The latter in-

cluded schools supt. Dr. Carl F. Hansen and pres. Mrs.

Edmund G. Campbell of Washington ETV Assn.

Typical of their statements was Harley’s “Unless

federal support is provided, we believe that for many
years there will be no more than some 40 to 50 educa-

tional stations in the nation, while over 200 other fre-

quencies allocated for education lie fallow.”

Westinghouse’s McGannon put in his case for ETV
as a commercial broadcaster. He said more ETV sta-

tions—and quickly—are a must for U.S. “if our people

are to keep pace with our fast-changing times.”

McGannon backed federal aid, pointing out that: (1)

local school finances already are overtaxed. (2) Ford

Foundation isn’t the ETV angel it once was. 13) Com-
mercial broadcasters, try as they do to include educa-
tion in their programming, can’t l^e expected to do
ETV’s job because they’re in the highly competitive

entertainment business to make some money.
Only non-committal testimony at hearings came

from FCC Comr. Craven, who restated his position last

year that Commission is in favor of ETV but “does not

have any special competence as to whether or not fed-

eral appropriations should be used” to help educational

stations. No spokesman for Eisenhower administration

(which opposed Magnuson’s plan last year) testified.

Views of Health, Education & Welfare Dept., whose
office of education would administer the aid plan, ai’e

to be filed for the record.

Note: At organization meeting preceding hear-

ings, Senate Committee I'enamed Sen. Pastore (R-R.I.)

as chairman of communications subcommittee, which
was expanded from 5 to 8 members. Holdover subcom-
mittee members ai’e Sens. Monroney & Thurmond (D-

S.C.). New Democratic members are new Sens. McGee
(Wyo.) & Hartke (Ind.). Republicans on subcommittee

are Cotton (N.H.), Case (N.J.) & Scott (Pa.). (Other

story on p. 3.)

More about

TV Tape Syndication: You’ll see more and more an-

nouncements of taped shows being offered for syndica-

tion from now on (see p. 2) . First to break the ice with

the taping of an original series (as opposed to tapes of

live shows which have been originally telecast on sta-

tions or networks) is CBS Films, which has 13 half-

hour episodes in an as-yet-untitled anthology series

.scheduled for completion by Aug. 1.

Shooting will take place at CBS-TV in New York.

The producer is Robert Herridge, whose credits range

from Camera 3 to Kraft TV Theatre. CBS Films opera-

tions director Fred Mahlstedt expects the number of

video tape-equipped stations to reach the level of “a

good, basic sales market” by the time his first group is

on tape reels—but the producers hope, of course, to

place the series first on a netwoi'k, where equipment

is no problem.

Whether another TV filmery will beat CBS Films

with the first original program tape is uncertain.

But Guild Films expects to do some syndication taping

of brand-new shows, and NTA chairman Ely Landau

this week made specific reference to his company’s plans

to produce taped programs at i-ecently acquired Tele-

studios, which soon will have 3 recorders & mobile unit.

Landau told NTA stockholders he expects that

“sale of TV programs on tape produced thi'ough NTA’s

Telestudios and our owned-&-operated stations will be-

come an important source of income.” First syndicated

NTA tape—although not an “original”—will probably

be David Susskind’s Open End conversation program

from WNTA-TV, Newark-N.Y.

The newly-formed syndication div. of Paramount

Pictures’ KTLA, Los Angeles, now has pilot tapes of 6

shows, and is understood to be ready to screen them

for sponsors or stations: Indictment, Mark Brand,
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Youth Court, Guy Mitchell Shoio, Municipal Court,

Emergency Ward. -

There’s still a big barrier to inteniational syndica-

tion of tapes—aside from the fact that few foreign

stations have tape equipment. The problem of trans-

mission standards, unimpoi'tant in film sales, is a major

vexation in countries which don’t use U.S. standards.

Countries with U.S. standards which now have TV tape

recorders are: Japan (22 recorders), Canada (7),

Mexico (4) and Cuba (1).

In Manchester, England, engineers of commercial

programmer Granada TV are developing an electronic

standards converter, as an accessory to their Ampex
I’ecorder—so that U.S. 525-line tapes will produce a

British-standard 405-line picture. This will have im-

portant implications for Eurovision and all interna-

tional TV activities, since it will be usable with live

TV, too. Eurovision currently uses “optical conversion”

—aiming a camera at the face of a monitor.

The FCC

Protest Base Broadened: The U.S. Supreme Court

certainly didn’t ease FCC’s burden this week, when it

upheld the Court of Appeals’ ruling that the Commis-
sion must give Philco a hearing on its protest against

renewal of RCA-NBC’s WRCV-TV & WRCV, Philadel-

phia (Vol. 14 :52)

.

The net effect of this decision, in addition to guar-

anteeing Philco a hearing, is to insure that a new large

class of non-broadcast interests will have a chance to

air complaints against stations in Commission hear-

ings. FCC had fought the Philco protest vigorously,

asserting that its claims of injury by RCA-NBC sta-

tions wei'e “vague & insubstantial . . . remote & specu-

lative.” Hitherto, non-broadcast interests such as

Philco, got short shrift from FCC.
Lawyers aren’t agreed on how wide the door has been

opened to protests. One veteran practitioner comments

:

“Any good lawyer can get a hearing for almost any
party with a gripe against a station. He’s limited only

by the fertility of his imagination.” But an experienced

FCC attorney claims: “It broadens it a bit—not nec-

essarily real wide. It really depends on the facts in each

case.” More test cases will provide the answer.

Philco had sought the hearing in an effort to prove

RCA-NBC is a “monopoly” not qualified to be a sta-

tion owner. To get a hearing, the law requires Philco

first to prove that it has “standing”—i.e., is injured by
the practices complained of. As a competitor to RCA,
Philco charged that RCA used NBC’s stations in such

fashion as to give RCA products a promotional edge

—

e.g., identifying NBC on the air as “a service of RCA.”
Both FCC & NBC called Philco’s grounds far-

fetched, and the Commission was particularly appre-

hensive lest it be overwhelmed with protest hearings.

Curiously, the Dept, of Justice didn’t agree—so Justice

& FCC filed opposing opinions in briefs before the

Supreme Court, a rare procedure (Vol.14:52).

Comments on new space proposal by FCC (Vol. 15:2)

may be filed until Jan. 26. The Commission has extended

the deadline at the request of the American Rocket Society,

Dr. Schwartz vs. FCC : A new book on the House
legislative oversight subcommittee by ex-chief counsel Dr.

Bernard Schwartz (Vol. 15:1) promises the “full, shocking
inside story of corruption & influence-peddling in the fed-

eral regulatory agencies”—with FCC getting the fullest

treatment. Jacket blurb for The Professor & the Commis-
siovs, scheduled for publication Feb. 17 at .$4 by Alfred A.
Knopf, says the book tells “what important areas the

Harris Committee has bai’ely touched upon.”

Among those mentioned: TV cases in Fresno, Madison,

Albany-Schenectady, Mobile, Chicago, Indianapolis, Den-
ver, Tampa, Hartford, Petersburg, Va. It’s likely, however,

that the book will reveal less about untouched FCC scandals

than about Dr. Schwartz. He’s the NYU law professor who
came to Washington as an expert on administrative law
and was fired by subcommittee last Feb. (Vol. 14:7) after

earning a I'eputation as the most unorthodox Congressional

investigator since the late Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy.

Stations

Court Scans Dropout Expenses: When an ap-

plicant drops out of a competitive hearing and has his

hearing expenses paid by the remaining applicants, the

parties involved must satisfy FCC that the expenses are

truly out-of-pocket—and nothing more. That’s the nubbin

of a Court of Appeals decision this week, sending back to

the FCC the much-litigated Beaumont Ch. 6 case. Winner
Beaumont Bestg. operates KFDM-TV on the channel now.

There were originally 3 applicants—Beaumont Bestg.,

KTRM & Enterprise Co. KTRM stockholder W. P. Hobby,

head of Houston Post (KPRC-TV), lent $55,000 to Beau-

mont Bestg. to give to KTRM to drop out. In turn. Hobby
got an option to acquire 32%% of a new corporation in

which Beaumont Bestg. would hold 67%%. Enterprise

appealed on the grounds that the agreement changed the

original Beaumont Bestg. application. The court agreed,

but FCC issued another final decision, again in favor of

Beaumont Bestg. Enterprise appealed again, and Included

the “expense” question. This week’s court decision sends

the case back to FCC, for the latter to determine that the

$55,000 was for legitimate expenses. Decision came from

Judges Bazelon, Fahy & Danaher. It was written by Baze-

lon. They had no quarrel with rest of FCC’s decision.

In another decision. Court of Appeals turned down the

argument by Gerico Investment Co., holder of CP for

WITV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (Ch. 17), that FCC should

have given it Ch. 6 when the channel was dropped into

the Miami area. WITV now competing for Ch. 6 with

3 other applicants. Judges Miller, Fahy & Danaher had

this to say of WITV’s argument:
“To sustain this contention, we would be required to

hold, as we cannot do, that the Commission has been arbi-

trary, capricious and unreasonable in opening the question

of allocating Channel 6 to other applicants as well as to

Gerico. The disposition of this Channel is now before the

Commission to be determined in a consolidated proceeding

in which we must at present assume that the rights of the

lespective applicants, including Gerico, will be respected

by the Commission, subject to judicial review.”

Quick Indianapolis Hearing: The essence of an

entire competitive TV hearing was crammed into about an

hour of oral argument this week as FCC heard WlBC &
Crosley argue over Indianapolis’ Ch. 13.

Crosley had won the original decision and now oper-

ates WLWI, but the Court of Appeals sent the case back to

the FCC for a fresli look, ruling that Comr. Craven

shouldn’t have voted in the case because he hadn’t heard
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the original oral argument (Vol. 14:25 et seq).

The big question in the case now is presented by the

composition of the Commission. Originally, Comrs. Doer-

fer, McConnaughey & Mack voted for Crosley, with Comi-s.

Hyde, Bartley & Lee dissenting. Now, Doerfer is sole re-

maining member who voted for Crosley—because Craven
said he won’t participate this time. New members to vote

for the first time, ai’e Comrs. Ford & Cross.

WIBC’s arguments, presented by attorneys Harry T.

Ice and Thomas W. Wilson, stressed local ownership and
ownership-management integration, and attacked Crosley’s

“concentration” of station ownership in the general area

—

since it operates WLWT, Cincinnati (Ch. 5); WLWD, Day-
ton (Ch. 2); WLWC, Columbus (Ch. 4). Crosley also owns
WLWA, Atlanta (Ch. 11).

Crosley, through attorney Duke Patrick, stressed its

considerable TV-radio experience and long record of pio-

neering in broadcasting. Patrick also made a point of the

fact that local ownership isn’t necessarily permanent, not-

ing that Indianapolis’ WFBM-TV & WISH-TV have both

been sold to non-resident owners—Time Inc. and Whitney
interests, respectively.

Boston Hearing Shaping Up: The Boston Ch. 5

“influence” hearing will start Feb. 16 instead of March 2,

it was agreed in a pre-hearing conference this week

—

because examiner Judge Horace Stern has called off h s

projected trip (Vol. 15:2). FCC counsel Edgar Holtz gave
a tentative list of his witnesses, estimating that their

testimony would run l%-2 weeks, and that the other par-

ties’ cases might take another week.

Following are FCC’s witnesses: Robert B. Choate,

publisher of the Boston Herald Traveler, which won Ch. 5

decision and operates WHDH-TV
;
Forrester A. Clarke, of

applicant Mass. Bay Telecasters; Former FCC Chairman
George McConnaughey; John L. Taylor & W. Davis Tay-
lor, Boston Globe; John B. Fisher, Washington public re-

lations consultant and former asst, to Sen. Saltonstall

(R-Mass.)
;
Charles F. Mills, former member of the Renego-

tiation Board. Holtz also said that he may have state-

ments for the record from unidentified Senators and
Congressmen.

Also a possible witness is former Commerce Secy.

Sinclair Weeks, although Holtz didn’t mention him. Rep.

John Dingell (D-Mich.) once stated that Weeks aided

Herald Traveler’s case.

Temporary operation on Ch. 1.3, New Orleans, to April

30, was granted by FCC this week to New Orleans TV
Corp., a new company resulting from merger of WJMR-TV
and Coastal TV Co. after dropout of competitor Okla. TV
Corp. (Vol. 15:3). Commission said temporary operation

not to be construed approval of merger, yet to be considered.

International Transmissions Inc., 480 Lexington Ave.,

N. Y. (Murray Hill 7-7744), new ovei’seas news service for

radio stations, reports these customers to date: WTOP-TV
& WTOP, Washington; WIIC, Pittsburgh; radio WMCA,
N. Y.; WIP, Philadelphia; KWK, St. Louis; WEMP, Mil-

waukee; WOHO, Toledo; WRFD, Columbus, 0.; WBUD,
Trenton. It has correspondents in 13 European capitals,

plans more, offers 5 one-min. reports 3 times weekly, trans-

mitted via cable and taped in U.S. Pres, is Sumner J.

Glimcher, ex-Radio Free Europe and NBC. Exec. v.p. in

Ivondon is Noel Bernard, ex-BBC. Sales v.p. is Frederick
A. Bell, ex-Compton Adv.

Facility Changes: WSBA-TV, York, Pa. (Ch. 43)

boosted power to 132-kw Jan. 9 . . . WKBN, Youngstown
(Ch. 27) boosted power to 430-kw, using new 650-ft. tower,

week of Jan. 26.

Cox Buys WSOC-TV, Charlotte : The $5,600,000

purchase of WSOC-TV Charlotte, N.C. (Ch. 9) & WSOC
by Cox interests raises to 4 the vhf stations in which it

holds ownership. Headed by James M. Cox Jr., the or-

ganization controls WSB-TV, Atlanta (Ch. 2) ; WHIO-TV,
Dayton, 0. (Ch. 7), and holds 42.5% of WCKT, Miami
(Ch. 7). Principal stockholder in WOSC-TV was E. E.
Jones, who said he wanted to reduce his activities. He
recently resigned as pres, of Pyramid Life Insurance Co.
Pres.-gen. mgr. Larry Walker will remain in charge.
According to J. Leonard Reinsch, managing director of
purchaser, no changes in personnel or organization are
planned. Cox interests also publish Atlanta Journal & Con-
stitution, Miami Daily News, Springfield (0.) Sun & News.

NAB TV board agenda for Feb. 4 winter meeting at

the Hollywood Beach Hotel, Hollywood, Fla. includes code
amendments, FCC’s policies on boosters, community an-
tenna problems, TV allocations and TASO report, pay TV,
public relations. Radio board meets at the same time to hear
reports from AM, FM, good practice standards, and tariff

committees. Joint board session Feb. 6 will hear from com-
mittees on membership, finance, editorializing, freedom of

infoi'mation, 1959 convention, Hall of Fame, and legislation.

Ex-FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack and friend Thui’man
A. Whiteside are still due to start trial in Washington Feb.

16 on charges of “coiTuption” in Miami Ch. 10 case (Vol.

15:4), Washington Federal District Court Judge Burnita
S. Matthews having denied their request that the case be
dismissed or moved to Miami. They had argued that the

case was prejudiced by the fact that the Washington Star,

11 days before the grand jury acted, carried a leak from
Justice Dept, that a true bill was being drawn. They
had claimed that this prejudiced their case.

WRW, Reading, Pa. (1340 kc, 250 watts) has been sold

by the Steinman interests for $290,000 to Phoenixville, Pa.

meat packer Charles T. Weiland, Attorney Perrin C. Ham’l-
ton of Philadelphia and Hugh L. Hamilton, who is majority

owner of A. V. Smith Engineering Co., Narberth, Pa.

In Montana Microwave case (Vol. 15:50-51), the

Court of Appeals this week den’ed a request by KXLJ-TV,
Helena, that Montana Microwave be stayed from feeding

the signals of Spokane stations to the Helena CATV sys-

tem. Judges Washington, Danaher & Bazelon then sched-

uled argument in the case for early March.

CP Granted: Ch. 9, Hot Springs, Ark., to Southwestern

Operating Co., headed by broadcaster-publisher Donald W.
Reynolds (for other holdings, see Television Faetbook No.

27, p. 177). At same time, FCC denied petition of Henry
B. Clay to delete Ch. 9 from Hot Springs, add Ch. 10 to

Shreveport, La.—Comrs. Doerfer & Hyde dissenting.

Call letter change: KIDO-TV, Boise, Ida. (Ch. 7),

changes to KTVB Feb. 1.

Radio station sales: CBS announcer Olin Tice, owner
of WREN, Dover, Del.; WCAY, Columbia, S. C.; WBLR,
Batesburg, S. C. and WMYB, Myrtle Beach, S. C.) is

buying WARN, Aiken, S. C. (990 kc, 1 kw D) for $117,000

from John Mare & Oliver Grace. Broker is Allen Rander
& Co. Also being sold is WTRX, Bellaire, O. (1290 kc,

1 kw D) by public relations man Robert R. Richards and
associates Walter Patterson and Fred Allmon for $130,-

000 to Frederic Gi-egg (owner of WCMI, Ashland, Ry.)

and General Dynamics exec. Charles Wright. Richards and
associates also own WRYR, Reyser, W. Va. and WRBZ,
Muskegon, Mich. Broker is Blackburn & Co. [For news
about other radio station sales, see AM-FM Addenda Z?.]
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Personals: J. W. Wright, exec. v.p. of KSL-TV & KSL,
Salt Lake City, appointed pres., succeeding J. Reuben

Clark Jr. Ivor Sharp, v.p. for corporate development, re-

tires after 20 years with parent Radio Service Corp. . . .

James E. Denning, ex-NBC v.p., joins MCA-TV Feb. 16 as

v.p. in charge of talent and program contract administra-

tion . . . Robert D. Kasmire, ex-asst. to former N.Y. Gov.

Harriman, named coordinator of special projects, NBC cor-

porate planning dept. . . . Court McLeod, recently appointed

administrative mgr. of ABC-TV program dept., Western

div. (Vol. 15:2), assumes duties also of program serv-

ice mgr., succeeding Thomas M. Lufkin, resigned . , .

Salvatore lannucci named to new CBS-TV network busi-

ness affairs dept, post of director of contracts-talents &
rights. Bernard Krause named coordinator of program
costs . . . Leonard H. Goldenson, pres, of AB-PT, named
chairman of advertising, publishing & entertainment sec-

tion, N.Y. Red Cross chapter’s 1959 campaign . . . M. S.

(Bud) Rukeyser Jr., named to new post of press editor,

news & public affairs, NBC press dept. . . . Robert M. Light,

ex-West Coast promotion director, Pacific Coast broadcast-

ing properties of RKO Teleradio Pictures, appointed man-
aging director of Southern California Bcstrs. Assn., suc-

ceeding Art Holbrook . . . John A. Patterson, sales mgr.
of WPIX, N.Y., promoted to sales v.p. . . . T. H. (Pat)

Patterson elected exec. v.p. of WITN, Washington, N.C.
. . . Harry Edelman resigns as gen. mgr. of KELP-TV &
KELP, El Paso . . . Edward V. Cheviot, ex-commercial
mgr., promoted to mgr. of WOAI-TV, San Antonio, Tex.

. . . Chet Huntley, 48, NBC commentator, and Lewis Tipton
(Tibpy) Stringer, 28, “weather girl” of WRC-TV, Wash-
ington, to be married, date not yet set. Huntley, divorced

recently, is father of 2 children . . . Ray Thompson, ex-

KTVK, named promotion mgr. of KVAR & KTAR, Phoenix
. . . Howard Morris, ex-mgr. of WARD-TV, Johnstown, Pa.,

named mgr. of N.D. Bcstg.’s KBMB-TV, Bismarck . . .

Kenneth H. Berkeley, one of NBC’s first radio managers,
founding mgr. of Washington Star’s WMAL-TV, now in

retirement and owner of radio WIPC, Lake Wales, Fla.,

has recovered from a serious illness. His son-in-law,

Charles D. Bishop, ex-WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg-Tampa,
manages his radio station . . . Louis C. Stephens, legal

asst, to FCC Comr. John S. Cross, appointed asst, chief,

rules & standards div. He’s replaced by Leonidas P. B.

Emerson from rules & standards div. . . . Cal Perley named
exec. asst, to pres. Kenyon Brown of KCOP, Los Angeles
• . . Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse stations v.p., elected

pres, of Broadcasters Club of Washington. Carlefon D.

Smith, v.p.-gen. mgr. of WRC-TV, 2nd v.p. Fred Houwink,
gen. mgr. of WMAL-TV, secy. Reelected: Harold E. Fel-
lows, NAB pres., chairman; Robert K. Richards, public
relations consultant, 1st v.p.; James D. Secrest, EIA exec,

v.p., treas. . . . Arthur J. Smith, managing director of news,
special events and public atfairs, WHTN-TV & WHTN,
Huntington, W. Va., leaves Feb. 14 on a 30-day tour of the
Orient, heading a delegation of local residents . . , Herb
Robinson pi’omoted to director of news operations, KOMO-
TV & KOMO, Seattle . . . William D, Bryan named south-

ern area sales mgr.. Screen Gems, headquartering in

Atlanta . . . George Gruskin, co-head of William Morris
Agency’s TV dept., resigns to form own TV consulting firm
in N.Y. & Los Angeles . . . Robert Nash named sales &
production mgr., Faillace Productions (musical commer-
cials) . . . Stanford Meigs, ex-ABC central div., named
director of TvB central div. office to open Feb. 2 in Wrigley
Bldg., 400 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago . . . Phil Wygant pro-

moted from operations mgr. to promotion director of

WBAP-TV, Ft. Worth, succeeding Margaret McDonald,
retired . . , Ruth Hider named merchandising mgr. of

WNBF-TV & WNBF, Binghampton, N.Y.

Herbert E. Evans, v.p. & gen. mgr. of Peoples Broad-
casting Corp. (KVTV & WNAX, Sioux City, la.; radios

WRFD, Worthington, O.; WTTM, Fairmont, W. Va.;

WGAR, Cleveland; WMMN, Trenton) will be NAB’s dele-

gate to Inter-American Assn, of Broadcasters, replacing

Gilmore Nunn, Lexington, Ky. Appointment by NAB pres.

Harold E. Fellows will be effective following lAAB’s 6th

general assembly in April in Mexico or Cuba, which both
Evans & Nunn will attend.

Irl T. Newton Jr., who recently closed consulting en-

gineering offices in Haddonfield, N.J. and Washington, re-

opens at 7013 State Rd., Parma, 0., (Victory 2-1621), with
branch at 15 N. Ft. Harrison Ave., Clearwater, Fla.

(phone 3-7388) where George H. Bowles is mgr. Newton
has joined Smith Electronics, Cleveland.

Col. Robert D. Heinl Jr., 42-year-old son of the late

Washington newsman who was one of the first to special-

ize on radio in its pioneer days and who enjoyed the con-

fidence of most of the industry’s leading figures, has been

made chief of a Marine Corps mission to Haiti.

Metropolitan Phoenix Broadcasters elects: John Red-

field, radio KIFN, pres.; Howard Stalnaker, KPHO-TV,
v.p.; Sheldon Engel, radio KRIZ, secy.-treas. New direct-

ors are Bill LaDow, KTVK; Ray Smucker, KVAR &
KTAR; Homer Lane, KOOL-TV & KOOL; John Hogg,
radio KOY.

NAEB elects these regional directors: Raymond D.

Hurlbert, Ala. ETV Commission, Birmingham; James
Miles, radio WBAA, Lafayette, Ind.; John Schwarzwalder,

Twin City Area ETV Corp., St. Paul; Duff Browne,

WYES-TV, New Orleans; Mrs. Gertrude Broderick, U. S.

Office of Education. Run-off election was ordered to decide

contest between Kenneth Harwood, radio KUSC, Los An-

geles, and Glenn Starlin, radio KWAX, Eugene, Ore.

Obituary

Gilbert Martyn, 53, veteran newscaster and for the last

8 years news director of KTLA, Los Angeles, also author

of the educational series, Guidepost, died of cancer Jan.

24 in Los Angeles.

Carl Kinsley, 88, pioneer radio engineer, died Jan.

30 at his home in Falls Church, Va. He started radio ex-

periments in the 1890’s, installed America’s first radio

station at Fire Island, N.Y., contributed substantially to

start of commercial radio. His widow, 3 daughters survive.
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Advertising

‘Location’ Tape Commercials: The door to location

shooting of video tape commercials—primarily for net-

work shows now, for spot campaigns later—has been
opened with the introduction by Ampex of the “Video-

tape Cruiser” mobile tape recording unit.

The cx'uiser was put through its paces this week by
Ampex Corp. and an NBC-TV crew at a fann near
Yuma, Ariz., where it shot a 30-min. documentary tape

for Ford Tractor & Implement div., of Birmingham,
Mich. Its use Feb. 3 will mark wedding of tape and
closed-cii’cuit business meetings.

The tape will be used as keystone of a 2-hour

closed-circuit distributor sales rally to be piped to 30

cities by TelePrompTer’s Group Communications div.,

to be viewed on projection screens in hotel ballrooms

by Ford farm vehicle distributor personnel. The tele-

cast will replace the huge traveling industrial shows,

costing up to $1,000,000, which Ford Tractor previously

used to pep un its distributors. Tractor div.’s ad agency,

Meldrum & Fewsmith, told us the entire TV sales con-

vention won’t cost more than $250,000 and that the tape

provides further savings, costing “far less than film.”

After final check-outs, Ampex will take its Video-

tape Cruiser around the country as part of its VTR
sales drive—lending it to stations, using it for demon-
strations, etc. It has recording-playback equipment, own
power plant, can even record while in motion.

A somewhat similar mobile unit is being put to-

gether by Telestudios, N.Y., NTA subsidiary.

There are indications that the networks will be

next to equip themselves with mobile recording units

—

since the cost of a completely equipped tape cruiser

(probably as much as $250,0001 is beyond all but the

best-heeled concerns. Whether the networks will go

whole hog in setting up independent tape commercial

operations I’emains to be seen, but indications are that

all 3 are considering the idea.

Advertising people will be watching the progress

of the Videotape Cruiser closely—they consider “flexi-

bility of location” of major importance in the produc-

tion of commercials. This point was made to us by

toppers of such agencies as Benton & Bowles, J. Walter

Thompson and Bryan Houston.

Remote taping has been done before—but usually

by microwave from a standard mobile TV station unit,

beaming a microwave signal to the station, where the

actual recording has taken place. With the self-con-

tained mobile units, the line-of-sight limitation is re-

moved and TV taping offers much the same flexibility

as film, but with cost savings estimated by agencies to

run to a third or a fourth of location filming tabs.

Growing agency interest in taped commercials was
highlighted in N. Y. this week by special “previews” of new

TV tape installations at Filmways Productions, commercial

producers, and the new, partly-Ampex-owned Videotape

Productions, Filmways showed an Ampex recorder, 3

camera chains, control room, viewing room, etc. Howard
Meighan of Videotape invited more than 100 J. Walter

Thompson creative, commercial and film personnel, for

demonstrations.

People: Robert E. Kilgore elected pres, of Detroit’s Gray
& Kilgore succeeding Charles M. Gray, founder, who be-

comes chairman . . . William R. Gillen, Chicago v.p. of

BBDO, named asst, to pres. C. H. Brower. He’s succeeded by

Wayne Tiss, formerly head of the Hollywood office who, in

turn, is succeeded by TV production supervisor Robert .1.

Stefan . . . William E. Matthews promoted to v.p. & media
relations director. Young & Rubican . . . William V. Patten

elected a v.p., Lennen & Newell . . . Dale Anderson, ex-Len-

nen & Newell v.p., named v.p., Compton Adv. . . . .Jack Run-

yon, onetime Kenyon & Eckhardt v.p., forms Jack W.
Runyon & Co. (26 O’Farrell St,, San Francisco) . . . Ger-

trude Neuren promoted to v.p.. Sterling Adv. . . . Sidney G.

Alexander, ex-Doner & Peck, named v.p., Kastor, Hilton,

Chesley, Clifford & Atherton . . . John F. Neary promoted

to v.p., John C. Dowd Inc., N.Y. . . . F. R. Risley, senior

v.p. & mgr. of Reach, McClinton’s Newark office, named
vice chaiiman. He’s succeeded by v.p. Don Mayer.

Obituary

Wallace J. Rigby, 52, v.p. of McCann-Erickson’s sub-

sidiary Sales Communication, died Jan. 22 in N.Y.

Giveaway Show Rule: NAB’s TV Code Review Board

this week set 10 seconds as the time limit, effective Feb. 1,

for identification of products to be given away on audience

participation shows. Code subscribers may complete exist-

ing contracts providing for longer plugs, but prize agree-

ments after Feb. 1 must comply with the new rule.

“Impact of TV” Campaign by NAB for spot promotion

of the medium by members has been carried on by 196

stations. NAB estimates that air time given to animated

film spots in the campaign is worth more than $2,500,000.

New reps: KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash, with 3 satellites,

to Hollingbery Feb. 1 (from Weed). WOWL-TV, Florence,

Ala. to Rambeau, Vance & Hopple (from Forjoe).

CBC appoints McGavren-Quinn as its first U.S. rep, for

radio only. Liaison will be R. S. Joynt, CBS asst, director

of radio network sales.

Rate Increases: WHDH-TV, Boston (Ch. 5), Jan. 1

raised base hour from $2500 to $3000, min. $500 to $600.

KFDX-TV, Wichita Falls (Ch. 3), Jan. 1, hour from $350

to $400, min. $80 to $100. WTVY, Dothan, Ala. (Ch. 9),

Jan. 1, hour $150 to $200, min. $30 to $40. WFBC-TV,
Greenville, S. C. adds AA hour (7:30-10 p.m.) at $650, min.

at $135, class A hour from $525 to $550. KMJ-TV, Fresno

(Ch. 24), Feb. 1 raises base hour from $600 to $650, min.

$150 to $175. WLOS-TV, Asheville, N. C. (Ch. 13) Feb.

1 adds class AA hour (7:30-10 p.m. daily) at $600, min.

at $120, class A hour going from $450 to $425. KSLA-
TV, Shreveport (Ch. 12), Feb. 1 raises hour from $500 to

$550, min. $125 to $150. WJTV, Jackson, Miss. (Ch. 12)

Feb. 1 from $400 to $450, min. $90 to $120. KTVC, Ensign,

Kan. (Ch. 6) Feb. 1 adds class AA hour (6:30-9:30 p.m.)

at $130, min. $28.60, class A hour going from $100 to $91.

Rate decrease: WTVH, Peoria (Ch. 19), Feb. 1 cuts base

hour from $550 to $500, min. $110 to $100.

Spot increases: WCCO-TV, Minneapolis (Ch. 4), Jan. 1,

raised base min. from $400 to $600. KGO-TV, San Francisco

(Ch. 7), Jan. 1, min. $500 to $550. WWLP, Springfield,

IVTass. (Ch. 22) Dec. 1, min. $170 to $190. WCPO-TV, Cin-

cinnati (Ch. 9), Jan. 1 raises base min. from $290 to $340.

KBET-TV, Sacramento (Ch. 10), Feb. 1, min. $225 to $250.

WTAR-TV, Norfolk (Ch. 3), Jan. 15, min. $200 to $220.

KOTV, Tulsa (Ch. 6), has raised min. from $200 to $220,

KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Neb. (Ch, 10) min. from $90 to $100.
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NetworksFilm

Film Business: The latest New York film ratings pro-

vide eye-openers for film buyers—and Madison Ave.

Backstopped by strong promotion, the MCA-sold Para-

mount features bought by flagship WCBS-TV last week re-

demonstrated how “new blood” can revitalize ratings for

feature showcases. Opening night (Sunday, Jan. 15) “Going

My Way” gave The Late Show a whopping 73.0 audience

share, with Arbitron averaging 20.0. The lead over WRCA-
TV ran about 4 to 1. WCBS-TV also scores a high mark in

syndicated film honors. The Nov.-Dec. N. Y. Nielsen shows

a 60.0 audience share for the Saturday, 10:30 p.m., Ziv-

syndicated Sea Hunt series. It’s now the second-highest-

rated Nielsen show among all shows, network and local, in

N. Y. with a 85.2—out-ranked only by Como with a 39.3. It

even beats Gnnsmoke (34.5), immediately preceding.

Screen Gems has a second half-hour film property.

Gangster Squad, in the works for syndication or network-

ing, with the Clarence Greene-Russell Rouse team, now
contracted to produce 2 series a year for 3 years for SG.

First project, Underivorld, starts shooting later this month.

. . . Bing Crosby Productions, in a co-production deal with

ABC-TV, will start shooting Lincoln Jones in Hollywood.

In charge will be Sy Gomberg, who created the series. Pro-

gi'am will be sold by ABC-TV when the pilot is completed.

Bat Masterson, netwoi'k film series, co-sponsored by

Kraft and Sealtest, is due for a major promotional ride,

with the first prize being a role in the Western adventure

series. It’s tied into a jingle contest, and Kraft has

scheduled a backstopping print ad campaign in Metro
Comics, Independent Comics, Dell Comic Books, and Life

Magazine. Grand prize winner gets two weeks’ work in

the Ziv-produced Bat Masterson show at $10,000 per week.

Producer-star Jack Webb has closed a deal with NBC-
TV to shoot a half-hour film series. The Black Cat,

through Webb’s Mark VII Productions. Otis Carney will

produce and script the film series, which will have a news-

paper background and be sold at network level.

Wire Service telefilm series, aired in 1957 on ABC-TV,
is due back on that network in rerun form starting Feb.

8 under the title Deadline for Action. No sponsor for the

Don Sharpe-Warren Lewis package has been announced . . .

United Artists, a major factor in the field of feature film

TV packages, is starting to move strongly in the program
field, having scored an advance network sale to Philip

Morris’ Marlboro cigarettes for a new half-hour series.

Trouble Shooters starring Keenan Wynn. UA has 4 more
film shows in the works and will gun first for network
sales—rather than syndicated release—on all of them.

—
Contract covering 15,000 film workers in TV and theat-

rical pictures was signed in Hollywood Jan. 31 by major
TV and movie film producers with International Alliance

of Theatrical Stage Employees (lATSE). Providing 21c

hourly wage boost and fringe benefits, the pact was signed

after 3 weeks of negotiation—the first time major motion
picture producers, TV film producers and film processors

have joined together to set terms of a labor agreement.

Coming—Silent Movies: The next big advance in the

motion picture art for TV and theatres (after color, 3-D,

Cinemascope and Cinerama) will be movies without sound.

Paramount Pictures, searching through its vault for sale-

able material, has come up with 300-500 non-talkies which
“could be put in good condition” for TV and/or movie
houses, out of 1,500 silent pictures in its backlog. Pres.

Barney Balaban says a sound track may be added.

Network Business: in a strong upbeat of network sales

NBC-TV late this week signed the Edison Electric Insti-

tute and the Gold Seal Company for segment sales of sev-

eral of the network’s morning and afternoon shows. Edison

Electric—via Fuller & Smith & Ross—will sponsor a
quarter-hour segment on alternate Thursdays, starting

Feb. 12, in the Price Is Right, Young Dr. Malone and
County Fair. Gold Seal is slated for alternate-week quar-
tei’-hour segments of four daytimers: Tic Tac Dough,
Treasure Hunt, Concentration and County Fair, via Camp-
bell-Mithun.

Sponsors for two major awards shows were also

pacted by NBC-TV. The Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences again signed to sponsor the annual “Oscar”
presentations on April 6, with the Hollywood-based show
—now in its 7th straight year on NBC—expected to run
at least 105 minutes on a 192-station lineup. It will also

be Academy-sponsored, simulcast fashion, on 199 i*adio

stations. Procter & Gamble, in a team-up with Benrus
Watch Co., will sponsor TV’s own Emmy awards on May
6 in a 90-minute, 2-coast origination. In other NBC-TV
business, Mennen purchased alternate-week sponsorship
starting Jan. 31 of Cimarron City and Dragnet, as well as

a participation schedule on the Jack Paar Shoiv, effective

immediately. Both Mennen agencies, Warwick & Legler
and Grey, are represented in the signings.

Completing its busy sales week, NBC-TV signed a 52-

week daytime order with the Bauer & Black div. of Kendall
Co., via Leo Burnett, for sponsorship of an alternate-

Friday quarter-hour segment of Concentration, late-morn-
ing quiz series, effective immediately. RCA via Kenyon &
Eckhardt, signed to sponsor “The Third Commandment,”
a Ben Hecht teleplay in the Kaleidoscope series on Feb. 8.

CBS-TV scored a full-sponsorship sale of Keep Talk-
ing, Sunday-night comedy game show, to Mutual of

Omaha starting Feb. 11, through the Bozell & Jacobs
agency. The insurance firm has, up to now, been an alter-

nate-week sponsor of Keep Talking with P. Lorillard,

which is dropping out. Helene Curtis also appears on the

CBS-TV sales list, with the cosmetic firm signing for three

alternate-week half-hours of Playhouse 90 starting Feb. 5.

Elgin Watch signs for a one-time half-hour of the Mar. 12

Playhouse 90. In other CBS pactings; Coca-Cola will

sponsor an hour-long musical special, America Pauses for
Springtime, on Mar. 30, via McCann-Erickson, and two
Jack Benny comedy specials—both hour-long—are slated

for March 18 and May 23 on CBS-TV under joint sponsor-

ship of Greyhound Bus and Benrus Watch, both repre-

sented by Grey Advertising.

ABC-TV signed the Albert-Culver Co., maker of hair

preparations, for full sponsorship of the Meet McGraw
series on ABC-TV, starting Feb. 1 in a new time slot (Sun-

days, 10:30 p.m.) on behalf of the firm’s “Command,”
men’s hair spray. The contract was placed via the Geof-

frey Wade agency for the Don Sharpe-Warren Lewis pack-

age. Elsewhere on ABC-TV, Massey-Ferguson Inc.—farm
equipment manufacturer which sponsors the network’s

Jubilee, U.S.A. series—has set up an unusual arrange-

ment whereby the cast and production personnel of the

show have become “sponsors” in their own right. Show
personnel as well as every member of the show’s parent

organization. Crossroads TV Productions, has been gifted

with one share of Massey-Ferguson common stock—about

120 people altogether. A blackboard has been placed in the

show’s studio for the daily stock quotations.

First Jan. Nielsen ratings give ABC-TV its best night-

time showing to date: It tied with CBS in top-10 ratings

—4 for each, 2 for NBC-TV. In nighttime half-hour

competition, 15 ABC-TV shows were on top vs. 14 CBS-TV’

and 12 NBC-TV.



SET MAKERS COTTON TO ‘NEW LOOK’ IN TV: Long-sought "new look" in TV , a dream of the
industry's merchandisers to reverse the sagging sales trend, will be apparent in
lines to be shown distributors in June. That’s consensus we get from major set
makers we queried about their plans to use the new Corning 23-in. rectangular "twin-
panel" picture tube that's starting the TV industry once again on the march toward
bigger picture screens (Vol. 14:43,49).

New tube won't be in many models at first, for the reason that Corning can't
make quantity deliveries of envelopes to the tube makers until after June 1 — too
late for widespread incorporation in new lines. But, tube will be featured strongly
by some makers — less enthusiastically by others — with the hope by all that it
will hypo sagging TV sales in the big selling season next fall.

Hassle within industry over deflection angle — whether it should be 110 or
118 degrees — has been settled and Corning will turn out only the 110-degree version
this year. That decision is another indication the industry is settling on the 110-
degree tube and gradually abandoning the 90-degree tube, but is still unwilling to

carry the trend further. Even Zenith, last hold-out among the majors for the 90-

degree tube, is said to be highly interested in the new 23-in. Corning tube, indi-
cating that this leading manufacturer may swing to 110-degree tubes throughout line.

Set designers are having a field day with the new tube. Briefly, its features
are: (1) Curved safety glass panel is joined directly to the face of the tube by a

special plastic cement. (2) Tube face is flattened to a considerable degree. (3)

Square corners give a more rectangular picture, and viewing area is increased from
262 sq. in. in the standard 21-in. tube to 282 sq. in. (4) Tubes are dust-free because
dust-collecting surfaces have been eliminated. (5) Reflections are reduced because
there are only 2 reflecting surfaces, not four. (6) Light output is increased about

8%, attributable to elimination of reflections. (7) Both depth and width of the

cabinet can be reduced because of sharp corners and flat tube surface.

^ ^ ^

Here's what we learned from manufacturers about their individual plans:

Sylvania, most enthusiastic among all those with whom we talked, will incor-

porate the 23-in. tube in its June line as v/idely as possible. It will be used in

most of the high-end sets, price leaders continuing to use the standard 21-in. tube.

Gen. marketing mgr. Robert L. Shaw believes bigger tube offers an opportunity for

increased profits at the manufacturing, distribution & retail levels.

Philco has evaluated the new tube and may use it in a few models. Armin Allen,

v.p. for product development & planning told us, however, that Philco will proceed

cautiously because of the increased costs resulting from use of the new tube (ap-

proximately $10-$20 per set at retail) . He said the tube also presents a styling

problem because "it may not appear as decorative in high-end models as the present

tube with a safety glass front."

RCA has not yet reached a decision on using the 23-in. tube this year. Most

models in its 1960 line are now "frozen" but we are told there are a few openings

left where the tube may be added at the last minute.

GE advised us that it has tested the Corning tube and there is a possibility

it will be used in a few models. It presents a peculiar problem for them, GE told us,

because of the high brightness factor in their picture tubes, which is then

softened by the use of a tinted safety glass filter.

12 -
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Westinghouse will incorporate the 23-in. tube in some models if it is avail-
able in time. However, doubt was expressed that sufficient quantities of envelopes
will be on hand to make the June showing.

Motorola informed us that it had not received enough samples to decide whether
it will be able to use the new tube in its upcoming line. The tube has been evaluated
and turned over to the company's designers.

Admiral foresees the possibility of using the new tube in a "limited" number
of models this year, depending on availability. TV sales mgr. Ross D. Siragusa Jr.

said, however, its use will increase set prices "considerably."

Hoffman plans to use the new tube in high-end models as soon as it is avail-
able and add it to other models as quantity production gets under way.

=)!**:{!
Adaptations of the "twin-panel" ide a are coming from other glass manufac-

turers, we learned. Kimball Glass Co. of Toledo is sampling the industry with a

contoured safety glass front similar in many respects to the Corning tube. Also,

Pittsburgh Plate Glass is offering a bent glass front which makes possible many of

the styling innovations inherent in the Corning tube. Several plastic manufacturers
are talking with TV set makers about the use of moulded plastic implosion plates
similar to those incorporated this year in Philco's Predicta line.

Whether the twin-panel tube may be recovered was a question to which we got
contradictory answers. Some time ago we were told the tubes could not be recovered.
However, we now learn that some tube re-builders have been able to bake the plastic
from the face of the tube and return the envelope to its original condition for

re-use. The process is expensive and may preclude the use of twin-panel tubes by
re-builders until a more economical method has been developed.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: TV set production was 112,762 in week ended Jan. 23 vs.

103,696 preceding week & 103,444 year ago. Three-week total for 1959 was 307,670
vs. 325,491 last year. Radio production was 293,721 (108,359 auto) for the week vs.

the preceding week's total of 279,954 (109,765 auto) & 232,845 (80,036 auto) last
year. Total for 3 weeks: 827,696 (325,999 auto) vs. 708,585 (262,260 auto) last year.

Trade Personals: Titus Haifa, chairman of Webcor, as-

sumes duties also of pres., succeeding Nick Malz, resigned.

John H. Ihrig, v.p.-gen. mgr., lam'nation div., promoted to

exec, v.p., succeeding Joseph L. RaEfel Jr., also resigned.

L. O. Kressman promoted to secy. L. A. Garfinkle to treas.

. . . Joseph J. Toyzer promoted to mgr., RCA TV receiver

plant, Indianapolis. Robert W. Sears named mgr. of TV
cabinet plant, Monticello, Ind. . . . Raymond C. elevens, ex-

gen. sales mgr., promoted to v.p.. Symphonic Radio &
Electronics. Joel J. Zimmer promoted to chief purchasing

agent, succeeding Harold Beck . . . Leonard C. Truesdell,

Zenith sales v.p., elected to the board of directors . . . Roger

S. Drew resigns as Philco’s asst. gen. merchandising mgr.

He was formerly RCA coordinator of color TV set sales

. . . Raymond K. McClintock named mgr. of Sylvania’s new
Mountain View (Cal.) special tube plant. Elmer J. Perry

promoted to manufacturing mgr., semiconductor d’v. . . .

Thomas L. Taggart, treas. of Ampex Corp., elected a v.p.

. . . Lewis E. Gillingham, ex-RCA International, named
marketing & adv. mgr., Altec, Los Angeles . . . Maj. Gen.

George I. Back (USA ret.), ex-Chief Signal Officer, now
asst, to pres, of International Resistance Co,, elected to the

board of directors . . . Abe Morin, ex-Radio Receptor,

named purchasing agent, Siegler’s Bogen-Presto div., suc-

ceeding Louis Ellenson , . . Herbert A. Frank, formerly

national sales mgr. of Steelman Phono & Radio Co., named
sales director, Granco . . . Joseph C. Mathews named na-

tional promotion mgr., Capitol Records Distributing Co.

Flat Tube from Tung-Sol? A practical picture-on-the-

wall TV display tube may be an important byproduct

of the cold-cathode tube discovery announced last week

(Vol. 15:4), Tung-Sol engineers believe.

“We have a design we think will work,” research

director Dr. A. M. Skellett told us. The next step, he

said, will be to build a small experimental model, prob-

ably no more than 6-in. square. Basically the cold-

cathode flat picture screen would be an extremely thin

vacuum tube. The unusual feature—made possible by

the development of the cold cathode—would be a large

flat cathode covering the entire inside back portion of

the flat tube and replacing the cathode ray gun.

Horizontal and vertical voltages applied to a criss-

cross grid would let electrons through one spot in the

cathode at a time. Dr. Skellett called this arrangement

an “electron spotlight” as opposed to the conventional

electron beam. He said brightness should be better than

a CR tube and “1000 times better than the flat elec-

troluminescent devices shown to date.”

This flat-tube approach, if it comes, is still a long

time off, but Dr. Skellett says Tung-Sol hopes to be

producing conventionally shaped CR picture tubes with

cold cathodes this summer and “a line of receiving

tubes for 3-way portable radios” by early 1960. Already
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developed is a design for a cold-cathode audio power
amplifier and “a preamplifier employing secondary

emission that will produce more amplification than any
hot-cathode tube.”

* * *

It was open house at Tung-Sol this week, as set

makers and competitive tube manufacturers visited to

observe demonstrations of the new development. Most
industry people we contacted took the cautious ap-

proach. While there were no on-the-record statements,

the gist of their comments was that last week’s an-

nouncement was the early disclosure of an exciting

principle. There was no attempt to minimize the de-

velopment—but other tube makers seemed dubious

about any possibility of early commercial production.

Some engineers felt that the power currently re-

quired to supply grid and plate voltages may well eat

up any power advantages gained by removing the

heater circuits.

The announcement of the cold-cathode tube sharply

affected Tung-Sol stock prices. Last week it rose 7%
points, closing at 5Q1/4- By this week’s end, it had
levelled off at 48^/4.

Canada’s ‘Hands Off’ Warning: Extra-territorial ap-

plication of the U.S. anti-trust laws to Canadian sub-

sidiaries of American companies may bring retaliatory

legislation, E. Davie Fulton, Canadian Minister of

Justice, warned in a speech (Jan. 28) to the N.Y. Bar
Assn, anti-trust section. He made specific reference to

recent anti-trust complaints filed by the Justice Dept,

against GE, Westinghouse and N.V. Philips, which
alleged that the patent operations of their Canadian
subsidiaries prevented the importation of U.S.-made
TV’s radio & phonos (Vol. 14:48,52 & Vol. 15:3,4).

These cases, Fulton said, “appear to be directed

against arrangements entered into by Canadian com-
panies in Canada which are matters of Canadian com-

merce governed by Canadian laws. [They] appear to

illustrate a tendency . . . for U.S. authorities to regard

foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies merely as pro-

jections of U.S. trade and commerce, and thereby sub-

ject to U.S. policies [prior to] the laws, customs and
interests of the countries in which such subsidiaries

are incorporated and carry on business.”

Continued extra-territorial application of U.S. anti-

trust laws might compel Canada to move to preserve its

sovereignty in such matters, although “we share the

aversion which I know you feel to that action.”

Fulton suggested the U.S. enforce anti-trust laws

with a “proper regard for the feelings, rights and ob-

jections of friends and neighbors.” He added that if

the U.S. feels Canadian practices are unduly restric-

tive of international trade, it should express this con-

cern through the usual diplomatic channels.

Next day, in Washington, Fulton saw U. S. Attorney

General William S. Rogers. Upshot of the conference was
Roger’s assurance that U.S. would consult with Canadian

officials before starting proceedings affecting the Canadian

economy. There was no indication, however, that the Justice

Dept, will call off its anti-trust suit against GE, Westing-

house & N. V. Philips.

NSRC Panels & Chairmen: The new National Stereo-

phonic Radio Committee, an all-industry group or-

ganized to recommend stereo standards to FCC, this

week announced the chairmen and duties of its 6 panels.

Top NSRC officers were reported last week (Vol. 15:4).

Following are panels, chairmen, chores:

Panel 1—System Specifications (Charles H. Hirsch,

Hazeltine, chairman), shall consider system proposals for

compatible stereophonic broadcasting; shall identify the

technical issues in said proposals and refer them where

necessary to other panels for detailed study; shall formu-

late a consistent set of transmission specifications for each

form of broadcasting; and shall provide an overall evalua-

tion of the system performance implied in the specifications.

Panel 2—Interconnecting Facilities (Axel Jensen, con-

sultant, Bell Labs, chairman; John M. Barstow, Bell Labs,

vice chairman), shall study and recommend technical char-

acteristilcs of interconnecting lines, networks, studio-trans-

mitter links and related stereo-transmission facilities be-

tween program origination points and the transmitters

proper, said characteristics to include tolerable limits on

cross talk, relative time delay, frequency response, gain,

and such other matters as must be controlled to assure a

stereo signal of adequate quality at the transmitter input.

Panel 3—Broadcast Transmitters (Ralph N. Harmon,
Westinghouse Stations, chairman), shall study the system

proposals referred to it by Panel 1 with particular regard

to (1) the feasibility of the proposed transmission method
and (2) methods of adapting the proposals to existing

broadcast transmitters.

Panel 4—Broadcast Receivers (Joseph N. Benjamin,

David Bogen Co., chairman), shall study the system pro-

posals referred to it by Panel 1 with particular regard to

(1) the performance of existing monophonic receivers when
tuned to the stereophonic signal (receiver compatibility),

(2) the performance of stereophonic receivers designed for

the stereophonic signal (stereo performance) and (3) the

performance of stereophonic receivers when tuned to mono-
phonic signals (reverse receiver compatibility).

Panel 5—Field Testing (A. Prose Walker, NAB, chair-

man; Ross H. Beville, WWDC, Washington, vice chairman),

shall study and compare the system proposals referred to

it by Panel 1 and the existing services with particular re-

gard to coverage, interference effects and other matters

related to channel utilization; and shall conduct field tests

with the advice and assistance of the other panels.

Panel 6—Subjective Aspect (Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, con-

sultant, chairman), shall provide to the other panels the

available scientific information on the subjective aspects of

the stereophonic reproduction of sound.

Improved performance of TVs, radios and other elec-

tronic equipment will result from new process for coating

cathodes of electron tubes, Sylvania Electron Tubes div.

pres. Matthew D. Burns, announced recently. Sylvania

calls its new coating “Sarong,” since it is a skin-tight

film which is wrapped around cathode, replacing former

method of spraying coating on in liquid form. It is this

coating of carbonates, which, when heated, gives off elec-

trons, making the tube function. Burns explained that the

weight of sprayed materials on cathodes may vary as much
as 20% from tube to tube, while variation in “Sarong”

coatings doesn’t exceed 2%. The result, he said, is longer

tube life, more stable operation and less “noise.” The first

application of the new process will be in tube types de-

signed for TV tuners, where Sylvania states they will

reduce “snbw.^' Extension to all tube typies is anticipated.
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Financial Reports

Philco Comeback: Despite a poor showing for

the full year, Philco’s fourth-quarter 1958 profit was nearly

double the corresponding 1957 figure, a preliminary earn-

ings statement shows. For the first half of 1958, Philco

operated at a loss of $1,442,000 (Vol. 14:31), but third-

quarter earnings wiped out the deficit.

Pres. James M. Skinner Jr. said: “The increase in sales

and net for the last quarter of 1958 over the 1957 period

was even better than the third quarter’s substantial gain.

Thus, while sales and net for the full year were below

1958, sales for the last 6 months were up 8% and net in-

creased 34%.” Philco’s report for the year ended Dec. 31:

1958
Sales $351,000,000
Net income 2,866,000
Eax'ned per common share . . 61^
Common shares

(computation basis) . . 4,069,629

For 3 months ended Dec. 31

:

Sales 105,000,000
Net income 2,534,000
Earned per common share. . 60^

1957
$372,629,000

4.081.000

4,069,629

97,558,000
1.138.000

SU

Jerrold Electronics Corp. profits for 9 months ended

Nov. 30 were 20 times higher than in the comparable 1957

period, and sales were up nearly 25%. Pres. Milton Shapp
attributed the increase to all aspects of Jerrold’s business:

new products, development and installation of master TV
antennas, community antenna equipment and operation,

closed-circuit TV and military work. He said the 10 Jerrold-

owned CATV systems had added 250 subscribers in 9

months, and that the company had installed closed-circuit

facilities at Ft. Eustis, Va., and Ft. Gordon & Hunter Air
Base, Ga. A city-wide closed-circuit system is being bu lt

in Ellenville, Wash., where Jerrold is connecting Central
Washington College of Education to all city public schools.

The report for 9 months ended Nov. 30 (1958 income in-

cludes a non-recurring credit of $27,268):

1958 1957
Net sales & service

revenues $5,262,166 $4,326,766
Net income 210,573 9,960
Earned per common

share 19^ 0.9<i
Shares outstanding

(approx.) 1,100,000 1,100,000

Westinghouse reports a 2.9% increase in next income
for 1958 over 1957, although net sales declined. In a pre-
liminary financial report, the company attributed profit

improvement to “vigorous cost and expense control meas-
ures.” The report for the year ended Dec. 31:

1958 1957
Net sales $1,895,699,000 $2,009,043,000
Net income 74,772,000
Earned per common share. 4.25
Common shares

outstanding 17,180,128
For quarter ended Dec. 31:

Net sales 511,200,000
Net income 25,761,000
Earned per common share . 1.47

72.652.000
4.18

16,943,337

531,770,000
23.550.000

1.36

Reports & comments available: Amphenol-Borg, an
analysis by Hallowell, Sulzberger, Jenks, Kirkland & Co.,
National Bank Bldg., Philadelphia .

"
. Bendix Aviation, a

study by Harris, Upham & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y. . . .

General Dynamics, a review by Sartorius & Co., 39 Broad-
way, N.Y. . . . Walt Disney Productions, a study by W. E.
Burnet & Co., 11 Wall St., N.Y.

Packard-Bell Electronics reports record sales for the
first fiscal quarter ended Dec. 31, 1958. Profits were 93%
above the comparable 1957 period. Pres. Robert S. Bell said
the home products div., in the midst of an unsteady market
for TV receivers, increased its sales 11% over the same
quarter of 1957, and noted “accelerated activity in color

TV.” Sales of the technical products div. were double the
preceding year’s period. For quarter ended Dec. 31, 1958:

1958

Sales $12,869,602
Net income 421,361
Earned per common share . 61<f

1957

$8,554,431
218,314

32<t

Raytheon Mfg. Co. had its most successful year in

1958, with both sales and earnings setting records, pres.

Charles F. Adams told the Boston Society of Security

Analysts this week. “We expect continued improvement in

both sales and earnings in 1959,” he added. Adams said

dividend payment “is no longer impossible [but] the cur-

rent requirements of our growing business are such that

we should continue to retain earnings.” Highlights of Ray-
theon’s best year to date, as outlined by pres. Adams

:

1958 1957
Sales $375,156,000 $259,865,000
Net earnings 9,403,000 4,828,000
Earned per common share . . . 3.08 1.70
Shares outstanding 3,050,459 2,831,980

Meredith Publishing Co. reports revenues slightly down,

net income up, for 6 months ended Dec. 31, 1958. Meredith
publishes Better Homes & Gardens and Successful Farming,
and owns WHEN-TV and WHEN, Syracuse; WOW-TV and
WOW, Omaha; KPHO-TV and KPHO, Phoenix; KCMO-TV
and KCMO, Kansas City, Mo.; radio KRMG, Tulsa. For 6

months ending Dec. 31: 1958 1957

Revenue
Net income
Earned per common share .

Shares outstanding

$23,937,131
1,772,865

1.37

1,298,203

$24,110,964
1,685,063

1.30

1,293,844

Cornell-Dubilier reports, for quarter ended Dec. 31:

Sales
Net income (loss in 1957) .

Earned per common share .

Common shares outstanding

1958 1957

$5,932,977 $6,994,023
54,643 (80,153)

94 -

512,390 512,390

Zenith Radio Corp. directors, in a surpidse move this

week, proposed a 3-for-l stock split, subject to approval by
stockholders April 28. It will be the company’s second in

13 months—a 2-for-l split having been effective last March
(Vol. 14:6). Zenith expects first-quarter sales of about

$53,000,000, about 25% higher than the record set in the

first-quarter of 1958. News of the stock increase, together

with a regular dividend increase from 50^ to 75^, pushed

Zenith up 11% points Jan. 28 to 189%. Friday closing: 188.

Symphonic Electronic Corp. plans new plant for man-
ufacture of stei’eo hi-fi equipment at Woodbridge, N. J.

Dividends declared this week

Corporation Amt. Payable
Stk. of
record

Consol. Electrodynamics .

.

...$0.10 Mar. 13 Feb. 25
Cornell-Dubilier . . . .20 Mar. 24 Mar. 10

Inti. Resistance . . . .05 Mar. 2 Feb. 13

P. R. Mallory & Co . . . .35 Mar. 10 Feb. 13

Sperry Rand . . . .20 Mar. 26 Feb. 11

Standard Radio Ltd Apr. 10 Mar. 20
TV-Electronics Fund . . . .08 Feb. 28 Feb. 2

20th Century-Fox . . . .40 Mar. 28 Mar. 13

Tung-Sol . . . .35 Mar. 2 P’eb. 11

Westinghouse . . . .50 Mar. 2 Feb. 9

Zenith . . . .75 Mar. 31 Mar. 13
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More about

Fund and the Critics: Underlining what knowledge-
able broadcasting people have long suspected, Fund
for the Republic’s Patrick M. McGrady Jr. told an
RTFS luncheon audience this week what, in his

opinion, makes a critic influential. “Even more impor-

tant than [his] actual persuasive powers,” asserted

the researcher, “is his reputation for them. The single

most important factor of power is a critic’s reputation

for being read by industry people. Most agency & net-

work people are outwardly cynical about the soundness
of critical opinion generally, but they all believe that

the sponsor depends excessively on the critics for his

determinations of value.”

McGrady, whose long-awaited study of TV criti-

cism will appear as a free pamphlet in about 4 weeks
(Fund for Republic, 60 E. 42 St., N.Y.C.), gave the

Radio & TV Executives Society a preview which was
interesting, literate, and not particularly news to long-

time observers of this phase of the industry.

“The Fund’s Committee of Consultants decided, in

its study of the mass media, to place emphasis on tele-

vision,” explained McGrady, adding, “A great deal has

already been said on the subject. Some is cogent and
persuasive; much is utopian. The prime need is for an

approach which . . . recognizes television’s practical

limitations as well as its potentialities.”

His conclusion: TV’s “abiding overriding concern

with making money—a concern of almost any business”

clashes with the critics’ “violent, often confused re-

fusal to countenance” this. “If TV and criticism are

going to make more sense than they do now,” ended

McGrady, “this fundamental issue must be resolved.”

Highlights: McGrady’s 4 requirements for a critic:

taste, wit, courage, time for reflection ... A third of the
critics interviewed complained of “occasional improper
interference from managers of stations owned by their
newspaper” ... Of 46 critics he wanted to interview, Mc-
Grady was unable to see only 2; Jack O’Brian and Nick
Kenny . . . One critic (Aldine Bird of Baltimore News-
Post) had 8 other beats (including Mr. Fixit-Safety,
R.O.T.C. Rifles, and Christmas Party) on top of which he
was “subject to general assignment” . . . Publicity junkets
as described by some press people: “drunken parties

—

outrageous—undignified—the critics are like pigs in a
trough” . . . McGrady cited 7 cases in which critics caused
alterations in programs; promised more instances in the
full report . . . His choices for 10 best critics: Jack Gould,
John Crosby, George Rosen, Harriet Van Horne, Jack
O’Brian, Marya Mannes, Janet Kern, Hal Humphrey, Wil-
liam Ewald, Terrence O’Flaherty . . . One critic (anony-
mous) did his column for 4 years without a television set.

(Other story on p. 4.)

Quiz show was dropped like a hot potato by CBS-TV
when it was discovered—as programming exec, v.p.. Hub-
bell Robinson Jr. delicately phrased it

—“the decimal ma-
chine used on the show to determine the size of cash

prizes awarded to contestants, had from time to time

unknown to management, not been free from control.” The
show. For Love or Money, produced by Walt Framer, had
run on the network Mon.-Fri. 10-10:30 a.m. from June

30 through Jan. 30 when reports by crewmen to CBS man-
agement indicated irregularities in the “floating decimal”

machine, which by placement of a decimal point, could

determine whether a contestant could win—for example

—

$1, $10, $100 or $1000. Beginning Feb. 2, a film anthology

series will replace the quiz.

Only Networks Up in Index: The sole medium to show
a gain in Nov. 1958 over the same month in 1957 was
network TV, according to the latest Printers’ Ink

monthly National Advertising Index. It shows all

media down an average of 3%, while networks gained

9%. Network radio was down 24%, weekly magazines

11%, women’s magazines 1%, general monthlies 2%,
farm magazines 1%, newspapers 8%, business papers

6%, outdoors 13%. Following are index figures for

Nov. & cumulative Jan.-Nov. 1958:

Index
Nov. Nov.

% change from
month year

%
11 month

cumulative
1958 1957 ago ago change

General Index .... 205 213 — 3 — 4

(57-58)— 3

Total Magaiznes .... 158 172 — 4 — 8 — 6

Weekly .... 177 199 — 6 —11 — 7

Women’s .... 117 118 + 1 — 1 — 9

General Monthly ...... 194 197 + 2 — 2 — 3

Farm 93 0 — 1 —18
Newspapers 196 —11 — 8 — 9

Network Television ....... 432 397 + 1 + 9 + 10

Network Radio .... 25 33 — 4 —24 — 9

Business Papers .... 202 215 + 2 — 6 — 7

Outdoor 170 — 1 —13 — 2

All indexes have been seasonally adjusted. The index shown for each

m^ium is based on estimated total advertising investments in the

medium including talent, production and media costs. For each

medium, the base (100) is an average of total investments in years

1947-49 except for TV base which covers the years 1950-52.

Weaver of Dreams: Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver

last week renewed his plea for a higher level of program-

ming and a “new force” outside the networks to improve

viewers’ cultural level while entertaining. He appeared with

New York Times’ TV-radio editor Jack Gould on David

Susskind’s Open End (WNTA-TV, Newark-N.Y.), a pro-

gram which habitually mourns the state of television.

The former NBC president—now a consultant to

McCann-Erickson—saw in video tape a “second chance” to

improve programming, and he said most stations would

gladly clear prime time for good independent tape shows,

although “the networks won’t like it.” He said he had been

exploring a form of pay TV—in fact, “we came within one

conference of doing it.” His plan : A series of monthly

spectaculars using regular commercial TV facilities but

with program notes sold to the public for $1 a month

—

title & subject of shows to be withheld from the press.

He blamed Washington for sameness in TV fare

—

“I would have been in business long before this” if there

were 5 stations in every market.

Gould suggested that the Advertising Council “take the

initiative in revitalizing TV” by sponsoring cultural spec-

taculars. He predicted that home TV tape would some day

let viewers choose their own program fare, just as music

lovers now program their own hi-fi listening with records.

(Controversial Open End got its first sponsor this

week. Helena Rubinstein purchased the 10-11 p.m. hour.)

Bans on broadcasting of legislative sessions, whether

Congressional, state or local, are “a serious impediment to

the free flow of information at a time when the country can

ill afford it,” says chairman Robert D. Swezey (WDSU-TV
& WDSU, New Orleans) of NAB’s freedom of information

committee. Addressing Ga. Radio-TV Institute at Athens

this week, he cited House rules by Speaker Rayburn (D-

Tex.) as sample of how lack of TV-radio coverage “deprives

the people of an opportunity to watch their govt, in action.”

Fidel Castro will appear live on Edward R. Murrow’s

Person to Person Feb. 6 on CBS-TV. Pickup from the

Castro apartment in the Havana Hilton Hotel will be han-

dled by CMAB-TV, Havana (Telemundo) and the program

will be beamed over the AT&T-ITT scatter relay from

Guanabo, Cuba, to Florida City, Fla.
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SUMMARY- INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

DOERFER SEES MORE VHF CHANNELS as logical alloca-

tions solution, says hope "is not dead." Proposes compromise

with Harris on scope of pay-TV tests (PP- i & 5).

MULTIPLE-OWNERSHIP STATUS QUO LIKELY, as FCC's first

discussions reveal no disposition to accept network study staff's

recommendations to cut quotas (p. 1).

HEAT OF BOOSTER BATTLE RISES as more pressure is

brought to bear on FCC. Sen. Fulbright, perhaps others in favor

of hands-off-FCC policy (p. 2).

STUDY OF COMMUNICATIONS by new 5-man commission is

recommended by OCDM. Members would be named by President,

raising question of military "dominance" (p. 3).

COMMUNIQUES IN THE MAGAZINE WAR on television:

Newest TV-audience figures bigger than ever; and an after-

thought for Look's Mr. Myers (pp. 3 & 6).

INTERNATIONAL TV LINK connecting North & South America

is planned by Florida firm claiming Cuban TV backing. New
electronic techniques involved (pp. 3 & 5).

NO NEW NAB POLICIES ON PAY TV or boosters develop at

TV Board's winter meeting (p. 7).

JUSTICE DEPT. & FCC DISAGREE on when "influence" is

influence in non-adjudicatory cases, filing briefs in Springfield-

St. Louis deintermixture case (p. 16).

Manufacturing—Distribution—-Finance

TV, RADIO, TUBE, TRANSISTOR output and sales figures for

1958 recapitulated by EIA, showing set industry had poorest year

since 1949. But transistor sales boomed (pp. 12 & 13).

PHILCO LICENSES THORN to manufacture and sell black-&-

white TVs, radios & phonos in Great Britain. Sells British sub-

sidiaries to Thorn (p. 13).

DOERFER PLUGS FOR MORE VHF CHANNELS: "Expansion in a continuous vhf band is the

logical solution and would create the least dislocation for the public." So said FCC's outspoken Chairman

John C. Doerfer in talk this week to Radio-TV Executives Society luncheon in N.Y., in which he expressed

his strong personal opinion on the most controversial TV-radio issues now facing Commission and Congress.

Hope for securing more vhf channels "is not dead," and a clearer picture of prospects will develop this

year, he said. Vhf-uhf deintermixture moves would now be "unwise," he added. Hinting at possibility of

Commission delay on allocations after TASO makes report in March, he pointed out that some needed in-

formation (such as propagation prediction curves, DA tests, etc.) will still be lacking.

Doerfer was expressing own opinions, of course. - Subjects he tackled are controversial and Com-
mission is split wide open on most of them. Other highlights:

He proposed compromise on scope of pay-TV tests—somewhere between FCC's "First Report" of 1957

and the far more limited conditions proposed in Harris resolution (Vol. 15:3). He hailed resolution's test

proposals as finally indicating "disposition to obtain some meaningful information," although he said terms

were too "restrictive." FCC majority probably would go for such a pay-TV compromise.

He flatly opposed 2 widely-discussed proposals for changes in Communications Act—compulsory

hearings on station transfers and outlawing of so-called "pay-offs" in settlement of competitive station

applications. (Details on p. 5).

NO IMMEDIATE TROUBLE FOR MULTIPLE OWNERS: FCC's go-round on multiple-owner-

ship this week-—a discussion of network study staff's recommendations—produced no formal action, and it's

understood that tenor of closed-door discussions was in favor of status quo. Major staff recommendation

was that no one be permitted to own more than 3 vhf's in top 25 markets (Vol. 15:3). Present rules allow

a licensee to control 5 vhf's & 2 uhf's—in markets of any size.



Multiple-owners have been uneasy but never seriously worried ever since the staff report came out,

because there has been no indication that Commissioners would go along with staff. This week's FCC
discussions tend to relax them more. Also contributing to their peace of mind was recent indication by
top Justice Dept, spokesmen that Justice doesn't plan to attack multiple-owners (Vol. 15:2).

There's always Congress to consider, however, and there's no telling when someone will get a brain-

storm on the Hill. Sen Bricker (R-O.) is no longer on hand with a threat to clip networks' wings, but there

are others—and multiple-ownership could get involved. For example. Sen. Douglas (D-Ill.), prodded by
Chicago performers & producers who assert that NBC has been cutting local originations, is still considering

drafting a bill to regulate networks—but he's been too busy to get at it. If he resumes attack, he's bound to

find someone in the House to join him.

Douglas is likely to attack multiple-ownership , or at least network ownership of stations, because he
claims that network-owned stations aren't free to handle local situations. And Douglas is something of a
power in the Democratic-controlled Congress, whereas Bricker's influence wasn't significant under Democrats.

FCC made short work of another network problem this week—by deciding to conduct a hearing on

"program tie-ins" (Vol. 15:5). It's expected that this decision will be made public next week. "Tie-ins" is

an expression covering a number of alleged discriminatory practices by networks. Complaints hove been
made, notably during 1956 hearings of Senate Commerce and House Judiciary committees (Vol. 12:20 et seq),

that networks wouldn't let advertisers bring their own shows to networks but forced network-owned programs

on them—or demanded a piece of the programs.

Commission concluded this week: "Let's have a record to go on." It has never conducted a hearing

on the subject. Justice Dept, has investigated complaints, but hasn't taken any action.

SHARPENING HORNS OP FCC'S BOOSTER DILEMMA: There's no telling how FCC wiU
jump finally on the illegal booster question—if indeed there ever will be a final answer—following its action

last week in which it backtracked from its decision banning boosters (Vol. 15:5). Flood of anti-FCC pro-

booster bills in Congress slowed to trickle this week, but they're still coming—while evidence of a counter-

current has begun to develop in Congress.

FCC is uncomfortable about the situation for many reasons. It has in its files, for example, a staff

report on how a plane followed a spurious radio beacon emitted by a haywire booster—fortunately without

mishap. FCC is afraid that a plane crash may, sooner or later, be blamed on a booster. On the other hand,

it's physically possible to build boosters with safe characteristics^but these may be quite expensive, and
booster operators will have none of that

A new factor in the picture is a formal petition before FCC, filed by new loosely-organized Home
Free TV Assn, comprising 17 western stations. Represented by Haley, Wollenberg & Kenehon, group asks

Commission to rescind its booster-banning decision, throw the subject into the overall inquiry on second-

ary TV services (satellites, boosters, CATV, etc.), and come up eventually with "suitable rules & standards

for the control & regulation of all secondary TV services" (for stations, see p. 9).

A leader of the group is Ed Craney, owner of KXLF-TV, Butte (Ch. 4) & KXLJ-TV, Helena (Ch. 12),

Mont., who is bitter enemy of community antenna systems and strong booster booster. 'This week, he

carried out promise to close down KXLJ-TV, which he had said he would do if Court of Appeals failed to

stop Helena CATV system from getting signals of Spokane stations via microwave.

There were still no vocal defenders of the FCC's booster action on the Hill, But Sen. Fulbright

(D-Ark.), new Foreign Relations Committee chairman, was doing some research on it. According to Ful-

bright's aide, the Senator believes that FCC, as the “expert body," should be left alone to handle job. Other

Senators & Congressmen are said to hold similar views, may speak up.

But the pro-booster forces are increasing. Reps. Brock (R-Neb.) & Westland (R-Wash.) introduced

HR-3845 & HR-3929, resp^tively; to: (1) Waive FCCjrequiremerits for licenses for boosters operating before

Dec. 30, 1958. (2) Set up a"Cbrhmiinity TV Bureau" in FCC "to promote TV reception in sinall commimi-

ties." Rep. Baring (D-Nev.) introduced a pro-boostei' resolution (H.Con. Res. 76).

Sen. Longer (R-N.D.) wrote to FCC Chairman Doerfer . that vmless commission reverses itself he'll

demand "a thorough & complete investigation."
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NEW COMMUNICATIONS STUDY — WILL IT BE STACKED? Advice of President's Special

Advisory Committee on Telecommunications (VoL 14:38 et seq) is being taken seriously by Leo A. Hoegh,

director of Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization. This week he announced he was taking these imme-
diate steps as result of its recommendations:

( 1 ) Started hunt for an expert to act as consultant, reporting directly to him, and for some 20 "quali-

fied people" to beef up his telecommunications staff. (He asked us, incidentally, to suggest names. Know
any good men available?)

1

(2) Recommended that President ask Congress to establish a 5-man commission to conduct the

"studies proposed in the committee report regarding management procedures and allocations of radio fre-

quencies." All 5 would be named by President.

' An important question raised is this : Since broadcasters last year succeeded in killing Potter resolution

j (S. Res. 106), which would have set up a similar commission, because they feared it would be stacked in

)
favor of the military in any debate over share of vhf spectrum between TV and military, will they be even

j more fearful if all 5 members of proposed new commission are named by the President? Potter resolution

I

had provided that its 5-man commission would be appointed as follows: 2 by President, one each by Vice

President, FCC Chairman, Speaker of the House.

i

* • • •

Text of SACT report wasn't released but Hoegh said the group recommended that there be a study of

"the govt.'s entire administrative organization for managing telecommunications" and that "the national

? table of radio frequency allocations be reviewed in order to determine whether the current division of radio

||
frequency space as between govt, and non-govt, users properly serves the national interest."

Hoegh said his recommendation should be submitted to Congress within 30 days, and that he hoped

the 5-man commission could complete its study in a year. SACT had recommended a 3-man commission, but

Hoegh didn't tell why he wants 5. It isn't intended that they be confirmed by the Senate, as are members

I

of major govt, agencies.

Asked why congressional action is sought—why President doesn't merely name his own commission

—Hoegh said he believes project should be a joint operation of legislative & executive branches, noting

that Congress reflected its interest in subject by almost passing Potter resolution.

SACT was headed by Victor E. Cooley , retired chairman of Southwestern Bell, and until early last year

the deputy director of OCDM's predecessor Office of Defense Mobilization. The other members were: Dr.

Irvin Stewart, FCC member 1934-1937, ex-pres. of W. Va. U; William G. Thompson, retired AT&T asst. v.p.

in charge of overseas radio & cable communications; Dr. Frank G. Kear, Washington consulting engineer;

Maj. Gen. W. Preston Corderman, 1955-1957 Deputy Chief Signal Officer, now a v.p. of Litton Industries.

THEY'RE STILL WATCHING: The figures given this week to our New York bureau by both Nielsen

and Trendex present small comfort to print-media proponents who have been attempting to generate an
anti-TV groundswell among advertisers by suggesting that apathy may be setting in among viewers. We
refer you to our report on ratings which you'll find on p. 6.

And those who found themselves impressed by Look publisher Vernon C. Myers' let-us-have-partial-

pay-TV message to the Magazine Publishers Assn, will be interested—possibly even surprised—to get the

facts of how the present TV audience compares with the magazine audience when it comes to putting out cash

for the enjoyment of their media (see p. 6).

IN THE WORKS — U.S.-SOUTH AMERICA TV LINK: A Uve TV hookup of North & South

America via the Caribbean islands is now in the planning stage. Backers of the project say it is now prac-

tical from the standpoint of economics, licensing and engineering—thanks to bold new electronic techniques.

This Latin-American network , as now planned, would extend from Cuba through Puerto Rico and

Venezuela to Colombia, also connecting smaller islands in between. Planners of the link claim to have

backing of Cuban TV networks, who they say hope to transmit 8-10 hours of live programming daily to

future "affiliates" in other Latin-American markets.
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Prime mover in venture—handling engineering, construction, operation—is little-publicized Florida

Micro-Communications Inc. (FMC), which recently began operating low-cost Florida-to-Cuba TV microwave
service (in competition with AT&T-ITT) and is now beaming some network sports shows to Cuban TV.

It's g long-term project involving multitude of "scatter" microwave hops. Tentative timetable, accord-

ing to FMC: Tests between Cuba and a point near Puerto Rico by end of this year; test circuit to Puerto

Rico by end of 1960; Puerto Rico-Venezuela circuit in another IV2 years; Venezuela-Colombia, 1962 or 1963.

For further description of proposed Caribbean link, and some of the electronic methods which might

be used to accomplish it, see story on opposite page.

The Week in Congress

ETV Bill Sails Along: Full weight of the Senate Com-
merce Committee was thrown behind federal aid to

educational TV this week when it voted unanimous en-

dorsement of proposal (S-12) by chairman Magnuson
(D-Wash.) to grant up to $1,000,000 to each state,

D.C. & Hawaii to buy equipment (Vol. 15:5).

The next steps by sponsors of the $51,000,000 ETV
program will be: (1) Getting it on the Senate floor for

a vote, which shouldn’t take long. (2) Persuading

Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) of the House Commerce
Committee to put an early action tag on the companion

House bills by Rep. Udall (D-Ariz.) and others.

Following swift hearings last week, the Magnuson
measure cleared the Senate committee as its No. 2

legislative item in the new session of Congress. Only

Federal Airport Act amendments (S-1) took prece-

dence. The language of the Magnuson bill was left un-

changed, except for an amendment by Sen. Engle

(D-Cal.) terminating the ETV program after 5 years.

As outlined by Magnuson, who neax'ly won enact-

ment of his program last session : “The bill proposes to

make grants, not in excess of $1,000,000, to each state

agreeing to provide the land, buildings and costs of

operating & maintaining the TV facilities placed in

operation. The money is to be used exclusively for the

purchase of actual equipment & facilities required in

ETV projects. Federal Govt, intervention ends there.”

Bipartisan backing for the program on the Senate

floor is assured since Sen. Schoeppel (R-Kan.) , rank-

ing minority member of the Commerce Committee, is

a co-sponsor of Magnuson’s bill. At week’s end, no

schedule for Senate action had been set, but Magnuson
was expected to press for an early date.

On the House side, the Commerce Committee was

late in getting organized into subcommittees and as-

signing the ETV bills to the transportation & commu-
nications subcommittee (headed at the last session by

Chairman Harris himself) with Rep. Roberts (D-Ala.)

as the ranking majority member. Committee sources

told us these formalities should be completed next

week. And Roberts, who steered the Magnuson meas-

ure through the House committee last session, but

failed to get it on the House floor for a vote, is this

time himself the author of an ETV bill (Vol. l5:4).

Meanwhile Sen. Scott (R-Pa.), joined by Sens.

Clark (D-Pa.) and Case (R-N.J.), introduced a bill

(S-924) amending the Communications Act “to estab-

lish for educational purposes a certain priority in the

award of vhf channels” by the FCC. It was aimed

specifically at reassignment of Storer’s abandoned
WVUE, Wilmington-Philadelphia (Ch. 12) to ETV

—

as sought by uhf WHYY-TV, Philadelphia (Ch. 35,

educational) with backing of the Joint Council on
Educational TV (Vol. 14:51). Philadelphia Mayor
Richardson Dilworth has asked FCC to withhold action

on Ch. 12 pending the formation of a non-profit group
to apply for it on an educational basis. In a Senate

floor speech. Sen. Scott pointed out that the FCC has

assigned no vhf channel for ETV in N.J., Eastern Pa.,

Del., and part of Md.—and “even one vhf channel to

cover this area would be highly beneficial,” he added.

Sen. Frear (D-Del.) said he’s all for ETV, but wants
Storer’s surrendered WVUE permit to stay in Del.

TV Baseball Brownouts: “Save-baseball” moves in Con-
gress, exempting pro sports from anti-trust laws so

club owners can decide whether major league games
can be telecast in minor league territory (Vol. 15:4),

took a new tui’n this week—into the lap of the FCC.

Sen. Kefauver (D-Tenn.), whose Judiciary anti-

monopoly subcommittee blocked passage of a blanket

TV blackout bill last session (Vol. 14:31) came up with

a brownout bill (S-886) of his own. It would apply

anti-trust regulations to most aspects of pro sports.

But it would permit broadcast agreements by club

owners if the FCC finds them “reasonably necessary”

to keep minor clubs in business.

Kefauver argued : “The Commission would be in a

position of considering a conflict of public interest

[between] the need to protect and build up minor

leagues [and] the rights of people who wish to have

sports contests appear on their TV sets.”

Kefauver’s TV compromise was promptly de-

nounced by Sen. Keating (R-N.Y.) as “a baseball

badgering bill.” He promised a fight in & out of hear-

ings on the issue of whether minor leagues can con-

tinue to survive competition from big-game TV at

home. Leader of last year’s battle for blanket blackouts,

Keating this year is co-sponsoring alternative pro-

posals permitting blackouts within 75 miles of minor

league towns on home-game days.

The FCC, FTC & Justice Dept., joined by the

NAB, opposed Keating’s 1958 measure, and the FCC,
which shuns controls over broadcast programming,

won’t be any more in favor of the new role of baseball

TV umpire which Kefauver wants to assign to it.

FCC Chairman Doerfer will participate in govt, panel

session at a midwinter conference of the AFA, Feb. 9 at

Sheraton-park Hotel, Washington.
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more about

Doerfer Speaks His Mind; “The TV allocation prob-

lem,” FCC Chairman Doerfer told a Feb. 4 RTFS
luncheon in N.Y. (see p. 1), “holds out little promise

of immediate solution—at least not until every effort

to get more vhf spectrum space is exhausted.” He said

he felt that “strong congressional pressures will de-

velop to secure sufficient space within the vhf band”

and that a move to all-uhf should be considered only as

“the last resort.” On other topics of interest to broad-

casters, Doerfer expressed these opinions

:

Station sales. Proposals to amend the law to

provide for comparative or non-comparative hear-

ings in all license transfer cases would be “inadvis-

able,” he said
—

“the time and expense involved would

be incommensurate with any good that could be

obtained.” There's a substantial split within the Com-
mission on this issue, Comrs. Ford & Bartley being in

favor of forced hearings on all station transfers.

“Pay-off” settlements. “I look askance at any
efforts to stigmatize all settlement agreements as

‘pay-offs’ or ‘quickie dropouts’—whatever that may
mean about matters pending for years. Let us use the

right medicine for a correctly diagnosed illness—not a

catch-all nostrum that affects all just because a few
may be affected.” Those who abuse FCC processes, he

added, probably should be judged in the courts, not in

the Commission.

Protest law. “I fully expect that the bar, the

industry and the Commission will join forces to either

repeal or amend this legislation to the extent that the

public interest is again exalted over purely private

advantages. This should be accomplished before the

end of the first session of the 86th Congress.”

Program classification reports. “If another re-

newed and forceful challenge is made to the basic

jurisdiction asserted by the Commission, it may take

until the latter part of the summer or fall before
final action is completed.”

Daytime radio broadcasters. “A reasonable tar-

get date” for final action is the latter part of July.

Abolition of the FCC. Asked from the floor if

FCC functions might be turned over to another
agency, he said : “It may be FCC will be split into sep-

arate boards, but I see no immediate likelihood.”

Censorship. In response to a question about N.Y.
TV licensing proposal (Vol. 15:4), he expressed doubt
that any state or city could legally adopt TV censor-

ship powers.

more about

Live Caribbean Network: Florida Micro-Communica-
tions’ plan for live TV link between Cuba and South
America (see p. 3) may well be more of a “natural”

than the many proposals for U.S.-Europe TV relays

—

since there are neither time-zone nor language barriers

involved. Puerto Rico currently has 5 commercial TV
outlets, Venezuela & Colombia 10 each, Cuba 23.

FMC already has developed a technique to com-
press bandwidth of video signal from 4 me to % me

—

actually has used it on its Florida-to-Cuba relay. Tech-

nical director Stephen Martin says he’s also working
on a more sophisticated method which should reduce

bandwidth di'astically enough to allow transmission of

live TV through the present transatlantic cable

Compression of TV bandwidth is important be-

cause of tremendous power required in long-distance

scatter transmission. A narrower band of frequencies

requires far less power to send it over the horizon.

Martin says a i/^-mc signal can be sent 600 miles

—

further than the longest hop planned in his relay net-

work. But he says he hopes for considerably more com-
pression before start of construction.

Longest single hop in entire circuit would be 560

miles in the Puerto Rico-to-Venezuela route; longest

hop from Cuba to Puerto Rico would be 490 miles;

from Colombia to Venezuela, more than 400 miles.

The simpler of the 2 band-compression methods is

known as “slow-scan-fast-scan.” This technique uses slow

scanning for all elements of the picture which have high

information content and extremely fast scanning for low-

information elements. At the other end of the hop, the

microwave receiver reverses the process—speeding up the

scanning of detailed picture elements, slowing it down on
non-detailed portions. A “line memory circuit” allocates a
certain amount of time per line, keyed by the TV signal’s

regular sync pulses, restoring a conventional TV picture.

Martin says he thinks bandwidth compression of 25

times is possible using this method—which means reduc-

tion of TV picture to 160 kc. At the present reduction to %
me—or 500 kc—he says, picture is excellent.

Another method he’s using holds potential of bringing

bandwidth as low as 10 kc, he says. It’s far more compli-

cated. It uses a “digitizer”—a computer which breaks up
TV picture elements into a digital code. The code is trans-

mitted instead of the picture. A decoding computer at the

other end restores the picture. FMC is seeking co-spon-

sorship from one of the U.S. networks for its research.

Work in bandwidth reduction isn’t new, of course. Bell

Labs has been working on various techniques for years, as

is Technicolor Corp, and others. AT&T-ITT relay from
Florida to Cuba uses some band-compression for TV signals.

FMC’s present over-the-horizon microwave installation

picks up TV programs off the air from Miami stations at

Key Mai’athon, Fla., beams them to Garuco Hill, near

Matanzas, Cuba.

Note: Some interest has been shown by financiers in

the construction of an island-hopping northern transatlan-

tic TV relay. Even the most optimistic sources we contacted

say such a system is at least 4 years and some $50-$75,000,-

000 away. No start has been made on construction of the

relay—nor has there been a decision on whether to start.

Reports this week, emanating from Rome and stating that

the 1960 Olympic Games will be carried live to the U.S.

via the non-existent relay, are, therefore, exaggerated.

Coverage of courtroom proceedings by TV-radio and

motion pictures would be authorized in N.Y. State under

terms of a bill introduced by Sen. E. Ogden Busk of De
Lancey and Assemblyman Charles D. Henderson of Hornell.

“Passage of this bill,” they said, “will remove N.Y. State

from its stoic, static position by making use of 20th-cen-

tury communication, geared to contemporary living.”

RCA is starting sales drive for its TV tape recorder,

claiming many new features, including “fast cueing, cen-

tralized control, along with technical advances in circuitry

which permit greatly improved performance.”



More about

Those Retaliating Ratings: We’ve had a look at the

brand-new Nielsen Television Index report covering

the two weeks ending Jan. 10. Saturdays, Sundays,

Mondays and Thursdays continue to be the peak view-

ing nights, but there’s seldom a nighttime hour in

which less than 50% of the country’s TV homes are

using their sets. Here’s the latest pattern

:

7 p.m. Nighttime Peak 11p.m.
Saturday 61.6 68.9 at 9:45 P.M. 59.3
Sunday 66.1 65.9 at 8:46 P.M. 51.6
Monday 53.7 69.5 at 9:15 P.M. 53.1

Tuesday 51.9 68.3 at 9:15 P.M. 54.4
Wednesday 50.9 65.1 at 9:15 P.M. 53.3
Thursday 67.7 67.0 at 9:45 P.M. 63.2
Friday 49.3 65.1 at 9:46 P.M. 53.8

A similar picture—although not on a national,

projectable level—is shown by Trendex, which reports

that nighttime sets in use during Dec. and Jan. have

been running at the highest level since pre-freeze era.

According to Trendex, evening TV usage during

Dec., 1958, in the 20 Trendex-measured cities was 2%
above the previous year. In Jan., the figure was 3%
higher than the comparable period last year.

Here are the figures from Trendex, covering sets-

in-use on a Sunday-through-Saturday basis, 7 :30-10:30

p.m., during the peak hours of network telecasting

:

Dec. Jan.
1953 53.7 1954 56.0

1964 65.0 1955 56.4
1965 53.2 1956 54.4

1956 53.6 1957 55.8
1957 67.9 1958 58.9
1958 59.1 1959 60.5
Trendex tells us that the 60.5 average above for sets-

in-use-during-peak-hours is the highest January percent-

age in their records; one of the highest in TV history; but

without question—and percentages aside—represents in

terms of numbers of homes the all-time peak January

audience for television.

In other rating news, hour-long TV Westerns are

beating half-hour horse sagas in delivering audiences for

sponsors, according to Nielsen, which ranks them at 28.0

and 26.0 respectively in “program type” comparisons for

its final national Dec. 1968 report. Third: half-hour situa-

tion comedies (23.7). Fourth: hour variety shows (23.3).

Speaking of Westerns, they occupy the entire roster

of Nielsen’s Top 10 (first Jan. report), with but 2 excep-

tions: Western-cousin Real McCoys, and Danny Thomas.

Still speaking of Westerns, the latest Time points

to the new Trendex Report on Program Popularity which

reiterates the axiom that shows containing the sponsor’s

name in their titles enjoy higher “sponsor identification”

among their viewers than do those without—e.g., Dinah
Shore Chevy Show (87.3%) and Kraft Mystery Theatre

(84%) vs. Wagon Train (16%) and Gunsmoke (45.6% &
3.2% for 2 sponsors). When asked about this, Trendex

told our New York bureau that the 3.2% had been for the

alternate (or non-advertising) sponsor—who, when his

week came around, drew a far better figure: 24.2%.

TV Audience Pays Now; The pay-TV bandwagon wel-

comed another magazine when Look—to no one’s sur-

prise—added its endorsement to that of Reader’s

Digest, Saturday Evening Post and Fortune.

Look publisher Vernon C. Myers told a Chicago

regional meeting of the Magazine Publishers Assn,

that if the public paid for programming as it does for

editorial content of magazines, the cost of TV adver-

tising could be reduced and it would be possible to audit
TV audiences on the basis of paid circulation.

Myers said that in 1958, readers paid more than
$500,000,000 for magazines, with advertisers paying
some $750,000,000. Thus, for every $1 that advertisers

invested in magazines, readers paid 66^.

His argument might have been strengthened if he
had added the $250,000,000 the public pays in taxes to

make up the Post Office department’s second-class mail

deficit—most of which is attributable to delivery of

magazine subscriptions at bargain rates.

Just incidentally, the television audience spent

$1.0794 billion for sets in 1958, another estimated

$2 billion for installation and repairs, $300,000,000

for television-set electricity. Advertisers invested

$1.36 billion in television advertising. Thus for every

$1 spent by advertisers in TV, the audience spent

about $2.48.
tf * *

Wired pay TV was in the papers again this week, in

dispatches from N.Y. and Chicago. In N.Y., Skiatron TV
announced it will begin wired pay telecasts of Los Angeles
and San Francisco major league baseball games early this

summer to a total of 100,000 subscribers in both cities.

In Chicago, NCAA’s TV committee program director Asa
Bushnell said his group was “quite sympathetic” to a
proposal by Skiatron for wired pay-telecasts of college

football games to homes in Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco. At present, Skiatron does not have the required

city franchise to wire either city for pay TV.

Case of Mistaken Identity: Fulton Lewis Jr. faces pay-

ment of $145,000 in libel damages to Mrs. Pearl Wana-
maker, ex-Washington state supt. of public instruction,

as a result of an MBS broadcast 3 years ago (Vol. 13 :1,

11) in which he accused her of Communist associations.

It was the biggest libel judgment ever made by a

D.C. District Court jury. After a 9-day trial which

ended Jan 31, Lewis, MBS & Washington radio WWDC
were ordered to pay Mrs. Wanamaker $45,000 for his

broadcast carried by the station, and Lewis & MBS
were assessed $100,000 for the 1956 broadcast else-

where in the country. But under his MBS contract, the

network and its affiliates are relieved of any claims

arising from Lewis’ newscasts.

In the broadcast, Lewis mistakenly identified Mrs.

Wanamaker (now western representative of Scholas-

tic) as the sister of a man who went behind the Iron

Curtain, renouncing U.S. citizenship. The radio com-

mentator also criticized Mrs. Wanamaker’s actions in

her Washington state office and at a 1955 White House
education conference.

Mrs. Wanamaker had previously sued Lewis, MBS
& stations in 10 states, winning $10,000 in one of 3

Washington state suits and $7500 in an Okla. suit,

which he has appealed, but losing several others. Re-

maining actions were consolidated for trial in the D.C.i

Federal court, Lewis dropping a counter-action.

Characterizing the verdict as the result of “pas-

sion & prejudice” created against Lewis by press cov

erage of his trial, Lewis’ attorney Roger Robb thi:

week asked for a retrial.
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NAB Board Sessions Quiet: The NAB’s TV board wound

up its winter meeting in Hollywood, Fla. this week

without shooting off any fireworks resolutions on 2 of

the hottest issues on its agenda—pay TV and boosters.

Developments in both troublesome areas—includ-

ing congressional proposals to ban all forms of pay TV
but permit the FCC to see how they work (Vol. 15:3)

and to authorize booster stations to stay in business

(see p. 2)—were explored. But no new formal ac-

tions were voted or policy positions taken at the Holly-

wood Beach Hotel session led by NAB govt, relations

mgr. Vincent T. Wasilewski.

Instead, discussion of pay-TV problems was under-

stood to have ended in informal agreement by the 15

board members attending that: (1) Broadcasters’

traditional opposition to on-air subscription TV should

be maintained. (2) There’s no pressing need now for

NAB to take a stand on wired-TV pay systems. (3)

Questions of support of or opposition to pay-TV tests

authorized in a House resolution by Commerce Com-

mittee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.), who otherwise

would outlaw all systems pending new legislation, can

be handled by NAB staff.

Similarly, the board took a wait-&-see attitude

on the issue of unregulated boosters, whose doom

under an FCC decree has been stayed—at least tempor-

arily—by a Western revolt in Congress.

On a third agenda item—the TV Allocations Study

Organization’s report—the board approved a standby

budget for the NAB to pay for an engineering consult-

ant to analyze TASO’s findings if deemed advisable.

In other winter meeting developments

:

NAB Pres. Harold E. Fellows announced appoint-

ment of Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. pres. Donald H. Mc-

Gannon to succeed Triangle Stations v.p. & gen. mgr.

Roger W. Clipp as chairman of the TV Code Review

Board. New review board members named are Mrs. A.

Scott Bullitt, KING-TV, Seattle; Joseph Herold,

KBTV, Denver, and Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV,
Greensboro, N.C. They replace Richard A. Borel,

WBNS-TV, Columbus, 0.; Mrs. Hugh McClung,

KHSL-TV, Chico, Cal., and Clipp. McGannon and

the 3 new members take office March 1 at the close of

NAB’s Chicago convention.

Clipp reported that by mid-Feb. all 301 code-subscrib-

ing stations will have been monitored for at least one 3-

day 36-hour period. “The Board’s monitoring of commer-
cials is undoubtedly the most comprehensive continuing

survey of its kind ever conducted by the industry,” he

said. “Monitoring strongly confirms that the majority of

subscribing stations are in substantial compliance with the

advertising provisions of the code. The familiar charges

of over-commercialization are not supported by the facts.”

Eight code amendments were approved, most of them
clarifying & strengthening language of existing sections.

But one paragraph on “acceptability of program material”

was deleted. It called on the review board to maintain “a

continuing list of specific words & phases which should

not be used.”

NAB convention committee co-chairman G. Richard

Shafto of WIS-TV, Columbia, S.C., announced that indus-

try public relations will come up for special discussion at

a Chicago session. NAB public relations chief Donald N.

Martin urged “greatly-increased public relation efforts on

behalf of TV.”
Appointment of a new video tape committee composed

of station management & engineering executives was
authorized by the TV board.

The NAB membership committee voted to recommend
a set of rules governing affiliation of TV satellites & semi-

satellites. It also drafted a list of 80 “outstanding” TV &
radio stations which aren’t NAB members, agreed to ask

for NAB board volunteers to contact prospects personally

to bring them into the fold.

An NAB policy “favoring & encouraging” broadcast

editorials was approved by the Joint TV-Radio Board fol-

lowing the TV & radio sessions. The Joint Board urged
that the ad hoc NAB committee on editorializing be made
permanent and wrote this definition : “A broadcast editorial

is an on-the-air expression of opinion (clearly identified

as such) on a subject of public interest by a station licensee

or his designated representative.”

Are Newscasters Newsmen? Not according to law in

Ohio, which is one of a dozen states that give reporters

immunity from contempt of court action when they re-

fuse to divulge confidential news sources.

That the Ohio law covers only newspapers &
press associations was pointed out this week by Colum-
bus Common Pleas Court Judge Kenneth Sater when
ruling that gen. mgr. Bert Charles of Columbus radio

WKVO & Skyway Bcstg. Co. could not invoke it in a

$300,000 libel suit filed against them by newscaster Bill

Jorgensen, ex-WTVN-TV & WTVN, Columbus.

Charles had refused in a, pre-trial deposition to

answer questions put to him by counsel for Jorgensen,

who claimed he had been libeled by Charles in a WKVO
broadcast. Much as in the Judy Garland-CBS-Marie
Torre case in N.Y. (Vol. 15 :3), Charles pleaded a news-
man’s immunity. But Judge Sater said any notary or

court commissioner can demand newscasters’ sources,

and they can be punished for contempt if they refuse.

Charles faces no imminent jail term for contempt,

however. Trial of the suit isn’t expected to start for

several years. And Jorgensen himself, now on the news
staff of radio WERE, Cleveland, has gone on the air

to appeal for revision of the Ohio law to include news-

casters. “Broadcasters have, by omission, been rele-

gated to a second class citizenship in their own pro-

fession,” Jorgensen said.

Immediate upshot of Judge Sater’s ruling was that

WERE pres. Ray T. Miller Jr., who also is a state sena-

tor, introduced a bill giving TV & radio broadcasters

the same immunity allowed to newspaper & wire service

repox'ters. A similar measure was proposed by State

Rep. Paul J. Lynch.
* * *

Extension of the N. Y. State libel law to include mali-

cious defamation over TV-radio is proposed in bills intro-

duced in the Legislature by Assemblyman Martin J. Kelley

Jr. of N.Y.C. A similar bill died in committee last session.

N.Y. Gov. Rockefeller heads the speakers’ list for the

2nd annual legislative dinner of the N. Y. State Assn, of

Radio & TV Broadcasters March 3 in the Ten Eyck Hotel,

Albany. Others scheduled include FCC Comr. Lee, Sens.

Javits & Keating (R-N. Y.).
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Porsonals: Walter D. Scott, NBC-TV sales v.p,, named exec,

v.p. of the TV network. David C. Adams, exec. v.p. of NBC
corporate relations, named to new post of senior exec. v.p.

Don Durgin, v.p. and national sales mgr., promoted to v.p.

of TV network sales. James A. Stabile, director of NBC
talent and program contract admin., promoted to v.p. . . .

Gordon F. Hayes, CBS radio v.p. in charge of spot sales,

named CBS-TV national mgr. of affiliate relations, effective

Feb. 23, succeeding Carl S. Ward, now v.p. and director of

affiliate relations . . . Stephen C. Riddleberger, ABC v.p. &
comptroller since 1957, promoted to v.p. for the network’s
0-&-0 stations. William H. Trevarthen, director of engi-

neering operations, promoted to v.p. in charge of produc-
tion services . . . Joseph B. Irwin, CBS-TV legal dept., pro-

moted to business affairs director, CBS Films . . . Albert L.

Capstaff, director, NBC radio network programs, & George
A. Graham, Jr., director, NBC radio sales planning, pi-o-

moted to v.p. . . . Richard H. Low named to new post of

CBS-TV director of contracts, facilities and program sales

. . . Leon P. Gorman resigns as exec. v.p. & gen. mgr. of

Hildreth stations (WABI-TV & WABI, Bangor; WAGM-TV
& WAGM, Presque Isle, & radios WABM, Houlton, and

WPOR, Portland). His duties are assumed by Hildreth v.p.

Walter L. Dickson . . . Hathaway Watson, ex-Booz, Allen
& Hamilton, named v.p., RKO Teleradio Pictures . . . D. L.
Provost, Hearst Corp. v.p. & gen. mgr. for TV-radio, named
to NAB Freedom of Information Committee headed by
Robert D. Swezey, exec. v.p. of WDSU, New Orleans . . .

E. Jonny Grafif, Midwest sales v.p. of NTA, assumes also

duties of national sales mgr. in charge of feature films, NTA
International, with headquarters in Chicago . . . Peter
Storer, son of George B. Storer, pres, of Storer Bcstg., ex-
gen. sales mgr., WJW-TV, Cleveland, named managing di-

rector, WSPD-TV, Toledo, 0. . . . Bernard L. Mullins, v.p. of i

Travelers Bcstg. Service Corp., assumes also duties of radio !

WTIC programming director . . . Harry Brown promoted
to chief engineer, WBOY-TV & WBOY, Clarksburg, W. Va.,

succeeding Vila Brooks, resigned . . . Richard Barrett pro-
moted to production mgr., Walter Schaar to program direc-

'

tor, KREM-TV, Spokane . . . Charles King, ex-NTA, named
j

v.p. for syndicated sales, Bernard L. Schubert Inc. . . .

Ben Holmes, ex-Griffin stations national sales mgr., named
radio v.p. of rep Petry . . . Henry C. Cassidy, formerly radio

news, special events & public affairs director, NBC, named
consultant to Radio Free Europe . . . Phil Cowan promoted
to publicity director, NTA 0-&-0 stations.

American Airlines crash in the East River, N.Y., Feb.

4 cost the lives of 4 persons prominent in TV-radio, includ-

ing 3 members of the Methodist TV & Radio Commission
with headquarters in Nashville. Among the dead was
Beulah Zachary, TV pioneer best known as producer of the

puppet show, Kukla, Fran & Ollie, who was enroute from
Chicago to N.Y. to book the show in theaters. The members
of the Methodist Commission were: Rev. William A. Mea-
dows, director, TV-radio service & training; Rev. W.

j

Carlisle Walton, director, TV ministry development; Rev.

Royer H. Woodburn, director, utilization & field service.

William MacQuitty, independent film producer affiliated

with Britain’s Rank Organization, has been named manag-
ing director of Ulster Television Ltd., commercial program
contractor for ITA’s upcoming Northern Ireland station.

Ulster TV’s address is 43 Donegall St., Belfast.

Stations

New & Upcoming Stations: Aiming at the school-

room audience, Oklahoma City’s second educational

outlet KOKH-TV (Ch. 25) began Feb. 2. with its pro-

gramming limited to afternoons at the start. (The
city’s other non-commercial station is KETA (Ch. 13),

which began in April 1956.) It is the 37th educational

station. Meanwhile, KXLJ-TV, Helena, Mont. (Ch. 12)

went dark. On-air total is now 547 (85 uhf). The own-
er of KOKH-TV, Independent School Dist. No. 89

(Oklahoma City), which also operates FM radio

KOKH, acquired the CP and equipment in bankruptcy
proceedings following the demise of KTVQ Dec. 15,

1955 (Vol. 11:50-51). A GE 12-kw transmitter is in

the First National Bank Bldg, with the antenna on
the bank’s tower. Studios are at 1801 N. Ellison St.

Robert M. Shultz, ex-asst. personnel director of the

city schools, is station mgr. Mrs. Elaine Tucker, ex-

speech teacher is program & production director. Clar-

ence Deal is chief engineer.

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are the latest reports from principals:

KDPS-TV, Des Moines (Ch. 11, educational), doesn’t

expect to start programming until the end of March, ac-

cording to station mgr. C. F. Schropp, who is also director

of audio-visual education for grantee Des Moines School

Dist. RCA 5-kw transmitter and 300-ft. Stainless self-

supporting tower with 6-bay antenna have been installed.

KOMC, McCook, Neb. (Ch. 8) has been held up by bad i

weather and its target date changed to May 1 for its start

with NBC-TV as a satellite of KCKT, Great Bend, Kan.

(Ch. 2). KCKT chief engineer H. G. Haefele reports it will

use a 10-kw GE transmitter, and a 600-ft. Stainless tower

with 12-bay antenna. KCKT has a $300 base hour rate.

Rep is Bolling.

WENH, Durham, N.H. (Ch. 11, educational) has

changed its target to late spring, writes mgr. Keith J.

Nighbert. The station is owned by U of New Hampshire.

A GE 6-kw transmitter has been installed on Saddleback

Mt. and a 360-ft. guyed Stainless tower awaits delivery of

12-bay antenna. However, studio-office construction in
i

Memorial Union Bldg, didn’t get started until mid-Jan.

KPEC-TV, Tacoma, Wash. (Ch. 56, educational) hasn’l|^

ordered its transmitter or tower, but fall target has beer}^

set, and construction of studios has started, reports F. V
: |

Miner, director of the vocational-technical school for gran
j

tee Clover Park School Dist.
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WILX-TV, Onondaga, Mich. (Ch. 10), planned as a

share-time operation with Mich. State U’s educational

WMSB, is installing a 50-kw GE transmitter. It plans Feb.

15 programming, reports John C. Pomeroy, who is pres.-

gen. mgr. & operator of radio WILS, Lansing. Onondaga is

within 20 miles of Lansing & Jackson, 33 miles from Battle

Creek. Ideco 1000-ft. tower is half way up and helical

antenna has arrived. Studio equipment is being installed

in Hotel Hayes, Jackson. Base hour will be $800.

KCPP, St. Louis (Ch. 11), began construction week of

Jan. 27 and plans to start operation in spring, according

to Harold Koplar, pres, of grantee 220 Television Inc.

Studios will be adjacent to Chase-Park Plaza Hotels, trans-

mitter 10 miles away at Reavis Barracks Rd. & Avenue H.

Newly-engineered antenna is being shipped from Siemens-

Halske Co., Munich, Germany, for installation on 1214-ft.

tower which it will share with KMOX-TV (Ch. 4). Rates

not set. Rep not chosen.

NBC May Sell Hartford UHF: Bids for WNBC,
Hartford (Ch. 30) are being entertained by NBC, but no

deal has been made so far. If NBC sells, it would be out of

uhf altogether—having reluctantly taken WBUF, Buffalo

(Ch. 17) off the air after concluding there was no chance

of breaking even there (Vol. 14:24, 30, 46). This week, in-

cidentally, Western N.Y. Educational TV Assn, filed appli-

cation for Ch. 17 after NBC had offered it WBUF equip-

ment worth $115,000 (Vol. 14:46).

NBC’s consideration of selling WNBC is obviously

based on the same “hai’d economic realities” which drove

CBS to sell its WHCT, Hartford (Ch. 18) for $250,000

after taking it off the air and affiliating local vhf WTIC-TV
on Ch. 3 (Vol. 14:41).

If and when NBC sells, the sole uhf station operated

by a network will be CBS’s WXIX, Milwaukee (Ch. 18)—
and there is bound to be recurring speculation that CBS
will get out of uhf there, too. ABC has never been in uhf.

NBC Offers Changes: Meeting with NBC-TV
affiliates Board of Delegates in N.Y. last week, NBC re-

ported these changes: (1) Beginning March 1, unsold net-

work time 10-10:30 a.m. & 2-2:30 p.m. Mon.-thru-Fri., will

be available for local sale. This is a total of 10 one-min.

periods. (2) A new policy of local video taping of network

shows has been established—continuing the general ban
but permitting exceptions for “compelling” reasons, pro-

vided network & sponsor permission is obtained in advance.

The policy is said to be quite similar to CBS’s (Vol. 14:50).

(3) An experiment in Tic Tac Dough will be undertaken

—

eliminating the middle station break and lengthening the

end break to one minute.

Networks and AFM agreed on a 5-year contract cover-

ing musicians at 7 a.m., Feb. 2 after an all-night session

and a 7-hour strike which began at midnight Sun. Feb. 1

Highlights of the new contract: Network staff musicians

get a 10% pay boost beginning Feb. 1, 1961. An immediate

10% increase was awarded for “single engagement” work
by N.Y. musicians. The networks agreed to continue the

same quotas of musicians on their N.Y. and Los Angeles

staffs, but won reductions in Chicago, Boston, Detroit, St.

Louis & San Francisco. A pension plan was set up, with

the networks to contribute 5% of the minimum fees paid to

musicians. Musicians will receive residual payments for

taped shows which are rerun on foreign stations. Musicians

will be required to work 6 hours in an 8-hour span before

receiving overtime pay. The former period was 4 hours.

The FCC

New Home Free Assn., which is asking the FCC to

withhold action on illegal boosters until it completes its

study of all secondary TV services (see p. 2), includes the

following stations: Cal.—KSWB-TV, Salinas-Monterey

(Ch. 8). Colo.—KKTV, Colorado Springs (Ch. 11); KREX-
TV, Grand Junction (Ch. 5); KOA-TV, Denver (Ch. 4).

Mont.—KXLF-TV, Butte (Ch. 4); KMSO-TV, Missoula

(Ch. 13); KGHL-TV (Ch. 8) & KOOK-TV (Ch. 2) Billings.

Ida.—KID-TV, Idaho Falls (Ch. 3); KTVB, Boise (Ch. 7);

KLIX-TV, Twin Falls (Ch. 11). S.D.—KOTA-TV, Rapid

City (Ch. 3). Utah—KUTV, Salt Lake City (Ch. 2). Tex.—
KLTV, Tyler-L’gv’w. (Ch. 7). Wyo.—KFBC-TV, Cheyenne

(Ch. 5); KSPR-TV (Ch. 6), KTWO-TV (Ch. 2), Casper.

A final decision on Ch. 3, Mayaguez, P. R., was issued

by the FCC this week in favor of the Dept, of Education of

P.R., which will operate commercially. The loser was
Sucesion Luis Pirallo-Castellanos. Comr. Lee dissented but

issued no statement. In its decision, the FCC said that the

Dept, was preferred because of its past record, diversifica-

tion, planning & preparation. Commission said that the

losing applicant’s plans “were so inadequate as to raise

serious doubts that Sucesion could effectuate its proposal.”

Dept, of Education operates educational WIPR-TV (Ch. 6)

& WIPR, San Juan, while Sucesion has interlocking owner-

ship with AMs in Mayaguez, Arecibo & Ponce.

Allocations actions by the FCC: (1) Denied petition to

shift Ch. 8 from Jonesboro to Forrest City, Ark. (2) Pro-

posed the following shifts in Washington & Idaho to per-

mit establishment of uhf translators: Substitute Ch. 33 for

Ch. 61 in Moses Lake, Ch. 27 for Ch. 67 in Wenatchee, Ch.

36 for Ch. 33 in Kellogg, Ida. (3) Proposed these Hawaii
shifts: Substitute Ch. 7 for Ch. 8 in Wailuku, delete Ch. 7

from Hilo, delete educational Ch. 7 from Honolulu, desig-

nate Ch. 11 in Honolulu as educational.

Allocations changes: Radio KWHN, Ft. Smith, Ark.,

prospective applicant, requests shift of Ch. 9 from Hot
Springs to Ft. Smith . . . WWLP, Springfield, Mass. (Ch.

22) wants Ch. 37 switched from Clymer to Syracuse, N.Y.

Two translator CPs were granted by FCC ths week to

Gig Lake Translator System, Big Lake, Tex. (Ch. 70 & 76),

to repeat KOSA-TV, Odessa, and KMID-TV, Midland.

Purchase of WMUR-TV, Manchester, N.H. (Ch. 9) by

Richard Eaton for $450,000 from late Gov. Francis P.

Murphy (Vols. 14:51, 15:2) was appi^oved this week by FCC.

Much-litigated WTVW, Evansville, Ind. (Ch. 7), em-

broiled in court proceedings almost since its inception (Vol.

14:51), has been placed in complete chai-ge of Douglas H.

McDonald as trustee of the estate of the debtors by the

U.S. District Court there. The action followed a petition

by 3 creditors who alleged $400,000 was owed them. They

requested reorganization proceedings under Chapter X of

the bankruptcy act.

Assets of Gerico Investment Co., bankrupt licensee of

off-air uhf WITV, Ft. Lauderdale-Miami, Fla. (Ch. 17),

will be offered for sale Feb. 19 at public auction in Brow-

ard County Courthouse, Ft. Lauderdale. The station quit

May 11 (Vol. 14:25). It was headed by Cmdr. Mortimer W.

Loewi, first gen. mgr. of old Du Mont network.

Facility changes: WJHL-TV, Johnson City, Tenn.

(Ch. 11) hopes to begin with a new tower on Buffalo Mt.,

3.5 miles southeast of the city Feb. 13, depending on

weather conditions . . . KALA, Wailuku, Hawaii (Ch. 7)

boosted its power to 12.2-kw Jan. 24.
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Faster TV Ratings : Rivalry among research firms

to supply advertisers and agencies with faster TV ratings

will be sharpened this spring. Sometime in April, A.C.

Nielsen expects to have its first “Instantaneous Audimeter”
panel (of 250-300 homes) in operation in New York City.

A master control point in N.Y. will use low-grade phone
lines and a “voltage trigger” to gather reports from new
Nielsen-developed measurement devices installed in homes.

Fast processing of data will enable Nielsen to deliver New
York ratings on a “following morning” basis, making it

competitive with ARB’s overnight Arbitrons.

Nielsen’s next step is due to be an expansion of the

“Instantaneous Audimeter” service to a 24-city pattern

that will give reports, possibly within a week, on areas

where there is a full 3-network competition. Such a service

would rival that of Trendex. Viewer diaries will be used, in

addition, to gather audience composition data.

According to Nielsen executives, the system has been
“in the works since 1946,” but was previously stymied by
limitations on the kind of “trigger” that could be used on
normal telephone circuits.

Pointing up the Nielsen-ARB rivalry, pres. James Sei-

ler on Fri. announced that, with a subsidiary, ARB Surveys
Inc., his firm would enter market research field March 1.

Don Cahalan will be pres.; Seiler, board chairman.

People: Stanley E. Blumberg, v.p. & gen. mgr. of Joseph

Katz Co., Baltimore, named pres., succeeding the late

Joseph Katz. Harry Kullen, exec. v.p. of Joseph Katz,

N.Y., named v.p. of the Baltimore agency. Gertrude Myers,

administrative asst, to Mr. Katz, named secy-treas. . . .

Henry M. Schachte, Lever Bros. adv. v.p., promoted to exec,

v.p., succeeded by Samuel Thurm, formerly gen. mgr. of

adv. services . . . Gerald W. Tasker retires as v.p., Cunning-

ham & Walsh. He’s succeeded as research director by Rich-

ard H. Baxter . . . Henry L. Buccello promoted to v.p.. Guild,

Bascom & Bonfigli . . . Anthony C. Chevins, Cunningham &
Walsh v.p., named also creative dept, director . . . Edward
W. Dooley promoted to v.p. & management supervisor,

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles . . . William Mcllvain,

v.p.-broadcasting; Donald Tenant, v.p.-TV, & Edward
Thiele, radio-TV dept, v.p., named to Leo Burnett Adv.

plans board . . . Ralph L. Wolfe & John H. Owen, ex-Comp-

ton Adv., join D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit . . . Christy

Walsh named gen. mgr., Ogilvy, Benson & Mather West
Coast office, Beverly Hills (9033 Wilshire Blvd., Crestview

5-6165) . . . Stanton M. Osgood, ex-Paramount Sunset Corp.,

named TV-radio director, Ted Bates Hollywood office . . .

Robert G. Wilder promoted to exec, v.p., Lewis & Gilman,

Philadelphia . . . Sylvia Greene promoted to v.p., A. D.

Adams Adv., N.Y. . . . D. Barker Lockett named associate

TV-radio creative director, Needham, Louis & Brorby . . .

Edward D. Cummings, ex-Robert W. Orr & Assoc, v.p.,

named media & research director, Noyes & Co., Providence

. . . Walter C. Power promoted to new post of exec v.p. &
gen. mgr., MacFarland, Aveyard & Co. David Stotter

named senior v.p. Merritt R. C. Schoenfeld promoted to

v.p. . . . John Paul Jones named TV-radio producer & direc-

tor, Frank B. Sawdon Inc., N. Y. . . . Charles H. Myers, ex-

v.p. of Galbraith-Hoffman, is pres, of new Myers, Ander-

son & Strong (70 E. 56th St., N.Y.). Frances M. Anderson,

also ex-Galbraith-Hoffman is exec. v.p. . . . Page B. Otero

& Curtis R. Winters, both ex-McCarty Adv., Los Angeles,

are pres. & v.p. respectively of new Otero & Winters Inc.,

Lo.s Angeles (9110 Sunset Blvd., Crestview 4-5917).

TV Advertising Surges On: Preliminary estimates of
1958 advertising volume, released this week by Print-
ers’ Ink, verify media trends that were apparent from
the start of the year: TV up, all others (except direct

mail) down.

Based on 9 months data, the trade journal’s esti-

mates show that TV expenditures last year rose 6.8%
from 1957 for a total of $1.36 billion and a 13.3% share
of all advertising dollars vs. 12.3% in 1957. At the
same time, newspapers went down 5%, magazines
5.5%. Total radio also was down—by .6%—but local

radio rose .8%.

Overall, 1958 advertising slipped 1.1% from 1957,
but all national advertising—thanks to TV—averaged
out to an actual gain of .2% The grand total for 1958
was $10,196 billion vs. $10.31 billion in 1957.

The estimates of 1958 TV expenditures give this

upbeat picture in millions of dollars: network, $735, up
9.7%; spot, $365, up 5.2%; local, $260, up 1.4%. For
radio, estimates show a total of $616, down .6%, ap-

portioned: network, $61, down 5.7%; spot, $185, down
1.1%; local $370, up .8% (For 1947-1957 Printers’ Ink
tabulations of advertising volume by media see Tele-

vision Faetbook No. 27, p. 24).

Here are the 1957-58 comparison tables

:

1958

% of
Millions Total Millions

1957
% of
Total

% change
’58 vs.
’57

Newspapers
total .. $3,120.0 30.6 $3,283.3 31.8 —5.0
national 745.0 7.3 809.7 7.9 —8.0
local ,. 2,375.0 23.3 2,473.6 23.9 —4.0

Magazines
total 770.0 7.6 814.3 7.9 —5.6
weeklies 425.0 4.2 451.4 4.4 —5.9
women’s 162.0 1.6 164.4 1.6 —7.6
monthlies 160.0 1.6 160.9 1.5 —0.€
farm nat’l 33.0 0.3 37.6 0.4 —12.2

Television*
total . 1,360.0 13.3 1,273.4 12.3 -f6.8
network 735.0 7.2 670.1 6.6 -t-9.7
spot 365.0 3.6 346.8 3.4 -f6.2
local 260.0 2.5 266.5 2.4 -H.4

Radio*
total 616.0 6.0 618.9 6.0 —0.6
network 61.0 0.6 64.7 0.6 —6.7
spot 186.0 1.8 187.1 1.8 —1.1
local 370.0 3.6 367.1 3.6 -1-0.8

Farm Publications,
regional 34.0 0.3 33.7 0.3 +0.9

Total farm
publications** (67.0) (0.7) (71.3) (0.7) (—6.0)

Direct mail 1,560.0 16.3 1,470.9 14.3 +6.1
Business papers 640.0 6.3 567.6 6.5 —4.9
Outdoor

total 199.1 2.0 206.1 2.0 —3.4
national 134.4 1.3 139.1 1.3 —3.4
local 64.7 0.7 67.0 0.7 —3.4

Miscellaneous
total .. 1,996.9 19.6 2,042.4 19.9 —2.2
national .. 1,171.9 11.6 1,182.9 11.6 —0.9
local 825.0 8.1 869.6 8.4 —4.0

Total national .. 6,267.3 61.5 6,263.2 60.6 +0.2
Total local ,. 3,928.7 38.5 4,057.4 39.4 —3.2

GRAND TOTAL .... .. $10,196.0 100.0 $10,310.6 100.0 —1.1

•Data for 19S7 revised to agree with figures reported by FCC.
••Bracketed figures identify advertising directed to farm markets
through national, regional and state farm publications. These figures

are already contained in the other media totals.

“There is no need for such bum taste in a high-class

medium,” says Advertising Age’s TV editorialist, the Eye
& Ear Man, in an indictment of TV drug and cosmetic

advertising in the Feb. 2 issue. He proposes 5 rules “to

put the brakes on the junk advertising”: “(1) Get rid of

the phony doctors and experts. (2) Check the claims made
by advertisers. (3) Eliminate unpleasant pictures [arm-

pits, etc.]. (4) Be selective in the choice of commercials.

(5) Separate commercials, hold them to time limits.”
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A Pill for the Pollsters: Don’t believe everything

you read in surveys. That’s the net of the newest survey

—

this one by BBDO. In a thoroughgoing, 5-year, annual be-

fore-&-after study of what surveyees said they’d buy and
what they eventually acquired, it turns out that Joe Doakes
is something less than reliable when he’s being asked

questions about his intentions. Of thousands queried, more
than half who said they would buy a certain brand of ap-

pliance, and a third who were set on a certain brand of

car, bought entirely different makes. Conversely, 3 out of

every 5 appliances, and 4 out of every 5 cars were bought
by people who, at year’s beginning, had no intention of

or were uncertain about buying these items. Good, grey

BBDO’s moral: “The significance of these facts is clear.

With buying intentions subject to change and with brand
loyalties not firmly established, the necessity for continu-

ous, effective advertising and sales activity is imperative.”

Ad Tax Plan Fought: Maine Broadcasting Assn, is

joining with newspaper publishers in the state to oppose a
proposal by State Sen. James E. (Ned) Coffin (D) to amend
the state’s 3% sales tax law to include all press and TV-
radio advertising. Coffin estimated that a levy on ads would
increase revenues by $1,500,000 annually. He argues that

advertising—“the only commodity right now which is abso-

lutely free of taxation”—shouldn’t be exempt. Unlike
Baltimore’s discriminatory ad tax, which was invalidated

by state courts last year (Vol, 14:42), the extension of the

existing Maine sales tax to take in media can’t be chal-

lenged on constitutional grounds, according to Coffin.

Film & Tape

Warner Into Tape? A production alliance—primarily

for videotaped commercials and TV program series—is

developing between Warner Brothers and Filmways,

N.Y. Final approval of the deal is expected later this

week from Jack L. Warner, pres. & chairman of War-
ner Brothers, and Martin Ransohoff, pres, of the com-
mercial film firm, Filmways has just installed $150,-

000 worth of Videotape equipment (A British-made

chain of three image orthicons, late-model Ampex
VTR, General Precision special-effects panel, etc.)

in a refurbished studio on Manhattan’s East 95th St.

It is already shooting videotaped spots for Arrid,

Fab, Aeroshave and Gleem, and is talking about en-

tering the tape program production business.

Alliance between the two firms would give War-
ner an East Coast operation ready to shoot film or

tape, and would give Filmways automatic West Coast

facilities for filming, as well as a name-talent pool.

Both firms are major factors in the TV film com-

mercial field. Last year, Filmways grossed $3,758,317,

including a $635,000 worldwide TV commercial series

for Ford—and Warner Brothers shot over $2,500,000

worth of commercials.
Westinghouse Broadcasting is the latest station group

to plan production and syndication of videotaped shows

(Vol. 15:5). A deal has been concluded between Westing-

house and producer Theodore Granik to shoot taped ver-

sions of the former NBC series American Forum of the

Air and Youth Wants to Know at Metropolitan Broadcast-

ing’s WTTG, Washington, then sell them to tape-equipped

stations. Meanwhile, NTA will begin production in mid-

March of a half-hour syndicated tape series with Bishop

Fulton J. Sheen. NTA’s N. Y. and Minneapolis outlets are

scheduled to carry the show.

British “14% ceiling” on U.S. film product may be
circumvented by the newly formed NTA International,

now headed by pres. Harold Goldman. NTA is attempting
a “program exchange” system with British TV (notably
BBC-TV) with the programs being televised on NTA’s
own stations (N.Y., Minneapolis), its film network, or via
syndication. This move, NTA feels, will get around the
semi-official quota to keep American films at no more than
14% of British telecasting by giving more British product a
U.S. outlet. Currently, NTA v.p. Ted Cott is angling for a
kine of BBC’s “Wolfenden Report” of 1957, a controversial

telecast that dealt with prostitution and homosexuality, to

start the swap. NTA’s interest in overseas TV is explained
in recent remark by Oliver A. Unger, pres., that “it’s the
only place to go for added dollars for TV film production,”
what with U.S. film prices at a peak.

Ohio’s Buckeye Corp. (chick incubators, lawn furni-
ture) is the latest industrial firm to follow Scranton Corp’s.
example by diversifying into the TV film industry. Buckeye,
dealing principally with Joe Harris’ Essex Universal Corp.,
has bought Pyramid Productions (half-hour telefilm pro-
ducers), Flamingo Telefilm Sales (films & features syndi-
cators), and $1,000,000 in property rights for old film
series held by Essex. Buckeye is also negotiating to buy
the TV-commercial production firm of Transfilm. Mean-
while, Essex—whose activities range from electronics man-
ufacturing to film financing—is in its own diversification

program, having just bought William Gluckin Co. (Nature-
flex Girdles).

WPIX, N. Y. enters the foreign syndication business
with station-produced films. First property to be made
available is the station’s recent hour-long “The Russian
Revolution” film documentary. Three other documentary
film series, prepared by WPIX and language-dubbed (on
Adolf Hitler, the Berlin crisis, Argentina’s Eva Peron),
will be similarly syndicated to overseas TV buyers. William
Cooper Jr., film mgr., heads the sales program.

Use of video tape for closed-circuit business meetings
is reported from several quarters. Before it was used Feb.

3 for the Ford Tractor meeting (Vol. 15:5), we’x’e informed,

video tape recording had been incorporated in IBM’s 147-

city closed-circuit meeting Jan. 12, produced and net-

worked by Theatre Network TV. A portion of that meeting
was taped at the IBM plant in Poughkeepsie, N.Y. Another
closed-circuit business meeting scheduled this week was the

12-city show Feb. 5 sponsored by Eagle Pencil Co. through

TNT. Originating at Eagle’s new plant in Danbury, Conn.,

the show was set up for an audience of more than 5,000

purchasing agents, dealers and office supply executives.

Live or film isn’t an important factor in viewers’ TV
preferences, reports Pulse on the basis of an Oct. survey

of 1000 people in metropolitan N.Y. Of those interviewed,

82% said it made no difference in their viewing choice

whether a program was live or filmed. The corresponding

figure in a similar Pulse survey in 1956 was 83% (Vol.

12:30). The recent study disclosed that as many as 43%
of the viewers incorrectly identified certain shows as live

or film. Among people who had watched ABC-TV’s Traffic

Court—a taped show—49% said it was live, 45% film.

First network show to be taped “on location” using a

mobile video tape unit (Vol. 15:5) will be made next month

by NBC-TV in Sarasota, Fla., at the winter headquarters

of Cristiani Bros. Circus. The 60-minute program, “Roll

Out the Sky,” will have a ciixus background and will be

used on the Kaleidoscope series May 3.
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RECAP OF A RECESSION YEAR IN TV-RADIO: Official custodian of the industry's statis-

tics—Electronic Industries Assn.—issued its recapitulation of 1958 production and sales this week, confirming

that the recession-buffeted TV-set business experienced its poorest year since 1949 (Vol. 14:51). Likewise,

radio-set production and sales plummeted from the 8-year peak reached in 1957. One bright spot in the

picture: transistor production up 64%.

EIA's annual figures are perennial guideposts for production-marketing planners and they may be

compared with previous years' figures in our upcoming TV Factbook No. 28. Only key figures missing are

those for phonos (notably hi fi) and a move is afoot to make these available on a monthly basis.

In brief, here's what the year-end tally shows

:

1. TV output fell 1,479,000 sets from 1957 and retail sales dropped about the same number—1,420,000

—indicating that dealer inventories at the beginning of 1959 were about equal to the 810,000 sets on hand
at the start of 1958. Output of TVs capable of receiving uhf signals dropped to 418,256 units in 1958 from

799,800 such units in 1957.

2. Radio production (including auto radios) was 12,577,000 units, down from the 1957 total of

15,427,000. Home, clock & portable radios accounted for 8,862,000 units compared with 9,932,000 a year earlier.

3. Output of FM radios from July (when EIA started gathering figures after a 2V2-yeor lapse)

through Dec. totaled 376,114. The last years for which EIA has FM radio figures are: 1955, when 252,800

such units were made; 1954, 188,685; and 1953, 455,662.

4. TV picture-tube sales went down 1,469,000 units, and average factory value of picture tubes

also declined slightly (see p. 13). Receiving-tube sales were off about 59,000,000.

5. Transistor production soared in 1958, stimulated by moimting production of transistorized radios

and extended use of the tiny devices in electronic systems for business & defense. Production in 1958 rose

to 47,051,000 units from 28,738,000 in 1957, Factory value was $112,729,000 vs. $69,739,000 a year earlier.

Despite the production boom, factory price of an average transistor remained at about $2.40.

Following are TV-radio figures for statistical year ended Jan. 3, 1958:

January

Total TV

433,983

1958 Production

Total Radio

1,026,527

Auto Radio

349,679

1958 Retail Sales

Total TV Home Radio

581,486 534,640

February 370,413 876,891 268,445 448,727 420,065

March (5 wks) 416,903 931,341 234,911 416,756 538,963

April 302,559 697,307 190,435 243,132 402,283

May 266,982 654,803 185,616 237,189 411,659

June (5 wks) 377,090 774,424 235,433 250,362 656,728

July 274,999 621,541 186,379 279,010 488,495

August 507,526 1,028,852 242,915 405,790 658,247

September (5 wks) 621,734 1,572,001 489,738 605,638 792,596

October 495,617 1,322,206 296,067 523,440 751,156

November 437,772 1,545,606 476,977 499,038 1,031,674

December (5 wks) 414,850 1,525,744 558,767 649,514 1,944,838

TOTAL . 4,920,428 12,577,243 3,715.362 5,140,082 8,631,344

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: TV set production was 129,745 in week ended Jan. 30 vs^ 112,762 preceding

week & 119,748 in 1958 week. Year's 4th week brought production to 437,415 vs. 433,983 last year. ~ Radio

production was 295,036 (95,323 auto) vs. 293,721 (108,359 auto) in preceding week & 245,861 (79,890 auto)

last year. For 4 weeks, production totaled 1,122,732 (421,322 auto) vs. 944,780 (349,679 auto).

12 —
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Trade Personals: Douglas C. Lynch, managing director,

RCA International, promoted to v.p. . . . Humboldt W. Lev-

erenz promoted to research director, RCA Labs, which has

facilities in Princeton, N.J., Riverhead & Rocky Point, N.Y.,

and Zurich, Switzerland . . . Kenneth N. Tozzo promoted to

sales mgr., Sylvania Sales Corp., Buffalo, succeeding Lester

F. Hopkins, now Sylvania branch mgr. in Philadelphia . . .

David R. Hull, Raytheon v.p. and EIA pres., transfers office

from Raytheon’s Waltham, Mass, headquarters to com-

pany’s new quarters at 1000 16th St. NW, Washington, for

closer liaison with govt, agencies . . . Harry R. Wege named
gen. mgr. of new RCA missile & surface radar div. with

responsibility for plants in Moorestown, N.J., Los Angeles

and Van Nuys, Cal. Arthur N. Curtiss named mgr. of div’s

West Coast dept. . . . Pope & Ballard, Chicago law firm

which includes Admiral among its major clients, changes

name to Pope, Ballard, Uriell, Kennedy, Shepard & Fowle,

continuing Washington office under name of Pope, Ballard

& Loos . . . Clarence E. Fink named regional mgr., Hoffman
consumer products div., with headquarters in Cleveland . .

.

R. H. Rogers named adv. & sales promotion mgr., National

Co., Malden, Mass. . . . Jack Maillard promoted to v.p. &
gen. mgr., Urania Records . . . David C. Gabriel promoted

to personnel supervisor, Sylvania data systems operations,

Needham, Mass. . . . Walter J. Albersheim, ex-Bell Tele-

phone Labs, joins Spencer-Kennedy Labs, Boston, as chief

engineer . . . Bertram Moser, ex-Fisher Radio, named N.Y.

metropolitan mgr., Magnavox.

Electronics Personals: Capt. Alden C. Packard, ex-direc-

tor of the Navy’s anti-submarine warfare lab, onetime CBS
supervisor of maintenance in Los Angeles, named deputy

director, bureau of research & development. Federal Avia-

tion Agency . . . Earl H. Blaik, retiring West Point football

coach, joins Avco Mfg. Corp., parent of Crosley Broadcast-

ing Co., Feb. 16 as v.p. & management committee member
. . . Dr. Sherrerd B. Welles promoted to senior engineering

specialist, Sylvania electronic systems div. . . . William R.

Fraser promoted to new post of consulting engineer-product

design, GE technical products dept. . . . H. P. Pacini pro-

moted to staff consultant, Allen B. Du Mont Labs research

& development div. . . . Dr. George E. Mueller elected v.p.

of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge subsidiary Space Technol-

ogy Labs . . . William H. Jackson named chairman and John
H. Wallace, Jr., pres.. Applied Science Corp. of Princeton,

succeeding B. S. McCutchen and Thomas C. Roberts respec-

tively . . . William D, Lucas promoted to sales mgr. of navi-

gation systems, Stromberg-Carlson. Eugene T. Mueller

promoted to sales mgr. of communications & sonar sales . .

.

Richard W. Inman promoted to exec, v.p.. Associated Re-
search Inc., Chicago (high voltage testing equipment).

Distributor Notes: Admiral purchases Pittsburgh Prod-
ucts Tristate Co., Pittsburgh, its distributor there and in

Aloona, Pa.; Cumberland, Md., and Wheeling, W. Va. . . .

Sylvania appoints Southern Appliances, Charlotte, N.C.,

and Charleston Electrical Supply, Charleston, W. Va., for

all consumer products . , . Hoffman appoints Graybar in

San Francisco, Salt Lake City and Boise, Ida., for TV-
radio; Progress Electronics, Dallas, for semiconductors . . .

Philco appoints Graybar in Spokane for all consumer pixjd-

ucts . . . Admiral appoints Covington Distributing Corp.,

San Antonio, and Columbian Electrical Co., Kansas City,

Mo., for all consumer products . . . Packard-Bell appoints

A. R. Bell Co., Honolulu, to distribute all consumer products

in the Hawaiian Islands . . . Webcor appoints Graybar, Los
Angeles, for phonos & tape recorders.

Philco Switch in England : Philco TVs, radios and
phonographs will be manufactured and sold in Great Brit-

ain by Thorn Electrical Industries Ltd. under a licensing

agreement announced this week by Harvey Williams, pres,

of Philco International and Jules Thorn, pres, of Thorn.

At the same time. Thorn acquired all the capital stock of

2 Philco subsidiaries in Great Britain—Philco (Overseas)

Ltd., its manufacturing company, and Philco (Great Brit-

ain) Ltd., its distribution and sales organization.

Under the agreement. Thorn also will make Philco mod-
els for distribution and sale by Philco International outside

the United Kingdom. This will be carried on through Philco

International Ltd., a new British subsidiary now being

organized by Philco Corp. S. A. of Fribourg, Switzerland.

Application has been made to the Bank of England for

approval of these various transactions.

Thorn will have full use in the United Kingdom of all

Philco patents and designs in black-&-white TV, as well as

Philco’s radio, phonograph, hi-fi and stereophonic-sound de-

velopments. The agreement does not affect Philco’s licens-

ing arrangement with Semi-conductors Ltd. in the field of

transistors or its relationship with Bendix Home Appli-

ances Ltd. of Birmingham for home laundry equipment.

Semi-conductors Ltd. is a joint operation of Philco and

Plessey Co. Ltd. for the manufacture of semi-conductors.

Sylvania, which also has a licensing arrangement with

Thorn in a number of areas, said through a spokesman that

the Philco agreement in no way affects its relationship

with the major British electronics firm. The two companies

are cooperating in color TV development through the

Sylvania-Thorn Colour TV Labs at Enfield, England. Syl-

vania is the second largest stockholder in Thorn, and its

chairman, Don G. Mitchell, is on Thorn’s board of directors.

Picture and receiving tube sales dropped in 1958,

paralleling the decline in TV-i’adio production (see p. 12),

according to EIA’s year-end tally of factory sales. TV
picture tube sales totaled 8,252,480 vs. 9,721,008 in 1957

and factory value dipped to $163,482,674 from $183,231,337.

Receiving tube sales, although recording their 4th highest

year, dropped to 397,366,000 units from 456,424,000 a year

earlier, and factory value was down to $341,929,000 from

$384,402,000. The EIA breakdown of monthly sales by

units & dollars for 1958:
Picture Tubes Receiving: Tubes

Units $ Value Units $ Value
January 621,910 $12,341,927 26,805,000 $23,264,000
February . 556,136 11,210,527 29,661,000 26,650,000
March (5 wks)... . 634,779 12,643,404 28,648,000 26,716,000
April . 590,357 11,591,733 32,682,000 28,788.000
May . 660,559 11,237,147 36,640,000 31.406,000

June (5 wks) 725.846 14,203,381 36.270,000 31,446,000
July . 549,817 11,109,048 30,795,000 26,927.000

August . 713,458 14,190,878 30,466,000 26,442.000

Sept. (5 wks) . 891,803 17,704,289 40,061,000 33,951.000

October . 969,501 19,398,379 41,640,000 34.362.000

November 789.283 15.007,663 35,640,000 29.864.000

Dec. (5 wks) . 649,031 12,644,308 28,604,000 25.123,000

TOTAL 8,252,480 $163,482,674 397,366,000 $341,929,000

Shock-hazard prevention in “hot-chassis” TV receivers

can best be accomplished by making use of the polarity

provision built into modern electrical outlets, AIEE’s gen-

eral winter meeting in N.Y. was told this week by GE’s

E. W. Bisson and Underwriters’ Labs’ L. H. Horn. They re-

jected, for the present, use of the more “modern” 3-prong

plugs which automatically ground metal cabinets and other

exposed parts, pointing out that this system conceivably

could introduce new shock hazards. The use of polarized 2-

conductor plugs and an ungrounded cabinet will require 2

failures to produce a hazardous condition—a reversed

polarity on the plug and a short between chassis and cab-

inet. Most manufacturers have abandoned the hot chassis.
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Financial

There’s still gold in them thar feature films. Republic

Pictures Corp. earned about $1,500,000 in the year ended

Oct. 26, in contrast to a fiscal 1957 loss of $1,362,000

—

thanks largely to TV—according to pres. Herbert J. Yates,

as quoted in The Wall Street Journal. Having discontinued

motion picture production. Republic now makes its money
leasing movies to TV, renting studio space, processing film,

and manufacturing molded plastics. Yates said the 218

post-1948 features which Republic released to TV last year

(Vol. 14:3 et seq.) will bring in $16-$20,000,000 over a

period of years, at about $2,000,000 a year. Last year they

brought $2,500,000. From its pre-1948 features, the com-

pany expects to receive another $4,000,000 in the next 3

years. And it’s still receiving income from 121 pre-1948

Roy Rogers & Gene Autry films. Another 50 post-1948

features in Republic’s vaults aren’t due for TV release for

at least another year. Yates said the outlook for a dividend

this year is “encouraging.”

Warner Bros, pictures operated substantially in the

black during the first fiscal quarter ended Nov. 29, as

compared with a net loss in the comparable period a year

earlier, the annual stockholders meeting was told this w'eek.

Attorney Hugh M. Morris, who presided at the meeting,

said the company’s TV activities had achieved “notable

success,” and an enlarged program is in preparation for

next season. Warner’s British affiliate. Associated British

Pictures Corp., he said, is experiencing “extraordinary

success from its TV operations.” Associated British is

principal owner of the British ABC Television Ltd., com-
mercial programming contractor. The report for Warner
Bros, first fiscal quarter ending Nov. 29:

1958 1957
Sales & film rentals $18,938,000 $15,764,000
Net profit (loss in 1957) 1,922,000 ($467,000)
Earned per common share .... 1.10 —

National Theatres Inc., owner of 300 theaters and

WDAF-TV & WDAF, Kansas City, and whose merger with

NTA is pending (Vol. 14:34,46), reports an increase in net

income for 3 months ended Dec. 31. The report, including

$240,000 net capital gains (9<S a share) in 1958 and $179,-

000 (6^) in 1957, for the quarter ended Dec. 31:

Sales & rentals
Net income
Earned per common share . .

.

Shares outstanding

1958
$12,237,695

362,843
13(i

2,699,486

1957
$11,961,910

65,401
2 (*

2,699,486

Walt Disney Productions and domestic subsidiaries re-

port increased earnings in the quarter ended Jan. 3, 1959

(14 weeks) as compared with the corresponding quarter

last year (13 weeks). The quarterly report:

Net profit

Earned per common share . . .

.

Shares outstanding

1959 1958
629,838 $ 527,684

40<f 34^
1,581,011 1,537,054

Paramount Pictures’ 1958 profit was slightly less than

1957’s $5,425,000 ($2.80 a share), but still will be consider-

ably above the $2-a-share mark, pres. Barney Balaban said

last week. In addition to its motion picture operations.

Paramount owns Los Angeles’ KTLA, pay-TV promoter

International Telemeter Corp., computer component manu-
facturer Telemeter Magnetics, and 26.9% of DuMont Labs.

End of merger talks between General Transistor Corp.

and Barnes Engineering Co. (Vol. 14:52) with no agree-

ment was announced this week.

Magnavox reported a decline in net income and sales

for 6 months ended Dec. 31, although profits for the last

three months of the period were slightly higher than the

corresponding 3 months in 1957. The report for 6 months
ended Dec. 31: 1958

Sales $44,150,000
Net income 2,220,000
Earned per common share . . . 2.14

For 3 months ended Dec. 31:
Sales 27,062,000
Net income 1,500,000
Earned per common share . . . 1.47

1957

$48,350,000
2.400.000

2.33

29,130,000
1.487.000

1.45

Pacific Mercury Electronics and its subsidiary Thomas
Organ Co. report record sales for 6 months ended Dec. 31.

Although the 6-month earnings were lower than the com-
parable 1957 period, the earnings for the second half of

the period totaled $177,810, about 60% higher than in the

preceding year’s comparable 3-month period. Pres. Joe

Benaron said the company had substantial backlogs of or-

ders in every segment of its business, particularly for its

electronic organ-hi-fi systems. The report for 6 months
ended Dec. 31: 1958 1957

Sales $10,847,496 $10,690,419
Net earnings 232,110 286,260

International Resistance, in preliminary annual fig-

ures, reports higher profits despite lower sales in 1958 as

compared with 1957. For the year ended Dec. 31:

Net Sales
Net income
Earned per common share . .

.

Shares outstanding

1958
$13,743,865

504,000
37(i

1,354,898.

1957
$15,374,721

469,870
35^

1,354,898

P. R. Mallory & Co. reports a decline in sales and
earnings for 1958. The component manufacturer’s report

for the year ended Dec. 31:

Net sales
Net income
Earned per common share . .

.

Shares outstanding

1958
$68,286,563

2,872,526
1 89

1,409,584

1957
$77,579,878

3,138,357
2.05

1,404,759

Daystrom Inc., parent of Weston Electrical Instru-

ments, Heath Co. (electronic kits) and manufacturer of

sound recording and electrical equipment and furniture, re-

ports lower net income and sales for 9- and 3-month periods

ended Dec. 31. For 9 months: 1958 1957

Sales
Net income
Earned per common share .

$55,909,000 $60,627,000
1,877,000 3,654,000

99<i 1.94

For quarter ended Dec. 31:

Sales 20,109,000
Net income 532,000
Earned per common share . 58d
Shares outstanding 908,513

21,288,000
648,000

72^
905,423

The Howard W. Sams companies—Howard W. Sams
& Co., Waldemar Press, Howard Co. & Eobbs-Merrill Co.

—

report these total sales and earnings for the calendar year:

Sales
Profits before taxes

1958 1957
$ 9,518,125 $ 8,729,169

802,314 699,258

Corporation

Dividends

Amt. Payable
Stk. of
record

Capitol Records ...... .

.

$0.40 Mar. 31 Mar. 16
Erie Resistor Corp. . .

.

.10 Mar. 15 Mar. 2
Gen. Tire & Rubber . .

.

.17% Feb. 27 Feb; 16
I-T-E Circuit Breaker .45 Mar. 13 Mar. 2
Magnavox .37% Mar. 16 Feb. 2
Magnavox Apr. 15 Mar. 25
Raytheon Mar. 4 Feb. 19
Storer Bcstg .45 Mar. 16 Feb. 28
Storer Bcstg. “B” ...

.

. . .06 Mar. 16 Feb. 28
United Artists ,i .-40 Mgr.; 27.- - Mar. 13
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Balance Sheets

Bridgeport Bcstg. Co., licensee of WICC and WICC-TV,
Bridgeport, Conn. (Ch. 43), have filed application for trans-

fer of stations to Connecticut-New York Bcstrs, Inc. for

$1,700,000 (Vol. 14:61). As of Nov. 30, 1958, they show:

Total assets $529,724
Total liabilities 159,112
Capital and surplus 370,612

Current assets 107,745
Property, plant and equipment 233,981
Current liabilities 125,657
Deferred liabilities 33,250
Retained earnings 149,112

KSTP Inc., licensee of KSTP and KSTP-TV, St. Paul

(Ch. 5) as of Nov. 30, 1958:

Total assets $4,691,563
Total liabilities 941,012
Capital and surplus 3,750,551

Current assets 1,920,033
Property, plant and equipment . . . 2,043,305
Current liabilities 941,012
Earned surplus 2,172,661

No long term liabilities shown, accrued liabilities: $169,850.

TV Denver Inc., licensee of KBTV, Denver (Ch. 9) as of

Sept. 30, 1958:

Total assets $906,314

Total liabilities 997,184
Capital (deficit) 90,870

Current assets 339,708
Property, plant and equipment 544,685
Current liabilities 272,184
Long term debt 725,000
Net profit to Sept. 30, 1958 72,791

Central Bcstg. Co., licensee of WOC and WOC-TV, Dav-
enport, la. (Ch. 6); WHO and WHO-TV, Des Moines (Ch.

13); owner of 25% of May Bcstg. Co. which operates

KMTV, Omaha (Ch. 3) and radio KMA, Shenandoah, la.,

as of Nov. 30, 1958:

Total assets $4,596,114
Total liabilities 522,252
Capital and surplus 4,073,862

Current assets 3,406,121
(including $1,970,594 govt, securities and $930,189 cash)

Property, plant and equipment . . . 922,844
Current liabilities 522,252
Earned surplus 3,298,662

Yearly net income after federal taxes was in excess of

$400,000 for each of the last 2 years.

Plains Television Corp., licensee of WICS, Springfield,

111, (Ch. 20) as of Oct. 31, 1958:

Total assets $655,551
Total liabilities 516,831
Capital 50,000
Earned surplus (deficit) 10,280

Current assets 92,780
Property, plant & equipment 463,673
Current liabilities 204,886
Long term liabilities 310,945

OUR NEW FACE

We’re dressed in a brand new format this week
because we thought you’d enjoy the advantages of a

format and type that make reading easier and life

handsomer. (Even those conservative old typewriter

faces have improved.)

For type buffs, the new body type of our lead news
section up front is 10 point Memphis medium, with
heads in 10 point Stymie extra bold caps. We hope you
like it—and we’d welcome your comments—pro or con.

Ling Electronics, of Richardson, Tex., which has en-

gaged in a series of mergers & acquisitions in the last 3

years, filed SEC registration (File 2-14702) last week for

a plan involving a share-for-share merger with Altec Cos.

Inc. of Anaheim, Cal., producer of sound systems. The state-

ment to SEC proposes an offer of 335,000 of Ling common
stock in exchange for outstanding Altec capital stock. Ling
chairman James J. Ling and Altec chairman G. L. Carring-

ton have agreed to the merger, but the exchange depends on
acceptance of stock offer by 80% of Altec holders.

Arvin Industries will report total 1958 sales of “about
$54,000,000” and earnings near $1.50 a share, according to

pres. G, W. Thompson. Its 1957 sales were $69,700,000,

per-share earnings $4.10. Thompson said auto parts sales

constituted about 60% of total volume and that 1958’s

radio business “was slightly under 1957” but improved late

in the year with strong demands for portables and “ex-

cellent reception” for Arvin’s new phono lines.

Consolidated Electronics Industries Corp., 40% owned
by North American Philips, earned $1,452,814 ($1.84 per

share) on sales of $27,518,655 in fiscal year ended Sept.

30 vs. $1,971,931 ($2.50) on $28,537,288 in fiscal 1957. Re-

suits for fiscal 1958 didn’t include operations of Sessions

Clock Co., in which Consolidated Electronics acquired con-

trolling interest during year.

Telechrome Mfg. Corp., Amityville, N.Y., maker of

color TV broadcasting equipment and test instruments,

this week merged with Encapsor Products Inc., Port Wash-
ington, N.Y., manufacturer of solid-state encapsulated

units for telemetry & controls and special commuications

equipment. Encapsor becomes a subsidiary of Telechrome.

Educational Television

ETV as a Power Tool: There’s no electronic sub-

stitute for a class-room teacher, but “TV is a power tool in

his hands,” 30 educational TV professionals agreed this

week, following a 4-day National Education Assn, seminar
in Washington. They concluded that “the teacher is still

the guide & observer of learning in the classroom,” al-

though ETV is a big help in teaching skills & techniques.

Among seminar reports: (1) “Desperate” lack of art

instruction in New Orleans is filled by a single specialist

in TV classes. (2) Philadelphia TV interviews with city

officials spark student interest in municipal govt. (3) Sci-

ence programs on TV are heightening interest in curricu-

lum subjects by Washington (D.C.) area students. (4) Ala.

students still need direct teacher contacts to develop “abil-

ity to think,” but TV’s “one-way communication” is in-

valuable for conveying information for critical thinking.

ETV appropriation of $650,000 for 1959-60—up $50,000

from current fiscal year—was requested by Gov. Nelson A.

Rockefeller this week in his first budget message to the

N.Y. State legislature. Details of the proposed expenditures

for educational TV weren’t spelled out in the message, but

State Education Dept, officials in Albany told us the funds

would be used largely for continuation of existing projects,

such as the closed-circuit school operation at Cortland and

leased-time use of facilities of WPIX, N.Y. The state has

no ETV station.

Venezuelan educational TV experiment was so success-

ful that Ministry of Education has appropriated funds to

continue it for remainder of the school year. The five-

month study was conducted by Venezuelan National Com-
mission for Educational TV with assistance of Broadcast-

ing Foundation of America under a $30,000 grant from
.Creole Petroleum Corp., of New York and Caracas.
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FCC & Justice Differ Again: Strongly varying views

were expressed by the Justice Dept, and FCC this week
as they discussed the Commission’s relations with the

industry in briefs covering the Springfield-St. Louis

deintermixture case.

Essence of difference is this: FCC, Justice Dept,

and everyone else agrees that the law prohibits anyone

from trying to influence a Commissioner in an “ad-

judicatory” case like a competitive TV hearing. How-
ever, when it comes to rule-making, such as shifting

TV channels ai'ound, FCC believes it should get all the

advice it can by whatever route. Justice Dept, dis-

agrees, believes that “improprieties” can take place in

rule-making as well as in adjudicatory proceedings.

FCC’s argument is as follows : “One of the most

effective ways to keep abreast of the rapidly changing

field of communications is to observe it at first hand,

whenever the press of other official duties does not

otherwise prevent it. This consists of field trips, inspec-

tion and observations of new plant & equipment devel-

opments, discussions with licensees, communications

users, and experts in the industry. These activities

have helped provide Commissioners with a clearer and

more intimate understanding of current problems than

could possibly have been obtained through correspond-

ence, I'eports, or written comments.”

The Springfield-St. Louis deintermixture case

involved the shift of Ch. 2 from Springfield, 111. to St.

Louis, which FCC ordered. The shift was sought by
Harry Tenenbaum, who had been operating uhf KTVI,
St. Louis (Ch. 36) and wanted Ch. 2—^which he now
has. In testimony before Rep. Harris’ oversight sub-

committee, he told of his numerous efforts to persuade

commission to order the shift—and he argued that

there was nothing improper in this (Vol. 14 :24)

.

Justice Dept, frowns on such efforts, it told court

of appeals. “It is open to conjecture,” it said, “whether

the oversight subcommittee record in fact reflects a

complete probing of issues beyond ex parte presenta-

tions, which might require not only redoing in this

proceeding, but also disqualifying particular Commis-
sioners from participating in the reopened proceeding.”

More From Ed (Atlas) Murrow: Commentator Edward
R. Murrow, who indicted TV programming in a much-
quoted voice-of-conscience speech at the 1958 Radio &
TV News Directors Assn, convention (Vol. 14:48),

this week took up his role as the broadcasters’ own
critic again.

Interviewed by Harvard Nieman Fellowships

curator Louis Lyons for The Press & The People

series produced by educational WGBH-TV, Boston,

under a Fund for the Republic grant, Murrow said,

among other things:

“I believe this country is in grave and perhaps

mortal danger, and that to a large extent during the

Lours between 8 & 11 in the evening the TV audience

is being fed a diet that tends to cause it to be indiffer-

ent, that tends to insulate it from the realities.”

“Very little is done to use TV as a mirror to hold

behind the events of the day ... It doesn’t matter to

me in the least whether what is reflected is a pictui-e of

bigotry, of intolerance, of indifference, or of great,

high achievement. The important thing is that the

mirror should be there. To a frightening extent we are

not informing people of our heritage and our back-

ground, our roots ... If the times are as desperate as

they appear to be, we in this country with TV ought '

to try not only to report current events but to tell

how we got here, who did it, what the issues were.”

“I think it would be good business for the cor-

porations [to sponsor documentaries] because I do
not believe that most corporate heads want the so-

called corporate image to consist of talking horses

and dancing cigarettes, etc. . . . There is a tendency on
the part of corporations to say, ‘Let’s be safe, let’s not

offend any segment of the society.’
”

Murrow also acknowledged that radio still is his

first love: “Radio to me, so far as news is concerned

—

and this is perhaps heresy—is a more satisfying in-

strument than TV ... I find it very difficult to trans-

late ideas into words for radio, and frequently im-

possible to translate them into pictures for TV.”

VideoScene vs. Chroma Key: CBS this week un-

veiled an electronic camera system which can blend actors

with miniature sets, still photos or movie backgrounds.

Called VideoScene, it was developed by CBS-TV’s produc-

tion development dept., apparently as an answer to NBC’s
Chroma Key, which does just about the same thing and has

been in use for about a year. VideoScene uses dark back-

ground behind actors, while second camera, interlocked

with the first by servo motors, feeds a picture of the mini-

ature or film background to a keying amplifier that com-

bines actor and background. (The new CBS process was
scheduled for its first evening network tryout on the Ed
Sullivan Show, Sun., Feb. 8. It is also due for use in video

tape commercials which the network will shoot in N. Y.)

NBC’s Chroma Key, a byproduct of color camera develop-

ment, also uses 2 cameras—one for actors, one for back-

ground. NBC describes it as a “color-keyed electronic in-

set” which can be used in both color and black-&-white TV.

NBC OK’s Limited Pay Tests: NBC has budged

fi’om its traditional no-toll-TV-tests position to say it has

no objection to the limited testing program (one city for

each system) proposed by Rep. Harris in his generally

anti-pay-TV resolution (Vol. 15:3).

Pres. Robert Sarnoff said this week, in the latest of '

his series of letters to TV-radio editors, that NBC still I

holds to the conviction that pay TV would destroy free

TV, but—“We do not believe that tests of the type pro-
j

posed in Chairman Harris’ resolution would pose that t

threat, and we do not object to such tests. They may serve
[

to satisfy the view held by many people of honesty and
j

integrity that some form of test opportunity should be I

given the promoters of pay systems—and there may be

some value in satisfying such a view, provided that the

price does not involve jeopardizing the whole TV system.”

TV-radio directors’ contract with the 3 networks was
approved this week by the Hollywood unit of the Radio

& TV Directors Guild, clearing the way for the formal

signing of the 2-year pact. 4

Manie Sacks, beloved figure of the entertainment

world, was eulogized this week in a ceremony attended

by nearly 1000 persons in Beth Israel Congregation, Phila-

delphia, on the first anniversary bf his death.
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SUMMARY- INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

FCC SCANS PROGRAMS & AFTTLIATION practices of net-

works (p. 1). Probabilities on unauthorized boosters indicate FCC
is likely to reverse self, legalize them (p. 2).

NETWORKS HIT RECORD YEAR again in 1958. ABC shows
24% gain over 1957; NBC, 11.3%; CBS, 3.6%. Dec. billings were
year's highest (p. 6).

OPPOSITION TO OCDM's COMMUNICATIONS IDEAS comes

from Congress. Military dominance feared. SACT's recommen-

dation of permanent commission ignored (p. 1).

ADVERTISING'S WASHINGTON PUSH—first mid-winter con-

ference in Capital—is prompted by Govt, encroachments outlined

by speakers (p. 7).

"THE PROFESSOR & THE COMMISSIONS," Schwartz's book,

supplies few new sensations, despite Hagerty headlines (pp. 3

& 16). Another FCC probe charted in Senate (p. 4).

FILM MAKERS EYE TAPE as a programming medium. Desilu

hosts 9 demonstrations for Ampex mobile unit (p. 9).

Manulacturing-Distribution-Finance

CRUSADE FOR NATIONWIDE ETV COVERAGE, to reach

every U.S. TV set on 24-hour basis, launched by Cunningham

& Walsh chairman. National test confirms value of classroom

TV (pp. 3 & 5).

HIGH-END SALES, PRICE INCREASES are key to TV profits

in 1959. Leading set makers note consumer preference for quality

& highly-styled sets (p. 11).

RACE FOR AUTO-AD DOLLAR is the subject of an NBC-TV
special study of dealers & public to show TV's effectiveness in

selling new cars (pp. 3 & 8).

INFLUX OF JAPANESE RADIOS may be stemmed by self-

imposed quotas, as EIA delays its formal request to Tariff

Commission and OCDM for import restrictions (p. 11).

FCC SCANS PROGRAM & AFFILIATION PRACTICES: No final action was taken by FCC
this week regarding its plans for investigation of alleged network "program tie-ins" (pressure on advertis-

ers to buy network-owned programs)—but plans are still cooking to order an oral inquiry (VoL 15:6).

Commission is said to have many names of people who have complained, and these will be asked to come
forward. Some thought is being given to subpoenaing any reluctant complainants.

FCC also took up network-affiliate relationships but came to no conclusion, will study subject again

next week. Commission's network study staff had recommended couple dozen changes—designed to bare

business practices—and FCC members haven't cottoned to these generally. Among staff recommendations

were requirement that networks describe criteria for affiliation & disaffiliation, give explicit reasons for

affiliation changes, publicize rate-making and station compensation formulas, etc. Staff urged that Com-
mission make public all affiliation contracts.

Meanwhile, FCC has extended from Feb. 28 to April 27 the deadline for comments on its proposal

to knock networks out of spot rep business (Vol. 15:5).

OPPOSITION TO OCDM'S COMMUNICATION'S IDEAS: Administration is missing the

point, in opinion of many people, with its proposed recommendation by Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization

that Congress authorize new 5-man commission to study Govt.'s way of administering and managing tele-

communications—with all members appointed by President (Vol. 15:6).

First, there's considerable sentiment in Congress against a President-appointed group. Rep. Harris

(D-Ark.), Chairman of House Commerce Committee, is dead set against it—and there's not much chance

of getting a bill passed without his assent. Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.)

doesn't seem to be quite so opposed. Congressional opposition reflects industry concern that new commis-

sion would be dominated by the military.
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Another point, not generally known , is that OCDM director Leo A. Hoegh ignored the most impor-

tant recommendation of President's Special Advisory Committee on Telecommunications (SACT)—namely,
that new commission be a permanent body. It suggested that a 3-man group be appointed, each man to

serve 6 years. Initially, the 3 appointees would have terms of 2, 4 & 6 years, respectively—and members
would elect own chairman.

Most important recommendation of SACT was "permanence." SACT's concern was that no high-

level group has the knowledge and authority to run Govt.'s end of communications. SACT's idea was that

new commission could put govt, communications house in order and cooperate with FCC in working out

problems involving both civilian & military uses of spectrum, etc. Right now, there's no communications
man with direct access to President—and SACT believed there must be.

1959 AM-FM DIRECTORY NOW IN THE MAILS: Coming off the presses this week , our ex-

panded 1959 Radio Station Directory is now being sent to subscribers to any of our 3 AM-FM services. Con-

siderably enhancing its usefulness is a new feature—names of top management & engineering executives of

each station. Also included is the list of transmitters & monitors type-accepted by FCC,

The 6-pgrt, 202-page directory logs all 3423 AM & 686 FM stations operating or under construction in

the U.S., plus all radio stations in Canada, Mexico, Cuba and other North American countries. Stations are

listed by: (1) States & cities, with licensee names, addresses, executives, frequencies, powers, FM
antenna heights, network affiliations. (2) Frequencies. (3) Call letters. All U.S. applications pending (574

AM, 76 FM) are included in separate listings by state and frequency.

The directory may be kept up to date throughout the year with our weekly AM-FM Addenda which
report FCC's actions on new CPs, licenses, modifications, applications, etc,, plus data on station sales

—in addition to changes in other North American coimtries, as reported by their regulatory authorities.

Extra copies of the directory are available at $7.50 each (3 or more, $5 each).

Note: Our spring-summer TV Factbook No. 28 is now well advanced in preparation, should be
completed in about 6 weeks. It's the standard reference of the TV and associated electronics industries,

goes to all full TV and full TV-AM-FM subscribers. Extra copies available at $5 (5 or more, $3.50 each).

PROBABILITIES ON UNAUTHORIZED VHF BOOSTERS: Reflecting pressure in Congress

(Vol. 15:6), FCC moved with extreme speed this week, told its staff to get going and find out how it can
legalize illegal vhf boosters.

Said FCC : "The staff was instructed to prepare a study for further consideration by the Commission,

summarizing the various rules & standards under which vhf translators & boosters might be licensed."

The Commission, this would indicate, is strongly inclined to find some safe engineering standards

under which vhf boosters may operate. It is impressed with fact that thousands of families have invested

in TV sets on strength of the boosters—legal or not. One school of engineering, though, believes inexpen-

sive boosters can be authorized. Another, including majority of FCC engineers, believes Commission is

begging for future trouble that will bollix up TV allocation plan.

Chances are that FCC will devise set of standards for vhf boosters. Chances are, too, that booster

operators will still complain because the standards will require transmitting equipment that will cost plenty.

Then, some booster operators will install the necessary equipment; others won't. Perhaps the matter will

rest there—but it isn't likely.

Basic conflict is this: FCC has always argued that uhf translators can do everything that vhf

boosters can—and better—while creating no interference problems. Booster operators insist that properly

engineered boosters are cheaper and won't produce interference—and, unlike uhf translators, they don't

require the public to invest in uhf converters and antennas.

Meanwhile, FCC Chairman Doerfer cancelled plans to visit Helena, Mont, to examine related prob-

lem—shutdown of KXLJ-TV (Ch. 12) after Court of Appeals refused to stop Helena CATV System from

picking up Spokane signals via microwave (Vol. 15:6). Doerfer had told Sen. Mansfield (D-Mont.) of his

plans but this week informed him that it wouldn't be wise to look into the case while litigation is pending.

After coxurt finally decides case, which is due for oral argument March 6, Doerfer said, he'll be in better

position to determine whether to make on-the-spot check.
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'THE PROFESSOR AND THE COMMISSIONS': No new FCC horrors are exposed by Dr.

Bernard Schwartz, ousted chief counsel of the House legislative oversight subcommittee, in his new book
on his exciting life in Washington—despite advance billing as "full, shocking inside story" (Vol. 15:5).

If any Commissioners or TV licensees have been apprehensive that Dr. Schwartz would write fresh

indictments against them for wrongdoing, they can start breathing easy—or fairly easy—again. If the

headline-reading public has been anticipating fresh shocks from hitherto-unsuspected scandals in federal

agencies, it will be disappointed.

There were some premature front-page firecrackers this week, set off by one reference in the book

to White House press secy. James C. Hagerty as a sinister influence in an FCC case (see p. 16). But these

sizzlers fizzled one edition later. And it's unlikely that "The Professor and the Commissions," which goes on

bookstore sale Tuesday, provides much by way of a script for repeat performances of the sensational Capitol

Hill shows which Dr, Schwartz produced before he was fired by the oversight subcommittee a year ago.

Dr. Schwartz's "full, shocking inside story" of the now-defunct (and generally unlamented) over-

sight subcommittee is a readable rewrite of his press clippings. As such, it is a good guidebook to the erratic

courses he and the subcommittee took in 1957-58, when the trail led to Miami Ch. 10. Otherwise, chief last-

ing value of the book probably is a concluding chapter on "what can be done" to improve federal agencies

and give them some immunity from political pressures. His suggestions for legislative reforms have all

been heard before, however. We've discussed them with the most respected experts in administrative law in

Washington—and they consider Schwartz's ideas to be confused, contradictory and most naive.

CRUSADE FOR NATIONWIDE ETV COVERAGE: Even cs first results of nation's biggest ETV
classroom test indicated that students fare better when classroom work is supplemented by TV teaching, one

of advertising industry's statesmen this week sounded rallying cry for campaign to put education program-

ming within range of every TV set in U.S. 24 hours a day.

Calling for big-league push "to make a college degree available to every single American" through

home learning by TV, John P. Cunningham, chairman of big Cunningham & Walsh ad agency, proposed

committee "similar in stature to the Hoover Commission" to give ETV the top-level impetus it needs. Address-

ing Advertising Federation of America conference in Washington, he suggested that advertising & broad-

casting trade associations take initiative in organizing this group.

"I hope to make a continuing nuisance of myself among advertising people," he said, until ad
industry recognizes its "obligation" to use its considerable influence in building up ETV-in-depth. For digest

of Cunningham's remarks, and summary of preliminary report of Ford Foundation's nationwide TV teaching

experiment, see p, 5.

TRANSCONTINENT & WRATHER MERGE TV-RADIO: Creation of a more formidable

TV-radio entity was agreed upon this week—a combination of 6 TV stations, 3 radios—by Transcontinent TV
Corp. (David C. Moore, pres.) and Marietta Bcstg. Inc. (Jack D. Wrather Jr., pres, and majority stockholder,

rep Edward Petry & Co., minority).

Money involved wasn't disclosed—negotiations not completed, according to spokesmen—and only

TV-radio stations are involved, none of principals' other holdings. All that was stated was that Transconti-

nent will be majority stockholder. Marietta minority. (For Wrather's other holdings, see p. 10.)

Combination will put under one tent the following: Transcontinent's WGR-TV (Ch. 2) & WGR,
Buffalo; WROC-TV (Ch. 5), Rochester; 60% of WNEP-TV (Ch. 16), Scranton-Wilkes-Barre; 50% of WSVA-TV
(Ch. 5) & WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.; Marietta's KFMB-TV (Ch. 8) & KFMB, San Diego, and KERO-TV (Ch.

10), Bakersfield, Calif.

TV HORSEPOWER IN AUTO-AD RACE: TV sells cars—and NBC-TV plans to supply its affili-

ates with some brand new ammunition to help them meet stepped-up competition from print media for

advertising dollars of auto manufacturers and dealers.

Network will pass on to local stations this Spring the results of a new survey pointing up definite

correlation between auto-sponsored programs televiewers watch and brands of cars they buy. NBC research

teams are currently in field gathering data for more comprehensive survey which will be distributed to

affiliates in mid-1959. For highlights of first study of auto purchases & TV, see p. 8.
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The Week in Congress

ANOTHER FCC PROBE: A new congressional investiga-

gation of federal agencies—this time under the un-

familiar auspices of the Senate Judiciary Committee

—

was launched this week in charge of Sen. Carroll (D-

Colo.), leader of the Capitol Hill revolt against FCC
efforts to outlaw TV boosters (Vol. 15:5).

Given a 1959 appropriation of $115,000 and au-

thorization by the Senate to “make a full & complete

study & investigation of administrative practice &
procedure,” Carroll set out on an inquiry whose scope

could be almost limitless. It will be centered first on

the Administrative Procedures Act of 1946.

“This is not a cloak-&-dagger operation,” Carroll

told us. “We’re not trying to put a cloak around any-

body or a dagger into anybody. We expect to start

out with nothing specific about the FCC, but generally

there will be much about the FCC. And we won’t cut

across the jurisdiction of other committees.”

Carroll said that his own pet subject of boosters isn’t

within the purview—“it has no relationship”—of his

Judiciary subcommittee, whose other members are Sens.

Hart (D. Mich.) and Dirksen (R-Ill.), the minority leader.

He also assured us that he has no plans to pick up where
the House Commerce legislative oversight sucommittee

left off last session in its probe of TV cases. “That’s very

remote,” Carroll said when we asked whether he’s eyeing

ex-chief counsel Dr. Bernard Schwartz or Presidential

press secy. James C. Hagerty—current newsmakers in an
oversight sequel (see pp. 3 & 16)—as witnesses.

Members of the Senate & House Commerce Commit-
tees who regard the FCC (and its headline & political

paydirt) as their exclusive domains were known to be

watching Carroll with some apprehension.

* * «

It was a coincidence, but hard upon the appointment

of the Carroll subcommittee came an announcement by
House Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) that mem-
bers of his regular TV-radio-FCC subcommittee for the

new session had finally been chosen. Since the session’s

opening last month, reorganization of the Committee had

been postponed from week to week.

House subcommittee jurisdictions were shifted around,

last session’s transportation & communications unit being

renamed the communications & power subcommittee.

Transportation subjects were reassigned to a subcommittee

which also will handle aeronautics. Harris himself retains

the communications chairmanship. Other subcommittee

members are Rogers (D-Tex.), Flynt (D-Ga.), Moss (D-

Cal.), Rostenkowski (D-Ill.), Bennett (R-Mich.), Younger
(R- Cal.), Avery (R-Kan.).

There was still no House Commerce decision on who
would carry on the headline work of last session’s oversight

subcommittee, but it was likely a special unit—called some-

thing else—would be picked. It also was likely that the full

Committee will take up quickly proposals (H. J. Res. 130)

by Harris to ban all pay-TV systems but permit limited

FCC tests (Vol. 15:3).

Harris was in no hurry to go into pay TV when he

introduced his resolution last month. But last week’s claim

by Skiatron that it will be ready by summer to start

wired-TV baseball on the West Coast (Vol. 15:6) stirred

Harris toward faster action. “We intend to go carefully

into this Skiatron baseball matter when we open our pay-

TV hearings at an early date,” he said.

In other broadcasting-related developments on Capitol

Hill:

Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate Com-
merce Committee hoped to get his $51,000,000 Federal-Aid-

to-Educational-TV Bill (S-12) on the Senate floor for a
vote—and expected approval (Vol. 15:6)—next week. On
the House side. Rep. McDowell (D-Del.) added another

ETV bill (HR-4284) to a batch awaiting hearings there.

Reps. Derwinski (R-Ill.) & Westland (R-Wash.) intro-

duced bills (HR-4352 & 4418) to reverse an Internal

Revenue Service ruling applying a 10% manufacturers’

excise tax on cooperative advertising funds (Vol. 15:2).

Rep. Herlong (D-Fla.) offered a repealer (HR-4274) of

excise taxes on communications services & facilities.

Inspired by libel case troubles of N. Y. Herald Tribune
TV-radio columnist Marie Torre (Vol. 15:6), Sen. Keating
(R-N.Y.) proposed (S-965) that newsmen & clergymen
be granted immunity in federal courts and before con-

gressional committees from forced disclosure of “con-

fidential communications.”

The FCC

FCC will cut vhf mileage separations, ABC-TV pres.

Oliver Treyz predicted in a speech prepared for delivery

Feb. 14 before the Birmingham Ad Club. Characterizing

that city and other 2-vhf markets as suffering from “2-

channelitis,” he said advertisers and viewers are being
shortchanged by current FCC policy. “We believe that the

FCC will depart from the position it has thus far taken on
the question of mileage reduction,” he declared, express-

ing confidence that the Commission will eventually approve

ABC’s proposal of last June to add a 3rd vhf channel to

14 or more 2-vhf markets (Vol. 14:23).

Experimental TV booster application by Capital Cities

TV Corp. (WTEN, Albany) for North Greenbush, N.Y.

should be dismissed because it’s defective, WJAR-TV,
Providence, told the FCC this week. The petition by WJAR-
TV said that WTEN’S application “isn’t the first attempt

to accomplish substandard channel spacing through the

back door,” that others have tried it in the past and met
with uniform rejection by the FCC. In any event, WJAR-
TV said, WTEN’s application can’t be granted without

a hearing.

FCC’s huge 25-890-mc hearing will take following

course. Commission decided this week: About April 1, oral

hearing will start—with about 75-100 witnesses. Each wit-

ness will submit summary of his testimony, discuss it 15

minutes, then submit to cross examination. It’s expected

that 15 days of hearing will be required.

The deletion of Ch. 10 from Charlotte Amalie, V. I.,

and the addition of Ch. 11 or Ch. 13 to Puerto Rico was
denied by FCC this week. It also invited comments to a

proposal to add educational Ch. 14 to Mt. Pleasant, Mich,

and to substitute Ch. 21 for Ch. 27 in West Branch, Mich.

Translator CPs granted by the FCC: Ch. 72, 80 & 77

to serve the towns of Big Sandy Valley, Peach Springs &
Chloride, Ariz., to the Mohave County Board of Super-

visors. . . . Ch. 79, to serve Burlington & Edison, Wash.,

to Burlington-Edison School District No. 100.

CP for Ch. 30, Bakersfield, Cal., granted to Pacific

Bcstrs. Corp., has been held up by FCC on the basis of a

petition by KBAK-TV, Bakersfield (Ch. 29). Oral argum.ent

will be held March 5.

WTTV, Bloomington, Ind. (Ch. 4) was granted a

waiver this week to identify itself with Indianapolis as well

as Bloomington—Comr. Ford dissenting. Doerfer absent.
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Educational Television

More about

ETV FOR EVERYBODY: The job of “releasing the tre-

mendous latent forces of TV to the task of upgrading

our national mind . . . ranks [in importance] with the

problem of releasing the forces of nuclear energy to

the task of upgrading our national industrial vigor.”

So said Cunningham & Walsh chairman John P.

Cunningham in Washington address to admen, pre-

senting his case for “Operation Headway”—an all-out

effort to extend ETV to everyone “either on a single-

channel or a multi-channel basis” (see p. 3), As an

immediate starter, he proposed that the Advertising

Federation of America, the Assn, of National Adver-

tisers and AAAA join with “the broadcasting associa-

tions” and educators in a task-force cgmmittee to face

the problem and “come to grips with it.”

“Federal and state educational funds can be wooed
and won,” he continued. “Legislatures are listening.

The big foundations are dabbling—seriously. Many
high-minded men are working with the problem—men
who recognize the investment that broadcasters have

put into their franchises and know these investments

must be respected in the solution.”

He proposed that nationwide ETV should regularly

televise Congress, the Supreme Court and the UN

—

and that college degrees be made available to every

American willing to learn by TV at home and to take

supervised exams 4 times a year at a convenient place.

Better Learning by TV: Preliminary results of the largest

experiment ever conducted in evaluation of classroom video

(see p. 3) indicate that students learn better in larger

classes using TV than in smaller classrooms where conven-
tional methods are employed.

This tentative conclusion is drawn from a report on
one phase of an experiment involving 40,000 students in

223 schools in 14 states, sponsored and largely financed by
Ford Foundation’s Fund for Advancement of Education in

its “National Program in the Use of Television in the Public

Schools.” The full report is due in a month or so; the pre-

liminary document covers the first year of tests on pupils

in 10 cities of 3 states.

Nevertheless, initial results “clearly showed that stu-

dents who received part of their instruction over TV in

large classes did as well as, and in many cases significantly

better than, students who were taught by conventional
methods in small classes.” Highlights of the partial report:

(1) Of 110 comparisons of performance of TV students
with “control” students of generally equivalent ability, TV
students did better in 68 cases, control students in 42.

(2) In 38 of these cases, differences in achievement
were large enough to be “statistically significant”—and this

difference favored the TV students in all but 9 cases.

(3) The Dade County school system in Florida—with
5600 students in its TV program—saved the equivalent of

27 teaching positions and 29 classrooms. This year more
than 18,000 pupils are getting TV insti’uction, and Dade
County says it is saving 60 teaching positions and some
$2,000,000 in buildings and other facilities, with no sacrifice

of effectiveness. Other school systems reported “substan-
tial savings” in classroom space and teachers without
cutting the quality of education.

Stations

NAB Engineering Program: Allocations, station automa-
tion, TV tape and stereo will highlight the engineering
sessions of NAB’s 37th annual convention March 16-18 at

Chicago’s Conrad Hilton Hotel. The day-by-day program:
Monday morning, March 16—^Raymond F. Guy, NBC, opening remarks.

TASO Report. Dr. George R. Town, TASO; William L. Hughes,
Iowa State College: Lucien E. Rawls, L. H. Carr & Assoc. Harold G.
Towlson, GE.

Building-Block TV Program Automation System. James B. Tharpe,
Visual Electronics Corp.

Automatic Programming at WRC, Washington, Robert RylofE, NBC.
Monday noon—Joint Engineering-management luncheon. Keynote ad-
dress by chairman Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC.
Monday afternoon—George W. Bartlett, NAB, presiding.

Tower & Guy Wire Vibration. J. Roger Hayden, Dresser-Ideco.

TV Antenna Impedance Requirements. D. W. Peterson, RCA.
Effective Lighting & Marking for Radio & TV Towers. Orrin W.

Towner, WHAS-TV & WHAS, Louisville.

Reversible Intercity Microwave System with Automatic Fault-
Reporting Equipment. M. J. Minor, Jefferson Standard Bcstg. Co.

Semiconductor Transmitter Plate Supplies. Lynn R. Zellmer, GE.
Tuesday morning, March 17—James H. Butts, KBTV, Denver, presiding.

Stereophonic Broadcasting. Emil P. Vincent, ABC.
Stereo Mixing Problems. Frederick Chassey, WFLN, Philadelphia.
Spot Tape Recorder. Jay Blakesley, Gates Radio Co.
Analysis of FCC Consideration of Applications for Remote Control

of Directional Stations. Harold L. Kassens, FCC.
FM Multiplex Receiver Developments. Dwight (Red) Harkins, Har-

kins Radio Inc.

The Transistor : A New Friend to the Broadcasters. R. N. Hurst
& John W. Wentworth, RCA.
Tuesday noon—management-engineering luncheon, FCC Chairman John
Doerfer, speaker.

Wednesday morning, March 18—Management-engineering session, FCC
panel.

Wednesday noon—Engineering reception & luncheon; presentation of

NAB engineering award to John T. Wilner, WBAL-TV, Baltimore.

Wednesday afternoon—Clure Owen, ABC, presiding.

Video Tape Standards & Operation Problems. Raymond Bowley,
WBC, moderator; Robert M. Morris, ABC; Virgil Duncan, WRAL-TV,
Raleigh, N.C.; William Michaels, WJBK-TV, Detroit: Edward Benham,
KTTV, Los Angeles: J. L. Berryhill, KRON-TV, San Francisco.

Weathercasting with Radar. R. Craig Christie, Collins Radio Co.

Pattern Synthesis—Simplified Methods of Array to Obtain a Desired

Directive Pattern. Dr. George H. Brown, RCA.
High-Powered Transistor Dimmer. Herbert R. More, Kliegl Bros.

Note: NAB board, reversing previous decision, agreed
to open all convention sessions to the press, except for the

labor clinic and one TV management meeting.

Tornado which ripped through St. Louis at 2:12 a.m.

Feb. 10 toppled the 592-ft. tower of ABC affiliate KTVI
(Ch. 2), knocking it into a row of apartment houses and

resulting in injuries to one family. The station was back

on the air at 4 p.m.—losing only 10 telecasting hours—using

a homemade antenna on the roof of the studio-transmitter

building in southwest St. Louis. By midweek, GE had

shipped a new single-bay temporary antenna, which KTVI
hopes to mount at the 100-ft. level of the remaining 125

feet of the self-supporting tower. The studio and trans-

mitter suffered little damage. KTVI will accelerate its plans

to build a new 1046-ft. tower outside the city limits, origi-

nally scheduled for June or July, but now planned in about

3 months. The city’s other TV stations—CBS’s KMOX-TV
(Ch. 4) and St. Louis Post-Dispatch’s KSD-TV (Ch. 5)—
offered assistance to KTVI, including temporary use of

their towers. Both CBS & NBC carried live feeds from St.

Louis Feb. 10, showing storm damage. The twister smashed

the 385-ft. tower of radio KXLW in Brentwood—which

also returned to the air Feb. 10 with a homemade antenna.

The Toledo Ch. 11 case, which was won by Frazier

Reams’ WTOL, shouldn’t be reopened, the FCC indicated

this week. It announced that it had instructed its staff to

draft a decision looking toward the denial of a petition for

rehearing filed by Anthony Wayne TV Corp., one of the

losers in the original decision.
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Equal Time Libel: Are tv & radio stations legally liable

for libel because of the broadcast statements of politicians

under the Communications Act’s equal-time rule ? Argu-

ments in a clear-cut test will be heard by the U.S. Supreme
Court March 5. The troublesome question will be decided in

an appeal by the N.D. Farmers Union from that state’s

Supreme Court decision that WDAY Inc., Fargo (WDAY-
TV & WDAY) wasn’t responsible for alleged libel by
U.S. Senate candidate A. C. Townley, who got equal time

on WDAY-TV in 1956 (Vol. 14:42).

NAB chief attorney Douglas A. Anello filed a friend-

of-the-court brief this week citing “meager judicial de-

cisions” on interpretations of Sec. 315 of the Act. He
argues: (1) Because the law prohibits broadcasters from
censoring mandatory equal-time statements by political

candidates, stations should be completely immune from
legal responsibility for what is said. (2) If stations aren’t

immune, then Sec. 315 is “unconstitutional as a deprivation

of due process.” Civil Liberties Union filed concurring brief.

An experimental 120-watt co-channel station in Johns-
town, Pa. is sought by Triangle Publications, operator of

WFBG-TV, Altoona (Ch. 10), in an application filed with
the FCC this week. The purpose of the experiment, accord-

ing to Triangle, is to: (1) Obtain data with respect to pri-

mary and secondary signals necessary to produce an ac-

ceptable signal to a “median” observer. (2) Obtain data
with respect to interference areas. (3) Ascertain what
transmitter output power and ERP would reasonably be

required for an amplifying transmitter installation. (4) Ob-
tain data regarding precision offset carrier operation. (5)

Investigate the degree of directivity in the transmitting
and receiving antenna necessary to eliminate feedback with
the main receiving system. The cost for one year is esti-

mated at $105,876.

World’s tallest tower to date was approved by FCC
this week—a 1619-ft. structure authorized for WGAN-TV,
Portland, Me. (Ch. 13). Construction will start as soon as

weather permits, and the goal is to be operating by next

fall. The tower—which takes the “tallest” title from the

1610-ft. tower of KSWS-TV, Roswell, N. M. (Ch. 8)—will
be near Raymond, Me., about 20 miles from Portland, and
will radiate full 316 kw.

Proposing to move transmitter of WSPD-TV (Ch. 13)

to 7 miles east of Toledo, Storer Bcstg. Co. reported to the

FCC that the overlap with its WJBK-TV, Detroit (Ch. 2)

will be less than that authorized for other situations. For
example, it says, airline distance will be 54 miles, compared
with 43 miles between Crosley’s WLWT, Cincinnati (Ch. 5)

and WLWD, Dayton (Ch. 2), and 18% of the population

will be in the grade A service area of both stations, com-

pared with 19.6% for the Crosley stations.

Three-day strike at KYW-TV & KYW, Cleveland,

ended Feb. 10 when Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. and local

chapter of AFTRA agreed on a new 3-year contract. Prin-

cipal provisions: Newsmen to get same basic salary as an-

nouncers. Top weekly pay for newsmen and announcers to

rise $15 over a 3-year period, to $150. Starting salary for

newsmen boosted from $85 to $95.

Off air 4 years, San Francisco Chronicle’s KRON-FM
resumes operations Feb. 16, using a new antenna on San
Bruno Mt. near KRON-TV’s transmitter building. Sched-

uled programming 5 p.m.-midnight Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. will

include music and frequent newscasts.

Call letter changes: WFRV-TV, Green Bay, Wis. to

to WFRV; KDRO-TV, Sedalia, Mo., to KMOS-TV.

Networks

Network Television Billings

December 1958 and January-December 1958

(For Nov. report see Television Digest, Vol. 15:4)

NETWORK BILLINGS UP; Gross TV network billings in

1958 continued their unchecked rise to new records,

TvB reported this week, reaching $556,590,401 vs.

$516,201,566 in 1957—an increase of 9.8%. This com-
pares with the increase of 5.7% in 1957 over 1956 and

20% in 1956 over 1955. Dec. billings rose 8.4% above

the same 1957 month—$53,938,821 vs. $49,741,736.

CBS’s total for the year was $247,782,734, up

3.6%; NBC-TV totaled $215,790,729, up 11.3%;
ABC-TV billed $103,016,938, up 24%.

The TvB report—which does not include talent

costs—marks its first full-year roundup since it began
issuing network figures (compiled by LNA-BAR) in

Jan. 1958. Here’s the detailed TvB report for Dec.

and all of 1958 (for preceding years, see TV Factbook) :

NETWORK TELEVISION
Dec. Dec. % Jan.-Dee. Jan.-Dee. %
1957 1958 Change 1957 1958 Change

ABC ....$ 8,614,646 $10,466,104 -f-21.5 $ 83,071,284 $103,016,938 -|-24.0

CBS .... 21,980,607 22,836,275 + 3.9 239.284,899 247,782,734 -|- 3.6
NBC .... 19,146,483 20,636,442 + 7.8 193,845,383 215,790,729 +11.3

Total $49,741,736 $53,938,821 + 8.4 $516,201,566 $566,590,401 + 9.8

1958 NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS BY MONTHS
ABC CBS NBC Total

January $ 9,168,609 $ 22,094,015 $ 18,344,111 $ 49,606,735
February 8,441,988 19,410,741 16,785,315 44,638,044
March 9,402,407 21,211,070 18,874,597 49,488,074
April 8,739,456 20,628,511 18,283,379 47,651,346
May 8,477,755 20,970,022 18,470,368 47,918,145
June 7,387,586 19,733,057 16,648,462 43,769,105
July 7,083,555 18,332,925 15,702,029 41,118,509
August 6,923,735 19,383,736 15,202,021 41,509,492
September 6,627,093 19,427,754 16,362,343 42,417,190
October 9,960,524 21,901,036 20,664,587 52,526,147
November 10,338,126 21,853,592 19,817,075 52,008,793
December 10,466,104 22,836,275 20,636,442 53,938,821

TOTAL $103,016,938 $247,782,734 $215,790,729 $566,590,401

Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the networks
which do not divulge their actual net dollar incomes. They’re compiled
by Broadcast Advertising Reports (BAR) and Leading National Adver-
tisers (LNA) for 'TV Bureau of Advertising (TvB) on basis of one-time
network rates, or before frequency or cash discounts.

TV 10 YEARS HENCE; In the family tradition, NBC
chairman Robert W. Sarnoff peered into the future this

week and described a few of the wonders of life—par-

ticularly TV—^as it will be in 1969. His 10-year pro-

jections, which he said were “supported by the rea-

soned calculus of NBC’s planning & research dept.,”

were made in an address to the Los Angeles Jr. Cham-
ber of Commerce. Here are his predictions for 1969:

(1) With a population increase from the present

176.000.000 to nearly 210,000,000 and a 45% hike in

the gross national product from $436 to $675 billion,

TV sets in use will climb from present 49,000,000 in

44.000.000 homes to nearly 70,000,000 sets (most of

them color) in 58,000,000 TV homes.

(2) Total advertising will climb from current

$10.1 billion a year to $15 billion. TV’s share will rise

from 13.6% to more than 20% (over $3 billion), or

more than double today’s ad expenditure on TV.

(3) Personal portable TV sets will be in vogue

—

with 3-in. screens. Transistorized, battery-operated,

they’ll give a good picture even on the beach.
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(4) Home TV sets will have thin flat wall scx’eens,

and will double as home TV color tape players.

(5) The U.S. and Eiu’ope will be interconnected

for live TV.

(6) “It may be possible by 1969 to get most of a

basic college education on TV.”

He looked into the past, too, in outlining TV’s

enormous contribution to American security and pros-

perity. TV-radio, he said, laid the groundwork for

“the whole complex, varied world of electronics.” In

the field of economics, he pointed out that in TV’s first

10 years as a mass advertising medium, the gross na-

tional product “moved forward at the fastest pace in

our history—from $258 billion to $436 billion, a rate

of increase 4 times greater than the rate of population

growth.” He added : “The exact measure of TV’s con-

tribution as a new merchandising force is impossible

to calculate, but there is a correlation.”

This correlation was first explored by Corinthian

Bcstg. Co. pres. C. Wrede Petersmeyer in a special ar-

ticle, “Television—The $100-Billion Pump-Primer” in

Television Digest Nov. 23, 1957 (Vol. 13:47) and has

since gained wide acceptance.

Trend to Repeats? Taped repeats of top network shows
can gain noticeably in ratings. Wednesday’s Chrysler-spon-

sored rerun of “An Evening With Fred Astaire” scored a

26.2 Trendex, beating its nearest competitor by nearly 10

points. On its first network airing (Oct. 17, 1958) the

Astaire special scored 18.9, which brings the repeat in with

a 39% larger audience, and this despite competition from
the world’s lightweight championship fight on ABC and
U.S. Steel Hour doing a Tolstoi classic live on CBS. We are

told that success of the Astaire taped rerun may trigger

more repeats this season of favorably-received top shows.

Already sharing the bullish outlook on repeats is

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing. Scheduled for a
rerun this fall is a tape of their “Art Carney Meets Peter

and the Wolf,” which got a Trendex rating of 24.2 and an
audience share of 50% on ABC-TV against stiff competi-

tion last Nov. 30. “Peter” reached 35,850,000 viewers and
will probably repeat.

NBC-TV has ordered taped versions of the new dra-

matic-musical live series it plans to air from N. Y. this fall

—a series which signals the return of big-time live drama
production in the 60-90-minute length to NBC in the east.

CBS’s VideoScene electronic camera system which
blends actors with miniature sets, movies and other back-

grounds (Vol. 15:6), has significant advantages over pre-

viously used TV matting systems, the network reports. The
most important, says CBS, is that VideoScene cameras have

freedom of movement—they can pan, tilt, or move in for a

closer shot. Lighting is simple and can have shadows. There
is a minimum of restriction as to the color of sets and cos-

tumes. VideoScene is keyed to only a single narrow spec-

trum of brilliant indigo blue, and any other shade of blue

can be used. The system was under development for more
than 3 years by CBS, which has applied for patents.

Biggest Videotape order to date is reported by Ampex
—$862,560 from NBC for 12 color-equipped recorders and

4 color-conversion kits. NBC already has 15 recorders,

11 of them color-equipped; will have 27 when latest de-

liveries are made. CBS has 22 monochrome recorders, has

ordered 2 color kits—one each for Hollywood & N. Y.

ABC has 17 units, hasn’t ordered color.

Advertising

ADVERTISING’S WASHINGTON PUSH: The advertising

Federation of America made a frank effort this week
to “sell” a neglected audience—the Federal Govt. It

conducted its first annual mid-winter conference at the

Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, and discussed its

many fears about govt, regulation. The group got off

on a good public relations footing with a speech sup-

porting educational TV, delivered by Jack Cunning-

ham, chairman of Cunningham & Walsh (pp. 3 «& 5)

.

AFA chairman Robert M. Feemster, of the Wall

St. Journal, reported that AFA is seeking to establish

an office in Washington which would cost $40,000 a

year, but is having trouble raising the money. Rep.

Bob Wilson (R-Cal.), a partner in the Champ, Wilson

& Slocum advertising agency of San Diego, compared
advertising’s meager lobbying efforts with those of

other industries, asserted it should have a lobby of at

least 10 people in Washington. He implied that the

$40,000 sum is peanuts.

Philadelphia attorney Morton J. Simon listed

numerous attacks on advertising, asserted: “We seem
to be threatened by something like an ‘ice age for

advertising.’ ” He urged the industry to fight taxes on

advertising, warning that defeat of the Baltimore tax

doesn’t mean the end of the battle.

Simon was particularly concerned about the report

on “administered prices for automobiles,” issued by
Sen. Kefauver’s (D-Tenn.) anti-trust subcommittee,

which attacked advertising as a factor which increases

prices of cars. He noted that Sen. O’Mahoney (D-

Wyo.) has introduced S-215, to require advance notice

of intention to raise prices—plus public hearings.

Other measures attacked by Simon: (1) Proposal

of Federal Home Loan Bank to stop federal savings

& loan associations from advertising more than 100

miles from their home offices and to prohibit adver-

tising of dividend rates. (2) Ruling by the Secy, of

Commerce against advertising by patent attorneys

and agents. (3) Efforts of advertising & public rela-

tions firms in Cal. & Fla. to get themselves licensed by

the state, a move he regards as suicide.

John J. Ryan, AFA counsel, urged a concerted

attack in Congress and the courts to reverse the ruling

of the Internal Revenue Service which imposed the

excise tax on cooperative advertising allowances. He
said that such advertising represents 20% of all adver-

tising and stated: “If the manufacturer could no

longer have the benefit of a reduction of excise tax on

moneys returned to the retailer for cooperative adver-

tising, his attitude would be, ‘Let’s cut the budget on

cooperative advertising’ or more likely, ‘Let’s do away

with the cooperative advertising budget altogether.’
”

Ryan also attacked the ruling of the Internal Revenue

Service which labeled certain utility advertising as

“lobbying” and refused to permit its deduction as a

business expense. Similarly, he cited rulings against

institutional ads by FPC & Renegotiation Board.

John W. Gwynne, chairman of the P''ederal Trade

Commission, spoke briefly and stated that abuses in

advertising haven’t increased proportionately to the



growth of advertising. He said that less than %% of

advertising is “troublesome” and that most infrac-

tions were due to ignorance.

FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer reiterated his tra-

ditional position against govt, “prying” into private

business. He said that “people should be educated to

fear the possibility of govt, ownership in broadcast-

ing.” He admitted that FCC does prevent abuses by

the “raised eyebrow” rather than by the drastic

measure of license revocation. “Some people,” he said,

“believe we should have money forfeitures because

revocation is out of proportion to the infraction.” He
urged industry to adhere to NAB’s code.

More about

TV SELLS CARS: On the heels of visits by “total-selling”

newspaper teams at the National Auto Dealers Assn,

convention last week, NBC-TV is about to start feeding

its affiliates some local-level sales ammunition for use

in selling more TV to car dealers against the compe-

tition from print media.

Highlight of the NBC data is a study prepared

by Advertest Research, covering 8,220 interviews (906

with auto dealers) in 39 states last spring.

By probing dealer and customer attitudes toward

the chief media used in auto ad campaigns (TV, news-

papers, magazines), and then checking up 11 weeks

later among 2,365 consumers, NBC discovered

:

(1) More than twice as many actual buyers of new

cars (56%) felt TV “made them more interested” in buy-

ing, compared to either magazines or newspapers. Other

media ranking: magazines—24%; newspapers—20%.

(2) Checking on showroom shoppers who bought Chev-

rolets, re-interviews showed that 53% more viewers than

non-viewers of the Dinah Shore Chevy Show actually pur-

chased a new Chevrolet. Among showroom visitors who
watched the show, 26.3% bought Chevies; among non-

viewers, 17.2%

(3) A similar pattern emerged for Ford. A call-back

showed that 52% more viewers than non-viewers of Ten-

nessee Ernie’s shows actually bought new Fords (21.5%

vs. 14.1%).

(4) TV brings viewers into the showrooms. Among the

general public, 75% more viewers of the Dinah Shore

series had visited a Chevrolet showroom. For Ford, the

figure was 58% more among viewers of the Tennessee

Ernie show than among non-viewers.

(5) Dealers of 7 leading auto makes (Buick, Chev-

rolet, DeSoto, Edsel, Ford, Oldsmobile, Plymouth) like

TV: 51% said they’d like “an increase” in national TV ad-

vertising for the auto brand; only 5% wanted a cutback.

Newspapers and magazines lagged behind, with 39% of

dealers wanting more newspaper support and 10% want-

ing more magazine space. Among Chevrolet dealers, for

instance, 62% said they preferred TV, 39% said news-

papers, and 8% said magazines.

NBC feels that these, and other findings, will help

stations correct a situation in which “TV’s share of the

3-media dollar is too low compared to” the preference for

it in the auto field. (Other story on p. 3.)

Pulse’s Annual Review of Radio & TV, summing up
statistical data on share-of-audience, TV & radio homes,

etc., for each market in 1958, will be available April 1 at

$45 to Pulse subscribers, $65 to non-subscribers.

People: Rudolph Monteglas promoted to pres., Ted Bates
& Co., succeeding William H. Kearns, now vice-chairman.

James C. Douglas promoted to exec. v.p. . . . Lloyd Harris,

ex-Young & Rubicam, named v.p., Sullivan, Stauffer, Col-

well & Bayles . . . Fred Levitt promoted to TV-radio mgr.,

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample . . . Martin Koehring & William
Munro, ex-Marschalk & Pratt div. of McCann-Erickson,
named v.p., Foote, Cone & Belding . . . W. P. Booth &
James N. Hastings promoted to v.p., Campbell-Ewald . . .

Howard Eaton Jr., media mgr. of TV-radio, promoted to

gen. media mgr.. Lever Brothers . . . John Hoagland, ex-

BBDO v.p., named v.p. & associate director of the broad-

cast dept., Ogilvy, Benson & Mather . . . Kenneth C. T.

Snyder promoted to v.p. & TV-radio creative director of

Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago . . . Sylvan Taplinger

TV-radio director of Doner & Peck, elected a v.p. . . .

Thomas F. Buck, ex-Fuller & Smith & Ross, named adv.

director, McCall’s magazine . . . George Bole named TV film

commercial mgr., Leo Burnett Hollywood office . . . David
T. Levine, ex-Amos Parish v.p., named v.p., Rockmore Co.

. . . William Nelson, ex-WLS, Chicago, named TV-radio
director, Gordon & Hempstead Inc., same city . . . C. Gilbert

Norton, ex-0. S. Tyson, named exec, secy.. National Indus-

trial Advertisers’ Assn.

There Are Ranks & Ranks: Network shows that rank
highest in number of viewers per sponsor’s dollar are, of

course, not necessarily the “Top 10” leaders in the regular
audience rating list. Here—with some startling contrasts

in audience rank vs. cost rank—are Nielsen’s most recent

figures (from Nov.-Dee. report) covering network shows
which rated highest on the basis of costs of “commercial
minute impressions” per thousand home reached:
Rank Rank
in in

Lowest Audi- CPM
Cost- once Cost- Audience
per-M Size* Program per-M Network rating’

1 51 L. Welk-Dodge Party ?1.69 ABC 24.0
2 8 Maverick 1.78 ABC 31.9
3 2 Wagon Train 1.79 NBC 35.4
4 X Gunsmoke 1.90 CBS 36.4
5 4 Rifleman 1.99 ABC 33.1
6 25 Name That Tune 1.99 CBS 29.4
7 3 Have Gun, Will Travel 2.03 CBS 35.0
8 6 Real McCoys 2.04 ABC 30.7
9 18 Price Is Right 2.09 NBC 29.8

10 97 L. Welk-Plymouth 2.10 ABC 17.1
10 14 I’ve Got a Secret 2.10 CBS 32.3

*lst December (about mid-point of Nov.-Dee. measurements).

Dentyne’s Real McCoy: That handsome, white-coated

“dentist” you see in Dentyne film commercials is not break-

ing the NAB rule against white-coated actors posing as

professional medics—he’s a real dentist. He is Dr. William
A. Xiques (pronounced Hick-ees) of N.Y. City and a mem-
ber of the American Dental Assn. Approached by an adman
patient from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample last summer to do

the American Chicle spots. Dr. Xiques joined Screen Actors

Guild last Aug. and has been paid regular actor’s scale for

the commercials which have been on the air since Jan.

He told us he was “not violating ethics” since his copy

in the commercial is merely a statement that people should

brush their teeth, and he is not identified by name. An
American Dental Assn, spokesman said “endorsement of

products is unethical,” and added that ADA would “look

into the Dentyne matter.”

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt has filmed 3 pilot com-
mercials for Lever Bros.’ Good Luck margarine at MPO
Productions, N.Y. It’s understood no decision has yet been

reached by either Mrs. Roosevelt, Lever or its agency
(Ogilvy, Benson & Mather) on Mrs. Roosevelt’s future in

the commercial field.
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Best TV Ads of 1958: They were, in opinion of Tide’s

annual panel of advertising executives, announced this

week as (in order named) : Piel Bros.’ Bert & Harry*

(Y&R) ;
Marlboro, Viceroy’s “Thinking Man” (Leo Bur-

nett) ;
Dinah Shore Chevy Show (Campbell-Ewald)

;
Tip

Top bread’s Emily Tip (JWT)
;
Maypo cereal’s Marky

(Bryan Houston); Gillette’s for World Series (Maxon);

and Hallmark (FC&B). (The Piels have been around since

1956, and Emily Tip wasn’t born yesterday either.)

The panel also called the perfection of video tape one

of the 4 biggest ad (all media) developments of the year.

(Others: recession, Baltimore tax case, agency mergers.)

Pet gripes: the overworked word “new” in copy; and
“medical” diagrams in advertising. “How,” added Donald

C. Berry, v.p. of McKesson & Robbins, “can 4 cigarets all

claim to have ‘America’s best filter’? Public confidence in

advertising declines as exaggeration expands.”

•Ironic footnote : Tide’s contemporary. Printers’ Ink, came out coinci-
dentally with a tabulation of the big brewers’ business that showed Piel’s
down 2 places in rank from 15th to 17th, and oif 1% in 1958 from 1957.

Best buy in radio is an independent station in 41 of

the nation’s top 54 markets, according to WBC sales v.p.

A. W. Dannenbaum Jr. He told an RTES luncheon meet-
ing in N. Y. that in 1952 a network station held audience

leadership in each of these markets, but that an analysis

by Adam Young of the latest Pulse data on share-of-the-

market revealed the upsurge in the stature of independent

stations. CBS Radio pres. Arthur Hull Hayes presented

the network point of view, stating that prestige, name pro-

-gramming and superior news coverage enable network sta-

tions to command higher rates even though they are not

top ranking in terms of audience. Network radio, he said,

enables the advertiser to buy more efficiently & econom-
icalfy, to know precisely what program he is buying, to

select uniform time, and to obtain a fit setting for his

message.

,
Five most-frequently-asked questions of Radio Ad-

vei’tising Bureau’s $2,800,000 research dept.: (1) How many
people will I be able to reach with a specific number of

radio announcements? (2) What’s the radio advertising

strategy of my competitors? (3) How many radio stations

are there in the U.S. ? (4) How much time do housewives

(or teenagers, working men, engineers, etc.) spend listening

to radio every week? (5) Are advertisers using more an-

nouncements weekly in radio today?

New spring Marlboro cigarets network-and-spot-TV

campaign will use, in U.S., TV-film spots originally filmed

for overseas TV. Series will include spots made in Switzer-

land (in French, German, Italian), Puerto Rico (Spanish,

with cha-cha jingle), Sweden, and Australia. The idea has

been tested since last fall by Leo Burnett with a trio of

50-second commercials originally filmed in England for

British commercial TV. The only additions will be short

(10 sec.) explanatory lead-ins, but viewer interest is ex-

pected by the client to be high because of the “novelty

factor” of unfamiliar languages and accents.

TV must clear up the “double rate” problem quickly

—otherwise it will face the same rate confusion that now
plagues radio. That’s the message of Lee Rich (Benton &
Bowles v.p. and media director) in N.Y. Feb. 10 to an
RTES luncheon workshop. Rich, whose agency estimates

the prevalence of double-rating in TV at about 17% of all

stations, said that if TV broadcasters have more than one

rate, they should spell out precisely the qualifications for

such rates. A B&B checkup, he said, discovered “TV rates

for national, local, regional, state and county advertisers.”

Film & Tape

Film Makers Eye TV Tape: if there is still any doubt that

TV film producers are seriously interested in tape produc-
tion (Vol. 15:6), it’s being dispelled by the crowds of in-

dustry people drawn to Ampex’s Hollywood demonstration.

Ampex this week took its elaborately equipped mobile
Videotape cruiser (2 image orth camera chains, monitors,

control equipment, one VTR, power plant) to the film capi-

tal, where big Desilu studios played host for 9 demonstra-
tions. Desilu supplied sets, lighting, technical assistance,

etc. Attending morning, noon & evening showings Feb. 11,

12 & 13 were TV film producers, studio representatives,

network & local TV station personnel, agencies, advertisers,

ETV people and others—about 75 at each demonstration.
Film folk came, saw and were impressed with the po-

tential of TV tape recording as a new medium rivaling

film. The fact that big Desilu—acknowledged leader in TV
film production—lent its facilities and real estate for the

demonstration was regarded as highly significant.

Following these demonstrations, Ampex’s cruiser went
to Capitol Records’ studio in Hollywood, where it video-

taped a disc recording session, presumably for use in a
TV commercial.

NBC into Tape Spots: NBC-TV officially tossed its hat into

the video tape commercials ring, announcing Feb. 13 what
many agencymen and clients have recognized as a fact

since last Sept.—the establishment of a TeleTape Center at

the onetime WOR-TV studios, 67th St. and Columbus Ave.,

N.Y. It is staffed by special NBC personnel and open for a
thriving business in the field of taped commercials and
kinescopes as well as closed-circuit TV originations. Says
NBC: “We’re shooting 4 times as many taped TV com-
mercials as anybody else in the East.” Estimated monthly
volume: about $250,000.

Rates are “on request,” but a basic tab of $150 per
hour (including basic crew, but not engineers, directors or

creative people) has been established. The new unit will be
under the jurisdiction of NBC TeleSales, a sales-service

offshoot that’s been in existence for 4 years.

As a production plant for taped commercials, the Tele-

Tape center has: 3180 square feet, an audience balcony for

250, a studio large enough to accommodate autos, another
for special effects, a production group, and the use of 17

NBC remote units (although none in which a recorder is

self-contained for recording on location).

New Telefilm Production: Milton Gordon’s Galaxy At-
tractions and British producer Harry Alan Towers have
scheduled spring production in England of an hour-long

film series based on Sir Winston Churchill’s History of

the English Speaking Peoples, narrated by Sir Laurence
Olivier . . . Screen Gems has blueprinted a telefilm series

to star Sid Caesar, aimed at network-level purchase . . .

ITC and Versailles Productions began filming a half-hour

telefilm series. Emergency, in N. Y. this week ... A
pilot film will be shot within a month by Alan Ladd’s

Jaguar Production on the long-pending Box 13 series.

. . . Galaxy has also scheduled production of Skinny and
Me, a half-hour telefilm series, in Hollywood March 2 with

Ben Park producing.

Distribution of Gross-Krasne TV properties will be

handled by NTA under an agreement announced this week.

Programs include: Glencannon, Sea Hawk, African Patrol,

Flying Doctor, Fate.
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How KRON-TV Got Woolfoam: A 6-week saturation spot

campaign, whose budget was originally scheduled purely

for newspapers, was landed last week by San Francisco’s

KRON-TV and rep Peters, Griffin, Woodward, because of

fast action with the station’s Videotape recorder. In N.Y.

2 weeks ago, PGW sales exec. Robert Muth paid a routine

call on Wesley Assoc., where he learned that a heavy news-

paper campaign for Woolfoam (fabric cleaner) was slated

for San Francisco. The agency gave Muth a rough story-

board and some copy as a speculative trial. A day later,

KRON-TV produced a set of live minute commercials with

local talent on Videotape, and air-expressed them to N.Y.

Screenings were held. Agency and client liked what they

saw, approval was telephoned to the station, and the cam-

paign started last Tues. It’s Woolfoam’s first venture into

broadcasting.

Purely national advertisers, as against local and re-

gional, are figuring more & more prominently in the pur-

chase of syndicated film shows, says Ziv-TV pres. John

Sinn. He cites the contrast between 1953 when only 5% of

Ziv-produced %-hour films were purchased by national ad-

vertisers, as against 12% in 1957 and an estimated 22%
now. Stations, says Sinn, are consequently picking up in-

creased spot billings from national advertisers. Chief

reasons for the growth, adds Sinn, are the desire for

minute-length commercial slots, the “declining amount of

local live programming,” and a leveling-off of the amount

of time allotted by stations to feature films. Currently,

Ziv has 9 new series in various stages of production, may
do as much as $25,000,000 in gross business from world-

wide TV this year, according to latest trade estimates. In

the foreign field, Ziv claims a 1958 sales gam of 42% over

the previous year’s level.

List of Ampex Videotape installations as of Feb. 28,

supplied to us by Ampex Corp. and printed Jan. 24 (Vol.

15:4), inadvertently omitted 4 VTR-equipped stations.

Ampex reports the following additions, which should have

been on the list: WKY-TV, Oklahoma City; WRVA-TV,
Richmond, Va.; WSLS-TV, Roanoke, Va.; KONO-TV, San

Antonio (2 recorders); Sakata Shokai, Kobe, Japan (3);

Belin Distributors, Paris; ORRadio Industries, Opelika,

Ala. WOAI-TV, San Antonio, should have been listed as

having 2 recorders.

Videotape promotion kit, in the form of an elaborate

book titled A Pattern for Profits, is being distributed by

Ampex to all VTR-equipped stations.

Two videotape recorders have been purchased by

WDAF-TV, Kansas City, Mo.; delivery expected March 1.

Personals: Henry G. Plitt, ex-Paramount Gulf Theaters,

New Orleans, named head of ABC Film Syndication Inc., ^
succeeding George T. Shupert, now head of MGM-TV ... I
Max D. Paglin, legal asst, to Comr. Robert T. Bartley,

named chief of the FCC litigation div., office of general

counsel, succeeding Richard A. Solomon, now with the H|
Justice Dept. . . . G. Edward Hamilton, ex-WABC-TV chief M
engineer, named ABC director of engineering, succeeding M
William H. Trevarthen, now ABC v.p. in charge of produc- H
tion services . . . Donald E. Clancy, currently business mgr. 9
of affiliate relations, CBS-TV, named administrative man- Tl
ager . . . Malcom MacGregor, exec, producer of the NBC U
educational project, appointed mgr. of public affairs for H
NBC-TV . . . Milton F, Allison promoted to gen. mgr., [I
CBS Radio spot sales . . . Michael M. Sillerman, ex-pres.

of Gross-Krasne-Sillerman, named pres, of NTA’s new
program sales div. . . . John L. Sinclair Jr. promoted to

gen. mgr. of Charleston operations of WSAZ-TV, Hunting-

ton-Charleston, W.Va., and gen. mgr. of its radio WKAZ,
Charleston, succeeding Thomas Murray, resigned . . . H.

Moody McElveen Jr., v.p.-gen. mgr. of WNOK-TV, Colum-
bia, elected pres.. South Carolina Bestrs. Assn. . . . Robert

H. Moody, gen. mgr. of WHIO-TV & WHIG, Dayton, named
also exec, v.p., parent Miami Valley Bestg. Corp. . . .

Robert Grammer promoted to production director, WBAP-
TV, Ft. Worth, succeeding Phil Wygant, now promotion

director . . . R. J. DeLier promoted to asst, mgr., KWTV,
Oklahoma City . . . Vernon Burns, head of NTA’s London
office, elected v.p., NTA International . . . H. I. Bucher,

NTA gen. counsel, named also secy, of the company . . .
’

Robert Sparks, ex-CBS-TV, Hollywood, named Screen Gems '

director of syndication film production . . . E. P. H. (Jimmy)
James, v.p. of A. C. Nielsen Co., onetime MBS v.p., named
director of Nielsen TV Index in Great Britain . . . Syd

i

Rubin, ex-CBS, onetime head of NBC licensing dept., forms
Syd Rubin Enterprises (405 Park Ave., N.Y.) for merchan-
dising in all phases of show business . . . George J. Zachary, i

formerly TV-radio production mgr. of Lever Brothers,

named TV production director. General Artists Corp. . . .'

Robert B. Hudson promoted to programming v.p.. Educa-

tional TV & Radio Center, Ann Arbor . . . George Lindsay,

sales mgr. of rep Weed-TV Chicago office, elected a v.p. . .
.'

Milton Robertson, formerly exec, producer at WNEW-TV,
named TV-radio v.p., Cayton-Klempner (public relations)

. . . Thomas L. Blosl named promotion mgr., KIRO-TV &
KIRO, Seattle . . . Billy James, ex-Guild Films, named adv.l

& publicity director. Flamingo Telefilm Sales. |

Jack D. Wrather, by merging his majority ownership in ;

2 TVs & one AM with the 4 TVs & 2 AMs of Transcontinent
^

TV Corp. (see p. 3), writes another chapter in the saga of
.

a TV empire. The rapidly expanding Jack Wrather Organi-f

zation (headquarters, 270 N. Canon Dr., Beverly Hills,

Calif.) now owns 50% of new Independent TV Corp. (with I

Associated TV Ltd. of Britain), which in turn, owns TPA,^
and has 24 active TV film program series. Wrather’s group -

also owns Muzak background-music firm, as well as Disney-

land Hotel, Anaheim, Calif.; L’Horizon Hotel, Palm
Springs, Calif.; Twin Lakes Lodge, Las Vegas, Nev., and

more than 100 producing oil wells.

Mr. & Mrs. John M. Siemien (she’s Patricia Siemien,

confidential asst, to FCC Chairman Doerfer) are parents of

a daughter, Mary Patricia, born in Washington Feb. 10.

Louis G. Cowan, CBS-TV pres., will address the annual

convention of American Assn, of School Administrators in

Atlantic City, N.J., Feb. 17. Subject: “TV and the Arts.”
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HIGH-END SALES & PRICE INCREASES—KEY TO PROFITS: Two major trends which
began late in 1958 and carried over into new year, are key to TV industry's hope for higher profits: greater

concentration on output & sale of higher-priced sets, and increases in prices.

Altering the production mix to emphasize high-end consoles , with a corresponding de-emphasis of

table models & small portables, is definitely under way, leading manufacturers agree. They also believe

that, when accompanied by price increases (some already made, others to come), this will have desired

effect of restoring profit to TV-set manufacturing. And, some makers assert, business in portables now is

on profitable footing because of realistic pricing of preferred 17-in. portables.

Aggressive promotion of high-end merchandise by retailers & manufacturers alike has whetted ap-

petite of consuming public for these models, set makers have learned. Spring advertising & promotion plans

are geared to high-styling and quality themes, with price leaders getting little or no attention.

Latest EIA statistics reflect trend to high-end production. Average TV factory set value for 1958 was
$135.74, marking continuation of first upturn in TV history from 1957 low of $127. Also indicative of trend

was 4% increase last year in ratio of consoles & combinations to portables & table models—from 56% in

1957 to 60% in 1958. Though combinations make up only a small fraction of TV production, 1% increase

in this type—from 1.69% to 2.78%—was significant.

Comment by Motorola exec, v.p. Edward R. Taylor typified opinion of most manufacturers: "Our

increased dollar volume in TV in the last half of 1958 and so far in 1959 is predominantly in merchandise

above $250. This upgrading should be encouraged by all TV manufacturers with value-conscious, rather

than price-conscious, merchandise and merchandising. It promises satisfactory profit at all levels of the

trade and assures customer of quality."

Similar comment came from Philco marketing v.p. Henry E. Bowes: "Philco experienced a profita-

ble upsurge in high-end TV in second half of 1958, a trend which is carrying into 1959. We have, accord-

ingly, adjusted our production mix to conform to this consumer preference for more expensive models. We
believe this upsurge in high-end sales augurs well for increased profits at all levels of the business—man-

ufacturers, distributors & dealers."

Trend to high-end models is particularly evident in color TV sales, an RCA spokesman said, add-

ing that color-set buyers seldom hesitate to add $100 to the cost of a table model to get a console. RCA
says color-set sales are mounting steadily, but declines to give figures.

NEW MOVES MAY STEM INFLUX OF JAPANESE RADIOS: Self-imposed Japanese
quotas may quiet clamor by U.S. manufacturers for govt, action (including higher tariffs) to stem flow of

Japanese-made radios & transistors into this coimtry. Leading Japanese electronics manufacturers have ex-

pressed concern to U.S. industry representatives about the sudden rush of Japanese transistorized radios

for the American Christmas trade last fall. It may lead, they fear, to formal import restrictions by Tariff

Commission or Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization. Both have power to act where damage to domestic

industry can be shown.

Accmrate statistics on imports of Japanese radios are hard to come by since they are lumped by
Commerce Dept, with other electrical apparatus and parts. However, we've culled all available official

and unofficial sources of information and come up with estimate of approximately 2,000,000 in 1958, most

of them transistor-type. This is well above our prediction of 1,400,000 last Aug. (Vol. 14:34), and compares

with total U.S. radio production of 8,862,000 (including 2,750,000 transistorized).

Japanese Ministry of International Trade & Industry plans immediate establishment of a registra-

tion system for exporters in order to keep track of the quantities and types of radios shipped. Such a step

has led to self-imposition of quotas on other commodities to prevent excessive exports.

Formal request for govt, action to stem imports has been under consideration by EIA's Imports

Committee for several months. A presentation to officials has been prepared, is now awaiting consideration

— 11 —
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by major radio & transistor manufacturers. Committee is headed by Robert C. Sprague, chairman of Sprague
Electric Co. Reportedly. EIA faces internal difference of opinion on Japanese-import question because several

member firms, with licensees in that country, hesitate to support action against interests of these affiliates.

Transistor production in Japan will jump to 29,000,000 units in 1959 vs. 16,000,000 last year, accord-

ing to International Trade Ministry report. That compares with last year's U.S. production of about 48,000,-

000. Japanese production is expected to reach 63,000,000 units in 1962, of which 66% will go into radios,

18% into TV, and balance into various commercial & industrial electronic equipment.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: T^ set production was 129,499 in week ended Feb. 6 vs. 129,475 pre-

ceding week & 103,730 in same 1958 week. Year's 5th week brought production to 566,914 vs. 526,586 last

year. Radio production was 290,190 (107,905 auto) vs. 295,036 (95,323 auto) in preceding week & 224,149

(76,794 auto) last year. For 5 weeks, production totaled 1,412,922 (529,227 auto) vs. 1,143,379 (416,790 auto).

TV & RADIO SHIPMENTS: TV shipments to dealers in

Nov. declined from Oct. and continued to lag behind

the previous year’s figures. EIA reports that Nov.

shipments were 462,605 sets vs. 542,081 in Oct. and
641,212 in Nov. 1957. First 11-mo. shipments totaled

4,502,804 sets vs. 5,515,031 during the same 1957

period. Radio shipments for the first 47 weeks of

1958 total 7,197,050 vs. 7,852,366 in the same 1957

period. First 11-mo. TV & radio shipments by states:

state TV Radio State TV Radio
Ala . 69,791 89,775 N. H 14,212 24,200
Alaska . 2,588 6,689 N. J 168,219 291,397

. 30.413 43,466
39,416
656,293

N. M 18,650 19,462
1,032,130
121,703

35,513
. 464,592

N. Y 501,337
Cal N. C 90,341
Col 39,385 67,617 N. D 13,406 22,879
Conn 73,963 93,148 Ohio 245,663 412,869
Del . 12,247 16,309 Okla 56,560 73,088
D. C . 61,869 83,648

185,036
45,697 88,832

532,364Fla . 160,423 Pa 323,248
Ga. . 85,700 134,175 R. I 27,630 44,635

Ida . 14,316 24,382 S. C 36,466 53,140
Ill - 265,850 668,738

132,152
83,347

S. D 13,579 17,460
. 112,536 Tenn 70,574 103,123

la . 56,169 Tex 218,632 333,125
Kan . 53,258 77,825 Utah 21,266 31,851
Kv . 67,276 90,996

92,618
Vt 8,348 14,780

118,949La . 72,433 Va 76,332
Me . 23,244 41,370 Wash 72,014 112,054

Md . 66,839 143,967 W. Va 42,308 45,543

Mass 162,714 267,863 Wis 78,599 139,340
. 1-62,647 262,941

124,758
46,237

11.027 9,792

Minn
Miss

. 70,779

. 33,999 U. S. TOTAL 4,486,767 7,175,585

Mo . 111,204 207,549 Hawaii 13,449 15,876
Mont
Neb
Nev

. 19,433
. 38,933
. 7,133

22,191
44,434
13,918

GRAND
TOTAL . .. 4,502,804 7,197,050

Factory sales of transistors hit an all-time peak in

Dec. bringing the year’s total 64% above 1957 (Vol. 15:6).

EIA repoi’ts that Dec. sales totaled 5,627,700 units valued

at $16,595,616 vs. 2,773,000 worth $6,619,000 in Dec. 1957.

EIA monthly breakdown of factory sales in units & dollars

for 1958;

January
February
March (5 wks) ....

April
May
June (5 wks)
July
August
September (6 wks)
October
November
December (6 wks)

TOTAL

1958 Sales
(units)

2,955,247
3,106,708
2,976,843
2,856,234
2,999,198
3,658,094
2,631,894
4,226,616
5,076,443
6,594,856
6,440,981
5,627,700

47,050,814

1958 Sales
(dollars)

? 6,704,383
6,806,562
6,795,427
7,026,547
7,260,824
8,232,343
9,698,762
9,976,935
10,811,412
13,461,847
12,441,769
16,696,616

$112,729,427

1957 Sales
(units)

1.436.000
1,785,300
1.904.000
1.774.000
1.055.000
2.245.000
1.703.000
2.709.000
3.231.000
3.544.000
3,578,700
2.773.000

28,738,000

Raytheon buys 130 acres near Lexington, Mass., where

it plans to build an “executive-research park.” A 100,000-

sq-ft. building for 500 executive & clerical personnel is due

for completion in late 1960 or early 1961. The research &
development facility is due “eventually,”

Trade Personals: Jack S. Beldon, ex-marketing mgr. of

GE’s TV dept., joins RCA consumer products div. as assist-

ant to exec. v.p. P. J. Cassella on sales & merchandising of

TVs, radios & phonos. Tucker P. Madawick, ex-Raymond
Loewy (industrial designing), named mgr., product styling,

RCA TV div. . . . Peter H. Whelen resigns as adv. & sales

promotion mgr., Motorola. He plans to join a Canadian

company in a similar capacity . . . Paul Neubert named
gen. sales mgr. of Zenith’s N.Y. factory branch, succeeding

George Hart, now merchandising mgr. . . . A. H. Hardwick,

International Resistance Co. v.p., named also special asst,

to pres. Charles Weyl . . . Rollin J. Sloan promoted to resi-

dent commercial engineer, GE receiving tube dept., Syra-

cuse, succeeding E. L. Davis, now Eastern regional com-

mercial engineer . . . Brewster W. Jameson resigns as in-

strument dept, sales mgr., Du Mont Labs . . . George A.

Lubenow, ex-Lewyt Corp., named Motorola regional sales

mgr., Minneapolis, succeeding Richard C. Rowley, now
regional sales mgr., San Francisco. Dean Phillips, ex-RCA,

named regional sales mgr., San Antonio, succeeding Don
Perry, now in a similar position at Memphis . . . Dr. W.
Crawford Dunlap, ex-Bendix Aviation, appointed semicon-

ductor research director, Raytheon. John L. Herre, ex-

Philco, named govt. & special accounts sales mgr., Raytheon

semiconductor div. . . . Charles M. Featherstone Jr., ex-

Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton, named Washington marketing

representative of Avco’s Crosley Div. . . . B. H. Boatner

named pres., Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., succeeding

John F. Myers, retired . . . Richard Deutsch promoted to

Eastern sales supervisor, Robert Cortes to Western sales

supervisor, Channel Master Corp. . . . Gene Gold, ex-Granco,

named merchandising mgr.. Dynamic Electronics, N.Y. . . .

Frank Botscheller, ex-Otis Elevator Electronics Div., ap-

pointed mgr. of manufacturing, Adler Electronics, New
Rochelle, N.Y. . . . J. Burton Henry promoted to Atlantic

regional sales mgr.. International Resistance Co. . . . Robert

G. Morgans named TV sales mgr.. Pope Electronics Ltd.,

Sydney, Australia, a licensee of Motorola.

Clevite Corp., Cleveland, Ohio, manufacturer of elec-

ti'onic and automotive components and transistors, has ac-

quired 3 phono-needle firms controlled by Robert G. Wal-

cutt: Walco Products Inc. & Electrovox Co., of East Orange,

N. J., and Precision Products Co., Puerto Rico. The pur-

chase price, involving an exchange of stock, was not dis-

closed. The 3 companies will become part of Clevite’s elec-

tronic components div., which manufactures crystals and

ceramics for phono cartridges, as well as magnetic record-

ing components. The needles will be marketed under the

Clevite-Walco label.
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TV-FM Stereo by Philco: “A major advance” in stereo

sound for TV & FM was claimed this week by Philco, which

filed 2 FCC petitions seeking experimental field tests

leading to the setting of standards. A similar petition cov-

ering Philco’s AM stereo was filed last Dec. (Vol. 14:49).

All 3 Philco petitions boast that all systems are fully

compatible, no new TV or radio frequencies are needed,

and stations can switch from monophonic to stereo sound

at any time.

As in its AM filing, Philco said it will need cooperation

of TV & FM stations for field tests, working with the

National Stereo Radio Committee as well as the FCC.

The TV & FM petitions, submitted by Philco’s Wash-

ington counsel Henry B. Weaver, said the company believes

it has accomplished its objective of providing “for inexpen-

sive stereo receivers at a price level which everyone could

afford and which hence would put stereo within the reach

of the entire public.”

Philco-proposed TV & FM stereo standards were ap-

pended to the petitions. Copies are available from the

company at Tioga & C sts., Philadelphia.

New RCA Sales Setup: Distributor sales of RCA TVs-

radios-phonos are now being handled by the newly-

formed RCA Sales Corp. (a wholly-owned RCA subsidiary),

it was confirmed this week by consumer products exec,

v.p. P. J. Cassella. The new organization will acquire con-

sumer products from the parent company and handle all

functions involved in their distribution. Departments trans-

ferred from RCA consumer products div. to RCA Sales in-

clude: sales, merchandising, product design, market re-

search, advertising and sales promotion. RCA record div.

is not involved in the change. Cassella is pres, of the new
corporation, continuing in his present position. Group exec,

v.p. Charles M. Odorizzi is chairman. TV div. v.p. James M.

Toney is v.p. for TV. Radio & Victrola v.p. Raymond W.
Saxon is v.p. for radio & phonos. J. M. Williams is ad-

vertising & sales promotion mgr. of the new corp. Russell

E. Conley, formerly advertising & sales promotion mgr.

for radio-phonos has been assigned to other duties.

Varian Associates, Palo Alto, Cal. electronics firm, will

acquire 80% of the common stock of Bomac Labs, Bev-

erly, Mass., in exchange for 190,477 shares of Varian

common with an option to acquire the balance of Bomac
stock. Sales of Varian for year ending Sept. 30, 1958, were

$19,543,232, earnings were $1,225,364. Bomac sales for

1958 are estimated at $10,000,000, earnings approximately

$450,000. Varian is said to be world’s largest producer of

klystron tubes. It is also engaged in the development &
production of microwave tubes and components for TV &
communications. Bomac produces magnetrons, silicon di-

odes and duplexers for radar.

From Dick Tracy, who gave the world the wrist radio,

comes a new electronic crime-detection device, currently

featured in his comic strip: a combination TV camera-

transmitter, which, when attached behind the grille of a

criminal’s automobile, transmits to police headquarters a

clear picture of where the getaway car is going. Don’t

laugh—we now have wrist radios.

Magnavox adds a 21-in. color TV console to its 1959

line with a suggested retail price of $895 in mahogany
and $950 in cherry or walnut.

Canadian TV sales to dealers dropped to 430,980 in

1958 from 470,823 in 1957.

Certification of TV servicemen as “competent TV
technicians” would be provided under the terms of bills

introduced in N. Y. State legislature by Sen. Joseph F.

Perriconi (Bronx) and Dorothy Bell Lawrence (Manhat-

tan). Application for certification would be voluntary. A
3-man board would be established to give tests. The meas-

ures had the endorsement of Atty.-Gen. Louis J. Lefkowitz

who recently concluded an investigation of TV repair

frauds in N. Y. City. The bills would also ban sale or ad-

vertising of used TV, radio and X-ray tubes without a de-

scriptive label.

Financial

A Giant is Born; A $1.8 billion corporation straddling

the fields of communications, electronics, lighting, photog-

raphy, chemistry & metallurgy was officially formed this

week when stockholders of General Telephone Corp. and

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. overwhelmingly approved

the merger of the 2 companies into General Telephone &
Electronics Corp. The name change will be effective about

March 5, and Sylvania will become a wholly-owned subsidi-

ary of the new firm, retaining its present management.
GT pres. Donald C. Power becomes chairman of GTEC

and Sylvania chairman Don G. Mitchell will be GTEC’s
pres. Power predicted that gross operating revenues of

the combined company this year will exceed $1 billion.

Total volume of the 2 companies last year was about $900,-

000,000. (For details of the merger, and holdings of the

combined company, see Vol. 14:45.)

At the Sylvania stockholders meeting in Boston, pres.

Mitchell reported that 1958 sales were 3% below 1957’s

record figure, making last year the firm’s second best sales

year. Earnings dropped somewhat more sharply. He gave

this preliminary report for the year ended Dec. 31:

1958 1957
Net sales $333,255,732 $342,957,061
Net income 8,373,370 12,655,839
Earned per common share . . 2.23 ^48
Shares outstanding 3,585,218 3,526,274

Complaint of stock fraud was filed by SEC this week
against Alexander Guterma, chairman of F. L. Jacobs Co.

and pres, of Mutual Broadcasting System. Auto-parts-

manufacturer Jacobs Co. controls Scranton Corp., which
last year acquired big phono maker Symphonic Electronics,

Hal Roach Studios and MBS (Vol. 14:22, 47). In a com-
plaint filed in N.Y. District Court, SEC charged that the

Jacobs Co. and Guterma were employing a fraudulent

scheme in the offer & sale of stock. Judge Dawson signed

an order directing Guterma to show why a preliminary in-

junction should not be issued against his alleged activity

in the stock. Meanwhile, SEC issued an order suspending

trading in F. L. Jacobs stock for 10 days. Last December,

the N.Y. Stock Exchange suspended trading in the stock

(Vol. 14:49). The latest order also affects the over-the-

counter market. SEC said it believed Jacobs stock pledged

as collateral for loans had been sold because of default

and that this stock had not been registered with the Com-
mission. Guterma, at last report, owned 150,000 of Jacobs’

960,000 shares. In its affidavit filed in court, SEC said “the

chaotic condition of the records of Jacobs, the desperate

nature of the financing steps . . . the failure to file reports

. . . the large and suspicious flows of cash to Comficor Inc.

[another corporation], all bespeak grave doubts as to the

condition of Jacobs and tbe value of its stock.” Guterma
denied the charges, and said he had furnished all available

information requested by the SEC.



Tung-Sol’s sales and profits dropped last year, v.p.-

treas. H. Merle Darling said this week, due to the “soft”

TV-radio market and the decline in auto production. He said

earnings were down to “roughly $2,600,000, or $2.60 a

share” from 1957’s $3,129,916 or $3.31. Sales were “slightly

short of $60,000,000” vs. $64,106,913 in 1957. A slight up-

turn came in Nov. & Dec., he added. He said the newly
acquired Chatham Electronics div. (about 70% govt, con-

tracts) hasn’t yet “justified its purchase,” contributing

about $9,000,000 in 1958 compared with some $12,000,000

expected from the div. The first quarter, ending March 28,

should bring about $750,000 in earnings, more than $16,-

000,000 in sales, as opposed to $533,422 & $13,730,470 in

1957’s first quarter. Darling said the newly developed cold-

cathode tube (Vol. 15:4-5) wouldn’t be much of a factor

in profits even in 1960, although “we might get some volume

next year.”

Texas Instruments reported record sales and earnings

for 1958, exceeding previous estimates because of “an un-

usually favorable 4th quarter,” pres. Patrick E. Haggerty
declared. The statement was filed with SEC in connection

with TI’s proposed merger with Metals & Controls Corp.,

Attleboro, Mass. (Vol. 14:52). Stockholders of M & C will

vote on the merger April 10; TI stockholders April 15.

M & C stockholders would have the option of receiving 3/4

of a share of TI common, or 8/10 of a share of new TI

4% convertible pfd. stock (par $25) and 4/10 of a share of

TI common, for each M & C share. Preliminary report for

the year ended Dec. 31: 1958 1957

Net sales $91,953,845 $67,338,574
Net income 6,000,928 3,765,362
Earned per common share . . . 1.84 1.11
Shares outstanding 3,256,988 3,256,988

General Precision Equipment Corp., in a preliminary

report, noted a decline in earnings, which chairman Her-
mann G. Place said reflected the heavy non-recurring costs

of establishing new fields of business and closing 2 un-

profitable subsidiaries. The company’s order backlog as

of Dec. 31, 1958 totaled $168,000,000, compared with $160,-

000,000 at the end of 1957. The preliminary report for the

year ended Dec. 31: 1958 1957
Sales $168,333,316 $185,093,842
Net income 304,267 4,263,949
Earned per common share ... — 3.03
Shares outstanding 1,125,810 1,125,810

Consolidated Electronics Industries reports slight de-

creases in sales and earnings for the first fiscal quarter, but
notes that sales and earnings of the Mepco div.—included
in last year’s results—are not included in the 1958 report,

since Mepco is now a division of Sessions Clock Co., an un-
consolidated subsidiary. Report for 3 months ended Dec. 31:

Net sales
Net income
Earned per common share . .

.

Shares outstanding

1958 1957

$8,627,983 $8,799,710
653,087 748,497

83«S 95(i

787,500 787,500

Motorola’s first-quarter 1959 sales are expected to ex-

ceed $55,000,000, and earnings will total about $2,000,000,

compared with $40,894,000 and $677,000 for first-quarter

1958, pres. Robert W. Galvin reported. He said the uptrend
began in Sept, and reached “record monthly proportions”

in Dec., adding that the company has “projected” first-

quarter sales increases of 92% in TV, 200% in record-play-

ing equipment and 10% in 2-way radio communications,

with “substantial sales gains” for military electronics and
car radio sales.

Muntz TV, operating under Chapter X reorganization

since Jan. 1956, showed a 30% increase in earnings and

39% increase in sales for the 5 months ended Jan. 31, com-
pared with the same 1958 period, chairman Floyd G. Dana
told a stockholders meeting in Chicago this week. He added
that sales for the first 6 working days of Feb. were $190,-

323, as opposed to $72,812 a year ago. He said the company
will have paid off its back taxes by April 1960 and will

begin paying off its promissory note by June 1961. Dana
gave the following report for 5 months ended Jan. 31:

1959 1958

Sales $3,063,683 $2,210,927
Net earnings 219,311 168,578

Wells-Gardner & Co., maker of private-label TVs &
radios, reports a more than 7-fold increase in net income

for 1958 over 1957. For the year ended Dec. 31:

1958 1957

Net income $560,000 $76,573
Earned per common share ... 1.35 18^

Webcor reports net incom.e of $422,000 (65^ a share)

for 6 months ended Dec. 31, 1958 on sales of $18,239,000.

For 3 months ended Dec. 31, the figures were $286,000 (44^)

& $10,169,000. No comparable 1957 figures are available

because of a change in the company’s fiscal year.

Official Films Inc., in an unaudited report for 6 months

ended Dec. 31, 1958, shows net income of $4683 on sales of

$486,795. Comparable 1957 figures aren’t available. The

statement shows the company’s earned surplus increased to

$379,418 from $374,735 as of June 30, 1958, and that the

firm has $770,586 in cash and $1,847,589 in current accounts

receivable, with total current liabilities of $1,269,510. For

the last fiscal year, ended June 30, Official reported a loss

of $180,095 (Vol. 14:41). In addition to entering the black,

the company has paid off a $760,692 bank loan during the

last 6 months.

Indiana Steel Products, producer of permanent magnets

for TV-radio, reports for the year ended Dec. 31:

1958 1957

Net income $540,000 $807,280
Earned per common share . . . 1.84 2.75

Hewlett-Packard Co. reports, for year ended Oct. 31:

1958 1957
Net income $2,212,497 $2,402,577
Earned per common share . . . 724 794

Beckman Instruments reports higher sales for 6- and
3-month periods ended Dec. 31, and a return to black-ink

operation for those periods. For 6 months ended Dec. 31:

1958

Sales $21,206,743
Net income (loss in 1957) . . . 1,014,489
Earned per common share . . . 754
For 3 months ended Dec. 31

:

Sales 10,994,299
Net income (loss in 1957) . . . 395,006
Earned per common share . . . 30<;‘

Shares outstanding 1,354,343

1957

$19,627,983
(82,215)

9,040,940
(372,927)

1,325,843

Dividends

Corporation
Amer. Bestg.-Para.

Theatres
Amer. Tel. & Tel
Canadian GE
CBS
Famous Players, Canada .

General Telephone
Herold Radio
Sonotone Corp
Thomp. Ramo Wooldridge

Amt. Payable
Stk. of
record

$0.25 Mar. 14 Feb. 20
2.25 Apr. 10 Mar. 10
2.00 Apr. 1 Mar. 16
.30 Mar. 13 Feb. 27
.37 V2 Mar. 12 Feb. 19
.50 Mar. 31 Mar. 12

(Omitted Feb. 12)
.07 Mar. 31 Mar. 6

.35 Mar. 14 Feb. 27
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Stock Transactions

0fficers-&-DirectOrs stock transactions as reported to the

SEC for Jan.:

AT&T. Eugene J. McNeely bought 45, holds 305. Kenneth A.
Spencer bought 200, holds 342.

Avco. Victor Em.anuel exercised option to buy 108,000, holds 134,-

000. James R. Kerr exercised option to buy 5200, holds 5600. Frank S.

Larson exercised option to buy 3600, holds 6100. Kendrick R. Wilson
Jr. exercised option to buy 6900, holds 9400.

Columbia Pictures. Charles Schwartz bought 3700 through Fico Corp.
in which 13 other officers & directors are beneficial owners, sold 1600
through partnership, holds 50,386 in Fico Corp., 13,241 in partnership,
none personally.

Corning Glass. Wm. H. Armistead sold 500, holds none. John F. G.

Hicks sold 1000, holds 3250. Frederick H. Knight sold 1500, holds 585.

DuMont Labs. Allen B. DuMont sold 7000, holds 19,801.

Electronic Communications. Charles A. Sereno bought 500, holds

600. Lorian W. Willey bought 166, holds 266.

Electronics Corp. Laurance D. Sibley sold 2001, holds none. John
H. Troll exercised option to buy 175, holds 275.

Emerson. Benjamin Abrams bought 1100, holds 270,718 personally.

30,313 in trusts, 66,949 in foundations. Harold Goldberg bought 810,

holds 1620. Harvey Tullo bought 1266, sold 1509, holds 5152.

GE. Lemuel R. Boulware bought 4500, holds 11,250.

General Instrument. Martin C. Bareli sold 200, holds 100.

General Telephone. H. L. Nichols bought 225, holds 1960.

Guild Films. John J. Cole sold 34,000 pledged as collateral for loan,

holds none. David Van Alstyne Jr. sold 4400 as trustee, holds 4000 as
trustee, 7207 personally.

ITT. John C. Copelin bought 2000, holds 2044. John E. Gingrich
bought 2400, holds 2544. Charles D. Hilles Jr. bought 1000, sold 1000,

holds 1553. Paul F. Swantee bought 3040, holds 3152.

Litton Industries. Roy L. Ash bought 6220 in partnership through
exercise of options by employes, holds 6031 in partnership, 50,365 per-
sonally. Lewis W. Howard acquired 381 in exchange for Triad Trans-
former stock, holds 3805. Norman H. Moore bought 6000, holds 20,090.

Carl A. Spaatz sold 200, holds 3300. Charles B. Thornton bought 13,685
in partnership through exercise of options by employes, holds 13,206

in partnership, 123,249 personally.

Loew’s. Joseph Tomlinson sold 71,200, holds 78,800 personally,
20,000 in Corp. A.

P. R. Mallory. J. E. Cain bought 2500, holds 22,491 personally, 1020
in trusts, 2080 in Niac Co.

National Telefilm Assoc. E. Jonny Graff sold 900, holds 2300.

National Theatres. B. Gerald Cantor bought 4000, holds 100,000
personally, 15,000 in Cantor Fitzgerald & Co., 5000 in Cantor & Sons,
3000 in Cantor Fitzgerald Foundation, 1500 in Cantor Fitzgerald & Co.
profit sharing trust, 1000 in First Nevada Corp.

Philco. Gaylord P. Harnwell bought 180, holds 714. Robert F. Hen
sold 500, holds 24,953.

Philips Electronics. James J. Coll sold 815 through corporations,
holds 48,121 in corporations, 3834 personally, 8327 for wife, 10,839 for
daughter.

RCA. Robert A. Seidel sold 640, holds 500.

Raytheon. Ray C. Ellis bought 925, holds 2425. David R. Hull exer-
cised option to buy 500, holds 1050. Robert L. McCormack sold 580,
holds 1520.

Republic Pictures. Edwin Van Pelt sold 2500, holds none. Douglas
T. Yates bought 13,927 through Tonrud Inc., sold 2000 through Tonrud
Inc., holds 208,264 in Tonrud Inc., 4027 personally.

Siegler. Frederick L. Anderson sold 7000, holds 48,026.

Skiatron Electronics & TV. Kurt Widder sold 1000, holds 6900.

Standard Coil Products. James O. Burke sold 14,500, holds 405,650
personally, 26,000 in Tripp Building Corp.

Stanley Warner. W. Stewart McDonald bought 300, holds 500.

Sylvania. Frank J. Healy bought 510, holds 4384. Don C. Mitchell
exercised option to buy 1000, holds 3296 personally, 1000 in Waldon
Inc. Colman H. Pilcher bought 260, holds 314.

Universal Pictures. Preston Davie bought 100, holds 100.

Warner Bros. Jack L. Warner sold 3000, holds 228,999 personally,
1400 in trust.

Wcstinghousc. Bruce D. Henderson exercised option to buy 813.
sold 500, holds 818.

1

Bernard Kilgore, pres, of Dow Jones & Co. (publishers

i of the Wall St. Journal), and owner of weekly Princeton

Packet is among group of 18 applying for a 1350 kc, 5

! kw U radio station in Princeton, N. J. Others in the group
are Horace W. Gross of Washington consulting firm,

Howard S. Frazier; Kevin Kennedy, v.p. of Kenyon &
' Eckhardt, N. Y.; Ted Estabrook, owner of WHOO, Or-

!

lando, Fla.

Station Balance Sheets

Capital Cities TV Corp. (Lowell Thomas group), li-

censee of WTEN (Ch. 10) & WROW, Albany, and WTVD
(Ch. 11), Durham-Raleigh, filing pro forma balance sheet

in connection with its $6,500,000 purchase of WPRO &
WPRO-TV, Providence (Ch. 12), also shows the source

of loans to finance the purchase. Banks will lend $6,000,000

at 5 percent, due in 5 years; and $1,500,000 in 5-year, 6%,
subordinated debentures will be issued to John Poole, Mich,

attorney and former general counsel of Storer Bestg. Co.

The debentures have attached rights permitting Poole to

pui’chase 214,285 shares of Capital Cities at $7 per share.

The $6,500,000 purchase price is broken down, major

items being $3,213,140 for license & network contract,

$1,919,390 for TV equipment. Capital Cities’ pro forma
balance sheet as of Nov. 30, 1958, is as follows:

Total assets $10,494,453
Total liabilities 8,417,694
Capital & surplus 2,076,759
Current assets .’ 1,010,949
Property, plant & equipment . . . 9,028,259
Current liabilities 1,126,360
Long term debt 7,291,334
Earned surplus (deficit) 709,149

Cherry & Webb Bestg. Co., licensee of WPRO and

WPRO-TV, Providence, R.I. (Ch. 12), have filed applica-

tion for transfer of stations to Capital Cities Television

Corp. for $6,500,000 (Vol. 14:51). As of Nov. 30, 1958:

Total assets $1,629,112
Total liabilities 660,676
Capital & surplus 968,436
Current assets 1,199,903
Property, plant & equipment . . 423,042
Current liabilities 660,676

WTVY Inc., licensee of WTVY, Dothan, Ala. (Ch. 9)

as of Nov. 30, 1958:

Total assets $213,672
Total liabilities 75,471
Capital & surplus 138,201
Current assets 47,223
Property, plant & equipment . . 153,072
Current liabilities 75,472
Earned surplus 33,201

(including 10-month profit to Nov. 30 of $16,626)

Midland Empire Bestg. Co., licensee of KGHL and

KGHL-TV, Billings, Mont. (Ch. 8) as of Nov. 30, 1958:

Total assets $544,763
Total liabilities 547,875
Capital (deficit) 3,112
Current assets 58,562
Property, plant & equipment . . 476,562
Current liabilities 34,547
Long term debt 513,328

Reports & Comments Available: CBS, analysis by Sid-

ney B. Lurie of Josephthal & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y., and

by W. E. Burnet & Co., 11 Wall St., N.Y. . . . Magnavox,

surveys by Walston & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y. and by

Eastman Dillon, Union Securities & Co., 65 Broadway, N.Y.

. . . RC-A., a study by Laird, Bissell & Meeds, 120 Bdway,

N.Y. . . . AB-PT, an analysis by Cohen, Simonson & Co., 25

Broad St., N.Y. . . . Lab for Electronics, an analysis by

Gregory & Sons, 75 Wall St., N.Y.

Electro-Voice Inc. 150,000-share offering of capital stock

at $16 a share was oversubscribed, according to the under-

writing syndicate headed by F.S. Moseley & Co.

GE transfers hi-fi components to radio receiver dept.,

Bridgeport, Conn., from specialty components dept..

Auburn, N. Y.
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DR. SCHWARTZ & OVERSIGHTERS: Ex-chief counsel Dr.

Bernard Schwartz of the House legislative oversight

subcommittee, who raised some big FCC rumpuses on

Capitol Hill before he was summarily bounced from
his job a year ago (Vol. 14:7), was heard from again

this week—with a small bang.

As the release date approached for his upcoming

book denouncing the subcommittee for “whitewashing”

its FCC probes (see p. 3), the tome got page-one news-

paper play on an allegation that President Eisen-

hower’s press secy, had “intervened against an appli-

cant” in an Albany-Schenectady TV case. It’s one of

17 cases mentioned in Dr. Schwartz’s book—The Pro-

fessor and the Commissions (Alfred A. Knopf, 275 pp.,

$4)—as having escaped “full-scale inquiry.”

In a much earlier teaser for the book. Drew Pear-

son’s column carried page-proof excerpts from the 17

citations late last year. But the story didn’t win gen-

eral circulation until N.Y. Times and Herald Tribune
reporters, working from advance copies, followed it up
(Feb. 7) by asking Hagerty.

Hagerty’s comment: “Dr. Schwartz was either

misinformed or was deliberately lying.”

In N.Y., where Dr. Schwartz teaches law at NYU,
the author said that Hagerty still needs investigation.

“I have not charged that the decision in this case was
based on anything but the recoi'd, but there was inter-

vention by the White House,” Dr. Schwartz insisted.

Of the other neglected TV cases listed by Dr. Schwartz
in his book as deserving “public scrutiny,” he mentions a

name only in one. This was “the award of a channel in

Fresno, California [where Mr. Murray Chotiner was active

in behalf of one side].”

The book doesn’t say so, but the Fresno case involved

the 1956 award of Ch. 12 to KFEE-TV (Vol. 12:2). There
were rumors—subsequently explored in 1956 by the Senate

investigations subcommittee headed by Sen. McClellan

(D-Ark.)—that Chotiner, a 1952 campaign aide of Vice

President Nixon, received $50,000 in “pay-offs” in connec-

tion with TV cases. Chotiner’s activities in connection with

defense contracts were criticized by the McClellan commit-

tee, but the TV rumors weren’t pinned down.

We reached Chotiner in Los Angeles and asked him
about Dr. Schwartz’s mention of him. “Is that all that is

said in the context?” he asked. “I haven’t seen the book
and can’t make any direct comment without reading it.”

Chotiner said, however, that: “All of the facts pertaining

to my representation of any clients before all federal

agencies were submitted by me to the Govt. Operations

Investigating Committee headed by Sen. McClellan.”

Of the other TV cases nominated by Schwartz for

“full-scale inquiry” by Congi'ess, all were among 17 he

cited on an ABC-TV College News Conference show in

April, 1958. Most have long been on the oversight sub-

committee’s unfinished-business list, too (Vol. 14:20), and
presumably will go on the futures book of any successor

House committee.

They include Madison (“A commissioner,” writes

Schwartz, “participated in a victory celebration of the

winning applicant”). Mobile (“A leading Republican in the

state had influenced the Commission against a Demo-
cratic newspaper”), Chicago (“There were constant pri-

vate meetings between network officials and Commission

members”), Petersburg, Va. (“The deciding FCC vote was

cast by a commissioner who had been entertained by the
1

winning applicant”), Indianapolis, Denver, Miami Ch. 7,

St. Louis, Tampa, Hartford. Another: Boston Ch. 5, which
was explored last year by the subcommittee.

In his book Dr. Schwartz also demands to know why
congressional investigators don’t find answers to such
questions as these: “Why did the FCC under Chairman
McConnaughey (a former telephone-company lawyer)

override staff recommendations and terminate investiga-

tion into AT&T charges? Why did the same Commission
permit AT&T to earn during 1955-7 some $159,000,000

more than they were entitled to ?
”

We asked McConnaughey (now in private law prac-

tice in Columbus, 0.) if he wanted to defend himself at

Schwartz’s bar. Chuckling, McConnaughey said: “I

wouldn’t have any comment on any statement Dr. Schwartz
would make. I would have to read the whole book to see

if there is anything in it I should comment on.”

Schwartz’s interest in the AT&T rate case apparently

stemmed from hearings last spring by the House Judiciary

anti-monopoly subcommittee headed by Chairman Celler

(D-N.Y.). The Bell System was earning 7%% on its

total investment, whereas other permitted earnings of

public utilities ranged down to 6%. Celler came up with a

$159,000,000 “overcharge” figure by multiplying the rate

difference between 6% & 7%%. The Judiciary subcommit-

tee’s hearings on the point were inconclusive, however.

But most directly in line of fire by Dr. Schwartz in his

book are members of the now-dissolved oversight sub-

committee, most of whom he accuses of trying to stifle

him when he was chief counsel. One exception to his indict-

ment is Rep. Moss (D-Cal.) who sponsored Dr. Schwartz

in the first place. The ex-counsel suggests Moss would

make a good chairman for a continuing probe of the FCC.
There was no reported comment—at least for quota-

tion—by other subcommittee members who had seen ad-

vance copies of The Professor and the Commissions this

week, but Moss told us: “There’s probably going to be a

mixed reaction to the book. It contains a certain amount
of prejudice. But I think it has a pretty good statement of

our problems. I had great confidence in Dr. Schwartz. I

still have great confidence in him.”

Baseball TV Suit Lost: N. Y. Federal Judge Dimock this

week dismissed a $250,000 damage claim against 16 major
league baseball teams and commissioner Ford Frick by a

minor club which charged that TV & radio broadcasts of

major games drove it out of business. The judge held that

rule 1-A in the major-minor league agreement covered only

physical invasion of a minor’s territory by a major club

and that the compact had nothing to do with broad-

casts of games. During trial of the suit, brought by pres.

Frank D. Lawrence of the defunct Portsmouth, Va. club in

the Piedmont League, Frick said that major club owners

realized that minors suffered from TV trouble, but that

anti-trust laws prevented restrictions of broadcasts. He
said baseball’s hope is that Congress will pass a bill this

session giving immunity from monopoly rules (Vol. 15:6).

NAB intervened this week in an inter-union dispute be-

tween AFTRA & Screen Actors Guild, asking the NLRB tc »

exclude station-employed TV performers from any deci-,'

sion on jurisdiction over taped commercials. NAB said thali

AFTRA’s petition for an election to determine jurisdictior

makes no distinction between station employes and per-

formers employed by networks, package producer’s &
,

others, although separation has been NLRB precedent ir 1

other cases. I
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SUMMARY- INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

ENGINEERS FORESEE CHANNEL SQUEEZE-INS as prob-

able FCC answer to vhf station scarcity. Poll of consultants

compares the realistic with the ideal (pp. 1 & 16).

BOSTON CASE—'CONTACTS. YES; INFLUENCE, NO'—That's

theme of first week's testimony in FCC hearing on its award

of Ch. 5 to WHDH-TV (pp. 1 & 4).

WHAT'S WRONG WITH BROADCASTING? New book by

Dartmouth Prof. Smead doesn't provide the answers, but it’s a

searching social history of the industry (pp. 2 & 6).

UNSNARLING DAYLIGHT-TIME SNARL: Video tape to provide

more repeats, AT&T more microwave circuits than ever before.

Only 2 major gaps due in time changes (pp. 2 & 6).

HARRIS UNDER WAY AGAIN on FCC legislative & investi-

gative fronts. He submits omnibus "reform" bill & reconstitutes

house oversight subcommittee (p. 3).

EQUAL TIME MEANS JUST THAT, FCC decides as it rules

that newsclips of Chicago Mayor entitle opponent to TV appear-

ances, too. CBS appeals decision (p. 5).

PROGRAM DATA COMMENTS on FCC's proposed changes

in license renewal forms range from 100% concurrence to 100%

disagreement. Deadline extended (p. 5).

Manutacturing-Distribution-Finance

CUBA RESTRICTS TV-RADIO IMPORTS by requiring permits.

Set makers say they must get new credit lines (p.ll).

BIG EDUCATIONAL TV MARKET is getting the attention of

the industry's top merchandisers. Authorities in the field give

specifications for ETV sets (pp. 11 & 13).

GUTERMA OUT, ROACH IN as chief owner & officer of Hal

Roach Studios, MBS, Scranton Corp. & Jacobs Co. Plenty of TV-

radio ramifications in tangled financial wob (p. 14).

NORTHROP-PAGE WEDDING combines world-wide communi-

cations skills of Page Communications Engineers with big-busi-

ness know-how of Northrop (p. 14).

DEPARTMENTS: Congress (p. 3). FCC (p. 4). Networks (p. 6).

Stations (p. 8). Advertising (p. 10). Film & Tape (p. 10). Trade

Report (p. 11). Financial (p. 14).

ENGINEERS FORESEE VHF CHANNEL SQUEEZE-INS: Ever since there has been a TV
allocations problem—i.e., ever since demand for stations grew to point where there was a scarcity—the

common shoulder-shrugging solution offered has been: "Cut vhf mileage spacings, vary powers & heights,

use directional antennas—all within the present 12 vhf channels." In short, do in TV the equivalent of what

has been done in AM over the years.

Well, sir, if you want to know the truth, that's still considered most likely course of FCC action by

majority of those scarred veterans of the allocations wars—the consulting engineers.

We polled a cross-section of engineers this week, promising them anonymity, & the foregoing is a

strong consensus of what FCC will do—regardless of individual opinions as to what it should do. Each

of these gentlemen presents a normal mixture of realism and cynicism. In formal presentations to Com-

mission, they'll go all-out for their clients' positions. In off-the-record conversations, they'll lean back & give

you their "overall" views. For direct quotes from 8 top-notch men whom we consider to be representative

of the consulting engineer fraternity, see our roundup on p. 16.

BOSTON CASE — 'CONTACTS, YES; INFLUENCE, NO': Nobody did anything wrong in

the Boston Ch. 5 case, everybody testified this week. Those New Englanders, with traditional political savvy,

contacted just about everyone in Washington they could think of, but none of this was designed to gain

undue advantage, they said.

The parade of big names was astonishing, out-glittering the name-dropping in the famed Miami

Ch. 10 case. Differing from latter, however, was fact that no money has been mentioned. In Miami case,

ex-Comr. Mack had received loans from friend Thurman Whiteside, who is charged with having influenced

Mack in favor of Ch. 10 winner National Airlines—though National said it didn't authorize any such activity.
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Letters, phone calls and personal contacts were made with abandon—addressed to President Eisen-

hower, members of his Cabinet, FCC members, Massachusetts senators <S congressmen—by several of the

4 contestants for Ch. 5. Principals of applicants freely admitted the contacts, but all avoided like the plague

any admission that they or their highly-placed friends directly urged any FCC member to vote specifically

for their applications.

Hearing is running slowly before examiner Judge Horace Stern, the retired Pennsylvania Supreme '

Court Chief Justice who also has heard Miami case. It resumes Feb. 24. FCC's team of attorneys, headed

by assoc, general counsel Edgar Holtz, hopes to end its case Feb. 25. After that, it's up to parties' attorneys.

It's expected that at least another week will be necessary. (For details of week's hearing, see p. 4.)

WHAT'S WRONG WITH BROADCASTING? Comes now a lay critic of the broadcast industry

who doesn't think its "public interest" deficiencies can be corrected by any such cure-alls as: (1) Reforming

FCC. (2) Suppressing Madison Ave. (3) Substituting symphonies for Westerns (4) Requiring network

executives to pass cultural tests. (5) Passing some new laws.

In fact, no smashing indictments of broadcasters are made—& few conclusions reached—by Dr. Elmer

S. Smead of Dartmouth in new book, "Freedom of Speech by Radio & Television," which Washington's Public

Affairs Press published this week (see p, 6). For a change in recent literature of broadcasting, it's not

expose or diatribe, so it's unlikely to light on best-seller lists.

Book is sober, searching study of broadcasters' economic, political & programming troubles since

'20s. Instead of presuming to know answers to all the questions. Dr. Smead asks one: "In the light of the

vagueness of the term 'public interest' & the many conflicting ideas of good & bad, can the search for a public

interest ever be satisfactorily concluded?"

Dr. Smead's work is a wide-ranging social history of broadcasting. In preface. Civil Liberties Union

lawyer Morris Ernst says it "gives the story so that the reader can think & think & think," It's recommended
reading—in particular for TV critics who've been leading recent press attacks on the medium (Vol. 15:5).

Problems of censorship also are explored in study released this week by the Fund for The Re-

public, titled "Taste & The Censor in Television" (seep- 6).

UNSNARLING THE DAYLIGHT-TIME SNARL: Praise AT&T and pass the tranquilizers—that's

been behind-the-scenes cry at networks last few weeks as daylight saving time headaches reached their

yearly migraine proportions.

The annual problem: With some areas shifting to daylight time, others remaining on standard,

how to hold dislocation to a minimum in network program schedules across nation?

Thanks to video tape repeats & expansion of AT&T's microwave facilities, last year's daylight-time

network schedules were best to date. With more TV tape facilities & know-how, and some added micro-

wave relays, major time-change disruptions will be virtually wiped out this year.

The summer repeat schedule was completed this week in last of a series of conferences between

networks and AT&T, The result: Except for 2 problem areas, virtually all major cities—whether they stay on

standard time or change to daylight—will see network programs in their customary clock-time slots after

DST begins April 26. -

Cost to networks will run into millions , as complicated schedule of tape & film repeats is synchro-

nized with random pattern of time changes across country. These 2 areas will be only ones to feel any
substantial dislocation:

Oregon & Washington, which will remain on standard time , will see all programs hour earlier than ;

usual during Apr. 26—Sept. 27 period when California is on daylight time. Their programs are relayed from

Los Angeles, and there aren't enough network microwave circuits for a delayed rerun for these states. (

Either Wisconsin or Minnesota viewers will have to change their TV habits this spring if Minne- lA

sota legislature again decides to have DST from Memorial Day to Labor Day. The AT&T lines rimning w
through the 2 states aren't adequate to take care of repeats, and, since Wisconsin has DST April 26—Oct.

j

25, there will be schedule dislocations in one state or the other April 26—May 30 & Sept. 7—Oct. 25. Some
j

"local-option" communities in other states will also hove time-change problems.
_ _ ^ ; _

i
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During daylight time, each network will transmit each show at least 3 times: (1) The live show
or first run, for Eastern & Midwest areas which observe daylight time. (2) First tape (or film) repeat one

hour later, for places in these areas which remain on standard time. (3) Second repeat, from Los Angeles,

3 hours after original telecast, for West Coast. For some shows, there's additional repeat from Los An-

geles, to feed Mountain Time zone.

CBS & NBC will maintain main tape repeat centers in N.Y. (NBC had its center on West Coast last

year), ABC continuing to use Chicago as repeat headquarters. West Coast repeats continue, as always,

from Los Angeles.

Daylight-time problem is further complicated by lack of uniformity among areas which observe

"fast time." For example, some states have local option—a few cities switching time, others sticking to

standard. Length of daylight-time period varies among states—while most daylight-time states will set

clocks ahead one hour April 26 & set them back Oct. 25, California, Indiana & others go back to standard

time Sept. 27. Last year, Minnesota had DST from Memorial Day to Labor Day—but state legislature hasn't

decided what to do this year.

For more details on time-zone problems, see p. 6.

The Week in Congress

HARRIS UNDER WAY AGAIN: One of the weightiest bills

of this session of Congress, carrying out recommenda-

tions by last year’s House Commerce legislative over-

sight subcommittee for stem-to-stern reform of FCC
& other federal regulatory agencies (Vol. 15:1),

plopped into the hopper this week.

There were no surprises, however, in the 76-page

measure (HR-4800) which Chairman Harris (D-Ark.)

introduced to "strengthen the independence & effective-

ness of, and to increase the confidence of the public in”

the 6 agencies—with special attention to the FCC. The
bill didn’t go beyond the broad legislative outline

sketched by the subcommittee.

At the same time—to nobody’s surprise—Harris

announced at a full-house press conference that a new
Commerce subcommittee, still headed by himself, would

cany on from where the 1957-58 oversight investi-

gative unit left off. Harris said he’d need $350,000 in

special funds (vs. $310,000 spent in 1957-8) for the

subcommittee—whose cumbersome name was left un-

changed. No staff has been picked (although over-

sight counsel Robert Lishman again is on the Harris

payroll) & no date for resumption of FCC probes was
established.

In another investigative move, Harris assigned to the

Commerce communications & power subcommittee, also

chaired by himself, a long-pending “study” of radio spec^

trum allocations to see what legislation is needed for “fair

distribution of available frequencies” to military & com-
mercial users. Harris said he wants a special staff of “ex-

perienced technical people” to start this study which will

cost $150,000.

Hi Hi

There was no certainty, meanwhile, that the omnibus
administrative reform bill introduced by Harris will have

any clearer sailing toward enactment than a similar—but

much more modest—measure which he proposed last

spring. That bill got hung up in the full Commerce Com-
mittee after he pushed it through the oversight sub-

committee (Vol. 14:34).

But if this Congress does pass some legislation to

purify the agencies—& that’s a fair bet—the Harris bill

probably will provide the framework for it. Among other

things, it: (1) Provides for $10,000 fines and one-year jail

sentences for anybody—members of Congress not excepted

—who tries to influence the FCC improperly. (2) Requires

agencies to enforce codes of ethics and make all communi-
cations on cases part of their public files. (3) Abolishes

honorariums for speeches by FCC members. (4) Permits

the President to fire commissioners who neglect their duty

(5) Gives agencies the right to elect their own chairmen.

Before Harris gets through with hearings on his bill,

which he said will start “just as early as the schedule will

permit,” it’s likely that he’ll find some legislative compe-
tition from the Senate side. Sen. Carroll (D-Colo.) will

embark shortly on a Judiciary subcommittee probe of all

administrative practices (Vol. 15:7), and it may match any
Harris headlines. In addition to a flock of agency ethics

bills already on hand in the Senate, a draft of an FCC
“ripper” measure was being worked on by Sen. Proxmire

(D-Wis.). In line with suggestions whicli were heard—but

never formalized—last year, he may propose that a panel

of judges replace the FCC to make decisions & grants,

while routine actions would be handled by a communica-

tions administrator.

“I certainly offer no criticism of the Harris bill,” Car-

roll told us. “I think its recommendations are good. My
only apprehension is that it confines itself to the 6

agencies. We can’t have double standards of morality in

the Govt. Single standards ought to apply to all of the

Govt.” Carroll still was trying to pick a staff for his probe

from among more than 100 job applications which have

flooded his office in the past 2 weeks.

In addition to Harris, members of the new House legis-

lative oversight subcommittee are Reps. Mack (D-Ill.),

Rogers (D-Tex.), Flynt (D-Ga.), Moss (D-Cal.), Bennett

(R-Mich.), Springer (R-Ill.), Derounian (R-N.Y.), Devine

(R-0.) . Conspicuously missing from last year’s roster:

Rep. Moulder (D-Mo.), who was subcommittee chairman

until he resigned in protest against the subcommittee’s

dismissal of chief counsel Dr. Bernard Schwartz (Vol.

15:7). Harris blandly explained that Moulder didn’t want

to stay on the oversight unit, that he preferred to work

with the transportation & aeronautics subcommittee

headed by Rep. Williams (D-Miss.), who also dropped off

the oversight unit.
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Harris had no word on the outlook for hearings by his

Committee on still another area in its far-flung jurisdiction

—pay TV. His resolution (H. Res. 130) banning all types

of pay TV—on the air or by wire—but permitting limited

FCC tests, presumably has been on top of the Committee’s

new-session agenda since it was introduced more than a

month ago (Vol. 15:3).

Sen. Butler (R-Md.) pushed himself into the pay-TV
arena this week. In a statement, he said TV shows with

their “homicidal themes” and commercials “geared to

know-nothings” may “force pay TV’s acceptance by the

American people.” Butler said exceptions to his indict-

ments of programs included Gunsmoke and Perry Mason.
* * *

In other Congressional developments:

Sens. Humphrey (D-Minn.) & Proxmire opened an-

other legislative campaign for enactment of a federal

Fair Trade law—a drive which they pushed through hear-

ings last session, but which stopped short of reaching floor

votes in either Senate or House. A companion bill (HR-
1253) to their new measure (S-1083) has been introduced

in the House by Harris, joined by others. The sponsors

professed confident hopes that they’ll get action this year.

Rep. Magnuson (D-Wash.) submitted an amendment
to the Internal Revenue Code (HR-4514) to remove excise

taxes on co-op advertising.

Rep. Bentley (R-Mich.) joined House advocates of

federal aid for educational TV with a bill (HR-4572) for

govt, grants for the purchase of equipment for schools.

The FCC

More about

BOSTON CH. 5 & ‘INFLUENCE’: The testimony in FCC’s
hearing to discover whether anyone improperly influ-

enced the decision which gave Boston’s Ch. 5 to

WHDH-TV (Herald-Traveler) opened before examiner
Judge Horace Stern this week (see p. 1) with the

newspaper’s publisher Robert B. Choate on the stand.

Right off, he conceded he had lunched with then-

FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey—but he in-

sisted his purpose was to argue that, as a matter of

policy, FCC shouldn’t discriminate against newspapers

in awarding broadcast facilities. He made no attempt,

he said, to impress McConnaughey with the merits of

his particular application as against 3 competitors:

Greater Boston TV Corp., Massachusetts Bay Tele-

casters and Allen B. DuMont Labs.

On further examination, Choate said that he had
discussed his case with many other officials in Wash-
ington but that none had ever intervened on his behalf.

These included: Presidential aides Sherman Adams &
Max Rabb; Sen. Saltonstall (R-Mass.) ; Rep. Bates (R-

Mass.). Sen. Saltonstall this week wrote FCC that he

had advised all applicants who had appealed to him
that “I would not interest myself on behalf of anyone.”

Forrester A. Clark, v.p. of loser Massachusetts Bay
Telecasters, then took the stand and trotted forth his list

of bigwigs. He contacted them, he said, because he’d heard

rumors that the other applicants were “active politically”

and he wanted assurance that no one would interfere with

FCC’s deliberations. His list included: Presidential assist-

ant Robert Cutler, UN Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge,

former Commerce Secy. Sinclair Weeks, FCC Chairman
McConnaughey, Reps. Martin, Wigglesworth & Curtis (R-

Mass.), Sen. Saltonstall, GOP National Committee Chair-

man Leonard Hall.

Clark said that Cutler later reported that Adams had
called McConnaughey and told him that “he was appointed

to do a job and could count on no influence whatever from
the White House.” Clark also said Saltonstall told him he
wouldn’t do anything in the case but that he’d probably
favor the Herald-Traveler “if anyone came to him.”

Asked why he saw McConnaughey, Clark said he
simply urged him to read the briefs in the case, prompting
Stem to comment: “It would be embarrassing to tell a
Commissioner to decide the case on merits.”

Former FCC chairman McConnaughey then gave his

version of his lunches. He said that he “never shut the

door” on anyone wanting to talk to him, but that he never

discussed the merits of any adjudicatory case. As for

FCC’s policy on newspaper-station ownership, he said he
saw nothing wrong in discussing that with anyone.

Charles F. Mills, retired v.p. of Boston’s First Na-
tional Bank, testified that he had arranged the luncheon

between Choate and McConnaughey, because he had been

on the Renegotiation Board with the latter. The purpose

of the luncheon, he said, was to permite Choate to “size

up” McConnaughey and learn what the procedures were in

a contested case.

Officials of the Boston Globe, which was not an appli-

cant, testified that they did all they could to block a grant

to the Herald-Traveler because they believed the latter

would have an unfair competitive advantage with the

profits earned by a TV station.

Globe v.p.-treas. John Taylor said he and his cousin.

Globe publisher Davis Taylor, spent 3% days in Washing-

ton and talked with all 7 Commissioners. He said they

sought to persuade the Commissioners not to give Ch. 5

to their newspaper competitor. McConnaughey didn’t in-

terrupt their tale, he said, but concluded with: “There is

nothing you can do about it now.” He also talked to Sen.

Bridges (R-N.H.) and Payne R-Me.) “in a general way”
but said that he didn’t ask either for help.

The hearing resumes Feb. 24 with Davis Taylor on

the stand.

In the Miami Ch. 10 influence case, meanwhile, FCC
scheduled oral argument on Judge Stern’s initial decision

for April 23. Stern had recommended that National Air-

lines’ CP be revoked and that no applicant be “absolutely

disqualified” in any further proceeding—although he be-

lieved that National and WKAT should have several strikes

against them (Vol. 14:49).

The trial of ex-Comr. Richard Mack and attorney Thur-

man Whiteside was postponed from Feb. 16 to April 7 on

the plea by defense attorneys that they haven’t had suffi-

cient time to prepare their cases. Mack’s counsel Nicholas

Chase is preparing great variety of motions—to subpoena

witnesses and records, etc.—and he still asserts that the

publicity climate in Washington will deny his client “due

process.” He said he referred to the activity of investiga-

tory committees, FCC’s forthcoming Miami oral argu-

ment, etc.

Sen. Smathers (D-Fla.), who had made several in-

quiries of the FCC in the Miami case, termed Judge Stern’s

criticism of his action “a palpable error.” Noting that

Smathers wrote the letter Jan. 20, FCC counsel Edgar
Holtz said that the Commission should ignore the letter

because Smathers could have testified in the case and be-

cause the time for filing exceptions to Stern’s initial de-

cision has expired.
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Equal Time Means Just That: Modifying a 1957 ruling

made in a similar Detroit election campaign complaint

(Vol. 13:6), the FCC decided this week that perennial

candidate Lar (America First) Daly is entitled to equal

time on Chicago TV stations which carried news clip ap-

pearances of Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley.

Now running for Daley’s office and wearing his usual

Uncle Sam costume, the Daly sans “e” protested in a

2000-word wire to the FCC that stations there had refused

to give him time to match film performances by the mayor
in greeting Argentine President Frondizi, appealing for

March of Dime funds, etc. He also cited a 30-min. speech by

Daley. The FCC voted that there’s “no question’’ that Daly

should get equal time for the speech. And by a 4-3 vote

(Chairman Doerfer and Comrs. Craven & Cross dissent-

ing), it ruled that Daly also deserves time for the Mayor’s

news clip performances, holding that Sec. 315 of the Com-
munications Act doesn’t exclude such appearances from

its equal-time requirements. In its 1957 ruling, the FCC had

decided that Sec. 315 didn’t cover a “routine” appeai’ance

of a candidate in films of official ceremonies.

Involved in the Chicago issue were CBS’s WBBM-TV,
NBC’s WNBQ, ABC’s WBKB, Chicago Tribune’s WGN-
TV and educational WTTW—and the networks, in par-

ticular, aren’t taking the FCC’s decision lying down. At
this week’s end, CBS led off counter-protests with a quick

appeal to the FCC for reconsideration. It was pointed out

that the new equal-time interpretation could open the way
to almost limitless demands by candidates every time an

office-holder opens his mouth on a TV screen. As one net-

work lawyer put it: “I suppose the FCC’s ruling carries

Sec. 315 to its logical conclusion, but like many logical con-

clusions, this one reaches the point of absurdity.” Added
CBS News v.p. & gen. mgr. Sig Mickelson: “The FCC’s
decision will virtually black out election coverage on radio

& TV, both network & local . . . CBS will take all possible

additional steps before the FCC, the courts & Congress.”

Allocations Actions by the FCC: (1) Started rule-

making proposing to classify Ch. 12, Wilmington, Del., as

educational or to shift it to Atlantic City.

(2) Denied the petition of WREC-TV (Ch. 3), Memphis,

to change its offset carrier requirement.

(3) Denied Sarkes Tarzian’s petition to move the Ch. 4

occupied by his WTTV from Bloomington to Indianapolis.

Commission recently granted him permission to identify

the station with both Bloomington & Indianapolis.

(4) Started rule-making proposing to reserve Ch. 13

in Panama City, Fla. for educational use and to classify

Ch. 30 for commercial use.

To speed up its application processing, the FCC this

week amended its rules to allow applicants to waive their

rights to a “McFarland letter.” Latter is term given to

procedures required by Sec. 309 (b) of the Communications
Act, wherein the Commission informs an applicant why his

application can’t be granted without a hearing. In amend-
ing the rules this week, the FCC noted that applicants

usually know why their applications can’t be granted with-

out a hearing—generally because of competing bids—and
the procedure does nothing but delay things. Comr. Ford
dissented, stating that he believes the Commission is cir-

cumventing a clear mandate of Congress.

An initial decision granting Ch. 8, Waycross, Ga. to

the Georgia State Board of Education was issued this week
by FCC examiner Forest L. McClenning, following the

dropout of competitor .John H. Phipps.

PROGRAM DATA COMMENTS: The Federal Communica-
tions Bar Assn, and more than 30 licensees this week
beat the FCC’s Feb. 18 deadline for comments on rule-

making leading to changes in program sections of re-

newal forms—^but additional comments were invited

anyway. The deadline, first set for Jan. 19 (Vol. 14:

48) ,
was pushed ahead again to Feb. 25.

FCBA asked the FCC to arrange a seminar for all

parties before a final vote is taken on adoption of new
rules. Meanwhile, the lawyers had some criticisms of

FCC’s proposals: (1) The form “gives no recognition”

to differences between network & independent opera-

tion, single-station vs. multiple-station markets, etc.

(2) Some stations by “astute or deliberate” planning

could do non-entertainment programming between mid-

night & 6 a.m. without disclosing the subterfuge on the

form. (3) “Percentage analyses cannot be relied upon
to make a qualitative analysis of a licensee’s operation.”

Other comments to the FCC included these

:

Pierson, Ball & Dowd (for 20 licensees) : Dismiss

the proposed rule-making proceeding, adopt a uniform
policy that program information will no longer be re-

quired of licensees or applicants.

Chronicle Publishing Co. (KRON-TV & KRON-
FM, San Francisco) : Generally favors proposals.

California-Oregon TV Inc. (KIEM-TV, Eureka,

Cal.) : Doesn’t think the FCC proposals represent im-

provements sufficient to warrant changes.

WEPM, Martinsburg, and WCLG, Morgantown,
W. Va. : Concui's “completely” with Comr. Craven’s

position that renewal forms should be dispensed with
altogether (Vol. 14:48).

KRAK, Stockton, Cal. : Favors proposals.

FCC’s Seattle Ch. 7 decision, which had awarded the

channel to KIRO-TV, will remain unchanged, it indicated

this week by instructing its staff to draft a decision re-

affirming its original decision of July 25, 1957. The Com-
mission also disclosed its intention of finalizing an initial

decision granting the move of WMBV-TV (Ch. 11),

Marinette, Wis. from 14 miles SE of Marinette and 38

miles NE of Green Bay to 38 miles SE of Marinette and
14 miles NE of Green Bay,

Three TV applications filed this week were for Ch. 12,

Wilmington, Del., by Ft. Smith, Ark. businessman George

T. Hernreich and associates . . . for Ch. 10, Helena, Mont.,

by community antenna system operator Helena TV Inc.

. . . for Ch. 8, Greensboro, N.C., by local group headed by

brodcaster-attorney James G. W. MacLamroch. Total ap-

plications pending are now 89 (17 uhf).

Uhf WTVM, Columbus, Ga. (Ch. 28) has asked the

FCC not to grant notifications improving the coverage of

WTVY, Dothan, Ala. (Ch. 9) and WRBL-TV, Columbus

(Ch. 4), asserting that its competitive plight will worsen.

It also requested immediate finalization of proposals to add

Ch. 3 & 9 to Columbus, Ch. 4 to Dothan.

Helena TV Inc., operator of a community antenna sys-

tem in Helena, Mont., this week filed an application for

Ch. 10 there—the latest move in a bitter battle between it

and KXLJ-TV (Ch. 12). Latter had quit operating when the

court of appeals turned down its plea that the CATV sys-

tem be blocked from picking up signals from Spokane.
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Networks

more about

TV’s TIME-ZONE PUZZLE: Video tape is bringing net-

work TV closer to the goal of complete clock-time pro-

gramming: a repeat for each time zone, with each

program in exactly the same local time segment any-

where in the country. Network radio accomplished this

goal with the adoption of audio tape recording. In TV,
the problems are greater because of the relative scarci-

ty & high cost of multiple video microwave circuits.

The nonsensical patchwork of daylight-time

changes adds further complicating factors. The day-

light time changeover is expensive for the networks,

too. CBS engineering & affiliate relations v.p. William

S. Lodge, for example, estimates the cost of his net-

work’s extra circuits and video tape operation will ex-

ceed $1,000,000 for this year’s DST period (see p. 2).

During standard time, evening shows genei’ally go to

Eastern and Central Time zones simultaneously—i.e., N.Y.

& Chicago viewers watch the same network shows at the

same moment. For the Mountain Time zone, there’s no rule.

Some shows there are televised live the same time as in

N.Y. (Ed Sullivan Show is seen in Denver at 6 p.m. MST),
while others arrive on a delayed basis via video tape from
the West Coast.

Nevertheless, the networks are making progress in

their approach to clock-time scheduling of daytime shows.

For example, ABC-TV now claims all of its afternoon

shows are viewed at the same time on the clock in vir-

tually all areas, thanks to video tape. CBS’s Pacific Coast

Network daytime programs will undergo a complete re-

shuffle April 27, when all afternoon shows will shift to the

same clock time as they are shown in N.Y., all morning
shows to Chicago clock time. This schedule will be retained

after DST. Previously, it had been in effect Sunday only.

Note: New hope is in sight for solution of any re-

maining network microwave circuit bottlenecks. AT&T is

currently making its first major installation of the new
“TH” microwave system (Vol. 13:23), on the Denver-Salt

Lake City route. Using new-type semiconductor diodes,

this system has more than 3 times the carrying capacity

of present microwaves—12 TV programs and more than

2500 phone conversations simultaneously. Although the

Denver-Salt Lake City installation will be complete by
spring for telephone use, it won’t be equipped for TV until

1960 or 1961.

Study of a possible merger of Screen Actors Guild &
AFTRA and of “possible merger plans involving all actors’

unions” was overwhelmingly approved by SAG membership
in Hollywood. SAG board invited all talent unions to par-

ticipate in merger discussions, but Actors Equity and

American Guild of Musical Artists (AGMA) replied that

they felt it would be better if SAG & AFTRA and Actors

Equity & AGMA consummated their own 2-union mergers

before considering the one-big-talent-union concept. Screen

Extras Guild (SEG) said it favored the merger concept

but wanted to know who would make the study and what
it would cost SEG. AFTRA and the American Guild of

Variety Artists (AGVA) are still to be heard from.

CBS-TV affiliates will hold their annual conference

with network toppers March 14 & 15, prior to the NAB
convention, at WBBM, Chicago. Affiliate advisory chair-

man C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV, Portland, will preside.

more about

PRESSURES ON PROGRAMS: Broadcasters are caught in

the middle of political & public pressures which often

dictate their program policies. So said 2 new & sympa-

thetic studies of TV & radio this week (see p. 2).

The whole history of broadcasting under govt, reg-

ulations and self-imposed restraints is the scope of

Freedom of Speech by Radio & Television by Dart-

mouth College govt. prof. Elmer E. Smead (Public

Affairs Press, Washington, 180 pp., $4.50).

Brief case histories of what has happened to pro-

gramming at the hands of pz*essure groups are covered

in a 33-page pamphlet. Taste & The Censor in Televi-

sion, published by the Fund for The Republic as one of

its “occasional papers” on the free-society role of mass

media. (Single copies free, additional copies 25^ from

the Fund, 60 E. 42nd. St., N. Y.).

Chronic problems of programming “in the public in-

terest”—and controversies which have swirled around

broadcasters who have tried since the ’20’s to solve them

—are reviewed by Dr. Smead. It’s been a damned-if-you-

do-damned-if-you-don’t dilemma from the start, he says.

He comes to few conclusions, but offers an understatement:

“It can be safely predicted that all of these problems

will not be definitely solved in the immediate future. Since

they are continuing problems, both the Govt, and the in-

dustry will undoubtedly be struggling with them for many
years to come.”

The Fund for The Republic study, written by social

scientist Dr. Charles Winick, who has taught at MIT,

Columbia & NYU, warns that a “substantial movement”

toward censorship of mass media in the U.S. is developing

—and that TV is the main target.

Pressures on TV program content come from all sides.

Dr. Winick says. Subjects which can cause trouble for

broadcasters run all the way from sex & violence to race

& religion: “There are a wide variety of special interest

groups with an almost preternatural alertness to what

they may regard as inappropriate treatment on TV.”

Or, as Dr, Smead puts it: “Regulation of programs

[has been] burdened by controversy & pressure politics.

Everybody has ideas about what radio & TV stations

should do in their programs. Throughout the history of

the industry, govt, officials have asserted their personal

predilections of good & bad; broadcasters have created

ideal goals; organizations & individuals have expressed

their likes & dislikes.” All of which makes “the tasks of

station managers difficult.”

And, if the program on the screen lacks “quality &
taste,” adds Dr. Winick, all of the blame can’t go to the

network, the sponsor or the agency: “Like the audience

for any other art form, the TV audience ultimately gets

the content—& the censorship—that it asks for.”

Old movies on TV are a threat to the $200,000,000 cap

industry, asserts the Cap & Cloth Hat Institute, its public

relations arm. Recalling how the gangster movies and their

becapped mobsters knocked cap sales into a cocked hat

during the ’30s, the Institute has posted a man in Holly-

wood whose job it is to complain bitterly whenever an

unsavory character appears wearing a cap in a fiilm.

TV & Screen Writing, compiled by a subcommittee of

the Writers Guild of America headed by Lola G. Yoakem,

has been published by U of Cal. Press ($3.95). Chapters

were contributed by various TV-radio & film writers.
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TV PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITY: Where does it lie? Pro-

gramming heads of the 3 networks tackled that thorny

question Feb. 19, for a N.Y. meeting of the American
Marketing Association. Hubbell Robinson Jr., exec,

v.p. in charge of CBS-TV network programs, Alan D.

Courtney, nighttime program dir. of NBC-TV (pinch-

hitting for NBC’s Robert F. Lewine), & Thomas W.
Moore, v.p. in charge of programming and talent at

ABC-TV, carried the ball.

Robinson: “Program responsibility should be shared

by advertisers, agencies, talent agencies, independent pro-

ducers & networks alike.” Admitting that each of these has

“self-serving objectives,” Robinson said the networks stand

as “the bulwark against the inundation of mediocrity” by
taking an occasional loss “on the productions for which

they are responsible, in order to meet their own standards

of quality and excellence.”

Courtney suggested that the AMA topic was “loaded,”

and had been picked in what he termed “a season of un-

bridled attack.” Dismissing most of the current remedies

for TV improvement put forth by “this Cassandra chorus”

of foundations, critics, and lawmakers as being “from
fewer viewers than were watching from one saloon,”

Courtney outlined what NBC felt was the real issue: “It

occurs to me to wonder what incentive the networks must
offer the client or the agency before they will wholeheart-

edly embrace the idea of quality in programming.”

Tom Moore, reviewing TV’s rapid growth in the face

of predictions that “the people would soon become tired of

its fare,” stated that TV has continued to grow “only be-

cause it has done a better job.” He was certain that the

controversy in programming arises because TV is con-

demned, not for what it is, but for what people might
like it to be.”

TV critics don’t serve to forewarn viewers, William

Randolph Hearst Jr. pointed out in a directive to his news-

paper editors & publishers, which asked that their TV
critics moderate comments on personalities. Drama & movie
critics can save readers the pain & expense of seeing a

bad show, said Hearst, but what the TV critics criticize,

the audience has already seen & evaluated, and except for

an every-so-often repeat, the show belongs to the ages.

Therefore, Hearst ruled, “Comment as to why the per-

formance was bad and interesting gossip & background of

individuals is permissible, but I don’t want to print violent

attacks on personalities.”

Goose sauce will be spilled on the gander when CBS-TV
probes the journalistic responsibilities of newspapers and
newsmagazines in 2 Eric Sevareid shows starting Sun.

April 5. A panel of TV-radio executives and print editors

will be on hand during both telecasts. Not known at this

point is whether the TV shows will criticize TV critics.

“Fully compatible” stereo system developed by Bell

Labs will be given a network TV-radio airing by NBC
Feb. 28 on the 8:15-8:45 p.m. portion of the Perry Como
show, sponsored by RCA. Bell Labs claims that the new
system produces a full stereo effect when used in a TV-AM
or TV-FM combination, but that when a listener hears the

TV or radio portion by itself none of the sound is lost

—

and, therefore, stations don’t have to “dilute” the stereo

in order to present balanced tone to non-stereo listeners.

To avoid phasing problems, AT&T will direct radio portion

of Como broadcast over “special network of radio lines

parallel to routes of the TV network.”

Murrow’s Moves: Despite denials from both sides, Ed-
ward R. Murrow’s year-long leave of absence from CBS
is said by sources close to the noted commentator to be
caused by “creeping friction” dating back to last July.
At that time, Murrow was ready to walk out of CBS as a
result of the axing of the prestige-laden See It Now series,

but decided to hold off to see if differences between him &
such CBS brass as Sig Mickelson, v.p. and gen. mgr. of

CBS News, could be resolved. They weren’t.

Currently, Murrow is off to Florida for a couple of
weeks of relaxed life. When he returns, NBC will, in all

likelihood, renew its long-standing carte blanche offer to

Murrow to join that network as a major executive. This
is said to be a pet project of RCA chairman David Sarnoff,

a personal friend of Murrow.
A dark horse in the whole Murrow situation is the

fast-growing field of video tape syndication. Although
Murrow still has a deal with CBS-TV for the filmed Small
World series, we hear that he may be offered a completely
independent production status, free of an existing wired
network, to produce news-in-depth studies on video &
audio tape for syndication to TV and radio outlets.

Financial grants to TV writers will be made by CBS
under a new program announced by CBS-TV network pres.

Louis G. Cowan Feb. 17 in a speech before the Atlantic
City convention of the American Assn, of School Ad-
ministrators. Purpose of the grants, he said, “will be to

enable writers, relieved from pressing financial demands, to

explore and develop their writing potential in the hope that
they will be able to qualify for present or future CBS-TV
network programs and that they may add to the creative

resources of our medium . . . We are providing, in a sense,

what amounts to a kind of postgraduate course with tuition

paid—a kind of creative interneship or matriculation in the

creative development of TV.” He said grantees will be free

to write about any idea or situation they choose. It’s under-

stood CBS plans 5 yearly awards of $5000 each.

First annual NBC News working fellowship, offering

an 8-week assignment at $75 a week this summer as a
member of NBC News, will be awarded to the high school

editor who writes the best report on the first annual NBC
Broadcast News Conference for high school editors. Robert

W. Sarnoff, chairman of NBC, made the announcement to

800 young journalists from 500 high schools in the N.Y.

metropolitan area on Feb. 20 at the close of an all-day

conference in the NBC studios.

Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. plans a London-based Euro-

pean bureau this spring to service filmed TV “studies in

depth” and daily radio news reports to its 5 TV and 6 radio

outlets. Bureau head will be Rod MacLeish, who’s been in

charge of the WBC Washington bureau. The news service,

both TV and radio, may be syndicated to “a small number”

of non-Westinghouse stations in the near future, according

to WBC, which will keep the list small so as not to “dilute

effectiveness of the localized aspect of the station service.”

“Public service” political broadcasts on kines & tapes

—claimed to be the first in which senators of opposite

political persuasion have come together on a broadcast

series—are being offered to Pennsylvania TV & radio sta-

tions by the state’s Sens. Scott (R) and Clark (D). Pro-

grams on which both discuss national and International

affairs are being recorded in the Senate’s own studios and

will be available “in the near future” for Sun. release. Cost

to the stations: $35 per kine, $5 per tape, proceeds to go

to the studios to defray costs.



Stations

Mystery of the Missing FM Sets; Are more fm receivers

currently in use than were ever produced? A combination

of statistical errors often leads to this fallacious conclusion.

Typical disparity, as reported recently by a trade maga-
zine: Estimate of FM sets in use is given as 15,000,000

(quoting NAB). A chart used with the same article indi-

cates total production of FM sets adds up to about 8,000,-

000. The article also guesstimates 500,000 FM imports in

1958. Assuming nobody ever scrapped an FM receiver,

there’s still the disparity of 6,500,000 more sets in use than

produced. Where did these extra sets come from ?

Best guesses: (1) Nobody knows how many FM com-

ponent tuners have been sold to audiophiles who put their

own hi-fi sets together, but it’s probably well over 1,000,000.

(2) FM set production statistics, based on EIA figures, are

probably far too low, since they included table models only

some years, weren’t even compiled in other years. (3) Im-

ports of previous years probably total at least 1,000,000.

(4) Estimates of FM sets in use are probably quite a bit

too high—nobody has made a truly nationwide survey. Most

such surveys cover metropolitan areas only, where FM con-

centration is heaviest, ai’e projected to make a U.S. total.

Legalizing unlicensed boosters would be dangerous as

well as unfair to “legal and responsible private enterprise,”

asserted the owner of a group of community antenna sys-

tems in a letter to Arizona’s U.S. senators & representa-

tives. Pres. I. M. Brayer of Whitey’s Radio & TV Co.,

Phoenix, urged the formation of a “Small Community TV
Advisory Committee”—containing representation of those

who have had “direct daily contact vsdth all facets of the

problem”—to work with the FCC & Congress on the booster

problem (Vol. 15:4). He said 60,000 people in Arizona view

TV via CATV, & that unregulated boosters constitute a

“public nuisance,” often “setting up a field of electronic

disturbance affecting more citizens than the actual few

they are serving.”

Largest community antenna system sale to date, price

undisclosed, is claimed by Daniels & Assoc., Denver, which

negotiated the sale of systems in Clean, N.Y., Bradford &
Clearfield, Pa. by Joseph Saricks to a group of Dallas busi-

nessmen. Bill Daniels, head of the brokerage firm, said the

purchasers chose not to identify themselves at this time.

The systems serve a total of 7500 subscribers. Saricks will

remain as chief executive officer.

National Museum of Broadcasting, first proposed by

Broadcast Pioneers as a TV-Radio Hall of Fame (Vol.

14:49), will be planned as a “truly national shrine of

broadcasting” by an NAB advisory committee. Headed by

John F. Patt of WJR, Detroit & WJRT, Flint, the com-

mittee decided in Washington this week to incorporate a

non-profit museum which will include a library to preserve

historic broadcasting material in addition to a hall honor-

ing industry pioneers. He said most of $10,000 “seed

money” sought in contributions already had been pledged

by individual broadcasters to help develop the project, but

that the committee is accepting initial funds.

Add Videotape installations: Further corrections to

Ampex Corp.’s list of recorders in use (Vol. 14:4) : ABC-TV
has 22 recorders; WSAZ-TV, Huntington-Charleston, W.
Va., has had an Ampex recorder in use since Jan. 1.

Bill to limit TV commercials to 2 minutes, spaced at

least 10 minutes apart, has been introduced in Califox’nia.

William Zeckendorf & John C. Mullins, owners of

Denver’s KBTV, have tentatively acquired 95,303 shares

of stock in The Outlet Co., Providence, R.I. department
store which owns WJAR-TV & WJAR, for a total of

$6,436,360, giving them about 95% of the outstanding
stock. It will be returned if the FCC doesn’t approve the

station transfer by July 21, or if the purchase is upset by
a court ruling in the hard-fought case (Vol. 14:49-50; 15:4).

R.I. Superior Court is expected to rule within the next few
days on a request by WJAR-TV & WJAR gen. mgr. J. S.

(Dody) Sinclair for an injunction to block the sale. The
N.Y. Stock Exchange’s board of governors this week voted

to suspend trading in Outlet Co. common stock as of March
2, because of the reduction in the number of shares avail-

able for trading. The exchange said only 4177 shares held

by 120 stockholders are now available. Although Zecken-

dorf & Mullins had offered to buy the stock at $120 a share.

Outlet stock closed Fri. Feb. 20 at 115% (100 traded).

“The beginning of the end for TV’s free ride on logs

and other program information,” was foreseen by J.

Edward Murray, managing ed. of the Los Angeles Mirror-

News, at the California Newspaper Publishers Assn, meet-

ing in San Francisco. Predicting a strong trend by
newspapers toward combining the old movie-drama section

with their newer TV & radio sections, Murray thought

that “as the big movie studios & TV get even closer to-

gether, as pay TV grows, the entertainment world will be

back under one tent in newspapers.” Concluded Murray,
whose parent organization also operates KTTV (Ch. 11)

Los Angeles, “The day pay TV begins to pay for ads, that

free TV log space in our newspapers is going to look even

sillier than it does now.”

Bid to buy WNBC (Ch. 30), Hartford, submitted by
RKO Teleradio Pictures (Tom O’Neil), is being considered

by NBC (Vol. 15:6). It’s understood to be the most sub-

stantial of several offers received. O’Neil interests own
WOR-TV (Ch. 9) & WOR, N. Y.; WNAC-TV (Ch. 7) &
WNAC, Boston; KHJ-TV (Ch. 9) & KHJ, Los Angeles;

WHBQ-TV (Ch. 13) & WHBQ, Memphis; Va of CKLW-
TV (Ch. 9) & CKLW, Windsor-Detroit; Radios KFRC,
San Francisco, and WGMS, Washington,

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service director Hollis M.
Seavey is buying WCUM, Cumberland, Md. (1230 kc, 250

u) for $125,000 from the Tower Realty Co., Baltimore, and

will resign from CCBS. Also sold were WTSV, Claremont

& WTSL, Hanover, both N.H., to Norman Knight, pres,

of Yankee Network and WNAC & WNAC-TV, Boston, for

$255,000 by William F. Rust Jr. Knight recently purchased

WHEB, Portsmouth, N.H. Broker for both deals was Black-

burn & Co. [for news about other radio station sales, see

AM-FM Addenda H}.

Stanley Warner Corp. is understood to be on the look-

out for TV station properties. The theater chain, which
owns WAST, Albany, N.Y., is now liquidating its invest-

ment in Cinerama. In its diversification program, it al-

ready has gone into the girdle, bra, rubber products and

pharmaceutical businesses through its purchase of Inter-

national Latex Co.

Eight-to-one vote against liquor ads was recorded by
Cleveland’s radio WDOK, a MBS affiliate, when it polled

.

listeners on whether it should take an offered vodka com-
mercial, V.S. Radio reports. The station received more •

than 1500 letters on the issue in one week.
I

WOAY-TV, Oak Hill, W. Va. (Ch. 4), became primary
j

intex’connected CBS-TV affiliate Feb. 15.
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Personals: George J. Arkedis, ex-gen. sales mgr. WBBM-
TV, Chicago, named network sales v.p., CBS Radio, suc-

ceeding John Karol, now v.p. for planning & development

. . . Norman P. Bagwell, mgr. of WKY-TV, Oklahoma
City, named v.p. of WKY-TV System Inc. . . . Howard
Zuckerman, ex-WLBR-TV, Lebanon, Pa., named operations

director of KTVW, Tacoma. Ken Williams named chief

engineer . . . B. Gerald Cantor elected chairman. National

Theatres Inc., succeeding Elmer C. Rhoden. John B.

Bertero was re-elected pres. . . . Frank Barron promoted
to gen. sales mgr., WJW-TV, Cleveland, succeeding Peter

Storer, now managing director of WSPD-TV, Toledo . . .

Blair A. Walliser, MBS exec. v.p. & gen. mgr., promoted
to captain in the U.S. Coast Guard Reserve . . . William J.

Flynn promoted to gen. sales mgr. of WAGA-TV, Atlanta

. . . J. W. Woodruff Jr., pres. & gen. mgr. of WRBL-TV &
WRBL, Columbus, Ga., named chairman, U. S. Study Com-
mission to investigate navigation, flood control and other

problems of waterways in 4 southeastern states . . . Roger
Shaffer named national sales mgr., WSPA-TV, Spartan-

burg, S.C., succeeding Charles Bell, now with WSAV-TV &
WSAV, Savannah . . . H. Taylor (Bud) Vaden, ex-WCAU-
TV, Philadelphia, named sales promotion & adv. mgr.,

WJZ-TV, Baltimore . . . A. H. Christensen, ex-WJZ-TV,
Baltimore, named sales promotion & adv. mgr.. Westing-
house KPIX, San Francisco . . . Aaron Beckwith, ex-ABC-
TV program sales mgr., named BBDO TV account super-

visor . . . David A. Lown, ex-NBC TeleSales, named pres..

Intercontinental Television S. A. . . . Ken Marthey, ex-

McCann-Erickson TV-radio group head, named v.p.. United

States Productions (film packagers) . . . Jim Middleton

promoted to sales director of XETV, Tijuana-San Diego

. . . Alfred L. Mendelsohn, ex-Universal Pictures, named
gen. sales mgr., Elliot, Unger & Elliot (spot film com-
mercials) . . . Lewis J. Rachmil, ex-Columbia Pictures,

joins Ziv TV in an executive position . . . Gerald E. Lid-

diard, ex-Jayark Productions, named sales v.p.. Guild

Films’ new Synditape subsidiary . . . Louis Melamed, ex-

CBS-TV, named executive producer. National Telefilm As-

sociates . . . H. Williams Hanmer promoted to pres..

Wilding Picture Productions, succeeding C. H. Bradfield Jr.,

now chairman . . . Herbert Berger, ex-Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample, named Screen Gems business affairs director . . .

Fred L. Bernstein returns to rep Forjoe as v.p. & gen.

mgr., N.Y.-Eastern sales div. . . . Peter Childs named mgr.,

rep Branham Co., San Francisco office, shifting from Los

Angeles . . . Willis C. Beecher, ex-Kear & Kennedy, joins

Washington consulting engineering firm of Page, Creutz,

Steel & Waldschmitt . . . John Luter ex-Newsweek, named

pres, of Panel Programs Inc., new TV packaging firm . . .

Kenneth L. King, ex-United Aircraft Norden div., named
exec, v.p., Skiatron Electronics & TV Corp. . . . Martin
Codel, former publisher of Television Digest, now asso-

ciate publisher under its new ownership, returned to Wash-
ington this week from a 5-week fishing trip to Florida and
Yucatan . . . Nicholas M. Pagliara, ex-radio WIL, named
administrative asst, to exec. v.p. James L. Caddigan, KPLR-
TV, St. Louis.

FCC Comr. Lee will address an opening session of

NAB’s 2-day 4th annual Conference of State Association

Presidents Feb. 24 at the Shoreham Hotel, Washington, on

“What Price Preparedness?” Other first-day speakers:

NAB staffers on “The Industry Scene: Challenges to

Broadcasting.” Assn, for Professional Broadcasting Educa-
tion v.p. W. Earl Dougherty (KXEO, Mexico, Mo.) on “The
Broadcaster—The Educator & the Future.” NAB Freedom
of Information Committee chairman Robert D. Swezey
(WDSU-TV & WDSU, New Orleans) on “A Time for

Action.” NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows in a luncheon ad-

dress. Pat Murphy (Okla.), John E. Bell (Miss.), Gene
Shumate (Ida.), Joseph M. Higgins (Ind.), F. C. Sowell

(Tenn.) in state reports. The second day program Feb.

25 will include roundtable conference, the Voice of Democ-
racy awards luncheon & open house at NAB headquarters.

FCC is considering a new setup for its Office of the

General Counsel—adding 2 asst, general counsels to the

present two. It’s understood that Dee Pincock, new legal

asst, to Comr. Hyde, may be named asst, general counsel

for rules & enforcement. Charles R. Escola, an attorney in

the legislation, treaties & rules div., would become asst,

general counsel for administrative law & treaties. Max
Paglin would remain in charge of the litigations div.;

Charles Smoot in the legislative div.

J. Leonard Reinsch, managing director of the Cox
stations (WSB-TV & WSB, Atlanta; WHIO-TV & WHIG,
Dayton; WCKT & WCKR, Miami) has been named special

asst, to Democratic National Chairman Paul M. Butler,

will be in charge of all physical arrangements for 1960

Democratic National Convention. He has long been TV-
radio consultant to the Democratic National Committee.

New role for ABC v.p. Selig J. Seligman, who is also

gen. mgr. of KABC-TV, Los Angeles, was that of “district

attorney” in Accused on ABC-TV, Feb. 18, 9:30-10 p.m.

Seligman should have been able to play the part convinc-

ingly, having been a prosecuting attorney at Nuremberg
war-criminals trial. He is also exec, producer of Accused

& Day in Court.

Oilman Jack D. Wrather, who has extensive holdings

in TV-radio and last week merged his organization with

Transcontinent TV Corp. (Vol. 15:7), will Person to Person

with Ed Murrow on CBS, Feb. 27.

Lt. Gen. Arthur Gilbert Trudeau, chief of Army re-

search & development, will be the featured speaker at the

management-engineering luncheon of the NAB convention

March 18 in Chicago’s Conrad Hilton Hotel (Vol. 15:7).

Walter C. Buchanan has been named Mexican Secy, of

Communications & Transport. He was sub-secretary of

Communications & Transport in the former Cortines govt.

Obituary

John J. Louis, 63, chairman of KTAR Bcstg. Co.

(KVAR & KTAR, Phoenix-Mesa, & radios KYUM, Yuma,
& KYCA, Prescott) died Feb. 21 in Palm Springs, Calif.
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Advertising

Only Networks Up in 1958: Verifying trends which were

apparent from the start of the year, Dec. Printers' Ink

index of national advertising shows that only network TV
increased its volume in 1958. All media were down an

average of 3% compared with the preceeding year, while

netwox'ks gained 10%. Network radio was down 10%,
weekly magazines 6%, women’s magazines 7%, general

monthlies 3%, farm magazines 19%, newspapers 9%,
business papers 7%, outdoor 3%. For the month of Dec.

1958 compared with the same 1957 month, only network

TV and weekly magazines showed increases—TV 9%,
weeklies 2%. Following are index figures for Nov. &
cumulative Jan.-Dee. 1958:

Index % change from 12 month
Dec. Dec. month year cumulative

195S 1957 ago ago change
(57-58)

General Index ... 208 217 — 4 — 3

Total Magazines ... 163 165 H-3 — 1 — 6

Weekly
Women’s

186 +^ -f 2 — 6

... 114 117 —3 — 3 — 7

General Monthly ..... 192 197 —1 — 3 — 3

Farm 120 —7 —28 —19
Newspapers ... 183 208 -t-1 —12 — 9

Network Television .. 446 410 -1-3 -f 9 -1-10

Network Radio ... 26 33 -1-4 —21 —10
Business Papers ....... 199 218 —1 — 9 — 7

Outdoor ... 139 163 —6 — 9 — 3

All indexes have been seasonally adjusted. The index shown for each
m^ium is based on estimated total advertising investments in the
medium, including talent, production, and media costs. For each me-
dium, the base (100) is an average of total investments in the years
1947-49 except for TV base which covers the years 1950-52.

Saturday Evening Boast: With its advertising sales cam-

paign drawing a sharp bead on TV, and its editorial writers

suggesting pay TV as a cure for TV programming, the

SatEvePost zoomed to a new circulation high last week

—

its cover blurbing the first of a series of articles by NBC-
TV star Kathryn Murray about her husband Arthur.

On their show before the issue hit the stands, Kathryn
and Arthur had devoted several minutes to hard-selling

the Post & Kathryn’s story. Crowed NBC in a press re-

lease: “The first instalment of this intimate series was
85% sold out within 48 hours after it reached the stands.”

Newspaper ads proudly announced that circulation

for the issue was over 6,000,000—^which puts Post ahead

of Life & only a million behind TV Guide, top weekly.

Curtis Publishing’s Bob Alleger wired the Murrays
the good news, suggesting “You may want to tell your

listeners on your next show.”

Post recently reprinted in a newspaper ad the full

page halftones of Benton & Bowles’ bored, yawning TV
viewer, to point up advantages of print advertising. The
left hand, meanwhile, was preparing Take Five, Post

editorial promotion house organ, which pointed out how
closely the magazine is tied to TV—by Perry Mason,

Crunch and Des, Tugboat Annie and Sugarfoot. Also by

others of its characters now in the “pilot-film-and-pray

stage” & by scores of its stories which have been adapted

for use on more than a dozen TV drama series.

Disturbing thought: Could that bored, yawning TV
viewer have been watching a dramatization of a Post story?

Ebb Tide: Vision Inc., publishers of Printer's Ink, have

purchased the advertising trade journal. Tide, from Bill

Bros. Publications, and will merge the publications after

the March issue, under the title of the former.

Rate Increases: KCRA-TV, Sacramento (Ch. 3) Feb. 1

raised base hour from $1000 to $1100, min. $250 to $276 . . .

KARD-TV, Wichita (Ch. 3) March 1 raises hour from

$650 to $750, min. remaining $150.

People: F. Kenneth Beirn, pres, of C. J. LaRoche, named
adv. v.p., Revlon Inc., succeeding George Abrams, re-

signed. James Webb, LaRoche chairman, returns to his

former post as pres. Chester LaRoche, exec, committee
head, becomes chairman . . . Philip B. Hinerfeld, ex-Kenyon
& Eckhardt account executive, named adv. director, Pepsi-

Cola, succeeding John J. Soughan, now v.p. & marketing
director . . . Richard A. R. Pinkham, TV-radio v.p. of Ted
Bates & Co., onetime NBC v.p., promoted to senior v.p.

Jeremy Gury and J. Ross MacLennan also promoted to

senior v.p. . . . Frederick J, Wachter resigns as exec, v.p.,

Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan’s eastern div. Richard
Cummins resigns as v.p. in Philadelphia . . . Merlin E.

Carlock, ex-Burke Dowling Adams, named v.p., Compton
Adv. . . . Sherwood Dodge, ex-Fletcher D. Richards v.p.,

named v.p. & marketing director, Warwick & Legler . . .

Olin A. Saunders resigns as v.p., Compton Adv. . . . Charles

J. Allen, ex-Kenyon & Eckhardt, named v.p., John W. Shaw
Agency . . . Grayson F. Lathrop, ex-Kenyon & Eckhardt
v.p., named v.p., A1 Paul Lefton, Philadelphia.

Film & Tape

Tape’s U.S. Market: A market for syndicated tape shows
exists right now, not merely in the future, says Michael M.
Sillerman, pres, of NTA’s new program sales div. agree-

ing with our Jan. 31 size-up (Vol. 15:5). He estimates that

“some 73% of U.S. TV homes are now covered by one or

more stations eqiupped with video tape playbacks.”

NTA, using its subsidiary Telestudios as a production

base & its 0-&-0 stations (WNTA-TV, N.Y. & KMSP-TV,
Minneapolis) as showcases, has 6 taped shows now sched-

uled for production, including disc jockey Peter Potter

(from Los Angeles’ KTTV), interrogator Mike Wallace,

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, dry-witted Henry Morgan, author-

artist Alexander King and producer David Susskind {Open
End). NTA has hired Louis Melamed—for 9 years a CBS-
TV producer—as exec, producer of the new tape shows, re-

porting to v.p. Ted Cott.

Sillerman told the Kansas City Advtg. & Sales Club

Feb. 19 he saw “no conflict between tape and film program-
ming” although some upcoming NTA tape releases will be

“programs not practical for film.” Prices of half-hour

syndicated TV film programs, Sillerman added, “have re-

mained virtually unchanged for over the past 6 years,

despite greatly improved production quality.”

TV film production leader Desilu Productions, which
last week sponsored Ampex tape demonstrations (Vol.

15:7), is eyeing tape developments closely, exec. v.p. Martin

Leeds told us, but hasn’t decided when to take the plunge.

N.Y. Film Upbeat: Hollywood has no monopoly on filming

for TV, reports Martin H. Poll, pres, of Gold Medal Studios.

His refurbished Biograph plant in the Bronx is now one of

the most active rental lots. He estimates about $30,000,000

worth of TV commercials (live action, animation, & special

opticals) are now being shot in N.Y. annually. Poll also

cites 5 TV film series budgeted in the $30-$40,000 bracket

per episode, now being filmed in the N.Y. area {Naked City,

Emergency, Phil Silvers Show, Deadline & the new CBS
series"/”), plus several more series (notably Herbert Brod-

kin’s The Blue Men, already sold to Lever Bros, for CBS-
TV airing) due to shoot this season.

Gold Medal alone. Poll estimates, has done $11,575,000

worth of features, series, pilots & commercials (latter are

all rental operations) in the past 2% years.

A chief reason for the booming N.Y. rentals to inde-

pendent film firms of all sorts, is the saving. Poll estimates

N.Y.-based production costs “% less than Hollywood.”
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CUBA RESTRICTS TV-RADIO IMPORTS: The rich Cuban market for U.S. TVs , radios & gppli-

ances has been severely restricted by Fidel Castro's new revolutionary govt., according to reports just com-

ing in to international divs. of American manufacturers. Latest move requires importers of a long list of so-

called luxury items to obtain import permits—a requirement imposed to protect national reserves & reduce

Cuba's adverse balance of payments.

Importers are also being required to establish new lines of credit , it is reported, and these are hard

to get imless the individuals involved are favored by present govt. So far, there has been no prohibition

against imports, but Felipe Pazos, pres, of National Bank of Cuba, stated that if there is a rush to buy these

goods, "we will apply the brakes."

Company officials in this country are reluctant to discuss their individual negotiations to keep trade

channels open but admit that the going has become rough. Cuba took approximately 45,000 U.S.-made

TVs last year and some 50,000 radios, representing a total market of about $10,000,000 to manufacturers.

BIG ETV MARKET AWAITS TAPPING: How to make the most of the big schoolroom market

for TV sets—a market which today ranks with replacements & 2nd sets in sales potential—is occupying

attention of industry's top merchandisers. We've canvassed field from educators to major manufacturers to

bring you some idea of the special requirements for schoolroom TV sets as well as comments on this bur

geoning segment of TV industry.

Only about 60,000 classrooms are TV-equipped today out of approximately 1,520,000 in nation's public

& private elementary & high schools. Of interest to equipment manufacturers, is fact that only 536 of coun-

try's more than 60,000 school districts now have closed-circuit TV systems, or are within reach of educational

broadcasts from TV stations.

Because of ready accessibility to ETV broadcasts—

&

the teacher shortage—28 major cities now have

in-school TV programs. This list, given us by Dr. Harold Wigren, ETV consultant to National Educational

Assn., is a virtual directory of the ETV market today. We give it to you on p. 12.

Said Dr. Wigren: "The importance of TV to education is being appreciated more and more every

day. ETV has proved it can bring to students the basic experience of a highly qualified teacher which is not

always available from the individual classroom instructor. We can look for a tremendous expansion in ETV
in the immediate future."

Classroom TV sets require special features for maximum teaching efficiency, we're told by engineers

closely associated with ETV systems- On p. 12 you'll also find the specifications for these sets laid down by

2 prominent authorities—John Brugger, chief engineer of Washington County (^Hagerstown), Md., project

sponsored by Ford Foimdation and the EIA, and Francis E. Almstead, consultant on ETV to New York State

Department of Education.

• • • •

Definite commitments for large-scale ETV systems , both on-air and closed-circuit, are being held up

currently, we're told by major equipment manufacturers, until prospective govt, funds become available. To

date, no funds have been allocated under Defense Education Act (Vol. 15:4). Similarly, local school author-

ities are delaying action on ETV programs in anticipation of grants under Federal-Aid-to-Educational-TV bill

($1,000,000 to each state & territory for facilities & equipment) now pending in Senate (Vol. 15:7).

A prime ETV enthusiast is Motorola which includes a "Classroom 21" model in its current line at

$295. Set is unique in that it may be switched from off-air to closed-circuit pickups. It has a high resolution

picture & sound projected from front of set—features termed desirable by ETV engineers.

RCA reports that its newly-established educational electronics dept. , headed by one of company's

merchandising experts, v.p. P. B. (Pinky) Reed (Vol. 14:46), is "keenly aware of the tremendous prospects

for growth in this field" but declines to estimate market potential.

— 11 —
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One major equipment maker estimates cost of an average closed-circuit system for a school, includ-

ing fully equipped studio, at about $30,000. Medium-size community broadcast station for ETV costs $120-

$150,000; larger station, $230-$250,000. This manufacturer estimates its biggest equipment market in next few

years will be in open-broadcast facilities, supporting prediction made by GE's equipment sales mgr., Paul

Chamberlain (Vol. 14:39) that "within 10 years there will be more ETV than commercial stations on the air."

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: TV set production was 117,982 in week ended Feb. 13 vs. 129,499 preced-

ing week & 98,841 in same 1958 week. Year's 6th week brought production to 684,896 vs. 619,190 last year.

Radio production was 278,318 (107,936 auto) vs. 290,190 (107,905 auto) preceding week & 211,545 (68,874

auto) last year. For 6 weeks, production totaled 1,691,240 (637,163 auto) vs. 1,341,978 (483,901 auto).

Trade Personals: E. K. Foster, Bendix Aviation v.p, in

charge of its radio div. since 1943, and A. P. Fontaine,

v.p.-engineering, are slated to be elected to the board of

directors at the annual stockholders meeting in South

Bend, Feb. 25 ... H. Kenneth Ishler promoted to engi-

neering & production mgr., Philco’s Lansdale Tube Div.

Raymond M. Cotter promoted to operations mgr. Richard

S. Mandelkorn, planning director. John M. Palmer, semi-

conductor operations mgr. Stuart L. Parsons, equipment

development director. Clarence G. Thornton, semiconductor

development director. Robert F. Lake, industrial engineer-

ing mgr. . . . Donald Fitzpatrick, on loan from Allen-Brad-

ley Co., Milwaukee, joins electrical equipment div. of Com-
merce Dept.’s Business & Defense Services Administra-

tion as adviser, serving without compensation . . . John F.

Spangler appointed Philco. mgr. of govt, contract sales,

consumer products, reporting to John L. Utz, gen. mgr.,

special market planning . . . Joseph J. Guidrey promoted

to mgr., Sylvania data processing center, succeeding Edgar

G. Dunn, now asst, to the controller . . . Charles A. Benen-

son promoted to asst, mgr., Du Mont systems lab. Michael

V. Sullivan promoted to asst, mgr., reconnaissance lab . . .

Nicholas De Falco promoted to asst. gen. mgr., Du Mont
Labs. Fred M. Link resigns as field operations director,

mobile communications div. E. Eugene Ecklund resigns as

sales mgr., automotive test equipment. Hy Brodsky pro-

moted to public relations director . . . J. Bryan Straley

promoted to new post of exec, v.p., Reeves Instrument sub-

sidiary of Dynamics Corp. of America . . . Ralph B. Dins-

more promoted to N. Y. dist. sales mgr., International

Resistance Co. Evon Wells promoted to Philadelphia dist.

sales mgr. . . . Herbert F. Motz promoted to sales mgr.,

Amphenol-Borg Electronics connector div. . . . Charles W.
Martel promoted to adv. & sales promotion mgr., Ray-

theon’s semiconductor div. . . . Edgar N. Greenebaum Jr.,

the Chicago financial consultant in electronics, has become

engaged to Greta Wiley, active in Chicago TV. They will be

married shortly . . . Robert J. Mayer, ex-RCA, named spe-

cial products merchandising mgr., Bulova Watch.

Electronics Personals: Perry R. Roehm, ITT marketing

director, named pres, of subsidiary Intelex Systems . . .

Pierce T. Angell, Robert E. Cummings, William M. Jones

and Carl L. Kahlert named v.p.’s of Thompson Ramo Wood-
ridge . . . Theodore F. Brophy promoted to v.p. & gen.

counsel, General Telephone Co. . . . Gerald E. LaRochelle,

ex-Electronics Corp. of America, named production super-

visor, Sylvania data systems operations. Dr. Victor Twer-

sky named lab consultant, Sylvania electronic defense

lab . . . E. T. Steele, mgr. of military sales & one of 4

founders of Litton Industries, resigns.

John T. Jackson, asst, to ITT pres. Edmond H. Leavey

and director of planning & organization, elected a v.p.

ITT & RCA Win Big Govt. Job: ITT & RCA have been

named prime contractors to develop & supervise a world-

wide communications network to meet Air Force require-

ments through 1970. An initial study contract for

$3,000,000 will be let immediately, but the Air Force

declined to estimate the total cost of the huge project

which may run into several billion dollars. The Air Force

said Hughes Aircraft and Hoffman Electronics will serve

as sub-contractors in the planning stages.

The 2-company team agreed not to design or engineer

the system so as to gain an advantage over other suppliers

of communications equipment, and to compete with other

suppliers “whenever competition is feasible’’ for equipment
contracts. The Air Force also reserved the right to limit

the share of equipment contracts ITT & RCA receive under
the long-term construction program.

ITT said it will set up a special organization for the

project under Ellery W. Stone, chairman of its subsidiary

American Cable & Radio Corp. RCA named Major Gen.

Francis W. Ackenbrandt (USAF ret.), mgr. of defense

projects, RCA defense electronics div., as deputy director

under Stone.

In announcing the award, the Air Force said missile

and space activities have sharply increased present and
future needs for radio & wired communications linking

strategic bombing bases, defense warning stations, weather
forecasters, intelligence and other operations throughout

the world.

Burns for Color: RCA’s unswerving determination to put

over color TV is reiterated by pres. John L. Burns in an
interview with editor Abel Green in the Feb, 18 issue of

Variety. Noting the steadily sagging TV set sales since

1955, Burns said it is in the “best interests of all concerned”

—presumably broadcasters as well as set makers—“to

coordinate mutual interests to spark color into fullest

sales bloom.”

“Color TV no longer is only RCA’s baby,” Burns told

Green. “It is industry shortsightedness not to adopt the

sales and profit appeal of color TV for common welfare.

If U.S. homes are 86% TV saturated, the set manufacturers

are compelled to look for a new value to hypo income.

Color TV is the answer.”

Burns urged the TV industry—both manufacturers &
broadcasters—to face up to the genuine public interest in

color. “It’s bound to pay good dividends,” Burns said.

“Live programming in color costs little more and the yield

is tremendous. . . . Only color can turn the downward curve

[in TV set sales] and create new profits. It doesn’t mean
making black-&-white sets obsolete by any means. Like

the portable, this auxiliary contribution to the American
home, keyed to the American customer’s desire for better

goods for better living, makes it mandatory that this year

be the year of color TV.”
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Specs for ETV Sets: Classroom TV sets perform a different

function from those in the home, & require special features

for maximum teaching efficiency, in the opinion of Francis

E. Almstead, special ETV consultant to the N. Y. State

Education Dept, (see p. x). In an paper delivered before

the AIEE winter general meeting in N. Y. earlier this

month, Almstead gave the following specifications for a

classroom TV unit:

(1) 90-degree picture tube which gives better focus

& less distortion than the 110-degree tube. (2) High volt-

age power supply with an output of 18 kv, in no case less

than 16 kv. (3) Variation in voltage greater than 2 kv be-

tween maximum and minimum brightness control adjust-

ment. (4) Isolated chassis & transformer power supply

with heaters in parallel. (5) Adjustable keyed automatic

gain control.

(6) In the IF video section, a band width of 4.5 me &
in the video amplifier, a band width of 3.5 me. (7) Bi’ight-

ness control range from black to 60 volts above cutoff. (8)

Sensitivity range for lower channels at least 20 microvolts

& for higher channels at least 40 microvolts to produce a

20-volt peak-to-peak input to the picture tube. (9) Audio

amplifier with 5 watts of undistorted output. (10) Full

range response speaker, 80 to 13,000 cycles, flat to plus or

minus 3 db, baffled properly & mounted at the front.

John Brugger, chief engineer of the Washington

County (Hagerstown), Md., closed-circuit project, gave us

these specifications for a schoolroom TV set:

(1) Audio stages adequately engineered to deliver un-

distorted signal under classroom conditions. (2) Speaker

mounted so as to project signal. (3) Radio frequency &
video system with good stability & high video resolution.

(4) Audio & video controls readily available, and under a

hinged cover with key & lock on front of cabinet for ease

of adjustment & protection from tampering. (5) Conven-

tional controls: channel selector, fine tuning with width &
vertical controls, vertical linearity, contrast, brightness,

vertical & horizontal hold control, on-off switch preferably

separate from volume control. (6) Preset audio and preset

fine tuning. (7) AGC circuit which functions separately

for both sound & video IF stages.

Although TV is a comparative newcomer to the Ameri-
can schoolroom, it has been accepted as an important part

of the educational system in 28 major cities across the

country. The following list of cities which have in-school

TV either from closed-circuit systems or open broadcast is

supplied by Dr. Harold Wigren, ETV consultant to the

National Educational Assn, (see p.ll)

:

Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Denver
Detroit
Houston

Los Angeles
Memphis
Miami
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Newark
New Orleans
New York
Norfolk
Oklahoma City

Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
San Diego
San Francisco
Seattle
Washington
Wichita

Low -light-level image orthicon with sensitivity “nearly

20 times greater” than previous low-light camera tubes is

now being manufactured in pilot quantities by GE. De-
signed for industrial, military and medical applications, it

is said to be sensitive to light levels beyond the range of the

human eye aided by night binoculars.

Distributor Notes: Motorola appoints Graybar Electric,

Youngstown, 0., for consumer products, replacing C. R.

Rogers Corp. . . . Roskin Distributors (Philco), Hartford,

acquires American Distributing Corp., New Haven. Frank
T. Barmore, ex-pres. of American, becomes Roskin gen.

sales mgr., succeeding S. A. Kelsey, resigned . . . Ward
Terry & Co., Denver, names Don Conrad gen. mgr., RCA
Victor div. John Hammond becomes sales mgr., RCA Victor

dept. . . . Sylvania appoints Nylen Bros. & Co., Ltd., Hono-
lulu, for all consumer products . . . Du Mont Labs appoints

Ohman’s TV, Grand Rapids, for industrial products.

Ampex Audio’s magazine tape recorder will not be put

on the market this year, pres. Philip L. Grundy has advised

dealers. “Further development of the mechanical & elec-

trical systems, the tape itself, and techniques used in re-

cording & duplication, will be necessary before Ampex
customers will be satisfied with the quality obtainable,” he

wrote. “An accelerated engineering effort to solve basic

limitations of the magazine system will continue at Am-
pex. Its solution is not expected in this market year.”

RCA, which also announced a magazine loading tape

recorder and playback last spring (Vol. 14:32) and which

cooperated with Ampex on technical developments, said it

is going ahead with plans to put its instruments on the

market as soon as possible. It was understood RCA has

experienced problems which have delayed shipment of the

tape recorders, although its magazine-loaded tapes have

been available to dealers since last Oct.

Hoffman introduced its 1959 TV line to distributors in

Los Angeles and Chicago this week, including 10 models

ranging from 17-in. portables and table models at a sug-

gested list price of $180 to a 21-in. lowboy with remote
control at $420. Feature of the line is a new “Spanette”

design in both portables and table models with a cabinet

depth of 7% in. Four basic models are equipped for use as

a hi-fi outlet for phonograph, FM radio, or as an extension

unit for stereo. All models have speakers in the front.

At a press conference in Chicago, pres. H. Leslie

Hoffman said the company will expand its distributor

organization from 47 to 60 within the next few months,
and extend its coverage east of the Rockies. Heretofore,

about half of Hoffman’s consumer business has been on
the West Coast. He added that the TV advertising budget
will be increased approximately one-third this year.

National Stereophonic Radio Committee held its first

meeting Feb. 12 at the IRE offices in N.Y. to prepare for

its technical study of AM, FM & TV stereo broadcast sys-

tems. In addition to those previously reported (Vol. 15:5),

these panel vice chairmen were announced: Panel 1 (Sys-

tems Specifications), W. T. Wintringham, Bell Labs. Panel

4 (Broadcast Receivers), F. B. Williams, Motorola. Panel

6 (Subjective Aspect), Dr. M. R. Schroeder, Bell Labs.

NSRC announced that any technically qualified person who
wishes to serve on any panel should contact the panel

chairman, and that all proposed stereo radio systems, for

consideration by NSRC, should be submitted to Vii’gil M.

Graham, associate director, ElA Engineering Dept., 11 W.
42 St., N.Y. 36.

Co-op Ad Tax Stays: Excise Tax Council pleas for re-

versal of the Internal Revenue Service ruling imposing a

10% excise tax on cooperative ad funds (Vol. 15:2), were

rejected this week by Treasury Under Secy. Scribner. In

a speech to the Tax Council Executives Institute in Wash-
ington, he said IRS won’t retreat. He apparently left it

up to protesting manuf’actureis & admen to carry their

fight to Congress, where several bills to remove the tax

are pending (Vol. 15:7).
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Financial

GUTERMA OUT, ROACH IN: While the courts tried to un-

tangle the complex and shaky financial pyramid topped

by Alexander L. (Sandy) Guterma, Hal Roach Jr. was
presiding as director, board chairman, chief executive

officer & presumably principal owner of the F. L.

Jacobs Co., its subsidiary Scranton Corp., & a group of

sub-subsidiaries including the Mutual Broadcasting

System & Hal Roach Studios.

The Jacobs Co. announced Roach had assumed all

of Guterma’s former posts in the 4 companies. Roach
said his action in purchasing Guterma’s unspecified

stock interests was aimed at protecting his own “sub-

stantial stockholding,” the interests of other stock-

holders & 6000 employes. He promised that the “first

order of business will be the issuance of a complete

report to stockholders, which will include the annual

financial statement.” His own “independent personal

investigation” has assured him that Jacobs has “solid

asset values & earnings capacity.”

In N. Y. Federal Court, as the week ended, SEC was
pleading for appointment of a receiver for the Jacobs Co.

—a new request on top of its motion to enjoin Guterma &
the Jacobs Co. from selling unregistered Jacobs stock in

violation of the anti-fraud provisions of federal securities

laws, Guterman accused SEC of persecution, called his ar-

rest Feb. 14 “silly” & denied he had planned to fly to

Turkey. “I’m a mortally wounded animal,” he said.

During the fast-moving & increasingly tangled events

of the past week, there were these developments in the

TV-AM-film aspects of the Guterma case:

MBS held a closed-circuit meeting with its affiliates to

explain that business will go on as usual, that Guterma
had never taken over active management reins at the net-

work. A network official said he was “amazed at how the

stations rallied to our defense with wires & calls.” He
conceded that there had been some “slight” impact on

MBS’s business, but added that new sponsors had been

signed during the same period—including US News &
World Report, the 9th magazine to use Mutual facilities.

He said Guterma had been an “absentee owner” and

explained, “he never even sat in his office—we used to use

it for staff meetings.” He added that exec, v.p.-gen. mgr.

Blair A. Walliser, a veteran broadcaster and ad agency

man, had actually been holding the management reins.

«

Guild Films made a curiously-timed announcement

that it had closed a deal to handle distribution of TV film

properties of the Hal Roach Studios, taking over 4 rerun

series & The Veil (now in production in N.Y.). In ex-

change, Guild will pay a total of $3,000,000 to Roach Stu-

dios & various creditors of Guterma.

The payment is to be divided this way: Hal Roach sub-

sidiary W-R Corp. is to receive 400,000 shares of Guild

stock (about 14% of the outstanding issues) and 6% notes

for $700,000. In addition. Guild will pay off the balance

of certain debts to Reldan Trading Corp. & the Silver Co.

—2 concerns identified by SEC as having made loans to

Guterma—and to Pathe Labs.

Guild Films previously had been brought into the

Guterma case by SEC in its report of an elaborate 3-way

film & spots barter & purchase deal also involving Mat-

thew Fox, pres, of Independent TV Corp., and Bon Ami

Co., an erstwhile Guterma-controlled corporation, plus sev-

eral other Guterma properties.

In other developments, the Senate internal security

subcommittee was planning to subpoena Guterma in its

investigation of capital movements from behind the Iron
Curtain, the Immigration Service was investigating the

circumstances surrounding Guterma’s citizenship, the In-

ternal Revenue Service was checking his tax returns, the

Montreal, Canadian & Toronto Exchanges suspended trad-

ing in Jacobs stock & the Ontario Securities Commission
withdrew its registration.

Any attempt to map the extent of Guterma’s rapidly

changing holdings is about as difficult as unscrambling an
egg. Asked if it was possible to compile a chart or diagram
of the Guterma empire, an SEC official told us: “What you
need is not a chart, but an animated cartoon.”

NORTHROP-PAGE WEDDING: Mutual needs dictated the

acquisition of Washington’s Page Communications
Engineers by Northrop Corp., Beverly Hills, Cal., ac-

cording to PCE pres. Esterly C. Page. Northrop needed

PCE capabilities in establishment of world-wide com-
munications systems, PCE needed the “big business

know-how and financial backing of Northrop,” he said.

Northrop will issue 95,000 shares of its stock to

PCE stockholders. With Northrop currently selling at

around $34 a share, the purchase price amounts to

about $3,230,000. Principal PCE stockholders are Page
and exec. v.p. Joseph A. Waldschmitt.

PCE will be retained as a wholly-ovmed subsidiary and
no change in its management is planned. All PCE officers

have 5-year contracts with Northrop. The deal does not

involve the TV-radio consulting engineers firm of Page,

Creutz, Steel & Waldschmitt—in which Page & Wald-
schmitt are minority partners.

PCE is one of the sagas of the communications in-

dustry, It was started by Page in 1947 after he resigned

as engineering v.p. of Mutual Broadcasting System. Firm
rapidly diversified from broadcast work into communica-
tions—mainly for the military services—pioneered in

scatter propagation and the construction of huge inter-

continental systems. For example it built a scatter system

for the Air Force—from U.S. to Greenland and from U.S.

to England. It installed a $20,000,000 multichannel system

in the Pacific for the Signal Corps—including scatter

propagation, microwave, telephone & telegraph. PCE op-

erations have covered more than 15 foreign countries and
the Arctic. It has 400 employes in the U.S., about 300 in

foreign countries on a contract basis.

Northrop is noted for missile work (Snark, Hawk,
etc.), was famed for building the Black Widow and other

fighters during the war. It has about 20,000 employes,

grosses about $160,000,000. PCE’s gross will be about

$16,000,000 for the fiscal year ending April 1.

Emerson Radio continued the improvement which be-

gan in fiscal 1958 (Vol. 15:4) with a profit in the first

quarter ended Jan. 31 “about double” last year’s $297,699

(15?; a share), pres. Benjamin Abrams told stockholders

meeting this week in Atlantic City. He said sales for the

quarter were about 25% above the comparable period of

the preceding year, & that directors will give “serious con-

sideration to the resumption of cash dividends.” Last De-

cemher the company paid a 3% stock dividend, its first

dividend since 1956.
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NTA Purchase Under Way: With the last legal obstacle

removed, National Theatres this week officially made its

stock-exchange offer to NTA stockholders (Vol. 14:34,36,

38,46). In accordance with a Justice Dept, proposal (Vol.

14:52), NTA has agreed to end its partnership with 20th

Century-Fox in the NTA Network (in which NTA & 20th

Century each hold 60%), purchasing 20th Century’s in-

terest for $250,000.

National Theatres, which owns WDAF-TV & WDAF,
Kansas City, is offering—in exchange for NTA common &
purchase warrants—$20,000,000 in 6%% debentures (due

1974), purchase warrants for 454,545 shares of common
stock and 485,550 exchange warrants to purchase deben-

tures and stock warrants. The purchase will be made if

National Theatres acquires at least 51% of NTA shares by

March 16, 1959.

Stockholders will receive $11 principal amount of de-

bentures & a purchase warrant for % share of National

Theatres stock for each share of NTA. Warrants for the

purchase of $11 of debentures and a warrant for the pur-

chase of % share of National Theatres common will be

exchanged for each outstanding NTA warrant.

GE reports 1958 was its 2nd best year, thanks to a

25% increase in 4th-quarter earnings over 1957’s final

period (although 4th-quarter sales were down 2%). The

1958 earnings were off 2% from 1957, net sales down 5%.
Chairman Ralph J. Cordiner said consumer goods sales

rose to approximately the 1957 level after a sharp drop

early in the year. Consumer goods represented approxi-

mately 26% of GE’s 1958 business; components & mate-

rials 26%; govt, sales 24% (up from 20% in 1957), large

producer goods 24%. GE’s preliminary report for the year

ended Dec. 31: 1958 1957

Sales & revenues $4,120,769,801 $4,335,664,061
Net income 242,942,533 247,851,871
Earned per share 2.78 ^84
Average cap. shares 87,515,284 87,257,782

For 3 months ended Dec. 31:
Sales & revenues 1,138,154,801 1,166,388,061
Net income 80,972,533 64,863,871
Earned per share 93^ 74^

Universal Pictures reported a net loss of more than

$2,000,000 for the fiscal year ended last Nov. 1, including

a special write-off of $799,715 and allowing for a $2,045,000

income-tax refund. Chairman N.J. Blumberg and pres.

Milton R. Rackmil explained that “the public tastes had
veered sharply from the moderately budgeted pictures”

which have been Universal’s specialty. The report for the

year ended Nov. 1
: 1958 I957

Film rentals & sales .... $56,680,034 $72,441,757
Net income (loss in 1958) .... (2,020,056) 2,843,833
Earned per share — 2.93

Warner Bros, has purchased 160,000 shares of its com-
mon stock formerly held by Serge Semenenko (Boston

banker who is a Warner board member) at a cost of nearly

$5,000,000. Semenenko interests now are said to hold only

about 5000 shares. The purchase gives pres. Jack L. War-
ner a stronger hand as the company’s biggest stockholder.

Arvin Industries Inc. reports a decline in net income
and sales for the year ended Dec. 28:

1958 1957

Net sales

Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

$54,015,225
1,487,878

1.65

899,225

$69,705,700
3,689,975

4.10

898,925

Balance Sheets: For the last several weeks we have
published balance sheet information reported to the

FCC by companies owning stations. Because some of

the information in the balance sheets might be mis-

used to the detriment of the companies involved, we
are discontinuing publication of this information.

Electronics & Electrical Equipment Shares group of

Group Securities Inc., big Jersey City investment trust,

would be combined with Aviation Shares group under a
proposal submitted to stockholders for Feb. 24 vote. The
new fund would be called “Aviation-Electronics-Electrical

Equipment Shares.”

Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., although report-

ing a net loss for 1958, had more than $13,000,000 in un-

filled orders at the end of the year vs. $8,900,000 a year

earlier. The statement for the year ended Dec. 31:

Sales
Net income (loss in 1958)
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1958
$32,079,000
(1,178,496)

1,064,248

1957
$30,541,382

771,729

1,063,355

Hoffman Electronics earnings for 1958 will be about

5% higher than the $1,655,372 earned in 1957, or about

$2.30 a share (vs. 1957’s $2.25), pres. H. Leslie Hoffman
said at Chicago distributors meeting this week. He said

1958 sales totaled about $40,000,000, down from the $40,-

968,617 reported for 1957 (Vol. 14:12).

Filmways Inc., N. Y. independent producer of film &
type commercials, was listed this week for the first time

by the American Stock Exchange.

Dividends

Corporation Amt.
Globe-Union $0.20
Hazeltine .35

WJR The Goodwill Sta. . .10

Sprague Elec .30

Stk. of
Payable record
Mar. 10 Feb. 27
Mar. 16 Mar. 2
Mar. 3 Feb. 19
May 1 Apr. 10

Pre-Print Orders for New TV Factbook

T elevision factbook No. 28, spring-sum-

mer edition of the TV-radio & other electx’onic

entertainment industries’ first, most widely used &
most frequently quoted data book, will be off the

presses at the end of March. Completely indexed, this

nearly 500-pp. semi-annual “almanac” provides ready

access to a wealth of basic data on all U.S., Canadian

and world TV stations and networks (including

complete rate cards of the U.S. & Canadian net-

works and digests of all station rate cards) ; data

on all CPs outstanding and applications pending; up-

dated allocations tables. All other depts. have been

updated, too, including directories of the FCC, TV
sales reps, program producers & distributors, manu-

facturers of TV-radio sets, tubes & transistoi-s, TV-

radio attorneys, consulting engineers, specialized con-

sultants, electronics labs, etc., etc. Included with each

Factbook is a x-evised copy of our 34x22-in. Map of

TV Cities and Netwoi’k Interconnections, in color,

suitable for framing. One copy of the Factbook

goes to each of our full-service subscribers. E.xti-a

copies, if pre-print orders for 20 or more aie placed

by March 6, cost $2 each; single copies, $5.



Some Candid Talk about Allocations

More about

ENGINEERS’ PREDICTIONS: Our consultation with the

consulting engineers for their crystal-gazing comment
on FCC’s probable course of action on allocations (p.

1) produced some intriguing & salty responses

—

hardly the kind of thing you’ll find in a formal petition

to the FCC. When we assured the engineers we
wouldn’t identify them, they became quite expansive.

Following are the unexpurgated ideas of several ex-

perienced practitioners

:

(1) “The FCC is going to have to learn to make a

‘nation-wide competitive’ system with 12 channels. It

will have to examine the whole principle of allocations

—with its mind on the different size of markets, vary-

ing powers & heights, directional antennas, precision

offset, adjacent-channel interference (which may be

different from what it once was thought to be)—

&

wrap it all up in an entirely new system. I’ve reluc-

tantly come to the conclusion that we can’t salvage uhf

in the foreseeable future. The vhf-only sets present a

huge obstacle. As for more vhf channels, even if we
got a half dozen, there’s a tremendous inertia in the

existing sets that will receive only the 12 existing

channels. Stations on the new vhf channels would be

pioneering as much as uhf did. I think we have a

nation-wide system now—but not enough competition.”

(2) “The FCC ain’t going to do nothing. They’re

no closer to solving the problem than they were 2-3 years

ago. I don’t see them doing anything unless Congress

forces them. The Craven plan for about 25 continuous vhf

channels is most desirable. But I think they’ll reduce vhf

mileages on the present 12 channels. I think they could get

away with that—but that would benefit the city slickers,

not the country boys. There are too many vested interests

in Congress to permit a move to all-uhf. FCC should have

put uhf in the big cities, vhf in the wide-open areas—but

that’s water over the dam.”

(3) “If the FCC follows its usual practice, they’ll

generate more problems than they’ll decide. I don’t think I

or my clients will live to see any material change. They
should have got more vhf channels 10 years ago, but now
the addition of more channels would give you problems

about the same as uhf has—conversion. TASO has com-

pletely missed the boat on new data. The people have just

gone through the motions of educating people who aren’t

much interested. They haven’t made a move yet on the

things we really need to know about—directional antennas,

cross-polarization, high vs. low towers. They measured
things we know about. In uhf, we have a hell of a lot better

transmitters & receivers than we did when uhf started.

Uhf can work if you go high enough in towers. You need

2000-ft. towers. You can cover Los Angeles from Mt. Wil-

son, & N. Y. from the Empire State Bldg. But you can’t

stick a 100-ft. ma.st on a mountain. You have to have space

l)etween the antenna and the ground. We’ve got to tell the

FCC what it’s all about. I think we got a bunch of Commis-
sioners who don’t know what they’re doing.”

(4) “They certainly can’t go all-uhf. Any study shows
it’s uneconomic and unreasonable to use satellites & boost-

ers to serve the fringe areas this would create. It probably

wouldn’t affect the people Within 10-15 miles of the stations.

In Ch. 2-13, they’ve got to find a way to reduce spacings &
powers & use directionals. It’s the most probable course,

because it’s under FCC’s control. I think it’s what they

should do. More vhf channels would be desirable—but there

never will be enough to go around.”

(5) “It’s likely nothing will be done in the near future.

I can’t believe that anyone who has considered the problem
would try to stick with only the 12 vhf channels. The best

solution would be a continuous vhf band starting at about

100 me. Craven suggests 25 channels, & that would accom-

modate all operating stations plus expansion in many areas.

Second best would be to revise the vhf-uhf setup so that

they don’t have to compete with each other—deintermix-

ture.”

(6) “It would be most desirable to continue the vhf

band into the upper vhf spectrum—but that’s academic
because of the vested interests in the spectrum above Ch.

13. Right now, FCC could make more complete use of the

existing 12 channels—by reducing mileages, using direc-

tionals, precision offset, lower powers, etc. One thing they

should not do is go all-uhf. If there were no shadow prob-

lems on uhf it would be OK. But uhf will never do the job

—

we know that from experience. The public would be up in

arms. It would be the greatest uproar you ever saw. But
I won’t guess what the Commission will actually do.”

(7) “What will FCC do? Continue to fumble. They
could cut vhf service areas but that would he a had mistake.

It’s rather ridiculous to ask for more vhf channels. There’s

not enough of them & what’s more, when you get somewhat
above Ch. 13 you’re in uhf, anyway. Uhf would allow

tremendously greater expansion. It would give more serv-

ice and better pictures to more people. It would do it at

somewhat greater cost—but the cost wouldn’t amount to

much over a period of time. Anyone who has gone into it

with an open mind can’t come to any other conclusion than

uhf. Sure, each station would serve a smaller area than vhf

does, but people would build stations in those fringe areas.

You’d end up serving more people with more signals. Oh,

the FCC will flub around and give lip service—and it will

produce shorter spacings & DA’s on the present channels.

Then it will authorize more & more ridiculous DA’s. We’ll

end up with a few stations with big coverage. Others will

be cut down.”

(8) “In the next 2 years, the FCC will desanctify the

mileage table in vhf. It will cut powers & heights, add DA’s.

This is a stopgap, however. It wouldn’t be a tremendous
gain. We still need more channels. Within 5 years, I think

the commission will find some more useful channels. These

may be uhf, because a large portion of the uhf may turn out

to be a damn sight moi'e useful than we think it is at the

present time. Maybe we’ll go all-uhf within 10 years. If

uhf isn’t the answer, we’re likely to get a few more vhf

channels above Ch. 13, by a deal—swapping with other

services.”
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SUMMARY- INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

CBS DROPS MILWAUKEE UHF. Can't fight vhfs. Networks

nearly out of uhf picture with NBC considering sale of its Hart-

ford station (p. 1).

NETWORKS SAY THEY'RE "CLEAN" ON TIE-INS as FCC

orders formal investigation on charges of pressures against

advertisers & program producers (p. 2).

COURTS, NOT FCC, ARE ANTI-TRUST REFEREES. U.S.

Supreme Court renders unanimous decision remanding NBC-

Westinghouse station-swap case (p. 2).

NEW ENTRIES IN STEREO SWEEPSTAKES: Bell Labs offers

stations compatible 2-channel system requiring no home con-

version. RCA, Westinghouse to test new AM systems (p. 3).

OPEN SEASON OPENS FOR HARRIS headline-hunters, armed

with special FCC probe funds. Network controls by FCC proposed.

Other developments in Congress (p. 4).

SHOWDOWN ON EQUAL TIME is pressed for by networks

and NAB as result of FCC's new rule that Sec. 315 covers news-

casts as well as vote-pleas by candidates (p. 5).

BOSTON CH. 5 HIATUS UNTIL MARCH 9, as parties'

attorneys weigh calling "big names." Globe's publisher lists

govt, contracts (p. 6).

VIDEO TAPE'S MERGER BOOM: East meets West again as

tape-commercial specialist Elliot, Unger & Elliott unites with

Screen Gems, following Warner-Filmways (p. 14).

ENGINEERS EXPLORE SUPER-SENSITIVE TV using the para-

metric amplifier developed for military microwave-radar use.

Device could make uhf sets as sensitive as vhf (p. 15).

Manufactaiing-DistTibution-Finance

STATE OF THE TV MARKET is shown by Sylvania research

director Frank W. Mansfield's release of annual statistics on sets-

in-use, production, scrappage, sales & inventories (p. 16)

RECORD SALES & PROFITS reported by Zenith & CBS for

1958 (p. 18). Fourth-quarter spurt brings RCA sales close to

1957 level, but earnings are lower (p. 17).

DEPARTMENTS: Congress (p. 4). FCC (p. 5). Networks

(p. G). Programming (p. 8). Stations (p. 9). Advertising (p. 12).

Film 6t Tape (p. 13). Trade Report (p. 15). Financial (p. 17).

CBS DROPS MILWAUKEE UHF; CAN'T FIGHT 3 VHFs; Networks' valiant effort to

make a go of uhf is just about over—with CBS's announcement this week that it will darken WXIX (Ch. 18),

Milwaukee, about April 1, shifting affiliation to Storer's WITI-TV (Ch, 6). CBS had closed down its WHCT
(Ch, 18), Hartford, later sold it for $250,000, and it resumed operations Jan. 24 (Vol. 15:4). NBC had shut-

tered its WBUF (Ch. 17), Buffalo, and is now considering sale of WNBC (Ch. 30), Hartford (Vol. 15:7-8).

When & if NBC sells, networks will be completely out of the uhf picture (ABC never having been in).

CBS pres. Frank Stanton had to sing the same sad refrain—uhf can't compete with 2 or more vhfs.

He said decision was made "reluctantly and only after most exhaustive efforts to compete successfully against

superior physical performance of the 3 vhf stations in Milwaukee."

Stanton estimated WITI-TV reaches 648,000 TV homes, whereas WXIX can reach 341,000 of which

only 258,000 have converted to uhf. He said WXIX gets only about 20% of TV audience, compared with 33%

for average CBS-TV affiliate in 4 station market. He ended on a hopeful note

:

"Nevertheless, we continue to believe that uhf can provide a satisfactory service under appropriate

conditions. We will, therefore, look for opportunities to restore the full quota of uhf stations permitted ..."

Foregoing brings up question of status of FCC's current deliberations on uhf & vhf allocations. We've

received a lot of comment on our roundup of consulting engineers' opinion as to Commission's probable

course (Vol. 15:8)—many people agreeing that squeeze-ins of more stations on present Ch, 2-13 are likely.

But FCC members won't concede that conclusion is foregone.

Says one Commissioner, for example: "They don't know what they're talking about. We've examined

that idea and we've abandoned it for the present. It just won't do."



NETWORKS SAY THEY^RE 'CLEAN^ ON TIE-INS: Networks are uncomfortable but un-

worried about FCC's long-expected formal investigation into alleged "program tie-ins" which was an-

nounced officially this week (Vol. 15:6). Networks' position is & always has been that they've never arbi-

trarily pressured any advertiser to buy network-owned programs or forced any outside program producer

to hand over a piece of their properties as a condition to getting them telecast. Networks believe they can
defend themselves handily in the Commission proceeding.

However, networks will have a lot of questions to answer—because Justice Dept, quietly collected

complaints along these lines from about 100 people, turned them over to FCC. This is bound to get the whole
business on the record.

Commission put chief examiner James D. Cunningham in charge, but set no date for start. Proceed-

ing will be oral & written, public & closed, in Washington & out—up to Cunningham's discretion. Specifically,

FCC will look into:

"(
1 ) The extent , if any, to which networks or others seek to achieve or have achieved, control of

TV programming.

"(2) The extent to which network ownership or control of programs for TV exhibition is necessary

or desirable in the public interest.

"(3) The extent , if any, to which networks exclude or seek to exclude programs not owned or con-

trolled by them or in which they have not acquired a financial or proprietary interest from access to network

TV markets.

"(4) The extent , if any, to which networks demand or require financial or proprietary interest in

independently produced programs as a condition precedent to consideration for exhibition, or to exhibition,

of such programs on the TV networks.

"(5) The participation of networks or persons owned or controlled by networks in the acquisition,

ownership, production, distribution, selection, sale and licensing of programs for TV syndication or non-

network TV exhibition."

COURTS, NOT FCC, ARE ANTI-TRUST REFEREES: Courts have "primary jurisdiction" over

anti-trust matters, regardless of what FCC does, and NBC must now go to trial on charges that it used

"monopolistic" pressures to force Westinghouse to swap its Philadelphia stations for NBC's Cleveland outlets.

That's substance of U.S. Supreme Court's decision this week in case brought before it by Justice Dept, after

Philadelphia Federal District Court Judge Kirkpatrick had ruled that FCC approval of swap immunized NBC
from anti-trust prosecution (Vol. 14:2).

There never had been much doubt Supreme Court would rule that way, and decision, written by
Chief Justice Warren, was approved by 7-0 vote (Frankfurter & Douglas not participating), despite NBC's

argument that Justice Dept, was frozen out of the picture.

There's no telling when case will go to trial. It may be as long as a year, and it goes before same
court, perhaps before same judge. Justice Dept.'s basic allegation is that NBC forced Westinghouse to swap
its Philadelphia stations (now WRCV-TV & WRCV) for NBC's Cleveland outlets (now KYW-TV & KYW) by
threatening to take NBC affiliations from Westinghouse's Boston stations, and to withhold affiliation from

its Pittsburgh outlet. Justice says NBC's aim was to upgrade its station ownership into larger markets. (NBC
also paid Westinghouse $3,000,000 in the transaction.)

Supreme Court based its decision on legislative history, holding that development of Communica-

tions Act clearly shows that courts, not FCC, were intended to have last word on anti-trust violations in

broadcast industry.

If NBC is finally held guilty of monopolistic practices, courts could order it divested of its Philadelphia

stations—the most extreme possibility. Courts could require FCC to revoke the licenses outright or they could

permit NBC to sell. Latter would be more likely, in light of precedent in Kansas City Star case. Star was
convicted of monopolistic practices but was permitted to sell its WDAF-TV & WDAF to National Theatres for

$7,500,000 (Vol. 13:47-48; 14:17). However, a vast amount of litigation will flow, probably for several years,

before final decision is rendered.
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If Justice Dept, achieves its goal of getting NBC out of Philadelphia, NBC would be in decidely inferior

position with respect to CBS & ABC in terms of major-market-station ownership. Now, CBS owns vhf stations

in the 4 top markets (N.Y., Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia) and the 9th—St. Louis. NBC has the top 4

plus the 11th—Washington. ABC has the top 3 plus the 5th (Detroit) & 7th (San Francisco).

FCC lawyers look upon decision as "reaffirmation of the law"—for they had agreed with Justice Dept.

I in briefs before Supreme Court.

• Supreme Court threw in one statement which may be disturbing to some licensees. While FCC
) can't immunize licensees from anti-trust proceedings, it said, it does have the duty of considering anti-trust

I factors in granting licenses. "In a given case," Court stated, "the Commission might find that anti-trust

! considerations alone would keep the statutory standard from being met, as when the publisher of the sole

newspaper in an area applies for a license for the only available radio & TV facilities—which, if granted,

would give him a monopoly of that area's major media of mass communications."

NEW ENTRIES IN STEREO SWEEPSTAKES: Stereo broadcasting systems are being unveiled

almost daily now, in advance of first meeting of important Systems Specifications Panel of National Stereo-

phonic Radio Committee next Wed., March 4. This panel, under Hazeltine's Charles W. Hirsch, will receive

all proposals for compatible stereo systems.

New AM stero systems will be demonstrated for the first time next week by NBC & Westinghouse

—

and it was learned that the much-discussed (but little understood) Percival system of England will be

placed before NSRC panel. And Bell Labs demonstrated—first privately to NSRC & press, later publicly to

entire nation on NBC's Feb. 28 Perry Como show—ingenious TV-AM or FM-AM stereo system which is com-

pletely compatible and requires no equipment in the home except 2 sets.

"Project Mixmaster," as Bell Labs' system is known within company, is 2-channel technique which

uses present standards and therefore needs no FCC approval (or NSRC consideration). Though it's perhaps
i a stopgap until single-channel system is authorized, it resolves quite satisfactorily a dilemma which faces

all broadcasters who attempt TV-AM or FM-AM stereocasts:

In conventional 2-station stereo, broadcaster must either make serious compromises in directional

quality of stereo, or feed his one-set listeners (who still make up bulk of audience) a defective, partial signal.

Bell Labs' system is based on "precedence effect" in hearing—a phenomenon known to audio engi-

neers since 1933: If single sound is heard through 2 loudspeakers several thousandths of a second apart,

direction of sound seems to be determined by speaker from which sound emanated first.

"Mixmaster" technique is to feed sounds from left channel through 10-millisecond delay line to

right channel, sounds from right channel through similar delay line to left channel. Thus stereo listener

hears left-channel sounds first through left loudspeaker, right-channel sounds first through right speaker,

preserving full stereo—although all sounds actually come through both. But monophonic listener—no matter

which channel he's listening to—hears all sounds of both channels.

We listened to demonstration of system in N.Y. Feb. 24, found both stereo & mono reproduction quite

effective. AT&T hopes to license stations & networks to use system. Equipment costs to station or network

—whichever originates the stereo—are said to be around $3000. It's understood ABC is considering using

system for its Lawrence Welk stereocasts.

• • • •

RCA will begin testing an as-yet-unannounced single-channel AM stereo system on NBC's WRCA,
N.Y. next week—obviously quite different from system it showed at its Princeton Labs last Oct. (Vol. 14:43).

Only tip-off to tests was grant by FCC Feb. 26 of "experimental authorization to operate WRCA only during

non-broadcast hours to test an AM stereo system in which the 2nd channel is effectively obtained by frequency

modulation having low deviation."

"This will require substitution of an experimental crystal-controlled unit for the normal crystal con-

trol," NBC said in its request for authorization. "The purpose of the test," said NBC, "is to determine crosstalk,

distortion, compatibility and performance in the fading zone." Grant is for 90 days starting March 2.

Westinghouse's AM stereo system, to be demonstrated March 3 in N.Y. non-broadcast test, is unique

in that it is single-channel method which requires no converter or special set in the home—just 2 AM radios.
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Said to be based on long-standing Westinghouse patents, it uses station equipment costing about $2500. In

the home, each set is slightly detuned from station's carrier frequency—one above it, the other below.

NSRC panel members are looking forward most eagerly to explanation and demonstration of the

"weird & wonderful" (as one engineer described it) Percival system. Tested in Britain by BBC, it differs

markedly from all systems proposed here. It's the property of EMI Ltd., which hopes to capture U.S. market

with it. Proposed as AM system, it uses rapid switching technique to divert sound first to one speaker, then

to other. It also may be used as a TV or FM system, it's understood.

Some 12 FM stereo systems—many of them closely related—plus 5 AM systems, not to mention TV
(which presumably could use variations of most of the FM systems) have already been proposed for single-

channel stereo. NSRC has decided that it won't "recommend" any specific system, but will submit to FCC
its technical evaluations of all principal methods.

How long will it take? NSRC members seem to think they can be ready with final evaluations

within year—if all companies work together, without squabbling over proprietary rights, in all-out attempt

to get stereocasting on the road.

The Week in Congress

OPEN SEASON OPENS: The 1959 hunting season for

headline game in the FCC & broadcasting industry

opened officially in Congress this week. Chairman
Harris (D-Ark.) of the Commerce legislative over-

sight subcommittee was armed with a special $200,-

000 appropriation as a starter for fresh probes of

federal regulatory agencies (Vol. 15:8).

At the same time, the wide range of TV-radio

expeditions planned by the House investigators was
extended even further. Rep. Bennett (R-Mich.), rank-

ing minority member of the Commerce Committee

and its oversight and communications & power sub-

committees, introduced the first bill (HR-5042), at

this session of Congi’ess, for direct FCC regulation of

TV networks.

Harris met no opposition in the House to his

request for special funds to continue the oversight

subcommittee study of agency practices which, he

said, “badly need investigating,” although he was
twitted by Reps. Gross (R-Ia.) & Hoffman (R-Mich.)

about his headline pursuits last session, when criti-

cism of his tactics were voiced on the floor.

The House also voted Harris $150,000 for his communi-

cations sub-committee to carry on a broad study of spec-

trum uses (Vol. 15:8). This is likely to forestall a similar

inquiry by a Presidential commission, as recommended by

the President’s Special Advisory Committee on Telecom-

munications (Vol. 15:7). Sources in the office of Civil &
Defense Mobilization told us this week that “it’s going to

be a little awkward” now for that agency to try to get

Congress to approve a White House-appointed spectrum

commission, as director Leo A. Hoegh had planned.

Harris also moved closer to another major item on his

Commerce Committee’s TV-radio agenda. He held an un-

announced meeting Feb. 27 in committee offices with all

FCC members except Comr. Craven to do some preliminary

exploration of pay-TV issues, which he proposes to resolve

by banning all kinds of toll TV after permitting limited

FCC tests (see p. 5).

No time table for any of the House TV-radio inquiries

was set, however. The only hearings scheduled this week by

Harris were for March 16-20 on his bill (HR-1253) and simi-

lar measures to amend the Federal Trade Commission Act

to set up federal fair trade regulations (Vol. 15:8).

In still another TV legislative areas—federal aid to

educational TV—progress was made in the Senate. That
body’s Commerce Committee Chairman Magnuson (D-

Wash.) got his $51,000,000 equipment-purchase bill (S-12)

on the floor following unanimous approval by his commit-
tee (Vol. 15:5). The measure, authorizing $1,000,000 grants

to each state & territory, was in a position to be called up
for a vote at any time—possibly next week. Next step for

the ETV bill is consideration by the Harris committee,

which may get around to it late in March.

Bennett’s network regulation bill—similar in concept

to proposals in other Congressional sessions by former Sen.

Bricker (R-0.) which never got very far (Vol. 15:6)—would
require networks under FCC control to: (1) “Provide a
balanced program structure” for affiliates. (2) “Refrain

from engaging in practices which have the effect of I'e-

stricting use” by stations of programs offered to them by

packagers. (3) Make network programs available to “the

maximum number of TV broadcasting stations.” (4) File

with the FCC copies of station contracts. No companion

bill was offered in the Senate, although Sen. Douglas (D-

111.) has been contemplating a move in that direction.

“I feel,” said Bennett in introducing his bill, “that

Congress should enact new regulatory legislation for TV
networks because I believe that such regulations are needed

if the American people are to have the benefit of TV pro-

gramming which meets the public interest test.”

Off the Hill, Harris, meanwhile, took some cutting

swipes at Dr. Bernard Schwartz, ousted chief counsel of

the oversight subcommittee whose recently published The

Professor and the Commission accused subcommittee mem-
bers of “whitewashing” FCC probes (Vol. 15:7). In a

speech before the Federal Communications Bar Assn.,

Harris said the book contains “misstatements of fact and

erroneous assumptions & conclusions.” He conceded that his

subcommittee made “some mistakes,” that: “In fact, about

the first and perhaps the most serious mistake the com-

mittee made was that it employed Dr. Schwartz as its chief

counsel.” The ex-counsel, said Harris, was “determined to

rule or ruin” the subcommittee.

The Army showed off its closed-circuit missile main-

tenance training system (Vol. 14:40), by transmitting a

live 2-hour program from its Army Ordnance Guided

Missiles School in Huntsville, Ala. to the Pentagon. The

telecast was observed by Secy, of the Army Wilber M.

Brucker and 300 high-ranking officers. Handled by Tele-

PrompTer, the program covered missile maintenance.
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The FCC

SHOWDOWN ON EQUAL TIME: Backstopped by NAB,
all 3 TV-radio networks were lining up this week for

a once-&-for-all effoi't to clear the air of those politi-

cal equal-time nightmares. The horrid visions had

been raised again for broadcasters by the FCC’s most

recent interpretation of long-troublesome Sec. 315 of

the Communications Act (Vol. 15:8).

ABC joined CBS to demand that the FCC re-

consider its 4-3 ruling that Sec. 315 covers an appear-

ance by a candidate in a newscast as well as in

straight broadcast pitch for votes. NBC was drafting

a similar appeal to the Commission, and that body

may take up the issue again next week. In addition,

NAB readied itself to help carry the broadcasters’

case into federal courts, should the FCC stand pat.

There also was talk in broadcasting circles of

trying again to persuade Congress to repeal Sec. 315

—as sought in the past by the NAB—or at least to

rewrite it in common-sense language that would re-

lieve networks & stations of chronic election-time

headaches. But nobody held much hope for action on

Capitol Hill at this session.

Meanwhile, the perennially unsuccessful Chicago poli-

tician who caused the FCC to emit its blanket equal-time

ruling—Lar (America First) Daly—parlayed his equal

TV time into 66,000 votes among 542,455 cast in the city’s

Mayoralty primary, in which he sought both Democratic &
Republican nominations. And it’s likely he’ll be back again

to harass Chicago stations the next time he sees a chance

to run for something. He had won the right to go on the

air as a candidate every time an opponent was shown in

a news clip, however briefly—regardless of whether or not

the opponent had initiated his appearance.

As Pres. Leonard H. Goldenson of ABC’s parent AB-
PT pointed out this week : “The fallacy of this application

is obvious when we consider that it would, for example,

require equal time grants, whenever requested, for every

time a network or individual station in an election year
' reports on a news conference held by a U.S. President who
! is nominated to succeed himself.”

Goldenson urged the FCC to exclude from Sec. 315

coverage “all legitimate news events—including local, state

or national campaigns—in regular or special news pro-

grams.” CBS News v.p. & gen. mgr. Sig Mickelson had
protested that if the FCC’s new ruling stands it can result

in virtual blackouts of TV-radio election coverage, because

networks & stations would always run the risk of being

obliged to turn their facilities over to any candidate whose
opponent happened to appear in a newscast.

If it was the FCC’s intention to wash its hands of

Sec. 315 troubles by interpreting the law so literally that

Congress would be forced to change it, there was no visible

evidence of concern on the Hill over the broadcasters’ di-

lemma. No bills to repeal Sec. 315 were introduced. No
committee on either side moved to look into the problem.

The usual, every-session bills for reform of election

practices (S-440 & 446, HR-1977) had been introduced, but

I

nothing in them promised much relief from Sec. 315. In

||
general, the measures—whose outlook at this session wasn’t

I regarded as bright—would limit application of Sec. 315

on the Presidential & Vice Presidential level to candidates

of parties which polled at least 4% of the popular vote in

the previous national election. But the bills wouldn’t affect

equal-time rights of candidates for lesser offices.

The last real go-round in Congress on Sec. 315 came
late in 1956 at hearings held by a special House Committee
on Campaign Expenditures (Vol. 12:51, 13:7) headed by
Rep. Davis (D-Tenn.). At that time NAB pres. Harold E.

Fellows pleaded for repeal of the equal-time provision—or

at least to restrict it to candidates of major parties. But
nobody in Congress—where politicians have found no per-

sonal disadvantages in operations of Sec. 315—displayed

much interest in the broadcasters’ plight.

IS ANTI-PAY-TV BILL LEGAL? Proposals by House Com-
merce Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) to ban
all pay-TV systems (Vol. 15:3) may be unconstitu-

tional, the FCC said this week in its first open com-

ments on the legislator’s sweeping resolution to re-

solve the pay-as-you-see issue by obliterating it.

A detailed breakdown of the Harris measure
(H.J! Res. 130), issued by the Commission after a

conference with Harris in committee offices (see p.

4 , stressed that the FCC “supports the basic objec-

tive” of the resolution’s provisions providing for

limited pay-TV tests by the FCC.
But, if Congress finally agrees with Harris that wired

TV as well as broadcast pay TV should be prohibited, those

provisions of the law “may give rise to a constitutional

question regarding federal regulation of intra-state activi-

ties,” the FCC warned.

“Under the present provisions of the Communications
Act relating to common carriers, this Commission has jur-

isdiction only with respect to their interstate & foreign

communication services,” the FCC reminded Harris.

As for the Harris resolution’s stipulations about pay-

TV tests, the FCC said the proposal “conforms essentially

with approach contemplated” in the first place by the Com-
mission in 1957—except for “one major departure.” The
FCC wanted to run tests for any one system in as many as

3 cities. Harris wants to confine tests of any system to

one area.

The FCC also pointed out that Harris’ definition of a

pay-TV program (“received by home TV receiving sets

only upon the payment, by the owners or users of such

sets, of a charge, fee, or other form of compensation”)

could mean programs transmitted by community antenna

systems. This definition should be changed to make it clear

that CATV systems aren’t a tai’get of the proposed ban,

too, the commission said.

FCC’s license renewal forms won’t get any action

until this fall. That much is clearly apparent from the fact

that industry is now split in its responses to the Com-
mission’s proposed changes (Vol. 15:8). It had been

thought, originally, that the industry would go along with

the recommendations of its committee, which worked out a

series of amendments in cooperation with the FCC. Now,

however, a considerable number of broadcasters insist that

the Commission shouldn’t require stations to provide any

breakdown of their programs. Another group likes the pro-

posal and suggests some changes. It will take the FCC at

least until fall to study comments, decide next move.

TV-radio interference with public reception “created

by assignments to the Govt. & special service users” in

some areas was protested this week by the NAB’s En-

gineering Advisory Committee headed by J. W. Wright

(KSL-TV & KSL, Salt Lake City). Meeting in Washington,

the committee called on the NAB’s engineering dept, to ex-

plore the problem with receiver manufacturers and Govt.
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BOSTON CH. 5 HIATUS: Exploring the use of “influ-

ence,” the FCC finished its presentation this week in

the hearing on the Boston Ch. 5 case, which started

last week (Vol. 15:8). It is due to resume March 9.

It’s up to the individual parties now, to produce

their own witnesses if they think they can bolster

their cases. Some attorneys may conclude they have

nothing to lose and may demand the appearance of

big-name govt, officials—from former Presidential

asst. Sherman Adams on down.

One “big name” who may get on the stand—or

submit a statement, at least—is Justice Dept.’s anti-

trust chief Victor Hansen. Former FCC Chairman
George McConnaughey testified that Hansen informed
him there would be no problem of “monopoly” in the

granting of a CP to Boston Herald-Traveler, which
won the case and now operates WHDH-TV. Hansen’s

asst., Robert Bicks, has offered to produce Hansen or

his statement.

William Davis Taylor, publisher of the Boston Globe,

this week testified about his conversations with just about

everyone, in an effort to block the Herald-Traveler grant:

All FCC Commissioners, Adams, former Commerce Secy.

Sinclair Weeks, former Cabinet Secy. Maxwell Rabb, Sen-

ators Kennedy (D-Mass.), Saltonstall (R-Mass.), Bridges

(R-N.H.), Reps. Martin (R-Mass.), McCormack (D-

Mass.) & Vice President Nixon’s asst., Wm. Key.

Evidently all were polite—but obviously not very help-

ful—because Herald-Traveler got the grant. Rep. Martin

put it this way: “You were out-politicked.”

The whole matter will be up to examiner Horace Stern,

then the FCC. In the Miami Ch. 10 case (Vol. 14:49), he

passed at least part of the buck to the Commissioners

themselves by declining to urge that any party be thrown
out “absolutely.” However, the situation may be a little

tighter in the Boston case—because all members of the

Commission did some listening to the parties. Was this

improper—or merely indiscreet?

A Miami Ch. 7 hearing is in the works—similar to

those for Miami Ch. 10 and Boston Ch. 5—for it’s under-

stood that the Commission has instructed its staff to pre-

pare for it. Ch. 7 was won by WCKT, a combination of

Cox-Knight-Trammell interests.

National Theatres’ control of WNTA-TV & WNTA,
Newark-N.Y. and KMSP-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul as part

of its deal for acquisition of National Telefilm Assoc. (Vol.

15:8) was approved 6-1 by the FCC this week, Comr. Bart-

ley dissenting. Transfer of the NTA stations to National

Theatres, which already owns WDAF-TV & WDAF, Kansas
City, was voted “without prejudice” to any determination

of court proceedings involved in the merger and to the

outcome of the FCC’s network studies.

Transfer of WICC-TV (Ch. 43), Bridgeport, & radio

WICC to Kenneth M. Cooper & associates from Philip Mer-

ryman & Manning Slater for approximately $1,500,000

(Vol. 14:51) was approved this week by FCC.

Tran-slator CPs granted by FCC: Ch. 80, Needles Cal.,

to Needles Community TV Club . . . Ch. 73, Boonville &
Philo, Cal., to Anderson Valley TV Inc.

New tower rising 789 ft. above Red Mt. near Birming-

ham, to be used jointly by WBRC-TV & educational WBIQ,
with the former paying $250,000 costs, has been approved

by the FCC.

Networks

MUTUAL NETWORK SALE LOOMS: There’s only one
thing certain in the current Mutual Broadcasting
System muddle: The network is up for sale. The al-

most-closed deal with Max Factor & Co. having fallen

through at the last minute, MBS is currently negoti-

ating with 2 prospective purchasers. One is under-
stood to be a large industrial firm, the other a broad-
casting industry group. If either deal is closed, MBS
will have largest working capital in its history.

A joint statement late Feb. 26 by Factor gen.

counsel & secy. Ralph Lazarus and MBS exec. v.p. Blair

Walliser said that “both parties have been unable

to agree on the amount.” Previously Factor chairman
Davis Factor had stated that tentative agreement

j

had been reached for his company to assume the net-

work’s “very heavy” obligations—and “if there’s any
cash to be paid in addition, it’s not likely to be much.”

^

After the break-off in negotiations, Walliser announced I

that “other prospective buyers” are now discussing the I

purchase of MBS. Meanwhile, Hal Roach Jr., who took over I

from Alexander L. Guterma as chief officer of Mutal’s par-

ent Scranton Corp.—and of Scranton’s parent, F. L. Jacobs

Co. (Vol. 15:8)—moved his entire staff from Hal Roach
Studios in Calif, to N.Y. to help him decide what to do next.

A network spokesman said Mutual’s net liabilities cur-

rently are somewhat above $600,000, and that, while still

operating at a deficit today, it expects to be operating on a
break-even basis by next month.

*

There were these developments, meanwhile, in the case

of the Govt. vs. Alexander Guterma:

(1) N.Y. Federal Court Judge Sugarman issued an in-

junction ordering the present (Hal Roach) management of

F. L. Jacobs Co. to submit all past-due documents & reports

to the SEC & the N.Y. Stock Exchange. The Jacobs man-
agement had consented to the injunction.

(2) Wayne County Circuit Court in Detroit issued a

temporary resti’aining order to halt Jacobs officials from
disposing of any of the firm’s assets—but there was a dif-

ference of opinion as to whether this was binding on Scran-

ton Corp., which is the principal owner of Mutual. The
order was granted in suit by some Jacobs stockholders.

(3) After inconclusive Feb. 21 & 23 hearings in the

Guterma fraud trial. Judge Sugarman told 100 waiting

witnesses that further hearings in the case had been post-

poned to March 18—2 days after an SEC hearing in Wash-
j

ington on whether to suspend or cancel Jacobs’ stock-

trading privileges. Guterma is due to appear at another

hearing March 2 before U.S. Commissioner Earl N. Bishopp

on charges of failing to file required financial reports and

planning to leave the country.

CBS-TV affiliates sessions in Chicago March 14-15 at

WBBM-TV studios will be open to the press again this year,

“except for a few closed meetings.” Among the highlights

will be addresses by CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton, TV net-

work pres. Louis G. Cowan, exec. v.p. Hubbell Robinson Jr.,

CBS Inc. v.p. & CBS News gen. mgr. Sig Mickelson, sales

admin, v.p. William H. Hylan, affiliate relations & engineer-

ing v.p. William B. Lodge, operations director of sales pro-

motion & adv. George Bristol, and CBS-TV affiliates chair-

man C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore.
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Down-Under Deal: AB-PT has moved into the interna-

tional TV field with the purchase of a minority interest in

The News Ltd. of Australia, principal owner of upcoming

NWS-TV, Adelaide. The announcement was made in N. Y.

Feb. 27 by AB-PT pres. Leonard H. Goldenson, and K. R.

Murdoch, publisher of The News Ltd. The latter firm is

parent company for several subsidiaries in the newspaper

& magazine fields, as well as TV and radio, including the

Adelaide Daily News, Perth Sunday Times, and TV &
women’s magazines published in Melbourne and Sydney.

Goldenson and Murdoch “expressed confidence,” in a

joint announcement, that the U.S.-Australian TV associa-

tion would “develop increasing mutual benefit in future

years.” ABC-TV executives in N. Y. didn’t elaborate, but

hinted at program exchanges, co-production film-show

deals, & idea swaps. Australia is now one of the leading

overseas markets for U.S. film shows.

Pay TV got another boost this week when John Crosby,

named by Fund for the Republic’s Patrick M. McGrady
Jr. (Vol. 15:5) as America’s 2nd most influential TV critic

(75 newspapers), said in his Feb. 25 column, “I am in-

creasingly in favor of pay TV.” His reason: “Because I

think it is the only solution” to the problem of mounting

costs which makes it more & more difficult for advertisers

to supply “good television.” Added Crosby, in a burst of

prescience, “I have never been naive enough to suppose

that pay TV would automatically open the flood gates to

operas, symphonies and really worthwhile things. Let’s

not delude ourselves with great expectations. There will

be plenty of junk on pay TV, too. But at least there will

be plenty of money to put on decent dramas.”

One way to stop pay-TV threats would be for net-

works to put on more shows like CBS-TV’s “HamJet,” Rep.

Springer (R-Ill) told the House. “This was one of the high-

lights of the video winter season,” he said. “I can think of

no program in recent years which was better done from a

cultural standpoint.” In N.Y., CBS exec. v.p. Hubbell Rob-
inson estimated Hamlet reached an audience of 22,000,000

which, he said, is “an encouraging documentation of our

long-held belief that there is a large and eager audience

for fine drama, finely done. We intend to expand our activi-

ties in this area.”

Voice of Democracy scriptwriting contest winner is

James W. Rachels, 17, Columbus, Ga., who was awarded a

$1500 college scholarship this week at a Washington lunch-

eon in conjunction with the 4th annual Conference of

Presidents of State Broadcasters’ Associations (see p. 8).

Presentation of the prize was made by FCC Chairman
Doerfei’, who shared the speaker’s table with Sen. Gruening
(D-Alaska), U.S. Education Comr. Lawrence G. Derthick.

Many members of congress were in the audience for the

event, co-sponsored by the NAB & ElA in cooperation with
the Veterans of Foreign Wars. Three other finalists among
50 state winners in the competition were offered $500

U. of Missouri Journalism scholarships.

ABC-TV plans a special presentation of new 1959-60

programs for advertisers, agencies and the press March
10 at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. AB-PT Pres. Leonard
Goldenson and ABC-TV pres. Oliver Treyz will preside.

A similar presentation will be made Sun. March 15, in Chi-

cago at the annual meeting of ABC-TV affiliates at the

Sheraton-Blackstone hotel. Next day, the presentation will

be shown to Chicago admen.

More Murrow: Ed Murrow won’t be reporting anywhere
except at CBS for a long time to come, a CBS v.p. tells us

in answer to reports (Vol. 15:8) that Ed may be offered a

deal by NBC-TV or by an outside production firm for a

taped series. Murrow’s contract “extends well beyond the

point where he’s due to return in 1960,” and covers his

services “as a person, as a property, & insofar as rights to

Murrow-produced shows are concerned.”

Also denied by CBS are the reports of alleged stresses

and strains between Murrow & the network. The CBS
spokesman did admit that “talent and management are

always going to have temporary differences,” adding that

“Murrow wouldn’t be the keyed-up racehorse that he is if

there wasn’t an occasional problem.”

Meanwhile, Revlon, possibly feeling a sponsor conflict

because of Arthur Godfrey’s link to Toni, has cancelled

Person to Person effective mid-April. And co-sponsor Kent
Cigarettes is said to take a dim view toward non-smoker

Godfrey’s views on cigarettes (he says he’s allergic to

them) and is not likely to renew after June.

NBC will telecast 67 hours of color in nighttime &
Sunday hours during March. In a schedule studded with

specials, the highlight will be the Easter Sunday double

appearance of Mary Martin in 2 full-hour musical pro-

grams—4-5 p.m., sponsored by General Foods for Instant

Tang (thru Young & Rubicam), and 8-9 p.m. (sponsor un-

announced). Among other March specials will be the 90-

min. all-star salute to the late Manie Sacks, 2-hour Menotti

opera “Marie Golovin,” 60-min. “Salute to the American

Legion,” 60-min. Dean Martin Shoiv, 60-min. live repeat

of “Green Pastures” on Hallmark Hall of Fame, and

special Perry Como musical, Tue. March 23.

Armed Forces program agreement was signed by NBC
with the Defense Dept. Office of Information & Education,

permitting Armed Forces TV Service to make kinescopes of

NBC-TV programs—subject to permission of program

owners and sponsors—for use on military stations. The

pact is similar to the agreement with CBS (Vol. 15:4), and

a contract with ABC is due to be announced soon. NBC
noted that, in the past, station-return kine prints had been

supplied for Armed Forces use, and that the network had

made more than 22,000 prints available in the last 2 years.

Tribute to the late NBC-RCA executive, Emanuel

Sacks, will be NBC-colorcast Tues. March 3, 7:30-9 p.m.,

with these scheduled to appear: Bob Hope, Debbie Reynolds,

Sid Caesar, Rosemary Clooney, Nat King Cole, Perry

Como, Eddie Fisher, Harry James, Betty Grable, Tony

Martin, Dinah Shore, Frank Sinatra, Kay Starr, Jane

Wyman, Danny Kaye and many others.

Attention, NAB Conventioneers

If you want your Television Digest to follow

you to your hotel in Chicago during the NAB Con-

vention (March 15-18), we’ll be glad to air-mail the

Mai’ch 14 issue to you at no extra cost. Please notify

our circulation office at Box 700, Radnor, Pa., by

Thursday, March 12 giving your Chicago hotel ad-

dress. We’ll also send the March 21 issue to any

address you designate if you’re not going to be back

to your office by then.
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Programming

TIME FOR MATURITY: Broadcasting, getting on toward 40,

isn’t a youngster anymore—and it’s time for TV & radio

operators to stop saying “We are young and have much to

learn,” assert their full public stature, and take their right-

ful places as national opinion leaders, NAB pres. Harold

E. Fellows said this week.

In a major speech to the 4th annual 2-day Conference

of State Broadcasters’ Association Presidents in Wash-

ington, he said broadcasters have become “sitting ducks”

for congressional critics, and can blame themselves for

failing to demonstrate “courage & conviction” in their own

defense, displaying, instead, “ a shyness that has been sort

of inbred over the years.”

The NAB pres, urged broadcasters to display their

“real authority”—to prove their maturity now— “through

editorializing, encouraging free discussion of public issues

over the air, [and] getting closer to the people by demon-

strating a statesmanlike attitude of interpretive leader-

ship.”

As for “the jaundiced eye and vitriolic tongue” of

broadcasting’s critics who have been assailing the industry

from “prepared positions” in competing newspapers &
magazines. Fellows professed to see nothing “calculated”

in attacks supplementing those in Congress. But he sug-

gested wryly that if he were a publisher he’d view with

“some alarm” the fact that one magazine now making

circulation history, “is devoted entirely to news of TV en-

tertainment.”

A similar call to broadcasters to stand up in their own

right as public figures was sounded at the conference by

chairman Robert D. Swezey (WDSU-TV & WDSU, New
Orleans) of the NAB’s Freedom of Information Com-

mittee. “There is a great deal we can do, which I believe

generally we are not doing,” he said, urging more news

analysis and more editorializing on the air.

The FCC was represented at the shop-talk sessions by

Comr. Lee. As the Commission’s National Defense Commu-

nications Coordinator, he reported Conelrad plan develop-

ments, including oi’ganization of a national industry advis-

ory committee comprising White House correspondents,

spokesmen of each service licensed by the FCC, technical

& program experts from each of the 4 TV & radio networks.

Canon 35 will stay unchanged in the rule book of the

American Bar Assn, at least until its annual meeting Aug.

24-28 in Miami Beach. The question of revising the law-

yers’ ban on TV-radio coverage of courtroom proceedings

was on the agenda of the ABA House of Delegates sessions

in Chicago this week, but the policy-making body again

postponed any decision. Chairman Whitney North Seymour

of a special Canon 35 study committee (Vol. 14:44) said

he expects to be ready with a “progress report” in time

for the Miami Beach meeting.

“Emmy” Award categories are to be increased from 28

to 42 for 1958-59, announced Harry Ackerman, pres.. Na-

tional Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. Unlike the

simplified and much-publicized Oscars, there’ll be Emmys
for such fine differences as “best actress in a leading role

(continuing character) in a comedy series, any length, live

or film.” Next year, perhaps, could we not look forward to

such added categories as “best actress in a videotaped

.show, with film inserts, aired on alternate Thursdays in

half-hour slots after 7:30 p.m. (with West Coast repeat)

for non-automotive sponsors?”

Roman Catholic bishops will soon inaugurate a pro-

gram to combat “the cult of violence, horror and suggest-

iveness in TV & the movies,” the Rev. Patrick J. Sullivan,

S. J., asst. exec, secy.. National Legion of Decency, as-

serted at a Philadelphia communion breakfast Feb. 22.

The clergyman linked juvenile delinquency with TV horror

shows, claiming that more than 51% of the TV audience is

under 21.

On the same subject, take note of this newest quote from

a great educator: “Our youth now love luxury. They have

bad manners & contempt for authority. They show dis-

respect for their elders and love idle chatter in place of

exercise. Children are now tyrants—not the servants of

their households. They no longer rise when elders enter

the room. They contradict their parents, chatter before

company, gobble up their food, and tyrannize their teach-

ers.” The speaker? Socrates, in the 5th Century B.C. And,

Paul Talbot, who dug up the quote for United Business

Service, adds that obviously they couldn’t then have

blamed the condition on “the insidious influences of movies,

radio or TV. Perhaps they laid it to the scrolls & statues.”

“It seems to me that decisions [on program types] can

be made—and will be made, regardless of what we think

—

only by the viewers themselves. Our responsibility is to

put on the air the kinds of programs that people like to

see—not what we think they ought to see. If we pro-

grammed only the kind of show that in our wisdom we
thought was ‘good for people,’ then, truly, we would be

guilty of manipulation, and we would be wasting our cli-

ents’ money . . . The public casts a big ballot for Westerns

& a tiny ballot for culture. Today, TV is an escape me-
dium for most Americans. If my wife and I find relaxation

in 2 continuous hours of Westerns, you may pity us—look

down on us. But don’t blame the sponsor or the broad-

caster for demoralizing our cultural standards. We could

pick up a book, you know, or go to the movies, if we pre-

ferred.”—Robert E. Lusk, pres., Benton & Bowles, before

Detroit Adcraft Club.

Pre-Print Orders for New TV Factbook

T elevision factbook No. 28, spring-sum-

mer edition of the TV-radio & other electronic

entertainment industries’ first, most widely used &
most frequently quoted data book, will be off the

presses at the end of March. Completely indexed, this

nearly 500-pp. semi-annual “almanac” provides ready

access to a wealth of basic data on all U.S., Canadian

and world TV stations and networks (including

complete rate cards of the U.S. & Canadian net-

works and digests of all station rate cards)
;
data

on all CPs outstanding and applications pending; up-

dated allocations tables. All other depts. have been

updated, too, including directories of the FCC, TV
sales reps, program producers & distributors, manu-
facturers of TV-radio sets, tubes & transistors, TV-
radio attorneys, consulting engineers, specialized con-

sultants, electronics labs, etc., etc. Included with each

Factbook is a revised copy of our 34x22-in. Map of

TV Cities and Network Interconnections, in color,

suitable for framing. One copy of the Factbook
goes to each of our full-service subscribers. Extra
copies, if pre-print orders for 20 or more are placed

by March 6, cost $2 each; single copies, $5.
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Stations

NEW AND UPCOMING STATIONS: KVIE, Saci’amento

(Ch. 6, educational), with program test authorization

in hand, hopes to begin March 2. Meanwhile, WLEX-
TV Lexington, Ky. (Ch. 18), off the air since Jan. 21

when a storm wrecked its tower (Vol. 15:4), resumed

programming Feb. 24, using temporary equipment.

We didn’t deduct WLEX-TV from the operating total

because of assurances that it would resume shortly.

Consequently, the debut of KVIE, 38th non-commer-

cial outlet, adds only one to on-air total, which

changes to 547 (85 uhf). ,Note: New target dates of

other educational outlets are: KUAT, Tucson, Ariz.

(Ch. 6), March 8; WMUB-TV, Oxford, O. (Ch. 14),

March 24; KDPS-TV, Des Moines (Ch. 11), April.

KVIE has a 10-k.w Standard Electronics trans-

mitter and 450-ft. Ideco tower with 3-section helical

GE antenna near El Dorado, Cal. about 30 mi. east of

Sacramento. The owner is Central California Educa-

tional Television Inc. John C. Crabbe, ex-director of

TV-radio for the College of the Pacific, Stockton, is

gen. mgr.; Brad Warner, production mgr.; Bill Hop-
kins, program director; Gene Larson, chief engineer.

4: 4:

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are the latest reports from principals:

WILX-TV, Onondaga, Mich. (Ch. 10), planned as a

share-time operation with Mich. State U’s educational

WMSB, now has a March 15 target, promotion mgr. Lester

B. Fishhaut reports. It’s an NBC-TV affiliate, the network

listing it as a Lansing outlet. Its studios are in Hotel

Hayes, Jackson. The 50-kw GE transmitter and 925-ft.

Ideco tower are in Onondaga, approx. 20 mi. from Jackson

& Lansing, 30 mi. from Battle Creek. Base hour will be

$800. Rep will be Venard, Rintoul & McConnell.

WABG-TV, Greenwood, Miss. (Ch. 6) has 5-kw RCA
transmitter due May 1. It plans June 15 test patterns and

June 20 programming with CBS-TV under EMP, according

to owner Cy N. Bahakel, operator of 7 southern radio

stations. It will use 388-ft. Stainless tower with 6-bay an-

tenna. Rates haven’t been set and rep hasn’t been chosen.

KVOG-TV, Ogden, Utah (Ch. 9) has ordered a 5-kw
Gates transmitter, but hasn’t set a delivery date, reports

David B. Affleck, asst. mgr. of radio KVOG. It plans mid-
Aug. start, but consti'uction hasn’t started on 400-ft. Gates

tower, although 6-bay RCA antenna is on hand. Base
hourly rate is not set. Rep will be Grant Webb.

WBDG-TV, Cheboygan, Mich. (Ch. 4) has its trans-

mitter-studio building ready for a used 5-kw unit shipped
Feb. 18 and a 500-ft. Stainless tower with 6-bay antenna
has been ready since Dec., reports pres.-gen. mgr. & 30%
owner Les Biederman. However, severe winter has delayed

construction of two microwave towers necessary to picking
up NBC-TV from parent WPBN-TV, Traverse City (Ch. 7),

and WBDG-TV now is without a specific target. Base hour
will be $200 and rep will be Hal Holman.

CHAB-TV, Moose Jaw, Sask. (Ch. 4) has 6-kw RCA
transmitter scheduled for delivery in about 30 days, and
plans programming “end of April,” writes promotion mgr.
Terry McBurney for owner J. D. Moffat. Construction of

studios and transmitter house is nearly completed and
woi'k has begun on a 440-ft. Stainless Walcon tower, which
will have a 12-slot RCA antenna. Base hour will be $200.

Rep will be Television Representatives Ltd.

Lewis O. Seibert is selling 49.7% of KCTV, San Angelo,

Tex. (Ch. 8) held by his Angelo Bestg.-Tekeasting Inc.

(San Angelo Radio KGKL) for $31,488 to Big Springs

Bestg. Co., according to transfer application filed with FCC.
B. P. Bludworth and Roy H. Simmons continue to hold 25%
each. Principal owners of the buying corporation are Hous-
ton H. & Edward H. Harte, of Harte-Hanks Texas news-

paper chain, with 48.32% each. Houston Harte already is

v.p. & board member of KCTV and holds one share of stock

(.29%). Harte-Hanks newspapers include San Angelo
Standard-Times & Big Springs Herald, owner of radio

KBST, Harte-Hanks only other bdestg. property.

Canadian TV applications slated for public hearing by

Board of Broadcast Governors March 16-18 are: Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.’s 4 applications for outlets at Kenora,

Ont. (Ch. 8) ;
Moncton, N.B. (Ch. 11) ;

Trail, B.C. (Ch. 11).

French-language station at Winnipeg, Man. (Ch. 6). Others

on agenda are: Cornwall, Ont. (Ch. 8) requested by Stanley

Shenkman on behalf of firm to be incorporated. New Glas-

gow, N.S. (Ch. 7) by J. M. Cameron for a new firm to be

organized, satellite at Princeton, B.C. (Ch. 70) by CHBC-
TV, Kelowna, B.C.

Facility Changes: WCSC-TV, Charleston, S.C. (Ch. 5)

switched Feb. 15 to 1041-ft. tower on Rifle Range Rd. . . .

WDAY-TV, Fargo, N.D. (Ch. 6), now on test pattern, plans

boost to 100-kw last week in Feb. . . . WJHL-TV, Johnson

City, Tenn. (Ch. 11), Feb. 22 began using new tower on

Buffalo Mt., 3.5 miles southeast of the city . . . WIS-TV
Columbia, S.C. (Ch. 10) to 316 kw Jan. 31.

“Hi-fi-est” AM station in the world is the claim of

WLW, Cincinnati, based on the judgment of high fidelity

specialist Frank H. McIntosh, whose McIntosh Lab, Bing-

hamton, N.Y. produces hi-fi components. After spending

3 years and $300,000 on every link of its transmitting facil-

ities, WLW claims it can now reproduce 20-20,000 cycles

with distortion of less than %%>. Also employed is the

newly patented “cathanode modulation system” invented by
engineering v.p. R. J. Rockwell.

RCA shipped used superturnstile antenna Feb. 19

to KNME, Albuquei’que, N.M. (Ch. 5, educational), plan-

ning boost to 11.2-kw . . . also shipped used 5-kw trans-

mitter Feb. 18 to upcoming WBDG-TV, Cheboygan, Mich.

(Ch. 4), but start of the station with NBC-TV in conjunc-

tion with parent WPBN-TV, Traverse City, Mich. (Ch. 7)

has been postponed because of bad weather.

Indicative of growing interest in FM, Triangle Publi-

cations, Inc. has filed application for an FM adjacent to its

WFBG-TV & WFBG, Altoona, Pa., to be operated on 98.1

me. All other Triangle stations have FM adjuncts except

TV-only WLYH, Lebanon, Pa. (Ch. 15).

VIP Radio Inc., licensee of WNRC, New Rochelle, N.Y.

and WVTP, Mt. Kisco, N.Y. and owned 50% by John Hay
Whitney’s Plymouth Rock Publications Inc. (Vol. 14:50), is

buying WKIT, Mineola, N.Y. (1520 kc, 250 watts D) for

$165,000 from owner Seymour Weintraub.

World’s tallest man-made structure, the 1619-ft. tower

planned by WGAN-TV, Portland, Me., as well as the new
1046-ft. tower for KTVI, St. Louis, to replace the structure

demolished in the recent tornado (Vol. 15:7), will be built

by Kline Iron & Steel Co. (Kimeo), Columbia, S.C.

National Council of Churches’ broadcasting & film

commission has approved a 1959 budget of $1,000,000 to

continue production & distribution of current TV-radio

shows including Frontiers of Faith (NBC-TN’) and Look-

Up and FAvc (CBS-TV).
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TEXAS TRANSLATOR ENTRY; Hithex’to a lonesome Lone
Star experimenter, Richard R. Hayes of San Antonio
is now making quite a bid as a manufacturer of uhf

translator transmitters—to compete with Adler Elec-

tronics, which has had the field entirely to itself.

Hayes reports that his Texan Translator TV Net-

work (438 E. Crockett St.) has sold 11 transmitters

and has about 15 more in production. His price is

somewhat lower than Adler’s—-$2500 vs. about $3000.

Hayes’ 10-watt exciter for the 100-watt unit runs

$2750. He has only 6 people in his plant because he

subcontracts much of his work, and he markets equip-

ment through 11 distributors.

The reason for the name “Texan Translator TV Net-

work” is this: Hayes heads a regional cooperative group
which is planning a string of 13-plus translators from
Uvalde to El Paso. If you’ll look at our TV map (which

accompanies each Factbook), you’ll note that the area is

really “white” in terms of TV coverage.

Another substantial project is a development contract

with educators, including Joint Council on Educational TV,
who are exploring the possibility of extending coverage

via translators.

Like other translator enthusiasts, Hayes is perturbed

over Fee’s i-ecent move to reconsider its ban on vhf

boosters (Vol. 15:5). He vows that translators do a much
better job. And, he asserts, even a 1-watt vhf booster,

built according to safe technical specifications, will cost as

much as a translator—while serving a much smaller area.

Hayes has reason for his concern. FCC informs us

that scores of requests for translator application forms
flowed in after Commission announced, in Dec., that boost-

ers were kaput. Flow ceased abruptly when FCC said

“we’ll reconsider.”

“Drastic revisions” of FCC TV patterns are being pro-

posed “in significant quarters,” the Assn, of Maximum
Service Telecasters warned its members this week in its

annual report. Calling on the membership to be prepared

for action at the annual meeting March 15 in Chicago, the

report cited such proposals as: (1) A switch to all-uhf. (2)

Creation of new vhf channels by obtaining spectrum space

between Ch. 6 & 7 or above Ch. 13 or both. (3) “Large scale

deintermixture.” (4) Reduction of mileage separations. (5)

Elimination of the FCC allocation table.

State licensing of TV boosters—thereby challenging

FCC authority to ban them (Vol. 15:6)—is authorized by a

new law passed by the Mont, legislature and signed by Gov.

J. Hugo Aronson. Reflecting pro-booster sentiments of

some telecasters, the legislation sponsored by State Sen.

Ward S. Beley places vhf boosters under jurisdiction of the

Mont. Public Service Commission. But, according to legal

opinion in Washington, the law has dubious constitutional-

ity, FCC jurisdiction taking precedence.

Translator starts: K70BH & K76AN, Turkey-Quitaque,

Tex. began Feb. 25 repeating KGNC-TV & KFDA-TV,
Amarillo . . . K79AG, Burlington-Edison, Wash, began

Feb. 19 with educational KCTS, Seattle . . . K75AN, Em-
pire. Ore. began Feb. 17 with KOIN-TV, Portland . . .

K71AP, Seaside, Ore. began Feb. 3 with KGW-TV, Portland.

TV technical seminar will be conducted March 19-20 by

RCA at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, immediately follow-

ing March 15-18 NAB convention.

TV-RADIO & THE COLD WAR: Despite mounting inter-

national tension—disappointing MacMillan-Khrusch-
chev talks, Berlin deadline, cable break incident in-

volving Russian ship, etc.—there’s no “emergency”
situation affecting broadcasting directly. The Office of

Civil & Defense Mobilization reports no change or

stepup in its preparations for alerting the public,

and FCC’s Conelrad system continues at readiness.

Commission’s member in charge of defense activ-

ities, Comr. Lee, has been briefing entire Washington
staff this week on its duties, but it’s understood that
the sessions have been planned for some time and
weren’t suddenly prompted by this week’s headlines.

The Conelrad system was established originally to de-

prive the enemy of radio signals on which it might “home”
its planes or missiles and to provide a reliable system of

broadcasting defense information. With the development
of intercontinental ballistic missiles, the first reason has
much less significance—because ICBM’s don’t need homing
signals. Informational aspect is considered vital as ever.

Basic Conelrad technique is this: All TV & FM sta-

tions go off the air during an alert. Most AM stations go
off, too, while certain AMs broadcast on 640 & 1240 kc to

deliver instructions & information to the public. The latter

take turns broadcasting, so that the point of signal origina-

tion shifts—and planes can’t “home in” on it.

New common-carrier microwave system for closed-

circuit color TV coverage of spot events, to be used initially

by Ciba Pharmaceutical Products with Eidophor eqiup-

ment (Vol. 15:1), is proposed by Teletalent’s Microwave
Transmission Service Inc. Asking the FCC for assignment
of a 39-mc block in the 5925-6425 me band, the firm said

existing Bell System transmission lines aren’t available for

such Ciba projects as: (1) A surgical clinic linking the San
Francisco city & county hospital with the Civic Auditorium
there. (2) A space medicine demonstration at the Alameda
Naval Air Station, transmitted to the San Francisco Audi-
torium. (3) A dental program at NYU’s Bellevue School

of Dentistry, transmitted to the N. Y. Coliseum.

Long-distance TV-radio relay system, which bounces

signals off man-made reflectors in the sky, has been pat-

ented by pres. Henri Busignies of ITT Labs. The re-

flective materials would be discharged from an artillery

shell, dropped by aircraft or missile, or hung from a bal-

loon. Among materials suggested for use are metallic

chaff, ionized gas and nitric oxide—all of which have re-

flective properties. Busignies says practical application

is probably still some time off.

A change in Zone III TV allocations boundary is

being sought in a petition filed with the FCC by grantee

KHMA, Houma, La. (Ch. 11). It said it would be severely

handicapped because the Govt, is building a VORTAC air

navigation facility near the proposed TV site. KHMA asked

FCC to move point (D), in Sec. 3.609 of the Commission’s

rules, to latitude of 30 degrees, 14 minutes, 00 seconds;

longitude of 87 degrees, 58 minutes, 30 seconds.

An 8-country European air tour for TV-radio execu-

tives, program & technical personnel, advertising agency
representatives & students of broadcast communications is

being arranged by Thos. F. Duffy travel organization,

Onondaga Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y. The announcement says

there will be meetings for the group with TV & broadcast

associations, and visits to stations in Europe. Dates: May
28-June 21. Cost: $1178.
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Personals: Arthur M. Dorfner, ex-ABC-TV budget con-

trol supervisor, named business mgr., WABC-TV. He’s also

mayor of Roselle Park, N.J. . . . John Fergie, chief engineer,

promoted to station mgr., WWLP-TV, Springfield, Mass.
Ralph Jay named acting chief engineer . . . Leonard Bridge
px’omoted to business mgr. & asst, secy.-treas., WOOD-TV,
Grand Rapids, Mich. . . . Martin Stone, TV producer {Howdy
Doody, Author Meets the Critics, etc.), pres, of VIP Radio
(Vol. 14:50), named also TV-radio v.p. of Plymouth Rock
Publications, which, in turn, is 50% owned by John Hay
Whitney, Ambassador to Great Britain . . . Richard Fair-

banks, ex-adv. director of the Wichita Beacon, named na-
tional sales mgr., KTVH-TV, Hutchinson-Wichita . . .

John W. Thompson Jr., pres, of Washington Star’s WMAL-
TV & WMAL and assoc, editor of the newspaper, appointed
a public interest director of the Federal Home Loan Bank,
Greensboro, N.C. . . . Thomas E. Carroll, from Time Inc.,

named business mgr., WFBM-TV, Indianapolis . . . Warren
A. Kraetzer, NYU TV-radio director, named v.p. of Na-
tional Educational TV & Radio Center, Ann Arbor, which
moves to N. Y. City this spring . . . James L. Snyder, ex-
radio KDKA news director, named head of Westinghouse
Bcstg. Washington news bureau, succeeding Rod MacLeish
who becomes chief of new WBC European news bureau.
John Kulamer promoted to succeed Snyder . . . Kenneth
Harwood of U of So. Cal. (radio KUSC, Los Angeles)
elected Region VI director of National Assn, of Educational
Broadcasters in run-off balloting (Vol. 15:5) . . . Charles
B. Rhyne, Washington attorney, ex-pres. of American Bar
Assn., named chairman of the Fellows of the American
Bar Foundation . . . Barbara Wilkens, ex-publicity mgr.,
promoted to sales promotion director, WNTA-TV &
WNTA, N. Y.-Newark . . . John B. Lanigan, ex-Compton
v.p., named v.p.. Videotape Productions, N. Y. . . . Cy
Kaplan, ex-NTA, named gen. sales mgr., Bernard L. Schu-
bert Inc. . . . Galen Lillethorup named promotion mgr. of

KMTV, Omaha, succeeding Amos Eastridge, now mer-
chandising mgr. William Hughes named national sales &
service rep. . , . Fred Heywood, ex-CBS spot radio sales

promotion mgr., named information services director,

KMOX-TV, St. Louis . . . George Hemmerle, account exec.,

appointed mgr. of rep. Hollingbery San Francisco branch,
replacing George E. Lindman, resigned. Roy Edwards, mgr.
of Los Angeles branch, named West Coast director.

Dr. Mason W. Gross, well known to U. S. TV viewers
as the arbiter of correct answers on the old Herb Shriner
show Two for the Money (CBS-TV), was named pres, of

Rutgers U. Feb. 27.

Syracuse U’s TV-Radio Center, offei’ing the only grad-

uate program in TV leading to M.A. and Ph.D. degrees,

has aligned for its 1959 guest professor series: Julius

Barnathan, ABC director of research. Martin Codel, asso-

ciate publisher, Tejlevision Digest. Robert L. Foreman,
BBDO exec. v.p. & author. George A. Heinemann, NBC-
TV director of programming. Henry Loomis, director,

USIA’s Voice of America. William B. McGrath, v.p.-man-

aging director, WHDH & WHDH-TV, Boston. Frank E.

Pellegrin, v.p., H-R Television Inc. Gilbert Seldes, TV-
radio critic. Howard K. Smith, Washington correspondent,

CBS News. John F. White, pres.. Educational TV & Radio
Center, Ann Arbor.

Broadcast equipment exhibitors at NAB’s 37th annual

convention March 15-18 in Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago,

will total 34—a record number. The roster: Adler Elec-

tronics, Alford, Ampex, Caterpillar Tractor, Century
Lighting, Collins Radio, Conrac, Continental Electronics,

Dresser-Ideco, Gates Radio, GE, General Electronic Labs,

General Precision Lab, General Radio, Harwald, Hughey
& Phillips, Industrial Transmitters & Antennas, Kahn
Research Labs, Kliegl Bros., Phelps Dodge, RCA, Ray-
theon, Schafer Custom Engineering, Sarkes Tarzian, Tele-

chrome, TelePrompTer, Telescript-CSP, Tower Construc-

tion,Utility Tower, Visual Electronics, Minneapolis-Honey-

well, Programatic Bcstg. Service, Radio Engineering Labs’

Standard Electronics Div., Foto-Video Labs.

Dr. Leslie Fishel Jr., 37-year-old director of Oberlin

College Alumni Assn., has been named director of the

Wisconsin State Historical Society, Madison, succeeding Dr.

Clifford H. Lord, who resigned last Sept, to become dean
of the School of General Studies, Columbia U. Dr. Fishel is

expected to carry forward plans for expanding the Society’s

mass communications archives (TV-radio), to which H. V.

Kaltenborn, U of Wis. alumnus, and others are contributing

their TV-radio papers. On advisory board is Frank M.
Russell, ex-NBC Washington v.p., now NBC consultant.

Underlining the growing international interest in tape

was the tour by 3 BBC officials of NBC-TV’s extensive N. Y.

tape facilities this week. The British group included Gerald

Beadle, director of BBC’s TV service, Barrie Thorne, their

North American rep & Steve Toby, chief engineer in BBC’s
N. Y. office. They met with Robert L. Stone, v.p.-facilities

operations for NBC; Norman Racusin, director of business

affairs, and other network execs. & engineering personnel.

Obituary

George M. Burbach, 75, who retired last year as gen.

mgr. of St. Louis Dispatch’s KSD-TV & KSD, and director

of the Pulitzer Publishing Co., died Feb. 21 while recu-

perating from a long illness at Palm Beach, Fla. One of

TV’s early protagonists and a strong believer in news-

paper-radio cooperation, he was supported by Joseph Pu-

litzer Jr. against his other newspaper colleagues’ opposition

when he wanted to expand radio operations and establish

St. Louis’ first TV in 1947—and he relinquished the ad-

vertising managership of the newspaper to devote himself

fulltime to the stations. Surviving are his widow & daugh-

ter-in-law, widow of their only son, the late George M. Jr.,

onetime NBC & N. Y. adv. agency executive who started

his career as an editorial assistant on Broadcasting

.

I. R. (Ike) Lounsberry, 61, who retired in 1954 as pres,

of radio WGR, Buffalo, and who was for many years chair-

man of CBS affiliates advisory board, died Feb. 23 in Palm
Beach, Fla.
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Advertising

Spots at Peak: Advertising expenditures for national &
regional TV spots set new records in 1958, according to

TvB. The combined TvB-Rorabaugh report shows 1958 spot

billings totaled $511,704,000 vs. $448,734,000 in 1957—

a

healthy increase of 14%—the first year to pass the half-

billion mark. Spot expenditures for the last quarter of 1958

were $149,105,000 vs. $119,835,000 for same 1957 quarter.

Daytime TV spot expenditures increased nearly twice

as much as nighttime. A majority of the spot money

($371,934,000) went for announcements & participations.

Programs accounted for $82,966,000; IDs for $56,804,000.

Top 10 spot TV advertisers with expenditures and rank:

Rank 1958 1957
1957
Rank

1. Procter & Gamble . .

.

$33,833,100 $25,916,840 (1)

2. Lever Brothers 16,578,900 7,642,980 (7)

3. Adell Chemical 12,324,900 4,109,800 (16)
4. General Foods 11,008,000 8,447,900 (5)

5. Colgate-Palmolive . .

.

10,998,500 7,739,080 (6)

6. Continental Baking .

.

9,223,900 10,190,060 (3)

7. Warner-Lambert .... 8,833,100 5,690,870 (11)

8. Brown & Williamson . 8,019,600
7,895,900

12,988,920 (2)

9. Miles Laboratories .

.

6,392,640 (9)

10. American Home Prod. 7,275,600 3,589,680 (20)

Rate increases: WXYZ-TV, Detroit (Ch. 7) March 1

raises base hour from $2200 to $2400, 20 sec. $550 to $600

. . . KTBS-TV, Shreveport (Ch. 3) April 1, hour from $500

to $550, min. $125 to $150 . . . WTVW, Evansville, Ind. (Ch.

7) March 1, hour $350 to $450, 20 sec. $70 to $90 . . .

KFDM-TV, Beaumont, Tex. (Ch. 6), April 1, hour $350 to

$400, 20 sec. $80 to $90 . . . KGLO-TV, Mason City, la.

(Ch. 3) Feb. 1, base hour from $400 to $450, min. $80 to

$90 . . . KPLC-TV, Lake Charles, La. (Ch. 7) March 1 adds

class AA hour (7-9:30 p.m. daily) at $300, min. at $60,

class A hour remains $250. Spot Increases: KSTP-TV, St.

Paul (Ch. 5), March 1 raises base min. from $360 to $420

. . . WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids (Ch. 2), March 1, min. $125

to $135 . . . KGUL-TV, Houston (Ch. 5) has raised min.

$260 to $275.

New Reps: KMSO-TV, Missoula, Mont, to Bolling

(from Gill-Perna) WTTG, Washington, D.C., to Peters,

GrifRn, Woodward (from Weed) . . . WTVC, Chattanooga,

to Young (from Meeker) . . . KIEM-TV, Eureka, Cal. &
KBES-TV, Medford, Ore. to Hollingbery (from Blair Tele-

vision Assoc.).

Admen died younger in 1958 than in 1957—a 2.7-year

decline from 63 years—Advertising Age concludes from a

survey of obituaries in its columns. The 1958 average-age-

at-death—60.3 years—was still better than the 57.9-year

span reported in 1956. The Institute of Life Insurance re-

ports the life expectancy for U.S. white males in 1956

(latest year for which figures are available) was 67.3 years.

Network flagship outlets in N.Y. are having a banner

sales season. All three video outlets tell us they had

increases in national-local spot billings during Jan., against

the same period a year ago. Increases: WCBS-TV, 36.8%.

WRCA-TV, 24%. WABC-TV, 19%. Station sales execu-

tives report the gains “extended generally” through station

breaks, participations and program sales.

False claims in TV-radio commercials & newspaper

advertising for “Oragen” weight-reducing preparation are

alleged in an FTC complaint against Consumer Drug,

Portland, Ore. FTC says no specific predetermined results

can be achieved by Oragen.

Rating Interest: Half (51.1%) of network TV’s night

shows are single-sponsored, says Nielsen; 27.9% are al-

ternately sponsored; 21% are participating or co-spon-

sored. . . . Another recent Nielsen indicates that 21.5% more
women than men currently watch the average nighttime

half-hour show, (nearly 24% more for hour-long pro-

grams). Even with Westerns, about 13% more women are

watching . . . Survey by Nielsen gives a high mark to the

79 one-time-only “specials” aired last season on all nets.

They got an average share of the audience of 40%—over

10,000,000 homes. . . . Public service messages get a high

rating, too. Advertising Council’s annual report shows a
new high of 16.467 billion impressions were made in its

campaigns on network TV, a 20% gain over 1957.

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt will go right on making
TV commercials despite criticism from the press & a few
viewers, asserts her agent, Thomas L. Stix. Only 3 letters

to Mrs. FDR criticized her action (film commercials com-
bining appeal for the underfed of the world with sell for

Good Luck Margarine), of which 2 were considered from
“crackpots” (Stix’s, not Mrs. R’s characterization). About
5 wrote favoring the commercials. Fees for the stint go to

charity, with Stix quoting the former first lady as say-

ing, “Anybody who would reject such a sum would be

putting her vanity awfully high when there’s so much to

be done with the money.” Marie Torre quoted one TV
executive as saying that the Mrs. FDR commercials were
“the biggest thing to hit TV since Bert & Harry Piel.”

Exposure to TV commercials has paved the way for

audience acceptance of advertising in the movies, declared

Theatre-screen Advertising Bureau in announcing that 95%
(4541) of all drive-in theaters now accept theater-screen ad-

vertising. They report average weekly drive-in attendance

reached 19,835,400 in late 1958, and—despite the popular

misimpression—80% of the audience are married.

People: William R. Wilgus promoted to v.p. in charge of

J. Walter Thompson Los Angeles office, succeeding Corn-

well Jackson, resigned . . . Seven promoted to senior v.p.,

at Ted Bates: Thomas J. Carnese, Edward A. Grey, William

A. O. Gross, William E. Hatch, Walter W. McKee, Dan
Rodgers, Allen M. Whitlock . . . Harry D. Way promoted to

exec, v.p., Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, succeeding

Frederick J. Wachter, now v.p. of Knox Reeves Adv., Min-

neapolis . . . Martin Devine promoted to v.p., Compton Adv.

. . . Edwin W. Bodensiek promoted to merchandising di-

rector, Fuller & Smith & Ross, succeeding Tom Buck, now
adv. director, McCall’s magazine . . . Richard T. O’Reilly,

N. W. Ayer v.p., named head of Detroit office, succeeding

John W. Garberson, resigned . . . J. Blair van Urk, ex-exec,

v.p. of Calkins & Holden, named business advisor to Rock-

land Corp., Wilmington, Del. . . . Erwin D. Ed Swann, ex-L.

H. Hartman, named v.p., Warwick & Legler . . . Edward A. i

Cashin, BBDO exec, v.p., named chairman, adv. & public ,

relations div., NYC Cancer Crusade . . . Herbert K. Butz &
Richard S. Holtzman named v.p., Clinton E. Frank Adv.,

Chicago . . . Robert E. Britton, MacManus, John & Adams
v.p., named also exec, director of new marketing-media-

research dept. . . . Kenneth Mason, ex-Earle Ludgin, named t

creative director, Kenyon & Eckhardt Los Angeles office :

. . . F. Douglas Hayden, ex-Burke Dowling Adams v.p.,

forms own agency (6 S. Fullerton Ave., Montclair, N.J.).

Obituary

Charles H. Newton, 43, BBDO exec, in charge of TV
advertising for GE, died Feb. 22 in Armonk, N.Y.
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in Other Media: (Items of importance and/or interest to

TV people) U.S. daily newspaper circulation total will

be down %% for 1958 vs. 1957, reports Editor & Pub-

lisher. The figure, 57,400,000, is based on a preliminary

tabulation for E&P’s International Year Book ... A group

of advertisers has commissioned Miles A. Wallach Re-

search, N.Y., to do a comparison study of broadcast & print

media . . . Life will cut its newsstand price for March &
April in key eastern areas from N.Y. & Conn, to Virginia.

Price, to attract new readers, will descend from usual

quarter to 19^. Life ran similar experiments in South &
West last year . . . SatEvePost’s March 21 issue will carry

the first wine ad in the magazine’s history . . . Magazines

were up 5.3% for Feb. ’59 (over Feb. ’58) and up 2% for

the cumulative calendar year, says latest Printers’ Ink

tabulation . . . Skippy Peanut Butter (Best Foods), which

has been sponsoring You Asked For It for 9 successive

years, will use magazine advertising for the first time when
it starts a 4-color series in the March Reader’s Digest. Its

TV advertising will continue . . . Time Inc. enters the

media battle with an 18-shot house-ad campaign plugging

that number of advantages which “make advertising in

magazines a uniquely powerful force for mass selling:”

specific appeal, information, ideas, anticipation, change,

change of pace, beauty, loyalty, concentration, perception,

confidence, solidity, authority, retail tie-ins, response, pri-

vacy, selection, and audience.

A plea for peace between print & broadcast media was

made Feb. 23 by the medium most appropriately qualified

to issue it : TV Guide—which lives in both camps. Its pub-

lisher, James T. Quirk, speaking to the Kansas City Adver-

tising & Sales Executives Club, said in part

:

“Unless we call a halt to this foolish bickering among

media, we may wind up killing the advertiser and the pub-

lic’s confidence in advertising itself. And all of us in media

have been working for years to develop and gain respect

for the magnificent job advertising does.” Quirk pointed

out that many newspapers now feature advertising col-

umns; news & business magazines devote wide coverage

to advertising news, and even radio stations broadcast

advertising news programs. “We may think our inter-

media battles are going unnoticed,” he concluded, “but the

people who decide on advertising budgets—and the public

—are very cognizant of what is happening. If they lose

confidence in advertising—through impressions we in

media have created in our fight for the ad dollar—all of

us in advertising will be faced with a serious problem. . . .

America’s advertising pie is big & getting bigger. There

is more than enough revenue in its huge potential to meet

the needs of all media.”

ABC, print media’s official circulation auditor, told

Editor & Publisher last week through its chairman Walter

P. Lantz, that its directors & staff would give thorough

consideration to any official voicing of the suggestion made

at the Assn, of National Advertisers on Feb. 10 that ABC
be made the “one official instrument” to measure TV audi-

ences. The idea had been broached during the radio & TV
committee’s consideration of the problem of ratings.

Ad business billed by the 33 biggest agencies ($25,-

000,000-or-more each; up one from 1957’s 32) totaled $2.7

billion in 1958, says Feb. 23 Advertising Age. The $100,-

000,000 gain over 1957 was largely the result of merger

& international billing—which made better progress than

domestic billings. The magazine’s exhaustive study listed

51 agencies doing $10-$25,000,000; 49 doing $5-$10,000,000,

123 doing $1-$5,000,000 & 232 doing under a million.

Film & Tape

NEW ‘POST-48’ FORMULA? Pressure is mounting for

a workable formula to put more of Hollywood’s post-

1948 feature productions into video circulation. The
film backlog—produced before the ’48 cutoff-point on
residuals which was agreed to by film talent & craft

unions—is dwindling rapidly. Most station film buy-

ers agree that present libraries will be largely ex-

hausted by early 1962. Only the Samuel Goldwyn
backlog of less than 50 pre-1948 features is not com-
mitted to TV, and as one N.Y. buyer observed to us,

“we could run through those in 3 months.”

A classic example of the importance of this need

for fresh film features came last year in Minneapolis,

w'here WTCN-TV scored a 65.4% audience share & a

28.1 ARB—with the Dec. 6 kickoff of For Whom the

Bell Tolls from MCA’s pre-1948 Paramount package.

On the same day in 1957, with a routine film, the sta-

tion had scored a 20.4% share & a 6.6 ARB. Agency
timebuyers, aware of this “spurt” effect, shop ac-

cordingly.

J. Arthur Rank has some 600-700 pictures dating to

the early 1930’s that have not played TV. But foreign films

have not—until the recent emergence of co-production deals

for foreign pictures with U.S. stars and the nubile appear-

ance of Brigitte Bardot—had much mass appeal in U.S.

Financial groups free of ties to theatrical exhibitors

—

such as the Sol Lesser-Joe Shane creation. Principal Securi-

ties—may help to spring a few post-1948 pictures into the

TV market by buying up the residual interests to films

made by independent producers. But film industry sources

don’t expect anything in the way of film avalanches.

What then ? Where will the features come from ?

We put the question to Harold Goldman, new pres, of

NTA International & head of NTA’s worldwide feature

film sales—and got a provocative forecast.

“You won’t get an across-the-board selection of post-

1948’s from major studios in the near future. But we ex-

pect to see a formula developed soon to bring in such fea-

tures in a series of annual waves, with the first packages

consisting of films in the 1948-50 period.

“This formula will mean a yearly total of some 200-

300 pictures, at the rate of about 60 per major studio per

year. This pace will continue, but will always lag 7 or 8

years behind the current date, principally to keep peace

with exhibitors.

“When the post-1948 films from the majors start reach-

ing the TV market, they’ll be sold in a new way. There’ll

be no more outright buys of films by stations for a con-

tract time period. Instead, they’ll be sold on a percentage

formula that may boost the potential distributor revenue

per picture, now averaging about $80,000 for top features,

by as much as 50%.
“In turn, this will mean that stations will pay more

for features, and will charge advertisers more for spots in

them. And, they’ll be aired in better time periods, possibly

dislodging some of the weaker network shows.”

Walt Disney Productions now will lease 6 educational

TV films to schools, or to corporations for showing before

educational, civic and employe groups. Available are: Our

Friend the Atom, Man in Space, Man in Flight, Mars and

Beyond, Man and the Moon. Cost to schools for life of print,

not to exceed 10 years, is $300-$350; to industry, $60 more.
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Telefilm Roundup: ABC-TV is making its first major
shift away from Westerns in a new group of filmed pack-

ages now being offered to agencies for fall starts on the

network. They include: Adventures in Paradise, a 60-min.

show to be produced for ABC by 20th Century-Fox from
James Michener stories and due to start in Sept, in a

Mon. 8:30 p.m. spot, Lincoln Jones, a 30-min. series pro-

duced by Bing Crosby, 2 new Warner Bros, suspense series

—the hour-long Fat Man and the 30-min. Torrid Zone—as

well as the WB Alaskans hour adventure series. Dial M for

Murder, and the hour Captain of Detectives. Also Screen

Gems’ Cry Fraud and Cissie . . . NBC-TV, too, is out on

the agency circuit with several new film shows. These in-

clude Bonanza, an hour western to be filmed on location in

Virginia City, The Lawless Years, a 30-min. Jack Chertok

series dealing with the speakeasy era, and a half-hour film

version (with a new cast) of the veteran Fibber McGee
& Molly series . . . Cypress Productions is curi’ently shoot-

ing The Dennis O'Keefe Show in Hollywood for United

Artists TV distribution. UA hopes for a network-level sale

of the half-hour comedy.

The current spring offerings of feature packages and

hour-long films are moving quickly, distributors report.

MCA-TV claims a total of 31 stations for its Paramount
feature package, with WBNS-TV, Columbus, 0. as the

latest . . . Two British-made feature packages from ABC
Films, Festival 35 and Special Six, are reported sold to 16

markets in the past 2 weeks . . . NTA’s package of 90 hour-

long films, originally shot by 20th-Fox and Warners for TV
network use, has scored 11 sales in the past fortnight, for

a total of 34 markets, principally for use as local & na-

tional spot carriers . . . Banner Films has sold its new pack-

age of 18 Tarzan features to more than a dozen stations,

including N.Y. flagship WCBS-TV.

8 Years of Late Show: The 8th anniversary of New York’s

Late Show on Feb. 28 (on flagship WCBS-TV) provides

some statistics: 1550 different movies screened (represent-

ing estimated investment by WCBS-TV of over $8,000,000).

Average nightly audience (11:15 p.m.-to-conclusion) es-

timated at 1,000,000 viewers. Now carries a total of 80

spot participations per week for over 40 advertisers at a

basic one-time rate of $1700. A total of “about 3% years

worth” of features still untapped—about 1000, including

250 first runs—with more to come before the film well runs

dry. The first movie in the series in 1951 was Adventures

of Casanova, starring Arturo deCordova and Lucille

Bremer. Anniversary show is a rerun of Wate^'loo Bridge

with Vivien Leigh. Station won’t say, but informed N.Y.

feature-film buyers credit WCBS-TV with an 8-year Late

Show spot gross of over $35,000,000.

European videotaping for U.S. advertisers who want
“live” TV commercials with old-world settings will soon be

a reality. A Paris-based firm. Intercontinental Television,

S.A., headed by David A. Lown, who has just resigned as

director of NBC’s newly formed video tape commercial off-

shoot, has been set up to handle such jobs with compatible

U.S. equipment. ITV will utilize a special mobile unit,

with self-contained Ampex recorder, a basic 10-man Ameri-

can crew, & 17 Europeans. Lown expects ITV to be rolling

videotape in Europe by late spring.

ABC Films has organized a licensing dept, to handle

character merchandising franchises for its syndicated film

properties—26 Men, The People’s Choice, Three Muske-

teers, etc .—under the director of Ronald E. Willman.

VIDEO TAPE’S MERGER BOOM: The fast-growing busi-
ness of videotaped commercials continues to head
into a round of corporate marriages in which the
big firms in the field get bigger as competition for
the sponsor’s video tape dollar grows keener among
smaller independents.

Latest move involves Screen Gems, TV subsidi-
ary of Columbia Pictures, and the Elliot, Unger &
Elliot commercial production finn, a thriving inde-
pendent now grossing in the $3,000,000 bracket. Both
parties concluded an agreement Feb. 27 whereby
EUE becomes an operating division of Screen Gems.
EUE, one of the few commercial producers equipped
with video tape facilities, will now become, in effect,

the TV commercial end of the huge Columbia Pic-

tures-Screen Gems operation, and will be able to

handle commercial production on a two-coast, N.Y.-

Hollywood basis.

The SG-EUE deal comes hard on the heels of a
similar alliance between Warner Brothers and Film-
ways (Vol. 15:6) and the still-pending link between
N.Y.’s Transfilm and Ohio’s Buckeye Corp., which
has been expanding into the telefilm production field.

In the East, EUE will continue to operate with its 2

tape and 2 film studios. On the West Coast, a branch is

being opened on the Columbia Pictures lot. SC executives

told us that the expanded facilities may boost the EUE
annual gross “by as much as 50%.” And the EUE N.Y.
studios can provide a production base in the event Screen

Gems moves into tape program syndication (Vol. 15:5).

Sparking the consolidation moves are the successes of

such new firms as Videotape Productions of N.Y., in which
Minnesota Mining and Ampex have equal minority inter-

ests. Videotape Productions is now booked solid for weeks
and is geared to a 1959 volume “that may go as high as

$3,000,000.” Currently, it is talking about opening other

tape centers in San Francisco, St. Louis, Miami, Chicago,

Los Angeles and Toronto.

Interesting sidelight to the Screen Gems-EUE mar-
riage : Prior to the discussions that culminated in the pres-

ent deal. Screen Gems was conducting a financial romance
with MPO Productions, the commercial firm generally re-

garded as being the industry’s largest (in the $6,000,000

bracket). The deal almost went through, until MPO de-

cided at the last minute to go it alone. MPO has no tape

facilities yet, but is presently mapping a $1,500,000 “MPO
Tape Center” in N.Y. with 3 completely equipped live stu-

dios, according to MPO’s production chief, Marv Rothen-

berg, who adds that “We might listen to a purchase deal if

the right one comes along.”

CBS-TV is stepping up tape-commercial activities,

naming John W. Hundley, mgr. of client relations, opera-

tions dept., to head up the “increased responsibilities” of

the network’s tape offshoot. Video Tape Sales. The move,

says CBS, is “recognition of the growing importance of

video tape in producing TV commercials.” So far, CBS
hasn’t taken the major step (Vol. 15:7) by which NBC-TV
created a full-scale, semi-autonomous tape operation. It

is, however, currently shooting tape commercials for sev-

eral network advertisers, plus a few outside jobs, and its

program dept, last week shot a %-hour tape pilot of a long-

time CBS property. Suspense—originally scheduled to be

developed as a film series. CBS hopes to offer the pilot

tape to advertisers for summer or fall.
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ENGINEERS EXPLORE SUPER>SENSIT1VE TV: Major technical improvements in TV receiver

design don't come very frequently these days. But research & engineering departments of most big TV
manufacturers are now looking with extreme interest at a little transistor-sized gadget which might produce

startling improvement in sensitivity of TV sets—particularly uhf—greatly increasing reception range.

The gadget is the parametric amplifier, an amazing solid-state diode device already in use in

radio-astronomy & radar units operating near the uhf TV range. Ever since its development, electronic

engineers have been flipping over its possibilities— in microwave, computers, radar, etc.

The reason: It virtually eliminates "noise." And noise also happens to be crux of problem of poor

sensitivity of uhf sets. In very best uhf receivers, incoming signal has to overcome about 10 db of internally

generated noise. Noise level in some uhf sets is as much as 15-20 db. Best vhf sets have noise level of 4-5

db on low band, but others go up as high as 7-14. Some parametric amplifiers now in production for mili-

tary use have noise level as low as 1 db.

One of leaders in parametric amplifier research is Microwave Associates, partly owned by AB-PT.

Engineer Arthur Uhlir Jr. says he has built parametric oscillator into uhf set and received excellent picture

from WCDC (Ch. 19), Adams, Mass., 100 miles from Microwave Assoc, plant in Burlington, Mass.

Uhlir is extremely bullish on application of "paramp” to TV. In actual consumer mass production,

he says, it could be made with noise figure of perhaps 2-3 db. "It doesn't demand high precision, and can be

made inexpensively." He believes entire circuit could be made at cost comparable to present TV front-end
—"and I believe it could be put into production next year."

But Microwave Assoc, apparently has no TV sets—as with any military-developed improvement,

parametric devices.

• • • •

Set manufacturers concede they're watching the paramp closely—but none was quite so bullish as

Uhlir. "Maybe he knows something we don't know," was a common reaction.

"Everybody's looking at it—everybody's ready to pounce if it can be made at a decent price," was
how one top engineer put it to us. In another call, an RCA Labs spokesman conceded the device "offers

possibilities" for TV, but hastily added: "We've been working with it mainly from the microwave & computer
standpoint and haven't done a great deal of work on TV angles."

Cost will be determining factor in its use in TV sets—as with any military-developed improvement.

One very knowing research chief agreed the paramp presented "an attractive possibility" for TV, "but our

understanding of the phenomenon itself, even for military applications—not to mention the consumer
economics of it—isn't clear yet."

Tiny parametric diode "ought to be producible for something like the cost of uhf tuner diodes," he

agreed. But it must be driven by stable high-frequency power source, which could add to cost.

Basic difference between paramp & conventional TV mixer circuit : In today's sets, conversion of

incoming TV signal frequency to intermediate frequency (IF) is accomplished by variation of resistance of

mixer diode. But the changes in resistance, in addition to accomplishing the "mixing" (reducing incoming

RF signal to IF), create noise. This noise shows up on screen as snow.

Parametric amplifier accomplishes mixing by changes in capacitance rather than resistance—the

resistance remaining as nearly constant as possible, thereby creating little internal noise. Result: more
picture, little or no snow.

"There might be pretty rapid development on the consumer side," one engineer told us, "but the

answers will come in military work first." Then he added, as a philosophical afterthought: "Of course, it's

going to take more than a few db of noise reduction to save uhf." (Next day, his statement was underscored

by another blow to uhf—in Milwaukee; see p. 1.)

— 15 —
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STATE OF THE TV MARKET: Sylvania research director Frank W. Mansfield , whose semi-annual

statistics have become TV industry guideposts, once again has given us his estimates of sets-in-use, produc-

tion, scrappage, sales & inventories on which to base some conclusions about state of current TV market.

They update the production-distribution tables, prepared in cooperation with EIA's Marketing Data Dept.,

which appear in our spring-summer Television Factbook due off press in about 4 weeks.

Mansfield estimates scrappage—sets junked—was 1,835,000 sets in 1958—down from 2,805,000 in

1957, but more than the 1,440,000 scrapped in 1956. Sets scrapped in 1958 included 441,000 models of 15-in.-

or-less size; 895,000 16-18 in. models; 489,000 19-21-in. sets; 10,000 over 22-in. Scrappage last year was 36%
of TV set production.

Breakdown of 1958 set sales according to picture-tube size: Under 15-in., 249,000; 16-18-in., 1,341,000;

19-21-in., 3,316,000; 22-in. & over, 229,000.

Color set production was given as 145,000 sets; sales as 160,000 sets. He figures 435,000 color sets

have been sold since 1954, all still "in-use."

Inventory in dealers' hands Jan. 1 was estimated at 816,000 sets compared with 853,000 at beginning

of 1957 and 1,107,000 at start of 1956.

Taking all "sets-in-use" today, here's his breakdown in percentages: 15-in. or less, 8.1%; 16-18-in.,

26.5%; 19-21-in., 59.5%; 22-in. & over, 5%; color, 9%.

To show the pattern of factory production in recent years, we've excerpted following table of per-

centages indicating fluctuations in sizes & types from 1953 through 1958:

Size & Type 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958

Under 15-in - .6% 3.7% 18.5% 6.7% 3.6%
16-18-in 26.5 14.8 10.0 12.8 23.9 26.5

19-21-in 69.1 80.3 75.4 58.6 61.3 63.2

22-in. & over 4.4 4.1 10.1 8.6 5.7 3.8

Total Black-&-White 100^ ^ 99^ ^ Ws WX
Color - .2 .8 1.5 2.4 2.9

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: W set production was 115,909 in week ended Feb. 20 vs. 117,982 preceding

week & 86,903 in same 1958 week, EIA reports. Year's 7th week brought production to 800,416 vs. 711,793

last year. Radio production was 273,854 (106,066 auto) vs. 278,318 (107,936 auto) preceding week & 192,460

(70,792 auto) last year. For 7 weeks, production totaled 1,967,099 (741,959 auto) vs. 1,540,577 (551,012 auto).

Battle of the Circuits: The respective merits of printed

circuits vs. hand wiring in TV sets, a question which has

joined RCA & Zenith in a wordy advertising-publicity dis-

pute, were reported by business-writer Alfred R. Zipser in

the Feb. 20 N.Y. Times. At issue, he says, is a decision on

which method cuts costs & lowers TV repair bills.

Donald H. Kunsman, pres, of RCA Service Co., pre-

fers printed circuits because, on the basis of nationwide

studies, they develop less trouble than hand-wired sets. “A
TV repair man would have to replace one printed circuit

in about every 5000 calls,” he said, “or about one in 2Vs

years of service.”

J. E. Brown, Zenith engineering v.p., pro hand wiring,

said “We use circuits wired by hand & individually in-

spected, rather than lower-cost printed circuits because

they result in better performance for our customers &
fewer service headaches. Printed circuits are a production

short cut. Their weaknesses are difficult to detect & often

do not become apparent until after the set has been in

operation for some time. Repairs of printed circuits are

therefore more slow and costly.

Zipser found most major TV set makers aligned with

RCA in favor of printed circuits. He said Zenith’s only

active ally on this point is Muntz TV.

Electronics Personals: Dr. Mervin J. Kelly, retiring chair-

man of Bell Labs, joins IBM as consultant on research &
engineering . . . J. B. Coleman, ex-mgr. of ballistic-missile

early-warning system, promoted to administrator, high
power transmitters, RCA defense electronic products div.

. . . Estill I. Green, exec. v.p. of Bell Labs, elected a director

. . . Hugh R. Boyd, Dr. Luther Davis Jr., Dr. Walter F.

Leverton and Dr. Hermann Statz named asst. mgrs. of

Raytheon research div. . . . Maurice H. Kebby promoted to

chief engineer, Lenkurt Electric . . . Walter J. Albersheim,

ex-Bell Labs, named chief engineer, Spencer-Kennedy Labs,

Boston.

A TV camera tube that can “memorize” an image for

as long as an hour after a split-second exposure has been

developed at Westinghouse tube div., Elmira, N.Y. Known
as the “Permachon,” it’s designed for use in a standard TV
camera. The image is stored on a special photoconductor

material on the tube’s faceplate. After exposure, an elec-

tron beam scans the faceplate and transfers the image to '

the picture tube where it may be studied at leisure. Im- ^

mediate applications seen by Westinghouse are for air
^

traffic control by radar scope to permit continuous tracking ;

of aircraft, photo-finish images for race-tracks, and X-ray

fluoroscopic pictures for medical study.
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LAWRENCE COLOR TUBE ‘READY’? Although it’s a closely

guarded secret within the Paramount Pictures & Du
Mont organizations, there are indications both com-
panies now feel that the Lawrence single-gun color

picture tube—under development by Du Mont for

Paramount—is virtually perfected and ready for

mass production.

Development of associated receiver circuitry for

the tube is also said to be in advanced stages. Du
Mont, 28% owned by Paramount, has been conduct-
ing the tube-perfecting project under contract.

If the tube is ready. Paramount’s next move is a

real puzzler: What to do with it? The best guess is

that it hopes to license tube manufacturers to make
the Lawrence tube—although it conceivably could

sell its interest in the tube outright or even go into

the tube business itself (considered unlikely).

Interest in color TV is not exactly at fever pitch

today—and there’s no question that the tube will have
to be both spectacularly good and spectacularly cheap
(though not necessarily in that order) to make any
impression on the now color-blind tube & set manu-
facturers.

Trade Personals: O. B. Hanson retires as v.p. of RCA en-
gineering services after 36 years with RCA, NBC and pre-
decessor companies . . . Kenneth A. Hoagland resigns as
color TV research director, Du Mont Labs, where he’s been
directing commercial development of the Lawrence chro-
matic single-gun color tube under contract with Paramount
Pictures. He was with the company 18 years. Edward W.
Allen resigns as public relations director . . . Malvern B.
Still, mgr. of RCA’s Canonsburg, Pa., plant, named mgr.
of Bloomington, Ind., plant, succeeding Alvin B. Pollock,

J
now gen. plant mgr., TV-Radio-Victrola production unit

3
... Frederick C. Zorn resigns as sales director of Emer-

j

son’s Du Mont TV & radio div. . . . Daniel J. Lee Jr. named
treas. & resident mgr., Philco Corp., S. A., Fribourg, Swit-

'I zerland . . . Hugh Larson named to new post of v.p. & sales
mgr., Trav-Ler Radio, continuing as midwest regional sales
mgr. . . . Walter C. Werner promoted to eastern representa-

j

tive. Motorola’s military electronics div. Brad Kroha pro-

j
moted to national merchandising mgr., communications &

lj

electronics div. . . . George P. Fryling II promoted to v.p.-

manufacturing, Erie Resistor Corp. George F. Kempf pro-
moted to v.p. & gen. mgr., Erie Resistor of Canada, Tren-

, I

ton, Ont. . . . Charles R. Orem Jr., named asst, treas., Syl-

|[ vania Electric Products . . . Melvin L. Doelz promoted to

dj
v.p., western div., Collins Radio . . . Joseph L. Cipriani

1

1 promoted to sales & service mgr., Granco . . . William E.
, i Johnson, ex-Whirlpool, named dealer sales mgr.. Heath Co.

div. of Daystrom . . . James W. Willis ex-Navy, appointed
govt, representative, Raytheon semiconductor div., Wash-

" ington . . . Cliff Landis heads new Howard W. Sams office
" in N. Y. (Corning Glass Bldg., 56th & 5th Ave.). He’s suc-
“ ceeded as director of distributor contacts in the Indianapolis

headquarters by Ted Shonfield . . . E. W. Kingsbery Jr.,
'' named gen. sales mgr., Clarostat Mfg. Co. . . . Edward C.
•

I Kane, ex-Jos. M. Zamoiski Co., named gen. mgr.. Allied
®l Appliance Distributors, Baltimore (Emerson) . . . Lloyd

V. Berkner, pres, of Associated Universities Inc., and inter-
i'i national pres, of the International Scientific Radio Union,

will be principal speaker at the annual IRE banquet, March
jf 25, at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y. His subject: “The

IRE Enters Space.”

Financial

RCA’s 4th-Quarter Spurt: Although its profits were down
for 1958, a 6% increase in 4th-quarter sales brought RCA’s
total 1958 sales to $1,176,094,000—within $200,000 of the

all-time record sales of 1957. Fourth-quarter earnings also

were higher than the 1957 period, bringing the 1958 net

profit to $30,942,000, vs. $38,548,974 the preceding year.

RCA’s all-time high net profit was $47,525,000 in 1955.

The world’s biggest entity in electronic entertainment

& associated fields revealed that manufacturing sales ac-

counted for 71.3% of its earnings in 1958 (as opposed to

72.7% in 1957), while broadcasting (NBC) went up to

26.2% from 24.9%. These were the 1958 revenue sources

(compared with 1957): Manufacturing services & sales to

commercial customers, $533,405,000 (45.4%) vs. $588,628,-

000 (50%) in 1957. Sales to Govt., $304,852,000 (25.9%) vs.

$266,992,000 (22.7%) in 1957. Broadcasting, $308,541,000

(26.2%) vs. $292,212,000 (24.9%). Communications, $26,-

417,000 (2.3%) vs. $26,036,000 (2.2%). Training (RCA
Institutes Inc.), $2,879,000 (.2%) vs. $2,409,000 (.2%).

NBC’s gross income was $22,126,000 higher than 1957

—nearly 4 times the $6,000,000 increase from 1956 to 1957.

The report says NBC-TV’s time sales increased by 11.3%
in 1958, “largest dollar-volume gain of all 3 networks.”

NBC radio enjoyed a 17% increase in network billings.

RCA’s govt, sales increased 14% over 1957, and as 1958

closed, RCA had a backlog of about $300,000,000 in govt,

orders, an increase of $50,000,000 during the year. Total

assets at year’s end were $734,285,723, up from $720,772,-

768 at the end of 1957. The report of RCA & domestic sub-

sidiaries for the year ended Dec. 31:

1958
Products & services sold .

.
$1,176,094,398

Net before federal tax 60,441,749
Federal income taxes 29,500,000
Net profit 11,144,000
Earned per share 2.01

Shares outstanding 13,842,107

1957
$1,176,277,371

77,048,794
38.500.000
10.229.000

2.55

13,842,662

For 3 months ended Dec. 31:
Products & services sold . . . 341,341,000 322,610,000
Net profit 11,144,00 10,229,000
Earned per share 75«i 68^

International Resistance Co., despite a first-half loss

of $71,248 & non-recurring costs of $71,126, showed a slight

increase in profits for the full year of 1958. Pres. Charles

Weyl attributes this to prompt action taken by the company
to curtail unprofitable product lines after the late-1957

business decline. IRC’s report for the year ended Dec. 31:

Sales
Net profit

Earned per share

1958 1957
$13,743,865 $15,374,721

504,268 469,870
37<; 35(‘

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. reports decline in

sales & net income for 1958. The report for the year ended

Dec. 31 (1957 figui’es revised to reflect merger of Thomp-

son Products & Ramo-Wooldridge Corp.):

1958 1957

Net sales $340,621,767 $412,608,506

Net income 18,815,232 25,441,723

Earned per share 2.86 3.90

Shares outstanding 3,024,983 3,022,937

Electronic Associates Inc., reports for the year ended

Dec. 31: 1958 1957

Net sales $10,216,000 $12,298,000

Net profit 315,000 1,002,000

Servomechanisms-Lal) for Electronics merger has been

approved by directors of both companies.
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Zenith Profits, Sales Soar: A walloping 48% increase in

profits and a 22% jump in sales marked Zenith’s spectacular

preliminary earnings report for 1958—and pres. Hugh
Robertson assured stockholders that the company is headed

for a record first quarter, too—more than 25% ahead of

1958’s previous high. The $12,116,165 net earnings were

nearly double the $6,178,717 of 2 years ago.

Robertson told stockholders that Zenith’s 1958 TV ship-

ments set a record—15% higher than previous record year

of 1957—although industry-wide shipments were down

20%. He reiterated his belief that his company is now No.

1 in production & sales of monochrome TV sets. More than

40% of Zenith’s increase was accounted for by increased

shipments of sets with “Space Command” remote control.

He said shipments in Jan. 1959 established a new record.

Zenith’s stock reacted sharply to the news. On Feb. 24,

the day the preliminary report was issued, it jumped 9

points; next day it rose 14 more, next day 4 more, closing

at 219. It ended the week at 213—a 4-day net rise of 21.

The preceding week it had stuck in the 190-193% range.

The preliminary financial statement for the year ended

Dec. 31: 1958 1957
Consolidated sales $195,041,624 $160,018,978
Net profit 12,116,165 8,165,577
Earned per share 12.30 *8.29

Shares outstanding 984,928 492,464
*Based on shares outstanding Dec. 31, 1958.

Gross remunerations of 5 TV-radio sales executives as

listed in 1958 proxies are noted in Feb. 20 Sales Manage-
ment article titled “How 112 Top Sales Chiefs Are Paid.”

They are: Magnavox TV-radio div. v.p. Leonard F. Cramer
(since resigned), $50,000. P. R. Mallory exec. v.p. Ray F.

Sparrow, $61,929. Philco exec. v.p. John M. Otter (now

head of own distributing company), $50,000. RCA exec,

v.p. Charles M. Odorizzi, $100,000. Zenith sales v.p. Leon-

ard C. Truesdell, $106,503. All received retirement benefits;

all but Cramer were on profit-sharing; and all but Cramer
& Truesdell were down for stock options.

Proposed Raytheon-Machlett Labs merger has been

approved by directors of both companies, subject to stock-

holder approval Apr. 23. Under the terms of the agreement,

Raytheon will exchange $19,106,500 of its stock for Mach-
lett’s 595,940 outstanding shares. Raytheon stock to be ex-

changed includes $5,000,000 of 5%% cumulative preferred

at $50 par value, convertible at $66. Machlett, which makes
electron & X-ray tubes, had 1958 sales of about $10,000,000.

Raytheon had approximately $375,000,000.

Gabriel Co., manufacturer of automotive & electronic

equipment including TV & radio antennas, reports lower

sales & earnings for the year ended Dec. 31.

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1958
$22,825,684

545,066
80<S

661,038

1957
$24,665,000

783,004
1.15

658,038

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Amt. Payable
Stk. of
record

Amer. Bosch Arma ... $0.30 Apr. 15 Mar. 20
Arvin Ind .12 1/2 Mar. 31 Mar. 9
Arvin Ind Apr. 28 Apr. 8
Bendix Aviation .60 Mar. 31 Mar. 10
British Ind .121/2 Mar. 31 Mar. 17
British Ind Mar. 31 Mar. 17
Gabriel .15 Mar. 16 Mar. 4
Hoffman Electronics . . .25 Mar. 31 Mar. 13
Meredith Publishing .

.

.45 Mar. 12 Feb. 27
Philco (No action Feb. 26)
Wells-Gardner .20 Mar. 16 Mar. 5

New Records for CBS; Continuing its almost unbroken
climb in sales & earnings, CBS Inc. reported records in

both departments, with a $26,000,000 increase in sales &
a $2,000,000 increase in net income for 1958. In the bare

announcement, there was no breakdown of revenues &
profits between the various subsidiaries & divisions—but,

of course, far more than CBS’s highly profitable TV net-

work operation is involved.

Among the branches in diversified CBS are the big

Columbia Records & Columbia phono operations, CBS-
Hytron tube & semiconductor business (now also manu-
facturing stereo phono cartridges), plus such special invest-

ments as its 40% interest in My Fair Lady. Preliminary

consolidated statement of CBS Inc. for year ended Jan.

3, 1959 (53 weeks) as compared with 52 weeks a year ago:

Sales
Net profit

Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1958
$411,800,000

24,400,000
3.10

7,881,493

1957
$385,409,000

22,193,000
2.81

7,881,286

Storer Broadcasting Corp. had a profit of $1,676,754

(57(i a share) in 1958, compared with $6,396,164 ($2.58) in

1957. The decline was largely due to “abandonment loss”

of $4,709,063 on now-dark WVUE, Wilmington-Philadel-

phia (Vol. 14:47). For the 4th quarter of 1958, Storer had

net earnings of $1,411,972 (57^), completely reversing the

3rd quarter’s net operating loss of $1,464,837, and ahead of

4th-quarter-1957’s net of $1,146,671 (46«i). The 4th-quarter

figure doesn’t include the results of operation of WITI-TV,
Milwaukee, acquired by Storer last December—and which

will become the CBS affiliate March 31st.

“Westinghouse TV stations in several cities felt the

impact of competition from new stations in their markets.

However, such decreases in earnings as were experienced

were substantially offset by improved performance from
radio stations.”—from Westinghouse 1958 annual report.

Loew’s Inc. expects its earnings to increase to about

50(‘ a share in the quarter ending March 12, from 34^ in

the same period last year, pres. Joseph R. Vogel told a spe-

cial stockholders meeting this week in N. Y. The meeting

w'as called to abolish cumulative voting of Loew’s stock

—

which it did, after a floor battle led by small stockholders.

Vogel also announced that distribution of the new stock of

Loew’s Inc. & Loew’s Theatres Inc. will begin March 12

—

% share of each for each share of Loew’s held. Loew’s The-

atres Inc. will own the U.S. & Canadian theaters and radio

WMGM, N. Y. Loev/’s Inc. will retain MGM movie studios,

overseas theaters, music publishing & phono records.

Million-dollar suit against Loew’s Inc. has been filed

by producer David 0. Selznick, seeking 50% of the TV
earnings of a group of MGM features.

Republic Pictures Corp. reports earnings of $1,482,338

for the year ended Oct. 25, 1958, vs. a loss of $1,362,420 a

year earlier, despite sales decline. The report:

Sales, film rentals, etc

Net income (loss in 1957) . .

.

Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1958
$33,468,483

1,482,338

2,004,190

1957
$37,899,826
(1,362,420),

2,004,196 1

Allied Artists earned $120,000 in 25 weeks ended Dec

28, 1958, vs. $172,000 in the corresponding 1957 period.

Filniways Inc. reports net earnings of $79,695 for c

months ended Nov. 30, 1958.

Litton Industries Inc. has purchased Times Facsimih

Corp. from N. Y. Times for an undisclosed amount of cash
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SUMMARY- INDEX

Networks

FCC WEIGHS JUSTICE'S ANTI-OPTION TIME VIEWS. Is

expected to reiterate its opinion that practice must be retained

to sustain network program quality (pp. 1 & 5).

MUTUAL NETWORK SOLD AGAIN, to N.Y. group headed by

importer-record mfr. Malcolm Smith and including ex-MBS v.p.

Adolf Hult. New owners take over, announce continuance of

present format (PP- 2 & 7).

FCC

FULBRIGHT: "LET FCC HANDLE BOOSTER PROBLEM." First

anti-booster voice is raised in Congress, as FCC mulls to-be-or-

not-to-be (p. 2).

HELP ON EQUAL TIME DILEMMA is held out to broadcasters

in Congress, following FCC's ruling that newscasts constitute

political pitches (p. 6).

Film & Tape

RCA ENTERS TV TAPE RECORDER BATTLE. Will show first

production model at NAB show, opening its sales drive. Ampex

to have large exhibit space, 3 units in operation (pp. 4 & 12).

Manuiactuxing & Distribution

DECADE OF GROWTH FOR TV predicted by Sylvania's re-

search director Mansfield. He forecasts 78,250,000 set sales;

80,890,000 sets-in-use by 1968 (p. 14).

OF WEEK'S NEWS

Stations

NSRC GETS 17 STEREO-SYSTEM PROPOSALS as panel

holds first meeting. RCA finalizes on new AM system after "sneak

preview" test. Westinghouse shows similar method (pp. 4 & 9).

NEW & UPCOMING STATIONS include start of the 39th edu-

cational—^KUAT, Tucson. St. Louis' KPLR-TV is due for early

April debut as on independent (p. 8).

COURT BLOCKS SALE OF WJAR-TV. PROVIDENCE, to

Zeckendorf & Mullins. Preliminary injunction holds that trustees

had "conflict of interest," failed to seek better offer (p. 9).

Congress

OCDM SPECTRUM PLAN HEADS TOWARD SHELF in Con-

gress. Bills setting up White House commission for study are filed,

but aren't expected to get anywhere (p. 3).

ANTI-PAY-TV LOBBY is organized by movie exhibitors. Will

back Harris resolution with $100,000 kitty for legal, engineering

& publicity expenses, (p. 5).

Advertising

WHO'S SO EXPENSIVE NOW? New NBC study shows TV
cost increases have matched circulation increases while print

media costs have risen far beyond circulation gains (p. 3).

ADVERTISING & ETV: J. Walter Thompson pres. Norman
Strouse thinks ad industry should explore developing ETV. Heads

of other big agencies decline comment (p. 17).

FCC WEIGHS JUSTICE'S ANTI-OPTION TIME VIEWS: The whole question of option time

is now finally & completely before the FCC, with Justice Dept.'s submission of its formal opinion this week

—that option time is a violation of anti-trust laws. Commission also released its "findings" on the subject.

There was no surprise in either document. Justice Dept, hasn't kept its views secret (Vol. 15:2),

and FCC's 4-3 vote holding that option time is "reasonably necessary" to network operation has been known

for some time (Vol. 15:3).

What next? FCC will study Justice's opinion, for weeks if not months, then produce a final opinion

on fate of option time. Commission has many alternatives, but it's a good guess that the 4-man majority

(Doerfer, Lee, Craven, Cross) will insist that option time is in the public interest. If it does, it's then up to

Justice Dept, and/or private litigants to bring action against networks in the courts.

FCC's major alternatives ore these: (1) Hold that option time is in the public interest—period. (2)

Agree with Justice Dept, and abolish option time. (3) Modify its option time rules to the point that Justice

will agree they're no longer illegal. (4) Agree that option time is illegal, but insist that it's necessary—and

ask Congress to grant "immunity" for the practice.
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FCC's findings conclude that some elements of TV industry—some stations, advertisers, reps, pro- i

gram producers—may suffer competitive disadvantage under option time, being unable to get prime station
*

time. However. Commission believes that loss of option time might eviscerate networks—and this would not i

be in the public interest. I

Justice Dept.'s anti-trust chief Victor R. Hansen analyzed FCC's findings in light of string of court

decisions as long as your arm and concluded that law requires outlawing of option time—regardless of

what effect it has on networks.

FCC's document discloses, for first time, the reasoning of dissenters Hyde. Bartley & Ford. Basically,

they believe networks can get along quite well without option time. Hyde goes further <& says that networks

invite more & more govt, regulation if they insist on the "protection" of option time. For details see p. 5.

MUTUAL NETWORK SOLD AGAIN: woe-begone Mutual Broadcasting System was un- I

loaded at week's end by Hal Roach Jr., its unhappy inheritor in the Guterma scandal. Its 3rd purchaser

in 2 years was identified as a well-heeled group of N.Y. businessmen headed by Malcolm Smith, pres, of

importer Harrison Home Products Corp. (565 5th Ave.).

Operating head of network probably will be Adolf N. Hult. onetime MBS sales v.p. who was with

Mutual for more than 20 years starting in 1934. He's understood to be member of group which late Fri. March 8

bought option for MBS for undisclosed sum. He started in radio in 1930 at Chicago's WGN.

New management team, said to have connections with a phono-record firm, took over network

reins immediately to "quiet the rumors going around the network." Purchasers pledged to continue the

453-station network's present format of news, special events & sports.

Sale of network was unofficially cleared by federal court and SEC. former Hal Roach management
says in answer to reports that official transfer might be blocked by legal action. There are moves on
many fronts to appoint receiver and stop sale of assets of F.L. Jacobs Co., former happy-trading-ground

of financial wizard Alexander L. Guterma. Mutual's seller was Scranton Corp.. controlled by Jacobs Co.,

of which Roach is now listed os virtually sole owner. For details, see p. 7.

FULBRIGHT: 'LET FCC HANDLE BOOSTER PROBLEM': Congress' first dissenting voice

in the clamor for legitimization of vhf boosters is that of Sen. Fulbright (D-Ark.), as anticipated (Vol. 15:6).

His position, delivered in long speech on Senate floor March 6, was this: Keep hands off FCC. The Com-
mission had studied this thing thoroughly for years and had rendered a sensible decision.

As Chairman of Foreign Relations Committee , Fulbright is a senator of no puny stature. However, s

he's much outnumbered by pro-booster forces, including Sens. Magnuson (D-Wash.), Carroll (D-Colo.) &
Allott (R-Colo.), Mundt & Case (R-S.D.), Curtis (R-Neb.), O'Mahoney & McGee (D-Wyo.), Mansfield &
Murray (D-Mont.), hanger (R-N.D.), Chavez (D-N.M.)—plus a whole posse of members of the House (Vol.

15:4 et seq)—who have introduced 25 pro-booster bills & resolutions.

Fulbright used a smart theme in his speech, in these days when "FCC" and "influence" commonly f

appear in headlined charges. He stated:
"

"This Congress cannot expect the Commission to make the independent decisions for which it was n
created, and to command the respect of the public and of the Congress, if the Congress itself is guilty of

undue interference in matters requiring the expert judgment of an expert agency.

"I find that the Commission's order is based upon its expert opinion, and that of its staff, that the

illegal boosters and reflectors constitute a potential and practical source of interference to communications
f

;

services assigned for the protection of life & property, and that such boosters are a potential & practical
j

\

cause of destructive interference to TV reception on home TV receivers.

"In addition, the record shows that the Commission has developed and promoted the uhf translator i

service as a substitute for the boosters, and the Commission's studies have convinced it that the translators :

.

provide 'an excellent means' for obtaining rural area TV service ... Let us leave the Commission alone and f

let it administer the Communications Act without undue interference." \

FCC is still reconsidering its anti-booster ruling, meanwhile, and is expected to come to another i

decision within week or 2. As part of its investigation, it has had its Laurel, Md., labs examining 2 boosters
^
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of the type reportedly being used in many communities. Both are called "vhf translators"—i.e., they receive

on one vhf channel, rebroadcast on another. One is a 1 /3-watt unit made by Mid-America Relay System
Inc., 601 Main St., Rapid City, S. D. Other is a 1-watt device produced by Benco TV Assoc. Ltd., 27 Taber

Rd., Rexdale, Ont., Can. Interestingly, latter firm has made a lot of equipment for community antenna sys-

tems—the mortal enemies of vhf boosters.

There's little doubt FCC will approve boosters, in opinion of Colo. Gov. Steve McNichols, whom we
reached in Denver this week. "I don't believe the Commission really understood the situation until Chairman
Doerfer visited here," he said. "The FCC is now testing low-priced equipment in its laboratories and I

believe they'll find that they'll do the job. If FCC's work isn't done by June 30, I'm sure it will extend the

time for booster operators.

"Booster operators will comply with new standards—to a man. If their operations would create

interference, they just won't operate, and that would be that. Uhf translator signals just don't work in many
areas. People in some places have invested a lot of money in them and found they didn't produce the signal

in those canyons. I'm not against translators and CATV systems—if they work.

"People don't realize the problem out here. There are some 600,000-1,000,000 viewers affected.

They just aren't going to give up TV. They need it most of all. They weren't trying to thwart the FCC."

OCDM SPECTRUM PLAN HEADS TOWARD SHELF: Eisenhower Administration went

through expected motions this week to ask Congress to set up a White House commission on telecommunica-

tion management whose main job would be to untangle spectrum problems (Vol. 15:6-7,9). But it's unlikely

that much more will be heard of it.

Identical drafts of administration bills for 4-point study by 5-man commission were sent to Senate

& House by Leo A. Hoegh, director of the Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization. They followed up identical

letters from President to Vice President Nixon & Speaker Rayburn (D-Tex.), urging Congress to carry out

plans recommended after a quickie review of field by President's Special Advisory Committee on

Telecommunications.

Likelihood of the bills becoming law is almost nil , however. There are hurdles in Senate—and a
roadblock in House. Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) of House Commerce Committee, to which the Administra-

tion proposals were referred—routinely but ironically—wants no part of them. He is getting his own spectrum

study under way, won't surrender jurisdiction to White House. In fact, last words on the commission idea

may be spoken not in Congress but March 16 at Chicago convention of NAB, which helped stop legislation

for a similar commission last year, fearing it would be dominated by the military. OCDM director Hoegh
and Rep. Bray (R-Ind.), co-sponsor of last session's Potter resolution, are scheduled NAB speakers.

• • • •

For the record, however. Administration's commission would study: (1) Govt, "management of

U.S. telecommunication resources." (2) "What changes, if any, should be made in the existing organizations

or statutes." (3) Existing allocations to Govt. & other users. (4) Reallocations. As for FCC, it doesn't

seem to care who makes a spectrum study—as long as one is made with competence. As one member put

it to us this week: "It wouldn't hurt if both groups made a study. We'd get 2 points of view. One thing is

sure: This split management of the spectrum isn't working out. It never did."

WHO^S SO EXPENSIVE NOW? TV people who are weary of hearing how dreadfully expensive

their medium is for advertisers compared with other media, will welcome, if only for the novelty, NBC mar-

keting study No. 173, which demonstrates a sadly unheralded trend: in the past 3 years, the cost of "delivered

circulation" in network TV has shown remarkable stability—while the major print media have become

progressively more expensive.

Only TV has succeeded in producing substantial circulation increases (34%), says the study, to

match the cost increases (36%) which have been necessary. Newspaper cost rose 15% vs. a 2% circulation

gain. And magazines rose 35% in cost vs. an 18% circulation gain. (These figures are all based on 1955-58

ANA & Nielsen reports. Compared units: 1000-line newspaper ads, b&w magazine single pages, and program

& time charges for network Va-hour evening TV shows.)
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RCA ENTERS TV TAPE RECORDER BATTLE: TV tape recording will be as hot a topic as

ever at this year's NAB convention March 15-18—perhaps even hotter, with 2 companies now actively out to

get telecasters to sign on the dotted line for recording equipment.

At this 4th convention A.T. (after tape)—in the same Hilton Hotel where Ampex's demonstrations

electrified the TV industry in 1956 (Vol. 12:16)—the delegate who doesn't see his own picture recorded in

color on a piece of oxide-coated acetate will be the delegate who didn't visit the equipment exhibits.

This year RCA is ready—and loaded—to offer real competition in TV tape recorder field. In its

huge exhibit, feature attraction will be first production model of its color recorder, full of extras. These "most

wanted features" include variable speed control, cueing system, cue track, master erase head, cue signal

erase head, extra-capacity tape reel big enough to hold 96 minutes of programming, built-in video & audio

monitors, CRO, etc. Price of complete monochrome package is $49,500, color $63,000.

Ampex is girding for competition this year with the 2nd largest exhibit space in show (2470 sq. ft.

to RCA's 3150 & GE's 2465). It will have 3 Videotape recorders in action, with color camera & stage and, like

RCA, the customary girl models (to show reproduction of flesh tones). Ampex will stick to its "basic recorder"

approach: Buy your recorder now for $45,000, add accessories later. Color accessory costs $19,500.

Ampex will unveil new batch of accessories—cue & erase kit, tape timer, accessory rack, etc.—and
can be counted on to remind teleasters that it has already delivered 300 recorders.

(For details on TV tape recorders and other equipment to be displayed at NAB convention, see

p. 12. For a tape-commercial producer's comments on what tape can and what it can't do, see p. 13.)

NSRC GETS 17 STEREO-SYSTEM PROPOSALS: Stereo-broadcast systems seemed to be com-

ing out of the woodwork March 4 when systems specifications panel of National Stereo Radio Committee

held its first meeting in N.Y. Total of 17 systems was proposed for TV, AM or FM—almost as many as there

were companies represented. And there will probably be more.

RCA put on sneak-preview test of this new single-channel AM stereo system (Vol. 15:9) 2 days

before NSRC panel met. Day before meeting, Westinghouse demonstrated its own similar system.

RCA engineers were delighted with first on-air test-put on with no fanfare—and it's understood

company has finalized on this new system as its AM stereo entry, dropping the system demonstrated last

fall in Princeton (Vol. 14:43) and presumably several others in various developmental stages. New RCA
technique got first test on WRCA, N.Y., 3:20-4:45 a.m. March 2. It will be tested further for 90 days.

Westinghouse & RCA systems both use combination of FM & AM on single AM channel to achieve

compatible stereo. Full monophonic broadcast signal is amplitude-modulated, and "stereo information" is

frequency-modulated on same channel. Westinghouse held non-broadcast demonstration of its system March
3 and is applying to FCC for on-air tests on Pittsburgh's KDKA. (For details of both systems, see p. 9.)

• • • •

There were few surprises at first meeting of NSRC's Panel 1, chaired by Hazeltine's Charles J. Hirsch

and attended by 25 industry engineers. Little technical information was given about the proposed systems.

Some companies merely wrote to panel stating they had systems they wanted considered & tested.

Proposed at meeting were 8 FM systems, 4 for AM, 2 for TV, plus Bell Labs' 2-channel time-delay

technique (Vol. 15:9) and 2 systems unidentified as to use or band. Latter were proposed in writing by CBS
and Standard Coil. Other new and unpublicized systems were proposed by Zenith (similar to Philco's FM
system) and by Electroplex Corp. (which would use vacant TV channels in conjunction with FM band).

All proposed systems are listed on p. 9.

Systems panel got right down to business, gave each member 5 minutes to state his views or espouse

his system. The inevitable question—what is stereo?—came up, too, as expected. Subcommittee under

Norman Parker of Motorola was named to define terms & compile references. Another, under Dorman Israel

of Emerson (Ben Tyson, Sylvania, vice chairman), will classify characteristics of all proposed systems.

They'll report to next meeting early in April.

Panel meeting was highly satisfactory to most members—even grizzled old-timers of NTSC—who
felt a strong get-down-to-business spirit in the air and were optimistic that some speed could be made.

Note: British EMI's Percival system—one of those thrown into hat in a letter to panel—is understood

to be scheduled for first U.S, demonstration at March 15-18 Chicago NAB convention.
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Congress

ANTI-PAY-TV LOBBY: Television makes strange bed-

fellows. Movie exhibitors, who blame home screens for

their falling box office receipts held a strategy confer-

ence in Washington this week, and decided to fill a

$100,000 war chest to fight the enemy—pay TV.

The exhibitors’ Joint Committee on Toll TV, meet-

ing with the Theatre Owners of America, voted to ask

all theater operators to kick in to the $100,000 fund

for “a completely united front” in support of a legal,

engineering & public relations campaign against toll

TV in all its forms.

As a starter in the drive, headed by JCTT chairman
Phil Hailing, many of the 60 exhibitors at the session

paired off for reconnoitering on Capitol Hill to lobby for

the anti-pay-TV proposals (Vol. 15:9) by House Commerce
Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.). His bill (H. J. Res.

130) probably will go to hearings in April following the

Easter recess of Congress. The movie-house delegations

claimed to have made contact with % of the House and %
of the Senate, finding anti-pay-TV sentiment running

strong.

Conspicuously absent fi’om the JCTT sessions was
former co-chairman Trueman Rembusch, Indiana Allied

States circuit chief who is on the outs with the rest of the

committee. Rembusch wants the pay-TV opposition directed

only at broadcast systems, not to wired systems which also

are covered by the Harris resolution. But he has incited

no revolt by other theatre owners, say JCTT sources.

The TOA, which once tried to raise a $10,000,000 anti-

TV trust fund to buy up post-1948 movies to keep them off

the air (Vol. 14:21), left collection of the new $100,000

pro-free-TV kitty pretty much to the JCTT. The trust fund
idea meanwhile has been taken over by the new American
Congress of Exhibitors.

Back on the Hill, another bill (HR-5254) “to prohibit

the charging of a fee to view telecasts in private homes”
was introduced by Rep. Morrison (D-La.).

I Hiqh Cost of Probes: Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) of

I
the Senate Commerce Committee presented an advance

I

$515,000 bill this week for TV-radio & other investigations

i
this year—and ran into a floor hassle over the soaring

1 cost of Congressional probes. He got his full appropria-

I

tions, including $290,000 for a special transportation study,

i
but not before Sen. Ellender (D-La.) protested that Senate
investigations in 1959 are costing more than $4,000,000 vs.

$140,000 for all probes in 1940. “I am just wondering
about the necessity for it all,” said Ellender. Magnuson
gave no timetable for his inquiries, but said they’d run all

the way from pay TV, boosters and vhf-uhf to international

radio frequencies. Meanwhile, Sen. Carroll (D-Colo.),

whose special Judiciary subcommittee on administrative
practices & procedures already had been given $115,000
to study the FCC & other agencies (Vol. 15:7), picked his

chief counsel. Colo. District Court Judge Joseph P. Mc-
Donald will head Carroll’s staff for as-yet unscheduled
hearings. McDonald was in headlines in 1955 when he
presided at the trial of John Gilbert Graham for killing his

mother & 43 others by planting a bomb in an airliner.

KSLM-TV (Ch. 3) Salem, Ore., was denied more time
to build as FCC finalized an initial decision recommending
the denial (Vol. 14:13).

The FCC

More about

OPTION TIME PROS & CONS: The Justice Dept.’s opin-

ion as to the legality of option time (see p. 1) takes

apart FCC’s findings on the subject, item by item, and
says that there’s just no alternative to declaring the

practice illegal. Justice’s concluding paragraphs of its

14-page opinion just about wrap it up:

“Viewed either as an ‘exclusive dealing’ or ‘tying’

device, the Commission’s own findings require the con-

clusion that option time runs afoul of the Sherman Act.

Beside the point, therefore, is affiliates’ limited right to

reject network programs, as well as the view of a nar-

row Commission majority that option time ‘is reason-

ably necessary for successful network operations and
is in the public interest.’ For, as in the Paramount
[case] so here, the right to reject a limited share of

tied copyrights cannot avoid illegality . . . Similarly

rejected must be the ‘earnest argument that’ removal
of option-time provisions ‘will be very disadvantageous

to [networks] and will greatly impair [their] ability to

operate profitably’ ; for ‘the policy of the anti-trust

laws is not qualified or conditioned by the convenience

of those whose conduct is regulated. Nor can a vested

interest in a practice which contravenes the policy of

the anti-trust laws receive judicial sanction’

:

“Such considerations apply with particular force here.

For, as the Supreme Court long ago observed, and once

again reiterated only within the week, the Communications
Act recognized that the field of broadcasting is one of free

competition. The sections dealing with broadcasting demon-
strate that Congress has not, in its regulatory scheme,

abandoned the principle of free competition as it has done

in other areas.”

FCC’s findings were contained in a 40-page document
ending with 18 “ultimate findings.” Among the more im-

portant effects of option time found are these: (1) It

requires affiliates to carry some programs they otherwise

might not. (2) It has no “significant” effect on inter-net-

work competition. (3) It limits access to prime station

time on the part of program producers, reps, non-network

advertisers. (4) It has helped non-network organizations

because it has built attractive spot adjacencies. (5) Prin-

cipal problem is station scarcity. (6) It’s necessary to

guarantee national advertisers a national audience. (7) It

enables networks to place firm orders and to eliminate un-

certainties in programming & sales. (8) It’s necessai’y to

avoid gradual erosion of station time clearances. (9) “The

loss of advertiser business that would result . . . would be

a double injury to the networks, since they would have to

continue to program the time periods; with the slim margin

of network profits, the loss of a few time periods could

place network business in the red.” (10) It’s necessary to

“maintain network programming, including news & public

affairs programs, at present levels.” (11) “It would be

difficult to preserve the simultaneity of live programming

which is the essence of the network’s TV service, or to

schedule pi’ograms in the relationship to each other that

networks and their advertisers desire for maximum audi-

ence appeal.”

Dissenter Hyde opined that networks could get neces-

sary clearances without option time. Furthermore, he said:

“if the Commission is to sanction the protection of net-

working because it considers the protection provided by
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option time to be reasonably necessary ... it will inevit-

ably find itself more and more deeply involved in regulat-

ing the terms & conditions under which stations make
their program choices. Regulation may well be required

to provide adequate access for local & national advertisers,

and local & national programs, during prime viewing hours.

It is not unreasonable to conclude that a system of Com-
mission rationing of station time among competing appli-

cants may follow as a logical consequence.”

Said dissenter Bartley: “In my judgment, networks

would continue in existence in the absence of option time.

This is not to say that I detect any particular public harm
which has resulted from the restricted amount of time

which the present rules allow a station to option to a net-

work. Option time arrangements are clearly a business

convenience as a sales tool for the networks, and serve as

a shield against some defection from across-the-board

clearances. On the other hand, however, the evidence in the

record of the proceeding shows rather clearly that com-

mercial network programs, both live and film, which had

a high degree of quality and popularity, received sub-

stantial across-the-board clearance in station time.”

Dissenter Ford put it this way: “I do not believe that

the present option-time arrangement is the only device

in the business relationship between stations and networks

which is possible in order to preserve the benefits of the

network system. A necessary feature of network operation

is the obtaining of adequate station clearance for its pro-

grams. The business device of option time is one of the

present means whereby that is achieved. There are un-

doubtedly other arrangements which would provide reason-

able assurances that network programs would obtain satis-

factory clearance and at the same time avoid the restraints

of option time. This conclusion is supported by the fact that

the networks now successfully program a number of hours

outside of option time. The majority appears to recognize

the correctness of this position in part when they conclude

that option time is reasonably necessary but ‘this does not

necessarily mean that all of the features of the present

option-time arrangements are necessary.’ ”

HELP ON EQUAL TIME: Broadcasters got some unex-

pected Congressional aid this week in their political

equal-time troubles—which had been brought to a head

by FCC’s ruling that a candidate is entitled to match

newscast appearances by an office-holding opponent

(Vol. 15:8-9).

“Greatly distressed” by the 4-3 FCC interpreta-

tion of Sec. 315 of the Federal Communications Act in

the Chicago Mayoralty campaign. Rep. Cunningham
(R-Neb.) announced in the House that he would in-

troduce legislation relaxing the rule. He invited others

“to join me in sponsoring this or similar legislation.”

At week’s end there was no big rush on Capitol

Hill to line up with Cunningham on the issue, which

never before had aroused much interest. But Rep.

Pucinski (D-Ill.) told us he was so indignant over the

FCC’s Chicago edict that he “undoubtedly will intro-

duce legislation to repeal Sec. 315—or at least put

some sense in it.”

“The bill I am preparing,” said Cunningham, “will

relax the equal-time provision as it pertains to news

coverage only. And it will spell out that the relaxation

does not apply to coverage of individual candidates

giving political talks, even when such political talks are

part of the news coverage.”

TV & radio newscasters aren’t “naive,” Cunningham
assured the House. “They will watch & catch the candidate
who is looking for a chance to turn such coverage into

personal gain.” And, he warned—as did NAB, CBS & ABC
—that “strict enforcement of the equal-time rule as it per-

tains to news coverage will cause less effective coverage
of both public service activities and govt, news.” NBC
hadn’t yet spoken on the issue, but was readying a blast.

In his first formal statement on the Chicago case, NAB
pres. Harold E. Fellows said this week that the FCC’s
ruling was a “grave impingement upon legitimate news
reporting.” The American Civil Liberties Union came to

the broadcasters’ defense, too.

On the Hill, Pucinski told us he was worried that the

FCC’s ruling—if carried out to its limits—“could mean a
TV blackout for the whole country during a national

political campaign.” But the freshman member of the

Chicago delegation said that right now he is particularly

incensed by the possibility that the Sec. 315 interpretation

would prevent telecasting of the traditional St. Patrick

Day parade there March 17. Mayor Daley, Democratic
nominee to succeed himself, will head the marchers.

The St. Patrick’s Day issue was raised with the FCC
by Stephen M. Bailey, gen. chairman of the parade. He
wired the Commission that its equal-time decision “has
been locally interpreted to preclude” televising of the event.

He asked that the 4 Chicago TV stations be reassured that

it will be “a legitimate news event,” unaffected by Sec. 315.

The FCC responded quickly that it saw no reason why the

Act or FCC interpretations “should preclude” any broad-

casts of the parade. It’s “a matter within the control of

the stations of your community, not the FCC.”
Meanwhile, the man who started the Chicago rumpus

—perennial candidate Lar (America First) Daly, who ran

against Daley in the Democratic primary election and is

now expected to become a write-in candidate—said he was
ready to challenge FCC petitions by Chicago stations &
the networks for reconsideration of the Sec. 315 ruling.

Having won his point that Sec. 315 gave him the right

to TV appearances equal to those made by Mayor Daley in

newscasts, Daly asked the FCC to hold tight until it heard

from him on the question of reconsideration. The FCC
took no further action, but one Commissioner who voted

on Daly’s side in the 4-3 ruling told us:

“The law gives us absolutely no discretion. It gives us

no authority to police the material—to determine whether

a candidate’s appearance is news or a political pitch. Actu-

ally, the broadcasters always complain that the situation

will be impossible during a campaign—but it usually

works out quite well, with only a few rhubarbs.

“If we started trying to draw a distinction between

news clips and outright political appeals, you’d see some
of the longest, most political news clips you ever saw. It’s

up to Congress to change the situation if it wants to. But

remember that Congress usually makes it tougher on

broadcasters when it does change the law. For example,

stations used to be able to charge a special higher ‘political

rate,’ but Congress stopped that.”

Said a Commissioner who voted against Daly rule:

“This thing could be worked out to where I would be

on the other side of the fence. You can’t make a hard &
fast rule on it. But in this particular case I thought the

claims by Daly for equal time weren’t warranted.”

And in Chicago, Daly himself added this thought:

“Right now [the stations’] best protection from the in-

justices of Sec. 315 is to lay off political coverage entirely.

Put none of the politicians on the air. Otherwise, it is the

established law, and the law is to be obeyed.”
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More about

MUTUAL NETWORK SALE; Transfer of an option to

buy the ailing Mutual Broadcasting System climaxed

3 weeks of frantic negotiations by the Hal Roach

group which had controlled the network since Feb. 13.

The quick sale was an obvious attempt to prevent a

stampede of sponsor & affiliate defections keyed to

headline revelations about Alexander L. Guterma’s

shaky empire (Vol. 15:7-9).

At press time there was little information about

the new ownership group—except Mutual’s own word
that it was well backed financially. The network itself

announced only that the principal purchaser was
Malcolm Smith, joined by his associates in the im-

porting and phono-record business (see p. 2).

The agreement was reached at about 8:30 p.m. Fri.

March 6 after a session which began at 11 a.m. Mutual’s

principal negotiator was v.p. Robert F. Hurleigh who had

acquired an option from board chairman Hal Roach Jr.

Hurleigh said he had “subjugated” his own desire

to buy Mutual in order to bring in a group with “large

capital resources.” Assisting Hurleigh in negotiations

throughout the week were the other members of a 6-man
executive committee, representing management, affiliates

& talent. They were MBS exec. v.p. Blair A. Walliser,

controller James Gladstone, commentator Fulton Lewis

Jr., and Vic Diehm, owner of MBS affiliates WAZL,
Hazleton, & WHOL, Allentown, Pa. At the time of the

agreement, Lewis & Diehm weren’t present, having given

their proxies to Hurleigh.

The 4th radio network has been operating at a deficit

for years and through 4 different ownerships. Its current

liabilities are said to be more than $600,000.

Originally an affiliate-owned network, MBS control

was acquired in 1952 by Tom O’Neil’s General Teleradio

(now RKO Teleradio) when he bought WOR-TV & WOR
from Macy’s. Network was unprofitable, and Teleradio

sold it in 1957 to a group backed by oilman Armand
Hammer for a price reportedly between $500,000 & $800,-

000. After several management shakeups, MBS was sold

last fall to Scranton Corp., which had previously bought
Hal Roach Studios. At the time, the selling price was
reported as $2,000,000 in cash & stock—but now this would
appear to have been an exaggeration.

When the Guterma scandals broke out, Hal Roach
took over Guterma’s interests and positions in Jacobs Co.

& MBS and set out to unload the network. Just last week
he almost cinched sale to Hollywood cosmetics firm Max
Factor & Co., but final agreement couldn’t be reached.

Before the break-off. Factor chairman Davis Factor had
indicated that his company intended to pay little or no
cash after assuming network’s “very heavy” obligations.

N. Y. Stock Exchange March 5 released an “insiders”

report by Roach, listing his holdings of Jacobs stock as

130,000 shares. He said he owned 30,000 shares before he
took over the holdings of Alexander Guterma Feb. 13. He
told reporters he had a personal investment of more than

$1,000,000 in the Jacobs firm.

N. Y. federal Judge Sugarman this week moved up to

Mon. March 9 the March 18 hearing on SEC’s application

for the appointment of a receiver for the Jacobs Co. SEC
charged that Roach “stands in the shoes” of Guterma and
“has not demonstrated the business acumen or judgment”
to deal with the company’s affairs.

Programming

Fearless Steve Allen: in an unusually intellectual per-

former-autobiography, currently running in Look, Steve
Allen shows a surprising disregard of the public-relations

shibboleth for the popular star that “Thou shalt not get
too deep.” Some of his comments signal either personal

courage and/or a real desire to shock readers. Excerpts:

“I now subscribe to . . . The National Review, an ex-

tremely conservative publication, and The Worker, a Com-
munist paper . . . My own studies have inclined me very
little to reverence for man’s total antiquity . . . From my
own experience I eventually came to the conclusion that

much prayer is wasted breath ... It has always been a
difficult thing to determine the true value of prayer any-

way. [Allen indicated he favors prayer for thanksgiving

not for heavenly assistance.] . . . Nature renders man able

to mate & procreate at 13 or 14. Society, on the other hand,

forces a wait of several years. So young people go through
a decade of mingled desire, guilt, confusion and despair,

with no happy solution . . . Most of the people whom I

asked for food [when he was broke & hungry] turned me
down. The only people who never said ‘no’ to me were the

Mexicans of the Southwest . . . We [Christians] are far

more accustomed to killing than to being killed . . . Am I

worried about Maverick’s rating? Good God, no; I am
worried about mankind’s rating.”

Add Public Service TV: Activity sharpened this week in

the field of educational & public service shows. Westing-

house Bcstg. Co. has booked Sen. Humphrey (D-Minn.)

for Youth Wants to Know, and Sens. Morse (D-Ore.) &
Goldwater (R-Ariz.) for American Forum of the Air
kickoff shows this spring on TV & radio. Shows will be

taped in Washington, aired on Westinghouse outlets in

prime time, & syndicated to other outlets . . . CBS-TV has

scheduled a special series of hour-long shows titled The
Dollar Debates, dealing with such topics as inflation &
taxes, and will air them on 3 successive Sundays starting

Mar. 8 . . . The NBC-TV educational TV project series.

Tactic, dealing with the fight to control cancer, has been

made available via kines to NBC affiliates, with at least 71

expected to carry the 6-week series . . . The teacher awards

committee of ABC-TV’s Bold Journey series met in N.Y.

to pick 380 teachers from among 2,500 finalists to receive

80 educational travel grants & 300 subscriptions to Na-
tional Geographic.

The Legion of Decency has no TV jurisdiction of any

sort, and avoids TV matters, explains Rev. Patrick J.

Sullivan, S.J., asst. exec, secy.. National Legion of De-

cency, saying he was misquoted in reports of his Feb. 22

speech in Philadelphia (Vol. 15:9). There won’t be any or-

ganized effort by Roman Catholic bishops, he adds, to

combat the “violence, horror & suggestiveness” in TV and

films of which he had spoken. Rev. Sullivan said his

original speech had touched on the subject “to pose the

question before an adult audience of whether entertain-

ment dealing with violence, such as TV Westerns, among
other things, would deaden cultural sensibilities and inhibit

creative talent.”

Shooting the audition of a live show overseas is the

latest wrinkle in video tape. Liberace, who’s finishing his

daytime show on ABC-TV, intends, while making a series

of appearances in Britain this June, to tape in London the

pilot of a new show. The tape will be flown back and

viewed by ABC-TV executives as a possibility for the fall

program lineup.
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NBC’s Prestige Ads: NBC-TV’s large-space print cam-
paign, themed “If I’d only known it was on, I’d have

watched it,” has the double purpose of building respect

for TV as well as audience size. According to Ken Bilby,

NBC public relations v.p. in charge of the project, a spe-

cial mailing of 20,000 copies of one of the latest ads to

opinion leaders & public figures has pulled “several hun-

dred” unsolicited replies. “All,” Bilby told us, “are favor-

able.” Wrote the president of one of the top ad agencies:

“The best idea I’ve seen yet in TV.”
“The idea,” Bilby told us, “is to point out to thinking

people in govt., education, finance, business & the arts

that there’s lots of TV well worth watching even if they

happen to hate Westerns. This is one time we’re hoping

other networks will follow our advertising lead.” Britain’s

Granada TV is using an adaptation of the ad in high-IQ

publications, and some TV stations and a few TV set dis-

tributors have told NBC they’d like to copy locally.

Currently, the NBC ads (developed & placed by Grey)
are appearing in N.Y., Washington & West Coast news-
papers and in TV trade publications.

Appraisal of American journalism on TV announced
here (Vol. 15:8), has been moved up to March 29, when
CBS’s Great Challenge leads off with panel discussion of

“Is American Journalism Meeting Its Responsibilities?”

Broadcast as well as print media will be under examina-
tion. Following Sunday discussion will check into whether
the American public is getting the information it needs.

Broadcast people on the panels, both of which will be mod-
erated by Eric Sevareid: Robert D. Swezey (exec. v.p. &
gen. mgr., WDSU-TV & WDSU, New Orleans)

; Eugene C.

Pulliam, (WIRE, Indianapolis & WOAV, Vincennes)
;
Sig

Mickelson (v.p., CBS Inc.). Some of the other panelists:

Jim Hagerty, President Eisenhower’s press secretary;

James Reston of N.Y. Times] Arthur Schlesinger.

Pulitzer prizes for TV original plays, news broadcasts

& documentaries were suggested by NBC chairman Robert

W. Samoff this week in a letter to Dean Edward W. Bar-

rett of Columbia U’s graduate school of journalism. “TV’s

ability to attract the finest creative talent would be in-

creased if it were possible for a TV drama to win Amer-
ica’s most universally respected mark of creative excel-

lence,” Sarnoff wrote. When contacted. Dean Barrett would
tell us only that he’d submit the recommendation to the

prize advisory board’s next meeting, April 23. However,
it’s known that similar recommendations have been made
to the board before, and that no action has been taken.

Madison Ave. theory re the April 1 appointment of

David Levy, formerly v.p. & assoc, dir. of Young & Rubi-

cam’s TV-radio dept., to top program v.p. of NBC-TV,
seems to be: NBC-TV’s nighttime shows, which have lost

out in many cases to ABC-TV and CBS-TV this year, are

in for a shakeup, as is NBC’s own staff of creative per-

sonnel. Robert Lewine, v.p. in charge of TV network pro-

grams, who reported directly to pres. Kintner, will now
report to Levy, who reports to Walter Scott, exec. v.p.

KRON-TV, San Francisco, has requested permission to

televise the next execution in the San Quentin gas cham-
ber—prompted by State Sen. Fred S. Farr who, having

just witnessed an execution, stated that televising exe-

cutions would put an end to the death penalty. Wired
station mgr. Harold P. See: “If capital punishment is to

deter capital crime, it should be made a maximum deter-

rent. Let all the people see it.” Replied Calif. Governor
“Pat” Brown: “No!”

Stations

NEW & UPCOMING STATIONS: The growing list of edu-
cational TV stations becomes longer with the start of
KUAT (Ch. 6, educational) Tucson, Ariz., due to begin
March 8. It’s the nation’s 39th educational outlet and
brings the total of U.S. on-air stations to 549 (84 uhf).
(Through typographical error last week, the total was
given as 547—should have been 548.)

KUAT has a 500-watt RCA transmitter in Herring
Hall, on the campus of grantee U of Ariz. It is using a
250-ft. Utility tower. The studios in Herring Hall were
established more than 2 years ago for closed-circuit
work. Ben. C. Markland is program director and mgr.
of the university’s TV-radio bureau. Frank Barreca is

production director; Harry Atwood, film mgr.; and
Wesley T. Johnson, engineer.

* * * *

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these
are the latest reports from principals:

KPLR-TV (Ch. 11) St. Louis, its call letters changed
from KCPP, now has an early April programming target
to start as an independent, according to exec. v.p. & gen.
mgr. James L. Caddigan. RCA 25-kw transmitter is on
hand in Lemay, Mo. where transmitter house is nearly
ready. Newly-engineered antenna from Siemens-Halske
Co., Germany, will be installed on a 1214-ft. tower to be
shared with CBS’s KMOX-TV (Ch. 4). Principal owner &
pres, is Harold Koplar of Chase and Chase-Park Plaza
Hotels. Nicholas M. Pagliara, administrative asst, to the
gen. mgr. is film director. James E. Goldsmith is sales
director; Mary E. Furey, publicity & promotion director;
and Kenneth E. Hildenbrand, engineering director. Rates
are not reported. Rep not chosen.

WCAM-TV (Ch. 3) Mayaguez, P.R., planned as a non-
commercial operation by owner P. R. Dept, of Education,
has a March 1960 target, reports R. Delgado Marquez, mgr.
of WIPR-TV, San Juan (Ch. 6, educational), which is also
operated by the Dept, of Education. Construction was
scheduled to start Feb. 23, but transmitting equipment
hasn’t been ordered yet. It will use a 202-ft. tower.

CJCB-TV-1 (Ch. 6) Inverness, N.S., planned as a
satellite, is expected to be on the air next fall, reports J.

Marven Nathanson, pres.-gen. mgr. of parent CJCB-TV
(Ch. 4) Sidney, N.S. Its equipment hasn’t been ordered
yet, but a 141-ft. tower will be used. CJCB-TV hour is $275.
Reps are Weed and All-Canada.

Allocations changes sought: WICS (Ch. 20) Spring-
field, 111., requests switch of Ch. 7 for Ch. 5 in Mitchell,
S.D. and assignment of Ch. 5 to Sioux Falls, S.D. . . .

Joint Council on Educational TV wants Ch. 10 assigned to
Appleton, Wis. for educational purposes . . . Genesee
Valley TV Co., Rochester, N.Y. petitioned for assignment
of Ch. 13 to that city . . . ABC wants FCC to reconsider
and allocate an additional vhf to Shreveport, La.

Buffalo’s Ch. 17, once used by NBC commercially for
WBUF, was granted by FCC this week to Western N.Y.
Educational TV Assn., which is getting equipment as gift
from NBC (Vol. 14:46). Also granted: Ch. 77 translator in

Columbia Falls, Mont., to Tea Kettle TV Assn.

A protest against the grant of WTMA-TV (Ch. 4)
Charleston, S. C., filed by WUSN-TV (Ch. 2), was denied
by the FCC this week in a final decision affirming a June
10, 1958 initial decision which held that WTMA-TV prin-
cipals were financially qualified (Vol. 14:24).
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More about

NEW STEREO SYSTEMS: RCA & Westinghouse came up

with similar AM stereo systems on consecutive days

this week (see p. 4), and they both feel strongly that

it’s the system for single-channel AM stereo.

The advantages: compatibility, good stereo effect,

inexpensive for both broadcaster & listener.

They both use a “sum-&-difference” technique:

The sum of left & right channels is amplitude modu-
lated and transmitted as any AM broadcast. Listeners

without stereo gear receive a full monophonic broadcast

(left & right channels combined) through one loud-

speaker. The electronic “difference” between left &
right channels is frequency modulated on the same
channel. The stereophonic receiver in the home uses

this FM signal to direct the proper portions of the AM
signal to the left & right amplifier-speakers.

Westinghouse demonstrated how its system could be

used for stereo without any special equipment in the home
—merely 2 AM radios. One radio is detuned about 2 kc

below the station channel, the other 2 kc above. This sys-

tem worked well in the non-broadcast demonstration, but

Westinghouse officials concede that a special stereo receiver

(costing about 1% times as much as an equivalent mono
radio) would provide better stereo, and that they won’t
know how practical the 2-radio method is until their system
is tested on the air. The Westinghouse system produces

stereo at the audio frequencies from 300 to 3000 cycles.

RCA claims its system provides true stereo across the

entire audible range which can be passed by an AM sta-

tion. Its engineers say that a receiver for the system would
require perhaps a couple of tubes more than a conventional

AM set (in addition to the 2nd-channel amplifier-speaker

combination required for any stereo reproduction). Station

transmitter equipment, they figure, would cost “a few
hundred dollars” and would consist of a small FM modu-
lator (which could be carried in one hand) plus correction

networks. For the WRCA tests, RCA is using the first 2

stages of a stock FM transmitter.

NSRC’s first systems specifications panel meeting was
harmonious—only note of controversy coming when Crosby
Labs pres. Murray Crosby sought to define “true stereo” as

a technique in which both channels reproduce the full range
of audible frequencies up to 15 kc.

These systems were formally thrown into the pot;

Two undescribed systems—by CBS and Standard Coil.

TV systems—by Motorola and Philco, both previously
described (Vol. 15:7).

AM systems—RCA; Westinghouse; Philco, whose sys-

tem is somewhat similar to the first 2, but uses phase
modulation instead of FM for stereo information (Vol.

14:49); Kahn Research Labs, a system using the AM side-

bands for stereo information and requiring 2 AM radios in

the home, similar to RCA’s earlier AM stereo system.

FM systems—Crosby Labs; Philco; Zenith, similar but
not identical to Philco’s; Multiplex Development Corp.
(William Halstead); EMI Ltd. (Percival system); Electro-

plex Corp., which wants to use vacant TV channels in

addition to FM band; Volpe system.

Two-channel system—Bell Labs (Vol. 15: 9).

Panel 1 is headed by Charles Hirsch, Hazeltine, with
William Wintringham, Bell Labs, as vice chairman; Rich-

ard Faber, Hazeltine, secy.

In another NSRC development, H. L. Towlson, GE,
was named vice chairman of Panel 3 (broadcast trans-

mitters) under Ralph Harmon, Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.

Court Blocks WJAR-TV Solo: R.I. Superior Court granted

a preliminary injunction on March 5 to block the sale of

Providence department store Outlet Co. and its WJAR-TV
& WJAR to 90165 Corp. The latter is equally owned by

N.Y. real estate magnate William Zeckendorf & Denver
telecaster John C. Mullins (Vol. 14:49-50, 15:4,8). The
injunction was a victory for J. S. (Dody) Sinclair, gen.

mgr. of the Providence stations, & grandson of Outlet co-

founder Col. Joseph Samuels. During the course of the

court hearing, he had indicated possession of financial

backing to buy control of the store at a higher price.

In granting the injunction, the court held that the

Industrial National Bank of Providence, which holds the

Outlet stock in trust for the Samuels’ heirs (including

Sinclair), had “brought about such a conflict of interest

between itself individually and a trustee [that] Sinclair

and his children . . . will suffer some detriment.” The
court also maintained that “the trustees did not perform
their duty during the 20-day [option] period after the

execution of the contract” with original buyer Roger L.

Stevens, N.Y. realtor, “resulting in a probable failure to

obtain a higher price for the Outlet stock.”

An appeal is expected from 90165 Corp., which already

has received tenders of 95% of Outlet stock at $120 a

share (about $6,400,000). The deadline on 90165’s pur-

chase offer is July 21. If the FCC doesn’t approve the

sale by then, the offer to purchase the stock is terminated.

Boston Ch. 5 Resumption: Justice Dept, anti-trust chief

Victor R. Hansen takes the stand March 9, as FCC resumes

its hearing on charges of “influence” in the Boston Ch. 5

case won by the Herald-T7'aveler (Vol. 15:9). Purpose of

Hansen’s appearance is to present his version of his dis-

cussions with former FCC chairman McConnaughey. The
latter says Hansen gave him an opinion that there would
be no monopolistic aspect to the grant of a TV facility to

the newspaper. It’s understood that Hansen will offer con-

flicting testimony.

Another high govt, official to appear will be former
Commerce Secy. Sinclair Weeks, who had been contacted

in the case. His appearance was requested by counsel for

one of the Ch. 5 losers—Allen B. Du Mont Labs. Also due is

former FCC general counsel Warren Baker, who will de-

scribe FCC-Justice Dept, liaison pi’ocedures during the

time he was with the Commission. Maurice Simon, a Bos-

ton attorney, is being subpoenaed by Du Mont.

The Hei'ald-Traveler is happy with its WHDH-TV,
according to its reports to stockholders last week. Its 1958

TV-radio revenues were $5,269,145, up $2,688,961 from

1957. Despite lower newspaper & radio station earnings,

the corporation’s net profit increased to $1,173,756 ($2.99

a share) from $813,335 ($2.16)—because of TV.

In the Miami Ch. 10 “influence” case, FCC has denied

the petition of North Dade Video Inc., which requested

that the Commission make a final grant of Ch. 10 to one of

the 4 parties at the same time it renders a decision on

whether any party should be disqualified for attempted in-

fluence. The FCC said such a procedure would delay

things. The Commission also turned down the petition of

Elzey Roberts, who sought to file a new application and

get it considered along with the other 4. It said the appli-

cation was “premature.” The application of the Miami

Church of Religious Science was returned by the FCC, as

being unacceptable at this stage of the proceedings.

Fifty Mexican feature films will be offered soon to

U.S. TV by Azteca Films, Mexican movie producer.
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Personals: David Levy, ex-Young & Rubicam TV-radio

v.p., named NBC v.p., reporting to exec. v.p. Walter Scott

and operating in programming . . . Henry Hede, ABC-TV
administrative sales mgr., elected v.p., ABC . . . Peter Afife,

WRCA-TV & WRCA operations director, named NBC-TV
network mgr., facilities planning & utilization . . . Joseph

A. Paretti, auto dealer, named pres, of New Orleans Tele-

vision Corp., operating WVUE (Ch. 13) there, following

merger of Coastal TV Co. and Supreme Bcstg. Co. (for-

mer operator of WJMR-TV). Chester Owens of Supreme
Bctsg, is v.p. Chalin O. Perez of Coastal TV is secy.-treas.

Frank B. Ellis of Coastal & George Mayoral of Supreme
are other directors . . . Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC chairman,

and Mrs. Sarnoff are parents of a daughter, Claudia Jill,

born in N.Y. Feb. 28 . . . Ewald Kockritz, v.p. & national

program director of Storer’s WGBS, Miami, appointed to

same post for all Storer TV stations. Grady Edney, pro-

gram mgr., WIBG, Philadelphia, promoted to national pro-

gram director for all Storer radio stations . . . Walter L.

Reitz Jr., ex-Justice Dept, alien property div., joins FCC
office of opinions & review . . . Bernard Strassburg pro-

moted to asst, chief, FCC common carrier bureau . . . Paul

M. Segal & his associate Robert A. Marmet, Washington
TV-radio attorneys, form partnership of Segal & Marmet
. . . Donald W. Coyle, ABC-TV v.p.-gen. sales mgr., will

address the Indianapolis Adv. Club. Mar. 19 . . . John Sec-

ondari, ABC’s Washington news chief, elected pres, of new
D. C. chapter. National Academy of TV Arts & Sciences.

David Brinkley, NBC, is v.p. . . . Gene P. Loffler, ex-KICA,
Clovis, N. M., named exec, v.p., KQTV, Fort Dodge, Iowa
. . . Floyde E. (Bud) Beaston, ex-Storer Midwest sales

mgr., named gen. sales mgr., WSPD-TV, Toledo . . . Rus-

sel W. Hillis, ex-Knoxville Chamber of Commerce, named
national sales mgr. of WATE-TV & WATE, Knoxville . . .

Thomas W. Chauncey, pres. & gen. mgr. of Gene Autry-

controlled KOOL-TV & KOOL, Phoenix, was married to

the former Mrs. Dorothy Wrigley Rich in Albuquerque

Feb. 27 . . . Jack Sandler, WQAM (Miami) gen. mgr., ap-

pointed v.p., Storz Stations . . . John P. Byrne, gen.

sales mgr., MGM, and Raymond Klune, gen. mgr. MGM
Studios, elected Loew’s v.p.’s . . . Herbert L. Berger, ex-

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, named business mgr.. Screen

Gems . . . Arthur R. Lerner, a director of Guild Films,

elected also administrative v.p. . . . Richard C. Arbuckle

promoted to v.p., rep. Robert E. Eastman . . . Walter Plant

& Mel Schlank named v.p., NTA Famous Films div. . . .

William E. Hutton appointed international sales director,

Filmways . . . Jerry Schnitzer, Lawrence-Schnitzer Pro-

ductions v.p., appointed exec. v.p. of affiliate Robert Law-
rence Productions . . . Franklin H. Craf named exec, v.p.,

A. C. Nielsen Co.

We’ve arrived! Rule IV of the Senate finally has been
amended to recognize TV’s existence. For years the “Senate
Radio & Television Gallery” has been so designated in the

Congressional Directory. But the Senate rules which set it

up for TV-radio correspondents have continued to refer

to it only as the “Radio Gallery,” although TV newsmen
have been accredited since 1948. So, at the urging of a

group of TV correspondents. Chairman Hennings (D-Mo.)
of the Rules & Administration Committee put through a

resolution making the full name official.

The best barometer of TV value is “whether you’re

selling your product, not the rating of the show,” adman
George Abrams, most recently v.p. & adv. dir. of Revlon,

told TvB this week. They had queried Abrams on why he

renewed for Revlon the recently launched Garry Moore
Show, which then ranked 52nd among 124 sponsored net-

work shows. Abrams explained that Revlon conducted 2

product-use surveys, discovered in the first that 36.5% of

women viewing the Moore show at the start of the series

used Revlon lipstick. In a later checkup, the figure had

jumped to 61.9%, a gain of some 70%. “If we went by
rating,” Abrams said, “we’d have cancelled the program.”

Industrial advertising has a definite place in TV, C.W.

Moodie, adv. & promotion mgr., Armstrong Cork Co., told

admen Mar. 5 at ANA’s Pittsburgh workshop meeting.

Discussing the problem of getting more imagination and

creativity into industrial ads, Moodie pointed to the open-

ing commercials on Armstrong Circle Theatre as “some of

our most effective advertising to industry.” Moodie told

how one food company executive, placing “modest” orders

for glass jars from Armstrong, started watching Arm-
strong’s TV show, and soon trebled his orders.

“Some of Manie’s Friends,” a tribute to the late NBC-
RCA executive Emanuel Sacks, (NBC March 3, 7:30-9

p.m.), got the highest Trendex (34.7) of any special pro-

gram this season, reaching 58,676,000 viewers. Further

tribute to Sacks announced this week was a $250,000 gift

by N.Y. businessman & philanthropist Irving Geist to con-

struct a new wing for leukemia research at Mt. Sinai

Hospital, N.Y.

TV-radio research grants of $500 each have been

awarded by the National Assn, of Educational Broad-

casters to: Dr. Keith Engar, U of Utah (KUED), for a

study of TV’s teaching effectiveness. Dean Warren L.

Hickman, Ithaca College, for a report on its TV courses in

economics & business. Raymond T. Bedwell Jr., Ohio

State U, for cataloguing materials related to radio broad-

casting up to 1934.

Attention, NAB Conventioneers

If you want your Television Digest to follow

you to your hotel in Chicago during the NAB Con-

vention (March 15-18), we’ll be glad to air-mail the

March 14 issue to you at no extra cost. Please notify

our circulation office at Box 700, Radnor, Pa., by

Thursday, March 12, giving your Chicago hotel ad-

dress. We’ll also send the March 21 issue to any

address you designate if you’re not going to be back

to your office by then.
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Advertising

TV AND LEISURE TIME: More people watched TV on a
typical day in 1958 than in 1957, and those who
watched spent more time in front of their TV sets.

So reports Sindlinger & Co. in a special year-end study

contained in an NBC research bulletin circulated to

top TV management this week.

Based on interviews conducted daily among some
1,000 persons 12 and older in a national probability

sampling, Sindlinger’s findings for the 2 years showed
that nearly 7 out of every 10 people watched TV each

day in 1958:

% Participating on Typical Day
Activity 1958 1957

Watched TV 69 66
Listened to radio 58 56
Read newspapers 82 81
Read magazines 33 29

The fact that gains were made by all competing media,

NBC feels, is due to the general increase in leisure time.

TV, however, walked off with more than the lion’s share

when it came to how much time was spent with what.

Again, 1958 figures out-ranked those of 1957, with the

average person spending more time with TV each day than
with all the other media combined.

Minutes Spent by
Average Person on Typical Day

Activity 1958 i957
Watching TV 120 117
Listening to radio 72 70
Reading newspapers 28 28
Reading magazines 14 11

TV viewing hit its peak during the last quarter of

1958, according to Sindlinger, with 72% of the over-12

population of the U.S. watching TV on a typical day, and
spending an average of 131 minutes a day viewing. The
latter figure, NBC points out, was nearly 10 times as long
as was spent reading magazines. States NBC, summing it

up: TV & radio dominate leisure time of American public.

People: T. Newton Weatherby promoted to v.p., Sullivan,

Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. He’s succeeded as treas. by
Herbert King, ex-controller. Nelson O. Argueso, ex-Do-
herty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, named controller . . .

Michael W. Cradle elected v.p., Needham, Louis & Brorby
. . . Otto Prochazka, ex-Benton & Bowles, named v.p.,

Compton Adv. . . . Gail M. Raphael, ex-Lennen & Newell,
named v.p., Doherty, Clifford, Shenfield & Steers . . . Mi-
chael Frothingham, Ted Bates general counsel, named also

secy. & v.p. . . . Charles J. Allen, ex-McCann-Erickson,
named v.p., John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago . . . Thomas J.

McDermott, Benton & Bowles TV-radio v.p., is chairman
of NYC 1959 Red Cross TV-radio campaign bureau . . .

Richard S. Jackson named v.p. and TV-radio director, J. M.
Mathes . . . John L, Margo, ex-Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, opens own agency in Cincinnati, following close of
EWRR office there . . . Guy S. Warren Jr. resigns as exec,
v.p., D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit . . . Joseph H. Vaamonde
promoted to mgr.. Young & Rubicam’s Mexico City office

. . . Ralph W. Bugli promoted to v.p., Doremus & Co. . . .

Linwood G. Lessig promoted to v.p., A1 Paul Lefton, Phila-
delphia . . . Raymond Browne promoted to v.p., Victor A.
Bennett Co., N.Y.

Joe Wolhandler, formerly v.p. in charge of N.Y.
office of Rogers & Cowan, public relations, has organized
Joe Wolhandler Assoc. (406 E. 50 St.) to handle public

relations & promotion in the entertainment field.

Last to Go: TV is the medium every member of the family
would give up last, reports the Indiana Publisher in pre-
senting the findings of a survey of middle-class families

—

conducted under the auspices of the Indiana U Dept, of

Journalism & the Bureau of Media Service. Newspapers
came out second, says Editor & Publisher in presenting the

gist of the story from the official organ of the Hoosier
State Press Assn. When not required to pin their choice

on only one medium, 61% of the families said they used all

4: TV, radio, newspapers & magazines. (Newspapers &
TV only, 15%. Newspapers & radio only, 7%. Newspapers
only, 9%. Radio & TV only, 2%. Radio only, 1%.) Fol-

lowing is the breakdown on how the various members of

the family responded to the question: “What medium would
you keep if you could keep only one?”

College Hi-school Younger
Selection Father Mother Age Age Children
TV 40% 49% 38% 56% 91%
Newspapers 38% 32% 28% 8% 5%
Radio 12% 11% 23% 30% 2%
Magazines . 10% 8% 11% 6% 2%

Threats To Ad Agencies? The Advertising Federation of

America warned its members this week that: (1) Sens.

McClellan (D-Ark.) & Mundt (R-S.D.) are co-sponsoring

legislation to make agencies & their copywriters criminally

responsible for fraudulent advertising. (2) The Federal

Trade Commission is starting a test case to make agencies

& clients jointly responsible for false advertising claims.

We checked on Capitol Hill and with the FTC. No
such bills have been introduced and the FTC doesn’t initi-

ate court tests.

What has happened is that: (1) Sens. McClellan &
Mundt are sponsors of a bill (S-550) to prohibit inter-

state operation of advance-fee real estate rackets in which
operators obtain money through advertised promises that

they’ll help home owners sell properties. (2) The Grant,

Schwenk & Baker Inc. agency, Chicago, is cited along with

the Skill-Weave Co., Chicago, in an FTC complaint that

they made exaggerated claims in print-media promotion

for a correspondence course in reweaving.

If the FTC sustains the complaint—on which hearings

were conducted by an FTC examiner this week—the re-

spondents could carry it to the Court of Appeals for a

judicial determination of the agency’s liabilities. Under
existing law, agencies have been cited by the FTC in

other cases, but its decisions haven’t been challenged.

Note: At the same time, moves toward tighter govt,

regulation of advertising claims—involving media &
agencies as well as advertisers—can develop in Congress

or at the FTC. It’s likely, for instance, that more will be

heard about the sweeping recommendations made last

year by the House Govt. Operations Committee for ad-

vertising reforms (Vol. 14:33).

The history & uses of TV as an ad medium, and its

emotional impact on viewers, are the subjects of 2 filmed

TvB presentations which have been given to Columbia &
N.Y.U. for use in advertising & marketing courses. Titles

:

The Vision of Television & E-motion.

Obituary

Nat Wolff, 59, Young & Rubicam TV-radio v.p., who
returned to that agency in Feb. after 3 years as NBC pro-

gram development director, died March 3 in N.Y. Surviv-

ing are widow, step-daughter.

John Dearborn Lucas, 66, v.p. of Charles W. Hoyt Co.,

died March 3 in N.Y. Surviving are widow, son, daughter.
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JWT’s TV Tryouts: Systematic pre-testing of TV com-
mercials is being done by J. Walter Thompson for clients

anxious to check effectiveness of their TV sell before it’s

on the air. It’s being handled on a fee basis, and so far is

being used to check film spots. However, JWT tells us that

kines of live & taped commercials may be field-tested later

on during the current season.

The testing program is under the supervision of JWT’s
Dr. Donald R. Longman, a v.p. and one of the agency’s

research executives, although the actual field work is being

done by outside researchers under contract. Among the

principal users are Lever Bros, and Scott Paper Co. with

client emphasis primarily on try-outs of TV commercials

for new and even secret products.

Unlike the Horace Schwerin commercial tests, which
are conducted in a N.Y, theater, the JWT tests are held

in homes with the aid of a portable film projector that

resembles a TV set. Test areas include N.Y., Detroit,

Chicago, Atlanta, San Francisco & Los Angeles, Some 200

persons ai’e used in each test panel, with the selection

carefully controlled on a socio-economic basis. Results are

compared so that commercials creating the strongest im-

pact & desire-to-buy can be picked for future TV air use.

JWT, a pioneer in media and consumer research, con-

siders the program out of the test-tube stage and will

operate it as a regular part of the agency’s research ac-

tivities in the future.

In Other Media: Americans are steadily paying more
for their newspapers. From 507 dailies selling at more
than a nickel in 1957, the total rose to 696 in 1958 (41%
of the 1717 dailies reporting to ANPA) . . . “When we
cut out horror & sex,” a comic-book publisher told Wall
St. Journal, “we sealed our doom.” The self-imposed clean-

up code, he felt, was the major reason annual sales are

down from 1 billion annually to the present 600,000,000.

The more than 500 titles of early in this decade have de-

creased to 117. “Kids don’t want sweetness & light,” said

another publisher, “they want the monsters & murders &
sex stuff they’re getting on TV & in the movies.” . . . Book
business, on the other hand, is reversing the standard

picture of non-book-reading Americans. Hard-covers are

up nearly 50% in last 10 years to an annual sale of nearly

600,000,000 ... A Parent’s Guide to Children’s Reading,

National Book Committee study, says “TV heroes have

been sending children to the libraries on the double.” In

9 top cities, librarians unanimously agreed that TV stimu-

lates book reading by children . , . TV networks aren’t the

only media which get anti-trust valentines from the govt.

FTC has accused top magazine publishers, American News
Co. & subsidiary Union News Co., of anti-trust violations.

Reason: Union’s extra charges to publishers for news-

stand positions . . . Both Portland (Ore.) dailies have

dropped their puzzle contests after discovering that “a

nation-wide ring of puzzle solution tipsters is victimizing

metropolitan newspapers by supplying puzzle solutions to

‘fixed’ winners.” The FBI was brought into the case . . .

The “commercials” in print media comprise 59% of the

whole show. At least that’s the conclusion to be drawn
from the Gallagher Report’s 6th Annual Publishers Fore-

cast which, among others, carries average figures for 58

consumer magazines. The average editorial content is 41%.

New reps: KVIQ-TV, Eureka, Cal. to McGavren-Quinn
(from Hollingbery) . . . KOTI, Klamath Falls, Ore. to

Hollingbery (from Blair Television Assoc.) . . . WJAC-
TV, Johnstown, Pa., to Harrington, Righter & Parsons

(from Katz).

Film & Tape

More About

TV TAPE AT NAB SHOW: When RCA opens its TV tape

recorder sales drive at the NAB convention with the

demonstration of its production-model recorder (see

p. 4), it will stress the “completeness” of the unit,

which is built into 5 vertical equipment cabinets (6th

can be added for color). Among the features:

An electronic system permits precise adjustment
of quadrature relationships between the 4 playback
heads and can compensate for errors in head alignment
of the machine on which the tape was originally re-

corded. RCA says its recorders can play back tapes

recorded on any other standard TV tape recorder.

A master erase head permits re-recording of any
portion of a program—erasing as it records.

A cue-channel provides a non-broadcast channel of

audio—for instructions, signals, etc. It has its own
erase head. A built-in picture monitor and oscilloscope

may be switched to all necessary signal sources.

Ampex’s new optional equipment—offered separately

to present VTR users and as accessories on future sales:

A kit providing master erase facilities and a cue track;

a precision tape-timer, which measures playing time in

hours, minutes & seconds; a monitor switching panel for

changing between incoming program and recorder output

and for selecting audio & video inputs; an audio monitor;

an overhead equipment rack to hold monitoring equipment.

*

New telecasting equipment to be introduced by RCA
at the convention:

(1) A TV automation system, (originally designed for

WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre) which makes station-break

switching entirely automatic. A switch sequence is ar-

ranged in advance by pushing buttons on a control panel.

A memory unit (consisting of binary relays & stepping

switches) stores information, automatically starts & stops

film & slide projectors, operates video & audio switching,

changes film room multiplexing mirrors.

(2) A suitcase-size, self-contained master monitor for

field or studio use. Weighing 49 lb., it operates from any
110-volt outlet.

(3) A new special-effects system, controlled by push-

buttons, which makes possible the use of 80 or more pat-

terns for transition from one picture to another.

(4) A new vidicon camera (TK-205) designed for

educational, medical & industrial use, featuring moderate

initial cost & simplicity of operation.

(5) A weather radar system for stations (Vol. 14:15).

RCA will have its traditional color TV studio set up

in the Conrad Hilton Hotel exhibit hall, using its improved

high-definition TK-41 color camera.

Pre-NAB sales meeting has been scheduled by MCA-
TV’s film syndication div. in Chicago, starting March 13,

at the Drake Hotel. On the agenda are discussions about

new syndicated series currently being launched & fall

shows upcoming. David V. Sutton, v.p. in charge, and

v.p.’s Lou Friedland and Wynn Nathan will preside with

some 18 MCA sales staffers attending. Delegates to the

MCA sales meeting will stay on in Chicago for the NAB
convention, despite NAB’s snubbing of TV film executives.



I TAPE QUIZ FOR ADMEN: The 5 questions most fre-

I

quently asked about video tape by agencies new to the

growing field of tape commercials—according to George
K. Gould, pres, of NTA’s Telestudios—are:

(1) Can you edit video tape?

(2) Are tapes really interchangeable between ma-
chines.

(3) How do tape costs compare with film costs?

(4) What kind of special effects can you get with
tape?

(5) Must we take a new approach in writing video-

taped commercials ?

Gould, who expects that Telestudios will reach a level

of over $3,000,000 annually in videotaped commercials
within 28 months, gives N.Y. admen these answers:

(1) “Yes. We can edit electronically in the control

room during production at no appreciable cost. And, we
can splice accurately after it’s completed—but that’s ex-

pensive.”

(2) “Yes & no. All tapes shot in black & white on
Ampex equipment can be played back on other Ampex
machines. Ampex tapes are not compatible with RCA tape

equipment or with certain foreign TV systems at the mo-
ment.” [RCA says its new production model (see pp. 4

& 12) is fully compatible.]

(3) “They vary. Depending on the complexity of the

commercial, they can run anywhere from no saving at all

to 40% less.”

(4) “We can’t do animation, stop motion, slow motion
or reverses as yet. These require film inserts rolled into

tape. But we can do wipes, dissolves, zooms & ripples.”

I (5) “You don’t have to, but you should. Tape com-
mercials are more flexible than live, and less flexible than
film in terms of pictorial tricks. You should learn the

limitations, and create specifically for the medium.”

Incidentally, here are answers to 3 other queries some-
times posed by Telestudios visitors with long memories:

(1) Yes, the reconditioned 35-mm film chain now being
installed there to roll film inserts into tape commercials is

the identical deluxe GPL installation used in the unsuccess-

ful pay-TV test in Bartlesville, Okla. (2) Yes, a current

client for videotape commercials for use in the Ed Sullivan
Show is none other than the world’s largest film manufac-
turer, Eastman-Kodak, and (3) Yes, you’re right, the

42nd St. & Broadway space occupied by Telestudios once

housed N.Y.’s largest dime-a-dance nitery during the

depths of the depression—the Danceteria.

Telestudios’ commercials business is booming, Gould
tells us. Total studio space is being enlarged from 13,000

to 26,000 square feet, effective this week. Two large stu-

dios are in operation, with one providing a N. Y. produc-
tion base for parent NTA’s lineup of some half-dozen

syndicated tape shows. There’s a third studio for inserts.

Telestudios has 3 Ampex VTRs, with 3 more on order.

There are no present plans to “colorize” the equipment.
In the works are plans for a 3-truck mobile unit containing
2 VTRs and self-contained power supply to meet what
Gould terms “a growing demand by agencies for location

tape facilities.”

Also planned is a separate “duplicating installation”

to make up to 10 copies of tapes at once on a 24-hour basis

at costs “well below those charged today by networks.”

Gould estimates Telestudios’ revenue is divided about
evenly between commercials which formerly were produced
live during network telecasts, and commercials formerly
shot by film independents.

FILM’S BARGAIN BASEMENT: Syndicated distributors

are stepping up the level of activities in low-priced
telefilm reruns, an area which frequently represents
the difference between profit & loss to producers who
bank heavily on residuals of old series to finance fu-

ture production.

Arrow Productions, the rerun subsidiary of Independ-
ent TV Corp. which handles former TPA properties, in just
3 months has racked up sales from its 11-series, 549-epi-
sode library of V2 -hour productions to a total of 84 stations

in 72 markets, according to administrative mgr. Alvin E.
Unger. This represents a 19% sales hike over program
sales of the series, ranging from oldies like Ramar of the
Jungle to relative newies like Tugboat Annie, in the pre-
ceding year when TPA was handling sales. Most of the
station slottings have been in the daytime, says Unger,
where they’re used as spot cai'riers.

National Telefilms Assoc.’s rerun offshoot. Famous
Films, is also involved in expansion moves, having added
two new series to its library, African Patrol and Official

Detective, to give it an extensive library of 11 half-hour

series, 4 quarter-hour shows, 3 series of shorter lengths,

plus cartoons and short subjects.

California National Productions claims “a new all time
sales record for Feb.” in its thrift-priced subsidiary. Vic-

tory Program Sales. Victory, which is less than a year old,

has established 2 more regional sales territories, and has
hired Frank O’Driscoll, formerly with Telestar Films, and
Robert Schultz, formerly with Shamus Culhane Produc-
tions, to head new Midwestern and Eastern offices. Prop-
erties handled by Victory consist of old CNP and NBC
series.

Still considered by most station film buyers as the

largest of the thrift houses is Ziv’s Economee TV, which
has been in existence for nearly 5 years handling such
Ziv oldies as I Led Three Lives, Boston Blackie, etc. Re-
cently added to the Economee library are a pair of Ziv
shows only a couple of seasons old: West Point and Men of
Annapolis. Informed guessers in the film field estimate

Economee’s annual gross to be in the $3,500,000 bracket,

depending on the current size of the product library.

More on “Post-48”: A new crisis is facing film distribu-

tors trying to put more post-1948 feature films into TV
circulation (Vol. 15:9). Members of the Screen Writers

Guild voted Feb. 26 to strike independent film makers who
sell post-1948s in the video market without cutting in the

writers for a share of the residuals. Current contracts be-

tween the SWG and producers expire May 15. If a post-

1948 agreement isn’t developed before then, as well as a

cut-in for writers of films that may go to pay TV, says the

SWG, there’ll be strike action.

Thus, the writers have joined with the directors’ and

performers’ unions in seeking a slice of the TV feature

pie by way of a cut-in formula. What formulas have been

developed so far are purely interim. United Artists, one

of the few TV distributors selling recent Hollywood films,

regularly pays a UA-determined slice of its TV grosses

into escrow accounts against the day when union settle-

ments will be made, thus getting a provisional union green

light without really solving the problem. Republic Pic-

tures, 2 seasons ago, simply defied the unions, sold off its

post-1948s, and closed down all theatrical production—
thus nullifying a strike by avoiding the issue. Hollywood’s

other majors are still sitting on the fence.
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THE DECADE AHEAD—AN ERA OIT GROWTH FOR TV: TV industry will sell 78,250,000

sets in next decade—millions more than the 64,000,000 that have been made & sold since introduction of TV
in 1946—according to a 10-year projection by Sylvania research director Frank W. Mansfield. He's regarded

by most as industry's statistical oracle, and his predictions—including sales, sets-in-use, replacements, new
TV homes, multiple-set homes—are interesting, thought-provoking sequel to state-of-the-industry tabulation

we brought you last week (Vol. 15:9).

In contrast to the steadily declining sales curve since 1955, Mansfield predicts 6,220,000 sets will be
sold this year and that retail sales will increase year-by-yeor until 1964 when saturation & longer set-life

will cause annual sales to level off at about 8,500,000 sets through 1968.

Factory value of decade's 78,250,000 sets would be about $10.5 billion figured at today's $135

average per set. They represent potential retail sales of about $16.5 billion at today's $210 average.

Mansfield divides 10-year market in 3 parts : Sales to new TV homes—15,810,000. Sales to replace

obsolete and worn-out sets—47,510,000. Sales to multiple-set homes—13,930,000. In addition, he estimates

there will be 1,000,000 sets sold to commercial establishments.

^
TV saturation, which stood at 86% of U.S. households at 1958's end (50,150,000 sets), will increase

to 98.6% by end of 1968, he estimates, when there will be 78,390,000 sets in homes, & an additional 2,500,000

in business establishments, for a total of 80,890,000 sets-in-use.

Average life of a TV set will increase to 11 years during the next decade, Mansfield calculates in

one of his most significant prognostications. Previously, set-life has been variously estimated from 5 to 8

years. However, Mansfield admits, replacement—or scrappage—figures ore hard to come by because "TV
does not yet have a sufficient history to permit calculation of [the] scrapping curve."

Through 1955, the scrappage rate indicated a set-life of about 7 years, Mansfield said. Since that

time it has been lengthening. "Therefore, our projections assume that set-life will gradually lengthen to an
average 11-year life by 1963," he concluded.

Approximately 5.4% of sets-in-use will be replaced in 1959, he estimates. This rate will increase

gradually to a peak of 8.4% in 1964, dropping to 7.1%in 1968. Replacement sales are expected to increase

from 2,720,000 this year to about 5,600,000 in 1965, when they will level off for balance of decade.

Sales to new TV homes will be about 2,150,000 sets this year, Mansfield predicts, dropping steadily

to 1,270,000 in 1968. He points out that, after first blush of TV sales in 1950-52, "a secondary peak for new TV
homes was reached in 1956 when the public bought over AV2 million sets for this purpose."

"There is little or no possibility that a figure this high can ever again be attained," he says. "There

are not that many homes without a set. We can assume, therefore, with considerable confidence, that in

the future, both the number of sets & percentage of sets sold must consist, to a very great extent, of those

purchased for the purpose of creating a multiple-set home or for the replacement of a set that has become
obsolete, worn out, or which requires repairs that make purchase of a replacement more enonomical."

Multiple-set-home market began in 1950 , Mansfield points out, when about ¥2% of all TV homes
bought a 2nd set. By the end of 1958, this figure reached 10% & is expected to reach 31% by 1968. He
estimates 1,250,000 sets will be sold this year to multiple-set homes and number will increase yeor-by-year

to about 1,540,000 in 1968.

New peak year in set sales will be 1962, Mansfield figures, when sales of 7,720,000 sets will pass

the 7,467,000 record set in 1955. For rest of decade, sales are estimated in excess of 8,000,000 annually.

TV-RADlO PRODUCTION: TV set production was 96,248 in week ended Feb. 27 vs. 115,909 preceding

week & 89,466 in same 1958 week, EIA reports. Year's 8th week brought production to 896,664 vs. 804,396

last year. Radio production was 282,163 (112,336 auto) vs. 273,854 (106,066 auto) preceding week & 176,851

(54,473 auto) last year. For 8 weeks, production totaled 2,249,262 (854,295 auto) vs. 1,739,177 (618,124 auto).

— 14 —



TV & RADIO SHIPMENTS; Shipments of both TVs &

(

radios to dealers declined sharply in 1958 from the

year earlier. EIA reports manufacturers shipped 5,-

I
061,851 TV sets vs. 6,285,819 in 1957. In Dec., TV ship-

I ments totaled 559,047 vs. 462,605 in Nov. and 770,788

in Dec. 1957. Radio shipments for the year were 8,738,-

197 vs. 9,575,812 in 1957. TV-radio shipments for 1958

:

State TV Radio State TV Radio

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut ....

Delaware
D. C
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

, Kentucky
1. Louisiana
i Maine

Maryland
Mass
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi ....

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

69,118 112,807
2,918 6,166
34,748 63,468
40,601 48,311

508,978 659,165
44,372 71,832
82,021 110,493
13,800 19,717
66,302 97,754

181,203 227,367
97,198 168,627
16,111 29,610

298,051 684,918
125,610 162,349
63,410 106,486
58,882 96,854
76,953 117,377

81,731 117,888
26,551 49,466
74,876 174,376
169,515 311,919
180,124 318,268
81,499 149,934
39,489 59,104

127,056 252,856
22,026 27,267
44,362 66,562
8,297 17,244

N. H ... 15,591 29,467
New Jersey . ... 187,404 344,980
New Mexico . ... 20,763 22,782
New York ....... 561,874 1,211,613
N. C ... 102,368 151,042
North Dakota .. 15,177 27,960
Ohio ... 274,726 609,944
Oklahoma ... ... 63,466 88,668
Oregon 107,566
Penna ... 362,088 662,378
Rhode Island .. 30,548 50,411

S. C ... 40,964 64,311

South Dakota .. 16,508 21,390
Tennessee ... 81,602 133,052

Texas ... .247,526 402,376

Utah ... 24,190 40,981

Vermont ... 9,255 18,349

Virginia ... 87,452 149,475

Washington .. 80,641 142,091

W. Va ... 47,637 66,946

Wisconsin ... ... 89,291 164,741

Wyoming ... 12,505 11,970

U.S. TOTAL 6,046,296 8,720,556

Hawaii
GRAND

... 16,655 17,641

8,738.197TOTAL .... 5.061,861

Electrovision Corp. is the new name of Scott Radio

Labs—well-remembered as the big Chicago manufacturer

which made big radios. The company, no longer in radio

manufacturing, has moved its headquarters to Los Angeles

and announced a program of expansion into TV-movies-

electronics through purchase of smaller companies. Newly

elected pres. Edwin F. Zabel announced plans for “diversi-

fication into the electronics field as well as possible pur-

chase of TV stations, producing of telefilms and the build-

ing of movie houses.” The company has purchased 11 the-

aters in the Fanchon & Marco chain in Southern Calif.,

and will add to them the circuit of 36 houses owned by

Electrovision secy.-treas. Robert L. Lippert Sr.

Fall entry into packaged hi-fi is scheduled by Rek-0-

Kut as a result of acquisition of loudspeaker manufacturing

facilities of Racon Electric Co., N.Y. Pres. George Silber

points out company now makes full line of hi-fi components

(except amplifiers) and the plans to manufacture these are

“in the making.” New loudspeaker line will be marketed by

Audax div. of Rek-O-Kut.

“Moderately-priced” ETV closed-circuit system, also

designed for use by industry & commerce “in fields where

price has been a deterring factor,” will be marketed by

Sylvania, senior v.p. Marion E. Pettegrew of its home

electronics div. reported this week. Price will be determined

after pilot production of 15-lb. camera, transmitting on Ch.

2-6 to home-type receivers, starts in March.

t Name change: Penn-Texas Corp. (parent of Halli-

crafters) will change its name to Fairbanks, Whitney

Corp., subject to stockholder approval at the May annual

’ meeting.

Magnavox appoints the Marschalk & Pratt div. of

McCann Erickson for all consumer product advertising.

5 Pres. Frank Freimann estimates annual billings will be

6 about $1,500,000.

1 RCA Communications plans a new $45,000,000 34-story

j

office building at Broad & Beaver Sts., N.Y.

Radio Condenser Co., Camden, (TV-radio tuners) ac-

!
quires Production Research Coi’p., Thornwood, N.J.

Trade Personals: Dr. George H. Brown promoted to RCA
v.p.-engineering, succeeding O. B. Hanson, retired (Vol.

15:9). A 25-year RCA veteran, he’s been chief engineer,

industrial electronic products dept., since 1957. Jack S.

Beldon, ex-GE marketing mgr. for TV, named to new post

of v.p. & gen. mgr. for home instruments, reporting to

exec. v.p. P. J. Casella. Raymond W. Saxon continues as

v.p.-radio & Victrola products; James M. Toney, as v.p.,

RCA Victor TV div. . . . Wilbur A. Osterling promoted to

gen. attorney, RCA Service Co. . . . Don G. Mitchell, newly
elected pres, of General Telephone & Electronics Corp. in

Sylvania-General Telephone merger, named also to the

board of directors. Also elected to the board were former
General Telephone pres. William Jed Wardall & American
Management Assn. pres. Lawrence A. Appley . . . William

J. Morlock, gen. mgr., GE technical products dept., is con-

fined in Syracuse Memorial Hospital with a bone ailment

. . . H. Leslie Hoffman, pres, of Hoffman Electronics, will

address the N.Y. Society of Security Analysts March 10

. . . E. C. (Andy) Anderson, RCA v.p.-public relations, who
was stricken ill several months ago, is recuperating at the

Beachcomber, Naples, Fla. . . . Rear Adm. Frederick J.

Bell (USN ret.) named Sylvania senior v.p. . . . Henry
Kasperowicz promoted to color research director, Du Mont
Labs, succeeding Kenneth A. Hoagland, resigned. Daniel

Echo promoted to industrial tube sales mgr., succeeding

Roy A. Olerud, now sales administrator, ITT . . . Gen.

Edwin W. Rawlings (USAF ret.), formerly commander Air
Materiel Command, Wright Field, named financial v.p..

General Mills . . . H. Rowan Gaither Jr., formerly pres, of

Ford Foundation, elected a director of Hewlett-Packard

. . . George Loomis promoted to mgr., Raytheon receiving

tube div. William T. Welsh named sales mgr., equipment &
systems div. . . . Joel M. Rowley, ex-General Time Corp.,

named adv. mgr., V-M Corp., Benton Harbor, Mich., suc-

ceeding Gene Miller, resigned . . . Thomas E. Blackwell

promoted to sales representative, Sylvania electronic tube

div., with headquarters in Charlotte, N. C. . . . Richard A.

Lipsey promoted to asst, distribution mgr.. Motorola . . .

Richard J. Seltzer promoted to exec, v.p., Gabriel’s Talco

Engineering div. . . . D. L. Dailey, ex-Battelle Memorial
Institute, named market research mgr., Texas Instruments

. . . John J. Corcoran, ex-Tung-Sol, appointed western re-

gional sales mgr.. International Resistance Co., Los Angeles

. . . Neil Uptegrove, ex-Du Mont Labs, named adv. & sales

promotion mgr., Tung-Sol.

Electronics Personals: Dr. Allen M. Peterson named mgr.,

Stanford Research Institute’s new communications & prop-

agation lab. Dr. F. J. Kamphoefner named mgr., control

systems lab., succeeding Dr. R. Manning Hermes, now with

SRI’s research project at Camp Ord, Cal. . . . W. Gifford

Myers named sales v.p., Lockheed Aircraft . . . Henry M.

Taylor appointed military marketing mgr., Stromberg-

Carlson electronics div. . . . John J. Carpenter, mgr. of

Bulova Watch electronics & camera divs., named also v.p.

Bulova research & development labs . . . James L. O’Connor

elected v.p., Chesapeake Industries subsidiary Pathe Labs.

Distributor Notes: Motorola appoints Western Supply Co.,

Salt Lake City, for all consumer products . . . Olympic

appoints Vining Sales Co., Greenville, Mich., for TV-radio-

phonos . . . Sylvania appoints Floyd & Co., Cincinnati, for

all consumer products, replacing factory branch there . . .

Steelman Phonograph & Radio appoints Cook Nichols Co.,

Pasadena, Cal. . . . Regency Radio appoints Dave Wag-

man Inc., N.Y., replacing Sanford Electronics.
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Color TV set owners are twice as likely to be watching

a color broadcast as their neighbors are to be watching it

in black-&-white. That’s the finding of a survey of 1392

Cincinnati homes conducted by Burke Marketing Research
for the Crosley Bcstg. Co., and reported in the Feb. 23

Television Age. Conversely, the same color-set families are

about 40% less likely to watch b&w programs as they

would be if they didn’t own a color set. The average sets

in use in color-set homes was 67.4%, compared with 56.7%
for b&w. The survey also found that 85% of color-set

owners gave either excellent or good ratings to color pro-

grams, the quality of color & their set performance. Seven
out of 8 said if they had to do it over again, they’d buy a
color set. The Steve Allen Show rated 50.6 in color-set

homes vs. 21.5 in b&w; The Price is Right, 56.6 color, 29

b&w; Milton Berle, 57.4 color, 30.4 b&w; Dinah Shore,

71.5 color, 34.6 b&w.

Wide-screen TV system, using a 7-by-3 aspect ratio

(Vol. 14:41), is now in the production stage, reports

Crimson Color Inc., 381 Fourth Ave., N.Y., which will

demonstrate the equipment at the IRE annual convention

in N.Y. in March. The first commercial installation of the

“Scanoscope” system, leased at $300 monthly, has been
made by Crimson’s N.Y. distributor Lloyd Singer & Co.

at the Atlantic Superama Discount Store, Shrewsbury,

N.J.—to discourage & detect shoplifting. Crimson de-

scribes its system as follows: “Scanoscope squeezes the

image optically to a 7x6 ratio for processing through con-

ventional TV circuitry. At the monitor, the picture is

electronically unsqueezed to provide a 7x3 aspect ratio

picture with 75% more information than with the stand-

ard 4x3 aspect ratio TV systems.”

RCA sued Philco & its subsidiary Lansdale Tube Co.

for $1,158,064 alleged unpaid royalties last week, in a
sequel to Philco’s pending $150,000,000 triple-damage anti-

trust suit against RCA & others, charging unlawful control

of the TV-radio-electronics industry through a patent pool.

Philco’s suit against RCA, CE, AT&T, Western Electric

and Bell Labs was filed Jan. 14, 1957, and is pending in

the Philadelphia Federal District Court.

In its counterclaim, RCA seeks $744,475 from Philco

& $413,589 from Lansdale, alleging that neither company
paid royalties on certain RCA patents they used prior to

Jan. 1, 1955. In an earlier counterclaim, filed June 12, 1957,

RCA asked for unstated damages for alleged infringement

of at least 57 RCA patents between 1940 & 1954.

Service experience on printed circuits is the subject

of a questionnaire by the National Alliance of TV & Elec-

tronic Service Assns. to its members. Among the questions:

(1) Estimate the number of service problems which were
the result of failure of the printed circuit. (2) Do you feel

that the amount of service needed for individual TV sets

& appliances has increased or decreased because of the

introduction of printed circuits? (3) Is tracing a circuit

more difficult or time-consuming on a printed circuit

receiver than on a hand-wired set? (4) In your experience

have you found some things you like about printed circuits ?

An anti-trust action against Admiral by Reines Dis-

tributor, Albany, was filed in N.Y. Federal District Court

last week, alleging discriminatory pricing in favor of Vim
TV & Appliance Stores, Davega, and unnamed discount

houses. The suit seeks treble damages totaling $1,300,000.

Reines claims to have lost $2,000,000 in sales since Jan. 1,

1957 because of Admiral’s price policy. A complaint charg-

ing Admiral with price discrimination is now pending

before the FTC.

Financial

Television-Electronics Fund reports net assets of

$244,105,822 & 17,349,382 shares outstanding in the first

fiscal quarter ended Jan. 31 vs. $146,105,143 & 14,284,589

shares for the same period a year earlier. These are the

Ist-quarter changes in its portfolio:
New stocks added: 20,000 shares of Acoustica Assoc., market value

$500,000. 9,000 Borg-Warner, $357,750. 44,600 Central Hudson Gas &
Elec. $878,875. 40,000 Gabriel, $605,000. 16,000 International Nickel of
Canada, $1,468,000. 34,300 S. Cal. Edison, $2,083,725. 22,600 Warner
Bros. Pictures, $627,160.

Holdings were increased in Admiral. Allis-Chalmers, Boeing, Cham-
pion Spark Plug. Du Mont Labs. GM, Hewlett-Packard, Neptune Meter,
Paramount Pictures, Statham Instruments, United Utilities.

Part of holdings were sold in Corning Glass, Electronic Assoc.,
Technicolor.

Holdings were eliminated in Machlett Labs.
Unchanged from previous list (Vol. 14:50) during quarter were

holdings in ACF Industries, Addressograph-Multigraph, Aerojet-
General, Air Reduction, Allegheny Ludlum, Amer. Bosch Arma, AB-PT,
American Chain & Cable, American Electronics, American Machinery &
Foundry, AT&T, Ampex, Amphenol, Babcock & Wilcox, Barry Controls
“B”, Beckman Instruments, Bell & Gossett, Bendix Aviation, Bullard,
Bulova Watch, Burroughs, Carborundum, Carrier, Cinn. Milling Mach.,
Clark Controller, Clevite, CBS “A”, Columbia Pictures, Conrac, Cons.
Electrodynamics, Cons. Electronics, Cornell-Dublier, Curtiss-Wright,
Cutler-Hammer, Dictaphone, Douglas Aircraft, Dresser, du Pont, Eastern
Industries. Eastman Kodak, Eaton, Eitel-McCullough, Emerson Elec.,

Ex-Cell-0, Fansteel, Food Machinery & Chemical, Foxboro, Friden,
Garrett, General Bronze, General Dynamics, GE, General Mills, General
Precision, General Railway Signal, General Telephone, General Tire
& Rubber, Giannini, Globe-Union, Goodyear, Harris-Intertype, Hazeltine,

Hoffman, Indiana Steel Prod., Industrial Electronics, IBM, ITT, Leeds
& Northrup, Liquidometer, Lockheed, Magnavox, P. R. Mallory, Martin,
Maxson, Mergenthaler, Minneapolis-Honeywell, Minnesota Mining &
Mfg., Motorola, National Acme, National Cash Register. North Amer-
ican Aviation. Northrop. Oak Mfg., Otis Elevator, Penn Controls,

Perkin-Elmer, Philco, Pullman, RCA, Reliance Elec. & Engr., Robert-
shaw-Fulton, Royal McBee, Servomechanisms, Smith-Corona, Sperry
Rand, Square D, Stewart Warner, Storer, Sylvania, Taylor Instrument,
TelAutograph, Telecomputing, Television Assoc., Texas Instruments.
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Tung-Sol, 20th Century-Fox, Union
Carbide, United Aircraft, United-Carr Fastener, Varian Assoc., Vitro,

Walt Disney, Westinghouse Air Brake, Westinghouse, Zenith.

Electronics Investment Corp., mutual fund headed by
Charles E. Salik, reports total net assets of $22,671,390

($6.66 a share), as of Jan. 30, up in 3 months from $18,-

286,853 ($5.58). Salik adds that net assets rose to more
than $24,600,000 as of Feb. 25 ($6.89), and that sales of

new shares are now exceeding $1,000,000 per month. As of

Jan. 30, the fund held $19,150,842 in common stocks, $571,-

275 preferred, $2,080,300 bonds, $249,786 govt, securities.

Portfolio changes in Oct. 31-Jan. 30 quarter:
Purchases since previous quarterly list (Vol. 14:50): 5100 shares

of AB-PT (making total of 20,100). 500 AT&T (total 2000). 1300 Bendix
j

(total 6300). 3900 Borg-Warner (total 7700). 5000 CBS (total 15,300).

450 Haloid Zerox (total 450). 10,000 Hewlett-Packard (total 13,500).

1100 Minneapolis-Honeywell (total 1100). 5000 Packard-Bell (total 12,-

100). 2000 RCA (total 12,000). 6000 Sperry-Rand (total 16,000).

2029 Stewart-Warner (total 9000). 1000 United Aircraft (total 4000).

$150,000 U.S. Treasury bills due March 26, 1959 (total value $149,036).

$150,000 Lab for Electronics 5^^% convertible debentures due 1973 '

(total $204,350).
Sales: 1000 Cook Electric (holds 5000). 460 Fischer & Porter (holds

1580). 100 General Transistor (holds 7900). 3900 Giannini. 300 High J
Voltage Engineering (holds 3400). 1300 Leeds & Northrup. 15,700 Siegler ^
Corp. (holds 1800). $500,000 U.S. Treasury bills.

Bendix Aviation Corp. has agreed to buy Jones Elec-

tronics Co., Bristol, Conn, manufacturer of coaxial trans-

mission test equipment, for an undisclosed amount of stock. '

Common Stock Dividends

Stk. (of

Corporation Amt. Payable record
Clevite Corp $0.25 Mar. 27 Mar. 16
Corning Glass .25 Mar. 31 Mar. 16,

Decca Records .25 Mar. 30 Mar. 12
Desilu Productions .

.

.15 Mar. 27 Mar. 13'

General Controls .15 Mar. 31 Mar. 16;

General Electric .... .50 Apr. 22 Mar. 131

RCA .25 Apr. 27 Mar. If 1

Telechrome Jun. 25 Jun. H



Emerson Radio reports a sharp increase in consolidated

net profit for the first fiscal quarter ended Jan. 31:

Net profit

Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$627,468

ZU
2,034,600

1958
$297,699

ISoi

2,034,600

Pacific Mercury reports a 60% increase in net earnings

on 11% higher sales in 3 months ended Dec. 31, 1958. For
the 6-month period, earnings were off, though sales were
higher than the coresponding 1957 period. For 6 months
ended Dec. 31:

Sales
Net earnings

For 3 months ended Dec. 31

:

Sales
Net earnings

1958

$10,847,496
232,110

5,846,161
177,810

1957

$10,690,419
286,260

5,281,877
110,599

Tung-Sol’s 1958 sales & profits declined, due to lower

TV-radio & auto production, as previously reported by v.p.-

treas. H. Merle Darling (Vol. 15:7). The company’s an-

nual report gives this summary for the year ended Dec. 31:

Net sales
Net earnings
Earned per common share . .

.

Shares outstanding

1958
$59,809,166
2,643,842

2.67

896,067

1957
$64,106,913
3,129,916

893,502

Granco Products Inc., radio manufacturer which spe-

cializes in FM sets, reports a 20% increase in sales in the

last-%-58 as compared with the same 1957 period, although

profits were virtually unchanged. Pres. Henry Fogel said

2nd-quarter sales set an all-time high for the company.
months ended Dec. 31:
Net sales

Net profit

Earned per share . . .

.

1958
$1,481,459

39,565
12V2<f

1957
$1,233,429

39,868
12

1

/2 ^

Clevite Corp. reported decreased sales & earnings for

1958, but the company stated that a new depreciation

method “subtracted 31^ a share from earnings.” Clevite’s

electronics business (transistors, diodes, crystals, instru-

ments, recording components) was reported strong & grow-
ing in 1958, accounting for more than 40% of the profits.

For the year ended Dec. 31 : 1958 1957

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share

63,354,991 $71,368,224
3,109,246 3,988,539

1.60 2.08

Oak Mfg. Co. reports decreased sales & earnings for

1958, although 4th-%-58 earnings (40^ a share) exceeded
i those of the same 1957 period (38^). The company reported

j

that Jan. 1959 sales were 20% ahead of Jan. 1958. For the

I

year ended Dec. 31:
Net sales
Net income
Earned per share .

,

1958
$15,537,850

624,426

95(f

1957
$20,875,613

1,084,131
1.65

For 3 months ended Dec. 31:
Net income 264,690 252,166
Earned per share 40^ 38^

RCA’s 1958 net profit, although reported correctly in

the text of the story in last week’s issue (Vol. 15:9), ap-
peared incorrectly in the table which followed the story,

because of a printers’ error. RCA’s financial report for the

year ended Dec. 31: 1958
Products & services sold . . . $1,176,094,398
Net before federal tax 60,441,749
Federal income taxes 29,500,000
Net profit 30,941,749
Earned per share 2.01

1 Shares outstanding 13,842,107

;
For 3 months ended Dec. 31:

• Products & services sold . . . 341,341,000
Net profit 11,144,000
Earned per share 75^

1957
$1,176,277,371

77.048.794
38.500.000
38.548.794

2.55
13,842,662

322,610,000
10.229.000

68t*

ORRadio Industries Inc., magnetic tape manufacturer
25% owned by A’mpex, was in the black for the fiscal year
ended Feb. 28, according to pres. Herbert Orr. He said

4th-% earnings offset the $25,000 loss reported for 1st-

9-months, and sales were $2,900,000-$3,000,000, compared
with the preceding year’s $2,300,000. For fiscal 1959-60,

he predicted sales of $6,500,000-$7,000,000, net earnings
around $400,000.

Ampex Corp. plans to offer stockholders the right to

subscribe to one additional share of stock for each 10 held.

The offering price has not yet been determined. The rights

are expected to be issued around April 1. There currently

are 1,853,662 shares outstanding.

RKO Teleradio Pictures is now operating in the black

and is expected to contribute about $5,000,000 to General
Tire & Rubber earnings in fiscal 1959 (ending Feb. 29,

1960), according to v.p. Michael O’Neil. RKO, which owns
4 TV & 5 radio stations and operates the Don Lee & Yankee
networks, operated at a net loss of $237,377 in fiscal 1958,

due entirely to the discontinuance of its movie business.

Reports & comments available: AB-PT, a discussion in

the Investment Letter of Hayden, Stone & Co., 25 Broad
St., N.Y. . . . Loew’s, a memorandum by Hertzfeld & Stone,

30 Broad St., N.Y. . . . Motorola, a review in Investor’s

Reader by Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 70

Pine St., N.Y. . . . National Co., a review by H. Hentz &
Co., 72 Wall St., N.Y. . . . Tung-Sol, an evaluation by Har-
ris, Upham & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y.

Amphenol-Borg Electronics has filed with the SEC for

registration of 10,000 outstanding common shares, to be

offered publicly by an underwriting group headed by Horn-
blower & Weeks. The price will be geared to the market
price at the time of offering.

WDAF-TV & WDAF, Kansas City, acquired at the end

of May 1958 by National Theatres, produced 10% more
broadcast revenues June-Sept. 1958 than in the compai’able

1957 period, says NT in its report for year ended Sept. 30.

Collins Radio stockholders will be asked to approve a

proposal to reclassify the company’s voting Class A & non-

voting Class B common stock into a single class of common
in which all shares have equal voting privileges. The spe-

cial meeting will be held March 31 at Cedar Rapids, la.

Aerovox Corp. repoi’ts net income of $216,700 (25<i a

share) for 1958 vs. $276,272 (32<i) in 1957.

Sign of the times: Ziff-Davis’ Radio & TV Netvs

changes its name to Electronics World, effective May.

Educational Television

ADVERTISING & ETV: The president of the world’s

biggest ad agency stated this week that “it would be

desirable for the advertising interests to explore the

possibility of their taking the lead” in the development

of educational TV. In a canvass of the heads of 10

top ad agencies, we found 9 unwilling or unable to go

on record. Only J. Walter Thompson pres. Norman H.

Strouse—when asked to comment on Cunningham &
Walsh pres. John P. Cunningham’s plea for a joint

advertising-broadcasting-educator committee to explore

ways & means of extending ETV coverage to the en-

tire nation (Vol. 15:7)—would say that such a com-

mittee should at least be considered.

As the first step, Mr. Strouse said, the group may
well undertake to define educational TV. He didn’t
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share Cunningham’s certainty that such a joint effort

would be able to cope with the vastness of the problem.

Said Cunningham in his address last month to the

Advertising Federation of America conference in Wash-
ington: “I hope to make a continuing nuisance of myself

among advertising people until [the problem of nation-

wide ETV] is solved.” Apparently he faces a long, uphill

push—at least among top ad agencies. Among typical re-

plies we received: “We don’t care to enter into this dis-

cussion” ... “I prefer not to comment” . . . “It will be

impossible to prepare a statement.”

Strouse’s carefully-worded statement, however, pro-

vides interesting food for thought. His complete comment:

“I agree that it would be desirable for the advertising

interests to explore the possibility of their taking the lead

in developing ‘educational’ TV. The formation of a joint

committee for this purpose, as suggested by Mr. Cunning-

ham, is certainly well worth considering.

“At the same time I must say that this is by no means
an easy problem to resolve, and may well prove to be be-

yond the capacity of any such group of interests.

“The very term ‘educational’ in relation to TV has

been used with varied meanings, all the way from formal

instruction in the classroom sense, to broad ‘cultural’ pro-

gramming. The first step would be to define exactly what
is to be talked about.

“If the word is used narrowly in the classroom sense,

then a lot of unknowns are involved. The Ford Foundation

has spent and is spending, I understand, very large sums
on experiments in the use of TV for both adult and other

education. I would want to know a good deal more than I

do now about the results of these experiments, in terms of

the capacity of both educators and the medium to deliver

disciplined education.

“And, beyond this basic vital question, there are, of

course, all the obvious problems of financing, organization,

and facilities, for such a massive undertaking as making
available to ‘every inhabitant of the United States . . .

the opportunity to earn a college degree via television.’
”

ETV Grants Sifted: More than 200 applications for edu-

cational TV-radio-film research grants from a 4-year $18,-

000,000 fund under the National Defense Education Act

(Vol. 15:4) were reviewed this week by a special 14-mem-

ber advisory committee in the U.S. Office of Education.

Acting on its recommendations, education comr. Lawrence
G. Derthick is expected to announce next week the initial

list of winners of the grants, which may be made to schools,

institutions or individuals for research projects. Mean-
while, Senate floor action on a $51,000,000 bill (S-12) by

Commerce Committee Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) for

federal grants to states & territories to buy ETV equip-

ment (Vol. 15:9) was postponed again. The measure was
so close to being called up for a vote March 5 that Sen.

Schoeppel (R-Kan.), ranking minority member of the

committee and a co-sponsor, released copies of a speech he

intended to make on the floor. In it he defended the bill

from criticism by the Health, Education & Welfare Dept,

that ETV can be advanced without federal aid for equip-

ment purchases. Eisenhower Administration spokesmen in

the HEW’s Office of Education miss the point, Schoeppel

said. He argued that ETV progress will be delayed unless

it gets govt, help and that, meanwhile, many children will

get “thin” education. Next tai-get date set by Magnuson
for a vote: March 9.

Foreign

Sweeping investigation of Cuban TV & radio is being

inaugurated by new Minister of Communications Enrique
Oldufsky, young engineering graduate of U of Miami (Vol.

15:3). He’s in favor of increasing the quantity of educa-

tional programs, limiting the time devoted to commercials
and eliminating programs & commercials of questionable

taste. He announced that Cuba needs more radio frequencies—“but we must first conform strictly to the international

radio agreement which Cuba has signed,” implying strict

regulation to keep radio stations within their allotted fre-

quencies. Oldufsky said he’s reorganizing the Communica-
tions Ministry and already has removed 600 people who
have been receiving salaries but performing no work. One
of the first moves was to take over the Cuban Telephone

Co. (65% owned by ITT) pending an investigation into

rates & earnings. A 1957 rate Increase was canceled by the

Govt. ITT’s Radio Corp. of Cuba, which (with AT&T)
operates the Cuba-Florida TV-telephone microwave link,

was understood to be unaffected by the takeover.

Japan is enthusiastic about color TV—“more enthusi-

astic than any other country, including the U.S.”—accord-

ing to Telechrome pres. J. R. Popkin-Clurman, who is

leaving for that country in 2 weeks. His company has

sold about $750,000 worth of color broadcast & test

equipment to the semi-official Japan Bcstg. Corp. (NHK),
Mitsubishi Electric Co., Nippon Electric Co. & Matsushita

Co. (Philips affiliate). He says 10 Japanese TV stations

are now color-equipped and that NHK is transmitting in

color about 2 hours a week. Japanese manufacturers are

making color tubes & receivers under license from RCA,
and Clurman believes there’s a possibility the Japanese

may soon export inexpensive color sets to the U.S. Tele-

chrome may import a new Japanese industrial color-TV

system which uses a simplified camera, built along the lines

of those once developed in England by Marconi & EMI.
Domestically, Telechrome will show for the first time at

the upcoming NAB & IRE conventions a new insert &
special-effects generator designed especially for color work.

Norway will have TV service by July 1, 1960, with

three main stations and a network of satellites. Odd
Granlund, asst, administrative director of govt.-owned

Norsk Rikskringkasting (Norwegian Broadcasting Sys-

tem), has been appointed managing director of TV for a

two-year period. Norway has had an experimental TV
station since 1954. Norwegian & Swedish govts, have

awarded a contract to British Marconi for a microwave
system which will link the 2 countries and bring Norway
into the Eurovision system by May 1960.

Commercial TV has come to Austria. Government-
owned Osterreichischer Rundfunk began accepting spot

announcements. Policies are somewhat similar to those of

Germany and Italy, in that most commercials will be aired

from 7:30 to 8 p.m. Spots will also be used between pro-

grams, but not after 9 p.m. No announcements may be
televised more than 5 times. Austria now has 14 main sta-

tions and satellites, 4 of which went on air in late 1958.

Britain has three new TV stations, bringing its total

on the air to 30. New ITA commercial station at Burnhope,
northeast England, has begun programming after 45 days
of test transmission on British Ch. 8. It radiates 100 kw in

principal direction. Two new BBC stations are on the air

with temporary transmitters—at Caithness (northeast

Scotland) and at Thurmster in the Orkney Islands. Perma-
nent installations are scheduled for completion next fall,
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SUMMARY- INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

Stations

NAB CONVENTION: EMPHASIS ON WASHINGTON—with
such problems as allocations, editorializing, & FCC program

surveillance (p. 1).

TV'S SIZE, SPRING 1959 more phenomenal than ever, with

latest Neilsen figures showing 1.6 million more TV homes

than last year (pp. 3 & 10).

STATION BROKERS & THE CURRENT MARKET are examined

in our survey of brokerage firms. They're generally optim-

istic, foresee no sharp changes (pp. 3 & 9).

SPOTS BEFORE EYES OF REPS bring forth cheery prognosis

in our survey of top Reps. Week also brings agency criticism

about some spot-handling (pp. 4, 12 <S 15).

Manuiactuxing & Distribution

COLOR TV ON ITS 5th BIRTHDAY. There are 435,000 sets in

use, says Mansfield, predicting a gradual 10-year upward
curve. RCA still optimistic (p. 17).

RCA'S TINY "NUVISTOR" TUBES, highly reliable & requiring

little power, will be competitively priced & designed for TV
receiver use. Production next year (p. 18).

ELECTRONICS PRODUCTION IN I9G5 will increase from

$7.94 to $11.5 billion. Military semiconductors & industrial to

be biggest areas, H. Leslie Hoffman predicts (p. 19).

FCC

ALLOCATIONS SOLUTION: A LAW TO CONTROL SETS is

among the ideas considered by FCC. It would prohibit inter-

state shipment of sets receiving only Ch. 2-13 (p. 2).

FCC ASKS COMMENTS ON FM STEREO broadcasting. Ques-

tions probe the controversy between functional music broad-

casters & stereo purists (p. 3).

EQUAL TIME VS. NEWS DILEMMA stirs House support for

Cunningham bill to exempt newscasts from political require-

ments of FCC's Lar Daly ruling (p. 5).

BOSTON CH. 5 WINDUP. The hearing on FCC "influence"

charges produces no sensations despite earlier name-drop-

ping by all hands in Herald-Traveler case (p. 6).

Netvtroxks

CLIMAX IN SALE OF MUTUAL is due at NAB convention

this week. New ownership group to close deal & take over

obligations, estimated at more than $2,000,000 (p. 6).

NETWORKS' TOP ADVERTISERS by name & classification

issued by TvB. Food leads the 27 categories that spent more
than half-billion for time alone in 1958 (p. 7).

Other Departments

CONGRESS (p. 4). PROGRAMMING (p. 8). ETV (p. 13).

Auxiliary Services (p. 13). Advertising (p. 15). Film & Tape

(p. 16). Financial (p. 19).

NAB CONVENTION—EMPHASIS ON WASHINGTON: Maybe it's too much to expect, but the

near-record assembly of delegates to NAB's March 15-18 annual convention at Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel

is hoping to learn "what's going on in Washington." Not that other major aspects of broadcasting are

neglected on the excellent agenda—but it's evident that convention planners felt it necessary to feature

subjects in hands of FCC, Congress, Justice Dept., etc.

Always eagerly anticipated and usually falling quite flat, is the FCC panel, featuring all 7 Com-

missioners. Maybe it's in the nature of things, but all problems are generally "under consideration," so

that Commissioners can't say very much about them. An effort is being made this time, however, to open

the discussion a bit. In prior conventions, questions were directed at specific Commissioners—and their

colleagues seldom added varying views. This time, questions will be thrown at whole panel—and that should

fracture a little ice. It's expected that major questions will cover TV allocations, editorializing, "program

balance" in renewal forms, as well as bubbling issues of equal time and option time.

Frustrating problem of TV allocations gets a prominent position—as well it should, since it's the key

to station scarcity or plenty, which in turn governs economics, programming, govt, regulation, set manufac-

turing, & what have you. (For one idea affecting set makers and under consideration by FCC, see p. 2.)
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"Military" side of the spectrum argument will be presented publicly for the first time, probably by

John S. Patterson, deputy director of Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization (substituting for director Leo
A. Hoegh, who received call last week to testify on the Hill), and by Lt. Gen. Arthur G. Trudeau, Army
chief of research & development. Rep. Bray (R-Ind.) will present his "spectrum study" concept (see p. 4).

Industry's own allocations endeavors will be top subject at engineering panel discussion of TV Allocation

Study Organization (TASO), which is due shortly to submit its report to FCC.

We haven't seen the speeches, but we wouldn't be surprised to hear keynoter Robert W. Sarnoff,

NBC chairman, elaborate on his attacks on those who would undermine the TV medium, to listen to NAB
pres. Harold E. Fellows exhort the industry to demonstrate responsibility & dignity, to find FCC Chairman
Doerfer urging Congress not to isolate Commission completely from industry and make it operate in a vacuum.

NAB officials were pleased with way things were shaping up at week's end—with attendance

expected to run about 2100 vs. 1932 last year in Los Angeles and record 2448 in Chicago in 1957, and with

record sale of exhibit space. Membership is at all-time high, with 334 TV, 1503 AM & 410 FM stations, and
there are 309 subscribers to NAB's TV code.

There's a well-selected radio agenda—covering FM, programming, standards of practice, reps,

music licensing, research, editorializing, "radio in 1970," automation—and a cleverly titled presentation by
RAB: "The meeting you won't enjoy but don't dare miss if you want to stay in the radio business." All this,

of course, added to the major question: "Whither network radio?"

Highlights of equipment exhibits unquestionably will be TV station automation and video tape.

Engineering sessions include such vital topics as video tape, stereo, remote control, automation,

directionals, etc. Very likely, most heavily attended will be the well-manned panel discussions on TASO
and video tape standards & operational problems.

ALLOCATIONS SOLUTION— LAW TO CONTROL SETS? FCC certainly isn't lacking for

ideas & theories as it debates TV allocations problem
, preparatory to giving Senate Commerce Committee a

progress report—possible in 3-4 weeks. Consider this one, for example:

Ask Congress to pass law prohibiting shipment in Interstate Commerce of any TV set incapable of

receiving all channels allocated. This isn't new. It was tossed in by member of the Senate Committee during

allocations hearings several years ago, but no one would touch it.

Thought behind proposal is that set makers would be forced to produce all-channel sets (including

uhf channels or new vhf channels, if latter are acquired) so that public would be able to buy nothing else.

Then, over period of years, all sets-in-use would be all-channel, creating potential audience for new-channel

stations. Proponents of theory argue that even if new vhf channels are acquired—which seems to be con-

sidered the ideal solution—new-channel stations would face same problem uhf does: no waiting audience.

Manufacturers were & are vigorously opposed to any such technique, regarding it as unwarranted

interference with traditional economics and possibly also unconstitutional. They visualize it producing a

commercial nightmare, in addition to forcing public to pay extra for sets with circuits they may never use.

They can foresee, for example, a N. Y. manufacturer unencumbered by any interstate commerce law selling

Ch. 2-13 sets in N. Y., happily competing with a Chicago set maker who can sell only the more expensive

all-channel sets in New York.

Manufacturers believe they have a far better way to get same results in their proposal that Govt,

eliminate the 10% excise tax on all-channel sets while keeping it on Ch. 2-13 receivers. This would permit

them to build all-channel receivers selling for no more than Ch. 2-13 units.

We haven't detected any mass enthusiasm for the "pass a law" idea among FCC members. It

does have one cute angle, however: it would pass the buck to Congress.

FCC hasn't gone very far in discussions with the military, et al, who control vhf spectrum that

might be given to TV in exchange for uhf, but it's working on it. Commission believes that total of 50 vhf

channels would allow establishment of 5 channels (1 of them educational) in each of first 100 markets.

Commission is also thinking, if it ever gets new vhf channels, of asking Congress to give it authority to

order stations to switch channels, where necessary for efficient allocation, without going through years-long

"show cause" hearings.
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TV'S SIZE, SPRING '59: Total of U.S. TV homes has grown 1.6 million since last spring, according

to latest projection by A. C. Nielsen. TV homes now number 44,000,000 out of total of 51,350,000 U.S. homes.

Nationwide penetration of TV is thus 86% this spring, up 2% from last year. Regional breakdown

shows Northeast most heavily saturated (91%); the South least at 78%. Highest state percentage: 92%

—

shared by Conn., Mass., R. I., N. J., and Ohio. Lowest: 58% Wyoming. All but 9 have reached % of satura-

tion. (For complete tabulation of regional & state breakdown & more details, see p. 10.)

I
STATION BROKERS & THE CURRENT MARKET: Since an NAB convention is a prime

i

dickering occasion, with many station sales initiated or consummated, we thought it might be a good time to

shed a little light on TV-radio's "quiet man"—the broker.

I

Recently, we gueried all those listed on p. 332 of our Factbook, and by press time had received re-

plies from most. We were particularly interested in their evaluation of current trends in prices, willingness

1 to buy & sell, fees, etc. In addition, we obtained some personal background of the principals.

I There's a lot of individualism in field. Some brokers concentrate on 7- and 8-figure sales. Others con-

! duct a brisk turnover of small properties. And some play whole field.

i The business is substantial—involving sales of 35-40 TV stations annually—about 7% of those op-

erating—and about 450-500 radio sales (15% of those on air). Although there are frequent pronouncements

to effect that the days of major TV sales are over and that present owners have settled down for the long

pull, there's a periodic resurgence of sales when owners conclude that it's ridiculous to resist the fabulous

offers—which frequently later turn out to be conservative. (For details of the firms & their evaluations of the

current market, see p. 9.)

One particularly interesting trend is the development of public stock offerings by multiple owners.

The latest is the Wolfson-Meyer organization (See p. 11). Another substantial group giving serious thought

to the idea is Taft family's Radio Cincinnati Inc. (WKRC-TV & WKRC, Cincinnati; WTVN-TV & WTVN,
Columbus; WKYT, Lexington, Ky.; WBRC-TV & WBRC, Birmingham; 30% of WBIR-TV & WBIR, Knoxville),

FCC ASKS COMMENTS ON FM STEREO: Official cognizance of stereo broadcasting came
from FCC for first time this week when it expanded the multiplex inquiry it started last year—by inviting

more comment directed specifically to stereo FM multiplexing.

It asked 6 questions guaranteed to provoke hot controversy—for they drive straight into heart of

conflict between FM functional-music broadcasters & stereo purists. The former want FCC to approve

"wideband" FM stereo system with full frequency range on both main carrier & subcarrier. The latter

want 2 subcarriers—one for 2nd channel of stereo, the other for functional music—in addition to main

carrier (Vol. 15:4). This would deprive stereo subcarrier of some frequency response.

Most startling question of all—on the surface—is FCC's query about "subscription radio" for FM
stereo service. Actually, it's pretty much a will-o'-the-wisp issue, again seemingly designed to provoke

controversy. As we pointed out nearly year ago (Vol. 14:18), some functional music broadcasters & equip-

ment makers—with Gardiner Greene of Browning Labs as their spokesman—want to make stereo FM a

"subsidiary communications service" like functional music, to be sold on subscription basis to home listeners.

Greene made pitch for this approach last week at meeting of NSRC Panel 1 (Vol. 15:10).

i FCC's stereo questions are also designed to get Commission off the hook with public—now writing

: to it in large numbers demanding "When are you going to do something about stereo?" It is also something

I

of a directive to NSRC indicating some areas FCC would like it to explore—although the non-technical ones

1 are beyond NSRC's ken. It will concentrate on engineering problems exclusively.

Of the 70 comments filed in earlier phase of multiplex inquiry, only 14 concerned stereo. Although

Commission asks comments by June 10, it's good bet deadline will be extended at request of NSRC and

]

others. FCC's notice is Public Notice 59-211, mimeo 70088, Docket 12517, available from Commission, or

I

we'll get one for you if you'll write or call our Washington office. FCC's 6 questions

:

' ( 1 ) Should stereophonic multiplex broadcasting by FM stations be permitted on a regular basis,

and, if so, should such broadcasting take the form of a broadcast service to the general public, or should

it be available only on a subscription basis under subsidiary communications authorizations (SCA), or both?
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(2) What quality & performance standards, if any, should be applied to a multiplex sub-channel

used for stereophonic broadcasting?

(3) Should g specific subcarrier frequency or frequencies be allocated for stereophonic broadcasting?

(4) Should the quality & performance standards applicable to the main channel be further relaxed,

beyond the point already permitted for SCA operations, to accommodate stereophonic broadcasting, and, if

so, to what extent?

(5) What transmission standards regarding cross-talk between the main channel and stereophonic

sub-channel should be adopted?

(6) Should FM broadcast stations engaging in stereophonic broadcasting be required to use a
compatible system which lets listeners tuned only to main channel hear aurally balanced program?

SPOTS BEFORE EYES OF REPS; PROGNOSIS GOOD: It will be another peak year for

spot sales—that's general opinion we found in canvass of top Reps this week. Increase predictions for 1959

ranged from 8% to 25%. Reps seem satisfied that this first quarter is already in bag for new record high,

and look forward to healthy 2nd quarter & better than usual summer. (Complete rep comments on p. 12.)

Both sunshine & rain have fallen upon Spotland in this mixed pre-spring weather . The sunshine came
with the passing of the y2 -billion-dollar mark for first time as 1958's spot expenditure for time totaled up to

$511,704,000 (Vol. 15:9). And this week came a tempestuous outburst from Young & Rubicam (see p. 15)

against what it claimed to be 22% violation of its commercial placements, including high prevalence of

triple-spotting, chronicled by Broadcast Advertisers Reports March 6.

Sales meteorologists were also free to note other interesting elements in the windy skies: Retry

plumping for increased spot prices; the continued pressure for prime spots, with availabilities limited, as

seen by George Bolling; the dark cloud of labor disputes observed by Lloyd Griffin; and the interesting

correlation noted by L. G. Venard between spot activity & the published interim earnings of firms listed on

New York Stock Exchange.

Whatever the weather signs, TV spot salesmen could be thankful—especially when they compared
their lot to what was detailed in SRA's latest release on national spot radio: down 8% for 4th-quarter;

down 1.9% for whole of 1958.

Congress

Potter Resolution Revived: None too hopefully, Rep. Bray
(R-Ind.)—co-author of last year’s Potter resolution for a

spectrum study by a federal commission (Vol. 15:10)—
reintroduced the measure this week. He said he wanted
his bill (H.J. Res. 292) to be considered by the House Com-
merce Committee along with legislation proposed by the

Eisenhower Administration for a Presidentially-appointed

commission on telecommunication management. But Bray
added that Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) is em-

barked on “a worthwhile endeavor” in projecting a sub-

committee investigation of spectrum uses without benefit

of a special commission. He said the Harris study will be

“of more immediate value” than the Administration’s plan,

at least. Unlike an all-White House commission, Bray’s

commission would be made up of 2 members named by the

President & one each by the Senate, House & FCC. At

week’s end, Bray had found no Senate sponsors for his

proposal, to replace defeated Sen. Potter (R-Mich.). Their

1958 plan was defeated under criticism by industry spokes-

men who feared military domination of the commission.

Separation of TV & radio operations is now in effect at

all 3 network flagships in New York. NBC, long a holdout,

abandoned its “integration” policy March 11. Hereafter,

except for public service shows and business affairs, the

TV & radio outlets will function as separate units, with

Max E. Buck, sales and marketing dir. of both stations,

becoming manager of WRCA-TV.

Legislative epitaphs for attempts last year by ASCAP
members to drive BMI out of business by barring broad-

casters from music publishing or recording (Vol. 14:30)

were written this week. Senate Commerce communications
subcommittee Chairman Pastore (D-R.I.), who had already

buried an anti-BMI bill (S-2834) by Sen. Smathers (D-
Fla.), released comments by the FCC & Justice Dept, on
the 1958 hearings. Asked by Pastore if anything should

be done about ASCAP charges that BMI is a music mo-
nopoly, both FCC Chairman Doerfer & asst, attorney gen-

eral Victor R. Hansen replied that they had nothing to

suggest.

Broadcast editorials are beginning to win attention in

the appendix of the Congressional Record, traditional de-

pository for speeches, newspaper articles, etc. which mem-
bers of Congress think are noteworthy. Latest example:

an editorial on Baltimore’s freight differential, telecast

over Westinghouse’s WJZ-TV by gen. mgr. John McClay.

It was inserted in the Record by Rep. Friedel (D-Md.) as

an example of how WJZ-TV has “contributed to the public

understanding & betterment.”

“Ten Commandments” for FCC & other federal agen-

cies, contained in a do-good “ethics” bill passed by Con-

gress last year (Vol. 14:29) during the House legislative

oversight subcommittee investigations, will be printed in

a fancy edition. Despite protests on the floor by Rep. Gross

(R-Ia.) that Congress ought to “do something about so-

called ethics” instead of formulating unenforceable prin-

ciples of good conduct, the House voted to spend $2976 to

run off 15,000 2-color copies of the code.
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The FCC

Equal Time vs. New^s: Members of Congress began
hearing from home this week on the political-equal-

time vs. political-news issue raised by the FCC in its

controversial ruling in the case of perennial candidate

Lar Daly & Chicago TV stations ( Vol. 15 ;8-10)

.

Indignation over the Commission’s dictum—that

Sec. 315 of the Communications Act requires stations to

provide equal time for politicians whose opponents turn

up in newscasts—had not yet sparked any mass protest

on Capitol Hill.

But at least a score of congressmen reported re-

ceiving letters & telegrams from TV & radio stations

in their home districts urging that something be done

to solve broadcasters’ programming dilemma.

And Rep. Cunningham (R-Neb.), sponsor of a bill

(HR-5389) to amend the Communications Act so that news
programs are excluded from its equal-time requirements,

told us he’s already getting promises of active support from

other House members. A companion bill (HR-5675) was
introduced by Rep. Younger R-Cal.). However, Cunning-

ham got no response from Commerce Committee Chairman
Harris (D-Ark.) to a plea for early hearings on the mea-
sure. Nor was there any reported move in the Senate for

modification of the FCC ruling.

“It has been suggested that the Commission’s recent

ruling is an effort on the part of the Commissioners to

force Congress to clarify this section,” said Cunningham.
“I have no proof of such a motive, but I do believe Congress

should act to clarify the situation.”

Cunningham’s bill would add this to Sec. 315 (a)

;

“Appearance by legally qualified candidates on any
news program, including news reports and news commentar-
ies, where the format & production of the program are de-

termined by the broadcasting station, or by the network

in the case of a network program, and the candidate in no

way initiated the recording or the broadcast, shall not be

deemed to be use of a broadcasting station within the

meaning of this subsection.”

Meanwhile NBC joined other networks & the NAB in

urging the FCC to take another look at the implications

of the ruling, in a 21-page petition to the Commission,

NBC’s Washington attorney Howard Monderer cited “grave

effects” on coverage of coming political campaigns.

“The ruling poses a painful dilemma,” NBC said.

“Either a station reports the news conscientiously when it

happens to involve a political candidate, thereby paying

the penalty of giving free time to all opposing candidates,

or it abandons coverage of important news stories that in-

volve candidates even in an incidental way.”

As an example of what the FCC’s ruling could mean,

Monderer pointed to one month’s news coverage by NBC-
TV’s Today during the 1956 presidential campaign. In Oct.

President Eisenhower appeared on 18 occasions in newsfilm

briefs whose total time was “26 minutes 29 seconds in all.”

If all other qualified candidates for president (there were

15) had been given equal time, “7 additional hours of time

would have been compulsorily earmarked.”

Cunningham’s bill wouldn’t touch the broadcasters’

problem of bowing to equal-time demands by candidates

of minor parties—“because Congress refused several years

ago to try to define this question, and it is a knotty one.”

But he said Sec. 315 also is “poor” legislation “because it

does not differentiate between a major party and a very

minor party whose candidates have no chance of victory.”

In Chicago, the “equal time” question was tackled
Sat. March 14 by Dr. Frank Stanton, pres. CBS Inc., in a
speech before the pre-NAB general conference of CBS-TV
affiliates. Terming it an “urgent problem” which has “seri-

ous implications not only for this medium but for the
whole question of the effective working of democracy,”
Stanton reiterated his statement that CBS would fight the
FCC decision in the Chicago case, and examined at some
length the possibilities it created.

During the 1956 presidential campaign, Stanton re-

ported, CBS gave “about 20%” of its newscast time to
coverage of candidates of the two major parties. Said
Stanton: “There were 24 Presidential and Vice Presidential
candidates of 12 parties. To furnish them all with equiva-
lent time would have taken some 38 hours, or approximately
20% more than all the time spent by all our TV network
newscasts on all the news.” The whole situation would be-
come an “absurdity” as soon as “the crackpots learn the
application of this decision,” he added.

FCC’s Booster Boost: Sen. Clark (D-Pa.) has joined Sen.
Fulbright (D-Ark.) in coming to the defense of the FCC’s
ban on vhf boosters (Vol. 15:10), which is being recon-

sidered by the Commission under pressure from West-
erners in Congress. Clark told the Senate there was noth-

ing “precipitate & ill-considered” about the FCC’s original

order last Dec. 30, as alleged by pro-booster forces in

Senate & House. Instead, he said, the ban was the result

of “thorough investigations” which showed that illegal

boosters interfered with air safety communications and
regular TV reception. Clark added : “I hope that the

Commission will be permitted to administer the Communi-
cations Act in the public interest in this case, and all

others, free of interference, and without cognizance of po-

litical considerations.”

Sale for $6,508,808 of WPRO-TV (Ch. 12), Providence

and its AM & FM adjuncts by Cherry & Webb Bcstg. Co.

to Capital Cities Television Corp. (Vol. 14:51) was ap-

proved by the FCC this week. Transfer of the licenses to

Capital Cities (WTEN, Albany; Adams, Mass.; WCDC,
radio WROW, Albany; WTVD, Durham, N.C.) was con-

ditioned on a stipulation that Storer Bcstg. Co. stockholder

John B. Poole won’t become a Capital Cities stockholder

without 60 days’ notice to Commission. Poole made an agree-

ment Feb. 3 with Capital Cities to buy debentures which

carry right for conversion into its common stock. He has

a 1% interest in Storer, which already has its full com-

plement of TV & radio stations.

Free communication service by telephone & radio

around the world for delegates to the 9th assembly of the

International Radio Consultative Committee April 1-30

in Los Angeles is authorized by a resolution (S.J. Res.

47) passed by the Senate this week. The permissive meas-

ure, waiving FCC rules against such accommodations by

common carriers in the U.S., was proposed by the Senate

Commerce Committee to promote “good public relations,

comity between nations, and reciprocity.” It’s a customary

gesture by hosts for meetings of the IRCC, an affiliate of

the International Telecommunications Union. Costs of the

service for delegates would be absorbed by the carriers, not

the Govt.

Montana bill to classify & regulate community an-

tenna systems as utilities, passed by its legislature, was

vetoed by Gov. Hugo Aronson. He noted that FCC regu-

lates TV, that bill was discriminatory, ami that C.\TV

doesn’t have the essential attributes of a utility.
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BOSTON CH. 5 WINDUP: Marked by much name-drop-

ping but few fireworks, hearings in the Boston Ch. 5

“infiuence” case ended this week as unsensationally as

they started (Vol. 15:8-10). Special FCC examiner
Horace Stern “hopefully” called for adjournment after

a one-day session tying up loose ends.

Aiming at a March 16 deadline for closing the

recoi'd, the Boston proceedings failed to generate the

sort of heated charges & counter-charges that boiled

up in the much-more-celebrated Miami Ch. 10 case.

Lawyers’ briefs will be filed by April 20, oral argu-

ments will be heard by Stern “on or about” May 1.

Then it will be up to the retired Pa. Supreme Court

jurist to recommend to the Commission what should be

done—if anything—about the FCC’s 1957 award of

Ch. 5 to WHDH-TV {Boston Herald-Traveler)

.

Main windup witness was asst, attorney general Victor

R. Hansen, anti-trust chief who will be concluding his govt,

service soon to return to his native Cal. He was called to

clear up a “conflict of testimony” involving ex-FCC chair-

man George C. McConnaughey & a Justice Dept, investiga-

tion of anti-trust complaints against the Herald-Traveler.

McConnaughey had testified that Hansen assured him

“the matter was closed” and that it “could not even he

dignified by the name of a complaint.” Hansen said he had
“no recollection of saying that.” But Hansen produced a

March 28, 1957 office memo in which he had noted that he

did tell McConnaughey that he “would not recommend suit

now” against the Herald-Traveler.

The award of Ch. 5 was fought by the Boston Globe on

grounds that Herald-Traveler publisher Robert B. Choate

had: (1) Tried to force the Globe into a merger. (2) At-

tempted to prevent the Globe from borrowing money for a

new printing plant. (3) Threatened to drive the Globe

out of business with the help of WHDH-TV.
Hansen also acknowledged that he had met with Choate

in the office of then-Attorney General Herbert Brownell Jr.

in April, 1957 to discuss the anti-trust investigation by the

FBI. Hansen said he told Choate that the investigation

hadn’t been concluded then. Subsequently it was decided

that “there wasn’t sufficient evidence to justify filing a

complaint.” The case was dropped in Jan. 1958.

Others on the stand at the closing session were ex-

FCC gen. counsel Warren E. Baker, now in private Wash-
ington practice, and Boston lawyer Maurice Simon who
bought 1400 shares of Herald-Traveler stock for .$100,000

shortly before WHDH-TV won its grant.

Baker denied that any Boston Ch. 5 applicant discussed

the case with him, confirmed that he had been listed by the

Republican National Committee as the FCC’s patronage

man, and described FCC-Justice Dept, liason procedures.

Simon was questioned about his relations with George
Rabb, brother of ex-cabinet secy. Max Rabb. He said he

shared an office with George in Boston, but neither George
nor Max knew about his Herald-Traveler investments, and
he hadn’t talked with them about the TV application.

Other political “contacts” mentioned in the case

weren’t called to the stand—and there was no objection

when Judge Stern suggested that their appearance wasn’t
needed. They included ex-Commerce Secy. Sinclair Weeks,
whose “testimony would not be vital in any way to any real

issue in the case,” ex-White House aide Sherman Adams,
reps. Martin (R-Mass.) & McCormack (D-Mass.). They
had been listed by v.p. Forrester A. Clark of Ch. 5 loser

Mass. Bay Telecasters as politicians he had solicited for

help. But as Stern put it: “he didn’t, so to speak, get any-

Networks

MBS SALE CLIMAX AT NAB: At this week’s NAB conven-
tion, Mutual affiliates will have a chance to meet the
new group which is running their network. Members
of management team headed by Malcolm E. Smith Jr.,

who last week picked up an option to buy the network
(Vol. 15:10), still mean business—and they hope to

put finishing touches on deal by March 17 in Chicago.
They won’t be turning over any money to the pres-

ent Scranton Corp. ownership of Mutual. They’ll mere-
ly be assuming the network’s obligations—which total

more than $800,000, plus about $1,200,000 in air time
owed to Scranton Corp.

Heading the new management team are Smith & his

business associate Richard Davimos. Smith, 41, is an ex-

tremely successful businessman, very well regarded in

both business & community affairs. His Harrison Home
Products Corp. is an importer of West German novelty

items,, and has been a big user of radio time in selling its

$3.95 Addiator pocket adding machine on a per-inquiry

basis. He also heads N.J. corporations which make phono
records under a number of labels—biggest being Waldorf
and Grand Award. His company is known as the largest

supplier of records to rack jobbing operators (non-record

store) and chain stores.

A native of Nissequogue, Long Island, where he lives

with his wife and 4 children. Smith is a member of the

Village Council there and is a direct descendant of “Bull”

Smith, an early Indian trader after whom nearby Smith-

town is named.
Adolf N. (Ade) Hult, veteran of the broadcasting

field, will have a top post in the operation of the network.
There were conflicting reports this week about what

appeared to be a wholesale defection from Mutual by the

42-station Intermountain Network (Utah, Ida., Mont.,

Wyo., Colo., Nev. & Neh.). Only one thing is sure: The
regional network, headed by key station KALL, Salt Lake
City, signed an affiliation agreement with ABC. Mutual
claims that the net still was also an MBS affiliate—^that, in

fact, KALL was serving as switch point for taping of MBS
shows for the West Coast. But that wasn’t the way ABC
heard it.

* * *

Meanwhile, back at the courtroom, an agreement was
reached between the Hal Roach-headed F. L. Jacobs Co.

and the SEC in the chambers of U.S. District Judge Sidney

Sugarman. The SEC dropped its legal actions against the

Jacobs firm (but not its charges against Alexander Gu-
terma personally). In return, the company agreed to add
3 new directors with broad powers to its 6-man board.

They are former SEC counsel William H. Timbers, N.Y.

attorney Milton Gould & former N.Y.C. comptroller Lazarus

Joseph. Thus the threat of receivership against Jacobs was
removed.

In a sidelight activity, Hal Roach Jr. told the court

he was bilked by Guterma, and filed a civil suit asking the

return of 34,475 shares representing the controlling stock

of Scranton Corp., parent of Mutual and of Hal Roach
Studios. Roach said this was the balance of 35,000 shares

he had received from Guterma (total book value $1,295,000)

in the sale of Hal Roach Studios to Scranton Corp.

Jacobs Co. attorney Henry L. King said Roach loaned

the stock to Guterma who had requested it to finance the

payroll of Roach Studios. Then, he charged, Guterma
pledged the stock to moneylenders in such a way as to

permit sale of the stock.



NETS’ TOP ADVERTISERS: Food leads off TvB’s study of

1958 network billing by product category, issued this

week. Toiletries are 2nd, with smoking materials in

3rd place. We give you (at right) TvB’s chart, rear-

ranged in order of rank, as well as a ranked list (below)

of the past year’s 100 top spenders for network time.

We have already printed the total billings picture—the

brightest in history—in Vol. 15 :7.

Network TV’s 9.8% time-revenue gain for 1958 over

1957 broke down consistently between day (9.9%) and
night (9.7%) sectors.

The report also includes December 1958’s 15 biggest

brand advertisers on networks, the top 8 of whom spent

from over half a million to in excess of a million for the

31-day period. They were, by rank: Anacin, Bufferin, Vice-

roy, Chevrolet, Tide, Ford, Winston, and Dristan.

100 Largest TV Network Advertisers of 1958
Gross time costs only, as estimated for Television Bureau of Adver-

tising (TvB) by Leading National Advertisers (LNA) & Broadcast

Advertising Reports (BAR)

Rank Advertisers Amount

1. Procter & Gamble ..$50,638,647

2. Colgate Palmolive .. 22,857,497

3 Lever Brothers Co. .. 21,958,373

4. General Foods 20,733,118

5. General Motors 20,593,366
6. Am. Home Prod 20,507,683

7. Gillette Co 16,132,360

8. Bristol Myers Co 16,072,802

9. Reynolds, R. J. Tob. 16,002,213
10. Chrysler Corp 14,341,471
11. Ford Motor Co 12,561,121
12. Am. Tobacco Co 11,252,180
13. Liggett & Myers .... 10,849,983
14. General Mills, Inc. .. 10,790,118
15. Kellogg Co 10,290,885
16. Pharmaceuticals 10,173,557
17. Sterling Drug, Inc. 9,919,859
18. Lorillard, P., Co 9,791,226
19. Brown & Williamson 8,250,471
20. Nat’I. Dairy Prods. 6,709,514
21. Radio Corp. of Am. 6,458,126
22. Revlon, Inc 6,309,037
23. Standard Brands .. 6,144,983
24. Eastman Kodak Co. 5,937,361
25. General Electric Co. 5,295,996
26. Johnson, S.C. & Son 5,242,277
27. Pillsbury Mills, Inc. 5,205,578
28. Philip Morris, Inc... 4,967,012
29. Corn Products Co. .. 4,927,240
30. Miles Laboratories .. 4,785,393
31. Quaker Oats Co 4,693,728
32. Westinghouse Elec. 4,639,231
33. Campbell Soup Co... 4,233,743
34. Prudential Ins. Co. 3,826,756
35. National Biscuit .... 3,596.818
36. Nestle Co., Inc 3,537,424
37. Armour & Co 3,532.737
38. Scott Paper Co 3,418,096
39. Kaiser Industries .. 3,387,268
40. Ralston Purina Co. 3,376,044
41. Chesebrough Ponds 3,098,078
42. U.S. Steel Corp 3,086,950
43. American Chicle .... 2,969,625
44. Kimberly Clark 2,966,771
45. Swift & Co 2,953,650
46. Helene Curtis Ind. 2,938,475
47. Warner Lambert .... 2,892,606
48. Sperry Rand Corp .. 2,802,210
49. Armstrong Cork .... 2,764,452
50. Schlitz, Joseph 2,724,378

Rank Advertisers Amount
51. DuPont 2,671,026
52. Carnation Co 2,661,252
53. Sylvania Elec 2,597,008
54. Life Savers 2,476,177
55. Johnson & Johnson 2,461,026
56. Mennen Co 2,380,733
57. Reynolds Metals Co. 2,358,852
58. Carter Products 2,340,095
59. Singer Mfg. Co 2,225,091
60. Pet Milk Co 2,211,093
61. Bishop, Hazel, Inc. 2,112,594
62. Borden Co 1,860,634
63. Sweets Co. of Am. 1,838,374
64. Goodyear Tire 1,779,195
65. Schick, Inc 1,737,741
66. Gerber Products .... 1,713,996
67. Socony Mobil Oil .. 1,709,593
68. Drackett Co 1,699,539
69. Factor, Max & Co. .. 1,695,612
70. Bulova Watch Co. .. 1,667,057
71. Mars Inc 1,666,141
72. Greyhound Corp 1,633,818
73. Libbey-Owens Ford 1,623,869
74. Firestone Tire 1,597,171
75. Sears Roebuck 1,552,128
76. Am. Gas Ass’n 1,549,530
77. Alum. Co. of Am. .. 1,531,362
78. Wildroot Co., Inc. .. 1,509,171
79. Chemstrand Corp. .. 1,506,984
80. Alberto Culver Co... 1,434,882
81. Libby, McNeill 1,427,411
82. Assoc. Prod. Inc. .. 1,377,336
83. U.S. Rubber Co 1,372,000
84. Seven-Up Co 1,368,282
85. Block Di-ug Co 1,357,243
86. Atlantis Sales 1,322,987
87. Union Carbide 1,305,373
88. American Can Co. .. 1,253,570
89. Gold Seal Co 1,195,315
90. Amer. Tel. & Tel 1,190,176
91. Speidel Co 1,133,904
92. Sunshine Biscuits .. 1,130,508
93. Sunbeam Corp 1,125,580
94. Polaroid Corp 1,031,872
95. Breck, John H 1,025,460
96. PAA World Arwys 1,002,600
97. Amer. Dairy Ass’n .. 996,376
98. Falstaff Brewing .... 969,879
99. Royal McBee Corp. .. 965,724
100. U.S. Time Corp 963,377

TV mikes and cameras are as integral a part of news
dissemination as the typewriter, camera and printing press,

David Adams Sr., NBC exec, v.p., wrote this week, in

letters to N. Y. Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, Rep Assembly
leader Joseph Carlino & Senate Dem. majority leader Wal-
ter Mahoney. He was presenting NBC support of bills be-

fore the N. Y. State Legislature to permit TV & radio

coverage of sessions. Outmoded view of TV-radio news-

men as second-class journalists in N. Y., incidentally, is

typified by the fact that even top TV news names must be

available for jury duty, although cub reporters of even a

weekly newspaper are exempt.

1 958 Time Expenditures of Network TV Advertsers

by Product Classification

(LNA-BAR: Estimated gross time costs only)

Rank Classification Expenditure
1. Food & Food Products $109,205,706
2. Toiletries & Toilet Goods 98,921,152
3. Smoking Materials 62,092,208
4. Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes 61,475,688
5. Medicines & Proprietary Remedies 58,043,625
6. Automotive 52,500,296
7. Household Equipment & Supplies 23,544,658
8. Insurance 17,879,698
9. Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras 12,971,333

10. Confectionery & Soft Drinks 9,324,276
11. Radios, Television Sets, Phonographs,

Musical Instruments & Accessories . 8,515,340
12. Miscellaneous 8,153,688
13. Industrial Materials 6,944,696
14. Office Ecjuipment, Stationery 6,751,311
15. Beer, Wine & Liquor 6,288,987
16. Apparel, Footwear & Accessories 5,408,809
17. Household Furnishings 3,465,904
18. Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels . . . 3,132,351
19. Consumer Services 2,777,321
20. Travel, Hotels & Resorts 2,590,983
21. Building Materials, Equipment &

Fixtures 2,395,117
22. Sporting Goods & Toys 1,762,906
23. Horticulture 1,007,774
24. Publishing & Media 848,841
25. Political 274,290
26. Entertainment & Amusement 249,989
27. Agriculture & Farming 63,454

Total $566,590,401

More Sponsored Hours: Sponsored time on the 3 TV net-

works is at the highest March figure in history & the 2nd
highest on record (first: December 1958—157 hours, 6

min.). According to NBC corporate planning div. : For the

week of March 2-8, there are 153 hours, 38 minutes of spon-

sored time on all 3 webs, an increase of 8 hours, 2 minutes

(5.5%) over the previous month’s level, and 11.6% over

March, 1958.

CBS-TV leads with 36.8%. NBC-TV is next, with

33.8%. ABC-TV is a strong contender with 29.4%. NBC,
however, notes that the CBS March 1958 lead of 15.2% has

been narrowed to 8.9%.

In a lavish N. Y. presentation March 1 for over 1000

admen (and due for repeats March 15-16 in Chicago)

,

ABC-TV’s Leonard Goldenson, Oliver Treyz, Don Coyle &
Bert Briller climbed atop aluminum ladders to promise a

fully competitive status with NBC-TV and CBS-TV.
Not to be outdone, CBS pointedly ran a full-page ad in

the New York Times the same day to claim the largest

average nighttime audience of any netwoi’k (14% bigger

than NBC, 27% larger than ABC), the largest average

daytime audience, 20 of the top 40 shows in TV, and the

lowest average cpm for both nighttime & daytime shows.

Matthew J. Culligan, NBC radio exec. v.p. will be the

featured speaker at the Chicago Broadcast Advertising Club

luncheon March 19 in the Sheraton Hotel. All broadcasters

attending the NAB convention have been invited to the

luncheon, which will also honor the Broadcast Pioneers.

A truly captive audience can be claimed by NBC-TV’s

educationally slanted Continental Classroom series, now

dealing with college-level courses in nuclear physics. Kines

of the Friday-morning, 6:30 a.m. show are viewed regu-

larly by a group of inmates at San Quentin.
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Programming

CBS Lifts the Curtain: Reminding the tub-thumpers for

more “culture” on TV that television is essentially a mass
medium, and that “any producer who thinks otherwise had
better have his electronic head examined—he hasn’t got

it screwed on straight,” CBS’s program v.p. Hubbell Rob-
inson trotted out the network’s new program plans for

its affiliates in Chicago Sat. March 14.

On the roster: The Blue Men, to replace Gale Storm
(about 2 N.Y. cops, father & son). Twilight Zone, %-hour
Rod Serling series about “man’s experience which is

startling, unpredictable & sometimes unexplainable.” Three
new situation comedies: Dennis the Menace, Peck’s Bad
Girl (Patty McCormick, Marsha Hunt, Wendell Corey) &
Cy Howard’s The Wonderful World of Little Julius (Eddie

Hodges, Gregory Ratoff, Sam Levine).

Robinson also announced a regular 40-week series of

specials, to be assigned to a permanent day & time.

Seven other new % -hours included detective Nero
Wolfe. Countdown, about space, will occupy Tuesday’s

7:30-8:30 p.m. hour; and for the same hour on Wednesday,
CBS is readying “a property . . . that will send Wagon
Train back to St. Joe.”

Special daytime prestige shows with public-service

slant are planned for this spring by 2 networks. CBS-TV
will aim at distaff viewers with a new hour-long series

titled Woman!, to be launched in May on a pre-emption

basis. James Fleming will produce, reporting to Irving

Gitlin, dir. of public affairs. First show will deal with the

topic “Do They Marry Too Young?” Budget will be about

$60,000. NBC-TV will send a two-day special report on the

Berlin crisis to morning audiences of the Today series

April 3 & 4. Each show will run for 2 hours, and both are

keyed to the 10th anniversary of NATO. Robert Bendick
will be in charge. ABC-TV is currently revamping its

“Operation Daybreak” shows, but has no immediate plans

for one-shot specials.

ASCAP grossed $28,441,000 in 1958, a new record and

4% above 1957 receipts, controller George Hoffman re-

ported in Hollywood last week. Income sources were
license fees, $28,234,000; interest on U.S. Treasury notes,

$119,000; dues, $87,000. Expenses totaled $5,180,000. Hoff-

man said ASCAP will distribute $23,261,000 to members,
with additional sums yet to come in royalties from Eng-
land, Canada & Sweden.

NBC-TV will telecast college football games again in

1959—5th consecutive year and 8th time in 9 years. The
network will pay $2,200,000 for the NCAA series; CBS
had bid $2,000,000. Last year, NBC paid $1,800,000, was
the only network to submit a bid. Sponsors were Bayuk
Cigars, Gulf Oil, Libbey-Owens-Ford & Sunbeam Corp.

Unions in broadcasting fields should “play a more ac-

tive role in combatting the attacks of the mischievous, mis-

guided & misinformed” on TV & radio, mgr. Charles H.

Tower of NAB’s broadcast personnel & economics dept,

said this week. “Management & labor have a common in-

tere.st in the size of the pie,” he told a St. Louis meeting

of AFTRA officials.

To coordinate Roman Catholic Church action through-

out the world in TV, movies & radio, a new permanent
section of the Holy See was created this week by Pope
John XXIII. Bishop Martin O’Connor of Scranton, Pa.,

will direct the new section.

Stations

NEW & UPCOMING STATIONS: Unique share-time Ch.
10 combination begins March 15 in Michigan when
NBC-TV affiliate WILX-TV and educational WMSB
start programming. A GE 50-kw transmitter & 925-ft.

Ideco tower are on Rossman Rd., Onondaga, Mich.,

where the channel is allocated, about 20 mi. from Lans-
ing & Jackson, 30 mi. from Battle Creek. WILX-TV
studios are in Hotel Hayes, Jackson; WMSB at 600
Kalamazoo St., E. Lansing. Non-commercial operation

will be from 9 :30 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
;
6-7 :30 p.m.,

Mon.-Fri.; Noon-4 p.m., Sun. We’re counting the com-
bination as 2 stations, changing our on-air total to

551 (84 uhf), of which 40 are educational outlets.

WILX-TV owners are Edward E. Wilson, auto & truck

dealer, with 60%, and Lansing Bcstg. Co., licensee of radio

WILS, Lansing, 40%. Lansing Bcstg. also owns 55% of

radio WPON, Pontiac, Mich. John C. Pomeroy, pres. & 27%
owner of Lansing Bcstg., is pres.-gen. mgr. of WILX-TV;
Martin Giaimo, ex-station & sales mgr. of radio WJEF,
Grand Rapids, gen. sales mgr,; David Froh, ex-station &
program mgr. of WILS, program director; Joseph Min-

gioli, production supervisor; Lester B. Fishhaut, promotion

mgr.; Donald L. Wright, chief engineer. Base hour is $800.

Rep is Venard, Rintoul & McConnell.

WMSB owner is Michigan State U, which took educa-

tional uhf WKAR-TV, E. Lansing (Ch. 60), off the air in

June 1958. Michigan State also operates E. Lansing radio

WKAR & WKAR-FM. Nearly all of following are WKAR-
TV veterans: Dr. Armand L. Hunter, gen. & program mgr.;

Patrick J. Callihan, production & facilities mgr.; Lee C.

Frischknecht, production supervisor; James R. Culver, film

director; Linn P. Towsley, chief engineer. School owns

transmitter equipment. At least part of operating costs will

be met by fees charged WILX-TV for time on air.

Note: KBLR-TV, Goodland, Kan. (Ch. 10) after being

on test programming since Sept. 11, 1958 (Vol. 14:37),

plans full operation March 15 with CBS-TV, reports Leslie

E. Whittemore, Denver CPA, who has been given power of

attorney by ailing owner James E. Blair, and is now pres.

& gen. mgr. Eddie R. Jones is station & program mgr.;

Jack Walkmeyer, sales mgr.; Paul Bateman, chief engineer.

Base hour is $195. Rep is Gill-Perna.

Storer Bcstg. Co. this week bought radio KPOP, Los

Angeles (1020 kc, 5 kw daytime) for $900,000 from the

Standard Bcstg. Co., headed by John F. Burke Sr. & his

son. Since Storer now owns 7 radio stations, it must dis-

pose of one of the following before FCC will approve the

purchase: WGBS, Miami; WJBK, Detroit; WSPD, To-

ledo; WAGA, Atlanta; WJW, Cleveland; WIBG, Phila-

delphia; WWVA, Wheeling. The transaction was handled

by Los Angeles brokers Summers, Searle & Brewer & As-

soc. KPOP began in 1925, has been operated by the Burkes

since 1936, has an application for 50 kw on file.

Deal for sale of radio WCKR, Miami, was cancelled

this week by mutual consent of parties after time ran out

on the agreement. FCC would not approve the sale to con-

solidated Sun Ray Drug Co, by Miami Herald-Miami News-

Niles Trammel group for $800,000 (Vol. 14:21, 40, 45) be-

cause it is still investigating allegations made before Har-

ris subcommittee that WCKR principals attempted “influ-

ence” in the Ch. 7 case. Sun Ray last week purchased

WALT, Tampa (1110 kc, 10 kw D) for $300,000 from

owners Emil Arnold, Robert Wasdon and Jack Siegel.



Wore about

BROKERS APPRAISE STATION MARKET: No drastic change

in the prices of TV & radio stations is seen by the

brokers whom we questioned recently (see p. 3). Those

who commented on the state of the market generally

forsee prices keyed to the nation’s economy and to a

rising profitability of broadcasting.

Herewith is a roundup of broker’s comments, plus

a brief description of the firms & principals—in alpha-

betical order, with addresses of main offices, and with

spokesman in parentheses

:

Blackburn & Co. Washington Bldg., Washington (James

W. Blackburn) : “Our business is better today than it has

ever been, and there are definite signs of even greater

activity to come. Radio station prices have risen rapidly

& consistently during the past 3 years, and we see no rea-

son to expect this condition to change. The reasons for

this include the consistent rise in earnings of the broad-

cast industry generally and the increasing awareness of

investment capital of the earnings possibilities.”

The firm was established on March 1, 1957, as the suc-

cessor to Blackburn-Hamilton Co. which began in 1946.

It reports average of one sale a week. Fees run 5%.
Blackburn was born in Illinois, educated at the U of

Iowa. He spent 10 years with the Hearst newspapers, in

advertising, sales & general management. He then shifted

to Allen B. DuMont Labs and became manager of equip-

ment sales. In the Navy, he attained the rank of comman-
der and was in charge of radar production. His associates

are: Jack V. Harvey & Joseph M. Sitrick (Washington);

H. W. Cassill & Wm. B. Ryan (Chicago); Clifford B.

Marshall & Stanley Whitaker (Atlanta); Colin M. Selph

(Beverly Hills).

Haskell Bloomberg, 208 Fairmount St., Lowell, Mass.:

“This country is in the throes of inflation to an extent

that, I believe, must resolve itself in a bursting of bounds.

There is a dearth of stations at sensible prices & a plethora

of buyers, many of whom are envious of those who have

bought & sold stations at handsome profits. Most of these

buyers are young enough so that the crash of 1929 is but

history. They know only that prices go up. They have never

experienced a drop. The older broadcasters are willing

enough to sell, but require all cash, because they fear the

day of reckoning and want no truck with ‘paper.’
”

Bloomberg is an attorney (Boston U) who operated a

haberdashery when he was 17, then ran a wholesale cotton

goods business, manufactured tire fabric, ran a furniture

store—before entering radio station management in Lex-

ington & Lowell. He was in radio about 20 years before

establishing his brokerage business in 1955 with his daugh-
ter Muriel Bloomberg as chief asst. His fee is 5% for

sales up to $1,000,000, scaled down from there on.

Paul H. Chapman Co., 1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta
(Paul H. Chapman): “During these recent years we have
found that the overall trend in station prices has been up-

ward on a moderate scale. There have been exceptions, of

course, geographical areas for instance which have been
depressed from a business standpoint are likewise de-

pressed in our market. The agricultural areas that have
gone in for land bank type of income, for instance, have
lost population, in turn retail sales, and in turn some value

on the broadcast property located therein.”

Chapman began his firm on Jan. 1, 1954, after 16 years
in station management. He reports more than 100 transac-

tions to date. His associates: J. Wm. Chapman, Jr. (broth-

er), G. Paul Crowder & J. McCarthy Miller (Atlanta);

Henry S. Hovland (New York); W. F. Stover (Chicago);

Edgar H. Twamley (Santa Barbara). The fees are 10%
up to $50,000, scaled down to 5% for sales above $100,000.

R. C. Crisler & Co., Fifth Third Bank Bldg., Cincinnati

(R. C. Crisler): “In my opinion, the prices vary quite con-

sistently with relative prosperity of business as a whole &
of the stations themselves. The pronounced success of radio

over the past 3 years has brought about greatly increased

values. By the same token, prices for TV stations leveled

off from the latter part of 1957 to the latter part of 1958,

mainly because of plain economics where neither net nor

gross was increasing except in a few rare instances. We
don’t see why stations should not continue to enhance in

value with general business prosperity, and on the other

hand, they certainly would decline with depressed general

business conditions. One check on radio is the constantly

increasing number of stations and something similar to

this could develop in TV if certain technical problems are

overcome.”

Crisler became a broker after dissolving his Transit

Radio Inc. in 1952. A 1929 graduate of Yale, he worked
successively for the Guaranty Trust Co., Western & South-

ern Indemnity Co., Field, Richards & Co. (investments).

He served as an Air Force captain during World War H.
His associates are: Paul E. Wagner (Cincinnati); Paul R.

Fry (Omaha). He also has an “affiliate” relationship with

Lincoln Dellar firm at 1470 E. Valley Rd., Santa Barbara.

Among major sales handled by the firm were those of

WBRC-TV & WBRC, Birmington; WHBQ-TV & WHBQ,
Knoxville; radio WHK, Cleveland. The fee is 5% “except

for multi-million-dollar deals where, obviously, fees are

subject to negotiation.”

Daniels & Assoc., 1115 Mile High Center, Denver (Bill

Daniels). A specialist in community antenna system sales,

Daniels states: “The trend of sales in the CATV business

is optimistic because of the continued interest in both

CATV business & the possibility of eventual closed-circuit

pay TV. Prices of systems vary, depending upon such

factors as the money potential in the community, unused
depreciation, taxes, etc.”

Daniels is 38, a graduate of N.M. Military Institute,

served as a carrier fighter pilot in World War II & the

Korean conflict. He operates several CATV systems of his

own, began the brokerage firm in May, 1958. His associate

is C. M. Williams, an attorney. He reports 6 CATV system

sales to date and has 12 listings on tap.

Howard S. Frazier Inc., 1735 Wisconsin Ave. NW,
Washington (Howard S. Frazier): “The big problem today

in this sellers’ market is to find desirable properties that

can be bought; few are ever ‘for sale.’ There never seems

to be any scarcity of substantial & qualified buyers for

desirable properties. Thus the successful broker spends

much of his time developing the confidence of prospective

sellers to the point where they will frankly discuss with

him their personal financial problems. Once this relation-

ship has been established, the broker can very often prove

to the satisfaction of the seller that from the standpoint of

his personal finances & future estate situation he can

hardly afford not to sell, even though there can be no

doubt that in future years the property will command a

higher price than at the present time.”

Frazier was an engineer originally, starting in amateur

radio in 1919 (3WI). He was an engineer for several sta-

tions in Philadelphia, served as a Washington consulting

engineer 1935-1940, NAB director of engineering 1942-1946.

In 1946, he established a management consulting sei-vice,

which he continues—though a major portion of the firm’s

time is now devoted to brokerage. His associate is Horace
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W. Cross, formerly a principal of uhf WFMZ-TV, Allen-

town, Pa. Fees: 5% on first $1,000,000, 3% thereafter.

Wilt Gunzendorfer & Assoc., 8630 W. Olympic Blvd.,

Los Angeles: Gunzendorfer, who specializes in the 11

western states, reports that California & Florida “seem

to be enjoying top prices.” He entered radio in 1931, man-
aging several of the Don Lee System’s California stations

until 1952, when he became consultant to Tom O’Neil, chair-

man of RKO Teleradio. Firm began in 1953. Fee: about 5%.

Philip L. Kelser & Assoc., 277 Park Ave., N. Y. (Philip

L. Kelser): “In view of reduced number of TV properties

available in large markets, such sales would appear likely

to be fewer in the future. Limited availability plus antic-

ipated increase in earnings & current high times earnings

basis for all investments will probably keep prices up.”

Kelser is 59, born in Mt. Vernon, 0., educated at Ober-

lin College & Harvard Business School. From 1924 to 1942,

he worked for the Bank of N. Y. & Bank of the Manhattan
Co. He served in Lend-Lease 1943-1946, owned a Pepsi-

Cola bottling plant in Muncie, Ind. 1947-1951, served in

the Dept, of State 1950-1951, established his financial coun-

seling firm in 1952. Among major sales: WTCN-TV &
WTCN and WMIN-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul; CKLW-TV
& CKLW, Windsor, Ont.; KBET-TV, Sacramento. Fee: 5%.

Kidder, Peabody & Co., 33 S. Clark St., Chicago (Fred

A. Taylor) : “Our interest in the broadcast field, as brokers

of AM & TV properties, is strictly supplementary to our

basic interest, which is financing ... We believe we an-

nually arrange more privately negotiated financing than

any other investment banker in the country.”

Howard E. Stark, 50 E. 58th S., N. Y. (Howard E.

Stark) : “The stations are going to people of great financial

strength & stability, most of them already in the broadcast

business. There’s very little new money coming in. There’s

a trend to more & more offerings for public participation.

Buyers are much more selective nowadays. They no longer

buy just to get in. Prices will remain about the present

level, though higher in a few select markets. They won’t

go crazy anymore. The higher you go, the more buyers you
eliminate. This is big business.”

Stark operates as a lone wolf in the station brokerage

field. His associate Vincent J. Manno confines his work to

newspaper sales. Among Stark’s deals: (1) Time Inc.’s

$15,750,000 purchase of WFBM-TV & WFBM, Indianapolis;

WOOD-TV & WOOD, Grand Rapids; WTCN-TV & WTCN,
Minneapolis. (2) Storer’s $9,000,000 purchase of WXEL,
Cleveland (now WJW-TV) & KPTV, Portland, Ore. (3) J.

H. Whitney’s $10,000,000 purchase of WISH-TV & WISH,
Indianapolis; WINT & WANE, Ft. Wayne. (4) Triangle

Publications, Inc., purchase for $11,900,000 of WNHC-TV
& WNHC, New Haven; WFBG-TV & WFBG, Altoona, and

KFRE-TV & KFRE, Fresno. Stark’s fee is 5% on the first

$1,000,000, then scaled down 1% per $1,000,000 to 1% for

the 5th $1,000,000—averaging 3% for a $5,000,000 sale.

Stark is a Clevelander, born in 1914, educated at

Western Reserve U & the American Institute of Banking.

After military service he joined the Wall St. investment

firm of Lehman Bros, in 1943, left to establish his own firm

in 1946.

Jack L. Stoll & Assoc., 422 Hollywood Security Bldg.,

Los Angeles (Jack L. Stoll) : “Present indications are prices

will remain as they are for some time unless the economy
takes a tumble.” Stoll was born in Montreal in 1903, grew
up in Montana, graduated from U of Montana, worked in

the newspaper business for 20 years. He started his firm

in 1947 as a newspaper broker, expanding into TV-radio in

1950. His as.sociate is Bruce A. Stoll. Fee: 5%.

More about

LATEST AUDIENCE SIZE: TV executives have a new re-

search tool this month. Copies of A. C. Nielsen’s latest

“practical estimates” of the total U.S. TV audience by
states & counties will be distributed (without charge)
Mar. 16 at the NAB convention.

The study (summarized on p. 3) puts TV 2 notches
closer on the percentage scale to reaching 9 out of every
10 U.S. homes. To its figure of 44,000,000 TV homes may
be added secondary sets in homes, and sets in public places.

NBC Research estimates 4,800,000 secondary sets plus
1,500,000 sets in public places as of Jan. 1, 1959. A number
of sets-in-use estimates from several different sources will

be found in the Set Census section of our forthcoming
Spring-Summer Television Factbook, due late this month.

Nielsen’s TV home estimates are derived by applica-
tion of what the research firm calls “growth rates” against
the latest Sales Management figures for total U.S. homes.
Three similar Nielsen studies have preceded this one:

1958’s No. 3: 42,400,000 (84%); 1956’s No. 2: 35,495,330

(72.8%); 1951’s No. 1: 17,706,930 (39.6%). Spring, 1959;
Total TV

Regions & States Homes Homes %NORTHEAST 11,851,960 91
New England 2,682,020 91

Connecticut 642,330 92
Maine 230,540 89
Massachusetts 1,339,770 92
New Hampshire 166,800 150,420 90
Rhode Island 228,150 92
Vermont 90,810 86

Middle Atlantic 9,169,940 91
New Jersey 1,587,620 92
New York 5,079,900 4,643,920 91
Pennsylvania 3,241,300 2,938,400 91

NORTH CENTRAL 16,367,200 13,690,930 89
East North Central 10,725,300 9,764,160 91

Illinois 2,760,050 91
Indiana 1,263,900 90
Michigan 2,095,690 91
Ohio 2,635,890 92
Wisconsin 1,008,620 89

West North Central 4,641,900 3,926,780 85
Iowa 753,940 89
Kansas 549,630 81
Minnesota 967,900 830,820 86
Missouri 1,175,110 88
Nebraska 437,700 362,120 83
North Dakota 172,600 122,410 71
South Dakota 200,200 132,750 66

SOUTH 11,425,320 78
South Atlantic 6,792,100 5,441,210 80
Delaware 117,290 91
Dist. of Columbia 241,600 219,640 91
Florida 1,074,160 80
Georgia 780,990 77
Maryland 748,920 89
North Carolina 1,107,200 850,300 77
South Carolina 583,700 438,780 75
Virginia 816,240 80
West Virginia 512,300 394,890 77

East South Central 3,149,400 2,274,480 72
Alabama 831,700 616,560 74
Kentucky 603,010 73
Mississippi 557,600 339,340 61
Tennessee 936,100 715,570 76

West South Central 4,742,800 3,709,630 78
Arkansas 337,020 69
Louisiana 661,600 77
Oklahoma 678,400 545,010 80
Texas 2,166,000 80

WEST 7,031,790 85
Mountain 1,904,200 1,456,380 76
Arizona 270,070 81
Colorado 412,690 81
Idaho 184,300 137,360 75
Montana 131,280 62
Nevada 66,400 75
New Mexico 234,100 168,790 72
Utah 211,830 88
Wyoming 100,000 57,960 58

Pacific 6,416,000 5,575,410 87
California 4,929,000 4,368,640 89
Oregon 579,800 449,580 78
Washington 907,200 757,190 88

Totals 44,000,000 86

Two CPs were granted by FCC this week: Ch. 12, Lo-

gan, Utah, to Cache Valley Bcstg. Co., and Ch. 12, Pern- >

bina, N.D., to Community Radio Corp. One translator was
authorized—Ch. 71, Milton-Freewater, Ore., to Citizen’s }

TV Inc. I
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Womefco Stock Proposal: A public offering of 325,000
shares out of 900,000 to be issued is proposed by Wolfson-
Meyer’s new Wometco Enterprises Inc. in an application

filed with the FCC to transfer control of the company from
Sidney Meyer & Family to Mitchell Wolfson & Family

—

latter shifting from 50% to 53.89% ownership. In addition

to theater chain, properties include: WTVJ (Ch. 4), Miami;
96.22% of WLOS-TV (Ch. 13), Ashville, N.C.; 20% of

WFGA-TV (Ch. 12), Jacksonville. Of 3,000,000 shares of

$1 par stock authorized, 360,000 class A & 540,000 class B
will be issued. Meyer family will receive and sell 290,000

class A, acquire & retain 90,000 class B. Wolfson family

will get 70,000 class A, sell 35,000 of it, acquire & retain

450,000 class B. An additional 140,000 class A will be placed

in the treasury.

Class A & B stock will carry the same voting rights

but class B dividends will be 13/35ths of those paid to class

A holders. Prior to recapitalization, the present Wometco
TV & Theatre Co. which has 750,000 shares outstanding,

will redeem for $1,500,000 a total of 100,960 shares out of

the 118,626 owned by Patricia Meyer Goldstein. When all

transactions are completed, Wolfson group will hold

53.89% of new company, Meyer group 10%, public 36.11%.

The CP for KALF (Ch. 13), Alliance, Neb. was set

aside by the Court of Appeals this week and remanded to

the FCC for a hearing on several issues dealing with finan-

cial & character qualifications of grantee Western Ne-
braska TV Inc. These are, principally, allegations “that

Western Nebraska had sold shares of its capital stock in

interstate commerce without registering with SEC, and
that it had made false & misleading statements to the pub-

lic during its campaign to sell capital stock and so had
violated state laws.” The court’s decision followed an ap-

peal filed by Frontier Bcstg.’s KSTF (Ch. 10), ScottsblufT,

Neb. KSTF had been in competition with Western Nebras-

ka for Alliance’s Ch. 10 but withdrew its application after

it was granted improved facilities “so as to more nearly

cover the Alliance area”—40 miles away. But it also

wanted to continue participating in the Ch. 10 case, assert-

ing it was a “party in interest” because of “economic in-

jury.” FCC dismissed KSTF’s Alliance application & re-

fused to permit it to intervene in the Ch. 10 case. The
court ruled: “The Commission had been seasonably in-

formed that economic injury constituted a second and con-

tinuing basis for Frontier’s interest, which, standing

alone, clearly entitled it to be a party to the proceeding.

It follows that the Commission erred in holding the dis-

missal of Frontier’s application for a construction permit

tenninated its status as a party to the proceeding. The
dismissal terminated only one of the two bases for Fron-

tier’s interest, either of which sufficed to support its status

as a party.”

Issuance of an FTC complaint against XETV (Ch. 6),

Tijuana, Mexico, alleging that trade press advertisements

for the station misrepresent its San Diego area coverage,

was requested this week by Welch, Mott & Morgan, Wash-
ington counsel for KFMB-TV (Ch. 8), San Diego. In a

letter to FTC project agent Charles J. Connolly, attorney

Vincent B. Welch said that the FTC has jurisdiction be-

cause XETV transmits commercials across the Mexican

border and maintains “general offices” in San Diego.

Facility changes: KMOX-TV (Ch. 4), St. Louis, March
12 began operation from new transmitter site at Reavis

Barracks Rd. & Ave. H, Lemay, Mo., using new 1210-ft.

tower which it will share with upcoming KPLR-TV (Ch.

11), due early in April.

Outer-Space TV: There is an imminent need for a U.S.

TV satellite in the “national and international battle for the

minds & allegiances of men,” Donald H. McGannon, pres.,

Westinghouse Bcstg. Co., told a group of educators & stu-

dents in Peru, Ind., March 14. He emphasized that “im-
perative, immediate and unparalleled action” must be
taken by the U.S. to “meet, compete with and surpass”

Sovit TV plans of the same nature to give them “an elec-

tronic foot in the door of countries inhabited by some 2.2

billion persons.”

Also recommended by McGannon : “Listening training

in our schools, since the typical student is graduated into

a society where the chances are high he will have to listen

about 3 times as much as he reads.”

* * * 5k

Space communications techniques undreamed of as yet

may be a by-product of project Mercury, manned space-

flight program. That’s what the Senate was told this week
as it approved a $48,354,000 supplementary appropriation

for the national aeronautics & space administration. “Bil-

lions of dollars per year within the next few years” prob-

ably will be needed for space-vehicle research & develop-

ment, space subcommittee chairman Stennis (D-Miss.)

said. But he stressed that the huge expenditures will prom-
ise non-military as well as military returns to the U.S.,

especially in “such areas as meteorology, communications

& navigation.” Speedy house action on the extra $48,354,-

000 for NASA for the balance of the 1959 fiscal year

was assured when the house space committee approved it

unanimously.

Vast improvement in TV microwave relays which use

over-the-horizon techniques is predicted by ITT on the

basis of its recently developed version of the parametric

amplifier (Vol. 15:9). In initial tests of the device, the

tiny diode amplifier added more than 150,000 miles to the

range equipment at Redstone Arsenal tracking the space

probing Pioneer IV. In TV & telephone over-the-horizon'

relay equipment, ITT engineers say the “paramp” will re-

duce unwanted noise by 90%.

A TV studio-equipment leasing plan has been inaugu-

rated by GE, permitting telecasters to rent equipment on

a monthly basis over a 5-year period. The plan covers

cameras, control equipment, switchers, film scanners, audio

& video gear and other accessories. The minimum value of

equipment available under the plan is $5000. According to

John Wall, mgr. of GE broadcast equipment sales, “The

plan is designed to permit broadcasters use of the most

modern TV studio equipment without a huge outlay of

working capital.”

British Percival stereo system (Vol. 15:10)—adaptable

to TV, AM or FM—will be shown during NAB & IRE con-

ventions by H. L. Hoffman & Co., 35 Old Country Rd.,

Westbury, N. Y., U.S. agent for EMI Ltd. The Chicago

demonstrations will be held March 15-18 in the Congress

Hotel. In N. Y., the system will be shown Mai’ch 23-26 in

the Henry Hudson Hotel.

Complete TV station automation equipment will be

displayed by Visual Electronics Corp. at the NAB con-

vention. Visual will sponsor four 3-hour TV station auto-

mation seminars in suite 1200, Chicago’s Conrad Hilton

Hotel, 9:30 a.m. & 2 p.m., March 19 & 20.

The 300th Ampex Videotape recorder was delivered

this week, and went to upcoming KPLR-TV, St. Louis, due

on air early next month. It’s KPLR-TV’s 2nd Ampex re-

corder. KOA-TV, Denver, has also received an Ampex VTR.
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What the Reps Think
About Current Trends and Prospects for Rest of 1959

(See story on page 4)

The Bolling Company (George W. Bolling, pres.)

:

“The first quarter will close with new record highs in all

months. The pressure for prime spots continues heavy with

limited availabilities. Of particular interest is the in-

creased demand for daytime—a most healthy development.

Total national spot year will be up approximately 8.4%.”

CBS TV Spot Sales (Craig Lawrence, v.p.) : “Spot TV
business is certainly off to a fast start, with the first 14

running well ahead of last year and ahead of the forecasts

we made as recently as December. The 2nd 14 looks equally

healthy, and unless we get hit by an unexpected blow, it

looks like a great year. Summer should be better than

usual because with the demand for minutes running ahead

of the supply, many advertisers will continue through the

summer to secure key availabilities and others will start

for the same reason, rather than waiting for fall and tak-

ing pot luck. We seem to be in a ‘minute cycle,’ resulting in

the availability of some very good buys in station breaks

and IDs. There is indication now of swing toward them.”

H-R Television, Inc. (Frank M. Headley, pres.): “The

greatest year by far in the history of spot TV promises to

be 1959. Certain of our stations are running well over

double their 1958 figures! If the boom continues at its

current rate—and I have no reason to doubt that it will

—

1959 will be 25 per cent higher than 1958 in TV national

spot billing. I have seen a number of predictions that the

increase will be in the neighborhood of 15 per cent, but I

feel that this figure is considerably conservative. In my
opinion, a 25 per cent increase is realistic and not partic-

ularly optimistic. It is obvious that advertisers now regard

spot TV as the basic media buy, supplanting newspapers,

which held this position since the inception of advertising.”

Katz Agency Inc. (Eugene Katz, pres.) : “We are very

confident that spot-TV volume will continue to grow. As
more advertisers experiment with it & experience its great

flexibility, they are committing a larger share of their

budgets to this form of the TV medium. Spot is very active

right now and much of the activity is from new accounts.

Though there are many short-term schedules, we observe

a wholesome increase in the number of extensions and re-

newals. We hope our confidence in the growth of spot vol-

ume is not misplaced. We’ve just added 6 new salesmen

and, at the turn of the year, a new business development

unit to help serve the new accounts we believe are being

attracted to this medium. As we see it now, 1959 will be a

strong year for national spot TV, with a total expenditure

exceeding 1958.”

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. (Lloyd Griffin, v.p.):

“The year 1959 continues to demonstrate that spot TV has

established itself as a primary advertising medium. We are

getting increased activities from both regional and national

advertisers—some exclusively spot, others to supplement

existing network programs in especially-selected individual

markets. Sponsorship of station-produced programs by na-

tional & regional advertisers is on the upswing. This is

true of station-produced service & entertainment programs,

as well as syndicated film shows. The big swing last year

—

and continuing into this year—has been to the saturation

schedule in daytime, early evening, and late evening

with the result that this summer & early fall we expect to

find good prime time 20-second availabilities in all markets.

When this becomes fully apparent, media strategists will

adjust their plans to take advantage of these peak audience

opportunities, and prime time breaks & ID’s will again be
in great demand. The only word of warning that has come
from a round-up of ideas across the country is an appre-
hension about labor disputes, especially in heavy industry.”

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc. (Lloyd George
Venard, pres.) : “TV-spot business has already shown a
healthy increase in 1959 over 1958, and we look for that

to continue with the exception of markets listed as criti-

cal by the Department of Commerce, and perhaps gener-

ally for one or 2 months this summer. Fall spot TV should

be extremely active. There is a relationship between TV-
spot activity and the published interim earnings of the

firms listed on the N.Y. Stock Exchange. These interim

earnings precede increased TV-spot activity, and indica-

tions from this source lead us to believe that activity

is going to be good during the next quarter & exceptionally

good, beginning with the fall cycle.”

Weed TV Corp. (J. J, Weed, pres.): “Present indica-

tions are that the TV spot business will be good for the

remainder of this year. We are anticipating an increase

of approximately 10% all along the line. In some markets
this will be greater and some not as great, but we feel it

will average out at about a 10% increase for the year.”

Technical committee of Association of Maximum Serv-

ice Telecasters, meeting in Washington last week under the

chairmanship of Joseph Epperson, WEWS, Cleveland: (1)

Heard that its directional antenna test progi'am is on
schedule, with measurements of WKY-TV, Oklahoma
City, due to start in June or July, and of WBZ-TV, Boston,

by the end of March. (2) Received a report on the effects

of foliage on uhf propagation in the Salisbury, Md.
area. (3) Discussed AMST’s projected participation in

FCC’s 25-890-mc allocations proceeding. (4) Went over

plans for the AMST meeting in Chicago Mar. 15-18.

Meanwhile, the AMST recommended to the State

Dept.’s telecommunications div. that any proposals to the

International Telecommunications Union for deletion of

uhf channels from U.S. TV allocations be accompanied by
provisions allowing the FCC to add vhf TV channels. The
AT&T has urged a change in allocations so that uhf fre-

quencies in the 470-890 me band can be used for mobile

& fixed service as well as for broadcasting. AMST aims
to counterbalance the AT&T proposal.

Grant of WAVY-TV (Ch. 10), Norfolk-Portsmouth,

stands, after the U.S. Supreme Court denied the appeal of

competitor Beachview Bestg. Corp. this week. Court of ap-

peals had held (Vol. 14:38) : “We find nothing arbitrary,

capricious, irrational or unreasonable . . . this situation is

clearly one in which the Congress has confided the function

of decision in the commission. The limited authority of the

court in reviewing the matter does not touch any of the

choices made by the commission and alleged by appellant

to have been erroneous. It may be that the Congress has

confided too great power in the agency. But the power is

in the Congress to dispense, and it is not within the judi-

cial function to superimpose a court’s judgment on the

regulatory measures such as those here involved.”

Pulse, Inc. has been named defendant in $15,000 dam-
age suit by Kit, Inc., operator of radio KIT, Yakima. The
suit alleges that a Pulse audience survey last fall was in-

accurate, and asks $5000 for loss of business & $10,000 for

damage to the station’s reputation.
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Educational Television

ETV Awards Picked: Field of more than 200 applications

for educational audio-visual research grants under the

National Defense Education Act (Vol. 15:10) was nar-

rowed this week to 15 projects slated for approval by

Comr. Lawrence G. Derthick of the U.S. office of education.

Official announcement of recipients of the first awards in

the $18,000,000 research program, which runs for 4 years,

was held up by govt, red tape. But sources in Derthick’s

office told us that 10 of them will be universities & city

school boards which submitted proposals for educational

TV experiments. Others involve radio, film & recordings.

In acting on research recommendations by a 14-member

advisory committee, Derthick has had trouble parceling

out available Govt, funds. Congress authorized $3,000,000

for the first year of the audio-visual program, but ap-

propriated only $500,000 for the fiscal period ending June

30 and has not yet voted $1,000,000 in supplemental money
asked by the office of education. Meanwhile Senate major-

ity leader Johnson (D-Tex.) scheduled a floor vote before

the Easter recess on another big ETV project—a $51,000,-

000 equipment-purchase bill (S-12) sponsored by Sen.

Magnuson (D-Wash.). Senate passage seemed assured,

but House hearings on similar ETV measures weren’t set.

Students can “talk back” to televised teachers in a

pilot closed-circuit TV project serving 7 schools in Cort-

land County, N.Y. The state-financed experimental system

was described in 3 papers presented at AIEE’s general

winter meeting in N.Y. Chief among the distinctive

features is a specially engineered system whereby loud-

speakers mounted above TV receivers in the classroom

can be reversed and used as microphones so that pupils

may ask questions in a normal voice without leaving their

seats. The Cortland cable system serves 4500 pupils in 5

city elementary schools and 1000 students in 2 nearby vil-

lages through a 26-mile coaxial cable. There are 2 studios

with 4 vidicon cameras, film and slide equipment. Each
classroom has two 21- or 24-in. receivers. The system was
engineered jointly by Dage, Master Video Systems, N.Y.

Telephone Co. & N.Y. State Education Dept.

Formation of Kansas Educational TV Authority to

operate an 8-station network was recommended by a state

legislature committee after a 2-year study. State Rep.

Charles Arthur, a member of the committee, asked the

legislature for an initial $25,000 appropriation this session.

He said the network would cost about $1,000,000 a year to

operate but “we feel it would result in overall savings in

the state educational system.” The stations would be at

Chanute, Colby, Garden City, Pratt, Hays, Lawrence, Man-
hattan & Wichita, with principal studios in the last 4

cities. Kansas State College at Manhattan has had' a CP
for KSAC-TV (Ch. 8) since July 1952, but construction has

been stalled because of failure of the legislature to appro-

priate funds. U of Kansas has an application on file for a

Ch. 11 station in Lawrence.

Children’s ETV series, “content-oriented as opposed

to the generally accepted pattern of focusing on talent &
gimmicks,” is being developed in a special $250,000 I’e-

search project under programming v.p. Robert B. Hudson
of the Educational TV & Radio Center, Ann Arbor.

“Electronic control center” for classrooms, developed

by American Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., is an L-

shaped unit containing a 21-in. TV receiver, tape recorder,

telephone, controls for draperies, lights & windows.

All-out public service educational project, under the

general title, “Lamp of Knowledge,” has been launched by
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co’s WBZ-TV, Boston. The
year-long “total station effort” will probe and examine 5

specific subjects and one general topic: mental health,

America’s need for scientists, “In Praise of Learning,” “You
& Your Govt.,” safety, and “Project X”—the latter dealing

with community problems. Inviting all station employes to

participate, program mgr. Herbert B. Cahan asked ideas

ranging “from a 10-second announcement to possibly a
year-long half-hour series or a big all-day spectacular.”

TV teaching is superior to classroom instruction, voted

31% of 175 students in a N.Y. group of Russian-language
students, taking a course conducted by Metropolitan Edu-
cational TV Assn, in conjunction with St. John’s U. About
equal to classroom teaching was the verdict of 48%. The
remaining 21% held TV teaching inferior. Most of the stu-

dents were 30 or older, 71% were housewives.

Educational KQED (Ch. 9), San Francisco, recent re-

cipient of $4000 gift from Westinghouse Bcstg. Co’s KPIX
(Ch. 5), last week was presented with an additional 47

pieces of TV equipment by KPIX, including a film camera,

sync generator, amplifiers & test equipment.

“Teacher of the year,” named by the General Federa-

tion of Women’s Clubs at its June convention in Los
Angeles, will also be cited by NAB as part of its “Learn

—

And Live” public service project. The winner of the Clubs’

award will receive a key symbolizing the NAB project.

Deadline for applications for 1959 grants-in-aid to

educational radio producers by the National Educational &
TV Radio Center, Ann Arbor, is May 1. Apply to National

Assn, of Educational Broadcasters, Urbana, 111.

Auxiliary Services

Experimental booster for Johnstown, Pa. area being

sought by Triangle Publications, Inc. WFBG-TV (Ch. 10),

Altoona (Vol. 15:7), was objected to by WJAC-TV (Ch. 6),

Johnstown, in a petition filed with the FCC this week.

WJAC-TV states that the application “is an apparent at-

tempt to do indirectly that which cannot be done directly,

to wit: the establishing of vhf TV booster operation on a

regular basis in the Johnstown area, contrary to the Com-
mission’s rules and regulations.” It asserts that WFBG-TV
could obtain the desired data in the lab or by telecasts of

test patterns.

Establishment of “TV districts” in Idaho with the

power to levy taxes to support govt.-owned “TV broadcast

facilities” is provided by a bill passed by both houses of

the legislature and which now goes to the governor for

signature. Presumably originated to provide for uhf trans-

lators and/or vhf boosters, the measure could be inter-

preted to permit govt, to own regular TV stations, too.

Owners of KPTV (Ch. 12), Portland, Ore. filed an ap-

plication this week for Ch. 3 in Salem, Ore., proposing to

use it as a satellite. The channel was originally granted

to KSLM, Salem, but station never went on the air, and the

FCC last week refused to give KSLM additional time to

build. This brings total applications to 90 (17 uhf).

New community antenna system is being established

in Russell, Pa. by Russell TV Corp., with an installation

fee of $75, monthly charge $2 ;
5 channels are offered.

National Community TV Assn, shifts its annual con-

vention June 23-25 from Washington to Philadelphia’s

Sheraton Hotel because of conflicts in hotel arrangements.
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Personals: Donald W. Thornburgh, former pres, and gen.
mgr., WCAU-TV and WCAU, named v.p., Philadelphia
Bulletin Co., which formerly owned the stations . . . Charles
E. Corcoran named mgr. of video tape, film, and kinescope
operations for NBC-TV, upped from post of facilities mgr.
of RCA Bldg. . . . John B. Burns has resigned as v.p. and
director of national sales for ABC Films . . . Edward J.

Hennessy, ex-gen. mgr. of WEAT-TV, W. Palm Beach,
named gen. sales mgr. of WAVY-TV, Portsmouth-Norfolk
. . . Franklin C. Snyder, gen. mgr. of WTAE, Pittsburgh,
elected a v.p. . . . Judd A. Choler, ex-WFMY-TV, Greens-
boro, N.C., appointed sales promotion director, WCAU-TV,
Philadelphia . . . David Fuchs promoted to mgr., CBS-TV
sales presentations. Leonard Broom, CBS-TV advertising,

named program promotion mgr. . . . John E. Pearson, ex-

Sterling Films, appointed sales mgr., ITC’s new Canadian
operation . . . William E. Huston, ex-MPO, named inter-

national sales dir., Filmways . . . Robert Cinader resigns

as v.p. in charge of programming, Hal Roach Studios . . .

Edward J. Molinelli named comptroller, Robert Higgins,

treas., BMI . . . Jack Mohler, ex-Blair-TV, named eastern

sales mgr. of Westinghouse’s new Television Advertising
Representatives (666 Fifth Ave., N.Y.), taking over as
sales rep for WBC stations July 1 . . , Milford Fenster, ex-

RKO Teleradio stations film procurement director, joins

MCA TV “in an executive capacity” . . . Dr. George A.

Willey, ex-KPIX, San Francisco, now asst, professor of

speech & drama at Stanford U., named director of Stanford

TV-Radio Institute . . . W. F. Stover, ex-sales promotion
mgr. of General Motors, named midwest rep of broker

Paul H. Chapman Co., headquartering in Chicago . . .

Bill Jones, ex-General Outdoor Adv., named Atlanta mgr.
of rep Clarke Brown Co., succeeding John A. Hicks, named
mgr. of New Orleans office . . . John Fergie, chief engineer,

promoted to station mgr., WRLP, Greenfield, Mass, (not

WWLP as previously reported), and named asst, to the

v.p. of parent Springfield TV Bcstg. Corp. Ralph Jay named
acting chief engineer, WRLP . . . Louis Sciortino, ex-

Wichita Eagle, named local sales mgr. of KTVH, Wichita

. . . Joseph R. Rastatter, ex-TvB, named exec, assoc., Irving

P. Krick Assoc., N.Y. firm specializing in long-range

weather forecast . . . James S. Howie retires as secy.-

treas.. Assn, of Motion Picture Producers, continues in

advisory capacity . . . Robert A. Monroe appointed gen.

sales mgr.. World Broadcasting System. John S. Murphy,

ex-pres. WROD, Daytona Beach, named sales mgr., Hal
Tunis spot sales mgr. . . . Alvin R. Busse, ex-NBC press

dept., named to new post of public information dir.. Licensed

Beverage Industries . . . Norman E. Gluck, ex-Universal

Pictures, joins Columbia’s Screen Gems as director of

corporate operations . . . Carl Onken, ex-WTTV, Bloom-
ington, Ind., named chief engineer, WJIM-TV & WJIM,
Lansing, Mich. . . . Russell Arnett named v.p. in charge of

production, Bert L. Coleman Associates, film producers. His
first project: addition of complete tape facilities.

New officers of Loew’s Theatres Inc., former sub-

sidiary which Mai’ch 12 was separated from Loew’s Inc.:

Leopold Friedman, former pres., named chairman. Eugene
Picker, from exec. v.p. to pres. & chief executive officer.

John F. Murphy, from v.p. to exec. v.p. Ernest Emerling,

director of adv. & publicity, and Arthur M. Tolchin, man-
aging director of radio WMGM, N.Y., to v.p.’s.

Carleton D. Smith, NBC v.p. in charge of WRC &
WRC-TV, Washington, famed as a Presidential radio an-

nouncer (for Hoover & Roosevelt), will be married in late

April to Mrs. Ruth Newburn Sedam, N.Y. adwoman, at

home of his brother, Courtney Smith, president of Swarth-

more College. She was sorority sister of Smith’s deceased

wife, and he was fraternity brother of her late husband.

Keith S. McHugh, who at 64 retires April 30 from his

$150,000-a-year job as pres, of N.Y. Telephone Company,
has been named Commissioner of Commerce in Governor
Rockefeller’s cabinet in Albany, an $18,500 post. He will

be succeeded at the phone company by Clifton W. Thalen,

now exec. v.p. of AT&T.

H. K. Newburn, ex-pres., U of Oregon, who was suc-

ceeded by John F. White last year as pres, of Ford-Foun-

dation-supported National Educational TV and Radio Cen-

ter, Ann Arbor, has been named pres, of U of Montana.

American Women in Radio and TV Inc. will hold its

convention at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., April 30-May 3.

Obituary

David C. Williams 53, attorney in FCC’s Conelrad

program, died in Washington March 12 shortly after suf-

fering a heart attack. Prior to joining Conelrad, he had

been legal asst, to Comr. Robert Lee. He had served as

secy, to Rep. A. Piatt Andrew (R-Mass.) 1926-1937 and to

Sen. John H. Overton (D-La.) 1937-1939, before joining

U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington as an administrative

officer. He came to the FCC with Lee in 1953. Surviving

are his widow, 3 daughters and a son.

Karl A. Smith, 55, who retired a year ago as a member
of the Washington TV-radio law firm of Hogan & Hartson,

was found shot to death in his Washington apartment

March 8, a .38-caliber pistol by his side. The death was
ruled a suicide. He had been in ill health. Since his retire-

ment, he had maintained residences in Washington & Los

Angeles. His widow survives.

Harry Sedgwick, 64, 1935-41 pres, of Canadian Assn,

of Broadcasters and its chairman 1942-48, died March 7 in

Toronto. One of Canada’s commercial radio pioneers, he

was pres, of radio CFRB, Toronto, until last Jan.

John F. Gilbert, 64, president and owner of School of

Radio Technique (SRT TV Studios) died at his N.Y. home
Mar. 13 after long illness. Surviving are widow, son and 3

sisters.

Lisa Larsen, 35, prize-winning photographer for Life

and wife of ABC news film editor Nils Rasmussen, died in

N.Y., March 8.

Edwin Claude Mills, 77, a founder of ASCAP, died

March 13 at his home in Los Angeles.
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Advertising

more about

BLOCK THOSE TRIPLE SPOTS: Madison Avenue threatens

to crack down on stations that violate agency spot con-

tracts with questionable commercial practices. Young
& Rubicam (4th largest agency, spending nearly $90,-

000,000 in broadcast media) ^—took the unusual step of

holding a press conference March 11 to “condemn”

such station shenanigans (see p. 4)

.

What had blown the lid oif the situation had been

a pair of monitor checkups, one by Broadcast Adver-

tisers Reports, N.Y. (which checks on how commercials

are handled locally) & the other by Y&R itself. Gist:

BAR reported station commercial violations occured

in one out 5 placements. Y&R’s own checkup showed

22% of its TV spottings were infringements. The chief

gripes cited by Y&R paralleled those mentioned last

week in the BAR study : shaving network programs to

make more spot availabilities ;
proximity of competing-

product commercials and triple-spotting (a popular

misnomer, considering the incidence of “4, 5 or more

consecutive announcements”). Y & R’s principal com-

laints, as outlined at press conference

:

1. Shaving network programs. This is the practice

whereby stations stretch their standard 30-second station

breaks by cutting out beginnings or ends of network shows

to create local spot availabilities. (A 20-second spot, ac-

cording to Y&R, will provide “almost as much income as a

half-hour network program.”)

2. Lack of commercial protection. The practice of plac-

ing 2 competing products in the same show or with less

than the regulation 15-minute separation.

The BAR study, released last week, showed some eye-

opening statistical evidence of such violations. In checking

25 medium-sized markets for just one week during night-

time hours, BAR spotted a total of 5036 violations, with

triple-spotting & overtime local breaks accounting for

more than % the total. One station, states the BAR study

mailed this week to some 500 leading advertising agencies

throughout the U.S., “managed to place 6 spots in one

break.”

Media chief Wm. E. (Pete) Matthews says Y&R has

already begun “positive action” that includes protests to

stations, networks & reps, demands for rebates, demands
for “make-good” commercials, cancellations of orders, and

restrictive specifications on orders.

Other major agencies currently placing millions an-

nually in spot TV may be right behind Y&R in such exten-

sive police actions. John Ennis, v.p. & media dir. of Bryan
Houston Inc., for example, told us he has discovered “some
abuses” and that the agency “will promptly negotiate for

make-goods if we discover that a violation has occurred in

any spot-TV contract we have placed.”

The BAR-Y&R criticism of station practices in spot TV
brought a rebuttal Fri. March 13 from TBA pres. Norman
Cash, who said the BAR report was limited, because it

covered markets containing only 68 of nation’s 510 commer-
cial stations. Also, Cash reminded, the common practice in

feature film shows of back-to-back placement of minute

spots, separated by a 10-second ID, was lumped with

triple spotting, although “experience has shown that view-

ers prefer longer commercial periods with the resulting-

fewer interruptions.” He also took issue with BAR’S defini-

tions of competitive products (“Is orange juice competitive

with coffee?”) In matter of product conflicts, Cash pointed

out “the ratio of advertising to editorial material is less in

TV than in any other medium.” Snapped Cash in conclusion:

“The BAR report was certainly no service to either its

station subscribers, the industry from which it is supported
or the advertisers and agencies it is designed to serve.”

Another counter-attack on the BAR study came late

on Friday (Mar. 13) by Westinghouse Bcstg. Co., whose
sales v.p. A. W. (Bink) Dannenbaum fired off a letter to

agency media men. Dannenbaum sided with TvB, stating

that the “60-10-60 grouping” of commercials in feature

films was “the best way to present the advertiser’s mes-
sage in the most favorable atmosphere,” and added that

the lumping of such spots by BAR with triple spotting was
“very unfortunate.” Triple spotting, otherwise, is some-
thing Westinghouse “will continue to militantly avoid,”

he said, however.

Rate increases: WNBQ, Chicago, March 1 raised base
hour from $4000 to $4500. 20 sec. remains $900 . . . KABC-
TV, Los Angeles, March 15, hour $2300 to $2600. 20 sec.

$500 to $600 . . . WITI-TV, Milwaukee, becoming CBS-
TV affiliate April 1, adds class AA hour (6:30-10 p.m.,

daily) at $1400, min. at $290. Class A hour goes from $600
to $1200, min. $250 to $300 . . . KTVU, Oakland-San Fran-
cisco, March 15, hour $1000 to $1200, min. $300 to $360
. . . KTVI, St. Louis, April 1, hour $1000 to $1150, min.

$250 to $287 . . . KTVK, Phoenix, Feb. 15 added class AA
hour (7-10 p.m., daily) at $500, min. at $100. Class A hour
remains $400 . . . WPTA, Ft. Wayne, March 1 raised hour
$400 to $450. Min. remains $80 . . . KNTV, San Jose,

April 1, hour $250 to $325 . . . KHAS-TV, Hastings, Neb.,

March 1, hour $250 to $300 . . . CHEK-TV, Victoria, B.C.,

Jan. 1, hour $210 to $230.

What does a closed-circuit TV meeting cost? Giant-

view TV Network (440 4th Ave., N.Y., & 901 Livernois

Ave., Detroit) gives the typical costs of the business-

meeting type of CCTV show in its new Handbook of

Closed-Circuit TV. The average program, exclusive of

script & talent, runs $1500 for origination (including 2

or 3 cameras, one lighting man, one sound man, profes-

sional directors, studio rental or remote unit). Line
charges: between cities, $1.26% per hour per mile

(AT&T)
;
within each city, $500 average per show; for a

single-city show, $300 average; 2-way audio, if desired,

16%^ per hour per mile. Reception, $350 average per lo-

cation, including TV projector & movie-type screen. Giant-

view adds 15% to the costs for handling & coordination.

A 62-city closed-circuit sales & business meeting was
conducted by Chrysler Corp. March 9—its 5th closed-circuit

telecast—^for 8,000 dealers, through Theatre Network TV.

Number of households in the U.S. has zoomed in the

last 60 years from 16,000,000 to 50,500,000, but the average

family size has decreased from 4.63 persons in 1900 to

3.35 in 1958, the Census Bureau reported this week in

Estimates of the Number of Households in the U.S.: 1900

to 1958. Copies are available from the Commerce Dept.,

Washington 25, D.C.

Evaluation of TV-commercial effectiveness is the new
service promised this week by the Psychological Corp.’s

(N.Y.) Dr. Robert L. French. The idea will be to deter-

mine viewers’ “psychological participation” in specific

commercials.

Reference cenler for TV commercials has been estab-

lished by U.S. Broadcast Checking Corp. (monitoring serv-

ice), N.Y. It has 4300 commercials in photo-print form,

with 100 being added daily.



People: Emile Frisard elected v.p., Compton Advertising

. . . Barrett Welch, v.p., Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, elected to executive committee. Edward W. Dooley

named v.p. & management supervisor. Lloyd Harris, ex-

Young & Rubicam, appointed v.p. & media mgr. William

C. Mackay Jr. & Donald G. Gill also named v.p.’s . . .

Robert W. Dailey named exec, v.p., Cunningham & Walsh
West Coast operations & gen. mgr., San Francisco office

. . . J. Mac Wynn has resigned as v.p., McCann-Erickson,

Louisville, to start his own agency . . . Norman Kingert,

Joseph Geyer, George Violante appointed v.p.’s, Schwab,

Beatty & Porter . . . Harold J. Grainger of Compton Ad-
vertising Inc.’s San Francisco office elected v.p. . . . Wil-

liam W. Mulvey, exec, v.p., Cunningham & Walsh, named
ad agencies committee chairman, 1959 finance campaign of

N.Y. Councils-Boy Scouts of America . . . Lou Harriman,

ex-Ralph D. Gardner Advertising, named v.p. of account

services for Michael-Remo & Co. . . . Donald R. Holland

named v.p., Graceman Advertising . . . Charles L. Rumrill,

pres, of Rumrill Co. Inc., Rochester, N.Y. agency, ap-

pointed a member of U.S. Trade Mission to April 26-May 5

industries fair at Hannover, Germany . . . Frank C. Beck-

ert, ex-v.p., Howard A. Harkavy Inc., resigned to form
agency of Beckert & Bradley, N.Y. . . . Vernon Morelock,

ex-v.p. of Winius-Brandon Adv., St. Louis, named v.p., Lowe
Runkle Co., Oklahoma City . . . Stuart Williams, James
Collette & Donald Clark named v.p.’s of Sudler & Hen-
nessey Inc., N.Y. . . . Thomas J. King, Kenneth G. Manuel
& Sheldon Moyer promoted from v.p. to senior v.p. of D. P.

Brother & Co., Detroit. Frank E. Egan advanced to senior

v.p. in N.Y. office . . . Lewis H. Happ, Frederic C. Maine,

David J. Wasko named v.p.’s, Geyer, Morey, Madden &
Ballard . . . Raymond Muscarell, C. J. Van Duyn, Dr. Ar-

thur Weinberg elected v.p.’s G. M. Basford Co. . . . Rena
L. Nelson elected a v.p., V/herry, Baker & Tilden, Chicago

. . . Thomas B. Gilhooley named secy. & dir., David L.

Hewlett appointed p.r. v.p.. Western A.dvertising Agency.

Commercials without legends or “supers” are more ef-

fective than those with printing on them, Schwerin Re-

search Corp. found in effectiveness studies. If you must
have legends, for maximum impact a voice should read

them at the same time they are on the screen. SRC found
that commercials without legends had an “effectiveness

index” of 115. With legends read simultaneously the index

was 97. Legends not read simultaneously 87. A total of

350 commercials was studied.

Max Factor & Co., Hollywood, agreed with the FTC
this week that its “natural” spray won’t make straight

hair naturally curly, despite claims to that effect in TV
commercials & magazine ads. The company signed an FTC
consent order forbidding it to advertise that the prepara-

tion will change hair structure. Max Factor didn’t admit

that it had violated any law, however.

Tax on advertising, made famous in Baltimore (6%;
subsequently declared unconstitutional), is popping up
again in several states, reports Advertising Federation of

America. Bills have been introduced in legislatures of

Maine (3%), Texas (5%), W. Va. (2%). Ad tax propos-

als have been made in Mich., Kan., S.D. & Wash.

Exemption of co-op ads from 10% excise taxes im-

posed by the Internal Revenue Service (Vol. 15:7-8, 10)

won moi’e suppoi't in the house this week. Rep. Anderson

(D-Mont.) introduced a bill (HR-5594) excluding “dis-

counts & lebates for cooperative local advertising” from
application of the 1954 Internal Revenue code.

Film & Tape

Film & Tape Roundup: Syndicated tape shows are now
getting into the competitive market for story properties.

Robert Herridge, producer of CBS Films’ new taped series.

Theater for a Story, has bought TV rights to a Eugene
O’Neill play, “In the Zone,” and has scheduled it early in the

series . . . ITC is rapidly expanding its sales organization in

syndication, having appointed 10 new district & regional

sales executives . . . NTA, in a bid for more rerun film

business, has launched what it calls “Program Security

Plan,” whereby stations can sign for 2 or more packages,

and rerun the feature films without substantial cash pay-
ments. Stations will be given a specified length of time to

sell or telecast the shows . . . Goodson-Todman is making
another move on the film front, having signed Nick Adams
to star in The Rebel, a new Western film series to start

|

March 23 on the Paramount lot . . . CBS Films claims

$300,000 in syndication sales in the past 3 weeks on its

new film series, U.S. Border Patrol. Amoco has already

signed for a 59-city multi-market campaign . . . Official

Films is about to get another chance with its British-pro-

duced series. The Invisible Man. Currently shelved after a
sustaining run during which it failed to find a regular '

sponsor, the show will take over the Rawhide time period
|

of Friday, 8:00 p.m. effective May 1 . . . MGM-TV and
NBC have signed a production deal for an hour-long filmed

i

suspense series. Jeopardy . . . Screen Gems is now re-

leasing another 40 two-reelers from its backlog of Three
Stooges comedies, as well as another 100 slapstick oldies

in the Columbia Pictures backlog. SG will now have a
total of 280 pie-in-the-face films playing the moppet circuit

. . . Ziv TV claims a 77% renewal rate (143 markets out

of 186) for the 2nd year of its syndicated Sea Hunt series.

Add tape problems: More standardization of station

charges for handling and airing TV tape is needed, officials

of rep Peters, Griffin, Woodward tell us, since tape provi-

sions in existing rate cards “run all over the lot.” PGW is

currently trying to “consolidate” tape charges within its

own TV station list (10 of the 33 PGW outlets are tape-

equipped). Meanwhile, they’re consulting with Ampex on

such items as dollar costs of tape head wear (about $3
per hr.) as a guide to establishing “fair” charges. “Some
stations are charging $100 per hour, and $25 for 15 mins,

or less, to play tapes,” reports PGW’s Bob Muth, asst. TV
sales mgr., adding, “I don’t think a station should think

of trying for short-range amortization of tape installations

at this stage of the game.”

Paramount Pictures, the first movie major to go into

TV (it started Los Angeles’ KTLA in Jan. 1947), became
the last one to enter the TV film field. It has announced
it will co-produce a series called Third Platoon. Paramount
will provide financing & studio facilities with Jaguar-Caron
Productions (headed by actor Alan Ladd) handling pro-

duction. Among TV pioneer Paramount’s other activities:

ownei'ship of pay-TV proponent International Telemeter,

28% ownership of Du Mont Labs, Lawrence color tube.

Acting to preserve “Videotape” tradename, Ampex
Corp. has notified editors that the single word (as op-

posed to the generic term “video tape”) refers to its TV
tape recorders and recordings made on them, and should
be capitalized. (RCA calls its product a TV tape recorder.)

Background of the action: Once before, an Ampex-coined
word slipped into the public domain through lack of vigi-

lance: “stereophonic.”
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COLOR TV ON ITS 5TH BIRTHDAY: Five years ago this month, the first color-TV receiver

rolled off RCA's Bloomington, Ind., production line. Color is still a puny youngster, but Papa RCA hasn't

run out of vitamin pills.

How many color sets are in use today? RCA won't say, but industry's "Mr. Statistics"—Sylvania

research director Frank Mansfield—in his latest statistical analysis (Vol. 15:9-10), estimates about 435,000,

less than 9/10 of 1% of the total (we lost a decimal point 2 weeks ago in reporting this percentage). He
figures 160,000 were sold last year, up from 125,000 in 1957. His estimates of color sets sold & in use:

1954 1955 1956 1957 1958

Dealer sales 10,000 55,000 85,000 125,000 160,000

Sets-in-use 10,000 65,000 150,000 275,000 435,000

(end of year)

In 10-year projection of color sales, he takes note of today's lagging color interest, predicting no

increase in sales this year. But beginning in 1959, he foresees a gradual upward curve, breaking 1,000,000-a-

year in 1964, with sales of 2,700,000 annually by 1968. At end of 1968, he estimates there will be 11,870,000

color sets in use—slightly less than 15% of the total 80,890,000 TV sets in use. His predictions (add 000):

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

160 240 360 600 900 1200 1500 1900 2300 2700

595 830 1185 1775 2660 3835 5290 7120 9320 11,870

Mansfield's revised projections reflect general industry feeling that color will "arrive," but at a far

slower pace than once was predicted. Many feel that popularity of hi fi & stereo have further impeded color

by diverting families' home-entertainment dollars.

• • • •

Who's making color sets now—beside RCA? In miniscule quantities, Westinghouse, Sylvania,

Packard-Bell, Magnavox, Emerson. Sets from previous runs are still being marketed by Hoffman, Motorola,

Admiral, GE. A Westinghouse spokesman summed up the feeling of many of these when he told us : "We're

keeping our hand in. We're ready to move any time. When color breaks, we want to be there."

RCA's plugging hard as ever—and not without results. Despite industry-wide drop in set sales, color

sales in 1958 were consistently ahead of 1957, and RCA says the 2 weeks before Christmas were best color

sales weeks in history. If trend continues—and RCA believes it will—the company will be "in the black

with color" this year.

Uptrend in color was noticed by at least one other set maker . Packard-Bell pres. Robert S. Bell

reported "accelerated activity in color TV" in last 3 months of 1958. Among other optimistic signs is state-

ment by NARDA chairman Mort Farr, Upper Darby, Pa., retailer—as quoted in Home Furnishings Daily—
that color TV accounted for 16% of his sales last year and that he expects to double his sales volume this

year. He even warned of color set shortage.

Brand new color promotion will be launched by RCA March 25 to celebrate 5th anniversary of first

color set. NBC, meanwhile, continues to accelerate its color programming, with total of 67 hours of color

this month (vs. 54^2 hours last March). CBS, which virtually dropped color from its schedule this season, is

showing signs of life in color field again with 4 color shows scheduled March 27-April 24.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: TV set production was 95,794 in week ended March 6 vs. 96,248 in pre-

ceding week & 87,508 in same 1958 week, EIA reports. Year's 9th week brought production to 992,458 vs.

887,776 last year. Radio production was 277,682 (99,847 auto) vs. 282,163 (112,336 auto) in preceding week

& 282,163 (112,336 auto) last year. Total for 9 weeks: 2, 526,944 (954,142 auto) vs. 1,912,191 (665,106 auto).

— 17 —
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RCA’S NUViSTOR’ TUBES: More evidence that the vac-
uum tube is anything but washed up came this week in

RCA’s demonstration of its tiny new highly reliable

and inexpensive non-glass tubes. While presumably
designed with exacting military & industrial require-

ments in mind, the tubes will be “competitively priced”
and made in types designed for TV sets.

RCA’s “Nuvistor”—whose name perhaps brings
a needed aura of glamor to the electron tube—is nevei'-

theless still a vacuum tube, but constructed in a new
way. It is cylindrical, thimble sized—far tinier than
conventional miniature receiving tubes.

The Nuvistor is extremely rugged—resists vibration,

temperature changes—and can easily be mass-produced.
Construction is cylindrical and doesn’t require the fragile

mica support discs or spacers used in conventional tubes.

Principal materials used are ceramic, steel molybdenum &
tungsten—no glass.

In addition to the advantages of reliability, Nuvistors
will require far lower plate voltage & consume less power
than conventional tubes. RCA predicted their useful life-

times may eventually be “tens or even hundreds of thou-

sands of hours.”

In its N.Y. demonstration March 11, RCA showed a TV
tuner using the new tubes, about % the size of conventional

tuners. Manufacturers will receive sample Nuvistors from
RCA “within the next several months.” Limited commercial
production is scheduled to begin next year. The first designs

otfered will be a small-signal triode and small-signal pen-
tode, to be followed by a beam-power tube. The fii’st 2 will

be designed for TV tuners & IF amplifiers, the latter for

audio output & horizontal deflection applications.

RCA says the cold-cathode principle (Vol. 15:4-5),

when ready, will be easily adaptable to the Nuvistor design.

Recordio Corp. is the new company formed by former
employes of Wilcox-Gay Corp. to take over that firm’s

former tape-recorder manufacturing facilities in Char-
lotte, Mich. Donald Heinisch, former exec. v.p. & gen.

mgr. of Wilcox-Gay Corp., now chairman & pres, of Re-
cordio, says most of the required funds have been raised by
former employes and Charlotte officials & businessmen.

Reopening of plant is tentatively scheduled next month.

Sylvania reports new records for factory sales of TVs
& radios were set in Feb., the 2nd consecutive month in

which new sales highs were achieved in both categories.

Gen. marketing mgr. Robert L. Shaw said TV sales in Feb.

were more than double the Feb. 1957 figure. Stereo phono

shipments for the month were the highest since Sylvania

entered the field in mid-1958, he added.

Electronics industry statistics are compiled again by
the EIA in its 5th annual Fact Book. The 1959 data is ex-

panded to include additional information about consumer,

industrial & military products. Copies are available to non-

members of EIA for 75(‘ at 1721 DeSales St., NW, Wash-
ington 6, D.C.

NARDA members favor fair trade, by a vast majority,

a special survey .shows. Of those responding, 553 were for

fair trade laws, 57 opposed them, 9 were noncommittal.

Results of the survey will be presented March 17 at House
Commerce Committee’s hearings on fair trade legislation.

Penn-Texas (!orp. (soon to change its name to Fair-

banks, Whitney Corp.) was erroneously identified as the

parent of Hallicrafters in our Vol. 15:10. The connection

was severed last year.

Trade Personals: Vincent Barreca named Admiral exec,

v.p., succeeding John B. Huarisa, resigned. Thomas J.

Lloyd, Huarisa’s former asst., named to new post of v.p.-

govt. electronics. L. H. Moos promoted from v.p.-gen. mgr.
to new position of pres.. Midwest Mfg. Corp., an Admiral
subsidiary. Stuart J. Brownlee promoted from v.p.-gen.

mgr. to pres., Canadian Admiral Corp. Ltd., succeeding

Barreca. Huarisa is on vacation, hasn’t announced his

future plans . . . I. L. Griffin, ex-GE range dept., named
marketing mgr., GE TV receiver dept., succeeding Jack
Beldon, now RCA v.p. & gen. mgr. for home instruments

(Vol. 15:10) . . . W. Walter Watts, RCA group exec. v.p.

(tubes, semiconductors, RCA International), elected to

board of Electrographic Corp., N.Y. . . . Marvin Whitney,
Hoffman consumer products v.p., named v.p. & adminstra-

tor of new semiconductor plant to be erected in El Monte,

Cal. . . . Maurice G. Paul Jr., ex-asst. treas., named to head

new Philco distributor-dealer development dept. . . . Jacques

Wolff, merchandise mgr., Canadian RCA Victor TV-radio-

Victrola dept., named gen. mgr., new home instrument div.

. . . Richard E. Krafve, ex-v.p.. Ford Motor Co., elected to

new post of group v.p.-commercial, Raytheon . . . James W.
Ritter promoted to Northeast district distributor sales

mgr., Sylvania electronic tubes div. . . . Robert L. Dietz

resigns as v.p. and gen. mgr., Emerson Radio Assoc. (N.Y.

distributor) . . . George Simkowski named advertising &
promotion mgr., Webcor . . . Frank B. Powers, ex-Mallory,

appointed exec, v.p., Aerovox . . . Thomas M. Fitzgerald Jr.

promoted from sales mgr. to gen. mgr., Mallory electronics

div., succeeding E. L. Nung, resigned . . . William J. Voss,

former purchasing director, tube operations, promoted to

new post of purchasing director, DuMont Labs . . . Dale A.

Schonmeyer promoted to advertising & sales promotion

mgr., Dage TV div., Thompson Ramo Wooldridge . . . Rob-

ert A. Donner, ex-Herold Radio & Electronics (Steelman

and Roland div.), appointed gen. sales mgr. for electric

chord organ line, American Audion Corp. . . . Richard J.

Mahler, ex-Ronette Acoustical Corp. v.p., named to new
post of gen. merchandising mgr., Sonotone electronic ap-

plications div. (phono cartidges) . . . Stewart Edgerton,

ex-Ford Motor Co., named v.p. and controller, Shure Bros.

. . . Peter H. Whelen, ex-Motorola adv. & sales promotion !

mgr., nam.ed merchandising & sales promotion director, F. '

H. Hayhurst advertising agency, Toronto . . . Andrew T.

Fischer, ex-International Business Machines and RCA, '

named product planning director. Remington Rand Univac

Engineering div., Sperry Rand Corp. . . . Andre G. Clavier,

retired ITT Laboratories v.p., named scientific advisor to

ITT pres. Henri Busignies . . . Dugald Black named Bendix

industrial relations v.p., succeeding M. A. Heidt who will

join the president’s staff prior to retiring Oct. 1.

Robert E. Svoboda, Amphenol-Borg, was elected pres,

of the Assn, of Electronic Parts & Equipment Manufactur-

ers (EP&EM) succeeding Helen Staniland Quam, Quam
Nichols Co. Other officers: Irving Rossman, Pentron, 1st

v.p. of the 134-company trade group; Warren Stuart, Bel-

den Mfg. Co., 2nd v.p.; Kenneth Hathaway, Wai’d Leonard,

treas.; Kenneth C. Prince, exec. secy. New board members:

Jay Greengard, Waldom Electronics; Mrs. Quam; Roy
Laird, Ohmite.

Obituary

Arthur B. Goetze, 57, pres, of Western Electric Co., .

died March 9 of a heart attack. Surviving are his widow, U
son, daughter and 5 grandchildren. i

Russell L. Heberling, 69, Philco v.p. & director until 1

his retirement in 1957, died March 7 in Miami Beach. He k

had been with Philco 46 years. I
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Hoffman & the Future: Factory sales of the electronics

industry will increase from the $7.94 billion of 1958 to

$11.5 billion in 1965, Hoffman Electronics pres. H. Leslie

Hoffman told N.Y. Society of Security Analysts March 10.

He predicted that during the same period, Hoffman’s total

sales will grow from 1958’s $40,000,000 to $100,000,000.

He gave this breakdown of anticipated 1965 factory
electronics output as opposed to 1958 production: Military,

including research & development, $4.92 billion, or 42.8%
of total production (vs. $3,942 billion or 49.5% today).

Industrial, $1,975 billion or 17.2% ($1,342 billion or 16%
today). Home entertainment, $1.87 billion or 16.2%
($1,584 billion or 20% today). Replacement parts, $1,435

billion or 12.5% ($853,200,000 or 10.72% today). Semi-

conductors, $1.3 billion or 11.3% ($225,000,000 or 2.84%).
He indicated Hoffman will concentrate on the 3 fastest

growing segments of the industry—military, semiconduc-

tors and industrial electronics. His company is now “in

a position to enter” the latter field.

Hoffman’s $40,000,000 sales in 1958 were divided this

way: Military, $24,000,000 (60%). Home entertainment,

$10,000,000 (25%). Semiconductors, $6,000,000 (15%). He
said unaudited figures show the company’s 1958 profits

were approximately $2.30 a share (vs. $2.25 in 1958),

which would mean net earnings of close to $1,700,000 (vs.

$1,655,372 in 1957).

RCA unveiled 4 new portable and table-model sets

this week with cabinets less than 12 inches deep. Stressed

in the new sets is ease of service. Printed-circuit boards

have complete wiring printed in white paint on the com-

ponent side of the board with component symbols marked
next to the actual component. Defective parts can easily

be removed. RCA Victor TV v.p. James M. Toney said that

“over 98% of all potential service requirements can be

pei'formed by the simple removal of the back cover.” The
picture tube can be moved forward in operating condition

to expose the rear side of the printed-circuit panels “plus

the few other components where the remaining 2% of the

service requirements can be handled.” RCA boasts the sets

have no hidden tube sockets, no concealed controls, an

easily removed chassis-picture-tube assembly, provision for

conveniently discharging the picture tube, provision for

easy removal of picture tube from front of set without

removal of chassis.

Electronics Small Business Council is new trade group

with offices at 1000 Vermont Ave. NW, Washington. Pres.

Thomas L. Thomas of Polytronic Research Inc., Rockville,

Md., is pres., and George Estock is chairman of the legisla-

tive liaison committee. Estock says the group currently

has about a dozen members and was formed to get a better

share of govt, contracts for electronics manufacturers.

Not so good for Goody: The huge N.Y. discount record

retailer, Sam Goody, and 4 of his branch record-retailing

operations—which do a total business of about $8,000,000 a

year—filed petitions March 10 under Chapter XI of the

Bankruptcy Act.

Latest in stereo accessories: A “listening chair,” made
by Stereo Products Co., Severna Park, Md., contains 2

built-in speakers at average head-height, plus balance con-

trols to adjust speakers, and stereo-monophonic switch.

Gabriel Co., Cleveland-based manufacturer of elec-

tronic and automotive equipment, is currently negotiating

with an undisclosed firm to dispose of its subsidiary Ward
Products, maker of TV & auto radio antennas.

Muntz TV begins deliveries next week of a new line

of 21-in. TV-radio-hi-fi combinations beginning at $220.

Top-of-the-line units at $300 contain stereo phonos.

Financial

Motorola’s Hot 4th Quarter: Despite 4th quarter eai’n-

ings which exceeded the total of the first 3 ($2.14 vs. $1.66
a share), Motorola’s 1958 net income & sales dropped about
5% below 1957’s level. But chaii'man Paul V. Galvin &
pres. Robert W. Galvin predicted a rise of at least 10%
in sales for 1959 and “a profit increase of greater propor-
tions.” Pres. Galvin said 1st quarter sales will be at least

$55,000,000, up 35% from 1958, and earnings will exceed
$1 a share (vs. 35^ in 1958).

While consumer products sales contributed to the over-

all decline, the company’s financial statement said their

spurt in the 4th quarter “nearly overcame a previous de-

cline, aided by the position Motorola attained in stereo-

phonic hi-fi phonographs and a substantially impi'oved

proportion of industry sales of TV sets.”

The statement revealed that the company is in the

market to acquire new divisions by absorbing other elec-

tronics companies. The report for the year ended Dec. 31

(not including $231,863 net income from Motoi'ola Finance
Co. in 1958 and $209,528 in 1957) : 1958 1957
Sales $216,590,325 $226,361,190
Net income 7,356,213 7,824,431
Earned per share 3.80 4.04
Shares outstanding 1,935,131 1,935,131

For 3 months ended Dec. 31

:

Sales 79,261,667 60,338,156
Net income 4,138,487 2,474,009
Ekrned per share 2.14 1.28

Hazeltine Corp. reports a 10.4% increase in net in-

come in 1958 & a peacetime record in gross billings. The
annual report also announced negotiations with the city of

Indianapolis to lease property & facilities (including air-

strip) of the Technical Development Center now operated

by the Federal Aviation Authority at the municipal air-

port. Hazeltine now has plants throughout Long Island

and in Burbank, Cal., & Chicago. While its major manu-
facturing and research business currently is military, the

35-year-old firm noted in its annual report that its civilian

accomplishments last year were highlighted by the leasing

of its new electronic timers for more rapid processing of

color movie film and “the development of new circuits for

improved color-TV reception.” For the year ended Dec. 31:

Gross billings

Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1958
$62,424,060

2,246,226
3.06

733,106

1957
$61,562,484

2,030,612
2.83

716,586

Litton Industries reports higher net earnings & sales

for 6 months ended Jan. 31 than for any full year since the

company’s incorporation in 1953. As of Jan. 31, the com-

pany had gross assets of $72,800,000 and net working capi-

tal of $34,100,000, and 11,200 employes. For 6 months

ended Jan. 31:

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per share
Shares (computation basis) .

1959 1958

56,941,000 $39,902,000
2,724,000 1,802,000

1.48 1.02
1 071 1 TTO H71

General Transistor Corp. has filed SEC stock registra-

tion for 40,000 common shares to be offered publicly.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation
Canadian Westinghouse .

General Bronze
Motorola
Webcor

Stk-. of
Amt. Payable record

$0.25 Apr. 15 Mar.. 13

.37 Va Mar. 30 Mar. 23

.37 %> Apr. 10 Mar., 31

.15 Mar. 31 Mar,. 21



Time Inc., which controls 5 TV & 5 radio stations in

addition to its 6 magazines, reports $9,000,000 drop in

total revenues & sharp decline in profits for 1958. The
preliminary statement gave no breakdown between pub-

lishing & broadcasting, but pres. Roy E. Larsen noted that

1958 was still the company’s 2nd best year in total rev-

enues. In the full-year table which follows, the 1957 net

income figure does not include a special credit of $5,740,-

405: 1958 1957
Revenues $245,102,000 $254,096,000
Met income 8,737,000 12,024,000
Earned per share 4.47 6.15

Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.—the former Du Mont
stations, under control of John W. Kluge since late last

year (Vol. 14:49)—will report an increase in earnings for

1958, it’s understood. For the first 2 months of 1959, its

WNEW-TV, N.Y., & WTTG, Washington, are said to be

firmly in the black. The financial report will indicate

WNEW-TV operated at a profit throughout 1958, as, of

course, did highly profitable radio WNEW. Cleveland

radio WHK is still said to be operating at a loss.

Gross Telecasting Corp. (WJIM-TV & WJIM, Lansing,

Mich.), one of the few broadcasting entities whose stock

is publicly owned, reports record revenues & earnings for

1958. The company’s total assets at year’s end were $4,-

399,563, also an all-time high, up from $3,865,137 a year

earlier. For 12 months ended Dec. 31:

Revenues
Net earnings . .

.

Earned per shai’e

1958 1957
$2,876,569 $2,790,924

766,373 674,239
1.91 1.68

Crosley Broadcasting Corp. (WLW-T & WLW, Cin-

cinnati; WLW-C, Columbus; WLW-D, Dayton; WLW-I,
Indianapolis, & WLW-A, Atlanta) “reached new peaks in

sales & earnings” in 1958, remarks annual report of par-

ent Avco Corp., manufacturer of electronic, aviation &
farming equipment. There is no further breakdown of

broadcast earnings.

Technicolor Inc., whose activities have expanded from

motion-picture color to still-color-film processing and micro-

wave & TV electronics, reports a substantial rise in profits

for the year ended Dec. 27, 1958
: 1953 1957

Sales $26,778,621 $24,674,620
Net income 558,172 95,946
Earned per share 28^ 54

Loew’s Inc. had $35,796,000 in TV contracts outstand-

ing for old MGM feature films & shorts as of Nov. 20,

1958, net profit of $1,752,000, including profit of $2,622,-

.\ug. 31, 1958, it took in $9,492,618 from TV showing of

pre-1949 films, with an additional $2,540,463 in the 12-week

period ended Nov. 20.

Columbia Pictures reports, for 26 weeks ended Dec. 27,

1958, net profit of $1,752,000, including profit of $2,622,-

000 on the sale of its West Coast processing lab facilities.

In the same 1957 period, the company lost $820,000.

Desilu Productions Inc. has been approved for trading

on the American Stock Exchange (Symbol: DLU). The

exchange will list 1,150,000 shares of common March 16.

Amphenol-Borg Electronics reports a drop in net

sales & income for 1958, as compared with the combined

statements of the former Amphenol Electronics and George

W. Borg companies. For 12 months ended Dec. 31:

1958 1957

Net sales $46,306,741 $53,745,767

Net income 2,320,946 3,336,931

Earned per share 2.00 2.87

Electronics Corp. of America reports 1958 net income

of $208,001 {254 a share) vs. $182,653 (22^) in 1957.

Ampex Corp. filed an SEC registration statement (File

2-14827) this week for 204,191 common stock shares, to be

offered for subscription by stockholders at the rate of one

new share for each 10 held, price & terms to be supplied

by amendment. Underwriters will be headed by Blyth &
Co. The statement also lists 206,250 additional common
shares to be issued to holders of warrants for the com-
pany’s 5% sinking fund debentures. Proceeds would be

added to Ampex general funds for such purposes as oigan-

ization of a subsidiary for financing sale & leasing of mag-
netic tape recording equipment. Ampex said it doesn’t in-

tend to finance sales in the home entertainment market.

Lazard Fund Inc., big new investment trust with

assets exceeding $135,000,000 & 8,500,000 shares outstand-

ing, shows in 1958 annual report that AT&T is one of its

3 largest equity commitments (25,000 shares at Dec. 31,

1958 quoted value of $5,626,000). Also that its only other

major holdings in companies largely identified with elec-

tronics are 25,000 shares of GE ($1,959,375), 25,000 RCA
($1,196,875), 12,500 Philips of Eindhoven ($812,500). Port-

folio also includes 4920 IBM ($2,632,200).

Aerovox Corp. reports a sharp recovery from the 1st-

half 1958 business slump, with sales & profits in final quar-

ter higher than same 1957 period. Before-tax earnings for

all of 1958 were higher than 1957, but the net after taxes

was down due to a tax credit in 1957. The statement for

the year ended Dec. 31:

Net sales

Net earnings
Earned per common share .

.

Shares outstanding

1958

$17,488,000
216,700

254
870,851

1957

$20,893,000
276,300

Z24
870,851

ITT reports record revenues and a 19% increase in

earnings for 1958. The worldwide communications-elec-

tronics company had $511,000,000 in unfilled orders at

year’s end, compared with $485,000,000 a year earlier, and

pres. Edmond H. Leavey predicted 1959 earnings will be

$2-$2.25 a share. For the year ended Dec. 31

:

1958 1957
Sales & revenues $703,010,679 $653,469,480
Net income 26,600,168 22,412,814
Earned per share 1.85 1.56

Pre-Print Orders for New TV Factbook

T elevision factbook No. 28, spring-sum-

mer edition of the TV-radio & other electronic

entertainment industries’ first, most widely used &
most frequently quoted data book, will be off the

presses at the end of March. Completely indexed, this

nearly 500-pp. semi-annual “almanac” provides ready

access to a wealth of basic data on all U.S., Canadian

and world TV stations and networks (including

complete rate cards of the U.S. & Canadian net-

woi’ks and digests of all station rate cards)
;
data

on all CPs outstanding and applications pending; up-

dated allocations tables. All other depts. have been

updated, too, including dii’ectories of the FCC, TV
sales reps, program producers & distributors, manu-
facturers of TV-radio sets, tubes & transistors, TV-
radio attoi-neys, consulting engineers, specialized con-

sultants, electronics labs, etc., etc. Included with each i

Factbook is a revised copy of our 34x22-in. Map of

TV Cities and Network Interconnections, in color,

suitable for framing. One copy of the Factbook

goes to each of our full-service subscribers. Extra

copies, if pre-print orders for 20 or more are placed

by March 6 ,
cost $2 each; single copies, $5.
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FCCNAB Convention

NAB'S SERIOUS. "SPEAK-UP-FOR-YOURSELF" theme domin-

ates the Convention. A near-$l -million annual information

program to be explored by top-notch committee (pp. 1 & 5).

TAPE-MEASURING THE NAB CONVENTION, telecasters com-
pare Ampex & new RCA recorders in hot sales competition.

Video tape dominates exhibits (pp. 2 & 11).

THAT COMPTON PRESENTATION, climaxing anti-industry

criticism, may well have triggered establishment of TV's

defense committee. The magazines' dilemma (pp. 1 & 5).

HOW MUCH TRIPLE-SPOTTING? NAB 40,000-hour code-

monitoring survey indicates commercial & programming
abuses are rare among the 307 code subscribers (p. 6).

Stations

NO ALLOCATIONS DECISION IN SIGHT, as NAB hears re-

ports from representatives of Executive Dept., Congress, FCC,
and the industry (pp. 3 & 10).

RCA QUITS NSRC ON ADVICE OF LAWYERS, fearing pos-
sible anti-trust implications. Percival stereo system demon-
strated; NAB stereo activity (pp. 4 & 12).

Netvtrorks

CBS HOPES TO RE-EQUIP STUDIOS with "substantially

better" British Marconi cameras. Affiliates get network views

on color, tape, allocations, uhf affiliates, CATV (p. 8).

"EQUAL TIME" GETS ACTION as Lar Daly ruling stirs White
House. Doerfer urges Sec. 315 repeal. Newspapers back
broadcasters' protests. House hearings promised (pp. 3 & 7).

PROGRAMS & FCC SURVEILLANCE discussed by FCC Chair-

man Doerfer & Commission panel. All but Craven agree on
duty to watch "over-all" performance (p. 8).

Advertisinff

TV ADVERTISING'S FUTURE is still a growth picture, des-

pite near-saturation of homes, thanks to increased population,

research, operating economy (p. 14).

Manuiacturinff Sk Distribution

TV-ELECTRONICS' RESILIENCE IN "RECESSION" is shown
by our survey indicating a 1958 profits decline of only 3.2%
vs. 16% for all industry (p. 16).

JAN. TV SET SALES DOWN, dropping to lowest first-month

figure in 7 years. Radio sales 31% above '58 (p. 17).

IS FAIR TRADE FAIR? "Yes," says NARDA pres, in testimony

on Harris price-setting bill. "No," says FTC & Justice Dept.

Chances for passage slim (p. 18).

Other Departments

CONGRESS (p. 4). PROGRAMMING (p. 9). FILM <S TAPE
(p. 15). FINANCIAL (p. 19). FOREIGN (p. 20).

NAB'S SERIOUS 'SPEAK-UP-FOR-YOURSELF' THEME: Unanimously and very seriously,

. NAB's TV members have endorsed a major new information program to offset TV's detractors—notably the

competing media. Culminating many months' buildup among industry leaders, telecasters at this week's

i; convention at Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel set up an imposing committee to "develop specific plans for

' the design, financing and implementation of an industry-wide TV information campaign on a national basis."

Plans for a program to cost perhaps $1,000,000 for first year alone are to be developed by committee

' headed by Corinthian Stations' young, dynamic C. Wrede Petersmeyer and comprising brilliant lineup:

Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans; Ward Quaal, WGN-TV Chicago; Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston;

Roger Clipp, Triangle stations; Donald McGannon, Westinghouse stations; Kenneth Bilby, NBC; Michael J.

Foster, ABC; Charles Steinberg, CBS. First meeting, in N.Y., is set for March 27, and initial report to NAB
TV board is due by April 30.

I

"This will be a positive approach, not anti-anything," said Petersmeyer. It's not a crash program.

It will be a major continuing effort, run on a sound business basis. First thought of committee members is

I to retain public relations and advertising consultants, screen their ideas. To finance the huge project,

' Petersmeyer said, committee will enlist the aid of "all those whose fortunes depend on TV—stations, net-

i
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works, film syndicators, reps, even trade magazines—no matter how large or small." Project will be separate

from NAB, but liaison will be maintained so that each group knows what the other is doing.

Petersmeyer stressed the "positive approach," asserting that "we're going to try to emphasize the

contributions of TV and not try to tear down other media." This came after it was disclosed that several

major magazines are launching a heavy "sneer at TV" campaign, prepared by Compton Adv. (see p. 5).

Buttressing the new task force will be CBS, which is embarking on a new full-scale TV public rela-

tions program of its own. Details of the network's enterprise weren't disclosed, but it's designed to shore up

TV's programming weakness as well to exploit its virtues.

Never was there a more apropos keynote address than that delivered by NBC chairman Robert W.
Sarnoff whose call-to-action speech (see p. 5) did much to precipitate the unanimous vote for the new
program. So did talks by CBS pres. Frank Stanton before CBS affiliates, and by NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows.

• • • •

The foregoing epitomizes seriousness of the convention , which drew 2400 attendees, nearly reaching

1957's record 2448, despite expectation that only 2100 would appear. Also contributing to the decorum of

convention—in addition to the "let’s-speak-up-for-ourselves" mood—was fact that NAB planners had clamped

down on the normally carnival-like promotional activities of film distributors. Hospitality suites of those film

folk who did come were scattered through hotel—with no midway. But some delegates missed the hi-jinks.

Herewith a summary of major developments of the convention, with references to page on which

more detail is given:

(1) Allocations. Everyone is agreed that a "study" or "studies" of military uses of spectrum is

needed and will be achieved, with the military apparently sincerely willing at least to talk about a long-

range program of swapping frequencies so as to give TV more vhf channels (pp. 3d 10).

(2) Equal time. It looks as if something will be done, finally, to revamp the ridiculous law which

requires stations to give even crackpot & pipsqueak candidates equal time on air if a major candidate hap-

pens to appear in a newscast (pp. 3 & 7).

(3) FCC "program surveillance." Comr. Craven still stands pretty much alone in his total "hands

off" policy, but his colleagues make it clear they aren't hovering like hawks waiting to strike (p. 8).

(4) Editorializing. Just be "reasonable & fair," says FCC, which adds that it doesn't expect broad-

casters to scurry around in attempt to find someone who disagrees. However, stations are urged to use care

when dealing with subjects of personal financial interest to themselves—such as pay TV (p. 7).

(5) TV tape. It dominated the exhibit space, many of the TV panel sessions and much of the

corridor talk. RCA's demonstration of its new production-model recorder had impact, and there was plenty

of comparison shopping—as well as in-fighting between Ampex & RCA and their partisans (see below).

(6) Stereo & FM. FM broadcasters, riding high on their new upswing, concluded in panel sessions

& private meetings that they must provide a "different" kind of programming to continue their upward climb.

Most prominently discussed was stereo—and just 2 blocks from the Hilton Hotel, a new stereo radio system was
given its U.S. premiere, (pp. 4 & 11).

TAPE-MEASURING THE NAB CONVENTION: In terms of sheer telecaster excitement, TV tape

dominated the NAB convention for the 3rd year in a row. Its demonstrations virtually eclipsed all other

exhibits—with 5 machines in almost constant operation for 4 days. Its influence was present at nearly all TV
management & engineering panels. And again it dominated corridor talk of telecasters and their engineers.

Something new was added this year to tape's dramatic story—conflict. RCA showed it was in TV
tape recorder business for good. Before convention was day old, Ampex & RCA were slugging it out, openly

and bitterly, over the advantages of their own machines and the disadvantages of their competitor's.

Each brand of recorder had its own adherents—and customers—among telecasters. In final analysis,

it seemed really to boil down to matter of opinion. Both showed excellent color and b&w pictures—best

taped TV we'd ever seen. Telecasters proved compatibility by bringing own tapes (many of them full of

splices) and playing on both recorders. We saw Ampex tapes played on the RCA machine and RCA tapes

played on Ampex machines with equally excellent results.
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Anybody who hadn't heard of "electronic quadrature adjustment" by time convention was over

must have been spending all his time in film producers' hospitality suites. For that was RCA's big pitch

—

and biggest point of conflict between the 2 manufacturers. It's a delay-line circuit which automatically com-

pensates for misalignment of the 4 whirling record-playback heads and is major electronic difference between

RCA & Ampex recorders.

RCA claims automatic adjustment insures compatibility of all tapes played on its machines. Ampex
takes diametrically opposite approach, and video products mgr. Ross H. Snyder, in technical paper at

convention, blasted this concept, charging that it can destroy compatibility. He maintained that only way
to preserve interchangeability is through use of precision factory-pre-adjusted heads, as Ampex does.

Ampex, now producing VTRs at better than 2-a-day pace and with 328 recorders installed or due

for installation by April 1, announced it had sold 17 more (about $1,000,000 worth) during convention, with

more sales expected in next few weeks as result of Chicago demonstrations (see list, p.ll). RCA said it

looked as if about 50 of its new production-model units had been sold—nearly a third of them color-equipped

—but it wouldn't have figures until sales force compares notes. It hopes to begin deliveries in August.

In convention sessions & extra-curricular panels, telecasters exchanged views & experiences on the

possibilities of tape—and found them virtually limitless. An Ampex-sponsored seminar, for example, heard

BBDO live TV-radio production chief A1 Cantwell say: "In order to stay in the TV business, a video tape

recorder is a must piece of equipment." And Los Angeles' KTTV v.p. Robert Breckner told telecasters how to

get into tape syndication business, startled them with the statement that KTTV's syndicated Divorce Court, in

distribution only 5 months, and on only 17 stations, "has produced a 6-figure profit, over & above our profit

on the local, original program."

More details on TV tape equipment, uses & possibilities will be found on p. 11.

LET'S BUILD A MONUMENT TO LAR DALY: We nominate Lar Daly of Chicago for a niche

I
in any broadcasting hall of fame. This one-man America First party may never be elected to anything else,

i
But Daly has already won an enduring place in TV-radio annals by doing more than any other single

1 individual to point up the absurdities of sec. 315 of the Federal Communications Act.

To Daly goes everlasting credit for starting the first real moves in Washington toward putting some
common sense into equal-time political requirements of the law (see p. 7). Who knows how long this might

have taken if Daly hadn't pressed FCC to rule that any candidate for public office, no matter how obscure,

is entitled to match newscast appearances of opponents on TV?

i NO ALLOCATIONS DECISION IN SIGHT: NAB did everything humanly possible to present its

' members with every side of the TV allocations problem—and members left Chicago with a keen awareness
' that solution is nowhere in sight. About only thing really new was statement by FCC Comr. Ford, who is

Commission's allocations liaison with Defense Dept., that latter is now "perfectly willing to sit down & discuss

an exchange of govt. & non-govt, frequencies on a long-range basis." He emphasized his belief that Defense

Dept, has a genuinely open attitude on the matter. Otherwise, here were principal developments:

(1) Many spoksmen asserted that the military has no desire to encroach on TV spectrum. These

included: Lt. Gen. Arthur G. Trudeau, Army chief of research & development; John S. Patterson, deputy

director. Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization; FCC Comrs. Craven & Ford.

(2) All concerned agreed that a study of govt. & non-govt, uses of spectrum is a must—but there's

some disagreement on who should do it.

(3) TASO submitted to FCC the results of its 2^2 year study, which shows qualitatively how uhf

suffers technically in comparison with vhf. (For essence of TASO report, see Vol. 15:2, Jan. 10.)

(4) FCC members repeated their diverse and generally well-known views.

^ (5) Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters vowed a continued fight to protect station service areas

against "erosion."

(For details of the foregoing, see p. 10).
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RCA QUITS NSRC ON ADVICE OP LAWYERS: National Stereo Radio Committee—the EIA-

sponsored all-industry group formed to receive and test all compatible stereo broadcast system proposals

—

will have to get along without RCA.

RCA pulled out last weekend on advice of counsel . In letter to NSRC, research & engineering v.p.

Douglas Ewing explained that his firm's legal experts felt it was unwise for the company to participate because

NSRC hadn't been cleared by Justice Dept. In such intra-industry activities in past—TASO, for example

—

Justice Dept, has given informal assurances that it doesn't consider these get-togethers of competitors to be
anti-trust violations. At time NSRC was set up, no such clearance had been sought.

Big RCA is more touchy than most on subject of anti-trust, since it's under attack in several anti-trust

actions now. Its feeling is understood to be that it's just not worth taking the chance—no matter how remote.

Actually, CBS was first big company to abstain from NSRC because of anti-trust doubts. Although it

has indicated it will submit a stereo system for NSRC's consideration, it never joined or attended a meeting

—for same reason that RCA gave for pulling out.

EIA was trying to remedy situation at week's end—through FCC. EIA feels that any possible fears

would be dispelled if Commission gave its blessing to NSRC—as it did to the old NTSC. Then the member
companies actually are working to assist a govt, agency—and, as such, it would be pretty ridiculous to

charge any kind of "conspiracy."

There were no indications that other companies would follow RCA-CBS lead and get out. Feeling

of other NSRC members we talked to was that RCA's astute engineers and its testing facilities would be

sorely missed—but end-result of committee deliberations probably wouldn't be affected. RCA is currently

testing its own compatible AM stereo system on WRCA, N. Y. (Vol. 15:9-10). If its defection from NSRC
sticks, RCA presumably will file its own separate stereo petition & test data with FCC.

Britain's Percival stereo system was demonstrated in U.S. for first time this week—the Chicago

showings being attended by NSRC members and broadcasters in town for NAB convention, as well as RCA's

top engineering brass. We heard demonstration, found stereo effect quite satisfactory. (For more about

Percival system and stereo & FM activity at NAB, see p.l2).

Congress

Big trouble with the FCC and other federal regulatory

agencies is that the White House exercises “crippling con-

trol” over them, Rep. Evins (D-Tenn.) asserted this week.

In a long floor speech he said the agencies should be re-

moved “from the undue influence of the executive branch”

so they can: (1) Name their own chairmen. (2) Be in-

dependent of the Budget Bureau in seeking appropriations,

legislation, etc. (3) Ask the Supreme Court for review of

decisions “without being subject to the veto power of the

Solicitor General.” Evins also plumped for an omnibus

agency “reform” bill (HR-4800) introduced by Chairman

Harris (D-Ark.) of the House Commerce legislative over-

sight subcommittee (Vol. 15:8). Meanwhile Rep. Kasten-

meier (D-Wis.) added another “ethics” bill (HR-5708) to

the heap of such measures introduced during this session.

TV time-selling practices will be investigated by a

House Small Business subcommittee headed by Rep. Brown

(D-Mo.). Promising a “painstaking & factual” inquiry to

see if small business is getting a fair chance to advertise on

TV, he says hearings will follow a staff study. Questions to

be explored: What programs & time periods are reserved

for big network sponsors? What periods are available to

smaller regional & local advertisers? “Small business

wants & deserves a healthy environment for growth & de-

velopment,” Brown points out. “Any Federal law or admin-

istrative regulation which has the effect of hampering

growth or giving unfair advantage to the largest business

enterprises is of concern to our subcommittee.”

Added pay-TV views of the FCC, supplementing the

Commission’s comments last month (Vol. 15:9) on his

proposal (H.J. Res. 130) to ban all systems, were sought

by House Commerce Committee Chairman Harris (D-

Ark.) this week. He asked the FCC to give him more de-

tails on its objections to the measure by March 26, when
Congress goes home for an Easter recess. The Commission
had questioned the constitutionality of inclusion of wired

as well as broadcast systems in the Harris resolution. He
also wanted the FCC to spell out details of how it would
conduct tests under the measui'e.

U.S. TV has little to learn from European system op-

erations, House Judiciary Committee Chairman Celler (D-

N.Y.), a leading Congressional critic of network practices,

conceded this week. Reporting on a swing last Sept,

through England, France & Italy, he said that, by com-

parison, the industry here “is far ahead [in] technical

development, receiving set distribution, area & population

coverage, program quality, and particularly in variety &
multiplicity of programs.” At the same time Celler said

that state controls of TV in England “warrant a search-

ing second glance.” He found that they “tend to eliminate

evils” of U.S. TV which his anti-monopoly subcommittee

has cited (Vol. 13:23): network program-time tie-ins,

program production & sponsorship by advertisers.

USIA’s Budget of $106,800,000 for fiscal 1960, as sub-

mitted to Congress in Jan. (Vol. 15:4), was reduced to

$100,650,000 by President Eisenhower this week. The White
House explained that delays in construction of VGA radio

facilities made the $6,150,000 cut possible.
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NAB Convention

more about

THE INDUSTRY STRIKES BACK: It was certainly the right

combination of the man, the place & the time, as NBC
chairman Robert W. Sarnoff delivered his call-to-arms

keynote address at the NAB convention this week (see

p. 1). The speech epitomized the mood of a sorely-

chafed industry which has embarked on a determined

counterattack, and it came from a man who has been

outspoken in criticizing the medium’s detractors.

We have, he said, “a curious paradox: On the one hand,

there is wide public support for TV & radio which supply

what most of the people want most of the time. On the

other, there is persistent criticism of these media because

they serve majority tastes and interests. Can we take com-

fort in the belief that such public acceptance insulates us

from the need for any real concern?

“I believe not ... a climate is being created for more

government regulation of broadcasting. Proposals for

I

legislative measures are prefaced with sweeping references

to inferior quality of programming. Congressional hearings

1 are on tap to consider what can be done about programs

I which bear the stigma of popular appeal.

I
“The danger of government intervention in the pro-

gramming process is very real. Yet, it is only one offshoot

of a broader danger—the creation of an unflattering image

of broadcasting which could undermine its public acceptance.

This image is painted with many brushes in many places.”

I Sarnoff then suggested some techniques for emphasiz-

ing TV’s contributions:

“First, we should consider the possibility of commis-

sioning an independent survey of public attitudes toward

television. . . .

“Second, we should consider the most effective methods

of using our own facilities to create wider understanding

I

of our medium & how it functions in everyone’s interest. . .

.

“Third, we should consider the most practical way to

organize and guide the effort. Perhaps it should be within

the framework of the NAB as the existing industry asso-

ciation, but with the activity itself specially financed,

staffed, & operated as a distinct new effort. . . .

1 “Meeting the challenge decisively on a national basis

I

will require greater financial support than the industry

[
now provides in the information area. But this should give

I us no cause to flinch. In 10 years, television broadcasting

\
has become a business of $1.3 billion annually. In another

I 10 years, it should more than double that figure—provided

it acts now to assert its stature & assure the proper

climate for growth.”

* *

NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows, in his annual address,

agreed that broadcasters must protect themselves: “I don’t

belive it is unfair to call [the irresponsible comment] by

its right name: calumny. . . . Our appeal to reason & un-

derstanding should be directed to the reasonable and

these, thank providence, constitute by far most of the

people of this free land.”

Fellows went on, however, to assert that “we must

^ proceed from the premise that we ourselves comprehend

P not only our strength and virtues but our weaknesses and

uncertainties. . . . Speaking purely in a moralistic sense,

we must acknowledge that there are broadcasters who

shouldn’t be in this business, for the simple reason that they

do not believe in—let alone subscribe to—decent rules of

behavior.” He then offered these 9 “rules of order for the

good broadcaster”:

“(1) A realistic understanding that the function of a
broadcasting station is to serve the public . . .

“(2) A firm and unwavering resolve to fulfill obliga-

tions to the advertisers . .

.

“(3) An acknowledgement of the equal rights of clients

through an honest policy of equal treatment in charges . . .

“(4) An adherence ... to decent standards under-

pinning everything that goes on the air . . .

“(5) A respect for, but not subservience to, the con-

tinuing inquiry of Government at all levels of jurisdiction.

“(6) A militant attitude toward criticism—heeding it

. . . when it is honestly inspired & fairly given . . .

“(7) An enlightened attitude in employe relations

which will encourage reward and advancement for those

demonstrating talent, productivity, and loyalty.

“(8) A continuing effort to achieve better educational

programs training young people for careers in broadcast-

ing ..

.

“(9) Resolution to set aside incidental matters of com-
petitive impulse in joining together on issues of major &
critical concern to the survival of a free system.”

CBS pres. Frank Stanton had planned to dwell on the

subject at some length during his pre-convention address

to CBS affiliates, but he concentrated on the equal-time

problem instead, said he’d elaborate on the “defend your-

self” theme via closed-circuit in the near future. However,
he did say: “We are convinced that to survive and grow in

an atmosphere of public confidence & freedom, we have got

to be far more resourceful & energetic than we have been

in the past in communicating with the people about our-

selves. ... We are convinced that we are beyond the stage

where talking does any further good, and we are going to

act. ... I cannot emphasize too much how strongly we feel

that our health & freedom as an industry are going to

depend upon fuller public understanding of the facts, the

conditions & the problems of broadcasting today.”

more about

THAT COMPTON PRESENTATION: The straws had been

piling up on the TV camel’s back for lo, these many
months, but the one big straw that finally did the job

—

by prompting this week’s NAB convention decision to

fight back—may well have been the Compton adver-

tising agency presentation. Although news of it broke

the week before the Chicago convention, it had been

circulating privately in magazine circles since Januaiy

(Vol 15:4) and had been developing for 18 months.

The Compton presentation is that agency’s plan for an

all-out, 4-color, double-truck, general-magazine attack on

TV where Compton thinks TV is most vulnerable: the view-

er’s “guilt-feelings” about spending too much time in front

of his set. (Of Compton’s $75 million billing in 1958, almost

60% was spent in TV.)

Whether Compton is correct in assuming that these

“guilt-feelings” have anything like a sizeable Nielsen is

probably less interesting to TV people than some of the

phraseology of the presentation. It includes, for one thing,

the baldest & grimmest statement about the media war yet

put down on paper. To wit:

“Today, the vast share of national advertising dollars

going into TV has created so critical a struggle among

magazines ‘for what’s left’—that the traditional competi-

tion among magazines amounts, now, to cannibalism.”
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The March 23 Newsweek is appearing with the first

of the ads which will sell the Compton theme of: “For
people who love TV—but not that TV-guilty feeling . . .

doing beats viewing, and reading is the most rewarding
doing of all!” Also set to carry the campaign is Saturday
Evening Post (April 4) and Look (April 14). Each maga-
zine is tailoring the copy to its own personality, but all are

hewing to the guilt-feeling line.

The Compton presentation has the cooperation of the

Magazine Publishers Assn., and has been shown to other

major magazines, one of its basic tenets being that “a
really substantial list of magazines” is necessary to achieve

the required impact on the public & on advertisers. But
Time Inc. has decided, we are told, not to use the campaign
—which rules out that group, including Life, Time and
Fortune. Printers’ Ink speaks of “4 or 5 major general

magazines set to run” the campaign during the coming
weeks with the rest of the industi’y in a wait-&-see posture.

After all, it points out, “smaller select audience magazines
have little to gain with the campaign.”

Compton Advertising Inc. frankly proposes a 12-time

schedule for the ads “in all of the magazines that recognize

the TV-threat to their revenues” and recommends use of

the maximum unit: a spread in full color. Although the

presentation dwells at first on what are considered to be

the shortcomings of TV programs, with a series of negative

quotes such as “stale, trashy, moronic & cheap”, it ends on

a more positive note with these campaign aims: “to create

unprecedented publicity for the magazine medium, to jolt

advertisers into new recognition of the magazine as a

vitally alive & powerful advertising medium & to focus

maximum public attention on the greater rewards of mag-
azine reading compared to TV-viewing.”

But what is this magazine reading that viewers are

to be urged to leave their sets for? And now comes the

strangest part of the story, for more & more, as we have

pointed out previously in these pages (Vol. 15:5), magazine

editors have been turning to show business, and especially

TV, for the bait to catch their readers:

Look has had 7 issues this year, 4 of them featuring

either a cover or cover blurb devoted to TV. The cover was
Steve Allen. Blurbs included Allen, the magazine’s annual

TV awards and Lola Albright of the Peter Gunn show.

Saturday Evening Post still sticks to its drawn slice-

of-life covers, but the cover blurbs of 5 of its 12 issues so

far in 1959 have sold TV stories inside. Three of the blurbs

boosted Kathryn Murray’s articles about husband Arthur,

(the first issue reached a new circulation high) and one

announced Pete Martin’s piece on Danny Thomas.

One Newsweek cover featured Maurice Chevalier.

The first 12 covers of Life so far this year have in-

cluded 3 of strong TV personalities, including Jack Paar.

Its 4 February covers were devoted solidly and successively

to show-business personalities, including, from the TV
world, Pat Boone and Shirley MacLaine.

Helen Traubel was a cover blurb on one of Ladies’

Home Journal’s 3 covers. Debbie Reynolds-Eddie Fisher

and an article entitled “The Disgrace of Hollywood” won
blurbs on one of McCall’s 3. And Time thus far in 1959 has
used a cover portrait of Harry Belafonte. This long list

takes no account of inside-the-book articles (such as

SatEvePost’s March 21 piece entitled “Our Fight Against

TV Taboos,” referring to NBC’s “The Green Pastures”).

It is a list of only those subjects which the editors selected

for cover pictures or cover blurbs

—

the two positions ac-

corded to what editors consider to be their choicest, most
attractive material.

The Compton campaign. Printers’ Ink rightly points
out, is “an unprecedented move that carries a media battle
well-known among advertisers & agencies into the open
. . . [but now] . . . the media fight is shaping up for a
public hearing.”

TV’s people this week could find comfort in the fact
that their industry, in its NAB-convention action (see p.
1) had finally taken official recognition of the attack and
was girding to meet it. But no doubt there is even more
comfort in the knowledge that their medium is at peak
highs in audience interest (Hugh M. Beville Jr. at NAB in
Chicago) «fe revenues (Vol. 15:6), while the top challengers—the weeklies—find themselves with slipping ad revenues
& a public audience that has to be lured with what The
New Yorker (which will not adopt the practice) referred
to last week in its annual report as “the extremely costly
practice of high-pressure cut-rate subscription offers.”

* 4: *

Magazine advertising linage was up 2.3% in March
over March 1958, according to Printer’s Ink. For the first

3 months of 1959, the gain was 2.2% over last year. Show-
ing the biggest gain was the movie-radio-romance group,
25.9% over last March and 17.8% ahead of 1958 for the
first 3 months. The weeklies (Feb. issues) were off 3.6%,
dropping their cumulative gain for the year to 1.1%.

How Much Triple-Spotting? If multiple-spotting and the
shaving of the beginnings & ends of network programs are
as prevalent as Young & Rubicam charged last week (Vol.
15:11), they must be concentrated among stations other
than the 307 which subscribe to NAB’s TV code. This was
indicated by outgoing code review board chairman Roger
W, Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia (new chairman, Donald
McGannon, Westinghouse stations), in his report to NAB’s
TV assembly March 16.

His comments covered the code board’s monitoring
program which aggregated 40,123 hours viewing time &
which included the monitoring of every code subscriber for
at least one 3-day 35-hour period. In 3 years of monitoring,
the code board found 1349 mutiple spots not condoned by
the code (2 spots plus sponsored ID between shows)—or
about half of 1% of all station breaks & program inter-
ruptions. He added that 20% of the multiple spots ap-
peared on 6 stations.

His report did indicate that “approximately 3% of all

network programs were separated by commercial intervals
of more than the customary 30 seconds.” He found this
percentage of program-shaving “disturbing.” But in other
monitoring results

:

Only 3% of all TV programs exceeded commercial
time recommendations of the code. A total of 76 of the 307
stations were found to be telecasting 259 program-length
commercials. Most of them have discontinued the practice.
“We found 10 spots on 6 stations which might be con-
strued as ‘hard liquor.’ ” They were discontinued.

Summing up, Clipp said “TV comes up with a grade
of 90% in abiding by its own self-imposed rules—a pass-
ing grade in any man’s school.”

NAB’s 5-year contract with pres. Harold E. Fellows,
which runs out in June, 1960, will be reviewed by an ad
hoc committee June 15 in Washington, followed by prob-
able action by the NAB board. The committee met in Chi-
cago this week but reported no recommendations on terms
of the contract, which now provides for a 4-year consulta-
tion arrangement with Fellows after he leaves his office.

He has indicated his willingness to continue as pres.

r
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The FCC

More about

“EQUAL TIME” GETS ACTION: The White House, Justice

Dept., FCC Chairman Doerfer—& even some newspapers

—

lined up with broadcasters this week to fight the com-

mission ruling that newscast appearances by candidates

come under the equal-time political requirements of the

Communications Act’s Sec. 315 (Vol. 15:8-11).

“Ridiculous!” said President Eisenhower when he

learned about the FCC decision that Chicago America-

First-party mayoralty candidate Lar Daly was entitled to

match TV newsclips in which his leading Democratic &
Republican opponents were shown.

Reporting the President’s reaction after he had been

shown press stories and a letter from CBS Inc. pres. Frank
Stanton about the equal-time ruling. White House press

secy. James C. Hagerty said: “He has asked the Attorney

General to consider whether any remedial legislation can

be drafted or whether any other appropriate action can

be taken in this connection.” This meant that Attorney

General Wm. P. Rogers had been instructed to get busy on

the issue.

“I would I’epeal it,” said FCC Chairman Doerfer in

Chicago, where he was asked by reporters at the NAB con-

vention what ought to be done with Sec. 315. In a luncheon

address to the delegates Doerfer added that “substantial

revision” of the law is needed, at the very least. “I have

suggested that there be substituted a rule of reason or one

of fairness in place of the present inflexible mandate,”
Doerfer said. He was in the minority when the Lar Daly
rule was voted by the commission 4-3 last month.

“The ruling stands as gross encroachment upon free-

* dom of information in a democratic country,” said the

Washington Post & Times-Herald editorially. “Ridiculous

it is,” the N. Y. Herald Tribune agreed. “Nonsense,” com-

mented the Washington Daily News, which went on: “If

the govt, bureaucrats can get to telling the news media
what they must broadcast or print, it won’t be long before

they are dictating what they cannot broadcast or print.

Then, friends, we will have had it.” Columnist David
Lawrence wrote : “The idea [would] appear on its face to

be contrary to the First Amendment to the Constitution,

which supposedly guarantees a free press.”

Meanwhile House Commerce Committee Chairman
Harris (D-Ark.), who hadn’t displayed much open concern

about the broadcasters’ equal-time dilemma earlier, said

he now wanted to explore the problem.

In a letter to Rep. Cunningham (R-Neb.), sponsor of

a bill (HR-5389) to exclude newscasts from application

of Sec. 315, Harris said: “I am very much interested in

this proposed legislation and certainly realize the im-

portance of it. I will schedule it for consideration just as

soon as I can work it into the busy program of the com-
mittee.”

In his NAB speech, Doerfer outlined the problem
this way

:

“If every presentation of a duly elected public official,

who happens to be at a given time a qualified candidate

for an office, must automatically be matched by an equal

amount of fi-ee time by all other such candidates, then the

essence of governmental news will be emasculated during

\ campaign periods. The broadcasters will be completely
I shorn of any journalistic judgments in this most important

field.

“In my opinion a broadcaster should be given some
discretion other than a Hobson’s choice [of] either a ple-

thora of bland political programming ad nauseum or a

complete blackout. This will be the ultimate result if Sec.
315 is meant to be construed in an inexorable manner.”

Doerfer also scored equal-time candidates “whose sole

qualification is a disposition to aggrandize their personal
interests, indulge their idiosyncracies or harass a broad-
caster.” And the FCC chairman pointed out that it’s un-
likely that broadcasters who must apply for license re-

newals every 3 years would resort to “chicanery” by
promoting favored candidates in news programs if the
Sec. 315 ruling is changed.

NAB resolved to “reject the doctrine embodied in the
recent Sec. 315 ruling and urge that all broadcasters con-
tinue to fight for complete freedom of electronic journal-
ism.” The convention resolution called for “such legisla-
tive action as may be necessary” to correct the ruling.

Note: Lar Daly wanted to address the NAB delegates,
but convention managers said they couldn’t find room for
him on the program. He issued a statement, anyway. Daly
said somebody on an upper floor of the Conrad Hilton
Hotel—presumably an NAB member “possessing homi-
cidal tendencies”—tried to kill him by dropping a “large,
heavy” hunk of cheese (flavor unspecified) from a window
as he picketed the convention. The cheese grazed UPI pho-
tographer John Quinn instead.

EDITORIALS? JUST BE “FAIR”: FCC members didn’t
seem very excited about broadcast editorials, as they
discussed them during their panel discussion at the
NAB convention. Said Chairman Doerfer: “one mis-
apprehension is the one about ‘affirmatively seeking
out’ other voices every time you editorialize. Look at
it as you would any controversial issue. You don’t
have to get every possible view. Broadcasting is still in

its infancy. It takes time to build up experience.”

Doerfer did caution broadcasters about taking sides on
issues affecting them in a “personal & financial” way

—

such as pay-TV. “When you get into a thing like that, he
said, “you have to be extraordinarily careful.” He was
alluding to FCC’s reprimand of stations which editorialized

on subscription TV without, in the Commission’s opinion,
giving pro-pay advocates adequate opportunity to reply
(Vol. 14:22, 25, 27, 31).

Said Comr. Hyde: “There will never be a set rule on
this. One simply must be fair.”

Comr. Lee: “I’d rely on a broadcaster’s good judgment.
You need no elaborate investigation to find opposing views.

If the subject is controversial, they’ll seek you out.”

Comr. Craven wants absolutely no Commission surveil-

lance: “It seems to me that this Commission will find itself

on dangerous ground if it tells broadcasters how to editori-

alize, and it seems to me that’s what we are doing.”

Comr. Cross said that broadcasters won’t run into

trouble if they’re “reasonable & fair.”

In a radio panel discussion of editorializing, partici-

pants urged more activity by all stations. Alex Keese,

WFAA Dallas, co-chairman of NAB committee on editorial-

izing, outlined the committee’s work & discussed its re-

port, offered as a guide to members. Robert L. Pratt,

KGGF Coffeyville, Kan., stressed the need to base editorials

on adequate factual background. Simon Goldman, WJTN
Jamestown, N.Y., noted that he usually limited his edi-

torials to local, state & regional issues and said that

editorializing is “the greatest single thing we’ve done in

35 years of broadcasting.” Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New
Haven, Conn., said that it was extremely important that

the station’s spokesman be identified with top management.
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PROGRAMS & FCC SURVEILLANCE: By a majority of 6 to

1, FCC still believes it has no choice but to keep an eye

on a station’s “over-all performance in the public in-

terest’’ when it comes to programming—but it isn’t

nasty about it. That much is abundantly clear from
Chairman Doerfer’s speech at the NAB convention

this week, backed by comment of his colleagues during

the FCC panel session—Comr. Craven dissenting.

The Commission’s authority to refuse license re-

newals for “failure to program in the public interest’’

isn’t authority to interfere with or censor free speech,

as some critics maintain, Doerfer told the convention.

“The power to select another [licensee] is not censor-

ship,” he argued, citing court opinions which have “aided

& abetted” the FCC in its policy positions. But when it

conies to commercials, one thing seems sure, Doerfer

said: “Another important point seems to be settled

—

commercial advertising is not within the protection of the

constitutional guarantees of freedom of speech. The free-

dom to hawk cannot be equated with the freedom of talk.”

As for objections to the FCC’s proposed new program
report forms, Doerfer made these points: (1) “No license

has been lost or even jeopardized that I know of by reason

of a mere examination of a report or statement.” (2)

Licensees need to be reminded periodically that they can’t

delegate their programming responsibilities.

Comr. Craven drew the broadcasters’ applause for his

vigorous, though lonesome, espousal of the position that

any Commission surveillance of programming is “a danger-

ous encroachment on freedom of speech.”

In the usual discussions, Doerfer elaborated on his

speech: “I didn’t want to indicate that FCC champions

program surveillance. I doubt that FCC would take any

direct action on a specific instance.” However, he said, the

Commission must look at stations’ over-all performance.

Comr. Bartley said that broadcasters would have no

trouble with the FCC “if you’re proud of your station—and

can listen to it.”

Comr. Lee, discussing over-commercialization, said

that the NAB code was a perfectly good guide.

Comr. Ford warmed the hearts of his listeners by

saying: “The label of whether you get paid for it or not

doesn’t indicate whether it’s a good program.”

Comr. Hyde noted that convention was concerned with

the “image” of broadcasting in the public’s mind and said

“Now is hardly the time to say there should be no interest

in program quality.” Competition, he said, is the best

guarantee of quality.

Revised list of type-accepted TV transmitters, transla-

tors & monitors acceptable as of Feb. 6, was announced

by the FCC this week. The list is not available for general

distribution, but copies may be inspected at FCC head-

quarters & field offices. It will also appear in our upcoming

new TV Factbook No. 28, due in early April.

Translator starts: K70BI & K76AP Big Lake, Tex.

began March 7, repeating KOSA-TV Odessa & KMID-TV
Midland, Tex. . . . K80AQ Needles, Cal. began March 2

with KTVK Phoenix . . . K75AA Manson, Wash. Mai’ch 1

with KHQ-TV Spokane . . . K76AH Lewiston, Ida. Jan. 10

with KHQ-TV Spokane.

Allocations changes sought: Leon P. Gorman, Bangor,

Me., requests switch of Ch. 7 from Calais to Bangor . . .

Joint Council on Educational TV wants Ch. 10 assigned to

Appleton, Minn, not Wis., as reported in Vol 15:10.

Networks

CBS S LodQC Reports: A new Marconi TV camera turns
out “substantially better pictures”—and CBS is “fairly
well convinced that the improvement is great enough to
warrant a major re-equipping program.” So said CBS-TV
affiliate relations & engineering v.p. Wiliam B. Lodge at
the network’s Chicago affiliate conference.

The camera uses a 4% -in. image orthicon tube, as op-
posed to 3-in. tubes in U.S. cameras, and is “so stable

electronically that it can be turned off at night & turned
on the next morning without the time-consuming & labor-

consuming realignment & constant adjustment during use,”

according to Lodge, who said he “wouldn’t be surprised to

see an equivalent U.S. design within the next 6 months.”
CBS has ordered a laboratory model of the Marconi Mark
IV camera for delivery within 60 days. The new camera has
already been tested by BBC & CBC.

The new camera was only one topic covered by Lodge
in his report on CBS’s experiences and attitudes in varied

fields. Some others:

Video tape: CBS now has 27 Ampex recorders, has
logged 50,000 hours on them, will begin logging 900 ma-
chine-hours a week when daylight time starts. Recording
has improved so much that “even trained observers often

can’t tell the difference” between taped & live shows.

Color: “We are very definitely keeping our foot in the

door. ... We are right now in the process of converting

[4] video tape machines for color” to meet possible client

demands. Four color shows are scheduled in the next month.

“We’re spending hundreds of thousands of dollars per year

on color activities, but we’re putting our millions into new
program product which can be seen in all TV homes.”

Allocations: “I am reasonably optimistic that the ulti-

mate solution won’t be too drastic—that station coverage

won’t be appreciably reduced. ... At least the recent

uproar over proposed deletion of vhf boosters [would]

support this conclusion.”

Community antennas: CBS stands for “protection of

program property rights, no charge for TV reception, and

continued operation of TV stations wherever the market

will support them.”

Uhf: Despite CBS’s dropping of its Milwaukee uhf

WXIX, it realizes that uhf stations can deliver audience.

In fact, CBS advertisers spent $10,000,000 in 1958 to include

uhf in their line-ups (besides Hartford & Milwaukee).

ABC-TV looks forward to far higher billings than ever

next season, the network’s officials told affiliates at their

pre-convention Chicago meeting. They announced that

ABC-TV would have 10 full-hour shows, vs. 4 this season.

Also announced was a new affiliate co-op advertising

scheme, whereby the network will set an ad budget for

each affiliate and contribute half of that amount for the

promotion of ABC-TV programs through co-op ads. The
network is understood to have received affiliate approval

for extension of programming through 11 p.m.

New ABC-TV affiliates committee, elected at pre-con-

vention meeting: Joseph Hladky Jr., KCRG-TV Cedar Rap-

ids, chairman; Brent Kix’k, KUTV Salt Lake City, vice

chairman; Howard Maschmeier, WNHC-TV New Haven,

treas.; Don Davis, KMBC Kansas City, secy.; Joseph C.

Drilling, KJEO Fresno, Cal.; John Gelder Jr., WCHS-TV
Charleston, W. Va.; John F. Dille Jr., WJSV South Bend-

Elkhart, Ind.; Joseph Bernard, KTVI St. Louis; D. A.

Noel, WHBQ-TV Memphis.
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Oscar’s TV Tab: The motion picture industry will pay

$900,000 for its annual Oscar awards telecast on NBC
April 6 from the Hollywood Pantages Theater, but the

actual amount TV & radio are receiving of that sum for

the 105-minute broadcast is kept hush-hush by both net-

work & the Academy because of complaints by some movie

people about money spent on the arch-competitor of pic-

tures. The figure, 10% higher than last year, includes pro-

duction costs of the show, TV & radio time, 500 prints of

the telecast to be sent overseas, exploitation, advertising

& miscellaneous items.

Last year’s production & air time cost about $750,000.

Since then network rates have been raised, and the num-

ber of TV & radio stations to carry the show will be

larger. NBC expects to telecast the event on 184 U.S. & 33

Canadian TV stations and its full 200-station radio net-

work. The Academy will also pay a higher theater rental

this year. In the days before the industry picked up the

tab, Oldsmobile sponsored the show, paying $650,000.

m

Little real anti-TV action on the Washington front

was predicted for the coming year by CBS v.p. Richard

Salant in address to the affiliates meeting in Chicago.

After outlining 10 potentially dangerous actions brewing

in Congress, the FCC & elsewhere, he ventured this fore-

cast: “I would guess that with the possible exception of

the Keating bill [which could enlarge baseball TV black-

outs] or some variation of it, and with the further possi-

ble exception of some sort of limited pay-TV tests . . .

there will be no definitive final action on any of these

other issues in the next 12 months.” Other issues included

in Salant’s outline: Bennett network control bill, Mon-

roney ratings hearings, anti-option-time moves, FCC pro-

gram hearing, FCC’s proposal to get networks out of the

spot rep business, Harris bill on FCC procedures, the Sen-

ate & House FCC investigations, spectrum study proposal.

One of the most important bills pending in Congress,

NAB govt, relations mgr. Vincent T. Wasilewski told the

TV assembly during the convention this week, is one which

would permit minor leagues to forbid TV coverage of

major league games within 75 miles of the minor league

cities when the minors were playing at home. Urging

strong opposition, he said passage of the bill could keep

major league games off the screens of 19,350,000 sets 50%
of the time. CBS v.p. Richard Salant told affiliates in

Chicago that CBS “will take no position for or against the

bill,” introduced by Rep Keating (R-N. Y.). He predicted

that the bill would pass this session.

Mushroom development & housing problems of the

networks are pointed up this week by issuance of Ross

Reports’ N.Y. TV Production Directory. One page, listing

addresses of the nets, shows CBS offices now located in 9

Manhattan office buildings, scattered from 45 to 57 St.

Studios are listed at 15 addresses in an area from 26 St.

to 109 & from First Ave. to 9th. NBC has offices at 4 ad-

dresses & studios at 5, including one in Brooklyn.

Hal Roach Jr. resigned as chairman & director of

Scranton Corp., parent of Hal Roach Studios & MBS whose
sales were imminent—but not completed—at press time.

Well known Los Angeles financier Ivan Townsend Smith,

head of a syndicate negotiating to buy Hal Roach Studios,

was in N. Y. for discussions with Scranton Corp. Roach

Studios continued to pare studio personnel, with only about

50-60 now on the payroll, as compared with more than 300

normally. Among the latest to leave was Bill Sterling, Hal

Roach’s assistant.

Programming

Radio Worldwide, the proposed new national radio pro-

gram service, aroused heavy interest of broadcasters at a

closed meeting in Chicago during the NAB convention

—

but mighty few were willing to back up their interest

with cash. “More than 50” broadcasters attended the ses-

sion, according to the release issued after the meeting. It

was learned, however, that only 9 or 10 were willing to

sign on the dotted line to pay 30 times their highest one-

minute announcement rate to a development fund—far

short of the “minimum of 25 charter members” which
Worldwide wanted for a start. Nevertheless, Herbert L.

Krueger, WTAG Worcester, principal organizer, said the

group will go ahead with incorporation plans. It was also

learned that the group’s organizers have had discussions

with Radio Press, UPI & The New York Times as possible

news suppliers, and that ABC had contracted Worldwide
to see if there was any way it could fit into the picture.

Three new NBC-TV series, to be produced live, mak-
ing wide use of video tape techniques, will be launched this

fall by network, based on shows already sampled in the

Kaleidoscope series. The first is an outgrowth of Kaleido-

scope’s largely-tape backstage look at Radio City Music
Hall last November. It will be called The Story Behind.

The second is titled Great American Families. Its proto-

type is the upcoming May 3 profile of the Cristiani Bros,

circus. The third is titled The Commandments, and will be

launched as a special series of 90-minute dramas based on
themes from the biblical 10 Commandments, as in the Ben
Hecht “Third Commandment” story, recently telecast. All

3 series will be developed by Herbert Sussan.

Commercial stations devoted $271 million in time &
talent to public-service programs, according to the latest

TV Age survey. It was the 4th straight record-making

year, said the magazine. The average station’s total pub-

lic-service time came to 274 hours, up from 1957’s 253.

The dollar figure was a 10% increase over the year be-

fore. It was also reported that more public-service shows
got into Class A time, with the resultant increase in view-

ing. Previously-reported public-service shows which found

sponsors were no longer retained in that category.

Covering both nominating conventions in 1960 will

cost roughly $3,000,000, said NBC’s v.p. Wm. R. McAndrew
this week. He estimates that 350 NBC people & 10,000 sq.

ft. will be needed for coverage of the Democratic conven-

tion in the Los Angeles Sports Arena, and adds that on-

the-site work must begin 6 weeks before. RCA’s “miniatur-

izing” of equipment, believes McAndrew, will help, with

2-way radio equipment tiny enough to slip into a pocket,

and smaller hand cameras than before. Coverage, it was
noted, will not be “gavel-to-gavel” but selective.

NBC has bought Whispering Smith film series from

Revue Productions, ordering 26 half-hour segments for

next season. It’s a western about Denver in the 1870’s.

Revue is now negotiating for Audie Murphy for the lead.

Bill to let TV & other cameras into courtrooms, now

before N.Y. state legislature, was opposed this week by

N.Y. Bar Assn., on grounds they would “pressure” wit-

nesses & “divert” juries.

CBS News bagged the top awai'd for video news re-

porting from National Headliners Club 25th annual com-

petition from a record list of 2,000 entries. The winning

telefilm was CBS coverage of a street battle in Beirut

during the Middle East crisis made by staff cameraman

Paul Bruck, with narration by Frank Kearns.
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More about

NEXT-STUDY OF GOVT. SPECTRUM: Now that TASO has

given FCC its exhaustive study of the technical differ-

ences between uhf & vhf (see p. 3), it looks as if the

next big & lengthy project will be a study of govt,

(principally military) uses of frequencies and the pos-

sibility of swapping spectrum to provide TV with more
vhf channels.

The military is willing to talk about it as least.

Said Lt. Gen. Arthur G. Trudeau, Army chief of re-

search & development

:

“We have the closest working relation with the Com-
mission, and have been approached by the Commission with

respect to ultimate frequency solutions for a national com-

petitive TV system. Some 6 different solutions have been

presented to the Army, Air Force, & Navy for comment
as to military impact. While this action has not been

staffed yet, I am advised that complete information of mili-

tary operations will be provided to the Commission. If it

will allay your fears, we do not seek to expand military

bands by this action. We are concerned, however, that this

national allocation problem must be resolved to clarify

frequency planning in the general 30 to 100 me region.”

Gen. Trudeau also stated that the military “has some
type of equipment operation in practically every frequency

band of the spectrum” but that “we respect the national

frequency allocations that exist in peacetime. We carefully

engineer our operations to insure that they will be com-
patible with nationally allocated services in the various

frequency bands.” Some training exercises using the TV
bands are conducted at night, he said.

Rep. Bray (R-Ind.) reasserted his fear that the mili-

tary may be hoarding spectrum space and said he wants an
“impartial” study by a commission including members not

appointed by the President—opposing the OCDM recom-

mendation that all 5 members of such a group be named by
the President (Vol. 15:6). He expressed great respect for

the military, said he was proud of having been an officer

for 33 years, but asserted that officers have a habit of

“packrat-ism ... of putting aside everything they can find,

and [they] always desire to have an excess in reserve

against the day when they might happen to need some-
thing.” Noting that Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) has a spectrum
study in the works (Vol. 15:8-10), he said there would be

no need for his bill to appoint a special commission “if

Harris goes ahead.”

John S. Patterson, deputy director of Office of Civil &
Defense Mobilization, substituting for director Leo A.
Hoegh, was dogged in his insistence that a spectrum study
should cover both military and civilian uses. Said he:

“Bray wants to study only the military. OCDM wants to

cover the entire spectrum. The spectrum is everyone’s

—

a great natural resource. I suggest that the problem is

so complex that a thorough-going examination of the

whole spectrum is necessary. I regard it as urgent.”

NAB TV v.p. Thad Brown asked Patterson whether
the military wants TV’s Ch. 2-6, and latter responded:

“I know of no demand or any request by the military. I

believe we’d know if there were any such request.” Rep.
Bray asserted that an Indiana U professor told him that

the military does want Ch. 2-6. “I was suspicious,” Bray
said, “because OCDM wants to study non-govt, uses.”

Patterson said the President “has the job of finding

men of acknowledged impartiality” for his proposed 5-man
commission. He said he didn’t know whether all 5 or fewer

should be technical men. We asked whether the 5 who
served on the President’s Special Advisory Committee on
Telecommunications (Vol. 15:6) might be suitable. He
said they’d be “potential candidates” but that the problem
was to get men to serve full time for a year or so.

In the FCC panel discussion, Comr. Bartley noted that

in July 1954 he had given his opinion that uhf would never
be a major factor and that a special Congressional com-
mission should explore the possibility of exchanging uhf
for 216-470 me and shifting the uhfs to the new vhfs.

Comr. Lee stated: “We’re up to our hips in studies. A long-

range shift is fine, but we need immediate help. I think

a 5-7 year shift to uhf is the answer.” Comr. Ford: “The
area of a shift must be explored before a decision is made.”
Comr. Cross: “A study should help to determine the ef-

ficiency of spectrum use, between govt. & non-govt, users.

I for one am not going to be a party to making more than
40,000,000 TV sets obsolete.”

Dr. George Town, exec, director of TV Allocations

Study Organization, after presenting a mimeographed
copy of his report to FCC Chairman Doerfer (printed

copies due in a month or so), summarized the group’s
findings, namely, that uhf signal drops off very rapidly

after a “critical distance” is reached, while vhf holds up
better & that uhf suffers from receiving equipment short-

comings in comparison with vhf (Vol. 15:2).

Following Town’s presentation, these TASO experts
elaborated on TASO’s procedures & results: Dr. Wm. L.

Hughes, Iowa State College; Lucien E. Rawls, L. H. Carr
& Assoc.; Harold G. Towlson, GE; Dr. George E. Dean,
Hazeltine.

The uhf component of TASO, committee for com-
petitive TV, headed by Wm. Putnam, WWLP Springfield,

Mass., later in the week released its comments on the

TASO report. It stated: “A single contiguous uhf band is

obviously the only workable solution to the allocations

problem. Uhf has been proven satisfactory wherever eco-

nomic opportunity has been available. The problem is

political, economic & social, rather than technical.”

Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters, in a meeting
before the NAB convention, heard its exec, director Lester
W. Lindow assert that telecasters would be “in serious

trouble” today if they hadn’t organized to defend them-
selves. “Thus far,” he said, “our opponents have shown
little concern for the effect of their proposals upon the

public in reducing service from existing facilities.”

AMST general counsel Ernest W. Jennes urged the

adoption of a plan to prevent the promulgation of “extreme
proposals for change in the fundamental system of TV
allocations” and to forestall the “erosion of service.”

AMST engineering consultant Howard Head offered a
new study on the effect of trees on uhf propagation from
WBOC-TV (Ch. 16) Salisbury, Md., concluding that trees

drastically attenuate the signal.

Meanwhile, Electronic Industries Assn, held its spring
conference in Washington this week, and its spectrum study
committee (H. Leslie Hoffman, chairman) reaffirmed its

willingness to back any high-level spectrum study, but it

avoided endorsing any pending proposal—OCDM’s, Rep.
Bray’s or Rep. Harris’.

Ward L. Quaal, WGN Chicago, was unanimously re-

elected pres, and William D. Wagner, WHO Des Moines,

secy, of Quality Radio Group at a meeting of officers &
board March 16 in Chicago. Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta,
was named v.p. Newly elected directors are Roy I. Bacus,
WBAP Ft. Worth; John L. Vath, WWL New Orleans.
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TV TAPE AT NAB: Whether they favored the RCA or

Ampex approach (see p. 2), telecasters at the NAB
convention were thinking seriously about TV tape.

They crowded the elaborate exhibits of both manu-
facturers, rode the controls, made splices—even “had

their pictures taken” on the 2-inch-wide magnetic tape.

Many were impressed with RCA’s vertically I’ack-

mounted recorder with all accessories & refinements built

in. RCA displayed its first “production model” recorder,

already sold to WBTV, Charlotte, N.C, (which also has an

RCA pre-production unit) with excellent color pictures.

Ampex showed 4 of its familiar desk-type machines

—

one equipped with all accessories, including color. Another

was in the “Videotape Cruiser” (Vol. 15:5), a complete

$200,000 bus unit parked across the street from the Hilton

Hotel. Demonstrated on the machine in the bus were tapes

of Las Vegas at night & Boulder Dam, made while in

motion on the cruiser’s trip from California to Chicago. The
cruiser “covered” Chicago’s St. Patrick’s Day parade dur-

ing the convention, and the tapes were played on other

Ampex machines in the exhibit hall.

The reputations of the 2 manufacturing companies

entered strongly into telecasters’ choice—and even then,

it was a tough decision: Should it be “RCA all the way”
on the basis of its wide-ranging know-how in the TV equip-

ment field, or Ampex, an acknowledged expert in the field

of high-quality tape recording equipment? Either way, it

was a matter of personal opinion—but the happy fact

remains that the machines are mutually compatible, pro-

duced under the same patents, although features & con-

struction details differ.

While RCA’s sales repi’esentatives downstairs at the

Hilton were explaining the superiority of their TV record-

er, Ampex’s 8th floor newsroom was issuing a strategic re-

lease reporting that it had just shipped “the last of 12

complete color Videotape Recorders to NBC in N.Y.” When
RCA extolled the virtues of its electronic quadrature

adjustment, the Ampex people snapped: “We invented it,

and gave it up in favor of precision-adjusted heads.” RCA
countered that its heads are precision adjusted, too, and

that Ampex would have to follow suit with a similar elec-

tronic adjustment. And so it went for 4 days.

Ampex announced 17 recorder sales at the convention,

including these: 7 to Television de Mexico (Emilio Azcar-

raga), which already has 4; 2 to Australia’s NWS, which

begins telecasting in Sept, in Adelaide; 2 to Peter DeMet
Productions {Championship Bowling, All-Star Golf), Chi-

cago; Sports Network Inc., N.Y., live syndicator of sports

telecasts; WWLP-TV Springfield, Mass., first uhf outlet to

buy a video tape recorder; Storer’s WITI-TV Milwaukee;

WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, la.; KTRK-TV Houston.

It’s significant to note the type of purchasers who are

getting into the VTR act in the list above. For Mexican TV
—whose stations are widely dispersed—the recorders obvi-

ously are intended to serve as a substitute for microwave

interconnections for stations beyond the country’s central

TV relay system. And it wouldn’t be surprising to see TV
tycoon Azcarraga begin a taped program exchange soon

with U.S. TV stations, networks & syndicators. The DeMet
purchase of 2 machines means another film syndicator is

going into the tape syndication field soon.

Just how complete the tape revolution is becoming was
described by 2 speakers at an Ampex Videotape seminar.

BBDO’s A1 Cantwell predicted that “within a few years”

80% of all commercials—spot or network—will be on tape.

and every station will need a VTR as much as it now needs

a 16-mm film chain. “Every station in the country with a

recorder,” he added, “can get into the tape commercial

production business.” He pointed out that networks now
use more tape than film (26% tape, 23% film, 51% live),

and cited these examples of the heavy swing to tape for

network commercials:

U.S. Steel, 90% of whose commercials were on film one

year ago, now puts 40% of its commercials on tape.

Armstrong Circle Theatre, which first used all live com-
mercials, then all film, now tapes 90% of them. Campbell

Soups switched 100% from film to tape commercials. Spot

commercial campaigns are beginning to turn to tape, he

said. “The tape-equipped stations will get the business.”

KTTV v.p. Robert Breckner, at same seminar, outlined

his station’s results in its venture into tape syndication

(Vol. 15:5). “Tape syndication is here,” he said. “It’s a

reality. It isn’t 2 or 3 years away. It’s now.”

Big advantage of syndicating tapes made by a local

station, he said, is that most of the costs are covered in

the local telecast—and syndication showings can con-

tribute a healthy profit. In addition to Divorce Court (see

p. 2), KTTV is now syndicating Peter Potter's Juke Box
Jury through NTA. “The only reason we could put such

a network-caliber show on locally was because of its tape

syndication possibilities.” Also being syndicated is the

5-times-weekly Paul Coates Show. Duplicate tapes are

made by the station for syndication.

* *

In further recognition of tape’s importance on the TV
scene, NAB pres. Fellows appointed a new TV advisory

committee on video tape usage, headed by Harold P. See,

KRON-TV San Francisco. Management representatives on

the committee are Ken Tredwell, WBTV Charlotte, N.C.;

Norman P. Bagwell, WKY-TV Oklahoma City; Bill Mi-

chaels, WJBK-TV Detroit. Engineering representatives are

Stokes Gresham Jr., WISH-TV Indianapolis; R. T. Bowley,

Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.; Virgil Duncan, WRAL-TV
Raleigh, N.C.; Howard A. Chinn, CBS-TV. See indicated

that one of the committee’s major projects would be the

establishment of TV tape operation standards.

Educational Television

Pittsburgh’s 2nd Educational: WQEX (Ch. 16) got pro-

gram tesUauthorization Feb. 19 and planned to start tele-

casting immediately. It will provide supplementary school-

room service for sister WQED (Ch. 13, educational), which

has been on the air since March, 1954. WQEX has a 12-

kw GE transmitter, uses a remodeled GE antenna on

WQED’s 500-ft. Blaw-Knox tower. WQEX won’t have a

separate staff, both stations being operated under the di-

rection of gen. mgr. Wm. C. Dempsey. It’s the 41st non-

commercial outlet and brings on-air total to 552 (86 uhf).

Terms of merger of Transcontinent TV Corp. & Mari-

etta Bcstg. Inc. (Vol. 15:7), disclosed this week, provide

for an exchange of Transcontinent stock for stock of Mari-

etta, with present Transcontinent stockholders retaining

65.19% and Wrather and Edward Petry & Co. Inc. of Mari-

etta sharing 34.81% (Petry holding minority). Value of

the combined properties was placed at approximately $30

million. The combination will put under one tent the fol-

lowing: Transcontinent’s WGR-TV & WGR Buffalo,

WROC-TV Rochester, 60% of WNEP-TV Scranton-

Wilkes-Barre, 50% of WSVA-TV & WSVA Harrisonburg,

Va., Marietta’s KFMB-TV & KFMB, San Diego, and

KERO-TV Bakersfield, Cal.
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FM & STEREO AT NAB: Impressive demonstrations of
the widely-heralded Percival system of stereo broad-
casting highlighted stereo activities at NAB’s Chicago
convention—but unfortunately were missed by many
delegates who would be most interested. The Percival

demonstrations, staged by the big British electronic

combine EMI Ltd. (which owns Capitol Records in

U.S.) at the Congress Hotel, weren’t an official part of
the NAB agenda or exhibits. Broadcasters will have
another chance to hear the system March 23-26 at the

Henry Hudson Hotel in N.Y.
The system’s biggest advantage, as it appeared to us,

is in the possibilities it presents for networking of stereo

broadcasts. Unlike other single-channel stereo systems, it

requir.s no more telephone lines than a standard mono-
phcn'-C brcadcast—a big dollar saving as compared with

other systems whi:h require parallel lines.

Invented by Dr. W. S. Percival, the system uses a

unique technique whereby the complete signal is carried

on the main carrier (in FM) and “directional information”

is cn a subearrier occupying only 100 cycles and at much
lower effective power than the main carrier. The receiver

unscrambles the directional information and directs the

sound to one speaker or the other. Because the directional

information requires so little frequency space and power,

the system is said to be easily adaptable to AM (directional

information being carried on a sideband).

Marketing director R. W. Addie of EMI Ltd., who
conducted the demonstrations, estimated that the equip-

ment required by a station would cost considerably less

than $20,000. For transmitting network-originated stereo

only, a station would require far less equipment, the prin-

cipal part of the gear being installed at the network end.

At the receiving end, a 5-tube decoding unit is re-

quired, in addition to the standard double-amplifier-speaker

setup needed for all stereo systems. In production, this

unit might be made to sell for around $25.

* *

FM broadcasters at the NAB convention expressed

the greatest interest in stereo—although stereo was fea-

tured in only 2 technical papers. The FM operators, riding

a new wave of enthusiasm for their medium, devoted a

portion of their official panel discussion to stereo and what
it has done—and can do—for their stations.

FM’s resurgence was obvious at the equipment ex-

hibits. In contrast to some past conventions in the medium’s

blacker days when not a single FM transmitter was dis-

played, 4 manufacturers displayed at least one new model

each. All of these were available as multiplex transmitters

—for functional music or stereo—and it was obvious that

FM broadcasters, in their shopping, were eyeing stereo.

* *

FM Assn, of Broadcasters is the new name given the

old FM Development Assn, in a reorganization meeting

held in Chicago Sun. March 15 before the NAB convention.

The group made its main objective the promotion of FM
as a commercial medium with its own distinctive format

—

as opposed to mere duplication of AM programs. Its mem-
bers approved a plan to set up a national office at 1 Park

Ave., N.Y., with a full-time director.

The new president of FMAB is Larry Gordon, WBNY-
FM Buffalo & WDDS-FM Syracuse. Other officers: Fred

Rabell, KITT San Diego, v.p.; Frank Knorr Jr., WPKM
Tampa, secy.; Harry Tanner, WLDM Detroit, treas.

Screen Gems Station-Shopping: An expansion into sta-

tion ownership is planned by Screen Gems as its latest

diversification move, according to Ralph M. Cohn, pres.,

and conversations have already begun on the station brok-

erage circuit. To head the planned expansion, SG has hired

Norman Louvau, former gen. sales mgr. of KRON-TV
San Francisco, with the title of gen. mgr. of station op-

erations. Louvau will be responsible for negotiating the

“maximum allowable” purchase of stations, and ultimately

of supervising their operations in a separate division.

The Columbia Pictures subsidiary will thus be follow-

ing a pattern explored previously by National Telefilm

Associates, which owns WNTA-TV N.Y., KMSP-TV Min-
neapolis, and will also have WDAF-TV Kansas City in

the fold when its corporate marriage with National Thea-
tres becomes final, possibly in April. Less than a month
ago, SG purchased Elliot, Unger & Elliot, a thriving film-

commercial production firm also equipped to shoot tape

spots. NTA is also in the tape field through its Tele-

studios subsidiary.

Other telefilm firms are involved to some degree in the

station field currently. Loew’s (MGM) owns 25% interest

in KTTC, and Paramount Pictures, now edging into tele-

film production, owns KTLA, both in Los Angeles.

Consolidated Sun Ray Inc., owner of WPEN Phila-

delphia & recent purchaser of WALT Tampa, Fla. (Vol.

15:11) this week bought WSAI Cincinnati (1360 kc, 5-kw
U) for about $1,500,000 from Sherwood Gordon. Sun Ray
also filed application with FCC for a 10-kw daytime station

to operate on 940 kc in Washington suburb of Takoma
Park, Md. Last week, the deal for the purchase of radio

WCKR Miami from Miami Herald-Miami News-Niles
Trammell group for $800,000 (Vol. 14:21, 40, 45) was can-

celled by mutual consent of parties after time ran out on
the agreement. Broker in the Cincinnati deal was R. C.

Crisler. Also this week, singer Pat Boone and associates

in Townsend Investment Co. signed agreement to purchase

WKDA, Nashville, Tenn. (1240 kc, 250 watts U) & KNOK
Ft. Worth, Tex. (970 kc, 1 kw D) for about $1,000,000 from

group headed by controlling stockholder John W. Kluge,

chairman-pres. of Metropolitan Bestg. Corp.

Undaunted by a preliminary injunction granted by the

Rhode Island superior court March 5, blocking the sale of

WJAR-TV & WJAR Providence, and the Outlet Co. de-
;

partment store to the 91065 Corp. (Vol. 15:10), the trus-

tees, who plan to appeal, this week filed an application for

the transfer with the FCC. The application reports that

the prospective buyer plans to retain the stations and to
'

sell the store to N.Y. realtor and play producer Roger L.

Stevens for a guaranteed minimum of $4,000,000. Assets

of the store as of July 31, 1959 are expected to be ap-

proximately $9,255,000, liabilities $762,000. Because sale

of the store would produce tax savings of about $2,000,000,

the 91065 Corp. would be paying approximately $6,000,000
1

for the stations. The Outlet Co. balance sheet as of Nov. 1, •

1958, shows current assets of $8,135,626, other assets $4,- ^

719,190, for a total of $12,854,816. Current liabilities are •)

$2,972,306, capital & surplus $9,882,510.

Another objection to experimental booster for Johns- *>

town. Pa. area being sought by Triangle Publications, Inc.’s
^

WFBG-TV (Ch. 10) Altoona, was filed this week (Vol.

15:7,11). WARD-TV (Ch. 56) Johnstown, stated: “In 1
reality. Triangle, with its experimental operation, is at-

^
tempting to ‘get its foot in the door’ in an effort to estab- 4

lish permanent vhf booster service for Johnstown, Pa.” I
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Personals: George A. Heinemann, program director,

WRCA-TV, N.Y., appointed NBC mgr. of public affairs

. . . Max Busch named sales promotion mgr., Ben-
jamin A. Hudelson program mgr., Alvin J. Slep named
publicity & exploitation mgr., of WRCA-TV, N.Y. . . .

Julius Barnathan, ABC-TV director of audience research,

elected a v.p. . . . Henry Sjogren, asst. gen. mgr., NBC’s
Chicago stations, named NBC-TV budgets, pricing & plan-

ning mgr. . . . John Aaron & Jesse Zousmer have resigned

as producers of CBS-TV’s Person to Person . . . Eric Seva-
reid, chief CBS Washington correspondent, elected a fellow

of Sigma Delta Chi, one of few broadcasters so honored
by professional journalism fraternity . . . James B. Mc-
Elroy, engineering asst, to FCC Chairman Doerfer, re-

signs to join National Aeronatutics & Space Administration

. . . William D. Pabst, v.p.-gen. mgr., KTVU Oakland-San
Francisco, elected pres, of California Bcstrs. Assn. . . .

James H. Ferguson Jr., gen. sales mgr. of Springfield TV
Bcstg. Corp. (WWLP Springfield, WRLP Greenfield,

WWOR Worcester, Mass.), elected sales v.p. . . . Charles

E. Bell, ex-WSPA-TV & WSPA Spartanburg, S. C., named
exec. v.p. of WSAV-TV & WSAV Savannah, Ga. . . . Bill

Ames, ex-KSL-TV Salt Lake City, joins WCHS-TV &
WCHS Charleston, W. Va. as news chief . . . Jerry Allen

appointed promotion mgr. of WFGA-TV Jacksonville, suc-

ceeding William Walker, now regional sales mgr. . . .

Roger Peace, chairman of WMRC Inc., Greenville, S. C.

(WFBC-TV & WFBC), also elected chairman of 48.8%
owner Greenville News-Piedmont . . . Robert M. Hofifman

made dir. of marketing & research for TV Advertising Rep-
resentatives . . . Howard Summerville, gen. mgr., WWL-TV
New Orleans is taking a leaves of absence. Lawrence
Carino, gen. sales mgr., will be acting mgr. during his

absence . . . Richard P. Brandt, pres, of Trans-Lux dis-

tributing Corp., sails to Europe Mar. 25 . . . Jay B. Sond-
heim, ex-WLYH-TV, Lebanon, Pa. named sales mgr. of

KTVW, Seattle-Tacoma . . . James P. Storer, national

merchandising mgr., named national sales mgr., WIBG
Phila. . . . Robert R. Pauley made eastern sales mgr., ABC
radio . . . Warren A. Kraetzer resigns as director of NYU’s
office of radio-TV to become v.p. of the Educational TV &
Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich. He is succeeded by Thomas
J. Brophy, asst. dir. . . . Harold L. Hackett, pres.. Official

Films, vacationing in the Bahamas . . . Irving Feld, Guild

Films v.p., elected pres., Inter-World TV Films . . . John
Burns, ex-national sales director, ABC Films, named to

similar post at MGM-TV.

G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV, Columbia, S.C. is the new
chairman and Payson Hall, Meredith stations, vice chair-

man, of the NAB TV board, elected during the convention

this week. Two new board members elected to 2-year terms
were Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., and
W. D. (Dub) Rogers, KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex. Re-elected

were C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Bcstg. Corp., and
Willard E. Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston. The continuing

members are: Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse stations;

John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo; C. Howard Lane,
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.; Dwight W. Martin, WAFB-TV
Baton Rouge; James D. Russell, KKTV Colorado Springs,

Colo.; Alfred Beckman, ABC-TV; William B. Lodge, CBS-
TV; David C. Adams, NBC-TV.

Association of Maximum Service Telecasters elected 2

new members to its 20-membcr board at its 3rd annual
meeting in Chicago this week: David C. Mcerr, WROC-TV
Rochester, and Edwin K. Wheeler, WWJ-TV Detroit. All

other board members & exccut'vo committee off.cers £i

members, headed by pres. Jack Harris KPRC-TV, Houston,

(listed on page 488 of TV Faetbook No. 27), were re-

elected. Carl Nopper, WMAR-TV Baltimore, was added to

the 7-member technical committe, and WCYB-TV Bristol,

Tenn. was accepted as a new member.

Top-level realignment of Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp.

(former Du Mont stations) continues, with chairman John
W. Kluge elected pres., replacing Richard W. Buckley, who
becomes a v.p. Elected to the board were Lloyd M. Bau-
man, pres, of Bankers Security Life Insurance Society

(N.Y.) & J. Lincoln Morris. Kluge, who bought the 21%
interest in the station formerly owned by Paramount Pic-

tures (Vol. 14:49), has been reshuffling personnel at Met-
ropolitan’s WNEW-TV & WNEW, N.Y., WTTG-TV Wash-
ington & radio WHK Cleveland.

FCC’s office of general counsel has been reorganized

as expected (Vol. 15:8), adding 2 asst, general counsels.

Dee W. Pincock, legal asst, to Comr. Hyde, becomes head of

a new rules & enforcement div. Charles R. Escola, now in

general counsel’s office, will head the new administrative

laws & treaties div. Max D. Paglin continues as chief of

litigation div.; Charles E. Smoot, chief of legislation div.

Hilburt Slosberg is named asst, to general counsel John
L. Fitzgerald. Edgar W. Holtz continues as assoc, general

counsel.

The late Walter A. Wade, who was pres, of Wade Adv.,

Chicago, became the 10th man to be elected to the Broad-

cast Pioneers Hall of Fame at the Pioneers’ annual dinner

March 17 in Chicago. A pioneer in the use of broadcasting

as an advertising medium, he helped launch such shows
and personalities as National Barn Dance, Uncle Ezra,

Quiz Kids, Lum ’n’ Abner and Morgan Beatty.

John T. Wilner, v.p. & engineering director for TV &
radio of the Hearst Corp. (WBAL-TV & WBAL Balti-

more and WISN-TV & WISN Milwaukee), received NAB’s
first engineering award at convention “in recognition of

through his work on the image orthicon saver.”

A Los Angeles Bureau for Television Digest will be

established this week, with David Kaufman in charge.

Kaufman, well known to the industry through his long

experience with Daily Variety, will cover the West Coast,

with emphasis on station & network activity, advertising,

and program production in film & tape.

William Wight, onetime Philco public relations direc-

tor, resigns as associate editor of Television Digest to

take post of public relations director, Warner-Lambert
Pharmaceutical Co.
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TV ADVERTISING’S FUTURE; Is TV’s 10-year upsurge in

billings grinding to a halt? If it isn’t, where are the

new dollars going to come from?
Four experts—a network v.p., a multiple TV sta-

tion official, a national TV rep and an adman—tackled

these questions in NAB’s panel on the future of TV
sales & costs and came up with varied & fascinating

answers. Answer to Question 1, of course, was “No.”
Summarizing the answers to Question 2:

Hugh M. Beville, NBC planning & research v.p.:

Growth of sales & profits will come from 2 major sources

—

increase in population and cost-cutting technological im-

provements. By 1963, there will be 10,000,000 more TV sets

in use, 6,000,000 more TV homes in the audience.

As to technological developments, “in the case of

future costs, the most important new factor in network
development is video tape,” which increases profits in

these 4 ways: (1) By retaining year-round time schedules

in all markets, it is already providing 15-23% larger audi-

ences for evening shows during the daylight saving time

period. (2) Pre-recording of shows saves significantly in

operating expenses for studios, crews, etc. (3) Outstanding

live network shows can be repeated at a fraction of the

original cost. (4) The advertiser can save as much as 40%
on the cost of his commercials by using tape.

George B. Storer Jr., TV v.p. Storer Bcstg. Corp.:

Since TV circulation isn’t going to show any sharp rises in

the future, the station “can’t think in terms of cost-per-

thousand any more.” Rates must be related to the effective-

ness of TV as an ad medium. “Any justifiable rate increase

is going to have to come from some pretty hard digging to

prove our medium on its effectiveness.”

John W. Davis, v.p., Blair TV: The only positive an-

swer is “new business.” Many advertisers stay out of TV
because of fear of the medium. Some agencies aren’t

equipped to go into TV “from the standpoint of know-how.”

“Each of us must spend more time, thought and energy to

bring new money into TV.”
Maxwell Ule, senior v.p., Kenyon & Eckhardt: Adver-

tising costs will probably increase 40-50% in the next 10

years because of the increase in population, greater compe-

tition, a more mobile population & inflation. To spend this

increased ad budget wisely, agencies need a new type of

research which will show them: (1) Accurate figures on

the “reach” of a medium—the total, cumulative number of

people who are reached by each medium. (2) The relation

between “editorial reinforcement” (TV program content,

magazine subject matter, etc.) and the effectiveness of

advertising. (3) The cost of producing the identical adver-

tising effect through competing media—“relative emotional

impact” of TV, radio, print, etc.

* 45 *

NBC’s astute Hugh Beville always comes to a speaking

date loaded with statistics. The ones he brought to the NAB
TV session provided some fascinating proof of how TV is

holding down advertising costs while printed media costs

soar. Here are some samples:

In the last 3 years, national advertising costs have

risen 6% for all media. In top daily newspapers, the cost of

a 1000-line ad has risen an average of 12%. A b&w page in

the top 15 magazines has gone up an average of 15%. A
network TV half-hour has increased an average of 2%.

This is true despite the fact that the average evening

network TV show now reaches 10,000,000 homes—a 90%

gain in 5 years. Last December, 110 of the 127 evening net-
work shows reached more homes than Life’s total circula-
tion. Each of the 4 network shows which went off the air
as “failures” this year had a larger circulation than Life.

In 1958, NBC-TV’s gross rates increased 3.3%. This
year the gross hike will probably be less than 3%.

In the last 2 years, the 10 leading magazines increased
their rates an average of 29% {Life up 21%, SatEvePost
39%, Look 53%), while NBC-TV went up only 6.4%.

As to program costs (as opposed to time charges)—
40% of an evening TV advertiser’s budget—the 10 top
shows (Nielsen) at the end of 1953 averaged $40,000. At
the end of 1958, the average was $41,500.

People: William D. Tyler appointed exec, v.p., Benton &
Bowles . . . WicklifiFe W. Crider named a v.p. in the TV-
radio dept, of Young & Rubicam . . . H. H. Dobberteen, ex-
Benton & Bowles, elected senior v.p., Wilson, Haight,
Welch & Grover, effective April 1 . . . Mrs. Shirley P. Hal-
perin elected v.p. of Foote, Cone & Belding, N.Y. Earl R.
Dugan, Fred Rhose & Daniel J. Sullivan elected v.p.’s of
Chicago office . . . Norman Heller, ex-DFS dir. of copy &
motivation research, named assoc, research dir. of Compton
Advertising . . . Kai Jorgensen, board chairman, now also

pres, of Hixson & Jorgensen, Los Angeles, following re-

tirement of Robert M. Hixson who continues as consultant

. . . Paul E. Menneg elected v.p. & exec, policy comm,
member. Communications Counselors div. of McCann-
Erickson . . . Norman H. Strouse, pres., J. Walter Thomp-
son, was scheduled for a rare adman’s chance this week
(Mar. 22) to sound off on WMGM’s What’s the Matter
with New York? series . . . Charles B. Straus Jr., ex-v.p. of

Cunningham & Walsh, named exec. asst, to pres.; Ernest
Smith & Arthur Ludwig named v.p. at Sudler & Hennessey
. . . Norman Heyne, ex-Wesley, Heyne & Cuca, Chicago,

named v.p. for radio-TV at Christiansen Adv. there . . .

George J. Abrams, formerly adv. v.p., Revlon, appointed

pres, new toiletries & cosmetics div., Warner-Lambert
. . . William Wall promoted to v.p. at Doherty, Clifford,

Steers & Shenfield . . . Howard Strickling becomes adv. &
publicity dir. for Loew’s Inc. . . . Reginald L. Dellow &
John P. McElroy promoted to v.p.’s at Grant.

A “high product-recognition” impact is credited to TV
by Manhattan Shirt Co.’s Robert L. Leeds Jr., marketing

v.p., after only 6 months of using network TV. Manhattan,

concentrating its campaign for wash-&-wear shirts on its

weekly Sammy Kaye Show series (Nielsen about 10), has

renewed effective April 18 on ABC-TV via Doner & Peck,

and claims “an all-time sales high” on this high-priced

($5 & $5.95) line at a time when comparative industry

price levels have been around $4. Now planning a pre-

Father’s Day campaign on the musical show, for “molec-

ular memory” shirts, Leeds says the show’s Trendex spon-

sor identification score is an above-average 61.4%.

American Research Bureau’s 5th annual “A-Z” TV cov-

erage study, to be released this month, includes: (1) Per-

cent of homes having TV, with uhf coverage, if any. (2)

Stations received in each market with percent of homes
able to receive each station and viewing frequency. (3)

Average daily circulation for each station during daytime

and evening hours. (4) Community antenna reception. The
study will include 120 markets.

About 150 ad agencies in 1958 merged, affiliated or

took legal steps resulting in one organization where for-

merly there were 2, says the latest Advertising Age.
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Film & Tape

TAPE-FIIM SERIES: What could easily develop into a

trend to overcome the rising costs of telefilm pro-

duction is seen in the breakdown of Rod Serling’s new
half-hour series for CBS, Twilight Zone, sold to Sanka

Coffee for next fall. Because costs are so high, 13 of

the 39 will be done on tape. The deal is for 26 episodes

on film; 13 on tape; 13 reruns.

The filmed shows are budgeted for $51,000; the taped

shows, $37,000. Of the latter figure, the live show produc-

tion cost will be $28,000; the remaining $9,000 is for tap-

ing. Producer-writer Serling plans to tape 45 minutes, to

allow for editing, dissolves, etc.

Production on the novel series begins May 4 on the

telefilm segments, and 8 tapes will be made beginning

July 6. Serling, making his producer-debut on this series

which he created, will write the first 16 scripts. He owns
50%, sharing ownership with CBS.

Serling fits into what has become a general pattern in

Hollywood, whereby successful writers graduate and be-

come producers, thus creating even more of a shortage of

top writers. Now that he’ll be so busy with his new series,

he will have to pass up any other TV writing or screen as-

signments. The producer-writer did, however, get a re-

ject on a story he had up for CBS’ Playhouse 90. It was a

fantasy, “Old Man MacDonald Had a Curve,” which was
an hour-long TV show 7 years ago. The network didn’t

like the idea of reprising a story that old, turned it down.

Telefilm Prices To Rise: Domestic syndication prices are

being forced up slowly by rising production costs, with the

over-all level likely to edge up 10% during 1959 and with
the stronger half-hour properties going for as much as

15-20% more than last year, Walter Kingsley tells us.

He is pres, of ITC, the booming film firm jointly owned
by the Jack Wrather Organization & Britain’s ATV.

Despite tougher sledding, ITC has mapped one of the

biggest telefilm production programs in the industry for

’59, and has scheduled 13 shows for filming in 6 countries,

under the reins of Ted Rogers, prod. dir. They represent

some $15,000,000 in combined budgets. The series range
from co-produced, Hollywood-made packages like Robert
J. Enders’ Treasury Agent to Clarke Reynolds’ Australian-

filmed Whiplash.

ITC hopes to feed packages into the syndication

market at the rate of one every 2 months, Kingsley says.

Some will be new, such as the Cannonball series on which
ITC has written $1,000,000 in domestic sales & $300,000 in

foreign deals in 7 weeks, and others will be off-the-net-

work reruns. ITC is also in high gear in network sales,

having scored a Campbell Soup renewal this week on a
new 39-episode series of Lassie films. Earlier, ITC got a
5th-year renewal on Fury from General Foods & Borden,
a $5,000,000 sale of The Gale Storm Show to ABC-TV.

Along with its half-hour telefilm network & syndication

plans, ITC is also exploring 2 other new areas, according
to Kingsley: (1) a step into production of shows & com-
mercials on video tape, possibly through a London pro-

duction outpost in conjunction with ATV, and (2) syndica-

tion of one-hour telefilm shows aimed “at the top 75 U.S.
TV markets,” since Nielsen ratings on hour-long action-

adventure shows have held up well this year.

Add tape syndication: Tape manufacturer Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. is sponsoring a new 30-min. children’s show
for spot placement in 7 markets—on TV tape.

NOT-SO-EARLY BUYiNG SEASON: Despite reports this

will be an early buying season, Hollywood makers of

TV film series don’t agree. They tell us they expect a

long waiting period while sponsors eye the new pilots

warily & wait for discounts, as they did last year. Some
predict they will still be buying as late as next August.

Original speculation that this would be an early buy-
ing season arose following a few deals for next season.

But a number of these didn’t even involve sponsors—were
networks ordering shows with no sponsors set as yet.

(NBC’s order of Laramie from Revue, for example.)

Opinion this will be a late buying season is held by
such industry executives as Desilu v.p. Martin Leeds &
indie producer Sam Marx, among others.

Marx, who has a pilot. The Jan Clayton Show, making
the Madison Ave. rounds, comments: “It looks like all the

boys back East are waiting. Shows sold thus far have been

sold because of basic reasons—because of the stars in-

volved, or a particular gimmick. The networks are giving

priority to their own projects. They have a stranglehold.”

Nsw York Roundup: Latest revenue source to be explored

by leading syndicators is the home movie market, from
which a few (like Official Films) emerged in TV’s early

days. UAA this week signed 2 distribution contracts for

8mm. versions of Warner Bros, cartoons handled by UA-
controlled AAP. Cartoons will come on 100-foot red sty-

rene reels and retail for $3.95. Most have been seen on
TV. Also active in the non-TV field is NTA, which has

approximately 200 cartoons and shorts available to the

home movie market via 4 leading distributors . . . Jack

Chertok is joining the producer trend to hour-long films,

in a co-production deal with NBC-TV for Trace Hunter,

a Western to be filmed in Wyoming . . . ZIV-TV is a firm

believer in keeping talent in the fold. Four Hollywood

names—Macdonald Carey, Kent Taylor, Richard Carlson

and Adolphe Menjou—are now in production on their

2nd TV series for ZIV. One big lure is residual money.

Carlson has earned over $800,000 so far from 7 Led 3 Lives

reruns . . . Independent TV Corp. growth is reflected in the

current expansion of the firm’s sales department, which

this week appointed 10 new sales staffers . . . Goodson-

Todman’s planned production of a Philip Marlowe who-

dunit series for fall telecasting on NBC-TV underlines the

long gap that frequently exists between anticipation and

realization. G-T signed the property in late 1957, and has

been shopping for a deal ever since.

New technique for editing tape “with the same pre-

cision as motion picture film” has been developed by NBC
in Hollywood. Accoi’ding to Telesales dept. West Coast

chief Jerry Madden: “Now we can edit sound and picture

portions independently. Until now we had to find a place

where there was no sound on the tape and then edit it.”

In NBC’s new system, the sound is recorded separately

from the picture. West Coast production-business affairs

v.p. Tom Sarnoff officially announced NBC’s entry into the

tape commercial production business. All of the network’s

tape facilities, he said, will be made available to outside

TV producers for pilots, auditions, etc., as well as commer-

cials. By May 1, NBC will have 12 recorders in Burbank,

14 in N.Y., 2 each in Philadelphia, Chicago & Washington.

New tape syndication venture: Cuban winter baseball,

syndicated on tape by Max Cooper. First customer: ABC’s

WBKB Chicago.
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TV-ELECTRONICS—RESILIENCE IN 'RECESSION^ It's no wonder electronics stocks are

soaring today. The industry's obvious space-age future is only one reason. For another—and perhaps even

more significant cause, take a look at how established TV-radio-electronics companies weathered "reces-

sion year" of 1958:

While average industrial firm reported 16% dip in profits from 1957 to 1958, spot survey of TV-elec-

tronics companies shows decline of only 3.2%. And 4th-quarter 1958 was 22.1% ahead of comparable 1957

quarter, as shown by a sampling of electronics firms.

We found these figures by computing total profits of 20 companies in TV & related electronics field

which keep their books on calendar year basis and have released their 1958 financial reports to date. The

16% decline for average industrial company was computed in same manner in recent Wall Street

Journal survey. For our electronics survey we excluded esoteric and highly specialized firms. Of the 20

companies, 10 arc directly in consumer goods field, and most of the others are suppliers to consumer

electronics manufacturers (For list, see below).

Total profits of the 20 companies for 1958 aggregated $425,486,973, as opposed to $439,241,702 in

1957. Despite undisputed consumer goods slump last year, 8 of the firms showed increases in profits in 1958,

while 12 reported decreases.

Subdividing these companies into groups, we found that components group (5 firms) was most

severely depressed, showing 23% drop ($4,406,338 in 1958 vs. $5,723,558 profit in 1957). Only one company

in this group reported higher earnings in 1958 than 1957.

The "diversified group"—companies which range widely in electronics—contained 7 producers, 4

of which manufacture TV-radio as well as wide variety of other items. Aggregate profits of these companies

dropped 4.6% in 1958 ($387,124,884 vs. $405,632,407), and 5 of the 7 companies reported earnings decreases.

The so-called "TV-radio group"—companies known primarily as consumer electronics producers (al-

though most of them now have greater sales in non-consumer items)—showed profit increase of 20.6% in

1958 ($25,310,981 vs. $20,990,459), only 2 of the 6 reporting decline in profits.

Fourth-quarter 1958 was outstanding for many companies . Separate tabulation of 4th-quarter-1958

net earnings for the 11 companies in TV-electronics which have made figures available showed 22.1% in-

crease over the admittedly poor 4th-quarter of 1957 ($127,595,992 vs. $104,540,505). And every one of the 11

companies reported an increase.

TV-radio group showed biggest rise—hefty 64.2% for the 6 companies represented. Diversified group

reported 19.5% increase.
• • • •

Why this resilience in electronics? For one thing, because even those companies traditionally known

as "TV-radio manufacturers" have ceased to depend primarily on the caprices of the ultimate consumer. In

addition to wide diversification of practically every important electronics company, annual reports give these

other clues: Defense spending—with an increasingly large part of the military dollar going for electronic

gear—is one of most important facets. Also contributing were the 2nd-half-1958 pickup in consumer elec-

tronics demand (notably hi fi, but also including TV), increase in industrial electronic gear, new operational

economy & efficiency in company management.

Companies represented in full-year-1958 list, all of whose financial reports have been detailed in past

issues: Components group—Aerovox, Cornell-Dubilier, International Resistance, Mallory, Oak. Diversified

group—Daystrom, GE, RCA, Raytheon, Sylvania, Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Westinghouse. TV-radio group

—Emerson, Motorola, Packard-Bell, Philco, Wells-Gardner, Zenith. Also included in totals, but not in category

groups, were transistor-maker Texas Instruments and tube-manufacturer Tung-Sol.
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In 4th-quarter tabulations, these firms were represented: Cornell-Dubilier, Emerson, GE, Magnavox,

Motorola, Oak, Pacific Mercury, Packard-Bell, Philco, RCA, Westinghouse.

A complete tabulation giving a wealth of data on all major electronics companies, as complied by
Edgar N. Greenebaum, financial consultant in electronics, will be published again as a special supplement

this spring. It will show in detail what these sample figures have indicated generally—the remarkable re-

silience of electronics.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: TV set production was 96,653 in week ended March 13 vs. 95,794 in

preceding week & 88,598 in same 1958 week, EIA reports. Year's 10th week brought production to 1,089,111

vs. 989,029 last year. Radio production was 275,592 (109,063 auto) vs. 277,682 (99,847 auto) in preceding

week, & 170,434 (41,942 auto) last year. In 10 weeks: 2,802,536 (1,063,205 auto) vs. 2,100,384 (714,623 auto).

JAN. TV SET SALES DOWN: EIA’s official figures for

the first month of 1959 give this picture: TV set sales

down 15% from Jan. 1958, radio sales up a whopping

31%. The unofficial production figures for the first 10

weeks of 1959 show 1,089,111 sets produced, compared

with 989,029 during" the comparable 1958 period.

Nevertheless, Jan. retail TV set sales totaled 501,-

704, the lowest first-month TV unit sales since 1952. In

Jan. 1958, unit sales were 649,514. This table gives

the official EIA production & sales figure for Jan.

1959 vs. Jan. & Dec. 1958

:

Jan. 1959 Dec. 1958 Jan. 1958

TV production 437,026 414,850 433,983
TV set sales 501,704 649,514 581,486
Radio production 1,124,737 1,525,744 1,026,527
Radio sales 700,490 1,944,838 534,640

(excluding auto)

Included in the TV production figures above are 35,-

841 uhf sets produced in Jan. 1959 vs. 29,454 in Dec. 1958

and 51,115 in Jan. 1958. January’s radio production in-

cluded 420,052 auto radios vs. 558,767 in Dec. & 349,679 in

Jan. 1958. FM radio production in Jan. 1959 totaled 30,-

235 (no comparisons available).
4: ^

Transistor sales took a rare monthly drop in January,

EIA reported, while receiving and picture tube sales in-

creased. Picture tube sales totaled 784,906 units worth

$15,209,896 in Jan. vs. 649,031 worth $12,644,308 in Dec. &
621,910 worth $12,341,927 in Jan. 1958.

Factory sales of receiving tubes totaled 31,150,000

($26,808,000) in Jan. compared with 28,504,000 ($25,123,-

000) in Dec. & 26,805,000 ($23,264,000) in Jan. 1958.

Sales of transistors dipped to 5,195,317 units ($13,-

626,886) in Jan. from 5,627,000 ($16,595,616) in Dec.

Transistor sales in Jan. 1958 totaled 2,955,247 (no factory

value given).

Multiple TV set promotion campaign, long planned by

EIA (Vol. 14:49), may get under way April 1. Meeting

this week during EIA’s spring conference in Washington,

a special ad hoc committee headed by RCA’s Jack Williams

set that date for a push-off session with manufacturers’

representatives. Companies were asked to send spokesmen
to the upcoming Washington conference, ready to outline

what each is capable of doing in the industrywide drive to

install more than one set in homes. At the same time the

EIA committee agreed to back “to the fullest” NAB’s na-

tional radio month in May.

Raytheon has been awarded a $64,600,000 production

contract by the Navy for additional Sparrow III super-

sonic air-to-air missiles. About $38,000,000 will be awarded
by Raytheon to more than 550 direct sub-contractors.

Latest Consumer Attitudes: Major appliances & furniture

are in the 12-month buying plans of 27.8% of the con-

sumers surveyed in Jan. & Feb. for the Federal Reserve

System. This figure is down 0.4% from the 1958 findings

of the same study, which is conducted by the Survey Re-
search Center of U. of Michigan.

Despite the small drop in this category (and in used
cars), the percentage of consumers who plan to buy sub-

stantial items was generally up—from last year’s 47% to

this year’s 50%.
Of the 2550 families queried, 38% felt better off this

year (32% in 1958); 40% were earning more (36% in

1958); 42% expected to be earning more next year (37%
in 1958) ; and 55% (vs. 31% in 1958) look forward to gocd
times in the next 12 months. Prices were expected to keep
rising this year by 61% of respondents (vs. 48% in 1958).

People usually buy the brand of TV set they had in

mind in the first place. This is one of the findings in a
Chicago Tribune survey of shopper buying attitudes,

based on interviews with 2002 Chicago area housewives.

The poll showed 69% of housewives eventually bought the

brand they intended to buy. The same trend holds true with

other appliances, and is most pronounced with regard to

vacuum cleaners (85% stuck to their guns), least evidenced

in the air conditioner field (only 59% ended up with the

brand they thought they wanted first). The survey also

showed: (1) Families usually buy a “basic 3” group of

appliances—^washer, vacuum cleaner & TV—before they

get any others. (2) While women usually have the most
say on appliance brand choices, in choosing a TV set men
decided in 27% of the cases, women 26%, equal 47%.

Motorola introduced a new convertible TV table model
this week in a series of distributor meetings. It’s a mason-
ite-cabinet unit which can be converted to a planter, lowboy

or swivel-base consolette with the addition of different

bases. Suggested list prices are $190 & $200. Also intro-

duced was a line of “super-portable” radios—extremely

powerful (6-8 transistors plus 2 diodes), yet some models

are said to operate for an hour, or cheaper than a

line-cord set.

Govt, purchasing guide for supply firms—271-page

Procurement Handbook with 70-page appendix containing

sample forms—has been published by the General Serv-

ices Adminstration. Copies are available for $1.50 from the

Govt. Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.

TV checks checks in Toronto’s Toronto-Dominion Bank,

where the first Canadian bank closed-circuit installation

permits 2-way communication between tellers & ledger

clerks in another part of the building.
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IS FAIR TRADE FAIR? A strong pitch for enactment of

federal fair trade legislation, permitting manufacturers
to fix retail prices on trademarked products throughout
the country, was made this week in House hearings by
NARDA pres. Joseph Fleischaker. But he ran into

formidable opposition from Govt, and other forces.

Reporting that 90% of NARDA members favored

national fair trade regulations (Vol. 15:11), Flei-

schaker appeared before the full Commerce Committee
to urge passage of a bill (HR-1253) by Chairman
Harris (D-Ark.) to legalize minimum prices.

Independent appliance dealers need such a law if they

are to stay in business against competition by cut-thi'oat

price-reducing competitors, Fleischaker said. They “do not

ask you to hold an umbrella over their industry, to guar-

antee them their profits or to free them from their

responsibility to be good businessmen,” he told the Com-
mittee. All they want, he said, is to “harvest the fruits of

their labor” in promoting sales of products—sales which

competitors steal by exploiting discounts in markets

created by others.

Traditional govt, objections to such legislation were

voiced by the FTC & Justice Dept., however. FTC Chair-

man John W. Gwynne argued that the proposed law would

run counter to the free enterprise system—“and is con-

trary to the public policy expressed by Congress in the

anti-trust laws since 1890.”

Similar opposition to the Harris measure came from

Chairman Celler (D-N.Y.) of the House Judiciary Com-
mittee, who testified that the real objective of proponents

is to protect retail markups of as much as 40-50% from

competition by dealers who are willing to risk making

profits on small margins. Other opponents included the

American Farm Bureau Federation and N.Y. Bar Assn.

In addition to NARDA, the National Assn, of Retail

Druggists’ bureau of education on fair trade and the Na-

tional Federation of Independent Business appeared in

favor of the legislation. With Harris pushing it, the bill’s

chances of getting past the Commerce Committee are I’e-

garded as good. But it isn’t likely to get much further at

this session. Hearings are to be continued next week.

Off to Russia: U.S. electronics industry delegation,

headed by Raytheon v.p. Ray C. Ellis, chairman of EIA’s

international dept., goes to Soviet Union next week for a

3-week visit with Russian specialists and tours of labora-

tories & plants there. Others on the trip, arranged by the

State Dept, after 2 years of negotiations with Soviet

officials, are Frank W. Mansfield, General Telephone &
Electronics marketing research director & chairman of

EIA’s market data policy committee; Julian K. Sprague,

pres, of Sprague Electric Co.; Dr. Conrad H. Zierdt Jr.,

GE; Dr. Imre Molnar, General Telephone Labs; Charles

P. Marsden Jr., electron devices section chief at the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards. They’ll be guests of the State

Committee for Radio Electronics of the Council of Minis-

ters. Last fall EIA was host here for a similar Soviet

delegation.

Soviet Academician Aksel Bergs says the USSR will

have 3,500,000 TV sets & 7,000,000 radios by 1965. The
industry expects to triple under Russia’s 7-year plan.

American National Exhibition in Moscow’s Sokolniki

Park this summer will include product displays by Hoffman
Electroncs Corp., Webcor Corp., Philco and other U.S.

TV-radio-phono manufacturers.

Trade Personals: P. B. (Pinky) Reed, ex-RCA’ interna-
tional v.p., recently on special assignments in connection
with educational TV equipment, will be assigned in late
April to Washington as v.p. on special projects . . . Lewis
D. Spencer, asst, secy., designated gen. atty. at Motorola
. . . Dr. Irving Wolff, RCA Labs research v.p., also assumes
chairmanship of RCA Education Committee, which ad-
ministers the company’s aid-to-education program, suc-
ceeding RCA v.p.-technical director Dr. Charles B. Joliffe

. . . Fred R. Lack, retired Western Electric v.p., receives

medal of honor, EIA’s highest award, for work as v.p. of
its military products div. Presentation will be made by
1958 winner H. Leslie Hoffman, pres, of Hoffman Elec-

tronics, at EIA’s convention in Chicago in May . . . Paul
Goldsborough retires March 30 as Pentagon telecommuni-
cations policy director, succeeded in Defense Dept, post by
Wm. Hatton, retired ITT v.p. who recently was asst, com-
munications industry div. director in Commerce Dept.’s

Business & Defense Services Administration . . . Maurice
L. Levy & Martin Richmond promoted to v.p.’s, Emerson
consumer products div. . . . Ralph M. Spang, ex-Hotpoint,

appointed controller. Zenith . . . Rocco R. Reale made man-
ufacturing mgr., Allen B. Du Mont Labs industrial elec-

tronics div. . . . David B. Tolins Jr., advertising supervisor

of Sylvania Electronics Tubes div., promoted to adv. &
sales prom. mgr. of semiconductor div. . . . Joseph E. Cain,

pres, of P. R. Mallory Co., Indianapolis components manu-
facturer, has been elected to board of directors of Gross
Telecasting Inc., operator of WJIM & WJIM-TV Lansing,

Mich. . . . Walter C. Cooper, govt, contracts mgr. of Gen-
eral Precision Lab, elected asst. v.p. . . . J. R. Popkin-
Clurman, Telechrome pres., is bound for Japan to negotiate

Japanese business, lecture on color TV at Tokyo Technical

College and address Japanese Institute of TV Engineers

. . . Marshall A. Williams, ex-IT&T, takes new post of dir.

of market development in govt.-corporate relations, Ray-
theon . . . Ray V. McCadam, has been named mgr. of

equipment tube sales for the industrial tube division of

Raytheon Manufacturing Co., a newly created post. He
was formerly commercial sales representative in Los
Angeles, California . . . Stanley J. Koch, ex Du Mont
Labs v.p., now is in his own tube components mfg. busi-

ness, Argas Corp., East Newark, N.J. . . . Harvey W. Hess
appointed Midwest sales engineer, Stromberg-Carlson

special products div. . . . Sherman G. Whetstone named
mgr.. International Resistance Co.’s North Carolina div.;

a consolidation of its Boone and Asheville plants . . . Dr.

Willard R. Sittner, ex-Motorola, joins Sperry Rand semi-

conductor div. in new post of div. mgr. . . . William H. Hall

named marketing mgr., GE’s newly organized rectifier

components product section, semiconductor products dept.,

headquartering at Auburn, N.Y,

School for TV-appliance servicemen has been scheduled

by National Appliance & Radio-TV Dealers Assn, for March
24-26 at Northwestern U, Chicago. Among subjects to be

covered: customer relations, upgrading service caliber, fair f

service rates, handling & repair of trade-ins. Henry E.
^

Theobald, asst, dean, School of Business Administration, is «i

faculty adviser. Instructors will be service managers of 1
leading manufacturers.

J

Obituary

James S. Knowlson, 75, Stewart-Warner Corp. chair-

man & 1940-1942 pres., Radio Manufacturers Assn, (now p •

EIA) died March 6 in Chicago. /
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VISTAS IN SPACE: The National Aeronautics & Space

Administration, which set up shop only last Oct., will

I

have $350,000,000 to spend for contract work, much of

it in electronics under its budget for fiscal 1960, ad-

ministrator T. Keith Glennan told the EIA’s spring

conference in Washington this week.

This industry slice of a total NASA budget of

$485,300,000 compares with $250,000,000 earmarked

^ for outside work in the fiscal year ending June 30, indi-

t eating growing reliance on ElA members to put the

j
U.S. space program into orbit, he pointed out. In the

I last year of the NASA’s predecessor. National Ad-

visory Committee for Aeronautics, $100,000,000 went

for research & development—almost all in NACA labs.

“In this space business,” Glennan said, “we depend

\
upon you to make vital contributions to three major-

areas: Design & fabrication of certain of our payloads.

I Tracking, data acquisition & reduction. Guidance &
1

control of booster rockets.”

Markets in space: Space Guide, 150-pp. “non-technical

I sourcebook for businessmen” on contracts with the Na-
tional Aeronautics & Space Administration, is offered to

the trade at $10 per copy by Vincent F. Callahan, 1420

! N.Y. Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. Callahan is the pub-

i
Usher of weekly newsletters Washington Space Letter and

i Washington Missile Contract Report. The space industry’s

: first daily newsletter

—

Space Business Daily—was stai’ted

I
recently at 721 Albee Bldg., Washington, by Erik Ber-

i

gaust, ex-Missiles & Rockets Magazine. $125 per year.

TV space satellite is one of 3 more weather-eye space

vehicles scheduled to be launched this year. It will carry

miniature TV cameras designed by RCA, as well as infra-

red sensors to measure the earth’s heat radiation. Van-

guard weather satellite launched Feb. 17 has 2 photocells

which scan the earth’s cloud cover. The light intensities

measured by the cells are stored on tape and transmitted

on command to ground radio installations.

I

Symposium on aircraft & space communications will be

sponsored by ElA during the First World Congress of

Flight, April 12-19, at Las Vegas.
1

!

I Electronics Personals: Robert S. Caruthers, former deputy

( dir. of research & engineering, ITT, elected v.p. & technical

1 dir., ITT Labs research div., succeeding Andre G. Clavier,

' retired (Vol. 15:11) . . . Dr. Robert M. Page, director of Na-
val Research Lab, Washington, won 3rd annual Conrad

’ Award of Office of Naval Research for “continuing & sig-

nificant contributions” to electronics, radio, radar . . . Arch

j

T. Colwell, pre-merger v.p. of Thompson Products, appointed

^

to new post of engineering, research & development v.p.,

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge . . . Dr. Adolph Goetzberger,

ex-Siemens & Halske, Munich, named senior physicist,

,
Shockley Transistor div. of Beckman Instrument . . . Dr.

“

James W. Meyer named to new post of assoc, div. head,

j

Lincoln Labs radar div. . . . David D. Munro 3rd, ex-ITT,

named mgr., electrical & electronic labs. Commonwealth
Engineering Co. of Ohio . . . George P. Walker, ex-Magna-

,
vox Research Labs, appointed senior staff engineer, Ampex
instrumentation div. . . . Frederic C. Zorn, ex-Du Mont TV
& radio div. (Vol. 15:9), appointed to new post of asst,

mgr., Du Mont Labs industrial electronics div. Clee Marsh
resigns as chief engineer, instruments div.

Financial

Ampex Corp. reports increased sales & earnings for

9-month & 3-month periods ended Jan. 31. The report for

the 9-month period (1958 per-share earnings & shares out-

standing adjusted to reflect 2y2-for-l stock split):

1959
Net sales $26,829,000
Net income 1,219,000
Earned per share 6C(-

Shares outstanding 1,835,662
For 3 months ended Jan. 31

:

Net sales 10,682,000
Net income 554,000
Earned per share 30c

1958
$19,493,000

552.000

30c
1,835,662

7,791,000
380.000

21c

Indiana Steel Products Co., largest of the permanent
magnet makers, reports consolidated sales in 1958 fell

33% fi'om 1957’s all-time high, partially due to losses of

its Canadian subsidiary. For the year ended. Dec. 31:

Consolidated net sales
Net earnings
Earned per share ....
Shares outstanding .

.

1958 1957
$9,920,715 $12,494,526

540,534 807,280
1.85 2.75

293,298 293,298

Sprague Electric Co., reporting a decline in profit &
sales, attributed the 1958 drop to inventory reduction by

users of the parts it makes, but noted that shipments at

the end of the year were well above 1957’s level. The report

for the year ended Dec. 31

:

Net sales

Net profit

Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1958
$43,193,717

1,761,719
1.41

1,247,912

1957
$46,187,481

2,220,101
1.78

1,244,987

Collins Radio Co. reports $986,227 profit for 6 months
ended Jan. 31, vs. an operating loss in the same 1958 pe-

riod. Pres. Arthur A. Collins predicted an increased op-

erating profit for 2nd-half 1958. The report for 6 months
ended Jan. 31: 1959 195s
Sales $48,159,000 $49,488,000
Earnings (loss in 1958) ... 986,227 (171,021)
Earned per share 57(* —

N.V. Philips’ Gloeilampenfabrieken, the worldwide elec-

tronics combine based at Eindhoven, Netherlands, reports

record sales & profits for 1958. The preliminary financial

summary for the year ended Jan. 1:

1958 1957
Sales $950,000,000 $830,000,000
Consol, net earnings 64,100,000 49,100,000

Dynamics Corp. of America reports higher consoli-

dated net earnings on lower sales in 1958 as compared with

1957. For the year ended Dec. 31: 1958 1957
Sales $32,386,037 $38,914,418
Net earnings 921,145 539,647
Earned per shai-e 16<‘ 2^

Sonotone Corp. reports that its profits & sales dipped

slightly in 1958. For the year ended Dec. 31:

1958
Net sales $21,513,063
Operational net profit 800,473

Earned per share 71(‘

1957
$22,289,198

880,535
78(‘

Avco Mfg. Corp. reports decreased sales

the 3 months ended Feb. 28: 1959

Net sales $67,679,974
Net earnings 1,349,557

Earned per share

& earnings in

1958
$70,580,470

2,797,723
30(‘

National Theatres has extended to April 6 the expira-

tion date of its offer to acquire NTA common stock &
warrants. It has applied to the American Stock Exchange

to list the 5V2% debentures which it is offering in ex-

change for NTA stock.
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Officers-&-Directors stock transactions as reported to the

SEC for Feb.:
Admiral. Wm. S. Baltz exercised option to buy 750, holds 750.

Wm. L. Dunn exercised option to buy 3600, holds 3600.

Allied Artists. Roger W. Hurlock bought 200, holds 17,600.

AB-PT. A. H. Blank bought 500 through trusts, holds 3297 in tru.sts,

1887 personally.

American Electronics. George Otis bought 500, holds 500.

AT&T. John L. McCaffrey bought 100, holds 239.

Belock Instrument. Thomas F. Hanley sold 1000, holds 39,201.

Clcvite. J. Kneeland Nunan sold 1100, holds 2900 personally, 50 in

trust.

CBS. Lewis Gordon bought 102, holds 895. Goddard Lieberson

bought 7903, holds 8115.

Columbia Pictures. Charles Schwartz bought 26,900 through Fico

Corp., in which 13 officers & directors are beneficial owners, sold 1600

through partnership, holds 76,286 in Fico Corp., 11,641 in partnership.

Corning Glass. John L. Hanigan sold 1000, holds 926.

Daystrom. Earl R. Mellen exercised option to buy 2000, holds 3626.

Emerson, Dorman D. Israel exercised option to buy 4610, holds

5928. Morton P. Rome exercised option to buy 1680, holds 1784. A. A.

Vogel bought 1200, holds 1200.

GE. Edwin H. Howell exercised option to buy 660, holds 1795.

Willard H. Sahloff sold 1945, holds 4229.

General Instrument. Monte Cohen exercised option to buy 5000,

holds 8718. S. W. Gross bought 5000, holds 6000. Malcolm C. Hutchison
I)Ought 700, holds 800. Alois Konecny Jr. bought 3500. holds 3500. Fred
0. Runnel sold 2000, holds 406.

General Precision Equipment. Earle G. Hines bought 300, holds 800.

Edwin A. Link sold 1600, holds 39,101.

Guild Films. Harry A. McDonald sold 500, holds 600. David Van Al-

styne Jr. sold 2400 as trustee, holds none as trustee, 7207 personally,

1600 in foundation.
Hazeltine. Laurence B. Dodds sold 100, holds 230.

Indiana Steel Products. Paul R. Doelz sold 1800, holds 3800 person-

ally, 6160 in trusts. Charles A. Maynard exercised option to buy 1050,

holds 2400.

IBM. Wm. J. Mail- bought 292, holds 2100. H. Wisner Miller Jr.

exercised option to buy 348, holds 474. Jay W. Schnackel exercised op-

tion to buy 262, holds 279 per.sonally, 60 jointly with wife.

ITT. Frederick R. Furth bought 100, holds 322. Edmund H. Leavey
exercised option to buy 10,000, got 146 as compensation, holds 10,484.

F. L. Jacobs. Murray D. Van Wagoner sold 1600, holds none.

Litton Industries. Charles R. Abrams Jr. sold 100, holds 3287. Roy
L. Ash sold 178 through partnership in exercise of options by employes,

bolds 6793 in partnership, 61,664 personally. George Friedl Jr. bought

700. holds 1435. David Ingalls sold 133, holds 6153. George E. Monroe
received 2100 for trusts in exchange for Monroe Calculating stock,

holds 2100 in trusts, 17,229 personally. Fred R. Sullivan bought 5000.

holds 7930. Charles B. Thornton sold 394 through partnership in exer-

cise of options by employes, holds 12,763 in partnership. 126.330 per-

sonally.

Loew’s Inc. Bennett Cerf bought 200, holds 600. John I. Snyder Jr.

l>ought 100, holds 100.

Motorola. Alex Arnold bought 100, holds 400. Joseph A. Chambers
bought 100, holds 272.

National Theatres. E. C. Rhoden sold 9650 through Rhoden In-

vestment Co. and 1200 more through Precision Holding Co., holds 6000
in Rhoden Investment Co.. 9650 in Precision Holding Co., 1325 in Boot
Hill Investment Co., 26,800 personally.

Philco. Frederick D. Ogilby sold 100, holds 5005.

RCA. Ewen C. Anderson acquired 198, holds 573. Meade Brunet
acquired 130, holds 961. John Q. Cannon acquired 129, holds 442. Orrin
E. Dunlap Jr. acquired 162, holds 735. Elmer W. Engstrom acquired

195, holds 1817. Douglas H. Ewing acquired 90, sold 200, holds 13. Frank
M. Folsom acquired 233, holds 13,682. Ernest B. Gorin acquired 184.

holds 767. Walter S. Holmes Jr. acquired 130, holds 456. Charles B.
Jolliffe acquired 174, holds 1440. Charles M. Odorizzi acquired 174,

holds 1502. Robert W. Sarnoff acquired 198, holds 885. Theodore A.
Smith acquired 188, holds 716. Edward M. Tuft acquired 183, holds 629.

Wm. Walter Watts acquired 174, holds 588. Robert L. Werner acquired
200, holds 1187. (Acquisitions represented stock awards under RCA In-
centive Plan).

Raytheon. Ray C. Ellis sold 100, holds 2325. David R. Hull exer-
cised option to buy 3000, sold 500, holds 3650.

Siegler. Pierpont M. Hamilton sold 1400, holds 36,044. A. Charles
Schwartz sold 8750 through Bache & Co., holds none.

Skiatron Electronics & TV. Kurt Widder sold 400, holds 6500.

Standard Coll. John R. Johnson sold 2000, holds none.
TelePrompTer. Walter Hirshon sold 1000, holds 6000.

Texas Instruments. Cecil H. Green sold 21,700 privately, holds
314,310. J. E. Jonsson sold 21,600 privately, holds 426,680. W. F. Joyce
bought 200, holds 8462. Eugene McDermott sold 21,700 privately & 30
more, holds 322,168.

Trans-Lux. Harry Brandt l)Ought 200 & 100 through Marathon
Pictures Corp., 600 through Harry Brandt Foundation, 1400 through
Gusti Brandt Foundation, holds 167,100 personally, 1000 in Marathon
Pictures Corp., 17,280 in Harry Brandt Foundation, 13,450 in Gusti
Brandt Foundation, 17,600 for wife, 200 in Bilpam Corp., 1000 in

Brapick Corp.
20th Century-Fox. Robert Lehman sold 1200, holds 23,800.
Universal Pictures. Daniel M. Schaeffer bought 100, holds 107.

Warner Bros. Serge Semenenko sold 160,000, holds 1800 personally,
2000 in trust for daughter.

Westinghouse. Mark W. Cresap Jr. exercised option to buy 2426,
holds 4062.

GE officers-directors, who in 1958 drew remunerations

exceeding $30,000, are listed with common shareholdings, in

the proxy statement for the April 22 annual meeting of

stockholders in Cleveland, as follows: Ralph J. Cordiner,
'

chairman, $279,974 & 41,602 shares. Robert Paxton, pres.,

$200,014 & 30,536. Philip D. Reed, chairman of finance

committee, $180,014 & 35,893. G. Peabody Gardner retires

from board for age and, in addition to foregoing, follow-

ing will stand for reelection as directors: S. Sloan Colt,

Bankers Trust Co., holds 3,170 shares. Donald K. David,

Ford Foundation, 600. Charles D. Dickey, J.P. Morgan &
Co., 9,000. Henry Ford III, Ford Motor Co., 100. John
Holmes, Swift & Co., 1,000. Frederick L. Hovde, pres, of

Purdue U, 10. Gilbert W. Humphrey, Hanna Mining Co.,

100. John E. Lawrence, James Lawrence & Co., Boston

cotton merchants, 100. George H. Love, Consolidation Coal

Co., 600. Thomas B. McCabe, pres, of Scott Paper Co.,

2,500. George G. Montgomery, Kern County Land Co., San
Francisco, 1,100. Henry S. Morgan, Morgan Stanley & Co.,

9,000. Robert T. Stevens, textile manufacturer & ex-Secy.

of the Army, 500. Sidney J. Weinberg, Goldman, Sachs &
Co., 1,500. Robert W. Woodruff, Coca-Cola Co., 1,590.

Television-Electronics Fund shares are now listed on

the Brussels Bourse & on Belgium’s Antwerp Stock Ex-
change. They’ve been on Amsterdam Exchange since 1951.

National Co. has acquired all the stock of Mutual
Electronic Industries Corp., Providence, R.I., manufacturer

of wire, cable & edge-lighted panels.

Foreign

German Commercial TV: The April start of large-scale

commercial TV in Cologne, Hamburg and Bremen on ex-

isting government-owned stations should break one of the

world’s tightest logjams of sponsoi-ed TV time—a jam
in which the entire 1959 schedule of availabilities on the

few commercial periods in West German TV were snapped

up by eager clients as far back as last September.

That’s the opinion of Robert Douglass Stuart, of Bruce

Payne & Assoc., who recently returned from a TV-survey-

ing trip to Germany. Stuart tells us that more commercial

TV will soon take a larger shart of German ad budgets, in

which German commercial radio (with more time to sell)

is currently out-running TV by 4.3 to one. But despite in-

creased time, it will still be a TV salesman’s paradise, he

adds. Only a half-hour daily (7:30-8 p.m.) on all West
German stations will be commercial, 6 days a week, with a ^

total of 6 minutes for announcements ranging in length

from 15 seconds to 3 minutes. Demand for cemmercial time i

is high, although time costs are also high.

French commercial TV may be beamed into the Rivi-

era as far as Marseilles from Monte Carlo this year, in |

the wake of failure by French advertising interests to get i

the government’s green light in Paris for sponsored TV.
A syndicate of French businessmen, headed by Paris ad- i

man Marcel Bluestein, has bought commercial Tele Monte i

Carlo, and is planning a higher-powered station on Mon-
aco’s Mont-Agel to be beamed into France. Eventual hope :

of the business gi'oup: that high-quality shows made pos- i

sible by sponsorship may encourage support within France i

for commercial TV outlets.

International TV and radio station list, containing i

most of the world’s shortwave and broadcast band AM sta- m
tions and a concise summary of TV stations on the air is ®
contained in the new 1959 World Radio Handbook, pub- i

lished and edited by 0. Lund Johansen, Lindorffsalle 1,

Hellerup, Copenhagen, Denmark. Price: $2.50, 20^ postage, x
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SUMMARY- INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

Progxamminff

OUR SPECIAL REPORT ON TELEFILMERS' current pilots,

ready or in preparation, tells you what Hollywood is offering

Madison Ave. for next season. Westerns strong (pp. 2 & 71.

FCC
ACTION ON PAY-TV FRONT COMES as FCC okays single-

market single-system tests in 20 areas. House Committee
concurring. But nobody rushes to apply (pp. 1 & 3).

SEC. 315 GOES TO SUPREME COURT in WDAY equal-time

libel appeal as Congressional support grows for legislative

repeal of FCC's Lar Daly newscast ruling (pp. 2 & 4).

Foreign

THE ACCELERATING PULSE OF OVERSEAS TV is shown in

updated section of our new Factbook. Receiver total is now
26,479,945—more than 50% of U.S. total (pp. 2 & 24).

Educational TV

ETV GRANTS AWARDED FOR 10 RESEARCH PROJECTS
among 15 audio-visual plans picked to share $500,000 under
National Defense Education Act (p. 5).

Networks

"NEW" MUTUAL NETWORK faces new headaches as 34-

station Don Lee Network switches to ABC (p. 6).

Film & Tape

TAPE INNOCENTS ABROAD are hitting TV pay dirt. New
Intercontinental TV firm's orders range from Paris to Moscow
on shows, spots. Other tape & film news (pp. 2 & 16)

Stations

TV'S DEFENSE COMMITTEE holds its first meeting as Time
pays tribute to the Western, a mainstay of programming,

and other magazines announce TV stories (p. 12).

Manufacturing & Distribution

“TRUE PORTABLE" TV DEBUT probable this year, but in

small quantities at high cost. Emerson's plans (p. 19).

IRE CONVENTION STRESSES SPACE electronics. Micro-min-
iature circuits steal show (p. 21).

EIA REVAMPS SETUP FOR ITS PARTS DIV., setting up major
subdivisions in groupings of component sections, (p. 21).

Finance

CBS SUMS UP PEAK YEAR of 1958: Owned TV station rev-

enues up 18%, TV network ad revenues up 4%, radio station

profits more than offsetting network losses (p. 22).

Other Departments

CONGRESS (p. 5). AUXILIARY SERVICES (p. 14). ADVER-

TISING (p. 15).

TIME FOR PAY-TV PROMOTERS TO PUT UP: There were big doings—relatively speaking

—on long-quiet pay-TV fronts this week. FCC announced readiness to authorize system tests, and hostile

House Commerce Committeemen agreed by one vote to go along (^see p. 3). Zenith (^N.Y. Stock Exchange)

went up as much as 13 points before settling down again. Skiatron (American Exchange) was in demand.

Other electronics issues vibrated.

After lean years in Washington's wilderness, were pay-TV promoters now prepared to show viewers

their promised land of superior programming by subscription? At long last, could the suffering public look

forward to rescue—on payment of fees, of course—from venal networks, Madison Ave. vulgarians and too

many Westerns? Would such dedicated preachers of pay-TV gospel as Zenith & Skiatron show the way to

TV's new dawn—and new ways to make TV money?

We tried to find out by asking principal proponents of pay TV. All said they intended to get under

way—although, as usual, none would give out with specifics. None professed to see any insurmountable

obstacles in rigid & expensive conditions for tests of their systems as written by FCC and countersigned on

Capitol Hill. At the same time, none rushed to file ground-floor FCC applications to prove what they can do.
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WESTERNS TO MAINTAIN TV DOMINANCE NEXT SEASON. Few months back. West-
erns, already surfeiting TV, seemed on way out , and only 7 new pilots of that category were being
readied in Hollywood. Our new Hollywood bureau has just contacted virtually every producer there and
learns that a minimum of 25 Western pilots now are planned for possible sale before next season starts. This

reverses the dopesters, who had held that Western vogue was about to end.

However, Westerns' dominant position next season will be threatened by series falling into action-

adventure category. Approximately 50 pilots are being prepared in this classification.

Other information gleaned by our survey: Filmed comedy will come back, with more than 30 new
pilots enroute. Despite reports that science fiction & fantasy would mushroom into a trend next season, it's

not so—out of about 200 planned pilots only 2 are fantasy, 6 science fiction. Another surprise: The who-
dunit series hold little interest for producers, with only 5 in the works. Still another: Anthologies, reportedly

making a comeback, won't; only 6 pilots planned are in that category. Complete tabulation begins on p.7.

THE ACCELERATING PULSE OF OVERSEAS TV: Foreign TV set ownership is increasing

at the rate of about 20% a year and is now past the halfway mark in catching up with U.S., which now shows
about a 7% annual growth in sets-in-use. Analyzing & totaling the estimates in the Foreign TV Directory

section of our new spring-summer Factbook No. 28, due off presses next week, we find an estimated 26,479,945

receivers in foreign countries as of March 1, compared with approximately 51,000,000 in U.S.

By dint of some pretty dogged correspondence with ministers of communications—some of whom
are mighty indifferent communicators—we obtained official facts & figures from overwhelming majority of

world's TV nations. In addition, we've backstopped such reports with the gleanings of U.S. Information

Agency & commercial establishments—so we're satisfied that the estimates are about as authoritative as we
can get, and we believe our Foreign Directory is the most accurate and complete of its kind.

World's top 10 TV nations after U.S. are as follows: United Kingdom, 10,000,000 sets; Canada,

3,250,000; Russia (probably next, though estimates vary greatly), 2,600,000; West Germany, 2,100,000;

Japan, 1,660,000; France, 1,000,000; Brazil, 850,000; Australia, 480,000; Mexico, 450,000; Czechoslovakia, 340,000.

There are 763 foreign stations, if you include all boosters and satellites, compared with 548 regular

U.S. stations, as of March 1. If foreign boosters and the like were excluded (as in the U.S. count), foreign

station total would be less than that of U.S. For example, Italy has 226 satellites. (For tabulation of foreign

stations & sets, see p. 24.)

Factbook's Foreign TV Directory runs 9 pages, includes licensee, power, channel and starting date of

each station—operating or planned. In addition, it shows the technical standards employed in each country,

the specifications of each set of standards, frequency of each channel (latter in handy tabular form).

SEC. 315 GOES TO COURT: Broadcasters' political equal-time dilemmas, sharpened by the FCC's

newscast ruling in the already-celebrated Chicago Lar Daly case (Vol. 15:8-12), became lively issues in

Supreme Court as well as in Congress this week.

Unrelated to the Chicago ruling—but relevant to TV-radio problems it underscored for Congress

—

were Supreme Court arguments on this long-troublesome question: Under Sec. 315 of the Communications

Act, are stations legally liable for libel commited on the air by candidates who take advantage of obliga-

tory equal time?

Rep. Cunningham (R-Neb.) gained support on the Hill, meanwhile, (HR-5839) to amend Sec. 315

so that newscast appearances by candidates won't be regarded as campaign appearances for which op-

ponents must be given equal time. He was afraid, in fact, that so much support for changing the law was
developing that Congress would end up by floundering in attempt to do complete rewrite job.

For details of latest developments on equal-time front, see p. 4.

Immunity bill advances: Ohio’s senate has voted 26-0

for a bill extending to TV & radio newsmen the legal

privilege—now limited in the state to reporters for pub-

lications—of refusing to disclose sources of information

(Vol. 15:6). The amendment to the state law now awaits

House action in Columbus,

Service for radio delegates: The House this week ap-

proved a measure (S.J. Res. 47), already passed by the

Senate (Vol. 15:11) to waive FCC regulations so that

free radio & telephone communications can be furnished

delegates to International Radio Consultative Committee

sessions April 1-30 in Lps Angeles,
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The FCC

Iflore about

ACTION ON PAY-TV FRONT: After many fits & starts,

the FCC and House Commerce Committee got together

this week to resolve the hot pay-TV issue. They joined

in challenging subscription-system proponents with,

in effect: Okay, go ahead & demonstrate what you’ve

got. But you’d better have lots of money and you’d

better behave if you don’t want to lose it.

In consultation with arch-pay-TV enemy Chair-

man Harris (D-Ark.) of the House Committee (Vol.

15:12), the FCC promulgated its 3rd report on the sub-

ject. The 12-page single-spaced document (Docket No.

11279, to be available from the Govt. Printing Office)

supersedes the FCC’s first report of Oct. 1957 inviting

toll-system applications (Vol. 13:42) and 2nd report

of Feb. 1958 holding off approval of tests pending

congressional action (Vol. 14:9).

Main points of the 3rd report, bringing FCC policies

in line with stipulations wanted by Harris to ward off quick

establishment of any pay-TV system: (1) Applications for

pay-TV tests limited to one market per system and one

I system per market will be accepted. (2) No pay-TV pro-

. gi’am may be broadcast simultaneously over more than one

station. (3) Viewers of test pi'ograms must not be required

I to buy any special equipment which they don’t need for

free TV. (4) Trial operations will be permitted for 3 years

(
only. (5) Test authorizations will be confined now to 20

j markets with 4 or more commercial TV stations.

In spelling out its test terms, the FCC noted at the

I outset: “It is our belief that the action herein proposed

1 would be consonant with current congressional considera-

) tion of the subject.”

The Commerce Committee promptly met in executive

( session, voted 11-10 for a committee resolution proposed by

I Harris, concurring with the 3rd report. It said test results

: “could be helpful to the Congress in determining whether
I or not legislation should be adopted to authorize sub-

I
scription TV on some extended or permanent basis.”

* * *

Put on the shelf by Harris—but not formally withdrawn
by him—was his sweeping resolution (H.J. Res. 130)

against all forms of pay TV (Vol. 15:3). As drafted, it was
aimed at wired systems (which weren’t covered in the

third report) as well as broadcast subscription transmis-

sions. But it did permit rigidly restricted tests to see how
the systems work.

After the close vote on his Committee resolution, Har-
ris pointed out: “The vote here today shows that some in-

dividuals [on the Committee] are opposed to the system
to the extent that they don’t even want to permit any
tests.” The implication was that regular pay-TV opera-

tions were still far away, tests or no tests.

On the House floor later, Harris expressed his satis-

faction with the way things were working out. He said

“it would seem unwise to prevent the conduct of test opera-

tions of any new development,” adding: “Under the limita-

tions of the 3rd report, the financial risk is placed where
it belongs—namely, on the promoters of subscription TV

—

'and these promoters are on notice that there is no assur-

ance that at the end of the test period of 3 years they will

be granted authority for continued operation.”

Harris said that the earlier FCC policies on the issue

were “so broad” that thex’e was “grave risk” permanent

pay TV might have been imposed on the country before it

knew what was happening.

There was no immediate leaping for joy over the 3rd

report by pay-TV promoters—and no rush whatever to

apply for test authorizations. Principal proponents told

us, however, they were proseeding with plans—without

stating specifics.

Zenith public relations dir. Ted Leitzell: “It will re-

quire study, and we again have no comment on w’hat we
are going to do. But we have plans.”

Teco pres. S. I. Marks: “We’re working on our plans

now. We aren’t ready with a definite program, however,

and there’s nothing we can disclose now.” Teco is Zenith-

sponsored.

International Telemeter pres. Louis A. Novins: “I’ve

just read the text of the FCC order. We’re prepared either

way—closed-circuit or on the air. We certainly intend to

move ahead.”

Spokesman for Skiatron Electronics & TV pres. Ar-
thur Levey: “We have plans ready, but they can’t be dis-

closed now. The decision on specifics is being studied very
strongly now. The details as to specific time & place will

come from Matty Fox.”

Skiatron TV’s pres. Matthew Fox, who holds U.S.

rights to promote & market the Skiatron system, couldn’t

be reached for comment. Neither could senior v.p. Basil

Estrich. Their N.Y. offices said they didn’t know where
either could be found this week.

Teleglobe issued the only formal statement on the new
situation. Pres. Solomon Sagall said he “welcomes the de-

cision,” that Teleglobe “is ready to participate in such

tests and will announce its detailed plans shortly.” He
elaborated for us: “We still have a long row to hoe, but

this is the opening wedge. Maybe the public won’t go for

it. Maybe it will be a complete flop. But we’ll find out.”

Spokesman for CP-holder WSES (Ch. 29) Philadel-

phia, the only “applicant” for pay-TV test authorization

under the FCC’s previous policy (whose filing was regarded

as incomplete by the Commission) : “We’re playing the

same game of watchful waiting. We certainly aren’t aban-

doning our application.”

Meanwhile there was a West Coast echo to the Wash-
ington pay-TV controversy, A public utilities subcommittee

of the Cal. state assembly drafted a law forbidding the

charging of TV fees for any program available free “in

any part of the state or in any other state.”

Note: Jack Gould of the N.Y. Times summed up the

situation as “another installment in the continuing situa-

tion comedy of pay-as-you-see TV.” He wrote that “a new
type of reward for adventurous free enterprise” was being

offered by the FCC to pay-TV promoters. They “are in-

vited to invest all sorts of millions of dollars” without

knowing whether they’ll ever get on the air regularly.

Spectrum study to be conducted by the House Com-
merce Committee (Vol. 15:12) still has no staff chief, but

one man being considered for the job is Dr. Irvin Stewart,

FCC member 1934-1937 and retired as pres, of U of W.Va.

He served recently as a member of the 5-man Presidential

Special Advisory Committee on Telecommunications (Vol.

15:6). Meanwhile, militai’y spectrum experts inform us

they’re working on their analysis of FCC’s allocations pro-

posals, as indicated at the NAB convention last week by

Lt. Gen. Ai-thur G. Trudeau, Army chief of research &
development (Vol. 15:12), and they expect to be through

in a month or 2—after which their comments must go

through the Dept, of Defense and OCDM.
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EQUAL TIME IN COURT: Supreme Court arguments
were heard this week in an appeal by the N.D. Farm-
ers Union from a state Supreme Court decision that

WDAY Inc., Fargo (WDAY-TV & WDAY) wasn’t

responsible for a speech by A. C. Townley, an inde-

pendent candidate for the U.S. Senate in 1956 (Vol.

15:7). In the course of attacks on his Kepublican &
Democratic opponents, Townley had said the Farmers
Union was “Communist controlled.”

Represented by N.Y. lawyer Edward S. Greenbaum, the

Farmers Union maintained that Sec. 315 doesn’t I’elieve

broadcasters from responsibility for seeing to it that candi-

dates’ speeches aren’t libelous—even though the law for-

bids the stations to censor material broadcast under the

equal-time requirement. Otherwise, Greenbaum argued,

innocent third parties in campaigns (such as the Farmers
Union) could be subjected to defamation without recourse.

WDAY Inc. pleaded through counsel Charles G.

Bangert that Sec. 315 left broadcasters “helpless.” He
pointed out that WDAY had been forced to give Townley
time—and had been prevented by law from editing the

offending speech.

Appearing as a friend-of-the-court, NAB counsel

Douglas A. Anello said that broadcasters were “under

absolute control with no relief whatsoever” from their

equal-time obligations, no matter how much a candidate

might libel somebody else. He suggested that the court

might want to go beyond the immediate libel issue at hand
and “strike down” Sec. 315 as unconstitutional. But the

court indicated that it wasn’t prepared to pass on constitu-

tional questions.

It was no clue to any decision in the WDAY case, but

the court this week refused to hear another Sec. 315 issue.

Rejected without explanation was a “pauper’s” plea by
Frank A. Barnes of Chicago, self-named Democratic candi-

date for the 1956 Presidential nomination, for damages
from ABC & MBS. The networks had refused to give

Barnes air time to match President Eisenhower’s announce-

ment that he’d run again.

Whatever the court may decide in the Farmers Union
libel appeal, chances grew that there’ll be action on Sec.

315 at this session of Congress. Before leaving Washington
for the Easter recess. Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) of the

House Commerce Committee instructed its staff to get

ready for hearings on the subject. And he indicated he

himself may introduce some legislation similar to Communi-
cations Act amendments he sponsored in 1956—to no
avail—to clarify Sec. 315 (Vol. 12:6).

No date was set for hearings, but Harris sent word to

Cunningham that they’d come “early,” following the return

of Congress from the Easter holiday April 7. No opposition

to Cunningham’s newscast amendment was heard in the

House, and he was confident it would go through if it came
to a vote there. Senate support was developing, too. Sen.

Wiley (R-Wis.) said “there is indeed a need for clarification

of the situation.” He urged the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee to “closely re-examine the law.”

“I’m only hopeful.” Cunningham told us, “that there

will be no attempt to overhaul the whole thing. We wouldn’t

get any legislation at all if that happened.” He was par-

ticularly worried that the House might try again to define

minor parties whose candidates are eligible for equal time

under Sec. 315. Previous legislative attempts have failed.

“If we start working on minor parties. Southerners

might get all riled up over whether a states’ rights party

would be ineligible for equal time,” Cunningham said.

Meanwhile the FCC set April 7 as a deadline for Lar
Daly to file answers to petitions & letters from CBS, NBC,
ABC & NAB seeking reconsideration of the newscast rul-

ing. A supplementary 30-page petition from CBS this week
argued that the ruling was “inconsistent” with congres-

sional intent & Commission precedents and unconstitu-

tional when applied to “bonafide” newscasts.

And some powerful newspaper editorial voices were
added to those already heard in support of broadcasters on
the newscast issue (Vol. 15:12). They included the N. Y.

Times, Christian Science Monitor, Indianapolis News.
Specific legislation covering off-the-record or “ex

parte” presentations to FCC, and eliminating “honor-

ariums” for Commissioners’ speeches, papers, etc., was
recommended to Congress by FCC this week. It suggested

that Sec. 409 (C) (2) of the Communications Act be

changed to read: “(2) In any case of adjudication (as de-

fined in the Administrative Procedure Act) which has been

designated for a hearing by the Commission, no member of

the office of the General Counsel, or the office of the

Chief Engineer, or any other person, shall (except to the

extent required for the disposition of ex parte matters as

authorized by law), directly or indirectly, make any presen-

tation respecting such case to the Commission or any mem-
ber thereof, any hearing examiner, any assistant to a

commissioner, or any member of the review staff, unless

upon notice & opportunity for all parties to participate:

provided, that the provisions of this paragraph (2) shall

not prevent consultations among the Commissioners, their

assistants, and the review staff as provided in Sec. 5(C).”

Sec. 4(B) should be changed, FCC said, by eliminating the

words “But this shall not apply to the presentation or de-

livery of publications or papers for which a reasonable

honorarium or compensation may be accepted.”

Republican Comr. Rosel Hyde’s chances for another

term on the FCC after his current term expires June 30

are considered good, and he received an assist this week

when Democratic Sen. Frank E. Moss from his native Utah
introduced into the March 25 Congressional Record a reso-

lution in favor of Hyde’s reappointment adopted by the

Utah Bestrs. Assn. Moss prefaced with the remark that

“Mr. Hyde is a personal friend of mine whom I have known
for many years.” The resolution said, among other things:

“Rosel Hyde has gained the respect & admiration of those

engaged in the broadcasting & telecasting industries and

is regarded by the broadcasters of Utah as one whose abil-

ity, character, and unique knowledge of the operations and

problems of the broadcasting industry are such that the

industry & the public are greatly benefited by Mr. Hyde’s

services as a Commissioner in the FCC.”

Impatience with the FCC was expressed this week by

vhf booster proponent Sen. Gale W. McGee (D-Wyo.), who
asked why the Commission hasn’t yet acted on its proposal

to ease its ban on boosters (Vol. 15:5). Said he, in a Senate

speech: “Thousands of people throughout the Rocky Moun-

tain West are waiting for action. When is it going to be

undertaken?” He also introduced into the record the full

text of FCC Comr. T. A. M. Craven’s Nov. 4, 1957 memo
to his colleagues in which he recommended that boosters

be authorized and classified as “limited radiation devices.”

The addition of Ch. 10 for educational use in Appleton,

Minn, was proposed by the FCC in rule-making initiated

this week. The proposal was suggested by the Joint Coun-

cil on Educational TV which said that a station in Appleton

is needed as a link in the planned regional ETV network

of stations in la., Minn., Neb., N.D. & S.D., and to serve

an area which has no educational station.
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Congress

TV Unfair to Senators? Guests on TV panel & interview

shows don’t get a fair shake, 3 regular Senate performers

complained this week. When Sens. Humphrey (D-Minn.),

Keating (R-N.Y.) & Mansfield (D-Mont.) were invited by

the Washington chapter of American Women in Radio &
TV to tell what they like & dislike about such programs, all

agreed TV does a public service job, but all had beefs.

Humphrey; Guests get baited too much. Moderators

should be “little dictators” to keep questioning in hand.

Keating: Guests are induced to appear under the

pretext that specific subjects will be discussed. Then they

are tossed “loaded questions” on issues which are intended

to put them on the spot.

Mansfield; The same newsmen appear too often on

panels, pursuing pet questions belligerently.

And all 3 Senators argued that discussion shows should

be scheduled at a better time than Sun. afternoons, Hum-
phrey suggesting that maybe networks should be required

to set aside a portion of “good time” for public service

programming. None advocated network-regulation legis-

lation, however. Another point of agreement: Stations

shouldn’t be obliged to offer equal time to political candi-

dates whose opponents appear in newscasts, as provided

in the FCC’s Lar Daly ruling (see p. 2).

B

Another congressional tribute—this one to news v.p.

Ralph Renick of WTVJ (Ch. 4) Miami for his “thorough,

comprehensive & brilliant” community coverage—was paid

this week by Rep. Fascell (D-Fla.). Renick displays “cour-

age, imagination & foresight” in presenting news & com-

ment, Fascell said, inserting 2 station editorials (on

Miami port problems and school integration) ^n the Con-

gressional Record as examples of “thoughtful analysis.”

Educational Television

Hagerstown Makes Progress: the 30 months that have

elapsed since the start of a 5-year, closed-circuit TV hook-

up between schools in Washington County, Md., the system

has grown to the point where it reaches 16,500 out of 18,-

000 pupils enrolled in the county’s 49 schools with TV-

taught courses ranging from arithmetic to current events

discussion, reports William M. Brish, supt. of schools.

The ETV system, which receives much support from

the TV industry, intends to hook in 5 high schools and 20

elementary schools in the county not presently covered.

Reaction of parents and teachers has been generally

good toward the daily TV instruction program. In a study

of 520 families by the board of education of Hagerstown,

78% of family heads endorsed the plan, and more than half

(54%) felt it gave children “a better education.” When
teachers were quizzed, 83% said they preferred the aid of

TV instruction, and 81% felt that the present schedule

(ranging from 30 to 80 minutes per day) was “just right.”

A Kansas ETV appropriation proposal drew more mail

than any other before the 1959 session, state legislators

reported. Just before adjourning March 23, the legislatui’e

approved $25,000 for an ETV engineering survey to be

conducted through the legislative council. A bill to create

a 9-member ETV authority to make the survey and apply

for channels (Vol. 15:11) was turned down.

To plan & develop a live ETV network in northeastern

U.S., Fund for the Advancement of Education has granted

educational WGBH-TV Boston $15,000. Henry Morgenthau

III, station projects mgr., will devote a year to the task.

ETV GRANTS AWARDED: The first 15 winners of fed-

eral audio-visual research grants under the National
Defense Education Act (Vol. 15:11)—10 of them for

TV projects—were announced this week by Health,

Education & Welfai’e Secy. Arthur S. Flemming.
Picked from among 205 applications which met

Feb. 1 deadline for the initial awards, the 15 projects

will be financed from $500,000 made available by Con-
gress to start a 4-year $18 million research program
authorized by the act. Flemming reported that 89 of

the 205 pi’oposals had “high research value”—and 20

additional projects have been approved tentatively for

later awards.

Meanwhile the House voted $1 million more for the

audio-visual program for the fiscal year ending June 30,

rejecting a recommendation by the Appropriations Commit-
tee that no additional funds be authorized now. If approved

by the Senate, the extra money will be earmarked for the

20 pending projects. A new batch of applications for re-

search in uses of TV, films & recordings will be reviewed by
an Office of Education advisory committee May 11.

The initial federal awards (exact amounts are being

negotiated with the winners by Education Comr. Lawrence
G. Derthick) go to

:

Hunter College, N.Y. Use of TV for improving teacher

training & measures of student-teaching performance.

Twin City Area Education TV Corp., St. Paul (KTCA-
TV). Investigation of relative effectiveness of TV tech-

niques on learning.

U of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla. Summer field experi-

ment in open-circuit TV to bridge high school-college gaps.

U of Minn., Minneapolis. Effectiveness of closed-cir-

cuit TV in teacher education.

U of Houston, Houston, Tex. (KUHT). Study of uses

of video tape recorders in improving college-level teaching.

Educational TV & Radio Center, Ann Arbor. Study of

relative effectiveness of filmed demonstrations in teacher

education for new course in high school mathematics.

U of Utah (KUED) & Salt Lake City public schools.

Experimental use of TV to teach Russian language as part

of elementary school curriculum for superior students.

Pinellas County Board of Public Instruction, Clear-

water, Fla. Use of TV to orient & motivate children enter-

ing first grade.

Maine State Dept, of Education, Augusta. Evaluation

of uses of TV in sm.all secondary schools to provide intel-

lectual stimulation for gifted pupils.

San Jose State College, San Jose, Cal. Utilization of

TV in observation of practice teachers.

U of Okla., Norman. Effectiveness of audio-visual

media in basic teacher training courses, substituting for

actual classroom observation.

U of Minn., Minneapolis. Development & evaluation of

sound filmstrips for improving teacher-pupil contacts.

Pa. State U, University Park. Experimental study of

patterns for improving prepaiation of pre-service teachers

in use of audio-visual materials.

John Tracy Clinic, Los Angeles. Study of audio-visual

techniques to help parents in education of deaf children.

U of Wash., Seattle. Comparative evaluation of audio-

visual aids and dialog approach in teaching language.

Handbook for ETV performers

—

Television: Tcch-

niqties for Planning & Performance by U of Iowa TV &
speech teachers Samuel L. Becker & H. Clay Harshbarger

—is published by Henry Holt & Co., N.Y. Price $4.
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Future of ETV will be forecast April 2 at a one-day

Washington conference sponsored by the National Educa-

tional TV & Radio Center. Discussion Icadex's include NET
pres. Dr. John F. White (“They said it couldn’t be done”)

;

NYU exec. v.p. Dr. John E. Ivey Jr. (“The educational

impact of TV”) ;
NET station relations Dir. James Robert-

son (“Center to stations to people”) ;
gen. mgr. James

Day of KQED San Francisco (“The San Francisco

story”) ;
NET consultant Dr. John W. Dodds of Stanford U

(“TV as a service to ideas”) ;
exec. dir. Ralph Steetle of

the Joint Council on ETV (“Future Unlimited”).

TV stimulates a desire to learn, but doesn’t create it,

TV-radio research director Dr. John B. Ellery of Wayne

State U (WDET-FM), Detroit, concludes in A Pilot Study

of Aesthetic Experiences Associated with Television and

Its Place in Education. The report, financed by the Na-

tional Educational TV & Radio Center, Ann Arbor, details

the results of tests of college & high school students who

pressed switch buttons to record their reactions to pro-

grams. TV’s “aesthetic appeal” is defined as “the latent

content of a TV program that optimizes communication by

pre-disposing the individual toward reception of the sub-

ject matter presented.” Dr. Ellery has copies.

For the increasing numbers of teachers & other novice

performers to be thrown before the TV cameras by ETV,

Henry Holt & Co. has published a beginner’s manual en-

titled Television: Techniques for Planning & Performanee

($4) by Samuel L. Becker & H. Clay Harshberger, profes-

sors of TV & speech at Iowa State U. The book also con-

tains an educational program section, with sample assign-

ments & suggested reading list.

NBC-TV’s Continental Classroom will receive a special

citation from the Detroit Advistory Council of Educational

TV & Radio at the Council’s annual awards meeting April

13. The award is for the program’s “unique contribution

to the field of educational TV as the first instructional

series to be presented on a nationwide basis.”

Networks

Television Communications Inc., 420 Taylor St., San

Francisco (Ordway 3-2744), is the name of a new closed-

circuit TV-production company headed by Lindsey Spight,

ex-Pacific Coast mgr. of rep firms John Blair & Co. and

Blair-TV. The company is taking over assets of American

Television Communications which was organized last year

by Joseph B. Durra, former industrial film producer &

Ciba Co. adv. mgr., who becomes v.p. of the new corpora-

tion. Albert B. Sturges, ex-ABC, is production consultant,

and Marian Cazier exec. secy. Local, regional & national

network services are being offered, and a rate card, be-

lieved to be the first in closed circuit TV, has been issued.

Sales offices are planned for Los Angeles & N.Y.

Farm & city audiences are equally sophisticated, ar-

gued William C. Gillogly, sales dir. of ABC-TV’s central

div., at a 3-way debate between TV, radio and farm papers

on the medium best suited to sell the farm market. He told

the Chicago Area Agricultural Adv. Assn, last week that

“TV [with its unique capacity for product demonstration]

.sells them the same way it sells millions of city people.”

Bob Parker, dir. of agricultural sales & adv., WBAY Green

Bay, Wis. spoke for radio. Gillogly’s Exhibit A; Massey-

Ferguson, who, with Jubilee, U.S.A., on ABC-TV (costing

them in excess of $1 million), are selling tractors 10 times

faster than a year ago.

New Mutual’s New Headaches: The ink had scarcely dried

on the sales contract for the Mutual Broadcasting System
when the Smith-Davimos group which now owns the net-

work faced a new problem: The defection of the West
Coast Don Lee Network to ABC Pacific Network.

The 34-station network, radio’s largest regional, will

go out of existence April 26, ABC Pacific taking over its

6 quarter-hour sponsored programs and absorbing 32 of

the stations into ABC radio network. KHJ Los Angeles &
}

KFRC San Francisco will become independent outlets.
j{

Don Lee, affiliated with Mutual, had been operating in the f

red, its affiliates dropping from a high of 46 stations.

The new lineup at MBS: Malcolm E. Smith, pres, of
j

Harrison Home Products Co. and Grand Award & Waldorf
|

Records, is board chairman; Richard H. Davimos, an asso- t

ciate of Smith and partner in Victor & Richards Adv.
s'

Agency (house agency for Smith’s enterprises), becomes '(

pres. Holdovers from old regime ai’e Robert F. Hurleigh,

vice chairman of the board, and Blair Walliser, exec. v.p.

Board members include TV-radio producer Theodore

Granik, former bandleader Enoch Light, now musical di-

rector for Smith’s record companies, and 3 members of the

Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee: Victor C. Diehm,

WAZL Hazelton, Pa.; George C. Hatch, KALL Salt Lake
City, and Carter C. Peterson, WCCP Savannah. Hatch,

whose station switched from MBS to ABC affiliation, is

expected to resign from the board.

The purchase price of the network was understood to

have consisted of assumption of Mutual’s $1,000,000 in lia-

bilities plus the establishment of a “time bank” providing

$1,300,000 worth of advertising time for former owner
Scranton Corp. & its subsidiaries over a 4-year period.

Meanwhile, Hal Roach Jr., who resigned as pres, of

Scranton Corp. last week, was removed from the presi-

dency & board of subsidiary Hal Roach Studios by the

new board of Scranton. The new board of Hal Roach
Studios: Robert Rittmaster, chairman of Scranton Corp.’s

executive-finance committee; Robert Todd Lang, Scranton

attorney; Robert W. Lerner, Los Angeles attorney; Her-

bert Gelbspan, v.p. of Hal Roach Studios; Charles Meach-
am, studio’s treas.

Eight TV-radio newsmen have received CBS Founda-

tion news & public affairs fellowships for a year’s study at

Columbia U : Marvin L. Kalb, John Merriman and John A.

B. Tiffin of CBS news; Barry R. Nemcoff, news editor of

WCAU-TV Philadelphia; Charles V. North, news director

of KGGM-TV Albuquerque; Charles R. Reeves, WWVA
Wheeling news dir.; Jack D. Summerfield, asst. gen. mgr.,

WGBH-TV & WGBH Boston, and James L. Wood of the

news staff of WSBT-TV & WSBT South Bend.

To find & encourage TV writers, 5 grants-in-aid of

$5,000 each are to be awarded this year by CBS-TV. In-

formation regarding application may be obtained from

Edward B. Roberts, CBS-TV Px-oduction Centex*, 524 W.
57th St., N. Y. 19. The selection committee will include

dramatist Robert Alan Aurthur, chairman Erik Barnouw
|

of Writers Guild, and CBS-TV exec. v.p. Hubbell Robinson. *

Pipedream of U.S.-to-Europe TV relay “x*eady next fall )

in time for the Rome Olympics” cropped up in trade press

again this week. A re-check of engineering specialists in JL

over-the-horizon communications reveals that (1) no work f
has been stax’ted on such a x’elay, and (2) it would take

2-4 years to build the northern Atlantic relay described )|

in this week’s reports.
|
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Programming

TAPE INNOCENTS ABROAD: What amounts to a small-

scale bonanza in European tape assignments for net-

work shows and TV commercials is being struck by
Intercontinental TV, the newly-organized production

firm that intends to be the European production base

for U.S. video interests.

On Tuesday (Mar. 24), NBC-TV and ITV an-

nounced a deal to tape 5 two-hour live shows in Paris

to be aired on Dave Garroway’s Today during the

week of April 27-May 1. Shooting will cover 5 different

location points in Paris, and will use ITV’s new 15-ton

$300,000 Ampex-equipped mobile unit. The shows,

which will cost about $75,000, will be televised just 24

hours after shooting. Many of the Today commercials

will be produced in Paris during the location week

—

largely at the request of sponsors.

Several other overseas tape deals are currently brew-

ing for Intercontinental, according to ex-NBC producer

David A. Lown, pres., and Hugo Seiler, exec, v.p.:

Ed Sullivan is discussing a taped spectacular of Soviet

talent to be shot in Moscow in late Sept., using the ITV
mobile unit and flying the tapes by jet to the U.S.

Jack Paar has changed his mind about a Paris junket

and is now planning a Garroway-fashion tape session in

Europe with ITV for late May & early June covering some
2 week’s worth of shows. Also being discussed is a fort-

night of tape shows with Elsa Maxwell in Rome.
ITV will also function as the “pool” facility for the 3

U.S. networks in live TV coverage of the upcoming foreign

ministers’ meeting & the future “summit meeting” in

Geneva starting in May, the tapes to be flown to U.S.

* * *

The first Europe-and-U.S. closed-circuit telecast, for

a leading firm in the medical field, is also set. ITV will tape

segments in Europe, with the footage being spliced into an
over-all program due to be aired later this year on closed-

circuit in both Europe & in this country.

At least 2 U.S. sponsors are discussing European-
taped music spectaculars with ITV. Pontiac is planning a

one-man spectacular starring Victor Borge, appearing in

{

concert this summer in Copenhagen. Special Pontiac com-
mercials may also be taped at the same time. Also in the

works is a live jazz spectacular, featuring European artists

for Timex. Being discussed with NBC, but not set because
of lack of sponsor commitment, is a plan for ITV to tape

a Gian-Carlo Menotti music festival in Spoleto, Italy,

starring ballerina Nora Kaye and the Modern Jazz Quartet.

Intercontinental is also eyeing the outside-U.S. TV
market. One plan due for exploration is to tape weekend
bullfights in Madrid & Seville, and then rush the highlights

by plane to tape-equipped stations in Mexico City, Havana,
Caracas and other Latin-American markets.

Lown and his group may take a plunge into packaging
on their own. Already being discussed with ABC and CBS
are 2 taped dramatic shows, one a cloak-&-dagger series

and the other a romantic comedy. Both would be produced
on location throughout Europe. Lown is also considering

deals to tape full-length operas in such famous centers as

La Scala & I’Opera de Paris for telecasting here.

Intercontinental expects to have a $100,000 “translator

depot” in Geneva ready by July to process tapes from
European to U.S. video standards, and vice-versa (along

with necessary voice dubbing) as international program
exchanges develop.

Things are equally busy for Intercontinental in- the
field of overseas-lensed commercials. One of the U.S. auto
majors 7K)w importing a French-built car has scheduled a
series of commercials to be done in France for U.S. network
use. Oasis cigarets is developing its “Oasis takes you
away” theme, wants a set of tape commercials taking U.S.
viewers to such spots as Venice, Rome, Paris and London.
A leading aluminum firm has scheduled a set of TV com-
mercials which ITV will shoot in Switzerland featuring
aluminum skis, poles and other winter gear. And, discus-

sions have been held with NTA’s Telestudios (N.Y.) and
Tapix Productions (Hollywood) for ITV to function as a
location facility for both tape programs & commercials.

“Just a few weeks ago, we didn’t know if this tape op-
eration would get off the ground,” Lown told us. “Now, we
have well over $1 million in orders and our open dates are
rapidly disappearing.”

More about

NEXT SEASON’S SHOWS: Hour-long filmed shows are
finding favor among Hollywood producers who are now
mapping next season’s plans. About 10 such projects
are under way, they tell us. This development is sur-
pi’ising, because the hour-long series haven’t done too
well this season. (Exceptions: Wagon Train, Maverick,
77 Sunset Strip. Initially 20th Century-Fox TV had
planned its Adventures in Paradise as a half-hour
series, but ABC, when ordering the show, insisted it be
expanded to the hour-long segment.

The sad part of the frantic pilot activity in Holly-

wood is that while almost 200 pilots will be made before
the rush is over, only a fraction of them wull sell, with
the losers taking big financial lumps. A few companies
have solved this problem by shooting a pilot, then toss-

ing it into an on-the-air anthology series. Revue Pro-
ductions has been following this practice for years.

Four Star does it, is currently shooting a film starring

Julie London which is a pilot, but will be showcased on
its David Niven Show. Screen Gems observes the same
practice. And any telefilm producer with an anthology

series would do the same. As it is, the millions to be lost

by shows that don’t make the grade (only about 12%
will sell) are inescapable. Just how high the total loss

will be is difficult to estimate, but a minimum figure

would be $7,000,000—on average pilot cost of $40,000.

The most noticeable fact about program trends in the

many pilots already in production or about to be is that

they are all pretty much on a play-it-safe, bread-&-butter

level. You can’t really blame the producer, who is already

sticking his financial neck all the way out. But it’s reveal-

ing as to why viewers are not apt to see much of any-

thing different by way of film on their screens next season.

Producers argue that if they try something different

it gets a cool look from Madison Ave., and has only a slim

chance of selling. Look at what they’re buying (Westerns,

whodunits, etc.) and who can rebut their contentions?

Madison Ave., on the other hand, contends they’re offered

nothing different. So it’s a Mexican standoff.

We checked Hollywood’s film makers for a breakdown

of their pilot activities, and while the following list is as

accurate as such a check allows, it represents the minimum
in pilots. Rea.son: Some companies, like MCA’s Revue,

won’t talk about their pilot activity. And Bill Dozier, CBS
Coast v.p. who has at least 12 pilot projects, won’t talk.

However, we did get some Revue and CBS items elsewhere.
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Hollywood’s Candidates for Next Season’s Programs

Following is our company-by-company breakdown of the status of series.) All are 30-minute shows unless indi-

pilots, none of which have been sold at the time of this cated otherwise. Italicized titles are ready now for showing

report. (It does not list pilots such as Doby Gillis & River or already are being shown to prospective sponsors. All

Boat, which, having been purchased, have now graduated to others are in preparation

:

Company Series Title Category Producer Stars

Adirondack Kitty Hawk Adventure Douglas Morrow Kathleen Crowley
(Douglas Morrow)

Batjac The Wildcatters Adventure Burt Kennedy Claude Akins, Sean
(John Wayne) McClory, Justice McQueen

Brad-Jacey Johnny Eager Action Wilbur Stark, Larry Pennell
(Wilbur Stark,
Jerry Layton)

(For Metro TV) Jerry Layton

Bryna Report from Space Science fiction John Fulton Not cast
(Kirk Douglas)

The Indian Fighter Western John Fulton Not cast

California Nat’l. War Birds Action A1 Simon Not cast

Outpost in Space Jack Rabin, Irving
Block

Robert McQueeny

CBS Dog Face Action Sam Fuller Luke Anthony
Conquest of Space Science fiction Rip Von Ronkle Not cast

Woman in the Case Anthology David Lewis Maureen O’Hara
World in White Drama Peter Kortner Dick York
(Tape & Film)

The Lawyer Drama Julian Claman Cameron Mitchell

Hotel de Paris Western Julian Claman Not cast

My Name Is Savage Melodrama Barry Sullivan, Pat
(60 min.. Tape & Film) O’Brien

The Law Breakers Action John Houseman Not cast
(60 min.)

Flanagan Action Herbert Brodkin
Barbary Coast Action-Adventure
(60 min.)
(With Sam Goldwyn)

Jack Chertok Trace Hunter Western
NBC (partial) (60 min.)

Johnny Midnight Detective Edmund O’Brien

Untitled Comedy
Untitled Adventure

Jackie Cooper-
Dan McGuire

Hennessey Comedy Jackie Cooper

Bing Crosby (ABC) Lincoln Jones Action James Whitmore

Desilu You’re Only Young Comedy Ed Jurist George Murphy, Martha
(Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz) Twice Scott

Man Nobody Knows Mystery-Adventure John H. Auer Steve Peck

Guestward Ho! Comedy Ralph Levy Vivian Vance, Leif
(With CBS) Erickson

La Fitte Adventure Mort Briskin Fernando Lamas
Where There’s Smokey Comedy Rod Amateau, Sid Soupy Sales
(With ABC)
Galaxy (60 min.)
(With Cordell Prod.)

Science fiction

Dorfman

Caballero Adventure Cesar Romero
(With Rorvic)

No Place to Stop
(With Rorvic)

Western Chuck Wassil

Robert J. Enders Frontier Adventure Enders Leslie Nielsen

(Enders & Jack Correspondent

Wrather)
Untitled Western Enders

Don Fedderson The Quiet Man Western Jack Lord
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Company Series Title Category Producer Stars

Filmasters Skagway Adventure Don Megowan
(Bob Stabler)

Four Star-Hal Hudson The Trailsman Western John Ericson
(Four Star—Dick Johnny Ringo Western Don Durant
Powell, David Niven,
Charles Boyer)

Winchester Western Brian Keith
The Man from Denver Western Mark Miller

Secret Orders Western Not cast

Four Star-Vincent Stagecoach West Western Jim Best
Fennelly The Outrider Western Jim Coburn, Jean Willes

The Julie London Show Drama-Music Julie London

Four Star-Martero The Judy Canova Show Comedy Judy Canova
(Martero—Danny
Thomas, Lou Edelman)

Jeanne Carson Show Comedy Jeanne Carson

Four Star Tales of the Plainsmen Western Arthur Gardner, Jules Michael Ansara
Levy, Arnold Lavin

Ben Fox Anchox'age Action Grant Williams

Criminal Attorney Drama Not cast

Fryman Enterprises The Lariat Kid Western Johnny Weissmuller Jr.

(Mickey Rooney, Red
Doff)

Untitled Anthology Mickey Rooney

Sam Gallu The House on K Street Action Sam Gallu Dean Jagger, Sarah Hay-
(For CBS) den

Alex Gottleib Zsa Zsa in Paris Comedy Zsa Zsa Gabor

Goodson-Todman Barbary Coast Adventure Not cast

Untitled Situation comedy Not cast

Jade O’Hara Western Bill Froug Not cast

The Rebel Action-Adventure Andrew Fenady,
Irving Kershner

Nick Adams

Heave Ho Harrigan Comedy Norman Retchin Not cast

Detective at Large Comedy Tom Poston

Gross-Krasne Rogue for Hire Action-Adventure Seton Miller Jerome Thor

Russell Hayden The Tiger of Sonora Western Britt Lomond
The Bandit Queen Western Jackie Blanchard

Hecht-Hill-Lancaster Bachelor Party Human interest Nat Perrin Not cast
(Harold Hecht, Jim Vera Cruz Adventure Nat Perrin Not cast
Hill, Burt Lancaster) His Majesty O’Keefe Adventure Nat Perrin Not cast

Hutton Goldie Comedy Stanley Roberts Betty Hutton
(Betty Hutton, Stanley
Roberts)

Interstate TV Barbary Coast Adventure Ben Schwalb Larry Pennell, Alison
(Allied Artists) Hayes

Jaguar The Ivy Leaguer Comedy Everett Freeman Bill Bendix
(Alan Ladd)

Jaguar-Caron Box 13 Melodrama Aaron Spelling Bill Leslie

(Ladd, Aaron Spelling) Third Platoon Action Aaron Spelling Page Slattery

The Gun Western Aaron Spelling Not cast

Jody-Pam Brothers Brannigan Action-Adventure
(Wilbur Stark, Jerry
Layton)

The Sergeant & the
Lady

Action-Adventure

Joshell The First Ward Drama
(Joe Morhaim)

Kenlaw Head of the Family Comedy Carl Reiner Carl Reiner
(Peter Lawford)

Key Magic Carpet Jackie Coogan
(Marty Ross, Bob Squad Car Action
Lippert)

Will to Return
The Fantastic

Strange Assignment

Drama Bill Stern

La Mesa Ma,n on the Beach Action-Adventure A1 Scalpone Gavin McLeod, Lucy
(A1 Scalpone, financed Marlow, Max Baer, Nobu
by CBS)

Untitled Situation comedv Scalpone, Sol Saks

McCarthy, George Shibata
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Company Series Title Category Producer

Ida Lupino-Howard Duff The Powder River Boys Western
Mace (For ABC) Action-Adventure

Untitled Police-Drama.

.

John Loveton Cloud 9 Fantasy

Mark VII Series-One Anthology
(Jack Webb) The Black Cat Adventure

Sam Marx The Jan Clayton Show Human interest

McCadden Claudia Situation comedy Armand Deutsch
(George Burns) Mr, Ed Comedy Arthur Lubin

Theodora Comedy

Metro TV Father of the Bride Situation comedy A1 Lewis
Maisie Comedy Tom McKnight
Amigo Action Don Siegel

The McGonigle Comedy Ray Singer, Dick
Chevillat

Jeopardy (60 min.) Suspense anthology Andrew & Virginia
Stone

Penelope
You’re Only Young

Drama
Situation comedy

Bob Welch
Dick Bare

Once
The Wrangler Western Paul Monash
Peter V Adventure Paul Monash

Ted Mills Confessions of Willie Comedy
(With ABC & Screen
Gems)

Mirisch Co. Wichita Town Adventure
Iron Horseman Adventure

NBC June Comedy Jess Oppenheimer
The Jacksons Comedy Jess Oppenheimer

Bonanza (60 min.) Western David Dortort

Fibber McGee & Molly Comedy Bill Asher

Northgate The Haunted Mystery anthology Irving Pincus

(Irving & Norman
Pincus)

(With ABC)

Revue Johnny Staccato Drama Dick Lewis

The Deputy Western

Bringing Up Katy Comedy Everett Freeman

Coronado 9 Action-Adventure Richard Irving

Sheldon Reynolds Appointment with
Fear

Adventure

Hal Roach Jr. Sword and Arrow Adventure Helen Ainsworth

Sam Rolfe Proud Land Western

Screen Gems Dear Mom, Dear Dad Comedy Paul Harrison

Private Eye Pacific Mystery

The Long Green Adventure

Secret Life of James
Thurber

Comedy Jules Goldstone

Peace Is Our Profes- Action Robert Carlisle-Herd

sion

Slightly Fallen Angel Comedy William Sackheim

The Big Walk Drama Gene Roddenberry

Cry Fraud Action -Adventure Herb Meadow
The Blandings Comedy James Fonda

Cissie Comedy Alvin Cooperman

The Best of Families Comedy Winston O’Keefe

It’s a Living

Underworld

Comedy
Melodrama Clarence Greene,

Russell Rouse

Fat Man (60 min.) Detective comedy E. J. Rosenberg

The Astronauts Science fiction Alvin Cooperman

Nightstick Drama
Mother’s the Comedy
Governor of Texas

Stars

Ted & Tom Le Garde

Not cast

Anne Francis

Hermione Gingold

Jim Backus
Janis Paige

Gilbert Roland
Mickey Shaughnessy

Nita Talbot
Jim Hutton

Not cast

Not cast

Robert Morse

Edie Adams
Joan Blondell

Lome Greene

Bob Sweeney, Cathy
Lewis

John Cassavetes

Henry Fonda
Gisele MacKenzie
Rod Cameron

John Dehner

Guy Madison

Not cast

Bob Trumbull

Arthur O’Connell

Walter Slezak

Richard Shannon
Robert Rockwell

Maggie Hayes
Molly Bee
Madge Kennedy
Sid Caesar

Not cast

Constance Bennett
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Sharpe-Lewis Night Patrol Action-drama Boris Sagal Not cast

(Warren Lewis, Don Untitled (60 min.) Action-drama
Sharpe)

Untitled (60 min.) Action-drama

Shotgun Shotgun Slade Western Nat Holt, Frank Scott Brady
(Nat Holt, Frank
Gruber)

Gruber

A1 Simon Joe Domino Adventure Joe Moross

The Women Comedy Not cast

Sindee Pancho Villa Action Pedro Armendariz
(I. H. Levin, Manuel
Duke, Henry Erhlich)

Twentieth-Fox TV Whodunit Melodrama anthology Martin Manulis

Profile (60 min.) Human interest
anthology

Dominick Dunne

5 Fingers Intrigue Martin Manulis A1 Hedison

Helimarines Adventure Herbert B. Swope Jr. Not cast

Peggy Lee Show Comedy-Drama-Music Herbert B. Swope Jr.

Arsenal Stone Western Dominick Dunne Not cast

Mr. Belvidere Comedy Dominick Dunne Hans Conried

Formula for Adventure Adventure Dominick Dunne
Festival (90 min.) Dramatic anthology Martin Manulis

The Gunfighter Western Herbert B. Swope Jr. Not cast

The Last Frontier Adventure Dominick Dunne Not cast

Van Praag Untitled Action-Adventure

Warner Bros. Torrid Zone Action-Adventure Charles Hoffman
War Against Crime Action
(60 min.)

Bourbon Street Beat Adventure Charles Hoffman
(60 min.)

Doc Holliday Western Adam West
Public Enemy Action

The Alaskans (60 min) Action Not cast

Westwood My 41 Babies Human interest Edmund Hartmann Not cast
(Edmund Hartmann) comedy

Collier Young-Larry Virginia City Adventure-anthology Not cast
Marcus

Ziv TV Space Outer space Bill Lundigan
Bravo Adventure Douglas Heyes
Klondike Fever Adventure
Lock-up Drama Macdonald Carey

This Man Dawson Action Jon Epstein Keith Andes
Untitled Action Ivan Tors George Nader

Proponents of repeats got more research ammunition

this week when Hallmark’s re-staging (not a tape) of

“Green Pastures” on Mar. 23 earned a 24.9 Trendex—almost

exactly double the Oct. 17, 1957 original rating of 12.5,

when the same show had to compete with the much-criti-

cised but higher-rated “Mike Todd Party” on CBS. Share-of-

audience was also doubled, scoring 42.1% against the

original 20.5. Earlier this season, the taped repeat of a

Fred Astaire special also topped the original by 40%.

Kids watch too much gunplay when they should be out

playing, said pres. Fred A. Roff Jr. of Colt Patent Fire-

arms Co., a man who admits to enjoying an occasional TV
Western. In Washington for the National Rifle Assn, con-

vention, he confessed to a certain professional appreciation

of the Western craze—sales of old-fashioned 6-shooters

went up 35% last year.

Communications history from primitive times to TV
is recounted in a new series. The Corridor, presented on

Metropolitan’s WTTG, Washington, by American U in co-

operation with the Greater Washington Educational TV
Assn. Willard R. Jeffrey, Jr., ex-CBS-TV, is producer.

Cultural old BBC landed one of its TV shows in the

“top 10” rating bracket last week for the first time this

year, and showed that 2 can play at the culture-vs.-mass-

appeal game. The contest came when Britain’s commercial

TV stations presented Vivien Leigh’s TV debut in Thorn-

ton Wilder’s Pulitzer Prize-winning “The Skin of Our

Teeth.” Crafty old non-commercial BBC dusted off Fred

Astaire & Ginger Rogers’ 25-year-old movie, “Follow the

Fleet,” and televised it at the same time. It won hands

down. Chairman Sidney Bernstein of Granada TV Net-

work, which originated the cultural spectacular, said the

BBC “ought to be ashamed of itself.”

“If you were to compare the mass of TV programming

to the mass of magazines on your newsstands, books pub-

lished in America, the percentage of good plays produced

on Bi’oadway to the failures, the number of fine films made

in Hollywood against those that are ill-conceived or built

on bad taste, I personally think TV would win out in com-

parison. And TV continually desires to upgrade ... to

better its creative role and the quality of its programs.”

—Herbert Sussan, NBC director of special programs.
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Stations

Time & the Timeless Westerns: The Compton Agency-

inspired magazine campaign to play on viewers’ alleged

“guilt complex” (Vol. 15:12) is getting no help from the

Luce publications. Time magazine’s March 30 issue ran

six TV Western heroes on its cover, said in its story,

“ In its finest expressions [the TV Western] is an
allegory of freedom, a memory and a vision of the deepest

meaning of America.” And, thoroughly alerted to the

selling power of Westerns, sister publication Life an-

nounced it would start a 7-part (starting April 6) series

on “How the West Was Won.” Meanwhile Life continued

its show business cover binge—on March 30 it was Debbie

Reynolds who adorned the cover.

Meanwhile, other magazines whose advertising de-

partments have turned to fighting TV more than each

other, continued to try to reap rewards of circulation

appeal of TV and show business personalities. The Sat Eve
Post March 28 issue is carrying a Mary Martin story,

with its newspaper circulation-promotion ads advising

readers to tune in both of Mary’s March 29 NBC shows.

The Post also will shortly get into the subject of Ed Wynn.
Sister Ladies Home Journal for April is featuring Dave
Garroway at home with his wife, 2 youngsters and 8

recipes and advising readers of its newspaper ads to tune

Dave in on NBC-TV. Another woman’s magazine, McCall’s,

is issuing its April issue with Fred Astaire’s life story.

In other media news this week, SatEvePost announced

an all-time high in ad revenue for its April 4 issue ($3,-

364,417) and Look’s house organ. The Lookout, pointed

out that Life’s cut-price newsstand price of 19 cents, cur-

rently being tested in some areas, will be made available

at least twice in a 12-month period.

Macfadden Publications announced 1958’s gross revenue

at $17,194,354, off from 1957’s $18,782,755; and net ’58

earnings as $616,089, off from ’57’s $737,689. Newsstand
circulation was announced as “a little soft” for Macfad-

den, but “somewhat better” than the corresponding period

of last year.

Media Records announced that its annual tabulation of

397 morning, evening and Sunday newspapers in 132 im-

portant cities showed 1958 news content up, and ratio of

advertising to total content down—to 58.7% from 59.9%.

Alfred I. duPont TV-radio awards for “meritorious

service to the American people” during 1958 were pre-

sented to KLZ-TV Denver for giving “clear evidence in its

programming policies of a sense of obligation to partici-

pate intimately in community life,” to radio WSNY Albany

for “its acceptance of responsibility for progressive leader-

ship,” and to NBC-TV commentator David Brinkley for

“exemplifying the best qualities of broadcast commentary.”

TV is “the only advertising medium called upon to

produce research material every day of every week,”

Julius Barnathan, ABC-TV research v.p. told graduate stu-

dents at Syracuse U. TV-radio center this week. “The

measuring of advertising effectiveness is the job of all

media, and not limited to TV alone,” he declared.

“Brilliant” TV series on the air age

—

Flight, pro-

duced by NBC’s Cal. National Productions—^was recom-

mended to Congressional viewers this week by Sen. Gold-

water (R-Ariz.). He lauded CNP “for having had the

foresight & sense of national dedication to produce such

a costly TV film series.”

TV Defense Start: The “initial exploratory session” of

the 9-man committee organized to draft a new, nation-

wide information program for TV was held in N.Y. this

week (March 27), with C. Wrede Petersmeyer of Cor-

inthian Stations presiding. All committee members (Vol.

15:12), with the exception of KPRC-TV Houston’s Jack

Harris, were present. Petersmeyer told us the meeting

was primarily a get-acquainted-with-the-situation session,

with most of the all day meeting devoted to discussion of

the present condition of TV’s “industry image” in the

eyes of the public. No announcement was made of sub-

committee formation or of committee members assigned to

head such groups. “We expect to meet our own April 30

deadline for reporting back to NAB on this project,” said

Petersmeyer. “At that time, we’ll be in a position to spell

out more details of our plans.”

Plans for April 17 Conelrad test were made final this

week, after FCC’s Comr. Lee & top staff members met with

industry’s advisory committee (headed by CBS’s Davidson

Vorhes) this week. The drill will run ll:30-Noon EST.
About 1200 participating AM stations will remain on the

air, while all TV, FM and non-participating AMs will go

off. Each station leaving the air is to announce: “This sta-

tion now leaves the air to cooperate with the U.S. Govt,

in conducting a Conelrad drill. Please tune your radio to

640 or 1240kc for a special civil defense program. Normal
broadcasting will be resumed in approximately 30 min-

utes.” One difference from previous tests: Conelrad sta-

tions in each “cluster” will remain on the air 3 to 5 min-

utes instead of 30 seconds. The drill is part of “Operation

Alert—1959” to be conducted by the Office of Civil & De-

fense Momilization.

Mr. & Mrs. Samuel I. Newhouse, who own or have in-

terests in 6 TV & 4 radio stations and 14 newspapers, have

acquired controlling interest in Conde Nast Publications

Inc., international magazine firm which publishes Vogue,

House & Garden and other U.S. magazines as well as pub-

lications in Britain & France. The seller was Amalgamated
Press Ltd. of London, and the price reportedly was $5,-

040,000. Conde Nast operated at a loss during 1957 & for

the first 9 months of 1958, the last period for which an
earnings statement has been issued. The Newhouses own
WSYR-TV & WSYR Syracuse, satellite WSYE Elmira,

WTPA Harrisburg, WABT & WAPI Birmingham, 50% of

KOIN-TV & KOIN, Portland, 25% of KTVI, St. Louis.

Modification of monochrome cameras for color may be

possible using the system developed at Iowa State College

and described by W. L. Hughes at this week’s IRE con-

vention. Based on Iowa State’s already-demonstrated color

TV film system, the method may make possible a 2-tube

color camera or modification of existing b&w image orthi-

con for color cameras by adding a vidicon pickup tube and

associated circuits. The technique uses one pickup tube

for luminance information, the other alternating between

red & blue pickups. Hughes said this system, now being

constructed at Iowa State, should bring “significant” cost

reduction in live and taped color TV.

The personality of political candidates and their abil-

ity to “project themselves through the screen,” says John
P. Cunningham, have given TV an “extremely important”

role in political campaigning. That was the conclusion of

the board chmn. of Cunningham & Walsh, in revealing

details of the first research study by an ad agency which
has attempted to measure how TV helps voters to judge

political aspirants.
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FAST START FOR BUFFALO ETV: WNED-TV (Ch. 17)

Buffalo begins March 30, having been given special

temporary authorization by FCC March 25 for permis-

sion to operate until May 29, carrying 2 hours of in-

school programming in the afternoon, 2 hours of adult

education in the evening. It’s the 42nd non-commercial

outlet and boosts the on-air total to 553 (87 uhf )

.

WNED-TV, operated by non-profit Western N.Y. Edu-
cational TV Assn., is using the transmitter of off-air

WBUF (Ch. 17) donated by NBC. It also is being given use

of WBUF’s former tower by current owner WBEN-TV
(Ch. 4), which doesn’t plan to move studios to that site

until later in the year. After WGE-TV (Ch. 2) moves to its

new transmitter site, that station is turning over its tower

on Lafayette Hotel, along with a 5-year lease on space, to

WNED-TV which plans to start again in the fall after the

move. Frank Harms, ex-WBUF, is gen. mgr.; Leslie Martin

ex-WTHS-TV Miami, program mgr.; Mike Collins, ex-Mich.

State TV-radio dept., promotion mgr.; Gordon Knaier,

ex-WBUF, chief engineer.

Splitting their operations after a 15-year association,

J. Elroy McCaw and John D. Keating last week revealed

terms of the division. McCaw receives Keating’s 25% inter-

est in Gotham Bcstg. Corp. (WINS N.Y.) and Keating

takes over McCaw’s 50% interest in Island Bcstg. Co.

(50% owner of KONA Honolulu) and 100% interest in

KDAY Santa Monica, Cal. Keating also gets $355,000 in

notes from sale of KYA San Francisco to the Kartell group

last year for approximately $1 million. After the deal is

approved by the FCC, McCaw will own all of WINS N.Y.,

KTVW (Ch. 13) Tacoma-Seattle, 50% of KELA Centralia,

Wash. He will also own all of KTVR (Ch. ,2) Denver, FCC
this week having approved the sale of 50% held by Radio

Hawaii to Gotham Bcstg. Corp. Also revealed this week
was sale of McCaw’s 33%% interest in KALE Richland,

Wash., to Gen. Mgr. L. G. Dix and Harold Deutsch for

$150,000. Keating will own 50% of KONA (Ch. 2) Hono-
lulu and 100% of KDAY Santa Monica.

Loew’s Theatres Inc. is the latest film organization

planning to expand into multi-station ownership, following

the same path planned by Screen Gems (Vol. 15:12) and
already explored by NTA. The theater circuit, now di-

vorced officially from Loew’s Inc. (MGM), intends to buy
radio stations, primarily independents, up to the FCC limit,

and may acquire TV outlets in the process. Loew’s The-
atres already owns 36-year-old WMGM N.Y., which grossed

over $2,500,000 last year. Movie-producing Loew’s Inc.

owns 25% of KTTV Los Angeles, once held 25% of KMGM-
TV Minneapolis (now KMSP-TV, owned by National The-
atres’ NTA) and 25% option on KTVR Denver.

Fred W. Miller, Jr., a dir. of Headley-Reed rep firm

of which his father is chairman, this week bought radio

WRVM Rochester, N.Y. from Harry Trenner for $358,750.
The sale was handled by Allen Kander & Co., whose first

radio station sale, in 1944, was to Frank W. Miller Sr.

(WSAR Fall River, Mass.).

CBS is selling WXIX (Ch. 18) Milwaukee, which goes
off air April 1 (Vol. 15:9), to newly formed WXIX Inc.,

headed by Gene Posner, pres. & principal owner of radio

WMIL—which held CP for Milwaukee’s Ch. 31 in 1953.

Storer Bcstg. Co. is selling WAGA Atlanta, to remain
within the 7-station limit after buying KPOP Los Angeles
for $900,000, (Vol. 15-11).

Status of influence’ Cases: The trial of ex-FCC Comr.
Richard A. Mack and friend Thurman A. Whiteside on
charges of “conspiracy” in the Miami Ch. 10 case (Vol.

15:8) will start as scheduled on April 7, Federal District

Court Judge F. Dickinson Letts ruled in Washington.
Judge Letts rejected defense attorney’s claims that

they won’t be able to subpoena certain Representatives &
Senators for the trial while Congress is in session, saying
that he had never had any difficulty obtaining Congress-

men’s testimony—in session or out. He also declined to

postpone the trial on the grounds that Mack is still in no
physical or mental condition to stand trial. Said the judge:

“It is my belief that Mack is emotionally concerned and
that this will not be relieved as long as these charges hang
over his head.”

Deferring to Judge Letts’ desires, meanwhile, FCC
postponed its own oral argument on the Ch. 10 case from
April 23 to May 21. The judge had expressed fear that

publicity over the Commission’s proceedings might pre-

judice the criminal trial.

In the Orlando Ch. 9 case (Vol. 15:44), FCC this week
decided that it will conduct an evidentiary hearing similar

to those of the Miami Ch. 10 & Boston Ch. 5 cases but that

it won’t start until the court of appeals acts in the case

—

which was sent back to it by the U.S. Supreme Court. The
Orlando case involves allegations that representations in

favor of Ch. 9 winner WLOF-TV had been made to Comr.
Mack by Orlando attorney William H. Dial, who had once
done some work in Florida for WLOF-TV.

In the Orlando Ch. 9 case (Vol. 14:44), FCC this week
closed the records & set April 20 as the deadline for the

filing of briefs. May 1 for oral argument.

Courtroom camera bans under the American Bar
Assn.’s Canon 35 should be reviewed & revised by a joint

committee of lawyers & newsmen, National Press Photog-
raphers Assn, chairman Joseph Costa said this week.
Participating in a Ford Foundation-financed Northwestern
U course for reporters of crime news, he said: “The reason

the Bar Assn, is so insistent about keeping photographers

& broadcasters out is because the Assn, is prejudiced

against all the media. They can’t keep out the word re-

porters in general, so they take it out on photographers.”

A CP for Ch, 12 Aguadilla, P.R. should be gx’anted to

Western Bcstg. Corp. of P.R., FCC examiner Millard F.

French recommended in an initial decision this week, fol-

lowing the merger of Western and its competitor—a part-

nership comprising Jose A. Bechara Jr., A. Gimenez-

Aguayo & Reynaldo Barletta. Western is headed by Hector

Reichard, operator of WABA Aguadilla; v.p.-treas. is

John G. Johnson, part owner of WAPA-TV (Ch. 4) San
Juan.

Cancellation of CP for KDSJ-TV (Ch. 5) Deadwood,

S.D. was threatened by the FCC this week, unless the

grantee requests a hearing and proves that conditions be-

yond its control have prevented it from starting construc-

tion for the last 2 years. The Commission also raises a

question about the CP-holder’s financial qualifications.

Single application filed this week for a new TV station

was for Ch. 13, Panama City, Fla. by a local group headed

by contractor C. H. Chapman Jr. This brings the total

number of applications pending to 90 (17 uhf).

Portland Ch. 2 hearing is now 2-way—KPOJ withdraw-

ing, leaving as contestants, Fisher Bcstg. Co, (KOMO-TV
Seattle) and Tribune Publishing Co. (KTNT-TV Tacoma).
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Pre-Print Orders for New TV Factbook

Television factbook No. 28, Spring-Sum-

mer edition of the TV-radio & other electronic

entertainment industries’ first, most widely used &
most frequently quoted data book, will be off the

presses early next month. Completely indexed, this

nearly 500-pp. semi-annual “almanac” provides ready

access to a wealth of basic data on all U.S., Canadian

and world TV stations and networks (including

complete rate cards of the U.S. & Canadian net-

works and digests of all station rate cards)
;
data on

all CPs outstanding and applications pending; up-

dated allocations tables. All other depts. have been

updated, too, including directories of the FCC, TV
sales reps, program producers & distributors, manu-

facturers of TV-radio sets, tubes & transistors, TV-

radio attorneys, consulting engineers, specialized con-

sultants, electronics labs, etc. Also included with each

Factbook is a revised copy of our 34x22-in. Map of

TV Cities and Network Interconnections, in color,

suitable for framing. One copy of the Factbook

goes to each of our full-service subscribers. Extra

copies are $5 each.

An unusual TV transmitting setup is planned by

WJZ-TV (Ch. 13), Baltimore. Along with WMAR-TV (Ch.

2) & WBAL-TV (Ch. 11), it is installing its antenna on a

candelabra structure. WJZ-TV is using an RCA traveling-

wave antenna for video but will hang a GE helical below

the crossarm for audio-only. However, the helical is broad-

band and can be used for both video & audio in an emer-

gency. GE designed the helical but WJZ-TV engineers are

fabricating it. GE reports that the following stations are

using or installing helicals: WVUE (Ch. 13) New Orleans.

KIRO-TV (Ch. 7) Seattle. KLOR-TV (Ch. 11) Provo,

Utah. WTEN (Ch. 10) & WAST (Ch. 13) Albany. WMSB
(Ch. 10) Onondaga, Mich. WQED (Ch. 13) & WIIC (Ch.

11) Pittsburgh. WVET-TV & WHEC-TV (Ch. 10) Roches-

ter, WKTV (Ch. 2) Utica. KMOX-TV (Ch. 4) St. Louis.

KVIE (Ch. 6) Sacramento.

Rep Avery-Knodel, a late entry in our spot study

(Vol. 15:11), tell us that their business prognosis is “some-

what below the most optimistic, and a few percentage

points above the most pessimistic.” Writes dir. of TV sales

Thomas J. White Jr.: “We do anticipate an increase of

business in 1959, and can report that in the first 3 months

of 1959 our increase over 1958 is just short of phenomenal.”

Station mgr. Harold Froelich of WTVO (Ch. 39) Rock-

ford, 111. is buying 5% of the station (25 shares) for $2500,

according to application filed with FCC this week. Owners

H. & E. Balaban Corp. and Dubinsky Bros. Theatre Corp.,

who retain 47.5% each, will hold the 5% in trust.

KWJJ Portland, Ore., and KLRA Little Rock, will

affiliate with ABC radio April 1, KWJJ has been an inde-

pendent since its founding in 1925, and KLRA is re-

affiliating after a month’s operation as an independent.

WREX-TV (Ch. 13) Rockford, 111., will become a pri-

mary ABC-TV affiliate Sept. 18, it was announced by Louis

E. Caster, pres, of WREX-TV, and Alfred R. Beckman,

ABC v.p. in charge of TV station relations.

Broadcasters’ Promotion Assn, will hold its 4th annual

convention Nov. 2-4 at the Warwick in Philadelphia, says

pres. Charles A. Wilson, WGN sales promotion -ad mgr.

Auxiliary Services

Application for Ch. 70 translator in San Jon, N.M.
should be denied because the applicant built the facility

without receiving an FCC permit. Commission examiner

H. Gifford Irion recommended in an initial decision issued
j

this week. David W. Erwin, principal stockholder of appli-

cant Tucumcari TV, had testified that he had built the

translator without FCC permission because “unauthorized

transmissions of TV signals are commonplace” in the area

and that he later closed down operations after concluding

he had shown “poor judgment.” After he took the transla-

tor off the air, the FCC wrote him and noted he had been

operating without a grant. Erwin responded: “We are not

operating a translator as stated in your letter, I do not

know who your informant was, but they were confused as

well as misinformed.” Irion also pointed out that the trans-

lator had served to relay the signal of KFDA-TV Amarillo

to Erwin’s community-antenna system in Tucumcari. Irion

concluded that the application should be denied because of

Erwin’s “lack of candor” and because his primary purpose

for the translator was to use it as a CATV relay—con-

trary to FCC policy.

That unusual translator proposal—a double-string of

8 stations to relay signals 140 miles from Duluth-Superior

to International Falls, Minn. (Vol. 14:46)—was granted

by FCC this week to Minneonto TV Inc., a non-profit or-

ganization of 2314 stockholders. Grantee, headed by Leroy

E. Phaklides, an employe of Minn. & Ontario Paper Co.,

plans to build 2 translators each at Virginia, Orr, Kabe-

togama & International Falls, giving each town the pro-

grams of WDSM-TV & KDAL-TV Duluth-Superior. Big-

gest translator project to date, it will cost $102,759.

Minneonto TV must give up its CP for regular station

KIFS (Ch. 11) International Falls. FCC also granted the

following translator CPs: (1) Ch. 74 Athol, Mass, and
Ch. 74 Claremont, N.H. to WWLP (Ch. 22) Springfield,

Mass., both of them to repeat the programs of WWLP’s
satellite WRLP (Ch. 32) Greenfield, Mass. (2) Ch. 70,

74 & 81, to serve towns of Paw Paw, Largent, Levels,

Okonoko & Points, W. Va., to Panhandle TV Corp. of

W. Va. (3) Ch. 73 Eureka, Nev. to Eureka fire dept.

Grant of a translator in Laramie, Wyo. to Albany Elec-

tronics Inc. was again affirmed by the FCC this week as it

denied a petition for reconsideration filed by KFBC-TV
(Ch. 5) Cheyenne. KFBC-TV had alleged that the trans-

lator would provide unfair competition and that the

guarantee wasn’t financially qualified, but the Commission
concluded that Laramie needed the translator’s service be-

cause mountains blocked the reception of an adequate sig-

nal from KFBC-TV. The Commission also stated that

KFBC-TV hadn’t proved its assertions about Albany’s

financial qualifications.

On-channel experimental 500-watt booster in N. Green-

bush, N.Y., sought by WTEN (Ch. 10) Albany (Vol. 14:45,

47), was endorsed this week by the broadcasting & closed-

circuit TV & equipment committee.
j

Elmira Video Inc., community antenna system in »i

Elmira, N.Y., has been sold by Boston electronic equipment i')

manufacturer Spencer-Kennedy Labs to Utilities & In-

distries Management Corp., 425 Park Ave., N.Y., for an t
undisclosed amount. ifl

Two educational translator applications were filed this (I

week by the U of Utah, which seeks Ch. 71 & 74 to sup- i (

plement its regular KUED (Ch. 7). i
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Personals: Howard Kany named dir. of international busi-

ness relations, CBS-TV stations div., effective April 1.

Kany will continue to serve as supervisor of CBS newsfilm
sales, domestic & foreign . . . Samuel R. Elman, gen. mgr.,

WATR-TV Waterbury, reelected pres., Connecticut State

Network. Charles Bell elected v.p., Paul Baumgarth, exec,

secy . . . Lionel F. Baxter, v.p., and managing dir, of WIBG
Philadelphia, named director of radio operations for all

Storer stations . . . Jack Hardesty, RAB v.p.-gen. mgr.,

named mgr. of San Francisco office of brokers Hamilton,

Stubblefield & Twining, succeeding W. R. Twining who is

resigning to establish commercial & industrial real estate

brokerage & financing operation in San Francisco . . . Leon
Peck appointed asst, comptroller, NTA, N.Y, . . . Rodric M.
Smith named business mgr., TV Advertising Reps. Inc., new
firm handling the Westinghouse outlets . . . Charles S. Stein-

ber, CBS-TV dir, of information services, named v.p. . . .

Art Breecher named Midwestern sales mgr.. Official Films
Inc. . . . Herb Jacobs elected pres, of TV Stations Inc., a
station-owned film purchasing co-op which now services 109
TV markets . . . Edward Bleier returns to ABC-TV as an
account exec, after 1% yrs. as v.p., Tex McCrary Inc. . . ,

Tom W. Mahaffey named adv.-promotion dir. WJXT Jack-
sonville, succeeding Phil McMahon . . , John Serrao named
Western div. mgr., Lee Cannon, Midwestern mgr., Alton
Whitehouse, Southeastern mgr. and Leonard A. Warager,
Northeastern mgr.. Independent TV Corp. . . . Herschell

G. Lewis, formerly pres, of Lewis & Martin Films, Chicago,

named v.p. in charge of Fred A. Niles Productions’ new
industrial program div. , . . Milt Fishman appointed dir. of

radio & TV news, ABC’s Western div. . . . Alexander
(Sandy) Stronach Jr., ex-MCA, named sales v.p.. Flamingo
Telefilm Sales . . . Newell T. Schwin promoted to new post

of production sales dir., CBS-TV network operations.

Canadian Assn, of Broadcasters this week reelected

Pres. D. Malcolm Neill (CFNB Frederictown, N.B.) at its

annual convention in the Royal York Hotel, Toronto. Tom
Burham (CKRS-TV Jonquiere, Que.) was named v.p. for

TV, Murray Brown (CFPL London, Ont.) v.p. for radio.

Among CAB policy resolutions adopted was one support-

ing Royal Commission recommendations encouraging li-

censing of non-govt, stations in competition with CBC-
operated stations. Others called for promotion of Canadian
talent & more competition with U.S. programming.

Advertising

People: Thomas McDermott, TV-radio v.p., Benton &
Bowles, elected senior v.p. . . . Howard Chase resigns as

pres, of Communications Counselors Inc., McCann-Erick-

son p.r. affiliate, to form his own p.r. firm . . . Alan Pottasch

& Lawrence C. Puchta elected v.p., Kenyon & Eckhardt

. . . Richard C. Butler, account exec., A. C. Nielsen, ap-

pointed broadcast media mgr.. Lever Bros. . . . Sol Katz

promoted to research dir., Donahue & Coe. George H.

Guinan, ex-Robert W. Orr Adv., named v.p. . . . John S.

Williams, senior v.p., Cunningham & Walsh, resigns to

become v.p. & creative dir., Henderson Adv. . . . Gene Aus-

tin named mgr. of the Puerto Rico office of Young & Rubi-

cam . . . Harry Parnas resigned as media dir., Doyle Dane
Bernbach. Albert Petcavage, ex-Ted Bates & Co., succeeds

him . . . John M. Weiler resigns as v.p. in charge of adv.,

Manhattan Shirt Company. Eric Younger named adv. &
sales promotion dir. . . . H. B. (Buzz) Le Quatte, v.p.. Grant

Adv., will retire April 1, continuing as a consultant to

Grant’s N.Y. office . . . Carl Rigrod, TV-radio dir., Dona-
hue & Coe, and George H. Guinan, ex-Burke Dowling
Adams, made v.p.’s . . . Courtney Moon & Robert Footman,

ex-Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, named v.p., Johnson & Lewis,

San Francisco . . . Robert W. Castle elected v.p., Ted Bates

. . . Norman Frank, former NBC-TV producer, elected v.p.,

Lynn Baker . . . Deane Uptegrove appointed senior v.p.,

Harold O. Nadler & A. W. Sage named v.p.. Reach McClin-

ton & Co. All 3 were with H. B. Humphrey, Alley & Rich-

ards before the merger of these 2 companies . . . Pamela
Wood elected v.p. & copy dir., Silton Bros., Callaway . . .

Hudson F- Meyer named v.p., Bozel & Jacobs . . . Tom
Jones elected v.p., Getz & Sandborg Adv. . . . Ray J. Mauer
named creative dir., Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard, suc-

ceeding Wirt McClintic Mitchell, now chairman of the

creative plans board . . . David L. Hewlett elected v.p.,

publicity & p.r.. Western Advertising, Chicago . . . Mar-
shall Hawks, TV-radio dir., Emery Adv., Baltimore, elected

v.p. Mrs. Grace C. Tavenner named treas. . . . Paul R.

Jordan appointed exec, v.p., Hixson & Jorgensen . . . James
Raker appointed to head the new West Coast div. of

Charles Schlaifer Adv. in Los Angeles . . . Joel Squire, ex-

CBS film dept., joined Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Holly-

wood office as production supervisor.

Obituary

Pat Barrett, 70, known in radio’s heyday as Uncle

Ezra, died March 25 in a Harvard, 111., hospital. A star of

the Saturday night National Barn Dance in the 1930’s, he

also had his own 3-times-weekly 15-min. program of home-

spun humor. Uncle Ezra’s Radio Station, 1934-39, various-

ly on NBC and the Blue Network, originating from his

hypothetical “powerful little 5-watter, station EZRA.” He
lost his sight about 5 years ago.

Harold Robertson Carson, 64, pres, of All-Canada

Radio and Television Ltd. (station rep.) died March 17.

He was also pres, of Quality Records Ltd. He is survived

by his wife and son.

John B. Reynolds, 62, asst. & acting FCC secy, from

1930 to 1941, since then operator of radio WKWK Wheel-

ing, W.Va. died of heart ailment March 22. His widow &
son survive.

Sidney E. Leipzig, 55, formeidy dir. of WOV N.Y.

Artists’ Bureau and member of Broadcast Pioneers, died

March 16 in N.Y.
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ABC-TV Revamps Daytime: A full-scale revamping of

ABC’s “Operation Daybreak” has been completed, and will

go into effect early in April, according to Giraud Chester,

ABC-TV v.p. in charge of daytime programming. Cur-

rently 60% of the 70 quarter-hours are sold, with addi-

tional orders pending.

The main program changes: Out go The Peter Lind
Hayes Show (11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.). Play Your Hunch
(12:30-1 p.m.), Liberace (1-1:30 p.m.). Hayes and Liberace

may re-appear this fall in nighttime ABC-TV half-hours.

In go, on April 13, Buddy Deane Show (audience participa-

tion show built around WJZ-TV Baltimore’s TV disc

jockey), reruns of The Gale Storm Show (ITC). Music
Bingo, Day in Court, Beat the Clock and Who Do You
Trust are still in the noon-4 p.m. lineup, which is followed

by Dick Clark’s American Bandstand.

To drum up sales for the revamped daytime schedule,

ABC has named Harold Day as dir. of daytime sales, a

newly created post. His first sales coup: a sale of 6 addi-

tional quarter-hours per week starting April 13 to General

Foods—a sponsor that had made a sharp reduction in its

“Operation Daybreak” spending, and now has been wooed
back for a total of 10 quarter-hours weekly.

The new firm of SRO Productions (Frank Wayne &
Mace Neufield) sold Laugh Line, a new live comedy show,

to NBC-TV this week. It will start April 16 for Anacin
(Ted Bates) starring Mike Nichols & Elaine May—to

replace Behind Closed Doors (Screen Gems). Wayne &
Neufield are network veterans who decided this season to

stick their neck out in the tough rivalry of network pack-

aging. They scored a fast sale on their first venture.

Du Pont will continue its blue-chip TV series designed

to create a good “corporate image” for the huge chemical

firm. A total of 9 Show of the Month spectaculars, blend-

ing adaptations of theatrical & literary properties with

some original teleplays, has been scheduled, via BBDO, on

CBS-TV for the 1959-60 season, starting in Sept. Periodic

surveys reportedly show an increasingly favorable public

attitude toward DuPont dating back to the start of its old

Cavalcade of America series on radio.

Campbell’s Soup is renewing the Donna Reed Show for

next season, but producer Tony Owen has notified ABC if

it won’t give Donna a better time slot, she’ll quit TV and
return to movies. Owen, husband of Miss Reed, told us the

sponsor is also dissatisfied with the present Wednesday-
night time slot. Contracts for next season are due to be

signed April 1.

A TV saturation campaign in 5 consecutive days and
on all 3 major networks has been blueprinted by Eastman
Kodak for mid-June. The five shows include two specials:

a telecast of the USGA open golf championship and a 90-

min. Walt Disney spectacular celebrating the 5th anni-

versary of Disneyland. Kodak will feature home movie &
still photography and Kodak synthetic textiles.

Chesterfield, sponsoring Steve Canyon on NBC, asked

Pegasus Productions producers Mike Meshekoff & David

Haft for an extension on the renewal date, to May 1. Pro-

ducers okayed the request.

Station Rate Increases
station:
KRLD-TV Dallas, Tex.
KTVI St. I,ouis. Mo.
KFSD-TV San Diego, f'-alif.

WTVW Evansville, Iml.
WflNY-TV Caitliagc-
Waterlown. N.Y.

•WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.

Base Hour
$1100 to $1200
$1000 to $1150
.$850 to $950
$160 to $215
$:!50 lo $150

Minute Date
$300 to $325 March 1

$250 to $287 April 1

Remains $250

$70 to $100 March I

$250 to $300 $50 to $60 April 1

Added Glass AA Hour (7:29-10 P.M. Mon. -Sat., 6:29-10 P.M. Sun.).
Glass A remains $200.

Film & Tape

New York Royndup: NTA’s latest fall plan involves shift-

ing the firm’s film network to a tape operation. At the

recent NAB meeting, independent TV outlets were told of

an NTA plan to provide 20 hours weekly of taped shows,

which will be sold nationally or regionally by NTA, with

stations holding option to sell locally in the event no multi-

market sale is made . . . The deal for Buckeye Corp., Ohio

firm expanding into the telefilm field, to buy Transfilm,

N.Y. commercial production house, is virtually complete

(Vol. 15:6) with final transaction details expected to be firm

by early part of next week . . . OflScial Films reports a 56-

market sale so far on its The Big Story syndication tele-

film series, with exactly 100 markets still targeted to reach

the position where the series will be producing a clear

profit . . . Current shortage of feature film packages is

causing brisk sales on the few available. ABC Films has

sold its “Anniversary Package”—which, incidentally, in-

cludes the British-made “The Browning Version,” a prop-

ei’ty also upcoming as a CBS spectacular—in 16 new mar-

kets within the past 10 days . . . John Housman, ex-Metro

producer, will film an hour-long pilot in N.Y. of The Law-
breakers, in a production deal with CBS-TV. The series

will be a “comprehensive study in depth” of American

criminology, says CBS . . . Canadian TV audiences will

have a chance to see the RCAF in action in a U.S. syndi-

cated telefilm series. Flight, due for airing in both countries.

California National Productions has scheduled “Jumping

Sisters” as an episode, dealing with the Canadian Corps of

parachuting flight nurses, and due to be filmed at Norton

Air Base . . . Recently created Plandome Productions, N.Y.

firm headed by former Kudner Agy. exec. James Ellis, has

already lined up a dozen major clients, ranging from Bor-

den’s to Texaco, for its specialized service: the creation

of background music or jingles for TV commercials, tape

or film . . . Tempo of United Artists TV activities is in-

creasing. Following a month-long survey trip in Europe

& a visit to shooting site of Tales of the Vikings in Ger-

many, UA-TV’s Bruce Eells, exec, v.p., left N.Y. for Holly-

wood this week where four UA series are rolling.

Hollywood Roundup: Revue Productions has changed the

name of its new Western series for NBC from Laramie to

Wyoming . . . Milton Lewis resigned as talent chief at

Desilu to form his own TV film company. Stardust TV
Productions. First series is to be Curtain Time . . . Peter

Gunn renewed by Bristol-Myers for second season on NBC
. . . NTA added 6 more salesmen to its West Coast staff.

Wost Coast People: Jay Sheridan named to the newly-

created post of West Coast production exec., Ziv TV, with

Harry Koplan taking over his former job as Ziv commer-

cial dept, head . . . Mickey Rooney will request CBS to

release him from his 5-year TV contract which still has 3

years to go. He plans to star-host a series under the ban-

ner of the Rooney-Doff Company, Fryman Enterprises . . .

Joan Crawford, who was to have starred in a TV film series

for Goodson-Todman next season, has had to call off the

project until 1960 because of previous commitments . . .

Charles W. Fries, in charge of West Coast production for

Ziv-TV, elected pres.. Alliance of TV Film Producers for

interim period ending Sept. 1, replacing Maurice Morton,

resigned . . . Joe Sistrom & Warren Duff named co-pro-

ducers of Revue’s Markham series starring Ray Milland,

following resignation of producer Willi Schorr.
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Less than 1% of all video tape is now rejected by users

after leaving the factory, according to Dr. W. W. Wetzel,

gen. mgr. of Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.’s magnetic

products div. The reduction in factory waste, due in part to

the use of a new tape-quality-control machine developed

by CBS-TV, may result in further cuts in the price of tape

—currently $282.90 per 60-min. reel, down from the early

price of $306.77. The only producer of video tape, 3M had

a 20% field rejection rate as recently as last Jan., when
networks tripled their orders for tape to guard against a

f
possible strike. A year ago factory rejections averaged

t more than 60%; two years ago it was 80% (plus customer

I
rejection of 88% of the remainder). Dr. Wetzel’s com-

I ments are contained in a 63-page book. The Changing Pic-

I ture in Video Tape for 1959-60, published by 3M (900 Bush

Ave., St. Paul 6, Minn.), consisting mainly of trade-press

. comments and stories about video tape.

Newest tape independent is Visual-Tape Productions,

N.Y., formed by a group of veteran production executives

to service agencies with taped commercials. Staff includes

Chris Valentine, former head of commercial production of

•. McCann-Erickson; Ezra Stone, writer-actor-director; Chris

I Christenberry, former N. W. Ayer producer, and such

< former network producer-directors as Bob Evans, Tony
1 Farrar, Bill Howell and Lee Jones. Firm will headquarter

at 527 Lexington Ave., N.Y.

Taped “trailers” for sportscasts is the newest wrinkle

in local programming. Westinghouse’s Pittsburgh flagship

( KDKA-TV is building advance viewer interest in baseball

1

telecasts of Pirates games by taping interviews between

sportscaster Bob Prince & team stars in Fort Myers, Fla.,

and airing the tapes nightly in the station’s sports & news
shows. Later this season, Prince will do the play-by-play

telecasts of Pirate games.

^

TV block-booking anti-trust suits filed by the Justice

I
Dept, in 1957 against 6 film distributing companies (Vol.

^
13:13, 16) may go to trial soon before Federal Judge Archie

(
0. Dawson in N.Y. May 1 is the deadline for answers to

•f pre-trial interrogatories submitted by the Govt, to the

t’ defendants in the civil actions. The defendants are C&C
Super, Screen Gems, Associated Artists Productions, NTA,

I United Artists, Loew’s. Justice Dept, sources told us this

week that the Anti-Trust Div. will be prepared then to

^
set a trial date.

^
Second supplier of video tape may be Reeves Sound-

; craft Corp., which announced at this week’s IRE conven-

I tion in N.Y. that it plans “extensive production” of TV
' tape in its new Danbury, Conn., plant this year. To date,

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. is the only producer. OR-
Radio Corp. (Irish tape), though partly owned by Ampex,
does not yet produce video tape.

Ampex sold 23 Videotape Recorders at the NAB con-

vention, its volume of equipment orders totaling about $1,-

300,000. In addition to those reported last week (Vol.

15:12), Ampex announced the names of these purchasers:

Termini Tape Productions, N.Y.; Intercontinental Pro-

ductions, N.Y.; WLWT Cincinnati.

Seven TV people who don’t want to see Americans lose

interest in books are among the backers of a newly-formed
book publishing house. Star Press Books. The concern will

publish under the imprint of Bernard Geis Assoc., 527
Lexington Ave., N.Y. Random House will distribute. The
7—who had heard that more money is spent on repair of

TV sets in the U.S. than on books of all kinds—are:

Groucho Marx, Art Linkletter, Ralph Edwards, Mark
Goodson, William Todman, Robert C. Temple and John
Guedel.

Spanish Films Coming: Spain will be bidding this year
for the marginal, rather than mass, U.S. telefilm audience,

we are told by Jo Linten, dir. genl. of Madrid’s movie-

record and the largest producer of both cinema & TV film

commercials in Spain. Linten, who also represents ZIV-TV
for the still-infant Spanish market in Europe, has mapped
a 39-episode film series called Teatro Apollo—half-hour

adaptations of “zarzuelas,” the popular Spanish brand of

light opera—as his first project.

His plan: to sell the series to Spain’s own 3-city Tele-

vision Espanola and to the Latin-American countries to

reach the break-even level, then sell it in a few U.S.

markets with Spanish-speaking minorities or musically

alert viewers, to move into a profit picture.

Due to an almost complete absence of unionization,

costs for telefilming in Spain are low, Linten says. His
firm is about to announce a network-level U.S. deal in

which he supplies low-cost, high-quality animation and
the network (believed to be NBC) is supplying a pre-

recorded soundtrack.

Also in the works, with an eye on possible U.S. sales

:

a series based on Washington Irving’s writings in Spain,

a cloak-&-sword “Western” akin to “The Pride & The
Passion,” and half-hour adaptations of classical Spanish
dramas. “We don’t expect a U.S. payoff in less than 3 years,

but it will come,” says producer Linten.

Ida lupino & husband Howard Duff are forming a new
TV film company with Ralph Edwards to produce a Western
series. The Powder River Boys. Ted & Tom Le Garde,
twins, have been signed. Lupino & Duff also plan an un-
titled police-action series. In addition, producer Elliott

Lewis wants Ida to host a whodunit anthology series. This
Is Murder, and this may be a co-production with Lewis
and the Lupino-Duff combine. The husband-wife producer
team also has in preparation an action series, Mace, for-

merly titled The Green Peacock. ABC Film Syndication

has invested in 17 scripts & 2 pilots. ABC Filmers are now
talking to Miss Lupino about expanding it into an hour-
long series. The Mr. Adams and Eve series hasn’t yet pro-

vided any residual money for the actor-producers.

A side effect of Hollywood’s failure to find a post-1948

TV formula can be seen in the current market-by-market
sales strategy of MCA-TV, whose Paramount package is

the last big block of pre-1948 features on the TV market.

MCA’s Lou Friedland, v.p. in charge of station sales, now
contacts all TV stations in markets whex’e the package
isn’t sold, furnishing a list of the films and MCA’s prices.

Then, MCA sits back & considers the offers. So far, the

package has been sold in only 36 markets. But the annual
gross level is said by MCA to be over the $50,000,000 mark,
thanks to growing scarcity of feature product and to sta-

tion competition for the supply.

Thirty-six D. W. Griffith films & 16 scenarios in which

the late producer’s estate holds rights, were sought in

Hollywood this week by Sterling Television, N.Y. TV dis-

tributor, with high bid of $21,000. Petition for sale of the

property to Sterling was filed in L.A. Superior Court this

week. At the time of the open hearing in Pi'obate Court in

2 to 3 weeks after the petition is filed, new bids, to start

at 10% over $21,000, may be made. Sterling plans use of

the films on TV, and may also license them to art houses.

Hal Roach Studios, Guild Films, Scranton Corp. and
Passing Parade Films are defendants in a suit filed in

L.A. by producer Jerry Stagg. He seeks damages in con-

nection with his Telephone Time senes.
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New Look At Revue: Universal-International studios, ac-

(luired a few months ajjo by MCA and now being’ operated

by Kevue Studios, will soon undergo an extensive construc-

tion program, with 4 new stages to be built for TV filming.

Revue is expected to move soon from Republic studios,

where it’s currently headquartered, UI is now using 7

stages at the lot it formerly owned for movie production,

and 12 are being used by Revue for TV. However, that

isn’t enough to accommodate the demands for space, so

Revue is partitioning 3 movie stages into 6 TV stages.

When construction is completed, there will be 23

stages at the Universal City lot. Meanwhile, a number of

Revue’s Westerns, still located at Republic (including

Wagon Train, Restless Gun, Wells Fargo), are doing

their exteriors at the newly-acquired lot.

Revue has announced it will quit making its Mickey

Spillane’s Mike Hammer series when the current cycle of

39 is completed. That will be the end of the second season

and a total of 78 telefilms for this series. Darren McGavin,

who plays Hammex’, will take over the lead in Revue’s

new hour-long River Boat, for NBC. A sponsorship deal

is close for Hammer’s producer-director Richard Irving

—

Revue’s Coronado 9, starring Rod Cameron. Falstaff Brew-

ing, which sponsored Cameron’s two previous Revue series.

State Trooper and City Detective, over a 7-year span, is

negotiating siixiilar sponsorship of the new series in which

Cameron would play a private eye.

Unlike N.Y. firms, Hollywood TV film makers have been

cautious about the use of tape for their product, feeling

too little is known about its opei-ation. Revue Productions,

however, is now exploring and experimenting with tape,

we’re told by Revue pres. Taft Schreiber.

Film men needn’t fear video tape, says one of N.Y.’s

veteran independent commercial pi'oducers, Tom Dunphy.

“Such things as bad lighting & sloppy supers are excused

in shows now just because they’re done by people who

think in terms of live pi'oduction,” the Wondsel, Carlisle

& Dunphy partner told us. “Fihxi producers,” he added,

“have been trained in studio discipline in the commercial

field. The live people haven’t. That’s M’hy we feel agencies

will come to ixs to pi’oduce their tapes when the novelty of

speed has worn off.” Dunphy is an ex-Benton & Bowles

producer. WCD has annual film gross over $1,000,000.

First CBS mobile-tape show is due to start on April

27 as a 10-10:30 a.m. daytime strip. Titled On the Go, it

will feature Jack Linkletter who “will travel America’s

highways in a specially-equipped bus” to tape conver-

sational visits with “interesting people in interesting

places.” Packager is John Guedel.

Key Productions and Teleworld are new TV film firms

headed by Martin Ross ex-NTA. Hollywood-based Key is

now producing 5 series. Key’s directors include Robert

Lippert; David Robbins, former owner of Kling Studios;

Charles B. Brown, former v.p. of Bing Crosby Enterprises.

Teleworld will be Key’s distribution arm.

New non-technical handbook, covering TV, film & video

tape is Screen Writing & Production Techniques by Charles

W. Curran, pres, of Times Square Productions, N. Y.

(Hastings House, 151 E. 50th St., N. Y., 242 pp., $4.95).

Cost factors are treated, based on guild & union contracts.

Donald McGannon, pres. Westinghouse Broadcasting,

is in Hollywood this week seeking TV film properties for

his stations. McGannon tells us he’s talking with several

syndicators, but said no deals have been set yet.

TV Title Tangle: TV, unlike motion pictures, has no cen- I

ti’al clearing house for titles. This lack is pinpointed by

the fact there arc currently 3 Barbary Coast pilots in prep-

aration or produced.

The first Barbary Coast pilot was made some months
ago by Interstate TV, Allied Artists’ TV subsidiary, in

conjunction with ABC. Larry Pennell and Alison Hayes
starred in the film which has not yet been sold.

|

More recently, Goodson-Todman announced they’d (

shoot a Barbary Coast pilot.

Not to be included out, Sam Goldwyn last weekend an-

nounced he’d produce an hour-long Barbary Coast series

with CBS. He wrote Goodson-Todman not to proceed,

claiming priority from his 1937 movie, “Barbary Coast,”

based on the Herbert Asbury book.

Goodson-Todman coast chief Harris Katleman told us

he plans to ignore this and proceed with his company’s
pi’oject. He hadn’t heard from Intei’state or Allied & dis-

missed their project by pointing out it hasn’t sold yet.

Goldwyn ’s title claim thus may be a subject for litiga-

tion. When a motion pictui'e title conflicts with a TV series

title, it becomes a matter for the attorneys. In the past

such conflicts have arisen, and invariably the parties in-

volved have dropped their projects rather than take the

risk of finding a sei’ies with the same title competing.

An Allied Artists spokesman said that on Tuesday a

letter was being sent both to Goldwyn and Goodson-Tod-

man, in which the studio legal department claimed their

Barbary Coast series constituted “unfair competition.”

Filmways Branches Out: “Diversify today, or you’re dead,”

Martin Ransohoff told us this week, in describing the out-

look for commercial film producers in the video-tape era.

He’s president of Filmways, a fast-growing N.Y. inde-

pendent film-&-tape commercial house whose first yeax

(195.2) gx'oss was $128,000, is expected to do nearly $5

million this year.

To Ranshohoff, “diversify” means a four-pronged in-

vasion of the TV field—film commercials & programs, tape

commercials & programs—with a side excursion into co-

px’oduction of theatrical features.

Currently, Filmways is completing new $750,001

studios on Manhattaix’s East 127th St. for tape & film

It has a film & tape liaison & “share facilities” agree-

ment with Warner Bros. (Vol. 15:6). It plans to set uj

a program staff and has reactivated Filmways Interixa

tional, with an eye to half- & one-hour action-adventun

telefilms. Ransohoff may also film & tape shows overseas

Filmways is one of the top 3 film commercial pro

ducei-s. Film is far ahead of tape now, but Ransohoff ex

pects that by fall, the px’esent 90-10 x’atio of film to tap'

should dx’op to 75-25.

A TV film-commex'cial festival, to be held in N.Y

March 1960, as “a max-ketplace for creative ideas & tech

niques” is the proposal of Wallace A. Ross, former pub

lisher of Ross Reports & more recently p.r. counsel t

Film Producers Assn. Ross leaves for Europe April 9 t

represent independent producers of TV, business & doeu i

mentary films at 5 European festivals. He hopes to line u »

the N.Y. Festival on an international level.

A $4,000,000 gross in 1959 TV commercials, x-epre «
seating a 23% increase over 1958, is forecast by RobeiM
Lawrence Px-oductions in its 7th anual report. Lawrenc
whose volume places him in the top 5 independent con A
mercial firms, adds that by contrast his gx’oss in 1952, th 1|

company’s first year, was $420,000.
j|
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'TRUE PORTABLE TV^ DEBUT THIS YEAR? First battery-operated transistor TV set may
go on sale this year—but any marketing will be small-scale, tentative and exploratory. While cordless sets

could be produced today, most manufacturers say they prefer to wait—even at risk of not being "first"—until

price & weight can be reduced substantially and market can be adequately surveyed.

Transistor TV sets have passed from labs to production engineering depts .—but most receiver manu-
facturers are still quite bearish about possibilities of marketing a sanely priced set soon. There seem to be 2

major exceptions—one of them quite alarming.

Emerson plans to show production-model "true portable" in its new line this June, pres. Benjamin

Abrams tells us. Output of this 17-in. model is slated to start some time this year, depending on distributor-deal-

er reaction. No details are available on circuitry or price.

Foreboding note comes from industry travelers returned from Japan—who report it is indeed true that

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co. (Toshiba), one of "big 4" of Japanese electronics, has started pilot production of

32-transistor battery-operated set, which it hopes to export to U.S. Some TV manufacturers shudder at thought

that Japan might attempt to do in transistor TV what it did in transistor radio field (see comments by Admir-

al's Ross Siragusa, p. 23).

Compounding the alarm are rumors that price tag will be extremely low—some say under $100—con-

sidered virtually impossible by American manufacturers at present state of art. Toshiba's U.S. representatives

were unavailable for comment this week.

• • • •

Here's status of "true portable" TV today on basis of our conversations with most major set manufac-

turers, and with TV engineers at this week's IRE convention:

It can be produced with standard components now available , although some parts—notably batteries

and certain transistors—aren't being produced in quantity. Transistor portable TV sets shown by GE, RCA,
Motorola and others were, of course, extremely expensive lab models—not production prototypes.

Impressive progress has been made in reducing number of transistors required, developing re-

chargable batteries which will operate for required amount of time (about the length of a baseball game)
and in cutting some costs. Among battery makers supplying sample units which can be recharged in the

home are Yardney Electric Corp., N.Y., with its silver-cadmium & nickel-cadmium cells weighing 3-6 lbs. and
capable of up to 300 recharges. Eveready is understood to be developing rechargeable version of its cath-

odic-envelope dry cell now used for portable radios.

Picture tube is big bottleneck . Today, an old-fashioned 70- or possibly 90-degree tube would have to

be used—increasing bulk of cabinet—because of high power required to drive deflection circuits of short

110-degree tube. Attractive & compact transistor TV shown by GE last fall (Vol. 14:44) used experimental

picture tube of unique design, not an existing production model. Where most transistor sets shown to date

have weighed 24-30 lbs., GE's little beauty weighed 10.

Transistors required for portable set—anywhere from 22 to 32 of them—now average about $6 each,

as opposed to 50<-$1.50 for circuit tubes. Batteries in production quantities still will run about $20 each.

If a set were to go into production today, it would be a Cadillac-class item. On limited mass-

. production basis, it probably would sell for $400-$500.

That's consensus, handed down as gospel by many manufacturers . But picture could change fairly

t rapidly. It's possible—but extremely unlikely—that there's been a closely guarded major breakthrough

in somebody's lab. Most engineers, however, think that development of marketable cordless portable will

be slow process of production engineering, refinement and cost-shaving.

— 19 —
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There will probably be a few makes of battery portables on sale next year in trial-balloon mar- I

keting. If they catch on, at relatively high prices, costs will gradually come down—with mass market pos- 9
sibly developing around 1961 or 1962. But manufacturers aren't certain there'll ever be a mass market. |j.

"At the beach, there are plenty of things more exciting than TV to watch," was the way one put it. H
Motorola is "going right ahead" with production engineering , says consumer products exec. v.p. J

Edward R. Taylor, but definitely won't have one for sale this year. He's aiming at "realistic" price of about ^
$300. He says Motorola has reduced number of transistors in its developmental set to 22 from 32 a year ago. d
Big problem now is "the right kind of picture tube with low battery drain." A set must be able to play 4-6 1
hours between recharges, he says. Batteries are available

—
"battery makers are knocking at our door." J

Admiral pres. Ross Siragusa feels talk about transistor TV is "entirely premature." He adds : "There
]|

are several severe disadvantages now—the weight of the unit with battery is excessive; the cost is astro- ™
nomical." Sheer bulk of presently adaptible picture tubes is unacceptable, he maintains. "You couldn't ^
make such a set today for $300 and cover costs, much less make a profit."

RCA is silent on its plans , except to reiterate its statement last fall when it unveiled 8- & 14-in. de-

velopmental sets (24 transistors each)—that they'd be on market "within 2 years" (Vol. 14:43). It was
learned that, like most manufacturers, RCA has moved transistor TV development out of labs, to its set-mak-

ing division, but it definitely doesn't plan 1959 introduction. J

GE's market research dept, has the problem now, while engineering work also continues. Prin- X
cipal research sticklers: How big is market for "outdoor set?" How much will people pay for this type of a
novelty item? Until researchers come up with answers, GE has no specific marketing plans. |l

Transistor sets are coming—no doubt about it. But when they come, today's plug-in portables J
will still have big advantage in price, picture quality, and probably pictmre size. And nobody is quite 5

'

sure whether cordless receivers will revitalize TV industry by creating whole new army of out-of-home S
j

viewers—or add up to a resounding transistor-age flop. J
,

TV-RADIOIPRODUCTION: TV set production was 94,648 in week ended March 20 vs. 96,653 in pre- < I
'

ceding week & 91,416 in same 1958 week, EIA reports. Year's 11th week brought production to 1,183,756 vs.
|

1,080,445 last year. Radio production was 269,051 (100,804 auto) vs. 275,592 (109,063 auto) in preceding K
j

week & 170,655 (40,218 auto) last year. In 11 weeks: 3,071,587 (1,164,009 auto) vs. 2,271,039 (754,841 auto). ^

‘Fair Trade’ Blasted: Heavy govt, guns were wheeled into r

House Commerce Committee hearings this week to lay ^ ’

down a barrage against a federal fair trade bill (HR-1253)

sponsored by Chairman Harris (D-Ark.). Carrying on a \

broad Govt, assault on the legislation which was launched
'

last week by the FTC (Vol, 15:12), the Justice Dept.’s

anti-trust troubleshooter Robert A. Bicks said the retail

pricing measure would: (1) Infringe on states’ rights. (2)

Damage free enterprise. (3) Cost consumers $1 billion or
.

:

more per year. (4) Repeal anti-monopoly laws covering a *

wide area of retail business. Arguing back, Harris said ;

that the Justice Dept, seemed to favor “cut-throat” compe-

tition by cut-rate retailers which is unfair to legitimate
^

dealers. But in the face of Administration opposition, the

bill’s chance of passing seemed dimmer than ever.

RCA celebrated the 5th anniversary of production of

the first color set March 25 by cutting another $20 off the

full-year installation & service contract for receivers,

bringing the price down to $69.50. It also announced it has
<

started production on a new color set, known as the “Anni-

versary model,” in the intermediate price range (estimated
*'

retail price, somewhat below $700). At a civic luncheon in *

Bloomington, Ind., site of RCA’s color set plant, group

exec. v.p. Charles M. Odorizzi said the new model will '

reach dealers in a few weeks, 4 months ahead of time be-

cause of “a shortage of some models.” He added that the’

plant has had to step up its production schedule.

Electronics’ ‘Billionaires’: Seven companies active in elec-

tronics make the 1958 “Billion Dollar Club” list (45 com-

panies doing a billion or more in annual sales) just com-

piled by News Front magazine. The 7

:

Sales Change Profits
(bil- from (mil-

Rank Company lions) 1957 lions)

Em-
Change ployes Change
from (thou- from
1957 sands) 1957

3 AT&T $6,908 4- 6% $981 4-15% 725 — 3%
6 GE 4.121 — 5% 243 — 6% 250 —11%
14 Western

Electric 2.174 —12% 86 4- 1% 122 —13%
18 Westinghouse

Electri c 1.896 — 6% 75 4- 3% 116 —11%
25 General

Dynamics 1.510 — 3% 36 —20% 92 C

34 RCA 1.176 0 31 —20% 78 0

35 IBM 1.172 4-11% 126 4-42% 61 4- 2%
Totals $18,957 —.004% $1,577 4-10% 1443 —5.5%

Although the full list of 45 companies (which, inci-

dentally, produce one-fourth of the entire gross national

product) was down 5.5% in 1958 sales from 1957, the 7

electronics-active organizations almost maintained the

status quo, falling off less than 0.5%. Two, AT&T and

IBM, were actually up, and RCA held even.

Electronics looked even better in the profit picture.

With the entire list down 16% in 1958 from 1957, the elec-

tronics group was up 10%. All showed profit increases

except GE, General Dynamics and RCA. Biggest profit

percentage increases were IBM’s 42% and AT&T’s 15%.

The 7 firms were in line on employe numbers. Their

combined percentage of 5.5% fewer employees in 1958 than

in 1957 compared with the full list’s 6% drop.
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i

IRE-VAST & TINY: As big as outer space, and smaller

than a pinhead—that describes tomorrow’s electronics

as previewed this week to a record 57,709 engineers &
other interested observers at IRE’s convention & Radio
Engineering Show in N.Y. The most exciting & sig-

nificant trends in technical papers & exhibits were the

^ emphasis on space electronics—all the way from the

j biophysical problems of space travel to missile design
^ —and on micro-miniaturization of electronic circuits.

' While the convention now is devoted largely to

1 military, space and industrial electronics, many of the

0 developments shown & discussed will eventually find

i their way into consumer products. Take, for example,
' the sensational developments in the field of micro-

n miniaturization. These make Dick Tracy’s wrist radio

i look like a 1927 Atwater-Kent.

Texas Instruments, for example, revealed it’s woi’king

i on a technique for bunching the functions of as many as

I 12 components into a complete solid circuit the size of a

II match head.

Engineers of Varo Mfg. Co., El Segundo, Cal., in a

^
paper before the IRE, told of a new technique of building

3 up circuits by depositing thin films of magnetic and other

3 materials in a “glob”—and they’ve already succeeded in

q putting “a room-full” of components (1,000,000) into one

1 cubic foot of space.

RCA, which has been working on micro-module circuit

construction, says it’s now developing a new concept of

“integrated electronics” which in the next few years might
cram 100 million components into a cubic foot—approach-

ing the compactness of the human brain.

There were no startling innovations unveiled with im-

mediate and direct bearing on TV-radio. Industrial TV
again was in the limelight, with a number of high-defini-

tion cameras (including GPL’s 1000-line) being shown.

Dage showed a closed-circuit “dial-TV” console, which per-

mits users to dial for visual data as easily as making a
phone call. Dage also demonstrated an “automatic TV
camera” with no operating controls—a book-size model
which electronically adjusts itself for light level & temper-
ature. Other industrial-TV devices include various TV
memory or storage tubes, shown by several manufacturers.

RCA disclosed a new multi-unit transistor—diode &
triode in a single case—^which it says will make possible

cheaper, simpler and more sensitive battery radios.

A new electronic consumer product was demonstrated
in a working model—an ultrasonic home dishwasher,

shown by Narda Ultrasonics Corp., which is said to cut

the washing cycle in half without hot water.

I

I
First 1960 TV sets have been introduced by GE—7 new

f-
models in the “Designer” line with short-neck 110-degree

i picture tubes. The controls have been relocated and service-

' ability has been improved by stamping wiring diagrams on
the component side of printed circuit boards. The portable

& table-model line includes five 17-in. and two 21-in. sets.

Use of parametric amplifiers in TV sets (Vol. 15:9)

could lead to the elimination of outdoor antennas, RCA
Labs engineer K.K.N. Chang is quoted in March 24 Elec-

tronic News. He is said to be one of 5 RCA scientists who
have developed 2 experimental parametric amplifier cir-

i
cuits for TV receivers.

Emerson Radio enters hi-fi components field with Cus-
tom Crafted line of stereo amplifiex'-speaker combination,

speaker, stereo amplifier-record changer, record changer.

EIA REVAMPS SETUP: A major reorganization of EIA’s
parts div.

—
“to serve better the needs of all components

manufacturers”—is under way, exec. v.p. James D.
Secrest reported this week.

Under plans approved at EIA’s spring conference
in Washington (Vol. 15:12) by the parts div. exec,
committee headed by W. S. Parsons, major subdivisions
will be set up, grouping related component sections. At
the same time, engineering dept, electronic component
committees will be revised to form a parallel group.

Members of the parts div. will be asked to name rep-
resentatives to all EIA sections which have product inter-
ests. They also will recruit non-members to work with the
sections.

In another move, parts div. Chairman Parsons formed
a magnetic tape section with the admission to EIA of
Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co. and Reeves Soundcraft Corp.

The name of the technical products div. headed by Ben
Adler has been changed to the industrial electronics div.,

subject to membership approval at the EIA’s 35th annual
convention in Chicago May 20-22, when the scope of its

jurisdiction will be fixed. Leslie F. Muter is the convention
committee chairman.

Newly-named to the EIA’s board is v.p.-gen. mgr. Dr.
Louis N. Ridenour of Lockheed’s electronics & avionics
div., replacing L. E. Root. Maj. Gen. W. Preston Corder-
man (USA-ret.), Litton Industries v.p., replaces Litton
pres. C. B. Thornton as a member of the exec, committee
of the military products div.

EIA membership now totals 341, with the addition of
16 companies approved by the EIA board at its spring
conference in Washington (Vol. 15:12). New members are:
American Bosch Arma Corp., Hempstead, N.Y.; Andrews
Tower Inc., Ft. Worth; Boulevard Electronics Inc., Chicago;
Electrons Inc., Newark; Ets-Hokin & Galvan, San Fran-
cisco; Frequency Standards Inc., Asbury Park, N.J.; Gen-
eral Electrodynamics Corp., Garland, Tex.; Lancaster
Glass Corp., Lancaster, 0.; Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
& Smith Inc., N.Y.; Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul;
Miratel Inc., St. Paul; Pan-Electronics Corp., Griffin, Ga.;
Reeves Soundcraft Corp., Danbury, Conn.; L. F. Rothschild
& Co., N.Y.; Spox Co., High Point, N.C.; and Ungar Elec-
tric Tools Inc., Los Angeles.

EIA-sponsored symposium on value engineering will

be conducted Oct. 6-7 at the U of Pa. Chairman will be R.

S. Mandelkorn of Philco’s Lansdale Tube Co.

Tubes fight back: An Electron Tube Information Coun-
cil was formed this week by 8 large tube manufacturers,

who invited other tube makers to join with them in fighting

inroads by other devices on the use of tubes. The objectives

of the council: “(1) To promote the use of tubes in those

electronic applications where they offer superior properties.

(2) To emphasize the engineering factors involved in the

selection of alternative electron valve-type devices. (3) To
focus attention on new trends & developments in tube

technology.” Representatives on the council, under acting

chairman Kenneth A. Waldron, GE : G. H. Gage, CBS-
Hytron; William Peltz, Philco; G. J. Janoff, RCA; Julius

Dorfman, Raytheon; R. P. Clausen, Sylvania; C.E. Coon,

Tnng-Sol; Louis Martin, Westinghouse.

Labeling of TV sets & other furniture to show whether

wood or imitation wood is used is provided in a bill (HR-

5778) introduced by Rep. Bray (R-Ind.)

L
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Electronics Personals: D. Brainerd Holmes, promoted from

operations mgr. to mgr., ballistic missile early warning

system (BMEWS), RCA missile & surface radar div.,

Moorestown, N.J. M. J. Shuman, ex-Cambridge plant mgr.,

appointed personnel mgr., missile electronics & controls

dept., Burlington, Mass., and Fred M. Link, ex-Du Mont
Labs, appointed full time consultant to communications

and industrial electronic products div., Camden, N.J.

. . . W. J. McGinley reelected pres.. Institute of Printed Cir-

cuits. R. G. Zens elected v.p., K; L, Swiggett, treas. . . .

Lt. Gen. James D. O’Connell, Army Chief Signal Officer,

retires April 30 after 4 years in post; his successor not yet

nominated . . . Jack F. Lepre named to new post of v.p. in

charge of industrial relations & special projects. Reeves

Instrument Corp., wholly-owned subsidiary of Dynamics
Corp. of America . . . James Girdwood named McGraw-
Hill publisher of Electronics & Nucleonics.

Trade Personals: William S. Baltz, Admiral assoc, gen.

counsel, elected pres., Federal Excise Tax Council . . .

Clifton W. Phalen, exec. v.p. of AT&T, will become pres.,

N.Y. Telephone, May 1. Phalen, a former N.Y. Telephone

v.p., will succeed Keith S. McHugh, resigned (Vol. 15:11)

. . . George H. Gage, ex-GE, named product planning mgr.,

CBS-Hytron . . . John M. Meyer named parts & accessories

sales promotion mgr.. Motorola consumer goods div. . . .

Oliver J. Greenway, formerly with Westinghouse and In-

ternational Resistance, appointed gen. mgr., Collins Radio

subsidiary Communication Accessories Co. . . . Kenneth

F. Petersen named to new post of mktg. mgr., Du Mont
Labs industrial electronics div. . . . William R. Brittle ap-

pointed Magnavox regional sales mgr., eastern Southern

California territory . . . F. William Monge, ex-Electro Tec,

appointed plant mgr., Farnsworth Electronics-Pacific div.,

wholly-owned ITT subsidiary . . . Charles D. Small, ex-

Emerson Electric Co., named mgr. of Washington district

office of GE’s new defense systems dept., will establish

quarters in Wyatt Bldg. . . . Albert Preisman resigns as

v.p. in charge of engineering, Capitol Radio Engineering

Institute, to devote full time to his consulting practice . . .

Albert V. Klizas named entertainment tube products dept,

marketing adm. mgr., RCA electron tube div. He was
formerly budgets & sales administrator . . . Edward
Diamond, ex-assoc. gen. counsel. Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, appointed secy.-gen. counsel, Stromberg-Carlson div..

General Dynamics.

Distributor Notes: Admiral appoints Southern New Eng-

land Distributing Corp. for the Albany area and E. T.

Donohue, Inc. for Syracuse, N.Y. territory . . . Brightman
Distributing Co., St. Louis and Springfield, Mo., named
Admiral Corp. distributor in Kansas City, Mo. and sur-

rounding area . . . American Elite has appointed General

Electric Supply Co., Cleveland, Columbus, Akron and Can-

ton, Ohio, and J. V. Electronics Co., East Haven, Conn.,

for the Telefunken line of hi-fi and stereo products . . .

Hoffman appoints Tubbs Electric, Spokane, Wash., for TV,

stereo hi-fi and radio . . . Graybar names P.D. Barber

Midwestern district sales mgr., M. A. Hooper Butte, Mont,

branch mgr., S. L. Dye Portland, Ore., branch mgr.

Obituary

Julius Finkel, 72, founder and pres, of JFD Mfg. Co.,

manufacturer of TV, radio and electronic parts, died March
23 at his home after a long illness. Surviving are his

widow, 7 sons, a brother and 9 grandchildren.

Financial

CBS SUMS UP PEAK YEAR: Filling in the details of 1958
—when its sales of $411,800,203 & net earnings of

$24,428,812 both set records (Vol. 15:9)—the annual
report of CBS Inc. gives this breakdown of last year’s

business by its various divisions

:

Owned TV stations: Increased their combined revenues

by 18% in 1958, and now account for about half of the pi’ofit

from CBS TV activities (stations, network, CBS-TV Spot
Sales, CBS Films Inc.).

TV network: Enjoyed its most profitable year to date,

advertising revenues increasing 4% over 1957. Extended
Market Plan stations rose from 34 to 40.

Radio operations: Profits from CBS-owned stations

“more than offset losses from network operations.”

CBS-Hytron: Sales were up 10%, despite a 15% drop

for the industry as a whole. The div. increased its share of

industry’s original-equipment tube sales by more than 15%.
Nevertheless, it continued to operate at a slight loss. But
CBS-Hytron pres. Arthur Chapman predicted modest
profits for 1959.

Columbia Records: Pi’ofits were 2nd best in its history,

exceeded only by 1957’s earnings. Sales of LP records were
25% ahead of last year, although 45-rpm discs declined

because of inroads by small manufacturers and Columbia’s

reluctance to attempt to meet the demand for rock-&-roll

records.

CBS International: Reported highest sales & profits

since its formation in 1954, sales running more than 50%
ahead of 1957.

CBS Labs: “Expanded its activities and facilities.”

(CBS Labs pres. Peter Goldmark last week said that only

25% of its activity is now devoted to CBS projects, the re-

maining 75% to research & development for other com-
panies and the Govt.)

National Theatres’ takeover of NTA officially became
effective March 23. Up to the close of business March 20,

NT announced, the holders of 846,962 shares of NTA stock

(75% of those outstanding) and of 182,135 NTA warrants

(39%) had accepted its exchange offer. Delivery of National
Theatres debentures, purchase warrants & exchange war-
rants to NTA stockholders will begin April 1. The ex-

change offer to NTA stockholders expires April 6.

Decca Records reports a decrease in sales & earnings

for 1958. Its net income included undistributed earnings of

Universal Pictures which amounted to $1,227,871 in 1958

& $675,999 in 1957. For the year ended Dec. 31:

Net sales

Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1958
$26,837,423

2,776,382
1.82

1,527,401

1957
$31,774,276

3,972,514
2.48

1,602,501

Stockholders of AMI Inc., Chicago manufacturer of

jukeboxes & hi-fi equipment, have approved a merger pro-

posal whereby Automatic Canteen Co. of America (vending

machines) will acquire all AMI assets. Ten shares of AMI
common will be exchanged for each 5% shares of AMI held.

Desilu Productions, for 40 weeks ended Feb. 7, reports

net income of $141,730 (12^ a share) vs. $26,082 (2^) for

the comparable period the preceding year.

Siegler Corp. has sold its Baby-Mate Co. div., manu-
facturer of juvenile specialty products, and is negotiating

to sell other “small divisions outside of the cox’e of our

major business.” Going progressively deeper into electron-
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Admiral Profits Up: Despite a decline in sales, Admiral’s

net earnings in 1958 were substantially higher than in

j

1957. Pres. Ross Siragusa, in the annual report, said the

I company increased its share of TV industry sales in 1958

—and that Admiral’s position also rose in the white goods

industry. He added that the company’s sales of radios in-

creased in 1958 but imports of small Japanese radios have

“seriously affected profiitability of U.S. portable radios.”

He said Admiral “is currently engaged in negotiations

which are expected to lead to the production of the corpor-

ation’s products, both electronic and appliance, in several

additional foreign countries.” He said the company’s ex-

ports & sales of its products made in foreign plants con-

tinued to increase. Govt, orders rose more than 13% in

1958 and the backlog at the end of the year was 15%
greater than a year earlier.

Siragusa predicted an increase in both sales and profits

in 1959, due to an increased volume, the disposal of its

unprofitable plastics div. and consolidation of domestic

manufacturing plants. The 1958 net income includes a

deduction of $473,966 net loss on operations of the West
Chicago plastics plant (sold this week to General Mills),

and $100,000 deduction for adjustment of prior years’ fed-

eral income taxes. The 1957 figure includes deduction of

.$451,945 loss on the plastics operation. Admiral’s report

for the year ended Dec. 31:
1958 1957

Consolidated net income .... $170,777,126 $172,663,167
Net income 1,375,017 965,067
Earned per share 58^ 41<S

Shares outstanding 2,372,476 2,362,096

•

British Industries Corp., importer of hi-fi & electronic

products, reports record sales for the 6th successive year,

record earnings for the 3rd year in a row, in its 1958 state-

ment. The company is the U.S. sales agent for Garrard

phonos & changers, Wharfedale speakers. Leak amplifiers.

Multicore solder, and other British electronic items. Pres.

Leonard Carduner said first-quarter 1959 “should be the

best in the company’s history.” For the year ended Dec. 31:

i

5
Net sales

[

Net income ....
Earned per share

1958 1957

$8,120,809 $6,998,340
532,399 464,243

1.77 1.55

Zenith officers-&-directors remuneration in 1958, as

listed in proxy statement for April 28 stockholders meet-
ing: Pres.-gen. mgr. Hugh Robertson received $50,000

’ salary plus $235,874 bonus. Exec. v.p. James S. Wright,
^ $40,000 & $105,841. V.p.-sales director Leonard C. Trues-
^ dell, $40,000 & $105,841. V.p.-treas. S. Kaplan, $35,000 &

$105,841. Stockholders will vote on an executive stock-

purchase plan & the previously announced 3-for-l split.

I Philco registered with SEC this week a proposed offer-

I

ing of $20 million of 25-year convei’tible debentures, to be

made through underwriters led by Smith, Barney & Co.

Some of the proceeds will be used to reduce the debt of the

company and its subsidiary Philco Finance Corp.

Residual payments to actors in TV films have reached
a peak and are running 33% above last year, it was re-

vealed in Hollywood by Screen Actors Guild national exec.

sec. John L. Dales. SAG collected & funneled to members,
from Nov. 1, 1958, to Feb. 28, 1959, the record figure of

•j
$1,189,9904. This raises the total amount of TV film resi-

J duals distributed by the Guild to date to $8,691,657. Resi-
i duals to TV film actors have now reached an annual rate

of about $3.5 million. During the 12-month period ended
last Oct. 31, residuals for actors totaled $2,711,134.

Texas Instruments Inc. stockholders, meeting in Dal-
las plant April 15, will vote on acquisition of Metals & Con-
trols Corp., involving increase in authorized common stock
from 4,000,000 to 6,000,000 & cumulative preferred from
300,000 to 750,000. Officers pay & holdings: J. Erik Jonsson,
chairman, 1958 remuneration $85,000, common stock-
holdings 426,680 (out of 3,256,988 shares outstanding).
Patrick E. Haggerty, pres., $99,000 & 125,429. Mark Shep-
herd Jr., v.p.-semiconductor components, $48,750. Cecil H.
Green, v.p. & chairman of Geophysical Service Inc., $46,-
200 & 314,310. Fred J. Agnich, pres, of Geophysical Service
Inc., $46,500 & 27,305. Carl J. Thomsen, v.p. & pres, of
M&C, $42,500 & 14,297. Except for Shepherd & Agnich,
foregoing are also members of board, which also includes
following (with stockholdings) : Eugene McDermott, chair-
man of exec, committee, 322,168 shares. Emory G. Acker-
man, N.Y. management consultant, 1000. Ewen C. Mac-
Veagh, N.Y. attorney, 250. Lloyd V. Berkner, pres, of
Associated Universities Inc., 20.

General Dynamics’ electronics & missile business in-

creased in 1958, but overall sales & earnings were down
from record 1957. The i-eport for the year ended Dec. 31:

1958 1957
Sales $1,511,456,261 $1,562,538,900
Net earnings 36,729,113 44,278,763
Earned per share 3.71 4.80

General Telephone & Electronics asked SEC this week
(File 2-14865) to register 572,301 common stock shares
issuable under General’s restricted stock option plan, to-

gether with its options, and under various plans of Syl-
vania Electric Products & Argus Cameras, which were
assumed by General when Sylvania merged with it March 5.

Barnes Engineering Co., Stamford, Conn, manufac-
turer of infrared & electro-optical components, filed a regis-

tration statement (File 2-14855) with the SEC this week
for public sale of 110,000 common stock shares through
Hayden, Stone & Co. Price & terms are to be supplied by an
amendment to the statement.

A secondary offering of 100,000 shares of Amphenol-
Borg at $41,875 a share is being made by a group headed
by Hornblower & Weeks. The stock is being sold for George
W. Borg, chairman of the exec, committee, who will con-
tinue to own 3.8% of the company’s outstanding stock.

General Transistor Corp. is offering 40,000 shares of

common stock at $66.50 a share to the public through an
underwriting group headed by Kidder, Peabody & Co. and
Hayden, Stone & Co.

Reports & comments available: Philips of Eindhoven,

a study by Joseph Mayr & Co., 50 Broad St., N.Y. . . . Day-
strom and United Artists, comments by A. M. Kidder &
Co., 1 Wall St., N.Y. . . . P. R. Mallory, a memo by H.

Hentz & Co., 72 Wall St., N.Y. . . . Westinghouse, a review

by Pershing & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y. . . . General Pre-

cision Equipment, analyses by A. M. Kidder & Co., 1 Wall

St., and by Joseph Mayr & Co., 50 Bi'oad St., N.Y.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation
Arvin Industries
Columbia Pictures
General Dynamics . . .

.

Gross Telecasting
Gross Testg. “B”
Packard-Bell
Springfield TV Bestrs. .

Western Electric

Stk. of
Amt. Payable record

25% stk. Apr. 27 Apr. 4

(No action March 24)
$0.50 May 10 Apr. 10

.40 May 11 Apr. 24

.07 Mi May 11 Apr. 24

.12% Apr. 25 Apr. 10

.10 Apr. 17 Apr. 2

.90 Mar. 31 Mar. 20
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Foreign

More about

FOREIGN TV PICTURE: The growth of foreign TV sets-

in-use is such that—unless the pattern changes drasti-

cally in the U.S.—set distribution overseas will finally

outstrip this country, probably within 5 years. It may
be expected, therefore, that the international activities

of U.S. film & tape producers will continue to expand,

and at briskly accelerating rate.

The tabulation below, excerpted from our forth-

coming spring-summer Factbook No. 28, documents
the spread of sets and provides a solid background for

the frequent reports of film producers who return from
overseas with predictions of enormous markets:

Country Stations Sets Country Stations Sets

Algeria 2 19.500 Korea 1 3,000
Argentina 1 260,000 Luxenbourg ... 1 3.000
Australia 6 480,000 Mexico 15 450,000
Austria 14 65,000 Monaco 1 11,000
Belgium 6 300,000 Netherlands ... 6 326,395
Bermuda 1 6,800 Nicaragua 1 2,000

7 850,000 1 1,000
Bulgaria 1 500 Panama* 8,000

55 3,250,000 2 12,000
China Philippines ... 2 20,000

(Mainland) 1 200 Poland 5 80,000
Colombia 6 160,000 Portugal 5 20,000
Cuba 24 315,000 Rumania 1 12,000
Curacao . 2,000 Saudi Arabia . 1 2.000
Cyprus 1 1,000 Spain 1 35,000
Czechoslovakia 6 340,000 Sweden 5 200,000
Denmark 6 220,000 Switzerland .... 12 52,000
Dominican Thailand 2 30,000
Rep 4 13,000 Turkey 1 1,000

El Salvador ... 2 7,000 United K’dom. 29 10.000.000
Finland 6 10,000 Uruguay 1 15,000
France 38 1,000,000 USSR 77 2,600,000
E. Germany ... 10 274,000 Venezueia 8 200,000

W. Germany . 84 2,100,000 Yugoslavia 5 9.000
Guatemala 2 22,000 —
Hong Kong®... 1 2,550 FOREIGN
Hungary 1 12,000 TOTAL .... 637 26,479,945
Iran 1 2,000
Iraq 1 6,000 U. S 548 51,000,000
Republic of U. S. Military’ 34 —
Ireland® — 20,000 —

Italy® 25 1,010,000 GRAND
Japan 43 1,660,000 TOTAL .... 1,119 77,479,945

^Sets-in-use estimate unavailable, ^yje^ers tune to British stations.

® Closed-circuit cable system. ^Viewers tune to Armed Forces stations.

^Also 226 Satellite stations.

Australian Govt, announces Brisbane & Adelaide will

have 2 commercial TV stations. Target dates for opening

additional non-commercial stations: Brisbane, Nov. 1959;

Adelaide, Feb. 1960; Perth, March 1960; Hobart, May 1960.

Total licensed TV receivers as of Aug. 31 was 357,787.

Rio de Janeiro’s new TV station, licensed to Socie-

dade Radio Emissora Continental, is due on air shortly,

and when it gets under way, city’s other stations will also

have to conform to decree ordering 60-cycle field instead

of present 50.

To discuss proposals of a national TV service in Ireland

with several American groups now competing for installa-

tion & operation of the system, Judge James Augustine

Murnaghan will head a 3-man Southern Irish TV commis-

sion to the U.S.

Marconi’s of England has consolidated U.S. offices at

750 3rd Ave., N. Y. (Telephone Yukon 6-9855). In charge

is resident representative J. S. V. Walton, formerly at 23-25

Beaver St., N.Y. Aviation representative E. J. Hird moves

from 1346 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington.

British Radio Industry Council schedules 26th Na-

tional Radio & TV Exhibition, Earls Court, London, for

Aug. 26-Scpt. 5, 1959.

Two-thirds of the British people

—

24,500,000 out of an
adult population of 37,800,000—had TV sets at home in

the last quarter of 1958, BBC anounced. The report said

7,500,000 adults still could receive only the non-commercial
BBC programs—either because they hadn’t converted their

sets for the commercial ITA channels or because they were
beyond the range of ITA transmitters. The 17,000,000

who could receive both BBC & ITA telecasts spent an
|

average of 66% of their viewing time watching ITA, i

34% watching BBC. Average viewing time per person j

was I2 V2 hours a week. In a separate report, the Post
Office reported there were 8,899,067 TV receiver licenses

at the end of 1958, an increase of 168,370 during December,
i

British commercial radio, competing with BBC for

audience as Independent TV Authority does now, will be
reality in 6 years, predicts chairman Roy H. Thomson of

'

commercial contractor Scottish TV Ltd. He also is pub-

lisher of Edinburgh Scotsman & Dispatch, has TV interests i

in Canada and newspapers in Canada & U.S. (Vol. 14:42). i

Envisaging “multitude of small companies” operating com-
mercial radios in United Kingdom “for reasonable profits

on reasonable capital,” Thomson told Glasgow Publicity
| j

Club that they could succeed despite TV’s popularity. In )

fact, he said, he would be ready to bring in capital from 1 .

Canada to enter radio field—but doesn’t expect to do so.
(

He said it’s likely that “commercial radio will be given
(

consideration” by TV-radio committee to be set up by 1
'

British Govt.
*

Five-year plan to bring TV in Sweden to 1,380,000

sets, serving a population of more than 6,700,000 by mid-

1964, is proposed by Board of Telecommunications. Report

to Commerce Dept, states transmitters now in operation

or expected by mid-1959 will reach 4,400,000 persons in

most heavily populated sections of country. Licensed TV r

sets now number more than 150,000. Annual cost to bring s

5-year plan to fruition is estimated at approximately :

$2,500,000. An additional $7,600,000 will be spent for build- ij

ings, including huge TV-radio center in Stockholm for

which excavation already has begun.
;

..

Russian TV will cover areas in which more than

of population lives by end of year, according to Boris ?

Stepnov, deputy chairman of council of ministers’ radio & ci

TV committee, UPI reports from Moscow. He said at least t-

80,000,000 people will be within range of 62 “TV centers.”

Report gives no figures on set distribution; previous esti-

mates put total at 2-2,500,000.

Commercial TV for Nairobi, Kenya, is proposed by

Associated Broadcasting Co. (Africa) Ltd., which is also

exploring possibilities of TV for other African countries J

and West Indies. Two of directors are Norman Collins,
'*

deputy chairman of Britain’s Associated TV, and Leslie :

Knight, controller of ATV overseas div.

In a plea to ban fiction & cartoon films from Belgium’s
^

govt.-controlled TV network, theater owners cited a 2.5

million drop in Antwerp annual movie-theater attendance

between 1956 & 1958. They stressed to Culture Minister

Pierre Harmel that inasmuch as these film categories are i

cinema’s backbone, TV could & should cover other areas,

such as news, sports and quiz shows.

TV vs. movies, Japanese style: Govt, “white paper”

evaluates impact of TV on nation’s 6863 movie theatres,

concluding: “A growing number of the theatres find it ;

hard to make both ends meet, and the number has been

falling off this year. By next spring, 108 TV stations will

fill the air and will gravely hurt the movie houses,”
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SUMMARY- INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

FCC
LOTS OF TALK ABOUT ALLOCATIONS—but nothing con-

clusive, as FCC holds several meetings, and spectrum

claimants file in 25-690-mc proceedings (pp. 1, 2, 5 & 6).

EIA SEEKS TO EASE NSRC ANTI-TRUST ANGLE by getting

FCC's assurance that work would be valuable, and by in-

viing Commission engineers as observers (p. 3).

EQUAL TIME RELIEF OUTLOOK BRIGHTENS as FCC starts

drafting Sec. 315 amendment to revise its own newscast
ruling. Harris says action is "imperative" (p. 6).

Progzamming
WHAT PRICE POST-1948 s?: Hollywood's major studios may
be in for a surprise when they try to sell their post-1948
movies to TV. Los Angeles stations, among most important
film buyers, are wary of price & quality (pp. 2 & 8).

Networks

PUTTING THE SQUEEZE ON TV PICTURE, researchers have

compressed bandwidth from 4 to 1 me. Work by Bell Labs

and Technicolor may lead to transoceanic networks (p. 3).

JAN. NETWORK BILLINGS ARE DOWN from Dec., says

Printers' Ink, but it's the best Jan. in history, adds TvB,

running 5% ahead of Jan. 1958 (p. 7).

CATV
CATV SYSTEMS PROSPER DESPITE PROBLEMS. New Fact-

book shows 2,000,000 getting TV via cable, (p. 4). Other

news (p. 11).

Educational TV
ETV AS 4TH MAJOR NETWORK IN 5 YEARS is seen by NET
pres. John F. White as organization gets final Ford $5 million

and moves to N.Y. (p. 11).

Advertising

PONTIAC'S COMBINE OF SPECIALS & soft sell proving
effective; more to come. Other laurels for specials added
by new Schwerin Research study (p. 13).

Film & Tape

TV LABOR TALKS IT OVER at closed-door session in N.Y.
Unions discuss tape, international sales & production (p. 14).

Manufacturing & Distribution

TV s LACKLUSTER FIRST QUARTER has some silver linings.
Retail sales figures low, but are improving in relation to '58.

“Something new" still needed as hypo (p. 16).

NEW TUBES FROM OLD GLASS: Picture-tube rebuilding is

now a $200 million industry, accounting for 75-90% of

replacements (p. 17).

Finance

GOOD YEAR FOR AB-PT reported in its 1958 statement.

Wometco's TV earnings (p. 20). Other news (p. 19).

Other Departments

CONGRESS (p. 7). STATIONS (p. 9). AUXILIARY SERVICES
(p. 11). SPACE (p. 18).

LOTS OF TALK ABOUT ALLOCATIONS— BUT: There was a substantial hustle & bustle about

TV allocations last week—but still nothing conclusive. FCC met on subject twice, and about the only thing

resembling a consensus is an agreement to explore concept of getting more vhf channels from the military

in exchange for uhf. All Commissioners recognize that if exchange is negotiated, it will be long process.

The rub is this: what to do in the meantime, if anything? And that's where FCC splits. Some mem-
bers have formed more definite conclusions than others. For example, Comr. Cross likes the idea of dropping

vhf channels into neediest markets by cutting mileage separations, using directionals, precision offset carrier,

etc. He'd try to keep this limited to the major markets with severe shortages. He also thinks uhf should

become a "local" service like local radio, and he'd set a 10-kw ceiling on uhf—with some exceptions for

higher power. In addition, he'd let uhf start as translators, with as little as 5 watts, build from there.

Comr. Lee, for one, doesn't get excited about long-range acquisition of more vhf channels—though he

has no serious objection to exploring it with the military. He'd rather shift everyone to uhf as fast as possible,

presumably permanently, but he can't get support on this from his colleagues.

One reason for FCC's intense work on problem is that it now has TASO's technical report and is

preparing to brief Senate Commerce Committee on its progress—no date set yet.
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Senate Committee is getting ready too. Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) having called attorney

Kenneth Cox back from Seattle as special counsel. Cox has made an exceptional record handling such
problems, working hand-in-hand with Committee's very knowledgeable communications counsel Nicholas
Zapple. There were these additional developments last week:

( 1 ) Everyone clamoring for a chunk of the 25-890-mc portion of the spectrum , which includes all TV
channels, filed mass of data to justify their claims (p. 5}, preparatory to presentation of oral testimony which
may start in couple of months. Also in there pitching to protect all TV channels was Assn, of Maximum Ser-

vice Telecasters (see below).

(2) Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization, imder prodding from Rep. Bray (R-Ind.) & industry (Vol.

15:12), released Dec. 29 report by President's Special Advisory Committee on Telecommunications (p. 6).

(3) Kenneth Norton, Bureau of Standards' top radio propagation man, in March 27 letter to FCC
Chairman Doerfer, repeats an allocations argument he made 10 years ago—that more vhf service would be
provided if station co-channel separations were reduced to 100 miles or less. He acknowledges that rural

coverage would suffer at expense of multiple services for cities but apparently believes that more would be
gained than lost. He suggests that small towns may be served by "thousands" of vhf boosters, and he sees

no point in attempting to shift all TV to uhf. Norton holds title of "Chief, Radio Propagation Engineering div..

Central Radio Propagation Lab," is stationed in Boulder, Colo.

MST URGES FCC TO HOLD LINE O.N ALLOCATIONS: Strongly & voluminously. Assn, of

Maximum Service Telecasters spoke up last week to protect all TV channels from any inroads—by non-

broadcast radio services, military, etc.—as it filed direct testimony in FCC's huge investigation of all uses

of 25-890-mc portion of spectrum. MST had concluded that TV industry must respond most forcibly—and in

light of insistent demands by other services (see p. 5) its precautions appear justified. MST makes these

recommendations in its testimony.

(1) Ch. 2-13 must be retained . (2) More vhf channels would be "most desirable." (3) If more vhf

is obtained, part of the uhf could be given up. (4) No uhf channels should be relinquished except in

exchange for vhf. (5) No degradation of existing service should be permitted.

Statement by MST exec, director Lester W. Lindow stresses fact that although TV has about half the

spectrum in 25-890-mc band, it has only 3.5% of non-govt, "usable channels" in the band.

Describing "the role of TV in American life," Lindow calls attention to more than 50 million sets-in-

use, more than 20% of average viewer's waking life spent watching TV, rapid occupation of TV channels as

compared with radio's growth, investment by public & industry of $26.3 billion to date, service to 50.5 million

persons per vhf channel, 3,563,960 "active uhf TV viewing homes" as of spring 1958, approximately a million

people within uhf translator service areas, farm TV households with more than 14 million people, TV's major

role in advertising.

If all TV were moved to uhf, Lindow states, there would be great loss of area covered. He also

asserts that wired-TV coverage is no palliative, because cost would be prohibitive & rural areas would be

unserved. MST's statistical data was prepared with aid of economist Harold G. Ross, formerly on NAB staff.

Consulting engineer Howard T. Head made following points : (1) Any reduction in TV's 6-mc band-

width would degrade pictvue, particularly color, and obsolete all sets. (2) Reduction of interference through

"precise carrier offset" or "very precise carrier frequency control" (permitting cuts in station separations)

haven't been tested adequately. (3) Directional antennas still await thorough field testing. (4) Uhf recep-

tion suffers from antenna, transmission line and noise problems.

WHAT PRICE POST- 1948's?: Major Hollywood film studios, with more than 2500 post-1948 pic-

tures in their vaults, will face genuine problems when they seek to sell these to TV. We checked stations

in Los Angeles, long one of the most important film buying centers in TV, found no particular enthusiasm for

post-1948's. Buyers are wary of high prices, of quality, and of adaptability of Cinemascope pictures to small

TV screen. Most of post-48 is in wide. Cinemascope process.
“

Two batches of pre-1948 movie product are currently being offered around Los Angeles, with no
takers. They're an NTA package of 88 20th-Fox pictures and a Screen Gems package. So future appears

anything but rosy for studios planning to sell post-48's (see p. 8).
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ElA SEEKS TO EASE NSRC ANTI-TRUST ANGLE: A large step has been taken to mini-

mize any possibility of anti-trust law violation in the procedures of National Stereo Radio Committee—obvi-

ously with hope of enticing recently-resigned RCA back into the fold and of inducing CBS to join. Both have
been staying away to avoid taking the slightest risk that Dept, of Justice might get suspicious of joint efforts

by competitors (Vol. 15:12).

Electronic Industries Assn. Pres. David R. Hull got ball rolling by asking FCC for its blessing on NSRC
—which is to gather technical information, not to recommend specific stereo standards to FCC. Chairman

Doerfer responded with pleasure: "The Commission recognizes that valuable information will be developed

by your group and would be pleased to receive such information as you may feel is pertinent." Doerfer also

offered FCC engineers as observers—and Harold Kassens & Julian Dixon have sat in on NSRC deliberations.

This FCC endorsement can't immimize anyone from anti-trust prosecution , but it tends to minimize

it under the "Peyton Ford" formula. This refers to Oct. 19, 1950, statement by Dep. Atty. Gen. Ford, who listed

5 procedures to reduce possibility of anti-trust violations: CO A finding by a govt, agency that work of

group such as NSRC is needed. (2) Agendas for meetings initiated by Govt. (3) Govt, officials serving as

chairmen. (4) Complete minutes kept. (5) Groups remaining "purely advisory." Ford made it clear at the

time that compliance with foregoing by no means created a blanket of immunity from prosecution, though

he said it would tend to minimize risks.

EIA gen, counsel Wm. L. Reynolds analyzed NSRC's anti-trust posture for NSRC Chairman Dr.

W. R. G. Baker last week—and he said that "they are consistent with the operating principles & procedures

applicable to all engineering committees of this assn.," indicating that NSRC should be neither safer nor

riskier than any other similar group. Reynolds stated that NSRC (and TV Allocations Study Organization,

of which EIA is a member) followed spirit if not exact form of Ford's 2nd & 3rd recommendations.

RCA & CBS hadn't studied latest developments , thus couldn't indicate whether they're ready to join

NSRC. Each has a stereo system and presumably will work toward getting it adopted by FCC—whether they

participate in NSRC or not.

PUTTING THE SQUEEZE ON THE TV PICTURE: The future of worldwide TV networking—

by island-hopping relay, space satellite or transoceanic cable—may well depend on complex & unpub-

licized work in bandwidth reduction now being carried on independently in several widely-scattered labs

in this country & abroad. Important byproducts may be relatively inexpensive long-distance networking

relays and simple, compact portable military TV relay equipment.

Important successes have been achieved in funneling TV picture information into a narrow band
of frequencies for relaying purposes—a 4-to-l reduction already can be accomplished under some circum-

stances, without loss of picture quality.

No relief from TV allocations dilemma is promised at this time by electronic bandwidth reduc-

tion. It requires complex equipment at transmitting & receiving ends and in foreseeable future its only

use will be for point-to-point relays.

Here's why bandwidth-reduction is so important to long-distance networking: A single-channel TV
transmission requires 4 me of frequency—nearly 4 times the space occupied by the whole AM broadcast

band, for example. To harness new over-horizon long-distance microwave techniques, tremendous power

is needed—and the wider the band of frequencies you relay, the more power you need. If you can cut width

of TV picture in half, you'll need only half the power to send it a given distance—or it can be sent twice

as far with same power.

Transoceanic cables have been eyed as potential TV carriers—but Atlantic cable can accommo-

date only 160 kc. Thus, TV signal would have to be chopped to 1/25 of its present width to squeeze it

through the cable. Research engineers are convinced that this is possible.

The bandwidth-reduction technique which is getting most attention today is based on the fact that

TV pictures are never as crowded with details as they could be. If you jammed a single TV picture with all

the possible detail its 4 me could carry, you would have a fine-mesh checkerboard pattern with about 250,-

000 "picture elements" (minimum perceptible details). But in reality, no TV picture ever carries much de-

tail. Therefore, in reality, it shouldn't require 4 me.

Method known as "statistical coding" is used to take advantage of this fact. Picture details are

coded & rearranged, so that the only bandwidth needed is for the details which are actually in the picture.
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The parts of the picture which have no detail (solid black, white, grey, etc.) need not be transmitted

—

merely "suggested."

TV picture is painstakingly & electronically picked apart, the "detail" information rearranged &
translated by computer into an electronic shorthand which represents entire picture but only "suggests"

portions of pictmre which don't contain details. Computer at receiving station "transcribes" the shorthand,

reconstructing original picture. Digital coding techniques take advantage of physiological & psychological

phenomena of vision as well as straight electronic science.

Two leaders in field of bandwidth reduction research ore Bell Labs and Technicolor Inc. Bell's

project at Murray Hill, N.J., under R. E. Graham, is now concentrating on digital technique, after evaluat-

ing many proposed methods. To date, using relatively "simple" equipment. Bell has been able to reconstruct

satisfactory TV picture with only about 50% of the information contained in original picture—equivalent

imder ideal circumstances to a reduction of picture bandwidth to 2 me. More elaborate equipment, accord-

ing to Graham, can accomplish a cut of maybe 3-1 without picture degradation.

Technicolor Inc., which started band-reduction research 5 years ago in search of video tape record-

ing techniques as a diversification move, has developed system it calls "synthetic highs." It reduces high-

frequency elements (which comprise about 3.65 me of the 4-mc pictmre) to basic code, reconstructing them

synthetically at receiving end. Technicolor's equipment can reproduce commercial-quality picture using

as little as 1 me under certain conditions, says Dr. W. F. Schreiber, project director.

Transatlantic cable could accommodate TV, even on basis of present knowledge, he says—but,

although viewable, it would be degraded. The 25-to-l reduction could be accomplished partly by digital

coding, the rest of the way by reducing frame rate & resolution (number of lines).

A bonus of coded TV, according to Dr. Schreiber , is fact that Technicolor system—being non-syn-

chronous—can be transmitted using one set of standards (U.S. 525-line system for example) and decoded

into another set (British 405-line, French 819, European 625). For military purposes, TV picture can be kept

secure by applying standard cryptographic techniques to the computer-coded signal.

Among others working in bandwidth reduction is Florida Micro-Communications, Miami, whose

use of a different technique—velocity modulation or "slow-scan-fast-scan" in connection with proposed

Caribbean network—was described in February (Vol. 15:6).

CATV SYSTEMS-”BATTLING BUT PROSPERING: Although community antenna operators

have their hands full of battles on startling niunber of fronts—FCC, Congress, courts, legislatures, town

councils, utility commissions, etc.—they're still conducting a thriving business. Working from updated CATV
directory in our new spring-summer TV Factbook, now going into mails, we find that about 2 million peo-

ple in U.S. now get their TV via CATV—up about 200,000 in 6 months.

New directory is more complete than any previous one, is based on high rate of response to ques-

tionnaires from CATV owners. We've also made it more realistic—by weeding out systems purportedly

in operation but never fully verified. This actually reduces number of systems listed—to 555 vs. 610 six

months ago—but final result is more accurate. Canadian figure is 144, up from 140. Herewith are key fig-

ures derived from our analysis:

(1) Total U.S. homes served, 549,967—vs. 492,345 six months ago. Canadian total: 67,594—vs.

58,988.
^

(2) Estimated potential of the systems now operating, 952,470—vs. 934,864. Canadian: 124,975—vs.

152,713. i

(3) Average number of subscribers per U.S. system, 1215—vs. 1056. Canadian: 815—vs. 479. (Con-

siderable jump in averages is attributable in large port to fact we've decided to exclude systems with

fewer than 100 connections when computing averages, because most of these are tiny affairs, have no pros-

pect of developing into a true "business.")

(4) Average potential per operating U.S. system, 2103—vs. 2068. Canadian: 1506—vs. 1161.

CATV directory occupies 25-page section of the Factbook , includes: name of company, address,

telephone, no. of subscribers & estimated potential, date of start, make of equipment, principal officer, sta-

tions received. Directory also includes for first time a separate listing of the 31 U.S. & 1 Canadian operators

owning 2 or more systems.
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The FCC

More about

THE SPECTRUM HUNGER: The never-ending demand for

more & more frequencies, by every kind of radio user,

was pointed up sharply last week when all parties

filed copies of their direct testimony in FCC’s pro-

ceeding examining the allocations in the entire 25-

890-mc band (see p. 2). In the following paragraphs,

we summarize the allocations requests & recommenda-

tions of the major parties filing comments;
Aeronautical Radio Inc. “We most strongly urge” re-

taining the allocation of frequency band 126.8-132-mc for

aeronautical mobile service. Also “it is shocking that in

this day & age and in these United States there exists no

public telephone service to aircraft.” Supports common
carriers’ request for frequencies separate from safety &
aeronautical services to supply such service.

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres not

ready to submit evidence. Wants to look over TASO report

first. Meanwhile continues to think that “the future of TV
allocations should be determined befoi’e any overall reallo-

cation of frequencies in the 25-890 band is attempted.”

American Municipal Assn. “We could double the use of

mobile radio by using only a small portion of the present

allocation between 470 me and 890 me to TV broadcasting.

Such allocation would reduce the potential number of TV
stations from 70 to 56. We therefore strongly urge the

allocation of a portion of this 470-890 me spectrum pres-

ently allocated for broadcasting to the mobile service. This

we feel is absolutely necessary.”

American Petroleum Institute. Petroleum & natural

gas industries’ “use of radio can be clearly justified.” It

“can see no justification for moving present petroleum

radio service users to other bands.” (Frequencies in 48.56-

49.50-mc band have been assigned since April 1, 1958, in

petroleum radio service on shared basis with forest prod-

ucts radio service.)

American Rocket Society. Requests the following

assignments of spectrum for space communications: 25.6-

25.65 me, 37 & 38 me “or equivalent frequencies separated

approximately 1 me for ionospheric studies,” 148-150.8 me,

24 me in the 216-260-mc band, 25 me in the 309-450-mc band.

American Taxicab Assn, seeks 10 channels in the

152-162-mc band.

American Telephone & Telegraph Co. urges that TV’s

765-840-mc band be reassigned to “domestic public mobile

radio service for use by land line telephone carriers . . .

secondarily for common carrier fixed, and that TV’s 840-

890-mc be assigned to common carrier fixed service as

a replacement for the 890-940-mc band.

Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters. (See p. 2).

Central Station Electrical Protection Assn, requests

allocation of a band for the exclusive use of “those en-

gaged in furnishing fire, burglary and other protective

services.”

Electronic Industries Assn, recommends: (1) That
FCC permit educational institutions to use uhf channels

to distribute classroom instruction programs—because the

use of cable over wide areas for this purpose “may become
prohibitive.” (2) An additional 40.8 me of spectrum be

allocated to public safety, industrial & land transportation

services, to provide 1200 more voice channels—4.8 me
under 100 me, 18 me from the 100-300-mc band, 18 me
from bands above 300 me. Estimates that there were

695,000 transmitters in the services in 1958, will be 1,390,-

000 in 1963, 2,650,000 in 1968, 5,000,000 in 1978,

FM Broadcasters urges that “present standards gov-
erning FM broadcasting remain unaltered.” What with
stereo coming up, “any reduction in that bandwith (88-

108) would be completely contrary to the public interest.”

Institute of High Fidelity Manufacturers Inc. “FM
cannot be reallocated to a different band” because the

cost would be prohibitive—“any change now would result

in a disastrous obsolescence of existing equipment. No
other band appears feasible.”

Joint Council on Educational TV hopes “TASO’s find-

ings & recommendations will prove helpful to the Com-
mission.” Meanwhile repeats its Nov. 3, 1958, petition to

FCC for “thorough investigation of TV allocations as a
first step toward removing some of the serious obstacles

to effective noncommercial telecasting, particularly in

large metropolitan areas.” It’s “wholly unrealistic” for

commercial broadcasters to argue that uhf channels won’t
do for them in a vhf market “but are good enough for

noncommercial broadcasting.”

Lenkurt Electric Co. Inc. concurs with AT&T’s re-

quest that TV’s 765-840-mc band be allocated for common
carrier service.

Motorola Inc. suggests that TV be allocated 30 chan-
nels in the 174-354-mc band. “The adjacency of these
channels will provide essentially equal propagation char-

acteristics for all channels, assure the sale of ‘all-channel’

receivers, and generally promote a healthier TV complex.
This suggestion obviously eliminates present Ch. 2 through
6 and starts TV with Ch. 7. As distasteful as this at first

may appear, it is a feature which can be accommodated
with proper planning so as to minimize negative reactions.

The benefits that will accrue are definitely the lesser of

evils. Such an adjustment can be managed over a 10-year
period minimizing the obsolescence to set owners. The
equipment changes required of the broadcasters are com-
paratively minor and can be accommodated with minimum
hardship.” Also suggests: “Fundamental to any rational

allocation plan is the necessity of placing all allocations in

the hands of one authority, with govt. & non-govt, as-

signments allocated alike by this single authority.”

National Assn, of Broadcasters. “It will be impossible

to make specific concrete recommendations” until the in-

dustry & FCC have had a chance to study the TASO report

—and that will take “many months.” Moreover, until

proposed studies by President & Congress are completed,

little can be done “to determine the proper place in the

specti’um that TV should occupy.” Meanwhile, the “status

quo should be maintained.” Also states that it “would be

most inappropriate to make any changes in the existing

FM broadcasting standards,” particularly in view of study

by National Stereophonic Radio Committee of various

stereo systems, and also because of national defense pro-

gram plans for post-attack use of FM channels & existing

FM sations.

National Assn, of Educational Broadcasters. In view

of “already harrassed history of educational FM, [we]

would urge that the educational FM service, at least, be left

unmolested.”

National Assn, of Manufacturers’ Committee on Manu-

facturers Radio Use requests the assignment of 4 low-

powered frequencies in the 152-162-mc band to be shared

with forest products & petroleum radio services, 4 un-

shared higher-powered frequencies in 152-162-mc, 10 gen-

eral purpose frequencies in 152-162-mc to be shared with

forest products & petroleum, 10 pairs of unshared fre-

quencies in 460-470-mc for mobile relay & general pro-

duction purposes, 2 pairs of unshared frequencies in 460-

470-mc for plant security & emergency purposes.
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National Assn, of Taxicab Owners Inc. requests 10

additional frequencies in the 150-160-inc band.

National Committee for Utilities Radio estimates

there will be need for 6000 assignments in the power radio

service within 10 years. The present assignment is 54

channels in the 30-50-mc band, 19 in 152-174-mc, 10 in

450-460-mc. Estimates there will be need in 10 years for

83 in the 30-50-mc band, 23 in 152-174-mc, 20 in 450-460-mc.

National Mobile Radio System proposes that the FCC:

(1) Create local boards “which would have jurisdiction

over mobile radio bands on a geographical basis.” (2) In-

vestigate the possibility of narrowing the bands on all

frequencies between 25 & 890 me. (3) Reallocation of 25-

80-mc “on the basis of growth and utilization of radio

channels in the last 5 or 10 years, and that allocation of

new channels developed in the future be made upon the

same basis.”

RCA Communications Inc. recommends that frequen-

cies be allocated in the 25-38-mc band for “ionospheric re-

flection propagation.”

Special Industrial Radio Service Assn, urges expan-

sion of allocation to special radio uses whether or not a

broad-band common carrier system is established—because

such a system “will not supply the type of mobile-to-

mobile communications so vital in many special industrial

applications.”

U.S. Independent Telephone Assn, suggests “transfer

of the band 840-890-mc to common carrier fixed” for public

telephone service, although it recognizes it is asking for

a part of the space set aside by FCC for TV translators.

More about

WHAT THE ADVISERS ADVISED: The Office of Civil &
Defense Mobilization ignored the most important

recommendations of the President’s Special Advisory

Committee on Telecommunications, when it asked Con-

gress to pass a law establishing a 5-man study commis-

sion (Vol. 15:6). That’s clear from the text of SACT’s
Dec. 29, 1958 report, released last week by OCDM after

the latter had been criticized for withholding it.

A permanent high-level 3-man “National Telecom-

munications Board” with access to the President was a

“must” to manage the Govt’s communications resources

—

SACT told the President and OCDM director Leo A. Hoegh
But Hoegh wants only a 1-year study by a group which
would be dismissed after submitting its report.

Another significant difference: SACT suggested that

new board’s members be nominated by the President and

confirmed by the Senate. OCDM would have a 5-man com-
mission set up—all appointed by the President without

Senate confirmation.

Such differences may be academic for the immediate
future, because congressional leaders don’t like OCDM’s
ideas at all—fearing military domination of the study

commission—and the White House doesn’t like SACT’s
“permanent board” suggestion. However, the poor manage-
ment of govt, communications—aside from the problems

of split authority over civilian & govt, uses of frequencies

—are likely to plague all administrations until they get

the recognition they deserve. Among the key pai’agraphs

of SACT’s report are these:

“A consideration disquieting to many is the fact . . .

that the law establishes a dual control over the radio fre-

quency spectrum, the President having responsibility for

govt, use & the FCC for non-govt. use. Thus there is no

individual, agency or board invested with the responsibility

for the effective use of the radio spectrum as a whole.

“In reviewing the structure as it has developed, the

committee was continuously struck by the absence of

adequate provisions for high-level consideration on the

govt, side of a variety of matters of vital national impor-

tance in the area of telecommunications. The FCC provides

a vehicle for adequate consideration of the non-govt. area.

In sharp contrast, as indicated earlier, decision in the area

of govt, use or of conflict between govt. & non-govt, use,

are often made by compromises at the operational level

by staff members, who though competent in their fields, do

not necessarily have the total picture of national interest.

There is also an unfortunate absence at present of any-

one in the executive branch with adequate knowledge, ex-

perience, and stature to act for the President in these

matters, and there is not available therein an organization

adequate to accumulate the information & experience upon

which to base sound action.”

As special assignments for the proposed new board,

SACT recommended that it conduct a 2-year study of the

spectrum, working jointly with the FCC, plus a 2-year

evaluation of Govt.’s use of communications.

One SACT suggestion which OCDM did adopt was the

idea of beefing up the telecommunications staff within

OCDM—and we hear that OCDM is trying to “raid” en-

gineers from other govt, agencies, including FCC Commis-
sioners’ own engineei'ing assistants.

EQUAL TIME RELIEF? Long-suffering broadcasters’ hopes

for legislative relief from—or at least clarification of

—

political equal-time rigidities of Sec. 315 of the Federal

Communications Act brightened on 2 fronts last week.

The FCC itself was reported getting ready to urge

Congress to do something about the Commission’s own
4-3 letter-of-the-law Lar Daly ruling that newsclip

shots of office-holders who are candidates constitute

campaign pitches which their opponents are entitled

to match (Vol. 15:8-13).

And Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) of the House Com-
merce Committee, which must clear any Sec. 315 revision,

told us “it’s almost imperative that something be done.”

It was his strongest statement yet on equal-time issues,

which have been raised repeatedly—but fruitlessly—at

other sessions of Congress.

Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate Com-
merce Committee, reached at his Seattle home during the

Easter recess, was less postive about any need for con-

gressional action. “I’ll reserve judgment until I see what
the FCC sends up,” he told us.

The FCC hadn’t agreed in informal discussions on the

language of any Sec. 315 recommendations for Capitol Hill.

But one Commission source told us “there’s going to be

some revision suggested, obviously,” and that an amend-
ment probably will be proposed to exclude carefully-defined

news programs from equal-time requirements. No action

by FCC is likely, however, until after an April 17 deadline

for filings for reconsideration of the Lar Daly ruling.

Such an FCC-recommended amendment would be in

line with a bill (HR-5839) by Rep. Cunningham (R-Neb.)

to remove legitimate newscasts from the area of political

broadcasts. So far it’s the only Sec. 315 measure sub-

mitted in either House or Senate, but Harris said he may
introduce similar legislation himself. And Sen. Allott (R-

Colo.) said he will introduce a companion to the Cunning-

ham Bill when Congress resumes business this week.

“I do have some ideas,” Harris said. “In view of what
has happened, the matter ought to be clarified. Legislation

is desirable, and I plan to have something on it later.”
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Networks

Sliqht Drop in Ketwork Volume: The 3 TV networks

showed a 1% drop in advertising volume for Jan., com-

pared with Dec., on the latest Printers' Ink index of

national advertising. Only network TV, weekly maga-
zines and outdoor advertising were off. The comparison

for TV is better, however, when made with Jan. a year

ago: network TV is up 4% over that month. The general

index for all advertising shows a rise of 2% over Dec.

but compared with one year ago, it is unchanged. Radio

suffers the heaviest percentage drop for the one-year com-

parison, with a minus 22, Jan. vs. Jan. Women’s magazines

(—7) and outdoor advtg. (—11) were the 2 other media

with decreases. (The last column in the table below shows

the average index for 1958, adjusted to reflect a prelim-

inary estimate of national advertising dollars.)

Index % change from 1958
Jan. Jan. 1 month 1 year Year
1959 1958 ago ago Average

General Index . 215 214 + 2 0 208
Total Magazines . 162 161 -h 1 + 1 154

Weekly . 172 169 — 6 + 2 170
Women's . 126 134 +10 — 7 116
General Monthly... . 210 197 + 6 + 7 188
Farm . Ill 109 +17 + 2 100

Newspapers . 188 188 + i 0 186
Network TV . 444 427 — 1 + 4 422
Network Radio . 28 36 0 —22 30
Business Papers . 232 225 + 6 + 3 221
Outdoor . 135 152 — 8 —11 157

All indexes have been seasonally adjusted. The index shown for each
medium is based on estimated total advertising investments in the
medium, including talent, production and media costs. For each medium,
the base (100) is an average of total investments in the years 1947-49
except for the TV base which covers the years 1950-52.

CBS Notes Wall St. Interest: “On [our program] planning

boards,” Dr. Frank Stanton, pres, of CBS Inc., told the

N.Y. Society of Security Analysts last week, “is a project

to deal with the whole question of money management for

the general audience—a program that will attempt to pro-

vide information on investments, budgeting and related

matters.” Such a TV series, Stanton said, is necessary “to

enlarge public understanding of vital financial issues.”

He did not elaborate on when such a series would be

developed and launched, but the network has been ex-

perimenting with 3 hour-long TV programs, titled The
Dollar Debates, discussing inflation, budgets and taxes,

that have given network program staffs what amounts to a

shakedown cruise in Wall St. matters.

The CBS president also touched lightly on some
financial highlights in the network’s own history, such as:

In 1949, when TV was still largely an electronic glimmer,

net sales at CBS were “about one-fifth as large” as in

1958, and its property, plant, equipment and investments

totaled “about one-third of what it is today.” CBS “invested

$53.1 million in TV broadcasting before we began to make
a profit from it.”

In reviewing the firm’s 1958 report, Stanton said that

“To assume we are anywhere near the upper limit of

growth, or that the state of the broadcast art is soon going

to cease to evolve, is to put oneself in the position of the

patent office official who resigned in the 1880’s because

everything had been invented.”

Long strike against CBC by 75 French language TV
producers in Montreal, which started in Jan. (Vol. 15:1)

and won support of 1200 other unionized employes of govt.-

operated system, has been settled on compromise terms.

The producers won CBC recognition of their union (Asso-

ciation des Realisateurs). CBC won a stipulation that the

union won’t affiiliate with any labor federation.

Network Television Billings

January 1959

(For Dec. report see Television Digest, VoI. 15:7)

Best January ever: The total 3-network gross

time billings for January were the best in history for

that month, TvB reported last week. The figure came to

$52 million, a $2.5 million increase over January 1958, rep-

resenting a 5% rise. ABC had the largest percentage rise

for the 6th consecutive month.

Daytime sales increased while nighttime billings dipped

slightly. Daytime gross billings were $18.3 million, com-
pared with $15 million for Jan., 1958, an increase of 21.4%.

Nighttime was $33.7 million vs. last year’s $34.5, a drop

of 2.0%. The report for January:

NETWORK television
Jan. Jan. %
1959 1958 Change

ABC $10,647,078 $ 9,168,609 -fl6.1
CBS 22,129,248 22,094,015 -f 0.2

NBC 19,299,853 18,344,111 + 6.0

Total $49,606,735 $52,076,179 -f 6

Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the net-
works as they do not divulge their actual net dollar incomes. They’re
compiled by Broadcast Advertising Reports (BAR) and Leading Na-
tional Advertisers (LNA) for TV Bureau of Advertising (TvB) on the
basis of one-time network rates, or before frequency or cash discounts.

Day after KGW-TV Portland, Ore. switches from ABC
to NBC on April 26, we are told by mgr. Walter Wagstaff,

the first full network color feed out of Portland (NBC-
TV’s Truth or Consequences) will originate from KGW-
TV’s studios.

WHYN-TV (Ch. 40) Springfield-Holyoke, Mass, be-

came a primary ABC-TV affiliate April 1, it was an-

nounced by Alfred R. Beckman, ABC-TV v.p. for station

relations. Charles N. DeRose is gen. mgr. of the station;

Hampden-Hampshire Corp. is licensee.

Congress

Russian jamming of Voice of America broadcasts has

become so intense that the U.S. is using recordings of

jammings themselves as a counter-propaganda device. In

his semi-annual report to Congress last week, USIA dir.

George V. Allen said that tapes of jammed broadcasts

from last year’s UN General Assembly sessions on the Mid-

dle East, showing how the Russians even prevented their

own delegate Andrei Gromyko from being heard, were used

repeatedly by radio networks abroad. Allen also said VGA
signals to Eastern Europe have been improved by resched-

uling to concentrate power & circumvent jamming.

Congress has been asked by the Hollywood AFL Film

Council to launch a full-scale investigation of so-called

“runaway” foreign telefilm & movie production by Ameri-

can producers. Hollywood labor, in making its plea to

Congress March 31, said such production “is giving aid

& comfort to the Communist conspiracy against the free

world.” It adopted a resolution to be presented to the na-

tional AFL-CIO demanding that the next national labor

convention vote in support of a national consumer boycott

of all such U.S. pictures.

Search for spectrum experts to head a scheduled House

Commerce subcommittee study (Vol. 15:13) continued last

week with no staffers selected—and no hearings scheduled.

Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) wanted ex-FCC member Dr.

Irvin Stewart as staff dir., but Dr. Stewart declined the

job, explaining that he had other commitments. He told

Harris he’d be available for occasional consultation.
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Programming

More about

POST-48 PARADOX: No one in Hollywood seriously

doubts that the major studios will sell their post-1948

pictures to TV. The only question involved is when

—

and for how much. Republic Pictures has already sold

its post-1948 product, incurring the wrath of Holly-

wood talent guilds by not cutting them in for a per-

centage of the profits. Republic managed this by the

simple expedient of going out of production, so that

being put on the guild’s various “unfair” lists—and it

was—became a meaningless gesture. The chances are

that when other studios follow suit, they, too, will do

so without-cutting the guilds in. This may mean they

would go out of production, but they would not go out

of business ; they’d remain as financiers & distributors

of independent movie product—a trend which is al-

ready under way. (The guilds long ago agreed that the

majors could sell TV any movies made prior to Aug. 1,

1948, without paying the creative talent involved;

hence the 1948 cutoff date.)

Los Angeles stations—which show no enthusiasm

for the post-1948 product—give us varied and provoca-

tive reasons for their attitude:

KTTV, which bought the Metro backlog 3 years ago,

(with Metro allowed to buy 25% of the station’s stock at

the time) and has long been an important film buyer, is

now making a cautious approach. Program v.p. Bob Breck-

ner told us: “One of the problems to be faced is the fact

that most of the post-1948’s do not have the quality of the

pre-1948’s. We pay on the basis of quality & need. There

is always a crying need for good pictures, but not for

pictures in bulk. The best of the post-1948 pictures were
made by independents, and they’ll probably hold out

longer than the major studios.”

KNXT, CBS outlet in Los Angeles and buyer of the

entire Paramount pre-1948 backlog last year, has stopped

buying. Program dir. Don Hine tells us: “We have 700

Paramount pictures as well as some others, including post-

1948 United Artists pictures—and we’ve stopped buying.

We have a 7-year supply, actually, but will probably aug-

ment it again in a couple of years. Not all of the Para-

mount product is usable—some is too old, some not good.

We’re still screening the pictures. We’re interested in

talking with anyone who has post-1948’s. I’ve heard that

when the majors release them, it will be a few at a time,

and the price will be too high. Then there is the problem

that so many of these pictures were made in Cinemascope.

We are not interested in average pictures.”

KCOP gen. mgr. Alvin Flanagan tells us he, too, hears

post-48’s will be released to TV in small groups. “I’m in-

terested in them, but the price is important. I just don’t

know. NTA has a package of 88 pictures (pre-1948’s)

around, and Screen Gems is also offering a package. I’m

told NTA is releasing another batch in April some time.

I don’t think the real big pictures will be on free TV.
They’ll be on pay TV. That’s just as inevitable as the sun.

It’s progress.”

Six hour-long TV shows on Easter Sunday afternoon

(4 in color) were said by NBC to comprise the longest un-

broken parade of hour-shows in network history. The se-

quence began at 4 p.m. with Mary Martin, and wound up

at 10 with the finish of the Chevy Show.

SOAP STILL STRONG: Those serials on TV are still

the staple diet of daytime TV and will continue to

be the backbone of programs in pre-evening time, we’re

told by Oscar Katz, v.p. CBS daytime programs.
Katz, in Hollywood for the kickoff of CBS’s new day-

timer, On the Go, with Jack Linkletter as host, says, “The
average daytime serial on TV has far more to offer than
the radio soaper had. It has far more plot, characteriza-

tion & sophistication. I don’t mean the Hollywood-N.Y.
type of sophistication—I mean subjects never touched on in

the old days—such as infidelity & unwed mothers.

“We have experimented on these serials, seeking new
values. A good example is our The Verdict Is Yours. This

is really a daytime serial with a strong element of reality

added. We retain the soaper type, but add to it with this

courtroom element of reality,” he explained.

Katz tells us the network has considered filming TV
soapers, but finds 2 things against it. “The cost is too

high, and there’s a question whether telling continuing

plots will go over on reruns.”

Katz adds that 40% of the CBS daytime programming
is soap opera (examples: Love of Life, As the World Turns

& Edge of Night), and he feels the shows have more
stability than any other type of daytime programming.

“There is a slight trend toward rerunning night-

time shows in the daytime, and I look for that to intensify.

Our Miss Brooks, I Love Lucy and similar shows are ideal

for daytime programming on reruns. It brings expensive

production & big names to daytime TV in the only way
daytime can get them. Eventually the standard route may
be for nighttime filmed shows to go daytime before they

enter syndication,” Katz says.

There is a limited market for kid TV shows. “They’re

tough to sell,” he comments. As an example he points to

CBS’s Captain Kangaroo, “one of the best,” but neverthe-

less a money loser. Costs are high—CBS spends $1 million

on it a year. “However, we’re considering a new sales

plan, to make it cheaper,” Katz adds, and the show will

stay on indefinitely despite its losses.

Besides On the Go, CBS plans for the first time a

daytime series of specials called The Women. Regular

daytime shows will be pre-empted to present them. The
first, in May, will ask “Why do they marry young?” The
next will probably come on in September. CBS has signed

Claudette Colbert as the show’s hostess. “Both On the

Go and the specials are new concepts in daytime TV,”
Katz says. The Linkletter series. On the Go, starts April

27. It will be a mobile show, with Jack introducing people

& places as he tours the country.

CBS is also considering one or 2 audience participa-

tion shows for its daytime schedule. It had considered a

soap version of Mildred Pierce, but has dropped the proj-

ect because of problems.

ABC Films’ 8 Series: ABC Films Inc., pres., Henry G.

Plitt, now on the Coast lining up new series, tells us he’s

working on 8. He is reluctant to discuss details of the

series until contracts are signed, but expects decisions

on most to be reached this week. He did say, however, that

ABC films will create series for ABC network & for syndi-

cation. “I think,” he added, “syndicated programs will have

to be action-packed. We have a dual target—to create shows

for the network & for syndication or regional sales. We
are going to create programs for the network. If the series

don’t wind up there, we’ll release them for syndication or

on a regional basis,” he said.



Theme Song Value: Look for tv shows next season to

rely more heavily on theme songs, in view of the success

this season of signature songs created for 77 Sunset

A Strip & Peter Gunn. Both these series carry leitmotifs

^ that have made considerable impact on the public, and
have unquestionably helped ratings & stature. Nor can the

lesson of Hollywood movies be ignored: theme songs with

picture titles have often bolstered box office receipts.

Theme-song success is, of course, no push-button

affair, as some past-season results show. The ballad for

Wyatt Earp has cut no swath, nor have those for Wagon
Train, Yancy Derringer, Jim Bowie, or Shirley Temple's

Storybook.

Nonetheless, telefilm makers, recalling Jack Webb’s
“dum-de-dum-dum” & Walt Disney’s “Davy Crockett,”

can see real value in theme songs.

Guost Relations: This practice of Hollywood stars trad-

ing guest shots on their TV shows—done to get top names
yet avoid their going price by the simple expedient of

trading—is not without its dangers. For example. Dean
Martin, currently sought by Timex to star in 4 spectacu-

lars next season, is hesitant because, by the trading prac-

tice, he would be on about a dozen TV shows next season.

Martin has always been reluctant about over-exposure.

“After I had Bing Crosby and Phil Harris on my
shows this season, I had to guest on theirs. Bob Hope will

on rae'^o'f ]fis7'M\m T>n

However, he’ll take the Timex offer. The only question

is whether for the 4 specials the sponsor wants, or the 3

Martin prefers.

Meanwhile, Dean’s former partner, Jerry Lewis, after

doing 2 shows, apparently will not be on TV any more
this season. No sponsor. Lewis is currently reactivating

his TV film production company, naming Ernest Glucks-

man as his executive producer. Jerry’s company is several

years old, but hasn’t yet gone into production. He and

Paramount are discussing a deal with the studio to finance.

British Post-48’s for TV: More than 40 post-1948 features

may be released as a TV package this summer by United

Artists Associated. Though UA is sitting tight on its back-

logs of Hollywood pictures, it has acquired a large group

of recent J. Arthur Rank films, via Lopert Films, a UA
subsidiary, following the withdrawal of Rank from its

attempt to crack the U.S. distributor market with its own
firm. Some of the films have American actors.

Some are still involved in theatrical playdates, and

a few are so new they’ve never been seen by U.S. audi-

ences. The UA pattern, we are told will be to “get as

many theatrical engagements as possible, then throw them

onto the market by mid-1959.”

Included are some sizable movie attractions, such as

the high-budgeted “A Night to Remember” and “The Pur-

suit of the Graf Spee.”

Using the facilities of KPRC-TV Houston as a pro-

duction base, a live Western Series sans plot is slated to

begin April 30 on NBC-TV. It is entitled Texas Rodeo,

will be produced on video tape by Saddlerock Corp., Hous-

ton, and will feature highlights of classic rodeo contests

such as bronc riding & calf roping. The show will replace

the filmed Western, Jefferson Drum, and will compete with

Lucy reruns & Leave It To Beaver on CBS & ABC.

Stations

Million-Dollar Movies: Investment in film properties

made by new stations going on the air can easily rival

the total expenditure for the station’s physical plant. For
example: KPLR-TV St. Louis, new vhf independent (Ch.

11), bowing as the market’s 4th outlet in mid-April.

James L. Caddigan, onetime Du Mont executive who is

v.p. & gen. mgr. of the station, has so far signed for $1.3

million worth of syndication series & feature-film pack-
ages. He has picked up 3 packages from Screen Gems
{78 Powerhouse, Triple Crown, and Sweet 65), one from
ABC films {Anniversary), and one from Flamingo
{Dream), plus assorted features from United Artists

Associated and Hollywood TV Service.

Availabilities on KPLR-TV film shows are due for

presentation to agencies by the station’s newly-assigned

rep firm, Peters, Griffin, Woodward. WPIX N.Y. & KTLA
L.A., both PGW-repped, have sold 80 to 90% of their

film availabilities to national or major regional adver-

tisers, usually on 26-week or 52-week deals—a sales rate

that has gotten the outlets fairly quickly off the hook on

their film costs.

Rep. George P. Hollingbery’s pres. Harry A. Wise Jr.

adds the following to our recent (Vol. 15:11) sn'’® sympos-

ium TV.in,the Jr_si„qu^art.^ gn'd quar-

ter should also be 10% to 15% better than "tu^ of 1958.

The 3rd quarter of this year seems to be the pivovoi quar-

ter. If we can get by that without any crippling strike::

that might paralyze basic industries, I feel 1959 should

end up as the best year we have ever had in the spot TV
business. We have found spot TV to be an excellent baro-

meter of business conditions in general. If there is any

kind of a business slowdown, we feel it almost immedi-

ately in spot TV, and conversely, when business is good,

and buying is on the increase, spot-TV buying is also on

the increase.”

Orlando Ch. 9 “influence” case (Vol. 15:13) should be

heard by a “special master or other court-appointed officer,”

rather than FCC, according to WORZ Inc., which had lost

the decision to WLOF-TV (Mid-Florida TV Corp.). “The

Commissioners are all human,” WORZ told the Court of

Appeals, “and it is only natural that they would be reluctant

to disturb their grant to mid-Florida especially as it has

gone ahead and, at considerable expense, constructed its

Orlando TV station pending the appeal and has now been

on the air for more than one year.” V/ORZ also asked the

court to issue a show-cause order requiring FCC and

WLOF-TV to come forth & tell the court why WLOF-TV’s
grant shouldn’t be cancelled.

FCC was upheld by the Court of Appeals last week in

rejecting a protest by Federal Broadcasting System Inc.

(radio WSAY Rochester, N.Y.) against renewal of the

license of its competitor WBBF (Star Broadcasting Co.).

WSAY had complained that it lost $16,000 in advertising

accounts because WBBF gave 25% discounts to sponsors

who also patronized Star’s WGVA Geneva. WSAY also ac-

cused WBBF of “arbitrary refusal” to permit WSAY “to

rebroadcast sponsors’ programs.” The Court of Appeals,

which had remanded the case to the FCC in 1956, agreed

with the Commission that such discounts “are not per se

unreasonable” and that WSAY’s request for rebroadcast

authority “was patently unreasonable in scope.”



NEW AND UPCOMING STATIONS: Revival of WXIX
(Ch. 18) Milwaukee as an independent is planned about

30 days after FCC approves transfer to new WXIX
Inc. (Vol. 15:13), reports Gene Posner, pres, of Mil-

waukee Radio WMIL, principal stockholder of WXIX
Inc. Transfer papers are to be filed with FCC this

week. The station will cater to local advertisers, oper-

ate 4 p.m.-midnight daily basically as a film outlet but

with live news & weather shows. Studios will be in the

Schroeder Hotel where the transmitter is located. Rates

are not set. Gill'Perna will be rep. WXIX was taken

off air March 31 by CBS, and on the following day

Storer’s recently acquired WITI-TV (Ch. 6) began as

the CBS-TV Milwaukee outlet. The on-air station count

changes to 552 (87 uhf).

1)1 * >ii

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are the latest reports from principals:

KHTV (Ch. 27) Portland, Ore., has changed the target

for its start as an independent to June 1, reports pres. &
55% owner Wally Matson, also owner of a CATV system
there. It has a 1-kw RCA transmitter formerly used by
KPTV on same uhf channel, and the remodeling of Signal

Hill transmitter house has begun. Engineering has been
completed for a 200-ft. Fisher self-supporting tower. Base

li^onircn^ ^es?^‘ Gill-Pema and Ayres, Allen

WCHU (Ch Champaign, 111., planned as satellite

of WICS (C>- Springfield, has set April 23 target for

test tipitern. May 1 for programming, writes Jerrold

(jerry) Merritt, WICS chief engineer. It has on hand an
RCA transmitter. Pylon antenna and all other gear except

film equipment. It will use a 50-ft. tower fabricated by Aer-
omotor Co., Chicago, on the roof of 70-ft. hotel building.

WICS base hour is $400. Rep is Young.

Storer Bestg. Co. last week sold WAGA Atlanta to

Memphis drug firm Plough Inc. for an undisclosed amount
in order to remain within the 7-station limit after pur-

chase of KCOP Los Angeles (Vol. 15:11). Plough also

owns WMPS Memphis, WJJD Chicago, WCAO Baltimore

and WCOP Boston. After FCC approval. Plough will vacate

present WAGA quarters which will be used for expansion

of Storer’s WAGA-TV facilities. Other radio station sales

last week: KROW Oakland, Cal., by Sheldon Sackett, long-

time newspaper & radio man, for $800,000 to McLendon
Investment Corp., owners of KILT Houston and KILF
Dallas . . . WEDR Birmingham, Ala., by Edwin Estes

(WMOZ Mobile & WPFA Pensacola) for $225,000 to Wash-
ington auto dealer Vincent Sheehy Jr. and ex-WTTG mgr.
James Bonfils . . . WTTT Arlington, Fla., by Harold King
(WTHR Panama City, WDAT Daytona Beach, WFAB
Miami) for $125,000 to Theodore Weber, ex-CBS publicity

& promotion dir. and more recently adv. mgr. of Philadel-

phia Daily News, and his wife . . . KGHI Little Rock, Ark.,

by the same Harold King for $125,000 to Washington
realtor Michael Heller and theater exec. Eugene Kramer
. . . KTUR Turlock, Cal., by A. R. McMillen & Assoc, for

$115,000 to Cleveland group headed by TV-radio personality

Danny Landau . . . WALY Herkimer, N.Y., by Louis Adel-

man and Washington lawyers Krieger & Jorgensen for

$75,000 to George Baker, ex-program mgr. of WRC-TV
Washington and fellow National Academy of Science

employe Richard Thorman. Broker for KTUR was Allen

Kander & Co. Blackburn & Co. was broker for all others

except WAGA & KROW.

Station Boycotts Okayed: it’s all right for an ousted

union to picket TV & radio stations and conduct advertiser

boycott campaigns against them if the purpose is to in-

crease revenues of unionized competitors—and not to force

re-recognition of the union, the NLRB decided last week.

The ruling came in a tangled case involving WKRG-
TV & WKRG Mobile, Ala. and IBEW radio broadcast Local

1264, which lost its bargaining rights in 1957 in an NLRB
representation election. IBEW members then picketed the

stations to denounce them as non-union, asked 100 adver-

tisers to transfer business from WKRG-TV & WKRG to

other area stations, distributed lists of sponsors who per-

sisted in patronizing the 2 stations. Management of

WKRG-TV & WKRG charged that these activities were
Taft-Hartley Act violations because they were attempts

to make the stations negotiate with the no-longer-recog-

nized union. The IBEW insisted that its only aims were
to protect contracts of members at the other stations and
help them get more business.

NLRB examiner William F. Scharnikow, upheld by 3

board members who participated in the case, recommended
dismissal of the management complaint against the IBEW
on ground that minority picketing & boycotts are unlawful

only if union recognition is the objective.

Tighter license renewal rules for privately-operated

Canadian radio stations were announced last week by the

wilY t?l''«c^nsiae?ea“£o Ti’e ^”wfi!’Be'’6aIia~o"n
“performance of stations in the light of the responsibili-

ties placed on the board under the Broadcasting Act,” said

chairman Dr. Andrew Steward in Toronto. A proposed
change in regulations also will make it possible for the

board to renew licenses in a staggered system for less

than 5 years. The present rule provides that they “shall

continue in force for a period of 5 years.” If approved by
the Minister of Transport, the new system would apply to

171 licenses up for renewal April 1.

CBC Board of Broadcast Governors has recommended
the approval of 5 TV licenses to Canadian Bestg. Corp. for:

Corner Brook, Nfld. (Ch. 5), Kenora, Ont. (Ch. 8), Moncton,
N.B. (Ch. 11), Trail, B.C. (Ch. 11), and French language
outlet in Winnipeg (St. Boniface), Man. (Ch. 6). Other
recommendations were for licenses to Stanley Shenkman
(on behalf of firm to be incorporated) for Cornwall, Ont.
(Ch. 8), and to CHBC-TV, Kelowna, B.C. For a satellite

at Princeton, B.C. (Ch. 70). The request by J. M. Cameron
for a grant in New Glasgow, N.S. (Ch. 7) was denied.

WEAR-TV (Ch. 3) Pensacola, Fla. was sold last week
for $1.5 million to Rollins Telecasting Inc., owner of
WPTZ (Ch. 5) Plattsburgh, N. Y. and applicant for Ch. 12
in Wilmington, Del. by Charles W. Smith, Mel Wheeler
Associates. Wheeler, who owns WJDM (Ch. 7) Panama
City, Fla., will remain as mgr. of WEAR-TV. Rollins also

owns radios WJWL Georgetovoi, Del., WAMS Wilming-
ton, WRAP Norfolk, WNJR Newark, WBEE Harvey, 111.,

WGEE Indianapolis & KATZ St. Louis. Broker in the deal
was Blackburn & Co.

Miami Ch. 7 case was reopened by the FCC last week
as expected, and a hearing will be conducted, starting at a
date to be selected. The issues will be similar to those in

the Miami Ch. 10 & Boston Ch. 5 proceedings—to find out
whether any Commissioners or applicants were involved
in back-door “influence” pitches. The Ch. 7 decision
was won by WCKT. FCC’s latest move stems from allega-

tions made last year before the Harris subcommittee.



Efficiency study of NAB headquarters operations, au-

thorized by TV & radio boards at Miami sessions in Feb.

(Vol. 15:6), has been started by Stewart-Dougall & Assoc.

Inc., N. Y. management consulting firm (30 Rockefeller

Plaza). Purposes of the survey, first of its kind, are to

determine whether the NAB staff is organized properly

and whether members are receiving adequate services. No

deadline for a report was set, but one is expected this year.

Single TV application filed last week was by KVLF
for Ch. 12 in Alpine, Tex. Total applications outstanding

are now 91 (17 uhf).

The expired CP of WAIM-TV (Ch. 40) Anderson, S. C.,

was reinstated by FCC last week, and the station was

given special temporary authority to operate until July 1.

New zoom lens for TV studio use has been announced

jointly by BBC and Taylor, Taylor & Hobson div. of Rank

Precision Industries Ltd., London.

Auxiliary Services

Experimental 250-watt Ch. 10 co-channel booster was

granted by the FCC last week to WTEN (Ch. 10) Albany,

N.Y. The opposition by WJAR-TV (Ch. 10) Providence was

rejected, the Commission said, because the experimental

station would be permitted to operate only during hours

when WJAR-TV is off the air—thus causing no interfer-

ence. Meanwhile, WFBG-TV (Ch. 10) Altoona defended its

application lox- a co-cnannel experimental booster in Johns-
town (Vol. 15:11-12) against oposition filed by Johnstown’s

WJAC-TV (Ch. 6) & WARD-TV (Ch. 56) by asserting

its program includes original field-test research into “pre-

cision offset,” etc. WFBG-TV engineering consultant Frank
Kear states: “WJAC Inc. also suggests that the proposed

experiment might better be carried out under controlled

laboratory conditions. Such a recommendation is patently

absurd. Numerous laboratory experiments over a long

period of time have established certain facts concerning

the ratio of desired-to-undesired signal to produce a pic-

ture of predetermined quality. However, laboratory tests

cannot predict the extent to which a given ratio of desired-

to-undesired signal or a preferred signal-to-noise ratio can

be maintained throughout a service area under actual con-

ditions of rough terrain [in the] Johnstown area.”

Extensive FM background music schedule offered by
TV Cable Corp., Kingsport, Tenn. community antenna
system, comprises 3 monaural channels and one stereo—in

addition to 5 TV signals. The aural material is delivered

via FM—88.75, 89.60 & 90.5 me for the monoaural, 88.75

& 89.60 for the stereo. The system uses 6 eight-hour tape

recorders (Magnecorder & Alto-fonic) and programs from
6:30 a.m. to 2 a.m. the next day. The system reports about

200 homes, offices, industrial plants, etc. taking the new
service. It charges home owners $1.50 plus 12^ tax an-

nually for aural service. Commercial establishments pay
on the basis of number of speakers—$15 a month for 2

speakers, graduated up to a maximum of $35 a month for

10 or more speakers.

Three translator CPs—on Ch. 73, 77 & 83—were
granted by FCC last week to Quincy Valley TV Inc.,

Quincy, Wash. FCC also reinstated the expired Ch. 78 CP
of Libby Video Club, Libby, Mont.

Translator starts: K71AQ Milton-Freewater, Ore. be-

gan March 18 repeating KHQ-TV Spokane . . . W79AB
Palmerton-Slatedale-Slatington, Pa. began March 5 with

WOR-TV N. Y.

Educational Television

ETV-‘4TH major NETWORK’: Give educational tele-

casters 5 more years to spread, and NET (National

Educational TV & Radio Center) will rank with CBS,

NBC & ABC among viewers as a national network,

pres. John F. White predicted last week.

Keynoting a one-day net-sponsored “forecast for

the future” conference in Washington, White said he

isn’t as “expansive” about ETV as GE’s Paul Chamber-

lain, who thinks educational stations will outnumber

commercial outlets in 10 years (Vol. 14 :39)

.

But he told representatives of 61 educational, scientific,

religious & civic organizations at the sessions, that NET
not only will be “recognized as the 4th major TV network”

by 1964, but within 10 years “every major city & many
smaller ones also will have at least one educational TV
station on the air—and a large number of them will be

operating multiple channels.”

White cited ETV’s growth from its on-air start in

May 1953 with the U of Houston’s KUHT, to the 42 sta-

tions operating now & 18 CPs outstanding. “We will give

the malcontent minority the substance it craves; we will

offer the majority an opportunity for new adventures in

learning,” he promised.

One reason for non-commercial TV’s advance against

financial odds and commercial competition for viewers was
suggested by gen. mgr. James Day of KQED San Fran-

cisco, which has chronic trouble meeting payrolls. He said

viewers used to write: “We like your programs because

there aren’t any commercials.” Now they say “We like

your programs because we are tired of being entertained.”

Said exec. dir. Ralph Steetle of the Joint Council on

Educational TV : “The future is unlimited for educational

TV because it is a positive & substantive effort to provide

educational values at all levels of influence. ETV has not

been built upon the temporary discontent with the chang-

ing program face of commercial TV. Indeed, it has fre-

quently been aided by its colleagues in the industry.”

FCC Chairman Doerfer and Cmrs. Hyde, Cross & Ford
attended a luncheon session, but made no speeches. An-
other guest of the conference was ex-Comr. Frieda B.

Hennock, an insistent advocate of ETV during her 1948-

1955 term. Joining with NET in the meeting was the Ad-
visory Council on Educational TV.

Grant & Move for ETV Center: Final ETV grant of $5-

million by Ford Foundation to National Educational TV &
Radio Center, to be applied to operating expenses for 5

years starting next Jan., was announced last week as

Center headquarters were moved from Ann Arbor to

N.Y.’s Coliseum Bldg. The Center was started in 1953 with

$1,350,000 from the Foundation. Subsequent grants brought

total contributions to $6,565,390 in the 6 years since.

Foundation pres. Henry T. Heald said the Center

“eventually must totally rely upon a broad base of support

from public school systems, colleges & universities, com-

mercial broadcasters, community contributions, local

foundations, and business & industry.”

Funds were announced in another action by the

Foundation to continue support for the 3rd and 4th year

—through the 1960-61 school year—of the National Pro-

gram in the Use of TV in Public Schools. The program is

presently aiding TV classroom instruction in 11 cities and

will expand to include systems in Des Moines, central

Mich., central Ohio, western Fla. and Anaheim, Calif.
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Personals: Edmund W. Pugh Jr., treas., Coca-Cola Co.,
appointed v.p.-finance, CBS Inc., starting May 1 . . . Robert
H. Van Roo, ex-WXIX Milwaukee, named v.p. & gen. mgr.,
WTCN-TV & WTCN Minneapolis-St. Paul . . . Allan B.
Connal promoted to operations mgr., WRCA-TV N.Y.
Manny Sternfeld to accounting & budgets mgr., WRCA-TV
& WRCA . . . Alan D. Courtney & Carl Llndcmann Jr. have
been promoted to program v.p.’s, NBC-TV .. . Philip Lut-

tinger, ex-Bresnick Adv., Boston, appointed research proj-

ects supervisor fro CBS-TV . . .Ira Delumen named to new-
ly-created post of sales service mgr., production sales, CBS-
TV operations dept., moving from present post of dir., ad-

ministrative services . . . Rolland V. Tooke, Cleveland area

v.p. of Westinghouse Bcstg. outlets KYW-TV & KYW,
appointed exec. v.p. of WBC group, effective May 1 . . .

William G. Hunefeld, currently on sales staff of KPIX San
Francisco, named mgr. of the Los Angeles office of newly
formed, Westinghouse-controlled Television Advertising

Representatives . . . Frank Sheehan named western district

mgr.. Arrow Productions, rerun film subsid. of Independent

TV Corp. . . . Arthur Spirt named a v.p. of NTA program
sales, a div. of NTA, headquarters in Chicago. . . . Donald
J. Quinn, ex-McGavren-Quinn rep, named gen. sales mgr.
WNTA-TV, Newark-N.Y. . . . James A. Yergin named
adv. & promotion dir., WOR div., which encompasses
WOR-TV & radio N.Y. . . .G. Richard Swift named
pres., Bolling Co. TV div. G. William Bolling III be-

comes v.p., asst, to pres. & pres, of radio div. Henry J.

O’Neill appointed N.Y. TV sales mgr.; Lloyd A. Raskopf,

N.Y. radio sales mgr. . . . Carl G. Zimmerman, former pro-

ducer of The Big Picture, named news dir. of Storer’s

WITI-TV Milwaukee . . . Martin Codel, ex-owner, and now
assoc, publisher of Television Digest, has opened new
offices in Washington’s new Solar Bldg., 16th & K Sts., NW
(Telephone: District 7-9292). He plans to enter the book

publishing business, among other activities . . . Joseph A.

Ryan, ex-NBC-TV business & trade editor, appointed p.r.

dir., WBZ-TV Boston, starting May 4, succeeding Fran
Corcoran, named to new post of community relations dir.

. . . Robert M. Grebe, ex-ABC trade news editor, appointed

p.r. dir., TvB. He is succeeded at ABC by Art Foley . . .

W. D. (Dub) Rogers, pres. & gen. mgr., Texas Telecasting

Inc. (KDUB-TV Lubbock, KPAR-TV Sweetwater-Abilene,

KEDY-TV Big Spring, and radio KDUB Lubbock), has

been renamed pres., Lubbock Chamber of Commerce . . .

Dr. Arthur L. Lebel, asst, chief. State Dept, telecommuni-

cations div., is serving as chairman of U.S. delegation to

9th plenary assembly of TV’s International Radio Consulta-
tive Committee (CCIR), which is meeting April 1-30 in Los
Angeles. He’s also chairman of the whole assembly.
Larry Lowenstein, special services dir., CBS-TV, will be-
come exec, dir., Rogers & Cowan N.Y. office . . . Robert J.
Mullen, ex-Traction Adv., appointed gen. mgr., Cincinnati
office of WLW Promotions Inc., transit adv. div. of Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. . . . Mike Shapiro, WFAA-TV Dallas,
elected pres.. Assn, of Bcstg. Executives of Texas, succeed-
ing Howard Fisher, Rogers & Smith Adv., Dallas . . . Nor-
man S. Ginsburg, ex-NBC film div., appointed asst, sales
promotion mgr., CBS Radio Spot Sales . . . Fly, Shuebruk,
Blume & Gaguine, Washington broadcast attorneys, moved
April 1 to City Bank Bldg., 1612 K St. NW. Same phone
. . . Cottone & Scheiner, Washington TV-radio law firm, has
moved to 1001 Connecticut Ave., NW. Same phone . .

Andre Ouimet, dir. of TV for Montreal, appointed planning
dir., CBC ... Jean Nadon, mgr. of CJMS Montreal, elected
pres., I’Association Canadienne de la Radio & de la Tele-
vision de Langue Francaise (French-language section of
Canadian Association of Broadcasters). Maurice Dan-
sereau, CHLN Trois-Rivieres, named v.p.; Andre Daveuy,
CKAC Montreal, secy.-treas. . . . William G. Rolley, ex-
WCAU Philadelphia, named gen. sales mgr.. Theatre Net-
work TV Inc. (closed circuit). . . . Ely A. Landau, NTA
chairman, and Oliver A. Unger, pres, of recently-acquired
National Theatres subsidiary, formally elected to parent
company’s board. William H. Hudson, petroleum producer,
and Burt hanker, also named National
Theatres directors . . . Vernon Burns, JNTA International

v.p. & managing dir.. National Telefilm Associates Inc., has

been placed in charge of all operations in the United King-

dom, Europe, the Near East & Africa. Samuel Gang pro-

moted to sales dir. for Latin America, the Far East &
Australasia . . . Kevin O’Sullivan named regional sales

mgr., N.Y. div. of Independent Television Corp. George
Gray appointed Northeast district mgr., syndicated sales

. . . Harry Sohigian, ex-TELEWisiON Digest, Washington,
establishes Mercury House Inc., advertising-public rela-

tions firm specializing in TV-radio-electronics, 1830 Jef-

ferson PI. NW, Washington (District 7-6669) . . . Clifton

Utley, NBC Chicago commentator retires, for health, from
daily programs on WNBQ and WMA'Q radio, will continue

WMAQ Sunday stint . . . Leon A. Kreger elected creative

mktg. v.p.. Wilding Picture Productions.

Ralph H. Garrett promoted to chief of FCC’s aural

new & changed facilities branch, broadcast bureau, and

John D. Fulmer to chief of license, administration & serv-

ice regulation branch, public safety & amateur div.

John B. “Steve” Conley, special asst, to pres., West-

inghouse Bcstg. Co. & former gen. mgr., Westinghouse

Radio Stations Inc., retiring after 34 years with WBC &
Westinghouse Elec. Corp., was last week tendered a testi-

monial dinner by the N.Y. exec, staff & station executives.

Russell L. Heberling, who died on March 7 (Vol. 15:11)

left his entire estate, estimated at $250,000, to his widow.

Obituary

Robert P. Speer, 43, special asst, to dir. of U.S. Infor-

mation Agency, died March 30 of lung cancer. Surviving

are his son, parents and a brother.

Tom Harker, retired national sales dir., Storer Bcstg.

Co. died March 13, after long illness, in Long Beach, Calif.

Dr. Edward Lester Lloyd, 55, London business consult-

ant & former exec. v.p. of A. C. Nielsen Co., died March 30.



Advertising

PONTIAC’S $4-MILL!ON STRAIGHT 8: Pontiac will con-

tinue its present TV formula of soft-spoken, soft-

sell commercials & musical specials during the 1959-

1960 season. Total TV billings, via MacManus, John &
Adams agency, for an 8-show schedule are expected to

top $4 million—about twice what Pontiac was spend-

ing in TV a couple of seasons ago.

Just 3 seasons ago, MJ&A wasn’t convinced that net-

work TV could sell cars, and said so in a now-historic

statement. Today v.p. Henry G. Fownes & other MJ&A
executives have no doubt that TV can do a sales job

—

provided the approach is a fresh one.

“For auto commercials on TV,” says Fownes, “It’s not

enough any more just to transport viewers to the General

Motors proving grounds. The public is saturated with this

cliche. The road test commercial has just about had it.”

To get away from what Fownes calls “the sacred cows

of auto demonstration selling,” MJ&A has been heading,

more and more, in the past 2 years toward a subtle brand

of Pontiac TV sell. A carefully picked team in N.Y. &
Detroit has evolved such blends of clever copy, music and

TV I.Q. as the Mike Nichols-EIaine May takeoff on soap

operas that formed one of the 2% -min. commercials in

Pontiac’s Phil Silvers special.

Does a soft-sell commercial get across ? “Trendex

gave us a sponsor identification of 93% for that show,”

Fownes told us. “Most auto sponsors would be lucky to get

a quarter of that figure with a routine TV buy. We found,

in a survey, that the majority of viewers could play back

almost all of the sales points in the commercial—even

though we sneaked in the sell without belting anybody.

Apart from this, we find that a sizeable number of viewers

tell us they intend to visit their Pontiac dealer out of sheer

gratitude next time they’re buying a car.”

The final evidence of a TV campaign is, of course,

sales. And Pontiac has moved up in the past 2 years from
6th place in the auto industry to a tie with Olds for 4th.

Fownes believes TV still “is not the prime salesman

for cars that it is for soap & cigarets.” But that its best

sales foot is forward for Pontiac when the selling is low

pressure & the show has “excitement”—i.e., name values,

a promotional build-up, and the feeling of being a special

event. “Then, TV becomes a prime ambassador for us,

taking Pontiac out of the realm of being a reliable but

stodgy car into a glamour area.”

Would the restyled Pontiac commercials work as well

in an alternate-week film show as in a big-budget special

with Victor Borge, such as the one planned for video tape

shooting this summer in Copenhagen ?

“Definitely not,” says Fownes. “You need the right

framework for that kind of commercial, and you’ll only

get it in a special. Also, buying a big show enables the ad-

vertiser to take a full 2 I/2 mins, for a commercial to do a
creative selling job.”

WCNY-TV Carthage-Watertown, N.Y., raises its base

hour from $250 to $300, min. from $50 to $60 effective

April 1. This corrects the figures stated in Vol. 15:13.

Schwerin Swears by Specials: Confirming the suggestion

made earlier this year by Ed Murrow, Schwerin Research
Corp. released a study this month indicating that “docu-

mentary & public service programs gain very strong ap-

proval for their sponsors.”

Other Schwerin findings from its survey of test audi-

ences: “Specials” do about 50% better than half-hour

weekly non-dramatic shows in gaining viewer approval of

the sponsor. Dramatic specials are slightly more influential

than musicals. The good will toward the sponsor is not

particularly lessened by specials that emerge as “turkeys”

—viewers apparently are willing to appreciate the effort,

if not the result. But this tolerance does not exist for the

non-special, general run of half-hour film shows. Mediocre
shows in this category, Schwerin says, have lowered

viewer respect for the sponsor.

Schwerin also reported on another study it had made
—this one on “before-&-after” commercials. Researchers

studied 350 representative 60-second commercials, and as-

signed them “effectiveness indexes.” The before-&-after

film spots—about a quarter of the total—^were substan-

tially more effective than other types.

People: Latham Ovens and Warren Sumner elected Dona-
hue & Coe v.p.’s . . . Robert W. Bode & Donald S. Gibbs

elected senior v.p.’c Kudner Agency . . . G. T. C. Fry & Rob-

ert R. Burton promoted to senior v.p.’s, Kenyon & Eckhardt
. . . Harry Burton, ex-BBDO, appointed v.p., McCann-
Erickson, Los Angeles office . . . Alvin Kabaker, Compton
Adv. TV-radio v.p., named gen. mgr., Los Angeles office . . .

Seymour Molbegott promoted to new post of sales promo-
tion mgr., Pepsodent div.. Lever Bros. . . . Ben Norman,
ex-Doyle, Dane, Bernbach, joins Cunningham & Walsh TV-
radio dept. . . . Perry L. Shupert, sales & adv. v.p.. Miles

Labs, named treas.. Advertising Federation of America
succeeding David H. Kutner, distribution mgr.. Motorola

. . . James F. Egan, Robert Hayes & Harry M. Ireland

named senior v.p.’s, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield

. . . Stanley J. Keyes Jr., former pres, of St. George &
Keyes Adv., named chairman of newly formed Adams &
Keyes Inc. B. D. Adams is pres.; Edward C. Hoffman, exec,

v.p.; Alfred A. Anthony, Thomas Dixey & Jack Hardy,
senior v.p.’s; James H. Cobb, James J. Freeman, Thomas
A. Gullette, William D. Sloan & Robert J. Black, v.p.’s . . .

Harry E. Beekman named chairman; Joseph L. Packard,

pres.; Nicholas G. Ciangio, exec, v.p.; H. Edward Beekman
Jr., secy.-treas., and William Wilbur, senior v.p., newly
formed Wilbur-Ciangio, Beekman & Packard Adv. . . .

Carroll L. Cheverie, ex-H. B. Humphrey, Alley & Richards,

appointed treas., Clinton E. Frank . . . Leonard Eisen, for-

merely with Pulse, joins Lubell Adv. Assoc. . . . Marilyn

Doorley promoted to media dir., Doyle, Dane, Bernbach
Los Angeles office . . . Joseph D. Onofrio, ex-Leo Burnett

Co., and William E. Smith, ex-Burroughs Corp., have

formed Onofrio & Smith Inc., adv., & p.r., 550 Fifth Ave.,

N.Y. . . . William Rich, ex-Newton Adv., is pres, of newly

formed Rich, Bryan & Curtis Adv. (50 E. 42nd St., N.Y.)

. . . J. Wesley Rosberg, senior v.p., The Buchen Company
Adv., appointed to technical comm, of Advertising Research

Foundation . . . Alan Peers named v.p., Kameny Assoc.

Station:

Station Rate Increases
Base Hour Minute Date

WABC-TV New York
KTRK-TV Houston, Tex.
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.
WTVO Rockford. 111.

KNAC-TV Fort Smith, Ark.

$4150 to $4250 $960 to $1110 March 16

$1000 to $1100 $260 to $ 276 March 13

$ 600 to $ 550 $125 to $ 160 April 1

$ 360 to $ 400 $ 70 to $ 80 April 1

$ 250 to $ 300 $ 60 to $ 60 April 1

GE’s Willard H. Sahloff, housewares and radio v.p., to

Marie Torre, on subject of GE’s show. College Bowl (on

which college students match wits) : “We’re killing 2 birds

with one stone. We’re contributing to a field that needs

helping, and we’re winning friends for our products. We’re

trying to sell a philosophy—and the hell with the rating!”



Compton Loses TV Account: TV-oriented Chase & San-
born instant & regular coffees—which spends some $4
million annually for time & production costs in network
TV, and about $2.5 million in spot TV—left the Compton
agency last week, and shifted back to J. Walter Thompson,
which it had left 10 years ago.

Compton, which is heavily (some 60% of billings) in

TV, is playing an active role in the print-vs.-TV media
rivalry. Compton’s plan (Vol. 15:12) is for a number of

major magazines (thus far, Look, SatEvePost, Newsweek)
to carry spreads aimed at creating “that TV-guilty feel-

ing’’ among viewers who would rather spend most evenings
watching than reading.

J. Walter Thompson, the current leader in the ad
industry in agency TV billings, carefully avoids inter-

media squabbles.
*

Besides Compton plan adopted by some magazines,
entire magazine industry is represented in 2 positive cam-
paigns in progress. The first of these was launched
March 30 in Advertising Age, and continues in 5 subse-

quent issues, using testimonials by advertisers extolling

magazines. Members of the Magazine Publishers Assn, are

also financing a 40-page promotional booklet insert in

Western Advertising and Sales Management which will

carry testimonials from 36 national advertisers. The two
efforts, totaling expenditure of more than $100,000 will

stress the theme that more national advertisers sell in

magazines than in all other major media combined.

In Other Media: Color is moving forward on the news-
paper front. Color advertising (run-of-paper) was up 7.2%
in 1958 over 1957, reports Editor & Publisher. The new
total, 122.6 million lines, is an all-time peak . . . Rudolf
Flesch, Viennese-born expert on the English language,

is the latest to join the print-media commentators on the

subject of TV. It will be one of the topics to be covered

by his new thrice-weekly Register & Tribune ssmdicated

newspaper column, to be launched this week . . . SatEve-
Post reported $750,000 in liquor linage for 1958’s last

quarter, expects $5 million in liquor revenue for 1959 . . .

Newsweek reports 1959’s first quarter as its highest yet

in ad income
: $5,430,103. Circulation was also at a high.

Copy research—the evaluation of advertising mes-
sages—is being “dangerously skimped’’ by advertisers who
“spend millions on space & time, but refuse to spend a

penny on evaluating the message used in that space &
time.’’ So said David Ogilvy, pres, of Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, to the Advertising Research Workshop of the

Assoc, of Natl. Advertisers in N.Y last week. He termed

the practice among advertisers of making agencies pay
for such research as “short-sighted,” stating that agencies

can’t afford this “because their profits have shrunk to

0.6% of sales.” A similar plea was made by Heni-y

Schachte, exec. v.p. of Lever Bros. & ch. of ANA board.

RAB’s Miles David, promotion dir., last week gave a

bullish pat-on-the-back modern radio commercials, term-

ing them “the most creative in history” in a tape-recorded

panel discussion staged by the Trenton, N.J. ad agency of

Eldridge, Inc. David declared enthusiastically: “Creative

people are discovering you can paint better pictures with

ideas than you can with anything else. The trick is to

generate the ideas, and that’s being done today in radio

better than ever before.”

TV & radio advertising awards have been set up by

the Canadian Assn, of Broadcasters, Box 627, Ottawa.

FUrn & Tape

TV Labor Talks It Over: An inter-union meeting in N.Y.
last week explored “labor unity” in the face of fast-

breaking industry changes caused by such technical de-

velopments as video tape, and a deadlocked situation be-

tween commercial film producers & a major craft union.

Officials of unions representing TV technicians

(NABET, IBEW, lATSE) and talent (AFTRA, RTDG,
WGA, but not SAG) met at the invitation of NABET in

a closed-door session at the Belmont Plaza.

Gist of the session: The technical unions, worried
about a network changeover to Mon.-thru-Fri. production
of live shows via tape, wanted to discuss such AFTRA ar-

rangements as the recent talent contracts that cover tape
on a per-show, rather than hourly, basis, and have clauses

preventing stockpiling of shows within 60 days of con-
tract renewals. In addition, international sales & pro-
duction of taped TV shows were explored, as well as
“automated” radio stations. On another score, the techni-

cians felt out AFTRA and the other talent unions con-

cerning the honoring of “united front” picket lines.

No immediate solution is in sight in the current labor
dispute between the Film Producers Assn.—an industry
group composed of N.Y. telefilm & commercial producers
—and United Scenic Artists Local 829, now picketing 6

leading production firms. The issue between the union,

representing set designers & construction crews, and the

producers is not a contract renewal.

Local 829 wants the FPA to agree to “promulgated
rates” largely derived by negotiation with theatrical pro-

ducers. FPA wants to draw up its own contract, and says
it is willing to arbitrate at any time, but won’t in the

meantime pay a union increase.

Hal Roach Studios were closed down for an indefinite

period following the decision of the board of Scranton
Corp. to ask a federal court to appoint a receiver or trus-

tee for the company. Meanwhile, the Jack Wrather Or-
ganization moved its Oh Susanna from the Roach lot to

Desilu-Culver. The Dennis O’Keefe Show is also expected
to move to Desilu-Culver. At Roach Studios, telephone

service was cut off April 2. Studio officials hope the ap-

pointment of a receiver will pave the way for quick sale

of the enterprise. Scranton, which last Friday received

court permission to reorganize under the Bankruptcy Act,

owns 100% of the studio’s stock. Controlling interest in

Scranton is owned by F. L. Jacobs Co., now in the hands
of 2 sets of receivers & one set of trustees, and involved

in extensive litigation.

United Artists is blueprinting a plan whereby its in-

dependent movie producers would produce segments of

anthology series to be packaged and sold by United
Artists TV. V.p. Bruce Eels is in Hollywood discussing this

project with UA producers, who include such independ-

ents as Hecht-Hill-Lancaster, Mirisch Co., Edward Small,

Seven Arts Productions, Otto Preminger Productions,

Batjac, and Dore Schary’s company. Most are understood to

have agreed to join in the TV project. UA TV plans both a
one-hour and a half-hour weekly dx'amatic anthology series,

as well as a series of 12 one-a-month 90-minute specials.

Individual films may be pilots for prospective series.

Milton Berle & George Burns have formed B&B pro-

ductions in Hollywood. They plan several TV film series,

the first of which will be The Milton Berle Comedy Theatre,

a half-hour anthology series of 39, with Berle hosting all

and starring in 13, Burns producing.
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New York Roundup: Benton & Bowles may become the

first major agency to set up a tape commercials dept,

within its TV structure . . . The first CBS Films series

to be scheduled for color production will roll its pilot film

in France on April 24. It’s The Man from Antibes, a Sam
Gallu production starring Robert Alda & Melville Cooper

. . , Ziv TV now has 22 TV series (mostly reruns of pre-

viously released U.S. series dubbed or titled) in foreign

syndication, with sales reported by Ed Stern, head of Ziv

International, in 37 countries. The growing foreign market

has prompted Stern to set a 200% sales increase as the

firm’s goal in the next 3 years . . . United Artists Asso-

ciated, feature-selling offshoot of UA, scored a hot sales

week, with a total of 20 station sales of various feature

and cartoon packages. Three of the sales, all to small out-

lets, were for the entire UAA libraries . . . The fast re-

capture by Official Films of some 400,000 shares of stock

acquired in 1956 by Dick Powell, David Niven and Charles

Boyer in a stock-for-films deal has an interesting inside

story, sources in N.Y. relate. Real reason for the quick

purchase of its stock (which took almost all of the avail-

able funds of the film distributor) is that fast-expanding

Buckeye Corp. tried to buy the stock in Hollywood. Official,

fearing a loss of control, rounded up the funds almost

overnight to head off Buckeye . . . Bristol-Myers and Sun

Oil, sponsors of N.Y. airings of Ziv’s Sea Hunt syndicated

series, were notified a few weeks back that they’d have to

vacate their Saturday-night 10:30-11 spot on WCBS-TV
for an incoming Ray Milland network show. Since Sea

Hunt has been scoring strong local ratings, both sponsors

protested vigorously, but the network was firm. WCBS-TV
offered other slots as an alternative. Into the deadlock

stepped WABC-TV, which offered the same time slot & the

largest promotion budget in WABC’s history for a syn-

dicated show, and landed the business.

TV Recorder Shipments: Ampex shipped 40 more Video-

tape Recorders to 19 customers during March, including

recorders ordered at the NAB convention.

These stations received the first recorders in their

market areas, according to Ampex: WLWT Cincinnati,

KFMB-TV San Diego, KGBT Harlingen, Tex., WDAF-TV
Kansas City, KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash., KTEN Ada, Okla.,

KFJZ-TV Ft. Worth, Tex. Other stations receiving record-

ers in March: WFLA-TV Tampa, KTRK-TV Houston,

WPRO-TV Providence.

Other recorder shipments: TV de Mexico (7); Sports

Network, N.Y.; Mobile Video Tape Services, Los Angeles;

John Guedel Productions, Los Angeles; Peter DeMet Pro-

ductions, Chicago; Convair Inc., Benbrook, Tex.; Sakata
Shokai, Japanese Ampex distributor (4); Siemens & Hal-

ske, Germany, European distributor; Rank Cintel, London.

Ampex’s Videotape Cruiser bus continued its barn-

storming tour of U.S. industries & production centers with

a visit to Detroit, where it was viewed in action by nearly

500 auto industry executives.

Commercial film firm, Robert Lawrence Productions,

N.Y., continues to thrive, despite the competition from
video tape. It lists a current total of 112 TV commercials

being filmed, a new peak for the 7-year-old company.

SMPTE’s 85th convention May 4-8 in the Fontainebleau

Hotel, Miami Beach, will have “Films & TV for Interna-

tional Communication” as its theme. Gen. John Bruce

Medaris, army missile chief at Huntsville, Ala., will be a

special speaker.

Hollywood Roundup: Desi Arnaz is back from Jamaica,

where he conferred last week with CBS bd. ch. William

Paley on Desilu’s new product for next season, including

Desilu Playhouse . . . Mark Goodson & William Todman
are in from N.Y. for a look at their new telefilm proper-

ties now in production . . . NTA national sales mgr. Johnny
Graff is here for sales meetings . . . AB-PT pres. Leonard

Goldenson arrived this week from N.Y. for network con-

ferences. Also here for ABC is Henry Plitt, making his

first coast visit since being named pres, of ABC Films . . .

Guild Films pres. John J. Cole is here to discuss 2 tape

deals with KCOP . . . Samuel Schneider, ex-Warner Bros,

v.p. and Jack M. Warner are forming Jack M. Warner
Productions, an independent company to produce movies,

TV film series and commercial & industrial pictures.

Schneider will be pres. His associate is the son of Warner
Bi’os. pres. Jack L. Warner . . . Helimarines, a projected

half-hour 20th-Fox TV series, is being expanded into an
hour-long venture, based on U.S. Marine Corps operations.

The producer is Herbert B. Swope Jr. . . . MCA joined

Jack Chertok & Edmond O’Brien’s Emerald Productions

for a 3-way partnership on Johnny Midnight, new private-

eye series which Chertok will produce, with O’Brien star-

ring. MCA is financing the pilot . . . Ziv-TV has signed

Walter Doniger to a 3-year exclusive contract as producer-

director-writer . . . Jack Benny & George Gobel will al-

ternate half-hours on their shows on CBS next season in

Sunday 10 p.m. time slot, with Lever Bros, sponsoring . . .

R. J. Reynolds bought two Revue series, Johnny Staccato

(private-eye) starring John Cassavetes & Chick Chand-
ler, and Shotgun Slade (Western) starring Scott Brady
. . . Guild Films have arranged with XETV Tijuana to

syndicate tapes of the jai alai games there. Since XETV
has no tape equipment, the games will be brought to Los
Angeles on film & transferred to tape on KCOP . . . Erie

Stanley Gardner’s Cool and Lamb properties have been

revived by CBS as a prospective series. The project has

been off-and-on-again for years at the network. The pilot

was shot a few years ago, but was junked by CBS which

didn’t like it . . . On the basis of a presentation, Warner
Bros, has sold an hour-long action series, still untitled, to

American Chicle, Whitehall Pharmacal and Carter Prod-

ucts for next season. Show will be on ABC Wednesday
9-10 p.m. The Donna Reed Show is being moved to Thurs-

days, in accordance with demands from the star and her

producer-husband, Tony Owen . . . David Heilweil is

resigning as producer of Four Star’s Richard Diamond,

Private Detective series due to a movie commitment at

Columbia. Four Star pres. Dick Powell takes over as pro-

ducer until a replacement is signed. Kent cigarettes is

buying another 5 first-runs and 13 reruns of the series

. . . Tom Moore, ABC programming v.p., is here for busi-

ness talks . . . Zsa Zsa Gabor tells us she’s decided not to

star in the projected Zsa Zsa in Paris series to be pro-

duced by Alex Gottlieb, but will star instead in a new
still-untitled situation comedy series by producer-writer

Charles Isaacs . . . Lever Bros, has cancelled Lux Play-

house (Revue). The show leaves CBS following this sum-

mer’s reruns. . . . Some kind of production record was set

in the past season by Vincent Fennelly, who has turned

out 84 half-hour telefilms. He is producer of 35 Trackdowit

segments, 13 David Niven Show episodes, and is exec, pro-

ducer of 36 Wanted—Dead or Alive telefilms . . . Moses

wants to bo press agent for tlie Ten Commandments. Pro-

ducer Je.ss Oppenheimer, of NBC’s The Commandmev Is

series has received a letter from press agent Charles Moses,

pointing out that he is the logical man to handle the series.

. . . Jerry Stagg is now casting Cur Town series.
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TV's LACKLUSTER FIRST QUARTER: How's the TV business? It all depends on who you ask .

A few manufacturers can honestly say "sensational." But industry-wide, you hear the chanting of the familiar

refrain: Too much emphasis on portables; still needed is that "something new" to spark receiver sales.

There are a couple of silver linings, though.

These are plus-&-minus factors which enter into first-quarter picture and outlook for rest of year

;

Retail sales figures: First 2 months of 1959 saw 949,704 sets purchased by public—8% decline

from last year's Jan.-Feb. sales of 1,030,213 and lowest Jan.-Feb. sales since 1952. Distributor sales were also

down 8%. (Radio sales, on other hand, were up to 1,175,000 from 840,000 last year.) There's an optimistic

side to the picture, though. Feb. TV retail sales—somewhat above 448,000—were just a stone's throw from

Feb. 1958 sales of 448,727, contrasting with big Jan. dip (Vol. 15:12). Seasonally adjusted, industry statis-

ticians figure this is a going annual rate of 5.7 million—not bad at all (barring, of course, complete 4th-

quarter breakdown a la '58.)

Portables still hot: Although all TV categories were down from last year in first 2 months,

portables & table models showed smallest decline—to 571,000 from 576,000 (less than 1%). Consoles

dropped to 364,000 from 431,000 (15V2%), combinations to 15,000 from 23,000 (nearly 40%). Average prices

were substantially unchanged.

Inventories down: Bright ray of light is healthy condition of inventories—indicating production

is now geared closely to sales and that sets in pipelines can easily be flushed through to make way for new
models without distress selling. At end of Feb., inventories were down to respectable 1.6 million in all

channels, as compared with 1.9 million at end of first-quarter 1958.

Brand-switching: A few companies are enjoying bumper TV years , and apparently increasing

their share-of-market. Among those claiming sizeable first-quarter sales boosts over last year are Zenith (up

25% in TV-radio), Motorola (TV up 35%) and Sylvania (TV up 43%).

'Something new': Set makers still look to new square-cornered tube with built-in safety glass

for substantial sales boost next fall & winter—principal question being how many of the new 23-in. tubes

& sets can be produced how quickly. Though they'll be shown in many 1960 lines, last-minute snags in

circuit redesign may well delay quantity output by some set makers this year. Trend in these new sets will

be toward a still slimmer look—due to elimination of separate safety glass, picture tubes may protrude from

front of cabinet as well as back.

Regional sales pattern: NARDA chairman Mort Farr sizes up market this way after recent talks

with dealers from all over country: "East, slow & sloppy. Midwest, better. Far West, very good business."

Economic indicators: Gross national product—total output of goods & services—rose in first quar-

ter to record annual rate of $464 billion, and prognostications for rest of year by most experts were favorable.

Consumer installment credit is increasing & home building is actually enjoying a boom—both good portents

for TV-hi-fi-appliance business.

EIA's promote-TV campaign: Advertising & public relations topkicks of most major set makers in

EIA's "public relations task force" met in Washington last week to plan "be a 2-set family" campaign (Vol.

14:49). Each set manufacturer will devise own advertising approach built around same theme.

There is some open opposition to big 2nd-set push. As one industry leader put it: "Second sets are

portables. How about a campaign to make a TV set a piece of furniture again?" He was referring to trend

—discussed at the meeting—to relegate TV set to recreation room, kids' room, etc. Though there was gen-

eral agreement that prospects for 2nd-half upturn were good, everybody also agreed that what is still

needed most is that "something new" to obsolete today's TV. And there are still those who say the "some-

thing new" won't be the square-cornered picture but color TV.

Color enthusiast Mort Farr told us : "I'm still crazy enough to predict that in a year or a year-and-a-

half there'll be a shortage of color sets. When it catches fire, tubes will be the bottleneck. RCA can only turn

out 240,000 tubes a year—and it will take the others 2 years & $20 million to get in the business."
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TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: TV set production was 94,378 in week ended March 27 vs. 94,648 in pre-

ceding week & 78,057 in same 1958 week, EIA reports. Year's 12th week brought production to 1,277,991 vs.

1,137,916 last year. Radio production was 259,070 (97,621 auto) vs. 269,051 (100,804 auto) in preceding week

& 195,005 (61,701 auto) last year. In 12 weeks: 3,331,517 (1,259,938 auto) vs. 2,431,229 (806,052 auto).

OLD GLASS, NEW TUBES: Rebuilt picture tubes ac-

counted for 75-90% of the replacement market last

year, RCA electron tube div. mgr. D. Y. Smith is quoted

in April 3 (Los Angeles) Wall Street Journal roundup

of the tube remanufacturing industry. Annual sales of

rebuilt picture tubes now top $200 million, says the

article. RCA’s entry into the field with its widely-ad-

vertised Monogram line of rebuilt tubes may have

spurred sales of all rebuilts.

Laurence Perrish, a former brewer who now heads

Pioneer Electronics, Santa Monica, Cal., is credited with

originating the tube-rebuilding business. His company sold

$1.5 million worth last year, expects to hit $2 million in

1959. American Standard TV Tube, Jamaica, N.Y., re-

ports a 25% increase from 1957 to 1958 and expects a

similar rise in 1959. Cardinal Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Kan.,

is now rebuilding 8000 tubes a month, enjoyed 22% in-

crease in 1958 and anticipates 10-12% lift this year. Cal-

video, Los Angeles, also now at the 8000-a-month rate, is up

from an average 6500 last year.

Not mentioned in the Wall Street Journal article: The
forthcoming “twin panel” picture tubes—which bid to be-

come the industry standard in a year or 2—are said to be

extremely difficult, if not impossible, to rebuild. One reason

is that the heat required for reprocessing the tube is suffi-

cient to remove the bonded safety glass, a fact which is

causing some merriment among tube & glass makers. But
rebuilders are confident they’ll find a way.

Philco may be first to show a battery-operated port-

able TV this spring or summer, recurrent reports in the

industry indicate. It’s said that the set will be unusual

and extremely compact with small, low-power-consuming
picture tube (some reports say it will be as small as 2-in.)

using a magnifying system to bring picture up to viewable

size. At week’s end, no Philco officials could be reached

for comment.

Strike at Westinghouse’s Metuchen, N.J. plant contin-

ues, halting output of TVs, radios, hi fi. Strike by lUE
Local 491 began midnight March ,25. At issue are work
quotas, sub-contracting by Westinghouse, and job assign-

ments. About 700 hourly-paid employees are being sup-

ported by 700 other Local 491 technical & salaried people.

Product inventories are satisfactory to meet retailer needs,

company states.

Four plants of Erie Resistor Corp. in Erie, Pa., were
idled last week by strike of 450 lUE members. The union

stopped work April 1 in a dispute over wages, vacation

pay, group insurance.

Philco International pres. Harvey Williams is in

Milan with other Philco officials, reportedly looking at

factory buildings. According to Italian sources, Philco

plans to assemble TV sets & appliances there from shipped-

in parts, and eventually manufacture.

Japanese electronic products will be shown in N.Y.
from June 16 to 20, at an exhibition in the Statler-Hilton.

Electronic Industries Assn, of Japan said about 40 manu-
facturers are expected to display.

Raytheon & Pye Penalized: Violations of U.S. export

controls on Iron Curtain shipments were charged last week
to Raytheon & to Pye of England by the Commerce Dept’s

Bureau of Foreign Commerce, which placed the former on

probation for one year & denied export privileges to the

latter for 6 months. BFC’s order also: (1) Suspended li-

censing director Thomas J. Kelly of Raytheon’s interna-

tional div. for 7 months & placed him on probation for 5

more months. (2) Denied participation in exports to Ray-

theon export mgr. Eliseo E. Blanco for 6 months & placed

him on probation for an additional 6 months. Penalties

were imposed after BFC found that Pye Telecommunica-

tions obtained more than $250,000 worth of TV microwave
equipment from Raytheon under licenses listing England

as the ultimate destination, then turned the shipment over

to Pye Ltd. for re-export to “unauthorized destinations.”

All parties consented to the order, BFC said, adding:

“Neither Raytheon nor its 2 employes was found to have

had actual knowledge of Pye Ltd’s transshipments.” No
suspension of Raytheon was ordered “because of its record

of cooperation with U.S. Govt, depts. in national defense,

mutual security and related export programs and its cor-

rection of intra-company procedures to prevent any re-

currence of violations.”

“Multi-million-dollar research contract” has been

awarded to RCA by the Navy for study & development of

new communications systems related to the Polaris missile

programs. Expected to require 70 researchers at the outset

and increase to more than 100 within a year, the long-term

RCA Labs project will be directed by Ralph S. Holmes, ex-

dir. of research contracts. Technical director will be David

D. Holmes, ex-dir., radio research labs.

Japanese parts will be used in a new Motorola pocket

6-transistor radio made to retail at $29.95. The first

sample-quantity batch of the sets will be imported from

Japan, but regular production runs will be made in the

U.S. with some parts—including one vital tuner component

not available from American manufacturers—imported

from Japan.

Sonora Electronics Inc., Chicago TV-radio manu-
facturer, last week filed a Chapter XI bankruptcy petition

in federal court. Assets & liabilities each totaled $1,081,400.

Sonora was purchased a year ago by Earl Muntz & Frank

Atlas from Thomas F. Kelly & Assoc., which, in turn,

bought it in April 1957 at a public auction conducted by

the Internal Revenue Service.

Symphonic Electronic Corp., manufacturer of phonos,

radios & hi fi, has been sold by F. L. Jacobs Co. to 3 of its

former owners after a stormy court battle. The buyers are

pres. Max J. Zimmer, Howard A. Jacobs & Bernard H.

Lippin. Zimmer announced that Symphonic has “officially

severed its affiliation” with the Jacobs firm.

Exclusive Sylvania models of radios & phonos will be

manufactured for fall distribution by the Golden Shield

Corp. to Credit Retail Jewelers.

Pilot Radio Ltd.—European manufacturer of Pilot ra-

dios—is slated to be sold April 1 for cash to Ultra Electric

Ltd., of England. The new owners are also acquiring Pilot

trademarks for 17 European countries.
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Trade Personals: Mark W. Cresap Jr. will be pres. & chief

exec, officer under Westinghouse Electric Corp.’s newly

revised by-laws. Gwilym A. Price, chairman, will remain

active in an advisory & consulting capacity, assuming at

the same time the position of pres, of bd. of trustees, U of

Pittsburgh . . . George M. Gardner, co-founder & chairman

of Wells-Gardner & Co., plans to retire and reside in Hono-

lulu . . . Edward C. Caliguri, ex-Zenith, appointed sales

promotion mgr., TV & stereo-hi-fi products. Motorola . . .

E. K. Wimpy promoted to mktg. research mgr., CBS-Hy-
tron . . . Dr. George H. Brown, RCA engineering v.p.,

leaves for European vacation April 17, returns May 17.

He’ll join Mrs. Brown who left April 4 . . . Hugh A.

Young, ex-Packard-Bell Electronics Corp., appointed West
Coast technical mktg. consultant, Hallicrafters Co., Chicago

. . . Daniel R. Ozsvath appointed merchandising mgr.,

market planning-receiving tubes, RCA electron tube div.

. . . Jacob L. Miller named Washington, D.C. district sales

mgr., Sylvania Home Electronics, succeeding John Cant-

well, resigned. Ralph S. Blakesley appointed Milwaukee

district sales mgr., William C. Cohan, Toledo—both new
districts . . . Donald Plunkett, ex-Capitol Records, elected

pres., Fairchild Recording Equipment Co., succeeding Sher-

man Fairchild . . . Norman Weinstroer, ex-Coral & Bruns-

wick Records, appointed gen. mgr. of new disc div. of Rank
Film Distributors of America. He will also be a Rank v.p.

. . . Gene Edwards promoted to sales engineering mgr..

Gates Radio Co., Harris-Intertype Corp. subsidiary. Ed-

ward J. Wilder named western regional sales mgr., Robert

W. Kuhl, govt, contracts mgr. . . . Kenneth C. Prince, ex-

gen. mgr. & counsel. Electronic Industry Show Corp.,

named secy.-treas., Harmon-Kardon Inc. . . . Harry Finkel,

former Chicago correspondent for Fairchild Publications,

named publicity dir.. Merchandise Mart . . . Max Schneider-

man, ex-Du Mont Labs, named engineering mgr., oscillo-

scope div.. Electronic Tube Corp., Philadelphia. Richard

T. Rude named engineering mgr., special products div. . . .

Harry B. Lyford, ex-Monroe (Wis.) Evening Times &
USIA, joins Commerce Dept.’s office of international trade

fairs, as public information chief . . . John Haerle pro-

moted to Collins Radio’s Texas regional sales mgr. Ed
Gagnon named broadcast sales mgr., headquartering in

Cedar Rapids . . . John D. Goodell named product develop-

ment group mgr., CBS Labs, Stamford, Conn.

RCA will bring color TV to Russia this summer, at the

American National Exhibition in Moscow for 6 weeks be-

ginning July 4. Color TV will be presented from a glass-

walled studio, and piped to 16 locations around Sokolniki

Park. RCA will also offer its closed-circuit color setup to

other American firms not present at the fair, to tell their

stories on film. Visitors will be able to see themselves on

color TV in a special display. Regular color TV broad-

casting has been announced by the USSR to begin later

this year. U.S. stereo will also be showcased at the exhibi-

tion, with the Institute of High Fidelity Manufacturers

sponsoring a display & demonstration.

Obituary

J. James Ebers, 37, asst. dir. of development, Bell

Telephone Allentown lab, died March 30 in Allentown. Mr.
Ebers had worked mainly on the development of the tran-

sistor in his 8 years with Bell. Surviving are his wife, 4

children and his parents.

Charles Ainsworth Rice, 62, pres.. United Electronics

Co. of Newark, died March 29 of a heart attack. He is sur-

vived by his wife, son, daughter and 2 grandchildren.

Space

TV SPACE RELAYS: Excitement about the use of space

satellites for long-distance TV relaying is growing,

both here & abroad—as evidenced by a published Soviet

plan for a TV sputnik within 7 years, and a fantastic

unconfirmed report of a transatlantic U.S. TV satellite

to be put in orbit in June.

Contrasted to the TV-pie-in-the-sky stories but

equally breathtaking, was the Navy’s announcement

that it hopes to use the moon as a passive relay in a

permanent Washington-to-Hawaii radio link capable

of handling all Navy messages within a year.

Does moon-bounce transmission offer TV possi-

bilities? “That depends on how good your crystal ball

is,” said a Naval Research Lab spokesman. He stressed,

however, that the projected initial circuit will be for

message communications only and TV doesn’t figure in

any present plans. He added that “eventual possibili-

ties with natural & artificial satellites are endless.”

Russia’s Ministry of Communications has received an

official proposal that development & construction of an

active TV-relay satellite be made part of the current 7-

year plan, which began this year. There was no indication

whether the proposal has been accepted.

As described by the Soviet magazine Radiotekhnika,

the project would involve placing a satellite in orbit about

22,400 miles from the earth—revolving so it “hovers” con-

tinually over the same portion of the earth. The proposal

by Prof. S. I. Katayev provides that the TV satellite hover

over the vicinity of Indonesia, relaying telecasts to every

point in Russia, and also covering Europe, Asia, Africa

and Australia. Katayev said the project is “quite feasible.”

Problems to be solved, he added, include selection of the

best frequencies for the project, development of transmit-

ting & receiving equipment which could operate several

years without servicing, as well as long-life power sources

& automatic scanning antennas.

U.S. space authorities have told congressional com-

mittees that a world communications network based on

hovering and solar-orbiting satellites could be launched

within 5 years—but TV wasn’t in their immediate plans.

The U.S. Navy meamvhile announced that it plans to

establish its Washington-Pearl Harbor communications link

via the moon within a year. Among the advantages of the

moon-bounce transmission; (1) High message capacity

(though it couldn’t handle TV because of power require-

ments for wideband transmission). (2) Invulnerability to

jamming. (3) High reliability—it’s not susceptible to iono-

spheric disturbances. (4) Conservation of frequency spec-

trum—the Navy has tested moon-bounce transmission at

frequencies from 30 to the little-used 3000-mc band and
hasn’t yet found an upper limit.

In using the moon as a passive reflector the Navy will

transmit & receive signals with 84-ft. parabolic antennas.

The link will be usable only when the moon is in sight of

both Hawaii & Washington—4 to 14 hours daily, depend-

ing on the moon’s orbit.

Spokesmen for the National Aeronautics & Space

Adm. and Defense Dept, snorted in disbelief, and said they

hadn’t been advised, when asked about a copyrighted April

3 London dispatch in the Boston Globe reporting “hush-

hush negotiations” between U.S. & Britain to arrange

transatlantic transmission by satellite in June. The oc-

casion would be Queen Elizabeth’s visit to the western

hemisphere. Story said U.S. would put the satellite in orbit.
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Finance

Standard Coil reports increased sales & gross income

for 1958, but net income was down from 1957 because of an

operating loss carry-forward approximating $500,000 (34^

a share) in tax credit in 1957. Before taxes, the 1958 in-

come totaled $1,343,887 vs. $823,062. Standard Coil’s an-

nual report states that the tuner div. increased its sales

by 10% over 1957 despite a 22% drop in TV set produc-

tion in 1958. Acceptance of the new “Golden Grid” Neu-
trode tuner should improve sales this year, with unit tuner

sales for the first quarter running about 50% ahead of

1958’s same period. Other highlights: Standard’s research

lab has developed a transistorized tuner for battery TV
sets and is now in a position to start limited production,

depending on set makers’ plans. A color TV tuner has also

been developed, and the company is also doing basic pay-

TV research “under contract for a leading company in the

field.” Eight radio manufacturers have ordered Standard’s

FM tuner. The financial summary for 12 months ended

Dec, 31: 1958 1957

Sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

$69,489,636 $61,330,530
558,887 802,862

36^ 55^
1,568,182 1,470,000

Philips Electronics reports a 212% increase in earn-

ings on an 84% sales gain for 1958. The annual report at-

tributed the improvement to the company’s new manage-
ment and emphasis on electronics during the last half. The
company formerly was A. Hollander & Son, specializing in

fur processing. For the year ended Dec. 31:

Net sales

Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1958 1957
$14,832,677 $8,072,512

1,175,893 376,819
1.31 42^

899,272 896,872

Buckeye deal to buy Transfilm is now firm. The farm
equipment company’s new Buckeye Entertainment Div.,

which has lately diversified into acquisitions of Pyramid
Productions & Flamingo Telefilm Sales, acquired Transfilm

(1958 billings of $2 million, mostly film commercials)

Mar. 30 for 52,632 shares of Buckeye common, plus 36,250

shares of Buckeye’s 5% preferred Series A. Corporate

operation of Transfilm remains unchanged.

Ling Electronics Inc., Richardson, Tex., has acquired

more than 80% of the stock of Altec Cos. Inc., Anaheim,
Cal., sound equipment producer (Vol. 15:8) on a share-

for-share exchange basis. Altec and its subsidiary Altec

Lansing Corp., and its div., Altec Service Co., have an
annual sales volume of about $7 million; Ling’s sales for

the fiscal year ended July 1958 totaled $6.9 million. The
company will become Ling-Altec Electronics Inc.

General Telephone & Electronics, the new entity which
resulted from the merger of General Telephone and Syl-

vania, plans a public offering of about 800,000 additional

common shares this spring. Stockholders at the April 25

meeting will be asked to increase the authorized common
shares from 25 to 30 million, preferred stock from 1,420,-

792 to 2.5 million. The funds from the sale of common
stock—about $52 million—will be used to finance expansion.

Erie Resistor Corp. reports 1958 net income of $510,441

(57^ a share), down from $542,811 (68^) in 1957.

Canadian Admiral Corp. reports net profit of $589,457

($2.04) in 1958.

Muter Co. reports 1958 net earnings of $356,105 (44^

a share), vs. $377,819 (47^) in 1967.

Muntz TV profits increased by 54% for 6 months ended

Feb. 28, compared with the similar 1958 period. Sales rose

by 47%, a rise attributed by Muntz pres. Wallace A. Keil

to new sales outlets. In 4 months, he repoi’ted, 430 dealers

have been added, bringing dealerships to over 20,000. He
looked for good business & a profit in the remaining 6

months of the fiscal year, normally a slow period. Muntz
is increasing private-label production, and expects a third

of its output to be in this category. For 6 months ended

Feb. 28: 1959 1958

Sales $3,652,746 $2,491,136
Net earnings 252,572 164,236
Earned per share 23^ 16^

Motorola expects its first-quarter earnings to total

$1 a share or more, compared with first-quarter-1958

profits of 35«i a share. The earnings increase is attributed

to improved TV set sales (which Motorola says are up
more than 35%), stereo phono sales, pickup in mobile

communications radio and better auto sales (Motorola

makes radios for Ford, Chrysler and American Motors).

Hoffman Electronics reports increased pi’ofit for 1958

on somewhat lower sales. As previously reported by pres.

H. Leslie Hoffman (Vol. 15:11), military orders accounted

for 49.5% of total sales, industrial 16%, home entertain-

ment 16.2%, replacement parts 10.72%, semiconductors

2.84%. The report for the year ended Dec. 31:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1958
$39,544,064

1,712,509
2.31

741,328

1957
$40,968,617

1,655,372
2.23

735,610

Wells-Gardner’s 1958 profits were somewhat higher

than the preliminary estimate released in March (Vol.

15:7), and both profits & sales were well ahead of 1957.

The private-brand TV-radio manufacturer stated in its

annual report that the sales increase was in civilian lines,

govt, sales being about the same in 1957 & 1958 for the

year ended Dec. 31: 1958 1957

Sales $19,947,123 $15,687,999
Net income 608,515 76,573
Earned per share 1.47 18^

Twentieth Century-Fox improved its earnings for

1958 despite a slightly lower sales & gross income, and

raised the yield per share to $3.30, compared \vith $2.49 for

1957. For the year ended Dec. 27 : 1958 1957

Sales & gross income $124,998,120 $127,662,227
Net income 7,582,357 6,511,218

Earned per share 3.30 2.49

Shares outstanding 2,293,186 2,617,486

For 13 weeks ended Dec. 27

:

Net income $ 991,336 $ 887,360

Earned per share .43 .34

Republic Pictures Corp. reports a sharp decline in net

income for the 13 weeks ended

Net income
Earned per common share .

.

Shares outstanding

January 24:

1959 1958
$202,850 $911,725

54 414
2,004,190 2,004,190

National Theatres’ 5>/2% sinking fund subordinated

debentures ($18,573,896 of the $20,000,000 authorized)

have been admitted for trading on the American Stock Ex-

change.

National Union Electric reports higher sales & lower

profit for 1968. For the year ended Dec. 31:

1958

Net sales $11,578,909

Net income 425,007

Earned per share 24^

1957
$9,840,489

570,856
33<f

1
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GOOD YEAR FOR AB-PT: ABC-TV’s sharp financial im-

provement was responsible for pushing parent Amer-

ican Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres’ total operat-

ing income to an all-time high for 1958. Net profit

was substantially ahead of 1957, totaling $6,116,000,

$1.40 per share; $1.21 per share resulting from

operational profit, 19^ from capital gains.

ABC’s operating income totaled $136,967,316 (vs.

$109,393,113 in 1957) or about 56% of AB-PT’s total

operating income for 1958. Theatres contributed

$94,279,485 (vs. $95,280,214 in 1957), merchandise

sales & other income $13,574,440 (vs. $11,20.3,669).

In the annual report, pres. Leonard H. Goldenson

reported on various facets of AB-TV’s 1958 operations.

ABC-TV: “The network reported the largest increase

in audience & the largest percentage increase in gross

time billings of all 3 networks.” ABC-TV’s share of net-

work nighttime home viewing (for Dec.) rose from 10%

in 1953 to 26% in 1958. Its primary affiliates increased to

92 from 72 and direct live coverage of U.S. TV homes to

86% from 82%, New facilities are planned in N.Y. & on

West Coast.

Owned stations: “The TV stations continued to report

profitable improvement as they derived particular benefit

from the strengthened network programming. The radio

stations can also be expected to show improved results as

a consequence of the changes made during the year both

in local management & programming and in the radio net-

work operations.”

Film syndication: ABC Films continued to expand, and

“plans are presently under way to broaden its participa-

tion in the rapidly-growing international-TV field.”

Radio network: “We are keeping the ABC radio net-

work loss to a minimum by streamlining the operation and

yet providing the public, our affiliates and advertisers with

a well-balanced programming structure.”

Theaters: “Theater gross income was off slightly from

1957. Profits held about equal to the previous year’s level,

primarily due to operating economies & an extra week’s

business in the 1958 fiscal year.” Having disposed of 26

theaters in 1958, AB-PT now operates a total of 511.

Records: Three-year-old Am-Par Record Corp. “made

notable progress in 1958 with marked improvement in

sales & earnings.”

Electronics: The 3 companies in which AB-PT holds

interest (28% in Microwave Associates, 36% in Technical

Operations Inc., 33% in Dynametrics Corp.) have declared

no dividends, reinvesting their earnings in the business,

but “the market value of our stock interest in the 2 com-

panies whose stock is publicly traded is substantially in

excess of our investment of approximately $800,000 in the

3 companies.”

Disneyland Park (33% owned): Reported record at-

tendance & revenue in its 4th year of operation.

AB-PT’s net worth is listed as $85,146,000, up from

$83,718,000 the preceding year. The consolidated report for

12 months (ended Jan. 3): 1958 1957

Income $244,821,241 $215,877,026

Net profit 6,116,060 4,894,524

Earned per share 1.40 1.10

Shares outstanding 4,149,363 4,149,363

Common Stock Dividends Stk. of

Corporation Amt. Payable record

Daystrom Inc $0.30 May 15 Apr. 27

Dominion Electrohome . . .30 May 22 May 7

National Theatres .12V2 May 30 Apr. 16

Outlet Co 1-25 May 1 Apr. 21

Wometco’s TV Earnings: The proposed public offering of

325,000 shares of stock in new Wometco Enterprises Inc.

—

the Wolfson-Meyer TV-radio-theater operation (Vol.

15:11) was filed with SEC last week, and a March 27

preliminary statement showed these facts about this latest

publicly-owned TV-radio entity:

Its properties include WTVJ Miami, WLOS-TV,
WLOS-FM & WLOS Asheville, N.C., 22 motion picture

theaters (20 in greater Miami, one each in Palm Beach &
Tampa) and a confectionery merchandising business cov-

ering not only theaters but vending machines elsewhere.

The pro forma financial report shows the combined
enterprises’ 1958 sales were the highest since 1948 (no

data given before 1949), although net income ($588,737)

was lower than that of 1956 & 1957 (see report below). A
breakdown of the $9,366,098 gross income in 1959 reveals

that 47.8% ($4,476,297) came from “TV & related opera-

tions,” 37% from motion picture theaters, 6.2% from con-

fection sales, 4.4% from vending machines, 4.6% from
other sources.

Importance of TV in Wometco’s earnings picture is

shown graphically in the breakdown of net operating in-

come before taxes ($1,247,913). Some 83.7% of this ($1,-

044,190) was contributed by TV operations, 3.9% by
theaters, 8.7% by confection sales, 2% by vending ma-
chines, 1.7% by other sources.

The 1958 gross broadcasting revenues of WTVJ Miami
totaled $4,328,940, of which network programming pro-

vided 13%, national spot 55%, local advertising 32%.
Gross receipts of WLOS-TV Asheville (ABC) totaled

$547,063 and “operations to date have not been profitable.”

In its application with the SEC, Wometco showed
ownership of numerous municipal & state bonds and other

securities, including 213 shares of Metropolitan Bcstg. Co.,

700 AB-PT, 300 CBS, 400 Du Mont, 10 Outlet Co., 200

Westinghouse. FCC last week approved the transfer of

control of the stations to the new Wometco Enterprises.

The pro forma earnings summary of Wometco Enter-

prises for 1958 & 1957 (earnings per share are based on

the proposed 363,730 Class A & 540,000 Class B shares) :

1958
Total gross income $9,366,098
Net income 588,737
Earned per share 65^

1957
$9,273,084

833,344
924

The Outlet Co., Providence department store which

owns WJAR-TV & WJAR, and whose sale currently is the

subject of litigation (Vol. 14:49, 15:10, 12), showed im-

proved sales & earnings for the year ended Jan. 31, 1959.

Although no breakdown was available, it’s certain that the

lion’s share of the profits was contributed by the broad-

casting operations. For 12 months to Jon. 31:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share

1959

$15,771,029
894,051

8.99

1958

$15,504,986
764,757

7.69

AFTRA is proposing an income-tax plan to the Treas-

ury Dept, that would level the peaks & valleys of tax lia-

bility for performers (and all others) who have widely-fluc-

tuating incomes. The plan, drawn up by announcer Dwight

Wiest, would permit any taxpayer to divert 20% of gross

income into non-interest-bearing govt, “income tax bonds,”

and deduct that amount in figuring his taxes. Later, in a

leaner year, when the taxpayer cashed his bonds, he would

be required to declare them as income.

Electronic Research Assoc., for 6 months ended Nov.

30, reports net income of $96,936 (974 a share) vs. $66,532

((y&4) in same 1957 period.

in-

i' '

.
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SUMMARY- INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

FCC

MORE TALK OF CH. 2-13 "INTERIM" DROP-INS at FCC as

Commissioners seek to relieve "problem markets pending

hunt for more vhf spectrum (p. 1 )

.

FCC'S PLANS ON AFFILIATIONS & OPTION-TIME include

rejection of most of staff's recommendations on affiliations

(p. 2). Other FCC news (p. 5).

Congxess

ANTI-PAY-TV WAR RENEWED BY HARRIS, taking up where

FCC left off in rules for broadcast system tests. He demands

that all wired pay TV be covered, too (p. 3).

EQUAL TIME AS "GAG" ON BROADCASTERS is seen by

Sen. Allott if FCC's Lor Daly ruling isn't reversed. Sen Thur-

mond joins fight to amend sec. 315 (p. 4).

Stations

MACK-WHITESIDE TRIAL STARTS—but slowly; 3 days spent

in picking jury for Miami Ch. 10 conspiracy case. Last-minute

illness pleas fail (p. 3). Other station news on p. 9.

Adirettising

TV COMMERCIALS ARE GETTING BETTER, says FTC's moni-

toring chief Sweeny. He finds fewer fraudulent claims on air,

gives NAB credit for help in campaign (p. 3).

'YOU AUTO BUY LIVE TV' is next season's slogan as Ford

signs with NBC-TV for 39 shows (60-, 90-, and 120-min.) &
Chevy renews Dinah Shore for $13 million (p. 12).

Manufacturing Sc Distribution

TV-RADIO SERVICE BILL was $2.5 billion last year, 25%
higher than retail price of all TVs, radio & phonos sold in

'58. Table shows service industry gross since 1950 (p. 16).

PRODUCTION-SALES FIGURES for first 2 months show TV
sales down, production up, compared with 1958. Radio sales

sharply ahead of 1958. Picture, receiving tube sales up (p. 17).

NEW COLOR TV RECEIVER system, claimed to cost 30% less

than present sets and offer improved performance, now under
development by 5-man engineering team (p. 17).

Neturorks

NETWORKS SALES BRISK as major advertisers start to lock

up their fall schedules in an early season (p. 6).

Programming
NO TIME FOR COMEDY as the funnymen of film take their

falls in cancellation time (p. 7).

NO CEILING ON AGENT'S COMMISSIONS? Talent unions

oppose N. Y. bill that would remove ceilings for commissions

paid by performers to talent agents (p. 8).

Film & Tape

ONE OF TV'S REAL VILLAINS is insecurity of Hollywood's

TV film industry—and no solution in sight (p. 13).

Other Departments

AUXILIARY SERVICES (p. 10). FINANCIAL (p. 20). EDUCA-
TIONAL TV (p. 20).

MORE TALK OF CH. 2-13 'INTERIM' DROP-INS: There's growing sentiment at FCC to

come up with an "interim" TV allocations solution consisting of mileage cuts which would permit dropping

in of Ch. 2-13 stations in limited number of important markets. This is no fait accompli, of cotirse, but ma-

jority of Commissioners seem convinced that they're duty-bound to provide more station competition and that

no technique except the foregoing holds any immediate promise.

Sympathy for the mileage-cut concept has been voiced at various times by Comrs. Doerfer, Craven

& Cross. We can recall neither pro nor con expressions about it from Comrs. Hyde, Bartley, Lee or Ford—but,

on the basis of many discussions with them in recent months, we think it a fair possibility that at least one

may join mileage-cut forces, making a majority.

The talk is all about "limited" drop-ins for "critical" markets—but all Commissioners say they're

aware of the tremendous difficulty of staving off pressures for further reductions in standards. But some

members are willing to try it.

Dozen or so markets lead the speculation as candidates for drop-ins, if they ever come. ABC provided

a list last year when it petitioned the FCC to add specific vhf channels to following (Vol. 14:28): Louisville,
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Syracuse, Rochester, Providence, Jacksonville, Knoxville, Birmingham, Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo, Shreve-

port, Greensboro-Winston-Salem-High Point. FCC has since added Ch. 8 to the list. ABC had also asked that

Ch. 3 be moved to point half-way between Mobile & Pensacola, and Ch. 5 from Enid to Oklahoma City.

ABC said there were about 35 "problem markets" among the first 125, but it offered no specific alloca-

tions to take care of the balance.

Meanwhile, FCC remains unimpressed with the suggestion of Bureau of Standards' Kenneth Norton

that wholesale reduction of vhf mileage spacings to 100 miles or less would be more efficient (Vol. 15:14).

Commission objections: If cities were mathematically spaced, Norton would be right—but they aren't.
' ^
One interesting aspect of Commission's allocations deliberations is that its staff members, particu-

larly engineers, are almost unanimous in the belief that a shift of all stations to uhf is the answer. Obvious-

ly, their arguments don't impress their bosses.

FCC's PLANS ON AFFILATIONS & OPTION-TIME: Digging into recommendations for

changes in network regulations among those proposed by its staff, FCC has made some tentative de-

cisions, is expected to make them final & public soon. It's understood that Commission will reject staff

recommendations which would have required networks to:

(1) File with FCC their affiliation criteria.

(2) File reports on affiliation changes & reasons for them.

(3) File reports on disposition of station requests for affiliation.

(4) Ignore, in considering affiliations, fact that station is operated by a multiple owner.

(5) Offer programs to non-affiliates in cities where affiliates don't accept them & to non-affiliates

in other cities when requested by advertisers.

(6) File rate-making procedures <& formulas.

(7) Make public all affiliation contracts.

On the other hand, FCC has voted tentatively to :

(1) Reduce option-hour segments from 3 to 2 V2 hours.

(2) Define "straddle programs" (those falling partly in option time, partly out) as coming entirely

within option time.

(3) Require networks to extend from 8 to 13 weeks the notice to affiliates of their intention to ex-

ercise options.

FCC's previous actions on recommendations of its staff were to announce its opinion that option-

time is "reasonably necessary" to network operations (Vol. 15:10), to propose to order networks out of

the spot rep business (Vol. 15:5), to start an investigation into alleged network program "tie-ins" (Vol.

15:9). One staff suggestion—that "must buy" be outlawed—is now moot, with no network using it after

CBS & NBC dropped practice (Vol. 14:49, 15:2).

In the tie-in investigation, FCC chief examiner James Cunningham , who will preside, has set May 4

for start. He'll indicate, in week or so, who's to appear—presumably networks first. Attorneys Ashbrook P.

Bryant & James F. Tierney will represent Commission's broadcast bureau.

FCC'S PALLIATIVE FOR STATION-CATV FRICTION: FCC has come up with one idea,

after long debate, to meet the complaints of small-town TV stations which assert that community antenna

systems are driving them out of business (Vol. 14:11 et seq). Scheduled to be announced next week is

Commissions' recommendation to Congress that it pass law requiring CATV systems to
: ( 1 ) Get permission

of stations before they pick up & feed signals to subscribers. (2) Carry the signals of stations located in the

communities they serve.

FCC wants to go no further than that, doesn't want to request permission to regulate the whole

CATV business, which would be unwelcome administrative chore. If Congress buys the Commission sug-

gestions, small-town operators may be satisfied—but CATV operators won't be. Latter have been planning, if

legislation such as foregoing is proposed, to plump for laws throwing the problems into FCC's lap. That is,

they'd prefer that FCC, not stations, determine whether or not a CATV system should be allowed to pick up

& distribute stations' signals.
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ANTI-PAY-TV WAR RENEWED BY HARRIS: Promoters of wired pay-TV systems were put

on firm notice last week by House Commerce Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) that he hasn't forgotten

I and that he doesn't like them any better than he likes any prospect of broadcast pay-TV operations.

Wired systems weren't mentioned in FCC's 3rd pay-TV report prescribing rigid tests for broadcast

systems (Vol. 15:13), which otherwise was in line with pending Harris bill aimed at pay-TV in all shapes

& forms. Omission conformed with FCC's position that it lacks jurisdiction over intrastate wired TV, and

operators may have hoped they were in the clear—free of FCC controls or Congressional obstacles. Harris

intends otherwise.

There'll be no retreat on wired pay-TV front, Harris told House . He introduced new bill supple-

menting his omnibus anti-pay-TV resolution. It would forbid operation of any wired system ("interstate or

intrastate") which hasn't been subjected by FCC to "limited tests"—conditions to be laid down by Commis-

sion in "public interest." And even if tests are completed successfully, wired systems couldn't go into regu-

lar operation until "adequate governmental authority" to regulate them has been spelled out for FCC—by "a

future Congress."

Harris may not get his new bill enacted at this session, but he has set out traplines for delaying

actions against wired systems, at least. They could rim on several years, keeping promoters in state of

uncertainty—and inaction. Harris again made it clear, incidentally, that his bill doesn't have anything to

do with community antenna systems.

I MACK-WHITESIDE TRIAL STARTS—BUT SLOWLY: It looks like a long spring in court

for ex-FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack . His long-awaited trial with his long-time lawyer friend & benefactor

Thurman A. Whiteside on charges that they conspired to rig FCC's Miami Ch. 10 award to National Airlines'

WPST-TV (Vol. 15:13) finally is under way. But it's already beginning to set records in D. C. Criminal Court

for time-consuming legal maneuvers & counter-maneuvers.

[
Jury selection alone took 3 full days last week in Judge Burnita S. Matthews' U. S. District Court in

I
Washington. And even that process—usually completed within hours—was delayed while opposing counsel

^ argued issues of illness, and Mack was denied another plea for postponement. Whiteside tried to put off

. trial on ground that Arthur J. Hilland, one of his battery of attorneys, needed 2 more weeks to recuperate

from virus pneumonia.

"Publicity, propaganda & knowledge" of celebrated case made it tough to find unprejudiced jurors.

Mack's chief counsel Nicholas Chase explained, as the 73-member panel was subjected to extraordinary

screening. Had prospective jurors heard about last year's sensational House expose of Ch. 10 case? (More
than half admitted they had.) Would they give more credence to members of Congress than others who
might testify? Did any know ex-White House aide Sherman Adams? etc. Jury of 6 men & 6 women—half of

them govt, employes—at last was seated, and 2 alternates stood by.

Deeply tanned, betraying nervousness. Mack took little part in these preliminaries . But fellow-de-

fendant Whiteside scribbled copious notes on big pad of paper, huddled constantly with his lawyers. As
actual testimony was scheduled to start this week, prospect for protracted proceedings to come was indi-

cated not only by defense stratagems but by govt, prosecutor J. Frank Cunningham's roster of probable

witnesses—73 of them. No familiar Ch. 10 case names were missing. They included National Airlines' George
T. Baker, ex-FCC Chairman Paul R. Porter, Miami's A. Frank Katzentine, Judge Robert H. Anderson, Per-

rine Palmer Jr., etc., etc. Cast of characters was ready for full rerun.

TV COMMERCIALS ARE GETTING BETTER: Cynics may scoff, but we have it on word of

one of TV's most constant viewers that quality of commercials is improving. He is Charles A. Sweeny, chief

of Federal Trade Commission's TV-radio monitoring unit. Sweeny spends good deal of his working time in

^

front of set, ready to record offensive advertising as FTC evidence (Vol. 14:49)—and he ought to know.

"Chronic TV critics in the street may not see it," Sweeny told us, "but I do . It appears to me that

(

there is a steady trend toward improvem.ents. Commercials are better than they used to be. There are fewer

fraudulent or misleading matters that we think we can sustain in cases against advertisers. Maybe there's

no improvement in the moral tone of some commercials, but from a legal standpoint there has been."

Awareness that FTC's policemen are watching them no doubt deters some sponsors from making
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wilder claims. Sweeny said. He thought that it's possible too, that Washington stations whose programs are

seen regularly might be exercising extra restraints—although he has detected no signs of that.

But self-policing by TV also is responsible for better commercials. Sweeny added. For instance, one
of FTC's biggest beefs—use of "man in white coat" to imply medical endorsement of drug preparations

—

isn't seen much now. "The NAB stepped in there and it isn't troublesome any more," Sweeny told us.

Campaign against objectionable commercials is by no means over , however. Latest FTC complaint
in TV field (against Continental Wax) was issued 2 months ago, and few more than dozen TV cases have
been started since monitoring unit was set up in 1956. But Sweeny & his special 3-man headquarters staff

will stay on job.

In fact, FTC's monitoring work may be expanded . House Appropriations subcommittee chairman
Thomas (D-Tex.) said in FTC hearing testimony released last week that maybe monitors "ought to use an-

other system." He didn't recommend more money for Sweeny's unit to do it this year, but Thomas sug-

gested that monitors might preview commercials—presumably at agency level—so that bad ones could be
stopped before they get on air.

Congress

EQUAL TIME AS ‘GAG’: A bipartisan push for amend-

ment of Sec. 315 of the Federal Communications Act

to eliminate newscasts from equal political time re-

quirements developed in the Senate last week, catch-

ing up with earlier moves in the House (Vol. 15:14).

Sens. Allott (R-Colo.) & Thurmond (D-S.C.) in-

troduced similar measures (S-1604 & S-1585) as com-

panions to a House bill (HR-5839) by Rep. Cunning-

ham (R-Neb.) which would nullify the FCC’s Lar

Daly ruling that an appearance by a candidate in TV
newsclips obligates stations to offer equal time to

his opponents.

A leader in the congressional insurrection against the

FCC’s booster edict at the outset of this session (Vol.

15:10), Allott took the Senate floor and went on the air

to denounce the Commission’s equal time interpretation as

a "gag” on broadcasters. And Thurmond, a member of the

Senate Commerce Committee, warned that the ruling “may
become a substantial detriment to public interest.”

"This interpretation has far-reaching effects,” Allott

said on the floor. “First, it abridges radically both the use-

fulness of radio & TV to our society and their freedom as

news media. Second, it will necessitate, on the part of the

broadcasting industry, a negative approach to the role

broadcast journalism plays in our present way of life.”

Allott told the Senate that it’s risking TV-radio black-

outs of coming political campaigns unless Sec. 315 is

changed to permit broadcasters to use their own “honest

judgment” about candidate’s newsworthiness. If the Lar

Daly ruling were applied to all news media, it “would make

democracy unworkable as we know it,” he asserted.

Then Allott went on CBS radio’s Capitol Cloakroom

as welcome guest of the network, which has been the most

vocal industry critic of the ruling. “I really can’t under-

stand how a radio or TV newscaster can operate unless he

gets some relief,” he said. Adding: “I cannot see how you

can take the ruling of the FCC at the present time without

putting a gag upon the newscasters of the country.”

Meanwhile Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the

Senate Commerce Committee and Chairman Harris (D-

Ark.) of the House Commerce Committee, who may intro-

duce a Sec. 315 amendment himself, marked time on the

equal-time issue. They were awaiting legislative recommen-

dations from the FCC later this month before scheduling

hearings on the bills.

In Chicago, where America First Candidate Lar Daly
started the equal-time rumpus which brought on the FCC’s
newscast ruling, the mayoralty election ended with over-
whelming reelection of Democratic mayor Richard Daley

—

with Daly nowhere in sight when the votes were counted.

Daly had proclaimed himself a write-in candidate

—

entitled to more equal time—after his primary bid to be
either the Democratic or Republican nominee was ignored
by the voters. He demanded that Chicago TV stations put
him on the air again, but they refused on ground he was not
a legally qualified candidate this time. In answer to another
protest by Daly to the FCC, the Commission asked him the
day before the election—too late for Daly’s purpose—^to

prove his write-in qualifications. But Daly will be heard
from again. He always is.

OVERSIGHTERS GET READY: The 1959 investigative sea-

son of the House Commerce legislative oversight sub-

committee, which made headline hay in FCC fields

last year, was officially opened last week. For the

first time at this session. Chairman Harris got his

special unit together in executive session to organize

for renewed work on the Commission and other fed-

eral agencies. Harris told reporters after the session

that the subcommittee discussed procedural rules,

policies, staff organization under chief counsel Robert

W. Lishman. No agenda was adopted and no dates

for new hearings were set, however, he said.

Another impatient Senator needled FCC this week be-

cause it hasn’t authorized vhf boosters. Following the re-

cent complaint (Vol. 15.T3) by Sen. McGee (D-Wyo.), Sen.

Moss (D-Utah) wrote FCC Chairman Doerfer April 7:

“Almost 2 months have passed since the FCC staff was
directed to make a study of vhf-TV booster rule-making.

Since I believe this problem has been in actual study

status since some time in Jan., I cannot understand why
final action has not been taken.” Moss also called attention

to a letter from former Sen. Dill (D-Wash.) to Sen. Ful-

bright (D-Ark.), in which Dill disagreed with the latter’s

stand—that Congress should keep its hands off the Com-
mission (Vol. 16:10). Wrote Dill: “It should be remem-
bered that the dominant purpose of Congress when it

passed the radio law was to provide free radio service to all

of the people. These little boosters come as near to doing

the job as is possible in lonely parts of the country.”
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Baseball TV blackout bills pending in the House would
deprive 13 million homes of a chance to watch games, NAB
pres. Harold E. Fellows warned last week. In a letter to

House Judiciary Committee chairman Celler (D-N. Y.), he

asked that it take no action on the measures (HR-2370-

2374 & HR-2266) until public hearings have been held

—

and the NAB has an opportunity to testify against them.

Fellows said that only about 3.5 million homes wouldn’t be

affected at one time or another if Congress approves the

proposed legislation. It would exempt pro sports from anti-

trust laws, so baseball club owners could prevent telecasts

of major games within 75 miles of minor league towns

(Vol. 15:3).

Critics of USIA programs expect too much of the

agency—“and too soon”—the U.S. Advisory Commission
on Information said in its 14th report to Congress last

week. Commission members, including GE finance commit-
tee chairman Philip D. Reed and Young & Rubicam chair-

man Sigurd S. Larmon, said it’s unrealistic to expect that

USIA efforts to communicate American policies around the

world via TV, radio & other media will “win friends and
influence people” instantly.

Another “ethics” bill was introduced last week—this

one by Sen. Morse (D-Ore.), co-sponsored by Sen. Hum-
phrey (D-Minn.). The measure (S-1603) would require

members of the Senate & House as well as all govt, em-
ployes paid $10,000 or more per year to file regular reports

on their income, including gifts worth $100. Vilators of

the proposed law would be subject to $200 fines, 5 years in

jail, or both.

The FCC

Stricter cut-off dates have been established by the

FCC in an attempt to whittle down its ever-growing back-

log of AM applications. The Commission described its

move as follows: “Under this procedure, the Commission
will periodically publish in the Federal Register a public

notice listing a group of 50 applications which are near

the top of the processing line and announce a date (not less

than 30 days after publication) by which applications must
be on file if they are to be considered with any of the

listed applications. Under the present rules, an applica-

tion is entitled to consideration with a prior filed applica-

tion or applications if it is on file by the close of business

on the day before the prior filed application or applications

are granted or designated for hearing. The Commission

has now amended Sections 1.106(b)(1) and 1.361(b) so

that the ‘cut-off’ dates are stated in the alternative, which-

ever is earlier: (1) The close of business on the day before

action on the earlier filed application, or (2) the close of

business on the day before the date fixed by the public

notice. Thus, the date fixed by the public notice is no

guaranty that an application will be entitled to considera-

tion with listed applications if filed by that date, but rather

is the last possible filing date for comparative considera-

tion even if the earlier filed application has not been acted

upon by that time. Potential applicants, as in the past,

must be guided in their decisions as to filing their applica-

tions by the public notices of the acceptance for filing of

competing applications and the status of the processing

line.” The first cut-off date set is close-of-business May 15.

In addition, the FCC changed its procedures regarding

amendments so as to put at the bottom of the pile any ap-

plication amended in any respect except regarding type of

equipment. The new rules are covered in Public Notice 59-

315 and the first list of applications is included in Notice

59-316—both of which are available from the Commission.

“Unwarranted censorship” of an lUE “Help Wanted”
filmed program by 4 of 30 TV stations which had agreed to

sell time for it, was charged last week by union pres. James
B. Carey. In a letter to FCC Chairman Doerfer, he asked
for “appropriate action” against Hearst’s WBAL-TV Balti-

more, ABC’s WABC-TV N. Y., Frazier Reams’ WTOL-TV
Toledo and Crosley’s WLWD Dayton “to compel them to

sell lUE time requested.” Carey reported 26 stations carried

the 30-min. film on effects of unemployment on lUE mem-
bers, but that the 4 outlets rejected it as “controversial or
objectionable” after first accepting it. Their attitudes re-

flected “editorial prejudice of the station, if not the com-
mercial & industrial policies of their owners & advertisers,”

Carey said.

FCC’s 7th Annual Incentive Awards ceremony at the

departmental auditorium in Washington April 9 was the

biggest in the history of the agency. Length-of-seiwice

pins were given to 957 aides, 6 with 40 years in the Govt.

—

including all Commissioners except Chairman Doerfer,

who has had only 6 years of federal service. Among the

54 receiving 30-year pins were Comrs. Craven (33 yrs.)

and Hyde (34). Comr. Cross (28) was among the 249
who received 20-year pins. Included in the group of 622

with 10 years were Comrs. Lee (14), Bartley (18) and
Ford (19). Superior accomplishment honors went to 33

employes, and 41 received citations for suggestions.

Among those receiving citations were engineers Robert

J. Stratton and Walter W. Wallace, who on Christmas Eve
of 1957 began a 42-hour search through the mountainous
area around Los Angeles for a transmitter planted as a

hoax by 4 aircraft engineers, later convicted & fined, who
hoped it would be mistaken for Sputnik II’s radio, which
had gone dead 2 weeks before.

Political spots on TV can be identified by either aural

or visual announcements, FCC said last week. Replying to

a query from Bert Combs, “allegedly a candidate” for Ky.
governor, the Commission pointed out that FCC rules re-

quire only that sponsored programs be identified by “an
appropriate announcement.”

New officers of ITU’s International Frequency Regis-

tration Board are: P. S. M. Sundaram, India, chairman,

succeeding Russia’s Boris A. lastrebov, and John A. Gracie,

United Kingdom, vice chairman. The other members: Al-

fonso Hernandez Cata y Galt, Cuba; Fioravanti Dellamula,

Argentina; John H. Gayer, U.S.; Ralf Eric Page, Aus-

tralia; Rene Petit, France; Noel Hamilton Roberts, Union
of South Africa; J. J. Svoboda, Czechoslovakia; T. K.

Wang, China. Acting Secy.-General is Gerald C. Gross, U.S.

FTC chairman John W. Gwynne has submitted his

resignation to the White House to return to his la. law

practice. He set no date for leaving, but said it would be

“quite soon.” Chairman since 1955, the ex-House member
was named to FTC by President Eisenhower in 1953. It

was under Gwynne that the agency established its TV-

radio monitoring unit to check fraudulent commercials

(See p. 3).

TV profile of the White House will be produced by

NBC-TV as a one-shot special during the 1960-61 season.

“The White House Saga” will be scripted by Nanette Kut-

ner, magazine writer and author, who has been gathering

material and White House anecdotes since 1943. No date or

time has been scheduled. Much of the show will be produced

on location in Washington and will utilize the network’s

tape facilities there.
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Networks

NETWORK SALES BRISK: What sales executives of each
of the three networks term “the earliest sales season
in years” gave every evidence in N. Y. last week of

producing one of the biggest fall sponsor lineups in

TV’s history.

Currently, there is an over-all total of 69 night-

time half-hours of sponsored time weekly on all 3 net-

works. CBS-TV and NBC-TV have some 25 hours

apiece, with ABC-TV carrying about 20 (the total

shifts slightly from week to week because of short-

term deals). The unsold slack is about 20 half-hours

weekly, and in terms of the fall outlook, is melting

away with unusual rapidity.

At ABC-TV—which again this year shows the most
dramatic gain among the 3 networks—a total of 6% hours

(nearly 12 half-hours) were still unsold in the fall lineup

late last week. The ABC gain can be seen by a comparison

with the sales levels of last year, when, in July, ABC still

had 14 half-hours on its hands, and as late as Sept, a total

of 10 (Vol. 14:29-36). “As of now we’re 75% sold out for

fall,” was how ABC-TV v.p. & gen. sales mgr. Don Coyle

put it to us.

NBC and CBS are also enjoying an early and bullish

round of sales. “I doubt that any of the networks will hit a

standing-room-only level,” Edward F. Lethen Jr., mgr. of

network sales development at CBS-TV, told us, adding,

“However, we’re pretty well sold out for fall, with our

problems centering on contingency deals & sales running

at a definitely higher level for this time of year. Last year,

the recession held up sales. This season, advertisers all

want to lock up early.”

NBC-TV expects to have its fall schedules virtually set

by the end of April, and predicts “one of our biggest sea-

sons,” according to Walter D. Scott, now exec. v.p. of the

network. Scott’s general fall sales forecast to us is that

“NBC will closely rival CBS and will still be ahead of

ABC, even though ABC is now in a competitive program
situation 6 nights a week.” NBC’s sell-out level isn’t clear,

according to Scott, because of several time & program
clearances still up in the air, chiefiy from major cigaret

& auto advertisers.

* * * *

General outlook: Networks expect to be fairly firm in

fall schedules at least by the end of May, and possibly be-

fore—a gain of nearly 2 months over the 1958 situation.

All are in a strong sales position, although all still have

unsold shows & time periods. Unlike the situation last

spring when recession-nipped budgets caused sponsors to

delay commitments as late as July and Aug., brisk sales

are now causing traffic jams on key viewing nights, with all

networks deeply involved in juggling schedules and shows.

Some 450 disenchanted TV sponsors—the companies

who were on network TV at some period between 1949 &
1957, but who disappeared in 1958—are described & par-

tially listed in April 6 Advertising Age. The list is coun-

terbalanced with names of first-time 1958 sponsors.

A typographical mishap reversed the totals for Jan.

1958 & Jan. 1959 in our network billings tabulation last

week (Vol. 15:14; p. 7). To keep your record straight,

please transpose these figures in your back-number file.

‘TAPE NETWORK’ FOR CBS OUTLETS: A non-network
interchange of taped public service shows is planned
to start May 30 for CBS-TV o&o stations—WCBS-TV
N.Y., KNXT Los Angeles, and WBBM-TV Chicago.
Craig Lawrence, v.p. in charge of CBS-owned stations,

describes the plan—which sets a new pattern in public

service programming among the networks—as follows

:

(1) Each of the 3 stations will produce on tape 13
half-hour shows, of a public affairs nature but in a differ-

ent field from the others. Duplicate tapes will be “bicycled”

to non-originating stations.

(2) Each station will thus be airing 90 min. of public

service programming each week, although actually pro-

ducing 30 min. “The shows will be available for local or

national spot sponsorship, and could even be bought as a
group,” Lawrence tells us.

(3) Apart from the show budgets themselves, Law-
rence estimates that the costs for the tape interchange

(making copies, shipping, etc.) will be “in the neighborhood
of $90-$100,000 during the 13-week trial period.”

(4) CBS-TV is “exploring” (but hasn’t made any firm

deals yet) a broadening of the plan’s base to make the tape

shows available for syndication to other stations, or on an
exchange basis with similar shows overseas.

Although the plan is termed by Lawrence “our first

use of video tape in program exchanges by CBS-owned
stations,” it isn’t the first swap arrangement evolved by
the network’s o&o’s. For the past 3 years, 5 of the CBS
stations have been exchanging Give Us This Day, a 5-

min. filmed religious show used at sign-off, with each

station contributing its share of produced films to a pool.

The programs due to be exchanged by the three sta-

tions are: Young Audiences, a WCBS-TV music apprecia-

tion series aimed at school children; Books Alive, a KNXT
literature series featuring dramatic excerpts; and Out of

This World, a WBBM-TV science show dealing with space

travel & “popular astronomy.”

ABC Building Specials: ABC, seeking to double the num- 1
ber of spectaculars on the network next season (5 this

season), is hunting for big names to star in one spectacular

a month next year. Toward this end, program v.p. Thomas
W. Moore is due on the Coast this week for conferences

with ABC Western div. v.p. and program dir. Sandy Cum-
mings & Hollywood producers.

Bing Crosby is already set for 2 spectaculars next sea-

son, plus his Pebble Beach Golf Tournament. Frank Sinat-

ra may star in 6 spectaculars, and the network will nego- I

tiate for Danny Kaye to make his live TV debut starring

opposite Sinatra in one of them. ABC also wants Maurice 1

Chevalier to star in one of the Sinatra specials.

Counsel for Fulton Lewis Jr., arguing last week for a

new trial in Federal Court in Washington, characterized

as “grotesquely excessive” & “a shocking injustice” the

$145,000 damages which had been awarded Seattle educator

Mrs. Pearl Wanamaker in her libel suit against the MBS
commentator. Attorney Roger Rabb was referring to the

jury’s award for a broadcast in which Lewis linked Mrs.

Wanamaker with Communists (Vol. 15:6).

William S. Paley, chmn. of CBS Inc., was scheduled for

one of his rare broadcast appearances April 11, to discuss

plans for next season’s CBS radio coverage of the Metro-

politan Opera with Lauder Greenway, the Opera’s chmn.,

between the acts of “Tosca,” final broadcast this season.

I

I

I
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CBS Returns BMI Shares: After “careful consideration,”

CBS has severed its ownership link with Broadcast Music

Inc., returning at the original price of $5 per share 7,017

BMI shares purchased in 1940 and stating—in a letter

from Richard S. Salant, v.p. to Sydney M. Kaye, board

chairman of BMI—that CBS now prefers to be “in the

position purely of a customer.” Salant stated that the

move had been brewing “for a long time,” with CBS con-

sidering at one point “donating our stock to some charit-

able or educational institution interested in music.” What
triggered the stock return was the “overwhelming effect”

of recent hearings before the Senate subcommittee on

communications which, according to Salant, rendered

“baseless” a pending private anti-trust suit brought

against CBS by several writer-members of ASCAP.
“CBS participated in the creation of & investment in

BMI to protect itself against the then monopoly position

of ASCAP,” wrote Salant, adding, “circumstances gov-

erning ASCAP have changed over the last 19 years.”

BMI, which is accepting return of the shares, will add

them to its treasury holdings.

The move was foreshadowed 2% years ago by CBS
pres. Frank Stanton when he told Rep. Celler’s House

anti-trust subcommittee that his network would “con-

sider” dropping its ownership in BMI after the termination

of the ASCAP suit. NBC pres. Robert Samoff made a

similar promise (Vol. 12:38).

NBC declined to comment last week on whether it

would also turn back its BMI stock. An ABC spokesman

said that network definitely will not give up its holdings.

Before CBS turned back its 9% interest in BMI, NBC had

owned 6.7%, ABC 4.5%. Since the turnback, the figures

stand at about 7.3% for NBC, 5% for ABC. Remainder of

the stock is held by individual stations.

Sports Network Expands: Sports Network Inc., little

known outside the telecasting industry, is currently in an

expansion & diversification move. Headed by Richard E.

Bailey, the “network” specializes in providing stations

with live telecasts of out-of-town sporting events. Its

busiest time is spring-summer, when it is covering the 4

corners of the country supplying “away” baseball games
to hometown stations. Sports Network expects to televise

600-700 sporting events this year.

Sports Network already has 3 mobile TV units &
$300,000 worth of equipment for live sports coverage. It

is now supplementing this gear with Ampex Videotape

recorders, of which 2 have been ordered. “We’ll have 3 or

4 before the summer is over,” Bailey told us.

The network soon plans to move all its facilities

except its exec, offices to a new production center at Ruther-
ford, N. J. All its TV tape recorders will be mobile, but
also available for use in Rutherford, N.J. Video tape will be

used to overcome time clearance problems for relaying of

sports events to stations, and other ventures.

No legal action following an accident on County Fair
was expected last week by NBC, or Gale-Gernannt Pro-
ductions Inc., the producers. On April 6, a contestant,

Manfred J. Weber, a builder of Eastchester, N.Y., was
seated on stage, blindfolded, engaging in a stunt with his

wife, who was suppose to stamp out a burning fuse to a

I

fake firecracker. Flour & wet sawdust, according to NBC,
• were released above his head to simulate an explosion,

and became ignited, burning Weber, who was hospitalized

by his doctor. Mrs. Weber was quoted on Tuesday as con-

templating no action. All contestants sign a form releasing

the network & other participants from liability for injury.

Programming

No Time for Comedy: While it’s too early to spot a pat-

tern in the wave of cancellations of Hollywood telefilm

series, comedy seems to be taking the worst of it now. At
this, the half-way mark in the cancellation season, about 20

telefilm series have lost their sponsors.

In a few cases—and they’re the exceptions—series

which lost sponsors have found new ones, and will be back
—e.g.. Jack Benny, Gale Storm—but most shows suffering

such a fate are through permanently. Comedy shows which
have lost their sponsors include besides Benny, Ed Wynn,
George Burns and Bob Cummings. (The Benny series, it

should be noted, is both a film & live show, the comedian
this season having filmed about half of his episodes.)

However, even the Westerns aren’t immune, with can-
cellations hitting series such as Cimmaron City, Jefferson
Drum and The Californians. Other casualties include
Behind Closed Doors, The Lineup (it may be back). Lux
Playhouse, and Bold Journey. Coast-based live TV shows
which have been cancelled include Eddie Fisher, George
Gobel (he’ll be back with new sponsor). Buddy Bregman,
Pursuit, and Lawrence Welk’s Wed. night show.

NBC has had most of the cancellations to date, losing
sponsors on 9 film shows & 5 live ones. CBS lost sponsors
on 5 film & one live series, ABC 5 film & one live series.

Only comfort to Hollywood executives & producers
amidst this annual deluge of cancellations is that for every
film show cancelled, another will take its place.

Oscar’s $22,000 Boner: An expensive miscalculation
occurred last week when the annual Oscar Awards tele-
cast on NBC ended 20 mins, short of the 2 hours for
which it had been scheduled—20 minutes worth about
$22,000. NBC filled out the time with a sports film, and
was temporarily baffled by the unprecedented situation of
someone contracting for network time, and then not using
the full amount. Late Tues. the network decided it must
pay the stations for the unused time, and made it clear it

expected the Academy to reimburse it for the amount.
Payment will be mostly on a C-time basis since the end of
the awards show was seen at a late hour in most areas.

Aside from its timing failure, the show was a vast
success in drawing audience, amassing a Trendex of 57.8

—

10 pts. higher than any previous Academy show—and was
seen in 29 million U.S. homes (4 out of 5 homes with sets)

by 75 million viewers. CBC-TV network also carried the
show for Canada. Almost 200 NBC radio stations as well

as CBC radio network carried the proceedings to listeners.

Meanwhile, critics across the country singled out Jerry
Lewis—^who came on in an over-frilled dress shirt adorned
with nickel-sized black studs and a burlesque jazzbo tie

—

for trying to fill time at the end by appropriating the show
as a personal spectacular.

“The antics of Mr. Lewis,” wrote Jack Gould, “were
inexcusable. As a starter he sought to group President

Eisenhower, Sammy Davis Jr. and Frank Sinatra for the

purposes of a gag. He thereupon detracted from the dignity

of the award to Susan Hayward as the year’s best actress

by ordering the audience to applaud her a second time with

greater enthusiasm. His tiresome behavior reached a cli-

max in his efforts to turn the telecast into a Lewis TV
comedy show. His was a tour de force of uncompromising

ineptitude.” Jerry didn’t prevent John Crosby from enjoy-

ing the show. Said he: “Somewhat timorously, I’d like to

venture the opinion that I found the Academy Awards
telecast gripping.”
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News & the ‘Comprehension Gap’: There is a widening
gap between the flow of news information to the American
public, and the “growing complexity of what must be un-

derstood,” Sig Mickelson, v.p. of CBS and gen. mgr. of CBS
News, said in an address prepared for the Texas Assn, of

Broadcasters and members of the Texas state legislature

April 13 in Austin, Tex. The gap is growing, said Mickelson,

“despite the addition of TV to the communications media.”

The job of narrowing this gap is complicated by “re-

strictions which hamper our total information effort,” said

the CBS newsman. As a prime example, Mickelson termed
the FCC’s recent Section 315 ruling “a most damaging
blow” to TV news. Study of voter turnout in recent elec-

tions, he said, “proves to my complete satisfaction that TV
created new interest in, and understanding of, issues and
candidates,” and added that “a blackout of political cover-

age by TV would be a staggering loss to the voters.”

With the 1960 election campaigns heading into their

first stages, adherence to the equal-time ruling would mean
that TV “would have to abandon the unique tools of our
trade and rely entirely on second-hand reporting—filtering

the news through reporters and editors,” Mickelson warned.

Equal time isn’t the only problem, he added. “On the

national as well as the regional level, TV’s information ac-

tivities are frequently hampered by the lack of equal

access to official news,” he said. “Our battle for permanent
recognition of our requirements never ends.”

The public itself must work to narrow the gap of

comprehension, Mickelson said. “We can program until our

image orthicon tubes wear out and our towers crumble. The
newspapers can print until their presses disintegrate. But
it won’t do any good unless the public is interested and
has some minimum background for understanding.”

A total of 85 TV stations now being served by Associ-

ated Press—all formerly served as a consequence of com-
mon ownership with radio members—are now associate

members in their own right, Frank J. Starzel, gen. mgr.
of AP, stated last week. The number of TV & radio out-

lets with AP service—1878—has “nearly tripled” since 1947.

Newspapers & broadcasters bury their mistakes but
give full coverage to public officials’ errors, charged James
C. Hagerty April 5 on CBS’ The Great Challenge. The
White House press secretary asked: “Why don’t they cor-

rect their stories on the same page, under the byline of
the reporter who made the mistake?”

New Pilots, Old Ideas: Ad agency men who’ve been busily

viewing new TV film pilots on the Coast generally feel that
they present nothing new, are imitative & disappointing.

For example, Sam Thurm, top TV executive of Lever
Bros., shopping for two shows, went to Hollywood for a
week, during which he saw 5 to 6 pilots daily. Thereafter
he confided to associates: “They were rather disappointing.

There was nothing new or different from what is on the
air right now.” He bought nothing.

Walter Bunker, Y&R coast v.p., another busy viewer
of new pilots, tells us, “Ninety percent of the shows are

variations of what’s on TV today.”

We would attribute lateness of the buying season this

year to buyers waiting to see if any of the pilots still

coming off the assembly line will have more to offer.

First live, sponsored color show in Washington is a

series of eight 15-min. programs on WRC-TV—5:15-5:30

p.m. Sat. gardening show sponsored by Gustin Gardens
Inc., local nursery, starting April 11.

No Ceiling on Agents’ Commissions? Representatives &
members of broadcast talent unions, principally AFTRA,
protested last week to Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller of N.Y.

concerning the “Gilbert Bill” that seeks to do away with

present state ceilings on commissions paid by performers

to agents. The bill—which has obvious significance in

affecting future costs of TV production—is an amend-

ment to the state’s general business law concerning em-
ployment agencies, and was passed late last month by the

legislature. It now awaits Rockefeller’s signature. State

Sen. Jacob H. Gilbert of N.Y.C. sponsored it.

The prime complaint of the unions is that the word-

ing of the bill—which creates the category of “artists’

managers” in N.Y. and allows agencies to change their fee

structure without authority of the Comr. of Licenses

—

would, as AFTRA puts it, “permit an agent to collect any

amount up to 100% of the performer’s payment for an

engagement.”

Talent agencies, although not squaring off for a battle

with the unions on the issue, are expected, however, to

deny that they have any such intentions, pointing chiefly

to the fact that their fees (generally 10%) are derived

by negotiations with & franchises from talent unions. “The

going rate on talent commissions now is just double what

the present laws provide in the way of basic employment

agency commissions in N.Y.—5% for the first 10 weeks,”

one exponent of the agency point of view told us.

Late last week, Albany sources were indicating that

the whole subject might be explored in a series of hearings

prior to any official action by N.Y.’s governor. Meanwhile,

unions representing performing talent were drumming up

support of additional members against the measure.

Peabody Winners Named: For mature & intelligent

treatment of their assignment, Chet Huntley & David

Brinkley (NBC News—The Huntley-Brinkley Report)

last week won the 1958 George Foster Peabody Award in

the classification of TV News. The 19 series of Peabodys

saw Playhouse 90 (CBS) take the award for TV Dramatic

Entertainment, including a particular mention for pro-

ducer Fred Coe. The award for TV Musical Entertain-

ment was made to Lincoln Presents Leonard Bernstein &
the N.Y. Philharmonic, CBS.

Other TV awards: Entertainment with Humor, The

Steve Allen Show, NBC. Education, Continental Class-

room, NBC. Programs for Youth, College News Con-

ference, ABC. Programs for Children, The Blue Fairy,

WGN-TV Chicago. Contribution to International Under-

standing, “M. D. International” (on March of Medicine),

NBC. Public Service, CBS-TV.
Writing, James Costigan and “Little Moon of Alban”

(Hallmark Hall of Fame) NBC. Special Awards: “An

Evening with Fred Astaire,” NBC, and Orson Welles and

“Fountain of Youth” (Colgate Theatre), NBC.
Radio Awards: News, WNEW N.Y. Public Service,

The Hidden Revolution, CBS. Education, Standard School

Broadcast, Standard Oil Co. of Calif. Contribution to

International Understanding, Easy as ABC, ABC-
UNESCO.

The awards were announced by Peabody board chair-

man Bennett Cerf, and presented by Dean John E. Drewry

of U of Ga.’s Henry W. Grady School of Journalism.

WBC pres. Donald H. McGannon presided.

Taped repeats of this season’s top Playhouse 90

dramas will occupy the entire summer season on that CBS

show. In previous years, kine recordings & films were used.
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Stations

NEW & UPCOMING STATIONS: KPLR-TV (Ch. 11) St.

Louis, one of the few stations due to go on the air in a

major market this year, hopes to begin programming
as an independent outlet April 25. Studios will be ad-

jacent to Chase-Park Plaza Hotels, and RCA 25-kw

I transmitter will be at Reavis Barracks Rd. & Ave. H,

I
Lemay, Mo. Two German technicians are now in St.

* Louis, installing a newly-engineered antenna from
. Siemens-Halske Co. on the 1214-ft. tower which

I
KPLR-TV will share with KMOX-TV (Ch. 4). The

I antenna is said to be unique in that it uses a con-

tinuous transmission line from transmitter to an-

I

tenna, without splicers or couplings, also in that it

does not require gas or fluid for dehydration or any

de-icing device, operating “perfectly,” regardless of

thickness of ice. Principal owner and pres, is Harold

I Koplar of Chase and Chase-Park Plaza Hotels. James
i L. Caddigan, onetime Dumont exec., is v.p. & gen.

I mgr. Rep will be Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc.

:|c 4: *

WTOM-TV (Ch. 4), formerly WBDG-TV Cheboygan,
' Mich, plans May 16 programming with NBC-TV, writes

]
pres.-gen. mgr. & 30% owner Les Biederman, who also

I operates WPBN-TV (Ch. 7) Traverse City & a string of

1 5 Michigan radio stations called the Paul Bunyan Radio

! Network. Stainless 500-ft. tower with 6-bay antenna has

I been ready since last Dec. & a 5-kw RCA transmitter is

1 now being installed in studio-transmitter building on U.S.

1 Rt. 23 near Cheboygan. Delayed by severe winter, construc-

^ tion has just started on 2 microwave towers necessary for

^
picking up network from parent WPBN-TV. Robert Mills,

i ex-WNEM-TV Bay City, will be gen. mgr. Base hour will

4 be $200, with station also to be sold in combination with

9 WPBN-TV. Rep. will be Hal Holman.

' WKBM-TV (Ch. 11) Caguas, P. R. has changed pro-

i gramming target to June 1, states owner Ralph Perez

9 Perry, who also operates WSUR-TV (Ch. 9) Ponce & radio

I WKVM San Juan. Du Mont 5-kw transmitter has been in-

i stalled and a 6-bay RCA antenna is in place on the 200-ft.

Lehigh tower. Studios will be in San Juan. Angelet Escu-

il dero, from WSUR-TV, will be gen. & sales mgr. Base hour

^
will be $265. Rep not chosen.

! CHAB-TV (Ch. 4) Moose Jaw, Sask. has a June 1

I target for programming, reports promotion mgr. Terry

McBurney for owner J.D. Moffat. RCA 6-kw transmitter

I has been installed and construction of a 440-ft. stainless

I tower began this month. The RCA 12-slot antenna is

scheduled to arrive by mid-April. Base hour will be $200.

Rep will be Television Representatives Ltd.

KDPS-TV (Ch. 11, educational) Des Moines has an

April 27 programming target, reports station mgr. C. F.

Schropp, who also is director of audio-visual education for

grantee Des Moines school district. Installation of a 5-

kw RCA' transmitter & a 300-ft. stainless self-supporting

tower with 6-bay antenna has been completed.

Only TV application filed last week was by the Inde-

pendent School District of Richardson, Tex., a suburb of

I
Dallas, seeking commercial Ch. 23 for non-commercial use.

1 Total applications outstanding are now 89 (16 uhf).

Parking-lot fire at KTTV (Ch. 11) Los Angeles on

April 1 destroyed studio props and spread to an adjoining

apartment building. KTTV cameras covered the fire.

Stereo Radio Progress: National stereo Radio Commit-

tee’s important Panel 1 (system specifications) held its

2nd meeting April 9, and—as one member put it
—“poured

the concrete for the base” of its tabulation of specifications

of the 17 systems now before it (Vol. 15:10).

The panel made a start in preparing a table to classify

the various systems—which include proposals for TV, FM
& AM stereo broadcast techniques. Systems aren’t con-

sidered “frozen”—new systems can be proposed at any
time. In fact, CBS research v.p. Peter C. Goldmark current-

ly is working on a new stereo broadcast system.

CBS’s system will be submitted to NSRC, although it’s

not a member—having declined to join because of fears of

possible anti-trust charges in connection with the all-in-

dustry effort (Vol. 15:12, 14). CBS is currently studying

an FCC statement and an EIA legal interpretation aimed
at minimizing this danger, but hasn’t yet revealed whether
it will stay out or join up. RCA, which pulled out of NSRC
for the same reason, also says its legal dept, is studying the

FCC statement. Research & engineering v.p. Douglas
Ewing told us: “We have the papers but are not yet in a
position to know what we are going to do . . . We must
study how RCA will be affected.”

NSRC’s Panel 1 plans to meet again in about 2 months.

Cancelling scheduled May 1 oral argument in the Bos-
ton Ch. 5 “ex parte” case, examiner Horace Stern merely
stated that the argument is “subject to rescheduling at a
later date in event argument before examiner should be
found necessary.” The speculation is that he cancelled be-
cause he didn’t want the proceeding to coincide with the
court trial of ex-Comr. Richard Mack & attorney Thurman
Whiteside, for fear that publicity in his case might preju-
dice the other.

Continental Telecasting Corp., which owns radio sta-

tions KRKD & KRKD-FM Los Angeles, has reached agree-
ment to sell all its stock for $1,200,000 to Communica-
tions Corp. of California. CTC’s sole stockholders are A1
Zugsmith, Frank Oxarart and Jack Feldmann. CCC is

owned by a syndicate consisting of auto dealer Bob Yeakel,
Irving Feld, KRKD sales manager Bob Fox, Metro pro-

ducer-writer Bob Smith, Albert Marks, Sydney Sundheim,
E. L. Brooks, Dawkins Espy, Oxarart, Feldmann, Zugsmith.

Latest station group to expand its TV-radio news oper-

ation is Corinthian Bcstg. Corp., which on April 6 added the

services of News Associates to function as its Washington
Bureau, providing “specifically tailored” news & features

for Corinthian’s 4 TV & 2 radio outlets. In addition, news
directors of the Corinthian stations will undertake “period-

ic travel assignments” in this country and overseas as part

of the expanded news covei’age, according to Johnston F.

Northrop, asst, to the pres, of the station organization.

Takeover of KBET-TV (Ch. 10) Sacramento, bought

by J. H. Whitney & Co. for $4,550,000 (Vol. 14:49) was
consummated April 9 by new Whitney subsidiary Great

Western Bcstg. Corp. Pres, of Great Western is C. Wrede
Petersmeyer, who also heads Whitney’s Corinthian Bcstg.

Corp. Acting gen. mgr. of KBET-TV is Petersmeyer’s asst.

Johnston F. (Jack) Northrop, who replaces John H.

Schacht, resigned, until a new v.p.-gen. mgr. is appointed.

Weather maps are received by facsimile from Wash-
ington every 20 minutes at WLW Weather Service (WLWT
& WLW Cincinnati). Crosley Broadcasting says its sta-

tions are the only ones in the world with such an installa-

tion for the exclusive purpose of serving TV & radio

audiences.

i
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That ‘Oldest Station’ Fight: KDKA Pittsburgh reacted

stonily last week to claims by KCBS San Francisco that

it was “the first regular broadcasting station in the

world”—a title it celebrated from March 30 to April 3,

upon completion of “50 years of broadcasting.” Also heard
from about the KCBS claim was WWJ Detroit, long-time

sparring partner with KDKA for “oldest station” honors.

Lester R. Rawlins, gen. mgr. of the Pittsburgh station,

told us over the phone : “Our license was the first for reg-

ular broadcasting. Look in the Dept, of Commerce records!”

(The station was indeed the first regularly licensed broad-

casting station, with the date of Nov. 2, 1920.)

The KCBS claim is based on new research done by
Gordon B. Greb, asst. prof, at San Jose State College. In

Journal of Broadcasting (U of So. Cal.) he offers histori-

cal data to show that in 1909 Charles David Herrold made
his first successful broadcast to crystal-set-equipped au-

diences in the San Jose valley—receivers which Herrold

himself had installed. “There is ample evidence that Her-

rold operated on a daily schedule from 1910 forward,” Greb
states. Later licensed as KQW, the station became KCBS.

However, says KDKA’s Rawlins, “So what? Experi-

mental stations & ham stations were all over. The same is

true of Dr. Frank Conrad in East Pittsburgh. He would go

on the air in the same way as this fellow in California.”

(Conrad’s 1919 station 8XK, became KDKA.) Will KDKA
modify its “pioneer-station” claim? “No!” The claim ap-

pears on letterheads & ads of the Westinghouse Broadcast-

ing Co. station and will remain.

Less of a fighting stance is taken by WWJ, which

began broadcasting Aug. 20, 1920, but did not receive a

commercial license until after KDKA. Edwin K. Wheeler,

gen. mgr., says: “We call ourselves ‘the world’s first radio

broadcasting station.’ However, we have soft-pedalled this

claim in the last few years—and it looks now like these

people out West might beat us both by 10 years!” Wheeler

added that he was getting tired of the whole squabble.

“We use the claim only seldom—and then only when KDKA
gets rambunctious. We seldom make the statement locally

now, and never on the air. As a matter of fact, advertisers

aren’t interested in what you were : they look at you now.”

Conelrad test April 17 (Vol. 15:13) will work better

than ever, predicts FCC’s Kenneth W. Miller, chief of pro-

gram, but he says that it will take about 6 months to

complete certain new engineering details. He notes that

networks have insisted on 5 minutes of “talkup” at the

beginning and end of the 30-minute test, plus announce-

ments during the alert—to impress the public Avith the

fact that the test is not “the real thing.”

Ammunition for National Radio Month, May, reaches

station managements this week. RAB is sending 900 mem-
bers a package of 17 jingles on the Radio month theme,

“Radio . . . always in tune with you,” a checklist of 101

sales ideas, and voice copy. NAB’s kit for 1900 members
includes 30 & 60 sec. jingles performed by 20 musical

artists.

Experiments with special test signals may be con-

tinued until Oct. 3, FCC said last week as it extended the

deadline in its rule-making from Apr. 3. Two years ago,

the Commission started the rule-making to determine what
kinds of signals should be transmitted between frames for

the purpose of checking a variety of elements in the trans-

mission (Vol. 13:14).

Visual Electronics Corp., supplier of station equipment,

has moved to larger quarters at 356 W. 40 St., N. Y. 18.

Los Angeles’ Ch. 34 was awarded to Sherrill C. Corwin
last week by FCC, which sustained the initial decision

issued by examiner Basil P. Cooper last Aug. (Vol. 14:32).
Corwin, owner of 15 Cal. theaters & 15% of KAKE-TV
(Ch. 10) Wichita, as well as being grantee of KBAY-TV
(Ch. 20) San Francisco & KFMX-TV (Ch. 27) San Diego,
won out over the opposition—a partnership doing business
as “K-uhf”—because of the latter’s finances, which were
less than $7500 cash.

Planning to merge their applications for Ch. 5 in

Weston, W. Va., off-air stations WJPB-TV (Ch. 35) Fair-

mont, W. Va. & WENS (Ch. 22) Pittsburgh last week were
given until Apr. 23 to reach a consolidation agreement in

a ruling by FCC examiner Jay. A. Kyle. The merger would
reduce competing applicants to 2, the other being WAJR
Morgantown, W. Va., controlled by steel plant owner Agnes
J. Reeves Greer who also owns other off-air Pittsburgh

station, WKJF-TV (Ch. 53).

Sale of KXII (Ch. 12) Ardmore, Okla. (formerly

KVSO-TV) for $160,000 to Texoma Land TV (headed by
Bill Hoover, KTEN Ada, Okla.) was approved by the

FCC, which also approved the station’s site-move applica-

tion. At the same time, the Commission turned down the

petition of KFJZ-TV (Ch. 11) Ft. Worth, which requested

that Ch. 2 be shifted from Denton, Tex. to Ft. Worth, and
that Ch. 11 be shifted from Ft. Worth to Denton.

RCA shipped 6-kw transmitter April 10 to WOW-TV
(Ch. 6) Omaha, and a custom slotted antenna April 9 to

WLEX-TV (Ch. 18) Lexington, Ky.

Auxiliary Services

Problem of illegal boosters bothers the Ariz. Bcstrs.

Assn., which wired FCC this week: “The 40 radio stations

and 8 television stations who are members of the Ariz.

Bcstrs. Assn, are seriously concerned about the problem of

illegal vhf television booster operations. We will consider

this problem and submit recommendations to the FCC at

our spring meeting April 24th and 25th. We strongly urge
that the Commission delay any action on this matter until

after these dates. We further urge that all Commission de-

cisions on vhf boosters be guided by good engineering

practices and not be dictated by political pressure. The en-

tire membership of the Ariz. Bcstrs. Assn, is squarely be-

hind the FCC in this matter.”

FM will be added this week to Jerrold’s 2000-sub-

scriber S. Jersey Cable Co., Ventnor (Atlantic City), N.J.

At no extra cost, subscribers with FM sets will be able

to receive all of Philadelphia’s FM stations through the

community antenna. K the experiment meets with sub-

scriber approval, Jerrold will study the possibility of

adding FM to some of its other CATV systems.

Community antenna system in Glendale, W.Va., has

been discontinued by owner Sam Shaw after 7 years of op-

eration. Shaw says he lost $1500 in the last 4% years,

largely because viewers are now getting substantial service

from stations they can pick up with their home antennas.

Three translator CPs granted by FCC last week: Ch.

74, Likely, Cal., to Likely TV Club . . . Ch. 77, Pendleton,

Ore., to Umatilla Rural TV Inc. . . . Ch. 76 Canby, Cal., to

Canby TV Club.

Translator starts: W74AC Claremont, N.H., began

April 1 repeating WRLP Greenfield, Mass., replacing

W79AA’ Claremont, which now carries WCAX-TV Burl-

ington, Vt.
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Personals: James E. Szabo, sales mgr., named gen. sales

mgr., WABC-TV. Robert F. Adams appointed asst, sales

mgr., William Scharton, national sales mgr. . . . William D.
Swanson, gen. mgr. of KTUL-TV Tulsa named a v.p. . . .

William F. Budde, ex-KWK-TV & KWK (now KMOX-TV)
St. Louis, named comptroller & business mgr., KPLR-TV
St. Louis . . . Checchi & Co., Washington consulting econo-

mists, now at 1612 K St. NW (Executive 3-3227) . . . Len
Stein, business mgr., KUAM-TV & KUAM Agana, Guam,
named gen. mgr., WSTA St. Thomas, Virgin Islands . . .

A. H. (Al) Constant, gen. mgr. of KBAK-TV Bakersfield,

rejoins KRON-TV San Francisco in new post of station

mgr., retaining his position as v.p., Bakersfield Bcstg. Co.

. . . Max Bice, asst. mgr. & chief engineer of KTNT-TV
Tacoma-Seattle, named station mgr. . . . William Beaudine
Jr., ex-MGM-TV, named film production mgr.. Independent
Television Corp.; Claude Traverse, ex-NBC, appointed tape
production mgr. Both are new posts. Ellingwood (Bud) Kay,
ex-Screen Gems, named exec, story editor . . . B. Gerald
Cantor, chairman; John B. Bertero, pres.; Charles L. Glett

& Jack M. Ostrow, directors of National Theatres, elected

directors of subsidiary National Telefilm Assoc. They re-

place Burt Kleiner, Robert Westheimer, William H. Hud-
son & Edythe Rein, resigned. Miss Rein continues as senior

v.p., NTA (Vol. 15:14). Leo Lax named gen. mgr. for NTA
International’s operations in Italy, France, Belgium & Lux-
embourg. Eric H. Haight resigns as v.p.-treas., NTA; and
George Crandall resigns as p.r. dir. . . . John G. Stilli, sales

mgr., KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, appointed account exec.. Tele-

vision Advertising Representatives Inc. . . . Val Conte pro-

moted from sales service mgr. to new post of commercial

operations mgr., KTTV Los Angeles. Al Pryor named sales

development mgr., also a new post . . . Hank Warner pro-

moted from gen. mgr., press information to press informa-

tion dir., CBS-TV . . . Jim Knight named promotion dir.,

WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va. . . . Don LeMasurier named
promotion mgr. of KDAL-TV & KDAL Duluth-Superior,

succeeding Dale Cowle, who shifts to affiliated radio KBIZ
Ottumwa, la. as exec, v.p.-gen. mgr. . . . William E. Kelley,

national sales mgr. of WSPD-TV, Toledo, joins AM Radio

Sales Co., N. Y. April 15 as account exec. . . . Eugene H.

Alnwick & Philip D’Antoni promoted from account execs, to

administrative mgr. of network sales and div. mgr., re-

spectively, Mutual Broadcasting System.

Robert McMahan promoted to v.p. & TV director of

KREX-TV Grand Junction, Colo., succeeding J. L. Robin-

son, now gen. mgr. of KGHL Billings, Mont. Doug Weikle

named director of radio KREX, Bill Cleary news director.

Norman Gittleson has resigned as exec. v.p. and gen.

mgr. of WMUR-TV Manchester, N.H. . . . Herbert E. Evans

named pres, of Peoples Broadcasting Corp. (which owns 5

radio stations & KVTV Sioux City, la.), succeeding Murray
D. Lincoln who remains as gen. chairman, a new post . . .

George Kolpin named sales mgr. of “extended market plan”

div., CBS-TV sales dept. Raymond C. Dillon succeeds him
as asst, business mgr. . . . Jack Berch, onetime ABC radio

star, named senior v.p., TV commercials div.. Transfilm.

Victor R. Hansen, chief of the Justice Dept, anti-

trust div.—as expected—has submitted his resignation and

his first asst. Robert A. Bicks is considered the strongest

contender to succeed him. Bicks has played a major role in

Justice Dept, activities affecting TV-radio-electronics, in-

cluding personal participation in FCC’s Miami & Boston

“influence” hearings. Hansen will leave within 2 weeks,

and plans to establish law partnership in Los Angeles

with a “prominent” but unidentified friend.

McGavren-Quinn rep firm changes name to Daren F.

McGavren Co., following resignation of Donald J. Quinn,

(Vol. 15:14), with McGavren continuing as pres. Cy Ostrup,

from Los Angeles office, is named San Francisco mgr.;

Charlye King, asst, to pres., becomes West Coast business

mgr.; and Walter Lake continues as Los Angeles mgr.

New regional chairmen of the Amer. Assoc, of Adver-

tising Agencies were named last week: Wallace W. Elton,

v.p. of J. Walter Thompson (East); W. Stanley Redpath,

exec. v.p. of Ketchum, Macleod & Grove (East-Central);

Alexander Gunn III, v.p., J. Walter Thompson (Central).

Comr. Robert E. Lee will address the spring meeting

of the Arizona Broadcasters Assn., to be held April 24 &
25 in Phoenix at the Ramada Inn. Another speaker will

be NAB v.p. Howard Bell, reporting on industry problems.

Vice President Richard M. Nixon will present Emmys
to winners in the news & public service categories on the

May 6 telecast of the 11th annual Emmy awards.

Robert Cadel, since 1947 business manager of Tele-

vision Digest, and asst, to publisher in charge of its semi-

annual Television Factbook, joins Print Magazine in

that publication’s Washington business office (1519 Con-
necticut Ave. NW) as co-publisher.

New staff member for Television Digest’s Radnor
office is Alan J. Jacobson. A World War II radar man, with

5 subsequent years in TV-film production, he has had edi-

torial experience on The New York Times, Printers' Ink,

and TV trade publications.

The $5.6 million sale of WSOC-TV (Ch. 9) & WSOC
Charlotte, N.C. by a group headed by E. E. Jones to the

Cox family (Vol. 15:5) was approved by the FCC last

week, Comr. Bartley dissenting. Cox interests also own
WSB-TV (Ch. 2) Atlanta, WHIO-TV (Ch. 7) Dayton, and

42.5% of WCKT (Ch. 7) Miami. They also publish the

Atlanta Journal & Constitution, Miami Daily News,

Springfield (0.) Sun & Neivs.

Power ceiling of Class IV AM stations has been in-

creased from 250 to 1000 watts as of April 16, the FCC
announced last week in an amendment of rules. The rules

permit power increases for all stations except those near

Mexico or Cuba—“within an area 62 miles or less from the

U.S.-Mexican border, or in the state of Florida within an

area south of 28 degrees north latitude and between 80

and 82 degrees west longitude.”
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Advertising

YOU AUTO BUY LIVE TV: The auto industry’s “big 2”

last week signed up for about $28 million worth of

live shows on NBC-TV next season—2 of the most
expensive single series ever placed on TV—fast on
the heels of the disclosure of Pontiac’s $4 million 8-

spectacular buy for next season (Vol. 15:14).

Ford will sponsor a series of 39 weekly shows

—

some of them one hour, some 90 minutes, some 2

hours—Tuesdays at 9:30 p.m. Basically variety-com-

edy in format, they’ll also feature some special events.

Featuring big-name performers, the total time-&-

talent bill could be in the $15 million range. Under
the flexible schedule, time will be pre-empted for the

90-min. & 2-hour shows. The talent for the show will

be provided by MCA. The 39-week schedule, placed

through J. Walter Thompson, will include 9 repeats.

Chevrolet’s 10-year preference for live TV was under-

scored last week with a 52-week renewal for The Dinah
Shore Chevy Show, effective late October & for a live sum-

mer replacement series in 1960 to be produced by Henry
Jaffe Enterprises. The expenditure for time & talent will be

about $13 million. Says Campbell-Ewald’s A. J. (Pete)

Miranda: “The auto business changes so rapidly in terms

of what Chevrolet may want to emphasize in any given

week—used cars, luxury, economy, roominess, etc.—that

we follow live TV commercials on Dinah’s show right down
to air-time.”

Tape commercials (less than 20% of the total), are

done just before airtime when there are special effects that

might not go off properly during the show.

* * *

Specials (really “just hour-long shows”) will increase

for 2 reasons, Benton & Bowles’ Tom McDermott told

Radio-TV Daily last week: to meet competition & help net-

works gain control of programming. The B&B v.p. pre-

dicted that Westerns would again be supreme (an opinion

in agreement with our Vol. 15:14).

Of those watching Zorro, more than 3 out of 4 homes

(75.1%) can correctly identify the sponsors (7-Up and AC
spark plugs), according to a special 6-market “personal

coincidental” survey by Pulse Inc. for ABC-TV. Other

factors: The Disney-produced Western attracts 1.44 adults

per set, and in the Zorro homes 7-Up was used more often

(38.0 vs. 30.8%) than Coca-Cola, while the reverse was true

in homes watching December Bride on CBS or Steve Can-

yon on NBC. More than 85% of Zorro homes owned a car,

as compared with 78.6% among non-TV viewers. The study

was made, says ABC, because of “a tendency to understate

the adult audience for Zorro.”

June Allyson will be hostess of a half-hour anthology

series bought for next season by the textile fiber div. of

Du Pont, to begin on CBS in Sept. The deal is for 39 first-

runs & 13 reruns. Four Star, owned by her husband, Dick

Powell, and by David Niven and Charles Boyer, will pro-

duce. Miss Allyson will star in about 10 of the episodes.

This Du Pont div. has previously been in TV with spots on

The Steve Allen Show. No title selected yet; budget prob-

ably about $50,000 per show.

Employes of Joseph Katz Co., N. Y., have acquired the

company’s stock. The group, all officers of the company, in-

clude Harry Kullen, pres.; Charles W. Shugert, exec, v.p.;

and Paul Carpenter, secy.-treas.

Busy Sales Week: Jack Benny will move into a 10 p.m.

slot on Sundays starting September 27 under Lever Bros,

sponsorship. Following the pattern of American Tobacco
(Benny has been alternating with American’s Bachelor
Father), Lever will also sponsor a half-hour show at the

same period with George Gobel in alternate weeks. In other

signings last week

:

Colgate-Palmolive bought alternate-week sponsorship

of Black Saddle, pairing off on the Sat.-night show with
Liggett & Myers, effective this week.

U.S. Steel renewed its franchise on the U.S. Steel

Hour on CBS-TV for the 1959-60 season. It will be 4th year

on CBS for the drama series.

Procter & Gamble renewed NBC-TV full sponsorship

of This Is Your Life for the coming season, marking a 6th

year with the Ralph Edwards package.

Mars, Inc. signed for Sunday afternoon, 4:30-5 p.m.,

sponsorship of Broken Arrow, starting in Oct., on ABC-
TV. The film series formerly occupied a Tues. evening spot

on the network.

In Other Media: Magazines are going in for a rash of

their own “spectaculars,” points out Grey ad agency, noting

Chrysler’s 3-page cover spread in Life, the combo “Dutch
Door” ad for Pillsbury’s, French’s, and American Dairy
Assn, in Ladies' Home Journal, and Ford’s 36-pager in May
Reader’s Digest (reported to cost $780,000) . . . McCall’s is

using a 25-min., cartoon, sound-slide film presentation to

kid many phases of advertising, especially network TV . . .

ANPA expects from 300 to 800 newspapers to participate

in a “Live better . . . with a new car” campaign (Apr.

6-18) to recoup from 1958’s 24% automotive linage drop

from 1957 . . . Magazine earnings in 1959, predicts United

Business Service, are likely to exceed those of 1958 because

of increased linage & higher rates. They regard stocks of

the leading publishers as “attractive holdings for inves-

tors.” . . . All 3 Cleveland dailies recently raised their

newsstand prices to 10c . . . Hearst Consolidated Publica-

tions Inc. report a 1958 advertising revenue drop of $9.1

million, a circulation revenue drop of $72,641, and a net

loss of $2.7 million for the year, vs. 1957’s net profit of

$19,327. However, the first 2 months of 1959 show a small

gain in ad linage vs. last year’s period . . . McCall Corp.

reports $1.1 million net profit gain over 1957, and the 2nd

highest net-sales year in its history (first: 1957) . . .

Magazines are currently facing the ticklish issue of

whether to turn down the copy of one advertiser whose

product is against the interests of a large group of other

advertisers. H. W. Kastor ad agency has taken space in

Advertising Age to protest tobacco pressure & the action by

some major magazines in turning down ads for Bantron

(“If you want to stop smoking”).

Subliminal persuasion isn’t persuasive at all on TV, 2

Indiana U professors have concluded, following a series of

5-week tests they conducted over WTTV (Ch. 4) Blooming-

ton-Indianapolis. Melvin L. De Fleur & Robert Petranoff

found that “interesting effects” of subliminal perception

can be produced in classroom demonstrations, but that

“subliminal persuasion may be a controversy without a

factual issue” when it comes to responses of regular TV
viewers. Subliminal slide commercials were superimposed

on WTTV film programs, but “failed completely to pro-

duce any noticeable results,” De Fleur & Petranoff reported.

Similar slides (“Watch Frank Edwards”) plugged WTTV’s
news analyst. “No measurable effect” was noted. “In fact,

the size of the audience suffered a slight decline.”
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People: Robert M. Watson, former chairman of the board,

Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, joins Kudner Agency as

senior v.p., member of exec, committee and dir. . . . Fred

L. Lemont elected v.p., Ted Bates & Co. . . . George Mc-

Garrett, former exec, producer, NBC, named program su-

pervisor, TV dept., Lennen & Newell . . . Ralph F. Linder,

ex-Tatham-Laird Adv., Chicago, named Donahue & Coe

v.p., grocery products div. Daniel M. Gordon resigns as

media dir., Donahue & Coe, effective April 15 . . . Sylvester

Cleary, ex-Reach, McClinton & Co., appointed adv. mgr.,

Mennen Co. . . . Ruth J. Cerrone & Brendan J. Baldwin

elected v.p., Kenyon & Eckhardt . . . Joan Chamberlain

elected v.p. Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc. . . . Lee Rich,

media v.p., Benton & Bowles, elected to the board of di-

rectors . . . Hilliard S. Graham & Joseph Furth promoted

to v.p.’s, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago office

. . . Anthony S. Gee promoted from media group supervisor

to media dir., Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, succeeding

Harry D. Way (Vol. 15:9) . . . Mark Martin Jr., Chicago

exec. v.p. of Caples Co., named v.p. of Bozell & Jacobs,

Chicago . . . Howard Eaton, media dir. of Lever Bros., is the

new chmn. of the broadcast advtg. comm, of Assn, of Natl.

Advertisers, succeeding George Abrams, pres, of cosmetics

& toiletries div. of Warner Lambert Pharm. Co. Abrams

continues on ANA board . . . Peter V. Lome promoted to

managing dir., McCann-Erickson Ltd., London . . . Thomas

C. Wainwright, ex-Wentzel, Wainright, Poister & Poor

Adv., named v.p., Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford &
Atherton.

John Forney, TV-radio v.p., Robert Luckie & Co., pro-

moted to exec. v.p. Arden Moser, named media dir. . . .

Frederick L. Olsen, media dir., Hixson & Jorgensen, elected

v.p. . - . Paul Freyd named mktg. dir., BBDO, succeeding

Ralph Head resigned . . . Harry E. Wholley named adv.

v.p., American Home Foods, American Home Products

Corp. subsidiary . . . Arthur Sawyer, ex-Young & Rubicam,

San Francisco, named media dir., Johnson & Lewis Adv.

. . . Samuel Chew, partner in Chew, Harvey & Thomas,

Philadelphia, resigns April 15 to form his own agency . . .

Jan Tangdelius, promoted from exec. v.p. to pres., Fulton,

Morrissey Co., succeeding the late John G. Maynard . . .

Lee Peer, ex-KSHO-TV Las Vegas, has formed a new

agency, Adler, Peer & Assoc. (810 West Keno Lane, Las

Vegas) . . . William Eisner, formerly v.p. and creative dir.,

Carl Nelson & Assoc., has opened his own agency—William

Eisner & Assoc., with offices at 176 W. Wisconsin Ave.,

Milwaukee.

Jack J. Page, ex-pres. of Page Productions, named v.p.

for TV, O’Grady-Andersen-Gray, Chicago . . . C. R. (Bill)

Pope Jr., promoted to v.p. & gen. mgr. at Holst & Male,

Honolulu . . . Arthur P. Felton, ex-Cunningham & Walsh

v.p. & mktg. dir., named to new post of mktg. dir., Ameri-

can Brake Shoe Co. . . . Milford Baker named contact dept,

mgr.. Young & Rubicam . . . George R. Darcy, senior v.p.,

Robert H. Bush, public relations v.p. resign from Rumrill

Co., effective July 1.

J. Ward Maurer, who retired April 1 as adv. v.p. of

Wildroot Co., was cited by Advertising Research Founda-

tion for “eminent service to and constructive leadership of

the ARF,” at a board meeting. Ben R. Donaldson, board

chairman, made the presentation.

Obituary

Howard Corbin Wilson, 77, founder & honorary chair-

man of Wilson, Haight, Welch & Grover Adv., Hartford,

died April 6 at Hartford Hospital following a short illness.

He is survived by his wife, a son and 2 daughters.

Film & Tape

INSTABILITY-FILM’S REAL VILLAIN: When the TV-film

industry was younger, there were about 80 separate

TV film companies. The laws of economics have cut

that figure in half, and some Hollywood observers

predict that eventually there may be only 10 or 15

organizations. Sometimes the insecurity of it all

adds up to an incredible Alice-in-Blunderland exist-

ence, as producers, executives & even production

companies are banished after a disastrous year.

Currently Hollywood is facing up to another buying

season for TV film, &, conversely, another season when
shows are cancelled. The TV-film industry, as usual,

watches anxiously as ad agency representatives scurry

to & from N.Y., peer at the multitude of pilots—decide

whether to retain their present shows or replace them.

On the experience of past years, 40 telefilm series

will be cancelled before all this activity subsides. That’s

about two-thirds of all telefilm series on prime network
time. The result of this turmoil is an annual re-evalution

at all the TV film companies, and often a change in per-

sonnel if the company has not done well.

Instead of bringing a solution to the dilemma of

insecurity, time has only increased the instability. In the

past season many shows were cancelled after 13 weeks on
networks, some even sooner. The era when 39-week series

contracts were commonplace has become a fond memory
to Hollywood’s executives & producers. Some of those

precious contracts are still handed out, but on the whole,

agencies & sponsors appear to become more cautious, and
more inclined to sign short-term deals.

One of the new hour-long shows sold for the coming
season is reported to have a sponsor for only 5 shows. Its

fate thereafter depends on its quality & ratings. Last
year a new hour-show was sold with no firm commitment;
the sponsor said he’d simply buy it from week to week

—

depending on ratings. Luckily for the studio & network
involved, the series made the grade

;
otherwise there would

have been an enormous financial loss.

Producers plead that the only solution is the 39-week
deal which gives them a chance to turn out better quality

and build ratings. But admen argue that a sponsor who
invests a lot of money in that long a series—which the

public subsequently chooses to ignore—will remember the

experience long after cancelling the show. {Medic, it will

be recalled, used to refer to this as a trauma.)

Sympathetic ad agency men say that if it were up to

them, they would contribute to stability by accepting 39-

week contracts. But, after all, they point out, they repre-

sent a client & can’t afford to risk a bad investment.

Nobody seems to know the answer to it all. It does

explain, however, why Desilu is the leader in the industry

one year. Revue another. Screen Gems still another—and

why executives flit from one company to another—and

why TV producers, increasingly cautious, would rather

make a Western, with a fairly good chance to sell, for

example, than an offbeat series which, although of top

quality might nevertheless scare off potential buyers.

Because 200 telefilm pilots are being turned out in

Hollywood this season, Don Sharpe, head of Sharpe-Lewis

Productions told us they have postponed plans to film 3

this spring. Says he: “This is the wi-ong year to make

them. There are too many.” The projects: Night Patrol & 2

untitled hour-long action-drama series.
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Hollywood Roundup: Albert J. Cohen, recently resigned

as producer of the Ann Sothern show, has formed the in-

dependent telefilm company, American Television Produc-

tions. First series venture is Cardigan, Special Detective,

Honolulu. . . . Producer-writer Allen Rivkin makes his

debut as a telefilm producer on Troubleshooters for Meri-

dian Productions. Keenan Wynn & Bob Mathias star.

J. Walter Thompson is seeking—unsuccessfully so

far—3 half-hour telefilm series for next season. Client 7 Up
will probably withdraw from Zorro, & Quaker Oats has

dropped Naked City ... No decision has been reached yet

on whether Walt Disney will continue production of Zorro

next season . . . NBC has set still another western Wichita

Town, for next season. The series, to star Joel McCrea
and his son, Jody, will be produced by the Mirisch Co.

CBS will finance filming of 2 segments of The Last

Frontier, 20th-Fox TV hour-long series. The network will

buy 11 more scripts. Martin Manulis Productions and

Art & Jo Napoleon will co-produce the series for 20th.

. . . Bachelor Father telefilm series moves from CBS to

NBC June 18—for 65 weeks. American Tobacco & Ameri-

can Home Products are alternate sponsors.

Stranger Than Fiction is the title of a new TV series

planned by Andrews-Spears-Wolper Productions.

Movie producer-writer Charles Schnee planning his

debut in film TV, with 3 series. He has finished the pilot

script of a new Western series, plans a private eye series,

and is negotiating for a 3rd series . . . Duties of Ted
Rogers, film programming chief of Jack Wrather’s ITC,

have been expanded to encompass tape & live productions

of the company. . . . Producer-writer Rod Serling is in dis-

cussions with Goldwyn and Metro to rent production space

for his Twilight Zone series for CBS.
Paramount will finance pilots for On Guard series &

Heave Ho Harrigan. The former, about the Coast Guard,

is being done in association with Rear Adm. Thomas S.

Dykers (ret.); the latter with Goodson-Todman Produc-

tions . . . Samuel Fuller will produce a new Western series,

Trigger-Happy, for CBS.
Screen Gems is planning another Western pilot. The

Peacemaker. . . . GE Theatre, produced by Revue, will

probably be renewed, but GE will also most likely cut the

budget for next season. GE reps & Revue executives are

now in renewal discussions, involving more reruns & less

sponsor outlay.

Rexall Drug is shopping around for specials for next

season. . . . Lever Bros., through BBDO, has renewed the

Groucho Marx show for next season.

Paramount will tape a half-hour pilot for The Happy
Time, an adaptation of Samuel Taylor’s 1950 Broadway
play, at the company’s KTLA studios. Claude Dauphin,

who starred in the play, June Vincent and Mischa Auer
have been cast . . . General Foods and P. Lorillard have

bought Hennessey, the new Jackie Cooper comedy series

co-produced by Cooper & Don McGuire for CBS to show

next season. No time set.

Union squabbles can be blamed for increasing reliance

by independent Hollywood producers on foreign sources

for recorded music used in films, the NLRB has been told.

Testifying in a dispute between the unaffiliated Musicians

Guild of America & AFL-CIO AFM over bargaining rights

(Vol. 14:30), studio lawyer Gunther H. Schiff said that

producers are subject to picketing if they sign contracts

with either rival union. So they go overseas to get record-

ings rather than face disruption of production by U.S.

musicians, he said.

New York Roundup: NBC-TV will move one of its top

production executives in as head of fast-growing TeleSales

subsidiary that’s expected to rack up over $1.5 million in

video-taped commercials this year . . . United Artists is

reported seeking TV rerun rights to some 740 RKO fea-

tures which Matty Fox’s C & C Super Corp. has been dis-

tributing in first-run TV deals (largely on a barter basis)

since 1955 . . . Tape’s inroads in the film industry is bring-

ing some action from at least one major supplier. East-

man-Kodak has established a new p.r. campaign to boost

the use of TV film—particularly its still-experimental proc-

ess in which film will be developed and ready for screening

within a few minutes.

CBS-TV is said to be planning a special motivational

research study on The Invisible Man, a British-produced

film series due to return to the network May 21 . . . Only

one night a week in The Jack Paar Show—Fridays—will

actually be live after April 16. The Monday-through-

Thursday shows will all be pre-taped. The Friday program
is primarily a showcase for legitimate theater stars.

Film syndicators who do business with overseas mar-

kets are making another attempt this week to organize

their own export association. Representatives from such

firms as CBS Films, MCA, Screen Gems and UA-TV will

meet at CBS this week to discuss the proposal . . . Screen

Gems is now in full production on Stakeout, being filmed

on location in Florida and due for syndication this fall.

No studio interiors are used in the series, and Florida

residents play all the bit parts.

Loretta Young Show will be dropped by Procter &
Gamble only if it is unable to have the show moved out of

its present Sunday-night time slot. (They prefer not to be

opposite competing Lever Bros, who’ll be sponsoring Jack

Benny & George Gobel on CBS.) In any event. Miss Young
is committed to NBC for 3 more years. Purchase by NBC-
TV of the half-hour film show could bring some 200 epi-

sodes into the California National fold for syndicating as

a daytime rerun package. Also proposed as a future syndi-

cation group: Reruns of The Phil Silvers Show, which is

owned by CBS-TV and is being dropped at the end of its

4th season by the current sponsors.

First independent telefilm outfit to have a link with

a major music publisher is likely to be Jack Wrather’s

Independent TV Corp. Wrather’s attorneys last week were

examining the books of Mills Music, Inc.—^which holds

rights to many top tunesmiths, including Hoagy Car-

michael—preparatory to a purchase deal said to be in the

$3-$5 million category. Buying Mills would give Wrather

(who also owns a major interest in Muzak) a pool of

material, a publishing outlet for new songs developed in

TV series, and other advantages in his multi-faceted

broadcast & telefilm operations. Movie ownership of a

music publisher isn’t new (Warner Bros, pioneered it years

ago, and every movie major is in the music act today),

but so far it hasn’t been explored in the TV field.

Bulova Watch Co., once a leading spot TV advertiser,

is making a network TV splash this spring, having signed

short-term (3-5 wks.) participations on 4 NBC shows.

Sampling of TV movie tastes has just been concluded

by WRCA-TV N.Y., which ran one-shot ads in newspapers

asking viewers to select the movies they would most like

to see on forthcoming weekends, from a list of 50 features

in the station’s film library. Nearly 10,000 replies were

received. Top 3 winners: “Call Northside 777,” “The Rains

Came,” “Mother Wore Tights.” Air dates are being set.
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How Tope Boosts Audiences: Network advertisers got a

20% audience bonus last summer because video tape has

“made possible network telecasting during pei'iods of

greater audience potential.” So states an NBC research

study of sets-in-use figures for the Eastern time zone

during 1958 daylight saving time.

With tape, says NBC, the network schedule can be

carried from 7:30-10:30 p.m. when sets-in-use average

53.4 in daylight saving time. “If tape had not been avail-

able, this same schedule would have been carried from
6:30-9:30 p.m., when sets-in-use average 44.4.” With view-

ing habits unbroken during the summer, the result is

increased evening audiences. “Network audiences in video

tape markets were 20% higher during daylight saving

time, 1958, than in 1957, while there was virtually no

difference during the regular season.”

Ampex plans no change in its Videotape recording

system to incorporate “electronic quadrature adjustment,”

featured on RCA TV tape recorders (Vol. 15:12). In re-

sponse to “numerous inquiries,” this statement was issued

last week by Videotape Recorder inventor Charles P. Gins-

burg, Ampex mgr. of video engineering: “When a broad-

caster must splice together 3 or 4 short taped commercials

there is no time to twist manual quadrature adjustment

knobs or any other knobs. I am deeply concerned about the

misunderstanding to which broadcasters have been sub-

jected concerning quadrature alignment of video recording

heads. I believe that it is irresponsible to propose using

local, manually-adjusted delay-lines for control of this im-

portant factor in TV tape interchangeability.”

Tape’s ability to permit movie-like “location dramas”
was to be demonstrated April 12 with an Omnibus hour-

long adaptation of “The Strange Ordeal of the Norman-
dier.” Robert Saudek, producer, actually taped the nautical

melodrama in 3 shooting days (April 8, 9, 10) last week
aboard a freighter berthed at Bayonne, N.J., using 8

cameras, a 20-man crew and 15 cast members. A rented

Hudson River excursion boat functioned nearby as control

room and floating hotel.

That film or tape is the preference of most Hollywood

stars is no secret. They share an aversion to the live

brand, in which anything can happen—and usually does.

Says Rhonda Fleming, who made her live TV debut re-

cently on NBC’s Chevy Show: “It’s killing. I asked every-

one why the show wasn’t done on tape, and nobody could

give me an answer. If a performer can live through one

of those live shows, he can live through an atom bomb.”

TV commercials taped in big batches at one-stop re-

tail shopping centers by local stations using mobile units

will be “far easier to prepare than even your print ad-

vertisements,” Howard P. Abrahams, v.p. of TvB, told a

Miami convention of retail merchants. Unless stores choose

“to study TV,” he warned, they run the risk of missing

“new customers and markets.”

Another tape show will soon be syndicated. ITC is the

latest to take the plunge (as predicted Vol. 15:12), with

Ding Dong School as its first tape property. The well-

known juvenile program, which went off NBC-TV two

seasons ago, will again feature Dr. Frances Horwich, will

be produced by ITC’s Ted Rogers, and will be offered to

tape-equipped stations starting .Tune 13.

TV competition is hurting Melbourne movies. A survey

by the Australian government finds that 17 theaters have

closed in the last 12 months, in the city & suburbs.

0, Pioneer! The shutdown of the Hal Roach studios in

Hollywood came as no surprise to coast telefilm industry

figures. While Hal Roach Jr.’s current difficulties stem
directly from his alignment with the Scranton Corp. &
F. L. Jacobs Co., to whom he sold the studio, it was ap-

parent even before the sale that trouble was in the making.

Roach is one of telefilm’s pioneers. He started pro-

ducing them 11 years ago, when few in Hollywood were
even taking notice of the new electronic medium.

As commercial TV began to make impact on the

American audience. Roach’s Culver City studio prospered,

turning out series fast & inexpensively, such as Public

Defender & My Little Margie. While the studio was not

noted for quality, it was doing well.

Several years ago young Roach made a deal for a
series to be produced in conjunction with the Screen Di-

rectors Guild, the idea being the Guild would give the

services of Hollywood’s top movie directors & the prestige

of its name, in return for a 50-50 profit split. A sponsor
was found & the series was seen on NBC. Unfortunately,

as it developed, movie directors who excelled in the the-

atrical film medium were unaccustomed to the pace of TV.
In addition, there was no single producer of the series,

which was handled by several individuals both with the

Guild & the Roach studio. As a result, the quality of most
of the series was inferior, and it was cancelled after one
season. This failure was a distinct setback for Roach.

He obtained less & less business, and became involved
in further difficulties. His own agency, William Morris,
sued him in Los Angeles for over $300,000 it claimed he
owed on commissions. His sale of the studio to Scranton
was announced at a typical Hollywood press conference,

at which Roach said $20,000,000 in production of movies
and TV film was planned. None of these ambitious plans
came into being, and as Scranton became involved in legal

difficulties with the Govt., Roach’s own position became
precarious. There followed his short term as pres, of
Scranton & his subsequent ouster.

Today, the trail of the pioneer is indistinct in the Los
Angeles smog. Roach may yet make a comeback, but
meanwhile the studio his father built, and where he turned
out the vintage Hal Roach hits—Laurel & Hardy, Abbott
& Costello—is closed. When you call the Roach lot today,
the voice at the other end—a recording—says with dread-
ful impassivity: “Sorry, the number you are calling has
been disconnected.”

Iron Curtain viewers will soon have their first TV
look at some U.S. silent movie comedies, Paul Talbot,

pres, of Fremantle Inti. Films, N.Y., tells us. His firm has
just signed its first east-of-the-Curtain telefilm deal

through its London office, selling 20 quarter-hour epi-

sodes of its Movie Museum series to Poland’s Telewizja

Warszawa. The limited circulation (80,000 sets) in Poland

and tight funds make it a very small money deal, says

Talbot, but he anticipates peak viewing in TV-equipped

areas for the snatches of old Chaplins, Keatons, etc. in

the series. The sale underlines some degree of “independ-

ence” for Poland as a Red satellite, inasmuch as similar

conversations held last year with Moscow TV officials

bogged down, and no Russian deal could be made.

Russians will see video tape recordings at the Ameri-

can National Exposition which begins July 25 in Moscow.

Ampex will install a color VTR at the exposition and will

tape one hour daily of the special RCA-NBC live program-

ming which will be presented there (Vol. 15:14). Tapes

will also be made of American products at the exposition.
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TV-RADIO SERVICE—$2.5 BILLION INDUSTRY: The public now spends about 25% more
each year for maintenance & installation of TVs, radios & phonos than it does to buy new ones.

Nation's 1958 bill for home electronics repair & installation was $2.4957 billion—according to Syl-

vania's Frank Mansfield, director of EIA's marketing data dept. For new TVs, radio & phonos, American public

paid less than $1.9 billion last year.

Maintenance-installation bill for 1958 breaks down this way : $818.4 million (factory value) in re-

placement parts, components & tubes, to which is added $540.1 million in distribution revenues (markup)
and $1.1372 billion in servicing & installation revenue (labor). TV repairs & installation accounted for at least

75-80% of total, possibly much more.

The 1958 figures represent a drop from the $2.5192 million of 1957, interrupting steady upward pro-

gression. Decline was due to decrease in sales of replacement parts, antennas, etc. Rise is expected to re-

sume this year.

Expenditures for servicing each year since 1950, as compiled by Frank Mansfield:

Parts Distribution Servicing &
Year (factory cost) revenue installation Total

1950 $243,400,000 $160,600,000 $ 354,600,000 $ 758,600,000

1951 335,400,000 221,400,000 463,200,000 1,020,000,000

1952 432,600,000 285,500,000 565,000,000 1,283,100,000

1953 516,600,000 341,000,000 665,900,000 1,523,500,000

1954 574,500,000 379,200,000 794,300,000 1,748,000,000

1955 705,400,000 465,600,000 929,900,000 2,100,900,000

1956 810,900,000 535,200,000 1,002,800,000 2,348,900,000

1957 868,600,000 573,300,000 1,077,300,000 2,519,200,000

1958 818,400,000

*

540,100,000

* *

1,137,200,000

*

2,495,700,000

TV service expenditures should increase progressively year by year most observers believe, be-

cause of these 2 factors: (1) Increase in number of sets-in-use, particularly as result of trend to multi-set

homes. (2) Increasing life-span of TV sets.

Average life of g TV set now is about 9 years, according to best estimates. In 1955, the figure was

7 years. In next decade—says Mansfield—average set will be 11 years old before it's discarded. (Vol. 15:10).

Nation's 140,000 TV service technicians loom large in future of TV—and set manufacturers are

anxious to be on good terms with them. Relations & communications between set makers and independent

servicemen often haven't been too good in past. Collectively through EIA and individually, manufacturers

are seeking to remedy this.

Stress is being placed on ease of servicing in the design of most new TV models. Accessibility of

tubes 6t parts is improving. Even the controversial printed-circuit boards are getting a thorough going-over

for service ease, as set makers heed technicians' complaints. Manufacturers won't give up printed circuits

—which they're convinced are more foolproof than conventional wiring—but they're adopting methods to

make circuits easier to trace, components simpler to replace (see p. 18).

Furor over so-called "captive service" warranty policies of some manufacturers & distributors is

beginning to die down, thanks largely to conferences between set makers and independent technicians'

groups. Some manufacturers & distributors have modified their original all-inclusive warranty plans to give

independent technicians a better crack at warranty servicing business.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: TV set production was 111,563 in week ended Apr. 3 vs. 94,378 in preced-

ing week & 70,309 in same 1958 week, EIA reports. Year's 13th week brought production to 1,389,554 vs. 1,221,299

last year. Radio production was 263,316 (104,090 auto) vs. 259,070 (97,621 auto) in preceding week & 148,-

040 (41,698 auto) last year. For 13 weeks: 3,594,833 (1,364,028 auto) vs. 2,604,244 (853,035 auto).
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PRODUCTION-SALES FIGURES: Official EIA statistics

for the first 2 months of 1959 confirm our size-up last

week of this year’s first quarter (Vol. 15:14). They
show TV set sales down—both on a monthly basis &
cumulatively—from last year. Nevertheless, produc-

tion for the first 2 months was some 53,000 less than

sales—indicating manufacturers’ caution. For Feb-

ruary alone, however, production was about 11,000

higher than sales.

For January, EIA estimated manufacturers
shipped only 370,650 TV sets—compared with 437,026

TV sets produced & 501,704 sold at retail during the

same month. Here is the pictui’e of TV set produc-

tion & sales for the first 2 months of 1959 compared
with the same 1958 period:

1959

Production Sales

January 437,026 501,704
February 459,492 448,173

1958

Production Sales

433,983 581,486
437,026 448,727

TOTAL 896,518 949,877 804,396 1,030,213

Production of uhf-equipped TV sets totaled 34,678 in

Feb. 1959, vs. 35,841 in Jan. & 34,048 in Feb. 1958.

Hi * *

Radio sales were booming during the first 2 months of

this year. EIA’s recap of production & sales:

1959
Auto Total Sales
Radio Radio (excl.

Production Production auto)

1958
Auto Total Sales
Radio Radio (excl.

Production Production auto)

January 420,052 1,124,737 700,490 249,679 1,026,527 534,640
February .... 432,551 1,125,385 474,888 268,445 876,891 420,065

TOTAL 852,603 2,250,122 1,175,378 618,124 1,739,177 839,942

« a

TV picture tube sales for February were sharply

higher than last year—738,336 vs. 556,136. For the first

2 months of the year, the tally was 1,523,242 vs. 1,178,046.

Receiving tube sales for the first 2 months were up to

64,305,000 vs. 56,466,000.

January
February

Picture Tubes
Units Value
784,906 $15,209,896
738,336 14,084.922

Reciving Tubes
Units Value

31.150.000 $26,808,000
33.155.000 28,630,000

TOTAL 1,523,242 $29,294,818 64,305,000 $55,438,000

Sales of Olympic TV, radio & phonos in Feb. were 38%
higher than Feb. 1958, and first-quarter sales should exceed

the same 1958 period by 35%, according to Olympic pres.

Morris Sobin. “There is every indication,” he added, “that

t this trend will continue well into the 4th quarter.” He said

1 that TV production is being maintained at the Jan. rate for

the first time in the company’s history, and “present indica-

tions are that this level will continue through June.”

' U.S. State Dept, turned down a request by the Dutch

j
Govt, to drop the anti-trust suit filed by the Justice Dept.

I against GE, Westinghouse & Dutch Philips (Vol. 14:48,

52, 15:3-5). The suit alleges that patent operations of the

f companies’ Canadian subsidiaries constituted conspiracy to

1 shut other U.S. firms out of the Canadian market.

Export of 50,000 Japanese transistors by Tokyo Shi-

i baura Electric Co. (Toshiba) to U.S. through Motorola has

been approved by Japan’s Ministry of International Trade.

Presumably they’re for use in Motorola’s forthcoming

j|l pocket transistor radio (Vol. 15:14).

Sylvania spring promotion is giveaway 48-page hand-

book of baseball facts & figures containing complete major
& minor league schedules, to be available through TV-radio

' service dealers,

A

NEW COLOR TV SET? An entirely new color receiver
system, the first to be seriously pi-oposed since
Philco’s “Apple” design, has been developed by little

Andromeda Inc., 3742 Howard Ave., Kensington, Md.
Claimed for the system are improved quality on
NTSC standards and a production price of at least

30% below present sets.

Guiding spirit behind Andromeda Inc., a 5-man
reseax-ch & development outfit, is pi’es. Arnold Lesti,

foi'mer research director of ACF Industries’ Avion
div. and head of data processing thei’e, onetime senior
engineer at Bureau of Standards and ITT.

His system uses single-gun tube which emits 3 color

beams, one-piece color tube with horizontal phosphor color

strips. Andromeda has 4 patents on the system. Lesti de-

scribes “aided feedback correction of color registration” as
the key principle of the system. His description:

“The one-piece single-gun color tube has 3 close beams
which are independently modulated. Horizontal color phos-
phor strips on the screen make possible full resolution of

picture detail. The green & red beams are modulated by a
weak pilot carrier frequency of 10 me which is on at all

times and used in a non-critical manner. The phase of the
pilot frequency on one beam is different from that applied

to the other. The pilot frequency is so weak that no prac-

tical interfei’ence to the picture dark regions is produced.

“Feedback detection of the errors of registration is

achieved by either phototube or secondary emission sensing
and phase detection whenever the pilot frequency beams
strike the blue phosphor or secondary emission surface over

the blue strips.”

Lesti says that his tests have proved the basic ideas

sound. He has been using 3 specially built tubes from Thom-
as Electronics but now is looking for more complex tubes.

He adds that his biggest problem is to get the kind of tubes

he wants, and speculates that he’ll have a set ready to

demonstrate in about 6 months.

“The Fabulous Growth of Color TV” headlines full-

page newspaper ads by RCA Philadelphia distributor Ray-
mond Rosen & Co., marking 5th anniversary of color set

production & noting the increase in colcr programming,
equipped stations, etc. Stating that more than 30,000 people

in the Delaware Valley now own color sets, the ad says

area bankers generally offer easier terms on color than

b&w sets. First Pennsylvania Co., it says, “in recent months
has been financing 3-6 times as many color TV sets as in

the same period during the previous year—and has yet

to repossess a color-TV set because the owner was dis-

satisfied with its technical performance.”

New cathode material, “cathode nickel N132,” has

been developed by RCA and will be used in the manufac-

ture of more than 50 popular entertainment tubes. Pro-

uced by a special vacuum-melting process, the new nickel

“substantially improves the overall quality & performance

of electron tubes,” RCA said.

Fifth annual meeting on electron devices has been

scheduled by IRE for Oct. 29-30 at the Shoreham Hotel,

Washington. William J. Pietenpol, Sylvania, is chairman

of the general committee. John A. Hornbeck, Bell Labs,

is technical program chairman.

New recommended standards for electi’onics industry

now available from EIA engineering dept., 11 W. 42 St.,

N.Y. 36: RS-216, Standard Method of Test for Adhesion

of Printed Wiring (50(1); RS-217, Wound Cut Coves (60^).
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Printed-Circuit Problems: Receivers with printed circuits

are more reliable than the hand-wired variety, 8 out of 10

TV-radio manufacturers said in a survey conducted by the

Institute of Printed Circuits. Nine of the 10 said they use

printed circuits in their TV sets, all 10 use them in radios,

4 use them in hi fi. Eight of the 10 said that servicemen’s

complaints about printed circuits weren’t warranted. The
firms responding to the survey were Admiral, Emerson, GE,
Magnavox, Motorola, Philco, RCA, Sylvania, Warwick, and
Westinghouse. A survey answered by 1870 technicians, con-

ducted by National Alliance of TV & Electronic Service

Assns. (NATESA) gave these facts: (1) Of 90,660 service

calls in one week, 471 were directly attributed to printed

board failure. (2) About 84% said improper board mount-
ing was the chief cause of trouble. (3) Technicians’

complaints, in order of frequency of mention were poor

accessibility, difficulty of pinpointing component failures,

conductor lifting, board breakage. (4) Some 42% felt that

printed-circuit boards have improved recently, and an
equal percentage saw no improvement.

NATESA exec. dir. Frank Moch outlined these steps

now being taken by manufacturers to ease printed-circuit

servicing problems: Westinghouse, RCA, GE & Philco will

print schematic diagram on the bottom of the boards;

Motorola will code conductors for easy tracing. Sylvania

will use a flexible board which virtually eliminates break-

age; all companies have devised methods to prevent

conductor lift.

Electronics industry ranks high in U.S. technical re-

search programs detailed in a new report. Technical

Research Activities of Cooperative Associations, by the

Senate judiciary patents subcommittee headed by Sen.

O’Mahoney (D-Wyo.). Listed among 50 “top-ranking cor-

porations as to expenditures on technical research & devel-

opment” are American Bosch Arma, AT&T, Avco, Collins

Radio, GE, IBM, ITT, Motorola, RCA, Raytheon, Sylvania,

Westinghouse. Copies of the report are available for 20

cents from the Govt. Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C.

Monopolistic injury to consumers needn’t be shown in

a private anti-trust suit for damages, the Supreme Court

ruled last week. Reversing a decision by Circuit Court Judge
Stanley N. Barnes, former Justice Dept, anti-trust chief,

the Supreme Court reinstated triple damage claims by

Klor’s Inc., San Francisco appliance store, against its

neighbor Broadway-Hale Inc. and 10 manufacturers, in-

cluding RCA, GE, Zenith, Philco, Emerson. Klor’s alleged

the defendants conspired to withhold merchandise from it

except on unfavorable terms. Judge Barnes dismissed the

suit on grounds that hundreds of other stores in San Fran-

cisco sold the same goods and that Klor’s hadn’t shown that

“the public is or conceivably may be injured” under the

Sherman Act by the purported practices. But the Supx’eme

Court held that the alleged conspiracy “is not to be tol-

erated merely because the victim is just one merchant

whose business is so small that his destruction makes little

difference to the economy.”

“Play TV from your car battery”—for vacations,

picnics, etc.—is the theme of the promotion for a new
solid-state inverter which converts 6- or 12-volt DC to

115-volt DC. Containing no moving parts, it’s made by

Magnetic Amplifiers Inc., 632 Tinton Ave., N.Y. 55.

RCA Victor Records has signed an agreement for

7-ecord pressing in Cuba. A new Cuban company. Discuba,

has been formed under the leadership of longtime RCA
distributor Jesus Humara.

Go stereo or face a decline in business, 5000 juke-box
operators were warned April 7 by Abraham Schwartzman,
exec. secy, of Institute of High Fidelity Manufacturers.
Addressing Music Operators of America convention in

Chicago, he predicted “the demand for stereo will be so

overwhelming by 1960 that operators of non-stereo juke

boxes will be competing in a marginal market.” He esti-

mated that 90% of the expected $300 million retail sales

of component hi-fi units in 1959 will be stereo equipment.

Nearly 500 45-rpm records will be available in stereo by
the end of the year, as will 80% of all records,” he said.

He added: “Stereo juke boxes have been found to average a

25% increase in plays per location.”

Trend to single-unit stereo phonos (Vol. 15:4) has

been joined by RCA, which has added first such unit to

its line—so that it now has both one- and 2-piece phonos.

New single-unit item is Mark XIV 60-watt stereo phono
with two 12-in. & two 5-in. speakers in separate systems

at each end of the 44-in. cabinet. An auxiliary matching
speaker cabinet can be added, in which case all 4 speakers

in the master unit become left-channel speaker system.

Three new portable and one table-model stereo phonos were
also introduced.

Isotopic-powered radio was demonstrated by the Atomic
Energy Commission at the Fifth Nuclear Congress in

Cleveland last week. An improved version of the Snap-III

unit displayed at the White House in Jan., the 4-lb. gen-

erator is only 4.75 in. in diameter, has a core holding %
gram of polonium 210, can’t wear out. In the Cleveland

demonstration it powered an amateur radio transmitter &
receiver, to which the FCC assigned special call letters

W8NPC (“Nuclear Power Communication”). Operating on

29.06 me, the station made 2-way contact with ham opera-

tors as far away as Albuquerque, reported reception by
operators in Mexico, France, England.

First TV set using “safety tube”—safety glass bonded

to picture tube (Vol. 14:30)—is the Fleetwood, built by
Conrac for custom installations. Fleetwood uses Pittsburgh

Plate Glass’ “laminated safety tube” principle on its 21-

in. sets, and its new receivers incorporating the tube were
demonstrated by Pittsburgh at the recent IRE convention.

Also shown at the IRE were 18- & 23-in. tubes with the

Corning “contoured twin panel” safety glass. Some sets

using this design will be shown in 1960 lines this spring.

G.E.’s 1955 portable TV, Ampex’s 1954 portable tape

recorder, Hallicrafters’ 1946 SX-42 receiver, and Bell &
Howell’s 1955 TV & radio console are the 4 broadcasting

products which make the list of “100 Best Designed Prod-

ucts” presented in April Fortune. The list is the consensus

of 80 designers, architects and teachers who were polled

by the Institute of Design, Illinois Institute of Technology.

Other electronics names on the list: Edison Voicewriter,

Bell Telephone’s “500” telephone, IBM’s RAMAC.

Automobile stereo systems using both RCA tape car-

tridges and AM-FM radio have been developed experi-

mentally by Delco Radio, but the company has no produc-
tion plans. Good results are said to have been obtained using
speakers mounted on the dashboard & the rear seat deck.

Electronic Materials Conference joins this year with

1959 Electronic Components Conference scheduled at Ben-
jamin Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia, May 6-8.

lUE Local 401 met with Westinghouse officials at

Metuchen, N.J. on Friday for the 16th day of continuous

negotiations, in a strike of 750 union workers that has
halted production of the company’s TV and radio line,
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Trade Personals: Arthur L. B. Richardson, gen. counsel

I & secy., Sylvania Electric Products, elected v.p. Raymond
^ R. Chapman named Sylvania plastics plant (Warren, Pa.)

mgr.; Frederick G. Plett appointed mfg. superintendent,

semiconductor plant, Hillsboro, N.H.; Allen B. Pitts, mfg.

superintendent, TV picture tube mfg. plant, Seneca Falls,

N.Y., placed in charge of Sylvania’s “bonded shield” pic-

ture tube mfg. program, succeeded by Joseph D. Connors.

Robtr G. Lynch named mgr. industrial equipment sales,

based in N.Y. Robert A. Starek appointed entertainment

sales mgr., midwest region; Craig D. Lataste, named east-

ern region sales mgr., Ciaran B. Kennedy, appointed in-

dustrial sales mgr. for Pacific region.

Robert McCarthy, ex-Zenith Radio Corp., named to

new post of product . mgr.. Bell Sound div. of Thompson

Ramo Wooldridge . . . Robert J. Clarkson appointed sales

planning & service mgr., RCA custom record sales dept.

. . William W. Davis appointed TV-radio dept, mgr.,

Montgomery Ward, succeeding Clyde K. Huxtable . . .

Thomas F. Horton, ex-Litton Industries, joins Washington

office, Hoffman Labs . . . H. Lawrence Schmitt resigns as

exec, secy., California State Electronics Association.

Jack Williams, former mgr. of adv. & sales promotion,

RCA Victor TV div., named to same post in RCA Sales

Corp., adding radio & Victrola products. R. E. Conley,

former mgr. of adv. & sales promotion, RCA Victor Radio &
Victrola div. reassigned to the corporate advertising staff

. . . Raymond C. Horn promoted to mgr. of personnel at

Somerville, N.J., RCA semiconductor & materials div.

Earl L. Nissen, formerly sales mgr., ex-Admiral Inter-

' national & Admiral Corp. Interamericana, Chicago, named

I
consumer products sales mgr.. Motorola international op-

f erations. Stuart F. Malcolm named staff asst, to dir. of

international operations . . . O. Lee Ballengee, Midwest

regional mgr., equipment sales, promoted to equipment

i sales mgr., receiving tubes, CBS-Hytron, succeeding Louis

f
H. Niemann, named sales mgr., semi-conductor operations,

b .loe C. Harmony named general engineering dir.—receiving

tubes, succeeding E. K. Wimpy (Vol. 15:14) . . . David H.

e Foster named gen. attorney, Collins Radio Co., suc-

1. ceeding Richard J. Flynn now finance dir., systems div.

le Robert W. Landee appointed research & development dir.,

ts Collins’ Western div., airborne data communication . . .

; William S. Wheeler named military electronics div. v.p..

Motorola. Rear Admiral John C. Parham, USN (ret.),

^
named mgr., military div., headquartering in Washington.

Earl H. Blaik & James R. Kerr, Avco Corp. v.p.’s,

^
elected directors . . . William Hyslop promoted to mgr. of

Raytheon receiving tube plant, Quincy, Mass . . . Ross

Yeiter appointed to new post of mktg. administration mgr.,

semiconductor operations, CBS-Hytron.

Distributor Notes: Motorola names Philadelphia Distrib-

utors Inc. (Arthur E. Hughes, pres.), replacing Elliott-

ar- Lewis . . . RCA distributorship in Rochester has been taken

over by RCA Victor Distribution Corp., Buffalo, which pur-

|j[. chased M. E. Silver Corp. . . . Hoffman Electronics Corp.

]jj|
appoints 3 South American distributors: A. Casal Varela

Ltda., Montevideo, for receiver line; Casa Musical Ltda.,

San Jose, Costa Rica, for Trans-solar radio; and Compania
“Diamantina B-H,” Lima, for radio. Hassco Inc., Denver,

**”1 for TV, stereo hi fi & radios.
" Admiral Corp., Oklahoma City div., appoints Robert E.

Lawyer, ex-Paul Davis Co., as manager, succeeding John

Conger, named mgr.. Admiral Corp. Denver div. . . . Hoff-

man appoints Cladco Distributors, Buffalo, N.Y. for con-

sumer products in Western N.Y. & Northwestern Pa.

Electronics Personals: Dr. William H. Martin, ex-Bell

Telephone Labs v.p., resigns as Army research & develop-

ment dir. May 22 to undertake industrial consulting

assignments . . . Richard H. Griebel named mfg. mgr.,

heavy equipment, in Raytheon’s govt, equipment div., con-

tinuing as mgr. of N. Dighton, Mass, plant. Robert E.

Sonnekson named mfg. mgr., light equipment unit. Report-

ing to div. chief Homer R. Oldfield Jr. will be Glenn R.

Lord, light equipment asst. div. mgr. and W. Rogers Hamel,
in a similar post for heavy equipment. Jesse L. Kiefer, ex-

Artophone Corp., named to new post of commei’cial credit

mgr. . . . William H. Westphal named v.p., Daystrom in-

ternational operations. Lewis E. Minkel, ex-Mack Trucks
Inc., appointed v.p., human relations; Robert Jerritt Jr.,

management services dir. becomes controller. Daniel P.

Knowland Jr. named v.p.. Heath Co. div., Benton Harbor,
Mich., and Louis Arleson appointed v.p., & gen. mgr.. Day
strom Transicoil, Worcester, Pa. Walther H. Feldmann,
pres., Worthington Corp., elected a Daystrom director . . .

Brig. Gen. Joseph A. Bulger (U.S.A.F. Ret.) named dir. of

plans & systems, countermeasures div., Sperry Gyro-
scope Co. . . . Douglas M. Fouquet promoted to p.r. &
adv. mgr., general atomic div. of General Dynamics.

H. Rowan Gaither Jr., board chairman of Rand Corp.,

& Dr. Luis Alvarez, assoc, dir., U of California’s Lawrence
Radiation Lab, elected directors of United Electrodynamics

Inc. . . . Dr. Don R. Scheuch, Stanford Research Institute

weapons systems lab mgr., appointed asst. div. dir. for

supervision of research in radio systems, electromagnetics,

weapons systems & communication & propagation labs.

Anti-trust spotlight will be focused this year on corp-

orate mergers in electronics fields, according to Asst. At-

torney General Victor R. Hansen. “Newly emerging in-

dustries” will be watched for infractions of anti-mergei'

Sec. 7 of the Clayton Act, the Justice Dept.’s anti-trust div.

chief told a Fordham U law institute in N. Y., adding: “By
this approach we hope to prevent in the incipient stage the

development of industrial max’ket structures which, if not

inhibited by govt, action, would ultimately expand the con-

centrated sectors of our economy.” Hansen said that special

attention now to “such new & growing industries of to-

morrow as chemicals, plastics & electronics” will be in-

surance against the “pattern of concentration which today

plagues autos & steel.”

“World Advertising Man of The Year” is the honor

bestowed on Sies W. Numann by the International Ad-

vertising Assn. He supervises a $40-million ad and p.r.

budget for Philips of Eindhoven, world-distributing Dutch

electronics complex. Numann worked in the U.S. for Paul

Block & Assocs., newspaper reps, and GM Export Corp.

before returning to the Netherlands in 1928. The lAA
meets in Vienna May 14-16.

Philco has received military contracts worth more than

$32 million in the last 2 weeks. Last week it was awarded

an Air Force $18,715,141 pact for modernization of Aircom,

the worldwide long-range air communication system. The

preceding week, Philco won a $13.5 million Navy prime

contract for Sidewinder air-to-air homing missiles.

Pocket clock-radio was introduced recently by Roland

Radio Corp., div. of Herold Radio & Electronics, Mt.

Vernon, N.Y. “Transiclock” has 7 transistors, plays 200

hours on 4 penlight batteries. The price of the unit has not

yet been set.

Motorola enters instrumentation field with a battery-

operated transistorized AC voltmeter at $166.
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A merger of 3 Philips companies in the U.S. with

Central Public Utility Corp., a large St. Louis holding

company about 40% owned by a Dutch syndicate, is under

negotiation—and could result in the establishment of a

large & well-heeled diversified electronics combine. The
electronics companies involved are Consolidated Elec-

tronics, Philips Industries Inc. and Philips Electronics Inc.

The 3 companies are virtually independent from their giant

Dutch parent, N. V. Philips’ Gloeilampenfabrieken, of Eind-

hoven. North American Philips, which owns 35.5% of the

stock of Consolidated and 64.2% of Philips Electronics, is

not directly involved in the merger talks. Combined 1958
sales of Consolidated and Philips Electronics totaled more
than $50 million last year. Central Public Utility has in-

terests in fuel oil, ice and bus services in several southern
cities and operates public utilities in Puerto Rico, the

Canary Islands, Philippines & Haiti.

Precon Electronics Corp., N.Y. firm organized in Feb.
to develop patents taken over from Photographic Analysis
Inc., North Hollywood, has asked the SEC (File 2-14951)

to register 175,000 shares of 75^ par common stock for

public sale at $5 per share. The offering would be made
through Charles Plohn & Co. and Netherlands Securities

Co. Inc., N.Y. Precon said devices in electronic, photograph-
ic, and electro-mechanical fields are “ready to be tooled

up for production.”

Loral Electronics Corp., N.Y. producer of military

equipment, has filed SEC registration (File 2-14934) for

public sale of 250,000 common stock shares through an
underwriting group headed by Kidder, Peabody & Co. and
Model, Roland & Stone. Proceeds would be applied to gen-

eral funds to increase inventories & enlarge facilities.

Jerrold Electronics will report record sales & earn-

ings for the year ended Feb. 28, it is understood. Its net

earnings are expected to approximate $350,000 or about

35^ a share, vs. $105,281 (12^) in the preceding fiscal year.

Sales were in the range of $7,500,000 vs. $6,055,647.

Westinghouse has filed statements (Files 2-14942 &
2-14943) with SEC for registration of 1,400,000 common
stock shares—400,000 to be offered under its employes stock

plan, 1,000,000 under its restricted stock option plans for

officers & executives.

Admiral’s first-quarter sales were up 15% over the

$38,418,799 reported for first-quarter 1958, pres. Ross Sira-

gusa said last week. He added that “resumption of a divi-

dend will be considered, provided the earnings improvement
continues.”

Philco will spend about $40 million this year for re-

search, engineering & development, as opposed to $35 mil-

lion in 1958, pres. James M. Skinner Jr. told stockholders.

Varian Assoc, will declare a 100% stock dividend if

stockholders approve an increase in authorized shares to

10 million from 2 million, pres. H. Myrl Stearns announced.

Standard Coil Products Co.’s new turret tuner is trade-

named “Guided Grid.” We identified it erroneously in last

week’s digest of Standard Coil’s financial report.

RKO Teleradio’s 5 TV & 7 radio stations had a profit

of more than $4.5 million on gross operating income of

$25,763,489, according to parent General Tire & Rubber’s

annual report. The RKO Teleradio div. actually operated

at a loss, however, because of the costs of liquidating

RKO’s theatrical film operation.
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International Resistance was profitable during the 10

weeks ended March 8—as opposed to a loss during the

same 1958 period—v.p.-treas. Edward A. Stevens said last

week. For all of 1959, he predicted sales of around $16

million, up 10-15% from 1958. Last year, 22% of the com-
pany’s sales were to the TV-radio industry, 62% to other

industries & military, 14% to replacement markets, 2%
export. For 10 weeks ended March 8:

Sales
Net earnings (loss in 1958) .

.

Earned per share

1959 1958
$3,529,000 $2,199,000

360,898 (148,900)
26^ —

Muter Co., manufacturer of components & loudspeak-

ers, reports a decline in net income & sales for 1958. At
the end of 1958, its working capital had increased to

$3,793,277 from $3,595,061 at the end of 1957. For the

year ended Dec. 31:
Net sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1958
$11,636,381

356,105
45^

800,313

1957
$14,301,067

377,819
50^

762,729

Erie Resistor Corp. reports reduced, but “satisfactory,”

earnings for 1958. Earnings improved during the last half,

and current shipments are running ahead of last year at

this time, states pres. G. Richard Fryling. For year ended

Dec. 31: 1958 1957
Net sales $21,202,186 $24,737,643
Net income 510,441 642,811
Earned per share 57^ 68<

Globe-Union Inc. reports increased profit in 1958 on

lower sales. Its report for 12 months ended Dec. 31:

1958
Net sales $69,246,085
Net income 1,466,621
Earned per share 1.78

Common Stock Dividends

1957
$65,036,286

1,339,282
1.62

Corporation Amt. Payable
EMI Ltd. (Britain) .... $0.04 Apr. 24
Storer Bcstg .45 Jun. 15
Storer Bcstg. Cl. B .06 Jun. 15

Warner Bros .30 Jun. 5

Stk. of
record
Apr. 16
May 29
May 29
May 20

Educational Television

Boston’s Films: Boston educators are ready with 3 pilot

films of classroom lessons to demonstrate how educational

TV can be raised above the level of mere “lectures on film.”

With Fund-for-Advancement-of-Education backing, the

lessons have been elaborately produced, and are the fore-

runners of 100 lessons on the humanities, for distribution to

other secondary school systems & abroad. Encyclopedia

Britannica Films will distribute color and b&w prints.

They will be shown over WGBH-TV (Ch. 2) in an in-

augural run April 27-May 14. Clifton Fadiman and Yale

professors Maynard Mack & Bernard M. W. Knox are fea-

tured. A highlight will be 90 minutes of dramatic per-

formance, filmed in Toronto, of the Stratford Shakespearean

Festival Company.

One N.Y. TV station will go non-commercial by 1964,

predicted John F. White in Chicago last week. The pres,

of the National Educational TV & Radio Center said that

uhf—there is a channel now assigned to N.Y. Metropolitan

Educational TV—would not satisfy the need. One of the

existing vhf stations will be acquired, he indicated.

A final decision granting Ch. 8, Waycross, Ga. to the

Georgia state board of education was issued by the FCC
last week. Way was cleared for the grant by the dropout

of competitor John H. Phipps (Vol. 15:8).
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SUMMARY-INDEX

I FCC
VHF DROP-INS & SET-CONTROL LAW IN WORKS as FCC

[
votes for vhf drop-ins for “critical" markets, and asks for law

to forbid interstate shipment of Ch. 2-13-only sets (pp. 1 & 6).

! HYDE RENOMINATED, LOOKS LIKE SHOO-IN. Senate con-

firmation of another 7-year term on FCC for veteran Republi-

can attorney seems certain (p. 4).

CAPITULATION ON VHF BOOSTERS COMES FROM FCC as

it suggests "safe" standards and asks Congress for necessary

,
new laws (p. 4).

I STATIONS LOSE, CATV WINS, in FCC ruling, despite pro-

posed laws to require CATV's to get originating stations'

"rebroadcast" permission (p. 5).

FCC WANTS SOME CHANGES IN COMMUNICATIONS ACT
to eliminate McFarland letters, give review staff more lati-

tude, provide fines for non-broadcast stations (p. 6).

Congress

SENATE VOTES ETV AID IN $51 MILLION MAGNUSON BILL

i for equipment purchases, spurning administration objections.

House prospects not so bright (p. 3).

USIA NEEDS MORE TV, says Broadcast Advisory Committee,

urging Congress to triple agency's TV budget to $2.75 mil-

lion for overseas programs (p. 5).

j

Film Tape
' HOLLYWOOD'S ABOUT-FACE. Movie studios, once contemp-
' tuous of TV, now in race to get TV film production & rent

space to TV's independents (pp. 3 & 14).

VHF DROP-INS & SET-CONTROL LAW IN THE WORKS: In what is probably the most

I

important breakthrough in TV allocations in years , the FCC definitely has decided to cut vhf milages on

"limited" and "interim" basis to serve "critical" markets—while continuing to negotiate with Defense Dept,

for more vhf TV channels. Thus, trend reported (Vol. 15:15) is now a fact. Commission having voted 5-2 for

1 the foregoing last week—and sending to Senate Commerce Committee a statement embodying its decision.

Nothing has been announced publicly yet , but Commission is aiming to start official proceedings next

week to put its decision into effect. In the voting, Comr. Bartley concurred in part put expressed concern lest

uhf be bypassed, while Comr. Lee still insisted that TV should go all-uhf.

Reasoning goes like this: If we ge4 more vhf channels or if we go to all-uhf, either course would take

many years—and we need relief now. If we end up with same vhf & uhf channels we have now, we'll still

I need relief. And if we wind up with just Ch. 2-13, there's no alternative to mileage cuts.

j
Another very important aspect of Commision's plans is a request that Congress forbid interstate

i'
shipment of sets which can't receive all channels allocated—vhf & uhf or vhf & new vhf (^Vol. 15:11). Here's

jj

the Commission's logic on that : If we add new channels or if we go all-uhf, stations on those channels will face

OF WEEK'S NEWS

Manuiaciuring Distribution

A SPRINGTIME SNAFU. THE SQUARE-CORNER TUBE will

probably be used in self-defense by most manufacturers.

Some set makers enthusiastic; majority just nervous (p. 18).

TV SALES PICK-UP reported from retail centers during period

of traditional decline, leading to optimism by set makers.

More manufacturer claims of sales boosts (p. 19).

COLOR & THE PUBLIC: Price is still biggest barrier to mass
color-TV purchages. Temple U survey finds (p. 20).

ELECTRONICS SURVEYS STARTED by Govt, in first mobili-

zation census of makers of military-industrial end products

& microwave components (p. 20).

Networks

BUSINESS GROUP BACKS ATLANTIC TV relay, claims live

microwave route is practical. Canadian Govt, approval

awaited. Initial engineering study completed (pp. 2 & 8).

Stations

INDUSTRY "INFORMATION" PROGRAM TO COUNTERACT
ATTACKS on TV moving well, according to Committee Chair-

man Petersmeyer
—
"unanimous so far" (p. 10).

Advertising

ARBITRON REPULSED IN CHICAGO, but ARB's fames W.
Seiler instantaneous rating service which deflates other sets-

in-use data will win out in end (p. 13).

Other Departments

PROGRAMMING (p. 9). ETV (p. 17). FINANCE (p. 22).
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the old problem of "nobody can receives us." But if we require all-channel sets to be built, the gradual replace-

ment over the years will create a waiting audience for new-channel stations.

Proponents of that idea believe it's an indispensable tool to any new-channel allocation plan.

Though manufacturers have always shuddered at any talk of govt, set control, which isn't new by
any means, FCC proponents believe Congress will go for it and competition will put it across. Furthermore,

they say, manufacturers will come out even, passing cost of extra circuitry along to public and shrugging off

complaints with: "Blame Congress. It's the law."

One of biggest problems in a "limited" drop-in concept is how to keep it limited. Where do you
cut off? What are "critical" or "major" markets? The FCC thinking is that one big rule-making should be
proposed by Commission, letting everyone come in & make his pitch. Then, final decision would be made

—

and the door slammed shut. No case-by-case whittling away at mileages. In addition, anyone granted a
drop-in channel would have condition in his license specifying that he can be shifted summarily to new-vhf

or uhf channel—if FCC so decides; this would be designed to avoid protracted hearings & litigation.

Meanwhile, though FCC is totally cold on the allocations philosophy of Bureau of Standards'

Kenneth Norton—cut all co-channel spacings to 100 miles or less (Vol. 15:14-15)—one veteran of the alloca-

tions wars, CBS v.p. William B. Lodge, got his dander up and told Norton off (see p. 6).

BUSINESS GROUP BACKS ATLANTIC TV RELAY: Substantial financial backers have

been found for a privately-owned wideband North Atlantic common carrier which would link U.S. & Canada
to Europe for exchanges of live TV programs as well as auxiliary military & civilian communications.

Preliminary engineering studies have been completed by Page Communications Engineers , subsid-

iary of Northrop Corp. Project has been discussed with U.S. & European govts, which are affected. Its

start is now understood to hinge on Canadian Govt, approval of an application for construction now on file.

Idea of island-hopping North Atlantic TV-communications relay isn't new—it was first proposed

in 1946 by William S. Halstead (now head of Unitel International), who is scheduled to participate in the

proposed project. It is controversial—extremely controversial—and there are many in TV industry who
seriously doubt its value. For example, here's how engineering chief of one network looks at it:

"Sure, it can be done—but why? It will cost a phenomenal amount of money , and just about the

time it's finished, space satellites may be available for transatlantic TV. And besides, how much TV use

would be made of this relay? The time differential between here & Europe makes much live TV exchange

impractical. We can do almost as well right now by making tapes, putting them on jet planes for live-quality

foreign TV with very little time lag.

"Look at the Florida-to-Cuba TV relay—It's available now, and very little use is being made of it.

Besides, the military is building its own world-wide communications system—so it could hardly be expected

to place much business with a privately-owned one. If this is such a hot idea, how come the established

common carriers aren't rushing into it?"

Brushing aside these objections, a syndicate of as yet unidentified U.S. & Canadian businessmen

—said to be well-known, financially able and with TV connections—are convinced that project can easily

pay its own freight. TV might be relatively minor user of the facilities, however—it certainly couldn't

support the costly relay. As supplement to cable, backers expect it to be valuable for military communica-

tions, telephone & teletype—with 8-10 island relay stations doubling as weather outposts & aircraft beacons.

Project would probably cost somewhere in neighborhood of $50 million—give or take plenty more

millions in either direction. It could be completed, according to Page engineers, within about 5 years, and

involves techniques well within capabilities of present engineering knowhow & equipment.

Prospective backers say they have received assurances from Pentagon that U.S. military would be

a prime & heavy user of the communications service. Canadian Govt, is reported to be extremely interested,

and those involved in negotiations say its go-ahead may come within month or so. On receipt of approval,

backers plan to incorporate (probably in Canada) and seek some public financing.

Represented at January meeting in Ottawa, to discuss project with govt, officials there, were Page

engineers, and equipment makers GE, Varian Assoc, (which makes high-powered klystron transmitting

tubes). General Dynamics (atomic power plants), D. S. Kennedy & Co. (maker of big tropo-scatter an-

tennas) in addition to British Air Vice Marshal Frank Lang and the project's financial backers and planners

(who are represented by Toronto attorney Glen Wilton). For details and list of attendees, see p. 8.
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Technical study of project's possibilities was headed by Page's asst, engineering dir. Edwin Dyke,
working with Page v.p. Herbert H. Schenck. It concluded that not more than 10 microwave hops would be
necessary from continent to continent. Relay system would jump off North American continent on Baffin

Island, with stations in Greenland, Iceland and the Faeroe Islands, and European terminals on coast of

Scotland. At Canadian & European ends, system would be extended to nearest TV cities and connected to

existing microwave routes.

Longest hop on route would be about 300 miles—Iceland's east coast to Faeroes—according to Dyke.

System would carry a 1-mc channel and accommodate both east-to-west and west-to-east traffic. TV signal

would be compressed from 4 to 1 me using digital coding techniques such as developed & demonstrated by
Technicolor Corp. and Bell Labs (Vol. 15:14).

Microwave relays would use ultra-reliable tropospheric scatter techniques—bending signal in

troposphere to achieve over-horizon distances—now proven in scores of military <& civilian installations. Page
engineers, leading non-manufacturing company in tropo-scatter field, says no radically new techniques or

equipment are needed. "You can get 200 miles with only a few hundred watts, 300 miles with a few thousand,"

says Dyke. "The antennas have to be mounted only about 150 feet off the ground, and size is no limitation."

Relay stations would be manned, and possibly powered by atomic energy—"we expect the tech-

nique to be well on the way by the time we get that far," Dyke explains.

As to alternative methods of throwing live TV picture across Atlantic , Page engineers give this

size-up: Satellites—still far off, many problems, too expensive, too much power required for passive ones.

Cable—not enough bandwidth; 10-30 parallel cables would be needed for good TV picture. Submarine
waveguide

—
"the ideal method 50 or so years from now." Microwave relay-equipped aircraft

—"good idea

for a one-shot (somebody will probably try it within a year or 2), but not practical for everyday use."

Whether or not this long-dreamed-of relay ever reaches construction stage , it's far closer to reality

than ever before, and you'll be hearing plenty more about it—pro & con—in next few months.

SENATE VOTES MULTI-MILLION ETV AID; As expected, $51 million bill by Chairman
Magnuson (D-Wash.) of Senate Commerce Committee for federal grants to states for educational TV equip-

ment (Vol. 15:9) sailed through Senate last week, once it was called up for vote. Precedent-setting measure
then was sent along to House.

Eisenhower Administration tried to block Senate passage, sending in Minority Leader Dirksen (R-Ill.)

& Sen. Williams (R-Del.) to object that Magnuson measure was too costly and wasn't needed anyway. But

with bipartisan backing from Sens. Schoeppel (R-Kan.) & Cotton (R-N.H.), Magnuson easily won voice

vote from handful of Senators who stayed on floor to hear debate.

ETV bill will have slower & tougher going in House , where Commerce Committee Chairman Harris

(D-Ark.) has displayed nowhere near the enthusiasm on subject his Senate counterpart has demonstrated.

Harris has put no priority tag on ETV this session—and it will take lighting of some House fires by ETV
advocates to stir some action on that side.

Most optimistic forecast on House outlook we've heard came from Rep. Roberts (D-Ala.). He pushed

similar Magnuson bill through Commerce Committee last year, saw it die in adjournment rush (Vol. 14:33),

and put in his own bill this session (Vol. 15:4). "I'd say that the chances are good this year," Roberts told

us. "I don't think last year's opposition will develop again, and I believe we'll win a majority of the Com-

mittee." But so far he lacks any assurance from Harris that ETV hearings will even be scheduled.

HOLLYWOOD'S ABOUT-FACE COMPLETED: Hollywood movie studios , which only a

few years ago considered TV their deadly enemy, have by now completely reversed themselves. After a

"bloodless revolution," every major studio is today competing vigorously for TV film business—in produc-

tion and rentals.

Independent TV film producers once feared that when the major studios came into TV film, they

would swallow up the independents. Exactly opposite is happening—Desilu buys RKO's 2 studios, MCA
buys Universal-International for its Revue Productions, Republic converts itself wholly into rentable studios

for TV producers. With movie industry withering except for a few big boxoffice attractions, TV's importance

as a source of revenue vs. studio overhead becomes even more pointed. As result, there's far more activity

in TV at the movie majors today than in movie production—as shown in roundup on p. 14.
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HYDE RENOMINATED, LOOKS LIKE SHOO-IN: Almost a birthday present for FCC
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, who was born in Downey, Ida. on April 12, 1900, was President Eisenhower's action

last week—renominating him for another full 7-year term following June 30 expiration of his current term.

Republican Hyde, extremely popular, highly respected by just about everyone, should have no
trouble obtaining Senate confirmation. The veteran attorney has had 34 years federal service, has been
in radio regulation ever since first days of Federal Radio Commission in the 1920's. He's been a Commis-
sioner since 1946—came all the way through ranks, from clerkship to general counselship.

CAPITULATION ON VHF BOOSTERS: FCC gave in last week and said it stands ready to

legitimatize unauthorized vhf boosters—if Congress will perform the proper marriage ceremonies and if

miscreant booster operators will clean up and make themselves presentable.

Commission asked Congress to pass 2 laws: ( 1 ) Excusing booster operators for having built with-

out permission—amending Sec. 319(b) of Communications Act. (2) Eliminating need for boosters to have
operators in attendance—amending Sec. 318. Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) promptly introduced FCC's suggested

amendments in HR-6471.

If these laws are passed , FCC said, it will allow boosters to operate under following conditions:

(1) None to use Ch. 4 or 5, because of possible interference with aerial fan markers using 75 me.

(2) Transmission on a channel other than that which is received—thus becoming "translators"

rather than on-channel boosters.

(3) Power not over 1 watt.

(4) Facilities for on & off remote control.

(5) Designation of someone to make periodic checks "and other related functions."

(6) "The selection of transmitting freguency, appropriate minimum mileage separation from co-

channel transmitters of regular TV broadcast stations (still to be determined) and such other operating

conditions as may be needed to insure reasonable protection to regular broadcast & nonbroadcast services."

(7) Must have permission of stations whose signals they translate.

Commission offered no more specific technical details. These will have to be worked out.

Problem is now squarely in lap of Congress, which had forced the FCC action. There's little doubt

that new law is required to excuse the unauthorized construction, but some lawyers question the need for

amendment to waive the operator requirement.

Will Congress hop to it now and legislate? You'd certainly expect it to, in light of the vigor of

senatorial complaint. Will proposed legislation draw opposition from community antenna operators—the

people who might fear economic competition from the vhf translator signals? Says E. Stratford Smith, gen.

counsel of National Community TV Assn.:

"If the Commission makes the boosters conform to rules & standards which prevent interference, I

as it says it will, we could scarcely oppose it." I

Some telecasters are a bit fearful, worried lest boosters cut their service areas and/or bring out-

of-town stations' signals into their backyards. Y

Congress could let whole business slide again , of course, because FCC isn't likely to knock anyone

off air (unless they're causing severe interference) while Congress is "considering" legislation. For the I
present, FCC is extending from June 30 to Sept. 30 the grace period for booster operations.

|

Militating somewhat against future years of inaction , however, is attitude of Defense Dept. & FAA— -

which are increasingly uneasy over potential interference to air navigation.

Contributing to FCC's decision last week was fact that its labs had finished testing sample trans- i

lators furnished by Mid-America Relay System Inc. and Benco TV Assoc. Ltd. (Vol. 15:10)—and appar- i

ently is satisfied that they're safe. FCC sources say that manufacturers claim they can be built to sell for

"under $1000" or "under $500"—they're not sure which. jl

Wistfully, FCC still touted its uhf translator service, even while capitulating on vhf boosters. Its W
announcement stated: "Uhf translators offer several distinct advantages, both as to the limitation of inter- i

ference and as to the range of useful service of good grade." It's thinking about fact that uhf translators
j

have 100-watt ceiling vs. vhf's 1 watt, plus almost unlimited co-channel & adjacent-channel elbow room. .
)
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STATIONS LOSE, CATV WINS, IN FCC RULING: FCC's decision in CATV-station battle,

now that it's announced in 42-page document, turns out upon analysis to be substantial victory for CATV,
defeat for small-town stations—rather than curb on CATV (Vol. 15:15).

Legislation requested by FCC would seem at first blush to be attempt to hold CATV in check where
it might compete with regular stations. But it's scarcely that. FCC asks Congress to pass laws requiring

CATV: (1) to get originating stations' permission to distribute their signals and (2) to carry local sta-

tions' signals "without degradation."

From practical standpoint, if laws are enacted , it isn't expected CATV systems will have much
trouble getting stations' permission—for stations like the added coverage. As for carrying local stations'

signals, most CATV systems do or can, with little strain.

Language of FCC's decision makes it clear that Commission doesn't want to regulate CATV and
isn't asking Congress for authority to do so. Furthermore, and this is quite important. Commission doesn't

intend to arbitrate the economics of CATV-station competition. It recognizes that courts insist that hear-

ings must be given to stations which protest that competition may run them out of business—thus hurting

public. But Commission's entire history on this point shows that it won't keep signals out of a town because

of fears of an existing station operator. This goes for all kinds of operations—regular stations, boosters,

uhf translators, etc. In fact, in last week's CATV decision, FCC affirmed its previous ruling authorizing 2

uhf translators in Lewiston, Ida., against the opposition of KLEW-TV (Ch. 3) there. Said the Commission:

"It is basically the public which must determine the question , as in all broadcasting and free-enter-

prise businesses . . . Our position is that we do not now know of circumstances which would justify our

limiting or prohibiting the operation of satellites or translators, or of CATV systems."

Another facet of CATV's victory before FCC was latter's assertion that freeze of grants of micro-

waves for CATV systems is over, and grants have been resumed. Said Commission: "it is neither proper,

pertinent nor necessary for us to consider the specific lawful use which the common carrier subscriber may
make of the facilities of the carrier. To take a different view would place the Commission in the anoma-
lous position of acting as a censor over public communication, and put us under the burden of policing,

not only the use of such facilities but the content of communications transmitted on the facilities. The
logical extension of such philosophy would require us to deny communications facilities of any kind (mes-

sage telephone, telegraph, etc.) to CATV's and, for example, to deny access to facilities to those acting

contrary to our concept of the public welfare. The adjudication of these matters is beyond our province."

Thus, for umpteenth time, FCC has reiterated a "hands-off-CATV" position. Presumably, if small-

town stations are to get relief, it will have to come directly from Congress. Actually, though, CATV opera-

tors would like to be licensed by FCC, to exorcise once and for all the spectre of local & state regulation.

They believe Commission would give them a fair shake.

The FCC decision is titled Public Notice 59-292, mimeo 71489, in Docket 12443—copies available

from Commission, or our Washington office will get you one.

Congress

USIA NEEDS MORE TV: "In our opinion USIA is not in

TV now”—and it needs more than 3 times its present

$660,000 TV budget to make a real start—the agency’s

Broadcast Advisory Committee told Congress in an

appendix to the 14th report of the U.S. Advisory Com-
mission on Information (Vol. 15:15)

.

Headed by ex-NBC & ABC counsel Joseph A. Mc-

Donald, Washington communications lawyer, the Ad-
visory Committee said that USIA "has attempted to

take some advantage of TV in the areas where it has

been well developed [but] badly needs to establish «fe

protect a franchise” in countries where the medium is

in “early stages.”

The Administration requested about $1.2 million for

the USIA’s TV service overseas in fiscal 1960—up about

$555,000 from its current appropriation (Vol. 15:4). But
the broadcast advisors recommended a TV budget of at

least $2.75 million—$1.5 million to acquire “timeless pro-

gram milestones that have made TV great,” $500,000 to

develop original U.S. program material and $500,000 for

productions overseas, $250,000 “for personnel to imple-

ment this plan.”

The plan for stepped-up TV activity would include:

(1) Evaluation of the importance of TV in the agency’s

overall activities in order to provide an independent de-

termination of policy.” (2) "Sustained support of the TV
activity in such tempo” that “long-range planned gro^vth

instead of a feast or famine existence” would be effected.

Approving USIA’s separation of its radio & TV func-

tions last year into 2 services, with ex-NBC International

pres. Romney Wheeler taking charge of a new Interna-

tional TV Service (Vol. 14:40), the advisors said “a whole

new reevaluation of TV as an instrument of the agency”

is needed now.
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The FCC

FCC WANTS SOME CHANGES: Accustomed to being the

target of legislative reforms on Capitol Hill, the FCC
last week sent Congress a batch of recommendations
for amendments to the Communications Act which the

Commission itself would like to have. Among them

:

(1) Dispensing with McFarland letters now pro-

vided in Sec. 309(b). The letters were intended to

permit station applicants to correct deficiencies in ap-

plications and avoid hearings. But the FCC said they’ve

become “the largest single contributing factor” in

building up its huge backlog of AM applications.

(2) Amending Sec. 5(c) to give the FCC’s re-

view staff more latitude in assisting the Commission
with advice on interlocutory matters and preparing

legal & factual analyses in adjudicatory cases. Comr.
Ford said the section should be repealed entirely. Comr.

Bartley said the recommendation didn’t go far enough.

(3) Adding Sec. 508 to title V to provide $100

fines for violations of rules by radio stations in non-

broadcast services.

(4) Revising Sec. 202(b) to broaden FCC juris-

diction over common-carrier charges & services to in-

clude microwave and other point-to-point radio circuits

in addition to wires for chain broadcasting—facilities

which weren’t perfected when act was passed in 1934.

‘Ridiculous Case of Mr. Daly’: Congressional support for

legislation exempting newscasts from application of politi-

cal equal time requirements of the Federal Communica-
tions Act (Vol. 15:8-15) developed in several new quarters

last week. Rep. Rogers (D-Tex.), a House Commerce Com-
mittee member, added his own bill (HR-6326) to those

already proposed in the House & Senate to exclude news
programs from Sec. 315, reversing FCC’s ruling in the

Chicago Lar Daly case. Rep. Broyhill (R-Va.) called his

colleagues’ attention to an editorial (“The Ridiculous Case

of Mr. Daly”) in the Virginian-Pilot of Norfolk & Ports-

mouth denouncing the FCC edict. Similar editorials in the

Chicago American and Peoria Journal-Star were inserted

with approval in the Congressional Record by Reps. Der-

winski (R-Ill.) & Michel (R-Ill.).

FCC was upheld last week by the Court of Appeals
in the much-litigated Shreveport Ch. 12 (KSLA-TV) case

(Vol. 14:17), in which the Commission’s 1955 award to the

Shreveport TV Co. (Don George estate) was contested in

& out of court by KRMD & KCIJ. The Court of Appeals
said it was “unable to say that there was no substantial

basis for the Commission’s findings” that KSLA-TV was
the superior applicant, despite the death of important prin-

cipal Don George. It added, however, that an operating

license given to KSLA-TV in 1957 should have noted that

the case was under review. The court suggested that

“any similar future order contain the condition that it

shall be void if the construction permit is ultimately

denied.”

Law practice before the FCC and other federal ad-

ministrative agencies would be open to all members of the

bar of federal courts and of any state’s highest court under
an eligibility measure (S-1567) introduced by Sen. Keat-
ing (R-N.Y.). Co-sponsors include Sens. Bridges (R-N.H.)

& Hruska (R-Neb.).

LODGE VS. NORTON: Scarcely anyone in the FCC or
industry takes seriously the allocations philosophy of

Bureau of Standards’ propagation specialist Kenneth
Norton (p. 1), but Wm. B. Lodge, CBS v.p. in charge
of affiliate relations & engineering, just couldn’t stand
still for some of Norton’s remarks.

Analyzing Norton’s letter to FCC (Vol. 15:14-15),

Lodge wrote to him, with copy to FCC Chairman Doer-
fer, concluding that Norton had 4 theses:

“(1) That TASO should have advanced a specific allo-

cation plan,

“(2) That the TASO report is in error in several

technical details,

“(3) That the motives of industry engineers are sub-

ject to criticism, and that these allegedly sinister motives

are responsible for supposed past FCC allocation errors;

and

“(4) That you have & propose a superior allocation

philosophy.”

Lodge took these up one-by-one, stating

:

(1) TASO never intended to suggest an allocation

plan to FCC—and this was clearly understood from the

outset by everyone, including the Commission. In fact,

said Lodge, FCC presiding officers at TASO meetings di-

rected discussions away from non-technical matters “with

the admonition that the FCC did not expect TASO to make
recommendations on allocation or assignment plans.”

(2) In TASO’s technical work, “(a) There have been

honest differences of opinion among members of the panels

and committees, (b) In some of these differences the

majority of the members have been in disagreement with

a [Bureau of Standards’ central radio propagation lab]

representative, (c) There may be some other method of

resolving these differences than by majority opinion, but

you have suggested no substitute, (d) I know of no in-

stances in which the TASO decisions were biased by the

‘selfish interests’ of industry engineers, (e) Several of the

detailed decisions of TASO, about which you are con-

cerned, are still under consideration, and (f) Technical

studies frequently have to be ‘sawed off’ somewhere short

of perfection to meet deadlines and to stay within budgets.”

(3) “It is my personal opinion that the industry en-

gineers have just as much integrity & ability as your

associates. I happen to believe, also, that your allocation

proposal—co-channel separations of 100 miles or less

—

would seriously degrade TV service to the American public.

But I would not imply that your recommendation involves

professional dishonesty or a desire to achieve some selfish

aim. Anyone with engineering training respects the value

of a theoi’etical approach. But it seems improper for a

physicist with no business experience to impugn the mo-
tives of engineers who take into account practical consid-

erations which could hardly have received proper atten-

tion in your theoretical analysis.”

(4) “In making a specific recommendation that the

Commission adopt a minimum co-channel spacing of 100

miles or less, you may have attempted to take into consid-

eration such matters as program availability, cost of

station operation, economic support, and the Communica-
tions Act requirement that broadcast facilities be assigned

equitably among the several states & communities ... It

does not seem unfair to question your expertness in mat-

ters involving the economic support & programming of TV
stations.

“Inadequate knowledge of economics & programs, as

well as some unanticipated practical problems in uhf re-
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ception, led advocates of vhf-uhf intermixture to expect

uhf stations to compete successfully with vhf stations.

These advocates confused circles drawn on a map with

actual service to the public. We now know that hundreds

of theoretical circles supposedly representing uhf service

to the public never eventualized into actual service. Others

existed for a few years and then stopped. Your current

proposal could suffer the same deficiency: Increased inter-

ference will reduce existing service areas, but how can you

be sure that theoretical replacement circles will actually

be built in the areas losing service—or, if built, will carry

equivalent programming?"
Regarding rural coverage: “If I interpret it correctly,

your reasoning runs as follows: (1) Rural areas already

receive poorer TV service than metropolitan areas, (2)

More people live in metropolitan areas than in rural areas,

and (3) Therefore, loss of rural service should be ignored

so that still more stations can be built in the more popu-

lous areas." This is an erroneous conclusion, said Lodge,

because “it discriminates against the rural population of

this country, and it indicates ignorance as to the extent of

TV viewing at 50-to-100 mile distances from the nearest

station."

Lodge noted Norton’s conclusion that a reduction of

170 to 120 miles would double tbe potential number of

stations on the channel and would decrease the grade

C service per channel by only 6.5%, and then said: “For
some reason you do not add the obvious corollary—that

this also means cutting the service area per station to less

than half."

“With that in mind,” Lodge continued, “did you take

into account (a) The fact that TV stations in this country

are not govt, operated but are supported by income or

advertising, (b) The extent to which advertisers would
place programs on the reduced-coverage stations, and (c)

How this might affect the stations’ survival, their hours of

operation, and the type of programs carried? Similarily,

if service areas are reduced, how many TV services and
what kind of programming would be available for the

more distant TV viewer who now has the same choice of

programs as the city dweller? (For example, a viewer in

Bridgeport, Conn., 55 miles from N.Y., now may choose

from the same 7 program services that are available to a
resident of N.Y. city. What would the Bridgeport resident

have under your proposal?) Did you consider the fact that,

with close-spaced stations, interference ratios will be in-

creased because of congestion in offset-carrier assignments?
And did you take into account the fact that establishment

of one of your close-spaced stations could deprive an area
of 2 existing services? (For example, a new station on
Ch. 3 in Ogden, Utah, would substantially obliterate re-

ception in that city of KUTV & KTVT Salt Lake City, on
Ch. 2 &4).’’

“Communications in an expanding economy” was the

title of an address delivered by FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
April 14, before the Brigham Young U college of business,

in Provo. He summarized the growth of the use of radio

by railroads, taxis, utilities, farming, aircraft, power &
petroleum, common carriers, etc.—and touched on the uses

of closed-circuit TV.

Revised list of type-accepted AM & FM transmitters

and monitors acceptable as of Feb. 10, was announced by
FCC last week. The list, which includes FM equipment
accepted for multiplex operation, is not available for gen-
eral distribution, but copies may be inspected at FCC head-

quarters & field offices.

THRICE-TOLD TESTIMONY: The Miami Ch. 10 conspii'acy

trial of ex-FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack and his lawyer-

friend Thurman A. Whiteside (Vol. 15:15) lumbered
along last week, producing little evidence that hadn’t

been heard once before in House hearings on the FCC’s
award to National Airlines’ WPST-TV—and again in

the Commission’s own rehearing.

It was the second week of the case before Federal

District Court Judge Burnita S. Matthews in Wash-
ington. It was the first in which opposing batteries of

govt. & defense attorneys got down to the jury busi-

ness of building a trial record with witnesses—and the

end of the marathon construction job was nowhere
near in sight.

FCC General Counsel John L. Fitzgerald alone spent

2% dull days on the stand under examination & cross-ex-

amination on transcripts of Commission proceedings in the

long, bitter contest by 4 applicants for Ch. 10. The record

droned by Fitzgerald stretched back to Dec. 21, 1955, when
the legal staff was instructed to prepare a report looking

toward a grant to National Airlines’ Public Service TV Inc.

Showing that Mack was in the 4-3 FCC majority for

National Airlines, govt, prosecutor J. Frank Cunningham
tried to build groundwork under charges that Mack &
Whiteside plotted to deliver the award. Mack’s chief coun-

sel Nicholas J. Chase tried to tear it down by showing that

the grant would have gone the same way without Mack’s

vote—and that Mack even joined once in 1957 in a 7-0

FCC vote to reconsider.

Other early-phase witnesses included: (1) National

Airlines pres. George T. Baker, who denied once more that

he ever authorized anybody to offer any bribes to Mack
for his support. (2) Dade County (Fla.) Circuit Court

Judge Robert H. Anderson, who told again about pre-bench

moves he made to get Whiteside to represent National Air-

lines. (3) Paul H. Scott, Anderson’s former law partner,

who recounted how Whiteside agreed to be helpful to

National Airlines but wouldn’t take a fee. (4) Mrs.

Frances Kreeger, Mack’s personal secretary during his

term, who was called on to run through a 4-volume log of

Mack’s telephone calls, especially those to Whiteside.

And these prolonged preliminary proceedings in court

seemed to be just a starter for more this week. If the de-

fense has its way in the third week, the courtroom will be

piled high with papers shoveled from files of the House
Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee—each of

them subject to study & restudy.

House Clerk Ralph Roberts was served with defense

subpoenas calling on him to come into court April 20. He
was asked to bring along more than 100 reports, memos,

pieces of congressional correspondence and other exhibits

(including the transcript of a “bugged” interview by over-

sight investigators with Mack) featured in last year’s

House heai’ings which forced Mack’s resignation from the

FCC. Under House rules, Roberts can’t comply completely

with the subpoenas until Judge Matthews rules on “the

materiality and the relevancy of the papers & documents

called for”—and that should take up much time.

Meanwhile tbe FCC and special hearing officer Judge

Horace Stern were bending over backwards to make sure

tbey’ll do nothing to produce new publicity on Ch. 10 and

other “influence” cases which might affect the Mack-White-

side trial.

The FCC has put off Miami Ch. 10 oral arguments.

Judge Stern postponed indefinitely the April 20 deadline

for filing briefs in the Boston Ch. 5 case.
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Networks

More about

NORTH ATLANTIC TV RELAY: Top-level U.S. & Canadian
officials have been sounded out on the proposed Canada-
to-Europe tropo-scatter TV-communications relay (see

p. 2), and reactions, according to the project’s backers,

have generally been favorable. Canadian Dept, of

Transport has yet to act on the group’s application for

construction.

Although Canadian officials at first had expressed

some doubt as to the feasibility of the project. Deputy
Prime Minister How^ard C. Green was quoted by Maj.

Gen. Frank E. Stoner (ret.), fonner Asst. Chief Signal

Officer who is now asst, to pres, of Varian Assoc., as

“intensely interested in the |planj and . . . sure it

would get high-level support.”

The report was made at a closed seminar Jan. 26 at

Chateau Laurier, Ottawa, at which technical & other

aspects of the proposed project—which still goes under the

code name NARCOM—^were discussed with Canadian offi-

- cials. The meeting was chaired by British Air Vice Marshal

Frank Lang (ret.), 40-year veteran in the communications

field and self-termed “catalyst” of Canadian & American

interests “in stimulating thoughts about NARCOM.”
He explained that informal discussions had been held

with “communication & financial people in Great Britain,

in Denmark (because of Greenland & the Faeroes) and Ice-

land,” as well as with NATO in Paris. “They indicated

positive interest in the plan, and in 2 of the countries large

financial investment potentials were indicated.”

Next step was a series of meetings in Washington,

largely arranged by Gen. Stoner. Discussions were held

with “the staff director of the President’s Advisory Com-
mittee on Scientific Organization, the Chief Signal Officer,

the Director of Telecommunications of the Office of the

Asst. Secy, of Defense, the Chief of Naval Research, the

heads of the U.S, Air Force’s electronics branches, the

chief engineer of the U.S. Information Service.” General

reactions “showed a keen interest in the plan, and indicated

that a fairly high level of traffic from some of these

agencies could be expected.”

Marshal Lang said that the initiative “must be taken

by Canadians. The majority of directors, of management &
administrative personnel must be Canadian, and, as pres-

ently projected, one-third of the system at the western

terminus would doubtlessly be constructed, operated and

maintained by Canadian industry & technicians.”

4: ^ ^

The remainder of the meeting was devoted largely to

technical discussions at which representatives of Page Com-
munications Engineers and various equipment companies

discussed feasibility of the px’oject with known techniques

& equipment.

One interesting aspect was a talk by Dr. Park H.

Miller Jr., head of General Atomics’ experimental physics

group of General Dynamics atomic research center at San

Diego. He explained GD’s Triga reactor as a potential

power source at remote relay stations. By slight redesign,

he stated, Triga can develop a thermal power output of

10,000 kw and can be easily operated by relatively unskilled

l)ersonnel.

Canadian officials present at the meeting: Navy:

Comdr. D. C. Rutherford, Director of Naval Communica-
tions. Comdr. J. E. Rous, asst, electrical engineer-in-chief

(electronics). Lt. Cmdr. E. M. Byrnes, head of communica-
tions engineering section. Army: Lt. Col. D. W. Kells, head
of electronic & electrical div. Lt. Col. A. J. Loutit and
others representing Signal Corps officials. Air Force: Dr.

J. C. Arnell, scientific advisor to Chief of Air Staff. Defense
Research Board—Dr. J. H. Meet, deputy dir. of physical

research (electronics), A. 0. Sandoz, asst, chief of Defense
Research Telecommunications Establishment, and others.

Other Canadian interests represented: Telecommunica-
tions branch. Dept, of Transport; Bell Telephone Co. of

Canada; Fleet Mfg. Ltd.; Varian Assoc, of Canada. Finan-
cial interests were represented by attorneys Glen M. Wil-
ton & George Beaumont.

Discussing various aspects of the project, in addition

to Marshal Lang & Gen. Stoner, were: Wm. S. Halstead,

pres., Unitel International Inc., N.Y.; Herbert H. Schenck,

Edwin Dyke & William Collins, Page Communications En-
gineers, Washington; Winn Wagner, chief of propagation
div., Varian Assoc.; C. F. Merrigan, head of scatter & spe-

cial equipment, GE technical products div.; Samuel Morse,

GE military & industrial products div.; John Pickering,

chief of communications, Canadian GE; Charles Creaser,

v.p., D. S. Kennedy & Co., Cohasset, Mass.

CBS Won’t Join NSRC: Still apparently troubled by anti-

network winds blowing in Washington, CBS definitely has
decided not to join the EIA-sponsored National Stereo

Radio Committee (NSRC). It thus has indicated that it

doesn’t consider FCC’s official blessing and EIA’s legal

interpretation (Vol. 15:12,14-15) sufficient assurance that

participation in the all-industry stereo broadcasting tech-

nical group constitutes sure-fire insulation from possible

anti-trust charges.

RCA, which fox'merly was an NSRC member but

backed out for the same reason, hasn’t yet indicated

whether it will rejoin on the basis of the new reassurances

from FCC & EIA.

On another stereo front, meanwhile, the FCC granted

permission to WABC N.Y. to test the Philco AM stereo

system until July 15, using the experimental call letters

KE2XZZ. Philco’s compatible system uses a combination

of AM & phase modulation on a single broadcast-band

channel to produce a stereo effect (Vol. 49:13).

WFDS-FM Baltimore also received FCC permission

to test single-channel stereo until July 15.

Network program “tie-in” investigation, which starts

May 4 (Vol. 15:15), will begin with network witnesses,

FCC presiding officer James D. Cunningham stated last

week, and he ordered that their testimony “be concerned

with the identification, authentication and explanation of

certain exhibits, documents and other relevant papei's.”

NBC-TV had a busy Friday last week denying a story

in April 17 issue of Printers’ Ink which rumored a shake-

up in the network’s top TV brass before fall, with Robert

Kintner, pres, and Robert Lewine, program v.p. who now
reports to ex-Y&R program chief David Levy at NBC, due

to resign. “Absolutely untrue,” one NBC spokesman told

us. “These rumors occur every spring.” Printers’ Ink stuck

by its story. The rumors persist.

NBC, CBC and the TV & radio stations of Triangle

Publications, Inc., were the recipients last week of the

National Safety Council 1958 Public Intei’est Awards in

the network category. Station awards went to 35 TV sta-

tions & 145 radio stations.
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How to Reduce Production Risk: Independent packagers

can’make more sales by studying the marketing objectives

of TV advertisers. The trick is to tailor shows to fit the

needs of the sponsors, says George Gruskin, former Wil-

liam Morris TV executive and now a consultant who ad-

vises producers on the creation & marketing of independent

TV properties.

Case history: Gruskin was approached recently by

Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli (S.F.). One of their accounts,

Ralston Purina, had just had a stormy session with ABC-
TV, which wanted to move another film show into Ralston’s

Bold Journey slot after that show’s cycle was to expire.

GB&B needed another show—quick. The hitch was that

Ralston wanted a show that had the same “feel,” and the

same opportunities for public service & scholarship cam-

paigns as Bold Journey, a series of semi-pro travelogues.

Gruskin called Jerry Stagg, a producer he represents,

who, after studying the Ralston operation, came up with

a show that Ralston bought at first look

—

High Road With

John Gunther, a half-hour location film series. Due to debut

this summer, it is “the Bold Journey formula on a more

professional level, plus a heavyweight international name,”

says Gruskin. “It fits the Ralston promotions like a glove.”

Production, as we all know, is still risky business,

even when the odds are in your favor with a strong prop-

erty, adds the consultant. “It may cost you $50-$80,000 to-

day to make a pilot which you’re likely to sell for $45,000

weekly. In the normal pattern, you won’t break even until

the show is in the repeat season, and you probably won’t

make a profit until the middle of the second year. Your

real payoff comes later in syndication.”

As an example, he cites My Little Margie, which

brought “only $10,000 per episode for the first 117 epi-

sodes.” Meanwhile a new series with Gale Storm was

evolved, and sold to Nestle, while the old moved into syndi-

cation. In the second season, the over-all break-even point

was reached. In the third year, sale of rerun rights by

Official Films of the first series produced a profit to the

producer of—$1 million.

Gruskin is currently readying several new program

properties: Little America, an Andre Martin co-produc-

tion starring Ann Sheridan as the wife of an American

official in Germany; Space Port, a science-fiction series co-

produced by Curt Siodmak; Tosti & Son, a semi-musical

starring Frankie Laine & Salvatore Baccaloni.

TV-radio-press hassle over coverage of Cuban leader

Fidel Castro’s appearance before the American Society of

Newspaper Editors in Washington last week was resolved

by a last-minute compromise. Citing standing-room-only

conditions in the Hotel Statler’s Presidential ballroom for

Castro’s speech, the ASNE first decreed that no TV equip-

ment would be permitted—and that radio coverage would

be limited to a one-microphone pool. “Arbitrary suppres-

sion of freedom of access,” protested the Radio & TV Cor-

respondents Assn. “At odds with the traditional stand of

those in the news business,” said the Radio-TV News Di-

rectors Assn. NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows said he was

“shocked & bewildered.” The storm subsided after ASNE
press relations chairman Alfred Friendly, managing editor

of the Washington Post, worked out a deal with TV &
radio networks for films & recordings for rebroadcasts.

Note: As part of its coverage, CBS-TV thought it had

lined up Castro for Face the Nation April 19. But the

Cuban Embassy said he couldn’t make it.

GOP Drops TV Plan: Proposals by ex-Republican na-

tional chairman Meade Alcorn for a series of GOP-spon-
sored TV shows, including one in which President Eisen-

hower would act as political “answer man” (Vol. 15:2),

have been shelved. The TV venture would be too costly,

a special subcommittee reported to the national commit-

tee. “And that pretty well puts it to rest for the time

being,” a GOP spokesman told us last week. Subcommit-
tee members Richard F. Cooper of N.H., Mrs. Henry Swan
II of Colo, and Tom Judd of Utah explored costs of the

projected series ($60,000 for 30 min. of prime evening net-

work time, production costs “almost out of this world”).

They concluded: “TV would appear to be far beyond our

reach at the present time.” But Cooper had a counter-

proposal. He thought the national committee might look

into possibilities of buying radio spots “phased in with

popular music.”

Or better yet: “If every disc jockey were a zealous

Republican, the battle would be more than half won.”

TV film censorship by the Kan. Board of Review is

provided under general terms of the state’s 1917 Motion
Picture Censorship Act, according to an advisory ruling by
Kan. Attorney General John Anderson Jr. The question

was raised by county attorney Bob Duncan of Atchison,

who wanted to know if films exhibited by Kan. State Col-

lege & Kan. U as well as by TV stations should be sub-

mitted first to the board for approval. Anderson said it

will take court decisions to clarify “very broad & some-
what ambiguous” terms of the pre-TV law, but that as it

stands, the legislation covers all public showings of films.

Nominations for Emmy awards were announced last

week in 42 national categories by the National Academy of

TV Arts & Sciences. Secret balloting of members will select

winners in time for the May 6 award ceremony, to be spon-

sored over NBC by Procter & Gamble, and Benrus Watch.
Of 197 nominees, CBS leads with 88%, followed closely by
NBC with 84%, and ABC last with 24. The 198th nomina-
tion (in engineering) is shared equally by the 3 networks.

Tax on TV props: The Internal Revenue Service has

decided (Rev. Rul. 59-111) that retailers who lease taxable

articles for use as props on TV shows must collect regular

excise charges on them—even if the articles are returned

when the programs are over. The ruling points out that the

Internal Revenue Code defines a lease as a sale for excise

tax purposes, and “length of time for which the articles

ai’e leased or rented is considered immaterial.”

Space-age TV previews were scheduled by General

Motors for a 5-6 p.m. April 19 show on NBC-TV from

the World Congress of Flight at Las Vegas. Planned shots

included the Atlas satellite launcher whose nose capsule

may put the first human in orbit around the earth, and

the rocket-powered X-15 which is expected to put the first

American into near-orbit at a height of 100 miles, and

pilot’s-eye views from jet planes.

Virginia Tiu, 5, was barred from The Perry Como Shou'

(NBC) by the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Chil-

dren. The tiny Chinese girl from Chicago, a piano prodigy,

was tentatively scheduled for April 18, but SPCC thought

her too young.

First Canadian newscaster has been admitted to the

parliamentary press gallery in Ottawa, restricted until

now to representatives of daily newspapers & news serv-

ices. He is Sam G. Ross, correspondent for 10 western

Canadian radio stations.
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INDUSTRY INFORMATION PROGRAM; “Unanimous agree-

ment so far on plans & recommendations” was reported

last week by C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Sta-

tions pres., chairman of the TV Information Commit-

tee formed during last month’s NAB convention to

counteract the wave of criticism—particularly the

attacks from other media (Vol. 15:12).

The next meeting will be in N.Y. April 20, another

April 29, then recommendations will be submitted to

the NAB board April 30. No firm budget has been de-

vised to date, but the talk still centers around a $1

million-a-year figure. The networks are expected to

bear a substantial portion of the costs—perhaps $150,-

000-$250,000 each.

“Money is the least important matter. How good

will the program be? That’s the question. If it’s good,

the money will come—because it must come.”

Meanwhile, CBS did a public information job of

its own last week—placing full-page ads in N.Y. &
Washington newspapers, stating among other things:

“Every night . . . during the average minute, 61 mil-

lion people are watching their TV screens, and this

number grows larger every year ... It would seem only

too clear that the American people give more of their

attention to TV than any other medium of communica-

tion simply because TV gives them so much more of

what they want. And because they find so much of

what they want, in such even balance, at a single point

on the dial, they turn their attention most often to the

CBS Television Network.” And CBS’s WCBS-TV N.Y.

put out a handsome brochure touting its public affairs

programs

—

Chaucer, Chopin, and the Peoples Choice.

Conelrad test April 17 looked good to FCC Defense

Comr. Robert E. Lee—though he expects it will take a

couple of months to evaluate it completely. Said he: “Na-

tionally, I think we’re going to show up well, coverage-

wise. There was probably better coverage than in normal

broadcasting. The purpose of the test was not so much

technical—because that can be done at night—as to get

the public to use Conelrad in an emergency.” The test was

part of “Operation Alert 1959,” the 6th annual nationwide

civil defense training exercise. The material broadcast

explained what the Govt, and individuals will do and can

do in the event of an attack. It included a message from

Leo A. Hoegh, director of the Office of Civil & Defense

Mobilization, who exhorted listeners to prepare themselves

in every way possible. All TV, FM & AM stations except

the approximately 1200 AM stations participating in Conel-

rad on 640 & 1240 kc—left the air ll:30-noon EST. The

test came during an interim stage of Conelrad—a sub-

stantial change in engineering, details classified.

Tributes to radio by 55 members of Senate & House

representing 35 states have been collected by the NAB
to promote National Radio Month in May. Among them:

Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate Commerce

Committee: “The constant, potent voice of radio soothes &

informs but always serves.” House Minority Leader Mar-

tin (R-Mass.): “It supplies the news of the world promptly

& succinctly.” Rep. Boggs (D-La.): “Radio certainly has

played a most important role in our national life and is

continuing to do so.”

More from Moore: Speaking on “TV’s critical decade,”

Richard Moore, pres. KTTV, Los Angeles, last week told

the Western meeting of the Assn, of National Advertiseis

at Santa Barbara, Calif., that the coming decade would

decide whether the selling power of TV shall be allowed

to make its full contribution to the success of American

marketing or whether its marketing strength will be sapped

by anti-advertising influences.

Reviewing anti-advertising activity, Moore pointed to

attacks on commercials in publications, in legislative &
administrative areas, and to a bill pending in Calif, which

would prohibit the broadcasting of commercials of more
than 2 minutes and would ban broadcast of more than

one commercial in a 10-min. period. Moore asserted that

the acceptability of advertising should be judged by
whether it is entertaining or informative or both.

The KTTV chief termed the non-sponsored telecast of

the movie industry’s annual Oscar awards a “sad economic

waste.” He opined that it carried no advertising—not

even for movies—& said this reflected an attitude within the

Academy that advertising would “taint” the program.

“The sustaining look of the Academy broadcast was a set-

back for commercial TV & for the cause of marketing.

Think of the news & information that could have been

given to 29,000,000 homes about American goods & serv-

ices,” he added.

TV-radio publicity is “childish,” with the broadcasting

industry “generally 15 years behind business in the areas

of professional public relations, planning and execution,”

charged Mike Santangelo, p.r. dir. of Westinghouse Bcstg.

Co. last week at a WBC program managers meeting in

Atlantic City. “You can’t wish away criticism & attacks,”

he stated. “Unbelievable as it may seem, broadcasting, the

mass communications medium, has yet to create an image
of recognition. Executives appear in the public eye as a
cross between a Brooks Bros, mannequin and a circus

barker.” Urged the WBC chief tub-thumper: “Reject the

novice, and pay for first rate p.r. talent.”

Pres. Lawrence H. Rogers II (WSAZ-TV & WSAZ
Huntington-Charleston, W.Va.), faced with continual na-

tional publicity about unemployment in the coal-mine areas,

which he feels is reacting ambiguously against “the highly-

prosperous areas of Huntington, Charleston and the Ohio

Valley,” has been doing on-the-air editorials personally,

and making business-club speeches to help correct the prob-

lem by advocating constructive tax policies & attitudes.

Rogers is frequently before his own cameras as the edi-

torial voice of the station.

TvB’s local-level TV sales clinics are scheduled to

start May 5 in a tour that will touch 16 cities in 6 weeks
with all-day sessions. Aimed at bringing “new sales tech-

niques & heavy competitive selling ammunition” to local

broadcasters, the clinics will cover such topics as new-
audience data, anti-TV campaigns by print media, co-op

advertising budgets and successful sales campaigns of

TvB member stations. Target cities range from Winston-

Salem to Salt Lake City.

KTTV (Ch. 11) Los Angeles plans a series of 12

local monthly “specials” varying in length from one to 3

hours. The package, sponsored by Riviera Mfg. Co., will

include old movies, video tape and live material. It tees

off this week with a one-hour show titled “The Dictators,”

filmed at Ciudad Trujillo by Paul Coates, and featuring

exclusive interviews with Juan Peron & Fulgencio Batista.
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CBC board of directors plans the following to improve

its northern radio service: (1) Addition of CFWH White-

horse to the CBC Trans-Canada Network. (2) New ti'an.s-

mitters for CFYT Dawson City & CFGB Goose Bay. (3)

Direct off-air pickups from CBX Lacombe, Alta, for CFYK
Yellowknife. (4) Replacement of Aklavik station with

new facility at Inuvik. (5) Establishment of low-power

transmitter at Fort Smith. (6) Take-over & operation of

the Hay River station. (7) Approval for take-over of Fort

Churchill station. (8) Applications for new low-power

relay transmitters at Fort Nelson, B.C. & Watson Lake in

the Yukon. (9) Consideration of numerous requests for

French language service in Toronto. The board also pre-

viewed film of new Royal Canadian Mounted Police TV
series scheduled for premiere over CBC & BBC in the fall.

Board’s next meeting will be in Toronto June 22-24.

Shift of WVEC-TV (Ch. 15) Norfolk to Ch. 13 was

recommended by FCC examiner J. D. Bond in an initial de-

cision which followed an agreement by WVEC-TV’s 2 com-

petitors for Ch. 13 to dismiss their applications. WTOV-TV
(Ch. 27) 50% stockholder Temus R. Bright will get $150,-

000 consultancy fee from WVEC-TV and the other 50%
WTOV-TV stockholder Louis H. Peterson will get 10%
of WVEC-TV stock. The third applicant, Virginian TV
Corp., will get 10% of WVEC-TV. The merger had been

fought by WAVY (Ch. 10) Portsmouth-Norfolk.

KBLR-TV (Ch. 10) Goodland Kan. has been bought

for $5000 plus assumption of $400,000 liabilities from 100%
owner James Blair by a group headed by pres.-gen. mgr.

Leslie E. Whittemore. In a separate deal, the same group

is buying radio KBLR for $145,000 plus assumption of

$25,000 in liabilities. The group includes Colorado business-

men W. L. Vanderjagt, Raymond Roark, Donald Tolland,

Gordon Tolland, Eddie Jones, Casey Van Gerderan.

Price of $50,000 is being paid to CBS for WXIX (Ch.

18) Milwaukee by Gene Posner & associates (Vol. 15:14),

according to application filed with FCC last week. Posner,

owner of WMIL Milwaukee, and his wife will own 51% and

appliance dealer bros. Harold & Bernard Sampson 20%
each. Balance (9%) is being bought by realtor Herbei’t S.

Wilk. New owners plan to resume operation of stations as

soon as the transfer is approved.

KOMO-TV (Ch. 4) Seattle’s 2/3 owner, Fisher’s Blend

Station Inc., has bought the remaining 1/3 for $1,833,333

from Theodore Gamble (30%) and C. Howard Lane

(3.33%), principals of KOIN-TV (Ch. 6) Portland. Said

W. W. Warren, KOMO-TV exec, v.p.-gen. mgi’.: “We
thought it was a good investment—and we bought it.’’

Leaving broadcast media entirely, Philadelphia Eve-

ning Bulletin’s WCAU Inc., which sold its WCAU-TV (Ch.

10) & WCAU Philadelphia to CBS last July (Vol. 13:51

et seq.), last week sold its 50% interest in WDAU-TV (Ch.

22) Scranton to the Megargee family, which owns the other

50%, for $700,000.

“Interim” allocations solution for Fresno area, urged

last week by KJEO (Ch. 47) would assign Ch. 2, 5, 7 & 9

to Fresno, Ch. 8, 10 & 12 to Bakersfield—deleting Ch. 5

from Goldfield, Nev., Ch. 9 from Tonopah, Nev. KJEO
seeks a change to Ch. 2.

Translator starts: K73AP, K77AO & K83AJ Quincy,

Wash, began April 4 repeating KREM-TV, KXLY-TV &
KHQ-TV Spokane.

CP for Ch. 71 translator in Newport, Ore. has been

granted to Paul Kafoury.

SMPTE Agenda: These papers on TV & related subjects

are .scheduled for the May 3-8 semiannual SMPTE con-

vention at Miami Beach’s F'ontainebleau Hotel:
Audio-Vi.sual Cnmmunicalions—A Comparison of Learninir Result-

ing from Motion-Picture Projector and from Closed-Circuit TV Presenta-
tions. by J. F. McGrane. American Machine & Foundry Co., & Morton
L. Baron. U.S. Army Signal Equipment Support Agency.

Closed-Circuit TV in School & Community: the Chelsea Experi-
ment, Lawrence Creshkoff, Chelsea Closed-Circuit TV Project, N.Y.

Implications of Continental Classroom for Open-Circuit TV Teach-
ing, Edwin P. Adkins, American Assn, of Colleges for Teacher Education.

TV Recording—Progress Report on Video Tape Standardization, A.
H. Lind, RCA. Transient Response Considerations in Video Tape Re-
coi-ding, Roger Hibbard & Harold Walsh, Ampex Corp.

E.xtension of Bandwidth in Video Tape Recording, Charles P. Cins-
burg, Ampex Corp.

The Mixed Blessings of the Video Tape Recorder, Sidney V. Stadig,
Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.

Methods of Recording Color TV on Magnetic Tape, Charles E.
Anderson, Ampex.

Operational Conveniences in the RCA TRT-IA TV Tape Recorder,
A. H. Lind, RCA.

New Horizons for TV Tape, Ross H. Snyder, Ampex.
A Mobile Video Tape Recorder, J. Byrne Hull & H. C. Hummel,

Ampex Corp.
TV Facilities—A Program-by-Program Billing System for Pay TV,

K. A. Simons, Jerrold.

The Performance of TV Camera Lenses, Cordon Henry Cook, Tay-
lor, Taylor & Hobson (England).

Camma-Radiation-Insensitive TV Camera Lenses, John D. Hayes,
Bausch & Lomb.

New Approach to Balanced Audio Levels in TV, Robert B. Monroe,
CBS-TV.

Improving the Performance of TV Intercommunication Systems, A.
Pierce Evans Jr., CBS-TV.

CBS Self-Normalling Video Jack, Charles J. Neenan. CBS-TV.
Russian TV Today—Color & Monochrome, J. R. Popkin-Clurman,

Telechrome.
TV Film Techniques—Standardized Cray-Scale Characteristic for

Vidicon Telecine, L. J. Murch, CBC.
Density & Exposure Control for TV Films, Harold Wright, CBC.
Constant-Density Lab Process for TV Film. Rodger J. Ross, CBC.
MPO Infrared Matte Process, Zoli Vidor, MPO TV Films.
Technique of the Visual Squeeze, Robert Bergmann, Transfilm.
Production Techniques of an Effective TV Newsfilm Public Rela-

tions Program, Howard Back, Chrysler Corp.
Studio Lighting & Practices—Rigging for TV Studios, Ralph H.

Schneeloch Jr., Inter American Equipment Corp.
Significant Developments in Studio Lighting Layouts, Rollo Gillespie

Williams, Century Lighting.
Silicon-Controlled Rectifier Dimmer, Herbert R. More, Kliegl Bros.,

& Albert W. Malang, ABC.
New Horizons, Paul F. Wittlig, CBS-TV.

Proud of its closed-circuit missile maintenance train-

ing system which was shown off to Pentagon brass in Feb.

(Vol. 15:9), the Army last week entertained National

Press Club members at a luncheon with a similar show
from the Army Ordnance Guided Missile School at Red-

stone Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala., 750 miles away. The 40-

min. live show was specially written, produced and directed

for the Press Club showing by 40 civilian TV professionals

provided by the TelePrompTer Corp. which handles the

training system under Army contract. The crew included

writer Bob Corcoran, technical dir. Cliff Paul and pro-

ducer-director Maurey Penn, all former members of NBC’s
defunct Wide Wide World. Five mobile units and 17

cameras were used.

Multilingual TV system—designed for cities where
more than one language is spoken—has been developed by
William Halstead’s Multiplex Development Corp., with con-

sulting engineer Ellis D’Arcy of Gary, Ind. The system

can accommodate as many as 4 multiplexed sound carriers

on a single TV channel. A 3-tube decoder, which Halstead

says can be made to sell for about $10, is designed to be

attached to the TV set to select the language to be heard.

Halstead suggests that this technique may vastly increase

audiences in cities such as Quebec, N. Y., Paris or Tokyo,

whei’e several languages are used. He says he will ask the

FCC for authorization to test the system, which can also

be used for TV stereocasts (by using 2 channels simul-

taneously).
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Personals: William H. Trevarthen, ex-ABC (Vol. 15:7),

named NBC TV network operations dir., effective April 27

. . . We regret the erroneous announcement made in Vol.

15:14 that Robert H. Van Roo was named v.p. & gen. mgr.,

WTCN-TV & WTCN Minneapolis-St. Paul. He was ap-

pointed promotion mgr. by Phil Hoffman, who is v.p. &
gen. mgr.

James G. Hergen promoted from dir. of participating

program sales to dir., NBC Telesales in chg. all commercial

tape prod. & closed-circuit telecasts. William F. Storke

replaces Hergen.

Paul E. Mills, ex-Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. midwest TV
sales mgr., appointed managing dir. of Storer’s Radio

WJW Cleveland . . . George H. Wilson named merchandising

& promotion dir., WSTV-TV & WSTV, Steubenville, Ohio

. . . Robert Doty promoted from program mgr. to local

sales mgr. of WTVT Tampa, succeeding Don Menard, now
national sales mgr. . . . Charles E. Hinds Jr., ex-WXIX
Milwaukee, named program director of WBBM-TV Chicago

. . . Cabot Lyford ex-educational WGBH-TV Boston, named
program mgr. of upcoming WENH (Ch. 11, educational)

Durham, N.H., due on air later in spring.

Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. pres., and Mrs. Stanton left

April 16 for vacation in Japan, will return May 4 . . .

William T. Armstrong appointed national co-ordinator of

information services, CBC, effective May 4 . . . Ralph

W. Smith, ex-McCann Erickson, named gen. asst, to pres.

Fernando Eleta, RPC Radio Network, Panama, now pre-

paring to establish commercial TV station . . . Charles C.

Hoffman resigns as exec, v.p.. Bureau of Broadcast Meas-

urement, Toronto audience research firm.

M. S. (Bud) Rukeyser Jr. appointed business & trade

publicity mgr., NBC, succeeding Joseph A. Ryan, who joins

WBZ-TV Boston . . . Thomas F. O’Neil, RKO-Teleradio

Pictures chairman and retiring chairman of Brand Names
Foundation, named an honorary life director of foundation.

John H. Breck Jr., exec. v.p. of John H. Breck Inc., Spring-

field, Mass., succeeds O’Neil as BNF chairman . . . Paul E.

Mills managing dir. of Storer’s radio WJW Cleveland . . .

Lament L. (Tommy) Thompson, ex-CBS-TV Spot Sales,

named Midwest mgr. of Westinghouse Broadcasting’s

TvAR, headquartering in Chicago.

Alan May elected v.p. & treas., NTA. Other NTA
executive appointments: Lester Krugman, adv. & p.r. v.p.;

Samuel P. Norton, v.p. in charge of legal & business af-

fairs; David J. Melamed, administration v.p.; George K,
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Gould, v.p. in charge of TV broadcast facilities (continuing

as pres., NTA’s Telestudios); Burton I. Lippman, asst,

treas. & asst. secy, (remaining as controller). Robert

Brunton, ex-NBC, named operations dir., WNTA-TV’s N.Y.

studios.

Simon B. Siegel, financial v.p. & treas., American

Bcstg.-Paramount Theatres and ABC, elected to the AB-PT
exec, committee. Martin Brown, ex-Price Waterhouse,

named asst, treas., AB-PT and v.p. & Asst, treas., ABC.
Arthur Harvey promoted to ABC labor relations dir. for

the Western div., effective May 1 . . . Lindsey Spight, for-

mer Pacific Coast mgr. & co-founder of John Blair & Co.,

elected pres., Television-Communications Inc., closed cir-

cuit TV producers. Joseph B. Durra named v.p.

Arthur M. Tolchin elected v.p., Loew’s Theatres. He
will continue as v.p. of WMGM & board member of WMGM
Broadcasting Corp. . . . Itsuo Araki, former MGM gen. sales

mgr. in Japan, appointed gen. sales mgr.. Allied Artists of

Japan Inc. . . . Joseph F. Greene, ex-ABC Films, appointed

Eastern sales mgr., Roy Rogers Syndication Inc., head-

quartering in N.Y.

Max Bice, mgr. of KTNT Tacoma, also placed in

charge of KTNT-TV. Del Spencer promoted to program
dir., Dick Engh, chief engineer.

Donald N. Martin, NAB public relations chief since

Nov. 1956, resigns June 19 to form a public relations firm

with partners (to be identified later) in N.Y. & Los

Angeles. His successor hasn’t been named. NAB pres.

Harold E. Fellows stated: “Greater strides have been made
in telling the positive story of broadcasting in the 2%
years that Mr. Martin has been in charge of NAB’s public

relations than any comparable period in my experience as

a broadcaster—and this achievement has been realized

with a comparatively modest appropriation & within the

framework of NAB policies established by the board of

directors.”

Names of Harris & Mack were in the Washington
news again last week—but the stories had nothing to do

with the House legislative oversight subcommittee or

Miami Ch. 10. Carolyn Marie Harris, daughter of chair-

man Harris (D-Ark.) was queen of Washington’s annual

Cherry Blossom Festival, selected by lot for the honor. Her
escort, detailed for the duty by the Defense Dept., was
Air Force 2nd Lt. Donald Mack—no relative of ex-FCC
Comr. Richard Mack.

Robert A. Bicks, 31-year-old Justice Dept, anti-trust

no. 2 man, became acting asst. Attorney General in charge

of the anti-trust div. last week, filling in for resigned

Victor R. Hansen (Vol. 15:15). Bicks’ designation by At-

torney General Wm. P. Rogers to replace Hansen on an
interim basis gave him a leg-up on the regular appoint-

ment, but assistant Attorney General George Cochran

Doub, head of the civil div., also was reported a leading

possibility for the anti-trust post.

Broadcast Advertising Club of Chicago announced last

week its first grants from a new scholarship fund started

this year, to 3 Northwestern U students, majoring in TV &
radio.

John Blair & Co., and affiliates Blair-TV & Blair Tele-

vision Assoc, station reps, will move to the Corning Glass

Bldg., 717 Fifth Ave., N. Y., about June 1.

Obituary

Charles Ray Hall, 60, Screen Gems production mgr.,

died April 14 in St. Petersburg, Fla. of a heart attack.
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Advertising

ARBITRON REPULSED IN CHICAGO: Bloodied but appar-

ently unbowed by a setback to his Arbitron rating sys-

tem in Chicago—where all 4 commercial stations

refused to become regular customers after a one-month

free trial—American Research Bureau dir. James W.
Seiler said last week he’s sure the instantaneous serv-

ice will win out ultimately.

The ARB dropped its Arbitron station operation

in Chicago and cancelled plans to move next into Los

Angeles, where electronic recording installations al-

ready were set up. This left 5 of 7 N.Y. stations as the

only subscribers to the long-heralded new system which

was launched last Sept. (Vol. 14:36, 38).

“We though we’d never have a better chance than in

Chicago,” Seiler told us. “And I still feel very strongly

that Arbitron will be the service there. As it is, we’re just

cancelling it out for now and sitting back to see what hap-

pens. We’re sure that advertisers & agencies will come

around to our side and demand that stations give them the

accurate information which Arbitron provides.”

The trouble with Arbitron, Seiler maintained, is that

its sampling of TV homes (154 units in Chicago) gives

stations a too-true picture of sets actually in use at any
given time. Competing rating systems based on diaries,

etc., provide higher sets-in-use figures which are useful

to the stations in justifying nighttime rates, he said.

Nobody in Chicago challenged the accuracy of Arbi-

tron sets-in-use records or questioned proposed charges of

$1500 per month for daily service (vs. $375 for ARB
diary reports), according to Seiler. But he said the 4

stations—ABC’s WBKB, CBS’ WBBM-TV, NBC’s WNBQ,
The Chicago Tribune’s WGN-TV—were unwilling to pick

up the tabs for a service which deflated long-accepted sets-

in-use figures.

“But it's not quite as desperate a situation for Arbi-

tron as it’s made to seem in some trade press reports,” Sei-

ler said. “It’s working fine in N.Y. In fact, it’s doing won-
derfully well there. And we don’t think the advertisers &
agencies are going to keep on just taking figures which the

stations want to give them.” Holdout N.Y. stations are

NBC’s WRCA-TV & CBS’ WCBS-TV.
Seiler said that meanwhile the ARB will continue to

use its Chicago Arbitron system for data for its multi-

city rating reports—and has no intention of ripping out

its Los Angeles installations.

Brewers thumpingly endorsed TV in 1958, increasing

their reliance on both spot & network video, even as they

pulled back in newspapers, magazines and outdoor, accord-

ing to TvB. The increase of the beer-makers TV expendi-

tures was 6% over 1957, the bureau found. At the same
time, investment in outdoor by brewers declined 2%, and
in magazines, 19%. The newspaper report (for national

linage with local still to be computed) shows a 21% beer-

dollar drop. The disposition of brewers’ money in 1958

brought media these amounts: spot & network TV—$46.1

million; newspapers (national)—$13.9; magazines—$5.3

million; outdoor—$25.2 million.

TelePrompTer Corp. disputes the contention of a West
Coast closed-circuit TV production company which claims
to have issued the first closed-circuit rate card (Vol. 15:13).

And TelePrompTer offers pretty good proof—enclosing a
copy of its Rate Card No. 2, dated July 1958, outlining rates
for intra-city, regional and coast-to-coast networking.

Ratings Defended: Rating services presented their case

last week in Los Angeles and pointed out that no such

service is supposed to be a complete substitute for judg-

ment. The occasion was a panel discussion under the

auspices of the Academy of TV Arts & Sciences.

Joseph R. Matthews of Nielsen, and William Shafer

of ARB said that their business is quantitative research,

not qualitative, and that at best they provide an accurate

indication of the quality & percentage of homes watching a

particular program. They blamed newspapers for the bad

publicity & misunderstandings surrounding the use of

ratings. Shafer said print media use the information

destructively because they are competitive to TV. He as-

serted that the problem comes from the “uninformed, who
read these things written by people who are even more
uninformed.”

Agency men on the panel (Robert L. Redd, Coast TV-
radio v.p. of Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan and Jack

Newell, Coast media director of BBDO) agreed that the

main factor in a sponsor’s decision is whether the program
is selling his product. This explained, they said, those

instances of cancellations of high-rated programs, and
renewals of low-rated shows. While ratings are valuable,

they said, in the last analysis the decision is up to one

man—who makes it on the basis of his experience & judg.*

ment.

The rating panelists defended their samplings as “sci-

entifically accurate,” but admitted there are limits to the

reliability of ratings. Matthews said that a Nielsen rating

of 20 could very well be 19 or 21 actually. But in order to

cut present deviations in half, they would have to quad-

ruple the sample size and cost, he added.

Rating ‘the Sponsor’s Audience’: Network TV shows
that are “live, creative, non-violent” and designed to create

a “conscious empathy between audience & performer” do

the best sales job for sponsors, said Norman, Craig &
Kummel ad agency last week in releasing details of “a

9-month special study of TV network programming.”

Top shows by this yardstick: Lawi’ence Welk, Ed
Sullivan, Dinah Shore, Jack Benny, Ernie Ford, Perry

Como, GE Theatre and quiz packages I’ve Got a Secret and
The Price Is Right. None of the current crop of Westerns
(which take top “average audience” honors in Nielsen)

were on the list. Said NC&K: “Light entertainment pre-

vailed over blood and guns,” with 16 shows in the bottom

20 on the list being “of a violent or death-dealing nature.”

Other conclusions: Weekly sponsorship is more effec-

tive than alternate weeks, hour-long shows are “propor-

tionally more effective” than half-hours, evening TV is a

better buy than daytime, and such extra values in shows as

the sponsor’s name in the title or seen on-camera during

the show are “clearly profitable.” Also “warm, friendly en-

tertainment is the most effective vehicle for your com-

mercials.”

TV-radio self-policing hasn’t brought “revolutionary”

reform of commercials, but NAB’s TV code & standards of

good practice have succeeded in reducing “objectionable

advertising,” NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows told the Holly-

wood Ad Club & Chamber of Commerce in a speech pre-

pared for a joint meeting April 20. “Much yet has to be

done, obviously—but not alone in this medium,” he said,

calling for “not only the understanding of the general

public but, in a special way, the cooperation of the adver-

tisers and their agents.”
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Dollar Diplomacy: The publicity soft-pedal is now being

applied to those sensational TV piu'chases in which huge
sums of money for a star’s services are involved. Reason:
A growing list of clients are discovering that some stock-

holders hit the ceiling over the thought that this year’s

dividends may be going into a show with a huge price tag.

Example: Kraft Foods in the past month has been

getting a small shower of letters & wires from stock-

holders, major & minor, concerning Perry Como’s reputed

$25 million, GAC-arranged deal for an NBC-TV series.

Most of the writers don’t know, and don’t care, that

the figure is a lumped sum for time, talent and promotion

costs not otherwise much above normal. Kraft’s current

orders to the network & its agency can be summed up as

“Don’t mention money any more.” Kraft itself now flatly

declines to discuss the cost of its Como package.

Ford Motor Co., now closing a deal for a series of

specials that will probably top $15 million in costs for a

single season, has already begun cautioning publicity

people involved in the project to promote the series’ names,

not the costs of the names. Again, stockholder reaction, in

a none-too-easy sales year for the auto industry, is feared.

Companies signing for major specials or high-priced

stars have good reason to consider. A memorable example

of what backfiring public reaction can do to an over-

publicized money deal occurred a few seasons ago when
Jackie Gleason signed his $6 million deal with Buick, a

deal then touted as “the biggest ever.” When viewers tuned

out in droves, and ratings started sliding within 2 weeks,

faces were grim at the next stockholders session.

With packages selling at new price peaks this sea-

son, the handwriting on the public-relations wall seems

clear: If you pay a big price for your show, don’t brag

about it. A tantalizing situation, indeed, for the usually

ebullient publicity man.

People: Wilson A. Shelton, senior v.p., & creative dir.,

Compton Adv., succeeding Alfred J. Seaman, resigned . . .

Arthur M. Menadier elected Young & Rubicam v.p. . . .

William B. Carr, formerly adv. dir., McCall’s Magazine,

named v.p., N. W. Ayer . . . Blenry Starr, v.p., Leo Burnett

Co., appointed to the new post of account planning v.p.

Gerald T. Arthur, ex-media dir.. Fuller & Smith &
Ross, named Donahue & Coe media v.p. . . . F. Henry

Larson elected v.p., Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance . . .

Frank M. Leonard, ex-Campbell-Ewald, appointed p.r. dir.,

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample . . . Rudolph Jon Wille, ex-J. M.

Mathes, named mgr.. Grant Adv.’s new office (42nd for

Grant) in Hamburg, West Gei-many.

Edward F. Krein, ex-Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodg-

son, named v.p.. Western Adv. Agency, Chicago , . . Sheldon

Kaplan promoted to TV-radio director of Rogers & Smith,

Dallas, succeeding Howard Fisher, now v.p. & exec. dir.

. . . Thomas A. Quinn, ex-N.Y. Daily News, and A. B.

Crampton appointed v.p.’s, Quinn-Lowe adv. . . . Vance

Jonson & Terry Galanoy elected v.p.’s of Stiller-Hunt,

Beverly Hills . . . J. G. Waltjen is pres, of newly-formed

Waltjen Assoc, adv., 2103 N. Charles St., Baltimore.

William E. Holden, v.p. & dir., Doherty, Clifford, Steers

& Shenfield, elected secy. . . . James Garabrant, print pro-

duction mgr., Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, elected v.p.

Obituary

William King Pehlert, 52, v.p. & account supervisor,

Cunningham & Walsh, died April 14 in Elkins Park, sub-

urb of Philadelphia.

Film & Tape

More about

HOLLYWOOD’S ABOUT-FACE: After a belated start

—

due mainly to their disdain & “pretend-it-isn’t-here-

&-it-will-go-away” attitude—the movies have gone
all-out to capture TV film business. Every major
movie studio today is producing TV film, renting
space to independents, seeking tenants or doing all

three (see p. 3).

Unquestionably, there are a few upper-echelon
diehard movie-makers who still resent TV, but orders
from main offices in N. Y. are unmistakeable—and
they’re followed. Also, much of the original hate-TV
attitude stemmed from the cinemen’s fear of offend-

ing theater owners.

Not long ago, movie studios wouldn’t even allow their

contract players to appear on TV. That, too, has changed.
Now they want them on, to get the powerful free plugs
for their theater product. When Diane Varsi quit Holly-
wood recently, she gave as one of the reasons an edict

from her studio, 20th-Fox, that she star in a Playhouse 90.

She did, but she hadn’t been happy about it, she said.

At Warner Bros, studio today there are 6 telefilm series

in production—and only one movie (another is on loca-

tion) .

At Columbia 3 telefilm series are in production, being
filmed by Screen Gems, its TV subsidiary. Of 4 Columbia
movies now being made, none is at the studio. All are be-

fore cameras abroad or on domestic location.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has 3 movies in production &
fl telefilm series, all but one of the TV shows being rental

deals. The exception is MGM-TV’s only telefilm series.

The Thin Man.
At 20th-Fox, there are 2 movies & 2 telefilm series

in production, but the studio will soon have more TV pro-

duction. In addition, the studio’s Fox Western lot is leased

by Four Star Films, which has 5 series in production there.

Paramount has 2 movies in production, & sevex’al TV
projects in preparation.

Revue Studios, the lot once owned by Universal-Inter-

national but bought by MCA, is in the process of splitting

movie stages so that there will be 2 telefilm stages instead

of one big movie stage. Right now UI, which leases space

there, has 3 movies in production. Revue has one telefilm

series in production there, and 4 at Republic studios, its

former production site. (Revue and Republic have just ter-

minated their rental agreement, by mutual consent, so

Revue’s transfer to its new studio will be accelerated.)

The movie studios have approximately a third of the

TV film business, & they’re determined to get more. They
have already hurt business at the independent studio rental

lots in Hollywood which were prospering considerably

before the majors opened their doors to TV. Such an in-

dependent studio as General Service, which once was filled

to capacity, now has only 2 telefilm companies in produc-

tion. The Hal Roach studio, beset by legal difficulties, is

quiet, except for The Dennis O’Keefe Show, which hires its

own production staff & crew. The Goldwyn lot, a rental

operation, had no tenant until last week, when CBS de-

cided to move 5 of its filmed series there: Perry Mason
(currently in production at 20th-Fox), Have Gun, Will

Travel & Gunsmoke (from California studios). The Lineup
(moving from Desilu) and the Rod Serling series. Twi-

light Zone.
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Busiest of the independent studios is the Desilu com-

pany which has 14 series in production at its Desilu Gowei

,

Desilu Culver & Motion Picture Center studios. However,

Desilu has 35 stages. That’s why Desi Arnaz is currently

busy trying to get new product for next season. No other

independent studio approaches Desilu in volume of rentals.

The majors began their flirtation with TV several

years ago when they sold their pre-1948 backlogs of pic-

tures to video. Some, of course, are still involved in the

distribution to TV of those old movies.

Screen Gems was one of the flrst to enter telefilm

production, & Paramount was the last, coming in only re-

cently. Universal-International produced a telefilm series

several years ago, but, unable to sell it, shelved it; the

company hasn’t made one since.

To get an idea of the impact TV has made on the

majors, look at the huge Warner Bros. Burbank lot, which

would be virtually empty today were it not for the 6 series

now in production. Warners’ plans for next season indicate

there will be even more such production.

Warners’ activity would be duplicated—or bettered

—

by every major in Hollywood if it could get the business.

To do so, each studio is rounding up top creative talent

to lure the TV business it once scorned.

Ad agencies & sponsors, once impressed by the majors’

prestige, aren’t any longer. That s because when majors

first got into TV production, much of their product lacked

quality. As a result, the agency men & sponsors are leery

of doing business with a studio simply because it’s a

“name.” They want results, not chest-pounding, & that’s

why buying for next season is evenly distributed, with the

independents & majors sharing alike in the TV pie.

*

Four Star Films, seeking to lease Republic Studios,

has made a counter proposal to Republic pres. Herbert J.

Yates after receiving a rental proposal from Yates. If the

latter’s reply is not to Four Star’s liking, the company will

remain at Fox Western, and rent space elsewhere for its

additional needs. Meanwhile, Revue and Republic have

agreed to terminate Revue’s rental contracts at Republic,

and the telefilm company is now moving to its new studios,

the former Universal-International lot. Last week a Re-

public spokesman indicated there was some substance to

reports NBC and United Artists are negotiating lease

deals with option to buy at Republic. However, NBC sources

categorically denied there was anything to it, and United

Artists sources said they knew of no such talks.

ITC ‘Looking, Not Buying’: Jack Wrather’s Independent

TV Corp. isn’t making any near-future purchase of a

Hollywood studio lot, we’re told by Wrather. “We’re hold-

ing a program plans meeting in Palm Springs in May, he

said. “In the meantime, we’ve been making our own survey

of available studio space & facilities at every major Holly-

wood lot, and this has probably caused the reports that

we’re buying one.”

Added Wrather: “Our operation is growing so rapidly

that I’ll admit we’ve thought about buying a studio, but

we have no immediate deal in mind.” Through Britain s

ATV, which is a partner with Wrather in ITC, he has a

link of sorts already to a film lot, since ATV owns film

studios in London & Australia at which ITC shows are in

production.

In addition to present activities in network & syndi-

cated film & tape series, Wrather says, ITC may package

several 90-minute network specials this fall, built around

major Hollywood talents.

Videotape International: A development which may pave

the way for regular international tape TV program syn-

dication was demonstrated by Ampex April 15 at the 9th

plenary assembly of the International Radio Consultative

Committee (CCIR). It’s “Inter-Switch,” a modification of

the standard Ampex VR-1000 Videotape Recorder which

permits a single machine to record programs on any 2, 3

or all 4 of the TV standards now in use throughout the

world.

It’s not a “standards converter”—that is, it won’t

record on one standard and play back on another. But it

will, for example, record a British 405-line from a British-

standards camera, and then record a U.S. 525-line signal

from an American camera at the flick of a switch. Any
Ampex recorder can be converted to an “Inter-Switch”

model to accommodate the British 405-line system, the

French 819-line system, and/or the European 625-line

system, in addition to the U.S.-Latin America-Far East

525-line system.

The demonstration at Los Angeles’ Biltmore Hotel

featured 525-line and 625-line tapes recorded from a dual-

standard Marconi Mark III camera, with Rank Cintel

625-line monitors & Conrac 525-line monitors. Throwing a

single switch changes the standards of the recorder. The
“Inter-Switch” recorders & modifications will be avail-

able on special order through all Ampex distribution

channels. Outside the U.S., they will be handled by new
Ampex International, headed by Phillip L. Gundy, Ampex
Corp. v.p.

To record a program for both U.S. & British TV on

an “Inter-Switch” recorder, this procedure would have to

be followed: Using U.S. standard cameras & monitors, the

program is recorded with the 525-line American system,

resulting in a tape suitable for U.S. TV. Then the switch

is flicked to 405 lines, and the live show is reenacted and
shot again using British-type cameras. This tape can be

played by British stations. In effect, the single recorder

does the work of 2—a U.S.-standard and a British-stand-

ard machine.

A converted passenger bus containing 2 Ampex re-

corders, plus a control truck built by CBS to handle as

many as 6 cameras at once, is used for On The Go, Jack
Linkletter’s taped daytimer. The cavalcade includes 2

mobile power generators, a utility truck to carry cameras
& other gear, and a portable dressing room truck with

full make-up facilities. So eye-stopping is the full caravan

that CBS plans to feature shots of it in the 5-a-week show,

which starts this week.

Distinction of being “the first video-taped show in

syndication sponsored by a national sponsor” is claimed

for Mark Wilson’s Magic Circus, taped at KRLD-TV Dal-

las. Minnesota Mining has bought it for 5 markets on

a 13-week basis, and it may go on a network basis in fall.

Sponsor, incidentally, is only maker of videotape.

Bound hard-cover volumes containing all 1958

issues of Television Digest are now available from

our Radnor office. Each volume also includes: index,

both 1958 issues of Television Factbook, all weekly

addenda, all supplements & special reports. Hand-

somely embossed, the book provides a convenient &
unique permanent reference for your own or your

company’s library. Price: $25. Supply limited. Write

Television Digest, Box 700, Radnor, Pa.
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New York Roundup: in its first week of selling a syndi-

cated version of Ding Dong School on a take-your-choice

basis of tape or film, ITC received calls from “all over

the country,” according to sales chief A1 Unger. Tape-

equipped stations are reported “very interested because it

gives them a chance to start amortizing their equipment.”

ITC may launch a tape version of the old radio series.

It Pays to be Ignorant, as its second video taped show.

Ziv TV claims a 90% renewal rate (167 markets out of

186) since Jan. on its filmed Sea Hunt series . . . Inter-

continental TV S.A.—the European-based freelance tape

firm—opened its doors in Paris for new business, with

James P. Gannon, mgr., arriving from N.Y. to take up

sales duties . . . You’ll have no trouble finding film buyers

—if you’ve got footage of Tibet’s Dalai Lama. At the

moment, CBS-TV has cornered most of the available world

footage (from Lowell Thomas & from the Dalai Lama’s

brother, who lives in the U.S.)

Latest feature package from NTA includes 51 post-

1948 features out of 64 movies—but the big sales point

to stations is the inclusion of 6 old Shirley Temple films,

and such Selznick oldies as “Little Lord Fauntleroy” . . .

CBS Films is reported screening the pilot of Sidney Kings-

ley’s World in White, filmed 2 seasons ago in N.Y.

Wagon Train, MCA hour-long film package on NBC-
TV, had the lowest cost-per-1,000 score on the networks

in the Jan.-Feb. Nielsen reports ($1.64), with Maverick

on ABC-TV ($1.70) as a close runner-up. Altogether,

ABC-TV placed 6 shows, 5 of them film packages, among
the “cost efficiency” top 10 . . . NTA is said to be readying

the pilot of High Noon, a half-hour series based on Stanley

Kramer’s movie, for agency presentation shortly.

Independent producer Sam Marx, whose pilot of The

Jan Clayton Show has been shown around Madison Ave.

for several months, tells us he’s discussing syndication of

the series with several companies. “There are many action

shows & reruns in syndication, but there’s a shortage of

family shows. Syndicators tell me that’s why they’re in-

terested in my show,” Marx says.

Screen Gems has re-organized traffic dept, to separate

the handling of national & syndicated programs. Alan
Press, natl. traffic mgr., will be responsible for the 12

network & national spot shows and Sid Weiner, syndication

traffic mgr., will be responsible for first-run, rerun and

cartoon syndicated series. John Ballinger, Western traffic

mgr., will continue on distribution in the 11 Western states.

ABC-TV continues to have the fewest qualms about

airing another network’s film show. Latest deal is for

Philip Marlowe, a co-production between Goodson-Tod-

man and NBC offshoot California National, which starts

Sept. 29 on ABC for Brown & Williamson and Whitehall

Labs (Ted Bates agency). ABC-TV has also carried the

CBS-sold Navy Log. (Naked City has been cancelled.)

All Westinghouse TV stations are buying, on an in-

dividual basis, Trans-Lux TV’s new Felix the Cat color

cartoon series. Total price is said to be high in the 6-figure

bracket. WBC has been inactive in group deals lately, but

two seasons ago helped get Screen Gems’ Casey Jones

off to a fast start with a multi-station buy.

East Coast subscribers who wish to receive their

copies via Special Delivery at their home addresses

on Sunday may do so by addressing our circulation

department. U. S. Special Delivery subscribers will

be billed additionally $15.60 per year; Airmail-Spe-

cial Delivery $19.22.

Hollywood Roundup: New pilot projects here include

Conquerors on Horseback, anthology to be co-produced by
Arthur Kennedy & Nick Adams; CBS Films’ tentatively

titled The Promoter, with Dick Brill as producer; Desilu’s

All About Barbara, starring Barbara Nichols & Bill

Bishop, with Quinn Martin as producer . . . Screen Actors

Guild last week invited the American Federation of TV &
Radio Artists to discuss the possibility of a merger.

American Tobacco has bought alternating sponsorship

on Moonshot, the Ziv TV series, for CBS next season. The
other half of the series is open . . . Lever Bros., which
originally bought an alternating sponsorship of Blue Men
on CBS, has stepped it up to full sponsorship.

The TV Academy nominations include a few oddities.

For instance, 31 of them go to performers or series which

have been cancelled or have lost sponsors—Jane Wyman,
Bob Cummings, Jack Benny, Phil Silvers, Ida Lupino, to

name a few . . . Joe Hoffman will produce Revue’s new
series. Whispering Smith, starring Audie Murphy . . .

L. Wolfe Gilbert is planning a new telefilm series called

Everybody Sing.

Dan Seymour, J. Walter Thompson v.p., is here scout-

ing for new series . . . P&G have bought alternating spon-

sorship of The Donna Reed Show on ABC next season,

sharing the series with Campbell soup.

Renewal prospects are bright for Steve Canyon,
sponsored by Chesterfield. May 1 is the official renewal
date ... Not so good are prospects for another McCann-
Erickson buy, Pete Kelley’s Blues, also Chesterfield-spon-

sored. Pete’s first 2 shows have been inauspicious and the

client is not too happy with them. The deal is firm only for

6 alternate-week programs.

Hollywood estimates that winning an Oscar adds $1
million to the value of its recipient’s latest picture. Just
how much added value accrues to a TV series is a moot
question, since this has never happened before. But Singer

Sewing Machine, which bought the David Niven Show some
months ago, should benefit considerably from the publicity.

Sale of the late John Barrymore’s 10% interest in

three 1928 Warner Bros, movies (Svengali, Moby Dick and
The Mad Genius) to United Artists Associated Inc., which
distributes film packages to TV, was approved last week
in Los Angeles Superior Court. Price: $10,500. However,
the actor died owing $40,000 in back taxes, so it’s doubtful

whether his 3 children will share in the $10,500.

Syndication Upsurge: Hollywood observers tell us they

expect a big rise in syndicated telefilm product to be

marketed next fall. They base this on the fact that a

considerable number of series are now being produced on a

network-or-syndication basis, and obviously there won’t be

room for many on the networks—not in the face of those

series already sold plus renewals of the successful series.

ABC Films Inc., for example, is planning 8 series for

production which, if they don’t go network, will go into

syndication. United Artists TV has firm commitments for

39 episodes of The Dennis O’Keefe Show, now in produc-

tion, which is likely to go into syndication if no network
buyer is found. The same is true of UA’s The Vikings.

There is every indication the syndication field may
get more product next fall than it’s had in years.

“The Changing Face of Broadcasting” will be dis-

cussed by Oliver Unger, pres, of NTA at the Broadcast

Advertising Club of Chicago April 23 luncheon. NTA now
owns 3 TV & 2 radio stations, a film network, and other

units in TV & theater film production & distribution.
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10 Candles on Screen Gems Cake: End-of-show emblems

on Screen Gems’ films last week began carrying a new

copy line: “10th Anniversary Film Presentation,” to mark

what Screen Gems terms “a modest celebration.”

On April 20, 1949, Ralph M. Cohn, now pres., had just

submitted his first 60-page TV prospectus to Columbia

Pictures management. On June 1, 1949, Cohn started

operations with one producer and one secretary.

The picture today: Screen Gems has produced a total

of 27 different series, many renewed for several seasons,

for 1266 half-hours of film programming. Five more series

have been distributed, but not directly produced, bringing

the telefilm total to 1768 episodes.

After a lapse of several years (apart from star com-

mercials aired in SG shows). Screen Gems is back in the

commercials business, having bought the tape-equipped

film firm of Elliot, Unger & Elliot in Feb. of this year.

Feature films & comedy shorts are a major part of

Screen Gems’ business. Syndication catalog includes

Columbia and Universal features, with over 900 in active

distribution, plus comedy oldies like Three Stooges and

the Hilarious Hundred package.

Distribution is worldwide in network & syndication

deals. The domestic sales force (new network shows, off-

network reruns, cartoons, first-run syndication, etc.) is

divided into 6 regional sales staffs. International operations

are through affiliates in England, Canada, Mexico and

Australia, plus 35 sales offices of Columbia Pictures. For

overseas sales, pictures are dubbed in 6 languages.

The worldwide staff today of Screen Gems on the

direct payroll—not including free-lance creative & per-

forming talent—is almost exactly 100 times larger than

the 3-man staff with which it began, just a hectic decade

ago. Annual gross business: in the $20 million bracket.

From our Hollywood Bureau comes an important

P.S. to this story—still in the same growth theme: Screen

Gems may produce some live spectaculars next season.

And v.p. Harry Ackerman, as he left last week for Europe
told us that the company is planning increased production

of telefilm series in England.

Short-term TV Deals: MGM-TV—convinced that many of

the TV film deals now being made are 13-week contracts

—

is considering holding off showing some of its pilots until

the end of the year, when sponsors of short-term series

may be looking for replacements.

That’s what we’re told by MGM-TV production chief

Richard Maibaum, who points to his company’s Johnny
Eager, starring Larry Pennell, & You’re Only Young Once,

starring James Hutton. “We feel they are particularly

saleable, but may not show them at this time. We cer-

tainly won’t if a good time slot isn’t available,” he says.

Maibaum thinks there’ll be a buying splurge in July, when
sponsors will seek to lock up schedules for next season.

Colgate must notify the studio regarding renewal of

The Thin Man by June 21, but, says Maibaum, “we are

planning on next year regardless. We will seek another

sponsor if Colgate doesn’t renew.” He feels the show hasn’t

yet tapped its potential. For the future he plans to have
more intrigue & suspense rather than broad comedy.

Meanwhile, seven 90-min. MGM-TV specials which
will be co-produced by Talent Assoc, from pre-1948 Metro
movies, have been bought for co-sponsorship by General
Mills & General Time Corp.’s Westclox div. They will be

seen monthly beginning in Oct. The network hasn’t yet

been selected by BBDO, agency for both sponsors.

Educational Television

Sarnoff on ETV: Calling Continental Classroom (NBC’s

college-level course in atomic age physics) “the first time

that TV is attacking a major national problem on a direct,

sustained and pin-pointed basis,” Chmn. Robert W. Sarnoff

last week told the N.C. General Assembly in Raleigh that

TV is “well on its way to becoming an intrinsic part of

this nation’s educational system.” He added that he did

not x-egard NBC’s efforts in the educational field “as a

departure by any means from what we have always con-

ceived as our responsibility as broadcasters.”

Pointing to the vast number of students who could be

reached by great teachers only through the electronic me-
dium, Mr. Sarnoff said: “If Dr. Harvey E. White wei’e to

divide his pi’esent TV student body into 5 standard college

classes a day, teaching them in the usual way would take

more than 1300 years!” The program is offex’ed for academic

credit in 250 colleges & universities, on 149 stations.

N.Y. state ETV funds have been cut to $550,000 for

1959-60 by the legislature in Albany, which rejected recom-

mendations by Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller for increases

from last year’s $600,000 (Vol. 15:6). Result: Almost cer-

tain curtailments in N.Y. city & upstate TV projects for

schools. Originally, the State Education Dept, had asked

for $850,000 to maintain & strengthen the ETV systems.

“A terrible blow,” said TV coordinator Dr. Maurice U.

Ames of the N.Y. city school board. “Most unfortunate,”

said pres. Alan Willard Brown of the Metropolitan Edu-
cational TV Assn. “We will lose our adult program of

Russian, plus our teacher-training telecasts,” said exec,

director James F. MacAndrew of the board of regents ETV
project. The cut will require WPIX N.Y. to reduce from its

present 7 hours of daily ETV broadcasting to 5. Classroom

sets receiving the programs have risen from 300 last Sept,

when the service began, to a present 6000, plus unnum-
bered schools in N.J. and Conn., known to be an additional,

free-riding audience.

The traditional letters-to-the-editor dept, has arrived

on TV—at educational WTVS (Ch. 56) Detroit, which be-

lieves it is the first to introduce the print-media feature in

a TV news program. “We feel that many viewers who just

sit and watch TV night after night might like the oppor-

tunity to talk back,” explains U of Detroit Prof. Frederic

Hayes, who edits the show.

The 1959 Institute for Education by Radio & TV will

hear CBS Pres. Frank Stanton deliver the keynote address

at its sessions. May 6-9, at Ohio State U. Among other

speakers: producer David Susskind, Comr. Fiodeidck W.
Ford, GE equipment sales manager Paul Chamberlain, and,

by remote hook-up, Sen. WaiTcn G. Magnuson (D-Wash.).

Live programming from Canada is being re-trans-

mitted by WGBH-FM Boston for 3 days starting April 19,

in a precedent-setting arrangement between the station &
CBC. The ETV organization’s video station, WGBH-TV,
will tie in with filmed progi'ams lent by CBC.

“Phenomenally good” ETV results ai’O leportcd by

George Washington U, Washington, which sponsors a 6

a.m. “Classroom 9: Beginning Russian” course on WTOP-
TV. Of 70 TV students who appeared on the campus for

first tests, 36 latod A, 16 B, 9 C. Only 9 flunked.

National Assn, of Educational Bestrs. has published a

new directory of members, dated March 1969, and avail-

able from NAEB, 14 Gregory Hall, Urbana, 111.
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A SPRINGXIME SNAFU — XHE SQUARE*>CORNER XUBE: What's flat in th© middle,
square in the corners and a headache all over? Answer: The 23-in, tube—and most set makers wish it would
go away.

This widely-heralded "something new" came just at the wrong time , many set manufacturers agree
—but it can't be ignored, and the majority of those with last-minute plans for the new tube are using it with
extreme reluctance, for "protection,"

"If it had come 6 months sooner or 6 months later the whole industry would have had time to use
and adapt it," said the consumer-products chief of a large TV producer. "But as it is, it will just throw an
element of confusion into the picture. The configuration is desirable & attractive, but we don't like the extra

cost or the idea of going whole hog before it's really been proved out. And it's going to be some time before

we can get production quantities. We're sticking with the 21"—and then he added, with a sigh
—

"but we
may drop a couple of 23's in later,"

This attitude may be extreme, but it expresses feeling of many top set makers who had already

frozen their June lines without the 23-in, tubes—or thought they had. Hardly anybody wants to be quoted,

but it now appears likely that majority will be ready to throw in at least one high-end 23-in. twin-panel tube

set by fall. Even this is tentative, and if the "new shape" shows signs of falling flat, some of these plans will

be gratefully shelved for next year.

We know of only one company willing to state that it will go 100% to the new tube for its 1960

consoles & table models—and that's enthusiast Sylvania, which will show 23-in. line to distributors June 12,

pledging July & Aug. delivery. But even Sylvania's tube div. concedes there's been "some difficulty" setting

up for production, as with any new tube.

"It's not an easy or cheap tube to make, and there are lots of problems involved," another tube maker
told us. "But we'll be ready with enough quantity to have show models in June." Real quantity production

isn't expected until July or Aug.—and that's the rub. Mass output of Coming's 23-in. twin-panel bulbs isn't

due till June. And one problem bothering tube makers is the difficulty—some call it impossibility—of

reclaiming and reprocessing production rejects.

Hesitant set makers worry principally about costs : New tube will cost them $5 more than present

21-in. 110-degree tubes. When you subtract external safety glass & hardware which aren't needed with new
tube (with its own safety glass bonded on), manufacturer's price differential is about $3.50 or so—translated

into $10-$20 more at retail. For manufacturers who will be changing over from 90-degree tubes, differential

will be considerably more.

Is it different enough to induce public to buy it at this increased price? Guesses vary widely, and, of

course, only the test of the marketplace will give answer. So few set makers are willing to be identified on this

touchy subject that we present this distillation of more pungent comments without attribution:

(1) "We have the tube, our designers are at work on sets—but : We have no specific plans to use

it. We may be forced to use it. Even at this late date, our 1960 line isn't frozen. We may drop it in."

(2) "We wonder if we can extract the cost from consumers. The impact certainly won't be as great

as it would have been 4-5 years ago when the public flocked into stores to see what was 'new' in TV. The

public now is more concerned with quality & reliability, and that's where our emphasis will be. The new tube

actually isn't much of a forward advance or fundamental change, and the public's accustomed to 21-in. sets,

bought them by the millions. But honestly, we don't know how we'll move—later. Everybody wonders

whether the competitor has the advantage. In the final analysis, it depends on what risks you want to take."

(3) "We're not completely sure yet. We've got a couple of them pencilled into the line—but changes

are so rapid that we don't know."

(4) "This tube still must go through a lot of development by set & tube makers before it can be used

with confidence. Publicity about it is only doing the industry a disservice. Why disturb the consumer? We
think it will be at least a year or a year-<S-a-half before we go into it."
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The 23-in. sets shown at June markets will be little more than mock-ups , due to extremely limited

availability of tubes, even by that time. And one story being told around the industry has it that a major

manufacturer, which designed a large 23-in. line early around blueprints for the new tube, had to scrap

the dies for the picture mask when sample tubes came in—the dimensions were different.

The 18-in. version of twin-panel tube probably won't be seen in sets this summer at all, although

Corning will have bulbs available and tube makers will begin sampling major accounts by end of this month.

Updating our last status report on new tube (Vol. 15:5), it's our informed guess that these manufac-

turers (some of them reluctantly) will show 23-in. sets with their new lines: Admiral, Hoffman, RCA, Sylvania,

Warwick, Zenith. These other set makers may join them or drop in a few 23-in. models in late summer or

fall: GE, Motorola, Philco. List is necessarily incomplete, and could change markedly—depending on lots

of things, including dealer & consumer reaction when sets are out.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: ^ set production was 106,691 in week ended April 10 vs. 111,563 in

preceding week & 76,954 in same 1958 week, EIA reports. Year's 14th week brought production to 1,496,-

245 vs. 1,296,939 last year. Radio production was 254,390 (99,188 auto) vs. 263,316 (104,090 auto) in pre-

ceding week & 183,461 (61,024 auto) last year. For 14 weeks: 3,849,223 (1,463,216 auto).

TV SALES PICK-UP: Filtering in from I’etail centers are

reports of a marked increase in TV sales in the past

few weeks—the late-March-early-April period which

traditionally signals the beginning of the seasonal

retail drop. If these early reports are true, TV is finally

catching up with a trend which began earlier in appli-

ances, radios and other consumer goods, whose retail

sales have been showing steady improvement over last

year.

TV set manufacturers are playing a numbers game
this year, reporting percentage of increases in sales &
shipments for first quarter. So many of them have reported

sharp increases that it’s hard to understand how retail

sales for Jan. & Feb. could have been lower than 1958

(Vol. 15:14-15)—unless there was a hefty boom in March.

Added to big percentage gains already reported for

Zenith, Motorola & Sylvania (Vol. 15:14) is Admiral’s re-

port this week that its first-quarter TV shipments are 37%
ahead of last year. RCA, which recently introduced its ex-

tremely slim & good-looking “Sportable” TV and new radio

lines, says reception for them was so enthusiastic that “it

will take 2 or 3 months for us to catch up with orders

already in hand.” Among smaller makers, Wells-Gardner

reports a “general pickup” and Andrea notes “the most

significant [TV] sales gains in the history of the company.”

During the first quarter, Andrea’s TV sales were 929 units

ahead of the 1958 period and “export sales registered a

100% rise.” (Further details on most of these statements

will be found in the Financial Reports section.)

Minimum wage hearing for electronic tubes & related

products industry under the Walsh-Healey Act will be con-

ducted May 4 in Washington by the Labor Dept.’s Wage &
Hour and Public Contracts Divs. Opposing recommendations

by labor & management for minimum pay for workers on

govt, contracts will be based on a survey last June by the

Labor Dept. It showed the median hourly wage then was

$1.70, ranging from $1.61 from solid-state semiconductor

devices to $1.82 for transmitting, industrial & special pur-

pose tubes.

Sonotone Corp. and American Motors announced a

joint development project to study the merits and feasibility

of an electric automobile. Electronics manufacturer Sono-

tone has been producing nickel-cadmium batteries for mis-

siles & jet aircraft.

New Admiral & Hoffman Sets: In honor of its 25th anni-

versary, being celebrated this month. Admiral is introduc-

ing 2 new 17-in. portables, 2 personal transistor clock

radios, and 2 portable stereo phonos. And Hoffman is

dropping in a new super-duper luxury TV series along

with 4 new stereo phonos.

The Admiral Thinman TVs are available in “custom”
metal cabinets and in 3 “executive” leatherette versions

in variety of colors. The transistor radios are offered in

5- & 8-transistor models. The portable stereo phonos are

inter-mix-changer & single-play models.

Hoffman’s new TV is the Claremont lowboy with 2

angled speaker systems at opposite ends of the cabinet so

that its hi-fi sound system may also be used as a stereo

extension unit. An upright companion unit, the Newport,

was also introduced. In addition, Hoffman announced 3

new single-cabinet stereo hi fi consoles and the “Stereo Pal”

portable stereo phono.

Hoffman has licensed Argentine manufacturer In-

dustrias Plasticas y Electronicas de Cordoba, to build its

TV receivers & radios for sale in that country and Uruguay.

The licensee is constructing a 21,500-sq.-ft. TV assembly

plant in the city of Jesus Maria, to commence production

in May. An eventual output of 1000-1500 sets per month is

contemplated.

Look for some futuristic surprises in set makers’ new
lines this summer—a la Philco’s separate-screen Predicta

models of last year. RCA is believed to have a couple up

its sleeve, and would neither confirm nor deny reports that

its line would include a power-operated “retractable-screen”

set in which the picture-tube assembly disappears into the

cabinet when not in use.

lUE strike which has idled the Westinghouse Metuchen,

N.J., TV-radio-hi-fi plant since March 25 went into its 5th

week. A Superior Court hearing in Trenton stretched into

Friday evening, with the company seeking a temporary re-

straining order against picketing, charging the plant’s

future was imperilled by union tactics in blocking design-

ers, other companies’ salesmen, and its advertising agency

from entering.

Hayden Publishing Co., N.Y. (Electronic Design), has

established a technical book div. Its first volume will be a

hard-cover book on micro-miniaturization, to be released

April 25.
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HOW PUBLIC FEELS ABOUT COLOR: Price is still the

biggest barrier to widespread sales of color TV, re-

ports a scientific survey of the greater Philadelphia

area by market consultant Karl H. Stein, Temple U
asst, professor of marketing. A summary of his find-

ings:

Attitudes toward buying: Of the respondents who did

not own TV sets (90%), 44% gave high cost as the reason

for not buying. Asked how much they would be willing to

pay, they gave responses varying from $50 to $400 (lowest-

priced color set on the market in Philadelphia at that time

was RCA’s “Christmas Special” at $399). The average

figure was $237.50, median $225, mode $250.

The second most prevalent reason for not buying was
lack of sufficient color programs—cited by 12%. The aver-

age respondent stated he would consider buying a color

set when there were 29.2 hours per week of color pro-

grams; median response was 28 hours (at the time there

were approximately 20 hours weekly in the area).

Other reasons for not buying: Waiting for more
brands to appear 3.3%. Satisfied with b&w 5.7%. Servicing

costs too high 3.1%
Exposure to color TV: Some 73.4% said they had seen

color TV. Of these, 30.4% had seen it at homes of friends

or relatives; 29.2%, hotels, restaurants & bars; 22%, deal-

ers’ showrooms; 10.4%, respondent’s own home; 5.5%,

appliance exhibits; 2.5%, other locations.

Attitudes toward color: Asked “Vv^hat did you like

about the color programs you have seen?”, 37% indicated

they were more interesting, 28% more pleasing to the eye,

4% “made you feel part of the show.” Aspects of color TV
which were disliked; color confusion, 26.5%; difficulty of

adjustment, 26.5%; poor color, 23%; fading, 5.7%; exces-

sive brightness, 4.6%-; eyestrain 3.5%.

Color set owners: Asked why they bought them, those

who owned color sets gave these answers: Replacement for

a b&w set, 22%; wanted an additional set 20%; wanted

better reproduction, 19.5%; recommended by friends, 13%;
saw it advertised, 9%. Color set owners are much more

likely to own a large number (more than 3 or 4) of b&w
sets than those who don’t own color sets.

The preponderance of color-set owners are engaged in

higher paid occupations (e.g., 55% have “executive” jobs

as compared with 20% of b&w owners), go to the movies

more often and do less TV viewing than those who don’t

own color sets.

Conclusions: “If color TV is to enjoy a market beyond

its present acceptance, it apparently should come down in

price and be presented in a larger variety of brands &
styles to a greater proportion of the potential purchasers

. . . This apparently will also require dealer education &
motivation, but consumer education & motivation m.ust be

pursued with equal vigor . . . Technical improvement in

transmission and an increase in the hours of color pro-

gramming are essential . . . The respondents feel that the

technical quality of reception and the ease of achieving

it by the typical home user must also be improved . . .

“Boosting color TV in this manner would seem to in-

volve trading down and/or functionalizing b&w TV. The

portable is an illustration ... As a result of [such new]

developments, the older & newer products will come to

complement each other. At that point, instead of fighting

for shares in one competitive market, color and b&w TV
will aid each other in developing new and enlarging exist-

ing markets.” The full analysis is printed in Temple U’s

March Economics & Business Bulletin.

ELECTRONICS SURVEYS STARTED: First govt, surveys

ever undertaken to determine production capacities &
needs of manufacturers of electronic end equipment

and microwave components were launched last week by

the electronics div. of the Commerce Dept.’s Business

& Defense Services Administration. The survey doesn’t

cover consumer products.

Acting for the BDSA, the Census Bureau sent out

exhaustive questionnaires to 550 electronic end equip-

ment companies and 150 microwave component firms

to obtain hitherto-unavailable trade information “es-

sential for defense mobilization planning.” The sur-

veys, authorized by the Defense Production Act, are

scheduled for completion by June 30. The deadline for

answers to the questionnaires is May 15.

“Individual company information will be protected

against disclosure of proprietary information, and in ac-

cordance with federal security regulations,” the BDSA
said. “Subject to these limitations, the overall results of

the surveys will be available to industry, and will, for

the first time, provide reliable information on the volume

of business for many electronic products. This will assist

the industry in planning, & marketing activities.”

Up to now the electronics div., headed by Donald S.

Parris, has had “only vague procurement information”

about military & industrial electronic end products, a

spokesman told us. They would be in prime demand if the

country goes on a war footing, but little data is on hand to

indicate the manufacturers’ requirements for such items

as steel, aluminum, and manpower. Survey reports also

will cover shipments, unfilled orders, inventories, etc.

In all, about 100 non-broadcasting categories are

covered in the end-equipment surveys, ranging from radar,

sonar, fire controls & missile guidance systems to mobile

communications apparatus. About half that many micro-

wave component categories are covered.

The EIA, which has conducted many industry surveys

but hasn’t attempted to cover some of the questions in the

BDSA census, got out a release to its members pointing

out that early replies from manufacturers were needed.

Entering FM radio field. General Instrument Corp.

has started mass production of a low-cost miniaturized FM
tuner for “2 of the leading brand-name set makers.” GI
makes these claims for the tiny low-cost unit: More sensi-

tive than comparable tuners, it fits into a space slightly

bigger than a cigarette pack. It utilizes printed circuit

boards, prevents drift with temperature-compensated com-
ponents. It’s available with AFC using a silicon diode.

Davega Stores Corp., 26-store TV-appliance-sporting

goods chain, will consolidate with Dilbert Quality Super-

markets (80 stores), subject to stockholder approval.

Davega stockholders would receive 56/lOOths of a share of

Dilbert common for each share of Davega common, and
l-l/20th of common for each share of Davega pfd.

Two lines of picture tubes are now being offered na-

tionally by CBS-Hyti’on—budget-priced re-manufactured

Palomar and premium Silver-Vision. Hytron thus follows

RCA in national distribution of a dual line, although it

claims a “first,” having test-marketed the program for

more than a year on the West Coast.

Philips Electrical Ltd., Great Britain, has acquired

control of TV-radio manufacturer A. C. Cossor Ltd., to-

gether with the right to use the Cossor trademark in all

countries except Pakistan & Canada.
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Trade Personals: Irving G. Rosenberg resigns April 30 as

v.p., Du Mont TV & Radio Corp. subsidiary of Emerson.

He occupied various executive posts with Du Mont Labs

since 1941 until the absorption of Du Mont’s consumer

business by Emerson last year . . . Oscar Lasdon, N.Y.

financial consultant, and Robert A. Maes, exec. v.p. & a dir.,

Donner Foundation of Philadelphia, elected to Du Mont
Labs board. Robert W. Norcross promoted from Du Mont

asst, treas. to treas. . . . Gene K. Beare, pres, of Automatic

Electric International, a subsidiary of General Telephone

& Electronics, named also pres, of Sylvania International,

a new post. Richard C. Tonner named manufacturing super-

intendent, Sylvania semiconductor plant, Woburn, Mass.

. . . George W. Griffin Jr., former Sylvania p.r. v.p., elected

p.r. v.p.. General Telephone & Electronics Corp. George

P. Norton, promoted from p.r. dir. to v.p. in charge of finan-

cial & stockholder relations and adv.

W. A. MacDonald, chairman, also becomes pres.,

Hazeltine Corp., succeeding Philip F. LaFollette, who has

resigned chairmanship but continues as a director &
special consultant . . . Harry A. Ehle, prominent electronics

industry figure who was exec. v.p. of International Re-

sistance Co. until last fall, has resigned as a director of

Auerbach Electronics Corp., Narberth, Pa., and plans to

move to the Virgin Islands where he will be affiliated with

a non-electronics business concern . . . John A. Mayberry,

ex-Sylvania, named merchandising mgr. for dealer prod-

ucts, CBS-Hytron . . . John M. Haley named mgr. of cus-

tomer service, Sylvania picture tube operations, replacing

J. Paul Civitts, who will be mgr. of Sylvania TV picture

tube plant in Monterey, Mexico . . . William J. Stolze, mgr.

of the technical staff, Stromberg-Carlson electronics div.,

awarded an Alfred P. Sloan Fellowship in executive devel-

opment for a year’s study at MIT, leading to an MS degree

in industrial management.

Earl H. Blaik, Avco v.p., has been appointed by Presi-

dent Eisenhower to a 34-member advisory committee on

the arts for the projected National Cultural Center in

Washington . . . Joseph A. Haimes appointed administra-

tion & controls mgr., distributor products dept., RCA elec-

tron tube div. Dr. Robert B. Green, ex-Engelhard Indus-

tries, appointed mgr., materials planning, mktg. dept., RCA
semiconductor & materials div. . . . Albert M. Schlosberg,

ex-American Hydrotherm Corp., named gen. mgr., Clare-

mont Tube Corp. . . . Robert T. Diehl, ex-Pacific Semi-

conductors, named planning dir., ITT industrial products

div. Douglas J. Upton appointed product mgr., industrial

TV div.; Brewster W. Jameson, product mgr., instruments

department.

Bertram G. Ryland, ex-GE, named mgr., Raytheon’s

new Spencer microwave power tube lab, Burlington, Mass.,

due to open next month. Capt. John N. Boland, USN (Ret.),

mgr., Washington office, appointed supervisor, Raytheon’s

new corporate govt, relations office, Colorado Springs . . .

Edward J. Mooney, legal counsel. Dynamics Corp. of Amer-
ica, elected secy. . . . William Paul Novack named Packard-

Bell manufacturing engineering supervisor.

Arno Nash, ex-International Rectifier Corp., appointed

v.p. & gen. mgr.. Radio Receptor selenium div.. General

Instrument Corp. . . . Shao C. Feng, ex-Remington Rand
Univac, named product planning mgr., Silicon Transistor

Corp. . . . Andreas Kramer appointed chief engineer.

Audiotape Corp. & Audio Manufacturing Corp., subsidi-

aries of Audio Devices Inc., N.Y. . . . Rene Snepvangers
named engineering dir.; George Cohen appointed mktg.
mgr., Fairchild Recording Corp.

Electronics Personals: Maj. Gen. Ralph T. Nelson, former
deputy chief, promoted to Chief Signal Officer to succeed

retiring Lt. Gen. James D. O’Connell . . . Richard S. Morse,

pres. & founder of National Research Corp., Cambridge,
Mass, and recently chairman of the Army scientific advis-

ory panel, appointed Army dir. of research & development.

Roy M. Olson, mgr., Motorola microwave dept., named
gen. mgr., military electronics center, Chicago, succeeding

William S. Wheeler (Vol. 15:15). Irving Koss, mktg. dir.,

communications & industrial electronics div., replaces

Olson . . . Dause L. Bibby, ex-Daystrom, named exec, v.p..

Remington Rand div., Sperry Rand.

Sylvania Home Electronics Corp. is organized from
the company’s home electronics div. as a wholly-owned
marketing subsidiary responsible for styling, merchandis-
ing & distribution of Sylvania TV sets, radios & phonos.

It will be headed by Robert L. Shaw, gen. marketing mgr.
of div., as pres. Sylvania’s senior v.p. Marion E. Pettigrew
said manufacturing & engineering functions will be re-

tained by the div., operating in close liaison with the new
subsidiary which will bring the sales organization “closer

to the retail floor where consumer trends start.”

Manufacturers excise tax on phonograph records must
be paid by owners of master recordings who control pro-

duction & sale of pressings made from them by other com-
panies, the Internal Revenue Service has ruled (Rev. Rul.

59-113). However, if a company leases a master recording

from the owner and makes its own sales of pressings to

distributors, it is subject to payment of excise taxes. The
company is regarded as the manufacturer even if owner-
ship of a tape from which the master recording is made
is held by another firm (Rev. Rul. 59-114).

Misrepresentation of operational range of “New Magic
Walkie Talkie,” “Radio-Vox” & “Radio Talkie” portable

radio equipment is alleged in an FTC complaint against

Western Radio Corp., Kearney, Neb. The complaint charges

that the firm falsely claimed in newspaper & magazine
advertising the devices permitted car-to-car talk “up to

1-10 miles apart” and building-to-building talk “up to %
mile or more.”

True “gutless wonder” TV set is now in use in 4 Paris

apartment buildings, where a master TV set for each build-

ing feeds “slave” TV units in individual apartments. These

units are said to cost about half the price of a complete

set. Several U.S. manufacturers &,,,community-antenna

operators have experimented with similar slave systems,

but there never has been any large-scale production here.

Raytheon subsidiary Apelco (Applied Electronics Co.,

San Francisco) acquires Webster Mfg. Co., Mill Valley,

Cal. producer of radio-telephone antennas for marine use.

Founder-pres. T. M. Webster of the Mill Valley firm will

continue as gen. mgr. with plant location & personnel un-

changed.

“Automatic TV program pre-selector” has been de-

veloped by Tokyo’s Hayakawa Electric Co. to be marketed

in Japan for about $53. It permits a viewer to set his

viewing schedule in advance for a 12-hour period. The pre-

selector changes channels for him.

Low-noise TV amplifier for Ch. 2-6 has been introduced

by Adler Electronics for pole, rack or chassis mounting.

Designated VCA-1, it is claimed to provide a minimum
gain of 40 db, with only 3-db noise on Ch. 6.
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Distributor Notes: Ernest F. Tonsmeire, former distribu-

tion cost control mgr., Sylvania Home Electronics, named
controller, Victor H. Meyer Distributors, a Sylvania Sales

Corp. div, . . . Admiral appoints Osborne & Dermody, Reno,

for the full line in northeastern California & western

Nevada . . . Hoffman Electronics appoints Hassco, Denver,

for consumer products in Colorado and parts of Nebraska
& Wyoming . . . Olympic appoints Williamson Supply Co.,

Williamson, W. Va. for southwest Virginia & eastern Ken-
tucky; Buchanan-Williamson Supply Co., Grundy, Va., for

5 Virginia counties.

Servicing of color sets represents 25.6% of RCA Serv-

ice Co.’s contract income, although only 12.3% of the sets

under contract to the company are color. So said RCA
Service Co. pres. D. H. Kunzman in April 19 address to Pa.

Federation of Radio-TV Servicemen’s Associations. Point-

ing to higher income from color TV servicing, he urged

technicians to “get into color now in a big way.” He said

RCA Service Co. is now seiwicing less than half of the

color sets in use “and we expect our share of the market to

grow even smaller” as more independents get into the

business. He saw color TV as the only hope for revitalizing

TV set sales and consequently boosting service income.

ITT Communication Systems Inc. has been formed to

handle ITT’s role in improvement & modernization of

AirCom, or 480-L, the Air Force’s world-wide communica-

tions complex. ITT’s new unit is senior member of a 4-

company team, with RCA as principal associate, and Hoff-

man Electronics Corp. and Hughes Aircraft Co. as princi-

pal subcontractors. Communication Systems will have

headquarters in Paramus, N.J., and be headed by Ellery W.
Stone. A week ago (Vol. 15:15), Philco Corp. won a con-

tract for $18,715,000, for the first phase of Project Quick

Fix, an interim 480-L modernization program.

Buying Index of Distributors (BID) is a new EIA
service for manufacturers who sell through electronic

parts & sound distributors. As organized by EIA’s dis-

tributor relations committee under pres. J. A. Milling of

Howard W. Sams & Co., BID will give manufacturers a

semi-annual county-by-county barometer of overall sales,

sales by product, marketing indices by class of business.

Copies of a booklet describing the service are available

from the EIA marketing data dept., 1721 DeSales St. NW,
Washington, D.C.

Often-maligned TV servicemen may get some pro-

fessional help from. EIA’s service committee in techniques

of customer relations, merchandising and expense con-

trols. Under a plan outlined by committee chairman Ken-
neth H. Brown, Westinghouse TV-radio div. service mgr.,

material in non-technical phases of the service business

will be supplied by EIA members and distributed to all

interested servicemen, who already are supplied with

technical information about products.

Bell Labs will build $20 million lab at Holmdel, N.J.,

to meet the expanding need for communications research,

AT&T pres. Frederick R. Kappel told 12,000 people gath-

ered in Kingsbridge Armory in the Bronx April 15 at the

world’s largest stockholders’ meeting. He said the new
facility will provide work space for 1500 people and oc-

cupancy will begin late in 1961. Bell Labs now employs

nearly 11,000 people in 18 locations.

Matched audio output tubes for hi-fi push-pull ampli-

fiers are now being marketed by CBS-Hytron in packages

of 2. Types included are 6BQ5, 6V6GT, 5881 & 6550.

Finance

CBS ELECTRONICS FORMED: CBS-Hytron becomes CBS
Electronics on July 1, and a $5 million expansion pro-
gram will go into effect, including a new 160,000-

square-ft. manufacturing plant for semiconductors.
Announcement of the latest CBS expansion in the elec-

tronics field came from Dr. Frank Stanton, pres., at

the annual stockholders’ meeting in N.Y. April 15.

Dr. Stanton predicted a bright future for CBS’ new
division (which also moves into the phonograph field with
the launching of new lines in June, manufacturing Colum-
bia phonos formerly made to order by outside companies)
and for the electronics industry, which he predicted would
grow from annual sales of a little less than $13 billion in

1958 to well over $26 billion in 1968. Other highlights of
his report

:

TV network: Scored “higher earnings in the first quar-
ter of 1959 than in the first quarter of 1958.” The public
now “spends 18% more time watching CBS-TV programs
than those of its nearest competitor.”

Stations division: “Each of our stations is number one
in its market in sales and, with the exception of WCAU
Philadelphia which we took over only 6 months ago, is first

in audience popularity.”

Overseas activity: “To facilitate our expanding for-
eign operations” CBS has established 2 overseas branches,
CBS Europe in Zurich & CBS Ltd. in London. And some
500 overseas TV stations “from Hamburg to Hong Kong”
are providing “great possibilities” for export sales of CBS-
represented film shows.

CBS Radio division: Was “also profitable in 1958 and
will be so again in 1959,” mostly from the network’s 7 o&o
outlets. The network’s “program consolidation plan” has
resulted in a 29% increase in the CBS network radio
audience in 1959.

Columbia Records division: Earnings & sales “sub-
stantially ahead of the first quarter of 1958”; stereo record
sales moving well; and the Columbia LP record club listing

over a million members were given as reasons “to be very
optimistic.”

CBS Labs: Showed “a modest profit” last year, and
expects to earn more this year. It is now involved in “many
interesting & significant projects.”

As usual at CBS stockholder gatherings, minority
holders—notably Wilma Soss, as well as singer Gloria
Parker and music publisher Barney Young—provided a
running sideshow of semi-relevant questions, finally

prompting chairman William S. Paley to term the Parker-
Young performance “a program of harassment, not in the
interests of CBS.”

Philco 4(4% convertible subordinated debentures total-

ling $22 million were put on the market last week by a
group headed by Smith, Barney & Co. The debentures are
due in 1948 at par and accured interest. On or before April
15, 1969, they are convertible into common at $33% a
share, or after that date at $40 a share.

Sylvania pres. Robert E. Lewis said he expects the
General Telephone subsidiary to have 1959 sales totaling
more than $400 million, vs. $333.2 million in 1958. He added:
“Earnings ought to be appreciably better than in 1958.”

Microwave Assoc, will split its stock 2-for-l, effective

as of May 1.
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Dominion Electrohome Industries Ltd., large Canadian

TV-radio-appliance manufacturer, reports a steep increase

in profit and an all-time sales high for 1958. The company

is issuing 12,101 new common shares to stockholders for

$26 each on the basis of one additional share for each 10

held. At the April 29 annual meeting, directors will pro-

pose a 3-for-l stock split. A prospectus by Dominion Se-

curities Ltd., Toronto, states that the company’s dollar

volume represents about 11% of the Canadian TV set

market and 9-10% of the portable & table-model radio

market. Dominion Electrohome is currently test-marketing

its hi fi in the U.S. through Campbell’s Music Store in

Washington and plans further exports to U.S. For the

year ended Dec. 31: 1958 1957

Sales $15,421,250 $14,537,238

Net earnings 551,957 319,719

GE’s first-quarter earnings were 7% higher than the

same 1958 period and, except for first-quarter 1957, were

the highest initial-period profits in the company’s history.

Sales were up 1%. Chairman Ralph J. Cordiner reported

that GE’s defense business was continuing at a high level,

partly because of the increased proportion of electronic

& electrical content in military equipment. He predicted a

continued improvement. For 3 months ended March 31:

1959 1958

Sales $976,568,000 $964,966,000

Net earnings 52,778,000 49,184,000

Earned per common share 60(^ 56^
Average common shares . 87,681,422 87,396,796

Cohu Electronics reports a profit for first quarter 1959

after operating at a loss for 1958. The report for the year

ended Dec. 31: 1958 1957

Sales $5,628,698

Net income (loss in 1958) (1,623,987)

For 3 months to March 31: 1959

Sales $2,126,000

Net income 180,000

$5,428,093
190,077

1958
$1,005,000
not avbl.

American Electronics, after a $2 million loss in 1958,

moved into the profit column for the first quarter of 1959.

The report for the year ended Dec. 31:

1958
Sales $17,396,064

Net profit (loss in 1958) . . (2,285,826)

For 3 months to March 31 : 1959
Sales $ 4,500,000

Net income 100,000

1957
$17,908,135

603,650

1958

$ 4,497,696
13,669

P. R. Mallory & Co. reports first-quarter earnings more

than double 1958’s comparable figure, and sales up 25%.
For 3 months ended March 31 : 1959 1958

Net sales

Net income ....
Earned per share

$20,511,471 $16,147,142
978,518 434,721

66^ 27^

Raytheon reports a sharp upturn in sales & earnings

in 1959’s first quarter. For 3 months ended March 31:

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$109,155,000

2,293,000
71«i

3,215,099

1958
$80,393,000

1,734,000

58(i‘

2,981,789

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Amt.
AB-PT $0.25
Avco Corp .10
Dom. Electrohome (Can.) .30
Electr. Investment Corp. .03
Gen. Tel. & Electronics . . .50
Magnavox .dlVz

StJ%of
rgbordPayable

Jun. 15 . 'May 22
May 20^

May''l|*“*'^M^'l
Jun. 3(f > MjAit' 18.
Jun. 16 MatyJRs

Admiral’s Improvement: Admiral stockholders were given

a bright picture of sales & profits in the first 1959 quarter
by pres. Ross D. Siragusa at the annual meeting in Chi-

cago. Adding that “profitable” earnings figures would be

released shortly, he held to an earlier prediction that the

year would yield 2% to 3 times better than 1958. (In the

first quarter of 1958, the company suffered a net loss of

$91,977, but the year ended with earnings of $1,375,017).

Admiral’s TV set shipments were up 37% compared
to the 1958 quarter, although other set makers generally

underwent a sales decline, Siragusa asserted. Radio and
stereo hi fi increased 55% in shipments, and appliances,

excluding air conditioners, increased 20%. Conditioners

will improve this quarter, Siragusa forecast.

He repeated his concern over imported Japanese radios

(Vol. 15:13), noting that Nipponese manufacturers are

predicting a 30% to 60% increase for 1959—over the esti-

mated 2 million shipped in last year.

Wells-Gardner’s first-quarter earnings rose to about

16^ a share from 14(j; during the 1958 period, according to

treas. W. V. Bennett, who credited the improvement to a

pickup in TV-radio sales, particularly by mail-order houses

for whom the company makes sets. He said sales to April 3

totaled about $5 million vs. $3,234,000 in the same period

last year, and the backlog of unfilled orders rose to $6,-

076,000 from $3,686,000 a year ago.
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Paramount Pictures Corp.’s consolidated net earnings
from operations for the year 1958 show a drop, according

to a preliminary estimate by the company. Earnings were
20^ less, on fewer shares, than in 1957. Total consolidated

income is greater, and includes $7,987,000 of “special items”

after taxes, derived principally as profit on disposal of old

feature films to TV.
The total consolidated income for 1957, noted below, is

remainder after reduction of $642,000, representing adjust-

ment of investment in an affiliated company. No breakdown
has been given for KTLA or other TV activities. For year

ended Dec. 31: 1958 1957
Consolidated income $12,554,000 $4,783,000
Cons, net earnings
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

For 13 wks. ended Dec. 31:
Consolidated net earnings
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

4,567,000 5,425,000
$2.60 $2.80

1,755,888 1,939,716

$760,000 $1,188,000
43<f 6U

1,755,888 1,939,716

Storer Bcstg. Co. reports a 36% increase in net earn-

ings for first quarter 1959, as compared with the 1958

period. The 1959 quarter includes results of operations of

WITI-TV Milwaukee, acquired in Dec. 1958. For 3 months
ended March 31:

Net earnings
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959 1958

$1,024,183 $ 751,204
41.4(^ 30.4«i

2,474,750 2,474,750
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0fficers-&-Directors stock transactions as reported to the
SEC for March:

Admiral. Carl E. Lantz exercised option to buy 3600, holds 3600.
American Bosch Arma. F. Wm. Harder bought 1500, holds 10,000.
AB-PT. James G. Riddell bought 1000, holds 1980.
AT&T. E. Hornsby Wasson acquired 16, holds 162.
Ampex. James E. Brown bought 100, holds 226.
Amphenol-Borg. B. C. Booth exercised option to buy 1034, holds

1300. Harold R. Egenes exercised option to buy 800, holds 1333. Lester
M. Grether exercised option to buy 1000. holds 1000.

Arvin Industries. Orphie R. Bridges sold 600, holds none.
Belock Instrument. Jack J. Fischer sold 1000, holds 36,326.
CBS Inc. Louis G. Cowan bought 721, holds 1648.
Columbia Pictures. Charles Schwartz sold 1200 through partnership,

holds 10,442 in partnership, 76,287 in Fico Corp., none personally.
Electronics Corp. of America. Robert H. Montgomery sold 300, holds

none. John F. Power bought 600, holds 1000. John F. Rich sold 600,
holds none.

Emerson. Dorman D. Israel sold 1418, holds 4610.
Filmways. John B. Poor sold 4300, holds 8020.
GE. Ralph J. Cordiner bought 4500, holds 16,130. Wm. Rogers Herod

sold 500, holds 7976. Robert Paxton sold 3225, holds 18,277. C. K. Rieger
sold 1725, holds 4334. Harold A. Strickland exercised option to buy
2000, holds 2846.

Globe-Union. Ralph W. Conway bought 200, holds 1400.
Guild Films. C. W. Alden Jr. bought 50,000 from issuer, holds

50,000. John J. Cole bought 4000, pledged 34,000 as collateral for loan
which were sold by lenders because of inability to meet margin calls,

holds none. Gerald Dickler bought 10,000 from issuer, holds 10,000.
Indiana Steel Products. A. J. Astrologes sold 800 through joint

tenancy, holds 50 in joint tenancy, none personally.

International Resistance. C. D. Vannoy sold 400, holds 20.

ITT. Charles D. Hilles Jr. bought 8000, holds 11,232. Robert Mc-
Kinney bought 1400, holds 28,400 personally, 3000 in trust.

Litton Industries. David Ingalls sold 3000, holds 3153. Charles B.
Thorton disposed of 184 through partnership through exercise of option
by employes, holds 12,630 in partnership, 126,330 personally.

P. R. Mallory. F. E. Head sold 100, holds 800.

National Theatres. E. C. Rhoden sold 9650 through Precision Hold-
ing Co., holds none in Precision Holding Co., 1325 in Boot Hill Invest-

ment Co., 6000 in Rhoden Investment Co., 26,800 personally.

Paramount Pictures. Louis A. Novins acquired 2291 through ex-

change of 27,500 Telemeter Corp. shares bought through exercise of
option, holds 2291.

RCA. Charles R. Denny acquired 188 through incentive plan, holds

1018.

Raytheon. Ray C. Ellis sold 100, holds 2341. Ivan A. Getting sold

2500, holds 243. Paul F. Hannah exercised option to buy 1346, holds

2765. David R. Hull exercised option to buy 450, holds 4000. Stanley P.
Lovell bought 337, holds 500.

Skiatron Electronics & TV. Frank V. Quigley sold 100, holds 435.

Kurt Widder sold 2500, holds 4000.

Storer. Abiah A. Church bought 100, holds 213.

Sylvania. Bennett S. Ellefson exercised option to buy 1063, holds

1282. Colman H. Pilcher bought 114, transferred 54, holds 374. A. L. B.

Richardson exercised option to buy 1000, holds 1710. Howard L. Rich-
ardson exercised option to buy 1056, holds 1993.

TelePrompTer. Walter Hirshon sold 6000, holds 1000.

Texas Instruments. S. T. Harris sold 370 through trust, holds 370

in trust, 17,904 personally.

Trans-Lux. Harry Brandt bought 1200, Sold 100 through Harry
Brandt Foundation, holds 168,300 personally, 17,380 in Harry Brandt
Foundation, 17,600 for wife, 200 in Bilpam Corp., 1000 in Brapick
Corp., 1000 in Marathon Pictures Corp., 13,450 in Gusti Brandt Founda-
tion. Richard Brandt bought 1000 as custodian, holds 1054 as custodian,

10,850 personally.

20th Century-Fox. Robert Lehman sold 200, holds 23,600.

Westinghouse. Bruce D. Henderson exercised option to buy 300.

holds 1118. James H. Jewell sold 1000, holds none. W. Watts Smith
exercised option to buy 2000, holds 2015. Tom Turner exercised option

to buy 200, holds 2325.

Loew’s Inc., recently split from theater-owning Loew’s

Theatres Inc., will change its name to Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Corp., subject to stockholder approval, pres. Joseph

R. Vogel announced. He said the firm had consolidated net

income of $5,749,00 ($1.08 a share) for 28 weeks ended

March 12—preceding the split-up of the 2 companies—as

compared with $509,000 (10«S) for the comparable 1958

eriod. For the 1959 period, the present Loew’s Inc. con-

ibuted $4,798,000, Loew’s Theatres $951,000.

'(^^llj^zeltine Corp. directors proposed a 2-for-l stock split

SUbjedV^l^pproval by stockholders meeting June 10. The

s^^l^Mjaies*^uld be distributed about July 1 to holders of

r*()>sj'.l‘uner«. The proposal would increase authorized

9 million from the present 1.5 million, of which

'W^^OOO are currently outstanding.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

WITH THIS ISSUE: 2 Special Supplements—Full texts of FCC's (1) Allocations Pro-

posals to Congress, and (2) Proposed Rule-Making on Option Time

FCC
FCC ALLOCATIONS PHILOSOPHY—The full story outlined

in statement to Senate Commerce Committee. Analysis of

alternatives (p. 1 & Special Supplement).

MIXED FEELINGS ON OPTION-TIME PROPOSAL expected

from affiliates, as FCC starts rule-making to give stations

more "freedom" (p. 3 & Special Supplement).

LACK-OF-PROGRESS REPORT ON PAY TV given by pro-

moters. Zenith, Skiatron, Telemeter, Teleglobe, WSES won't

say when—or if—they'll seek FCC tests (p. 4).

MACK LOSES SOME POINTS IN MIAMI CH. 10 conspiracy

trial. Judge rejects his pleas that Govt, hire psychiatric help

and subpoena White House witnesses (p. 4).

Programming
OUR REPORT ON SPECIALS. Four page listing of the big

shovrs scheduled or proposed (pp. 3 & 8).

Networks

REPS RAP REPPING IN COMMENTS supporting FCC proposal

to ban networks from spot sales business. SRA cites unfair

competition, "conflict of interest" (p. 5).

NETWORKS SET NEW RATE POLICIES in special spring rate

cards. ABC-TV raises minimum-buy to $80,000. CBS-TV re-

vamps discount structure, boosts EMP lineup (p. 6).

Manuiacturing S Distribution

NEXT FROM JAPAN: Transistor tape recorders, battery op-

erated phonos this year, transistor TV in 1960 or 1961. Past &
future pattern of electronic imports (p. 19).

INDUSTRY UNCONCERNED ABOUT "SET CONTROL" law
proposed to Congress by FCC. EIA, unable to arouse any
reaction last month, will bring question up at May conven-

tion (p. 20).

Stations

NEW & UPCOMING STATIONS: Debut of independent KPLR-

TV (Ch. 11) St. Louis, educational in Des Moines and satel-

lite in Champaign, 111. looks like year's bumper crop of new
outlets (p. 12).

SUMMER TIME TABLE FOR TV CITIES shows time observed

by each TV location & date each will change back to stan-

dard time (p. 13).

Advertising ^
ANA COMPLETES AD STUDY of major proportions with re-

lease of 418-page report on evaluation of advertising effec-

tiveness (p. 15).

Other Departments

EDUCATIONAL TV (p. 7). FILM & TAPE (p. 17). FINANCE
(p. 23).

FCC ALLOCATIONS PHILOSOPHY—THE FULL STORY: FCC's statement of its TV
allocations policy & plans, released by Senate Commerce Committee last week, is such a significant document

that we've reprinted it in full as a Special Supplement herewith. It's the result of the most concentrated &
serious effort on part of Commission on any subject in recent years—and we urge you to read it carefully

and keep it on hand for continuous reference in critical months to come.

Statement embodies conclusions already reported (Vol. 15:15-16), but to recapitulate, FCC plans to:

(1) Seek the "ideal" long-range (perhaps 10-year) solution—acquisition of 38 more vhf channels

from other services, principally military, to provide a 50-channel system giving minimum of 5 vhf channels to

each major market.
f

z' (2) Provide "interim" relief by adding Ch. 2-13 stations in certain "critical" markets—cutting co-

channel separations where necessary.

(3) Ask Congress to prohibit interstate shipment of receivers that can't get all TV channels, old &
new, when final decision on allocations is made.
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Commission does thorough job of presenting its reasons for the foregoing and it elaborates on each
allocation solution studied:

(1) 50-channel vhf system including present 12.

(2) 50-channel vhf starting at Ch. 7, dropping Ch. 2-6.

(3) 25-channel vhf starting at Ch. 7, dropping Ch. 2-6.

(4) Present setup— 12 vhf, 70 uhf channels.

(5) 70-channel all-uhf.

"Within the next few months," FCC hopes to find out whether it can get more vhf from other sources.

Meanwhile, it's determined to go ahead with the "interim" vhf drop-in concept.

Identity of cities intended for vhf drop-ins is the most eagerly awaited factor in the picture—the

immediate dollars-&-cents question. However, Commision is by no means sure which cities will be picked.

All it says in statement is this:

"Among 103 top TV markets there are 36 with less than 3 vhf or 3 uhf stations now in operation or

anticipated. Many of these are numbered among the nation's largest population centers, such as Hartford-

New Haven, Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo, Birmingham, Providence, Dayton, Toledo, Syracuse and Rochester."

But we're informed that "there's no magic in the figure 36" and that Commission may need several weeks to

come up with specific drop-in cities.

Sen. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of Commerce Committee, hadn't studied FCC statement,

offered no comment. But his House coimterpart. Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) was quick to throw cold water on at

least part of FCC's proposals. He said that 25 channels, rather than 50, are probably enough and the Congress

shouldn't force receiver makers to produce only all-channel sets. He has his own spectrum study in the works,

has been dickering with White House in effort to get military to give him data on secret military uses of

spectrum space. He has also been trying to find top-grade man to head investigation.

Harris can probably kill a set-control bill if he chooses but he may not have much to say if FCC &
military work out a spectrum exchange. Nor is he likely to figure importantly if Commission orders vhf drop-

ins—something entirely within its control.

Though Magnuson hasn't said anything, it's quite likely he'd go along with drop-ins, at least. His

committee has urged that course, and as recently as Jan. 12 (Vol. 15:2) his special counsel Kenneth Cox
re-endorsed the technique in his report on small-town TV problems.

Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters, currently the strongest opponent of vhf mileage cuts, was
quick to react, and called special board meeting in Washington for April 25-26.

Manufacturers don't seem too worried about FCC's set-control proposal (see p. 20), though Commis-

sion suggests not only that they be required by law to produce all-channel sets but that FCC be empowered
"to set reasonable standards in the public interest with reference to the quality of the receivers."

Senate hearings on allocations aren't likely to start before late May—because committee has very

heavy agenda and because FCC Chairman Doerfer leaves for International Conference on Telephone & Tele-

graph in Tokyo April 30, returns May 17.

FCC'S BURST or ACTIVITY—THE BACKGROUND: There's a reason for FCC's cur-

rent flood of major decisions—TV allocations policy, network regulation, boosters, CATV, AM application

processing, suggested legislation, etc. It stems from a marked increase in Commissioners' willingness to

give & take, to compromise, to present a strong front, to squelch criticism of Commission stalling.

We don't know why this spirit of "accommodation" has developed at this time. But it's there and it

produces decisions. We do know that Sen. Pastore (D-R.I.), chairman of Commerce Committee communica-

tions subcommittee, last year said something that has stuck in Commissioners' minds. In hearings on allo-

cations problems, the excitable little Senator exclaimed: "Don't you people ever compromise on anything?

If we didn't compromise up here we'd never get anything done."

Anyway, there's action nowadays. In the process, FCC is making both friends & enemies—but it's

losing its reputation for sitting on problems.
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MIXED FEELINGS ON OPTION-TIME PROPOSAL: FCC poses a dilemma for network af-

filiates in its new proposed rules to cut into networks' option-time programming, issued last week along lines

planned (Vol, 15:15). While new rules offer enticing prospect for more station-sold time in prime hours, they

also offer threat of generally eroding the vital network service.

In testimony to FCC (Vol. 14:16), special affiliate groups fought vigorously to preserve option time,

but some affiliates may now find the new revenue potential difficult to resist. It's presumed that networks will

again insist that cuts in option time will jeopardize networks' programming, while reps and independents will

applaud Commission move.

Full text of Commission's proposal, included herewith as a Special Supplement , spells out precisely

what is intended and why. But, to summarize, FCC says proposals "are designed to improve the competitive

position of other groups affected by option time, and the freedom of program selection of a station under its

affiliation contract, while maintaining the essential features of the option practice which the Commission has

held to be reasonably necessary to the successful conduct of network operations and in the public interest."

Commission reguests parties to file comments by June 22 on following specific changes:

(1) Cut option time from 3 to 2V^2 hours for each of the 4 segments of the day.

(2) Prevent "straddle" programs from having the effect of extending network programming into non-

option-time periods.

(3) Provide more flexibility to the advance notice a network must give affiliates to exercise its

option. Present minimum is 8 weeks; under proposal, it would be 4-13 weeks, depending on circumstances.

(4) Give stations right to reject network programs "already contracted for" in addition to those only

"offered."

(5) Broaden stations' right to substitute programs "of greater local or national importance" for net-

work programs.

Commission also invites comments on radio option time—a subject which it hasn't studied yet.

Decision was made by fairly good-sized majority. Only Comr. Hyde dissented completely, while Comr.

Craven dissented in part and Comr. Ford concurred expressing concern about legal problems involved.

OUR REPORT ON SPECIALS: As many as 175-200 shows in the "special" category will be

poured into America's living rooms before next spring, our own checkup of all major program sources in-

dicates. Sales rivalry among networks & independent packagers concerning specials during current spring

season is at a peak, with network & program salesmen armed with the longest list to date of special attrac-

tions. We have put the list together for you, starting on p. 8.

Gross talent cost total may top $40-$45 million on available specials, talent merchants tell us. Once,

a show that cost $100,000 for talent was considered a major deal. Today, shows with price tags of $200,000

& up are common, with several soaring into $500,000 class.

Everybody's in the act among the networks on specials. NBC-TV, which is talking unofficially of "100

specials this season," is likely to have the season's longest list. CBS-TV is expected to run at about half

that total, with ABC-TV carrying remainder.

Most striking gain in special shows is at ABC . This season, the network aired only 2 that really

matched general industry conception of specials: Minnesota Mining's Art Carney Meets "Peter & The Wolf"

and "The Sorcerer's Apprentice," and Oldsmobile's two 60-min. shows with Bing Crosby. Next season, ABC
is planning at least 12, and expects another dozen when current program plans jell.

Sponsors have a wide choice of specials for upcoming season. There are adaptations of musicals, such

as CBS-TV's "Babes In Arms," Desilu's "Song of Norway," Paul Gregory's "Viva" (but not before 1960),

MCA's "Happy Hunting" and "Oh, Captain," and William Morris' "Babes In Toyland." There is a boom in

the "An Evening With . .
." format, with names like Debbie Reynolds, Judy Holliday, Sammy Davis Jr., Doris

Day, Jimmie Durante, Ray Bolger, Herb Shriner and TV-holdout Marlene Dietrich being discussed. There are

revues, straight plays, and even musical science-fiction.

Packager production of special shows is broadening, our checkup finds. When the trend started—
with NBC's "spectaculars" a few seasons back—creation was confined primarily to networks and a few

package houses close to the nets. Now, telefilm companies like NTA, Screen Gems and ITC are mapping

specials, as are smaller talent agencies and independent producers like George Gruskin <S Martin Manulis.
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Biggest single sponsor order for specials is from Ford , which has booked 39 shows (including

repeats) from MCA and will air it on NBC for total cost (time & talent) of more than $15 million. Other

heavyweight orders: Pontiac's $4 million schedule of 8 specials. General Mills-Westclox lineup of 7 taped

adaptations of MGM properties, which may top $2.5 million in talent costs.

LACK-OF-PROGRESS REPORT ON PAY TV: Unless they have some well-concealed sur-

prises up their sleeves, promoters of pay TV were playing it quiet last week—one month after FCC's 3rd

report (March 23) inviting them to apply for one system-per-market tests to prove feasibility of subscription

TV programming (Vol. 15:13).

We called pay-TV roll. Formd promoters present & accounted for. We also found them non-com-

mittal and/or secretive—as usual—about what they may have in mind for waiting FCC & public. None

would say when he'd make move to show what he could do to bring on new era for TV. Only one would go

so far as to designate his testing-grovmd choice in event he does proceed to ask FCC to authorize demonstra-

tion. Here's what tight-lipped, close-to-chest promoters told us:

Zenith's Pieter E. vanBeek (Phonevision asst, to pres. Hugh Robertson): "We have taken a look

at this 3rd report of the FCC. Our people are still studying it. When we reach a decision, 1 am sure there

will be an announcement, but I can't comment on that now."

Teco's S. 1. Marks (pres, of Zenith's Phonevision promotion auxiliary): "Still under study. No report.

That's all now."

Skiatron's Matthew Fox: "We'd rather not comment on anything. I don't want to be rude, but we

don't want to discuss it. Until we're ready to announce our plans, we don't want to talk about them."

International Telemeter's Louis A. Novins: "We're still in the process of analyzing the situation. I

have no other comment besides that."

Teleglobe's Solomon Sagall: "Negotiations have been in progress. There is a lot of preparatory

work. I think before long you will find that despite all the FCC restrictions & Congressman Harris [who

leads House opposition to pay TV as Commerce Committee chairman], there will be some developments."

Philadelphia Bcstg. Co. (spokesman for WSES, holder of Ch. 28 CP and lone applicant last year

for tests under earlier FCC conditions) : "We're working on it. We first proposed Skiatron for Philadelphia,

and Philadelphia is where we'll be, but Skiatron is out now. We're huddling with a leading electronics

manufacturer about an entirely new system which would be supplied to us—and not on a franchise basis.

But there's a good deal to be done before we announce anything, and we aren't saying who the manufacturer

is or what kind of system it is."

The FCC

MACK LOSES SOME POINTS^ Defense suggestions that

a prospective govt, witness needs psychiatric attention

—and that the White House forced Richard A. Mack’s

resignation from the FCC—helped to enliven a dull

third week of the Miami Ch. 10 conspiracy trial in

Washington’s Federal District Court.

Most of last week’s trial time was taken up with

arguments & counter-arguments on motions by ex-FCC

Comr. Mack’s counsel Nicholas J. Chase that: (1) A
psychiatrist should be employed at govt, expense to

examine pres. A. Frank Katzentine of WKAT Miami,

loser in a 4-way contest for the Ch. 10 award, in the

event the Govt, calls him as a witness against Mack and

co-defendant Thurman A. Whiteside. (2) Ex-Presi-

dential asst. Sherman Adams and White House counsel

Gerald Morgan should be summoned—also at govt, ex-

pense—to say whether they forced Mack to quit FCC.

Blaming Katzentine for starting Mack’s troubles after

Ch. 10 was lost to National Airlines’ WPST-TV, Chase told

Judge Burnita S. Matthews that Katzentine “suffers from

personality disorders which may affect his reliability &
credibility as a witness.”

The testimony of Adams & Morgan will be needed,

Chase said, to prove that Mack’s resignation was forced

without a hearing—and that it didn’t indicate he had any
guilty feelings about his vote for National Airlines.

In the end. Judge Matthews rejected both motions,

which were offered by Chase with the explanation that

Mack himself can’t afford to pay for a psychiatrist’s serv-

ices or to subpoena the White House witnesses. She said

Chase’s allegations about Katzentine were unsupported,

but that he might renew the motion if govt, prosecutor

J. Frank Cunningham does call Katzentine to the stand.

Cunningham said he didn’t think he would. As for the

Adams-Morgan motion, “we are not here to go into Mr.
Mack’s resignation,” Judge Matthews said. Whiteside’s

counsel Richard H. Hunt said he’d subpoena Adams & Mor-
gan anyway—at Whiteside’s expense.

The week’s slow proceedings otherwise were taken up
by testimony about Mack’s financial affairs & telephone

calls while he was an FCC member. Mrs. Frances Kreeger,

his former confidential assistant, identified a $1600 check

which the Govt, claimed was used by Whiteside to help buy
Mack’s Ch. 10 vote for WPST-TV. Mrs. Myrtle Adams,
chief of the FCC audit section, confirmed that 32 calls

from Mack’s office to Whiteside were logged between July

4, 1955 & Sept. 4, 1957—^but she added that he’d settled for

his personal calls, “so far as I am concerned.”
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CATV Systems Defined: FCC has officially defined CATV
for the first time, in proposed Communications Act amend-

ments sent to Confess to implement the Commission’s

decision in the long station-CATV fight (Vol. 15:15-16).

According to the FCC, a community antenna TV system

is “any facility performing the service of receiving &
amplifying the signals transmitting programs broadcast

by one or more TV stations and redistributing such pro-

grams, by wire, to subscribing members of the public.”

Excluded from the CATV definition are: “(1) Such facili-

ties which serve fewer than 50 subscribers; (2) Such facili-

ties whose service is limited to one or more apartment

dwellings under common ownership, control, or manage-

ment, and to commercial establishments located on the

premises; or (3) Facilities used for the distribution, by

wire, of programs for which a charge is imposed generally

on all subscribers wherever located, and which are not in

the first instance broadcast for reception without charge to

all members of the public within the direct range of TV
broadcast stations.” Other FCC-recommended amendments

require CATV systems to obtain redistribution authority

from originating stations, authorize standards, etc.

FCC’s decisions on boosters & CATV (Vol. 15:16) elicit

this reaction from Milton J. Shapp, pres, of Jerrold Elec-

tronics Corp., manufacturer of CATV equipment, and a

CATV system operator: “(1) The Commission clearly states

that in authorizing boosters, no consideration can be taken

of economic dislocation to existing TV stations. This raises

a spectre of booster ‘raids’ on every established TV market

,

in the U. S. It should rally the entire TV industry in op-

position. (2) The microwave decision certainly cannot be

viewed as a victory or defeat for anyone. Certainly it is

' not a defeat for smaller stations, the vast majority of

which welcome the extended coverage provided by CATV
systems. (3) The recommendation that fringe area viewers

may not view a particular program over a particular CATV
system unless permitted to do so by the originating station

places an unfair restraint upon fringe area viewers who
already are at a geographic disadvantage. How, after all,

does the cable system viewer differ from an apartment

house dweller in metropolitan areas who receives pro-

I

gramming over a master antenna system . . .?”

;

Copies of FCC rules & regulations in the new volume

I form as announced last Oct. by FCC are now available.

)
In loose-leaf form, the first issue combines 4 rule parts in

t a single volume titled Vol. V, covers Part 9 (Aviation),

I Part 10 (Public Safety), Part 11 (Industrial) and Part 16

I
(Land Transportation). Copies are available from the

I Supt. of Documents, Govt. Printing Office, Washington 25,

[ D.C. Cost of Vol. V, including subsequent changes and
I amendments, is $2.50 ($3.50 foreign). The FCC has discon-

i tinned its mailing lists for amendments and changes to

! the rules contained in Vol. V and such rule parts will no
longer be sold individually by GPO.

FCC fact-finding hearings in its 25-890-mc allocations

I proceedings (Vol. 15:14) will open May 25, with RCA
scheduled tentatively to start with 15-min. testimony sum-

I marizing its written presentation. Next in order: AT&T,
U.S. Independent Telephone Assn., Motorola, Electronic

Communications Service, National Mobile Radio System.

I
I

FCC last week refused to dismiss with prejudice Ch. 70

translator application in San Jon, N.M. and sustained Com-
mission examiner H. Gifford Irion’s initial decision (Vol.

15:13) which recommended denial on grounds that the ap-

plicant built the facility without FCC permit.

i

Networks

REPS RAP NET REPPING: To nobody’s surprise, the Sta-

tion Representatives Assn, last week gave enthusiastic

endorsement to the proposed FCC rule-making which
would take TV networks (meaning CBS & NBC) out of

the business of representing for national spot sales any
stations except their 0-&-0 outlets (Vol. 15:5).

Beating the Commission’s April 28 deadline for

comments by 5 days, SRA said the ban on network
repping is needed because

: (1) Independent reps suffer

“competitive disadvantage” from the practice. (2) “A
conflict of interest arises” because networks are much
more interested in network sales than in spot.

The 25-page SRA statement argued: “While there are

some strong-minded licensees who feel that they can stand
up against a request of the networks to act as their na-

tional sales representatives, as a general matter the strong
bargaining position enjoyed by the networks in the affilia-

tion area makes it difficult for affiliates to reject network
requests.”

Also: “The networks derive their bulk of revenues

from network sales. Although the revenue that comes to

the network from the commissions on spot sales is not
unwelcome, in the overall picture it plays a small part

when measured against the revenues received from network
sales. Therefore, the overall objective of the network or-

ganization must be to preserve & advance the network
sales picture as much as possible ... a conflict of interest

is thus inevitable and whether pressure is applied directly

or indirectly, it surely must be felt.”

SRA proposed this language for a rule for all but net-

work-oAvned TV stations: “No license shall be granted to

a TV broadcast station which is represented for non-

network sales purposes by any person which is a network
organization, or which is controlled directly or indirectly

by a network organization, or which is under common con-

trol with any network organization.”

FCC also solicited comments on radio repping hy
networks (carried on by CBS & NBC but not ABC). SRA
urged that a similar rule should be written for radio, that

“the conflict of interest that was observed in TV is present

even to a greater extent in network radio.”

Since the advent of TV, “the tendency has been for

network radio to remodel its structure so as to offer an
increasingly large number of spot announcements rather

than programs for sponsorship,” SRA said. “In the proc-

ess, bargain basement prices have been resorted to. The
result has been that many national sponsors who might
otherwise have been inclined to utilize national spot radio

are attracted to network radio because of the low rates

they are offered. Networks frequently sell affiliates’ time

at rates which are 50% of the lowest rate at which the

time of such stations is sold by their own people.”

CBS Radio signed WKMH Dearborn as its Detroit area

affiliate—along with 5 other Michigan independents—end-

ing its 23-year association with WJR, which dropped CBS
because of its PCP plan (Vol. 14:47). Effective May 24,

CBS will affiliate with WKMH and WKMF Flint, WKHM
Jackson, WSGW Saginaw, WHLS Port Huron & WLEW
Bad Axe.

To handle network tape repeats for time-zone prob-

lems, AT&T has added 9000 channel miles to its TV cable-

microwave facilities, at a cost of $10 million, in the last

2 years. AT&T says it now feeds 632 stations in 414 cities.
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NETWORKS SET NEW RATE POLICIES: CBS & NBC now
have formalized their “minimum-buy” rates, supplant-

ing the former “must-buy” lists of stations an adver-

tiser must purchase (Vol. 14:49, 15:2). In both cases,

the new minimum-buy figures are higher than the total

for all the former must-buy stations. ABC, which never

had a must-buy list, has raised its minimum-buy rate

correspondingly from $66,000 to $80,000 in its new

Rate Card No. 8, effective this month.

In no case was there an actual rate increase—merely

an increase in the dollar volume of network time a sponsor

must buy.

NBC-TV’s new “Rate Guide, Spring 1959,” due next

week, again states that “orders in network time are deemed

acceptable” if they I'each a $95,000 minimum. NBC-TV’s

former minimum—based on Class A rates for its old basic

network (must-buy) list—was $84,125.

CBS-TV has raised its “discount threshold.” New re-

vision of Rate Card No. 14, effective May 1, raises fi-om

20 to 30 the minimum number of “station-hours” an ad-

vertiser must buy per week (in a 26-week or longer period)

to draw basic 5% discount. Station-hour is unit of time

roughly corresponding to number of stations multiplied by

hours (half-hours count as 60% of a station-hour).

Small-scale, short-term deals are discouraged. CBS-

TV rate card again states that network has right to cancel,

on 60-day notice at end of 26-week cycle, any nighttime

order “placed for less than 80% of the then current applic-

able gross time charges.” Daytime cutoff is 75%. CBS’s

Extended Market Plan stations get a boost in the new

card. Total Class A hour rate for all is now listed as

$3245, with top discount for buying the whole list 25%.

In a move designed to boost daytime sales, ABC-TV
has established a new combination deal on day-night rates

for discounts, which gives the advertiser buying both day

& night shows an average 8% discount—up from 6%.
On a related subject, two basic problems cause “error

& delay” in handling of network billing, J. Russell Gavin,

asst, treas. of ABC-TV, stated to the Rye, N.Y. workshop

meeting of Assn, of National Advertisers on April 25. First

headache: “Need for closer co-ordination between agency

account personnel & network sales service, clearance and

accounting departments.” Other: “Delays in reporting by

network affiliated stations.” Network billing problems are

far from solved, according to the ABC executive, who can-

didly told ANA admen that “our network has not as yet

successfully met much over 70% of the problems this com-

plex type of billing presents.”

RCA Stays Out of NSRC: The National Stereo Radio Com-
mittee will have to get along without RCA and CBS. RCA
research & engineering v.p. Douglas H. Ewing last week
wrote NSRC administrative committee chairman Dr.

W. R. G. Baker, explaining, in effect, that FCC’s official

blessing and EIA’s legal interpretation (Vol. 15:12, 14-15)

aren’t sufficient assurance that the company won’t be

letting itself in for anti-trust difficulties if it rejoins the

industry-wide group.

“After reviewing our position,” Ewing’s letter said,

“we have concluded there is nothing which has been

brought to our attention which would lead us to change our

original decision. However, should we on further considera-

tion i-each a different conclusion, which I think is most un-

likely, I shall be in touch with you.”

Two weeks ago, CBS—whch had never been an NSRC
member—decided to stay out (Vol. 15:16).

Network Television Billinqs

February 1959

(For Jan. report, see Television Digest, Vol. 15:14)

ANOTHER RECORD MONTH: February network TV bil-

lings hit an all-time high for that month, TvB reported

last week. Gross time charges were $48.9 million, com-
pared to the $44.6 million of Feb. 1958—rise of 9.5%.

ABC-TV continued to show the greatest percentage

improvement over 1958, a gain of 18.7%, which CBS, with

a 7.2% rise, and NBC with 7.5%, were almost neck-and-

neck in their rate of increase. The Jan.-Feb. 1959 period

went over the $100-million mark, surpassing the compara-
tive period in 1958 by 7.1%.

NETWORK TELEVISION
Feb. Feb. % Jan.-Feb. Jan.-Feb. %

195» 1958 Change 1959 1958 Change
ABC $10,024,460 $ 8,441,988 -fl8.7 $ 20,671,538 $17,610,597 -(-17.4

CBS 20,806,220 19,410,741 -f 7.2 42,935,468 41,504,756 -|- 3.4
NBC 18,036,964 16,785,315 -f- 7.5 37,336,817 35,129,426 + 6.3

Total $48,867,644 $44,638,044 -f 9.5 $100,943,823 $94,244,779 -f- 7.1

1959 NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS, BY MONTHS
ABC CBS NBC Total

January $10,647,078 $22,129,248 $19,299,853 $52,076,179
February 10,024,460 20,806,220 18,036,964 $48,867,644

Note: The.se figures do not represent actual revenues as the net-
works do not divulge their actual net dollar incomes. The figures are
compiled by Broadcast Advertisers Reports (BAR) and Leading National
Advertisers (LNA) for TV Bureau of Advertising (TvB) on the basis
of one-time network rates, or before frequency or cash discounts.

NETWORK ACTIVITY
ABC-TV

Purchase Sponsor & Agency
Difimond Head, 60-min. series

to debut in fall. Wed. 9-10 P.M.

Top Pro Coif sports film series
(Mon., 9:30-10:30 P.M.) start-
ing June 8 through Aug. 24.

Co-sponsorship of Leave It to

Beaver, effective July 2, when
program moves to 9-9:30 P.M.

Man from Black Hawk, film
series to debut Oct. 9 (Fri.,

8:30-9 P.M.)

Participations in American
Bandstand, eff. July 31, and
Jubilee, U.S.A., eff. Aug. 15.

American Chicle, Carter Prod-
ucts and Whitehall Labs (all

through Ted Bates & Co.)

General Tire & Rubber Co.
(D’Arcy Adv.)

5-Day Labs. (Grey Adv.)

Miles Labs. (Wade) and Rey-
nolds Tobacco (Wm. Esty Co.)

Polk Miller Products (N. W.
Ayer )

.

CBS-TV
Fifth year renewal of Red
Skelton Show (Tues., 9:30-10
P.M.) eff. next fall.

Half-hour all-network sponsor-
ship of Playhouse 90 effective

May 7.

Pet Milk (Gardner) S. C. .John-

son (Foote, Cone & Belding),
alternates.

Renault Inc. (Needham, Louis
& B rorby )

.

NBC-TV
Participations in Today and
Jack Paar Show, totaling $2.8
million in gross billings in new
and renewal orders.

Bat Masterson (Thurs. 8-8:30
P.M.) eff. next fall.

New orders by: Bristol-Myers
(BBDO) ; Reardon Co. (D’-
Arcy) : Berkshire Knitting Mills
(Ogilvy, Benson & Mather) :

Dow Chemical (MacManus, John
& Adams) ; Diamond Gardner
Corp. (Doremus & Co.) : Pioneer
Industries (Doner & Peck) ;

Wash. State Potato Comm.
( Ryan & Son ) . Renewa's by

:

Alberto-Culver (Wade) : Kayser-
Roth Corp. (Daniel & Charles) :

Sandura (Hicks & Greist) :

Wagner Mfg. (Stone Adv.) :

SUuiebaker-Packard (D’Arcy) :

Niagara Therapy (Geo. Mallis).

Sealtest (Vs) (N. W. Ayer)
%-sponsorship unassigned.

Trendex i.s adding 5 cities to its present list of 20.

Reason: the growth of the number of 3-network markets,

affording “equal viewing opportunity,” and thus a measure

of relative program popularity. New cities are Pittsburgh,

Peoria, Little Rock, Richmond and Tulsa. First Trendex

report (Oct. 1951) used only 10 interconnected markets

expanding to 15 in 1955 and 20 in 1958.
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Net TV’s Top Agencies: During 1958, network TV had

15 prize customers: agencies which billed over $10 million

each in gross network time. Representing only 11% of all

network agencies, they nevertheless accounted for 70.5% of

total netwoi'k time sales. Ted Bates rose from 4th place

in 1957, to become the largest network TV customer, spend-

ing $52.3 million (gross time) for its clients.

The report extracted by NBC Research from LNA-
BAR data, also found that 136 agencies placed 1958’s rec-

ord net TV billings of more than half a billion. The top 8

network agencies accounted for better than half this

amount. Young & Rubicam dropped from top spot in 1957

to 3d place. J. Walter Thompson held its No. 2 position.

The report also shows the 1958 total divided thusly

among networks: ABC-TV, $103 million (18.2%). CBS-

TV, $247.8 million (43.7%). NBC-TV, $215.8 million

(38.1%).

The top 15 network TV agencies in 1958 gross time

network billings: (Add 000) %
1. Ted Bates & Co., Inc. $ 52,331 9.2

2. J. Walter Thompson Co. 49,864 8.8

3. Young & Rubicam, Inc. 49,439 8.7

4. Benton & Bowles, Inc. 36,880 6.5

5. BBDO 35,055 6.2

6. Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample 32,256 5.7

7. McCann-Erickson Inc. 27,605 4.9

8. Leo Burnett & Co., Inc. 24,873 4.4

9. William Esty Company, Inc. 17,097 3.0

10. Compton Advertising, Inc. 15,117 2.7

11. Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc. 13,725 2.4

12. Lennen & Newell, Inc. 13,645 2.4

13. Foote Cone & Belding 10,713 1.9

14. Grant Advertising, Inc. 10,623 1.9

15. Parkson Advertising Agency 10,174 1.8

Total Top 15 agencies $399,397 70.5

Total Network TV $566,590 100.0

ABC-TV Studio Expansion: A “push-button” theater-stu-

dio in N.Y., and a new TV services building in Hollywood,

are part of ABC-TV’s latest building & engineering de-

velopments announced by Frank Marx, ABC v.p. in chg.

of engineering. The studio, located in the network’s W.
66th St. plant, will feature “specially designed seating,

walls and ceiling completely mechanized to facilitate rapid

removal when the 9,500 sq. ft of space are needed as a

studio.” Three control booths will be added, as well as

transistor dimmers.

The Hollywood building, planned for completion in

about 6 months, will provide facilities for building sets, a

paint shop and scenery storage. Also in Hollywood, ABC’s
theater-studio will be remodeled into a permanent theater.

Seating will be expanded from 290 to 450 persons, and
stage area increased to 65 by 90 ft. A new studio for

KABC-TV Los Angeles local shows is also planned, re-

leasing space for origination of live network programs.
The N.Y. & Hollywood studios will also be equipped

with special effects amplifiers to “provide more than 100

different electronic effects.” Present units produce 35-40.

CBS Television City in Hollyw'ood will undergo an
expansion program beginning this summer, to add office

space for production staffs, says CBS-TV pres. Louis G.

Cowan. The building, now consisting of a full first floor

and partial 2nd and 3rd floors, will be 4 stories in 2 years.

CBS Foundation has contributed $100,000 to Lincoln

Center for the Performing Arts, planned 12-acre cultural

center in Manhattan, to house the N.Y. Philharmonic and
Metropolitan Opera. William S. Paley made the gifts.

Educational Television

TV vs. Homework: Pupils in the Mahtomedi, Minn. (pop.

5500) high school spend nearly 4 times as many hours at

home watching TV as they do studying their lessons—but

few of them ever dial educational KTCA-TV (Ch. 2)

Minneapolis-St. Paul. As reported by U of Minn. TV-
radio writing instructor Luther Weaver in the NAEB
Journal, a survey by Mahtomedi Schools supt. 0. H. An-
derson of 370 students showed that they averaged little

more than 5 hours homework weekly but 19 hours at TV
sets. Only one said he watched KTCA-TV “regularly”

outside of school, 247 said they never did, the rest reported

“occasional” viewing. Most popular TV fare for all, from
7th thi’ough 12th grade: ABC-TV’s Maverick. Most avid

TV fan was a 7th grader who devoted 60 hours weekly

to it. No moralistic conclusions were drawn by supt. An-
derson. He merely observed: “There is no question that

TV is exerting a powerful influence . .
.”

“Mutual assistance pact” between commercial broad-

casters & educators to promote classroom use of TV &
radio news programs, panel shows, documentaries, drama—“and even comedies”—was proposed last week by NAB
broadcast personnel & economics mgr. Charles H. Tower.

Addressing a “business education day” luncheon of teachers

& businessmen in Portland, Ore., he said educators should

spend “less time carping about the alleged shortcomings of

radio & TV and more time taking advantage of the teach-

ing materials that commercial broadcasting has to offer.”

These materials. Tower said, can be “springboards for

critical discussion and creative effort” by students.

Stationless U of Michigan produced its 1000th ETV
program this month (“Design for Living” in a 10-part

series on The Public Arts). Michigan began to develop

programs for others—its “kinescope network”—in 1954.

Since that time, 51 TV stations (in 21 states, Canada and
So. America) have shown its filmed programs. This sum-
mer the university will conduct courses at its div. of the

National Camp at Interlochen, Mich, in composing & ar-

ranging music for TV & movies, and in production for TV,
radio & theater.

A Pulse-conducted survey of college & high school

teachers enrolled in Continental Classroom—NBC-TV’s
6:30 A.M. college-level course in atomic-age physics (Vol.

15:16)-—finds that 97.5% of the students value the course,

and 54.2% are planning to change their teaching methods.

The teachers liked the close-ups & demonstrations and the

lack of usual classroom distractions when learning by TV.

The invisible ETV audience became visible in Sioux

City April 4, when 103 of 111 enrolled students showed up

to take mid-term exam in sociology—a 16-week course

being aired on Saturdays as a public service by commercial

KVTV in cooperation with Morningside College. The stu-

dents had bought a $6 textbook, and paid the college $30

tuition for the credit course.

Stereo broadcasts by educational KNME-TV (Ch. 5)

Albuquerque in conjunction with KHFM-FM there were

authorized for 6 months by the FCC last week. The U of

N.M. station will use the facilities Mon. 10:30-11:30 p.m.

Sale of 2 ETV series by CBC has been announced: 26

programs of The Living Sea to Australian Broadcasting

Commission & 12 progi-ams of Live & Lami to National

Educational Television network.
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Specials for the Networks: Scheduled or Proposed

Figures stated are for talent & production only; they do not include ad agency commissions or time charges.

ABC-TV

Package Sponsor Price Date

Two 60-min. shows starring Dick Clark & guests. American Machine &
Foundry (%)
Co-sponsorship available

June 14,

July 19, 1959

“Kodak Presents Disneyland” 90-min. (produced on
location)

Eastman Kodak June 15

“Art Carney Meets Peter & The Wolf” (taped re-

peat)
Minnesota Mining Nov. 1

“Golden Circle,” 60-min. music variety Oster Mfg. Nov. 25

60-min. musical with Bil Baird Puppets Minnesota Mining Nov. 29

Two 60-min. musicals starring Bing Crosby; Bing
Crosby Golf Tournament

Oldsmobile Not set, but
probably fall

Six 60-min. musicals starring Frank Sinatra &
guests (planning stage; talent not set)

Open Not set, but
probably fall

CBS-TV

“America Pauses,” 60-min. music-variety starring
Art Carney, Carol Haney, Marian Anderson

Coca-Cola May 18

Woman, 60-min. daytime shows with Claudette Col-
bert as hostess; will pre-empt daytime shows, take
summer hiatus, return in fall for 4-5 additional
shows

Open Approx. $65,000
per show

May 19, others
not set

“Jack Benny Hour,” musical comedy guest-starring
Julie Andrews

Greyhound Bus Corp.
and Benrus Watch

May 23

“Billy Budd,” 90-min., live adaptation of Melville
classic (cast not set) on Show of the Month

du Pont May 25

“Holiday, USA,” 60-min. musical starring Burl Ives Texaco June 3

“Cleopatra,” 90-min. original by Gore Vidal (cast

not set) on Show of the Month
du Pont Not set

“Babes in Arms,” 90-min., live, with Judy Garland-
Mickey Rooney team proposed as stars

Open Over $300,000 Late summer

“Victor Borge in Copenhagen,” 90-min. special to be
taped on location in Denmark, starring Victor Borge;
details not set (sponsor’s package)

Pontiac Early fall

Two 120-min. shows produced by Leland Hayward,
featuring review of 1959 news & entertainment high-
lights

Open Dec. or Jan.

“Detective Story,” 90-min. adaptation of Kingsley
play, starring Ralph Bellamy

Open Over $200,000 Not set

“Wonderful Town,” 120-min. tape repeat of last sea-
son’s show starring Rosalind Russell (Screen Gems
controls rights)

Open Approx. $200,000 Not set

Four 60-min. shows in regular U.S. Steel Hour
series; pi’operties & production firm not set, and pro-
ducer probably will not be Theatre Guild

U.S. Steel Corp. $175,000-$200,000
each

Not set, but prob-
ably fall-winter

“Ah, Wilderness!” 90-min. color adaptation of O’Neill
play in Hallmark Hall of Fame series, starring Helen
Hayes, Lloyd Nolan, others

NBC-TV
Hallmark Greeting Cards Apr. 28, 1959

“Roll Out the Sky,” 60-min. location profile of a cir-

cus in Kaleidoscope series

Polaroid (Vz), co-
sponsorship available

May 3

“Dean Martin Show,” 60-min. with guests Timex May 3
;
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Package Sponsor Price Date

“At the Movies,” 60-min. comedy-variety starring
Sid Caesar, Art Carney, Audrey Meadows, etc.

Rexall Drug May 3

“Emmy Awards,” 90-min. live location pickup of
annual awards

Procter & Gamble,
and Benrus

May 6

“Why Berlin,” news show with Chet Huntley, 60-

^
min., live & film

Bell & Howell May 8

^
“HMS Pinafore,” starring Cyril Ritchard, 60-min.

j
special in Omnibus series

Open Approx. $40,000
per % hr.

May 10

' “Guide to Modern Europe,” news show with David
t Brinkley, 60-min., live & film in Kaleidoscope series

Open Approx. $70,000 May 17

• “Bob Hope Show,” 60-min. film, starring Bob Hope
t & guests

Buick div. of
Gen. Motors

May 15

* “Now & 10 Years from Now,” 60-min. live & film Avco Mfg. May 24

* “The Ransom of Red Chief,” 60-min. dramatic show
)

(cast not set)

Rexall Drug Aug. 16

J Series of daytime musical and dramatic shows, un-

1
titled and in blueprint stage

Open Not set, probably
late summer

“Moon & Sixpence,” 90-min. color video-taped drama
starring Sir Laurence Olivier, Judith Anderson,
Hume Cronyn, Jessica Tandy, others (may become
first show in projected series of Ford Motor specials)

Open $310,000 Not set, but
probably fall

“White House Saga,” 60-min. profile of Presidential
residence; live & tape (cast not set)

Open Approx. $150,000 Not set

Two 60-min. music-variety shows starring Jerry
Lewis

Open Over $200,000 each Not set

Eight shows starring Art Carney (4 90-min.; 4 60-

min.) produced by Talent Assoc. Drama and musi-
H cal variety

AC Spark Plugs and
Delco-Remy

Not set

I 39 shows, various lengths, name guest stars, pack-

II aged by MCA
t

Ford Motor Co. Not set

NO NETWORK SET
Source Package Price

Ashley-Steiner (Repre-
senting Bob Banner)

Desilu

Famous Artists

Gen. Artists Corp.

Two 90-min. musicals, one starring Judy Garland; the othei-, Debbie Over $300,000
Reynolds.

60-min. or 90-min. “ice spectacular,” possibly from Madison Sq. Not set
Garden with top skating names.

“Jumbo,” a 90-min. adaptation of famed 1934 Broadway musical $500,000 range
that starred Jimmy Durante; no deal completed for rights.

GO-min. or 90-min. musical with a fall theme, and possibly starring Over $300,000
Meredith Wilson.

“Song of Norway,” 90-min. adaptation of musical based on life of Over $350,000
Edvard Grieg, with name cast & possibly on tape; no cast set.

“Don Quixote,” 90-min. adaptation of script property prepared by Not set

late Mike Todd (although work is in public domain) ; may be pro-
duced either as straight play, or as musical with Johnny Green
score. May be filmed on location in Spain.

90-min. musical possibly packaged as anniversary show for major Over $500,000
TV sponsor, with William Holden as host.

“Mario Lanza’s Rome,” 60-min. or 90-min., starring Mario Lanza Over $300,000
in musical tour of Eternal City, in same format as “Chevalier’s
Paris” of a few seasons ago.

Package of 3 60-min. shows to be produced by Perry Como’s Ron- $700,000 for 3

com Productions, with Como possibly starring in at least one. shows

“Idiot’s Delight,” a 90-min. adaptation of 1938 Sherwood play Not .set

starring Ginger Rogers.

“Evening with Lena Horne,” 60-min. or 90-min. musical. Over $300,000

60-min. musical variety show starring Gene Autry & other West- Not set

ern entertainment names.

“Shubert Alley,” a 90-min. salute to theatrical landmark with Over $350,000

vignettes of shows, name-star lineup.
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Source Package Price

Paul Gregory Two long-range musicals: “State Fair,” the Rodgei-s & Hart prop-
erty once filmed by 20th-Fox but with no cast set; “Viva,” a musical
biography of Pancho Villa. Both would be 90-min. or more, and not
on TV before next year or even 1961.

Over .$500,000 each

“Caine Mutiny Court Martial,” 90-min. live repeat of 1955 TV
success with new cast.

$300,000

“Web and the Rock,” 90-min. adaptation of Thomas Wolfe novel
with star cast, possibly Rock Hudson & Joan Crawford.

Over $250,000

“Marriage-Go-Round,” 90-min. TV adaptation of current Broadway
comedy, starring Claudette Colbert & Charles Boyer.

$450,000

“Hollywood Story,” a 90-min. salute to old & new movies, with
name actresses as hostesses.

Over .$250,000

George Gruskin Four 90-min. specials starring Plerb Shriner (co-produced by Grus-
kin & Shriner) in a variety format blending music, special events;
guest stars.

Over $250,000 each

Series of 10-15 specials of a N.Y. & Hollywood nature, starring Tom
Poston, Jo Stafford and Paul Weston in a revue format.

Not set

90-min. biography of a famous opera star of the past, starring
Helen Traubel.

$300,000

“25 Years From Now,” produced by Jerry Stagg; formerly a
William Morris package; a 90-min. musical variety one-shot, based
on theme of a day in the life of a 1984 family.

Not set

90-min. original “underseas fantasy,” untitled, starring Jimmy
Durante, produced by Norman Blackburn & Vic MacLeod. Would
be a “book musical,” rather than a revue.

Over $300,000

Independent TV Corp. Series of 8-10 musicals, 90-min. probably on tape, built around
“leading Hollywood personalities.” Exact packages indefinite, but
due for plans session at ITC in early May

Not set

Henry JafFe Enterprises Series of 9 “comedy of the month” shows to be picked from list of
some 15 plays and musical comedies; typical property & name;
“Knickerbocker Holiday,” starring Burl Ives.

Over $300,000
each

“Groucho on Laughter,” 60-min. or 90-min., starring Groucho Marx
& his views on humor.

Not set

Martin Manulis “Festival,” 60-min. or 90-min. name-star series that may be tape
or film. Total of some 8-10 shows are planned for production at

20th-Fox, ranging from original dramas by Rod Serling to one-
woman show for Marlene Dietrich.

Not set

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” 90-min. musical TV adaptation of
Anita Loos story, & a 90-min. musical based on “Letter to 3 Wives”
—both 20th-Fox film properties.

Over $400,000

Mark VII Productions
(Jack Webb)

Series of 3-4 filmed 60-min. dramatic shows, starring Jack Webb
in variety of roles; Webb will produce & direct; series would con-
stitute Webb’s sole TV appearance of season.

Not set

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Series of 90-min. adaptations of MGM film properties with new
casts, co-produced on tape with Talent Assoc.; 7 shows currently
sold as package to Gen. Mills & Westclox, but series may be ex-
tended with MGM properties never produced as movies.

$200,000 to

$400,000 each

William Morris Agency “Aquacade,” starring Esther Williams, 60-min. or 90-min. “water
ballet” revue. Production details not firm.

Not set

“Salute to George M. Cohan,” all-star 90-min. musical-variety,
possibly with Art Carney porti’aying noted song-and-dance man;
may be offered as a July 4th attraction.

Approx. $300,000

“Babes in Toyland,” a live repeat of TV special staged by Max
Liebman a few seasons ago; cast not set.

Over .$250,000

“Around the World in 80 Days,” 90-min. adaptation of Orson
Welles’ Broadway musical (1946) rather than Mike Todd movie,
all star cast; production by Talent Assoc, highly tentative; depends
on release from United Artists and Todd estate of title & other
material.

Not set; likely

to be high

Total of 4 Milton Berle shows (2 60-min., 2 90-min.) of musical-
variety nature or as musical comedies.

Not set

Benny Goodman 60-min. musical, possibly for fall; contingent on
other Goodman concert commitments; working title: “Tune Up
For Fall.”

Approx. $200,000
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Source

Music Corp. of America

National Telefilm Associates

Screen Gems

Talent Associates

Bud Yorkin

Package

“An Evening With Sammy Davis Jr.” !iO-min. musical-variety.

“The Big Party,” a Goodman Aee i)ackagc, scries of sophisticated
musical-variety shows with name-star hostess.

Musical showcasing Martha Raye; property not picked, but might
be adaptation of a Broadway musical.

Musical showcase for Judy Holliday. Might be either a one-woman
show or an adapted musical starring her.

“An Evening With Ray Bolger,” 90-min. musical-variety showcase;
probably a revue rather than a book musical.

“Oh, Captain!” 90-min. live version of Broadway show, to star Jose
Ferrer, Rosemary Clooney, Abbe Lane.

“Best of Belafonte,” 90-min. sole TV appearance of singer for
1959 season; guest stars.

Series of 60-min. shows starring Phil Silvers (but not in Bilko
role) in musical-variety format.

“Happy Hunting,” 90-min. live version of Broadway musical to star
Ethel Merman with adaptation by Lindsay & Crouse.

“Best of American Music” & “Best of Musical Comedy,” 2 90-min.
musicals starring a name personality and produced by Ken Murray.

“Mr. W'onderful,” 90-min., live version of Broadway musical to
star Donald O’Connor.

“The Enchanted Cottage,” 90-min. adaptation starring Paul New-
man & Joanne Woodward.

“The Power & the Glory,” starring Sir Alec Guinness in 90-min.
adaptation of the Graham Greene stoi’y; show would mark debut
on U.S. TV of the British star.

Variety of one-shot musicals, each a separate deal, with such
Hollywood names as Cyd Charisse, Doris Day, Peter Ustinov, etc.

Series of 90-min. shows, to be produced on tape with Broadway
names; various plans, including adaptations of musical comedies
& straight plays (such as “Death of a Salesman”) have been dis-

cussed. David Susskind may be in charge of production, and shows
may be offered on “NTA Film Network” as were Shirley Temple
films.

Tenative series of 90-min. shows, possibly based on Columbia Pic-
tures properties; likely to be live productions, but may be taped
at SG offshoot Elliot, Unger & Elliot, N.Y. or Hollywood. In dis-

cussion stage only.

Series of several major live shows, 60-min. to 120-min. in length,
based on original & adapted musicals, straight plays with Broadway
names, produced by David Susskind. (in addition to Talent Assoc,
commitments with du Pont, Oldsmobile, MGM, etc.)

“Passions in Paint,” 60-min. or 90-min. show featuring roundup of
Hollywood names who are amateur art collectors; paintings would
be shown, tied-in with musical-variety format; such names dis-

cussed as Dinah Shore, Jack Benny, Red Skelton as guests.

“Aesop’s Fables,” 60-min. or 90-min. musical adaptation of chil-

dren’s stories, possibly starring Jerry Lewis; production details
not set.

Price

1250,000 range

Not set

Not set

Not set

Not set

Over $300,000

Over .$350,000

Approx. $225,000
each

Approx. $375,000

Over $300,000 each

Over $300,000

Over $250,000

Over $350,000

$200-$300,000 each

Not set

Not set

Approx. $250-
$300,000 each

Not set

Not set

TV columnist Harriet Van Horne of the N.Y. World-

Telegram levelled a journalistic lance April 22 at a pub-

licity stunt dreamed up for the “Meet Me in St. Louis”

musical special (Philco & Westclox) on CBS-TV April 26.

What drew the Van Horne ire was a plug for the show
read into the Congressional Record by Missouri congress-

woman Leonor K. Sullivan, and then mailed at public ex-

pense to TV editors under the franking privilege. Snapped

Miss Van Horne: “Timing . . . was particularly unfortunate.

It arrived . . . the week we all paid our income tax.”

Videotape syndication of American Formn of the Air

and Youth TVarifs to Know by Westinghouse Bestg. Co.

in prime evening hours, has been praised by Chairman

Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate Commerce Committee.

Reversal of Kan. TV film censorship ruling (Vol.

15:16) took place last week when Kan. Attorney General

John Anderson Jr. m’ote another letter to Atchison county

attorney Bob Duncan, this time stating that the state cen-

.sor board has no authority to pass on films shown by the

state’s TV stations inasmuch as they are under the licens-

ing jurisdiction of FCC. No change was made in the ruling

that films exhibited by Kan. State College & Kan. U are

subject to review.

Following the dropping of long-run I’o/cc of Fircetoue,

another veteran show folded on TV channels last week—
American Tobacco Co.’s Yoiir Hit Parade. A victim of

rock & roll tastes in pop music, show bowed out playing

hit tunes from its 1935 radio opener.
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Stations

NEW AND UPCOMING STATIONS: The 3 new outlets

getting on the air between April 24 & 28, we suspect,

comprise a banner crop for this year. KPLR-TV (Ch.

11) St. Louis got program test authorization April

23, but doesn’t plan programming as independent until

the 28th when it picks up baseball from Cincinnati.

KDPS-TV (Ch. 11, educational) Des Moines begins

programming April 27 as the 43rd non-commercial

outlet. Satellite WCHU (Ch. 33) Champaign, 111. began

April 23, carrying WICS (Ch. 20) Springfield, 111.

New outlets making debut change our on-air totals to

555 (87uhf).

KPLR-TV has RCA 25-kw transmitter at Reavis Bar-

racks Rd. & Ave. H, Lemay, Mo. and newly-engineered

antenna from Germany’s Siemens-Halske Co. (Vol. 15:15)

on 1214-ft. tower it is sharing with KMOX-TV (Ch. 4).

Studios are adjacent to Chase-Park Plaza Hotels. Harold

Koplar of Chase & Chase-Park Plaza, is pres, and votes

64.30% of stock. James L. Caddigan, onetime Du Mont

exec., is v.p. & gen. mgr.; James E. Goldsmith, ex-KWK-

TV, St. Louis, dir. of sales; Nicholas M. Pagliara, ex-gen.

mgr. of radio WIL, St. Louis, admin, asst, to gen. mgr. &
film director; Jim Castle, ex-midwest exploitation mgr. for

Paramount Pictures, public relations dir.; A1 Johnson, ex-

NTA, N.Y., producer-director; Kenneth E. Hildenbrand,

ex-chief engineer of radio KWK, dir. of engineering. Base

hour is $1000. Rep is Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc.

KDPS-TV has 5-kw RCA transmitter and 300-ft.

Stainless self-supporting tower with 6-bay antenna at

studio-transmitter site, 1800 Grand Ave. Owner is Des

Moines Independent Community School Dist. C. F. Schropp,

director of audio-visual education for school dist., is station

mgr.; Ralph Joy, program dir.; Fred Kelley, educational

TV & radio dir.; Howard Andreasen, chief engineer.

WCHU has an RCA transmitter and is using 50-ft.

tower fabricated by Aeromotor Co., Chicago, on the roof

of 70-ft. Inman Hotel. Owner WCHU Inc. is subsidiary of

Plains Television Corp., licensee of WICS. Co-owners of

WICS are Transcontinental Properties and H. & E. Bala-

ban Corp. Milton D. Friedland is WICS gen. mgr., which

has $400 base hour. Rep is Young.

He ^

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are the latest reports from principals:

WENH-TV (Ch. 11, educational) Durham, N.H.,

planning late spring programming, has completed link

from studios in Memorial Union Bldg, to transmitter on

Saddleback Mt. and is on the air with test patterns, re-

ports mgr. Keith J. Nighbert for grantee U of New Hamp-
shire. It has 5-kw GE transmitter. Studio-office construc-

tion is scheduled for completion by May 15. Cabot Lyford,

ex-WGBH-TV Boston, is program mgr.; Alton Hotaling,

ex-KUON-TV Lincoln, Neb., production mgr.; Charles

F. Halle, ex-WMUR-TV Manchester, N.H., chief engineer.

KVOG-TV (Ch. 9) Ogden, Utah hasn’t set delivery

date for Gates 5-kw transmitter, still hopes to begin pro-

gramming Aug. 15, writes David B. Affleck, asst. mgr. of

radio KVOG. Construction of studio-transmitter building

is at half-way mark, but work hasn’t begun as yet on

400-ft. Gates tower, which will have 6-bay RCA antenna.

Network affiliation hasn’t been signed and base hourly

rate has not yet been established. Rep will be Grant Webb
& Co., New York.

Seldes to Head Communications School: Gilbert Seides

has been named director of the U of Pennsylvania’s An-
nenberg Shool of Communications (Vol. 14:51, 15.3), will

assume his new post May 1. Seldes, 66, is a prominent figure

in the communications world, and an authority on the arts.

Seldes was born in Alliance, N.J. and educated at

nenberg School of Communications (Vol. 14:51, 15:3), will

papers, he joined CBS as head of TV programming in

1937, remaining until 1945, during a period when the

medium’s programming, methods and personalities were

emerging. More recently he has done radio commentary,

taught TV writing and contemporary American drama. He
is author of The 7 Lively Arts and other books.

Scholarships & fellowships for the School of Com-
munications are being made available now. Applicants may
obtain information from Dr. Patrick Hazard, 201 S. 34

St., Phila. 4, Pa. The scholarships offered to college grad-

uates are for $2500 plus tuition. The Annenberg Fellow-

ships—for “a few experienced professionals who may want
to broaden their perspective through a return to academic

life”—have a maximum value of $6500. Teaching (for

print, film, and broadcasting media) will place emphasis

on workshops rather than the conventional lecture system.

Consummation of sale of KXII (Ch. 12) Ardmore,

Okla. for $160,000 to Texoma Land TV, which was ap-

proved by the FCC recently (Vol. 15:15) is likely to be

delayed—through the intervention of another group which

seeks to buy the station. New Texoma Bcstrs. Inc., filing

application with the FCC to buy KXII for $141,666, claims

that Texoma Land’s contract expired before FCC ap-

proved the sale. Texoma Bcstrs. is owned 75% by KWTX-
TV (Ch. 10) Waco (which, in turn, is 26% owned by fam-
ily of Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson), 10% by KWTX-TV v.p.-

gen. mgr. M. N. Bostick and 15% by John E. Riesen, ad-

ministrator of the estate of John F. Easley, which is sell-

ing the station. It’s expected that the conflict will be

litigated in the Oklahoma courts.

CBS commentator Walter Cronkite, Washington adv.

agency owner James S. Beattie and John Mark, one of the

beneficiaries of a voting trust which owns 50% of WMT-
TV (Ch. 2) & WMT Cedar Rapids, la., are buying radio

WDAT South Daytona Beach, Fla. (1590 kc, 1-kw D) for

$70,000. Seller is Harold King, who recently sold WTTT
Arlington, Fla. & KGHI Little Rock, Ark. (Vol. 15:14).

Broker was Blackburn & Co. (For news about other radio

station sales, see AM-FM Addenda Q.)

Shift of WITI-TV’s Ch. 6 from Whitefish Bay to Mil-

waukee, requested by the station, has been proposed by
FCC in a notice of rule-making. The Commission also made
final its proposal to add Ch. 10 to Medford, Ore., sought by
prospective applicant TOT Industries Inc.

A spelling bee on WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala. (Ch.

12) is providing a no-budget winner for that commercial

station—and reaping public-relations rewards. The pro-

gram, on every Monday for 15 minutes, uses 4 pupils from
6th-grade Montgomery County schools.

Call letter changes: KBET-TV (Ch. 10) Sacramento,

Cal. changes April 27 to KXTV . . . Upcoming WENH
(Ch. 11 educational) Durham, N. H. to WENH-TV.

Capital Cities TV Corp. (WTEN & WROW Albany,

WTVD Durham-Raleigh, WPRO-TV & WPRO Providence)

establishes nat. hq. offices at 65 E. 55th St., N.Y.

(PL ,2-1750).
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Selling Spot TV: “We feel a responsibility toward spot

TV since 40% of our stations’ revenue conies from it. Our

job as media salesmen is to tell the spot story to distribu-

tors, brokers, wholesalers and district managers who don’t

usually come in direct contact with it.” So said v.p. George

C. Castleman, of Peters, Griffin, Woodward last week at a

N.Y. preview of the rep firm’s new 25-minute presentation

for spot selling.

Last year, using a slide presentation titled “A Local

Affair,” a PGW task force played one-day stands before

some 4,000 local businessmen & ad executives in 35 cities.

This year, it expects to top that figure “considerably” with

the 1959 presentation, “Mr. Thinkbigly Goes to Town.”

PGW’s primer on spot TV (80 color slides & switched-

in samples of spot film commercials) points out, among

other things, how because buying & living habits vary in

different regions of the country & different seasons, brand

preferences can range widely between cities on such prod-

ucts as houshold cleansers, margarine, paper napkins and

men’s hair tonics. Weak sales territories then become ap-

parent at the local level & strong competition from local

brands becomes a major threat.

Key point made: “Spot TV enables the advertiser to

do any number of different things in any market. The ad-

vertiser who seeks the value of program sponsorship can

buy a full-half-hour spot TV program of his own, or he

can use station-originated programs which have a basic

appeal to people in all walks of life—and at every edu-

cational level.”

Case of Preparation “H”: NAB’s TV code review board

will press for a showdown at the April 30 NAB TV board

sessions in N.Y. on more than a score of cases in which

stations have refused to comply with code rules against

commercials for preparation “H,” used for the treatment

of hemorrhoids. The review board headed by Westing-

house’s Donald H. McGannon said that it and 3 previous

boards had notified all stations that such TV advertising

was unacceptable under the code, and that more than 80%
said they never had accepted it, or had cancelled it. But

87 stations which are NAB members—68 of them code

subscribers—carried preparation “H” commercials until

recently. Of the 68 subscribers, “40% have cancelled the

advertising & another 35% are in the process of making a

decision,” the review board said. “In accordance with TV
code procedures the cases of the remainder will be referred

to the TV board of directors for action concerning the use

of the code’s seal by these stations.” The code review board

meets April 27-28 for last-minute check on non-compliance.

The only penalty for defiance of code rules is withdrawal

of the seal. Preparation “H” is produced by the American

Home Products Co. Ted Bates is the advertising agency.

Station film buyers are showing interest in small, off-

beat feature packages as well as blockbuster backlogs,

says Trans-Lux TV Corp., N.Y. In the past 20 weeks, 25

stations have signed for a new 6-picture Trans-Lux pack-

age headlined by a ’56 Oscar winner, “La Strada,” Richard

Carlton, sales v.p., tells us. Others in the package: “Lovers

& Lollipops,” a low-budget film by the producers of “Little

Fugitive,” plus the Israeli-made “Hill 24 Doesn’t Answer”

and three British features. All are post-1948.

Station Reps. Assn. 1959 advertising awards luncheon

is set for May 7 in N.Y. Two awards, the “silver nail time

buyer of the year,” and the “gold key,” to an agency person

showing outstanding leadership in broadcast advertising,

will be made. SRA membership selects the winners.

Table of Summer Time in TV Cities

All TV areas which switch to daylight-saving time

moved their clocks ahead one hour April 26. Most of these

will return to standard time Oct. 25—with the exception

of California, Nevada & Wisconsin, which go back to

standard time Sept. 27. A daylight-saving time bill was
killed in Minnesota, but Duluth, Minneapolis & St. Paul

have passed local DST ordinances.

The following table, compiled as a handy reference

with the assistance of ABC, CBS, NBC and TV Guide,

lists the current time observed in each state. If there is

no uniformity of time in TV cities within the state, the

cities are listed separately.

state Period State Period
or City Time ends or City Time ends
ALABAMA CST St. Joseph CST
ARIZONA MST St. Louis CDT Oct. 24
ARKANSAS CST Sedalia CST
CALIFORNIA PDT Sept. 26 Springfield CST
COLORADO MST MONTANA MST
CONNECTICUT EDT Oct. 24 NEBRASKA CST
DIST. OF COL. EDT Oct. 24 NEVADA PDT Sept. 26
FLORIDA EST N. HAMPSHIRE EDT Oct. 24
GEORGIA EST NEW JERSEY EDT Oct. 24
IDAHO MST NEW MEXICO MST
ILLINOIS CDT Oct. 24 NEW YORK EDT Oct. 24
INDIANA NO. CAROLINA EST
Evansville CDT Oct. 24 NO. DAKOTA CST
Ft. Wayne CDT Oct. 24 OHIO
Indianapolis EDT Oct. 24 Akron EDT Oct. 24
Lafayette CDT Oct. 24 Cincinnati EST
Muncie CDT Oct. 24 Cleveland EDT Oct. 24
South Bend CDT Oct. 24 Columbus EST
Terre Haute CDT Oct. 24 Dayton EST

IOWA CST Lima EST
KANSAS CST Steubenville EDT Oct. 24
KENTUCKY Toledo EST
Lexington CDT all yr. Youngstown EDT Oct. 24
Louisville CDT Oct. 24 OKLAHOMA CST
Paducah CST OREGON PST

LOUISIANA CST PENNSYLVANIA EDT Oct. 24
MAINE EDT Oct. 24 RHODE ISLAND EDT Oct. 24
MARYLAND EDT Oct. 24 SO. CAROLINA EST
MASSACHUSETTS EDT Oct. 24 SO. DAKOTA MST
MICHIGAN EST TENNESSEE CST
MINNESOTA TEXAS CST

Alexandria CST UTAH MST
Austin CST VERMONT EDT Oct. 24
Duluth CDT unc’rt’n VIRGINIA EST
Minneapolis CDT unc’rt’n WASHINGTON PST
Rochester CST WEST VIRGINIA
St. Paul CDT unc’i't’n Bluefield EST

MISSISSIPPI CST Charleston EST
MISSOURI Clarksburg EST
Cape Girardeau CST Huntington EST
Columbia CST Oak Hill EST
Hannibal CDT Oct. 24 Parkersburg EST
Jefferson City CST Wheeling EDT Oct. 24
Joplin CST WISCONSIN CDT Sept. 26
Kansas City CST WYOMING MST

Contempt of court action against the Baltimore Sun-

papers (WMAR-TV) and Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. (WJZ-
TV) for alleged violation of a rule against photographing

witnesses in a black market baby adoption case has been

dismissed by a 3-judge court. The judges noted that the

pictures were taken in a pressroom and that the Sunpapers
denied any intent to embarrass or obstruct the court.

Adding 1% hours to its broadcasting day, WHCT (Ch.

18) Hartford now signs on at 4 p.m., off at 11:30 p.m. Pres.

Edward Taddei said the move provides time for new local

shows. The station, recently bought from CBS (Vol. 14:46,

49) returned to the air Jan. 24 after being dark since Nov.

Storer’s purchase for $900,000 of radio KPOP Los An-
geles from J. Frank Burke & Son (Vol. 15:11) was ap-

proved last week by the FCC, Comr. Bartley dissenting.

Storer sold WAGA Atlanta to observe 7-station AM limit.

New Videotape recorders have been put in use by
WDSU-TV and WWL-TV New Orleans. KTVU San Fran-

cisco has installed its 2nd Ampex Videotape recorder.
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Personals: William A. Morrison named sales mg:r., KRON-
TV & KRON San Francisco, succeeding Norman Louvau,
resigned . . . Jim Black named to new post of national

.sales mgr., Griffin Broadcast Group. (Griffin owns KTUL-
TV Tulsa, KATV Little Rock & 50% of KWTV Oklahoma
City). Robert Doubleday, ex-KTUL-TV local-regional sales

mgr., appointed gen. mgr., KATV. He’s succeeded at

KTUL-TV by Robert Gordon.

Mrs. Jean Gannett Williams, John H. Gannett, Creigh-

ton E. Gatchell, Francis H. Farnum Jr. & Charles Weston
elected directors, Guy Gannett Broadcasting Services

(WGAN-TV & WGAN Portland, Me.) . . . Howard W.
Town, ex-RCA, appointed technical dir.. National Educa-

tional Television & Radio Center, Ann Arbor. Nazaret

Cherkezian, ex-CBS-TV, named p.r. dir. . . . Robert R.

Brown, ex-UPI, named press editor, news & public affairs,

NBC press dept., succeeding M. S. (Bud) Rukeyser Jr.

(Vol. 15:16).

Ward Asquith, ex-CBS & NBC, joins NAB staff as

asst, to radio v.p. John F. Meagher, succeeding Thomas B.

Coulter, who resigned to become asst, to gen. mgr. Harold

Waddell of radio WKBZ Muskegon . . . George P. Crumb-
ley Jr. named southeastern sales mgr., CBS Radio Spot

Sales . . . Ralph M. Baruch appointed international sales

dir., CBS Films, effective May 4.

Robert K. Richards, pres, of Richards Assoc., public

relations firm, elected v.p., American Council on Education

for Journalism . . . Dave Yarnell has resigned as program
dir., WNEW-TV N. Y.

Sam Gang, NTA International sales dir. in Latin

America, resigned to join Bernard L. Schubert Inc. as dir.

of international sales . . . Gilbert S. Cohen named film mgr.,

ABC Films Inc. . . . Don Moore, ex-McCann-Erickson, and

Eve Ettinger, ex-Columbia Studios, named Screen Gems
story editors.

Nugent Sharp, engineer in FCC broadcast facilities

div., resigned April 13 to establish consulting firm located

in Suite 810, Warner Bldg., 501 13th St. NW, Washington 4,

D. C. (District 7-4443) . . . Robert Alter promoted from

regional sales mgr. to sales admin, mgr., RAB. Rowland

Varley named sales mgr., grocery products group; Robert

Coppinger, sales mgr., new automotive group . . . Robert K.

Richards, Washington p.r. consultant, elected a v.p. of the

American Council on Education for Journalism.

Edmond Casarella, ABC art director of sales presenta-

tions, awarded Guggenheim Fellowship for creative print-

making . . . Henry V. Greene Jr., ex-asst. sales mgr. of

WBZ-TV Boston, named sales mgr. of KDKA-TV Pitts-

burgh . . . Bob Guy, ex-gen. mgr. of KTNT-TV Tacoma,
named program director of WWL-TV New Orleans . . .

Carl IJ. Tinnon promoted from sales service dir. to opera-

tions mgi'. of KAVI St. Louis.

—-—

•

Davidson Taylor, ex-NBC & CBS v.p., I’ecently on

special assignment with the Lincoln Center Committee,

N.Y. Public Library, named dir. of Columbia U’s Arts

Center program, which includes construction of a 12-story

building bringing together on Morningside Hts. all the

university’s activities in painting, sculpture, theater,

music, history of fine arts & archeology, TV, radio, movies,

graphic arts & architecture.

Edwin C. Wilbur, supervisor of NBC-TV remote TV
network pickups, is retiring May 31 after 30 years with the

network. A pioneer in TV technical development starting

in 1937, Wilbur was named TV technical operations super-

visor in 1954. He joined NBC in 1929 as a field engineer

for the radio network.

Chief engineer Morris C. Barton Jr. of KSLA-TV
Shreveport is the winner of a contest held by Visual Elec-

tronics, N.Y., to name its TV program automation system.

For proposing “$pot $aver,” Barton won a Conrac Fleet-

wood No. 900 remote receiver.

AB-PT has nominated Joseph A. Martino, National

Lead Co. pres., and Alger B. Chapman, Beech-Nut Life

Savers bd. chmn. & chief exec., as directors. They fill gaps
kft by Earl Anderson, not seeking re-election, and the

late Ed Noble.

Third annual industry conference on local public service

programming wdll be held Sept. 21-23 in San Francisco at

Stanford U under the auspices of Westinghouse Bestg. Co.

Plans for the session are being developed by a group headed
by Dick Pack, WBC program v.p.

Ed Herlihy has resigned after 23 years as a staff em-
ploye of NBC in order to accept free-lance offers. He will

continue his present NBC assignments, which include an-

nouncing for Kraft (since 1948) and Monitor.

Virginia Assn, of Broadcasters will hear FCC Comr.
Bartley, NBC station relations v.p. Harry Bannister and
Broadcasting publisher Sol Taishoff at its annual meeting
June 17-19 at The Tides Inn, Irvington, Va.

AM Radio Sales Co., radio rep, has moved to 666 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. (Plaza 7-4567).

CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton will be a July 16 speaker
at the NAB’s management seminar July 5-17 at the Har-
vard Business School. About 50 broadcasters are expected.

Obituary

Alfred N. Steele, 57, chairman of Pepsi-Cola Co., and
onetime mgr. of the Detroit office of CBS, died April 19
at his home. He is survived by his widow, movie & TV
actress Joan CrawTord, a son and a daughter.

Bound hard-cover volumes containing all 1958

issues of Television Digest are now available from
our Radnor office. Each volume also includes: index,

both 1958 issues of Television Factbook, all weekly

addenda, all supplements & special reports. Hand-
somely embossed, the book provides a convenient &
unique permanent reference for your own or your

company’s library. Price: $25. Supply limited. Write

Television Digest, Box 700, Radnor, Pa.
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Advertising

ANA COMPLETES AD STUDY: Adrnen, facia};- the ever-

present problem of measuring the effect of TV &
other ad media, got a new information source of major

proportions last week in the Assn, of National Ad-

vertisers 418-page report, Evaluating Advertising

Effectiveness.

Prepared by advei’tiser-agency research executives,

the report is Volume VII on ANA’s 7-volume “Advertis-

ing Management Guidebook Series.” The entire set of

reports ($200,000 and 4 years effort), which costs $150

and looks like an encyclopedia, represents “one of the most

important projects in ANA’s 49-year history,” says pres.

Paul B. West. It is now being distributed to ANA mem-
bers, as well as to ad agencies, universities and business

schools (largely as gifts of ANA alumni), and to business

firms & agencies in foreign countries ranging from West
Germany to India.

Case histories of ANA members who have evaluated

their own advertising efforts are a highlight of the work,

with capsule reports included from such leading adver-

tisers as: GE, AT&T, Eastman-Kodak, duPont, Nestle,

General Mills, Carborundum, Monsanto Chemical, Humble
Oil, Prudential Insurance, Armsti’ong Cork, A. B. Dick,

Borden, Kendall, Union Carbide, Minneapolis-Honeywell,

Pitney-Bowes, and Campbell Soup.

Many of the advertising industry’s top names lend

weight to the findings on such topics as evaluating markets,

motives, and messages. A few: Maxwell Ule, Sr. v.p. of

K&E; Dr. Wallace H. Wulfeck, exec. v.p. of William Esty

& ex-pres. of Adv. Research Foundation; Alfred Politz;

David Ogilvy of OBM agency; motivational theorist Dr.

Ernest Dichter; Paul Gerhold, v.p. of FCB; Dr. E. L.

Deckinger, v.p. and media dir. of Grey; Dr. Lyndon 0.

Brown, v.p. D-F-S; George Blechta, v.p., A. C. Nielsen;

Pettersen Harzoni Jr., v.p. of D’Arcy.

For TV-minded advertising executives, a few of the

highlights

:

On media alternatives; Grey Advertising’s Dr. E. L.

(Larry) Deckinger tackles the problem an advertiser

faces in getting “his message from the copywriter’s desk

to the consumer’s mind” with an 11-point approach to

media selection, citing 7 “marketing-oriented factors”

(product, market, distribution, competition, sales promo-
tion, art & copy, budget) and 4 “media-oriented factors”

(continuity, coverage, frequency and intensity) as the

areas “importantly influencing media selection.”

Two TV cases are cited by Dr. Deckinger in discussing

the relationship of product market & media selection.

“Ronson electric shavers had relatively few available

dollars. They knew they would be drenched, in conventional

media reaching men, by competitor budgets many times

bigger than their own. So they short-circuited competition

by defying custom. They advertised in daytime TV. They
bought Arthur Godfrey, a great salesman, to hawk their

wares—to women! . . . because they knew that a large

percentage of electric shavers are bought by women at

Christmastime, and by concentrating on a daytime women’s
segment, they could hope to make a strong impression on
at least some part of the market—not the biggest, but
big enough to do enough business to make a profit.”

“It was useless, years ago, for Greyhound Bus to ad-

vertise on Omnibus. The advertising agency had properly

diagnosed Greyhound’s problem as being one of the

necessity of toning up bus traveling & the bus traveler.

But they did it by advertising on a program that pre-

dominantly reached people who would never travel by bus

anyhow! In 1957, Greyhound tried a new approach. High-

class commercials but on a ])rogram that cut across all

income classes, Steve Allen, ‘toning up’ to people whom
they have a chance of selling.”

(Despite the effectiveness of the campaign, however,

Greyhound won’t be sponsoring Allen this fall. For the

first time, the bus organization will use network radio.

With Allen until March, it will sponsor comedy segments

on NBC’s Monitor, in a 12-week campaign starting June
20. Agency is Grey Adv.)

On testing TV commercials: A. W. Harding, former

mgr. of the marketing research dept, of General Mills,

reports on a series of 4 research tests of General Mills’

TV commercials, conducted by Schwerin Research. In one.

General Mills was attempting to find out how well the

idea of “Bisquick versatility” was getting across. The first

commercial, which confined the “versatility” theme to a
slogan seen on the package during a waffle-making demon-
station, scored just 2% among members of a test panel.

By gradually putting the video & audio stress on versa-

tilty, and taking as the theme: “No other baking mix can
help you so much—that’s right!” later commercials stepped

up the recognition of “versatility” to S5%.
Another General Mills test concerned a Betty Crocker

Angel Food Mix commercial screened both in color and
b&w. Result, according to GM researcher Harding: “Al-

most half again as many viewers of the color version indi-

cated preference change for Betty Crocker Angel Food.

Although total brand identification was virtually equal for

both commercial responses, the color version gained half

again as many sales-point responses. Color TV thus shows
promise of greater advertising values for its users—which
is probably the biggest understatement of the day.”

The ANA report also contains an extensive explora-

tion of the basic relationship between TV-radio research

& sales problems, titled “How to Match Your TV & Radio
Coverage to Your Specific Market,” by George Blechta. A
key point made: “Network weak spots can be bolstered

effectively with TV & radio spot campaigns.”

Detergent Bonanza: Paced by Lestoil, 6 manufacturers
of heavy-duty liquid detergents spent $14.5 million in TV
during 1958, reports TvB, for a 232% increase over 1957:

Adell Chemical’s Lestoil ($12.3 million, for 1958’s biggest

TV-time purchase for a single product). Lever’s Handy
Andy ($740,000), Texize Detergent ($645,000, a 365%
rise over 1957 for the S.C. firm), P&G’s Mr. Clean ($421,-

300), Colgate’s Genie ($319,800), & Barcolene ($114,400).

The Lestoil budget (almost all for spot) is 200% over

1957 and contrasts with the 1954 starting budget of $10,-

000—a mere 5 years ago! Despite its achievement of $35
million sales in 1958, the product is still not in full national

distribution. Its amazing success story (the first for an
all-purpose liquid detergent) has inspired others to move
into the field. In 1958, the 3 major soap companies—P&G,
Colgate and Lever—introduced similar liquid detergents.

Revue Productions’ new telefilm scries starring Rod
Cameron, Coronado 9, has been bought by FalstafF Beer
(Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample agency) for 60 regional mar-
kets in the midwest, south and on the west coast. This is

Cameron’s third series for both Revue & Falstaff, the

others being City Detective & State Trooper. Richard

Iiwing is producer-director of Cameron’s new series, in

which the star plays a private eye.
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Sad Prospect for Newspapers: “The newspaper may have

to go the way of the horse & buggy, the trolley car, and

the American citizen who worked for himself instead of

The Organization,” writes Herbert Brucker in the latest

Saturday Review’s lead story. What gives this remark

man-bites-dog flavor is that Brucker is editor of the Hart-

ford Courant (nation’s oldest newspaper), a director of

the American Society of Newspaper Editors, and author of

“The Changing American Newspaper.”

TV, of course, figures in Brucker’s thesis (“the news-

papers are losing ground, mostly to TV”), although it is

by no means the sole reason for the bleak title of Brucker’s

piece: “Is the Press Writing Its Obituary?”

The basic difficulty of the press, thinks Brucker, is

economic. Although they were the technological pioneers of

the 19th Century (steam & then electricity-run presses;

telegraph, telephone, typewriter, half-tone process and the

linotype) newspapers have made no important technologi-

cal progress in 60 years. This makes it tough for them,

thinks the editor, “in a world in which invention & automa-

tion have taken over everything else” and in which a lino-

type operator is paid 3% times more for working % as

long (compared with 1921) and producing at a slower rate

per hour. “No wonder,” shrugs Brucker, “publishers won-

der how long the printed newspaper can survive!”

The publishers also share a common problem with

broadcasters: the taste of the audience—a taste which has

caused newspapers to “go more & more for entertainment,

less & less for information.” Yet this is a characteristic

of the audience which newspaper editorialists seem to

forget when they are berating TV for its stream of escape

entertainment as against the smaller quantity of life-is-

real-life-is-earnest information shows. Advertising Re-

search Foundation’s study of newspaper readership,

Brucker points out, have found 91% of readers looking

at photos and 81% at comics. Society news drew 83% of

women and sports picked up 76% of men—“but men read

only 14% and women 11% of 18,000 general news stories

publshed in the 138 newspapers studied.”

Coincidentally, on Friday, Louis B. Seltzer, editor of

the Cleveland Press, told Dave Garroway on Today: “We
must, I think, step up the techniques by which we inform

people—both your branch of communications & our own.”

American Newspaper Publishers Assn, re-elected as

pres. D. Tennant Bryan of Richmond (Va.) Times-Dis-

patch and News Leader (estate of John Stewart Bryan

has approximately 50% interest in Richmond newspapers

as well as in Tampa Tribune and Times and WFLA-TV &
WFLA, Tampa). All other officers & directors were re-

elected with exception of Walter J. Blackburn of London

(Ont.) Free Press (CFPL-TV & CFPL), who had served

the traditional limit of 8 years as officer. H. H. Cahill of

Seattle Times succeeds him as secy. Elected to All out

Cahill’s one-year unexpired term as dir. is St. Clair Bal-

four of Canada’s Southam Newspapers, with interests in

CHCT-TV Calgary, Alta. & CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont.

Newly-elected Associated Press directors include

Franklin D. Schurz, pres. & publisher of South Bend Trib-

une (WSBT-TV & WSBT). Among directors re-elected are

Ken McDonald, v.p. & editor of Des Moines Register &
Tribune (affiliated with KRNT-TV & KRNT there through

Cowles Bcstg. Co.); Robert McLean, pres. & publisher of

Philadelphia Bulletin (former owner of WCAU-TV Phila-

delphia) and John W. Runyon, pres. & publisher of Dallas

Times Herald (KRLD-TV & KRLD).

In Other Media: Magazine ad linage is down 3.2% for

April, 1959 vs. April ’58, reports Printers’ Ink, but the

cumulative figure for this year’s first 4 mos. is almost half

a percent ahead of the same period of last year. Some
magazines showed ad gains in April, with the largest per-

centage—18.4%—being registered by the “romance & radio

groups.” Weeklies were down 4.5% for April, and cumu-
latively for the year, are running 1.3% behind 1958. Sun-

day magazine supplements have sharply reversed their

year-ago gains; they’re down 17.8% for April & down 13%
cumulatively . . . Time Inc. reports for 1958’s first half a

net after taxes of $5,350,000; thinks it will improve on

that this year ... A current SatEvePost presentation says

that 166 TV programs were produced in the past year

from scripts based on stories from the magazine.

New Rambler spot TV campaign, “closely pin-pointed

to showroom action,” started breaking April 24 in 76 ma-
jor markets. Time buys (8-sec. I.D.’s & 60-sec. announce-

ments) are concentrated on Fridays on the theory they’ll

“produce immediate traffic on the day most families shop

for cars—Saturday,” according to E. B. Brogan, Rambler
adv. mgr. and Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard ad agency.

Brogan estimates the spot exposures will reach “an esti-

mated 65% of the potential TV audience, representing some

96.4% of the nation’s TV homes, yet without the produc-

tion costs of a show.”

TV showed it can sell cars—even on sustaining pro-

grams—in Dayton last week. A special WHIO-TV telecast

was featuring a live shot of Ampex’s barnstorming Video-

tape Cruiser pulling into the studio parking lot. As the

camera panned around the lot it momentarily picked up a

parked car with a sign taped on the window reading, “For

sale, $395.” Before the show was over, a breathless viewer

who had spotted the car on his TV screen ran to the studio,

checkbook in hand, and closed the deal then & there.

Advertising Federation of America holds its 55th an-

nual convention in Minneapolis June 7-10, with approx.

1000 ad men from the Federation’s 130 ad clubs partici-

pating. Among those speaking on “challenges to advertis-

ing” June 9, will be TV producer exec. v.p. David Susskind,

of Talent Assoc. Ltd. Giving a “situation report” on adver-

tising June 8 will be: v.p. Jean Wade Rindlaub, Batten,

Barton, Durstine &, Osborn; chmn., Fairfax M. Cone, Foote,

Cone & Belding; and Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, (D-Minn.).

Restaurant chains spent $359,000 in spot TV last year,

a 9% increase over 1957 and 63% over the 1956 total, TvB
reports. In 1958 restaurants spent over 45% of their spot

TV money in prime evening time, 38% in daytime, and the

remainder in late night slots. Top restaurant spenders in-

cluded Frisch Big-Boy Drive-Ins ($203,120), Hot Shoppes

($78,790) and Howard Johnson ($55,270), says TvB.

“Instant ratings” are spreading, despite Arbitron’s

Chicago setback (Vol. 15:16). Nielsen will introduce its

own “Instantaneous Audimeter” soon in N.Y., rivaling Ar-

bitron’s system there. In England, both major audience

research services are introducing “instants”—TV Audience

Measurement Ltd. (TAM) its “Instam” and Nielsen its

“Nieldex.”

Newly-elected directors of ANPA Bureau of Advertis-

ing include George E. Carter, business mgr. of Cleveland

Press (affiliated with Scripps-Howard Radio Inc., licensee

of WEWS), and James H. Righter, publisher of Buffalo

News (WBEN-TV & WBEN).
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People: Emerson Foote, senior v.p., McCann-Erickson,

N.Y., named by the Advertising Federation of America as

gen. chmn. of the management seminar in adv. & mktg.,

Harvard University, July 5-11 . . . Mort Green, writer for

the Perry Como Show, becomes Revlon TV-radio dir. June

1 . . . Edward N. Ney named Young & Rubicam v.p. . . .

Brendan J. Baldwin, media dir., Kenyon & Eckhardt De-

troit office, appointed v.p. & assoc, media dir., N.Y. office.

G. Newton Odell, ex-McCann-Erickson, appointed v.p.

in charge of mktg. & creative services, Joseph Katz Co.,

N. Y, , . . James D, Thompson appointed Sullivan, Stauffer,

Colwell & Bayles v.p. . . . E. Sykes Scherman elected v.p.

of Compton Adv., N. Y. Frank Snell elected v.p., Comp-
ton Adv., & named creative dept, business mgr., a new post.

Joseph D. Nelson, Cunningham & Walsh v.p., named
dir. of the account management & contact div. . . . William

S. Lampe, from the office of W. R. Hearst Jr., named v.p. of

Communications Counselors, div. of McCann-Erickson . . .

Martin F. Conroy named creative dir., BBDO’s Boston

office . . . John Malloy, ex-E. B. Weiss, named Warwick
& Legler v.p. . . . George Pomfert, ex-Kaiser Aluminum,

named v.p., Fulton, Morrissey.

Allen E. Braun, North Adv. head of research & mktg.,

N. Y. dept., named v.p. . . . Charles R. Standen & George

Bolas promoted to v.p. of Tatham-Laird, Chicago . . . Phil

Wasserman named publicity dir.. Reach, McClinton & Co.

. . . Louis G. Herman, ex-head of own agency, named exec,

v.p. of Ralph Bing Co., Cleveland . . . Beatrice Adams, v.p.,

Gardner Adv., St. Louis, will speak at a Sunday brunch

June 7, before the Advertising Federation of America’s

council of women’s adv. clubs.

Gail Smith, ex-Procter & Gamble, named to new post

of General Motors TV advertising dir. . , . Robert M. Gan-

ger, chmn., D’Arcy Adv., elected board chmn., American
Assoc, of Adv. Agencies.

Firestone’s TV budgets, reportedly in the $4-5 million

I category, are largely up for media grabs. With Voice of

1 Firestone bumped from its Monday-night ABC-TV slot,

1 the tire manufacturer is reportedly considering a switch

k from network to spot TV, via Sweeney & James agency,

f despite a special face-lifting attempt on the long-run show
1 by Campbell-Ewald (which has part of the Firestone ac-

i count). Another last-ditch attempt to preserve Voice is

I reportedly being made in N.Y. by Natl. Telefilm Assoc.,

[

which hopes to tape the series, and air it on a non-con-

nected “network.”

TV’s physical limitations have caused a “new look in

I audio-visual communication,” Kenneth C. T. Snyder (Need-
I ham, Louis & Brorby v.p. & TV-radio creative dir.) told

a creative conference sponsored by the Adv. Federation of

America and the U of Mo. School of Journalism. “The
small screen, the fixed 1:1.33 ratio, the 58-second limit,

black and white, stimulate greater creative effort which
1 can result in more effective commercials,” he added. “When

you’re working with just 150 words, you have to get down
to an essential idea.”

TV commercials can sell established brands only when
they say something new, William D. Wells, Benton &
Bowles method development head & asst. prof, of psychol-

ogy at Rutgers U. told Americaji Marketing Assn.’s N. Y.
chapter. Utilizing the results of experiments involving 100

1 respondents. Wells said brands follow a “life cycle” pat-
* tern, with advertising first increasing, then preserving the

I public’s readiness to buy.

Film & Tape

Shape of Tape to Come: “Nearly two thirds of original

TV programming will be produced on tape within 2 or 3

years,” predicted Howard S. Meighan, pres.. Videotape

Productions of N.Y., at a luncheon meeting of the Radio-

TV Executives Society April 23. What will make this

possible is a “combination of the 100% pre-editing tech-

nique of live TV, and the take-&-cut production of film,

allowing, possibly, for a 4-camera continuous take, from

outdoors to indoors to close-up in an assembly of se-

quences,” he predicted.

The Ampex Corp. consultant’s remarks involved areas

of tape cost, quality, programming and home equipment.

On programming: “Tape will hasten the obsolescence

of film program matter.” On picture quality: “Almost sure

introduction of 4% -in. cameras to replace the present

3-in. standard image orthicon, with almost twice the ex-

posed tube area.” On quality: “Drop-out—flecks of dust

about one-tenth the thickness of cigarette paper causing

white spots or streaks across the picture—is being con-

sistently reduced,” so that “shortly there will be less than

one drop-out per 280 frames, or roughly, every 10 seconds.”

On cost of programming: “About $10,000 less per half hour

to tape, rather than film, a program.”

Discussing other tape factors, Meighan said that it

was too soon for a sound statistical sample, but “for indoor

studio production direct costs appear to be 25-50% under

film.” Cost of tape, he said, is “due to come down about

50% in 2-5 years.” Commenting on home equipment, he

said: “Don’t look for home recorders at a price anyone

can afford, but there will be small recorders or playbacks

for use in school systems.”

4: s|:

“Tape makes economics of programming for a 4th sta-

tion and for a 4th network realistic now,” Oliver A. Unger,
pres, of NTA, told a meeting of the Broadcast Advertising

Club of Chicago April 23. Citing the firm’s own WNTA-TV
N.Y. as an example, he admitted that “well over 70% of

our budget is spent on programming,” but he felt that tape

programming was economically feasible because it “will be

able to spread its cost so that the independent station

operator can afford to gamble on the expenditure.” Dis-

cussing the growing shortage of feature films for TV in

Hollywood vaults, Unger forecast a “marriage between a
form of pay TV for those who want it & free TV, supported

by advertisers,” as one possible solution.

The Bad Sell: Warner Bros, feels the commercials on its

77 Sunset Strip series are the worst on TV and is trying

to do something about it, we’re told by studio sources. The
only commercial on the series not offensive to WB is

Brylci’eem. William T. Orr, Warners exec, producer for

TV, recently took an unprecedented action when he told the

Ted Bates agency its commercial for Nair was “unaccept-

able” to WB. The commercial shows a woman putting

cream on her upper lip, to remove her “mustache.” The
agency agreed with Orr, and said it would remove the

commercial.

Another commercial on the same show which Warners
doesn’t like is the Rolaid double-exposure hard-sell. Says
our source: “The people responsible for this commercial

do not claim it is in good taste. They shudder at it. They
tell us they think it stinks. But—they add—sales of the

product have gone way up since they began using it.
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Hollywood Roundup: And still they come: Two new pi-

lots in preparation at California National are Provost Ser-

geant, starring Ralph Meeker in a series dealing with

Army investigations in Hawaii, and Pony Express, a

Western not yet cast.

CBS renewed Rorvic-Desilu’s The Texan series, star-

ring Rory Calhoun, for 65 weeks, the deal beginning with

reruns this summer . . . Desilu plans additional footage on

its 2-part Westinghouse-Desiln Playhouse drama, “The Un-

touchables,” idea being to release the TV drama in thea-

ters. It’s the story of A1 Capone.

When Four Star Films ends a year’s tenancy at Fox

Western May 13, it will have completed 600 shooting days

and about 200 telefilms. Its lease deal with 20th-Fox had

called for a guarantee of 440 shooting days . . . Four Star’s

Trackdown series has been cancelled, but negotiations are

under way for a new sponsor for next season. Series

would have a new title. The deal being discussed is for 18

first-runs and 8 reruns.

Desilu’s Bert Granet has been signed to a new 3-year

contract as exec, producer of Desilu Playhouse. He will

also develop other properties for Desilu . . . R. J. Reynolds

Tobacco has signed as participating sponsor on 77 Sunset

Strip for next season, when the series moves to 9 p.m.

Friday nights on ABC.
Alvin Cooperman, who has been exec, producer at

Screen Gems, has resigned to become producer of Four

Star Films’ nev/ June Allyson-duPont anthology series

. . . Screen Gems’ new commercial dept, has filmed 3 one-

minute color commercials of Ben Blue, in pantomime, for

overseas theatrical release. Minnesota Mining is paying for

the commercials, for its Scotch Brand tape.

Four Stars’ The David Niven Show, sponsored by

Singer Sewing, faces an eviction notice from NBC which

is clearing the Tuesday 9:30-10:30 p.m. time next season

for the series of Ford specials . . . Screen Gems will syn-

dicate Seven League Boots, half-hour documentary travel

series produced by Jack Douglas. It has also acquired Song

In My Heart, a new TV series, and has produced the pilot

of Undercover Car starring Victor Jory & Pat MeVey, for

its syndication branch.

Paramount has invested .$250,000 in its 3 pilots—the

hour-long Destination Space (for CBS), Countdown and

the taped Happy Time. They’ll soon be ready for showing

on Madison Ave.

Warner Bros, has renewed the contract of TV pro-

ducer Roy Huggins, and assigned Stanley Niss to produce

its new hour-long series. Diamond Head . . . General

Artists Corp.’s TV subsidiary, GAC-TV, is planning an ex-

pansion program, which will include additional personnel

on the coast staff. N.Y. agent Steve Yates has been signed

by the company to handle writers & dramatic TV talent

sales.

NBC has bought Five Fingers, new intrigue series,

from 20th-Fox TV for the fall. Producer is Herbert Swope

Jr.; A1 Hedison & Luciana Paluzzi star . . . David L. Wol-

per has formed Pilot Films Inc. to finance pilot films for

network TV & syndication.

Bernard L. Schubert Productions settled its differences

with the Screen Actors Guild by paying $98,000 in overdue

actors’ residuals for Mr. and Mrs. North, Topper, Cross-

roads, TV Reader’s Digest and others. Schubert is plan-

ning a new series, Coimterspy . . . Ziv TV’s outer space

series. Moon Probe, bought by Lucky Strike has had its

title changed to Space.

Ted Post will be pi'oducer-director of The Racer, new

joint-venture pilot of ABC and Joseph Schenck Enterprises.

New York Roundup: Since few agencies and almost no

sponsors have tape playback facilities, new stress is be-

ing placed on kinescopes as “demonstrators” for video-

taped shows and commercials. CBS Films, for example, is

making deluxe kines of Theatre for a Story, new 30-min.

tape offering, with a new 35-mm. recording system, and

then making reduction prints on 16 mm that have “far

greater definition” than ordinary kines. NTA’s telestudios

recently installed, for the same reason, a 35-mm film

chain at a cost of $100,000.

The now-common practice of making books out of fea-

ture-movie original scripts is being borrowed by ITC and

the Fury series, aired on NBC-TV. Albert G. Miller, TV
scriptwriter, has penned a juvenile-slanted book version

of the show which was to be published April 27 by John C.

Winston Co., Philadelphia. The book will have the same
title as the TV series.

Ziv TV’s hardy perennial, Cisco Kid, has been bought

for a 10-state regional campaign by H. W. Lay Potato

Chip Co. Lay is the third chip concern to sign for the

moppet-slanted Western since the start of the year . . .

The first feature movie ever made by Ireland’s Abbey
Players, “Professor Tim,” was scheduled for its American

premiere April 26 on Omnibus.
Robert Stevens, telefilm & live director, has been

signed to a 3-year, non-exclusive contract by CBS-TV. He’ll

do 4 Playhouse 90 shows and 2 hour-long Lineup shows a

year under the pact . . . Equitable Life has decided to

make its forthcoming 90-min. series on CBS-TV broader in

scope than planned. It has shelved the original idea for a

series titled Biography.

Writers Guild of America West last week voted to

strike 5 movie companies for their alleged refusal to ne-

gotiate additional payment to writers on post-1948 movies

released to TV. The companies involved are now defunct

or inactive, so the Guild action has little effect: Lippert

Pictures Inc., Lippert Productions Inc., Alson Productions

Inc., Alco Pictures Coip. and Filmakers Inc. The Guild said

the companies involved had either refused to discuss out-

right or rejected the question of additional money for the

writers.

Release rights to 36 D. W. Griffith silent movies & 16

screenplays in which the producer’s estate held rights were

granted last week to Killiam Shows Inc. of N.Y. for a

$21,000 bid. In a deal whereby Killiam participates in the

profits, the movies have been assigned to Sterling TV,

N.Y. TV distribution firm. The package includes such titles

as “Birth of a Nation,” “Intolerance,” “Broken Blossoms”

and “Way Down East.”

Small stations need video tape equipment just as much
as large outlets, and within 2 years most stations will have

at least one machine, predicted Jerome Feniger, Cunning-

ham & Walsh v.p. at an Ohio Assn, of Broadcasters meet-

ing in Cincinnati April 24. Another point: Improved pro-

gramming on the station level demands “a calculated risk

on new talent” as well as “avoiding the temptation to

over-spot a highly-rated program.”

Five-year, multiple-u.se buy of reruns of Rin Tin Tin

has been made by General Mills, which gives the cereal firm

the right to air it as often as twice a week at the network

level on ABC-TV this fall. The Screen Gems telefilm series

will be seen in a Mon. & Fri. spot for General Mills at 5:30

p.m. as part of a “rerun strip” being developed by ABC
to I'eplace Mickey Mouse Club.
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NEXT FROM JAPAN—RECORDERS, PHONOS, THEN TV: Flushed with success of its

transistor radios on U.S. market, Japan's booming electronics industry this year will start exporting 2 com-

pletely new items which it hopes will become almost as popular.

The first is an incredibly compact all-transistor tape recorder , battery operated, to sell for about $50

and up. Smaller than cigar box—only slightly larger than coat-pocket size—it is expected to be "really big

item," Japanese sources tell us. First such units, at $160, made by Victor Co. of Japan, are already on market

here. But Japanese sources tell us less expensive models are due.

The other is a portable transistor phono-radio , also battery operated, accommodating all speeds <&

sizes of records. The Japanese hope for "gradual growth of these 2 products" until they approach the dollar

volume of the stock-in-trade pocket portable.

These products are completely new—Japan has exported virtually no tape recorders to U.S. in past,

and only perhaps 500 phonos of all kinds in 1958. Also on Japanese 1959 list is step-up in exports of hi-fi

amplifiers. Perhaps 100,000 amplifiers—of all kinds, including cheap amplifiers for radios—v/ere shipped to

U.S. from Japan last year.

All-transistor battery-operated TV is marked as "probable" for 1960 , virtually sure for 1961, in Japa-

nese set makers' plans. Four electronics manufacturers there now have them in various stages of

development. "No exports this year," predicts a Japan trade official. But he assures us TV is coming. U.S.

imports virtually no TV from any country now.

One new Japanese product already on market—with no domestic competition that we know of—is

battery-operated AM-FM transistor portable. Imports of this product will be stepped up if it catches on here.

Also recently introduced is broadcast-shortwave portable from Japan.

• • • •

Here's the authoritative story of Japanese electronics' future plans and past performance, based on
new information—official & unofficial—from Japanese Govt. & closely related sources:

Imports of Japanese transistor radios to U.S. will increase somewhat this year, then level off. Radios

of all kinds entering U.S. ports from Japan are expected to total 3,600,000 in 1959, but about 1,200,000 of these

are labeled "toys" by Japan Trade Ministry—that is, they're radios with 4 transistors or less, including diode

crystal sets which retail at $2-$6 by mail order and through variety & junk shops. Of remaining 2,400,000,

some 20-30% will be re-exported to Latin America, leaving total of somewhat less than 2,000,000 "full-per-

formance" radios—plus maybe 1,200,000 "toy" sets—for U.S. marketing.

In 1958 Japan shipped 2,506,920 radios to U.S. (factory value $18 million). This includes 850,000

with 4 transistors or less, and perhaps 330,000 which were re-exported & therefore never offered for U.S.

sale—leaving 1,650,000 sets with 5 or more transistors for U.S. marketing, or total of about 2,500,000 sets of all

kind offered for sale here. This is just 10% lower than 1958's domestic U.S. production of transistor radios (but

remember, Japanese figure also includes "toy" radios).

Monthly exports of Japanese radios to U.S. now average 300,000, of which 200,000 have more than 4

transistors (20-30% of these being re-exported)—and Japanese say this level will be maintained.

Factory price of the little radios averaged around $7.20 in 1958, so even with shipping charges, 2^2%
ad valorem duty and a fair profit to handlers, there's still plenty of margin for them to be highly competitive—
as U.S. radio industry knows so well. Japan Trade Center figures factory price to be about one-quarter of

retail. Average value of radios increased in Dec. to $8.93 (see table on p. 20), probably indicating declining

volume of "toys" and larger number of deluxe 8-transistor models. In 1957, some 601,208 radios were shipped

to U.S. (at $5.3 million factory value), up from 368,040 in 1956.

Japan produced 5,270,000 radios last year, of which about 72% were exported—some 66 of its

radio exports going to U.S. The 1957 production totaled 3.8 million, up from 3 million in 1956 and 2 million in

1955. In 1958, radios accounted for 75% of Japan's electronic exports, parts & components 10.3%, tubes

5.2%, amplifiers & microphones 3.1%.
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Japan produced 1,215,668 TV sets last year, and now is turning them out at annual rate of about
2,200,000. Because domestic demand has been so high, exports have been limited to Far East (mainly
Thailand & Hong Kong), Near East and Sweden.

Japan's fabulous transistor industry turned out 26,730,000 last year (more than half U.S. output of

47 million), almost 5 times the 5,740,000 of 1957. In 1956, only 560,000 were produced, up from 85,000 in 1955.

Aside from samples, no transistors (except those in assembled equipment) were exported to U.S. last year.

That this policy is changing in 1959 is indicated by Japan Trade Ministry's recent approval of shipment of

50,000 transistors to Motorola (Vol. 15:5). There are some U.S. set makers who think Japanese transistors

may provide key to low-cost American-made battery-operated TV sets.

For all Japanese electronic exports, U.S. was biggest customer by far last year, taking 46%. Canada
was next with 6.1%. Then Hong Kong 3.5%, Korea 3.2%, West Germany & Thailand 2.9% each, Formosa
2.6%, Burma 2.3%, Venezuela, Mexico & Tangier 2.2% each. South Africa & Sweden 2.1%, Netherlands 2%.

To give you an idea of the variety of Japanese electronic exports—and the prominence of radios

—

here's table of all U.S. imports from Japan in Dec. 1958, which trade authorities call a "typical month:"

Product Units Factory value
Av. price

per unit

Radios 254,258 $2,269,341 $ 8.93

Phonographs 41 1,322 32.24

Microphones 10,625 26,003 2.45

Amplifiers 9,961 37,615 3.78

Receiving tubes 197,710 48,507 .25

Variable capacitors 105,162 4,788 .041/2

Fixed capacitors 820,960 32,060 .04

Wireless equip, (inch parts) — 113,716 —
TOTAL $2,540,000 (approx.)

• • • •

Japan's electronics industry sold total volume of about $560 million last year—not high by U.S. stan-

dards, but quite impressive considering quantity of goods turned out per dollar. Among Japan's "big 10" in

manufacturing are 2 companies in electronics field—Hitachi, 2nd biggest, which turns out electronics among
wide variety of other products and whose combined sales total about $330 million, and Tokyo Shibaura Elec-

tric (Toshiba), No. 4, which makes $210 million worth of electronics, appliances & electrical machinery.

Further reports on what Japanese plans mean to U.S. electronics companies, and the reactions and
plans of American TV-radio-phono makers, will be featured in future issues.

INDUSTRY UNCONCERNED ABOUT 'SET CONTROL': "
Too ridiculous to talk about"

. . . "They'll never put it across" . . . "Probably unconstitutional" . . . "Premature—solve the allocations

problem first."

These are some comments to us by TV receiver makers—those who bothered to comment at all—on

FCC's proposal that Congress ban interstate shipment of sets which can't receive all allocated channels

(Vol. 15:11, 16). You'll find the complete proposal spelled out in the Special Supplement on FCC's alloca-

tions proposals with this issue.

Most set makers were just plain disinterested— or couldn't believe that proposal stands any chance at

all. This same reaction was expressed during EIA's March board meeting in Washington, where the possi-

bility was discussed by exec. v.p. James D. Secrest & general counsel William Reynolds. EIA will discuss

proposal again—now that it's been formally made by FCC—at its Chicago convention May 20-22, or will

consult its consumer products div. for an opinion earlier if Senate Commerce Committee wants manufacturers'

comments before convention.

Ban on partial-channel receivers is only one part of FCC's proposed set-control law. Commission also

suggests that it be "empowered [to] set reasonable standards in the public interest with reference to the

quality of the receivers." Such power over receivers would be unprecedented. Said FCC: "Pursuant to such a

mandate, after a given period to permit a changeover, the Commission might, for example, withhold type-

approval of uhf tuners which were substantially inferior to vhf receivers."
....
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Ideal solution to all-channel problem—supported by entire set-manufacturing & telecasting industry

plus FCC, but opposed by Administration—is simple exemption of all-channel sets from 10% manufacturers

excise tax. This has been introduced in Congress every year for 6 years now—including this year—and never

has come close to passage. One set maker speculated: "Maybe that's the idea the FCC is really trying to

put across—by the back door."

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: TV set production was 95,023 in week ended April 17 vs. 106,691 in pre-

ceding week & 76,118 in same 1958 week, EIA reports. Year's 15th week brought production to 1,591,268 vs.

1 1,372,579 last year. Radio production was 270,658 (98,141 auto) vs. 254, 390 (99,199 auto) in preceding week &

158,588 (42,605 auto) year ago. In 15 weeks: 4,119,881 (1,561,357 auto) vs. 2,930,040 (948,253 auto) year ago.

I
Philco Sues Admiral: A patent infringement damage suit

1
was filed last week in U.S. District Court for Del. by

1 Philco against Admiral, alleging that Admiral is adver-

i tising & selling a portable TV set which incorporates

, “salient features” of Philco’s “Slender Seventeener,” intro-

: duced in June 1958. Asking for an injunction, an account-

ing of Admiral profits from sales of its set and “damages

derived from its infringement,” Philco told the court that

Admiral not only adopted the patented design of the Philco

' receiver but “substantially copied various features of the

I advertising” for it.

t

“World’s first portable stereo AM-FM radio-phono” is

the claim made by Emerson for its Model 912 unit with 2-

channel sound and 2 speaker systems for stereo AM-FM
simulcasts plus 4-speed stereo record changer. Power

I
output is 5 watts, suggested list $168. Also introduced by

j Emerson last week were two 21-in. combinations: Model

i 1480, with stereo AM-FM-phono, complete 2-channel sound,

i console model, $498; Model 1448, with AM radio, phono,

I dual-channel stereo amplifier, single 3-speaker system,

i $398.

Crosby-Teletronics Corp. is the new firm resulting from

il the merger of Crosby Labs Inc., Syosset, N.Y., and Tele-

I

tronics Lab Inc., Westbury, N.Y. Crosby Labs is the de-

veloper of a compatible FM stereo multiplex system being

considered by NSRC. Teletronics makes test equipment.

Murray G. Crosby is pres. & research director of the new

firm; Teletronics pres. Robert S. Marston becomes exec,

v.p.-secy.; George F. Richards of Teletronics is engineer-

ing v.p. The new company has 14 stockholders.

Transcripts of the National Electronics Conference,

1958, are now available. The papers delivered at the Octo-

ber meeting in Chicago cover developments in TV, transis-

tors, antennas, solid state, microwaves, industrial elec-

tronics, among others. Vol. 14, NEC Proceedings, 1080

pages, is $7.50. Write NEC, Rm. 2104, 228 N. La Salle St.,

Chicago 1.

Magnavox is entering the jobber market with a line of

its loudspeakers, heretofore available only to manufac-

turers. Eight most widely used standard models will be

offered to audiophiles through regular parts distribution

channels.

Sales of Hoffman TV sets for the first 12 weeks of

1959 were 11.9% ahead of the 1958 period, and shipments

to distributors were 25% ahead, according to consumer

|i:
:
products div. mgr. Ray B. Cox.

Zenith has filed patent suit against Motorola in Chi-

cago Federal Court, charging infringement of 5 patents

covering its Fringelock circuit and Space Command remote

tuning.

Most-Wanted Appliances: TV sets are holding up well

in comparison to other household appliances in consumer

buying plans, the National Industrial Conference Board
reports in its Feb. Business Record. The board is conduct-

ing a continuing survey of householders’ purchasing inten-

tions, sponsored by Newsweek. A preliminary estimate,

based on 4400 interviews conducted with heads of house-

holds in January, shows increased plans to buy refrigera-

tors, TV sets, air conditioners, and vacuum cleaners, as

compared to Dee.

Appliances for which buying plans declined are dish-

washers, washing machines, clothes dryers, and deep

freezers. NICB points out that plans to buy dishwashers

& washing machines have hitherto been particularly strong.

The figures have not yet been released.

In the Nov.-Dee. period, based on buying plans of

consumers during July-Aug. as a base of 100, appliance-

buying plans were, in index numbers: air conditioner 110,

dishwasher 119, clothes dryer 117, freezer 94, range 121,

refrigerator 105, TV 104, vacuum cleaner 98, washing
machine 106.

Public prefers 23-in. tube to 21-in. by a 3-1 margin,
according to a survey of visitors to the big Corning Glass

Center at Corning, N.Y. As part of its marketing studies

on public preferences in tube sizes & shapes. Corning dis-

played the 2 tubes side by side in operating TV sets at its

Glass Center. Asked to express their preference, three-

quarters of the visitors chose the new shape.

Magnavox has received a $13.5 million order for light-

weight radar developed by its military & industrial div.

Large additional orders are expected, pres. Frank Frei-

mann says. With orders for digital & graphic-electronic

data processors, 1959 new business totals $23 million, bring-

ing backlog to a high in excess of $50 million.

Zenith clock-radios now have “Snooz-Alarm” in two
models. Buzzer sounds, then again in 7 min., if user wishes,

with 6 different reminders given at intervals. The Nocturne
model has a $39.95 suggested price, and the Empress, with

appliance outlet & 3-gang condenser, $49.95.

RCA’s Frequency Bureau and its Patent Dept, on May
1 move to 712 Pennsylvania Bldg., 425 13th St. NW, Wash-
ington. The former will change telephone to District 7-

9680, and latter will retain National 8-4338.

Emerson and Du Mont TV-radio-hi-fi lines will be dis-

played in a ground-floor showroom at Canada House, 680

Fifth Ave., N.Y. Emerson has rented 10,000 ft. of space

in the building with a $1,300,000 lease.

Packard-Bell has obtained a majority interest in Tech-

nical Industries Corp., newly-formed Pasadena company
which makes atomic-reactor instruments.
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Trade Personals: H. Leslie Hoffman, Hoffman Electronics

pres., convalescing after surgery in Huntington Memorial
Hospital, Pasadena . . . Peter J. Grant promoted from na-

tional sales mgr. to v.p., national sales, Sylvania Home
Electronics Corp., subsidiary of Sylvania Electric Products.

Forrest W. Price, from Sylvania Sales Corp. to v.p., opera-

tions. George T. Stewart, from mgr. to v.p., distribution.

G. W. Pfister appointed to new post of v.p. & opera-

tions mgr., RCA Service Co. Lawrence G. Borgeson suc-

ceeds him as v.p., consumer products service. Succeeding

Borgeson, who was mgr., consumer products field opera-

tion, is Robert C, Gray. Howard W. Johnson succeeds Gray
as mgr., appliance service . . . Clyde J. Schultz, ex-Shure

Bros., appointed sales promotion mgr. for national service,

parts & accessories div. of Admiral.

Richard D. Sharp, ex-United Printers, named to new
post of mktg. dir., home products div., Packard-Bell Elec-

tronics ... D, E. Perry, named mktg. mgr., for housewares

& radio receivers, GE Supply Co. J. C. Hunt appointed

customer relations mgr. for housewares & radio receivers,

GE, Bridgeport . . . Rodney D. Chipp named engineering

dir., ITT . . . Frederick H. Guterman appointed gen. mgr.,

industrial products div., ITT, replacing Joseph A. Frabutt.

Robert M. Jennings, gen. mgr., Canadian GE small ap-

pliance div., Barrie, Ont.; W. Frank Wansbrough, gen.

mgr., appliance & TV dept., Montreal; Walter G. Ward,

gen. mgr., apparatus dept., Peterboro, Ont., all named
v.p.’s . . . Alwyn L. Carty Jr., ex-Sylvania, appointed dir.

of contracts, Adler Electronics . . . William A. Fink, ex-

Ampex, named sales mgr., professional products, ORRadio.

Vincent E. O’Sullivan appointed adv. & sales promo-

tion supervisor, parts div. & chemical & metallurgical div.,

Sylvania Electronic Systems . . . Samuel Frankel of Conti-

nental Merchandise Co., importer of Japanese radios &
lighters, named v.p.. National Council of American Im-

porters . . . Donald C. Power, chmn. & chief exec, officer of

General Telephone and Electronics, elected to board of

Curtiss-Wright Corp.

Edward O. Johnson appointed mgr., high temperature

product development, RCA semiconductor & materials div.

. . . Anthony M. Barnise appointed head of contracts,

Stromberg-Carlson . . . John R. Price promoted from adv.

dir. to adv. & public relations dir. of Gates Radio Co.

Robert N. Baggs, former RCA Service Corp. sales v.p.,

elected RCA Sales Corp. v.p. for special sales accounts . . .

Harold H. Hart Jr., ex-Du Mont Labs, named regional

sales mgr. for metropolitan N. Y. & northern N. J., Dutrex

Industries, the sales & mktg. outlet for Du Mont (ABD)
renewal-type TV picture tubes & radio & TV receiving

tubes . . . Frank S. Amaru appointed mgr., record sales &
merchandising, Latin America, RCA International . . .

Gerald G. Griffin appointed mgr., merchandising, parts &
equipment; Joseph J. Kearney mgr., merchandising, enter-

tainment tubes; Morris S. Lewis mgr., merchandising co-

ordination—all in distributor products dept., RCA electron

tube div. . . . John D. Stout Jr., former v.p., Hartford Na-

tional Bank & Trust Co., elected v.p. & financial dir..

Philips Industries.

Obituary

Sir Stanley Angwin, 75, British communications expert

who helped to establish the trans-Atlantic telephone sys-

tem, died April 21 in Welwyn Garden City, England.

Stephen J. Powers, 54, retired research & engineering

v.p., ITT, N.Y., died April 19 of a heart attack. Surviving

are his widow, a daughter, 3 brothers and 3 sisters.

Electronics Personals: Trevor Gardner, ex-asst. Secy, of
Air Force, now Hycon chmn., named to 18-member advisory
committee on science & technology of Democratic Advisory
Council, headed by Dr. Ernest Pollard of Yale . . . Dr. John
W. McRae, AT&T v.p. & coordinator of defense activities

for Bell System, raised from vice-chmn. to chmn. of the

Army Scientific Advisory Panel, succeeding Richard S.

Morse (Vol. 15:16).

J. W. Evans, chief of govt, liaison, named dir.; F. H.
Moore, asst, chief design engineer, named technical dir.,

advance planning staff, Hazeltine electronics div. . . .

Henry I. Metz, ex-chief of FAA navigational aids engi-

neering div., joins Capitol Radio Engineering Institute

Inc. as engineering v.p.

Fred J. Agnich elected Texas Instruments v.p. to head
new geosciences & instrumentation div. He has also been
promoted from pres, to board chmn.. Geophysical Service

Inc., wholly-owned TI subsidiary. R. C. Dunlap Jr. succeeds

Agnich as GSI pres.

Distributor Notes: Telefunken Px-ofessional Products ap-

points Audio Fidelity Inc. exclusive distributor for the

U.S. . . . Albert G. Vigneau appointed to new post of gen.

mgr., Motorola-Eureka div. of Allied Appliance Co., Boston
. . . Charles L. Dwyer named gen. mgr., Webcor Sales Co.,

Chicago, a wholly-owned Webcor subsidiary. He succeeds

Gordon Hough, resigned.

Joseph Minarik named to new post of sales mgr..

Motorola div., Philadelphia Distributors. Edward Hughes
named field sales mgr. of Motorola products.

Appointment of 17 committees of the Assoc, of Elec-

tronic Parts & Equipment Manufacturers has been an-

nounced by pres. Robert E. Svoboda of Amphenol-Borg.
To head the committees: Norman Ackerman of Perma-
Power, Industry Relations. Mike Remund of Jensen Indus-

tries, Program & Attendance. Roy Vetzner of Vaco, Mem-
bership. Jay Greengard of Waldom, Orientation. Joe Morin
of Howard W. Sams & Co., Education. Ray Mattson of

Belden, Credit. Dave Rice of Electronic Publishing, Con-

ference Coordination. Mel Krumrey of Quam-Nichols, So-

cial. Dan O’Connel of Radion, Survey. W. L. Larson of

Switchcraft, Publicity. Bruce Vinkemulder of Centralab,

Industrial Distribution. Howard Harwood of Shure Bros.,

Advertising. Ralph Hill of Grayhill, Catalog. Ken Hatha-

way of Ward Leonard, Finance. Helen S. Quam of Quam-
Nichols, Nominating. Industry Coordination & Advisory

committees will be headed by Helen Staniland Quam,
chairman, and A. N. Haas, Bud Radio, vice-chairman

—

both past presidents of EP&EM.

Joseph B. Elliott, pres, of Tele-Dynamics, has been

named chairman of the newly-formed EIA small business

committee. The 11-man body will review the SBA’s de-

finition of “small business” and legislation affecting small

business. Others on the committee: Ben Adler, Adler Elec-

tronics; Roland M. Bixler, J-B-T Instruments; A. N. Haas,

Bud Radio; Harry W. Houck, Measurements div. of Mc-

Graw-Edison; K. F. Julin, Leach Corp.; Jos. J. Kurland,

Illinois Condenser; Wilfred L. Larson, Switchcraft; L. M.

Sandwick, Pilot Radio; Edward C. Tudor, IDEA Inc.; Ray
Zender, Lenz Electric.

Canadian TV sales to dealers by distributors totaled

31,701 in Feb., down from 31,741 in Jan. and 33,333 in Feb.

1958. For 1959’s first 2 months, total sales were 63,442 vs.

67,068 in last year’s same period.



Finance

Metropolitan’s Gains: Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. reported

its second year in the black in the 7 years since it was

spun off by DuMont Labs. Now under management of John

W. Kluge, it reported an increase in 1958 of more than

40% in gross revenue and a fourfold rise in net income.

Net operating income before depreciation, amortization &

taxes for 1958 was $2,439,033 ($1.58 a share) vs. $1,360,-

269 (88(j‘) in 1957.

The 1958 results include WNEW-TV & WNEW N.Y.

and WTTG Washington for the full year, and radio WHK
Cleveland for 7 months. In 1957, the 2 TV stations were

included for the full year and radio WNEW for 7 months.

The 1958 income is subject to special writeoffs of $630,313

(40<^ per share). No federal income taxes were payable

due to loss carry-forward. For the year ended Dec. 31:

Gross revenues .

Net income
Earned per share

1958
$14,427,752

932,348
60(1;

1957
$10,293,587

243,460
16(j‘

Biggest corporate money-maker of all is AT&T, whose

i net profits leaped 14.8% to $952.3 million in 1958 from

f $829.8 million in 1957, when it was also no. 1 in net profits.

, It heads the list of “1958’s biggest earners” in April 18

i Business Week. Other electronics & related companies on

I
the “top-40” list: GE, 9th, $242.9 million (down 2% from

I 1957 when it was 10th with $247.9 million). IBM, 13th,

J
$126.3 million (up 41.4% from 20th with $89.3 million).

Western Electric, 19th, $85.9 million (up 1.5% from $84.6

i million, not on 1957 list). Westinghouse, 24th, $74.8 (up

I, 2.9% from 27th position with $72.7 million). General Tele-

I
phone (before merger with Sylvania), 37th, $50.8 million,

I
up 11.2% from $45.7 million, not on 1957 list).

j

Avnet Electronics Corp., Westbury, N. H. maker of di-

^ odes, transistors, capacitors & other electronic products,

[ has asked the SEC (File 2-14993) to register 175,000 com-

j
mon stock shares for public sale at $5.75 per share through

I

an underwriting group headed by Michael G. Kletz & Co.

> and Thomas Treat & Co. Proceeds from sale of 100,000

I shares would be added to Avnet’s general funds.

Reports & comments available: 20th Century-Fox, an

» analysis by Hill, Darlington & Co. 40 Wall St., N.Y. . . .

. United Artists, comment by du Pont, Hornsey & Co. 31

! Milk St., Boston . . . P. R. Mallory, a review by A. M.

i Kidder, 1 Wall St. and by Eisele & King, Libaii’e, Stout,

50 Broadway, N.Y. . . . Hoffman Electronics, reviewed by

; Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 70 Pine St., N.Y.

. . . Amphenol-Borg, a report by Schweickhardt & Co.,

Hibernia Bldg., New Orleans . . . Emerson Radio, discussed

by Eastman Dillon, Union Securities, 15 Broad St., N.Y.

. . . RCA, comments by Purcell & Co., 50 Broadway, N.Y,

CBS Inc. common stock will be traded on an unlisted

basis on the Detroit Stock Exchange under an order issued

by the SEC at the request of the Exchange. The stock is

listed & registered on N. Y. & Pacific Coast Stock Ex-
changes.

Common Stock Dividends

Stk. of
Corporation Amt. Payable record

Oak Mfg. Co $0.25 Jun. 15 May 29
Paramount Pictures .50 Jun. 12 May .25

Siegler Corp .10 Jun. 15 Jun. 1
Siegler Corp 3% stk. Jun. 15 Jun. 1
Sperry Rand .20 Jun. 25 May 14

Packard-Bell reports net earnings for 6 months ended

March 31 were 74% higher than the comparable 1958 pe-

riod, while sales were up 43%. Pres. Robert S. Bell said all

4 divisions showed gains. The home products div. boosted

its sales more than 18% over the first half of the last

fiscal year’. “Although dollar volume in color TV was
small, sales increased threefold,” said Bell. The technical

products div. registered a 52% sales increase, and the busi-

ness of the Bellwood div. (doors & pre-finished wood pan-
eling) “almost doubled its business.” Bell said the company
will break ground for the first building in its Newbury
Park, Cal., electronics center before Sept. 30, For 6 months
ended March 31: 1959

Sales $24,125,962
Net income 717,723
Earned per share 1.04
Shares outstanding 691,600

Electronics Investment Corp., mutual fund headed by
Charles E. Salik, has declared a record capital gains dis-

tribution of 43^ per share payable (in stock or cash) May
29 to stockholders of record May 1. This is in addition to

the 3^ dividend, payable at the same time.

AB-PT’s first-quarter profits were 25% higher than in

first-quarter 1958, according to Pres. Leonard H. Golden-
son. He said the key factor was the improved showing by
ABC-TV network, with ABC radio network, owned stations

and record business all showing improved results.

1958
$16,918,971

412,935
60 i

688,000
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Siegler Corp.—parent of Olympic Radio, Presto, Bo-

gen, Hallamore Electronics (closed circuit)—reports earn-

ings in its 3d quarter up 141% from the same period in

1958. Sales were 5% better. The 9-month period produced

sales $2.8 million greater than the previous fiscal year’s

first 9 months, equal to an additional 47^ per share. For
13 weeks ended March 31: 1959

Sales $19,101,362
Net earnings 500,419
Earned per share 33^
Shares outstanding 1,559,655

For 9 months ended Mai’ch 31:

Sales $60,269,081
Net earnings 1,732,080
Earned per share $1.11

1958
$18,170,224

207,033
14<f

1,515,306

$57,450,030
964,814

64<i

Electro-Voice increased its annual sales by $2.4 million

in the last fiscal year. Shares are adjusted for a 50-to-l

stock split in Jan. 1959. For the year ended Feb. 28:

1959
Sales $11,764,676
Net earnings 620,519
Earned per share 1.31

Shares Outstanding 473,650

1958
9,379,132
353,188

890
398,800

American Bosch Arma improved its earnings 63% for

the first quarter of 1959, compared to the like period in

1958. For 3 months ended March 31:

Net sales

Net income
Earned per com. share .

.

1959
$31,177,327

1,444,995
760

19.58

$27,018,890
886,708
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Texas Instruments Inc.’s first-quarter earnings were
up 116%, with sales up 46%, pres. Patrick E. Haggerty
told stockholders April 17 in Dallas. The meeting voted

approval of the merger of Metals & Controls Corp. into

Texas Instruments. The acquired company makes ther-

mostatic & electrical controls, nuclear fuel elements &
cores. M&C’s first quarter was also successful, with eaim-

ings of $583,000 compared to $513,000 in the first quarter

of 1958. TI’s report for 13 weeks ended March 31:

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per com. share .

.

Shares outstanding

1959
$29,993,000

2,400,000
740

3,256,988

19.58

$20,480,000
1,109,000

340
3,256,988

TelePrompTer Corp. reported that its 7th consecutive

yearly gain in 1958 enabled it to convert the preceding

year’s loss into a net profit. Chairman-pres. Irving B. Kahn
said all the company’s products & services—equipment
leases & sales, network TV & film service, closed-circuit TV,
industrial staging—“contributed importantly” to the 51%
gain in sales. For the year ended Dec. 31:

Gross revenues
Net earnings (loss in ’57).

Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1958 1957
$3,414,499 $2,264,345

41,956 (212,694)
120 —

356,591 356,591

United Artists increased annual gross revenues & net

earnings for the 8th consecutive year, establishing new
record highs in both categories. The earning improvement
over 1957 was 13.47%. The comparative earnings per

share for 1957 were adjusted to the 1,367,485 outstanding

at the close of 1958. For year ended Dec. 31:

Gross revenue .

.

Net earnings . . .

,

Earned per share

1958
$84,072,467

3,701,963
$2.71

1957
$70,008,242

3,262,466
$2.39

Muter Co.’s first quarter earnings were well over the

1958 period, stockholders were told at the annual meeting

in Chicago. Directors may later restore a cash dividend,

last paid in 1955. Per-share earnings for 1958 include a

5% stock dividend paid Jan. 1959. For 13 weeks ended

March 31

:

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per share .

.

Shares outstanding

1959 1958
$3,318,701 $2,628,721

119,374 23,540
150 30

800,313 762,729

General Bronze Corp. improved its earnings 41% for

the first quarter compared to 1958. For 13 weeks ended

March 31:

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959 1958
$9,569,143 $6,209,144

271,928 192,909
710 510

381,517 380,377

Canadian Admiral Corp. reported an increase in sales

& net earnings for 1958. The report (which includes sub-

sidiary Canadian Admiral Sales Ltd.) for the year ended

Dec. 31: 1958 1957
Net sales $19,793,363 $18,459,353

Net earnings 589,457 333,470

Oak Mfg. Co. reports increased profits & sales for the

first quarter of 1959, compared to the 1958 period. For 13

weeks ended March 31: 1959 19.58

Sales $4,271,905 $3,459,158

Net earnings 218,140 30,654

Clarostat Mfg. Co. reports profitable operation for the

first quarter, as opposed to a loss for the comparable 1958

eriod. For 3 months ended March 31:

1959 1958

Shipments $2,033,000 $1,438,000

Net income (loss in ’58). . 88,600 (117,400)
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Full text of

FCC’s Recommendations to Congress on Allocations

Presented by Chairman John C. Doerfer to Senate Committee on Interstate & Foreign Commerce
and Released by The Committee April 23, 1959

With Separate Statement of Comr. Bartley and Statistical Appendices

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Introduction

Since our previous appearance before your Committee in

May 1958, the Commission has been studying intensively

the television allocation problem. We have given this study
No. 1 priority, and have met frequently to discuss various
alternative courses of action. A special staff group, as-

signed to this study, was directed to prepare test assign-

ment plans and such other analyses as required by the

Commission.

Recently, also, the Commission received the report of the
Television Allocations Study Organization (TASO) em-
bodying the results of its research into the technical aspects
of present and potential vhf and uhf television service. The
TASO work included studies of transmitting and receiv-

ing equipment, prediction and measurement of signal

propagation, and subjective determinations of picture

quality levels, together with field tests and theoretical

analyses of television service. TASO’s functions were
limited by its charter to technical study, fact finding, in-

vestigation, and interpretation of technical data. Accord-
ingly, TASO has not recommended any specific technical

standards for the Commission to use in its regulatory work.
The selection of such specifications remains the Commis-
sion’s responsibility, but complete data were supplied from
which such a choice could be made. Furthermore, the TASO
data on equipment were based on current design and
performance, and estimates of possible future improve-
ments are left for the Commission to determine.

The work of TASO has been concluded, with the excep-
tion of tests of directional transmitting antennas, and the
preparation of a final report of the panel dealing with
analysis of the accumulated data. It is expected that these
remaining tasks will be accomplished within the next few
months.

The TASO report is a comprehensive and useful com-
pilation of technical data on the various factors affecting

television service. These data have been taken into account
generally by the Commission in this presentation. Further
detailed study of the TASO report will be a part of the
Commission’s continuing consideration of television allo-

cations and service.

In the course of the Commission’s deliberations to date,

we have reached substantial agreement on two general
conclusions, as follows:

1. No rearrangement of the 12 vhf channels can provide
for a nationwide, competitive television system, adequate
for the reasonable needs of our growing population and
expanding economy. While the Commission has stated this

conclusion on a number of previous occasions, we deemed
it highly desirable to subject this view to a critical re-

evaluation. Accordingly, we examined various methods of

extending the use of the 12 vhf channels, from reducing
present minimum co-channel and adjacent channel spac-
ings to an overall reshuffling of television assignments.
Various engineering concepts of allocation were explored
in practical interrelationship with economic and policy
criteria. These studies demonstrated that while immediate
shortages in some communities could be alleviated, other
long-range public interest criteria could not be satisfied
within a 12-channel system.

2. The Commission is likewise convinced that “deinter-
mixture”—the assignment of vhf-only facilities to some
communities, and uhf-only to others—cannot provide a
long-term answer to the allocations dilemma. Deinter-
mixture limited to selected communities cannot provide the
needed stimulus for future uhf expansion. Area deinter-
mixture, on the other hand, would involve large-scale
disruption to the public and introduce inequities and in-
efficiency in the distribution of station facilities among the
separate communities and states.

The alternative policies, which we have studied, may be
summarized, as follows:

a. A 50-channel vhf system, retaining the present 12 vhf
channels.

b. A contiguous 50-channel vhf system, retaining the
present vhf channels 7-13 and withdrawing from television
use ch. 2-6.

c. A contiguous 25-channel vhf system, retaining ch.
7-13.

d. The present 82-channel vhf-uhf system.

e. A 70-channel all-uhf system.

The Commission feels that before it can finally agree on
one or another of these alternatives, it must ascertain
whether a wholesale reallocation of vhf spectrum space
would be feasible and in the public interest. In this con-
nection, the Commission is currently exploring with the
Government (OCDM) the possibility of reallocating the
government band above 216 me to non-Government use.
We are hopeful that a definite answer to this question can
be given within the next few months. While the same
question was answered in the negative in 1956, the Com-
mission feels that renewed discussions with Government
allocation officials on this issue are very much in order.
Certainly, our search for a solution would be incomplete
without a final determination of the possibility of a vhf
reallocation.

If, however, additional vhf frequencies become available
for non-government assignment, the Commission must
consider the needs not only of television but of other vital

radio services seeking additional space in this portion of
the spectrum. The requirements of these services for fre-
quencies are currently being examined by the Commission



in a general reallocation proceeding involving the spectrum

between 25 and 890 me. (Docket No. 11997).

Statement of Problem

The crux of the television allocation problem is the

severe limitation on the number of stations, arising from

the inability of the uhf broadcasting stations to develop as

an integral part of a nationwide, competitive television

system. Station growth has practically reached its ceiling

within the 12 vhf channels allocated to television, while

only minor clusters of stations presently survive within the

70 uhf channels.

As of April 1, a total of 434 vhf and 75 uhf commercial

stations were in operation in 268 TV markets (See Ap-

pendix A). These figures have changed little during the

past two years, although the economic indices of the in-

dustry continue their upward trend and the potentialities

for profitable operation at least in the larger markets are

highly attractive.

The Commission’s hope for the commercial ^ccess of

uhf television expressed in the Sixth Report & Order has

not materialized. Since 1952, almost half of the 369 pewits

for uhf stations have been voluntarily surrendered Even

more significantly, 90 of the 165 uhf stations which were

constructed and put into operation are now off the air. By

way of contrast, in the same period only about 10% ot the

vhf permits issued have been turned back and only 6 out

of the 333 vhf stations constructed are now off the air.

Nor are there any favorable trends pointing toward a

substantial improvement in the uhf situation. Current

statistics of the TV set-manufacturing industry indicate

that production of all-channel receivers has dropped below

10% of total production. A recent commercial nationwide

survey of TV homes in the Spring of 1958 reported only

3.2 million TV homes vewing one or more uhf stations. (A

similar survey in 1956 reported 3.7 million uhf_ homes.)

Furthermore, of the 75 commercial uhf stations in opera-

tion during the first half of 1958, only 26 or 33% reported

profitable operations.

The inability of uhf stations to prosper in the presence

of vhf service has severely limited the opportunities to

establish additional stations in many markets throughout

the nation. For example, among 103 top television markets

there are 36 with less than 3 vhf or 3 uhf stations now in

operation or anticipated. Many of these are numbered

among the nation’s largest population centers, such as

Hartford-New Haven, Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo, Birming-

ham, Providence, Dayton, Toledo, Syracuse, and Rochester.

In virtually all of these areas, the shortage of facilities in

operation is a serious obstacle to fully effective competition

both at the network and the community levels.

The inability of uhf to provide additional television out-

lets has been felt keenly in these 36 markets. The table

below describes the uhf history in these markets;

TV markets among top 103

with less than 3 vhf
r »» i *

assignments and in which: ^o. of Markets

Uhf is now on the air 11

Uhf failed ^
Uhf never attempted l

'

Total

Of the 11 markets in this group where uhf is now on the

air in competition with vhf, the uhf operators in most of

these communities have filed petitions with tae Commission

alleging inability to survive and urging the Commission

to provide relief through substitution of vhf for uhf, or

through deintermixture of all-uhf.

Uhf stations tend to persist mainly in those areas where

only negligible vhf service is available to the community

by virtue of either distance or terrain. Outside the top 103

TV markets, uhf is operating in 33 communities; all but 5

of these are uhf-only. Many of these uhf-only communities

receive some vhf service from other areas and this, coupled

with the fact that the uhf-only market is typically srnall,

leads in most cases to unprofitable operation for the uhf.

Under these circumstances, it is clear that virtually no

opportunity exists under the present allocatmn plan for

long-term growth in the number of television stations.

Only 70 of the total commercial vhf assignments within the

continental United States are potentially available for new
stations, and these are located in sparsely populated areas
of the North Central and Western States. Few, if any, can
be utilized in areas where demand now exists for stations.

Any allocation plan designed to meet the nation’s tele-

vision needs must provide opportunity for expansion. No
precise formula is available for gauging the extent of
future demand for television service. It must be assumed,
however, that the television broadcasting industry, which
has grown into a billion-dollar industry in the short space
of 10 years, would continue to expand substantially pro-
vided additional channels were available on which stations
could operate on a competitive basis.

The task is to shape an allocation plan that will foster
an expanding and competitive nationwide television sys-
tem. Such an allocation plan should provide adequately,
within the framework of private operation, for coverage
of all the people, for local community outlets, for competi-
tion particularly in the larger markets, and for educational
needs.

These characteristics of a nationwide television system
have been often stated by the Commission. The prime im-
portance which the Commission attaches to encouraging
nationwide service and the great value it places on local

community outlets and educational television are generally
known. A word of explanation is in order, however, regard-
ing the need for competitive facilities in the larger
markets. In the Sixth Report, and in subsequent amend-
ments to the Table of Assignments, the Commission allo-

cated an average of 6-7 commercial and educational
assignments to each of the top 100 television markets, with
a maximum of 10. This was appropriate with 82 channels
and the expectation that uhf would be competitive. In its

current studies, however, the Commission has faced the i

.

hard question: What is the appropriate number of assign- *

ments which should be made to these major population
centers, assuming that the present TV allocation plan must
be altered and less overall spectrum space is available to
television?

The Commission’s answer is that it would be desirable
in the public interest to assign at least 5 stations (4 com- :

mercial and 1 educational) to each major television market,
if this can be done consistent with the availability of
spectrum space and the needs of other radio services. In
general, these major markets have 100,000 or more homes
within the area covered by a TV station signal, and include
combinations of separate communities following the actual
pattern of national television advertising (e.g. Hartford-
New Haven-New Britain-Waterbury is defined as one
market). Adequate stations in these markets are critically

necessary both for satisfying the requirements of national
and local competition.

Prior to the establishment of television stations in small •

towns, coverage of the rural and fringe population is de-
pendent, primarily, on service from stations in the large
urban centers where advertising support first develops. The
stations located in these top 100 markets can reach approxi-
mately 85 percent of all homes, thus providing the basic
framework for a nationwide service.

Similarly, the number of outlets in these markets is

directly related to the opportunities for competition among
networks and other television program suppliers. If there
are adequate facilities in these markets the industry as a
whole benefits. Advertiser support for the medium is stim-
ulated, and the supply of program fare is expanded. 'The
greater availability of program product is of benefit to all

stations, large and small, as well as to the public.

Compared to the present situation, five television stations
allocated to and operating in each of the top 100 markets
would encourage existing and new network competition,
more fully satisfy other national and local needs, and pro-
vide more adequately for the nation’s educational tele- i

vision service. '***!(: I

The remainder of this presentation discusses each alter- i

native course of action looking toward the development of t

a television system generally geared to the above criteria, k

Television with 12 Vhf Channels I
The number of stations within the 12 vhf channels has F

practically reached its ceiling, given current co-channel '



' and adjacent-channel minimum spacing requirements. The
approximately 70 vhf station assignments currently un-
applied for are in areas with very low population density,

and these assignments cannot be transferred to areas
where additional stations are in active demand. Any possi-

I

bilities for dropping-in additional assignments, or moving
unused assignments, are so limited as to be considered
practically insignificant.

One obvious method of increasing the number of stations

in the vhf band is to reduce station spacing requirements.
This technique can be used to remedy current shortages in

• a number of markets. It cannot, however, provide sufficient

outlets to satisfy the long-run, expanding needs of tele-

vision as set forth in our criteria.

This conclusion is based directly on test plans embody-
ing three different approaches to the distribution of assign-

ments within 12 vhf channels. In one approach all existing

vhf assignments were left undisturbed, and new assign-

ments were squeezed in at reduced spacing. This plan
demonstrated that any sizeable increase in the number of

outlets could be obtained only through drastic reduction

in station spacing. Because of the geographical distribution

pattern of cities, a large increase in assignments is obtain-

able only at minimum co-channel spacings in the neighbor-
hood of 100 miles. With such spacing, the usable signal of

the squeezed-in stations would extend only a few miles in

the direction of operating stations on the same channel, if

full protection were afforded the service areas of existing
stations. The alternative would be to reduce the service

range of established stations in order to provide an
economically feasible service area for the new stations.

Under this latter alternative, coverage of both the new
and the established stations would be limited effectively to

30-35 miles. (The technical parameters used in the test

assignment plans are shown in Appendix B.)

Such shrinkage in the service areas of individual stations
results in “white” areas where mutual interference destroys
service now available. The rural and fringe population
residing in these areas would be deprived effectively of
television service unless or until new stations were estab-

. fished nearby. Thus, a plan which requires general reduc-
tion in station spacing may delete some or all of the

1

1

program services for an indefinite period in many homes
where such program services are now available.

Moreover, despite its many unrealistic spacings, the test

plan did not contain sufficient outlets to meet the Commis-
sion’s criteria. It fell short of providing even four stations
to each of the top 100 markets. The greatest weakness of
the plan was its inability to meet the long-run needs of
communities for local outlets. It could not satisfy even the
current needs of these communities. For example, it did
not permit sufficient vhf assignments to replace the assign-
ments of all operating uhf stations in the same com-
munities. It was unable, likewise, to provide a vhf facility

in each community where a uhf permit is currently held,

or where uhf operation has been attempted and failed.

Genei’ally, the same shortcomings are evident in two
other plans of assignment within the 12 vhf channels. In
one of these plans, less extreme cuts in station spacing
were used but the present frequency assignments of operat-
ing vhf stations were extensively reshuffled as though the
television industry were starting from scratch. While this
plan was more efficient than the other alternatives, it too
involved reduced station service areas and insufficient room
for the growth of competitive stations in the larger
markets or of local outlets in smaller communities.

The third approach also started from scratch without
regard to the present frequency assignments of stations;
it attempted to assign channels in clusters rather than in-
dividually as a means of maximizing channel efficiency.

This principle could not be applied generally, however,
because of the variegated pattern of distances between
cities, the impracticability of assigning the same number
of stations uniformly to all communities, and the limita-
tions involved in protecting against adjacent channel in-

terference. This approach proved little more than an
exercise: it would disrupt the present vhf television struc-
ture without significant compensating benefits.

I In our analysis, we also considered the possibilities of
using precision offset and directional antennas. Based on
the latest available data, it appears that neither of these
techniques can overcome the inherent limitations of a

12-channeI system. Theoretically, with precision offset

co-channel separation could be reduced from 170 miles to

140 miles without reducing the service areas of the stations.

This calculation is based on theoretical computations; it

has not been subjected to the rigors of general field testing
involving a large group of stations. More important, a
reduction in minimum spacing of this order cannot make
possible the needed flexibilty and expansiveness of assign-
ments. As stated above, a significant increase in the num-
ber of assignments is possible only if co-channel spacing is

reduced to 100 miles, but at this level precision offset is

relatively ineffective in maintaining adequate service areas.

With respect to directional antennas, it has not yet been
demonstrated that they can be relied upon as an allocation
tool for reducing minimum station spacing on an overall
basis. A further study of this problem has been started by
TASO.

In summary, it is virtually impossible within the confines
of 12 channels to have both sufficient competitive outlets in
the major markets and local outlets in a large number of
communities. A 12-channel television system is inadequate,
lowever the spacings are juggled. If additional assignments
are made to some of the larger markets, this necessarily
restricts the potentialities for local outlets or educational
assignments in other communities.

For all of the above reasons, the Commission has con-
cluded that the allocations dilemma cannot be resolved on
a long-range basis within the 12 vhf channels.

Television Within a Deintermixed Vhf-Uhf System

As described earlier, the general inability of uhf stations
to compete in markets with vhf stations has led to the
present critical television allocation situation. To remedy
the incompatibility of uhf, the Commission in 1956 under-
took to explore the interim possibilities of improving the
opportunities for effective competition among television
stations, pending a long-range allocation solution. The
program involved a study of the feasibility of converting
to non-commercial assignments or eliminating some or all

of the vhf channel assignments in designated cities having
uhf stations, and the transfer of the displaced vhf channels,
to the extent feasible, to wholly vhf areas where they
would increase the number of vhf services.

In assessing deintermixture, the Commission stressed its

limited utility in fostering the fuller utilization of uhf
channels on a nationwide basis. Hopefully, deintermixture
could serve to increase the number of competitive outlets
in some communities, establish a core of viable uhf
markets, and halt further deterioration in the uhf industry.
However, the Commission in its Report of June 1956
pointed out the following shortcomings inherent in an ex-
tensive nationwide program of deintermixture: the unde-
sirability of eliminating vhf assignments in areas with
little uhf set saturation; the penetration of most areas with
signals from vhf-only markets and the consequent inability
to carve out significant areas in which uhf could grow; and
the likelihood that elimination of local vhf assignments
would create substantial “white” areas, unless the uhf
broadcaster could somehow substantially extend his service
area or unless the public in these areas undertook the
additional cost of erecting high receiving antennas. As a
result of these considerations, the Commission described
deintermixture as an “interim” measure, pending adoption
of a long-range solution.

Experience with deintermixture in the intervening years
has demonstrated that it is ineffectual as a national alloca-

tion policy. One or another pertinent consideration has
served to narrow the possible communities in which dein-
termixture could be justified in the public interest: the
opportunity to add vhf assignments at approved minimum
spacings through simple “drop-ins,” rearrangement of
assignments in other nearby communities, or relocation of
station antennas; the danger of creating “white” areas;
the availability of multiple vhf signals from nearby major
centers; unfavorable terrain; or insufficient uhf set con-
version. Procedural delays flowing from adjudicatory re-

quirements in those instances where the Commission has
ordered removal of a vhf assignment also have served to
minimize the immediate benefits expected from deinter-
mixture.

Nevertheless, in line with our decision to reexamine and
reevaluate all possible allocation measures, studies were
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made of deintermixture, both on a selective community and
on a general area basis. Two assignment plans incorporat-

ing these approaches were studied.

In one study, a total of 23 communities containing ap-

proximately 1 million homes were selected for deinter-

mixture to all uhf. The markets selected generally have
1 vhf and 1 or more uhf assignments and are reasonably
distant from vhf-only markets. Included in the 23 com-
munities were places such as Lancaster, Manchester, Flint,

and Spartanburg which have uhf assignments but no op-

erating uhf stations and thus have little or no uhf set

saturation. A transistion to uhf in these markets would be

a slow and difficult process. Furthermore, it is not certain

that some of the new all-uhf communities would be suffici-

ently distant from vhf centers to avoid “overshadowing.”
Thus, uhf in Lancaster would be subjected to the competi-

tion of Philadelphia vhf stations, uhf in Manchester could

be effectively “overshadowed” by Boston, and uhf in Flint

could be adversely affected by Detroit. There is no firm

assurance, therefore, that uhf stations would be built in

all these new uhf communities.

Another relevant consideration in assessing this limited

deintermixture plan is the impact of uhf set production.

Undoubtedly, deintermixture in these communities would
provide some additional stimulus to set manufacturers.

However, the market for new uhf-equipped receivers

would be substantially less than the estimated one million

homes in these 23 communities since a number of these

communities already have partial uhf set distribution.

The limited effect of a selective deintermixture plan on

the promotion of uhf suggested the alternative approach

of area deintermixture. Here the objectives were to ensure

the continuance of present uhf operation and to create

areas and populations dependent upon uhf service sufficient

to provide a strong incentive to receiver manufacturers to

produce all-channel receivers. The deintermixture area was
outlined by including a chain of communities having uhf

experience; this was expanded to encompass nearby and
interspersed vhf communities in order to form a solid and
sizeable uhf-only area.

In order to ensure that the areas and populations de-

pendent upon uhf would be large enough to foster the uhf

industry generally, it was found necessary in the plan to

deintermix many large markets with little or no previous

uhf experience. Examples of such markets include Cincin-

nati, Atlanta, Louisville, Indianapolis, Columbus, Ro-

chester, Dayton, Toledo, and Syracuse, among others. This

particular area deintermixture plan would require the

deletion of about 90 vhf stations which could not be

transferred elsewhere. As a result of such drastic re-

shuffling of assignments, a total of some 12 million homes
might become dependent upon uhf for television service in

these areas.

The shortcomings of this approach are readily apparent.

The criteria for selection of the areas for deintermixture

are too vague to prevent “discrimination” as among com-

munities; the dislocation is too substantial without neces-

sarily ensuring that all receivers would thereafter be all-

channel sets; and there would be little or no additional

opportunities for communities within the vhf-only areas

to have a local outlet or multiple stations.

Therefore, at this time the Commission concludes that

broad area deintermixture would be too disruptive to be

feasible as an interim measure and too inefficient because

of its partial use of the vhf and the uhf channels to serve

as a long-run solution.

Alternative Courses of Action

Short of a major technical innovation, it appears that the

Commission’s long-run objective of a fully expanded, com-

petitive nationwide television system cannot be realized

within 12 vhf channels or through deintermixture. Ac-

cordingly, the Commission has been studying various

alternative courses of action, each of which will be dis-

cussed in turn.

50-Channel Vhf System Retaining
the Present 12 Vhf Channels

The optimum or ideal solution for television would be a

fully expanded, all-vhf allocation. Such a system would

meet the public demand for a generally satisfactory and

economical service, under varying home conditions.

This raises two critical interrelated questions; As a
practical matter, can the necessary additional vhf spec-
trum space be allocated to television? And what are the
costs of such reallocation?

As a preliminary step, we have attempted to ascertain
the minimum number of channels required. The number
of channels which should be assigned to television, obvious-
ly, is a matter of judgment. The policy factors to be as-

sessed include the importance of television to the American I

people, including television’s contribution to political, eco- 3

nomic, religious, educational, informational, entertainment, ,

and other public needs; the current and long-run demand I

for television stations; and the conflicting needs of other :

services. Balancing these and other considerations, the
Commission in the Sixth Report assigned 82 channels to '

television. This compares closely with the assignments '

to other broadcast services—107 channels to AM and 100
channels to FM. Television, however, requires a far
larger share of the spectrum. A single TV channel occupies
600 times as much spectrum space as an AM channel and
30 times as much as an FM channel.

Concurrent with and following the allocation of spec-
trum space to television, a great qjany other services have
been allocated space in the vhf or lower uhf bands. Because
of the requirements of these various other services, tele-

vision cannot retain its 82 channels if it must develop large-
ly within the vhf. Accordingly, the question is posed as to i

the minimum number of channels necessary and feasible
for a nationwide, competitive television system, with fair, -

efficient and equitable distribution of facilities among the •

States and communities.

On the basis of our studies, we have determined that 50
channels would provide ample opportunity for a nation- j

wide, competitive television system. Sample assignment ;

plans were drawn covering 19 States east of the Missis- i

sippi River and north of Tennessee and North Carolina. i

The problems of equitable allocation of assignments are i

greatest in this region because of the dense poulation and t

the concentration of cities. Minimum co-channel spacings i

of 170 miles and adjacent channel spacings of 60 miles i

were maintained, and appropriate protection was provided i

Canadian assignments according to existing agreements. J

With these safeguards of individual station coverage, it I

was possible with 50 channels within and adjoining the vhf
band to provide sufficient assignments to foster competition
in large markets, to meet the requirements of an expanded
educational television service, and to permit a considerable
growth in local community outlets.

With 50 channels, a minimum of 5 stations could be pro-

vided in all major television markets. In a number of these
markets, additional assignments would be available when
needed. At the same time, it would be possible to provide
liberally for the future growth of community facilities.

For example, an assignment would be available to replace
every operating or authorized station, vhf or uhf. More-
over, at least one station could be assigned in this region to

every community of 35,000 population or more which was
located in a county of at least 50,000 population. Assign-
ments could also be made to large “overshadowed” com-
munities such as Atlantic City, Worcester, and Easton-
Allentown now blanketed within the service areas of mul-
tiple stations located in nearby, major markets. While the

public in the overshadowed communities have a choice of

programs, the Commission believes they should also have
the opportunity to be served by local stations, if this

proves economically feasible.

Based on the test plans it was determined, further, that

with 50 channels provision could be made for educational

television, both in the large markets and in smaller com-

munities which are important educational centers.

If 50 channels could be allocated to television within

and adjoining, the vhf band there would then be a reason-

able opportunity for television’s expansion. However, foi

years the vhf band has been in great demand by various

other radio services. In fact, the demand generated by high-

ly important services—including police, fire, transportation

industrial, and business—far exceeds the supply of vhJ .

frequencies. The demands of these services for additiona
|

spectrum space is so critical that the Commission is cur-

rently engaged in a general allocation proceeding with re

spect to the spectrum space between 25 and 890 me.
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Nevertheless, from the standpoint of meeting television’s

f
needs, it would be highly desirable if the present 12 vhf
channels allocated to television could be retained, and space

provided for 38 additional channels. This would minimize

I
the disruption and transition cost for the public and the

1

broadcasters, particularly if all operating vhf stations

I

could continue without change in their frequency assign-

ments. The TV allocation would be divided into three non-
contiguous segments as at present: 54-72 me. (Ch. 2-4);

76-88 me. (Ch. 5-6); and 174-444 me. (Ch. 7-51). This would
require an additional block of 228 me. above TV Ch. 13.

On the other hand, the uhf TV allocation which begins at

470 me. and extends to 890 me. could then be released for

non-broadcast services. The band 216-450 me. is allocated

exclusively to the Government, except for the amateur
bands 220-225 me. and 420-450 me., the aeronautical radio-

• navigation band 328.6-335.4 me., and the meteorological

I aids band 400-406 me., which are available to both govern-

I ment and non-government users on a shared basis. The bulk

of the government operations between 216 and 450 me. is

military. For reasons of equipment standardization many
countries have allocations that closely parallel those of the

United States. If, therefore, changes are made in the do-

mestic allocations for television and general communication
services, this will affect allocation decisions in other coun-
tries. Any such spectrum reallocation must therefore be
coordinated closely with the other interested nations. The
time required to complete such negotiations and implement
the changes would undoubtedly extend over a period of

years.

Furthermore, since a number of the systems operating

in the band 216-450 me. are there because of the propaga-
, tion characteristics of that portion of the spectrum, they

would have to be moved to frequency bands with similar

characteristics if they are to continue to perform the func-
I tion intended. It must be determined, for example, whether

existing operations in the vicinity of 216 me. could perform
properly if moved above 450 me. As a practical matter, also,

it is highly unlikely that the band 328.6-335.4 (the equiva-
' lent of one TV channel) could be reallocated, since this

change would affect all aircraft equipped for instrument
landing.

It must also be pointed out that a 50-channel system, as

I described above, would be located almost equally within the

vhf and uhf bands. There would be 26 channels in the vhf
portion of the spectrum, which extends to 300 me., while
the remaining 24 channels would extend into the lower
portion of the uhf spectrum. The last channel at 444 me.
would cut off below the present uhf TV band, which begins
at 470 me. However, the upper channels within the 50-

channel system would be more subject to shadows, absorp-
tion, and other undesirable effects, and would permit less

extensive service areas than do the present 12 vhf channels.

In particular, there would be a variation in service area as
between stations operating on the lower vhf channels and
those on the upper channels.

Transition to an expanded vhf system would also involve
additional costs to the public. Of the 44 million television

homes, none is equipped to receive vhf channels above Ch.
13. Presumably, in the course of a 10-year period, practical-

ly all these homes would replace their current television

sets. Hopefully, all such new receivers would be equipped

I

to receive all 50 channels. If, contrariwise, the bulk of the
public continued to purchase sets equipped to receive only
the 12 vhf channels, the television allocations dilemma
would remain unsolved. For, under such conditions, the
new vhf stations would face the same economic hardships
as uhf stations have suffered since 1952.

Although the Commission cannot predict the production
and marketing plans of television set manufacturers, we
would earnestly hope that the television broadcasters and
manufacturers would utilize their full resources to promote

- the success of an expanded vhf system. The long-run pri-

vate interests of the television industry, no less than the
interests of the viewing public require a solution of the
television allocation problem and the establishment of a
nationwide, competitive television system.

However, we cannot rely on optimistic expectations.
^ The uhf experience, and the FM experience earlier, suggest
• that within the competitive market framework the tend-

ency to cut costs militates against the universal production
of all-channel receivers. The incentives will be strong to

continue to market receivers predominantly equipped for

12 channels only, in line with the present-day set produc-
tion and distribution pattern. To disturb this pattern and
to produce a new receiver equipped for all 50 channels im-
poses new costs on the industry which, initially at least,

is likely to be passed on to the consumer. Some of the same
difficulties which now beset manufacturers in producing
an efficient and convenient vhf-uhf receiver would likewise
be present in producing a set required to cover the fre-
quencies ranging from 54 to 444 me. Television manufac-
turers may conclude that their production should include
both 12-channel and 50-channel sets, as well as sets
equipped to receive some intermediate number of channels.
These manufacturers will maintain that they can thus
satisfy the public best. If stations in one community oper-
ate on ch. 2-13, why burden the public in that community
with the additional cost of a 50-channel set? On the other
hand, if stations in another community begin operation at
ch. 14 or above, the manufacturers would then proceed to
supply receivers for these new channels for that commun-
ity.

However reasonable this policy may appear, it could start
in motion a vicious circle. Without an audience, the new
stations will lack advertising suppoz't; lacking such sup-
port the stations will fail. New broadcasters will risk
their capital in developing the new vhf channels only if

there is a reasonable likelihood that all-channel receivers
will be widely distributed. However, in the major markets
with 3 or more stations in operation the average consumer
is not likely to insist on a receiver which would enable him
to receive additional stations in the future. But if these
markets which purchase the bulk of all television receivers
are supplied with 12-channel sets only, then the incentives
will not exist for the development of a 50-channel tele-
vision system.

In short, there is the danger of repeating the vhf-uhf
experience unless steps are taken to require the production
of sets equipped to receive the new channels as well as the
established 12 vhf channels. This appears an essential pre-
requisite for the success of any long-run measure to resolve
the television problem even though it has the disadvantage
of adding to the cost of the receivers. It would require,
however, a legislative enactment that all TV sets shipped
in interstate commerce must be equipped to receive all

channels assigned to television. If such a statute were
coupled with the removal of the set excise tax, this could
serve to offset partially the added cost to the public of the
new receivers.

We have indicated some, and by no means all, of the
major difficulties necessarily involved in any such whole-
sale change of the present television structure. Under the
best of circumstances, the transition would take at least
a full decade; it would involve the expenditure of large sums
of money by the Government for conversion of existing
facilities; it would require the cooperation of other nations;
it might cost the public some additional, although now in-

determinate, sums for all-channel sets; and it would re-

quire new legislation to ensue production of all-channel
receivers only.

Contiguous 50-Channel TV System Retaining Ch. 7-13

The first alternative, which has been discussed above,
looks toward a 50-channel system retaining all the present
12 vhf channels. A second alternative is a continuous 50-
channel system beginning at 174 me. (Ch. 7) and extending
upward to 474 me. The spectrum space required for this
plan is now almost entirely allocated to the Government
between 216 and 450 me. and to non-Government land
mobile radio services between 450 and 470 me.

This alternative would involve the release of the lower
portion of the vhf spectrum, now used by TV stations on
Ch. 2-6, and the release of the uhf TV allocation. This
would increase the net amount of spectrum space available
for allocation to other services by 192 me. (i.e., the differ-

ence between the present 82 channels and 50 channels). It

also may better serve the needs of various communication
services which now require some additional vhf or uhf
spectrum space. Further, there may be some economies in

set design and j)roduction in a continuous band between
174 and 474 me. The ratio between the lowest and highest
channels would be less than 2Va to 1, as compared to the
ratio of 16 to 1 in the present vhf-uhf system.

On the other hand, this alternative would be subject
to the same complex and costly coiiversion and transitional
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problems as outlined with respect to the first alternative.
In addition, the loss of Ch. 2-6, while releasing valuable
spectrum space for other services and increasing the in-
centive of the public to purchase new receivers, will
impose a substantial burden on the stations required to
move to new assignments above 216 me. Aside from the
cost of additional transmitting equipment, the present
service areas and the audience of these stations would
be reduced.

We must assume that such wholesale frequency reas-
signments will be opposed by individual stations. If we were
required to hold an adjudicatory proceeding with respect
to each such frequency reassignment, the process could
be so time consuming and burdensome as to defeat any
solution of the television problem. To cope with this pro-
cedural hurdle, we may recommend an amendment to the
Communications Act authorizing the Commission to change
the frequency of any individual station through a general
rule-making proceeding, when an overall readjustment of
station assignments is required in the public interest.

Contiguous 25-vhf Channel System Retaining Ch. 7-13

Previously, 2 expanded vhf television allocation systems
were discussed, both comprising 50 channels. Another alter-

native studied was the allocation to television of 25 con-
tiguous vhf channels.

This approach recognizes the possibility that because of
national defense and other needs it may prove infeasible

to allocate to television 50 channels in the vhf and the
contiguous uhf frequencies. The Commission, therefore,

considered the minimal number of channels which would
correct the serious deficiencies of the present television

system. Our studies have indicated that the lower limit of
such an allocation to television is 25 channels. The alloca-

tion would begin at television Ch. 7 (174 me.) and continue
to 324 me. Under this alternative, television would lose

channels 2-6 in the lower portion of the vhf band and
would obtain from the Government the additional spectrum
space between 216 and 324 me.

As would be expected, a 25-channel system falls short

of achieving the fiexibility and the opportunities for sta-

tion expansion in local communities which are possible

in a 50-channel system. With present minimum spacing
requirements, a 25-channel plan would allow 5 stations in

the bulk of the top 100 television markets. The opportu-
nities for growth above this minimum would be limited,

however.

The major shortcoming of a 25-channel plan lies in its

inability to meet community needs for local outlets. If it

is to allow expansion in the large markets, it must skimp
in its assignments to other communities. As an illustra-

tion, 65 communities were selected in the test area as
requiring one assignment. Included in this group were
“overshadowed” communities and other medium and
smaller communities with a cut off, as mentioned previ-
ously, of 35,000 city and 50,000 county population. Under
a 50-channel plan, all of these communities could have a
local assignment. With 25-channels, station assignments
could not be made to 50 of the 65 selected communities.

Obviously, if the 25-channel plan were drawn with dif-

ferent specifications, as, for example, limiting the top
markets to a maximum of 4 assignments, more assign-
ments would be available for smaller communities. Overall,

a 25-channel system would permit moderate expansion
in the present number of stations, thus strengthening the
competitive position of the third network while permitting
additional educational or independent station operation. It

would also permit the release of substantial spectrum space
in the uhf and vhf bands for other radio service. As against
these advantages must be weighed the inevitable costs of

a changeover from the present system.

82-Channel Vhf-Uhf System, with All Sets
Capable of Receiving Both Vhf and Uhf

If our current study with the Government discloses

that a rearrangement of the non-government allocation to

provide sufficient additional channels in the vhf and ad-
joining uhf frequencies for television is infeasible, the
alternatives are the present 82-channel vhf-uhf system,
or an all-uhf system.

Our earlier discussion indicates quite clearly that the
present intermixed system will not work so long as the

overwhelming bulk of home sets are equipped to receive
only the 12 vhf channels. It appears that this critical
handicap can be overcome only by imposing a statutory
requirement that all television sets shipped in interstate
commerce should be equipped to receive both vhf and uhf
channels. Uhf conversion would then come automatically
over the next 10 years, as the public replaced present re-
ceivep. If uhf stations were potentially able to reach all
television homes in their communities, this might provide
the necessary stimulus for the widescale development of
uhf service.

This course, if effective, would have many advantages.
By retaining the 12 vhf channels, wide-area service to
rural and fringe populations would be ensured throughout
the United States. At the same time, the 70 uhf channels
would permit multiple stations in the major markets as
well as local stations in over 1,000 communities.

Moreover, uhf could grow with a minimum of disruption
to the present television structure. The public would con-
tinue to receive service from all operating stations, vhf
and uhf. At the same time, existing uhf stations would be
strengthened as the normal turnover of receivers even-
tually resulted in all television homes being converted to
uhf. The expansion of uhf-equipped homes, in turn, might
attract new uhf stations to the air. Thus, over the next
decade, the public could have a wider choice of program
sources, commercial and educational, national and local.

Such nationwide distribution of all-channel receivers
cannot be accomplished, however, without cost. It is likely
that the public will be required to pay more for an all-
channel receiver than for a vhf-only set. At present, the
differential averages about $25. In addition, the installa-
tion of an outdoor uhf antenna is required in most homes
beyond the immediate confines of a uhf station. The cost
for antenna and installation may add another $25 or more
to the consumer’s price. Thus, if the average cost of a
vhf-only installation is $200-$225 the comparable price of
an all-channel installation may be 25% higher.

J

Whether the differential would remain at this level
depends on the outcome of a number of conflicting forces.
Undoubtedly, there would be a strong tendency toward
cutting the differential. If set output were 100% all- ,

channel instead of less than 10% as at present, some t

savings would be found and the pressure of competition, I
which is so strong in radio set manufacturing, would lead I

to lower set prices.

On the other hand, there would also be cost-increasing I

forces at work. Today’s uhf receivers are significantly |

inferior to vhf receivers in noise level, in ease of tuning, .<

and in the longevity of some components. Those inad-
equacies in uhf tuners serve to reduce the quality and b

range of uhf signals, and are a significant factor in the «

difficulties encountered by uhf stations in building and b

retaining audiences. In intermixed vhf-uhf communities t

where a full schedule of popular network programming 5

has been on uhf stations (viz Buffalo, Hartford, Mil- )

waukee, etc.), the uhf-equipped public has tuned to fewer t

network programs on these stations than anticipated on 1

the basis of the audience appeal of these same programs 1

in other communities where the programs were presented
on vhf stations. While this difference in public response
cannot be attributed entirely to the relative inferiority
of the uhf receiver, it is an important factor.

The set manufacturer has, or can develop, the techniques
necessary for improving uhf tuners. These, however,
would increase the cost of production and, because of the
declining market for uhf receivers, manufacturers have
been reluctant to undertake costly equipment redesign and
development. Presumably, this trend would be reversed if

television set production were exclusively in combined vhf-
uhf receivers. With a greater market potential, manu-
facturers would have an opportunity to introduce im-
proved uhf tuners even if it necessitated a somewhat
higher price to the consumer.

The same effect might also be achieved if the legisla-

tion requiring vhf-uhf receivers empowered the Commis-
sion to set reasonable standards in the public interest
with reference to the quality of the receivers. Pursuant j

to such a mandate, after a given period to permit a I

changeover, the Commission might, for example, with- '

hold type approval of uhf tuners which were substantially
inferior to vhf receivers.
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Whethei- introduced voluntarily or by Commission di-

rection, improvements in uhf sets may result in higher
prices to the public, at least initially. The net effect of this

tendency as against the price-reducing factors previously
mentioned cannot be gauged. Certainly we cannot overlook
the possibility that the price of the combined vhf-uhf re-

ceivers might continue to be higher than the cost of
present vhf-only receivers. In addition, some additional
cost would be borne by the public for a uhf outdoor antenna
installation, which is necessary if conversion to uhf is to

be generally effective.

Notwithstanding the general availability of all-channel
receivers, it is by no means certain, moreover, that an
intermixed vhf-uhf system would prove competitively
feasible in markets with multiple vhf facilities. Propaga-
tionwise, uhf stations have a shorter service range than
vhf stations, and they also suffer from a greater variabil-

ity in quality of service within their service range, owing
to the effects of uneven terrain, tall buildings, and chang-
ing atmospheric and foliage conditions. These differences
are most apparent to the public in areas where both vhf
and uhf stations are in operation and a direct comparison
of the two is made. These differences will tend to handi-
cap the uhf stations in their efforts to obtain network
affiliation and national advertiser support.

The counter argument may be advanced that these dif-

ferences between vhf and uhf will become less important in

the long run. Reference is made to the AM experience and
the presence in the same market of large and small stations.
However, the small AM stations have available to them
very inexpensive forms of programming which can at-

tract substantial audiences in competition with network-
affiliated stations. In the final analysis, the economic pros-
pects for uhf stations in an intermixed vhf-uhf system may
depend on the general availability of inexpensive and
popular programming fare as well as on the requirement of
all-channel receivers.

70-Channel Uhf System

A fifth alternative considered by the Commission is the
assignment of all television stations to the uhf band. This
approach presumes that the present vhf-uhf allocation
cannot be made to work successfully and that a choice
must be made between retaining the 12 vhf or the 70 uhf
channels. The merits of an all-uhf system has been ex-
tensively debated before your Committee since 1954 and
the arguments, pro and con, are contained in the records
of these hearings and in special staff reports made by and
to your Committee. In our Report of June 1956, we sum-
marized the major benefits which might ensue from an
all-uhf system. Among the more obvious of these bene-
fits are: (a) no other service would be required to move,
(b) the frequency requirements of other radio services
could be accommodated in the space vacated by the present
vhf channel allocation, and (c) no international problems
would be engendered by the implementation of the existing
uhf allocation. Moreover, with 70 channels, there would be
adequate opportunity for multiple, competing stations in

the larger markets and sufficient assignments available
to satisfy the long-run needs of other communities for
local outlets.

In our 1956 Report we stated that before a realistic

appraisal could be made of the coverage potential of uhf,
it would be necessary to ascertain the extent to which uhf
transmission and reception could be improved. The Com-
mission at that time called for a program of expedited
research and development concentrated on uhf ti’ans-

mitters, receivers, and receiving antennas. Subsequently,
various segments of the television industry established
the Television Allocations Study Organization. However,
as a joint industry group TASO could not undertake
equipment research and development programs because
of antitrust considerations.

The Commission as part of its own studies has sought
to ascertain the current status of uhf equipment develoj)-

ment. The main findings of this inquiry may be summarized
as follows: Research and development in uhf is continuing
and some improvements have been made in receiving and
transmitting equipment. A major factor deterring rapid

I

technological improvement in uhf is the unfavorable eco-
nomic outlook for the service. The required improvements
involve additional costs for manufacturers, broadcastei's,
and the public, and there is a natural reluctance to incur
these costs under present conditions.

Individual manufacturers have undertaken research and
development programs in uhf frequencies which are con-
tinuing. In part, these programs have been stimulated by
demand from the military and other non-broadcast users
of uhf frequencies. In part, also, these programs stem from
the normal competitive efforts of manufacturers to im-
prove their product, to capture a larger share of the uhf
receiver and transmitter markets, and to reduce costs.

Nevertheless, the generally unfavorable economic climate
for uhf has retarding effects on the full development and
introduction of technical improvements. Over 90% of tele-

vision set production is vhf-only; with the number of
operating uhf stations declining, there is little or no ex-
pectation of any significant increase in the public demand
for the uhf receiver. Obviously, these facts are taken into
account by manufacturers in deploying their technical
personnel and facilities and in laying out their marketing
I)lans. Manufacturers, naturally, are unwilling to add to
current price differentials between vhf-only and vhf-uhf
receivers, unless the improvements in uhf i-eceivers can be
of substantial and obvious benefit to the public.

This may be illustrated in the efforts made to reduce
the noise level of uhf tuners. The noise figure for present
uhf tuners averages 12.8 to 13.8 db; the comparable figure
for vhf tuners is 6.5-8.5 db. The noise level could be reduced
in a uhf receiver and set performance improved by in-

corporation of an RF amplifier. Several tuljes have been
engineered for this purpose including the ceramic tube
of GE, the pencil tube of RCA, and a German Pc 86 tube.
According to the manufacturers, the best of these devices
would reduce the noise level of uhf tuners to the range of
8-10 db.

It was estimated, by the manufacturers, however, that
the cost to the public for a vhf-uhf receiver so equipped
would average $35-$40 more than the price of a vhf-only
receiver, compared to the present differential of $25. This
estimate was premised on the most favorable conditions,
assuming a nationwide mass market for uhf receivers.
The set manufacturers maintained that the average con-
sumer would not note a reduction in noise level of only
3 to 4 db (as compared to the better uhf receivers) and
that, in any event, the cost of achieving this improvement
was too high.

Some manufacturers were optimistic that a major im-
provement in uhf receivers may be achieved by the use
of transistors, parametric amplifiers, or other semicon-
ductors. The parametric amplifier, which is currently pro-
duced for use in non-broadcast communications, is theoreti-
cally capable of reducing the noise level in receivers to
zero. Before the parametric amplifier is ready to be applied
in commercial television sets, technical changes are re-
quired. While certain manufacturers were optimistic that
these technical difficulties could be overcome, they esti-

mated the production timetable as at least 3-5 years hence.

While the potential exists for substantial improvements
in uhf receiver design, such improvements alone would
not equate uhf with vhf sei’vice. One of the basic character-
istics of radio propagation is that the length of the radio
wave decreases as we move upward in the spectrum. This
places a greater burden on the receiving antenna to cap-
tui’e the shorter wave. With present-day uhf antennas, and
transmission lines, the signal delivered ultimately to the
uhf receiver may be 10 to 20 db less than in the case of
vhf transmission. Moreover, uhf receiving antennas are
somewhat more directive than vhf antennas. Thus, in

order to obtain multiple services from uhf transmitters
located in different directions, the uhf set owner in a
fringe area is more likely to require a rotary-equipped
antenna which would double the cost of the antenna
installation. Although the antenna is an important link in

the development of a uhf system which would more nearly
equate with vhf coverage, there are no major improve-
ments in uhf antenna design in prospect.

The loss in uhf signal capture could be offset in part
by a large increase in uhf transmitted power or by an in-

crease in the number of uhf transmitting locations in a
given area. With few exceptions, uhf stations currently are
operating below the Commission’s maxima with respect

to transmitter power and antenna height. The major limit-

ing factor is cost. The initial and annual recurring costs

rise shaiply with increased power. For example, a uhf
tran-smitting system radiating 250 kw ERP can be as-

sembled (exclusive of tower, buildings, studio, studio equip-

ment and other station facilities) for less than $200,000;
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by comparison, the cost of transmitter and antenna for a

1-megawatt system is estimated at $280,000, and of a 5-

megawatt uhf transmitter system at $740,000. The annual

power and tube expenses directly associated with the cost

of operating such transmitting equipment similarly rises

sharply, from $25,000 for a 250-kw system to an esti-

mated $120,000 for a 5-megawatt system. Obviously, for

the great bulk of uhf stations such increased outlays are

not warranted at this time.

As an alternative to a single superpower transmitter, it

may prove more feasible to extend uhf service by use of

multiple transmitters in a polycasting system. This ap-

pears to be a promising technique although it has not been

field tested as part of a complete system, and it poses

certain problems with respect to availability of channels

and the commercial identification of the stations in the

public mind.

If uhf service is to equate more nearly with vhf service,

it appears essential that improvements be introduced from
transmitters to receivers. The view has been expressed that

the present shortcomings of uhf equipment would be over-

come in large measure if the Commission directed a move
of all television to the uhf. In support of such a move it

is pointed out that other services when moved upward in

the spectrum successfully overcame complex equipment
obstacles; that uhf appears to operate to the satisfaction

of the public in uhf-only areas; that uhf is free from
atmospheric interference and man-made interference; and
that according to TASO findings in some areas of flat

terrain the extent and quality of uhf service equals that

of vhf.

Proponents of uhf contend, moreover, that by one rneans

or another the industry would find a way to establish a

satisfactory nationwide television system in the uhf. They
point to the technical and financial resources of the manu-
facturers and broadcasters, their success in creating a
billion dollar television industry within a decade, and the

advances in uhf which are already available. Given an all-

pervasive public demand for television service and the

high-profit incentives of the industry, uhf proponents con-

tend that a successful transition to uhf inevitably would
be made, in the absence of an alternative system.

These arguments are not without merit. It is highly

probable, for example, that had television begun in the

uhf the public would have found the service acceptable.

Moreover, in this proposal as in any other requiring a
major shift in allocations, present stations could be re-

quired to operate in both bands for a sufficient period to

give the public full use of present receivers.

The Commission, however, cannot initiate such a move
to the uhf unless and until it has strong evidence that uhf
overall can provide service substantially equal to that in

vhf without requiring major increased outlays by the

average family when purchasing new home receiving equip-

ment. We cannot make such a finding at this time. The
Commission is concerned, for example, at the inherent
variability of uhf service—the shadowing which results

from variable terrain, tall buildings, wooded areas and
atmospheric changes. In some extremely flat, treeless areas
within line of sight from the transmitters, uhf service may
be comparable with vhf. However, if the terrain is mode-
rately rolling or the area contains even moderate vegeta-

tion, rocks, houses, or other obstructing, scattering or

absorbing objects, the uhf field strength may be substantial-

ly lower than vhf for equal ERP. This can result in a de-

terioration of service to the public in the area, unless
adequately compensated for in the uhf transmission system.

Aside from the possible loss or deterioration of service

to homes within the noi’mal service areas of uhf stations,

we are fearful that the shorter service range of uhf
stations will deprive rural areas of service. These scattered
rural families are now generally served by vhf stations

located in metropolitan centers. Such stations in most cases
cover a radius of 60-70 miles or more. For the foreseeable

future it must be assumed that the coverage area of the

typical uhf station would be significantly less than of a
vhf station.

The TASO report states that within considerable dis-

tances from a television transmitter picture quality as
observed in the home remains at approximately the same
level, but after a certain distance is exceeded, the home
service tends to deteriorate rapidly. The distance at which
this occurs depends upon many local factors, but generally

is less for uhf than for vhf; moreover, uhf service tends
to fall off more sharply and more completely than does
vhf service. The report states that some of the rea.sons for

the poorer performance at uhf are basic in their natui e

and are not susceptible to complete compensation by the
application of known techniques.

An individual uhf station may be able to extend its

coverage in particular areas by use of boosters or trans-
lators. This decision would turn, however, on the licensee’s

balancing of the costs of such additional coverage as
against the number of families which would be added to

his audience. The Commission cannot compel a station to

provide service which it considers uneconomic, and there
is a definite risk that the economic calculus of individual
stations may result in the creation of “white” areas.

Eventually, service to these areas may come from the
expansion of television stations to the smaller communi-
ties and the resultant filling in of signals on an area basis.

Instead of relying on the wide-area coverage of distant
stations, the public would look to smaller but more numer-
ous local stations for their service.

While we can speculate about these or other means of
extending service generally in a uhf system, we cannot
overlook: (a) the time lag before the necessary improve-
ments would be in actual use, (b) the additional cost to

the public for improved home equipment, (c) the probable
loss of national program seiwices to the rural public if

it must depend on local stations, and (d) the probabilities

that some proportion of the television families would be
deprived of service.

SUMMARY
We have reviewed for you the advantages and dis-

advantages of the various alternative solutions to this

most difficult problem.

Common to all of these allocation solutions are certain
general considerations. One is the long transitional period
required to effectuate an allocation change. Any solution

permitting television to use effectively more than the
present 12 vhf channels necessarily must involve a transi-

tion period of perhaps 10 years or longer. This time is

required to enable the over 40 million vhf-only set owners
to enjoy full use of their present sets before being required
to purchase new receivers. In addition, a reasonable con-
version period must be granted to the broadcasters and to

the non-broadcast radio spectrum users that may be af-

fected if an allocation revision is made.

A second consideration is the need for all-channel re-

ceivers. If a transition from the present television structure
is to be successful, it is essential that after a given date all

receivers sold to the public should be equipped to receive

all television channels. This is necessary to enable broad-
casters on any channel assigned to television to reach the
public effectively. We have learned from experience, how-
ever, that a Commission decision on allocations does not
ensure necessarily the marketing and sale of all-channel
receivers. Cost considerations and other factors may result

in the continued production and sale of sets equipped to

receive only 12 channels. This is particularly true because
during the transitional period operation by present stations

on existing channels is likely to continue until an ultimate
cut-over point is reached.

We, therefore, believe that the Congress should consider
a requirement that all sets shipped in interstate commerce
shall be equipped to receive all television channels in order

J

to permit an allocations solution. Otherwise, there is a |

real danger that irrespective of any Commission decision I

television will continue to be limited effectively to 12 !

channels.

Two other general factors are involved in the television i

allocations problem. One is the current proceeding in i

Docket No. 11997, which is designed to ascertain the future
requirements of all radio services using spectrum space
between 25 and 890 me. This proceeding undoubtedly will

affect our conclusions as to the appropriate division of this

specti'um space between television and other services.

The other general factor which cannot be overlooked is

the dynamic and ever changing character of the electronic

art. Plans devised today for proper development of tele- d

vision may be affected drastically by innovations in the 1

art tomorrow'.

In discussing the specific allocation solutions, we have
indicated that an expanded vhf system comprising 50
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channels (including the present TV channels 2-13, or
alternatively channels 7-13) would satisfy the public
interest criteria insofar as television is concerned. It

would permit nationwide coverage, competing stations in
' the major markets, local community stations in the small

i
communities, and adequate outlets for educational needs.

• To obtain the additional vhf and contiguous uhf channels
requires an exchange of spectrum space with the U. S.

Government. A cooperative study of the possibilities in

this area has been started jointly by the Commission and
the Government (OCDM). In addition, the President has
suggested the establishment of a Committee to study the
uses of the radio spectrum with a view to an improvement
in allocations. Also, a study of spectrum usage is being
initiated by the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce. We are hopeful that these studies will be of
great assistance in determining the feasibility of an ex-
panded vhf television system.

Inherent in the problem of exchanging spectrum space
between the government and non-government users are the
actual operational requirements of the Department of De-
fense under the emergency conditions of today. The armed
services have developed radio equipment to support these
operational requirements based upon the spectrum alloca-
tion decision of 1945 which assigned blocs of spectrum space
between 25 and 890 me. to Government and non-Govern-
ment services. The Army, Navy and Air Force have in-

vested many hundreds of millions of dollars in establishing
their communications systems in accord with this 1945
decision. It is therefore necessary to give proper considera-
tion to the factors of cost, obsolescence of equipment, and

1 time in which it would be feasible for the armed services to

I reestablish their communications systems in another portion
of the radio spectrum between 25 and 890 me.
Such reallocation would have very substantial interna-

1 tional repercussions, as well. The rearrangement of spec-
1 trum space undoubtedly would involve conflicts with exist-
I, ing international agreements to which the United States
! is a party. Renegotiation of such agreements is an ex-
! tremely delicate and time consuming process, particularly
? since it involves international defense communications.

, In our current study with the Government looking to-

I ward a possible exchange of spectrum space, we are seek-
I ing additional space for a total allocation of 50 channels
1 for television. The Government has indicated a cooperative-

ness and willingness to reconsider the allocation of the
f spectrum on a long-term basis. Nevertheless, in the balance
I which must be struck between national defense needs,

other services, and television needs, we must consider
realistically the possibility of obtaining less than 50 chan-
nels. An ideal or ample allocation of spectrum space to
television in this area may prove to be infeasible under
present world conditions. The Government, for example,
may be able to release to television only enough channels
to meet a few of the serious deflciencies of the present
system. More definitive information on this point will come
from the study now in progress.

Clearly, Congressional assistance will be vital in the
reconsideration of the spectrum allocation as between
government and non-government uses. If, nevertheless, an
expanded vhf television system which is preferred by the
Commission proves infeasible, there are two allocation
alternatives. They are the present 82-channel vhf-uhf
system or a 70-channel uhf-only system.

Both of these alternatives have certain advantages. One
significant advantage is the present availability of
spectrum space for these alternatives, which obviates the
need for a costly and complex conversion of Government
communications systems.

On the other hand, both of these alternatives also have
substantial disadvantages. The effectuation of an 82-chan-
nel system depends on nationwide conversion, which can
be achieved only by a Congressional requirement that all
sets shipped in interstate commerce shall be equipped to
receive both vhf and uhf channels. Such a statute would
not guarantee the success of uhf, but it would remove one
of the major obstacles to its success. At the same time
it must be recognized that because of the range of fre-
quencies involved between the low vhf and the high uhf,
the public probably would be required to pay more for good
quality receiving equipment than under an expanded vhf
system.

Likewise, a majority of the Commission prefers an ex-
panded vhf system to an all-uhf system because of the

greater likelihood under a vhf system of providing ade-
quate nationwide coverage with a smaller number of chan-
nels. The Commission cannot move television to the uhf
unless and until it has strong evidence that uhf over-all

can provide service equal to that in vhf without requiring
major increased outlays by the public generally. Such
evidence is not yet forthcoming, although as we pointed
out there have been some developments which show promise.

We are hopeful that within the next few months we
will know whether an expanded vhf system is a feasible
eventuality. However, as we have emphasized, the imple-
mentation of this allocation solution, or of any other, will
require a long transitional period.

Meanwhile, some interim action is clearly needed. The
Commission is of the view that immediate steps must be
taken to remedy the critical shortages of facilities in a
number of important population centers. Characteristically,
these markets have only one or two vhf stations and little

or no uhf set conversion. The only practicable short-run
solution in these cases is to add vhf assignments, even if

this requires less than our minimum spacing requirements.
Only in this way can we obtain sufficient competitive out-
lets to serve the public interest.

This interim policy must be carefully circumscribed to
be consistent with our long-range allocation policy. It

must be focused on alleviating only the most critical

shortages.

If the future allocation solution lies in an expanded vhf
plan, the Commission will have the opportunity in the
future to delete any short spacings which are required
immediately. A similar opportunity to remove short spac-
ings would be present if the long-range solution must be
sought in a practicable 82-channel vhf-uhf system or in
an all-uhf system. If, however, none of these alternatives
proves feasible, and we must rely on the 12 vhf channels
then the number of short separations will inevitably
increase.

A limited short-range program of adding vhf assign-
ments at the necessary spacings can probably be engi-
neered to avoid serious deterioration in the general avail-
ability of television service. To this end television stations
may have to utilize directional antennas, precision offset,

and such other techniques as the Commission may require
in the public interest.

Currently, the Commission is exploring the most feasible
and expeditious procedures for achieving this interim
approach. We expect within a short time to initiate the
necessary rule making proceedings.

We are hopeful that our discussions of this matter today
will not result in a flood of petitions for rule making on
this subject, at least until we can complete our work on
the notice of the proposal we intend to publish.

We appreciate the opportunity you have given us to
explain in detail the status of our consideration of the
allocation problem. We are continuing tc give this matter
high priority, both at the Commission and at the staff

level, and we are hopeful that in the near future we can
arrive at an appropriate solution in the public interest.

SEPARATE STATEMENT OF COMR. BARTLEY

I am prepared to go along with the statement except
that I think the proposal for interim action is premature.

The interim action proposed is to remedy the critical

shortages of facilities in a number of important population
centers (major TV markets) with only one or two com-
mercial vhf stations.

Addition of vhf assignments at reduced mileage separa-
tion will, in my judgment, substantially prejudice any long
range program other than an all vhf system.

This step is being taken at a time when the majority
believes that within the next few months we will know
whether or not an expanded vhf system is feasible eventu-

ally.

If an expanded vhf system is feasible eventually, the

first areas which should be provided for are those areas
without vhf service, then those with a single vhf service,

and so on.

If an expanded vhf system is not feasible eventually, the
interim plan should mesh with the long range plan and it

may well be that a more vigorous program of deintermix-
ture toward uhf markets is the only such solution.
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APPENDIX A—STATISTICAL APPENDIX
Table 1

TV STATION DATA AS OF APRIL 4, 1959

Vhf Stations Total Commercial
Non-

commercial

On the Air 466 434 32
Not on the Air 44 39 5

Total Authorized 510 473 37

Uhf Stations
On the Air 85 75 10
Not on the Air 132 117 15

. — — - -

Total Authorized 217 192 25

All Stations
On the Air 551 509 42

Not on the Air 176 156 20
. .

Total Authorized 727 665 62

Table 4— (Continued)

No. of TV Percent of
Markets Total

B. TV markets which are uhf-vhf* 62 100%
All uhf stations have gone off the air 40 64
Some uhf stations have gone off the air
and some are still on the air 6 10

All uhf stations are still on the air 16 26

2. The 62 uhf-vhf markets classified by whether
uhf operation was before or after vhf

A. Uhf before vhf 28 100%
All uhf stations have gone off the air 16 57
Some uhf stations have gone off the air
and some are still on the air 3 11

All uhf stations are still on the air 9 32

B. Uhf after vhf 34 100%
All uhf stations have gone oft the air 24 71
Some uhf stations have gone off the air
and some are still on the air 3 9

All uhf stations are still on the air 7 20

Table 2

ANALYSIS OF COMMERCIAL TV STATION GRANTS MADE
SINCE JULY 1952
(As of April 4, 1959)

VHF UHF Total

Total Post-Freeze CP’s Issued 408 369 777

Number Cancelled:
Before Going on Air 37 131 168
After Going on Air 5 46 51

42 177 219

Number Outstanding
On the Air
Not on Air

327 75 402

a. Had been on the air but
1 44 45

38 73 111

Total 366 192 558

SUMMARY
VHF UHF Total

333 165 498
Number of stations now off the air:

Number 6 90 96
Percent 1.8% 54.5% 19.3%

*These classifications refer only to the types of assignments available in
the immediate TV market, i.e., whether such assignments are uhf-only
or both uhf and vhf.

Table 5

ANNUAL VOLU.ME OF ADVERTISING IN U.S. FOR
SELECTED YEARS 1949-1958

A. Million of Dollars

Media 1949 1952 1955 1958*

Newspapers 1,915 2,472 3,088 3,120
Magazines 493 616 729 770
TV 58 454 1,025 1,360
Radio 571 624 545 616
All Otheri 2,165 2,990 3,807 4,330

Total 5,202 7,156 9,194 10,196

B. Percent of Total

Newspapers 36.8 34.5 33.6 30.6
Magazines 9.5 8.6 7.9 7.6
TV 1.1 6.3 11.2 13.3
Radio 11.0 8.7 5.9 6.0

All Otheri 41.6 41.9 41.4 42.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Table 3

NUMBER OF POST-FREEZE COMMERCIAL TV STATIONS IN
OPERATION

July 1952 through April 4, 1959

Number of VHF Stations Number of UHF Stations
Going Going Total on Going Going Total on
on off air end on. off air end

Time Period Air Air of period Air Air of period

July 1952-Dec. 1953 .... 121 1 120 123 2 121
Jan.-Dec. 1954 69 3 186 25 29 117
Jan.-Dec. 1955 49 0 235 9 27 99
Jan.-Dec. 1956 37 0 272 6 14 91
Jan.-Dec. 1957 28 0 300 12 19 84
Jan.-Dec. 1958 27 2 325 4 11 77
Jan.-Apr. 4, 1959 3 1 327 1 3 75

Total! 333 6 327 165 90 75

1 These columns do not add to the totals shown since some stations were
on the air and off the air more than once. The totals reflect the number
of different stations which went on the air or off the air during the
entire period.

Table 4

ANALYSIS OF COMMERCIAL UHF OPERATING EXPERIENCE,
BY TYPE OF MARKET

(As of April 4, 1959)

No. of TV Percent of
Markets Total

1. All TV markets in which uhf went on the air .. 114 100%
All uhf stations have gone off the air 59 52
Some uhf stations have gone off the air
and some are still on the air 9 8

All uhf stations are still on the air 46 40

A. TV markets which arc uhf only* 52 100%
All uhf stations have gone off the air 19 36
Some uhf stations have gone off the air
and some are still on the air 3 6

All uhf stations are still on the air 30 58

1 Includes Farm publications, direct mail, business papers, outdoor ad-
vertising, weekly newspapers, transportation advertising, cost of
company advertising departments, etc.

2 Preliminary estimate. 1958 Radio and TV figures are subject to revi-

sion when FCC published data become available.

Source: Printers.’ Ink Advertisers Guide to Marketing for 1959.

Table 6

VOLUME OF NATIONAL AND LOCAL ADVERTISING BY MEDIA
19582

A. Millions of Dollars

Media Total National Local

Newspapers 3,120 745 2,375
Magazines 770 770 —
TV 1,360 1,100 260
Radio 616 246 370
All Other! 4,330 3,406 924— — .

Total 10,196

B. Percent of Total

6,267 3,929

Newspapers 30.6 11.9 60.5
Magazines 7.6 12.3 —
TV 13.3 17.6 6.6
Radio 6.0 3.9 9.4
All Other! 42.5 54.3 23.5

.

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

^ Includes Farm publications, direct mail, business papers, outdoor ad-
vertising, weekly newspapers, transi)ortation advertising, cost of
company advertising departments, etc.

- Preliminary estimate. 1968 Radio and TV figures are subject to revi-
sion when FCC published data become available.

Source: Printers’ Ink Advertisers Guide to Marketing for 1959.
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Table 7

TOTAL TV SET PRODUCTION SHOWING NUMBER AND
PERCENT EQUIPPED WITH UHF TUNER

1953-1958

Total TV With UHF Tuner State

Year Set Production Number Percent California

1
1963 7,214,787 1,459,475 20.2%

1 1954 7,346,715 1,383,486 18.8
1955 7,756,521 1,181,788 16.2
1956 7,387,029 1,035,236 14.0

i
1957 6,399,345 779,800 12.2

j

1958 4,920,428 418,256 8.5

Total 41,024,825 6,258,041 15.3

Source: EIA
Note: The above total of 6,258,041 uhf sets represents only factory-

equipped uhf sets and does not include vhf-only sets which were
converted by local servicemen to receive uhf either by the addition
of a converter or a strip. Although no precise estimate has ever
been made of the number of sets converted locally, there are in-
dications that the number of such sets would not be greatly in
excess of 2 million. Thus, total sets that have been equipped for
uhf (whether or not they are now being used to receive uhf) can
be estimated at approximately 8 million.

Colorado

Connecticut

Table 10— (Continued)

TV Market

Bakersfield
Chico-Redding
Eureka
Fresno-Tulare
Los Angeles
Sacramento-Stockton
Salinas-Monterey
San Diego
San Francisco-Oakland
San Jose
San Luis Obispo
Santa Barbara

Stations In Operation
Non-

commercial Commercial
VHF UHF VHF UHF

1 1

2
2

1 2
7
3 1
1

2
4 1
1

1

1

Colorado Springs-Pueblo 3
Denver 4
Grand Junction 1
Montrose 1

1

Bridgeport 1
Hartford-New Haven-New

Britain-Bristol 2 2
Waterbury 1

Table 8

ANALYSIS OF NON-TV HOMES
The March 1958 study by Advertising Research Foundation estimated

that 8,140,000 households (16% of the total) did not own TV sets. It
cannot be concluded from this that such homes lacked TV service since
it was found that about half of the non-TV homes (4.1 million) were
located in counties where total TV set ownership was 80% or better.

various levels of TV set ownership in the county: Columbus 1 I
Macon 1

Counties with TV Non-TV Homes Savannah 2
set ownership of: Thomasville-Tellahassee 1

Percent of Total
Millions Non-TV Homes Idaho Boise 2

90 percent or over 1.9 23.9 Idaho Falls-Pocatello 1

80 percent or over 4.1 49.9 Lewiston 1

70 percent or over 5.3 64.9 Nampa 1

60 percent or over 6.4 78.9 Twin Falls 1

50 percent or over 7.6 92.9
34* percent or over 8.1 100.0 Illinois Champaign-Urbana 1

Chicago 4
Danville 1

No county was estimated to have less than 34% TV set ownership. Harrisburg 1
La Salle 1

Peoria 3
Quincy-Hannibal, Missouri 2

District of Columbia

Florida

Georgia

Washington 4

Fort Myers 1

Jacksonville 2
Miami-Ft. Lauderdale 3
Orlando-Daytona Beach 3
Panama City 1
Tampa-St. Petersburg 2
West Palm Beach 2

Albany 1
Atlanta 3
Augusta 2

Springfield-Decatur

Table 9

BUREAU OF CENSUS PROJECTIONS OF POPULATION
1960-1980

Indiana

Population as of Jan. 1, 1959—175.6 million.

On July 1: Low Estimate High Estimate

1960
(millions) (millions)
179.4 181.2

1970 202.5 219.5
1980 230.8 272.6

Iowa

Evansville-
Henderson, Ky. 1 2

Fort Wayne 3
Indianapolis-Bloomington 4
Lafayette 1

Muncie 1

South Bend-Elkhart 3
Terre Haute 1

Cedar Rapids-Waterloo 3
Davenport-Rock Island-

Moline 2
Des Moines-Ames 3
Fort Dodge 1

Sioux City 2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Table 10

TV MARKETS WITH STATIONS IN OPERATION
(As of April 4, 1959)

LISTING OF 2681

I

i

I
State

!• Alabama

I Arizona

I Arkansas

TV Market

Birmingham
Decatur
Dothan
Florence
Mobile-Pensacola, Fla.
Montgomery

Phoenix-Mesa
Tucson
Yuma

El Dorado
Fort Smith
Little Rock-Pine Bluff

Stations In Operation
Non-

commercial Commercial
VHF UHF VHF UHF

2 1

3
1 1

4

3 1

1

1

1

3

1 The 268 TV markets have a total of 509 commercial (434 VHF and 76
UHF) and 37 non-commercial stations (27 VHF and 10 UHF) in opera-
tion. In addition, the following 5 TV markets have only 1 non-commer-
cial VHF station in operation: Andalusia, Alabama; Munford, Ala-
bama; Gainesville, Florida; Chapel Hill, North Carolina; and Corvallis,
Oregon.

Kansas Ensign 1

Garden City 1

Goodland 1

Great Bend 1

Hays 1

Topeka .1

Wichita-Hutchinson 3

Kentucky Lexington 2
Louisville 2
Paducah 1

Louisiana Alexandria 1

Baton Rouge 1 1

Lafayette 1

Lake Charles 1 1

Monroe 1 1

New Orleans 3 1

Shreveport 2

Maine Bangor 2
Portland-Poland Spring 3
Presque Isle 1

Maryland Baltimore 3
Salisbury 1

Massachusetts Adams 1

Boston 3 1

Greenfield 1

Springfield-Holyoke 2
Worcester I
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Table Ifl— (Continued) Table 10— (Continued)

Stations In Operation
Non-

TV Market Commercial commercial
State VHF UHF VHF UHF

Michigan Cadillac 1

Detroit 3 1

Flint-Lansing-Saginaw-
Bay City 3 1

Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo 2
Marquette 1

Traverse City 1

Onondaga 1 1

Minnesota Alexandria 1

Austin-Rochester-
Mason City, la. 3

Duluth-Superior, Wis. 2

Minneapolis-St. Paul 4 1

Mississippi Columbus 1

Hattiesburg 1

Jackson 2

Meridian 1
Tupelo 1

Missouri Cape Girardeau 1

Columbia-Jeflerson City 2

Joplin-Pittsburg, Kansas 2

Kansas City 3
Kirksville-Ottumwa, la. 1

St. Joseph 1

St. Louis 3 1

Sedalia 1

Springfield 2

Montana Billings 2
Butte 1

Great Falls 2

Glendive 1

Kalispell 1

Missoula 1

Nebraska Hay Springs 1

Hayes Center 1

Hastings 1

Kearney 1
Lincoln 1 1

North Platte 1

Omaha 3

Scottsblufif 1

Nevada Las Vegas-Henderson 3

Reno 1

New Hampshire Manchester 1

New Mexico Albuquerque 3 1

Carlsbad 1

Clovis 1

Roswell 1

State

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

TV Market

Altoona-Johnstown
£rie
Harrisburg-Lancaster-
York-Lebanon

Lock Haven
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Wilkes-Barre- Hazleton-

Scranton

Providence

Anderson
Charleston
Columbia
Florence
Greenville-Spartanburg-

Asheville, N.C.

Aberdeen
Florence
Reliance
Rapid City
Sioux Falls

Bristol-Johnson City
Chattanooga
Jackson
Knoxville
Memphis
Nashville

Stations In Operation
Non-

commercial Commercial
VHF UHF VHF UHF

2 1

1 1

1 4
1

3 1

3 11
3

2

1

2
1 1

1

3 1

1

1

1

2
1

2
3
1

2 1

3 1

3

Abilene-Sweetwater 2
Amarillo 3
Austin 1
Beaumont-Port Arthur 2

Big Spring 1

Brownsville-Harlingen-
Weslaco 2

Bryan-College Station 1

Corpus Christi 2

Dallas-Fort Worth 4

El Paso 3
Galveston-Houston 3

Laredo 1

Lubbock 2

Lufkin 1

Monahans 1

Nacogdoches 1

Odessa-Midland 2

San Angelo 1

San Antonio 3 1

Texarkana 1

Tyler 1

Waco-Temple 2

Wichita Falls 2

1

New York Albany-Schenectady-Troy 3

Binghamton 1 1

Buffalo-Niagara Falls 3
Carthage-Watertown 1

Elmira 1

New York 7

Plattsburgh-
Burlington, Vt. 2

Rochester 2
Syracuse 2
Utica-Rome 1

North Carolina Charlotte 2

Greensboro-High Point-
Winston Salem 2

Greenville-Washington 2
Raleigh-Durham 2

Wilmington 1

North Dakota Bismarck 2

Dickinson 1
Fargo 1

Grand Forks 1

Minot 2

Valley City 1

Williston 1

Ohio Akron 1

Cincinnati 3

Cleveland 3

Columbus 3

Dayton 2

Lima 1

Toledo 2

Youngstown-
New Castle, Pa. 3

Zanesville 1

Oklahoma Ada 1

Ardmore 1

Lawton 1

Oklahoma City-Enid 3

Tulsa 3

1

1

1

1 1
1

Utah

Vermont

Virginia

Washington

W. Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming

Alaska

Hawaii

Salt Lake City-Provo 4

(See Plattsburgh, N.Y.)

Harrisonburg 1

Norfolk-Portsmouth-
Newport News-
Hampton 2 2

Richmond-Petersburg 3

Roanoke-Lynchburg 3

Bellingham 1

Ephrata 1

Kennewick-Richland-Pasco 1

Seattle-Tocoma 5

Spokane 3

Yakima 1

Charleston-Oak Hill-
Huntington-Ashland, Ky. 4

Clarksburg 1

Bluefield 1

Parkersburg 1

Wheeling-
Steubenville, Ohio 2

Eau Claire 1

Green Bay-Marinette 3

La Crosse 1

Madison 1 2

Milwaukee 3

Wausau 1

Casper 2

Cheyenne 1

Riverton 1

Anchorage 2
Fairbanks 2

Juneau 1

Hilo 1

Honolulu 3

Wailuku 3

1

1

1

1

Oregon Eugene 1

Klamath Falls 1

Medford 1

Portland 3
Roseburg 1

Puerto Rico Mayaguez
Ponce
San Juan

1

2
2 1

Guam Agana 1
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APPENDIX B

TV PLANNING PARAMETERS

1 Height above Average Terrain 750 feet

2 Frequency Band
54-88 me

(5 channels)
174-324 me

(25 channels)
174-474 me

(50 channels)
470-890 me

(70 channels)

3 Geometric Mean Frequency 69 me 240 me 290 me 650 me

4 Power (ERP) 20 dbk (100 kw) 25 dbk (316 kw) 27 dbk (500 kw) 30 dbk (1000 kw)

5 Picture Quality Gr.2 Gr.3 Gr.4 Gr.2 Gr.3 Gr.4 Gr.2 Gr.3 Gr.4 Gr.2 Gr.3 Gr.4

6 Service Grade Pri. Sec. Fri. Pri. Sec. Fri. Pri. Sec. Fri. Pri. Sec. Fri.

7 Thermal Noise (dbu @ 300 ohms) 7 7 6 7 7 6 7 7 6 7 7 6

8 Receiver Noise Figure (db) 7 6 5 10 8 6 11 9 7 12 10 9

9 Required Vis. Peak Noise ratio (db) 36 27 23 36 27 23 36 27 23 36 27 23

10 Transmission Line Loss (db) 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5

11 Receiving Ant. Loss (db) -3 -4 -7 -3 -5 -10 -5 -7 -12 -8 -10 -14

12 Dipole Factor(db) (—20Log96.5/fmc) -3 -3 -3 8 8 8 10 10 10 17 17 17

13 Location Probability (L) 70% 50% 50% 70% 50% 50% 70% 50% 50% 70% 50% 50%

14 Req. Local Field F(L,90) (dbu) 46 35 26 61 48 36 63 50 38 69 56 46

15 Loc. Probability Factor R(L) (db) 3 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 6 0 0

16 Req. Median Field F(50,90) (dbu) 49 35 26 65 48 36 68 50 38 75 56 46

17 Service Range (mi) (Noise Limited) 50 74 110 38 58 72 33 51 67 26 40 48

18 Co-channel S/I Ratio (db) 36 24 20 36 24 20 36 24 20 36 24 20

19 Adj. Channel S/I Ratio (db) -22 -26 -31 -22 -26 -31 -22 -26 -31 -22 -26 -31

20 Rec. ant. front/back ratio (db) 3 4 7 3 5 10 5 7 12 8 10 14

21 Dist. to co-ch lim (mi) (S=215 mi) 38.5 57 65 >38 >58 69 >33 >51 >67 >26 >40 >48

22 Dist. to adj-ch lim (mi) (S=100 mi) >50 67.5 74 >38 >58 >72 >33 >51 >67 >26 >40 >48

Explanation of TV Planning Items

1. Transmitting Antenna Height—The value selected

I (750 feet) is considered typical for all channels.

I 2. Frequency Band—The bands selected are related to

the several TV allocation plans under consideration. Subse-
quent items, tabulated for 174-234 me w^ere assumed to

j

be the same as for the present high-vhf band.

1

3. Geometric Mean Frequency—This is the center fre-

quency (percentage-wise) of each band. It is the nominal

1

frequency of each band, on which the respective para-
»

I meters are based.

4. Power (ERP)—The power listed is the assumed
1

1

ceiling power for each band, except the 470-890-mc band
' i' where it is assumed that 1000 kw is the maximum practi-

I i cable value for planning purposes at this time.

W !
5. Picture Quality—This is the subjective quality of the

/
i

picture as seen by the viewer. It is expressed according

! to the following scale as used by TASO;

J

Grade
1

Name
Excellent

Description

The picture is of extremely high
quality, as good as you could
desire.

2 Fine The picture is of high quality
providing enjoyable viewing. In-
terference is perceptible.

3 Passable The picture is of acceptable
quality. Interference is not ob-
jectionable.

4 Marginal The picture is poor in quality
and you could improve it. Inter-
ference is somewhat objection-
able.

5 Inferior The picture is very poor but you
could watch it. Definitely objec-
tionable interference is present.

6 Unusable The picture is so bad that you
could not watch it.
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6.
Service Grade—Three grades of service are desig-

nated as follows:

Service Grade
Primary

Description

A Grade 2 (Fine) picture can be
obtained in at least 70% of re-
ceiving locations with a simple
roof top receiving antenna in-

stallation.

Secondary A Grade 3 (Passable) picture
can be obtained in at least 50%
of locations with a moderately
good receiving installation.

14. Required Local Field (dbu)—This is the field

strength required at any receiving location. It is obtained
by adding (algebraically) the values in items 7, 8, 9, 10,

11 and 12 for the respective columns. 90% time availability
has been selected as a standard.

15. Location Probability Factor R(L) (db)—This is the
number of db which must be added to item 14 in order
to obtain the value of field strength at the median location

[F(50,90)l which is necessary in order to have at least the
required local field at 70 per cent of locations. The values
listed for R(L) were obtained from Fig. 10 of T.R.R.
Report 2.4.16, used for Appendix “A” of the June 1956,
Order in Docket 11532.

Fringe A Grade 4 (Marginal) picture
can be obtained in at least 50%
of receiving locations with a very
good receiving installation.

The receiving antenna height assumed in each case is

30 feet. It is recognized that viewers may improve their
picture quality by installing higher antennas, or higher-
gain antennas than assumed in defining grades of service.
Also the percentage of locations receiving at least the
assumed picture quality may be increased if those locations
receiving inferior pictures install better receiving equip-
ment than assumed.

7. Thermal Noise—This is the computed thermal noise
level in dbu across 300 ohms assuming receiver i.f. band-
width of 4 me. for primary and secondary service, (allow-
ing for color) and 3.3 me. for fringe service.

8. Receiver Noise Figure (db)—These assumed noise
figures are based on assumed fair, average and good
receiver characteristics for primary, secondary and fringe
service, respectively.

9. Required/Visual Peak/Noise Ratio (db)—The values
listed were taken from the TASO Panel 6 final report.

10. Transmission Line Loss (db)—The listed values were
derived from the TASO Panel 2 final report for 30 feet of
line. The figures listed correspond approximately to the
average values for 5-year-old line when wet. It is recog-
nized that better line may be used in poor locations.

11. Receiving Antenna Loss (db)—The values listed are
relative to a half-wave dipole, negative values indicating
gain. These values correspond approximately to the mini-
mum, average and maximum antenna gains for primary,
secondary and fringe service, respectively as reported by
TASO on the basis of questionnaire returns. For fringe
area installation, separate antennas or a rotor may be
required if stations in different cities are to be received.

12. Dipole Factor (db)—The dipole factor is the ratio,
in db, of the signal field strength to the signal voltage
delivered by a half-wave dipole at a 300-ohm load. This
factor is added to the antenna terminal voltage at the
receiver to obtain the field strength which will produce
that voltage when using a dipole antenna.

13. Location Probability (L)—This is the percentage of
locations at which the assumed quality of picture is

equalled or exceeded. It is one of the basic criteria for
defining grades of service.

16. Required Location Median Field F(50,90) (dbu)

—

This is the field strength exceeded at 50% of locations for
at least 90% of time, for the specified service grade.

17. Service Range (Noise Limited) (mi)—These dis-

tances are derived from the propagation curves [F(50,90)]
used in T.R.R. Report 2.4.16. These distances apply in

case there is no interference from other stations. For 240
me, the 195-mc curves were used. For 290 me, interpolated
curves were drawn using the 195- and 700-mc. The 700-mc
values were used for the uhf band.

18. Co-channel Signal/Interference Ratio (db)—These
values were obtained by analysis of the summaries of
experimental data given in the TASO Panel 6 report.
These data were obtained from subjective observations of
a large number of persons, for the several grades of
picture quality. The listed values are the averages of the
data for (non-precise) offset frequencies of 9985 cps and
19,995 cps.

19. Adjacent Channel Signal/Interference Ratio (db)—
These values were obtained by TASO from their analysis
of the experimental subjective data, as reported by Panel 6.

20. Receiving Antenna Front/Back Ratio (db)—The re-

ceiving antenna is assumed to have a response equal to a
dipole in the back directions. Accordingly, the listed values
are equal to the assumed receiving antenna loss (Item 11).
These values are generally less than given by TASO for
antennas but the reduction is considered necessary to
include effects of surrounding objects in a normal installa-
tion.

21. Distance to Co-channel Limitation (mi)—For the
average co-channel separation (215 mi) the distance to the
co-channel interference limited service range was com-
puted using the formula given in the Ad Hoc Committee
Report. The acceptance ratio (A) given in Item 18 was
reduced by subtracting the front/ back ratio of the receiv-
ing antenna (Item 20). The propagation data used for
these computations are those used in T.R.R. Report 2.4.16

for “Appendix A.”

22. Distance to Adjacent Channel Limitation (mi)—For
the average adjacent channel separation (100 mi), the
distance to the interference limited service range was com-
puted using the formula given in the Ad Hoc Committee
Report. The acceptance ratio (A) given in Item 19 was re-

duced by subtracting the front/back ratio of the receiving
antenna (Item 20). The propagation data used are those
used in T.R.R. Report 2.4.16 for “Appendix A.”
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Full text of

FCC Proposal to Amend TV Option-Time Rules

Designed to Improve Competitive Position of Non-Network Groups
and Give Greater Freedom of Program Selection to Affiliates

Comr. Hyde Dissenting; Comr. Craven Dissenting in Part, Concurring in Part

Notice of Proposed Rule-Making Issued April 23, 1959 as FCC Public Notice 59-385,

Comments Due by June 22, 1959 (see Television Digest, Vol. 15:17)

In the Matter of I

Amendment of Sections 3.658(d) and f

(e) of the Commission’s Rules and ) Docket No. 12859
' Regulations to modify option time and (

the station’s right to reject network I

programs. I

NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE MAKING
1. Notice is hereby given of proposed rule making in the

above-entitled matter.

2. By Public Law 112, 84th Congress, 1st session, the
Commission was authorized and directed to conduct a study
of radio and television network broadcasting. The study
was formally instituted by the Commission’s Delegation
Order No. 10 of July 22, 1955 (FCC 55-810) which dele-
gated to a Network Study Committee of four Commis-
sioners the Commission’s powers and jurisdiction to carry
out the study. The purposes and objectives of the study
were announced by the Network Study Committee in
Public Notice (FCC 55M-977) and separate Order of
November 21, 1955 (FCC 55M-978). A special Network
Study Staff was organized to conduct the study.

3. On October 3, 1957, the Director of the Commission’s
Network Study Staff submitted to the Network Study Com-
mittee a Report on Network Broadcasting. The Report
contained, among other matters, a study of the option time
arrangements of the television networks operated by the
American Broadcasting Co., Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem, and National Broadcasting Co., and of the right of
affiliated stations to reject network programs under these
arrangements. The Report recommended that option time
be prohibited as contrary to the public interest. On January
9, 1958, the Commission issued a Notice of Public Hearing
(FCC 58-37) in Docket No. 12285, in the matter of the
Study of Radio and Television Network Broadcasting. A
public hearing was held before the Commission en banc,
commencing on March 3, 1958, for the purpose of affording
interested parties an opportunity to comment on the find-

ings, recommendations and conclusions contained in the
Report on Network Broadcasting. Through this procedure
the Commission has had the benefit of the views of inter-

ested persons and organizations in its consideration of the
need for a revision of its rules and policies in the broadcast
field. The parties appearing at the hearing were virtually

unanimous in their opinion that the networking system, as
it is known today, would be seriously eroded, if not de-
stroyed, by the abolition of option time.

4. Subsequent to the completion of oral testimony in the

hearing, the Commission prepared ultimate findings on the
option time practice. The Commission found that optioning
of time by affiliated stations to their networks is reason-
ably necessary to the successful conduct of network opera-
tions and is in the public interest. The Commission pointed
out, however, that this does not necessarily mean that all

of the features of the present option time arrangements
are necessary to network operations. The findings were
referred to the Department of Justice on January 14, 1959,
for a formal opinion of the Attorney General on the appli-
cability of the antitrust laws to the present option time
practice. By letter of February 27, 1959, Victor R. Hansen,
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Antitrust
Division, informed the Commission that in his opinion the
referenced option time practice “runs afoul” of the Sher-
man Antitrust Act. The Commission’s findings and the
opinion of the Assistant Attorney General have been in-

corporated into the public record in Docket No. 12285.

5. At this time, the Commission proposes to institute a
rule-making proceeding to consider the desirability of
modifying the present (ihain Broadcasting Rules relating to
option time. These proposed rules are designed to improve
substantially the competitive position of other groups as
affected by option time, and the freedom of program selec-

tion of the station under its affiliation contract, while
maintaining the essential features of the practice. The
specific rule changes in Sections 3.658(d) and (e) which the
Commission proposes to consider involve the number of
hours of option time, the application of option time to

“straddle” programs, the period of advance notice required
before the option may be exercised, and the station’s right
to reject network programs.

Amendments to Section 3.658(d)

6. Number of hours of option time. Section 3.658(d) now
provides in part that “No license shall be granted to a

television broadcast station which options for network
programs . . . more time than a total of 3 hours within

each of four segments of the broadcast day, as herein de-

scribed. The broadcast day is divided into four segments,
as follows: 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.; 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.; 6 p.m. to

11 p.m.; 11 p.m. to 8 a.m.” The Commission proposes to

consider an amendment to this part of the rule to reduce

from 3 to 2% the total number of hours within each seg-

ment of the broadcast day which a station may option for

network programs. An affiliated station may, as at present,

accept any additional network progi'ams offered wholly
outside of the hours designated as option time, but may
not option such time periods for network programs. This
proposed rule change is intended to have the twofold pur-

pose of: (a) providing greater latitude to stations to select

among alternative program sources during an additional
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half hour of time within each segment of the broadcast

day; and, correspondingly, of (b) providing non-network

groups (program suppliers, station representatives, and

local, regional, or national advertisers) with the oppor-

tunity to gain access to an additional period of prime time

within each segment on an equal basis to the networks and

network advertisers.

7. Straddle programs. Certain network programs, com-

monly referred to as “straddle” programs, originate in

time periods designated in the network affiliation contract

as option time and extend into non-option time, or origi-

nate in non-option time and extend into the time periods

designated as option time. For example, under present

rules, a station and network may have agreed upon the

hours of 7:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. as option time within the

6 p.m. to 11 p.m. segment. The network, on one or more

evenings of the week, may be telecasting a single hour-

long program, such as a popular dramatic program, which

the station has agreed to carry and which begins at 10 p.m.

and ends at 11 p.m., thus straddling both option and non-

option (station) time. The Commission proposes to con-

sider the addition of a note to Section 3.658(d) which

would prevent these “straddle” programs from having the

effect of extending network programming into non-option

time periods.

8. The present Commission rules make no reference to

“straddle” programs. One television network has stated

that it considers its option right to apply to that portion

of the program falling within the option time hours (e.g.

10-10:30 p.m.) but not to the remainder of the program

(e.g. 10:30-11 p.m.) The other two television networks

have stated that they consider that option time does not

apply to any part of such a program. In practice, it may
be difficult, if not impossible, for the station to divide a

single program of drama or variety into two segments so

that it could accept and carry that portion falling within

the option time hours and not the remainder of the pro-

gram, if it wished to do so. Also, even if some of the net-

works do not technically seek to exercise option rights

against any part of such straddle programs, in practice

most stations tend to accept them, for several reasons: the

programs have generally been very popular, the stations

must decide to accept or reject the programs as single

units, and the programs originate during time periods tra-

ditionally occupied by network programming under the

option time agreement. It has been alleged, therefore, that

the practical effect of “straddle” programs is to extend

network programming into station time periods.

9. The Commission proposes to consider adding a note

to Section 3.658(d) to indicate that, in determining the

number of hours of option time, any network program
which begins during the hours agreed upon by the network
and station as option time and extends into non-option

time, or which begins during non-option time and extends

into the hours agreed upon as option time shall be con-

sidered as falling entirely within option time. Under this

proposed construction of the rule, for example, a station

which has already optioned to a network or networks the

7:30-10:30 p.m. period could not agree to accept and carry

a “straddle” program extending from 10 to 11 p.m. without
exceeding the maximum number of hours permitted by the

Commission rule. This proposed interpretation of Section

3.658(d) would not make it impossible for a station to

carry such a program. In order to do so, however, the sta-

tion and network would have to remove a half-hour period

of time within the same segment (as, for example, 7:30-

8 p.m.) from the network’s option agreement. The station

could carry network programming during the 7:30-8 p.m.

period, but could not agree to option the time to the net-

work. The network’s option hours, in the example in ques-

tion, would thus be changed from 7:30-10:30 p.m. to 8:00-

11:00 p.m., and there would be no extension of network
programming into a station time period since the fornier

“straddle” program would now fall entirely within option

time.

10. The Commission recognizes that there are certain

live network programs of national importance involving

educational, cultural or public affairs, special events, or

sporting events which, because of their length necessarily

straddle option and station time, and which it would be

in the public interest for stations to broadcast as a unit or

at the time the events take place. Because of the length of

such programs or the fact that the programs can only be !

broadcast when the event takes place, inclusion of the pro- !

gram as a whole in option time might result in the station

exceeding the maximum permissable number of hours of

option time in the time segment, or might prevent the

station from optioning any other time for network pro- i

grams in the same time segment. The Commission there- I

fore proposes to make an exception for programs of this

type. This exception would not apply to dramatic pro-

grams of an entertainment variety, the length and time
scheduling of which are under the control of the networks
so that the programs can be broadcast to fall entirely

within the regular option time hours.

11. Length of notice. Section 3.658(d) also provides in

part that “No license shall be granted to a television

broadcast station which options for network programs any
time subject to call on less than 56 days’ notice . . .” The
Commission proposes to consider an amendment to Section

3.658(d) which would introduce more flexibility into the

required period of advance notice before a network may
exercise its option, in order to take into account a variety

of situations that may occur in practice. The proposed
amendment is designed to provide the station and adver-
tiser with more protection against the network’s exercise

of its option time rights to pre-empt a non-network pro-
gram then being broadcast or scheduled shortly to be
broadcast in the time period. This protection would extend
up to a maximum of 13 weeks of the program. At the
same time, the amendment would enable the network to

exercise its option on less advance notice than the present
8 weeks, in situations where this would not result in the
preemption of a non-network commercial program cur-
rently being broadcast or scheduled shortly to be broadcast
in the time period. An advance notice of at least 4 weeks
would be required in any circumstance.

12. The minimum period for advertiser sponsorship of

programs in television is generally 13 weeks. Program
sponsorships of 26, 39, and 52 weeks are also common.
It has been stated that the 56 day (8 week) pre-emption
right of the networks under the present rule makes it dif-

flcult for the station and a non-network advertiser to enter
into a contract for a time period subject to the network’s
option, even when the station may not currently be ordered

|

for a network program during the time period, since the
|

non-network program may subsequently be pre-empted
before it has run its normal course. In order to enable a
station to fulfill a minimum-term contract with a non-net-
work advertiser, while still permitting the network to

exercise its option right upon reasonable notice, the Com-
mission proposes to consider an amendment to the existing
rules which would prohibit an agreement to make time
subject to call on less notice than 13 weeks, or the termina-
tion date of a firm contract with an advertiser for a non-
network program, whichever is less. Thus, under the pro-
posed amendment, if a station has entered into a firm con-
tract of 13 w’eeks with an advertiser for a non-network
program, and the termination date of the contract is in 10
w'eeks, the network’s option could not be exercised on less

than 10 weeks’ notice. If the contract with the non-network
advertiser has 13 weeks or more to run (for example a 26
week contract due to be terminated in 18 weeks) the net-
work’s option could not be exercised on less than 13 weeks’
notice. On the other hand, if the termination date of the
contract is in 6 weeks, the network could exercise its op-
tion on 6 weeks’ notice, a shorter period of advance notice
than is presently required.

13. In order to take into account the possibility that a
single non-network program may be sponsored by several
different advertisers whose contracts have different termi-
nation dates, the proposed rule would provide that the net-
work’s option could not be exercised prior to the latest of

the termination dates of the several contracts, up to the .

maximum of 13 weeks. The 13 week maximum period of
advance notice would apply to consecutive weeks. Thus, *

two alternate-week sponsors, each of whom had a contract
for 13 (alternate) weeks, would not be guaranteed against
pre-emption for the full term of the contracts.

14. The proposed amendment would also recognize the i

need of a station to plan its program schedule in advance i
and to enter into firm committments for the sale of a non-
network program prior to the starting date of the program. I
Under the proposed rule, if a station has entered into a firm i

contract with an advertiser for a non-network program «
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within 4 weeks of the starting date of the program, the
network may not exercise its option, pursuant to its con-
tractual agreement with the station, prior to the first 13
weeks of the program. The proposed rule would apply in

similar fashion to renewals of existing contracts entered
into within 4 weeks of the starting date of the renewed
program. For example, a station and non-network adver-
tiser may have entered into a contract for 13 weeks, which
is due to terminate in 2 weeks but which has been renewed
for a period of 13 weeks at the time that the network seeks
to exercise its option. In this case, the pre-emption could
not take effect until the end of the renewed program (in

15 weeks).

15. The proposed amendment would provide for a mini-
mum notice of four weeks in those situations where the
station does not have any non-network program contract
commitments, or where such commitments are due to ter-
minate within a short period and the station has not signed
another firm contract to renew or replace the program.
Such a minimum notice requirement may be necessary so
that the station may have adequate time to determine
whether or not to accept the network program, and to
make or adjust its own program plans accordingly.

16. It should be noted that the proposed rule, as at pres-
ent, would apply to any contract, arrangement or under-
standing between a station and a netwox'k. It would not
preclude a station from voluntarily accepting a particular
network program on a period of notice shorter than that
specified in the rule, but would prohibit an agreement with
the network that would require the station to accept a net-
work program in option time on less notice than the mini-
mum time periods described above.

17. With the proposed amendments described above. Sec-
tion 3.658(d) would provide as follows:

No license shall be granted to a television broad-
cast station which options for network programs:
(1) any time subject to call (a) prior to thirteen
weeks or the termination date, or the latest of the
termination dates, of a firm contract or contracts
for a non-network program between the station
and an advertiser or advertisers, whichever is less,
or (b) if such program is scheduled under a firm
contract to begin within four weeks, prior to the
first thirteen weeks of the program, or (c) in any
event, prior to four weeks’ notice; or (2) more
than a total of hours within each of four
segments of the broadcast day, as herein de-
scribed. The broadcast day is divided into four
segments, as follows: 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.; 1 p.m. to 6
p.m.; 6 p.m. to 11 p.m.; 11 p.m. to 8 a.m. (These
segments are to be determined for each station in
terms of local time at the location of the station
but may remain constant throughout the year re-
gardless of shifts from standard to daylight sav-
ing time or vice versa.) Such options may not be
exclusive as against other network organizations
and may not prevent or hinder the station from
optioning or selling any or all of the time covered
by the option, or other time, to other network or-
ganizations.

Note 1 : As used in this section, an option is any
contract, arrangement or understanding, express
or implied, between a station and a network or-
ganization which prevents or hinders the station
from scheduling programs before the network
agrees to utilize the time during which such pro-
grams are scheduled, or which requires the sta-
tion to clear time already scheduled when the
network organization seeks to utilize the time.

Note 2: All time options permitted under this
section must be specified clock hours, expressed in
terms of any time system set forth in the contract
agreed upon by the station and network organiza-
tion. Shifts from daylight saving to standard time
or vice versa may or may not shift the specified
hours correspondingly as agreed by the station
and network organization.

Note 3: In determining the number of hours of
option time, any network program which begins
during the hours agreed upon by the network and
station as option time and extends into non-option

time, or which begins during non-option time and
extends into the hours agreed upon as option time,
shall be considered as falling entirely within
option time. This provision shall not be applicable
to live programs of national importance involving
educational, cultural or public affairs, special
events, or sporting events which, because of their
length necessarily straddle both option time and
non-option time and which it would be in the
public interest for stations to broadcast as a unit
or at the time that the events take place.

Amendments to Section 3.658 (e)

18. Right to reject programs as unsatisfactory or un-
suitable. Section 3.658 (e) of the Chain Broadcasting
Rules now provides:

“Right to reject programs. No license shall be
granted to a television broadcast station having
any contract, arrangement, or understanding, ex-
press or implied, with a network organization
which (1) with respect to programs offered pur-
suant to an affiliation contract, prevents or hinders
the station from rejecting or refusing network
programs which the station reasonably believes
to be unsatisfactory or unsuitable; or which (2)
with respect to network pograms so offered or
already contracted for, prevents the station from
rejecting or refusing any program which, in its

opinion, is contrary to the public interest, or from
substituting a program of outstanding local or
national importance.’’

This rule, it will be noted, differentiates between the
station’s right to reject or refuse network programs offered
to the station and those already contracted for by the
station. The Commission proposes to consider an amend-
ment to this rule which would give the station the same
rejection rights in both circumstances.

19. Under the present rule, a station may not enter
into an agreement or understanding which prevents it

from rejecting or refusing a program offered pursuant to
a network contract which the station reasonably believes to
be unsatisfactoi'y or unsuitable or contrary to the public
interest, or from substituting a program of outstanding
local or national importance. When a station has already
contracted for a network program, the agreement with the
network may not prevent it from rejecting or refusing
the program as contrary to the public interest or from
substituting a program of outstanding local or national
importance. Under the present rule, however, a station
may enter into an agreement with a network which would
prevent it from rejecting or refusing a program already
contracted for even though the station reasonably believes
the program to be unsatisfactory or unsuitable, ft may be
desirable for a station to be in a position to reject or refuse
a network program as unsatisfactory or unsuitable after
the program has been contracted for. It has heen pointed
out, for example, that in some instances a station may not
be in a position to determine prior to the time that a
network program is contracted for whether or not subse-
quent programs in the series will prove to be satisfactory
or suitable to the interests of the community which it

serves. The Commission therefore proposes to consider an
amendment to Section 3.658 (e) which would broaden the
station’s right to exercise its judgment with respect to the
acceptance or rejection of network programs so that a
station and network may not reach an agreement which
would prevent the station from refusing a network
program already contracted for which the station reason-
ably believes to be unsatisfactory or unsuitable.

20. Right to substitute programs. The present language
of Section 3.658 (e) prohibits a station from entering into
an agreement with a network which would prevent it from
substituting for a network program offered or contracted
for a program of outstanding local or national importance.
The station is not, however, prohibited from entering into
an agreement which would prevent it from substituting a
program which the station considered to be of greater (as
distinct from outstanding) local or national importance.
It may be desirable for a station to be in a position to
reject a network program in order to substitute a program
which it consider to be more in the interests of its viewing
public. The Commission therefore proposes to consider an
amendment to Section 3.658 (e) whch would broaden the
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station’s right to exercise its judgment with respect to
the acceptance or rejection of network programs so that
a station and network may not reach an agreement which
would prevent the station from substituting for a network
program a program of greater local or national importance.

21. With the two amendments proposed above, Section
3.658 (e) would provide as follows:

No license shall be granted to a television broad-
cast station having any contract, arrangement, or
understanding, express or implied, with a network
organization which, with respect to programs
oifered or already contracted for pursuant to an
affiliation contract, prevents or hinders the station
from (1) rejecting or refusing network programs
which the station reasonably believes to be unsat-
isfactory or unsuitable or contrary to the public
interest, or (2) substituting a program which, in
the station’s opinion, is of greater local or national
importance.

22. The Report on Network Broadcasting did not study
the option time arrangements in the radio field, and the
present Notice of Proposed Rule Making applies specifi-

cally to television. Parties filing comments are also
requested to direct their attention to the need for or
desirability of issuing a similar Notice of Proposed Rule
Making with respect to network option time in radio.

23. Any interested party desiring to file comments with
respect to the above matter may file with the Commission,
on or before June 22, 1959, a written statement or brief
setting forth his comments. Comments or briefs in reply
to the original comments may be filed within 30 days from
the last day for filing said original comments. No
additional comments may be filed unless (a) specifically
requested by the Commission or (b) good cause for tbe
filing of such additional comment is established.

24. In accordance with the provisions of Section 1.54 of
the Commission’s Rules and Regulations, an original and
14 copies of all statements, briefs or comments shall be
filed.

25. Authority for the adoption of the proposed amend-
ments is contained in Section 4 (i), 303 (f) and 303 (i) of
the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Mary Jane Morris

Secretary

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF
COMMISSIONER HYDE

I dissent to the Notice of Proposed Rule Making in so
far as proposals therein give approval to network optioning
of station time.

The instant notice proposes five changes with respect to
present option rules including a reduction of one-half
hour in each time segment from the maximum now
permitted by Commission rules. This, I think, illustrates
how regulation breeds further and more complicated
regulation. It also indicates a trend toward a situation in
which the F.C.C. will inevitably find itself more and more
deeply involved in regulating the terms and conditions
under which stations make their program choices.

I reaffirm my preference to rely on the self-regulating
force of competition which, I think, was clearly intended
by those who framed the Communications Act.

CONCURRING IN PART AND DISSENTING IN PART
STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER CRAVEN

I concur in this Notice of Proposed Rule Making except
as to the contemplated reduction in option time from 3 to

2% hours. I believe they should remain as at present.

I dissent from that part of the rules which construe
that straddling programs are entirely within option time.

CONCURRING STATEMENT OF
COMMISSIONER FORD

I do not believe the foregoing proposed rule changes will

entirely eliminate the legal questions involved in the

option time practice. The proposed rule changes appear,

however, to minimize those questions. I, therefore, concur

in the Notice.

A SERVICE OF TELEVISION DIGEST

Extra copies of this Supplement are available at $1 each; 10 copies, $7.50; 25 copies, $12.50.

Address Box 700, Radnor, Pa.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

FCC
IN WAKE OF FCC'S ALLOCATIONS decisions MST plumps
for set-control law, supports negotiation for more vhf chan-

nels. No drop-in list from FCC yet. (p. 1).

CBS, NBC DEFEND REPPING in answers to FCC proposals

to take networks out of national spot sales business. Client-

stations back them up (pp. 2 & 4).

Auxiliary Services

CATV PROBLEMS GO TO COURTS & CONGRESS, as Salt

Lake City stations begin "property rights" suit and NCTA
seeks FCC regulation (p. 2).

Stations

NAB TV CODE shows its teeth as the seal is revoked from

certain stations accused of "continued & willful violations"

(pp. 3 6t 8). Storm over "Preparation H" (p. 8).

IN THE GOOD OLD (TV) SUMMERTIME there are plenty of

retail sales, 91% of TV homes viewing regularly, says new
Katz rep presentation to buyers (p. 9).

NEW TREND IN SPOT TV may mean comeback for the

30-sec. station break (p. 9).

Networks

NBC-NABET DISPUTE over Garroway's Parisian taping is a
"walkout" to the network, a "lockout" to the union (p. 6).

Manuiacturing Distribution

MARCH RETAIL SALES AHEAD OF '58, with indications of

improvement to come. Set makers continue claims of vastly

improved sales picture, but dealers say market is slow (p. 18).

RCA COLOR TV SALES: Frank Folsom quoted as predicting

80-85,000 sales this year, "quite a bit better than last." Figures
are lower than industry assumptions (p. 18).

THE "SOARING SIXTIES" will bring "unprecedented" U.S.

growth, Sylvania's Mitchell tells C. of C. convention. He pre-

dicts $750 billion economy (p. 19).

Advertising

TAPE CHARGE MUDDLE shows many stations charging
service fees for putting tape on air—with many varieties of

rates (p. 13).

Financial

NEW ZENITH RECORD set for first-quarter sales & earnings
—$59 million & 3.3 million. Stockholders approve 3-for-l split.

Pres. Robertson deplores zoom in stock (p. 24). Dept, starts

on p. 22.

Other Departments

CONGRESS (p. 3). PROGRAMMING (p. 7). FOREIGN (p. 11).

ETV (p. 11). HLM & TAPE (p. 14).

IN WAKE or FCC'S ALLOCATIONS DECISIONS: Although FCC last week was not yet

ready to announce its list of "critical" cities & proposed drop-ins, a powerful assist to its proposed TV
receiver-regulation law—designed to force the production of all-channel sets (^Vol. 15:17)—came from Assn,

of Maximum Service Telecasters (MST). Group urged caution, however, on allocations.

Representing some 120 of nation's most influential stations, MST board held special meeting in Wash-
ington April 25-26, passed series of resolutions as reaction to FCC's proposed solutions to allocations problem.

On the set-control concept, board stated that it "vigorously supports legislation to require that all TV receivers

shipped in interstate commerce be equipped to receive all TV channels." This action contrasts markedly

with position of manufacturers themselves. Our canvass of set makers found them indifferent or skeptical, to

say the least (Vol. 15:17).

MST's main concern, however, was that FCC might reduce its "bargaining power," as it negotiates

with military for more vhf channels, if it relieves pressure now by adding stations in "critical" markets through

mileage-cut Ch. 2-13 drop-ins. MST urged FCC to continue trying to get more vhf channels above Ch. 13 and

between Ch. 6 & 7 and to retain all present vhf channels in any long-range shift.

If Commission insists on a mileage-cut program , MST said, it urges that it be carried out on the basis

of "careful pre-planning" and that FCC:

( 1 ) "Establish proper standards of selection to govern any departures from minimum spacing require-

ments & to circumscribe any such departures to instances where there are, in fact, 'the most critical shortages,'

rather than follow a case-by-case approach to deviations from minimum spacing requirements."
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(2) "Establish firm engineering standards which fix limitations beyound which no impairment will be
permitted of the service provided by existing stations to the public, in the case of any grant which may be
made in accordance with such standards of selection."

|

FCC doesn't know when it will come up with list of "critical" cities & proposed drop-ins. Staff is work-
ing on it now, and Commission is likely to start debating specifics after Chairman Doerfer returns from Tokyo
May 17. Number of cities is unknown, too. One Commissioner suggests that "5 to 15 might do the trick, but I

don't know."
I

Meanwhile, FCC and Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization announced they're going to work to-
|

gether, henceforth, on all long-range allocations problems—covering all uses of spectrum. Said FCC

:

"Under the program, which will be conducted on a continuing basis , ways & means will be sought
to accommodate expansion & growth in the use of radio, to simplify allocations for each use of radio, includ-

ing TV, and to provide for reasonable transition periods as necessary . . . The conduct of this study jointly,

and on a continuing basis, is a new approach in govt, planning for the long-term future in field of frequency
allocations. Heretofore, such studies have been conducted independently by the respective offices with

conclusions coordinated thereafter. Under this approach, long-range planning will be conducted as a joint

effort toward a common objective. The study is intended to assist the FCC & OCDM in carrying out their

separate responsibilities under the law."

WHEN IS FREE TV ENTERPRISE FREE? FCC will be condemned within its own industry as

enemy of free competitive enterprise no matter which way it turns in its proposed rule-making to disengage
j

networks from the national spot rep business.

That much seems clear from comments & memoranda filed by opposing interests in the proceeding

—all of whom appear to agree that questions of competitive broadcasting are at stake. To Station Representa-
j

tives Assn., network repping intimidates stations, restrains competition (Vol. 15:17). To CBS, NBC and flock

of loyal affiliates they rep, the idea of FCC sticking its nose into such relationships is threat to freedom of I
i

business choice (see p. 4). b

s

The network-rep issue is another illustration of fact that govt, regulators of industry, charged with

protecting public's interest & preserving competitive spirit, often raise free-enterprise questions faster than they

settle them.

CATV PROBLEMS GO TO COURTS £ CONGRESS: An appeal to courts & Congress is be-

ing made by both telecasting & community antenna industries, in major effort to clear up long-festering

uncertainties. Last week, the 3 Salt Lake City stations finally began the expected court fight to stop CATV sys-

tems from violating their "property rights" through unauthorized pickups of their signals. At same time.

National Community TV Assn. exec, committee recommended to its board that Congress be asked to pass law

putting CATV under regulations similar to those governing stations.

Salt Lake City stations brought suit in U.S. District Court in Boise, Ida., directed specifically at W. L.

Reiher, who operates a CATV system in Twin Falls and plans a microwave system to bring Salt Lake City TV
signals to Twin Falls.

Stations note that they get paid by KLIX-TV (Ch. 11) Twin Falls for permission to rebroadcast their

signals, claim that they'll lose the payments if Reiher expands his CATV system as planned. Stations assert,

among other things, that Reiher: (1) Deprives them of property rights. (2) Reduces possibility of selling re-

broadcast rights to stations in their coverage areas. (3) Makes them pay more for programs because program

producers, talent, etc., are deprived of the Twin Falls station as a customer. (4) May degrade their signals &

produce loss of goodwill. The stations request:

"That the court make & enter its order determining (a) that the plaintiff has a right in its electronic

signals & in the programs assembled by plaintiff & carried thereby, which right is legally entitled to be pro-

tected against the commercial use planned & threatened by the defendants without plaintiff's consent, and

(b) that any commercial use whatever by defendants of such signal without plaintiff's consent would result

in an unlawful interference with plaintiff's property & contractual rights, and (c) that any commercial use

whatever by defendants, or by any other person or persons acting in aid of, or in concert with, the defendants

of such signals without plaintiff's consent would result in unjust enrichment & unfair competition, that it

would appropriate the fruits of plaintiff's expenditure, skill and energies without any compensation therefore.
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and (d) that neither of defendants has the right to use, transmit, convey or communicate in any manner, by

means of any electronic device, cable, wire or microwave or other radio circuit, plaintiff's electronic signals

for use on a community antenna system for any other commercial purpose, without plaintiff's consent."

NCTA has been eager for adjudication of the issue, too, has been working with stations & NAB toward

filing of the suit. Though NAB has been active in case, it isn't participant—not being "aggrieved party."

Counsel for stations, all in Salt Lake City: KUTV, George M. McMillan & Bruce S. Jenkins; KTVT,

Calvin W. Rawlings; KSL-TV, Gordon Affleck. Serving all 3 in Boise is firm of Langroise, Clark & Sullivan.

NCTA's determination to get placed under FCC's jurisdiction came after years of avoiding it. How-

ever, CATV operators have become exhausted putting out "brush fires" of state <S municipal problems—and

they no longer recoil with horror at the prospect of federal regulation. CATV interests believe that FCC's

recent legislative recommendations—which would require CATV to get "re-broadcast" permission from sta-

tions and to carry local stations' signals (Vol. 15:16)—are tmfair, makeshift, perhaps unconstitutional.

NAB TV CODE SHOWS ITS TEETH: NAB's TV code board took unprecedented ac-

tion April 30 in meting out its strictest punishment—revocation of the code seal—to an undisclosed number of

stations in various parts of the country.

"Continued & willful violations" were charged—involving "triple spotting and advertising time stan-

dards" as well as "personal product advertising." Whether the controversial Preparation H commercials were

directly involved was uncertain at week's end. Ted Bates agency, meanwhile, stoutly defended the hemor-

rhoid-remedy commercials, pointing out that 142 stations are currently carrying the spots and orders have

been placed with 108 more "who've indicated they find the product acceptable." (Details on p. 8.)

Congress

Speaks Up for Voice: “Mumbo-jumbo” rating services have

been blasted again by Sen. Monroney (D-Okla.). In a floor

speech April 25, he protested ABC-TV’s plans to drop the

30-year-old Voice of Firestone

:

“This quality progi'am has

again become the victim of the mumbo-jumbo cult of TV
ratings . . . The desires of the advertiser & the public get

short shrift, because the TV rating services on Madison

Ave. rate close to the Sermon on the Mount in importance

. . . For 75 million viewers this is censorship by the small

[and] doubtful sampling of a Madison Ave.-created czar.”

Monroney cited similar critical comments by News-
week, Variety, etc. He still plans another Senate Commerce
Committee hearing on ratings, but no date has been set.

Meanwhile, ABC denied that Voice of Firestone had

been victimized. “We have not thrown them off the air,”

an ABC spokesman said. He explained that the network

had offered either a 10 or 10:30 p.m. Monday time slot for

the show in place of the old time, but Firestone had de-

clined both. The 10 p.m. spot has been sold, but the 10:30

time is still open. “We hope Firestone will accept it &
stay on our network,” he said.

Plans to tape Voice of Firestone, were denied by Fire-

tone dir. of mdsg. & adv. C. B. Ryan, despite requests by

independent stations, and proposals by NTA and Los

Angeles’ KTTV to tape-syndicate the musical series. “The

costs of producing ‘Voice’ on tape,” Ryan told us, “make
it too expensive for the 30-40 tape-equipped markets avail-

able.”

Daytime radio stations would be authorized to broad-

cast 6 a.m.-6 p.m. instead of from sunrise to sunset under

a bill (HR-6676) by Rep. Shipley (D-Ill.). He said the

long-debated FCC dear-channel vs. daytimers case should

be resolved by amending the Communications Act in favor

of the 1700 sunrise-to-sunset operators. “Revisions are

long overdue to keep in step with the listening habits of

our people,” said Shipley.

Another “ethics” code for FCC & other federal

agencies, incorporating “standards of conduct” for hearing

procedures recommended by the American Bar Assn., has

been introduced by Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) of the

House Commerce Committee. The ABA measure (HR-6774)
supplements his own omnibus agency reform bill (HR-
4800) which was submitted in Feb. to carry out sweeping
recommendations of the legislative oversight subcommittee

(Vol. 15:8). Laws governing CAB, FPC, FTC, ICC &
SEC as well as FCC would be amended under the new bill

to require agency decisions after hearings to be based
solely on case records. Ex-parte influence on Commission
members and hearing officers would be forbidden. Maxi-
mum penalty would be a $10,000 fine and a year in jail.

House ETV bill hearings on a Senate-passed measure
(S-12) by Sen. Magnuson (D-Wash.)—for $51-million

federal grants to states for purchasing educational TV
equipment (Vol. 15:16)—have been scheduled for May 12-

13 by Commerce Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.). In

a long-delayed move toward action on the precedent-

setting program (which died in the House last year) Harris

said his communications & power subcommittee also will

take up a batch of similar House ETV bills. They include

HR-32 by Rep. Boggs (D-La.), HR-1981 by Rep. Udall (D-

Ariz.), HR-2926 by Rep. Roberts (D-Ala.), HR-3043 by

Rep. Moulder (D-Mo.), HR-3723 by Rep. Foley (D-Md.),

HR-4284 by Rep. McDowell (D-Del.), HR-4572 by Rep.

Bentley (R-Mich.).

“Well done,” for Westinghouse: Chairman Celler (D-

N.Y.) of the House Judiciary Committee, a frequent critic

of TV networks, has joined Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.)

of the Senate Commerce Committee in lauding Westing-

house’s video-tape syndication of Theodore Granik’s

American Forum of the Air and Youth Wants to Knoic

(Vol. 15:17). Recalling he was the first guest on the old

radio Forum 31 years ago, Celler gave a “well done” to

Westinghouse & Granik for making the shows available in

prime evening time instead of on Sun. afternoons.
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The FCC

More about

CBS, NBC DEFEND REPPING: National spot-sales repre-

sentation of TV stations by networks doesn’t impair

broadcasting competition—and FCC has no legal busi-

ness trying to interfere with the practice—CBS, NBC
and groups of their clients argued last week.

Responding to the Commission invitation to make
comment on proposals to rule networks out of rep opera-

tions except for their 0-&-0 stations (Vol. 15:17), the

2 networks (ABC isn’t in the business) and affiliate-

clients showered FCC with protests, CBS summing
up this way

:

“The degree of participation by CBS & NBC in

national spot sales does not & is not likely to impair

competition in broadcasting: CBS & NBC do not

dominate in national spot representation. CBS & NBC
lack the power to dominate the spot sales field, and

there is no likelihood that they will seek to do so. CBS
& NBC do not restrain competition for national spot

representation.

“On the basis of the record, the Commission lacks the

statutory authority to promulgate the proposed rule.”

At the same time rep Edward Petry & Co. filed its

own statement supporting earlier arguments in favor of

the proposed FCC rule-making by the Station Representa-

tives Assn., which had maintained the networks put inde-

pendent sales firms at a “competitive disadvantage.”

NBC’s answer to the SRA arguments was:

“The proposed rule would impose immediate & actual

restraints by (a) restraining TV stations in their present

free choice of national spot sales representatives; (b) re-

straining certain TV stations in their competition for

national spot business by requiring them to discharge the

representative they believe can best help them compete for

such business; (c) reducing by at least 2 the number of

national spot sales representatives competing for station-

clients.”

And the 2 networks agreed that FCC had no more
business suggesting that a ban on network repping of radio

stations should be imposed, either.

Typical comments by other opponents of the Commis-
sion’s proposals:

Group of independent CBS-TV affiliates (KGUL-TV
Houston, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., KSL-TV Salt Lake
City, WBTV Charlotte, WBTW Florence, S.C., WJXT Jack-

sonville, WTOP-TV Washington) : There’s “absence of

compelling public-interest reasons justifying the Commis-
sion’s interference with business relationships between TV
stations & their sales agents.”

WAVE Inc., Louisville & Pulitzer Publishing Co.

(KSD-TV & KSD St. Louis) : FCC’s proposal runs counter

to its long-standing aversion to “interference with the

internal business practices of licensees.” Unless FCC is

prepared to take “full responsibility for complete regula-

tion of the networks,” it should drop its plan, which “lifts

the lid of a Pandora’s Box.”

Metropolitan TV Co. (KOA-TV & KOA Denver):
KOA-TV switched in 1955 from independent representation

to NBC Spot Sales “solely on the merits of the organization

and not because of any pressure.” In 1958 the station’s

spot business showed a 34.2% increase over 1955. FCC’s
proposal would force it to sever satisfactory relations

with its chosen network rep.

Similarly supported by stations, CBS Radio told the

Commission, “There is such an obvious lack of need for a

rule which would preclude any organization from engaging
in the radio network business & in the national spot repre-

sentation business, that the instant radio inquiry should

be dismissed.”

On the other hand, rep Petry said: “Because of the

Commission’s duty to maintain freedom of competition, it

is only proper that a rule abolishing competitive restraint

and freeing a segment of the industry insulated by a posi-

tion that to a great extent is free from competition, be
proposed & adopted.” Petry added that such a “healthy

step” should take in radio as well as TV.

New Equal-Time Rule: in its first decision on a political

equal-time issue since its much-challenged Lar Daly news-
cast ruling (Vol. 15:8-16), FCC last week held that broad-
casters can satisfy requirements of the Communications
Act’s Sec. 315 by offering candidates one chance to share
the air together.

The question was raised by pres, Alvis H. Temple
(radio WKCT Bowling Green) of the Ky. Bcstrs. Assn. He
told FCC all Republican & Democratic candidates for nomi-
nation for governor & lieut. governor had been asked to

participate in an hour-long conference-type radio show set

up by the broadcasters’ group. Temple posed this problem:

Would candidates who failed to show up have the right to

demand equal time on the stations later? No, FCC said;

equal time bids don’t have to be renewed.

Meanwhile CBS and its WBBM-TV Chicago filed sur-

rebuttal to Lar Daly’s answer to the network’s petition for

FCC reconsideration of the ruling that a newscast appear-

ance by a candidate entitles his opponents to equal TV
time. CBS said that Daly’s own argument for the ruling

(that TV stations should have the alternative of featuring

all or no candidates on newscasts) shows how it constitutes

“an unwarranted interference with the statutory & consti-

tutional right” of stations to exercise their own news
judgments.

TV & radio towers remain under the jurisdiction of

FCC, are excluded from the new airspace utilization pro-

cedures adopted by the Federal Aviation Agency last week.

On May 15, functions of the airspace panels of the Air

Coordinating Committee will be transferred to the FAA’s
airspace utilization div. which claims sole authority over

airspace matters. FAA stated that TV & radio towers will

continue to be handled “under existing procedures pending

further study” by FAA & FCC. There has been speculation

recently that FAA is contemplating asking Congress to

transfer control over TV & radio towers from FCC to FAA.
Also, FAA is said to be contemplating requesting legisla-

tion giving it control over receiving towers, not now under

any federal regulation. This would cover CATV towers,

some of which are several hundred feet high.

FCC was sustained by the Court of Appeals for D.C.

in its rejection of a protest by KDAL-TV (Ch. 3) Duluth-

Superior against assignment of Ironwood, Mich. Ch. 12 to

WDMJ-TV (Ch. 6) Marquette for operation as a satellite.

KDAL-TV had complained that part of the satellite’s area

overlapped the Duluth grade B contour, interfering with

KDAL-TV’s operations. But in upholding the FCC the

court pointed out that Ironwood’s overlap population is

only 200, that viewers there would get the same CBS-TV
programs on either Ch. 3 or Ch. 12. The Ironwood CP, orig-

inally held by the upper Michigan-Wisconsin Bcstg. Co.,

was turned over to WDMJ-TV after construction delays.
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ROUND 4 IN MACK TRIAL: The Miami Ch. 10 conspiracy

trial of ex-FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack and his friend

& benefactor Thurman A. Whiteside (Vol. 15:15-17;

threatened at times last week to explode into full-blown

courtroom brawls.

The 4th week of the case before Judge Burnita S.

Matthews in Washington’s U.S. District Court opened

with a defense demand that she disqualify herself as

prejudiced. It ended with govt, threats to impeach one

of the prosecution’s own witnesses. In between, the

opposing lawyers spent more time wrangling among
themselves at Judge Matthews’ bench or in her cham-
bers than in making presentations for the jury—which
was given one half-day holiday. Little progress was
made toward piling up testimony for the prosecution

—

let alone for the defense—and nobody in or around the

court would guess how long the trial might stretch.

Prim-lipped Judge Matthews, harassed by repeated ob-

jections raised by Mack’s belligerent counsel Nicholas J.

Chase and young govt, lawyer William P. Clancy, indig-

nantly rejected defense demands that she quit the case.

Chase complained that the Judge’s “conduct was
abrupt, was irritated,” that she betrayed “an attitude of

contempt for counsel & a contempt for these defendants.”

She retorted: “I am not prejudiced and I intend in every

way that these defendants shall have a fair trial.”

At another point, after Chase & Clancy had engaged
in face-to-face quarrel over technical procedure. Judge
Matthews cried out: “You are not to have discussions

among yourselves. Your remarks are all to be addressed

to the Court.”

The Govt.’s move to impeach one of its witnesses came
while William Y. Stembler, Miami insurance broker, was
on the stand. Chief prosecutor J. Frank Cunningham was
trying to find out whether Whiteside had set up Ander
Inc. as a Coral Gables insurance firm to make payments
to Mack. Stembler pleaded a hazy memory about conversa-

tions with Whiteside. “I claim surprise and would like to

impeach the testimony of the witness by his testimony be-

fore the grand jury,” Cunningham protested. This led

Chase to move that the trial be called off on ground that

prosecutor’s questions wei-e unfair. Motion was denied.

Stembler then started all over again—but not until

Chase had accused Cunningham of “getting all upset and
throwing papers around again,” and Cunningham had
called on the judge & jury to witness that “that’s an un-
fair remark and an untrue remark.”

FCC Chairman Doerfer was another witness whose
testimony was subjected to frequent interruptions, objec-

tions and bench huddles. He was led by slow stages through
the history of FCC’s procedures from 1955 to 1957 leading
to the award of Ch. 10 to National Airlines’ WPST-TV.
Doerfer added little new to it.

But Chase in cross-examination did get in a lick for
Mack, who is accused of conspiring with Whiteside to make
sure that WPST-TV got that grant. Did Doerfer know
Mack as a man of honesty & integrity?. Chase asked. “Yes,
I do,” said Doerfer before Clancy could spi’ing up with
another objection.

FCC will schedule no hearings or oral arguments dur-
ing August as a convenience to vacationing & other plan-
ning by those who deal with the Commission. The only
meeting held will be on Aug. 1. Different Commissioners
will handle emergency & routine matters during the month.

OPTION-TIME REACTIONS: Nobody was talking to any
extent last week about FCC’s option-time proposals,

(as detailed in Vol. 15:17 and its Special Supplement),
when we checked appropriate circles in Washington &
N.Y. for reactions.

At the Justice Dept., neither acting Asst. Attorney
Gen. Robert A. Bicks nor anybody else cared to com-
ment. The FCC plan is, of course, under study, but
there is not yet any official statement of what Justice’s

attitude may or may not be. It is reasonable to specu-

late that FCC’s proposals, as we have said before (Vol.

15:10), won’t satisfy Justice’s objections to option time.

All 3 networks ducked direct comment, telling us they

wanted to study the proposal before saying anything.

The general attitude of large station groups contacted

(such as Westinghouse & Corinthian) was that they fa-

vored the present network structure & option-time deals

—

but wouldn’t hesitate to seek local pre-emption for strong

public service shows or a major local commercial sale

“when the network is airing a weak show.”

Among reps, the attitude was one of watchful waiting,

with smaller reps indicating they felt an increase in sta-

tion-sold time “would be a good thing.”

Film distributor comment was directly related to the

sales pattern of the firms. Those who sold film shows to

network advertisers as well as local stations via syndica-

tion channels (such as Independent TV Corp., Screen Gems,
Ziv) stuck largely to a “no comment” policy, since a gain

in one sales area could ultimately spell a loss in the other.

More outspoken in favor of the FCC proposal were, gener-

ally, feature film distributors and small syndication houses

with no network shows.

Record in Beaumont, Tex. Ch. 6 proceeding, remanded
to FCC Jan. 29 by U. S. Court of Appeals (Vol. 15:5), was
reopened and designated for further hearing last week by
the FCC. Also last week, the FCC instructed its staff to

prepare an order reopening the record & designating for

hearing the Biloxi, Miss. Ch. 13 case (Vol. 14:38) remanded
to the FCC Sept. 20, 1958.

FCC turned down 2 groups seeking to postpone Com-
mission’s stricter cut-off dates for AM application process-

ing (Vol. 15:15). The Community Bcstrs. Assn, had asked

for postponement from May 15 to Aug. 15. Assn, of Federal

Communications Consulting Engineers wanted the first

cut-off date moved to June 15.

Sale of KINY-TV (Ch. 8) Juneau, Alaska, with radio

KINY, to Juneau Broadcasters Inc., for $80,000 by Wm.
J. Wagner was approved this week by FCC. Juneau Bcstrs.

has 17 stockholders headed by station mgr. Jerry W. Mc-
Kinley, who becomes 35.4% owner. Wagner, who is pres,

of Alaska Radio-TV rep firm, retains minority interest in

KTV-A. (Ch. 11) Anchorage and KTVF (Ch. 11) Fairbanks.

Single TV application filed with FCC last week was for

Ch. 3 in Douglas, Ariz. by Electron Corp. of Dallas, Tex.,

a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ling-Altec Electronics Inc.

East Coast subscribers who wish to receive their

copies via Special Delivery at their home addresses

on Sunday may do so by addressing our circulation

department. U. S. Special Delivery subscribers will

be billed additionally $15.60 per year; Airmail-Spe-

cial Delivery $19.22.
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Networks

NBC-NABET DISPUTE: Will network shows planning to

go outside the U.S. to tape occasional “specials” or even

regular series face stiff resistance back home from

organized TV labor?

The question leaped into sharp focus last week

when members of the Natl. Assn, of Best. Engineers &
Technicians on April 27 refused to handle the first of a

series of Dave Garroway Todarj show’s taped in Paris

under a contract between NBC-TV and Intercontin-

ental TV.
By week’s end, this division over foreign-taped

shows had widened, not lessened, with both NBC &
NABET taking firm positions from w'hich it became

inci'easingly difficult to retreat.

NABET, with some 1500 members staying off the job

at NBC (TV & radio), puts its chief argument in these

words: “NBC is engaged in a concerted drive to reduce the

cost of operations by introducing programs produced out-

side the U.S.A. In the long run—and in the not-too-distant

future—this will mean an appreciable loss of American

jobs & skills.” NABET v.p. Tyler Byrne added that the

fight centered on the fact that some French technicians

were used in the Paris crew% and that they w’ere paid

“coolie” wages.

NBC-TV, which has previously aired foreign-pro-

duced film (but not tape) shows on its network without

incident, termed the NABET action “an unauthorized

walkout by union technicians in violation of the no-strike

provision in our contract with NABET.” Said NBC-TV,
which had attempted to forestall just such a union hassle

by sending over 8 of its union members to join the Paris

crew: “The tapes in Paris were made in full compliance

with that contract.” Hopping mad, NBC also launched dam-

age suits totaling $600,000 against the union and its top

officials.

Federal mediators were quick to step into the dispute,

with Jacob R. Mandelbaum, who mediated the N.Y. new’s-

paper strike last Dec., offering his services. First session

was held April 28. Mediation sessions were held daily there-

after (although not with advance notice), but NABET and

NBC continued in a deadlock. NBC’s chief complaint to the

mediators: “We will never accede to any attempt to

broaden or modify a contract by a strike when the contract

provides grievance machinery.” No mediation sessions are

scheduled so far, for this week.
s|c 4: i|i l|c

With such foreign-taped shows as Ed Sullivan’s Mos-

cow junket for CBS-TV & Victor Borge’s Copenhagen
musical special for Pontiac—plus location-taped com-

mercials for products ranging from Oasis cigarettes to

Reynolds Aluminum—hanging in the balance, other fac-

tions watched the controversy with interest.

An AFTRA spokesman in N.Y. told us that the talent

union “plans no action” but is “generally sympathetic” to

the NABET position, although not ordering its members to

observe NABET picket lines thrown around NBC program
origination points.

The Teamsters, on the other hand, prepared April

30 to send out wires to locals handling the transfer of TV
scenery & props for NBC-TV, recommending that Teamster

members decline to cross the NABET line. NBC promptly

stated: “We expect the Teamsters union to continue work-

ing just as the other unions are, and we have no knowledge

that they intend to do otherwise. In any event, we fully

intend to continue normal operations.” Next day, the

Teamsters decided not to send the wires, seeing no reason
why their members should be the only union to respect

NABET’s picket line.

Another form of boycott loomed as a possibility at

week’s end. Communications Workers of America, which
handles routing of TV shows on AT&T’s lines, got into the

act with a statement from pres. Joseph Beirne that CWA
members “will honor” the NABET picket lines. The union
was going to “study all our contracts,” Beirne added, to

see if its membership would handle TV & radio shows that

might develop as “hot cargoes.” AT&T officials immediately
notified NBC that network shows would be handled with-

out interruption by supervisory personnel if necessary.

As of May 1, the work stoppage—termed “walkout”
by NBC and “lockout” by NABET—was still in effect, al-

though NBC-TV had aired its Garroway tapes smoothly
(with exception of Monday) and was continuing to explore

possibilities for other overseas tape junkets, notably a
European trip for Jack Paar & a Rome-taped series with
Elsa Maxwell.

Still unanswered was the basic question of union
jurisdiction on foreign tapes—but at least NBC-TV had
proved that it could, in an emergency, air them without

NABET’s aid.

4: * 4

The NBC show was taped by Intercontinental TV’s
$300,000 custom-built mobile tape studio (Vol. 15:13). The
unit was designed by RCA, which had truck chassis & body
built, and installed complete RCA studio equipment and
Ampex Videotape recorder at its Camden plant.

Intercontinental has a total of 5 firm orders to shoot

U.S. network shows on location in Europe: Foreign Min-
isters’ Conference in Geneva (network pool); the Borge
show; Timex jazz show in Venice; and Ed Sullivan shows
in Russia and Italy, according to sales chief Hugo Seiler.

NBC in Australia: NBC International’s latest expansion
involves the fonnation of NBC International of Australia

Pty. Ltd., with Thomas S. O’Brien as managing dir.

O’Brien also will head the NBC foreign consultancy divi-

sion’s Far Eastern operations which include Japan, Manila,

Singapore, Hong Kong and Saigon.

NBC International provides a consultancy service in

the areas of scheduling studios and personnel, developing

routine, maintenance of equipment, relations with staff &
trade unions, billing methods and programming. Clients

have included Aramco, Saudi Arabia
;
Associated TV, Eng-

land; the Yugoslav Government; Radio Televisao Portu-

guesa, Portugal; Swedish Bestg. Corp. and TWW Ltd.,

Wales.

Network contributions to Lincoln Center for Perform-

ing Arts, N.Y., total $125,000 to date, w'ith an ABC dona-

tion of $25,000 and last week’s CBS Foundation gift of

$100,000 (Vol. 15:17). An NBC-RCA contribution is “cur-

rently under consideration.” Other industry donors include

New York Times foundation—$50,000 (WQXR N.Y.)
;
The

M. L. Annenberg Foundation—$100,000 (Triangle Publica-

tions Inc., WFIL-TV Philadelphia, WNBF-TV Bingham-
ton, WFBG-TV Altoona, WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa., WNHC-
TV New Haven, KFRE-TV Fresno); and Time Inc.

—

$50,000 (KLZ-TV Denver, WOOD-TV Grand Rapids,

WFBM-TV Indianapolis, WTCN-TV Minneapolis, & 80%
of KTVT Salt Lake City).
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Net TV Advertising Up: Network TV’s 11% gain in ad-

vertising volume (Feb. ’59 vs. Feb. ’58) compares with

magazines’ 6% gain, newspapers’ 7% and the general

index gain of 4% in Printers’ Ink’s latest computation.

TV’s gain of 3% for the month (Feb. over Jan. 1959) was
a reversal of the Jan. record when the 3 networks com-

bined were 1% under the previous month (Dec. 1958).
Index % Change from %Cumu-

Feb. Feb. i month 1 year lative
1959 1958 ago ago Change

General Index 219 210 -f- 2 -f 4 2

Total Magazines 165 156 -(- 2 -j- 6 -j- 3
Weekly 170 171 - 1 — 1 -f 1

Women’s 138 114 4-10 4-21 + 6

General Monthly.. 221 199 4- 6 4-11 -1-9

Farm 95 98 —14 - 3 0
Newspapers 195 182 -f- 4 -f- 7 -|- 4

Network TV 461 416 4- 3 -f-ll 4- 7

Business Papers 225 226 — 3 0 -j- 1

Network Radio 24 33 —14 —27 —25
Outdoor 154 165 4-14 — 7 — 9

All indexes have been seasonally adjusted. The index shown for each
medium is based on estimated total advertising investments in the
medium, including talent, production and media costs. For each medium,
the base (100) is an average of total investments in the years 1947-49
except for the TV base which covers the years 1950-52.
“Cumulative change” in the last column I’efers to the change, from the
same period last year, of the index average from January through
February 1959.

NETWORK ACTIVITY

Purchase

Participations in American Band--
stand effective May 7.

52-week renewal of The Rifleman
(Tues., 9-9:30 p.m.) eff. Oct. 6
plus renewal of co-sponsorship of
Wed. Night Fights eff. Oct. 7.

Purchase of Fri. 10 :30-ll p.m.
time, no program set.

ABOTV
Sponsor & Agency

Old London Foods (Richard K.
Manoff), to introduce Dipsy Doo-
dle Snacks.

Miles Labs (Geoffrey Wade).

Liggett & Myers (McCann-Erick-
son)

.

CBS-TV
20 programs, for fifteen 90-min.
shows Thurs. 9:30-11 p.m. (alt.

with Playhouse 90), and 5 hour-
long specials, times to be sched-
uled, all written by Goodman Ace.

Renewal of Small World eff. next
Oct. (Sun. 6-6:30 p.m.)

Betty Hutton Goldie series to re-

place same sponsor's December
Bride (Thur., 8 p.m.), which will

be syndicated.

4 of the 10 quarter-hours of 5 :30-

6 p.m. Mon.-Fri. period featuring
RimtTin-Tin (Mon. & Fri.) :

Rocky & His Friends (Tue. &
Thu.), My Friend Flicka (Wed).

Alt. wk. of Many Loves of Dobie
GiUis starting Sept. (Tues., 8:30-

9 p.m.)

.

Revlon Inc. (various agencies)

.

Olin Mathieson (D’Arcy Adv.)

General Foods (Benton & Bowles)

General Mills (Dancer-Fitzgerald-
Sample)

.

Pillsbury Mills (Leo Burnett)
joining Marlboro, which has
bought alt. week.

NBC-TV
Renewal of Peter Gunn for 1959-

60 season, weekly (Mon., 9-9:30
p.m.)

.

Sat. 9-9:30 p.m. time, show un-
decided. Alt. week sponsorships.

Hour special starring Ernie Ko-
vacs, Fri. May 22 (8-9 p.m.).

Final holes of National Open
Golf Championship, Sat. June 13
(4 :30-6 p.m.)

.

Alt. wk. half-hours of Love &
Marriage eff. Sept. 21. (Mon., 8-

8 :30 p.m.)

.

Johnny Staccato, mystery (Sat.
8:30-9 p.m.), eff. Sept.; 12 alt.

wk. half-hours.

Renewal for alt. wk., Alcoa Pre-
sents; Goodyear Theater (Mon.
9:80 p.m.).

Bristol-Myers (Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield).

Bristol-Myers (Y&R), new buy,
and Liggett & Myers (McCann-
Erickson), renewal.

Renault Inc. (Needham. Louis
& Brorby)

.

Eastman Chemical Products
(DCS&S).

Noxzema Chem. Co. (SSC&B).

R. J. Reynolds (Esty).

Alcoa (Fuller & Smith & Ross)
Goodyear (Y&R).

NBC-TV has more than doubled its network auto bill-

ings, the result of the recent round of NBC sales to Ford,

Chevrolet and Chrysler. Last year at this lime, NBC had

$19,300,000 in auto billings scheduled ahead for fall. This

yeai', the figure is $51,000,000.

Programming

Children’s Hour Clicks: Clubwomen balloted by the Na-
tional Audience Board, Beverly Hills, Calif., have voted

approval for 89% of the “-children’s-hour” programs they

reviewed. Through the General Federation of Women’s
Clubs, replies were received from 1201 women who had
scanned 260 programs—adult & juvenile—during periods

when children watch (early morning, lunchtime, afternoon

& early evening). Concluded the Board: “There is obvi-

ously no crisis in children’s programming.”
Sharpest criticism was aimed at the slapstick cartoon

with a high-violence content & an atmosphere of vulgarity.

The two most warmly endorsed shows were Captain Kan-
garoo (117 votes) and Mickey Mouse Club (66). Next in

order: Father Knows Best, Fury, American Bandstand,

Lawrence Welk, Disneyland, Leave It To Beaver, Garfield

Goose and The Perry Como Show.

New TV Faces Wanted: A scarcity of new tv talent &
ideas is making agencies “work twice as hard to deliver a
quality program without being trapped by talent costs

that won’t fit the advertiser’s budget,” Campbell Ewald’s

v.p. for tv-radio, Philip L. McHugh told the 10th Annual
Atlanta Adv. Institute April 27.

“A continuing lack of new faces to replace those now
in their declining stages of viewer popularity” forms a

threat to the sales efficiency of TV, he said.

Other McHugh statements on TV : “Bigger barrages of

criticism may be expected as a result of multiple spotting,

and a lack of sponsor-identification due to multiple & alter-

nate-week sponsorships.” On repetition of format: “West-

erns bring a lot of viewers into [sponsors’] tents, but the

great majority are unaware of who brought them there.”

Change in policy for Radio Free Europe has quietly

taken place over the last year, the N. Y. Times reports

from Munich. According to Erik Hazelhoff, European di-

rector, the backbone of the operation is now factual news
& balanced commentary. Anti-communist opinion is labeled

as such, when broadcast. The result of RFE’s search for

ci'edibility is that West European intellectual organizations

are now cooperating more fully. Low point for RFE fol-

lowed the Hungarian revolt in 1956, when the station was
accused of implying assistance that never was delivered.

First color telecasts of major league baseball on a

local & regional basis are claimed by Crosley’s WLWT
(Ch. 5) Cincinnati, which is using its RCA color mobile

bus to originate 12 home games of the Cincinnati Reds

from Crosley Field. All games also will be carried by

Crosley’s WLWD (Ch. 2) Dayton and by WSAZ-TV (Ch.

3) Huntington-Charleston. Crosley’s WLWC (Ch. 4)

Columbus will carry 9 games.

Third annual industry conference on local public

service programming will be held September 21-23 in San

Francisco under the auspices of Westinghouse Bestg. Co.

The total invitation list is over 400, with plans for the ses-

sion being developed by a WBC group headed by Dick Pack,

program v.p. The conference will serve as “a forum for

interchange & development of ideas and methods.”

ABC-TV Monday nights will be “action-adventure”

night next fall with a trio of hoiu'-long shows starting at

7:30: Cheyenne, Bourbon Street Beat, and Adventures in

Paradise. Cheyenne moves over from the same time period

on Tues. The latter two are new offerings.
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more about

STORM OVER PREPARATION H: “There’s no question

that we’re within the definition of the NAB’s TV Code,”

snapped Dan Rodgers, v.p. & acct. supervisor of the

Ted Bates agency, to us late last week. “The attempt

by the code review board to push Preparation H off

the air is out of line with the facts.” He was discussing

the current feud between American Home Products

Co’s patent remedy (for hemorrhoids) and the NAB’s
code board headed by Westinghouse’s Don McGannon.

The Bates agency is particularly peeved at what
Rodgers describes as “NAB’s attempt to make TV stations

carrying Preparation H commercials feel like minority

outcasts.” These, says Rodgers, are the facts of the situ-

ation :

The product “has been active in spot TV since 1953.”

A total of “around $2.6 million” has already been spent by

the Whitehall Labs. div. for Preparation H in spot TV
since it went on the air, “with more than $1 million spent

in the past year.”

Far from being a reduced list, the number of stations

carrying the remedy’s TV commercials “stood at 142 as of

April 27, a loss of only 10 from the February peak level,”

says Rodgers. In addition, “We’ve cleared time, but haven’t

placed firm orders, with 108 more who’ve indicated they

find the product acceptable.” The current 142-station level

represents “a steady growth from the 2 stations we started

with in 1953.”

Preparation H film spots are aired “at the rate of

one to 5 per week, three-quarters of them after 9 p.m.”

They reach “an average of 13,111,000 homes per week,”

and are seen “in all types of shows on affiliates of the 3

networks, plus independents,” according to Rodgers. (In-

cidental point: “They are in good time slots. Our cost-per-

1000-homes average in spot TV is under $2.00.”)

Backstopping this TV campaign, Rodgers told us, is

“a print campaign in 1200 newspapers & 300 magazines

—none of which find the advertising objectionable.”

What about public reaction to the commercials which
the NAB code board has labeled “unacceptable?”

Rodgers points to a special depth survey ordered by
Bates of “a total of 750 families living in markets where
our commercials had been on the air for as much as 2

years.”

The key finding: Of those interviewed, 18% objected

to “one or more” products being TV-sold. Leading the list

of objectionable products were beer, wine and cigarettes.

Other items: girdles, laxatives, depilatories, toilet tissue.

However, although “as many as 58% of families could

recall Preparation H TV commercials, none mentioned it

on the ‘objectionable’ list,” Rodgers stated.

What about station reaction? Again, Rodgers points

to “documented evidence”—a file of letters about 3 inches

thick, from stations. Sample, from the pres, of a station in

a large Gulf Coast-area market: “We have carried this

advertising for a good many months on a regularly-sched-

uled basis, and we have not had one complaint that the

advertising is offensive.”

Does Preparation H plan any cutback in spot TV?
“Definitely not,” says Rodgers. “We’re maintaining our

spot TV budget level. If more stations drop out, we may
either increase frequency on those that remain, or make up
the difference by adding from the list of stations cleared

but not yet ordered.”

The NAB’s TV board, meeting in N.Y. April 30, had an
answer of its own in the Preparation H controversy. After

hearing a report from NAB’s TV code review board

—

which had previously notified NAB stations that such TV
advertising did not meet with the requirements of the code

—the board took one of its strongest actions: revocation

of the TV code seal from “several” stations in “various”

parts of the country (see p. 3).

Stations carrying Preparation H commercials (NAB
puts the list of its own members airing the spots at 87,

of which 68 are code subscribers) were not the only ones

against which the code board moved.
The TV code board related its charges on “continued

and willful violations,” on which the seal revocations

w'ere based, to “triple spotting & advertising time stand-

ards” as well as “personal product advertising.” In line

with its usual policy, NAB did not identify the stations

from which permission to use the TV code seal had been
withdrawn.

This is the first time that the NAB TV board has gone
so far as to revoke seals. In the past, stations have
voluntarily dropped their code subscriptions rather than

face formal citations from the board.

Tokyo’s Tall Tower: The highest free-standing tower in

the world—erected in Tokyo’s Shiba Park as a tourist

attraction & a high perch for TV antennas—is described in

detail in April Signal, publication of the Armed Forces

Communications & Electronics Assn. At 1092 ft., Tokyo

Tower easily exceeds 984-ft. Eiffel Tower, but its 3600

tons of steel compare with the Paris landmark’s 7000.

Six TV stations and other broadcasting services, in-

cluding FM, will use the tower, grouping their antennas

for economy, says Dr. Saburo Matsuo, who wrote the

article. He is engineering dir. of Japan Radio Tower Co.

Ltd. Each station will have a 50-kw transmitter in the

tower, and the combination of this power & height will

extend TV service 20 miles beyond its present 40-mile

radius for an additional audience of 1.1 million homes.

Three of Tokyo’s established stations—JOAK-TV,
JOKR-TV and JOAX-TV—will use the tower, along with 3

others which received temporary licenses in December: Ed-

ucational TV, Fuji TV, and NHK ETV. The 262-ft. an-

tenna topping the structure will be used by NHK for its 2

stations (Ch. 1 & 3), and, says Dr. Matsuo, “is w'hat is

known as the turnstile antenna which adapts the double

power supply system (whereby the signals for 2 stations

can be transmitted from one antenna) for the first time in

the world.”

Antennas for the other TV outlets will be ranged at

a lower level, and below them, FM antennas for service

expected to start within the year. Mobile radio, telephone,

police and fire-defense broadcasts will also originate from

the tower.

For the sightseeing trade, 2 observation platforms will

be opened, served by elevators, as well as a 5-story science

exhibition hall between the legs of Tokyo Tower. The

products of electrical & electronics manufacturers will be

displayed there in a hall of communications.

By means of several radar systems on the platforms,

visitors will be able to “see” surrounding areas in Kanto

district. A centimeter-wave radar will scan the view at a

31-mile distance, with millimeter wave radar for a 3-mile

reach. At night, even when absolutely dark, sightseers will

be able to observe activities for a mile or more about the

towci’, by viewing a lov/-light TV system.
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In The Good Old (TV) Summertime: Stressing warm-
weather selling opportunities for many commodities, a

series of meetings for agencies & advertisers is hearing

these key points from Halsey V. Barrett, mgr. of rep Katz

Agency’s new TV-business development:

Retail sales: The June-August period accounts for

27V2% of the year’s gasoline sales, 33% of tire sales, 34%
of food freezer sales. About 19% of luggage sales are

made in June & July, 11% of the sales of inexpensive

dresses in June, and 9% of paint & wallpaper sales in

June & August. Seasonal items like air conditioners &
portable fans register 75% of yearly sales during summer
months.

TV viewing: “Summer TV still outdraws every other

medium, any season of the year, with a total of more than

177.6 million home-hours a day,” as shown by A. C. Nielsen

figures indicating 91% of all TV homes watching TV dur-

ing the average summer week—a drop of only 3% from

winter peaks.

Sponsor advantages: Summer-TV users “enjoy greater

annual frequency discounts,” as well as “lower winter-

spring-fall costs-per-1000” and “year-round time fran-

chises.”

Rivalry factor: A list of 41 spot-TV advertisers who

used more spot TV last summer than during other seasons,

includes detergent firms Adell Chemical and Texize, to-

bacco firms P. Lorillard and American Tobacco, brewers

Anheuser-Busch and Pabst, and gasoline giants Standard

Oil of Calif, and Phillips Petroleum.

Concludes Barrett: “Even if an advertiser has ex-

pended the major portion of his budget in winter alloca-

tions, he cannot afford to ignore this kind of buying

activity.”

TV & Radio Revenues—Up: Broadcasters expect TV rev-

enues to go up 7.2% in 1959 from 1958 levels and radio in-

come to increases 2.5%, according to returns from 195 TV
& 733 radio stations participating in NAB’s annual financial

survey. The estimates of this year’s business—“more op-

timistic than they were at this time last year”—were based

on first-quarter 1959 business trends. Of the 195 TV oper-

ators, 84% thought revenues would be higher this year,

4.4% figured on decreases, 11.6% said there’d be no change.

Of the 733 radio stations, 57.6% predicted increases, 12.4%
decreases, 30% no change. Most optimistic TV stations

were those in NAB’s No. 6 category (under 25,000 pop.).

They estimated 10.1 % better 1959 business. TV stations

in the No. 1 market-size category (a million or more) ex-

pected a median increase of 9.7% over 1958. Radio’s No. 2

category (1-2% million) was most optimistic, counting on

a 6.9% increase.

Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors will consider

a more liberal policy on spots for TV & radio, among other

changes to be taken up at May 14 meeting when it re-

views revisions for adapting CBC regulations for its own
use. New policy would permit stations to average spot re-

strictions over one hour as in U.S. (CBC unofficial policy

was to allow averaging over 45 min.). Spots are still re-

stricted to not over 5 in number or 4 min. in total time dur-

ing any 15 min. period. Another change requires responsible

station official to sign or initial each page of weekly pro-

gram log to be submitted to BBG, attesting to its correct-

ness. Ban on liquor advertising is retained in new regula-

tions. Other changes are in format & language, adapting
for use by BBG.

NEW TREND IN SPOT TV: Thirty-second station breaks,

long a fixture of spot radio, may stage a comeback in

spot TV this fall as part of a general upswing of spot

time charges, a number of station reps tell us.

Nighttime station breaks (20-second, plus 10-

second ID) are presently in less demand than are

1-minute slots or the shortie ID’s. Most agency time-

buyers, finding that there’s not much difference in

price between minutes & 20-second availabilities, na-

turally scout first for minutes, later for 20-second slots.

“Station breaks at night are the nearest thing we have

to a ‘loose area’,” John Sias, v.p. of Peters, Griffin, Wood-
ward told us. “Everything else is fairly tight. We think

advertisers can do a better selling job in 30 seconds than in

20, so it’s mostly a matter of arriving at a price structure

with fair relationships between minutes, 30-second, 20-

second and ID spots. Spot TV prices will probably go up

again by fall, and the 30-second station break could

emerge as an important segment of the business.”

Just what a 30-second spot should cost TV advertisers,

however, is a moot point. We gathered a variety of opinions

on the subject:

Said Lloyd George Venard, pres., Venard, Rintoul &
McConnell: “A 30-second rate should be the total of 20-

second rate, plus I.D. rate, because if a station sells one

announcement in the time allotted for an ID and a chain

break commercial it loses income.”

“We have established a 30-second rate. It’s the 20-

second rate, plus 10-second I'ate, plus—roughly—15 per

cent,” said WRCA-TV (New York) mgr. Max Buck.

“But if you charged 20-plus-10, it would be higher than

the 1-minute rate. Therefore, you’d have to set a 30-second

rate commensurate with your minute rate,” pointed out

Frank Pellegrin, v.p. of H-R Reps.

“A 30-second rate at 200% of the 20-second rate

would be a good idea. It would definitely not be good at

150% of the 20-second rate,” said G. Richard Swift, v.p. of

TV sales, Bolling Co.

“Probably the ideal formula would be 140% to 150%
of the 20-second rate,” said an official of PGW.

Will advertisers want 30-second availabilities in any

quantity this fall—despite current differences on how they

should be priced ?

There’s some evidence they will. Such advertisers as

Procter & Gamble, M&M Candy and Uncle Ben’s Rice have

30-second commercials on hand, sometimes doubling them

up back-to-back and placing them as 1-minute spots, and

occasionally spotting them as 30-second breaks when a

station makes provision for them on its rate card.

Research may guide some advertisers toward a wider

use of 30-second spot TV selling. Schwerin Research Corp.,

for example, r-ecently completed a study of TV commer-

cials in Great Britain, where commercial TV is sold in

30-second and 15-second slottings. Reports Schwerin’s v.p.

Henry Newell: “In a study of 94 commercials for 43

brands, we found that 72% of the 30-second examples

were effective (on the basis of competitive preference) as

against only 57% of the 15-second ones.” In another

Schwerin study—of some 350 U.S. TV commercials

—

viewers remembered 83% of the copy points of the average

30-second commercial, as compared to 77% remembrance in

20-second commercials and 24% in 10-second I.D.’s.

New reps: KONO-TV, San Antonio to Katz May 1

(from H-R Television); KXLY-TV, Spokane to H-R Tele-

vision June 1 (from Avery-Knodel).
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AWRT Convenes in N.Y.: Eight hundred members of

AWRT (American Women in Radio & TV) met last week

at N.Y.’s Waldorf-Astoria to elect new officers, award a

scholarship, and attend meetings & workshop sessions fea-

turing prominent broadcasters, following an opening ad-

dress by Sen. John F. Kennedy (D-Mass.).

Using a single slate for the first time, AWRT elected

Esther Van Wagoner Tufty, owner & bureau chief. Tufty

News Bureau, Wash. D.C., pres.-elect. She automatically be-

comes national pres, next year, succeeding Nena Badenoch.

New directors-at-large are: Marion Annenberg, pro-

motion dir. of WDSU-TV & WDSU New Orleans; Lucille

Bush, consumer educ. dir., S. C. Johnson Co.; Muriel Fox,

v.p. in chg. of TV-radio, Carl Byoir Assoc.; Helen Jensen,

consumer service dir.. Western Beet Sugar Producers, and

Mary Pearl, Vermont radio home economist.

The 5th annual scholarship award of $750, to be used

in continuing studies in TV-radio, was presented to Gay
Pauly, a junior at Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Mo.

AWRT speakers included Stockton Helffrich, NBC dir.

of continuity acceptance, and Howard P. Abrahams, v.p.,

TvB.
Helffrich : “There is a place in TV for calculated risks,

for living dangerously and for giving evidence that being

grown-up generally is not reprehensible. The industry must

not quail before criticism and revert to more duplication

of that which is ‘safe’.”

Abrahams: “TV is today’s necessary retail sales pro-

motion ingredient. With its multi-dimensions and personal,

human flavor, it is the most logical medium for store-

image selling . . . Since retail goods vary little, store image

is a most important item in retail advertising.”

Indianapolis is on Central Daylight Time (which is the

same time as Eastern Standard), and has been for more

than a year. Through an error in Teletype transmission it

was listed as observing Eastern Daylight Time in our Ta-

ble of Summer Time in TV Cities last week (Vol. 15:17).

The Indianapolis listing on the table should be changed to

“CDT.” Whether it will switch to Central Standard Oct. 24

—as do most Indiana cities—or continue year-round Day-

light Time, has not yet been decided.

Loew’s Theatres Inc. has changed the name of WMGM
Bcstg. Corp., which operates radio station WMGM, to

Loew’s Theatres Bcstg. Corp., according to Eugene Picker,

pres, of Loew’s Theatres Inc. Arthur M. Tolchin, v.p. of

Loew’s Theatres Inc., in chg. of radio operations and di-

rector of WMGM, was elected exec. v.p. of the new corp.

FCC granted waiver of rules to 2 stations last week to

permit them to identify themselves with additional com-

munities: KTNT-TV (Ch. 11) Tacoma, Wash, as a Tacoma-

Seattle station and WTAP-TV (Ch. 15) Parkersburg, W. Va.

as a Parkersburg-Marietta, 0. outlet.

Two Canadian TV applications scheduled for public

hearing by Board of Broadcast Governors May 12 & 13 are

for Antigonish, N. S. (Ch. 9) by Atlantic Television Co.

Ltd. and for satellite at Baldy Mountain, Man. (Ch. 8) by

CKOS-TV (Ch. 3) Yorkton, Sask.

Ampex Videotape recorder has been delivered to Stor-

er’s WITI-TV Milwaukee, which claims to be the first TV
tape-equipped station in Wisconsin.

Portable transistorized movie sound recorder will be

demonstrated by RCA at May 5-9 SMPTE convention in

Miami. The magnetic unit weighs 40 lb.

New Date for PR Program: A special 5-man committee

to be picked from NAB’s TV board by pres. Harold B. Fel-

lows faces June 17 as a target date to have the final out-

line of the proposed $l-million-a-year public relations &
information program designed “to create a more informed

atmosphere” about TV.
In the meantime, the new 5-man committee will be at

work in major areas to “define and implement” recommen-
dations made April 30 by the recently organized TV Infor-

mation Committee, of which Corinthian’s C. Wrede Peters-

meyer is chairman.

The first task is one of liaison. Various “financial, or-

ganizational & functional” relationships between the pro-

posed information program and NAB itself, as well as other

industry organizations (such as the TvB and the net-

works), are due to be explored.

The second task is financial—the 5-man group to “de-

velop and explore, with the effective components of the

industry, specific proposals” for underwriting the costs of

the project, which may run as high as $1 million annually

to conduct a campaign aimed at the public, editors, trade

organization to study the feasibility of merger.”

AFTRA-SAG Merger Talks: Actions towards an AFTRA-
SAG merger, which AFTRA has “been urging for many
years,” will take place May 9 & 10 when a 15-member dele-

gation meets with similar SAG group in Los Angeles.

Purpose: Discussion of employing an “impartial research

organization to study the feasibility of merger of the 2

unions.”

The invitation by SAG, which “delighted” AFTRA,
was spurred by a recent national referendum of SAG mem-
bership which resulted in 95% favoring a merger. SAG’s
N.Y. chapter is heavily peopled with AFTRA members.
AFTRA national chairman Bud Collyer will head the dele-

gation. Five N.Y. members, 3 central region delegates & 2

paid execs, (secretary & counsel) are slated to leave N.Y.

May 8, to be joined in Los Angeles by 5 Coast members.

Broadcasters are “dismayed” by a recent NLRB de-

cision permitting economic boycotts of stations by unions

which have lost bargaining rights there, (Vol. 15:14), mgr.

Charles H. Tower of NAB’s broadcast personnel & eco-

nomics dept, reported recently. He told a luncheon meet-

ing of broadcasters in Seattle that the ruling in the case

of an IBEW local and WKRG-TV & WKRG Mobile, Ala.

was “a long step backward” in labor relations which leaves

unions “once again free to coerce employes in the selection

of a bargaining agent.” The NLRB upheld the IBEW’s
argument that it picketed the Mobile stations and urged

advertisers to patronize other broadcasters to protect its

members’ interests at organized stations—not to force

WKRG-TV & WKRG to recognize the union again. Coercive

picketing to regain recognition lost in an NLRB election is

banned by the NLRB.

New cut-off procedure for AM applications, adopted by
the FCC in an attempt to reduce its backlog (Vol. 15:15),

shouldn’t go into effect until attorneys have an opportunity

to comment on them. Federal Communications Bar Assn,

has urged in a pleading with the Commission. It suggests

that certain aspects may be illegal or may create serious

problems, that rule-making on “substantive” changes may
be required, that applicants may be unfairly penalized for

making engineering amendments because of factors beyond

their control—adverse CAA rulings, NARBA changes, etc.
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Auxiliary Services

Matty Fox will present the Bolshoi Ballet on a closed-

cix’cuit theater telecast via his Skiatron Co. June 1-2, it was
reported over the weekend. Such a telecast would be to

theaters with a total of 1,000,000 seats, and utilizing phys-

ical facilities of TelePrompTer to pick up the 3-hour event

& relay it across the country. Fox and impresario Sol Hurok
declined comment on the report they are in negotiations

for such a telecast. However, a TelePrompTer source, while

reluctant to comment, indicated reports of such negotiations

are true. Fox has a contract with Hurok to use his attrac-

tions for Skiatron’s pay-TV system. It’s understood Fox
plans to take over theaters for the 2 nights on a 4-wall

or per-seat basis.

National Community TV Assn, of Canada, holding its

annual convention May 6-8 at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel,

Montreal, will include panel discussions on rates & col-

lections, joint use of telephone & power poles, tax prob-

lems, technical developments. Speaker at the May 7 ban-

quet will be Roger Duhamel, vice chmn. of the Board of

Broadcast Governors. Exhibitors: Jerrold Electronics

(Canada) Ltd., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto; Entron Inc.,

4902 Lawrence St., Bladensburg, Md.; E.T.R. Supply Co.

Ltd., 5765 Pare St., Montreal; Canadian Electrical Supply

Co. Ltd., 275 Craig St. W., Montreal, Que., Benco TV
Assoc. Ltd., 27 Taber Rd., Rexdale, Ont.; Westbury Elec-

tronics Inc., 300 Shames Drive., Westbury, Long Island,

N.Y.; Spencer-Kennedy Labs Inc., 1320 Soldiers Field Rd.,

Boston.

Community TV systems of Colorado Inc. in Alamosa,

Antonito, La Jara & Monte Vista, and Salida Community
Antenna Co. in Salida, Colo, were sold by Mrs. Shirley

Peay, widow of former owner Larry Peay who was killed in

an airplane accident last June, to Winston Cox, Billings,

Mont, oilman. The systems have 3300 subscribers. Brokers

were Daniels & Assoc., and the purchase price was not

disclosed.

TV paging system to call doctors was installed for the

American College of Physicians convention in Chicago,

April 20-24. The installation, using 25 receivers, was wired

(|

in at the Conrad Hilton by Giantview TV Network. Doctors

i| received calls without checking back at a central point, and

1 could ask for the full message by picking up a telephone

connected at each monitoring point. Sherman Laboratories

—with Giantview of Detroit—paid the bill as goodwill

activity.

TV camera worn on doctor’s helmet enables a class of

j

students to watch with him as he examines the eye, ear,

I

nose or throat of a patient. The closed-circuit camera is

! counterbalanced from the ceiling to rest lightly on a fibre-

j

glas helmet, and the camera’s optical system sees through

I
the doctor’s reticle. An article in Journal of the AMA
says that Diamond Power Specialty Co., of Lancaster, 0.,

I made the equipment used at Northwestern U.

! New 16-mm film projector for closed-circuit TV systems
is announced by RCA’s broadcast & TV equipment div. The

; projector (TP-400) is engineered for direct projection into

I

the camera or via multi-plexer, permitting operation of 2

i film projectors and one slide projector with a single camera.

^

New anti-magnetic housing for closed-circuit TV cam-
eras, designed for industrial use, has been developed by GE.
Uses include observation of metallurgical furnaces where

l| camera operation is affected by high-capacity power lines.

Foreign

Russia expects to keep the world’s surface under sur-

veillance through optical & TV instruments mounted on
earth-circling satellites, says the publication of the Soviet

Academy of Science, The satellites may be several tons

in weight, and would orbit in a north-south path, relaying

their visual data by radio. (The U. S. has announced a
similar plan in its Discoverer project.) At the same time.

Great Britain is considering her own space-exploration

program, partly motivated by a desire to keep her own
scientists from going abroad. Aims would be less military

than for meteorological study & telecommunications.

A huge BBC production center now being built at

Shepherds Bush, Hammersmith, London, will be, says

British Information Service, the largest TV studio in

Europe. On a 13-acre stretch, the center—first in the U.K.
to be built specifically for TV, and to cost $24 million

—

will include 7 studios, several hundred offices, a scenery

wing, a restaurant and a maintenance area. The dramatic

studio is due for completion by summer 1960, with stages

for music, light entertainment, school & children’s pro-

grams anticipated by the end of 1961.

New Australian co-ax cable is in the works, according

to Postmaster-General Charles W. Davidson. It will link

Canberra to Melbourne via Sydney, and will carry TV-
radio programs, phone messages simultaneously. The West
German firm of Felton & Guilleaume Carlswerk will build

cable for the Sydney-to-Canberra section, with the re-

mainder (Sydney-to-Melbourne) to be domestically pro-

duced & constructed.

New Zealand TV started experimentally in March
in Auckland, using equipment obtained in the United

Kingdom & Australia, and the govt, is preparing for the

full-scale introduction of a 625-line TV system, same as

Australia’s. TV tube import has been placed under close

control to prevent overproduction of sets before regular

transmissions start. It’s expected that most sets will be

built locally—using some imported components.

Ghana will have temporary TV during the visit of

Queen Elizabeth this November, according to a cooperative

agreement reached by Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.

Ltd. and Pye Ltd. with the Ghana Broadcasting Authorities.

The equipment firms will supply a mobile unit, a fixed

studio and transmitting equipment. Pye also will install

receivers in public centers, so that a maximum audience

may view the events.

Republic of Ireland is acquiring a site near Dublin on

the 2473-ft. Kippure Mountain in County Wicklow for the

first transmitter in its proposed commercial TV service.

No target date has been announced. Two members of the

Irish TV Commission are currently in the U.S. studying

TV network operations.

Educational Television

The 1959 Institute for Education by Radio & TV will

take place from May 6 to 9 in Columbus, Ohio, sponsored

by Ohio State U. Three allied groups will come together

during the same period: the American Council for Better

Broadcasts, 2 committees of the Natl. Assn, of Educational

Broadcasters, and the delegates’ workshop of the Assn, of

Junior Leagues of America. During the Institute’s meeting,

the Ohio State Awards will be made, and case histories of

network shows will be presented by program execs.
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Personals: Michael J. Minahan, ABC-TV administrative

officer, promoted to TV production operations dir. . . . Rob-

ert E. Newsham, ex-asst. sales mgr., KYW-TV, Cleveland,

appointed sales mgr., WJZ-TV Baltimore, succeeding

Joseph P. Dougherty, who becomes gen. mgr., radio WPRO
Providence . . . Ralph F. Glazer, ex-radio KSFO, rejoins

CBS radio spot sales as mgr., San Francisco office.

Jack Donahue promoted from asst, sales to nat. sales

mgr. of KTLA, Los Angeles; Bob Jones named local sales

mgr. . . . Henry E. Hines named adv. & promotion dir.,

WBAL-TV & WBAL Baltimore . . . Albert L. McIntosh,

ex-chief of FCC frequency allocation & treaty div., joins

Army radio frequency engineering office under Chief

Signal Officer, Pentagon.

Derek Russell, ex-publicity head of BBC, London,

named BBC North American representative, succeeding

Barrie Thorne, leaving N.Y. May G to take over as treas.,

BBC TV-radio services, London . . . J. T. Carey retires

as sales mgr., radio WIND Chi., after 24 years with

station . . . Ken Schwartz, ex-managing editor. Tide mag-

azine, named exec, editor. Television magazine, succeeding

Herman W. Land, named to new post of PR & special

projects dir., Corinthian Bcstg. Corp.

Arthur Harvey, ABC labor relations asst., N.Y., pro-

moted to labor relations dir. for Western Div. . . . T. A.

Rogers, gen. mgr. of radio WCLT Newark, elected pres, of

Ohio Assn, of Bcstrs., with Robert Mack, gen. mgr. of

WIMA-TV Lima, elected v.p. for TV . . . Ben Halpern pro-

moted to promotion mgr.. United Artists TV.

Stan Smith, ex-ABC-TV Eastern sales mgr., resigns

as sales v.p.. Official Films. S. L. Adler, ex-Guild Films,

named sales dir . . . Bert AVeiland, ex-Ziv TV, named north-

eastern district mgr., ITC . . . Donald D. Sullivan, v.p.-gen.

mgr., radio WNAX, Yankton, S.D., and gen. mgr., KVTV,
Sioux City, la., elected pres.. South Dakota Bcstrs. Assoc.

Norman Gittleson, ex-gen. mgr. of WMUR-TV Man-

chester, N.H., has accepted post of mgr. of radio KLMS
Lincoln, Neb. He will move with family shortly from pres-

ent home, 999 Chestnut St., Manchester, N.H. . . . Henry

R. Flynn, asst, sales mgr., KCOP Los Angeles, named gen.

mgr. of station’s syndication div., a new post . . . Richard

P. Hogue, ex-WXIX Milwaukee gen. mgr., named v.p.

& gen. mgr., KXTV Sacramento . . . James C. Hirsch pro-

moted to dir. of national sales, TvB.

Mrs. Ruth Newburn Sedam of N.Y. and Carleton I).

Smith, NBC v.p. and gen. mgr. of WRC-TV & WRC Wash-

ington, were married in Swarthmore, Pa. April 29.

National Museum of Broadcasting, industry hall-of-

fame project proposed by Broadcast Pioneers and taken

over by NAB (Vol. 15:8), will be headed by John F. Patt

(WJR Detroit & WJRT Flint) as board chairman. He was
elected to lead the non-profit organization at a recent

Washington meeting of a special NAB committee which ex-

plored ideas for the museum but adopted no specific plans.

Joseph E. Baudino (Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.) was named
secy.-treas.; NAB secy.-treas. Everett E. Revercomb asst,

secy.-treas. Other committe members—Merrill Lindsay

(WSOY Decatur, 111.), Paul Morency (WITC-TV Hart-

ford), Fred Weber (WSTV Steubenville)—were elected

directors.

Five-year old Ginny Tiu—piano prodigy from Hong
Kong—was scheduled late last week for an appearance on
the Ed Sullivan show Sunday, May 3, via remote from
Chicago. Ginny’s prior docket of woe: Invited to appear
April 18 with Perry Como, the SPCC blocked her appear-

ance because of her age. When Ed Sullivan sought to

feature her April 19, the 111. Dept, of Labor forbade the

Chicago origination—and her further appearance on the
,

ABC Breakfast Club of Don McNeill wffio had guided her

broadcast activities. To accomplish this week’s appearance,

McNeill blocked the 111. labor dept, with a restraining order.

ASCAP elects Stanley Adams as pres, to succeed Paul

Cunningham, who becomes public affairs director. Author of

such hits as “Little Old Lady,” “What a Difference a Day
Makes,” and “My Shawl,” Adams has been an ASCAP di-

rector since 1944, was 1953-56 pres. Other officers named
by the board last week: v.p.’s Louis Bernstein & Otto A.

Harbach, secy. Deems Taylor, treas. Frank H. Connor, asst,

secy. Arthur Schwartz, asst, treas. J. J. Bregman.

Two-day broadcast equipment seminar for engineers,
j

I

scheduled by RCA in the Statler Hotel, Washington, has

the following agenda: May 12—FM multiplex & transmit-

ting equipment, FM antennas, AM transmitters, AM phas-

ing equipment, remote pickup, TV transmitters, Ch. 7-13

traveling wave antenna, BW-8A portable envelope delay

measuring equipment. May 13—microwave equipment, TV
tape recox'der, high-definition TV systems, slow-scan TV.

Entering sports packaging field, Bert L. Coleman Assoc.

(630 Fifth Ave., N.Y.) has named veteran sportscaster

Harry Wismer v.p. in charge of sports & special events.

Coleman plans to announce “a major TV sports program”
soon. The firm was formed a year ago to specialize in in-

dustrial relations and TV news film development.

Donald H. McGannon will be speaker at the 5th dist.

Adv. Fed. of America conference in Huntington, W. Va.,

May 7-9. The Westinghouse Broadcasting pres, will discuss

the role of media in implementing the conference theme,

“Let’s make . . . America more like the pictures in the ads.”

Campaign for press rates for news reports telephoned

to TV & radio stations has been started by News Associ-

ates Inc., the agency organized last year by ex-INS staffers.

Broadcasters are being urged by NAI pres. Herbert Gor-

don to write their Congressmen and the FCC to ask that

telephoned news—now subject to regular commercial U
charges—be put in a special rate category similar to West- fj

ern Union’s press rate schedule.

Obituary
||

Don Phillips, 59, former program dir. of WEW St. f'l

Louis, and radio broadcaster since 1928—he was in the casts
j

of NBC’s Young Widder Brown & Lorenzo Jones—died of i

J

cancer April 23 in St. Louis. i
j
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Advertising

I TAPE CHARGE MUDDLE: Agencies which plan to use

) taped announcements or programs in spot TV face a

I
growing price muddle this summer in tape “service

charges.” That’s what our checkup among stations

and reps seems to indicate.

There’s little rhyme & often less reasoning behind

the service fees for putting tape on the air. (Film play-

backs are almost always gratis.) In one large Mid-

western market, for instance, the ABC-TV affiliate charges

$300 in addition to time costs for airing a 30-min. taped

program. And, in the same market, the NBC-TV affiliate

charges just $35 for the same service.

In N.Y., WRCA-TV charges “around $125” for a one-

minute taped commercial playback. WOR-TV gets $50 for

one hour or any portion, including spot announcements.

“WABC-TV doesn’t service-charge for announcements at

all, but charges an AFTRA fee for insertion of announce-

ment during a show. WPIX is currently “adjusting the

tape charge,” and stations WCBS-TV, WNEW-TV and
>' WNTA-TV have a “no service charge” policy on taped

(
spot announcements.

' In Los Angeles as well, the network outlets don’t

1 agree, with KRCA and KNXT each charging a $30 service

i fee for running a taped commercial, although KABC-TV
}

charges $15. By contrast, independent KHJ-TV makes no

(

playback charge for taped announcements. Other Los

Angeles outlets have a variety of policies.

Service charges for announcement & program play-

backs are just as confusing in other areas. WFLA-TV
1 Tampa charges $5-per-spot playback after the first re-play..

KTVU San Francisco makes no extra charge for taped

I announcements. Westinghouse’s KYW-TV Cleveland starts

I its tape service charges at a minimum of $25 for announce-
' ments and goes up to a $60 charge for a one-hour tape

I playback. Corinthian outlets, such as KGUL-TV Houston

t & WISH-TV Indianapolis, have a uniform policy of “no

charge on either tape or film playback.” WOW-TV Omaha
charges $5 for 5 minutes or less of tape airing. And so on

and on.

Two factors, reps tell us, are the chief causes of the

widely divergent fee policies

:

t 1. Newness: “Tape hasn’t been around long enough:

for industry organizations, reps and stations to work out

suggested uniform prices,” said a TV sales exec, of rep'

Peters, Griffin, Woodward (which is currently drafting a

“standard tape charge proposal”).

2. Cost: The question that generally sends stations in

one price direction or another can best be summed up as:

“Shall we try for a quick amortization of our tape facilities,,

or shall we charge as little as possible as an inducement
to advertisers to use taped spots & shows ?”

Agencies are understandably disturbed about the sit-

uation, since it involves their timebuyers & cost estimators
in endless checking, and their clients in unexpected costs.

Griped BBDO’s Hollywood mgr. Bud Stefan, last week
after pricing tape announcement playbacks on the Los
Angeles network outlets:

“We had planned to show our taped commercials 10

times a week for 26 weeks. With these fees it would have
cost an additional $7000. So we just had to forget the

whole thing. I think it’s a deplorable situation.”

Until stations, reps, agencies and even networks arrive

at mutual understandings—as well as uniform & x’ealistic

pricing—the situation will continue chaotic.

TvB Aid to Admen: TvB’s services to advertisers are de-

scribed in a promotional brochure titled “An Invitation,”

now being distributed to 5000 agencies & advertisers.

The piece breaks down TvB’s function into 5 categories—“evaluation of your TV budget; measuring the medium;
measuring your own TV activity; obtaining greater results

with TV; and evaluation of your TV results.”

Under each main topic are from 10 to 20 subdivisions

describing in detail the scope of research TvB will perform

for admen. Example: evaluating a budget by determining

the competitor’s budget, expenditures and sphere of activity.

Complete TvB station membership is listed at the end

of the brochure.

Multiple-spotting must end “before the increasingly

evident signs of restiveness in FCC & Congress develop

into unwanted & unnecessary legislative action” to curb

abuses, Emil Mogul, pres, of Mogul, Lewin, Williams &
Saylor, told the Pittsburgh Radio & TV Club last week.

“The problem is serious enough for the 4A’s & the ANA to

join forces ... to stamp out the abuse. Consideration

should be given to a stricter code that would be buttressed

by enforceable sanctions against repeated violators.” If

advertisers refused to employ stations guilty of the prac-

tice, some “headway in ending it might be made,” he

advised.

NBC-TV’s participating-sponsorship sales pattern,

“which accommodates the small advertiser, will set a sig-

nificant trend on all networks in the next 10 years,” Hugh
M. Beville Jr., NBC v.p., planning & research, said last

week at the 4th district convention of the Advertising Fed-

eration of America, St. Petersburg, Fla. Programs like

Today and The Jack Paar Show, are a way “to give the

sponsor with less than a million-dollar budget an oppor-

tunity to use our medium.”

A revenue increase of 20% for radio—instead of the

10% the industry is counting upon for 1959—would result

if the promotional steam of National Radio Month (May)
could be carried through the year, RAB pres. Kevin B.

Sweeney is telling 43 separate sales-improvement clinics

being held around the country.

Y&R’s Hollywood branch will increase its office space

by 1000 ft. “to accomodate the expanded opei’ations of its

TV-radio department,” when it occupies the 11th floor of

the First Federal Bldg. August 1, after 23 years at Holly-

wood & Vine. Y&R’s L.A. office at Wilshire & Grand is

unaffected by the change.

Good-any-time radio kit, a 64-page booklet of facts

about & promotion for the medium, has been mailed to all

U.S. radio stations by the NAB. It was designed for Na-
tional Radio Month in May, but the NAB said broadcasters

should find it a useful public relations aid throughout the

year.

Station Rate Increases
Station: Base Hour Minute Date

KNXT Los Anpeles S,!1750 to $ t2.‘)0 $800 to $900 April 1

WMAL-TV WashinKton $1 7.70 to $2000 $350 to $4007 April 1

WTVN-TV Columbus. O. $ 825 to $1000 $200 to $250 May 1

WAVY-TV Norfolk S 700 to $ 850 $1 10 to $180 May 1

KJEO Fresno $ 600 to $ 700 $1.70 to $175 .April 1

-KHTV Little Rock .? 450 to $ 500 $100 to $110 - —
WnUZ Raton Rouko $ 475 to $ 500 $110 to $125 April 1

WTP.A Harrisburg $ 385 to S 425 $ 75 to $ 90t April 1

KI'T>M-TV Beaumont .$ 350 to $ 400 $ 80 to $ 90 Ajiril 1

KONA Honolulu $ 350 to S 400 $ 75 to $ 87.50 April 1

KOOK-TV Billinas $ 200 to $ 250 $ 45 to $ 60 May 1

t 20 Sec. only.
* Added Cl.nps AA hour (8-11 p.m. Mon. -Sat., B:30-ll p.m. Sun.) Class

A remains $3750.
2 Addetl Class AA hour (6:30-10 p.m. daily). Class A hour remains $430.
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Showcase for Effects: Agencies are being invited by CBS-
TV to tour a new permanent exhibit, “Below the Line,”

set up by the network to demonstrate new live production

techniques at its W. 57th St. studio in N.Y. The exhibit’s

photos, dioramas, working models and displays call at-

tention to such new techniques as light-weight moulded

plastic scenery, VideoScene miniature sets, a snow machine

that produces 30-minute blizzards, “waterless” water

scenes, and other CBS live gimmicks.

Groups of TV production & agency executives have

already visited the exhibit, the theme of which is summed
up on a poster near the exit: “Don’t abandon a good idea

just because it seems impractical. CBS-TV will find a way
to make it work . . . for less money.”

People: William E. Matthews, Y&R v.p., appointed to

World Wide Information Services board . . . Thomas J.

Carnese, senior v.p. & gen, mgr., Ted Bates, named chair-

man, adv. & PR div., N.Y. USO Committee’s 1959 commerce

& industry campaign . . . Bill Treadwell, PR v.p.-mgr., Leo

Burnett, becomes v.p. for special assignments. Grey Adv.,

effective June 1.

Colin Mclver, Y&R London plans board chairman,

named head of new office in Geneva. Trevor G. Goodman,

v.p. & managing dir., Y&R Toronto office, appointed manag-
ing dir., Y&R Ltd. of Canada . . . Robert E. Johnson elected

v.p. of D’Arcy.

Stanley Schlenther, ex-Evans & Assoc., Dallas-Ft.

Worth, named v.p.-mgr.. Fuller & Smith & Ross’ new office

in Fort Worth, Texas. FSR purchased Evans & Assoc. . . .

Wallace T. Drew, ex-Cunningham & Walsh v.p., named
mktg. v.p., Coty Inc.

Casting a TV commercial at an ad agency requires

about 12 people, Evelyn Pierce, J. Walter Thompson cast-

ing director, told the NY chapter of American Women in

Radio & Television. Such a group might include 3 copy-

writers, 1 art director, 2 account reps., 1 producer, 1 asst,

producer, 2 TV-radio group heads, and 2 client reps. She

set the cost (talent & production only) of an average min-

ute film commercial at from $4500 to $15,000 using ordi-

nary talent. An animated minute runs $7000 to $15,000.

Live minute: $125-$3000. A staff of 6 handles casting for

34 TV clients selling 75 brands at JWT. Scouting off & on

Broadway & shows, and sometimes even finding likely

prospects on the street, the staff also works with about

100 talent agents.

TV-radio advertising complaint by the FTC against

Drug Research Corp., 369 Lexington Ave., N.Y., maker of

weight-reducing “Regimen-tablets,” has been settled by a

consent agreement. Without admitting it was guilty of

misrepresentation of its product, the firm said it would

stop claiming that pre-determined results can be achieved

by persons taking the preparation. The FTC order also is

binding on Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton,

N.Y. advertising agency.

A “record” 420 hours of sportscasts will be pro-

grammed on NBC in 1959, representing a 40% increase over

the network’s 1958 sports offering. Included are baseball,

basketball, bowling, boxing, football, golf, horse-racing,

tennis and track. Tom S. Gallery, NBC sports director,

terms the schedule “the heaviest ever offered by any net-

work in TV history.”

Obituary

Ernest Donohue, 61, production head, BBDO, died April

24. His wife, a daughter and 2 grandchildren survive.

Film & Tape

New Videotape Recorder: Ampex will introduce a new-
model Videotape recorder this week, designated VR-IOOOB.
No details have been revealed, but changes are expected to

be significant, although tapes recorded on the present
VR-1000 will be compatible with the new machine, and
vice versa.

Mgr. Neal McNaughten of Ampex professional prod-
ucts div. said the new recorder will incorporate “several

developments of broad significance to the industry. These
include improved picture quality, 3 innovations for simpli-

fied production of recorded tapes, 7 innovations for simpli-

fied maintenance & operation.”

Another Tapemobile: Mobile Video Tapes Inc., a new
Hollywood-based outfit (1607 N. El Centro) is the latest

firm to hang up the have-tape-will-travel sign. Patterned
after Ampex’s Videotape Cruiser, its single van contains

an Ampex Videotape recorder, RCA camera equipment
and a complete power supply, permitting it to shoot tapes

while stationary or in motion.

The principals of the new firm are pres. Lester E.

Hutson, a manufacturer who is understood to be chief fi-

nancial backer; Jack Meyer, former West Coast ABC-TV
director; Clair Higgins, former producer of JaClair Pro-
ductions {Lawrence Welk, Frank Sinatra, Liberace) under
contract to MCA; engineer John T. Allen Jr., former tech-

nical supervisor of video tape & kinescope recording dept.,

ABC Hollywood.

The group is offering the use of all or part of its facil-

ities for commercials and taped programs. It currently is

prepai'ing these 30-min. pilots: Congo, for Wisberg-Klein

Productions, Hollywood; It’s News to Me, Joe Landis Pro-

ductions, Hollywood; Las Vegas Starwagon (to be shot in

Las Vegas), A Date to Remember and Inteimational House
for Monte Proser Productions, Hollywood.

Ampex’s own Videotape Cruiser continues its nationwide

tour. It will arrive in Miami in time for the May 3-8

SMPTE convention, and will prepare a 15-min. taped show
there for WTVJ. The following week it will tape Pat
Boone’s Showroom at U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis

for May 14 showing on ABC-TV. Then it will proceed to

Washington for May 25-June 5 demonsti’ations to govt,

agencies. Congress, local TV producers & stations and the

Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Assn, con-

vention.

Budget-Cutting Tape: Following the precedent set by the

CBS-Rod Serling telefilm & tape series. Twilight Zone,

GE has renewed its GE Theatre series, but has cut the

number of film segments to 23, with CBS to produce 10

other episodes on tape. This season GE’s 33 shows had all

been filmed by Revue Productions. It’s an economy move,

of course. Filmed segments cost $50-$55,000 each vs. tape’s

$30,000.

Bill Frye, who has been producing GE Theatre, moves
over to Revue’s new Johnny Staccato series, while Harry
Tugend takes over as key producer of GE, with Joseph

Naar to produce some episodes.

Photo transparencies can be animated so that portions

of the picture change in emphasis, and backgrounds fade in,

through a process offered by Visa-Matic Corp., 49 W. 32nd

St., N.Y. 1. The service has been re-introduced after an

18-month interval, says the company, with costs lowered.
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LOVE LETTER TO MADISON AVE: Hollywood TV film pro-

ducers, once resentful of the ad agency’s role in a series,

now say there’s a refreshing, new attitude of helpful-

i ness. In many cases, they add, important contributions

I to series are made by agency men. Our checkup found

I that there is still some resentment against certain

agencies on grounds that they intei'fere too much or

needlessly. But on the whole a healthy rapport has been

established between producer & agency.

One reason for the change is a trend within agencies

to hire men with show-business backgrounds as liaison

with producers. This has brought about a mutual respect

which was often non-existent in the past, an understanding

by the agency of the producer’s problems, and a more sym-

pathetic producer ear when the agency men state their

policies & viewpoints.

When we asked top Hollywood producers for their

views, most unqualifiedly said agency liaison men contribute

to a show. None believed that the agency should have no

say in a series. Specifically, here’s what producers said:

Hal Hudson (Zane Grey Theatre; Benton & Bowles) :

“We had planned our series as a star anthology show. Ben-

I ton & Bowles wanted a continuing personality. That’s how
I Dick Powell became our host. The agency saw our potential

I and added elements to it. When an agency has this kind

i of vision and knows the market better than the producer

I
can, it can make a definite contribution. When they tailor

S the show for their clients, it gives the show an additional
' showmanship element. In our case, once the agency made
H its contribution, it stood back—to see the whole picture

fi instead of the day-to-day problems. This way the agency

0 becomes a perfect complement to the TV producer.”

1
Bob Sisk {Wyatt Earp; D-F-S; Compton) : “Ad agen-

y cies never hurt me. I imagine there are some clinkers

I among them, but we’ve been fortunate in working with

I Compton and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.”

Warren Lewis (Man With a Camera; Grey) : “It de-

pends on the agency. Very often they’re so busy trying to

justify their 15% commission, they impede. In other cases,

when aware of the problem, they are helpful as a buffer

between producer & sponsor. The problem also varies with

the responsibility given by the N.Y. agency to their Holly-

wood office. Some agency men try to help solve problems.”

Howie Horwitz {77 Sunset Strip; Ted Bates; Kenyon
& Eckhardt) : “Warner Bros.’ operation is peculiar in

that in our deals, agencies are not allowed to do more than

write a letter of suggestion. Nobody tells Warner Bros,

what to put in a show or how to do it. Our only restrictions

are from the network continuity acceptance department.”

Martin Manulis (20th-Fox TV production chief) :

“We’ve had little experiences with agencies so far. I don’t

think that except in terms of policy agencies should tell

us what to do creatively. I can see where an agency would

step in when a show is in trouble; but at that time every-

body gets into the act.”

Richard Maibaum (MGM-TV production chief) : “They
have been helpful on our Thin Man series. We have re-

ceived advice, help and constructive criticism.”

John Payne {The Restless Gun) : “It depends on the

agency. I’ve met some agency men who are real sharp and

who appreciate & understand your unique problems. These

are usually those with show business backgrounds. Those

with other backgrounds are not so good.”

Roy Huggins {Maverick; Y&R): “The agencies don’t

exist as far as I’m concerned. I never hear from them.”

Wilbur Stark {Colonel Flack) : “It’s hard for a pro-

ducer to be objective, so the vast majority of objective

i

viewpoints must be helpful to him. There are some heavies,

but very few, and agencies are more helpful than harmful.

There are a lot of pros in the agency business today.”

Arthur Gardner {The Rifleman; Benton & Bowles) :

“Benton & Bowles has been a tremendous help on The
Rifleman and on our Bob Taylor show. I think it’s because

Tom McDermott is a foi’mer producer-director-writer and
every man working for him has a theatrical—not an ad-

vertising—background. They are a big help.”

William Sackheim (Screen Gems executive producer)

:

“At times agencies can be very helpful, and it’s not always
the agency man who is the heavy. If he has a client who is

too demanding, he must nevertheless reflect that client’s

wishes. If he has a sponsor who is more liberal, more tol-

erant, it’s different. Some have been of enormous help.”

Mike Meshekoff {Steve Canyon; McCann-Erickson) :

“Agencies have something to offer in terms of how the

sponsor wants to sell his product. If there is such a thing

as a happy combination of a sales message in a creative

endeavor, that’s the way it will come about. In most cases

agencies are pretty much of a hindrance. We’ve been
badgered not only by them, but by the network. Air Force
and Defense Dept. Trying to please everybody is a sure

formula for failure, because you no longer have your own
point of view. For an agency to buy your point of view
and then embark on a program of destroying it, doesn’t

make sense. But we can’t shrug off what the agency has to

offer as a liaison between sponsor & producer.”

Devery Freeman {The Ann Sothern Show; Benton &
Bowles) : “It depends on the agency. In my case, the

agency is a definite asset. They have begun hiring not
solely businessmen, but creative people, and this has been
helpful. Our agency liaison is an ex-writer. Tom McDer-
mott had faith in our project and gave us support.”

Nat Holt {Tales of Wells Fargo; Sullivan, Stauffer,

Colwell & Bayles) : “My experiences have been very good,

and the agencies have been no hindrance at all. In fact,

they have helped—a lot. Much depends on the attitude of

the producer. He shouldn’t wear a chip on his shoulder.”

Everett Freeman {Bachelor Father; BBDO) : “Agen-
cies have been helpful to us. They cooperate in every way.
They offer suggestions, but no script interference.”

Irving Pincus {The Real McCoys; J. Walter Thomp-
son) : “I have yet to have a serious problem with the

agencies. They are no liability. Yes, I’ve had problems . . .

in the past, and ... in N.Y., but I’ve been lucky this time.”

Blake Edwards {Peter Gunn; Doherty, Clifford, Steers

& Shenfield) : “We’ve been exceptionally lucky in that

our agency people are bright & tremendously helpful. Both
the sponsor & agency are helpful. Our sponsor told us,

‘We’re in the drug business. You’re the producer. You stick

to your business, and we’ll stick to ours.’ ”

Charles Marquis Warren {Ratvhide; Parkson) : “Ad
agencies can’t come on my set, and they have no say on
my scripts. Those are the terms of my contract with CBS.”

David Dortort {Bonanza, and formerly producer Rest-

less Gun) : “Agencies are an asset. It depends on your
attitude. Since I have to deal with them, I convert them
to my cause ... I make them useful allies.”

A producer of a top-rated show, who asked that his

name not be used, made this comment: “We have 2 sponsors.

I love one of the agencies. They rarely comment critically,

and when they do, it’s apologetically. They’re encouraging

& helpful. But the other agency has a guy who writes the

most critical, carping letters about everything. Both these

agencies are commenting on the same shows, yet have
divergent views. So it depends on the men involved.”
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New York Roundup: Robert L. Lawrence, pres, of Law-
rence Productions (RLP), says l)lcnds of live action & ani-

mation in film commercials shape up as a “major trend in

1959.” Last year, such hybrids acounted for only 9% of

film commercials shot by his firm. This year they’ll form

26% of its $4 million TV gToss. The fully-live commercial

still leads the field (63%), with all-animation film jobs

(11%) falling behind live-animation mixtures. A current

Lawrence coup:

Revlon International will soon start showing a $15,000

commercial completed last week by RLP on a worldwide

basis. Shot in color and involving some fancy choreography

& a parade of 12 top fashion models, the one-minute live-

action film will be shown on TV (and in theaters where no

TV is available) in 62 countries outside the U.S., with sales

message in a choice of 14 languages.

Col. William Eliscu, who created the OSS series net-

work-aired for Mennen, is in Madrid where he’s completing

the pilot of Arabian Nights with a U.S.-British cast. Kevin

Scott has the star role of “The Tiger,” a sort of Mideastern

Zorro . . . Eastman-Kodak will hold N.Y.-Los Angeles

demonstrations this week for TV executives and editors of

a new color film “considerably faster than present East-

man color negative film.”

Webb & Knapp deal to buy 260 acres of the Hollywood

studio lot of 20th Century-Fox awaits ratification by the

stockholders, the film firm’s N.Y. headquarters reports.

W&K’s William Zeckendorf has already given 20th-Fox’s

Spyros P. Skouras a check for $2.5 million as against a

total purchase price of about $56 million. If stockholders

approve, the movie company will lease back studio space

for TV and feature production—and will keep its oil wells.

ITC’s Cannonball adventure series has been sold to

General Popo de Mexico (General Tire subsidiary) for a

52-week run in Mexico City, with options for other markets.

Total foreign sales on the series so far, ITC reports, are

“about $600,000.”

NTA International is participating, for the first time,

in the current Cannes Film Festival on the French Riviera.

Two NTA half-hour TV series will be screened for visitors.

At the same time, an international sales drive will be

launched by NTA on a 37-episode package of 60-min. films

in the 20th Century-Fox Hour series, starting this week.

Goodson-Todman Productions has made a deal with the

Western Writers of America Assn, to shoot a Western film

anthology series which G-T hopes to sell for fall network

showing . . . Ziv TV reports a strong spring sales record,

with 1959 figures 36% higher on syndication sales and re-

newals than in the first quarter of last year.

NTA’s “international package” of 64 feature films,

mainly 1956, 57 & 58 releases, has been sold in 14 markets

during its first week on the block . . . ABC Films reports

sales of its special new package of 15 Western half-hours

pulled from its backlog of dramatic anthologies, to 8

stations.

Writers Guild of America West has demanded of

movie & telefilm producers a 70% raise in wage minimums,

plus certain conditions for any films made for pay TV or

movies shown on pay TV. The Guild wants: For post-1948

movies shown on free TV, 6% of the first $100,000 of the

gross, and 8% of gross in excess of $100,000. For movies

on pay TV, 4% of the gross receipts. For movies made

solely for pay TV, the Guild insists on negotiations for

terms before any writer may work on such a picture. The

organization’s past pay TV demands from producers have

been firmly rejected.

Hollywood Roundup: CBS is currently showing the pilot

of Maureen O’Hara’s series Men & Women, formerly titled

Woman in the Case . . . Parke Levy, producer of December
Bride, is planning a sequel to the series, Pete and Gladys,

starring Harry Morgan of the present cast.

Best Foods has dropped Yoii Asked for /f on ABC fol-

lowing the demands of Wayne Steffner Productions and

producer and co-owner Cran Chamberlain for an increase

of the show’s production cost to $20,000 a week . . . Barry

Productions has been reactivated by producer-director Sid-

ney Miller, and he is now planning a film series, Billy and
the Kid . . . Producer Jerry Warner is preparing a new
series, Mr. Texas, based on the life of Sam Houston. He
plans production of a pilot in June.

Benton & Bowles’ buying of telefilm series for next

fall is almost completed, with negotiations now under way
for new series, we’re told by B&B TV v.p. Tom McDermott,
now on the coast. He declined to identify the new prop-

erties, saying “it wouldn’t be fair” until the deals are set.

B&B renewals include The Danny Thomas Show, The Ann
Sothei-n Show & The Rifleman.

Academy of TV Arts & Sciences will give Bob Hope a

special trustees’ award at its annual Emmy show Wednes-
day for his entertaining of troops through the years and
the “consistently high quality of his TV programs.” . . .

Producer Bill Burrud & Warwick Charlton are planning a

new series. The Golden Hind, which will revolve about the

adventures of Sir Francis Drake . . . Pilot for Complex, a

new series on psychiatry, will be video-taped by producer

Marjorie Morrison and Bob Banker at KTTV.
Destiny Productions, newly-formed independent, will

produce an hour-long pilot. The Wild Blue Yonder. De Von
Stanfield is pres. & exec, producer ... If The Restless Gun
option is picked up (May 15) John Payne wants to star in

only half the series next season. He has told NBC he would
like to have Floyd Simmons star in the other segments, and
NBC is “not unreceptive,” Payne tells us.

Pete Levathes, TV chief at Y&R, and Ted Bates TV
exec. Richard Pinkham are in from N.Y. to look at pilots

. . . Hecht-Hill Lancaster’s first TV project. The Office,

based on its movie. Bachelor Party, is going into produc-

tion as a pilot. Pat Crowley and Hal March star. Bill Frye
is producer . . . Bill of Indictment is the newest taped pilot

project for Paramount TV.

Four Star Films has reached agreement with Re-

public studios whereby the telefilm company will lease

space at Republic on a 5-year deal. Four Star’s lease at

Fox Western, which it now occupies, expires May 13, and
the move to Republic will be made on or about May 15.

Four Star’s lease deal with Republic is non-exclusive. The
telefilm company found facilities at Fox Western inade-

quate for its increased production, and that’s the reason

for the move. While the Four Star-Republic deal has not

yet been signed, a Republican spokesman said he antici-

pated no obstacles to reaching an agreement.

United Artists is expanding its sales operations in

N.Y., having hired Phil Williams, v.p. in chg. of syndicated

sales at ABC Films Inc., as Eastern div. mgr. of UA-TV.
Although UA is aiming at network sale on some 5 or 6

new pilot films it represents, a move toward syndication of

half-hour film properties will begin June 1.

Screen Gems has denied officially a trade paper report

that a stock issue is about to be floated, primarily to pro-

vide financing for feature product of its parent, Columbia

Pictures. “This report has been circulated for the past 3

years,” a Screen Gems spokesman told us in N.Y.
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TV’s ‘New Low’: TV reached a new low in censorship when

the references to “gas chamber” were deleted from the re-

cent Playhouse 90 drama, “Judgment at Nuremberg.”

That’s what Rod Serling will tell the 9th annual Radio-TV

Guild industry conference to be held by the RTG at San

Francisco State College May 8.

Serling, principal speaker at the event, tells us he will

criticize Lennen & Newell, agency for American Gas

Assn., and CBS for its interference. When it was reported

there was agency interference because L&N’s client is a

gas company and they didn’t want that reference to Hit-

ler’s gas chamber, L&N said it was CBS’s idea. CBS, in

turn, blamed it on the agency.

However, Serling commented angrily, “Now they’re

fooling around with history,” said he knew the agency

broached it at the start, and adds that CBS is partly re-

sponsible because it went along. Serling will tell the con-

ference elimination of the words “gas chamber” was a

distortion of history, and a blot on TV censorship.

The writer-producer will also criticize N.Y. producers

such as David Susskind, he tells us. “I like Susskind, but I

don’t like this tendency on the pai't of N.Y. producers to go

into established pi’operties, such as ‘Meet Me in St. Louis.’

There must be originality in TV. Let TV create its own
art form,” he says.

Serling will also say that TV today is a victim of

cycles, just as movies were for years. He will point to the

saturation of Westerns and private eyes, and predict that

the next cycle will be science fiction. Serling is producer

director of his own series. Twilight Zone, which will be on

CBS next season. He describes it as “fantasy-imagination.”

* * *

From another quarter, critical Susskind was the target

of another needle last week. Time for May 4 said that

Susskind (1) reaps $200,000 a year, while lambasting the

industry’s money-mindedness, (2) uses familiar dramatic

properties while calling the networks copycats, and (3)

displayed no hesitation about using tape for a sequence in

“The Browning Version,” even though he cavils against

mechanical aids on his Open End program (WNTA-TV
Newark) . But Time concedes Susskind’s taste & talent, his

record for bringing quality to TV, and his willingness to

attempt the unfamiliar in non-TV dramatic ventures.

— -

NTA Hookup: NTA normally makes its taped shows avail-

able via syndication, but its first inter-station hookup gets

under way May 4 when WNTA-TV cable-feeds taped shows
to WHCT Hartford. Ted Cott, v.p. in chg. of NTA’s o&o
outlets, devised the plan which he estimates will add “an

additional 364,000 TV homes” in Conn, and Mass, for

WNTA’s telecasts of taped conversations with Alexander

King, Mike Wallace, Richard Willis and David Susskind.

WHCT (Ch. 18, uhf) was a CBS-TV o&o until last Nov. 15

when CBS darkened it, sold it in Dec. to a new group headed

by Edward D. Taddei, who put station back on the air

Jan. 24.

Peter Gunn, as a movie will be produced & directed

next year by Blake Edwards, who does the telefilm series.

Craig Stevens of the TV series will probably star. Edwards
also tells us he had contemplated expanding his half-hour

show into an hour for next season, since the trend is now
in that direction, then decided not to tamper with the

show. He is now discussing a finance-release deal for the

movie “Gunn” with a major studio, planning a new, hour-

long Western telefilm series, Rango, and negotiating for

another property to be a half-hour series.

TV’s Most Wanted Man: Perhaps not surprisingly, the

writer has become TV’s most in-demand talent—even more
in demand than the star. Many writers have by now grad-

uated to producerships, with additional compensation &
responsibility. Our check of Hollywood revealed that at

least a third of TV’s film series are now produced by ex-

writers (some of whom still pound their typewriters to

shape a script to their taste)

.

Ex-writer Roy Huggins, for example, is producer of

Maverick (and before that of Cheyenne) as well as having

produced the first 77 Sunset Strip. Other writers who have

made the step successfully to producer are Blake Edwards
{Peter Gunn), Sam Rolfe {Have Gun—Will Travel), Ev-

erett Freeman {Bachelor Father) John Larkin {M Squad)
David Dortort {Restless Gun) Mary Loos & Richard Sale

{Yancy Derringer) Paul Henning {Bob Cummings Show)

.

Still others include David Friedkin & Morton Fine

{Bold Venture), Bob Welch {The Thin Man), Charles

Marquis Warren {Raivhide)

,

Antony Ellis {Black Saddle),

Joe Connelly & Bob Mosher {Leave It to Beaver), Devery
Freeman {The Ann Sothern Show)

.

One of TV’s top writers until he quit the small-screen

for the stage & movies was Paddy Chayefsky. He’s had
opportunities to produce for TV, but prefers to produce

movies. Similarly, Reginald Rose, desiring to remain a

writer—not only for TV but for movies & the stage

—

tui'ned down an offer to be a producer on Desilu Playhorise.

In New York recently, Mort Green of Perry Como’s
comedy staff, was named TV radio dir. of Revlon, effective

June 1, in a move that spotlighted the elevate-the-writer

trend. Charles Revson, pres, of the cosmetic firm, said of

Green’s appointment: “Maximum results from TV & radio

can best be achieved by turning the responsiblity over to

a top creative mind.” Green will research & develop new
program ideas for Revlon, a major network spender.

Next season will see even more writers becoming pro-

ducers, with such as Frank Gruber {Shotgun Slade), Rod
Serling {Twilight Zone), Allen Rivkin {Troubleshooters)

,

and Warren Duff (co-producing Markham)

.

An interesting sidelight on TV’s emphasis on the

creative man—a circumstance that was by no means par-

alleled in the great movie era—was the appearance in Holly-

wood recently of NTA pres. Oliver Unger, bd. chmn. Ely
Landau, and prog, chief Mort Abrahams, who were scout-

ing new deals, and offering telefilm producers & writers

alike financing plus percentages for their properties.

Talent income Shift: A few years ago Hollywood writers,

actors and directors earned the bulk of their income from
movies, with TV film only a fi-agment of the ovei'all pic-

tux’e. Today that’s all changed.

We checked 3 Hollywood talent guilds for progress

repox'ts and their replies were similar. At Screen Actors

Guild, which has over 13,000 members, we were told that

income from movies and TV is almost evenly split, with

TV having an edge. Two-thirds of the Guild’s membership

work in filmed TV, although not necessarily regularly.

Some may do only one TV film a year.

Michael Franklin, executive director of Writers Guild

of America West, reports that income of its 3000 members

from movie & TV film is also split about 50-50. This rep-

resents a considerable increase in income from TV’.

Close to 70% of the 1150 members of the Screen Direc-

tors Guild earn their income in TV—a 5% increase over

last year. Two years ago employment in this talent group

was split 50-50, but since then TV work has steadily in-

creased.
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MARCH RETAIL SALES AHEAD OF *58; What's the state of the TV market? Better than 1958
—if that's anything to brag about. For first time this year, TV retail sales in March were higher than corres-

ponding 1958 month—but, of course, March 1958 was month the TV recession really hit.

Preliminary figures indicate public bought 430-450,000 TV sets during March, increase of l%-5% over
the 426,000 sold in March 1958 (both figures including exports), but seasonally lower than Feb. 1959 sales.

Thus 1959 started out with sales below 1958 level, crossover point coming in February, when sales for the

month were about equal to 1958 (Vol. 15:15). Total first-quarter sales for 1959 are still somewhat below same
1958 period because of year's slow start—but most manufacturers expect total 1959 sales to top the 5,140,082

of last year by varying amounts up to 500,000.

Radio sales this year seem a cinch to beat 1958. Preliminary March figures indicate 525-540,000 were
sold at retail, compared with about 500,000 in March 1958. For first quarter, sales approximate 1.6 million vs.
1.4 million of first-quarter 1957.

From manufacturers, optimism is still the keynote. On occasion of first-quarter reports (all generally

showing good improvement over 1958)—and on other occasions, such as the drop of a hat—set makers
continue citing the percentages of sales increase over 1 958.

There are these new ones this week: Motorola exec. v.p. Edward R. Taylor says first-quarter factory

sales of its consumer products were 101% greater than in 1958, the largest first-quarter volume since 1953,

and within 5% of total sales volume of entire first-half 1958. TV, largest single factor, was 97% ahead of last

year, biggest sales gain being at the above-$240 retail level. He added that phono sales were 3 times as great

as previous best quarter, portable radio sales twice as good as last year, etc.

Fabulous Zenith, whose stock continued to soar (it closed at 319 May 1) while stockholders

approved 3-for-l split (see p. 24), announced its TV unit sales were 40.5% above first-quarter 1958, for a new
record. Pres. Hugh Robertson said console shipments were up 64%, remote-tuning sets up 48%, radios &
phonos up 65%. He also reiterated Zenith's claim to title of No. 1 TV producer.

Magnavox pres. Frank Freimann revealed his company's January unit TV shipments were off about

40% from Jan. 1958, but by March 31 were down only 10%, and during first 3 weeks of April, were 20% ahead
of 1958. TV now accounts for about one-third of Magnavox volume, he stated, and early slowness of TV was
more than offset by increased volume of defense equipment & stereo.

• • • •

In face of this almost unalloyed joy by set manufacturers, it seems strange at first blush that so many
retailers describe TV business as slow or worse. A NARDA spokesman, for example, says TV dealers are

having "serious trouble" and that "imaginative selling ideas which worked well in the past just aren't pull-

ing this year." Fact is, of course, that despite hefty percentage increases in set shipments by some set makers,

retail figures show that pickup from bad, bad 1958 has been slight so far.

Whether the heavily redesigned lines & unusual innovations (and it's indicated there'll be plenty of

them) in the 1960 lines, to be shown next month, can work up a full head of buying steam in the public next

fall is still the question which holds key to TV '59.

RCA COLOR TV SALES—85,000 THIS YEAR? For first time in recent years , actual extent

of sales of RCA color TV sets has been revealed, and a prediction made for the year. Both figures are lower

than industry statisticians have been assuming.

The figures, hitherto top-secret, came from RCA exec, committee chairman Frank M. Folsom , who

was interviewed by Wall Street Journal while in Portland, Ore., for ceremonies marking KGW-TV's inaugura-

tion as NBC-TV affiliate & color-originating station. Folsom was quoted as follows:

"Probably RCA will sell approximately 80,000-85,000 color TV sets this year—quite a bit better than

last year. And I think we will break through the 100,000 'break-even' level in the middle of next year. We can

sell half as many color TV sets as the number of Cadillacs sold and make a profit, but we have not made a

profit on color so far. We need to sell 100,000 sets a year to make a profit."
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Candid statement from this veteran RCA topkick & merchandising genius came as surprise to many
in industry—presumably including some at RCA, who declined to comment. Nor was Folsom available for

further comment. Even such an acute industry statistician as Sylvania's Frank Mansfield had estimated total

1958 color-set sales at 160,000 (Vol. 15:11)—of which 150,000 were assumed to be by RCA, 10,000 by every-

body else.

Modesty of Folsom's prediction for 1959 doesn't indicate RCA's enthusiasm for color has slackened

one whit—but rather that company is prepared to sit out still more losses on color in anticipation of the day
when color really catches fire with dealers & the public.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: TV set production was 97,485 in week ended April 24 vs. 95,023 in pre-

ceding week & 84,999 in same 1958 week, ElA reports. Year's 16th week brought production to 1,689,749 vs.

1,448,218 last year. Radio production was 263,434 (108,122 auto) vs. 270,658 (98,141 auto) in preceding week
& 162,421 (48,574 auto) year ago. For 16 weeks: 4,386,158 (1,669,273 auto) vs. 3,092,938 (995,862 auto) in 1958.

'"meet the ‘SOARING SIXTIES’; The U.S. is in for “a

decade of unprecedented growth & development on

every front,” Sylvania chairman Don G. Mitchell, pres.

^

of General Telephone & Electronics Corp., predicted

last week.

I Addressing the dinner session of the 47th annual

U.S. Chamber of Commerce meeting in Washington,

I Mitchell said : “We are approaching the soaring sixties,

if you will pardon my enthusiasm, and the eyes of

every American businessman should be fixed on the

future more firmly and more piercingly than ever

before.”

As an indication of how General Telephone & Elec-

tronics feels about the future, he reported plans to “double

its capacity over the next 7 or 8 years—and that will mean
substantially more than $1 billion of new facilities &
equipment.”

Mitchell foresaw the national total of goods & services

continuing its present average rise of 4% per year—and

going up to 4%% “or even higher.” He said this “will mean
a gross national product of more than $725 billion and

probably $750 billion by the end of the soaring sixties, and
1 would represent about $3500 for each man, woman & child

in the country against $2600 today.”

j

“As we move into the 1960’s, the spending for research

& development will climb to $20 billion annually because

our technology is becoming more & more complex with

each passing day,” Mitchell added. “Industry knows that

research is its lifeblood, and we must keep narrowing the

gap between laboratory & market.”

Among upcoming developments pictured by Mitchell:

(1) “A single communications system in your home, com-

j

bining telephone, TV & radio.” (2) “Your TV screen will

I

be a flat panel hanging on the wall.” (3) “There will be

j

radar steering on your automobile.” (4) “Machines will

type spoken words directly on paper, and other machines

will translate foreign languages as fast as they are

j

spoken.”

Sen. Kuchel (R-Cal.), who listened to Mitchell’s speech

along with Vice President Nixon & other congressiojial

leaders, thought it so “excellent & stimulating” that he in-

serted it in the April 30 Congressional Record.

I
Four new transistor radios were introduced by Channel

I

Master Corp. Heading the line is a 2-band marine & stand-

J
ard broadcast 8-transistor set at $75. The others are a

broadcast-&-shortwave set at $72.50, a 6-transistor coi’dless

table model at $55 and a 5-transistor pocket portable at $30.

TV at 600 mph: When Continental Airlines puts the first

of 4 new Boeing 707’s into service between Chicago &
Los Angeles on June 8, passengers in the lounge of the 110-

passenger craft will see TV on a Philco Thinline.

Reception is “very good,” Harding L. Lawrence, sales

v.p. of Continental, tells us from Detroit, following test

flights. The aii’line previously tried TV on lower-flying

Viscounts, but found reception not so good. At the Boe-

ing’s 35,000 ft., however, a single station can be viewed

for 900 miles, or 1% hrs. of travel, Lawrence says. When
one network program fades out, the same show is brought

in on another station.

The airborne TV installation was supervised by Eric

Foresman, director of communications. On April 12, Con-

tinental began advertising in Sunday supplements: “Sip

champagne, watch TV—at 600 mph.”

Used TV & radio tubes sold by Robert A. Lyons &
Morton C. Blumberg, trading as “TAB” and Technical

Apparatus Builders, 111 Liberty St., N.Y., no longer will

be advertised as “first quality” under a consent order ap-

proved by the FTC. Settlement of the FTC’s complaint

that the firm misrepresented pull-outs & factory rejects as

new tubes didn’t constitute an admission by the partners

that they violated any law.

Britain’s high purchase-tax on appliances is slated for

mild reduction in the govt.’s proposed new budget. The
trade had hoped for greater slashes, but appears grateful

for the relief impending. Tax on TV sets, radios, phonos,

& records is cut from 60% to 50%. A tax of 30% on white

goods becomes 25% and a tax on replacement TV picture

tubes is removed entirely.

National Bureau of Standards will split its Journal of

Research into 4 sections after July 1. The radio propaga-

tion section will be edited at NBS Boulder (Colo.) labs by

James R. Wait, with IRE’s D. G. Fink and K. M. Siegel

as advisers. It will be issued 6 times a year, available at

$4 annually from NBS’s Office of Technical Information,

Washington 25.

Clevite Corp. will transfer transistor & diode manu-

facturing to a $3 million plant it expects to complete near

Waltham, Mass, in early 1960. It has outgrown space in

the Waltham Watch bldg., where Clevite now employs 1000

people.

Hoffman will use the new 23-in. square-corner picture

tube in its top-of-the-line 1960 line this year, but as a

“supplement” to its 21-in. sets.
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Chairmen of 23 NARDA committees have been ap-

pointed by pres. Joseph Fleischaker: Advertising, Steve

Feinstein, Magee’s, Boston. Awards, William Sharpe,

Sharpe Appliance Store, Atlanta. Blue Books, Gib Schmitz,

Wolff, Kubly & Hirsig, Madison, Wis. Budget, Victor P.

Joerndt, Joerndt & Ventura, Kenosha, Wis. Business

Records, Ken Stucky, Stucky Bros., Fort Wayne. Builder

Sales, Richard A. Palmer, Palmer Tire Co., Macon. Con-

sumer Credit Insurance, Upton R. Ziesler, Rahr’s, Mani-

towoc, Wis. Convention Arrange^nents, Tom Carmichael,

Burns & Carmichael, Seattle. Costs-of-Doing Business

Survey, Sam Singer, Schweig-Engel, St. Louis. Dealer

Aids, James Hampton, Hampton Electric Co., Pontiac,

Mich. Editorial, John Marion, Seither & Cherry, Keokuk,

la. Group Insurance Trust, Ray Carpentier, Carpentier’s,

Milwaukee. Institute of Management, Richard V. Finch,

Home Appliance Co., Medford, Ore. and Mort Farr, Upper
Darby, Pa., co-chairmen. Kitchens, H. Francis Murphy,
Murphy Electric Co., Bristol, Conn. Local & State Assns.,

R. D. O’Callaghan, O’Callaghan’s, Des Moines. Manufac-
turer Relations, H. B. Price Jr., Price’s, Norfolk. Member-
ship, M. B. Magers, Vesto Inc., Kansas City, Mo. Legis-

lative, Mort Farr, Upper Darby, Pa. Personnel Relations,

Hardy Richbeil, Richbeil’s, Worthington, Minn. School of

Sei-vice Management, Frank Pieratt, Pieratt’s, Lexington,

Ky. Service, Jarold Witham, Witham’s, Bakersfield, Cal.

Standards & Ethics, Frank Low Jr., Standard Electric Co.,

Rocky Mount, N. C. Utility Relations, George Johnston,

Johnston’s, Minneapolis.

British trade reshuffle: The Electronic Engineering

Assn. (EEA), which covers British communications equip-

ment manufacturers, has withdrawn from the Radio In-

dustry Council (RIC), explaining it wants to pursue its

own programs & policies. The British Radio Equipment

Manufacturers Assn. (BREMA), British Radio Valve Manu-
facturers Assn. (BVA) and Radio & Electronic Compo-

net Manufacturers Federation (RECMF) remain members

of the RIC, which since 1945 has acted as coordinating

organization for all branches of the industry. The EEA
said it would continue to cooperate with the RIC through

inter-association committees.

New type of solar battery for space vehicles will be

shown by RCA at May 4-6 National Aeronautical Elec-

tronics Conference in Dayton’s Miami Hotel. Developed

under Army Signal Corps sponsorship, the battery uses

high-temperature gallium arsenide to transform light into

electricity. RCA will also show a radio system using a

high-temperature diode of the same material, developed

for the Air Force.

Strikers at the Westinghouse plant in Metuchen, N. J.

failed to reach accord with management last week, push-

ing the production shutdown in radio, TV & phonos into

a 6th week. In Philadelphia, a threatened strike of 4000

Philco production workers was averted when agreement

on a new 1-year contract was reached.

Edward R. Taylor, Motorola consumer-products exec,

v.p., will be the principal speaker at May 6 NARDA re-

gional management conference in Toledo. Others will in-

clude NARDA chairman Mort Farr, senior v.p. Selmer

Solem of Appliance Buyers Credit Corp. (joint RCA &
Whirlpool financing organization), production mgr. Dave

McDermond of Hamilton Mfg. Co.

AB-PT is entering phono merchandising with 2 low-

priced portable stereo units at “well under $50.” One of the

sets is expected to sell at $39.95. They’ll be sold under the

ABC-Paramount name through its record distributors.

Trade Personals: Hugh Robertson elected Zenith chair-

man (chief exec, officer), succeeded as pres, by Joseph S.

Wright, former exec, v.p., who will also be gen. mgr. Sam
Kaplan, treas., also named exec. v.p. & asst. gen. mgr.;
Leonard C. Truesdell, former v.p. & sales dir., named exec,

v.p. in charge of mktg.
Milton R. Schulte, exec, v.p., Tung-Sol, will become

pres. May 11, succeeding Louis Rieben, elected board chair-

man . . . Frederick J. Bell, Sylvania senior v.p. for in-

dustrial relations named also PR v.p., succeeding George
W. Griffin Jr., elected a v.p. of parent company General
Telephone & Electronics . . . Daniel Denham, Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co., named chairman of the new magnetic
tape section of EIA’s parts div.

Norman D. Olsen Jr., ex-Zenith regional mgr. of ex-

ports sales, named Motorola consumer products expoi-t

sales supervisor . . . Herbert G. Ryan promoted from
application engineering mgr. to asst. dir. of general en-

gineering, CBS-Hytron receiving tubes . . . Allan F.

Degnan, factory superintendent of American Television &
Radio Co., Minneapolis-St. Paul, elected v.p. . . . Donald H.
Parrish, former manufacturing mgr., Stromberg-Carlson’s

Electronic Control System, Los Angeles, appointed Strom-
berg-Carlson works mgr., San Diego.

Walter E. Husselrath named gen. superintendent for

all plants, Du Mont Labs. Joseph J. Roman named general

quality control mgr. . . . James W. Murray named chairman

& chief exec, officer. General Precision Equipment Corp.,

succeeding Hermann G. Place, who becomes founder chair-

man. D. W. Smith appointed pres., succeeding E. A. Link,

retired. Mr. Link continues as a director and as chairman
of subsidiary Link Aviation.

Frank Pace Jr., elected board chairman (remaining as

chief exec, officer). General Dynamics, succeeded as pres,

by Earl Dallam Johnson, former exec. v.p. . . . Frank Ran-
dall, Amperex Electronic Corp. pres., elected also a v.p.

of parent company. North American Phillips.

Forrest W. Price continues as pres., Sylvania Sales

Corp., in addition to being appointed v.p.-operations, Syl-

vania Home Electronics . . . Jack A. McCullough, co-founder

of Eitel-McCullough, named chairman, succeeded as exec,

v.p. by Gould Hunter. E. E. McClaren, financial v.p., named
a director & corporate secy. . . . William J. Horn, ex-Philco

named adv. & merchandising mgr., Columbia Phonograph

. . . Arthur Rainer appointed Motorola special account su-

pervisor. He will set up a program to handle merchandis-

ing problems of large department stores.

“Electronics’ Role in the Space Age” is the theme of

one of 2 EIA panels at the 1959 National Missile Industry

Conference May 25-27 at Washington’s Sheraton Park

Hotel. Feature speakers: Elmer W. Engstrom, RCA; Dr.

L. N. Ridenour, Lockheed; Robert C. Sprague, Sprague

Electric; Sir Robert Watson-Watt; David B. Smith, Philco.

The other EIA panel, “Subcontracting in Missiles & Elec-

tronics,” will present William F. Ballhaus, Northrop Corp.;

Maj. Gen. Albei’t Boyd (USAF, ret.), Westinghouse; Jo-

seph B. Elliott, Tele-Dynamics; Bruce Brace, Raytheon; T.

W. Spicer, Western Electric.

Obituary

Saul Grebcr, 51, pres, of Greber Distributing Co.,

Washington Sylvania distributor, died April 25 of a heart

attack. He is survived by his widow, a son and a daughter.

Jules A. Jaccard, 58, mgr. of distributor relations for

International GE, died April 30 of a heart ailment at his

home in N.Y. He is survived by a sister.
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Transistors which operate in TV range at high gain &
low noise—and which can be used for frequencies as high

as 3000 me—are in lab development stage at Philco. “Po-

tential commercial significance” was seen by Philco in the

fact that the new micro-alloy diffused base (MADT) ger-

manium transistor provides 22-db gain with a 4-db noise

factor at 200 me in the TV range. At 1000 me, the power

gain is 9.8 db, with 10 milliwatts of output power possible.

The new transistor has been produced in the standard

JETEC TO-9 package and in a “completely new coaxial

type transistor package with holder matched for direct

insertion into a 50-ohm coaxial line,” which Philco thinks

may lead to the design of transistors as integral parts of

distributed transmission lines. The high-frequency tran-

sistors “will not be commercially available for some time,”

its developers say.

U.S. export privileges have been withdrawn “in-

definitely” by the Commerce Dept.’s Bureau of Foreign

Commerce from Krainz & Co., Vienna, for refusal to dis-

close how it disposed of electronic tubes, valued at about

$10,000, which were obtained from the Austrian consignee

of an American shipment. Krainz pleaded “trade secrets”

in withholding information about what happened to the

tubes, but the Bureau held this wasn’t “adequate reason.”

Storage tube with 800-1200 lines resolution at 75%
contrast has been developed by ITT. The barrier-grid tube

was developed by the company in cooperation with the

Army’s Ft. Monmouth labs. According to D. W. Davis, head

of ITT’s storage-tube section in Fort Wayne, applications

for the tube are anticipated in radar & infrared moving-

target indicator work, and in binary digital information

storage & processing.

Equal pricing bill (S-1742), prohibiting manufac-

turers from favoring their own retail outlets against in-

dependent retailers in pricing of products, has been intro-

duced by Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate

Commerce Committee at the request of the National Feder-

ation of Independent Business. It is similar to a House Bill

(HR-2729) by Rep. Bentley (R-Mich.).

Home jukebox made in West Germany will be offered

on the U.S. market by Uropa International, N.Y., at $400

without audio equipment, $490 complete. It plays both sides

of up to thirty 45-rpm records in pre-selected sequence. At
least one American manufacturer has done preliminary mar-

ket testing in the past for a similar unit (with the Seeburg

movement), but it was never offered as a home product.

Retail sales of stores of all kinds rose to $48,126 billion

in first-quarter 1959, a new record and $3.5 billion or 7.9%
over 1958’s first quarter, the previous record. The early

Easter & sharp pickup in consumer demand for durable

goods were credited as the principle factors in the rise.

Receiving tubes requiring 33% less heater power are

being produced by Sylvania Electric Products, using 100-

mil heaters, instead of the conventional 150 mils. A com-
plement of 5 tubes for home radios is available. The new
types are completely interchangeable with present types.

General Instrument Corp. has reorganized its sales

structure for 111., Iowa and southern Wis. (including Mil-

waukee.) All products for these areas will be handled from
Chicago, including those previously distributed through in-

dependent representatives handling other lines.

Lab manual for TV-radio technicians, 2nd edition of

EIA’s Basic Radio & Radio-Receiver Servicing, by Paul
B. Zbar & Sid Schildkraut, has just been published by
McGraw-Hill.

Electronics Personals: Dr. otto Struve, prof, of astron-

omy and dir. of the Leuschner Observatory, U. of Cal.,

Berkeley, appointed first director of new National Radio

Astronomy Observatory of National Science Foundation in

Green Bank, W. Va. effective July 1 . . . George F. Breit-

wieser appointed chief engineer, RCA West Coast missile

& surface radar dept., and Atlas project mgr. . . . L. M.
Baxter, ex-GE, heads new Washington office of Electronic

Engineering Corp., Santa Ana, Cal., at 1101 Vermont Ave.

Northwest.

Renegotiation Act amendments to provide more
specific guidelines to determine which profits on govt, con-

tracts should be subjected to re-examination were recom-

mended by EIA pres. David R. Hull in House Ways &
Means Committee testimony. He said EIA doesn’t oppose

proposed extension of the law for 27 months, but that

functions of the renegotiation board should be limited to

prevention of windfall profits.

Nine out of 10 new cars (virtually all higher-priced

makes) are sold with radios installed, says Radio Adver-

tising Bureau in a new brochure. This puts auto radio

(with 37.9 million in use) within 14% of matching the

total number of TV homes (44 million). Exact figure: 86

out of every 100 new cars sold last year (or 3,650,000 cars)

were radio equipped when they left dealer showrooms.

Further progress in micro-miniaturization: A $2 mil-

lion Air Force contract for “molecular electronics” was
awarded to Westinghouse to develop its new technique of

growing germanium crystals in the exact form in which

they are to be used. An Air Force statement said the new
process may lead to electronic equipment 1000 times smaller

& lighter than at present. Example: a breadbox-size sys-

tem could be reduced to the size of a sugar cube.

Elsin Electronics is reported close to a merger with

Engineering & Electronics. Elsin makes microwave com-

ponents, radar, transistor test equipment & missile tele-

metering equipment. Expected to join the board are Her-

man Fialkov and Carl W. Knobloch, pres, and a director,

respectively, of General Transistor.

“Special report on color TV” is a feature of the spring

issue of RCA’s quarterly Electronic Age. Marking the 5th

anniversary of color set production, the publication con-

tains quotations on color TV by 50 top TV critics, high-

lights of color’s first 5 years and a report on how a color

show is staged.

Page Communications Engineers, Washington, was

taken over formally last week by Northrop Corp., Beverly

Hills (Vol. 15:8). Northrop exchanged 95,000 of its shares,

worth $3,800,000, for all of PCE’s stock. PCE pres. Esterly

C. Page stated that no change in personnel or operations

is planned.

Ward Products, antenna-manufacturing subsidiary of

Gabriel Co., has been sold to a group headed by ex-Ward

gen. mgr. Joseph B. Cejka & ex-sales mgr. Donald Bleck.

Preparedness award to RCA’s Somerville, N. J. plant

(which makes semiconductors) has been presented by the

state’s Civil Defense unit.

Northern Electric Co. has been appointed exclusive

Canadian distributor for GPL TV equipment, including

closed-circuit & broadcast gear.

ITT components div. has opened a sales office at 4600

S. Tripp Ave., Chicago.
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Finance

Du Mont’s Losses & Optimism: Allen B. Du Mont Labs,

confident it will be in fighting trim by the end of this year,

tempered its 1958 financial report last week with a first-

quarter statement which showed a big reduction in losses.

The 1958 statement reported a $9.5 million loss after

a tax carry-back refund of $2,174,000. This loss, said pres.

David T. Schultz, was “made up in a great part by the

non-recurring costs due to the disposal of the company’s

TV set business [to Emerson], the discontinuance of TV-
picture-tube manufacturing and the write-offs of idled

manufacturing equipment and excess inventories.” While

this loss was being absorbed, he said, current debt was cut

by $5 million, and he expressed hope that operations this

year would be profitable. The first-quarter report stated

that current debt was further reduced by $2.6 million.

“The 1958 recession hit every product of the company,”
said Schultz. “Industrial & military business declined,

but the most serious impact was on its [now liquidated]

consumer product business.” He added: “Although net

worth and working capital have been substantially reduced,

the company is now fundamentally sounder financially. It

no longer must tie up the major part of its funds in risky

and slow-moving TV-set inventories & receivables.” He
said operations are being consolidated in Clifton, N.J., free-

ing the East Paterson plant for possible sale. “The break-

even point has been cut about in half and the company is

now in an improved position to develop & expand its less

competitive & more profitable specialties in electronics.”

The company’s total current assets at the end of 1958

were $14,144,873 vs. $25,759,455 a year earlier, total assets

$20,600,411 vs. $35,412,247, current liabilities $8,818,178

vs. $14,017,987. The report for the year ended Dec. 31:

Sales
Loss
Shares outstanding . . .

.

1958 1957
$30,166,000 $43,500,000

9,054,000 534,000
2,361,092 2,361,092

For 12 weeks to March 29: 1959 1958
Sales 4,457,000 9,806,000
Loss 87,846 943,000

Gabriel Co. restatement of results for 1958 (to include

Talco Engineering Corp.) indicates greatly improved in-

come for the first quarter of 1959. For 13 weeks to March
31: 1959 1958

Net earnings $224,850 $16,040
Earned per share 33^ 24

General Precision Equipment Corp.’s first-quarter

earnings were almost double those of the same 1958 period.

Hermann G. Place told the annual meeting that the March
31 backlog of orders was a record $178 million. For 13

weeks to March 31: 1959 1958

Net earnings $920,007 $471,695
Earned per share 574 16^

Eitel-McCullough Inc., maker of Eimac tubes, reports

higher sales and reduced earnings during 1958. For the

year ended Dec. 31:

Sales
Net earnings ...

Earned per share

1958

$16,186,849
212,928

264

1957

$15,786,229
736,376

894

Amphenol-Borg had a strong first quarter in both

sales & profits, it was announced at the annual meeting.

For 13 weeks ended March 31: 1959 1958

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

$12,980,053 $10,429,831
582,108 424,651

504 S74
1,167,294 1,160,560

Guild Films is the target of legal action by SEC in

N.Y. Federal Court, charging “deficiencies” in the com-
pany’s annual reports for fiscal years ended Nov. 30, 1955
& 1957 and failure to file a report for the year ended Nov.

30, 1958. SEC also asked Guild to file reports on transac-

tions with Bon Ami Co., once headed by Alexander L.

Guterma, and with Chatham Corp., a company which SEC
said was owned by Guterma. The transactions were said

to involve Guild’s sale of $3.6 million in spot time to Bon
Ami, sale of $8 million in time to Nestle-LeMur Co. and
Glamorene Inc., sale of $1.25 million in time to Chatham,
and other similar items. Another SEC complaint seeks to

force Inter-World TV Films, which handles foreign dis-

tribution of Guild Films, to file annual & periodic reports
with the commission. “We have nothing to hide,” said

Guild Films treas. Arthur R. Lerner. He said the informa-
tion would be supplied. He explained that a new accounting
firm is making a complete audit of Guild’s books, and that
the company had received a 20-day extension in filing time
and had been turned down on a second extension.

Texas Instruments’ 1959 sales will probably total $185-
$200 million and net earnings will be $12-$13 million ($3.08-

$3.34 per share on 3,893,387 shares), at least double the
1958 figures of $91,953,845 & $6 million ($1.84 on 3,256,-

988 shares), pres. Patrick E. Haggerty told the Investment
Analysts Society of Chicago. The projected 1959 figures

include sales & earnings of recently-merged Metals & Con-
trols Corp. ($47 million & $2 million in 1958). He said the
rate of increase in earnings experienced in the first quar-
ter (Vol. 15:17) is not likely to continue throughout the
year.

Hycon Eastern Inc., Cambridge, Mass., electronics-

physics research & development firm which is changing its

name to Hermes Electronics Co., has filed an SEC regis-

tration statement (File 2-15043) for public sale of 150,000
common stock shares. An underwriting group is headed
by C. E. Unterberg, Towbin Co. Part of the proceeds would
be applied to working capital & acquisition of additional
equipment. Western Union now holds 60,000 of 734,374
shares outstanding.

General Instrument Corp. for March (first month of its

fiscal year) had the highest sales ever recorded for this

month, and earnings greatly improved over March, 1958,
the annual meeting was told by chairman Martin H. Bene-
dek. The first quarter (ending May 31) is expected to be
substantially better in sales & earnings than the like pe-
riod in 1958. Final sales figures for March will exceed
$4,200,000—some 70% better than a year ago.

Webcor Inc. reports 9-month earnings reduced from
1958, but not directly comparable because of a change in

fiscal year from calendar basis to a year beginning July 1,

1958. Results for 1958 include year-end adjustments. For
9 months to March 31 : 1959 1958
Net earnings $532,486 $1,603,715
Earned per share 82^ ^46

For 13 weeks ended March 31:

Net earnings . .

.

Earned per share
$110,827 $146,462

174 234

Speer Carbon Co.’s first-quarter net earnings were
115% above the like period in 1958, on a 29% rise in sales.

For 13 weeks ended March 31: 1959 1955
Sales $5,548,421 $4,303,348
Net eai-nings 500,990 232,275
Earned per share $1.12 514
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Philips Approaches $1 Billion Sales: Big N.v. Philips’

Gloeilampenfabrieken—known variously as Philips’ Lamp
Works, Philips of Eindhoven, Dutch Philips or just “Big

Philips”—enjoyed a banner year again in 1958, as both

sales & profits continued to rise.

The worldwide electronics combine last year was just

a stone’s throw from a billion-dollar sales year, its 3.595

billion guilders ($952,675,000) in sales being a 13% in-

crease from the 3.177 billion ($841,805,000) in 1957. Net
profit for 1958 was 244 million guilders ($64,660,000),

which, in U.S. equivalent, would place it between Westing-

house ($72.7 million) & General Telephone ($50.8 million)

in the roster of electrical-electronics-communications com-

panies. Philips’ net profit increased from 187 million guil-

ders ($49,555,000) registered in 1957.

The company employed 174,000 persons at the end of

1958, some 64,000 of them in the Netherlands—up from

160,000 at the end of 1957.

“More than half the sales increase achieved in 1958

was due to TV receivers and TV tubes & components,”

notes Philips’ annual report. “Other new products, in par-

ticular, magnetic tape recorders and semiconductors, also

substantially contributed to the increase.” Sales of Philips’

TV-radio & record-playing equipment increased 14% in

1958, components 32%, tubes 31%, electro-acoustics 31%,
pharmaceuticals & chemicals 11%, appliances 9%, lighting

5%, industi’ial equipment, no change. Sales of x-ray &
medical apparatus were down 1%, glass equipment down

7%, telecommunications 8% (largely due to Netherlands

govt, cutback).

Philips’ liquid assets totaled 496 million guilders ($132

million) at the end of 1958, and total assets were 4.178 bil-

lion guilders ($1 billion). Of these, 1.462 billion guilders

($387 million) were in the Netherlands, 1.852 billion guil-

ders ($491 million) in other European countries, 616 mil-

lion guilders ($163 million) in the Western hemisphere,

and 248 million guilders ($66 million) elsewhere.

Granco Products Inc., maker of FM radios and hi-fi

equipment, reports sharp increases in sales & net profits

for the 9-month & 3-month periods ended March 31. Pres.

Henry M. Fogel, expressing confidence in the future of FM,
predicted net income of more than 25 <^ a share for the fiscal

year ending June 30 “if volume holds at present levels.”

For 9 months ended March 31: 1959
Net sales $2,262,226
Net income 54,819
Earned per share 17^

1958
$1,691,284

21,877

Hoffman Electronics, for first quarter, reports gains

in sales & net income over the 1958 period. For 3 months
ended March 31:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959 1958
$11,432,477 $9,960,064

526,273 435,218
70^ 59^

749,011 736,250

Sonotone Corp. reports slightly better earnings for

1959 during the first quarter, compared with the like 1958
period

:

Sales
Net earnings . . .

.

Earned per share

1959 1958
$5,676,733 $5,714,538

222,487 217,908
19^ 19^

Unlisted trading in Ampex common stock on the Phila-

delphia-Baltimore Stock Exchange has been approved by
SEC. The Philadelphia-Baltimore and Boston Exchanges
have applied for similar unlisted privileges for CBS Inc.

stock, now traded on that basis on the Detroit Exchange.
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KMSP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul), increased earnings in

the first fiscal 6 months of 1958-59 compared with the

same period a year earlier. The consolidated report attri-

buted the gain to $259,000 sales of theatres & properties.

For 26 weeks ended March 31: 1959 X95g
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Earned per share 34^ 28(^
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Wometco Enterprises Inc. stock offering (Vol. 15:11,

14) was made April 29 by an underwriting group managed
by Lee Higginson Corp. Of 324,000 Class A common shares,

290,000 are being offered to the public at $10.75 a share

($3,117,500), 35,000 to officers & employes at $10 each.

Wometco, controlled by Mitchell Wolfson & family, owns
WTVJ Miami and WLOS-TV & WLOS Asheville, N.C.,
plus 22 Florida movie theatres and a confectionery & vend-
ing machine business.

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres reports a
25% increase in earnings for first-quarter 1959 as compared
with first-quarter 1958. For 3 months ended March 31:

1959 1958
$2,313,000 $1,854,000

54(': 43«‘

4,149,362 4,149,362
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Electronics Capital Corp., San Diego closed-end non-

diversified management investment company headed by
Charles E. Salik of Electronics Investment Corp. (Vol.

15:17), has filed an SEC registration (File 2-15034) for a
public offering of 1.2 million shares of common stock at

$10 per share. Federally licensed under the Small Business

Investment Act of 1958, Electronics Capital already has

33,889 common shares outstanding, proposes to provide

capital for “selected electronics companies which in man-
agement’s opinion possess potential for investment appre-

ciation,” according to the SEC statement. Additional ob-

jectives are to give technical assistance to small elec-

tronics firms, sponsor group undertaking of govt. & com-
mercial contracts which individual companies can’t handle,

obtain special tax benefits for stockholders under con-

gressional provisions for encouragement of investment of

venture capital in small businesses. The stock offering is

underwritten by a group headed by Hayden, Stone & Co.,

which will be paid a $1 per share commission.

Consolidated Electrodynamics has asked the SEC (File

2-15042) to register $7.6 million of convertible subordinated

debentures due June 1, 1984 for subscription by common
stockholders in a ratio of $100 debentures for each 14

shares held. Proceeds would be used to pay a $12-million

secured bank loan, reduce unsecured short-term bank
loans which aggregated $8 million April 20. Blyth & Co.

Inc. is the principal underwriter.
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NEW ZENITH RECORD; Nothing succeeds like success,

and Zenith continues to pile success on success—latest

being the first-quarter report, setting a new record of

$3,323,891 in profit, 63% over the year-ago figure, and
101% over the first-quarter 1957. Sales also set a record

—$59,220,776 or 40% higher than first-quarter 1958.

At the annual meeting in Chicago this week, pres.

Hugh Robertson stated: “The 2nd quarter has started

out very nicely, with April shipments running double

this time in April a year ago.”

Stockholders approved the 3-for-l stock split (for

holders of May 6), capping months of steadily zooming
quotations on Zenith stock. On the day before the meeting,

April 27, Zenith soared 14 points, closing at 324%. Next
day, its opening was delayed because of accumulated buy
orders. The stock was split 2-for-l in March 1958 after

more than 3 years in which it varied only between 43 & 77.

Because of the stock rise, Robertson said the company
is “tempering” its publicity. “Rumor,” he said, “had us

connected at one time or another with almost every firm

one can think of.” He added; “We were fearful of putting

out our first-quarter figures because we didn’t want to add

to the fire. I think our stock would be more healthy if it

ranged on actual reported figures and not on rumors.”

Stockholders also approved an employe stock-option

plan involving 60,000 shares. The report for 3 months

ended March 31
: 1959 1958

Consolidated sales $59,220,776 $42,173,732
Consolidated profit 3,323,891 2,036,759

Earned per share 3.37 2.07

Shares outstanding .... 984,928 984,928

Westinghouse had a 12% increase in profits for first-

quarter 1958, despite a 2% drop in sales volume, Mark W.
Cresap Jr., pres., and Gwilym A. Price, chairman, have

reported. The earnings improvement on lower volume was

attributed to a vigorous cost-control program. For 13

weeks ended March 31: 1959 1958
Sales $440,072,000 $449,329,000
Net earnings 14,409,000 12,903,000

Earned per share 81^ 73^
Shares outstanding 749,011 736,260

Admiral reports a 16% increase in sales for the first

quarter of 1959 as compared with the same 1958 period.

For 3 months ended March 31: 1959 1958
Consolidated net sales . .

. $44,739,388 $38,418,799

Net eai’nings (loss in ’58) 711,644 (91,977)

Earned per share 30^

RCA’s second-quarter sales & earnings are starting

“considerably better” than the first quarter or 1958’s 2nd

quarter, exec, committee chairman Frank Folsom was

quoted in Portland, Ore. “It’s not spotty,” he said. “There

is good spirit all around.”

POSITION

FIRM
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CITY ZONE STATE

J
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Corporation
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P. R. Mallory & Co
Philips Lamp
Sonotone
Stanley Warner
Thomp. Ramo Wooldridge
Thomp. Ramo Wooldridge
Tung-Sol Elec
Westinghouse
Wometco Class A
Wometco Class B
Zenith (new)

imt. Payable
Stk. of
record

$0.15 May 29 May 15

.20 Jun. 15 Jun. 2

.35 Jun. 10 May 11
'0 of par Apr. 8 —

.07 Jun. 30 Jun. 2

.30 May 25 May 8

1.00 May 15 Apr. 29

.35 May 15 Apr. 29

.15 Jun. 2 May 12

.50 Jun. 1 May 11

.17% Jun. 15 Jun. 1

.06 Jun. 15 Jun. 1

.25 Jun. 30 Jun. 12
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

FCC
EQUAL TIME IS ON THE SPOT as Attorney General Rogers

blasts FCC's Lar Daly ruling, urges reversal. Sen, Hartke pro-

poses sweeping Sec. 315 revisions (pp. 1 & 4).

ALLOCATIONS AND THE LODGE-NORTON BATTLE. Fresno,

Baton Rouge and Columbus, Ga. headed for all-vhf. Bureau of

Standards' Norton answers Lodge (pp. 2 & 5).

FCC MEMBERS ARE "UNTOUCHABLES" in rule-making mat-

ters as well as in adjudicatory proceedings. Court rules in

St. Louis Ch. 2 decision (p. 6).

MIAMI CH. 10 REHASH in Mack-Whiteside conspiracy trial

produces "discrepancies" in testimony, Judge Matthews ob-

serves as case drags through 5th week (p. 6).

Film Tape

PILOT PEAK PAST? Disillusioned Hollywood TV film pro-

ducers may make fewer pilots, after big losses (pp. 2 & 16).

AMPEX's NEW VIDEOTAPE RECORDER provides guaranteed

better picture, with signal-to-noise ratio upped to 36 db. New
features & built-in monitors in $52,950 machine, (p. 15).

Networks

SLOW START IN NETWORK TIE-IN HEARING as counsel in-

troduces mass of background material on program sched-

ules, organizational charts, etc. (pp. 2 & 7).

PAY TV DEMOLISHES OWN ARGUMENT (that toll TV won't

siphon shows from free TV) as Skiatron turns to free TV to

sell ballet after closed-circuit plans fall through (p. 3).

MARCH TOPS JAN. & FEB. in gross network time billings; 1st

3 months about 9% ahead of same period of '58 (p. 7).

NBC's STATE OF THE UNION as reported by board chairman
Robert W. Sarnoff and the state of NBC's strike (p. 8).

Manuiaeturing dP Distribution

TV's INDICATORS: CAUSE FOR OPTIMISM seen in healthy

first-quarter reports of manufacturers, predictions by leaders,

de-emphasis of price, grass-roots sales increases (p. 18).

CALENDAR OF TV-RADIO SHOWINGS gives new-line debut

dates for 16 manufacturers (p. 19).

PRODUCTION-SALES FIGURES: First-quarter TV retail sales

1,375,626, down from 1958, but March sales show increase

from last year. Radio & tube sales rise (p. 20).

EMERSON BUYS WEBCOR CONTROL from chairman-pres.

Titus Haifa, now owns 20% of common stock. New Edgar

Greenebaum combine buys Waters Conley (p. 20).

RCA's RECORD FIRST QUARTER sales & parnings (p. 24).

Motorola's earnings are 4 times 1958 period (p. 21). Philco's

$1.6 million profit replaces loss in 1959 quarter (p. 22).

Educational TV
"NEW APPROACH" FOR ETV using multiple stations urged

by GE's Chamberlain at Ohio State. CBS' Stanton announces

prime-time information shows (pp. 3 & 9).

Programming
EMMY, NO MATTER WHAT you may charge her with, is no

stuffed shirt (p. 10).

Stations

NO RETREAT FROM CODE is pledged by TV review board

chairman McGannon, who declares war on rebels using seal

as "front" for banned commercials (p. 11).

Advertising

PROTECT THAT PUNCH—that's the moral of researcher Hor-

ace Schwerin's new study of commercial effectiveness (p. 14).

EQUALIZE EQUAL TIME, FCC IS TOLD: Broadcasters got powerful—

&

possibly decisive—
backing last week in their long but so-far-frustrated efforts to put some political common sense into equal-

time requirements of Sec. 315 of Communications Act.

Networks couldn't have asked for more forceful statements of their own arguments against FCC's

Lar Daly newscast ruling (Vol. 15:8-16, 18) than those hurled at Commission by Attorney General William

P. Rogers (See p. 4). Justice Dept, is suspicious of some policies & practices of networks (e.g., option

time). But in this case—nudged into action by President Eisenhower—it's all on their side.

Stations which suffer from Sec. 315 headaches also could take comfort & hope for relief from

Justice Dept's opinion. Rogers said they've "shown a sense of fairness & responsibility in their news cover-

age of political campaigns;" can be trusted to distinguish between election news & propaganda.

Broadcasters' campaign to straighten out Sec. 315 won't be really won , however, even if FCC pays

heed to Rogers' admonition and revises its 4-3 edict that newscast appearances by candidates are politi-

cal appearances, subject to equal time for opponents. FCC could change its mind again—and Lar Daly

isn't the only issue.
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Short of outright repeal (which NAB advocates) , it will take congressional rewriting of Sec. 315

to give some sure remedies for equal-time conflict & confusion. At least 2 networks see best chance at this

session in new bill (S-1858) by Sen. Hartke (D-Ind.). It not only eliminates newscasts from Sec. 315—it

defines minority candidates eligible for equal time, insures station against libel suits for broadcast statements

by politicians who can't be censored.

ALLOCATIONS AND THE LODGE-NORTON BATTLE: FCC took another look at its pro-

posed "interim" vhf channel drop-in plan last week (Vol. 15:17) but came to no conclusions. However,

it's understood that Commission did make tenative move to decide 3 long-pending allocations petitions

—

that it leaned toward making Fresno, Baton Rouge & Columbus, Ga. all-vhf—but none of these would
violate mileage taboos.

There was another round last week in the debate between CBS v.p. William Lodge & Bureau of

Standards' Kenneth Norton (Vol. 15:16). In letter to Lodge, Norton again insisted that more people would
get more service if co-channel spacings were cut to 100 mi. or so. And on touchy question of motives of

engineers who participated in work of TV Allocations Study Organization (TASO), Norton had this to say:

"I cannot agree that we implied any sinister motives to the industry engineers by pointing out the

obvious fact that at least those engineers associated with the individual stations have a selfish interest

in seeing that the current wide spacings between stations are maintained."

Senate Commerce Committee is expected to call Norton in to testify when it begins hearings on
allocations, following up on FCC's status report (for full text, see special supplement, April 27). Though
most engineers believe Norton's philosophy is unrealistic because people won't build stations in the right

spots to implement his plan, there are some who do agree with him. FCC engineers have experimented

with 100-mi. plans, and they claim that they'd cut rural service. For excerpts from Norton's letter see p. 5.

TASO exec, dir. Dr. George Town has also come to defense of his colleagues, writing FCC Chair-

man Doerfer to assert that TASO engineers were indeed objective, that TASO did consider Norton's ideas

and rejected them. As for Norton's criticism of TASO for its failure to recommend allocations principles to

FCC, Town retorted that Commission asked it not to get into policy questions.

SLOW START IN NETWORK TIE-IN HEARING: FCC's hearing on network program-

acquisition practices—the so-called "tie-in" investigation (Vol. 15:9)—may warm up eventually, but it started

tepidly this week before chief examiner James D. Cunningham. Bulk of week was taken up by introduction

into record of mass of data requested by Commission, with network top counsel as witnesses. Exhibits cov-

ered organization charts, program schedules, samples of network-sponsor contracts, etc.

Hearing was adjourned indefinitely while staff studies the documents, and FCC Broadcast Bureau

chief Harold G. Cowgill says it may resume in month or 2. Sooner or later, he said, there will be testimony

from the unidentified independent program producers who had complained to Justice Dept, that networks

exacted unreasonable concessions—a percentage of programs, etc.—before they'd schedule their offerings.

Little excitement is expected until such witnesses take the stand and network policy makers defend them-

selves. (For details of hearing, see p. 7).

PILOT PEAK PAST? This may be the last year of the great pilot push in Hollywood , as dis-

illusioned producers face fact that of approximately 200 telefilm pilots made, only about 25 to 30 will sell.

That means a record loss for producers, most of which can never be recouped . The only exceptions

are companies with anthology series, which can use unsuccessful pilots as segments of such series. Also the

handful of producers who sell pilots for summer viewing on anthology series. Last summer there were

several anthologies consisting of beached pilots and there likely will be again this summer.

More and more, Hollywood feels that ad agencies & sponsors should be willing to buy series on

basis of a company's reputation or track record, instead of demanding the investment in a pilot. More-

over, canny producers point out, often a colleague will spend far more money & effort on a pilot than on

ensuing films in series—so that the pilot loses accuracy as a true sample of the projected series. Concen-

sus resulting from our check of topflight Hollywood producers & production executives: There will be

far more caution exercised in future regarding making of pilots. Also: You'll see more emphasis on selling

via presentations instead of pilots. (For producers' opinions, see p. 16).
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PAY TV DEMOLISHES ITS BEST ARGUMENT; Standing out in bold relief this week for

everybody to see—with nary an if, and, or but—is utter & complete refutation of pay-TV promoters' argument

that coinbox TV won't siphon entertainment from free TV but will treat public to performances they wouldn't

get to see otherwise.

When Ed Sullivan sought to negotiate for Russia's Bolshoi ballet as an attraction on his program, he

was told by office of impresario Sol Hurok that TV rights had been optioned to Matty Fox's Skiatron TV, which

planned to place it exclusively on nationwide closed-circuit theater-TV network—and therefore it wasn't

available to free TV.

Skiatron's plan reportedly was to charge a million customers $5-$7 a head for a 3-hour show.

However, pay-TV deal fell through last week (Hurok 's office says it was because of lack of time to make
physical arrangements)—and now Skiatron is busily disproving the toll-TV advocates' biggest argument by
negotiating with free TV networks to carry the ballet program.

Because Sullivan had blasted the pay-TV plans in his newspaper column as "a grave mistake in

public relations," Fox (who still has the TV rights) is understood to have decided to ignore Sullivan's bid

and try to sell show direct to network or sponsor as 90-min. or 2-hour special—with Matty Fox as exec, producer.

Talent costs alone for the huge ballet with its large orchestra may run as high as $600,000 or even

more for 90-min. show. Beyond reach of free TV? Obviously not. Other shows have cost this much.

As in case of theater-TV presentations of championship prizefights , there is no rebuttal to the charge

that pay TV does indeed siphon off free TV attractions, given enough bidding power. Multiply these isolated

occasions by a nationwide network of pay-TV stations on air every day. Potential damage to caliber of free

TV entertainment is obvious.

In Russia, Bolshoi ballet may be seen by everyone fortunate enough to have a TV set. In U.S., where

nearly every family is fortunate enough to have a TV set, it would have been particularly ironic to limit TV
audience to those who can afford to spend $5 or $7 for an evening's entertainment.

We predict Bolshoi ballet will be seen on TV by largest audience ever to view a Russian ballet per-

formance. This audience will be drawn from all walks of life, all economic strata. The performance will be

sponsored by one or more top American corporations, which will get their money's worth. And it will be free

to anyone who cares to watch it—but only because pay-TV's siphon got plugged up.

CBS MOVES FROM 'INTELLECTUAL GHETTO': TV's vociferous press critics probably

won't be stilled, no matter what networks do or don't do by way of programming. But CBS Inc. pres. Frank

Stanton, one of industry's most resourceful & articulate spokesmen, came up last week with at least one

answer to one chronic complaint—that it's hard to find non-Western fare on TV except in the non-prime time

of Sunday afternoons.

CBS-TV's prime evening time plan for regular monthly hour-long news shows "in depth" next sea-

son—as announced by Stanton in major speech at Ohio State U.'s Institute for Education by Radio-TV (see

p. 9)—is big step out of Sunday "intellectual ghetto," as critics like to call it. And Stanton promised more
of same prime-time informational programming—bi-weekly in 1960, weekly in 1961, in addition to usual news
specials

—
"if networks are permitted to maintain their present structure."

Stanton beat no retreat for TV in face of "explosion of words" from critics, however. He welcomed
"atmosphere of volatile & opinionated criticism," suggesting only that much of it lacks "perspective."

TV has to be more than an informational & cultural medium, Stanton pointed out. It must amuse,

entertain, divert viewers, he said
—

"not just so that it can build a sufficient circulation to keep its financial

house in order but also to become an accepted part of the everyday lives of the people."

House spectrum study by chairman Harris (D-Ark.) of

House Commerce Committee (Vol. 15:17) will get under

way at panel hearings June 8-9. A definite agenda for the

sessions hasn’t been set up—and Harris still hasn’t picked

a special staff for his survey—but panel participants will

include spokesmen for OCDM, FCC, EIA, NAB. Purpose of

preliminary hearings, a Committee source told us, “ is just

to see who is going to proceed and how” on uses of spec-

trum space.

“Scores” of members of Congress are backing the Hol-

lywood APL Film Council in its fight for a Federal law re-

quiring all movies & telefilms made abroad & shown here

to be so labeled in the main screen title. So claimed council

pres. John W. Lehners last week, adding that the council

believes such action will help to solve acute unemployment
problms caused by “runaway productions,” i.e., those pic-

tures which the council feels are made overseas simply to

gain tax & other advantages such as lower wage scales.
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ACTION ON EQUAL TIME: If FCC needed any excuses for

reversing itself on its widely-protested 4-3 Lar Daly

ruling—that the Federal Communications Act’s equal-

time Sec. 315 equates newscasts with political campaign

speeches (Vol. 15:8-16, 18)—it got them last week.

In a memorandum to the Commission, Attorney

General Wm. P. Rogers called for “reconsideration &
reversal” of the ruling. “The question here goes to the

heart of the effective operation of our system of govt.,”

he said in his 10-page brief. Rogers concluded that the

Lar Daly doctrine “not only seems at odds with Sec.

315, but in effect runs counter to our time-honored goal

of an informed electorate.”

Rogers acted on instructions from President Eisen-

hower, who had already called the Chicago ruling “ridicu-

lous” (Vol. 15:12). And added emphasis to the Administra-

tion’s support of broadcasters on the equal-time issue was

given at the White House, which announced filing of the

FCC memorandum after Rogers had conferred there with

the President.

Signed by Acting Asst. Attorney General Robert A.

Bicks and ex-FCC litigation chief Richard A. Solomon as

well as by Rogers, the Justice Dept, brief argued that the

legislative history of the Communications Act—and inter-

pretations by the courts & the Commission itself—run

counter to the Lar Daly dictum:

“Sec. 315 does not support the holding that every time

a candidate is shown on a regular news program, at the

station’s sole initiative, such showing constitutes a ‘use’

by him.

“Especially so since such a holding, by requiring the

grant of equal time for all other candidates, might effec-

tively bar all direct news coverage of important campaign

developments. For, as a practical matter, this would make

impossible successful news programming of a campaign.”

The Rogers brief warned that “real benefit to the

American people may be virtually eliminated insofar as

news programs are concerned” because “stations cannot

be expected to permit any candidate’s appearance on a news

program, however brief, if this will require them to afford

equal time to all other candidates to use the station as they

see fit.”

It also said: “Generally speaking, radio & TV broad-

casters have shown a sense of fairness & responsibility in

their news coverage of political campaigns. But in any

event the Communications Act, properly construed, imposes

this general-fairness obligation, which the Commission has

the duty of applying on the basis of common sense & in-

formed experience.”

There was no immediate official FCC reaction to the

Rogers memorandum. And it’s unlikely that the Commis-

sion will meet again on the Lar Daly issue until the

scheduled return from Japan May 18 of Chairman Doerfer,

who thinks Sec. 315 should be repealed (Vol. 15:12).

Pending Doerfer’s return & disposal of specific ques-

tions raised by Rogers—and by similar briefs filed by

CBS, NBC & ABC for the networks & their Chicago sta-

tions—the Commission also delayed giving Congress re-

quested comments on a flock of bills to clarify Sec. 315.

Most sweeping of all the Sec. 315 measures (S-1858)

was submitted last week by freshman Sen. Hartke

(D-Ind.), a Commerce Committee member. Calling it the

“fair political broadcasting code,” Hartke said his bill is
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“designed to promote the best interests of our freedom of

expression and right-to-know heritage.”

It would: (1) Exempt newscasts from application of

Sec. 315. (2) Prohibit suits against broadcasters for any-

thing said by candidates who use stations under equal-time

privileges. (3) Define “legally qualified” minority-party

candidates for President & Vice President to prevent

“nuisance” politicians from enforcing equal-time demands.

Two networks, which were consulted by Hartke when
he drafted his bill, applauded its provisions. “Most im-

portant forward step,” said CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton.

“Constructive effort to remove the shackles from American
broadcasters,” said NBC chairman Robert W. Sarnoff.

Meanwhile CBS arranged a private showing of a kine

of one of Lar Daly’s Chicago mayoralty campaign equal-

time TV appearances for a dozen members of the House
Committee in its offices. The purpose of the demonstration

in committee offices was to show what Chicago stations had
to put up with under FCC’s ruling.

And Daly himself submitted an FCC affidavit charging

that exec. asst. C. W. Doebler of CBS’ WBBM-TV Chicago

and his counsel Gale Robertson had uttered falsehoods

in April 23 affidavits in the case. Daly said lie-detector

tests should be given to all parties. He also demanded that

FCC reject the Justice Dept.’s brief and give him a per-

sonal hearing.

Elimination of the much-abused “protest” procedure &
its replacement by a “pre-grant” procedure of dealing with

objections to station grants, is proposed in HR-7017, intro-

duced last week by Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) at the request

of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. The new pro-

cedure, amending Sec. 309, FCBA said, “Provides a method
for reducing the possibility that the Commission will act

erroneously by providing for consideration of objections

before, rather than after, the Commission acts, but elim-

inates the power of protestants to compel hearings or oral

arguments in situations where no useful purpose would be

served thereby. In short, the proposed procedure will give

the Commission ample discretion to dispose summarily of

frivolous objections to a grant, but will require appropri-

ate consideration of substantial objections before it makes
a grant.” The bill would require FCC to withhold action

on an application for 30 days after public notice has been

made of its acceptance for filing. The bill would also amend
Sec. 405 to require FCC to act within 90 days on petitions

for rehearing of grants made without hearing.

Temporary 3-year licenses for stations—giving licen-

sees nothing to sell during the period—is one technique be-

ing considered by the FCC as a means of reducing the turn-

over in stations & curbing “trafficking” in licenses. The
FCC staff has been studying the pattern of station sales

—

and the Commission may soon determine whether to insti-

tute rule-making or hearings on the subject. One Com-
missioner makes this comment: “It makes you feel kind of

silly to pick an applicant in a competitive hearing because

of certain qualifications, then see him turn around shortly

& sell to someone who couldn’t have won in the hearing.”

Facility changes: WIS-TV (Ch. 10) Columbia, S. C.

May 6 received program test authorization for boost to

316-kw, using 1526-ft. tower at new site. WSIL-TV (Ch. 3)

Harrisburg, 111. April 29 got program test authorization

after operating on test basis on Ch. 3 since March 7 switch

from Ch. 22. KSYD-TV (Ch. 6) Wichita Falls, Tex. April

29 was authorized to begin programming using new 1036-

ft. tower. KHPL-TV (Ch. 6) Hayes Center, Neb. satellite

of KHOL-TV Kearney, Neb., April 30 boosted to 100-kw.
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NORTON VS. LODGE (Cont’d): Although FCC alloca-

tions experts disagree with both his engineering &

economic conclusions, the Bureau of Standards Dr.

Kenneth Norton doesn’t retreat one whit from his argu-

ment that co-channel spacings down to 100 miles will

give the nation more & better TV service than the

current 170 (see p. 2).

Following are excerpts from Norton’s May 1 letter

to CBS v.p. William Lodge, answering the latter’s

attack (Vol. 15:16) :

“Note that the use of spacings designed to maximize

the service area pei’ channel, and thus maximize the total

service provided to rural as well as urban areas, will in

fact lead to a reduction of the service areas of the indi-

vidual stations. In fact, if the 100-mile minimum rule were

to be adopted by the FCC, the total area, both rural &
urban, provided with services for each channel allocated to

TV would be increased substantially over that now avail-

able. Furthermore, this desirable increase in the over-all

area provided with service is accomplished by adding sta-

tions on each channel, thus making possible in addition, a

larger number of different services in areas (both rural &
urban) already provided with service.

“The price which must be paid for this increase in

total service area & number of services available on each

channel is a [usually small] reduction in the area covered

by the individual stations although, in those few cases

where the spacing would be as small as 100 miles, each of the

2 stations so spaced would have its individual area reduced

to about a half of the area which it would have been able

to serve if it were the only station on the channel, i.e., if

it were a dear-channel station. Thus we see that, although

our proposal does not represent any compromise at all

with the public interest in TV since it provides for a greater

coverage of both area & number of services, it would have

the effect of reducing the service areas of individual TV
stations. . .

.

“In your letter you raise the question ‘how can you be

sure that theoretical “replacement” circles will actually be

.built in the areas losing service?’ My proposal is simply

that the FCC relax their present 170-mile minimum rule to

100 miles. In the unlikely event that no potential broad-

caster availed himself of the opportunity of operating a

station at closer than 170 miles, then it would appear that

there is no economic support for such additional stations

and consequently no possibility within the framework of

the American free enterprise system of sustaining such

additional stations. On the other hand, if it is economically

I
feasible to operate such additional stations there will cer-

I tainly be many applicants for the potential facilities.

I

' “You also ask whether these new stations will carry

‘equivalent programming.’ I do not profess to know the

1 correct answer to this very pertinent question. It is my own
personal opinion that the operation of an unlimited num-
ber of competing broadcasting services is not necessarily

in the public interest. Thus the division of a supposedly
limited number of advertising dollars among many broad-
casters may well lead to a deterioration of the quality of

the service they provide.

“However, it is my understanding that the FCC, the

I

majority of Congress and most of the industry all profess

j

to believe that much more competition between broad-
I casting stations is desirable, and under these circumstances,
my only responsibility is to devise technically efficient

i ways for accomplishing this objective ... I know of no
sensible way of catering further to the interests of the

i

rural televiewers other than by maximizing the total area

provided with service for each channel allocated. . . .

“Under our proposal many such additional signals

would be made available and in no case would it be neces-

sary to destroy any present service without the addition of

a larger area of coverage by the new stations. In fact, the

very essence of our plan is to maximize the coverage of

area within the limits of economic feasibility. And our

proposal envisages the determination of what is economic-

ally feasible by the individual investor rather than by the

FCC. Even after our plan is adopted there may well be

many sparsely settled areas in the U.S. where the tele-

viewer must still receive his service from distances of

50-100 miles and at even greater distances simply because

the operation of TV stations in such areas is unprofitable;

in such cases this long distance service would, of course,

still be available since no interfering station would be

constructed.

“However, if our proposal were adopted, no areas

capable of providing economic support to the operation of

TV stations would be deprived of good TV service. The
present FCC policy is to protect from interference the large

secondary service areas in which existing stations provide

a barely satisfactory & intermittent service, and this

forces the rural televiewers to use this relatively unsatis-

factory service; if our plan were adopted, such presently

protected areas would be supplied with superior service

from local stations. Thus, in a very real sense the present
FCC policy actually deprives the rural televiewers in many
localities from having higher quality services and forces
them to rely on service from stations 50 to 100 miles away.”

Norton concluded by asking Lodge: “How do you pro-

pose to solve the TV coverage problem other than by
maximizing the coverage of area?”

* * Ht

Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters (MST) last week
released the full texts of statements made to MST mem-
bers during its March 15 meeting in Chicago by exec,

director Lester W. Lindow, engineering consultant Howard
T. Head and legal counsel Ernest W. Jennes. MST calls

particular attention to Jennes’ remarks about the eco-

nomics of telecasting:

“The existing effective system of TV should not be torn

down because of ‘pie in the sky.’ No new plan for future
allocations should be adopted unless it is grounded in

solid TV economics. For example, talk about 3 or 4 TV
stations in every one of the top 200 TV markets in the

U. S. is wholly unrealistic.” Jennes cited FCC figures show-
ing that 43% of the post-freeze vhf stations lost money in

1957, more than did in 1956. “Figures such as these,” he
said, “should certainly give pause to those who make
charges of rich monopoly in TV station broadcast opera-
tions and who would tear down what we now have in the

search for something they think is better.” Copies of the

report are available from MST, 1735 DeSales St. NW,
Washington.

Omnibus CATV-booster bill carrying out FCC-recom-
mended Communications Act amendments (Vol. 15:17) has

been introduced by Sen. Moss (D-Utah). Separate meas-
ures containing FCC’s proposed changes have been sub-

mitted by Commerce Committee Chairman Magnuson (D-
Wash.), but Moss said his combined bill is needed because

enactment of any one of the 3 Magnuson bills without the

others “will pi-oduce chaos in the bi-oadcasting industry.”

A House companion (HR-6937) to the Moss bill was offered

at the same time by Rep. King (D-Utah), and a similar

measure was put in the hopper by Rep. Dixon (R-Utah),
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THE FCC ‘UNTOUCHABLES’; Though it comes as little

surprise, the 3-0 Court of Appeals decision in the St.

Louis Ch. 2 case last week emphasizes that it becomes

more & more touchy to talk to FCC members about

more & moi’e subjects. What the Coui't did was to

vacate FCC’s decision shifting Ch. 2 from Springfield,

111. to St. Louis—on the grounds that KTVI principal

Harry Tenenbaum should not have discussed the shift

with Commissioners outside the record. Tenenbaum

had contended that the law permits such discussions on

rule-making matters while forbidding them in ad-

judicatory proceedings such as competitive hearings.

KTVI now operates on Ch. 2, having received a grant

to shift from Ch, 36 after a merger with competitors

for Ch. 2.

Tenenbaum has never made any bones about his con-

tacts with Commissioners. Before Harris investigating

committee last year, he testified that he’d seen them many
times, lunched with them—even given all of them turkeys

in 1955 & 1956. The court duly noted all this, including the

turkeys.

Court of Appeals ordered the FCC to conduct a hear-

ing under a specially appointed examiner “to determine

the nature & source of all ex parte pleas and other ap-

proaches that were made to Commissioners while the

former proceeding was pending, and any other factors

that might be thought to require either disqualification of

some Commissioners from participating in the reopened

proceeding or disqualification of some parties from receiv-

ing any award that may ultimately result.”

The essential portions of the decision by Judges

Edgerton, Fahy & Bastian, written by Edgerton, were as

follows:

“The Commission & the intervenor contend that be-

cause the proceeding now on review was ‘rule-making,’ ex

parte attempts to influence the Commissioners did not

invalidate it. The Dept, of Justice disagrees. On behalf of

the U.S., the Dept, urges that whatever the proceeding may
be called, it involved not only allocation of TV channels

among communities but also resolution of conflicting pri-

vate claims to a valuable privilege, and that basic fairness

requires such a proceeding to be carried on in the open.

We agree with the Dept, of Justice. Accordingly the private

approaches to the members of the Commission vitiated its

action, and the proceeding must be reopened.

“We agree also that the Commission proceeding must
be reopened for another reason. Agency action that sub-

stantially & prejudicially violates the agency’s rules

cannot stand. At the time of the proceeding, the Commis-
sion had no general regulations governing all rule-making.

But when it proposed an allocation of TV channels to par-

ticular communities, it was its usual practice—followed in

this instance—to prescribe a cut-off date before which
‘any interested person . . . may file with the Commission
. . . written data, views, or argument setting forth his com-
ments’ favoring or opposing the plan. By plain implication,

this rule forbade submitting matei’ial to the Commission’s
members after the time for filing it with the Commission
had gone by. The rule cannot be interpreted to permit
parties to make off-the-record contentions that it foi’bids

them to make on the record.”

A switch of Ch. 16 & Ch. 22 from Temple to Austin,

Tex., and Ch. 18 & Ch. 24 from Austin to Temple, plus the

.substitution of Ch. 18 & 30 for Ch. 16 & Ch. 22 in Corpus

Christi, were sought in a petition filed with FCC last week
by Austin Radio Co., which proposes to apply for Ch. 22.

MIAMI CH. 10 REHASH: “Discrepancies” in testimony

were formally noted last week by Judge Burnita S.

Matthews as the re-run of the celebrated Miami Ch. 10

case dragged through its 5th stop-&-go week in U.S.

District Court, Washington.
Presiding at the criminal conspiracy trial of ex-

FCC Comi', Richard A. Mack and Miami lawyer Thur-
man A. Whiteside on charges that they plotted to

swing Ch. 10 to National Airlines’ WPST-TV (Vol.

15 :15-18) , Judge Matthews made this observation after

listening to govt, witness William Y. Stembler:

“From reading the Grand Jury record, there have

been discrepancies of a substantial nature.”

Head of the Miami Stembler-Sheldon insurance agency
and life-long friend of both defendants, Stembler had been
called by prosecutor J. Frank Cunningham to sustantiate

the Govt.’s charge that Whiteside had used the agency to

channel money to Mack to help buy his Ch. 10 vote.

Under cross-examination hy defense counsel, Stembler
testified instead that an account held by Mack in the

agency actually was used “to reimburse Mr. Whiteside for

monies he advanced” to Mack. Cunningham protested that

the testimony had taken the prosecution by surprise.

Whiteside’s lawyer Arthur J. Hilland complained that

Stembler was being “bullied & badgered.” And there were
heated objections from both sides.

It was at this point that Judge Matthews observed
from the bench that she was hearing tangled testimony

—

something that characterized the Miami Ch. 10 case all

through House legislative oversight subcommittee hear-
ings and a subsequent FCC rehearing last year. As the
trial approached its 6th week, the Govt, still was trying to

pin down meaning of a series of Whiteside-Mack checks.

Meanwhile FCG postponed oral argument in its own
Ch. 10 proceedings to a date to be announced. Argument
had been scheduled for May 21, but the trial will stretch

far beyond that deadline.

Translator CPs granted by FCC last week: Ch. 76,

Frostburg, Md., to Frostburg Community TV . . . Ch. 75,

Point Arena, Cal., to Point Arena TV . . . Ch. 74, Pittsfield,

Mass., to WWOR-TV (Ch. 14) Springfield . . . Ch. 72 & 76,

Tucumcari, N. M., to uhf TV Assn. . . . Ch. 72, Maupin, Ore.,

to Maupin TV Corp.

Translator starts: Minn, double string of 3 stations re-

laying programs of Duluth’s KDAL-TV & WDSM-TV to

Bemidji, Minn., 139 mi. away, is scheduled to complete on-

air adjustments (begun March 7) and begin full-time oper-

ation by May 15, reports fund director James H. Carrington.

K70BG & K74AR, Deer River, pick up Duluth stations and
relay them to K78AK & K82AF, Cass Lake, which re-

transmits them to K82AT & K75AM, Bemidji.

New AM application processing procedure adopted by
the FCC (Vol. 15:15) is not only unfair & illegal but won’t
carry out FCC’s objective of speeding processing, asserts

the Federal Communications Bar Assn. FCBA last week
asked the Commission to reconsider the new rules, and at

the same time offered its own proposed procedure to has-

ten processing. Copies of FCBA’s petition & proposal are

available from Leonard Marks, Cafritz Bldg., Washington.

Facilities of WFAM-TV (Ch. 59) Lafayette, Ind. are

being sold for $65,000 to Sarkes Tarzian Inc., which will

also seek FCC approval for transfer of WFAM-TV’s CP
to Ch. 18 It is also asking for permission to remain silent

for 60 days, starting May 15. Tarzian operates WTTV
(Ch. 4) Bloomington and WPTA (Ch. 21) Ft. Wayne.
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TIE-IN PROBE KICKS OFF; The first week of FCC’s net-

work program “tie-in” hearing (see p. 2) was devoted

to groundwork-laying & tone-setting. The Commis-
sion’s broadcast bureau chief Harold G. Cowgill

summed up the proceeding thus

:

“In hearings before committees of Congress &
elsewhere, allegations have been made that the net-

works, in some instances, tie the use of network time &
facilities to programs owned or controlled by them or

in which they have acquired a financial or proprietary

interest.” It is the FCC’s duty, he said, to explore such

charges exhaustively, but he was quick to add that

“any attempt by Govt, to assume an active role in the

selection of the program fare to be broadcast to the

public would, in our view, be extremely unwise if not

catastrophic.”

Additional stage-setting was provided by FCC econo-

mist James B. Sheridan, who introduced a series of charts

reflecting the growth of the medium since 1949—^time sales,

with breakdown between network, spot & local; networks’

share of advertisers’ expenditures; audience breakdown, by
time period; network & station investment, etc.

Chief FCC counsel in the hearing is Ashbrook P.

Bryant, from the office of network study, who traced the

Commission’s whole network investigation. He’s assisted

by James F. Tierney.

FCC’s staff has its job cut out for it—analyzing the

thousands of pages of exhibits offered by CBS-TV v.p.-gen.

attorney Thomas K. Fisher, NBC v.p.-gen. attorney Thomas
E. Ervin and ABC gen. counsel Mortimer Weinbach. By
prior agreement, financial & other data of a possible

“sensitive” nature is being kept confidential—although

CBS did offer certain 1953-55 program expense-revenue
figures (previously covered in greater detail in 1956 con-

gressional hearings; see Vol. 12:28).

Anti-ratings crusade by Sen. Monroney (D-Okla.) got

some more press ammunition last week. Following up a
floor speech against “mumbo-jumbo” of TV audience meas-
urement systems and ABC-TV’s plans to drop Voice of
Firestone (Vol. 15:18), Monroney used the appendix of the

Congressional Record to cite columns by Anthony La Cam-
era in Hearst’s Boston Evening American and Advertiser
which criticized TV network programming. “Surely the

networks can, without help either from Congress or other

outside critics, pry themselves loose from their supine slav-

ery to the ratings,” said Monroney.

Next U.S. Census should carry a series of “carefully

selected questions to ascertain the American public’s tastes

in TV programming,” suggested ABC-TV pres. Oliver

Treyz May 7 to students & faculty gathered at the U. of

Missouri’s “50th Journalism Week.” Bringing the census

(which already checks TV set counts in a deal with A. C.

Nielsen) into the TV research orbit, Treyz felt, would pro-

vide samples big enough “to eliminate any doubt in the

minds of those outside the industry who question current

rating procedures.” There’s still time to work out an ar-

rangement with authorities, Treyz added, “because the U.S.

Census will be going into the field next April.” TV pro-

gramming, Treyz added, should be designed to “provide

what the public wants,” and should not be developed pri-

marily to please “critics who think they can determine

arbitrarily what the people need & should get from TV.”

Network Television Billings

March 1959

(For Feb. report see Television Digest, Vol. 15:17)

March tops JAN. & FEB.: Gross time billings for

March were 12.2% ahead of the same month in 1958,

and the 3-month cumulative figures are an 8.9% improve-

ment over Jan.-Feb.-March of last year.

March was also the best individual month of the year
thus far, showing a gain of $6,635,223 over February. The
report for March:

NETWORK TELEVISION
March March % Jan.-Mar. Jan.-Mar. %
1959 1958 change 1959 1958 change

ABC $11,666,031 $ 9,402,407 -f-23.0 $ 32,236.669 $ 27,013,004 -[-19.3

CBS 23,226,386 21,211,070 + 9.6 66,161,863 62,716,826 + 6.6
NBC 20,728.316 18,874,697 + 9.8 68,081,996 64,004,023 + 7.6

Total....$56,619,731 $49,488,074 +12.2 $166,480,418 $143,732,863 + 8.9

1959 NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS, BY MONTHS
ABC CBS NBC Total

January $10,647,078 $22,129,248 $19,299,863 $52,076,179
February 10,024,460 20,806,220 18,053,828 48,884,508
March 11,866,031 23,226,386 20,728,316 56,619,731

Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues as the net-
works do not divulge their actual net dollar incomes. The figures are
complied by Broadcast Advertisers Reports (BAR) and Leading National
Advertisers (LNA) for TV Bureau of Advertising TvB) on the basis
of one-time network rates, or before frequency or cash discounts.

NETWORK ACTIVITY

ABC-TV
Purchase

1/3 of 60-min. Bourbon Street
Beat (Mon., 8:30-9:30 P.M.) eff.

next fall.

Cheyenne in new weekly time
slot for next season (Mon., 7 :30-

8:30 P.M.).

60-min. special The Golden Cir-
cle" starring Eydie Gorme &
Steve Lawrence. Wed., Nov. 26,

10-11 P.M.

Captain of Detectives to debut
Oct. 16 (Fri., 10-10:30 P.M.),
starring Robert Taylor.

4 renewals for 77 Sunset Strip
(Fri., 9:30-10:30 P.M.).

Renewal of Ozzie & Harriet
(Wed., 8:30-9 P.M.)

Sponsor & Agency
Libby-0wens-Ford (Fuller &
Smith & Ross).

Johnson & Johnson (Y&R) eff.

Dec. 14 ; Ralston Purina (Garn-
der) eff. Sept. 21 : Nat’l Carbon
(Wm. Esty) eff. Oct. 6.

John Oster Mfg. Co. (The Brady
Co.).

Procter & Gamble ( Benton &
Bowles)

.

H. F. Ritchie (Kenyon & Eck-
hardt) ; R. J. Reynolds (Esty) :

Whitehall Labs and American
Chicle, (Bates).

Quaker Oats & Kodak (both J.

Walter Thompson).

CBS-TV
New Screen Gems series Under-
cover Man for renewed Tues.,
9-9 :30 P.M. time slot.

Renewal ef Rawhide (Fri., 7 :30-

8:30 P.M.). One of six partici-

pating sponsors. Eff. immediately.

Alt. sponsorship of Wanted:
Dead or Alive (Sat., 8:30-9

P.M.) eff. in Sept.

NBC
Alt. sponsorship of Fibber Mc-
Gee & Molly debuting in Tues.,

8 :30-9 P.M. spot.

Loretta Young Show to continue
Sun., 10-10:30 P.M.

Troubleshooters Thurs., 10:30-11

P.M. Alt. sponsorship.

Renewal of half-sponsorship of
Howdy Doody Show for 8th year.,

eff. June 13. (Sat., 10-10:30

A.M.).

The Challenge (Sat., 8:30-9
P.M.).

Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon.,
8:30-9 P.M.) for next season.

Renewal of Wagon Train (Wed.,
7:30-8:30 P.M.) for next season.

Pharmaceuticals Inc. (Parkson).

Pharmaceuticals Inc. (Parkson).

Kimberly-Clark (Foote, Cone &
Belding)

.

TV
Singer Sewing Machine (Y&R)
and Standard Brands (JWT).

Toni Co. (North) and Philip
Morris (Burnett).

Philip Morris ( Leo Burnett) :

other half still available.

Continental Baking (Ted Bates).

R. J. Reynolds (Esty) and
Chemstrand (Doyle Dane Bern-
bach)

.

Procter & Gamble ( Benton &
Bowles) new order, and Ameri-
can Tobacco (Sullivan, Stauffer,

Colwell & Bayles) , renewal.

Ford (Kenyon & Eckhardt and
J. Walter Thompson) : Nat'l Bis-

cuit (McCann-Erickson) ; R. J.

Reynolds (Esty). »
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Showdown Seen in NABET Dispute: A break this week in

the 2-week-old labor dispute between NBC-TV & NABET
seemed a strong possibility to observers in N.Y. on Friday.

Representatives of both NBC and the Natl. Assn, of

Best. Engineers & Technicians, met Friday morning and
afternoon in an “undisputed area” (i.e., outside NBC’s pick-

eted N.Y. headquarters). And, a follow-up meeting was to

be held on Saturday, May 9. Neither side would comment
directly on what had happened during the Friday session,

but both sides indicated to us unofficially that such lengthy

talks were “an encouraging sign.”

The rift between NABET (with some 1400 members
off the job) and NBC had, prior to the Friday session, been
growing ever-wider during the second week of the dispute.

At the RCA stockholder’s meeting. May 5, NBC chairman
Robert W. Sarnoff had reiterated NBC’s feeling that the

NABET work stoppage was “an unlawful strike in viola-

tion of the no-strike of the contract.” Then, on May 6,

NBC had notified the union and its membership that the

network considered the contract “rescinded.”

NABET’s G. Tyler Byrne, dir. of network relations,

promptly snapped back, telling us that “this is just a de-

vice to intimidate and scare us. There’s no clause in our
contract with NBC which would permit a unilateral can-

cellation.”

Although meetings during the week between union &
network, arranged by federal mediators, failed to produce

agreement, industry observers felt the break would come
soon through NABET’s offer, May 7, “to enter into con-

tinuous meeting in an effort to resolve the issues honorably

& fairly.”

Such meetings in a deadlocked work stoppage are gen-

erally the start of final settlements, sources at NBC &
NABET told us on an off-the-record basis May 8. The
usual quota of side issues were raised last week, in the

dispute.

On Wednesday afternoon, U.S. Steel Workers pres.

David J. McDonald refused to appear in a filmed panel

discussion with U.S. Steel’s R. Conrad Cooper, exec, v.p.,

of issues in the steel wage negotiations when he noticed the

camera was manned by an NBC news crew.

That same night Vice-President Richard Nixon & press

secretary Jim Hagerty avoided crossing a NABET picket

line at Washington’s Mayflower Hotel to participate in the

Emmy telecast (there were NABET pickets at the N.Y. &
L.A. originating points, too) by simply skipping a dinner

date with Winston Churchill and arriving before the

pickets. Commented NABET in N.Y.: “Preference for

management over labor.”

And, the latest apocryphal gag making the rounds at

NBC-TV was this: The quizmaster of one of NBC’s live-

on-tape daytime shows, during the usual warm-up, asked

the usual question: “How many of you folks are ih a TV
studio for the first time?”—and 3 NBC cameramen raised

their hands.

Direct affiliation of Yankee Network with Mutual is in

the works, joint announcement by network officials stating

preliminary arrangements have been completed. At present

only Yankee key station WNAC, Boston, is affiliated with

Mutual, alternately feeding Yankee and Mutual programs

to other 26 New England outlets. Under new plan, both

Mutual & Yankee will have own lines to each station.

Yankee is a div. of RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc., operator

also of WNAC-TV, WOR-TV N.Y., KHJ-TV Los Angeles,

WHBQ-TV Memphis, and radio stations.

NBC’s STATE OF THE UNION: “What’s important to a

network is not just how well you’re doing in the top-

10 ratings, or what nights of the week you have an
edge,” Robert W. Sarnoff, board chairman of NBC, told

the May 5 meeting of RCA stockholders in N.Y. “The
real measure is totality of service.”

In answer to a stockholder query, Sarnoff gave a bul-

lish forecast for the coming fall-winter season on NBC-
TV. “We expect to be fully sold out by the start of the

season,” he said, pointing out, however, that NBC was
“not in a race” and preferred to concentrate on “getting

the right program for the right advertiser in every time

slot.” From the standpoint of sales orders on hand, NBC-
TV is “ahead of the same position last year at this time,”

with the 1959 gross I’evenue “likely to be higher” than

last year’s.

Discussing network audiences, Sarnoff admitted that

“there will be a triangulation of audiences and a levelling

off” due chiefly to “strides made by ABC in some of its

nighttime periods.” He also said that “CBS has been ahead,

frankly, in total audience,” but added that “as far as rat-

ings go, the NBC picture is good” and pointed to “NBC’s
strong position in daytime TV.”

A big schedule of NBC-TV special shows was men-
tioned for the coming season, with “about 200” blueprinted.

(Note: NBC’s definition of specials includes some regu-

larly-scheduled series, such as Kaleidoscope and Omnibus.

The number of special NBC one-shots, therefore, may be

about half the above mentioned figures. See Vol. 15:17.)

More big NBC news shows “established in depth &
breadth rather than around an individual” were also prom-

ised, as well as educational, public service and other “di-

versified” show types designed “to satisfy the tastes of all

audience segments.” A heavy schedule of color TV shows

was also promised.

“NBC,” Sarnoff added, “is characterized by leadership

over the years, and by a long-range view.”

Another network issue was raised by shareholder Louis

D. Gilbert, who wanted to know if NBC Radio was for

sale. Replied RCA chairman Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff:

“NBC is not for sale ... no discussions, no negotiations.”

(For other news of the RCA annual stockholders meet-

ings, see p. 24.)

New libel trial for MBS commentator Fulton Lewis Jr.,

was ordered last week in Washington’s U. S. District Court

by Judge George L. Hart, who set aside a $145,000 damage

verdict awarded by a jury to Seattle educator Pearl A.

Wanamaker (Vol. 15:6, 15). The judge said the award

—

biggest ever handed down in the court—“is so excessive as

to shock the conscience and lead to the conclusion that the

jury was influenced by passion or prejudice.” Hart added

that Mrs. Wanamaker no doubt was humiliated by a Lewis

broadcast in which she was linked with Communists—but

not $145,000 worth. Lewis himself has described the broad-

cast as a “horrifying mistake.” Granting a re-trial motion

by Lewis’ counsel Roger Robb, the judge said that Mrs.

Wanamaker’s reputation among her colleagues hadn’t been

impaired by the broadcast and that her lawyer, J. P. Tonkoff

had made .“highly improper” remarks in questioning one

defense witness at the trial.

Immunity for newsmen against demands by federal

courts & Congressional committees that they disclose

sources of information is provided in a bill (HR-6650) by

Rep. Adair (R-Ind.). It is similar to a measure (S-965) by

Sen. .Keating (R-N.Y,), (Vol. 15:7).
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‘NEW APPROACH’ FOR ETV: GE’s Paul L. Chamber-
lain, who prophesied in 1958 that educational TV
stations would outnumber commercial outlets within

10 years (Vol. 14:39), repeated his prediction last

week—and sketched “a broad-brush proposal of how
this can be done” with multiple-station school setups.

Addressing the 1959 Ohio State U. Institute for

Education by Radio-TV in Columbus, the marketing

mgr. of GE’s technical products operation at Elec-

tronics Pai'k, Syracuse, said it’s time “to take educa-

tional TV out of the laboratory-proven stage & apply

it full-scale to help solve the economic problems” of

financially-pressed primary & secondary schools.

“Instead of concentrating on what we can do for one

school, or for one community, by using one TV station,”

Chamberlain suggested “utilization of a multiplicity of

educational TV stations on a consolidated basis”:

“This system would spread simultaneous programs
from several educational stations across many school dis-

tricts from a central point. There would be at least 4

stations serving all school districts in a radius of 30 or 40

miles. Such a system could serve all grades, kindergarten

through 12 in each school district.”

Chamberlain figured that his “new approach” would
save taxpayers money—that schools served by such a sys-

tem could build it for less than the average $28,000 cost

of one new classroom per district. He said that in his own
Syracuse area, installation costs would work out to about

$14.81, operating costs $8.42, annually per pupil.

Other headline speakers at the 3-day Ohio State

Institute included chairman John P. Cunningham of Cun-
ningham & Walsh, CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton, FCC
Comr. Frederick Ford. The packed program also included a
telephone interview by a panel of ETV specialists in

Columbus with Chairmen Magnuson (D-Wash.) & Harris

(D-Ark.) of Senate & House Commerce Committees, sitting

in their Washington offices.

Cunningham resubmitted his Feb. proposal that ad-

vertising agencies get together with commercial broad-

casters & educators behind an “operation headway” to

spread ETV across the country (Vol. 15:7, 10). But he
admitted wryly that he had not yet set fires of enthusiasm
along Madison Ave. Reporting he had been “battered &
chided” for “getting off the reservation,” Cunningham said

he also had received offers of help from admen, and:
“I’m sure we’ll undertake this problem, perhaps

through the Advertising Council, and—whether we grab the
ball and run with it, or walk it up & down Madison Ave.,
or run it up the fiagpole—we’ll help set the advantages of
ETV before the national mind, so that it will desire to

upgrade itself.”

Returning to the campus where he won a Ph.D. in

1936, Stanton used the Institute forum to announce
CBS-TV’s plans for prime-time informational programs
next season (see p. 3). He also gave the 600 delegates a
short course in the history of TV as a communications
medium from the time it “burst upon our society, little

more than a decade ago, almost in a state of full growth.”
“We have had to pay for the extraordinary speed with

which TV has grown by an unavoidable failure to construct
a sound perspective from which to look at the medium,”
Stanton said. “TV continues to be the most conspicuous
medium in America today. Everyone seems concerned with
its achievements, failures, limitations, its excesses.”

Stanton concluded: “Historically it is the latest de-

velopment in the long democratization of the arts. Poiiti-

cally, it is the most recent aid to informing the people of a
democracy quicker & directly. Socially, it is another &
perhaps more vivid example of the intense interaction that
must go on between a mass medium & its total society if it

is to be tx’uly a mass medium serving everyone.”
Comr. Ford reviewed “allocation problems & educa-

tional TV,” observed that it’s “significant” that while 32
of the 80 vhf assignments reserved for educational TV are
now on the air, only 10 of the 162 uhf ETV assignments
have been activated.

Ford had no sure solutions to offer for ETV’s prob-
lems. But he said that FCC’s proposed receiver-regulation
law for all-channel sets (Vol. 15:16-18) is essential if any
of its allocations alternatives is “ever to be transformed
into a nationwide adequate system of TV in which educa-
tion & commerce can be properly accommodated.”

In their remote interview. Sen. Magnuson & Rep.
Harris talked about prospects for enactment this session
of Magnuson’s federal-aid-to-ETV bill (S-12) for $51,-
000,000 equipment grants (Vol. 15:18). Magnuson urged
speed by Harris in pushing the Senate-passed bill through
hearings. Harris pointed out he’d scheduled hearings for
this weekend, and planned to hold a panel discussion of
the subject with educators some time in June.

* * * *

Annual Ohio State awards in the 23rd American Exhi-
bition of educational Radio & TV Programs, held in con-
nection with last week's Institute at the University,
were granted in 7 TV & 10 radio classes. U. S. & Canadian
entries in the competition for best programs totaled 651,
of which 286 were in TV, 365 in radio. Top TV network
citations: Public affairs. Explorations, CBC; Meet the
P?'ess, NBC; Outlook, NBC. Children’s programs: “Art
Carney meets Peter & the Wolf,” ABC; Ju?iior Magazine,
CBC. Systematic Instruction: Explorations, CBC; Adven-
turing in the Hand Arts, NBC & NET (National Educa-
tional TV & Radio Center). School Telecasts: The Eliza-
bethan Theatre, CBC & Manitoba Education Dept. Special
Interest: Farmer Series, CBC; Catholic Hour, NBC; No
More Strangers, CBC. Cultural: Explorations, CBC; Hall-
mark Hall of Fame, NBC; CBC Folio, CBC; Wisdom
Series, NBC; Conquest, CBS; Guilty or Not Guilty, CBC;
Once Upon a Japanese Time, KQED San Francisco & NET.
Personal & Social Problems: Close-Up, CBC; Open House,
CBC; Armstrong Circle Theatre, CBS; OtMook, NBC;
20th Century, CBS; People Are Taught to Be Different,
KUHT-TV Houston & NET.

N.Y.’s Last ETV Class: Lack of funds will force N.Y.C.’s
META (Metropolitan ETV Assn.) to suspend preparation
of classroom material on June 30. With the N.Y. State
Board of Regents, it has been telecasting 7 hours of class-

room work weekly over WPIX Ch. 11 (Vol. 15:16). META
will drop more than 35 employes, keep less than 6.

Next season, META will pursue a cherished goal: to

acquire a vhf channel of its own. Its pres.. Dr. Alan Wil-
lard Brown, told us last week that ETV cannot do a mass
education job with uhf in N.Y. A fund-raising drive will

start Oct. 1 under exec. comm, chairman Joseph S. Iseman.
E. A. Hungerford Jr., operations dir., returns from

leave of absence to lead META. Dr. Brown has asked to be
relieved of his duties to accept a Ford Foundation grant,

to investigate foreign ETV & broadcasting. Program di-

rector Richard D. Heffner is leaving to do Faces of Africa,

a series for National Educational TV & Radio Center.
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Programming

EMMY (no stuffed-shirt she): Emmy’s 42 awards were

given out last week in N.Y., L.A. and Washington
with predictable profusion, confusion, criticism—and

high ratings. As everybody knows by now, one-time

movie & stage idol Fred Astaire picked up 9 Emmys
with his one special of the year, and Hallmark’s dra-

matic “Little Moon of Alban” captured 4. Critic Jack

Gould approved of this but feared that the total volume

of awards made it possible for “potboiler programs” to

be “effectively confused with quality.” His view that

the show “probably proved of greater satisfaction to

the industry than the viewer” was not borne out by

the Trendex 25-city report of its 34.2 rating & 60.6%

share of audience vs. ABC’s boxing, CBS’ U. S. Steel

show and other programs at that time.

Other N.Y. critics were hardly enthusiastic. Harriet

Van Horne, World Telegram & Sun, said: “Last night’s

ceremonies had a warm, amiable quality but there were no

dark horses and no suspense. It is always pleasant to

watch people receive prizes, but I’d take a more joyous

view of the Emmy Awards if ( 1 ) the nominating procedure

were tidied up and (2) press agents and promotion men
were denied the ballot.”

Ben Gross, Daily News, wrote: “Despite the strike of

cameramen & other technicians, televising of the compli-

cated proceedings went off in a smooth manner, with only

a few rough spots noticeable. And yet the impact of the

program was blunted by the fact that there were Emmys
for 42 categories with no less than 190 nominations . .

.”

Bob Williams, Post: “The evening hardly distin-

guished TV as a creative medium.” And Atra Baer,

Journal-American: “. . . A generally fast-paced smooth

show but . . . short of the excitement [of] the Oscar.”

But perhaps the most significant point about this

year’s Emmycast was its demonstration of this industry’s

capacity for self-criticism—an element entirely missing

from the Oscar (or for that matter, anybody else’s) award

ceremonies—and particularly noteworthy in a year when

TV has demonstrated its first official sensitivity toward &
taken its first formal steps to answer (NAB convention,

Vol. 15:12) outside criticism. N.Y.’s staging of the gag
presentation in which Elaine May gave an award to Mike

Nichols for being the greatest mediocrity in TV (there

was a reference to the production of “garbage”) and his

subsequent acceptance speech in which he talked of his

unerring loyalty to his ideal—money—might just as well

have been put on as a piece of partisan amusement at a

convention of competing media. In a more gentle vein of

self-criticism—and a notable apologia—NBC’s Chet Hunt-

ley wound up the ceremony with these words

:

“May I suggest some commendation for an industry

which in 1958 & ’59 amused & bemused, entertained, in-

structed, delighted, angered, achieved triumph and knew
failures, filled many hours with entertainment or inform-

ation, and wasted some, looked heroic on some occasions and

foolish on others, and, indeed, did occasionally inspire ... an

industry which is self-critical and so unerringly aware
when it has triumphed or when it has failed ... an
industry in which there is the freedom to be wrong or to

make mistakes . . . which at least tries to reward its best

& its finest . . . [and which is] in a restless search for

technical improvement—For example the perfection of

color TV, the triumph of both color and black & white.
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video tape, and other technical achievements honored here
this evening.

“A grudging encomium [too] for even our critics,

bless ’em, in spite of their inconsistencies and frequent
tendencies to march majestically backward from conclusion

to fact. A eulogy for those of you who watch & listen, for

your frustrating, inconsistent, and unpredictable demands
or applause; for your unshakable refusal to permit your
tastes & your preferences to be reduced to holes in a
tabulating card.

“And finally, a restrained hosannah to those who, in

the forthcoming year, will somehow manage to keep our
moments of foolishness & mediocrity to a minimum; who,
while realizing that every song to be sung is not likely to

be a Puccini aria, that every word uttered will not be a

Tennyson gem, that every canvas is not a Rembrandt,
will still aspire to that exhilarating moment when he can

say “this was our finest.”

A truer picture of America will result if TV programs
sold abroad incorporate more American ideals & thoughts,

editor Merrill Panitt opined last week to the American
Public Relations Assn., convening in Hollywood Beach,

Fla. Programs now sent abroad are populated largely by
“policemen, private eyes & good cowboys—often greatly

outnumbered by gangsters, murderers & bad cowboys.” He
urged the U.S. Information Agency to work with TV pro-

ducers on program content, and held that the agency’s total

budget of $707,600 for overseas TV was “ridiculous” to

tackle the task of working with the 435 TV stations & 23,-

161,000 sets in operation in those foreign countries which
are West-oriented or neutral.

A deal for Bob Hope’s NBC specials, to be sponsored

by Buick again next season, is in negotiation. Hope, cur-

rently recovering from a blood clot, tells us he would like

to limit his TV activities next season to about 6 shows, as

compared to this season’s 8. Buick wants the comedian to

star in two 2-hour spectaculars in addition to hour-long

shows, but the comedian has been ordered by his doctors to

take it easy. “We’ll probably compromise,” Hope tells us.

What does Hope have in mind for those 2-hour shows?

“Book musicals. For one thing, I’d like to do ‘Say When,’

with Frank Sinatra or Bing Crosby,” he says. Hope’s agent,

James Saphier, is representing him in the negotiations

in N.Y.

Exemption of broadcasters and other news-gathering

agencies from 10% excise taxes on private long-distance

telephone circuits handled through switchboards and con-

nected with other cities’ systems is sought by NAB. News
agencies & common carriers don’t pay the excise on private

circuits between cities, but the Treasury Dept, has ruled

under the Excise Tax Technical Changes Act of 1958 that

interconnected switchboard operations are subject to the

tax. NAB chief counsel Douglas A. Anello has asked for a

reinterpretation of the law to reinstate the exemption.

The Screen Actors Guild has voted approval of its na-

tional hoard of directors’ recommendation to increase the

size of the board from 39 to 52 members. The move will

provide direct board representation for members in all

cities where the Guild has active branches.

Elvis Presley has been signed to an exclusive TV con-

tract by ABC in a deal negotiated by mgr.. Col. Tom
Parker: one special a year, to begin next spring when Pres-

ley receives his Army discharge.
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Stations

NO RETREAT FROM CODE: Open warfare on NAB TV
code rebels who persist in carrying disapproved com-

mercials while displaying its seal of approval was

declared last week by review board chairman Donald

H. McGannon.

In his first public pronouncement on code defiance

since he took on TV’s self-policing assignment in

March, the Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. pres. said.

“Anyone who seeks to use the code as a front, behind

which he accepts or rejects its individual provisions accord-

ing to the expediency of the moment, cannot expect to

continue long to enjoy the privilege of displaying the seal

of good practice.”

McGannon’s warning to recalcitrant code subscribers

who refuse to drop such proscribed advertising as commer-

cials for hemorrhoid remedy Preparation H (Vol. 15:17),

came a week after NAB’s TV board had cracked down on

“several” rebels by withdrawing their seals (Vol. 15:18).

The review board chairman picked a meeting of ad-

vertisers—not broadcasters—to make his pronouncement.

It came in a speech to members of the 5th district of the

Advertising Federation of American in Huntington, W. Va.

At the same time, McGannon reported that with

NAB’s approval, the review board plans to open a West
Coast office soon. He said the new code outpost will pro-

vide closer liaison with Hollywood independent filmed

commercial producers. The review board office there will

“counsel, guide & assist” the producers in adherence to

code rules, McGannon told the advertisers.

Meanwhile in N. Y., the Ted Bates Agency, whose
client American Home Products makes Preparation H,
reported it had received no cancellations by stations of

commercials for the code-offending patent remedy follow-

ing the TV board’s disciplinary action.

A spokesman for Ted Bates said NAB was making “a
fundamental mistake” in objecting to the commercials.

By the agency’s count, more than 140 TV stations were
carrying the commercials at the end of April—^and nearly
half of them were reported to be code subscribers. Next
NAB showdown on the Preparation H issue probably will

come when the TV board meets again in Washington the

week of June 15. No date for the review board’s next meet-
ing has been set, but it probably will convene in Washing-
ton just before the general sessions.

Broadcasting’s biggest challenge “is to inform the
people,” NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows told the annual ban-
quet of the radio & TV dept, at Indiana U., Bloomington.
He said he didn’t mean it’s the responsibility of TV & radio
to provide formal education. But broadcasters should fur-

nish “regular & accurate reporting of current events,

through the scheduling of discussions that will provoke
thought and thus illuminate decision, and through the pres-

entation of special features in all of the arts & sciences

that will make the great lessons of life palatable &
understandable to all of us,” Fellows said.

New spot TV “cost summary,” documenting a “trend

toward the establishment of different rates for min. & 20-

sec. announcements,” was issued last week by the Katz
agency, station reps. Of the 239 stations tabulated, 85

showed different rates for min. & 20-sec. announcements.

“Up to 6 months ago,” says Katz, “rates for these units

were generally the same.” Summary also includes Katz

formulas for rapid estimating of spot TV budgets.

“Implementing” the PR Program: The job of raising

some $725,000 annually and figuring how best to spend it

to enhance the public’s “image” of TV (Vol. 15:18) is now
in the hands of a top-notch committee of NAB board mem-
bers: Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.,

chairman, C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.,

Dwight W. Martin, WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La., G. Rich-

ard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C., Willard E. Walbridge,

KTRK-TV Houston. The group meets in N.Y. June 2, re-

ports to NAB board June 17.

The new committee is considering the recommenda-
tions of the special group, now disbanded, which was
headed by C. Wrede Petersmeyer, pres, of Corinthian Sta-

tions. These included the following major annual expendi-

tures: $250,000 for staff ($40-50,000 for top man), $100,-

000 for advertising, $120,000 for research—balance for

special projects, mailing, on-air promotion, etc. The Peters-

meyer group suggested that $415,000 of the budget come
from stations, $175,000-$200,000 from the combined net-

works (in addition to their 0-&-0 stations’ contributions)

$75,000 from NAB—and all other TV organizations would
be invited to contribute, with the amounts to be determined.

NAB’s TV finance committee for 1959-60 is headed by
v.p.-managing dir. C. Howard Lane of KOIN-TV Portland,

Ore. Other members named by NAB pres. Harold E. Fel-

lows: John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo; Payson Hall,

Meredith Publishing Co. (WHEN-TV & WHEN Syracuse,

WOW-TV & WOW Omaha, KPHO-TV & KPHO Phoenix,

KCMO-TV & KCMO Kansas City, radio KRMG Tulsa)
;

C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Bcstg. Corp. (KOTV
Tulsa, KGUL-TV Houston, WANE-TV & WANE Ft.

Wayne, WISH-TV & WISH Indianapolis, KXTV Sac-

ramento); W. D. (Dub) Rogers, KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.

Chairman of NAB’s general finance committee, of which

Lane, Fetzer & Hall also are members, is Merrill Lindsay,

radio WSOY Decatur, 111. Others: Frank Gaither, radio

WSB Atlanta; Joseph M. Higgins, WTHI-TV & WTHI
Terre Haute; Rex Howell, KREX-TV & KREX Grand
Junction, Colo.; Richard H. Mason, radio WPTF Raleigh;

Robert L. Pratt, radio KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.

Support for editorializing by TV & radio stations has

been voted by directors of the American Civil Liberties

Union, reversing their position of 10 years ago which held

that air editorials would be confusing & unworkable. The
statement, made public by exec, director Patrick Murphy
Malin, was formulated on recommendation of the group’s

radio-TV committee, headed by Thomas R. Carskadon,

assoc, director of the 20th Century Fund. The ACLU saw

a need for “the fullest exchange of information & opinion”

in today’s turbulent world—but held that stations should

clearly identify editorials, and permit responsible oppon-

ents to be heard, if the opportunity is sought.

Nasty word? The adjective in “mass media” should

be dropped from broadcasters’ vocabularies and replaced

by “popular,” NAB broadcast personnel & economics mgr.

Charles H. Tower suggests. He told the Mo. Bcstrs. Assn,

at a meeting at the U. of Mo., Columbia, that “mass” has

become “almost an epithet” when applied to TV & radio.

“Popular” would be more properly descriptive of media’s

“wholehearted acceptance” by the public, he said. Amen!

Radio daytimers who want to change operations from

sunrise-sunset to 6 a.m.-6 p.m. have another House cham-

pion. Rep. Moulder (D-Mo.) introduced a bill (HR-6868)

backing the new time as proposed earlier (Vol. 15:18) by

Rep. Shipley (D-Ill.).
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Space Relays Next Year? Hope for orbiting TV relays “by

the end of 1960” was expressed by Presidential aide

James C. Hagerty May 9 in a special “Salute to Radio

Month” program on Mutual network. “It would be the

greatest thing for worldwide understanding,” he said.

“This would overcome the barrier of language. If you can

telecast an image, you can readily Interpose a brief ex-

planation in the proper language over that picture. But
the picture itself will tell the story.”

CBS News reported that AT&T and the Japanese tele-

phone company have agreed to build the longest under-

water telephone cable in the world—stretching 4300 miles

from Hawaii to Japan. The project was said to have been

broached to FCC Chairman Doerfer, who was asked if the

U.S. was interested in countering a Russian offer to link

Japan with Western Europe by microwave via Siberia.

Although the cable won’t accommodate TV pictures, a

microwave link eventually could be modified to carry them.

Also last week, the House Committee on Science &
Astronautics, under Chairman Brooks (D-La.) issued a

report, Satellites for World Communication, which con-

cludes: “Significant success has been achieved in critical

steps of this military program, and completion of the first

worldwide communication network based on the use of

satellites for transoceanic links appears probable within

the next 4 years. Commercial applications in this field are

proceeding at a more cautious pace. This is quite under-

standable since the feasibility of several possible technical

approaches has yet to be demonstrated. Hardware will be

designed and built to take advantage of the results of such

investigations. Until these things are done, the communi-
cation industry is in no position to expend large amounts
of money in duplicating the efforts of govt, agencies.”

Westinghouse is extending its coverage of major news
events and will participate, with the networks, in reporting

the forthcoming foreign ministers’ conference in Geneva.

Rod MacLeish, WBC’s European news bureau chief will

tape for WBC AM & TV stations, on-the-spot news events,

interviews with conference delegates. KDKA newsman
A1 McDowell is currently covering the United Steelworkers

of America conference negotiations which opened May 5

in N. Y. James V. Sheean has been named WBC Far East-

ern correspondent, with his first assignment a series of

TV-radio specials on India & other Asiatic areas.

Puerto Rican communications center costing $15 mil-

lion will be built by El Mundo (WKAQ-TV & WKAQ) on

a 15-acre site 7 miles from San Juan’s downtown center.

Newspaper & broadcasting facilities, including film proc-

essing & dubbing labs, will occupy half of 500,000 sq. ft.

provided by the development, which is designed by Cleve-

land’s Austin Co. and scheduled for occupancy in 1961.

Two new commercial stations are scheduled to be built

by Britain’s Independent TV Authority (ITA) next year to

cover Devon & Cornwall in Southwest England. They’ll

both be programmed by the same contractor, to be selected

this year, and programming is expected to begin late in

1960.

British commercial TV station in Dover, due to start

late this year or early in 1960, will be programmed by

Southern Television Ltd.

News & selling are broadcasting’s “2 major employ-

ment needs,” mgr. Charles H. Tower of NAB’s personnel

& economics dept, told the annual banquet of the radio &
TV dept, of U. of Kan. at Lawrence.

Triple (spot) Threat: Stations that triple-spot video sched-
ules may be boycotted by a group of top agencies, in addi-
tion to any actions that may be taken by the NAB’s TV
code review board. The N.Y. Advertising Media Planners,
a group of media buyers from more than 3 dozen agencies,

met May 5 to exchange suggestions for cracking down on
stations scheduling too many TV spots back-to-back, and
to compare lists of prime offenders.

A “tidy overall gain” for radio in 1959 is predicted by
RAB pres. Kevin B. Sweeney—“whether or not the vol-

ume of business from national advei'tisers rises as sharply
as we expect it to in the last half of the year.” He thought
the gain would come, as it has in most cities during the first

4 months of 1959, from greatly increased use of radio “by
all types of retailers.” He said automobile advertisers had
become local radio’s principal customer, displacing super-

markets—although not, he said, because supermarkets are

spending less. Addressing RAB sales clinics around the

country, he said summer business is running at an all-time

high, with soft drink advertisers especially active.

Suit against Edward Lamb for $500,000 in legal fees

was filed last week in Lucas County Common Pleas Court,

Toledo, by Washington attorney Russell M. Brown, who
defended the renewal of Lamb’s license for WICU Erie,

Pa. during FCC hearings. The hearings examined allega-

tions that Lamb had lied to the Commission when he stated

he had never had any sympathy for Communism. Lamb
won the case, retained his license (Vol. 13:24). As a mem-
ber of McGrath & Brown, Brown was Lamb’s chief coun-

sel. He has since established a separate practice.

Sale of WEAR-TV (Ch. 3) Pensacola, Fla. to Rollings

Telecasting Inc. for $1,400,000 by Charles W. Smith, Mel
Wheeler and associates (Vol. 15:14) was approved May 6

by FCC. New owner, applicant for Ch. 12 Wilmington,
Del., also operates WPTZ (Ch. 5) Plattsburgh, N. Y. and
a string of 7 AM stations.

Three-station TV tower in Baltimore (Vol. 13:6, 14:42,

15:13) has been completed by Dresser-Ideco, and RCA en-

gineers have begun electrical checkout of the antennas. The
candelabra-type tower will be used by WBAL-TV, WJZ-
TV and WMAR-TV.

One-time GOP presidential candidate Alf M. Landon,
is owner of KSCB Liberal, Kan. which has applied for a

new radio station in Dodge City, Kan. to operate on 1550
kc, 1-kw daytime. Landon also owns 16-2/3% of WREN
Topeka.

“Look for a room with a radio” in hotels & motels is

NAB’s slogan for a summer vacation season promotion
campaign featuring a series of spot announcements dis-

tributed to 1900 radio members. Typical spot says: “The
best hotels & motels have a radio in every room . .

.”

Weather program with trimmin’s is offered advertisers

on ABC’s WBKB Chicago. Purchasers of 13-week, 5-min.

TV cycle get free booklets in quantity on radar prediction,

imprinted with advertiser’s sales message, for passing out

to customers. WBKB also lends animated lobby display.

Purchase of WXIX (Ch. 18) Milwaukee by Gene Pos-

ner & Assoc, from CBS for $50,000 (Vol. 15:13 & 16) was
approved by FCC May 7.

Call letter change: KGUL-TV (Ch. 11) Houston, Tex.,

changes to KHOU-TV June 1.

First ETV station to join Assn, of Maximum Service

Telecasters is WGBH-TV (Ch. 2) Boston.
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Personals: Wayne Kearl named mgr., KENS-TV San An-

tonio, succeeding Albert D. Johnson resigned . . . Anthony

(Bob) Hennig, ex-NBC dir. of live operations, appointed

v.p. in charge of video tape & closed circuit operations.

Sports Network . . . William G. Mulvey, ex-program dir.,

WFBG-TV Altoona-Johnstown, Pa., named pixigram dir.,

WNHC-TV Hartford-New Haven, Conn. . . . Peter Onnigian,

chief engineer of KXTV Sacramento, resigns to join Jampro
Antenna Co. and Sacramento Industrial TV Corp.

Erik Diesen, TV producer of Norsk Rikskringkasting

(Norway) and Luis B. Quintos, chief studio engineer of

Philippine Bcstg. Service, now in U.S. studying TV tech-

niques at KVOO-TV Tulsa & WTMJ-TV Milwaukee under

State Dept, cultural exchange program . . . Charles Bell Jr.,

v.p. of Conn. State Network and ex-station mgr. of WHAY
New Britain, Conn., named exec. asst, to gen. mgr. Edward
D. Taddei of WHCT (Ch. 18) Hartford.

John R. O’Brien promoted to deputy director. Voice of

America, succeeding Gordon Ewing, now public affairs

office, Vienna Austria . . . Frank Harms, ex-WNED-TV
Buffalo, N.Y. (educational), named TV program dir.,

WRCV-TV Philadelphia, effective May 15 . . . Harry Diner,

ex-KPIX San Francisco, appointed San Francisco sales

mgr., TV Advertising Representatives . . . Martin Minney,

partner in the San Francisco law firm of Heller, Ehrman,
White & McAuliffe, named Ampex v.p. & general counsel.

Arthur Casey, sales mgr., radio KSD St. Louis, has also

been named to new post of station mgr. . . . Walter

Schwartz named sales mgr. of AM Radio Sales Co.’s new
Detroit office in Penobscot Bldg. . . . Wm. Hobbs promoted
to local sales mgr., WFAA-TV Dallas . . . Jack R. Gennaro
promoted from regional sales mgr. to station mgr. of

WFRV-TV Green Bay, Wis.

John V. B. Sullivan named gen. mgr., radio WNEW,
succeeding Richard D. Buckley, who has resigned his con-

nections with Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. and sold his stock

interest to a syndicate of investors . . . Art Gross, ex-Guild

Films, named Flamingo Telefilm Sales v.p. in charge of

syndicated film sales.

George Cyr, ex-pi’ogram dir. of WRCV-TV, Philadel-

phia, named exec, producer of A1 Kane Productions, same
city . . . Edwin C. Wilbur, NBC-TV supei’visor of network

liaison, retires May 31 after 30 years with NBC . . . Allen

R. Cooper, NBC mgr. of markets & media, appointed to

Advertising Research Foundation’s 5th Annual Conference

Program Committee.

“Pulitzer Prize for TV” proposal was reactivated last

week in a letter to Dr. John Hohenberg, of the Pulitzer

advisory board, from TvB pres. Norman E. Cash, who said

“I earnestly hope that this overdue step will be taken in

the near future.” The original proposal came from NBC
chairman Robert W. Sarnoff who suggested a Pulitzer prize

in the category of TV drama, but was overlooked by the

Pulitzer committee on the grounds that TV drama is “in-

cluded in other prizes available to TV.” Said Cash: “That
other groups also award prizes (to TV drama) is academic

. . . the fact remains that a Pulitzer prize for an accom-
plishment in any medium is singular.”

Late Show feature showcase on WCBS-TV N.Y. will

try something new on May 23: Sponsorship of all com-
mercial breaks in a 105-min. feature film by a single ad-

vertiser, Schaefer brewing. For the occasion. Late Show
title will be changed to Schaefer Award Theatre, and a
Schaefer jingle will be used as signature theme. Due to

be screened: “It Happened One Night,” 1934 Oscar-winner
starring Gable & Colbert.

Precedent-setting TV coverage of Mass. Gov. Foster
Furcolo’s bi-weekly news conferences, now open to elec-

tronic journalists, drew a large group of TV-radio newsmen
with film & tape equipment May 5. Commenting on Gov.
Furcolo’s decision to allow TV coverage. Mass. Bcstrs.

Assn. pres. W. C. Swartley called it “another milestone in

the continuous progress of TV-radio news coverage.”

New FTC nominee, named by President Eisenhower to

serve out the unexpired term of resigning chairman John W.
Gwynne (Vol. 15:15) until Sept. 1960, is FTC gen. counsel

Earl W. Kintner. He joined FTC in 1948, served as trial

examiner & legal advisor before being promoted to the

counsel’s post in 1953.

Live TV of legislative debates in Albany was advocated
last week by Michael H. Prendergast, N.Y. State Demo-
cratic chairman. Alluding to the “widespread interest in the

TV coverage” of Congressional hearings, Prendergast said

televising the state body’s deliberations would bring it

closer to the people.

“News Pictures of the Year” second prize in the gen-

eral news category has been won by photographer Bill Mar-
tin of WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa. in the annual competition

co-sponsored by the National Press Photographers Assn.,

U. of Mo. and Encyclopedia Brittanica.

Obituary

Roger S. Littleford Sr., 72, chairman of Billboard Pub-

lishing Company, died May 7 of leukemia at Fort Thomas,

Ky. Surviving him are his widow, 2 sons (Roger S. Jr.

and William D.—present Billboard publishers), 2 daugh-

ters, a brother, sister and 9 grandchildren.

Clark M. Agnew, 53, pres, of the N.Y. TV consulting &
producing firm bearing his name, and creator of the Old

Gold dancing packs TV commercials, died May 2. Surviv-

ing are his widow and 2 sons.

Cecil D. Mastin, 73, former v.p.-gen. mgr., WNBF-TV
Binghamton, N.Y., died April 27 in Sarasota, Fla. He is

survived by his widow.

J. Battista Celia, 78, pres, of Celia Vineyards (Napa

wines), and father-in-law of NBC v.p. Lloyd E. Yoder, died

April 19.

Walter Paschall, 48, promotion mgr., WSB-TV & WSB
Atlanta, Ga., died May 5 of a heart attack in Savannah.
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Advertising

PROTECT THAT PUNCH! Is viewer resistance to com-
mercials stiffening? Yes, says Horace S. Schwerin,
pres, of Schwerin Research Corp., who sees trouble

ahead for TV advertisers unless they improve their sell.

“The average effectiveness of all commercials was
down significantly in 1958 from the averages for the

preceding 2 years,” Schwerin told an audience eager to

hear of the latest trends in U.S. video—the 44th annual
conference of the Assoc, of Canadian Advertisers, held

in Toronto May 5.

“Not only was effectiveness down, there were more
commercials that were relatively or absolutely ineffective,”

he added. “This trend toward the mediocre was not just a

phenomenon of U.S. TV either. We found it to be the pat-

tern in Canadian and British TV as well.”

Having tested, in the last few years, more than 13,000

different TV commercials before a total audience in all 3

countries of some 1,250,000 panel members (a sample whose
size, Schwerin felt, “should satisfy even the most rigorous

statistician”), Schwerin offered 4 factors “which may have
contributed toward the conditions.”

1. Viewer resistance: This “is the spectre that haunts

every TV advertiser,” since it means the viewer will “at the

moment the commercial appears on the home screen, tune

it out—either actually or mentally.” Such a tendency “has

become more frequent” in the U.S.

2. “Borrowing” ideas: The tendency of agencies & ad-

vertisers to copy-cat a clever commercial idea is diluting

the effect of TV commercials, “leaving the originator’s idea

devalued & dimmed through imitation.”

3. Increased competition: “With a multiplicity of

brands vying for the viewer’s attention, and an increasing

number of commercials for a brand, it becomes increasingly

difficult to create a unique sales idea for any one brand. Yet

that is precisely what the creative advertiser must do to

escape the slough of mediocrity.”

4. Abuse of techniques: TV commercials which are

blends of live action & animation “were extremely effective

as a group.” Commercials that relied on demonstration de-

vices, however, “showed a marked decline in average ef-

fectiveness.” They are particularly apt to lose their punch

when advertisers plagiarize what has originally been a

strong image. (“Which of us have not reacted wearily to

such cliches & tired metaphors as the cast iron stomach,

‘Secret Ingredient X-234,’ the ‘independent’ research lab-

oratory findings, the bandwagon appeal of ‘Everyone

is switching to . . .,’ the gigantic number—‘Over 15 million

housewives,’ ‘500,000 filter traps . .
.’—or the pseudo-sci-

entific claim, as in ‘Electro-oscillameter tests prove . . .’?”)

Another major threat to TV commercial effectiveness

cited by Schwerin was in the basic realm of products them-

selves, since “technological change is threatening the very

existence of a number of products.” With products “un-

known 15, 10, even 5 years ago” garnering large shares of

many consumer markets, advertisers must find the “vital

promise” of their merchandise because “all of the outstand-

ing commercials we have studied have this in common: a

vital promise convincingly communicated,” said Schwerin.

“A new product with a vital promise offers the greatest

potential of gain. Next would be the improved product,

where the vital promise would produce lesser effectiveness.

The least effective possibility is the established product

which invokes a new vital promise.”

Concluded researcher Schwerin: “The function of the

creative imagination in TV advertising is to produce the

fresh, bright image that will best set off a product’s vital

promise to the viewer. In the sort of economy in which we
live—marked by the wasting away & death of established

products, and the fierce competition among both old & new
products for a place in the marketing sun—creativity is not

just one of alternate paths to the promised land. It is the

price of survival itself.”

* * an

“Drastic downturn” occurred during 1958 in the ability

of auto commercials to convince audiences, Schwerin Re-
search Corp. tells us, as a P.S. to the above. The drop par-

alleled the generally lackluster sales performance of De-
troit models. Using 1956 as an index of 100, Schwerin found
that “relative effectiveness” of TV auto commercials among
men & women climbed to 136 in 1957, then plunged down
to 36 in 1958. The most effective auto commercials, Schwerin
researchers say, “have not emphasized power, speed or

size, but have associated the car with pleasant, easy-going

TV-personalities.”
* *

But how does Schwerin reconcile its picture of declin-

ing commercial effectiveness with the generally upbeat

product sales & relatively few squawks reported by major
TV advertisers? We put this question to Henry B. Newell,

v.p. of the Schwerin office in N.Y., who replied:

“TV is just one of the factors influencing product

sales. In an expanding economy, the effect is not imme-
diately obvious. Advertising tends to seek improvement

when selling is tough, not when it’s easy. It’s our feeling

that advertisers would sell more goods if commercials were

better—not that they’re unable to sell at all. A tightening

of the economy would quickly show up ineffective commer-
cials, [but] strong commercials would continue to do a job.”

When we asked how Schwerin determined “effective-

ness” of commercials, we were told that one method is a

measure of “competitive preference,” in which panelists are

asked to indicate—before & after viewing a commercial in

program context—which of a list of major brands they’d

like to win at a drawing held at the session. Shifts in

attitude, conditioned by the commercial, measure effective-

ness. Another measurement is “unaided remembrance,” in

which panelists are requested to write down all the details

they remember about a commercial.

Shifting Advertisers: The “top lOO” newspaper advertis-

ers moved more heavily into the TV camp, and lessened

their newspaper expenditures during 1958, TvB flnds. Gross

TV time, including spot & net, sold to these advertisers

went up 15.9%, while their newspaper buy decreased 4.5%

from 1957. Both General Motors (top company in news-

papers) and Procter & Gamble (leader in TV advertising)

increased their TV expenditures, while cutting back in

newspapers. Here’s the comparison:

Advertiser 1958 1957
100 advertisers

—

Newspaper space $364,000,000 $381,151,000
TV time 581,983,460 502,137,986

General Motors

—

Newspaper space 34,603,336 52,390,306

TV time 22,115,436 14,286,067

Procter & Gamble

—

Newspaper space 6,972,897 7,939,655

TV time 84,471,707 72,962,855

Life magazine drops its newsstand price to 19^ from

the present 25^, with the June 1 issue. For the past 2 years,

the magazine has been sold experimentally in limited areas

with 154 Jind 19^ cover prices.
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Advertising People: Hunter S. Bell, former Southeast

regional mgr. for bottle sales, named v.p.-adv. mgr., Coca-

Cola Co. . . . Clemens F. Hathaway, ex-dir. new products

dept, of General Foods Corp., named v.p. & management
supervisor of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.

. . . John Kuneau, onetime Philco PR v.p., now Grey Adv.

v.p., elected to Grey board along with v.p.’s Edward Myer
& Jerry Stolzoff.

Paul Freyd, BBDO marketing dir., and Robert J.

Stefan, mgr. of Hollywood office, elected v.p.’s . . . E. B.

Ferree named Kenyon & Eckhardt Toronto office mgr. He
also succeeds George B. Macgillivray as v.p. of K&E’s
Canadian operations.

J. Raymond Lenahan, v.p. & special asst, to the pres..

Grant Adv., will resign on or before Aug. 1 . . . Grant H.

Keeler promoted to adv. mgr., Fels & Co. . . . Robert H.

Schmelzer, ex-BBDO, appointed v.p. & management super-

visor, Benton & Bowles, effective June 15.

Richard W. Tully, sr. v.p. in charge of operations, Foote,

Cone & Belding, N. Y., also takes over duties of western

offices, following resignation of Arthur A. Bailey . . . Jack

Landis, ex-NBC research development mgr., appointed to

the research dept, of J. Walter Thompson.

John L. Lowden, ex-Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,

named adv. mgr.. General Dynamics Corp. . . . Stan Sauer-

haft, ex-McCann-Erickson affiliate. Communications Coun-

selors, named v.p. & dir., Howard Chase Assoc., PR firm . . .

Peter Golick appointed v.p. & gen. mgr., new Montreal

office of Grey Adv.

Edward J. Garvey, ex-J. M. Mathes, named Lennen &
Newell v.p. . . . Reg W. Twiggs, West Coast v.p.-mgr.,

McCann-Erickson, resigns, effective May 31.

ARB Extends Service: Total homes in the U. S. “that are

able to receive any TV station whatsoever,” will be re-

ported by ARB next fall from data extracted simultane-

ously from its total area reports, says dir. Jim Seiler.

Daily & weekly viewing by stations or clusters of counties

will also be reported.

Further ARB plans: An increase for its metropolitan

market reports, total to exceed 150 before the end of 1959

;

surveys of homes reached by stations outside of the particu-

lar market surveyed; reports of total no. of persons who
tune in a particular station at least once, daily & weekly;

daily & weekly newspaper circulation in the home. A new
Univac automatic computer will be installed in ARB’s
Beltsville, Md. headquarters in mid-August, which will

“speed up market survey computing to from 12 to 15 mar-
kets per day,” states Seiler.

Paint, varnish & protective coatings rang up their high-

est dollar volume in spot TV during 1958 (figures for this

commodity were first recorded in 1956) reports TvB, on the

basis of data from N. C. Rorabaugh Co. National brands &
regional brands put $1,184,600 into station coffers for spot,

a 4% increase over 1957, and a 33% rise over 1956. Early-

evening was the favorite spot buy, getting more than 50%
of the total investment.

Foreign directory of ad agencies & market research

organizations in more than 80 countries has been compiled

by the Commerce Dept.’s Bureau of Foreign Commerce.

Obituary

E. Graham Nickerson, 54, v.p. & asst, to the pres.,

Compton Adv., died of a heart attack May 2. He is survived

by his wife, mother, brother and 3 sisters.

Film & Tape

AMPEX’s NEW VTR: Ampex Corp. unveiled its new
Videotape recorder model VR-IOOOB (Vol. 15:18) last

week and announced deliveries will begin next month.

Although tapes made on the previous VR-1000 are com-
pletely interchangeable with those made on the new
model, professional products div. mgr. Neal K. Mc-
Naughten said tighter quality control has resulted in

a guaranteed signal-to-noise ratio of 36 db as opposed

to 30 db for the previous model.

McNaughten said the new machine—whose appearance
is virtually identical with the original version—“offers

specific improvement” in the quality of tape copies or

duplicates by means of an RF-RF interconnection between
the playback unit & the copying recorders which eliminates

some electronic components normally required to convert

the video signal into a form which magnetic tape will

accept.

These new features have been added: (1) Faster tape
start, bringing tape to full operating speed in 2 seconds vs.

5 seconds in the current model. (2) Automatic brake re-

lease, permitting quicker threading & splicing. (3) Tape
playback speed control, to permit lip-sync of 2 video tape
recorders or to synchronize video recorder with an external
audio recorder.

Among other innovations are: (1) A head-life indi-

cator, indicating remaining operating life. (2) Direct
metering to 38 power-tube points for service checks. (3)
More accessible controls. (4) Improved switcher & demodu-
lator design. (5) Protective circuits to indicate to the
operator the location of any trouble. (6) Adjustment
“memory” to indicate original dial settings during subse-
quent adjustments. (7) Easier access to components.

The VR-IOOOB includes several built-in features not
included in the VR-1000, such as cue & erase, tape timer
and full video, audio & waveform monitors with pushbut-
ton monitor selector panel. The new recorder is priced at
$52,950 vs. $45,000 for the VR-1000. Included in the price
is free service supervision for an entire year.

Foster Color Film for TV: A newly developed faster pro-
fessional color film stock offers TV commercial & package
producers “lower color TV film production costs,” “more
scenes at one shooting,” and “added profit potential from
anticipated TV reruns in color.”

So stated Eastman Kodak officials May 4 at simul-
taneous New York-Hollywood demonstration screenings of

prints made from Eastman Color Negative Film Type
5250, a high-speed color stock developed after 3 years of

experimentation.

Secret of the new film (available in 35-mm size, as

well as wider versions for Todd-AO and other theatrical

uses) is its ASA exposure index of 50 tungsten and 32

daylight, a speed increase which Kodak states will allow

film to be shot “in half the artificial illumination or sun-

light required by presently used materials.”

Previewed last week also in Miami at the annual con-

vention of Society of Motion Picture & TV Engineers,

Type 5250 raw stock will be available in “unlimited” quan-

tities after July, and on a special order basis meanwhile,

according to Edward Peck Curtis, Kodak v.p. in chg. of

professional motion pictiu'e sales.

Dore Schary, speaking at RTES luncheon in N.Y. May
13, will discuss & analyze differences & similarities in TV,

movie, and theater production.
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More about

TOO MANY PILOTS: With sentiment growing steadily

among Hollywood producers against the big gamble of

making of pilots, one company may hold the key to the

future. That’s Warner Bros., which has sold 2 hour-

long series for ABC showing next season solely on the

basis of presentations. No pilots were made. If suc-

cessful, these ventures will unquestionably spur a

trend toward presentations instead of expensive pilots.

The independent producer simply hasn’t the money to

make endless pilots. For example, Blake Edwards, inde-

pendent producer of the successful Peter Gunn series, has

a new hour-long Western series

—

Range—in mind. But it

would be a color series and expenditure would be great.

Moreover, Edwards feels his approach to the series could

not be adequately explained in a pilot. So he has prepared

a presentation (cost $3000). For a second show, a half-

hour venture, he will make a pilot, however.

Here’s what leading Hollywood producers told us

about the pilot situation:

Martin Manulis, in charge of production, 20th-Fox TV

:

“Too many pilots ai'en’t worth making. Some bad shows

are sold, and some good ones aren’t. But in most cases un-

sold pilots were not good enough in the first place. In a

great many cases, the pilots aren’t justified. If producers

used more discrimination, there wouldn’t be such a loss.

A lot of pilots are being made by people—not the majors

& networks—who are totally unqualified.”

Bob Sisk, (Wyatt Earp) : “Quit making the stuff that

isn’t solid to begin with. They’re shooting in the dark. A
lot of it isn’t researched or carefully prepared.”

Howie Horwitz, (77 Sunset Strip) : “The only solution

I can see is confidence in the production company. Warner

Bros, sold Bourbon Street Blues and Diamond Head—each

firm for 26 weeks, with 2 sponsors, without pilots. Warner

Bros, has another project. The Alaskans, also with no

pilot. In the case of ‘Blues’ and ‘Diamond,’ Warners had

no format or cast, but the sponsors said ‘Give us a show

like Sunset Strip’ An independent like Don Sharpe, who

was the motivating force behind Four Star and I Love

Lucy, has a fighting chance to sell an idea without a pilot.

Sponsors & agencies should invest in the company or in-

dividual, just as 20th-Fox invests in George Stevens when

they give him money to make a picture.

Wilbur Stark, (Colonel Flack) : “I see no solution.

Everybody who has an idea thinks he has a . . . hit.”

William Sackheim, exec, producer. Screen Gems: “I

don’t know if there is a solution. Eventually producers will

make fewer shows and concentrate their efforts. Fewer pi-

lots will mean a better chance to sell. Producers must con-

centrate on quality, not quantity. They must set trends,

not follow them.”

Vincent Fennelly, exec, producer. Four Star: “They

shouldn’t be gambling. I’m bailed out before I start. I use

my pilots on our various series.”

Mike Meshekoff, (Steve Canyon)

:

“You can’t quit

making pilots. It depends largely on what the structure of

the business will be in the future. The big power play is

on at the majors—they’re spending money like it was go-

ing out of style, and doing a helluva job. This may dis-

courage the independent from spending all that money. In

the future, 90% of the business will be done by the major

studios & major TV companies such as Revue and Desilu.

The independent will then be reluctant to put up money for

pilots. When a big star or literary name is available to TV,

they may be sold without pilots.”

Roy Huggins, (Maverick) : “A better answer than
pilots is the reputation of the producing group. In the fu-

ture there may be presentations with perhaps a few scenes

and clips of the cast. The pilot as a selling technique will

decline rapidly after this year. The buyer has begun to

realize a pilot is often not a representation of what he is

getting. Our Maverick pilot didn’t clearly indicate what
the series was like. The pilot evolved because nobody had a

reputation in TV originally. That time is gone.”

Arthur Gardner, (The Rifleman) : “A lot of pilots are

made by networks with tax writeoffs. However, since the

fruits of the gamble warrant the investment, I see no

solution.”

Nat Holt, (Wells Fargo) : “If you have a project you
have faith in and think it will sell, you should go ahead &
make it, regardless of the competition. We are planning 3

more pilots before fall.”

Everett Freeman, (Bachelor Father) : “It’s a big risk.

In the theater & movies, when you gamble at least you get

a public reaction, but unsold pilots get no such reaction.

And even selling is no guarantee you’ll make a dime.”

Sam Rolfe, (Have Gun—Will Travel) : “It does seem

sheer waste. The only outfits smart about it are companies

with anthology series, where they show these pilots. As for

the others, I don’t know. It’s a gamble, but as long as the

payoff is high, people are not going to stop making pilots.”

Richard Maibaum, MGM-TV production exec.: “The

solution is closer cooperation & integration of policies be-

tween the ad agencies, network, sponsor and production

companies, so that we can have custom-built product. We
won’t be shooting in the dark and the pilot can become a

sure thing. We would fulfill a particular need. The day may
come when we will just make a whole series.”

Irving Pincus, (The Real McCoys)

:

“It’s a disgrace

—

an occupational disease that ought to be cured. There
should be more concentration on the people behind the proj-

ect—what is their track record for that kind of show?”

John Payne, (The Restless Gun) : “I’m convinced that

a competent creator, before spending considerable money,

should be able to take 12 to 14 good scripts to a prospec-

tive buyer and get his decision.”

Warren Lewis, (Man Behind a Camera) : “Unfortun-

ately, the independents have to make pilots. It’s a handicap

when the law of averages is against selling, since the net-

works control the time slots. This year 225 pilots were

scheduled to be made—for the limited number of time slots

available. Unless you are with a network, there is no guar-

antee a pilot will be sold. Sometimes in the first blush of

success you can make a deal without a pilot; it can also

be done if a big name is involved.”

Charles Marquis Warren, (Rawhide) : “I solved the

problem for myself. After having produced Gunsmoke and

later Rawhide, I now make a presentation, not a pilot.

Some producers put everything into a pilot, then cut cor-

ners on future episodes. The ideal way would be to make
10 telefilms, as we did with Rawhide ...”

Devery Freeman, (The Ann Sothern Shoiv) : “I don’t

think there’s any solution. Why take this competition

away? It’s a situation that will work itself out. When it

becomes too expensive they will make less pilots and will

try to sell by script instead of a pilot.”

David Dortort, (Bonanza) : “Many pilots are made
very hurriedly on the basis of snap decisions. A pilot

should be seriously, carefully worked out. You should take

utmost care and surround yourself with top creative peo-

ple. Since there are not too many top creators, most pilots

are doomed to failure.”
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New York Roundup: Jo Linten, Madrid-based telefilm &
commercials producer who says he can deliver “the best

low-priced animation in Europe” at his Movierecord studios

in Spain, will now have a chance to prove it. General Mo-
tors, Nescafe, Ponds cosmetics, Folger coffee and Narra-

gansett Brewing signed oi’ders for animated TV film com-

mercials during his U.S. visit, he told us before leaving

N.Y. last week. Linten also plans 3 syndication telefilm

series—musical, action-adventure, and comedy—as Ameri-

can co-productions this summer in Spain.

Add diversification: Latest industrial firm to plan an

invasion of the TV film field is Victor Industries, Green-

wich, Conn., a manufacturer of aluminum containers, which

has set up a subsidiary, Victor Film Enterprises, to buy

telefilm libraries & features, new or old, with a purchase

fund of $2 million, according to pres. Victor Muscat. Ohio’s

Buckeye Corp. (Transfilm, Flamingo) and ill-fated Scran-

ton Corp. (Hal Roach, Mutual) pioneered the trend.

NTA is close to its first major-network telefilm sale.

Lever Bros, has optioned The Third Man, a half-hour tele-

film series co-produced by NTA with Britain’s BBC-TV,
and is looking at evening time slots on all 3 networks in

N.Y. Interestingly, Lever being the U.S. offshoot of Brit-

ain’s giant Unilever Ltd., makes this an international sale

on both program & sponsor levels.

Clarence Green-Russell Rouse production team scored

a national sale on Undercover Man, their first TV film

show (see “Network Activity” table, p. 7, this issue)

within days of delivering the pilot to Screen Gems’ N.Y.

office. Greene & Rouse are best known for low-budget, off-

beat Hollywood features like the no-dialog “The Thief.”

Richard Carlson, starring in Mackenzie’s Raiders, be-

lieves telefilm stars should “get out on the road and meet
local & regional sponsors.” Carlson himself has just com-

pleted a 3-week, 11-city 9000-mile junket to get acquainted

with advertisers using his Ziv-syndicated show, reports

“it’s the best thing we’ve done yet in sponsor relations.”

John Houseman’s new taped show for CBS-TV, The
Law Breakers, will roll its first episode early in June, with

a script based on the career of John Dillinger.

Sterling TV plans to release 39 half-hours in syndica-

tion gleaned from its I’ecent purchase of old D. W. Griffith

features, including a trimmed-down version of “Birth of a

Nation,” possibly with guest commentary by an NAACP
official to avoid the 44-year-old friction between the pic-

ture and minority groups, says Sterling’s pres. Saul Turell.

MPO’s Marvin Rothenberg, pres., denies a N.Y. rumor
that his commercial film firm plans to cut back West Coast

operations, tells us the reverse is true. He’s hired Tom
Armistead, former head of J. Walter Thompson’s Holly-

wood film dept., to be in charge of West Coast activities,

and tells us MPO “will probably shoot twice as much in

Hollywood as we did last year.” Some 75% of MPO shoot-

ing is still in the East, however.

MCA-TV’s SA-7, syndicated series, has been averag-

ing 8 sales a week (total of 143 cities) since it hit the

market Jan. 1. Latest regional buyers: Kroger Co. in At-

lanta and Falstaff Brewing in L.A.

Screen Gems is about to launch a summer sales drive

on Stakeout in syndication, aiming first for multi-market

regional sales. Bob Seidelman, SG’s dir. of syndicated sales,

is currently finishing an L.A.-Atlanta-Chicago-N.Y. round
of “sales clinics” to acquaint SG salesmen with the show.

Ziv’s “Bold Venture” adds 8 foreign markets to its

slate of 163 U.S. stations, with sales to Mexico Telesistima

(for 5 Mexican cities), Australia’s GTV (for Sydney &
Melbourne) and Assoc, Rediffusion (for London).

Hollywood Roundup: Warner Bros.’ Maverick producer

Roy Huggins is leaving that series to produce exploitation

movies for the studio . . . Goodson-Todman Productions

plans an hour-long western anthology series featuring

stories by members of the Western Writers of America
Assn. No pilot will be made.

CBS’s plan to produce The Lineup, Gunsmoke, Have
Gun—Will Travel and Twilight Zone at the Goldwyn
studio next season has collapsed. The network & Goldwyn
were unable to agree on terms . . . ABC has announced the

title of a new hour-long private eye series produced by
Warner Bros, as Diamond Head, but this title is subject

to change. At Warners, they call it Hawaiian Eye. Stanley

Niss is producer, lyric writer Mack David his asst. No
cast has been set.

Ziv TV has named Henry Kesler to produce its Loekup
series, starring Macdonald Carey . . . Joseph Kaufman has

acquired rights to Stopover, by Steve Fisher, and plans to

base both a movie & a telefilm series on it . . . Bernard

Girard Productions plans production of a new pilot, Mr.

Garlund, starring Charles Quinlivan . . . Ziv TV plans a

second year of production on its syndicated series Macken-
zie’s Raiders, starring Richard Carlson.

Screen Gems production chief Irving Briskin has gone

to N.Y. for conferences with SG executives, including pres.

Ralph Cohn, regarding policy & programming matters . . .

Warner Bros, has a new half-hour private eye series called

Solitaire, and is reported close to signing a deal for the

show to be on ABC next season.

Two more NTA taped shows are in the works for the

syndication market, according to sales chief Michael M.
Sillerman. Xavier Cugat & wife Abbe Lane, as well as

sportscaster Mel Allen, have been signed by NTA for new
half-hour series to be taped in N.Y. and launched in sta-

tion sales this summer. So far, NTA has sold its first pair

of taped shows, Peter Potter’s Juke Box Jury and Bishop

Sheen in an unduplicated total of 10 markets (excluding

NTA-owned stations, and Potter’s originating point of

KTTV Los Angeles), or about one out of every 4 tape-

equipped U.S. markets.

Producer Mathew Rapf plans a new telefilm series,

Yankee Strip, which would be filmed in Central America

. . . Producer-director Sheldon Leonard has been re-signed

for the Danny Thomas Shoiv.

Frank Sinatra will receive close to one million dollars

for the 4 spectaculars he will star in on ABC next season.

The singer-actor will receive $250,000 each for 2 of the

shows, $225,000 each for the other two. That includes pro-

duction costs, of course . . . Jeffrey Sayre was re-elected

pres, of the Screen Extras Guild last week . . . KHJ-TV
bought 38 20th-Fox movies from NTA & 8 RKO post-’48’s.

Pilots, C.O.D.: Warner Bros.’ establishment of a depart-

ment for production of exploitation movies (low-budget

films with “gimmicks” which lend themselves to exploita-

tion) under the aegis of its TV film operation may have

industrywide repercussions. For what Warners isn’t saying

is the most important part of the new operation—that ex-

ploitation movies can also be used as pilots for new telefilm

series. In this way the studio will recoup its production

budget from theatrical release. It’s a smart maneuver

which may soon be imitated by other major studios.

Warners has already attempted this—last summer,

with the low-budget 90-min. “Girl on the Run.” This was

also the pilot for 77 Sunset Strip. But the series sold so

quickly that the studio decided not to release the movie to

theaters, used it instead as the initial “Strip” show.
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TV's INDICATORS—CAUSE FOR OPTIMISM: There's a burst of optimistic feeling on the
TV scene right down the line, from just about every quarter. While as yet unsubstantiated by sales fig-

ures (see p. 20), groundswell is too general to be unfounded. Here are some of the indicators:

First-Quarter Reports: Just about every TV manufacturer has reported big increases in sales

& profits for first-quarter 1959 over the 1958 period. This week's crop—detailed in our Finance section in-

cludes RCA's record first-quarter sales & earnings, as well as extremely substantial increases by Motorola,
Philco & Hoffman. Last week we reported Zenith's new record and Admiral's good showing (Vol. 15:18).

Preliminary tabulation of first-quarter sales & earnings of 8 companies specializing in consumer
electronic products shows these interesting results: Total sales for first-quarter 1959 were 74% higher than
first-quarter 1958. In same period, net earnings increased 168% over last year's quarter.

6.2 Million Sets? From Hoffman consumer products v.p. Ray B. Cox comes bullish prediction of

6.2 million TV set sales this year (vs. 5.1 million last year and 6.6 million in 1957). His reasoning:

"There has been a better relationship between production & sales , with a resultant better-balanced

inventory in dealers' stores. This will give the dealer a larger open-to-buy factor for the balance of the year."

He estimates 2.77 million sets will be sold as replacements, 1.25 million to multiple-set homes, 2.15 million

to new TV homes.

Industry Maturity: "We have seen the day of the giveaway artist , of the wheel-&-deal boys,

of drunken-sailor spending," said Motorola's astute exec. v.p. Edward R. Taylor in May 6 talk to NARDA
Northwestern Ohio Appliance-TV Dealers Workshop. "Anyone who kids himself that the consiimer is inter-

ested in price alone is on the wrong track. The customer is willing to pay a little more to get a little more."

In g speech devoted to industry self-appraisal , he decried the "appalling lack of leadership" shown
in past by TV-appliance manufactxurers. This was manifest, he said, in these practices: (1) "Volume for

volume's sake, regardless of the consequences—keep building sets to keep the plants going." (2) "The
price is the thing—the public knows the price of everything & the value of nothing." (3) "Blitzkrieg at-

tempts of manufacturers to buy leadership regardless of the consequences . . . and the consequential liq-

uidations & dumps . .
."

De-emphasis of Price: Ed Taylor's remarks drew substantial backing from leading dealers

who spoke at Toledo NARDA meet—and from rank-&-file of Ohio dealers attending. Consensus of speakers:

There's definite trend toward the maintained price, far less haggling, more interest by public in reputation

of dealer and service he provides—even reflected by changing practices of some discount houses.

We talked to dealers attending the meeting , found them satisfied with TV sales this year—by &
large—as better than last year in both quantity of sales & price per sale. Those to whom we talked indi-

cated that public is buying higher-priced sets—there's more interest this year in cabinets & sound. (For

report on the NARDA Workshop, see p. 21.)

Economic Indicotors: Optimism is reflected in report of business survey committee of National

Assn, of Purchasing Agents, released at week's end. The 56% who reported better production in May was
highest number since early 1955. Only 3% indicated decreases, and 41% reported no change. Some 53%
reported higher new orders, 35% no change, 12% reporting poorer position. Total of 38% said they ex-

pected to add people to their payrolls during 2nd quarter, only 6% foreseeing decreases.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: TV_ set production was 92,157 in week ended May 1 vs. 97,485 in pre-

ceding week & 77,344 in same 1958 week, EIA reports. Year's 17th week brought production to 1,781,906 vs.

1,523,858 last year. Radio production was 255,218 (117,422 auto) vs. 263,434 (108,122 auto) in preceding week

& 149,604 (39,754 auto) in '58. For 17 weeks: 4,641,376 (1,786,695 auto) vs. 3,255 838 (1,043,470) auto) in '58.
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CALENDAR OF TV-RADlO SHOWINGS: Most major manufacturers will show 1960 lines of

TVs, radios & phonos to distributors and/or dealers next month—many of them in conjunction with June

15-25 Merchandise & Furniture Marts in Chicago, others at special distributor junkets.

On basis of all information currently available from manufacturers, we've compiled this table of

new-line premieres. Those whose plans are still undecided will be covered in future issues as soon as

definite information is ready.

Manufacturer Date

Admiral June 1

Du Mont Some time in June

Emerson Before Du Mont showing

GE June 8

Hoffman June 15

Magnavox June 22

Motorola July 6-31

Olympic June 14-19

Packard-Bell June 24

Philco May 29

Prescott May 1

RCA June 5

Setchell Carlson May 18-20

Sylvania June 12

Trav-Ler June 15

Westinghouse June 8

Zenith vmdecided

Trade Personals: Dr. Robert Adler, Zenith assoc, dir. of

research, elected v.p. , , . G. W. Pfister promoted from v.p.-

consumer products service to new post of v.p.-operations

mgr., RCA Service Co. . . . Aurel G. Petrasek named ad-

vanced market planning mgr., industrial tube products dept.,

RCA electron tube div.

Pinckney B. Reed, RCA v.p., named to new post in

Washington to co-ordinate RCA activities with federal

agencies . . , Earl I. Anderson appointed to new post of

chief engineer, home instruments engineering, RCA con-

sumer products div. . , . George Konkol named Sylvania

Electric Products parts div. gen. manufacturing mgr.

Peter B. Atwood and James L. Von Harz, who also be-

comes v.p. in charge of mfg., elected to board of Oak Mfg.

Co. John A. Rovelstad, treas., appointed v.p., Edwin C.

Wolf named secy., latter replaced as asst, treas. by

R. Douglas Wilber. Robert T. McTigue appointed gen. sales

mgr. . . . Irving Shapiro promoted from electronic equip-

ment development section head to quality control mgr.,

Sylvania semiconductor div.

Richard W. Lee elected pres.. General Precision Lab,

succeeding James W. Murray, now chairman & chief exec,

officer of parent. General Precision Equipment Corp. Wil-

liam P. Hilliard named GPL v.p.-gen. mgr.

Fred P. Ciambrone appointed area communications

system mgr., Stromberg-Carlson electronics div. . . . Mert
Goodman promoted to admin, asst, to pres., Snyder Manu-
facturing Co., auto & TV antenna maker.

A. C. DeAngelis elected v.p.. Dynamics Corp of Amer-
ica. He is pres, of subsidiary Radio Engineering Labs . . .

Sydney F. Love appointed supervisor of TV engineering.

Dominion Electrohome Industries Ltd., Kitchener, Ont. . . .

Paul W. Brown appointed supervisor, division field engin-

eering, Sylvania Electronic Systems.

Location

Distributor convention, Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago (see below)

New York City

New York City

Syracuse, N. Y.

Royal Nevada Hotel, Las Vegas
Statler Hotel, N. Y. (Music Show)
Special showings in 15 cities

Congress Hotel, Chicago (see p. 20)
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles

Distributor convention, Acapulco, Mexico
Headquarters, Los Angeles

Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago

Congress Hotel, Chicago

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago
Headquarters, Chicago

Knickerbocker Hotel, Chicago

Hoffman TV shipments to distributors increased 26%
over 1958 in the first quarter, consumer products v.p. Ray
B. Cox told May 4 stockholders meeting. He said distribu-

tor shipments of Hoffman sets to dealers were up 18.9%
in the same period and reported that Hoffman added 11 new
distributors and 316 new dealers during the first quarter,

and now “enjoys the strongest national distribution posi-

tion” in its history. The company’s ad spending for 1959
will be 40% higher than 1958. “Currently,” said Cox, “we
are developing a new educational TV receiver [incorporat-

ing] features to meet the growing demand for schoolroom
TV educational requirement.” He visualized a market for

more than 6 million educational TV sets in the next 10

years. “We are not planning on producing color sets this

year,” he stated, but “we are ready to move any time the

market is large enough so that we can make a profit.”

Showings of Admiral’s new line, following the June 1

national distributor convention (see above) : June 3, national

key dealer convention, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago;

June 6 & 8, Midwest dealers convention, Edgewater Beach;
June 12, Southeast dealers convention, Deauville Hotel,

Miami; June 18-19, metropolitan div. dealers. Ambassador
Hotel, Atlantic City; June 20, Northeast dealers. Ambas-
sador Hotel; June 25, Western dealers, Stardust Hotel,

Las Vegas.

Continuing expansion of market coverage for Du Mont
renewal picture & receiving tubes, Dutrex Industries has

appointed 5 manufacturers’ representative firms to handle

the line in 23 states, extending the coverage to 34 states.

Packard-Bell is one of the first Western advertisers to

take advantage of the geographical split-runs for advertis-

ers in both Life and SatEvePost. It is advertising TV &
stereo in Western runs only of the magazines.
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PRODUCTION-SALES FIGURES; Official first-quarter EIA
trade statistics show total TV retail sales were 1,375,-

626, compared with 1,446,969 in first-quarter 1958.

They also confirm last week’s preliminary finding that

sales in Mai'ch were ahead of last year—the first 1959

month to show an increase (Vol. 15:18). The figures

differ from last week’s estimates because the final

statistics don’t include exports.

The TV production statistics show an extremely

healthy picture with regard to inventories—1,390,550 pro-

duced, 1,375,626 sold—indicating that production is very

carefully geared to sales and virtually insuring against

liquidations & dumps when new models appear on the

scene. Eadio, picture & receiving tube and transistor sales

were all well ahead of 1958.

The TV production-&-sales figures for the first 3

months of 1959 as compared with 1958:

1959 1958

Production Sales Production Sales

January 437,026 501,704
February 459,492 448,173
March 494,032 425,749

433,983 581,486
370,413 448.727
416,903 416,756

TOTAL 1,390,550 1,375,626 1,221,299 1,446,969

Production of uhf-equipped TVs totaled 32,112 in

March, compared with 34,678 in Feb., 35,841 in Jan. and

36,050 in March 1958.

* * *

Radio output & sales—both auto & home—continued

to show a healthy tone in both the March & quarterly

figures. FM radio production increased in March to 32,994

from 29,145 in Feb., 30,235 in Jan. (no 1958 comparison

available). EIA’s radio recap (1958 figures revised to ex-

clude radio-phono combinations, not included in 1959

count)

:

Total
1959
Auto Sales Total

1958
Auto Sales

Radio Radio (excl. Radio Radio (excl.
Output Output auto) Output Output auto)

January .... 1,124.737 420,052 700,490 944,780 349,679 489,086
February .... 1,125,385 432,551 474,888 794,397 268,445 385,419
March 1,347,554 511,219 515,563 865,067 234,911 502,920

TOTAL.... 3,597,676 1,363,822 1,690,941 2,604,244 853,035 1,377,425

^ ^

Picture & receiving tube sales continued to run far

ahead of 1958. For the first 3 months, picture tube sales

totaled 2,240,386 vs. 1,812,825 in last year’s period. For
March, the figure was 717,144 vs. 634,779. First-quarter

receiving tube sales totaled 104,146,000 vs. 84,990,000 in

last year’s period, and March sales were 39,841,000 vs.

33,155,000. The complete 1959 figures:

Picture Tubes
Units Value

Receiving Tubes
Units Value

January 784,906
February 738,336
March 717,144

$15,209,896
14,084,922
13,804,012

31.150.000 $26,808,000
33.155.000 28,630,000
39.841.000 35,286,000

EMERSON BUYS WEBCOR CONTROL: Continuing the ex-

pansion which started last year with the purchase of

the consumer products lines of Allen B. Du Mont Labs

(Vol. 14:27, 31), Emerson Radio & Phonograph Co.

has purchased control of Webcor Inc., one of the largest

makers of phonos & record changers, which also manu-
factures tape recorders & hi-fi equipment.

Emerson pres. Benjamin Abrams said his company
had acquired for an undisclosed amount of cash all Webcor
common stock owned by Webcor chairman-pres. Titus

Haifa, who will be retained in his present capacity. Emer-
son’s acquisition amounts to about 20% of all outstanding

Webcor common. Based on the 650,737 shares outstanding

at the end of last year & the current market price of about

$18 a share, the purchase at market value would be $2,342,-

610. Abrams denied reports that he had offered $5 more
than the market price for the stock.

Emerson’s net sales for the fiscal year ended Oct. 31,

1958 totaled $58,401,179, net income $1,410,009, and its

total assets as of Oct. 31 were $38,557,594. (Vol. 15:4).

Webcor’s net sales for 9 months ended March 31, 1959 were
$26,496,000, its net income for the period $532,000 (see

opposite page). Its current assets as of June 30, 1958

were $12,493,746.

^ ^ ^ ^

Another merger in the phono field was announced last

week with the establishment of a new combine by a group
of Chicago & N. Y. investors which announced it will carry

out development, manufacturing & marketing operations

in the consumer, industrial & military electronics field.

Heading the corpoi’ation is Edgar N. Greenebaum Jr.,

Chicago financial consultant & specialist in electronics.

John M. Rau is pres. & chief executive officer.

The group’s initial acquisition is Waters Conley Co.,

Rochester, Minn, manufacturer of phonos & other elec-

tronic products. Founded in 1899, it claims to be the largest

private-label phono manufacturer. It also distributes

phonographs under the Phonola brand name. The new cor-

poration will be called Waters Conley Co.

The company has also acquired the assets of Stereo-
phonic Automation Corp., Skokie, 111., maker of Fidelipac

magnetic tape magazines & Fidelivox tape reproducing
equipment. Sales of the consolidated operations are cur-

rently running at an annual rate of more than $12 million.

Other acquisitions are under negotiation, says Greenebaum.

Olympic’s 1960 lines, following their first showing June
14-19 at Chicago’s Congress Hotel (see p. 19), will be dis-

played June 22-25 at N. Y. Trade Show Bldg. (Music Show)
and June 28-29 at O’Heni’y Hotel, Greensboro, N. C.

Obituary

TOTAL 2,240,386

*

$43,098,830 104,146,000

*

$90,724,000

Factory sales of transistors for the first 2 months of

1959 totaled 10,588,694 at $28,176,942, compared with 6,061,-

955 at $13,510,945 during the same 1958 period. Feb^ sales

were 5,393,377 at $14,550,056 vs. 5,195,317 at $13,626,886

in Jan. and 3,106,708 at $6,806,562 in Feb. 1958.

First peek at new 23-in. sets was given to a group of

distributors & dealers from throughout the U.S. who qual-

ified for Sylvania’s “Sylouette Holiday in Mexico”—a sales

contest for the Sylouette TV set. Prototypes of Sylvania’s

new models incorporating the square-corner tube were dis-

played to those attending the Acapulco holiday.

Donald Q. Quarles, 65, Deputy Secy, of Defense, died

in his sleep May 7 at his home in Washington. Frequently
mentioned as a possible successor to Defense Secy. Neil

McElroy, who i-etires late this year, Quarles had held top

defense posts since coming to Washington in 1953 as asst,

secy, of defense for research & development. An engineer

& physicist, he began his career with Western Electric in

1920, became v.p. of Bell Labs in 1948, and in 1952 was
named v.p. of Western Electric and pres, of its subsidiary

Sandia Corp. He is survived by his widow and 2 daughters,

and a son by a former marriage. The present Mrs. Quarles
also has a daughter by a fox’iner marriage. The precise

cause of Quarles’ death was not announced immediately.
He hadn’t been ill, according to his associates, and he had
been due to appear on the Today program May 8.
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EMPHASIS ON QUALITY & SERVICE: Price is now sec-

ondary to value among consumers shopping for TVs,

radio & appliances—and value includes quality of

merchandise & services of retailers. This was the

opinion of many of the dealer-speakers at NARDA’s
Toledo workshop last week (see p. 8) and of the pre-

ponderant number of Ohio dealers attending the session.

Astute Harry Price, owner of a 7-store chain in Nor-

folk & Portsmouth, Va., told the dealers he had just com-

pleted a national tour and “found a definite trend on all

levels to the maintained price.” Customers, he said, “want

to get all the thrill possible out of the purchase of a new
appliance, and part of this is the thrill of being treated

right. It is we who have created the Persian bazaar

approach—not the public.”

“Customers must be romanced,” said senior v.p. Sel-

mer Solem of Appliance Buyers Credit Corp., which

finances RCA, Whirlpool & Carrier appliances. “After 2

years of ‘was-is’ advertising, most consumers still won’t

admit TV & appliance prices are low.” He called stereo

& color “the most demonstrable equipment on the market”

and hailed the “rediscovery of the importance of sound

after 10 years of emphasizing sight alone” as a major

factor in the selling of higher-priced TV.
“We’ve allowed the public to pick our pockets,” said

NARDA chairman Mort Farr. “We’ve learned a lot during

the recent economic coffee-break. Our business will be

more competitive than ever. We must make a profit on

the volume of business we’re now doing—and the way to

do this is to keep our eye on the customer, not on the

competitor.” Pointing out that he sold 85 color sets last

I

December, he asserted: “You can do that with any low-

saturation item—such as stereo or dryers.” The key to

I
sales, he added, is not price-cutting but service—including

' such items as repair departments, financing, attractive

store, displays, etc.

Electronic Headaches: The electronics industry is ready

for any space-age challenge, EIA pres. David R. Hull told

the Washington chapter of the Armed Forces Communi-
cations & Electronics Assn, last week. But he added that

the industry is troubled by problems—many of them
stemming from heavy defense production which now ac-

counts for more than half of $8 billion in annual electronic

sales. Among the troubles, Raytheon’s Hull cited these:

(1) Renegotiation Act terms, now under House Ways &
Means Committee review. (2) House hearings on defense

contracting, conducted by Rep. Hebert (D-La.). (3) The
Walsh-Healey Act, with its govt, contract wage determina-

tions and “inflationary threat.” (4) “Increasing congestion

of the radio spectrum” vs. space, military, industrial &
commercial demands which threaten to become “chaotic.”

(5) Increasing foreign competition which U.S. manufac-
turers are “powerless” to meet because of disparities in

labor rates. Hull said that nevertheless he’s “confident that

we will solve these problems just as we have equally per-

plexing problems in military electronics. We are prepared
to accept any challenge that is thrown to us as an industry.”

Two low-priced complete stereo phonos have been in-

I. troduced by Webcor—the one-piece Melody at $37.96 and
f the 3-piece Lark, with 2 detachable speakers, at $39.95.

• Both have non-automatic phonos.

Zenith contributed more than $94,000 worth of hearing

aids to hearing-society chapters & speech clinics in 1958.

Finance

Motorola’s Good Quarter: Riding high on increasing

sales & prestige. Motorola’s first-quarter earnings were
nearly 4 times as high in 1959 as in 1958, while sales were
56% ahead, chairman Paul V. Galvin told stockholders at

last week’s annual meeting in Chicago. If present trends
continue, he said he expects 1959 sales to top $250 million

(vs. $216.6 million in 1958) and earnings to approximate
$5.50 a share (vs. $3.80).

“TV is the most encouraging of our products,” he said.

“Our percentage of the industry is up dramatically over
the past 2 years.” He added that consumer products sales

in the first quarter were double those of the same 1958
period, automotive products up 60%, 2-way communications
sales up 30%, military electronics up 10%, with a “sub-
stantial” gain by the semiconductor products div. In an-
swer to a stockholder’s question, he said directors will keep
the possibility of a stock split or dividend increase “under
serious study.”

Investors reacted dramatically to Motorola’s favorable
report, bidding the stock up 17 Vz points to 123 May 6 after
a delayed opening on a block of 4600 shares at 114. Address-
ing a NARDA workshop in Toledo May 7, Motorola con-
sumer products exec. v.p. Edward Taylor took note of the
recent surge in the company’s stock in a speech in which
he mentioned the firm’s continuing improvement of its

products. He expressed satisfaction “watching the way the
investment market is supporting our efforts,” adding : “I’m
not selling any stock, and I invite you to come along for
the ride.”

For 3 months to March 31: 1959 1958
Sales $63,653,184 $40,894,492
Net earnings 2,616,427 677,782
Earned per share 1.35 35^

Paramount’s pre-1948 features have already grossed
“well over $50 million” for distributor MCA-TV “and there
are reasonable prospects” that total rentals will reach at

least $75 million. Paramount pres. Barney Balaban said in

the annual report. Among other highlights of the report:

(1) The Lawrence tri-color tube, being developed by Du
Mont for Paramount, still is viewed optimistically by Para-

mount, and “we are discussing the problems of commercial
use of such product with several large American TV set

manufacturers.” (2) Paramount’s KTLA Los Angeles “has

greatly improved its profit potential” under its new man-
agement and live-TV policy. (3) Palm Springs (Cal.) Com-
munity TV System, built as a testing-ground for Para-

mount’s Telemeter pay-TV system, “was sold early in 1959

at a price which recovered our investment.”

Webcor Inc., now 20% owned by Emerson (see Trade

Report), reports net income of $532,000 (82<f a share) on

sales of $26,496,000, for 9 months ended March 31. No
comparable figures are available, as Webcor changed from

a calendar to a fiscal year in 1958. Chairman Titus Haifa

said the company’s March sales hit a record $3,314,107,

earnings for the month approximating 13^ a share.

Magnavox’s first-quarter sales were about the same as

the $21 million recorded for the period last year, and profits

were 5%-10% above the $791,000 of first-quarter 1968,

according to pres. Frank Freimann.

Herold Radio & Electronics earned $185,782 (33<‘ per

share) for the year ended Feb. 28, versus $166,064 (29^

per share) in 1958.
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Philco Pulls Ahead: Philco chalked up a first-quarter

sales increase of 29% over the 1958 period and was soundly
in the black, as opposed to a loss during first-quarter 1958.

“Sizeable increases in both consumer & govt, business, and
profitable operations in all divisions,” said pres. James M.
Skinner Jr., “made possible the marked earnings improve-
ment.” Before-tax earnings were $3,391,000 vs. a before-

tax loss of $2,149,000 in first-quarter 1958. For 3 months
ended March 31

:

Sales
Net earnings (loss in ’58)

Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1959
$95,558,000

3,391,000
37^

4,069,629

1958
$74,016,000
(2,149,000)

4,069,629

•

Guild Films reported a net loss of more than $4 million

for the year ended Nov. 30, 1958 in a report filed last week
with the American Stock Exchange. Pres. John J. Cole ex-

plained that the losses resulted from writing off film prop-

erties & converting to video tape production. The report

showed amortization of the properties at $2,495,168, film

distribution & administrative expenses $2,155,342, other

costs $1,522,111, participation in rentals $927,888. “We de-

cided to write off everything we could,” said Cole, adding

that the loss for the quarter ended Feb. 28 would be about

$350,000—but “in the current 2nd quarter we are either

breaking even or making money [and] we will make money
this year.” He said 70% of Guild’s sales are now coming
from taped shows, that “3 of our 4 shows produced orig-

inally on tape are in the black, and the 4th should be this

week.” Two weeks ago, SEC brought suit to force Guild to

file a report for the fiscal year & to correct certain “de-

ficiencies” in reports for 2 prior years (Vol. 15:18). The
report for the year ended Nov. 30:

1958 1957
Gross film income $3,273,380 $4,793,578
Net loss 4,061,143 463,227

nual meeting. A reasonable estimate would be $1,140,000, he
commented. For the first 15 weeks of 1959, the company
exceeded its entire last-year profit (1958 net: $504,268, or

37<i a share, after a special charge of $71,126). He said IRC
was now spending $2,200,000 yearly for research. For 15-

week accounting period ended April 12

:

1959 1958
Sales $5,489,430 $3,430,009
Net earnings (loss in ’58) 571,204 (150,287)
Earned per share 42(f —

•

Beckman Instruments showed profits for both the past

quarter and 9-month period, after net losses in both periods

for the year before. For 9 mos. to March 31:

1959
Sales $32,499,588
Net earnings (loss in ’58) 1,432,884
Earned per share 1.06
For quarter to March 31:

Sales 11,292,845
Net earnings (loss in ’58) 418,395
Earned per share 31^

1958
$29,327,875
(435,529)

9,699,892
(353,314)

Dynamics Corp. of America raised earnings 20% for

the first 4 months of the year, compared to the like 1958

period, shareholders were told at the annual meeting. For
4 months ended April 30

:

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per share ....

1959

$22,600,000
421,000

10(f

1958

$6,900,000
351,397

7^

Indiana Steel Products Co. reports a profitable first

quarter, with the comment that the increase in business

which commenced in the final 1958 quarter has continued

without signs of slackening. For 13 weeks to March 31:

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959 1958
$433,138 $184,896
219,898 78,346

75^ 27<f

295,348 293,298

Standard Coil Products reports a 31% increase in net

sales for the first quarter and a net profit as opposed to a

loss in the first quarter of 1958. Pres. James 0. Burke said

sales had increased in all the company’s major divisions.

“The first 3 months is historically our poorest quarter,” he

stated. “Based on the anticipated performance from some
of our new products and increasing orders from customers,

we expect substantial increases in both sales & profits

through the balance of the year.” For 3 months ended

March 31: 1959 1958

Sales $16,591,852 $12,701,848
Net earnings (loss in ’58) 390,397 (266,508)
Earned per share 21^ —
Westinghouse Electric Corp.’s common shares outstand-

ing at the end of the first quarter 1959 totalled 17,193,608,

compared with 16,946,912 at the end of the same period for

1958—and not as carried in our issue last week, when a

duplicate line of type from another report inadvertently

was substituted for the Westinghouse figures.

General Transistor Corp. directors have voted a 2-for-l

stock split, subject to approval at a special stockholders

meeting. The meeting will also consider whether to increase

authorized common stock to 2 million from 750,000 shares

and to increase par value to $1 from 25^. GTC currently

has 416,000 shares outstanding.

Wells-Gardner & Co. reports a profit of $70,097 (17^

a share) for the first quarter, compared to a loss of $58,455

during the like quarter of 1958.

International Resistance Co. looks forward to record

earnings this year, pres. Charles Weyl said after the an-

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge reports first-quarter

earnings increased $196,869 over the 1958 period. Per-

share earnings reported for both periods are based on pres-

ent number of shares. For 13 weeks to March 31:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$91,281,091

2,236,704
72^

3,028,283

1958
$86,842,286

2,039,835
65^

2,764,110

Arvin Industries rebounded for the first quarter, with

per-share earnings 14 times better than first-quarter 1958.

For quarter ended March 31: 1959
Sales $15,938,426
Net earnings 512,233
Earned per share 57^
Shares outstanding 900,48()

1958
$11,188,072

37,498
4(f

899,025

Howard W. Sams & Co., electronics research & publish-

ing firm, reports record first-quarter sales & profits, in un-

audited figures showing a 10.7% increase in sales and a

22.8% rise in net earnings. For 3 months ended March 31:

1959 1958
Sales $2,510,816 $2,268,639

Net profit 80,353 65,451

Tung-Sol Electric increased earnings by 31% and sales

by 28% for 13 weeks ended March 28:

1959
Sales $17,613,971
Net earnings 770,923
Earned per share 78(5

Shares outstanding 906,747

1958
$13,730,470

535,422
52(5

893,800
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Officers-&-Directors stock transactions as reported to SEC

for April

:

Ampex. A. M. Poniatoff bought 100, holds 3850.

Amphenol-Borg. John L. Woods exercised option to buy 260, holds

1975.

Avco. Robert L. Johnson bought 600, holds 900. Frank S. Larson
bought 303, holds 6403. A. B. Newton sold 4900, holds 1000. Arthur E.

Rasmussen bought 1000, holds 1038.

CBS Inc. Louis G. Cowan bought 1645, holds 3193.

Columbia Pictures. Louis J. Barbano bought 20,000 through Fico

Corp., in which 12 officers & directors are beneficial owners, holds

96,287 in Fico Corp., none personally.

Desilu Productions. Martin N. Leeds sold 100, holds 41,100 personally,

1200 in trust for sons.

Electronics Corp. of America. Burton E. Shaw sold 1000, holds 4000.

General Dynamics. Frederic de Hoffmann sold 700, holds 4330. J. V.

Naish sold 1600, holds 3076. Frank Pace Jr. sold 3280, holds 30,500.

Vernon M. Welsh exercised option to buy 7000, holds 11,000.

GE. John W. Belanger sold 1200, holds 15,488. F. J. Borch bought
11,813, holds 13,351. Wm. S. Ginn exercised option to buy 2734, holds

6351 personally, 407 as trustee. George L. Irvine sold 200, holds 3148.

George F. Metcalf bought 124 through profit-sharing plan, sold 300, holds

124 in profit-sharing plan, 2122 personally. Gerald L. Phillippe sold

1000, holds 6224 personally, 600 as custodian. Arthur F. Vinson sold

1167, holds 7802 personally, 810 as custodian.

General Instrument. Abraham Blumenkrantz exercised option to

buy 11,000, holds 23,000. Alois Konecny Jr. bought 1000, holds 4600. J.

Gerald Mayer sold 8850, holds 30,000.

General Telephone & Electronics. R. D. Heusel sold 300, holds 825
Donald C. Power exercised option to buy 6000, received 100 in Sylvania

merger, holds 20,076.

Hazeltine. Laurence B. Dodds sold 100, holds 130.

Hoffman Electronics. M. E. Paradise exercised option to buy 3333,

sold 600, holds 3333. C. E. Underwood exercised option to buy 2000,

holds 7600.

International Resistance. Ambrose H. Hardwick exercised option to

buy 2000, holds 2120.

Litton Industries. Roy L. Ash acquired 73 in partnership through
failure of performance under sales contract, disposed of 107 in partner-

j

ship through exercise of options by employes, sold 300 personally, holds

5662 in partnership, 61,264 personally, 2100 as custodian. Carl A. Spaatz

I

sold 100, holds 3283. Charles B. Thorton acquired 161 in partnership

I

through failure of performance under sales contract, disposed of 236 in

I partnership through exercise of options by employes, sold 200 personally,

holds 12,455 in partnership, 126,630 personally.

Loew’s Inc. Nathan Cummings bought 5050, holds 56,550. Joseph A.
Macchia bought 200, holds 200. Benjamin Meiniker bought 686, holds
1185. Jerome A. Newman bought 600 and 900 more through Graham-
Newman & Co., holds 6770 personally, 1100 in Graham-Newman & Co.
Robert H. O’Brien bought 685, holds 1185.

P. R. Mallory. H. C. Buell sold 100, holds 1794. G. A. Godwin sold
300, holds 5630 personally, 1530 in trust. Leon Robbin bought 640, holds
694.

National Telefilm Assoc. Harold Goldman exercised option to buy
' 9000, sold 40,025 to National Theatres in exchange for debentures &
I warrants, holds 9000. Ely A. Landau exercised option to buy 20,000,
» sold 80,350 to National Theatres in exchange for debentures & warrants,

holds 20,100. Edythe Rein exercised option to buy 10,000, holds 10,000.
' Bernard Tabakin bought 600, sold 3000, holds 1050.

National Theatres. Charles A. Barker Jr. bought 500, holds 500.
Paramount Pictures. Paul Raibourn bought 900, holds 1000.
Philco. David B. Smith sold 400, holds 3042.
Philips Electronics. Don T. McKone bought 500, holds 1000. Arie

Vernes bought 220, holds 620.

RCA. Frank M. Folsom sold 3000, holds 10,705.
Raytheon. Carl J. Gilbert sold 498, holds 500. Allen E. Reed exer-

cised option to buy 1000, holds 1036.
Siegler. Philip S. Fogg sold 2200, holds 22,800. Norman E. Grandt

I exercised option to buy 666, holds 6166 personally, 100 as trustee. Lloyd
G. Hallamore sold 6000, holds 3935. Donald Royce sold 500, holds 9600.
Walter G. Ullman sold 2600, holds 3000.

Skiatron Electronics & TV. Marion Davies sold 8400, holds 21.600.
I Arthur Levey exercised option to buy 20,000, holds 270,431. Kurt Widder
I sold 2500, holds 1600.

Stanley Warner. David Fogelson sold 300 through Schwarts &
I Frohlich, holds 336 in Schwarts & Frohlich, none personally.

Sylvania. Leon C. Guest Jr. bought 690, holds 1093. M. E. Pettegrew
r exercised option to buy 860, holds 1240.

TelePrompTer. Walter Craig sold 3000, holds 15,125.
Television Industries. E. H. Ezzes bought 100, holds 200.

' 'Trans Lux. Harry Brandt bought 200 personally, 1000 through
Brapick Corp., 400 through foundations, sold 600 through foundations,
holds 168,500 personally, 2000 in Brapick Corp.. 30,730 in foundations,
17,600 for his wife, 200 in Bilpam Corp., 1000 in Marathon Pictures Corp.

Trav-Ler. D. F. J. Shea sold 300, holds 600.
Tung-Sol. Paul J. Hemschoot exercised option to buy 216, holds

216. Mervin J. Kelly bought 100, holds 100.

Walt Disney Productions. Lawrence E. Tryon sold 164 and 20 more
as custodian, holds none.

Warner Bros. William T. Orr bought 900, holds 16,900. Jack L.
Warner bought 13,800, holds 242,799 personally, 1400 in trust.

Webcor. Nick Malz sold 300 and 2600 more jointly with wife, holds
1065 personally, 10,625 jointly with wTfe.

Westinghouse. C. H. Bartlett sold 300, holds 776. Carlisle P. Myers
bought 100, holds 432.

Packard-Bell has registered 1.20,000 shares of capital

stock with the SEC (File 2-15066) for public sale—100,000

to be offered by the company, 20,000 for the account of

chairman H, A. Bell, who holds 18% of 692,100 shares out-

standing. Underwriters are headed by White, Weld & Co.

From proceeds of the sale—price & terms to be supplied

in an amendment to the SEC registration statement—$750,-

000 would be applied to constructing & equipping a new
plant at Newbury Park, Cal., $3 million to reducing short-

term bank indebtedness, the balance to working capital.

Reports & comments available: General Tire & Rubber

by Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis, 24 Federal St., Bos-

ton 10 . . . American Telephone by Keller & Co., 31 State

St., Boston 9 . . . RCA in Investor's Reader, by Merrill

Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 70 Pine St., N.Y. 5 . . . GE,
by Oliphant & Co., 61 Broadway, N.Y. 6.

Common Stock Dividends Stk. of
Corporation Amt. Payable record

Erie Resistor
General Tire . . $0.17 V2 May 29 May 15
Hoffman Electronics . . . 100% stk. Jun. 25 May 26
Hoffman Elec, (new) .15 July 31 July 15
Inti. Resistance .05 Jun. 1 May 15
I-T-E Circuit Breaker .45 Jun. 1 May 15
Tung-Sol (correction) .35 Jun. 2 May 12
TV-Electronics Fund .08 May 30 May 4

United Artists .40 Jun. 18 May 25
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Hoffman Electronics directors voted a 100% stock div-

idend plus a more liberal dividend policy on the increased

shares (15^ a share, equal to an annual rate of $ 1.20 on

the present shares vs. the present $1 rate). C. E. Under-

wood, v.p.-treas., said after last week’s annual meeting that

2nd-quarter sales will be about $12 million vs. first quarter’s

$11.4 million (Vol. 15:18) and that profits should be

slightly higher than the first period. Pres. H. Leslie Hoff-

man told stockholders the company’s program aimed at

new sales & earnings records (Vol. 15:11) is on schedule.

He said the semiconductor div., whose sales wex’e 113%
ahead of first-quarter 1958, will gross about $12 million this

year. Hoffman Labs pres. James D. McLean said his di-

vision has $54 million backlog and its shipments are ex-

pected to run about 20% ahead of last year.

Meredith Publishing Co.—owner of WHEN-TV &
WHEN Syi’acuse, WOW-TV and WOW Omaha, KPHO-TV
& KPHO Phoenix, KCMO-TV & KCMO Kansas City, radio

KRMG Tulsa and publisher of Better Homes & Gardens

and Successful Farming—reports a slight increase in net

income on virtually unchanged total revenues for 9 months

ended March 31, as compared with the similar 1958 period.

The report for the period: 1959 195s
Total revenues $38,041,236 $38,049,890
Net income 3,204,802 3,181,051

Earned per share 2.47 2.46

Shares oustanding 1,298,475 1,294,749
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RCA’s BEST FIRST QUARTER: Pres. John L. Burns re-

ported May 5 that sales & earnings had risen to the

highest first-quarter levels in RCA’s 40-year history,

and its base of operations were broadening in many
directions. He was talking to some 1500 RCA stock-

holders crowded into 2 NBC studios in N. Y. (one

hooked in on closed-circuit TV).
Sales amounted to $321,816,000—an increase of 16%

—

and earnings stood at 88^—a rise of 44% over the first

quarter of last year, said Bums, adding he had “every

confidence” that the trend will continue with total sales for

the year well in excess of last year’s figure of $1,176,094,-

000. Other points from Burns:

RCA expansion in the fields of basic circuitry, com-
puters, controls and communications, and an expanded
“contribution to national defense & space exploration” were
also producing tangible gains. Defense sales “may run as

much as $100 million ahead of last year’s figure of some
$300,000,000.”

In the past 2 years, “the non-entertainment aspects of

RCA’s business have increased by more than 30%,” with a

boost of capital asset expenditures in this field from $25

million last year to $40 million this year.

In the field of basic circuitry were such developments

as the Nuvistor tube, the micromodule concept “which has

produced a radio circuit no larger than a lump of sugar,”

and “an advanced concept of integrated electronics which
holds promise, ultimately, of making computer elements

almost as compact as the components of the human brain.”

(To emphasize his point visually. Burns showed the audi-

ence a working radio no larger than a matchbox.)

Defense work is also occupying a growing importance

to RCA, with the big electronics firm involved in early-

warning systems, radar, military communications, missile-

tracking work and space exploration.

In TV, the RCA pres, said that “notable progress” has
been made in the 5 years since color TV was launched on a

large scale. If charted, “color has now advanced along the

base to a point just before the sharp rise,” Bums stated,

pointing to what he described as “a genuine groundswell”

for color TV. “RCA is rapidly approaching the point where
it will begin earning a profit on its color investment (Vol.

15:18). Over the next several years, we expect this profit

to mount up as color TV gives a fresh dimension to Ameri-
can home entertainment.”

In the broadcast field, NBC-TV had made “impressive

advances” in 1958, Burns said. (For Robert W. Sarnoff’s

report on the current status of NBC-TV, see p. 8 ).

Jarring the businesslike atmosphere of the RCA meet-

ing was the appearance of songwriter Gloria Parker (one

share, RCA common) and her attorney-manager, Barney
Young, both of whom have music suits pending against

NBC-RCA. It was a repeat showing (with added features

of a Parker haymaker launched at a lady spectator who
had suggested that the orange-haired Miss Parker was
something less than a lady) of their recent heckling at the

CBS stockholders meetings.

As Boston-accented Barney Young (“I’m a Harvard
graduate just like you!”) pounded on the dais and Miss

Parker screeched encouragement, John T. Cahill, RCA gen.

counsel, quipped to the audience: “They write music—but

you wouldn’t know it to listen to them.”

The report of RCA &
quarter ended March 31:

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

domestic subsidiaries for the

1959

$321,816,000
12,931,000

88d
13,848,696

1958

.$278,339,000

9,004,000

59d
13,848,696
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1959 MAY BE TOP YEAR for electronics, as indicated by
first-quarter reports & 2nd-quarter predictions. Survey of 20

firms shows quarter profits up 22%, sales 7.8% (p. 1).

COMPONENT HI FI is a booming consumer industry domi-

nated by small business. This year's sales estimated at $300-

million, with stereo seen leading to higher sales (p. 17).

"CAPTIVE FINANCE," FRINGE BENEFIT of TV trade, pro-

vides powerful tool in TV-appliance merchandising. Credit

subsidiaries help in battle for competitive standing (p. 18).

IMPORT MOMENTUM CONTINUES as more foreign-made

electronics items displayed at World Trade Fair. Some 50 ex-

hibitors listed for coming Japan Electronic Show (p. 19).

Networks

BOOM IN SHOWS TAPED ABROAD forecast as NABET
accepts agreement with NBC which gives network complete

jurisdiction over foreign taping (pp. 2 & 7).

rcc
FCC. RULE-MAKING AND INDUSTRY CONTACTS. No big

change in attitude but some tightening up is likely following

Court of Appeals' St. Louis Ch. 2 decision (p. 3).

POTENTIAL DROP-IN MARKETS examined by FCC, although

no criterion agreed on yet. List of 37, ranged according to

affiliates' rates, considered prime prospects (p. 5).

BIG PUSH ON SEC. 315 starts as 14 senators back Hartke bill

to rewrite Communications Act's equal-time rules (p. 6).

Congress

GOVT. ETV AID OPPOSED as House Commerce subcommittee

holds brief hearings on Senate-passed $51,000,000 measure.

Outlook for passage not bright (pp. 3 & 4).
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Auxiliary Services

GAUGING VHF BOOSTER POTENTIAL, manufacturer Mid-

America Relay Systems foresees no great rush after Congress
clears path, FCC issues new rules (p. 2).

CATV'S ANALYSIS OF PROPERTY RIGHTS by NCTA counsel

Smith asserts claims are "unique," notes failure of copyright

holders to participate in suit (p. 9).

Programming
BOLSHOI-ON-TAPE SYNDICATION deal from Matty Fox pro-

poses large station guarantees against dollar bills to be sent

in by audience for viewing sans commercials (p. 8).

Stations

VELVET GLOVE FOR CODE—that's the attitude of NAB code
board chairman Don McGannon, who is not revealing which
stations have lost their seals (p. 10).

TV'S "SUMMER DROP-OFF" is in the amount of viewing per

home during a typical week, not in the total number of TV
homes dialing, says Nielsen (p. 11).

Advertising

TREND TO THE SUBURBS has given TV another point of

superiority for market penetration (p. 13).

Film S Tape
HOW TELEFILMERS RANK. MCA's telefilm subsidiary, Revue,

is Hollywood's TV powerhouse, with 16 series (p. 14).

Financial

CBS INTO SPACE with formation of Space Recovery Systems

Inc., missile venture. CBS's sales & profits also soar into

space, setting new first-quarter records (p. 24).

1959 MAY BE ELECTRONICS' TOP YEAR: ^'ve seen individual first-quarter financial

reports of nearly all TV-electronics firms in our Finance section in recent weeks—and almost without excep-

tion, sales & profits are strongly higher than 1958. Preliminary second-quarter estimates confirm the specula-

tion that the trend is accelerating—leading to new predictions that profit-wise, and perhaps sales-wise, 1959

will be the peak year for electronics industry.

Just how well did TV-electronics do industry-wide during first-quarter 1959? Averaging 20 companies

which have reported first-calendar-quarter sales & earnings (see list on p. 2), we have found aggregate sales

increased 7.8% (from $2,146 billion to $2,314 billion) over first-quarter 1958, while profits soared 22% ($79.7

million to $97.3 million).

This is below profit increase of 53.9% for all industry as shown in recent Wall Street Journal survey

—but remember, electronics industry as a whole was not hit nearly so hard by 1958 recession as other indus-

tries. Our survey of 1958 profits last March showed electronics profits down only 3.2% while U.S. corporations

as a whole dropped 16% (Vol. 15:12).
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Companies known principally as consumer product or component makers were hardest hit among
electronics firms by recession—and have shown biggest rebound. Nine companies grouped arbitrarily as

"TV-radio group" (although many of them do much military & industrial business) aggregated 31% increase

in sales, 171% increase in net profit in first-quarter 1959 over first-quarter 1958. In every case, sales & profits

were individually higher in the 1959 period.

Seven component makers showed 30% increase in sales, 136% hike in profits between the 2 periods.

Again, all 7 had increased sales & profits.

Five large diversified manufacturers (4 of which make consumer products but were not included

in TV-radio group) reported 4.2% increase in sales, 13% increase in profits in first-quarter 1959. All showed
rises in profits, and 4 of the 5 reported increased sales.

These companies were represented in the first-quarter sales & profits tabulation: Diversified group

—

GE, RCA, Raytheon, Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Westinghouse. TV-radio group—Admiral, Granco, Hoffman,

Motorola, Packard-Bell, Philco, Siegler, Wells-Gardner, Zenith. Components group—International Resistance,

Mallory, Muter, Oak, Standard Coil, Tung-Sol.

Financial data for more than 100 major companies in TV-radio-electronics & broadcasting from 1950

through first-quarter 1959 will be contained in our updated annual Special Financial Report now being pre-

pared by Chicago financial consultant Edgar N. Greenebaum. New edition of this popular report will be

distributed shortly as a supplement to all subscribers.

GREEN LIGHT FOR LOCATION TV-TAPING; All the world's a TV stage, thanks to viedo

tape—and the collapse of NABET's 19-day strike against NBC (see p. 7) removes one of last major barriers

against extensive location taping of network shows both in U.S. & overseas.

Current boom in overseas specials is almost certain to be extended next season, most industry ob-

servers feel—technicians unions' jurisdiction having been definitely and firmly pinned down to within 200

miles of network-owned stations.

Ill-fated strike—which started when NABET leadership objected to Paris taping of NBC-TV Today show
—is almost certain to have serious ramifications within union. Unpopular walkout won NABET almost nothing

and lost wages, prestige & bargaining position, and may well signal a major shakeup of imion's top officials.

And it offered further proof (as did CBS strike last year) that a complex TV network can be kept

running fairly adequately without its usual complement of technical staffers.

GAUGING VHF BOOSTER POTENTIAL: No great rush in vhf booster construction is an-

ticipated when & if Congress passes the necessary legislation and FCC comes up with full technical specifi-

cations (Vol. 15:16)—according to biggest manufacturer of equipment used by booster operators, Mid-

America Relay Systems, 601 Main St., Rapid City, S.D.

Gen. mgr. Gene Bartlett informs us that although his firm warns that FCC hasn't authorized boost-

ers, some 200 organizations have bought & installed Mid-America equipment. Reason for "no new rush," he

explains, is that operators have ignored FCC anyway, haven't waited for Commission go-ahead.

FCC has yet to come up with full technical specifications of booster equipment—but Bartlett is satis-

fied that he can build satisfactory gear, "actually more stringent than FCC's probable requirements," to sell

for less than $500. Complete installation with antennas, tower, etc., usually will run less than $1000, he says.

Commission seems satisfied with the 1/3-watt Mid-America unit tested by FCC labs, and the firm

plans to submit a 1-watt unit (with 5-watt potential, if ever authorized) for Commission scrutiny.

Bartlett estimates that there are 800-1000 boosters in operation , that 50% of towns have 1 channel,

30% 2, 20% 3 or more. He puts average cost of operation at $100-150 annually and says that operators

—

mostly non-profit clubs—have little trouble raising funds for installation & maintenance.

Mid-America, established in 1954, is 50% owned by secy.-treas. Bartlett & wife, 50% by pres.-chief

engineer Keith Anderson <S wife.

Though FCC staff hasn't devised rules & standards , it's understood that Commissioners lean toward

proposals submitted in detail by Washington engineer Dr. Frank G. Kear for Colo. TV Repeater Assn.
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FCC, RULE-MAKING AND INDUSTRY CONTACTS: No drastic change in FCCs atti-

tude toward contacts with industry is seen stemming from Court of Appeals' decision ordering Commission to

hold a hearing covering off-the-record discussions in connection with shift of Ch. 2 from Springfield, 111. to St.

Louis (Vol. 15:19). Though their general counsel's office has yet to analyze decision, FCC members generally

have been quite careful about out-of-school discussions of such things as TV channel shifts where, as court

said, there are "conflicting claims to a valuable privilege."

However, it wouldn't be surprising to find a certain amount of tightening up, now that Court has acted

finally. Generally speaking, there always will be situations which aren't clear-cut, and Commissioners will

always vary in outspokenness according to their individual interpretations—and temperament.

Chairman Doerfer is expected to clarify Commission's attitude on "ex parte" discussions of "legisla-

tive" matters (such as rule-making) in a speech before Federal Communications Bar Assn. May 26. He's

been a leader in drive to keep Commission from being locked up in an ivory tower.

Court of Appeals last week handed down an order in another case which had been tied to St. Louis

Ch. 2 situation by U.S. Supreme Court (Vol. 14:43). This is the Peoria Ch. 8 rule-making, in which FCC re-

moved Ch. 8 from city to leave area all-uhf. When Supreme Court sent it back to Court of Appeals, former

didn't make its reasons clear. Court of Appeals previously had rejected allegations by WIRL Peoria—whose
CP for Ch. 8 was taken away—that Sen. Kerr (D-Okla.) used his "influence, power & prestige" to get Ch. 8

deleted, because he wanted no vhf competition for his uhf WEEK-TV (Ch. 43) in Peoria.

Last week. Court of Appeals apparently concluded that Peoria case was sent back by Supreme
Court solely because it involved vhf-uhf deintermixture and thus was tied into the deintermixture of Spring-

field & St. Louis. Therefore, it didn't order FCC to conduct a hearing into any Peoria "ex parte" discussions.

It merely sent case back to FCC "for such proceedings, if any, as may be proper after & in view of the Com-
mission's report & recommendation in the [St. Louis] case." Court called attention to similarities in "certain

physical characteristics of the stations (and their operation)" in the St. Louis & Peoria situations—presum-

ably meaning the deintermixture problem.

On another "contact" front, there's no gainsaying that FCC members have become very careful

about accepting industry gifts & favors—ever since their painful & sometimes unfair treatment by Harris'

investigating committee last year. But members have no official code about what they will accept. We under-

stand that all—like just about everyone else in our contemporary society—consider it rude to reject mere

tokens. (Don't ask us to define "mere.")

ROUGH GOING IN HOUSE FOR AID TO ETV: Federal aid to educational TV is in trouble.

With sure-handed guidance of Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) of Senate Commerce Committee, his pro-

posal for $51 million govt, grants to states to buy ETV equipment sailed through Senate last month (Vol.

15:16). But precedent-making project ran into heavy weather in House hearings by Commerce subcommittee

last week (see p. 4). It's in danger of foundering there.

Biggest obstacle to quick clearance for Magnuson bill—or for any of half-dozen similar ETV meas-

ures—is House Commerce Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.). He voted for it in 1958, when it just missed

getting on House floor after passing Senate. But this time he warned proponents he needed some re-selling

on need. Harris said they'd better have some convincing arguments to overcome administration objections

—voiced insistently by ranking minority committee member Bennett (R-Mich.)—that it's not Govt.'s respon-

sibility to rescue TV educators from chronic financial distress, that their problems should be solved locally.

Usual array of dozen ETV pros, veterans of Hill hearings by now, did best to prove that national de-

velopment of ETV will be thwarted without direct federal subsidies—that self-help won't be enough. But they

didn't seem to impress Harris, who stayed skeptical. And they failed entirely to convert Bennett.

There may be another chance for advocates of federal aid to try to clinch their case when Harris

takes up educational allocations in his spectrum study starting next month (Vol. 15:19). But time at this

session already is growing late.

FTC consent order signed by 4 affiliated N.Y. promo-

tion firms requires'them to stop selling TV-radio-merchant

advertising plans cited in a 1958 complaint alleging mis-

representation. Named in the agreement are Advertisers

Assoc, of America Inc., Teleradio Advertisers Inc., United

Publicity Inc., and Arthur Hammell trading as Teleradio

Advertisers. The FTC said the firms promoted contests but

failed to carry out all their terms. The consent order con-

stituted a settlement of the FTC case—not an admission

of guilt by the firms.
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Congress

More about

GOVT. ETV AID OPPOSED: The first real congressional

opposition to Senate-approved proposals for federal

grants of up to $1 million to each state & D.C. for

educational TV installations developed last "week

—

and prospects for House action on them this session

dimmed accordingly.

After waiting 4 months since the session’s start to

get around to the subject, the House Commerce communi-

cations & power subcommittee finally held quickie 1%-day
ETV hearings. Under critical examination were the $51

million federal aid to TV bill (S-12) by Sen. Magnuson
(D-Wash.) on which Senate action was completed last

month (Vol. 15:16) and 7 similar House bills (Vol. 15:18).

Objections to all of the bills were raised within the

subcommittee. Then it adjourned, scheduling no session for

a vote on whether to recommend any action on them to

the full committee.

Most vocal opponent of the whole idea of federal

financial help for ETV was Eep. Bennett (R-Mich.), rank-

ing minority member of the subcommittee and the full

committee, both chaired by Rep. Harris (D-Ark.). Reflect-

ing the Eisenhower Administration’s policy position against

such govt, assistance, Bennett repeatedly interposed such

comments as

:

“As far as I can ascertain, there has been no lack of

funds for TV of this type in states or areas where the

people want facilities of this kind.”

“The question of whether the federal Govt, has an

obligation in this field gets into the other area of aid to

education, and we have had and still have that issue before

us.”

Several of the House bills, including proposals (HR-
2926 & 3043) by Reps. Roberts (D-Ala.) & Moulder (D-

Mo.), both Committee members, provide for Govt. ETV
grants only if they are matched by the states. But Ben-

net didn’t like them, either; “I am not sure that even then

it is a wise program for us to undertake at this point.”

And although Harris supported the Magnuson bill last

year, when his Committee endorsed it too late for floor

action, the chairman this time was openly skeptical of

the need for the measure. What with the “budgetary

situation” and all the other problems in Congress, Harris

said, “A good case is going to have to be made” before he

votes for ETV aid again.

At the outset of the hearings he warned ETV pro-

ponents that they shouldn’t count on quick House Com-
mittee clearance of any aid bill. “It isn’t at all as simple

as just meeting & reporting,” Harris said. And when he

rapped the hearings to a close he indicated that the pro-

ETV-aid witnesses hadn’t convinced the subcommittee that

their cause was critically urgent.

)|( s|( 9|:

In addition to the House sponsors of ETV bills, pro-

ponents who testified or filed statements included a dozen

specialists, many of whom repeated presentations they

gave at earlier Senate hearings and at last year’s Senate

& House proceedings. Typical of their arguments:

William G. Harley, National Assn, of Educational

Bcstrs. pres.: “Unless federal support is provided, we
believe that for many years there will be no more than

some 50 to 60 educational TV stations in the nation, while

some 200 other frequencies, allocated for education, lie

fallow.”

Dr. Edward C. Lamport, U. of Mo. TV director

(KOMU-TV, Columbia): Without federal help, “I fear

that many of the 258 TV channels reserved for educational

TV never will be utilized . . . with many states hard
pressed financially & with foundations beginning to with-

draw their support of new ETV installations, the growth
of ETV is in danger of being thwarted.”

L. D. Haskew, U. of Tex. v.p.; “It seems that the

Congress is the only agency which can assure this step

[activating ETV stations] in time to conserve the gains
from the pilot operation.”

John F. White, National Educational TV & Radio
Center pres.: “The seed money job is now too large for

any private source of support. The problem & the poten-

tial is a national one . .
.”

Part of Haskew’s testimony was turned against his

ETV aid case by Bennett, however. In arguing for fed-

eral help, Haskew pointed out that the Tex. legislature’s

appropriation for higher education in the state carried a

rider forbidding any tax expenditures for “construction

or operation of a TV broadcasting station.” If a state

prohibits investments of its own money in ETV, why
should Congress vote to provide them? Bennett wanted to

know. Haskew had no ready answer.

The FCC proposal that Congress require all TV sets

shipped in interstate commerce be equipped to receive all

TV channels (Vol. 15:17), was called “a breakthrough to-

ward adequate TV” by Edward D. Hollander, national dir.

of Americans for Democratic Action, in letters to the

N. Y. Times and Washington Post last week. He noted

the opposition to FCC proposals expressed by House Com-
merce Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) who said that

Congress “certainly can’t” require manufacturers to make
sets to receive all channels and that “you get into a prob-

lem of networks, too . . . how many can the country sup-

port?” Said Hollander: “There is indeed a question of

networks, which should be resolved on the side of adequate

service & adequate competition. No member of Congress,

no matter how powerful or highly placed, should be per-

mitted to foreclose the decision on the side of the existing

system & the 2 dominant networks.”

TV news cameras focused last week on an historic

event (and a dream of a commercial for non-skid floor

wax) on Capitol Hill: Sens. Douglas (D-Ill.) & Proxmire

(D-Wis.) demonstrating how floors in the new Senate

Office Bldg, should be fixed to save money. The Klieg-

lighted stunt, in which 4 kinds of wax were applied by
Douglas & Proxmire, with a power-driven buffer, was
cooked up to show that the tile flooring doesn’t need car-

peting to make it safe for secretaries in high heels. Slip-

pery floors were one of many defects (including raucous

hearing-room amplifying systems) found in the $25 mil-

lion building. Over protests by Douglas & Proxmire, the

Senate had voted to install $1500 carpets in each suite.

Cost to taxpayers: $150,000. Despite the Douglas-Prox-

mire show, the carpets were still scheduled to be laid.

Administrative Practice Office for “coordination &
direction of procedures” of FCC and 70-odd other Federal

depts. & agencies would be established under a bill (HR-

7092) by Rep. Fascell (D-Fla.). The measure incorporates

American Bar Assn, recommendations for establishing a

career service for govt, lawyers, setting up “new & im-

proved” standards for selection of hearing officers, impos-

ing “standards of conduct” on lawyers practicing before

agencies. A similar bill was introduced by Fascell in 1958,

got nowhere.
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Oversight Push-Off: Panel hearings for FCC & 6 other

federal regulatory agencies—probably starting June 15

for a 6-day run—will officially open the 1959 investigative

season of the House Commerce legislative oversight sub-

committee. Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) last week called on

the FCC, CAB, FAA, FPC, ICC, CAB & SEC to get ready

to discuss these topics: (1) Prevention of influence by

“vested interests” in rule-making decisions. (2) Role of

hearing examiners. (3) Role of Commissioners & staffs.

(4) Efficiency, hearing procedures, workloads. Each agency

was asked to file written statements, then send spokesmen

for panel discussions. The agency conferences will be fol-

lowed by testimony, scheduled to last 2 days, by trade as-

sociations, bar groups, representatives of the federal trial

examiners’ conference.

FCC’s budget was cut $600,000 by the House last week
—but the Commission fared better than other Federal reg-

ulatory agencies whose fiscal 1960 appropriations were

voted in a $6.4 billion appropriations bill. The economy-

bent House Appropriations subcommittee on independent

offices, headed by Rep. Thomas (D-Tex.), recommended
that the FCC be given about 52% of a $1.2 million increase

to $11 million asked for the upcoming fiscal year (Vol.

15:4). Without discussion, the House voted the cut while

slashing other agencies 60% and more. The FCC slices

were taken across the budget board, but one item specifi-

cally provided was $90,000 (vs. $100,000 asked) for a

Bureau of Standards study of automatic data processing

equipment to speed FCC work. The Independent Offices Bill,

covering 18 commissions, boards, etc. now goes into hear-

ings before a Senate Appropriations subcommittee headed

by Sen. Magnuson (D-Wash.).

FCC budget deficiency appropriation of $739,100 for

salaries & expenses for fiscal 1959, ending June 30, was
approved by the Senate last week & sent to the White

House. Action came on a Senate-House conference report

on the 2nd supplemental appropriation bill (HR-5916).

FCC had asked $778,000.

TV rating systems are “grossly overrated” by net-

works, sponsors & advertising agencies, but they “are a

useful tool,” said Senate Commerce Committee Chairman
Magnuson (D-Wash.). Guesting a John Crosby column

(“TV Ratings—Curse or Boon?”), Magnuson lined up with

his committee colleague Sen. Monroney (D-Wash.) in

holding ratings responsible for much poor programming
(Vol. 15:18). He said they “spell death to originality &
creativeness.” At the same time Magnuson acknowledged

that the TV industry’s “most painful problem” is to de-

termine “the values of the time segment” and that the

industry has to count on some kind of measurement.

National Telecommunications Board to advise the

White House on spectrum policies, as recommended by the

Special Advisory (Cooley) Committee on Telecommunica-

tion (Vol. 15:14), would be set up under a bill (HR-7057)

introduced by House Commerce Committee Chairman
Harris (D-Ai’k.). But he didn’t endorse the measure as

drafted by the Cooley Committee. Harris said he was sub-

mitting it only so that it “may be considered by our com-

mittee together with other proposals” when his own spec-

trum study opens panel hearings June 8-9 (Vol. 15:19).

CATV-booster amendments to the Communications Act

proposed in a bill (S-1886) by Sen. Moss (D-Utah) to carry

out FCC recommendations (Vol. 15:19) have been co-

sponsored by Sen. Murray (D-Mont.).

The FCC

POTENTIAL DROP-IN MARKETS: FCC is still considering

how to pick “critical” markets intended to get dropped-

in vhf channels via its proposed interim allocation plan

(Vol. 15:17). The Commission is examining all kinds

of lists, all kinds of criteria, has settled on none yet.

In its statement to the Senate Commerce Committee
(for full text see Vol. 15:17), the Commission called at-

tention to 36 unidentified markets among the top 103 with

fewer than 3 vhf or 3 uhf stations. It has been looking

over a variety of lineups. One criterion employed is the

hourly network rate of affiliates in the markets, obviously

an index to their importance. Another is the Nielsen “total

homes” figure. Herewith is one FCC list of 37 markets
with one or 2 vhf stations, ranked according to the CBS-
TV affiliate’s rate (with exceptions noted):

Hartford, Lancaster (NBC), Grand Rapids, Charlotte,

Providence, Birmingham, Dayton, Louisville, Champaign,
Toledo, Syracuse, San Diego, Binghamton, Rochester,

Jacksonville, Altoona, Shreveport, Fresno, Erie (NBC),
Madison, Knoxville, Raleigh-Durham, Cape Girardeau,

Austin, Terre Haute, Evansville, (ABC), Sioux City, Baton
Rouge (NBC), Jackson, Miss., Quincy, 111., Columbus, Ga.,

Macon, Augusta, Ga., Corpus Christi, Springfield, Mo.,

Topeka, Brownsville, Tex.

The foregoing are not all certain to get dropped-in

channels, if & when—but they’re prime prospects.

*

A petition to add a vhf channel to Birmingham, with-

out cutting mileages, was offered to FCC last week by
grantee WBMG (Ch. 42). It proposed that Ch. 4 be shifted

from Columbus, Miss, to Birmingham, while Ch. 3 & Ch.

9 are substituted for Ch. 4 in Columbus, Ga. WCBI-TV
now operates on Ch. 4 in Columbus, Miss., but owner Birney

Imes Jr. has agreed to shift to Ch. 2—if FCC moves it

from State College, Miss., where it is allocated (but un-

sought) for educational use. For the costs of shifting,

WBMG would pay Imes $185,000 “plus the actual cost of

equipment & installation for like facilities as those now
utilized by said TV station WCBI-TV, but not to exceed

$85,000 in case it should be necessary to move the trans-

mitter tower of WCBI-TV, and not to exceed $15,000 in

case it should not be necessary to move said tower.”

WBMG asks authority to build on Ch. 4 immediately

—pending finalization of the rule-making & pending any
comparative hearing for the channel.

Miami Trial (cont.): An attempt by ex-FCC Comr. Rich-

ard A. Mack to get into his own federal courtroom act re-

lieved the tedium in the 6th week of his Washington trial

with lawyer Thurman Whiteside for alleged conspiracy to

swing Miami Ch. 10 to National Airlines’ WPST-TV (Vol.

15:15-19). In contrast to his friend Whiteside, who totes

bulging briefcases to court and scribbles notes endlessly at

the defense counsel table, Mack usually sits quietly, look-

ing more like an interested spectator than a co-defendant.

But last week when govt. & defense lawyers got embroiled

in a bench wrangle over the whereabouts of Mack’s 1953-

56 income tax records and other personal papers, Mack
suddenly jumped up and broke in: “Your honor—.” He got

no further. Judge Burnita S. Matthews shushed him, told

him to speak out only through his counsel. The week other-

wise was taken up with examination, cross-examination,

re-examination & re-cross-examination of bookkeeper

Elaine B, Wood about Mack accounts in the Whiteside-

controlled Miami Stembler-Shelden insurance firm.
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BIG PUSH ON SEC. 315: A powerful bipartisan Senate

coalition was lined up last week to back legislative

overhaul of the Communications Act’s political equal-

time Sec. 315 as proposed by Sen. Hartke (D-Ind.) fol-

lowing the FCC’s Lar Daly newscast ruling (Vol.

15:19)—and a similar reform bill was introduced in

the House.

The Hartke bill (S-1858)—rewriting Sec. 315 to

eliminate newscasts from its requirements, to define

minority candidates for President & Vice President

and to free stations from libel suits threats—had drawn
14 co-sponsors by week’s end. In the House, Rep. Barr

(D-Ind.) submitted an indentical “Fair Policital Broad-

casting Act of 1959” (HR-7122).
In addition. Sen. Holland (D-Fla.) introduced a simpler

amendment (S-1929) of Sec. 315 in line with earlier House
moves by Rep. Cunningham (R-Ia.) and others making the

equal-time rule applicable only to regular news broadcasts

in which candidates appear.

Senate supporters of the Hartke measure were Sens.

Dodd (D-Conn.), Capehart (R-Ind.), Thurmond (D-S.C.),

Green (D-R.I.), Humphrey (D-Minn.), Young (D-0.), Mc-
Gee (D-Wyo.), Bartlett (D-Alaska), Case (R-S.D.), Bible

(D-Nev.), Bush (R-Conn.), McCarthy (D-Minn.), Randolph

(D-W. Va.), Engle (D-Cal.). Others Avere expected to join.

In a floor speech. Sen. Keating (R-N.Y.) agreed it’s

“time for a congressional review” for Sec. 315. But he said

he didn’t think an attempt should be made noAV for a com-

plete overhaul. Instead, he urged “a very careful, overall

study” by Congress in which equal-time rights of 3rd-party

candidates would get “special attention.”

Noting that “a furor all over the country” (even the

Los Angeles City Council passed a protest resolution) had

been raised by the FCC’s Lar Daly doctrine, Keating lauded

“vigorous efforts” for correction by Attorney General Wil-

liam P. Rogers, who called on the Commission to reconsider

& reverse its newscast interpretation. The FCC continued

to mark time on the issue pending scheduled return of

Chairman Doerfer from Japan this week.

Meanwhile, ABC, which didn’t join CBS & NBC in

endorsing the Hartke bill when it was introduced week
before last, sent a letter to him explaining its position.

AB-PT pres. Leonard H. Goldenson said ABC wanted
“clarification” of the news show ruling. But he expressed

fear that “general rewriting of the equal-time require-

ments might well result in such delay as to hamper seri-

ously coverage of the 1960 campaigns & elections.”

One thing is sure: Chicago’s perennial candidate Lar
Daly is still vocal. Last week he followed up a series of

pronouncements on the case with a complaint to FCC that

Attorney General Rogers tried to “stick his snout” into its

business. Daly demanded that the Commission throw

Rogers out of the case and he said that FCC Chairman
Doerfer should disqualify himself from voting on the case

because he has urged that Sec. 315 be repealed.
'

TASO hopes to have its report printed by the end of

May, says exec, director Dr. George Town. He doesn’t yet

know how large it will be or how much will be charged for

it. His address: Box M, Station A, Iowa State College,

Ames, la.

FCC Comr. Rosel Hyde’s hearing on his renomination

to another term to start July 1 has been set tentatively for

May 27 by the Senate Commerce Committee.

KKTV (Ch. 11) Colorado Springs, Colo, has been

granted peYmissidn to identify itself also with Pueblo.

The application-processing procedure suggested by
Federal Communications Bar Assn. (Vol. 15:19) wouldn’t
relieve the backlog, FCC replied last week, in rejecting

FCBA’s petition for reconsideration. Said the Commission:
“The amendments adopted by the Commission were so de-
signed to combat several practices which have become
prevalent over the year’s and have played a large part in

the build-up of the standard broadcast backlog. For ex-

ample: (1) The practice of filing a sham application to

obtain a place in the processing line with the intention of
amending to the originally intended proposal when the
application is reached for processing; (2) The practice of

filing an application with a minimum engineering showing
to obtain a place in line with the intention of curing de-

ficiencies by last-minute amendments; (3) The practice of

Avaiting until pending applications had been processed be-

fore filing a competing application; and (4) The all too

prevalent practice of last-minute filings when such delay
was not necessary. The FCBA proposal would not meet
these & the other objectives of the Commission to the same
extent as the amendments Avhich have been adopted. In-

deed, in our opinion, the FCBA proposal would do little to

ameliorate the existing situation on the standard broadcast
processing line.”

Justice Dept. & FCC have gone to the U.S. Supreme
Court to seek a review of the Court of Appeals decision

last year which overruled the Commission’s edict on FM
functional music (Vol. 14:45). FCC had ordered FM sta-

tions supplying functional music to shift from simplex to

multiplex technique, so that the main channel would con-

tinue to offer a general broadcast service. The ruling was
appealed by Functional Inc., and the Court of Appeals
reversed the Commission, stating that simplexed func-

tional music has “the requisite attributes of broadcasting,”

disagreeing with FCC’s argument that the service is es-

sentially “point-to-point”—and something for which the

FM band wasn’t allocated. Solicitor General J. Lee Rank-
in’s petition for a writ of certiorari, filed with the Supreme
Court last Aveek, states : “In effect, the Court’s decision does

Avhat the Commission refused to do and permits the re-al-

location of the FM band to specialized non-broadcast serv-

ices of the nature here involved. The Court below has sub-

stituted its judgment for that of the Commission on an
important matter of administrative I’egulation, one which

Congress has left to the responsible agency concerned, and
not to the revieAving court.”

Court of Appeals upheld the FCC last week in the

decision Avhich added Ch. 17 & Ch. 39 to Bakersfield,

Cal. In a brief “per curiam” decision. Judges Edgerton,

Washington & Burger stated: “We find no error.” KBAK-
TV (Ch. 29) Bakersfield had taken the Commission to

court because FCC had added the 2 uhf channels without

acting on pending petitions to deintermix the area. The
deintermixture petitions are still pending. The Commission
had stated that there was demand for the new uhf chan-

nels and that they should be added now. Both channels

have been granted but protests have delayed construction.

FCC’s “impossible ground rules” on broadcast editor-

ializing, established in 1949, were attacked by Sol Taishoff,

ed. & pub. of Broadcasting, in an address to the Washing-

ton Ad Club May 12. “Fortunately,” he said, “the FCC
has yet to apply its own decision literally, perhaps in rec-

ognition of the outlandishness of the decision. But the pos-

sibility of literal enforcement is always there . .
.”

CP for Ch. 12 Aguadilla, P.R. was granted to Western

Bcstg. Corp. of P.R. last week, FCC upholding examiner

MilUvrd F. French’s initial decision of March 26 (Vol. 15;13).
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Networks

MorB about

NABET THROWS IN THE TOWEL: After 19 days off the

job—and an estimated total of $820,000 in lost wages
—1500 members of the Natl. Assn, of Best. Engineers

& Technicians across the country trooped into mass

meetings on Friday, May 15, and voted to approve a

new agreement that ended the work stoppage at pro-

duction centers and o-&-o’s of NBC-TV.
The agreement had been worked out the preceding

night in a top-level meeting at N.Y.’s Essex House be-

tween an NBC team headed by exec, admin, v.p. J. M.

Clifford and personnel v.p. B. Lowell Jacobsen, and a

union team headed by G. Tyler Byrne, NABET dir. of

network relations.

Announcement of the agreement came from Benjamin
C. Roberts, N.Y. attorney, who had been called in as an

impartial mediator, after union-network sessions held with

Federal Mediation Service executives failed to produce re-

sults.

Officials at NBC and NABET at first declined to dis-

cuss the substance of the agreement. But the details were
announced officially by NBC late Friday night.

Gist of the new NBC-NABET agreement:
1. Tape jurisdiction: The issue that kicked off the dis-

pute on the morning of April 27, when technicians refused

to air a Dave Garroway Today show taped in Paris with a

50% French crew, was settled once and for all—on NBC’s
terms. NABET (like rival union IBEW, which represents

technicians at CBS) is specifically confined to domestic U.S.

jurisdiction on NBC’s own taped shows with this jurisdic-

tion defined as “within 200 miles of NBC o-&-o’s.”

2. Union contract: Back into force will go the NABET-
NBC contract originally drawn in May 1958 and rescinded

unilaterally by NBC-TV early in the work stoppage. But
a new addition to the basic contract gives NBC the right

to determine methods of program operation (live, tape or

film), to make work assignments, to discipline or discharge

employes who refuse such assignments, and to file griev-

ances against the union.

3. Lawsuits against NABET: The total of $600,000 in

damage suits pending by NBC are being dropped with

union approval of the new agreement. Meanwhile, like a

Damoclean sword, they remain over the heads of NABET
officials until the final OK is made.

NBC Builds Up News: A new 6-figure program-develop-
ment fund, reportedly ordered by NBC-TV’s pres. Robert
Kintner, is being made available to William R. McAndrew,
v.p. for NBC News. Armed with this addition to the reg-
ular news budget, NBC is already at work on a number of

news-in-depth projects which McAndrew hopes to have
ready for summer & fall scheduling. They include:

A 2-part series on the rise of African nationalism in

Nigeria, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia and other countries; a spe-

cial program on the use of newly developed drugs & chemi-
cals for treating mental illness; and a new special to cover
the struggle between democracy & communism in Latin
America. Correspondents Wilson & Lee Hall (husband &
wife news team) have been assigned.

NBC could take gratification this week from a bouquet
for its ability at news specials, from one of TV’s severer

critics. Said May 18th Time of a Chet Huntley-team report

on Berlin in prime evening time: “television journalism
at its best.”

NETWORK ACTIVITY

All 3 networks were virtually sold out as of May 15,
CBS having had 2% hours on the block, ABC and NBC
approximately 3 full hours. Sparking last week’s activity
was Ford’s two-year renewal of NBC-TV’s Ford Show.
Ford has already renewed its segments of that network’s
Wagon Train (Vol. 15:19), and NBC is hopeful on further
Ford activity involving 39 specials. Other auto companies
on NBC-TV for the fall are General Motors (Chevrolet for
The Chevy Show and Delco for 8 Art Carney specials) and
Plymouth for The Steve Allen Show when it moves to Mon-
day night. Negotiations for a renewal of the Buick-Bob
Hope specials, are currently in progress.

ABC-TV
Hawaiian Eye, former title Diamond Head (Wed. 9-10 p.m.), purchase
ot segments, effective in the fall

:

Harold F. Ritchie (Kenyon & Eckhardt).
Lawman (Sun. 8:30-9 p.m.) alt. sponsorship next fall. Program now
sold out:

Whitehall (Ted Bates).

The Rebel, which debuts next season (Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.) :

Procter & Gamble (Y&R) and Liggett & Myers (McCann-Erickson).

CBS-TV
Hennesey, new comedy-drama series to debut Oct. 5

:

P. Lorillard (Lennen & Newell), co-sponsorship with General Foods
(Benton & Bowles).

Keep Talking sponsorship (Wed. 8-8:30 p.m.) effective May 20:
Drug Research Corp. for Regimen Tablets (Kastor, Hilton, Chesley
& Clifford).

The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis, debut next fall (Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.) :

Philip Morris and Pillsbury Mills (both Leo Burnett Co.).

NBC-TV
Art Carney in 8 specials, (four 60-min. & four 90-min.) :

General Motors for A. C. Sparkplug div. and Delco div. (Campbell-
Ewald).

Love & Marriage, debut next season (Mon. 8-8:30 p.m.), alt. week
sponsorship

:

Noxzema Chemical (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles).

Arthur Murray Party, renewal of alt. week sponsorship. Program moves
to new day & time Sept. 29 (Tues. 9-9:30 p.m.) :

P. Lorillard (Lennen & Newell).

The David Niven Show (Tues. 10-10:30 p.m.) sponsorship of 4 pro-
grams in June & July:

Esso Standard Oil (McCann-Erickson).
Summer on fee special (June 1, 10-11 p.m.) :

U.S. Brewers Foundation (J. Walter Thompson).
Alcoa Goodyear Theatre (Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.) renewal for ’59-60 season:

Alcoa (Fuller & Smith & Ross) and Goodyear (Y&R).
The Ford Shoiv (Thurs. 9:30-10 p.m.) 2-year renewal:

Ford (J. Walter Thompson)

.

You Bet Your Life (Thurs. 10-10:30 p.m.) renewal:
Lever Bros. (BBDO).

“We in Wannatosa, Wis.” begins a letter in Stockton

Helffrich’s latest continuity-acceptance report, “do not

care for those overly-personal ads for laxative, mucous

membrane, toilet bowl and sanitary napkins.” But, con-

tinues the same correspondent to NBC: “Don’t pay any

attention to complaints about violence or immodesty. I

believe you must face the facts of life, and that includes

murders, robberies, beatings, divorces, rapes & sexy dolls.”

Russian TV will play host to Ed Sullivan, a 24-act

variety bill, and CBS-TV dir. Robert Plecht during the

Moscow Trades Fair, Aug. 3-23. While in Moscow, Sullivan,

who is going as a State Dept, representative, and Plecht

will tape a 90-min. show for Soviet TV which CBS-TV
also plans to show this fall. The troupe has a 24-per-

formance theatrical schedule.

Each of 8 magazines using MBS radio within the past

9 months for advertising has noted circulation & ad-linage

gains, according to Mutual’s research dept. The adver-

tisers were Reader’s Digest, Time, Look, Popular Science,

Coronet, Esquire, U. S. News & World Report, Argosy.

CBS-TV.pres. Louis G. Cowan is slated to address the

Ad Club of Washington May 18 on “The Program Story,”
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Programming

BOLSHOI-ON-TAPE SYNDICATION: From Matty Fox’s

inexhaustible well of off-beat TV ideas last week came

a new one. Now he wants to syndicate 4 one-hour taped

non-commercial specials of the Bolshoi Ballet to indi-

vidual stations, which would put up whopping guai'an-

tees in the hope that audiences would send in dollar

bills to Fox’s Skiatron TV on a sort of “subliminal

pay-TV” basis.

The project was hatched by Fox as the latest step

in his current attempt to find a profitable outlet for a

Bolshoi TV show, for which he holds rights (for a

reputed $450,000 guarantee, not necessarily in cash

down) from impresario Sol Hurok. A plan to stage the

telecast as a theatrical attraction, via closed-circuit

facilities of TelePrompTer, had fallen through when
theaters wouldn’t buy the idea of $5-$7 admission

prices (Vol. 14:19).

Fox’s offer to stations and leading station groups last

week went along these lines:

Fox would deliver the 4 Bolshoi tapes to stations,

which would then guarantee an average of $25,000 per

show per large-market station—probably the highest

“price” in TV history for a syndicated show. For a 5-sta-

tion group, in major markets, for example, the guarantee

for the total 4-program package would be $500,000.

N. Y. would lead the price parade, if the deal goes

through—the price for the country’s largest TV market
is reportedly $368,000 for the quartet of ballet specials.

No commercials would be aired in the shows. Instead,

as in the offer made to Ed Sullivan and CBS-TV (which

was turned down), an announcement at the end of the

show, backstopped by print media ads, would solicit audi-

ences to send in a dollar to Skiatron as a form of “honor

system” pay TV.
Stations would be in the “first money” position—keep-

ing the contributions up to the level of the guarantee. Fox
would then split the above-guarantee dollars on various

deals (one station group was offered a 35-65 split, another

reported 50-50). If the project were a real success, every-

body would make a small fortune.

As of late Friday, no stations, groups or networks

contacted by us reported that they had signed for the

deal, although by week’s end the deal was becoming known
in broadcast circles.

Fox, however, was going ahead with plans to produce

the shows. Location site for the live-on-tape production is

slated to be the largest studio of Paramount’s KTLA Los

Angeles, formerly Stage 6 of the Paramount lot. Into its

16,000-sq.-ft. area, on June 1 & 2, Fox hopes to bring the

Bolshoi troupe during a layover following its 2-week Los

Angeles engagement, and prior to the departure for San
Francisco (last U.S. stop before Toronto).

Tentative budgeting for the 4 shows, we’ve learned,

is around $750,000, with some $300,000 going for below-

the-line costs of crews & technicians.

Slated to be the producer of the quartet of ballet

specials is Ted Mills, a producer of a number of major
spectaculars, sources at Paramount confirm. Paul White, of

Matty Fox’s staff, is due to be listed as executive producer.

“Paramount is not a partner in the venture. It’s just

a facilities rental deal, although it’s the biggest deal of

its kind we’ve ever had,” we were told by James A. Schulke,

v.p. in charge of KTLA, who was in N.Y. negotiating the

Fox deal.

When contacted in N.Y., neither Sol Hurok’s spokes-

man, Martin Feinstein, nor Matty Fox gave out much in

the way of news.

Feinstein deplored what he termed “a fallacy” in

recent press coverage given the Bolshoi TV deal. “The
Bolshoi arrival in the U.S. for a tour was confirmed in late

February and March,” Feinstein said. “But after that date,

none of the networks, and no sponsor, approached us to talk

about a free-TV special on the Bolshoi. The first person to

make a firm offer was Mr. Fox. Is there any reason why
we shouldn’t have considered the offer?”

Matty Fox, although willing to chat generally about

Bolshoi-TV with our N.Y. bureau, preferred to parry,

rather than answer any direct questions. Samples:

Q. Mr. Fox, would you care to comment on the guar-

antee you are making to Hurok for TV rights?

A. I guaranteed 12 cigar store coupons. What else

do you want to know?
Q. Have any stations agreed to sign for your 4-show

package?

A. Why should I give you guys information so you

can beat my brains out?

Q. Is it true you plan to tape the Bolshoi Ballet in

Los Angeles?

A. Me no speak English.
* * *

Ed Sullivan is determined not to be caught short again

on TV presentation of import dance troupes, as he was with

the Bolshoi. Sullivan last week quietly signed TV rights to

Japan’s Takarzuka dance company, due to appear in the

U.S. in August as a William Morris-arranged concert at-

traction. The Takarzuka troup will appear at the Metro-

politan Opera in N.Y., then tour the U.S., appearing on

Sullivan’s show sometime in November.

Intramural Sports: At week’s end it was still a scoreless

tie. The runs, hits & errors went like this:

Talent Associates 0-2-1

NBC 0-1-1

Talent Associates’ David Susskind was up first—on

Mike Wallace’s WNTA-TV talk show. Selecting the big-

gest, thickest bat available, he assumed his creative stance

at the plate and connected with

:

“NBC is probably the saddest case history in network

programming ... It is the network of antiquity . . . mired

in nonsense and . . . pandering to the lowest element, try-

ing to catch up with the third network, which is ABC.”
Syd Eiges, NBC publicity v.p., batted for his network:

“Dave’s success in developing adaptations 'of well

known classics to TV specials . . . and his own even greater

development of the art of self-promotion have obscured

the number of mediocre programs he has produced over

the years [notably his recently-dropped Oldsmobile live

musical show on NBC]. Compared with his lofty vocal

pretensions, his recent program submissions include 87th

Precinct and Alias Mr. White, both mysteries, and a pri-

vate-eye series, Sutton Place South."

Next time up, in a statement, Susskind bunted:

“These 3 new offerings sustain the same high quality

and attempt at originality as any of our other shows. [We]
definitely ai'e not going in for programs that pander to

the lowest common denominator in the audience.”

Susskind’s error was when he bit the hand of NBC,
which is slated to run a number of Talent Associates spe-

cials next season. NBC’s was in pointing to its winning of

27 out of 42 Emmy Awards as proof of its programming
quality and creativity.

It was a dull game.
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Fight Over Fight Rights: Long-smoldermg feud between the

2 biggest closed-circuit TV entrepreneurs burst into flame

last week when promoter Bill Rosensohn awarded theater-

TV rights for the upcoming heavyweight championship

battle to his former bosses at TelePrompTer for a recoi'd

$300,000, brushing aside a $450,000 bid from Nathan Hal-

pern’s Theatre Network TV (TNT).

The June 25 Floyd Patterson-Ingemar Johannson bout

will originate from Yankee Stadium. The rights won by

TelePrompTer also include motion pictures & radio (and

pres. Irving Kahn says he won’t take less than $100,000

for the radio rights) ,
but no theater-TV performances will

be permitted within 75 miles of the stadium. There will,

of course, be no free TV broadcast.

Kahn expects theater audiences to surpass those of the

Robinson-Basilio fight in March 1958, when nearly 400,000

spectators in 174 locations saw the bout, with receipts

totaling approximately $1.4 million. He expects 200 thea-

ters to carry the Pattei'son-Johannson bout.

The bid from TNT was rejected by fight promoter Bill

Rosensohn because the TelePrompTer agreement had al-

ready been reached. Rosensohn suggested that the TNT bid

was insincere, but a TNT spokesman disputed this, de-

claring that he had been assured by Rosensohn May 10

that the bidding was still open, and that it had been in-

dicated to him that rights would go to the highest bidder.

TNT “might as well have offered $800,000,” Rosensohn

said. “It was safe at that time.”

Rosensohn asserted that money was not the only con-

sideration, anyway, and that TelePrompTer had been

favored over other theater-TV promoters because of its

“past record for getting the job done.” Rosensohn is the

former TelePrompTer v.p. in charge of closed-circuit TV
activities.

The $300,000 price will be divided as usual: 40% to

the champion, 20% to the challenger, 40% to the promoter.

TelePrompTer is understood to be exploring the possi-

bilities of taping the fight for replay in Europe.

Fred Astaire, troubled about “confusion & contro-

versy” that had arisen about one of his Emmys, offered

last week to return his award for “best performance by an

actor.” Replied the Academy’s secy. Thomas Freebairn-

Smith: “It’s a closed issue. If 4000 members of the Acad-
emy voted that way, that’s the way they want it.” On an-

other subject, Astaire says he will discontinue the practice

of going on shows to plug movies. He agrees with Gregory
Peck & Cary Grant that such walk-ons are too obvious, of

doubtful value, and hurt more than they help. The actor-

dancer, who won 9 Emmys at one blow, will begin planning

in July and will assemble his company in September for

his next TV special, to be on NBC in October, with Chrysler

sponsoring. He is also signed for a special for the 1960-’61

season, and doesn’t want to do more than the one TV show
each year.

The Pat Weaver touch will show itself again this

week (Monday evening, CBS) in Coca Cola’s spectacular,

“America Pauses for the Merry Month of May.” (Weaver
is a consultant at the sponsor’s agency, McCann-Erickson.)

Discussing the show last week (via Marie Toi-re), Weaver
said: “I have some very challenging plans brewing for

that time when I get back into the racket. I would like

once again to effect changes in the medium, to experiment,

to fight for worth-while ideas. Things don’t happen, you
know, unless people fight for them.”

Aux^^^ary Services

CATV’S ANALYSIS OF PROPERTY RIGHTS: Comt trial of

the 3 Salt Lake City stations’ property-rights suit

against community antenna system operator W. L.

Reiher, Twin Falls, Ida. (Vol. 15:18) isn’t likely to

come before this fall. National Community TV Assn,

will bear the burden of Reiher’s defense, and it plans

to ask for a 60-day extension from May 27 in which to

file its answer to the stations’ complaint. The request is

likely to be granted.

NCTA gen. counsel E. Stratford Smith has ex-

amined the complaint and presents his views as follows

in the NCTA Membership Bulletin:

“Careful analysis of the complaint reveals that in its

present form, it does not raise issues with respect to

copyright infringement. The complaint rather seeks to

establish a new type of property right not recognized as

protectable under the Federal Copyright Act or under com-
mon law copyi’ight principles . . . this new concept is

interesting, but appears to be without precedent in broad-

cast law. Attorneys with whom the complaint has been
discussed consider the concept to be unique and several

have expressed the opinion that it will be difficult to

establish. . .

“All network & independently-produced TV programs,
whether live or film, are licensed to the local stations for

broadcasting. The right to broadcast under license is not

a protectable copyright under the copyright code of com-
mon law. Thus, as a practical matter, TV broadcast sta-

tions have few, if any copyrights in any programs which
they broadcast . .

.

“An interesting facet of the history of the complaint

is the fact that counsel for the NAB has sought diligently

during the past several months to obtain cooperation of

a TV broadcast network or producer to participate as a

plaintiff together with the Salt Lake City stations in the

case in order that the copyright issues might also be tried

at this time. Thus far, no producer of TV film programs,
network, advertising agency, or performing society has

been willing to join in the complaint. It is only possible to

conjecture as to the reasons. However, it is believed that

current investigations by congressional committees, the

U.S. Dept, of Justice and the FCC into practices of the net-

works & producers with respect to the production & dis-

tribution of programs in the light of federal anti-trust

legislation may well be responsible for the reluctance of

these copyright owners to raise the issue at this time.

“The NAB’s chief attorney (Douglas Anello) believes

that it is quite possible that now that the stations have

taken the initiative in filing a complaint, some copyright

holders may file concurrent complaints in the same juris-

diction in order that both the copyright and the property

right issues can be tried.”

Anello informs us that he has no assurance that copy-

right holders will join in, but that “they have so much at

stake—particularly the motion picture producers—that I

have a feeling they’ll be in before it’s all over,”

A “TV eye” is now guarding gate at Gulf’s Girard

Point refinery in Philadelphia. Genei-al Precision Labs in-

stalled a TV system so workers could use a more convenient

entrance. The employe and his badge number are mon-
itored in the main gate house, after which a button is

pressed to admit him.
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Stations

VELVET GLOVE FOR CODE: “We’re not believers in slap-

on-the-wrist reprimands to stations. But we’re not go-

ing to post the call letters of offending stations on a

bulletin board, nor are we going to organize picket

lines, figuratively speaking, carrying ‘unfair’ signs.”

Don McGannon—Westinghouse Bcstg. pres. & chair-

man of NAB’s Code Review Board, thus summed up
for us last week the current revocation by NAB of the

organization’s Seal of Approval from several TV sta-

tions charged with infractions (Vol. 15:18).

“As a major medium, TV is only 7 years old,” said

McGannon. “But we’ve made tremendous strides in self-

policing the industry, and there’s no reason why we can’t

approach our code problems as mature individuals. We’re
not declaring war on stations. We want to create an ‘image’

for the code seal, both with the public & the industry, so

that stations will literally want to carry the seal.”

McGannon declined (“NAB won’t let me tell you”) to

identify the number of stations involved in the current

crackdown on code offenders, although he indicated it was
not an extensive list. He also declined to confirm or deny
(as did ABC-TV station relations div. earlier in the day)

the report, presistent in N.Y. circles, that some of ABC’s
0-&-0 TV outlets were on the NAB code blacklist.

The WBC executive agreed with agency comments
made to us recently that it was perfectly possible to make
an inoffensive commercial for many types of drug &
household items that are not generally subjects of polite

conversation. However, he warned, “there’s always some
advertiser who will inadvertently put a jolt in such com-
mercials,” and he reaffirmed his antipathy toward seeing

“certain categories of personal hygiene & hemorrhoid prod-

ucts” on TV.
On a long-range basis, McGannon sees a “gradual

improvement” developing in the realm of commercials &
programs that tread close to the abyss of NAB code dis-

approval. “It won’t come this year, or even next. It’s

a long-range educational job. But we’ve accomplished

much in working with the TV committee on the 4-A’s as

well as advertisers & producers. And, don’t forget that

audiences are becoming more sophisticated, so that many
of our problems aren’t as acute as they used to be.”

Court-blocked sale of WJAR-TV Providence and its

parent Outlet Co. department store (Vol. 14:49-50, 15:4, 8,

10) will get a hearing in a special session of the E. I.

Supreme Court June 17. The state superior court had up-

held J. S. (Body) Sinclair, WJAR-TV & WJAR gen. mgr.

& grandson of Outlet co-founder Col. Joseph Samuels, in

granting an injunction against sale of control of the prop-

erties by trustees of Samuels’ estate to N. Y. real estate

magnate William Zeckendorf & Denver telecaster John C.

Mullins. Sinclair claimed backing to buy control at a higher

price. Timing of hearing may be critical, as the prospective

purchasers after July 21 are no longer bound to go forward

with their contract to purchase the company’s outstand-

ing stock. The court made it clear that it was not guar-

anteeing a decision by that date.

Signs of the radio times: N. Y. Times’ WQXR will sell

fewer spots, increase rates starting June 1. Sponsors of

15-min. programs will be permitted only an opening &
closing commercial—with the middle commercial elimi-

nated. About 300 spot availabilities per week will be with-

drawn. Spots will go up approximately 20% in cost.

Dollar Gusher For TV: Spending by gasoline & oil firms
for both spot & network TV time is increasing, TvB re-

ports. The total gross investment for time in 1958 by
petroleum companies was $26,538,400—a 9.3% increase
over the previous year.

Spot TV is still far ahead of network spending (nearly

8-to-l) although both are growing at almost the same rate.

Gross spending in spot totalled $23,406,000—an increase of

9.2%—and network spending was $3,132,400 for a 9.5%
gain.

Among individual advertisers. Sun Oil Co. showed the

sharpest gain—over 3000%—with 1958 expenditures for
gross time of $1,970,200 as against only $80,100 in 1957.

Biggest spender was Shell Oil (primarily a spot buyer)
with $3,272,400 during 1958, a gain of 64%.

Charted below by TvB is the gi'owth in TV spending
by leaders in the petroleum industry:

TV SPENDING BY MAJOR* PETROLEUM ADVERTISERS—1958

1956 1957
(Add 000) (Add 000)

Atlantic Oil & Refining .. $ 475.8 5 857.8
Esso Standard Oil
Phillips Petroleum
Shell Oil
Standard Oil (California)
Standard Oil (Indiana) ..

Texas Company
Sunoco
Socony Mobil Oil
Gulf

2,190.8 3,649.1
618.6 1,372.3

2,000.2 2,993.1
474.4 600.7

1.417.6 1,648.5
lj053.4 2,225.1

63.0 80.1
1.228.7 1,515.6
2.320.8 1,280.0

1958 % 'Change
(Add 000) ’58 vs. ’56

$1,144.3 + 141%
2,338.9 -f 7%
1,595.1 + 158%
3,272.4 -1- 64%
1,004.1 -1- 112%
1,621.0 -f 14%
1,860.5 -t- 77%
1,970.2 -f3027%
1,711.2 + 39%
2,465.0 6%

* $1 million-or-more. Sources: Spot TV—TvB-Rorabaugh; Network TV—LNA-BAR
GAS & OIL EXPENDITURES IN VARIOUS MEDIA

Spot Network Total
Newspapers Magazines Outdoor TV TV TV

(Add 000) (Add 000) (Add 000) (Add 000) (Add 000) (Add 000)

1956 $32,357 $11,011 $19,235 $15,372 $4,198 $19,570
1957 30,224 12,431 20,942 21,426 2,861 24,287
1958 29,000* 12,937 19,217 23,406 3,132 26,538

Percent Change in Expenditures
Newspapers Magazines Outdoor Spot TV Network TV Total TV

’57

— 6.0 -1-12.9 -1-8.9 -f39.4 —31.8 -f24.1

— 4.1 + 4.1 —8.2 -f 9.2 4- 9.5 -f 9.3

—10.4 -1-17.5 -0.1 -1-52.3 —25.4 -1-33.0
’56

* Advance Estimate by Bureau of Advertising, ANPA
Sources:

Newspapers—“Expenditures of National Advertisers in News-
papers” (1956, 1957, Gross Space Costs Only.)

Magazines—PIB, Gross Space Costs Only.
Television—Spot Expenditures: TvB-Rorabaugh: Network Expendi-

tures—LNA-BAR, (gross time charges only; does not include produc-
tion costs)

Outdoor—Outdoor Advertising, Inc.

Station Rate Increases
Station: Base Hour Minute Date

iCKLW-TV Windsor. Ont.
Detroit, Mich $1400 to $1600 $280 to $320 May 1

“WKBW-TV Buffalo 1000 to
KVOS-TV Bellingham,
Wash 650 to

KTVH Hutchinson-
Wichita 575 to

WKST-TV New Castle,
Pa.-Youngstown, O. .. 350 to

KTTS-TV Springfield,
Mo 325 to

CHCH-TV, Hamilton,
Ont 650 to

Gulf
* 1 million-or-more.

1200 200 to 240 May 1

725 162.50 to 181.25 July 1

700 135 to 145 April 15

400 52.50” May 1

350 81.25 to 87.50< April 15

700 160 to 225 April 1

’U.S. rates only.
sAddcd Class AA hour (7:30-10:30 p.m. daily). Class A hour going from
$1000 to $900.
’Min. remains unchanged at $52.50.
<20 Sec. only.

A second office for RAB has been opened in N.Y. at

120 E. 56 St., to house an expanded national sales dept.
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Beating the Summer Slump: it’s the amount of vietving in

the average U.S. TV home that drops off during the sum-

mer, not the mimber of homes that use sets, says Nielsen.

During 1958’s winter months, 94.2% of TV homes

turned on TV some time during the evening in the average

week. During the summer months of June, July and

August, the figure dropped only slightly—to 90.9.%

The loss came in terms of weekly hours spent with

TV. In winter, the figure averaged 24% hrs. In summer,

the figure fell to 17 hrs.

This, of course, says Nielsen, poses a problem to the

advertiser whose big selling season falls in the summer
months. The researchers cite the problem of such an ad-

vertiser, whose main TV effort was a participation in a

once-weekly show, on a 52-week basis. As a result of the

drop-off in the amount-per-home of summer viewing, this

sponsor was reaching only 43.1% of TV homes during the

average summer month (on a frequency of 1.9 messages

per home) as against 53.8% of TV homes and a 2.4 fre-

quency during the winter months.

His agency suggested a switch to a winter schedule of

one participation per month, and a full-sponsorship of his

show during the 13-week summer period. Result: His

“homes-reached” figure during the warm-weather months

went up to 49.2%—during the height of his sales season

—and the winter level was a comfortable 33.0%.

A pleasant clincher: “The increase in the summer
audience, coupled with the much higher frequency of sales

messages per home, was decisive. The fact that the present

schedule cost slightly less than the one it replaced was
another consideration.”

Summer bargain in 10-second spots is being offered

timebuyers by WRCA-TV N.Y. The spots consist of 10-

second weather & temperature reports—including full-

screen telops, picture of the advertiser’s product, his logo,

and weather-slanted product slogan. There’s no extra

charge for production, and the spots will sell at “regular

10-second rate card price,” says station mgr. Max E. Buck.

Assn, of Federal Communications Consulting Engin-

eers holds its annual meeting at the Beacon Arms Hotel,

Ottawa, Can. May 22-23. The agenda includes discussion

of Class IV AM power increases, TV Allocations Study

Organization (TASO), 25-kw power for AM regionals,

FCC’s new AM processing procedure. Federal Aviation

Agency’s approach to TV-radio towers. There will also be

a roundtable discussion of treaties, rules, etc., with mem-
bers of Canadian Assn, of Broadcast Consultants and

members of U.S. Federal Communications Bar Assn.

Merger of Transcontinent TV Corp. and Marietta Bcstg.

Inc. in stock exchange deal, whereby Marietta receives

34.81% of Transcontinent Stock for all of Marietta’s (Vol.

15:7), was approved by FCC last week. Deal combines the

following under single management: Transcontinent’s

WGR-TV (Ch. 2) & WGR Buffalo: WROC-TV (Ch. 5)

Rochester; 60% of WNEP-TV (Ch. 16) Scranton-Wilkes-

Barre; 50% of WSVA-TV (Ch. 5) & WSVA Harrisonburg,

Va.; Marietta’s KFMB-TV (Ch. 8) & KFMB San Diego,

and KERO-TV (Ch. 10) Bakersfield, Cal.

Sizeable gains in all segments of TV advertising will

undoubtedly be recorded in 1959 and, “if the first quarter

is any indication, national spot will show its greatest in-

crease over previous years,” Station Reps. Assn, managing
dir. Lawrence Webb last week told the Neb. Assn, of

Bcstrs. Pointing to national spot’s growth, he compared

1949’s 26.5% of TV’s total revenue with 1957’s 34.1%.

NEW & UPCOMING STATIONS: May 16 start of WTOM-
TV (Ch. 4) Cheboygan, Mich, as NBC-TV outlet,

offsets demise on the previous day of WFAM-TV (Ch.

59) Lafayette, Ind. Total no. of stations on air remains

at 554, but uhf on-air total declines by one to 84 (re-

vised figures). WFAM-TV isn’t off air permanently, as

Sarkes Tarzian Inc. is acquiring license & facilities,

along with CP for Ch. 18, for $65,000 (Vol. 15:19).

Provided FCC approves transfer, Tarzian plans to

resume in 90 days—or as soon thereafter as Ch. 18

equipment can be installed.

WTOM-TV has 5-kw RCA ti’ansmitter & Stainless

500-ft. tower with 6-bay antenna. Owner is Midwestern
Bcstg. Co., operator of WPBN-TV (Ch. 7) Traverse City,

also operator of string of 5 Mich, radio stations called the

Paul Bunyan Radio Network. WTOM-TV is near tip of

state, projecting into Straits of MacKinac, between Lakes
Huron & Michigan. It picks up network from WPBN-TV,
83 mi. SW, near Lake Michigan, using 2 microwave towers.

Les Biederman is pres.-gen. mgr. & 30% owner of stations;

Roberts Mills, ex-WNEM-TV Bay City, is gen. mgr. of

WTOM-TV. Base hour is $200, with station also to be sold

in combination with WPBN-TV. Rep is Hal Holman.

* * *

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are the latest reports from principals:

WAFG-TV (Ch. 31) Huntsville, Ala. has 1-kw GPL
Continental transmitter on hand and hopes to begin pro-

gramming in Aug., according to pres. John S. Gregory Jr.

Construction of studio-transmitter building is about %
completed and it will use 150-ft. U. S. tower with GE 5-

bay antenna. Network affiliation hasn’t been signed, nor
has base hourly rate been set. Rep will be Weed.

WTMA-TV (Ch. 4) Charleston, S. C. has Sept, target
for start with ABC-TV, according to release from grantee
Atlantic Coast Bcstg. Corp., also owner of radio WTMA
(Charles E. Smith, pres. & 40% owner). Make of equip-

ment wasn’t reported, but studio-transmitter building and
400-ft. tower will be at Orange Grove Estates, on west
bank of Ashley River. Rates not set. Rep not chosen.

WMUB-TV (Ch. 14, educational) Oxford, 0., plans
May 24 test patterns, but programming will be delayed
until opening of school term in Sept., reports Stephen
Hathaway, director of broadcasting for grantee U. of

Miami. It has 1-kw RCA transmitter and 320-ft. Truscon
tower with 6-section helical antenna.

RCA had a good turnout of consulting & govt, engi-

neers (87 the first day, 152 the 2nd) for its May 12-13

broadcast equipment seminar at the Statler Hotel, Wash-
ington. Engineers were brought up to date on latest equip-

ment, including units introduced at the NAB convention

(Vol. 15:12). The sessions covered: FM multiplex & trans-

mitting equipment, FM antennas, AM transmitters, AM
phasing equipment, remote pickup gear, TV transmitters,

TV travelling wave antenna, portable envelope delay meas-
suring equipment, microwave systems, TV tape recorder,

high-definition industrial TV, slow-scan TV systems.

Spot TV costs increased 6.5% from March 1958 to

March 1959, indicates the Advertising Cost Index in the

May SR&D MetUai scope. Other increases: Spot radio,

1.9%, consumer magazines 5.82%, newspapers 3.01%, busi-

ness publications 3.09%.

TvB’s first 6 sales clinics, which were kicked-off May 5

at Winston-Salem, have played host to over 300 station &
station rep executives.
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Personals: Daniel H. Smith, ex-WEDU Tampa, Fla., ap-

pointed v.p. & engineering dir., Capital Cities TV Corp.

(WTEN Albany, WCDC Adams, Mass., WTVD Durham,

N.C.) . . . William B. Quarton, exec, v.p., elected pres, of

WMT-TV Cedar Rapids . . . E. Manne Russo promoted

from national to gen. sales mgr. of WDAF-TV Kansas

City . . . Warren G. Woodward elected v.p. for personnel

management & station relations, KTBC-TV & KTBC
Austin.

George Faust named mgr., CBS-TV Spot Sales Los

Angeles office . . . Irwin Spiegel, ex-WMGM N.Y. service

mgr., named on-the-air promotions dir., WNTA-TV New-
ark-N.Y. . . . James Vincent Sheean, foreign correspondent

and author, named special Far Eastern correspondent,

Westinghouse Bcstg. Company , . . Bruce McGorrill pro-

moted from commercial mgr. to gen. sales mgr. of WCSH-
TV Portland, Me.

Joseph P, Dougherty, ex-sales mgr. of WJZ-TV Balti-

more, promoted from mgr. of radio WPRO Providence to

gen. mgr. of WPRO-TV succeeding Arnold F. Schoen Jr.,

named exec. v.p. of WDBO-TV Orlando, of which he is

v.p.-secy. & 5% owner . . . Allen H. Smith promoted from

office mgr. to station mgr. of KLOR-TV Provo, Utah . . .

Russell Porterfield, ex-WRVA-TV Richmond, named pro-

duction mgr. of WAVY-TV Norfolk.

Dean Buchanan, ex-KING Seattle, named news dir.,

Hawaiian Bcstg. System (KGMB-TV & KGMB Honolulu,

KHBC-TV & KHBC Hilo, KMAU-TV Wailuku) . . .

Stephen Joseph (Steve) McCormick named MBS news dir.

. . . Roger O’Sullivan, Avery-Knodel, named Chicago chap-

ter pres., SRA. Thomas Taylor, Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

named v.p.; French Eason, H-R Representatives, treas.;

Charles Compton, Meeker Co., secy. . . . John C. Cooper Jr.,

gen. mgr. of WJRD Tuscaloosa, elected pres, of Ala.

Bcstrs. Assn., with Ray Furr WAPI-TV, Birmingham, v.p.

for TV.
Jacques Grinieff elected chairman, Jayark Films Corp.

Jerry Pressman named treas. . . . Howard Anderson named

a v.p. & supervisor of sales, ABC Films. Richard C. Hurley

promoted to central div. sales mgr. Edwin J. Smith, dir. of

international operations, named v.p. . . . James L. Herman
promoted to v.p. of Atlas Film Corp., Chicago . . . Jack J.

Brown appointed Midwest div. mgr., Trans-Lux TV Corp.,

Murray Oken takes charge of Los Angeles office June 1

. . . Joseph Ende elected United Artists Corp. v.p., con-

tinuing as controller.

Charles C. Allen, ex-BBDO, named to head research

& merchandising, Blair-TV . . . Neil Morrison, CBC audi-

ence research dir., heads a team of broadcasting advisers

to the West Indies Federation . . . Irving R. Levine, NBC
News’ Rome correspondent has won Columbia Journalism

Alumni award for “distinguished service to journalism.”

. . . Harold J. Pannepacker, radio WRCV Philadelphia,

elected pres. Philadelphia Guild of Advertising Men.
Charles L. Townsend, ex-NBC film & kinescope facili-

ties operations mgr., named dir., TV engineering, Tele-

PrompTer Corp. . . . Dresser Dahlstead appointed dir. of

operations for ABC Pacific Coast network . . . Charles

Heaton resigns as promotion dir. of WTTG Washington.

First Frank Stanton Award for meritorious research

on the media of mass communication was presented to

Charles A. Siepmann, author of TV and Our School Crisis

published by Dodd, Mead & Co. The award, consisting of

$500 and a scroll, has been established in Dr. Stanton’s

name “in recognition of the many significant contributions

[he] made during the past 20 years to research in mass
communications media.” It was established by 2 professors

in the Columbia U. Bureau of Applied Social Research and
will be made every 2 years.

Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc, station bro-

kerage firm has changed name to Hamilton-Landis & As-
sociates Inc., with Richard A. Shaheen, ex-Allen Kander &
Co., in charge of Chicago office in Tribune Tower (Dela-

ware 7-2754). Ray Hamilton remains in charge of the

Washington office, Dewitt (Judge) Landis in charge of

Dallas. John F. Hardesty, ex-RAB, took charge May 15

of the San Francisco office as West Coast v.p.

Ely A. Landau was elected senior v.p.. National

Theatres. Oliver A. Unger 1st v.p., M, Spencer Leve v.p.

Landau continues as chairman, Unger as pres., of National

Theatres subsidiary NTA, and Leve continues as theater

operations v.p.. National Theatres Amusement Corp.

Arthur Godfrey left the Columbia Presbyterian Hospi-

tal Friday, May 15, to continue his convalescence in his

N.Y. apartment, following the removal of a malignant

tumor in his left lung April 30.

ABC-TV pres. Oliver Treyz will be presented a “dis-

tinguished Binghamton Alumnus Award” May 30 by
WNBF-TV. He once was an announcer at radio WNBF.

Obituary

Walter R. Powell Jr., 46, NAB attorney, died of a

heart ailment in Washington’s Doctors Hospital May 13.

He had suffered his first heart attack in Feb. 1955, but had

no recurrence until 3 weeks ago. Prior to joining NAB in

Jan. 1955, he had served with FCC following duty in the

Navy during World War II. Born in Washington, he had
attended Centre College, Danville, Ky., George Washington

U. and Georgetown U. law schools, and had served in the

Justice Dept, before World War II. Surviving are his

widow, 2 daughters and his mother.

Nathan M. Abramson, 68, founder and head of the

WOR entertainment dept., which supplies entertainment for

banquets, cruise ships etc., died in N.Y. May 12 of a heart

attack. He is survived by his widow, 2 sons, 2 brothers, 2

sisters and 2 grandchildren.

Doris Gulick, 28, daughter of J. Robert Gulick, asst,

gen. mgr. of WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., died in the Capital

Airlines Viscount crash near Baltimore May 12. She was

a stewardess in the crew.
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Advertising

Suburban Superiority: The big trend to suburban living is

another plus for TV as an ad medium over nev/spapers,

says Robert F. Davis in May Medial scope. Davis, dir. of

research for CBS TV Spot Sales, points out that in 12

markets served by the CBS rep organization, the number
of families in suburban areas is up 37% over 1950, but up
only 4% in city zones. Stating that total family units in the

12 markets split about equally betv^^een the home county &
the surrounding area, he notes that TV families follow this

same division. Circulation of the leading newspaper, on

the other hand, divides about 70% home county & only

30% outside.

Davis also argues that the cost trend favors TV. In

the same dozen markets, newspaper rates have shot up

41%, or 7 times faster than circulations since 1950. How-
ever, in TV, cost-per-1000, based on Nielsen nighttime 30-

min. network programs, has been going down. Nov.-Dee.

rates for 1955 through 1958, were respectively $3.96, $3.69,

$3.88, & $3.55.

Researcher Davis’ article is part of a Medialscope

series, “Comparing Apples & Oranges.” In Nov., Dr.

Howard D. Hadley, research dir. of the Bureau of Adver-

tising, ANPA, comparing newspapers & TV, had concluded

that only 44% of a program’s audience sees a single 1-min.

program commercial, and 85% see one or more of a pro-

gram’s 3 commercials. Including a factor for multiple

readership of a newspaper in households, he found news-

paper costs lower for the advertiser than on TV. An ex-

ample: in comparing a 600-line newspaper ad with a 30-

min. nighttime program of average coverage & cost, the

print cost-per-thousand was $5.52, while TV cost $7.63.

Ad Psychology: Many advertisers lose the TV audience

by an attempted snob-appeal thru identifying the viewer

with “upper class” or unusual people, warned Philip Eisen-

berg, pres.. Motivation Analysis Inc., West End, N. J. at

the Pa. Bestrs. Assn. May 13. Successful TV advertising

must “emotionally involve the consumer with the product,”

said Eisenberg.

Michael Donovan, assoc, media dir., Benton & Bowles,

told the group local stations “must follow network exam-
ples of pi’ogram creativity as well as commercial exploita-

tion of programs.” Station operators “must assume per-

sonalities for their stations—not too suave, not too corny
—but believable ones” because agency men today are in

the market for “local station production quality,” said.

Advertising People: Cliiford Dillon, Compton v.p., ap-

pointed chairman of new creative board. Raymond F.

Comber, former v.p.-mgr. Compton Milwaukee office, will

be v.p. in charge of new Mid-West business & industrial

div., headquartering in Chicago.

Larry Semon, ex-Marschalk & Pratt, a McCann-Erick-
son div., named Kenyon & Eckhardt TV producer . . .

Frederick R. Etchen Jr. named senior v.p. and gen. mgr.
of newly-formed Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, W. S.

Walker div., Pittsburgh . . . Richard H. Whidden, acc’t exec,

on General Mills at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, named v.p.

Robert L. Eskridge promoted from adv. & promotion
asst, mgr., Ralston-Purina Ralston div., to cei’eals adv. &
promotion mgr. . . . J. J. McGill, adv. mgr. of Imperial

Tobacco Co. of Canada, elected pres, of Assn, of Canadian
Advertisers, with J. C. Miller, Ford Motor Co. of Canada,
elected exec. v.p.

‘What Can I Tell You?’ Veterans of the Madison Ave.
projection-room beat, their eyes bloodshot from viewing
pilot possibilities for the agency’s hard-to-please clients,

may have teared quietly in their New Haven commuter
seats as they rode to their labors one morning last week
—in gratitude for the understanding of Murray Schumach
who had collected for the New York Times the classic

hypocritical devices which have been substituted for com-
mentary by previewers in the movie business. Wrote Schu-
mach in part: “There are several successful methods of
facing two directions at once. Among the most proved is

that of patting the producer on the shoulder, saying: ‘Joe,

you did it again.’

“For those who think a little more enthusiasm is re-

quired, the vigorous handshake is in order with the com-
ment: ‘Joe, that’s a movie.’ Be sure the voice does not
rise on the last word.

“Then there is the near-Stanislavsky approach. Stop
in front of the producer. Speak each word slowly. Grasp
one of his biceps firmly and say: ‘Joe, what can I tell you?’

“A variation on this theme is handled with hands on
the heart and the remark: ‘I’m just over-powered, Joe. I’ll

talk to you tomorrow.’

“The true double-entendre is spoken with both hands
on the producer’s shoulders, eye looking squarely into eye.

The script for this is: ‘That’s a lot of picture.’

“The pantomimist has an advantage on these occasions.

As he leaves, instead of saying he has been struck down by
the power of the picture, he stops abruptly in front of the
producer, winks, nods his head vigorously and punches the
air knockout style. Then he walks away quickly.”

NAB video tape committee, established at the Chicago
convention in March under chairman Harold P. See
(KRON-TV San Francisco), set out last week to explore
proposals for operating standards with advertising
agencies & TV program producers. The advisory committee
on usage met first in Washington with NAB pres. Harold
E. Fellows & engineering mgr. A. Prose Walker. Then See,
NAB v.p. Thad H. Brown Jr. & Brown’s asst. Dan W.
Shields conferred in N.Y. with agency representatives
David W. Dole (Leo Burnett), Harry Saz (Ted Bates),
Dorothy Copeland (American Assn, of Advertising Agen-
cies). See said he hoped “complete coordination” can be
worked out in general acceptance of standards for leader
length, titling, client numbers of commercials, etc.

Critic Lawrence Laurent (Washington Post & Times
Herald) has returned a $25 Benrus watch to the Grey ad
agency which mailed it to him as part of an agency plan to

gather “expert advice” about the Emmy awards. (Procter

& Gamble and Benrus, Emmy sponsors, are Grey clients.)

Grey PR dir. Christopher Cross did not say how many
other newspaper TV critics had returned their watches but
Editor & Publisher’s April 13 count was 3. Laurent ex-

plained that the watch as a gift was too much, but as pay-
ment for professional advice, wasn’t enough.

Supermarkets & groceries spent 75% more in 1958 on

TV spots than they did 2 years before, KTTV Los Angeles
sales v.p. John Vrba told the Southern Cal. Food Indus-

tries sales clinic last week in Long Beach. The outlets in

1956 spent $5,200,000 on TV spots, $7,300,000 in 1957, and

$9,100,000 in 1958. A quiz of grocers, Vrba added, regard-

ing their preference in ad media, found that 78% preferred

TV, 19% newspapers, 1% radio, 2% magazines.

False TV-radio commercials & newspaper advertising

for “Hollywood Bread” are alleged in an FTC complaint.
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Film & Tape

How Season Will Shape Up; With the majority of tele-

film series set for next season, either in new deals or

renewals, it’s evident our early prediction that the West-

erns will hold up (Vol. 15:13) is coming true.

Thus far 17 Western series are definite for next season.

We also predicted filmed comedy would make a comeback,

and that action-adventure series would be in strong evi-

dence. Eleven comedy and 10 action series have been sold.

The new season will see about 6 private eye series and

7 anthologies. So while the viewer of TV film shows won’t

see much new in types of programming, he will be seeing

more Westerns, more comedies, more private eyes.

Besides such Western favorites as Gunsmoke, Have
Gun—Will Travel, Wagon Train and Maverick, new entries

will include Henry Fonda in The Deputy; Shotgun Slade,

starring Scott Brady; Whispering Smith, Audie Murphy;

Wichita Town, Joel McCrea. Private eye returnees such as

Peter Gunn and 77 Sunset Strip will be joined by Johnny

Staccato, Bourbon Street Blues, Hawaiian Eye and Philip

Marlowe.

As for comedies, veterans like Danny Thomas and

Ozzie and Harriet Nelson will see new competition from

Goldie, starring Betty Hutton; Dobey Gillis, Dwayne Hick-

man; and Hennessey, Jackie Cooper.

Also as predicted, the hour-long series next season will

be stronger than ever, with new hour series including Ad-

ventures in Paradise, Riverboat, Hawaiian Eye, Bourbon

Street Blues, The Alaskan and Broneo.

D

Surely A TV First: At a time when virtually every TV pro-

ducer in Hollywood is trying to sell a series, a sponsor

request for a 2-year firm renewal of Father Knoivs Best

has been politely rejected. Explaining the unique turn-

down, star Robert Young tells us, “Lever Bros. & Scott

Paper wanted our show for 2 more years, but we felt one

was enough. We want to wait & see how we feel a year

from now & how the show goes. However, there is a tacit

understanding that if we continue our show beyond next

season, it will be with them—if they still want us.”

Father Knows Best, going into its 6th year, has in-

creased its rating every year it’s been on, repeating the

success pattern of the radio version. Adds Young: “Ours is

not an impact show. We grow slowly but steadily.” Screen

Gems produces the series in conjunction with the company

owned by Young & his partner-producer Eugene Rodney.

Ampex shipped 23 more Videotape recorders to 16

customers during April: WMT-TV Cedar Rapids; KCMO-TV
Kansas City (2); WDSU-TV New Orleans; KSL-TV Salt

Lake; WWL-TV New Orleans; WTAR-TV Norfolk;

KOMO-TV Seattle; KQED San Francisco; Westinghouse

Bcstg. Co., N. Y.; GiantView TV Corp., Flat Rock, Mich.;

Meridian Films, Toronto (2); Ampex American (distrib-

utor), Toronto (4); Mel Wheeler, Pensacola, Fla.; Rank

Cintel, London (3) ;
Elliot, Unger & Elliot, N. Y.; CBS, N. Y.

Hollywood (non-chronological) techniques were used

in taping ABC-TV’s Pat Boone Show last week at the U. S.

Naval Academy in Annapolis. To be aired May 21, the

show depicts a “typical day” in the life of a midshipman—

from reveille to taps. In taping the show, however, the

crew started with taps and worked backwards to reveille,

then spliced the program together. The show was taped

from Ampex’s Videotape Cruiser.

HOW TELEFILMERS RANK: Although the telefilm buying
season is not yet over, MCA’s Revue Productions has

already emerged as Hollywood’s No. 1 TV film power,

with 16 series definitely set. At least 2 more may be

sold, including Johnny Midnight, with Edmund O’Brien.

Revue owns some of its series outright (e.g., GE
Theatre, Wagon Train, Coronado 9), it is a partner in

others (Alfred Hiteheock Presents, Markham, The Dep-
uty). Its modus operand! is completely flexible, and pays
off accordingly. It was in anticipation of record production

activities that MCA acquired the Universal-International

studio in Universal City, and it’s at this site that Revue
will produce its many series for next season. Revue’s new
series are Riverboat, Laramie, Whispering Smith, Johnny
Staccato, Shotgun Slade, Coronado 9, Markham, and The
Deputy. Renewals: Wagon Train, Alfred Hiteheock Pre-

sents, Bachelor Father, Leave It to Beaver, GE Theatre,

Wells Fargo and M Squad.

SA No. 7, which has been in production, is also on

Revue’s schedule for the coming year. It’s one of Revue’s

2 series for syndication, the only other now planned being

the Rod Cameron starrer, Coronado 9. Unlike some com-

petitors who specialize in a single type of series. Revue
goes in for variety: Westerns, comedies, private eyes,

anthologies, action formats.

The only rival even close to Revue in overall pro-

duction is San Fernando Valley neighbor, Warner Bros,

with 11 series due for next season. The new ones are Bour-

bon Street Blues, Hawaiian Eye (working title). Bronco

and The Alaskan. Renewals: Maverick, 77 Sunset Strip,

Lawman, Colt .U5, Sugarfoot, Cheyenne. Unlike versatile

Revue, Warners confines its programming to Westerns &
private eyes. Moreover, all of Warners’ series are on ABC
—a situation unique in telefilms.

Plans at the other telefilm companies in Hollywood
are not as crystallized as at Revue and Warners, but it’s

evident that in the next rank would be Four Star Films

(5 series definitely sold). Screen Gems (5), CBS (5),

Ziv TV (5), Desilu (4), Jack Wrather (3), 20th-Fox (3).

These rankings are still subject to change, but it’s

obvious at this point that Revue’s & Warner’s strong posi-

tions will be held. The buying season is nearing its end,

and about 85% of series for next season have been sold.

While the telefilm industry is rapidly becoming one

in which the giants are taking over, there are still a few
one-series companies which are doing well. These include

Spartan Productions (Peter Gunn), Marterto Productions

(The Danny Thomas Show), Brennan-Westgate Produc-

tions (The Real McCoys), Stage Five (The Adventures of

Ozzie and Harriet).

The Boring ’20’s: TV’s plunge into the roaring 1920’s as

a new setting for telefilm series has been a failure—com-

mercially, at least.

The first of this season’s “let’s-catch-the-atmosphere-

of-the-’20’s” series was Pete Kelly’s Blues, produced &
directed by Jack Webb for his Mark VII company. The

show was clobbered by the critics, and its prospects for

renewal are dim.

A second series set in the same era was The Lawless

Years, produced by Jack Chertok, and starring James

Gregory. While this series was received favorably by news-

paper critics, NBC hasn’t been able to find a sponsor yet.

Next season will see another—The Untouchables,

which deals with A1 Capone’s underworld empire. This

Desilu-made series will be on ABC.
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SPECIALS ON LOCATION: The growing number of sta-

tions equipped with video-tape facilities—including

mobile units—is providing a new, nationwide “pro-

duction base” for the production of taped special

events. So says Clay Yurdin, exec, producer & co-

founder of Production Alliance, a N.Y. independent

firm formed for the express purpose of producing on-

location taped shows.

“An independent tape producer can now operate like

an independent film producer,” Yurdin told us last week.

“We’re not going to make a heavy investment in tape equip-

ment. Instead, we’ll rent what we need from local sta-

tions, network o-&-o’s and even other tape production com-

panies in all parts of the U.S.”

Yurdin’s plan is now in full operation. The ex-Camera

3 (CBS-TV) producer has already sold his first on-location

package, an hour-long, live-on-tape pickup of the Mrs.

America Pageant to CBS-TV, to be aired June 20 (11:15

p.m.). And 3 sponsors—RCA Whirlpool (washers), Culli-

gan Inc. (water softeners) and Johns-Manville (build-

ing materials)—have sigmed to co-sponsor the event.

Production Alliance (whose other partner is Phil

Melillo, an ex-network producer from Washington) has

rented a 2-unit mobile tape setup for the Mrs. America
show from “a Florida station,” says Yurdin. “We’ll shoot

for about 10 days in Fort Lauderdale, covering the con-

test & social activities,” he explained. “We’ll also produce

commercials for the show, since all 3 sponsors have re-

quested location commercials featuring contestants.”

This tape footage will then be integrated with a live

pickup of the beauty pageant finale on June 20, and fed

directly to CBS-TV via cable. Such an approach, Yurdin

feels, will be used more often in the future.

“It used to be that you could only cover the live high-

light of a special event, like the actual race of the Kentucky
Derby,” he says. “Now, you can cover entertainment

events ‘in depth’ over a period of several days with tape,

giving background and taking advantage of location

values.”

Yurdin has several long-range taped specials in the

works. He wants to do a special Christmas show from
Bethlehem, Pa., featuring well-known church choirs &
holiday highlights of the area. He’s also discussing special

treatment of the annual Soapbox Derby, Western festivals

like “Frontier Days” and the “Calgary Stampede,” and is

exploring TV rights to the upcoming Olympics.

“We’re in business as programming specialists, not

commercial producers,” adds Yurdin. “But we’ve found

that sponsors are becoming very interested in the idea

of doing tape commercials at the same time a location

special is being taped.”

High-fashion interiors as background settings for TV
film commercials shot in N. Y. are the goal of a new 10-

week course for film propertymen instituted by local 52

of the lATSE. Conducted by John La Marre of the N. Y.

School of Interior Design, the course will be taught at the

West 65th St. sound stages of MPO Films, whose staff

property master Sam Robert, is chairman of the project.

Some of the topics due to be discussed by the film men:
European & American period furniture and room arrange-

ments, modern furniture, textiles, and table settings.

NBC has ordered 12 episodes of its new hour-long

series. Bonanza, with the production budget at $100,000

each. The Western series will be produced by David

Dortort. No sponsor yet.

‘And Then There Were None’: Last March (Vol. 15;13)

there was much angry letter-writing in Hollywood when 3

companies each became involved in telefilm projects en-

titled Barbary Coast.

Allied Artists’ subsidiary. Interstate Television, claimed

priority for the title because it had made a pilot for ABC
(unsold). Goodson-Todman said it would shoot a pilot of

that name. Then Samuel Goldwyn claimed priority on the

basis of his film of that title, and CBS announced a deal

with Goldwyn to do an hour-long Barbary Coast series.

We said at the time that when such title conflicts have
arisen in the past, all parties involved usually drop the

projects rather than risk competing against a similar

title. While no one is admitting it, that seems to be the

destiny of Barbary Coast.

Goodson-Todman tells us their pilot has been put off

“indefinitely.” CBS has called off its Barbary Coast fol-

lowing the abrupt termination of negotiations for CBS to

rent Goldwyn stages for 5 of its series. One reason the

rental deal fell through was that Goldwyn wanted CBS
to pay $30,000 to build a western street. CBS felt Goldwyn
should. As for AA—it still has that unsold pilot.

TV title conflicts arise from the lack of a central

clearinghouse for titles. And when a TV series & a movie
have a title conflict, there is no office to hand down a
decision.

“Insofar as color is in the future of TV, color tape will

be the preferred medium, not only by reason of its superior

technical quality, but also by reason of its associated lower

costs.” So stated video products mgr. Ross H. Snyder of

Ampex’s professional products div., before the recent meet-

ing in Florida of the Society of Motion Picture & TV En-
gineers. “Using tape,” he said, “color TV possesses a wider

hue & chroma range than does any color photographic film,”

and also possesses a high ASA speed, with exactly the

same tape as for monochrome.

Tape “screenings” for N. Y. agencies of local West-

inghouse TV shows will be used by the station group’s

recently formed “house rep,” TV Adv. Reps. Inc. This fol-

lows a path blazed earlier this year by Peters, Griffin,

Woodward. TvAR is installing Ampex playback equip-

ment and expects to have it in operation by July 1. PGW’s
first tape-assisted sales success came in selling a KRON-
TV San Francisco schedule to Woolfoam, a N. Y. adver-

tiser, although the rep firm had to use the tape facilities

of WPIX New York for a sample show (Vol. 15:7).

An “all-Canadian” TV series, to be shot in the rugged

country “north of the 53d parallel,” will go into independ-

ent production, headed by Lew Parry, former producer of

industrial films. The series, to be called North of 53, will

be syndicated. “By producing in Canada we will avoid

restrictions on American TV in the British market,” says

Parry.

More than 100 TV stations in over 60 markets now

are equipped with TV tape recorders, Ampex has an-

nounced. Videotape Productions, quoted in Sponsor, says

70% of U.S. TV homes are covered by tape-equipped

stations, and pi-edicts the figure will reach 84% by fall.

Seven rules for making TV commercials, as offered by

Elliot, Unger & Elliot, in Sponsor: Sell hard but sell nice.

Cast professional models. Use sets, props, titles and opticals

that follow whole commercial concept. Evoke image to in-

crease message & mood. Respect producer on creative prob-

lems. Fix a price. Avoid bad TV ads to move merchandise.
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New York Roundup: Timex Watches, which has scheduled

an hour-long “Timex Jazz Festival” to be taped on location

in Europe this summer, likes the idea so much it has
ordered 2 more hour-long jazz shows—without even seeing

the first. Previous jazz specials for Timex have given

short-term national sales boosts of “as much as 300%,”
Sylvan Taplinger, TV-radio dir. of Doner & Peck agency,

told us. Added feature: The Timex sound track may be

recorded & given to watch purchasers as premiums.
TV tourist trap: Working with the USIA, the Com-

merce Dept, plans to gather films of top American vaca-

tion spots for TV distribution abroad as part of its “Visit

USA 1960” promotion to bring foreign tourists here.

Cannes Film Festival may be the subject of a filmed

network special produced by NTA. Chairman Ely Landau
hired a London film crew to cover the Oscar-type awards
ceremonies & social functions while attending the inter-

national social event. Britain’s Associated-Rediffusion has

also been shooting a 30-min. show at Cannes.

Music & records field may be invaded soon by inde-

pendent telefilm companies, just as movie majors have all

established music beachheads. ITC is in the final stages

of a deal to buy Mills Music (Vol. 15:15). Four Star Films

is talking of forming a record label. NTA (which recently

leased music excerpts of old Shirley Temple movies to

20th-Fox Records) and MCA-TV (which controls music of

Revue Productions) are also said to be considering musical

expansions.

George Schaefer, one-time acct. exec, with Campbell-

Ewald, will produce the 1959-60 Hallmark Hall of Fame
through his newly-formed company. Compass Productions,

N. Y. He plans to pre-tape several around stage stars.

Near-future CBS-TV project will be a Rome-filmed

series by Peter Vertel built around the central character

of “an American photographer living and working in Italy.”

All sequences, both indoor & outdoor, would be shot on

location. A pilot film is planned for summer, to be offered

for the fall season.

John Wayne’s Batjac productions has reportedly fin-

ished a pilot of The Wildcatters, starring Claude Aikens,

Justice McQueen and Wayne’s son, Pat, which will be

offered as a fall network series by Ashley-Steiner, N. Y,

talent reps.

Reub Kaufman, former head of Guild Films, says that

“over $5 million capital assets” have been turned over to

his new firm, Jayark Films, to finance production of 2

syndicated telefilm series . . . Official Films, after a con-

centration last year on selling former network & other re-

run properties in syndication, expects to be back on a first-

run status by summer with at least 3 new series, pres. Hal

Hackett reports.

Add “Space Operas”: NBC’s Calif. National Produc-

tions hopes soon to have a pilot ready for N. Y. showing on

Outpost of Space, planned by Frank Cleaver as “frontier

stories of the Old West in the new frontier of outer space.”

(Moon rockets, presumably, will be substituted for the

Butterfield stagecoach.)

Ziv’s new telefilm series. Lockup, with Macdonald
Carey, sold 35 markets in its first week of release, Len
Firestone, syndication sales mgr., reports , . . American
Oil Co. will use CBS Films’ U. S. Border Patrol as a major
part of its fall advertising schedule, having signed spon-

sorship of the syndicated series in 69 Amoco markets.

Art Linkletter hopes to reverse the “Like-father, like-

son” adage. With son Jack doing a daytime CBS-TV tape

series on location, the senior Linkletter now wants to do a

series of taped specials overseas, a la Garroway, and has

discussed plans for them with Intercontinental TV.

Hollywood Roundup: Viking Productions plans 2 new
telefilm series, Assignment Tokyo & Reynolds of Rome,
The latter is based on files of the Rome police dept. Pro-
ducer Warner Toub Jr. is negotiating to star Cornel Wilde
in one series, Pat O’Brien in the other.

Screen Actors Guild board of directors has voted unan-
imously to serve RKO with a 60-day notice of cancella-

tion of its contract with the Guild, because RKO is releas-

ing post-1948 movies to TV without paying the actors
involved. RKO movies in the SAG action were not included
in an agreement made in 1956 between the Guild, RKO and
Matty Fox’s C&C Television Corp., under which actors

were being paid $715,000 for TV showing of 82 post-1948
movies.

Hollywood producers are bidding for du Font’s juicy

film-commercial account which includes commercials for
its Show of the Month and its new June Allyson series.

Du Font’s commercials were formerly produced by Uni-
versal-International, but that company folded its commer-
cial operation when it sold its studio to MCA. BBDO’s
Mai Thompson from N. Y. and George Nielson, in charge
of commercials for du Pont, are talking with Screen Gems,
Warner Bros., MGM-TV, Four Star & Jack Denove in

Hollywood re the account.

MGM-TV, busy producing 2 telefilm series just a year
ago, doesn’t have a single series today. Colgate has with-
drawn its sponsorship of the studio’s The Thin Man series.

Northwest Passage, on NBC this season, is also finished.

The studio is seeking a new sponsor for The Thin Man,
but has no hope of keeping “Passage” open. It had been
sold to NBC, but the network had had difficulties finding

a sponsor from the outset, and the series never did pull a
sizeable rating. Meanwhile, General Foods, which had paid
half of the production costs of the Father of the Bride
pilot, is understood to have rejected it. The studio will now
seek another sponsor.

Seymour Berns has been signed as producer-director

of the Jack Benny CBS series next season . . . Norman
Ream has filed a plagiarism suit for $75,000 against Ziv

TV, alleging his story published in the SatEvePost in 1958
was used by Ziv for a Sea Hunt episode . . . Revue Pro-

ductions has signed producer-writer Maxwell Shane to re-

place ailing John Larkin as producer of its M Squad series,

starring Lee Marvin.

Four Star Films pres. Dick Powell says the company
is going into the music publishing business, and eventually,

the recording field. He has signed Herschel B. Gilbert as

music director for Four Star. . . Ziv TV will produce its

first movie. All God’s Children. Warner Bros, will release

the film, to be produced by Bob Yamin.
Louis Edelman Productions plans a new telefilm series.

Triple C, and will showcase the pilot in Edelman’s anthol-

ogy series. The Barbara Stanwyck Show, on NBC next

fall . . . Four Star Films will produce for the Januaiy sales

market an hour-long pilot based on Brett Halliday’s

Michael Shayne stories.

NTA’s Third Man series, which has been filming

at 20th-Fox, moves to England for 19 more episodes. Mi-

chael Rennie stars . . . Whitney Ellsworth, producer of

Superman, is negotiating the sale of a new series. Super-

pup, the pilot of which is finished.

Revue Productions has signed Michel Kraike as pro-

ducer of its The Deputy series, starring Henry Fonda.

Kraike’s long-planned series. The New Adventures of

Trader Horn, to have been made with Gross-Krasne, has

been shelved. His deal with G-K fell thi'ough . . . Mark
VII owner Jack Webb is planning to produce an hour-long

Western pilot.
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COMPONENT HI-FI—SMALL-BUSINESS BOOM: The people who started the hi-fi craze

—

manufacturers of hook-'em-up-yourself audio components (amplifiers, turners, tiuntables, speakers, etc.)-^^e

currently enjoying biggest boom in their mushrooming 10-year history. But unlike TV-radio, this field is dom-

inated by relatively small businesses.

Estimates of its total volume are closer to guesses than statistics—precisely because of fact that it is

a small-business field—and all efforts to set up accurate measuring sticks have failed. Nevertheless, Institute

of High Fidelity Manufacturers (IHFM), component hi-fi trade group, estimates that $260 million worth of such

equipment was sold at retail last year, continuing steady progression which began at $12 million in 1950.

Spurred by stereo, sales will reach $300 million or more this year, IHFM predicts. Its figures on this

unmeasured industry don't jibe with EIA's estimates, which cover only tuners, amplifiers and speakers and
place last year's factory volume at $34 million.

Merchandising pattern of component hi-fi is confusing & interesting . Until relatively recently, nearly

all such components were sold through electronic parts houses—sales being to technicians, specialized

hobbyists and consumers who considered themselves "in." This trend is still strong, and big component hi-fi

show of year is this week's Electronic Parts Distributors Show at Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel—where turn-

tables, tuners and amplifiers are displayed alongside tubes, capacitors and resistors.

Pricing structure of hi-fi components is peculiar, but relatively firm . The industry was born in late

1940's when hobbyists who were dissatisfied with sound reproduction of packaged phonos & radios began
buying components from local parts jobbers at "net" or wholesale prices. Although components are now sold

by many retail outlets, the "net" price myth still persists—having been metamorphosed to "audiophile net,"

fancy way of saying "list price." Mail order hi-fi houses sometimes sell for slightly less—but unlike packaged
TV-radio-hi-fi industry, brand-name component people have been able to adhere to their established prices

remarkably well.

Nature of component hi-fi business may be changing , with its increasing prosperity. In recent years,

for example, larger firms have showed marked interest and have begim absorbing some established hi-fi

companies. Examples: Daystrom's acquisition of Heath Co., biggest maker of hi-fi kits; Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge's purchase of Bell Sound Co. (amplifiers, tuners, recorders), Siegler's absorption of Bogen (amp-
lifiers, tuners) and of Presto (recording equipment, turntables).

Large, established electronics firms have been dipping their toes into component hi-fi business. GE
and Stromberg-Carlson (General Dynamics) are prime examples, with RCA in & out from time to time, and
even such a long-time one-piece-package firm as Emerson tentatively trying the field. And component hi-fi

makers are beginning to bridge gap to package field. Pilot Radio Co. and others selling their components com-

plete in attractive console packages as consumer option.

• • • •

Growth of package hi-fi business hasn't hurt component field at all—there seems to be plenty of room

for both. Public's new awareness of sound reproduction—undoubtedly stimulated by ad campaigns of pack-

aged hi-fi makers—has also spurred more interest among consumers in putting together own audio "rigs"

(which actually, of course, consists only of plugging cables into proper jacks). This fever now has spread far

beyond original component coterie of audiophiles, electronics bugs and musicians.

Taking cognizance of this fact, component hi-fi makers are going through another major change.

They're beginning to advertise in consumer publications, to soft-pedal technical talk (except to those who
really dig it) and to stress themes of "good sound" & ease of hook-up.

Component hi-fi field is bellwether of packaged consumer audio business . Its very presence on scene

in early 1950's prompted major TV-radio brands to enter field of better sound. Component hi-fi enthusiasts

formed avant garde of FM radio's resurgence, which now has spread to packaged field. And they heralded

fabulous potential of stereo—starting some 5 years ago with stereo tape recorders & dual-amplifier rigs.
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Component hi-fi brings cheering harbinger this year, too . On audiophile level, word is that confusion
over stereo is lifting. (Unlike packaged hi-fi field, there are indications that component hi-fi business suffered
little or no "stereo recession" last year). In advance of Chicago Parts Show, industry sources say component
business is good—and almost 100% stereo.

Its own customers' mental blocks on stereo removed , component hi-fi industry now feels it has no
place to go but further up. New purchasers of components are now buying the more expensive components
required for stereo (dual-channel amplifiers, 2 speaker systems and sometimes FM-AM stereo tuners). For the
millions who already own component hi-fi systems, conversion job is beginning. This means adding stereo
cartridge to turntable or changer (or replacing entire unit), buying 2nd amplifier or new 2-channel amplifier,

one or more additional speaker systems, plus such other stereo accessories as tuners, control units, etc.

Component hi-fi industry sees continued progression of better business in years ahead—but that's

nothing new. It's also the past history of this small-business branch of consumer electronics.

'CAPTIVE FINANCE'—FRINGE BENEFIT OF TV TRADE: Powerful new tool in TV-
appliance merchandising has been provided by recent rash of "captive finance" companies. Manufac-
turer-owned credit companies have proven to be important merchandising aid on factory, distributor & dealer

levels—and profitable adjunct to manufacturers' main business of making & selling merchandise.

Captive finance was pioneered by auto industry (General Motors Acceptance Corp.), and in ap-

pliance trade the first was GE Credit Corp, the non-consolidated GE subsidiary which has been in business

since 1926 and handled $534 million in credit contracts last year.

Other TV manufacturers participating in captive finance include Westinghouse ( Westinghouse
Credit Corp.), Admiral (Admiral Credit Corp.), RCA (through Appliance Buyers Credit Corp.) and Moto-

rola (Motorola Finance Co.).

TV-gppliance manufacturers' credit subsidiaries usually do complete financing job—floor-planning

dealers' & distributors' inventories and providing time-payment credit to ultimate consumer. On consumer
level, they finance purchase of any appliances—including competing makes—for dealers who use them.

Main reason for appliance-TV makers' financing activity is to improve own brand standing in

highly competitive field. Company credit policies provide big incentive for dealers to carry manufacturers'

full lines (and most TV makers active in credit business also have complete appliance lines).

Good example is 2-year-old Appliance Buyers Credit Corp. (ABCC), owned 80% by Whirlpool,

20% by Carrier—which operates as financing arm of RCA, Whirlpool & Carrier. Although RCA currently

has no direct ownership in company, it owns 20% of Whirlpool and in the 2 years RCA & Whirlpool have

invested $20 million in $100 million worth of dealer & consumer credit through ABCC.

What's in TV-appIiance financing for RCA-Whirlpool? Principal benefit is big incentive it pro-

vides for more dealers to floor the full line of TV-appliances. ABCC finances inventory free for 90 days if

dealer buys at least $1000 worth of RCA & Whirlpool merchandise. Other advantages to parent companies

are obvious: Commercial finance in itself is profitable business. In addition—as one credit expert put it to

us—a finance subsidiary also "sweetens up the balance sheet" by absorbing distributor debts which

might otherwise be owed to parent company. In some cases, too, it provides tax benefits.

Aims of captive finance companies , as outlined by ABCC senior v.p. Selmer Solem at recent

NARDA workshop (Vol. 15:19) in Toledo: (1) To promote sales of company's products. (2) To build

strong dealer structure. (3) To fulfill the parent company's moral obligations to its dealers & consumers,

(4) To operate as a profitable business.

For dealers, there are these advantages : (1) Inventory may be financed on basis of good reputa-

tion alone, without necessity of going through banks or outside finance companies, and usually on more

liberal terms. (2) Even small independent dealers may offer direct installment credit to consumers, as a

regular part of their services. (3) In varying degrees—and this is difficult to pin down—dealer may re-

ceive some compensation for handling consumer credit. (4) In some cases, credit companies will repur-

chase dealers' unsold merchandise,

Granddaddy of all captive finance companies, GECC's 1958 net earnings totaled $8.3 million in

1958, up about 4% from 1957's $8 million, although its gross business was down 18% from 1957—pre-

sumably because of rise of competing firms. GE's investment in GECC was $95.7 million at end of 1958.
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Distributors & dealers of TV brands without credit adjuncts often participate in financing offered

by subsidiaries of non-competitive appliance makers. Borg-Warner Acceptance Corp., for example, does

much financing of Zenith purchases—since Zenith & Norge have many distributors in common. Motorola

Finance Co., a highly specialized firm, concentrates its main energy on financing purchases of 2-way

communications equipment by Motorola's industrial customers. Motorola's investment in this non-consol-

idated subsidiary was $4.9 million at end of 1958; it made $231,863 profit last year vs. $209,528 in 1957.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: ElA statistics for the week ended May 8 (18th week of 1959):

May 2-8 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. 1959 cumulative 1958 cumulative

TV 106,359 92,157 62,125 1,888,265 1,590,604

Total radio 244,083 255,218 159,967 4,885,459 3,411,063

auto radio 111,747 117,422 46,215 1,898,442 1,089,874

IMPORT MOMENTUM CONTINUES: A variety of new

foreign-made electronic products is on display at the

current World Trade Show in N. Y. Coliseum. Predom-

inant are Japanese transistor radios—as a sort of cur-

tain-raiser for the big Japan Electronic Show June

16-20 at the Statler-Hilton Hotel in N. Y.

Booths at the Trade Show featuring Japanese elec-

tronic items are sponsored by U.S. distributors—Transistor

World Corp. for Toshiba, and Petely Enterprises Inc. for

Victor Co. of Japan (Hi-Delity). In addition, American

Radio Importers Assn. Inc. displayed a variety of Japanese-

made radios distributed by its members.

One product, so new it is as yet unpriced, was Toshiba’s

transistor wall clock. The attractive cordless clock with

pendulum uses one transistor and is said to operate a full

year on a single flashlight battery. A Toshiba spokesman

estimated the clock will sell for about $8 FOB Tokyo—that

is, plus shipment, duty & handling.

Biggest Japanese electronics exhibit was Petely’s

—

devoted to displaying the Victor line (U.S. trade name

Hi-Delity). Among the items demonstrated were a tiny

3-lb. 4-transistor tape recorder at $160, a 7-transistor 4-

speed radio-phono in an attractive portable case (weight

10 lb.) at $90 (without radio and in less ornate case $70),

plus a line of portable, 3-way and AM-shortwave radios.

Among the electronic novelties displayed was a single-

transistor solar-powered radio to be sold for $17 (with ear-

phone) by Niebo International Trading Corp. The solar

cell will be available at $13 to make other transistor sets

batteryless. Japanese electric organs were also shown.

Hi-fi & stereo components were shown in 2 displays

—

a complete line of woofers, tweeters & crossover networks

made by Fukuyo Sound Co., shown by Sumitomo Shoji Inc.,

N. Y., and various Crown brand phono pickup arms and

stereo & LP phono cartridges by Shriro Trading Corp.,

N. Y. Also shown by Shriro were Crown crystal micro-

phones and radio batteries branded “Flattery.”

Among non-Japanese electronic goods were a Nor-

wegian Tandberg combination FM-AM-SW tuner & inter-

com at $300 in teakwood cabinet and the new German line

being handled by Uropa International Inc., N. Y. This in-

cludes the Marathon home jukebox at $350-$500 (Vol. 15:

18), the Duette 5-lb. 7-transistor radio-phono at $80 and

7-transistor radios at $56, $58 & $65, plus electronic dicta-

tion and intercom equipment.

Preliminary unofficial list of Japanese manufacturers

participating in the June 16-20 Japan Electronic Show,

grouped by the principal products to be shown by each:

Transistor radios—Hitachi Ltd., Sanritsu Electric Co.,

Hayakqwa Electric Industry Co., Matsushita Electric In-

dustrial Co., The Global Mfg. Co., Mitsubishi Electrical

Mfg. Co., Yoku Electronic Co., Yamanaka Electric Co.,

Yamada Electric Industry Co., Kobe Kogyo Corp., Asahi
Radio Co., Standard Radio Co., Tokyo Optical & Radio Mfg.

Co., New Hope Industry Co., Fuji High Frequency Radio

Lab Co., Nippon Alpha Electric Co., Nanao Radio Co.,

Aiko Electric Co.

Tape recorders & transistor radios—Victor Co. of

Japan, Nippon Electric Co. (also tubes & components),

Yaou Electric Co., Sony Corp.

Hi-fi & sound equipment—Fukuin Electric Co. (speak-

ers), Ashida Sound Co. (speakers, earphones), Foster Elec-

tric Co. (speakers), Fuji Seisakusho Ltd. (FM tuners, amp-
lifiers), Fukuyo Onkyo Co. (speakers), Tokyo Shibaura

Electric Co. (stereo, speakers, transistor radios, tubes).

Components & parts—Kataoka Electric Co. (TV tuners,

switches), Kawabata Mfg. Co. (capacitors), Nippon Com-
munication Industrial Co. (capacitors), Nippon Chemical

Condenser Co. (electrolytic capacitors), Showa Musen
Kogyo Co. (terminals), Tamura Seisakusho Ltd. (trans-

formers), Horuriku Denki Kogyo Co. (resistors), Tokyo
Denki Co. (electrolytic capacitors), Soshin Electric Co.

(capacitors), Riken Dengu Seizo Co. (resistors).

Taiyo Yuden Co. (capacitors), Shizuki Electric Works
Co. (capacitors), Kansainii Works Co. (capacitors),

Ohmatsu Electric Co. (generators), Sanwa Electric Instru-

ment Works (meters), Murata Mfg. Co. (capacitors), Tei-

koku Tsushin Kogyo Co. (rotary switches), Sansui Electric

Co. (transformers).

^ *

The recently-organized American Radio Importers

Assn. Inc. (276 Fourth Ave., N. Y.) is a non-profit group

formed to promote the sale of imported radios in U.S.

Other aims listed by the group: (1) To help establish

quality control for imported radios. (2) To eliminate trade

practices harmful to the public. (3) To inform the public

about imported radios. (4) To collect & distribute trade in-

formation. (5) To inform suppliers of Americans needs.

Its members are Channel Master Corp., Ellenville,

N. Y.; Continental Merchandise Co., 236 Fifth Ave., N. Y.;

Dclmonico International (Sony products), 42-24 Orchard

St., Long Island City; Excel Corp. of America, 9 Rocke-

feller Plaza, N. Y.; Harpers International Inc. 366 Fifth

Ave., N. Y.; International Importers Inc. (Hitachi), 2242

S. Western Ave., Chicago; Longwood Radio Distributors,

1261 Broadway, N. Y.; Mantone Radio Co. (Little Pal,

Manhattan), 263 Canal St. N. Y.; Shriro Inc. (Crown, Lin-

mark), 276 Fourth Ave., N. Y.; Star-Lite Merchandise Co.,

37 W. 23 St., N. Y.; Trade Distributor’s Inc. (Empire). 461

Fourth Ave., N. Y.; Transistor World Corp. (Toshiba,

Trancel), 52 Broadway, N. Y. Rcaltone Electronics, 168

Fifth Ave., N. Y.
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Innovations vs. Imports: “We’ve got to innovate & auto-

mate instead of standing around crying.” That’s the an-

swer to foreign competition, as supplied by GE chairman

Ralph J. Cordiner in a news conference last weekend at

Commerce Dept.’s international trade outlook session in

Hot Springs, Va.

He revealed that GE has lost about 50% of its tran-

sistor radio business to Japanese imports—but he added

that his company isn’t asking for govt, protection. The
proper answer for American firms threatened with import

competition is to “come on with some innovations that will

intrigue the U.S. & foreign markets.” Process of innovation

must be rapid & continuous, he stressed, and American

firms should proceed on the assumption that within 2 years

their new products will be copied by foreign manufactur-

ers at lower prices. To compete with cut-rate prices of for-

eign goods, he urged rapid steps toward automation.

Meanwhile, denial by Japanese govt. & industry

sources that any quotas will be imposed on exports of

transistor radios to U.S. was reported in Tokyo dispatch

in May 14 Home Furnishings Daily. The trade paper

quoted Trade Ministry officials as saying export restric-

tions aren’t being considered because “only the smaller

U.S. manufacturers are loudly opposing imports of Jap-

anese sets.”

“Salesman-turned-cost-reduction expert” is description

of Emerson pres. Benjamin Abrams by N.Y. Times busi-

ness writer Alfred R. Zipser in May 10 article detailing

how Abrams pulled his company’s earnings from a

share in 1956 to an anticipated fiscal 1959 net of $1 a

share or more ($2 million vs. $1.41 million for the fiscal

year ended Oct. 31, 1958). The company’s earnings for the

6 months to April 30, 1959 are estimated at $915,660 (45^

a share). Emerson pulled out of its slump due to mer-

chandising expert Abrams’ institution of automation,

printed circuits, plant consolidation and rigid production

& inventory control, the article states. These moves, ac-

cording to Abrams, shaved expenses in fiscal 1958 by $2

million, despite the purchase of Du Mont’s consumer lines

that year. Because inventories have been closely geared to

demand during the last several years, Abrams says “there

are very few radio, TV or phonographs made by us that

are being sold at less than a working profit. We’re not

giving anything away.”

Philco has increased its compensation to independent

service technicians for warranty repairs on radios, phonos,

tape recorders and sealed systems of refrigerators, freez-

ers & air conditioners. New radio repair rates vary from $2

for jobs which don’t require removal of the chassis from
the cabinet to $5 for various combinations of repairs.

Philco says it now has agreements with 5600 independent

service agencies to handle its service under the 90-day

warranty program, and has been paying nearly $2 million

a year for in-warranty work by independent technicians.

Hoffman, in a move to spur sales of its stereo-fi con-

sole models, is offering a 10-album package of Westminster

stereophonic records as a premium to buyers. The premium
goes with models retailing as lov/ as $299.95. The dealer

promotional package for the record offer includes window-

banners & newspaper ad mats.

Factory sales of Sylvania TV sets for the first 4

months of 1959 were 50% greater than those of the cor-

responding 1958 period, and April sales were “nearly

double” the April 1958 figure, Sylvania Home Electronics

Corp. pres. Robert L. Shaw announced last week.

ElA’s 35th Year: Electronic Industries Assn., meeting for

its 35th national convention May 20-22 in Chicago, is ex-

pected to re-elect Raytheon v.p. David R. Hull for a sec-

ond year as its president. Actual nominations won’t be
made until meeting of the nominating committee May 22.

Among other highlights of the closed-door convention:

The consumer products div. is due to discuss the FCC’s
recommendation that Congress outlaw shipment of TV
sets which can’t receive all allocated channels (Vol: 15:11,

16). It is expected to take strong exception to the proposed
legislation.

An important convention feature will be the small
business conference, chaired by Joseph B. Elliott, pres, of

Tele-Dynamics Inc. and chairman of EIA’s small business

committee. Theme will be how EIA can help small business.

May 21 dinner will see presentation of 1959 Medal of

Honor to Frederick R. Lack, retired Western Electric v.p.

“for his many years of constructive leadership & contribu-

tions in a dynamic industry” (Vol. 15:12). He will be the
8th industry leader honored by the Assn. Hoffman Elec-

tronics pres. H. Leslie Hoffman was last year’s recipient.

Color sets in TV technicians’ homes is the aim of a
campaign by RCA, which hopes thereby to spur dealers &
service operators to greater color-set sales. A liberal pur-
chase plan for them has been worked out, with gratifying

results in the first month of operation, according to RCA
Service Co. pres. Donald H. Kunsman, who told Tri State

Council of Radio & TV Service Assns. in Atlantic City that

almost two-thirds of new color TV sets are installed &
serviced by independent servicing dealers & operators. “We
are passing along our color experience in every way we
know how,” he said. “The facilities of all TV service

branches are available to servicing dealers & independent

operators on a no-charge basis, for advice concerning

color sets.”

Automatic color-TV controls—for self-adjustment of

hue & chroma on color sets—are described in May 15

Electroi .ics by senior research engineer Zbigniew Wiencek,

Warwick Mfg. Corp.

“Radio-communication system geared to brush-fire

wars” has been developed, the Army announced last week.

Designed & built by Adler Electronics Inc., New Rochelle,

N.Y., to keep pace with modern fast-moving combat forces,

the system provides voice & teletype channels over a range

of 1-2000 miles. Embodying 3 major components—trans-

mitter van, a receiver & communications center van, and a

field power unit—the system can be transported by air or

overland. It has been developed primarily to link field com-
manders directly with the Army’s global communications

system. Cost of each unit is approximately $500,000.

“No planned obsolescence” is the policy of American
TV & Radio Co. (ATR), St. Paul, Minn. Specializing in TV
consoles (many of them with doors, now rarely seen on

major-make TVs), ATR pres. Albert A. Goffstein tells us

“it is against company policy to introduce new models with

planned obsolescence.” Instead, our entire TV approach is

to improve our existing models to make them as foolproof

& trouble-free as possible.”

Canadian TV sales to dealers for first 4 months of

1959 totaled 89,174 units, down from the 97,313 sold in

the corresponding 1958 period, according to EIA of Canada.

In March, 25,732 were sold, a decline from 31,701 in Feb.

& 30,245 in March 1958. One encouraging sign, however,

was the fact that sales of console sets in March 1959 was
ahead of the March 1958 figure—13,078 vs. 11,639,
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Despite Strike, A Product Show: Whether or not a settle-

ment is reached in the strike at its Metuchen, N. J. plant

(Vol. 15:18)—now in its 8th week—Westing-house will

show its 1960 TV-radio sets on schedule in Chicago, we’re

told by consumer products v.p. Chris Witting Jr. The show

for distributors is set to begin June 8 for 12 days at the

Hotel Knickerbocker (Vol 15:19).

“As a matter of fact,” says Witting, “the new line is

a major departure from anything we’ve ever put out before,

and it will be backed by a major drive.” Changes are said

to center in TV & stereo, in both engineering & design.

The Metuchen strike has affected the current line

more seriously than 1960-model production, says market-

ing mgr. Charles J. Durban. “Drafting, testing, cabinet

approval have proceeded at full speed during the strike.

Personnel at that level have not been affected. New cab-

inets are right now in production by suppliers.” He adds

that some current sales have been lost, but when the

strike occurred, the plant was tapering off on production

with a heavy inventory.

At week’s end, no progress was reported in union-

management talks. Federal & state mediators entered the

discussions May 1. Plant management returns June 18 to

Trenton, where it is seeking an injunction to restrain

picketing.

Picture tubes “10 times more reliable” are claimed as

a result of a new pre-focus & focus lens designed by Motor-

ola engineers. A larger cathode area in the Motorola-de-

signed tubes reduces peak amperage on a given area of

cathode from 2 to .2 milliamps. The company says a survey

showed that the cathode is the cause of 90% of all picture-

tube failure, and states that the new lens “has lengthened

the life of the vital cathode as much as 10 times, and has

reduced the size of ‘blooming’ spots 50%.” This “intrusion-

type” cathode construction is now standard in all premium-
rated tubes built for Motorola.

TV set production in W. Germany & W. Berlin rose

nearly 80% in 1958 from 1957 output—1.45 million units

vs. 808,000—according to reports to the Commerce Dept,

from the U. S. Embassy in Bonn. Output is expected to

reach 1.8 million this year. At the same time exports of TV
receivers, largely to Sweden, increased to 250,000 units in

1958 vs. 179,000 in 1957. The number of licensed TV sets

in the Federal Republic & W. Berlin reached 2.19 million

at the end of 1958 and is expected to mount to more than

3 million by the end of 1959.

TV comes to Peru: U. S. exports of TV sets to Peru
increased from 211 in 1957 to 6000 in 1958, when first

commercial telecasts were started Dec. 15 from a 6-kw
transmitter in Lima, the Commerce Dept.’s electronics div.

reports. Earlier Peruvian programming was limited to a

UNESCO educational station. In Lima alone 10,000 sets

—

60% of them imported from the U. S.—are estimated to be

operating. About 750,000 radio receivers, mostly European

imports, are in use in Peru.

Telectro Industries Corp., Long Island City, N.Y. man-
ufacturer of magnetic tape recorders, seeks SEC registra-

tion (File 2-15078) of 200,000 common stock shares for

public sale at $3 per share through underwriters headed by

Milton D. Blauner & Co. Proceeds would be used to retire

loans, buy new machinery.

Merger of Servomechanisms, Los Angeles, with Lab-

oratory for Electronics Inc., Boston (Vol. 15:9) has been

approved by the directors of each company. If stockholders

vote approval, the merger will take place this summer.

‘Fair Trade’ Endorsed: By a 20-9 vote the House Commerce
Committee last week approved a controversial federal fair

trade bill (HR-1253) by Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) per-

mitting manufacturers to fix minimum retail prices on

their products (Vol. 15:12-13). Supported by NARDA and
national organizations of druggists & other retailers but

opposed by the Justice Dept. & FTC, the measure faces a

stiff fight when it reaches the House floor. Harris said

the bill would protect small businesses from “unrestrained,

cut-throat competition” of chains & discount houses. Op-

ponents said it violated free-enterprise principles by giving

price-fixing powers to manufacturers. In reporting the

Harris measure the Committee tacked on an amendment
making its provisions applicable to distributors whether

or not they are subject to other interstate laws. In effect,

the bill would give federal sanction to state fair trade laws

which have been knocked out by courts in 17 states, putting

manufacturers’ price-setting of brand or trade-marked

goods on a uniform basis across the country. Violations

would be subject to federal prosecution.

* *

Full-page anti-fair-trade ad in the form of “an open
letter to the people of the U.S.” was placed in May 10

N.Y. Times by discounter Stephen Masters. Attacking

Harris & Humphrey fair-trade bills as “insidious” and
fair-trade principle as “un-American,” Masters urged

readers to write their Congressmen.

Stereo with only 2 tubes is possible with the introduc-

tion of CBS-Hytron’s new miniature triode-pentode 50FY8.
In a stereo amplifier using CBS’s modified simplex circuit

(dual-channel single amplifier, see Vol. 15:4), a pair of

50Y8’s constitutes the entire tube complement. Also new
from CBS-Hytron: the Professional 55, a high-compliance

version of the Columbia CD stereo phono cartridge, de-

signed for use with transcription turntables.

Polarad Electronics Corp., Long Island City, N.Y. de-

signer & maker of microwave test instruments & communi-
cation equipment, filed an SEC statement (File 2-15057)

for registration of 100,000 common stock shares for public

sale through Kidder, Peabody & Co. Also covered in the

statement are 80,000 additional shares under Polarad’s re-

stricted option plan.

Helping solve problem of big stereo speakers, Philco’s

new hi-fi line—to be shown to distributors in Acapulco May
29-June 2—^will use a new type of electrostatic speaker.

Called “Stereo-Phones,” the new speakers are decorative &
smaller than conventional ones and may be mounted atop,

alongside or within the sets. They reproduce high & mid-

range frequency where stereo effect is most pronounced.

Zenith will show its new lines of TVs, radios & hi fi to

distributors June 1-3 at Chicago’s 8th St. Theater. If you

will add this infoi’mation to the Calendar of TV-Radio

Showings on page 19 of last week’s issue (Vol. 15:19),

you’ll have a complete table of new-line debuts by TV mfrs.

Sylvania Electronic Tubes div. has published a new
characteristics & ratings manual for its 1800 electron de-

vices, with supplements to be mailed quarterly. The book,

$3, is obtainable from Sylvania distributors.

Arvin introduced 6 new radios, 2 stereo phonos, and a

4-speed monophonic player. One radio is a 3-band, 7-tran-

sistor portable with suggested list of $100.

Stromberg-Carlson has awarded $500 grants for ad-

vanced summer study to 6 Rochester area science & math-

ematics teachers.
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Trade Personals: Walter M. Norton elected chairman,

RCA Victor Distributing Corp., succeeded as pres, by L. F.

Holleran, who will be chief exec, officer, effective June 1

. . . Herbert L. Brown elected Ampex v.p. & mgr. of wholly-

owned subsidiary Ampex Audio . . . Richard T. Orth,

ex-Westinghouse Electric Corp. and RCA tube div., resigns

as v.p. of Sanders Assoc, to become planning v.p., Eitel-

McCullough.

Albert J. Franczak appointed Zenith asst, treas., con-

tinuing as asst, controller. Edwin M. Schroeder named
asst. secy. . . . David M. Knox promoted from adv. & PR
dir., Packard-Bell technical products div. to corporate PR
dir. . . . Kimball Prince, ex-Sandia Corp., promoted to Bell

Labs asst. gen. atty. as of July 1, to become gen. atty. Aug.
1 upon retirement of W. C. Toole.

John C. Marshall retires as v.p.-gen. mgr., Arvin In-

dustries. He will continue as a dir. . . . David B. Nichinson

promoted to v.p. in charge of engineering, Kollsman In-

strument Corp. . . . Gerald E. Tucker promoted from asst,

mgr. to distributor sales mgr., Tung-Sol, succeeding

Dwight L. Lindborg, who is retiring after 25 years but

will remain in an advisory capacity . . . George D. Meimaris
named purch, agent, RCA semiconductor & materials div.

H. Leslie Hoffman, pres, of Hoffman Electronics Corp.,

is now back at his desk, having completely recovered from
recent surgery.

Electronics Personals: Capt. Robert B. Conaughty (ret.),

former commander of Naval Communication Station at

Norfolk, joins Page Communications Engineers, Washing-
ton, assigned to management responsibilities in European
operations . . . Dr. Clifford C. Furnas, U. of Buffalo chan-

cellor, appointed vice chmn.. Army Scientific Advisory
Panel.

John S. Auld named dir., new military programs div.

of Du Mont Labs’ military electronic operations, succeeded

as mgr. of reconnaissance lab by Michael V. Sullivan.

A 20-cent telephone call to anywhere in the world may
be possible in 5 years. That’s the prediction of Dr. Lloyd

V. Berkner, pres, of International Scientific Radio Union.

In an address to a joint meeting of the Union’s U.S. com-
mittee and the IRE in Washington recently, Berkner said

that one radio-relay satellite in a fixed orbit about 22,700

miles above the earth could relay 2 billion telephone mes-
sages a year. He predicted that such satellites will soon

revolutionize world communications, and advised industry

to start preparing now because “this is coming & it is

coming fast.” He estimated it would cost about $10 million

to put a 500-lb. satellite into orbit 5 years from now.

Granco Products, radio manufacturer which specializes

in FM sets, has been licensed to make stereo radio receiv-

ers & adapters for the Crosby FM multiplex system. Gran-

co reportedly plans to manufacture a multiplex adaptor

for about $20. Although experimental single-channel stereo

broadcasts are now being transmitted, FCC may require a

year or more to determine which system or systems will

be authorized for regular broadcasting.

Obituary

Whitley C. Collins, 61, pres, of Northrop Aircraft Inc.

and chairman of its recently acquired subsidiary Page Com-
munications Engineers, Washington, died in Los Angeles

May 12 of a circulatory ailment. A native of Des Moines,

he began his career as a statistician, rose through the

ranks of several companies, including Lockheed Aircraft,

before coming to Northrop.

Distributor Notes: Sylvania appoints Interstate Hardware
Co., Bristol, Tenn. for parts of Tenn., Va., & Ky. . . . RCA
appoints Audiotronics Supply Co., New Orleans, for sound
products . . . Olympic appoints World Radio Labs, Council
Bluffs, la., for Eastern Neb. and Western la.

Telefunken appoints GE Supply Co. for Buffalo &
Rochester . . . Harry S. Baker Jr., ex-Stromberg-Carlson,
named Zenith district sales rep. for Charlotte & Raleigh,

N. C., Columbia, S. C., and Richmond, Va. . . . David A.
Flude named Sylvania Home Electronics district sales mgr.,

Pittsburgh . . . Jack Crawford, ex-Crosley, appointed Olym-
pic regional district mgr., for 10 western states excluding

California, headquartering in Portland, Ore.

John B. Davidson appointed RCA Victor Distributing

Corp. mgr. of record sales, succeeding Donald MacDonald.

Westinghouse school grants: Engineering & science

scholarship grants and donations of lab equipment total-

ing $1.6 million—the biggest budget in its 15-year history

—

will be awarded this year by the Westinghouse Electric

Corp.’s Westinghouse Educational Foundation. As an-

nounced by Westinghouse engineering v.p. Dr. John A.
Hutcheson, Foundation chairman, the 1959 program will

include contributions of all-purpose lab equipment worth
$530,000 to 150 accredited university & college electrical

engineering depts. Other allocations include: $335,000 for

professorships, fellowships & scholarships; $427,000 for

special college programs; $94,250 for the Westinghouse
science talent search.

ITT has concluded licensing agreements with Raytheon
and Bendix involving its basic radar patents. Cross-license

agreement with Raytheon involves patents of both com-
panies in several electronics fields, including ITT’s moving
target indicator radar and plan position indicator (PPI)

radar, plus other radar patents, commercial radio, TV ap-

paratus, radio telemetry, antennas and hydrogen thyra-

tron tubes. ITT’s Tacan air navigation system was excluded

from the agreement. In the Bendix agreement, ITT granted

a license for PPI radar.

“Rapid increase in color-TV financing at the consumer
level over the past 6 months” was reported by senior v.p.

Selmer Solem of Appliance Buyers Credit Corp., which

handles consumer credit for many RCA dealers. He said

ABCC has “experienced no loss in our color-TV financing

program due to customer dissatisfaction or the technical

performance of the set.”

Audio Devices Inc., manufacturer of magnetic tape,

has doubled its administrative offices at 444 Madison Ave.,

N.Y. The company says its Audiotape sales have increased

at an average of more than 40% a year for the last 4 years

“largely because of the growing importance of magnetic

tape to industry & Govt, for automation & instrumentation

purposes.”

The “Alphadyne”—which generates electronic numbers

& characters for read-out on cathode-ray tubes—has been

announced in 2 models by Skiatron. Instead of bulkier char-

acter-forming CR tubes at display points, conventional CR
tubes can be used.

“Admiral now sells more portable TV than any other

manufacturer,” claims pres. Ross D. Siragusa. He told a ;

recent stockholders meeting: “We estimate that we have;

obtained 18% of this market.”

Western winter market dates: Los Angeles Homeri

Furnishings Mart, Jan. 10-15, 1960. Western Merchandise it

Mart, San Francisco, Jan. 18-22. I
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Finance

Magnavox sales & profits improved for the quarter

concluded in March, compared to the 1958 quarter. How-
ever, the report for 9 months ended March 31 shows a de-

cline from the like period a year ago. For the 9 months to

March 31: 1959
Sales $67,048,000
Net earnings 3,063,000
Earned per share 2.62
For 3 months to March 31:

Sales 22,904,000
Net earnings 841,000
Earned per share 75«i

1958
$69,209,000

3,199,000
2.68

20,854,000
791,000

654

Herold Radio & Electronics Corp. reports improved
earnings for the fiscal year ended Feb. 28. The final quar-

ter showed a profit, contrasted to the loss in the like period

of the preceding year. Common shares shown below are at

each year-end, adjusted to reflect conversion of outstanding

preferred shares. For year ended Feb. 28:

1959
Sales $10,491,781
Net earnings 185,782
Earned per share 33^
Shares outstanding 567,984

For quarter ended Feb. 28

:

Net earnings (’58 loss) .
. $125,453

Earned per share 22^

1958
$10,111,253

166,064
294

567,913

($6,613)

Trav-Ler Radio Corp. earned close to 40^ a share for

the year ended April 30, compared with 1^ a share ($10,617

net earnings) for the previous fiscal year, it is estimated by
pres. Joe Friedman. With sales “pretty much the same”
as fiscal 1958’s $15,127,000, improvement was accomplished

because of better conditions in the electronics industry,

Friedman said, and through consolidations of plant facili-

ties at Orleans, Ind., saving $200,000 annually. The com-
pany is currently filling the heaviest backlog in its history,

led by its super-thin 17-in. TV receiver. Manufacturing for

private-label customers now accounts for 50% of the com-
pany’s business, compared with 35% a year ago.

Electronic Engineering Co., Santa Ana, Cal. manufac-
turer of instrumentation systems, has asked SEC registra-

tion (File 2-15106) of 100,000 common stock shai’es for

public sale, 78,750 offered by the company, 21,250 by pres-

ent holders. Principal underwriter of the offering is Kidder,

Peabody & Co.

United Artists has arranged private placement of $15

million in 6% participating promissory notes, mostly with

the Prudential Insurance Co. of America. The company’s
convertible 6% subordinated debentures, due 1969, have

been called for redemption. Increased production of major
movies, and greater activity in TV film, recording and
music publishing are being undertaken, pres. Robert S.

Benjamin reports.

ITT & consolidated subsidiaries report first-quarter

earnings at a record high, 6% greater than first-quarter

1958. Orders on hand March 31 were at a new peak of

$571,000,000—exceeding by 12% the backlog at the end of

1958, and 21% more than a year ago. For the 3 months
ended March 31: 1959 1958

Sales $157,025,702 $142,824,878
Net earnings 6,387,115 6,026,193
Earned per share 43(S 42^
Shares outstanding 14,979,069 14,353,354

Clevite Corp. has completed a strong first quarter,

with order backlogs in automatic bearings & electronic

products the most favorable since mid-1957, according to

the company report. For the quarter ended March 31

:

Sales & other revenue . .

.

Net earnings
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1959
$19,998,000

1,456,000
164

1,807,152

1958
$15,656,000

423,000
264

1,807,152

American Electronics reports a 691% improvement in

net income for the first quarter, making no provision for
Federal income tax in 1959 because of loss carry-over. For
13 weeks to March 31

:

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$4,652,558

108,117
124

869,994

1958
$4,497,695

13,669
24

789,994

General Dynamics Corp.’s net earnings for the first

quarter declined to $5,925,385 (60^^ a share) from $9,872,366

($1.01 per share) in the 1958 period. Chairman Frank Pace
Jr. attributed the drop to lower net sales ($330.6 million

vs. $386.4 million) & heavy investment in R&D on a com-
mercial jet aircraft program.

General Dynamics has applied for SEC registration
(File 2-15091) of 400,445 common stock shares to be offered

under the company’s restricted stock option plan for
officers & employes.

Secondary offering of 46,000 common shares of Thomp-
son Ramo Wooldridge ($3,128,000) has been oversubscribed
at $68 a share, Bache & Co. announced.
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Walt Disney Productions Inc. reports an increase in

gross income for 6 months ended April 4, but a lessened

profit, compared with the same 1958 period. The dip in

earnings was attributed to timing of feature-picture re-

leases, with revenues from recent releases expected to swell

in the last half of the fiscal year, ending next Oct. 3. In-

come from Disneyland Park enterprise (in which AB-PT
has a 35% interest) rose to $4,300,000 in the period, com-
pared to $3,800,000 in the like period a year ago. Outlook

for the total fiscal year is expected to be somewhat below

the $2.51 per share reported last year, treas. Paul L. Pease

said in an interim report. Figures below are for 27 weeks
to April 4, 1959, vs. 26 weeks to March 29, 1958:

Gross income
Net earnings
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$23,430,211

906,485
57^

1,581,011

1958
$22,499,750

1,633,250
1.06

1,537,054

Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. (WNEW-TV &
WNEW N. Y., WTTG Washington, radio WHK Cleveland)

reports a strong improvement in net profit for first-quarter

1959, compared to a year ago. Chairman & pres. John W.
Kluge told the annual meeting that no taxes were paid dui‘-

ing this first quarter because of a tax credit. For 13 weeks

to April 5: 1959 1958

Net earnings $287,512 $56,021
Earned per share 19^ it*
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CBS INTO SPACE: CBS is getting into the missile busi-

ness At the May 14 meeting of the CBS board, the

formation of Space Recovery Systems Inc.-—a joint

venture of CBS Labs div. and M. Steinthal & Co.,

described as “the world’s largest parachute manufac-
turing facility”—was announced by chairman Wil-

liam S. Paley & pres. Frank Stanton.

The new company, Paley said, will develop advance
systems and produce equipment for the safe recovery,

tracking and location of missile & space vehicle com-
ponents & payloads. Chairman of Space Recovery Sys-

tems will be Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, pres, of CBS Labs.

Augustus J. Steinthal, v.p. of the partnering firm, will

become pres. Other officers are Theodore W. Knacke, v.p.-

engineering dir.; Gordon S. Burroughs, v.p.-electronics;

Milton R. Neaman, secy.

News of a more earth-bound nature also came from
Paley & Stanton, who reported that first-quarter sales &
earnings had set a record for that period. Net earnings were
up 7.9% and consolidated net sales rose 7.5% from the

figures for first-quarter 1958. The report of CBS for the

quarter ended March 31
: 1959 1958

Sales $111,052,290 $103,296,857
Net Income 7,032,686 6,518,039
Earned Per Share 87«; 83<)

Shares Outstanding .... 8,127,460 7,881,400

* * *

CBS Inc. common stock trading on the Boston ex-

change on an unlisted basis (Vol. 15:18) has been approved

by the SEC.

Meredith Publishing Co. (Better Homes & Gardens,

Successful Farming, WHEN-TV & WHEN Syracuse,

WOW-TV & WOW Omaha, KPHO-TV & KPHO Phoenix,

KCMO-TV & KCMO Kansas City, radio KRMG Tulsa)

has purchased National Plan Service Inc. of Chicago,

which creates promotional & advertising materials for re-

tail building materials dealers.

Loew’s Inc. (MGM) is not resuming cash dividends

now, chairman George Killion anounced, following a meet-

ing in Culver City, Cal., but “expects to be in a position to

inaugurate a regular dividend policy” later in the year if

“current progress continues.”

Decca Records Inc. reports $197,560 (13^ a share) in

first-quarter earnings, compared to $168,117 (ll<f a share)

for the same 1958 quarter.

Aerovox reports net income of $143,779 (17? a share)

for the quarter ended March 31, compared with $18,867 (2i^

a share) in the first quarter a year ago.

Reports & comments available: Dynamics Corp. of

America by Ira Haupt & Co. Ill Broadway, N.Y. . . . Air-

pax Electronics by McDonnell & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y.

. . . P. R. Mallory by T. L. Watson & Co., 25 Broad St.,

N.Y. . . General Dynamics by Walston & Co. 265 Mont-

gomery St., San Francisco.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Payable
Stk. of
Record

CBS . Q $0.30 Jun. 12 May 29

Hazeltine .. Q .35 Jun. 15 May 29

Northrop Corp . Q .40 Jun. 9 May 25

Republic Pictures . . . . Q .25 July 1 Jun. 10

Sprague Elec . Q .30 Jun. 13 May 29

Victoreen Inst 25% stk. Jun. 16 May 25

WJR Goodwill Sta. .

.

— .10 Jun. 4 May 21
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2 NEW JAPANESE TUBE LINES now on U.S. market. High
interest is shov/n at Parts Show as Hitachi and Nippon tube

promotions begin through established U.S. firms (p. 15).

TAPE RECORDER INDUSTRY fights back against inroads of

stereo disc^ and confusion over tape cartridges, with new
standards for stereo music tape, backed by promotion cam-
paign (p. 17).

EIA RE-ELECTS HULL, Secrest & Muter for 1959-60 term (p.

18). Annual convention reflects optimism of industry, as Hull

predicts sales of $9 billion (p. 17).

BOOM IN CHEAP FM SETS is enjoyed by Granco Products,

virtually the sole manufacturer, and nov/ claiming 45% of

domestic FM market. Its next project: Auto L’M & FM-AM sets

(p. 18).

Film S Tape
FILM-VS.-TAPE FIGHT starts in N.Y. as Film Producers Assn,

declares it is forming an alliance with lATSE to "keep net-
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NEWS BY STOPWATCH under FCC's Lar Daly political
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RADIO FACILITIES—NO SATURATION in sight, as 155 ap-

plications are filed, including 30 for new stations, on May 15

AM processing cut-off date (p. 2).

COMPETITION FOR 'WORLD'S TALLEST' title shows U.S.

likely to retain lead in TV towers, despite Russian plans for

1625-footer. Several taller due (pp. 3 & 9).
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tures by product classification (p. 8).
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TV SET MAKERS TO PLUG PROGRAMS next fall in revamped
public-relations drive by EIA, Surprise switch in manufac-
turers' tactics parallels NAB promotion effort (p. 1).

Foreign

OVERSEAS TV—25,600,000 SETS, 855 stations—as of March
31, according to USIA quarterly report. East Germany's TV
offensive vs. U.S. budget request (pp. 3 & 10).
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TV SET MAKERS TO PLUG FALL PROGRAMS: In unexpected change of tactics, TV re-

ceiver manufacturers have voted to launch serious campaign to call public's attention to excellence of special

TV programs next season.

EIA's consumer products div. decided at last week's convention in Chicago to "develop a new type of

TV promotion aimed at creating public interest in the new fall TV spectaculars." Information on programs
will be provided by the 3 networks, and, according to plan approved by set makers, "manufacturers will

include 'plugs' of these new programs in their presentations to distributors and probably in their advertising."

Program will be piloted by top-level 3-man committee of members of EIA consumer products exec,

committee—Zenith's Len Truesdell, Motorola's Ed Taylor and Warwick's Charles N. Hoffman. This group

will develop program of suggestions, "with possibly a recommended advertising slug which EIA will then

distribute among all TV manufacturers."

Move presumably means end of EIA's abortive "buy-a-second-set" campaign , which was to have

been conducted through PR & advertising depts. of TV manufacturers. This drive was actively opposed by
some set makers on grounds that "second set" is usually a portable—least profitable item in TV line.

Action represents surprising switch by set makers. It's no secret that some of them had been loudly

blaming "poor programming" for TV set sales slump. Now there's even some possibility that EIA will work
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very closely with NAB's "TV image" campaign. Whether it does or not, there's plenty of sentiment in the
telecasting & manufacturing fraternities that new 2-pronged promotion on same theme would be much more
effective for both industries than separate efforts on different themes.

EIA group also voted to fight FCC's proposal to ban interstate shipment of TV sets which can't re-

ceive all channels (Vol. 15:11, 16-17). Organization's consumer products exec, committee chairman Robert S.

Bell, of Packard-Bell, summed up feeling thus: "The whole idea is ridiculous. It would cost consumers
$100-$ 150 million a year for the benefit of a small segment of the broadcasting industry. It's giving a platinum
transfusion to a dead horse."

RADIO FACILITIES— NO SATURATION IN SIGHT: Looks like no end to demand for

radio stations . A good index is what happened on May 15—cut-off date of FCC's new AM processing pro-

cedure (Vol. 15:20). Thirty applications for new stations were filed, 45 for changes in facilities of existing

stations—plus amendments of 80 applications. As of today. Commission has in its files 645 applications for

new stations, 614 for changes in facilities. Of the facilities-changes sought, 326 are from 250-watters request-

ing increase in daytime power to 1 kw.

Prediction of 5500 AM stations by 1970, proffered by FCC chief economist Dr. H. H. Goldin at NAB
convention (Vol. 15:12), doesn't seem at all outlandish. Right now there are 3360 AMs operating, plus 124

CPs not yet on air. In addition there are 605 FMs operating, 135 CPs to be activated.

Though some broadcasters would like some sort of economic freeze on new stations, FCC has yet to

find any justification for one. As Chairman Doerfer says in May issue of "U.S. Radio" magazine: "I'm aware of

the view that continued growth in the number of broadcast facilities will eventually lead to a deterioration

in programming. But the Commission does not dictate what programs a broadcaster puts on his station. We
have no alternative but to issue new grants in areas where they are available and where additional radio

service will contribute to a more knowledgeable & better informed public."

OVERSEAS TV—25,600,000 SETS, 855 STATIONS: U.S. Information Agency's quar-

erly report on foreign TV is getting to be substantial document—current edition running 32 pages^—reflect-

ing accelerating expansion of overseas TV.

Sets-in-use figure, USIA estimates, has risen to 25,600,000 for all countries—excluding U.S., its ter-

ritories & Canada. This is an increase of 2,750,000 in quarter ending March 31-—twice the rise of preceding

quarter. Operating stations have jumped from 739 to 855 (including satellites, large & small). Of these, 714

are in free-world countries, an increase of 97, and 141 in Communist bloc, a rise of 19.

Most of free-world expansion was provided by Italy, which added 42 stations, now has 294, and
West Germany, which boosted its total to 117 by building 26.

In addition to a tabular compilation for all countries (see p. 10), USIA provides a country-by-coun-

try narrative covering programming & facilities developments. It devotes considerable space to the propa-

ganda offensive planned against West Germany by East Germany, as reported by the Bavarian Govt,

weekly "Bayerische Staatszeitung." According to the paper, USIA says. East Germany has allocated 60 mil-

lion marks for "an entirely new" propaganda approach:

"The 'sledge-hammer method' of propaganda used on the East German population is not to be

used in broadcasts for West German consumption. Instead ... a clever mixture of sex, jazz and humor

is being scheduled in just the right dosage to bring home the underlying political intent to West German
TV audiences. In this type of programming, the paper continued, the political functionary is being replaced

by the charmer in an attempt to accommodate Western tastes and simultaneously to suggest that life in East

Germany is by no means drab." Among programs planned are newest French, Italian, Indian & West German
motion pictures, and East German movies are to be televised on the day of their premieres. It's understood

that 15 new border stations are planned.

The excellent report is available from USIA, 1776 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Washington.

Note: Potential free-world TV audience for USIA's own overseas programming is estimated by TV
service director Romney Wheeler at more than 100 million. Urging approval of budget boost of $555,000 to

$1,263,300 (Vol. 15:16) for TV, he told House appropriations subcommittee that 78% increase is needed to

compete with Communist bloc efforts to put propaganda on Western TV. For overseas TV production &

distribution in upcoming year, Wheeler wants to spend $380,128—W. Europe, $130,550; E. Europe, $34,220;

Latin America, $118,808; Near East & S. Asia, $60,250; Far East, $36,300.
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Outlook isn't bright, however. House is expected to vote this week on bill (HR-7343) by Rep. Rooney
(D-N.Y.) which would slash USIA budget from $120 million to $113 million, cut VOA radio construction &
acquisition funds from $11 million to $9 million, and slice TV service requests proportionately.

COMPETITION FOR 'WORLD'S TALLEST' TITLE: Though Russia has entered the tall

TV tower act by announcing plans to build a 1625-ft. Moscow structure—which would be taller than any other

man-made edifice—U.S. has a couple of taller ones in the works, is likely to have more.

Right now, title to "world's tallest" is still held by KSWS-TV Roswell, N.M., with 1610 ft. However,

holding clearance from aviation authorities and FCC approval are KFVS-TV Cape Girardeau, Mo. with 1677 ft.

and WGAN-TV Portland, Me. with 1619 ft. The proposed whopper of them all—1859 ft. application of WHAS-
TV Louisville—is still fighting for both airspace & FCC approval. Hearing examiner recently closed record

on WHAS-TV's long hearing, but not even an initial decision is expected before end of year.

According to FCC records, there are 80 TV towers over 1000 ft ., CPs granted for 8 more, applications

pending for 18 (for complete Commission list, see p. 9). In addition to the special case of the 7 N.Y. stations on
Empire State Bldg., most of which are 1465 ft. above ground, the "top 10" (actually 11 because of tie for 8th

place) in use today are the following:

KSWS-TV Roswell, N.M., 1610; KWTV & KETA Oklahoma City, Okla. (sharing 1 tower), 1572;

KENS-TV <S WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex., (shared), 1530.8; WIS-TV Columbia, S.C., 1526; WFAA-TV & KRLD-

TV Dallas, Tex. (shared), 1521; WTVD Durham-Raleigh, N.C., 1504; WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn., 1369; KOCO-
TV Enid, Okla. & WTEN Albany, N.Y., 1356; WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, la., 1355; KTVE El Dorado, Ark., 1348.

All the foregoing are guyed towers. Tallest self-supporting tower in U.S. is in Kansas City, KCMO-
TV's 1045 ft. Tokyo recently took lead in this category with 1092-ft. all-purpose structure (Vol. 15:18).

Leading big-stick builder is Dresser-Ideco, Columbus, O., which has fabricated 62 over 1000 ft.

According to the company, each of its competitors has built or has on order the following number over 1000

ft.: Stainless 16, Kimco 9, Blaw-Knox 8, Truscon 4, Lehigh 2, Parkersburg Rig & Reel 2, Emsco 2, Andrews 1.

Good rule-of-thumb in calculating tower cost is $100 a ft. up to 1250 ft., $120 a ft. for 1250 to 1600-

1700 ft. This includes purchase & erection of the tower & lighting facilities, plus cost of installing transmission

lines & antenna (but not cost of transmission lines & antenna themselves). This also excludes elevator, which

runs about $20,000, and foundations—which cost about $10,000 for 1000-footers, $15,000 for greater heights.

In filing estimates with FCC, telecasters include cost of transmission lines & antennas—so figures run

higher. WHAS-TV quotes $925,000 for its 1859-ft. proposal. KFVS-TV Cape Girardeau estimates $284,000 for

1677 ft. KWTV & KETA report $736,990 for 1572 ft. Following are some typical figures for others: KTVE El

Dorado, $222,900, 1348 ft.; WTTV Bloomington-Indianapolis, $227,620, 1225 ft.; WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, $234,-

525, 1355 ft.; KSWS-TV Roswell, $274,239, 1610 ft.; WTVD Durham-Raleigh, $200,000, 1504 ft.

STANDARDS' DR. NORTON REBUKED BY HIS BOSS: Severe knuckle-rapping was
administered to Bureau of Standards' radio propagation chief Dr. Kenneth Norton—critic of TV Allocations

Study Organization (TASO) and of FCC's allocations policies (Vol. 15:19)—by none other than his boss.

Bureau of Standards director Dr. A. V. Astin. In a letter to FCC Chairman Doerfer, read by the latter to his

colleagues last week. Dr. Astin stated that Norton's position "does not reflect the official views" of the

Bureau. Furthermore, he said, publication of Norton's views in trade press was "completely unauthorized

and I apologize for it." And: "steps will be taken to prevent a recurrence."

Dr. Astin said that Norton's position might better have been presented as a minority report of TASO,

on whose panels Bureau of Standards' engineers had served. He went on to note that the Bureau has no

responsibility in field of TV allocations but that it is available in advisory capacity on propagation.

Doerfer replied with note expressing appreciation for "clarification of what most of us suspected."

Dr. Norton thus finds himself in an awkward position—no one stepping forward, as yet, to endorse

his assertion that more TV service could be renewed if co-channel station separations were reduced from

170 to 100 miles, or even less.

Meanwhile, CBS v.p. William B. Lodge, with whom Norton had been carrying on a running argu-

ment, decided to call a halt, writing Norton: "I believe that either an FCC or Senate committee hearing would

be a more appropriate forum in which to discuss the various problems involved in improving (none of us

expects a 'perfect' solution) the. TV allocationa problem." .......
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Congress

TWIN-FEATURE FCC SHOW; There’ll be a double billing

for FCC in congressional hearings next month, with

the Senate Commerce opening its legislative investiga-

tion season alongside the House Commerce Committee.

After moves by Chairman Harris (D-Ai'k.) of the

House group to set up June 15-23 legislative oversight

subcommittee panel hearings for FCC & other federal

regulatory agencies (Vol. 15:20), Chairman Pastore

(D-R.I.) of the Senate Commerce communications sub-

committee scheduled a series of FCC hearings starting

in June & running into July. They’ll cover booster-

CATV issues & a wide range of other subjects.

On Pastore’s agenda, as announced last week, will be

a dozen bills amending the Communications Act—mostly

measures introduced by Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.)

of the full committee at the request of FCC (Vol. 15:16).

Billed for the oversight subcommittee panels by

Harris, in order of appearance for Commissioners, agency

lawyers & staffers, were: CAB, FCC, FPC, FTC, ICC, SEC.

He set out the scope of the hearings—to determine what’s

wrong with present laws and whether the agencies are

'observing congressional wishes—in a 4-page outline.

Harris also said rules of procedure, which weren’t always

followed during sensation-studded FCC hearings last year,

will be printed in pamphlet form so that subcommittee

members & witnesses will know just what they are.

First up on the Senate side June 9 will be bills

(S-1734-36, S-1738, S-1740) to: (1) Prohibit ex-parte

presentations in FCC adjudicatory cases unless all parties

are notified. (2) Repeal a provision in the law permitting

Commission members to receive “honorariums” for

speeches, etc. (3) Give FCC’s review staff more latitude.

(4) Extend Commission authority over microwave & other

point-to-point radio services. (5) Cut out some sworn-

statement requirements in FCC cases.

The second phase of the Pastore hearings (now
scheduled off-&-on for June 11, 18, 23, 24, 25 & 30 and

July 1) will explore Magnuson measures (S-1733, S-1737

& S-1898) to: (1) Eliminate the Communications Act re-

quirement for prehearing notices to applicants (McFarland

letters). (2) Provide fines for violations of rules in special

service & common carrier safety fields. (3) Revise applica-

tion-processing procedure along lines urged by the FCC
Bar Assn, but opposed by FCC (Vol. 15:19-20).

Saved by Pastore for the wind-up of his hearings will

be Magnuson’s FCC-written bills (S-1739, S-1741, S-1801)

and an omnibus measure (S-1886) by Sens. Moss (D-Utah)

& Murray (D-Mont.) carrying out the Commission’s legis-

lative recommendations on boosters & CATV systems (Vol.

15:15-17, 19).

Meanwhile Magnuson introduced still another bill

(S-1965) applying to regulatory agencies including FCC.
A holdover from last season, it would authorize the Presi-

dent to dismiss Commission members for cause, clearing up
existing legislation which is cloudy on the tenure subject.

The measure also would permit Commissioners whose
terms expire to continue in office until successors have

been installed.

And the D. C. Judicial Conference composed of federal

judges & lawyers, adopted a resolution calling for creation

by Congress of a similar conference to oversee administra-

tion of justice by the agencies. As proposed by a commit-

tee headed by Washington communications lawyer William

C. Koplovitz, the group would carry on studies of adminis-

tration problems.

NEWS BY STOPWATCH: FCC’s Lar Daly equal-news-
cast-time interpretation of the Communications Act’s

Sec. 315 (Vol. 15:8-16, 18-20) could lead into “state

control of news,” Sen. Case (R-S.D.) warned last week.
In one of the strongest Capitol Hill statements yet

made on the political equal-time broadcast issue, the

co-sponsor of a bill (S-1858) by Sen. Hartke (D-Ind.)

to rewrite Sec. 315 (Vol. 15:20) told the Senate:
“To require equal time for all candidates in the cov-

erage of news is as absurd as requiring of a newspaper
equal space to all candidates, including minor factions. It

would make candidates the judges of news values. Abuse
would be inevitable.

“An informed electorate is essential to democracy.
Feeding the news to the public by a measuring spoon or

regulating its quantity by a stopwatch is hardly the way
to accomplish this desired objective. Rather, reporting of
the news should be left to the discretion of the news media.
News by stopwatch would be news by state control.”

Case said that unless broadcasters are freed from the

Lar Daly ruling “we may well see radio & TV forced out
of the business of covering political campaigns. This result

would be unfortunate indeed for the American people &
their right to be informed on public issues.”

He also said he thought that the Hartke bill—which
defines minority candidates for president & vice president

and insures broadcasters against libel suits for equal-

time statements by politicians—should be broadened to

spell out qualifications of all minority candidates. Coverage
should take in “candidates for state & local offices, in-

cluding members of Congress,” according to Case.

Meanwhile more House companions (HR-7180 & HR-
7206) to the Hartke “Fair Political Broadcasting Act”
were introduced by Reps. Aspinwall (D-Colo.) & Rogers
(D-Colo.). They are identical with an earlier bill (HR-
7123) by Rep. Barr (D-Ind.).

No hearings on the proposed Sec. 315 changes have
been scheduled in either Senate or House. But the Senate
Commerce Committee has put the legislation on its tenta-

tive agenda for mid-June.

Senate TV-radio coverage rules won’t be relaxed to

permit tape recorders & other electronic journalism equip-

ment in Capitol hallways or in the President’s Room next
to the Senate chamber, the Senate Rules Committee has
decided. Official permission to record interviews in corri-

dors or the President’s Room, where Senators can be caught
quickly, had been sought by NBC’s Julian Goodman, exec,

committee chairman of the Radio & TV Correspondents
Galleries. But the Rules Committee headed by Sen. Hen-
nings (D-Mo.) turned him down, reaffirming a long-stand-

ing but often-ignored regulation. Goodman’s appeal to the

Rules Committee followed an incident in which reporters

for News Associates Inc. were forbidden by sgt. at arms
to carry tape recorders into the President’s Room.

Echo of ASCAP probe by a House Small Business sub-

committee last year (Vol. 14:19) was heard again on the

House floor last week. Chairman Roosevelt (D-Cal.) said

that after a year he was tired of waiting for the Justice

Dept, to come up with a new ASCAP consent decree giving
smaller composers & publishers better breaks. Pointing out
that his 1958 hearings showed that they “could not be ex-

pected to remain in business unless important changes
were made in some of ASCAP’s policies & procedures,” he
called on Justice for “decisive action.” Roosevelt said he
hoped it won’t “require another year to make up its mind.”
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NAB Wants Teasers: Rigid FCC rules requiring sponsor or

product identification of broadcast commercials are fine

when they serve to protect the public from fraud & propa-

ganda “by unknown individuals or organizations,” NAB said

last week. But it asked: What’s the harm in “teaser”

announcements ?

NAB chief counsel Douglas A. Anello & attorney Rob-

ert V. Cahill filed a rule-making petition with the Com-
mission urging that this language be added to regulations

governing commercials: “In the case of announcements

designed merely to stimulate interest in a future sub-

stantive announcement advertising commercial products

or services, it shall not be deemed necessary to announce

the sponsor or product provided that such is announced at

the time the substantive commercial shall be made. With
respect to such teaser announcement, it shall be necessary

to merely state that the announcement is an advertisement.”

The NAB lawyers pointed out that TV & radio are the

only media now precluded from use of teasers, whose
effectiveness is destroyed if the sponsor or product must be

identified. “There can be no deception, for nothing is

offered” by such announcements, they added. “Obviously,

upon final fruition of a teaser series, all Commission rules

& regulations respecting identification must be met for it

is here, literally, that the listening or viewing audience for

the first time is made aware of the product or service to

which the series has been pointed.”

Schedule of witnesses in the first 2 weeks of FCC’s
hearing on the allocation of 25-890 me, as released last

week (number of witnesses in parentheses) : May 25—RCA
Communications (1), AT&T (4). May 28—A.C. Sparkplug
Div., General Motors (1), General Telephone & Electronics

(1), Lenkurt Electric (1), U.S. Independent Telephone

Assn. (2), Motorola (4). May 29—Calvin Goodenough (1),

National Mobile Radio System (5), Associated Telephone
Answering Exchanges (1), Don Rettick (1), Forest Indus-

tries Radio Communications (2), KAAR Engineering (2).

June 3—Electronic Industries Assn. (6). June 4—Central

Station Electrical (2), Alaska Aviation Radio (1), Aero-
nautical Radio (3), National Committee for Utilities Radio

(6) ,
Central Committee on Radio Facilities of the Ameri-

can Petroleum Institute (5), Petroleum Equipment Sup-
pliers Assn. (1), Special Industrial Radio Service Assn.

(7) , National Assn, of Mfrs. (2), Amer. Transit Assn. (2).

Unique “program balance” situation in Atlanta has
had 9 AM stations & 1 FM awaiting renewal of their

licenses for more than a year. Rarely have more than one

station per city been on the FCC “limited program struc-

ture” hook at one time. The Atlanta list was reduced by
one last week when the Commission voted to renew the

license of WIIN & to approve its sale by ailing Emil J.

Arnold. Conirs. Bartley, Lee & Ford dissented, wanted to

conduct a hearing. Still pending are: WAKE, WAOK,
WEAS, WERL, WGST, WQXI, WTJH, WGKA & WGKA-
FM. Also last week, the Commission renewed the license

of WDXB, Chattanooga, which had been questioned about
“imbalance,” with Comrs. Lee & Cross dissenting. This

suggests that Cross may become the swing man in a

potential 4-3 vote on the Atlanta stations.

Deadline for comments on the option-time proposal

issued by FCC (Vol. 15.17) has been extended by the Com-
mission from June 22 to Aug. 3. CBS had requested a Sept.

11 deadline, NBC Sept. 22.

Half Way For Mack: The Marathon Miami Ch. 10 con-

spiracy trial of ex-FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack & Thurman
A Whiteside (Vol. 15:15-20), which started April 7, slowly

neared the half-way mark last week. Govt, prosecutors

said they should need no more than another week to wind

up their case, in which Mack & Whiteside are accused of

plotting to throw Ch. 10 to National Airlines’ WPST-TV.
Figuring on a June 1 opening for their case, defense law-

yers promptly began sending out subpoenas for what is

expected to be a lengthy list of witnesses. Among the

first called: A Frank Katzentine, owner of WKAT (Ch.

10 loser) & Sen. Kefauver (D-Tenn.), Katzentine’s friend

who has acknowledged interceding with FCC members in

the hotly contested grant. Most of last week’s trial proceed-

ings in Washington’s U.S. District Court were devoted to

questioning of Whiteside’s bookkeeper, Mrs. J. S. Grisillo

—

over strident defense objections—about intricacies of finan-

cial transactions involving Mack. The week also brought
another complaint by Mack’s lawyer Nicholas J. Chase
that Judge Burnita S. Matthews was “clearly biased”

against his client. Chase again demanded a mistrial. Judge
Matthews turned him doAvn again.

« «

Orlando Ch. 9 “influence” case was remanded to the

FCC by the Court of Appeals last week, as expected, follow-

ing the Commission’s own decision to conduct an evidentiary

hearing (Vol. 15:13). The Court instructed FCC to conduct

the same kind of hearing as those held or ordered in sim-

ilar cases, such as Miami Ch. 10—special hearing examiner,

etc. The decision was rendered by Judges Fahy, Washing-
ton & Danaher. The case involves allegations that an off-

the-record pitch in favor of Ch. 9 winner WLOF-TV had
been made to former Comr. Mack by Orlando attorney

William H. Dial, who had worked for WLOF-TV on some
non-FCC matters. FCC action in all “influence” cases is

being postponed pending conclusion of the Mack-Whiteside
Court case, which has many weeks to go.

Court of Appeals last week ruled that FCC had erred

in dismissing the protest filed by KXLJ-TV Helena, Mont,

against the microwave CP granted to Montana Microwave
(James G. Edmiston) to serve a CATV system in Helena.

The short “per curiam” decision by Judges Edgerton,

Miller & Danaher simply ordered the Commission to give

KXLJ-TV’s protest a hearing. FCC can call for an oral

argument or for an evidentiary hearing. The Court didn’t

rule on any legal or policy matters.

ABC-TV affiliates’ “Select Committee”, which has

been participating in FCC’s network proceedings, met in

Washington May 21 to discuss the Commission’s new pro-

posal on option-time and related rules (Vol. 15:17). The
committee decided to poll all ABC-TV affiliates before sub-

mitting comments to the FCC, now due Aug. 3. The group

had testified in defense of present option-time rules. Mem-
bers: Alex Keese, WFAA, Dallas, chairman; Thomas
Shelburne, WNEP-TV Scranton; Philip P. Allen, WLVA-
TV Lynchburg; Joseph Bernard, KTVI St. Louis; Frederick

S. Houwink, WMAL-TV Washington; Roger W. Clipp,

WFIL-TV Philadelphia; William E. Walbridge, KTRK-TV
Houston; Donald D. Davis, KMBC-TV Kansas City. All

but last 2 were at the Washington meeting.

Hearings on FCC Comr. Rosel Hyde’s reappointment

to a new lerm and the elevation of FTC gen. counsel Earl

Kintner to FTC commissionership have been set for May
27 by the Senate Commerce Committee—at 10:30 a.m.,

room 5110, New Senate Office Bldg.
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ABC-TV’s Gains: First-quartei- ABC-TV billings were 19%
ahead of last year, American Broadcasting-Paramount The-

atres pres. Leonard H. Goldenson told the annual stockhold-

ers’ meeting May 19. He added that this was a better per-

centage increase, in both billings & dollars, than for the com-

peting Jietworks. Earnings (Vol. 15:18) were 54<f a share,

against 43^ per share for first-quarter 1958. He foresaw

the 1959-60 season showing continued gains, led by the

TV network, with ABC Radio continuing to improve by

cutting its operating costs. ABC-TV pres. Oliver Treyz

told the meeting that the network’s evening programs now
attract audiences 3 times as large as the 1953 average

—

compared to a doubling of TV homes since then. Gross time

billings have multiplied almost 5 times for ABC-TV since

1953, vs. the gross time billings increase for all networks

of 149%, Treyz said.

The fate of The Voice of Firestone and ABC’s color

TV plans commanded attention in floor discussion follow-

ing the Goldenson-Treyz reports. When asked why “Voice”

was dropped, Goldenson explained that Firestone, for one

thing, had rejected the network’s proposal to move it to 10

p.m. on Monday. Also, he said, in the 9-9:30 p.m. Monday
slot. Voice was able to reach 3.5 million homes, whereas

another show “might reach 14 million in that spot.” As long

as Firestone underwrote the half-hour on a 52-week basis,

the time period was secure, Goldenson said. Firestone,

aware of this, cut back to 39 weeks 2 years ago. A request

for a show of hands from stockholders present, to see how
many still wanted Firestone on, brought about a 20% re-

sponse in favor of the program.

ABC-TV would convert to color, Goldenson said, when
set costs become closer to costs of b&w sets and when
there are “a sufficient number of sets sold or in produc-

tion.” Color TV today is “rather prohibitive” for the

average person, with service charges during the first year

around $100, he said.

* * H:

“Voice of Firestone” fans who write the tire & rubber

company about its departing show receive an acknowledg-

ment from natl. adv. mgr. A. J. McGinness which says in

part: “It is with deep regret that we , . . discontinue the

Voice of Firestone after our program of June 1, because no

suitable evening time was offered by any of the 3 TV net-

works. We hope you understand that we were willing to

continue . . , but that the networks would not accept the

program except at a time when very few TV sets are in

use. We can only hope that some day the networks will

decide to make good evening time periods available for

quality TV programming as well as mass appeal shows.”

Robert W. SarnofiF, NBC’s chairman, took advantage

last week of a guest-column invitation from vacationing

John Crosby to tell the columnist in part: “On some happy

day, I hope, Mr. Crosby will come forth and confess that

when he criticizes broadcasters for much of their popular

entertainment fare he really means to criticize popular

taste. And there is no reason he should don sackcloth to do

so. The fact that his own preferences often depart from

popular taste in no sense makes him a less worthy critic.

The job facing the television industry as I see it is to at-

tempt to reconcile more effectively the varying, and often

contradictory, tastes of the national audience—including

those of Mr. Crosby. And we must do so, not by abdicating

under the whip of criticism our primary responsibility to

majority tastes but by seeking areas where all tastes can

be satisfied more effectively.”

NETWORK ACTIVITY

ABC-TV
Partial sponsorship of The VnlouchaMea, (Thurs., 9:30-10:30 p.m.).
Full sponsorship of Black Saddle, which moves to ABC Oct. 2 (Fri.,
10:30-il p.m.). Liggett & Myers (McCann-Ericlcson)

.

CBS-TV
Conquest science series, to be presented next season Sun. afternoons
(either 6-5:30 or 6:30-6) in series of 20 half-hours.

Monsanto Chemical Co. (Gardner Agency).
6 hour-long news specials to be presented in prime nighttime hours
next season. Lever Bros. (BBDO).

NBOTV
2nd-year renewal of You Bet Your Life, (Thurs., 10-10:30 p.m.) for
next season. Lever Bros. (BBDO).
6 Bob Hope specials, with possibility of one being 2 hours in length,
all next season. Buick (McCann-Erickson).
New orders & renewals, totaling $1,012,000 in gross billings on Today
& Jack Paar Shoiv.

New orders placed by American Petroleum Institute (SSC&B) ;

Palm Beach Co. (Grey) ; Polk-Miller Products (Ayer) ; Savings & Loan
Foundation (McCann-Erickson) ; Wembley Inc. ( Walker-Saussy Adv.) ;

Howard Johnson (Ayer) ; General Mills (Knox, Reeves Adv.) ; Burling-
ton Ribbon Mills (S. R. Leon). Renewals placed by Thomas .1. Lipton
(Young & Rubicam) ; Ben Mont Papers (Woodard, Voss & Hevenor) ;

American Marietta Co. (Turner Adv.).

Renewa of The Price Is Right (Wed., 8:30-9 p.m.).
Lever Bros. (Ogilvy. Benson & Mather) and Spcidel,
(Norman, Craig & Kummel).

“Totality of programming” concept recently stressed

by NBC-TV chmn. Robert W. Samoff will go into action

this fall with a 39-week series of “top-budget, top-quality

specials,” says program & talent v,p. David Levy. The
series will be aired in the Fri.-night 8:30-9:30 P.M. slot,

starting in September, and will include musicals, news-in-

depth, live dramas, one-man shows and salutes to per-

sonalities. Several major advertisers are reported to have

placed orders for shows in the package, most of which
will be in color. News specials will be drawn from a pack-

age of 7 hour-long shows being developed by NBC news
v.p. William R. McAndrew and partly financed by the

dept.’s new program fund (Vol. 15: 20).

Wage raises in Canada for CBC technicians, recom-

mended by the majority report of a federal conciliation

board, have been agreed to by the network’s board of di-

rectors. The report called for a 2% general wage in-

crease retroactive to Aug. 1, 1958, a further 3% effective

May 1, 1959, with a final 3.15% effective Feb. 1, 1960—

a

total of 8.15% increase. The board’s minority report, how-
ever, called for a 10% raise, and the union (NABET) has

voted to take strike action for the additional 1.85%. An-
other meeting is scheduled for this week (May 25).

NABET’s TV tape strike against NBC (Vol. 15:20)

could have been prevented—and wouldn’t have lasted 19

days in any event—if the Taft-Hartley Act permitted

quick Federal court injunctions against walkouts & lock-

outs in violation of contracts, says NAB personnel & eco-

nomics mgr. Charles H. Tower. He told the Wis. Bestrs.

Assn, in Milwaukee that the law should be amended to pro-

vide “injunctive relief where the breach of contract involves

the use of the ultimate weapons of force.” Taft-Hart-

ley now permits only court suits by parties in contract

breaches. Tower slapped NABET leaders for what he said

was their failure to settle the NBC dispute “by peaceful

means with an impartial arbitrator as the last resort.”

They displayed “a lack of responsibility which strikes at

the very core of good faith bai’gaining,” he said.

If * if

NBC executives who worked as technicians during the

NABET strike (Vol. 15:20) have been rewarded by the

network with bonuses of extra vacation time and/or cash

of $400 or more.
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KYW-TV Attacks City Fathers: Gathering its editorial

wrath, KYW-TV & KYW Cleveland lashed out last week

at “the horse-&-buggy people who are running Cleveland”

in what was perhaps the strongest on-air editorializing to

date. Specifically, KYW had in mind the City Planning

Commission, its chairman Ernest Bohn, and chief city

planner Eric Grubb. The stations (members of the West-

inghouse group) were incensed over “discriminatory” re-

lease of a plan, 2 years in preparation and costing $100,-

000, for rehabilitation of downtown Cleveland.

On May 19, said the station, a picture & story was
leaked to Cleveland’s “morning newspaper” (Plain Dealer,

not identified on air). On May 21, master plan & photos

went to all papers. Three hours later, an envelope ar-

rived at KYW, containing 2 photographs, no story.

“This irresponsible, arbitrary discrimination on the

part of the City Planning Commission will not go un-

challenged. We intend that it will not,” promised the air

message. KYW reminded its audience that the Commis-
sion itself had said that the plan would fail without public

comment & understanding. “Our leaders know little about

20th-century communication,” said the air editorial
—“with

a revolution in communications taking place around them,

they are still in the horse-&-buggy era.” The station

pledged to urge the Mayor and city council to see that

“in the future public information will be released on

an equal basis to the press, radio & TV.”

First production-model RCA TV recorder was installed

at WBTV Charlotte in what RCA described as record time.

Just .2 hours & 56 minutes after its removal from the truck,

it had been installed, and had already recorded and played

back a portion of a program. RCA broadcast & TV equip-

ment div. gen. mgr. C. H. Colledge credited the speed to

“new techniques in testing, packing & shipping” plus close

cooperation between RCA & WBTV in unloading and in-

stalling the 6 racks of equipment. The new color recorder

is a companion to the pre-production RCA recorder which
has been in use at WBTV since last Sept., and is in opera-

tion 20-30 hours weekly. Six other pre-production RCA
units are in use by NBC-TV in N.Y. & Burbank, Cal.

Philadelphia’s educational station WHYY-TV (Ch. 35)

last week filed an application requesting non-commercial
use of Wilmington’s Ch. 12. Two Wilmington applicants

for the channel are radio WAMS and a partnership com-
prising Richard Goodman, Mason A. Loundy, Egmont Son-
derling & George T, Hernreich. Other applications filed

last week were for Ch. 13, Panama City, Fla. by a group
headed by appliance store owner John S. Thompson and
including 6 employes of WALA-TV (Ch. 10) Mobile, and
for Ch. 3, Salem, Ore. by the owners of KUGN Eugene.

Seeking a drop-in vhf channel, off-air KCCC-TV (Ch.

40) Sacramento last week petitioned FCC to lower minimum
co-channel assignments & mileage separations in Zone II

from 190 miles to 100-125 miles.

Station Rate Increases

Station Base Hour Minute Date
WFAA-TV Dallas $1000 to $1200 $300 to $326 1

WVUE New Orleans 600 to 800 90 to 175 May 1

KTVK Phoenix 500 to 600 100" May 1

WFIE-TV Evansville. Ind. 350 to 425 70 to 88 May 1

KZTV Corpus Christi 300 to 350 75 to 85 March 1

'Effective date not reported.
"Remains unchanged at $100.

1 00 Largest TV Advertisers of 1 958
Gross time cost only, as estimated for TvB. Spot figures from N. C.
Rorabaugh. Network figures from LNA-BAR (Leading National

Advertisers & Broadcast Advertisers Reports).

Rank Advertisers
1. Procter & Gamble
2. Lever Brothers
3. Colgate-Palmolive
4. General Foods
5. American Home Products
6. General Motors
7. Bristol-Myers
8. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
9. Gillette

10. Brown & Williamson
11. P. Lorillard
12. Chrysler
13. American Tobacco
14. General Mills
15. Ford Motor
16. Sterling Drug
17. Kellogg Company
18. Liggett & Myers
19. Miles Laboratories
20. Adell Chemical
21. Warner-Lambert Pharma..
22. Standard Brands
23. Pharmaceuticals, Inc
24. Continental Baking
25. Philip Morris
26. Corn Products
27. National Dairy Prods
28. National Biscuit
29. Carter Products
30. Revlon
31. S. C. Johnson & Son
32. RCA
33. Quaker Oats
34. Eastman Kodak
35. Pillsbury Mills
36. General Electric
37. International Latex Corp.
38. American Chicle
39. Nestle Company
40. Westinghouse Elec. Corp ..

41. Texize Chemical
42. Chesebrough-Ponds
43. Campbell Soup
44. Jos. E. Schlitz Brewing ....

45. Armour & Co
46. Swift & Co
47. Robert Hall Clothes
48. Scott Paper
49. Prudential Ins. Co.

of Amer
50. Ralston-Purina
51. Coca-Cola Co./Bottlers
52. Helene Curtis Industries ..

53. The Borden Co
54. Bulova Watch
55. Kaiser Industries
56. E. I. Du Pont de Nemours
57. Carnation
58. Shell Oil
59. Food Manufacturers, Inc.
60. Falstaff Brewing
61. Pepsi Cola Co./Bottlers ....

62. Andrew Jergens
63. Kimberly-Clark
64. United States Steel
65. Anheuser-Busch
66. Max Factor
67. J. A. Folger
68. Block Drug Company
69. Speery Rand Corp
70. Charles Antell
71. Pabst Brewing
72. Avon Products
73. Armstrong Cork
74. Vick Chemical
75. Alberto-Culver
76. Sylvania Elec. Prods
77. Johnson & Johnson
78. Beech-Nut Life Savers ....

79. Hazel Bishop
80. Standard Oil Co.

of Indiana
81. Schick, Inc
82. Gulf Oil Corp
83. The Mennen Co
84. Marathon Corp
85. Esso Standard Oil
86. Reynolds Metals
87. Sears Roebuck
88. Atlantis Sales
89. Pet Milk
90. Singer Manufacturing
91. Drug Research Corp
92. Associated Products
93. William Wrigley, Jr
94. Theo. Hamm Brewing
96. Wildroot
96. H. J. Heinz
97. Greyhound
98. Salada-Shirriff-Horsey
99. U. S. Borax & Chemical ..

100. Seven-Up Co./Bottlers ....

Total TV
$84,471,710
38,537,230
33,855,990
31,753,900
27,783,360
22,116,440
18.918.690
18,436,470
18,076,740
17.664.000
16,508,680
14,732,210
14.270.330
13.777.090
13,601,550
13,565,080
12.840.330
12,715,810
12,681,340
12.339.090
11.725.690
10,613,270
10.376.000
9.964.170
9.033.720
8.119.030
7,672,430
7,619,780
7,642,400
7,156,890
7,055,840
6,458,130
6.373.420
6.194.880
5,730,740
5,687,210
5.678.510
6.324.670
5,219,220
4,724,610
4.704.170
4,689,770
4.606.260
4.503.060
4.271.090
4,163,240
3,993,850
3,906,370

3.849.960
3,753,560
3,699,270
3.690.720
3.611.670
3.623.280
3,470,310
3,406,320
3,391,110
3,272,410
3.259.860
3,268,800
3,163,040
3.153.280
3.105.820
3.086.950
3.058.690
3,004,970
2.975.260
2,890,450
2,888,150
2.866.820
2,836,100
2.770.420
2,764,460
2.727.510
2,682,710
2.680.950
2.618.690
2,697,940
2.689.170

2.546,620
2,616,290
2.465.030
2,459,930
2,434.000
2,383.490
2.379.860
2.317.960
2,266,080
2,233.340
2.225.090
2.144.060
2,115.630
2,071,990
2,066,660
2,032,480
2.002.670
1.993.880
1.991.060
1.988.690
1,970,390

Spot TV
$33,833,060
16,578,860
10,998,490
11.020,780
7.275.680
1,522,070
2.845.890
2.434.260
1,944,380
9,413,530
6,717,450
390,740

3,018,150
2,986,970
1,041,430
3.645.220
2,649.440
1.865.830
7,895,950
12,339,090
8.832.990
4.368.290
202,440

9,223,910
4,066,710
3,191,790
962,920

4,022,960
5,202,300
847,850

1,813,560

1.679.690
257.520
625,160
391,210

5,678,510
2.355.040
1,681,800

85,380
4,704,170
1.591.690
272.520

1.778.680
738,350

1,209,590
3.993.850
488,270

22,200
377,510

3,699,270
752,240

1,750,940
1.856.220

83.040
645.290
729,860

3,272,410
3.259.850
2,288,920
3.163.040
3,153,280
139,050

3.058.690
1,309,360
2.975.260
1,5,33,210

85.940
2,866.820
2,836,100
2,770,420

2.216.890
1.247.830

83.940
157,660
121,760
476,580

1.961.290
777,550

1,916,020
79.200

2.434.000
2.383,490

21,010
765,830
942.090
22.250

2.144.050
738.290

2.071.990
1,690.180
523,310

1,207,0.'>0

360,060
1,991.060
1.988.690
602.110

Network TV
$50,638,650
21.958.370
22,857,500
20.733.120
20,507,680
20.593.370
16,072,800
16,002,210
16,132,360
8,250,470
9.791.230
14,341,470
11,252,180
10.790.120
12.561.120
9,919,860

10,290,890
10,849,980
4,785,390

2,892,600
6.144,980
10,173,560

740,260
4,967,010
4,927,240
6,709,510
3,596,820
2.340.100
6.309.040
5,242,280
6,458,130
4,693,730
5,937,360
5,205,580
6,296,000

2.969.630
3,537,420
4.639.230

3,098,080
4.233.740
2,724,380
3.532.740
2,953,650

3.418.100

3,826,760
3.376.040

2,938,480
1.860.630
1,667,060
3,387,270
2,671,030
2,661,250

969,880

2,966,770
3,086,950

1,695,610

1,357,240
2,802.210

2.764.450
610,620

1,434.880
2,697,010
2,461,030
2,476.180
2.112,590

685.330
1,737,740
649.010

2.380.730

2.368,8.50
1,652,130
1,322,990
2.211.090
2.226.090

1.377.340

366.480
1,609,170
795,620

1,633,820

1,368,280
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TV Expenditures by Product Classifications

Network & Spot—1958

vB releases this week its list—based on the figures of

N. C. Rorabaugh and Leading National Advertisers-

Broadcast Advertiser Reports — of estimated 1958 TV ex-

penditures by advertiser types. They fall into 32 categories.

Leading with the biggest category, Food & Grocery Pro-

ducts, the list runs as follows:

Total TV Spot TV Network TV
Agrriculture $ 1,378,164 $ 1,350,000 $ 28,154

Feeds, Meals 774,154 746,000 28,154
Misc 604,000 604,000 —

Ale, Beer & Wine 50.602,987 44,214,000 6,288,987
Beer & Ale 46,172,656 40,299,000 6,873,656
Wine 4,330,331 3,916,000 416,331

Amusements, Entertainment.. 771,616 669,000 212,616

Automotive 68,840,865 7,376,000 51,464,855
Anti-Freeze 1,170,261 112,000 1,068,251
Batteries 884,984 131,000 753,984
Cars 46,119,575 4,134,000 41,985,575
Tires & Tubes 4,112,266 1,554,000 2,558,266
Trucks & Trailers 2,354,178 132,000 2,222,178
Misc. Accsrs. & Supplies .. 2,683,525 1,313,000 1,270,525
Auto. Institutional 1,616,076 — 1,616,076

Building Material, Equipment,
Fixtures, Paints

Fixtures, Plumbing
17,675,494 2,789,000 14,886,494

Supplies 662,000 562,000 —
Materials 3,623,716 656,000 2,967,716
Paints 2,792,760 1,185,000 1,607,760
Power Tools 275,996 69,000 216,996
Miscellaneous 462,903 327,000 125,903
Ind. Mtes. Inst’t’nl
Industrial Materials

9,968,119 — 9,968,119

Institutional 9,968,119 — 9,968,119

Chemicals Institutional 404,969 — 404,969

Clothing, Furnishings,
Accessories 17,216,439 13,241,000 3,974,439

Clothing 13,793,687 11,269,000 2,524,587
Footwear 2.694,327 1,445,000 1,249,327
Hosiery 656,499 497,000 59,499
Misc 171,026 30,000 141,026

Confections & Soft Drinks .. 40,264,724 28,237,000 12,017,724
Confections 21,191,973 12,039,000 9,152,973
Soft Drinks 19,062,751 16,198,000 2,864.761

Consumer Services 26,325,054 14,605,000 11,720,054
Dry Cleaning & Laundries 81,000 81,000 —
Financial 2,298,209 2,181,000 117,209
Insurance 9,717,696 2,773,000 6,944,696
Medical & Dental 151,000 151,000 —
Moving, Storage 317,000 317,000 —
Public Utilities 9,838,706 7,099,000 2,739,706
Relig., Political, Unions .. 2,302,089 1,224,000 2,739,706
Schools & Colleges 135,000 136,000 —
Misc. Services 1,484,354 644,000 840,354

Cosmetics & Toiletries 126,107,799 46,749,000 79,358,799
Cosmetics .14,291,147 8,133,000 6,158,147
Deodorants 10,393,933 3,426,000 6,967,933
Depilatories 366,660 295,000 70,560
Hair Tonics & Shampoos .. 25,099,209 8,674,000 16,425,209
Hand, Face Lotions 6,634,264 2,813,000 3,821,264
Home Perm. & Coloring .. 19,399,683 6,890,000 13,509,683
Perfumes, Toilet Waters .. 2,191,874 1,704,000 487,874
Razors, Blades 10,523,583 1,904,000 8,619,583
Shaving Creams, Lotions .. 7,397,084 1,694,000 5,703,084
Toilet Soaps 26,267,410 10,744,000 15,513,410
Misc 3,654,052 1,472,000 2,082,052

Dental Products 34,330,671 14,467,000 19,863,671
Dentifrices 29,026,972 11,132,000 17,894,972
Mouth Washes 3,631,484 2,466,000 1,176,484
Misc 1,672,215 880,000 792,215

Drug Products 98,224,639 44,626,000 63,598,639
Cold Remedies 20,347,749 12,863,000 7,484,749
Headache Remedies 28,692,976 7,792,000 20,800,976
Indigestion Remedies 14,926,100 8,988,000 5,937,100
Laxatives 8,510,764 3,082,000 6,428,764
Vitamins 8,664,652 2,826,000 5,829,652
Weight Aids 2,199,936 1,917,000 282,936
Misc. Drug Products 14,115,792 6,285,000 7,830,792
Drug Stores 877,670 874,000 3,670

Food & Grocery Products .... 243,516,420 136,687,000 107,828,420
Baked Goods 30,600,235 26,469,000 4,131,235
Cereals 38,943,194 11,562,000 27,391,194
Coffee. Tea & Food Drinks 49,040,909 32,140,000 16,900,909
Cond., Sauces, Appetizers 9,621,787 5,516,000 4,006,787
Diary Products 19,639,043 7,863,000 11,786,043
Desserts
Dry Foods (Flour Mixc.s,

6,646,848 2,023,000 4,623,848

Rice, etc.) 20,644,486 8,314,000 12,230,486
Fruits & Veg., Juices 17,818,420 9,429,000 8,389,420
Macaroni, Noodles, Chili .. 2,984,184 1,934,000 1,0.50,184

Margarine, Shortenings 12,691,669 6,673,000 6,018,659
Meat, Poultry & Fi.sh 9,973,214 6,366,000 .3,607,214
Soups 4,107,968 461,000 3,646,958
Misc. Foods 10,040,610 6,420,000 3,620,510
Misc. Frozen Foods 1,878,973 1,454,000 424,973
Food Stores 9,084,000 9,084,000 —

Garden Supplies & Equip 880,638 661,000 219,638

Gasoline & Lubricants 27,979,209 24,479,000 3,500,209
Gasoline & Oil 26,911,209 23,411,000 3,600,209
Oil Additives 858.000 868,000
Misc 210,000 210,000 —

Hotels, Resorts,
Restaurants 621,705 423,000 98,705

Household Cleaners, Cleansers
Polishes, Waxes 46,098,694 29,660,000 16,448,694

Cleaners, Cleansers 31,581,550 24,051,000 7,630,650
Floor & Furn. Polish, Wax 9,097,030 4,146,000 4,951,030
Glass Cleaners 1,883,042 392,000 1,491,042
Home Dry Cleaners 1,001,519 405,000 596,519
Shoe Polish 1,456,653 148,000 1,308,653
Misc. Cleaners 1,078,800 508,000 670,800

Household Equipment

—

Appliances 18,996,479 4,621,000 14,375,479

Household Furnishings 6.353,509 2,926,000 2,427,509
Beds, Matt., Springs 1,807,881 1,671,000 136,881
Furn. & Other Frnsh’gs. .. 3,546,628 1,256,000 2,290,628

Household Laundry Products 76,237,980 29,940,000 46,297,980
Bleaches, Starches 6,648,628 4,814,000 1,834,628
Pckgd. Soaps, Detergents 67,610,561 23,217,000 44,293,661
Misc 2,078,791 1,909,000 169,791

Household Paper Products .. 16,153,884 6,163,000 9,990,884
Cleansing Tissues 2,170,063 1,411,000 759,063
Food Wraps 4,970,803 1,417,000 3,653,803
Napkins 1,914,937 347,000 1,867,937
Toilet Tissue 3,558,086 755,000 2,803,086
Misc 2,539,995 1,233,000 1,306,995

Household General 10,257,185 4,101,000 6,156,185
Brooms, Brushes, Mops .... 524,372 430,000 94,372
China, Glassware, Crockery,

Containers 1,466,429 356,000 1,100,429
Disinfectants, Deodorizers 3,599,480 1,090,000 2,509,480
Fuels (heating, etc.) 488,000 488,000 —
Insecticides, Rodenticides 2,143,821 821,000 1,322,821
Kitchen Utensils 272,362 89,000 183,362
Misc 1,772,721 827,000 945,721

Notions 415,720 384,000 31,720

Pet Products 11,665,699 4,411,000 7,254,699

Publications 1,559,069 767,000 802,069

Sporting Goods,
Bicycles, Toys 6,209,243 3,045,000 2,164,243

Bicycles & Supplies 335,905 35,000 300,905
Toys & Games 3,497,873 2,819,000 678,873
Misc 1,375,465 191,000 1,184,465

Stationery, OflSce Equip 2,834,817 149,000 2,686,817

TV, Radio, Phono.,
Musical Instruments 11,495,606 1,501,000 9,994,606
Antennas 163,844 108,000 65,844
Radio & TV Sets 6,245,688 208,000 6,037,688
Records 1,732,149 750,000 982,149
Misc 3,353,925 435,000 2,918,925

Tobacco Prods. & Supplies .. 93,443,822 31,119,000 62,324,822
Cigarettes 89,248,461 28,164,000 61,084,461
Cigars, Pipe Tobacco 3,413,776 2,662,000 851,776
Misc 781,685 393,000 388,585

Transportation & Travel .... 6,641,358 2,937,000 2,704,358
Air 2,471,600 1,469,000 1,002,600
Bus 2,125,111 666,000 1,459,111
Rail 702,000 702,000 —
Misc 342,647 100,000 242,647

Watches, Jewelry, Cameras 20,550,151 4,459,000 16,091,151
Cameras. Access., Supplies
Clocks & Watches

9,177,184 290,000 8,887,184
5,064,188 1,925,000 3,139,188

Jewelry 413,794 160,000 253,794
Pens & Pencils 4,918,875 1,988,000 2,930,875
Misc 976,110 96,000 880,110

Miscellaneous 8,517,912 7,144,000 1,373,912
Trading Stamps 892,000 892,000 —
Misc. Products 4,133,912 2,760,000 1,373,912
Misc. Stores 3,492,000 3,492,000 —

Total $1,078,360,401 $511,770,000 $566,590,401

Newspapers are increasing spot TV spending. A TvB
survey conducted by BAR in 11 major markets shows 36

newspapers purchased 705 spots during a sample week in

the 4th quarter of 1958. During 4th quarter 1957, 32 papers

bought 626 spots, and in 1956, 24 papers took 412 spots.

Liquor ads in North Carolina would be banned from
TV newspapers and magazines, in a bill proposed in the

state’s house of representatives by Sneed High & Harry
Horton. Outdoor & radio liquor ads are already outlawed.
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More about

TALL TOWER TALLY: FCC’s reports that its current

count of over-lOOO-ft. TV towers (see p. 3) shows 46

operating in the 1000 (to 1099) -ft. range, 17 in

1100-ft., 6 in 1200-ft., 5 in 1300-ft., 6 in 1500-2000-ft.

Herewith is the Commission’s complete list, with sta-

tions sharing same tower facilities indented

:

Group A—Existing Antenna Towers*

City

El Dorado, Ark.
Little Rock, Ark.

Tampa. Fla.
Albany, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga.
Bloomington, Ind.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Cedar Rapids, la.

Waterloo, la.
Great Bend. Kan.
Wichita, Kan.

Shrevepoi't, La.

Boston, Mass.

Bay City-Flint-
Saginaw, Mich.

Cadillac, Mich.
Detroit, Mich.

East Lansing, Mich.
Flint, Mich.
Lansing. Mich.
Alexandria, Minn.
Kansas City, Mo.

Kirksville, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.

Lincoln, Neb.
Roswell, N. M.
Albany, N.Y.
Buffalo. N.Y.

Utica, N.Y.
Charlotte, N.C.
Durham-Raleigh, N.C.
Raleigh, N.C.
Fargo, N.D.
Minot, N.D.
Valley City, N.D.
Dayton, O.
Toledo. O.
Youngstown, O.
Enid, Okla.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Tulsa, Okla.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charleston, S.C.
Columbia. S.C.
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Memphis, Tenn.

Nashville. Tenn.

Austin, Tex.
Dallas, Tex.

Fort Worth, Tex.

Houston, Tex.
San Antonio, Tex.

Wichita Falls, Tex.

Norfolk. Va.
Portsmouth-Norfolk, Va.
Huntington, W. Va.
Green Bay, Wis.
Milwaukee, Wis.

station Channel
Height
Above

No. Ground

KTVE 10 1348
KARK-TV 4 1175
KTHV n 1175

WFLA-TV s lO.iG

WALB-TV 10 1000
WLW-A 11 1042
WSB-TV 2 1076
WAGA-TV 5 1100
WJBF G 1292
WTTV 4 1225
WFBM-TV G 1019
WLWI 13 1024
WISH-TV 8 1001
KCRG-TV 9 1079
WMT-TV 2 1355
KWWL-TV 7 1083
KCKT 2 lOOG
KAKE-TV 10 1079
KARD-TV 3 1071
KSLA-TV 12 1195
KTBS-TV 3 1151
WBZ-TV 4 1199
WHDH-TV 5 1249
WNEM-TV 5 1056

WWTV 13 1282
WJBK-TV 2 1057
WXYZ-TV 7 1073
WWJ-TV 4 1064
WKAR-TV' GO 1037
WJRT 12 1002
WJIM-TV C 1023
KCMT 7 1130
KMBC-TV 9 1025
KCMO-TV” 5 1045
KTVO 3 1101
KSD-TV 5 1159
KMOX-TV 4 1214
KOLN-TV 10 1002
KSWS-TV 8 1610
WTEN 10 1356
WKBW-TV 7 1076
WBEN-TV 4 1059
WKTV 2 1064
WSOC-TV 9 1073
WTVD 11 1504
WRAL-TV 5 1160
WDAY-TV C 1206
KXMC-TV 13 1053
KXJB-TV 4 1085
WHIO-TV 7 1096
WTOL-TV 11 1045
WFMJ-TV 21 1015
KOCO-TV 5 1356
KWTV 9 1572
KETA 13 1572

KVOO-TV 2 1175
KOTV C 1133
KOED-TV 11 1133

WFIL-TV 6 1116
WRCV-TV 3 1116

WTAE 4 1066
WCSC-TV 5 1044

WIS-TV 10 1526
KELO-TV 11 1032
WMCT 5 1088
WHBQ-TV 13 1073
WREC-TV 3 1077
WSM-TV 4 1369
WLAC-TV 5 1179
KTBC-TV 7 1137

WFAA-TV 8 1521

KRLD-TV 4 1521

WBAP-TV 5 1113

KFJZ-TV 11 1074

KHOU-TV 11 1196

KENS-TV 5 1531

WOAI-TV 4 1531

KFDX-TV 3 1049

KSYD-TV 6 1039

WTAR-TV 3 1029

WAVY-TV 10 1026

WSAZ-TV 3 1069

WFRV 5 1002

WTMJ-TV 4 1035

WISN-TV 12 1105

WITI-TV C 1044

WMVS-TV 10 1044

• Excluding antennas on Empire State Building

’•Construction permit relinquished July, 1958

•Tallest self-supporting tower in the United States

City

Group B—Construction Permits Granted

(Construction not completed)

tAthens, Ga.
Portland, Me.
tMankato, Minn.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
Toledo, O.
Madison, Wis.

fCP only, station not in

Group
Sacramento, Cal.
Athens, Ga.
Waycross, Ga.
Columbus, Ga.

Savannah, Ga.

Davenport, la.

Moline, 111.

Moline, 111.

Moline, 111.

Moline, 111.

Terre Haute, Ind.
Louisville, Ky.
Lake Charles, La.
Lafayette, La.

Boston, Mass.
Panama City, Fla.
Jackson, Miss.

Greensboro, N.C.

High Point, N.C.
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Toledo, O.
Sioux Falls, S.D.

*Approved by Airspace

Station Channel
No.

Above
Ground
Height

WGTV 8 1017
WGAN-TV 13 *1619
KEYC-TV 12 1116
KFVS-TV 12 •1677

KTVI 2 1046
KPLR-TV 11 1159
WSPD-TV 13 1002
WISC-TV 3

operation

C—Applications Pending

1104

KCRA-TV 3 1549
WGTV 8 *1042
WEGS-TV 8 *1089

WRBL-TV 3 *1260
WTVM 28 •1260

Georgia State Board
of Education

9 *1086

WOC-TV 6 1344
Moline TV Corp. 8 *1065
Community Tele-
casting Corp.

8 *1048

Midland Bcstg. Co. 8 *1089
Tele-View News Co.,
Inc.

8 *1042

Livesay Bcstg. Co., Inc. 10 1004
WHAS-TV 11 1859
KTAG-TV 3 *1046

Evangeline Bcstg. Co. 3 *1039
Acadian TV Corp. 3 *1039

WNAC-TV 7 1161
TBC Inc. 13 1003
WLBT 3 *1529
WJTV 12 1000
Jefferson Std. Bcstg. Co. 8 *1016
Tri-Cities Bcstg. Co. 8 1058
High Point TV Co. 8 *1078
Southern Bcstre; • 8 •1266
WSPD-TV 13 *1049
KSOO-TV 13 *1117

The 488-ft. tower of radio KMA Shenandoah, la., was
blown down during the tornado in that area recently.

Tower had been in operation for 22 years. KMA was off

the air for about 2% hours but resumed broadcasting after

switching to its directional tower.

Educational Television

Missing ETV Testimony: An answer to hostile questions

raised by Rep. Bennett (R-Mich.) at May 12-13 House
Commerce subcommittee hearings on Federal aid to edu-

cational TV (Vol. 15:20) was supplied last week by exec,

dir. Ralph Steetle of the Joint Council on Educational TV.
The Bennett questions—as to why the Tex. state leg-

islature had attached a rider to a school appropriations

bill forbidding expenditures for ETV stations—had gone

unanswered by pro-ETV witness L. D. Haskew, U. of Tex.

v.p. He said he didn’t know why the ban was ordered or

who was behind it.

Steetle dug out the transcript of Senate Commerce
ETV hearings in Jan. (Vol. 15:5), pointed to testimony by

Sen. Yarborough (D-Tex.) in behalf of a $51 million aid

bill (S-12) by Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) Yarbor-

ough said “economic pressure” by “lobbyists representing

commercial interests” was responsible for the legislature’s

anti-ETV policy, Yarborough testified that they were try-

ing to get inactive Texas ETV channels shifted to commer-

cial use—“ a virtual license to rob the people of their own
multi-million-dollar public TV channels.” Urging quick

action on the Magnuson measure, Yarborough said: “This

is a race between the need for education & the desire for

dollars.”

College-credit course in world politics will be telecast

7-7:30 a.m. Mon., Wed. & Fri. starting June 22 by WTOP-
TV Washington. Dr. Abdul A. Said of American U. will be

the instructor.
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BROADCASTERS’ SALARIES: Who gets the best pay in the

TV-radio station field? Top money, of course, goes to

executives in TV outlets that do the biggest volumes,

but other factors influence salaries, says J. K. Lasser

& Co. study of broadcasting salaries in Printers’ Ink.

For instance, radio station executives are by no means
poor cousins. When a TV station is matched against a

radio outlet doing the same volume of business—radio sta-

tion salaries are higher. In listing salaries below, Lasser

eliminated highest 25% & lowest 25%, retaining “middle

50%” as being, statistically, the most indicative portion.

TELEVISION STATIONS
Annual Volume of Business High Low Median

Under $500,000
General manager $15,000 $10,800 $13,300
Station manager 12,000 8,000 10,300
Commercial manager 10,200 6,500 8,000
Program manager 7,500 5,200 6,500
Promotion manager 6,000 3,500 4,700
Chief engineer 7,500 5,500 6,500

$500,000-$1,000,000
General manager 20,000 15,000 18,000
Station manager 15,000 10,000 12,000
Commercial manager 13,500 9,000 10,400
Program manager 9,000 7,000 7,500
Promotion manager 7,000 5,000 6,000
Chief engineer 9,000 7,200 8,000

$1,000,000-$2,000,000
General manager 32,500 20,000 28,000
Station manager 20,000 14,500 17,500
Commercial manager 18,000 13,000 16,200
Program manager 12,000 8,000 9,500
Promotion manager 9,800 7,000 8,400
Chief engineer 12,000 9,000 10,000

Over $2,000,000
General manager , 38,000 31,000 34,000
Station manager 27,500 21,000 25,500
Commercial manager 21,000 16,000 18,000
Program manager 15,000 10,400 12,000
Promotion manager 12,000 7,500 10,000
Chief engineer 18,000 10,000 13,000

RADIO STATIONS
Under $50,000

General manager $ 7,000 $ 5,300 $ 6,200
Station manager 6,500 5,200 6,000
Commercial manager 5,500 4,000 4,500
Program manager 4,800 3,400 3,900
Chief engineer 5,000 3,600 4,000

$50,000-$100,000
General manager 10,500 7,500 8,500
Station manager 9,000 6,500 7,800
Commercial manager 7,200 5,500 6,000
Program manager 5,400 4,200 5,000
Promotion manager 5,300 4,400 5,100
Chief engineer 5,500 4,700 5,000

$100,000-$250,000
General manager 15,000 10,000 12,000
Station manager 12,000 7,500 9,000
Commercial manager 10,700 7,000 9,100
Program manager 7,500 5,400 6,500
Promotion manager 6,000 5,000 5,300
Chief engineer 7,000 5,200 6,000

$250,000-$500,000
General manager 25,000 14,000 19,000
Commercial manager 12,000 10,400 11,700
Program manager 10,000 7,800 8,500
Chief engineer 8,900 6,500 7,500

$500,000-$!,000,000
General manager 30,000 25,000 26,000
Commercial manager 18,000 12,000 15,000
Program manager 12,000 9,000 10,000
Promotion manager 9,000 6,000 8,000
Chief engineer 11,500 9,000 10,000

Over $1,000,000
General manager 40,000 28,000 32,000
Commercial manager 20,500 18,000 19,500
Program manager 15,000 8,000 10,000
Promotion manager 9,000 6,000 7,300
Chief engineer 12,500 10,000 11,000

Foreign

USiA’s FOREIGN FIGURES: U.S. Information Agency’s

quarterly wrap-up of foreign TV growth (see p. x),

showing the station & receiver status as of March 31, is

prefaced with this note:

“Statistical data must be viewed with caution since

the reliability of the sources from which these statis-

tics are compiled varies. Wherever available, official

sources are used. Where official sources are lacking, a

concensus of a variety of unofficial sources is used. TV
transmitting station figures include all types, such as

TV centers, relay stations, experimental stations, and
others. TV set figures include estimates of unlicensed

or ‘black’ sets whenever available.”

We’re quite appreciative of that caveat—for we’ve

found in our own compilations (Vol. 15:13) that even official

estimates are sometimes unreliable. But they’re getting

better. Following are USIA’s figures, which exclude U.S.,

its territories, Canada, and U.S. Armed Forces stations

abroad:

Country Stations Sets

Western Europe
Austria ... 15 65,000
Belgium ... 5 350,000
Denmark 6 254,000
Finland ... 8 16,100
France ... 37 1,099,000
West Germany .. 117 2,418,700
Italy ... 294 1,200,000
Luxembourg ... 1 3,500
Malta 4,000
Monaco 1 11,000
Netherlands ....... 6 427,000
Norway ... 1 1,000
Portugal ... B 20,000
Spain ... 2 65,000
Sweden ... 14 400,000
Switzerland ... ... 12 59,700
United Kingdom 30 10,000,000
Yugoslavia ... 3 8,000

Latin America
Argentina ... 1 250,000
Brazil ... 7 850,000
Colombia ... 9 150.000
Cuba ... 23 350,000
Dominican Kep. 4 7,500
El Salvador ... ... 2 15,000
Guatemala ... 2 20,000
Mexico ... 15 450,000
Nicaragua ... 1 2,400
Panama 8,000
Peru ... 2 6,000

*Off air.

Closed-circuit cable system;
not included in station total.

Country Stations Sets

Uruguay 1 15,000
Venezuela ... 11 200,000

Near East, South Asia & Africa
Algeria 2 25,000
Cyprus 3,000
India 1 100
Iran 1 7,600
Kuwait 600
Iraq 1 9,000
Morocco 2* 6,000
Saudi Arabia .. 1 2,500
Turkey 1

Far East

1,000

Australia 6 660,000
Hong Kong !* 2,500
Japan 58 2,338,500
Korea (So.) 1 6,000
Philippines . 2 20,000
Thailand 2 36,000

Communist Bloc
Bulgaria 1 600
Czechoslavakia .. 7 373,100
E. Germany 11 350,000
Hungary 2 16,000
Poland 9 110,000
Rumania 2 12,000
USSR
Communist

106 3,000,000

China ... 3 200

TOTAL ... 855 25,633,400

Preliminary agreement on common TV standards for

European uhf stations was reached by the 9th plenary
session of the International Radio Consultative Committee
(CCIR) which recently concluded its 4-week proceedings

in Los Angeles. All members, including Great Britain &
France (which use different standards for vhf TV) tenta-

tively agreed upon a 625-line standard with 8-mc spacing

for uhf, paving the way for an eventual standardized

color TV system for all of Europe. The next plenary ses-

sion will be held in New Delhi, India, in 1962.

Growth of Austrian TV, as reported by the U.S. Dept,

of Commerce: (1) Receivers increased from 16,324 to 49,234

during 1958, with the total expected to reach 300,000 in the

next 5 years. (2) 14 stations operating, covering 60% of

the population. (3) Receiver prices dropped 10% during

1958 but are still 30% higher than in Germany. (4) Almost
all receivers are built in Austria, because imports of as-

sembled sets are restricted severely. (5) Most components

are imported, largely from the Netherlands & West Gei’-

many.
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Personals: Robert V. Cahill appointed NAB attorney re-

placing Walter R. Powell, deceased (Vol. 16:20) . . . E. K.

Hartenbower, gen. mgr,, KCMO-TV & KCMO Kansas City,

Mo., elected v.p. of KCMO div., Meredith Engineering Co.,

a subsidiary of Meredith Publishing Co. . . . Richard B.

Rawls, gen. mgr., KPHO-TV, elected v.p., KPHO div.,

Meredith Engineering.

Jerome B. Golden, secy. & gen. counsel, AB-PT, elected

a v.p. . . . Paul Loyet, v.p. & mgr. of WHO-TV Des Moines,

elected pres, of la. Bcstg. Assn., with Ken Hastie of radio

WMT Cedar Rapids, as v.p. . . . Jim McNamara, national

sales mgr. of WALA-TV Mobile, also named asst, gen. mgr.

. . . Wendell B. Campbell, ex-radio KFRC San Francisco

gen. mgr., appointed RKO Teleradio Pictures v.p. in charge

of Pacific Coast sales for 0-&-0 stations.

Adolph (Ade) N. Hult, former MBS sales v.p., and

more recently a TV consultant for Screen Gems and RKO
Teleradio Pictures, has rejoined MBS as v.p. in charge of

new Special Projects Dept. Richard W. Brahm, ex-pres,

of Media-Merchandising Inc., named MBS midwest mgr. . .

.

Ernie Tannen named local sales mgr., WTTG Washington.

Symon Cowles, ex-WCKT Miami, named promotion mgr.

George Comte, TV-radio v.p.-gen, mgr.. The Journal

Co. (WTMJ-TV & WTMJ Milwaukee), and Mrs. Rita Moran
Oleson, a WTMJ-TV employe, were married May 11 . . .

. . . Jack Morris, KTUL-TV Tulsa, Okla, news dir., elected

pres.. Associated Press Bcstrs. in Oklahoma,

Keith G. Dare, ex-NTA, ABC and the Katz Agency,

named WHCT Hartford sales dir. . . . Herschel R. Cary, ex-

KIMA-TV Yakima, Washington, named sales mgr,, KTNT-
TV Seattle-Tacoma . . . Warren Marshall, ex-sales mgr. of

KGHL-TV Billings, Mont, named local sales director of

WTVR Richmond, Va. . . . Virgil B. Wolff promoted to

asst, sales mgr. of KYW-TV Cleveland, succeeding Robert

E. Newsham, now with WJZ-TV Baltimore (Vol. 16:18).

Jack Gilbert, KHOL-TV Kearney, Neb., elected pres.,

Nebraska Bcstrs. Asoc. Owen Saddler, KMTV Omaha, and

E. James Ebel, KOLN-TV Lincoln, named TV dirs. . . .

Elmer W. Lower, dir. of operations, CBS news, has won a

Missouri honor award for distinguished service in journal-

ism, from U. of Mo. school of journalism . . . Richard D.

Dudley, gen. & commercial mgr. of WSAU-TV Wausau,

elected treas. of Wis. Bcstrs. Assn., succeeding Jeanne

Donald of radio WTCH Shawano, resigned.

Jay Williams named v.p. in charge of Flamingo Films

International, new div. of Flamingo Telefilm Sales • . .

Arnold Fetbrod named syndication sales dept, mgr.. Official

Films . . . Charles H. Cottington, ex-Erwin, Wasey & Co,,

named pres.. Stars National Inc., TV & radio station reps.

Charles L. Townsend, ex-NBC film & kinescope facil-

ities operations mgr., appointed TV engineering dir., Tele-

PrompTer . . . Miles David, RAB dir. of promotion, and

Warren Boorom, dir. of member service, named v.p.’s . . .

Raymond F. Guy, senior staff engineer, NBC, awarded a

fellowship in American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

F. Ben Hevel, ex-KETV-TV Omaha, named operations

director of Griffin Stations (KTUL-TV Tulsa, KWTV Okla-

homa City, KATV Little Rock) . . . Stanley Wainer, ex-

ITC treas,, named to new post of KTLA Los Angeles busi-

ness mgr. . . . John J. Kelly, ex-MBS, named client relations

dir., CBS-TV spot sales; George Pious, ex-WCAU-TV, ap-

pointed head of client relations Midwest dept. . . . Cliff

Anderson appointed to new post of dir. of special services.

Conelrad National Industry Advisory Committee met
with FCC, OCDM, and other govt, representatives in Wash-
ington last week and had this to say about the results of

the April 17 national drill (Vol. 16:16): “With the excep-

tion of a few problem areas, the drill was generally ex-

tremely satisfactory.” The group also discussed such proj-

ects as the standardization of a “Conelrad Attention

Signal” to permit the reproduction of low-cost receivers for

sale to the general public.

Ralph Renick, Radio-TV News Directors Assn, pres, &
news v.p. of WTVJ Miami, made front page news himself

last week. On a European tour with 46 other Fla. civic &
business leaders, he was the chief spokesman for the group

in a 2-hour Moscow interview with Soviet Premier Nikita

Khrushchev. Tass released a full transcript of the confer-

ence, in which the Communist boss predicted there never

would be war between the U. S, & Russia.

National Community Antenna TV Assn, of Canada
elects: W. H. Cranston, Midland, Ont., pres.; J. C. Couture,

Victoriaville, Que., v.p.; K. J. Easton, Montreal, Que., secy,;

Omer Girard, Magog, Que., treas.-assoc. secy. Directors: A.

Rousseau, Sherbrooke, Que.; F. T. Metcalf, Guelph, Ont.;

G. W. Rymal, Hamilton, Ont.; Ed Jarmain, London, Ont.;

P. Guerette, Kedgewick, N.B.; J. Beauchemin, Shawinigan,

Que,; D, Purnell, Edmonton, Alta.; Bud Shepard, Vancouver.

James T. Aubrey Jr. appointed to newly created post

of exec. v.p. of CBS-TV, eff. June 1. He’ll report to Louis

G. Cowan, pres., with TV dept, heads reporting to Aubrey.

He joined CBS in April 1968, He was formerly v.p. in chg.

of programming & talent of ABC-TV and prior to that,

mgr. of KNXT, Los Angeles. He is married to actress

Phyllis Thaxter.

ABC-TV pres. Oliver Treyz will receive a “distin-

guished Binghamton Alumnus award” May 30 at a banquet

celebrating the opening of the new studios of ABC-TV &
CBS-TV affiliate WNBF-TV (Triangle Publications, Inc.).

Mr. Treyz began his broadcasting career in Binghamton in

1939, announcing for radio WNBF, after graduating from

Hamilton College.

Sam Cook Digges, admin, v.p. of CBS Films, was

scheduled as toastmaster May 24 at the 10th anniversary

dinner in N.Y. for Assn, for Help of Retarded Children,

Obituary

Harold M. Taylor Sr., 64, who was connected with

radio WGI Medford Hillside, Mass., just after it began ex-

perimental broadcasting in 1916, died May 17. He had been

ill since contracting multiple sclerosis in 1927. He is sur-

vived by his wife, 2 sons, a sister and 8 grandchildren.
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Advertising

ANA Seeks Better Image: Now it’s the advertising in-

dustry that’s planning a campaign to improve its “image”

in the minds of non-members. Word of the new program
came last week at the Assoc, of Natl. Advertisers 50th

spring meeting at Chicago’s Edgewater Beach Hotel from
Heni-y Schachte, ANA chairman & Lever Bros. exec. v.p.

Schachte stated that top management of leading cor-

porations is constantly exposed to the “public’s negative

image of the ad man,” with the ad men themselves “usu-

ally working infrequently against it.” Further word of the

campaign, dubbed “Project X,” came from Donald S. Frost,

vice-chairman of ANA and advertising v.p. of Bristol-

Myers, who stated he felt the project might also “bridge

the gap between advertising & government, the professions

and even the public at large.” Details of the new campaign
were not revealed at the ANA meeting, but officials in-

dicated it has “top priority.”

In Other Media: Look’s newly-announced “Magazone”
plan, by which advertisers may buy any or all 7 parts of

its total circulation, adds another name to the list of

national media which are placing themselves in competi-

tion with local & regional media. The roster of national

magazines which are now selling advertisers all or parts

of their total print run includes Reader’s Digest, TV
Guide, Life, SatEvePost, Esquire, Better Homes & Gardens,

among others. Some magazines now operate a parallel of

TV’s split sponsorship, by allowing 2 advertisers to take

the same page for different parts of the print run.

Arizona ghost town is the prize offered to adv. & sales

execs, by SatEvePost in a jingle contest designed to call

attention to the Post’s latest circulation & media figures.

The 10-acre tovm has been named Ulcer Gulch by the maga-
zine. Underlining the tongue-in-cheek dig at TV Westerns
is 2nd prize, a real stagecoach. Says the contest literature:

“What a plaything for your kids! Or . . . start your own
TV network.”

TV topics at Advertising Age’s 2nd annual summer
workshop in creative advertising, in Chicago, Aug. 5-8,

will include: “What I have learned about gaining & hold-

ing attention on TV,” by Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV
v.p. in charge of network programs; “How to turn print

advertising into TV advertising, & vice versa,” by TV-
radio creative dir. of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Kenneth
C. T. Snyder; “What you can do with a live camera,” by
pres, of Creative House, Jack Baxter; and “TV commer-
cials don’t have to be expensive,” by Walter Colmes,

Colmes-Werrenrath Productions.

Over 1 billion ad impressions for Pontiac are forecast

for a new tie-up between the motor firm & General Mills,

in a TV-slanted contest due to start next month & con-

tinuing through fall. A total of 32 Pontiacs will be given

away as prizes & featured on 55 million cereal boxes, as

well as in 1-min. commercials on General Mills’ 14 TV
shows. Pontiac will cross-plug the contest with its own
TV shows, dealer displays and promotions. The contest

was arranged by MacManus, John & Adams agency.

“Maverick” aids Jeep sales, 89% of Willys dealers told

a Trendex poll for ABC-TV. Another 7% said the show did

not help, and 4% were uncertain.

Ampex pres. George Long will address N.Y. Sales Ex-
ecutives Club May .26 meeting on use of Videotape recorder.

Hollywood Guinea Pigs: Admen were treated to the odd
sight last week of a research firm planning to open a major
Hollywood branch—without particularly wanting to. The
expanding firm is Schwerin Research Corp., whose state-

ments on TV commercial & program testing (Vol. 15:19)
have caused advertiser controversy. Pres. Horace S.

Schwerin on May 25 will begin panel tests in Los Angeles
along the same lines as the firm’s TV research probes in

other U. S. cities, as well as Britain & Canada, to meet
what he terms “the insistent demands of a number of

advertisers.”

Schwerin’s comments on the move are a study in

reluctance. He admits that there may be some different

reactions to commercials because of strongly developed

West Coast product brands But, he adds, the firm’s re-

search “leads us to expect that Los Angeles audiences will

react in a pattern similar to people in N. Y. & Kansas City.

There might be some differences of degree, but a basically

strong commercial will sell and a weak one won’t.”

Advertising People: Bern Kanner promoted from asst,

media dir. to assoc, media dir., Benton & Bowles. Roger
Clapp named asst, media dir, . . , Curtis A. Abel named
Y&R v.p. and mgr, of Los Angeles office . . . Eric Marder,
Kenyon & Eckhardt market research supervisor, named v.p.

Don Cunningham named managing dir., Foote, Cone &
Belding’s new Frankfurt, Germany office . . . Harold D.
Frazee, ex-Bryan Houston, named to head the drug div.,

Tatham-Laird . . . Ken Striker named McCann-Erickson
Los Angeles office mgr. of planning and scheduling.

Ray G. Rasner, personnel dir,. Grey Adv., elected a
v.p. . . . Orrin Spellman, ex-Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, appointed v.p. & adv. mgr.. Farm Journal Inc.

Robert Kesner, ex-asst. adv. mgr.. Coca Cola Co.,

named senior v.p., Lennen & Newell.

New advisory panel on public relations has been ap-

pointed by the U.S. Information Agency, comparable to

the Broadcast Advisory Committee. The members: John K.

Murphy, Penn. R.R.; James W. Armsey, Ford Foundation;

H. Walton Cloke, Kaiser Indus.; George M. Crowson, 111.

Central R.R.; Kalman B. Druck, Carl Byoir; William A,

Durbin, American Cyanamid; Robert E. Fitzgibbon, Cal.

Tex, Oil; John W. Hill, Hill & Knowlton; Caroline Hood,

Rockefeller Center Inc.; Howard P. Hudson, Natl. Plan-

ning Assn.; Kerryn King, Texaco; Ed Lipscomb, Natl.

Cotton Council of America; Kidder Meade, CBS; Robert

Ramspeck, Eastern Air Lines; Charles E. Trout, Tuskegee
Inst.; Carrol R. West, Title Insurance & Trust.

Jim Moran, “world’s largest auto dealer”—gave this

3-part counsel on commercials to the Broadcast Advertis-

ing Club of Chicago last week: (1) Achieve rapport with

your viewer by not treating him like an idiot. (2) Give

him sensible reasons for coming to see you. (3) Live up to

your promise when he appears, Moran scoffed at auto

commercials that use 20 dancing girls & 40 singers—but

don’t let the audience see the car.

Federal advertising controls can be dangerous, ex-FTC
Comr. Lowell Mason (1945-56) warns in a new book. The
Language of Dissent (World Publishing Co., 2231 W. 110th

St., Cleveland, $5). It includes his dissenting opinions in

FTC fraud cases in which he argued that govt, policing of

ads can be so rigid as to threaten legitimate sales pro-

motion.
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Film & Tape

Film-VS.-Tape Fight in N.Y.: With the 3 networks due to

shoot an estimated $2.5 million worth of video-taped com-

mercials in N.Y. this year, the 35-member Film Producers

Assn. (FPA)—representing the majority of commercial

film producers in the East, and now billing over $20 mil-

lion in TV commercials—is fighting network competition.

Using the occasion of the FPA’s first “industry

achievement awards dinner” May 19, pres. Nathan Zucker

(who’s also pres, of Dynamic Films) stated that the net-

works weren’t going to walk off with the tape-commercial

business unopposed. “We are not going to stop the net-

works from going into production, either on video tape or

film, but we are going to keep them honest.”

This, said Zucker, the FPA—with the aid of the East

council of the International Alliance of Theatrical & Stage

Employees—hopes to do with “a joint committee on video

tape . . . which is jointly supported ... to research the

problem and press for immediate action.”

Zucker told film producers & guests gathered at the

Hotel Plaza that the FPA-IATSE team had already ap-

proached the Senate small business committee to review

the entry of networks into the commercials field.

“Video tape production, because it is particularly

compatible with telecasting techniques, gives [the net-

works] advantages which they have shown an unfair in-

clination to exploit,” he said.

The FPA pres, also stated that steps were being taken

to ease the entry of FPA members into the tape field. For
one thing, the FPA-IATSE committee “has been meeting

to resolve jurisdictional disputes before they happen.” For
another, FPA was exploring ways of “assuring the avail-

ability of video-tape equipment for every member.”
Zucker stated he would seek the aid of ad agencies in

his fight, warning them that “the giant who can pre-empt
time, talent, programming and production can, with just

a little giant step, assume all relationship with the client.”

Cooling Down on Pay TV; Most Hollywood writers, di-

rectors, producers, and actors, once convinced that pay TV
would soon be a reality, have begun to grow cold on the

subject. The initial zeal of the craftsmen was dictated by
a pie-in-the-sky picture of manifold job opportunities if

movies were to be made for pay TV.
Although some—such as the unions—still hope for sub-

scription TV, one rarely hears any genuine belief in or

enthusiasm for the idea anymore. This is because (1) pay
TV has made no progress in recent years, (2) there is a
growing realization that the public really doesn’t want to

pay for TV, and (3) Hollywood now asks: what could pay
TV offer that free TV doesn’t?

Transfilm, now under control of Buckeye Corp., has

signed an affiliation agreement with Wylde Studios, N. Y.,

a commercial animation house. The 5-year-old Wylde firm

will shortly move its equipment & personnel from its pres-

ent office space to Transfilm’s HQ on W. 45th St. Among
the immediate plans for the new affiliation is an entry

into TV programming for Transfilm with cartoon series.

Warner Bros, has sold its 2800-acre ranch at Calabasas,

Cal., for approximately $10 million. While confirming the

sale, the studio refused to disclose identity of the purchaser.

It’s reported the land will be developed for housing tracts.

Reports of the sale boosted Warner Bros. $4.25 on the

N.Y. Stock Exchange May 15 to 43, high for the year.

PRODUCTION AT RECORD PEAK: Hollywood’s telefilm

companies are preparing for their most prosperous

production season yet. The deals now set already mean
for telefilmers a record $125 million in production.

This far & away outdistances the previous mark of

$105 million. A few years ago overall production of TV
films in Hollywood seemed to stabilize at around $100

million but the new season is a real eye-opener.

Unquestionably, one of the most important factors in

this spurt is the trend to hour-long shows, which cost more
than twice as much as half-hour shows.

There are 18 hour-long series planned for next season
—9 of them holdovers: Adventures in Paradise (20th-Fox

TV), Riverboat (Revue), Hawaiian Eye (Warner Bros.),

Laramie (Revue), Bourbon Street Blues (Warner Bros.),

The Alaskan (Warner Bros.), Bronco (Warner Bros.), The
Untouchables (Desilu) and Bonanza (NBC).

The bulk of Hollywood’s record TV-film business will

be handled by Revue (16 series) & Warner Bros. (11

series) [Vol. 15:20], totaling close to $50 million. Also

facing impressive schedules are Desilu, Four Star, Screen

Gems, 20th-Fox TV and Ziv TV. Hollywood thinking is

that the trend to bigness will continue. For not only do the

big companies have the behind-the-scenes power to get

such business, but they can also turn them out more
economically than smaller companies.

TV Tempo Up at 20th: With 5 telefilm series—and 2

more network sales expected—20th-Fox is already moving
some TV production to the Fox Western lot that is being

vacated by Four Star, which is moving to Republic. Twen-
tieth has also requested CBS to move its Perry Mason
series off the Westwood lot because it needs the space. Al-

ready in production at Fox Western are 20th’s Dobey Gil-

lis, Man Without a Gun & How to Marry a Millionaire, the

latter 2 for NTA syndication. The NTA deals are for 13

telefilms, with options, on each series. To be produced at

the Westwood lot are 5 Fingers, Adventures in Paradise,

The Last Frontier and several pilots.

Irving Asher, v.p. in charge of sales for 20th-Fox TV,
tells us that both the Fox Western and Westwood lots will

soon be at capacity, with an expanded TV schedule & an
ambitious movie-production program. Asher is overseeing a

new 20th-Fox TV pilot. Threshold of Space, being pro-

duced by Anthony Muto, and planned for selling next

Sept. Of Four Star’s move to Republic, Asher commented

“we’re glad they’re going. I don’t know what we would

have done for space. We won’t have a vacant stage.” Four

Star must complete its move by June 15.

Paramount-owned KTLA Los Angeles has allocated

$50,000 for an overhaul of its stage 6, to prepare for taping

the Bolshoi Ballet June 2-3. Four one-hour tapes will be

made for Matty Fox (Vol. 13:20). The stage, recently con-

verted for TV & videotaping, now has a fully equipped TV
control room, 5 image orthicon & 2 vidicon cameras.

Peachtree Production Associates Inc., Atlanta, has

absorbed Strickland Films Inc. there. The firm expects ulti-

mately to add video tape to present live & film TV-radio

production. Skip Thomas is pres, and Philip W. Taylor is

v.p. Louis C. Ingram Jr., ex-WAGA-TV & WLWA Atlanta,

is sales mgr. Norman Whitman, from WKRG-TV Mobile, is

production mgr.

20th-Fox TV plans to use 50% live music along with

50% canned in its telefilm production this season. Lionel

Newman has been named music director.
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New York Roundup: ABC-TV clients are due for a mild

shock when they learn the title of the long-playing album

invariably used to provide piped-in background music in

the social moments before & after client screenings of

new film shows in ABC’s N.Y. executive conference room.

It was picked, according to one slightly-embarrassed ABC
source, because “It has just the right soothing quality.”

The album: “Music for Expectant Mothers.”

Carling Brewing has bought one of the season’s big-

gest rerun package deals. It’s a 3-year, 63-market pur-

chase of the 142-episode backlog of Phil Silvers Show re-

runs acquired this spring by CBS Films for the syndication

market. Carling contracts call for over $4 million in spot

time & program charges.

Shirley Temple merchandising tie-ins have been ar-

ranged by NTA International, now distributing 6 of her

feature oldies as part of a 64-film movie package, with

Random House (book versions of 5 movies) and with

Rosenau Bros, and Nanette Mfg. (Shirley Temple dresses).

Merchandise will be offered to stations for on-the-air

prizes & promotions, sold in stores this fall.

Corporate image can be a tricky thing, according to

Jack Heflferman, sales mgr. of CBS-offshoot Terrytoons. In

a letter to N.Y. TV executives last week, Hefifernan in-

formed commercial producers that Terrytoons “almost lost

a particularly juicy animation job because the agency

thought all we did was comic cartoons.” He asked for “an

opportunity to show off our versatility.”

Ziv TV’s score so far for Lock-Up, new syndicated

telefilm series starring Macdonald Carey, is 46 markets

in the first 2 weeks of selling, sales mgr. Len Firestone

states . . . Show Corp of America, new TV feature distribu-

tion firm, reports 20 markets signed this month for its “mid-

’50 movies” package of 22 features, all made after 1948 . . .

Westinghouse-Ted Granik taped public affairs shows. Youth

Wants to Know & American Forum, are reported sold for

prime-time airing in 10 markets, apart from the 5 cities

where WBC has outlets.

The filmed “Wisdom” series will return to NBC-TV in

the fall with 13 half-hour “conversations between a group

of noted personalities & celebrated interviewers,” says

Don Hyatt, NBC’s dir. of special projects. Jim Nelson will

produce the series, which will visit this season notables

of such fields as classical ballet, specialized medicine,

symphony conducting and humor.

Jayark Films (Vol. 15:20, p. 16) has announced titles

of the 2 new telefilm series to be shot by the Reub Kauf-

man-organized firm: Trapped and Birthright. They’re

slated for production at the Republic lot in Hollywood.

Add film markets: European TV Corp., of 38 Braden-

burgischestr.. West Berlin, is currently running trade ads

announcing it’s in the market to buy European distribution

rights to telefilm series.

MCA’s Shotgun Slade series has been bought by P.

Ballantine & Son for 24-market regional syndicated place-

ment along the eastern seaboard, replacing Highway

Patrol & Bold Venture. Ballantine has been a 52-week

syndication buyer since the first runs of Sheldon Reynolds’

Foreign Intrigue, now has more than 80% of its syndica-

tion slots in prime evening time.

United Artists Associated has reported “record sales

activity” with new sales and renewals involving 19 stations

and all UAA products. WPTV West Palm Beach, in the

biggest order, bought the “39” and “Lucky 7” film packages

and renewed “Movieland” features.

Van Praag Productions, essentially a film commercial

producer is looking for a network sponsor and spot for its

latest venture, a live-tape series called The Ad Libbers.

Hollywood Roundup: Motion Picture Academy has re-

ceived a $400 time refund for its Oscar show on NBC. It

had bought up all station-break time on NBC to keep the

show free of commercials, but NBC’s Sacramento affiliate,

KCRA, inserted 2 10-sec. commercials, so the Academy
got its refund.

Film shows will be transferred to tape and vice versa

by Hollywood’s Acme Film Labs, the first motion picture

lab to be equipped for TV tape. With 2 Ampex Videotape
recorders, Acme v.p.-gen. mgr. Mel Sawelson suggested

that stations might wish to convert large blocks of film

programming, station-break commercials, etc., to tape for

automatic programming. In the case of sports program-
ming, he said, “the live picture of a game could be fed to

the lab’s tape recorder, immediately transferred to 16-mm
film, edited into a half-hour program and shipped out to

stations for broadcast that same night.”

California National Productions plans syndication of 2

series. Not For Hire, starring Ralph Meeker, and Pony
Express . . . Walt Disney has dropped production of his

Zorro series on ABC following cancellation of the program
by 7 Up and AC Spark Plugs. Price per episode this

season was $60,000 average (one segment cost $85,000),

and Disney was told by ABC that if he could lower the price,

another sponsor might be found. He lowered it to $49,500

per episode, but ABC felt this was still too high.

Producer-packager Jack Douglas has put into produc-

tion a new half-hour film series, Sweet Success. He also

has a new project called Sundown . . . Producer Bernard
Schubert, here from N.Y. to oversee preparations for his

new series. Counterspy, has named Herb Stewart exec,

producer. Schubert will syndicate the series. He hasn’t

yet decided whether he will replace Jonathan Winters,

whom he had signed to star in his Alexander Botts series.

Winters was picked up in San Francisco recently for

psychiatric examination.

Producer-Director-Writer Tom Gries, combining 2 of

TV’s most popular types, is planning a Western-private

eye series. He has acquired TV (& movie) rights to

Hands Up a recently re-issued condensed criminal history

of the Far West, by Gen. Dave Cook (U. of Oklahoma
Press). Originally published in 1882, it presents Cook as

the head of an organization called the Rocky Mountain De-

tective Assn., which captured over 3000 criminals in the

old West.

At Cannes Film Festival, “Eddie” (with Mickey Roon-

ey), a segment of Screen Gems’ Alcoa Theatre series this

season, received honorable mention in the Eurovision con-

course (TV section of the festival) . . . Peggy Wood will

star in a new TV series, Maud Silver, being prepared by

Lenore Coffee.

CBS Film Sales will handle syndication of reruns of 5

telefilm series produced by Gene Autry’s Flying A Produc-

tions. Properties are Annie Oakley, Buffalo Bill Jr., The
Gene Autry Show, Adventures of Champion and Range
Rider.

Kirk Douglas’ Bryna Productions has dropped one

telelfilm project & added another. New series is The Glad-

iators, a half-hour show being produced by John Fulton.

Bryna’s long-projected Report From Space, in which the

company was partnered with writer Ray Bradbury and

Fulton, has been dropped. Bryna also has The Indian

Fighter, which would be made as part of United Artists

Playhouse series.

Zsa Zsa Gabor hopes to star in her own telefilm series,

called Zsa Zsa, with Charles Isaacs & William Harmon as

producers-writers. The pilot will go into production in

August.
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TWO NEW 'MAJOR TUBE LINES'— FROM JAPAN: Add another important electronic

field where Japanese products are now beginning to compete with American on the marketplace: receiving

tubes. Working through U.S. distribution firms of high repute, the 2 top Japanese electronics manufacturers

now are marketing tube lines here. Both were represented at last week's Electronic Part Distributors Show
in Chicago, and there was plenty of interest among parts jobbers in the merchandise.

Starting all-out sales campaign for line of 152 Japanese receiving tube types is big old-line distrib-

utor, the Sampson Co., of Chicago. It's handling all Hitachi products in U.S., including transistor radios &
parts. Tubes are being merchandised under Hitachi name, cover about 80% of TV replacements.

Although Sampson has handled Hitachi tube line for about year, big push in replacement field was
begun with parts show. Hitachi tubes are being sold at about 25% below prices of U.S. types at all levels

—

and this includes original equipment manufacturers. Sampson spokesman told us at the parts show that 22

U.S. manufacturers are now using Hitachi tubes in original equipment—including Arvin and Sears' Silver-

tone brands. In original equipment, tubes are usually rebranded with set manufacturer's name.

Unveiling line of 22 most-frequently-used TV & radio tubes , big antenna maker Channel Master fol-

lowed up its successful entry into transistor radio market (via Sonyo-made portables) with its Channel Mas-

ter-branded replacement receiving tubes. To be handled only by Channel-Master franchised jobbers (about

500 nationally), these tubes—according to sales mgr. Sam Schlussel—are to be sold at same price as U.S.

brands. Manufactured by big Nippon Electric Co., they will be merchandised as a "premium" line, he as-

serted. U.S. tube makers expressed doubt that Japanese tubes could be or would be sold on this price basis.

Lest there be any misunderstanding, this is not dime-store merchandise. Those with no axes to grind

who have worked with Japanese tubes, testify that quality is high—comparable to top-brand Japanese trans-

istor radios & cameras. Spokesman for Sampson told us : "We're trying to prove that there's room for one more
tube line in this country, and we're selling on that basis. We have been guaranteed—and we're guaranteeing

to the trade—19 years of continuing source of supply. We know the Japanese wage level will be going up
in the next 3-5 years and the price advantage will be lessened or wiped out. We want this to be recognized

as a quality tube."

Neither importer would describe quantities he expects to offer—but major invasion on the order of

the transistor radio flood does not seem to be in cards, at least not now. Japanese TV-radio-electronics indus-

try is nmning full-blast, with nearly entire tube output required for domestic output. It's believed Japanese

tube makers are now cutting into domestic requirements in order to get foothold in U.S. markets as insurance

against future plant idleness. Channel Master says its tube supply is relatively small and that it has been

forced to allocate tubes among its distributors. Japan's status in U.S. tube market was relatively small last

year. As opposed to 397 million domestic receiving tubes sold, Japan exported between 1 & 2 million to

America last year, not including those shipped in end-equipment.

• • • •

Imports of other Japanese parts & components are due to increase this year. Sampson, for example,

says it is now "bringing in a complete line of Japanese radio batteries." It hopes by Sept, to have "full line of

high-price transistors" but doesn't expect these to comprise quantity item because of limited availability. It is

also handling increasing quantities of Japanese capacitors, resistors and miniature light bulbs.

Channel Master, too, has its eye on increased Japanese trade . As companion piece for its U.S.-made

component hi-fi equipment, it will soon begin importing phono turntables.

How about major U.S. manufacturers? Motorola is still only TV-radio maker we know which has

chosen to fight fire with fire—offering transistor portable made largely with Japanese parts. CBS may join

parade soon, in a way. Although it no longer produces radios itself, it's understood planning to import Colum-

bia-branded transistor radios—manufactured by its Japanese licensee.

International GE has signed 3-year agreement with Tokyo Shibaura Electric (Toshiba) to buy

transistor radios, tubes & other components for sale in markets outside U.S. & Canada. Toshiba said con-

tract will be renewable every 3 years thereafter, and that first order is valued at more than $2.2 million
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and covers one million tubes, 800,000 transistors & 75,000 transistor radios. IGE said move will give it

"broader coverage" in its export line—particularly in multi-band transistor radios which it currently doesn't

handle. Sets won't carry GE monogram, but another trade name owned by IGE—possibly "Ingenco."

U.S. manufacturers still haven't decided , by & large, exactly what to do about import situation. Fight

'em or join 'em, or both? And how? One viewpoint was summed up sharply last week at ElA convention in

Chicago by Sylvania's D. W. Gunn, in his annual report to tube & semiconductor div., of which he was 1958-

59 chairman

:

"A major problem confronting this section , and in fact all divisions of EIA, is the importation of goods
from abroad. Due to the size & nature of the product, transistors have been affected most severely by the im-

portation of sets & devices, and it is apparent that some action must be taken to control these imports if the

domestic industry is to survive."

Subject of Japanese imports was undoubtedly hottest one at EIA convention—with very little agree-

ment on how big a threat they are or what to do about them. Tube <S semiconductor div. discussed situation,

reached no conclusions and decided to discuss it some more at next meeting when members are to come
armed with statistics. RCA's L.S. Thees heads special tube & semiconductor div. import committee.

On organization-wide level , Robert C. Sprague heads electronic imports committee, which is at-

tempting to get industry support of petition to Govt, to negotiate limitation on imports with Japan. Principal

avenue of approach to Govt, is expected to be through Office of Civilian & Defense Mobilization rather

than State Dept, or Congress. ElA's top-level thinking on electronics imports was summed up by pres.

D. R. Hull in his May 21 annual report:

"While this foreign competition presently is largely in the consumer goods field, eventually it will

affect our ability to produce & conduct research for national defense. Our commercial business strengthens

our ability to meet the demands of the military."

TAPE RECORDER INDUSTRY FIGHTS BACK: Kicked in the teeth by the stereo disc,

clobbered by confusion over tape cartridges, large segment of magnetic tape recording industry last week
mapped plans for full-scale comeback campaign, backed by new "standard" in pre-recorded stereo tapes

and virtual repudiation of the "cartridge" approach—at least for time being.

Here's the background : Tape recording industry blazed trail of stereo music in the home. Until last

year, if you wanted stereo you bought tapes—expensive, but good. Standard stereo tapes had 2 tracks, ran

at 7 V2 in. per second. Then along came stereo discs—cheaper, easier to play—but not better.

Various tape recorder manufacturers mapped ways to make pre-recorded stereo tapes competitive

and as easy to use as discs. RCA & Ampex worked on similar "cartridge" approaches—a pre-loaded maga-

zine which simply was dropped on recorder (no threading) and was ready to play. Speed was cut from

7 V2 in. per sec. to 3%, and 4 tracks were used instead of 2, so cartridge could be turned over like a disc

and playing time was quadrupled. Competitive, yes—but, some in industry claimed, at sacrifice of fidelity.

RCA, Ampex, Pentron & others "bought" this cartridge approach . Music lovers began to await the

highly-publicized cartridge which had been promised for last Christmas. RCA hasn't changed its plans, says

cartridge will be introduced in "near future." Meanwhile, though, sales of conventional stereo-music-on-tape

have dropped to nearly nothing. Situation reached critical proportions 2 weeks ago when word leaked that

CBS & Minnesota Mining were working on entirely different cartridge using narrower tape playing at 1 Vs in.

per sec.—harking back to 33 vs. 45-rpm war between RCA Victor & Columbia in the late 1940's.

Pouring oil on troubled waters, Minnesota Mining announced that no decision had been made on

new cartridge, that it would be some time before such a device could be marketed, if affirmative decision

were made. In meantime, however, tape recorder sales stood still or dropped in 1958 from the 450,000 sold

in 1957, though sales of other hi-fi equipment soared.

The counter-attack: A new standard has been set for pre-recorded stereo tapes—4 tracks at IVi

in. per sec., no cartridge. This doubles playing time, and preserves excellent fidelty of present 7 VSj-in. speed.
,

j

Prices: About $6.95 for 30-35 min., $7.95 for 40-48 min. Nine companies are now recording tapes in this

new format. The other 5 firms in the field have made no commitment. Eleven companies make recorders

that will play the new tapes.
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Magnetic Recording Institute of America, whose membership includes 44 recorder & tape makers

(but not RCA or Columbia), came out at its annual meeting last week in Chicago for 4-track 7 Va-inch-per-

sec. reel-to-reel approach and big public relations campaign to stress quality of pre-recorded tape music

—despite fact that both its new & retiring presidents head companies which had previously embraced RCA
tape-cartridge concept.

"Cartridges may come some day," said Ampex's Herbert L. Brown, new MRIA pres., "but we're

sticking to the proven reel-to-reel system & the IVz-in. speed. We've got to eat for the next year or 2." With

new tapes & machines to play them (old-type machines may be converted with $25-$30 kit) going on

market. Brown saw signs of pick-up, predicted sales of 650-750,000 recorders this year at $140 million retail.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: ^ statistics for the week ended May 15 (19th week of 1959):

May 9-15 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 98,343 106,359 67,949 1,986,608 1,657,350

Total radio 269,812 244,083 104,077 5,155,271 3,566,288

auto radio 119,725 111,747 45,582 2,018,167 1,136,278

ElA’s OPTIMISM: The electronics industry’s trade asso-

ciation met last week in Chicago in a spirit of op-

timism. Most branches of the business are showing

healthy increases as opposed to last year, and—except

for the pall cast by growing Japanese imports (see p.

15)—things were looking up in virtually all of ElA’s

divisions.

Pres. D. R. Hull, in his annual report, predicted that

total 1959 factory electronics sales would reach a record

$9 billion, compared with the $7.9 billion of 1958. He said

military purchases, which hit $4.1 billion last year, will

rise to $5 billion this year. The electronic portion of mis-

siles should rise from $1.5 billion to $2 billion. He added

that some $100 billion will be available for military

electronics procurement through 1970, and civilian space

agencies should spend about $4.8 billion—or 33% of their

total anticipated requirements for equipment—on elec-

tronics in the same period.

These other figures were cited in the various ElA di-

vision meetings:

For the 12 months from May 1958 to May 1959, TV
sales declined to 5.2 million units from 5.9 million in the

preceding 12 months, chairman Robert S. Bell told the

consumer products div.—but table, clock & portable radio

sales increased 400,000 units to 8.6 million and phono sales

rose 200,000 to 4.7 million, auto radio sales were up 17%
to 4.8 million vs. 4.1 million. Breaking down the phono
sales, he said stereo units rose to 2.2 million from a mere
50,000 in the preceding year, while monophonic units

dropped to 2.5 million from 4.4 million. He held out hope
for TV this year, too: "Consumer purchases during March
& April were ahead of the same months last year. Factory
production holds near the 100,000-a-week mark and is now
15% ahead on a year-to-date basis.

Business decline of 1958 was reflected in failures

during the 1958-59 period, credit committee chairman D. B.

Shaw said in his annual report. While 15% more com-
panies experienced financial difficulties during the period

than during the 1957-58 period, the level was still below
1955 or 1956. A total of 31 manufacturing concerns and
16 distributor.s had financial trouble during the 1958-59

period, as compared with 27 & 16 in 1957-58. Among the

financially embarrassed firms during the latest period,

component manufacturers increased 50%, while TV-radio
producers declined to one.

New directors elected to board of Electronic Industry

Show Corp. for the 1960 Electronic Parts Distributors

Show: Hugh Moore, Lerco Electronics, representing West-
ern Electronic Manufacturers Assn.; Robert E. Svoboda,

Amphenol-Borg representing Assn, of Electronic Parts &
Equipment Mfrs.; Robert Ferree, International Resistance,

representing Producers of Associated Components for

Electronics; Norm Triplett, Triplett Electrical Instrument

Co., representing EIA; Sam Poncher, Newark Electric

Co., Chicago; Joseph Forti, Electronic Wholesalers, Wash-
ington; William Green, Electronics Center, N.Y.; C. T. Kie-

rulff, Kierulff Electronics—the latter 4 representing Na-
tional Electronic Distributors Assn.

Admiral’s 1960 TV-radio-line will be shown to some
3600 retailers across the U.S. at “dealer convention-

holidays.” Each of the meetings—in Chicago, Miami Beach,

Atlantic City & Las Vegas (Vol. 15:19)—will provide 2

days & 3 nights of nightclub entertainment, meals and top-

grade accommodations. All dealers who have met sales

quotas assigned to them for the last 3 months are eligible

to attend the conventions free. Sales v.p. Carl E. Lantz
called the medium-sized dealer “the backbone of any manu-
facturer’s sales organization—who, possibly for the first

time in the industry, is being brought by a full-line manu-
facturer directly in contact with the advance year’s

designs.”

Wanted by AEC & OCDM—a simple effective device

to detect & measure radioactive fallout, designed as an
attachment to battery radios in millions of homes, at a
unit cost of $5-10, thereby providing one-package Civil De-
fense survival services. Apply to AEC comr. Willard F.

Libby & OCDM director Leo A. Hoegh, Washington 25, who
already are considering combinations developed by several

firms in an AEC-OCDM research program started in 1947.

Among foreign-made items shown at Chicago Parts

Show: Japanese-made Zephyr 2-speed tape recorder with

radio at $79.95, battery-operated radio-phono at $69.95,

both by Eastern Associates Ltd., San Francisco. Italian

Voxson 5-transistor auto radio, at $99.95, which attaches

to the rear-view mirror bracket, German Zikade AM-FM
car radio at $139.95, by Delmonico International, N.Y.

EI.\ has asked FCC for more time to study stereo

standards, requesting that the deadline for comments be

extended from June 10 to Dec. 11. It reports that the

National Stereo Radio Committee needs the time to explore

stereo systems.
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BOOM IN CHEAP FM, TOO: If you think FM is strictly

for the high-end hi-fi carriage trade, take a look at

little Granco Products Inc., which has made a big thing

of cheap FM sets. It’s going into the carriage trade,

too—the horseless-carriage trade, that is—via auto-

mobile FM tuners & sets and FM-AM car radios.

“Auto radio is the next big field for us,” pres.

Henry Fogel told us at last week’s parts show in Chi-

cago. “We plan to enter the market next year.” He is

undaunted by long record of failures and abandoned

attempts in the FM auto radio field, just as his com-

pany brushed aside the past miserable history of fiops

in the cheap FM home set field.

“We’re in FM, and we’ll stay in FM,” said Fogel, who

claims his company is the biggest domestic producer of

FM sets. He added that Granco radios constituted 40% of

last year’s domestic FM sales, and that at the moment his

firm is turning out “over 1000 radios a day.” Sales of all

types , of FM radios (including hi-fi combinations) are

running about a million a year, he estimates, of which

fully 50% are imports (mostly from Germany). He claims

he’s now supplying 45% of the remainder.

Granco is one of the few companies which have made a

success in 2 fields which have been fraught with failures

—uhf & FM. Its original product was a uhf TV converter

using a new cavity-tuning system. While in itself this may
have been a flop, the same tuning principle was adapted to

FM tuning, and Granco went into the radio field, making

its reputation with a $29.95 FM set.

Granco still claims to be the sole American manu-

facturer of FM-only radios. It showed these new products

at the Parts Show: An FM clock radio at $39.95, with

FM-AM version for $49.95. A new FM tuner (3 tubes,

rectifier, 2 diodes) for plugging into TV, radio or phono,

at $19.95. A “pair” of 2 matched radios—one FM, one AM
—for AM-FM stereo listening, at $59.95 for both. The com-

pany also has an assortment of high-priced AM-FM radios

& stereo phono combinations, stressing elegant cabinetry

—but cheap FM is its bread-&-butter.

Granco tuning units are being sold to a half-dozen

other radio manufacturers, Fogel told us, “but we know

this business won’t last. If they really go into FM in

quantity, they’ll start building their own. We’re still our

own biggest customer.”

“FM is a business,” said Fogel. “More stations are

coming on the air all the time. They’re operated by hard-

headed businessmen now—not enthusiasts or longhairs.

We think,” he added, “that within several years there

won’t be a home set built without FM.”

Export privileges of Magna Mercantile Co., N.Y., have

been suspended by the Commerce Dept, for 2 months ef-

fective June 1 for unlicensed 1957-58 shipments of elec-

tronic tubes & transistors to Italy. The suspension order

said the firm failed to obtain then-required export permits

and didn’t declare the goods to customs.

General Transistor Corp. is acquiring Systematics Inc.

for 14,600 shares of its common stock. The acquired com-

pany has headquarters in N.Y., with California facilities

to make intercouplers, devices for input & output of data

to business machines.

Analab Instrument Corp. has been formed in Cedar

Grove, N.J. to manufacture analytical laboratory instru-

ments. It will be headed by Morton G. Scheraga, recently

mgr. of the instrument & automotive equipment div. of

Allen B. Du Mont Labs.

EIA Re-Elects Hull: David R. Hull, Raytheon, was re-

elected pres, of Electronic Industries Assn. May 22 as it

wound up its annual convention in Chicago. Also re-elected

were exec, v.p.-secy. James D. Secrest, and treas. Leslie F.

Muter, Muter Co. Dr. W. R. G. Baker, engineering director

since 1934, was elected director emeritus of engineering.

Robert S. Bell, Packard-Bell, was re-named senior

v.p., in charge of consumer products div. Other v.p.’s, all

re-lected: Sidney R. Curtis, Stromberg-Carlson, military

products; C. Russell Cox, Andrew Corp., industrial elec-

tronics (name of div. changed by convention vote from
technical products div.)

;
Russell E. Cramer Jr., Radio

Condenser Co., parts; Arthur L. Chapman, CBS-Hytron,
tube & semiconductor.

Newly elected division chairman are Marion E. Petti-

grew, Sylvania, consumer products, and William J. Peltz,

Philco, tube & semiconductor. The other division chairmen
were re-elected.

New directors are J. B. Elliott, Tele-Dynamics, and
William F. Ballhaus, Northrop Corp., military products;

J. D. Hughes, Littelfuse Inc., parts; Dr. A. B. Credle, IBM,
J. G. Flynn Jr., Collins Radio, and Carl A. Frische, Sperry
Rand, industrial electronics.

Transmission of photograph from a manned or un-

manned airborne vehicle within 2 minutes, is the goal of

equipment being developed by Fairchild Camera & Instru-

ment Co. under a Signal Corps, contract. The airborne

equipment will include a 70mm camera, 2-stage film proces-

sor, scanning device and transmitter. On the ground, the

received signals will produce a visual display to be photo-

graphed & developed. Also last week, the Air Force re-

ported that on May 12 a Thor IRBM carried a camera 1400

miles, with an apogee of 300 miles. The camera was re-

covered from the ejected cone and exposed film was devel-

oped. The Air Force said the photos “provided the first

graphic record of nose cone information from a ballistic

missile in flight.” The 16mm camera was made by ACR
Electronics Corp.

Technicolor Corp. and Marquardt Corp. have announced

an agrement whereby the latter will furnish technical &
sales assistance for possible military applications of Tech-

nicolor’s TV bandwidth-reduction system (Vol. 15:14).

Using digital coding techniques, the system reduces to one-

fourth the bandwidth required for point-to-point video.

Magnavox has established a new anti-submarine war-

fare dept, to meet demands on the company as a result of

its years of research & development in this field. V.p.

George F. Smith said the company received $23 million in

govt, contracts during the first quarter, bringing its backlog

to a record total of more than $50 million.

Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Assn,

convention June 3-5 at Washington’s Sheraton-Park Hotel

will feature keynote address by Air Force vice chief of

staff Gen. Curtis LeMay at luncheon June 3, OCDM director

Leo A. Hoegh as the banquet speaker June 4, Vitro Corp.

pres. J. Carlton Ward, speaker at industrial luncheon June 5.

Industrial Television Inc. of Clifton, N.J. has changed

its name to ITI Electronics Inc. to reflect increased work in

missile electronics & industrial automation.

Channel Master is marketing picture tubes on the west

coast, in a test. The big antenna manufacturer is handling

rebuilt tubes marked with the Channel Master brand.

Sign of the times: Aircraft Industries Assn, has

changed its name to Aerospace Industries Assn.
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Trade Personals: Harold S. Geneen, ex-Raytheon exec,

v.p., named ITT pre.s., succeeding Edmond Leavey . . . Wil-

liam L. Reynolds, EIA gen. counsel, resigns to become

Litton Industries gen. attorney June 1 . . . Robert T. Rinear,

named exec, v.p.. General Precision Equipment Corp.

James H. Brewster III promoted from customer rela-

tions dir. to mktg. v.p., Sylvania Electronic Systems.

.Samuel A. Ferguson promoted from Mountain View opera-

tions mgr. to v.p.-gen. mgr. (Mountain View, Cal.). Dr.

Edwin G. Schneider promoted from chief engineer to re-

search & engineering v.p.

Edward Wallerstein, former Columbia Records pres.,

lately consultant to Kapp Records, named Belock Instru-

ment Corp. v.p., heading the Belock Recording Co., which

inanufactures Everest Records . . . Meyer Leifer named
special tube operations gen. mgr., Sylvania Electronic

Systems . . . R. E. Conley promoted from advertising

& sales promotion mgr., RCA Victor Radio & “Victrola”

(liv. to RCA mgr., publications adv. & promotion . . . Robert

Casselberry named acting mgr., GE technical products dept.

Herman (Hy) Brodsky, former Du Mont public rela-

tions dii'., has established own PR firm, specializing in elec-

tronics, at 505 Fifth Ave., N. Y. (Murray Hill 2-0326) . . .

Leonard Salidor named national publicity and promotion

dir., Decca, Coral & Brunswick records . . . Frank Guernsey
named Magnavox regional mgr., Fresno, Cal., succeeding

Howard Bredlow, resigned. Thomas Garvin named to new
post of mkt. mgr., Los Angeles. Lou Bushnell named chief

of northern California operation.

Herbert L. Brown, Ampex Audio, named pres.. Mag-
netic Recording Industry Assoc., succeeding Irving Ross-

man, Pentron Corp. Ken Bishop, Bell Sound, elected v.p.;

Charles Murphy, Michigan Magnetics, treas.; Herman
Kornbrodt, Audio Devices, secy. . . . Robert Wechsler, ex-

American Geloso Electronics, named adv. & sales dir.,

Uropa International, European appliance, electronics and
office products importer & distributor . . . David Alan Safer,

ex-PR consultant for the Indian Embassy in Washington,
appointed dir. of information services, CBS Labs div. of

CBS . . . William J. Morlock, gen. mgr. of GE’s technical

products dept., is seriously ill in a Syracuse hospital. Com-
munications may be addressed to him at his home, 745

Steinard Ave., Syracuse.

Obituary

Dr. Louis N. Ridenour, 47, v.p. & gen. mgr. of Lock-

heed’s electronics & avionics div. and one of the country’s

top nuclear physicists, was found dead in his room at the

Statler Hotel in Washington May 21. An autopsy showed
that he died from natural causes—ruptured brain aneurism
—while in town on company business. Prior to joining

Lockheed in 1955, he had served as engineering v.p. of

Paramount Pictures subsidiary International Telemeter
Corp., and had led its pay-TV computer work. He had
served as the Air Force’s first chief scientist and was
chairman of a board which produced the “Ridenour re-

port”—which led to the establishment of the Air Reseai’ch

& Development Command and other important weapons
development agencies. Surviving are widow & 2 daughters.

Dudley A. Buck, 32, asst. prof, of electrical engineer-

ing, MIT, died May 21 of virus pneumonia. Dr. Buck de-

veloped the cryoton, a tiny replacement for the transistor.

He is survived by his wife, a daughter and son.

William R. Ballard, 79, general patent counsel for

AT&T before his retirement in 1945, died May 15. Surviving
are his widow, 3 daughters, a sistei-, a brothei- and 1

1

grandchildren.

Finance

Cominol Industries Inc., new Washington electronics

fii’m organized last Dec. in a change of name from Con-
tinental Mining & Oil, has acquired all outstanding stock

of Granite State Machine Co., Manchester, N.H. manufac-
turer of shipboard antennas for the Defense Dept. It was
Cominol’s second acquisition this year—Shielding Inc.,

Riverton, N.J. maker of radio interference-free enclosures

for missiles & electronics industries, having been bought
in Jan. At the same time Cominol-promoted Technology
Inc., organized in March, asked SEC to register 325,000

common stock shares for public offering at $4 per share

by E. L. Wolf Assoc. Inc., Washington. The SEC statement
said Technology has contracted to buy 51% of the common
stock and all preferred stock of Microwave Electronic

Tube Co. Inc., organized in April to make microwave elec-

tronic tubes & devices in a Salem, Mass, factox’y which
Technology would lease to it. Consulting engineer David J.

Shamp, ex-Navy Bureau of Ships, was listed as chairman

& pres, of both Cominol & Technology.

Compudyne Corp., Hatboro, Pa. designer & maker of

electronic control devices, seeks SEC registration of 225,-

286 common stock shares for public sale at $3 per share,

underwi’itten by Milton D. Blauner & Co. and Hallowell,

Sulzberger, Jenks, Kirkland & Co. Part of the proceeds

would be used to redeem $100,000 of debentures.
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Alexander L. Guterma was denied a motion in Brooklyn

Federal Court May 19 for transfer of his impending trial

to Buffalo, N.Y. Chief Judge Mortimer W. Byers held that

newspaper clippings offered by Guterma’s attorney, Rich-

ard H. Weis, did not prove an atmosphere prejudicial to

Guterma in Brooklyn, calculated to influence adversely the

opinions of prospective jurors. Trial date will be fixed

June 1. Guterma, ex-pres. of the Mutual Bcstg. System
(Vol. 15:7-9, 11) is charged with defrauding the Bon-Ami
Corp. while it was controlled by him.

Advanced Research Assoc. Inc., Kensington, Md. elec-

tronics firm, has been challenged by SEC to prove “ac-

curacy & adequacy” of information in a Dec. 1958 applica-

tion for registration of 400,000 common stock shares for

public sale at $6 per share. The SEC scheduled a May 29

“stop order” hearing for the firm, whose principal pro-

moters & stockholders were listed as pres. Norman K.

Walker and Williams, Widmayer & Co., controlled by Don
F. Widmayer & Richard N. Williams.

Ling Electronics Inc. has bought University Loud-

speakers for $2,300,000, paying $1,650,000 in cash. The an-

nouncement was made by James J. Ling, chairman of the

acquiring company, headquartered in Los Angeles, and by

Sidney J. Levey, pres, of the White Plains, N.Y., loudspeak-

er manufacturer. As a wholly-owned subsidiary. Univer-

sity’s estimated 1959 sales of $5,000,000 will swell Ling’s

total sales to about $28,000,000 a year.
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Jerrold Electronics is finding diversification a healthy
spur to earnings, said pres. Milton J. Shapp in announcing
record profit for the fiscal year ended Feb. 28—up 280"/'^

over the previous year. Expansion of established markets
also had aided earnings, Shapp said. Jerrold’s own com-
munity antenna systems were serving 33,000 subscribers

in February, compared with 28,000 a year ago. Diversifica-

tion includes new products & closed-circuit TV installa-

tions. A 10-mile distribution cable was installed at Ft.

Monmouth, with outlets in 487 troop-training areas, and
another system was installed at the Veterans’ Hospital in

Pittsburgh. Earnings-per-share were calculated after pro-

viding 41«; per share for depreciation in 1959, and 35^' per

share in 1958. For the fiscal year ended Feb. 28:

Sales
Net earnings . .

.

Eained per share

1959
$7,658,371

397,656
36^

1958
$6,055,647

105,281

Harman-Kardon Inc., maker of component hi-fi equip-

ment systems, has been given the American Stock Exchange
ticker symbol HK. It reports increased earnings for the

quarter and 9 months ended March 31:

1959
Sales $3,042,106
Net earnings 118,627
Earned per share 26^

For quarter to March 31:

Sales 861,916
Net earnings 32,907
Earned per share 7^

1958
$2,703,984

67,962
15^

678,390
2,054

U
Wells-Gardner & Co. reports first-quarter improvement

in sales & earnings, contrasted to a loss during the first

quarter of 1958. For 3 months to March 31:

1 959 1 958
Sales $4,804,264 $3,145,267
Net earnings (loss in 1958) 70,097 (58,455)
Earned per share 17<f —

British Industries Corp. reports quarterly income &
sales higher than 12 months ago. For the quarter to

March 31:
Sales
Net earnings . .

.

Earned per share

1959
$2,260,786

167,420
55<f;

1958
$2,172,997

140,259
46 ^'

Airpax Electronics Inc. reports a profitable first quar-

ter, contrasted with a loss in

mos. to March 31:

Sales
Net earnings (loss in ’58)

Earned per share

the like 1958 period. For 3

1959 1958
$921,127 $580,876

59,777 (4,169)
16«l —

A. C. Nielsen net earnings were below the year-ago

period, according to chairman A. C. Nielsen, because of

losses on some foreign subsidiaries. For 6 mos. to Feb. 28:

Revenue
Net earnings . .

.

Earned per share

1959 1958
$12,782,389 $11,461,852

491,305 547,643

86<f 964
4

Herold Radio seeks SEC registration (File 2-15123) of i

$1.5 million of 6% convertible subordinated debentures due
j

June 15, 1974 for public sale through Ira Haupt & Co.,
j

Hirsch & Co. and Amos Treat & Co. The Mt. Vernon N.Y.
j

company said net proceeds would be used to reduce current

liabilities.
j

Common Stock Dividends Stk. of

Corporation Period

AT&T (new) Init.

Globe Union Q
Granco Products ... —
Time Inc —

Amt. Payable record

$0.82 Va Jul. 10 Jun. 10
.25 Jun. 10 .lun. 2

5% stk. Jun. 11 May 20

.75 Jun. 10 May 26
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS
Congress

TALE—NOT ACTION—on TV-radio bills is the situation as

86th congress nears end of first session with many TV-radio

laws proposed, none passed (p. 1).

FCC IN LINE OF FIRE of political fight as House subcommittee

Democrats challenge Justice Dept, roles in equal-time case

and AT&T anti-trust decree (p. 4).

Networks

TOP LEVEL RESIGNATIONS at CBS stir rumors of more to

follow (pp. 2 & 6).

FCC
WHEN CAN YOU TALK TO A COMMISSIONER? FCC Chair-

main Doerfer outlines his philosophy (p. 2).

HYDE NOMINATION—quick & easy—with only brief ques-

tioning on equal time, and other subjects (p. 3).

BIG-CITY UHF VS. VHF compared by FCC chief engineer,

leading FCC uhf proponents to claim that uhf is just as good

as vhf for N.Y., Chicago, etc. (p. 5).

Stations

RATINGS NEED A BETTER "IMAGE," are being lambasted by
consumer press that finds research firms docile whipping

boys, uncertain as to PR moves (pp. 3, 8, 12 & 13).

Educational TV
NEW GOVT. ETV GRANTS for research go to 28 institutions in

Defense Education Act program. Total cost of project awards

reaches $3 million (p. 11).

Manuiaeturing Distribution

EXCITEMENT IN NEW TV LINES: Philco shows cordless port-

able; Admiral plans full line of color sets, 23-in. b&w models;

RCA promises historic "innovations" (p. 20).

1959 TV SALES AT 5.5-MILLION pace, based on past years'

performance, indicating 7% greater sales this year than last.

Acceptance of new models could push sales up (p. 20).

$9.35-BILLION YEAR predicted in Navy survey of 578 elec-

tronics firms. Although figure is well above 1958, it's below
total industry capacity of $12.6 billion (p. 21).

EVERYONE WANTS SPECTRUM SPACE in FCC's 25-890-mc

hearing, but commission is making claimants offer full jus-

tification for demands (p. 21).

Auxiliary Services

EIDOPHOR LARGE-SCREEN TV for closed-circuit use now
ready. New TV subsidiary of Ciba chemical combine has 40

Swiss projector units on order (p. 14).

Programming
PREPARING FOR I960, Hollywood producers are off to an
early start in planning to meet the market (p. 15).

Film d Tape
TV STANDARDS CONVERTER developed by Britain's

Granada TV Network offered to all TV programmers; con-

verts British or European pictures to U.S. tapes (p. 17).

Other Departments

ADVERTISING (p. 17). HNANCE (p. 23).

TALK—NOT ACTION—ON TV-RADIO BILLS: Many TV-radio bills, much talk, no legislation.

That's record of 5 months of 86th Congress. And as first session heads toward its final-quarter stretch & late

summer recess, chances grow that its tally of broadcasting industry laws enacted will be nearly nil.

You name it. Congress has a bill on it—none passed . For broadcasters & FCC: Equal time, pay TV,

FCC ethics, baseball TV blackouts, federal aid to educational TV, FCC control of networks, boosters, CATV
systems, protection of newscasters' sources. For admen: Bans on liquor commercials & subliminal techniques.

For manufacturers: Fair trade, exemption of uhf sets & co-op ads from excise taxes.

Only signs of real legislative life so far have come from ETV proposals , approved by Senate &
passed along to uncertain House fate. House Commerce Committee, whose legislative oversight sensa-

tions set Capitol Hill fires last year, has fanned no new ones. It will barely get under way again this month

with renewed FCC hearings (Vol. 15:20) and spectrum study (see p. 4). Usually counted on for exhaus-

tive work in TV-radio fields. Senate Commerce Committee also is late starter with mid-June equal-time hear-

ings (see p. 4) and June-July look-see at boosters, CATV, FCC housekeeping, etc. (Vol. 15:21).

Promised—or threatened—investigations in other TV-radio areas to see if more new legislation ought

to be drawn up have been equally unproductive. They range all the way from exposes of rating systems

by Sen. Moroney (D-Okla.) and probes of time-selling practices by Rep. Brown (D-Mo.) to sweeping over-

haul of all regulatory agencies by Sen. Carroll (D-Colo.). None has got off ground.
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In fact, biggest broadcasting-area achievements of 86th Congress may turn out to be those ac-

complished by threat instead of law. Hoilse Commerce Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) brought FCC
around to his rigidly-restricted pay-TV test plan (Vol. 15:16) by proposing to prohibit all toll TV. House
brought FCC capitulation on home-district issue of legitimizing boosters by staging floor revolts (Vol. 15:16).

There may be some law-making action on equal time yet . But time at this session is running out.

And unless there's some unexpected stirring on Capitol Hill soon, it's likely that 86th Congress otherwise will

give no more priority to TV-radio legislation than did 85th, which passed none of more than 150 bills. Few
issues are more public—or more popular with legislators—than broadcasting issues. But they seldom seem
to be more than talking issues.

TOP-LEVEL RESIGNATIONS AT CBS: Sudden rift within CBS had resulted at week's end in

resignation of 2 top officials and a flurry of reports and rumors that more would soon follow. These were
last week's developments at the network heretofore noted for its stability of personnel:

Young, dynamic James Aubrey, ex-ABC, was promoted to high-ranking post of exec v.p. after a
year with the network. Then programming exec. v.p. Hubbell Robinson Jr. quit to assume new post as head
of own production firm in charge of Ford TV specials (for NBC). This was followed by resignation of

CBS program v.p. Harry Ommerle, who will join J. Walter Thompson as program coordinator for the Ford

specials, working with Robinson. Thus top CBS program team takes over an NBC series.

Still unsubstantiated but persistent reports indicate possibility that at least 3 more of CBS's top

executives are about to resign.

Solid CBS, strong in billings, programs & ratings, thus faces operation under a new team—but

exactly who will be on team (besides Aubrey) won't be known until dust settles. (See p. 6.)

WHEN CAN YOU TALK TO A COMMISSIONER? Congress intended FCC to have free-

dom to acquire "experience <S expertise" in many matters, rejecting proposals that would limit all the Com-
mission's deliberations strictly to a formal record. That's the essence of FCC Chairman Doerfer's views

on "ex parte" (off-the-record) discussions, as outlined in speech before FCC Bar Assn, last week.

Everyone agrees, he said, that statutes limit FCC to the record in "adjudicatory" matters, such as

competitive hearings. "The trouble comes in rule-making," he went on, obviously thinking about such situa-

tions as St. Louis Ch. 2 case—the channel-shift rule-making which was overturned by Court of Appeals be-

cause of "ex parte" conversations (Vol. 15:19-20). Here's how he'd handle such cases: "When you change

rules and affect 2 people competing for a valuable right, then FCC should question whether it's properly

rule-making. The Commission should be allowed to declare it adjudicatory. I don't believe that the dein-

termixture proceeding was rule-making. Rule-making is nothing more nor less than a declaration of what the

future policy will be—a guide to the industry."

Elaborating on congressional intent, Doerfer said : "When I was appointed to the FCC, I wasn't

an expert. Congress doesn't even require us to be lawyers [he is one]. I had no doubts about discussing

anything except adjudicatory matters with anybody, anywhere, anytime. These complex problems require

the freedom to explore, freedom to discuss, freedom to go to the Library of Congress, etc. ... If we regress

to what was once claimed by lawyers—that it was unconstitutional to delegate certain powers to adminis-

trative agencies—you may as well abolish the Commission and its staff. You don't need 1200 people.

"But if you give it to the courts, you'll be hobbled with long delays & heavy expenses. The courts

found that out when they tried to regulate the railroads, gas lines & turnpikes."

Doerfer gave as an example of what he wanted to be free to do : "I've heard assertions about the

performance of uhf—some of it perfectly ridiculous. I've gone out & seen for myself."

In question period after the talk, he was asked: "Why not use the expertise of your staff?" Said

he: "If Congress had intended that, it would have said that the staff is your sole adviser. I don't always

agree with the staff, and I can't carry it with me wherever I go."

At end of his talk, Doerfer added with a grin: "I'm speaking for myself." Fact is, he's probably

the most liberal of all FCC members in his measurement of latitude given them by the statutes. This is in

keeping with his personality—open, informal.
^ ^ , . . . , . ..
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HYDE NOMINATION HEARING—QUICK & EASY: There was no strain at all in FCC

Comr. Rosel H. Hyde's hearing before Senate Commerce Committe last week, on his nomination to a

new 7-year term starting July 1, and committee is expected to favor him unanimously when it votes June

2. Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) set the stage by noting that whole Commission will meet with Com-

mittee within next 2 weeks for big annual policy pow-wow, and then said there was no need to question

Hyde about big pending problems. The brief (20-min.) session did touch on following, with most questions

from Sen. Hartke (D-Ind.):

(1) Political equal time. Hyde said that Commission hopes to have decision on reconsideration

of Lar Daly case by June 12, when Pastore subcommittee has hearings scheduled on bills to amend Sec,

315 of Communications Act.

(2) Multiple ownership. Hartke asked about recommendation of FCC's network study staff—that

Commission should aim toward one-station-to-a-customer policy. Hyde opined that this view is "extreme"

but that he's a firm believer in FCC's 5-vhf-to-a-customer policy. "I'm in favor of a competitive system,

so that need for detailed regulation is minimized. "We should make competition the regulating force."

(3) Local ownership. An important, but not decisive, factor in competitive hearings, said Hyde.

(4) Grants to "speculative" applicants—trafficking in licenses. Said Hyde: "We try to avoid grants

to speculative interests. But we also keep in mind that a grantee may run into financial or other difficul-

ties that force him to sell."

(5) TV allocations. Asked Magnuson: "Are you hopeful that the FCC will take action in individual

cases, in markets with one or 2 stations?" Hyde: "I am. It would improve the competitive situation."

Session closed with compliments . Magnuson: "I don't know of anyone with better background than

Mr. Hyde." Thurmond (D-S.C.): "I've heard fine reports about his work."

RATINGS NEED A GOOD P.R. JOB: NAB-sponsored "image campaign" need look no fur-

ther than current controversies over TV ratings, if it wants a class-A problem to tackle. Public relations for

the multi-million-dollar ratings industry are at what may well be the all-time low. Those most concerned run

for cover at the prospect of facing the situation. Everybody wants everybody else to do it.

Research executives prefer ivory towers . Those we queried (at all leading firms) told us "it's a job

for networks & agencies." But network publicity brass feels the problem should be faced by the rating firms,

singly or in a group campaign. Agencies, generally, claim "we don't want to get into media fights," although

as many as two-thirds of all major agency TV decisions are based directly on TV research data.

Turn-the-other-cheek philosophy, long popular with professional research men when lambasted by
consumer press, is a major contribution to the poor "image" of ratings. Researchers have a good excuse—in

theory. Most rating firms have tried to educate the press about ratings, only to be slapped down when the

story breaks in print. "Having no TV research training or background, columnists just look for the sensa-

tional angle" is how ARB's N.Y. mgr. Jack Gross puts it.

Even advertising agencies are in the act . Early this month, John B. Cunningham, C&W agency chair-

man, spoke to an Ohio State U. audience of hoping to be "emancipated from the slavery of ratings," as a step

toward using "programs of different audience appeal" in ad campaigns. Not the least among offenders are TV's

energetic press agents, who enjoy playing the numbers game with ratings. Coupled with editors in search of

a story, they make a team which provides confusion on top of confusion.

Ratings are thus blamed for many TV ills , even though researchers rarely make recommendations

on specific programs except at client request. Popular concept persists, however, that poor ratings auto-

matically kill a TV show, ignoring fact that sponsors have dropped out of high-rated packages such as Wells

Fargo & The Texan, while retaining lower-rated vehicles like Lawrence Welk or You Bet Your Life because

of attractive cost-per-1,000, merchandising factors, or audience composition.

All industry professionals—telecasters, salesmen, producers and admen alike—know the rating

story; but probably few professionals know all of it on an updated basis. The reason, of course: constant

changes & additions in the services. For that reason, we are presenting Background No. 2 this week (see p.

12) to get your files up to date on the who-what-when-where-and-why of ratings.

If the rating business is ever successful in launching a PR counterattack to the unceasing stream of

brickbats tossed at it by press, public and politicians, it might do well to concentrate first on trying to prove

to these critics the statistical validity of the small cross-section sample. Of this more on page 6.
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Congress

FCC IN LINE OF FIRE: FCC was in the middle of political

infighting in which the Justice Dept, got the old one-

two last week from Democrats on 2 House subcom-

mittees in unrelated communications cases.

By a 4-3 party-line vote at a closed meeting, the

Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee headed

by Kep. Harris (D-Ark.) demanded to know by what
right Atty. Gen. William P. Rogers urged FCC to re-

verse its Lar Daly equal-time ruling (Vol. 15:19).

At the same time the Judiciary anti-trust subcom-

mittee headed by Rep. Celler (D-N.Y.) battered the

Justice Dept.—and took some swinging swipes at FCC

—

in a 357-page report on its 1957-58 investigation of a

1956 AT&T anti-trust consent decree (Vol. 14:9). Parts

of the indictment, signed by 4 of 6 Democratic subcom-

mitteemen but repudiated by 3 Republican members, were

previewed by ex-oversight counsel Dr. Bernard Schwartz

in his The Professor & The Commissions (Vol. 15:7).

Following the Commerce subcommittee’s action, rank-

ing minority member Bennett (R-Mich.) called a press

conference, protested that letters sent by Harris to Rogers

& FCC Chairman Doerfer constituted a Democratic charge

that the Justice Dept, was “exerting improper influence on

the FCC” in the hotly-controversial equal-time case (Vol.

15:8-16, 18-21). In his view, said Bennett, “the committee

itself is exerting improper influence.”

Bennett cited “15 or 20 cases” in the past in which

Justice had intervened—unchallenged—in proceedings of

federal regulatory agencies. But Harris wrote Rogers

that the subcommittee “would appreciate learning from

you the statutory or other basis” for the Attorney General’s

Lar Daly brief. Harris told Doerfer he’d “like to be

advised as to what is the role of the Attorney General”

in such cases. There was no immediate response from

either Rogers or Doerfer.

Meanwhile the Senate Commerce communications sub-

committee, headed by Sen. Pastore (D-R.I.), took the first

real legislative steps to explore freedom-of-newscast issues

raised by FCC’s interpretation of the Federal Communi-
cations Act’s Sec. 315. He scheduled hearings starting

June 12 on 4 bills to remove newscasts from equal-time

requirements. Authors of the amendments (S-1858, S-

1585, S-1604, S-1929) are Sens. Hartke (D-Ind.), Thur-

mond (D-S.C.), Allott (R-Colo.) & Holland (D-Fla.).

The House Judiciary subcommittee report, dubbed

“a partisan political document” by the Republican ob-

jectors, charged that: (1) Ex-Atty. Gen. Herbert Brownell

Jr. displayed partiality “incompatible with the duties of

his public office” in settling anti-trust complaints against

AT&T and its equipment supplier Western Electric. (2)

FCC under ex-chairman George McConnaughey “con-

verted its contribution to the anti-trust settlement into

a distorted & inadequate set of half-truths” about the Com-
mission’s “machinery to supervise Western’s prices to the

operating companies.” (3) FCC “has neglected in the 24

years of its existence to establish fundamental principles

or standards by which to judge the reasonableness of Bell

System’s interstate telephone rates.”

The Celler subcommittee called on the Justice Dept, to

“re-evaluate” the 1956 AT&T settlement and seek court

“relief from the decree’s inadequacies.” And it called on

FCC—“in the public interest”—to move “promptly” for

“a comprehensive, formal rate investigation to determine

on a public record a fair rate of return” for Bell toll

services.

When investigations of FCC and other federal regu-

latory agencies are reopened June 15 (Vol. 15:21), minority

counsel representing Republicans on the House Commerce
legislative oversight subcommittee will be on hand for the

first time. Appointed by Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) at the

insistence of the group’s GOP members to serve with

chief counsel Robert Lishman, he is Jack Marshall Stark,

31, a Yale & Harvard man who since 1957 has been an
asst. U.S. attorney in Washington. Earlier he was a trial

attorney in the Justice Dept. The subcommittee staff now
totals 16, including clerical help.

Spectrum Study Lineup: Three categories of witnesses

for June 8-9 panel hearings in the House Commerce com-
munications & power subcommittee’s spectrum investiga-

tion (Vol. 15:19-20) were listed last week by chairman
Harris (D-Ark.). The lineup:

Govt.—Leo A. Hoegh, OCDM director; Paul Golds-

borough. Defense Dept.; E. R. Quesada, FAA Administra-

tor; FCC Chairman Doerfer & Comr. Bartley.

Private organizations—NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows

& engineering dept. mgr. A. Prose Walker; EIA pres. D.

R. Hull, spectrum study chairman H. Leslie Hoffman, edu-

cational equipment chairman Paul Chamberlain; Howard
Head, Assn. Maximum Service Telecasters engineering

counsel; AT&T chief engineer Howard R. Huntley.

Individuals—chairman Victor E. Cooley and members
Frank G. Kear & Irvin Stewart of last year’s President’s

Special Advisory Committee on Telecommunications; U. of

111. engineering dean Dr. William L. Everitt.

USIA has disapproved 82 Hollywood films for show-
ing abroad under the international media guaranty pro-

gram, because they would create false & misleading im-

pressions of U.S. life. This was revealed during the

agency’s budget hearings before a House Appropriations

subcommittee. The agency exerted control by barring the

films from the govt, program, under which exhibition

earnings in 12 blocked-currency countries are exchanged
for dollars. Later, as expected (Vol. 15:21), USIA budget

cuts totaling nearly $7.5 million were voted by the House.

This reduced USIA’s overall funds to $113 million for

fiscal 1960. The action came, with little debate or dis-

cussion, in an omnibus $650 million appropriations bill

(HR-7343) for State & Justice Depts., and related agen-

cies. Their total budget requests were slashed $32.5

million. The big money bill now goes to the Senate.

“Dangerous trend” in Govt.—“to conduct the people’s

business behind closed doors”—was deplored by NAB’s
Howard H. Bell in a speech to the la. Bcstrs. Assn, in Des
Moines. He urged broadcasters to help curb encroachments

on press freedoms from Congress to municipal councils.

The asst, to NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows cited the Ameri-
can Bar Assn.’s Canon 35 and the courts as “primary ob-

stacles to this freedom by refusing radio & TV coverage of

their proceedings.” In another speech, to the Neb. Bcstrs.

Assn, in Lincoln, Bell said broadcasters’ prestige in public

affairs can be increased by use of “sound” on-air editorials.

California’s state legislature has sidetracked a bill to

limit commercials to not longer than 2 min. nor more fre-

quent than every 10 min. The Senate business & professions

committee asked for a 2-year study, when members agreed

with legislative counsel that the bill is probably uncon-

stitutional, because stations are under FCC regulation.
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BIG-CITY UHF VS. VHF: FCC’s uhf proponents are tak-

ing heart from an intra-Commission memo from chief

engineer Edward Allen’s staff, comparing estimated

uhf & vhf coverage in major metropolitan areas such

as N.Y., Chicago, etc. They conclude that the report

indicates uhf can do just as good a job as vhf.

The report compares Ch. 2-13 (with a center fre-

quency of 69 me), a 25-channel system with a 195-mc

center, a 50-channel system with 300-mc center, and the

uhf with 650-mc center. The 3 vhf proposals are based on

an assumption of 750-ft. antennas.

The memo concludes that a “passable” or fringe-type

signal would be obtained out to the following distances in

big-city non-downtown areas: Ch. 2-13 (100 kw), 11 miles

with indoor antenna, 29 miles with outdoor; 25-channel

system (316 kw), 16 miles (indoor), 33 miles (outdoor);

50-channel system (500 kw), 16 miles (indoor), 30 miles

(outdoor); uhf (1000 kw), 14 miles (indoor), 25 miles

(outdoor).

In downtown areas, the report states, these are the

distances for a passable signal; Ch. 2-13, 3 miles (indoor

antenna), 18 (outdoor antenna); 25-channel system, 3Y2

miles (indoor), 19 miles (outdoor); 50-channel system, 4

miles (indoor), 19 miles (outdoor); uhf, 3% miles (indoor),

17 miles (outdoor).

The memo also states that uhf is better able to take

advantage of the following methods of improving big-

city coverage; Multicasting (several transmitters for each

station, each on a different channel), circular polarization,

receiving antenna directivity.

Meanwhile, FCC has scheduled a special session June

1 to consider its “interim” vhf drop-in proposal (Vol.

15; 17-20). The proposal has disturbed at least one Con-

gressman, Rep. Boland (D-Mass.), who represents Spring-

field. He noted the possibility that FCC may add a vhf

channel to Hartford and said this “will absolutely drive

2 uhf stations in my congressional district . . . right out

of business”—referring to WWLP (Ch. 22) & WHYN-TV
(Ch. 40). He went on; “Ch. 3 in Hartford is a CBS affili-

ate and it provides more than fringe vhf service to western

Massachusetts, as the FCC would imply. As a matter of

fact, it is so effective in blanketing my area that uhf Ch.

40 is about ready to lose its CBS affiliation.

“Ch. 8, vhf, which is affiliated with ABC, is also pro-

viding good coverage to the same area because of its in-

crease in power output. The reports that another vhf

channel will go into the Hartford area, naturally will lead

me to believe that NBC wants a Western New England

outlet. If so, uhf Ch. 22 at Springfield might just as well

fold up.”

Type-approved TV monitors—frequency & modulation

—aren’t mandatory until June 1, 1960, FCC extending the

deadline last week. Said the Commission; “In view of the

continued development of more stable frequency control

circuits in AM, FM, & TV transmitters, the Commission is

considering a review of its requirements regarding con-

tinuously operating frequency monitors to ascertain

whether such apparatus is still needed or is adequate to

ensure that the operating frequencies of broadcast stations

are maintained within the prescribed frequency tolerances.

If it appears that the rules relating to such monitors

should be amended, a rule-making proceeding will be

initiated.”

Oversight Echoes: Over last-ditch objections of defense

counsel, testimony by Miami lawyer Thurman A. White-

side at last year’s house FCC hearings was ordered read

into the record last week at his Miami Ch. 10 conspiracy

trial in Washington (Vol. 15;15-21). U.S. District Court

Judge Burnita S. Matthews ruled that what Whiteside

said at oversight subcommittee hearings—which led to

co-defendent Richard A. Mack’s resignation from FCC

—

was pertinent. The ruling in favor of govt, prosecutors

paved the way for admission of Mack’s own House testi-

mony, which was expected to wind up the Govt.’s case

early this week—nearly 2 months after the trial’s start.

Then Whiteside & Mack will open their defense against

charges that they plotted to throw the Ch. 10 grant to

National Airlines’ WPST-TV. One of the first defense

witnesses was scheduled to be Sen. Kefauver (D-Tenn.),

who interceded in the Miami case for his friend, A. Frank
Katzentine of loser WKAT.

Grant of Ch. 7, Buffalo, to WKBW-TV was affirmed by
the Court of Appeals last week as judges Washington,
Danaher & Bastian turned down the appeal of WWOL.
The latter had asserted that FCC erred in reopening the

record to permit WKBW-TV to “demonstrate its continued

financial capacity” and “modify its engineering proposal.”

WKBW-TV had shown that a bank was to lend it $.200,000,

contingent upon its obtaining a network affiliation by Sept.

29, 1956. FCC hadn’t rendered a final decision by then, so

it reopened the record to determine the status of the loan.

Testimony then showed that WKBW-TV could get the loan

without an affiliation. Regarding the engineering matter,

the Commission originally had said that coverage was no
issue in the hearing. But a subsequent Court of Appeals

decision (Hall vs. FCC) held that the Commission “is re-

quired to consider preferred evidence of coverage based on

the Commission’s propagation curves.” FCC then per-

mitted all 3 applicants (including Great Lakes TV) to

amend—but only WKBW-TV did. The court summarized;

“We think the Commission properly found that the fur-

ther hearings in these 2 challenged respects were neces-

sitated, and that the amendments were corrctly allowed.

In no other way could there have been adequate record

before the Commission on the points mentioned.”

Amendment of Communications Act. Sec. 318—to per-

mit FCC to waive the requirement that an operator be on

hand at vhf boosters—requested by the Commission in con-

nection with its proposal to license the boosters (Vol. 15;

16), is meant to apply to all broadcast stations. Answering

a query from Rep. Don Magnuson (D-Wash.), acting FCC
Chairman Hyde stated ; “The Commission felt that it could

appropriately authorize translator stations & probably also

the booster stations without having an operator on duty,

but that it would be advisable to remove any possible doubt

on this point by appropriately amending Sec. 318. Present

Sec. 318 was enacted in 1934 and has not been amended

since. However, in the meantime there have been wide

technological improvements in broadcast operations. In

the Commission’s judgment it is appropriate to amend Sec.

318 to dispense with the statutory requirement of an

operator in the broadcast services, letting rules & regula-

tions provide for the varying requirements necessary to

protect the public interest. Specifically we would prefer to

have the amendment to Sec. 318 bi-oad and not confined

solely to the operation of vhf translator stations, although

we initiated it primarily for them.” Magnuson had said

that he thought the amendment was unnecessary—or should

be applicable only to boosters.
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CHANGES AT CBS: Major executive changes at CBS-TV
last week (see p. 2) presaged perhaps a series of others

to come. Not, said the rumors, that CBS is “in

trouble.” The network is in a strong (possibly, the

strongest) position in almost any direction you look

—sales, fall lineup, ratings, over-all billings, diversi-

fications, program properties. It’s a case of quietly

reshuffling the 20th-floor echelon to fit in with long-

range network plans & personal preferences of present

executives—or so the stories go. The reports were

strengthened by several public moves

:

1. The promotion of ex-ABC executive Jim Aubrey to

the high-ranking post of exec, v.p., with other department

heads reporting to him, after just a year with the network.

It’s known that Aubrey is being groomed for important

things to come by CBS Inc. pres. Dr. Frank Stanton &
chairman William S. Paley.

2. The resignation of Hubbell Robinson Jr. (see story

in next column), with Robinson assuming a new post in

charge of Ford’s NBC-TV specials and as head of his own

production firm. Robinson, it’s said, was not particularly

delighted at the Aubrey promotion as it related to his own

program bailiwick—particularly since Robinson had been

with CBS in high program posts since 1947.

3. The resignation on May 28 of Harry G. Ommerle,

v.p. in charge of network programs, to join J. Walter

Thompson as program coordinator for the Ford series.

He was picked for the post by Robinson, who reportedly

was given his choice between Ommerle and NBC’s Bob

Lewine.

There are several contenders for the topmost pi'ogram

job, notably program v.p.’s Bill Dozier in Hollywood (who

denied to our bureau there the rumor that he would re-

sign to join Robinson), Mike Dann (N.Y.), Robert Weit-

man (new program development) and Oscar Katz (day-

time programs). Where would the laurels descend? Prob-

ably, said the rumorists, on Mike Dann. Dann, like Aubrey,

is something of a jet-propelled boy wonder.

In any case, some of the tightest security this side of

the Kremlin was being clamped on CBS-TV headquarters

late last week while the TV world wondered what the next

move would be in the game of musical chairs.

Recent NABET-NBC hassle by-product: G. Tyler

Byrne has been “relieved of his duties” as NABET’s dir. of

network affairs, and has been replaced by Clifford Gorsuch,

dir. of NABET region 3 in the South. Move was made
May 25, and will be decided officially when NABET’s policy-

making board meets in Hollywood June 8. Byrne’s future

position with the union is undecided, but there is a possi-

bility that he may be reinstated in his pre-strike post.

.lohnny Bradford has resigned as head writer on the

Dinah Shore Show on NBC to form his own TV produc-

tion company . . . William Asher has been signed to pro-

duce the Fibber McGee & Molly series for NBC.

NBC has signed writer Richard Berg to a 3-year pro-

ducer-writer-consultant contract to develop new TV series

for the network, also to act as programming consultant.

Berg is the creator of 2 new series to be on NBC next sea-

son (Johnny Staccato & 5 Fingers), He will form his own
TV production company, with NBC to finance.

Hubbell Robinson, Producer: “My own firm will submit

as many good ideas for Ford specials as we can create, and
I’ll be working on at least 3 or 4 series ideas apart from
that. It’s a wonderful opportunity both to create shows,

and to figure in them financially, as I will have residual

rights on my own packages for Ford.” That’s what Hub-
bell Robinson Jr. told us last week in discussing his res-

ignation (rumored for months) from the post of exec. v.p.

in charge of programming at CBS-TV and the formation

of his own creative package firm, Hubbell Robinson Jr.

Associates Inc.

In his new setup, the soon-to-depart (a week or 2)

CBS executive will supervise production, in association with

MCA, of the 39-program lineup of network specials for

Ford slated for a Tues.-night spot this fall on NBC-TV
(budget $12 million). And, with MCA as sales agent, he’ll

open shop in Los Angeles with a creative programming
staff of producers, writers & directors now being gathered.

Robinson has been a well-known figure on the network
programming scene since he joined CBS as a program v.p.

in 1947. Credited with the creation of Playhouse 90, he has

been active in many of CBS-TV’s top program projects.

He was offered the Ford post 6-8 weeks ago.

In discussing his new plans with us, Robinson an-

swered another question with characteristic candor: “As
far as I know, the lineup of specials for Ford does not

include any shows with the Bolshoi Ballet produced by
Matty Fox—but it’s an interesting idea!”

Add Another Image: NBC-TV hopes to “out-image all

the other image makers in [the] business” chairman Rob-
ert W. Sarnoff told TV-radio editors in the latest of his

periodic letters last week. Highlighting the letter was his

announcement of a new live-on-tape drama series The Sun-
day Showcase, in the 8-9 p.m. slot.

Sarnoff noted that public image campaigns are

“spreading like brush fire” and NBC apparently is not

side-stepping the flames. The return of N.Y.-originated

live drama, added to 150 prime-time specials & informa-

tional programs, and a 60% new nighttime schedule, is

the basis of NBC’s new image, Sarnoff said.

Government-level NTA plans are in the works with

the BBC-TV and with the French Government, involving

areas of “co-production, facilities exchange and distribu-

tion of each other’s shows” says Harold Goldman, pres, of

NTA International, now back from a visit to the Cannes
Film Festival. Goldman, who talked to film buyers from
“all European countries including the Iron Curtain ones,”

forecasts that West Germany will be on a par with Great
Britain as an overseas market for U.S. telefilms within a

year, although German viewers “don’t like U.S. crime or

violence shows.”

Gomalco Enterprises, George Gobel’s production com-
pany, has filed a $1 million damage suit against NBC in

Los Angeles over the use of kinescopes of 2 of his shows on

BBC without his knowledge or consent. The Gomalco com-
plaint said that while its contract permits use of Gobel

shows in Canada, Cuba, Bermuda and Mexico, use in the

United Kingdom is not authorized. Late last week, NBC
declined comment to us on the suit, “pending study by our

attorneys of the situation.”

The NBC Opera Company will step up its 2-opera

season to 4 for its 10th season, which gets under way with

a 2-hour color production of Beethoven’s “Fidelio” in No-
vember. All the operas will be in color & English.
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Prime interest in the week’s activity was not in busi-

ness registered but in business hoped for. And the big

money in question is Armour & Co.’s available budget, re-

portedly around $7.5 million, which seems likely to move in

the direction of ABC-TV’s hour-long series, according to

agency sources. Those series with segments still unsold

include Sugarfoot, Bronco, Alaskans, and Adventures in

Paradise.

ABC-TV
Bourbon Street Beat (Mon., 8:30-9:30 p.m.) next sea;son. One-third
sponsorship. Van Heusen Shirts (Grey). Other two-thirds previous-

ly purchased by P. Lorillard & Libby-Owens-Ford.

CBS-TV
Tieilight Zone, new series based on fantasy, which debuts Oct. 2 (Fri.,
10-10 :30 p.m.) . Co-sponsorship.

Kimberly-Clark (Foote, Cone & Belding) & General
Foods Corp. (Young & Rubicam).

Space, new half-hour series, which debuts Sept. 2 (Wed., 8:30-9 p.m.).
American Tobacco Co. (BBDO).

GE College Bowl, renewal of Sun. afternoon show, efif. in fall.

General Electric (Maxon Inc.).

Hotel de Paree, new Western series set to replace Yancy Derringer next
fall. P. Lorillard (Lennen & Newell) & Johnson's Wax

(Foote, Cone & Belding).

NBC-TV
The Price Is Right (Mon.-Fri., 11-11:30 a.m.), 52-week renewal of 4
quarter-hour segments weekly on daytimer—plus order for additional
segments on Price. Also County Fair, (Mon.-Fri., 4:30-5 p.m.).

Lever Bros. (Needham. Louis & Brorby).

The Price Is Right, renewal of segments for 1 year and additional
quarter-hour participations in Treasure Hunt, Tic Tac Dough, It Could
Be You and County Fair.

Miles Labs (Geoffrey Wade).
M Squad (Fri., 9-9:30 p.m.), renewal of alternate sponsorship during
1959-60 season, eff. Sept. 11.

American Tobacco Co. (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles).

St. Lawrence Seaway, sponsorship of a telecast based on the official
dedication, June 26.

American Safety Razor Co. (Kenyon & Eckhardt).
It Could Be You (Sat., 10:30-11 p.m.), weekly sponsorship—also 13-week
alternate sponsorship of Arthur Murray Party (Mon., 10-10:30 p.m.)
and You Bet Your Life (Thurs., 10-10:30 p.m.)

Pharmaceuticals Inc. (Parkson Adv.).

Huntley-Brinkley Report (Mon.-Fri., 6:45-7 p.m.), sponsorship for G
months, eff. June 29.

Texaco (Cunningham & Walsh).
NCAA Football Games, one-fourth sponsorship of 10 games in next
season’s Sat. afternoon games.

Bayuk Cigars (Werman & Schorr).

Daytime’s increase represented the biggest part of

network-time billings’ gain for the first quarter. Accord-
ing to TvB, Jan. through March 1959 was up $12.7 million

over the corresponding period of 1958 (Vol. 15:19), but of

this amount, daytime’s increase was the lion’s share of

$11.1 million. Daytime’s jump represented a 26.4% im-
provement from first-quarter 1958’s $42,184,408 to first-

quarter 1959’s $53,325,550. Nighttime billings for the same
period rose 1.6% from $101,548,445 to $103,154,868.

“The image of radio is on the upswing again. Agency
men have noted an increasing change of face. More & more
stations are trying to develop distinctive program formats
that will attract new advertisers on a 52-week basis. One
important step in particular to improve the individual sta-

tion image is the trend to editorializing. The networks have
encouraged their 0-&-0 stations to voice their views on im-
portant local issues—a practice that demands extensive re-

search, but also lifts the stature of the station image.”

—

Printers’ Ink.

ABC-TV has acquired the rights to the 1960 Olympic
winter games and will cover the 11-day event with live &
tape telecasts. Games are scheduled for Squaw Valley,

Cal., Feb. 18-28. Opening, closing and victory ceremonies,

to be staged by Walt Disney, will highlight telecast.

NBC Tools Up for Detroit: NBC-TV’s latest study of the

cause-&-effect relationship between TV auto advertising

& showroom sales is due for presentation to top-level

Detroit management at the end of June. Last season’s

study by NBC-TV of the same subject (Vol. 15:7) is con-

sidered by NBC officials to have been a whopping success,

since it presented research facts & figures showing that

viewers of shows sponsored by auto makers definitely

bought more cars of the advertised make than non-viewers

;

and the payoff can be seen in NBC’s TV auto billings.

With sizeable budgets already committed by Ford,

Plymouth and Chevrolet, NBC-TV now claims to have

“about 50%” of all of the auto billings on all 3 networks.

And, NBC officials tell us their previous research study

was “very helpful” in building their auto business.

The newest study, field work for which was done this

spring, was previewed at an executive session May 25

attended by chairman Robert Sarnoff, pres. Robert Kintner,

exec. v.p. Walter Scott, and research v.p. Hugh Beville.

Reportedly, all agreed it would merit a VIP treatment,

including personal presentations by NBC-TV executives to

individual auto manufacturers.

One factor likely to draw immediate Detroit interest,

according to NBC insiders: the new study contains TV-
slanted facts concerning the “small car market”—a hot

topic, of course, in auto circles. To provide sales ammuni-
tion for its TV affiliates, NBC-TV also will distribute much
of the study to stations for their use at local levels.

Firestone’s Farewell: Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. pres.

Raymond C. Firestone will bid a not-so-fond adieu to

viewers of The Voice of Firestone when the long-standing

musical series gets bumped from ABC-TV this week (June

1), ending a 31-year era in broadcasting. “ABC advised

us that our present time period would not be available for

. . . next fall, and they have offered only a late evening

half hour for our program. The other networks did not

offer a satisfactory time,” he will say.

Firestone’s father, Harvey S. Firestone appeared on

the first “Voice” broadcast in December 1928, saying “If

we make your half hour with us each Monday evening a

wholesome feature in your household, we will have achieved

our purpose.” ABC-TV and Firestone had an agreement
whereby, as long as the advertiser underwrote the series

on a 52-week basis, the time period would be guaranteed.

Firestone cut back to 39 weeks a few veais ago.

Unusual ABC-TV diversification finds the network
entering the restaurant business as one-third owner of New
Orleans’ famed Absinthe House. Warner Bros, owns an-

other third. The move was made to protect the use of the

bistro’s name in Bourbon Street Beat, new private-eye

series starring Richard Long that debuts this fall on ABC.
Some location shooting will be done at Absinthe House.

Nature, however, will imitate art in this case, as the res-

taurant is to be remodeled to resemble the pennanent
Absinthe House set on the Warner Bros. lot.

CBS 0-&-0 stations program & publicity dirs. will meet
in N.Y. June 8 & 9 to discuss audience & sales promotion,

and public relations. On the agenda: public affairs projects,

demonstrations of new live & film production techniques

and general pi'ogramming matters. Craig Lawrence, v.p.

in charge of CBS o-&-o’s, will preside, with the promotion

& publicity sessions to be coordinated by adv. & sales

prom. v.p. John Cowden & information dir. Charles Op-
penheim. Program sessions will be run by CBS stations’

program dir. Hal Hough.
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RATINGS’ P.R. PROBLEM: For an advertising medium
that prides itself on its sales ability & research sophis-

tication, TV is falling flat on its publicity face in get-

ting a basic mathematical concept—that a large “uni-

verse” can be measured with a small sample—across to

a few hard-headed members of the press.

“Most TV editoi's are rigidly convinced that the

more homes questioned, the better the answer,” an
executive of A.C. Nielsen’s N. Y. office complained

bitterly to us last week. Added Gene Reilly, Trendex’s

sales dir. : “I usually tell editors Tf you don’t believe

in statistical sampling, next time you go to the doctor

for a blood test, tell him to test it all’—but it doesn’t

seem to get across.”

Blood-sampling the nation’s TV pulse produces an
error much smaller than most people believe. Nielsen,

whose 1050-home sampling technique has been approved
by U.S. Census officials & Advertising Research Founda-
tion, is quite candid about this “standard error” in its

regular NTI “Pocket Piece” reports.

For a 30 rating, it’s 1.3. In simple terms, this means
(according to Nielsen) that in 68 out of 100 cases the dif-

ference between what Nielsen figures a rating to be, and
what you’d get if you actually raced around and counted all

the TV homes watching a network show, is less than the

1.3 standard error.

It’s possibly one of the toughest concepts for the gen-

eral public & press to buy outside of nuclear theory—par-

ticularly since there’s no loud bang to show that fission

can be achieved.

Tucked away in Nielsen’s files, for instance, is a cross-

check made a few seasons ago between the Nielsen sample
& a U.S. Census of a total of over 45 million households.

On a factor like “ownership of a mechanical refrigerator,”

the big complete census showed an ownership of 73.3. A
checkup in the Nielsen sample—tiny in numbers by com-
parison—showed an ownership figure that was only 1.7

points off. Other factors checked out as closely, seldom

going more than 2 points one way or the other, and
usually much less on types of dwelling, family size, owner-

ship of appliances, etc.

Videodex is another research firm that uses a cross-

section sample of U.S. homes (9200) in TV audience

measurement. Managing dir. Allan Jay said last week that

Videodex has experimentally doubled & tripled the sample

size—just to see what would happen. “We cut down the

margin of error a little bit, but found our results to be

the same, and therefore did away with the idea,” he said.

The situation is similar at other research firms. Most
can make out a good case for small-sample measurement

—

but few have managed to make it clear to non-profes-

sionals, who generally stick to the samples-should-be-larger-

for-accuracy theory.

Enlarging the sample can decrease the “standard

error” of research in a mathematical formula well-known

to research men. To do so, you must multiply your sample

4 times to decrease the margin of error 50%. But, this will

also increase 3- or 4-fold the costs of the research (most

agencies & clients generally feel they are spending up to

the limit of their research budgets right now) without

making any drastic change in the over-all findings, provided

the margin of error is already small.

How can the small sample measure the large universe?

Research firms, whose rating figures may not be sim-
ilar for a given show, were in complete agreement when we
asked them this poser. All said, in effect, that a cross-

section sample works—provided “all the homes in what-
ever area you’re trying to measure have an equal chance
of falling into your sample.”

ARB’s pres. Jim Seiler has a theatrically effective

stunt he occasionally stages to get this point across, using
a lai’gc bag of multi-colored buttons, and a “random
sample” (selected by the audience with a cup.) Seiler in-

variably draws applause when the sample of button checks
within a point or two of the totals—and it always works.

Another research executive puts it this way:

“Let’s say you want a cross-section sample of 1000
homes in a city of slightly more than a million homes. If

you count off the first 1000 homes you come to, it won’t
work. But, if you start at some arbitrary point—like the

13th home—and walk up & down every block in town, and
put every thousandth home in your sample, you’ll wind up
with a mathematical cross-section. What’s true of your
sample is then true of the whole.”

It is on the basis of such national sampling methods
that most of the rating services using fixed samples work,
adjusting their sample periodically to conform to national

characteristics shown by the U.S. Census. Trendex, how-
ever, comes up with a sample that has special limitations

(only telephone homes, and only in cities that have 3-

network rivalry) that prohibit “national” projections of

ratings, although the ratings can be stretched to include all

the homes falling inside the specialized limits.

Nielsen’s sample is organized, serviced and controlled

by field researchers. ARB and Videodex operate primarily

through the mails, with service controls. Pulse and Tren-

dex samples are more hit-or-miss (interviewers pick the

homes at random, within limitations of metropolitan areas

or telephone books).

Advertising agency & client research experts usually

have little trouble in knowing the difference between rat-

ing services, and understanding what’s being measured &
how (“We talk the same language,” said an ARB execu-

tive). But, witnessing the growing public furor over rat-

ings, most observers agreed last week that it was high time

a better public translation of the language was made.

Eight new metropolitan areas are anticipated by Sales

Management in its new 784-page “Survey of Buying Pow-
er,” in advance of decision by the Bureau of Budget’s Tech-

nical Committee on Area Definitions. The directory, issued

last week, lists the areas as: Anderson, Ind.; Ann Arbor,

Mich.; Bakersfield, Cal.; Champaign-Urbana, 111.; Lewis-

ton-Auburn, Me; Lynchburg, Va.; Muskegon-Muskegon
Heights, Mich., and Pensacola, Fla. In the new manual, the

publishers note with regret the elimination of county-by-

county TV-home counts, because set-saturation has effec-

tively lessened differences in major-market penetration.

Reports about KCOP in Los Angeles last week that

the independent station was up for sale, brought quick

denials from A1 Flanagan, station v.p.-mgr., and Bing

Crosby, one of the partners in the syndicate which owns
WSM-TV (Ch. 4) Nashville received program test

authorization May 19 to resume with 100-kw, following

series of gradual moves whereby station changed from

575-ft. tower at 14th & Compton Aves. to new 1360-ft.

structure on Watts Lane.

Sale of WDAU-TV (Ch. 22) Scranton to WGBI Radio

Inc., for $700,000 has been approved by FCC.
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NEW & UPCOMING STATIONS: Two stations won author-

ization to go on the air this week—but neither planned

to begin programming for about 3-4 weeks. Program

test authorization went May 27 to WENH (Ch. 11,

educational) Durham, N.H., but it doesn’t plan to be-

gin until June 22 with a regular program schedule.

Special temporary authorization was given the same

day to WXIX (Ch. 18) Milwaukee, which is being

revived as an independent outlet by Gene Posner, op-

erator of Milwaukee radio WMIL, who acquired the

facility from CBS for $50,000 (Vol. 15:13, 16, 19).

STA allows WXIX to operate temporarily up to June

30, but the station won’t begin programming until

July 1, although it plans to start on a test pattern basis

June 1-10. Base hourly rate is $395. Rep is Gill-Perna.

Week’s on-air totals change to 553 (83 uhf) as educa-

tional WNED-TV (Ch. 17) Buffalo left air May 29 after

operating from temporary site, with STA, since March 30

(Vol. 15:13). It plans to resume next fall after move of

transmitter to Lafayette Hotel quarters being vacated by

WGR-TV (Ch. 2).
* * *

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are the latest reports from principals:

KVOG-TV (Ch. 9) Ogden, Utah, with 5-kw Gates

transmitter scheduled for July delivery, has changed pro-

gramming target to approximately Oct. 1, reports David B.

Affleck, asst, mgr of radio KVOG. Network affiliation

hasn’t been signed and studio-transmitter construction re-

mains at half-way mark (Vol. 15:17). It will use 400-ft.

Gates tower with 6-bay RCA antenna. Base hourly rate

not set. Rep will be Grant Webb.

WKBM-TV (Ch. 11) Caguas, P.R. has again resched-

uled programming target—this time to Aug. 1, writes

owner Ralph Perez Perry, also operator of WSUR-TV
(Ch. 9) Ponce & radio WKVM San Juan. New studios at

657 Condado St., San Juan have just been finished. Du Mont
5-kw transmitter and 200-ft. Lehigh tower with 6-bay RCA
antenna have been ready for some time. Base hour will be

$265. Rep not chosen.

A “spectacular” for 7 local Midwest stations will pre-

empt 2(4 hours of prime time each evening, June 14-20.

The show: United Artists’ 1942 movie, “Yankee Doodle

Dandy,” starring James Cagney as George M. Cohan. The
program will be telecast during the 7:30-10 p.m. and 8:30-

11 p.m. time spots—normally network time. During the

following week, it will be shown at 10:30 p.m. The sponsor

for what is said to be the first such local special during

prime time in the Midwest, is Oklahoma Tire & Supply Co.

Participating stations: KVOO-TV Tulsa, WKY-TV Okla-

homa City, KTEN Ada, KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla.; KAKE-
TV Wichita, Kan.; KNAC-TV Fort Smith, KARK-TV
Little Rock, Ark.

Spot TV billing increases in overall shares of major
advertiser’s budgets has been pointed up in a report on the

generally accelerated trend of spot spending by the TV
division of Edward Retry & Co. Procter & Gamble, top spot

spender, showed a 31% increase last year, whereas General

Mills, number 10 spot user, showed a 231% increase over

1957.

KTVE (Ch. 10) El Dorado, Ark. has been granted a

waiver of rules by the FCC to identify itself with Monroe,

La. as well as El Dorado.

Half Hour of Commercials: KTTV Los Angeles is select-

ing commercials to present in a 13-week all-commercial

half-hour series to begin in June. KTTV pres. Richard

Moore tells us no one will be paying for the half-hour each

week, but that he is doing it because “we’re going to prove

that people like advertising.” Moore believes that advertis-

ing & TV have produced commercials which are entertain-

ing & informative. “All these people have been knocking

commercials. Now we’re going to do this to show American
business that commercials interest people, and we’re going

to show people in the West commercials they haven’t seen

before—commercials from the East or from around the

world.”

KTTV is presently collecting prize-winning commer-
cials, domestic & foreign, and will have more than enough
material for the 13-week series. The commercial half-hour

will be slotted in the early evening at 6 or 6:30 p.m. Rep.

Blair is soliciting agencies to run the commercials free.

Mary Pickford & her husband Charles (Buddy) Rogers
should be paid $133,243 for their one-third interest in

WSJS-TV (Ch. 12) Winston-Salem, N.C., it was ruled in

a Los Angeles court last week, in a suit brought by Pied-

mont Publishing Co. to enforce an alleged option agree-

ment for sale of the couple’s stock equity (Vol. 14:19).

Pickford & Rogers, who were applicants for Ch. 12, ac-

quired WSJS-TV stock for $50,000 in 1953 (after with-

drawing application) under merger agreement with Pied-

mont. They claim their stock is now worth $500,000, and
that Piedmont was trying to buy their interest at a low

price. Piedmont has been offering $126,816 for the stock.

Judge John J. Ford also dismissed the Pickford-Rogers

damage claims against Piedmont in the case.

Rule-making petitions denied by FCC last week: (1)

Assignment of Ch. 5 to Pendleton, Ore. (2) Shift of Ch. 18

from Hartford to Waterbury, Conn. (3) Conflicting pro-

posals to change Ch. 12 Wilmington, Del. from commercial

to educational and to delete Ch. 12 from Wilmington and

assign it to either Atlantic City or Atlantic City-Wilming-

ton. (4) Plea to reconsider an order rejecting proposals to

shift educational Ch. 2 from Denton, Tex. to Longview,

Denton, Brownwood or Cooper, Tex. for commercial use

by replacing it with a uhf assignment.

Allocations changes authorized by FCC: (1) Ch. 10

assigned to Appleton, Minn, for educational use. (2) Ch.

33 substituted for Ch. 61 in Moses Lake, Wash., Ch. 27

added to Wenatchee, Wash, in place of Ch. 67, and Ch. 36

allocated to Kellogg, Ida. in place of Ch. 33. (3) Ch. 7

traded for Ch. 8 in Wailuku, Hawaii, by deleting Ch. 7

from Hilo and changing Ch. 11 Honolulu from commercial

to educational, replacing Ch. 7 there. (4) Ch. 14 allocated

to Mount Pleasant, Mich, for educational use with Ch. 27

swapped for Ch. 21 in West Branch, Mich.

Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors May 20 rec-

ommended denial of TV application for Antigonish, N.S.

(Ch. 9) by Atlantic TV Co. Ltd. (A. D. Macinnis, pres.).

It deferred decision on satellite application for Baldy

Mountain, Man. (Ch. 8) by CKOS-TV (Ch. 3) Yorkton,

Sask. (Vol. 15:18).

Two applications for new TV stations were filed with

FCC last week: For Ch. 10, Medford, Ore.; for Ch. 51,

Louisville, Ky. Total outstanding is now 93 (16 uhf).

Shift from Deadwood to Lead, S.D. has been granted

to CP holder KDSJ-TV (Ch. 5).
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‘Double Exposure’ Pays Off: Two-station exposure can

almost equal one deluxe time slot in syndication, Bristol-

Myers & Sunoco have learned. Sea Hunt, co-sponsored by

the two firms, was ousted recently from its choice Sat-

urday 10:30 p.m. period on WCBS-TV N.Y. to make way
for the network-aired Markham series. To salvage the

situation, the clients moved it into a “double exposure” pat-

tern on 2 N.Y. outlets, WABC-TV & WPIX, with the sta-

tions tossing in large ($40,000 for WABC-TV) promotion

budgets to publicize it.

In its last (April 22) exposure on WCBS-TV, the Ziv-

produced show drew a 27.2 Arbitron in N.Y. Moving into

the same time slot on WABC-TV, the underwater adven-

ture series raised the time period’s rating from a 3.3 to a

May 24 level of 12.9. The WPIX airings (same episode,

same week) in a Wednesday 10:30 period showed a similar

boost, with the previous Arbitron level of 3.0 going to 9.9.

Combined rating (ARB feels there’s little audience

duplication between the double-exposed showings) is thus

a 22.8—or about 84% of the original WCBS-TV level. In

addition to providing Bristol-Myers & Sunoco with a size-

able audience, it’s also a financial bargain. Rate comparison

shows the combined basic price of the 2 time periods to be

only 74.5% of the costs of the single WCBS-TV slot, with

program charges remaining approximately the same.

Ironic twist to the story is that the current Arbitron

of Markham is a 14.4—more than 8 rating points less than

what Sea Hunt is drawing in the twin exposure.

Both WABC-TV & WPIX have utilized extensive au-

dience promotion to backstop their program acquisition,

including newspaper & magazine tune-in ads, transit cards,

on-the-air plugs and mailings to dealers & jobbers.

Negro Market Growing: The economic status of the Negro

has improved, stronger advertising media are serving him,

& he is moving into more accessible urban groupings. May
Medialscope reports. Census figures show that a 13-million

Negro population in 1940 had grown to an estimated 18

million by 1958. Between 1950 & 1956, Negro households

increased 26.2% compared with the 10.7% for white.

Negro purchasing power is greatest in cities of 50,000 or

more (in 1955, $11.6 billion or 67% of disposable Negro

income). Higher proportions of income are spent by

Negroes for certain types of goods, e.g., furniture, clothing,

house furnishings, recreation, alcoholic beverages, personal

care products.

A Negro student has charged bias during May 23 Dance

Party telecast by WGR-TV Buffalo. Clayton Johnson, 15,

one of 40 Toronto students, was seen on camera dancing

with Patty Banks, a white schoolmate. When protesting

phone calls were received during the show, m.c. Pat Fagan

is said to have asked one of the chaperones to do something

“to alleviate the situation,” and Johnson was asked to

stop dancing. The Ontario Labor Dept, has been requested

to investigate the incident.

N.Y. radio WOV, English & Italian language outlet,

has been sold for approximately $1.5 million to Bartell

group (Melvin Bartell, pres.) by joint owners Morris

Novik, Ralph N. Weil & Harold Hartley. The new owners

operate AMs in Milwaukee, Atlanta, San Diego, Boston,

Birmingham & San Francisco as the Bartell Family Radio

Group. After FCC approves transfer, Melvin Bartell will

move to N.Y. to take over as gen. mgr. of WOV, with Hart-

ley remaining as v.p. for programming and Weil, present

WOV gen. mgr., becoming v.p. of Bartell Sales Co., head-

quartering in N.Y.

TV No Threat to Press: Newspapers face a big challenge

from TV, but aren’t endangered by the rival medium, pub-

lishers & editors from 26 countries agreed last week. Up
for discussion at the 8th gen. assembly of the Internatl.

Press Institute (IPI) in W. Berlin was this question:

“What has been the impact of TV on the financial & edi-

torial position of daily newspapers?” There was general

concurrence with answers by editors Barry Bingham &
Shinichiro Kudo of such widely-separated dailies as the

Louisville Courier-Journal & Times (WHAS-TV) and
Mainichi of Tokyo. Said Bingham: “TV is more & more
drawing the attention of the people. But at the same time

its pattern is highly monotonous. Nevertheless, the press

has lost its fresh impact of spot news to TV ... If we
fail ... it will be our own failure & not the triumph earned

by a competing medium.” Said Kudo: “TV as a news me-
dium is merely supporting the press in Japan and not

undermining it.”

Catholic Broadcasters to Meet: A 3-day meeting June
17-19 will be held in Detroit by the Catholic Broadcasters

Assn. The theme of the gathering will be “Miranda Pror-

sus,” title of an encyclical of Pope Pius XII on TV &
radio. Among lay speakers: WBC pres. Donald McGannon,
CBS Radio pres. Arthur Hull Hayes, Ed Sullivan, TV &
radio chief Frank Dunham of the U. S. Office of Health,

Education & Welfare.

Bishop John King Mussio will discuss “Miranda
Prorsus in the American Context,” and Bishop Fulton J.

Sheen will talk on “Making Religious Broadcasting Re-

ligious.” Stations & others who produce educational or

Catholic-theme programs may compete for the assn.’s Gold

Bell awards, to be presented at the meeting. Forms are

obtainable from the Assn, at 111 Briggs Bldg., U. of De-
troit, Detroit 21.

Disc Jockey Convention in Miami was warned that a

“somewhat terrifying” responsibility rests on the men who
spin platters & make patter, by NAB pres. Harold E. Fel-

lows. He told the jockeys’ Second Annual Programming
Seminar: “There are hours of the day, and important ones,

too, when you alone are in direct communion with most of

the citizens of the United States, and upon you alone—in

your comportment & judgment—depends the reputation of

the entire American system of broadcasting.” Fellows urged
jockeys to “be aware of this great challenge to your integ-

rity & decency & good judgment.”

WRCA-TV’s prime 10- and 20-sec. spots will be sold on

a revolving basis to give sponsors a more varied audience

—via a horizontal & a vertical “orbit plan.” The horizontal

orbit, which is at the 8 p.m. level, moves an advertiser’s

spots from 8 p.m. Monday, to 8 p.m. Tuesday the following

week, and so on in a 6-week rotation. This plan excludes

Thursday which is “vertical orbit” day. On a 6-week cycle

involving Thursday, spots will be moved across prime hours

(8-10:30 p.m.), a half-hour each week. According to sta-

tion mgr. Max Buck, the plan “can increase an advertiser’s

cumulative ratings by as much as 25% per 6-time rotation.”

Further home-built automation for KETV Omaha has

been achieved by the TV station’s engineers. An automatic

tape programmer has been built to play pre-recorded com-
mercials & station breaks, actuated by an audio tone on the

tape. The new equipment works in conjunction with KETV’s
automatic pre-set switching system, which cues in the sta-

tion’s audio, video & projection equipment.
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Educational Television

NEW GOVT. ETV GRANTS: Cost of govt.-financed re-

search in audio-visual teaching techniques has reached

.^3 million with awards by U.S. Education Comr. Law-
rence G. Derthick of the second batch of 53 grants

—

most of them for TV projects—under Title VII of the

National Defense Education Act.

Following up initial grants for 15 projects in March

(Vol. 15:13)—and approval by Congress of a $1 million

supplemental appropriation for the program until June

30—Derthick last week announced recipients of 29 grants

in educational broadcasting fields. In addition, 7 Title VII

contracts for related dissemination-of-information studies

have been signed.

Winners of the new research grants (specific amounts

not finally determined) and their proposals included:

American Institute for Research, Pittsburgh. Use of

quiz materials & practice machines in TV courses.

Santa Barbara, Cal. High School District. Foreign
language instruction by electronic media.

U. of Ark., Fayetteville. Closed-circuit TV experi-

ment in speech improvement.
U. of Ala., University. Effects of participation in lab

work in conjunction with ETV lectures.

Michigan State U., E. Lansing. (1) Development of

problem-solving ability through TV & films. (2) Uses of

new media in languages, science, mathematics.
U. of Ind., Bloomington. Video tape uses to improve

teacher performance.
Metropolitan Pittsburgh Educational TV Stations.

ETV stimulants of suspense, anticipation, competition.

U. of N.C., Chapel Hill. Why some teachers resist use
of audio-visual materials.

Ore. College of Education, Monmouth. Uses of motiva-
tional research principles in audio-visual techniques.

Mass. Council for Public Schools, Boston. In-service

ETV language teacher training.

National Assn, of Educational Bcstrs., Urbana, 111.

“Understanding media.”
U. of Oklahoma, Norman, and Okla. Educational TV

Authority, Oklahoma City. In-service TV & radio teacher
training.

Compton College, Compton, Cal. ETV techniques for
teaching English composition.

U. of Houston, Houston. Effectiveness of high school

ETV physics courses.
! Fontana Unified School District, Fontana, Cal. Closed-
circuit TV tests of teacher effectiveness.

Ohio State U., Columbus. (1) ETV’s contributions to

teachers as well as students in elementary science courses.

(2) Mobile media lab experiments.

I
Pa. State U., University Park. Teacher-parent experi-

ment in reading instruction by TV.
N. Y. U. College of Dentistry, N.Y. Closed-circuit TV

instruction in dental techniques.

j

Boston U., Boston. Elementary science teaching by TV.
U. of Ore., Eugene. Why ETV encounters “resistance.”

,
M. I. T., Cambridge, and WGBH-TV, Boston. Out-of-

classroom audience surveys.
Baylor Medical College, Houston. Physiology instruc-

tion via data broadcast system.
U. of Cal. Medical Center, San Francisco. Use of video

tapes in health sciences.

U. of Ga., Athens. Mass media in teacher training.

Ore. State System of Higher Education, Corvallis.

ETV uses in junior colleges.

U. of Tex., Austin. Closed-circuit microwave experi-

ments.
Syracuse U., Syracuse. Superior teachers’ influence in

ETV courses.
Special contracts for ETV-related studies have been

signed with:
N. Central Assn, of Colleges & Secondary Schools (TV

subcommittee). ETV seminar.
Stanford U., Stanford, Cal. Annual new-niedia con-

ferences.
Washington County Public Schools, Hagerstown, Md.

Technical ETV evaluations.

National Educational TV & Radio Center, Ann Arbor.
Filmed case reports.

National Assn, of Educational Bcstrs., Urbana. ETV
network plans.

National Education Assn., Washington. Workshop pi-

lot project.

Columbia U., N.Y. Educational media reseai’ch in-
formation service proposal.

Note: Next deadline for audio-visual research applica-

tions in Derthick’s office in the Health, Education & Wel-
fare Dept., Washington, is Sept. 1. His advisory committee

will meet Oct. 21-22 to examine new proposals.

TV Teaching—How, Not If: With more than a half million

students receiving part of their education via TV class-

room instruction, it is “no longer a question as to whether
TV can play an important role in education, but what kind

of role it can play most effectively.” So said a joint report

last week by the Ford Foundation and the Fund for the

Advancement of Education.

The report pointed out these pertinent ETV facts: As
of Feb. 1, 117 colleges & universities offered credit courses

on TV
; 569 school districts made regular use of televised

instruction; and 241 colleges & universities offered credit

for Continental Classroom, NBC’s TV physics course.

According to experiments supported by both the Foun-
dation & the Fund, students learn as much “and in some
cases moi'e” from televised instruction. Most experiments,

the report said, show no significant difference in achieve-

ment between students in TV courses & in regular classes.

“This finding in itself is remarkable in view of the

newness of TV, the relative inexperience of those who have
been using it and the fact that existing school & college

classrooms and TV equipment are not designed for TV
instruction,” the report points out.

Further observations: Virtually every course in the

school & college curriculum is being taught somewhere on
TV. Superior teaching over TV stimulates better learn-

ing. Students accept more responsibility for their learn-

ing. Elementary & secondary school students make more
extensive use of their libraries as a result of TV instruc-

tion. The use of superior teachers has raised the quality

of other teachers, particularly those just starting.

NBC’s “Continental Classroom” will be expanded to

a full hour in the fall with the addition of a 2-semester

course in modern chemisti’y to be presented in color at

6:30-7 a.m. Dr. John W. Baxter, prof, of Chemistry, U. of

Fla., will instruct. The current coui’se in atomic age physics

will be repeated via tape recordings & kinescopes at 6-6:30

a.m. An estimated 300 colleges & universities are expected

to carry the chemistry course for academic credit. This

year 241 such institutions are carrying the physics course.

Army honors ETV : A full-dress infantry post parade

honoring the Greater Washington Educational TV Assn,

was scheduled for May 31 at Ft. Myer, where the Capital’s

ceremonial troops are quartered. A citation for commu-
nity service was drawn up by Army Secy. Wilber M.

Brucker for Mrs. Edmund D. Campbell, pres, of the ETV
group, which pi-oduces Time for Science daily on WTTG
for 5th & 6th grade students.

NYU’s first TV Master of Ai'ts degree will be pre-

sented this month to Ronald Richards, who recently pro-

duced & directed his own TV drama as his graduate

studies project. The production originated in NYU’s own
studios and was viewed by guests in one of the university’s

auditoriums, via a large-screen priijection system. Uichurds

is NYU’s sole candidate for an MA in TV this June.
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Auxiliary Services

EIDOPHOR’S HAT IN RING: The latest enti'y into the

ranks of closed-circuit telecasters is the huge Swiss

chemical combine of Ciba. On May 27, Ciba announced
the organization of subsidiary Eidophor Inc., and
staged a demonstration, in color and b&w, of a pair of

$30,000 Eidophor projectors that are part of Ciba’s

$1 million investment in new closed-circuit gear.

Former Asst. Seci’etary of State Roderic L.

O’Connor is pres, of the new Ciba subsidiary. Since

the first of the year, he’s also been pres. & chief counsel

for Ciba States Ltd., the American parent of the new
closed-circuit firm.

Although the Eidophor name has long been linked

with Hollywood’s 20th Century-Fox in the film & TV press,

the movie firm will play no role in Ciba’s invasion of the

U.S. closed-circuit field.

By means of a pre-filmed speech projected on a 17-by-

13 ft. screen, Eidophor Inc. pres. O’Connor (who was
actually in Washington attending the funeral of John
Foster Dulles) outlined Eidophor’s background & plans.

Patent rights to the Eidophor projector (which uses an
external light source passed through a TV picture captured

in a thin layer of oil on a concave mirror) are “now owned
by Ciba, and the only company presently manufacturing

the machine is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ciba,”

O’Connor stated. Projection of a b&w picture 40 x 30 ft., or

a color picture (via a field sequential system) 20 x 15 ft.,

is possible with the Swiss-developed projectors, of which

a total of 40 have been ordered for the U.S. operation.

O’Connor also stated that the 2 projectors shown had

just completed a 6-month tour of U.S. cities (Vol. 14:40, 48,

51). Additional equipment is expected before April 1960,

and Eidophor plans to provide “the best color TV in the

industry at as many as 6 locations” in closed-circuitcasts

this fall, and b&w coverage in 42 cities by spring.

To illustrate the various uses of Eidophor’s large-

screen system in the realm of business TV, Teletalent Inc.

—a package firm headed by Louis Tyrrell & Jay Raeben,

under contract to Eidophor to produce business, medical,

scientific & educational closed-circuit shows—took over the

demonstration.

Effective use was made of closeups of the working
insides of the new Hamilton line of electric wristwatches

during a demonstration of how new merchandise could be

previewed to a far-flung sales force.

Not as effective were the use of film clips of ski trials

for the Winter Olympics, which took on a blurred, grainy

effect as compared to live. Color projection during the N.Y.

test of fashion & food segments was just so-so, with the

tints coming through primarily as pastels, and with the

whole effect not unlike that of early bi-color film processes

like “Trucolor.”

At present, Ciba is maintaining a completely mobile

color TV unit housed in a 35-foot motor trailer. The unit

includes 4 TV cameras, 2 Eidophor projectors, a P.A. sys-

tem, and 2 screens.

Manufacturing of the Eidophor projectors will prob-

ably be confined primarily to the Swiss electronics sub-

sidiary of Ciba. GE is licensed to manufacture the

equipment but “has given no indication of doing so,” N.Y.

preview audience was told. Cost of the projectors is $20,000

for b&w models, and $30,000 for color.

Named a.s v.p. & gen. mgr. of Eidophor Inc. is Felton

Davis Jr., who headed the medical TV unit of Ciba Pharm-
aceutical Products Inc.

Fight promoters of future will be closed-circuit tele-

casters, rather than old-line sports promoters, said Irving

Kahn, pres, of TelePrompTer, to Variety’s Hy Hollinger
in a page-one interview last week. “Just as a major film

company assembles a package and assigns a producer to

execute it, or finances a package that is put together by an
independent producer, so would an electronics firm arrange
a boxing match,” said Kahn, who helped promote the re-

cent Patterson-Harris bout and who offered a $250,000
guarantee to Basilio to meet Sugar Ray Robinson for the

middleweight crown.

Those small-city telecasters who have been boosting
vhf boosters of the type that FCC proposes to license are
keeping a close watch on activities of the new National TV
Repeater Assn., which had as a “prime” topic on its May
29 agenda in Denver the concept of using microwaves to

bring big-city signals long distances—just as community
antenna systems are doing. This potential source of addi-

tional competition to small-city operators is particularly

vexing in light of FCC’s assertions that it doesn’t intend
to block competition from boosters, CATV, etc.

Annual pole rental increase from $3 to $5, charged to

community antenna operator Ceracche TV Co. Ithaca, N.Y.
by N.Y. Bell, has been upheld by the Public Service Com-
mission of N.Y., which dismissed Ceracche’s complaint on
the ground that it doesn’t have jurisdiction over CATV.

Four translator CPS granted by FCC last week: Ch.

73, Clarks Summit, Pa., to WNEP-TV Scranton; Ch. 79,

Clarks Summit, Dalton & Waverley, Pa., to WBRE-TV
Wilkes-Barre; Ch. 71 & 76, Burns, Ore., to Countrywide TV.

Foreign

International commercial TV directory, The Intam
Data Book, has just been published by Intam Ltd., Romano
House, 399 Strand, London, W.C. 2, England, the inter-

national div. of the London Press Exchange, at 10 guineas
(about $30). The book gives details on commercial TV in

18 countries, including rates, numbers of sets & viewers,

transmitter locations & coverage areas, production facil-

ities & lequirements and regulations covering TV adver-

tising. In book’s introduction, editors state that more than
240 million people in 32 countries are now reached by
commercial TV, and “it is reasonable to assume that within

the next 5 yeax’s, the total world audience for TV adver-

tising may well be upwards of 360 million, or about 20%
of the anticipated population of the non-communist world.”

It points out, too, the wide variations in rates—for ex-

ample, in diffei’ent countries, a 30-sec. spot at peak time

reaching 300,000 sets varies from $56 to $1540.

New Brazilian TV station at Recife, Pernambuco, is

now under construction and is due to begin progi'amming

eai’ly next year. The modern station will be housed in a

“luxui’iously styled contemporary building,” reports Bi’it-

ish Marconi, which is supplying complete equipment. It

will have 3 studios with seven 4% -in. image orthicon cam-
eras, 2 vidicon film chains, a 3-camera remote van and an

18-kw transmitter. The ERP will be 110-kw. Marconi adds:

“It will be capable of handling a compatible color seiwice

when required to do so.”

St. James’ Palace guardroom in London, reports UPI,

lists these emergency telephone numbers: Buckingham
Palace, Scotland Yaid, the War Office and a firm of TV
repairmen.

Transmitters for 5 Swedish TV stations have been

ordered from Marconi of England.
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Programming

PREPARING FOR ’60: Now that the selling season is

about finished for next season, Hollywood producers &
executives are planning their TV film projects for the

1960-61 season. It’s one of the earliest starts on record

for the telefilmers, probably an indication they expect

there may be some cancellations in Dec. or Jan.

Our check of top executives in Hollywood found a

few who were specific about their projects, but others

cagily ducked answers with the explanation: “If we tell

what our plans are now, they’ll be stolen.”

Not surprisingly, there is a division of opinion as to

what should be planned for the 1960 season. Revue and

CBS are planning Westerns, but 20th-Fox feels TV has

enough of them. CBS and Four Star are plotting private-

eye series, expecting a boom in that category.

While it’s early in the planning game, there appears

to be a feeling that comedy shows will be in demand.

Revue Productions, the No. 1 production company in

Hollywood, is planning a half-dozen projects for 1960, of

both hour & half-hour formats.

Revue pres. Taft Schreiber tells us his projects in-

clude “comedy, adventure shows. Western, period, mystery

& suspense.” Not one to concern himself about trends,

Schreiber comments, “A great show in any of these cate-

gories will get an audience. But it’s a difficult business,”

he adds, in what may be the understatement of the year.

Martin Manulis, production chief at 20th-Fox TV,
tells us “We’re planning a few things for 1960. The TV
market is glutted with Westerns & private eyes, and we
don’t plan any such series. I want to do comedy shows, and
a drama with a music background. We are also contemplat-

ing pilots on 3 half-hour shows. Formula for Adventure,

a science-adventure series; The Peggy Lee Show; Mr.
Belvedere; and The Frog Men, exploits of U.S. Navy
undersea fighters.” The last-named is based on the studio’s

movie of the same title.

CBS coast program v.p. Bill Dozier is in N.Y. con-

ferring with network executives on programming con-

cepts for 1960, but it’s known the net is planning an hour-

long modern Western series called Empire, set in New
Mexico; also 2 private-eye series, Johnny Dollar and Cool

& Lamb. Upon Dozier’s return from the East, work will

get under way on additional 1960 projects.

Four Star is hewing closely to the private eye & West-
erns for 1960, planning an hour-long private-eye series,

Michael Shane, and an hour pilot of Stagecoach West,

which was originally produced as a half-hour pilot but

didn’t sell. In addition. Four Star pilots aimed at the

January selling season include 2 Westerns, The Man From
Denver & Secret Orders. The company also has District 7,

a series about a newspaperman.
Screen Gems v.p. Irving Briskin, and his son, Fred,

exec, producer for Briskin Productions, are in N.Y. dis-

cussing policy & programming matters.

While it’s much too early to know which way the TV
wind will blow in 1960, particularly regarding the West-

erns, it’s significant that 20th-Fox’s Manulis has dropped

from his production schedule 2 Western projects. Arsenal

Stone & The Gunfighter. Also, NTA, which owns rights to

a TV series. High Noon, has no immediate plans for its

production. Some TV companies seem to be taking a wait-

and-see-if-the-public-has-had-it attitude on Westerns.

A special Father Knows Best film entitled “24 Hours

in Tyrantland” is being used by the U.S. Treasury Dept,

to spearhead the 1959 Savings Bond Drive. The 30-min.

film will be shown in schools, factories, etc., not on TV.

Canon 35 Caucus: Agreement to disagree on the need for

the American Bar Assn.’s Canon 35 ban on courtroom
camera & microphone coverage was reached at a Wash-
ington conference of lawyers & representatives of all news
media. But the ABA’s special committee on Canon 35 &
the media group (including NAB) did come to terms on a

3-step plan to see if the court coverage issue can be re-

solved: (1) Foundation funds will be sought to finance a
preliminary “objective survey” of the problem by “some
established organization.” (2) If financing is obtained,

joint consultations will decide “whether & how” such a
study can be made. (3) If a study is conducted, it “un-
doubtedly would provide reliable information of value to

all concerned.” If it isn’t, “that would end this specific

joint effort.” NAB spokesmen at the conference were
Robert D. Swezey and Howard H. Bell. Also represented:

Radio-TV News Directors Assn., Radio-TV Correspondents
Assn., Radio-Newsreel-TV Working Press Assn., ANPA,
ASNE, Natl. Editorial Assn., Natl. Press Photographers
Assn. ABA participants included Canon 35 committee
chairman Whitney Seymour and 7 members of his group.

TV & The Pentagon: Hollywood TV producers are be-

coming wary of fictional series made in conjunction with
the armed services, because (1) a series of this type has
yet to be a hit in TV, and (2) multiple censorship. The
latest made in cooperation with the Pentagon is Steve
Canyon, which has just been canceled after a year on NBC.

While the producers’ original deal was with the Air
Force, and called for censorship of technical matters only,

producers David Haft & Mike Meshekoff found that the

Dept, of Defense and the State Dept, also took a hand in

approval of their projects. This caused some knotty prob-

lems when combined with the already existing multiplicity

of censors—the network, agency and sponsor—who have
a voice in program content. The need for 6 outside okays
meant production slowdowns & numerous policy conflicts.

The only telefilm series scheduled to be made with
service cooperation next season is Ziv TV’s Space, which
will deal with man’s newest frontier. Series previously

made with the okay-from-Washington stamp include Navy
Log, Silent Service and West Point—now out of produc-

tion but still being syndicated.

Jerry Lewis & his TV producer, Ernest Glucksman,
tell us they will abandon the variety format for the

comedian’s 5 NBC shows next season. The programs, each

representing a change in pace, will include an original

comedy story with dramatic interpolation, a tabloid musi-

cal comedy, a musicalization of a play, a potpourri comedy
show (to have a week’s break-in at a theater or night club),

and another property to be selected from 3 others available.

There will be no one-man shows; each will have guests

with tailor-made material. Lewis’ production company at

Paramount studios is also planning 5 telefilm series, 2 of

which are Gunlaw & My Dear Friends.

Preliminary injunction against RKO, to prevent TV
distribution of movies produced by Ben Bogeaus was is-

sued in Los Angeles last week. Plaintiffs in the action were

Pinecrest, Alpine & Filmcrest Productions of which Bog-

eaus is pres. & principal stockholder. Two other Bogeaus-

produced movies involved were excluded from the order,

as proceeds from them were assigned to Pacific Thrift &
Loan Co. Bogeaus charges RKO with breach of its distribu-

tion agreement & refusal to deal with talent guilds on

residuals for TV showings.
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Personals: Edward DeGray to be promoted from ABC ra-

dio v.p. to pres, of radio div. at next AB-PT board meeting.

Lawrence E. Spivak of Meet the Press (NBC-TV &
radio) has received an honorary doctor of laws degree

from Wilberforce U., Wilberforce, 0. . . . James S. Mc-

Murry, ex-station mgr. of off-air WVUE Wilmington, Del.,

appointed national sales mgr., WSIX-TV Nashville ... Si

Palmer promoted from production supervisor to program
dir., KOA-TV Denver, succeeding Heyward Siddons, trans-

ferred to sales dept, as an account exec. Dick True becomes

asst, program dir. & chief director . . . Charles T. Donley,

WSTV-TV Steubenville sports dir., promoted to PR &
special events v.p.

Dean Borba appointed program mgr. of Corinthi-

an’s KXTV Sacramento . . . Hugh Hole, ex-Maxon Inc.

named coordinator of ABC Western div. . . . John R. Allen

named United Artists TV central div. mgr. . . . Jacob H.

Karp, recently named administrative head of Paramount
Pictures Hollywood studio, elected a v.p.

Clifford J. Barborka Jr., v.p. & Midwest (Chicago)

office mgr., to head new creative & mktg. services div.,

John Blair & Co. Robert E. Galen, ex-Daren F. McGavren,

named John Blair & Co. research dir. Charles C. Allen, ex-

BBDO, named to head research & merchandising, Blair-TV

and Blair Television Associates . . . Stephen J. Rooney

named gen. mgr. of NBC’s radio WAMP Pittsburgh.

Herb Pearson, ex-Guild Films, appointed asst, sales

dir.. Official Films . . . Jack Lynn, ex-program dir., WNTA-
TV Newark-New York, named program mgr. of WNEW-TV
New York, succeeding David Yarnell . . . Walter Liebler,

ex-secy, of Allied Artists International Corp., has joined

Samuel Hacker & Co., CPAs representing motion picture

& TV producers . . . Paul A. Wagner, former pres.. Video

Pictures, named public information dir. of National Founda-

tion (March of Dimes) . . . Jerry Bower, ex-WGN-TV
Chicago named chief engineer of WPTA Ft. Wayne. Bob

Carter promoted to production mgr.

Clark B. George, gen. mgr. of CBS’s KNXT Los An-

geles and the CBS-TV Pacific Network, was presented May
21 with NAFBRAT’s Lee De Forest Award—3rd time the

award has been made since its establishment in 1953.

George was cited for “KNXT’s program series which have

so consistently . . . served the cultural & social interests

of the Los Angeles area.”

Hill & Knowlton Inc. has moved its Washington office

to the Solar Bldg., 1000 16th St. NW (Sterling 3-0270).

Mementos of broadcasting will be collected by Broad-
cast Pioneers in a “visual history” project to be headed by
W. D. (Dub) Rogers, pres, of KDUB-TV Lubbock, Texas.

He’ll recruit a committee with members in every state, to

gather manuscripts, photos, early equipment, & significant

film, tape or recorded firsts. John F. Patt, pres, of WJRT
Flint & WJR Detroit, heads the committee to explore the

construction (Vol. 14:20) of a permanent Archives-Museum
building to house the relics.

Edward R. Murrow & Eric Sevareid, CBS news com-
mentators, have been honored by the Belgian government
for their “contributions in the field of understanding of

foreign affairs.” Murrow was named an officer of the Order
of Leopold, and Sevareid an officer of the Order of the

Crown.

Videotape recorder, contributed by the Ampex Founda-
tion, was put into use May 25 on a special “5th Anniversary
Show” by educational KQED San Francisco. Ampex
Foundation chairman T. Kevin Mallen made the formal
presentation during the show, explaining that the recorder

had been donated “for use in experimental programs.”

Kern Tips, McCann Erickson Houston v.p. & former
football announcer, has been honored by the Assn, of

Bcstg. Execs, of Texas (ABET) for his contributions to

the broadcasting industry. This will be the first of

ABET’s “Betty” awards, to be presented annually.

Some kind of TV milestone was passed when 4 Provi-

dence (R.I.) movie-theater exhibitors—members of a busi-

ness group which, of all groups, has probably harbored

the harshest feelings toward TV (because it was hurt

most)—went before the cameras of WJAR-TV’s panel

show. The World Around Us.

Total of 17 station reps are now members of TvB, says

pres. Norman E. Cash. Latest to join is NBC Spot Sales.

Two recently-added Canadian stations have brought the

total of Canadian members to 3. In addition. Associated TV
Ltd. of London, and TV Corp. Ltd. and Amalgamated TV
Services, both of Sydney, Australia, have become inter-

national TvB members.

John Lewis chair in Jazz Composition will be estab-

lished by the School of Jazz Inc. through a $1000 grant by

BMI. The school holds 3-week sessions each summer.

Obituary

Edward T. Cheyfitz, 49, Washington labor-management

consultant and onetime admin, asst, to Motion Picture Assn,

of America pres. Eric Johnston, died in Washington May
24, after suffering a massive coronary thrombosis. He is

survived by his wife, 2 sons, his mother, his father and 2

sisters.

Ethel Blume, wife of Washington TV-radio attorney

Jack Blume, and sister of Joseph Nelson, chief of FCC’s
renewal & transfer div., died of cancer May 27. Also sur-

viving are a son & a daughter.

Dr. John Wesley Holland, 82, who had retired in 1958

after 26 years as radio pastor of Little Brown Church of

the Air (WLS Chicago), died May 15.

Joe Kelly, 60, quizmaster on the venerable radio Quiz

Kids, died May 26 of a heart disease. He is survived by

his widow and a son.

Harry A. Treyz, 69, father of Oliver Tx-eyz, ABC-TV
pres., died May 26 in Livingston Manor, N.Y., following a

heart attack.
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Advertising

A new agency job—“executive producer”—has been

set up by Hicks & Greist. Its function: to work with local

station personalities throughout the country for best inte-

gration of spots into their program formats. Printers’ Ink

reports that Milton E. Stanson, first of 4 H. & G. executive

producers, promoted Cocoa-Marsh, a chocolate milk ampli-

fier, by buying spots on WOR-TV’s (N.Y.) Terrytoon

Circus, and using them as appropriately as possible to

blend with the personalities & content of the show. The

success of the campaign made it possible to move on to the

next market, Philadelphia, and so on, from there.

TV commercials cost 20% more than 5 years ago.

Sponsor finds. The big jump is in talent costs—estimated

to be 85% more than in 1954. Processing is up 50%, &
animation 5% to 10%. The smallest increases are in pro-

ducer profits, ranging from zero to 2%, & ad-agency com-

missions, now 2% to 3% moi’e. However, there’s a bright

note: the increases are ascribed to better commercials,

more creativity.

Best TV approach to teen-agers is to treat them “as

young adults” who have “about $9 billion in spending

money,” TV disc jockey Dick Clark advised the 6th annual

Student Marketing Institute Clinic in N.Y. last week. Clark,

who received a special “key of achievement” award for his

two ABC-TV shows, stated that the principal money prob-

lems of teen-age viewers are “where they can go to spend

it on themselves.” Added Clark: “Adult ignorance of teen-

agers’ way of life is frightening.”

TV saturation of Canadian homes is now up to 79%,
reports the Canadian Bureau of Broadcast Measurement,
Toronto. It estimates that TV households have increased to

3,328,400 from the 3,074,000 reported a year ago (Vol.

14:24). Estimates for individual provinces are: Quebec,

937.600 (88%); Ontario, 1,295,900 (86%); Nova Scotia,

134.600 (80%); British Columbia, 309,000 (71%); Mani-

toba, 157,800 (70%); New Brunswick, 86,800 (69% ); Prince

Edward Island, 15,600 (68%); Alberta, 216,100 (68%); Sas-

katchewan, 147,000 (62%); Newfoundland, 28,000 (33%f).

Advertising People: William F. James, Gardner Adv. v.p.,

elected exec, committee chairman . . . Lawrence Berger,

John F. Bergin, Martin F. Conroy, Bernard Haber, John R.

Kelly, Allen R. McGinnis, Ralph C. Rewcastle, George
Sanders, elected v.p.’s at BBDO . . . William D. Gargan Jr.

))romoted from commercial producer to TV production

supervisor, Kenyon & Eckhardt.

Glenhall Taylor resigns as N. W. Ayer’s Hollywood
mgr. to return to TV production, effective Aug. 1 . . . Theo-

dore Braude, ex-Hazel Bishop adv. & sales promotion mgr.,

named adv. mgr.. Lanolin Plus . . . James English, ex-Y&R,
named assoc, media dir., Kenyon & Eckhardt.

Edward T. Baczewski, associate media dir., elected v.p.,

Cunningham & Walsh . . . Russel A. MacDonnell, ex-War-
wick & Legler, named v.p. & management supervisor, Ben-

ton & Bowles . . . Charles K. Ramond, ex-Du Pont mgr. of

adv. research, appointed technical dir., Advertising Re-
search Foundation, succeeding Prof. Darrell B. Lucas, who
will remain for a short period as consultant . . . Richard

M. Prentice named adv. mgr., Ward Baking Co.

Obituary

Llewellyn Brooke White, 59, author of The American
Radio, which declared that advertising men were running
radio broadcasting, died May 15 of a coronary thrombosis.

Film & Tape

TV STANDARDS CONVERTER: Want to convert a U.S.-

made TV tape to British or European standards? Or a

European or British tape to U.S. standards? Or even

put a live British TV picture on tape which can be

played directly on U.S. video-tape recorders? You can

do it now through a privately-operated service avail-

able to all networks, station groups, ad agencies, etc.

The “translation” service is offered by Britain’s

Granada TV Network, with headquarters in Manchester

—

and is made possible by the “Granada Converter,” an
optical standards converter associated with an Ampex
Videotape recorder. Developed by Granada engineering dir.

R. H. Hammans, the converter had its first workout for

U.S. audiences last Nov., when it put on U.S. 525-line tape

a British 405-line picture which had already been con-

verted from a European 625-line standard. The occasion

was the coronation of Pope Pius XXIII (Vol. 14:45-46).

According to Hammans, “overall picture quality ob-

tained is quite definitely better than a good film telerecord-

ing and the whole process (even including ‘stock’ in the

form of tape) is much cheaper.” Elaborating on the quality,

he states that, in converting a British to an American-

standard picture, “the chief limitation is the definition and
signal-to-noise ratio of the tape recording system. A 405-

line test chart showing 3 me is easily resolved on the

output of the converted picture channel . . . This is [near]

the top limits of the [recording] system, but is, in any
case, no worse than straight video tape recording on U.S.A.

TV.” Possibly the most severe limitation is a tendency to

smearing caused by rapidly moving objects—but the effect

is not bothersome for such events as football games, Ham-
mans tells us.

The Granada Converter uses a system basically

similar to BBC’s technique, which has been used for sev-

eral years to change 625-line Eurovision pictures to 405-

line British standards when they cross the English

Channel. That is, a camera of one standard is aimed at a

monitor of the other.

Granada’s system uses a high-quality display monitor

modified to accept a 14-in. Ferranti willemite-phosphor

CR tube with a 6-millisecond decay time. For conversion

of British pictures to U.S. tape, a 4% -in. Marconi camera
system running at the U.S.-standard 525 lines & 60 frames

is used. A special lens with flat field is fitted to the camera
which is equipped with a special Marconi low-noise head

amplifier and a low-noise 4% -in. image orthicon pickup

tube (English Electric type P. 812). The 60-cycle equip-

ment (TV recorder, sync pulse generator, camera units &
viewing monitors) is powered from a 60-cycle AC gen-

erator driven from the regular British 50-cycle line power.

Spot wobble is used to eliminate conflicts between the

lines of the 2 different standards (“line strobing”). Elec-

tronic corrections enhance contrast & prevent flicker.

The advent of TV tape, says Hammans, now permits

the international interchange of pi'ograms “which would

otherwise have had to be committed to cinema film and

inevitably suffer the pictorial degradation which has long

been associated with that form of what might be called

‘standards conversion.’

“Furthermore,” he adds, “the video-tape recording

process is most valuable in spanning barriers which have

hitherto been insurmountable, such as the Atlantic. It

was with this obstacle in view that we developed the

Granada Converter, which first of all aimed at interchange-

ability between British & American video-taped programs.
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The plan, however, from the start has always been to bring

about complete interchangeability among the 3 best-known
systems, namely the American, the European (and Aus-
tralian) and the British.”

The advantages to Granada TV Network are obvious.

It opens the way to widespread use of “live” U.S. pro-

grams on British stations. But by the same token, it also

makes it possible for U.S. audiences to see the best of

British “live” programming, and opens for international

advertisers a means of using originally live or taped

commercials overseas at little extra production expense.

Have Tape, Will Travel: With the question of network

union jurisdiction on overseas tape shows largely resolved

by the NABET-NBC dispute (Vol. 15:18-21), Interconti-

nental TV—the Paris-based independent that taped the

Garroway Today segments on location—is now enjoying

a business spurt. Hugo Seiler, exec, sales v.p., reports

their latest firm order is for location-taping of the “Fes-

tival of Two Worlds” in Spoleto, Italy, from June 22 to 28.

Highlights of the annual Gian Carlo Menotti music fes-

tival to be held there are due for airing on the Ed Sullivan

Show this fall. Another order is for a Victor Borge special

to be taped for Pontiac in Copenhagen that had been

temporarily in abeyance (until the NABET situation

cleared). Tentative shooting date is in mid-August.

Intercontinental is also discussing co-pi'oduction deals

on 3 specials starring Ingrid Bergman, and produced by
her husband Lars Schmidt. No sponsor for the Bergman
vehicles (“Anna Karenina,” “Camille” and “St. Joan”)

has been set, but they may be offered to Ford & MCA for

the auto firm’s 39-show package.

U.S. Steel is interested in a pair of Paris-taped spe-

cials being blueprinted by Intercontinental. One would

be a Maurice Chevaliei’-hosted tribute to Mistinguette in

the form of a musical tour of the Folies Bergere. The
other would be a low-pressure comedy revue, somewhat like

“La Plume de Ma Tante,” featuring comedian Jacques Tati.

Also in the planning stage at Intercontinental is a

taped tour of Monte Carlo to be hosted by her Serene High-

ness, former actress Grace Kelly. Sponsor interested in

this pi’oject is high, Seiler says, although no sale has been

made pending clearances from Monacan officials.

Formula for Tape Progress: Syndicated tape shows will

become widely successful when program producers offer

low-priced dramatic shows that can be aired as program
strips, and when stations agree among themselves on uni-

form tape service-charges, shipping & storage facilities.

That’s the opinion of Dick Pack, Westinghouse Bcstg.

v.p. in dig. of programming, who’s in the unusual position

of being both a syndication tape producer (American Forum
& Youth Wants to Know on a total of 15 stations) and one

of the key program buyers in the TV station field.

“Tape shows offered to us fall into 2 categories.

Either they are talky, low-budget jobs that resemble the

early TV days of Faye Emerson or Maggi McNellis, or

they are the poor man’s Commedia Dell’ Arte, with cameras

hauled into every legal location except the Supreme Court,”

says Pack. What he’d like to see developed is “a half-hour

drama .series that can bo stripped in either a daytime or

nighttime period, and delivered at a price competitive with

wliat we’re offered in film syndication.”

Another tape idea in Pack’s crystal ball is that of

taped “featurettes”—low-budget dramatic shows geared

to the same themes as feature films.

Movie-IntO-TV: The movie studios believe that one easy
way to get a hit TV series is to transform an established
movie property. Although the history of such attempts is

generally failure, the studios keep trying. (The latest such
project is from Paramount, which is blueprinting an hour-
long TV series based on its hit Western Shane.) Appar-
ently the flaw in the process is that the TV version doesn’t

have a movie-sized budget to afford sufficient time & stars.

Here’s the record for movie-to-TV projects: MGM-TV:
Northwest Passage & The Thin Man, cancelled after one
& 2 years respectively; Father of the Bride, pilot rejected

by General Foods; Maisie, You’re Only Young Once, and
Johnny Eager, pilots not sold.

Paramount: Destination Space, pilot not sold. Warner
Bros.: King’s Row & Casablanca, part of trilogy series,

cancelled after one year; Cheyenne, part of same trilogy,

still on TV; Public Enemy, pilot not sold. Twentieth-Fox:
How to Marry a Millionaire, syndicated series still on TV
and going into 2nd year of production

;
Mr. Belvedere, pilot

not sold; The Gunfighter, pilot project just dropped.
Other movie-to-TV pilot projects include Hecht-Hill-

Lancaster’s Bachelor Party, pilot just produced, and Vera
Cruz & His Majesty O’Keefe, in preparation; Bryna Pro-
ductions’ The Indian Fighter, in preparation; independent
producer Michel Kraike’s Trader Horn, project recently

collapsed & shelved; Sindee Productions’ Pancho Villa,

pilot recently completed.

There was also the Gross-Krasne series based on The
Lone Wolf, starring Louis Hayward, but this went out of

pi'oduction after a year in syndication. NTA has in produc-

tion a TV series based on The Third Man, and in prepara-
tion, High Noon.

Three high rated Westerns

—

Wells Fargo, The Texan
and The Restless Gun have lost their sponsors. The first 2,

however, will be back next season with new sponsors.

A total of 9 Westerns have been cancelled, and the

figure likely will be higher when the buying season is over.

The other 6: Cimarron City, Jefferson Drum, Buckskin,

The Californians, Trackdown, and Yancy Derringer.

The Silent Six: Barring any last-minute sales, not now
anticipated, 6 Hollywood telefilm companies will have no

series production going into next season—for the first

time since they were formed: Hal Roach Jr., Jack Webb’s
Mark VII Ltd., George Burns’ McCadden, MGM-TV, John
Payne’s Window Glen, and Pegasus. (This, of course,

does not refer to reruns.)

Roach, one of Hollywood’s first TV producers, isn’t so

much a victim of the TV casualty rate as of financial dif-

ficulties stemming from his sale of the Roach studio to

Scranton Corp (Vol. 15:15). His only TV series, the Gale

Storm Show, has been taken over by Jack Wrather.
McCadden had 2 series last season, the George Burns

Show and the Bob Cummings Show. Both were canceled.

Pegasus’ Steve Canyon, Window Glen’s The Restless Gun
and MGM-TV’s Northwest Passage & The Thin Man are all

casualties. As for Mark VII, its Pete Kelly’s Blues is vir-

tually through, and little hope is held for a renewal for

next season of Webb’s The D.A.’s Man.

Bing Crosby tells us a deal is in negotiation for ABC
to telecast the Ryder Cup matches from Palm Springs in

October. If the deal goes through, Crosby will act as narra-

tor of the telecast, he states. Crosby will also star in 2

ABC specials and his Pebble Beach golf tournament will

be telecast on ABC.
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Hollywood Roundup: Shaefifer Pen is shopping around

for an hour-long musical variety special which it wants to

telecast early in Sept. BBDO represents the sponsor . . .

Rocket scientist Willy Ley & columnist Eve Starr have

formed Monastra Productions Inc. to prepare a TV anthol-

ogy series based on science fact. Ley will host.

Du Pont has awarded its TV film commercial account

to Warner Bros, and Screen Gems. They will turn out in-

stitutional commercials for the Show of the Month and the

June Allyson anthology series. BBDO negotiated the deal

for Du Pont. Du Pont commercials were formerly produced

by U-I, but that company ended its film commercial opera-

tion when it sold its studio to MCA (Vol. 15:20).

Producer Sandy Howard is planning 3 TV film series,

Emergency Squad & Police Station, to be distributed by

Official Films, and The Fantastic, which Teleworld will

syndicate . . . Out-of-court settlement was reached in Rob-

ert Cummings’ suit for $40,450 damages against Official

Films and Don Sharpe, in which he charged breach of con-

tract on Cummings’ TV series. My Hero.

Ilka Inc. has been formed by producer Felix Jackson

for pr-oduction of TV, radio and movies. The company is

named after his wife . . . William Castle Productions has

been formed by movie producer-director Castle, Vincent

Price and writer Robb White for TV film production.

Donna Holloway is an associate. An adventure series star-

ring Price is planned as the initial project.

Producer Jack Gross (of Gross-Krasne Productions)

will supervise production in England of 2 telefilm series for

NTA, Rogue for Hire, starring Jerome Thor, and Fate . . .

Producer Julian Lesser is preparing a new TV film series.

The Unexplained.

Television Producers Guild last week elected Ben Brady

pres. He was unopposed . . . CBS’s Rod Serling series.

Twilight Zone, will be telefilmed at Metro . . . Goodson-

Todman have signed David Victor as associate producer &
story editor of its new ABC series. The Rebel . . . Blake

Edwards’ Spartan Productions has moved from Revue stu-

dios to Metro, where it resumes filming Peter Gunn July 13.

. . . Producer Larry Harmond planed to Paris last week for

discussions of several TV series to be made abroad . . .

Screen Directors Guild has set up a retirement plan to pro-

vide members 65 or over with a guaranteed income of $350

monthly. It goes into effect July 1.

United Artist TV plans to buy from 39 to 52 of the

200 unsold pilots in Hollywood, to package them as an

anthology series for network or syndication sale, according

to UA-TV exec. v.p. Bruce Eells. He says 3 to 5 of the pilots

may be placed in regular series production for his com-

pany’s 1960 production slate, adding that UAT would pay

a top price of $35,000 for pilots, with escalator clauses in

event of a network sale.

Gene Barry, star of Ziv’s Bat Masterson series, is the

latest telefilm actor to hit the road on an extensive p.a.

tour. Currently, he’s in the East doing charity appear-

ances & guest shots as part of a 9-week, 30,000-mile circuit.

Desilu Productions, which made pilot of Grand Jury

some time ago, has received NTA approval to proceed with

the series, for the syndication field. NTA hasn’t yet decided

on 2 more Desilu pilots. You’re Only Young Twice & The

Man Nobody Knows.
California National Productions has a $5.5 million

schedule this year, says pres. Earl Rettig. In addition to

The Lawless Years and Philip Marlowe, the latter a co-

production with Goodson-Todman, and both set for net-

works this fall, Rettig is launching production in Hono-

lulu of Not for Hire, starring Ralph Meeker, and Pony
Express on location in Arizona.

New York Roundup: Film syndication’s own TvB is the

recommendation of Leslie Dunier, TV-radio v.p. of the

Mogul, Lewin, Williams & Saylor agency, who last week
wrote letters to 15 leading film syndicators & producers

urging the formation of a film-supported research organi-

zation because “your research, if it exists at all, is primi-

tive and archaic.” Dunier’s chief complaint: “There’s just

not enough research material available that could counter

the abundant audience data compiled by spot TV interests

(on behalf of ) a saturation schedule.”

Full-sponsorship experiment on WCBS-TV N.Y.’s Late

Show May 23, in which Schaefer Brewing bought all the

commercials in the 105-min. “It Happened One Night,”

appears to have been a success. Fast ratings made by Tren-

dex and Arbitron in N.Y. gave Schaefer a Trendex aver-

age of 22.7 against another feature (also starring Clark

Gable) which pulled a 6.4 on WRCA-TV, and an Arbitron

score of 21.3 against 6.3. In both ratings, the share of au-

dience was over 70% for Schaefer, and the homes-reached

estimate was 1,032,260. Brewing firm’s policy of only 4

commercial breaks drew applause from the public, Schaefer

dealers report, and from the press. Now, Schaefer adv.

mgr. John Nemesh says “plans are under consideration”

for further one-shot movie sponsorships.

Moscow exposure for Trans-Lux’s Felix the Cat series

has been arranged, starting July 25, although it’s not

strictly a program sale. The color TV cartoon series will

be screened in the RCA-NBC section of the American Na-
tional exhibit in the Russian capital on closed-circuit.

Trans-Lux, meanwhile, is continuing its domestic sales

policy of aiming its small (4-man) sales force’s tactics pri-

marily at multi-market station group sales. Newest sale is

to the 4-station Transcontinent TV Corp. (WROC-TV
Rochester, WGR-TV Buffalo, part-ownership of 2 others).

Other sales have been scored with Triangle, Westinghousc
and Metropolitan groups. Total gross on “Felix” in 60 days

of U.S. selling: $1.5 million in close to 50 markets.

Chic Western: to get away from the look-alike cow-

town sets that contribute much to the feeling of “sameness”

in Westerns, Ziv-TV has hired Frank Hotaling, a veteran

Hollywood art director, to work on the second-year pro-

duction of Bat Masterson. Hotaling’s specialty is settings

for the big-budget outdoor saga, having just completed art

direction of The Horse Soldiers for Mirisch Co. and UA
(see story on fight sponsorship, this issue, p. 24), and with

such credits as “Rio Grande,” “The Big Country,” and
“The Searchers.”

MGM-TV may be due for an executive shakeup, sources

in N.Y. reveal. Metro is currently not represented (alone

among major movie firms involved in TV) in network fall

film lineups, and is on the hook for some $750,000 in un-

sold pilots and in non-productive personnel. A series of

closed-door meetings was held in N.Y. last week between

MGM-TV production boss Richard Maibaum, sales v.p.

George Shupert, and Loew’s pres. Joe Vogel. Metro officials

declined comment as to the nature of the talks.

ABC Films Inc. will distribute a new 39-episode half-

hour film series titled “Congressional Investigator” being

produced by Howard-Wolper Productions Inc. H-W is hope-

ful series will be sufficiently advanced in pixiduction to be

available for fall starts.

CBS Films Inc. branch ollice managers, numbering 9,

met in a closed three-day sales conference at the St. Regis

Hotel, N.Y., last week to hash over new sales strategies

and methods. Key speakers included Sam Cook Digges, ad-

ministrative v.p., and Merle S. Jones, pres, of CBS-TV’

stations div.
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PLENTY or EXCITEMENT IN NEW LINES: Curtain began to rise at week's end on "TV
1960"—and first glimpses indicate it will be an exciting performance, with nearly every major set maker
going all-out with something new in attempt to excite customers to buying pitch.

Philco chalked itself up a "first" last week with an ingenious all-transistor cordless portable at $250,
slated to go on market right away in time for this summer's sale.

Admiral will take wholehearted plunge into color , when it reveals full line of color sets this week
at distributor convention in Chicago. Its new b&w line will heavily feature new 23-in. square-cornered twin-
panel picture tubes, entire line being extensively redesigned.

RCA's new TV-hi-fi line, also being unveiled in Chicago this week, will have "more innovations
than any line in RCA's history." You can expect some styling surprises.

Zenith will use completely new TV chassis and add "a lot of exciting new merchandise." Its

premiere showing in Chicago won't include any 23-in. picture tubes, but there's strong possibility of 23-in.

drop-ins before year's end. Same is true of color—none at this week's showing, but Zenith's own highly
touted approach to color reception conceivably could be offered to public by Christmas.

Philco's 15-lb. transistor portable , shown at distributor convention in Acapulco at week's end, is

neat gimmick, should keep store traffic moving—whether it sells or not. As reported here early in April
(Vol. 15:14), it uses vertical 2-in. picture tube with projection system to throw picture on mirror at rear of

hooded shadow-box at top of leather-clad camera-type cabinet.

Called the "Safari," little set is 8%-in. wide , ISys-in. high, 5ys-in. deep. Visored viewing box gives
what Philco describes as "80 sq. in. of viewing area, approximately the same size as a 14-in. picture tube"
—depending on how close you sit. Actual mirror screen measures closer to 10 in. diagonally. Set has 21

transistors, uses printed circuits, has $5.25 Eveready rechargeable dry cell which will run for 4 hours on
a charge. It may be recharged overnight on house current. Transistor set will also run from electric outlet.

Other features of the portable : Built-in telescoping antenna, 3-position "range" switch and manual
dial to keep track of hours in use. Production begins Jime 6, national distribution end of month.

Much of remainder of Philco TV line is built around redesigns of this year's separate-screen

"Predicta" models, with 17-in. versions added. One is designed as room-divider, in which picture screen will

swivel 180 degrees for viewing from either side. Another model, at $229, is equipped with timer-clock.

Cheapest 17-in. Predicta carries suggested list of $199. Also new this year is wireless "Directa" remote
control system for changing channel & volume. New "Mastercraft" high-end line places emphasis on fine

furniture. As to prices—initial indications were that, although new higher-priced models have been added,
most others are about comparable with their predecessor models.

'59 TV SALES AT 5.5-MILLION PACE: We're deep enough into 1959 now to do a little

statistical handicapping in the TV sales race—and if this year follows past patterns, historical indicators all

point to retail sales of about 5.5 million units this year, 7% better than last year's 5.1 million.

Not a large increase—considerably smaller than most industry predictions at first of year (Vol. 15:1)

—but nevertheless a recovery from bad 1958, considering that average price per set is believed to be rising.

Of course, final figure may be considerably higher than 5.5 million if new models entice public to increase

buying over & beyond normal seasonal patterns. But from today's vantage point, here's how full-year 1959

looks on basis of market data on seasonal TV sales patterns for last 7 years:

Historically, first 3 months account for about one quarter of full year's retail sales. On basis of 1959's

first-quarter sales of 1,375,626 (Vol. 15:19), full-year sales would project to about 5.5 million.

April is traditionally TV's poorest sales month (exception: recession-ridden 1958, when May was
lower)—and that month's retail sales have constituted an exceptionally stable barometer of annual produc-

tion in the past. In the 7 years for which sales have been tabulated by EIA (1952-1958), April sales have
constituted exactly 5.1% of year's totals in 4 separate years, 4.7% twice (including last year) and 5.5%
once. In no year has there been deviation of more than 0.4% from 5.1% norm.
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Retail sales in April 1959 are estimated at about 275,000—although official EIA figures aren't due

until this week. This compares with 425,000 the preceding month and is up from 243,000 in April 1958. If we
assume that April will run true to form and constitute 5.1% of year's total sales, we again project to about

5.5 million set sales in 1959.

First 4 months' sales historically average to about 30% of year's total. With Jan.-April 1959 sales

totaling some 1.65 million, we come up with same statistical estimate of 5.5 million sets for year.

Feb, was 1959's strongest TV sales months to date , on seasonally adjusted basis. Sales in Jan. ran

at rate of 5.64 million a year, in Feb. 5.74 million, dropping in March to 5.25-million rate—and up again in

April to about 5.5-million level. Statistically, 8.9% of year's sales are made in Jan., 7.8% in Feb., 8.1% in

March. If 5.5-million pattern continues. May sales should total arovmd 313,500.

But past performance isn't always followed to the letter—as 1958 showed so dramatically—and we
don't quarrel with those set makers who still predict 1959 sales of more than 6 million. Steadily improving

economic conditions & complete restyling of new TV lines hold real key to whether TV sales follow statistics

this year or blaze new trail.

Note: Because of early printing schedule due to Memorial Day holiday, we are unable to include

EIA's regular weekly TV-radio production figures in this issue. Next week's Digest will recap production

statistics for 2 weeks.

EVERYONE WANTS SPECTRUM SPACE: FCC and its staff,

faced with incessant demands for more radio lehen-

sraum, questioned witnesses closely as the oral testi-

mony began last week in the long-range 25-890-mc

hearing (Vol. 15:14).

For example, RCA Communications pres. Thompson
H. Mitchell was asked why he’s seeking bands in the

35-38-mc region for scatter communications but still

hasn’t used those allocated in the 47-mc area. Mitchell’s

answer: Such circuits are too costly now but there will

be need for them in the future. He also urged that fre-

quencies be set aside now for satellite relay systems.

Four AT&T witnsses— J. J. Hanselman, Robert

Bright, Paul W. Blye & H. R. Huntley— insisted that

765-890-mc should be taken from uhf TV, where it’s now
little used, and allocated for a nationwide public mobile

telephone service. They also insisted that Bell System
should provide the service exclusively. Vigorous opposi-

tion is expected from other mobile services, which would
like to get into such an act—as well as from the TV in-

dustry, whose witnesses are due later in the hearings,

which resume June 3 when EIA is due to testify. On
June 17, there will be witnesses from National Assn, of

Educational Bcstrs., Joint Council on Educational TV and
FM Bcstrs. On June 18: WQXR N.Y., NAB and Assn, of

Maximum Service Telecasters.

Also pitching for vastly expanded mobile phone sys-

tem was Joseph A. Anderson, gen. mgr. of General Motor’s
AC Spark Plug div., Lenkurt Electric’s Alan F. Culbertson
and U.S. Independent Telephone Assn.’s Thomas R. War-
ner & R. H. Herrick.

Major mobile communications manufacturer Motorola,
through witnesses Robert W. Galvin, Daniel E. Nobel,
Lowell White & William J. Weisz, proposed a complete
overhaul of entire 25-890-mc band, including moving TV
into 30 channels in 174-364 me. The TV allocation is simi-

lar to one being explored by the FCC and military services;

it would mean dropping Ch. 2-6 and acquiring space in

the 216-354-mc area from govt, services.

Chief FCC counsel in the case is Dee W. Pincock,
chief of the Rules & Enforcement div.. Office of General
Counsel. Cross-examination of common carrier witnesses
was conducted by Arthur A. Gladstone, chief of the Do-
mestic Radio Facilities div.

INDUSTRY SEES $9.35-BILLI0N YEAR: EIA pres. D. R.

Hull’s prediction of a $9-billion sales year (Vol. 15:21)

has been confirmed by the electronics industry itself.

In an industry-wide survey conducted by the Office of

Naval Material, 578 firms said they plan to produce a

total of $9,359 billion in electronic equipment this year.

Accuracy of the statistics should be quite high. Last

year the 561 firms surveyed estimated their total 1958

output would be $8,278 billion; this year they said

it actually turned out to be $8,261 billion.

The survey showed the industry plans $5.14 billion in

military production in 1959. The military production back-

log on Jan. 1, 1959 was $5,534 billion vs. $4,923 billion a
year earlier. Among other industry facts shown:

The electronics industry is capable of producing
$12,635 billion worth of equipment on a single-shift basis,

operating at capacity—up from $11,519 last year. In 1958,

a total of 513,636 employes worked in electronics plants,

compared with 492,391 in 1957. The industry averaged

$15,654 sales per employe last year, an increase of $429
over 1957, Of the 578 companies. 111 (19%) planned to be
occupied 100% with military production in 1959, while 94

(14%) said they would be devoted exclusively to civilian

production.

A breakdown by number of electronics employes gives

this size-up of the industry: 1-50 employes, 174 firms;

51-100, 79; 101-200, 98; 201-600, 96; 501-1000, 54; 1001-

2000, 29; 2001-5000, 29; over 5000, 19.

The complete survey is part of the Office of Naval
Material’s publication. Manufacturers of Electronic Equip-
ment, Facilities Data, Ratings & Production Capabilities.

* *

Most complete census of electronics production ever

projected is now being conducted among end-equipment
manufacturers by the U.S, Census Dept, for the Electronics

div. of Commerce Dept.’s Business & Defense Services

Admin. Questionnaire sent to all electronics firms asks
company-wide number of employes & dollar value of ship-

ments. The 1958 civilian & military unit and dollar ship-

ments are requested in a wide variety of categories (all of

them broken down) including navigation aids, radar, sonar,

communication gear (not including broadcast equipment,
but including closed-circuit TV), missile electronics, test

gear. BDSA plans to make general statistical totals public.
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ELECTRONICS IN SPACE: Men will have to learn to walk

& talk first before they can run in the coming space

age, but electronics techniques are being unfolded to

show the way, 4 experts agreed last week in a matter-

of-fact panel discussion at the second National Missile

Industry Conference in Washington.

Arranged by the EIA in cooperation with the National

Rocket Club, the conference heard these descriptions of

electronic developments on the way—and already on hand:

Elmer W. Engstrom, RCA senior exec, v.p.: The ul-

timate destiny of electronics takes in “environmental con-

trol for man in space, the programming of trajectories and
the guidance of vehicles, new methods of propulsion, and
all manner of communications. [But] our immediate

capabilities and our greatest present opportunities are to

be found in the development of communications to, from
and through earth satellite systems.” Engstrom said the

simplest approach now is through a passive satellite chain

of several dozen aluminized balloons in a polar orbit at

3000 miles.

David B. Smith, Philco v.p.: “Propulsion is adequate

now to place communications satellites in orbit because

of the relatively modest weights involved. However, a

payload of some 50,000 lb. by 1968 will be necessary to

make such satellites economically feasible. There are

economics involved but these problems will be resolved

by engineering advances.”

Sir Robert Watson-Watt, chairman of Sir Robert

Watson-Watt & Partners Ltd.: “Politics is bound to creep

in, but the proper function of communications satellites

can be carried out by: (1) Technological regimentation and
the proper allotment of channel space. (2) Constant

watch over program content and channel utilization. (3)

Exercise of vigilance over clandestine operations.”

William F. E. Long, EIA marketing data mgr.: “The
electronics industry can be expected to make contributions

in 3 areas: (1) Design & fabrication of the payload. (2)

Data acquisition, reduction & transmission. (3) Guidance

& control.” Long said, however, that it’s “doubtful

whether the assembly-line technique associated with mass
production will be applicable during the space age.” He
said early output of space vehicles “will be measured in

dozens rather than in the hundreds.”

* *

“Earth Net Dialing System,” capable of reflecting TV
signals to distant parts of the globe, is being developed by

ITT, chairman Edmond D. Leavey said at the annual meet-

ing May 27. The system would use 3 unmanned satellites,

22,300 miles in space, holding fixed positions relative to the

earth, rather than circling it. Leavey said he thought the

system might be ready in a few years, capable of reflect-

ing 15,000 two-way voice circuits & several TV channels, or

facsimile, high-speed code & teletype. Reviewing earnings

prospects, he said he expected 1959 to be the best in the

company’s history.

Sharp increase in Japanese tube & transistor exports

to U.S. in first-quarter 1959 over the same 1958 period is

noted in a May 25 Tokyo dispatch in Electronic News,
reported as compiled from Finance Ministry records. Ac-
cording to the report, 728,000 vacuum tubes were sent to

the U.S. during the first quarter of this year (vs. 32,000

in the same 1958 period), 42,000 transistors (vs. 2000),
46,000 speakers (vs. 24,000), 24,000 microphones (vs.

16,000), 44,000 variable capacitors (vs. 10,000), 1.6 mil-

lion fixed capacitors (vs. 1 million).

Trade Personals: Frank X. Banko named adv. & sales pro-
motion coordination mgr., RCA electron tube div. James
P. Jannuzzo appointed adv. & sales promotion mgr., indus-
trial market, same div.; Gerald E. Ryan appointed shows
& exhibits administrator . . . William R. Wilson, Philco
treas., named to new post of financial v.p. & treas.

Robert E. Lewis, Sylvania president, elected to the
board of Harris-Intertype Corp. . . . Dudley J. Scholten
named mktg. v.p., Sylvania International.

Donald C. Power, chairman & chief exec, officer of Gen.
Telephone & Electronics Corp., named “business executive
of the year” by National Sales Executives-International
at its 24th annual International Distribution Congress in
New Orleans last week . . . Conrad Young, former govt,
contracts mgr., named industrial products mktg. mgr.,
Philco govt. & industrial div.

Richard M. Osgood named gen. mgr., Sylvania Elec-
tronic Systems Lab at Waltham, Mass. H. C. Tittle ap-
pointed Buffalo, N.Y., operations gen. mgr.; E. J. Vigneron
data systems operations gen. mgr., headquartering at
Needham, Mass.

James Vrungos, former mktg. mgr. of “digimatic”
products, Stromberg-Carlson electronic control systems,
named industrial mktg. mgr., electronics div. . . . Martin
Sheridan has rejoined Admiral as PR director after 1%
years as director of information & PR, New England
Council, Boston.

Charles M. Volkland, West Coast asst, regional sales

mgr., Philco’s Govt. & industrial div., promoted to sales

mgr. of subsidiary Sierra Electronics Corp., Menlo Park,
Cal. . . . Jerome G. Friedman, ex-Design Service Co., RCA
and Westinghouse, appointed customer relations dir., Adler
Electronics . . . Frank M. Hickey pi’omoted from Northeast
regional sales mgr. for distributor sales, CBS-Hytron, to

new post of industrial products sales merchandising mgr.
. . . Willard H. Sahlofif, v.p.-gen. mgr. of GE housewares &
radio receiver div., elected to Rutgers U. board of gov-
ernors . . . Samuel M. King named RCA West Coast missile

& surface radar dept. mktg. mgr. . . . George Howitt pro-

moted from senior research engineer to asst. mgr. of Du
Mont Labs’ military electronic operations communications
& radar lab . . . Charles F. Cheney appointed mtkg. re-

search mgr., telecommunication div., Stromberg-Carlson.

Distributor Notes: Admiral has consolidated its Wash-
ington, D.C. branch with the Metropolitan div., headquarters
of which are in Newark, N.J. New building for Admiral
distribution in Washington is at 2911 V St., NE. Samuel
Schwartzstein is Newark gen. mgr.; William Oppenheim,
ex-Baltimore mgr., is Washington mgr. . . . Elmer J. Young
named dealer sales mgr., GE sales & distribution dept.,

N.Y. branch, succeeding Francis Hanlon, resigned. George
Ligelis named TV receiver sales mgr., metropolitan N.Y.
dist. . . . T, D. Stephens named distributor sales mgr.,
Atlanta, Ga. office of Tung-Sol . . . Samuel Jacobs Distrib-

utors, Philadelphia, named regional wholesaler for phono-
graph, tape recorder, stereo console & record changer lines,

V-M Corp., Benton Harbor, Mich. . . . Hoffman appoints
Godwin Electronic Supply, Birmingham, Ala. for TV, stereo

hi fi & radio in North Central Alabama.
Dan Jacobs, ex-Norge products sales mgr. at Apollo

Distributing Corp., named Motorola div. sales mgr.. Cooper
Distributing Co., Newark, N.J., succeeding William Gold-
berg, who becomes sales mgr., Philadelphia branch. Admiral
Corp., metropolitan div., succeeding William Geiger, re-

signed . . . Sylvania appoints J. S. George Supply Co.,

Burlington, Vt. for TV, radio & phono in northern Vermont.
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Electronics Personals: George T. Scharffenberger resigns

as pres, of ITT’s Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co, to be-

come eastern regional v.p. of Litton Industries & pres, of

subsidiary Westrex Corp, , . . Brig. Gen. Charles M. Baer,

ex-SHAPE, named commandant of Army Signal Corps

School, Ft. Monmouth, N.J,

Thomas V. Jones, former senior v.p., elected president

of Northrop Corp., succeeding late Whitley C. Collins.

James Allen promoted from v.p. & asst, to the pres, to cor-

porate v.p. & asst, to the chairman . . . Walter R, Williams,

ex-chief of staff communications for AEC, has been named
a consultant to the National Aeronautics & Space Admin-
istration ... Robert H. Dreisbach promoted from chief en-

gineer of radio communications, Magnavox, to mgr, of

newly formed anti-submarine warfare div,

George B. Kistiakowsky, Harvard U. chemistry pro-

fessor, named President Eisenhower’s special asst, for

science & technology, succeeding Dr. James R. Killian Jr.,

resigned . . . Jacob M. Roey, ex-procurement chief. Water-
town, Mass, arsenal named small business adviser of

National Aeronautics & Space Administration.

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA chairman, left for Eng-
land last week aboard the Queen Mary to attend the London
conference of the Atlantic Congress, sponsored by NATO.

EIA’s consumer products div. voted at the May 20-22

convention (Vol. 15:21) to form separate sections for TV,
radio & phono manufacturers and later to establish tape

recorder & hi-fi equipment sections. Among other actions,

industrial electronics div. chairman Ben Adler named these

section & committee chairmen: A. K. Ward, RCA, ampli-

fier & sound equipment section; E, C. Tracy, RCA, broad-

cast & closed-circuit TV equipment; W. W. Simmons, IBM,
computer & data-processing systems; H. Van Aken, GE,
land mobile communications; L. G. Walker, Motorola, mi-

crowave; G. E. Wright, Bliley, piezoelectric quartz crystal;

N. Anton, Anton Electronics, nuclear instrumentation; Irv-

ing Koss, Motorola, special programs committee; C. R.

Cox, Andrew Corp., membership & scope; H. Van Aken,
GE, finance. These firms were admitted to EIA as active

members: Pilotless Aircraft div., Boeing; Continental Elec-

tronics Corp. of America; Land-Air Inc.; Premier Metal
Products Co.; Rheem Semiconductor Corp.; Servo Corp. of

America; Sperry Rand Corp. Admitted as a special member
was Windsor Electronics, Glen Ellyn, HI.

Germanium diode so tiny that 650 will fit in a cubic

inch and 350 weigh an ounce is being manufactured com-
mercially by General Instruments’ semiconductor div. The
initial output of the paper-thin wafers is going to RCA as

prime contractor in the Army’s micro-module program, but
eventually they’ll be available to the industry for all types
of micro-module systems.

Obituary

William J. Morlock, 50, special consultant to GE’s in-

dustrial electronics div. and until recently gen. mgr. of its

technical products dept., died May 24 at his home in Syra-
cuse after an illness of several months. Since joining GE
in 1947, he played major roles in development & design of
broadcast equipment, microphones and photophone, sound
& facsimile equipment. He had been with RCA 17 years.

Surviving are his wife, a daughter & a sister.

Walter E. Husselrath, 57, gen. superintendent for all

Du Mont Labs plants, died suddenly May 25. He had been
associated with Du Mont since 1942. He is survived by 2

daughters, grandehildren, 3 brothers and a.si§ter.
.

•

Finance

Ampex’s sales for the year ended April 30 totaled $43,-

691,000, a 45% increase over the $30,000,000 for fiscal

1958, pres. George I. Long reported. He stated that the

net profit exceeded the $2,500,000 previously estimated, as

compared with $1,540,000 reported for the preceding year.

Total sales for the current fiscal year will exceed $60,000,

he predicted, with the outlook for each of the company’s
product divisions still “excellent.”

Crosby-Teletronics Corp., formed in April by the

merger of Crosby Labs Inc. and Teletronic Lab Inc. (Vol.

15:17), plans to offer the public 250,000 shares of common
stock through Myron A. Lomasney. The company is active

in research, development & production of electronic test

equipment & radio communication gear, and owns the pat-

ent covering the Crosby compatible FM stereo multiplex

system.

Packard-Bell has placed an offering of 120,000 common
shares on the market at $42.75 a share through White,

Weld & Co. (Vol. 15:19). Of the total, 100,000 are offered

for the account of the company, 20,000 for chairman H. A.

Bell.

Varian Assoc, has filed an SEC registration statement
(File .2-15125) listing $2 million interests in its employe
stock purchase plan and 70,244 capital stock shares which
may be acquired in it.
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Capital Cities TV in Black: Capital Cities Televison Corp.

(WTEN & radio WROW Albany, with satellite WCDC
Adams Mass.; WPRO-TV & WPRO Providence; WTVD
Durham, N.C.) ended 1958—its first year of public stock

ownership—with a net income of $314,050, after operating

in red during its 1957 organization period (Vol. 14:35).

Broadcasting income after commissions totaled $2,458,606,

non-broadcast income increasing the figure to $2,464,034.

The TV station group, largest stockholders of which
are commentator Lowell Thomas and pres. Frank M.
Smith, reported it now has 857 stockholders and that the

question of a listing on the American Stock Exchange is

“still pending.”

Its balance sheet shows total current assets of

$800,375, fixed assets $1,695,683, total assets $4,061,108.

Current liabilities total $1,138,086. The acquisition of

WPRO-TV & WPRO for $6,505,808 (Vol. 14:51) plus the

refinancing of $686,948 of long-term indebtedness, the re-

port notes, was accomplished through a 5-year loan from
2 banks for $6 million on unsecured 5% promissory notes

and the private placement of $1.5 ‘million in 5-year 6%
subordinated debentures with warrants for the purchase
of 214,286 shares of common stock at $7.

National Co. directors have voted a 2-for-l stock split

Aug. 2 to stockholders of record July 20, subject to ap-

proval of stockholders at a special meeting July 10.

YOUR PERSONAL
SUBSCRIPTION

Title Fight Rights Sold: TelePrompTer Corp. stepped into

the network program packaging ring last week with a
$100,000 sale of radio rights for the June 25 closed-circuit

Patterson-Johansson heavyweight match. The radio cover-

age (reportedly to be aired on ABC Radio) was bought by
United Artists and a production firm whose product it

distributes, the Mirisch Co.

The sell will be for “The Horse Soldiers,” a $4 million

Western about to be released, and it’s the first movie
sponsorship of a title fight. Commercials for the film, in

which stars John Wayne & William Holden are expected

to be heard, will be slanted “to reach an audience par-

ticularly interested in a rugged action picture,” say UA
officials. The radio package is part of a $1 million ad-

promotion budget that’s been scheduled by UA and Mirisch

for the movie.

TelePrompTer pres. Irving Kahn, who tried unsuc-

cessfully last summer to sell radio rights to Patterson-Roy

Harris fight for a similar figure, stated he felt the price

paid by UA was “a bargain computed on the usual cost-

per-min. rates for prime commercial time.” !-

Kahn, whose UA deal takes him a long step forward

toward recouping his $300,000 payment for broadcast

rights, is involved in other non-closed-circuit deals for

the fight. “We’ve sold radio rights in England, and we’re

discussing a sale to British TV of a filmed version of the

fight—not kine, not tape, but film,” he told us on May 25.

He has also negotiated for Swedish-language and Spanish

ringside radio coverage of the bout.

Although there’s the usual 75-mile blackout on theater

telecasting of the fight in the N.Y. area, Kahn said he felt

the radio version would not hurt the live or theater TV
gates because “the bout is such a tremendous attraction.”

UA adv. dir. Roger Lewis says ads will be taken for the

radiocast on amusement and TV-radio newspaper pages.
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Twentieth Century-Fox reported a decline in first-

quarter earnings at its annual stockholders’ meeting in

New York City. After the meeting pres. Spyros P. Skouras

said, “Earnings were adversely affected because several

important films did not meet expectations.” He cited “A
Certain Smile,” “The Barbarian & the Geisha,” & . “The

Roots of Heaven.” Discussing TV, he said rental of pre-

’48 films for telecasting had been “a great mistake.” (In

the annual report, dated April 22, Skouras noted, “In each

of the past 2 years, over $6,000,000 of our gross income

has come from the rental to TV of our pre-1948 libra^ . . .

This source can be expected to continue in 1959 & for

many years to come.”) Voicing the expectation that tele-

film production might some day equal in importance the

company’s movie production, Skouras pointed out that 4

series had been sold for fall network showing: “Adventures

in Paradise,” “The Last Frontier,” “5 Fingers” & “The
Many Loves of Dobie Gillis.” For quarter to March 31:

1959 1958
Net earnings $929,976 $2,147,711
Earned per share 41^ 844
Shares outstanding 2,293,186 2,564,686

ADDRESS
I

CITY ZONE STATE
j

J

Common Stock Dividends 0f
Corporation Period Amt. Payable Record

Amphenol-Borg — $0.35 Jun. 30 Jun. 16
Arvin — .25 Jun. 30 Jun. 8

Bendix Aviation — .60 Jun. 30 Jun. 10

British Industries Q .12% Jun. 30 Jun. 16

British Industries — 2% stk. Jun. 30 Jun. 16

GE — .50 July 26 Jun. 19

National Co — 2% stk. Jun. 30 Jun. 19
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FCC STUDIES 130-MILE VHP DROP-INS for certain major

markets—no decision yet. Baton Rouge gets Ch. 9, nothing

final on Fresno & Columbus, Ga. (p. 1).

FCC TOUCHINESS ABOUT CONGRESS & pressure' shown
in Commissioners' sharp questions about Motorola letters

to Congress in mobile phone conflict (p. 3).

PASTORE WAITS FOR FCC to act on Lar Daly issue, post-

pones opening of Senate equal-time hearings from June 12

to 18. Other Sec. 315 developments (p. 4).

Networks

NBC STEPS UP COLOR with 30% increase in programming,

conversion of 2 more Burbank studios and addition of second

$300,000 color mobile unit (p. 6).

NETWORK TV BILLINGS for April total $52 million, maintain-

ing pace of 9% ahead of 1958. All 3 networks share in

seasonal dip in gross time sales from March (p. 6).

Educational TV
FEDERAL ETV AID SHELVED in House by Commerce sub-

committee led by chairman Harris (D-Ark.), but it plans field

trips to study need for govt, grants (p. 2). Other stories (p. 5).

Auxiliary Services

QUICKENING RATE OF CATV system sales expected by
operators & brokers. National Theatres said to be buying big

Williamsport, Pa. system (p. 2). Other stories (p. 11).

Advertising

BIGGER SYNDICATION DEALS are this year's trend as

national advertisers move into multi-market film buys of 60
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done with 52 weeks of fresh program material. Reruns hold

their own, but replacement shows are often losers, says

Nielson study (p. 12).
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TV-STEREO INNOVATIONS ore stressed as more new lines

are shown. Admiral emphasizes 23-in. tube, RCA has hidden-

screen set, built-ins. Zenith pushes high end (pp. 2, 17 <S 18).

JAPANESE IMPORTS UP FOURFOLD in first-quarter 1959

compared with 1958 period, totaling $7.9 million in factory

value. First Japanese TV sets to be shown here this month

(P. 16).

ElA AND THE MOBILE SPECTRUM. Witnesses seek 41 me
for land services, foresee 5,000,000 transmitters by 1978,

AT&T proposal attacked .{p. 18).

Film d Tape ' i'A

TAPE STANDARDIZATION is being explored from stanci-

point of producers by new FPA group in N.Y. which seeks

“universal distribution" of tapes (p. 14). -

TV TAPE'S MOST AMBITIOUS project to date, BolshqfBalTef,

creates unique problems in studios—and in executive -offices

(p. 14).
'

Other Departments
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CONGRESS (p. 3). STATIONS (p. 7). PROGRAMMING (p. 9).

FCC STUDIES 130-MILE VHF DROP-INS: FCC continued gingerly palpating its TV alloca-

tions structure last week but didn't come up with a final prescription. However, it did tell its staff to examine
drop-in of vhf channels into a number of major 1- & 2-vhf markets—with co-channel mileages reduced to as

low as 130 miles in some instances. It's another "study," nothing final.

Meanwhile^ Commission again tackled 3 markets wherein conventional vhf drop-ins have been

proposed (requiring no change in existing rules governing spacing): Baton Rouge, Columbus, Ga., and
Fresno. It finalized Baton Rouge situation by shifting Ch. 9 there from Hattiesburg, Miss., giving Baton Rouge
2 vhfs—including WBRZ's Ch. 2. Columbus & Fresno decisions still hang fire, although it's understood Com-
mission still leans toward making them all-vhf.

WDAM-TV (Ch. 9) Hattiesburg, controlled by Edgar B. Stern Jr. who heads WDSU-TV (Ch. 6) New
Orleans and uhf WAFB-TV (Ch. 28) Baton Rouge, had asked for the Ch. 9 shift in the first place. It had
hoped to move with the channel to Baton Rouge, and asked FCC to permit it to make the shift immediately.

However, FCC declined to give it Ch. 9 in Baton Rouge, even temporarily, because city's WIBR told Commis-

sion it also wants to have a crack at the channel. Thus, a competitive hearing is in prospect. It's possible that

the competitors may get together and ask FCC to let them operate Ch. 9 temporarily, pending a final decision.

Or WDAM-TV can continue to operate on Ch. 9 in Hattiesburg until the grant is made in'^Baton Rouge.
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Uhf proponent Comr. Lee sees uhf doomed in Baton Rouge sooner or later, now that 2 vhf channels

ore assigned there instead of one. He issued a dissent stating : "Not only is this action a blow to uhf broadcast-

ing & to the manufacture of uhf receiving sets, it constitutes a shortsighted disservice to the communities.

"In Baton Rouge it is obvious that the area is appropriate for uhf broadcasting, that uhf receiving set

saturation is high. If channel 2 [occupied by WBRZ] were to be either deleted or reserved for educational

broadcasting, there would be more than 2 commercial stations operating there in a short time as evidenced

by a uhf authorization which has since been surrendered.

"Adding a second vhf channel with little prospect for adding a third—to say nothing of a fourth or

fifth, which is entirely feasible in the uhf—denies the city & surrounding areas of TV service for generations."

Coimr. Bartley also dissented . Although he issued no formal statement, he told us: "It's premature.

We ought to know where we're going first—whether we're going to get more vhf from the military, etc."

ADMIRAL. RCA. ZENITH DISPLAY NEW LINES: "New" was key word in Chicago set

showings. Each of three big set makers went off in its own direction with unique, eye-appealing innova-

tions. Admiral stressed 23-in. square tube, complete color line. RCA announced it would have 23-in. sets

next fall, and showed line with "10 innovations" including clever hidden-screen set, built-in wall color and
b&w chassis, clock timer sets. Zenith pushed hard on high-end quality-furniture sets, new chassis, and used

110-degree tube for first time, in its 17-in. portables. In stereo, all manufacturers used ingenious new meth-

ods to project sound beyond confines of single cabinet. (For full details see pp. 17 and 18.)

FEDERAL ETV AID SHELVED IN HOUSE: There's no chance this year that Congress will

vote $51 million—or any part of it—to help states buy educational TV equipment. Legislative dead end for

Senate & House proposals for govt, grants was reached last week in House Commerce communications &
power subcommittee. It decided to "defer action" on all such plans at least until 2nd session of 86th Congress.

Doubts about need for federal aid to ETV—if not outright hostility to whole idea—were voiced by
Republicans & Democrats at House hearings last month (Vol. 15:20). They followed Senate approval of

$1 million-per-state-&-D.C. bill (S-12) by Sen. Magnuson (D-Wash.), whose measure also got through Senate

in 1958 before it died in House (Vol. 15:16). So House subcommittee's vote to shelve it—and 7 similar House

bills—wasn't imexpected. It nevertheless was blow to ETV advocates who had counted on Senate momentum
to carry project through both houses this session.

All is not lost to plan's advocates, however. Subcommittee headed by Commerce Chairman Harris

(D-Ark.) also decided by 4-3 unrecorded voice vote at executive session to conduct "field study" of ETV
operations across country after first session adjourns. No schedule was drawn up but presumably sub-

committee members will make summer & fall trips to ETV stations to find out—at grassroots—just how they

are making out and how urgent their chronic financing problems are.

Projected ETV tour was seen as ray of light in otherwise dark situation by exec. dir. Ralph Steetle

of Joint Council on Educational TV (JCET), who for 2 years has marshalled witnesses & statistics in congres-

sional campaign for help. "It's a big disappointment," he told us after subcommittee refused to make any

recommendation on ETV bills. "But we'll be delighted to show subcommittee members the value, significance

—and national needs—of educational TV on our home grounds."

When federal aid proposals are revived again—as they will be next year—Steele will bank on

subcommittee being persuaded by its own grassroots findings to endorse ETV grants. If that happens, it's

likely that what comes up for House floor action won't be Magnuson plan for outright $1 million govt, outlays.

All subcommittee members already have indicated that any federal aid in any event should be predicated

on state legislatures putting up matching money for ETV—as provided in alternative bills (HR-2926 & HR-

3043) by their Commerce colleagues Roberts (D-Ala.) & Moulder (D-Mo.). JCET won't object to such

strings on federal help.

QUICKENING RATE OF CATV SYSTEM SALES: You can expect brisker trading in commu-

nity antenna systems from here on out—principally because many CATV operators have used up their

depreciation and are suffering heavy tax bites. There are many more would-be buyers than ready sellers,

but CATV people look for accelerated sales.

Prices ore handsome indeed. Just last week, for example, Charles B. Persons sold his Ely, Minn,

system & radio WELY to V. P. Hallett—getting $137,500 for system, $37,500 for station—through broker

Blackburn & Co.
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We hear there's a huge transaction in the works—National Theatres buying Williamsport (Pa.) TV
Cable Corp. which has 8-9000 subscribers. Pres. Clive Runnels and associates had bought the system in 1955,

when it had some 6000 connections, for reported $1 million-plus. Presumably, it's going for much more now.

Another growth index: Pioneer CATV operator Martin F. Malarkey, who started with a system in

Pottsville, Pa. and now owns 4, bought Harrisonburg, Va. setup for $65,000 three years ago when it had 400

subscribers. It now has 2000, and he has refused $200,000 for it. He predicts there will be considerable

system swapping—with operators avoiding big taxes on sales while acquiring new period of depreciation.

CATV broker Bill Daniels, Denver, stresses that the number of subscribers is by no means sole factor

in price setting. "It's net profit that counts," he says. Other factors: Age & condition of equipment, number

of channels carried, potential for more channels, degree of market's saturation. Taking all things into account,

prices are running $75-$ 150 per subscriber—and are going up. Daniels reports that there have been 17

systems sold in last 12 months, 14 through his organization.

Prices are seldom revealed. Unlike broadcasters, CATV operators don't have to disclose figures.

With NCTA holding its annual convention in Philadelphia's Sheraton Hotel June 23-25, dickering season

should reach a peak.

rcc TOUCHY ABOUT CONGRESS & 'PRESSURE': Good example of FCC's irritation

about & sensitivity to whole question of "influence" came last week during Commission's 25-890-mc allocations

hearing—as members made it clear they resent appeals to congressmen made by parties to the hearing.

The exchange came when Motorola pres. Robert Galvin was on the stand , and FCC counsel Arthur

Gladstone produced May 25 letter from Sen. Dirksen (D-Ill.), member of Judiciary Committee. Dirksen

enclosed letter from Galvin, which charged that AT&T's request for 765-890-mc for mobile phone use (Vol.

15:22) "could lead to monopoly of all mobile radio by the telephone companies to the exclusion of many
small & medium sized business enterprises." Gladstone also introduced letter to FCC from Walter B. Stults,

staff director of Senate Small Business Committee, asking for Commission's comments on a similar

"monopoly" letter from Galvin to Chairman Sparkman (D. Ala.).

Gladstone asked Galvin : "Are you looking to these committees for relief in this situation or are you
expecting that the Commission will make a decision with respect to these matters?" Galvin: "We are not

looking to these committees for relief at this time, or for any expression of influence." He explained that it's

Motorola's policy to inform Congress "on matters having to do with our general business & the public welfare."

Chairman Doerfer: "You have no information or any grounds or any reason to believe that any
Commissioner sitting in this case has been approached, privately, or any other way, with respect to the

subject matter of this proceeding?" Galvin: "We have no such information, no such concern . . . and I

think if we had, we probably would have withheld even sending these if it would have cast any suspicions

or if it would have assumed casting suspicion. . . . This is a perfectly normal procedure that we are doing

on tax matters & all kinds of matters with our congressmen."

Comr. Bartley : "Mr. Chairman, in light of your statement with respect to the discussion of this matter,

off the record, so to speak, for the past 4 or 5 years, I have been talking about this to anybody I could talk

to about it, and if anyone here has any notion that I would be prejudiced by any of my conversation about

this, I would like to know it now." Galvin again assured Commissioners that he never had any doubt that

FCC would give the case impartial consideration, that Motorola had no intention of bringing "any pressure

to bear on anyone." (For other aspects of last week's hearing, see p. 18.)

Senate investigation of the use of foreign-made sound

tracks in U.S. TV films, causing “serious unemployment
among our own musicians,” has been demanded again by

Sen. Morse (D-Ore.). Renewing a campaign he started last

year at the request of the American Federation of Musi-

cians (Vol. 14:28), he introduced a resolution (S. Res. 126)

calling on the Finance Committee to explore “runaway

cut-rate film making abroad” by TV & movie industries.

Morse said he'd “be especially interested in the explanation

of the broadcast industry, which—unlike the average com-

mercial entity—employs some of these questionable prac-

tices by virtue of a . . . free monopoly of the air waves.”

Congress

No private talks between Federal Power Commission

members and members of Congress or private citizens on

the merits of pending cases would be permitted under

strict new rules proposed by the agency. In advance of

next week’s panel hearings by the House Commerce legis-

lative oversight subcommittee for a half-dozen regulatory

commissions (Vol. 15:21), FPC said it also may open for

public inspection all letters to individual commissioners

on pending matters. Interested parties were invited to

submit comments on the suggested rules by June 30.
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The FCC

PASTORE WAITS FOR FCC: Delays by FCC in making up

its mind what to do about its Lar Daly equal-time rul-

ing (Vol. 15:8-16, 18-22) brought postponement last

week of scheduled Senate hearings on the cause-celebre

issue of whether newscast appearances by candidates

are political appearances.

Chairman Pastore (D-R.I.) of the Senate Com-
merce communications subcommittee had scheduled ses-

sions starting June 12 on 4 bills exempting newscasts

from equal-time requirements and othei*wise amending

Sec. 315 of Federal Communications Act (Vol. 15:22).

But Pastore got word from FCC that its Sec. 315 le-

gislative recommendations—if any—^wouldn’t be ready by

then. So the hearings were put off until 10 a.m. June 18 in

room 5110 of the new Senate Office Bldg. Meanwhile there

was no sure indication of FCC’s probable course in the Lar

Daly case. Among the alternatives: (1) Stand pat. (2) Re-

verse itself. (3) Offer new Sec. 315 language to clarify the

law. (4) Tell Congress to do its own Sec. 315 rewriting if

the lawmakers think it should be changed.

First scheduled witnesses on Pastore’s revised 5-day

hearing agenda: (1) FCC chairman Doerfer, who was in

the minority on the 4-3 equal-time ruling in Feb. and has

suggested repeal of Sec. 315 (Vol. 15:12). (2) A spokesman

—possibly Attorney General William P. Rogers—for the

Justice Dept., which has urged FCC reconsideration &
reversal of its newscast interpretation (Vol. 15:19,22).

(3) CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton, a leader in the industry’s

campaign to erase the ruling.

Other Senate witnesses in the June 18-19 & 23-25

sessions will include NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows, West-
inghouse Bcstg. Co. pres. Donald H. McGannon, spokesmen
for NBC & ABC—and Lar (America First) Daly, the one-

man Chicago political party who started it all.

[Pastore also has scheduled a series of communications

subcommittee hearings starting June 9 on a potpourri of

other FCC legislation ranging from rules for ex-parte rep-

resentations in cases—to legitimization of boosters (Vol.

15:21). The CATV-booster phase of these hearings had been

set for June 23-25, but will be rescheduled to follow the

NCTA June 23-25 convention in Philadelphia.]

In another development on the equal-time front last

week. Attorney General Rogers sent a sharply-toned letter

to chairman Harris (D-Ark.) of the House Commerce leg-

islative oversight subcommittee expanding his intervention

with the FCC in the Lar Daly issue.

Harris had demanded to know the “statutory or other

basis” for the Justice Dept.’s move, which Harris implied

was an attempt by the administration to influence an inde-

pendent administrative agency (Vol. 15:22). In his reply,

Rogers cited a score of legislative & court precedents for

his “request of the United States for leave to file memo-
randum.” He said that the Lar Daly ruling’s “threat to

news coverage of political events by TV & radio is a serious

matter” affecting “the interest of the United States.” Rog-
ers wound up with these punchlines:

“I would hope that the committee’s inquiry in this mat-
ter was not intended to reflect & will not be construed to

be in opposition to the position of the United States in the

matter. Certainly the best interests of the nation require a

reversal of that [FCC] decision.”

There was no rebuttal from Harris, who had been ac-

cused by Republicans on his oversight subcommittee of

playing politics with the “influence” issue. He has not yet

moved to schedule hearings himself on a batch of House
bills amending Sec. 315, but has expressed his personal

opinion that something should be done to spell out broad-

casters’ equal-time obligations.

And in yet another FCC filing in the Sec. 315 case, CBS
Inc. said Lar Daly was “attempting to make a mockery” of

the equal-time requirement by insisting that as a Republi-

can & Democratic candidate for the Chicago mayoralty
nomination he was entitled to multiple free-time appear-

ances on CBS’ WBBM-TV.
CBS protested that Sec. 315 “was not designed as a

gimmick to enable the ubiquitous Mr. Daly, or others, to

obtain, ad infinitum, rights to air time by the device of

cross-filing or anouncing as a candidate in the several pri-

maries for the same public office.”

Meanwhile Dr. Paul Tillett, asst, director of Rutger

U.’s Political-Science Eagleton Foundation, announced that

it would start a $100,000 study project next fall to see how
Sec. 315 works. The survey will cover “many areas of in-

terest to broadcasters, ourselves as educators and politi-

cians as candidates,” he said.

FCC stepped aside last week and left the parties in-

volved in the KXII (Ch. 12) Ardmore, Okla. sale hassle to

fight it out among themselves in Okla. courts (Vol. 15:15,

17). FCC denied Texoma Land TV’s request for an exten-

sion of time to effectuate the sale of the CP. The Com-
mission ruled that Texoma failed to consummate the deal

within the allotted 45 days after FCC approval. Also

denied and set aside was the authorization to change trans-

mitter site, decrease power and increase antenna height.

Procedure for appeals from rulings by FCC and other

federal agencies would be relaxed by a bill (HR-7559) in-

troduced by chairman Celler (D-N.Y.) of the House Judici-

ary Committee. Requested by the Administrative Office of

U.S. Courts, the measure would permit appellants to give

“reasonable”—instead of 5-day—notice to the agencies of

applications to the court of appeals for relief from agency

orders. The change would affect CAB, FAA, AEC, Federal

Maritime Board & Agriculture Dept., in addition to FCC.

Vol. II of FCC Rules & Regulations in new loose-leaf

form will be available later this month, the Commission
reports. It combines Part 2 (Frequency Allocation & Radio

Treaty Matters), Part 5 (non-broadcast Experimental

Radio Services), Part 15 (Incidental & Restricted Radia-

tion Devices) and Part 18 (Industrial, Scientific & Medical

Service). Copies will be available from Supt. of Documents,

Govt. Printing Office, Washington, at $2 ($2.75 foreign),

including subsequent changes & amendments.

Swift confirmation of FCC Comr. Hyde for another

7-year term starting July 1 was voted by the Senate last

week just 2 days after the Commerce Committee endorsed

him unanimously following a hearing (Vol. 15:22). Also

confirmed: FTC gen. counsel Earl W. Kintner to be an

FTC member, filling out the unexpired term of retiring

chairman John W. Gwynne to Sept. 1960 (Vol. 15:19).

Plea by Western Nebraska TV Inc. for dismissal of

its application for Ch. 13 in Alliance, Neb. was granted by
the FCC last week. The applicant was grantee for the

Alliance channel, but the grant was set aside by the Court

of Appeals last March (Vol. 15:11) and remanded to FCC
for further hearing on financial issues & character qualifi-

cations. Deciding not to go to hearing. Western filed for

dismissal of application.
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Mack Defense Delayed: The turbulent but slow moving
Miami Ch. 10 conspiracy trial of ex-FCC Comr. Richard A.

Mack (Vol. 15:15-22) rolled through its 9th week with no

end in sight last week. Attorneys for Mack and co-de-

fendant Thurman A. Whiteside, charged with plotting to

throw the Miami grant to National Airlines’ WPST-TV,
were due to open their defense June 1 in Washington’s

U.S. District Court. Instead, the Govt.’s case was stretched

through the week by defense motions & objections against

testimony by 2 final prosecution witnesses—Washington
Lawyer A. Harry Becker, who represented loser North

Dade Video Inc. in the Ch. 10 case, and FBI agent Milton

Singman. Despite repeated protests by Mack-Whiteside

counsel, Becker swore that Mack once said he was “com-

mitted” to the Miami award. FBI accountant Singman
was called to the stand—but only after heated bench

arguments—to identify financial transactions involving

Miami’s Stembler-Shelden insurance agency, which the

Govt, claimed was used by Whiteside to funnel money to

Mack in return for his FCC vote. At the week’s end Judge
Burnita S. Matthews had been unable to catch up with all

the defense challenges of prosecution exhibits. She de-

ferred rulings until later.

FCC celebrates its 25th anniversary June 19, marking
the date that the Communications Act became law—com-
bining the broadcast, telephone & telegraph regulatory

functions exercised by the Federal Radio Commission, ICC,

Post Office and State Dept. The first commissioners, who
took office July 11, 1934, were Eugene 0. Sykes, chairman,

Hampson Gary, Irvin Stewart, Thad H. Brown, George H.
Payne, Norman S. Case and Paul A. Walker. Stewart, Case
and Walker survive. During its first year, the FCC had
108,000 radio authorizations (transmitters and operators);

it now has more than 2,340,000. Its budget has increased

from $2 million to $9 million, while staff enlarged from 500

to 1200. Special 7-page mimeographed release (No. 73762
dated June 1) recapitulating FCC’s quarter century is

available from the agency on request.

Three applications for new TV stations were filed

last week: For Ch. 9, Flagstaff, Ariz., by Greentree Com-
munications Enterprises, headed by Stanley N. Schultz

(export-import firm); for Ch. 3, Escanaba, Mich., by
WBAY-TV (Ch. 2) Green Bay, Wis.; for Ch. 8, Iron Moun-
tain, Mich., by WFRV-TV (Ch. 5) Green Bay, Wis. Total

pending: 95 (16 uhf).

Still sustaining FCC examiner H. Gifford Irion’s initial

decision (Vol. 15:13) which recommended denial of Ch. 70

translator application in San Jon, N.M., the Commission
last week instructed staff to draft decision looking toward
denial. Irion proposed denial on grounds that the applicant

built facilities without an FCC permit.

Control of WDAU-TV (Ch. 22) Scranton reverts to

Mrs. M. E. Megaree and members of her family (already

holding 50%), now that FCC has approved sale of 50%
interest by Philadelphia Evening Bulletin to the Megar-
gee’s Scranton radio WGBI for $700,000 (Vol. 15:16).

Our “Tall Tower Tally” of stations using antennas
higher than 1000 ft. (Vol. 15:21)—based on a compilation

supplied by the FCC—should show that WISC-TV (Ch. 3)

Madison, Wis. is now operating with a 1107-ft. structure,

rather than having a 1104-ft. antenna under construction.

Deadline for comments on FM stereo bi’oadcasting

has been extended from June 10 to Dec. 11 at the request

of EIA, Comr. Bartley dissenting.

Educational Television

ETV Cum Laude: Teaching by TV, as a N.Y. State educa-

tional project, passed its first year with honors. Dr. E. L.

Nyquist, Deputy State Commissioner of Education, re-

ported last week More than 900 N.Y. schools within range

of WPIX utilized the TV course provided by the State Board
of Regents, and 304,920 students saw one or more pro-

grams a week in the classroom. Some 2096 TV sets were
in operation in school buildings.

Commenting on the successful debut. Jack Gould,

N.Y. Times columnist, pointed out that various groups are

seeking clarification of the N.Y. educational TV pattern.

He suggested that interested groups join for the common
purpose and, “at the very least, clear away the organiza-

tional confusion that has prevailed too long. An educa-

tional station that could provide in-school teaching during

the daytime hours and adult cultural & public service

presentations in the evening could be one of N.Y.’s most
exciting & important new assets.”

The report by the Ford Foundation and the Fund for

the Advancement of Education, Teaching by Television,

has been issued. It describes the results to date of TV teach-

ing projects in more than 25 colleges & universities and 100

school systems, adding: “The beginning of a new era in

American education may well be marked by the experiments
described in this report.” Much of the results, which show
that students seem to learn better by TV than by direct

teaching, had already been released earlier (Vol. 15:7).

Copies of the report are available from the Ford Founda-
tion, Office of Reports, 477 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22.

NBC-TV’s Tactic, the 6-week educational TV project

cancer-control program series, is being carried by 90 NBC
stations throughout the country, says Marilyn Kaemmerle,
producer. The series, made with the American Cancer So-

ciety, was designed originally for the country’s 33 ETV
stations, all of which have already carried it. Tactic has
featured as performers Alfred Hitchcock, Wally Cox, Steve

Allen, Ilka Chase, Mata & Hari, as well as leading editors,

publishers, cartoonists, choreographers and dancers.

Dr. C. C. Clark, reputed to be the first professor in the

U.S. to teach on TV, retires this year after 33 years in

N.Y.U.’s School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance. On
May 19, 1938, Dr. Clark lectured over NBC’s TV facilities,

transmitting from the Empire State Bldg., predicting at the

time great possibilities for ETV. He has also served as TV
consultant for NBC and Du Mont.

KQED (Ch. 9) San Francisco held an auction on TV
last week to raise funds to support the ETV station’s

operations. Viewers bid by telephone for French lessons,

round-trip to Paris via Sabena Belgian Airlines, a lamb for

the deep freeze and a live Guernsey calf. The merchandise
was donated by manufacturers, merchants and distributors

in the Bay Area.

U. of Texas has TV-taped a series of programs for

commercial stations—believed to be the first such activity

by a university. The 11-part series. Science Close-up, fea-

tures faculty scientists. WOAI-TV San Antonio started

showing the series June 7, with episodes being rotated on
tape & kine to other Texas stations.

New filmed ETV series. Twentieth Centui'y Revolu-
tions in World Affairs, is being syndicated to educational

stations by National Educational TV & Radio Center.
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Networks

COLOR TV STEP-UP: NBC’s 1959-60 colorcasting plans

reflect an all-out effort with parent RCA to promote

color-set marketing. A minimum of 250 hours of color

programming will be telecast in the fourth quarter of

this year, 30% more than on the same period of 1958,

Don Durgin, v.p. NBC-TV sales, told the annual RCA
distributors convention in Chicago June 5.

Highlights of the fall season’s color schedule include

prime-time color shows every night, 2 Saturday morning
children’s shows, 3 series of specials (Sun., Tues. & Fri.)

plus additional specials spotted throughout the season, an

increased sports schedule, and one hour of weekday color in

addition to Continental Classroom’s new chemistry course.

“The total number of color-equipped NBC affiliates

has jumped from 22 in 1954 to 169 at present,” Durgin

pointed out. “CBS has 155 color affiliates, ABC 138. NBC’s
color programming hours have increased from 68 in 1954

to 668 in 1958 with 1959 expected to exceed this,” Durgin

told the distributors.

NBC-RCA color plans also include a $l-million color

conversion of the 2 remaining Burbank, Cal. studios, giv-

ing the network 4 West Coast & 5 East Coast color studios.

RCA also will construct a 2nd color mobile unit costing

$300,000, to “handle the vastly expanded color sports

schedule.” This will include the World Series, 11 football

games, including 4 bowl games and the Davis Cup Cham-
pionship tennis matches.

Who Replaces Robinson? No Hubbell Robinson replace-

ment had been announced by CBS-TV late last week,

although there were plenty of rumors circulating con-

cerning who would get the top program vice-presidency in

the wake of Robinson’s resignation to head his own pack-

age firm (Vol. 15:22). One strong contender is Benton

& Bowles program chief, exec. v.p. Tom McDermott, who
is still in the process of making up his mind about CBS-
TV’s offer of Robinson’s job. McDermott left N.Y. Wed. on

a routine trip to the Coast, but could not be reached there

to confirm or deny.

Meanwhile, another executive resignation hit the

CBS-TV program department in the wake of the Robinson-

Harry Ommerle departures. Thomas H. Ryan, whose title

is that of gen. exec, in the TV program dept., quit to join

Robinson as a v.p. in the latter’s new firm.

Canada’s interconnected TV system—longest in the

world—will be increased to 4200 miles June 18 when New-
foundland is Connected with the CBC-TV network. Canadian

National Telegraphs is expected to complete construction

of the microwave link between Sydney, Nova Scotia, and

St. John’s, Newfoundland, by June 15. The biggest hop in

the new extension will be a 69-mile jump across Cabot

Strait in the Atlantic, which separates Newfoundland from

the mainland. CBC hopes to have its new TV station at

Corner Brook, Nfld., on the air in time for the special 60-

min. inaugural telecast which will be highlighted by live

coverage of the arrival of Queen Elizabeth & Prince Philip

at Torbay airport, near St. John’s, the first stop of their

visit to Canada. Also connected to the new link—which will

extend Canada’s TV network system from St. John’s to

Victoria, British Columbia—will be CFSN-TV, the U.S.

Armed Forces station at Harmon Air Force Base, Nfld.

Network Television Billings

April 1959 and January-April 1959

(For March report, see Telejvision Digest, Vol. 15:19)

Sales Gains Continue: Gross time billings of the 3 TV
networks continued in April at a pace about 9% ahead of

1958—exactly 9% ahead for the year’s first 4 months, and
9.2% for the month of April. Sales declined seasonally from
March, all networks sharing in the drop. While March has

been the best month this year, April billings were about
equal with those of January. The report for April:

NETWORK TELEVISION
April April % Jan.-April Jan.-April %
1959 1958 change 1959 1958 change

ABC $10,193,663 $ 8,739,456 +16.6 $ 42,430,232 $ 35,752,460 +18.7
CBS 22,093,786 20,628,511 + 7.1 88,255,638 83,344,337 + 5.9
NBC 19,763,172 18,283,379 + 8.0 77,835,168 72,287,402 + 7.7

Total....$52,040,620 $47,651,346 + 9.2 $208,521,038 $191,384,1^9 + 9.0

1959 NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS BY MONTHS
ABC CBS NBC Total

January $10,647,078 $22,129,248 $19,299,853 $52,076,179
February 10,024,460 20,806,220 18,053,828 48,884,508
March 11,565,031 23,226,385 20,728,315 55,519,731
April 10,193,663 22,093,785 19,753,172 52,040,620

Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues as the net-
works do not divulge their actual net dollar incomes. The figures are
compiled by Broadcast Advertisers Reports (BAR) and Leading National
Advertisers (LNA) for TV Bureau of Advertising (TvB) on the basis
of one-time network rates, or before frequency or cash discounts.

Net TV Gains Again: Network TV’s 12% ad-volume gain

for March 1959 over March 1958 is healthiest by far of

all major media categories in Printers’ Ink’s latest com-

pilation. Up 3% from February, TV closed out the

quarter with a cumulative (for 1959 thus far) gain of 9%.
Although network radio showed the deepest cumulative

drop (minus 19%) and is minus 7% on the March-vs.-

March reckoning, it scored a February-to-March increase

of 17%. Newspapers & magazines improved 9% & 6% re-

spectively on March-to-March basis, although magazines

were down 5% from February.

Index % Change from % Cumu-
Medium March March 1 month 1 year iative

1959 1958 ago ago Change
General Index 219 210 0 + 4 + 2

Total Magazines .... 157 148 — 5 + 6 + 4

Weekly 161 159 — 5 4" 1 + 1

Women’s 126 114 — 9 +10 + 7

General Monthly.. 209 183 — 5 +14 +10
Farm 104 104 + 9 0 0

Newspapers 199 182 + 2 + 9 + 5
Network TV 474 423 + 3 +12 + 9

Network Radio 28 30 +17 — 7 -19
Business Papers .... 232 237 + 3 — 2 0

Outdoor 127 167 —18 —19 -12

All inde.xes have been sea.sonaIly adjusted. The index shown for each
medium is based on estimated total advertising investments in the
medium, including talent, production and media costs. For each medium,
the base (100) is an average of total investments in the years 1947-49
except for the TV base which cover the years 1950-62. “Cumulative
change” in the last column refers to the change, from the same period
last year, of the index average from January through March, 1959.

Rotating sponsorship of 3 hour-long film shows to pro-

vide more audience for advertisers is an NBC-TV package

deal being offered for next season. The programs are

Riverboat (Sun., 7-8 p.m.) ;
Lar-amie, (Tues., 7:30-8:30

p.m.), and Bonanza (Sat., 7-8 p.m.). An advertiser may
make a minimum purchase of 6 half-hours, all to be sched-

uled in 1959, on a weekly or alternate weekly basis, in any

combination of programs. The rotation allows the adver-

tiser’s half-hour to move from program to program over

the weeks. The network’s theory is that by being in 3

different shows on 3 different nights against varying

competition, the unduplicated audience growth will be

greater than the one-show accumulation.
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NETWORK ACTIVITY

Colgate-Palmolive’s $12-million buy on CBS involving

alternate-week full hours on both Sat. & Sun., headlines

the week’s activity (see below). Colgate has been out of

Sun.-night TV since NBC’s Colgate Comedy hour, which,

after competing with Sullivan for 5 years, gave way Dec.

25, 1955. Colgate’s heavy network activity now centers in

CBS. Other Colgate shows on CBS-TV include The Million-

aire, The Big Payoff, Top Dollar, and participations in

Robin Hood and Mighty Mouse.

ABC-TV
The Record Years, pop-music special with Dick Clark, June

28 (9:30-10:30 p.m.).
AMF Pinspotters Inc. (Cunningham &
Walsh).

Lone Ranger (Sun., 5:30-6 p.m.), 26 alt. half-hours over
53 wk. period starting in Sept.

General Mills (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample).

Cheyenne (Mon., 7:30-8:30 p.m.) and Sugarfoot, Bronco
(Tues., 7:30-8:30), 1/6 alt.-wk. sponsorship starting Sept.

21. American Chicle (Bates).

Cheyenne (Mon., 7:30-8:30 p.m.), weekly segments, eft.

next Sept. Procter & Gamble (Benton & Bowles).

CBS-TV

The Ed Sullivan Shoiv (Sun., 8-9 p.m.) and Perry Mason
(Sat., 7:30-8:30 p.m.), full-hr. alt. sponsorship.

Colgate-Palmolive (Ted Bates).

Dennis the Menace (Fri., 8:30-9 p.m.), debut Oct. 2.

Kellogg Co. (Leo Burnett).

Johnny Ringo (Thurs., 8:30-9 p.m.), next season.

Johnson’s Wax (Needham, Louis & Brorby)
and P. Lorillard (Lennen & Newell).

NBC-TV
The Deputy (Sat., 9-9:30 p.m.), alt.-wk. sponsorship eff.

next fall. Kellogg Co. (Leo Burnett Co.).

Groucho Marx—You Bet Your Life (Thurs., 10-10:30 p.m.),
alt.-wk. sponsorship next season; The Arthur Murray
Party (Mon., 10-10:30 p.m.), renewal of sponsorship for
summer months, eff. June 29.

Pharmaceuticals Inc. (Parkson Adv.).

The Loretta Young Show (Sun., 10-10:30 p.m.), co-spon-
sorship next season.

Toni Co. (North) and Philip Morris (Leo
Burnett).

Johnny Staccato (Thurs., 8:30-9 p.m.), alt.-wk. sponsor-
ship eff. next fall.

Bristol-Myers (Young & Rubicam).

12 Bell-System specials, 11 of which set for Fri. 8:30-9:30
p.m. “specials” slot on alt. wks., beginning Oct. 9. 12th
tentatively set for Easter Sun. Eve.

Bell-Telephone (N. W. Ayer).

“We are still in the novice & virgin stage in terms

of the effective use & evaluation of TV’s impact in the

furtherance of information, political viewpoint, philosophic

ideas, education & the humanities, the moralities, the

furtherance of religious growth & experience.” So said

Selig J. Seligman, ABC v.p. & KABC-TV Los Angeles gen.

mgr. to the San Francisco ad club last week.

Mutual Bcstg., virtually counted out a year ago, is

celebrating the 2nd anniversary of its Operation Newsbeat
programming concept with a bright outlook. In a special

message to affiliates, the following comparisons were

noted: Mutual today schedules 27 hrs. 55 mins, of news &
news features as compared with 12(4 hours two years ago.

There is a 31% increase in newscast sponsorship this year.

Affiliates have increased from 351 in 1957 to 450 today.

Stations

Less TV for Lestoil: In Buffalo last week, Lestoil switched

from TV to newspaper advertising exclusively, reports

Editor & Publisher. Buffalo will be an interesting test case

for Adell Chemical Co., since it marks the first time that

1958’s top brand TV advertiser (Vol. 15:17) will be TV-less

there. Asserting that the city’s 3 TV stations “priced them-

selves right out of my business,” pres. Jacob L. Barowsky

opined that “this may happen elsewhere in the country. It

would seem to me that now is the time for newspapers to

take real steps forward in their much discussed plans to

provide incentives for volume advertisers.”

Buffalo’s WBEN-TV and WGR-TV told us that their

rates were increased in Dec. and that when Lestoil’s rate

protection expired last week, the company did not choose

to renew at the new rates. Nor did the stations choose to

make concessions. WKBW-TV has never carried the ac-

count. The Biiffalo Evening News, affiliated with WBEN-
TV, said the Lestoil ads are at the regular rates.

Meanwhile back in Adell’s home area, in nearby

Springfield, Mass., the detergent market’s relatively new
Formula 409 was making headway—on TV. Using part of

his $15,000 investment for a saturation schedule of spots

on WWLP (Ch. 22), 409’s Fred Spinney has pushed

sales to a new level and started to cast around for new
markets to cleanse.

No station swap between Westinghouse and NBC in-

volving WBC’s KPIX San Francisco and RCA’s WRCV
Philadelphia is planned. “Absolutely without foundation”

is the way executives of both NBC and Westinghouse

characterized the published trade report. NBC is preparing

for trial in Philadelphia before Federal Judge Kirk-

patrick, probably this fall, to defend itself against charges

by the Justice Dept, that it pressured Westinghouse into

exchanging its Philadelphia TV-radio stations for NBC’s
Cleveland outlets. Court of Appeals & U.S. Supreme Court

had held that NBC wasn’t immunized from anti-trust

prosecution by FCC’s approval of the station exchange
(Vol. 15:9). Executives of NBC & Westinghouse asserted

that they hadn’t discussed any Philadelphia-San Francisco

swap with each other or with Justice Dept. The Justice

suit against NBC seeks to divest the network of its Phila-

delphia outlets & to prevent it from acquiring stations in

other major cities without court approval. Meanwhile,
Philco has asked FCC to hurry up & conduct a hearing on
its protest against the renewal of NBC’s Philadelphia

licenses, noting that 4 months have elapsed since the Court
of Appeals sent the case back to the FCC for a hearing.

Philco had asserted that NBC lacks the qualifications to

be a licensee because of its “consistent course toward
monopoly.”

Seven Montana newspapers owned by the Anaconda
Co. were sold last week for an undisclosed price (reportedly

$4 to $10 million) to Lee newspapers, a Midwestern group
with papers in 111., la.. Mo., Neb. and Wis. and interlocking

ownership in KGLO-TV (Ch. 3) & KGLO Mason City, la.,

KHQA-TV (Ch. 7) Hannibal, Mo.-Quincy, 111., WMTV (Ch.

33) Madison, Wis. and radio WTAM Quincy, 111. Sold by
the mining firm, which entered the newspaper field during

the famed “war of the copper kings” at the turn of the

century, were Billings Gazette, Butte-Anaconda Standard

& Post, Helena Independent-Record, Livingston Enterprise

and the Missoula Missoulian and Sentinel. For Lee papers

and other interests, see page 379, TV Faetbook No. 28.
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NAB’s Image Makers: The forthcoming improve-TV’s-

image campaign of NAB took another step toward reality

last week with the June 2 meeting in N.Y. of the special

5-man study group appointed by NAB pres. Harold E.

Fellows. Unit examined the proposals of the earlier “image

committee” headed by Corinthian stations pres. C. Wrede

Petersmeyer.

In addition to looking at the basic proposal, the 5-man

group also began plowing through what chairman Clair R.

McCollough (Steinman Stations pres.) told us was “a

maze of data & suggestions” submitted by outsiders—net-

work executives, station reps, broadcasters, agencymen,

program producers—at NAB’s request.

McCollough said he was “delighted” by the additional

suggestions, and indicated he felt they would be “very

helpful” in drafting the final, master plan that’s due to be

submitted to the NAB’s TV board next week (June 17).

What the final shape of this plan will be (it’s due

to cover a 3-year effort at an estimated cost now reportedly

scaled down to $600,000 per year), McCollough declined

to guess, saying “it’s too early, and we still have many
recommendations to consider.” However, he felt that “the

campaign will be in line with the original proposal.” Next

meeting of the group will be in Washington on June 10.

Sale of KPTV (Ch. 12) Portland, Ore. for $1,026,000

plus approx. $2,775,000 in obligations to NAFI Corp. (Na-

tional Automotive Fibres Inc., maker of auto interiors,

which has recently branched out into oil production) by

Detroit lawyer & industrialist George Haggarty was an-

nounced last week. Bing Crosby and Kenyon Brown, who

are stockholders of KCOP (Ch. 13) Los Angeles, will be

chairman & pres., respectively, of KPTV. NAFI Corp.,

which is buying all of the stock of Oregon TV Inc. (licensee

of KPTV), is traded on the N.Y. stock exchange and is

headed by J. G. Bannister of Detroit. Interest in NAFI
Corp. held by Crosby & Brown was not revealed, but is re-

ported to be “substantial.” Also involved in purchase of

KPTV by NAFI, which has some 5000 stockholders, are

George Coleman & Joseph Thomas, partners with Crosby

& Brown in KCOP.

Cal. State Assembly committee last week killed 2 bills

aimed at outlawing pay TV, by sending measures to interim

study. Skiatron v.p. Jerome Doff of Los Angeles has

argued against the bills, contending “free TV isn’t free.

You pay for it in the advertisers’ ad budgets.” Hollywood

unions, hopefully seeing pay TV as a job-supplier, had

also opposed the measures.

Jack R. Poppele, ex-v.p. of MBS & WOR N.Y. and

one-time dir. of the Voice of America, is building radio

station WAUB in Auburn, N.Y., having acquired the CP
for $5400 from Herbert P. Michels in an FCC action last

week. Station will operate on 1590 kc with 500 watts, day-

time only.

Joining the list of editorializing stations, WTOP-TV
Washington, D.C., this week starts a prime-time, across-

the-board, 2-min. editorial each night—on local, national

or international issues. It’s the first capitol city station to

institute regular TV editorials.

RAB plans committee has placed the following re-

search, promotion and sales projects on its operational

agenda for the coming 6 months: listening habit studies,

print media studies, more tape commercials, radio co-op

drive, new basic presentation for retailers and local ad-

vertiser clinics.

New Look At TV Audience: Daytime TV is doing an im-

pressive job of reaching women viewers, a soon-to-be

released study for TvB by Nielsen and Pulse will show.

Preliminary figure, released last week by TvB : half of all

the women in U.S.—49.9%—have watched TV by 6:00

p.m. on the average weekday. The combined Nielsen-Pulse

research team turned up these other eye-opening findings

on TV’s audience:

Two-thirds of all U.S. population over 4 yrs. old

(66.9%) watch TV during the prime evening hours be-

tween 7:30 & 10:30 P.M. on the average day.

The big viewing peak occurs between 8:00 & 8:30

p.m., when nearly half—49.8%—of the country’s popula-

tion over 4 is watching TV. TV advertisers are thus get-

ting a total “circulation” figure of about 77.4 million

men, women and children.

On an all-day basis, better than 8 out of 10 people

watch TV at some time during the day. Exact figure:

82.7% of U.S. population over 4 years—about 128.6 million

people—have watched TV between 6:00 a.m. & midnight.

Full details of the survey, from which the above

advance figures are drawn, will be released by TvB to

members & the press in July.

There is no crisis in TV for children, declares Mrs.

Harry Christopher, natl. communications chairman for the

Gen. Federation of Women’s Clubs. GFWC, meeting in Los

Angeles last week, didn’t share the opinion of Parent-

Teacher Assn, leaders, who had earlier demanded reforms

in children’s TV. A survey of GFWC membership, taken by
National Audience Board education dir. Mrs. Mary Coogan,

revealed 89% of the 11,000,000 members approved present

TV programming for children, while the rest objected to

violence in movies on TV.

“Triple-A orbit plan,” newly-inaugurated at WRCA-
TV (Vol. 15:22), should insure the station its “most suc-

cessful first half-year” to date, mgr. Max Buck said last

week. Buck also announced that WRCA-TV posted its

highest May, with billings up 16% over May 1958.

World-wide TV and how it will be achieved is the

subject of an article by ITT Labs pres. Henri G. Busignies

in spring issue of Industrial Research magazine. The
methods described are over-horizon relays, man-made gas

or metallic “mirrors” high above the earth, and ITT’s

“Earth Net Dialing” system (Vol. 15:22), using 3 un-

manned satellites orbiting in fixed positions relative to

the earth.

Procter & Gamble, the leading TV advertiser, displaced

General Motors as the No. 1 advertiser in America in 1958,

TvB reports. P&G, which allots 85% of its ad budget to

TV, spent $98,154,000 in 7 major media categories last

year, GM dropping to 2nd with $91,755,000. P&G’s total

TV expenditures in 1958 were $84,471,710, of which $50,-

638,650 was spent on network, $33,833,060 on spot.

Special NAB plaque symbolizing broadcasters’ “Learn

—and Live” public service campaign for Space Age educa-

tion has been awarded to Reino M. Takala. He is the

Clarendon Hills, 111. high school mathematics instructor

who was designated “teacher of the year” by the General

Federation of Women’s Clubs.

Dedication ceremonies of WXYZ Detroit’s new broad-

cast house, were simulcast June 4 in a half-hour featuring

AB-PT pres. Leonard H. Goldenson; ABC Western div.

v.p. James G. Riddell, and Mich. Gov. G. Mennen Williams.
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Block-Booking Film Suit: KTVR Denver is seeking

$375,000 in damages in an anti-trust suit filed against

Loew’s div. MGM-TV, charging “block booking.” The
suit was filed in N.Y.’s Federal District Court May 29. Ac-

cording to MGM-TV’s legal dept., KTVR’s action is a

counter-suit, prompted by Loew’s pending suit in N.Y.

Supreme Court against Gotham Bcstg. and Founders Corp.

Gotham & Founders are guarantors of Loew’s 1956

deal with the station for MGM-TV’s pre-’48 library of

features. MGM-TV claims the guarantors haven’t paid the

film rental according to the 1956 contract ($900,000 over a

60-month period) and is suing for $813,570, which covers

the remainder of the contract plus court costs & attorneys’

fees. Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim is handling the liti-

gation for Loew’s and offered no comment regarding the

KTVR suit, when queried by us Thursday, June 4.

KTVR, meanwhile, is continuing its film-purchasing

activity. Last week (June 4) the station bought features &
2-reelers from Screen Gems for a reported $100,000 to be

paid over a 4-year period.

Editorial Brings Results: An on-air editorial by Westing-

house’s KYW-TV & KYW—urging that Cleveland authori-

ties recognize TV-radio as news media with standing

equal to the press—has been effective, station officials say.

The editorial blast at municipal officials was cued by the

City Planning Commission’s release of a long-awaited re-

port to the press, bypassing TV-radio (Vol. 15:21).

Following the stations’ editorializing, KYW-TV gen.

mgr. George Mathiesen & KYW gen. mgr. Gordon Davis

were contacted by both the majority & minority leaders of

the city council, who pledged to work for equal access to

city news for broadcast stations. While the mayor and
other top city authorities remained officially silent, station

sources said unofficial assurances from municipal figures

and comments of viewers & listeners indicate that there’s

now “far better understanding” of broadcasting’s place

as a news medium—as a direct result of the editorial.

New type of talk show featuring author-critic Marya
Mannes (named by Fund for the Republic’s Patrick M.
McGrady Jr. [Vol. 15:5] as one of the 10 best TV critics)

was set to premiere on WNEW-TV yesterday (June 7) in

9-9:30 p.m. spot. I Speak for Myself will aim away from
the usual interview or expose type of program but will

follow an informal discussion format with “men & women
of intelligence, wisdom and wit who enjoy playing with
ideas,” says Miss Mannes.

Note to commercial managers: Don’t fret if your best

time salesman leaves you, just when you feel he has been
trained to tip-top skills. Chicago employment specialist

Tom McCall holds that salesmen should change jobs every

5 years. Mobility, he says, improves a salesman’s ability.

KHJ-TV Los Angeles is preparing Raw Deal as a
series for taped syndication, with Ralph Andrews as pro-

ducer. Also projected for tape syndication by this station:

Sherwood Affair and The Oscar Levant Show.

CP for KAKJ (Ch. 4) Reno, Nev. was revoked by FCC
last week, concluding proceedings which started 3 years

ago (Vol. 12:24)—on the grounds that some of the prin-

cipals had deceived the Commission about ownership.

General catalog of broadcast, microwave, amateur and
aviation equipment, etc., has just been published by Collins

Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, la.

Programming

Watch the Fords Go Buy: TV’s most ambitious single

project for next season—the Tues.-night Ford specials on

NBC—will feature the TV drama debuts of Ingrid Bergman
and Alec Guinness. MCA, packaging, will go all out to

provide exec, producer Hubbell Robinson with established

properties and names new to TV. It is likely that such

personalities as Gregory Peck, Marlon Brando and Marilyn
Monroe will also appear—if the right properties can be

found for them. “We don’t want to use names indiscrimi-

nately, but only when we have a property appropriate for

the talent” our MCA source said.

From 8 to 12 of the 39 will be filmed shows, the rest

live. The filmed segments will be dramatic properties, which
can best be done on film. The series will consist of both

dramatic & variety shows, with the variety portions using

names like Dean Martin (set for 2) and Jerry Lewis (who
will star in 2 book shows).

Production budget for the Ford series is $7.8 million.

While MCA & Robinson haven’t yet signed producers for

the series, some stars—Lewis, Martin and Gregory Peck
—would produce their own contributions, working closely

with Robinson.

A report that the tapes being made by Matty Fox of

the Bolshoi Ballet would be seen on this series was
promptly denied by MCA.

“The total answer to TV’s future seems to me to lie in

the matter of balance. If it tips unmistakably toward pat-

tern programming, toward every producer industriously

seeking to duplicate precisely the hits of the season before,

it will surely deteriorate. ‘What trend do you see—more
Westerns, more private eyes, etc?’ is the favorite and
usually the foremost question of every interviewer seeking

copy from us hapless creatures who are supposed to fore-

see these things. The question itself is disturbing. It pre-

supposes an inevitable and compulsive tendency to copy
the current successes. It assumes the industry is inexorably

dedicated to slavish imitation of whatever has worked be-

fore.”—Hubbell Robinson, in a guest column for John
Crosby.

TV comic Carl Reiner took a poke last week at the

timidity of agencymen in selecting comedy film series.

“If they don’t laugh while viewing a situation-comedy

pilot, they say ‘Well it didn’t make me laugh.’ If they do
laugh, they say, ‘Well, I laughed, but will the viewers?’”
said Reiner, via Marie Torre’s Herald Tribune column.

Reiner & actor Peter Lawford have produced a pilot of a

situation comedy called Head of the Family which has

been repeatedly passed over in favor of more established

types of series. “All the tradesmen agree I have a quality

product, but nobody buys it,” said Reiner, adding “and
it’s too late to work a private eye or Western theme into

the show.”

St. Lawrence Seaway official opening June 26 will find

TV on hand en masse. Both ABC & CBS will utilize the

facilities of the Canadian Bcstg. Co. in their coverage.

ABC plans a live simulcast from 11 a.m. to noon. CBS’s 2-

hour offering, starting at 10 a.m., will be live & film and
will show the dedication ceremonies attended by President

Eisenhower & Queen Elizabeth. NBC’s program will be an
hour-long prime-time special (8-9 p.m.) on tape, and will

be sponsored (Vol. 15:22).

First production unit of RCA’s magnetic disc record-

ing system was delivered last week to WDAS Philadelphia.
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Susskind Specials: While he still has a couple of deals in

negotiation, producer David Susskind will have 33 specials,

an overall production budget of $25 million for next season,

he tells us. His Talent Associates, certainly the most

active producer of live shows in TV today, produced 16

specials this past season.

Susskind, in Hollywood recently on negotiations for

some of his projects, told us that next season his TA will

produce 9 DuPont Show of the Month specials (CBS) ; 8

Art Carney specials (NBC)
; 7 MGM specials for General

Mills & Westclox, network not set; probably 2 Sid Caesar

specials for U.S. Steel Hour (CBS)
;
Armstrong Circle

Theater (CBS). Also, a deal has been signed for TA again

to produce specials for Rexall Drugs—6 hour-long shows

for next season.

The ubiquitous Susskind also has his Open End show

(distributed by NTA), and will produce 2 movies for Co-

lumbia, Raisin in the Sun & Revival. For his MGM spe-

cials, produced in conjunction with Metro, Susskind has

lined up thus far these Metro properties : Ninotehka, Ran-

dom Harvest and The Citadel.

As usual, Susskind had a few acid remarks for his

critics: “If I tried to get Garbo for Ninotehka, they’d say

I was playing it safe, so I won’t try . . . Other producers

criticize me for one reason—envy. They wish I would have

a flop. Eventually, I will—that’s the law of averages. They

say I’m playing it safe by taking established properties,

but everytime you put on a show you’re taking a chance

. . . I don’t know why Dick Powell has criticized me. I

have never mentioned him by name. Personally, I think

he’s quite a guy, but he’s in the TV film business. I’ve

never met him ... I will only do live shows, and from

New York. California is a lovely place for retired people.”

“A tragedy for TV and a blow to people who are dedi-

cated to good music” is the passing from ABC-TV of Voice

of Firestone, says Sen. Neuberger (D-Ore.). He took space

in the Congressional Record appendix to record his wish to

“join in mourning” for the end of the show which “could

not compete successfully—in the opinion of network busi-

ness managers—with . . . cowboy thrillers & comedy shows.”

Public service TV programming—$270 million worth

of time donated in 1958 alone to civic causes—is one

answer to the industry’s critics, according to Rep. Lindsay

(R-N.Y.), a Judiciary Committee member. In the Congres-

sional Record he called his colleagues’ attention to a March
9 Television Age commentary by publisher S. J. Paul which

advised TV’s critics to acknowledge its civic contributions

before “carping from the sidelines or hunting headlines.”

CBS News’ prime-time specials, set for next season,

have been outlined by Sig Mickelson. Producers will include

Fred Friendly, Leslie Midgley, Burton Benjamin, Don
Hewitt, Paul Levitan, Albert Wasserman and Stephen

Fleischman. “All production units within CBS News will

take part in the series,” Mickelson told the Canadian

Bcstrs in Toronto, last week. Subjects of 2 of the monthly

specials were announced: “The Population Explosion”

(population growth & its implications for the future), and

“600,000,000 miles per hour” (the space age).

Jack Paar has signed a new NBC-TV network contract,

effective July 6, cutting back live appearances to 4 nights

(Mon.-Thurs.). Starting July 10, and each Fri. thereafter,

a program of taped highlights from former Paar shows, or

a live show hosted by a guest m.c., will be presented. After

each 13-week cycle, Paar will take a 2-week vacation.

“Birth of a Nation” in a history-of-the-movies an-

thology, will not “arouse racial feelings,” Sterling TV
pres. Saul J. Turell has told the NAACP in a letter to

exec. secy. Roy Wilkins. Turell assured that “We have
never had any intention of releasing ‘Birth of a Nation’ in

its original version. In fact, we would oppose its release

in its present state almost as vigorously as you do . . .

We intend only to use certain excerpts in our TV series

(on motion picture history)”. When Sterling acquired a

package of old D. W. Griffith movies, it toyed with the

idea of selling the controversial film as a Civil War TV
special. Wilkins had sharply protested use of the film on

TV claiming it glorified the Ku Klux Klan.

Sid Caesar, has been signed to a long-term exclusive

contract with CBS-TV, pres. Louis G. Cowan revealed

June 4. Under the terms of his contract, Caesar will star

in a series of one-hour comedy specials, the first of which
will be presented this fall. The series will be produced by
the Shellrick Corp. with Hal Janis as exec, producer.

Audrey Meadows has been signed as a regular featured

performer on all the shows. Caesar’s first series appear-

ance—also his first on CBS-TV—will he on The U.S. Steel

Hour Wed., Oct. 21, 10:00-11:00 p.m., when he will pre-

sent a satirical comedy treatment of the auto industry.

No divorce of TV advertiser and his programming is

foreseen by ad men queried by Advertising Age on John
B. Cunningham’s recent prediction. The chairman of Cun-
ningham & Walsh last month predicted that TV’s advertis-

ing & editorial functions ultimately will be autonomous,
as in the print media. Agency, advertiser, and network
executives spot-checked by AA, not only saw no divorce

but anticipated a stronger marriage, because of sponsors’

growing concern with the total image created by programs’
message, mood, and merchandising impact.

Westerns appeal most to semi-skilled & white-collar

workers, and in that order, according to a Ph.D.-thesis

scrutiny of the TV viewing habits of 1200 people. Alex
Runciman, producer-host-editor of KNXT Hollywood’s

Television Journal, made the survey, given an assist by
Nielsen and ARB. It also showed that white-collar workers
& college graduates go for drama, that interest in mys-
teries decreases with age, and that college-educated groups
have a lower preference level for comedy & variety shows.

Producer Dore Schary, whose contract with NBC calls

for five 90-min. Civil War specials in 1961, tells us some of

those shows will be live, some film. Schary is now in

Hollywood, already working on details of the specials. ABC
has shelved its plans to have Warner Bros, produce Civil

War specials in 1961. Schary on TV generally: “TV is an
important & exciting medium for non-fiction, but it doesn’t

attract me as a medium for fiction. I’m accustomed to the

wide-screen for dramatics.”

Art Linkletter has added himself to the growing list

of performers and producers visiting Russia to shoot TV
segments. Linkletter, and a crew of 3, will arrive in

Moscow June 22 for 4 days to film stunts involving Rus-

sian-speaking contestants with interpreters, and English-

speaking Russians. Similar jaunts to Berlin & Paris will

follow. The films will be on NBC’s People Are Funny.

Saddled-up soap opera is being planned by ABC-TV
in a bid for daytime ratings. Set tentatively for a half-

hour between 12 & 1:30 is Hope Springs, currently on the

block before various daytime advertisers. ABC terms it

a “new daytime serial of the frontier West” playing up
“the women’s point of view.”
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Personals: Payson Hall, treas. & TV-radio dir. and Karyl

Van, v.p. & adv. dir., named directors, Meredith Publishing

Co. (WHEN-TV & WHEN Syracuse, WOW-TV & WOW
Omaha, KPHO-TV & KPHO Phoenix, KCMO-TV & KCMO
Kansas City, radio KRMG Tulsa) . . . Jim Silman promoted

to progi-am dir., WTOP-TV Washington, succeeding Thomas
B. Jones, named to similar post at WJIM-TV Lansing.

William M. Fromm, adv. and promotion mgr., NBC
Spot Sales, named sales development and promotion mgr.;

Anthony Liotti promoted from research supervisor to re-

search mgr. . . . William Shelton named sales mgr. for

Continental Europe, NTA International, headquartering in

London . . . Warren Baum, chief of FCC’s Office of Network
Study, resigns after 3% years on network investigation to

join European dept, of International Bank’s economic staff,

headquartering in Washington.

Jack Sonntag named Four Star Films production mgr.,

succeeding Frank Baur, resigned . . . Philip Kranz, ex-NTA
non-theatrical sales dir., named educational film sales dir.,

Pathe News . . . George Greaves resigns as station mgr. of

KXTV Sacramento.

Charles (Chuck) Olson, ex-WREX-TV Rockford, 111.,

appointed WITI-TV promotion mgr. . . . Howard O. Peter-

son resigns as gen. mgr. of KTVH Hutchinson-Wichita . . .

Roger L. Micheln promoted to local sales mgr. of WFRV
Green Bay, Wis.

Sherman C. Hildreth named station technical facilities

dir., NBC radio 0-&-0 stations . . . Maurice Guillerman

promoted from account executive to natl. sales mgr., WWL-
TV New Orleans.

Harry Ackerman, Screen Gems production v.p., back

at his desk after recuperation from an ulcer attack.

Norman Knight, pres. ofWNAC-TV & WNAC Boston

and the Yankee network, received the American Heritage

Committee’s Freedom Book award for “continuous coop-

eration with worthwhile patriotic measures to protect our

American heritage, in particular his support of the radio

program Dangers of Apathy."

Robert W. SarnofF, NBC board chairman, is scheduled

as principal speaker at the commencement exercises of

Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa. June 8. He
will be awarded honorary doctor of laws degree.

Southern Cal. Bcstrs. Assn, has elected Howard Gray,

KGIL San Fernando Valley, chairman; Herb Comstock,
KAVL Lancaster, vice-chairman; Cliff Gill, KEZY Ana-
heim, secy., Norman Boggs, KHJ Los Angeles, ti’eas.

Japanese viewers will see in color NBC’s Perry Como-
Kraft offering next season via tape. Negotiations were

completed last week between NBC International Ltd. and

Nippon Television, Tokyo. Deal marks 2 firsts; First time

a U.S. broadcaster has supplied a tape show to a foreign

broadcaster on a regular basis, and first color tapes sold

in the foreign market. Total number of foreign countries

to view the Como series next season will be 16.

Warren Hull, TV-radio performer & producer, joins

David Jaret Corp. brokerage firm, where he will be asso-

ciated with pres. David Jaret in negotiating sales of TV-
radio stations. This is an entry into a new field for the

36-year-old business brokerage house, located at 150 Mon-
tague St., Brooklyn, N.Y. (Ulster 2-5600). Hull will also

continue as a performer.

“Explosive” is the word for TV, says Philip Ward Bur-

ton in his latest book on advertising. Making Media Work,

published by Printers’ Ink Books (448 pp., 80 illus. & charts,

$8.50). “The basic reason why a national advertiser uses TV
is clear-cut. He uses TV because he can thus deliver the

most effective selling message to the greatest number of

people.” The book analyzes all media.

First annual $1,000 scholarship established by Broad-

casting Executives Club of New England for Boston U.’s

School of Public Relations & Communications went to

William Colclough, Hamden, Conn. He will enter Boston U.

in the fall as a junior, majoring in broadcasting.

Howard K. Smith, CBS newsman, received an honor-

ary doctor of humane letters degree fi’om Alfred U., June 7.

The day before. Dr. Bergen Evans, moderator of CBS-TV’s
The Last Word, received an L.H.D. from his alma mater,

Miami (Ohio) U.

Assn, of Federal Communications Consulting En-
gineers, at recent annual convention in Ottawa, elected:

Howard Head, pres.; Robert Silliman, v.p.; William Benns,

secy.; Edward Lorentz, treas.

Editorial effort, “Thou Shalt Not Kill,” a 60-min. docu-

mentary & statement of position on capital punishment
presented by KNXT Los Angeles (Sept. 10) has won for the

station the Sigma Delta Chi award.

Blair Walliser, exec. v.p. of MBS, elected pres, of

Broadcast Pioneers, N.Y. chapter, for the coming year.

Auxiliary Services

National Community TV Assn, annual convention

June 23-25 at the Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, includes

the following on its agenda: Luncheon address June 23 by
Sen. Randolph (D-W. Va.); Discussion of “State Legis-

lative Problems” by Pa. state Sen. William Z. Scott, stock-

holder in Lansford, Pa. CATV system; “Experience with

long distance TV fields used for re-transmission,” by War-
ren Braun, asst. gen. mgr., WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va.;

educational TV & CATV, by Dr. Warren L. Hickman,
Ithaca College dean of liberal arts; public relations, by
U. C. Whelchel, Celanese Corp. mgr. of regional com-
munity relations; addresses by presidents of manufac-
turers Entron, Jerrold, Spencer-Kennedy Labs and West-
bury Electronics; round-table discussion of CATV prob-

lems by 7 operators—plus talks on sales promotion, insur-

ance and advertising.

Translators granted by FCC last week: Ch. 70, Spring-

erville & Eager, Ariz. to the town of Springerville; Ch.

70 & 74, Navajo Compressor Station, Ariz. to El Paso
Natural Gas Co.
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Advertising

BIGGER SYNDICATION DEAIS: A new trend has been

evidencing itself this year in the sizes of syndicated

telefilm sales to advertisers. The big sales are becom-

ing bigger but fewer; the medium-sized regional pur-

chases (15 to 30 cities), once the bread & butter deals

of the business, are slacking off; the small 4-to-lO

market buy is on the increase.

Reason: National, or near-national advertisers—many
with long track records of network program sponsorship

—have been moving quietly & steadily into the syndication

field. This was clearly revealed last week by our checkup

of N.Y. sales headquarters of all leading syndication firms

& producer-distributors.

On the downgrade are the number of purely-regional

buys made by regional advertisers who aren’t likely to

map a national syndication invasion, say telefilm sales

sources. They’re still in evidence—as witness last month’s

Ballantine Beer purchase of MCA-TV’s Shotgun Slade

series for a 52-week run starting this fall in its full list

of 28 Eastern markets. But, big regional buyers tend today

toward market-by-market buys that may range from tele-

films to spot saturation campaigns.

The latest example of this syndication trend is the

60-market, alternate-week purchase of Ziv’s new Lock-Up

by American Tobacco Co. via BBDO—a series which will

follow immediately on the heels of a 26-week run, in a

similar market list, by the tobacco firm with MCA-TV’s
SA-7 espionage series for both Lucky Strike & dual filter

Tareyton. American Tobacco, of course, has a long history

of network TV sponsorship, but is relatively new to the

ranks of major syndication advertisers, signing its latest

deal only last week.

Most of the major syndicators can point to king-sized

deals of this nature this season, usually built around a

medium-sized national advertiser buying a fairly expensive

syndicated telefilm series for alternate-week exposure,

with local & regional clients buying the other half (al-

though a few clients are traveling first-class with full

program sponsorships on a long station list).

CBS Films Inc. is in a particularly strong position in

this area, having scored a total of 4 major sales (2 re-

newals, 2 new buys) during the past 6 months that top

60 markets on each deal: Continental Baking’s 5th-year

renewal on Annie Oakley (76 markets)
;
Conoco’s 3rd-year

renewal of Whirlybirds (alt. wks., 67 markets)
;
Carling

Beer’s purchase of The Phil Silvers Show reruns (2/3 alt.

wks., 1/3 full sponsorship, 63 markets)
; and Amoco’s

first-run buy of Border Patrol (alt. wks., 63 markets).

National Telefilm Associates claims the biggest recent

non-network sale of them all—a 100-market spread, mostly
on an alternate-week basis, of U.S. Marshal for Budweiser,
with virtually all of the brewing firm’s market lineup

cleared since the first of the year. NTA’s next-largest

deal in 1959 has been a 47-market spread for one of the

pacific coast’s largest breweries, Olympia, with full spon-
sorships of the first-run Glencannon series that NTA took
over from Gross-Krasne-Sillerman.

NTA’s feature-film variation of this formula—the

NTA network sale of participations in old Shirley Temple
movies—has racked up similar long lineups. It’s interest-

ing to note that last Dec., 5 national advertisers (Samson-
ite, Ideal Toy, Necchi-Elna, Westinghouse, Philips-Van
Heusen) bought into a 63-market spread of the Temple
films. NTA expects to repeat the formula this year.

HOLDING SUMMER VIEWERS: A sponsor’s best bet for

boosting the share-of-audience his program gets in

the summer months is to freshen it with a steady flow

of new program material. If he uses program reruns

he’ll do about as well in audience share as he does

during the peak winter months. But, if he uses a

summer replacement series, he’s betting against tough

odds, and is more likely to lose than gain his share

of viewers.

The above, says A. C. Nielsen Co. in its 1959 report

on warm-weather programming, is the general situation

that confronts advertisers & program planners. Nielsen’s

study is based on the July-Aug. behavior of a total of 77

network TV programs last summer measured against what
the research firm describes as “equivalent winter per-

formance standards.”
* *

Here’s the summertime program picture as outlined

in the new report:

1. 52-week show, new material: This is usually the

most expensive course (since winter talent-cost levels

remain similar), but it “usually improves share perform-

ance.” On film shows, this of course means a fresh episode

each week. With live shows, it means retaining the winter

format & the same, or similar, star values. Of 15 shows
that maintained a year-round new-material approach,

Nielsen found that 14 “maintained or improved winter

share levels.” Seven shows produced a minimum of 5%
improvement in grabbing a share of homes using TV.
Only one show (not identified) showed a 5% decline in

audience share. Over-all winter share average for the

group: 33.5%. Over-all summer share: 35.3%—an average

improvement of 7%.
2. 52-week show, selected rerun episodes: This is the

most-traveled program route in the summer months on

major networks, accounting for 61% of the 77-program
total. The share-of-audience track record was generally

in favor of repeating the best shows (usually 13 out of

39) during the summer. Of a total of 47 shows using

repeats, 19 improved audience share by at least 5%. But
22 declined in share, usually not very drastically. Six

shows were on the fence, maintaining a winter level of

audience share. The general picture: “43 shows out of the

47 performed within 5% of, or better than, winter share

of audience levels.”

3. Summer replacement program: Time costs during

the summer are the same as those in winter when figured

on a 52-week basis. Therefore program costs on summer
fill-in shows, because of generally lower performance,

must be considerably below even the prices for rerun

shows in order to match Nielsen’s warm-weather form
chart on a cost-per-1,000 basis. Of 15 summer replacement

series checked by Nielsen, only one show came up with a

5% improvement in audience share. All the others fell off,

some drastically. Five shows declined less than 15%, and

9 declined more than 15%, with one ill-fated replacement

series in the latter group losing 47% of the regular winter

share-of-audience level.

* * *

Nielsen sums up the situation thusly:

“Lower per-broadcast TV audience levels in the sum-
mer present an even greater need for careful program
evaluation. Since the time & production costs are indepen-

dent of potential audience size, summer challenges the ad-

vertiser to continue broadcasting to the many viewing

homes without overpaying for, or forfeiting this large

audience.”
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In Other Media: Following Life’s example, Reader’s

Digest is making a 54-city test of newsstand prices at 29c

& 25^ (cut-rate under its regular 35^) ... A Newsweek

study has determined that liquor advertisers spent $32,-

927,052 for 3219 pages in magazines during 1958. This

represented a gain over 1957 of 6.4% in money and 1.9%

in pages . . . Advertising, which comprised 59% of all space

in America’s weekly newspapers in 1957, was down to

55.2% last year, reports the Natl. Editorial Assn. & News-

paper Assn. Mgrs. At the same time, circulation increased

for the weeklies, states N. W. Ayer’s latest Directory—up
700,000 to a 1958 total of 22,708,982. The number of

weekly newspapers increased 71 to a 1958 total of 9396.

Total paid circulation for weeklies is up 30% since 1950.

* *

Quality, not quantity circulation should be the maga-

zine industry’s line of defense against TV’s encompassing

coverage. Coronet publisher Arthur Stein recently told

a Direct Mail Advertising Assn, workshop on circulation

techniques. “No magazine can hope to reach the total

audience offered by TV,” he said, underscoring the futility

of competing with TV for the advertising dollar in the

area of mass circulation. “The race for numbers so many
of us are in hasn’t proved successful or profitable.” To
beat the current magazine industry slump in earnings he

suggested reduction of circulation totals to reasonable

levels, with emphasis on selectivity of audience, and hiking

of subscription rates, to take some of the burden off ad-

vertisers. (Coronet’s latest 6-months statement shows its

single copy sales down to 867,949 from the 1,023,084 of

the year before. Subscriptions, on the other hand, went

from 1,952,350 in the 1957 period to 2,200,481 in the

1958 period.)
sic *

Ben Hibbs, editor of The Saturday Evening Post: “It

would be a bit silly, of course, to deny that TV has had an

impact on the magazines. Our new competitor has been

taking an increasingly large bite of national advertising

budgets, and of course some of this revenue has come right

out of the hides of the magazines. However, I have noticed

that surging changes of this sort have a way of leveling

off, and this is what seems to be happening now in the

national advertising field. In the end, I suspect, each medium
will get a fair share of the take, and there will be enough
for all. The long-range business outlook for the magazines
is by no means as dismal as some of our electronic com-
petitors would have you believe.”

^

Ad dollars buy more on TV than in Sunday supple-

ments, concludes a study recently completed by TvB for

its 1959 sales clinics. In coverage & economy, both network
& spot TV deliver more by far than the 4 major national

supplements. The study includes, for example, an analysis

of the cost & impact of a full-page 4-color ad in American
Weekly, a 5-a-week schedule of 20-sec. 6:30 p.m. TV spots

and participating sponsorship in five 15-min. daytime net

TV shows. The spot schedule costs slightly more but reaches
50 markets & almost 12 million unduplicated homes, com-
pared with the supplement’s 34 markets & 10,105,800 circu-

lation. Net TV also costs slightly more than the supplement
ad, but reaches 140 markets and 10,765,000 unduplicated

homes. More to the point, the average number of ad noters
for a 4-color page in AW is 7,631,100. In comparison, the

net & spot TV schedules draw 17,224,000 and 30,465,000

unduplicated viewers respectively. The cost-per-1000 view,
ers is $2.42 for net and $1.38 for spot TV, compared with
AW’s $5.13 cost-per-1000 noters.

Advertising People: Anthony V. B. Geoghegan promoted

from senior v.p. and plans board chairman. Young & Rubi-

cam, to exec. v.p. . . . Myron P. Kirk named senior v.p. &
management account supervisor, Lennen & Newell . . .

Michael Donovan, ex-Benton & Bowles v.p. & associate

media dir., has joined BBDO media dept.

Lawrence D. Reedy appointed acting head of AAAA’s
headquarters’ section IV, which includes TV & radio admin-

istration. He succeeds v.p. August A. Nelson, resigned . . .

Thomas D’Arcy Brophy, former chairman of Kenyon &
Eckhardt, and Samuel C. Gale, former v.p. in chg. of adv.,

home service, public services & mktg. research. General

Mills, are to receive the first annual Adv. Fed. of America

Awards for distinguished service.

Mrs. Mary-lou Jorgensen named information services

mgr., Assn, of National Advertisers, succeeding Miss Alice

Kennedy who will be married June 15 to Thomas Ahern . . .

Chester R. (Chet) Cooper, ex-WNHC-TV New Haven and

WFIL-TV Philadelphia, has joined TV-radio dept.. Gray &
Rogers.

Joseph D. Nelson Jr., elected senior v.p. & dir., Cun-

ningham & Walsh; Laurence W. Scott, Chicago office v.p.,

also named dir. . . . Walter W. Stumpe named v.p., Need-

ham, Louis & Brorby.
i((i ^

Latest executive switch in N.Y. in the big-time pro-

gram field (not, however, involving CBS-TV) finds Charles

C. (Bud) Barry moving from his present post as pres, of

the NTA TV Network to the job of v.p. in charge of pro-

grams & talent at Young & Rubicam, reporting to v.p. Peter

Levathes. Presumably, his program role at NTA—that of

preparing a fall lineup of taped specials that could be sold

in the manner of last season’s Shirley Temple films—will

be taken over by Ted Cott, v.p. in charge of NTA’s 0-&-0

stations.

Decade of Furness’ Line: TV’s best-known saleslady

—

Betty Furness—completes her first 10 years for Westing-
house this week (June 8). By McCann-Erickson’s count,

she will have rattled off some 312,000 words on TV, for

everything from air conditioners to portable radios, on
Studio One, the hour-long Desilu series, and other Westing-
house-sponsored shows. Average-per-show : About 650
words. She’s been on the air some 1,980 minutes of 475
shows and her 33-hour on-camera total is longer than
many a one-season program series.

Jes’ keeps Rolaiding along: Many magazines have
been carrying the story, picked up from a May 24 Wash-
ington-dateline UPI dispatch which was played by dailies,

that the FTC and American Chicle Co. had signed a consent
order against man-in-white-coat TV commercials for Rol-

aids. The UPI’s Sun. dispatch, marked for “release at 6:30

p.m. DT” for Mon. AM’s, was correct in every who-what-
when-where detail except one: it was a year old. What
happened was that the news service’s Washington bureau
had asked the FTC for a copy of a 1958 handout, marked
for release to AM’s of Mon. May 19, announcing the

Rolaids agreement (Vol. 14:20), because the UPI’s N.Y.
headquarters wanted the copy for office file purposes. The
old release arrived in weekend mail at the Washington
bureau, where it was dutifully processed for the wires by a
skeleton staff which noted the Mon. advance timing—but

not the date.

New rep: KTVW Tacoma-Seattle to Richard O’Connell
Inc. May 22 (from Hollingbery).
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Film & Tape

TAPE STANDARDIZATION (cont.): “The future of video-

taped programs & commercials will be limited—unless

the industry gets together right now on operational

standards that will make possible a completely univer-

sal distribution of tapes from station to station,” com-

mercial producer Bill Unger told us in N.Y. last week.

Unger, who’s a founder of the Screen Gems-owned
production firm of Elliot, Unger & Elliot, voiced his com-

ment while discussing a new role he’s playing as chairman

of a special subcommittee of the video-tape facilities com-

mittee of the Film Producers Assn., the N.Y. industry

group of some 35 telefilm & commercials producers. Work-
ing with him on the subcommittee will be Filmways’

technical operations dir., Harry Sombor.

Currently exploring opinions of FPA members on tape

standards, the subcommittee is working closely with NAB
and the Soc. of Motion Picture & TV Engineers, Unger
adds. The current problem of station-level tape charges

(Vol. 15:18) is not involved.

“From the producer’s point of view we are only in-

directly concerned with basic technical standards,” Unger
said. “But there’s much to be clarified in terms of what you

do within those standards. For instance, such factors as

reel sizes, shipping containers and rapid visual identifica-

tion of a tape reel’s contents affect both agency & pro-

ducer costs, and should be standardized before they become

diverse.”

Unger admitted that few FPA members are tape-

equipped now, but stated that “the problem of operational

standardization is ultimately going to affect the whole

industry.”

Bolshoi’s Taping: Undoubtedly the most ambitious TV-
taping to date took place at Paramount-Sunset’s huge

stage 6 in Los Angeles last week. There the Bolshoi Ballet

spent 5 rehearsal days & 3 days before the cameras, doing

four 1-hour shows which Matty Fox of Skiatron intends

to show on TV. Just how, he isn’t saying (Vol. 15:20). The

production will cost about $1.2 million, including tape &
production costs, and the $550,000 which impresario Sol

Hurok is guaranteed by Fox. “It’s the most expensive sin-

gle project TV has ever had,” producer Ted Mills tells us.

Signs in Russian posted all over the Paramount studio,

directed the troupe, which took over 5 stages for the

taping. A 68-piece orchestra occupied an adjacent stage,

sound equipment took another. Milton Cross narrated.

KTLA, (Ch. 5), whose tape equipment was used for

the show, employed 76 technicians on the project—a record.

The station hopes the ambitious taping will lead to more

such special projects at the Paramount-owned studio.

NBC provided the sets, with Fox paying for them.

Fox has been working on a deal with NBC whereby he

would buy 4 hours of prime time (est. cost $400,000), to

show the ballet programs. While he would not be allowed to

pitch for $1 on TV from each viewer to pay for the show

(NBC contends the air is free and it would therefore be

against FCC regulations to allow such a pitch). Fox plans

widespread newspaper-ad campaigns calling attention to

programs and asking viewers to send $1 if they like the

show. Apparently the Bolshoi stunt is a push for the Skia-

tron pay-TV system via free TV. The Fox-NBC deal is one

of those on-again-off-again propositions. Deadline for sign-

ing passed this week and the agreement officially was off

—

but it could still be revived, NBC officials admit.

Paramount’s Post-1 948’s: A backlog of feature movies,

untapped for TV is even better than having cans of money
in the vault, since the value keeps growing, Barney Bala-

ban. Paramount pictures pres., feels. Paramount, there-

fore, is in no hurry to get rid of its post-1948 pictures, and
wants to explore all of the possibilities for pay-TV ex-

posure (via its own International Telemeter Co.) before it

makes a move to sell its recent pictures in the free-TV
market.

This philosophy was crystalized last week in N.Y. by
Balaban for stockholders attending the film firm’s annual
meeting. Balaban noted that Paramount “does not include

TV income from its film library as part of its normal op-

erating revenue.” (For report on earnings, see p. 20.)

The current supply of pre-1948 pictures available to

TV is likely to last “for another 2 or 3 years, or possibly

longer,” said Balaban. Meanwhile, as this supply shrinks,

TV’s demand for features “would increase accordingly,

enhancing the value of our product,” he added, pointing out

that “in any consideration of our post-’48 library, there

is the ever-alluring potential of pay-TV.”
Not that Paramount, apparently, has anything against

free-TV—if the money is right. Balaban told shareholders

that sales contracts written so far by MCA-TV on the pre-

1948 Paramount backlog have reached the $50-million

mark, under which Paramount is guaranteed $35 million

starting in 1960. And, “prospects appear favorable” for

a guarantee of an additional $15 million as MCA heads

toward a total gross level of $75 million.

Balaban stated “with confidence” that he expects pay-

TV, however, to be “in operation in several thousand homes
by 1960.” He also said that International Telemeter would
move its office from Los Angeles to N.Y. within the next

month or so, and stated that the division’s technical pro-

gress has reached a point “where the administrative

emphasis in the development of pay TV can now shift to

programming, development of markets and other basic

phases.” Added Balaban: “Some form of pay TV is in-

evitable.”

A pay-TV experiment by Telemeter this fall “in an un-

disclosed Toronto suburb” has been openly discussed in

film trade journals recently. If the autumn experiment

proves successful. Telemeter plans to expand it to the en-

tire Toronto area. Paramount officials in N.Y. tell us. No
starting date for the Toronto project was revealed.

The Paramount pres, was more cautious on the sub-

ject of the firm’s own telefilm making, saying that he

believed “production for TV could have a profitable po-

tential for us,” but that he expected to be “feeling our

way as we go along.” None of Paramount’s current crop

of pilots, incidentally, have been sold either for network or

syndication.

New Directions for Screen Gems: An expansion of Screen

Gems activity in the domestic telefilm market, via a new
subsidiary that will specialize in programs-for-time barter

swaps, and an increase in Latin American sales were an-

nounced by the Columbia Pictures TV subsidiary pres.,

Ralph M. Cohn, last week.

The barter deals—a new sales area for Screen Gems
—will be handled through a newly created offshoot. Tele-

screen Advertising Inc. Heading the Telescreen operations

will be Charles Weigert and Sidney Barbet, pioneers in

film bartering, who have resigned from Regal Advertising

Associates (house agency of Exquisite Form bras) to

supervise the project. Screen Gems is currently lining up

old film properties to be exchanged for spot time.
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New York Roundup: Second Ampex tape unit has been

installed in the N.Y. film studios of Elliot-Unger-Elliot,

commercial production subsidiary of Screen Gems. In addi-

tion, E-U-E has also installed new 35-mm kinescope equip-

ment to provide film as well as tape copies of video-taped

commercials.

Nucoa’s funny TV commercials have been drawing

laughs, but not sales. Last week, Nucoa (Best Foods div. of

Corn Prods. Co.) switched back to the straight-sell, moving
the $1 million account from Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli

agency, specialists in the low-pressure, off-beat TV sell,

back to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, the “hard-sell” agency

from which it had been yanked 2 years ago. GB&B retains,

however. Best Foods Skippy Peanut Butter, which is worth

some $2 million in total billings. The Nucoa switch is effec-

tive July 1. The bulk of the margarine’s spending is in

spot TV advertising.

UA-TV’s first network show is close to contractual

reality, the film firm’s N. Y. headquarters tells us, with

NBC-TV considering the hour-long proposed anthology for

a mid-evening Sunday slot this fall. Although episodes to

be filmed by various UA movie producers (such as Kirk

Douglas & Burt Lancaster) may run as high as $200,000

in production costs, there’s no pilot film of any kind on the

series. Price to a sponsor may be reduced by UA-TV reten-

tion of potentially valuable overseas theatrical & TV dis-

tribution rights.

WCBS-TV is doing better with its Late Show feature

strip than any of N.Y.’s big movie houses, with one excep-

tion. Currently, the CBS-TV flagship is grossing approxi-

mately $60,000 weekly (before agency discounts) from
participation advertisers, $10,000 more than last week’s

gross on “Pork Chop Hill” at the Roxy, and $24,000 more
than Marilyn Monroe’s “Some Like It Hot” at Loew’s State.

Top movie money in N.Y. : the $142,000 take at the Mpsic
Hall with “Ask Any Girl.”

Sir Winston Churchill is now part of a TV deal wrapped
up in N.Y. during the statesman’s recent visit. TV & motion

picture rights to his 6-vol. memoirs have been assigned to

Jack LeVien, Hearst TV newsman & former Colonel on

Gen. Eisenhower’s staff in Europe. Development for TV is

expected to be along the lines of the Crusade In Europe
series.

Features are expensive these days. A package of 78

films from the Columbia and U-I backlogs was bought for

$1 million by WOR-TV N.Y. last week from Screen Gems.

They’ll be used, appropriately, to freshen up the station’s

Million Dollar Movie feature showcase, and represent

WOR’s biggest buy since it took the plunge on the RKO
backlog 5 years ago.

NTA-BBC co-production series. The Third Man with

Michael Rennie starring, starts British production during

the week of June 22 at Shepperton Studios, with 19 episodes

scheduled. The first 20 were shot in Hollywood at the TCF-
TV lot. A network sale to Lever Bros, has been rumored,

but not confirmed.

Ziv is giving space-age training to 7 telefilm writers

due to be working on the new Space series scheduled to

debut Sept. 30 on CBS-TV. Special briefings will involve

trips to Air Force & missile-launching locations and lec-

tures by experts from the Research & Development branch

of the armed services.

United Press International is entering program syndi-

cation via sales & distribution of taped telecasts of 1959

Notre Dame football games. Other sports pi’ograms, in

collaboration with Newspix Inc., are also in the planning

stage at UPI.

Hollywood Roundup: Revue Productions has quit pro-

duction on its State Trooper series starring Rod Cameron,

and begun preparing Cameron’s new series, Coronado 9,

in which he plays a private eye . . . Columbia will film a

movie version of its Screen Gems telefilm series, Rin Tin

Tin. That completes the circle for this property, which

began in the movies.

Herts-Lion Productions plans a new telefilm series,

13 Demon Street, created by Curt Siodmak ... A $750,000

breach of contract suit against ABC, brought by Maxon F.

Judell, has been dismissed in Los Angeles. Judell claimed

a show titled What’s the Joke? was based on his format.

Goodwill Caravans, soon to make a trip to 16 South

American nations, has signed Crusader Films’ Alfred

Frantz Stury to film 16 half-hour telefilms of the journey

. . . Bob Cummings will receive $2,595,000 over a 3-year

period for reruns of The Bob Cummings Show he has sold

ABC . . . KTTV has made a deal to telecast 90-min. taped

Cuban baseball games beginning next September.

NBC’s new Western series. Bonanza, goes into produc-

tion June 29 at Paramount. Producer David Dortort is

preparing 12 hour-long episodes . . . Normand Houie
Productions is preparing a new telefilm series. My New
Country.

Ellsworth-Waller Productions has been formed by
James Ellsworth & Ron Waller, to produce a new series.

Theatre of Champions. Jerry Stagg will be exec, producer
. . . Steckler-Smith Productions, recently formed by Roy P.

Steckler & Bob Smith, are planning Missile Men, a TV
series.

Veteran director Norman Taurog has formed Prithon

Productions, an independent company, to film TV series . . .

Jonan Productions, an independent company formed by
agent Mitchell Gertz, is in negotiations with ABC on a new
TV series. Marshal of the Last Frontier.

Screen Gems and Writers Guild of America West have
finally signed their long-pending deal whereby SG will

produce an anthology of 39 half-hour TV films from scripts

supplied by WGAW members. WGAW will get a royalty
of $1500 on each episode. SG’s Harry Ackerman will be
exec, producer.

20th-Fox TV in a unique title switch, has changed the

name of The Last Frontier telefilm series to The New
Frontier, believing this to be more appropriate for a series

localed in modern Alaska . . . Johnny Fletcher Productions
has been formed to produce a telefilm series based on
Frank Gruber’s Johnny Fletcher stories. Gruber is pres.

Warner Bros, is still searching for a producer for its

Maverick series, to replace Roy Huggins, who has been put
in charge of low-budget exploitation movies which will also

serve as pilots for TV series . . . Charles Bole, attorney &
asst, to Metro exec. Sol Rittenburg, joins Four Star as

v.p. in charge of business affairs.

Tele-records has been formed in Hollywood to film

promotional programs for recording companies. Film
sequences would be synchronized with records the artists

had made, and the promotional films would be furnished

to stations free of charge. Alan Lane, a Skiatron v.p.,

heads the new company which plans to film 25 shows a

month to match dubbed records.

ITC’s syndicated tape series Ding Dong School has

been sold to KTLA Los Angeles for 52 weeks, placing the

program in 50% of the 75 markets anticipated for next

season. The show is being offered on tape with an option to

take it on kinescope. ITC estimates 20-25% of the stations

contracting for the series will select tape. H. G. Saperstein

& Associates are handling the taping.
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JAPANESE IMPORTS UP FOURFOLD IN YEAR: Imports of electronic equipment mostly
transistor radios) from Japan to U.S. totaled $7.9 million in first-quarter 1959—up from $2,1 million in the same
1958 period. That's in terms of factory value—translated to retail, it means perhaps $24-$32 million in this

year's first 3 months.

These figures are detailed in new tables we compiled from official Japanese trade statistics for 1958
& 1959 and never before published in U.S. to our knowledge. The tables, showing imports of selected Japanese
electronic items <S total electronics imports from Japan on month-by-month basis, delineate these facts:

Radios still account for more than 80% of dollar volume of Japanese exports to U.S.—and radio
shipments increased more than fourfold (to nearly $7 million from $1.7 million) in first-quarter 1959 over
first-quarter 1958. Radio figures shown in table are 20%-30% too high in terms of U.S. market, since that per-

centage is believed to be re-exported from U.S. to Latin America. Other figures in table don't include re-export.

Growth of other electronic export specialties is demonstrated by table. Phonos still are small potatoes

—but going up. Tube imports from Japan are up about 40-fold, and probably next big area of competition

(Vol. 15:18). Transistors don't amount to much yet—except units shipped in Japanese end-products.

Japanese diversification in U.S. electronics market will be demonstrated graphically in whole new
series of products to be introduced at Japan Electronic Show June 16-20 in N.Y.'s Statler Hilton Hotel.

First Japanese TV sets will be shown in this country by Hayakawa Electric, Hitachi, Mitsubishi

Electric and Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., although plans for export haven't yet been stated. Many man-
ufacturers will be showing hi-fi equipment at the show, plus these interesting new specialties: FM tuner, by
Fukuin Electric Works; stereo radio by Hayakawa; TV microwave and other station equipment, by Hitachi; TV
tuner, by Kataoka Electric; auto radio, by Kobe Kogyo; industrial TV gear, by Mitsubishi; recording tape, by
Nippon Electric; TV-radio test equipment, by Ohmatsu Electric.

Here is the monthly breakdown for 1958 & first-quarter 1959 of Japanese imports by selected product

types and total electronics-commimications imports (columns do not add due to rounding of cents):

U.S. IMPORTS—SELECTED JAPANESE ELECTRONIC ITEMS

1958

RADIOS PHONOS TUBES TRANSISTORS TOTAL $

Month Units Cost Units Cost Units Cost Units Cost Electronics-
Communicat’ns

January 34,431 $285,264 0 — 5,120 $1,644 1,600 — $394,881
February 62,649 561,316 0 — 245 2,593 0 — 674,618
March 102,628 852,320 0 — 11,624 3,979 0 — 1,054,486
April 147,213 882,132 0 — 35,610 11,371 0 — 1,112,868
May 131,249 751,988 3 $101 14,422 4,771 0 — 985,286
June 193,526 1,039,965 55 1,828 88,568 23,873 150 $204 1,278,110
July 208,319 1,240,898 200 6,658 189,647 48,700 109 160 1,454,404
August 236,028 1,651,874 825 25,777 35,195 13,642 2,109 1,252 1,888,177
September 309,021 2,081,881 30 938 210,638 46,065 1,419 874 2,303,552

October 474,110 3,546,178 297 10,738 304,162 79,276 1,474 969 3,901,699
November 353,088 2,882,544 343 12,468 130,275 31,811 918 543 3,101,619
December 254,258 2,269,341 41 1,322 197,760 48,524 2,841 2,120 2,542,865

1958 TOTAL 2,506,520 $18,045,701 1,974 $59,830 1,223,266 $316,249 10,620 $7,021 $20,692,570

1959

January 169,991 1,424,503 19 515 178,148 44,570 1,229 960 1,641,707

February 351,467 2,737,442 1,003 29,005 73,350 21,039 1,680 1,142 3,044,344

March 373,895 2,809,089 798 13,689 476,475 128,383 38,870 ,27,434 3,287,110

1st Qtr. ’59 TOTAL 895,353 $6,971,034 1,820 $43,209 727,973 $190,992 41,779 $29,536 $7,973,162

1st Qtr. ’58 Total 199,708 1,698,900 0 — 16,989 8,216 1,600 899 2,123,985
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First detailed breakdown of imports of Japanese radios by types (tube, transistor & "toy") was made
for first 3 months of 1959. Similar data is not available for 1958.

U.S. IMPORTS OF JAPANESE RADIOS, 1959

By Category
(includes re-exports to Latin America)

3 OR MORE LESS THAN 3 TOTAL RADIOS
Month TUBE RADIOS TRANSISTORS TRANSISTORS

Units Cost Units Cost Units Cost Units Cost

January
February
March

15,835
34,220
33,177

$108,847
192,839
174,583

84,334
179,618
172,397

$1,245,628
2,432,119
2,492,790

69,822
137,629
168,321

$70,028
112,484
141,716

169,991
351,467
373,895

$1,424,503
2,737,442
2,809,089

TOTAL .. 83,232 $476,269 436,349 $6,170,537 375,772 $324,228 895,353 $6,971,034

MAJORS STRESS TV-STEREO INNOVATIONS: Three more industry majors—Admiral,

RCA, Zenith—showed their new TV-stereo lines last week. As expected, emphasis was on the unique, the

new. These are highlights, as we see them:

Admiral is going all-out for new 23-in. tube, showing 31 versions of 11 basic models, as opposed

to 7 basic 21 -in. models. We attended Midwest dealers' convention in Chicago, found dealers enthusiastic

about appearance of new set & tube. The 23-in. receiver and its picture are clean-looking, uncluttered—and
in side-by-side comparison, 21 -in. appears to shrink. Price differential between 23- & 21 -in. is $40.

Color sets were shown by Admiral in 5 models (14 versions). They'll be available in August, are

as yet unpriced. Pres. Ross Siragusa predicted there'll be no reduction in cost of color sets in foreseeable

future, adding that current list prices (presumably meaning RCA's) are too low for profit. "We are cor-

recting this profit margin," he said, without elaboration.

"We believe that color TV has crossed the threshold of a burgeoning era," he told distributors

Jvme 1. "I am happy to annoimce that once again, side by side with RCA, Admiral has moved into color

TV all the way." He said big ad-merchandising campaign is planned, with 4000 dealers expected to have
color sets on display by fall. Admiral sets carry "unconditional" year's warranty on parts, including its

RCA-made picture tube. Siragusa predicted a 20% increase in color set sales this year.

RCA's line was loaded with new gimmicks, for first time carried no suggested list prices. Following

practice adopted by GE, RCA will let distributors suggest prices. Outstandingly attractive unit of line was
"hideaway" TV set, which looks like fine living-room table. Counterbalanced 21 -in. screen swings out for

viewing. Company spokesman said this would be priced at "less than $400."

Two clock-timer sets were shown. "Programmer" permits viewer to pre-select up to 12 hours of

viewing, turns set off & on, changes channels at predetermined times. Portable set designed for bedroom
use has clock timer for wake-up viewing, slumber switch to turn set off at night.

"Mural TV" line of one color & 3 b&w chassis is designed for custom installation by builders, to

capitalize on rapid pace of new-home building and craze for built-ins.

New color line has 10 sets with new styling, pre-set fine tuning, includes 3 remote-control receiv-

ers. Prices are similar to last year, again starting at $495. As additional color-TV boost, distributors were
told NBC-TV plans 30% increase in color programming this fall (see p. 6).

Zenith is putting emphasis on high-end quality furniture sets, with new 20,000-volt chassis used

almost completely through line. While eschewing 23-in. tube. Zenith showed 3 basic 24-in. models. Stressed

again was Space Command remote control, now extended even to portables. New lower-priced "Space

Command 300" was introduced.

While continuing to lean heavily on 90-degree tube. Zenith incorporated 110-degree units in its line

for first time, in all 17-in. portables.

"Home entertainment center" concept—TV-stereo combinations, with or without radio—is getting

more stress this year. TV sound, too, is now important, "hi-fi" TV chassis and multi-speaker systems becom-

ing commonplace, even on medium-priced sets. Even in its new portables. Zenith has speakers facing front,

for better sound. (More details on new lines and distributor conventions on p. 18.)

Among TV-radio manufacturers which will show TV and/or hi-fi-stereo lines at Jime 15-26 Interna-

tional Home Furnishings Market in Chicago's Merchandise Mart are Admiral, Columbia, GE, Magnavox,

Motorola, Philco, RCA, Sylvania, Westinghouse & Zenith. - -

,
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TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: statistics for week ended May 29 (21st week of 1959):
May 22-28 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 109,239 115,952 64,957 2,209,694 1,798,357

Total radio 250,224 274,571 147,506 5,676,549 3,874,852

auto radio 122,227 120,205 43,099 2,260,072 1,230,485

More about

INNOVATIONS IN NEW LINES: Prices of the 4 major TV
lines shown thus far—last week’s 3 lines plus Philco

(Vol. 15:22)— seem to correspond roughly to similar

models of last year. Rather strong exception is Philco’s

portable line which has been cut $10 across the board.

Philco’s little $250 transistor portable aroused con-

siderable comment in trade this week. Admiral showed
a developmental 17-in. 25-transistor battery set but said

it had decided not to go into immediate production be-

cause of high cost of transistors. A company spokesman
said Admiral believes 17-in. is the smallest marketable

size. RCA spokesmen were even more cautious, stating

they have no current plans for cordless TV, but will

watch market to see if public is willing to buy such sets,

considering their high price and short battery life.

Zenith hopes to increase its sales by 100,000 units in

this year’s 2nd half over its first-half record, exec. v.p.

Leonard C. Tniesdell said, predicting industry sales of

possibly 5.6 million sets this year. Truesdell differed sharp-

ly with Admiral both on color and the 23-in. tube. He
foresaw “no breakthrough in color” soon. In fact, he said,

“there appears to be less interest in color than there was
6 months ago.” Introduction of 23-in. tube, he said, was a

“monkey-wrench” thrown into the industry machinery. He
said only about 100,000 bulbs for the new tube would be

turned out by glass makers through August. It’s known,
however, that Zenith—like other set makers—will watch
the public’s response to the new shape very closely, and
may add 23-in. models later.

In another controversial field, setmakers are still at

loggerheads: printed circuits. Zenith again is emphasizing

its “handicrafted horizontal chassis.” As a counter to

Zenith’s no-printed-circuit advertising. Admiral announced

5-year factory warranty on all printed-circuit boards in its

1960 chassis.

^ 4: ^

Manufacturers have made full use of their ingenuity

to help solve the stereo furniture problem. Zenith has 2

new stereo sound systems. “Extended Stereo” system uses

mixer circuits to separate stereo from monophonic material

and permits listener to adjust stereo separation so

that speakers “acutally seem to move out beyond the

cabinet.” Zenith’s “Radial Sound” system employs 2 shelf-

size remote speakers. Admiral’s high-end stereo has a

basic cabinet which can be used 3 ways: Speaker wings
swivel out and can direct sound to any part of room, or

speakers can be separated from main console, or entire

unit can be used in one piece. Winning distributor applause

was Admiral’s “phantom 3rd channel” circuit which gives

illusion of center sound source between 2 stereo speakers.

RCA also uses the swing-out speaker approach—some-

what like Admiral’s. In addition it introduced “the Satel-

lite,” which has separate attractive cylindrical speakers,

which may be placed vertically in any corner or hung on

the wall, requiring a minimum of space. They may even be

made into table lamps. And RCA finally introduced its tape

cartridge player (Vol. 15:21) in one table model at $300.

RCA answered Zenith’s claim to be biggest producer of

TV at its Chicago set showing last week. In response to a
newsman’s question, group exec. v.p. Charles M. Odorizzi

cited special surveys made for RCA by Trendex and Starch
showing more consumers buy RCA sets than any other

make. Measuring consumer purchases—not distributor or

dealer buying—is the only real yardstick, he said.

EIA & THE MOBILE SPECTRUM: To justify a recommenda-
tion that 41 me be added for the use of land mobile

services, EIA witnesses in FCC’s 25-890-mc hearing

last week came up with this yearly table of the number
of transmitters used or projected in the public safety,

industrial and land transportation groups

:

1948—86,000; 1958—695,000; 1963—1,390,000;
1968—2,650,000; 1978—5,000,000.

Testimony was offered by EIA pres. David R. Hull;

Russell C. Dubois Jr., RCA; Richard P. Gifford & Robert
Casselberry, GE; Henry Magnuski & Angus A. Macdonald,
Motorola.

They predicted that the demand for facilities will out-

strip technical advances (single-sideband, split channel,

etc.)— also that the only way to provide relief is through
the allocation of more spectrum space. EIA suggests that

frequencies be set aside in 25-100 me (rural needs), 100-300

me (suburban), 300-890 me (urban).

Regarding AT&T’s request for 765-890 me (Vol. 15:

22), Casselberry criticized the phone company for making
“only a paper study.” He said that the FCC should estab-

lish an experimental program to determine whether there

will be need for the mobile phone service proposed. “The
members of the EIA,” he said, “will then participate with

the Bell System, if invited to do so, in development of

equipment, creation of system specifications, tests, and
market studies, the results of which would be offered to

the Commission prior to the close of the 5-year period.

Based on this evidence, the Commission could then act to

establish or to reject the proposed service.”

Casselberry also offered, “for reference only,” this

percentage breakdown of current 25-890-mc allocations:

Commerce & industry, 2.2%; education & entertainment,

59%; federal govt., 25.3%; personal convenience, 0.7%;
public correspondence, 0.5%; public safety, 1.8%; research

& development, 5.2%; travel safety, 4.6%; non-communica-

tion, 0.7%.

Relaxation of British import controls from dollar-

market sources may open way for some U.S. TV-radio-hi-fi

exports to England—but industry trade experts say they

don’t anticipate any large flow. Reflecting Britain’s im-

proved balance of payments, effective June 8 import re-

strictions are being removed from a long list of products,

including TV, radio & radar apparatus and sound-reproduc-

ing equipment. Duties are unchanged on all items. Several

U.S. TV-radio manufacturers have British subsidiaries or

licensees. Others aren’t expected to find England a very

lucrative market because of the adequate British production

& lower-wage-scale European imports which already are

well entrenched. Import restrictions on receiving tubes will

be retained.
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Trade Personals: Glen McDaniel, one-time EIA pres. &
gen. counsel, elevated from v.p.-gen. counsel of Litton In-

dustries & pres, of Westrex div. to Westrex chairman. He’s

succeeded as Litton v.p. & Westrex pres, by George T.

Scharffenberger, former gen. mgr., Kellogg Switchboard &
Supply Co. (ITT communications div.). William F. Boyd,

former operations v.p., replaces Scharffenberger in the

Kellogg post.

Lawrence R. Smith, formerly natl. adv. mgr., Thomas

Organ Co., named adv. & sales prom, dir., Hoffman con-

sumer products div. . . . Jerry Friedman named adv. mgr.,

Trav-Ler Radio Corp. . . . Gilbert C. Larson, ex-Westing-

house radio & TV div., named to new post of industrial

apparatus div. engineering mgr., Raytheon.

Andy Adler promoted from Olympic field service en-

gineer to natl. sex'vice mgr., replacing Donald Packer, re-

signed. Jerry LeBoyer, ex-RCA & Westinghouse, appointed

Olympic sales administration mgr., succeeding Clark Lam-

bert, named to new post of mktg. analysis div. mgr.

Harold F. Bersche promoted from distributor products

dept, merchandising mgr. to distributor products dept,

mgr., RCA electron tube div., succeeding L. F. Holleran,

recently elected pres., RCA Victor Distributing Corp. (Vol.

15:20) . . . Dr. Herbert Trotter Jr., formerly engineering

& development mgr. of Sylvania’s V-T proximity fuze pro-

gram, and more recently exec. v.p. of the Sharpies Co.,

Philadelphia, named senior v.p.-engineering & research,

Sylvania Electric.

Sol Schneiderman, ex-Instruments for Industry and

Radio Receptor Co., appointed customer engineering mgr.,

Adler Electronics . . . Lt. Gen. Clarence S. Irvine (USAF,
ret.) named v.p. & planning dir., Avco Corp.

John H. Riddel, ex-Sylvania, named to new post of

mkt. research & services mgr., RCA semiconductor & ma-
terials div. . . . Louis R. Wanner named to new post of

parts div. chief engineer, Sylvania Electric . . . Jack D.

Ewan, ex-GE, named Motorola PR dir. succeeding Allen H.

Center, who becomes PR v.p., Leo Burnett, effective July 6.

Manufacturers’ shipments of TV sets in 1958 totaled

5,281,000 at total factory value of $691,242,000, compared
with 6,347,000 at $809,009,000 in 1957, the U.S. Census

Bureau reported last week from its census of industry.

The figures agree substantially with EIA statistics, and
show the average price of a TV set in 1958 was $130.89

—

up from $127.46 in 1957. Among other items shown: home
radios, 8,012,000 at $160,074,000 in 1958 vs. 8,604,000 at

$164,443,000 in 1957 (including 2,438,000 transistor port-

ables at $63,101,000 in 1958). The one-page table, which
also gives figures on phonos, auto radios, etc., is Facts for

Industry Series M36M-08, available for 10^ from Bureau
of the Census, industry div., Washington 25.

Leonard C. Truesdell, Zenith exec. v.p. in charge of

marketing, was named “Sales Executive of the Year” at

the New Orleans convention of National Sales Executives

International. NSE long range planning committee chair-

man Tony Whan, in making the presentation, cited Trues-

dell’s “spirit of confident selling and contribution to the

material advancement of his nation.” Pointing to Zenith’s

15% TV sales increase in 1958 over 1975, he said: “He has

demonstrated unusual ability in selling quality over price.

Glaser-Steers Corp., Newark manufacturer of record

changers, has been purchased for an undisclosed cash sum
by American Machine & Metals Inc. It will be operated as

wholly-owned subsidiary with Julius Glaser continuing as

pres., Fred Steers as v.p.

Finance

General Precision Equipment Corp. asked the SEC
(File 2-15155) to register 105,927 shares of cumulative

convertible preference stock to be offered for subscription

by holders of its common stock and $1.60 cumulative con-

vertible preference stock. Underwriters of the offering,

which is on the basis of one share of new preferred for

each 11 common shares and each 16% shares of the $1.60

preference series, are the First Boston Corp. and Tucker,

Anthony & R. L. Day. Proceeds of the sale & of $10 mil-

lion borrowings on a 5%% promissory note due in 1974

would be applied to working capital.

Philips’ Lamp Works, big Nethei’lands-based elec-

tronics-electrical combine, reported for the first time the

ownership of its share capital by investors in various coun-

tries: U.S. 15%, France 15%, Britain 8%, Netherlands

53%. The Dutch figure includes shares held for foreign

owners. It’s estimated that foreign owners hold more
than 50% of total stock First-quarter sales were $237,000,-

000, net profit of $16,417,600, compared with $205,485,000

& $11,651,200 in first-quarter 1958.

Litton Industries reports 54% increase in profits for

the 9 months ended April 30, on 45% higher sales, com-
pared with the same 1958 fiscal period. Eamings-per-share

for 1959 include 39^ from a special income credit of $700,-

000. The per-share earnings for 1958 are adjusted for stock

dividend in Jan. 1958. For 9 months to April 30:

1959 1958
Sales $89,191,000 $61,509,000
Net earnings 4,226,000 2,753,000 t

Earned per share " $2.29 $1.55 •'

Shares- outstanding 1,732,000 1,732,000

Oak Mfg. Co. reports a .23..5% improvement in net

sales for the first-quarter 1959 over the year-ago quarter.

April sales were 40% ahead of a year ago, continuing the

first quarter trend. For 3 months to March 31:

1959 1958
Net sales -. $4,271,905 $3,459,158

- Net earnings 218,140 30,654
1 Earned per share 33^ - . - 5^
Shares outstanding 655,894 " 655,894

Eitel-McCullough, maker of Eimac tubes, reported at

the stockholders’ annual meeting .that first-quarter eam-
ings were'35«i a'sRafe—exceedirig“eai;'nihgsybL26?.for all of

1958 year, and the earnings' bf fifst-quarter. 1958. Jan.-

Mar. sales were $5.5 million—$2 Tnillion more than the like

1958 quarter. Stockholders voted to enlarge the 3-man
board to a minimum of 5, maximum of 7 directors.

Fanon Electronic Industries Inc., Brooklyn maker of

stereo phonos & conversion kits, proposes a 150,000-share

common stock offering at- $3 per share in an SEC registra-

tion statement (File 2-15179) listing L. D. Sherman & Co.

as principal underwriter. Part of the proceeds would be

applied to a bank" loan.
“ .

Radar Design Corp., Syracuse maker of radar com-

ponents and other electronic parts,-has filed an SEC regis-

tration statement (File 2-15159) for 120,000 shares of com-

mon stock for public sale at $3 per share through Charles

Plohn & Co. Part of the proceeds would be used to liqui-

date notes and retire an equipment mortgage.

Emerson reports net income of $1,001,317 (49<? a share

on 2,044,023 shares) for 26 weeks ended May 2, compared
with $165,090 (8(^ on 1,950,887 shares) for the correspond-

ing 1958 period.
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General Instrument Corp. reports record sales for the

year ended Feb. 28, pre-tax income double that of fiscal

1968 ($2,004,808 vs. $1,020,840) and a 26% increase in per-

share earnings. At the end of the period, current assets

were nearly $16.9 million, current liabilities $3.8 million,

net working capital $13 million, total assets $22.7 million,

total liabilities $9.5 million, net worth $13.2 million. The an-

nual report states that GI TV tuners were used in the last

year in sets made by Admiral, Emerson, GE, Magnavox,

Olympic, Philco, EGA, Sylvania & Westinghouse as well

as sets made in Canada, Europe, South America & Mexico.

It added that sales of TV deflection components increased

over the previous year and that GI continued to be the

nation’s largest producer of IF transformers, although “the

increasing number of radio sets imported from Japan is a

matter of continuing concern.” Military-industrial elec-

tronics accounted for 42% of the company’s volume for the

year. For 12 months ended Feb. 28:

Net Sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959 1958
$46,562,300 $39,195,749

1,317,828 1,020,840
93«1 74^

1,416,173 1,373,273

Reports & comments available: Philips’ Lamp (N. V.

Philips’ Gloeilampenfabrieken) reviewed by W. E. Hutton

& Co., 14 Wall St. N.Y. . . . Westinghouse by Walston &
Co., 265 Montgomery St., San Francisco.
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Electronics Funds Booming: Record-breaking performances

were reported last week by 2 major electronics investment

funds. Television-Electronics Fund announced total net

assets & shares outstanding at record highs of $297.2 mil-

lion and 18,432,342 at the close of fiscal midyear, April 30,

increases of 91.2% and 24.1% over the 1958 period. Elec-

tronic Investment Corporation had total net assets of

$29,273,203 at the end of fiscal year Api-il 30, an increase

of 89% over a year ago.

Television-Electronics Fund’s portfolio changes:

New stocks added: 30,000 shares of Cincinnati Gas &
Elec., market value $1,023,750. 16,400 Consolidated Edison

of N.Y., $1,051,650. 52,000 Ford Motor Co., $3,347,500.

26,250 lowa-Illinois Gas & Elec., $987,656. 23,300 Roches-

ter Gas & Elec., $1,025,200.

Holdings were increased in Acoustica, Admiral, Borg-

Warner, Champion Spark Plug, Eaton Mfg. Co., Gen.

Railway Signal, International Nickel, Leeds & Northrup,

20th Century-Fox.

Part of holdings were sold in American Electronics,

Dictaphone, Globe-Union, Technicolor, TeleAutograph,

Texas Instruments. Holdings were eliminated in Consoli-

dated Electronics and Liquidometer Corp.

Electronics Investment Corp. purchases since previous

quarterly list: 600 shares of ACF Industries (making
total of 12,000). 3,000 American Bosch Arma Corp. (total

13.000) . 7,100 Bell & Gossett (total 20,870). 1,200 Bendix

(total 7,500). 1,300 Borg-Warner (total 9,000). 3,800

Electronic Associates Inc. (total 3,800). 300 Haloid Xerox
(total 750). 1,600 Hewlett-Packard (total 15,100). 5,200

Ling Electronics (total 5,200). 5,000 Lockheed (total

15.000) . 1,900 Minneapolis-Honeywell (total 3,000). 100

Packard Bell (total 12,200). 100 Philips’ Lamp (total 550).

8.000 Seeburg (total 8,000). 3,000 Siemens & Halske (total

3.000) . 1,000 Sperry Rand (total 17,000). 5,000 Standard

Coil (total 5,000). 3,000 Stewart Warner (total 12,000).

7.000 TelePrompTer (total 7,000). 1,000 United Aircraft

(total 5,000).

Sales: 5,400 Beckman Instruments (retains none).

3.000 Cohu Electronics (retains 15,182). 5,000 Cook Electric

(retains none). 1,580 Fischer & Porter (retains none).

3,142 Friden (retains 9). 7,900 General Transistor (retains

none). 3,400 High Voltage Engineering (retains none).

1,800 Siegler Corp. (retains none).

Paramount Pictures estimates decreased consolidated

net earnings for the first quarter, compared with the same
period in 1958. On 157,600 fewer shares, earnings-per-share

were 1^ better. Total consolidated income below includes

special income of $2,327,000 in 1959, and $6,947,000 for the

1958 quarter. No breakdown was given for Paramount’s
TV activities. For 3 months to March 31:

Total income
Net earnings
Earned per share
Shares outstanding . . .

.

1959
$3,645,000
1,318,000

1,727,316

1958
$8,352,000
1,405,000

75^
1,884,916

Common Stock Dividends Stk.iof
Corvoration Period Amt. Payable Record

Clevite Corp — $0.30 Jun. 25 Jun. 15
Collins Radio Stk. 4% Aug. 15 July 31
Columbia Pictures . .

.

Stk. 2V2% July 30 Jun. 30
Cornell-Dubilier Q .20 Jun. 25 Jun. 15

Corning Glass .25 Jun. 30 Jun. 15

Decca Records Q .25 Jun. 30 Jun. 16

RCA Q .25 July 27 Jun. 19
Sonotone Corp .07 Sep. 30 Sep. 2

Speer Carbon — .25 Jun. 19 Jun. 8

Wells-Gardner — .20 Jun. 15 Jun. 9
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TV ALLOCATIONS—A MID-STREAM APPRAISAL: Let’s put the TV allocations picture

in perspective, in all of its uncertainties. First thing to remember is that FCC definitely committed itself to a
certain program, in a formal statement to the Senate Commerce Committee (Vol. 15:17):

(1) To try to acquire up to 38 more vhf channels from govt, users, to add to the present 12 vhf

channels—in exchange for uhf TV channels.

(2) To ameliorate the scarcity of outlets in major cities by an "interim" plan, adding vhf assignments
in Ch. 2-13 by breaching its hitherto sacred spacings between co-channel & adjacent-channel vhf stations.

(3) To seek legislation requiring all receivers built to be capable of getting all TV stations—those

on present Ch. 2-13 plus new vhf channels (or uhf).

This was almost 2 months ago. Where do we stand now?

FCC's liaison, Comr. Frederick Ford, is still dickering with govt, spectrum users, principally military.

He plays it close to the chest, hasn't indicated results to date. A status report is due by July 15—but we under-

stand that it can't possibly give a definite answer on new-channel availability. Matter of fact, we'd be
surprised to see a flat answer this year.

FCC has given the "interim” drop-in, mileage-cut concept a real whirl—but nothing's definite there

either. Some weeks ago (Vol. 15:20), Commission indicated there are 37 major markets among top 103 with
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1 or 2 vhf channels which it would like to build up to 3 vhfs each. More recently (Vol. 15:23), it was learned

that FCC is studying mileage cuts down to 130 miles (in Zone 1, presumably comparable cuts in Zones II

& III) in an effort to provide 3 vhfs for 20-odd markets among top 75. (For the 2 lists, see p, 6.)

You'll hear about more such lists before anything is final. FCC has not yet devised precise criteria for

selecting markets, and everyone is wondering how it can produce a defensible "cut-off" below which it won't

go, in mileages, in market size, etc.

Several Commissioners tell us they don't know whether 130 miles is "correct." "We've got to see

what the staff comes up with," says one. "We've got to know what it will cost in lost fringe service." Another

states: "I went along with the 130-mile study, but I'm not committed to such a cut—except maybe in 1 or 2

instances. I've never thought that an interim plan should involve 20 or 30 drop-ins. I'm thinking of 5 or 10. If

you do more than that, it's no longer 'interim.' It would be very difficult to revert back to the old mileages if

we were to acquire more vhf from the military."

A top staff member puts it this way : "When the Commissioners see how many existing stations have

to be shifted to other channels, maybe they won't buy it at all. The more you shift, the better allocation you
can make. Would they go for dozens of shifts? Hundreds? I don't know."

One savvy FCC lawyer points to legal problems. "If you cut mileages, you're modifying an existing

station's license—and it's entitled to a hearing, and don't think those won't take years! Same thing for channel

shifts. Maybe we'll have to seek legislation to eliminate such hearings."

The search for all-channel-receiver legislation is FCC's smartest move yet, vis-a-vis Congress. Clob-

bered by Senate Commerce Committee for years. Commission has in effect said: "Okay. There's the tool that

will expand TV for generations to come. Please give it to us."

The Commission proposal isn't a feint or a phoney. It's sincere—and Sen. Magnuson, Rep. Harris &
Co. may eventually find good reasons for respecting it. But they now have the burden of decision.

• • • •

Where does this all lead? Well, v/e can give a consensus of allocations & politics veterans:

(1) "A TV system comprising the present Ch. 2-13, getting more & more crowded with the years."

(2) More vhf channels from the military? "Ridiculous—not a chance."

(3) All-uhf or g revived vhf-uhf system? "Uhf got its death warrant years ago."

And what does FCC think of such gloomy forecasts? Several Commissioners, probably a majority,

say, in effect: If we end up with a 12-channel TV system—compared with 107 channels in AM, 100 in FM

—

you're going to see this industry regulated so tightly that BBC will look good by comparison. It will mean the

end of free broadcasting. It will just be a matter of time. As the U.S. population 6< economy grow, those 12

channels will look more & more monopolistic. We're trying to keep that from happening. But if it does, the

public should know that Congress refused us help when we needed it.

TV Allocations Study Organization, meanwhile, finally has its complete printed report available to

anyone with $10. First shipments of the 731-page document went out June 12. Exec, director Dr. George Town
had 2100 copies run off, and they may be obtained from him at 104 Marston Kail, Iowa State U., Ames, la.

—

checks to be made out to "TV Allocations Study Organization."

FINANCIAL DATA ON TV-ELECTRONICS FIRMS: Scorecard on the constantly expanding

electronics industry—our completely updated & enlarged annual tabulation of Financial Data on Television-

Electronics Companies—is included with this issue as a Special Supplement.

We have waited until nearly all first-quarter 1959 reports were in before updating report this year

—

and some of these first-quarter results show interesting contrast between healthy 1959 & sluggish 1958.

This year 129 companies are detailed in the financial supplement. The tabulations made for us by
Greenebaum & Associates, financial consultant firm specializing in electronics and headed by Edgar N.

Greenebaum Jr., show for each company (from 1950 through first-quarter 1959) sales, pre-tax profits, net

profit, net per share, dividends, total assets, price ranges.

Tabulations include all top companies in broadcasting and in home, industrial & military electronics.

Extra copies of Supplement are available at $2 each, 10 for $15/ 25 for $25.
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FCC BILLS GET BRUSH-OFF TREATMENT: Congressional reluctance to get down to busi-

ness on much-talked-about FCC "reform" legislation (Vol. 15:22) was seldom better demonstrated than by

perfimctory hearings in Senate last week on 8 bills—7 of them hopefully submitted by Commission itself in

gestures toward self-improvement & streamlined housekeeping.

All told, only 3 hours were spent by Senate Commerce communications subcommittee in 2 days of

scheduled hearings on FCC measures—averaging out to little more than 20 min. of study per bill. At no time

did more than one member of 8-man unit turn up to hear testimony & ask questions. Those who did show

—

chairman Pastore (D-R.I.) and Sen. Thurmond (D-S.C.)—took turns presiding. Other members presumably

had more pressing Senate business to tend.

And speed of hearings was no token of legislative urgency . As Pastore put it in winding up 2-day

meeting: "We are coming to the twilight of this session." He gave no indication that any of the 8 bills—among
a dozen slated for subcommittee attention in on-&-off hearings running to July (Vol. 15:21)—have much
chance of getting onto Senate floor for vote this year.

Let's-get-it-over meetings took just one hour of work by Sen. Thurmond to get through 5 FCC-proposed

Communications Act amendments (S-1734-6, S-1738, S-1740) which were sent to Congress in April (Vol. 15:

16). They would (1) forbid ex parte "influence" approaches to Commission & staff. (2) Strip FCC members
of their legal privilege to collect "honorariums" for extra-curricular speeches. (3) Substitute federal perjury

law for Commission requirements for sworn statements in some cases. (4) Give FCC's review staff greater

latitude in making recommendations. (5) Extend FCC authority over common-carrier microwave & other

point-to-point circuits.

There were almost no questions for FCC Comr. Hyde , who was on stand to answer them. Only
spirited discussion was evoked when only other witness—Percy H. Russell of Federal Communications Bar

Assn.—objected to review staff proposals. He said they're "unwise," that there'd be danger of staff "imping-

ing" on Commission's own responsibilities. Hyde retorted indignantly: "We are not asking for an opportunity

for secret & undisclosed recommendations."

Remaining 2 hours of hearings—much of time taken up by more Kyde-Russell exchanges—were
devoted by Chairman Pastore to ticking off remaining bills in first batch. Russell had no FCBA objections to

FCC proposal (S-1737) to set up fines for rules violations by non-broadcast services. But he opposed one
(S-1740) eliminating McFarland letters. Hyde argued that these pre-hearing notices of application deficiencies

have been biggest factor in building up FCC's case backlog. Russell said McFarland procedure nevertheless

"fills a real need" of applicants. Speaking for FCC majority, Hyde on his part opposed FCBA-sponsored meas-
ure (S-1898) to replace Communications Act's "protest" procedure with provisions for "pre-grant" objections

(Vol. 15:19). Pastore suggested FCC & FCBA get together on "protest" procedures & "come back in January"
at next session of 86th Congress.

Nor is FCC "reform" any closer in House. Panel hearings for half-dozen regulatory agencies (Vol.

15:20) will be opened this week by House Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee (see p. 5). But

otherwise it as yet has done nothing to push along 14-point master plan for overhaul of FCC & other agencies
which was presented last Jan. by Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) following subcommittee's sensation-packed 1958

probes (Vol. 15:1).

SLOW GROWTH OF TV STATION AUTOMATION: There has been no rush into automa-
tion by TV stations. Perhaps 2 dozen outlets can now be said to be more or less "automated"—that is, switch-

ing & timing is cued by pre-set electro-mechanical means, at least during "panic period" between shows.

Remainder of this year may see number of automated stations doubled , broadcast equipment
makers say. Despite formidable obstacles, both equipment manufacturers & operators of automated stations

see gradual changeover to automatic switching by all large & medium-sized stations as virtually inevitable.

Increasing complexity of control-room operations is one reason. Addition of new types of equipment
—such as video tape and special effects generators—leaves more room for costly timing errors. During panic
period, station engineers seem to need 100 hands to pull switches, start equipment, cue spots, IDs, network
feeds—all at proper instant and in proper sequence. Increasing cost of TV time is gradually making automa-
tion more essential to cut down make-goods, prevent overhead from eating up profits.

Station managements have been unenthusiastic about automation—and equipment makers are facing

up to fact that market for automatic station equipment will have to undergo slow, gradual development.
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Biggest barrier is cost—not cost of automation equipment alone, but cost of modernizing & standard-

izing existing equipment which is to be automated. Basic control panel to centralize switching and permit

ganging of many operations into single switch may be priced as low as $2500. But total systems run much
more. If a station buys punched-card or paper-tape controlled system, it's going to need bank of "soiurce"

units capable of being automated (if it doesn't have them already)—remote-controllable film & slide

chains, turntables, etc.—and total automation bill could run as high as $200,000 to $300,000.

Lack of standard operating procedures is another barrier. Stations go pretty much their own way in

operation and control of program sources. This makes it hard to develop standard system for automatic

switching. One manufacturer says : "The number of things the station wants to control varies. Some want to

control network feeds, others only local operations. Some want to switch at a faster rate than others."

"Automation" is still dirty word to some unions—and this is another obstacle station managements
may have to face. In case of TV operations, automatic switching isn't intended to reduce personnel, but

primarily to permit present employes to operate under less stress and consequently with fewer costly errors.

We've asked some leading equipment makers to comment on their activities in automation field and
to give their views of its future. Their statements are digested on p. 9.

DWINDLING OF SINGLE-SPONSORSHIP: There's noticeable prime-time drop-off in number
of fully-sponsored fall network shows, with major advertisers voting increasingly in favor of "spread" rather

than "program identity," our check of networks reveals (see page 8).

Fall-off rate is almost identical on all 3 TV networks. CBS has slipped from 28 full-program sponsor-

ships last fall to 22 this fall—a 27% drop. NBC is down from 14 to 11 full program buys—another 27% drop

—and ABC is down from 10 to 8, a dip of 25%.

Behind trend is new approach to old argument. For years, admen have debated whether it's better

to reach different TV audiences one time each, or to hit the same audience several times. Led by advertising

giants like Proctor & Gamble, Colgate, Lever, General Foods and the big tobacco brands, the shift this season

is more & more toward "magazine concept" of buying, letting sponsor identification fall where it may.

SPECTRUM LINES DRAWN BEFORE HARRIS GROUP: ^'ve never heard so many
opinions on the best way to manage the radio spectrum . They uncovered the basic areas of conflict last week
—as some 20 panel members gave Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) & his Commerce subcommittee their views on various

bills designed to improve efficiency & fairness of frequency distribution to non-govt. & govt, radio spectrum

users. (For list of panelists, see p. 5.)

Although Harris & his colleagues did a lot of talking about "something must be done," chances of

any legislation this session are virtually nil. It's too late in the session, and we came away with the belief

that the subcommittee really doesn't consider the situation urgent.

There are 2 basic aspects of the problem. First, both industry & govt, users want to keep the fre-

quencies they have & to get more. Second, several studies by experts, starting in 1950, have concluded that

executive branch doesn't manage its telecommunications efficiently—but experts' recommendations have been

given only token attention.

Telecasters trust Congress & FCC to preserve their channels, vigorously oppose establishment of any

new board with power to overrule FCC. The executive branch, through Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization

and Defense Dept., doesn't fear a "superboard" but doesn't see much need for it. Here's the nub of last week's

panel discussion:

(1) Members of the "Cooley Committee"—the Special Advisory Committee on Telecommunications

(Vol. 14:38 et seq.)—believe first job is to put the govt, frequency users' house in order, aren't worried right

now about non-govt, users, such as telecasters. They want a law creating a permanent, high-level, 3-man

board to rule over govt, users.

(2) Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization (plus Defense Dept.)—responsible for govt, users—be-

lieves it's doing its job reasonably well now but agrees that whole picture ought to be studied. It wants the

President to appoint 5-man group to make I-year examination. It opposes any organizational changes now, but

it would like $200,000 for more staff. Govt, users now allocate frequences among themselves by negotiating

through the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC). They see no need for "Czar" or board to

arbitrate differences.
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(3) Federal Aviation Agency, itself a superboard created to cover both military & civil use of air-

ways, likes the idea of overall impartial body which has no vested interest in the use of any frequencies.

(4) EIA favors a superboard and suggests it be called "Federal Spectrum Authority," empowered
to allocate frequencies to FCC & to OCDM, which then would parcel them out to users.

(5) Telecasters, through NAB & AMST , insist that Congress, no one else, conduct study of frequency-

use efficiency. They believe it's matter of policy too big for any other organization.

(6) Common carriers, through AT&T, go along with Cooley Committee on the theme of "Let's get the

govt, users' house in order first." They have no feelings one way or another on a superboard.

STEREO RADIO—FM FIRST, THEN AM & TV: Proposals for FM stereo radio systems will

be given top priority by industry-wide National Stereophonic Radio Committee (NSRC). Systems for AM &
for TV are considered secondary at moment.

Full-speed-ahead-on-FM policy was dictated principally by fact that FCC already has FM stereo multi-

plexing inquiry under way, having just postponed deadline for filing comments to Dec. 11 at request of NSRC's
parent EIA (Vol. 15:23). NSRC doesn't want to miss FCC's extended FM deadline because of preoccupation

with AM & TV, although it would like to finish its work on all 3 services by next December.

Other reasons for favoring FM first : Engineers believe FM stereo multiplex systems have undergone

more design & development than other systems, that they're closer to being ready. And FM broadcasters, by &
large, have expressed more interest in establishing stero standards than either AM or TV broadcasters.

NSRC's important system specifications panel (Panel 1), headed by Hazeltine's Charles J. Hirsch,

met last week and reported good progress. Its classification subcommittee under Emerson's Dorman Israel

presented tentative framework for grouping various systems which are similar. After discussion of report, it

was returned to subcommittee for revisions—due by July 20—and full panel will meet again early in August

to begin evaluation of the 17 proposals before it (Vol. 15:10).

NSRC is engineering group with no official standing , but with FCC's unofficial blessing. Composed of

some of industry's top technical brains, it is charged with sifting, classifying & testing all compatible one-sta-

tion stereo proposals submitted to it and giving data to FCC. It may or may not recommend specific systems.

RCA, which once was member but quit because of possible anti-trust implications, has its own AM
stereo system which it has not submitted to NSRC, presumably will go it alone in seeking FCC approval

for its technique.

Congress

More about

Oversight FCC Panelists: Lined up by the House Com-
merce legislative oversight subcommittee for -June 16

panel discussion of FCC procedures, problems & faults

(Vol. 15:21) are 16 participants grouped in 3 categories

of interest in the proceedings—with one legal expert ap-

pearing as a disinterested consultant:

FCC: Chairman Doerfer, chief engineer Edward W.
Allen, chief examiner James D. Cunningham, general
counsel John L. FitzGerald.

Industry: E. B. Crosland, AT&T; Donald H. Mc-
Gannon, Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.; Wai'd L. Quaal, WGN-
TV & WGN Chicago; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
Orleans; Robert L. Werner, RCA; Joseph H. Ream, CBS.

Communications lawyers: Donald C. Beelar, Frank U.
Fletcher, Parker D. Hancock, William C. Koplovitz, Ralph
L. Walker.

Consultant: Louis L. Jaffe, Harvard Law School.

The oversight subcommittee panel hearings under
chairman Harris (D-Ark.) & chief counsel Robert Lish-

man open June 15 with discussion of CAB procedures.
They are scheduled to run through June 23 or June 24
until rest of 6 major regulatory agencies—FPC, FTC,
ICC, SEC—are covered. The last couple of days will be

devoted to general summing up.

Panelists on spectrum analysis conducted by House
subcommittee under Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) last week (see

p. 4) comprised the following: OCDM: director Leo A.

Hoegh, telecommunications chief Fred C. Alexander. De-

fense Dept.: Paul Goldsborough, former communications
director to asst. Secy, of Defense & Wilfrid Dean Jr., office

of asst. Chief of Naval Operations. Federal Aviation

Agency: administi'ator E. R. Quesada. FCC: Chairman
John C. Doerfer & Comr. Robert T. Bartley. EIA: pres.

David R. Hull, H. Leslie Hoffman, Paul Chamberlain, Ira

J. Kaar and Philip Siling. NAB: pres. Harold E. Fellows

& engineering mgr. A. Prose Walker. Assn, of Maximum
Service Telecasters: exec. dir. Lester W. Lindow & engi-

neering consultant Howard T. Head. Communications Corn-

men Carriers: AT&T chief engineer Harold R. Huntley.

Members of former Special Advisory Committee on Tele-

communications: Victor E. Cooley, Dr. W. L. Everitt, Dr.

Frank G. Rear, Dr. Irvin Stewart.

Federal aid to ETV will win out yet if the House Com-
merce communications subcommittee carries out a “field

study” it promised when it pigeonholed legislation at this

session (Vol. 16:23), Rep. McDowell (D-Del.) said last

week. Himself the author of a bill (HR-4284) for $1 million

govt, grants to each state for educational TV equipment,
McDowell told the House he hopes the scheduled survey
will “isolate the major factors in the ETV controversy.”
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NO CATV-MICROWAVE FREEZE: Sen. JVIagnuson CD-

Wash.), chairman of the Commerce Committee, stepped

into the old CATV-station feud and asiced FCC to re-

impose its freeze on microwave grants to service CATV
systems. However, it’s understood the Commission

last week informed him that the decision of the Court

of Appeals in the Mesa Microwave case—involving a

system feeding the Helena, Mont. CATV—prohibits it

from withholding CPs.

Magnuson had asked the Commission to hold off

pending hearing by Sen. Pastore’s (D-R.I.) subcommittee

on CATV, boosters, etc., slated for June 30, July 1 & 7.

The hearing is warming up. On May 27, KULR (Ch.

9) Kalispell, Mont, went off the air again, as it did last

year (Vol. 14:42)—once more attributing its financial dif-

ficulties to competition with a local CATV system fed by
microwave. In a letter to the FCC, KULR pres. Frank
Reardon blasted its CATV-microwave policies. The local

CATV system, part owner of KULR and headed by G. Nor-

man Penwell, last year attributed station’s troubles to

poor management. Reardon then put Penwell in as manager.

* *

Western booster operators plan to hit Pastore hearings

full force—sending a witness from each of 14 state booster

associations making up the National TV Repeater Assn.

(NTRA). The delegation will be headed by resourceful

old Ed Johnson—a former chairman of Senate Commerce
Committee and Colo, ex-governor. Pres, of the association

is Jesse Slusser, former chief engineer of KOA-TV Den-
ver. The 14 states are N.D., S.D., Neb., Kan., Colo. N.M.,

Ariz., Utah, Ida., Mont., Wyo., Wash., Ore., Nev.

Partial witness list includes: Ed Craney, KXLF-TV
Butte; Rex Howell, KREX-TV Grand Junction, Colo.;

Marshall Pengra, KLTV Tyler-Longview, Tex.; Frank
Reardon, KULR Kalispell, Mont.

According to NTRA v.p. James Beamer, Livingston,

Mont., the association plans to make these points during

the hearing: (1) CATV microwaves should be prohibited

to protect stations transmitting the signals used by boost-

ers. (2) FCC should license all boosters operating at the

time any new law authorizing them becomes effective.

FCC had proposed to approve only those operating as of

Jan. 1, 1959. Beamer believes that the engineering stand-

ards proposed by the FCC are generally satisfactory

—

though he thinks that the power ceiling should be raised

above one watt for certain locations.

* *

CATV-booster bills (HR-7666 & HR-7667) by Rep.
Thomson (R-Wyo.) have been added to a growing pile of

measures introduced in. the House & Senate (Vol. 15:19)

to carry out FClC’s legislative recommendations. They are

identical with earlier bills submitted at FCC’s request by
Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) of the House Commerce Com-
mittee and Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate
Commerce Committee. '

AVorld-wide telecasts via satellites within 2% years
were predicted by White House pres. secy. James Hagerty
last week in a commencement address at Allegheny Col-

lege, Meadville, Pa., where he received an honorary doctor’s

degree and his son Bruce was graduated. He said he has

about a “40% chance” of helping arrange such a telecast

in which President Eisenhower would participate before
he leaves office. .

•

The FCC

More about

THE ‘DROP-IN’ LISTS: There are all kinds of “lists” of

cities floating around the FCC as the Commission
seeks to add vhf channels to major markets via mile-

age cuts (see p. 1). At first, the Commission had its

eyes on the “top 103” markets (Vol. 15:20). Now it’s

aiming at “top 75.”

The staff has been asked to present alternative

plans to the Commission within a couple of weeks, and
it has been directed to see what can be done with the

following markets (including nearby associated cities) :

Birmingham, Ala.
Bakersfield, Cal.
Fresno, Cal.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Louisville, Ky.
Shreveport, La.
Flint, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jackson, Mich.
Binghamton, N.Y.

Rochester, N.Y.
Syracuse, N.Y.
Charlotte, N.C.
Raleigh, N.C.
Dayton, O.
Toledo, O.
Johnstown, Pa.
Providence, R.I.

Wheeling, W. Va.
Knoxville, Tenn.

By adroit juggling, some of these cities could be

assigned vhf channels without cutting mileages.

Most of the markets above were included in the original

37 under FCC consideration (Vol. 15:20). The 37:

Hartford, Conn.
Lancaster, Pa.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Charlotte, N.C.
Providence, R.I.

Birmingham, Ala.
Dayton, O.
Louisville, Ky.
Champaign, 111.

Toledo, O.
Syracuse, N.Y.
San Diego, Cal.
Binghamton, N.Y.
Rochester, N.Y.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Johnstown, Pa.
Shreveport, La.
Fresno, Cal.
Erie, Pa.
Madison, Wis.

Knoxville, Tenn.
Raleigh, N.C.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Austin, Tex.
Terre Haute, Ind.

Evansville, Ind.

Sioux City, la.

Baton Rouge, La.
(Ch. 9 since added)

Jackson. Miss.
Quincy, 111.

Columbus, Ga. (due for
another vhf without
mileage cut)

Macon, (Ja.

Augusta, Ga.
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Springfield, Mo.
Topeka, Kan.
Brownsville, Tex.

Witnesses from broadcasting industry slated to testify

June 25-26 in FCC’s 25-890-mc hearing (Vol. 15:23) are

Harry Skornia, National Assn, of Educational Bcstrs.

(NAEB); Ralph Steetle, Joint Council on Educational TV;
Ben Strouse, FM Bcstrs.; Elliott M. Sanger, WQXR, N.Y.;

Harold E. Fellows & A. Prose Walker, NAB; Howard Head,

Lester Lindow & Harold G. Ross, Assn, of Maximum Serv-

ice Telecasters. The Commission hopes to end hearings

June 26 but may have to run into the following week,

according to counsel Dee W. Pincock. Appearing last week
were witnesses for Alaska Aviation Inc., Petroleum Equip-

ment Suppliers Assn., Special Industrial Radio Services

Assn., National Committee for Utilities Radio, NAM,
American Transit Assn, and Aeronautical Radio Inc.

FCC again turned down the request of CP-holder

WSLA (Ch. 8) Selma, Ala., for a new site & permission to

build a 2000-ft. tower. Acting on the grantee’s petition for

considei’ation, the Commission concluded that WSLA prin-

cipals hadn’t proposed adequate financing for the tower,

wliich they said would cost $190,000. Furthermore, the

Commission said, they hadn’t presented an adequate show-

ing that the tower would be structurally sound.
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Sec. 315 Offensive: A late-session push to exempt news-

casts from equal political time requirements of the Com-

I munications Act gets under way in the Senate this week

(Vol. 15:23)—and the legislative campaign may be joined

in the House by the end of June.

Five-day hearings on proposed Sec. 315 amendments

will be opened by the Senate Commerce communications

subcommittee June 18. A revised schedule by Chairman

Pasture (D-R.I.) lists Sens. Holland (D-Fla.) & Allott

(R-Colo.) as lead-off witnesses. They are authors of bills

(S-1929 & S-1604) to erase FCC’s Lar Daly ruling that a

candidate is entitled to equal time if his opponent appears

in a news show. Other first-day witnesses, previously

billed: FCC Chairman Doerfer, a Justice Dept, spokesman,

CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton.

First Senate hearing witness June 19 will be Rep.

Cunningham (R-Neb.), author of a House bill (HR-5839)

which set the pattern for Sec. 315 revision proposals on

Capitol Hill—including a new one (HR-7602) by Rep.

Chenoweth (R-Colo.). Others scheduled for the stand:

ABC news v.p. John Daly—and Lar Daly himself. The

witness list for concluding June 23-25 sessions under Pas-

ture hadn’t been completed last week. But it probably will

include chairman Robert D. Sweezey (WDSU-TV New
Orleans) of NAB’s Freedom of Information Committee,

which met in Washington, urged prompt congressional

“relief from the restrictions” of the Lar Daly ruling.

Meanwhile the House Commerce legislative oversight

subcommittee headed by Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) will be

busy with panel hearings for FCC & other federal agencies

(see p. 3). No equal-time hearings have been scheduled

by Harris, but subcommittee soui’ces told us it’s likely that

it will try to work them in by early July.

Mack’s Round Starts: After listening for 2 months to

govt, charges that he conspired with Thurman A. White-

side to rig WPST-TV’s Miami Ch. 10 grant (Vol. 15:15-

23), ex-FCC Conir. Richard A. Mack finally began present-

ing his side of the case last week—but not from the wit-

ness stand. Despite govt, demands that Mack be subjected

to questioning about FCC records in the case, his counsel

Nicholas J. Chase argued successfully that his health

would be injured permanently if he took the stand. Judge
Burnita S. Matthews first ruled in Washington’s U.S.

District Court that Mack himself must explain defense

contentions that he based his vote for WPST-TV on FCC
staff reports—and not on financial help from his friend

Whiteside. She reversed the ruling after Chase offered

opinions by 2 doctors that Mack was unfit physically to

undergo cross-examination.

The defense then submitted a 1955-57 Ch. 10 chron-

ology intended to show that Mack always went along with
staff recommendations & the FCC majority in favoring

WPST-TV. Other defense exhibits, including Mack in-

come tax return.s, were submitted to support agreements
by Chase that Mack’s financial dealings were unrelated

to Ch. 10 case. Earlier, after the prosecution closed its

marathon case, Judge Matthews rejected a series of Mack-
Whitesidc motions for directed acquital.

FCC granted a waiver of rules to WLOS-TV (Ch. 13)

.\sheville, N.C. to identify itself as a Gi’eenville & Spar-
tanburg, S.C. outlet as well as Asheville. Dissenting were
Comrs. Bartley, Lee and Ford. They issued no statements,

but it’s understood that they considered Asheville to be

too far. (about 63 miles) from the other cities.

Networks

Firestone Show Echo: The time may come when “the

gigantic national TV networks will have imposed upon

them a civic responsibility greater than they are now will-

ing voluntarily to carry,” warned Commerce Committee

member Sen. Lausche (D-0.), last week.

Joining a chorus of Congressional protests against

dropping by ABC-TV of Voice of Firestone—and failure

of CBS-TV & NBC-TV to find prime time for the show

(Vol. 15 :23)—Lausche told his colleagues that “possibly

legislation will be enacted declaring that the airways be-

long to the public.” He has written FCC expressing his

“disappointment” over the program’s cancellation, which he

termed “a grave mistake” by the networks. In his Senate

floor speech, Lausche added:

“Huge are the profits [the networks] make in the sale

of their stations. Huge are the profits which are being

made through the operations of their stations. Yet when
the public is to be considered on the one hand, and fiscal

profits on the other, the recognition is of the fiscal profits,

and not the public.”

Note: Sponsor Firestone is headquartered in Lausche’s

home state—a circumstance which he mentioned at the

end of the speech.

Anti-trust suit against CBS Inc. by Lou Poller, CP
holder for off-air WCAN-TV (Ch. 25) Milwaukee (Vol.

11:6), will be carried to the U.S. Court of Appeals, his

Washington counsel Cooke & Beneman said last week fol-

lowing a setback in Washington’s District Court. CBS Inc.

and other defendants in Poller’s $4.35 million triple-damage

action, in which he alleges he was put out of business, won
a ruling from Judge Alexander Holtzoff that in June 3-4

arguments he failed to show grounds for a jury trial. Insti-

tuted in 1956, Poller’s damage claims stem from CBS Inc.’s

1955 acquisition of WXIX (Ch. 19) Milwaukee from the

Gerald A. Bartell group, which also was named in the

suit. Poller charges that CBS Inc. reneged on a promise to

continue WCAN-TV as its Milwaukee outlet and spoiled a

pending sale of WCAN-TV to Storer. WXIX itself was
closed down by the network in March this year and is be-

ing revived by new owner Gene Posner (Vol. 15:22).

Major has.sle between ABC-TV & NBC-TV on the

subject of Black Saddle, a filmed Western that’s been

drawing routine ratings & reviews. Both networks told us

they had the show, to be sponsored on alt. weeks by L&M
for Oasis via McCann-Erickson. NBC-TV said it was to

go into the Thurs. 7 :30-8 p.m. period, moving over from
Sat. 9-9:30 p.m. on the same network. ABC-TV said it was
due to land there in a Fri. 10:30-11 p.m. slot. Sources at

McCann-Erickson, however, took a pox-on-both-your-hou.scs

attitude, saying “the network has not yet been decided.”

Daytime specials for women have definite commercial

value, CBS-TV tells us. A special rating prepared by
A. C. Nielsen on the May 19 Woman, one-timer starring

Claudette Colbert, gave it an average-audience NTI rating

of 8.9 & the strong sharc-of-audience figure of 50.3%.

Normally, the show would not appear in the Nielsen roster,

having been aired as a sustainer. Compared with other

daytime shows in the second of Neilsen’s May national

rating reports. Woman technically drew a 4th place—
virtually insuring that CBS-TV will do other feminine-

angled one-shots in daytime periods this fall, and stands

a good chance of selling them to advertisers.
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More about

SHARE-THE-TAB SPONSORS: Program franchises, jeal-

ously guarded by leading advertisers in radio’s heyday

and in TV’s growth period, are being increasingly

abandoned this fall (see page 4). We find that the

number of hours of full-sponsorship in prime-time is

at best nearly one out of 3 hrs. (IIV2 total) on CBS-TV,
less (8V2 total) on NBC-TV, and nearly one in 6 (5

total) on ABC-TV in fall program lineups.

“It used to be that advertisers in the P&G class

wouldn’t be caught dead sharing sponsorship. Now, most

major advertisers would rather have 1/3 sponsorship of

3 shows than 3/3rds sponsorship of one, to provide rating

insurance and a broader reach in TV,” is how one ABC-TV
sales executive sums up the trend.

Some of the trend away from full-program sponsorship

is caused by shifts in audience taste that leave sponsors

on the low end of the rating totem pole and determined not

to be caught again in the same position. Last fall, for

example, P. Lorillard sponsored Masquerade Party, and
P&G had Tic Tac Dough on NBC-TV. This year both shows
are casualties.

Even successful shows are finding full-program spon-

sors holding back on TV dollars. Last season, Bristol-

Myers was sole sponsor of Peter Gunn, one of the year’s

successes. This fall, the company bought alternate weeks.

Some staunch full-sponsorship buyers remain amidst

the growing ranks of participation vehicles, rotating ex-

posures & alternate-week, multi-product sponsorships. CBS-
TV will have at least 8 sponsors in the fall lineup who
have had the same time period for 5 years or more, and
NBC will have 4. ABC, newest of the majors, has no spon-

sors riding in the same slot over a 5-year period.

Grey-Flannel Guessing Game: Hubbell Robinson Jr.

moved out of his CBS-TV offices last week to take up his

new role as head of his own production firm bossing the

Ford specials on NBC-TV—leaving behind him the still-

unsolved question of who is going to get his $75,000-a-

year (with stock options) job (Vol. 15:22).

For the third week in a row, the same question pro-

vided a fine guessing game for the TV industry, as the list

of candidates (some, actually, self-appointed) grew longer.

One school of thought centered on the agency field,

with Benton & Bowles’ Tom McDermott still a strong con-

tender. Others: McCann-Erickson’s Terry Clyne (now on
the Mc-E board of directors) & Tom McAvity; BBDO’s
Bob Foreman; J. Walter Thompson’s Dan Seymour.

Another school cited ABC-TV (because of CBS-TV’s
new exec. v.p. James Aubrey’s connections there) as a

possible locale, naming Tom Moore programming v.p.,

& Dan Melnick, program development dir., as a likely

team to replace Robinson & Harry G. Ommerle.
Still another school voted for an “outside” program

executive, with such names as program consultant Pat
Weaver (ex-NBC-TV pres.). Talent Associates’ David
Susskind, veteran specials producer Jess Oppenheimer and
even playwright-producer Dore Schary being mentioned.

And, finally, there was still the chance that the spot

might go to CBS-TV’s Hollywood program v.p. Bill Dozier,

although there were rumors that he, too, might leave the

network. Odds that any other CBS program v.p.— Bob
Weitman, Mike Dann, Oscar Katz, or Guy Della Cioppa—
would get the Robinson spot began to lengthen.

From Robinson, who was busy clearing out his desk
and clothes closet last week, no comment.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV
Across the Board, Pantomime Quiz, Music Bingo, Day in

Court, Gale Storm Show, Beat the Clock, & Who Do You
Trust, 15-min. participations between noon & 4 p.m., total
number of program segments not set.

Johnson & Johnson, the Drackett Co., Beech-
nut Life Savers, and Genl. Foods Corp.
(Young & Rubicam)

;
At-mour & Co., Lever

Bros. (Foote, Cone & Belding)
;
Toni Co.

Div. of Gillette (North Adv.)
;
and Block

Drug (SSCB).

Keep Talking (Tues. 10:30-11 p.m.) eff. Sept. 29.

Mutual of Omaha (Bozell & Jacobs).

High Road with John Gunther (Mon. 8:30-9 p.m. eff. Sept.
7 for 3 weeks, then to Sat. 8-8:30 p.m. eff. Sept. 26). Pro-
gram replaces Bold Journey series.

Ralston Purina (Guild, Bascom, Bonfigli).

CBS-TV
DuPont Show of the Month series of 9 specials, 90-min.
each, various dates & time periods, eff. Sept. 28, 3rd yr.
renewal. E. I. DuPont de Nemours Co. (BBDO).

Hemingway Dramatic Specials, total of 4 in 1959-60 season,
90-min. each, starting Nov. 19 in 9:30-11 p.m. period, other
time periods not set.

Buick Motor Div. of Genl. Motors Corp.
( McCann-Erickson )

.

The Garry Moore Show (Tues. 10-11 p.m.), alt.-wk. 30-min.
segments, total of 4 sponsor availabilities.

Kellogg Co. (Leo Burnett) and Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co. (BBDO), both renewals.
Polaroid Corp. (Doyle, Dane & Bernbach)
and S. C. Johnson & Son (Benton & Bowles),
both new sponsors.

Goldie (Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m.), eff. Oct. 1.

General Foods Corp., for unspecified prod-
ucts (Benton & Bowles).

Spotlight Playhouse (Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.) eff. June 30. Sum-
mer replacement anthology for The Red Skelton Show
with Julia Meade, Zachary Scott as co-hosts. Alt-wk.
sponsorship. S. C. Johnson & Son (Foote, Cone & Beld-

ing) and Pet Milk (Gardner).

I Love Lucy (Fri. 8:30-9 p.m.), summer rerun series se-
lected from episodes in original Mon. night show. eff. July
24 to Sept. 25. Not a summer replacement.

Purex Corp. (Edw. H. Weiss)

Armstrong Circle Theater (Wed. 10-11 p.m.) alt.-wk. with
U.S. Steel Hour. eff. Sept. 30.

Armstrong Cork Co. (BBDO)

NBC-TV
Pontiac Star Parade, series of 8 colorcast 60-min. specials,
3 starring Gene Kelly, one starring Victor Borge (taped in

Denmark), other properties not set. Series starts Dec. 10
in 8-9 p.m. slot, other schedulings irregular.

Pontiac Motor Div. of Genl. Motors Corp.
(MacManus, John & Adams).

Bob Hope Show, series of 6 60-min. filmed specials, time
periods not set but starting in Oct.

Buick Motor Div. of Genl. Motors Corp.
(McCann-Erickson).

Texaco Huntley-Brinkley Report (Mon.-Fri., 6:45-7 p.m.),
eff. June 29. The Texas Co. (Cunningham & Walsh).

Colgate Western Theatre (Fri. 9:30-10 p.m.), eff. July 3
through Sept. 4. Reruns of Western episodes in other series.

It replaces The Thin Man.
Colgate-Palmolive Co. (Ted Bates).

USA-USSR Track Meet, live-&-tape from Philadelphia on
July 18-19, 4:30-6 p.m.

General Mills (Knox-Reeves)

Hallmark Hall of Fame, series of 6 colorcast 90-min. spe-
cials, in 1959-60 season, eff. late fall.

Hallmark Cards (Foote, Cone & Belding)
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Stations

more about

TV STATION AUTOMATION: Equipment makers haven’t

made much money selling automation to TV stations

yet, but they’re all looking forward to a growing mar-

ket. Here’s what some leading manufacturers are doing

in the field—and what they think of future prospects

;

General Electric : “Interest in automation is picking up

considerably,” says John Wall, mgr. of broadcast equipment

sales. GE’s Automatic Programmer, designed for TV or

radio stations, operates from paper tape—controlling up to

7 pieces of equipment for a full 18-hour period.

“We still have problems to solve,” Wall tells us. “One

of the biggest is finding a standard philosophy of operation

at stations, so that we can build a unit to fit this norm.”

Another problem, he says, is the existence at stations of

non-automatic film & slide projectors, turntables, etc.,

which can’t be adapted to automation. Many stations still

have devices which must be loaded & controlled by hand.

He says about 15 GE automation systems have sold to date.

GE’s tape editor (which sets up the automatic program

schedule) sells for $1750, the reader control unit (which

controls switching & timing) is $3500.

RCA: RCA developed its automation equipment first

for NEC’s 0-&-0 stations. WRC-TV Washington claims to

be the most fully automated station on the air. The first

non-NBC-owned station to purchase a complete RCA auto-

mation system is WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, which hopes to

have the new equipment operating in a couple of weeks.

Its system controls network video & audio line, 4 film pro-

jectors, 2 slide projectors, audio tape, live studio cameras,

and has spare capacity to control TV tape, when added.

Broadcast & TV equipment mgr. E. C. Tracy finds in-

terest of TV stations in automation gear “sporadic”—some

big ones highly interested, others not at all. “I can’t give

you a list of stations with RCA automation equipment,”

he says. “It’s too early for that. I could answer that ques-

tion in a year. We’re negotiating with a number of them.”

Attacking the problem of lack of automatic “source”

equipment, RCA is offering fully automatic slide & film

projectors, turntables, automatic gain control & light

control specifically designed to be applicable to automation.

Mechron: This is the name given by San Francisco

Chronicle’s, KRON-TV to the station automation equipment

developed by chief engineer James E. Berryhill (Vol.

13:15). The first units were installed at Chronicle’s KBAK-
TV Bakersfield and at KRON-TV. Last year 6 more were
sold—to WTOP-TV Washington, WNBF-TV Binghamton,

WNHC-TV New Haven, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, WFLA-
TV Tampa & KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.

The apparatus is designed principally for the “panic

period” between shows, maintains a span of 3 minutes of

pre-set switching. Berryhill tells us that station operators

are showing “an awful lot of interest—along with con-

siderable caution.” He thinks that the idea of automation
still may seem a little too drastic for some operators—but

“it’s inevitable that we’ll see moi’e of it.”

Visual Electronics: This company provides a push-

button-operated control for “building-block” automation
systems, permitting a station to proceed from partial to

complete automation at its own pace—ending with punch-

card or tape-controlled programming on a full-day basis.

Pres. James B. Tharpe says he expects to have 4-5 systems
installed by the end of summer and 12 by year’s end. Prices

for the control units start at $5000.

Tharpe sees bright prospects for station automation,

although he believes most opei'ators will want to sit it out

for at least 6 months, carefully studying the operations of

stations which are using the various automation systems.

TelePrompTer: The Telemation system is different

from other versions of station automation in that it uses

aluminum foil contacts, attached to the regular TelePromp-

Ter script roll, to key slides, films, camera changes, dim-

ming of lights, etc. No units have been installed yet at

TV stations, although the system is widely used in instruc-

tion & business meetings. Ken Atwood, TelePrompTer’s

eastern sales mgr. for TV, says he is close to concluding

arrangements with several stations.

Telechrome: A developmental system, not yet on the

market, would let stations use network-transmitted pulses

to key IDs, switching, etc., between network shows. The

technique makes use of the vertical interval blanking

period (between frames). The networks could send a va-

riety of pulses which would cue station equipment, making

a smooth transition from network shows to local spots &
announcements and back to network shows again. This

system would require FCC approval.

Value of Conelrad is sometimes questioned, FCC De-

fense Comr. Robert E. Lee tells us, by broadcasters and

others who wonder whether the development of ICBMs
has obsoleted the system—originally designed to deny a

navigation aid to enemy planes. Lee has a ready answer:

The Defense Dept, insists that it needs Conelrad. In his

meetings with broadcasters az’ound the country, Lee quotes

from a recent letter to him from Air Force Secy. James H.
Douglas, who stated that Conelrad will be needed for 10

years. If Conelrad were discontinued, Douglas added, the

U.S. would be giving an enemy valuable navigation aids

for bombers. In addition, Douglas asserted: (1) Simple

direction finders in enemy missiles would give them greater

accuracy in hitting our major cities. (2) Enemy’s naviga-

tion problems would be simplified. (3) Uncontrolled radia-

tion by all kinds of devices would interfere with our missile

tracking and control, early warning and defense communi-
cations. Lee concludes: “The Defense Dept, has the re-

sponsibility for defense. We’re a technical body. They
say they need it. That’s good enough for me.”

Of interest to all news media is the recent ruling by a

Georgia Superior Court against 2 Atlanta newspapers for

printing the criminal record of a defendant on trial for

robbery. The publishers of The Atlanta Journal and The
Atlanta Constitution have been convicted of contempt of

court and ordered to pay a fine of $20,000. Notice of appeal
was filed immediately. Fulton County Superior Court Judge
Durwood Pye said that “to circulate material calculated to

come to the attention of jurors is unlawful.”

Avoiding strike, KSD-TV & KSD St. Louis moved
studio equipment from the building they share with the

St. Louis Post-Dispatch, before the midnight deadline

June 9 for a strike by newspaper stereotypers. Set up at

their transmitter sites, both began programming June 10

on schedule. The stations & the newspaper are owned &
operated by Pulitzer Publishing Company.

“Don’t watch TV, go out & play,” is the unusual theme
of a summer series that was scheduled to be launched in

the past weekend by KMTV Omaha, and aimed at juvenile

viewers. Titled Playground Champions, the 30-min. series

is produced by KMTV in association with the Omaha
Recreation Commission, and features scenes of the variety

of games & sports played by local youngsters in city parks.
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SPOT-TV UP SHARPLY IN 1959: The nation’s advertisers

are really on the spot. During the first quarter of this

year, their total expenditures for spot TV soared to

more than $156.4 million, according to a TvB reflection

of reports from 341 stations. A comparison of 308 sta-

tions reporting on 1st quarter activities in 1958 & 1959

shows an increase of nearly 26% in spot TV spending.

(For spot-TV’s role in the entire media picture among
1958’s top 100 advertisers, see p. 12.)

Not only are viewers seeing more spots, they’re seeing

new ones. Numbered among the top 100 spot-spenders for

the first time are: Bissell Carpet Sweeper, Cannon Mills,

Hertz-U-Drive-It, Pam Enterprises, Pan-American World

Airways, Pepperidge Farms, & Vic Tanney’s Gym.

A quarter-to-quarter comparison, 1958 vs. 1959, also

shows marked increases in the spot treatment given various

product classifications: sporting goods, bicycles & toys up

125%, household furnishing 103%, transportation & travel

78%, pet produces 65%, drug products 42%, food & grocery

products 40%, dental products 39%.
Overall, for the 1959 quarter, announcements accounted

for 77% of the spot spending, I.D’s 10.4%, & programs

12.6%. Most money was spent at night, 51.6%. Late night

got another 11.1% and daytime expenditures accounted for

37.3%. Compared with the like 1958 period, announcements

& daytime scheduling showed the largest increases in the

type & time categories, respectively.

By product classification, food & grocery products

accounted for the major share of national & regional spot-

TV advertising, with a total expenditure of more than

$46.5 million. Drug products were second but not even

close, with nearly $16.5 million. Interestingly enough, TV
& radio set activity accounted for only $162,000.

Outstanding among spot advertisers who increased

their expenditures from quarter to quarter, are these 15

members of the 1959 quarter’s 100 top TV-spot purchasers:

100 Largest TV-Spot Advertisers of 1959’s First Quarter

Gross time costs only, as estimated by Television Bureau of Adver-
tising: (TvB) in cooperation with N.C. Rorabaugh Co.

Rank Advertisers Amount
1. Procter & Gamble ..$10,679,400
2. Lever Brothers Co. .. 5,342,200
3. Warner Lambert .... 4,570,300
4. Adell Chemical 4,351,900
5. Colgate Palmolive .. 4,191,900
6. General Foods 3,646,600
7. Continental Bak 2,844,800
8. Brown & William’n 2,278,700
9. Texize Chemicals .. 2,252,700

10. Am. Home Prod. .. 2,119,900
11. Interntl. Latex 2,035,700
12. Miles Lab., Inc. .. 2,024,800
13. Corn Prod. Co 1,523,700
14. Standard Brands .. 1,413,000
15. Kellogg Co 1,364,900
16. P. Lorillard 1,352,700
17. Bristol Myers Co. .. 1,297,600
18. Philip Morris Inc. .. 1,289,900
19. B. T. Babbitt 1,242,200
20. Food Mfgrs., Inc. .. 1.185,000
21. Vick Chemical Co. .. 1,088,900
22. Andrew Jergens .... 1,085,900
23. Amer. Chicle Co. ’ 1,011,500
24. Avon Prod., Inc 995,600
25. Sterling Drug 992.700
26. Liggett & Myers .... 987,700
27. Chesebrough Ponds 953,200
28. Pepsi Cola Co 940,200
29. Amer. Tob. Co 910,300
30. Wander Co 872,100
31. Borden Co 869,400
32. Robert Hall 867,000
33. Norwich Phar. Co. 863,800
34. Anheuser Busch .... 847,200
35. General Mills 836,800
36. Continental Wax .... 836,300
37. Minute Maid Corp .. 813,500
38. Peter Paul, Inc. .. 809,600
39. Coca Cola Co 787,300
40. J. A. Folger & Co. .. 774,800
41. Jacob Ruppert 763,800
42. Charles Pfizer 761,000
43. Sun Oil Co 740.600
44. Atlantis Sales 736,100
45. Shell Oil Co 682,500
46. Welch Grape Juice 675,700
47. Quaker Oats Co 661,200
48. Tea Council U.S.A. 562,300
49. Scott Paper Co 647,400
50. R. J. Reynolds Tob. 633,500

Rank Advertisers Amount
51. Drug Research .... 625,200
52. Duffy-Mott Co 584.800
53. Max Factor 673,200
54. Carter Prod., Inc. 568,200
55. Salada, Inc 667,700
66. E. & J. Gallo 564,000
57. Revlon, Inc 562,000
58. Wrigley, Co 654.600
59. Lanolin Plus, Inc. 649,100
60. Piel Bros., Inc. .. 530,800
61. Ward Baking Co. .. 627,700
52. Pharma-Craft 523,000
63. Pabst Brewing .... 519,400
64. Heublein, Inc 517 800
65. U. S. Borax 502,'300

66. Nat’l. Bis. Co 498,600
67. Block Drug Co 495,200
68. Interstate Bak 491,400
69. Falstaff Brewing .. 487,400
70. Carling Brewing .. 465,200
71. Esso Stand. Oil .... 456,600
72. Schlitz Brewing .. 452,700
73. Standard Oil Ind... 452,600
74. Coty, Inc 441,800
75. Pam Enterprises .. 441,800
76. Hertz-U-Drive 436,500
77. Nat’l Dairy Prod. 434,700
78. Nestle Co., Inc 432,300
79. Rubinstein, Inc. .. 430,800
80. Reily & Co.. Inc. .. 429,900
81. Plough. Inc 425,800
82. Exquisite Form .... 419,500
83. Pepperidge Farm .. 399,900
84. Wilson & Co 398,100
85. Taylor Reed 393,900
86. Chock Full O’Nuts 385,000
87. Amer. Bak. Co. .. 382,000
88. Monarch Wine .... 380,700
89. Atlantic Ref. Co. .. 372.200
90. United Fruit (jo. .. 371,000
91. Pan-American 368,800
92. Bissell Sweeper .... 364,300
93. Cannon Mills 361,700
94. Phillips Pet. Co. .. 359,800
95. Hamm Brewing .... 359,000
96. M. J. B. Co 357,200
97. Vic Tanney’s Gym 353,100
98. Gulf Oil Corp 338.600
99. Safeway Stores .... 332,800

100. Nat’l. Brewing .... 326,800

Advertiser Jan.-Mar. 1958 Jan.-Mar 1959

Adell Chemical Co $2,217,300
American Home Products Corp 1,392,700
B. T. Babbitt Co 2,500
Bristol-Myers Co 588,600
Dulfy-Mott Co 43,500
Food Manufacturers Inc 636,300
Kellogg Co 263,000
Minute Maid Corp 279,600
Procter & Gamble 7,768,700
Jacob Ruppert 222,800
Scott Paper Co 73,400
Sun Oil Co 25,400
Texize Chemicals 504,000
Vick Chemical Co 206,100
Welch Grape Juice Co 145,700

.$ 4,351,900
, 2,119,900
, 1,242,200
, 1,297,600

584.800
, 1,185,000
. 1,364,900

813,500
. 10,679,400

763.800
647,400
740,600

, 2,252,700
. 1,088,900

675,700

See the adjoining list for the top 100 national &
regional spot TV advertisers of 1959’s first quarter.

TV spots will be used to sell a home-decorating kit for

Christmas use. Osborne-Kemper-Thomas Inc. is backing its

new product with a $1.1 million budget for packaging, dis-

tribution, and advertising. From Thanksgiving through

Christmas, the ad emphasis will be on TV spots. The agency

is Foote, Cone & Belding.

Ad taxes continue to die aborning, as witness the fate

of state proposals (Vol. 15:11) in Maine & W. Va., which

died in committee, in Texas, where the legislature ad-

journed without taking action, and in Mich., where the

proposal never even got formally proposed. Proposals

before the Ala., Fla., & S.D. legislatures are expected to

have no better future.

NBC’s WNBQ Chicago increased sales 50% during the

first 5 months of 1959 vs. the same 1958 period, v.p. & gen.

mgr. Lloyd E. Yoder reported last week. The period in-

cluded the highest April local & spot sales in the station’s

history. Radio WMAQ jumped its sales 30% for the com-

parable periods, paced by a resounding 56% increase in

record-breaking May 1959 over May 1958.

Schaefer Brewing has scheduled 3 more full-sponsor-

ship “movie specials” on WCBS-TV N.Y., following its

May 23 rating success for buying all commercials in “It

Happened One Night.” The next one is to be Frank Capra’s

“Mr. Smith Goes to Washington” with James Stewart &
Jean Arthur on June 26, with others (to be selected) due

in the station’s Late Show series on the Labor Day &
Thanksgiving holiday weekends.

More nighttime ads on Canadian radio are now per-

mitted, it’s been ruled by Canada’s Board of Broadcast

Governors in a move to aid radiomen reverse declining

audiences. Heeding the plea of CAB, the board has in-

creased the allowable amount of advertising on a 5-min.

program from 60- to 75-sec., in 6 p.m. to midnight period.

Use of TV to reach doctors only is being tested by
Ciba as a medium for direct promotion of prescription

drugs to the physicians. The program uses medical jargon

to discourage non-professional viewers. Described as a first,

the test series, titled This Week in Medicine, is a 15-min.,

early morning roundup of medical news, spiced with eso-

teric product messages. The test .series of 4 programs is

being carried by WNBF-TV Binghamton, N.Y. (7 a.m.),

KRLD-TV Dallas (7:15 a.m.), KCMO-TV Kansas City

(7:30 a.m.) & WCKT Miami (10 a.m.).
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TV CODE SHOWDOWN: Sticky problems of what to do

about TV code subscribers who defiantly carry pro-

scribed commercials for hemoi'rhoids Preparation H
(Vol. 15:17-20) again confront NAB’s code I’eview

board & TV board at Washington sessions this week.

The revolt against TV’s self-disciplinary author-

ity, which led TV board to withdraw code seals from

8 stations in April, already has brought the publicized

resignation from NAB itself of John W. (Duke) Guid-

er’s WMTW-TV (Ch. 8) Poland Spring, Me. There

were reports that other penalized subscribers also had

walked out.

The code review board under chairman Donald H.

McGannon of the Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. meets June 15

to take stock of the situation and make recommendations

to the full TV board, which has the Preparation H matter

high on its June 18 agenda.

As is usual when code policies are at issue, nobody

at NAB headquarters would talk freely last week in ad-

vance of the sessions. But one NAB source told us that

“undoubtedly” the review board would move for further

action by the TV board in an unspecified number of other

Preparation H cases. “The review board has not reversed

its unanimous stand on the issue,” he pointed out.

The number of code subscribers stood at 303 just be-

fore the April disciplinary sessions. It now is reported

down to 284—a loss of 11 in addition to the 8 whose seals

were revoked.

“They’ve bitten off a big chunk here,” WMTW-TV’s
Guider told us last week. “They’ll have to back down.
Who are these little tin Caesars to set themselves up to

tell you what you can broadcast?”

In his formal NAB resignation letter, Guider pro-

tested that the review board is “100% wrong” in its policy

against Preparation H, whose commercial WMTW-TV
carries late Sat. night. He complained bitterly that other-

wise nobody had ever questioned “highest ethical” opera-

tions of his station, which joined NAB when it went on
the air in 1954. Guider himself was a communications
lawyer in the Washington firm of Hogan & Hartson before

taking command of the Poland Spring outlet as pres.-

gen. mgr. He was a spokesman for broadcasters as long
ago as NRA days in 1934.

Image Project Progress: NAB’s TV “image-improvement”
committee completed its work at a special meeting June
5, and chairman Clair McCullough (Steinman stations)

sounds optimistic about approval of the committee’s pro-

gram by the NAB board at its Washington meeting June 17.

“The committee is satisfied with its recommendations,”
he said, “and we’re quite hopeful that the boai’d will en-

dorse them. If approved, the program could move ahead
immediately.” He added that he was optimistic not only

about the proposed techniques for putting TV’s best foot

forward but also about the prospects of raising funds—
reportedly about $600,000 annually for 3 years.

Serving with McCullough are: C. Howard Lane, KOIN-
TV Portland, Ore.; Dwight W. Martin, WAFB-TV Baton
Rouge, La.; G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C.; and
Willard E. Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston, Tex.

Colorcast feature movies on a regular schedule began
June 12 on WRCA-TV N.Y. “The Purple Plain,” starring

Gi'egory Peck, initiated the series in the Friday-night
Movie U Saturday Children’s Theatre will also be in color.

ZENITH MOVING ON PAY TV: In its first official state-

ment on pay TV in many, months. Zenith confirmed last

week that it hopes to go ahead with on-air tests of its

Phonevision system under the strict FCC test regula-

tions (Vol. 15:13). Addressing the Security Analysts

of San Francisco June 11, Zenith pres. Joseph S.

Wright indicated his company is still as enthusiastic

as ever about the subscription-TV concept.

He said Zenith is “actively exploring what needs to

be done to initiate an operation under the terms & condi-

tions of the latest FCC order.” He added that preliminary

discussions have been held with people & companies in the

entertainment & broadcasting fields and the company
hopes “to begin shortly to negotiate arrangements which

may make it possible to proceed with an initial operation.”

Zenith is ready to start field-testing its latest equipment

which can be “produced and maintained for pennies a day.”

While giving credit to networks & telecasters for “a

magnificent job of programming within the economic limi-

tations of advertising support,” he classified TV fare as a

whole as “a big medicine show.” He credited telecasting’s

present status largely to the availability of old Hollywood

films. When these are gone, pay TV is the next logical

step in the distribution of fine programs, he said.

He reiterated Zenith’s scorn of proposed closed-circuit

pay-TV projects: “Don’t be taken in,” he said, “by state-

ments that someone is going to wire up San Francisco or

Los Angeles or New York in some huge coaxial wire net-

work for this purpose. The costs of such projects are

fantastic. Subscription TV is inevitable, and when it comes
it will be on an over-the-air basis.”

* *

Pay TV will eventually provide the public with the

cultural programs they , desire, actor Ralph Bellamy told

the House subcommittee on education last week. Testify-

ing in favor of a bill to create a Federal Advisory Com-
mittee on the Arts, he said he didn’t think that there was
a basic anti-cultural feeling on the part of many people

in the U.S. Responding to a question by Rep. Giaimo (D-

Conn.) as to why there aren’t more symphony & ballet

programs on TV, the actor said that toll TV would prove
that there is a very great demand for them. He asserted

that TV is programmed according to some ad agency’s

policy, some sponsor’s opinion of what the public wants,

and someone’s estimate of what will reach the greatest

number of people. Demand for culture is so great, he said,

that a subscription-TV Sanskrit program would make
money at 5<f per viewer.

4:

Sponsor of anti-pay-TV bills killed in the Cal. legis-

lature last week (Vol. 15:22), criticized what he calls the

“Hollywood lobby” (unions) and Skiatron for their opposi-

tion to the 2 measures. State Assemblyman Louis Francis

accused Skiatron of “misleading representations,” adding

that every time Skiatron’s Matty Fox announces a

“definite” plan to begin televising San Francisco Giants

baseball games (such as was promised last April) “only

one thing happens: Skiatron stock goes up a point or 2.”

A made-in-Mexico video tape of bullfights will be tele-

cast by WBKB Chicago in a late July or early Aug. salute

to the forthcoming Pan American Games. The tape was
made by Telesistema Mexicano in Mexico City. WBKB
program mgr. Dan Schuffman told us last week that the

tape will be carried as a one-shot.
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Taft Stock Sale: Taft Bcstg. Co., formally organized

June 3 to take over business & assets of Radio Cincinnati

Inc. and its TV-radio subsidiaries, is offering stock in the

family-controlled broadcasting enterprise for public sale

for the first time (Vol. 15:11). An SEC registration state-

ment (File 2-15204) submitted last week proposed a sec-

ondary offering of 483,322 common shares—about 33% of

the outstanding stock of the new company—to be under-

written by Harriman, Ripley & Co.

The shares will be sold by stockholders and no part

of the proceeds will be received by Taft Bcstg. Co., which

(like Radio Cincinnati) is headed by Hulbert Taft Jr., as

pres. The Taft interests include WKRC-TV & WKRC
Cincinnati, WTVN-TV & WTVN Columbus, WKYT Lex-

ington, WBRC-TV & WBRC Birmingham, 30% of WBIR-
TV & WBIR Knoxville. Approximately 87.2% of 1.5

million outstanding shares of Taft Bcstg. Co. stock is

owned by—or held in trust for—17 members of the Taft

family and 7 members of the Ingalls family, all descend-

ants of or related to the late Charles P. Taft, founder of

the Cincinnati Times-Star Co. The SEC prospectus listed

29 selling stockholders. Largest blocks are being offered

by David S. Ingalls & Robert Taft Jr. (67,226 of 201,677

shares held) as trustees for Jane Taft Ingalls, the estate

of Hulbert Taft Sr. (52,990 of 158,969), Hulbert Taft

Jr. (56,730 of 170,189) ,
David G. Taft (50,471 of 151,414),

Wm. T. Semple et al. (50,419 of 151,258) as trustees of

the Charles P. Taft Memorial Fund.

In addition to listing Hulbert Taft Jr. as pres., the

preliminary prospectus shows David G. Taft, exec, v.p.;

Kenneth W. Church & William H. Hansher, v.p.s; Dorothy

S. Murphy, treas.; Robert Taft Jr., secy. It also gives

this 10-year table of revenue & operating profit for the

Radio Cincinnati stations:

Year Ended
Operating Profit (or

Loss) Before Depreci'

March 31 Net Revenue ation & Amortization
TV Radio TV Radio

1950 $ 835,465 $ (221,853) $206,549

1951 417,333 893,812 (145,170) 243,787

1952 959,320 849,203 167,820 225,618

1953 . 1,239,831 900,173 322,409 256,454
19.54 . 2,246,971 832,706 534,936 246,692

1955 . 2,812,656 948,765 789,260 184,415

1956 , 3,556,552 1,139,208 1,267,005 252,036
1957 . 3,991,123 1,175,103 1,515,334 277,632
1958 . 5,986,656 1,886,344 2,525,360 616,451
1959 . 6,980,769 1,991,732 2,929,796 541,021

Net revenue & operating profit of WBIR-TV & WBIR
Knoxville (the TV station began commercial operation

m Aug. 1956)
: Operating Profit (or

Year Ended Loss) Before Depreci-

Dec. 31 Net Revenue ation & Amortization
TV Radio TV Radio

1956 $339,335 $166,649 $ 76,974 $19,994

1957 975,814 165,627 304,943 27,818

1958 907,983 182,007 253,829 38,849

During the year ended March 31, 1959, the prospectus

notes, the Cincinnati & Birmingham TV stations “contrib-

uted the greater portion of the net revenue & the greater

portion of the operating profit from TV broadcasting,”

while the Cincinnati & Columbus radio stations “contrib-

uted the greater portion of the net revenue & substantially

all the operating profit from radio broadcasting. WKYT
Lexington contributed 1% of the TV net revenue and op-

erated at a loss of about $112,000.

TV station revenue during fiscal 1959 came 25% from

network, 43% from national spot & 32% from local adver-

tising. For the AM stations, 54% of the revenue was local,

44% national spot, 2% from network.

Sale of 52% of WDMJ-TV (Ch. 6) Marquette, Mich,

by Frank J. Russell to Morgan Murphy interests—foi'

the assumption of approximately $102,000 in obligations

plus securing of a $160,000 loan—has been negotiated, ac-

cording to an application filed with FCC. Murphy’s M & M
Bcstg. Co., licensee of WMBV-TV (Ch. 11) & WMAM
Marinette-Green Bay, Wis., will own 52% of new North
Central Bcstg. Co.; WDMJ-TV licensee Lake Superior
Bcstg. Co., owned by Russell’s Marquette Mining Journal,

will retain 48%. M & M has agreed to arrange a loan of

$160,000 to the Mining Journal by Murphy’s Superior
(Wis.) Evening Telegram, Lafayette (La.) Advertiser-

Gazette and Manitowoc Newspapers—the lenders receiv-

ing an option to buy Russell’s Iron Mountain (Mich.)

News for $550,000. In addition to WDMJ-TV, Russell also

holds a CP for WDMJ-TV satellite WIRN (Ch. 12) Wake-
field, Mich., owns radio WLST Escanaba, 80% of WMIQ
Iron Mountain, 50% of WROD Daytona Beach, Fla. and
publishes the Escanaba Daily Press. For Morgan Murphy’s
other interests, see WEAU-TV (Ch. 13) Eau Claire, Wis.

in TV Factbook No. 28.

CP for KIRO-TV (Ch. 7) Seattle, Wash, was finalized

last week by the FCC. The grant was set aside last Dec.

after losers KXA & KVI had pleaded that Comr. Craven
should not have voted because he had not heard the oral

argument. The station was permitted to continue operat-

ing pending completion of the proceeding. It’s expected

that the full text of FCC’s ruling, giving the basis for its

decision, will be released this week.

Two stations leaving air are KULR (Ch. 9) Kalispell,

Mont., which quit May 27 during CATV hassle (see p. 6)

and KDPS-TV (Ch. 11, educational) Des Moines, which

went dark May 29, but plans to resume Sept. 14 when new
school year begins. We’re not counting KDPS-TV as being

permanently off the air, but demise of KULR changes

on-air count to 552 (83 uhf).

Purchase of control of KIVA (Ch. 11) Yuma, Ariz. by

Electro Investors Inc. for $241,000 from Harry Butcher was
approved by FCC last week. Majority of Electro Investors

(67%) is owned by financier Floyd Odium. Second largest

stockholder is Butcher, who retains 25%.

No hearings in Atlanta will be held by FCC to deter-

mine whether 9 AM stations & 1 FM have offered “bal-

anced” programming (Vol. 15:21). It’s understood that the

Commission majority, considering renewal of the licenses,

declined to order the en masse hearing, decided to con-

sider each station’s performance individually and schedule

license-renewal hearings if warranted.

First TV coverage of the Hepbron case (Baltimore

police commissioner charged with incompetence & mis-

conduct in office) was allowed by Md. Gov. Millard Tawes
at the June 12 summations in the State House at Annapo-

lis. Although live coverage was still verboten, WJZ-TV
Baltimore used the next best thing—video tape. Approxi-

mately 25-min. after the 2-hour session ended the station

was on the air with complete coverage. In keeping with

the edict that TV remain unobtrusive, the station’s crew,

pz’ogram mgr. Joel Chaseman told us, neither used nor

needed extra lights or mikes to pick up & pipe proceed-

ings back to Baltimore for taping.

More competition for newspapers from TV was pre-

dicted last week in London by Stuart Hood, BBC deputy

news editor. He said he expects big technical advances

soon, whereupon “TV will at last be able to have news

pictures from all parts of the world on the same day . .
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TV’S NEW BLOOD: TV film, criticized so often for its

sameness & mediocrity, today has hopes of improve-

ment, and these hopes are pinned on a comparatively

small group of fairly-new-to-TV producers who have

given a new flair to old foi'mats.

Already, some of their series have skyrocketed to

success in TV—not necessarily because they have found

new formulas, but because of original slants and touches.

For example, there is Blake Edwards, producer-direc-

tor of Peter Gunn. This show was at first critized by Ed-

wards’ own TV colleagues with a scorn that didn’t melt

until Gunn found itself basking in the sun of public favor.

Well aware of this intra-trade criticism, Edwards tells us:

“Actually, I’d been doing private-eye shows for years. I felt

Peter Gunn must have new elements if it was going to

succeed. So I had Henry Mancini write a special music

score, and we used live music on the show. I added a few
other new elements to prevent Gunn from being just an-

other private-eye. As for the criticism from other pro-

ducers—my show cost a lot more money than the average

half-hour; they knew this, and felt that they’d be forced to

spend more money on their shows.”

Other producers in the comparatively new crop of TV
creators doing well today include ex-movie men Howard
Christie {Wago7i Train), Arthur Gardner, Jules Levy and
Arnold Laven {The Rifleman), and Howie Horwitz, (77

Sunset Strip). The last-named show is based on a book by
Warner Bros, producer Roy Huggins who conceived Mav-
erick—a new approach to Westerns.

Other non-TV veterans who produce successful

shows: Sam Rolfe (Have Gun—Will Travel), Rory Cal-

houn-Vic Orsatti (The Texan), Wilbur Stark & Jerry Lay-
ton (Colonel Flack)

.

Kookie’s Campaign: Warner Bros, has launched an exten-

sive merchandising campaign to cash in on the popularity

of Edd Brynes, who plays “Kookie” on 77 Sunset Strip.

Merchandising has, of course, become a very profitable by-

product of TV for some stars or properties.

The Burbank lot became aware of jive-talking young
Brynes when he began receiving more fan mail than any
other actor on the payroll. (Currently he gets an amazing
22,000-24,000 letters a month from teen-age fans.) First

item in the merchandising campaign under the supervision

of Sam Clark is a Kookie comb, which, with a color pic-

ture of Brynes, sells for S94. The studio expects to sell

10 million. This item was a natural tie-in into Byrnes’
best-selling record, “Kookie, Kookie, Lend Me Your Comb.”
Other teenage items in Warners’ “Kookie” campaign: a
tie with printed jive talk, girls’ scarves bearing the name
“Kookie,” a Kookie jacket, an identification bracelet,

sweatshirts, sport shorts, beach towels.

Echo of quiz-show scandal of last season sounded in

N.Y. lastweek when General Sessions judge Mitchell D.

Schweitzer ordered “impounded & sealed” a presentment
prepared by the N.Y. county grand jury which has been
looking into alleged frauds on TV quiz shows. Judge
Schweitzer stated that the report had been “challenged” by
sources he didn’t reveal, which may cause it eventually
to be expunged from the records. (Subsequently, it was
learned that the challenge was by attorneys representing
The $6Jf,000 Question & The $64,000 Challenge.) Now it’s

up to the N.Y. office of DA Frank Hogan to furnish “the
burden of legal proof” that public should get report.

TV Baedeker: A film tour of Venice is planned by NBC
news for fall, with David Brinkley producing the hour

tour of the city of canals. Rome is due to get a location

tape profile by CBS-TV as part of the coverage of the

1960 Olympics. Spoleto, Italian mountain resort, will be

seen by U.S. viewers in Intercontinental TV’s coverage of

the Gian-Carlo Menotti “Festival of 2 Worlds” for show-

casing by Ed Sullivan this fall, although the composer is

asking visitors to “tone down the tiaras.” London’s “Big

Ben” on telefilm can be had for free by stations from
the British Information Services, now distributing a 14-

min. history of the landmark, James Mason narrating.

Same-day telecasting of 1960 Olympics using taped

highlights will get prime time on CBS-TV under an exclu-

sive arrangement between the network & the Italian Olym-
pic National Commission. The individual shows will be up
to an hour in length. The tapes will be jet flown to CBS-TV
in N.Y. by Alitalia Airlines, enabling the network to “sur-

pass its unprecedented feat of bringing an edited hour-long

video-tape broadcast of the coronation of Pope John XXIII
to American viewers less than 24 hours after conclusion,”

says pres. Louis G. Cowan. Not firmly set, however, is just

who’s going to make the tapes. CBS-TV has been discuss-

ing a tape contract for the show with Intercontinental TV
(which taped the Garroway Today segments in Paris),

but may send its own crew & unit over if cost estimates

show that the network can handle the job for same price.

Always in search of new locales, TV film series next
season will reach out to our 2 new states—as v/ell as

outer space. Warner Bros.’ 60-min. series. The Alaskans,

will be localed in the 49th state, and 20th-Fox TV, is pro-

ducing several pilots of another series. The New Frontier,

in that setting. The other new state will serve as back-

ground for Warner Bros.’ Hawaiian Eye and 20th-Fox
TV’s Adventures in Paradise, the latter a 60-min. show
ci’eated by James Michener. It should all be a refreshing

change from Dodge City & Tombstone. As for outer space,

Ziv TV is working on Space, starring William Lundigan,
dealing with the exploration of man’s newest frontier.

BMI award of $500 will go to the TV or radio outlet

“which produces the best program dealing with state or

local history during 1959,” said a joint announcement last

week from Broadcast Music Inc. and the American Assn,

for State & Local History. An additional grant of $500
will be made to the state or local history agency which

cooperates in the production of the winning show, says

Carl Haverlin, BMI pres. A soon-to-be-announced panel

will judge. Participation in the contest is open to any TV
or radio station in the U.S. & its possessions. Contest

winners will be announced no later than Apidl 1, 1960.

New 60-min. monthly dramatic series, live from N.Y.

(some tape), will be seen on NBC next season, produced by
Mrs. Mildred Freed Alberg. For the past 6 years producer

of Hallmark Hall of Fame, she was in Hollywood last

week conferring with James Lee (who will be associate

producer & story editor) and lining up stars for the series.

Mrs. Alberg tells us the series has been sold, but adds the

sponsor will announce his own identity. In addition to the

series, Mrs. Alberg is preparing several specials. One,

Undine, is an original by James Costigan.

Libcrace has temporarily forsaken his piano stool for

a testimony box in a British court wlierc he is suing the

London Daily Mirror’s caustic Cassandra for casting

que.stions about his manhood.
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Personals: Leon H. Cagan has resigned as Latin American

operations dir., NBC Internatl. to develop own projects in

field of international TV & radio . . . Jack Gregory, ex-

Ziv, named United Artists TV Western div. mgr. . . .

Arthur J. Schissel, who resigned from FCC last fall to

travel in Europe, has rejoined FCC hi-oadcast facilities div.

George Stelzenmuller, engineer in FCC’s frequency

allocation & treaty div., joins OCDM’s telecommunications

office . . . Keith Gunther named program mgr., KSD-TV
St. Louis. Frank Eckardt appointed traffic mgr.

Hal Moore, ex-WNEW, now N.Y. radio WCBS pro-

gram dir., succeeding Allen Ludden, who has been named

program services dir., CBS-owned stations . . . Gene Adams,

ex-KIMA-TV Yakima, named sales mgr. of KEPR-TV
Pasco, Wash. . . . Parker H. Jackson promoted to sales

development & prom. dir. of KFMB-TV & KFMB San

Diego, succeeding Dan Bellus, now sales mgr. of KFMB
. . . Thomas C. Bostic, v.p.-gen. mgr. & 16.5% owner of

KIMA-TV Yakima, elected mayor by other members of city

council June 1.

Larry Marks, ex-Diners’ Club Magazine, named ad-

vertising dir. of WNTA-TV & WNTA N.Y. Irv Lichten-

stein, former NTA dir. of merchandising & licensing,

named WNTA station mgr. . . . Paul Liebler promoted from

asst. dir. to TV program dir., WTOP-TV Washington.

Edmund Colbert promoted from floor dir. to asst. dir. . . .

John O. Downey, ex-KMOX-TV, named programming mgr.,

KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, Pa. . . . Melvin B. Wright leaves

Hawaiian Bcstg. System (KGMB-TV Honolulu and satel-

lites in Hilo & Maui) July 1 to become gen. & sales mgr.

of Skyline Advertisers Sales Inc., sales organization for

5 Ida. & Mont. TV stations. Skyline mgr. C. N. (Rosy)

Layne resumes as gen. mgr. of KID-TV Idaho Falls.

Errol Linderman, ex-Universal Pictures, named client

relations supervisor, Elliot, Unger & Elliot . . . Myron A.

Elges named regional sales mgr.. United Artists Western

div., headquartering in San Francisco . . . James W. Hul-

fish Jr. named dir. of information for the National Audio-

Visual Assn., Fairfax, Va.

Ben Wolfe, WJZ-TV Baltimore chief engineer, elected

chairman of Baltimore IRE section . . . Arch L. Madsen,

ex-WLS Chicago, RAB and Intermountain Network, ap-

pointed asst. exec. dir. of AMST.
John Cowles, pres, of the Minneapolis Star & Tribune

Co. (80% owners of KTVH Hutchinson, Kan., and 47%
owners of WCCO-TV & WCCO Minneapolis) received an

honorary LL.D. at the U. of Rochester June 7.

Fast rescue work by an NBC crewman working on
location in Mt. Holly, N.J. with a unit filming scenes for

“Secret of Freedom” saved the life of 6-year-old Dolores

Terry, a local youngster who fell into quicksand in a
nearby creek. Walter Engels, who is “first grip” in the

crew, spotted the child struggling helplessly, plunged with-

out hesitation into oozing mud, and pulled her to safety.

The camera crew was completing 3 weeks of location film-

ing on the hour-long dramatic special, which stars Tony
Randall, Kim Hunter & Thomas Mitchell and is due for

fall exposure.

Informal tete-a-tete between FCC chairman John Doer-

fer & members of the Assn, of Radio-TV News Analysts

was conducted at luncheon last week at Williams Club, 24

E. 39th St., N.Y. The Association, currently headed by
Robert Trout, has had as guests at the off-record meetings

top news figui'es such as President Eisenhower, former
President Truman, late Sen. Robert Taft. Recently, it has

been examining broadcasting, has chinned with CBS Inc.

pres. Frank Stanton & NBC chairman Robert Sarnoff,

plans a session with AB-PT pres. Leonard Goldenson.

National Community TV Assn, has scheduled Pa. Gov.

David L. Lawrence as June 24 banquet speaker during its

June 23-25 convention at the Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia.

It has also announced the exhibitors: Alto Fonic Corp.,

AMECO, Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corp., Collins Radio

Co., Entron Inc., Jerrold Electronics Corp., Motorola Com-
munications & Electronics Inc., Phelps Dodge Copper Prod-

ucts Corp., Philco Corp., Plastoid Corp., RCA, Raytheon
Mfg. Co., Spencer-Kennedy Labs, Times Wire & Cable Co.,

Westbury Electronics Inc.

Winners of the $14,000 awards given by the Fund for

the Republic in memory of the late Robert E. Sherwood
will be announced this week (June 17) in N.Y. at a Plaza

Hotel luncheon. Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, a member of the

panel of jurors selecting the winners, will make the pre-

sentations. Prizes will be given to a minimum of 3 and a

maximum of 7 programs dealing with “The American tra-

ditions of freedom & justice.”

Merlin H. (Deac) Aylesworth, first pres, of NBC,
was named posthumously to the Advertising Hall of Fame
last week at the 55th annual convention of the Advertising

Federation of America. He was elected pres, of NBC in

1926 when it was the only national network. NBC v.p.

Walter Scott accepted Aylesworth’s award.

NAB Seminar faculty at July 5-17 management-
development sessions for 60 broadcasters on the Harvard
Business School campus will be headed by Harvard U.’s

business administration professor Dr. J. Sterling Living-

ston. Other Harvard teachers participating in the seminar
will include William P. Gormbley Jr., Alva F. Kindall &
C. Roland Christensen.

Herman Garlan named chief of the RF (radio fre-

quency) devices branch, Glenn West chief of the experi-

mental branch of FCC technical research div., new
branches having been created by the reorganization of the

experimental, incidental & restricted radiation branch of

the chief engineer’s office.

Louis G. Cowan, CBS-TV pres., addressed the “1959

Communications Dinner” June 13 at the U. of Chicago, of

which he is an alumnus, on “What You Expect From TV.”

Two translators were granted by the FCC last week,

both to Wheeler County translator system, Wheeler County,

Tex. for Ch. 70 & 76.
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Advertising

THE TOP 100 AD BUDGETS: The 1958 list of ad expendi-

tures in all major media by last year’s top 100 spenders

has been compiled by Advertising Age and is repro-

duced by permission in this issue on pp. 12-13. It makes

for fascinating study, ranging from Procter & Gam-
ble’s near-$100-million budget down to the $4.7 million

spent by No. 100—Theo. Hamm Brewing Co.

As was the case last year (Vol. 14:26), each of

the 100 giants was represented in TV (net and/or spot)

except 2 distillers—and 2 names new to the list: Simoniz

Co. and American Airlines. The airline company spent

$1 million in spot radio. Spot TV was on 94 of the 100

lists; net TV on 78; spot radio on 34. All but 3 of the 100

advertisers used newspapers; 93 used general magazines.

The preceding year’s No. 1 advertiser (GM with

$104.2 million in 1957) was displaced on the list by P&G
with $98,592,297. In contrast to former list leader GM,
which had devoted half its 1957 budget to newspapers,

almost a quarter to general magazines, and only 14% to

net & spot TV, 1958’s leader P&G spent 86% of its total

budget in TV. And although GM then cut its ad budget by

some $6 million in 1958, its percentage of expenditure for

TV rose from 1957’s 14% to 1958’s 23%.
Of the 3 advertisers which did not use newspapers in

1958 (there were 3 stay-outs in 1957, too), 2 used TV ex-

clusively, and the 3rd gave TV approximately $4 million

of its $4.9 ad budget.

In Other Media: True’s ad mgr. Clifford Curtis, quoted

by Business Week: “TV has forced us into offering re-

gionals [as opposed to magazines’ former practice of

selling total national print run]—we’re not doing this

just as a service. There’s no question that TV has been

hurting us.” . . . The New Yorker found itself reminiscing

about a 1957 Barry Gray radio dissertation on the perils

to be faced by Jack Paar in launching his new program.
Said Gray: “It’s like starting off with a noose around
your neck. You’ve got 26 weeks to make good, or they’ll

shoot you. That sword of Damocles can be a rough propo-

sition.” To which The Neiv Yorker added: “As most of

you know by now, Mr. Paar eventually made good before

the sword could explode and throttle him.” . . . Also in

a jovial mood activated by the broadcasting world. Vogue
reported the case of a 7-year-old who goes around the

house singing “Joshua fit the Battle of Geritol, Geritol,

Gcritol.” . . . Speaking of Paar, as we were a moment ago,

the latest Newsweek devotes its cover & cover story to him.

* *

“Magazine Publishers Assn, is readying a market re-

seai'ch study to prove to advertisers the effectiveness of a

magazine’s audience. A careful, authoritative, unhurried
study with this objective is exactly what the magazine in-

dustry needs. But it’s doubtful that the MPA-sponsorcd
study is the answer . . . The aims of the study are fine . . .

but . . . [it] . . . adds up to a biased competitive one that

serves the advertisers no real purpose. Advertisers want
facts. Instead, the study will give them a big chunk of

opinion based on the 6-week use of the Market Research
Company of America’s panel. Advertisers want objectivity

especially in competitive media studies. They get the op-

posite. For tlie sad fact of the matter is the MPA study

does not have the much-needed approval of the Advertising

Research Foundation. Without this stamp of objectivity,

[it] is suspect from the word go.”—Gallagher Report.

BBDO’S ‘TAPE REVOLUTION’: Video tape has caused a

“revolution” in the approach of BBDO, one of the

country’s largest ad shops, to live TV. Writing in the

first issue of a new BBDO newsletter for employes,

Alexander Cantwell—who heads the agency’s live TV-
radio production dept.—called video tape “a lifesaver

for many clients . . . probably the most important TV
development since the invention of the picture tube . . .

“With just a few exceptions, we haven’t produced a

live commercial in a nighttime network show for over 8

months ... If we consider broadcast playback dates as well,

we can say that somewhere in N.Y. every day of every

week last month there was a video-tape recorder running

with a BBDO show or commercial.” In terms of tape’s

over-all impact on the agency, Cantwell called it a “quiet

revolution,” which began when the agency taped the

Philco commercials for the Miss America Pageant last

Sept., turning out 12 min. worth of commercials in just

17 hours on a schedule in which film “would have been

enormously expensive” and live production was “virtually

impossible.”

There’s also a “definite trend” toward tape replacing

film commercials, says Cantwell. One case in point is GE,
which “has used film exclusively for 3 years, now is pro-

ducing almost all its commercials for the GE Theatre on

tape . . . and saving about $2,000 per commercial.” An-
other switchover from film to tape has been by Pittsburgh

Plate Glass, once a heavy film user but now “heavily in-

volved in tape commercials almost to the exclusion of film.”

For PPG, the agency has “duplicated on tape many tech-

niques heretofore possible only on film.” Cantwell cau-

tioned BBDO admen (and outside readers) that “tape is

not the answer to all commercial problems,” but BBDO
looks for “an increasing use of tape in the fall, as we
continue to learn new ways to use this exciting new tool

of our trade.”

Advertising People: c. Terence Clyne, McCann-Erickson
senior v.p., elected a director . . . A. F. Guckenberger, ex-

Ward Baking Co. adv. v.p., named McCann-Erickson v.p.

. . . Thomas .1. King, ex-D.P. Brother, named v.p. in the

Detroit office of McCann-Erickson.

Reg W. Twiggs, ex-McCann-Erickson, to v.p.-gen.

mgr., Cunningham and Walsh Los Angeles office. William

J. Peterson, v.p. in the Los Angeles office, named creative

dir. and creative TV coordinator for all 6 C&W offices . . .

George R. Gibson, v.p. in the N.Y. office of Gardner Adv.,

St. Louis, elected to the agency’s N.Y. executive committee.

Maurice A. Umans, account executive, named v.p. . . .

John W. Heany Jr., ex-Raif Schockey & Assoc., named PR
dir.. Grant Adv. N.Y. office.

Frank C. Weber, D’Arcy Adv. v.p. & dir., elected exec,

v.p. . . . Charles N. Critfenton, James T. O’Neil and James
W. Rayen named Ted Bates v.p.’s . . . James S. Fish, v.p.

& adv. dir. of General Mills, elected chairman. Advertising

Federation of America, succeeding Robert M. Feemstcr,

exec, committee chairman, Dow Jones & Co.

DuPont’s anti-freeze Zerex has $750,000 for TV in a

6-7 week period next fall, and BBDO has made a verbal

commitment to spend it on NBC’s Sun. specials, including

2 Milton Berle shows. However, the sponsor may huy into

Riverhoat (NBC) instead.

New rep: KCGR-TV Cedar Rapids to Branham June 9

(from Weed).
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Film & Tape

41 HOLLYWOOD SHOWS OUT: With the jittery cancel-

lation season just about over, Hollywood’s casualty list

shows that 41 series have lost their sponsors. This

figure, while high, is about par for the course. The

cancellation rate on Hollywood-made series for the past

few years has been between 35-45.

A breakdown shows 33 are telefilm series, the other

8 live. Only 5 of the 41 have found new sponsors for next

season. The rest are through, barring an unlikely last-

minute deal. Screen Gems led in cancellations, with 6. Re-

vue lost 5, Four Star, 3. However, these companies have

sold a lot of shows for next season, and they aren’t hurt

in comparison with McCadden Productions, which lost

both its series, MGM-TV, which also lost its pair and

Mark VII, which lost one and seems about to lose another.

While comedy series led in cancellations at the half-

way mark (Vol. 15:15), that most popular of TV com-

modities—the Western—has since captured even this un-

sought lead. Ten Westerns have lost sponsors, as against

9 comedies. Cancellations also include 4 action series & 4

anthologies.

Among Western casualties are Cimarron City, Track-

down, Jefferson Drum, Restless Gun and Buckskin. Com-
edies include The Ed Wynn Show, George Burns Shoiv,

The Bob Cummings Show, December Bride and The Thin

Man.

Cancellation victims who have already found new
sponsors include Jack Benny, George Gobel and The Gale

Storm Show. On the whole, despite the sizable total of

cancellations, Hollywood people aren’t surprised. They’ve

grown accustomed to the pace. And none of the leading

telefilm companies has been hurt badly. Hardship cases are

those 1- & 2-series firms which have wound up with none.

international Sales Upbeat: All the world’s a TV mar-

ket, 2 of the top syndicators reported last week, with sales

of U.S.-made telefilms booming, and language barriers

being hurdled neatly.

Ziv TV shows, 14 series in 9 languages, are now being

seen in 37 countries, says Ed Stern, who heads the firm’s

international division. The Ziv re-voicing & subtitling

ranges from Chinese titles (which run vertically on the

screen image) for the Hong Kong market, to the more
popular Spanish (Latin-America, Spain), French (France,

Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland) and German (W. Ger-

many). New Ziv syndication series are now being released

—like U.S. theatrical movies—to the overseas market at

the same time they are released in the states.

On the overseas sales front. Screen Gems reports a

50% sales increase in Latin America in the fiscal year

ended May 31, with current dubbing commitments calling

for completion of over 800 half hours of Screen Gems
telefilm shows by the end of this fall.

Currently, Screen Gems has “just over 90 half-hour.s

of Spanish-dubbed programming on the air each week
through the 9 Latin American countries with active TV
service,” by SG’s count.

For the 1-million-set Brazilian TV market, Sci’een

Gems is now dubbing a total of 4 series in Portuguese, and
claims to be the only U.S. distributor actually voicing

.shows in this language. In the Spanish-language field,

Screen Gems is now launching dubbing operations on

Huckleberry Hound, stating that it is “the first U.S. TV
cartoon show” to get such a dubbing treatment.

LOCATION TAPE TO ORDER: Another video tape “mobile

facility” made its bow in the race for location & below-

the-line tape dollars in N.Y. last week. The newest

entry is a $238,000 twin unit built by RCA (but

equipped with an Ampex recorder) for the Termini

Video Tape Service Co. which staged a June 11 demon-
stration at Farkas Studios.

“This is the second completely mobile tape unit that

RCA has built. The first one went to Dave Lown’s Inter-

continental TV in Paris,” (Vol. 15:9, 13, 22) pres. An-
thony Termini told us. “We’re not in the program busi-

ness, however, and we don’t intend to bid competitively for

TV commercial orders. What we will do is provide a ‘tape

service,’ with complete below-the-line facilities, for any-

one who wants to hire us to shoot a job.”

The 2 trucks are equipped with 3 RCA model cameras
specially designed for field work, as well as a Telechrome

special effects matt amplifier, audio tape & disc recording

facilities, portable lights, and control room, Termini pointed

out to us, as well as to visitors from Wilding, Caravel &
Van Praag Productions, BBDO, Grey, Theater Network
TV, JWT, Telestudios, RCA & Minnesota Mining.

In the discussion stage, he admitted, is a junket to

Detroit for one of the major auto firms to shoot tape com-
mercials right at the plant proving grounds on one of the

new small-car lines being readied for fall entry. “We’ll be

able to cut across the usual time losses of preparing story-

boards, holding conferences, and sending completed auto

commercials back & forth by going directly to manufac-
turers to shoot tape commercials,” Termini said.

Termini’s complete unit will have a per-diem rental

of $3500. Components of the unit, such as the recording

truck only or camera equipment, can be rented in a sliding

scale that goes down to $1000 per day. Prices apply within

a 50-mile radius of N.Y., and do not include a studio (if

one is used), lights, generator, stagehands & grips, and

out-of-town mileage. Closed-circuit telecasting, dubbing,

editing & screening are available. Price for purchasing an

original tape, or holding it for more than 28 days, scales

down from $400 per hour to $50 per min.

UA into Syndication: United Artists’ long-expected in-

vasion of the syndication market will be with the Kirk

Douglas-produced (Bryna Prod.) telefilm series Tales of

the Vikings, exec. v.p. Bruce Eells told a N.Y. press con-

ference assembled last week to meet the new lineup of G

executives who’ll head the firm’s key sales territories.

Two more series, Hudson's Bay & Miami Undercover,

will follow “Vikings,” Eells said, with other new syndica-

tion series being launched by UA at the rate of from 4 to

6 per year. UA-TV hopes eventually to have a 45-man
syndication sales staff, drawn from agencies, stations and
other film companies.

The initial series, said Eells, will draw on the pro-

duction facilities of Douglas’ big-budget “Viking” feature

film released last year—“$2.5 million worth of elements”

including 400,000 feet of outdoor action scenes, a fleet of

3 seagoing Viking ships, a 30-acre Viking village in Ger-

many, $300,000 worth of costumes, and an original music

score.

On the network TV front, meanwhile, UA has scored

one “definite” and one “probable.” Firmly set, Eells re-

ported, is The Troubleshooters, sold to Philip Morris for a

fall start in a Friday 8 p.m. spot on NBC-TV. Sold,

but not set, is The Dennis O’Keefe Show, which Oldsmobile

has purchased and for which it is seeking a network berth.
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MCA VS. MORRIS: The most intense competition in TV
film is not between a Desilu Productions & a Four

Star, or a Screen Gems & a Warner Bros.—it’s be-

tween the world’s 2 largest talent agencies, William

Morris and MCA. Between them, these companies

represent most of the production companies & series

on TV. When the decline of movies began, in the early

1950’s, both agencies had the foresight to see the tre-

mendous possibilities of TV film, and that’s why each

is prospering in TV today.

Each agency takes a different tack in TV. MCA is

active in production through its subsidiary. Revue Produc-

tions, presently the leading telefilm company in Holly-

wood. Morris is a packager & representative of TV series,

and has made more than 20 series sales for next season.

Unlike MCA, Morris doesn’t own a percentage of the

series it packages or represents. No. 1 man, Abe Last-

fogel, proudly boasts that his agency will never own any

part of a package, asserts instead that its role is to bring

together the component parts of a TV package, then sell

it. Morris clients include Four Star Films (7 series) and

20th-Fox TV (5 series) , as well as a number of smaller TV
film operations such as The Danny Thomas Show, The
Real McCoys, Barbara Stanwyck Theatre and the recently

sold Betty Hutton series, Goldie.

While MCA, of course, also represents series, it is

known principally for its success in production through

Revue and in syndication through MCA-TV Film Syndi-

cation. The huge operation also includes buyout of the

pre-1948 backlog from Paramount & acquisition of the

Universal-International studio for Revue.

The Morris agency and other competitors take a dim
view of MCA’s involvement in production, insisting that

this places MCA in the untenable dual role of agent-

employer. (Why should the agent, they say, seek a fair

shake for his client, if the agent is the employer?) MCA
stoutly denies the argument, insists its production arm
has complete autonomy from MCA.

Screen Actors Guild exec. dir. Jack Dales, taking

cognizance of the delicate MCA-Revue situation, points

out MCA and Revue are closely policed by SAG regula-

tions. He says while the Guild has never been too happy
about an agency also being, in effect, an employer, the

situation arose when MCA, in the early 1950’s, stepped in

to fill the vacuum in TV film production & packaging, and
thereby created employment for actors.

MCA repeatedly insists that its Revue Productions

never favors MCA or its clients in deals, and that the

talent does benefit.

Commercial Producers Branch Out: Diversification moves

into the TV program field by film commercial producers arc

gaining momentum. Filmways, which has a production

liaison with Warner Bros., has named A1 Simon, now a

v.p. of McCadden Productions, to the post of pres, of a

new Filmways subsidiary designed to package TV shows.

Van Pi’aag Productions has filmed a 30-min. pilot of an

audience participation show, and is about to offer it for

sale. Transfilm, now part of the Buckeye Corp., plans a

step into TV cartoon films in the near future. Elliot, Unger
& Elliot, now’ owned by Screen Gems, is reported scouting

possible tape or film program properties. And Mrs. Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt is scheduled to appear in the pilot film of

a public affairs series to be made by Alexander Film Co.,

best known for its documentaries & TV commercials.

Wanted—Production Genius: Not a new problem, but re-

current is TV-film’s real shortage of knowledgeable pro-

duction executives, skilled men with ability & flexibility.

The problem came into focus again last week when
MGM-TV renewed production chief Richard Maibaum’s

contract, following an unsuccessful search for a successor.

Metro had offered the job to several TV executives, all of

whom had turned it down. While MGM offered not only

salary, but a percentage of series as an inducement, those

approached felt they were doing better in their present

situations. MGM-TV has lost 2 series, hasn’t sold any
new ones or a pilot. Meanwhile, it watches the progress

of its prosperous studio rivals in TV (Columbia-Screen

Gems, Warner Bros., 20th-Fox TV).

Four Star pres. Dick Powell has for years been seeking

vainly a production chief to relieve himself of that post.

But Powell retains the job although also busy with movie

activities as a producer-director for 20th-Fox.

That studio, too, has had considerable trouble finding

a production chief, but it now seems to have solved its

problem by having persuaded Martin Manulis, former

producer of Playhouse 90, to take the job. Manulis had
originally been signed to produce movies for the studio,

but 20th convinced him (a percentage deal in its series

helped) to take the top TV spot. Since then, this studio has

sold The Many Lives of Dobie Gillis, Adventures in Para-

dise and 5 Fingers, (the 2 latter being 60-min. series), has

2 NTA series in production—How to Marry a Millionaire

and Man Without a Gun—and several episodes of The New
Frontier (for CBS). There is no decision yet on the

Frontier sale, but the Manulis regime has 5 series, as

against last year’s 2, both syndicated.

The shortage isn’t confined to TV film, as MCA dis-

covered when it tried to find an exec, producer for its Ford
specials on NBC next season. David Susskind, busy with
Talent Associates, turned down an offer and MCA finally

induced its original choice, Hubbell Robinson, to leave CBS
for the post.

Several years ago Metro offered the job to Desi Arnaz,

inviting him to come over with his entire Desilu operation.

But Arnaz declined, reluctant to lose autonomy, and be-

cause he saw no percentage in toiling for Metro instead of

Desilu, no matter what the terms.

AFTRA-SAG Merger Study: The merger of 2 of the larg-

est talent unions—the American Federation of TV & Radio

Artists and the Screen Actors Guild—appears to be mov-
ing further toward reality. David L. Cole, national con-

sultant on labor affairs, has been named by the two unions

to conduct a special study of “the feasability of a merger.”

Word of Cole’s appointment came late last week in N.Y. in

a joint announcement from Clayton (Bud) Collyer & How-
ard Keel, pi’esidents of the TV-radio & movie unions re-

spectively. Cole is a former dir. of the Federal Mediation

& Conciliation Service, and is currently the permanent
arbitrator under the national AFL-CIO “no raiding” agree-

ment, as well as for such companies as Inti. Harvester,

Inland Steel, Du Mont Labs., and Forstmann Woolen Co.

The merger study, say the unions, will be started “imme-
diately,” with Cole due to make his report, when completed,

to tlie merger study committees of the 2 talent unions.

New (elcfilm distribution firm has been formed by l\1el

Schlank, who has resigneil as v.p. in charge of sales of

NTA’s low-priced-films offshoot. Famous Films. New firm

will be called Universal TV Distributors.
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New York Roundup: Cal. Natl. Productions, NBC’s syn-

dication offshoot, has acquired 69 episodes of The Cali-

fornians for off-network syndication sale . . . CBS Films

Inc., in a similar move, will launch Trackdown in syndi-

cation as a once-weekly nighttime show . . . NTA has sold

its 65-feature “international package,” which mixes post-

48’s with old Shirley Temple films, in a total of 24 mar-

kets . . . MCA-TV has now sold its Paramount pre-1948

features in 58 markets.

Sales tax seminar will be held in N.Y. June 22 by the

Film Producers Association to acquaint movie accountants

& finance officers on the latest rulings concerning tariffs

that must be paid on film commercial transactions in the

city. Tax consultant Harry Rabinowitz will be on hand as

guest expert.

Ziv pres. John Sinn says that “expanded distribution”

of telefilms, both in the U.S. & overseas, will have to be

achieved to fill the gap between per-episode budgets, which

he figures are rising 20 to 40%, and the fall sales outlook,

which is likely to increase by only 10 to 15% . . . John

Oxberry, pres, of Animation Equip. Corp., back from 6

weeks in Europe, says that British equipment for making

animated commercials is “at the stage it was at in the

U.S. 7 years ago,” although progress is being made. He
rates Sweden as tops in animation technique, primarily for

theatrical films.

Year-round film activity, minus the usual summer
slump & hectic pre-fall rush, is how it’s been going for

Robert Lawrence Productions, N.Y., which is due to rack

up 52 consecutive weeks of steady TV film commercial pro-

duction on June 26. Says Lou Mucciolo, production v.p.

of RLP: “The peaks & valleys are gone. As a result, the

economies that can be wrought from steady production

are now being effected.”

First use of TV tape for armed forces recruiting &
public service pi’ograms is being made by the Navy with 2

forum shows taped at WTTG Washington. The first show,

produced by Cmdr. H. Harold Bishop, of Bureau of Per-

sonnel, in charge of media for recruiting, is discussion of

Why a Strong Navy? Eight tapes of the 30-min. show are

in distribution to stations along with companion animated

film “commercials” for Navy recruiting. Second show.

Strength Through Sea Power, will be taped July 1 as part

of WTTG’s Georgetoxvn U. Forum and 8 tapes will be

bicycled to stations.

ABC Films has sold One Step Beyond, (telefilm series

dealing with the supernatural now seen on ABC-TV) as

Alcoa Presents, to the CBC-TV network in Canada, where

it begins June 23 . . . NTA’s Hour of Stars series, com-

prising 60-min. rerun episodes from the 20th Century-Fox

& Warner Bros, network shows, has been sold in an addi-

tional .20 markets in the past month, bringing the total

to 60 . . . MCA-TV claims a high rating score for its syn-

dicated State Trooper scries, with ARB reports putting

the show in the “top 10” locally aired film shows in 75(4

of the 114 markets in which it’s running.

New sideline for Goodson-Todman, best known for

modesV-budget quiz & panel shows, is in the field of retail

promotions. Their first entry, “Word-a-Week,” a game pack-

age that includes display material, newspaper mats, and

TV-radio commercials, is getting an 8-weeks trial run in

the Johnstown, Pa. Acme Supermarkets. The G-T package

is basically a form of bingo in which store customers are

given free envelopes of letters to be matched against daily

winners listed by the stores. Acme has ordered 35 million

entry blanks for the 8-week period. G-T also is in the

publishing field, having formed Star Press books.

Hollywood Roundup: Screen Extras Guild board of di-

rectors has been authorized to take a strike vote against

movie & TV producers, following unanimous rejection by

the membership of counter-proposals submitted by the

producers on a contract.

Revue Productions has finished reshooting a pilot of

Roadblock, starring James Brown. The original pilot was
made a couple of years ago for ABC, but didn’t sell. Revue
plans to push the pilot for a sale now despite the lateness

of the season . . . Jack Webb’s Mark VII Telefilm Co. is

producing the pilot of a half-hour western, Johnny Guitar,

this week . , . Four Star will place the June Allyson The-

atre into production June 24 at Republic.

Highest priced writers in TV are those scripters who
turn out the Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz specials in the Desilu

Playhouse series. Price: $30,000. For the latest special,

Desilu called in 2 more writers as consultants at $17,500.

Screen Gems & production v.p. Harry Ackerman, are

in negotiation on a 2-year renewal of his contract . . .

Revue Productions is reshuffling assignments. Maxwell

Shane is signed as producer of M Squad; Michel Kraike,

producer of the Henry Fonda series. The Deputy; Everett

Chambers, producer of Johnny Staccato; and William Frye
cxec. producer of latter 2 shows.

Ziv TV had to suspend production of its Bat Masferson

series in Hollywood last week, when Gene Barry, star of

the Western, refused to show up for work. Barry feels

Ziv owes him more money for another season of Masterson.

There was an Iron Curtain around the whole affair, with

Ziv, Barry, and his producers all suddenly unavailable.

Barry’s agent. Bill Belasco, wouldn’t comment on the

standoff. One Ziv source tells us the company isn’t wor-

ried, that it has an ample supply of telefilms already made.

Universal-International musical director Joseph Ger-

shenson, leaving his exclusive contract deal for a non-

exclusive contract, has formed Major Music Enterprises

to service TV & movies . . . Metro’s industrial & commer-
cial film div. dir. Bill Gibbs is being transferred to the

N.Y. office, to operate his division from there.

NBC’s hour-long Western series Trace Hunter, orig-

inally planned for next season, has been shelved temporar-

ily by producer Jack Chertok because of casting difficulties

. . . Producer Clarence Eurist is preparing 2 telefilm series,

Conquistador & D.F.S., both to be produced in Mexico . . .

World Television Programming, owned by ABC films &
Joseph M. Schenck Enterprises, has signed David Janssen

to star in its new series. The Racer. . . . Arthur Marks has

been named associate producer for Perry Mason, produced

by Herbert Hirschman.

Ziv TV, Standard Oil of Cal. and producer Ivan Tors

of Sea Hunt were named defendants in a $1 million suit

filed last week in Los Angeles, by actor-stuntman Frank
Donahue, asst, director William Webb and TV producer

Richard Ross. The plaintiffs contend an idea & material

they had submitted to Ziv for an underwater series in

1955, entitled Underwater Legion was utilized for Ziv’s

Sea Hunt series . . . Rexall (via BBDO) is interviewing

candidates to I’eplace Jean Sullivan as hostess & com-

mercial announcer on its specials next season.

Another TV title conflict looms (Vol. 15:20). Desilu

Productions has been blueprinting a musical Don Quixote

for at least 2 years, planning it for Desilu Playhouse (Vol.

15:17). Now agent Wynn Rocamora is packaging an hour-

long musical telefilm entitled Don Quixote. When Arnaz
first announced his project, a couple of other companies

announced similar deals, but nobody has come up with a

Quixote yet.
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NEW TV LINES—GE 6t SYLVANIA: "
Selling up" will be big emphasis of set makers on fall-

winter market. Two more TV lines reinforce this trend which became apparent last 3 weeks (Vol. 15:22-23).

On model-to-model basis, prices seem similar to last year's (where direct comparison is possible).

But this year's lines make strongest effort ever to entice buyers above low-end price leaders to sets with

intriguing new shapes, beautiful furniture styling, useful gimmicks & gadgets, hi-fi sound.

GE & Sylvania showed new lines last week, and each, in its own way, followed trend toward offering

public more for more money. GE's line was its longest in recent years—70 models vs. 50 last year—with "retail

values" (GE doesn't suggest list prices) up to $500.

GE has completely new high-end "Prestige Line" in quality-furniture category with new chassis & hi-fi

speaker system. Like almost all major manufacturers, GE will push remote control—but GE's new system

uses radio rather than ultrasonics, is battery-powered & transistorized. Following new trend to "bedroom"

portable TVs, GE has clock-timer sets. And in "something new" category are 21-in. "Forecaster" in which the

picture tube housing projects from front & top of cabinet, and a 17-in. "Custom Designer" portable which can

be mounted on wall, on room-divider pole or used as regular portable. Unique in GE's line, too, are first uhf-

only sets—without vhf tuner.

Only 21- & 17-in. tubes are used , but it's known that GE—like RCA and others—is designing 23-in.

drop-in models for fall.

Sylvania introduced first line in recent history without single 21 -in. set . Portables are 17-in. All others

use new square-cornered 23-in bonded shield tube. There's a $20 differential between 1959's low-end 21-in.

set ($199.95) and 1960's 23-in. leader (219.95). But it's difficult to make model-for-model comparisons in rest

of line, which is topped with $399.95 Sylouette Custom Console with HaloLight, dual speakers—same
price price as previous high-end 21 -in.

Sylvania thus becomes 2nd to show 23-in. sets , following Admiral (Vol. 15:23). Hoffman line, to be
unveiled to distributors this week in Las Vegas, is also expected to emphasize 23-in. models. Sylvania Home
Electronics pres. Robert L. Shaw predicted at week's end that "within one year the entire TV industry will offer

23-in. sets in greater volume than 21-in. receivers."

The 23-in. tubes are now coming off tube makers' production lines, with volume shipments due by
month's end, and manufacturers concede that building the tubes is tricky proposition

—
"like any new picture

tube." Admiral reports good distributor & dealer reaction to 23-in. tube at its current showings, despite the

rather steep $40 step-up from comparable 21-in. sets in its line. Admiral's feeling re the $40 differential: This

is an improvement customer can see, and it ought to be salable at price which will restore profit margins.

Coming TV attractions: This week—International Home Furnishings Market, Merchandise Mart, Chi-

cago. Special showings of Olympic & Trav-Ler lines, Chicago. Hoffman line. Las Vegas. Next week—Music
Show, N.Y. Magnavox line, N.Y. Packard-Bell, Los Angeles.

Emerson & Du Mont new-line showings, undecided when we printed our TV calendar last month (Vol.

15:19), will be held June 30-July 1 at Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y. Showing of Westinghouse line, scheduled for last

week, has been postponed indefinitely because of strike at Metuchen, N.J., TV-radio plant, now in 12th week.

Westinghouse says it's still selling sets out of inventory, expects a "good June."

HOW DID ZENITH GET THAT WAY? A phenomenon in a phenomenal industry. Zenith Radio

Co.—in the 13 months since the death of founder Cmdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr.—has reached heights prob-

ably undreamed of even by that merchandising genius. Last week, addressing Security Analysts of San

Francisco, pres. Joseph S. Wright outlined formula which he believes led Zenith to its position of home-elec-

tronics eminence (and, presumably, to its current role as darling of Wall Street).

Orders from distributors at Chicago debut of Zenith's new TV-radio-stereo lines (Vol. 15:23) were

biggest in history—with TV orders 50% ahead of those at 1958 showing, Wright said. He reiterated claim

(disputed by RCA; see Vol. 15:23) that Zenith is now No. 1 in TV unit sales, and said that it had doubled

its percentage of industry sales in 2 or 3 years. What's the secret? As Wright sees it, these are factors

:
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(1) "Our greatest asset is the reputation for a quality product"—through strict quality-control &
quality-assurance programs. Wright took a strong jab at almost every other company in the business with:

"We have studiously avoided being rushed into either cutting corners or marketing untried products."

He gave concrete—and controversial—examples : "It is often hard to resist the temptation to rush into

the market with something like color TV or a 110-degree tube or a cheap vertical-chassis TV set. Rumor that

someone else in the industry is coming out with a nev/ gimmick often results in a product going to market

before the bugs have been worked out, and what was heralded as the greatest thing since the wheel, turns

out to be a miserable headache for all concerned. A good illustration may be the new 23-in. tube . .
."

( 2) Efficient inventory control has prevented overproduction and price-cutting liquidation. By planning

to produce only what it can sell, he said. Zenith has been able to do "nearly 20% of the industry business with

less than 2% of the industry's factory inventory and with 5-8% of the distributor inventory in the field,"

( 3) Heavy emphasis on original engineering & research—a consequence of Zenith's "resignation"

from RCA patent pool in 1946—resulted, Wright said, in important improvements in the products. As result of

litigation with RCA, Zenith was forced to increase its research facilities & personnel "to design around many
of the patents being asserted against us and to come up with our own innovations & improvements. This may
have been the best thing that ever happened to Zenith ..."

For TV industry as a whole, he predicted 5.5-6 million sets this year , "and ultimately a return to set

sales of 7 million or more within the next few years." Obsolescence should finally catch up with large numbers

of sets in use (last year's sales were only 10% of total in use) and steady increase in population & new
families should add frosting to the cake.

Much of the careful planning and many of the astute merchandising policies of the controversial

Cmdr. McDonald thus live on at Zenith. Another legacy left by founder is being pursued vigorously by com-

pany's new leaders, too—Wright concluding his address with reaffirmation of Zenith's faith in toll TV and a

forecast that the company will participate in FCC's pay-TV tests (see p, 11).

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for the week ended June 5 (22nd week of 1959):

May 29-June 5 Preceeding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 119,089 109,239 69,290 2,328,783 1,866,258

Total radio 276,604 250,224 156,899 5,953,153 4,025,224

auto radio 131,156 122,227 48,892 2,391,228 1,276,173

PRODUCTION-SALES FIGURES: Retail TV receiver sales

for April, traditionally the year’s poorest month, were

slightly ahead of April 1958 (263,998 vs. 243,132),

but Jan.-April sales for 1959 were still lagging behind

the same 1958 period by more than 50,000, according

to official monthly EIA statistics.

Production is still being geared closely to sales, the

figures indicate—1,779,801 produced, 1,639,624 sold during

the first 4 months of the year. Here are EIA’s TV pro-

duction & sales figures for Jan.-April, compared with 1958:

1959 1958

Production Sales Production Sales

January 437,026 501,704

February 459,492 448,173

March 494,032 425,749

April 389,251 263,998

total 1,779,801 1,639,624

433,983 581,486
370,413 448,727
416,903 416,756
302,559 243,132

1,523,858 1,690,101

* * *

Sales of domestically produced home & auto radios

continued at a rate well above last year. FM radio pro-

duction totaled 31,425 units in April, down slightly from

March’s 32,994 (no 1958 comparison available). The EIA

radio figures (revised 1958 radio figures do not add) :

1959 1958

Total
Radio
Output

Auto
Radio
Output

Sales
(excl.
auto)

Total
Radio
Output

Auto
Radio
Output

Sales
(excl.
auto)

January ....

February ..

March
April

1,124,737
1,125,386
1,347.554
1,040,183

420,052
432,561
611,219
422.346

700,490
474,888
616,563
388,863

944,780
794.397
865,067
6.30.156

349,679
268.445
234,911
190,435

489,086
.386,419

502,920
376,271

TOTAL.... 4,637,859 1,786,168 2,079,804 3,255,838 1,043,470 1,699,554

Sales of picture & receiving tubes the first 4 months
were well ahead of 1958. April’s 696,503 picture tubes at

$13,275,123 compares with 590,357 at $11,591,733 in April

1958, and the 4-month total of 2.9 million at $56 million

compares with 2.4 million at $48 million last year. Receiv-

ing tube sales in April totaled 29.8 million units at $26

million vs. 32.6 million at $28.8 million in 1958. For Jan.-

April, the receiving tube figures were 113.9 million units

at $116.8 million in 1959 vs. 117.6 at $113.4 million in 1958.

The 1959 monthly breakdown:

Picture Tubes
Units Value

Receiving: Tubes

Units Value

January 784,906
February 738,336
March 717,144
April 696,503

$15,209,896
14,084,922
13,804,012
13,275,123

31.160.000
33.155.000
39.841.000
29.800.000

$26,808,000
28.630.000
35.286.000
26.047.000

TOTAL 2,936,889 $56,373,953 133,946,000 $116,771,000

TV’s rapid spread in the past 12 years to 86% near-

saturation of the home market outpaced the early growth
record of radios & other household consumer durable goods,

the May Survey of Current Business points out. A special

report on “recent experience of growth products” in the

Commerce Dept’s publication says the TV industry now
has “a declining or stable market following an initial

period of relatively fast growth.” Analyst Francis L.

Hirt cites these growth comparisons: “Twelve years after

their introduction on a reasonably large scale, less than

2/3 of the number of households had radios, about % had
refrigerators, and 1/5 had washing machines.”
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Tape Cartridges Are Here: Immediately following RCA’s

unveiling of its long-delayed cartridge tape recorder (Vol.

15:23), Bell Sound div. of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge

announced a complete line of cartridge tape instruments

—to be sold under the “Stereo-Pak” label—priced from

$99.95 to $299.95.

RCA, which is concentrating on a single model stereo

cartridge recorder-playback instrument at $299.95, an-

nounced it is in capacity production and will have several

thousands in trade channels within a week. The plastic

cartridges, which slip onto the recorder as easily as a

record is dropped onto a turntable, play 314 inches per

second and have 4 sound tracks. RCA Victor Records an-

nounced that 150 pre-recorded stereo tape cartridges, at

$4.95-$9.95, will be released in the next 12 months. RCA
will have a $350 automatic cartridge recorder next fall.

Magnetic Recording Institute of America, which last

month voted to push 4 -track 714-inch-per-sec. open-reel

tapes (Vol. 15:21), indicated that it thinks open-reel

tapes can live side-by-side with cartridges. Its pres. Her-

bert L. Brown, of Ampex, stated last week that he thought

cartridges would appeal to the mass market, while the dis-

criminating listener would prefer reel-type stereo tapes.

Network Stereocasts: With parent RCA signed up as a

sponsor, complete with 2-track commercials for RCA Victor

stereo units, a 15-city stereocast series will be aired on

NBC radio this week in a new “missionary effort” to pro-

mote stereo sound. The commercials will sell RCA stereo

phonos & recorders.

The program vehicle for the experiment will be NBC’s
It’s Network Time, a 12:05-2 p.m. daily daytime strip

show that’s a mixture of live & recorded music com-

edy, guest stars & variety acts. It’s packaged by Frank
Blair & Don Russell via their own On Air Inc. firm, with

NBC’s Robert Sadoff acting as coordinator on technical

& program production stereo problems. The entire show
will be in stereo. Although NBC tried out a limited (5-

city) network radio stereocast a little more than a year ago,

multi-market stereo has been pretty much in the stunt

class at the network, both in TV & radio, being limited to

a few specials since then. The stereo lineup this week, due

to be fed over parallel lines using the Bell Labs-developed

compatible “time delay” system (Vol. 15:8-9) and aired

locally via AM-FM, is by far the biggest sustained NBC
stereo effort.

Pushing its stereo system, Philco last week (June 10)

filed comments in FCC’s multiplexing inquiry (Vol. 15:23),

although the Commission has extended the deadline to

Dec. 11. Philco claims that the lab development phase of

its work has been completed successfully and that its sys-

tem is ready, willing and able to be put to use. It concludes:

“The initial confusion with respect to FM stereophonic

broadcasting has now been lai-gely dissipated as a result

of the technological advances in this area. There are

relatively few technical issues now involved, and these

can be resolved through the adoption of technical standards

by the Commission. It is respectfully submitted that

rule-making proceedings for this purpose should be initi-

ated promptly by the Commission so that this exciting new
service might be made available to the general public on
existing broadcast channels.” FCC had extended the dead-
line at the request of EIA, which had reported that more
time is needed for the deliberations of the National Stereo

Radio Committee.

Trade Personals: Louis R. Wanner promoted from manu-

facturing mgr. in charge of metal base and plastics opera-

tions, Sylvania Electric parts div., to new post of chief

engineer, parts div. . . . B. T. Setchell, Setchell-Carlson

pres., takes on additional post of gen. sales mgr. W. C.

McKnight, adv. mgr., appointed asst, sales mgr. . . . Wil-

liam F. O’Boyle named national sales mgr.. Symphonic

Radio & Electronics Corp.

William H. Clark promoted from plant maintenance

supt. (East Paterson, N.J. plant) to Du Mont Labs gen.

supt., succeeding the late Walter H. Husselrath . . . Gilbert

C. Larson, ex-Westinghouse, named engineering mgr., Ray-

theon industrial apparatus div. . . . David M. Knox pro-

moted to Packard-Bell PR director. Jack D. Behr, ex-news

editor of Spotlight News, succeeds him as dir. of advertis-

ing & PR, technical products div.

William M. Webster promoted from advanced develop-

ment mgr., RCA semiconductor & materials div. to admin-

istrative engineer, RCA Labs . . . Dr. F. Kenneth Brasted,

former pres., U. of Dallas, named administrative dir.,

Texas Instruments central research lab . . . Dr. Thomas T.

Goldsmith Jr., Du Mont Labs’ research & engineering v.p.,

was awarded an honorary LL.D. by Furman U., Greenville,

S.C. . . . Lawrence R. Smith will not take the new Hoffman
post of adv. & sales promotion dir., consumer products

div., as was reported in Vol. 15:23. His future plans have

not been announced.

Maj. Gen. E. Blair Garland (USAF ret.), joins Philco

July 1 as mgr. of new military communications group.

Henry E. Hockeimer named Philco AIRCOM project dir.

. . . Maurice Friedman named v.p.-gen. mgr.. General In-

stdument semi-conductor div. . . . Bradley Rosenthal, ex-

Ford Instrument Co., appointed quality control dir., Adler

Electronics.

Distributor Notes: Sylvania appoints Salt Lake Hardware
Co., Salt Lake City . . . Eugene M. Longmire, former Syl-

vania southeastern district sales mgr., has resigned to

establish L & S Distributors, appointed by Sylvania for the

greater Tampa area.

Arthur Schnipper named electronics div. sales mgr.,

Philco Distributors, Chicago, succeeding Harvey Dickson,

adv. & sales promotion mgr., who had been acting elec-

tronics mgr. . . . Granco appoints Corwin Hall, Los Angeles,

for the Southern Cal. market.

Banks are competing with retailers for customers’

credit dollars, NARDA pres. Joseph Fleischaker told the

Memphis Retail Appliance Dealers last week. Referring to

the growth of various check-credit and bank-charge plans,

he said banks in many parts of the country are now dealing

directly with the customer “and the dealer reserves that

once were allowed now have, in effect, become a discount

to the customer.” Some West Coast banks no longer handle

dealer paper, he added. This is one of the factors that have

“triggered renewed activity on the part of factory-owned

financing institutions.” He advised appliance retailers to

shop around for alternative credit sources.

Five-year warranty on silicon & germanium rectifiers

in the low-voltage power supplies of its TV sets was an-

nounced by Sylvania June 12 at its distributor convention

it< Chicago. The warranty period previously was 90 days.

Excise taxes on TV & radio components and on lug-

gage don’t apply to leather carrying cases designed for

portable radios, the Internal Revenue Service has decided

(Rev. Rul. 59-202).
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Finance

Officers-&-Directors stock transactions as reported to SEC

for May:
Admiral. John F. Gilbarte exercised option to buy 900, holds 2700.

Ampex Richard J. Elkus exercised right to buy 250, holds 2750.

Murray Iniies Jr. sold 1000, holds 5000 personally. 1&67 in trusts.

Amphenol-Borg. George W. Borg sold 100,000, holds 44 000 per-

sonally, 13,333 in trust for wife. Matthew L. Devine bought 100, holds

100 Wm. H. Rous exercised option to buy 300, holds 800.

Avco. John Mihalic Jr. evercised option to buy 1500, holds 4300.

Beckman Instruments. Frederick L. Ehrman bought 4000 through

Lehman Bros., holds 4000 in Lehman Bros., 3000 personally.

Belock Instrument. Thomas F. Hanley sold 1000, holds 37,994.

Clevite. W. R. Burwell exercised option to buy 2000, holds 20,282

personally, 3400 in trusts.

Columbia Pictures. Louis J. Barbano sold 1721 through Fico Corp.

in which 11 other officers & directors are holders, holds 94,566 in Fico

Corp., none personally. „ „ , . j ,•

Consolidated Electrodynamics. Robert F. Bacher exercised option

to buy 250. holds 350. Hugh F. Colvin exercised option to buy 900,

holds 10,445. „ ,, ,,
Consolidated Electronics Industries. Charles G. Munn sold oOO, holds

2200.
Corning Glass. George D. Macbeth sold 2000, holds 13,900.

Electronics Corp. of America. Burton E. Shaw sold 1000, holds 3000.

Filmways. Martin Ranschoff sold 12,900. holds 115,900 personally.

11,200 for children. t > c i

GE. John W. Belanger sold 1440, holds 14,048. Jack S. Parker

bought 640 holds 1822. .

General Instruments. Abraham Blumenkrantz exercised option to

buy 15 000, holds 38,000. Malcolm C. Hutchison bought 500, holds

1300. Alois Konecny Jr. bought 5200, holds 9700. Moses Shapiro sold

8850, holds 30,100.
i. u

General Precision Equipment. George T. Link sold 1000, holds

5972. Joseph A. Zock sold 1175, holds none.
Hazeltine. Philip F. LaFollette sold 1500, holds 500.

HolTman Electronics. H. S. Hazeltine sold 100, holds 110.

Indiana Steel Products. Hubert S. Conover exercised right to buy

120. holds 960. Charles A. Maynard exercised right to buy 343, holds

i ‘iO»

IBM. T. Vincent Learson bought 300, holds 401.

ITT." Eugene Le Baron exercised option to buy 2000 holds 5373.

Litton Industries. Roy L. Ash acquired 10 in partnership through

failure of performance by purchasers under contracts of sale, sold 200,

holds 5672 in partnership, 2100 as custodian, 51,049 personally. Louis

H. Howard sold 600, holds 3306. Carl A. Spaatz sold 200, holds 3083.

Charles B. Thornton acquired 21 in partnership through failure of per-

formance by purchasers under contracts of sale, sold 300, holds 12,576 in

partnership, 125,330 personally.
Loew’s Inc. Ellsworth C. Alvord bought 1000, holds 1000 personally,

600 in holding company. George Killion bought 2000, holds 9500.

Magnavox. J. S. Sturgeon bought 48 and exercised option to buy
2058 more, holds 2200.

P. R. Mallory. H. C. Buell bought 200, holds 1992.

Minn. Mining & Mfg. Herbert P. Bustow bought 6000, holds 28,265.

Arthur E. Eggert exercised option to buy 1600, holds 2938.

National Telefilm Assoc. Eric H. Haight exchanged 10,000 for

National Theatres securities, holds none. Oliver A. Unger exercised

option to buy 20,000, exchanged 40,125 for National Theatres securities,

holds 20,000.
Oak Mfg. Wm. Bessey sold 300, holds 15,000. Clarence B. Jennett

bought 500 holds 625. John Rovelstad bought 180, holds 4000.

RCA. Elmer W. Engstrom exercised option to buy 500, holds 2093.

Raytheon. David D. Coffin sold 3000, holds 467. Ray C. Ellis sold

100, holds 2241. Wm. Gammell Jr. sold 300, holds 13,090. George Ingram
Jr. exercised option to buy 2756, holds 2756. N. B. Krim sold 1000,

holds 7450. Ernest F. Leathern sold 5000, holds 1437. Robert L. McCor-
mack sold 200, holds 1396. P. L. Spencer sold 1000, holds 448.

Siegler. Frederick L. Anderson sold 5000, holds 43,026. Philip S.

Fogg sold 800, holds 22,000. Pierpont M. Hamilton sold 4600, holds
30,444. Donald Royce sold 500, holds 9000.

Standard Coil Products. Walter F. Hermann exercised option to buy
1000, holds 1000.

Texas Instruments. F. J. Agnieh sold 1000, holds 26,105 personally,

200 in trust. R. W. Olson sold 700, holds 13,000. C. J. Thomsen sold

280, hold.s 14,017.
Trans Lux. Harry Brandt bought 700 through foundations, sold 2000

through foundations, holds 29,430 in foundations, 1000 in Marathon Pic-

tures, 2000 in Brapick Corp., 200 in Bilpam Corp., 17,600 for wife,

168,500 personally.
20th Century-Fox. S. Charles Einfeld exercised option to buy

5000, holds 5485. Robert Lehman sold 6200, holds 17,400.
Warner Bros. Albert Warner sold 6600 pursuant to option, holds

2700 in trust, none personally. Jack L. Warner bought 1632. sold 7000
pursuant to option, holds 1400 in trust, 237,431 personally.

Westinghouse. W. O. Lippman bought 200 holds 1421. L. B.
McCully sold 1000, holds 1800. Harry E. Seim sold 1000, holds 1968.
Fergus M. Sloan sold 400, holds 601.

Reports & comments available: Electronics stocks, The
Value Line, 5 E. 44 St., N.Y. . . . Sterling Television Co.,

prospectus, Simmons & Co., .56 Beaver St., N.Y. . . .

Electronic Engineering Co. of California, prospectus, Kid-

der, Peabody & Co., 17 Wall St., N.Y. . . . Electronics Cap-
ital Corp., prospectus, Hayden, Stone & Co. . . . RCA, anal-

ysis, .James H. Oliphant & Co., 61 Broadway, N.Y. . . .

Sperry-Rand, report, L. F. Rothschild & Co., 120 Broadway,
N.Y. . . . AB-PT, in Investment Reader, Merrill, Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 70 Pine St., N.Y.

Electronics Capital Corp., new federally-licensed San

Diego closed-end management investment company (Vol.

15:18), has signed 5-year employment agreements with

pres. Charles E. Salik and exec. v.p. Richard T. Silberman.

According to a preliminary prospectus issued by Hayden,

Stone & Co. as principal underwriter of the firm’s initial

stock offering, Salik will be paid $30,000 for the first year,

$45,000 for the second, $60,000 for the next 3 years, but

has waived his first year’s salary. Silberman’s salary will

start at $30,000, go to $40,000 the second year and $50,000

the next 3 years. Chairman-pres. of Electronic Investment

Corp. (Vol. 15:23), Salik also is pres. & sole stockholder

of Electronics Investment Management Corp., which has a

consulting agreement with Electronics Capital Corp. Long
active in the electronics industry, Silberman is a Cohu
Electronics director and was 1952-59 pres, of its Kin Tel

div. The prospectus lists these other Electronics Capital

officers & directors: Bernard Koteen, Washington com-

munications lawyer, secy. & counsel; Dr. Neil H. Jacoby,

U. of Cal. graduate business administration school dean,

economic adviser; Dr. Joseph M. Pettit, Stanford U. engi-

neering school dean, technical adviser; Donald C. Duncan,

Beckman Instruments contract sales director; L. J. Rice

Jr., investment dept. mgr. of San Diego’s First National

Trust & Savings Bank; Alfred J. Coyle, Hayden, Stone &
Co. partner; David Salik, chairman-pres. of Esskay and

Westway clothing manufacturing firms. Outstanding now
are 37,389 shares of $1 par common stock, 83% of it owned
by the Saliks, 7.4% by Silberman, the rest by other direct-

ors who paid $9 per share for it. The public offering is

1.8 million shares at $10 per share.

Pacific Mercury Electronics reports its net income for

9 months ended March 31 exceeded the full-year earnings

of fiscal 1958. Net sales for the period set a new record

for the company. Pres. Joe Benaron said sales to Sears Roe-

buck “continue at a favorable level and production of TV
receivers for the balance of the current year may exceed

previous expectations.” In the 3 months to March 31, net

income was $115,813 {174 a share) on sales of $4,904,112.

For 9 months ended March 31: 1959 1958

Net sales $15,751,608 $14,675,473
Net income 347,923 312,950
Earned per share 50<- 45i^

Standard Coil’s directors “anticipate resuming divi-

dends on the common stock before the end of the year”

—

first dividend since 1955—pres. James 0. Burke told the

annual meeting in Chicago. He called the current out-

look “very favorable,” noting that the company’s order

backlog stands at a record high of about $70 million. He
said that the company’s commercial business usually de-

clines during the 2nd quarter, but “it has stayed about
level this year.” Stockholders voted to double the pres-

ently authorized 2 million shares of common stock—ear-

marked for future acquisitions—although Burke said the

company currently has no plans to issue any new stock.

Anti-trust suit against Jerrold Electronics Corp.,

charging the firm with monopolizing the CATV manufac-
turing industry and filed by the Justice Dept. Feb. 15,

1958 (Vol. 14:7), went through its first pre-trial conference

June 9. It goes to trial Oct. 26 before Philadelphia Federal

District Court Ji’dge Francis Van Dusen. Wilford Whitley
Jr. heads the Justice Dept, team of attorneys on the case;

Philadelphia attorney Israel Packel represents Jerrold.

Hazeltine 2-for-l stock split and an increase from 1.5

to 3 million shares of authorized common stock were voted

by stockholders June 10. Distribution of additional shares

will be made July 3, to shareholders of record June 22,
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ACOUSTICA ASSOCIATES INC. (Unlisted)

Year ending February 28

Capitalization—Common: 10 cents par, 292.927 shares.

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price
Year Sales Earnings Profit Share Dividends Assets Range

I $ 34,038 $ 12, 802(d)
1957 347.105 23.602(d) none $ 144,825
1958 1.096,760 20.636 $ .08 none 1944- 344
19.59 4,857,999 140,250 .44 none 40'/,.- 19

(d) Deficit.

ADMIRAL CORP. (NYSE)
Capitalization—Debt

:

$8,855,000. Common: $1 par, 2,385,296 shares.

$230,397,662 $37,775,281 $18,767,554 $7.95 $1.00 $ 67.960.665 314t,- 13'/4

185.925,058 18,725.621 9.586,833 4.06 .88 68,756,734 23 '/2- 16 '.'4

190,724,326 18,942,133 8,711.133 3.69 .88 87,530,549 26 %- ion
250,931,605 21,340.965 8,213,165 3.48 1.00+20% stk. 107,642.418 3244- 18%
219.565,089 15,581,974 6,547,974 2.77 1.00 109.126,766 29 '/g- 18'/4

202,361.797 5,752,144 2,282,144 .97 1.00 104.823,433 30'/4- 20 V4
l9.->« (a) 185,880.606 2,740,024 1.504,024 .64 1.00 105.404,038 22 12%

172.663,167 1.176,067 965,067 .41 none 102.115,752 li%- 6'/.

1938 170.777.126 2.616,317 1.375,017 .58 none 101.999.284 19 %- 7
1959 (3 mo.) 44.739,388 1,422,076 711,644 .30 none 291/2 - 17 1/8

(a) Restated to include domestic real estate subsidiary and all foreign operations in Italy, Mexico and Brazil.

AEROVOX CORP. (Unlisted)

Capitalization—^Debt: $3,359,000 notes. Common: $1 par. 868.720 shares.

1950 $ 23,751,172 $ 3,428,572 $ 1,749.418 $2.51 $ .30 $11,682,140 12 '/i- 4 ',8

22,574,370 1,610.182 779,353 1.11 .60 12.640.361 10 '/2 - 6'/2

1952 22,460.917 1.987.215 940,440 1.35 .60 12,633,317 10%- 6 '-

1953 27,064.814 2,185,824 1,074,582 1.54 .60 14,314,803 12%- 9
19.54 28,016,539 1,520,120 860.828 1.04 .45 15,266.982 12 - 8%
1955 25.480,214 994,003 480.956 .55 5% stk. 15.896.999 13%- 8

25,095,656 l,633,693(d) 909.893(d) 1.05(d) none 15,379,924 8%- 4
20.892,597 409.778 276.272 .32 none 12,835,934 6 V4 - 2Ts

1958, 17.488.082 416,368 216,690 .25 none 12.696,067 6 ^ 8 - 3>8
19.59 (3 mo.) 5,347,000 276,211 143.779 .17 none 12% - 6'/4

(d) Deficit.

ALLIED CONTROL CO. INC. (ASE)

Capitalization—Debt: $380,000, loan. Common: $1 par. 236.071 shares.

1950 _ . $ 1,890,156 $ 181,926 $ 121,926 $ .42 none $ 1.254.251
19.51 3,560.128 592,268 329,235 1.34 none 2,011.046

796,532 257.910 1.02 none 2.680,725 4 - 2%(b)
584,304 184.304 .69 none 2,755,572 3',+ - 3 (b)
710,177 322,177 1.28 $ .20 2.526.405 18'/2- 14 44

651,124 384,721 1.55 .80 3,233,731 19 - 12'/2

19.56 10,887.047 1,733.163 703,163 3.37 .80 3,603.247 21%- 12%
2, 311. 844(a) 941.844(a) 4.04(a) 1.15 4.183.479 52Vi- lO’s

19.59

9,755,173 1,026,500 531,207 2.11 1.60+5% stk.
.50

4,352.942 46 'i- 33'v
65 %- 3644

(a) Adjustment giving effect to renegotiation, (b) Preferred stock.

AMERICAN BOSCH ARMA CORP. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debentures: $814,000. 3%s. due Nov. 1964
Preferred: 5% cumulative serial preferred Series A & B, $100 par, 17,225 shares
Common: $2 par, 1,879.789 shares

$ 35.643,481 $ 5,200.242 $ 2.545,242 $1.88 $1.05 $ 22.135.487 20 - 10'4

1951 _ 75,898,047 7,894,820 2,607,820 1.91 1.20+20+ stk. 45,580.299 17'n- 12%
90.539.243 846.048(d) 509.708(d) .54(d) .90+ 2% stk. 48.983.258 15%- 10%
79.367.771 3,648,439 1,678,439 1.02 none 43,783.734 I2"8- 6'i

74,416,211 4,938.370 2,570,370 1.58 4% stk. 39.951.806 15>-4- 9

1955- 73,805.025 6,533.568 3.383.568 1.86 1.00 )- 2% stk. 41.290, 499 22'<- 14%
l9->)> 122,237,735 9.666,357 4,626,357 2.43 1.00 f- 5*/o stk. 54.593.088 23%- 16'3

1957 134,339,863 ll),510,387 5,1)80,387 2,67 1.05 66.114.872 27 - 16's
115,877,176 8,244.723 4,100,723 2.50 1.20 64,360.840 37%- 19%

19.59 (3 mo.) 31,177.327 3,005,995 1,444,995 .76 .30 39%- 29>8

(d) Deficit.



AMERICAN broadcasting-paramount THEATRES INC. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt: $49,468,421
Preferred: 5% cumulative preferred, $20 par, 320,799 shares
Common: $1 par, 4,149,362 shares

Year Sales
Pre-tax
Earnings

Net
Profit

Net Per
Share Dividends

Total
Assets

Price
Range

1950* $ 45,879,660 $ 132,605 $ 84,605 $ .05 none $ 26,491,261 14 ‘A- 7*4
19,51* 58,983,129 741,943 368,943 .22 none 31,025,927 141/8- 10%
1953 . - 167,136,730 13,578„802 6,961,113 1.34 $1.25 141,124,0!I2 21 11%

8,980,587 4,376,626 2.14 1.00 137.754,108 15Ve- 12%
19.54 188,795,705 9,826,142(a) 4,721,787(3) 1.11(a) 1.00 138,376,649 251/4 - 14%
I955_ 198,350,068 16,on, 623(a) 8,218,017(3) 1.89(a) 1.20 138,593,905 331/2 - 22%
19,56 206,915,705 15, 724, 544(a) 7,734,545(3) 1.78(a) 1.30 146,192,447 32%- 21%
I‘)5T 215,877,026 9,779,524 4,894.524 1.10 l.nO 154,125,813 24%- 11%
1958 244,821,241 11,244.010 6,116.060 1.40 l.‘K) 155,880,143 22 - 13
1959 (3 mo.) 5,025,000 2,313,000 .53 .50 29%- 20%

*1950 and 1951 figures for ABC only. tMerger of ABC and United Paramount Theatres, Inc. effective Feb. 1953. (a) Excluding capital gains.

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS INC. (ASE)

Capitalization
Debentures: $3,500,000, convertible subordinated 5'/4s, due 1973
Debt: $143,775 notes
Common: $1 par, 869,994 shares

1 f);>0 $ 340.000 none
1951 1.510,000
1952 2,518,964 $ 245,118 $ 62,774 $ .12 none
1953 3.900,300 452,489 180,879 .36 none

6,109,380 5,83,957 297,783 .59 $ .22% $ 3,204,561 15 V4- 4
1955 5.935,104 519,013 265,013 .51 .50 4,110,513 17 - lOVz
1956 10,379,641 758,109 376,128 .73 .50 7,879,677 13%- 11

17,908.135 1,180,042 603,650 .78 .50 14,484,448 2IV2 - 11

19.58 17,396.064 3,333,447(d) 2,285,826 (d) 2.63(d) .25 13,917,622 15%- 9%
1959 (3 mo ) 4,652,558 108,117 108,117 .12 none 10%- 11%

(d) Deficit

AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY CO. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debentures and Notes payable: $85,207,100
Preferred: 3.90% cumulative, $100 par, 59,500 shares

5% cumulative, $100 par, 17,456 shares
Common: $7 par, 3,540,881 shares

$ 27,577,242 $ 3,405,846 $ 2,015,846 $1.53 $ .80 $30,470,533 17>/4- 12%
54,203,434 5,989.962 3,352,962 2.31 .80+2%% stk. 53,855,489 20%- 141/8

105,821,447 8,647,077 4,167,077 2.05 .80+5% stk. 78,872,791 24%- 16%
19.53 139,200,765 9,790,611 5,275,611 2.44 1.00+5% Stk. 89,541,324 24%- 19%

126,507,387 7,868,022 4,023,022 1,64 1.00 + 2%% stk. 105,826,171 28 %- 21%
1955 145.000,977 9,789,016 4,774,016 1.66 1.00+2% stk. 132.788,863 35%- 23 'A

19.56 198,057,542 18,976,676 8,975.676 3.03 1.05+4% stk. 182,385,380 40% - 24 y*

1957 261,753,625 24,136,249 11,782,249 3.51 1.30 225,619,194 43% - 29%
19.58 230.877,341 22,996,658 11,007,658 3.19 1.70 231.464,225 59 %- 32 >A

1959 (3 mo.) 57,652,237 10,674,244 5.020,244 1.40 1.00 235,458,511 89 %- 53%

A5IER1CAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt: $6,042,208,000
Subsidiary preferred: $17,904,300
Common: $33'/3 par, 212,041,209 shares

19,50 _ $3,261,528,032 $ 587,720,864 $346,962,051 $4.04 $3.00 $11,575,966,607 531/8 - 48%
3,639,462,365 704,221,388 364,874,176 3.67 3.00 12,774,216,000 53%- 50

4,039,644.218 798,087,900 406,661,306 3.48 3.00 13,997,345,000 53%- 50%
19,53 4,416,729,614 937,599,573 473,512,265 3.77 3.00 15,434,549,000 53%- 50%

4.784,500,427 1.058,836,919 549,931,223 3.81 3.00 16,515,526,000 59% - 52

1955 5,297,043,174 1,291,183,107 664,243,416 4.37 3.00 14,479,641,983 62%- 57%
19.56 5,825,297,685 1,451,160,747 755,933,854 4.39 3.00 16,206,571,233 63%- 55

1957 6,313,833,200 2,098,371,577 829.779,296 4.33 3.00 17,677,875,672 60 - 53%
19.58 6,771,403,000 2,435,455.000 952,305,000 4.67 3.00 19,493,951,000 75%- 56
19.“9 mr» ^ 198,520,000 .94 1.50 89 - 74%

AMP INCORPORATED (Unlisted)

Capitalization:
Notes: $1,100,000, 4%% Promissory Note due 1969
Common: $1 par, 2,131,896 shares

1950 $ 5,480,538 $ 1,342,201 $ 590,201 $ .31 none
1951 10,188,612 1,776,868 458,868 .23 none
1952 11,545,957 1,509,646 342,646 .17 none
1953_ __ 15,312,235 1,644,021 409,561 .21 none
1954 16,040,373 2,102,032 902,032 .46 none

21,647,301 3,709.128 1,605,588 .83 none $12,108,805

1 95fi 32,299,301 6,587.742 3,227.742 1.66 none 15,411,029 19%- 161/4

1957 36,097.574 6,542,779 3,350,779 1.66 $ .50+4% 16,687,337 30 - 14%
31,377,891 4,802,933 2,596,933 1.29 .50 17,838.358 24%- 17

19.*»9 n mo ) .15 36 -X- 22 V4

AMPEX CORPORATION (NYSE)
y^ar endinfj April 80

Capitalization
Debt: $406,000 5% notes payable
Debentures: $5,500,000 5%, due 1972
Common: 50 cents par. 1,835,662 shares

9, 8R7 R14 $ 60 601(d) $ -10(d) none
1951 968,472 $ 129.931 114.931 .19 none
1952 2,301,707 167,823 76,823 .13 none
1 958 3,548,593 202,020 88,520 .15 none $2,156,234

195i 5,418,373 70,191 25,691 .02 none 3,769.231

19.55 8,163,663 762,622 365,736 .28 none 4,749,525 8 -

I9.5fi 10,196,967 607,275 311,275 .23 none 6.301,532 17Vi- 6%
1957- 18,737,000 2,212,000 1,087,000 .60 none 15,017,000 24 - 12

19.58 30,115,000 3,223.000 1,540,000 .84 none 19%- 17%

1959(e) 49,691,000 2,500,000 .84 none 54^/^- 61%

(d) Deficit, (e) Estimated.

- 2 -



AMPHENOL-BORG EI.ECTRONICS CORF. (NVSE)

Capitalization
Debt: $840,000, notes
Common: ,$1 par, 1,167,294 shares

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price
Year Sales Earnings Profit Share Dividends Assets Range

1950(a) _ _ $ 12,944,833 $ 2,020,833 $ 920,833 .$2.30 $ .70 $ 7,757,607 io%- evs
1951(a) 25,495,624 3,441,866 941,868 2.35 .80 14,621,200 12Vi- 9
I9!>2(a) _ 36,406,697 5,687,347 1,279,290 3.19 .90 16,065,195 17%- 10%
195:i(b) 54,211,645 5.744,998 2.361,401 2.03 1.00 16,637,597 19 - 13
19,54(b) __ 42,261,849 4.589,024 2,185,553 1.88 .75 15,066,063 15 %- 9
19,55(b) 43,026,299 4,546,981 2,229,981 1.92 .57% 13,540,996 19 - 12%
19,5«(c) 47.080 916 5.538,886 2.638,886 2.27 .95 15,705,915 19%- 15%
19.57(c) 54,127,643 7,591,819 3,519,590 2.00 1.15 22,442,042 33%- 191/2

1958(c)_ 46,306,741 4,473,946 2,320,946 2.00 1.20 38,673,147 37'/2- 22%
1959 (3 mo.). 12,980,053 1,285,108 582,108 .50 .35 39.077,190 46%- 32 Vi

(a) Amphenol Electronics only.
(b) Pro-forma including Geo. W. Borg Corp. merged Jan. 1, 1959.

(c) Includes Geo. W. Borg Corp. for June 30 years.

APPLIED SCIENCE CORP.

Capitalization
Debt: $175,500
Common: $1 par, 419,436

19.54

OF PRINCETON

.shares

$ 1,062.700

(Unlisted)

$ 52,800 $ .15

1955 - _ - _ 2,024.194 114,365 $ .91 .10 $ 3,044,295
1956 3.570,574 218,068 1.25 .10 4.907,300
1957 6.168,542 12,020 .03 .10 4,893,928 35 - 14
1958 _ 3,940,591 648.025(d) 1.54(d) .104- l%7o stk. 2,932,831 15 - 5>/2

1959 (3 mO.)_

(d) Deficit.

548,500 $ 256,7o0(d) 256.700(d) 60(d) none 2,709.500 15 ’4- 9

ARVIN INDUSTRIES INC. (NYSE)

Capitalization
Debts: $2,500,000. 4%% secured note.s

Common: $2.50 par. 1,125,600 shares

19.50 __ _ $ 53,684.138 $ 6,940.396 $ 3.605,126 $3.24 $1.34 $ 23,565,630 24%- 14%
1951 63.997,212 6,841,405 2,691,063 2.42 1.60 26,578,148 32% - 18%
195‘Z 64,289,781 4,459,536 2,209,733 1.78 1.60 27,364,995 26 >4- 20%
195.3 73,395,197 4,692,147 2,255,001 2.02 1.60 27.135,716 26% - 20%
1954 53,372,759 4,630,593 2,231,198 2.00 1.28 27.978,690 21%- 16%
1955 67,421.583 8,445,322 4,052,091 3.64 1.36 32,033,832 21 %- 19>/4

19.56 64,612,775 7,875,165 3,784,839 3.22 1.60 32,122,082 25 %- 21%
1957 __ - 69,705,700 7,676,370 3,689,976 3.28 1.60 31,346.329 29% - 22%
1958 54.015.225 3,085,970 1,487,878 1.32 .80 32,09l(,290 23ys- 18%
• “59 (3 mo.) 15,938,426 1,056,534 512,233 .46 .20 29 %- 22%

ASTRON CORP. (Unlisted)

Capitalization
Debt: $111,375
Preferred: 4% cumulative preferred, $10 par, 3,900 shares
Common: 10 cents par, 645,000 shares

1951 . _ __ ___ $ 1,461,687 N.A. $ 33,331 $ .05 (b) (b) (b)
10S2 2,421,216 N.A. 100,648 .05 (b) (b) (b)
19.53 3.164,983 N.A. 118.252 .18 (b) $ 836,579 b)
1954 3,421,760 $ 569,231 287.431 .45 (b) 1,206,212 (b)
19.55 _ 4.101,170 607,639 296,339 .46 $ .20 2,174,924 5 - 3%
19.56 5,128,525 460,519 227,519 .35 .40 2,281.279 4%- 3

4.841,129 352,708 185,708 .29 .20 2,202,612 3%- 1%
4,147,744 83.079(d) 24,079 (d) .04(d) .07% 2,064,232 3%- l->8

19.59 (3 mo.) 1,065,035 9.929(d) .02(d) none 3%- 2>/4

N.A. Not available, (b) Privately owned. (d) Deficit.

AUDIO DEVICES INC. (ASE)

Capitalization
Debt: $127,525, mortgage
Common: 10 cents par, 793,939 shares

19.50 . „ $ 1,992,176 $ 307.216 $ 172,216
1951 2,159,595 173,441 92,441

207,713 131,713
174,398 101,898

1954 2.453,750 89,906 58,906
1955 . _ 3,472,871 426,955 219,955
1956 3,707,576 417,457 212,457
19,57 4,774,523 283,241 151,241
19,58 6,015,845 23,284 18,284
19,59.

$ .34 $ .15% $ 840.732
.18 .15 879.164
.26 .12 910.74!) 2%- 1%
.20 .09 1,184.444 3%- 2%
.11 .08-1-10% Stk. 1.141,416 3%- 2

.36 .05-j-10',i stk. 1,296.624 3%- 2%

.33 .05-l-57c stk. 1,645,225 6%- 2%

.19 .05 4-5% stk. 2.646,083 12%- 4%

.02 .05 3,358,357 17%- 7%
none 26%.- 15%

AVCO CORP. (NYSE)

Year ending Nov. SO

Capitalization
Debentures: $15,000,000 convertible sub. debenture 5s. due 1979.
Debt: $23,128,000, promissory notes
Common: $3 par, 9,546,923 shares

lO.'iO $256,966,971 $28,735,633 $12,635,633 $1.47 $ .,50 $222,930,159 9%- 5%
286.598,113 22,089,214 10,089,214 1.10 .60 186.877,718 8%- 6%

1952 326,585,641 21,578,927 11,028,927 1.20 .60 167,434,839 8%- 6%
1953 414,783.527 5.868,598 3,368,598 .34 .30 143,787.065 8%- 4>.'.

375,405,820 7,509,436 3,639,436 .37 .10 200.878.864 7 - 4%
299.332,434 2.168.311 758,311 .05 .20 198,417.760 8%- 5'j

19.56 .. 320,556,285 18,112,847(d) 16,387,847 (d) 1.84(d) none 181.728,051 7%- 5
1957 314,882,677 10,552,601 12,832,794 1.38 .10 159,752,919 7%- 4%
1958 __ 2.82,920,651 13,526,090 11,596,608 1.23 .40 183.029,175 13’s- 5%
1959 (3 mo.) 67,679,974 2,899,557 1,349,557 .14 .20 17 - 10%

(d) Deficit,



AVIEN INC. (ASE)

Year ending June ,iO

Capitalization
Common: Class A and Class B, 10 cents par. 601,412 shares

Year Sales
Pre-tax
Earnings

Net
Profit

Net Per
Share Dividends

Total
Assets

19.54, $ 6.887,000 $ 332,000 $ 314,000 $ .47 $ 1,269.000
5,823,000 485,000 458.000 .69 $ .07% 1,990,000
5,135,000 143.000(d) 148.000(d) .22(d) none 2.305.000

1 ‘>57 6,115,000 203,000 163,000 .24 none 3.541,000
lf>5H 7,398,000 498.000 230,000 .34 none 3.668,000
19.59 (9 mo.)

(d) Deficit

5,991,000 549,000 254,000 .42

BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS INC. (NYSE)

Year ending June
Capitalization

Debt: $9,245,000
Common: $1 par,

19.50*

l‘>51*.

30

1,356,464 shares

$ 5,207.856
8,215,712

$ 1,431,353
1,918,190

$ 694,853
628,090

$ .69

.58
$ .13

none $ 5.990.000
19.52(a) 5,785,740 1,326,848 326,848 .30 none 7,148,028
1953 16.447,382 1,991,089 756.089 .70 none 10,247,769
1 954 18,652,870 2,320,280 920.280 .85 none 12.726,495
1955 21,330.598 2,539,050 1,322.050 1 06 none 16,930,012
19.56 29,362,131 3,344,856 1,744.856 1.36 3% stk. 21,859,411
19.57 38,088,730 349.432 209,432 .16 3% Stk. 36,256,196
I95R . . 39.823,317 1.792.923(d) 946.923(d) .70(d) none 35.792,392
1959 (9 mon.) 32.499,588 2,914,884 1,432,884 1.06 none

• 12 months ending Dec. 31. (a) 6 months to June 30. (b) Privately owned, (d) Deficit.

BELOCK INSTRUMENT CORP. (ASE)

Year ending October SI

Capitalization
Debt: $1,000,000, convertible sub. debenture 5?is. due Dec. 1. 1973
Preferred: 6% cumulative, $100 par, 1870 shares
Common: 50 cents par. 811.447 shares

l‘)'>« Incorporated Nov. 14, 1950
I9.->l(a) $ 907,308

1952

3,542,365

1953

8,154,821 $ 289,371

1954

10.259,380 745,810
19.55 14,896,878 1.426,310
1956 13,801.336 977.763
19.57 13,255,083 280.950(d)

1958

12.731,300 483,743

1959

(a) 10 months to Oct. 31. (d) Deficit, (e) Privately owned.

BENDIX AVIATION CORP. (NYSE)

Year ending September SO

Capitalization
Debt: $1,345,000
Common: $5 par, 5,091.273 shares

19,50 $219,419,794 $30,599,434
1951 340,540,415 32,037,957
19.52 508.701,892 50,660,972
195:i 638,244,637 61,758,844
1954 607,711,607 61,796.575

19.55

567,249,923 58,717,287

19.56

581,418,734 48,348,993
1957 711,237,146 59,366,546
19.58 623,731,537 42.734.746
1959 (6 mo.) 323,490,430

BRITISH INDUSTRIES CORP. (Unlisted)

Capitalization
Debt: $26,951
Common: 50 cents par. 300,157 shares

1950 N.A
1951 N.A
19.52 N.A
19.53 N.A
1954 N.A
19.5.5 $ 3,104,703

19.56

5,404,612

19.57

6,998,340

19.58

8,120,809
1959 (3 mo.) 2,260,786

N.A. Not available.

$ 196.062(d) $ .27(d) none
78,319 .09 none

155.251 .19 none
348,375 .45 none $ 4,746,583
679,443 .89 none 7.423.344
457.403 .58 3% Stk. 9,447,002
132.330(d) .18(d) 3% stk. 9.244,144
202,743 .24 1%% stk. 10,438,904

2% stk.

$16,954,116 $4.00 $2.37% $143,366,391
11,818.601 2.79 2.25 209.534,918
15.295,159 3.61 1.87% 259,320,862
17,352.710 4.10 1.50 328,746,687
25,537,771 5.35 1.50+7% stk. 285,430,724
25,888,599 5.39 2.37% 278,064,860
24,278,263 5.04 2.40+5% Stk. 321,783,177
27,499.034 5.44 2.40 370,089.085
21,171,902 4.18 2.40 325.561,339
10.926.801 2.15 .60

$ 138,146 $ .69 $ .30

303,497 1.09 .30+20% Stk. $ 1.753.619
464,243 1.67 .37%+15% stk. 2.429,053
532,399 1.77 .60+8% -stk. 2,731.835
167,420 .55 .12%+2%. Stk.

BI RROUGIIS CORP. (NYSE)

Capitallzallon
Debt: $2,450,000, loans and notes
Debentures: $25,000,000, 4%s, due 1983; $29,887,100, 4Vis, due 1981; $22,295,000. 3“liS, due 1977
Common: $5 par, 6,612.607 shares

$ 86.931,628 $12,865,289 $ 8,019,916 $1.60 $ .90 $ 73,137,809
1951 127,368.125 25.170,378 10,615.378 2.12 .90 103,157,757
1952 150,817.423 19,097,484 9.001,984 1.80 .90 129,201,094

162,035,781 17,766,148 7,826,148 1.58 .80 134,688,043
168,651,347 17.836,514 9,146,514 1.83 .85 138.083,933

M>r>r> 217.805,044 25,177,753 12,419,753 2.19 1.00 181,807,279
271.775,887 27,064,021 14,197,021 2.35 1.00 233,787,716

1 }>ri7 282,773,950 17,834,594 10,074,594 1.67 1.00 271,537,006
292,567,798 10,959,934 0.407,934 .97 1.00 299.648,367

mo. ) . 80.922,856 3,183,408 1,533,408 .23 .50

- 4 -

Price
Range

3 - 1%
554- 1%

754

(b)
(b)

1754- 10 Vj

17 - 11%
27 1354
295's- 195i
43%- 25%
4754- 21
40%- 18%
7454- 36%

(e)

(e)

(e)
(e)

27%- 11%
19%- 12%
14 - 6%
13 - 7%
22%- lOYa

2654- 17%
30 - 23%
32 - 22%
34%- 25
5254- 30
59%- 45
64Vs- 48%
6654- 42
74%- 44%
89 - 66

5%- 354
17%- 4%
31 - 13%
39 - 28

1554- 125'a

1854- 13’/8

18 %- 16
17%- 13%
25 %- 15%
34%- 22%
46%- 28%
5254- 27%
43%- 27%
4554- 36%



(ASE)CLAROSTAT MFC. CO. INC.

Capitalization
Debt: Mortgage. $11,149
Common: $1 par, 417,993 shares

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price

Year Sales Earnings Profit Share Dividends Assets Range

1950 $ 5,985,241 $ 772,999 $ 406,780 $ 99 $ .16 $ 2,199,374 6%- 2'A

1951- 5,914.310 968,763 316,265 76 .30 2,336,293 6%-
1952 5.584,513 506,115 235,282 .56 .30 2,468,194 6Vt- i'A

1953 7,255,606 625.345 247,556 .59 .10 2,452,220 7 - 4%
5,682,093 107.823 57,920 .14 .25 2,309,990 7>/2- 5%

19.55 6.415,740 338,315 164,235 .39 none 2.680,205 8 - 4Va

7.468,492 467.539 227,924 .55 .20 2,565,910 5 - 3>/s

1957 - . 7.207,102 276.543 132,710 .32 .15 2,472.742 5 - 2>/2

19.58 . . 6,808.779 51.583 20.861 .05 none 2,984.557 5'/4- 2%
1959 (3 mo.) 2,032.559 88,591 .21 none lOVi- 4

CLEVITE CORP. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt: $10,172,680, 3V4% notes, due serially until 1971

Preferred: 4’/2% cumulative, $100 par, 45,634 shares
Common: $1 par, 1,852,152 shares

1950 $ 42,187,243 $ 7,914,228 $ 3.914.228 $2.88 $1.30 $ 25,283,265 15%- 11%
1951 - 49,463,559 7,687,826 2,887,826 2.03 1.15 39,212.523 19 - 15%
19,52 53,307.874 8,144,240 3.444.240 1.97 1.15 53,748.600 27%- 17%
1953 70,528,107 7,978,611 3,478,611 1.77 1.15 59,439,142 25%- 18

19.54 — 59,204,627 5,618.648 2,668,648 1.33 1.15 58,536,954 24%- 18

71,935,883 10.004,753 4,854,753 2.54 1.25 61.832,282 25 %- 20%
19.56 _ _ - . 73,581.604 7,671,593 3,971,593 2.06 1.15 61,465,000 24%- 18

1957 71,368,224 7,408,539 3.988,539 2.08 1.15 59,342,564 25 '/2- 15%
1958 63.354,991 5,899,246 3.109.246 1.60 1.15 57,828,463 25%- 15%
1959 (3 mo.)_ 19,997.804 2,932,965 1,455.965 .76 .25 3Sy8- 24%

COLLINS RADIO CO. (Unlisted)

Year ending July St

Capitalization
Debt: $4,967,891 notes, $1,679,000, 1st mortgage bonds.
Debentures: $7,917,000 convertible subordinated 5s, due 1977.

Preferred: 4% convertible preferred, $50 par. 122,442 shares
Common: $1 par, 1,504,367 shares

19.50 „ $ 12.534,018 $ 1,075,177 $ 415,765 $ .27 none $ 8,523,681 3’/8- 1

1951 19,325,837 1,093,704 753,732 .48 $ .11 19,125,921 4%- 3
I9.52._ - 64,130,371 5.913.432 1.836.139 1.22 .11 31,116,050 6%- 3%
1953 80,028,767 6.870,809 1,580,307 1.05 .13 34,398,396 7%- 5%
1054 90,300,464 7,398,976 2,599.369 1.74 .14 42,794,136 23 - 6%

108,164,689 7,194.145 3.347.059 2.23 .35 47,558,771 28>/2- 17%
19.56- 125,141,055 6,506,001 3,195,930 1.96 .35 59,127,378 32 y<- 21%
1957 . 127,490,768 4.825.012 2.192,946 1.29 .35 72.485,543 28% - 9%
1958 107.569.379 179.846(d) 1.081,975* .56* none 71,297,869 23 - ll‘/8

19.59 (6 mo.) „ _ 48,159.426 2,112.430 986.227 .59 none 80,358,212 39 %- 22

•After tax refund. (d) Deficit.

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM INC. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt: $4,348,000, notes; $3,523,152. mortgage; $3,910,197 other deferred Uabilities
Common: $2.50 par. 8,127,460 shares

1950 $124,105,408 $ 9,555,329 $ 4,105,329 $ .80 $ .53 $ 53,833,265 13%- 8=8
1951 192,384,608 13,618,942 6.360,097 .91 .53 101.481,809 11%- 5%
19.52- 251,594,490 15.938.724 6.445,506 .92 .53 111,720.900 13%- 11
1953 313,908.771 22,687.288 8.894,642 1.27 .62 136,040.997 lO’/s- 12%
19.54 373,380.139 23.214,645 11,414,645 1.62 .63 169,298,915 29% - 13%
1055 316.572.766 29,897.427 13.397,427 1.79 .77+2% stk. 180,089,502 32 - 22 '/2

354,779,843 35,083.462 16,283.462 2.13 .90+2% Stk. 196,097,774 34V2- 22%
1957 385,409,018 48,593,367 22,193.367 2.82 l.On+3% stk. 222,870.272 36%- 23%
105K 411,800.203 53,528,813 24.428.812 3.10 1.00 231,422.335 41 %- 24%
19,59 (a) 111.052,290 15,463.686 7,032.686 .87 .60+3% stk. 48% - 35

(a) 13 weeks, Apr. 4

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAJnCS CORP. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt: $5,487,139; debentures: $7,616,500. 25-yr. conv. sub debenture 4‘/2S, due 19S4
Common; 50 cents par, 1,064,248 shares

1950 $ 2,808.571 $ 654.801 $ 364.604 $ .72 $ .30+ 15% stk. 13 %- !)%
1951- 5,614,550 1,062,591 437,591 .67 .40 $ 5,081,798 14%- 13%

8,000,841 1,028,512 601,512 .56 .40 12,201,268 17%- 10%
19,53 14.074,064 919,906 510,406 .57 .40 11.796,346 15%- 10%

15.644.520 1,633,363 842,863 .94 .40 13,096.930 31 %- 13>%
1955 17,124,429 1,489.912 803,696 .85 .40 15,885.633 31 V4- 20

25,036.689 2.208,263 1,283,263 1.35 .50 23,535,513 37 - 21
30.541,382 1.178,729 771.729 .73 .40 31,413,654 54 %- 25%
32.079,116 2,470, 196(d) 1, 178.496(d) .11(d) .40 31.048,119 47% - 27%

19.59 (3 mo.) 10,238.000

(d) Deficit.

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES
Year ending September 30

Capitalization
Debt: $973,365, notes
Common: $1 par, 787,500 shares

624,490

CORP. (NYSE)

340,490 .32 .20 42%- 33%

$ 14,759,568 $ 716,365 $2.45 $ .50 13%- 8%
1951 12,432,733 $ 517,208 222.208 .78 .90 $ 4.460.578 11%- 7%
19.52* 7.203,564 299.035(d) 299.035(d) 1.06(d) .15 3.373.604 10%- 6%
urn* 7.581,023 486.953(d) 486.953(d) 1.74(d) none 3,380.371 9%- 4%
19.54— 6,824,076 202.190(d) 202.190(d) .72(d) none 2.913.557 26%- .5

11,018,537 1,755.488 861.989 1.30 none 10.074,593 44%. 23%
27,892,951 4,556,597 2,156,597 3.12 none 15.294.178 36 %- 26 'ii

1957 28.537,288 4.186,931 1,971,931 2.50 none 18,493.641 35 %- IS
1958 . — 27,518,665 2,876,814 1.452,814 1.84 none 18,786,076 44 %- 19%
19.59 (3 mo.) 8,627.983

• Consolidated Electronics was formerly

1,348,987

Reynolds Spring

653,087

Co. (1950-53).

.83

(d) Deficit.

none 46’i)- 33%

- 5 -



(Unlisted)COOK ELECTRIC CO.

Yuur ending June 30
Capitalization
Debt: $1,600,000, 5%% notes, due 1967
Preferred: 6% prior cumulative, $100 par, 20,000 shares
Common: $5 par, 615,768 shares

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price
Year Sales Earnings Profit Share Dividends Assets Range

1050 $ 4,496,000 $ 334.000 $ 204,000 $ .36 $ .33

1951 6.390,000 879,000 334,000 .60 .19

1952 11,396,052 1.647,839 447.839 .80 .25 $ 5,419,995 1714- 7'/2

1933 1.389,558 427,058 .76 .19-t-5% stk. 6,593,552 7>/2- 7
19.54 14,103,369 1,216.664 511,664 .91 .30-1-5% Stk. 7,292,342 16%- 15
wr>.-> 506,386 251.386 .45 .15-fl'/4% Stk. 7,492,651 17 - lOYt
1056 208.101 103,101 .18 .10 7,819,576 1414- 8<2
l‘)5T 24,583,521 1,753,099 858.099 1.49 .20-t-l'/t% stk. 11,246,916 18%- 12
1958 30,1116,685 455,062 250,062 .42 .15 12,008,240 36 '/4- 15 '4

1939 (9 mo.) . 28,842,979 1,091,900 1.62 .10-f3% Stk. 13,271,525(a) 49 - 32>/2

(a) As of Dec. 31, 1958.

CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC CORP. (NYSE)
Year ending September 30

Capitalization
Debt: $800,000 notes
Debentures: $3,100,000, 3%S 1972
Preferred: $5.25 (no par) cumulative. 8,780 shares
Common: $1 par, 512,390 shares

1950 $ 23,927,117 $ 2,888,524 $ 1,747,524 $3.07 $ .78 $13,664,008 1414- 8%
1951 33,082,683 4,986,023 1,649,163 3.06 .83 17.514,482 16%- 10%
1952 35,496,041 5,078,616 1,539,831 2.86 1.04 21,581,027 18%- 1512
1953 - 43,630,816 5,578,491 1.666.696 3.12 1.35-1-10% stk. 23,049,255 26%- 1814
1954 37,149,778 3,799.640 1,729,640 3.25 1.90 21,456,679 36 - 2114
1955 3,909,002 1,809,IK)2 3.41 2.10 21,769.804 37%- 29
19.56 33,107,016 2,375,047 1,085.047 2.01 1.40 20,405,875 40>/2- 20
1957 32,494,378 1,364,928 754,928 1.38 1.20 21,411,350 2714- 1214
1058 26,328,735 385,686 188,636 .28 .80 20,462,307 24% - 12%
1959 (6 mo.) . 12,429,731 100,294 .15 .20 291/4 - 20%

CORNING GLASS WORKS (NYSE)
Capitalization

Debt: $11,000,000, subordinate iVx% mortgage.
Debentures: $9,500,000. income 3%s, due 2002
Preferred: 3‘/2% cumulative, $100 par. 64,480 shares
Common: $5 par, 6,722,052 shares

19.50 $116,473,981 $35,670,787 $17,612,355 $2.51 $ .SO $ 81,362,634 18 ‘/s- 1114
1951 115,750,172 23,862,664 10,141,164 1.48 .80 84,691,192 31%- 151/4

1952 126,455,784 28,516,156 10,323,156 1.51 .80 105,635,436 35 - 26%
1953 _ - _ - 149,294.036 34,039,395 12,681,395 1.86 .80 113,463,467 3614- 28
10.54 147,938,842 35,991.191 17,490,191 2.57 1.20 122,407,348 62 %- 35
19.55 38,966,671 18,626,671 2.76 1.50 130,872,665 73%- 54
19,56 163,053,554 37,732,753 18.432.753 2.72 1.50 137,263,623 871/2 - 60%
1957 159,069,721 31,033,404 16,533,404 2.43 1.50 142,696,906 106V4- 571/4

19.58 159,137,729 32,763,543 17,163,543 2.52 1.50 164,650,215 1021/2 - 74%
19.59 (a) 43,108,268 11,439,754 5,756,754 .85 .25 129 - 89%

(a) 12 weeks to March 22.

CRAIG SYSTEiMS INC. (Unlisted)

Year ending Juli) 31
Capitalization--Common: $1 par, 758.862 shares

19.50 (a)_ $ 802,207 $ 91,835 $ 56.573 $ .11 none (c) (c)

1951 (a) 1.952,471 187,197 69,559 .14 none (C) (c)

1952 (a) 4,192,332 386,402 111,616 .22 none (c> (c)

1953 (a) 4,591,654 354,323 104,989 .21 none (c) (c)

1954 (a) 4,887,828 512,081 209,435 .42 none (c) (c)

19.55 (b) 11,506,053 1,431,113 696,913 .95 none $ 5,835,985 (c)

19.56 (d) 9,570,015 975,173 463,673 .64 .40-f2% Stk. 6,511,853 9-7
1957 1,058,841 502,841 .68 .304-2% Stk. 6,678,837 91/8 - 41/8

1058 12,975,620 770,547 361,047 .48 .25 6,057.648 7 - 3%
19.59 (6 mo.) - 232,000 .31 none 12 - 6%

(a) Craig Machine Co. only, (b) Pro-Forma. Year ending Nov. 30.

(c) Privately owned until Feb. 7, 1956. (d) Consolidated; includes LeFebure Corp., from Feb. 10, 1956, date of acquisition.

DAYSTROM INC. (NYSE)
Year ending March 31

Capitalization—Debt: $1,399,207 notes. Debentures: $7,783,000, convertible, subordinated 4%s, 1977. Common: $10 par, 908,513 shares.

19.-)0 $ 32,763,201 $ 1,829.136 $ 1,174,136 $1.88 $1.25 $21,890,160 16>/2- 10%
1*>5I 42,397,508 5,432,331 2,436.331 3.90 1.50 25,487,642 20V4- 15

38,592,157 1,779,854 770,854 2.03 1.00 38,198,973 16%- 13>/2

1933 46,155,154 2,946,134 1.405,300 2.25 1.00 45,821,250 16%- 11%
62,472,896 3,106.924 1,458,924 2.33 1.00 44,156,237 23V4- 11%

1953 (a) 73,816,645 3,581,216 1,716,216 2.61 1.35 32,129,760 32 %- 23
63,192,498 3,544,181 1,784, LSI 2.01 1.20 40.244,242 39%- 22

19.37 74,402,239 5,183,811 2.458,811 2.77 1.20 47.607.250 47 - 27 %
81,713,986 4,785.493 2,333,493 2.57 1.20 52,685.322 39%- 30

19.39 (9 mo.) 55,!l09,n00 1,877.000 901.000 .99 .60 49 %- 34

la) Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.

DESILU PRODUCTIONS INC. (ASE)

)'ear Ending April. 30
Capitalization—Debt: $3,863,193, notes, etc

19.39 Incorporated in Cal. N.A.

merged into Daystrom May 16, 1955.

. Common: $1 par, 584,400 shares; $1

N.A. N.A.

par. Class B.

N.A.

565,000 shares.

N.A. N.A. N.A.
1931 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

N.A. N.A, N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

$ 4,668,669 $ 315,679 $ 143,933 $ .16 none N.A. (b)

6,388,641 592.978 261.511 .29 none N.A. (b)

19.36 9,361,130 1,416,695 674,728 .75 none N.A. (b)

12,166,741 4,499,865 3.183,367 ..34 none N.A. (b)

15,094,806 208,213 92,336 .10 none $14,347,190(a) 14%- 19

1939 (c) 14,943,740 271,230 141.730 .12 $ .15 29ya- im
N A. Not available, (a) Balance sheet as of 10-18-58. (b) Privately owned, (c) 40 weeks ending Feb. 7.
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Dumont (allen b.) laboratories inc. (ASE)

(Officially separated from DuMont Broadcasting Corp. Oct. 10, 1955 and recapitalized at that time.)

Capitalization
Mortgages Payable: $638,794
Preferred: 5% cumulative convertible; $20 par, 122,016 shares
Common: $1 par, 2, 361,092 shares

Pre-tax
EarningsYear Sales

Net
Profit

Net Per
Share Dividends

Total
Assets

Price
Range

1 <).%(» N.A. N.A. $1.00 27 - 13'/^

I<)51 N.A. N.A. .25 19 - 14'/4

1 «)r>2 $ 62,013,191 $ 2,897,903 $ 1.424,6113 $ ,72 .25 19 %- 15
19.')3 72.395,202 3,093,362 1,544,362 .62 none 17%- 8 '&

71.457,950 1,739,102 870,273 .35 none $63,251,041 16%- 9%
1955 57,826,809 3,674,3!l7(d) 3.674,397(d) 1.56(d) none 45,103,385 17‘/e- 9 ‘/a*

19.56 _ _ . 46,646,878 5.230,441(d) 3, 886.734(d) 1.65(d) none 39,349,410 10 - 4%*
1957 42,691,148 534, 616(d) 534,616(d) .23(d) none 35,412,247 6 Vs- 3»

29.984,942 11.677,698(d) 9,503,698(d) 4.08(d) none 29,600,411 8'/4- 3
1959 (a) 4,457.000 87,H46(d) .05(d) none 9%- 6

(a) 12 wks. to March 29 N.A. Not available, (d) Deficit. Ex DuMont :Broadcasting Stock.

DYNAMICS CORP. OF AMERICA (ASE)

Capitalization
Debt: $3,090,000. V loan notes, due Jan. 31, 1960: $473,500, 2% installment notes. 1959-1968; $250, OoO, quarterly installment notes through Jan. 1. 1960
Preferred: $1 cumulative convertible, $2 par, 506,244 shares
Common: $1 par, 2,667,094 shares

1950 - $ 14.780,757 $ 1,287,895 $ 1,287,895 $ .51 none $13,751,583 7%- 1%
1951 20.876,762 1,938.851 1,938,851 .77 none 19,549,402 5%- 3%

35,660,419 4.005,2,85 2,559,285 1.02 none 24,983,569 6 - 4'/4

1953 40,719,686 4.402,468 1,402,468 .54 $ ,20 4-57» stk. 27,089.811 5%- 3
1954 36,440.014 3,2,89,575 1,451,575 .55 .40 28,457,912 8%- 4
1955 (a) 41.894,958 4,038,398 2,012,071 .61 .40 29.418,501 6 V2
1956 _ 44.177,220 3.474,054 1,848,054 .54 .40 29,827,494 8%- 5%
1957 _ 38,914,418 710,356 539,647 .02 .20 28,634.607 7%- 2Mi
1958 - . 32,386,037 1.084,664 921,145 .16 none 22,226.253 5'/2- 27a
1959 (4 mo.) 8,000, 090(e) 421.000(e) .10(e) none 12 %- 4%

(a) Reeves-Ely Laboratories merged into Dynamics Corp. Jan. 20, 1956; effective for accounting purposes Dec. 31, 1955
(e) Estimated.

EITEL-McCULLOUGH INC. (Unlisted)

Capitalization—Debt: $1,589,927, mortgage notes. Common: $1 par. 825.272 shares.

1950 $ 7.944.472 $ 2,408,717 $ 1,170,925 $1.55 none
1951 7.099,430 748.021 378,680 .50 none
1952 10,137.692 1,531,646 613,094 .81 none $ 5,597,669
1953 _ 11.576,674 1,132,166 596,871 .79 none 5.511.877

9.452.689 1,263.(199 622,761 .75 $ .18 5,562,560
8,950.179 1,351,810 645,844 .S6 none 6.455.077
13.879,779 2,644,722 1.254.488 1.60 .254-5% stk. 8.677,895 35 - 15 '/2

15,786,229 1,621,859 736.376 .89 5% stk. 9,599,480 36 ',4- 20
1 95H 16,186.849 508,060 212,J)28 .26 none 11,619,966 29*4- 22%
1959 45>/2- 36

ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES INC. (Unlisted)

Capitalization
Debt: $1,210,000. convertible subordinated debenture 5s, due 1971

$320,641 mortgage and notes
Common: $1 par, 657,228 shares

1950 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A N.A.
$ 989,461 N.A. $ 75,668 $ .34 none N.A. N.A.

1.069,849 $ 175.115 96,758 .23 .04 $ 2,684,882 2%- 1'4

4.273.726 260.804 130,686 2.S .115 2.728.241 3»4- 2'/2

4,059.927 498,037 244.558 .48 .06 3,676,912 7 'A- 2%
5,484,287 1,012,548 491.523 .86 .12 4.480.672 181/.- 12'..

8,816,953 2,018.529 929.811 1.61 . 124- 2 ',/2 % stk. 8.447,474 33 - 15%
12,298,274 2,134.344 1,001,998 1.64 5% stk. 10.491.739 59 - 27 1'4

I95S 10,216.003 641.225 313.880 .49 2% stk. 10,830.091 52 - 32 V*
19.59 (3 mo.) 1.028,653 375,623 137.799 .21 none 52 - 44

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS INC. (ASE)
(Formerly Air Associates, Inc.)

Year ending September SO

Capitalization
Debt: $82,467 notes
Preferred: 6% cumulative convertible, $10 par. 62,591 shares
Common: $1 par, 382.866 share.s

32,734 $ 18,014 $ .05 $ .10 $ 3.558.563 7 - 3 %
86,363 83,971 .22 .304-stk. 7.884,861 9'.'.- 3',
112,695 46.695 .12 .40 12.227.422 9%- 5'.(.

141.659 141,659 .37 none 9.555,147 8> - 6',
688,311 344.311 .90 none 8,219.234 13'h- 7'..

I95.7 _ - 12,587,052 84,051 54,051 .14 none 7,898,622 Ua,- 7",
I95(i 14,238,111 219.986 95,986 .25 none 9.131,950 13H.- 9
1957

. . _ 16,980.451 515,311 245.311 .64 none 11.607.726 12%- 8
475,418 250,418 .65 none 12,961.164 32 K.- 10

19.59 (6 mo.) 17,971,480 1,009.348 496,203 1.25 none 44 •^1 - 28"a

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION OF AMERICA (ASE)
Capitalization
Debt: $3,650,000 notes
Preferred: $100 par 6% non-cumulative 4,586 shares
Common: $1 par, 707,603 shares

1950 $ 1.536.217 $ 41,379 $ 36 520 $ .50 none (bl

1,836,768 85,283 36,207 .05 none •b)
u>rv> 191,342 76,884 .11 none (bl

349.031 190,906 .27 none $ 2.943.858 )b)
19.54

. — 5,590.209 375,956 159,899 .19 noii(* 4,749.828 16'.,- 11

876.840 446.840 ,59 none 7.487.253 23 - 11

19.56 1, 024.152(d) 476.467(d) .71(d) none 9,536,045 24',- 9%
367,487 182,653 .22 none 8,398,768 12'h- 5' •

1958 6.639.121 241.644 208,001 .25 none 8.496,581 16',- 6%
1959 none 16\- 9M,

- 7 -
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(Unlisted)ELECTRO-VOICE INC.

Year ending February 28
Capitalization
Debt: $375,000. i%% Promissory note, due 1967.

Common: $2 par, 473,650 shares.

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price
Year Sales Earnings Profit Share Dividends Assets Range

n»r>o $ 1,201,100 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. (a)
19.51 2.228,178 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. (a)
19.52_ 2.830,740 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A, (a)
19.53 2,755.631 N.A. N.A, N.A. N.A. N.A. (a)
1954 4.2111.822 $ 164.049 $ 63.540 $ .21 $ .04 N.A. (a)
19.55 4,339,782 275,156 135.455 .39 .04 N.A. (a)
19.56 5.765,059 465,484 230,532 .61 .04 N.A. (a)
1957 7,863,814 777,656 381,210 .98 .04 N.A. (a)
1958 9,379,132 710,618 353.188 .89 .04 $ 3,737,095 (a)
19.59 11,764,676 1,275,578 620,519 1.31 — 5,378,0411 22 %- 16

N.A. Not available. (a) Privately owned.

EMERSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. (NYSE)
Year etidUig September 30

Capitalization
Debt: $2,792,400, convertible subordinated debenture 5',4s, due 1977. $6,116,000 notes
Preferred: 7% cumulative, $100 par, 8,831 shares
Common: $4 par, 829,049 shares

$ 40,651,495 $ 4,456,348 $ 2,073.767 $3.48 $1.06 $20,526,096 18'4- 10%
i9r>] 44,008,692 4,087,532 1,497,507 2.48 1.12 24,419,403 17% - 12%
1952 55,368,442 1,974,006 1,467,506 2.43 1.12 23,392.004 13%- 11

55.844.449 3,310,652 1,448,152 2.22 1.12 27,029,553 14% - 10%
19;54 44,718,095 2,213,495 1,013,495 1.52 1.12 23,219,061 16V4- 11%
1955 40,347,929 2,528,263 1,228,263 1.86 1.12 28,014,736 23% - 15 'A
1956 _ - _ 56,498,889 4.562.926 2,247.926 3.47 1.19 31,809,083 32 %- 21%
1957 65,341,252 4,409,191 2,369,716 3.40 1.55 39,143,070 34 - 22>/8
1958 72,040,054 5,314,395 2,527,395 3.49 1.60-1-3% Stk. 42,807,609 56%- 29
19.59 (6 mo.) 44,256,311 4,146.829 1,984,189 2.57 .40 69%- 481/8

EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH CORP. (NYSE)
Year ending Oclober SI

Capitalization
Debt: $5,775,000
Common: $5 par, 2,034,600 shares

1950 $ 74.188,297 $11,969,778 $ 6,514,716 $3.70 $1.10 $27,320,398 18%- 7%
1951 55,797,963 6,875,877 3,592,397 1.86 1.00 36,527,980 161/8- 12%
1952 57,664,201 4,651,625 2,262,556 1.17 .70 26.148,595 15% - 11%
1953 . _ . 75,926,546 6,499.485 2,988.432 1.54 .50 38,344,638 14 - 10
1954 80,559,994 3.449,209 1.884,976 .97 .60 40,971,196 15%- 9%
1955 87,383,028 4,770,140 2,468,063 1.28 .60 43.559,520 16%- 11%
195fi 73,882,029 331,748 84.852 .04 .30-1-1% Stk. 44,280.455 131/4 - 5%
1957 54,803,069 222,586 138,431 .07 none 41,326,467 6%- 3%
195H (a) 58,401,179 2,828,707 1,410,009 .72 3% stk. 38,557,594 16%- 4%
1959 (3 mo.) 1,279,168 627.468 .31 none 26%- 13%

(a) Includes Consumer Products Div. of Allen B. DuMont Labs, Inc., from July 2, 1958, date of acquisition.

ERIE RESISTOR CORP (Unlisted)

Capitalization
Debt: $1,605,000, 4%% notes, due 1973
Preferred: 90 cents cumulative convertible. $12.50 par 100,000 shares
Common: $2.50 par, 738,541 shares

19.50_ . . $ 10.490.919 $ 1.715,272 $ 826,104 $1.49 (b) $ 5,303,827 (b)
1951 9,317,724 660,989 363,292 .62 $ .31'/4 4,989.653 6%- 5%
1952 10,750,936 845,476 450.333 .81 .40 5,356,564 7 - 5%
19.53 12,845,735 1,160,239 595,511 1.01 .40 6,531.130 7%- 6%
1954 _ 14,866.836 700,418 317,767 .44 .40 9,951,069 8%- 6%
1955 __ __ 22,358,644 1,771,490 959,433 1.60 .20 11,609,028 8%- 51/4

1956 23,300,749 1,793,147 956,452 1.59 .40 13,261,328 11 %- 7%
1957 24,737,643 1,009,998 542,811 .68 .40-1-3% stk. 13,497,514 13 %- 6%
1 95K 21,202.186 1,109,438 510,441 .57 .154-4% Stk. 14,064,053 9%- 5%
1959 .10 10% - 8%

(b) Privately owned.

FAIRCHILD CAMERA & INSTRUMENT CORP. (ASE)

Capitalization—Debt: $2,800,000, notes, etc. Common: $1 par. 476.597 shares.

$ 10,163,582 $ 979,718 $ 482,320 $1.39 $ .75 $ 8.855.012 30%- 20
1951, 16,843,359 558,210 317,736 .76 .25 18,446,929 39 - 22%
1952 25,549,096 1,490,097 759,610 1.82 .25 21,074,222 28%- 22

25,694,982 1,697,741 883,549 1.93 .254-10% stk. 21,311,213 28% - 17

42,439,864 3,251,790 1,606.790 3.51 .50 17,791.152 39%- 20 1/4

1955 33,069,647 850,743 791,743 1.66 1.00 19,160,746 37V4- 21
42,969,036 2,176,324 910,324 1.91 .75 24,238,825 25ys- 19%

1957.. ... .... 36,989,284 1.799.093 799.093 1.68 .50 20,746,336 27%- 16

1958 31,674,356 1,553,395 544,395 1.14 .50 23,214,797 64%- 19%
1959 (3 mo.) 9,735,000 385,000 .80 none 138%- 50%

I RIDEN INC. (Pacific)

Capitalization— Debt: $6,600,000 notes. Common: $1 par. 1,078.714 shares.

195(1 $ 16,467,239 N.A. $ 1,582,152 $2.07 $ .44 N.A.
25.241.464 $ 5.880,695 1,846,608 2.41 .50 $14,234,704

21,923,873 4,294,249 1,775,916 2.32 .50 14.113,067

23,004,213 3,223,112 1,540,000 2.01 .50 14,744,864

19,54 ... 25,616,663 3,773,208 1.850.144 2.42 .50 16,714,680

31,437.755 4,828,659 2.376,982 3.11 .654-2% Stk. 19.387.179 35 - 23

I95« 50,624,940 7,641,694 3,591,625 3.60 .95 30,481,834 50%- 34%
56,655,526 8,165,377(a ) 4.013,966 3.84(a) 1.00-1-5% Stk. 37,468,030 71% - 38

I95H (SL) 60,388,844 7,035,572 3,445,844 (a) 3.19 1.004-2‘/2% Stk. 40.626,148 67 - 3!)’/8

urn .50 76 - 591,4

N A. Not available. (a) Includes Holland sub.sldlary.
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I'

GABRIEL CO. (NVSE)
|j

i

Capitalization
Debt: $183,750 notes
Preferred: $5 cumulative pfd. $10 par. 34,456 shares
Common: $1 par, 661.038 shares

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price

Year Sales Earnings Profit Share Dividends Assets Range
$ 12.670.521 $ 1,591,672 $ 824,272 $2.20 $ .55 + 10% stk. $ 6,331,749 8%- 7%

1951 15.795.488 1,009,112 591,992 1.07 .45 10,382,922 9 Vs- 7%
19.72 17.888.893 21,127 13,927 .04(d) .50 11,165,324 8 - 6

N.A. 163,000 .20 none 9,974,912 7%-
19.74 (a) 19. 190.000 N.A. 10,000(d) .06(d) .30 8,486.682 7%- 4%
19,7.7 (a) 16.215.000 N.A. 274,000 .38 .15 8,808,983 9%- 5%
19.76 (a) 20.641.000 N.A. 434,000 .62 .60 10,186,071 9 Vs- 6%
19.77 (a) 24.665.000 N.A. 783,000 1.15 .60 8,890,317 10%- 6 Vi

19.7S (a) 22.825.684 1,030,066 545,066 .80 .55 12,825,581 14%- 7

1959 (3 mo.) 6,714,748 459,981 220,791 .33 .15 13,083,301 33 - 13

(a) Pro-forma, including Talco Engineering Corp., acquired Dec. 3, 1958.

(d) Deficit.

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORF. (NYSE)

(Merger with Stromberg-Carlson effective in July, 1955)

Capitalization
Debt: $50,000,000 514% notes 1963-1978: $25,000,000 notes; $15,498,532 other debts
Common: $1 par, 9,932,222 shares

$ 78,947,256 $ 4,141,672 $ 2,370,672 $ .51 $ .42 $ 51.963,237 10%- 8

1951 116,270,550 9.284,381 4,557,980 1.51 .33 62,917,034 l9Vs- 8%
1953 182,649,610 14,083,176 6,157,922 1.91 .75 94,715.067 22%- 12 ‘/4

195.8 271,886,140 17.801.111 7.886.111 2.34 .75 110,690,126 23%- 15%
19.54 712,150.670 48.027,226 22,777.226 3.07 1.08 234,446,340 41%- 18

1955 687,274,182 44,254,386 21,254,386 2.82 1.43 294.816,011 53 %- 24%
19,76 (a) 1,082.861.349 68,271.094 35,687,692 4.01 1.60 487.577,843 59%- 37^4
1957 1,562.538,900 91,828,763 44,278,763 4.80 2.00 570,604,595 68%- 46%
19.78 1,511.456,261 71,529,113 36,729,113 3.71 2.00 651,182,116 67%- 55
1959 (3 mo.) 330,633,782 11,200,385 5,925,385 .60 1.00 66%- 56 1/2

(a) Pro-forma; includes operations of Liquid Carbonic, merged on Sept. 30, 1957.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. (NYSE)

Capitalization
Debt: $300,000,000 3'/2% debentures, due 1976; other liabilities, $99,235,529
Common: No par,

19.50

87,717,255 shares

$2,233,800,000 $397,100,000 $179,700,090 $1.27 $1,335,415,000 16%- 13%
1051 . 2,619,600,000 434,100,000 143,700,000 .95 1.588,070,000 21%- 161/2

19.52 2.993,400,000 447,000,000 164,900.000 1.00 1,579,523,878 24Vi- 18%
19.53 3.510,600,000 497,500.000 173.800.000 1.33 1,696,588,736 30%- 22ys
19.54 3,334.708,206 407,164,027 204,371,317 $2.47 1.47 1,691,979,938 48% - 3778

3,463,734,419 385,203,709 208,908.054 2.42 1.60 1,727,553,319 57%- 461/4

1936 _ 4,090,015,685 423,756,849 213,756,849 2.46 2.00 2,221,146,920 651/2 - 52%
1957 4,335,664,061 507,851,871 247.851,871 2..S4 2.00 2,361,318.604 72%- 52%
19.58 _ 4,120,796,801 485.142,533 242,942.533 2.78 2.00 2,420,939,218 79%- 57
1959 (3 mo.) 976,568,000 105,963,000 52,778.000 .60 1.00 84%- 74%

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP. (NYSE)

Ycor ending February 28
Capitalization
Debt: $5,716,228
Common: $1 par, 1,416,173 shares

19.70 _ $ 13,634,582 $ 107.184(d) $ 107, 184(d) $ .22(d) $ .40 $ 8,749,655 13V2- 8%
1951 25,850,231 2,639,099 1,229,099 2.02 .25 9,093.442 11%- 7V4
1952 _ 18,527,974 l,158,558(d) 993,558(d) 1.63(d) .20 8,349,061 11 Vs- 6 >4

19.53 _ 30,407,530 1,986.332 1,275,864 2.10 .25 10,185,345 14>/2- 9%
1954 32,502,305 1,695.559 926.903 1.13 .25 11,278,610 12%- 8%
19.55 22,795,029 839.140(d) 412.220(d) .50(d) .37% 8,749,655 13 - 7%
19.56 28,928,604 570.127 285.474 .21 .37% 12,386.859 10% - 6%
1957 33,254,735 1,004,419 505.407 .37 .15 15,747,899 8%- 4
19.58 (a) 39,195,749 1,020,840 1,020,840 .74 .15 20,591,980 22%- 4%
1959 _ _ 46,562,300 2,004,808 1,317,828 .93 none 38%- 16 V2

(a) Includes Radio Receptor Co. Inc. from March 1, 1957, date of acquisition,
(d) Deficit.

GENERAL PRECISION EQCIPMENT CORP. (NYSE)

Capitalization
Debt: $21,321,020
Preferred: $4.75 cumulative, no par, 97,078 shares

$1.60 cumulative convertible, no par, 59,224 shares. $3.00
$3.00 cumulative convertible, no par, 194,196 shares

Common: $1 par, 1,125,810 shares

1950 $ 27,072,360 $ 1,591,899 $ 1,141,098 $1.45 $1.00 $ 26,371.314 21%- 12%
1951 29,872,429 1,056,546 1,010,042 .99 1.00 33.671,209 27%- 17%
19.52 54,326,849 2,955,278 1.255,278 1.88 1.00 47.620.429 24 %- 16ys
1953 _ 87,763,925 7.840,349 3,436,349 5.09 1.00 57.101.143 27%- 21%
19.54 123,332.634 11,725,090 5.48.S.090 5.54 1.90 91,357.754 52%- 25

133,337,819 5,363,758 2,530,758 2.05 2.40 100.887,108 71 %- 36%
153,261,864 5,194,729 2.394,729 1.64 2.40 119.117,579 53 %- 34%
185.093.842 8.9n4,949 4,263.949 3.03 2.40 132.373.853 47 %- 30 Vi

19.58 168,333,316 484,267 304.267 .74(d) .85 132,010,677 41 - 27
19.59 (3 mo ) . . 47,035,711 920.007(a) .57(d) none 45%- 31%

(a) Includes $163,436 capital gains ($.12 per share)
(d) Deficit.
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(NYSE)GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS CORP.
Capitalization
Debentures (general) : 4% convertible, due 1971, $46,630,000

4'/2% convertible, due 1977, $42,718,000

414% sinking fund, due 1975, $8,490,000
Debentures (mfg. subsidiaries): 3%% sinking fund, due 1971, $18,795,000

4% sinking fund, due 1978, $16,250,000
i%% sinking fund, due 1975, $5,760,000

4-'i4% sinking fund, due 1980, $19,500,000
4%% sinking fund, due 1978, $20,000,000

Debt (general): 3%% notes, due 1960-64, $6,675,000

Debt (mfg. subsidiaries): $3,213,000
Funded Debt: $435,357,000
Preferred: 4.25% convertible, $50 par, 118,266 shares

4.36% convertible, $50 par, 188,346 shares
4.40% not convertible, $50 par, 3,255 shares
4.75% convertible, $50 par. 6.869 shares
5.28% convertible, $50 par, 152,514 shares

Subsidiary preferred: $136,615.ii00

Common: $10 par, 19,754,115 shares

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price

Year Sales Earnings Profit Share Dividends Assets Range

1950 $ 70.080.262(a) $12,961,343 $ 4,135,727 $1.17 $ .89 $306,606,171 13%- 10%
1951 84, 796. 003(a) 18,478,234 5.528,812 1.17 .89 373,751,529 14 V4- 12

19.53 102,004,210(a) 26,16.8,493 8.763,425 1.45 .89 369,288.812 15%- 13%
1953 127,946,088(a) 38.753,190 13,952.116 1.77 .98 419.646,338 20 %- 15>/2

1954 625,680,00(Kb) 36,096,000(b) 2.27(b) 24%- 19%
1955 698,320,000(b) 48,189,OOQ(b) 2.91(b) 45 Va- 23%
19.56 780, 208.000(b) 57,226,000(b) 3.14(b) 46 - 38

1957 842.551,0OO(b) 57.378,000<b) 3.12(b) 45 ’4 - 36 Va

1958 885,464,00O(b) 58, 002, 000(b) 2.94(b) 2.00 1,586,493.000 63 - 40%
1959 (3 mo.)-_ 87,022,000(b) 14,958,00O(b) .77(b) ,50 — 73%- 60%

(a) Telephone subsidiaries only, (b) Pro-forma, including Sylvania Electric Products Inc., merged March 5, 1959.

GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY (NYSE)
Year ending November SO

Capitalization
Debentures: 5%% subordinated, due 1982, $25,000,000

subordinated 6s, due 1982, $11,025,000
414% subordinated, due 1981, $1,306,500

4%% subordinated, due 1981. $3,580,300
subsidiary debenture 5s, $1,080,000

Debt: $49,966,000, notes, etc.

Preferred: 5 '/2% cumulative, $100 par. 100.508 shares
4%% cumulative, convertible, $100 par, 19,485 shares
$5.00 cumulative, $100 par, 101,969 shares
4%% cumulative, $100 par. 5341 shares
3%% cumulative. $100 par. 1045 shares

Common

:

$2.50 par, 4,962,554 shares

1950 $125,375,837 $15,718,416 $ 8.557,616 $2.10 $ .45 $ 75,027.850 5%- 2%
1951 170,771,522 19.992,236 7,016,641 1.69 .53 98,452.324 9</4- 5%
19.52 185,914,247 12,378,477 6,147.918 1.46 .60 113,206,476 10 - 7%
1953 205,371,098 10,010,134 6,275,158 1.48 .60 120,241,084 10%- OVa
19&4 216,986,110 7,542,980 4,502,645 .96 .60 150,811,696 14%- 8%
1955 295,731,096 19,738,731 9,704,731 2.09 .67 + 3%% stk. 183,243,797 21%- 13ya
1956 390,471,772 21,823,129 10.860,129 2.30 .67 237.908,652 22%- 15%
1957 421,165,147 19,300,355 11,300,355 2.12(a) .67% +4% stk. 261.349.571 32ya- 18%
1958 469,782,099 23.879,117 11,279,117 2.06 .70 + 2% Stk. 276.834,832 50V4- 22%
1959 (3 mo.) 137,388,355 11,734,547 6,034,547 1.16 .17% 83 - 44%

(a) Includes RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc.

GENERAL TRANSISTOR CORP. (ASE)

Capitalization—Debt: $183,649, notes; $64,400, mortgage. Common: $1 par, 832,000 shares.

1953 (Incorporated Nov. 30) (a)
19.54 $ 130 $ 18.512(d) $ 18.512(d) $ .06(d) none (a)
1955 112,573 5.720(d) 5.720(d) .02(d) none (a)
19.56 _ 1,131,748 335,035 183,055 .32 none 5%- 1%

3,261,144 751,346 346,346 .57 none $ 2.473,499 15 - 4%
1.9.58 . 5,484,407 1,073,647 533.647 .73 none 3,889,107 25’/a- 8%
1959 (3 mo.)_ _ .

(a) Privately owned. (d)

1,841,797

Deficit.

319,759 142,909 .19 none 44%- 24%.

GIANNINI CONTROLS CORP. (Unlisted)

Capitalization
Debt: $135,748, note.
Preferred: 514% cumulative convertible $20 par, 40,652 shares. Common: $1 par, 313,1,89 shares.

insft $ 955, 41R $ 83,990(d) $ .89(d)
1951 5,571.R79 194,619 1.46 none
19,52 4,704,034 $ 827,909 263i726 1.91 none $ 2,191,793
19.53 4,334,195 328,247 103,247 .39 none 1,873,305
19.54 . _ 4,308,467 222,617(d) 52.617(d) .27(d) none 2.138.192
19.55 . 6,436,330 620,787 290,787 .94 none 2,845.110 9%- 4%
19.56 . 9,510,091 715,521 339,521 1.05 .25 + 200% Stk. 4,253.037 13%- 9%
1957 10,553,918 604,736 310,736 .84 none 4,183,512 21%- 11

1958 10,675,410 791,096 390,096 1.09 none 4,352,776 26%!- 12
19.59 none 36%4- 26

(d) Deficit.

GLOBE-UNION INC. (ASE)
Capitalization—-Debt: $3,638,000. Common: 5 par, 827,515 shares.

19.50 $ 41,348,440 $ 5,399.747 $ 2,699,747 $4.22 $1,90 $22,531,771 25%- 11
1951 _ _ . 40.686.581 2,743,136 1,508,136 2.25 1.00 20,864,200 30%- 20%
19.52 45,877,113 3,254,071 1,608.071 2.40 1.25 22,921,907 27 - 19%
1953 48,180.147 3,392,276 1,682,276 2.35 1.10 f2%% stk. 23.359.305 27%- 22
19.54 44,106,364 1,209.280 569,280 .79 1.20 20.125.253 24 - 19%
19,55 (a) . . 56.622,579 3,800,510 1,671,996 2.03 1.20 23.595,716 24%- 20
19,56 (a) 58,667,310 2,366,383 1,166,383 1.42 1.20 27.315,879 22 - 16%
19.57 65,036.285 2,879.282 1,339,282 1.62 1.20 27,570.612 20%- 16%

3,091.621 1,466,621 1.78 .80 26,739,170 21>/2- 14%
19.59 (3mo.)_ 14,113,097 420.428 .51 .45 26%- 20%

(a) Includes WICO Electric Co. acquired June 14, 1956, for both years.
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(Unlisted)GROSS TELECASTING INC.

Capitalization
Common: $1 par. 200.000 shares

Class B. .$1 par, 200,000 shares
Pre-Tax Net Net Per Total

Year Sales Earningrs Profit Share Dividends Assets

1950._ $ 515,317 N.A. $ 107,149 $ .27 none N.A.
19.71 906,524 N.A. 196,508 .49 none N.A.
1952 1,452,531 $ 749,599 357,077 .89 none N.A.
19.53 1.857,326 927,933 419.891 1.05 none N.A.
lf)-i4 2,241,589 1,320,464 639,464 1.60 none $ 2.992.157
19.55 2,607,530 1.499,947 724,947 1.81 $ .90 3.268,490
195G_ 2.815,408 1,568,926 741,926 1.85 1.30 4,015.248
1957 _ __ 2.733,846 1,399,239 674.239 1.68 1.60 3,865.137
1958 2,769.918 1,581,373 766.373 1.91 1.60 4,399,563

N.A. Not available.

HAZELTINE CORP. (ASE)

Capitalization
Debt; $145,769
Common: No par, 749,955 shares.

1950 _ _ $ 4,078,000 $ 2,783,741 $ 1,428,431 $2.04 $ .87>/2

1951 . 6,957.344 4,938,790 1,459,490 2.09 .87V2 $25,090,342
1952 9,237,190 6.578,732 2,006,790 2.87 1.50 25,862.549
19.53 10,057,032 7.256,906 2,085,706 2.98 1.50 26,266,608
1954 8,525,768 5.733,264 2,666.264 3.81 2.00 25,560,204
1955 5,947,166 3,531,824 1,604,824 2.24 2.00 22.798,931
1956 6,918,475 4,240,162 2,007,162 2.80 1. 40 + 2(4% stk 27,535.758
1957 (a) _ _ 55,700,484 4,296,612 2,030,612 2.77 1.40 + 2%% stk. 32.199,811
1958 _ . . 58,869,907 4,722.227 2.246.227 3.00 1.40 + 2>/2% stk. 27,432,313
19.59 .70

(a) 1957 figures reflect gross sales, prior years are reported on a net basis.

HEROLD RADIO & ELECTRONICS CORP. (ASE)

Year ending February 28
Capitalization
Debentures: $1,500,000 subordinate convertible 6s, due June 15. 1974.
Preferred; $5 par, 73,428 shares.
Common: 25 cents par. 567,984 shares.

1950 (incorporated March 2)
1951
1952 $ 929,152 $ 99.038(d) $ .32(d) none
1953 - . _ 1,810,169 36.584(d) .12(d) none
1954 4,337.362 82,804 .27 none
1955 3,634,548 65,252 .21 none
1956 5,332,154 27,693 .09 2% stk. $ 1,808,306
1957 - 8,313,252 171,538 .55 .15 2,631,579
1958 . 10,111,253 $ 270,063 166,063 .34 .20 5,045,593
1959 10,491,781 353,782 185,782 .31 .07% 7,094.187

(a) Privately owned.
(d) Deficit.

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO (Unlisted)

Year ending October 31
Capitalization
Debt: $375,383.
Common: $1 par, 3,055,383 shares.

1950 $ 2,301,744
1951 5,538,889
1952 10,952,980 $ 2,337,955 $ 705,839 $ .23 none
1953 12,839,406 2,579,544 765,866 .25 none
1954 _ 12,599,096 1,491,784 640.770 .21 none
1955 15,338,179 2.874,057 1,316,236 .43 none
1956 20,161,621 3,738,990 1,083,266 .59 none $14,190,515
1957 27,948,790 4,998,448 2.402,557 .80 none 14,661,504
1958 _ 30,296,647 4,580,926 2,212,497 .72 none 15,795,237
1959 (3 mo.) 7.900,000 none

(a) Privately owned.

HIGH VOLTAGE ENGINEERING CORP. (Unlisted)

Capitalization
Debt: $834,524
Common: $1 par, 385.986 shares

1950 _ $ 1,094,516 $ 97,311 $ 54,213 $ .15 $ .10
1951- 1,155,250 115,837 62,631 .17 .10
1952 _ - - 1,113,336

1,452,557
120,268 59,520

66,651
.16

.21

.10

.101953 __ 126,193 $ 1.450.595
1954 _ 1,681,004 171,446 86,998 .28 .10 1,479,327
1955 2,007,101 205,453 106,452 .29 .10 2,749.132
19.56 2,812,885

4,894,075
322,852 167,852 .45 .10 4,642.995

1957 664,986 330,436 .89 .10 5,539,492
1958 5,768,509 884,139 434,139 1.12 .10 5,913.120
1959 - .10

HOFFMAN ELECTRONICS CORP. (NYSE)
Adjusted for 100% stock dividend, June 25, 1959

Capitalization
Debt: $2,000,000
Common: 50 cents par. 749,011 shares

19.50 $ 29,544,473 $ 3,768,567 $ 1.980,994 $1.34 $ .12 ‘i $10,720,620
1951 20,355,999 202,839 281,619 .11) .12'i; 11.936,215
1952 36,566,955

50,415.146
3,662,318
3,036,380

1,756,272
1,167,380

1.19 12>/2

.50

16.543,902
15.657.39219.53 .79

1951 42,647,008 3,202,513 1,485,513 1.00 .50 16.272,669
1955 „ 44,416,673 3,241,596 1,560,596 1.06 .50 22.472.037
19.5(! 46.580,279 3.330,883 1,601,974 1.08 .50 18.446.923
1957
1958

40,968,617
39,544,064

3,517,372
3,632,509

1.655,372
1,712,509

1 12
1.16

.50

.50

18.669.699
19.709.241

19.59 (3 mo.) _ . 11.432,477 1,107,322 526,273 .35 .20
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Price
Range

20 - 15
21 % - 141/2

18 '/2 - 14%

12 ‘i- 8

23 11%
26‘/2- 17%
30 - 19

59 %- 261/8

59 %- 361/2

48 - 32
441,2- 29%
60%- 30%

75- 5+i/i

(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)

314- 2

2 - 1

31/8- 1%
8%- 2

12(4- 5%

(a)
(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)

17 - 151/2

40 - 29
48%- 3714

31 - 20 V2

27 - 17%
50 - 23
71%- 49

lO'i- 3%
7 - 3i>c

7’«- 5’h
8%- 6(*i

12 - 6%
15Ni- lO'i

12N- 9V»
12%- 8%
221>

4 - 10 %
43 - 18%





JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORF. (Unlisted)

Year ending February 28
Capitalization—Debenture: $2,727,500, convertible subordinated 6s, due 1975, Common: $1 par. 1,096,660 shares.

Year Sales
Pre-Tax
Earnings

Net
Profit

Net Per
Share Dividends

Total
Assets

Price
Range

19.51 - $ 840,808 N.A. $ 18,609 $ .02 none N.A. N.A.

1 952 « 984.209 N.A. 18,696 .02 none N.A. N.A.

19.53 1,280,851 $ 67.804 24,514 .02 none N.A. N.A.

1954 2,483.639 335,456 167,663 .15 none N.A. N.A.

19.55 2.816,634 405,784 202,226 .18 $ .10 $ 4,645,300 4 - 2%
19.56 . 3,703,065 248,474 169,422 .15 none 4,579,566 3%- 1%
1057 5.142,702 166,134 161,529 .15 none 4,805.297 3>/2- 1%
1058 6,055,647 132,322 105,281 .10 none 4,802,609 5Vi- 1%
1959 „ 7,658,371 397,656 .36 none 6>/i- 3%

N.A. Not available.

LABORATORY FOR ELECTRONICS INC.

Year ending April 30
Capitalization
Debt: $790,000, 4V2% notes, due 1959
Preferred: 6% cumulative convertible, $100
Common: $1 par, 433,219 shares

1950 $ 905.395

(Unlisted)

par, 5,000 shares

$ 43,633 $ 23,983 $ .09 none N.A.
1951 2,001,072 93,961 52,561 .20 none N.A.
1052 2,759,187 260,637 124.137(d) .83(d) none N.A.
1953 5,129,772 89,549 49,549 .19 none N.A.
1954 5,641,386 5,338 11,783 .05 none $ 3,725,994

1955 6,402.708 77.304(d) 160.174(d) .61(d) none 4,285,627 14-9
19,56 6.136,726 l,010,386(d) 985,011(d) 3.41(d) none 4,154,837 714- 2

1957 7.057,638 166,968 84,968 .29 none 4,355,528 8 - 2%
1958 9,429,155 96,346 51,346 .18 none 4,954,770 26 - 3%
1959 (6 mo.) 7,424,000 416,000 203,000 .47 none 40 - 23%

N.A. Not available, (d) Deficit.

LEAR INC. (ASE)

Capitalization—Debt: $2,990,000 414% subordinated debentures,

19.59 $ 7.9.52.666 $ 22.132(d)

due 1970. Common
$ 22.132(d)

: 50 cents

$ .01(d)

par, 2,405,681 shares,

none $ 7,617.298 4%- 1 13/16

1951 _ _ 21,227,093 1,703,631 803,631 .40 none 10,978,105 6%- 3>4

1052 44,065,980 3,873,543 1,097,543 .53 none 16,755,709 4V8- 21/2

1953 49,120,910 4,450,373 1,193,373 .56 none 28,179,410 5%- 2%
1954 - - 54,435.637 5,002,227 2,305,727 1.05 $ .30 24,395,795 9%- 3%
1055 54,600,273 4,360,811 2,115,811 .93 .30 27,109,187 13%- 7V4
1956 63,900,786 3,406,018 1,506,018 .65 .30 33,526,685 10*4- 7%
1057 64,692,576 2,108,921 858,921 .36 .30 32,418,665 8%- 4

1958 63,627,475 3,257,751 1,607,751 .68 .10 37,923,376 10 V4- 4V4
1959 (3 mo.) 17,222,656 843,923 395,923 .16 .20 1914- 91/8

(d) Deficit.

LEEDS & NORTHRUP CO. (Unlisted)

Year ending May 31
Capitalization
Debt: $4,000,000, 3%% notes, due 1972; $1,250,000, 4%% promissory notes;

$750,000, 3%% notes due 1964.

Preferred: '5% cumulative convertible, series A, $25 par. 125,060 shares.

5% cumulative convertible, series B, $25 par, 28,136 shares
Common: 50 cents par, 690,053 shares.

1950 . . - $ 14,750,000 $ 954,000 $ 570,000 $ .65 $ .50 N.A. N.A.
1951 21,327,000 2,706,000 1,015,000 1.41 .63 N.A. N.A.
1952 30,974,000 4,422,000 1,092,000 1.43 .50 N.A. N.A.
1953 31,913,450 3,287,832 929,134 1.12 .41 N.A. N.A.
1954 30,488.550 2.654,539 875,186 1.02 .44 $17,292,748 N.A.
1955 - 27,688,440 1,901,535 800,439 .94 .44 17,734.747 14 - 12V3
1956 _ 30,516,523 2,267,816 1,163,816 1.92 .45 22,443,345 21 V2 - 1314
1957 . 37,156,180 3.612,552 1,649,152 2.23 .60 + 2% stk. 26,483,273 35 - 20'A
1958 35,261,501 2,610,527 1,112,127 1.35 .60 25.349,961 28 - 19%
1959 (9 mo.) 25,441,352 1,893,477 856.977 1.03 .30 30% - 27%

LING-ALTEC ELECTRONICS INC. (Unlisted)

Year ending July 31
Capitalization (a) (b)
Debt: $227,143
Debentures: $2,200,000, 514% subordinated, convertible, due Sept. 1970.

$800,000, 5%% subordinated, convertible, due Sept. 1070.
Preferred: 6% cumulative convertible, $1 par, 822,911 shares.
Common: 50 cents par, 1,362,559 shares.

1953 _ Incorporated Nov. 4, 1953
1954 (c) - - - $ 22,151 $ 25,888(d) $ 25, 888(d) $ .04(d) none
1955 (c)_ __ . 237,776 66,334(d) 66,334(d) .11(d) none
19,56 (e). 389,717 27.163(d) 27,163(d) .03(d) none $ 429,267 8-7
1957 (a)._ 1,109,144 1.224,106 577,793 .48 none 8-7
1958 (a) 14,044,161 952,772 487,271 .38 none 14,225.009 (b) 19%- 5*

(a) Pro-forma, giving effect to merger, (b) Approximate—Dec. 15, 1958. (c) Year ended October 31, Ling Electronics only, (d) Deficit.
• 1959 price range is 29V4-15%.

LITTON INDUSTRIES INC. (NYSE)
Year ending July 31

Capitalization
Debentures: $1,002,500, convertible, due 1965
Long-term debt: $17,881,500.
Preferred: 5%, $100 par, 31,970 shares
Common: 10 cents par, 1,778,071 shares

10.53

19.54 (a)
1955
19M

1957

1958 (b)
19.59 (9 mo.)

Incorporated Nov. 2, 1953
2,980,051 $ 347.420 $ 154,420 $ .28 none $ 4,200,176
8,774,273 679,413 436,413 .44 none 7.647.918 15 - 9V4

14,920,050 1.995,703 1,019,703 .97 none 10,826,182 32%- 14%
28,130,603 3,232,493 1,806,492 1.51 none 16,823.383 56%- 29%
83,155,473 7,044,439 3,702,203 2.13 none 57.750,861 no%- 36%
89,191,000 4,226,000 2.20 2 */2% stk. 123%- 72%

(b) All figures in 1958 reflect acquisition of Monroe Calculating Machine Co. in January, 1958.
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MAGNAVOX CO. (NYSE)

Year ending June SO
Capitalization
Debt; $5,000,000, 414% Installment notes, due 1969

Common: $1 par, 1,117,056 shares

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price

Year Sales Earningrs Profit Share Dividends Assets Riinge

1950 _ $ 31,716,630 $ 3,207,982 $ 2,007,982 $2.55 $ .46 $12,625,236 24>/i- 10%
19.51 44,177,645 5,624,883 2,233,237 2 73 1.13 17,256,171 18% - 12%
1952 36,837,503 2,638,775 1,343,760 1.62 1.36 18,854,075 22%- 15%
195.8 57,959,669 4,548.337 2.238,337 2.65 1.36 29,824.144 22%- 15%
1951 62,974,430 5,332,530 2,102,530 2 51 1.36 28,543.292 24(4- 16%
1955 _ 55,071,765 4,571.087 2,426,087 2.90 1.38 31,728,825 4iy8- 23

1956 70,529,646 6.220,442 3,100,442 3 51 1.50 + 5% stk. 41,567.963 41 - 31V2
1957 87,467,864 7,109,226 3,759.226 3.90 1.50 + 5% stk. 48.491,855 44 - 28%
1958 82,592,113 5,082.628 2,622,628 2.50 1.50 + 5% stk. 48,359.910 60%- 30%
1959 (9 mo.) 67,048,000 6,319,000 3,063,000 2.62 .75 + 5% Stk. 70 - 48%

P. R. MALLORY & CO. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt: $12,329,560 notes
Preferred: 5% cumulative convertible. series A, par $50, 78,709 shares.
Common: $1 par. 1,410,044 shares.

$ 39,158,150 $ 5.403.758 $ 2.553,758 $2.82 $ .63 $19.<I79,931 15% - 8%
1951 45.286,925 4.758,314 1,923,314 2.13 .80 23,531,305 20Vg- IS’/a

1952 53,443,117 4.607,773 1.897,773 2.08 .67 29,166,043 28%- 17%
1953 70,874,347 7,897,813 2,547.813 2.50 1.13 33.084,094 31 - 26

1954 _ . 54,630,091 2,396,803 1,071,803 .80 1.34 33,032.115 32%- 25%
1955 63,931.811 4,960,649 2,225.649 2.04 1.13 38.467.453 39 - 28%
1956 68,356,203 5,815,108 3.065,108 2.60 1 40 51,329,388 421/2- 31%
1957 (a) 77,579,878 7,228,357 3.138,357 2.08 1.411 + 2% stk. 57,972,949 50% - 231/2

1958 68,286.563 5,952.526 2.872,526 1.89 1.40 55,448,341 39%- 23%
1959 (3 mo.) 20,511,471 2,004,681 978,518 .66 .70 48%- 36%

(a) Includes Radio Materials Corp, merged in Sept., 1957, for entire year.

MAXSON (W. L.) CORP. (Unlisted)

Year ending September SO
Capitalization
Common: $3 par. 738,085 shares

19.50 $ 3.229,917 $ 211,364 $ .41 $ .20 41/4 - 1%
1951 7,453,985 $ 770,496 614,012 .96 .125 + 4% stk. $ 5.742.010 5%- 3%
1952 15,923,380 1,351,494 526,494 .91 6% stk. 11,168,817 7 - 4

1953 34,377,128 2.160,502 1,085,502 1.78 .10+6% stk. 13,755,827 9%- 6%
1954 37,143,323 3,246,353 1,496,353 2.27 .40 + 8% stk. 16,161,773 17%- 9%
1955 24,625,281 2,068,120 930,120 2.09 .375 +2% stk. 12.670,505 22%- 11

1956 16.648,454 1,725, 109(d) 720.109(d) 97(d) .10 +2% stk. 13,155,109 16%- 5%
1957 21,086,258 462.122 485,122 .66 .05 10,465,976 9%- 4

1958 15,185.233 701.877(d) 631,877 (d) 86(d) .05 7.913,816 12%- 4%
1959 (6 mo.) 8.984,563 525,466 249.466 .34 .10 15%- 11%

(d) Deficit.

McGRAW-EDISON CO. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt: $5,856,000 notes.
Common: $1 par, 5,602,400 shares.

19.50 $ 80,337,202 $15,260,064 $ 7,795,063 $2.31 $ .88 $ 44.198,971 13 Vs- 9%
1951 86,702,917 15.370,585 6.245.589 1 82 .88 50,014.249 15%- 11%
1952 104,895,000 15.388,000 7,121.000 1.76 .88 61,425.000 17%- 13’%
19,53 121,248.000 15,795,000 6,987,000 1.73 .88 68,552,000 18%- 14%
1.954 _ 132,804,000 18,420,000 9,417,000 2.30 1.00 77,861.000 28%- 17
19.53 142,496,000 19,675.000 9,501,000 2.26 1.00 85,566,000 29 - 22%

248,819,000 31,379,000 15,137,000 2.96 1.00 112,522.000 40% - 38%
19.57 (a) 256,330,000 28,949,000 14,651,000 2.83 1.40 147,704,000 47 - 29y8
1958 240,893,000 21.643.000 10,285,000 1.84 1.40 157,407,000 4iya- 31%
1959 (3 mo.) 60,945,000 5,628,000 2,628,000 .47 .35 451/4- 37^4

(a) Present name adopted Jan. 2, on merger of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.

.MEREDITH PUBLISHING CO. (Unlisted)

Year ending June SO
Capitalization
Notes Payable: $1,000,000
Common: $5 par, $1,298,475 shares

19.50 $ 24.469,838 $ 5.041.376 $ 3.117,560 $2.42 $1.75 $16,151,715 15%- 12%
1951 29,277,838 6.580.696 2.934,841 2.28 .67V2 18,852,617 18 - 14

7,416,949 2,938,616 2.28 .80 31,724,336 16%- 14
39.009,361 8,022.751 3.349,453 2.60 1.07% 32,717,314 20% - 15Va

19.54 41,298,782 7.887,860 3.682,470 2.85 1.20 34,390,026 25%- 19%
19.55 42,753,555 7.628,356 3,623,865 2.81 1.35 35,049,149 32 - 22

48,459,633 8.343,617 4,047,146 3.14 1,60 38,484.600 31 - 24
53,071,711 9.5+2,200 4.644,417 3.59 1.90 41,536,847 34%- 26%
49,720,636 7,819,135 3,8,50,307 2.97 1.80 46,121,858 37 - 25

1959 (9 mo.) 38,041,236 6,662.202 3,204,802 2.47 .90 40%- 35

METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING CORP. (Unlisted)

(Formerly DuMont Broadcasting Corp.)
Capitalization
Debt: $2,332,824
Common; $1 par, 1,541,387 shares (stock Issued to holders of DuMont Liiboratories’ common stock on basis of one share for each 2% held)

19.50

1951
19.52 $ 2,830,742 $ 834.525(d) $ 834,525 (d) $ .88(d) none
1953 4,534,401 84.433(d) 84.433(d) .09(d) none
1954 .. 5.384,053 161.386(d) 161.386(d) .17(d) none $ 2,732,416
19.55(a) 2.697,185 222.359(d) 222.359(d) 24(d) none 7%- 5%
19.56(b) 5,355,149 899.593(d) 95(d) none 7%- 5
19.57(c) 8,914,114 243,460 243,460 .16 none 13,217,301 10%- 6
19.58(e) ... _. _ 12,431,931 302,035 302,035 .20 none 12,710,988 13%- 6%
19.59(f) Not Stated 287,512 287,512 .19 — 18%- 13%

(a) 27 weeks to July 17. (b) 52 weeks to December 29. (c) 52 weeks to December 28. (d) Deficit. (e) 52 weeks to January 3, 1959
(f) 13 weeks to April 4.
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MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES INC. (Unlisted)

Year ending September SO
Capitalization

Debt: $466,872, 5% first mortgage loan, due 1971
Common: $1 par, 859,116 shares

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price

Year Sales Earning’s Profit Share Dividends Assets Range

lO.'iO (Incorporated Aug. 7)
(a) $ ft! Rnn $ 7,000 $ .01 none

18.400(d) .02(d) none
ior;« oiR,pnn 50.800 .06 none
15)54 (a.) 1,4Rfi.n40 78,929 .09 none
15)55 (b) l[9Q5!,7fi4 86.667 .10 none
1956 „ _ _ _ 2,321,108 156,456 .18 none $ 1.803,557

1957 - 2,635,468 51,796 .06 none 2,491,108

19.58 4,326,681 - 228,107 .27 none 2.362,200 1114- 5'A

19.59 (6 mo.) (c) 3,127,409 - - 166,547 .19 — 3.627,241 26 - 10',

4

(a) Year ending Dec. 31. (b) 9 months ending Sept. 30. (c) Includes Waveco Corp. from Jan. 29. 1959. (d) Deficit.

MINNEAPOLIS HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO. (NYSE)
Capitalization

Debenture.s; $5,300,000. 2%s, due 1965
$13,700,000, 3.10% due 1972
$25,000,(100, 3%s, due 1976

Common: $1.50 par, 6,992,063 shares

19.50 $109,281,673 $25,866,656 $12,500,656 $2.39 $1.25 $ 82.696.070 2U4- 15'/2

1951 _ 135,150,517 26,877,210 9.277,510 1.58 1.12>/2 112,963,041 28%- 20%
i952 165,710,384 20,605,003 9,081,003 1.50 1.12'/2 123,910,675 31 V4- 26%
19.53 214,018,825 28,687,825 10.329,825 1.65 1.12'/2 133,127,715 34 'A- 26%
1954 _ 229,401.837 32,713,703 15,345,203 2.42 1.30 145,710,134 54%- 33 '/2

1955 244,482,068 40,512,648 19,278,648 2.98 1.50 164,333,867 70 - 50 '/s

1956 287,944,462 47,375,257 22,463,657 3.40 1.75 213,899,754 90 '/2- 58
1957 324,886,719 45,678,135 21,367,135 3.07 1.75 246,626,987 131 - 73 '/2

1958 . 328,480,122 48.150,243 22,562,243 3.23 1.75 263,816,450 126 - 76
1959 (3 mo.) 84,263,461 13,433,784 5.946,784 .85 .40 260,929,141 137'/2-111'/2

MOTOROLA INC.

Capitalization
Debt: $18,050,000
Common: $3 par,

19.50

(NYSE)

1,935,131 shares

$177,104,670 $26,669,569 $12,809,247 $7.28 $2.05 $ 55,008,726 2578- lOYs
1951 _ _ . . 135.285,087 14,689.231 7,289,102 4.12 .98 61,818,769 57%- 40>/4

19.52. 168,734,653 15,576,165 7,012,700 3.62 1.50 81,162,847 44%- 36
1953 . 217,964,074 15,512.489 7,076,335 3.66 1.50 86,871,213 43 '/s- 29 '4
1954 .. _ __ 205,226,977 16,523,889 7,572,024 3.91 1.50 94,531,084 53%- 30',4

1955 — 226,653,593 18,740,426 8,490,539 4.39 1.50 104,431,218 60%- 44'/4

1956 __ - 227,562.168 16,887,834 7,966,817 4.12 1.50 113,721,148 51%- 37'/2
1957 226.361,190 15,597,031 7,824,431 4.04 1.50 121,879.297 51%- 35%

216,590,325 14,931.213 7,356,213 3.80 1.50 127,901,786 60 '4- 35
1959 (3 mo.)_ 63,653,184 5,470,323 2.616.427 1.35 .75 130 - 57 '/2

MUNTZ TV INCORPORATED (ASE)

IVar ending August SI
Capitalization

Debt: $2,374,130, notes
Preferred: $1 par, 3% preferred, 790,759 shares
Common: $1 par, 1,115,376 shares

19.50 (Incorporated April 5) $ 15 91/j

1951 (a) $ 27,147,846 $ 1,781,353 $ 749.853 $ .74 .15 + 10% stk. $ 5,946,468 2%- 1 15/18
1953 (a) 32,923.661 2,197,004 898,004 .81 none 7,027,960 5'A- 2>/2

1953 (a). - 49,981,467 1,331,318 691,658 .62 none 9,194,911 4%- l'/2
1954 (a) 17,986,971 8,247,126(d) 8. 301, 472(d) 7.44(d) none 2,968,251 1%- 7 16
19.55 _____ 8,339,145 266,540 266,540 .24 none 3,166,583 2%- 1%
19.56 10.496,028 17,944 17,944 .02 none 2,739,323 2%- 1
1957 . 6.025,944 561.237(d) 561.237(d) .50(d) none 1.650,087 1%- %
1958 4,056,716 23,648 23,648 .02 none 1,014,293 2 - %
1959 (6 mo.) 2,652,746 252,752 .23 none 1,171,354 2%- 1%

(a) Year ending March 31. (d) Deficit.

THE MUTER CO. (ASE)
Capitalization
Debt: $600,000
Common: 50 cents par, 800,313 shares

19.50 $ 14,389,725 $ 2,034,200 $ 1,034,200 $1.59 $ .45 $ 5,234,673 10'/2- 4%
1951 . 12,387,390 1,243,423 595,423 .91 .60 5,281,531 9'/2- 7'A
19.52 12,653.060 778,018 345.573 .52 .60 5,371,762 9'/2- 7'-
1953 _ 15,190,004 912,255 447,463 .66 .45 + 3% stk. 5,254,404 8%- 5'/i
1954 12,175,971 468,595 280,436 .39 .15 + 2%, stk. 5,144,773 7%- 4%
1955 12,722,297 53.375(d) 84.422(d) .12(d) .15 5,742,279 7 - +'s
1956 . 12,126,563 38,531 31,646 .04 none 5,200,529 4T'b- 2'/2
1957 14,301,067 790,191 377,819 .50 none 5,880,020 3%- 2%
19,58 11,636,381 730.444 356,105 .44 5% stk. 5,864,103 7%- 2'/2
1959 (3 mo.) - 3,318,701 247,293 119,374 .15 5% stk. lOT's- 5Mt

(d) Deficit.

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt: $43,426,000. notes
Debentures: $27,924,000, convertible subordinated 4VL-S, due 1981
Common: $5 par,

if)r*»

7,577,210 shares

$170,454,660 $25,578,449 $12,143,449 $2.06 $1.00 $134,710,725 15Va- 10%
211,927,501 35,620,635 11,702.635 1.98 1.00 153,390,606 19%- 14'<
226,554,764 29,921,165 10,133,165 1.71 1.00 167,999,182 20%- 16 'a

19,53 260.912.851 26,987.738 11,087,738 1.71 1.00 174,941,792 20*8“ 17*8
19,54 259.133,242 28,229,002 12,729,002 1.94 1 00 183,423.935 34%- 19V4
19.5,5 301,180,342 37,187,861 15.387,861 2.33 1.07 210.724,358 47 - 33%
I9,5«

.

340,934,415 44,719,936 18.419,936 2.62 1.10 257.661,736 59 - 34*8
19,57 ___ 382,512,387 43.290,065 18,190,065 2.57 1.20 267,537,464 70%- 46%
19.58. 393,745,615 38,412,399 15,512,399 2.19 1.20 271,119.816 86*4- 50*/2
19.59 (3 mo.) 91,917,418 9,015,755 3,670,111 .48 .60 80 - 66 'A



(liiilistod)NATIONAL CO. INC.

Capitalization
Debt: $950,000 debenture 5s due 1965: $771,000 notes
Preferred: $360 cumulative preferred; no par, 3,180 shares
Common: $1 par, 307,827 shares

Pre-tax Net Net Per • Total Price
Year Sales Earnings Profit Share Dividends Assets Riinge

$ 4,175.229 $ 17.476 $ 17.354 $ ,02 $ .05 $ 2,823,320 S’/g- 1%
1!)5I 4,525,219 46.859(d) 42.957(d) .22(d) none 4.228.097 4®i - 3%

9,261,000 232,578 172,573 .65 .10 4,861.352 5 '4- 3%
I ‘)5» 7.095,593 486.718 228.218 .87 .10 4.850.767 7 - 5
1951 7.298.055 518,834 230.334 .84 .20 f4% stk. 3,819.795 12’/g- 5
1!).5.'> 5.125,607 780.965(d) 380.965(d) 1.44(d) .20 + 4% stk. 5.414,524 18'4- 9%

6,856,734 66.296(d) 36.296(d) .17(d) 4% stk. 4,364,889 IIV2 - 8^
5,566.627 148,104 72.104 .21 4% stk. 4.397,035 10%- S'A

19.58 7,433,813 336.063 109,063 .32 4% stk. 5,111,667 16 Vi- 10
1 none 2i%- 16 '4

(d) Deficit.

NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES INC. (ASE)

Year endhuj Juhi 31
Capitalization
Debt: $4,350,000, 69r, sinking fund notes. due 1962: $4,289,233, Other debt.
Common: 10 cents par. 1.099.611 shares
Note: National Telefilm Associates. Inc. is being acquired by National Theatres. Inc.

1952 Incorporated Aug. 21, 1952
195.3 N.A.

7!)54 $ 355,594 $ 139, 831(d) $ 139,831(d) $ .22(d) none N.A. N.A.
1955 1,417,515 291.932(d) 293, 008(d) .45(d) none $ 3,282.073 4%- 2>/2

3,818,627 653,877 441.877 .68 none 13,092,934 9'4- 3
1957 10.976.479 2.148,031 1.094.031 1.07 none 32.143,270 944- 5%
1958 15,497.595 1,614,048 687,048 .63 none 45.763,748 944- 5%
1959 (3 mo.) 5,479,312 l,364,887(a) 1 24(a) none 10%- 10>/4

N.A. Not available.
(a) Includes $1,114,756 ($1.04 per share) net gain on sale of contract to purchase A.ssoc. Artists Productions Corp. stock,
(d) Deficit.

NATIONAL THEATRES INC. (NYSE)
Yrar endiyiQ Se])te niher !i0

Capitalization
Debt: $16,504,295
Debentures: $18,573,896. 5'/2S due 1974.

Common: $1 par. 2,699.486 shares.
Note: National Theatres, Inc. acquiring National Telefilm Associates Inc.

1952 Incorporated May 1 $ 64,452,552 $ 4,352.391 $ 1,877.391 $ .68 none $59,244,736 5%- 3%
64,015.854 5,439,909 2,514.909 .91 $ .30 60,967.777

1954_ 64,497,254 6.056,850 2,856,850 1.03 .35 60,425.828 lOV*- 6Ve
61.692.043 5.736,008 2,886,008 1.04 .50 60,749.848 12>4- 8>/2

19;>8 59,707,251 6,698,057 4.648,057 1.72 .50 57,003,852 9V4- 7

1 957 58,927,856 4,466.096 2,266.096 .84 .50 54,982,420 9%- 7
53,667,765 2,001.749 1,301,749 .48 .50 55,152,500 11%- 7%

19.59 (6 mo.) 26,265,880 1,633,838 903,838 .34 .25 \2Vi- 10 >4

OAK MANUFACTURING CO. (Midwest)

Capitalization
Common: $1 par, 655,894 shares

1950 (a) $ 13,145,807 $ 2,713,088 $ 1,188,037 $1.81 $1.12 $ 7,102,958 14%- 8%
1951 (c) 7.644,627 1.608,939 598,939 .91 .84 6,972,048 12%- lOT'g

H)5> 15,925,959 3.073,109 1,103,109 1.68 1.12 7,927.814 15 - 12

1953 . . 20,680,957 3.529,017 1,239.017 1.89 1.12 8,666.478 14V2- 12*/.

H);>i 18,788.318 2,801.155 1,321.155 2.02 1.12 9,274.030 1914 - 13H
H>55. 22,783.785 3,588,483 1,688,483 2.57 1.26 + 25% Stk. 10,140.303 2444- 16

19.56 24,902.554 3,684.105 1,784,105 2.72 1.40 10,878.501 24V4- 19
1 957 20.875,613 2.224,131 1,084,131 1.65 1.40 10.695,216 20 44- 13 1;

I95H _ 15,537,850 1,179,426 624,426 .95 1.10 11.074,655 22 '/2- 12
1959 (3 mo.) 4,271,905 218,140 .33 .50 21%- 1644

(a) Year ending May 31 of following calendar year, (c) 7 months to Dec. 31

OXFORD ELECTRIC CORP.
Capitalization
Common: $1 par, 348.940 ;

19.50 . $

(ASE)

shares

4,554.998 $ 179.044 $ 95,450 $ .40 $ .10 $ 1,499.230
3.955,141 180.312 91,201 .39 .15 1,344,610 314- l=i

4.403,686 150.312 78.712 .33 .15 1.273,660 3 - 1%
5,712,801 130,338 99.886 .42 .15 1,277,240 2-"g- 2%
5,418.269 114.043 93,983 .40 .11 1,196,027 3V4- 2^‘»

1055 6.714,304 188,961 130.037 .55 .14 1,485.392 4-%- 2%
7,696,402 263,604 214,904 .91 .15 1,756,332 4%- 2Va

8,615,903 217,480 118,480 .42 .10 + 10%, stk. 1,877,175 2%
8,704,876 158,131 119.597 .40 .10 + 10%, stk. 2.254,259 5%- 2%

1959 (3 mo.) 2,300,534 60,562 36,562 .10 .10 + 10%, stk. 10 - 5V*

PACIFIC MERCURY ELECTRONICS
Year endinft Juve .10

Capitalization
Debt: $575,000
Common: Class A&B, 50 cents par,

I9r,9 (a) .$ 4.713.620

(Unlisted)

700,000 shares

$ .05 3 4 '5- 2

\9:>\ (a) 5,947,096 $ 115,635 $ 72,135 $ .14 none $ 2,414,365 3','s- IP2
1952 (a) — 7.057,514 31,866 5,866 .01 none 3,972.312 5 - IS
19.53 (a) 16.983,669 1,108.297 426.297 .61 none 6,637.000 53/4 - 2 '2

\9:>\ (a) — 15,065,490 366.515 196.015 .28 none 5,032.151 4%- 2S
19,55 (a) 12,214,539 598.817 255,817 .37 none 3.550,171 8 - 4

(b) 17,332,982 921.752 482,752 .69 none 7,726,750 7’/8- 4'4

1957 20,001,656 1.184,754 557,754 .80 none 9,853,011 10%- 4 '/a

1 05H 18.477.918 755,235 329,235 .47 none 9,889.088 8 - 4'/2

19.59 (6 mo.) 10,847,496 232,110 .33 none 14 - 8

(a) Year ending March 31. (b) 15 months to June 30.
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I’ACKAKD-BELL ELECTRONICS CORP. (Unlisted until listed on NYSE in June)

Year enrlhuj September SO
Capitalization
Debt: $1,547,932, notes
Common: 50 cents par, 791,600 shares

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price

Year Sales Earnings Profit Share Dividends Assets Range

1950 $ 13,894,713 $ 2,168,510 $ 1.308,510 $2.61 $1.50 $ 4,378,079 8%- 4

1951 18,772.528 2,814,750 1.014,751 1.73 1.00 5.492.521 10%- 7Ve
22.T2i.273 3,089,295 968.051 1.65 1.00 9,394.702 15'/4- 10>,2

1953 32,152,750 3.545.503 1,139,642 1.66 1.00 14.028,133 13‘4- 11

1951 - - - . 17.744.136 365.086(a) 164,296 .24 .80 9.358,050 12-7
1955 21,641.690 1.241.242 638,933 .92 .32't 10,525,383 13-8
1950 _ 28,405.060 1,962,356 862,356 1.25 .50 12,840,259 10 '/2- 8'/2

19.57 32.262,878 1,394,447 704.447 1.02 .50 13,197,105 11 - 8'/2

L958 37.371,081 2.092,594 1,002.594 1.46 .50 15.703.863 3U'2- 10‘/4

1959 (6 mo.) 24,125,962 1,517,723 717,723 1.04 .25 15,998,895 43 - 28 y*

(a) Operating loss,

PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt: $17,107,706
Common: $1 par, 1,727,316 shares.

I9.)0 $ 81,825,286 $10,311,275 $ 6,565,041 $2.67 $2.00 $117,929,986 22 Ve- 171/-

94,628,572 11,034.665 5.459,273 2.33 2.00 114,479,795 331/4- 21

1952 _ 104,811,289 10,837,159 5,899.871 2.52 2.00 116,464.094 30 y»- 211,4

110,254,081 13,304,563 6.779,563 3.06 2.00 118,430,121 30%- 241/-

106.920,798 15,651,802 9,003.802 4.10 2.00 128,583,495 40%- 26
112,474,967 16,516,929 9,707,929 4.49 2.00 138.924.838 44%- 36

1956 96,579,079 10,101,568 8.731,568 4.43 2.00 133.672,234 361/,- 27%
111,213.462 7.610,201 4,783,201 2.47 2.00 138,279,348 36%- 28
104,682,090 13,705,266 12,554,266 7.15 2.00 141,671.830 47% - 30%

1959 (3 mo.) 3,645,000 2.11 1.00 50 y»- 44

I

PHILCO CORP. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt: $22,617,000

$200,000, subordinate debenture 4s, due 1980. $725,000, subordinate debenture 4%s, due 1978; $22,000,000, subordinate debenture 4V4s, due 1984.
Preferred: Series A $3.75 cumulative, $100 par, 100,000 shares
Common: $3 par 4,069,629 shares

1050 $335,318,054 $33,703,616 $15,483,616 $4.50 $2.55 $121,294,609 23% - 20
1051 305,328,670 22,012,646 12,168,046 3.35 1.60 119,476,461 27%- 20%

366,963,850 25,631,457 11,491,207 3.15 1.60 144,400.293 36%- 26%
430,419,858 35,316,077 18,350.577 4.86(a) 1.60 + 5% stk. 168,468,430 36 Mi- 26%

1054 349,276,998 10,543.965 6,768,965 1.69 1.60 164,587.570 39%- 28
1055 373,359,297 17,286,329 8,423,329 2.13 1.60 178,146.894 43%- 30

347,901,014 557,690 398.690 .01 .80 + 1% stk. 203,768 503 36%- 16
19,57 (b) 372,628,558 6,657,000 4,081,000 .93 4% stk. 195,166,979 18%- 11

351,093.000 5,800.000 2.874.000 .61 2% stk. 182,427,000 26 %- 12%
19.59 (3mo.)_ 95,558,000 3,391,000 1,589,000 .37 none 36% - 21

(a) Including $1.33 from sale of TV station, (b) Includes Canadian subsidiaries.

PHILIPS ELECTRONICS INC. (ASE)
Capitalization
Debt: $1,100,000. note; $426,733, mortgage
Common: $5 par, 899,272 shares

15)50 $ 6,812,118 $ 134.672(d) $ .54(d)
1951 6,324,065 207.299 (d) .89 d)
1052 6,298,427 459.454 (d) 1.96(d)
195:1 4,403,027 371,422 (d) 1.59(d) none 7%- 4%
19.54 3,743,074 530,151 (d) 2.27(d) none 8%- 5
15)55 3.444,976 312,678 (d) 1.34(d) none 8%- 5 Vi

1956 2,671,377 $ 948,273(d) 954,941 (d) 3.71(d) none $ 5,587.700 12% - 6'i
426.314 376,819 .42 none 12,886.630 20%- 10 ‘/2

1,207,403 1.175,893 1.31 none 16,101,246 26%- 11

19.59. none 48 %- 23%

(d) Deficit.

PYRAMID ELECTRIC CO. (Unlisted)

Capitalization
Debt: $311,816
Preferred: 5% cumulative convertible, $10 par, 75,000 shares.
Common: $1 par, 745.875 shares.

15)51 .$ 3.niO,.S.31 $ 80,087
136.61719.52 $ 370,916

1953. 5,768,876 385,869 138,922
1951 7,773,882 1,109,282 529,645

262,202 126,236
19.-6 10,040,432 76,666(d) 34,497
1957 - . 8.076.254 115,469(d) 53,469
19.58

15)55)

6,552,705 140.339(d) 118.339

(d) Deficit.

$ .10

.18 $ .05 $ 1,512.880

.23 .05 1,552,576

.71 .05 2,768.502 10 - 3 >-4

.15 .20 3,827,672 12%- 6 %
(d) . 10 (d) none 3.533.017 6%- 2%
(d) . 12 (d) none 2,939.635 3 - %
(d) .21 (d) none 3,366.483 2%- %

none 5%- 2 %

RADIO CONDENSER CO.

Capitalization
Debt: $1,045,159
Common: $1 par, 435,815

19,50

(Unlisted)

$ 9,535,998 $ 932,843 $ 534,575 $1.31
I951_. 9,718,912 908,611 464.406 1.15 $ 5.220.423
I5);V> 14,743.068 1.262,106 521.837 1.25 6.569.694

21.465.247 693.405 384,002 .92 $ .15 + 4% stk. 8.400.209 15>4- 11

13,039.972 294.890(d) 138.082(d) .33(d) .10 7.952,391 12 - 10

17.547.956 1.022,072 560,472 1.29 .20 i 4% Stk. 8.772.481 11 - 8

16,294,801 237,297 130.029 .30 .10 8.674.880 9 - 6

15,654,029 482.144 238.421 .55 .20 8,399,310 6 - 4

19.58. 10,643,855 205,634 111.716 .26 .20 7,550,990 4*4- 3

- 17 -

(d) Deficit.



(NYSE)RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Capitalization
Debt: $100,000.000—3% notes due 1970-74; $50,000,000—3%% notes due 1973-77; $99,995,100—3>/4% subordinated conv. debentures due 1980
Preferred; $3.50 cumulative, no par, 900,824 shares
Common; No par, 13,848,696 shares

Year Sales
Pre-tax
Earnings

Net
Profit

Net Per
Share Dividends

Total
Assets

Price
Range

$ 586,393,000 $ 96,992,865 $46,249,865 $3.10 $1.50 $311,846,886 24 '4- 12V<
1951 598.955,077 62,032,732 31,192,732 2.02 1.00 370,202.025 25 '4 - 16%
19.52 _ 693,940,522 67.362,399 32,325,399 2.10 1.00 432.252.051 29%- 23 '4

853,054,003 72,436,778 35,021,778 2.27 1.00 493,624.720 29%- 21
940.950,220 83,501.459 40,525,459 2.66 1.20 548,325,244 39 '4- 22 >4

1,055,265,655 100.107,465 47,525,465 3.16 1.35 676,506,187 55%- 36 -Vi

1,127,773,541 80,074,245 40.031.247 2.65 1.50 690,557,138 50%- 33%
19.57 1.176,277,371 77,048.794 38,548,794 2.55 1.50 720.772,768 40 - 27
19.58 ___ _ 1,176.094,398 60,441,749 30,941,749 2.01 1.50 734,285,722 48 ‘4- 30 'A

19,59 (3 mo.) 321,816,000 25,831,000 12,931,000 .88 1.00 71 - 4314

RAYTHEON CO. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt; $12,653,391
Preferred: 5Vi% series cumulative, $50 par
Common: $5 par, 3,215,099 shares

19.5«(a) $ 59,533.260

,
100,000 shares.

$ 1,610,413 $ 935,413 $ .49 $ 32.331,492 13'/..- 6'4
19,51 (a) 89,662,122 6,029,063 2,179.063 1.12 52.120,396 12%- 8V4
1932(a)_ - 111,286,879 5,947,898 2,047,898 .84 75,196.765 12% - 9'4
19.53(a) 179,179,379 13,009.672 3,859,672 1.68 91,238,649 14% - 8

1954(b) 185,101.000 10.444.000 3.688,000 1.07 93,640.690 14'/.- 7%
195.5(b) 190,700,000 9,953,000 4,992,000 1.48 82.836.163 25%- 18

1956(b) 183.522,000 4,950,000 1,548.000 .39 108.451,571 19'/.- 13

1957(b) 270,135,000 10.814,000 7,255.000 2.13 127,219,842 23% - 16%
19.58(b) 385,378,000 19,968,000 9.841.000 2.85 145,894,405(b) 69 - 21'/.

1959(b) (3 mo.) 112,035,000 2,485.000 — none 73%- 56 'A

(a) Raytheon Co. only Year ending May 31. (b) Pro-forma, including Machlett Laboratories, merged May 25, 1959.

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. (Unlisted)

Year evdivg June 30
Capitalization

Debt: $109,034, mortgage note, due 1962; $138,000 note, due 1962
Preferred: 5% cumulative. $100 par, 1,965
Common: 120,000 shares

19.)0(a) _ _ $ 1,052.102

shares

$ 43.701 $ 28.367 $ .23 $ .05 + 10% Stk. $ 257,343 N.A.
1951(a) 1,378,036 112,831 34,451 .29 .10 367.695 N.A.
1952(a) 1,951,803 113,952 34.164 .28 .05 521,342 N.A.
19.53(b)_ 1,293.225 83.745 26,343 .22 none 636,835 N.A.
P)51 2,798,979 218,179 79,239 .66 .10 820.125 N.A.

3,278,377 289.791 131.513 1.10 .30 1,048.892 N.A.
3.707,874 364,984 164,852 1.37 .50 1.447,680 N.A.

l‘>57 3,984,324 394,835 182,886 1.52 .50 1.509,831 N.A.
1958 4,555,716 443,059 210.171 1.67 .56 1,735,447 N.A.

(N.A.) Not available. (a) Calendar year (b) Six months, Jan. 1-June 30, 1953. Note: This tabulation does not include The Waldemar Press Inc..

nor The Howard Company Inc.

SANGAMO ELECTRIC CO. (NYSE)
Capitalization—Debt: $4,250,000 note. Common: $10 par. 803,622 shares.

$ 2.105.403 $3.58 $1.75 $17,953,512 18 'A- 13%
32,426,908 4,827,886 1,827,886 2.61 1.50 26 380.144 23'/.- 19%
39,753,567 4,454,162 2.014,162 2.88 1.50 28,235.498 2+ - 17%
37,037,072 3.972.623 1,967,623 2.81 1.50 27,386.920 27 - 21

35.560.615 3.425,944 1.600,944 2.00 1.50 28,446,821 29 % - 23 %
37.910,588 5,611.978 2,731,978 3,41 1.50 31,985.465 32 - 25'/.

44.277.105 5,616,731 2.751,731 3.43 1.58 38.467,849 37'/.- 29 'A

47,076.671 5,774,432 2.789.432 3.49 1.80 37.910,881 39% - 29 Vi

42,422.691 3,293,225 1,648,225 2.05 1.43 40,202.365 36% - 25

1959 (3 mo.) 11,634,000 1,526.000 729,000 .91 .38 51 35

SYLV.ANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. (See General Telephone Corp.)

SEEBURG CORP. (ASE)

Year ending October 31
Capitalization

Debt: $2,337,500, 5% loan, due 1963; $750,000 7% note; $16,667 notes
Common; $1 par, 1,189,650 shares

19.50(a) $ 24.551.000 $ 1.551.607 $ 884.528 $1.49 $ .80 $ 9,525.108 18 - 10>2

1951(a) 21.746,000 962,651 470,028 .80 .60 9.608,632 13%- 8'4

19.52(a) 13,698,900 249.936(d) 249.936 (d) .43(d) .30 8,966,120 9'/2- 6

I95;j(a) 15,347,900 67.373(d) 67,373 (d) .12(d) none 8,805,348 7%- 3%
1951(a) _ 12,695,764 445.953(d) 445,953 (d) .77(d) none 7.712.473 4%- 3%
19.55(a) 11,603,523 924.537(d) 924.537(d) 1.59(d) nonp 6.601.456 4%- 2%
19.56(a) (c) 7,682,717 185.343 185.343 .19 none 9,502.782 8%- 3

26,626.625 516,763 516,763 .46 none 15,169,615 7%- 3%
19.58(b) 22.936,886 562.683 562,683 .50 none 10.745.967 14% - 3%
19.59 (3 mo.) 606.000 ,54 none 10,569.925 20 'A- 13'%

(a) Port Pitt Brewing Co. to Oct. 23. 1956 then name clianged to Fort Pitt Industries, Inc. (b) Prc.sent name adopted April 30, 1958.

(c) Includes Jacob Siegel Co. and Windsor Co. from April 24. date of acquisition. (d) Deficit.

SERVO-MECHANISMS INC. (ASE)

Capitalization
Debentures: $1,773,500, 5% convertible, due 1966

Common: 20 cents par, 798.801 shares

$ 2,364.818 $ 416,764 $ 199,397 $ .40 $ .75 $ 4,552,164 N.A.

19.71 8,374,043 1,295,207 412.207 .82 1.50 6.120.378 N.A.

I9.V2 10,151,587 798,313 276.025 .36 .30 5,654,568 5 'A- 3’'8

19,73 13,332.746 846.441 305,089 .40 .40 6,530,721 7%- 5

12,509,024 1.338,926 503,296 .66 .40 6,521,102 14%- 5%
. .. . 12,412,756 921,716 441,367 .58 .40 7.478,124 13%- 8V*

I9.76 18,138,280 1.324.268 615,606 .81 .40 11.215,454 13%- 8'4

_ . 23,591,781 593,276 308,776 .41 .40 13.519,473 12% - 6 'A

H>:>K 17,314.483 90.649(d) 43,094 (d) .05(d) 5% stk. 10,008,027 11%- 6%
I9.79 (3 mn.) 3,280,000 97.000(d) .12(d) none 18%- 9

N.A, Not available, (d) Deficit.
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SIEGLER CORE. (NYSE)
Yvar evfliriQ June 30

Capitalization
Debt: S6. 864. 637. debentures and note.s

Common. !fl par, 1.559.655 shares

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price
Year Sales Earnings Profit Share Dividends Assets Range

19;)0(a) $ 2,540,018 $ 343.932 $ 204.286 $ .39 (b) (b) (b)

1931(a) 3,532,564 754,312 379.568 .73 (b) (b) (b)

1953 _ 3.698,466 282.530 140.530 .27 (b) (b) (b)
lOSX 22.997,505(6) 820.663(e) 411,598 (O .89(0

24.510,584(6) 1.467,091(0 737,531 (e) 1.60(e)
29,287,827(0 2,429,932(e) 1,111,569 (O 1.80(e) $ .15(f) $ 5.881.884(f) 14 - 10'/. (f)

195<» 47,119.300(0 3.316,099(e) 1,704,880(0 1.61(0 .80(f) 15,436.832(f) 21'4- 12%(f)
1957 _ 68,164,267(0 3.142.827(e) 1.560,026 (e) 1.34(0 .80(f) 37.123,247(6) 21%- 12%
1958 72,955,449 2,442,950 1.215,930 .80 .60 39,899,636 32'/2- 12%
1939 (9 mo.) . 60,269,081 1,732.080 1.11 .20 + 3% Stk, 45 '4- 26 '/o

(a) Year ending Dec. 31. (b) Privately owned until July 12, 1955. (O Pro-•forma combining Siegler Unitronics and HufTord Corp, , the.se com-
panics having merged Sept. 13. 1957. (f) Siegler only.

SONOTONE CORPORATION (ASE)

Capitalization
Debt: $945,498
Preferred: $1.25, cumulative convertible. Series A. $20 par. 15.227 shares

$1.55. cumulative convertible, $20 par, 8,989 shares
Common: $1 par, 1,070.169 shares

1950 $ 10.664,241 $ 879.633 $ 534,633 $ .58 $ .32 $ 5,254,318 5%- 27/8

1951 12,143,834 593,313 427,613 ,43 .32 7.347,883 6 '/a- iVa
1952 14,736,777 1,005,456 464,056 .42 .32 9,121,481 47/s- 4

1953 17,847,164 943,439 483.439 .44 .32 10.605,648 57/s- 4

1954 16.003,488 684,112 371,112 .32 .23 9.760,266 5%- 4%
1955 18,765.558 1,708,952 763,432 .74 .20 9,878,117 6%- 4%
1956 18,426,563 1,777,515 847,515 .82 .28 10,256,197 6'/^- 4%
1957 22,289,198 1.780,535 1.005,535 .93 .28 11,842.803 8'^- 4%
19.58 21.513,064 1,720,473 800,473 .71 .28 10,708.344 12 V4- 51/8

1959 (3 mo.)- 5,676,733 222,487 .19 .14 17% - 91/2

SPEER CARBON CO. (Unlisted)

Capitalization
Debt: $4,229,558
Preferred: $7 cumulative pfd. $100 par. 4,565 shares
Common: $2.50 par. 440.000 shares

$ 13,818,516 $ 3.685,784 $ 1,760.759 $6.62 $1.20 $12,938,802 27 >4- 13)4
1951 13,951,563 2.691,023 1.076,023 2.37 1.20 22,963,723 33 - 20%
1952 13.642,634 1,409,311 718,311 1.56 1.00 22.060,894 24%- 19 1/4

1953 15,609,779 1,385,217 611.217 1.31 1.00 22.136,798 2V/^- 13
1954 13,064,675 1,223,474 508,474 1.08 .60 22,254,568 15%- 11%
1955 17,734,512 3,019,694 1.461,694 3.25 1.00 24,331,167 19%- 151/2

1956 20,045,530 4,171,346 1,925,346 4.30 1.50 25,972,553 33 - 19%
1957 21,101,500 3,609,185 1,682,185 3.75 1.50 27,352,257 33 %- 21%
1958 18,338,899 2,568,034 1,176.304 2.60 1.00 27,249,066 31%- 201/.

1959 (3 mo.) 5,548,241 1,085,990 500.990 1.12 .25 27,890.780 40 %- 28 1/2

SPERRY RAND CORP. (NYSE)
(Merger of Sperry iCorp. and Remington Rand effective July 1. 1955)

Year endinq March 31
Capitalization

Debentures: $15,000,000. sinking fund 3'/8S, due 1969
$55,000,000, sinking fund 3%S, due 1972

$110,000,000, sinking fund 5>/2S, due 1982
Debt: $38,329,082 notes, etc.

Preferred: $4.50 cumulative: $25 par. 102,267 shares
Common: 50 cents

i
par, 28.279,311 shares

1950 (a) $349,942,000 $49,600,000 $23,626,000 $ .92

1951 (a) 468,359,000 68,000,000 26.023.000 1.02
1952 (a) 631,720,000 75,500,000 28.081,000 1.10
19.53 (a) 689.565,000 73,900,000 28,012.000 1.09
19.54 (a) 696,206,000 85,500,000 44,851,000 1.75 $483,922,636
1955 (c) 353,943,880 45,519,563 23,585,563 .92 $ .36 29%- 21
19.56 710.696,087 83,598,878 46,348,878 1.80 .80 557,492,756 29%- 21%

871,047,239 85,362,352 49,612,352 1.83 .80 708,536,343 26 V&- 17%
19.58 864,330,491 44,381,239 27.481,239 .96 .80 743,153,067 25%- 17%
19.59 989,601,559 47.544,092 27,644,092 .96 — 778.475,241 28 1,4- 21%

(a) Pro-forma, (c) 6 months to Dec. 31, 1955.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO. (Unlisted)

Capitalization—Debt

:

$1,330,000, 3%% promissory notes, due Nov. 1. 1964. Common: $2.50 par. 1.310,912 shares.

1950 $ 28,614,860 $ 6,725,904 $ 3,345,404 $2.69 $ .60 $15,350,554 151/4 - 6%
1951 38,317,277 8,326,596 2.664.674 2.19 .89 21,096,487 18%- 13%
1 952 43,388,101 9,107,563 2,855,449 2.53 .93 21,866,421 37%- 17%
1953 46,778,633 9,604,981 2,888,281 2.33 1.07 24.424.669 38%- 29
19.54 42,355.361 6,668,908 3,333,408 2.68 1.10 26,835,820 60 1/2 - 36
1955 44,353.042 6,040,828 3.003,128 2.42 1.20 28,945.483 61 - 47
1956- - 44,659,844 4,208.997 2,176,297 1.75 1.20 29,329,798 55 - 30%
1957 46,187,841 4,199,201 2.220,101 1.78 1.20 29,447,694 38 - 21 1/2

1958 - - 43,193,717 3,168,119 1,761,179 1.41 1.20 29,415,918 42%- 23
1959 .60 51 '4- 39

STANDARD COIL PRODUCTS CO.
Capitalization—Debentures: $2,726,725,

19.50- - $ 35.632,396

(NYSE)
575 convertible subordinated due Dec. 1. 1967:

$10,464,265 $ 5,266,442

mortgage

$3.58

$62,303. Common:
$ .25

$1 par. 1.849.779 shares.

$10,133,662 11 %- 9
1931 — 40.302,526 5,037,944 2.487.944 1.69 1.00 20,239.292 14^^!- 10

65.990,177 7.136,290 2,861.290 1.95 1.00 28.401.496 lO’a- 12%
I9.5;t— - 89,270,964 7,762,481 2,972.481 2.25 1.00 30,644.696 171

, 1
- 12%.

5,136,407 2,871,290 1.95 1.00 29,351.477 177(1- 12%
1955 60,472,454 522,313(d) 320.313(d) .22(d) .85 27.253,490 20 %- 10%
1956 59,168.450 3,070,871(d) l,819,371(d) 1.24(d) none 29.739,718 12 %- 6%
1957 61,330,530 823,062 802,862 .56 none 37,394,605 9%- 5%
1958 69,489.636 1,343,887 558.887 .36 none 35.075,931 17%- 6
19.59 (3 mo.) - 16,591,852 390.397 .21 none 21%- 14%

(d) Deficit.
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STATHAM INSTRUMENTS INC. (ASE)

Year ending May SI
Capitalization
Common: $1 par, 938,500 share.s

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price
Year Sales Earnings Profit Share Dividends Assets Range

1953 $ 1,803,471 $ 81,190 $ .10 (a)

19.54 _ 2,134,180 152,836 .18 (a)

1955 2,418,960 127.481 .15 (a)
19:56 2.943.402 264,690 .32 (a)
1957 4,470,264 462,225 .59 $ 2,128.211 12'/2- 9'U
1958 5.088,659 527,874 .56 none 3,744.207 28%- 12 >4

19.59 (9 mo.) 4,534,256 278,851 .30 none 43 - 23

(a) Privately owned until Sept. 1957.

STORER BROADCASTING CO. (NYSE)
Capitalization

Debt: $891,219
Common: $1 par, 2,474,750 share.s

19:50 $ 6,657,114 $ 1,895,085 $ 926,475 $ .39 $ .06 (b)
1 951 9,560,086 3.406,327 1,464,776 .63 .10 (b)

11,475.618 3.963,304 1,594,956 .69 .10 $11,923,761 (b)
14,901,078 6,161,231 2,186.415 .94 .24 17,446,319 7%- 7

19.54 17,736,531 7,105,103 3.680,779 1.62 .81 27,872,630 19%-
1955 - 24,051,726 8,792,878 4,330,429 1.73 1.37 1/2 28,152.046 29 Vs- 20%
1956 28,313,383 11,452,891 5.517.207 2.23 1.75 28.534,596 29>/2- 22%
1957 26,214,828 11.287,076 6,396,164 2.58 1.80 31,504,942 29 ‘A- 18%
19:58 25,176.710 5.926,076 1,676,754 .68 1.80 30,783.015 26%- 20
19.59 (3mo.) 1.024,183 .41 .90 33 '/2- 24>/2

(b) Privately owned.

TAYLOR INSTRUMENT COMPANIES (Unlisted)

Year ending July 31
Capitalization
Common: $10 par. 396,778 shares

19:50 $ 11,264,251 $ 190,936 $ 115.936
19:51 16,503,591 3,503,070 1,203,070
1952 21,623,406 3,800,020 1,050.020
19.53 _ . 18,037,008 1.328,241 653,241
1954 23.959,275 2,820.901 1,265,901
1 955 23,298,872 2,862,690 1,190,690
1956 21,710,396 1,943,801 1,028,801
19.57 _ . 26,647,539 2.750,360 1,374.860
1958 _
1959 (fi mn )

24,997,954 914,328 501.328
239.256

TELECHROME MANUFACTURING CORP. (Unlisted)

Year ending June SO
Capitalization
Common: Class A 10 cents par, 165,800 shares

Class B 10 cents par, 137.200 shares

1 95*1 $ 221,^70 $ lfi,10fi

1 954 M 120,007
Ifk55 R4,Rftl

1 95fi 504. .514 47,001
1957 1 ,090,415 112,540
195X l.RS^.'llfi 175,000
19.59 (6 mo.) 19,634,532 898,390

(a) Privately owned.

$ .32 $ .55 $ 9,086,923 12%- 9%
3.34 .80 13,079.114 17>/4- 12%
2.91 .80 14,986,674 19%- 15%
1.81 .80 14,357,531 19 %- 131/2

3.51 .80 4 5<> Stk. 16,884,938 40 - 15%
3.15 1.00 16.214.313 40 - 24
2.73 1.00 16,577,741 30%- 133/4

3.47 .30 + 5% Stk. 19,521,066 37 - 271/2

1.26 1.20 17,840,822 34 '/o- 26
.60 .60 39 - 321/4

$ .12 (a)
.95 (a)
.26 (a)
.36 $ .18% $ 548.846 6 1/2 - 3

.86 .283/4 868,333 9 - 534
1.06 .30 1,010,293 13 - 5%
.34 2% Stk. 29 - 151/4

TELECOMPUTING CORP. (Unlisted)

Year ending October 31
Capitalization
Debt: $165,000, 5'/2% unsecured notes: $100,000, 4% note; $200,000, 6(7- note.
Preferred: 6%, $100 par. 5.000 shares
Common: $1 par. 2.811,036 shares

19:50 (a) - $ 441,620 $ 66,915 $ 37,243 $ .31 none (c)
1951 (a) 780,779 44,451 31,451 .12 none $ 817.605 2%- 1%
19.52 (a) 1,664,840 126,844 56.844 .20 none 828,522 11%- 2>/2

27,790,471 2,127,596 1,110,756 .48 none 1,006,510 nVi- 7
19.54 28,990,592 1,417.459 428,562 .17 none 1,368.689 14 - 9'/j

1955_. 26,739,137 886,494 191.994 .06 none 4,089.716(b) ll>/2 - 6 Vs
19:56 (b) 29,592,074 1,165,557 551,557 .21 none 5,114, 300(e) 8%- 6%
1957 (f) (10 mo.) 19,048,163 895,189 570,189 .21 none 13,776,888 5 'A- 2 Vs
19.58 __ 29,490,049 349,677 343,677 .12 none 15,186.445 8 - 3V4
1959 (e) 12,242,374 1,003,449 590.449 .23 none 16,562,796 13>/2- "Vs

(a) Prior to merger with Whittaker Gyro. Inc. (b) After merger with Whittaker Gyro, Jan 27. 1956. (c) Privately owned. (e) From Balance
Sheet, Dec. 31, 1956. (f) Includes Wm. R, Whittaker Co., Ltd., merged Oct. 31, 1957. (g) 4 months to February 28.

TELEPROMPTER CORP. (ASE)
Capitalization
Debt: $544,442
Common: $1 par, 356,591 shares

19.50 N.A.
19:51 $ 96,221 $

19.52

233,968

19.53

308,361
19.51 533,661
19.5.5 1,215,559
19.56 1,784,607
1957 2,264,345
I95H 3,414,499
19.59

16.093(d) $ 17.243(d) $ .07(d)
42,999 35,881 .14

17,281 8,129 .03

49,421 38,583 .15

140.232 96,743 .32

270,141 206.841 .58

265.694(d) 212.694(d) .59(d)
37,324 41,956 .12

none N.A. N.A.
none N.A. N.A.
none N.A. N.A.
none N.A. N.A.
none $ 1,006.863 N.A,
none 1.533.747 11 - 8
none 1.913.638 10%- 5
none 1,801,469 12ys- 4
none 22 V2 - 9

N A. Not available, (d) Deficit.
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. (NYSE)
Capitalization—Debt: $12,750,000. Common: $1 par, 3,943,441 shares(c).

Pre-Tax Net Net Per Total Price

Year Sales Earnings Profit Share Dividends Assets Range

1950 (a) $ 7,583,000 $ 609,000 $ 348,000 $ .12 none
1951 (a)__ 15,400.000 1,307,000 564,000 .19 none
1952 (a) 20,431,452 2,289.738 909,975 .30 none $13,396,944
19,53 (a) 27,007.957 3,219,162 1,270,125 .42 none 14,900,024 5*4- 5 '/a

1954 (b) _ 51,415,881 2,818,904 •77(c) none 15,123,336 14 - 5 '4

19.55 (b). 61,636,805 3.898,528 .99(0 none 19,591,604 16ys- 10 ‘/a

19.56 (b) 79,506.902 4,618,652 1.17(c) none 27,288.083 18%- 11%
19.57 (b) 103,542,055 5,339.684 1.35(C) none 37,716,284 31‘/2- 15’/a

1958 (b) - 136,348,773 7,869,184 1.99(C) none 79.099,581 86 - 26%
1959 (b) (3 mo.) 42,731,000 2,983,000 .76(0 none 131 - 6114

(a) Texas Instruments. Inc., only, (b) Pro-forma, combined sales and earnings, including Metals & Controls Corp,, merged April 17, 1959. (c)

Common shares at year end, assuming Metals & Controls Corp. shares are converted into common stock.

THOMPSON RAMO WOOLDRIDGE INC. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt: $11,622,000, debenture 314s. due 1971: $19,729,500 4'',8% subordinated debentures, due 1982; $9,095,150, other debt.
Preferred: 4% cumulative, $100 par, 81,708 shares
Common: $5 par, 3,028,263 shares

1950 (a) $123,312,550 $16,630,266 $ 8,252,459 $3.41 $ .66 $ 73,276,414 211/4 - 16

1951 (a) _ _ - _ 194,899,449 20,698,050 7,687,246 2.82 .91 120,331,473 23’/a- 16'4
1952 (a)_ 274,080.027 28.852,579 9,252,579 3.41 .91 167,225,800 29% - 211/8

1953 326.466,000 27,661,791 9,651,791 3.24 .93 151,834,249 30%- 20%
1954 . 270,830,000 24,646,198 11,535.198 3.82 1.10 136,512,119 53 - 421/2

1955 295,906,915 22,601,764 10.771,764 3.49 1,40 146,159,287 601,4- 43%
335,519,761 27,237,373 13,352,373 4.32 1,40 204,928,315 80 - 48%

1957 _ - _ 412,608,506 25,441,723 12,137,723 3.90 1.40 210,838,165 89%- 46
19.58 340,621,767 18,815,232 8,979,232 2.86 1.40 203,524,451 73 - 41%
1959 (3 mo.) 91,281,091 4.257,304 2,236,704 .72 .70 209,959,749 701/4 - 561/4

(a) Thompson Products. Inc., only.

TIME INC. (Unlisted)

Capitalization
Debt: $13,500,000. Subordinates 1st 4>,ts, due 1970
Notes Payable: $33,378,767
Common: $1 par, 1,954,819 shares

$134,719,833 $15,812,416 $ 8,500,693 $4.36 $2.75 $ 82,393,453 36% - 25
149,571,479 13.990,219 7,287,400 3.73 2.371/. 86.086,824 35 1/4- 27‘/;

1952 156,785,799 15,796,597 7.750,475 3.97 2.371/j 93,824,010 351/4 - 297/8

1958 170,448,966 16,259,281 8.144,414 4,18 2.50 101,141,707 36 - 30%
178,155,775 14,531,621 8.056.905 4.13 2.50 108,221,241 49 - 35 V.

1955 200,181,865 17,506,072 9,195,588 4.72 2.75 112,531,774 58 1/2 - 461/4

229,373.627 26,627,224 13.850,137 7.10 3,50 177,158,949 80 1/2 - 54
1957 254,095.798 23,145,301 12,023,547 6.15 3.75 208,060,343 701/.- 52
I95H 245.107,397 16,737.172 8,737,313 4.47 3.25 212,071,802 68% - 52
1959 1.50 72 - 661,4

TOPP INDUSTRIES INC. (Unlisted)

Year ending April SO
Capitalization
Debt: $211,123, notes
Debentures: $782,689, 3% 10-year subordinated convertible, due 1966; $1,818,000, 6% convertible subordinated, due 1977
Common: $1 par, 698,307 shares

I!)31 Incorporated Oct. 22
1952 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A,

$ 1,245,406 $ 36, 630(d) $ 36.630(d) $ .14(d) none N.A. N.A.
1954 1,667,276 122.985 71,885 .28 none N.A. N.A.
1955 2,115,734 218,274 130,274 .50 none $ 1.326,863 N.A.
1956 _ 3,053,054 186,562 92,062 .35 $ 09 + 1% stk. 4. 191, 387(a) 91/t- 5%
1957 9,009,729 943,296 466.796 .82 4% stk. 8.768,201 14 - 8%
1958
19.59 (6 mo.)

10,332,399(C) 920,963(b) 879.974(b) 1.26(b)
.25(d)

4% stk. 11,319,735 I 61/4 - 7%
16 - 13

(a) Pro-forma, giving effect to acquisition of Haller. Raymond & Brown, Inc., Nov. 1956. (b) Before gain from sale of sub.sidiary company reported
net loss of $131,916, or 19c a share, (c) Including costs and fees under cost reimbursement type contracts, (d) Deficit.

TRAV-LER RADIO CORP. (Midwest)

Year ending April SO
Capitalization—Debt: $1,000,000 debtnure 6s, due May 15, 1967. Common: $1 par, 761,995 shares.

19,50 (a) $ 13.892,485 $ 2,309,275 $ 1,156,851 $1.52 $ .30+20% stk. $ 6.484.714 5%- 3%
1951 (a) 8,015,622 l,256,162(d) 577.950(d) .76(d) .10 3,971,516 4>/2- 2%
19.52 (a) 11,860,387 388,565 291,565 .38 none 4,224,853 3%- 2%
1953 (a).. . 14,470,145 735,847 316,641 .42 .10 4,602,709 3%- 2%
1954 (a) 16.347,813 459.657 241,349 .32 .22 % 5,339.934 3 - 2

19.55 (a) 17,497,351 264,275 222,982 .29 .07V2 6,380.841 4%- 1%
19.56 (4 mo.) (b) 4,900,868 929.876(d) 204.876(d) .27(d) none 7.103,739 2%- 1

19.57... 13,045,460 358.986(d) 370.737(d) •49(d) none 5,838,663 1*8- 1

19.58. . 15,126,697 14.667 10,617 .01 none 6.003,072 5 - 1

19.59 (6 mo.) 7,809.000 113,000 107,000 .14 none 9%- 4%

(a)) Year ending Dec, 31. (b) In 1956 changed from a calendar year to fiscal year ending April 30. (d) Deficit.

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC. (NYSE)
Capitalization—Debt: $5,790,000. notes. Preferred: 5% convertible, series 1957, $50 par. 100,000 shares. Common: $1 par, 906.747 shares.

$ 29,425.022 $ 6,280,786 $ 3.058.151 $6.61 $2.00 $14,881,402 20'i- 8%
lO.'ll 31.484,760 5,713,572 2.049,458 4.23 1.25 17.115.034 24%- 16%

35,489.558 5,432,713 2,007,713 3.75 1.25 20.702.033 21%- 16>4

40,017,549 4,030,882 1,780,882 3.07 1.25 20.314,487 24%- 16'<!

39.052.458 4.302.062 2,077.062 3.15 1.25 26.228,555 3OV4 - 16'.

51,114,549 6,854,393 3.239.393 4.65 1.60 30,561.228 3314- 25

53.838.822 5.819.397 2,909,397 3.83 1.25 + 5% Stk. 33,493.366 36*b- 27

64,106,913 6.754.916 3.129.916 3.31 1.40 + 3% stk. 43,262,704 3714- 21%
59,809.166 5,523.842 2,643,842 2.67 1.40 47.095,938 3614- 23>'.

19.59 (a) 17,613,971 1,680,923 770.923 .78 .70 54^4- 34 W

(a) 13 weeks to March 28.

- 21 -



VARIAN ASSOCIATES (Unlisted)

Year ending September 30
Capitalization—Debt: $2,000,000 notes. Common: $1 par, 3,016,874 shares.

Pre-tax Net Net Per Total Price
Year Sales Earningrs Profit Share Dividends Assets Range

um) $ 460,035 $ 48,478 $ 35,980 $ .08 none
lO-ll 1.756,879 88,935 24,734 .04 10% stk.

151,540 76,336 .08 none
1953 5,023,272 172,299 86.255 .06 none $ 4,172,546
19.54 5,902,640 458,837 224,669 .16 none 4.451,641
1955 _ . 7,162,350 912,896 432,896 .21 none 6,101,128
195(» 11,000116 1,479.578 502,578 .21 none 10,295,360 9-6
1957 16.836,086 1,581.280 763,280 .28 none 15,248.307 10 - 7V4
195S 19,543,232 2,555,364 1,225,364 .45 none 15,503,899 21%- 7%
1959 (6 mo.) 17.378,142 2,372,342 1,112,530 .36 none 24,083,210 40 ‘/i- 21 '/i

WEBCOR INC. (Midwest)

Year endivg Jure 30
Capitalization
Debt: $600,000, 4%% notes, due 1961.

$1,400,000, 514% notes, due 1968.

Common: $1 par, 650.737 shares

$ 19.086,151 $ 2,324.494 $ 1,212,050 $2.69 $1.50 + 20%’ stk. $ 8,713,877 20 '/4- 10^4
1951 17,971,469 677,596 457.635 1.01 1.00 7,878,317 16%- 11 '/4

19.580,636 707.800(d) 408,951 (d) .90(d) .50 10,406,339 13'/i- 7'/.

1953^ 27,757,899 1,947,162 927,162 1.87 10% stk. 11,827,337 9%- 7

1954 _ 31,741,046 1,139,198 564,198 1.09 .15+ 5% stk. 12,940,996 llJ/2- 7%
1955 31,984,539 1,339,574 589.524 .95 .40 16,566,990 15%- 8M:

34,305,837 1.894.753(d) 994,753 (d) 1.53(d) .50+ 57c Stk. 15,935,212 15 - 8'/2

1957 40,374,042 4,011,297 1,961,297 3.01 .25 18,517,242 12%- 8'/4

1958 (6 mo.) (a) 12,630,731 62,917 7,917 .01 .60 15,504,226 14 Vi- 9'/.

1959 (9 mo.) 26,496.000 1,130.486 532,486 .82 .15 19'/4- 11

(a) Changed to June 30 fiscal year from calendar year. (d) Deficit.

WELLS-GARDNER & CO. (Unlisted)

Capitalization—Common: $1 par, 414,300 shares.

1950,, $ 17,825,098 $ 1,674,235 $ 954.235 $2.33 $ .75 $ 5.643,428 12'/s- 5’/s

1951 12,758,749 588,099 451.447 1.10 .60 4,462,000 844- 6V4
19.52 16,301,043 969.976 459,976 1.12 .60 6,385,335 8V4- 6'A

22,572,069 1.969,939 772,939 1.88 .75 7,224,465 8'/4- 6%
21,200,318 2,031,340 911,340 2.22 .75 8,076,027 10 - 5%
26.646,745 2,725.857 1,221,857 2.97 .85 9.784,984 1344- 9%
24,152,104 2,179,610 1,054,610 2.55 1.00 8.668,582 14%- IOV4
15,687,999 201,573 76,573 .18 .40 7,372,406 14 %- 5%
19,947.123 1.208,515 608,515 1.47 .30 8,399.825 12‘4- 5y»

19.59 (3 mo.) 4,804,264 135,097 70,097 .17 .20 18%- 10 ‘/4

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP. (NYSE)
Capitalization
Debt: $6,337,949
Debentures: $20,995,000. 2%s, due Sept. 1. 1971

$300,000,000, 3 '/is, due Dec. 15, 1981

Preferred: $3.80 Class B, $100 par, 467,085 shares
Common: $12.50 par, 17,193.608 shares

19.50 $1,019,923,051 $159,664,532 $77,922,944 $5.36 $2.00 $ 800,461,178 36 - 29 '/4

1951 1,240.801,296 174.578.362 64,578,202 4.03 2,00 1,004,378,037 42',4- 34%
1,454,272,698 173,014,835 68,581,603 4.23 2.00 1,195,292,040 48%- 35%
1,582,047.141 152,893,486 74,322,925 4.53 2.00 1,265,353,717 52 'A- 39%

1954, 1,631.045.480 168,241,939 84,594,367 5.06 2.50 1,329,120.140 79 - 50 Vs

1,440,976,985 84.102.747 42,802.747 2.46 2.00 1.287,685,975 83 >4- 53*4

1,525.375,771 5.292,061 3,492,061 .10 2.00 1,264,469,283 65%- 5oy«

1957 2,009,043.776 139.452.980 72,652.980 4.18 2.00 1.400,682.932 68%- 52"/a

1,895.699 358 128,972,541 74.772,541 4.25 2.00 1.411,507.606 74 %- 55'/-

1959 (3 mo.) 440,072,000 14,409.000 .81 1.00 92 - 70%

WJR THE GOODWILL STATION INC. (Unlisted)

Capitalization—Common: $1.25 par, 600,61+ shares.

$ 3,519,151 $ 810.746 $ 474.746 $ .92 $ .70 $ 3,070,287 8'/2- 6

1951 3.422,626 987,630 477.630 .92 .70 3,307,127 12 - 7%
1952 3.383,293 928,714 441,714 .86 .70 3.364,715 11-9

3,369,943 992,096 457,096 .88 .70 3,491,433 1044- 8"4

1954 _ ^ . 3.009,884 758.846 373.746 .72 .60 3,390,554 12%- 9%
1955 2,759,803 569,736 274.739 .53 .45 3,308,551 15'/,- 10 '4

195(? 3,516.765 1,063.112 478,112 .88 .50+5% stk. 3,814.796 13 '/4- 10 '4

1957 - 3,570,773 1.038,681 495,681 .86 .50 + 5% stk. 4.077,273 13 - 1014

1958, _ . 3,275,315 536.984 271,984 .45 .50 + 5% stk. 3,811,852 1314 - 11%
1 959 .10

ZENITH RADIO CORP.
Capitalization—Common:
1 <).'>() (a)_._

(NYSE)

No par, 2.954,784

$ 87.704,071

shares.

$11,527,903 $ 5,627,003 $1.91 $ .25 $51,971,284 11% - 5’4

lO.M 110.022,780 11,771,940 5,370,740 1.82 .50 50,275,866 11%- 7%
137.637.697 13,222.133 5,845.933 1.98 .50 54,416.548 13%- 11%
166.733,276 13.157,701 5,631.701 1.91 .50 52,042.451 14 - 10',<

ior»i 138,608.360 12,056.264 5,676.264 1.92 .50 62.604.970 16 - 10%
lunr* 152,905.005 17.104,491 8.034,491 2.72 .83 67,604,887 23%- 14%

141,529,855 13.298,717 6.178.717 2.09 .83 69,193,175 23 '/j- 16%
1 <^*>7 - 160.018,978 17,340.577 8.165,577 2.76 .83 84,338,732 23%- 15%
1 f>r>8 195,041,624 25,741.165 12.116.165 4,10 1.67 98.505,958 69'/-- 20 '/4

1059 (3 mo.) _ 59,220,776 7,069.053 3,323,981 1,12 1.17 122 - 59%

(a) Year ending March 31
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FCC STICKS BY ITS SEC. 315 GUNS: Rights & wrongs of equal-time issues aside, FCC acted

like g truly independent federal regulatory agency last week in standing fast by its majority opinion that

newscasts featuring his opponents entitled Lar Daly to free political time on Chicago TV stations.

FCC was subjected to unparalleled pressures—from every direction—to change its mind. In recent

Washington history, at least, no other federal agency has been confronted with such unanimous outcries of

outrage & wrath as those aroused by Commission's Feb. interpretation of Communication Act's Sec. 315.

President Eisenhower himself led lineup against FCC on equal-time ruling. (Ridiculous!" he called

it.) Attorney General William P, Rogers put full force of Justice Dept, into fight to force FCC to retreat. Big guns

in Congress formed bi-partisan coalition to attack Commission. Nation's press became unaccustomed editorial

allies of competing TV-radio medium on news-freedom issue. Networks ( customarily referred to as "powerful"

in Washington) and NAB were up in arms, naturally. Nearly nobody but Lar Daly stood up for FCC.

Commission could have eased itself off spot—and thereby saved Congress time & trouble of holding

hearings on proposed Sec. 315 amendments (see p. 5)—by switch of one vote from 4-3 majority which

decided Lar Daly issue in first place. Commission's disposition to bow gracefully to Congressional pressures

on other issues had been apparent this year (Vol. 15:17).
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Yet FCC stood firm. In 50-page single-spaced interpretive opinion, it traced legislative history of Sec.

315 since Radio Act of 1927, stoutly reaffirmed conviction that Lar Daly ruling was correct. And for cynics who
are convinced that politics rules FCC, there were these disconcerting facts: Republicans Hyde, Lee & Ford

—

along with Democrat Bartley—rejected Eisenhower Administration's demands for about-face. Republicans

Doerfer and Democrats Craven & Cross (latter concurring in part with majority) stuck to their original

dissents on the ruling.

• • • •

Few accolades have been going to Commission recently—particularly since House investigators be-

gan ripping into it last year for yielding to "influence." But its hold-fast Lar Daly action earned plaudits from

FCC's severest critic—legislative oversight subcommittee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.), who himself wants news-

casts exempted from Sec. 315. "I happen to think it [the decision] is wrong," Harris said at FCC panel hearings

last week (see below). "But under the circumstances I want to compliment the Commission for standing

on its own."

CONGRESS ASKED FOR 'EX PARTE' GROUND RULES: Just about everyone would like

some guidance from Congress, to tell when FCC (& siniilar agencies) should be as insulated as a judge or as

uninhibited as a news reporter. Congress, in turn, got a little guidance on the subject last week—not much

—

from an FCC-industry panel convened by Rep. Harris' (D-Ark.) legislative oversight cubcommitee.

Question concerns freedom of FCC members to seek information before coming to decisions. Law is

clear when it comes to "adjudicatory" matters such as hearings on competing applications for broadcast

facilities. Trouble comes in "rule-making." Panel generally agreed that Commission should be free to gather

data however it sees fit—including "ex parte" (off-the-record) discussions & demonstrations—when it comes
to "general policy" type of rule-making such as the formulation of original nationwide TV allocation plan.

Things get tight, of course, when rule-making becomes more specific—as in case of shift of Ch. 2 from

Springfield, 111. to St. Louis. Court of Appeals held that ex parte discussions were improper in that instance

because there were "conflicting private claims to a valuable privilege" (Vol. 15:19). When Harris asked him
about the case, FCC Chairman Doerfer said: "I'd have no quarrel with declaring it adjudicatory." He also

stated : "All rule-making affects privileges, regardless whether particularized or not."

Attorney Wm. Koplovitz suggested that all requests for changes in TV allocation table be decided

solely on a record—although not necessarily the type of record compiled in an adjudicatory hearing. Attorney

Donald Beelar likened such channel shifts to "spot zoning," said they should be adjudicatory. He called for

legislation, too, stating: "The citizen has been chilled in talking to agency people. Some agency members ore

afraid to talk to anyone."

RCA v.p.-gen. attorney Robert Werner, asserting that "legislation is called for," posed the question of

what to do about rule-making governing engineering standards. He noted that stereo standards will be con-

sidered by FCC before long. "Surely that is a matter of general application," he said, "but there ore conflicting

interests involved. Is that an ex parte matter?"

Robert Swezey of WDSU-TV New Orleans also asked for legislation but said he had spent several

sessions with attorneys without coming up with a satisfactory draft.

• • • •

Harris group was also interested in methods of speeding & improving Commission's work—and it re-

ceived suggestions from Broadcast Bureau chief Harold Cowgill, general counsel John Fitzgerald and chief

examiner James Cunningham (see p. 6).

Subcommittee also heard from representatives of CAB, FTC & ICC during week. They generally sup-

ported some sort of legislation but also warned of hamstringing agencies. This prompted Harris to complain:

"Everybody agrees our objective is worthy , that it would be wholesome to do something about this,

but we have had every conceivable argument of doubt & caution raised to say why nothing should be
changed."

Donald McGannon, Westinghouse Stations pres ., submitted statement urging that legislation covering

rule-making be enacted to "point the way and then let the Commission declare certain proceedings to be
those in which no ex parte representations will be permitted." He also suggested that Congressmen & other

aovt. representatives be allowed to make "valid inquiry" but that their communications be in the record.
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TV CODE HOLDS FAST AGAINST REVOLT: There was no retreat by NAB last week from

its get-tough position (Vol. 15:24) that TV stations displaying its seal of good practice must observe in-

dustry's self-imposed code regulations governing acceptable commercials.

Seal was withdrawn from 13 more code subscribers, making total of 21 which have been so disciplined

by NAB's TV board since code review board began moving in April against recalcitrants. All persisted in

carrying commercials for hemorrhoids drug Preparation H despite repeated warnings—and one was also

cited for "over-commercialization."

Serious extent of revolt against code restrictions was indicated by disclosure at Washington TV board

sessions that in addition to 21 penalized stations, 17 other subscribers resigned rather than be subjected to

discipline. And of these, it was understood that half-dozen TV members have quit NAB itself in protest.

Number of seal holders was reduced to 270 in good standing (vs. 306 in April) by loss of 38 sta-

tions, 2 new subscribers having joined up since storm over Preparation H broke. According to NAB's count, 222

code subscribers never carried Preparation H commercials—and of 84 which did at one time or another, 45

definitely cancelled them when code infractions were pointed out.

What does code review board do now? It continues to give "broadest possible demonstration" that

TV industry can police itself against objectionable commercials, according to chairman Donald H. McGannon,

pres, of Westinghouse stations. He said that so long as code isn't administered by "caprice, arbitrariness or

whimsy" it's entitled to be respected by those who display seal.

Code missionary project also will be undertaken. Review board subcommittee composed of McGan-
non, E. K. Hartenbower of KCMO-TV Kansas City and Gaines Kelley of WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C., sets out

next week for N.Y. conferences with American Assn, of Advertising Agencies. Aim is to have advertisers &

agencies work with board in setting "guide-posts" for acceptable TV advertising so that "limits" are under-

stood before commercials go on air.

BURGEONING CATV PLANS DEFENSE STRATEGY: With growing strength & political

sophistication, nation's community antenna operators meet in Philadelphia's Sheraton Hotel June 23-25 to

firm up defenses before Senate Commerce Committee's hearings June 30, July 1 & 7 (Vol. 15:24). Occasion

is annual convention of National Community TV Assn. (NCTA).

Some pretty savvy capital seems little concerned about attacks on CATV, expects no crippling

governmental restrictions. For example. National Theatres is spending more than $1 million for single sys-

tem in Williamsport, Pa. (Vol. 15:23) and it can be assumed NT has plans beyond the operation of a conven-

tional system, perhaps the offering of special events for an extra fee—a la Telemeter's proposal for Toronto

suburb (see p. 10). Also due to break shortly, we're told, is sale of group of substantial CATV systems to

a surprising new entity in the field—a major organization with ingenious expansion plans.

Up against some big political guns—such as Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Magnuson (D-

Wash.) and his predecessors Edwin Johnson (D-Colo.) & Clarence Dill (D-Wash.)—CATV operators claim

they're developing substantial support comprising Sen. Fulbright (D-Ark.), Sen. Randolph (D-W. Va.)
and others yet to be identified.

The many problems of the industry, plus an aggressive membership drive by NCTA exec, director

Edward Whitney, have drawn 364 system operators into NCTA membership—a high percentage of the

estimated 600-700 systems in U.S., many of which are little more than neighborhood hookups of a few dozen

homes. Whitney expects 450-500 to attend convention.

CATV has its own "image" problems , as does telecasting generally. Operators are particularly

irked when they're tagged with the opprobrious "pay-TV" designation. People pay for their service, they

agree, but they point out they offer service where little or none was previously available—thus differing

from toll TV which would substitute a pay service for hitherto free telecasts on public airwaves. This is

disputed by those telecasters who are fighting CATV systems with the argument that CATV will drive small-

town stations out of business and produce the same net result as toll TV.

NAB's TV board this week came out with a resolution aimed at CATV. Its provisions put NAB on re-

record as: (1) Asking FCC to reconsider its policy of licensing microwaves to bring signals to CATV sys-

tems. (2) Favoring "legislation submitted by the Commission with regard to boosters & community antenna

systems and more particularly with respect to the requirement that no TV signal be used by any distribution

system without the consent of the orginating station."
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1958 TV PROFITS UP 7.4%, RADIO DOWN 30.9%: Telecasting industry resumed its

profit climb in 1958, jixmping 7.4% over 1957, while radio suffered a brutal 30.9% drop—its first decline since

1954. That's the nub of FCC's first official figures for last year, produced last week at an imusually early

date because of speeded tabulation techniques.

TV broadcast revenues topped $1 billion for first time , hitting $1.03 billion—up 9.2% from $943.2

million in 1957. Though expenses rose 9.6%—from $783.2 milUon to $858.1 million—profit before federal

income taxes jumped from $160 million to $171.9 million. This is still below the profit peak of $189.6 million

in 1956, which had shown a dramatic rise from 1955's $150.2 million.

Greatest increase in TV's revenues came from spot—up 14.9% to $345.2 million—while network time

sales rose 7.7% to $424.6 million and local sales were up 4.1% to $181.1 million. These 3 time-sales figures

plus talent sales & other "incidental" broadcast revenues produce the $1.03 billion total.

In radio, the severe 30.9% cut in profits to $38.1 million from 1957's $54.6 million was attributable to a
nearly static gross, coupled with an increase in expenses. Total broadcast revenues rose a mere .7%,

from $517.9 million to $519.5 million, while expenses showed a modest 4.4% increase from $463.3 million to

$481.4 million. The trouble with radio revenues was that network sales dropped 8.1% to $46.5 million while

spot lifted a mere 1.5% to $172 million and local gained only 1.1% to $320.2 million. Total time sales were
$538.7 million, but sales commissions more than offset "incidental" revenues—leaving total broadcast

revenues at $519.5 million.

FCC's official figures show, by the way, that TvB's estimates were pretty doggone good last March
when it calculated that TV spot had increased 14% (FCC says 14.9%) & network had jumped 9.9% (vs.

FCC's 7.7%) (Vol. 15:9, 11).

FCC report encompasses the 3 TV networks & 514 TV stations, 7 national & regional radio networks and
3178 AM stations. Excluded, because of unavailability at tabulation time, were figures of 9 TV stations, 108

AMs and the approximately 70 FM-only stations.

FCC says it will flesh out last week's bare-bones figures with its customary breakdowns in 9 or 10 tab-

les "in the near future." (For FCC's 1946-1957 TV & radio figures, see p. 22, Spring-Summer TV Factbook.)

TV 'IMAGE' PROJECT BLESSED BY NAB: Operation of special TV Information Office

(TIO) in N.Y., working separately from—but in liaison with—NAB's own public relations setup, was approved

last week by NAB's TV board to implement "image improvement" project proposed at March convention in

Chicago (Vol. 15:12 et seq.).

First-year budget of $600-700,000 for "speak-up-for-yourself" project was set at semi-annual board meet-

ing in Washington, where 5-point report by TV information committee headed by Clair B. McCollough of

Steinman stations (Vol. 15:24) won imanimous endorsement.

Money will be raised this way: $75,000 from NAB itself, payments by stations based on highest

quarter-hour one-time rate, $65,000 each from ABC, CBS & NBC, which also will be tapped for contributions

from 0-&-0 stations. No definite commitments from networks or stations were reported immediately. But McCol-

lough said "at no place have we fovmd opposition" to proposed scale.

Overall supervision of "image" policy will be handled by special new 9-man TV information com-

mittee—6 members (at least 3 from TV board to be named in week or 10 days by NAB pres. Harold E.

Fellows, 3 to be designated by networks). Assigned to "plan, organize & activate" project, N.Y. office will

be headed by director nominated by new committee, appointed by Fellows, approved by TV board.

Sponsor participation in TIO project is open to any individual, firm or corporation which is engaged

in the operation of a TV broadcasting station or network. Eligible to participate as associate sponsors—sub-

ject to "TV board approval of applications—are TV film firms, reps, advertising agencies, etc., in membership

categories to be worked out by TV information committee. No cut-off date for project was set, although there

had been talk of limiting it to 3 years.

Ban on secondary boycotts “used in almost every sta-

tion strike that has taken place in the broadcasting indus-

try during the past 10 years” has been urged by NAB.
In a 9-page statement submitted to chairman Barden (D-

N.C.) of the House Labor Committee, NAB’s personnel &
economics mgr. Charles H. Tower said the Taft-Hartley

act should be amended to forbid unions to threaten or in-

duce customer boycotts of products advertised on stations

involved in labor disputes. Tower endorsed bills (S-76 &
HR-5545) by Sen. Curtis (R-Neb.) & Rep. Lafore (R-Pa.)

which would carry out NAB aims. In a recent decision the

NLRB held that such boycotts of unorganized stations are

permissible when used by a union to protect its members’

interests at competing organized stations (Vol. 15:18).
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SEC. 315 ATTACK STARTS: A massive assault on FCC’s

Lar Daly equal-time newscast ruling—reaffirmed by

Commission last week (see p. 1)—has been mounted

by broadcasters on Capitol Hill, and Congressional

support for revision of Sec. 315 of the Communications

Act is running strong.

More than 30 witnesses from industry, Senate &
House lined up for 5-day hearings by the Senate Com-

merce communications subcommittee under Chairman

Pasture (D-R.I.) to press for exemptions of newscasts

from equal-time requirements. Only one known cham-

pion of the Lar Daly doctrine—perennial Chicago

candidate Lar Daly himself—wanted to be heard as

Pasture started June 18-19 & 23-25 sessions to study

4 bills on the issue.

Even Church of God Bishop-Gen. Overseer Homer A.

Tomlinson, a declared 1960 Presidential candidate who was

listed by the subcommittee staff for pro-Lar Daly testimony

June 24, turned out to be in opposition to the newscast

decision. He doesn’t want equal newscast time next year,

preferring to depend on “miracles” to elect him, Tomlinson

told reporters.

“I think it is very evident that this committe is desirous

of doing something,” subcommittee Chairman Pastore ob-

served soon after the parade of industry & Congressional

witnesses got started. He and other subcommittee members
indicated repeatedly that they thought Sec. 315 should be

amended to eliminate newscasts—but not rewritten entirely.

As many industry witnesses are expected to appear

before the House Commerce legislative oversight subcom-

mittee in June 29-30 & July 1 equal-time hearings scheduled

by Chairman Harris (D-Ark.). He favors Sec. 315 change,

too. In both Senate & House, however, the big question was
whether there’d be time before adjournment of this session

to get any amendments processed for floor votes.

« « Kc

FCC itself offered no objections at the Senate hearings

to Congress “doing something” about Sec. 315. Chairman
Doerfer, a dissenter in the 4-3 Lar Daly ruling, and majority

voter Comr. Ford presented 15 pages of analysis of pro-

posed amendments (Vol. 15:23-24), didn’t argue opposing

Commission viewpoints on whether language & legislative

history of Sec. 315 required broadcasters to give candidates

time if opponents appear in newscasts. They suggested that

if Congress proceeds to change the law, simple language

might be adopted to exempt “newscasts & special events

such as political conventions” from the requirement.

One thing seemed sure: There’s no chance at this ses-

sion for outright repeal of Sec. 315, as long sought by
NAB. And Pastore advised industi-y witnesses to avoid any
attempt to seek a major overhaul of the political provision

to cover definitions of minority parties, broadcasters’

liability for libel, etc. Pastore said “we may come up with

nothing” if the hearings go beyond the newscast issue.

At last week’s Senate hearings little new was added
to industry arguments for Sec. 315 revision which have
poured out to FCC & newspapers since the original Lar
Daly ruling in Feb. Characteristic of the testimony:

CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton: “We will have no choice

but to turn our microphones & cameras away from all

candidates during campaign periods.”

NBC chairman Robert W. Sarnoff: “Unless the gag is

lifted during current session of Congress, a major cur-

tailment of . . . political coverage in 1960 is inevitable.”

ABC news v.p. John Daly: Every time the President

holds a news conference during an election campaign, TV
& radio stations which carry it would have to prepare to

make equal time available to all minority candidates.

Ex-Sen. Clarence C. Dill (D-Wash.), principal author

of Sec. 315 when the 1934 Communications Act was
written: FCC “made a mistake” in the Lar Daly case. “I

think the Commission would be pretty slow to do anything

like the Lar Daly thing again.”

* * *

Others testifying or submitting statements last week
in favor of Sec. 315 revision included Sens. Holland (D-

Fla.) & Allott (R-Colo.), authors of 2 of the Senate bills;

Rep. Cunningham (R-Neb.), sponsor of a House bill; and

Rep. Barr (D-Ind.), Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt (KING-TV
Seattle), Payson Hall (Meredith Stations), Indianapolis

Star publisher Eugene Pulliam, W. D. (Dub) Rogers

(KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.).

As for unfriendly witness Lar Daly, he got involved

in a shouting match with Chairman Pastore soon after he

took the stand for a brief performance. He ridiculed Pres-

ident Eisenhower—by inference—for criticizing the FCC’s
newscast ruling as “ridiculous,” said Attorney General

William P. Rogers should have kept “his snout” out of

the case instead of asking FCC to reverse the decision.

Pastore warned him to be “careful how we use words here.”

Among witnesses tentatively listed for Senate testi-

mony this week: NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows, Westing-

house Bcstg. Co. pres. Donald H. McGannon, Palmer Hoyt
of the Denver Post, Rex Howell (KREX-TV Grand Junc-

tion, Colo.), Victor A. Sholis (WHAS-TV Louisville),

Ralph Renick (WTVJ Miami), Thomas Chauncey (KOOL-
TV Phoenix), F. Van Konynenburg (WCCO-TV Minneap-
olis), pres. James A. Byron of Sigma Delta Chi, dean Ed-
ward W. Barrett of Columbia U. School of Journalism.

Meanwhile a fresh spurt of press editorial protests

against the Lar Daly ruling was evoked by FCC’s reaffir-

mation of the decision in a 50-page interpretive opinion

which rejected all pleas—including those from networks

and the Justice Dept.—for reconsideration.

Typical newspaper editorial comment:
Congress should reverse FCC “promptly.” If enforced,

FCC’s decision “would turn electronic journalism into

chaos.”

—

N.Y. Times.

“The FCC majority ... is adhering to a decision that

is difficult to square with common sense.”—Washington
Evening Star.

“Corrective legislation by Congress is made impera-

tive . .
.”—Philadelphia Inquirer.

“The decision established a rule ridiculous on its face

. . . let’s get the law changed quickly.”

—

N.Y. Herald

Tribune.

“The next move is up to Congress, and it ought to act

at the present session if possible.”

—

Washington Post.

FCC’s ruling “is like something out of ‘Alice in Won-
derland.’ ”

—

Wall St. Journal.

TV servicemen would be licensed in D. C. under a bill

(HR-7714) introduced by Rep. Foley (D-Md.) “to protect

the public against abuse & fraud.” Regulation of service-

men would cover “installation, maintenance, repair, replace-

ment, testing, inspection & modification of TV & radio-TV

receiving apparatus.” Initial annual license fees: con-

tractors, $25; technicians, $15; apprentices, $5.
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HOW TO IMPROVE FCC PROCESSES: Three top FCC staff

members were happy to I'espond to Rep. Harris’ call

for suggestions on means of expediting the Commis-
sion’s work, as part of Harris subcommittee’s investi-

gation of administrative agency operations (see p. 2).

Harold Cowgill, Broadcast Bureau chief, wants more
staff & less red tape. As he put it: “.

. . staff adequate to

the continually rising volume of work, and revision of those

statutory procedural requirements which, in the light of

experience, have demonstrably failed to serve the purposes

for which they were intended hut instead have made for

inordinate delay & abuse of the Commission’s processes.”

John Fitzgerald, general counsel, wants: (1) FCC to

be permitted to make more use of its staff. (2) Less red

tape. Excerpts from his statement : “A review staff should

be empowered to focalize the various contentions advanced
by the parties and to analyze them in the light of ad-

ministrative precedents, policies and rules . . . Pi’ocedural

requirements [covering the filing of exceptions] which
make it unsafe for a Commission not to pass upon every

individual exception filed by a party—and in the case of

the FCC such exceptions in many individual cases have
literally run into the hundreds, ofttimes restating the pro-

posed findings—are a serious impediment to expediting

hearings. I suggest that the Commission be requii'ed only

to rule upon exceptions it considers material to decision.”

James Cunningham, chief examiner, wants: (1) E.x-

aminers to be permitted to consult with each other. (2)

FCC to have greater discretion in determining whether
examiners should supply only basic findings of fact or both

findings and conclusions. (3) Someone—FCC or chief ex-

aminer—to “exercise some degree of supervision” over

other examiners. (4) An improvement in examiners’ “sal-

ary, position classification and title . . . whereby they may
be accorded a status equal to commissioners of the U.S.

Court of Claims” and be called “hearing commissioners.”

(5) Change of law so that “findings of fact by the hearing

examiner shall be conclusive unless not supported by sub-

stantial evidence.”

TV could be moved to uhf within 8 to 10 years without

undue hardship to manufacturers, broadcasters or the

public, providing additional space for land mobile seiwices

and others, witnesses for the state of California testified

before the FCC in the 25-80-mc hearings last week. William
E. Whiting, chairman of the Cal. State Communications
Advisory Board, stated that if manufacturers concentrated

on uhf receivers, they could develop some far superior to

existing vhf sets. He claimed that cost of the uhf receivers

would be comparable to vhf “or less,” although additional

stations would have to be built to get the same coverage
in rough terrain. He recommended that 50-88 me be as-

signed to land mobile services, 46-50 me to amateur, and
25-46 me to citizens, amateur, industrial, scientific & med-
ical and govt, services. Under cross-examination by Comr.
Craven, Whiting said he didn’t base his views on any de-

tailed technical research of his own, but that he relied on
his general knowledge of uhf & TV and on the opinions

of receiver manufacturers.

FCC has denied a petition by Indiana Central U. which
sought the reservation of Ch. 13 for educational use in

Indianapolis, where Ch. 20 is already allocated for ETV.

Mack Trial Nears Jury: Defense counsel in the Miami
Ch. 10 conspiracy trial of ex-FCC Comr. Richard A Mack
& Thurman Whiteside (Vol. 15:15-24) began to wind up
their case last week

—

2 V2 months after the trial’s start.

They put a parade of witnesses on the stand in Washing-
ton’s U.S. District Court in attempts to show that financial

dealing between Mack & Whiteside went on long before

the award of Ch. 10 to National Airlines’ WPST-TV,
which the 2 are accused of rigging. Over govt, objections,

Whiteside’s lawyers also tried to show that Whiteside had
always been generous not only to Mack but to many other

friends—and that financial help to Mack had nothing to

do with the Miami grant. Mack’s chief counsel Nicholas

J. Chase said it was possible that the case would be ready

for the jury this week.

KIRO-TV Seattle won Ch. 7 there over KXA & KVI
primarily because of its superiority of ownership & man-
agement integration, according to the text of a new final

decision issued by the FCC last week (Vol. 15:24). The
CP had been set aside last Dec. after the 2 losers had
argued that Comr. Craven shouldn’t have voted, because

he hadn’t heard the oral argument. Craven participated in

last week’s decision; Comr. Hyde didn't, while Comr. Lee
dissented. Because of the managem.ent activities of major
stockholder Saul Haas and KIRO-TV trustees with small

holdings, the Commission concluded that KIRO-TV “must
be considered as strongest, both from stock interest &
from functional adequacy.” Finding all of the applicants

substantially equal in station planning, proposed policies,

hours of operation, studios, staff equipment and balanced

pi'Ogramming, the FCC also found that KIRO-TV was
equal or superior to KVI & KXA in local residence, diversi-

fication of business interests of its principals and the in-

tegration factor. In only one area did the Commission
prefer KXA & KVI over KIRO-TV—that of diversification

of ownership of media of mass communications. As to

allegations that Haas tried to use his position as receiver

to acquire control of radio stations and that he threatened

KOL with economic injury unless stock in the station was
made available to him, and to other assertions against the

character of various of the principals involved in the hear-

ing, the Commission concluded that “all charges made
either are unsubstantiated or involve matters of no signifi-

cance.”

Charging the FCC with “glaring indifference to the

public interest” & laxity in supervising broadcast licenses,

American Federation of Musicians pres. Herman D. Kenin
took a roundhouse swipe at TV in general, in a talk last

week before the 62nd annual convention of the AFM in

Seattle. Kenin said until now TV has been a bonanza for

everyone except musicians, but predicted more employ-

ment for them too. He attacked TV for a programming
policy which, he said, puts commercialism before culture.

Criticizing the broadcasters, he declared “not for too

much longer will those who receive a monopoly of the air

waves from a generous public continue to equate public

interest with their own fat profits. Not for too much
longer will they be able to get away with such vulgarities

as silencing the cultivated musical Voice of Firestone be-

cause Madison Avenue moguls arbitrarily decide that

cops & robbers will sell more soap.”

Increased interest in teaser ads by advertisers war-
rants institution of the i-ule-making proposed by NAB
(Vol, 15;21), said CBS Radio in statement filed \vith FCC.
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ATLANTIC FILM TRANSMISSION: TV newsfilm can now
beat jet travel across the Atlantic. Using a BBC-
developed technique, 2 min. of film showing Queen

Elizabeth departing London on her Canadian trip was

televised in Canada and via NBC-TV in U.S. on June

18 in an experimental 10:15-10:30 a.m. network tele-

cast. On the air, the result was about as good as a

standard kinescope—and the U.S. telecast came only 2

hours 21 min. after the event, a new record.

The link was achieved using regular Atlantic phone

cable and the show was fed from the Montreal studios of

CBC-TV to Buffalo, N.Y. for NBC-TV pickup. The process

is still at a snail’s pace, although it’s said to be “75 times

faster” than older methods of facsimile transmission. It

takes about an hour & 55 minutes to send a minute’s worth

of newsfilm, transmitting every second frame from a 16 mm
newsfilm oi'iginal on the transatlantic phone line.

Last week’s experiment was the first known TV use of

the technique on an east-to-west transatlantic course. A
similar method was used in October 1957, however, to

transmit films of Queen Elizabeth’s arrival in N.Y. to the

BBC (Vol. 13:43). This first effort was a joint venture of

UP Movietone News & BBC in which 15 see. of film was
transmitted in an hour, about half as fast as last week’s

transmission. (For some unexplained reason, BBC held

the received film print for 5 hours until its regular news-

cast before televising it.)

Don’t look for any full program transmissions using

the new method. They’re out of the question. Live & tape

TV can’t be sent via the transmission process. And, it

would take about 60 hours (at some $4 per min. in cable

costs) to feed an episode of Gunsmoke.
The 2-way process is a break-down and build-up one.

BBC’s N.Y. office informs us that the heart of the system is

a slow-speed fiying-spot film scanner, the video signal from
which is used to modulate a carrier for transmission over

the cable. At the receiving end, the signals are “demodu-
lated” & used to operate a slow-speed film telerecorder.

Several “economies” are used in transmission, BBC
admits, since characteristics of the Atlantic cable allow

for maximum video frequency of 4.5 kc. Horizonal

definition is restricted to correspond with a bandwidth
of 1.75 me. In the British 405-line system, the picture is

reduced to 200 lines using sequential scanning, and
only alternate film frames are scanned (although re-

produced on 2 adjacent frames at the receiving end) which
precludes sending films involving fast motion.

Chief use of the process, therefore, will be in TV news
until a more rapid process can be developed. Despite limi-

tations, it’s a giant step forward in TV communications.

British TV viewers will also have a chance to see the

trans-Atlantic system work in reverse on June 26, when
film clips of the Queen opening the St. Lawrence Seaway
will be transmitted from Canada to Britain.

TV link via the moon between U.S. & Europe is fore-

.seen within 5 years by British telecommunications expert

John Brinkley. The managing director of Pye Telecommu-
nications Ltd. visualizes that the first live transatlantic

TV pictures will be sent via 100-ft. metal-plastic balloons

which are capable of reflecting the wide-band frequencies

used in present TV transmission. Before TV pictures can

be bounced from the moon, he said, narrow-band TV trans-

mission techniques will have to be developed. .

“Everything about TV is big league in Japan,” reports

Richard P. Doherty, TV-radio Management Corp. pres., in

Sponsor. The 6-year-old Japanese TV industry has who-
oshed to more than 2 million sets, 34 stations, and has be-

come a $29 million ad medium, which, still growing, ac-

counts currently for some 10% of Japan’s total ad outlay.

Doherty predicts TV “will undoubtedly double its revenue
within the next 5 years.” Excellent is the rating he applies

to the quality of Japanese programming & production and
to the variety & scope of program service. Japanese TV “is

sui'passed by overall TV only in the U.S. & Great Britain.”

Technical & production equipment in Tokyo’s 4 commercial

& 2 govt. 0-&-0 stations is “excellent & abundant.” Apart
from a sprinkling of RCA & GE gear, and 2 Ampex Video-

tape recorders in each station, the equipment “is almost

entirely manufactured in Japan and of highest quality.”

New coaxial cables linking Australian towns of Mel-
bourne & Sydney, Melbourne & Morwell, Lismore & Mur-
willumbah and Brisbane & Southport, will be installed soon,

reports the Australian Govt. Completion of the first link

of the Sydney-Melbourne cable—Sydney to Canberra—is

planned for June 1961, with the hop from Canberra to Mel-
bourne due by Jan. 1962. Similar facilities between Mel-
bourne & Bendigo, Sydney & Maitland and Maitland & Lis-

more are being provided at the same time by installation of

wide-band radio systems. Primary use will be for telephone

service but TV & radio programs also will be carried.

First Mexican sponsorship of a U.S. public-affairs

show was sold last week by Fremantle International. The
show is 20 Century, produced by CBS-TV. The south-of-

the-border purchase was made by Asbestos de Mexico, S.A.

through the Publicidad General agency in Mexico City.

Overseas sales by Fremantle during the past month, pres.

Paul Talbot reports, covered deals in a total of 11 coun-

tries, ranging from Denmark to Japan.

Extension of Spanish TV, now limited to Madrid area,

is expected soon, according to U.S. Commerce Dept.’s

Business & Defense Services Administration, Electronics

Div. Plans include construction of stations in Barcelona &
Zaragoza, installation of a microwave relay between
Madrid & Barcelona. A new 200-kw transmitter is due in

Madrid this year. Expected later is construction of stations

in Valencia, Santiago, Granada (Mulhacen), Cordoba and
Bilbao.

Tight censorship of French TV, which places control

of programs in the hands of approval committees estab-

lished by the Minister of Information, is reported by Brit-

ain’s Television Today. According to a published decree,

the new'spaper says, “66 personalities in letters, arts &
sciences are now the sovereign judges of the artistic, cul-

tural & scientific transmissions & future projects” of

French TV.

Transmitters for 5 Swedish TV stations have been or-

dered from Marconi of England, along with related equip-

ment. The station at Borlange will have 8-kw transmitter

power, 60 kw ERP. Stations at Sundsval, Vasteras, Emma-
boda & Vasteiwik will use 4-kw transmitters, and their

ERP will range from 10 to 60 kw. All stations are cur-

rently under construction by the Royal Board of Swedish

Telecommunications.

Licensed TV receivers in Britain & Northern Ireland

totaled 9,346,697 at the end of April, an increase of 91,275 •

during the month.
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Friday Builds Saturday: The key to sales on Sat., “biggest

day of the week for supermarket shopping & auto show-

room traffic,” is a block-buster TV show on Fri. night, says

NBC-TV in a new presentation for its forthcoming lineup

of Fri. 8:30-9:30 specials. The network cites an NBC-
Advertest study which reported that 2 out of 3 auto dealers

named Sat. as their peak day.

With such TV names as Bob Hope, Jerry Lewis, Art

Carney & Dean Martin signed for specials in the Fri. slot,

NBC-TV hopes to repeat the rating performance of 5

major Fri.-night one-shots (3 with Bob Hope, one each

with Fred Astaire and Phil Harris) telecast during the

past season, which showed “significantly increased” sets-

in-use as a direct result. The boosts ranged from 2 to 69<:,

representing thousands of additional viewers who normally

didn’t watch TV at that time.

NBC-TV’s heavy schedule of specials, meanwhile, has

caused activity on another front: Talent. David W. Tebet,

gen. program exec., has been assigned to head an expanded
operation for the “coordination & selection of major per-

forming talent for TV network programs,” assisted by

Richard A. Kelly.

CBS chairman William S. Paley’s pay for 1958 ranked

among the nation’s top 10, reveals a Business Week tabula-

tion of corporate salaries. His total remuneration was
$363,469.63, an increase of $28,078.63 over the 1967 figure.

Bethlehem Steel pres. Arthur B. Homer was the nation’s

top wage-earner, with a salary-bonus income of $511,249.

Some other high salary-bonus incomes: NBC paid chair-

man & pres. Robert W. Sarnoff $145,843.00. CBS Inc.

paid pres. Frank Stanton $352,510.56, v.p. Louis C. Cowan
$125,821.50.

Where will Tom McDermott go? This became the

latest question in the guessing game surrounding the Ben-
ton & Bowles TV-radio exec. v.p. late last week when he

announced his resignation June 19 in an executive memo
to the agency. He was not, he told us, going to take Hub-
bell Robinson Jr.’s vacated exec. v.p. post at CBS-TV. Nor
was he going to become pres, of Four Star Productions, he

added, although both N.Y. & Hollywood buzzed with this

rumor. Stated McDermott cagily: “My plans are not defi-

nite.” The CBS post, network insiders report, has nar-

rowed to a choice between program v.p.’s Bill Dozier &
Mike Dann—at Dr. Frank Stanton’s request.

TV production of Young Dr. Malone soap opera will

be assumed June 29 by NBC-TV, with Carol Irwin named
NBC’s producer of the daytime serial. Writer Julian Funt
has withdrawn from the series, and NBC expects to name
a new scripter shortly. The show is aired Mon.-Fri. at

3 p.m., with Tues., Wed. & Fri. sponsored by P&G.

Wage clause in new contract signed by CBC & NABET
provides for a 3% increase retroactive to Aug. 1, 1958, an

additional 37c effective May 1, 1959, and a final 3.775% on

April 1, 1960. The contract establishes wage & working
conditions until Jan. 31, 1961. NABET represents 1270

CBC technicians.

NBC chairman Robert W. Sarnoff will be keynote

speaker at the Broadcasters’ Promotion Assn. 4th annual

convention, Nov. 2-4, Philadelphia. Other speakers will be

TV Guide publisher James T. Quirk, H. Preston Peters of

Peters Griffin Woodward, and Adam J. Young, Adam
Young Inc.

NETWORK ACTIVITY

Two network hassles were resolved last week to high-

light sales activity. Oldsmobile’s Dennis O’Keefe Show
finally found a Tues.-night berth on CBS-TV after the

auto maker failed to convince CBS that it would stand

up against ABC-NBC competition in a Sun. 7:30 p.m. slot.

And, ABC-TV finally got the nod from McCann-Erickson

for Black Saddle when it provided the agency & client

with a list of acceptable station clearances for a late Fri.

slot. In other buys, major soaps & cigarets dominated.

ABC-TV
Black Saddle (Fri. 10:30-11 p.m.), eff. Oct. 2.

Liggett & Myers, for Oasis (McCann-Erick-
son)

Colt 45 (Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.), for July 19-Sept. 27 summer
period only.

Procter & Gamble, for unspecified products
(Benton & Bowles)

Jubilee, U.S.A. (Sat. 8-9 p.m.), for June 20-Sept. 5 summer
period only.

Carter Products (Ted Bates)

Wednesday Night Fights (10-10:45 p.m.), eff. fall, & con-

tinuing through Sept. 1960.

Miles Laboratories (Geoffrey Wade,) and
Brown & Williamson Tobacco (Ted Bates)

CBS-TV
Hotel de Paris (Fri. 8:30-9 p.m.), eff. Oct. 2.

Liggett & Myers (McCann-Erickson) and
Kellogg Corp. (Leo Burnett), co-sponsors.

Dennis O’Keefe Show (Tues. 8-8:30 p.m.), eff. Sept. 22.

Oldsmobile (D. P. Brother)

Wizard of Oz (Sun. Dec. 13, 6-8 p.m. only), telecast of

MGM feature.
Benrus Watches (Grey) and Stephen F.
Whitman & Son Candies (Ayer)

Small World (Sun. 6-6:30 p.m.), for 33 weeks, eff. Oct. 4.

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. (D’Arcy)

NBC-TV
Riverboat (Sun. 7-8 p.m.), alt.-wk. 1-hr. sponsorship eff.

early fall. Direct negotiation by client.

Com Products Co., for Mazola Salad Oil,

Skippy Peanut Butter, Heilman’s & Best
Foods Mayonnaise, & Karo Syrups (Various
agencies)

Wichita Town (Wed. 10:30-11 p.m.), eff. early fall.

Procter & Gamble for unspecified products
(Benton & Bowles)

26th annual All-Star baseball game (Tues. July 7 only,

12:45 p.m. to conclusion). Also to be aired
on NBC radio.
Gillette Safety Razor Co. (Maxon)

Annual Music & Recording Industry Awards (Sun. Nov. 29
in “Sunday specials” showcase)
Watchmakers of Switzerland (Cunningham
& Walsh)

Bonanza (Sat. 7:30-8:30 p.m.) and Laramie (Tues. 7:30-

8:30 p.m.)
Liggett & Myers (McCann-Erickson) with
alt.-wk. 30-min. segments, RCA (Kenyon &
Eckhardt) with alt.-wk. 1-hr. segments.

Editorializing on TV news shows, prime-time slotting

of public-service programs, and a panel session for press

& government officials are on the agenda of that upcoming
Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.’s all-industry program conference

(Vol. 16:18) to be held in San Francisco Sept. 21-23.

WBC’s program v.p., Dick Pack, expects over 300 station

owners, gen- mgrs., and program executives.
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Stations

NEW & UPCOMING STATIONS: WENH-TV (Ch. 11, ed-

ucational) Durham, N.H., became 43rd educational out-

let when it began progi'amming June 22, as scheduled

(Vol. 15:22), and raised the over-all on-air total to 552

(83 uhf). It has 5-kw GE transmitter & 360-ft. guyed

Stainless tower with 12-bay antenna on Saddleback Mt.,

near Deerfield, N.H., connected via microwave with

studios in Memorial Union Bldg, on campus, 14 mi.

away. Owner is U. of New Hampshire. Keith J. Nigh-

bert, ex-program director of WKNO-TV Memphis, is

station mgr.; Cabot Lyford, ex-WGBH-TV Boston,

program mgr.; Alton Hotaling, ex-KUON-TV Lincoln,

Neb., production mgr. ;
Charles F. Halle, ex-WMUR-

TV Manchester, N.H., chief engineer.

* *

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are the latest reports from principals:

KICU (Ch. 17) Bakersfield, Cal. has ordered GE trans-

mitter for July delivery and hopes to begin programming

Sept. 1, writes Edward E. Urner, gen. mgr. & 20% owner,

also owner of Bakersfield radio KLYD. It will use 380-ft.

Utility tower. ABC-TV affiliation has been signed. Rates

not set as yet, but rep will be Hollingbery.

KEPC-TV (Ch. 56, educational) Tacoma, Wash, has

1-kw GPL transmitter installed, but doesn’t plan pro-

gramming until next fall, reports Olai Hagness, school

supt. of grantee Clover Park School Dist. Studio-trans-

mitter building is about % completed and work on 175-ft.

self-supporting tower begins in July. Coming from local

schools are J. Albert Brevik, who will be program & pro-

duction director; Fred V. Miner, technical director, and

Cloise H. Turner, engineer.

WPCA-TV (Ch. 17) Camden, N.J. has 1-kw used RCA
transmitter on hand and hopes to begin programming next

Oct., reports director Robert Brzal (onetime asst. mgr. of

radio WCBA Corning, N.Y.) for owner Young People’s

Church of the Air Inc., with headquarters in Philadelphia.

The church group acquired CP and its 1-kw RCA trans-

mitter from Ranulf Compton’s radio WKDN for $40,000

earlier this year. It plans to emphasize religious-cultural-

educational programming, operating on non-profit basis,

but will sell time to church groups & commercial advertisers

to meet operating expenses. Ground was broken June 9 for

new studios to be added to Wyndmoor, Pa., transmitter

house previously used by radio WRCV. Rebuilt antenna, on

order from RCA, will be installed on WRCV’s former
600-ft. self-supporting tower, which it will share under
lease arrangement with tower’s present owner George
Voron Co., Philadelphia mfr. of electronic test & communi-
cations equipment. Dr. Percy B. Crawford is pres. & 40%
owner (with wife) of Young People’s Church; Charles

Pugh, music director at Grace Chapel, Havertown, Pa. will

be station mgr.; William Drury, associate of Dr. Crawford,
sales mgr.; John Adison, ex-WXIX Milwaukee, chief en-

gineer. In order to gain viewers, WCPA-TV is offering uhf
converter & antenna at $14.95 cost price to Philadelphia

church members. Base hourly rate not set, rep not chosen.

^ it

CHAB-TV (Ch. 4) Moose Jaw, Sask., delayed by winds
& uncertain weather in getting 12-slot RCA antenna in-

stalled on 440-ft. Stainless tower, hopes to start soon, al-

though previous June 1 target became “hopeless,” reports

station mgr. Sid Boyling. It has 6-kw RCA transmitter
ready at site in Cairn, Sask. Base hour will be $200.

Catholic Broadcasters: More than 400 religious & lay

broadcasters attended the 11th annual Catholic Broad-

casters Assn, meeting in Detroit last week to hear sev-

eral religious, industry & entertainment figures analyze

TV-radio in light of the “Miranda Prorsus” encylical of

Pope Pius XII. Bishop John King Mussio (Steubenville)

told the broadcasters that the encyclical (which says the

primary aim of TV-radio is to serve truth & virtue) “is

exactly that firm hand of direction needed so urgently

here in the U.S. in order that our best national interests

can be rightly served.”

The 3-day meeting also explored the business of TV-
radio operations. Nielsen v.p. Eric E. Sundquist, for ex-

ample, told the meeting that critics of rating services

“display an overwhelming ignorance of the role of broad-

cast research in the economics of TV. We don’t call the

plays. We just report the facts. . . . When more culture &
classics are broadcast, it will be because the public is

watching, not because of a culture lobby,” Among other

lay speakers: WBC pres. Donald McGannon, CBS Radio
pres. Arthur Hull Hayes, Ed Sullivan, TV & radio chief

Frank Dunham of the U.S. Office of Health, Education &
Welfare.

Seeking a crack at Ch. 10, Terre Haute, in the event

WTHI-TV wins authority to shift to Ch. 2, WIGS (Ch. 20)

Springfield, 111. went to the Court of Appeals last week to

challenge an FCC decision blocking it from filing for Ch. 10.

WTHI-TV and Uliana Telecasting Corp. are competing for

Ch. 2, while Livesay Bcstg. Co. is contesting WTHI-TV’s
right to continue on Ch. 10. WTHI-TV and Livesay have

asked FCC to waive “McFarland letters” and designate

them for hearing—which the Commission did, thus pre-

cluding anyone else from joining the competition for Ch.

10. WICS’ appeal asserts that the FCC had no authority to

waive the McFarland letter. Futher complicating the situa-

tion is the fact that the Court of Appeals recently reversed

FCC’s decision which assigned Ch. 2 to Terre Haute (and

also shifted Ch. 2 from Springfield, 111. to St. Louis). For
the present, at least, there’s no Ch. 2 in Terre Haute.

Transfer of KXII (Ch. 12) Ardmore, Okla. to Texoma
Bcstrs., controlled by KWTX-TV Waco, Tex. in deal involv-

ing $141,666 was approved this week by FCC. Commission
previously had approved sale of station for $160,000 to

Texoma Land TV, headed by Bill Hoover of KTEN Ada,
Okla., but rival Texoma Bcstrs. filed application to buy sta-

tion, saying Texoma Land contract expired before FCC
approved sale (Vol. 15:17). Two weeks agx) FCC turned

down request by Hoover’s group for extension of time to

take over station (Vol. 15:23).

Deintermixture of Evansville, Ind. stands, as far as

the U.S. Supreme Court is concerned, for it declined last

week to review a Court of Appeals decision which had up-

held FCC. The case involved the shift of Ch. 7 fi’om Evans-

ville to Louisville and Ch. 9 from Hatfield, Ind. to Evans-

ville—reserving Ch. 9 for educational use. WTVW (Ch. 7)

Evansville was ordered to show cause why it shouldn’t shift

to a uhf channel. Ch. 9 applicants WVJS & WOMI had ap-

pealed on the grounds that the FCC hadn’t given them
adequate legal notice of its intention to make Ch. 9 edu-

cational (Vol. 14:51).

Purchase of the facilities of WFAM-TV (Ch. 59)

Lafayette, Ind. and of the station’s CP for Ch. 18 for

$65,000 by Sarkes Tarzian Inc. (Vol. 15:19) was approved
by FCC last week.
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Canadian TV applications scheduled for July 7-9 hear-

ing by Board of Broadcast Governors are: CKPG Tele-

vision Ltd., Aurora TV Ltd. and W. G. Crockett, competi-

tors for Ch. 3 in Prince George, B.C.; CKSA Television Ltd.

for Ch. 2 in Lloydminster, Alta.; La Television de la Bale

des Chaleurs Inc. for Ch. 12 in New Carlisle, Que. Also to

be considered are applications for Ch. 7 satellite in New
Glasgow, N.S. by CFCY-TV, Charlottetown, P.E. L, as

well as following 4 Manitoba satellite applications by
CKX-TV Brandon, Man.: Ch. 6 in The Pas, Ch. 10 in Swan
River, Ch. 3 in Flin Flon, Ch. 8 in Moon Lake. Request to

boost power to 62-kw by CJON-TV (Ch. 6) St. John’s,

Newfoundland, also is on agenda.

Equipment shipments: RCA—shipped superturnstile

antenna June 9 to WSAZ-TV (Ch. 3) Savannah, planning

boost to 100-kw; 25-kw amplifier May 20 to WEDU (Ch. 3,

educational) Tampa, planning boost to 56.2-kw; superturn-

stile antenna May 4 to WGR-TV (Ch. 2) Buffalo, planning

move to 700-ft. tower at new site. GE—5-kw transmitter

and microwave equipment June 2 to KTVI (Ch. 2) St. Louis,

planning move to 1000-ft. tower at new site in Sappington,

Mo. (4-bay batwing antenna was shipped May 20); 1-kw
transmitter May 25 to KHTV Portland, planning to re-

activate Ch. 27 there.

Another step in TvB’s push to “sell TV via TV’’ was
taken last week when members received a series of 13

animated film spots with the theme “People Are Sold on
Television.” The Bureau’s on-the-air image drive began
last Nov. and member stations have contributed more than

$5 million in time to the project. The current package of

spots includes a 20-sec. announcement showing the increase

in summer viewing this year over last and a 10-sec. spot

pointing out that 84% of the U.S. population see TV each

day. The Wexton Co. is agency for the campaign.

Local specials are worth it, concludes Sponsor in a

case-history of a one-time splurge produced & telecast

recently by KMOX-TV St. Louis for the Community Fed-

eral Savings & Loan Co. The filmed TV special cost the

sponsor $15,775, approximately the price of a planned roto

section, and produced immediate & long-range institu-

tional & sales benefits. As the sponsor’s pres. John H.
Armbruster put it: “Above & beyond dollar gains, we have
attained stature in the minds of thousands.”

Meeting newspaper strike in St. Louis, now 2 weeks
old, TvB retail-sales v.p. Howard P. Abrahams, last week
urged ad mgrs. of St. Louis retail & department stores

to use TV in the “advertising emergency.” He also sent

a storyboard showing retailers hov/ to translate print

media elements into TV commercials, using slides & off-

camera voice. “We believe,” said Abrahams, “that an ex-

amination of this technique will put you on the right road

for effective TV preparation.”

Question of diligence in prosecution of the CP held by

KSOO-TV (Ch. 13) Sioux Falls, S.D. was raised last week
by the FCC in designating for hearing the application of

the grantee for additional time to build. The grant was
made July 1957. Also questioned was a stock option agree-

ment held by the owners of WDAY-TV (Ch. 6) Fargo, N.D.

which would give them control of KSOO-TV & KSOO.

Sale of “Jacksonville Journal,” owner of off-air WJHP-
TV (Ch. 36) Jacksonville, Fla. to the publishers of the

Jacksonville Times-Union for an undisclosed amount was
announced last week. The newspaper is owned by John H.
Perry interests, which also own WESH-TV (Ch. 2) Day-
tona Beach and 40% of radio WNDB there.

Auxiliary Services

TELEMETER REJECTS FCC TEST: Paramount-owned Inter-

national Telemeter doesn’t “presently contemplate” an

on-the-air pay-TV test as authorized by the FCC, but

instead will rely on closed circuit because it’s “more

economic.”

That was the gist of a 5-page statement by Telemeter

pres. Louis A. Novins, read at a press conference in Los

Angeles last week. Novins went into great detail to ex-

plain that broadcast pay TV would be more costly because

of time charges, availability of multi-channel closed-circuit

equipment and existence of pre-wired CATV systems. He
conceded, however, that “at a certain point of saturation

in a large market, the economics of a broadcast system can

be more favorable,” and added that “Telemeter’s broadcast

system is prepared for that eventuality.”

Simultaneous announcement by Trans Canada Tele-

meter Ltd., div. of Famous Players Canadian Corp. (Para-

mount’s Canadian affiliate) stated that Toronto suburb

Etobicoke would get the first Telemeter system. “Starting

with more than 70 miles of TV cable, with a potential of

13,000 homes, the system will be readily expandable to

serve 40,000 homes in the west Toronto area,” said the

announcement. “It is planned that at least 5000 home units

will be installed next fall & winter.” Initial investment by

Famous Players was said to be about $1.25 million.

Continued Novins: “We are actually considering a

study & ai’rangements for a choice of locations for Tele-

meter in the U.S.” Said Telemeter v.p. Paul MacNamara:
“We are manufacturing coin boxes at a considerable in-

vestment. I can’t say how many are in production; we
expect 10,000 by the end of the year.”

When we asked if Telemeter would finance wiring of

cities such as Los Angeles, the reply was emphatically no

—

that “entrepeneurs” would provide such financing, that

Telemeter would provide the service, technical facilities,

knowhow and programming. Novins estimated it would

cost about $100 a home for original wiring.

“As we see it, it would be a local operation financed

by local people. They would put up the money for the cost

of wiring—we would do the rest,” said Novins. Also men-
tioned were the possibilities of tie-ins with the telephone

company & CATV.
When Novins was pressed for facts regarding Tele-

meter operations in the U.S., he replied that “deals are

now in negotiation. We are deeply involved in programs of

national significance.” There was an indirect swipe against

rival Skiatron with the remark, “We don’t want any blue-

sky talk about giving you the Bolshoi Ballet, the Giants or

the Dodgers.” Novins also criticized the Bartlesville, Okla.,

pay-TV test which failed, in his opinion, because “they

charged a flat rate for a block of pictures. We don’t be-

lieve entertainment can be sold on a block basis. The
public is entitled to its choice. Also, at Bartlesville they

confined their programming to movies. That was a mis-

take. V/hy didn’t they put on the Oklahoma football team
games ?”

When we asked him about Telemeter’s Palm Springs

test of 5 years ago, Novins blamed its troubles on a Palm
Springs drive-in theater operator who he said complained

to the Govt., alleging that companies other than Paramount
wouldn’t supply movies. He added that the test “was
never intended on a continuing basis,” and the facilities

used then are now “obsolete.”

He also read a statement from Paramount pres. Bar-

ney Balaban on studio policy toward pay TV: “We will
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study each situation & the problems it presents as we do

in the licensing of our product to theatres ... We will

consider the market in each situation & what the new

medium can produce for us in revenue. We will consider

the new medium as though any customer came to us &
asked for our pictures . . . We producers will have to look

to an expanding market whether in the theater, in the

home, and most likely, from both sources.”

Guardian Electric Co. of Chicago has been producing

Telemeter units since October, and will begin to roll them

off the assembly lines by the end of this month, he said.

Teepae TV: Jicarilla Apache tribe’s application for a

“TV booster or translator station” to operate on Ch. 4,

retransmitting the signal of KOB-TV (Ch. 4) Albuquerque

to the village of Dulce, N.M., was returned by FCC last

week. The Commission explained that it isn’t authorizing

vhf boosters yet. Tribe’s letter said that it already had a

TV booster station operating but was having a little trou-

ble trying to install control & monitoring equipment some

distance from the booster and would like to send a repre-

sentative to Washington and discuss the problem.

CATV-booster witness list for Senate Commerce Com-
mittee’s hearings isn’t complete but here are those scheduled

to date: June 30—ex-Sen. Edwin Johnson (D-Colo.) and

14 booster operators. July 1—Ed Craney, KXLF-TV Butte,

Mont.; Rex Howell, KREX-TV Grand Junction, Colo.; Mar-

shall Pengra, KLTV Tyler, Tex.; Frank Reardon, KULR
Kalispell, Mont.; William Grove, KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.
July 7 et seq. (CATV witnesses)—A. J. Malin, Laconia,

N.H.; E. Stratford Smith, NCTA gen. counsel; Henry
Griffing, Oklahoma City; Charles Clements, Waterville,

Wash.; Clifton W. Collins, Ephrata, Wash.; A. Earl Cul-

lum, Dallas consuling engineer, for new TV repeater tech-

nical committee; Archer Taylor, Missoula, Mont.; Robert

Murphy, Casper, Wyo.; Glenn Flinn, Tyler, Tex.; Robert

J. Tarleton, Landsford, Pa.; Sanford Randolph, Clarks-

burg, W. Va.; Milton J. Shapp, pres, of Jerrold Elec-

tronics Corp.

New CATV system started June 4 in Massena, N.Y.,

built by Entron, offers 5 channels: WCAX-TV (Ch. 3)

Burlington, Vt.; CBOT (Ch. 4) Ottawa; CBMT (Ch. 6)

Montreal; WPTZ (Ch. 5) Plattsburgh, N.Y.; WCNY-TV
(Ch. 7) Carthage-Watertown, N.Y. It’s operated by An-
tenna System Corp. of Massena, owned by Robert LaPlante,

Myron Horowitz and William Graham.

New medium for in-store promotion of drugs not norm-
ally advertised to the public is being tested in N.Y.

“Pharmony,” an in-store broadcast system, is piping a

mixture of soft music & discreet commercials into 20 drug-

stores. Five major drug firms are participating in the June-

thru-Aug. test, which seeks to solve problem of consumer
advertising of ethical drugs heretofore promoted only to

doctors & druggists.

New CATV system in Crockett, Tex. has been author-

ized, city council granting a franchise to Cablevision Ltd.

Translator start: K73AN Eureka, Nev. began May 20

repeating KUTV & KTVT Salt Lake City.

Telefusion Cabled TV, CATV system in Kitchener,

Ont., discontinues June 30.

I

Single translator CP granted by FCC last week was

I

for Ch. 72, Ukiah, Cal. to Television Improvement Assn.

1

Educational Television

Anti-ETV Students: Students at Compton (Cal.) College,

which has been a leader in experimental classroom TV
(Vol. 15:2), have been demonsti’ating on the campus to

protest TV classes. Some 200 Compton students hanged in

effigy a figure labeled “Pioneering Spirt,” and waved ban-

ners proclaiming “TV Eliminates Discussion” and “TV
Eliminates Student-Instructor Relationship,” then cir-

culated petitions against ETV.
Sophomore Ted Hallisey, who admitted he “more or

less instigated” the rally, said about 1500 students have

signed petitions to the state Board of Education protesting

televised instruction in algebra, English and psychology.

Added Hallisey: “The teachers are against TV classes

100%.” Compton pres. Paul Martin agreed, and opined

that disgruntled faculty members were behind the protest.

The Cal. Teachers Assn, disclaimed any involvement

in the student demonstration by “any mem.ber of the staff

or officer” of that group. Dr. Lionel De Silva, exec, secre-

tary, said the teacher group has been concerned over the

Compton TV program, and added: “The essential issue at

Compton is the quality of instruction in the filmed teach-

ing experiment.”

The program, instituted to meet a teacher shortage

& save money, is threatened with the loss of state average

daily attendance money, according to Martin. Soon after

the state teachers assn, went on record as opposing TV
classes, the state Board of Education indicated it would
not pay average daily attendance money for such classes.

An opinion by the state’s Attorney General is pending.

“Future of American education” is being shaped by TV
in the famed 5-year Washington County (Md.) closed-

circuit educational project, which wound up its 3rd year
this month, the Washington Post & Times Herald reports.

A round-up story about results of the ETV experiment
says Hagerstown teachers “find it difficult to conceal their

enthusiasm.” States supt. Wm. M. Bi-ish: “TV is enriching
our whole school program.” TV teacher-pupil intimacy is

such that youngsters call out answers to questions, wave
goodbye to the sets when class is over. One first-grader

carried a modeled clay figure to the screen, asked his TV
art teacher: “Mr. Roberts, did I do it right?”

Medical Teaching Booming: The teaching of medicine &
dentistry via closed-circuit TV has developed considerably

more than is generally realized. Attendance at the Navy’s

first medical-dental TV workshop, last week at the Naval

Medical Center, Bethesda, Md. June 15-16, was expected to

be some 30-40. Actually 225 showed up (including a sub-

stantial sprinkling of manufacturers’ representatives from

RCA, Ampex, Raytheon, Giantview, Ciba, Jerrold, Dage,

and Telechrome). And Rear Adm. T. F. Cooper reported

that more than % of the nation’s dental schools are now
using or immediately plan to use TV.

Attendees wei-e told that the average installation runs

$60,000—from $8000 for a 2-camera, 4-monitor system at

the U. of Pa. dental school to the Tex. Medical Center’s 6-

camera, 63-monitor installation. Ernest Rausch, of Ohio

State U. dental school, reported that the system there ran

$43,500 for a 2-camera, 27-monitor setup. Lt. Comdr. Ed-

ward W. Bird, Center TV project officer, warned that cable

& installation costs are unexpectedly high. Cutting through

walls & running conduits at the Center cost $39,000 he said.

Sessions included demonstrations & discussions of

cameras, lighting, microscopy, surgery.
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Programming

PROGRAM “SATURATION LEVELS”: Are Westerns gallop-

ing on TV toward a point-of-no-audience returns ? Are

quiz shows continuing to lose their viewers? Which
program types are reaching levels of viewer saturation?

Programming executives & admen may find basic an-

swers to questions like these in the special study (of

Feb. 1959 vs. Feb. 1958—a peak viewing month) that

appears below. It was prepared exclusively for us by

A. C. Nielsen.
Nighttime Network Nighttime U.S.
Programming Time Viewing Time

1958 1959 % Change 1958 1959 % Change
Drama—30 min . 4% 5% +25% 6% *6% —

%

Drama—60 & 90 min. . . 8 7 —12 8 7 —12
Variety—30 min . 9 9 — 7 8 -fl4
Variety—60 min . 18 18 — 16 13 —19
Western—30 min ,. 7 11 -1-57 10 14 -f40
Western—60 min . 4 7 -f75 6 10 -1-100

Adventure—30 min. ...,. 7 6 —14 « 6 —17
Situation comedy . 13 11 -16 15 12 —20
Quiz & audience

participation . 9 6 —33 10 7 -30
Suspense . 10 7 —30 10 8 —20
Information . 6 8 -1-60 3 6 -flOO
Miscellaneous 5 —17 5 5 —

100% 100% 100% 100%

The figures show that 60-min. variety continued to

take the big bite out of nighttime program hours, repeat-

ing last year’s 18% performance. However, in ability to

capture viewing time, it dropped 19% off its 1958 pace.

Significantly, for trend purposes, the short & long

Westerns paced the big gains across the board. The 60-min.

Western showed a 75% increase in time on TV screens.

The time was well spent, since it had a 100% gain in

viewing time. The short bang-bangs increased 4 percent-

age points both in share of programming & viewing time.

Of particular importance to those who find such things

of particular importance, information programs—news

specials, documentaries, public affairs—increased 3 per-

centage points in share of programming time, and doubled

their take of the viewing time.

As indicated in the chart above, the only program

types to increase both in classifications of programming &
viewing time this year are those strange bedfellows West-

erns & information programs. The 30-min. drama got 25%
more time on nighttime network in 1959 vs. 1958, but it

was unable to capture any additional share of viewing

time.

In total programming time, everything else on the

board went downhill. Fewer hours by far were programmed
in 1959 for the quiz, situation comedy, 60-min. drama,

suspense, and adventure programs. Naturally enough,

every program that attracted fewer programming hours

also attracted less viewing time.

The short & long Westerns loped ahead of the pack,

but there’s no indication of saturation yet, for although

Western programming increased in 1959, Western viewing

increased even more. Despite their 1959 gains. Westerns
still accounted for only 18% of total nighttime program-
ming, as against variety’s 27%. Nevertheless, Westerns
attracted 24% of the viewing to take first honors over the

heavier-scheduled variety shows—which attracted only

21% of viewing time.

Revised ASCAP anti-trust decree will be upcoming
soon from the Justice Dept., Rep. Roosevelt (D-Cal.) indi-

cated last week. He had scheduled a meeting of his House
small business subcommittee to question justice officials on
their year-long delay in negotiating new anti-trust terms
with ASCAP. (Vol. 15:21), but called it off.

Radio World Wide Opens Shop: Plans for an AP-like

news & feature service in the radio field by Radio World
Wide took another step toward actuality late last week in

N.Y. A meeting of the RWW board was held, attended by
other charter subscribers, following the filing in Delaware
June 12 of the group’s incorporation papers.

Elected as chairman was Herbert L. Krueger, v.p. &
gen. mgr. of WTAG Worcester, with Paul W. Morency,

pres, of WTIC Hartford, named vice chairman, along with

John F. Patt, pres, of WJR Detroit. Charles R. Cutler, of

the Washington law firm of Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaf-

fetz & Masters, was named RWW pres. & secy, pending

selection of a full-time chief exec. Irvin Gross, v.p. & treas.

of WHAM Rochester, was named treas. Additionally, an
executive committee, drawn from the board of directors,

was appointed.

No official starting date for the radio service was
named, although RWW’s ultimate aim is to have as much
as 40 hrs. weekly of news, public affairs, service features,

exchange programming & entertainment. No attempts will

be made to sell RWW outlets on any kind of “group” or

“network” basis. Station fees for the service will be de-

termined on “a formula based on the station’s nighttime

1-min. spot rate.”

The fast start of RWW is viewed, in some quarters,

as a real slap in the face of old-style network radio.

WHAS Louisville—whose v.p. & dir. Victor A. Sholis is

on RWW’s executive committee—was, for example, a CBS
radio affiliate since 1932. Last week, Sholis wrote to CBS
radio pres. Arthur Hull Hayes to state his regrets at sev-

ering a 27-year affiliate relationship, but said he felt the

move was “mandatory if WHAS is to remain the medium
of importance it has been to listener & advertiser alike.”

Bolshoi Up for Grabs: Matty Fox was, reportedly, in real

trouble with his $1.2 million quartet of Bolshoi Ballet tapes

late last week. Deals to air the tapes on NBC-TV or on a

syndicated basis had virtually fallen through because of

failures to meet the network’s deadline for money to guar-

antee time costs and because of lack of sufficient station

interest in Fox’s plan to pay the sizable costs of the shows
from voluntary contributions of dollars from viewers.

Bolshoi ballet tapes made at KTLA Los Angeles have
been transferred to film at NBC by Matty Fox of Skiatron.

Technicians in on the just-completed transfer at NBC say

the completed 35-mm “film” is in actuality a kinescope of

tape, not theatrical film. Fox wasn’t available for comment.

More, not fewer Westerns is TV’s big need, says
writer-producer Frank Gruber {Shotgun Slade) to var-

mints who want TV to come in off the range. The 32 West-
erns scheduled for next season, he figures, add up to only

18 of TV’s weekly 35 prime hours. Hardly enough, he tells

us. He sees a need for 10-20 more Westerns weekly, to

satisfy both viewers who want ’em & advertisers who can
draw maximum audiences with ’em. “Shall a handful of

long-haired eggheads tell the public they should watch only

bumbling old men tell the rest of us what’s wrong with the

world? The American public,” he declares, “is fed to the

teeth with impending disaster. We want to close the door

on the world of reality. We want to relax. We want to be

entertained.”

Liberace won a $22,400 verdict last week in his libel

suit against British columnist Cassandra, who implied the

American entertainer was a homosexual—a charge Lib-

erace denied under oath.
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Personals: Robert H. Hinckley has retired as v.p. in

charge of the Washington office of ABC-TV, but will con-

tinue as a board member & member of the exec, commit-

tee of the board.

CBS last week named 15 v.p.’s to its TV & radio

stations divs. as follows: TV stations div.: H. Leslie Atlass,

WBBM-TV Chicago; Clark George, KNXT Los Angeles;

John Schneider, WCAU-TV Philadelphia; Frank Shake-

speare Jr., WCBS-TV N.Y.; Eugene B. Wilkey, KMOX-TV
St. Louis; Harvey Struthers, TV station services; Bruce

Bryant, TV spot sales. Radio stations div.: E. H. Shomo,

WBBM Chicago; Fred Ruegg, KNX Los Angeles; Joseph

T. Connolly, WCAU Philadelphia; Sam J. Slate, WCBS
N.Y.; Robert Hyland, KMOX St. Louis; Thomas Y. Gor-

man, WEEI Boston; Maurie E. Webster, KCBC San Fran-

cisco; Milton F. Allison, radio spot slaes.

Frank Warren named gen. mgr., Hawaiian Bcstg.

System (KGMB-TV Honolulu, KMAU-TV Maui, and
KHBC-TV Hilo), succeeding Melvin B. Wright (Vol. 15:24)

. . . William H. Watkins, engineering asst, to Comr. Cra-

ven, named asst, chief engineer of FCC in charge of fre-

quency allocations & treaty div., succeeded by George K.

Ashenden from Office of Opinions & Review . . . Miller C.

Robertson has resigned as station mgr. of KIRO-TV
Seattle . . . C. Wesley Quinn promoted to local sales mgr.
of WFLA-TV Tampa.

Henry J. Zittau elected v.p.-treas.. United Artists As-
sociated. Herbert T. Schottenfeld and W. Robert Rich,

named v.p.’s; Fred Hyman v.p.-secy. . . . James Thrash ap-

pointed mgr., CBS Films Atlanta Office, succeeding James
H. McCormick, named account supervisor, N.Y. office . . .

George Faber promoted from CBS newsfilm Midwest mgr.
to new post of publicity mgr., CBS Films—Hollywood,

headquartering in Los Angeles . . . Jean Meredith, ex-

Benton & Bowles, Hollywood, named CBS West Coast

special projects dept, head, effective July 6 . . . James J.

Rue, ex-KTLA Los Angeles, named exec. asst, to pres, of

KCOP, same city.

Mark Wodlinger, ex-sales mgr., WOC-TV Davenport,

named national sales mgr., WMBD-TV Peoria, continuing

as exec, v.p., Community Telecasting Corp., Moline Ch. 8

applicant . . . Harvey Chertok named mgr. of NTA mer-
chandising dept., succeeding Irving Lichtenstein, now mgr.
of WNTA Newark . . . William Crumley, ex-v.p. of Young
TV Corp., appointed Weed marketing & research dir.

Jack Lightner promoted from asst, promotion mgr.

to promotion mgr., WREX-TV Rockford, 111., succeeding

Charles Olson (Vol. 15:23) . . . Scott Kember, ex-Reitter

& Orme Adv., Sacramento, named advertising & promo-

tion director of KOVR there . . . J Stuart MacKay pro-

moted from v.p.-managing dir., to pres. All-Canada Radio

& TV Ltd., rep firm. Reo C. Thompson promoted from TV
div. mgr., to gen. mgr. of the company . . . Holt Gewinner

promoted from radio sales promotion mgr. to promotion &
publicity director of WSB-TV & WSB Atlanta . . . Robert

J. Sullivan, ex-Corinthian Bcstg. adv. & promotion dir.,

named promotion mgr., RAB.

Robert E. Sherwood TV Awards’ top prize of $6000

went last week to CBS-TV’s Playhouse 90 production of

“Made in Japan,” a study of an American GI’s prejudice

overseas. Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt made the presentation.

A runner-up award of $2500 went to an episode titled

“Twenty Cent Tip” on the Loretta Young Show. Other

prizewinning shows in the 4th annual presentation were

mainly in the news & special events area, with NBC-TV
landing 3 awards for “Report from Alabama,” “The Amer-
ican Stranger” (on Kaleidoscope), and Project 20’s “Meet
Mr. Lincoln.” CBS scored with its Ed Murrow-Fred
Friendly Small World series, and ABC-TV with its Bishop

Pike shows. In the opinion of the jurors, who included Mrs.

Roosevelt, Gilbert Seldes & Robert Hutchins, the 7 shows

“dealt most dramatically & effectively with the subjects

of freedom & justice.”

New NAB radio board chairman is v.p.-gen. mgr. F. C.

Sowell of WLAC Nashville, elected in Washington last week
to succeed gen. mgr. J. Frank Jarman of WDNC Durham,
N.C. Moving up to vice chairman is Mayor Thomas C.

Bostic of Yakima, Wash., v.p.-gen. mgr. of Cascade Bcstg.

Co. (KIMA-TV & KIMA Yakima, etc.) He succeeds pres.-

gen. mgr. Robert T. Mason Sr. of WMRN Marion, 0.

Alphonse Ouimet, CBC pres., received the Julian C.

Smith medal from the Engineering Institute of Canada for

his contribution to the growth and development of Cana-
dian TV.

FCC Comr. Rosel Hyde will be sworn in for his new
term June 23 by Court of Appeals Judge John A. Danaher.

Pauline Frederick, NBC News’ U.N. correspondent,

received an honorary LL.D. from Mount Holyoke College.

Suicide of George Reeves last week was triggered,

his friends said, by despondency over typecasting which
prevented the 45-year-old star of TV’s Superman series

from working regularly for 2 years. Although re-runs of

the popular TV show are still being shown, the actor re-

ceived no residuals. Commented Screen Actors Guild natl.

exec. secy. John L. Dales in a press release: “The Guild

has long recognized the grave difficulties created for an

actor who gets so well established in a particular role that

he cannot find employment in any other. This was true to

a certain degree in theatrical motion pictures but is even

more evident in TV pictures. It was for this reason that

the Guild established by collective bargaining the principle

of residual payments to actors for re-runs of TV films.”

Obituary

Clay Yurdin, 40, died June 16 of a heart attack in Fort

Lauderdale, Fla. Co-head with Phil Melillo of Production

Alliance, a mobile video tape firm, he was preparing for last

Saturday’s telecast of the “Mrs. America” pageant. He is

survived by his wife, daughter and son.
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Advertising

Quizzing the Admen: FCC will meet the admen July 7

—

and for about 2 weeks thereafter—when the Commission

resumes its network program inquiry (Vol. 15:9 et seq.)

with hearings in the U.S. Courthouse, Foley Square, N.Y.

The purpose, as the Commission’s staid announcement

put it: “This investigatory proceeding is concerned with

the policies & practices pursued by the networks and oth-

ers in the acquisition, ownership, production, distribution,

selection, sale and licensing of TV programs.”

FCC chief counsel in the case, Ashbrook Bryant, says

that the hearing is expected to run about 6 days (3 days

each week). Some 8-15 witnesses from large & small

agencies, still unidentified, have agreed to appear—al-

though some may prefer to be subpoenaed, to show they

aren’t volunteering. Bryant says that witnesses won’t nec-

essarily be the heads of the agencies, rather, “those on

the firing line of programming.” There are no plans to

call representatives of advertising associations. “We’re

going into considerable detail,” Bryant said, “into the

function of the agency in programming.” To guess who
might testify, one can simply pick out the top TV men of

the top agencies—Ted Bates, J. Walter Thompson, Young
& Rubicam, Benton & Bowles, BBDO, etc. The N.Y. press

will have a field day.

Commerce Dept.’s new Advertising Committee, within

framework of the National Distribution Council of busi-

ness advisers, will hold its first meeting in Washington

next Monday (June 29). NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows rep-

resents broadcasters on the Committee, which is headed by

pres. Frederic R. Gamble of the American Assn, of Ad-

vertising Agencies. Other members: Wm. K. Beard (Asso-

ciated Business Publications), Paul B. West (Assn, of

National Advertisers), Robert E. Harper (National Busi-

ness Publications), John C. Freeman (National Industrial

Advertisers Assn.), Charles W. Collier (Advertising Assn,

of the West), C. James Proud (Advertising Federation of

America), E. C. Nash (Agricultural Publishers Assn.),

Cranston Williams (ANPA), Robert F. Delay (Direct

Mail Advertising Assn.), Robert E. Kenyon Jr. (Magazine

Publishers Assn.), Harold B. Mers (National Assn, of

Transportation Advertising), Edgar S. Bayol (National

Editorial Assn.), Karl L. Chaster Jr. (Outdoor Advertis-

ing Assn.)

.

New reps: Transcontinent TV stations (WROC-TV
Rochester, WGR-TV Buffalo, WNTP-TV Scranton-Wilkes-

Barre, WSVA-TV Harrisonburg) to Retry July 1 (from

Peters, Griffin, Woodward for all except WNEP-TV, which

moves from Avery-Knodel). Skyline Network stations

(KID-TV Idaho Falls, KLIX-TV Twin Falls, KOOK-TV
Billings, KXLF-TV Butte) to Hollingbery July 1 (from

Gill-Perna). KCIX-TV Nampa to Weed (from McGavren-

Quinn). WAIM-TV Anderson, S.C., to Devney (from Head-

ley-Reed).

Radio WKFM Chicago is suing Pulse for $577,500,

charging discriminatory practices because the rating service

failed to list the station in a recent measurement study.

Pulse dir. Sydney Roslow said that the charge is “wholly

without basis,” that many stations are omitted from such

studies.

New agency for all Storer Bcstg. Co. advertising will

be Peter Finney & Co., Miami, as of Aug. 1. James M.

Woodman will be account exec.

In Other Media: Look’s ad rates rise with magazine’s

Feb. 16, 1960 issue, to meet increased production costs. 1

Simultaneously, circulation guarantee increases to 6 mil-

lion from current 5,550,000 ... In the face of Life’s news-
^

stand price cut, and Time’s 15<- test, SatEvePost June 27

issue increases by 5c to 20C in three state.s—may presage
j

a national hike. Post circulation is at a new high of 6.2
j

million and ad revenue for first-half of 1959 is $3 million
j

ahead of first-half 1958 . . . Thne this week devotes its

cover story to Shirley MacLaine, of movies and TV ...
|

Another TV personality to get the cover treatment is AB-
PT pres. Leonard Goldenson, in the June 15 Forbes.

Guided by the principle that the public must have what it

wants, even if that means overloading on Westerns, Gold-

enson, says the article, has increased ABC revenues 5-

fold since 1953 . . . The Gallagher Report predicts forceful

moves by the Sunday supplements to combat TV’s inroads.

They’re losing ad pages in bunches, as figures for first-

half 1959 vs. first-half 1958 show: American Weekly is off

41.89i, Family Weekly minus 19.6(^, This Week down
14.5% and Parade off 9.4%. Printers’ Ink, in a survey of

linage for first-half 1959 vs. first-half 1958, shows Sunday
supplements off 12. 6'; -i, following a May loss of only 0.2%.

Advertising People: Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, former

NBC chairman and more recently advertising consultant

to Kaiser Industries and McCann-Erickson, named McCann-
Erickson (International) chairman.

John Boyd, Clifford Dillon, Emile Frisard, Muriel

Haynes, Gabriel Ondeck and Otto Prochaska, v.p.’s & asst,

creative dir.’s, Compton Adv., named creative dir.’s. . . .

Henry L. Musser named v.p., Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield . . . William D. Fisher appointed v.p. & broadcast

programming dir., Gardner Adv.

Vincent F. Aiello has resigned as senior v.p., Mac-
Manus, John & Adams . . . Victor W. Canever named senior

v.p., D. P. Brother . . . Harwood Hull, exec, v.p., Publicidad

Badillo Inc., San Juan, Puerto Rico, elected pres., Adv.

Agency Association of Puerto Rico.

James P. Wilkerson & Edward L. Bond Jr. named
senior v.p.’s of Young & Rubican, operating in the interna-

tional & contact divisions respectively . . . William T.

Kammerer, William J. Kennedy, Winston W. Kirchart and
Martin J. Murphy elected Ted Bates v.p.’s.

TV ad dollars from toys zoomed 61% in 1958 vs. 1957,

reports TvB, and the number of toy makers in TV rose

89%. The toy & games industry’s 1958 TV picture showed
more than $3.5 million invested by 121 firms, compared with

1957’s $2,175 million by 64.

Station Rate Increases

Station Base Hour Minute Date

WTTG Washington $1300 to $2000 $120 to $160 June 1

WKRC-TV Cincinnati 1200 to 1300 330 to 350 May 1

WLWA Atlanta 1000 to 1100 225 to 275 May 1

WBRC-TV Birmingham .... 850 to 1000 250 to 300 June 1

WAPI-TV Birmingham .... 800 to 900 250 to 275 June 1

KARD-TV Wichita . 750 to 700t 150 to 165 May 15
WFGA-TV Jacksonville .... 600 to 750 150 to 200 June 1

WMT-TV Cedar Rapids .... 625 to 700 135 to 160 June 1

WKRG-TV Mobile 500 to 550 120 to 140 May 1

WeSH-TV Portland, Me. .. dOO to 550 100 to 110 May 1

WRGP-TV Chattanooga .. 400 to 450 80 to 100 June 1

WLBZ-TV Bangor 325 to 375 65 to 75 May 1

•KID-TV Idaho Falls 250 to 275 70 to 82.50 June 1

K.MMT Austin, Minn 200 to 250 40 to 50. May 1

•KOOK-TV Billings 200 to 250 45 to 62.50$ June 1

•KFBB-TV Great Falls .... 225 to 2.50 65 to 75 June 1

KTRE-TV Lufkin 225 to 250 45 to 60 July 1

•Skyline TV Network (KID-TV. KLIX-TV Twin Falls, KOOK-TV
BillinKS, KXLF-TV Butte, KFBB Great Falls) has rais^ base hour
from $97.) to $1011. .50, rain. $275 to $303.50. tRecrease. t20 sec. only.
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At Cannes international ad film festival (19 nations),

American TV commercials walked off with virtually all the

top awards, Wallace A. Ross, American delegate, tells us.

The TV Grand Prix (453 entries) was awarded to

Calo Dog Food commercials, produced by Casade Pictures

(Hollywood) for Foote, Cone & Belding. A similar Grand

Prix in the cinema ad category was awarded, in a field

of 442 entries, to the no-dialog Chevrolet station-wagon

TV commercial, produced by Lawrence-Schnitzer Produc-

tions for Campbell-Ewald. A first prize for 30-sec. ani-

mated spots went to the Ford dealers “shaggy dog” TV
commercial (Playhouse Pictures for J. Walter Thompson).

First & 2nd prizes for animated 60-sec. commercials went

to Piel Bros, and Andersen Soup commercials. Special

commendations were also given to U.S. TV commercials

for Coty, Dial Soap, Zest, Chesterfield, Charmin Tissue,

Carling’s Stag Beer and Lestoil.

News of the Cannes winners, however, was received

with mixed feelings in some N.Y. film circles last week.

McCann-Erickson, for instance, entered 10 film commercials

in the competition. It cost a minimum of $37 for each

60-sec. entry to cover fees, print costs, shipping, and

French-translated entry forms. The agency’s films were

not shown, with festival authorities saying “They were not

received.” A similar fate was experienced by Gene Deitch

Associates, which entered 2 commercials that disappeared

en route. Other hassles centered on the festival’s “unclear

rules of entry & arbitrary decisions.”

Auto veil of secrecy is being clamped on NBC-TV by
major makers (Ford, Pontiac, Plymouth, Buick, Chrysler)

who have asked the network not to announce the exact

dates on which their fall specials will be aired. Reason:

With the new lines of small cars being prepared in ad-

vertising secrecy, Detroit’s auto leaders don’t want to tip

their kickoff dates to each other, network sources tell us.

Oddly, CBS-TV’s auto business is under no such wraps
from Buick (Nov. 19 kickoff) & Oldsmobile (Sept. 22),

and ABC-TV’s orders from Dodge & Olds are similarly

not affected.

There’s a curious split between TV & print ads for

Schweppes (USA) Ltd. this summer. In magazines, hand-
somely bearded Commander Edward Whitehead is shown
romping off on fishing trips, cook-outs and the like with his

attractive wife Tommie. In TV, a current series of 1-min.

spots shows the Commander, in flawless evening garb,

hoisting gin-&-Schweppes with a sultry-voiced, raven-
haired model while playing a verbal guessing game con-

cerning whether he has met her in Cairo or Paris. Presum-
ably he left Tommie in the woods.

Point-of-purchase TV advertising will be market-
tested by Store-Video Inc., starting July 15, in 2 Gi’and

Union supermarkets. The p-o-p system continuously pro-

jects a cycle of 60 sales messages to 50 monitors suspended
over the display shelves. Dui’ing the average shopping
tour, Store-Video estimates, each 7-sec. message will be

exposed thrice. The TV firm will rent space from the super-

markets and draw its revenue from the advertisers, at

rates of approximately $1 per 1000 shoppers.

The new MGM-TV operation in N.Y. will be headed by
I.^slie Roush. Studios are currently under construction at

550 Fifth Ave., Bill Gibbs, dir. of the movie firm’s com-
mercial & industrial division, stated late last week. Roush,
for the past 14 years, has had his own film production
company in Mineola, L.I.

Film 8t Tape

TV’s NEW FACES: For years, the movie industry has

asked for “new faces,” then invariably signed famous

names to safeguard the boxoffice. TV, on the contrary,

doesn’t pay “new faces” lip service, but stars them.

Next season will see a peak of series featuring actors

new to the public. Other series will star actors rated no

better than supporting players in movies—TV has proved

repeatedly that it can project players into stardom. Jim

Arness couldn’t find a job in pictures; today he’s a TV star

with the high-rated Gunsmoke series. Efrem Zimbalist Jr.,

Roger Smith & Edward Byrnes, getting nowhere in movies,

have become stars via Warner Bros.’ 77 Sunset Strip.

TV has been forced into this star-making role by not

being able to afford top names as a rule. Some movie stars

will be making debuts with regular series next season,

(Henry Fonda, Audie Murphy, June Allyson, Barbara

Stanwyck, Joel McCrea, Robert Taylor, Dennis O’Keefe),

but they’re in the minority.

New personalities doing major roles in TV series next

season include Gardner McKay {Adventures in Paradise )

;

Robert Fuller, Robert Crawford, John Smith, {Laramie)
;

Van Williams, Andrew Duggan, Arlene Howell, Richard

Long {Bourbon Street Beat)

;

A1 Hedison, Luciana Paluzzi

(5 Fingers)
;
Dan Blocker, Michael Landon, Pernell Rob-

erts, Lome Green {Bonanza)
;
Burt Reynolds {Riverboat)

.

The considerable list of players with series of their

own, who by movie standards don’t remotely rate star

rating, also includes John Cassavetes {Johnny Staccato )

;

Dwayne Hickman {Dobey Gillis)
;

Bill Demarest, Kay
Armen & Stubby Kaye {Love & Marriage)

;
Phil Carey

{Philip Marlowe)) Robert Rockwell {The Man From
Blackhawk)

;
Nick Adams {The Rebel)

;
Earl Holliman

{Hotel de Paree)) Bill Lundigan {Space).

The accent on new faces isn’t new to TV, it’s simply

heightened for the coming season. Last season was also a

good one for the newcomers. Aside from the Sunset Strip

stars, there were Chuck Connors {The Rifleman)) Steve

McQueen {Wanted—Dead or Alive)
;
Ty Hardin {Chey-

enne)
)

Peter Breck {Black Saddle)
;

Clint Eastwood
{Rawhide)) and Wade Preston {Colt .45). Other ex-

amples : Craig Stevens, who never rated stardom in movies,

successfully made it in TV via Peter Gunn) Lee Marvin,

always considered a competent actor but not a star in

movies, achieved fame with M Squad.

One of the most potent arguments for new faces is

Warner Bros.’ Maverick series, which has raised to emin-

ence James Garner & Jack Kelly. And the same is true of

Revue’s Wagon Train, for Ward Bond & Robert Horton.

Today, sparked by the success of its Paris-taped show
segments (that also spawned a NABET strike, Vol. 15:18)

is planning to broaden its programming areas through

video tape, Jerry Danzig, v.p. in charge of NBC participat-

ing programs, said last week. Beginning in Sept., all

Today features (excepting live news) will be taped in the

prior afternoon to get the “prominent figures in enter-

tainment, arts, and sports,” who have balked at doing live

guest shots at the crack of dawn. Producer Robert Bendick

will also use tape to bring in West Coast features. (Last

Wed. [June 17], Today’s Jack Lescoulie made news on

another front. He bet Dave Garroway on camera that he

could catch the Yankee-White Sox game in N.Y., hop to

Los Angeles for a Dodgers-Braves game, and be back in

time for the following day’s show. He won.)

J
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New York Roundup; Ziv TV and Cal. Natl. Productions

report a strong syndication market. Syndicated telefilm

sales for the 2nd quarter of 1959 will top last year’s for

the same period by 27%, sales mgr. Len Firestone reports,

with “the increased use of TV syndicated series by na-

tional advertisers” (Vol. 15:23) an important contributing

factor. CNP expects to achieve a similar (26.8%) gain

for the first half of 1959 as against the same period of

1958, pres. Earl Rettig states, adding that steady gains

have been made since 1956.

Screen Gems’ Rescue 8 has scored a strong round of

second-year renewals from sponsors, including Miles

Labs and West End Brewing . . . CBS-TV will again air

MGM’s “Wizard of Oz” as a one-shot network special on

Dec. 13. Star Judy Garland’s $1.3 million libel suit against

CBS-TV is still pending . . . MGM-TV is reported planning

to enter the syndication market with off-network reruns

of The Thin Man.
John Frankenheimer, live-tape-film TV director, has

been signed to direct “one or more” of the NBC-produced
drama specials in that network’s forthcoming Sunday
Showcase lineup . . . Fred Briskin, telefilm producer of sev-

eral series, has been given independent producer status by
Screen Gems, which will provide financing & releasing.

John Newland, narrator-dir. of ABC Films’ One Step

Beyond, and producer Collier Young will make personal

appearances in Canada this week to help launch the CBC-
TV airings of the series . . . Duncan Renaldo & Leo Carrillo,

stars of Ziv’s durable Cisco Kid series will also be Cana-

dian bound later this summer, having been booked as guest

stars at the Canadian National Exhibition in Toronto

Aug. 26.

Movie & TV film producers’ counter-pfoposals for

extra players’ rates & conditions were unanimously re-

jected this past weekend by the executive committee and

wages & working conditions committee of the N.Y. branch

of Screen Actors Guild. Screen Extras Guild in Hollywood

had previously rejected the same proposals. SAG com-
plained the producers’ offer was inadequate.

Worried over possible protest, CBS-TV decided last

week that 7:30 p.m. is too early a slot in which to air

The Lawbreakers, an all-tape, hour-long series, now in

production, that deals with such violent biographical sub-

jects as John Dillinger. Originally scheduled to start Sept.

22 in the early-evening period, the date has now been moved
ahead to 1960, said exec. v.p. James T. Aubrey, in the belief

that “the strength of its subject matter makes it more
appropriate for a later time period than the one planned.”

Screen Gems series. Undercover Man, bowing on CBS
next fall, has been retitled Tightrope . . . Norman Black-

burn will tape the pilot (featuring Sam Snead & Bob
Hope) of a new golf series for Paramount Television.

Barry Wood, ex-NBC & CBS, has joined Henry Jaffe

Enterprises as exec, producer of Bell Telephone Hour on

NBC, with specials to be produced in N.Y. & Hollywood

. . . Milton Krims signed as producer of CBS Hotel de Paree

series . . . Robert O’Neill, ex-CBS film production, named
production exec, for Goodson-Todman telefilm series, Philip

Marlowe & The Rebel . . . Frank Latourette, ex-producer

of The D.A.’s Man for Jack Webb’s Mark VII Ltd., joined

CBS in Hollywood as producer of The Lineup, replacing

Jaime del Valle, who will be given another assignment . . .

Ben Brady, ex-Perry Mason producer, has left CBS where

he was under contract . . . Cally Curtis will be producer of

Jack Douglas’ new telefilm series. Sweet Success . . .

Philip Saltzman, ex-Four Star asst, story editor, named
story editor of Five Fingers, 20th-Fox TV series.

Hollywood Roundup: CBS is preparing a one-hour pilot

of a Jackie Gleason series, in which the comedian would
play the part of a Broadway press agent.

Hecht-Hill-Lancaster’s former TV production chief

Nat Perrin has signed to make a TV series from the case

histories of advice-to-the-lovelorn columnist Abigail (Dear
Abby) Van Buren. He has also joined Filmasters Inc.,

Hollywood as production v.p.; will continue his Perrin Pro-

ductions Co.

Warner Bros. TV income during the coming year will

be 30 million dollars, company pres. Jack L. Warner said

last week at the WB international sales convention in Los
Angeles. His studio is turning out 8 hours a week of tele-

film, the “equivalent of producing a full-length motion

picture each working day.” Series for the coming season

include eight 60-min. series {The Alaskans, Hawaiian Eye,
Bourbon Street Beat, Cheyenne, Sugarfoot, Bronco, Mav-
erick, 77 Sunset Strip) and two 30-min. series {The Law-
man, and Colt .45).

ABC Films Inc. is mulling a new syndicated detective

series. Carter's Eye, which would be produced by Filmas-

ters . . . ESW Enterprises has acquired TV-film rights to

Little Big Mouth, story by Robert Hardy Andrews, and
plans a half-hour series, which William Wright would pro-

duce . . . Sports Vision Inc. has signed ex-Los Angeles
Dodgers pitcher Carl Erskine to host a taped baseball

show, to be syndicated.

CBS radio in economy move in Hollywood, is moving
2 network series. Suspense & Johnny Dollar, to N.Y. Still

originating in Hollywood are Have Gun, Will Travel, Gun-
smoke, Amos 'n' Andy Music Hall, Art Linkletter’s House
Party, Pat Buttram and Rusty Draper. Western series

won’t be moved to N.Y. because the personalities involved

have said they would rather lose the shows than move.

Screen Gems production exec. Fred Briskin has formed
his own independent production company, and signed a

deal whereby SG will finance & release his telefilms. Under
his new setup, Briskin will develop & produce 2 golfing

series, and may do the new SG series. Manhunt, formei’ly

called Undercover Car. He will remain temporarily as

v.p. of Briskin Productions Inc. & SG production exec,

until a replacement is found.

Screen Gems exec. Irving Briskin is negotiating sale

of his interests in Briskin Productions to SG. His com-
pany produces Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre & Manhunt, and
owns 2 series now in reruns, Casey Jones & Ranch Party.

It also is a partner in the Donna Reed Show & Naked City.

Peter Lawford, who starred in the series. Dear Phoebe,

several years ago, has bought complete ownership in the

39 telefilms. He owned 51%, bought remainder from at-

torneys Sam Norton & Jerry Rosenthal and producer Alex
Gottlieb for a figure over $100,000. Films will be syndicated.

Hollywood AFL Film Council adopted a resolution

commending Sen. Wayne Morse of Oregon for his support

of its campaign against “runaway” foreign production by
U.S. movie & TV producers . . . Producer-director Don Weis
has concluded a deal with John Ringling North and will

produce a 60-min. pilot of The Greatest Show on Earth,

using Ringling Bros. Barnum & Bailey Circus and its star

performers as background.

Academy of TV Arts & Sciences Los Angeles chapter

has re-elected Harry Ackerman to a third term as pres., and
shelved a William Kozlenko idea for a “workshop theater”

. . . Warner Bros, has signed Coles Trapnell, ex-Four Star

producer, to produce Maverick, succeeding Roy Huggins,

who has moved over to a unit producing low-budget ex-

ploitation movies for Warners.
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Burns Glows On: George Burns, whose McCadden has

lost its sole pair of series this season

—

The George Burns
Show & The Bob Cummings Show (Vol. 15:24)—is dis-

solving his McCadden Corp. but will retain McCadden
Productions, we are informed. The production company
is being retained to: produce the 2 live Burns specials in

the Ford series on NBC; to discuss a new series for Cum-
mings; to produce the Burns-Milton Berle series, indefi-

nitely postponed; and to plan a pilot starring Tammy
Marihugh of the Cummings series. Because no immediate

production is scheduled, A1 Simon has resigned as McCad-
den v.p. to become pres, of Filmways, and Maurice Morton,

another v.p., is leaving the company.

Consolidated Cigar reportedly wants George to star

in a live series on ABC next season, but the comedian will

probably reject the offer because: (1) a weekly live TV
show is too much of a grind, (2) he wouldn’t take less than

a 39-week firm deal and they aren’t handing out many
such contracts anymore. Instead Burns will do specials

and night-club work.

The McCadden Corp. folded after selling its assets

in a capital gain deal. It sold the Burns & Allen telefilms

to Screen Gems; owned part of the Cummings show, and
those films were leased to ABC; owned part of the Jackie

Cooper series. People’s Choice, which has been sold to

ABC; and it also owned part of Panic, which has been

sold to NBC. ABC pres. Oliver Treyz reportedly wants to

sign Burns to a contract even if the series doesn’t jell.

Meanwhile, a suit against George Burns & McCadden
Productions, in which Samuel Bischoff asked $300,000 for

commissions in the sale of the B&A telefilms to Screen

Gems, was settled out of court for an undisclosed sum.

Bischoff contended he had been hired to negotiate a sale

and that he had made the SC deal for $6 million.

Music Hath TV Charms: Primarily “motivational” TV
commercials, such as those for autos, perfumes, beers and
toilet soaps, are the heaviest users of music backgrounds

to help get the sell across to viewers. Drug products, no-

tably the depilatories, headache remedies and laxatives,

make little or no use of musical soundtracks. Impulse items

such as cigarets may use a lot (L&M) , or a little (Viceroy)

,

music depending entirely on copy & campaign theme.

Thcise are the key findings in the first of a series of

quarterly reports planned by the music production firm

of Plandome Productions, N.Y. The report, issued last

week, noted generally that “the heaviest users both of

network & spot TV, tend to be the heaviest users of mu-
sic.” On an over-all basis, by Plandome’s estimate, the use

of originally scored music in TV commercials, network &
spot combined, has increased more than 100% since 1956.

Chief reason for the increase, in Plandome’s opinion:

“Competition for viewer attention has put a premium on

all production values in commercials.”

Hollywood musicians are losing jobs in telefilms be-

cause of the jurisdictional dispute between the American
Federation of Musicians and Musicians Guild of America.

Latest example : music scoring of the Robert Taylor series.

Captain of Detectives, will be done in Munich in July be-

cause of the union fight in Hollywood. Producer Arthur
Gardner, leaving next week for Germany with composer
Herschel Gilbert, also scored The Rifleman series in Mu-
nich for the same reason, he tells us.

CBS-Paisano Productions’ Perry Mason series, for-

merly filmed at 20th-Fox, goes into production at General

Service studios July 8, with 26 segments planned.

One-Take Tape: Although movie-like tape editing tech-

niques permit interruptable dramatic production, the best

TV drama results with tape come from a “live, ensemble

performance by actors rather than a pieced-together per-

formance.” So believes Robert Herridge, producer of CBS
Films’ first all-tape program series now in production in

N.Y., Theater for a Story. The show is being offered for

national sale by the network syndication offshoot.

Herridge’s 30-min. series, modestly budgeted at about

$15,000 weekly, is turning out one episode a week, and is

produced as if it were a live show. Herridge, who never

shoots in takes, spends 2% hrs. blocking out each episode,

then holds a “rough run,” which is followed by a 30-min.

dress rehearsal & a 30-min. tape session. The last is the

only taping.

“We get some rough edges this way,” Herridge admits.

“But sheer impeccability can be dull, as well as artistically

limiting. I think the best actors for a taped show are peo-

ple like Mildred Dunnock, who have extensive theatrical,

rather than movie, experience. They know how to build a
part.” During the first few Theater for a Story episodes,

Herridge tried making tapes of the dress rehearsals, dis-

covered his actors tended to “reach a pitch they couldn’t

hit again during the final tape,” discarded the idea and
now tapes only once. Herridge also prefers to tape inside a

studio (in his case, CBS-TV’s Studio 61, a 90-X-90 affair

on Manhattan’s East Side) rather than go on location, al-

though tape permits mobility. “I like TV conditions that

drive you to create,” he explains.

TV Temperament: When Ziv TV shut down production
on Bat Masterson after star Gene Barry failed to show up
for work because Ziv hadn’t met various contractual de-

mands (Vol. 15:24), it didn’t create more than a ho-hum
in Hollywood. By now the town’s accustomed to flaring

temperaments, feuds, and the demands of personalities,

which seem far more prevalent in TV than in the movie
days. This is mainly because a TV star feels his days are

numbered, makes demands to cash in on his fleeting popu-
larity.

The longest holdout in a TV wrangle was that of
Clint Walker, who was placed on suspension for months by
Warner Bros, when he made certain demands for his

role in Cheyenne. Other feuds: Hugh O’Brian trying to

get out of his Wyatt Earp contract (he failed); Jim Ar-
ness, unhappy that he has another year to star in Gun-
smoke’, Lee (M Squad) Marvin and John (Restless Gun)
Payne critical of Revue Productions, alleging interfer-

ence; Ann Sothern and producer Jack Chertok, in a long
tiff over Private Secretary accounting of revenue, finally

settled; Bob Cummings-Don Sharpe suit over My Hero
revenue, settled; Lori Nelson, who left her How to Marry
a Millionaire role with a blast at distributors NTA; Dick
Powell-CBS hassle of several years ago when CBS ousted
Four Star Playhouse to make room for Playhouse 90;

Powell-Charles Boyer-David Niven (Four Star Owners)
criticisms of Y&R for “interference” on Alcoa-Goodycar
Theatre.

Personality feuds Hollywood has witnessed in recent

years also include Frank Sinatra’s tiff with Ed Sullivan,

caused by the singer’s refusal to appear on Sullivan’s show
to plug a picture without compensation; Liberace criticiz-

ing Sullivan
;
Martin & Lewis, long since split as a team.

WPST-TV Miami now has a completely equipped mo-
bile TV tape recording unit with an Ampex Videotape
recorder.
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PROSPECTS OF JAPANESE TV EXPORTS: Japanese electronics manufacturers are quietly

putting out feelers to determine their place (if any) in U.S. TV receiver market. From our conversations with

both U.S. & Japanese set makers, here is consensus:

Japanese are interested in entering American TV market in 2 different roles : (1) Working through

established U.S. TV manufacturers, supplying components or complete chassis for "packaged in America”

units. (2) Direct marketing of new specialty item—transistorized battery-operated TV.

Although 14- & 17-in. standard TV sets were displayed last v/eek at Japan Electronics Show in N.Y.,

Japanese manufacturers concede these aren't marketable in U.S. at competitive price (rather old-fashioned-

looking 17-in. plastic-cabinet table model with 90-degree tube retails at $170-$180 in Japan). Relative high

cost of sets, high cost of shipping plus duty, militate against Japan's entering competitive U.S. TV market

with tube set—not to mention heavy domestic demand for sets in TV-happy Japan.

Most of these objections could be overcome, some Japanese manufacturers feel, if knocked-down
chassis—made to U.S. specifications & minus picture tube—could be shipped direct to American set makers

for assembly here <S marketing through regular distribution channels. We know of no U.S. manufacturer who
has bought this approach, but pitch is being made by at least 3 Japanese set makers.

As to transistorized battery portables, they're still in advanced development stage in at least 4 Jap-

anese factories. Early rumors that such sets could be sold for $100 or less have now been discoimted, and
some Japanese set makers concede they may be hard-pressed to compete with Philco's Safari portable at

$250—although Japanese are thinking in terms of 10- or 14-in. direct-view sets.

Japanese transistor TV sets could appear in U.S. late next fall—but best guess is that they won't be

seen here for nearly a year, and there's some doubt they'll come at all if more American manufacturers en-

ter transistor TV field soon. "We want to supply something that your manufacturers don't make," was the way
one Japanese manufacturer put it to us. In transistor TV field, it's obvious Japanese can't enjoy same mass
market & price advantages as they do in transistor radio. And U.S. set makers we've talked to didn't seem
nearly as worried about possible Japanese TV competition as about their own domestic competition.

• • • •

Area of biggest Japanese advantage seems to be in small, lightweight consumer items—and tubes

& components—which can be shipped cheaply & in large numbers. Japan Electronics Show displayed glittering

array of new consumer electronic products, only some of which are aimed at U.S. market.

American electronics manufacturers were very much in evidence at show—some looking at com-

ponents, others sizing up the competition. Many other attendees were importers & distributors. They had
difficult time getting prices of items, many of which were so new that there app>arently were no cost estimates

available. In sheer numbers, transistor radios overshadowed everything else. In size, they ran from smaller-

than-cigarette-pack through big cordless table sets. Many of new sets had shortwave bands. There were a

couple of AM-FM transistor sets and at least 2 different makes of auto-portable radios.

Second only to radios in prominence were transistor phonos—most of them brand new. Prices ran

from about $20 to $100, capped by handsome battery-operated stereo phonos, such as Fujiya Electric's 13-tran-

sistor unit at $98. One unique 4-transistor phono, to sell here for $30-$40, folds up to measure 8x4x2 in., has

stereo cartridge <& tiny extension stereo speaker. Same company—Sanritsu Electric—showed coat-pocket-

sized tape recorder at $35. Other portable tape recorders were priced all the way up to about $170.

Also shown was variety of hi-fi equipment—FM & AM-FM-stereo tuners, stereo amplifiers, turn-

tables, speakers, much of it still unpriced. While attractively packaged, most of the amplifier units were

low-powered compared to modern U.S. equipment.

Japan Electronics Show confirms what U.S. radio & transistor manufacturers have known for couple

of years—Japanese can be formidable competitors, they have quality products, and strong price advantages

in some lines. For report on inroads of Japanese imports on Canadian electronics industry, see p. 20,
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NEW TV SETS HIT MARK AT MART: Good 2nd-half upturn in TV set business, with emphasis

on more profitable items—this is summary of comments by tenants & visitors in Merchandise Mart's llth-floor

TV-appliance row as summer market opened in Chicago last week.

There were plenty of eye-openers at the traditionally sparsely-attended June market. Perhaps 2

biggest conversation pieces were Philco's Safari battery portable and new 23-in. sets shown by Admiral &

Sylvania. In RCA's area, attendants were kept busy demonstrating Hideaway TV set ( which folds into coffee

table) and Programmer (on which 12 hours viewing can be set up in advance).

Transistorized Safari sets (at $250 plus $5.25 battery) got heavy handling and were subject of

extremely divergent views, chiefly centering on whether they'd sell or not. Philco had no fear on this score.

Noting excellent reception by distributors, consumer products gen. sales mgr. Gibson B. Kennedy told us:

"We can sell more than we want to sell. Our production in the next year will be on the order of 30-40,000

—not 100,000 or anything like that."

The 23-in. tube TV sets, displayed by both Admiral & Sylvania alongside 21 -in. models, drew admir-

ing comments for their good looks & clear picture. Both companies went out of their way to answer

competitive attacks on new tube (Vol. 15:24).

Admiral TV sales mgr. Ross D. Siragusa Jr. said dealer orders for Admiral TVs at Chicago & Miami
Beach conventions were highest in company's history, and "more than one-third of the orders have been for

the new 23-in. wide-angle models." He added pointedly: "Quality control inspections indicate they are even

better than the 21 -in tube." As for Admiral's $40 step-up from 21- to 23-in. sets, he said: "Dealers like the

greater profit margin available for an investment of only a few extra dollars."

Sylvania Home Electronics pres. Robert L. Shaw predicted to us that 75% of TV set sales will be in

23-in. category by end of 1961 model year. He pointed out that Sylvania—which no longer has any 21 -in. sets

—has priced its 23-in. models exactly same as last year's comparable 21-in. units. (For additional comments
by Shaw, see p. 21.)

Latest to join 23-in. ranks was Hoffman, which showed its "most comprehensive line ever" to distri-

butors at Las Vegas last week. Of 10 basic models, 5 v/ere 23-in. (Hoffman calls it "Pan-O-Vision"), 3 were
21-in. and 2 were 17-in. portables. Featured in Hoffman line this year is "family home theater center" concept

of compact matching TV & stereo consoles designed to be placed side by side. Hoffman 23-in. sets are offered

in consoles only and run $50 higher than 21 -in sets (which, however, use different chassis).

Industry's confidence at all levels was most articulately expressed by RCA consumer products v.p.-

gen. mgr. J. S. Beldon at Mart press conference. He noted big shift in emphasis "from price to quality,

dependability <& innovation," Predicting "a solid 2nd half in TV," he cited these indicators : Inventories in one
of best positions in history (Jan. 23% below 1958 at retail level, Feb. 16% below, March 14% below, April

7% below); higher average price per set (8% above 1957 last year); retail TV sales up; few liquidations so

far this year. Best indicator of all, perhaps, is excellent economic climate. And at week's end. Govt, announced
individual incomes rose to all-time high in May—7% above last year.

For further coverage of TV business conditions & the summer market, see p. 21.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: statistics for the week ended June 12 (23rd week of 1959):

June 5-12 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. '59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 128,049 119,089 76,029 2,456,832 1,941,676

Total radio 299,599 276,604 162,575 6,252,752 4,173,711

auto radio 134,167 131,156 51,698 2,525,395 1,323,260

Scheduled strike against RCA by 1600 technical

workers in 4 Camden-area plants was averted last week
after company & union negotiators hammered out ac-

ceptable terms in a 22-hour bargaining session. Members
of Local 241, American Federation of Technical Engineers

(AFL-CIO) accepted the RCA offer to extend their cur-

rent contract for 2 more years with 4% general wage in-

creases now & next June. The current contract expires

June, 1960, and the negotiations w'ere based on a wage
reopener in the pact for technical workers in RCA’s Camden,
Moorestown & Cherry Hill, N.J., and Croyden, Pa. plants.

Canadian TV sales to dealers for April 1959 totaled

27,612 units vs. 24,558 for April 1958. The 1959 year-to-

date comparison shows 116,786 units vs. 121,871 for Jan.-

Api'il 1958. The Canadian sales follow the U.S. curve—up

on April-to-April reckoning but down for first 4 months,

1959 vs. 1958.

Eastern Air Lines is using TV to help its pilots land

& take-off without leaving the ground. The Dalto Corp.

device, for use with flight simulators, combines closed-

circuit TV & a moving belt imprinted with runway patterns

to give pilots a realistic picture of ground action.
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CANADA’S IMPORT CRISIS: By the end of this year,

50% of all radios sold in Canada will be imports

—

unless govt, action is taken quickly. Since 1955, some 2

million sq. ft. of factory floor space in electronics fac-

tories have been vacated & more than 2000 Canadian
electronics workers have lost their jobs coincident with
“the rapidly rising rate of importation of foreign radio

sets, particularly from the low-wage areas like Japan.”
So said EIA of Canada’s retiring pres. R. M. Robinson,

of Canadian GE, at the 30th annual meeting of the industry

group at Muskoka, Ont., last week, in urging a govt.-

sponsored “Buy Canadian” policy and an industry-wide
“Made in Canada” campaign. In 1958, he said, imports
accounted for about 30% of radio sales in Canada; for the

first 2 months of this year the figure reached 37%. He
pointed out that many Canadian companies had decided

against entering transistor-radio manufacture and that

Canada does not produce transistors because of imports.

A brief presented to federal authorities hy EIA urged
this program: (1) A ruling that all radios & tubes imported
must be marked as to country of origin. (2) An investiga-

tion of possible international agreements on voluntary
export quotas by foreign govts. (3) An investigation of

declared valuations on imports to determine whether duty
regulations are being evaded.

Members of EIA of Canada were urged to support the

“Made in Canada” campaign by buying Canada-made parts

and equipment in preference to imports whenever there is

a choice. The group has already distributed more than

500,000 “Made in Canada” stickers for its members’ use on
their products.

U.S. exports of radios to Canada, incidentally, have
already been dwarfed by Japanese sets. In 1958, when U.S.

manufacturers sent 67,000 home radios to Canada, Japan
sent 155,000 transistor radios there. U.S.-to-Canada ship-

ments of receiving tubes all last year totaled 5.3 million

units vs. 214,000 from Japan—but Japanese shipments
zoomed to 219,000 for the first 2 months of 1959 alone.

The Canadian Tariff Board announced last week that

in response to requests from the electronics industry it

has started an investigation of the possibility of revising

import duties on TV, radio & other electronic products. The
first hearings June 29 will consider automatic record

changers. Canadian tariffs on electronic items have not been
revised since 1939.

Expanding Raytheon (Vol. 15:9, 16) took on more
weight last week by acquiring a power supply equipment
firm and tagging 100 acres at Portsmouth, R.I., as the site

for a center for the development & production of equip-

ment for undersea warfare. The power supply firm, Soren-

sen & Co. Inc., employs 400 at its plants in South Nor-
walk, Conn. & N.Y.C. and has an annual sales volume of

some $6 million. The agreement calls for payment in

Raytheon stock of the less than $3 million purchase price,

on the basis of 1/3 in cumulative preferred & 2/3 in com-
mon based on the market price at time of conclusion of tbe

transaction. Raytheon’s Portsmouth undersea-gear center,

pres. Charles F. Adams Jr. said, will be built in two phases,

with a 160,000 .sq. ft. structure scheduled to be completed

within a year. In 3 years, the completed center may well

employ some 1500 with an annual payroll of $8-10 million.

Zenith lias opened new Chicago display room at 200

N. Michigan Ave., to showcase every TV, radio, phonograph

& stero hi-fi instrument in its current line. The area is

nearly twice that of its former showroom.

‘Muddy, Gummy & Blah’: Those harsh words about TV
& stereo cabinets came June 19 from Home Furnishings
Daily columnist Raymond S. Reed. After a tour of TV ex-
hibits at Chicago’s Merchandise Mart, furniture expert
Reed was appalled to find most TV-stereo makers “com-
pletely out of step with the furniture fashion parade.”

For example: “Please take the mercurochrome bottle
away from your mahogany finisher. That 1936 Bloody
Mary tone you are using makes even the amateur home
decorator see red . . . Your walnuts are too muddy, too
gummy and too blah.” Why do all TV-stereo makers offer

cabinets in blond oak, he asks, when both the color and the
wood have been dropped by top contemporary furniture
lines? “Your dated bleached blond is faded & schmaltzy . . .

“And your cabinets—at least that’s what you call

those varicolored boxes in which you place your chassis . . .

Study the finishes on style-setting furniture lines ... in-

spect the flawless cabinet workmanship, the pei’fect design
details, handsome hardware . . , Why not spend a few more
bucks to make yours the finest cabinets available?”

‘No-Sale’ Sale? When is a sale a sale?—is a question

that Emerson & Webcor may have to settle in court. The
controlling Webcor stock which Emerson pres. Benjamin
Abrams thought his company bought last month (Vol.

15:19) now isn’t worth the paper it’s printed on—in the

hopeful opinion of Webcor chairman-pres. Titus Haffa.

Webcor legal counsel Walter P. Altenburg says Em-
erson has been notified that the contract is rescinded be-

cause of certain conditions contained that are impossible

of fulfillment. With his paid-in-full stocks in hand, Abrams
countered last week by filing a petition in Chicago Circuit

Court for a writ of mandamus, seeking permission to ex-

amine Webcor books, stockholder lists.

Real nub of the trouble, a source close to the situa-

tion tells us, is Haffa’s concern that trouble is brewing

among other Webcor stockholders, who have the impres-

sion that Haffa received a price well above market value

for his personal Webcor holdings. One insider tells us that

Emerson paid $20 for each of Haffa’s 130,000 shares (20%
of outstanding Webcor common) while Webcor stock was
being traded publicly at $14. This source says that rather

than get embroiled with irate stockholders who weren’t

permitted to share the wealth, Haffa now would prefer

that the deal had never happened. Whether it did is a

legal matter which remains to be decided.

Western Radio Corp., Kearney, Neb. manufacturer of

portable radio transceivers, has asked the FTC to dismiss a

complaint that the company’s advertising misrepresented

operational range of “New Magic Walkie Talkie,” “Radio-

Vox” & “Radio Talkie” devices (Vol. 15:16). Western Radio

denied FTC charges that it falsely claimed ranges of up to

% mile for its home units in buildings and up to 10 miles

from car to car, said its ads actually stated “Range can

be 50 ft. up to Vz mile or more, depending upon location,

interference and other limiting factors.” The company also

defended a challenged claim that FCC licenses aren’t

needed for operating its products.

Smallest mobile radio yet is the distinction GE claims

for its new transistorized 2-way communications gear,

available in 10- to 75-watt categories. Sizes start at 8% x

4 X 12 inches. GE says its new radio is more powerful than

similar mobile equipment now available, has longer battery

life, and operates with fewer tubes.
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More about

‘SELLING UP’ FOR 1960: “The public is willing to pay

more for something new & different. It’s that simple.”

Thus did RCA consumer products v.p. Jack S. Belden

sum up the new psychology of virtually the entire TV-

radio-phono industry at last week’s Chicago summer

market (see p. 19).

The industry has discovered, he said, that the consumer

won’t trade in an old TV set for a new one just because the

price is $10-$20 below last year. “The consumer must find

a model that excites her to buy because she wants the

product,” he added, predicting “a thriving market in color

TV.” The home entertainment industry, he said, “is think-

ing in terms of how the consumer is changing his living

habits and [it] is developing new products or variations of

current products that fit into this new way of living.” He
declared that new developments now in the labs will “enable

us to meet this challenge with something new & different

regularly in the years ahead.”

The quality of “newness” was also discussed by Syl-

vania Home Electronics pres. Robert L. Shaw. “The trade

should analyze the difference between marketable newness

& display newness,” he told us. Higher priced merchandise,

incorporating technical & styling advantages with true

value, “can be sold in quantity.” One really new item which

has aroused plenty of trade interest—transistor portable

TV—got some attention from Shaw. “We believe a tran-

sistor portable will sell at $200—if it has a 17-in. screen

and can also be played on house current. This will be

practical within a year or 2. We could offer such a set now
at $299, but we won’t bring it out until we can get it down
to $249 or lower.”

He said the TV industry outlook “looks brighter than

in the last 2 years,” citing the increasing trend toward dur-

able goods purchasing—“but TV must give value to get

part of that.” Sylvania now has 5000 more dealers than a

year ago and its distributors in the last model-year enjoyed

“their most profitable business in the past 5 years,” he said.

Some manufacturers are pitting 24-in. sets against

the new 23-in. models. Zenith again has several 24’s in its

line. And Magnavox’s 1960 line, due to be shown this week
at Music Show in N.Y., will have 13 of them—“more 24-in.

models than the entire industry combined.”

Happy with One Set: No great craving for a 2nd TV set

was found in a sample of metropolitan N.Y. homes sur-

veyed by Pulse for Television Age. Out of 1000 homes,
742 were single-set homes, and of this segment, 15.5%
(115 homes) showed a present interest in buying a 2nd
set. Of 115 affirmative respondents, 60% favored a portable

as a 2nd set. Pulse found 20.9% of sets presumably near-
ing obsolescence, having been purchased in 1951 or earlier.

Portable sets were found in 6.1% of the single-set

homes, and 30.2% of the multiple-set homes. Also, there

was relatively small difference in viewing habits between
single- & multiple-set homes. For example, in the average
7 to 7:15 p.m. time, Mon. to Fri., the rating in single-set

homes was 50.4%; in multiple-set homes, 55%.

Complete audio reference work, The Audio Cyclopedia

by Howard W. Tremaine, will be published July 1 by
Howard W. Sams & Co. (1280 pp., $19.95; pre-publication

price through June 30, $16.95). The huge source book, com-
piled after 2 years of editing & an investment of $100,000,

covers virtually all audio subjects from basic principles

through motion pictures & test equipment, and is aimed at

engineers, service technicians, broadcasters, etc.

Fair-Trade Poll Hit: Secrecy surrounding surveys by A.

C. Nielsen Co. for the Bureau of Education on Fair Trade

(set up by retail druggists to promote federal legislation

authorizing brand manufacturers to fix minimum prices)

was sharply criticized last week by acting asst, attorney

general Robert A. Bicks. He testified at a Senate Commerce

subcommittee hearing against a fair trade bill (S-1083)

co-sponsored by Sens. Humphrey (D-Minn.) & Proxmire

(D-Wis.). Bicks said the Nielsen surveys in 1949 & 1951

“purport to show” that consumers don’t suffer under fair

trade prices. But he added that Nielsen wouldn’t tell

Justice how the studies were made, so the FBI was sent

out to make its own survey—which showed that consumers

in non-fair-trade areas saved an average of 27% on 77

brand items, prices of which were set in fair-trade areas.

Bicks told the subcommittee: “Apart from the fact that

A. C- Nielsen Co. has refused to make available to us the

basic information necessary to determine the adequacy,

representativeness & reliability of their survey, the type of

survey which they have undertaken by giving average of

prices in ‘fair trade’ & ‘non-fair trade’ states conceals the

price variations among different kinds of retailers with

which we are concerned.” Other Justice officials said

Nielsen had reported it destroyed some of its survey

records—and that company policy didn’t permit disclosure

of names of stores polled. Among proponents of the Hum-
phrey-Proxmire measure, which is similar to a bill (HR-
1253) approved by the House Commerce Committee (Vol.

15:20), was Narda’s Joseph Fleischaker, who told the

Senate subcommittee TV-radio dealers need it.

American Television & Radio Co., 300 E. 4th St., St.

Paul, is accused by the SEC of “false & misleading repre-

sentations” in an order temporarily suspending a Regula-

tion “A” exemption from registration of a stock offering.

The SEC suspension order challenged statements by
American Television & Radio that its vibrators are used as

original equipment in auto radio sets & the vibrator re-

placement market—which the SEC said “is now almost

non-existent.” Also questioned by SEC were: (1) Ameri-
can’s claims for “sales potential & growth prospects.”

(2) A company statement that it has “a unique method of

merchandising” from factory to TV technician to consumer.

(3) “Failure to disclose” that its $300,000 stock sale would

result in a $235,000 increase in the equity of American
pres. Albert A. Goffstein “while the public’s equity would
be reduced from $300,000 to $134,000.”

Olympic’s “Silver Jubilee” line features 21- & 24-in.

TV-stereo-radio units in 9 basic models, as well as a com-

plete line of TV sets and stereo phonos—including U.S.,

British & German-made models. Continued is Olympic’s

line of Japanese-made transistor portable radios, which

includes 2 new models. Pres. Morris Sobin told a Chicago

sales meeting that Olympic’s total consumer sales in fiscal

1959 will be almost 3 times its sales in fiscal 1955 and that

Olympic TV’s share-of-market has increased by more than

75% in the last 2 years.

GE is staying out of color now, TV receiver dept. gen.

mgr. Herbert Riegelman told the company’s recent national

sales conference in Syracuse, because “we do not feel justi-

fied in jeopardizing our monochrome position simply to be

able to say that we are in the color TV business.” However,

he added, “some day it will be a major part of our business

and we are currently engaged in research & advanced de-

velopment engineering to find a more economical system

with lower inherent costs.”
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Executive Paychecks: Electronics & communications ex-

ecutives listed last week in Business Week’s tabulation of

1958 corporate salaries include: Salary &
RCA Bonus Stock

Chairman David Sarnoff $200,000
Exec. comm, chairman Frank M. Folsom 176,000
Pres. John L. Burns 170,379

Chairman Ralph J. Cordiner 279,974 1988
Finance comm, chairman Philip D. Reed 180,014 1242
Pres. Ralph Paxton 200,014 1242

Westinghouse
Chairman Gwilym A. Price 141,636 1178
Pres. & chief exec. Mark W. Cresap Jr. 129,786 1178
Chmn., exec. comm. & v.p. E. V. Huggins 107,094 859
Exec. v.p. J. K. Hodnette 92,794 859

ITT
Pres. Edmond H. Leavey 163,449
Exec. v.p. Charles D. Hilles Jr. 104,600
Exec. v.p. Fred M. Farwell 92,620

AT&T
Pres. Frederick R. Kappel 207,000
Exec. v.p. Eugene J. McNeely 133,500
Exec. v.p. William C. Bolenius 121,528
Exec. v.p. Clifton W. Phalen 120,045

Gen. Telephone
Pres. Donald C. Power 153,000
Exec. v.p. Thomas A. Boyd 76,500
Exec. v.p. Leslie H. Warner 75,000

TV & radio batteries designed to “outlast the products

in which they are used” have been developed by Sonotone

Corp. The first such long-life nickel cadmium battery—for

flashlights—is going into production soon. With a life

expectancy of 15-20 years, it will go on the market next

fall at $7.95. It may be plugged into a household electric

socket for overnight recharging. Among the end-uses for

which Sonotone’s nickel-cadmium cells are slated are space

satellites, cordless electric shavers, tape recorders, clocks,

phonos, toys.

Industry sales of semiconductors will soar to $290

million this year vs. 1958’s record $208 million, predicts

Sylvania v.p. & semiconductor div. gen. mgr. Dr. William

J. Pietenpol. Unit sales for 1959 will approximate 170 mil-

lion vs. 119 million last year. To meet needs of this expand-

ing market, Sylvania has earmarked another 50,000 sq. ft.

of its Woburn, Mass, plant for semiconductor manufactur-

ing, is moving in new production machinery, and is actively

recruiting engineering, production & sales help to supple-

ment the more than 1000 employes added since last Aug.

FTC consent order requires I. E. M. Corp., 19 Old

Mamaroneck Rd., White Plains, N.Y. to stop selling TV &
radio tube-testing machines “through false earnings claims

& other deception.” Without admitting it had violated any

law, the company agreed to FTC rulings against newspaper

advertisements that buyers of the machines would average

“$400 monthly” or “$6000-$10,000 per year.”

Ad campaign plugging all-new picture tubes has been

launched by Kimble Glass Co., the subsidiary of Owens-

Illinois which makes picture-tube bulbs. The theme: Insist

on an all-new warranty when you buy a replacement tube.

Placed through J. Walter Thompson, the campaign will

be in Life, Reader’s Digest, SatEvePost and TV Guide.

Hazeltiue is building a 50,000-sq. ft. engineering lab at

its Greenlawn, N.Y., manufacturing site and expects to

have it in operation by summer’s end. The new lab will pro-

have it in operation by summer’s end. The new lab will pro-

vide a special anti-submarine sonar tank test facility.

Trade Personals: Dempster McIntosh, former Philco In-

ternational pres., and presently managing dir. of the De-

velopment Loan Fund, nominated by President Eisenhower

to be ambassador to Colombia . . . Stuart D. Brownlee,

Canadian Admiral pres., elected pres., EIA of Canada.

John B. Olverson, ex-U.S. Chamber of Commerce, ap-

pointed gen. counsel of EIA, succeeding William L. Reynolds

who became Litton Industries gen. attorney June 1 . . .

Wilbert E. Stevenson named Raytheon v.p., continuing as

pres, of subsidiary Machlett Labs . . . Robert S. Burnap re-

tires as commercial engineering mgr., RCA electron tube

div. Frederick J. Lautenschlaeger named electron tube div.

plant mgr. for Harrison, N.J. plant. William B. Brown ap-

pointed Woodbridge N.J. plant mgr.
Allen Snyder named adv. mgr. Motorola semiconductor

products div. . . . L. M. Craft elected exec. v.p.-operations

in a Collins Radio realignment of management responsibil-

ities. J. C. McElroy named development dir.. Cedar Rapids

div.; Dr. R. L. McCreary named research dir., W. W. Rood-

house named sales dir. . . . Dr. J. Earl Thomas Jr., ex-Wayne

State U. (Detroit) physics dept, head, named to new post

of research & engineering dir., Sylvania semiconductor div.

Francis X. Urrico promoted from senior engineer to

section head, Sylvania semiconductor div., electronic equip-

ment development dept. . . . David Y. Keim, ex-Sperry

Gyroscope, named military products chief engineer, Strom-

berg-Carlson electronics div. . . . Col. Willet J. Baird (USA,
ret.), editor of Armed Forces Communications & Elec-

tronics Assn, monthly journal Signal, assumes additional

duties as gen. mgr. of AFCEA.
Glen McDaniel, recently named Westrex chairman, re-

mains as v.p., gen. counsel & dir., Litton Industries. George
T. Scharffenberger, reported here (Vol. 15:23) as appointed

Litton v.p. & Westrex pres., was formerly pres., Kellogg

Switchboard & Supply Co. . . . R. S. Gates, Collins Radio

exec, v.p.-finance, named to central management council.

“Whirlpool Chair of Marketing” at American U.,

Washington, D.C., has been endowed by Whirlpool Corp. to

“conduct research into problems & trends in marketing

[and] make special studies of the home appliance industry

for the purpose of helping appliance retailers improve their

marketing & management skills.”

Contract for development of aircraft TV systems and

controls has been awarded to Du Mont by the Navy Bureau
of Aeronautics. The contract approximates $230,000. De-

signed to provide reconnaissance capability at night as

well as in daylight, systems will utilize sensitive image
orthicon cameras with exceptionally fast optics.

P. R. Mallory & Co. has entered into an agreement
with Arbame S. A. to form Arbame-Mallory S.A. in Sao

Paulo, Brazil, for the manufacture of electrolytic capacitors.

Mallory will contribute patent rights, technical know-how
and special equipment in return for a “substantial minority

interest” in the new firm.

General Instrument Corp. has acquired Harris Trans-

ducer Corp., Woodbury, Conn., producer of electronic &
acoustical devices, for an undisclosed amount. Harris em-
ploys about 200 and has Navy contracts.

G & W Distributing Co., Youngstown, Ohio, has been

named Sylvania TV “distributor of the year.” The award is

based on outstanding sales, ad & service programs.

Pierre Boucheron, former RCA ad mgr., is author of

a new book. How to Enjoy Life After 60 (Herman &
Stephens, 224 pp., $3.95).
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Electronic oven prices are going down—although they

are still scaled more for restaurants than homes. Westing-

house has announced a high frequency radio-energy range

at $895, being produced in Mansfield, 0., replacing a model

at $1199. Raytheon reports it is producing microwave oven

parts for 5 makers of home-kitchen ranges, with recent

reductions in price to permit assembly of units in the $900

range, as against prices of $1200 to $1400 in 1958. Ray-

theon industrial apparatus div. mgr. J. Penn Rutherfoord

predicts that in the next 5 years more than 150,000 homes

will be equipped with electronic ovens, cooking food 5

times as fast as conventional ovens. The real price break

will not come for several years, “until sales climb more

rapidly to an annual rate of 100,000 units in 1965.” At that

time, Rutherfoord expects the price to tumble to $300-

$400 & spark broad acceptance similar to refrigerators &
washing machines. Tappan Co. has reduced its electronic

ovens competitively.

Stereo phonos, converted from hi-fi phonos on which

the manufacturer already has paid the regular excise

taxes, have undergone “further manufacture” and are sub-

ject to further excise charges, according to the Internal

Revenue Service (Rev. Rul. 59-201). The IRS said that

credits or refunds on the hi-fi taxes may be allowed.

Finance

Consolidated Electronics Industries reports higher

sales & net income for 6 months ended March 31, over the

same period last year. The 1959 statement does not include

the results of operations of the Sessions Clock Co., al-

though 1958 results do include sales & profits of Mepco,

now a division of Sessions. For 6 months ended March 31:

1959 1958
Net sales $14,965,379 $14,625,233
Net income 902,299 895,450
Earned per share 1.15 1.14

Shares outstanding 787,500 787,500

Narda Microwave Corp., Mineola, N.Y. manufacturer

of microwave & uhf test equipment, has asked the SEC
(File 2-15244) to register 50,000 shares of 10^ par common
stock for public sale in units of one share with a warrant

for purchase of one additional share. Milton D. Blauner

& Co. Inc. is the underwriter of the offering, in which the

price is to be supplied in an amended SEC statement.

Proceeds would be used to retire $115,000 bank loans, in-

crease inventory, buy new lab equipment, etc.

Philco’s 1959 sales will run 30% ahead of 1958’s, pres.

James M. Skinner Jr. forecast at the ground-break-
ing ceremonies for a new $3.5-million Philadelphia com-
puter plant. He expects, too, that earnings will show an
even higher percentage gain. “Gradual but steady im-

provement” was his outlook for the future, as he pointed

to a generally improved sales position & an increase in

Philco’s military business which is running “considerably

ahead of last year.”

Granco Products expects record-breaking sales of $3
million for the current fiscal year and a 33% gain in the

next, pres. Henry Fogel told stockholders last week. The
current period, ending June 30, is expected to produce earn-

ings after taxes of approximately 25^ a share. The 7-year-

old firm in fiscal 1958 had sales of $2,223,000 and a small

“break-even” profit on the 320,000 shares outstanding.

Muntz TV, operating under Chapter X reorganiza-
tion, reports sales of $4,682,737, net income of $308,293,
for 8 months ended April 30, compared with $3,070,026 &
$169,055 for the same period of the preceding year.

Electrovision Corp., formerly known as Scott Radio

Laboratories (Vol. 15:10), has received a discharge of bank-

ruptcy previously held against Scott, pres. Edwin F. Zabel

reports. Zabel said Electrovision is free & clear of all past

encumbrances, following action by the referee in bank-

ruptcy for U.S. District Court for northern district of

Indiana in discharging the company of all pre-bankruptcy

debts & obligations. Scott was acquired by Electrovision

early this year. Zabel and Robert Lippert are the principal

owners of Electrovision.

Jerrold’s gross rose 25% for March-April 1959 vs. the

1958 period, giving promise that first fiscal quarter earn-

ings will run considerably ahead of a year ago, pres. Milton

J. Shapp told stockholders last week. Jerrold previously

announced (Vol. 15:21) record earnings of 36^ per share

for the fiscal year ended Feb. 28, 1959, compared with 10^

for the previous fiscal year.

Purchase by Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. of 51%
interest in Magma Products Inc., Sante Fe Springs, Cal.,

was disclosed last week. Magma produces specialty chem-
icals & electronic instruments for the chemical & petroleum

industries, and, according to Thompson Ramo pres. Dr.

Dean E. Wooldridge, has a contract from the Advanced
Research Projects Agency through the U.S. Navy for

development of solid propellants.

Speer Carbon has proposed a 2-for-l stock split, con-

tingent on an increase in authorized common from the

present 800,000 to 2 million shares. The firm proposes to

begin payment in Sept, of regular quarterly dividends of

ITV24 on the new shares—equivalent to 35<i on present

shares, on which Speer has been paying 25<^ quarterly.

Merger of Hewlett-Packard Co. & Dymec Inc., Palo

Alto, Cal., has been blueprinted by both boards and is

scheduled for shareholders’ vote June 30. If approved, the

merger will provide an exchange of 3 H-P shares for each

outstanding share of Dymec stock. Dymec, which has some
200 employes, produces electronic instrumentation systems

and has a current annual sales rate of more than $3 million.

Hudson Radio & TV Corp., N.Y. dealer in hi-fi equip-

ment & electronic components, proposes public sale of 200,-

000 capital stock shares in an SEC application (File 2-

16213). The company would otfer 125,000 shares for its

account, and pres. David H. Ormont 75,000 for his account.

Proceeds are to be used to reduce obligations, acquire addi-

tional inventory lines, etc.

Lockheed Aircraft and Stavid Engineering are close to

a final agreement for the Los Angeles aircraft & missiles

builder to acquire the Plainfield, N.J., electronics firm. The
boards of both companies have approved exchange of 2%
shares of Lockheed common for each share of Stavid.

Stockholders will be asked to vote on the plan.

Microwave Assoc. Inc., Burlington, Mass, maker of

radar components, has filed SEC registration (File

2-16139) for 100,000 common stock shares to be offered for

public sale by Lehman Bros. Proceeds would be added

to working funds.

ORRadio Industries reports sales of $2,904,500 for the

fiscal year ended Feb. 28, compared with $2,284,400 in the

same period the preceding year. Profits dipped to $9953

from $100,000 the year before.

Discontinuance of merger plans was anounced last

week by Servomechanisms Inc. & Lab for Electronics Inc.

in a joint statement. The proposed merger previously had

been approved by directors of both companies (Vol. 15:20).
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Daystrom Inc. reports lower sales & net profit for the

year ended March 31 as compared with fiscal 1958, but

pres. Thomas Roy Jones noted “a distinct upturn in in-

coming orders during the final quarter—and this trend is

continuing.” The fiscal year net earnings totaled $1,207,000

($1.32 a share) before a special charge of $643,000 (70^ a

share) representing a write-off of inventory no longer

needed by the Weston Instruments div. (This write-off is

not included in per-share earnings listed below.) For the

year ended March 31
: 1959 1953

Total revenues $77,404,349 $82,456,954
Net profit 564,316 2,333,493
Earned per share 1.32 2.57

Shares outstanding 911,833 906,873

Belock Instrument reports a sharp upturn in sales &
earnings for 6 months ended April 30 compared with the

1958 period: 1959 1958
Net sales $8,128,,340 $5,328,508
Net income 170,342 45,163
Earned per share 20(f 5^

Common 1Stock Dividends Stk. of
Corporation Period Amt. Payable Record

Canadian Westinghouse Q $0.25 July 2 Jun. 15
Capitol Records Q .25 Jun. 30 Jun. 15
Capitol Records E .15 Jun. 15 Jun. 15
ITT Q .25 July 15 Jun. 19
Webcor Q .15 Jun. 30 Jun. 20
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COMMON STOCK QUOTATIONS
Week Ending Friday, June 22, 1959

Electronics TV-Radio-Appliances Amusements

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
1959

High Low Stock Close
Wk.
Chg.

1959
High Low Stock Close

Wk.
Chg.

29% 17% Admiral 23% —

%

45% 28 ITT 37% —1
39% 29% AmBosch _ 337/8 + % 50% 36% I-T-B 46% —'4
29% 20% Ab-Pt 27% -1-% 1237/8 72% Litton 112% + 7
84% 61% Ampex 70>/2 +3% 37 27% Loew’s 29% + 1%
89 75% AT&T 78% —

%

70 48>/« Magnevox 55 —

%

46% 32% Amph-Borg 38 —

%

48% 36% Mallory _ 43% —1%
36% 23 Arvin 23% — 137'% 111% MplsH’ll 125'% + 1%
17% 10% Avco 15% 130 57% Motorola 105 —1
74% 36% Beckinst . 58% —

%

12% 97% Natl Thea 10'% —
89 66 Bendix 76 —5 7% 507% 44 Prmt 49% + 1%
38% 24% Clevite __ 38% + 4% 36% 21 Philco 30% —1%
48% 35 CBS 44 + 7% 71 43% RCA 63% —

%

42% 33% ConsElec 33% — 737% 51% Raytheon 54% +2%
47% 33% ConsElInd 45% + % 10% 8% Rep. Pic.. 974 +%
29% 20% Cor-Dub . 26 +% 45% 26% Siegler 31% +%
136% 89% Corning _ 135 +7% 9% 6% Sparton _ 7% —

%

49% 34 Daystrom. 39% —7% 28% 21 '4 SpryRd 25 —

%

21% 17% Decca 18 + % 23% 14% Std Coil _ 18% +%
59% 42% Disney 45% —

%

29% 18 Stan-War 29% + 2%
69% 48% EmerElec. 63 + 4 52% 42% StewWarn 48% —

%

26% 13% EmerRad 19% —
7/s 33% 24% Storer 29% —

%

33 12% Gabriel 24% —

%

13% 9 Telautog 9% + %
42% 34% GenBrze . 35% — 136% 61% Texinst _ 134 + 8%
66% 53% Gen Dyn. 55% —27/g 70% 56 >4 Thomp 63 —

%

84% 74% GE 80 —1 54% 34 '% Tung-Sol 44% + %
38% 16% Gen Inst . 29% — 43% 34% 20th-Fox 36 —
45% 31% GPB .. . 39% + 3% 32% 24% UAA. 29% + %
73% 60 Gen Tel . 65% — 84 72 UnivPic _ 75 + 1%
83 44% Gen Tire. 70% + 3% 47% 24% WarnBrs 46% —74
86 36% Hoffman.. 64 — 97% 70% Westhse . 91% —

1

37 28% •Hoffman 32 + % 136% 92% Zenith 127% —3%
488 385% IBM 435% —3%

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE
1959

High Low Stock Close
Wk.
Chg.

1959
High Low Stock Close

Wk.
Chg.

5% 374 Allied Art 4% — 22% 7 IntRes 1874 + 174
19% 1174 AmElec _ 15% + '4 19% 9% Lear 14% —V*
26% 15'4 AudioDev 20% + 1% 2% 1% MuntzTV 2% —

%

2274 10% Belock 1774 —% 12 5% Muter 9% —

%

10 '4 4 Clarostat 7% + % 4% 2% NatUnion 3% —

%

974 6 DuMont . 8% —

%

48% 23% PhilipsEl 42% + 1%
12% 4% Dynam 974 —

%

43% 14% ServoCp . 28% —'4
44% 28% ElecCom _ 38% + 1% 18'4 9 Servome . 13% + '4

1674 9% ElecCp 11% —

%

10% 5% Skiatron 6% —

%

2 '4 1 tEI-Tron . 1% + % 17% 9% Sonotone. 15 + 2

1387/e 50% Fairch 132 +2% 9% 6% Techclr . 7% + 1%
88% 49 GenTrans 71 —74 22% 9 Teleprmp 17 —
27% 20% GlobeUn _ 26 —1% 7% 4% Teleind _ 5 '4 —

%

3 1% GuildFhn 2% + % 1474 7 TransLux 12% + %
75 5414 Hazeltine 63% +3% 19-4 67/8 Victoreen 13% —74
12% 574 HeroldRad 8% —

%

OVER THE COUNTER AND OTHER EXCHANGES
The following quotations, obtained from the National Association

of Securities Dealers, Inc., do not represent actual tramsactions. They
are intended as a guide to the approximate range within which these
securities could have been bought or sold at time of compilation.

Bid Asked

Aerovox 9'4 10%
AMP Inc. 31 33 V4

Baird Atomic 28 30%
British Ind 29 32
Capital Cities TV 8% 93/g
Cinerama Prod. 2 2%
Cohu Electronics
Collins Radio 32Vi 34%
Cook Elec. 43 46%
Craig Systems 10% 11

Eitel-McCulIough 40 43

Elec. Assoc. 40 43%
Erie Resistor 9 9%
Giannini, G. M 27% 29%
G-I, Electronics 11% 12%
Granco Products 4% 4%
Gross Telecasting 23% 25

Hewlett-Packard 40% 43%
Hycon 3 3%
Jerrold 5% 6%
Leeds Sc Northrup 34% 35%
Ling-Altec 24 25%
Machlett Labs 25% 27%
Magna Theater 2% 3

Maxson (W.L.) 11% 12%

Bid Asked

Meredith Pub. 37 40%
Metropolitan Bestg. _ 15 16'/«

Microwave Associates. 21% 23%
National Co. 27% 29%
Oak Mfg.
Offical Films 1-1/16 1%
ORRadio 33% 36%
Pacific Merc. TV 11 12

Packard-Bell 41% 43
Panellit 5% 6%
Parkin-Elmer 48% 52%
Philips Lamp 83 86%
Reeves Soundcraft 9% 10%
Sprague Efiectric 47% 50%
Tele-Broadcasters 1 1%
Telechrome 19% 22%
Telecomputing 11% 12%
Time Inc. 66 69%
Topp Ind. 12% 13%
Tracerlab 9% 10%
United Artists 9% 10%
Varian Associates 31% 33%
Welles-Gardner 15% 16%
Wometco Ent. 10% 11%

Where a stock dividend or split amounting to more than 25% has

been paid, the year’s high-low range is shown for the new stock only.

* When issued.

t In bankruptcy or receivership or being reorganized under the

Bankruptcy Act, or securities assumed by such companies.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

Auxiliary Services

WASHINGTON IS STILL CATV'S No. 1 problem, as NCTA con-

vention works to stave off restrictive legislation (pp. 1 & 5).

Congress

FCC HEADACHES CONTINUE despite Harris hearings.

Problems ore diagnosed by 24 specialists (p. 2).

RELIEF FROM LAR DALY RULING in sight as Senate & House
subcommittees speed processing of Sec. 315 changes. FCC's

own amendment favored (pp. 3 & 4).

Networks

NBC SELLS LAST UHF owned by network, WNBC New Brit-

ain-Hartford & radio adjunct going to uhf pioneers (p. 3).

MUTUAL TO BE SOLD—AGAIN, this time to a group headed
by Sen. Homer E. Capehort (p. 7).

FCC
DEFENSE OF TV-FM SPECTRUM mounted by broadcast in-

terests during FCC's 25-890-mc hearing. Fellows urges reten-

tion of vhf & uhf during negotiations with military (p. 4).

Stations

TRIPLE TV "IMAGE" unveiled in special depth studies of TV
audience by CBS, Corinthian Stations, and NBC (p. 8).

Programming
WESTERNS TOP NEW SCHEDULES and comedies are run-

ners up, with action-adventure series next (p. 10).

Manufacturing Distribution

STEREO'S DOUBLE-TROUBLE VANISHING as manufacturers

stress single-cabinet units at Music Show. Dealer reaction

indicates really healthy stereo selling ahead (p. 15).

TOP TV BRANDS-IN-USE in 21 markets shown in 1959 Con-

solidated Consumer Analysis. New tables also indicate

brand preferences in single- & multi-set homes (pp. 16 & 17).

EARLY RETURNS IN 23-in. VOTE indicate good dealer re-

action to new tube size, although public hasn't seen it yet.

Packard-Bell shows two 23-in. sets in new line (p. 18).

DEALERS SUM UP '58 and show net operating profit at new
low, operating costs at record high, in NARDA Survey (p. 18).

RCA's BIG FALL AD PUSH starts rolling in July with dealer

ad schedules for new lines, shifts into national media in

September (p. 18).

Advertising

NET-TV & RADIO ad revenue in April both ran well ahead

of April 1958, but newspapers showed bigegst percentage

gain (p. 12).

Film S Tape

TV's FRIENDSHIPS. A network and/or big talent-agency

link seems a must for telefilmers who are after multiple series

sales (p. 13).

Other Departments

EDUCATIONAL TV (p. 6). FINANCE (p. 19).

WASHINGTON STILL CATV'S NO. 1 PROBLEM: Alternating feelings of optimism & ap-

prehension, both more intense than usual, pervaded the 8th annual convention of National Community TV
Assn. (^NCTA) in Philadelphia's Sheraton Hotel June 23-25.

The optimism was generated by the continued dramatic growth of the service—some 500 people

attending last week's convention, compared with about a dozen 8 years ago in Pottsville, Pa. The apprehension

stems from a crisis in Washington—where highly restrictive legislation is pending before a generally hostile

I
Senate Commerce Committee which begins hearings June 30 (for witnesses, see Vol. 15:25).

The "Washington problem" is acute. Though FCC had told Senate Commerce Committee Chairman

J Magnuson (D-Wash.) that it couldn't freeze microwave grants to serve CATV systems (Vol. 15:24), it froze

5 of them this week following receipt of a brusque note from Sen. Moss (D-Utah) who said he couldn't under-

^
stand Commission's reasoning. FCC stayed the effectiveness of CPs for microwaves intended to serve CATV

^ systems in Helena, Mont.; Laredo, Tex.; Tallahassee, Fla.; Riverton, Lander & Thermopolis, Wyo.; Tyler &

t

Jacksonville, Tex. This was on the basis of protests by TV stations in the respective areas. Oral argument on

all the protests will be held July 24.
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Sen. Moss also introduced a bill (S-1886) designed to license CATV systems and to prohibit the es-

tablishment of any kind of facility (CATV, booster, microwave, etc.) which might hurt a conventional TV
station (see story on p. 5).

CATV operators are trying to fight political fire with similar weapon. Booster operators & small-town

telecasters have on their side the present chairman of Commerce Committee, Sen. Magnuson, and 2 former

chairmen—ex-Sen. Johnson (D-Colo.) & ex-Sen. Dill (D-Wash.). CATV operators will produce their own former

chairman—ex-Sen. McFarland (D-Ariz.). It's understood that majority leader Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.) is

maintaining strict hands-off policy. On one hand, his family has station interests and he enjoys considerable

political support from telecasters. On other hand, he has valuable friends among Texas CATV operators.

NCTA is also seeking to neutralize lobbying activities of their opponents by hiring lobbyists of their

own—Washington law firm of Weaver & Glassie (Ray Donaldson doing most of the work) and Washington

management consultant William Stubblefield. It came as something of a shock to CATV operators to hear

about NAB's resolution in favor of restrictive legislation (Vol. 15:25). Until recent board meetings, NAB had
abstained from opposition—because telecasters haven't been of one mind in their views. (WDAU-TV Scranton-

Wilkes-Barre maintained hospitality suite at NCTA convention, wooed CATV operators warmly. It claims that

more than 70,000 homes get its signal via CATV.)

• • • •

Regulatory problems aside, NCTA convention stressed: community responsibilities, public relations,

technical improvements, competitive problems. Particularly interesting was a symposium of crystal-gazing by
the presidents of 4 major equipment manufacturers (for roimdup of these, see p. 5). Operators expect to be

doing all right next year, evidently, for they've scheduled convention in Miami.

CATV operators are watching wired pay-TV experiments very closely. One of their colleagues, Henry

Griffing, couldn't make it work in Bartlesville, Okla., when he charged subscribers on a flat monthly basis

(Vol. 12:42 et seq.). Now, like everyone else, they're eager to see whether Paramoimt's per-program coinbox

concept will prove out in Toronto (Vol. 15:25). Incidentally, CATV equipment maker Jerrold Electronics Corp.

will supply gear for the Toronto project.

FCC HEADACHES CONTINUE DESPITE DR. HARRIS: "
Major administrative process

problems" of half-dozen federal agencies—particularly FCC—were examined in exhaustive detail last week
by 2 dozen specialists. Assigned by regulated industries, bar groups & agency trial examiners' own organ-

ization to diagnose ills at round-up House Commerce Committee panel hearings (Vol. 15:25), all agreed

there's plenty wrong. But no panacea prescriptions were written.

No infirmities of FCC were left untouched . "Influence," ex-parte rules, administrative procedmes

were explored so thoroughly—and repetitiously—by round-up panelists that press tables in hearing room
were deserted long before specialists gave up hope of finding agreed-upon remedies which would be better

than the status quo.

"These are difficult problems," said Washingon lawyer Valentine B. Deale of D.C. Bar Assn.'s ad-

ministrative law section assigned to sum up discussions by panelists representing everything from federal

trial examiners conference and NAB (FCC) to National Coal Assn. (ICC) and National Assn, of Securities

Dealers (SEC). "There is no black-&-white approach that makes much sense. And there's a tremendous

interest—vested & otherwise—in the status quo."

"I think we are talking about a gray area," said NAB's govt, relations mgr. Vincent T. Wasilewski

at one point in diagnostic discussions of adjudication vs. rule-making by FCC. "I don't see how you can

approach this in a broad legislative enactment to take care of all situations."

What should be done about off-record approaches to FCC? Federal Communications Bar Assn,

pres. Leonard H. Marks pondered problem, came up with this: "I think there would be unanimous opinion

that in adversary proceedings there must not be any ex parte communications with the tribunal that makes
[decisions]. My problem arises as to when a proceeding becomes adversary . .

."

"They got some things off their chests, anyway," commented Robert Lishman, professorial chief

counsel of Commerce Committee's legislative oversight unit, at end of 2 days of consultative sessions. That

seemed to be main result of 2 weeks of panel discussions which were intended by Chairman Harris (D-Ark.)
to produce some concrete recommendations for legislative cures of agency faults.
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NBC SELLS LAST NETWORK-OWNED UHF STATION: Leaving uhf altogether—as

expected since it shuttered WBUF (Ch. 17) Buffalo early this year (Vol. 15:7-9)—NBC last week sold WNBC
(Ch. 30) New Britain-Hartford, along with AM adjunct WKNB, to Connecticut TV Inc. for $1,044,000.

Buyer is new corporation owned 2/3 by WICS (Ch. 20) Springfield, 111. and 1/3 by William Putnam's

WWLP (Ch. 22) Springfield, Mass. Major WICS stockholders Herbert Scheftel & Elmer Balaban are pres,

and secy.-treas. respectively of Connecticut TV, whose exec. v.p. is uhf enthusiast Putnam. He'll manage
WNBC, which retains NBC affiliation. First thing new owners did was to look for buyers for WKNB. Negotia-

tions for resale of radio station were reported already under way.

Last of network-owned uhfs, WNBC has been on block at least since Feb., one bidder being Tom
O'Neil's RKO Teleradio Pictures (Vol. 15:8). CBS got out of uhf when it sold its WXIX (Ch. 18) Milwaukee

to Gene Posner's WXIX Inc. for $50,000 after it went dark April 1 (Vol. 15:9, 13, 14, 16); WXIX plans to resume

programming July 20 as independent outlet. ABC never has been in uhf.

Hartford sale represented profit for NBC—on paper, at least. Network paid about $800,000 for WNBC
& WKNB when it bought stations in Jan. 1955 from Hartford adman Julian Gross (Vol. 11:2). Ch. 30 outlet

began in Feb. 1953 as WKNB-TV, lost money steadily until Nov. 1954, when it edged into black. It started

with estimated 65% uhf conversion in its area. Latest conversion figures (from Edward Taddei of the other

uhf, WHCT, Ch. 18, Hartford): 93.1%.

"Hard economic realities" of uhf vs. vhf led CBS to precede NBC in withdrawing from Hartford uhf

market operation last year. CBS abandoned its WHCT (Ch. 18) and arranged affiliation with WTIC-TV (Ch.

3) Hartford (Vol. 14:41) after trying for nearly 3 years to make uhf go. WHCT was picked up for $250,000 in

Dec. 1958 from CBS by Edward Taddei, who left WNHC-TV to try to prove there was need & demand for inde-

pendent uhf in market. He put WHCT back on air month later (Vol. 14:46).

RELIEF FROM LAR DALY RULING IN SIGHT: Chances are fair-to-good that Congress will

reverse FCC's Lar Daly political equal-time newscast ruling at this session. As summer adjournment ap-

proaches, that's word we get from Senate & House Commerce Committees which have put revision of Com-
munications Act's Sec. 315 on their hurry-up agendas (see p. 4).

FCC may write its own ticket for reversal, too. Sec. 315 won't be repealed, as NAB wants. Nor will

there be any general rewriting of the equal-time requirements of the law this year. But after sticking 4-3 to its

Feb. decision that present Sec. 315 language means that newscasts as well as speeches can be political

broadcasts (Vol. 15:25), Commission has come up with language which is likely to be incorporated in any
bill reaching Senate or House floor for vote.

Exemption of "newscasts & special events such as political conventions" is provided in tacked-on Sec.

315 amendment suggested by Comr. Ford. It was endorsed last week by FCC Chairman Doerfer & Comrs.
Hyde, Lee & Cross—and Senate Commerce communications subcommittee Chairman Pastore (D-R.I.) likes

it. He sees it as simple change which stands best chance of getting through Congress.

Warning to broadcasters that they'll be responsible for "objective presentation" of newscasts in

which candidates appear, also is included in Ford amendment in effort to discourage broadcasters from tak-

ing partisan advantage of exemptions. (Comr. Craven, a dissenter in Lar Daly ruling, thought proposed new
language wouldn't resolve issue. Comr. Bartley, in majority on ruling, thought amendment went too far, might

take in picnics & plowing contests.)

Sec. 315 revision may get no further at this session than other legislation affecting broadcasters—
which is nowhere (Vol. 15:22, 24). There's feeling of urgency on Hill, however. Senate subcommittee acts

soon—probably this week—on legislation. House Commerce communications subcommittee is rushing quickie

hearings this week. With 1960 coming up, members of Congress have keen personal interest in seeing to it

that candidates' newscast status is clarified.

Radio Free Europe’s effectiveness—Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. pres. Donald H. McGannon declared last

week in a Crusade for Freedom address—can be judged
“by the persistence of Russian efforts to jam it.” These
efforts, he added, “are 95% nullified by Operation Satura-
tion, [which is] the training of 22 transmitters simultan-

eously for a half-hour nightly on each of the satellite

countries in succession,”

Census Bureau recheck of radio data in its Nov. 1958

labor force survey has been started at the request of the

Advertising Research Foundation, which finances the spe-

cial count of set ownership. RAB initiated the recount in

the belief that the Bureau’s set tally—still unreleased to

the public—was lower than it should have been. Census

Bureau officials told us they don’t object to recheck, will

publish results after they are confirmed or corrected.
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Congress

More about

SEC. 315 HELP SPEEDED: A fast rerun of Senate hear-

ings on equal-time amendments of Sec. 315 of the

Communications Act is scheduled by the House Com-
merce communications subcommittee this week to clear

the way toward action on reversal of FCC’s Lar Daly

newscast ruling (see p. 3)

.

Many of the same broadcasting industry witnesses

who filled 5-day transcripts of Senate Commerce com-

munications subcommittee sessions on the equal-time

issue—piling up protests against the decision—will do

it again on the House side.

The order of appearance of witnesses for House hear-

ings June 29-30 & July 1 hadn’t been set by chairman Harris

(D-Ark.) at last week’s end, when Senate Commerce com-

munications chairman Pastore (D-R.I.) wound up his pro-

ceedings with a promise to try to draft a bill this week.

But the House lineup in 1334 New House Office Bldg,

will include spokesmen for networks, NAB, FCC—and at

least 3 added starters on the stand. They’ll be chairmen

Paul M. Butler & Thruston B. Morton of the Democratic &
Republican national committees, respectively, and acting

asst, attorney general Robert A. Bicks.

Butler didn’t appear at Senate hearings, but sent a

letter to Pastore, urging that any Sec. 315 amendment
exempting newscasts from equal-time requirements contain

safeguards against axe-grinding by broadcasters for

favored candidates. Morton wrote Pastore & Harris that the

GOP wants to go “on record as favoring revision to relieve

the broadcasting industry of the unfair burden which has

been placed upon it.” Harris wants to question Bicks about

Justice Dept, intervention in the Lar Daly case (Vol. 15:25).

Pastore meanwhile held the record of Senate hearings

open until June 30 for any additional statements. After
that he plans to call his subcommittee into session to act

on Sec. 315 changes—which probably will follow newscast
exemptions recommended by FCC itself—to recommend to

the full Committee headed by Sen. Magnuson (D.-Wash).

Unlike the first 2 days of Pastore’s hearings, when
only Lar Daly himself turned up to argue that FCC’s news-
cast ruling should stand (Vol. 15:25), last week’s proceed-

ings produced several witnesses who testified against Sec.

315 changes. Among them:

V. Lane Knight (counsel for the Lewis Food Co., Los
Anegels sponsor of Dan Smoot programs on western sta-

tions) said tampering with Sec. 315 would lead to censor-

ship by TV & radio stations.

Joseph A. Schafer (recent candidate for the Republican

nomination for Philadelphia mayor—11,666 votes) said Sec.

315 not only should be preserved—but applied to news-

papers, too, “if we are to practice democracy.”

Nathan Karp (Socialist Labor Party exec, committee-

man) said changing Sec. 315 would give the 2 major
political parties “a monopoly of the use of the air waves.”

Advocates of legislation to repeal Sec. 315—or at

least amend it to exempt newscasts—included: NAB pres.

Harold E. Fellows & NAB Freedom of Information Com-
mittee chairman Robert D. Swezey, Westinghouse Bcstg.

Co. pres. Donald H. McGannon, Ralph Renick & John F.

Lewis (Radio-TV News Directors Assn.), Dean Edward
Barrett (Columbia U. School of Journalism), Tom Chauncey
(KOOL-TV Phoenix), F. Van Konynenburg (WCCO-TV
Minneapolis), Rex Howell (KREX-TV Grand Junction,

Colo.). Many individual broadcasters submitted statements.

The FCC

DEFENSE OF TV-FM SPECTRUM: Broadcast interests

finally got their licks in last week during FCC’s mara-
thon hearing on the uses of 25-890 me, and they urged
that the Commission retain all present TV & FM spec-

trum space, resisting the demands of other services.

NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows summarized the

association’s policy position: (1) Ch. 2-13, as “the

heart of the TV allocations structure,” must be re-

tained for broadcast service “as the basis for any
overall allocations plan.” (2) Addition of frequencies

adjoining Ch. 13 would bring “the least disruption to

existing seiwice & the greatest provision for expan-

sion.” (3) It’s “extremely important” that any degra-

dation of existing service be avoided.

Fellows called on the Govt, to “recognize what we be-

lieve to be the overriding public interest in this matter and
accede to the requests for frequency space in this area.”

Comr. Craven asked if “heavy utilization of uhf” could

be expected if adequate space above Ch. 13 can’t be found

in the future. Fellows said: “If FCC made the decision to

keep vhf & uhf as they are now, we’d have to utilize uhf,

but it would be better to have one continuous TV band.”

He added, in answer to a question by Comr. Ford, that NAB
has no opinion on whether FCC’s proposed all-channel re-

ceiver legislation would be constitutional.

Ben Strouse of WWDC Washington & WMBR Jack-

sonville, making a pitch as pres, of FM Broadcasters, just

asked that the FM band be let alone. FCC counsel Ann
Mooney pointed out that all FM frequencies allocated 12

years ago haven’t been used, asked how retention of the

spectrum space could be justified. Strouse contended that

FM is growing in popularity and the space will be needed.

In his prepared statement, Strouse painted this bright-

ening picture of FM, which he said is “on the very verge

of full adulthood”: (1) “There are actually competitive

hearings for FM stations in major markets—and an actual

shortage of frequencies.” (2) “Multiplex is working satis-

factorily in many areas.” (3) Once FCC sets standards,

stereo will move rapidly. (4) FM CPs & licenses increase

monthly.

Commissioners showed impatience with the indefinite

nature of channel requests by educational TV witnesses.

David Stewart, of the Joint Council on Educational TV, said

he couldn’t be specific because of the many intangibles

—

such as estimates of the number of school children at some
future date. JCET engineering director Cyril Braum said

that “18 channels would be fine,” to provide complete ETV
coverage for the nation. Said Comr. Cross: “You can’t just

come in and ask for 18 channels. Why not 108, 180?”

Motorola exec. v.p. Daniel Noble enlarged upon his

reasons for urging that TV be given a continuous 30-chan-

nel band starting with the present Ch. 7: (1) Reasonable

continuity of propagation characteristics. (2) Cheaper sets

than vhf-uhf. (3) Easier transition than to all-uhf. He
said that a single tuner covering the 30 channels would

eventually cost no more than today’s vhf tuners. He esti-

mated that a set using the present Ch. 2-13 plus some more
vhf channels would cost about 20% more than a continuous

30-channel set starting at Ch. 7—because 2 tuners would

be needed, one of them for the lower vhf, one for the higher.

Three applications for new TV stations were filed with

the FCC last week: For Ch. 13, Flagstaff, Ariz., by KCLS;
for educational Ch. 8, Carbondale, 111., by Southern 111. U.;

for Ch, 3, Salem, Ore., by owners of KGAY.
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Windup for Mack: The marathon Miami Ch. 10 conspir-

acy trial of ex-FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack & Thurman A.

Whiteside (Vol. 15:15-25), which opened April 7, rocked

along toward the jury last week. Defense lawyers rested

their case June 25 and the Govt, offered no rebuttal wit-

nesses—but it wasn’t ready for the jury yet. The defense

then began arguing a series of motions for directed ac-

quittal by Judge Burnita S. Matthews in Washington’s

U.S. District Court. She also was asked to strike some
govt, testimony that Mack & Whiteside plotted to throw

the Miami grant to National Airlines’ WPST-TV. Neither

Mack nor Whiteside took the stand in his own defense

—

and Mack was reported by his attorney Nicholas B. Chase

as too ill to be in the courtroom for closing arguments.

The final defense witness was Washington accountant

Thomas A. O’Neil, who reviewed financial dealings between

Mack & Whiteside from Jan. 1955, when Mack joined the

FCC, until his resignation in March 1958 under fire by

House FCC investigators. The Govt, charged that White-

side funneled money to Mack for his Ch. 10 vote. The de-

fense maintained that loans & gifts by Whiteside to Mack
had nothing to do with the Miami case.

Auxiliary Services

Protection of TV stations from CATV, translators,

boosters, etc. is the aim of S-1886, introduced last week by
Sen. Moss (D-Utah) for himself and Sen. Mui-ray (D-

Mont.) (see p. 1). He would add this language to the end

of Sec. 307 (B) of the Communications Act: “No such

application should be granted for (1) a community antenna

TV system, (2) any station engaged solely in the function

of rebroadcasting the signals of TV broadcast stations, or

(3) a microwave facility for the purpose of serving ex-

clusively or predominantly any such systems & stations

or either thereof, unless the Commission shall first find

that such authorization will not adversely affect the crea-

tion or maintenance of a station which will originate local

TV programs, and which will serve the community to be

served by such community antenna TV system or station

engaged solely in the function of rebroadcasting the signals

of TV stations.”

National Theatres’ $1 million purchase of Williamsport,

Pa. TV Cable Corp. (Vol. 15:23, 25) is part of the com-
pany’s “diversification into allied fields,” according to

Charles Glett, NT executive in charge of the CATV sys-

tem (he also heads WDAF-TV Kansas City). Attending
the National Community TV Assn. (NCTA) convention in

Philadelphia last week, he said NT has no current plans

to acquire additional CATV systems, nor does it intend to

operate the system other than conventionally—no pay-TV,
local originations, etc. NT is in the market, however, for

more TV stations to add to its WDAF-TV, WNTA-TV
Newark-N.Y. and KMSP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul.

Uhf on-channel booster operated experimentally by
WINR-TV (Ch. 40) Binghamton, N.Y. worked so well in

filling holes in coverage, the station informed FCC, that it

plans to ask for waiver of the rules to operate it on a

regular basis in Oswego. The station reported that the 10-

watt unit, which produced vertically polarized signals, pro-

vided an excellent picture whei’e the main station didn’t,

and that no problem of interference developed.

Four translator CPs granted by the FCC last week:
Ch. 83, Blythe, Cal. to Palo Verde Valley TV Club; Ch. 75,

78, & 81, St. James, Minn, to the Watonwan TV Improve-
ment Association.

CATV’S SHINY CRYSTAL BALL: The prime movers of the

community antenna industry—those manufacturers

who stimulated the business into being, in order to

create a market for their products—took an unanxious,

philosophical look at the horizon in a highlight session

of the National Community TV Assn, convention in

Philadelphia last week (see p. 1)

.

The “David Sarnoff” of the business—Jerrold Elec-

tronics pres. Milton J. Shapp—put it this way: “This in-

dustry is about 8% years old. I expect the growth in the

next 8% years to be as sensational, fast and full of prob-

lems as it has been so far. This room (about 400 seats)

won’t hold us then.

“I don’t see CATV hurting stations. I see more small-

town TV stations. We help them get started by creating an
audience . . . CATV won’t put anyone out of business.

“I don’t look for advertising on CATV. I don’t be-

lieve we should look for financial support from anyone but

subscribers. We’ll expand to more & more cities because

we’ll give people more & more service. For example, we
have a system in Ventnor, N.J., a suburb of Atlantic City.

We’re now expanding it to adjoining Margate, and we’ll

go into Longport. We’ll add a microwave to bring in the

N.Y. signals. Elsewhere, we’re adding more channels, FM,
background music, and a TV channel for local educators.”

H. M. Diambra, pres, of Entron, Jerrold’s fiercest com-

petitor, paid Shapp a suprising tribute: “I’m indebted to

this pioneer. I owe him a vote of thanks. The FCC freeze

on new stations between 1948 & 1952 helped, too.

“You have an advantage over broadcasters in the fact

that you create spectra. You don’t rely on a scarce spec-

trum. You can have as many voices as you want because

you use cable. Up until now, the manufacturers have led

the way in this business. The time has now come for you
CATV operators to tell us what you want.”

Favoring subscription TV, Diambra asserted: “Unlike

other services, it looks as if it’s going to be born backward.

This seems to be because 2 or 3 rather creative people have

talked & talked & talked about it. Usually, a service is

offered first—then people talk about it.”

H. B. Abajian, pres, of Westbury Electronics, said

that the industry must expand or wither. “It was once

thought that CATV was confined to mountainous areas,

but it will expand more & more into the plains cities. Sys-

tems will offer more signals, background music and public

service channels for the home.”

Donald J. Spencer, pres, of Spencer-Kennedy Labs,

stressed “public service.” “It’s most important,” he said,

“to give the subscribers what they want & can’t get else-

where. You can add closed-circuit cameras for civic cov-

erage—the city council, school board meetings, etc. The
trend of stations is toward mass appeal—away from local

service. The govt, trend is to keep the public from paying

for a service, even if it wants to. “I wouldn’t worry about

translators & boosters. They can’t offer the quality.”

Translator & booster competition was the subject of

an unusual telephone panel discussion which piped in the

voices of John Sullivan, Ukiah, Cal.; John Sorenson, El-

Icnsburg, Wash., and Lee Hallett, Wenatchee, Wash.
Sullivan reported that his system managed a steady

but slow increase in subscribers despite the advent of 2

translators offering free signals. This was accomplished

by improving service and by heavy promotion.

In Ellensburg, Sorenson said, the translator “was a

blessing in a way, because it brought a signal to the farm-

ers.” He met its impact by increasing his service from 3

to 5 channels, one of them for the local college. He also
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plans to offer FM. Rates were changed from $135 installa-

tion & $3.75 monthly to $9.95 initial & $4.45 monthly.

Hallett reported that Wenatchee probably suffered the

greatest booster competition facing any CATV system

—

a 25-watt “mother” station & 6 satellites feeding 3 Spokane

signals. His reaction was to offer his own receiver serv-

icing dept, which produced a “terrific impression” on sub-

scribers by its speedy service calls & reasonable rates

(lower than independent service). He said he plans to

offer more channels, FM, background music, etc. He said

that the booster signal quality was “quite good” and that

color re-transmission was “acceptable.”

All participants stressed the necessity of “becoming

part of the community,” contributing to civic activities, etc.

Panel moderator John Campbell, of Dubuque, la.,

summed it up: “Make people glad they’re on the cable

instead of making them feel they’re forced to use it.”

Among the technical papers, one attracting consider-

able attention was “experience with long distance TV fields

used for re-transmission,” by Warren L. Braun, asst. gen.

mgr. of WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va. He said he had de-

veloped a new method of predicting the location of stable

fields and used it successfully on about 200 occasions.

Theater’s TV’s 3-Rounder: Ingemar Johansson’s short-&-

sweet 3rd-round upset victory over Floyd Patterson June

26 for the world heavyweight championship—after a one-

day postponement because of rain—drew one of the biggest

closed-circuit TV audiences in history. It won’t be known
for some time whether the TelePrompTer-networked event

out-drew the 1957 & 1958 Robinson-Basilio middleweight

title bouts. The radio broadcast was on ABC, sponsored by

United Artists to plug “The Horse Soldiers.”

In an unusual freak of scheduling, there was also a

free fight available on NBC-TV between Ralph (Tiger)

Jones & Victor Zalazar of Argentina, from Madison Square

Garden, as a part of the Cavalcade of Sports series.

The weather saved TelePrompTer pres. Irving Kahn
from running into a sticky problem. If the fight had been

moved again to June 27, the over-$l million TelePrompTer
gross in 170 theaters in 135 cities would probably have

taken a real dive, since many theater managers refuse to

air closed-circuit sports events on Saturday, peak movie

night of the week, even at $3.50 to $7.50 a head. It also

saved promoter Bill Rosensohn from becoming embroiled

in refunds to ticketholders. As it turned out, the fight’s

sudden ending made for a rather expensive half-hour of

televiewing. On basis of 9 minutes of actual combat, at-

tendees paid a total of more than $110,000 a minute.

There was ahso a round of subpoenas prior to the fight,

just to make things interesting, with the two fighters, Irv-

ing Kahn, Rosensohn, and others associated with the fight

promotion, receiving them from fighter Eddie Machen
(who’s suing for $1,229,375 in damages) . He claimed he

was in line for a crack at the heavyweight title. No suit

came, however, from NBC-TV or Gillette, who technically

hold a TV exclusive on Friday fights in N.Y. Patterson &
his manager Cus D’Amato got additional summonses from
TV producer Les Arries, who’s .suing for 10% of their

earnings under a 2-year-old agreement. One result of this

sideplay: All purses for the fight were tied up.

Hatchets were buried in Detroit on June 26 when
some 250 admen from all leading auto firms were invited

by the Detroit A.C. to view the large-screen, closed-circuit

telecast of the Patterson-Johansson heavyweight bout.

Educational Television

ETV Tape Network: Educational TV took a giant step

forward last week with the announcement of a $2,706,000

grant by The Ford Foundation to the National Educa-
tional Television & Radio Center (NET) to equip the

nation’s 43 non-commercial stations with video-tape re-

corders. NET pres. John F. White hailed the grant as “the

most significant advance in ETV since the first station,

KUHT, began operations in 1953 . . . The position of the

Center as the 4th major TV network will be strengthened

immeasurably.” He emphasized that the recorders and the

immediate playback features of tape “make possible the

rapid distribution of outstanding & timely programs.”

White said that Minnesota Mining has pledged “sub-

stantial gifts” of raw tape to NET and its affiliated sta-

tions. A NET spokesman told us that the organization is

evaluating video-tape recorders and that no installation

date for stations can be determined until a decision has

been reached on brand of video recorder to be purchased.

Kudos for network TV : The National Education Assn,

has counted “at least 50 network TV shows during the past

year that have helped significantly in bringing about pub-

lic awareness of various critical problems in education

today.” So says NEA press-radio director Roy K. Wilson,

reporting that a special film, “TV Panorama: Open Hear-

ing on Education,” will be shown at the annual conven-

tion of the teachers’ organization July 2 in St. Louis.

Included in it are clips from 2 dozen network shows, rang-

ing from CBS’ I’ve Got a Secret to NBC’s Wagon Train

to ABC's The Rifleman. ABC’s Washington news bureau
chief John Secondari will be commentator.

Special Virginia ETV commission has been named by
Gov. J. Lindsay Almond Jr., to be headed by pres. Thomas
P. Chisman of stations WVEC-TV & WVEC Norfolk, and
recently named pres, of Virginia State Bcstrs. Assn. He’ll

be joined on the commission by prog. dir. Sam Carey of

WRVA-TV Richmond, and state supt. of instruction Davis
Paschall. Six legislators will be appointed by Gov. Almond
later to work with this group. Chisman’s WVEC-TV
has been carrying an experimental ETV show with the

Norfolk School Board for the past 2 years, telecasting to

9 elementary & secondary schools in the Norfolk area.

ETV flunked a 15-week test completed last month at

the Long Island Agricultural & Technical Institute. The
findings indicated that ETV placed heavier demands on
students, is too costly, and disrupts the close teacher-

student relationship. In a test of a TV class & a control

group, the average grade of the TV-taught students was
lower, 75.85 vs. 76.3. The 3 teachers who conducted the TV
course found the experiment worthwhile and recommended
further investigation. Most of the students, however, re-

portedly were dissatisfied with the course.

Nine educational radio grants totaling more than

$35,000 have been awarded to 8 institutions by the National

Educational TV & Radio Center and the National Asso-

ciation of Education Broadcasters, now in their 3rd year

of a continuing joint educational radio programming pro-

ject. The grants are for the production of various radio

series—dealing with the project theme “The American in

the 20th Century”—for disti’ibution during fall 1960 to the

79 NAEB-affiliated radio stations.

Crosley turns over entire TV building at 2222 Chicka-

saw St., Cincinnati, to educational WCET (Ch. 48)—leasing

it at $1 a year for 5 years, renewal for 6 more years.
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MUTUAL SOLD—AGAIN; Still another sale of Mutual

Bcstg. System is nearing completion. This time it’s to

a group headed by Sen. Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.)

and lawyer-broadcaster Ted Granik, co-producer with

Westinghouse Bcstg. of 2 public affairs TV-radio

shows. We learn that the deal will probably be finalized

this Monday (June 29).

CuiTently, MBS is owned by a syndicate group headed

by Malcolm E. Smith Jr., chairman of Harrison Home
Products Co. and a manufacturer of low-priced records.

They took the network over in March (Vol. 15:10) from

the ill-fated Scranton Corp. for some $2 million.

Sen. Capehart’s group isn’t the only one interested in

acquiring Mutual. Reportedly, Albert G. McCarthy, a

Washington real estate figure, has made a bid for the

properties held by the radio network, with at least one

other N.Y. group (said to be in music industry) interested.

The 25-year-old radio network is having other troubles,

meanwhile. Five RKO Teleradio stations are leaving it

Aug. 8, when their contracts end: KHJ Los Angeles, KFRC
San Francisco, WOR N.Y., WNAC Boston, WHBQ Mem-
phis. The move is prompted by the stations’ intent to go

independent & change program emphasis to music, we’re

told by KHJ v.p.-gen. mgr. Norman Boggs. (KHJ had been

an MBS affiliate for more than 20 years.) Blair Walliser,

exec. v.p. of MBS, submitted his resignation less than 2

weeks ago, although he’ll remain as a consultant. And
AT&T is reported pressing for payments on the weekly line

bills—although MBS has a moratorium until Sept, on the

big bill owed previously.

Late last week, however, MBS stations v.p. Charles

Godwin announced that 2 more independent radio outlets

(WABR Orlando and WOHO Toledo) have joined Mutual,

making a total of 19 radio independents that have linked

with the network since the sale to the Smith group in

March. This Tues. (June 30), MBS is expected to announce

still another affiliate—WTTM Trenton—which would leave

the NBC network. MBS is also, he said, airing 27 hrs. & 40

mins, of news programming each week, with a total of 34

newscasts (5 min.) daily.

CBC Csnsorship? Canada’s Parliamentary Committee on

Broadcasting may be peeling a hot potato when it starts

checking this week into reasons why 37 key people of the

Canadian Bcstg. Co.’s Talks & Public Affairs Dept, re-

signed after the govt.-owned system cancelled a regularly

scheduled political commentary program.
CBC quickly announced reinstatement of Preview

Commentary (in which members of the Parliamentary
press gallery discuss the previous day’s sessions of the

House of Commons) and said it was not accepting the x’e-

signations of the 37. They maintained a discreet silence.

However, there were implications by the resignees that

CBC had cancelled the program as the result of political

interference from the Govt. CBC said it had cancelled to

test the program’s popularity.

While there was no evidence to support charges of

political interference with the free expression of ideas via

CBC, the Parliamentary Committee summoned several of

the resignees to appear before it this week.
In a statement announcing reinstatement of the pro-

gram, CBC directors declared they wished “to reaffirm the

established policy of freedom of expression in CBC pro-

grams devoted to the discussion of public issues.”

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

Big NBC Week: A number of nighttime sales gaps in

NBC-TV’s fall lineup were closed last week in a brisk

round of activity, with several deals being orders for

specials rather than series. Sales activity at the other 2

networks looked, by comparison, on the light side, although

network executives hastened to point out that such a view

is misleading since both ABC & CBS nighttime TV lineups

are close to a standing-room-only status. One of NBC’s
network deals, with Union Carbide, isn’t a “sale” in the

usual sense. The giant chemical firm will help to underwrite

the costs of Continental Classroom, along -with other well-

heeled concerns (Du Pont, General Foods, Bell Telephone,

IBM, Pittsburgh Glass, Standard Oil of Cal. U.S. Steel).

ABC-TV
Colt .45 (Sun. 7-7:30 p.m.), eff. early fall. Program is being

switched frorn Sun. 9-9:30 p.m., now gives
Warner Bros., its producers, a total of 3 hrs.
of film shows on Sun.
Nestle (Product & agency not selected).

CBS-TV
Johnny Ringo (Thurs. 8:30-9 p.m.), eff. Oct. 1, alt-wk.

sponsorship. Four Star Films production.
P. LoHllard (Lennen & Newell) and S. C.
Johnson & Son (Needham, Louis & Brorby).

Person to Person (Fri. 10:30-11 p.m.), eff. Oct. 2. Program
host not yet selected.
Pharmaceuticals Inc. (Parkson)

NBC-TV
America Pauses for Summer’s End (Fri. 8:30-9:30 p.m..

Sept. 18 only). Show will act as opener for
new series of NBC-TV Friday specials.
Coca-Cola Co. (McCann-Erickson)

.

Jimmy Durante-Milton Berle specials (Fri. 8:30-9:30 p.m..
Sept. 25 only for Durante one-shot; Sun. 8-

9 p.m., Oct. 11 & Nov. 1 for Berle).
Du Pont Co. for Zerex Antifreeze (BBDO).

Salute to Lerner & Loewe (Fri. 8:30-10 p.m., Nov. 19 only),
featuring excerpts from “My Fair Lady,”
“Gigi,” and other L&L shows.
General Motors Corp. for all lines of GM
1960 passenger cars (Campbell-Ewald)

.

Weekend Sports Events (Various times, as scheduled), in-
cluding Sugar Bowl & Senior Bowl games,
professional basketball, Hialeah racing, Phil-
lies Jackpot Bowling (Fri. 10:45-11 p.m.).
Bayuk Cigars for Phillies Cigars (Wennen
& Schorr).

Canada Dry Specials (no dates set), total of 10 musical-
variety shows of 60-min. length. NBC-TV
productions.
Canada Dry Co. (J. M. Mathes).

Who Pays? (Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m.), panel show with Mike
Wallace as host. Lester Lewis production.
Summer replacement.
Purex Corp. for Bhce Dutch Cleanser (Ed-
ward H. Weiss).

M-Squad (Fri. 9:30-10 p.m.) and The Arthur Murray Party
Tues. 9-9:30 p.m.), alt.-wk. purchases; Saber
of London (Sun. 6:30-7 p.m.), full sponsor-
ship.

Sterling Dmig (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample)

.

Continental Classroom (Mon.-Fri. 6:30-7 a.m. local times),
participation in underwriting program costs.
Union Carbide (Not via agency).

Moon & Sixpence (date not set), 90-min. color pre-taped
drama special. Co-sponsorship still avail-
able. Air date will be in Oct. or late Dec.
RCA Victor (Kenyon & Eckhardt), half-
sponsoi’ship.
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TRIPLE TV ‘IMAGE’; A trio of new qualitative research

studies, unveiled last week, underlined once more (Vol.

15:22) the trend to seek an ever-wider scope in broad-

cast ad research. The studies, designed to give agency

time buyers & TV clients something more than the

usual numerical ratings or cost-per-1,000 figures with

which to do their fall spot & network buying, were

ordered by 3 of the industry’s leading broadcasting

groups: the CBS-TV 0-&-0
,
NBC-TV, and Corinthian

Broadcasting Co.

The CBS study explored the ‘image’ created by CBS
outlets in 2 major cities as applied to commercial effec-

tiveness & prestige. The Corinthian study focused on Hous-

ton, Tex., where it explored viewer attitudes to TV news-

casts, service programs, movie showcases and the influences

of TV program listings. And, color-conscious NBC sur-

veyed the impact of color TV vs. that of b&w in 5 major

TV markets. Highlights

:

;|c *

CBS-TV study; Does the viewing public lump all

stations together and make a blanket judgment of TV as

a whole? This, says pres. Merle Jones, of CBS-TV Sta-

tions div., was the key question that guided a 6-month

study of a cross-section of 1200 viewers in N.Y. & L.A.

by 2 independent research companies—Institute for Moti-

vational Research Inc., in association with Market Plan-

ning Corp. (a McCann-Erickson affiliate). In a word, the

answer was “no,” with the CBS-owned stations in both

7-channel markets scoring high marks for “station image.”

For the channel “most likely” referred to by viewers

in the statement “They have more worthwhile programs

which I really look forward to, and watch with interest,"

the score ran; CBS—52%; NBC—28%; ABC—8%; in-

dependents—12%. This favorable image, the study re-

ported, transferred itself to the station advertisers. Asked

to associate channels with the description “I have a feel-

ing of greater confidence, more trust in the products 1 see

advertised on that station,” viewers ran up this pattern of

responses: CBS—53%; NBC—30%; ABC—9%; independ-

ents—8%. It works in reverse, too. Trying another avenue

of attitude, researchers asked viewers for the channel

“most likely” to be linked to a fictional concern wither-

ingly described as : “Company D has been slipping in sales

lately, and is desperately trying to regain its position by

loud, big promises.” The station image score: CBS—6%;
NBC—6%; ABC—11%; all others—77%. Identification of

the sponsor of the study—which covered some 25 topics in

5 projective tests—never was revealed to an interviewer.
ifi if if.

Corinthian study: TV is gaining a commendable
image as a news source, the study by Motivation Analysis

Inc. for Corinthian’s KHOU-TV Houston reveals. Utilizing

what’s described as “a semi-structured depth interview”

in a sample of some 200 men, women & teen-agers in the

3-station Houston area, MAI’s pres.. Dr. Phillip Eisen-

berg, found:

1. Half of those questioned want more TV news than

they are now getting, a third were satisfied with 3 broad-

cast news periods daily, and 18% wanted “fewer news-
casts.”

2. Two-thirds of viewers queried perferred a “short”
to a “long” newscast, with the general estimate of short
being 15 minutes.

3. Viewers generally want both world & local news in

a balanced TV mixture (43%). And, they want it “in per-

spective,” but minus personal opinions of the newscaster,

for the most part.

4. TV news was considered “very important” by 56%
of viewers, and “moderately important” by 17%. Only

27% considered TV news “not very important” or “un-

important” viewing fare.

5. Viewers liked the rapidity of TV news, as compared

to other media (28%), the visual perception that helped

make it “more real” (27%), and the feeling of “seeing

where the news is made,” such as Congress or the United

Nations (25%).
Corinthian’s study also probed viewer attitude to-

ward weather shows. Four-fifths of the respondents stated

they watched weathercasts and liked them, with most
viewers preferring their local weather story tied into the

national weather picture. Most viewers also stated that

the personality who delivers the weather report is an im-

portant element in the program’s appeal.

Viewers are also fussy about the movies they watch
on TV. Nearly half (47%) said that newspaper or TV
Guide listings were the primary factor in deciding which

movie to watch—with star names (55%) leading over

story summaries (40%) as the main attractions. There

was little (12%) random dialing of movies.

* *

NBC-TV color study: TV homes equipped with color

sets spend more time watching TV, provide a higher share

of audience to colorcasts, and have more viewers-per-set

watching color TV. So reported NBC-TV on June 24 in re-

vealing details of a special 8000-home study conducted by
Trendex for the network’s research dept, using matched
samples of color-equipped and b&w homes in Boston, Oma-
ha, Chicago, Milwaukee & Philadelphia. (The findings are

similar to those of Burke Marketing Research in Cincinnati

for Crosley Bcstg. reported in our Vol. 15:10.)

Four NBC color shows were used in the checkup:

Steve Allen, Dinah Shore, Perry Como, and The Arthur
Murray Party. Interviews were conducted with 400 homes
in each market for each show (200 color, 200 b&w).

Color’s over-all audience advantage was virtually

2-to-l, Dr. Thomas E. Coffin, dir. of research, stated, with
the audience for color shows in color homes (30.4 rating

average by Trendex) running twice as large as the audi-

ence viewing the same show in monochrome (16.9 average).

Sets-in-use were higher in color homes, with 50% of

color homes using their sets, compared with 43% in the

control group of b&w homes. Audience share also ran

higher, with color shows getting 60% in color homes com-
pared with only 39% in b&w homes. Competing stations

suffered a converse decline, getting 61% of the audience in

b&w homes but only 40% in color homes.

More viewers tend to gather around color sets. The
number was 12% greater in color homes, Trendex re-

ported to NBC. Interesting sidelight: The greatest in-

crease was in male viewers, with color shows reaching 24%
more men per color set. Altogether, the total number of

viewers per 100 color homes was more than double the

number of viewers in the same number of b&w homes.
Bullish about the prospects of more color sets coming

onto the market because of additional manufacturers get-

ting into the color act (Vol. 15:22), NBC researcher

Coffin stated “this indicates that the ability of color pro-

grams to draw substantial audiences in color homes does

not depend upon program or city but is an inherent value

of color TV programming itself.”
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Station Boost for Color: Some 20 telecasters represent-

ing affiliates of all 3 networks gathered in N.Y. last week

at the invitation of Roger W. Clipp, v.p. of the TV-radio

div. of Triangle Publications, Inc., to discuss plans for what

they termed “an intensive national color TV promotion

campaign, supported by broadcasters, set manufacturers,

distributors & local retailers.” Co-sponsors of the seminar

were RCA, NBC-TV and TvB.

Theme of the meeting could be summed up as “the

role stations can play in color.” Said Clipp at a press con-

ference following the meetings: “Only recently have we
felt color TV was promotable.” (He also stated that WFIL-
TV Philadelphia, which gets no network color service from

ABC-TV, is averaging “about 5 to 7 hours of local color per

week, about 75% on film.”)

The station executives heard recent facts & figures

about color, such as the new NBC-Trendex study of the

effect of color in color homes (see story page 8), and a

rundown on NBC & RCA programming & manufacturing

plans in the color field. Later this year, a special RCA team

will tour the 20 max’kets represented to exchange further

ideas on local color promotion, RCA product planning v.p.

Charles R. Denny reported at the meeting.

TvB pres. Norman E. (Pete) Cash told the group that

TV must sell color if it hopes for substantial increases in

billings—and the moment to expand into color is now. He
said a potential gross billings increase of $70 million is

available to TV from advertisers who are now spending

their dollars in other color media—newspapers, magazines,

billboards. If the 10 million homes whose sets are candi-

dates for replacement would buy color sets, he added, “as

many as 2.5 million more homes would use TV in the day-

time”—basing his estimate on research findings that color

sets are used more than b&w sets.

'i

Nearly 2 out of 3 housewives watch TV on weekdays
1 some time before 6 p.m., states a special study of the N.Y.

!

market by Pulse reported in the June 15 issue of Tele-

vision Age. And it’s fairly consistent viewing. Of 648

wives who viewed daytime TV (in a sample of 100), a

total of 44.8% watched during the full Mon.-Fri. period.

Afternoon viewing (45.9%) held a large lead over morn-

j

ing viewing (7.7%), although a combination of both

(46.4%) took top honors. Nearly half of the homes
(49.3%) had youngsters under 11 years. Top daytime pro-

gram : a 15.0 rating tie between Price Is Right and Amer-
ican Bandstand.

TV’s 15-sec. spot is ineffective, Schwerin Research
Corp. pres. Horace Schwerin told a recent conclave of Brit-

! ish advertisers. His firm’s study of British commercials
found that more than 40% of 15-sec. commercials “caused

!i
no significant change in preference, while only a little over

!! a fourth of the 30-sec. commercials were ineffective.”

'i
Schwerin noted that 75% of all British commercials last

year were 15-sec.

I

Multi-set TV homes showed 11.2% more viewing than
! single-set homes, in a recently released Pulse survey con-

' ducted in Jan. throughout N.Y. In the hours of 3-6 p.m.,

.the multi-set viewing advantage increases to 24%.

i New Canadian French-language outlet is planned in

|Moncton, N.B. by CBC, which is calling for construction
tenders about July 1. It hopes to have station on air by
next Dec. with films & kine. Microwave link with Quebec,

I

ito be built by Canadian National and Canadian Pacific

[Railways, isn’t expected to be ready until end of 1960.

Foreign TV-radio delegation representing 15 countries

has started a 4-month study of U.S. broadcasting opera-

tions in a program sponsored by the State Dept.’s inter-

national exchange service, now in its 6th year. The 23

specialists will be at the U. of So. Cal. until Aug. 2 for

general orientation sessions under Prof. Robert E. Sum-
mers. From Aug. 3 to 30 they will be scattered around the

U.S., visiting TV & radio stations. The delegation’s sched-

ude also includes: Sept. 1-6, U. of Pittsburgh, world affairs

seminars. Sept. 7-13, N.Y., inspection of network & other

facilities. Sept. 14-20, Washington, interviews with govt,

officials. Sept. 21-Oct. 14, station visits. Oct. 15-19, New Or-

leans, Radio-TV News Directors Assn, convention. Oct. 19-

24, U. of So. Cal., windup seminars. Countries represented

are Morocco, Nigeria, Iran, Argentina, Brazil, India, Bur-

ma, Malaya, Republic of China, Federation of Rhodesia,

Mexico, Finland, Colombia, Nepal, Ceylon.

A thousand movies will be produced annually once pay
TV gets under way, predicted International Telemeter v.p.

Paul MacNamara last week. He was addressing the Holly-

wood AFL-CIO Film Council, which is strongly pro pay
TV. Screen Producers Guild in Hollywood also entered the

pay-TV debate with its June Journal, which carried pro &
con articles about toll TV. Pro: MacNamara; producer-

writer Mervyn Leroy; Writers Guild of America natl. pres.

Edmund Hartmann; N.Y. Times TV critic Jack Gould;

Artists Equity pres. Ralph Bellamy. Against: S. F. Fabian,

head of American Congress of exhibitors; Robert J. O’Don-
nell, pres.. Interstate Theaters; Rep Emanuel Celler (D.-

N.Y.), chairman. House Judiciary Committee; Rep. Oren
Harris (D.-Ark.), chairman. House Commerce Committee;

CBS pres. Frank Stanton; NAB pres. Harold Fellows.

NAB fall conferences start Oct. 15-16 in Washington
at the Mayflower Hotel, followed by: Chicago, Sheraton

Hotel, Oct. 19-20; Boston, Somerset Hotel, Oct. 22-23;

Atlanta, Dinkler-Plaza, Oct. 29-30; Fort Worth Hotel,

Texas, Nov. 10-11; Denver, Brown Palace, Nov. 12-13; Los
Angeles, Ambassador Hotel, Nov. 16-17; Seattle, Olympic
Hotel, Nov. 19-20. National conventions: Chicago, Conrad
Hilton Hotel, April 3-7, 1960; Washington, Shoreham-
Sheraton Park Hotels, May 7-11, 1961; Chicago, Conrad
Hilton, Apr. 1-5, 1962; Mar. 31-Apr. 4, 1963. Board of di-

rectors meetings: Palm Springs, Cal., El Mirador, Jan. 24-

29, 1960; Hollywood Beach (Fla.) Hotel, Feb. 6-10, 1961

“TV Guide” increases to 53 regional editions with the

debut of an Arizona-New Mexico edition Aug. 1 & an Ar-
kansas edition Sept. 5. The first will furnish the program
schedules of KTVK, KPHO-TV, KOOL-TV and KVAR
Phoenix; KVOA-TV, KUAT, KGUN-TV, KOLD-TV Tuc-

son; KOB-TV, KNME-TV, KOAT-TV, KGGM-TV Albu-

querque; and KIVA Yuma. The Arkansas edition will pro-

gram KARK-TV and KTHV Little Rock; KATV Little

Rock-Pine Bluff; KTVE Eldorado, Ark.; KTBS-TV KSLA-
TV Shreveport; KLSE Monroe, La.; KNOE-TV Monroe-
W. Monroe; KCMC-TV Texarkana, Tex. Additionally, TV
Guide’s Louisiana edition will expand into a La.-Miss. edi-

tion with the Sept. 5 issue, adding the schedules of WJTV
and WLBT Jackson, Miss.

WAVY-TV (Ch. 10) Norfolk has signed NBC-TV af-

filiation, but it won’t be effective until WVEC-TV (Ch. 15),

currently NBC-TV, moves to Ch. 13, when it’s expected to

join ABC-TV. As yet, FCC hasn’t issued final decision to

affirm examiner J. D. Bond’s initial decision awarding
Ch. 13 to WVEC-TV after other applicants dropped out

following merger arrangement (Vol. 15:16). However, all

parties concerned expect WVEC-TV to be on Ch. 13 by fall.
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WESTERNS TOP NEW SCHEDULE: Living up to pre-

season predictions (Vol. 15:13), the Westerns will

overshadow all types of programming on TV next sea-

son. Approximately 30 are set thus far. Next season’s

schedules, just about buttoned up, hold no program

surprises, consisting mainly of Westerns, situation

comedy series, action-adventure and private eyes.

Following a consistent buying pattern (Vol. 15:20),

the fall schedules will find the No.-l-spot Westerns fol-

lowed by comedies making their predicted resurgence.

There are 15 filmed comedy shows due in the fall. Next,

with 11, is the action-adventure show, which figured heavily

in pilot-making (Vol. 15:13). Private-eye series will be

stronger than ever, with 8 lined up. Anthologies will be a

bit stronger than usual, with 6 or 7.

The much-maligned Westerns displayed amazing

strength, with 10 new series upcoming to offset the 10

cancelled last spring (Vol. 15:24). Runnerup for new-series

totals was action-adventure (8). Five new comedy shows

were sold, and 5 private-eye series.

Like, Art, Man: Beatnik TV is the latest video-tape path

to be trodden by the enterprising cats of Westinghouse

Bcstg. Co. Now in production at WBC’s San Francisco out-

let, KPIX, is a 30-min. series titled Against the Stream
(and subtitled “The Role of the Coffee House in our Cul-

ture”) which will examine beat generation folk music, art,

juvenile clubs, di’ama & other social aspects. First show in

the series, which WBC will offer in tape syndication, is a

probe of Beatnik religious views, done in conjunction with

the San Francisco Bread & Wine Mission, at North Beach,

and Rev. Pierre Delattre. By all indications, many a TV
viewer will be in for a big surprise, like, if it catches on.

Atomic Energy Commission ban on TV-radio coverage

at a June 3 hearing on an application to build an atomic

waste disposal plant at New Britain, Conn, was protested

by NAB last week. AEC hearing examiner Samuel W.
Jensch, in barring TV-film cameramen from the proceed-

ings, cited the American Bar Assn.’s Canon 35 rule against

microphones & cameras in courtrooms. In their complaint

to Jensch, NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows and freedom of in-

formation committee chairman Robert D. Swezey said : “To
our knowledge. Canon 35 has not been adopted as a rule

governing quasi-judicial administrative proceedings, and
its application here is contrary to its purpose.”

“Person to Person” will return to CBS-TV this fall,

minus Edward R. Murrow (on sabbatical leave) or Arthur
Godfrey (still recuperating from his lung operation) but

in its usual Fri. slot eff. Oct. 2 for Pharmaceuticals Inc.

via the Parkson Agency—despite a rumor last week that

the show was being dropped. CBS-TV is on a talent hunt
currently for a new host, with opinion divided between a
show business personality (Jackie Gleason, Ralph Bellamy,

Dore Schary) and a newsman (Charles Collingwood, Eric

Sevareid, Red Barber).

“Learn & Live” TV-radio public service program pro-

moted by NAB has been lauded by Sen. Wiley (R-Wis.).

The project “contains the ingredients of a sound founda-
tion upon which learning & education can be improved &
strengthened,” Wiley said in a Congressional Record
statement. It included “thoughtful comments” on the pro-
gram by NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows.

Biggest Year For Hour Films: Next season will be by far

Hollywood’s biggest for 60-min. TV-film shows There are

19 scheduled, compared to the 10 of this past season. One
reason for this near-doubling is that only one of last sea-

son’s 10 {Cimarron City) failed to make the grade. For
years TV-film executives have shunned the 60-min. series

on the ground that it wasn’t economically feasible. Time
has proved them wrong.

New 60-min. entries for next season from Hollywood:
Adventures in Paradise, Riverboat, Hawaiian Eye, Bour-

bon Street Beat, The Alaskans, Bronco, 5 Fingers, The
Untouchables, Bonanza, Laramie.

Holdover longies: Cheyenne, Desilu Playhouse, 77 Sun-
set StHp, Maverick, Rawhide, Wagon Train, Walt Disney

Presents, Perry Mason, Sugarfoot.

Last season’s 60-min. live shows from Hollywood were

a different story. All (The Eddie Fisher Show, The George

Gobel Show, Pursuit, Lawrence Welk Wed. Show) were

cancelled. As a result, there are no plans for new regular

60-min. live series from Hollywood, but Steve Allen’s vari-

ety show moves to the coast from N.Y. in the fall. Many
filmed specials will originate from the Coast, of course, in-

cluding the 60-min. 8 to 12 for MCA’s series of Ford spe-

cials, and Milton Berle’s special for NBC.

* *

Longer TV shows have become shorter on audience

share, indicates a new Nielsen study of the trend to night-

time 60-min. programs. The new fall network scheduling

has 33 regular 60-min. shows accounting for 46% of the

total time, compared with last fall’s 23 shows & 35%.
But the increasing hour shows have decreased in audience

attraction according to the study done for Sponsor. In

March 1958, there were 24 hour shows with an average

audience of 24.0. Twelve months later the 60-min. shows

had increased to 28, but had slipped in average audience to

21.5. Interestingly, the total of half-hour shows dropped

from 100 to 87 in the March vs. March comparison, but
j

they maintained the same 21.4 average share of the
j

audience. ;

Timex roster of TV specials will include a quartet of

60-min. musical shows with Frank Sinatra on ABC-TV. The
first show in the Hollywood-originated series will be Oct.

19, with others to follow in Nov., Dec. & Feb. From a

modest start with its 1957-58 jazz specials, Timex has

grown to be a major sponsor in TV, concentrating on musi-

cal specials, and will spend some $2 million for time-&-

talent on such shows in the coming fall-winter season,

we hear. Short-term sales spurts of as much as 300% have

been achieved directly by the firm’s network specials,

sources at the Doner & Peck agency have said.

“Up to now, newspapers & magazines have had the

information function pretty much to themselves. TV has

concentrated on entertainment. Many consumer magazines

were once built around entertainment—fiction—but today

most major magazines are heavily weighted in favor of

the factual article, which consumers of the mass media

now demand. There is still some fiction, but a much smaller

percentage than 15 years ago. We don’t think TV will offer

magazines & newspapers much head-on competition in the

area of factual information, but this latest move [the

decision of CBS, to schedule regular hour-long informa-

tional broadcasts for prime evening time], should sharpen

the competition, for the benefit of all .”—Sales Management.
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Personals: Anthony C. Krayer Jr. named business affairs

dir., NBC owned stations & NBC Spot Sales div. . . . Larry

Marks named adv. dir., WNTA-TV & WNTA Newark . . .

George E. Donnelly named treas., WPIX N.Y. . . . Bob
Lyte, ex-WAGA-TV Atlanta, named promotion dir., WWL-
TV New Orleans.

Robert M. Light, promotion dir., RKO Teleradio Pic-

tures West Coast broadcasting properties, elected pres..

Southern California Bcstrs. Assn. . . . Robert Nashick, ex-

KYW-TV Cleveland, named adv. & promotion mgr., KTLA
Los Angeles, succeeding James J. Rue (Vol. 15:25) . . .

Raymon L. Hamilton, ex-radio WINS N.Y., named Detroit

sales mgr. of WBC’s Television Advertising Representa-

tives (TvAR).
John M. Couric named NAB PR mgr. . . . Del Franklin

resigns as program dir. of KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul

to join Screen Gems in Kansas City. Richard A. Hubbard
promoted from asst, director to take his place . . . W. D.

McGregor promoted from operations mgr. to gen. mgr.
of CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont., succeeding E. E. Fitzgibbons,

now exec. dir. . . . Richard Robertson, ex-KTVU Oakland,

named sales prom. & merchandising dir., KRON-TV San
Francisco, succeeding Cecil Webb, now station account

exec. . . . Stefan A. Meyer named NBC participating pro-

gram services dir.

Charles R. Hunt, ex-Fordel Films, named sales mgr.,

Sound Masters, N.Y. TV film producer . . . William A.
Wood, Columbia School of Journalism asst, prof., named
dir. of University’s radio-TV office, succeeding Leon Le-

vine, resigned . . . Lawrence Rollins, WSIR Winter Haven,
elected pres., Florida Assn, of Bcstrs.; Robert R. Feagin,

WPDQ Jacksonville, 1st v.p.; Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ Miami,
2nd v.p.; Fred P. Shawn, WSUN St. Petersburg, secy.-

treasurer.

A1 Ross, radio KGEK Sterling, elected pres., Colorado

Bcstrs. Assn.; Abbott Tessman, KEXO Grand Junction,

named v.p.; Clayton Brace, secy. Ed Koepke, KDEN Den-
ver, re-elected treas. . . . Nancy Hanschman, CBS news
panel show producer in Washington, elected 2nd v.p..

Women’s National Press Club.

Thomas L. Thompson has resigned as program dir.,

KHOU-TV Houston . . . Ken H. James, ex-KENS-TV named
program dept, mgr., KETV Omaha . . . James R. Osborn,

ex-WCBS-TV N.Y., appointed commercial mgr., KXTV
Sacramento.

Clint Youle, billed as “TV’s original weatherman”
leaves Chicago’s WNBQ Aug. 7 to become an associate in

the Chicago office of Lehman Bros, (investment securities).

Executive Moves: Despite denials from both sides on

June 19, the romance between Tom McDermott & Four

Star Films became contractual reality last week, with

McDermott joining the active (7 network shows this fall)

telefilm firm as exec. v.p. (Vol. 15:25). The former senior

v.p. in charge of TV-radio for Benton & Bowles Avill serve

as exec, producer on all Four Star shows, as a board mem-
ber, and as new program development boss, based in Holly-

wood. Four Star pres. Dick Powell would not disclose Mc-
Dermott’s salary but told us that McDermott will receive

a percentage of the telefilms made by Four Star and is, in

addition, “a good, strong stockholder in the company.”

At the same time, another mystery was cleared up.

Harry G. Ommerle, ex-v.p. in charge of CBS-TV network

shows, announced that he was not going to J. Walter

Thompson to work as program coordinator on the Ford

lineup of specials after all (Vol. 15:22-23). Instead, he was
joining SSC&B agency as senior v.p. & dir., concentrating

on TV client i-elations & program development.

Late last week, the JWT job was filled by a CBS-TV
exeuctive—the latest in the wave of resignations at 485

Madison. John Fleming Ball, who’s been coordinator of

special programs for CBS-TV, announced he was taking

the post in July, reporting to JWT TV-radio v.p. Dan
Seymour. Ball has been with CBS for 6 years. He is the

4th CBS program executive within a month to leave the

network (Vol. 15:21). Still vacant was Hubbell Robinson

Jr.’s vacated CBS post—the spark that set off the whole

series of recent executive shifts.

National Community TV Assn, elects: A. J. Malin,

Laconia, N.H., pres.; Sandford Randolph, Clarksburg, W.
Va., v.p.; Charles Clements, Waterville, Wash., secy.; Bruce

Merrill, Phoenix, treas. Directors elected, in addition to

the officers who also serve as directors: Milton Shapp,

Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia; William Adler,

Weston, W. Va.; Clive Runnells, Houston, Tex.; Joseph

Saricks, Bradford, Pa.; J. Holland Rannells, Cumberland,
Md.; George Barco, Meadville, Pa.; Frank Thompson,
Brainerd, Minn.

TV-radio brokerage firm of Edwin Tornberg & Co. was
formed last week by the ex-TV-radio v.p. of Allen Kander
& Co. His new company will handle TV-radio shows and
filmed entertainment as well as TV-radio station sales. Allen

Kander & Co. will devote full time to newspaper brokerage,

property evaluation and broadcast consulting. Separate

offices will be maintained by the 2 concerns in Washington
& N.Y. at existing locations of the Kander firm. A West
Coast office will be established by the Tornberg organiza-

tion at 915 N. Commerce St., Stockton, Cal., headed by
Douglas Kahle. Edward Wetter joins Tornberg in N.Y.;

George J. Cooper will remain in N.Y. for Kander with John
Alden Grimes & Don Hogate in Washington. Walter
Grimes is leaving to open a general business bi’okerage

office at 1519 Connecticut Ave., Washington.

Melvin A. Goldberg, Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. research

dir., elected pres., Radio-TV Research Council, succeeding

Tom Coffin, NBC research dir. Other newly-elected officers:

Julius Barnathan, ABC v.p. & head of research, v.p.; Maiy
McKenna, Metropolitan Bcstg. research dir., secy-treas.

Obituary

John Laing Wise, 66, pres.-editor of Butler (Pa.)

Eagle and part-owner (with brother Vernon) of WNEP-
TV Scranton-Wilkes-Barre and of radio WILK Wilkes-

Barre, died of a heart attack June 25 in Butler.
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Advertising

Net TV-Radio Gains: Although overshadowed by news-

paper ad-volume gains of 23% for April 1959 over April

1958, network TV & radio advanced healthily with in-

creases of 8% & 20%, according to Printers’ Ink’s latest

compilation for all major media. Net TV dropped 2% in

April vs. March but wound up the first-third of 1959 with

a cumulative gain of 9%. Rebounding net radio keeps a-

coming. Its 29% jump in March-to-April business was the

largest for all media by far and was a factor in cutting

radio’s year-to-date loss to 10% from 19% the preceding

month. All media, with the exception of outdoor, showed

gains for April-over-April (magazines up 11%, for ex-

ample). The national ad-volume index was up 5% in April

over March, up 11% over a year ago, and is running 5%
ahead for year-to-date.

Index % Change from % Cumu-
Medium April April 1 month 1 year lative

1959 1958 ago ago Change
General Index 230 207 + 5 +11 4- 5

Total Magazines .... 164 148 + 4 +11 + 6

Weekly
Women’s

186 161 +16 +16 + 4

119 112 — 6 + 6 + 7

General Monthly.., 197 180 — 6 + 9 +10
Farm 99 97 — 5 2 0

Newspapers , 222 181 +12 -t-23 +10
Network TV 466 432 — 2 “h 8 + 9

Network Radio 36 30 -1-29 -1-20 —10
Business Papers 232 221 0 + 5 + 1

Outdoor , 157 159 +24 — 1 — 9

All indexes have been seasonally adjusted. The index shown for each

medium is based on estimated total advertising investments in the

medium, including talent, production and media costs. For each medium,
the base (100) is an average of total investments in the years 1947-49

except for the TV base which covers the years 1950-52. “Cumulative

change” in the last column refers to the change, from the same period

last year, of the index average from January through April 1959.

* *

Network TV daytime billings jumped 25.8% during the

first four months of 1959 compared with the similar 1958

period, reports TvB. Gross time charges show daytime bill-

ings of $70,667,162 for Jan.-April 1959 vs. $56,191,804 for

first-third 1958. April 1959’s leading TV network adver-

tiser was Procter & Gamble, with $4,691,463 in gross bill-

ings. Ford passenger cars were the leading net-advertised

TV brand with $738,988 in billings.

TV Took 51.5%: Of all ad dollars spent in 6 major

media during 1958, TV, in a record-making performance,

took 51.5%. According to a TvB analysis of 1958 vs. 1957

ad expenditures of the top 100 national advertisers, TV
gained $89,870,998 in net & spot billings, wiped out a $52,-

006,297 recession-induced loss recorded by other media, and

was responsible for increasing the top-lOO’s total billings

by $37,864,701.

Some 65% of the advertisers placed the largest share

of their dollars in TV—a 130% higher performance than

the closest other medium, newspapers. The heavy spending:

42% of the advertisers spent more than 50% of their total

budget in TV ; 22% spent more than two-thirds.

Witnesses scheduled to date in FCC’s network pro-

gramming hearing due to start in N.Y. July 7 (Vol. 15:25),

as reported by the Commission: C. Terence Clyne, McCann-

Erickson; Robert L. Foreman, BBDO; Dan Seymour &
John Devine, J. Walter Thompson; Young & Rubicam, Pe-

ter G. Levathes & David Miller; Ted Bates & Co., Richard

Pinkham & Harold J. Saz; Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, Philip H. Cohen; Benton & Bowles, Tom McDer-

mott (now switching to Four Star); Compton, Lewis H.

Titterton; Cunningham & Walsh, John B. Cunningham;
Lennen & Newell, Nicholas Keeseley. Others may be added.

Advertising People: Armando M. Sarmento named pres.,

McCann-Erickson International, serving under Sylvester

L. Weaver Jr., chairman (Vol. 15:25). Mr. Sarmento suc-

ceeds W. G. Stilson, who remains as McCann-Erickson v.p.

Mortimer Berkowitz Jr. and Joseph Henrici elected

v.p.’s BBDO . . . Donald E. Leonard, ex-Doner & Co., ap-

pointed Fuller & Smith & Ross media dir. . . . Clifford Wil-

son, ex-Cockfield Brown, named Kenyon & Eckhardt Detroit

office media dir. . . . Robert Dolobowsky named v.p. & head

art dir.. Grey Adv. . . . Thomas F. Swick and Alfred R.

Sanno named associate media dirs., McCann-Erickson.

John E. Kucera, network relations dir., Ted Bates TV-
radio dept., elected v.p.; John E. Calley, new program de-

velopment dir., & William E. Watts, commercial film pro-

duction dir., named v.p.’s . . . William C. Matthews, Foote,

Cone & Belding v.p., transferred from N.Y. office to San
Francisco, replacing John R. Little as gen mgr. Mr. Little

will be assigned to another post in the agency. Louis E.

Scott, v.p., succeeds Nelson Carter as Los Angeles office

gen. mgr. Mr. Carter will be transferred to N.Y. . . . Ed-

ward Karthaus, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan v.p., pro-

moted from office mgr. to gen. mgr., Toronto; Richard J.

Passanant, ex-Lybrand, Ross Bros., named controller.

In Other Media: increases of 11% & 12% in 1959-over-

1958 gross magazine ad revenue & circulation respectively

were predicted last week by Magazine Publishers Associa-

tion pres. Robert E. Kenyon Jr. The cheery outlook, keyed

to the opening of the industry’s N.Y. Magazine Center,

was based on an MPA survey of 62 publishers of 163 pub-

lications—consumer, business and farm. Estimated 1959

gross dollar ad volume: $700 million; gross circulation

volume: $319 million ... A report on magazine ad linage

by Printers’ Ink shows a 4.5% gain for first-half 1959 over

first-half 1958. June-to-June comparisons show 1959 run-

ning 7.3% ahead . . . Cutbacks are continuing at ANPA’s
Bureau of Advertising, with 3 additional salesmen dismissed

in recent weeks. Explanation: “The bureau is engaged in

the Total Selling Program, which requires changes in pro-

cedures.”

Product demonstrations in TV commercials must sup-

port claims for the product—so that the public buys “what
it thinks it is buying”—FTC ruled last week. A deceptive

advertising complaint against “flaming automobile” com-
mercials for waterproof wax by Hutchinson Chemical

Corp., Chicago, v/as dismissed by FTC “for lack of sustain-

ing evidence.” But the company was ordered to stop alleged

fictitious pricing practices, and FTC added a general warn-
ing against leading customers to think products have “un-

dergone a valid test or demonstration” or have been “en-

dorsed, approved or tested by a recognized organization.”

Station Rate Increases
station Base Hour Minute Date

WIIC Pittsburgh $1800 to $2000 $450 to $500 April 1

WBAP-TV Fort Worth .... 1000 to 1100 250 to 300 July 1

WFMY-TV Greensboro .... 800 to 900 160 to 200 July 1

KTVK Phoenix 500 to 600 100 1 May 1

WIS-TV Columbia, S.C. .. 500 to 676 126 to 175 June 1

KOAT-TV Albuquerque .. 300 to 425 s June 1

KHVH-TV Honolulu 350 to 400 76 to 90 June 1

WSAU-TV Wausau, Wis. 350 to 386 70 to 90 Aug. .

KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo. 300 to 330 60 to 76 Aug. 1

WSVA-TV Harrisonburg.. 250 to 300 50 to 70 June 1

WKOW-TV Madison, Wis. 350 to 385 70 to 90 Aug. 1

KOTI Klamath Falls. Ore. 150 to 200 30 to 56 s

* No change ^ Not announced.

Canadian Increases
CFPL-TV London, Ont. .. 526 to 600 140 to 156 July 1

CBWT Winnipeg. Man 620 to 630 139 to 132.50 July 1

CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont. 485 to 625 110 to 126 July 9
CBOT Ottawa, Ont 475 to 600 118.75 to 126 July 1

CKVR-TV Barrie. Ont. .. 350 to 385 80 to 90 July 1

CBHT Halifax, N.S 340 to 350 85 to 87.60 July 1
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Film & Tape

TV’S FRIENDSHIPS: Including renewals, there are 80-

odd telefilm series set for production for the coming

season. Of this number, about 65 owe their existence to

the fact they are in one way or another components of

—or represented by—cliques which have formed in TV.

Probably the most striking example is Warner Bros’

friendship with ABC. All of Warners’ 11 telefilm series

will be seen on ABC next season. Once Warners went into

TV, it established a close rapport with ABC, and this has

paid off richly for both the studio & network.

A producing organization today which seeks to become

a telefilm power looks for the help of a network or big talent

agency. Revue, the leading telefilm company, is, of course,

a subsidiary of MCA, which is one of the 2 largest (the

other: William Morris) talent agencies. In addition, MCA
has a close relationship with NBC, so that many a Revue

series winds up on that network, some without the pre-

liminary of a pilot {Whispering Smith, Laramie).

There are plenty of illustrations to show what a

difference it makes if a company has the right components

on its team. Certainly one of the principal reasons for the

success of Four Star Films is the fact that its product is

sold by the Morris agency.

Similary, 20th-Fox TV has had sagging fortunes until

this season coming up, with 5 now scheduled (Vol. 15:24).

The reasons for 20th-Fox becoming so prominent a TV
factor so quickly are twofold. First, it gained considerably

in hiring as production chief Martin Manulis, probably the

top prestiga producer in TV. Second, it signed the Morris

agency as its sales representatives.

Through their various links with a Warner Bros, or a

Revue, or with their own series (CBS’ Giinsmoke, Have
Gun—Will Travel, Rawhide, etc.), the networks have 27

series. As for MCA and William Morris, each represents

more than 20 series coming up next season, with MCA the

partner or owner of some of its product. Add the fact that

there are just so many time slots available, and you get an
idea of how important it is for a producer or company to

associate itself with a top talent agency or network.

That’s why a company such as MGM-TV feels it’s fool-

ish to just go on making pilots with no strong alignment to

help it on the sales end. Right now MGM-TV is discussing

several new projects with the networks which it hopes will

result in co-production deals. Not only would such a deal

cut the losses involved in making pilots which don’t sell;

but it would considerably enhance the chance of MGM-TV
selling such series. MGM-TV production chief Richard Mai-
baum is convinced his company must take such a step.

Sales Without Pilots: During the frenzied selling season
just finishing, in which 200 TV pilots were offered to

agencies & sponsors (Vol. 15:13), 14 series were sold with-

out pilots. They were sold by presentations, or impor-
tant star names, or on the prestige of a producer or writer.

Warner Bros, led this small & select group, selling 4

in this fashion: Hawaiian Eye, Bourbon Street Beat,

Bronco and The Alaskans. Next came Revue Productions,

which sold Riverboat, Whispering Smith, and Laramie
without piloting any of them. Series sold by star names,
bypassing pilots, were The June Allyson Theater-, Captain
of Detectives, starring Robert Taylor; Wichita Town, with
Joel McCrea, and Barbara Stanwyck Theatre. Adventures
in Paradise sold 20th-Fox TV on the prestige of James
Michener & production chief Martin Manulis.

Film’s Neglected Field: tv film commercials have be-

come an “abandoned delinquent” to Hollywood’s leading

film makers. Although occupying 14% of all TV time, they

are guided by non-film men who “have meant well & tried

hard but could not do a sophisticated job with a foreign

object.” So said Jerry Schnitzer, Cannes-award-winning

commercial director for Robert Lawrence Productions, last

week to the Inti. Design Conference at Aspen, Colo. “The

theatrical film industry has failed to accept the challenge

of the TV commercial as an art form,” he added.

Commercials have sinned most in the visual area, par-

ticularly when “the inspiration has come from radio rather

than film,” Schnitzer thought. “If commercials are to

utilize the film form to its utmost, they must communicate

non-verbally—they must speak through pictures rather

than an intrusive third party—they must pictorialize their

themes and shrug off their dependency on inert sound. It

remains for film men within the industry to stop acting

like hacks and start performing like the artists they are.”

Soap Stymies Film Makers: TV film producers are still,

after years of trying, unable to solve the problem of mak-
ing 15- & 30-min. soapers, one of the program staples still

done live. It’s an economic problem. The fact that the

serials are on daytime considerably reduces their revenue.

MCA once pondered filming a serial via Revue Produc-

tions, but nothing ever came of it. More recently, CBS ac-

quired Mildred Pierce, and considered filming it as a

soaper, but economics forced the network to drop it.

Some producers complain they are even losing money
on films made for prime time at night, because of in-

creasing production costs. To cut their take down consid-

erably for product slotted in B time, could mean economic

disaster. Eventually, there will probably be a breakthrough
on this problem—possibly through tape.

Top 100 TV markets will be video-tape equipped before

the end of this year, predicts Ampex professional products

mktg. mgr. Tom Davis. He said many national tape com-
mercial spot campaigns will begin during the Christmas

season. More than 100 stations are now equipped with

Ampex Videotape recorders, nearly 60 of them in the top

100 TV markets. Davis gave this further breakdown of

Ampex users: networks, nearly 90 recorders, with 9 more
ordered in the last 30 days; independent producers, 20 re-

corders; 13 more on order by 10 organizations; 10 produc-

tion companies have mobile recorder units. More than 100

Ampex recorders are in use in 18 foreign countries. Davis

said Ampex has a 2-month backlog of recorder orders at

the present production rate of 2 machines a day.

TV tape research team, sponsored by Ampex, is now
visiting Videotape recorder-equipped stations throughout
the country to collect data on how stations use their re-

corders—including such details as methods of tape storage,

techincal tricks and paper work. The 2-man team of Russ
Baker (ex-WOW-TV Omaha, KGO San Francisco & WNBF
Binghamton) and Eldon Brown (ex-CBS-TV, KCOP Los
Angeles & WDAF-TV Kansas City) is also on call to

help tape equipment users set up systems or streamline

operations. Its comprehensive findings on TV tape prac-

tices will be released at the conclusion of the study.

First TV news fellowship was awarded last week by
NBC-TV’s flagship WRCA N.Y. to Morton Fleischner, a
student at Stuyvesant H.S., Manhattan. Fleischner will

work for 8 weeks this summer as an editorial asst, in the

NBC news dept., and plans to major in journalism at NYU.
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New York Roundup: Trend to taped variety shows con-

tinues, with the Tues. 10-11 p.m. Garry Moore Show due

to become all-tape this fall, primarily to gain the services

of name-star Broadway performers who would otherwise

still be before the footlights at airtime . . . Victor Borge’s

location special, to be taped & filmed in Denmark, will be

aired on NBC-TV for Pontiac on Oct. 16, and will be used

to launch the auto maker’s 1960 line . . . WPIX N.Y. has

now lined up some 50 stations for its own 60-min. film docu-

mentary on the Berlin crisis. The independent station got

into the syndication act last year with a documentary on

the Russian revolution, now plans at least 2 more.

Syndication is in a trend toward full-sponsorship, with

national & regional advertisers buying syndicated tele-

films because they prefer identification with their shows—

a

trend opposite to that of sponsors in network TV (Vol.

15:24). That’s the key finding in a 30-market study under-

taken by Ziv TV’s research dept., which noted that 55%
of Ziv evening shows (after 6 p.m.) had full sponsorship,

35% were alternately sponsored, and only 10% acted as

participation spot carriers. In 1957, the full-sponsorship

figure in the same 30 markets was 51%, reports syndica-

tion sales mgr. Len Firestone.

ITC has sold more than $600,000 worth of telefilms in

Latin & South America, Japan and the Philippines in just

6 months of overseas selling, Abe Mandell, dir. of inti, sales

for ITC reports. Back from a sales trip to the Far East,

Mandell says: “The one major consumer product not ad-

vertised on Japanese TV is TV itself, because current de-

mand for receivers exceeds the industry’s production capa-

city.” . . . Britain’s Associated TV Ltd.—on another front

—which co-owns ITC, has changed the name of its dis-

tribution subsidiary to Incorporated TV Co. Ltd. in order

to further the ITC image with a similar set of initials.

Another Bolshoi package is being offered in TV. Art

Theatre of the Air, an offshoot of N.Y. film financier Joe

Harris’s Essex-Universal, has acquired some 3 hours worth

of color & sepia footage of the Bolshoi, Moiseyev, Georgian

and Moscow ballets from Artkino, official Soviet film dis-

tributor in the U.S., and plans to assemble it as a series of

telefilm specials. Still unsold are the 4 hour-long Bolshoi

b&w video tapes made Matty Fox, although N.Y. ad agen-

cies now tell us they’re quietly being offered to leading TV
advertisers as a series of specials.

MCA’s new syndication series, Coronado 9 starring

Rod Cameron, has been signed by Falstaff Brewing for a

26-state, 66-market spread. It’s the 3rd straight Cameron-
starred telefilm series the brewer has purchased . . .

Screen Gems has scored its first major sale on Manhunt, a

police drama series shot in San Diego, with Genesee Brew-
ing for 9 upstate N.Y. markets . . . WRCA-TV N.Y.

promptly cleared a Tues. 7-7:30 p.m. slot for the syndicated

reruns of The Phil Silvers Show, which start this fall for

N.Y. Telephone’s classified directory & Ronzoni macaroni.

The show has been an attraction on rival WCBS-TV.
Sam Goldwyn’s pre-1948 movies, about 52, are avail-

able to TV—at “the right price.” So said the veteran pro-

ducer at the N.Y. premiere of his “Porgy & Bess,” last

week. He also predicted that pay-TV would be a reality

within 2 years, at a cost of over $200 million. His is the

only major-studio movie backlog not yet committed to TV.

Fremantle now has a total of 7 fully-sponsored Span-

ish-dubbed shows per week running in Mexico City, with

the sale of its 15-min. Jungle series to a local dog food

sponsor. In addition, 5 weekly 30-min. telefilm series in

English sold by Fremantle are being aired in the Mexican
capital as spot carriers.

Hollywood Roundup: MCA’s Hubbell Robinson, exec,

producer for next season’s Ford specials on NBC, is due on
the coast this week to set up headquarters at Revue Stu-

dios, Universal City. He will immediately begin working
on properties & lining up talent.

Milton Berle will film one of his NBC Sun.-night spe-

cials, do the other live. Filmed will be his segment with

Desi Arnaz & Lucille Ball. The other show will have Danny
Thomas as guest . . . Frank Sinatra has named Jimmy Van
Heusen and Sammy Cahn exec, producers of his four 60-

min. specials for ABC next season. Jack Donahue will

produce & direct.

Art Linkletter has flown to Russia, where he will at-

tempt to film shows for his People Are Funny series (NBC)
. . . Bill Burrud Productions has signed Gene Blakely to

produce 2 TV series. Wanderlust & Holiday.

New Hollywood office of NAB’s TV Code Affairs Dept.

(Vol. 15:19) will be headed by Frank Morris, CBS-TV
senior editor there since 1957. Announcing the appoint-

ment, Code Review Board chairman Donald H. McGannon
pointed out that more than 40% of all material seen on
TV is supplied by Hollywood film producers. He said Mor-
ris “has a working acquaintance with most of these pro-

duction executives and understands their special prob-

lems.” Morris, a veteran writer & producer, had joined

CBS after 10 years with ABC in Hollywood.

Davana Inc., an independent TV film production com-

pany, has been formed by ex-Perry Mason producer Ben
Brady. Biady & CBS have signed a deal for joint produc-

tion of new series {Troubleshooters) . . . Filmaster Inc.

{Death Valley Days) and Meridan Productions have moved
from California studios to Republic.

First “potpourri Western” has been signed by Colgate

as a summer replacement to be seen in the Friday-night

NBC-TV spot occupied by The Thin Man series, starting

this week. The 10-episode series, featuring James Stewart,

Ronald Reagan, Dale Robertson, George Montgomery, Rob-

ert Cummings and others has been assembled by pulling

Western episodes out of other anthology packages, and

will be called Colgate Western Theatre.

Gene Barry-Ziv TV feud last week (Vol. 15:24-25)

produced nothing but the good old run-around in both N.Y.

and Hollywood in response to press queries. Hollywood

sources told us that meetings between the Bat Masterson

star and Ziv on the subject of contract differences had been

moved to N.Y., and that they knew nothing. In N.Y., Ziv

officials said they had no information on the meetings

—

and suggested a Hollywood check. Production on the TV
series is at a standstill, meanwhile.

Screen Gems is proceeding with production on a second

season for its syndicated Rescue 8 series. Langford Pro-

ductions has been formed by Robert Stack & agent William

Shiffrin to produce telefilms & movies. . . . Filmaster Pro-

ductions will take over production of Death Valley Days,

previously produced by McGowan Productions.

KTTV’s latest syndication series is The Jerry Lester

Show, to be produced by Jerdu Productions, owned by

Lester and Maurice Duke. The 90-min. shows will be seen

weekly on KTTV beginning next week, July 10.

AB-PT pres. Leonard Goldenson, ABC pres. Oliver

Treyz, and ABC program v.p. Tom Moore toured Metro,

Warner Bros, and 20th-Fox last week to inspect studio fa-

cilities, discuss ABC series with 20th & Warners, and talk

possible deals with Metro. At 20th, they were welcomed

with a luau by pres. Spyros Skouras, production chief

Buddy Adler and TV production chief Martin Manulis.
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STEREO'S DOUBLE-TROUBLE VANISHING: Stereo will really get off the ground on nation-

wide basis in 1960. Quality of sets is improving. Beginning of the end of public confusion over stereo is in

sight. New set design has strong housewife-appeal.

That's distillation of opinions of dealers & manufacturers with whom we talked—together with our

own observations—last week at New York's big Music Industry Trade Show. Stereo phono manufacturers'

exhibits were heavily attended by dealers, with far more buying interest than last year.

Their products geared carefully to market research , all manufacturers are now stressing single-

cabinet stereo as antidote to last year's "double-trouble"—too many cabinets. Almost all of them, too, offer

auxiliary-speaker systems for buyers who do want greater channel-separation offered by separate cabinets.

Many novel approaches are being used to give widespread-sound effect in single cabinet. Small

attractive outrigger speakers are used by RCA, Philco & others in some models (Vol. 15:22-23). Columbia &
Webcor have models in which separate speaker cabinet may be removed from inside of console cabinet if

desired. Other makers have hinged speakers which can be swung out for wider separation when set is in

use. In preview of portion of its new stereo line, to be unveiled officially this week. Motorola stressed "3-chan-

nel" approach—bass woofer for sound from both channels in center, mid-range & high-range speakers in

swing-out panels on either side. Webcor uses same 3-channel approach in some of its models.

Single-cabinet approach is aimed at pleasing dealer as well as housewife. Some stereo manufac-

turers offering multiplicity of cabinet styles were facing what began to look like rebellion of dealers who
felt they were required to carry too much inventory of 2nd & 3rd speaker cabinets. Another trend striking

responsive dealer chord at Music Show was provision for AM-FM tuner in many console stereo models. Drop-in

radio tuners make it possible to convert stereo phono to combination, eliminating necessity for dealer to stock

both stereo phono consoles & stereo-combination consoles.

Combination TV-stereo units
—"home entertainment centers"—were strongly in evidence, shown in

various forms by most manufacturers from Muntz to Magnavox. Muntz v.p. Jack Simberg, incidentally, told us

that stereo-TV combinations now comprise 35% of his company's TV sales. A Magnavox spokesman termed

the "Stereo Theatre" 24-in. TV-AM-FM-stereo phono (at $595) "the hottest seller our line." Grundig-Majestic

showed what probably were highest-priced stereo-TV combinations—its German-made units at $1795 & $2750.

Among other interesting developments at Music Show was new Magnavox remote-control stereo system, be-

ing tested for dealer reaction. The $1000 unit has wireless remote unit (using RF modulation) which starts

phono, rejects records, turns on AM or FM radio and scans dial for stations (in same manner as signal-seeking

auto radio), adjusts volume and switches from internal to external speakers.

Traditional "component" hi-fi manufacturers are going in more heavily for complete furniture pack-

ages (Vol. 15:20). One of first in this field was Pilot, now actively joined by Fisher, Bell Sound Systems

(Thompson Ramo Wooldridge) and by Stromberg-Carlson (General Dynamics). Latter has new & widely

advertised "energy isolation" single-cabinet furniture system in which components may be replaced as new
developments occur.

That the stereo campaign is hitting the mark is shown by EIA statistics on phono sales for first quarter

:

Factory sales, 1,002,298 (excluding record-player attachments), the majority of which were stereo—vs.

886,644 in first quarter last year, virtually none of them stereo. In first quarter of this year, incidentally,

123,547 phonos sold had FM or AM-FM tuners. Columbia phono dept, v.p.-gen. mgr. James J. Shallow predicted

at distributor meeting last week that industry would sell 5 million phonos this year (vs. 4 million last year)

at total retail value of $500 million, climbing to 5.25 million units at $525 million next year and 5.8 million at

$625 million by 1963.

• • • •

There was renewed activity on stereo tape front, too, at Music Show. Field of recorded tape showed
new signs of life, RCA attracting plenty of attention with its tape-cartridge recorder. Motorola surprised show
visitors with an RCA-type cartridge recorder, on display "to test reaction." If it is produced, it will retail at

$250-$300. Bell Sound also showed its previously announced RCA-type cartridge recorders.
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Single-reel tape magazine for the home was shown by Fidelivox div. of Waters Conley, Based on
same concept used by Fidelivox for commercial functional music systems, home tape players will be sold at

$120 (^attachment for use with existing sets) and $180 (self-contained table model). Plastic-packaged tapes

fit into slot, shut themselves off automatically when reel is finished, require no threading or rewinding.

"Fidelipac” tape magazines are intended for "home background music," will be recorded by major record

makers, according to Fidelivox officials. Magazines aren't compatible with RCA tape cartridge players.

Most tape recorder manufacturers are still sitting tight , watching outcome of initial cartridge-tape

merchandising efforts before deciding whether to join up. Magnetic Recording Industry Assn. (MRIA) is

continuing its opposition to tape cartridges, and MRIA leader Ampex Audio has formed new distribution

organization. United Stereo Tapes, to promote & sell open-reel (non-cartridge) pre-recorded tapes of all man-
ufacturers. Feeling among tape recorder manufacturers at Music Show generally seemed to be that there

eventually will be good market for both open-reel and cardridge recorders & tapes.

(For report on TV at the Music Industry Trade Show, see p. 18).

TOP TV BRANDS-IN-USE IN 21 MARKETS: New breakdowns of TV sets-in-use in 21

markets, by brand name, have been made available to us by Consolidated Consumer Analysis. These 1959

figures show 14 major TV brands and their percentage of each market.

These consumer surveys in the 21 markets are made by local newspapers sponsoring their own
analyses. They cover nearly every type of consumer product, from automobiles to dog food. Conducted on
questionnaire sampling basis, individual survey results are consolidated into the national report. Total 1959

survey sample was 64,444 households, representing nearly 5 million households in the 21 markets. Most of

surveys were conducted in January.

This year there are 3 TV-ownership tables—reprinted on opposite page—measured on slightly dif-

ferent basis than those we printed last 2 years (Vol. 13:40, 14:28), and therefore not directly comparable.

They show TV sets in all homes (both single- & multiple-set), sets in single-set homes and multi-set homes.

Multiple-set tabulation shows 13.2% of homes in areas surveyed have 2 or more TV sets, up from

12.9% in comparable survey year ago. Median set saturation in the markets was 94.4% (vs. 94.8% in last

year's survey, 92,5% in 1957, 88.7% in 1956).

Of all TV homes—both single & multiple-set—RCA ranked first in set ownership in 20 markets. Ad-

miral first in one (Chicago). RCA was first choice of multiple-set owners in 17 of the 19 cities in which

multi-set homes were surveyed, Admiral leading in Chicago, GE in Phoenix. Among single-set homes only,

RCA was first in 19 markets, tying with Admiral for the honor in Chicago and with Zenith in Honolulu. Ad-

miral was also first in Salt Lake City and Hoffman was first in Modesto, Cal,

Survey tables are cumulative, giving percentage of all households which own each brand of set in

each market, together with relative rankings of leading brands in each market.

Newspapers conducting the surveys: Chicago Daily News, Columbus Dispatch-Ohio State Journal,

Denver Post, Duluth Herald & News-Tribune, Fresno Bee, Honolulu Star-Bulletin, Indianapolis Star & News, Long

Beach Independent & Press Telegram, Milwaukee Journal, Modesto Bee, Newark News, Omaha World-Her-

ald, (Portland) Oregon Journal, Phoenix Republic & Gazette, Sacramento Bee, Salt Lake Tribune & Deseret

News, San Jose Mercury, Seattle Times, St. Paul Dispatch & Pioneer Press, Washington Star, Wichita Eagle.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for the week ended June 19 (24th week of 1959):

June 12-19 Preceding wk. 1958wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 121,369 128,049 81,999 2,580,219 2,017,094

Total radio 310,859 299,599 160,531 6,564,483 4,322,198

auto radio 138,427 134,167 55,453 2,666,140 1,370,347

Admiral’s new color line of 5 basic models—table

models, consoles & lowboys (Vol. 15:22-23)—will be shown

for the first time in August. They’ll use chassis made by

RCA to Admiral specifications.

RCA is dickering to sell to Russia its color TV equip-

ment (cameras, receivers, etc) which will be displayed for

G weeks beginning July 25 at the American National Trade

Exhibition in Moscow.

Sylvania moved its executive offices & several corpor-

ate staff departments over the week-end to the new Gen-

eral Telephone Bldg., 730 Third Ave., N.Y. The following

functions are included in the shift: research & engineering,

financial analysis, industrial relations, insurance, law, med-

ical, public relations, purchasing. Remaining at 1740 Broad-

way are advertising, marketing research, electronic tube

sales, photolamp sales, several light sales groups.
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Set Ownership in 21 Markets
Reprinted by permission of Consolidated Consumer Analysis

SINGLE AND MULTIPLE SET OWNERS
Pack-

%ot
Citv Owners

RCA
Victor

Ad-
miral

Hoff-
GE

Moto-
rola Zenith Philco

Silver-
tone

Emer-
son

Westing-
house Muntz

Syl-
vania

Magna-
vox

Hoff-
man

ard
Bell

Chicago - 95.9

Bank %
2. 19.2

Rank %
1. 20.4

Bank % Bank %
6. 8.0 3. 12.7

Bank % Bank %
4. 12.1 5. 9.1

Bank % Bank %
7. 5.4 11. 2.7

Bank % Bank %
14. 2.0 10. 3.4

Bank % Bank %
16. 1.6 8. 3.6

Bank % Bank %

Columbus .98.4 1. 29.9 2. 16.6 6. 7.5 4. 10.3 5. 8.0 3. 16.4 — 9. 2.7 8. 5.1 7. 5.2 13. 1.9 11. 2.3 — — — —
Denver 96.0 1. 14.7 2. 11.0 4. 9.4 3. 10.7 5. 7.8 6. 6.4 12. 3.0 9. 4.1 10. 3.3 7. 6.3 17. 2.1 15. 2.4 14. 2.9 8. 5.5

Duluth-Superior _ 94.9 1. 19.8 4. 7.6 2. 14.3 8. 5.1 5. 6.7 6. 6.3 13. 1.9 3. 8.1 7. 5.6 — — 20. 1.2 18. 1.4 12. 2.0 — —
Fresno _ _ _ 91.5 1. 15.4 10. 4.8 7. 7.3 2. 9.6 4. 8.3 3. 9

1

6. 8.1 9. 6.2 12. 3.1 — 11. 3.9 14. 2.3 5. 8.2 8. 6.4

Honolulu 89.0 1. 14.6 6. 7.8 3. 10.8 7. 7.2 2. 13.4 5. 8.0 4. 10.7 9. 5.5 11. 3.2 — — 9. 5.5 13. 1.8 14. 1.6 8. 5.9

Indianapolis 93.9 1. 22.3 2. 16.7 7. 7.4 6. 7.9 6. 8.2 3. 9.7 10. 3.2 13. 3.0 8. 6.5 12. 3.1 4. 8.4 15. 2.1 — — — —
Long Beach 96.2 1. 18.1 5. 9.4 4. 9.7 10. 4.9 7. 8.0 6. 8.4 8. 7.6 12. 3.1 14. 2.3 11. 3.2 15. 1.8 9. 6.2 2. 9.8 2. 9.8

Milwaukee 97.9 1. 28.9 2. 18.9 5. 6.9 4. 9.4 6. 5.6 3. 10.2 8. 3.6 10. 2.9 9. 3.1 12. 2.2 11. 2.6 7. 3.9 — — —
Modesto - 87.4 1. 12.6 9. 4.6 7. 6.2 6. 7.1 6. 8.2 3. 10.0 4. 9.0 11. 3.5 13. 2.5 __ — 12. 3.2 16. 1.9 2. 11.5 7. 6.2

Newark 97.2 1. 30.7 2. 16.0 6. 7.9 9. 4.7 7. 5.5 4. 9.1 11. 2.9 3. 10.2 8. 5.3 — — 14. 2.1 10. 4.3 _ — — —
Omaha 98.3 1. 23.0 5. 8.6 4. 8.9 3. 10.6 6. 7.4 2. 15.7 9. 3.9 7. 5.3 8. 4.0 — — _ — 11. 2.9 — — — —
Phoenix 93.4 1. 12.7 2. 11.7 3. 9.2 5. 7.1 6. 7.0 10. 4.9 7. 6.3 4. 7.6 10. 4.9 — 13. 3.8 9. 5.3 8. 6.1 12. 4.8

Portiand. Ore. 91.4 1. 15.5 3. 10.6 6. 6.8 5. 8.0 2. 11.3 4. 9.1 9. 4.9 11. 2.7 10. 4.0 — — 14. 2.2 15. 2.0 7. 6.0 8. 5.6

Sacramento 94.1 1. 17.6 9. 6.4 2. 9.6 9. 6.4 5. 6.9 3. 9.3 6. 6.8 8. 6.7 11. 4.4 — — 15. 1.7 12. 3.3 6. 6.8 _4. 8.0

Salt Lake City 95.6 1. 14.1 2. 13.5 4. 10.6 5. 8.7 8. 4.9 3. 12.4 11. 4.0 14. 2.4 6. 6.8 — — 12. 3.0 10. 4.6 9. 4.7 7. 5.9

San Jose 94.4 1. 14.5 2. 10.7 10. 5.1 5. 8.3 4. 8.5 6. 7.7 8. 6.2 9. 5.2 11. 4.4 — _ 13. 2.3 11. 4.4 7. 7.1 3. 9.6

Seattle 93.3 1. 18.3 5. 8.3 7. 7.7 3. 8.6 8. 6.4 6. 7.9 2. 8.7 15. 1.9 9. 5.7 13. 2.0 10. 5.0 11. 4.0 12. 3.4 4. 8.4

St. Paul 98.0 1. 22.3 2. 12.2 3. 10.1 5. 9.0 6. 7.6 4. 9.5 _ __ 15. 2.1 10. 3.3 8. 4.2 — — 15. 2.1 — — —
Washington, D.C._ 90.6 1. 25.6 2. 14.3 6. 8.1 5. 8.9 9. 5.0 3. 11.2 8. 5.1 4. 9.7 11. 2.8 7. 5.3 15. 1.4 10. 3.1 — — —
Wichita 93.8 1. 16.4 2. 13.0 4. 8.4 6. 8.0 3. 10.6 4. 8.4 8. 3.8 17. 1.7 7. 5.8 — — 21. 1.3 11. 2.9 8. 3.8 — —

% of
CITY Owners

RCA
Vcitor

Ad-
miral

Hoff-
man

Moto-
rola

SINGLE SET

Zenith Philco

OWNERS
Silver-

GE tone
Emer-
son

Westing
house

- Du
Mont

Syl-
vania

Magna-
vox

Pack-
ard
Bell

Chicago! 74.7

Bank %
1. 15.6

Hank %
1. 15.6

Bank % Bank %— — 3. 10.2

Bank % Bank %
4. 10.0 5. 6.9

Bank %
6. 5.1

Bank %
7. 4.5

Bank % Bank %
11. 2.2 13. 1.8

Bank % Bank %
13. 1.8 15. 1.6

Bank %
8. 3.2

Bank %

Columbus 71.1 1. 22.8 2. 13.4 — 4. 9.3 5. 6.0 3. 11.5 6. 4.3 — — 12. 1.5 7. 4.2 — — 14. 1.3 10. 1.8 —
Denver 80.4 1. 12.1 3. 9.0 13. 2.3 2. 9.8 5. 6.6 7. 5.5 4. 7.0 12. 2.5 9. 3.6 13. 2.3 10. 2.7 16. 1.9 15. 2.2 8. 5.2

Duluth-Superior _ 83.1 1. 17.8 4. 6.5 14. 1.6 8. 4.5 5. 5.9 7. 5.0 2. 11.9 19. 1.1 3. 6.9 6. 5.2 — 19. 1.1 16. 1.5 — —
Fresno 83.4 1. 13.5 10. 4.5 4. 8.4 2. 8.7 6. 7.3 3. 8.5 8. 5.8 5. 8.1 7. 6.0 12. 2.7 14. 2.0 11. 3.4 15. 1.9 9. 5.7

Honolulu- 83.0 1. 13.0 6. 7.3 14. 1.5 7. 7.0 1. 13.0 5. 7.8 3. 10.1 4. 9.6 8. 5.4 12. 2.9 11. 3.4 10. 4.9 13. 1.7 9. 5.3

Indianapolis 73.9 1. 17.8 2. 13.2 — — 6. 6.3 5. 7.0 4. 7.1 7. 5.6 13. 2.4 11. 2.5 8. 5.1 — — 3. 7.7 14. 1.8 — —
Long Beach 79.8 1. 15.8 5. 7.1 3. 9.3 10. 3.9 7. 7.0 4. 7.3 5. 7.1 8. 6.7 12. 2.7 14. 2.0 13. 2.3 15. 1.6 9. 5.8 2. 9.0

Milwaukee 80.6 1. 25.3 2. 14.7 — — 4. 8.4 6. 4.6 3. 8.5 5. 5.1 7. 3.1 10. 2.4 9. 2.5 18. 1.4 11. 2.3 7. 3.1 —
Modesto 82.6 2. 11.0 9. 4.2 1. 11.3 6. 6.6 5. 7.2 3. 9.4 8. 5.3 4. 9.2 11. 3.4 13. 2.5 17. 1.8 12. 3.1 16. 2.0 7. 6.2

Newark 71.5 1. 24.1 2. 11.5 — 10. 3.7 9. 3.9 4. 6.5 5. 6.3 1.3. 2.4 3. 7.9 7. 4.2 6. 6.2 16. 1.6 8. 4.0 —
Omaha _ 85.1 1. 20.1 4. 7.4 _ _ 3. 9.8 6. 6.3 2. 13.5 5. 6.5 8. 3.7 7. 4.9 10. 3.4 15. 1.4 — — 11. 2.6 — —
Phoenix 81.7 1. 11.4 2. 10.5 8. 5.6 4. 6.8 6. 6.4 10. 4.5 3. 7.3 7. 5.9 4. 6.8 11. 4.4 15. 2.0 13. 3.3 9. 4.7 11. 4.4

Portland, Ore. 79.6 1. 12.8 3. 8.6 6. 5.7 5. 6.9 2. 10.2 4. 8.2 8. 5.0 9. 4.4 12. 2.1 10. 3.3 19. 1.2 12. 2.1 15. 1.8 7. 5.2

Sacramento 83.1 1. 15.4 10. 5.3 7. 6.3 8. 6.1 6. 6.4 2. 7.9 3. 7.8 8. 6.1 5. 6.5 11. 3.9 15. 1.4 15. 1.4 12. 3.3 4. 7.4

Salt Lake City 82.1 3. 11.0 1. 11.6 8. 4.6 5. 7.1 7. 4.7 2. 11.2 4. 9.0 11. 3.3 14. 2.5 6. 5.7 13. 2.7 12. 2.9 10. 4.1 —
San Jose 82.0 1. 12.6 2. 9.0 7. 6.4 5. 7.3 4. 7.7 6. 6.4 9. 4.6 8. 5.6 11. 4.3 10. 4.4 17. 1.2 14. 1.8 12. 4.0 3. 8.5

Seattle 79.8 1. 16.0 5. 7.0 12. 2.8 3. 7.6 7. 5.9 _6. 6.8 8. 5.6 2. 7.8 16. 1.3 9. 5.3 — — 10. 4.8 11. 3.6 3., 7.6

St. Paul _ . 84.8 1. 18.7 2. 10.8 — — 4. 7.9 6. 6.8 3. 8.6 5. 7.7 — — 15. 1.7 10. 2.8 12. 2.3 — — 15. 1.7 _ —
Washington, D.C. 75.8 1. 22.4 2. 12.0 — 5. 7.7 9. 4.1 3. 9.5 6. 6.1 8. 4.5 4. 8.2 11. 2.6 12. 1.6 — — 10. 2.9 — —
Wichita 82.6 1. 14.3 2. 11.0 9. 3.6 4. 7.5 3. 10.2 6. 7.1 5. 7.4 10. 3.2 18. 1.1 7. 5.4 15. 1.4 19. 1.0 11. 2.7 — —

^RCA Victor and Admiral tied for first place in Chicago. ^RCA Victor and Zenith tied for first place in Honolulu.

MULTIPLE SET OWNERS
Pack-

% of RCA Ad- Hoff- Moto- Silver- Emer- Westing- Syl- Magna- ard
CITY Owners Victor mlral GE man rola Zenith Philco tone son house Muntz vania vox Beit

Bank % Bank % Bank % Bank % Bank % Bank % Bank % Bank % Bank % Bank % Bank % Bank % Bank % Bank %
Chicago 21.1 2. 32.1 1. 37.2 5. 18.3 — — 3. 21.6 4. 19.4 6. 16.5 7. 8.6 11. 4.4 15. 2.8 8. 5.6 20. 1.8 9. 5.2 — —
Coiumbus 27.3 1. 22.6 3. 11.5 4. 7.4 — — 5. 6.1 5. 6.1 2. 13.5 — — 9. 2.7 8. 3.6 7. 4.1 13. 1.5 12. 1.6 — —
Denver 15.6 1. 28.3 2. 21.4 2. 21.4 12. 5.5 4. 15.3 5. 13.8 6. 11.1 12. 5.5 10. 6.5 8. 8.0 7. 9.4 19. 2.9 18. 3.3 9. 7.1

Dniuth-Superior _ 11.1 1. 33.9 4. 15.1 2. 31.3 13. 4.7 7. 9.4 6. 12.5 4. 15.1 9. 7.8 3. 16.1 9. 7.8 — — 19. 2.1 — — — —
Fresno 8.1 1. 34.6 8. 8.5 2. 23.1 12. 6.2 3. 19.2 4. 17.7 5. 15.4 10. 7.7 8. 8.5 11. 6.9 18. 1.5 7. 9.2 12. 6.2 6. 13.8

Honolulu 6.0 1. 37.0 5. 14.0 3. 21.0 12. 4.0 9. 10.0 4. 18.0 8. 11.0 2. 26.0 10. 7.0 10. 7.0 17. 1.0 6. 13.0 15. 3.0 6. 13.0

Indianapolis 20.0 1. 39.0 2 29.8 4. 15.6 — — 5. 13.7 6. 12.7 3. 19.0 10. 6.3 13. 4.9 7. 12.2 11. 5.4 8. 11.2 15. 2.9 — —
Lone Beach 16.4 k

Milwaukee 17.3 1. 45.3 2. 38.4 4. 15.4 22. 1.4 5. 14.3 6. 10.0 3. 18.3 8. 5.6 9. 5.5 9. 5.5 1.3. 3.2 12. 3.9 7. 5.8 * —
Modesto 4.8 1. 40.0 7. 10.0 3. 22.5 5. 15.0 5. 15.0 2. 25.0 4. 20.0 9. 5.0 9. 5.0 — — 9. 5.0 9. 5.0 — — 8. 7.5

Omaha . 13.2 1. 41.5 4. 16.1 3. 23.8 22. 1.4 5. 15.6 6. 14.2 2. 30.3 9. 5.5 7. 8.2 8. 7.9 — — 20. 1.4 10. 4.9 — —
Phoenix 11.7 3. 10.4 2. 12.9 1. 14.7 8. 4.3 4. 8.1 6. 4.9 13. 2.9 10. 3.5 5. 6.1 11. 3.1 17. 1.2 8. 4.3 7. 4.6 11. 3.1

Portland, Ore. 11.8 1. 35.5 2. 24.7 3. 19.4 8. 8.3 5. 16.4 4. 19.1 6. 15.6 8. 8.3 11. 7.1 7. 8.6 — — 1.3. 3.5 15. 3.3 8. 8.3

Sacramento 11.0 1. 34.1 4. 14.1 2. 23.2 7. 10.9 9. 8.7 8. 10.5 3. 19.6 6. 12.0 11. 8.0 9. 8.7 — — 13. 4.0 15. 3.6 5. 12.3

Salt Lake City 13.6 1. 32.8 2. 24.7 3. 20.1 9. 7.5 5. 8.4 11. 6.3 4. 19.5 8. 8.0 17. 2.3 7. 13.2 22. 1.2 13. 4.0 9. 7.5 6. 13.8

San Jose 12.3 1. 26.6 2. 21.9 10. 8.6 7. 12.2 5. 15.1 6. 14.0 4. 15.8 9. 10.8 8. 11.5 14. 4.3 — — 1.3. 5.0 11. 6.8 3. 17.3

Seattle 13.5 1. 15.9 3. 8.3 2. 10.1 10. 3.6 4. 7.3 8. 4.6 5. 7.1 0. 7.1 13. 2.7 9. 4.1 19. 1.2 12. 3.1 11. 3.2 7. 6.7

St. Paul . . 13.2 1. 45.4 3. 21.2 2. 25.5 — — 4. 16.1 6. 12.7 5. 15.3 — — 11. 4.7 10. 6.5 9. 7.4 — — 11. 4.7 — —
Washington, D.C. 14.8 1. 43.5 2. 25.1 4. 18.5 — — 6. 15.3 7. 9.7 3. 20.2 8. 8.4 5. 17.5 12. 4.0 9. 8.0 13. 3.8 II. 4.5 — —
Wichita 11.3 1. 31.8 2. 27.1 4. 15.4 10. 5.6 6. 11.7 5. 13.6 3. 17.3 8. 7.9 10. 5.6 7. 8.9 — — 14. 3.7 13. 4.2 — —

*Handled differently.
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EARLY RETURNS IN 23-IN. VOTE: The public hasn’t had

a chance to vote yet, but preliminary returns from

dealer precincts indicate that the new 23-in. twin-panel

square-corner tube will find favor with TV-buying con-

sumers. And one more set maker—Packard-Bell—came
out last week with a couple of 23-in. models.

“In 6 years, I’ve never seen such enthusiastic response

to any TV line as to our new 23-in. sets,” a Hoffman
spokesman told us last week at the Music Industry Trade

Show, the first East Coast showing of the company’s new
models. He was describing the reactions of distributors &
key dealers at the preceding week’s unveiling in Las Vegas

(Vol. 15: .25). And they put their money where their mouth
is, according to consumer products v.p.-gen. mgr. Ray B.

Cox, who said Hoffman wrote 2% times more dollar volume

of new orders than at last year’s premiere.

Although TV was overshadowed by stereo at the

Music Show (see p. 15), a large number of dealers strolled

through the displays of manufacturers who did show TV
lines—Admiral, Hoffman, Magnavox, Olympic, Philco,

RCA. As at the Chicago market (Vol. 15:25), the 23-in.

sets (shown by Admiral & Hoffman) and the Philco Safari

transistor portable were the big attention-getters.

It won’t be 23-skiddoo for the new tube size, most
dealers agreed. Although some we talked with felt they

couldn’t sell it in large quantities at $40-$50 more than

equivalent-looking 21-in. sets, most agreed it had definite

customer-appeal. A typical comment was that of George

Wasserman, head of big George’s chain in Washington:

“Eventually everybody will go to the 23-in. size; right now,

there’s a question in my mind if the markup is too steep.”

In Los Angeles, Packard-Bell showed its new line, again

emphasizing the dual 1960 trend to ingenious gimmicks

and to fine-furniture styling. Two basic console models,

starting at $400 & $440 featured 23-in. tubes. High-end

sets featured “computer control” dialing in which the

channel number is flashed on a control panel as the dial or

remote control is switched. The Packard-Bell line also fea-

tured the return of doors in its “Decorator” series.

The 23-in. tube is coming to Canada, too. A spokes-

man for Dominion Electrohome told us at the Music Show
that his company will show three 23-in. models as soon as

tooling is completed and components are available.

Transistor Radio War: Another manufacturer last week
joined Motorola and Olympic in the merchandising of tran-

sistor radios, made either wholly or partly in Japan. CBS
returned to the radio field, its Columbia phono dept, intro-

ducing to distributors 2 pocket sets made by Nippon Co-

lumbia, its Japanese affiliate (Vol. 15:21). A 4-transistor

model lists at $29.95 and a 6-transistor unit at $34.95.

Dealers attending last week’s Music Trade Show had

strong views on the Japanese merchandise—one way or

the other. Higher markups & lower prices were cited as

the principal advantages. Some with whom we talked

thought other big manufacturers ought to follow Motorola’s

example and import Japanese parts for U.S. assembly, to

overcome the big disadvantage of Japanese sets—lack of

a recognizable tradename.

One large dealer told us he was suggesting to manu-
facturers that they sponsor “dual lines” in the radio field

—

U.S.- and Japanese-made—recalling Philco’s old-time

lower-priced Transitone radio line.

Zenith introduced 2 new U.S.-made transistor radios,

pointedly calling one model the “Americana” and terming
both sets “American quality-crafted.”

DEALERS SUM UP ’58: The recession of 1958 is clearly

reflected in NARDA’s 13th annual Cost-of-Doing-

Business Survey, just released. The comprehensive

analysis of member-dealer operations reveals that the

1958 net operating profit plunged to a new low (1.1%
of sales) in the survey’s 13-year history, while operat-

ing costs soared to a record high (34.4% on net sales).

Compared with bright 1957, gloomy 1958 showed sales

off only 2.7%, but profits down a whopping 31.2%. Dis-

count selling, excessive trade-ins, an increase of more than

2 percentage points in 1957’s precedent-setting cost-of-

operation were high on the list of 1958 operating problems

reported by dealers.

Most dealers (81%) however, look for a healthy

bounce-back in 1959, foreseeing an average 16% increase

in sales. Only 6% anticipate a sales decline (averaging

11%), and 13% of the dealers expect no change.

Stereo equipment & TV were touted by dealers as

1959’s place & show best-sellers, running behind laundry

equipment. However, reporting on products they plan to

spur with special effort, they listed stereo 2nd, hi fi 7th, TV
10th. The No. 1 sales effort will go to freezers.

TV’s 10th place in the sales-effort parade may indicate

that dealers feel TV does a lot of its own selling. TV
looked good in a bad year with its sales increasing to

25.7% of total business vs. 1957’s 21.8%—despite lower

total TV sales as shown by 1958 industry statistics. Only

air conditioning among the other major equipment items

showed a 1958 increase over 1957 sales. The TV-radio-

phono category represented dealers’ prime products last

year, accounting for 36.5% of sales, up from 1957’s 33.7%.

TV’s 1958 sales increase was accompanied by major

activity in trade-ins. In 1957, TV trades slumped for the

first time to 35% of sales. In 1958, trade-ins rebounded to

an all-time high of 56%. Other home equipment which

established trade-in highs were refrigerators, washers, and

dryers. The complete survey is available from NARDA,
1141 Merchandise Mai't, Chicago.

RCA’s Big Fall Ad Push: After curtailing its advertising I

expenditures in 1959’s first half, RCA will more than make
up for the reduction with a major advertising splash (esti-

mated at close to $5 million) this fall for its new lines of

“Newsmaker” TV sets, radio, and stereo phonos.

The traditional July-August kickoff of the new lines

in magazines will be scrapped, adv. & sales prom. mgr. Jack

M. Williams told a press meeting in N.Y. last week. To gain

“complete flexibility,” dealers will initiate the kickoffs at

local level, using newspapers & spot media, “w'hen they’ve

got their new stock.” Then, early in September, RCA will

start rolling at the national level.

Magazine insertions will be “50% greater” than last
i

year. Colorcast TV will also get a large share of the RCA
ad dollars, with nearly 70 mins, of color commercials sched-

uled on NBC-TV’s Bonanza (which RCA is co-sponsoring),

specials in the Sunday Showcase series, and Nov. 20 spon-

sorship of the pre-taped Moon & Sixpence starring Lau-

rence Olivier.

“All RCA Victor pi'oducts will be advertised under the

‘Newsmaker’ theme to capitalize on our large number of

innovations,” said Williams, with additional prominence •'

going to “Nipper,” the well-known dog trademark.

Also previewed at the N.Y. meeting was a new full-

color industrial film. The Wonderfid World of Color, which

gives a backstage look at the preparations for network TV
colorcasts along with a discussion of how RCA color works.

ii
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Trade Personals: Richard W. Griffiths, ex-Servomechan-

isms, named gen. sales mgr., Hoffman semiconductor div.,

succeeding Henry F. Schoemehl who has been promoted to

product mktg. dir., for division’s Evanston, 111. plant . . .

Russell E. Conley named publications adv. & promotion

mgr., RCA (Vol. 15:15) ... Hal V. Miller, ex-Natl. Sci-

entific Labs, appointed liaison engineer, Packard Bell

technical products div.

Robert Tate, ex-Waldorf Instrument Corp., named dir.,

avionic sales & service div.. General Precision Labs . . .

Joseph T. Hayes named internal auditor & tax mgr., CBS-
Hytron; Everett B. Boise promoted from production types

applications engineering supervisor to receiving tubes ap-

plications engineering mgr.

John Howzdy, ex-comptroller of ACF electronics,

elected treas. of Aeronautical Radio Inc. and subsidiary

ARINC Research Corp. . . . L. G. Becker, ex-communica-

tions-electronics branch chief, directorate of material pro-

grams of the Air Force, named Eastern regional mgr. of

Philco’s Govt. & industrial div. headquarters, Washington.

James M. Skinner Jr., Philco pres., and Harvey Wil-

liams, pres., Philco International, will leave June 27 for a

month’s tour of Europe, visiting subsidiaries & licensees in

England, France, Germany, Italy & Switzerland . . . Charles

R. Wilson promoted from Du Mont Labs West Coast div.

quality control mgr. to production mgr.. West Coast div..

Military Electronic Operations.

H. W. (Hank) Shepard, ex-gen. mgr. of NBC’s WAMP
Pittsburgh, named to new post of RCA color TV market
development administrator . . . Donald B. Davis, Klipsch &
Assoc, v.p. & USIA’s hi-fi consultant, will represent Insti-

tute of High Fidelity Mfrs. at U.S. exposition opening July

25 in Moscow . . . John R. Johnson promoted from v.p. to

senior v.p.. Standard Coil; C. J. Antognoli promoted from
Midwest sales mgr. to gen. sales mgr., A. H. (Buzz) Forbes

named export & jobber sales mgr.
John S. Hall, ex-Raytheon, named Gabriel electronics

div. manufacturing mgr. . . . Robert B. Amdur rejoins Tele-

PrompTer as systems coordinator for Govt, services, group

communications div. Prior to service in the Army Signal

Corps, he was in the TelePrompTer film service div. . . .

Charles III, Washington business mgr. of Page Communi-
cations Engineers, appointed to Defense Dept.’s Small Busi-

ness Industry Committee.

Distributor Notes: Admiral appoints subsidiary Appliance

Distributors, Peoria, for central Illinois. Griffin Distribut-

ing Co. becomes Admiral distributor in Denver; John
Conger, ex-mgr., Denver Admiral, named Griffin sales v.p.

. . . John Frawley, ex-Du Mont Labs, named to new post of

sales mgr. for Admiral Distributing Corp. branches . . .

Hoffman appoints Rock Smith Co., Davenport, la., for east-

ern Iowa, western Illinois, southwestern Wisconsin.

Looking for U.S. dealers for its hi-fi line (Vol. 15:16),

Canada’s Dominion Electrohome Industries set up a dis-

play room last week at New York’s Statler-Hilton Hotel

and invited all dealers attending the Music Industry Trade
Show to come & have a look. Dominion’s hi fi stresses

quality cabinets. A unique feature of the line is the avail-

ability of companion furniture suites matching the hi-fi

cabinets—all made by Dominion. The company has test-

marketed its hi fi in the U.S. through Campbell’s Music
Store in Washington, D.C. Prices in the U.S. will be iden-

tical with those in Canada—the 13%% duty plus shipping
being counterbalanced by domestic 11% sales & 15% ex-

cise taxes. Dominion says it has no plans to export its TV.

Finance

Ampex Corp. reports record sales & earnings for the

fiscal year ended April 30. Pres. George Long said sales

for the current fiscal year should total about $60 million,

earnings $3.9 million ($1.77 a share). For the year ended

April 30 (1958 share totals adjusted to reflect 2%-for-l

stock split)

:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$43,808,807

2,853,000
1.29

2,209,308

1958
$30,115,000

1,540,000
840

1,835,662

General Instrument expects a record sales year in

fiscal 1960, chairman Martin H. Benedek told stockholders

last week. For the first quarter ended May 31, he said

sales should be at least $12.5 million, topping all records

for the period. He said net earnings for the quarter prob-

ably will be more than double last year’s 60 per share. He
added that semiconductor shipments & backlog are about

triple those of last year. He said the company will continue

to seek acquisitions “to broaden its product & profits base.”

Exec. v.p. Moses Shapiro stated the firm has “no plans at

this moment” for a stock split.

Indiana Steel Products Co., Valparaiso, Ind., will merge
with General Ceramics Corp., Keasbey, N.J., subject to

approval by stockholders. Indiana Steel will issue 190,200

shares in exchange for the outstanding shares of General

Ceramics, a privately owned firm. Indiana Steel is a major
producer of magnetic materials for the electronics indus-

try. General Ceramics makes ferrite & ceramic products

for the electronics & chemical industries.

P. R. Mallory is headed for record profits & sales in

1959 on the basis of results so far—“the best for any 5

consecutive months in the company’s history”—according
to pres. Joseph E. Cain. For the period, the net profit was
$1,672,000 ($1.12 a share) on sales of $35.2 million vs.

$710,000 (44<f) on $26 million during the same 1958 period.

He predicted 1959 sales of $80 million & at least $4.1 mil-

lion (.$2.78 a share) in net pi’ofits.

Orr Industries Inc.—new name of magnetic tape-

maker ORRadio Industries—had sales of more than $1

million & net profits of $41,200 for the first fiscal quarter

ended May 31, pres. J. Herbert Orr told stockholders la.st

week. He said the fiscal 1960 sales quota is $5.8 million,

more than double the preceding year’s sales, and predicted

that profits will approach 50<5 a share, vs. the previous

record of 28^.

“Our radio-TV subsidiary, RKO Teleradio, is far ahead

of its 1958 performance,” said General Tire pres. William

O’Neill last week, repoi’ting record consolidated sales of

$305,339,274 for the 6 months ended May 31 and earnings

of $13,929,809 ($2.63 per share), greater than any full-

year period in the company’s history. Comparable 1958

figures are $202,228,500 and $3,110,692 (52().

Offering of Herold Radio & Electronics 6% convertible

subordinate debentures, due 1974, has been oversubscribed.

The $1.5 million offering reached the market through an

underwriting group headed by Ira Haupt & Co., llirsch &
Co. and Amos Treat & Co.

Common Stock Dividends Stic, of
Corimration Period Amt. Payable Record

Electronic Comm. . .

.

Stk. 50% Aug. 17 July 31
General Dynamics . .

.

Q $0.50 Aug. 10 July 10
Packard-Bell Q .12% July 25 July 10

Wai’ner Bros .30 Aug. 5 July 17
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Du Mont Labs is probably in the black now—“and I’m

sure we will be from now on”—pres. David T. Schultz told

the annual meeting last week in Clifton, N.J. He said sales

are now at the rate of $20 million for the year and the

company has a $6 million backlog. After last year’s “ma-
jor surgery,” he added, “the patient is now sound &
healthy.” Military electronics & tube divisions are in the

black, but the industrial electronics div. “has some prob-

lems.” Through May 24, the company has reduced its out-

standing debt by $3.3 million. Military business, said

Schultz, will account for more than half of the sales for

the rest of the year. He said the Lawrence single-gun color

tube, which Du Mont is developing for Paramount, “is

ready for the initial stages of production [but] I don’t

want anybody to think we’re planning to go into it.”

Reports & comments available: General Telephone, re-

port, Hill, Darlington & Co., 40 Wall St., N.Y. . . . Pacific

Mercury Electronics, review, A. C. Allyn & Co., 122 S. La
Salle St., Chicago . . . Western Union, analysis, Gerstley,

Sunstein & Co., 121 S. Broad St., Philadelphia . . . Beckman
Instruments, review in Investor’s Reader, Merrill, Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 70 Pine St., N.Y. . . . Herold Radio
& Electronics, prospectus, Ira Haupt & Co., Ill Broadway,
N.Y. . . . Microwave Associates, prospectus, Lehman Bros.,

1 William St., N.Y. . . . Instruments for Industry, pros-

pectus, D. A. Lomasney & Co., 39 Broadway, N.Y. . . .

Whirlpool, study, Herbert E. Stern & Co., 52 Wall St., N.Y.

COMMON STOCK QUOTATIONS
Week Ending Friday, June 26, 1959

Electronics TV-Radio-Appliances Amusements

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
1959 Wk.

High Low Stock Close Chg.

29% 17% Admiral 23% + %
397a 29% AmBosch . 34 + %
29% 20% AB-PT 27 —7a
84% 61% Ampex 7778 + 6%
89 75% AT&T 7978 + %
4678 32% Amph-Borg 40 + 2

3678 23% Arvln 24 + %
17% 10% Avco 15>/4 + %
74% 36 7, Beckinst . 61% + 3%
89 66 Bendix 75 —1
3878 24% Clevite 34% —

%

48% 35 CBS 46% + 2%
24% 17 Col Piet 18% + 1%
42% 33% ConsElec 38 + 3%
47% 33% ConsElInd. 46% + 1

30% 20% Cor-Dub _ 26% + %
136% 89% Corning 134% —

%

49% 34 Daystrom. 40 + %
59% 42 Disney 437a —1%
69% 48% EmerBlec. 61% —1%
26% 1378 HmerRad. 18% —

%

33 12% Gabriel 24 —

%

42% 34>/4 GenBrnze. 34% —1
66% 53% Gen Dyn . 55% + %
84% 74% GE . 79% —

%

387b 16% Gen Inst. 32 + 27a
45% 31% GPE 41% + 1%
73% 60 Gen Tel . 69% + 378
83 44% Gen Tire. 76% + 5%
37 28% Hoffman _ 34% + 2%

1959 Wk.
High Low Stock Close Chg.
488 38514 IBM 444 +8%
45% 28 ITT 38% +1%
50% 36% I-T-E 47% —

%

123ys 72% Litton 114% +2%
37 27% Loews 29% +%
48% 36% Mallory .. 44% +%
137% 111% MplsH’ll _ 134% +9
130 57% Motorola _ 107% +2%
12% 9% Natl Thea 9% —

%

507s 44 Para. 47% —2%
36% 21 Phllco 30 —

%

71 43% RCA 65% +1%
73% 51% Raytheon. 57% +2%
10% 8% Repub Pic 10 +%
45% 26% Siegler 3478 +3%
28%21V** SpryRand 25 —
23% 14% Std Coil _ 18% —

%

31% 18 Stan-War. 32% +3
52% 42% StewWarn 51% +2%
33% 24% Storer 29% +%
13% 9 Telautog . 11% +27a
146% 61% Texinst ._ 150% +16%
70% 56% ThompRW 61% —1%
54% 34%Tung-Sol. 45% + 1%
43% 34% 20th-Pox _ 35>/4 —

%

32% 24% UA 30% +1%
47% 24% WarnBrs. 44% —1%
97% 70% Westhse .92 +%
136% 92% Zenith 125 —2%

YOUR PERSONAL
SUBSCRIPTION

WEEKLYTelevision Digest

Circulation Department
Box 700
Radnor, Pa.

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE

1959 Wk.
High Low Stock Close Chg.

57a 3% Allied Art. 5 +%
65% 36% Allied Con 52% + 1%
19% 11% AmEIec 16% + 1%
26% 1574 AudioDev. 19% —

1

22% 107a Belock 18 + %
10% 4 Clarostat. 87a + 1

9% 6 DuMont 8 —

%

12% 47a DynamAm 9% —

%

44% 287a Elec Com. 327a —«%
16% 9% Elec Cp._ 11% + 74

2% 1 fBl-Tron _ 1% —
155 50% FairchCam 155 + 23

88% 49 Gen Trans 75% + 4%
27% 20% Globe Dn. 2572 —

%

3 1% GuildFhn 2% —

%

75 54% Hazeltine 62 —1%

1959 Wk.
High Low Stock Close Chg.

12% 5% HerldRad 8% + %
22% 7 IntRes 17% —1%
1974 9% Lear 14 —

%

2% 1% MuntzTV 2% + %
12 5% Muter 9% + 7a
4% 27a NatUnion 3% —

%

48% 23% PhilipsEl 43% + %
43% 1478 ServoCp . 30% + 2

18% 9 Svomech _ 13% —
10% 57a Skiatron _ 6% —

%

17% 9% Sonotone 14% —

%

9% 6% Techclr 7% + %
22% 9 Telepromp 1772 + %
7% 47b Teleind . 5 —74
14% 7 TransLux 12%
19% 6% Victoreen 13% + %

Please enter my subscription to Television

Digest for one year @ $75 with embossed
binder for handy reference file.

Remittance Enclosed Bill

NAME

POSITION

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE

J

OVER THE COUNTER AND OTHER EXCHANGES
The following qxiotations, obtained from the National Association

of Securities Dealers Inc., do not represent actual transactions. They
are intended as a guide to the approximate range within which these
securities could have been bought or sold at time of compilation.

stock Bid Asked Stock Bid Asked

Advance Ind 2% 3 Maxson (W.L.

)

12 13%
10% Meredith Pub. 35% 38%

AMP Inc. 37 39% Metropolitan Bestg. .. 17% 18%
Baird Atomic 13% 15 Microwave Associates. 21% 2374
British Ind 30 33 National Co. . . . 27% 29%

8% Official Film.s 1-3/16 1%
2 Orr Industries 32% 34%

Collins Radio 33 35% Pacific Mercury . 12 13%
41 44% Packard-Bell 41% 43%

Craig Systems 10 107a PanelUt . 5 6%
Eitel-McCullough 4072 43% Perkin-Elmer . 48% 51%
Electronic Assoc. 38 42 Philips Lamp . . 8374 86%
Erie Resistor 8% 9% Reeves Soundcraft ... 9% 10%
Gianninl, G. M. _ _ . 29 30% Sprague Kectric 51 54%
G-L Electronics 11% 12% Tele-Broadcasters ... . 1 1%

4^ 4% Telechrome 18% 21

Gross Telecasting 23% 25 Telecomputing . 10% 117a
Hewlett-Packard 4072 4372 Time Inc. 65 68%
Hycon . 2% 3% Topp Ind. . 127a 14

6% 7% Tracerlab 9% 10%
Leeds & Northrup 33% 35% United Artists . . . 9% 10%

23 25% Wells-Gardner 16% 1774

Machlett Labs 25% 27% Wometco Ent. .10% 11%
Magna Theater 2% 2%

Where a stock dividend or split amounting to more than 25% has
been paid, the year’s high-low range is shown for the new stock only.

* When issued.

t In bankruptcy or receivership or being reorganize<l under the
Bankruptcy Act, or securities assumed by .such companies.— No change during week.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

The Courts

SEC. 315 LIBEL IMMUNITY WON by stations in 5-4 WDAY deci-

sion by Supreme Court. Industry presses other equal-time issues in

House hearings (pp. 1& 5).

Auxiliary Services

CATV ir BOOSTER CONTROLS considered certain as Senate Com-

merce subcommittee hearings proceed, but new legislation is un-

likely this session (pp. 2 & 10).

Stations

BRIGHT FM OUTLOOK reflected in station totals as of mid-year.

Total authorizations rise 79 in first half vs. AM's 72. New FM
starters total 49, AM 54 (p. 4).

JULY OPENS WITH VHF & UHF starters as KTLE (Ch. 6) Pocatello,

Ida, and KHTV (Ch. 27) Portland Ore., begin operation (p.9).

Film S Tape

ZIV PUBLIC ISSUE COMING? This is the latest topic of telefilm

industry speculation on the heels of a $14 million purchase of Ziv

TV by 2 leading investment banking houses (pp. 3 & 17).

REPUBLIC PICTURES SOLD as other movie studios, with post-1948

pictures to sell and union demands to worry about, look on &

consider (pp. 3 & 17).

Programming

SOME TABOOS ARE BEING TABLED, and Hollywood TV film exec-

' utives look forward to less straitjacketing (pp. 4 & 13).

WHO CONTROLS THE TV DIAL is revealed in an exclusive report

on latest Trendex study of program selection among audiences.

! Women generally call the shots (p. 14).

SEC. 315 LIBEL IMMUNITY WON BY STATIONS: Beleaguered broadcasters won big
victory—relatively speaking—on one equal-time front last week. While industry pressed campaign in Con-

‘ gress to rewrite Communications Act's Sec. 315 (see p. 5), Supreme Court—by narrowest of margins

—

resolved long-pending equal-time libel issue in stations' favor.

Stations aren't legally responsible for libels committed by political candidates who invoke Sec. 315
to make statements which broadcasters are prohibited (by the same law) from censoring. That was court's

5-4 decision in the case of Farmers Union vs. WDAY-TV & WDAY Fargo, N.D. (Vol. 15:13).

Argument that broadcasters are liable for what candidates say on air—even if their speeches can't

be screened by stations for defamatory material—was knocked down by majority. Justice Black wrote : "Un-

der this interpretation, unless a licensee refuses to permit any candidate to talk at all, this section would
sanction the unconscionable result of permitting civil & perhaps criminal liability to be imposed for the

j

very conduct the statute demands of the licensee."
i

‘ Sec. 315 itself "grants a licensee an immunity from liability for libelous material it broadcasts"

under equal-time rules, said Black. Concurring with his opinion were Chief Justice Warren and Justices

Douglas, Clark & Brennan.

Manulacturing S Distribution

BUSINESS INDICATORS AT MIDYEAR point to healthy 2nd half.

Manufacturers note dealer acceptance of new models. TV trade-ins

up as retail TV-radio sales climb (p. 19).

2-COLOR TV SYSTEM, producing full color, possible on basis of

new vision theory, says Polaroid's Edwin Land, but he & TV engi-

neers agree there are obstacles (p. 19).

SALES & PRODUCTION of TVs & radios ahead of 1958 in May, but

lan.-May TV sales total is slightly below last year (p. 21).

SOVIET MERCHANDISE MART at Russian Exhibition in N.Y. fea-

tures "hideaway" TV sets, transistor portable TV, stereo. Design

seen unsuitable for U.S. tastes (p. 22).

FCC
ALLOCATIONS SOLUTIONS STILL ELUDE FCC. Mileage-cut dis-

cussions are inconclusive; 130-mile separations considered too

drastic in terms of prospective results (p. 3).

MACK TRIAL REACHES JURY after 12 tortuous weeks, but com-

plications set in for a juror—and the case (p. 6).

networks

HUBBELL ROBINSON WON'T BE REPLACED, says Aubrey who
will take over his CBS duties, with help from Dann & Dozier (p. 7).

NETWORK TV BILLINGS still climb as May shows up 8.7% better

than last year and first 5 months 9% better (p. 8).

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM deal is finalized with Hurleigh

holding 100% of the stock, Capehart-Granik sale out, and bank-

ruptcy petition filed (p. 7).

Other Departments

CONGRESS (p. 5). EDUCATIONAL TV (p. 12). ADVERTISING (p.

16). FOREIGN (p. 23). FINANCE (p. 23).
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But damned-if-you-do-damned-if-you-don*t quandries confronting broadcasters who try to operate

within letter & spirit of Sec. 315 were pointed up in 12-page dissent by Justice Frankfurter, joined by Jus-

tices Harlan, Whittaker & Stewart.

Never mind any "unconscionable" impositions on broadcasters, said Frankfurter; Sec. 315 says

what it says—no more, no less. He pointed out that Congress has always refused to write any explicit

exemption from libel actions into Sec. 315. Moreover, he said, there's nothing in Communications Act or

in "Congressional purpose" which supersedes state libel laws, such as were invoked by Farmers Union in

suing WDAY Inc. for $100,000 as result of 1956 speech by Senatorial candidate A. C. Townley, who said rmion

was Communist-dominated.

Dissenters agreed with majority that "WDAY could not have lawfully deleted from A. C. Townley's

broadcast his defamation of petitioner." But they didn't go along with Black's conclusion: "Certainly Con-

gress knew the obvious—that if a licensee could protect himself from liability in no other way but by re-

fusing to broadcast candidates' speeches, the necessary effect would be to hamper the Congressional plan

to develop broadcasting as a political outlet, rather than to further it." Frankfurter said the case should

be sent back to N.D. Supreme Court "to determine the nature & extent of the liability, if any, of broadcast-

ers to third persons." State court had ruled in favor of WDAY.

Court's ruling was hailed by NAB pres . Harold E. Fellows as "gratifying to all Americans because

it reflects the sense of fair play which is traditional in this country." He said it releases broadcasters from

"legal vise of a federal statute on one hand & state libel laws on the other." Decision also made it likely

that Congress again will skip libel issue in any revision of Sec. 315 this session.

CATV & BOOSTER CONTROLS CONSIDERED CERTAIN: FCC is going to be regulating

community antenna systems and boosters sooner or later. That much was apparent from start of hearings

on the subject last week before Senate Commerce subcommittee under Sen. Pastore(D-R.L). Just about every-

one wants Communications Act amended to require Commission regulation—Congress, stations, CATV &
booster operators. And it looks as if FCC is ready to go along, albeit rather reluctantly.

New legislation this year is unlikely because it's so late in Congressional session, but its bound to

come before long. Big question remains, however, as to kind of legislation to be enacted & who is to be pro-

tected from whom. If the voluble Pastore's comments are to be taken literally, he certainly will be loath

to restrict CATV anywhere near as much as desired by station witnesses. Time & again, he asserted that

he wasn't concerned with economic welfare of stations vs. CATV but with "the public interest." More spe-

cifically, he showed dislike of Moss-Murray bill (S-1886) which would require FCC to prohibit CATV where

it would "adversely affect the creation or maintenance of a station which will originate local TV programs"

(Vol. 15:26). He'd prefer that FCC make its determinations on a broad "public-interest" standard. Finally, he

came down to this:

"Do we trust a regulatory commission? If they're not doing the job, they ought to be kicked out. But

I don't think they should be handcuffed." Station witnesses made it clear they don't believe FCC is interpret-

ing "public interest" properly because it isn't giving highest priority to protection of local stations. But FCC
again indicated it's not eager to undertake job of predicting & judging a station-CATV competitive situation.

• • • •

CATV operators are resigned to being regulated, in fact welcome it. They're back of S-2303, intro-

duced last week by Sen. Monroney (D-Okla.), vvhich would require FCC to control CATV precisely as it

does broadcasting.

Everyone goes along with booster regulation, too . Problem is—how strict? Booster operators want

minimum of technical restrictions, so they can keep costs down. Even CATV operators see no sense in fight-

ing boosters, though they're pitching for tight rules. Booster operators made an impressive case, shepherded

by venerable but vigorous ex-Sen. Ed Johnson (D-Colo.) former chairman of Commerce Committee and ex-

governor of Colorado.

Hearing resumes July 7 with more station witnesses , continues July 9. CATV gets its innings July

14-15, and FCC is in the windup July 16. (For details of this week's testimony, see p. 10.). . .
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THE OLD ORDER CHANGETH: Last week saw 3 major changes in long-established alliances

& allegiances within the now-TV-dominated film industry. All have been brewing for many months, and

though it's coincidence that they broke the same week, each in its own way points up tremendous importance

of TV in Hollywood's new scheme of things:

( 1 ) Five-year-old Walt Disney-ABC alliance began to crack up with Disney suit against the network

to invalidate their contract. Agreement was front-page news in 1954 (Vol. 10:14), and, according to industry

talk, was signed because ABC was only network willing to cooperate in ownership (and promotion) of now
fabulously successful Disneyland Park.

Disney obviously is anxious to place his shows on other networks and into syndication—prevented

by exclusive ABC deal. He also would like to buy back ABC's share in Disneyland Park for 10 times what

the network paid for it. It's understood that Disney—in addition to seeking wider variety of outlets for his

TV shows—is somewhat irked by movie-oriented ABC's increasing chumminess with Warner Bros, and 20th

Century-Fox. Thus one of the few exclusive movie producer-TV network deals seems destined to come to an

end. (Details on p. 8.)

(2) Ziv TV Programs Inc., one of very biggest TV film producers & syndicators—and certainly the

biggest privately-owned TV film company—changed hands last week in $14 million deal with investment

bankers F. Eberstadt & Co. and hazard Freres. Probability is that stock will be offered to public, but there's

also talk that United Artists—now expanding broadly in TV—may buy in. Deal follows by 6 months the

public sale of stock by another huge TV film entity, Desilu Productions. (Details on p. 17.)

(3) Republic Pictures, first movie major to go all-out for TV, was sold, veteran pres. Herbert J. Yates

stepping down as its leader and controlling stockholder. Object of stormy stockholder complaints, Yates'

policies have been strongly TV-oriented—and before most majors were in TV at all. Republic was making
more money from TV than theatrical films. Most controversial of Yates' actions had been release to TV
of post-'48 features—which resulted in talent unions' barring Republic from film production.

Republic's important activities now include its Consolidated Film Labs—largest processing labs in

industry—its TV-film production lot and its TV feature film backlog. Under new management, company may
be free to go back into production of TV and perhaps theatrical film. Thus Republic—by changing its

ownership, management, and possibly its name—may have found neat formula for negating talent unions'

blacklist. (Details on p. 17.)

Note: TV's effects on network radio were felt again in another major shake-up last week when woe-

beset Mutual network filed voluntary bankruptcy petition with liabilities of $3,195,207 and assets of $579,607

and was taken over by another set of new owners in 4th management change in 2 years (see p. 7).

ALLOCATIONS SOLUTIONS STILL ELUDE FCC; FCC's attempts to implement its pro-

posed "interim" TV allocations plan (Vol. 15:17 et seq.)—addition of a third vhf channel to major markets
by cutting mileage separations— continue to be unsuccessful. A meeting last week again came to no
conclusion on how to do it.

One important development, however , is a fairly strong agreement among Commissioners that a
cut to as little as 130 miles, researched by staff, would produce so little that it wouldn't be worth the candle.

Furthermore, it would require what is regarded as an unreasonable amount of channel shifting among operat-

ing stations, plus too many transmitter-site moves.

Some Commissioners are becoming discouraged about the mileage-cut approach , and it's possible

that FCC may have to decide that the concept just didn't prove out. Commission is due to give Senate Com-
merce Committee a progress report in testimony expected later this month.

Commission continues negotiating with Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization , to determine whether

more vhf channels can be obtained for TV—but there's nothing conclusive yet in that area either. An FCC-
OCDM progress report is still due about July 15, but it won't give any flat "yes" or "no" answers.

FCC will continue the status quo for some time , therefore, continuing its truly painstaking study.

"We'll have the facts," says one Commissioner, "something we've never really had before. Then, I believe,

the answer will suggest itself quite obviously. It doesn't now."

Commission has concluded its big 25-890-mc hearing (see p. 6), but it can be assumed that no major

shakeups will be ordered among all the services using the space, pending resolution of the TV problem—be-

cause TV, particularly uhf, occupies a big chunk.
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SOME TABOOS TO BE TABLED: TV film, once beset by sponsor & agency taboos , next sea-

son will be freer of such restrictions than ever before. While some agencies will still be iron-fisted about

their taboos, generally the pattern will be to give producers more latitude. That's what we're told by Coast

producers, network executives and ad agency executives. Reason: sponsor desire for improved product &
more provocative programming.

Still stringently verboten will be homosexuality, excessive violence for shock value only, and other

themes. However, film makers point out, most of these are taboos which would probably be observed even
if there were no dicta against them. For details, see p. 13.

BRIGHT FM OUTLOOK SEEN IN STATION TOTALS: Intriguing thing about AM &
FM station development in first half of this year is the continued upsurge of FM. Matter of fact, total FMs
authorized (licenses & CPs) increased more than AMs—79 vs. 72—while new FM starters almost equaled

AMs, 49 vs. 54. In AM, there are 3495 licenses & CPs, 3372 of them operating. FCC has a monstrous AM
pending-application file, however, with 645 for new stations and 636 for changes of facilities sought by exist-

ing stations. In Jan.-June, 4 licenses & 2 CPs were relinquished.

There are 2 reasons for FM's fine showing vis-a-vis AM. First is FM's growing economic attractive-

ness. Second, of course, is the severe AM processing problem at FCC.

As of June 30, we find 765 FM authorizations outstanding, 620 of them on the air balance unbuilt

CPs. There are 67 applications pending. Dining 1959's first half, mere 5 FM licenses & 4 CPs were dropped.

It's interesting to chart the post-war expansion, shrinkage and current reinvigoration of FM. Here's

the record:

Year
FM

Licenses & CPs On Air Year
FM

Licenses & CPs On Air

1945 288 48 1953 602 550
1946 684 140 1954 583 549
1947 1010 374 1955 557 536

1948 976 687 1956 559 528
1949 791 728 1957 588 537
1950 706 672 1958 686 571

1951 654 640 1959 765 620
1952 648 612 (6 mo.)

Surprising element in these figures was the relatively small dip in light of the fact that FM stations.

until recently, usually produced little or no income. Reason for their continued operation is that most are

adjuncts of AMs and don't cost much to run.

AM picture has been one of uninterrupted increase. Here's post-war AM trend as of each year's end

:

Year
AM

Licenses & CPs On Air Year
AM

Licenses & CPs On Air

1945 1056 913 1953 2644 2451

1946 1579 1027 1954 2782 2662
1947 1961 1586 1955 2941 2814
1948 2131 1877 1956 3140 3024

1949 2246 2045 1957 3289 3180

1950 2351 2199 1958 3423 3318

1951 2410 2306 1959 3495 3372

1952 2516 2377 (6 mo.)

LATEST CONTENDER IN 'TALLEST' SWEEPSTAKES: Come November, if all goes

well, KFVS-TV (Ch. 12) Cape Girardeau, Mo. will claim "world's tallest man-made structure" title, with a

1673-ft. spire. Station let contract last week to Dresser-Ideco, and owner Oscar Hirsch specified a Novem-

ber target date. New structure will top the 1610 ft. of KSWS-TV Roswell, N.M., now title-holder, and Russia's

proposed 1625-ft. Moscow project (for tall tower rormdup, including all those over 1000 ft., see Vol. 15: 21).

Tower will weigh about 350 tons, have triangular cross-section 12 ft. on a side, will be guyed at 6 levels.

It will be surmounted by 12-bay GE batwing and include provisions for future side-mounting of FM antenna

at 1570-ft. level. Cost hasn't been reported, but station's application with FCC estimated it at $284,000.
^
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Congress

SEC. 315 & ‘FAIRNESS’: Can broadcasters be trusted to

play fair politically? Or would they play favorites if

news programs were to be exempted from the Com-
munications Act’s equal-time requirements? And when
is a newscast not a newscast? These questions were

posed again & again—and never fully resolved—at

the 3-day House Commerce communications subcom-

mittee sessions last week, winding up Congressional

hearings on the proposed Sec. 315 amendments to re-

verse FCC’s Lar Daly ruling (Vol. 15:8-16, 18-26).

The broadcasting-industry-spurred campaign on Cap-

itol Hill to get relief from Sec. 315 at this session wasn’t

sidetracked by the inconclusive House hearings. But some

of the drive’s momentum, built up in Senate hearings last

month, was lost. “It’s a very complicated & difficult prob-

lem,” said House Commerce Chairman Harris (D-Ark.).

The Senate Commerce communications subcommittee

headed by Sen. Pastore (D-R.I.) meanwhile closed the

record on its hearings after receiving last-minute state-

ments. They included one from the American Civil Lib-

erties Union urging that “bona fide” newscasts be ex-

empted from Sec. 315, but suggesting that a Presidential

commission explore broader equal-time issues. The Pas-

tore subcommittee had been expected to meet last week to

work on its report, but its members took off for the 4th

of July weekend without getting together.

Just before he opened the hearings, Harris introduced

his own bill (HR-7985) to amend Sec. 315. Similar to a flock

of other House measures on the subject, it would exclude

newscasts, news interviews, news documentaries, on-spot

coverage, panel discussions and “similar-type” programs
from equal-time privileges for political candidates.

But Harris displayed little pride of authorship. He said

he was not yet satisfied with definitions of some of his own
classifications of news shows. And there were no immediate

moves by the House subcommittee to push along any of

the bills toward action by the House itself.

The subcommittee’s questions about broadcasters’

political fairness got earnest answers from network spokes-

men, station operators & others in a long parade of in-

dustry witnesses: Broadcasters are responsible men who
are responsive to the public interest in news presentations.

And if they aren’t, they know they’d better act that way.

Or they’ll be in trouble at FCC license renewal time.

No subcommittee member defended the Lar Daly rul-

ing. None cited case histories of presistent abuse by
stations of equal-time principles. But Democrats & Re-
publicans alike rejected industry arguments that Sec. 315

should be repealed altogether. And such members as Reps.

Moss (D-Cal.), Flynt (D-Ga.), Rogers (D-Tex.) and Ben-
nett (R-Mich.) were openly dubious about how much leeway
should be given broadcasters.

“Is that a power which we should leave solely to the

broadcasters?” Moss wanted to know. “I’d like to feel they
all are objective, but I have knowledge that is not always
the case.” At another point Moss asked: “Do you know of

any other industry regulated in the public interest which is

permitted to determine the public interest for themselves?”

Testimony at the House hearings was largely a repeat

of Senate’s (Vol. 15:25-26). Among those appearing:

FCC Chairman Doerfer: Sec. 315 should be repealed.

It’s “inconceivable” that a broadcaster would risk losing

his license “by attempting to discriminate between contend-

ing candidates and the public’s right to see & hear news.”

CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton: If the Lar Daly dictum

is continued into the 1960 presidential campaigns, and TV
& radio are required to give equal time to the “vegetarian

party, or the greenback party,” a literal blackout of political

coverage will be forced on broadcasters.

NBC pres. Robert W. Sarnolf: The Lar Daly ruling is

“unsound in principle, unrealistic in practice and harmful
in effect.”

ABC news & public affairs dir. Francis Littlejohn:

“legislative action is critically necessary.”

NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows: The Supreme Court’s

decision last week that broadcasters aren’t responsible for

libelous statements by equal-time politicians (see p. 1)

brought “common justice” to stations. But the newscast
issue “transcends even this matter.”

Radio-TV Directors Assn. pres. Ralph Renick (WTVJ
Miami): Sec. 315 should be repealed. But short of that,

equal-time requirements should apply only to paid TV &
radio appearances by candidates.

Other witnesses included Democratic natl. chairman
Paul Butler, who called the Lar Daly decision “unwise”
and urged newscast exemptions; Lar Daly himself, demand-
ing “equal justice for all” against “awesome dictatorial

power” of broadcasters; and acting Asst. Attorney Gen.
Robert A. Bicks.

A partisan flareup within the subcommittee was pro-

voked by Bicks, who appeared in place of Attorney General
William P. Rogers to defend the Justice Dept.’s interven-

tion in the Lar Daly case (Vol. 15:25) and ask that

“Congress act now to overturn” the ruling. Rep. Flynt
asked Bicks for a fuller explanation of Justice’s interven-

tion, which had been challenged by Democrats on Harris’

legislative oversight subcommittee as improper influence

by the Administration on FCC. Rep. Bennett insisted that

“all the facts” of the oversight subcommittee’s action be

put in the communications subcommittee’s hearing record.

Harris ended a shouting match by pounding his gavel,

ruling that Bennett was out of order.

Tightened ASCAP rules providing more royalty pro-

tection for smaller publishers & composers have been sub-

mitted to U.S. District Court in N.Y. in a proposed consent

order amending the Govt.’s 1950 anti-trust judgment
against the music-licensing agency. Judge Sylvester J.

Ryan set Oct. 19 for show-cause arguments by the Justice

Dept. & ASCAP on why he should approve the order, which
ASCAP will explain to its members at N.Y. & L.A. meetings

this month. Rep. Roosevelt (D-Cal.), whose House Small

Business subcommittee held hearings on ASCAP “evils” a

year ago (Vol. 15:25), said it is “gratifying” that “decisive

action” finally has been taken by the Justice Dept, in the

case. Under the proposed order ASCAP must: (1) Pay
resigning members on the same basis as others. (2) Con-

duct “a scientific census or sample of performance” to de-

termine members’ payment schedules. (3) Give most
ASCAP writers the option of receiving payments based on

the surveys or on 5-year averages of performances of

“recognized works.” (4) Limit votes of any member to 100

instead of 1469 now held by top publishers and up to 5116

by writers. (5) Keep records of rules changes, etc. and
make them available to all members under “various condi-

tions.” (6) Admit all “qualified applicants” to membership
and “publicize” qualifications twice yearly in trade press.

Radio treaty hearing on the North American Regional

Bi'oadcasting Agreement, pending since 1951, and the Mex-
ican broadcasting agreement, pending since 1957, have

been scheduled for July 9 by Chairman Fulbright (D-Ark.)

of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
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The FCC

Mack Trial Reaches Jury: After 12 tortuous weeks, the

govt.’s conspiracy case against ex-FCC Comr. Richard A.

Mack & Thurman A. Whiteside (Vol. 15:15-26) finally

went to the jury in Washington’s U.S. District Court

July 1. But just when it looked like the end of the Miami

Ch. 10 trial at last was in sight, there were overnight

complications. Juror Joseph R. Carroll, 65, was taken to a

hospital, suffering from abdominal pains, after the jury

on July 2 had spent 40 minutes deliberating.

Govt, prosecutor J. Frank Cunningham told Judge

Burnita S. Matthews he was willing to have his case de-

cided by the remaining 11 jurors. But defense lawyers said

they needed time to determine whether to go ahead or call

for a mistrial, and at presstime the outlook was in doubt.

In her instructions to the jury, Judge Matthews had

said points in issue were whether: (1) Mack & Whiteside

conspired to rig the Ch. 10 grant for National Airlines

WPST-TV. (2) Mack voted for WPST-TV in return for

financial favors from Whiteside. (3) Whiteside corruptly

influenced Mack or corruptly tried to influence him.

Bitter wrangling between opposing counsel over the

charges reached a peak during the closing arguments. At
one point Mack’s lawyer Nicholas J. Chase shouted that

one of prosecutor Cunningham’s statements was “a clear

bald-faced lie.” Cunningham leaped up, said he hoped

Chase “will have the courage to say that outside the court-

room.” Chase received a reprimand from Judge Matthews,

but tempers stayed frayed—as they had been since April

7, when the trial started.

Allocation of Ch. 4 or 9 to Binghamton, N.Y. was
sought by WINR-TV (Ch. 40) in petition to the FCC last

week. Citing its use of experimental on-channel boosters,

translators and use of maximum ERP to gain the best

possible coverage, the station said that it is still forced to

consider going off the air. Claiming losses of $197,000 sus-

tained during 1958, it said that if the total of the effort,

time and money expended on the station cannot make a uhf

operation economically self-sufficient, then “at some point

sheer effort must give way to economic reality, and the

only possible alternative will be to cease operation.”

V/INR-TV said it would file for either vhf channel and has

offered to give its present facilities to the Board of Regents

of N.Y. for educational TV.

St. Louis deintermixture case was designated for hear-

ing by the FCC last week, conforming to the decision

issued by the Court of Appeals—which ordered the Com-
mission to explore charges that improper influence had
been used to get Ch. 2 shifted from Springfield, 111. (Vol.

15:19). Date & examiner are still to be- selected. FCC said

that KTVI could continue to operate on Ch. 2 in St. Louis.

Operating hours of daytime-only AM stations are due
to remain the same—sunrise to sunset. FCC last week
announced that it had directed its staff to prepare a de-

cision ending the inquiry & denying the request of Day-
time Bcstrs. Assn, for a 2-year experimental Operation

with longer hours.

A third vhf service for Shreveport was proposed to

FCC last week by KCMC-TV (Ch. 6) Texarkana, Tex.,

which filed an application to move to a site about 30 miles

from Shreveport, 40 miles from Texarkana. The station

said it would provide a city grade service to Shreveport

—

without violating mileage-separation rules,

MST-AII TV Channels Needed: Telecasters’ main sup-

port in FCC’s 25-890-mc hearing came from the Assn, of

Maximum Service Telecasters as the testimony ended last

week. Exec, director Lester Lindow reiterated MST’s
contention that the service now rendered by both vhf &
uhf stations, which the public has spent more than $25

billion to receive, should be left untouched. He endorsed

FCC’s negotiations with the Office of Civil & Defense

Mobilization, aimed toward the acquisition of more vhf

channels, and supported the Commission’s proposal that

a law be enacted requiring that all sets made be capable

of receiving all TV channels.

MST engineering consultant Howard Head stressed

the findings of the TV Allocations Study Organization to

support his plea that all vhf channels be retained because

of their broad coverage capabilities. He also stated that

various suggested methods of squeezing in more Ch. 2-13

assignments—directional antennas, precise offset carrier,

improved receiver design, etc.—are either insufficiently

tested or of limited promise.

FCC appropriation of about $10.5 million for fiscal

1960 is expected from Congress. This is $500,000 under the

administration’s budget request (Vol. 15:4), but up more
than $500,000 from total grants for fiscal 1959. Acting on

the independent offices appropriations bill (HR-7040), the

House voted $10.4 million for FCC, the Senate $10.7 mil-

lion, then sent the measure to conference last week to work
out a compromise figure. Allocation of increased budget

funds will be largely up to FCC. House & Senate versions

of the appropriations measure contained little ear-marking

of money for specific purposes. Meanwhile last week, a

Senate-House conference agreed on a fiscal 1960 appropri-

ation of $113.3 million for the USIA, including $9 million

for acquisition of radio facilities. The administration had

asked $120.5 million, including nearly $11 million for radio.

FCC rejected protests by NAACP against renewal of

the license of WLBT (Ch. 3) Jackson, Miss, on ground that

it violated Commission policy on “fair presentation of con-

troversial issues.” The Natl. Assn, for the Advancement of

Colored People complained that WLBT refused it time to

reply to segregationist statements on a 1957 panel show,

“The Little Rock Crisis,” and that WLBT cut off a 1955

NBC-TV Home interview with NAACP counsel Thurgood
Marshall by running a “sorry, cable trouble” sign. Re-

newing licenses of WLBT & its adjuncts WJDX & WJDX-
FM, FCC said: (1) It’s “not entirely clear” whether the

panel program was controversial. (2) Commission can’t

tell a station what programs to carry, although facilities

shouldn’t be “used to misinform the public.”

Shift of WNHC-TV (Ch. 8) New Haven to a trans-

mitter site closer to Hartford, recommended by FCC ex-

aminer Basil P. Cooper in an initial decision of July 2,

1958 (Vol. 14:27), is due to be denied. The FCC last week
directed its staff to draw up a document looking toward

that end. WWLP (Ch. 22). Springfield, Mass, had pro-

tested the grant, warning of danger to the area’s uhfs

from encroachment of the vhf, but the examiner favored

the move, basing his decision on the FCC’s stated policy

in the Hartford Ch. 3 case, that “it was not the policy of

the Commission to endeavor to protect particular uhf

stations from competition” and that the ultimate test was
whether the allocation will be likely fo provide the best

TV service to the public,
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Networks

ROBINSON WON’T BE REPLACED: James Aubrey, exec,

v.p. of CBS, will handle the program duties which were

formerly the function of Hubbell Robinson. Thus ends

the long speculation about who would be Robinson’s

successor (Vol. 15:24, 25) since he left to become exec,

producer of the Ford specials on NBC.
Aubrey, in Hollywood for talks on upcoming program

projects, told us, regarding Robinson’s job: “No replace-

ment is contemplated. Hub made a tremendous contribution,

but his leaving was not a hasty move. He left a helluva ball

club behind him. Mike Dann will continue to head our N.Y.

program operation. Bill Dozier our West Coast program-

ming, and I will oversee the overall programming. I will

be in administration & sales also.” (Latter 2 were not

functions of Robinson, who was in programming solely.)

Aubrey informed us there will be some reorganization

in the CBS program setup, but hastily added that this did

not mean any staff turnover, but rather additional assign-

ments & duties for CBS program executives. The new setup,

he assured, means even more emphasis on creativity at

CBS. “I can free Lou [Cowan] so that he gets into the

j

creative aspect more than ever—something he’s been want-

ing to do,” Aubrey explained.

“Our objective is to increase—not decrease—creative

activity. We realize, at the same time, CBS can’t corner

the creative market, so we want to work with other people

on co-production deals, too. An independent producer could

not, however, turn out a Playhouse 90, and in this area we
can function best.

“We are interested in deals with the major studios.

Warner Bros, now has an exclusive deal with ABC, but I

think WB realizes it’s not healthy to put all eggs in one

basket. They would be better off with shows on 3 networks.

I worked on the Warner deal when I was at ABC, and I

helped develop Maverick & 77 Sunset Strip. We have a

series deal with 20th-Fox TV {The New Frontier)
;
we’ve

always been on friendly terms with Columbia-Screen Gems;
I’m hoping MGM-TV will solve its problem. They have all

those tremendous facilities, and it’s a shame not to use
them. They are now discussing deals with us; it’s a question

of getting the right people & properties.”

Aubrey informed us that as far as CBS is concerned:

“The old days with certain selling seasons are over. That
pattern doesn’t exist anymore. You must have good prod-

uct all year ’round. When a good show comes up, it sells,

regardless of time of year. There’s no trouble finding a
sponsor for such a show. We don’t ever again intend to get

caught short if a show is canceled in mid-season.”

Taking a look at the overall network situation, Aubrey
feels “ABC deserves kudos for making the biggest gains.

But they had the farthest to go. They’ll continue to do well.

NBC is getting a lot of space & exploitation about its spe-

cials for next season. But I think their concept is mislead-
ing. When is a special a special ? They call their Sun. night
series for next season ‘specials’—but actually it’s just

another dramatic hour. I believe at CBS we have the best

balanced schedule, with comedies, bread-and-butter shows,
live & filmed shows, and occasional showpieces. In addi-

I

tion we have the finest public affairs in prime time, and the

advertisers have already bought these shows.”

[
Aubrey tells us he & his staff are already working on

f
program plans for 1960, but haven’t yet gone into detail

;
cn the contemplated projects. He predicted coverage of the

t
I960 Democratic & Republican national conventions will be
better than ever before, particularly with the help of tape.

NIBS DEAL FINALIZED: “Mutual Broadcasting System
Inc., debtor in possession” became Mutual’s legal title

July 1, when Robert F. Hurleigh, newly elected pres,

of the network, filed petition under Chapter XI of the

Bankruptcy Act in the U.S. District Court. Hurleigh,

vice chairman of Mutual’s board from March to the

present, presently owns 100% of the network’s stock,

and is holding it “in the interest of Mutual’s adver-

tisers & employes.” All Mutual debts have been frozen

as of July 1 and the network will operate normally.

Meanwhile, a loan of $100,000 was made to the network
by Real Properties Inc., a Tampa Fla. corporation headed
by Chester H. Ferguson, Tampa attorney, and Albert G.

McCarthy III, a N.Y. attorney. Mr. Ferguson was elected

chairman of the board, and Mr. McCarthy, secretary-treas-

urer, at the Mutual board meeting the same day at which
Hurleigh was elected pres.

It is understood that when the Mutual deficit is min-
imized, following agi’eements with Mutual’s 750 creditors

under the file for petition. Real Properties Inc. will become
the owner of the network. Additional sums of money are

expected to be loaned to the network during the course of

the debtor-in-possession status. Mutual’s debt is presently

$3,195,207 (biggest debt: $508,000 to AT&T).
Tbe Hurleigh-Ferguson-McCarthy deal came as a sur-

prise in network circles. A sale to a group headed by Sen.

Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.) and lawyer-broadcaster Ted
Granik was expected to be finalized early last week. The
Capehart-Granik group had an option to buy the network
until 5 p.m. June 30, but waived it, reportedly due to a lack

of funds.

The Image Makers (cont.): Another view of TV’s image
(Vol. 15:22-26) was brought into focus last week in an
open letter from NBC pres. Robert E. Kintner to leading

TV-radio advertising agencymen, highlighting what Kintner

termed “the striking results of 2 research studies that have

just reached me.”

First of the 2 was drawn from the AIM study made
6-times-yearly by Bruskin Associates, independent research

firm, to probe public attitudes toward TV. When asked

“Not including your family, what do you consider the 3

most important things that you now have in your home,”
respondents provided answers that will cheer TV pro-

ponents (even if they may puzzle followers of Sigmund
Freud). TV topped the list, being named in 38.8% of

replies. Others: refrigerator 36.9%, stove 36.3%, washer
and/or drier 28.1%, and beds 12.8%. More than half the

viewers (55.2%) said they were “completely” or “mostly

satisfied”' with TV.
Also cited by NBC’s pres, was the Psychological Corp.’s

“barometer study,” which put NBC (75.4%) ahead of CBS
(73.0%) and ABC (65.9%) in general public familiarity,

ahead of CBS by a narrow margin in public preference,

and in first place as the network doing “the best job” in a

variety of categories: News coverage, entertainment, serv-

ing public interest, informational programs and “bringing

advertising to viewers that’s helpful in choosing products

& services.” (For comparison, see CBS’s TV “image”

study in N.Y. & L.A.—Vol. 15:26.)

Summer schedule of CBC-TV will include 13 new live

talent shows, 6 of which already have sponsors. Eleven

other shows, some continuing & some returns, will round

out CBC’s live programming.
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Network Television Billings

May 1959 and January-May 1959

(For April report, see Teleivision Digest, Vol. 15:23)

Soles Still Climbing: The 3 TV networks closed out the

Jan.-May 1959 period with gross time billings 9% ahead

of the similar 1958 period and 8.7% ahead on a May-to-May
comparison. The 1959 5-month gross topped $260 million,

and the May 1959 one-month gross of $52,085,557 marked
the 3rd successive month in which the nets billed more
than $50 million. On both the May-to-May and period-to-

period comparisons, ABC paced the way with gains of

17.3% & 18.7%.
NETWORK TELEVISION

May May % Jan.-May Jan.-May %
1959 1958 change 1959 1958 change

ABC $ 9,946,570 $ 8,477,755 -|-17.3 $ 52,492.402 .$ 44.230,215 -|-18.7

CBS 22,464,493 20,970,022 -f 7.1 110.759,141 104,314,359 + 6.2
NBC 19.674,494 18,470.368 -|- 6.5 97,509,662 90,757,770 + 7.4

Total....$52,085,557 $47,918,145 -|- 8.7 $260,761,205 $239,302,344 + 9.0

1959 NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS BY MONTHS
ABC CBS NBC Total

Janury $10,647,078 $22,129,248 $19,299,853 $52,076,179
February 10,024,460 20,806,220 18,053,828 48,884,508
March 11,565,031 23,265,395 20,728,315 55,558,741
April 10,309,263 22,093,785 19,753,172 52,156,220
May 9,946,570 22,464,493 19,674,494 52,085,557

Note: E'igures revised as of June 26, 1959. These figures do not
represent actual revenues as the netwoi-ks do not divulge their actual
net dollar incomes. The figures are compiled by Broadcast Advertisers
Reports (BAR) and Leading National Advertisers (LNA) for TV
Bureau of Advertising (TvB) on the basis of one-time network rates,
or before frequency or cash discounts.

more about

DISNEY-ABC PROBLEM: One of TV’s most successful

producer-network marriages seemed headed for the

divorce court last week, when Walt Disney Productions

filed anti-trust suit in Federal District Court, N.Y.,

July 1 against ABC-TV, charging that the network was
“illegally attempting to prevent the telecasting of

Zorro & Mickey Mouse Club.”

What Disney has been seeking for the past 6 months
is invalidation of a 1954 agreement with ABC. According

to Roy Disney, ABC wouldn’t air the shows, and “inter-

fered” with Disney’s attempts to sell them to other net-

works. Now Disney wants to break the contract in court.

ABC—which took a long chance 5 years ago & pro-

vided Disney with some $5 million to finance Disneyland

Park (AB-PT has a 35% interest) and a 7-year contract

for the Disneyland (now Walt Disney Presents) series

—

immediately took sharp exception.

“Disney granted an exclusive on his TV programs to

ABC,” said an ABC statement, adding that the network
“has lived up to its agreement in all respects.” ABC con-

tends that Disney owes it more than $1 million. The sum
derives, ABC explains, from the Disney-ABC contract

which calls upon Disney to share losses if sales on shows
like Mickey Mouse Club drop below a certain level.

The feud went into another round of verbal fusillades

July 2, with Roy Disney, pres, of Walt Disney Produc-

tions, counter-charging that the TV-movie firm has “no

financial obligations to ABC-TV.” Roy McDonald, chief

counsel for WDP, added that this Disney contention was
part of the anti-trust complaint filed against ABC-TV
July 1 and that it “will be settled by the court.”

A firm offer has also been made by Disney to ABC-
TV to buy AB-PT’s holdings in Disneyland Park, Roy
Disney further affirmed. The amount: $5 million for ABC’s
share, in which ABC’s original portion was $500,000..

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

Nets Near SRO: Activity was slow last week—a condi-

tion network spokesmen attributed to the holiday week
& the near-sold-out status. As of July 3 here’s what re-

mained unsold in evening time for next fall: ABC had
4 half-hours unsold and approximately 20 min. in avail-

abilities open in Alaskans, Adventures in Paradise, Chey-
enne, Bourbon Street Beat, Bronco, Untouchables, and
Leave It to Beaver. CBS still has a half-hour of The Line-

up on the block as well as two alt.-wk. half-hours on Sun.

& Wed.; NBC still hasn’t sold 60-min. Five Fingers, and
half of Troubleshooters and Love & Marriage. NBC’s
7:30-8 p.m. on Mon. & Thurs. remain unprogrammed. The
week’s significant buy was Carnation’s $3 million entry

into ABC-TV. This advertiser, who has been off network
TV since 1957, is reportedly buying into another ABC-
TV show next season, for one of the open time slots.

ABC-TV
Sugarfoot (Alt. Tues., 7:30-8:30 p.m.) Alt.-wk. half-hours

putting Sugarfoot in sold-out category.
Carnation Co. (Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan).

Championship Bridge with Chas. Goren, eff. Sun. Oct, 18
(3:30-4 p.m). Produced by Walter Schwim-
mer, Chicago.
North American Van Lines (Biddle).

Adventures in Paradise, Cheyenne, Alaskans, & the Un-
touchables. Twenty-min. segments on alt.

wks. next season, using major portion of
advertiser’s $6 million network budget.
Armour (Foote, Cone & Belding).

Alaskans & Adventures in Paradise, minute participations
and Dick Clark Show, 15-min. seg. each
week, all in Nov. and Dec.
Seven-Up (J. Walter Thompson).

NBC-TV
Rexall Drug Specials (Sun. evenings, dates & times not

set). Series of 6 60-min. adaptations of the-
atrical properties, first of which will be a
musical program on Oct. 18 (10-11 p.m.).
David Susskind, of Talent Associates Ltd.,

will produce all 6 programs.
Rexall Drug Co. (BBDO).

Daytime 15-min. buys: Alt.-wk. segments in Concentration
& It Could Be You, Brillo (J, Walter Thomp-
son) ;

additional segments in Ruff & Reddy
and Fury, Borden (Young & Rubicam); alt.

segments of Treasure Hunt, Queen for a
Day, Tic Tac Dough and County Fair, Gold
Seal Co. (Campbell-Mithun) ; renewal of alt.

wk. segment in Fury, General Foods (Young
& Rubicam); renewal of 52 segments in Tic
Tac Dough, Standard Brands (various) ; 4
weekly segments in Tic Tac Dough, 5 alt.

half-hours in It Could Be You, 4 half-hours
in Truth or Consequences, and 3 alt. seg-
ments in Treasure Hunt, Procter & Gamble
(various agencies).

Liberty Bowl Game, new college football series, half of first

game on Dec. 19.

Liggett & Myers (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-
ple).

There will be 155 specials on NBC in the coming sea- )

son, with sponsors spending $45 million on those shows, (

it’s estimated by Herbert Sussan, head of special pro-

grams. He’s currently in Hollywood lining up properties 1

& stars for the specials. Most of the Fri. & Sun. shows will

originate from N.Y., some from Hollywood, and the Ford
series on Tues. will originate mainly from the coast. m
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Stations

JULY OPENS WITH A VHP & A UHF: KTLE (Ch. 6)

Pocatello, Ida. began July 4 with NBC-TV, and KHTV
(Ch. 27) Portland, Ore. begins programming this week
(July 6) as an independent, reactivating the pioneer

uhf channel that has been off the air for more than 2

years. Week’s 2 starters change the on-air total to 554

(including 84 uhf)

.

KTLE has a 10-kw RCA transmitter and a 153-ft.

tower on a mountain 3.5 mi. west of Pocatello. The only

city with a TV outlet within 100 mi. is Idaho Falls with

KID-TV (Ch. 3), approximately 40 mi. away. KTLE CP
is held by KBLI Inc., licensee of radio KBLI Blackfoot,

Ida., in which radio KNAK Salt Lake City is 70% stock-

holder. Howard D. Johnson, who owns 57% of KNAK
(jointly with his wife), is KTLE pres. & gen. mgr. Gage
Anderson, who owns 17.25% of KNAK (with wife), is

KTLE commercial mgr. Base hour is $200. Rep. is Forjoe.

KHTV has 1-kw GE transmitter and a 200-ft. Fisher

self-supporting tower on Council Crest Dr., Signal Hill.

CATV operator Wallace J. Matson, pres. & 50% stock-

holder, also is gen. mgr. & chief engineer; J. Benton

(Benny) Heald, ex-electronics sales in Portland area, is

station mgr. & 21.5% owner; Stuart Nathanson, ex-KTRX
Kennewick, Wash., sales mgr.; Rex L. Watson, production

mgr.; Charles W. Shevland, film director; Marlowe Brana-

gan, promotion & special events mgr.; Nat Jackson, news
director. Base hour is $360. Reps are Gill-Perna and Ayres,

Allen & Smith (West Coast).

Note: Ch. 27, operating as KPTV, was the second post-

freeze TV station to get on the air, beginning operation

Sept. 18, 1952 under the aegis of Herbert Mayer, who had

obtained experimental RCA equipment for a fast start (Vol.

8:35, 38). He sold the station to Storer in 1954 as part of a

$10,000,000 package (Vol. 10:2, 44). In 1957 Storer sold

NBC-TV affiliated KPTV to George Haggarty, who also

acquired Portland’s KLOR (Ch. 12) at the same time.

Haggarty merged the 2 facilities and cancelled CP for Ch.

27, but retained KPTV call letters (Vol. 13:16-18). The
present owners applied for Ch. 27 and were granted CP
May 8, 1958.

Facility changes: KLOR-TV (Ch. 11) Provo, Utah,

boosted power to 176-kw in June . . . WGR-TV (Cb. 2)

Buffalo expects to begin using temporary 3-bay antenna
at new site on Elmwood Ave. July 8, with a permanent
move from Hotel Lafayette scheduled by Aug. 1 . . .

KTVI (Ch. 2) St. Louis plans to begin July 20 with 1000-

ft. tower at new site in Sappington, Mo. . . . WEDU (Ch. 3,

educational) Tampa plans boost Aug. 15 to 56.2-kw . . .

WGAN-TV (Ch. 13) Portland, Me., has set Oct. 1 as tar-

get for move to 1619-ft. tower at new site on Brown Hill,

Raymond, Me.

Four applications for new TV stations were filed with
the FCC last week: for Louisville, Ky., Ch. 51, by a group
of Louisville businessmen headed by distillery pres. George
E. Egger; for Medford, Ore., Cb. 10, by radio KMED there;

for Reno, Nev., 2 applications for Ch. 4, one by electronics

engineer Charles E. Halstead Jr., the other by E. L. Cord,
owner of KFAC Los Angeles. This brings total TV appli-

cations pending to 99 (15 uhf).

FCC granted a waiver recently to permit KTVU
(Ch. 2) Oakland, Cal. to identify itself as an Oakland-San
Francisco outlet.

'I aft Bcstg. Co., in revised prospectus in connection

with the sale of 483,322 shares of common stock, reports

these revenue & operating profit figures for its wholly-

owned WKRC-TV & WKRC Cincinnati, WTVN-TV &
WTVN Columbus, WKYT (TV) Lexington and WBRC-TV
& WBRC Birmingham, for 2 months ended May 31: Net
TV broadcasting revenue, $1,327,815 (vs. $1,129,857 in

the same 1958 period)
;
net radio revenue, $392,735 (vs.

$363,118); TV operating profit before depreciation &
amortization, $624,680 (vs. $511,981); radio operating

profit, $148,789 (vs. $143,840). WBIR-TV & WBIR Knox-
ville, in which Taft has 30% interest, made this report for

5 months ended May 31: Net TV revenue, $430,971 (vs.

$366,465 during similar 1958 period); radio revenue, $74,369

(vs. $74,756); TV operating profit, $160,891 (vs. $111,795);

radio operating profit, $12,443 (vs. $17,580). The stock will

be underwritten by a group beaded by Harriman, Ripley &
Co. (For Taft Bcstg. financial reports from 1950 to 1959,

see Vol. 15:24, p. 14.)

TV-radio inertia costs many farm advertising dollars, a

major machinery manufacturer told the recent Natl. Assn,

of TV-Radio Farm Directors conclave. Minneapolis-Moline

marketing v.p. M. E. Carroll said his firm spends a heavy

ad budget but TV & radio get none simply because no sales-

men call to sell these media. But at the same meeting,

some 20 TV-radio representatives made a joint bid for

more farm broadcast business from attending advertisers

6 agency executives. Their joint message advanced farm
broadcasting as the logical medium for reaching the $37.8

billion farm market because it serves an audience that

gives “undivided attention—while eating breakfast, driv-

ing to work, or even while milking cows.”

Possible new vhf channel for Hartford was protested

last week by Mass. Sens. Kennedy (D) & Saltonstall (R)

and Reps. Conte (R) & Boland (D) who told FCC that

such an allocation would drive 4 western Mass, “home-

town TV stations” out of business. Noting that “uhf has

had singular success” in the area, they said that the con-

tinued success of stations in the Springfield-Holyoke-Pitts-

field-Worcester section depends on whether “they are left

free from interference from vhf TV.” The legislators added,

however, that if FCC should allow vhf to extend into west-

ern Mass., “thereby eliminating uhf TV ... We feel most
strongly that populous centers of western Mass, should

be assigned vhf channels.”

“Paid in Full” invoices for $455,480 were mailed by

WNBQ & radio WMAQ to more than 50 organizations

which received that sum in gratis public-service time on

the stations during 1959’s first quarter. Major recipients:

March of Dimes, Easter Seals, Heart Fund. (For Jan.-to-

May, the total is $809,465 in TV-radio time for nearly 100

organizations.) NBC v.p. Lloyd E. Yoder, who is gen. mgr.

of the 2 stations, said, in a note accompanying the in-

voices: “This ‘billing statement’ from NBC Chicago in-

dicates the estimated dollar value of time devoted to your

organization during the period shown. We are happy to

mark it ‘Paid In Full’ for the real payment in public serv-

ice comes, not in dollars & cents, but in serving the

human interests & welfare of our community.”

Sale of KBLR-TV (Ch. 10) Goodland, Kan. by James
Blair to Leslie E. Whittemore & associates for $5000 plus

assumption of $400,000 liabilities was approved by FCC
last week. Also approved was the sale of radio KBLR to

the same group in a separate deal for $145,000 plus $25,000

in liabilities (Vol. 15:16).
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American Congress of Exhibitors has started informal

talks with Justice Dept, officials to see whether ambitious

proposals for theater owners to raise $10,000,000 to buy up

post-1948 movie features (thereby keeping them off TV
screens) can be formulated under anti-trust rules. No
specific plans have been submitted to Justice by ACE, the

new group which took over the anti-TV scheme from the

Theatre Owners of America (Vol. 15:10), and no govt,

opinions on anti-trust angles have been offered. One Justice

Dept, official who has been consulted by the ACE told us

the talks have been “tentative & preliminary” and no

formal conferences on the subject have been set. TOA’s
original plan was to set up a trust fund to acquire titles

to features held for sale by distributors. Broached in March

1958, the scheme has been talked over since (Vol. 14:13

et seq.), but has produced no stop-TV kitty.

Unique crisis developed in Nacogdoches, Tex. last week

when KTES (Ch. 19) left air until July 7. City commis-

sioners are due to decide on that date whether owner Lee

Scarborough or Lufkin City commissioner Lyn Meteauer

will get a franchise to install a community antenna system.

Scarborough said he won’t be able to resume operations if

his competitor gets the franchise. He says he could wire up

800 homes in the 15,000-pop. city within 90 days.

Transcontinent TV Corp. elected 4 directors & a v.p.

recently following merger of Transcontinent and Mari-

etta Bcstg. Inc. (Vol. 15:7, 12, 20): Jack Wrather, pres, of

Jack Wrather Organization, majority stockholder of Mari-

etta; Monte Livingston, exec, v.p., Wrather; Edward E.

Voynow, pres., Edward Petry & Co., minority stockholder

of Marietta; Walter Walz, assoc, of Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades

& Co., N.Y. investment firm. George Whitney, v.p.. Mari-

etta, was elected a v.p.

TV spot dollar should come from sales dept, budgets

as well as regular advertising appropriations, the Katz

Agency, N.Y. station reps, believes. This week, Katz execu-

tives will start showing a new 30-min. presentation, “The

Sales Manager’s Medium,” which charts the relationships

between marketing, retailing, and the use of local-level TV.

NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows will be windup speaker

at NAB’s management development seminar July 5-17 at

the Harvard Business School, where 60 broadcasters will

receive certificates of completion of the special course.

Other speakers will include prof. Andrew Gyorgy of Bos-

ton U. and CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton.

Clinton McKinnon, ex-Congressman, who owns 25^/c of

KOVA Tucson, 100% of KOAT-TV Albuquerque and pub-

lishes 2 Cal. weeklies, has announced plans to start a new
daily in Phoenix. It will be the first competition for

Phoenix Republic and Gazette since the Arizona Times

folded in 1949.

Baton Rouge’s WAFB-TV (Ch. .28) filed an application

with FCC recently seeking the Ch. 9 drop-in there (Vol. 15:

23) and at the same time requested authority to operate

temporarily on the channel pending the outcome of any

hearing that may evolve.

TV news broadcast by WWJ-TV Detroit became evi-

dence in a local murder trial recently. The victim appar-

ently switched on a concealed tape recorder some time be-

fore she allegedly was shot by her husband. The recorder,

found by police under the living-room couch, had taped

among other information the station’s 11 O’Cloek Netvs as

it came in over the room’s TV receiver. The tape & WWJ-
TV’s script were admitted as evidence; and station news
dir. James Clark was called to identify the newscast.

Auxiliary Services

More about

CATV & BOOSTER REGULATION: The plain-spoken com-
ments of Sen. Pastore (D-R.I.) were probably the most
significant aspects of the CATV-booster hearing con-

ducted by his Commei'ce subcommittee last week. In

addition to his statement that he doesn’t like the Moss-
Murray bill’s requirement that FCC prohibit CATV
where it might “adversely affect” existing or prospec-

tive TV stations (see p. 2), he also showed he doesn’t

care for the proposal by FCC & stations that CATV
be required to get stations’ approval before distributing

their signals. Said he:

“Give people a choice of CATV or local. That’s the

democratic way. I don’t like compulsion. Why should the

CATV boys be forced to do something by a competitive

group? If you put CATV under the broad FCC supervision,

won’t you have enough ? I’m not interested in the economic
welfare of one group as against another’. Only the public.

Why not let the public or FCC get the rebroadcast rights

—

so that subscribers could get the signals they want? I

favor local stations, but will this legislation lead us down
a blind alley ?”

Harking back to the Moss-Murray “adversely-affect”

proposal, he said: “I’d hate to be the Commissioner who
makes the decision. Who knows why a station operator

might be unsuccessful? He might take to drink. Or take

to women. Who knows?”
Pastore reflected the FCC position, which was

reiterated last week in a statement on Moss-Murray bill:

“As we pointed out in our report & order of April 13,

1959, numerous circumstances—including some imponder-

ables—determine the success or failure of existing TV
stations and the probabilities for the success or failure of

new stations. These factors include not only the number
of TV services locally available but also the size & nature

of the market, the supply & quality of programs, the extent

of local, regional and national advertiser support, and
related factors. They also include the competence, energy

and imaginativeness of management, the amount of capital

available, and numbers of other factors which in one de-

gree or another affect success or failure of station opera-

tion. These circumstances illustrate & underscore the

difficulties attaching to the process of making findings as to

adverse impact which, under S-1886, would be decisive in

determining whether to authorize continued operation of

repeaters & CATV . . . and whether to authorize new ones.”

The Commission also persisted in its belief that local

station service isn’t always preferable to service offered

by CATV or boosters. It stated:

“In a typical case, CATV systems & repeaters are able

to provide program services otherwise unavailable to the

local community. This is because CATV’s & repeaters have

usually been established in the smaller communities which

lack full choice of nationwide & other TV program services.

Thus, they have been able, to considerable extent, to sup-

plement the program fare which a local TV station is in a

position to offer. Since an ultimate objective of a TV alloca-

tion plan is the provision of as many program choices as

possible to as many members of the public as possible, it

may not hold in all cases that the overriding public interest

would necessarily be served by protecting a present or

possible future regular TV station from adverse competi-

tive impact exerted by services able to offer a wider

program choice.”
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Pastore backtracked a bit, however, by remembering
his pet project—trying to get a 3rd vhf channel in Provi-

dence. He said he places a great value on local service.

On that subject, Sen. Moss (D-Utah) asserted that,

technically, stations in one or 2 cities could originate all

programs, with the rest of the U.S. served by repeating

facilities. He urged that local service be given highest

priority. Sen. Mansfield (D-Mont.) took no strong pro or

con side but urged that the CATV & booster problems be

solved. Sen. Carroll (D-Colo.) pitched mainly for authoriza-

tion of boosters, said FCC has enough power now to

legalize them. Sen. Church (D-Ida.) made similar plea.

Sen. McGee (D-Wyo.) was the most outspoken defender

of the station’s position & opponent of CATV. He stated

that CATV can put a station out of business, in turn cutting

off the service of boosters fed by the station. Sen.

O’Mahoney’s (D-Wyo.) position was presented by his as-

sistant: Favor local stations and require CATV & boosters

to get originating stations’ permission to use their signals.

Ex-Sen. Johnson (D-Colo.) read a statement from
Colo. Gov. Steve McNichols, reiterating the latter’s con-

tention that vhf boosters are harmless, provide a vital

service—and probably can be licensed without new legisla-

tion. He said he’s satisfied that FCC can provide the

proper interference safeguards—and he’s willing to rely on

the Commission’s judgment on technical requirements.

On his own, Johnson blasted CATV operators, charging

them with trying to kill boosters. “CATV will take every

possible step,” he asserted, “to hinder legislation on

boosters and will do everything in its power to create

legislation to [make] booster operators go out of business.”

Booster operators’ testimony was best summarized by
Jess A. Slusser, pres, of National TV Repeater Assn., who
recently retired as engineering director of KOA-TV & KOA
Denver after 35 years with the stations. “Uhf cannot do

the job,” he said. “CATV has not been the answer, but it’s

clearly evident from the number of vhf repeater stations

now operating that the vhf booster is doing the job.”

As for alleged interference from boosters, he said:

“With the number of repeaters operating over the past few
years there has been only a minor number of reports of

interference coming to my attention. Upon investigation

these have not been real cases of trouble but usually just

friction between a CATV operator & a vhf repeater.” He
then produced a telegram from H. E. Aldridge chief, air

navigation facilities div., FAA 4th region, Los Angeles,

who said that the 4th region does not have in its files any
record of interference with air navigation facilities from
boosters “operating in the normal manner ... or evidence

that such interference has been a contributing cause to air-

craft accident.” Said Slusser: “In the last few months there

has been more interference with communications systems
& aids to navigation created by electronic garage door

openers just in the Denver area than has occurred in the

entire history of vhf repeater operations.” He called for

“immediate” FCC regulation of boosters.

George C. Hatch, of KUTV Salt Lake City, KLIX-TV
Twin Falls and KOPR-TV Butte, summarized the situation

thus: “Without effective rules & regulations, repeater de-

vices, whether boosters or CATV systems, will generate

interference and/or degrade signals, and will jeopardize

orderly development of local standard TV stations. If they
are properly placed under the jurisdiction of the FCC and
subjected to reasonable rules & regulations, just as our

standard TV stations are, they can be a tremendous boon
in bringing service to many areas that cannot support
standard stations and will fill in the coverage.”

Also calling for CATV regulation, William C. Grove
(KFBC-TV Cheyenne & KSTV Scottsbluff, Neb.), asserted

that he seeks no monopoly. “I do not complain of the com-
petition,” he said, “unfair though it is, that I get from a

CATV system which is bringing service into my area at no
cost to the advertiser if the program is a different program
from that carried by my stations. Certainly this will hurt

my stations. It will dilute my audience. It will give the

advertiser an incentive not to pay to have his program on
my station because he can in all likelihood reach a sub-

stantial part of my audience at no cost to him by means of

CATV. This is unfair competition, but I do not think it will

destroy me. But what will certainly destroy me is when the

CATV or any other service such as translators or boosters

or what have you, is permitted to duplicate my programs in

my area at no cost to the advertiser.”

Rex Howell, owner-gen. mgr. of KREX-TV Grand
Junction, Colo, and its satellite KREY-TV Montrose, told

the subcommittee “the future of free TV rests ultimately

with the outcome of these hearings ... If free local TV is

to be preserved, and CATV’s are to come of age as re-

sponsible media of communications, they must be brought
under FCC regulation,” he said, endorsing the Moss bill.

He assured the subcommittee: “Broadcasters are not op-

posed to CATV per se.”

Ed Craney, pres. & gen mgr. of KXLF-TV Butte,

Mont., lit into FCC as “the defender & apologist for one
form of pay TV, the CATV, or cable companies.” In a 34-

page “preliminary review” of problems of stations vs.

CATV, he concluded: “It seems plain this is what the

[Commission] has favored and will continue to favor &
promote in every possible manner—by action & lack of

action.” The Butte station operator called the FCC-recom-
mended legislation “utterly inadequate” to cope with prob-

lems of stations vs. CATV.

Marshall H. Pengra, co-owner & gen. mgr. of KLTV
Tyler-Longview, Tex., recounted a long history of his

troubles with Tyler’s CATV system from the time his

station went on the air in Oct. 1954. At the time, he re-

lated, the system was delivering from 2 Dallas stations and
one in Ft. Woi’th, gleefully advertising they were “live”

while KLTV lacked cable or microwave network service and
was able to show only network-show films or kines—as
much as 3 weeks late. Since then things have got no better,

Pengra complained: All live NBC, CBS & ABC network
progi'ams now carried by KLTV are duplicated simultane-

ously by the local CATV. KLTV’s signal “is degraded in

55% of the locations surveyed” in an Aug. 1958 FCC field

report. He said he has “grave doubts for the future of our

station unless something is done by the FCC . .
.”

Needed, he said, are “simple rights of fair play under
our American system of free enterprise.” He said the fol-

lowing should apply to CATV: (1) No duplication of a local

station’s programs. (2) No interference with or degrading

of a local station’s signal. (3) If a local station requests it,

a local CATV system must carry the station’s programs

(4) In any event, an originating station must give per-

mission for CATV pickups.

Bitter anti-CATV testimony also came from pres.

Frank Reardon of now-dark KULR (formerly KGEZ-TV)
Kalispell, Mont. He blamed FCC “policies which foster

CATV growth and restrict local TV broadcasting” for cir-

cumstances which put him off air in April ’58 & May ’59.

Reardon said the proposed legislation is “desirable”

but doesn’t go far enough. “I think this Congress should

speedily enact legislation which would prohibit the Com-
mission’s granting microwave facilities for use of CATV.”
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Educational Television

Broadcasting Symposium: Industry, political & academic

leaders are discussing major issues confronting broadcast-

ing at a special summer-session college-credit symposium
sponsored by the TV-Radio-Film Dept, of Northwestern U.

Gilbert Seldes, dean of the U. of Pa.’s new Annenberg
School of Communications, and Saturday Review TV edi-

tor, told the symposium in his guest address that improve-

ments in broadcasting must start at the local level. He
called for shows in which community leaders & broadcast-

ers discuss their mutual problems, and he advocated high

school & college courses in mass-media appreciation, to

increase audience understanding of broadcasting. Other

guest lecturers will include NBC planning & research v.p.

Hugh M. Beville Jr. next week (July 16) and Voice of

America deputy dir. of bcstg. John O’Brien (July 30).

The symposium will also include these subjects; “Cre-

ative Programming” (Eric Barnouw, Columbia U.),

“Functions of Communications Research” (Reuel Denny,

U. of Chicago), “Broadcasting as a Dimension for Poli-

tics” (Samuel E. Brightman & Richard Guylay of Demo-
cratic & Republican natl. committees respectively)

, “‘Broad-

casting in the Soviet Union” (Boris N. Krylov, counselor,

Soviet Embassy, Washington).

TV pupils outscored teacher-taught classmates by 9.6

percentage points, it was revealed last week after a con-

trolled math experiment conducted by the N.Y.C. school

system. Over a 5-month period, 10 experimental classes

had viewed half-hour 7th grade math twice-weekly via

WPIX. Twenty control classes of comparable ability &
math achievement took the same course sans TV. In a 50-

question test, the TV students scored the equivalent of

75.2 out of 100 vs. 65.6 for the others. The outcome is the

reverse of that of a similar test conducted at Long Island

Agricultural & Technical Institute (Vol. 15:26) where
video-less students outscored TV classmates 76.3 to 75.85.

NAB’s TV “image” program (Vol. 15:25) wouldn’t be

needed “to counteract the growing amount of unfriendly

comment” on programming if commercial telecasters

demonstrated awareness of their educational responsi-

bilities, the NAEB Journal suggests. It’s “strange,” says

an editorial in the May issue of the Natl. Assn, of Educa-
tional Bcstrs.’ organ, that “promotion of learning as a

fundamental obligation of telecasters” wasn’t even men-
tioned in the speech that called for an industry promotion

campaign at the NAB’s Chicago convention in March (Vol.

15:12). Signed by Journal editor Tracy F. Tyler, the

editorial argues that it’s time the industry realizes that TV
“has a major & more significant service to render to our

society than to meet what it decides are the present inter-

ests of the people and, secondarily, to program for minority

tastes & interests.”

Successful TV teaching of illiterates by educational

WKNO Memphis, has in 2 years enabled some 2000 adults

to attain “functional literacy,” reports Harper's. Each pu-

pil reached this level of roughly 4th-grade schooling by
investing 350 study hours, divided between thrice-weekly

half-hour TV lessons and “homework” supervised by vol-

unteers at educational centers set up in schools & libraries.

WKNO has packaged, for sale to interested stations, 98

half-hour lessons on film.

Petition to switch educational reservation in Muncie,
Ind. from Ch. 71 to Ch. 55 has been filed by Ball State
Teachers College.

Programming
Radio Press International, new radio news service, was

formed last week (June 29) by the merger of Radio Press
Inc. and International Transmissions Inc. The newly-organ-
ized service plans to enlarge its operations to include 3

20-min. transmissions per day each weekday and one 20-

min. transmission on Sat. & Sun., as well as Washington,
national and foreign news reports. Client contracts of the 2
former firms (54 stations for RP and 18 for ITI) will be
fulfilled, RPI affirmed. The newly-formed service will have
access to 46 foreign correspondents, 387 U.S. stringers,

and a London news bureau. Telephone lines & leased wires
will be used. George Hamilton Combs, pres, of Radio Press,

has become board chairman of RPI, and Sumner J. Clin-

cher, ITI pres., is now RPI pres.

ABC will be fighting brawn with brains next fall when
Championship Bridge with Charles Goren goes into the
Sunday 3:30-4 p.m. slot against professional football on
CBS & NBC. ABC anticipates a massive following for the

series, pointing out that there are about 35 million bridge
players in the country. Each Sun. an actual game will be
played, with the team scoring the most points receiving

$1000 and an invitation to return the following week. The
losing team will receive $500. Bonuses of $1000 & $500 for

grand & baby slams will be given. Play by play descrip-

tion will be supplied by Alex Dreier with Goren analyzing
the play. Table talk & bidding will be picked up direct.

Don’t overlook cartoon appeal to adult viewers at

night, Joel Chaseman, gen. mgr. of Baltimore’s WJZ-TV,
tells us. Generally regarded as moppet fare for daytime or

early-evening shows, cartoons & comedy shorts (3 Stooges)
are now being scheduled by the Westinghouse-owned sta-

tion to lead off its nightly movie show, along with a news-
weather-sports roundup. “Our feeling,” says Chaseman,
“is that the viewer wants a complete show—^just like a
neighborhood movie.” Currently, Chaseman is using car-

toons from his Terrytoon & Popeye packages, and says
that viewer reaction has been excellent.

More community service TV is in the works at Corin-

thian station KHOU-TV, Hounston, says James C. Rich-

dale, v.p. & gen. mgr., including “expanded news coverage,

programs dealing with local & state issues and personal-

ities, educational series, and even live entertainment.” The
station has also named producer-director B. Calvin Jones,

former program mgr. of Westinghouse’s KDKA-TV Pitts-

burgh, to become KHOU-TV’s dir. of programming & op-

erations. Jones has won 2 freedom foundation awards for

locally-produced documentaries, and has produced se-

quences for Wide, Wide World.

TV-radio stations were among those media (also news-
papers, magazines and ad agencies) accused by N.Y.’s

Committee of Religious Leaders of hurting the city’s mo-
ral climate. In a report to Mayor Wagner, the committee
censured TV for long exposure of materialistic, sadistic,

and suggestive themes, and scored radio for the “indecent

suggestions & implications” in some popular songs car-

ried on disc jockey programs. The committee advised that

all faiths would make pulpit appeals to urge their congre-

gations to register their concern with the offending media.

Movies occupy a quarter to a third of all TV viewing

time in the major market areas, a TV Guide (July 4) sur-

vey points out. In L.A. & San Francisco, viewers can see

some 10,000 movies yearly. Other scores: N.Y., 147 films

weekly; Cleveland, 135; Seattle, 90; Chicago, 60. West-
erns & World War II films are favorites.
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Tabooing the Taboos—a Promise of More Mature Programming

FEWER FILM BANS: TV film executives, v^^ho frequently

in the past have blamed sponsors & ad agencies for

restricting them with too many taboos, today report a

general easing oif of such pressures. Some remain, of

course, but for rational reasons, for good taste, and no

longer as the whims of individuals.

Result: Executives promise more mature product next

season. There are still islands of nonsense, they admit, in

script acceptance circles, especially in live TV. The de-

cision, for example, to eliminate the words “gas chamber”

from Playhouse 90'

s

“Judgment at Nurembei’g” (because

American Gas Assn, was one of the sponsors) is termed

: “not so much a taboo as childish” by ex-Playhouse 90 pro-

ducer Martin Manulis. Now TV production chief at 20th-

Fox, he tells us he’s had no resti’ictions there except on

themes he’d not use anyway. He’s not allowed to have sui-

cides, but unhappy endings are permitted. Controversial

stories don’t belong in weekly film series, in his opinion.

Only a few years ago when a telephone operator ob-

jected to a sequence in the Frank Wisbar-produced Fire-

side Theater, the sponsor ordered Wisbar to reshoot that

scene for reruns. This sort of thing is not apt to happen
today. Departing now are bans on subjects of infidelity,

unwed mothers, narcotics and prostitution. (Not all spon-

sors, of course, have eliminated such restrictions.) But the

trend is not so much the elimination of specific ukases as

I
the lessening of inclination by ad agencies & sponsors to

be worried or frightened by pressure groups,

A concrete example of liberalism in taboos is Maverick,

the Warner Bros, series in which the heroes are a pair of

easy-going, shiftless gamblers. When Dorothy Brown, head
of ABC’s West Coast continuity acceptance dept., was
confronted with a series showing gambling (on Sun. nights

too), she took the chance that there wouldn’t be any strong

reaction against it. The series, of course, became a hit.

There was no adverse reaction, and now gambling will

also play a part in WB’s new Bourbon Street Beat.

A recent Gunsmoke episode had Marshal Dillon (Jim
Arness) ambushing & killing some heavies who had mur-
dered a girl. At no time in the TV of recent yesteryear

would a lawman have been permitted to shoot down even
heavies in such an eminently practical manner.

Once ABC didn’t so much as allow the mention of sui-

cides. Today it’s permissible to use suicide if not depicted

as the solution to a problem. Bans still exist at ABC
against interracial romances, excessive violence (particu-

larly important this year because of the heavy Western
& private eye programming)

,
but in general good taste is

the guiding factor.

Right down the line, many of the old TV taboos no
longer exist. The new June Allyson Theatre has received,

instead of taboos, only the agency advice that it use com-
mon sense & good taste. GE Theatre’s sole restriction is

the sponsor’s desire not to have too many downbeat themes
successively. All this is a refreshing change from the days
when every series had its list of don’ts.

This “creeping liberalism” in TV programming is

taking on trend proportions. Virtually all industry figures
tell us the bars are coming down.

NBC coast program v.p. Alan Livingston: Taboo pres-
sures are lightening because the sponsor, wanting better

shows, came to realize that TV had too many restrictions,

and consequently, “There is less interference today.”

Bob Wood, head of NBC’s West Coast continuity dept.:

NBC tries to take a mature attitude on taboos in general.

It has allowed suicide if it’s a necessary element of the

particular story. But excessive violence & brutality in-

jected into telefilms sheerly for shock effect is still banned.

ABC’s Dorothy Brown: “We’re not concerned about

the way the established companies such as Warners, Screen

Gems, Disney or Four Star will handle the delicate areas;

it’s the new companies we’ve got to watch carefully.”

There’s been considerable progress in eliminating taboos,

but “we can only go as far as the public will go.”

BBDO West Coast v.p. Bud Stefan: Agencies are con-

cerned mainly with not offending the sponsor or any deal-

ers handling his product. If a Westinghouse product were
to be inadvertently used in a scene on GE-sponsored GE
Theater, for example, the public wouldn’t complain, but it

would bring anguished cries from every GE dealer in the

country who saw that show ... “No client would want a

scene in which a Negro would hug a white girl. They don’t

want to antagonize the South, nor do they want to offend

any racial or religious group. That’s cash register talk.”

Producer Sam Rolfe (Have Gun—Will Travel) : “We
have no specific taboos, only the usual CBS network pol-

icies to follow. The network is concerned about excessive

brutality, too much blood in a scene, and the age of a girl

involved in relationship with a man. If she’s 18, she’s okay.

. . .” Rolfe attributes the dwindling of taboos to keener

competition and the fact that “Some adult live-TV dramas
have given us a lever. TV cannot impose a censorship lock

on one side, and open the door for the other side. We don’t

get away with murder—but we try.”

Producer Hal Hudson (Zane Grey Theatre) : “We may
not treat any religious subjects; a child may not be shown
in jeopardy; and there may not be excessive brutality.”

Producer Jack Chertok (The Lawless Years) : “I’ve

never had a problem.” He’s guided by NBC censorship

policy, it boils down to a matter of taste, and is no hin-

drance to productions. “We can show a prostitute, but we
can’t call her one.”

Arnold Laven, co-producer with Jules Levy & Arthur
Gardner (The Rifleman & Captain of Detectives)

.

“Rifle-

man” may not show a child in jeopardy; kidnapings aren’t

allowed; a child may not be seen threatened with a knife

or gun, but there may be an implied threat. “We don’t

deal with subjects in the taboo area,” he tells us. “De-
tectives” is now allowed to show narcotics stories, but
doesn’t because Laven doesn’t care to show the ugly side

of life. In one “Detectives” episode showing a woman in

childbirth, ABC censors ordered a moan substituted for a

scream to avoid the impression that childbirth is “hor-

ribly painful.”

Many telefilm dramas of yesterday wouldn’t allow the

hero to drink; coffee or tea was his limit. Today it’s com-
monplace in almost every type of series except a Western
for the hero to have his liquor—and lately it’s been hap-
pening in the sacred Westerns.

Not too long ago an on-TV romance between an Amer-
ican & a Japanese girl would not have been allowed. But
last year in a Schlitz Playhouse just such a love affair was
enacted, and subsequently similar themes were seen.
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Table of Audience Composition & Program Selectivity
Trendex Figures Show Women Exercise Major Control Over TV Set

Avg.
< Audiencti Compositioi1 > < Program Selectivity >

Spons. By By By Set Unani-
Rtg. Men Women Children Total Ident. Men Women Children Left On mous

Drama, half-hour ... 13.8 0.65 1.02 0.47 2.14 54.7 18.3 44.4 7.4 12.3 17.6
Drama, hour or more ... 19.0 0.68 1.12 0.28 2.08 50.6 13.1 53.2 3.9 7.0 22.8
Special Programs * 0.91 1.21 0.41 2.53 16.3 40.1 4.2 11.2 28.2
Variety, Comedy, Music Shows .

.

. ... 16.4 0.76 1.14 0.54 2.44 68.4 15.7 39.2 9.8 8.5 26.8
Situation Comedies ... 18.1 0.60 0.96 0.87 2.43 46.9 10.7 34.4 24.9 9.4 20.6
Adventure Series ... 14.2 0.61 0.74 0.98 2.33 * 20.2 17.5 32.4 17.7 12.2
Mystery, Crime, Police Drama . . .

.

... 14.0 0.81 0.95 0.45 2.21 30.2 28.8 30.3 8.5 10.1 22.3
Sports Spectacles ... 11.1 1.37 0.68 0.16 2.21 61.0 78.3 3.9 * 2.3 15.5
Western Drama ... 18.9 0.82 0.88 0.83 .2.53 33.4 32.3 19.2 19.3 10.0 19.2
Quiz & Panel ... 17.5 0.74 1.09 0.38 2.21 58.2 13.8 44.2 7.5 8.6 25.9
Children’s Shows ... 13.8 0.52 0.76 1.34 2.62 41.1 9.7 15.7 53.1 7.7 13.8
Interview Shows ... 13.2 * * V * * * * *

* Unable to report due to insufficient data.

WHO CONTROLS THAT DIAL? The hand that rocks the

cradle rules the family’s TV set—or so the figures in

the latest (May, 1959) “Television Advertisers’ Re-

port” analysis from Trendex, printed above, would

seem to show. “Togetherness,” McCall’s notwithstand-

ing, goes right out the window when TV comes in, with

general family agreement on what evening TV show to

watch applying in less than 30% of households in

major TV metropolitan areas (for network “specials”)

and as few as 12.2% (for adventure shows)

.

Women outnumber men as decision-makers in choosing

30-min. drama shows by more than 2 to 1—in choosing

network specials by .2.5 to 1—in picking situation comedies

by better than 3 to 1—and in selecting hour dramas by

4 to 1.

The family’s kids are pretty much vetoed on all fronts,

except for adventure shows (where they outrank mom by

nearly 2 to 1), Westerns (where it’s virtually a tie) and in

a clear-cut victory (better than 3 to 1 over Mom) in picking

their own juvenile-appeal program fare.

Of more than passing psychological interest are the

program areas in which American males exercise a Life

with Father masculine supremacy. Men rival their wives

(28.8 vs. 30.3) in picking mystery & crime shows, edge out

their better halves by a close margin with adventure shows

and by something like one-third in picking Westerns (32.3

vs. 19.2). They really rule the roost in picking sports spec-

tacles, when they lead by a whopping margin of 20 to 1.

Above are the Trendex-gathered figures by program
types along with data on average rating levels (April &
May 1959), audience composition (May), sponsor identifi-

cation (April) and program selectivity (May).

The sponsor-identification figures, interestingly, largely

bear out a theory that has been propounded by the Nor-

man, Craig & Kummel agency, N.Y. which has stated

(Vol. 15:16) that the best TV program environment for

commercials is “warm, friendly entertainment.” Crime
shows (30.2%) and Westerns (33.4%) are on the low end

of the correct sponsor-identification list. At the high end,

with a 68.4% score, are variety, comedy & music shows

—

although sports shows, with a 61.0%> average, provide

strong sponsor-identification rivalry.

Westerns, sometimes maligmed for their sponsor-

identification shortcomings, vary considerably, however.

The older, established outdoor sagas do fairly well. An
April-May episode of Gunsmoke scored a strong 50.8 cor-

rect identification of Liggett & Myers (against an over-all

S.I. average of 47.0 for all evening programs), Bat

Masterson scored a 48.0 for Kraft, and Wagon Train a
40.7 for Ford Motor Co. By comparison, newer Westerns,
such as Buckskin with a 16.9 for Procter & Gamble, or
The Texan with a 21.8 for Lever Bros, don’t do as well.

But even the best Western is out-gunned by far in

sponsor identification by shows like Dinah Shore Chevy
Show (which gets a whopping 92.0%) or Tennessee Ernie
Ford (90.4%), or by the Gillette Cavalcade of Sports

(70%).

Public Affairs Gaining: Public affairs & news specials

increased their share of night network time by 60% be-

tween 1958 & 1959, and their viewing time doubled in the
same period (Vol. 15:25). There’s now every indication the
growth trend will continue this fall, with major advertisers

helping to underwrite costs, according to our check of net-

work headquarters last week. Here’s the situation:

ABC-TV: This net continues heavily in Westerns, but
is planning at least one 60-min. documentary on overseas
missionaries, “Splendid American,” for Oct. exposure, with
John Daly narrating, and is currently talking to sponsors.

Also, Ralston Purina will have a new travel-documentary
series with John Gunther, to replace its previous Bold
Journey film show. The John Daly News, sold on a partici-

pating basis, will continue in its Mon.-Fri. 6:45-7 p.m. slot.

Other public affairs shows are still in the idea stage.

CBS-TV : In the season now ending. Prudential has
been sponsoring the weekly 20th Century series, Monsanto
Chemical had 2 half-hour shows in the Conquest series,

and Olin-Matthieson has been a sponsor of Small World.
This fall, there’ll be a major expansion of this kind of

sponsored show at CBS-TV. All the above have been re-

newed, with Monsanto boosting its Conquest order sizably,

from 2 to more than 20 during the season. In addition,

BeU & Howell has ordered six 60-min. news specials in

prime time, and there’ll be nightly & Sun. 15-min. news
shows. In the pregram development area, Irving Gitlin

was promoted last week to a new post of program exec.-

creative projects from his present job of dir. of public

affairs in order to develop “new & sponsorable” series.

NBC-TV : Long a major factor in public affairs shows,

NBC-TV plans to slot a number of news specials in its new
Fri.-night showcase, and is now seeking sponsors. A pro-

gram development fund in the 6-figure bracket (Vol.

15:20) has been granted to news v.p. Bill McAndrew to

develop shows dealing with African nationalism, mental

illness, communism and other topics. Texaco has signed

to sponsor the nightly Huntley-Brinklcy Report.
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Personals: William F. Wallace, ex-NBC, appointed spe-

cialist in TV program taping, Ampex professional prod-

ucts div. Changes in the mktg. dept, of the division: Bob
Paulson promoted from natl. sales mgr. to head the newly-

created mktg. administration & sales development program;

Thomas J. Merson, from N.Y. district sales office mgr. to

natl. sales mgr.; Gerald Miller, from dealer relations mgr.

to audio merchandising mgr.; Rosel Hyde Jr., from north-

west district mgr., instrumentation div., to govt, sales

mgr. in the west, professional products div.

Lt. Col. Rene P. Landry, promoted from CBC con-

troller of administration to asst, to the pres. . . . Alastair

M. MacKenzie, ex-gen. sales mgr. of RCA Victor (Argen-
tina), named Latin American operations dir., NBC In-

ternational . . . H. Harold Powell promoted from local sales

representative to national sales coordinator, WIS-TV Co-

lumbia, S.C. . . . Monas (Tony) Bachman, ex-WXIX and
WISN-TV Milwaukee, appointed promotion & research

mgr., KXTV Sacramento . . . Jack Launer, ex-WLWC Co-

lumbus, 0., named program dir., KNTV San Jose.

John C. Moler named managing dir. of Storer radio

WIBG Philadelphia, effective Aug. 1 . . . Rodger May pro-

moted to sales v.p., E. M. (Gene) Plumstead to program-
ming v.p., Joseph G. Deaderick to engineering v.p. of

Plough Bcstg. Co. (WCAO Baltimore, WCOP Boston,

WJJD Chicago, WMPS Memphis & WPLO Atlanta) . . .

Doug Thompson, ex-KPAC-TV Port Arthur-Beaumont,
named asst. gen. mgr. of KCEN-TV, Temple, Tex.

David Aubrey, on Time magazine sales staff and
younger brother of CBS-TV exec. v.p. James T. Aubrey,
named network salesman for NBC-TV in Detroit, effective

Aug. 1 . . . Leonard S. Gruenberg, former Gross-Krasne-
Sillerman v.p., named NTA Pictures gen. mgr. . . . Rudy
Bretz of the UCLA theater arts faculty, named to new
post of head of educational TV, U. of Cal. southern area
. . . William R. Tincher promoted to asst, dir., FTC bureau
of litigation for anti-monopoly; Alan Buxton Hobbes to

asst. gen. counsel for appeals, Edwin S. Rockefeller to

asst, to chairman Earl W. Kintner.

John F. Dille Jr., pres.. Truth Publishing Co. (WSJV
South Bend, WKJG-TV & WKJG Fort Wayne, radio WTRC
Elkhart, all Indiana), named pres., U. of Chicago Alumni
Assn Ray Butts, operations mgr., WCOV-TV & WCOV
Montgomery, Ala., was married to Miss Patsy Cade,
Eufaula, Ala. June .28 . . . William L. Putnam, pres.-gen.

mgr., WWLP Springfield, Mass., appointed to the Spring-
field Planning Board . . . Jules Bergman, ABC news,
awarded fellowship in Columbia U. science writing program.

Edward Stanley, NBC dir. of public affairs, appointed

to membership on the President’s Citizens Advisory Com-

mittee on the Fitness of American Youth . . . William W.
Scranton, ex-chairman of WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes-

Barre, appointed special asst, to the Secy, of State . . .

Andrew M. Jackson appointed chief engineer. Tidewater

Teleradio (WAVY-TV & WAVY) . . . Sydney L. O’Guin,

acting chief, promoted to chief of FCC’s telephone div. . . .

George E. Hagerty, engineer mgr., WBC, elected chairman

of IRE Professional Group on Broadcasting.

CBS-USSR Summit Meeting: CBS pres. Frank Stanton

and Soviet first deputy premier Frol R. Kozlov met at a

Washington cocktail party last week—and inconclusive

results evolved from Stanton’s efforts to get CBS’s Moscow
bureau reopened and to get Kozlov to appear on Face the

Nation. The Russians expelled CBS newsman Paul Niven

after Playhouse 90 presented “The Plot to Kill Stalin”

(Vol. 14:41). Kozlov told Stanton that he had not passed

his test, adding “you cut off Mikoyan.” He was referring

to the Meet the Pt-ess program which ran overtime. “But

that wasn’t my network,” Stanton protested. (It was
NBC). Vice President Nixon then suggested that Kozlov

consider an appearance on Face the Nation later in his

U.S. tour. Stanton said he would guarantee “an hour

without interruption.” Kozlov replied: “I will discuss it

toward the end of my trip.”

TV industry’s “image” information program (Vol.

15:25) moves ahead another notch with the appointment

by NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows of a pro tern committee

to “expedite organizational & financial arrangements”

pending the formation of a permanent 9-man committee.

The group meets in N.Y.’s Waldorf-Astoria July 15. The
members: Clair R. McCollough, Steinman stations; C.

Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian stations; Willard E. Wal-
bridge, KTRK-TV Houston; Roger W. Clipp, Triangle

Publications, Inc. stations; John S. Hayes, Washington
Post stations; Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZ-TV Hunting-

ton W. Va., Kenneth W. Bilby, NBC; Michael Foster,

ABC; and a CBS representative to be selected.

Obituary

Alfred J. McCosker, 72, one of the founders of MBS
and 1934-47 chairman of the radio network, died July 1

in a Miami Beach Hospital, apparently of a heart attack.

He was 1932-34 NAB pres., a member of the radio code

authority in 1934, 1924-33 director of WOR N.Y., and
chairman of its own Bamberger Bcstg. Service when he

retired in 1947 to live in Fla. He entered broadcasting

after early careers on newspapers in N.Y. & Denver and

in theatrical public relations.

Arnold Kruckman, 78, co-founder with William Ran-

dolph Hearst of the International News Service, died June

30 in Washington. In 1933, he organized the American
Newscasting Assn, to assemble and distribute foreign news
for U.S. radio stations.

Nathan P. Colwell, 54, OCDM TV-radio dir. and 35-

year radio veteran, died of a heart attack June 27 in Battle

Creek, Mich. He is survived by his widow, son and mother.

Carl Wesser, 58, chief facilities engineer, WWJ-TV &
WWJ Detroit, died June 18 in Alpena, Mich. He had been

with the station for 28 years.

Keith Byerly, 43, Atlanta office mgr., Katz Agency
station reps, died suddenly June 29.
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Advertising

Advertising People: Roscoe W. Sturgess Jr. promoted to

v.p., Young & Rubicam . . . Frank Davies, Cunningham &
Walsh mktg. & merchandising dir., elected v.p. . . . Dr.

Seymour Banks, media & program research mgr.; Herman
A. Bizzell, account supervisor; Peter Franz, mktg. super-

visor, and Philip M. Schaecherer, associate copy dir., all

named Leo Burnett v.p.’s.

Donald E. Leonard, ex-W. B. Doner, named Fuller &
Smith & Ross media dir. . . . James Kelly, ex-Ellington &
Co., named Compton v.p. & creative group head . . . Gerald

M. Feld, ex-Thomas Organ Co., named Doyle Dane Bern-

bach Los Angeles office media dir. . . . David J. Hopkins,

McCann-Erickson N.Y. office v.p. & account dir., named
Los Angeles office mgr.

Edwin L. Leet promoted to v.p., Erwin Wasey, Ruth-

rauff & Ryan . . . Ernest W. Turner named creative dir.,

Campbell-Mithum Chicago office . , . Harry B. Bressler,

ex-Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, named Ted Bates

v.p. in copy dept. . . . Michael Hicks, ex-McLaren Adv.,

appointed managing dir., BBDO Canada, headquartering in

Toronto.

Philip H. Cohen, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles

v.p. & TV-radio dept, dir., elected a director . . . Robert T.

Nathe promoted from TV-radio commercial production v.p.,

Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, to TV-radio pro-

gramming & production dir.

In Other Media: A record-making $1 million, 30-page ad

has been scheduled by the U.S. electrical industry (Edison

Electric Institute) for the Sept. 14 Life . . . Printers’ Ink

predicts that advertisers are about to be barraged with

a campaign on the merits of the local weekly newspaper

for reaching between-market & grass-roots areas . . .

Reader’s Digest reverts to its regular 35^ newsstand price

in its 54 test cities (Vol. 15:23) with the July issue, but

will renew experiments with 29^ & 25^ prices in the same
cities in Aug. . . . Gardner McKay, star of ABC-TV’s forth-

coming Adventures in Paradise gets Life’s cover and a 6-

page spread in the July 6 issue.

“TV Tape Commercials,” by Harry Wayne McMahan
(Hastings House Publishers, 151 East 50th St., N.Y. 22),

an 84-page manual on new techniques of creating & pro-

ducing TV advertising, has been sent in a photo-offset pre-

publication edition of 250 copies to key men in the TV
industry. Their comments & suggestions will be incor-

porated into regular edition, to be published about Oct. 1959.

Comic Bert Lahr is suing Lestoil about a TV com-

mercial which he regards as no laughing matter. In a N.Y.

State Supreme Court action he asks $500,000 damages,

charging that his “vocal comic delivery & comic sounds”

were imitated without his knowledge or consent in an ani-

mated cartoon film made for Lestoil by Robert Lawrence

Productions Inc., also named as a defendant. Despite his

objections, allegedly, the film has been used on TV sta-

tions nationally since Dec. 1958. Lahr charges that the in-

ferior quality of the imitation of his unique delivery has

caused him serious damage.

New reps: WTVH Peoria, to Blair TV Associates

July 1 (from Petry); KVKM-TV Monahans, Tex., to Jack

Masla July 1 (from Everett-McKinney)
;
KOTI Klamath

Falls, Ore., to Hollingbery (from Blair TV Associates).

Daily “Television Report” is a new feature of Women’s
Wear Daily. It covers TV as a fashion & advertising

medium for the women’s wear industry.

Editor & Publisher’s 75th Anniversary issue came out

last week to say that newspapers are bigger & better than

ever. Some points made by the 244-page edition: Daily

circulation of U.S. papers is 58 million copies—an all-time

high—^lor which readers pay $1.5 billion yearly. On the

average day, 107 million people over 12 years of age read

a newspaper—“far more than watch TV or listen to radio

or read a magazine.” Zeroing in on TV, E&P claims that

newspaper popularity is year-round, whereas TV viewing

has been known to suffer summertime declines as much as

44% from winter highs. Asked in Minneapolis whether

they trusted newspaper or TV ads most, 56% of men &
59%/ of women voted for newspapers vs. 7% & 9% for TV.
In Miami, 11,051 phone calls were made to ask homeowners
to identify the sponsor of any TV program they might be

watching. In this test of TV “effectiveness,” 86 %> of the

homes either did not answer the phone, had no TV, or

reported sets off. “Of the 14% with TV sets on, less than

half—or only 5 Vo of the total sample—were able to identify

the sponsor.”

Tricky print media techniques can be adapted for TV
to achieve “harmony of advertising impact,” we are told

by officials of MPO Productions, N.Y. Using a trick process

called “Spectrumatte” (for which MPO holds exclusive

Eastern-U.S. license), the commercial production firm has

made TV translations for Norman, Craig & Kummel of

the Maidenform print ad in which a bra-clad model climbs

a skyscraper—^for Remington-Rand of the process shot in

which a family dances on the keys of a typewriter—and for

Campbell’s Soup of a shot that shows another family eat-

ing clam chowder while outside their window New Eng-
land surf pounds musically. The process is said to be

“rapid, automatic & inexpensive” by MPO.

Emerson Foote, McCann-Erickson senior v.p., is chair-

man of the Advertising Federation of America’s week-long

first annual advertising & marketing management seminar

which began Sunday (July 5) at Harvard’s Graduate
School of Business Administration. Among others attend-

ing: TvB pres. Norman E. Cash and C. 0. Moosbrugger,

adv. mgr., Minn. Mining & Manufacturing Co. Analysis of

17 cases in advertising policy-making will be on the agenda.

Transfilm’s “visual squeeze” commercial production

technique (stills flashed on a screen to the beat of an
original sound track of music & copy) has been supple-

mented by the use of art backgrounds combined with live

models, eliminating the need for props. Consolidated Cigar,

for Muriel Coronella, is the first advertiser to use the new
adaptation of transfilm’s year-old “squeeze” process. Trans-

film claims about 90% of the field in the use of the

“squeeze” technique.

Station Rate Increases
Station Base Hour Minute Date

WLAC-TV Nashville ... $900 to $950 $180 to $200 July 1

WSM-TV Nashville 950 180 to 200 July 1

KREM-TV Spokane 675 160 to 190 July :15
KPAC-TV Port Arthur-
Beaumont ... 350 to 400 1 July 1

KONA Honolulu .. 350 to 400 75 to 87.50 April 1

WRLP Greenfield, Mass ... 200 to 300 40 to 60 March 1

-WKOW-TV Madison ... 280 to 300 66 to 60 June 1

'Not reported ''Corrected figures, erroneously reported in Vol. 15:26.

Canadian Increases
CHLT-TV Sherbrooke, Que. 485 to 500 120 » July 1

CFRN-TV Edmonton, Alta. 450 to 470 125 to 130 July 1

CHCT-TV Calgary, Alta 380 to 405 95 to 100 July 1

CKSO-TV Sudbury, Ont 270 to 300 75 to 80 July 1

CKX-TV Brandon, Man
CJFB-TV Swift Current,

170 to 200 37 to 50 July 1

Q Q clr

CHAT-TV Medicine Hat,
120 to 160 25 to 35 July 1

Alta

^ No change

100 to 120 22.50 to 28 July 1
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Film & Tape

More about

ZIV PUBLIC ISSUE COMING? Sometime in early 1960,

the TV industry may at last gain an insight into one

of the best-held secrets in the film field : The gross

revenues & earnings of Ziv Television Programs, the

12-year-old telefilm firm which relinquished its pri-

vately held position last week in a $14-million deal with

F. Eberstadt & Co. and Lazard Freres, Wall St. invest-

ment banking firms (see p. 3).

The 2 investment houses, N.Y. sources tell us, will

probably prepare a public offering on Ziv TV in about 6

months (barring a cash purchaser appearing in the mean-
time), although both the Eberstadt & Lazard firms de-

clined comment on this when we queried them directly.

Some 20% of the present Ziv ownership stock will be re-

tained by board chairman Frederic W. Ziv and pres. John
Sinn. Small stock holdings of sales v.p. Bud Rifkin and
close relatives of Chairman Ziv will also be retained.

There was also talk that the Ziv deal on Wall St.

was linked to United Artists, which has recently been ex-

panding in the TV field. Eberstadt launched UA’s public

issue 2 seasons ago, and is linked to UA through Robert
Porter, who’s on UA’s board and who is also an Eberstadt
official. Does UA intend to buy Ziv, after allowing the

banking firms the 6-month period in which to earn a capital

gain? UA sources we contacted avoided a direct yes or no,

but indicated that it wasn’t likely and that a Ziv public

issue was a stronger bet.

Word of the Ziv move came, not from the banking
firms, but from Ziv’s PR firm, Rogers & Cowan, in a bare-
bones press release on June 29.

Piiot-Go-Round: Hollywood producers with financial egg
on their faces from too many unsold pilots are plotting

ways & means of recouping their investment. Some have

sold their pilots to production companies which collect

them into anthology series—but this seldom returns more
than a small part of the investment.

Now comes independent producer Sam Marx with the

idea of producers getting together to combine their unsold

pilots in series of 13 for offering to sponsors either next

Dec. or spring. Marx (whose pilot. The Jan Clayton Show,
did not sell) is now in discussions regarding producer Ar-
mand Deutsch’s Claudia pilot. Deutsch is interested, but
needs the approval of partner George Burns. Marx tells us
his pilot—of the family show type—requires similar pilots

as companion pieces. “I don’t want detective stories or

Westerns,” he explains.

Marx says a producer who sells his pilot to a pro-

duction company takes a 50% loss. That was why he re-

fused Revue’s offer. But if an all-pilot series should sell,

for either network or syndication, the producer might re-

coup his entire investment, and possibly even build a
profit. “Right now,” he adds, “the sharks are all around,
trying to snap up pilots, thinking they are distress cases.**

20th Century-Fox, which has a distribution liaison
with NTA (co-production on syndication series, TV release
of 20th-Fox TV & feature product) is going into the tele-

film field on its own. The movie firm has formed 20th
Century-Fox TV International Corp., with Alan Silver-
bach as managing dir. The new offshoot will specialize in

overseas distribution' of its product.

More about

Republic Pictures Sold: Although currently barred from

film production because of a hassle with Hollywood talent

unions over the sale of its post-1948 pictures. Republic

Pictures may be back in the telefilm & movie business

soon. (Its move will be studied with interest by other

movie studios faced with the same problem.) A deal involv-

ing some 400,000 shares of the movie firm’s stock was closed

for a reported $5-million figure late in the afternoon of

July 1 between Republic’s chairman Herbert J. Yates &
California banker-real estate investor Victor M. Carter.

At a board meeting held at Republic’s N.Y. headquar-

ters, Carter was elected pres, of Republic Pictures Corp.,

with Yates named board chairman. Carter will take over

the operation of the company. Yates will act “in an ad-

visory capacity.”

The agreement covers all of Republic’s assets—the

firm’s Hollywood lot (currently leased by Four Star),

Consolidated Film Labs, and all TV & feature product

held by the company (primarily rerun material). Whether
Carter will completely revamp the company and possibly

rename it to avoid trouble with the talent guilds isn’t

known, but this seems a strong possibility. We are told

that no production is planned, but that financing for TV &
theater production is likely.

Scranton Corp.’s film offshoot, Hal Roach Distribution

Corp., formerly known as Distributors Corp. of America,

is seeking to regain its corporate identity, although it may
retain the Hal Roach name. HRDC applied in Scranton,

Pa. last week for court approval (Scranton Corp. currently

is forbidden to sell assets) of the move. Although not

directly in TV distribution a package of ex-DCA feature

products (“Private’s Progress,” “The Green Man,” etc.) is

currently being handled by Flamingo, and HRDC officials

tell us they may enter the TV field. Currently, HRDC
pres. Fred Schwartz points out, the distribution firm is

scoring strongly in theaters with a rock & roll film, “Go,

Johnny, Go,” starring Alan Freed.

R. E. Allen has been appointed receiver for 79 half-

hour Telephone Time telefilms by a Los Angeles superior

court judge following a petition filed by producer Jerry

Stagg against Hal Roach Studios, Scranton Corp., Guild

Films, Passing Parade and others. Stagg sued for receiv-

ership, accounting and $635,000 damages, charging secret

profits were made on distribution of the films.

Telenews newsfilm reported 7 new sales of 3 of its

services during June. TV Continental, Rio de Janeiro and
KOTA-TV Rapid City, S.D., bought the weekly news re-

view; KGO-TV San Francisco, and WMTW-TV Poland

Springs, Me. have ordered This Week in Sports, and the

daily Telenews service now goes to KYTV-TV Springfield,

Mo., with KONO-TV San Antonio & KTRK-TV Houston
picking up rights to tape for re-telecast Telenews footage

on ABC-TV newscasts.

Peter De Met Productions, Chicago, has planned pro-

duction of 26 hour-long taped programs containing footage

of “the best 26 games” of the 1959 baseball season. Dis-

tribution, by Universal TV Distributors, N.Y., will begin

after this season’s World Series. Games are being taped

by stations with tape equipment in various major league

cities and wdll be edited down to an hour.

ITC’s Jeff’s Collie has stacked up renewals in 83U of

those markets where renewals were available. The series

of Lassie reruns is currently in 167 markets. ITC is

hopeful of 100% renewal by the fall.
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New York Roundup: Adaptations of old movies as live-&-

tape “specials” continue to be a popular program source

for executives who like to play it safe. Now being discussed

by Rexall for its series of 6 David Susskind specials are at

least 5 cinema properties, including “Strawberry Blonde”

& “Merton of the Movies” . . . NBC plans to tape or film a

series of interviews with Clement R. Attlee, former prime

minister of Britain, and cartoonist David Low for its

Wisdom series this fall.

UA’s movie-trained N.Y. press agents, who know a

good stunt when they see one, have invited new world

heavyweight champion Ingemar Johansson to turn dra-

matic for a one-shot appearance in UA-syndicated Bryna

Productions’ Tales of the Vikings. He is thinking it over.

Ziv is up to its neck in cigarets these days with at

least 5 major tobacco firms heavily using Ziv product.

Leading the pack are American Tobacco Co. (Space on

CBS-TV & Lock-Up in 60 regional markets) and R. J.

Reynolds (Challenge on NBC-TV, Highway Patrol & Sea

Hunt in about 25 markets). Others are P. Lorillard (Rough

Riders on ABC-TV), Phillip Morris (alternate weeks of

Tombstone Territory on ABC-TV) and Brown & William-

son which underwrites Mackenzie’s Raiders in 18 markets.

MCA TV’s pre-1948 Paramount features, currently

seen in 15 markets, have boosted station shares of audience

“literally overnight to a leading position in its city.” This

finding by MCA TV’s research dept, is a result of a study

to determine the effect of strong feature film programming

on a station’s competitive position. Results were based on

ARB share-of-audience reports in 7 of the 15 markets.

Peter Foy, noted for staging of Mary Martin’s aerial

effects in TV’s “Peter Pan,” and illustrator Chesley Bone-

stell will supervise special technical effects for Ziv’s Space

science series set for CBS-TV. Also signed was cameraman

William Whitely.

Producer-Playwright Dore Schary will produce at least

one 60-min. show in the NBC-TV Sunday Showcase series.

Another writer-turned-producer now heads the series as

exec, producer: Robert Alan Aurthur.

WNEW-TV’s talk-show I Speak for Myself, which

entered into direct competition with WNTA-TV’s Open

End in N.Y. about a month ago, has quietly been outrating

the much-discussed David Susskind-NTA talkathon. Last

week (June 27) Marya Mannes’ “I Speak” scored a 2.4

ARB against Susskind’s 0.9. Network competition in the

9 p.m. slot is GE Theatre (CBS) “Chevy Show” (NBC),

and Colt .i5 (ABC), all of which outrate both gabfests.

U.S. Supreme Court, in vetoing a N.Y. State ban on

the movie “Lady Chatterley’s Lover” last week, also ruled

unconstitutional, in a 6-3 decision, important sections of

the state’s movie censorship law, particularly those dealing

with the criteria for licensing or banning a film.

A. C. Nielsen has given up its attempts to become the

major name in British TV audience research. After 4 years

of vainly and expensively battling TV Audience Measure-

ment Ltd., Nielsen last week agreed to combine his U.K.

TV service with TAM through the medium of a jointly

owned holding company, with the latter firm’s name used

on the TV research reports. The move will spell, Nielsen

sources state, “future improvements & operating efficien-

cies for users of basic audience research.”

Only one Western (The Rifleman) was among the

Arbitron Top 10 for tbe week of June 22-28, as recorded

by ARB’s daily muti-city reports. Desilu Playhouse paced

the way with a 29.2 rating, followed by Playhouse 90

(24.8) & This Is Your Life (24.6) . Rifleman, with a 23.8

rating, was in 6th place.

Hollywood Roundup: ABC Films’ new telefilm series.

Counterthrust, to be filmed in Manila, will star Tod
Andrews . . . Writers Nat Hiken, Arnie Rosen and Coleman
Jacoby are developing a 60-min. situation comedy series

for CBS . . , Bing Crosby’s first special of the season will

be on ABC Oct. 19, with his guests to be Dean Martin,

Frank Sinatra, the McGuire Sisters, and possibly Crosby’s

4 sons . . . ABC’s only nightime show without any sponsor-

ship for next season is The Gale Storm Show.
Four Star Films has placed Herschel Burke Gilbert in

charge of its new subsidiary. Four Star Publishing Co.

Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra will each guest on

one of Dean Martin’s 2 Ford specials (NBC) next season.

Martin, offered 4 specials by Timex, had bypassed them
in favor of 2 for Ford. He will reciprocate the Sinatra &
Crosby guesting by appearing on their specials, and will

guest with Bob Hope to repay a visit of last season.

Producers Lester Sill and Lee Hazlewood are produc-

in a pilot, The Quiet Three, this week, using the facilities

of Mobile Video Tapes Inc. . . . Production on the Goodson-

Todman Western series. The Rebel, begins at Paramount
July 21. Nick Adams stars in the series, which is being

produced by Andrew Fenady & Irvin Kershner.

Goodson-Todman bas named ex-Perry Mason stoi’y

editor Gene Wang to be producer of its Philip Marlowe
series, replacing William Froug. The latter will prepare

the Jade O’Hara pilot and other properties for G-T . . .

Ziv TV has appointed Jon Epstein exec, associate to pro-

ducer Ivan Tors of Ziv’s Sea Hunt & Challenge series.

Irving Briskin (following sale of his Briskin Produc-

tions to Columbia) last week was elected a v.p. of Co-

lumbia. He will continue in charge of all Coast activities

for Screen Gems, Columbia’s TV subsidiary.

Music Makers Inc. has joined Film Producers Asso-

ciation of N.Y. as associate member, says FPA pres. Na-
than Zucker. Music Makers, although not a producer,

specializes in the creation of music backgrounds & jingles

for TV-radio commercials . . . ITC reports that Ding Dong
School, now being distributed as a tape series, has been

sold to 66 stations in less than 7 weeks for fall start.

Production on the moppet-appeal series starts in Holly-

wood next month. Some stations, however, will be airing

the show from kinescopes rather than tape because of lack

of facilities. Pre-production sales of spots in the series to

several leading advertisers have accounted for approxi-

mately 50% of all “Ding Dong” availabilities, says ITC.

Bernard L. Schubert Corp. has named John Maschio,

ex-Jaffe agency, production head for its coast operations.

. . . Bob Wells bas been signed to produce Gene Kelly’s

first of 3 specials for Pontiac on NBC next season.

Jack Benny, the man who put Waukegan, 111., his

hometown, on the map, has been well rewarded for his

eiforts. The board of a new junior high school there has

unanimously elected to name the school after him.

Show Corp. of America will be in contempt of a court

decree if it attempts to distribute 8 Ben Bogeaus-produced

movies to TV, the producer told us recently. SCA had

announced it served notice on Bogeaus it planned to “as-

sert” its right to distribute the movies, which are a subject

of litigation between RKO & Bogeaus. He said he was
mystified by the SCA action, explaining a Los Angeles

superior court injunction handed down several weeks ago

forbids RKO and/or any one person or persons or corpoi’a-

tion acting in concert with RKO to distribute such movies

of his (Vol. 15:22). Bogeaus sued RKO to prevent TV dis-

tribution, charging breach of its distribution agreement

and refusal to deal with talent guilds on residuals,
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BUSINESS INDICATORS AT MIDYEAR: As 1959 passes its halfway point, all signs & por-

tents point to good 2nd half for consumer electronics industries. Here are some highlights

:

Retail TV & radio sales for May, just compiled by ElA, show increases over May 1958 and over

April 1959. TV sales for the month were 279,536 vs. 237,189 in May 1958, and radio sales totaled 400,882

compared with last year's 385,383. Cumulative retail TV sales, however, were still slightly behind total for

first 5 months of 1958, while radio sales were sharply ahead (details on p. 21 ).

Initial reactions to new TV-radio-stereo lines at current dealer showings have been excellent to date.

Examples: RCA reports orders 20-40% above last year across the board at dealer meetings so far. Packard-

Bell reports 247% increase in dealer orders at its new-line unveiling last week, as compared with last year.

Hoffman reports 100% increase in orders over 1958's distributor convention.

GE announced it is stepping up its TV production schedule as result of "distributor acceptance of

GE's 1960 TV product line, the current upswing in national economy and increased sales of TV sets." An
additional production line will be started after GE's annual vacation shutdown in August.

Although TV thus far this year hasn't shared boom of other consumer durables—notably appliances,

stereo & radio—feeling of optimism pervades industry, with all levels of trade counting on innovations to

spur 2nd-half buying. It's too early yet to gauge public reaction to 23-in. tube—not yet in retail showrooms
—but most dealers have reacted strongly, and just about every set maker is now planning to drop in a

couple of 23-in. sets next fall.

TV trade-ins are at all-time high—56% of all TV sales, according to NARDA's cost-of-business sur-

vey (Vol. 15:26)—indicating heavy replacements of sets. And NARDA exec. v.p. A1 Bernsohn tells us many
trade-ins now are 5 years old or even less. He says dealers generally credit new slimmer sets with creating

obsolescence in old-type TV. NARDA chairman Mort Farr sees further acceleration of trade-in trend with in-

troduction of 23-in. sets. "People are reluctant to trade a 21 on another 21," he says.

Another big innovation which will probably have to keep till next year for mass-marketing pur-

poses is the battery-operated TV set. First direct-view transistor set planned for production was shown last

week by Emerson—as predicted in these pages last March (Vol. 15:13). It's 17-in. model, 25 transistors, to list

at $250, production to start about first of year. Weight is 35 lb. Set will play for about 4 hours on a battery

charge, and batteries may be recharged up to 40 times. Portable can also be powered by house current.

(For details of new Emerson & Du Mont lines, see p. 20).

Only 2 more major TV manufacturers have yet to show their 1960 lines: Motorola, whose first dealer

convention is scheduled early this week, and Westinghouse, which still hasn't set date for showing, having
just settled 13-week TV-radio plant strike (see p. 20).

2-COLOR SYSTEM IN TV's FUTURE? Dr. Edwin Land, president of Polaroid Corp. and dis-

coverer of remarkable new aspects of human color vision, thinks a far simpler color-TV system—giving full

range of colors from only 2 basic color sources—may be possible. He agrees with most color-TV engineers,

however, that there are many obstacles in path of this kind of simplified TV color.

Few discoveries of recent years have so intrigued the scientific world as Dr. Land's findings that the

eye can see full color in images which, according to 300-year-old theories, should be in monochrome. In a long

series of experiments, he found that human eye doesn't need whole color spectrum to see all colors—it doesn't

even need 3 "primary" colors (as in color TV).

Full color, he found, can be seen when black-&-white "color separation" photo positives—taken

through different color filters—are projected using only 2 colors. And color sources for projection of these

"full-color" photos are highly flexible—they can be red & white, red & green, even as close together in spec-

trum as red & orange or 2 shades of yellow.

What will this mean to TV—eventually? We asked Dr. Land & several color-TV authorities who are

familiar with his experiments. Dr. Land told us

:
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"Almost all of our attention has been on the purely scientific aspect of the nature of color vision. We
feel it is obvious that if a color TV picture were as good as the pictures we can make photographically [with

the 2-color method] that there would be considerable value to a simplified TV system—but we have no opinion

about how difficult it would be to make the individual TV images of adequate guality and how difficult it

would be to match them in size.

"We have done some more-or-less-routine experimentation with TV but are relying for the present on
photography as the best technique for exploring the nature of color vision."

Spurred by Dr. Land's photographic results, some TV labs have been experimenting with rudimentary

2-color processes. Bell Labs modified a 3-tube color projection system to use only 2 tubes—red & white. TV
research engineer Millard W. Baldwin explains to us: "You can make good-looking pictures with such a sys-

tem—some of the time. But all of the time? TV is quite different from still color photography. It shoots continu-

ously—everything—anything in front of the camera. Without careful composition, I'm afraid you'd have trouble

getting natural color all the time. Nevertheless, I'm surprised nobody has really tried to build a complete

color-TV system based on the Land principles."

RCA Labs' Ray Kell, an old color hand, voiced similar opinion . Interpretation & application of the

theory are very complex, he told us. He pointed out that to see full-color from a 2-color projection, the colors in

the scene must be arranged in "random" manner—there should be at least several different colors, objects of

some color contrast. "If you show a red brick building on a green lawn, the picture probably would be OK.

But as you pan down to show the green grass by itself, the color would wash out & disappear."

Another well-known TV engineer, veteran of the NTSC, also was worried about this presumable com-

plete lack of color in pictures without color contrast. But he added: "If you'll remember, 3 colors weren't

enough for color printing. So who knows?"

Proposed red-&-white color-TV system is described in Fortune magazine by writer Francis Bello: "One
beam would produce a basic b&w picture (photographed through a green filter at the TV studio), and a

second beam would produce a 'red interlace' of coloring information by activating red phosphors. Such a

system should be remarkably stable, requiring none of the present delicate balancing of color & brightness.
|

Whether this improvement would compensate for some probable loss of quality & intensity in reproduction of ^

blues would have to be determined by acceptance tests . .

Although its commercial potential is completely uncharted , you'll be hearing plenty more about this i

fascinating new color theory. For basic background, in case you missed them, 2 excellent not-too-technical i

articles are available : Dr. Land's own "Experiments in Color Vision" in May Scientific American, and Francis i

Bello's "An Astonishing New Theory of Color" in May Fortune. If you are interested in basic scientific theory
;

which conceivably could have important implications in many different fields—including TV—we highly

recommended a grounding in Dr. Land's color work.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION; statistics for the week ended June 26 (25th week of 1959):

June 19-26 Preceding wk. 1958wk. '59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 110,300 121,369 77,290 2,690,519 2,092,512

Total radio 288,041 310,859 161,764 6,852,524 4,470,685

auto radio 126,022 138,427 57,928 2,792,162 1,417,434

Emerson and Du Mont TV-stereo-radio lines were

shown to distributors last week in N.Y. Emerson’s TV line

consists of eleven 21-in. sets priced from $218 to $338,

four 17-in. portables & table models at $178-$218, three 21-

in. combinations (2 of them stereo and one including

stereo FM-AM tuner) at $248-$498. Radios range from

$17.88 to $54, stereo phonos & radio-phonos from $78 to

$328. At the showing of Emerson’s Du Mont line, a new

“restricted dealership’’ program was announced to dis-

tributors, in which the company recommends that no more

than one dealer be franchised to handle Du Mont sets in

cities with less than 50.000 population. Dn Mimt line has

fiv<! 24-in. sets at $370-$520, thirteen 21-in. at $230-$440,

the “Royal Sovereign’’ 21-in. TV-AM-FM-stereo at $895

and 7 stereo phonos (some with AM-FM stereo tuners)

at $120-$480.

Settlement of Westinghouse’s 13-week strike at

Metuchen, N.J. TV-radio plant came June 28 with ratifica-

tion by Local 401, lUEW, of an agreement which provides

for arbitration of 9 of the grievances which triggered the

strike, elimination of production quotas for 9 months,

quarterly meetings between union & management, guar-

antee of non-discrimination against strikers, other points.

Raytheon will build a 140,000 sq. ft. transistor plant
|

in Lewiston, Me., starting early this fall. To be com- I

pleted by mid-1960, it will eventually employ more than
|

2000 on an annual payroll of $7-$8 million, according to j
pres. Charles F. Adams.

)

Hoffman has cut the retail price of its solar-powered

transistor radio from $75 to $59.95, giving as the reason

“new production efficiencies & expanded sales volume.’’

J
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TV & Radio Production and Sales Index, 1949-1958
(All Unit and Production Figures in Millions)

F.R.B. Radio Set TV Set Components
Industrial Unit Unit Radio Sets, Units “ TV Sets, Units ^ Factory Sales Value ^

Production
Index 1

(1947-9=100)

Produc-
tion

(1949=100)

Produc-
tion

(1949=100)
Dealer
Sales Prod.

Mfgr.
Val.

Dealer
Sales Prod.

Mfg-.
Val.

Picture
Tubes ®

Receiv-
ing:

Tubes

Diodes &
Trans-
istors

1949 97 100 100 N.A. 11.4 $310 2.6E 3.0 $ 580 $102 N.A. N.A.
1950 11,2 127 250 N.A. 14.6 375 6.1E 7.5 1350 215 N.A. N.A.
1951 120 110 180 N.A. 12.6 316 5.9E 5.4 957 131 N.A. N.A.
1952 124 96 203 7.7 10.9 250 6.1 6.1 1049 179 $259 N.A.
1953 134 117 240 12.2 13.4 298 6.4 7.2 1230 245 191 N.A.
1954 125 91 243 10.6 10.4 229 7.3 7.3 1029 206 385 $ 15
1955 139 127 260 13.7 14.5 ,291 7.4 7.8 1071 221 358 33
1956 143 123 248 13.4 14.0 298 6.8 7.4 939 212 374 74
1957 143 135 213 15.1 15.4 374 6.6 6.4 833 183 384 128
1958 134 110 163 12.3 12.6 337 5.1 4.9 668 163 342 200E
* Federal Reserve Bulletin. ^ Electronics Industries Assn, as reported in Television Digest. ® Excluding other cathode-ray tubes after 1956. E—Estimate.
N.A.—Not available.

Handy Statistical Table: Presented in a form which
makes year-to-year comparison easy, the N.Y. Stock Ex-
change firm of Alex. Brown & Sons prepared this table of

TV-radio production & sales from figures which have pre-

viously been reported in Television Digest. Because of

the convenience of the format, we are reproducing it from
the firm’s June Industry Review Service, which is devoted

to the TV manufacturing & broadcasting industries.

The Brown review predicts a “fairly good recovery in

demand” for TV sets this year and states that retail sales

of 5.75 million units are possible, but “demand for other

consumer electronic equipment [notably stereo] may well

exceed that for TV sets.” The report analyzes RCA, CBS,
AB-PT, Hoffman, Philco, Motorola & Zenith, and is avail-

able from Brown’s home office at 135 E. Baltimore St.,

Baltimore, Md., or its other offices in N.Y., Washington,
Winston-Salem and Frederick & Towson, Md.

Star Valley Electronics Inc., Thayne, Wyo., is new
manufacturing company headed by C. Richard Evans, for-

mer gen. mgr. & chief engineer of Salt Lake City’s KSL-
TV & KSL and recently v.p.-gen. mgr. of Hawaiian Bestg.
System (KGMB-TV & KGMB Honolulu, KHBC-TV &
KHBC Hilo, KMAU-TV Wailuku). The firm’s principal

products will be a line of electronic musical instruments in-

vented by Evans, including a jazz guitar & “the first

electronic classic guitar.” The company’s first product will

be a new type of automatic audio sweep generator weigh-
ing only 10 lb. and designed for broadcast stations, com-
munications installations and labs.

Recruitment of engineers via TV is being tried by
Librascope Inc., Glendale, Cal. electronics firm, with a
twice-weekly Blueprint program on KCOP Los Angeles.
The program deals with scientific developments and de-
votes its commercials to the firm’s employment advantages.

Directory listing 100 Japanese manufacturers & ex-
porters of radios, hi fi & parts—all said to be seeking con-
tacts with U.S. firms—has been published by Japan Export
Guides, Box 114-A, Kew Gardens 15, N.Y. It’s priced at $2.

ITI Electronics Inc. is the new name chosen by Indus-
trial Television Inc., Clifton, N.J., electronics manufacturer,
in recognition of its broadened activities in non-TV fields.

jjl

Raytheon has been awarded $161 million in Army
^'contracts for continued production of the low-altitude
Hawk air-defense missile system.

SALES & PRODUCTION FIGURES: Retail TV & radio sales

for May were higher than those of May 1958—continu-

ing the trend which began in March. Total Jan.-May
TV sales were still slightly below 1958’s comparable
figures, while radio sales for the period were well

ahead of last year (see p. 19).

TV & radio production were higher than 1958 both for

the month & the cumulative Jan.-May period. TVs with uhf
tuners totaled 28,247 in May, 20,501 in April, and 29,406 in

May 1958. FM radio production totaled 48,841 in May, 31,425

in April. Here are EIA’s official monthly TV sales & pro-

duction figures:

1959 1958
Production Sales Production Sales

January 437,026 601,704 433,983 581,486
February 459,492 448,173 370,413 448,727
March 494,032 425,749 416,903 416,766
April 389,251 263,998 302,659 243,132
May 279,636 266,982 237,189

Total .... 2,211,712 1,919,162 1,790,840 1,927,290

Radio sales for May (excluding auto) totaled 400,882

compared with 388,863 in April 1959 and 385,383 in May
1958. Jan.-May retail sales were 2,480,686 vs. 2,084,937

during the like 1958 period. Radio production for May was
1,039,562 (including 476,222 auto) vs. 1,040,183 (422,346

auto) in April and 620,899 (185,616 auto) in May 1958.

Cumulative Jan.-May output was 5,677,421 (2,262,390 auto)

vs. 3,876,737 (1,229,086 auto) in the 1958 period.

“Granco produced 44% of all FM radios sold during

the first quarter of 1959,” claims a trade ad by Granco
Products Inc., big maker of low-priced FM sets (Vol.

15:21). ElA reports 92,374 FM sets were produced during

the first quarter. Assuming production & sales about equal

for the period, arithmetic would indicate Granco’s claimed

production is about 40,500 for first-quarter 1959.

Sylvania’s new closed-circuit TV camera is now in

pilot production at the company’s Batavia, N.Y., plant.

Mass production is slated by the 4th quarter of this year.

Due to be priced at about $550, the 5-tube camera will be

aimed at residential as well as industrial, educational &
military markets.

Closed-circuit TV system which GPL claims transmits

4 times more data than heretofore possible is being pro-

duced for Navy’s BuShips. The high-resolution system
operates on a Navy standard of 875 scanning lines, has a
bandwidth of 20 megacycles, and provides a horizontal

picture resolution of 1000 lines.
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SOVIET MERCHANDISE MART: From its high pedestal,

the bronze bust of bearded A. S. Popov (“the inventor

of radio”) frowned benevolently down on a scene rem-

iniscent of a Davega showroom on Saturday afternoon.

“Customers” manipulated dials on a wide variety of

TVs, radios, hi-fi and stereo combinations of many
sizes, shapes & finishes—all lined up neatly for dem-

onstration. Salesmen with winning smiles were extol-

ling the virtues of these latest electronic wonders—but

no sales were made.

The scene—the home electronics exhibit at the Soviet

Exhibition which opened Tuesday (June 30) in the N.Y.

Coliseum—will be repeated daily through Aug. 10. The

dealer-showroom illusion was somewhat dispelled by the

lack of traditional point-of-sale advertising posters &
banners. In their place were tributes to Russian advances

in TV-radio technology. One wall mural depicted Moscow’s

proposed 1677-ft. TV tower (Vol. 14:47) dwarfing the

Empire State Bldg, and Eiffel Tower which stood next to

it. Another display paid homage to B. L. Rosing, with

whom “the birth & development of electronic TV . . . are

connected” (in 1911, “he obtained a simple image on the

screen of a cathode-ray tube”).

The TV sets displayed & demonstrated (mostly by

Russian engineers) varied in screen size from 7- to 21-in.

In appearance, most of them strongly resembled West Ger-

man & other European sets, with their high-gloss wood
cabinets. While the exhibits stressed 19- & 21-in. sets,

Soviet attendants at the exhibit conceded that many of

the large-screen units aren’t in production yet.

The 2 stand-out models: The “Champion”—an inlaid

wood chess table which opens up to convert to a 21-in. TV
(somewhat similar to RCA’s “hideaway” coffee-table

models). A tiny, compact 7-in. transistorized battery-op-

erated portable. The Champion was priced at 5000 rubles

($500 to $1250, depending on which exchange rate you

use). The little 30-transistor metal-cased portable, sched-

uled for production “in a few months,” had 2 interesting

deficiencies: (1) No carrying handle. (2) No provision for

an internal battery. We were told that an external 12-

volt battery must be used.

Other TV models had pushbutton tuning, clock timers,

wired remote control, built-in tape recorders & EM tuners.

Many of the sets used vertical chassis, and we were told

that 90% of the TV receivers built today in Russia use

printed circuits. The 110-degree tube has come to Russia,

too—we saw several such models.

Since Russia uses a 625-line TV standard, U.S. sta-

tions couldn’t be displayed on the sets. They were fed in-

stead from both vidicon and image orthicon camera chains

located around the exhibition—with generally excellent

results. On most of the sets the 625-line closed-circuit pic-

ture came through clear & crisp, with good contrast. (One

super-deluxe set, incidentally, with pushbutton tuning, 7

speakers and clock timer, is called the “Admiral.”)

Also shown, behind glass, was the control room of “a

typical TV center, designed for operation in small towns,”

with banks of monitors & controls. A novel 4-lb. pistol-

grip vidicon camera with back-carried transmitter—all

transistorized—was demonstrated for remote telecasts.

The Russians didn’t bring their compatible color sys-

tem to the exhibition. The only color shown was a medical

field-sequential closed-circuit system with a 5-in. direct-

view screen & a rather dim projection unit which boosted

the picture up to about 24-in. proportion. The camera was
focused fixedly on a vase of flowers on an operating table.

A separate exhibit was devoted to CTEPEO*, with a

special listening room to show its advantages over

MOHOf. Stereo recordings were fed to the demonstration

sets on 15-in.-per-sec. tapes (no Russian stereo discs were
in evidence). Although some of the equipment was quite

elaborate, no new principles appeared to be used. In one

novel demonstration, 4 speakers were grouped in the tradi-

tional string-quartet arrangement, each one representing

an instrument. Fed by separate tapes, each reproduced the

sound of its own instrument.

Perhaps the most eye-catching (or ear-catching) de-

vice in the home electronics display was the “Ecvodin,” an
electronic musical instrument resembling (and sounding
somewhat like) an electric organ. The largest model had

2 piano keyboards and a long smooth surface on which the

capacitance of the hand produced differently pitched notes.

The Russians claim the Ecvodin, described as a concert in-

strument, can electronically imitate “all the instruments of

a symphonic orchestra.” The claim was at least partially

substantiated by the interesting variety of sounds made
by the instrument.

Some nervous TV-radio & parts makers see the rather

elaborate home-electronics display as a prelude to a
Russian attempt to invade the TV market. They point to

recent limited successes of Soviet optical & lab equipment
designed for schools, consistently underselling the domes-
tically produced equivalents.

If the Soviets have their eyes on the U.S. markets for

electronic gear, nobody at the exhibition seemed to know
anything about it. On the basis of an inspection of the

equipment, we’d say considerable restyling would be nec-

essary to make Russian consumer products acceptable to

U.S. tastes. And TV exports are virtually ruled out by the

difference in standards between U.S. & Russia and the fact

that Russia hasn’t yet been able to fill home demands for

TV—2 principal factors which have helped keep virtually

all European-made TV off the U.S. market (Japanese TV,
incidentally, uses U.S. standards).

We attended the exhibition’s press preview June 29,

spending most of our time at the TV-radio displays. We
were talking with a Soviet engineer when an army of

N.Y. cops invaded the Coliseum and brusquely shooed out
all visitors to make way for President Eisenhower, who
was about to visit the exhibition. As a large group of

policemen converged on the electronics display and rudely
urged us to depart, the Russian looked at the uniforms,
shrugged his shoulders and said with a resigned smile,

“It’s the same all over.”

*Stereo. fMonaural.

Electronic “schoolmarm” that grades 24 tests simul-

taneously—at the rate of 6000 answer-sheets an hour

—

with 100% accuracy has been blueprinted by the Educa-
tional Testing Service (ETS). The desk-size machine is

being built to ETS specifications by the Norden div. of

United Aircraft Corp.

Wurlitzer Co. has acquired all patents & inventions for

electronic pianos from Miessner Inventions Inc. of Morris-

town, N.J. The seller is Benjamin F. Miessner, longtime in-

novator & engineer in electronics. Wurlitzer has been ex-

clusive manufacturer of an electronic piano since 1955.

Wharfedale Wireless Works Ltd., manufacturer of

loudspeakers which are sold extensively in U.S. and other

countries as well as England, has been acquired by the

Rank Organization, J. Arthur’s diversifying film empire.
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} Trade Personals: Lt. Gen. James D. O’Connell, recently

I
retired as Army Chief Signal Officer, named consultant to

I
General Telephone & Electronics Corp. . . . H. E. Taylor Jr.

r promoted from industrial products mktg. mgr., Philco govt.

& industrial div., to mkt. development dir., Philco Inter-

national . . . Charles C. O’Brien appointed Zenith mktg.

mgr. for hearing aids and related products . . . John M.
Leslie Jr., ex-Ampex, appointed exec, v.p., Orr Industries,

continuing as gen. mgr.
Harold Metz promoted from special management proj-

ects, RCA Service Co. international div., to v.p.-technical

educational programs . . . Jack E. Arndt promoted from
audio project engineer to consumer product line mgr..

Heath Co.; Roger S. Whitlock, ex-Tung-Sol, named tech-

nical product line mgr. . . . Payne B. Johnson named to

new post of adv. & PR head, Stromberg-Carlson-San Diego

. . . James R. Black, ex-U. of Mich., named to Motorola

military electronics div. as microelectronics lab mgr., solid

state electronics dept. . . . J. Frank Price elected v.p.-op-

erations and a dir. of GPL subsidiary Pleasantville In-

strument Corp.

Distributor Notes: Hoffman appoints 7 Graybar Electric

Co. branches for TV, stereo hi fi & radio in southern Missis-

sippi, southern Louisiana & southeastern Texas.

William F. Smith, promoted from gen. mgr. to pres.-

gen. mgr., Knickerbocker Distributing Corp., Motorola dis-

tributor for N.Y. area . . . Newton B. Misell appointed to

new post of sales mgr. for built-in TV receivers, Raymond
Rosen & Co., Philadelphia RCA Victor distributor.

Du Mont will sell its TV & stereo lines direct to deal-

ers in the N.J. area. Igoe Bros., Newark was previously

Du Mont’s N.J. distributor.

General Precision Equipment Corp. is offering stock-

holders a $2.98 dividend convertible preference stock at

$50 a share. Under the 105,928-share ($5,296,400) offering,

common stockholders of record June 25 get rights to the
new issue in the ratio of one preference share for each
11 shares of common held.

Remote control unit which opens TV set doors, changes
channels and rotates indoor or outdoor antenna for best
reception, is being demonstrated by Motorola. The unit is

not in production, but is a “look into the future,” and will

be shown at various TV & department stores.

TV set sales in Washington, D.C. area for the first 5

months of 1959 are up 20% over the same 1958 period,
according to the Electric Institute of Washington—30,416
vs. 24,719. Radio sales dropped to 29,333 from 31,343.

Foreign

Construction of 5 new TV stations is underway in

Sweden, at Borlange, Sudsval, Vasteras, Emmaboda and
Vastervik. The Borlange station will operate with 60-kw
ERP, the others from 10 to 60 kw. Equipment is being
supplied by Marconi.

Commercial TV in Holland won a victory over govt.-
sponsored telecasting recently as the Dutch cabinet agreed
“in principle” to allow the Independent Exploitation Co. to

I

inaugurate commercial TV. Radio stations connected with
the govt.-sponsored Dutch Television Foundation oppose
the measure, claiming that commercialism is a threat to
the cultural level of TV. The independents in turn assert
that commercial TV is the only answer to foreign competi-
tion. A major battle is expected.

Finance

Avco profits declined sharply during the first-half

fiscal year ended May 31. However, this year’s 2nd-quarter

net profit was almost double that of the first. For the

6 months ended May 31:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share . . . .

.

Shares outstanding .

.

1959 1958
$148,420,000 $140,219,000

4,202,000 6,210,000
41<S 67(*

10,217,231 9,077,281

Reports & comments available: Telechrome, analysis

by De Witt Conklin Organization, 120 Broadway, N.Y. . . .

Taft Bcstg. Co., prospectus, Harriman Ripley & Co., 63

Wall St., N.Y. . . . Telemeter Magnetics, prospectus, Leh-

man Bros., 1 William St., N.Y. . . . Ampex Corp., market
letter report, Ralph E. Samuel & Co., 115 Broadway, N.Y.

Electronics Investment Corp., Electronics Capital Corp.

and Salik & Co., all headed by Charles E. Salik, have moved
their home offices to 1400 Fifth Ave., San Diego 1, Cal.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Payable
Stic, of
Record

Avco — $0.10 Aug. 20 July 31
Daystrom Q .30 Aug. 14 July 27
Howard W. Sams Q .12 July 25 July 10
Wometco Ent. (Cl. A). Q . 171/2 Sep. 15 Sep. 1

Wometco Ent. (Cl. B)

.

Q .061/2 Sep. 15 Sep. 1

With your compliments
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RCA Maintains Pace: Second-quarter earnings of RCA
should be about 40% higher than the 1958 figure, with a

sales increase of some 15%—approximately the same per-

centage gains reported for this year’s first quarter, which
was the best first-quarter in the company’s history (Vol.

15:19). A spokesman said the net profit for the second

quarter will be about $6.5 million vs. $4.5 million in the

1958 period, with sales totaling more than $300 million vs.

last year’s 2nd-quarter sales of $264 million. First-half

sales, therefore, should be about $625 million vs. $525

million last year, profits $19-$20 million vs. $13.5 million

in 1958.

Varian Assoc., Palo Alto, Cal. manufacturer of micro-

wave tubes, electronic components, etc., has filed SEC
registration (File 2-15263) offering $4 million of con-

vertible subordinated debentures due in 1974 and 20,000

shares of $1 par capital stock. Proceeds would be applied

to working capital & a $3 million expansion of the com-
pany’s plant.

American Television & Radio Co., St. Paul, has been
granted an SEC hearing July 14 in Chicago on charges that

it made “false & misleading representations” in an applica-

tion for registration exemption for a stock offering (Vol.

15:25). SEC said the hearing will determine whether its

order temporarily suspending a regulation “A” exemption

for the company should be vacated or made permanent.
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COMMON STOCK QUOTATIONS
Week Ending Thursday, July 2, 1959

Electronics TV-Radio-Appliances Amusements

1959
High Low

NEW YORK ST(

Wk.
Stock Close Chg.

)CK EXCHANGE
1959

High Low Stock Close
Wk
Chg.

29% 17% Admiral 247/8 4-1% 45% 28 ITT 401/, , ly.
39% 29% AmBosch _ 337/g —1/8 50% 36% I-T-H 47% 4-%
29% 20% AB-PT __ 27 — 123% 72% Litton 113% —7/8
84% 61% Ampex 78% 4-1% 37 27% Loew’s 29 —

%

89 75% AT&T 81% 4-17/8 70 48% Mag’vox _ 58% 4-4%
467/8 32% Amph-Borg 39% —

%

48% 36% Mallory 45% 4-%
36’/« 23% Arvin 26 138 111% MplsH’ll _ 134% —

%

n% 10% Avco 15% 4-% 130 57% Motorola _ 116 4-8%
74% 36% Beckinst _ 61% —

%

12% 97/a NatThea _ 10% +%
89 66 Bendix 77% 4-2% 507/8 44 Param’t _ 47% —1%
387/9 24% Clevite 38% 4-3% 36% 21 Philco 31% 4-%
48% 35 CBS __ . 46% — 71 43% RCA 697/g -1-4%
24% 17 ColPict 18% —

%

73% 51% Raytheon 57% —

%

42% 33% ConsEHec _ 37% —

%

10% 8% RepbPic- 10% 4-%
49% 33% ConsElInd 487/a 4-2 %8 45% 26% Siegler __ 33% —1%
30% 20% Cor-Hhib _ 27% 4-1% 9% 6% Sparton _ 7% —

%

138 89% Corning 138% 4-4% 28% 21% SpryRnd _ 26 4-1
49% 34 Daystrora 41% 4-1% 23% 14% StdCoil __ 19 4-%
21% 17% Decca 177/8 —1/4 33% 18 StanWar _ 32% 4-%
59% 42 Disney 45% 4-2% 53% 42% StewWar _ 52% 4-7/8

697/8 48% EmerElec 64% 4-2% 33% 24% Storer 31% 4-1%
26% 13% EmerRad _ 21% 4-2% 13% 9 Telautog _ 11% —
33 12% Gabriel __ 24% 4-% 153% 61% Txsinst 148% —2%
42% 34% GenBrnze 38% 4-4% 70% 56% ThompR-w 66% 4-4%
66% 53% GenDyn _ 55% — 54% 34% Tung-Sol _ 47% 4-1%
84% 74% GB 80% 4-% 43% 34% 20th-Fox _ 35% 4-%
38% 16% Geninst _ 32 — 32% 24% UA _ _ 31 4-'/<

45% 31% GPB 40% —% 29% 27% UnivPic _ 28%
73% 60 GenTel __ 69% 4-% 47% 24% WrnBrs _ 42% —2%
83 441/, GenTire _ 75% —% 97% 70% Wstghse _ 95 4-3
37 28% Hoffman _ 35% 4-1% 136% 92% Zenith 125% +%

488 385% IBM 447 4-3

1959
High Low

AMERICAN STC

Wk.
Stock Close Chg.

)CK EXCHANGE
1959

High Low Stock Close
Wk.
Chg.

5% 378 AllidArt _ 5 — 12% 57/R HrldRad _ 9% 4-%
65% 36% AllidCon _ 55 4-2% 22% 7 IntRes 19% 4-174
19% 117/8 AmElec 16% —V4 1914 9% Lear _ 147/4 +Vi
26% 15% AudoDev _ 21% +2% 2% T% MuntzTV- 2%
227/8 10% Belock 17% —'4 12 5% Muter 9% —Vs
10% 4 Clrostat _ 8% —74 4% 2% NatUnion_ 3% —
97/8 6 DuMont _ 8% 4-V4 48% 23% PhlpsEl __ 48% 4-5

12% 4% DynamAm 10% 4-% 43% 14% ServoCp _ 317/2 4-1
44% 28% ElecCom _ 407/8 4-1 18% 9 Servomech 13% —74
167/g 9% ElecCp 11% —

%

10% 5% Skiatron _ 6% 4-%
21/4 1 tEl-Tron _ 1% —Vs 17% 974 Sonotone _ 14% —

%

174 50% FairCam _ 179 4-24 97/8 6% Techclr 7% —

%

88% 49 GenTrans- 79% —

%

22% 9 Tiprmp _ 17% 4->4

27% 20% GlobeUn _ 24 7A —

%

77/8 47/« Tlvlnd __ 5% 4-%
3 1% GldFlm — 2% 4- Vs 147/8 7 TransLux 13 4-%

75 54% Hazeltine _ 65 4-3 197/8 67/s Vctoren _ 1574 4-1%

OVER THE COUNTER AND OTHER EXCHANGES
The following quotations, obtained from, the National Association

of Securities Defers Inc., do not represent actual transactions. They
are intended as a guide to the approximate range within which these
securities could have been bought or sold at time of compilation.

Stock Bid Asked Stock Bid Asked

Advance Ind 2% 3 Maxson fW. L.l 12% 13%
Aerovox 9% 10% Meredith Pub. 35% 38%
AMP Inc. - 36% 39 Metropolitan Bcsgt. 17% 1874

Baird Atomic _ _ 127/2 14% Microwave Associates- 2074 21%
British Ind 32 35 National Co 2674 28%
Capital Cities TV _ _ 9% 10 Official Films 1% 1%
ninprama. Pmri 27/8

36
2%
38%

Orr Ind. - _ - 3474 37%
Collins Radio Pacific Mercury TV 11 '4 12%

42 4574
11%

Packard-Bell 427/, 47

Craig Systems _ 10% Panellit _ - 5 6

Eitel-McCullough 427/3 457/2 Perkin-Elmer _ 4374 51%
Elec Assoc _ - - 38 42 Philips Lamp 84% 87%
Erie Resistor 10% 117/8 Reeves Soundcraft 9% 10%
Giannini, G.M. 32 3474 Sprague Electric - 50 53%
G-L Electronics 10% 12 Tele-Broadcasters 1 1%
Granco Products 474 4% Telechrome 18 20%
Gross Telecasting 23% 25% Telecomputing 10% 11%

39%
3

42%
374

7

66 69%
Todd Ind. 13% 1474

Jerrold - 6% Tracerlab - _ - 9% 10%
Leeds & Northrup 33% 36% United Artists 9% 10%
Ling Altec 2 7/4 2% Varian Associates 29% 32

Ling Electronics 23% 25% Wells-Gardner _ 1774 19%
Machlett Labs
Magna Theater _

27
2%

29

2%
Wometco Ent. 11 7/4 12%

Where a stock dividend or split amounting to more than 25% has

been paid, the year’s high-low range is shown for the new stock only.

t In bankruptcy or receivership or being reorganized under the

Bankruptcy Act. or securities assumed by such companies.— No change during week. - -
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

Congress

BROADCAST EDITORIALS ABOUT EQUAL TIME notably absent.

Sec. 315 amendment prospects touch-&-go. Harris subcommittee

favors stripped-down bill (p. 1).

Auxiliary Services

STATION-CATV BATTLE—more of same in Senate hearings.

Pastore reiterates opinion "curative action" is needed. CATV
operators gear for rebuttal (pp. 2 & 7).

FIGHT PROMOTER ROSENSOHN to handle own closed-circuit in

Johansson-Patterson rematch. TelePrompTer's gross in June 26

bout exceeded $1 million (p. 8).

Networks

MORE FILM ON NETWORKS in prime lime next season. NBC plans

only 9>/2 hours of live & tape, ABC 5 hours, CBS 7 I

/2 hours (p. 6).

Programming

TV's ALL-STAR GAME—searching for big names for specials

—

proceeds at unprecedented rate. Specials also drawing heavily

on production, direction & writing talent (p. 9).

Film S Tape
FILM PRODUCERS OBEY CODE, except for small minority, says

new NAB Hollywood executive, named to advise film makers on

code problems (p. 12).

TV's MOVIE APPETITE is enormous, survey by NTA reveals, with

most stations screening anywhere from 6 to 10 features weekly.

A few run as many as 45 movie shows (p. 12).

SYNDICATION MARKET SOFTENS in 7-station L.A. Buyers com-

plain prices are too high for potential returns (p. 13).

Manuiaeturing «S Distribution

INDUSTRY ON 'MADE IN JAPAN' FENCE, debating whether to

import or not to import. Our survey of 10 industry leaders finds

indecision, confusion, concern (pp. 15 & 17).

MOTOROLA STRESSES STEREO with 3-channol line, single-cabinet

units; eschews TV gimmicks, promises transistor sot soon; 23-in.

under test (p. 16).

FCC
FCC HEARS AGENCY SIDE of program-selection process at N.Y.

hearings, agencymen admitting that networks are in primary

program control this fall because of tight time situation (p. 2).

FCC's TV TASTES ARE CONVENTIONAL, though members apolo-

gize for "not watching enough." They like sports, nev/s. Westerns,

whodunits and "anything well done" (p. 4).

RERUN TRIAL FOR MACK & WHITESIDE promised by Govt, after

jurors in Miami Ch. 10 conspiracy case split on verdict. Only one

reported for acquittal (p. 5).

Finance

fortune's 500 INDUSTRIAL GIANTS include 34 in electronics

fields, led by GE, Western Electric, Westinghouse. Table lists vital

statistics of top electronics firm (p. 18).

Stations

STEREOCASTING SCORE TODAY: FCC rescinds permission for

broadcast-hour FM tests. All 3 networks and WBC testing AM
systems. Dispute over AM-FM technique (p. 3).

FEW CAPTIVE AUDIENCES remain, as 'one-station areas' dis-

appear from U.S. scene. Nielsen survey shows 2% of nation's TV
homes don't have multi-station choice (p. 7).

BROADCAST EDITORIALS ABOUT EQUAL TIME? It's a curious thing—the telecasters'

battle for easing of Sec. 315 political equal-time burdens. Here they are, on one hand, with an unprecedented

degree of editorial support from newspapers. Yet, on the other hand, their own facilities for broadcast edi-

torializing on the subject are notably mum.

Amendment of Sec. 315 is really touch-&-go this session of Congress. Next session, there may be no
Lar Daly to provide a perfect peg for another campaign and another stimulus for newspaper support—and
broadcasters would be forced to wage a more lonesome battle.

NAB has been a vigorous advocate of both broadcast editorializing in general and of amendment of

Sec. 315—but it has yet to put the two together, being too preoccupied, perhaps, with Preparation H and the

industry's "image."

It couldn't be that networks and stations are concerned over the obligation to give Lar Daly and his

ilk an opportunity to answer their editorials on equal time. Daly's past performance certainly doesn't estab-

lish him as a formidable opponent. It couldn't be, either, that broadcasters are afraid of offending the FCC
majority which supported Lar Daly. Commission has encouraged controversial presentations, so long as the

opposition gets a fair chance for rebuttal.
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Furthermore, broadcasters are in much better position to editorialize on equal time than on, say, pay
TV, because "public interest" aspect is easier to demonstrate. There would be fewer cries of "self interest."

Congressional reluctance to provide full relief from Lar Daly ruling was demonstrated last week
by House Commerce communications subcommittee chaired by Rep. Harris (D-Ark.). Following 3-day

hearings on issue (Vol. 15:27), subcommittee met in closed session, wrangled all day over language of

proposed Communication Act amendments, finally recommended stripped-down version of bill (HR-7985)

sponsored by Harris himself.

Equal-time exemptions in rewritten Harris bill would be limited to appearances by political candi-

dates "on any newscast (including news interviews) or on-the-spot coverage of newsworthy events." As
first written, Harris measure also excluded debates, news documentaries, panel discussions "or similar

type programs" from equal-time requirements. Senate Commerce communications subcommittee headed

by Sen. Pastore (D-R.I.), which conducted 5-day hearings on subject (Vol. 15:26), hasn't acted yet on

legislation. And it will take big push to get any Sec. 315 amendments to floor of House or Senate for

vote before adjournment of this session.

STATION-CATV BATTLE—MORE OF SAME: "Some curative action is mandatory & impera-

tive." That was stern word from Chairman Pastore (D-R.I.) of Senate Commerce communications subcommittee

last week—midway in station-vs.-CATV phase of hearings on bills to regulate community antenna systems

and boosters (see summary on p. 7).

Irate TV station operators already had told him enough about allegedly ruinous competition from

unregulated CATV operators to make clear the need for new legislation, said Pastore. In fact, he had heard

so much about CATV "program pirates" since hearings opened week earlier (Vol. 15:27) that Pastore com-

plained station testimony had reached point of "redundancy."

But just what rules for auxiliary TV services will be recommended by Pastore's subcommittee was no

clearer at end of second week of proceedings. At one point Pastore said it might be good idea to split up the

omnibus regulatory bill (S-1886) by Sens. Moss (D-Utah) & Murray (D-Mont.), which was generally sup-

ported—as starter—by station witnesses. One part could take care of CATV; the other, less-controversial

booster controls, he said. But Pastore didn't pursue point.

Thorough going-over of CATV witnesses when their turn on stand comes this week was promised by

Pastore, in any event. Referring to their defense against station complaints that they put local TV service out

of business—or constantly threaten to do so—Pastore said: "They'll be asked. They'd better be prepared to

give the answer, too."

FCC HEARS AGENCY SIDE: Networks are in driver's seat this season when it comes to pro-

gram control in all key fields—buying, approving , scheduling, pre-empting for specials—but major

agencies are only mildly alarmed and feel they can live with situation. In most cases, they get along

fine with the TV networks.

That's key impression we got from FCC hearings on TV program-selection process in N.Y. last

week, featuring most of Madison Avenue's top TV-radio agency brass.

There were no explosions, no startling facts brought to light by FCC broadcast bureau chief

counsel Ashbrook P. Bryant and chief hearing examiner James D. Cunningham who presided. Much
of what was covered was elementary ("It's 'TV basics, 1-A,' " scoffed a network observer to us) in network-

agency relationships. However, some useful benchmarks for FCC study emerged

:

(1) Network control varies with unsold time. C. Terence Clyne, senior TV-radio v.p. for McCann-

Erickson, made this point on first day (July 7) of hearings. During 1958 recession, he indicated, it was

easier to bring outside shows to the network. Today, with time tight, it's tough "unless the network is

enthused" about a show.

(2) Agencies have little to do with public affairs TV, apart from buying such shows for clients

interested in reaching "specialized audience," all agreed. Such a program area, admen said, was best left

to networks. However, Cunningham & Walsh chairman John P. Cunningham dissented as a minority of one,

continuing his crusade for more Madison Ave. participation in public affairs & educational programming.
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(3) Overcrowding of network specials is apparent , with regularly scheduled shows increasingly

being bumped to create one-shot space on a "take-it-or-leave-it basis"—as J. Walter Thompson TV-radio v.p.

Dan Seymour phrased it.

(4) Agencies take pride in exercising limited program control , usually after they've bought a

show for a client. Most agencymen (particularly Benton & Bowles' exec. TV-radio v.p. Thomas J. McDer-

mott, soon to join Four Star Productions) cited examples of "creative contribution" in improving format,

scripts, guest-star policies, and in mildly censoring shows that might offend clients & audiences.

(5) Networks are strengthening "magazine concept" selling, a pet project of Pat Weaver when he

was pres, of NBC-TV, with most agencies approving. Virtually all agencymen confirmed these trends: (a)

Client buys as few as 6 or 7 alternating positions in 13-week run on network-sold shows, (b) Networks

purchase from producers of 60-min. shows (like ABC-TV's "77 Sunset Strip" and "The Alaskans" or NBC-TV's

"Riverboat") and resell on a minute participation or segment (20 min., alt. wk.) basis, (c) Networks purchase

shows from agencies when the agencies can deliver only an alternate client.

Do networks link time sales to program sales? No firm conclusion, it seemed, was reached either

way at N.Y. hearings, with agencymen—contrary to some expectation—generally ducking the issue.

Entire session was broadcast by N.Y. city-owned radio WNYC and drew top ratings on Madison Ave.,

judging from the number of portable radios carried on the train from Westport. Next hearings in FCC's net-

work probe will be special session July 21 called by Examiner Cunningham to look into conditions surround-

ing discontinuance of "Voice of Firestone." Witness list comprises 3 Firestone executives and "Voice"

musical dir. Howard Barlow.

THE STEREOCASTING SCORE TODAY: FCC is cracking down on experimental authorizations

to test stereo systems during broadcast hours. It has received little useful information, and it sniffs possible

abuses—so it is rescinding or refusing to extend '^j^t^lly all such permits.

The discontinued authorizations were all for FM multiplex tests . There was question in mind of FCC
whether stations and equipment makers were commercializing on these tests—some types of stereo multiplex

converters being available on the market. FCC officials say reports and information submitted by these

stations were meager "and didn't show anything we didn't already know."

Experimental single-station stereocasting is still going on—but in non-broadcast hours. New York is

hotbed of AM stereo tests, with 3 network flagships authorized to transmit special stereo systems in wee small
hours. WABC, WCBS & WRCA are testing basically similar systems, employing frequency-modulated stereo

information impressed on AM carrier. WCBS is using new CBS system which works on this principle, WRCA
the RCA system (Vol. 15:10). In Pittsburgh, WBC's KDKA is testing Westinghouse AM system. Only
completely different AM stereo system is Kahn Research Labs' sideband method, for which Detroit's WJR
has asked test authorization.

In FM, another major system has cropped up—proposed by Zenith. It's currently being tested on
Zenith's WEFM Chicago. No details are available. Interest in stereophonic TV systems—at least for the

moment—is dwindling toward the vanishing point.

NSRC, now concentrating on FM systems in hopes of meeting FCC's Dec. 11 deadline for filing

comments, will convene its important system-specifications panel Aug. 5 for what may be its crucial meeting.

There's plenty of stereo on the air—the non-experimental 2-station kind (mostly AM-FM). And
there's considerable debate whether this "makeshift stereo" is a boon or a destructive influence. Almost
every AM-FM station combination has at least dabbled in this 2-station stereo approach, and availability of

wide choice of stereo discs & tapes as program material is making it more popular.

Majority of package stereo-hi-fi manufacturers have turned thumbs down on this stereocasting sys-

tem by refusing to offer stereo AM-FM tuners in their 1960 phono combinations—although more lines are
featuring them this year than last. (AM-FM stereo tuner is one which will receive both AM & FM stations

simultaneously, as opposed to conventional AM-FM tuners which can tune either AM or FM at any time,

but not at same time.)

Set makers who ignore AM-FM stereo argue this way : Within year or so, FCC will authorize single-

station multiplex system, completely obsoleting 2-station stereo. Frequency response and noise level of AM
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& FM stations are so poorly matched that resulting stereo effect is bad. "We have a jack on our set for future

multiplex input," these manufacturers argue, " so we're prepared for true stereo broadcasting."

Obvious disadvantage of present AM-FM system is its incompatibility. Since most listeners still hear

program monaurally—either on AM or FM alone—they only hear one "track" of the 2-track stereo. Never-

theless, stations which are sold on AM-FM approach minimize this obstacle. N.Y. Times' WQXR, which has

been broadcasting AM-FM stereo for 6 years, says this hasn't turned out to be problem. Chief engineer Louis

J. Kleinklaus explains that all tapes & discs are auditioned first to make sure that both AM & FM portions

will have relatively balanced sound—no long pauses or strange effects—and recordings which don't meet

this standard are rejected.

There's one "compatible" 2-station stereo system—which reguires no FCC permission. It's Bell Labs'

time-delay technique, which, through "precedence effect" phenomenon, gives listener the illusion of direction

of sound even though both sound channels actually come from both stations (Vol. 15:9). Thus, monaural

listeners hear "complete" sound monaurally, while stereo listeners hear it stereophonically.

Western Electric is now ready to license users of this system. It doesn't sell the equipment, however,

which must be purchased elsewhere for $3000-$4000. So far, only regular users are KFJZ & KFJZ-FM Fort

Worth, full-time stations which broadcast compatible stereo from 3 p.m. to signoff. NBC has used it experi-

mentally in TV-radio and in FM-AM simulcasts, and WQXR tried it out a couple of weeks ago—but the latter

said listener response was so slight it has no intention of buying equipment for system.

Common complaint of stations now broadcasting stereo is that no manufacturer is offering studio

equipment designed for stereo. Although same basic 2-channel studio <S audio gear is required for all kinds

of stereocasting, none is available commercially, and all equipment now in use—some of it quite elaborate,

as at WQXR—is of home-built haywired variety.

Public's rapid acceptance of stereo hi-fi systems and phonos (see Trade Reports) underscores

need for early action to standardize on companion stereo radio service. Phono manufacturers' 1960 lines

(which include hardl^ any monaural models)—and their promotion plans—make it clear that they expect

major stereo boom this fall. With dual stereo amplifiers & speakers in fast-increasing number of U.S. homes,

big new equipment market and radio audience is waiting—waiting to be told what kind of tuner or con-

verter to drop into the console, to bring radio listening back into the livingroom.

FCC'S TV TASTES ARE LIKE EVERYONE ELSE'S: FCC Commissioners are quite "nor-

mal" in their viewing tastes, we found in a recent check of their preferences. And, like many TV industry

professionals, they believe that they ought to watch more than they do. Here's rundown on preferences

:

Chairman John C. Doerfer
—

"Sports, of course. And a good historical drama, particularly about the

Civil War, [he's quite a Civil War buff]. I like news in depth, the documentaries. And I go for a good who-

dunit—but not those short ones."

Comr. Rosel H. Hyde—"A good drama—and that's just about it."

Comr. Robert T. Bartley
—"News & sports. Oh, I watch some other programs, but news & sports are

my real preferences."

Comr. Robert E. Lee
—

"I'm not very eggheady, I guess, because I like the Westerns. I go for some

panel discussions on Sunday. A good movie is fine. I also try to catch the golf shows."

Comr. T. A. M. Craven—"Sports and whodunits. I'll tell you what I don't like—opera and discussion

programs with a bunch of longhairs all talking at the same time about something they don't know anything

about, talking down to the rest of us. I like 'Meet the Press' sometimes."

Comr. Frederick W. Ford
—

"Sports, the Westerns. I read all the Zane Grey and Hopalong Cassidy

books, saw all the movies, and now I watch the Westerns. I like anything Leonard Bernstein does. I thought

'Hamlet' was excellent. I like 'What's My Line,' '77 Sunset Strip' and the 'Jack Paar Show' occasionally. Matter

of fact, I go for any program that's well done."

Comr. John S. Cross
—

"I'm easy to get along with. I like a lot of programs—sports, 'The Late Show,'

spectaculars once in a while—and I'm an old fan of 'What's My Line'."
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Congress

New Agency Probe Set; Long-awaited hearings by a

Senate Judiciary subcommittee on administrative practices

and procedures of FCC and other federal regulatory agen-

cies, pending since Feb. (Vol. 15:7-8, 10), finally get under

way next week. Chairman Carroll (D-Colo.) has scheduled

July 21-23 sessions in Room 2228 of the new Senate Office

Building—and opening proceedings may run through July

24. The initial witness list had not been drawn up last

week, but testimony on how the Administrative Procedures

Act of 1946 is working out is expected from legal experts.

The Carroll subcommittee has $115,000 to spend this

year on investigations which could spread ultimately into

FCC areas touched by last year’s sensational House Com-
merce legislative oversight subcommittee probes. In addi-

tion to Carroll, members are Sens. Hart (D-Mich.) &
Dirksen (R-Ill.), the minority leader. Chief counsel is

Judge Joseph P. McDonald of Denver. Minority counsel is

Cornelius Kennedy of Chicago.

“We’re not going into the FCC or any specific agency

in the opening phase,” Carroll told us last week. “But

there’s no telling what it may lead into. This is a perma-

nent subcommittee and the agencies might as well know it

now. We’ll be breathing down their necks for a long time.”

Movie price fixing by major studios in violation of the

Govt.’s 1948 Paramount anti-trust decree divorcing pro-

ducers from theater operations was alleged last week by

Sen. Danger (R-N. D.). In a floor speech, he demanded that

the Justice Dept, do more to enforce the decree—or that

the Senate Judiciary anti-trust subcommittee headed by

Sen. Kefauver (D-Tenn.) “take effective action.” Danger

cited complaints by the Independent Motion Picture The-

ater Owners against such producers as Paramount, 20th

Century-Fox, Warner Bros., Loew’s, RKO, Columbia,

United Artists & Universal. Among the charges: (1) The
public is “compelled to pay abnormally high & uniform

admission prices, dictated by the fllm companies, in order

to see choice motion pictures.” (2) Independent movie

houses are forced to give “second-rate theater service” by
their inability to get “better pictures” on a flrst-run basis.

(3) Continued operation of “thousands” of small theaters

is endangered.

Approval of 2 international AM treaties by the Senate

was earnestly sought by the majority of witnesses testify-

ing before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee last

week. The North American regional broadcasting agree-

ment has been pending since Nov. 15, 1950, the U.S.-Mexi-

can agreement since Jan. 29, 1957. Those favoring ratifica-

tion warned that American AM service will deteriorate

unless approval is voted. Plumping for ratification were:

W. T. M. Beale Jr., Deputy Asst. Secy, of State; FCC
Comrs. Hyde & Cross; John H. Dewitt Jr., Clear Channel
Bcstg. Service (CCBS); Hollis M. Seavey, ex-CCBS; Elliott

M. Sanger, WQXR, N.Y.; attorneys Andrew G. Haley and
Glenn A. Wilkinson. Opposing were J. R. Livesay, WLBH
Mattoon, 111. representing Daytime Bcstrs. Assn., and Rep.
Shipley (D-Ill.), who has a bill pending to extend the

operating hours of daytime stations.

Malicious damage to any communications facilities

—

including radio—which are “used or useful in the military
or civilian defense functions of the U.S.” would be subject
to federal criminal law under a bill (HR-8138) by Rep.
Dowdy (D-Tex.). Existing federal law covers govt.-owned
or operated facilities, but doesn’t protect commercial sys-
tems used by the Defense Dept.

The FCC

RERUN IRIAl FOR WACK: Ex-FCC Comr. Richard A.

Mack, tried for 12 weeks on govt, charges that he and

co-defendant Thurman A. Whiteside conspired to throw
Miami Ch. 10 to National Airlines’ WPST-TV (Vol.

15:15-27), will have to go through it all over again.

The long and sometimes almost riotous proceedings in

Judge Burnita S. Matthews’ U.S. District Court in Wash-
ington ended July 10 in a hung jury, split 11-1—for con-

viction, according to one member of the panel. Prosecutor

J. Frank Cunningham announced a new trial.

Said jury foreman Robert E. Burner in his report to

Judge Matthews on its off-&-on deliberations, interrupted

when one juror required hospitalization soon after the case

was received July 1: “Eleven members of the jury have
agreed on a verdict. These 11 believe that the stand of the

remaining member is not consistent with reason and have
not been able to change the stand of that person by argu-

ments or persuasion.” Mack & Whiteside just shook hands.

Judge Matthews, who had pleaded with the jury a day
earlier to come to an agreement, dismissed it with thanks,

then turned to Mack’s counsel Nicholas J. Chase to ad-

minister a tongue-lashing. She said he had been “rude, dis-

respectful & disobedient” during the marathon trial, in

which defense lawyers challenged her rulings and de-

manded mistrials every step of the way until the end.

Chase said later: “I am sorry that Judge Matthews
said what she did. My views of the traditions of my pro-

fession interdict further comment from me.” Mack’s only
comment was: “I am very proud of my lawyer. I am going
back to Florida and try to recover my health.” Mack &
Whiteside are at liberty under $1000 bonds.

At one point in legal wrangling, after juror Joseph R.

Carroll became ill, it was agreed by opposing counsel that

the case would be retried on the Miami home grounds of

Mack & Whiteside in the event of a mistrial. But Chase
subsequently withdrew his agreement, protesting that

Judge Matthews had failed to tell him she had received

one of several queries from the jury.

Commissioners’ Vacations: As it has for several years,

FCC takes off for the month of August for the convenience
of its staff and industry representatives. Here’s what Com-
missioners themselves plan to do: Chairman Doerfer

—

“Sleep. Seriously, it really depends on Congress. I’ll stick

around if they’re still in session and want to call me up
for hearings. However, I’d certainly like to get away for
3 weeks. Comr. Hyde—“Visit my family and my wife’s
family back in Idaho.” Comr. Bartley—“Stay in town.
Can’t afford otherwise; got 2 boys in college.” Comr. Lee—
“I’ll be on the job. I agreed to hold the fort.” Comr. Craven
—Leaves Aug. 1 to head U.S. delegation to International

Telecommunication Union conference in Geneva. Comr.
Ford—“No plans.” Comr. Cross—“Back in Eureka Springs,
Ark. again, helping my wife run the motel.”

Six applications for new TV stations were filed with
the FCC last week: For Ft. Smith, Ark., Ch. 22, by a local

group of businessmen headed by James R. Jorden; for Al-

pena, Mich., Ch. 9, by WKNX-TV Saginaw; for San
Angelo, Tex., Ch. 3, by appliance dealer E. C. Gunter; for

Grand Island, Neb., Ch. 11, and Reno, Nev., Ch. 4, both by
Electron Corp. (subsidiary of Ling-Altec Electronics) of
Dallas, which is also an applicant for Douglas, Ariz.; for

Reno, Ch. 4, by attorney Edward I. Cutler & real estate

man Robert Wasdon. TV applications pending: 114 (15 uhf).
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Networks

LESS LIVE TV: There will be a continued increase in

the amount of prime-time film programming on all 3

networks next season. Of the non-film programs, no

breakdown is available between live & tape shows.

NBC’s schedule for next season shows 14 V2 hours of

telefilm programming and 9% hours of live & tape each

week in the prime time slots. This compares with 11

V

2

hours of film and 10% live & tape last season—a decrease

in live shows despite NBC’s scheduled 3 hours of specials

each week next season.

ABC’s schedule will have 19% hours of telefilms each

week, with only 5 hours of live & tape. This gives ABC
about 95% telefilm programming, as against 90% last

season, and fulfills its reputation as the “film network.”

ABC will have a few sporadic live or taped specials, in-

cluding 2 with Bing Crosby and 4 with Frank Sinatra.

CBS will have 16% hours of film and 7% live & tape

each week in prime time, compared with 16 film and 8%
live-tape the past season. However, this picture may
change before the new season begins, because of a few

shaky summer entries.

MBS Payment Offer: Mutual Bcstg. has offered creditors

10^ on the dollar in settlement of debts accrued prior to

June 30, when a petition under Chapter XI of the Bank-

ruptcy Act was filed by the network (Vol. 15:27). The offer

was made at an informal meeting of creditors called in

N.Y. July 9. MBS set a 30-day deadline on the proposal.

An official offer will be made at a later creditor’s meeting

to be called by referee Asa Herzog July 13.

Mutual’s creditors (numbering 750) have appointed a

15-man committee to consider the offer, headed by Fulton

Lewis Jr., to whom MBS owes $47,000. UPI made an in-

formal poll of creditors after the N.Y. meeting. Consensus:

The creditors will accept the 10«S offer.

CBC Loses on Ads: Canadian taxpayers continue to pay

to view sponsored TV shows, it was disclosed last week
during the inquiry (Vol. 15:26) by a Parliamentary com-

mittee looking into the policies, operation and costs of the

publicly owned CBC. The probe was triggered by the mass
resignations of 37 key CBC staffers who implied political

interference with the free expression of ideas.

Figures given by CBC officials revealed that advertis-

ers on most TV shows still pay only a fraction of the cost

of production, with the public treasury making up the dif-

ference (Vol. 13:39 & 14:29). Of 102 TV broadcasts in 2

weeks of March, only 17 produced profit for CBC. Ex-
ample: The network paid $30,132 to produce Cross-Canada
Hit Parade but got only $9,678 from sponsors Imperial

Tobacco & Texaco Co. The Canadian public footed the bill

for the $20,454 deficit.

Agreement on pooled coverage of the 1960 Democratic
national convention in Los Angeles was reached at a meet-
ing of the 3 networks in Los Angeles last v/eek. J. Leonard
Reinsch (Cox stations), managing dir. of the conclave for

the Democratic Party, was in charge of the meeting, at-

tended by CBS v.p. Sig Mickelson, NBC v.p. Bill McAndrew
and ABC special events dir. Don Coe. Biltmore Hotel’s

fourth floor was designated as administrative headquarters
for the TV & radio networks.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

NBC’s announcement of $5.2 million gross sales on
Today and The Jack Paar Show (see below) for the 2nd
quarter came simultaneously with a network claim of a 6.5

million nightly viewing audience average for the Paar
show, based on Nielsen figures. Paar, now seen on a 135-

station lineup, had an audience of about 3 million in 1957.

Network sales otherwise were light last week, confined

mainly to buying of specials.

ABC-TV
Colt .45, Cheyenne & Sugarfoot, summer sponsorship start-

ing July 14.

Procter & Gamble (Benton & Bowles).

The Alaskans, Adventures in Paradise, The Untouchables,
Bronco and American Bandstand. Parties,
in all 5 starting in fall.

Luden’s (J. M. Mathes).

Take a Good Look (Thurs., 10:30-11 P.M.). New panel show
produced by Irving Mansfield & Peter Arnell,
debuts Oct. 15. Ernie Kovacs will be m.c.
Consolidated Cigar Sales Co. (Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan).

Saturday Night Pro Football, 7 weekly games starting Aug.
22 at 10 P.M., live & tape.
General Mills (Knox Reeves), Hamm Brew-
ing (Campbell-Mithun) in West only; Natl.
Brewing Co. (W. B. Doner), East only.

Tournament of Roses Parade Jan. 1, 1960.
Quaker Oats (Lynn Baker).

CBS-TV
Hemingway Specials, four 90-min. programs, to be adapted

from Hemingway stories by A. E. Hotchner.
Px’oducer, Gordon Duff. Times & days not set.

Buick (McCann-Erickson).

News Specials, eight 60-min. prime-time programs next
season, times & days not set. Co-sponsorship
with Bell & Howell.
B. F. Goodrich (BBDO).

NBC-TV
People Are Funny moving to new time next season (Fri.,

7:30-8 p.m.).
Greyhound (Grey) and Bulova (McCann-
Erickson) .

Tournament of Roses Parade, from Pasadena, Jan. 1, 1960,
(11:30 a.m.-l:45 p.m.). Sponsor’s order is

for 6th consecutive year.
Minute Maid Corp. (Bates).

Today and Jack Paar Show 2nd-quarter 1959 orders not
previously announced, involving 18 renewals
and 28 new orders for parties, totaling a
gross of $5.2 million.

Renewals: Regimen Tablets, 66 parties.
(Kastor, Hilton, Chesley & Clifford Inc.)

;

Alberto-Culver, 65 parties. (Wade) ; Grove
Labs, 52 parties. (Gardner)

; Bristol-Myers,
39 parties. (Young & Rubicam) New orders:
Bayuk Cigar, 78 parties. (Werman &
Schorr)

; American Petroleum Inst., 30 par-
ties. (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles).

Modernization of ABC-TV’s Stage E in Hollywood, is

scheduled for completion before July 15, engineering v.p.

Frank Marx announced July 7. All network West Coast

specials next fall will originate from the remodeled stage.

The Austin Co. is the engineer-building firm.

James Arness, Marshal Matt Dillon of CBS-TV’s con-

sistently high-rated Gunsmoke, has signed a new long-term

contract with the network whereby he’ll have his own pro-

duction company to produce the series in association with

CBS-TV. Arness will continue to portray Dillon.
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Stations

Few Captive Audiences: The “one-station home” has virtu-

ally disappeared from the American TV scene, Nielsen

reports in a special study of the degree of choice between

stations that can be made by the country’s 44.5 million

TV homes.

Ten years ago, says Nielsen, “almost half of the homes

then equipped with TV sets could receive one station, and

only one,” By 1952, the percentage of one-station homes

had dropped to 32%. In late 1958, the figure had dropped

to a mere 2%. At the same time, the percentage of homes

that can receive 4 or more stations has gone up to 81%.

Here are the figures, shortened by Nielsen to an every-

other-year basis:

Increase in TV Station Choice

’52 ’54 ’56 ’58

U.S. Stations in operation.

.

Homes Able To Receive

:

109 357 428 481

4 or more stations 31% 61% 77% 81%
2 to 3 stations 37 30 19 17

Only one station 32 9 4 2

Resale of radio WKNB New Britain-Hartford for

$255,000 by new owner Connecticut TV Inc. (Vol. 15:26)

was accomplished last week. Buyers are Sheldon I. Smer-

ling, N.J. theater concessionaire and owner of WICO Sal-

isbury, Md., and his family. The station was bought by

Connecticut TV as part of a package deal when NBC sold

WNBC (Ch. 30) to uhf pioneers WICS (Ch. 20) Spring-

field, 111. and WWLP (Ch. 22) Springfield, Mass, for

$1,044,000.

Sale of 52% of WDMJ-TV (Ch. 6) Marquette, Mich,

and proposed satellite WIRN (Ch. 12) Wakefield, Mich, by

Frank J. Russell to Morgan Murphy interests for approxi-

mately $102,000 in obligations plus a $160,000 loan (Vol.

15:24) was approved by the FCC last week.

Purchase of radio KOBY San Francisco for $1.75

million by KCOP (Ch. 13) Los Angeles owners Kenyon
Brown & Associates from David Segal was announced last

week. Buyers also are in NAFI group acquiring KPTV
(Ch. 12) Portland, Ore. (Vol. 15:23). In addition, Segal is

disposing of KOSI Denver, selling it to ex-Balaban Corp.

broadcasting v.p. Bill Armstrong for $387,000. The San
Francisco station was bought by Segal for $467,500 from
S. A. Cisler 3 years ago.

Rep. George Bolling and his son are buying 52%% of

KRNO San Bernardino, Cal. for $240,000 from Western
Empire Bcstrs. Inc. Jack C. Vaughn and Cecil L. Trigg,

who control KVII (Ch. 7) Amarillo and KOSA-TV (Ch. 7)

Odessa, Tex., will acquire 23%% each.

Demise of NAB’s TV Quarterly because of “impend-
ing changes in the TV information program” was an-

nounced recently by NAB PR mgr. John M. Couric, who
explained: “We are discontinuing publication because we
do not want to duplicate efforts in the important en-

deavor of acquainting the public with TV’s worthwhile
contributions to American life.”

Associated Press is making available to broadcast news
wire members & subscribers a new operations timetable, in

color (for desk or bulletin board), which schedules the

movement of world & regional news summaries, sports
weather, and special features on AP’s broadcast wire.

Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters adds 2 members
-WIS-TV Columbia, S.C. & WSOC-TV Charlotte, N.C.

Auxiliary Services

More about

CATV ‘PROGRAM PIRATES’: Big CATV guns will be

lined up in Room 5110 of the new Senate Office Build-

ing this week to fire back at station operators who
have charged community antenna systems with des-

troying—or at the very least competing unfairly with

—local TV service (see p. 2.)

Nearly a score of CATV operators & supporters from

across the country are listed by Senate Commerce com-

munications subcommittee Chairman Pastore (D.-R.I.) as

witnesses July 14-15 at hearings on 5 bills to place CATV
& boosters under FCC regulation—hearings which for 2

weeks have resounded with station complaints (Vol. 15:

27). FCC itself will testify at a windup session July 16.

Typical of station complainants last week was v.p.-

gen. mgr. G. David Gentling of NBC-affiliated KROC-TV
(Ch. 10) Rochester, Minn. He said Rochester Video Inc.,

locally-franchised CATV system, hasn’t yet carried out

threats to bring in NBC programs from St. Paul. But if

that happens, KROC-TV “will be seriously injured.”

“Such one-sided competition between unregulated pro-

gram pirates and regulated local TV stations will certainly

mean the demise of local free TV in most of the smaller

communities of the counti'y,” Gentling said. He endorsed

an omnibus bill (S-1886) by Sens. Moss (D-Utah) & Mur-
ray (D-Mont.) as “designed [to] eliminate the opportunity

for unfair competitive practices.”

Among other things, the Moss-Murray measure would
forbid FCC to permit CATV operations which would “ad-

versely affect” creation or continuation of locally-originated

TV service.

Marshalled by such CATV champions as ex-Sen. Mc-
Farland (D-Ariz.), former Commerce Committee chairman,

and National Community TV Assn. (NCTA) gen. counsel

E. Stratford Smith, the CATV witnesses will open up their

defense & counter-attack after Pasture’s subcommittee
hears this week’s lead-off witnesses. They are Sen. Aiken
(R-Vt.) & NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows, both scheduled

for July 14.

Among last week’s witnesses:

Barclay Craighead, mgr. of off-air KXLJ-TV (Ch. 12)

Helena, Mont., lashed out at the Helena CATV system and
FCC for his troubles. KXLJ-TV went on air in Jan. 1958,

went dark in Feb. 1959 in a losing Court of Appeals dispute

with FCC and the community operators who—as a last

straw for Craighead—got Spokane signals via microwave.
“The Commission,” said Ci’aighead, “appears to take

delight in throwing competition against a small-town free

TV station.” FCC Chairman Doerfer, in particular, “has be-

come the defender & apologist for pay cable systems,” he
complained. Craighead warned that unless CATV opera-

tions are brought under tight controls, local TV stations

will “be smashed out of existence in very extensive areas
of the country.”

Edward Wheeler, Craighead’s counsel, seconded the

thwarted Helena station operator. He protested that CATV
systems make “big money” while small stations are run
out of business.

Fred Weber, v.p. of WBOY-TV (Ch. 12) Clarksburg,
W.Va., complained about competition from his city’s CATV
system, which brings in programs from Pittsburgh, Wheel-
ing & Steubenville. “The subscription system gets no per-
mission,” Weber said. “It pays no off-the-air fee. But it

purloins every network program.” He argued that “im-
possible difficulties” lie ahead for small stations if CATV
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“can continue program duplication of a free station as

well as rebroadcast all other programs without regulation.”

Sen. Allott (R-Colo.), author of a measure (S. J. Res.

26) to legitimatize boosters, endorsed CATV provisions in

the Moss-Murray bill, too. He said: “Unregulated CATV
presents the very real danger, especially in the area of

small-town TV, of eventually curtailing if not eliminating

TV service from fringe or remote areas, since it serves

only the heart of the market because of the current

limitations & dependence upon wire.”

Testimony or statements in support of legislation to

legalize & standardize boosters came from Sen. Curtis

(R-Neb.), Reps. Thomson (R-Wyo.) & Berry (R-S.D.),

exec. v.p. Lawrence Berger of KTWO-TV (Ch. 2) Casper,

Wyo., and Richfield, Utah, city attorney Tex R. Olsen,

representating the Utah TV Repeater Assn.

The CATV lineup this week:

July 14—A. J. Malin, Laconia, N.H.; Henry Griffing,

Video Independent Theatres, Oklahoma City; A. Earl Cul-

lum Jr., Dallas consulting engineer; Archer Taylor, Mis-

soula, Mont., consulting engineer; Robert Murphy, Casper,

Wyo., attorney; Glenn Flinn, Tyler, Tex.; Milton J. Shapp,

Jerrold Electronics; Ben Adler, Adler Electronics.

July 15—Ex-Sen. McFarland, representing the Arizona

CATV Assn.; Sanford Randolph, Clarksbui-g, W.Va.; Rob-

ert J. Tarlton, Lansford, Pa.; NCTA counsel Smith;

Charles Clements, Waterville, Wash.; Clifton W. Codings,

Ephrata, Wash.; George M. Frese, Wenatchee, Wash, con-

sulting engineer.

Microwave serving CATV system in Helena, Mont.

—

Montana Microwave—which FCC had ordered to quit op-

erating last week pending a Commission decision on a

protest by KXLJ-TV Helena (Vol. 15:26), has obtained an

injunction which would permit it to continue until Aug. 4.

The injunction was handed down by the 9th Circuit Court

of Appeals, of San Francisco. The FCC, meanwhile, turned

down Montana Microwave’s request that it be permitted

to continue operating pending the outcome of an oral

argument on the protest to be conducted by the FCC July

24. However, FCC extended the cut-off date to July 15,

Four translator CPs granted by the FCC last week:

Ch. 72, 76 & 80, Texhoma, Tex. to Texhoma TV Transla-

tors; Ch. 76, Yakima, Wash, to Allied Electronics. Granted

the week of June 28: Ch. 80, Frostburg, Md., to Frostburg

Community TV, and Ch. 72, St. James, Minn., to Waton-
wan TV Improvement Assn. The Minn, grant is condi-

tioned on any future grant of a regular TV station on
Ch. 57 at any location involving mileage separations less

than those required by the FCC’s rules.

Small CATV system in Glendale, W. Va., Glen-Tennas,

discontinued operating March 31 after running since 1952,

owner Sam Shaw stating: “Too many people get 2 chan-

nels on rabbit-ears.” The system has been distributing

signals of KDKA-TV & WTAE Pittsburgh; WTRF-TV
Wheeling, WSTV-TV Steubenville.

Wide-screen TV at Atlantic City, N.J. airport gives

control-tower men a panoramic view of runways & park-

ing areas and closeups of landing & departing aircraft.

The installation uses 2 “Scanoscope” cameras (Vol. 15:10)

developed by Crimson Color Inc. for its wide-screen (7-by-

3 aspect ratio) TV system.

Translator start: W76AA Frostburg, Md. began tests

June 22 repeating WTTG Washington.

Rosensohn Closed-Circuit: When heavyweight champion

Ingemar Johansson and Floyd Patterson are rematched,

probably the latter part of September, the closed-circuit

TV of the title fight will be handled personally by promoter

Bill Rosensohn, without the intermediate services of any

closed-circuit company.
Rosensohn, on the West Coast for a vacation, tells us

he sees no reason for having someone else do the closed-

circuit, as TelePrompTer did in the first Johansson-Patter-

son fight. “I expect to do it myself,” said the promoter

who has himself headed 3 closed-circuit companies (Box

Office TV, Sheraton Closed-Circuit and TelePrompTer’s

closed-circuit operation).

The promoter explains that he couldn’t do this the

first time because part of the agreement under which he

left TelePrompTer a year ago stipulated that he would not

compete with that company for at least a year. Now,
however, Rosensohn, who says he lost $40,000 promoting
the fight last month, expects to more than recoup that in

the rematch—including particularly profits from the closed-

circuit showings.

Boxoffice gross for TelePrompTer closed-circuit feed

of the June 26 heavyweight bout (Vol. 15:26) will be

“over a million, and within 1% of our original estimate

of $1,032,000,” officials of TelePrompTer told us in N.Y.
The receipts, lightened somewhat by a postponement of

the championship bout, are less than the $1.4 million gross

on the Robinson-Basilio middleweight fight last year.

Canadian CATVs have doubled to 200 systems in 2

years, and now serve some 135,000 homes with an estimated

audience of 600,000 persons, the Telephone Association of

Canada was told at its recent 30th annual meeting. '

Educational Television

TV & radio will be used by Ford Foundation-financed

Fund for Adult Education in a new national “Education for

Public Responsibility” program. The aim is “to help public

leaders to understand & generally advance the general wel-

fare.” One radio series—13 half-hour dramatizations of

Alexis de Tocqueville’s studies of American life—^has been

prepared at NYU through a Fund grant. Other TV & radio

programs in 1959-60 will include interviews with “repre-

sentative American figures.”

ETV’s first year in Kansas City is now being appraised

by research experts who seek to determine the comparative

academic growth of the TV classes & special “control”

groups. Meanwhile, announcement has been made of next

fall’s TV schedule, which adds a new course—Spanish in-

struction. During the ETV school year, 65 public, private,

& governmental agencies participated in the TV teaching

by providing representatives and/or equipment.

Govt, grant to Boston U. for research on TV-teaching

of science in elementary schools (Vol. 15:22) is for $82,000,

approximately half of which will be used by the Mass.

Audubon Society to develop a series of natural science

programs for educational WGBH-TV Cambridge. A 16-

month study will be made of some 3000 children who will

view the Audubon Society series.

Endorsement of Nebraska’s TV-correspondence study

project has been made by appraisal committee of leading

state educators, who favor expansion of the ETV program

on a state-wide basis. The 3-year-old TV-study program,

broadcast by KUON-TV Lincoln, serves 29 high schools and

currently offers 9 different class subjects.
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Programming

TV’s All-Star Game: With a record number of specials

due on TV next season. Hollywood is now the scene of an

unprecedented search for big star names. Most of the

bidding is by NBC, which has 3 separate series of specials;

CBS wants stars for its Pontiac specials, and David Suss-

kind, who once scorned the use of star names, has also

joined in the search for his Du Pont Show of the Month on

CBS, plus other specials he will be producing.

ABC is interested, but its first efforts to line up stars

such as Danny Kaye were fruitless. As of now, ABC has

Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra set, but that’s about it.

Naturally, with such a demand for important star

names—especially those who haven’t been on TV yet—the

price is soaring. NBC last week announced Cyd Charisse

would make her TV debut on a Ford special, and even be-

fore the network made its announcement Miss Charisse,

via her press agent, let it be known she was receiving

$250,000 for a single show (out of which she would pay

for talent, of course).

The Ford specials, committed to feature names, have

already signed Ingrid Bergman and Alec Guinness. Ford

tried to get Ray Bolger, but he turned the bid down, as

well as an offer of a dramatic starring role in the Hallmark

Hall of Fame vehicle on NBC. Hubbell Robinson, exec,

producer of the Ford series, has also signed Charles

Laughton, Tony Curtis & Leslie Caron.

The scouts are also after names such as Marilyn

Monroe, Marlon Brando and Gregory Peck, but at this

point it’s a moot question as to whether they will get them.

Trouble is, these stars are in such demand for movies,

they don’t really have the time for TV.

North-vs.-South on TV: On the eve of its centennial,

the Civil War is slowly growing in prominence as a net-

work program theme. NBC-TV announced plans July 8

for a weekly hour-long series titled The Blue & the Gray,

for 1960-61, to feature dramas based on Civil War narra-

tives of Dr. Henry Steele Commager, whose 2-volume

compilation of over 450 narratives (also titled “The Blue

& the Gray”) was published in 1950. Commager will act

as consultant on the filmed series. CBS, whose TV plans

for Civil War programming were announced earlier this

year, will present a weekly half-hour series next year

dealing mainly with the generals on both sides. It will be

produced by CBS in collaboration with “American Heri-

tage” magazine and its editor Bruce Catton. ABC-TV
will produce a series of Civil War specials in association

with Warner Bros.

Wintry chill has settled on ABC-TV’s plans to tele-

cast pickups from Squaw Valley, Cal. of the upcoming
Winter Olympics, and any deals between ABC and the

Olympic Committee are definitely off. Network officials

admit to us privately that they understood their winter

sports deal gave them a first-refusal on the Summer

f

Olympics next year, but learned later that CBS-TV had
• quietly sewn up the show. Who will get the winter series

‘v hasn’t been decided, although presumably it will be CBS.
I

I

Newest post-season football game, the “Liberty Bowl”

I

to be staged Dec. 19 at Philadelphia’s Municipal Stadium
r between the top Eastern team & an invitation opponent,

1 has been signed by NBC-TV under a 5-year contract for

TV & radio rights. Lindsey Nelson & Red Grange have been
‘ signed as commentators for the new event, first major
college football bowl game ever to be played in the east

' under NCAA sanction.

New ‘Special’ Faces: The barrage of network specials

in the forthcoming season is creating new production em-
ployment for a growing list of names not hitherto associ-

ated with the creation of big-budget one-shots. Last week,

Abe Burrows, co-author and dir. of Broadway’s “Guys &
Dolls” and “Can-Can”—who has been relatively inactive

in TV recently—was signed to join Goodman Ace’s staff to

work on the 20 Revlon-sponsored specials for CBS-TV.
Robert Saudek, best known as the producer of Omni-

bus, is scheduled to produce a 60-min. “intimate revue”

special for the 8-show Pontiac series on NBC-TV, and
actor-dancer Gene Kelly will turn producer for another

special for the same sponsor. Irving Gitlin, new special

projects exec, of CBS News and active heretofore primarily

in the documentary field, will produce 6 general-appeal

public affairs specials for CBS-TV, due to be co-sponsored

by Bell & Howell. Dore Schary, ex-production boss of

MGM, will produce at least one special for NBC-TV’s
Sunday Showcase series, and writer Robert Alan Aurthur
will be exec, producer of the same series.

Live telecast by CBS’ WBBM-TV of the mayor’s din-

ner for Queen Elizabeth elicited heated comments from its

competitors in Chicago last week. WBBM-TV was attacked

for televising the dinner as “exclusive news,” in violation

of agreement to pool all coverage. Earl Bush, Mayor
Daley’s PR dir., said he had contracted with WBBM-TV
for a closed-circuit telecast to an adjoining ballroom but
didn’t know about the broadcast. WBBM-TV public affairs

dir. Harriet Atlass stated Bush wasn’t notified of the pro-

posed telecast but that he hadn’t said that the station

couldn’t air the show. WBKB’s Sterling Quinlan said his

station will never again participate in a pooled handling
of public events, called WBBM-TV’s action “unfair, irre-

sponsible and unethical.” WNBQ’s Lloyd Yoder called the
incident “a devious thing to do and a breach of faith.”

WGN-TV’s Ward Quaal said the telecast was “subterfuge”
and “I regard this definitely as a breach of good faith.”

RCA may step aside as co-sponsor of the 90-min. pre-

taped “Moon & Sixpence” drama special which the NBC-TV
parent had signed for after an on-again, off-again romance
between NBC & Ford Motor Co. The show (talent costs

reputedly close to $370,000) was sold originally by David
Susskind to NBC, and was pitched early in the game as a
possible kick-off to the lineup of Ford specials on NBC.
But Ford cooled and RCA bought half the show (see “Net-
work Activity,” Vol. 15:26). Now, Ford has warmed up
again on the project, possibly because of Hubbell Robin-
son’s influence, NBC admits, and is talking of a full-

sponsorship buy. Ford’s not likely to meet stiff opposition.

Benefit improvements in AFTRA’s Pension & Welfare •

Fund contracts were announced last week. Effective June
1, 1959, the life insurance benefit for eligible performers
and the accidental death, dismemberment and loss of sight

insurance were increased from $4000 to $4500. The major
medical expense benefit has been extended to cover, with

no age limit, physically and mentally handicapped children

incapable of self-support, who are wholly dependent on
an eligible performer.

TV’s top program tribute to a performing act—

a

custom-tailored network special—will be accorded Nov. 21

to Mike Nichols & Elaine May, who will write & star in

an 8:30-9:30 p.m. one-shot for Pontiac, one of a series of

8 specials sponsored by the motor firm in a $4 million, col-

orcast series on NBC-TV. Other specials in the series will

include an overseas-taped (in Denmark) show with Vic-

tor Borge and 3 produced by Gene Kelly.
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Personals: Robert F. Davis promoted from CBS-TV Spot

Sales research dir. to research dir. for CBS-TV stations

div.; W. Thomas Dawson, TV Spot Sales sales promotion

dir., adds duties of research dir. . . . Ralph Dawson pro-

moted from sales dir. to national sales mgr. of WXYZ-TV
Detroit . . . James Arthur Yergin, ex-research promotion

& adv. dir., WOR-TV & WOR N.Y., named asst. dir. of

research, Westinghouse Bcstg. Co., succeeding David

Smith, who becomes research dir., AM Radio Sales Corp.

(WBC radio rep).

Leslie H. Beard Jr., ex-WBAL-TV & WBAL v.p.-mgr.,

appointed regional sales development dir., Triangle Sta-

tions (WFIL-TV & WFIL Philadelphia, WNBF-TV &
WNBF Binghamton, N.Y., WFBG-TV & WFBG Altoona,

Pa., WNHC-TV & WNHC Hartford-New Haven, WLYH-
TV Lebanon, Pa., KFRE-TV & KFRE Fresno, Cal.). He
will make his headquarters in Baltimore . . . William G.

Hunefield Jr., ex-TvAR, Los Angeles, named sales mgr. of

Westinghouse’s KPIX San Francisco, succeeding Larry

Fraiberg, resigned . . . Bob Marshall, ex-WAGA-TV At-

lanta, named program dir., WJW-TV Cleveland . . .Rod

Gibson, national sales mgr. of Friendly Group (WSTV-TV
Steubenville, KODE-TV Joplin, WBOY-TV Clarksburg &
5 radios), transfers to home office in Steubenville, O. from
N.Y., where Lee Gaynor takes over his duties as natl. sales

rep . . . B. Calvin Jones, ex-KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, named
program dir. of KHOU-TV Houston.

Joseph P. Costantino, ex-KEYT Santa Barbara, named
sales promotion & merchandising dir., KTVU Oakland-

San Francisco . . . Jack H. Lantry named promotion dir. of

KXLY-TV Spokane . . . John Stegall promoted from pro-

duction mgr. to operations mgr. of KPAC-TV Port Arthur.

Frederick R. Eckley, AT&T asst, v.p.-commercial,

named long lines dept, personnel & PR dir. effective July

15, replacing asst. v.p. George F. Sparks, who becomes PR
head. Asst. v.p. W. J. Whittaker becomes personnel head
and John E. Waidlich becomes head of bldg. & office

service dept. . . . Charles A. Runyon, ex-RCA microwave
specialist, joins Lohnes & Culver, Washington consulting

engineering firm . . . Charles Heaton, ex-WTTG Wash-
ington promotion dir., opens public relations firm. Adver-
tising Public Relations Consultants, 8002 Wisconsin Ave.,

Bethesda, Md., and 6704 Keystone St., Philadelphia.

Dwight S. Reed and Frank E. Pellegrin, v.p.’s &
founding partners of H-R Television and H-R Representa-
tives, elected exec, v.p.’s; Avery Gibson, research dir.,

named v.p.; Don Softness named promotion-publicity dir.,

Martin Goldberg research dir. . . . Alfred Perry named

exec. asst, to Four Star Films’ Herschel Burke Gilbert,

head of Four Star music dept. & publishing subsidiary.

Frank Bourgholtzer, NBC Washington correspondent,

elected to exec, committee of State Dept. Correspondents

Assn. . . . Henry E. Rhea, Triangle Stations engineering

director, appointed chairman of Assn, of Maximum Service

Telecasters technical committee . . . Joseph Stamler,

WABC-TV v.p.-gen. mgr., named TV-radio industry div.

chairman, N.Y. USO Fund Campaign . . . G. Blair Nelson,

v.p.-gen. mgr. of CFQC-TV Saskatoon, Sask., elected pres,

of Western Assn, of Bcstrs (Canada).

Attorney James T. Barker, since 1955 a lawyer with

the National Labor Relations Board, most recently as

advisor to officer in charge of the Denver NLRB field office,

has been named legal asst, to FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde.

He’s 36, a native of Ogden, Utah, received B.S. from U. of

Utah, LL.B. from Georgetown U. law school.

Skip Gassensmith promoted to promotion mgr. of

WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind. . . . Harry B. Simmons pro-

moted from sales rep to Chicago city sales mgr., ABC
Films, succeeding Richard Hurley, now central sales mgr.

William P. Massing, retired asst. secy, of FCC, re-

turns for 1 year as “re-employed annuitant” to the post

of defense liaison asst, to defense coordinator Harland
Morris. John F. Debardeleben, engineer in field engineering

& minitoring bui’eau, shifts to Morris’ group . . . Howard
C. Equitz resigns from FCC office of opinion & review to

take post as asst. U.S. attorney in Milwaukee.

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, returning from Europe
where he attended the NATO Atlantic Congress and
visited England, Germany & France, called for a bigger

western effort in the cold war. “The free world must do a
better job than it is now doing,” he said, “if it is success-

fully to meet the great challenge of world Communism.”
He said he obseiwed a lack of understanding of the mean-
ing and menace of cold war—

a

condition which “also

exists in the United States.”

Walter Lowen, advertising placement specialist since

1920, has sold his placement agency to Jerry Fields, dir.

of Jobs Unlimited. Since 1957 Lowen has been a manage-
ment consultant with his daughter Ruth Laguna heading
up the Walter Lowen Placement Agency. Lowen was once
called the man “who did more for agency men than their

mothers,” by the late Joseph Katz. He will continue as a

management consultant.

Obituary

Irl T. Newton Jr., 35, chief of antenna design for

Smith Electronics, Cleveland, died July 4 in Cleveland. He
was formerly mgr., broadcast & TV antennas, for RCA’s
broadcast equipment div. and a staff engineer of Com-
mercial Radio Equipment Co., Washington consulting

engineering firm.

Elmer C. Rhoden Jr., 37, TV film producer, died July

5 in Kansas City. He founded Premier Productions 6 weeks
ago. Prior to that he had been pres, of Commonwealth
Theatres. His father Elmer C. Rhoden recently retired as

chairman of National Theatres.

Stephen R. Rintoul Sr., 55, v.p., treas. & founding
partner of Venard, Rintoul & McConnell and a veteran

radio broadcaster, died in Los Angeles of a heart attack

July 1. He is survived by his widow, a daughter and 2 sons.

Paul Gale, 62, NBC Pacific div. traffic mgr., died of a

heart ailment July 6 at his home in Hollywood. He had
been with NBC for 28 yrs. Surviving are his widow, 2 sons,

a daughter and 3 grandchildren.
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Advertising

Bates Invades Britain: Currently billing an estimated

$100 million for time & talent annually in U.S. network &
spot TV, Ted Bates ad agency made its first international

move last week with the purchase of London’s John Hobson

& Partners Ltd. agency as a wholly-owned subsidiary. No
small firm, Hobson currently bills some $10 million an-

nually and is the British agency for a number of Colgate-

Palmolive products handled in the U.S. by Bates.

Following an exchange of board members (Bates chair-

man Rosser Reeves and exec. v.p. James C. Douglass will

serve on the Hobson board; chairman John W. Hobson will

be on the Bates board), the 4-year-old British agency will

be directly linked to Bates activity. It’s expected that some

of Bates’ hard-sell TV techniques will be adapted for

British commercial TV by the new subsidiary, already one

of the major TV agencies in the U.K., and that some of the

Bates clients will expand into the international market.

Soaps are big in British TV, with commercial video

concerns reporting in London last week that household

soaps & detergents spent approximately $3.25 million for

TV commercials in the first quarter of this year. The

British version of “Tide” alone spent more than $730,000.

Toilet soaps accounted for $950,000. Next category in size

was the tobacco industry, which spent nearly $2 million.

Confectionery advertisers, interestingly, were in 3rd posi-

tion in spending (they hold no such equivalent rank in the

U.S., where they are considered a minor factor in big-

time TV), with expenditures of nearly $1.8 million.

Sun seldom sets on A.C. Nielsen, as the result of a new

expansion of the research firm’s broadcast audience

measurement empire that will virtually cover Western

Europe. Nielsen has linked forces with the Attwood Group

of Companies Ltd. for a new company that will cover Great

Britain, Germany, France, Italy, the Benelux nations,

Switzerland and Austria. Attwood has been operating the

TAM rating service in Britain. Ownership of the new firm,

whose first move is expected to be the formation of a TV
rating service in West Germany, will be “substantially

50-50” between Nielsen and Attwood.

Sun tan products have been relying heavily on radio

spot this season, RAB pointed out last week. Among the

top brands (Coppertone, Tanfastic, Sea & Ski, High Noon,

Bronztan, Sun Bath and Bain de Soleil) only two have had

noticeable spot-TV campaigns this year—Sun Bath with

a heavy 3 week ID push, and Bain de Soleil, with its spot

concentrated in June. Sun tan product advertising on TV
has been mainly in network shows where parent com-

panies such as Revlon (Sun Bath) and Noxzema (High

Noon) slip in spots in their weekly schedules. RAB notes

that the trend in radio usage for tanning products is week-

end time playing to auto radios and beach portables.

Play for additional spot revenue is now being made
to sales managers by The Katz Agency, station reps, in a

new presentation entitled “The Sales Manager’s Medium.”
Katz is asking sales departments to earmark at least 10%
of their budgets for spot TV, in addition to regular adver-

tising spot budgets. Companies should be using spot TV
“as a right arm” of their sales departments, Katz TV sales

development mgr. Halsey Barrett claims, because of the

“rapid disappearance of over-the-counter salesmanship

and the increase (61%) in cost per salesman’s contact

since 1946.”

Advertising People: Charles E. Claggett, Gardner Adv.

pres., elected chairman, succeeding Elmer G. Marshutz,

named honorary chairman . . . Clifford Spiller elected vice

chairman, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles . . . G.

Matthews Baxter, Paul Lehner, Thomas J. O’Connell, ac-

count representatives, John L. Van Zant, PR dir., elected

J. Walter Thompson v.p.’s . . . Charles A. Pooler, Benton &
Bowles senior v.p.-administration, named also to head

agency’s international operations.

Paul E. Newman, ex-MacManus, John & Adams, named
v.p. & L&M cigaret account exec., Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample . . . L. F. Ohlinger rejoins Leo Burnett as v.p. &
mktg. supervisor, after having been v.p. of Fitzgerald

Agency, New Orleans . . . John F. Hogan named v.p., Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan . . . William P. Overend named
v.p.. Grey Adv. . . . Edwin M. Marshall named TV-radio

dept, business mgr., BBDO . . . Alfred Thomas Prange
appointed broadcast business mgr., D’Arcy Adv. . . . Robert

0. Bach, N. W. Ayer art dir., named v.p. . . . Richard S.

Hammett, ex-Leo Burnett, appointed research mgr.. Young
& Rubicam Chicago office.

TV’s Top Ad Grossers: With some $150 million in total

billings to his credit, Arthur Godfrey is far-&-away the

leader in a July 8 Variety compilation of TV’s all-time top

10 ad-revenue grossers.

The other 9: Ed Sullivan, $80 million; Perry Como,
$65 million; Dave Garroway, $60 million; Gary Moore, $59
million; Art Linkletter, $57 million; Milton Berle and
Lucille Ball & Desi Arnez, tied for 7th with $46 million;

Ralph Edwards, $44 million; Groucho Marx, $40 million;

What’s My Line, $35 million.

Food product TV ad spending jumped 40% for spot &
15% for net during first-quarter 1959, compared with Jan.-

Mar. 1958, reports TvB. The 1959-58 first-quarter com-
parisons show that food & grocery manufacturers spent

$46.6 million vs. $33.3 million for spot TV and $31 million

vs. $27 million for net TV. The leading food advertiser

during first-quarter 1959 was General Foods with an ex-

penditure of $9,817,500—an increase of 23% over its first-

quarter 1958 TV spending.

Spot radio’s top 20 customers during first-quarter 1959
as announced by RAB, by rank: Liggett & Myers, Leeming
& Co., Reynolds Tobacco, Ford, Lorillard, American To-
bacco, Pharmco, Campbell Soup, Beneficial Finance, Philip

Morris, Borden, Plough Inc., Bristol-Myers, Sinclair Oil,

B.C. Remedy Co., Chattanooga Medicine Co., Miles Labs,

Tetley Tea, Standard Oil and Sterling Drug.

H-R Television & H-R Reps move San Francisco office

to the Jerome Bldg., 321 Bush St.

Atlanta office of Peters, Griffin, Woodward station

representatives, has moved to larger quarters, at 1372

Peachtree Street, N.E., Atlanta 9.

Station Rate Increases
station Base Hour Minute Date

KRCA-TV Los Angeles ....

WNCH-TV New Haven-
$3800 to $4300 $800 to $900' July 1

Hartford 1200 to 1500 270 to 330 March 1

WPRO-TV Providence 1100 to 1400 300 to 360 June 1

KING-TV Seattle 1100 to 1200 226 to 300 Aug. 1

WCKT Miami 960 to 1060 260 s March 16
WDAY-TV Fargo, N.D 450 to 600 90 to 130 July 1

WCSC-TV Charleston, S.C. 350 to 400 80 to 100 July 1

1 20 See. only. “ No change.

Canadian Increases
°CKLW-TV Windsor, Ont. 450 to 650 90 to 120 July 1

“ Canadian rates, has separate U.S. rate card.
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Film & Tape

FILM PRODUCERS FAITHFUL TO CODE: More than 90%
of the telefilm producers do an “exceptional job” in

respecting the NAB telefilm code, we’re told by Frank

Morris, newly-named asst. dir. of code affairs for

NAB, who headquarters on the West Coast.

Mori-is, who was in the continuity acceptance

dept, at CBS before joining NAB, has been scrutiniz-

ing the product of telefilm—and live—producers for

a long time. Experience has shown him “it’s only a

few producers who give the industry a black eye.”

Defining his duties in the newly-created NAB post,

Morris explains: “I’m not a censor, as I was at CBS. I

can’t stop anything. I can just offer my services and bring

word of the code to producers from our Washington head-

quarters on what groups in the country are unhappy with

TV programming. I am an advisor.”

Morris feels “the TV audience is growing more

sophisticated, and its tolerance is becoming broader. How-
ever, TV has nowhere near the latitude the movies have at

this point.” (Morris, code dir. Edward Bronson and mo-
tion picture code administrator Geoffrey Shurlock met last

week, but Morris tells us it was not to try to bring about

uniformity between the TV and movie codes—“just a meet-

ing of old friends.”)

Morris will appraise scripts submitted him by pro-

ducers of pilots or series. He cites actual illustrations of

how the code office can help producers. In one pilot film he

viewed, a telephone number was used. When he asked the

producer if it were a real or mythical number, the pro-

ducer wasn’t certain. Morris checked, found out it was the

number of a doctor in N.Y. “If he had run the picture as

shot, on TV, he might have been in trouble. For in the

picture that number belonged to a sexy woman. Had the

picture been shown on TV, the doctor undoubtedly would
have been plagued with a lot of nonsensical phone calls,

and he might have sued for invasion of privacy. When I

informed the producer about this, he immediately corrected

the situation by changing the number.

“Then there is the situation regarding identifiable

props, particularly important to syndicators. If they use
an identifiable prop, like a Yellow Cab, or a Plymouth,
they can be in trouble. One syndicator shot a film in which
a Plymouth was used and was about to distribute the
series for syndication when they made a network sale. The
sponsor was an auto company, maker of a different car.

So this producer had to reshoot his picture.”

For the time being, Morris won’t scan commercials,
and they will continue to be watched by the Washington
office. Asked if he was going to police telefilms, Morris
replied, “I’m going to await instructions from the code
board in Washington on this.”

Morris points out the continuity acceptance depts. at
the 3 networks have the final say on telefilm product, that
they “have editorial responsibility of censorship.” He will

work closely with those departments and producers.

Tape-vs.-film comparisons will be a featured topic in
a series of CBS-TV demonstrations of new tape commei’-
cial techniques to be held in Hollywood July 16-17, and in
San Francisco July 21-22. Invitations from John Hundley,
sales development mgr. of CBS-TV production sales, who
will conduct the demonstrations, have gone to a list of
“key agency and client representatives” on the West Coast.

TV’S MOVIE APPETITE: More than one out of 3 TV sta-

tions air anywhere from 6 to 10 feature movies a week,

one out of 5 outlets telecasts 11-15 features, and some
show as many as 21-45 films. So reported NTA Inter-

national (which distributes NTA’s feature packages in

the U.S.) last week in a 300-station study released by

pres. Harold Goldman.

Independent stations, not surprisingly, outrank

network affiliates as movie exhibitors, the independents

averaging 21 feature shows a week (average total time

:

36 hours) as against 9 features (15 hours) weekly for

the affiliates. There’s a close relationship between the

number of stations in a market and the amount of time

spent airing features, L.A. and N.Y. outlets giving

30.2% and 26.8% of total air time, respectively, to TV
movies. Here are the NTA figures on weekly totals:

Stations % of Stations Films Per Week
106 35.3 6-10
67 22.3 1-5

61 20.3 11-15
30 10.0 16-20
20 6.7 21-25
8 2.7 26-30
3 1.0 31-45
5 1.7 0

300 100.0

Film Firms on the Move: Three major telefilm companies

announced plans for physical shifts and/or realignments

last week, with 2 of the moves emphasizing the increas-

ingly close links between Hollywood and the TV industry.

NTA announced that it is shifting its home office from
N.Y. to Hollywood as part of parent National Theatres’

move into new quarters in Beverly Hills, with NTA main-
taining only program sales, 0-&-0 stations div., shipping

offices and its video-tape subsidiary (Telestudios) in N.Y.
Screen Gems, the thriving TV subsidiary of Columbia

Pictures, will be “integrated into the overall studio opera-
tion” this fall, with the production, story, casting and
publicity functions due to be headed by Columbia pictures

executives in a pattern similar to the TV-movie relation-

ships of Warner Bros, and MGM.
CBS Films, currently quartered a couple of blocks up

Madison Ave. from CBS headquarters (485 Madison), will

move into larger space before the end of summer in the

477 Madison office building next door to the network.

Syndication sales are humming, Ziv TV—now being
purchased by 2 leading Wall St. banking houses (Vol.
15:27)—and ITC reported last week. Sales & renewals on
Ziv syndicated telefilms are running 34% higher for the
first 6 months of this year as against the same period a
year ago, stated sales v.p. Bud Rifkin. At ITC, sales by
Arrow Productions (the firm’s rerun division) are 21%
higher for the first half of this year compared with the
period the year before, and 37% higher than the division’s
first 3 months of operation, said A1 Unger, admin, mgr.

Guild Films has been ordered to turn over all prints,
negatives, contracts and income on the Telephone Time
series by R. E. Allen, court-appointed receiver for the show
(Vol. 15:27). Allen will negotiate a deal with another na-
tional distributor for further syndication of the 79 half-
hour films. Jerry Stagg, producer of the series and part-
owner, had sued Hal Roach, Guild and others charging
“conspiracy & fraud” in the deal whereby Guild leased the
films from Roach.
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Visit to a TV Planet: Most striking example of the revolu-

tionary change in face and pace in Hollywood today is

Warner Bros. When we visited the huge studio which was

once a center of movie-making, there wasn’t a single movie

in production last week. But 8 of WB’s 10 TV series were

before the cameras.

Warners’ Burbank lot is currently very busy—but not

on movies. They have built expensive, impressive sets for

such 60-min. series as The Alaskans, Hawaiian Eye and

Bourbon Street Beat. In addition, the studio—busiest of all

the majors in TV—has in production 77 Sunset Strip,

Cheyenne, Sugarfoot, Maverick, each a 60-min. series, and

The Latoman, a half-hour series.

All the emphasis at Warners today is on TV, and the

only talk we heard about movies was that WB may finance

some independent feature films. Warners, more than any

other studio, today illustrates the radical change in attitude

on the part of the majors, who once brushed off TV as a

brash, illegitimate offspring of show business.

A $500,000 film editing and casting building to accom-

modate this expanding TV production is being constructed

on the Warner Burbank lot, adjoining the TV operations

center completed last year. Containing 49 film editing and

cutting rooms and 6 casting suites, it will house 125 people,

giving WB a total of 75 editing rooms for TV.

Yankee Film Dandy: The sun never sets on American TV
shows. Via telefilm, American culture as represented by

numerable programs

—

Hopalong Cassidy, Father Knows

Best, even Sheena—is being dispensed in large quantities

to the natives of more than 50 countries, from here to

Hong Kong, according to annual “Scorecard on U.S. Tele-

pix Sales Overseas” in July 8 Variety.

Foreign consumption of American TV fare ranges from

a top of 158 shows in Australia to single selections in

Guam {Three Musketeers), Bolivia, Chile & Ecuador

(O.S.S.) and French Africa, Morocco, & Tunisia {Fury).

Indicative of the mileage film producers are getting,

ITC has 16 properties in 33 foreign countries. The distri-

bution is patternless: Ziv is the big gun in Argentina with

8 entries, but low man in Canada, with only Cisco Kid

riding. Of all the film makers listed, only CBS, ITC and

Screen Gems have made it into Africa, bringing with them
such interesting items as Circus Boy. Another interesting

scheduling: The Count of Monte Cristo in Monaco.

Purchase of Mills Music by Jack Wi’ather’s TV or-

ganization for $5 million, which has been in the works for

months, has hit a series of roadblocks, and may well be

dropped. The principal problem is the complexity of the

financial relationship of Mills with ASCAP—Mills wants
to withhold some 6 months of ASCAP payments (an es-

timated $300,000) because of the slowness of the society’s

payments to members.

Cuts in video-tape prices, which drop the tag on an
hour reel to $271.58 from the previous $282.90, were an-

nounced last week by Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., still

the sole manufacturer. In lots of 48 or more reels, the

savings mount to $33.95 per reel. MMM v.p. & magnetic
products div. gen. mgr. Dr. W. W. Wetzel predicted that

“the hour reel will be priced in the neighborhood of $150
. . . within the foreseeable future.” He attributed the I’e-

duction to improved production methods which have de-

creased waste.

L A. Cool to Syndicators: Los Angeles, for years one of

the most important markets for syndicators of telefilms,

has developed a chill to them today. Result: In some in-

stances prices of telefilms are dropping in the soft market,

but even so there are no takers.

We checked Los Angeles station managers, executives

& film buyers about the situation, and they agreed it’s due

to 2 principal factors: (1) Stations feel telefilms are over-

priced, that no matter what rating they may get, the

station won’t come out with a profit; (2) KTTV, long the

leading buyer of telefilms in the Los Angeles market,

bought only one film series this summer {Trackdown re-

runs) as compared to 14 last summer.
KTTV competitors accuse that channel of having

initiated an inflationary trend by paying sky-high prices

for films years ago. KTTV film buyer and asst, program
dir. Dick Woollen admits “to a certain extent it’s true. We
started the inflationary trend. The sellers realized if we
liked a show we wouldn’t quibble about the price.”

Woollen explains he’s not in the market for any prod-

uct now because he has enough films. “The bulk of it is

carryovers from what we bought last summer. We will

have 1 or 2 new tape shows in the fall also.” However, if

he wanted any product today, “I would argue the price,

which I haven’t before. Price on telefilms has gotten be-

yond the possible-point of return,” he says. “We look upon
video tape as the answer to this problem. With imagination

and ingenuity you can produce a good program on tape for

relatively few dollars. Our taped Divorce Court is now in

22 markets.”

A1 Flanagan, v.p.-gen. mgr. of independent KCOP,
also states “the price is too steep. Sure, some of these shows
being offered will get ratings, but it’s cost-per-1000 that

counts. What good’s a rating if you lose money? KCOP
will not buy at present prices, he informs us.

KHJ-TV v.p.-mgr. John Reynolds tells us he’s been
offered large blocks of reruns and first-runs, but isn’t in-

terested because of the price. “For one thing, you can’t

sell a half-hour show. The average advertiser has a budget
of $1500 a week, with which he can buy 7 or 8 spots

scattered on various programs each week. He can’t afford

a half-hour telefilm which costs around $2000, or $3000
including time costs. We are not going to buy any more
half-hour shows. In the past we’ve bought a half-hour show
for 52 weeks, and it’s been a bomb. When we ask the

distributor to help us out with exploitation, he usually

says ho-hum, and won’t help.”

Los Angeles station executives tell us MCA-TV film

syndication is asked $2125 for each of 52 Shotgun Slade
episodes, including 13 reruns; CBS Film Sales wants $2200
a week for Sergeant Bilko reruns, but will cut it to $2000
if a station buys the series for 3 years; Ziv TV is asking
$2250 for Lockup; ITC originally asked $2200 for Sergeant
Preston, the deal to include 13 first-runs, and then elimin-

ated first-runs and asked around $600.

Small, mobile Trans-Lux sales staff continues to prove

that a strong film property can be moved in syndication

without big overhead. With its 4-man sales force (includ-

ing T-L sales v.p. Richard Carlton), Trans-Lux has now
sold its color Felix The Cat TV cartoon series in a total

35 markets (16 sales made in June alone) for a total gross

so far of over $2 million annually.

“Teletape” is new term for video-taped programs
which NTA seeks to trademark in an application filed with

U.S. Patent Office.
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New York Roundup: MGM-TV’s Father of the Bride, shot

last year as a 30-min. pilot, may yet wind up as General
Foods’ costliest TV failure. GF has already sunk some
$150,000 into developing & filming the property (based on
an MGM feature) on Benton & Bowles’ recommendation, is

reportedly unhappy with the results, and hasn’t scheduled

it in a network slot for fall . . . CBS Films’ House on K
Street pilot, produced in Washington by Sam Gallu (Navy
Log, etc.), hasn’t scored a national sale yet, but has
aroused enough agency interest to prompt the CBS syndica-

tion subsidiary to schedule 2 more episodes for production,

plus 6 more scripts. The extra product, CBS feels, may help

clinch some deals now close to signing.

Ziv’s Sea Hunt and Highway Patrol take first and sec-

ond place in 8 out of 10 ARB rating polls of syndicated

telefilms, the company says . . . Screen Gems broke store

attendance records in Houston, Tex. this month with “per-

sonal appearances” (actually, actors dressed in costume)

of cartoon characters Huckleberry Hound and Yogi Bear

at Foley’s dept, store.

Show Corp. of America has added 4 titles to its “Mid-

’50 Movies” package now in 25 markets. New features in-

clude “Stromboli” with Ingrid Bergman; “Death of a

Scoundrel,” with Zsa Zsa Gabor; “Back from Eternity” fea-

turing Rod Steiger, and “While the City Sleeps,” starring

Dana Andrews and Ida Lupino. Fourteen of the 18 releases

in the package have 1956-and-later release dates.

Screen Gems’ Man Hunt has been bought by Alka-Selt-

zer for a probable spread of 15 West Coast markets. The
purchase is a close follow-up to Genesee Beer’s N.Y. state

regional buy of the Victor Jory series.

June 18 Playhouse 90 offering “As Dark as the Night,”

starring Laraine Day and Michael Wilding, was produced

in London by Nicole Milinair with a two-fold purpose: TV
exposure in the U.S. and theatrical distribution in Europe.

The TV earnings of the feature-length film, it’s said, al-

ready cover an estimated 50% of its budget.

Edward R. Murrow plans to keep busy during his year-

long sabbatical. He’s said to be planning 2 major hour-long

public affairs specials with producer Fred W. Friendly for

the Bell & Howell-Goodrich series of 6 shows on CBS-TV.

Talent at Work: Teresa Brewer, fired from the NBC-
TV Saturday-night Perry Presents series last week after

she said she was going to quit, was snapped up for a series

of 3 appearances on The Ed Sullivan Show . . . Mrs. F. D.

Roosevelt becomes a TV program performer July 17 when

she reports to work in N.Y. for the pilot film of a new
public affairs show dealing with international discussions

between college students.

Procter & Gamble of Canada has bought ABC Films’

new syndicated series Congressional Investigator for 30

markets covering all of Canada. Products and agencies

haven’t been decided. A sales campaign for syndicating

the series within the U.S. will begin this week.

“My Fair Lady” won’t be on TV in capsule form this

fall after all. Plans for a 90-min. special “Evening with

Lerner & Loewe” on NBC-TV—sponsored by General

Motors to preview the 1960 lines of GM cars—turned out

to be premature, and the special has been scratched. It’s

said that CBS (which holds controlling interest in “My
Fair Lady”) and MGM (in the same position on “Gigi”)

balked at the idea of doing segments of the Lerner-Loewe

shows on NBC. Also on the musical scrapheap: Plans for

10 NBC-TV pop music specials to be sponsored by Canada
Dry—sponsors & network disagreed on format.

Guild Films has moved to 656 Madison Ave., N.Y.

Hollywood Roundup: Four star Productions will ex-
pand into the field of live production next year. Pres.
Dick Powell tells us Rexall Drugs had offered Four Star
the job of producing its specials, but said because his
telefilm company wasn’t then equipped to turn out such
shows he had to turn it down. (The account went to David
Susskind). With Tom McDermott now production v.p. and
live-TV producer Alvin Cooperman on the staff. Four Star
now plans to produce live specials, he says.

Ziv TV, which has been trying to sell the pilot of

The Man Dawson for network showing, has decided to

proceed with production of 39 segments, putting the series

into syndication. Keith Andes stars . . . Sussex Films and
Four Star Films plan a series called Attorney General,
based on files of the California attorney general’s office of

identification & investigation. Jules Levy, Arthur Gardner
and Arnold Laven, producers of The Rifleman and Captain
of Detectives, head Sussex. A pilot will be produced at
Republic studios.

Although David Janssen has been announced as the

star of a new series. The Racers, he is still under option

to Four Star, for which he did the Richard Diamond, Pri-

vate Detective series. Negotiations are on for “Diamond”
to be on NBC next season (it was on CBS last season) . , .

Allen Rivkin has resigned as producer of Meridian Produc-
tions’ The Troubleshooters, starring Keenan Wynn with
Richard Steenberg replacing him . . . Screen Gems has
signed Matthew Rapf as a producer, and assigned him to

a new series. Brothers January.

CBS puts its new Hotel de Paree Western series into

production Aug. 10. The studio hasn’t yet been selected.

Milton Krims is producer, and Bill Self exec, producer. . . .

Robert Dillon named story editor of Adventures in Para-
dise series at 20th-Fox.

Warner Bros, 77 Sunset Strip star Roger Smith, re-

covering from an operation to remove a blood clot from his

brain, won’t be back at work in the series for at least 6

weeks. Meanwhile, Efrem Zimbalist Jr. and Edd Byrnes
are starring in “Strip” episodes now in production.

Producer Jerry Stagg will film his High Road with

John Gunther series on the Hal Roach lot, with production

beginning next month.

Screen Gems has renewed production v.p. Harry Acker-

man’s contract for 2 years, giving Ackerman additional

ownership of shows he personally develops. . . . CNP made
a bid to buy 60 telefilms starring Ray Bolger, but he re-

jected it. Bolger tells us he turned the offer down “because I

don’t need the money now and I plan a return to Broad-

way, which I feel will make the films more important then.”

The dancer-actor also rejected a bid to sell the films to

Australia.

Betty Hutton’s new series, Goldie, goes into produc-

tion July 13 at Desilu Culver. Stanley Roberts is producer

of the CBS series . . . NBC begins production the same

day on Fibber McGee and Molly, at Metro. William Asher

is the producer,

Georgetown Films has been formed by Richard Morley,

Bernard Lippman and Herberg G. Luft and plans produc-

tion of a telefilm series called The Scene of the Crime. Mor-

ley will be producer . . . Bob Finkel has signed to continue

as producer-director of The Dinah Shore Shoio on NBC
next season.

Producer Jaime del Valle (The Lineup) will produce

a new CBS series, tentatively called Mexico City . . .

Fred de Cordova will be producer-director of The George

Gobel Show on CBS next season . . . Warner Bros, has

resumed production of 77 Sunset Strip and The Lawman.
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INDUSTRY SITS ON 'MADE IN JAPAN' FENCE: Mention the dynamite-loaded subject of

Japanese imports these days and the industry becomes inscrutable. Japan's capture of nearly half of all first-

quarter U.S. non-automotive radio sales has tied top-priority tag to this soul-searching question: Do you

continue to try to lick 'em or is it time to join 'em?

Our own survey of 10 leading TV-radio-stereo manufacturers indicates majority haven't yet decided

whether to import Japanese-made radios and/or tubes, transistors & parts. Although few will admit (for

quotation) that they see any real threat in growing Japanese competition, in private discussions their

concern about the amputation of transistor-radio profits is real and intense.

Several formulas are already available for integrating imports into U.S.-branded product lines.

Most celebrated is Motorola's approach: It had batch of $29.95-list radios made up in Japan, now manufac-

tures same radio in U.S. with some Japanese parts (including a tuning component not available here, the

plastic cabinet and some transistors). This model is "selling like hotcakes," says Motorola. CBS took slightly

different tack, re-entering radio market (through its Columbia phono dept.) with transistor sets made by
Columbia of Japan. "We wouldn't have done it if these sets weren't made by our own affiliate," a Columbia

official told us. Olympic has been selling Japanese-made radios under its own brand-name for some time.

RCA International is following pattern set by International GE, which is buying Japanese transistor

radios, tubes & components for sale in markets outside U.S. (Vol. 15:21). Exact nature of RCA's deal is still

undisclosed, but company is known to be buying Japanese-made radios for overseas sale.

"If the Japanese can produce the goods more cheaply, they're going to get the business," we were

told by one TV-radio veteran who is regarded as an industry pioneer & statesman. "I can see everybody

jumping on the bandwagon, creating a very serious problem for the parts makers." (A survey of component

makers is now in progress and will be detailed soon.)

• • • •

Most industry leaders—and this includes Admiral, Emerson, GE, RCA, Sylvania, Westinghouse—tell

us they have no plans "at this time" to import Japanese-made transistors, tubes, components or finished equip-

ment for domestic market. They express faith in Yankee ingenuity to outdo anything "they" can do.

Behind this facade of detachment is plainly visible the impression of a troubled industry sitting

uncomfortably on a made-in-Japan fence. Even the somewhat equivocal answers of set makers to our ques-

tions aren't incompatible with previous public statements by Admiral pres. Ross Siragusa that Japanese

imports have "seriously affected the profitability of U.S. portable radios" (Vol. 15:13), and by GE chairman
Ralph Cordiner that GE lost about 50% of its transistor radio business to Japanese competition (Vol. 15:20).

Two opposing points of view thread their way through responses to our talks with TV-radio-stereo

makers on question of use of Japanese imports. Emerson pres. Benjamin Abrams, for example, points out that

his firm already is marketing a 100% American transistor portable at $28—list-priced below Japan-made
models. "The Japanese import will kill itself off and disappear in much the same way that German-made
phonographs are disappearing from the U.S. market. Within the next 12 months we will see a material

decline in Japanese imports."

On other hand, another major manufacturer (whose name, significantly, is withheld by request)

told us: "We certainly ore looking into the possibilities of Japanese imports—and so is everyone else. Every

major American firm has been, now is, or soon will be in Japan to make on-the-spot appraisals. The eco-

nomics are appealing. Right now, Toshiba & Hitachi receiving tubes are available at 50%-70% of our cost;

miniature transformers & capacitors at 50%-60%.

"In Japan, transistors cost no more than tubes, and it makes little difference costwise to Japanese

manufacturers to go completely transistor. In this country, we replace our electron tubes (which are 30%-50%
higher in price than Japanese types) with transistors that are 50%-100% higher than our tubes. So long as

the Japanese continue to combine price & quality, they'll develop American interest."

Japanese offers to build transistor portable TV sets for U.S. manufacturers (Vol. 15:25) also was
subject of set maker comment—all of it negative. For further details on our survey, see story on page 17.
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TV-RADlO PRODUCTION; EIA statistics for the week ended July 3 (26th week of 1959):

June 26-July 3 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. '59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 98.426 110,300 55,884 2,788,945 2,167,930

Total radio 258,234 288,041 97,205 7,110,758 4,619,163

auto radio 108,459 126,022 19,741 2,900,621 1,464,519

MOTOROLA STRESSES STEREO: Pressing the advantage

it gained by early entry into the field (it claims to be

No. 1 producer), Motorola last week left no doubt

that it believes stereo will be 1960’s major home elec-

ti'onics product. Response of 700 dealers attending

first showing of new line indicated that they heartily

second the emotion.

In first of 14 dealer showings across nation—to be

attended by 10,000 retailers—gala MCA-produced product

show at luxury Concord resort in Monticello, N.Y., drew

far more applause for stereo introductions than for new

TV line. Motorola’s ingenious stereo line features 3-

channel sound—first of the top-echelon lines to do so. Sets

have 3 amplifiers instead of the conventional 2, the 3rd

(center) unit amplifying only bass frequencies (below 300

cycles) and feeding them to central woofer. Advantages

claimed are purity of reproduction and good stereo effect

anywhere in room. Except for one model, all Motorola

stereo sets are in one-piece cabinets.

In TV, Motorola again emphasizes quality and trouble-

free service, eschewing gimmicks. Featured in line is com-

pany’s first 110-degree set—a slim 17-in. portable, with

unique and compact horizontal plated-circuit chassis which

can be completely removed from set, thanks to 36 snap-

on connectors.

Featured in rest of TV line are new tuner with frame-

grid tube for greater sensitivity, pre-focus wide-cathode

picture tube said to give longer life (Vol. 14:20), con-

tinuously variable tone controls in all 21-in. sets. In line

with industry-wide good-furniture trend, Drexel-cabinet

series of TVs & stereo units is being expanded. Full-year

TV warranty is continued.

Motorola injected itself into 23-in. battle by showing
2 handsome 23-in. sets—not for sale. Said consumer prod-

ucts distribution mgr. David Kutner: “We have designed

& tooled a new front to take this tube and are ready to

go into production at any time [but] we’re not convinced

this tube is ready for production. We need a minimum of

5-6 months for testing.”

As to battery-operated transistor TV, Motorola showed
one of those, too—again not for sale (yet). Said consumer
products exec. v.p. Edward Taylor: “We’d rather be right

than first.” Displaying slim 110-degree 17-in. portable, he

added: “We’re going to merchandise it as a fine precision

instrument—better than any plug-in portable on the market
today.” Best guess on Motorola’s battery-portable timing

& pricing: Early next spring, $250-$299.

To back new lines. Motorola plans biggest ad cam-

paign in its history, blanketing country with saturation

every-other-day ads in 300 newspapers for 6-week period

starting Sept. 15, backed with billboards, direct mailers,

magazine ads, etc.

Taylor was optimistic about industry-wide TV produc-

tion, forecasting sales of 6 million this year. He said

Motorola’s TV sales are up 40% over last year, its portable

radios 42% up, auto radios 40% up.

Last major new-line showings will be by Westing-

house—postponed because of lengthy TV-radio plant

strike. Dates are now set: N. Y. July 27, Chicago Aug. 4,

San Francisco Aug. 11, New Orleans Aug. 14.

TV Buying Plans Down: The American consumer in Feb.-

Mar. 1959 had more plans to buy more products than in

the comparable 1958 period—but TV wasn’t among them

—

according to the latest NeM;si/;ceA:-sponsored report on

consumer buying plans compiled by the National Industrial

Conference Board. The survey is based on more than 1000

weekly telephone interviews.

Asked if they planned to purchase TV sets within 6

months, 6% fewer respondents answered “yes” this year

than last. However, the half-year buying plans for other

appliances were up—dishwashers 39%, air conditioners &
washing machines 4%, refrigerators 3%. Plans to purchase

homes & automobiles also were well above the levels pre-

vailing in Feb.-Mar. 1958: up 15% for homes & 53% for

total autos. Used auto purchasing plans increased by 79%.

Trade Personals: Fred J. Kopesky, ex-RCA, named plan-

ning dir., Packard-Bell home products div. . . . William T.

Marx, ex-Raytheon, appointed ITT senior v.p.-planning,

organization & industrial relations; Harry G. Beggs, ex-

Cresay, McCormick & Paget management consultant firm,

named manufacturing & facilities v.p.

Dr. Raymond M. Wilmotte, authority on antenna

theory & communications and ex-W. L. Maxson consulting

scientist, named to advanced military systems staff, RCA
defense electronic products div.; G. Wallace Crawford
appointed operations planning mgr., and Arnold E. Linton,

manufacturing planning mgr., receiving tube operations,

entertainment tube products dept.—both new posts; John

Q. Whitehead named custom aviation equipment sales mgr.,

Richard T. Barrett govt, contracts mgr., Charles Z. Becker,

Atlas ICBM contracts mgr.. West Coast missile and sur-

face radar dept.

Christian J. Goodman promoted from transistor

product sales mgr. to Eastern regional sales mgr., GE
semiconductor products dept.; George R. Curtiss, intra-

company sales mgr., named Central regional sales mgr.,

headquartering in Chicago; H. Ward Gebhardt, district

sales mgr. in 3 western states, named Western regional

sales mgr., Los Angeles.

Robert E. McDowell, Cohu Electronics treas. & secy.,

also elected v.p.-finance . . . John Squires named GPL
western regional mgr., headquartering in Pasadena, Cal.

. . . Bernard W. Maxwell named adv. & sales promotion
dir., American Geloso Electronics.

Charles A. Parry, former Page Communications
Engineers foreign technical adviser, named v.p. & U.S.

representative of Edison-Page S.P.A., Rome. Kurt G.

(Happe, Page consultant, appointed Edison-Page Rome of-

fice head . . . William V. Levine named editor of Sylvania

News, succeeding William M. Pace, recently named Syl-

vania renewal tube sales adv. supervisor.

Allan R. Shilts appointed Stromberg-Carlson con-

troller, succeeding Daniel G. Schiiman, resigned . . . John

E. Johnson named v.p. & mktg. mgr., RCA electronic data

processing div.

H. Leslie Hoffman, Hoffman Electronics Corp. pres.,

heads a new Cal. corporation which last week acquired

Western Mortgage Corp., L.A. real estate mortgage firm.
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TO IMPORT OR NOT TO IMPORT: Most U S. TV-radio-

stereo manufacturers are still sitting on the fence on

the subject of whether to import Japanese end-prod-

ucts or components for use in their own domestic lines.

Our survey of leading set makers (see p. 15) shows

that most of them have “no present plans” to deal with

Japan—but that plenty behind-the-scenes investiga-

tion of Tokyo suppliers is going on.

Japan’s transistor radio industry—now dealing

through a wide variety of “novelty item” distribution set-

ups—^would prefer to work with big U.S. manufacturers.

It would like to have top brand-names stamped on its

sets and to enjoy first-rate distribution organizations. The
temptation to U.S. set makers undoubtedly is great—but

no big manufacturer here has completely succumbed to it,

although there has been some tentative foot-dipping.

There’s a second front, too, in the Japanese push;

components. Radio, hi-fi & TV parts are being peddled

—

and there have been offers from Japanese manufacturers
to build all or part of transistorized battery TV sets for

U.S. companies. These topics have been covered in our
talks with American manufacturers—some of whom didn’t

wish to speak for attribution.

Emerson’s Ben Abrams believes that “more and more,
the American manufacturer will shy away from the

cheaper imports. The Japanese’s principal advantage is

greater compactness of equipment. It costs more to make
a small set than a large one, and the Japanese have the

advantage of cheaper labor.”

However another industry statesman, veteran of radio,

TV, stereo & tube business, summed up this view : “A num-
ber of American manufacturers have opened buying offices

in Tokyo or have resident people there. Many are beginning
to buy parts for low-cost portable transistor sets which
can’t be made here because of high labor costs.” He fore-

saw “no falling-off of imported components or small sets.

There is no way a U.S. manufacturer can market a set

for $29-$35 with carrying case and earpiece—they just
can’t touch it.

“These Japanese products aren’t tissue-paper stuff,

either. Their govt, has strict quality-control on exports. TV
is another thing, though. They can’t sell it here without
brand-name distribution. I also have grave doubts about
Japanese hi fi. Our acoustics are far superior to theirs.

“The answer is automation, and we’re moving ahead
rapidly—particularly in the production of transistors.

We’ve got faith enough in our own ability. As we develop
further automation techniques we can become very com-
petitive in terms of better transistors and other equipment
at a good price.”

* *

On the use of Japanese parts, a GE spokesman told us:
“There will be an increasing swing to Japanese parts for
the simple reason that their price advantage will be in-

creasingly appealing, so long as their quality meets in-

dustry standards.”

Westinghouse TV-Radio div. marketing dir. C. J.

Urban told us: “We do not foresee a swing to Japanese
parts. So far as we’re concerned, we still have to be shown
:hat Japanese quality is up to our specifications. There’s
ilso the problem of availability.”

Sylvania Home Electronics senior v.p. Marion E.
^ettegrew summed up the majority opinion: “The entire
subject of low-cost, imported components represents a
icrious challenge to the entire home electronics industry.

but I do not, at this time, foresee any great swing by the

industry to substantially increased use of imported parts

or finished products.”

Foreign electronic components and finished equipment

aren’t new to the U.S. market, although they never have

been as major a factor as the Japanese situation now pre-

sents for radio makers. Principally, fox’eign end-equipment

imports have been higher-priced goods—European (mostly

West German) hi-fi equipment.

Most larger TV-radio-phono makers are just about

“100% American” in their use of parts. There are some
exceptions, most of them picayune: GE uses a Philips tube

in its TV tuner; a number of other manufacturers (West-

inghouse, Motorola, Magnavox, Columbia are among them)
use British Collaro, BSR or Garrard changers in their

1960 stereo lines; some use Japanese-made tone arms and
cartridges in their cheapest phonos. Some smaller radio

makers are now using Japanese tubes.

* * *

Japanese transistor TV apparently isn’t regarded as

a major threat. Typical comments:
Westinghouse’s Urban: “Our investigations and those

of our international organization indicate that use of

Japanese components will be of little help in bringing

down the price of transistorized battery-operated TV port-

ables. The Japanese themselves will have difficulty in

making a set to retail for $250. Emerson has already an-

nounced such a set [as has Philco] and it seems to me that

Ben Abrams has beaten the Japanese at their own game.
The problem here is not one of cheaper components but

of the state of the art. One of the primary problems is the

question of tube size. Are we going with the 8-inch, the

reflex, the 17-inch? The cost of making a transistorized

TV portable will be such that the unit will have to go to

market in the $250 to $299 bracket.”

Sylvania’s Pettegrew: “Just about every major manu-
facturer in the TV industry has been working to perfect a

transistorized TV portable set which can be marketed
profitably, and at a price which will assure mass purchases

by the public. The industry has not yet solved this problem
completely but I believe that American ingenuity & man-
ufacturing knowhow will have more to do with the success-

ful solution of this problem than the importation of low-

cost components.”
* H: J|s

How to meet the made-in-Japan threat? Here are

some opinions:

Emerson’s Abrams: “The only way to cope with the

Japanese import situation is for American manufacturers

to show more ingenuity, to design and produce better

equipment.”

Admiral’s Siragusa: We must play up the many ad-

vantages of American equipment—quality, features, avail-

ability of replacement parts, service. Also, we must stress

that buying-American helps the nation’s economy.

An RCA spokesman: “We must produce superior

equipment with exclusive features that people are willing

to buy at the higher prices.”

Westinghouse’s Urban: “We can meet foreign compe-
tition with innovation & creativity.”

Wai'wick Pres. L. G. Haggerty: “Certainly American
industry has the ingenuity and the knowhow necessary for

meeting the situation. It always has in the past.”

One of the more candid answers came from one of the

larger TV-radio manufacturers: “How do we cope with the

Japanese import problem? No one in the business seems
to have the right answers to this one now.”
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FORTUNE'S ‘500’: The recession played no favorites

last year, as indicated by July Fortune in its 5th annual

tabulation of the nations’s top 500 industrial corpora-

tions. They dropped collectively 17.8% in profit, from
1957’s $11.7 billion to 1958’s $9.6 billion, and 6.1% in

sales, to $176.8 billion. The cream was even thinner at

the top. The first 50 firms were down 20% in net

profit and off 8.2% in sales. (Our own survey in Vol.

15:2 showed representative TV-electronics company
profits declined average of only 3.2%.)

Ranked with the 500 were 34 manufacturers in elec-

tronics and related fields, including newcomers to the

listing: Litton Industries, Siegler, Standard Coil Products

and Lear (See table below). Displaced were Arvin (469tb

in ’57) & Globe-Union (496tb).

General Motors continued as the nation’s largest cor-

poration, with sales of $9,521,966,000 & profits of $633,-

628,000. In 2nd & 3rd places were Standard Oil of N.J. &
Ford Motor. General Electric came up to take 4th place

from U.S. Steel, which dropped into the 5th slot occupied

by GE in 1957. The largest increase in 1958-over-1957

sales was scored by Litton, with a whopping 195.6% jump.

Siegler was up 125%. However, the electronics-appliance

industry trend was down: return on sales in 1958 averaged

4.1% vs. 4.5 in 1957; return on invested capital averaged

10.3% compared with 12.4 the preceding year.

Despite recession’s cold touch, many of 1957’s high-

ranking electronics firms improved their positions or held

firm: GE, 4th vs. 5th in 1957; Western Electric, 10th vs.

11th; Westinghouse, 13th vs. 14th; General Dynamics,
|

20th vs. 20th; IBM, 28th vs. 37th; RCA 29th vs. 29th;

Raytheon 111th vs. 167th; Zenith 221 vs. 274, others.

Note: Fortune’s annual list of 100 largest foreign in-

dustrial companies will be published in Aug. issue, along
with compilations of 50 biggest banks and merchandising,

transportation, life insurance & utility companies. Com-
bined reprints of all lists will be available Aug. 1 from
Fortune Director, Room 1430, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, N.Y.

Vacation shutdowns by set manufacturers, as reported

by ElA & other sources: Admiral, 3 weeks ending July

14; GE, July 24-Aug. 9; Hoffman, July 20-Aug. 2; Magna-
vox, July 6-19; Motorola, July 6-19; Olympic, July 3-20;

;

Packard-Bell, July 6-19; Philco, July 20-Aug. 2; RCA,
Aug. 17-30; Sylvania, Aug. 14-31; Warwick, July 6-19;

Wells-Gardner, July 13-26; Westinghouse, Aug. 3-16;

Zenith, July 6-19.

New govt, directory of small research & development
firms qualified for govt, contract work will be published by
the Small Business Administration. Companies interested

in listing their qualifications in the book, for which the

deadline is Aug. 1, should contact SBA regional offices.

TV-Radio-Electronics Rankings Among 1958’s 500 Largest U.S. Industrial Corporations

Reprinted with permission from Fortune Magazine

RANK
’58 ’57

COMPANY SALES

'

($000)
ASSETS 2

($000) ’58

4 5 General Electric . 4,120,770 2,420,939 11
10 11 Western Electric . 2,173,352 1,337,422 20
13 14 Westinghouse Electric . . 1,895,699 1,411,508 17
20 20 General Dynamics . . . .

.

. 1,511,456 651,182 54
28 37 Int’l Business Mach. , . .

,

. 1,171,788 1,340,399 18
29 29 Radio Corp. of Amer. .

.

. 1,170,686 751,534 43
44 42 Sperry Rand . 864,330 743,153 46
49 58 Int’l Tel. & Tel , 687,451 869,006 30
58 51 Bendix Aviation . 619,138 325,561 98
97 97 Whirlpool . 404,628 203,536,155

111 167 Raytheon . 375,156 138,277 226
123 116 Philco . 340,724 182,427 175
124 109 Thompson Ramo Wool.. . 340,6,22 203,524 156
126 120 Sylvania , 333,256 264,889 123
129 129 Minn. Honeywell Reg. .

,

. 328,480 263,816 124
140 143 ACF Industries . 294,894 153,500 204
144 133 Avco . 282,330 183,029 174
193 192 Motorola 216,590 127,902 240
221 274 Zenith . 180,634* 109,206 268
241 230 Gen’l Precision Equip. .

.

. 168,333 132,011 235
252 256 Admiral . 159,902* 101,999 282
254 261 Corning Glass , 159,138 164,651 196
309 288 American Bosch Arma .

,

, 115,737 64,361 387
318 299 I-T-E- Circuit Breaker .

.

111,455 72,073 360
.324 301 Collins Radio 107,569 71,298 365
366 487 Texas Inst 91,954 53,792 429
395 Litton Industries 83,155 57,751 418
397 .397 Magnavox 82,592 48,360 451
401 444 Daystrom 81,714 52,685 432
4.38 Siegler 72,955 39,900 479
454 Standard Coil Prod 69,490 35,076 486
459 430 Mallory (P.R.) 68,287 55,448 423
487 Lear 63,627 37,923 481
489 455 Clevite 63,355 59,656 404

•Does not include excise taxes.

1 Net sales, including service & rental revenues for companies
that derive at least 60% of their revenue from manufacturing or
minim;, for fiscal years ending; not later than Jan. 4. 1959. Sales of
consolidated subsidiaries included; excise taxes collected hy the
manufacturer not included. ® Total assets employed in business
net of depreciation & depletion, but including govt, securities offset

’57
NET PROFITS ’

($000) ’58 ’57

INVESTED
CAPTIAL *

($000) ’58 ’58
EMPLOYES ‘

RANK
10 242,943 8 9 1,310,987 12 12 249,718 2

19 85,936 17 20 887,540 16 19 128,290 8

18 74,773 20 25 870,319 18 18 114,652 9

58 36,7.29 51 49 274,884 81 91 92,900t 13

22 126,192 11 18 720,221 23 25 61,159f 22

38 30,942 67 63 295,439 71 71 69,100 19

46 27,481 74 42 341,246 63 62 98,728 10

30 26,600 77 102 395,739 52 54 130,000 7

90 21,172 98 90 214,338 97 99 47,000 37

138 10,179 174 198 107,489 188 187 12,799 152

233 9,403 193 277 59,982 304 336 33,255 56
157 2,874 387 357 102,109 194 193 20,000 101

149 8,979 204 182 109,698 184 185 23,0911 85

124 8,373 217 172 140,646 141 135 27,000f 71

125 22,562 91 106 170,225 117 118 32,129f 60 1

151 7,851 225 230 120,500 169 156 15,085 128 :

189 11,597® 154 169 98,699 201 205 18,935 104

242 7,356 240 258 71,533 267 269 12,000 164

288 12,116 151 246 70,656 269 275 8,500 248

226 304 478 362 59,376 309 286 14,500 134

274 1,375" 454 479 59,563 307 303 8,000 262 :

215 17,164 120 125 110,239 183 189 12,800 150

376 4,786® 306 337 28,994 447 453 8,534t 244 1

343 3,862 343 294 46,814 358 355 7,842 267 :

369 1,082® 466 423 24,550 461 460 8,900 235 !

480 6,001 279 384 25,641 459 471 6,500 312 1

3,703 351 27,995 452 8,600t 242

446 2,623 402 385 23,542 467 466 5,050 364 <

438 2,333 414 437 30,168 446 444 6,838 303 :

1,216 462 18,000 482 • • • 4,000 412 1.

559 475 11,963 495 7,000 298 ;

403 2,873 390 406 32,206 437 425 5,432 350
1

1,608 447 13,610 492 4,847 371

392 3,109 376 374 42,596 380 364 5,746f 340 ^

against tax liabilities. ® Including special charges or credits: non-

recurring items of a non-operating nature are footnoted when
they are 10% of total profit or loss. Figures in parentheses are

losses. * Capital & surplus (i.e., net worth). ® Average employment
for year unless followed by dagger (t), in which case year end.
« Includes special credit of $2,040,518. ’’ Includes non-recurring loss

of $5.21.816. ® Includes special credit of $685,000. “Includes special

credits of $1,.238,724.
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Finance

Record Magnavox sales of $90 million for the fiscal

year ended June 30, compared with $82,592,113 for fiscal

1958, were predicted by pres. Frank Freimann last week.

Packard-Bell Electronics will be ti’aded on the New
York Stock Exchange beginning July 14. Symbol: PKB.

OfficerS-&-DirectorS stock transactions as reported to SEC
for June:

Ampex. Charles A. Black bought 100, holds 185.
Arvin Industries. Harlan Foulke sold 244, holds 8445. Robert S.

Schaerges bought 750, holds 1938.
Audio Devices. C. J. LeBel sold 2050 privately, retains 77,414.

Joseph K. MaCammon sold 400, retains 18,431.

Avco. W. A. Mogensen e.xereised option to buy 15,000, holds 10,000.

James D. Shouse sold 2000, retains 11,980.
Beckman Instruments. G. J. Renne exercised option to buy 795,

holds 795.
Clevite. A. L. W. Williams sold 20,060, retains 37,434 personally,

5423 as custodian.
Columbia Pictures. Ralph M. Cohn acquired 989 in satisfaction of

obligation, holds 43,298 personally, 1891 in trust, 94,566 in Kico Corp.
Charles Schwartz sold 8400 through Schwartz & I’roehlich, retains
2042 in Schwartz & Froehlich, 94,566 in Fico Corp., none personally.

Corning Glass. Charles D. LaFollette sold 700, retains 11,020.

Thomas Waaland sold 1100, retains 2700.
Daystrom. Thomas Allinson bought 200, holds 800. Edward G. Wil-

liams sold 300, retains 1151. Lewis E. Minkel bought 100, holds 100.

Electronic Communications. Donald D. King bought 100, holds 200.
Emerson. Louis Abrams sold 4400 personally, 400 through trusts

and 2392 more through Solomon & Mollie Abrams Foundation Inc.,

retains 44,914 personally, 690 in trusts, none in Solomon & Mollie
Abrams Foundation Inc. Percy West acquired 100 pursuant to call,

holds 206.
Gabriel. John H. Briggs sold 2000, retains 37,900. Robert T. Hood

bought 1400, holds 1800. Frank M. White sold 23,000, retains none.
General Dynamics. Allen D. Marshall sold 3800, retains 10,250. Rob-

ert P. Meiklejohn sold 1200, retains 5115. Kenneth Stiles sold 300,
retains 700.

GE. Robert L. Gibson acquired 2400 under bonus plan, holds 6317.
Gramer W. LaPierre bought 3390, holds 4955. Clarence H. Linder
bought 2000, holds 12,150. William C. Wichman sold 745, holds 5226.

General Instrument. Abraham Blumenkrantz exercised option to

buy 18,200, holds 56,200. Henry A. Mulcahy exercised option to buy
4400, holds 4528.

General Precision Equipment. George T. Link sold 2000, retains
3972. David Mason bought 100, holds 300. John C. Maxwell bought
500, holds 500.

General Telephone & Electronics. Leslie H. Warner exercised option
to buy 500, holds 6000.

Globe-Union. Ralph W. Conway exercised option to buy 600, holds
2000. Harold M. Sauers exercised option to buy 100, holds 2574.

Hoffman Electronics. H. S. Hazeltine sold 100, retains 10.

IBM. McLain B. Smith exercised option to buy 130, holds 130.
ITT. John E. Gingrich sold 100, retains 5042.
Lear. K. Robert Hahn sold 300, retains 806.
Litton Industries. Alfred B. Connable sold 483, retains 7000.
P. R. Mallory. J. E. Cain sold 3000 through trusts and 500 more

through Niac Co., retains 1020 in trusts, 80 in Niac Co., 22,491 per-
,
sonally. G. A. Godwin sold 500, retains 5130 personally, 1530 in trust.

Motorola. Charles E. Green sold 140, retains 2760.
NTA. H. I. Bucher exercised option to buy 250, exchanged 750 for

: National Theatres Inc. securities, retains none.
Philco. Henry F. Argento sold 5000, retains 727.
Raytheon. John H. Beedle sold 3000, retains 54. Carlo L. Calosi ex-

ercised option to buy 2000, holds 5150. William Gammell Jr. sold 3000,
I retains 10,070. Harold S. Geneen sold 16,546, retains 200. N. B. Krim
sold 1000, retains 6450.

Siegler. Donald Royce sold 300, retains 8700.
Skiatron Electronics & TV. Marion Douras sold 1600, retains 20,000.

j
Standard Coil Products. Arthur Richenthal exercised option to buy

35,000, holds 35,100. Glen E. Swanson sold 10,200 through Swanson
Foundation, retains 18,500 in Swanson Foundation, none personally.

TelePrompTer. Milton Hendler bought 500, holds 500.
Trans Lux. Harry Brandt bought & sold 4600 personally, bought

[200 through H. Brandt Foundation and 5300 moi'e through G. Brandt
I Foundation, sold 3400 through H. Brandt Foundation, 200 through Bil-
pam Corp. and 1000 more through Marathon Pictures, retains 168,500
personally, 17,980 in H. Brandt Foundation, 13,550 in G. Brandt
Foundation none in Bilpam Corp., none in Marathon Pictures, 2000 in
Brapick Corp., 17,600 for wife.

; Tung-Sol. H. Merle Darling exercised option to buy 500, holds
i4005. Louis Rieben exercised option to buy 1000, holds 12,774.

20th Century-Fox. J. B. Codd bought 1250, holds 1850. Donald A.
Henderson exercised option to buy 2000, holds 2610. Francis T. Kelly
exercised option to buy 1250, holds 1251. C. Elwood McCartney exercised
option to buy 1250, holds 1250. Joseph M. Moskowitz exercised option to
;buy 10,000. holds 10,600.

United Artists. Herbert L. Golden bought 238, holds 238.
Walt Disney Productions. Donn B. Tatum sold 150, retains 7.
Warner Bros. Benjamin Kalmenson bought 10,000, holds 10,000.

Jack L. Warner sold 10,000 at $26.12 per share pursuant to option,
retains 227,431.

W^^slinehouse. John W. Craig bought 1000, holds 1000 personally,
100 in trust. Tomlinson F’ort exercised option to buy 500, holds 1529.
John J. McCloy bought 185 as trustee, holds 185 as trustee, 100 per-
mnally. L. W. McLeod exercised option to buy 300. hold.s 1375. John E.
rayne bought 675, holds 1589. Gwilym A. Price sold 116, retains 6000.
J. O. Rae exercised option to buy 475, holds 1136. Tom Turner ex-
rcised option to buy 340, holds 2665.

F'onk A. Miller sold 1000, retains 2000. Hugh Robertson
lold 900, retains 9528,

Television Shares Management Corp., Chicago man-
agement service company & sales agent for Television-

Electronics Fund (Vol. 15:23), has asked the SEC (File

2-15312) to register 206,500 outstanding common stock

shares for public sale. The offering price and terms of un-

derwriting by a group headed by White, Weld & Co. will

be supplied in an amended SEC statement. Management
officials own 415,000 (39.1%) of 1,060,000 outstanding

shares. Members of their immediate families own 55,000

additional shares. The SEC prospectus lists 21 selling

stockholders, largest blocks being sold by Townsend In-

vestment Co. (55,000 shares), Irving Florsheim (25,000),

and pres. Wm. H. Cooley, Elizabeth W. Hinman (as execu-

tor of Sturtevant Hinman), Mervyn LeRoy & Robert D.

Michels (20,000 each).

Ampex will acquire Orr Industries Inc. (formerly

ORRadio Industries), Opelika, Ala. tape manufacturer,
under the terms of an agreement by the boards of both
companies. Ampex has owned about 25% of Orr’s stock for

2 years. Subject to stockholders’ approval, each Orr share-

holder will receive one share of Ampex common stock for

each 2.2 shares of Orr—the total Ampex stock involved

having a value of about $16 million on the basis of current

market prices. Ampex will set aside 209,000 shares for the

transaction. Orr Industries pres. John Herbert Orr will

join the Ampex management staff.

With your compliments
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Desilu Productions reports sharply increased profits

for the fiscal year ended May 2. The firm’s first annual

report since stock was sold to the public last year also

reports a 53% increase in Desilu ownership of half-hour TV
properties. The backlog of shows available for re-runs is

expected to increase 69% in the current fiscal year. For

year ended May 2:

Gross income
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959 1958

$20,470,361
249,566

22^
1,150,000

$15,094,806
92,336

10<J

900,000

Desilu Productions will introduce for shareholder ap-

proval at the July 21 annual meeting a 45,000-share re-

stricted stock option plan, under which key employes

would be granted options to purchase up to 3000 of the

shai'es at a price not less than 95% of the market price.

Republic Pictures’ profits & earnings declined in the

26 weeks ended April .25, compared with the comparable

1958 period:

Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959 1958

532,137 $ 1,126,238

17^ 46<f

2,004,190 2,004,190

Taft Bcstg. Co. common stock (483,322 shares) was
placed on the market last week at $15 per share—a total

of nearly $7,250,000. The offering (Vol. 15:24, 27) is being

underwritten by a group headed by Harriman Ripley & Co.

YOUR PERSONAL
SUBSCRIPTION

WEEKLYTelevision Digest

Circulation Department
Box 700
Radnor, Pa.

COMMON STOCK QUOTATIONS
Week Ending Friday, July 10, 1959

Electronics TV-Radio-Appliances Amusements

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
1959 Wk. 1959 Wk.

High Low stock Close Chg. High Low stock Close Chg.

29 ‘,4 17>/8 Admiral 23 —1’/8 488 385% IBM 448-/2 -fl'/z

39% 29% AmBosch 34 -f% 45% 28 ITT 38% —2
29% 20% AB-PT 28% -t-1% 50% 36% I-T-E 48-4 +%
8+% 61% Ampex 78% —

%

124% 72% Litton 117% -fl%
89 75% AT&T 81% +'A 37 27% Loew’s 30% -1-1%

46% 32% Amph-Borg 38% —Ve 70 48% Mgnvox 59 -i-1%
36% 23% Arvin 25% —

%

138 111% MplsH'll _ 139 -1-5%

17% 10% Avco 15% —

%

130 57% Motorola - 111% —5%
74% 36>/4 Beckinst - 58% —2% 12% 9% NatlThe _ 12% -fl%
89 66 Bendix 81 -f3% 50% 44 Paramnt _ 48% -f%
38% 24% Clevite 36% —2% 36% 21 Phllco 29% —1%
48% 35 CBS 46% — 71 43% RCA 69% —>4

24% 17 Col Piet 18% —

%

73% 51% Raythn 55% -2%
42% 33% ConsElec _ 38% -1-1% 11% 8% RepbPic 10% +%
50% 33% CnsElInd _ 47% —1% 45% 26% Siegler 32-% —1%
30% 20% Cor-Dub _ 26% —1% 9% 6% Sparton __ 8% +%
139% 89% Corning 139% -f% 28% 21% SpryRd 25% —1%
49% 34 Daystrm _ 41% —

%

23% 14% StdCoil __ 18% —1%
21% 17% Decca 20% -f2% 34% 18 StanWar _ 33% +1%
59% 41% Disney 42% —2% 57% 42% StewWrn _ 56% -1-3 '/2

69% 48-/8 EmerElec _ 66% -f2% 33% 24% Storer 31% —

%

26% 13% EmerRad 19’/8 —1% 13% 9 Telautog _ 11 —

%

33 12% Gabriel 22% —2 153% 61% Texinst 141% —7-4
42% 34 -A GenBrze _ 39% +Ve 70% 56% TmpR-W_ 67%
66% 53>/2 Gen Dyn _ 54% —1% 54% 34% Tng-Sol - 45% —1%
84% 74 Yh GE 83 -j-2% 43% 34% 20th-Fox _ 38% -i-2%
38% 16% Gen Inst _ 29% —2% 32% 24% UAA 31% -f%
45% 31% GPE - - 41’A +% 47% 24% WarBros _ 43% -1-1%
73% 60 Gen Tel 72% -1-2% 98% 70% Wstghse _ 97% -1-2%
83 44% Gen Tire _ 71% —4% 136% 92% Zenith 119 —6%
37 28% Hoffman _ 32% —2%

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE
1959 Wk. 1959 Wk.

High Low stock Close Chg. High Low Stock Close Chg.

5% 3% Allied Art 4% —

%

22% 7 IntRes 18% —

%

65% 36% Allied Con 49% —5% 19% 9% Lear 15% -fl%
19% 11 ’/8 AmElec 15% —

%

2% 1% MntzTV . 2% —
26% 15% AudioDev 20% —1% 12 5% Muter 9% —

%

22% 10% Belock 18% +% 4% 2% NatUnon . 3% —

%

10% 4 Clrostat _ 7% —

%

48% 23% PhlpsEl 43% +%
9% 6 DuMont _ 7% —

%

43% 14% ServoCp __ 32 +%
12% 4% Dynm 9% —

%

18% 9 Servome _ 13% —

%

44% 28% ElecCom _ 40% —

%

10% 5% Skiatron _ 6% —

%

2% 1 tEl-Tron _ 1% -f-% 17% 9% Sonotne _ 13% —

%

186% 50% Fairch 200 -1-21 9% 6% Techclr 7% —

%

88% 49 GenTrns _ 76 —3% 22% 9 Teleprmp. 16% —

1

27% 20% GlobeUn _ 24% —

%

7% 4% Teleind 4% —

%

3 1% GldPlms _ 2% -t-% 14% 7 TrnsLux _ 12% —

%

33 30% Hazltne 30% —2% 19% 6% Vetreen __ 15% -)-%
12% 5% HrldRad _ 8% —

%

Please enter my subscription to Television
j

Digest for one year @ $75 with embossed
}

binder for handy reference file.
}
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NAME
I

POSITION

FIRM I

ADDRESS
I

CITY ZONE STATE
j

J

OVER THE COUNTER AND OTHER EXCHANGES
The following quotations, obtained from the National Association

of Securities Dealers Inc., do not represent actual transactions. They
are intended as a guide to the approximate range within which these
securities could have been bought or sold at time of compilation.

Stock Bid Asked Stock Bid Asked

2%
9%

3 T^erpriith Pnh 36*4
16%

39%
18%Aerovox _ 10% Metropolitan Bcstg.

AMP Inc. 35 37% Microwave Associates- 19% 21%
Rairri Atomic. 14% 16-4 National Co. 26-4

-3/16
34

28%
1%British Tnri 32% 35*4 Official Films 1

Capital Cities TV 9% 10% Orr Ind. 36%
Cinerama Prod. 2 3% Pacific Mercury TV 11% 13

36% 39 Packarri-Rell 45 46%
€Cook Elec 43-/j 47 Panellit . 5

Craig Systems _ _ . 11 11% Perkin-Blmer 53-4 57
Eitel-McCullough 43-/. 46% Philips Lamp 84-4 87%
Elec Assoc 40-% 44% Reeves Soundcraft 9% 10%
Erie Resistor 9% 10% Sprague Electric . 54*4 58
Giannini, G.M. 30-% 33 Tele-Broadcasters 1% 1%
Granco Products 4% 4% Telechrome 18 20%
Gross Telecasting 24 25% Telecomputing 10% 11%

41%
3%

44%
3%

Timp Tnr. 65%
14

69
Hycon Topp Ind. _ 15
Jerrold _ 5% 6-4 Tracerlab 9% 10%
Leeds & Northrup 33% 35% United Artists 9% 10%
Ling Altec 25% 26*4 Varian Associates 33 35%
Machlett Labs 27% 29*4 Wells-Gardner _ 16-4 17%
Magna Theater
Maxson (W.L.)

2-/4

11%
2%
12%

Wometco Bnt. 11% 12

Where a stock dividend or split amounting to more than 25% has
been paid, the year’s high-low range is shown for the new stock only.

t In bankruptcy or receivership or being reorganized under the

Bankruptcy Act, or securities assumed by such companies.— No change during week.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS
Manuiaeturing Distribution

HAPPY TV DAYS HERE AGAIN, as dealers' purchases of sets es-

tablish all-time record for June. Preliminary figures show June

retail spurt, too (pp. 1 & 20).

HOUSE INVESTIGATION LISTS 245 ex-military officers who are

employed by a dozen electronics firms, among the 100 biggest

defense contractors (p. 20).

Stations

TV-RADIO PROFIT MARGINS DROPPED in '58, NAB financial sur-

vey shows, indicating median TV staton revenue of $934,300,

before-tax profit of $135,500 (p. 2).

FOREIGN COMPETITION IN STUDIO GEAR starts as Ampex be-

gins U.S. distribution of new Marconi camera. Other items due.

Ampex gets $2.5 million ETV recorder order (p. 5).

IMAGE PLANS MAKE PROGRESS as NAB's pro tern committee gets

$195,000 in pledges from networks, sets Oct. 1 as target date for

full operation (p. 10). Other station stories (p. 8).

RUNDOWN ON TvB shows industry-supported organization has

grown from fledgling group in 1955 to an international bureau

with over 250 members; new TvB projects reported (p. 11).

Congress

EQUAL-TIME REFORM GETS SENATE GO-AHEAD as Magnuson

committee approves Sec. 315 newscast exemptions. Stations cotton

to idea of editorializing on subject (pp. 2, 3, 8).

OVERSIGHT "PROGRESS"—and lack of it—in FCC probes re-

ported by House (Commerce Committee's Harris (D-Ark). He plans

agency advisory group (p. 6).

FCC
LEE'S SOLITARY ALL-UHF STRUGGLE. He submits arguments to

Senate Commerce Committee while colleagues move to add vhf

to Fresno, Columbus, Ga., San Francisco, etc. (pp. 3 & 6).

BOSTON CH. 5 SET-ASIDE urged by FCC counsel, alleging WHDH-
TV won grant following "deliberate efforts to influence" ex-chair-

man McConnaughey (p. 4).

JHuxUiary Services

CATV-BOOSTER HEARING ENDS; new laws in work, as 16 CATV
witnesses present case for radio-type controls, stringent regulation

of vhf boosters (pp. 4 & 12).

Netvrorks

YARDSTICK ON '58-'59 SEASON shows ABC-TV narrowing the

gap in average nighttime ratings, but CBS-TV still on top in audi-

ence size & program winners (p. 7).

Advertising

DETROIT PLUS TV EQUALS SALES is the message of NBC-TV's

latest study of auto buying. Shoppers are interested in America's

new small cars, and dealers think TV will sell them (p. 16).

Film Tape
TREND OF FILM IS ESCAPISM—that's the overriding considera-

tion in most telefilms coming up next season (p. 18).

Other Departments

EDUCATIONAL TV (p. 13). FOREIGN (p. 13). PROGRAMMING
(p. 14). FINANCE (p. 23).

GETTING EXCITED ABOUT TV: Public is getting excited about TV again—excited enough to

start what is beginning to look like a boom in TV set sales, despite such new competition for money &
leisure time as stereo, the boating craze, etc.

TV had been sole major product not sharing in consumer goods buying upsurge which began late

last year and has shown no signs of tapering off. Preliminary retail sales figures for June, however, indicate

TV is at last coming out of its slump, the public buying some 360,000 sets—110,000 more than in June 1958,

which, admittedly, was a pretty awful TV sales month.

Better news yet is dealers' confidence in consumers' mood to buy more TVs . Unofficial figures in-

dicate that dealers bought more sets last month than in any previous June in TV's history—2V4 times as

many as in June 1958.

TV set is, after all, only an instrument for receiving programs—and manufacturers have gone all-

out to make it easier to receive programs better with the innovation-laden new 1960 sets just beginning to

appear on the market. Other side of coin is the appeal of the programs themselves—caliber of available

programming definitely does influence set purchases. TV set makers, through EIA, are expected soon to an-

nounce details of promotion campaign to maintain set-buying momentum by calling public's attention to

exciting attractions (particularly the specials) in networks' 1959-60 program season (Vol. 15:21). More

information about upsurge in TV set sales will be found on p. 19.
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TV-RADIO PROFIT MARGINS DROPPED IN '58: The typical TV station was slightly less

profitable in 1958 than in 1957, although its gross revenues increased 1%. Its total expenses went up 2%,
resulting in a 4% decline in its margin of profit. In radio, the typical station's profits went down 27.4% while

gross revenues dropped 3.5%.

These figures are from NAB's annual survey of station finances, based on returns from 231 TV stations

& 947 radio stations which were on air for full year of 1958. Financial summary was mailed to NAB members
last week. The data isn't compatible with recently released FCC financial figures (Vol. 15:25), since the latter

indicate industry-wide totals (TV profits up 7.4%) while NAB breaks down its figures to reflect "typical"

(median) stations in various situations—for use as financial yardsticks by its members.

For TV stations, median profit margin was 14.5% of total revenue (before taxes). NAB's typical TV
station took in $1,054,500 in gross time sales, its actual total broadcast revenue being $934,300 after agency &
rep commissions and payments to networks. Total expenses were $798,800 and before-tax profit $135,500.

Of typical TV station's revenue, 45% came from national & regional advertisers, 28% from local

advertisers, 27% from networks—local revenue increasing slightly since 1957, with national & regional drop-

ping. As to expenses, programming represented 38%, general & administrative 33%, technical 17%, selling

12%. Wage & salary bill increased about 10% from 1957, comprising 46% of total expenses. Typical station

spent $100,000 for film, nearly 12% of total.

Revenues of typical TV stations varied from $296,000 in markets of less than 25,000 population to $3.3

million in markets of 1 million or greater. In profits, typical station whose total revenues were less than $300,000

operated at a loss of $14,000, while typical station in most affluent group (revenue $2 million or more)
reported about $1 million profit before taxes.

Radio financial report shows typical station took in $96,200, spent $89,900, with pre-tax profit of $6300.

Sales dollar was derived about 85% from local advertisers, 15% national & regional, less than 1% network.

Of expenses, 37% was general & administrative, 33% programming, 18% selling, 12% technical.

Median TV profit margin was 15.1% in 1957 , 15.9% in 1956, 9.6% in 1955—as opposed to 14.5% last

year. In radio, last year's 6.6% was a decline from 9.1% in 1957, 10.3% in 1956 and 10.8% in 1955.

For 1959, TV stations surveyed predicted typical station revenue would be $1,001,600, increase of

7.2% over last year's $934,300. Radio broadcasters anticipate typical-station revenue of $98,600, about 2.5%

over 1958. Detailed reports were prepared by Charles H. Tower, mgr. of NAB's broadcast personnel &

economics department.

CHANCES IMPROVE FOR SEC. 315 CORRECTION: Full Senate Commerce Committee has

voted unanimously to exempt newscasts from Sec. 315 provisions, and House Commerce Committee scheduled

July 20 session for vote on similar recommendations by its communcations subcommittee.

It's good bet now that bills to nullify FCC's Lar Daly newscast ruling will reach floors before ad-

journment despite fact that it's late in session—and there are long legislative steps between committee re-

ports & votes on Senate & House floors. If they reach floors, they're almost sure to go through, backed as

they are by Chairmen Magnuson (D-Wash.) & Harris (D-Ark.) of Senate & House committees.

Senate committee wrote its own equal-time bill, tossing out 4 proposed amendments on which its

communications subcommittee had held 5-day hearings (Vol. 15:25). Picking up language from rejected

measures (S-1858, 1585, 1604 & 1929) by Sens. Hartke (D-Ind.), Thurmond (D-S.C.), Allott (R-Colo.) & Hol-

land (D-Fla.), it goes further than stripped-down Harris bill (HR-7985) approved by House committee (Vol.

15:28). Senate version tacks this language to Sec. 315:

"Appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any newscast , news interview, news documen-

tary, on-the-spot coverage of news events or panel discussion, shall not be deemed to be use of a broadcast-

ing station within the meaning of this subsection." Revised Harris bill limits Sec. 315 exemptions to news-

casts, news interviews, and "on-the-spot coverage of newsworthy events."

Reexamination by Congress of broadcasters' practices under revised Sec. 315
—

"at or before the

end of the 3-year period" following enactment—also is provided by Senate bill to see whether amendment

is "effective & practicable." FCC would be instructed to file annual reports on how equal-time is working out.

Still far away is repeal of Sec. 315—long at top of NAB's legislative agenda. Senate & House

amendments say nothing about such troublesome equal-time questions as minority party qualifications.
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Nor do they exclude broadcast debates from Sec. 315 requirements—exemption which was sought persis-

tently in hearings by such industry spokesmen as CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton. Also missing from both

bills is specific amendment language proposed by FCC Comr. Ford to include "special events such as politi-

cal conventions" in exemptions (Vol. 15:26)—although "on-the-spot coverage" can apply to conventions.

But relief from Lar Daly doctrine itself at least seems to be in sight for broadcasters. Meanwhile
CBS demonstrated how FCC's newscast ruling can work to keep news personalities off air now. Network

cancelled scheduled appearance by Sen. Humphrey (D-Minn.) on July 19 "Face the Nation." Network ex-

plained that its lawyers think Humphrey is candidate for 1960 Democratic Presidential nomination "within

the meaning" of Sec. 315. Therefore, said CBS, it wouldn't run risk of being forced to put "obscure or now
unknown aspirants" for Presidency on "Face the Nation" too. Humphrey went on NBC-TV's "Today" July 17

instead, pointed out he himself had not yet declared his candidacy. If CBS' equal-time interpretation is ac-

cepted generally, he said, "it means literally throwing off the air every person who is mentioned for public

office." Humphrey was so miffed by incident that it may have provided the extra impetus needed to speed

Sec. 315 revision. Humphrey complained to Senate Majority Leader Johnson (D-Tex.), who said he'd try to

bring Magnuson bill on floor this week.

Equal-Time Revision Needs a Push—An Editorial: We seem to have struck a spark last

week in our article calling attention to the telecasting industry's failure to use its own facilities in an all-out

push for relief from the burdens of political equal-time rules (Vol. 15:28).

We know of at least 27 stations which have indicated great interest in editorializing on the subject,

and several which had previously actually done so have reported in : WDSU-TV New Orleans, WTVJ Miami,

KOOL-TV Phoenix, KOLD-TV Tucson. (For text of WDSU-TV's editorial, see p. 8; it was prepared under

supervision of exec. v.p. Robert D. Swezey, who is also head of NAB's freedom of information committee.)

If more of you have editorialized on the issue or plan to do so, please let us know; we're eager to report it.

Networks are considering the idea but haven't yet indicated intentions of going ahead.

With chances of relief greatly enhanced by action of Senate Commerce Committee last week, time

is excptionally ripe for a major editorial pitch by stations—plus direct pleas to senators & congressmen

—

in this most legitimate campaign.

LEE'S SOLITARY ALL-UHF STRUGGLE: Even as FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee continued his

lonely but spirited battle to get all TV moved to uhf, submitting his arguments to Senate Commerce Com-
mittee last week, his colleagues moved in the opposite direction to shift uhf stations to vhf in several

significant markets—Fresno, Columbus Ga., San Francisco, Sacramento, Montgomery, Birmingham (for de-

tails, see list of actions on p. 6).

Lee takes extremely dim view of his colleagues' interim & long range vhf plans, as expressed in

their statement to Commerce Committee (Vol. 15: 17).The interim concept—dropping in vhf assignments at

spacings shorter than now permitted by the rules
—
"would spell the immediate end of uhf," he said. "It

would," he asserted, "perpetuate a substandard 12-channel system with perhaps more stations & less cov-

erage. I would prefer the status quo."

Lee has no objections to negotiating with the military for an additional 13 to 38 vhf channels, but

he said, it offers "little hope of improving the situation within this generation." Giving his own timetable,

he estimated that the addition of new channels would take 20 years or more to implement.

Uhf has never been given a fair chance, Lee insisted. He went into considerable technical detail,

relying on staff-engineering calculatons, to conclude that uhf can serve the nation as well as or better than

vhf. Furthermore, he said, the 70 uhf channels provide 3500 stations, compared with 600 for 12 vhf, 1250

for 25 vhf, 2500 for 50 vhf—and he does not see a ghost of a chance of ever getting 50 vhfs. N.Y.C.

could have 35 uhf stations, he said.

Adequate uhf service can be provided, Lee stated, through use of taller towers, more power,

better receivers—he places great hope in parametric amplifiers (Vol. 15:9), multicasting, circular polarization.

Lee is plainly disgusted with TASO , claiming that the TV Allocations Study Organization com-

pletely ignored its assignment from FCC: "(1) To assemble the facts relating to the feasibility of trans-

ferring the operating of TV broadcasting to the uhf spectrum space. (2) If (1) is not feasible, to assemble

the facts which support the best available alternatives. (3) To advise the Commission regarding the tech-

nical principles which should be applied to TV channel allocations."
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But Lee is alone—at this stage of the game, anyway. However, his colleagues have yet to produce

results with their interim & long-range concepts. Last week, the Commission looked at a staff study showing

what might be done by cutting spacings to 150 miles, and we understand that the additional station as-

signments possible are disappointingly few. Furthermore, July 15 has passed and FCC & Office of Civil &
Defense Mobilization (OCDM) have been delayed in producing their promised status report on more-vhf

negotiations. Lee. who did some negotiating a couple of years ago, is skeptical. "I submit," he said "that the

only definite answer that can be expected within the next few months is 'no.' I believe that it would take

a minimum of 18 to 24 months for some kind of affirmative offer from the military."

More Commissioners may shift to Lee's side some day—but they certainly are not ready to now

—

and his prospects of persuading a majority among the present Commissioners are mighty remote.

BOSTON CH. 5 SET-ASIDE URGED BY FCC COUNSEL: One of FCC's big "influence"

cases—Boston Ch. 5 grant to Herald-Traveler's WHDH-TV—reached another important stage last week when
FCC's legal office recommended the 1957 award be revoked.

Charging "deliberate efforts to influence" Commission , hard-hitting report by FCC associate gen.

counsel Edgar H. Holtz & 3 colleagues told special examiner Judge Horace Stern that: (1) Grant should be

withdrawn and Herald-Traveler disqualified from seeking it again. (2) Loser Mass. Bay Telecasters Inc. also

should be excluded from further consideration. (3) Ex-FCC Comr. George C. McConnaughey should have

disqualified himself because he submitted to "off-the-record approaches" by Herald-Traveler & Mass. Bay.

"Improper means" to win Ch. 5 also were used by Herald-Traveler publisher Robert B. Choate &
Mass. Bay v.p. Forrester A. Clark in "soliciting the intercession of a large number of legislative & executive

officials," Holtz told Stern, who conducted Feb.-March hearings in case (Vol. 15:8-10,11). It was remanded
to FCC by Appeals Court following 1958 "influence" hearings by House legislative oversight subcommittee.

Additional criticism was leveled by FCC's lawyers at Boston Globe, which didn't participate in

comparative case but later sought to have it reopened. Globe representatives made improper off-record

approaches to McConnaughey & Comrs. Doerfer, Bartley, Lee & Hyde and ex-Comr. Richard A. Mack, legal

brief said. But it added that under circumstances, this intervention didn't disqualify FCC members—or preju-

dice legal rights of parties, with possible exception of loser Du Mont Labs.

If Examiner Stern disagrees with FCC counsel's "proposed findings of fact & conclusions," he was
urged by Holtz at least to recommend that "misconduct" of parties be considered against them in any future

reconsideration of Ch. 5 grant. Judge Stern has set July 24 as deadline for all briefs. His decision will follow.

FCC proceedings in 3 other "influence" cases involving ex-Comr. Mack—Miami Ch. 10 & 7 and
Orlando Ch. 9—were held up meanwhile, pending decision by Justice Dept, on his retrial on Miami Ch. 10

conspiracy charges (Vol. 15:28). Judge Burnita S. Matthews in Washington's U.S. District Court last week
rejected defense motions for acquittal of Mack & co-defendant Thurman A. Whiteside following 11-1 jury

disagreement. But Justice Dept, set no date for new trial.

In still another "influence" case—Springfield, Ill.-St. Louis shift of Ch. 2 (Vol. 15:19-20)—Commission
is able to go ahead. It doesn't involve Mack directly. But FCC hasn't yet designated special hearing examiner

for rehearing case, as ordered by Court of Appeals.

CATV-BOOSTER HEARING ENDS; NEW LAWS IN WORKS: Community antenna oper-

ators got their licks in during Sen. Pastore's long CATV-booster hearings, which ended last week, and it still

looks as if legislation will come eventually, putting both vhf boosters and CATV under FCC's wing. But it also

still looks very dubious for new laws this session of Congress.

CATV's 16 witnesses did a thorough job of presenting their position—that they want FCC regulation

of precisely the type applied to broadcasters, but nothing else, and that vhf boosters should be very carefully

controlled if authorized at all. (For excerpts from typical CATV statements, see p. 12.)

CATV operators were heartened by the repeated observations of Senators Pastore (D-R.L), McGee
(D-Wyo.) and Monroney (D-Okla.) that they don't want CATV "at the mercy" of stations. They were refer-

ring to proposed legislation which would require CATV to get stations' permission to relay their signals. The

senators want FCC to control the "permission" factor. Pastore, for example, foresaw stations charging "ex-

orbitant" rates for permission, with CATV operators passing cost on to subscribers.

NAB pres. Harold Fellows stuck doggedly to position that stations have property rights in their signals
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and that their permission should be obtained. He said he expected that permission would generally be forth-

coming. However, answering McGee, he said he couldn't agree that stations should waive right to charge fees

for use of their signals.

Ex-Sen. McFarland (D-Ariz.) would also leave the "permission" question up to FCC. As a station

operator (KTVK Phoenix), he noted that many of his contracts with program suppliers would prohibit him

from giving permission. He also endorsed licensing of vhf boosters under carefully controlled conditions.

Sen. Aiken ( R-Vt.), in a pro-CATV presentation, asserted that his area's telecasters made no com-

plaint about CATV competition and that 45,900 viewers in Vermont depend on CATV.

FCC Chairman Doerfer was given a rough time because he said he couldn't commit his colleagues to

the point of guaranteeing they'd legalize vhf boosters. He said that he hoped and believed they would; so did

Comr. Craven. This incensed Pastore & McGee, but Doerfer stuck to his guns. The Senators also were miffed

because Doerfer displayed his traditional reluctance to regulate the economics of TV to the point of deciding

whether a community should be served by a station or CATV. "You get into a common-carrier concept there,"

he said, adding that he didn't believe that was Congress' intention. "We concluded it's better for the public to

choose what it wants." But he also showed sympathy for "local service" by stations. Pastore seemed non-

plussed, said: "Maybe we ought to review the whole Communications Act."

Pastore was also dissatisfied with Doerfer 's answer to his question about tests FCC has conducted

on booster units, when Doerfer noted "the lab isn't equipped to do everything." Said Pastore: "You mean
you've been doing something that is nothing?" FCC chief engineer Ed Allen came forth finally with the

answer many in industry have sought:

"The equipment we tested, Mid-America and Benco, is not representative of equipment in the field.

They're the best, but they still don't have all the necessary characteristics. Too wide a band. They should go
off when the main station goes off Frequency stability is not adequate. However, we feel that the cost

estimates are reasonable and that the deficiencies can be overcome."

Doerfer also brought up TV allocations. "We have an allocations problem, too," he said. "Will the

boosters interfere with each other and with regular stations?"

On CATV, Doerfer reiterated the Commission's conclusions that the only thing it wants is a law
requiring CATV to get station permission and to carry a local station's signal. He insisted that FCC doesn't

go for the Monroney bill (S-2303) which is designed to put CATV under same controls which apply to stations.

FOREIGN COMPETITION IN STUDIO GEAR: If you think foreign electronics competition

is limited to consumer goods field (Vol. 15:26) or to overseas markets, take a look at this week's develop-

ment in TV station-equipment field. British Marconi, hot competitor of U.S. station-equipment manufacturers

in foreign markets, now is making strong pitch in U.S. market. Its distributor is fast-growing Ampex Corp.

First TV station product to be exported to U.S . will be Marconi's hot new Mark IV camera with

4y2-in. image orthicon tube. (U.S. cameras use 3-in. tube). This is camera about which CBS-TV engineer-

ing & affiliate relations v.p. William B. Lodge expressed so much enthusiasm at Chicago affiliates' convention

last March (Vol. 15:12). CBS has had its first Mark IV camera for 10 days
—
"and if it looks as good as

I think it does," Lodge told us, "we'll equip one studio with them and then see where we go from there."

New camera's claimed advantages are better signal-to-noise ratio, shorter warmup period, interna-

tional standards switch (valuable for syndication taping uses), remote control of all electronic functions.

Ampex, now quoting Sept, deliveries, says camera will be priced "competitively" with U.S.-made models.

Ampex will also handle tubes, parts & associated equipment for the camera.

Ampex-Marconi alliance may well extend into other equipment. Deal makes Ampex "sole author-

ized distributor in the U.S. of Marconi TV cameras, TV equipment and broadcasting equipment." Marconi
gear will be handled by Ampex professional products div., which is in charge of Videotape Recorder pro-

gram. (Any CBS camera purchases will be made direct from England because network's negotiations with

Marconi pre-date the distribution agreement.)

Another feather in cap of Ampex—and a milestone for educational TV—was announcement last

week that National Educational TV & Radio Center (NET) had placed $2.5 million order for 43 Videotape

Recorders to equip virtually all U.S. educational stations and NET's program center in Ann Arbor. Ford

Foundation grant (Vol. 15:26) made possible the purchase, which will lead to world's first TV tape network.

Educational purchase comprises Ampex's largest single Videotape Recorder order—by far.
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Congress

OVERSIGHT ‘PROGRESS’; Plans were announced last

week by Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) for formation of

a new advisory council on administrative problems,

representing staffs of the “Big 6” federal regulatory

agencies and his House Commerce legislative over-

sight subcommittee.

The announcement came at the end of a long “progress

report” to the House by Harris on what his oversight unit

has done this year (not much in public, he acknowledged)

to follow up last year’s sensation-packed FCC hearings.

Chaired by subcommittee counsel Robert W. Lishman, the

advisory council would devote itself to improving “op-

erational efficiency” of FCC & other agencies.

Harris promised no new headline FCC disclosures. In-

stead, he told the House the only hearings he has in mind

now—to be held “in the near future”—will be on his gen-

eral agency reform bill (HR-4800), introduced 5 months

ago (Vol. 15:8), and on an American Bar Assn, measure

(HR-6774) revising administrative procedures. Competing

with Harris in the area will be a Senate Judiciary subcom-

mittee headed by Sen. Carroll (D-Colo.), who opens hear-

ings on agency practices this week (Vol. 15:28).

“The [oversight] subcommittee is making investiga-

tions & studies in most delicate & controversial areas,”

Harris said after ticking off FCC cases which were ex-

plored or touched in 1958 (Vol. 15:2 et seq.). But: “None

of these investigations of these cases, however, will be

presented at public hearings until each has been care-

fully documented and the subcommittee has determined

that the public interest requires such presentation.”

An outgrowth of last month’s oversight subcommittee

panel hearings on agency procedural problems (Vol. 15:25-

26), the idea of an advisory council has been received

“wholeheartedly & enthusiastically” by FCC Chairman

Doerfer & heads of the other “Big 6” bodies—CAB, FPC,
FTC, ICC, SEC—according to Harris.

Meanwhile, Sen. Carroll said that his Judiciary ad-

ministrative practice & procedure subcommittee would

confine itself in initial July 21-23 hearings to 2 bills—

a

standards-of-conduct code (S-2374), proposed by the ABA
and sponsored by Carroll himself and a bill (S-600) by
Sen. Hennings (D-Mo.) & Wiley (R-Wis.) to set up an

office of administrative practice.

But Carroll pointed out that scope of his 3-man sub-

committee’s jurisdiction “is a gigantic one, reaching into

the adjudication, rule-making & licensing functions of the

numerous agencies which have been established by the

Congress.” He has a 5-member subcommittee staff for his

investigations

—

chief counsel Joseph P. McDonald, minority

counsel Cornelius Kennedy, staff investigator Carlile Bol-

ton-Smith and 2 office secretaries.

ABA spokesmen were expected to be lead-off witnesses

in the Carroll hearings.

In his lengthy “progress report” to the House on the

Oversight subcommittee, Harris noted that there’s been

“great speculation” as to what it would do to carry on

this year. “Thus far, due to the limitations of time & of

the size of the staff, the subcommittee has had to confine

the major part of its activities to certain problems in the

so-called ‘Big 6’ independent regulatory agencies,” he said.

Harris assured the House, however, that FCC scandals

& problems uncovered in last year’s hearings are still be-

ing “studied.” “The extent to which procedures designed to

promote equitable results are being abused . . . will i-eceive

further study by the subcommittee,” Harris said.

The FCC

UHF-TO-VHF DEINTERMIXTURE; Several long-pending alio-

cations proposals matured last week (see p. 3) , and FCC
came up with final or near-final answers as follows:

(1) Fresno & Bakersfield. Started new rule-making

to add Ch. 2, 5, 7 (educational) & 9 to Fresno, deleting

Ch. 12, 18 (educational), 24 & 47, and deleting Ch. 5 from
Goldfield, Nev., Ch. 9 from Tonopah, Nev. KJEO is ordered

to show why it shouldn’t shift from Ch. 47 to Ch. 2,

KMJ-TV from Ch. 24 to Ch. 5, KFRE-TV from Ch. 12 to

Ch. 9. If Mexican approval is obtained, Ch. 8 & 12 will be

added to Bakersfield.

(2) Sacramento, Chico, San Jose, San Francisco, Reno
& Stockton. Started rule-making on conflicting proposals

to: (a) Substitute Ch. 12 for Ch. 46 in Sacramento, Ch. 11

for Ch. 12 in Chico, (b) Substitute Ch. 12 for Ch. 11 in

San Jose and add Ch. 11 to San Francisco, (c) Add Ch. 2

and 11 (educational) to Reno. The Commission denied a

proposal to shift Ch. 6 from Sacramento to Stockton for

commercial use and Ch. 13 from Stockton to San Francisco.

(3) Columbus, Ga. & Dothan, Ala. Finalized rule-mak-

ing changing Columbus’ channels from Ch. 4, 28 & 34

(educational) to Ch. 3, 9 & 28 (educational), substituting i

Ch. 4 for Ch. 9 in Dothan. In Columbus, WRBL-TV is

ordered to shift from Ch. 4 to Ch. 3, WTVM from Ch. 28

to Ch. 9. Dothan’s WTVY shifts to Ch. 4.

(4) Montgomery, Birmingham, Selma, Tuscaloosa & I

Columbus, Miss. Started rule-making on conflicting pro- i

posals to: (a) Shift Ch. 8 from Selma to Montgomery or

Birmingham, (b) Shift Ch. 9 from Tupelo, Miss, to 1

Tuscaloosa, Ala. or Columbus, Miss, and shift Columbus’ i

Ch. 4 to Tuscaloosa-Birmingham. (c) Shift Ch. 4 from
j

Columbus, Miss, to Birmingham, Ch. 2 from State College, 1
Miss, to Columbus for commercial use, Ch. 8 from Selma to

*

both Montgomery and State College (educational).

(5) Mitchell & Sioux Falls, S.D. Finalized denial of

substitution of Ch. 7 for Ch. 5 at Mitchell, addition of Ch. 5 !

to Sioux Falls.

In all cases except Fresno, Columbus, Ga. & Dothan, i

FCC said it would order stations to shift later if necessary.

Carroll Economic-Injury Case; FCC stood by its famed
“Carroll” decision last week, announcing a supplemental

\

decision reaffirming the grant of radio WWCC Bremen,
j

Ga. over the protest of Carroll Bestg. Co. (WLBB), Car-

rollton, Ga. The text of the decision hasn’t been released ^

yet, so the Commission’s reasoning isn’t known.
Though the case involves 2 small radio stations, it’s i

signifleant because the U.S. Court of Appeals had ordered i

FCC to reconsider the case in the light of whether or not

the public would be hurt by the results of excessive com-

petition (Vol. 14:28). FCC had turned down Carroll’s i

protest with the assertion that: “Congress has determined i

that free competition shall prevail in the broadcast in-

dustry.” The court, however, countered with:

“To license 2 stations where there is revenue for only i

1 may result in no good service at all. So economic injury i

to an existing station, while not in & of itself a matter of '

moment, becomes important when on the facts it spells i

diminution or destruction of service. At that point the

element of injury ceases to be a matter of purely private

concern.” But the court did add: “If the protestant fails
|

to bear the burden of proving his point (and it is certainly .

a heavy burden), there may be an end to the matter. If
|

his showing is substantial, or if there is a genuine issue |

posed, findings should be made.” I
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Networks

YARDSTICK ON ’58-’59 SEASON: In the Oct.-through-

April TV season recently completed, ABC-TV narrowed

the gap in average nighttime Nielsen ratings between

it and the other 2 leading networks to a noticeable

degree, although CBS still draws top honors and NBC
edges out ABC. Also, CBS holds the lead among TV
networks in the average number of homes reached at

night, the number of top-rated shows in the first 40

Nielsen Average Audience rankings, and the number

of newly-launched shows that have won top share-of-

audience for their time periods.

That’s the gist of an organizational memo circulated

at CBS headquarters last week from the office of Jay

Eliasberg, dir. of research. It’s one of the few long-range

rating examinations of the past season and does much to

place into perspective the 3-network standing at night

(6-11 p.m., Sun.-Sat.). Here are the figures on average

nighttime ratings for each network, compared with its

previous season’s track record:

NIELSEN AVERAGE AUDIENCE RATINGS BY NETWORKS
1958-59 1957-58

Network Season Season
CBS-TV 23.0 24.1

NBC-TV 20.5 22.2

ABC-TV 19-2 17.9

As the figures show, CBS-TV’s nighttime average

level fell off more than a point between the 2 seasons.

NBC-TV’s loss approached 2 points. Thus, ABC-TV’s av-

erage rating gain of better than a point caused a notice-

able tightening of the competitive standings of the net-

works, although their 1-2-3 ranking remained unchanged.

Network nighttime viewing, combined, produced an

enormous figure in terms of “home hours of viewing” of

network shows over a whole season. For the 1958-59 sea-

son, the grand total was more than 16 billion home hours,

the CBS-TV study shows. The picture:

HOME HOURS OF VIEWING
Sun.-Sat., 6-11 p.m.—Oct. ’58-April ’59

Network Number % Total

CBS-TV 6,717,665,000 41.4

NBC-TV 5,371,895,000 33.1

ABC-TV 4,125.943.000 25.5

Total 16,215,503,000 100.0%

One reason for the strength of CBS-TV’s nighttime

position can be found, Eliasberg feels, in an “in-depth

look at top-rated programs, since they represent a more

typical idea of program behavior on a network.” Such a

view indeed reveals an interesting point: ABC-TV, al-

though scoring more shows than NBC-TV (3 vs. 2) in the

top 10 Nielsen ratings on an Average Audience basis and

only 2 less than CBS-TV, doesn’t sustain this competitive

threat down through the ranks of the Nielsen AA top 40

shows. CBS-TV has half the winners. (Note: the 40-place

ranking was picked, Eliasberg tells us, “because it is

roughly the number of nighttime shows on CBS-TV.”)

TOP NIELSEN WINNERS

Top 10
Top 20
Top 30
Top 40

(Average Audience Rating Ba.sis)

Oct. ’58-April ’59

CBS-TV NBC-TV
5 2

10 5
15 8
20 12

ABC-TV

5
7
8

With networks admittedly regaining control of the

kind of shows that are to go into their over-all program

structure (Vol. 15:28, p. 2), a chart in the CBS-TV memo
devoted to the track record of new shows launched on net-

.works last season gives high marks for program insight

to the net’s program planners (then headed by Hubbell

Robinson, Jr., who now heads the Ford-NBC lineup of

specials). A total of 36 new TV shows made their network

debuts in the ’58-’59 season, with NBC-TV providing the

largest number—14. CBS-TV had 12, and ABC 10. Here’s

how the new shows made out:
,

. ... I, -itl

BANKING RECORD OF NEW SHOWS
Nielsen Audience Shares—’58-’59 Sanson

Rank CBS-TV NBC-TV ABC-TV
No. % No. % No. %

Firsts 7 58 2 14 3 30
Seconds 3 25 5 36 1 1'i 10
Thirds 2 17 7 50 6 60

Total 12 100% 14 100% 10 100%

MBS Meets its Creditors: Mutual’s reorganization plans

include settlement offers in 3 phases—this was made clear

at a meeting of the network’s principal creditors called

by bankruptcy referee Asa Herzog in N.Y. last week. The
offer of 10^ on the dollar (Vol. 15:28) has been accepted

by the principal creditors and awaits acceptance by the

remainder of the 750, who are invited to meet with ref-

eree Herzog July 28. The other .2 phases:

(2) A debt of $1.3 million to. Seattle realtor-builder

H. B. Tuskin, is to be paid in full at 4% interest over a

period of 10 years, it was decided. Miss Tuskin, an asso-

ciate of Mutual’s new financial angels, Chester H. Fergu-
son & Albert G. McCarthy (Vol. 15:27), assumed the note

of $1.3 million which had been owed by Mutual to all

previous owners of the network since RKO Teleradio pres.

Tom O’Neil loaned Mutual the sum. O’Neil, who owned MBS
as a separate organization, made loans to the network be-

tween 1954 & 1957 to the sum of $1.3 million. The note has

been passed along to new Mutual owners ever since and
now has been assigned to Miss Tuskin until such time as

Ferguson and McCarthy assume formal ownership.

(3) Separate offer of 50^ on the dollar for the first $600,

and lOi^ on every dollar thereafter, has been made to Mu-
tual’s creditors in the category of reporters, stringers, free

lance reporters and panel guests on news shows.

MBS’s present income is about $345,000 a month, with

expenses averaging $400,000 for a monthly loss of $55,000,

said Hurleigh.

ABC Promotes Barnathan: Julius Barnathan, ABC-TV
v.p. & dir. of research, has been promoted to the new post

of v.p. for affiliated stations. The station relations dept.,

station clearance and research depts. will all report to him.

Network pres. Oliver Treyz attributed the executive re-

organization to “our rapid growth in programming &
size, creating a need for greater coordination of all ABC-
TV departments that work with our affiliates.” Alfred R.

Beckman will continue as v.p. in chg. of station relations,

Donald S. Shaw Jr. will continue as dir. of TV station

clearance, and Frederick Pierce, mgr. of audience measure-

ments for the network, has been promoted to mgr. of re-

search—all 3 reporting to Barnathan, who will report in

turn to Treyz.

•

Edgar G. Shelton Jr., since 1957 asst, to Robert H.

Hinckley, AB-PT’s v.p. in charge of the Washington office,

has been named asst, to pres. Leonard H. Goldenson for

national affairs. Joseph J. Jacobs, a member of ABC’s
legal dept, since 1954, has been named to asst, to the pres,

for legal & bestg. div. affairs. Both promotions reflect

shift of duties in Washington previously assigned to Rob-

ert H. Hinckley, who retired as AB-PT Washington v.p.

Extension of deadline from Aug. 4 to Sept. 15, for

filing of comments in FCC’s option-time proposal (Vol.

15:17), was sought by ABC in a petition filed last week,
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NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

Special-buying continued to monopolize sales activity

last week as the networks were still left holding the “for

sale” signs over their remaining open prime evening hours.

As it stood last Friday, ABC had “a limited number of

minutes” available in its string of 60-min. participation

film shows, plus two unprogrammed half-hours, 8-8:30

p.m. on Wed, and 7:30-8 p.m. on Thurs. CBS had 3 alt.

week half-hours unsold. NBC was still looking for takers

on Five Fingers, but tentatively lined up programs to be

sold in its 2 open time slots. Possibilities are Whispering

Smith for Thurs., 7:30-8 p.m., and Richard Diamond, well-

established ex-CBS private eye series, for Mon., 7 :30-8 p.m.

ABC-TV
Action Cartoon Strip, participations, Mon.-Fri. 5:30-G p.m.

next season.
Crackerjack Co. (Leo Burnett).

Sugarfoot, Bronco, minutes for next season in the alt. Tues.
60-min. westerns (7:30-8:30 p.m.), plus min.
in 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:30-10:30 p.m.).

Elgin Watch (J. Walter Thompson).

American Bandstand, participations for next season. (Mon.-
Fri., 4-5 p.m.).
Hollywood Brands Inc. (Grubb-Peterson)

.

Untouchables, new series to debut Oct. 15 (Thui's., 9:30-

10:30 p.m.). Participations.
Lewis-Howe (McCann-Erickson)

.

Paul Winchell Show, (Sun. 5-5:30 p.m.) and Action Cartoon
strip (Mon.-Fri. 5:30-6 p.m.), participations

in both.
Louis Marx & Co. (Ted Bates).

CBS-TV
Edge of Night, I Love Lucy, As the World Turns, The

Verdict is Yours, alt. wk. 15-min. segs.

Mentholatum (J. Walter Thompson).

For Better or Worse, Top Dollar, Edge of Night, I Love
Lucy, As the World Turns, The Verdict is

Yours, Edge of Night, alt. wk. 15-min. segs.

Vick Chemical (Ogilvy, Benson & Mather).

Rawhide, (Fri., 7:30-8:30 p.m.), one-third sponsorship on
alt. wks.
Vick Chemical (Ogilvy, Benson & Mather).

Jack Benny Specials, 3 60-min. comedy programs, first of

which is set for Sat. Nov. 7, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Greyhound & Benrus (both Grey Adv.).

NBC-TV
Phil Silvers Specials, 4 60-min. programs next fall, first

of which is set for Oct. 17 (9-10 p.m.), with
Nat Hiken as writer.
Carling Brewing Co. (Benton & Bowles and
Lang, Fisher, & Stashower).

Outstanding Recording Artists of 1959, Special, title unde-
cided. Sun. Nov. 29, 8-9 p.m.
Watchmakers of Switzerland (Cunningham
& Walsh).

Another Evening With Fred Astaire set for Wed. Nov. 4

(9-10 p.m.), produced by Ava Productions,
in assn, with NBC-TV. Bud Yorkin will be
producer-director.
Chrysler Corp. (Leo Burnett).

Back to School, prime evening public sei’vicc special to

be presented Tues. Aug. 25 (8-9 p.m.) with
David Brinkley.
Remington-Rand Typewriter Div. (Compton).

Network radio’s top 5 advertisers, according to the

latest Nielsen index, are: R. J. Reynolds Tobacco, General

Foods, Ex-Lax, Brown & Williamson Tobacco, and Lewis

Howe Co. (“Turns”). Reynolds rates top ranking with 320

broadcasts during the four weeks ended June 7.

Stations

More about

EDITORIALS ON EQUAL TIME: Commenting on our story

last week which questioned why so many broadcasters

have been editorially quiet about equal time (see p. 3

& Vol. 15:28), exec, v.p.-gen. mgr. Robert D. Swezey
points out that his WDSU-TV & WDSU New Orleans

had broadcast a strong editorial plea at the start of the

Senate Commerce Committee hearings on Sec. 315.

We’d be interested in hearing from other broadcasters

who have done likewise—and in receiving editorials.

Because of the importance of the subject—and
because other broadcasters may be interested in how
the stations treated the issue of equal time—we are

printing herewith the June 17 broadcast editorial:

A Senate committee this week is holding hearings on
a law that is probably better known to broadcasters than
it is to most citizens. But this law, Sec. 315 of the Com-
munications Act, is important to voters.

The purpose of Section 315 is good. It’s intended to

guai’antee all political candidates equal treatment on radio

& TV. But, in practice, it tends to deprive voters of ade-

quate opportunities to see and hear the important candi-

dates, because it insists on full broadcast coverage of the

splinter candidates, including the crackpots and publicity

seekers running for office.

For instance, in 1956 there were some 14 candidates

for President of the United States. (Here you see their

faces.) They represented the Greenback Party, the Pro-

hibitionist Party and the Vegetarian Party, among others.

Under Sec. 315, every one of these fringe candidates was
supposed to have the same access to broadcast time as

President Eisenhower and Adlai Stevenson.

According to a recent ruling of the Federal Communi-
cations Commission, which was just reaffirmed Monday,
this even applies to newscasts. In other words, during next

year’s presidential campaign, any time a newscast pre-

sents a 2-minute excerpt from a speech of one of the major
candidates, it is supposed to present similar excerpts from
a dozen other candidates, men with absolutely no chance

of becoming President.

In fact, the FCC recently ruled that because a Chicago

station showed the mayor of that city greeting a foreign

visitor, all the other candidates for mayor could demand
equal time to make political talks.

This is obviously ridiculous. If broadcasters try to

give good coverage to the major candidates, even when
they’re public figures performing a duty, then they’re

forced to clutter up the air with a lot of frivolous can-

didates the public does not want to hear.

The best answer, we believe, is complete repeal of

Sec. 315. This section applies restrictions to political pro-

grams and political news coverage that are not applied

to any other kind of program.

Sec. 315 has done nothing but pile up red tape. It

would seem worth a try, at least, to allow more freedom

for broadcasters to use their own judgment—freedom to

provide good campaign coverage of the candidates the

public wants to know about.

Spot-TV has paid maximum return for minimum in-

vestment to the American Sponge & Chamois Co., which in

2 years has tripled sales of its sponge-cloth product on an

annual ad budget of $70,000. The firm got its Amsco prod-

uct moving with spot announcements on WRCA-TV, N.Y.
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NEW AND UPCOMING STATIONS: Revival of WXIX
(Ch. 18) Milwaukee on July 20 as independent by Gene

Posner and associates, who acquired outlet for $50,000

from CBS (Vol. 15:14, 16, 19) changes U.S. operating

total to 555 (85 uhf). Two new starters in Canada are

CHAB-TV (Ch. 4) Moose Jaw, Sask., which began July

7 and CBC’s CBYT (Ch. 5) Corner Brook, Nfld., which

began interim operation June 18 as satellite of CBHT
(Ch. 3) Halifax, N.S. They bring Canadian on-air total

to 61 outlets.

WXIX now has its headquarters in Milwaukee’s

Schroeder Hotel. Gene Posner, operator of Milwaukee radio

WMIL, is pres.-gen. mgr. and controls 51% of stock; Lew
Breyer, ex-div. mgr. of Bernard L. Schubert TV Produc-

tions, is exec. v.p. in charge of sales & films; Lawrence

Turet, ex-WITI-TV Milwaukee, operations dir.; James
Chladek, ex-WITI-TV, film dir.; Gino Monaco, WMIL, chief

engineer. Base hour is $395. Rep is Gill-Perna.

CHAB-TV has 6-kw RCA transmitter and 440-ft.

Stainless tower with 12-slot antenna at Sioux Lookout, 17

mi. W of Moose Jaw. J. D. Moffat, operator of radio CHAB,
is pres. & gen. mgr.; Sid Boyling, station mgr.; Joe Lawlor,

sales mgr.; Jay Leddy, program director; Merv. Pickford,

chief engineer. Base hour is $200. Reps are Young Canadian

Ltd. and Television Representatives Ltd.

CBYT is repeating CBHT (Ch. 3) Halifax, using GE
equipment & 75-ft. surplus tower CBC originally obtained

from Canadian Bridge. It’s hooked up with CBC’s new
microwave to Newfoundland-Nova Scotia area. CBHT en-

gineers are manning Corner Brook outlet and regular staff

won’t be appointed until CBC installs permanent tower &
studio next Sept. It’s one of 5 low-power outlets CBC is

building, others being CBLAT (Ch. 8) Kenora, Ont., which

has Dec. 4 target; CBAFT (Ch. 11) Moncton, N.B. French

Language outlet, due Dec. 1; CBUAT (Ch. 11) Trail, B. C.

and CBWFT (Ch. 6) Winnipeg (St. Boniface), Man., which

haven’t target dates as yet. CBYT is being sold as bonus

with CBHT, but will have its own rate card in the fall.

^ ^ ^

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are the latest reports from principals:

WAFG-TV (Ch. 31) Huntsville, Ala. now is testing

1-kw GPL Continental transmitter and plans to start pro-

gramming between Aug. 1 & 15, reports James R. Cleary,

chairman & 24% owner of grantee Rocket City Television

Inc. It has 172-ft. U.S. Tower ready for GE 5-bay antenna

on top of Monte Sano Mt. John S. Gregory, with Birming-

ham radio-TV background, is pres., program dir. & 24%
owner; John Higdon, ex-dist. operations mgr. for Capital

Air Lines, is gen. mgr. & 2.3% owner; Ralph Robinson, ex-

WBRC-TV Birmingham, operations mgr.; Lloyd W. Root,

ex-WHIO-TV Dayton, chief engineer & 2.3% owner. Base
hour will be $165. Rep will be Weed.

WFAM-TV (Ch. 18) Lafayette, Ind. has Sept. 1 target

for return to air writes Fred Molchin, chief engineer for

new owner Sarkes Tarzian Inc., which took over outlet from
Henry Rosenthal and associates for $65,000 (Vol. 15:19-20).

It’s converting transmitting equipment from Ch. 59 to 18,

will use same 650-ft. tower with RCA antenna.

CJCB-TV-1 (Ch. 6) Inverness, N.S. has ordered Cana-
dian GE 1.5-kw transmitter and plans start this fall as

satellite of CJCB-TV (Ch. 4) Sydney, N.S., according to

pres. & gen. mgr. J. Marven Nathanson. Construction has

just started on transmitter house & 141-ft. tower, which
will have Alford 114 -bay antenna. It will be operated by
remote control and be included in sales with CJCB-TV,
which has $275 base hour. Reps are Weed and All-Canada.

Move of all TV to uhf is not urged by the state of

California, Gov. Edmund G. Brown has informed FCC,
thus repudiating the recommendation of William E. Whit-

ing, chairman of Cal. State Communications Advisory
Board, during the 25-890-MC hearing (Vol. 15:25). In a

letter to the Commission, Brown stated: “I had not read

Mr. Whiting’s testimony. I had, in fact, never heard of such

a proposal. I had authorized use of my name to support a

request for more frequency assignments. I had not, and do

not, support elimination of commercial TV, in whole or in

part, from the vhf band in California. Official state policy

does not support such action either.”

Philco’s stereo AM system was demonstrated last week
by WABC N.Y. in a special daytime test marking the end
of an experimental period. Monitoring reception of the

tests from a listening point in Newark, N.J., was FCC
Comr. Bartley and Commission staffers. The Philco com-
patible system (Vol. 14:49) works on a principle similar to

the RCA, Westinghouse & CBS systems in that directional

stereo information is frequency-modulated on the AM
broadcast-band carrier (Vol. 15:28). ABC engineering v.p.

Frank Marx said ABC is asking the FCC to approve a

90-day extension of its experimental authorization for a
series of program tests.

Those 9 Atlanta radio stations are off the hook now,

FCC having renewed the licenses of all after rejecting a

proposal to conduct a hearing into the adequacy of their

programming (Vol. 15:21). FCC first considered ordering

a unique hearing in Atlanta to determine whether the

stations were doing a satisfactory job as a group. It later

decided to consider each on its own merits. The stations

involved were WGKA & WGKA-FM, WERD, WGST,
WAKE, WQXI, WOAK, WTJH & WEAS. Comrs. Ford
& Bartley dissented.

Purchase of Radio KSPR Casper, Wyo. by its TV com-
petitor KTWO-TV (Ch. 2) for $149,982 from original owner
Donald L. Hathaway was announced last week. Also re-

ported on the block was TV adjunct KSPR-TV (Ch. 6),

with owner Hathaway planning to darken the station this

week and sell the equipment to Casper CATV operator

Bill Daniels for approximately $300,000. Hathaway de-

clined to verify the report but said: “Part of it is definitely

wrong.” Radio deal was handled by broker Hamilton-
Landis & Associates.

Loew’s Inc. has been granted summary judgment of

$813,570 in N.Y. Supreme Court (July 15), in its suit

against Radio Hawaii, Gotham Boasting Corp. and Found-
ers Corp. Defendants are guarantors of a sale contract of

750 feature films to KTVR Denver, under which $900,000

was to have been paid over a 60-month period. (Vol. 15:23).

Justice Henry Epstein overruled KTVR’s contention that

the sale was “block booking” and therefore in violation

of the N.Y. state antitrust laws. The court ruled that

Loew’s had performed its obligation under the contract.

Sale of 52% of WDMJ-TV (Ch. 6) Marquette, Mich.,

approved by FCC, did not include the sale of proposed

satellite WIRN (Ch. 12) Wakefield, Mich., as reported in

Vol. 15:28. We regret the error.

Corinthian Bcasting Corp. has named Henry J. Kauf-

man & Associates, Washington, D.C., to handle its station

group trade advertising & promotion. Corinthian was for-

merly handled by Anderson & Cairns, N.Y.

KTVI (Ch. 2) St. Louis, with most of its antenna de-

stroyed by a tornado in Feb., has been granted a special

temporary authorization to reduce power to 20 kw, pending

completion of new facilities at the St. Louis antenna farm.
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IMAGE PLANS PROGRESS: Big steps forward in the TV
industry’s puhlic relations image program—including

financing commitments totaling $195,000 from the 3

networks—were, taken last week by a 9-member pro

tern organizing committee named by NAB pres. Har-

old E. Fellows (Vol. 15:27).

Meeting in N.Y. for its first session since the informa-

tion project was approved in June by NAB’s TV board

(Vol, 15:25), the committee received pledges of $75,000

each from CBS & NBC and $46,000 from ABC for the first

year of the program’s operation. The TV board had
recommended $65,000 contributions from each network

to make the CBS-NBC-ABC total $195,000. NAB’s own
ante will be $75,000.

Members of the pro tern committee (which will be

made permanent) also: (1) Pledged from their own sta-

tions contributions 4 times their highest quarter-hour one-

time rates. (2) Sent out pledge cards to all NAB TV mem-
bers urging them to become sponsors of the project by

doing the same. (3) Adopted “TV Information Organiza-

tion” in place of “TV Information Office” as the name of

the N.Y.,-based operation. (4) Set Sept. 15 as a deadline

for appointing the program’s director (Presidential news
secy. Jim Hagerty was mentioned as a possibility) and

Oct. 1 as the target date to get going fully. (5) Divided

into 3 subcommittees for interim work. (6) Decided to

meet again in 2 weeks for progress reports. These sub-

committees were named:
Program—^C. Wrede Petersmeyer (Corinthian stations),

chairman; Charles S. Steinberg (CBS), Kenneth W. Bilby

(NBC), Michael Foster (ABC), John S. Hayes (Washington
Post stations), Willard E. Walbridge (KTRK-TV Hous-
ton), Roger W. Clipp (Triangle Stations).

Structure—Clipp, chairman; Hayes, Clair R. McCul-
lough (Steinman stations), Lawrence W. Rogers II

(WSAZtTV Huntington, W. Va.), 3 net representatives.

Personnel—McCollough, chairman; Walbridge, Rog-
ers, Petersmeyer, 3 network representatives.

All pro tern committee members except Rogers at-

tended the N.Y. meeting.

Pres. Harold E. Fellows wound up NAB’s 2-week man-
agement development seminar at Harvard Business School

last week with a plea that broadcasters pay more atten-

tion to personnel problems. “If our industry is to realize

its full potential, you & I, as its leaders, must devote more
time to the quality of its people,” he told 60 broadcasters

attending sessions on the campus at Cambridge, Mass.

Fellows said '‘the best of our youth” should be recruited

for stations—but that it’s equally important “to better

equip for greater responsibility those people that we have.”

Teach broadcasting students the business aspects of

the industry as well as the performing arts, gen. mgr.
Frank Tooke of Westinghouse’s WBZ-TV Boston urged

educators last week at NYU’s summer TV-radio workshop.
He said most broadcasting students have no awareness of

such facets of station operation as sales, auditing or pro-

motion, and as a result, the,,broadcaster must spend time

training personnel. He suggested that students be given

“a background of the industry—its achievements, its prob-

lems, its trends.”

New image orthicon camera tube (7513) was intro-

duced last week by RCA for monochrome & color cameras.
R.CA says the tube’s precision construction makes it ideal

for color by assuring good registration.

Preparation ‘H’ (cont.): Revocation last month of good-

practice seals from 13 stations for carrying hemorrhoid
Preparation “H” commercials in defiance of NAB’s TV
code review board (Vol. 15:25) became final last week

—

and another station faced loss of its seal for the same in-

fraction of rules.

NAB’s headquarters review board staff has sadly re-

ported that not one of the 13 stations disciplined in June
by the TV board had taken advantage of a 30-day grace

period to cancel the offending commercials & regain its

code standing. Revocation score since start of the Prepa-

ration “H” crackdown in April: 21. And the 22nd station,

formally notified last month that its seal was endangered
by its Preparation “H” contract, showed no signs of back-

ing down. In response to the board’s warning, it said that

it doesn’t agree that the hemorrhoid commercials are ob-

jectionable. Disciplinary action against the remaining seal-

displaying rebel may be recommended by the review board
in a mail poll prior to its next scheduled meeting Sept. 18.

* * *

“Hypocritical NAB code” against hard-liquor com-
mercials was denounced last week by Boston distributing

firm Federal Liquors Inc. in boasting that radio WCFM
Williamstown had accepted a 26-week contract to plug

Nuyens Vodka. Pointing out that Boston area radio WBOS
Brookline had signed up earlier for a Federal Liquors

account, the firm added that 2-score other stations had
indicated they would accept such commercials—or ex-

pressed “definite interest.” NAB took the news bulletins

from Boston calmly, saying that neither WCFM nor WBOS
is a member of NAB. Earlier fiurry over broadcast liquor

commercials eased in Jan. when NAB radio member WCRB
Boston cancelled Federal Liquors contract (Vol. 15:1),

Petitions for rule-making filed with the FCC: (1) By
WHP (Ch. 55) Harrisburg, Pa., to shift Ch. 12 from Wil-

mington to Harrisburg or Harrisburg & Dover, Del. or

Harrisburg & Atlantic City. (2) By United Electronics

Labs, Louisville, to add Ch. 32 to Louisville by substituting

Ch. 71 for Ch. 32 in Richmond, Ind., Ch. 79 for Ch. 32 in

Oak Ridge, Tenn., Ch. 83 for Ch. 71 in Munice, Ind., Ch. 77

for Ch. 25 in Madison, Ind. (3) By Supt. of Public In-

struction, Mich., to add Ch. 9 for educational use in Cadil-

lac by substituting Ch. 6 for Ch. 9 in Alpena.

Two applications for new TV stations were filed with

FCC last week: For Flagstaff, Ariz. Ch. 9, by Jerrold Elec-

tronics Corp.; for Missoula, Mont. Ch. 4, by Electi’on Corp.,

which also is applicant for Douglas, Ariz., Reno, Nev. &
Grand Island, Neb. TV applications pending: 105 (15 uhf).

Move of site to 12 miles southwest of Jackson, Miss,

was granted to WLBT (Ch. 3) by FCC, over the objec-

tions of New Orleans Ch. 12 applicants Coastal TV Co. and
WJMR-TV which had asked the FCC to defer action. WLBT
was also authorized a height increase from 680 to 1580 ft.

Petition to switch Ch. 5 from Mitchell to Sioux Falls,

S.D., filed by WICS (Ch. 20) Springfield, 111., is due to be

turned down. FCC has directed its staff to draw up a

document looking toward denial.

CP for Ch. 23, Yakima, Wash., to Yakima Valley TV
Co. (Ralph Tronsrud), was recommended in an initial de-

cision by FCC examiner H. Gifford Irion, after 3 competing

applicants withdrew.

Request to build on Ch. 4 by WBMG (Ch. 42) Bir-

mingham, Ala. pending action on its petition to allocate vhf

channel there (Vol. 15:20), has been turned down. by FCC.
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RUNDOWN ON TvB: “We really should be called Tele-

vision Bureau of Marketing,” Norman E. (Pete) Cash,

pres, of the industry-supported Television Bureau of

Advertising, told us in N.Y. last week when we queried

him for a status report on TvB activities. “I think

we’re performing a real function of documenting TV’s

numbers. It’s easily the most-researched ad medium
of all time, and we’re glad to expose our hand. At
present, we’re active in several areas at once—en-

couraging new TV advertisers, providing agencies &
advertisers with information on specific TV expendi-

tures, and originating new TV research projects. We’re

not just selling advertising.”

Currently, TvB is taking the first steps toward a 5th

anniversary celebration, timed to coincide with the annual

membership meeting in Nov. The achievement record, in

terms of sheer numbers, is impressive. When TvB began
officially (Jan. 1, 1955, following several weeks of plan-

ning), there were 52 members and a budget of $360,000

annually. Today, there are 3 network members, 225 sta-

tions, 16 station reps, and international members in Can-

ada, Great Britain and Australia—and the annual budget

is now over the $l-million mark.

TvB’s original purpose was “to promote the broader &
more effective use of TV as an advertising medium at all

levels” as Well as “to inform present & prospective ad-

vertisers & their agencies concerning the productive use

of TV.” Although there’s no way to prove the exact de-

gree, pres. Cash feels that TvB has played “an important

role” in helping TV to grow from its 1955 status as an

$809-million industry, getting some 9.9% of total ad

dollars, to its 1958 status as a $1.3-billion industry getting

13% of advertising spending.

“If ah industry bureau in TV is to do meaningful

things, it has to start with the advertiser,” says Cash.

And among the advertisers with which TvB has worked in

its jet-propelled history are American Gas Assoc., Adell

Chemical (whose Lestoil is one of TV’s most prideful suc-

cesses), Chrysler Corp., General Motors, Ford Motor Co.,

Sears Eoebuck, H. J. Heinz, Manhattan Shirt and Andrew
Jergens Co. Cash cited the following to us as among TvB’s

most meaningful projects

:

(1) Dollar expenditure research: “We deliver figures

on TV-dollar expenditures by specific brands, not, as print

media do a year later, but only 6 weeks after it happens,”

says Cash. He puts the cost of such research at “close to

$60,000 a year.” As most industry members are aware,

TvB’s periodic reports on spending include data on all

3 major levels—national spot, network and local TV ad-

vertising. These are developed with N. C. Eorabaugh Co.,

Leading National Advertisers and Broadcast Advertisers

Reports, and are tabulated by advertiser, brands, days vs.

night; by type & volume of spending.

(2) Basic media research: In preparation, and due for

August release, is a special study of audience composition,

day & night, being developed for TvB by A. C. Nielsen

and Pulse. “It will be a real depth study, and will give

advertisers a truly basic idea of who’s viewing, and when.”
Other long-range research projects are also planned for

the future. Additionally, TvB is working with Penn State

U. in developing what amounts to a distillation of opin-

ions, reports, surveys, etc. (a total of some 800 titles)

dealing with TV & modern communications. A report is

expected early next year. TvB also maintains (and period-

ically adds to) extensive files of basic TV data covering

the number of TV homes, markets, stations; trends in

viewing by types of homes, time of day, audience compo-

sition; coverage by TV of specific U.S. market segments
such as farmers, Negro homes, high-income homes.

(3) Other TV marketing aids: To help advertisers

keep in touch with current trends in TV, a sizable library

of TV commercials is maintained by TvB, along with data

on dealer co-operative advertising, merchandising and
promotion aids to TV, studies on brand recognition, and
a case file of TV advertiser successes. Studies of other

advertising media (notably magazines & newspapers) are

collected, catalogued and. made available. And, TvB re-

cently concluded its 2nd annual series of TV sales clinics,

attended by more than 800 advertising executives in major
cities across the U.S., and is currently in the works with

“TV Basics,” a new film presentation on the TV medium.

TvB, seeking retail business, is initiating the first

phase of a 4-step, year-long project geared to focus at-

tention “on TV’s effectiveness' as: a retail advertising me-
dium.” The bureau is currently studying the ad merchan-
dising records, of Patterson Fletcher, a specialty store in

Fort Wayne. Second step will be planning a TV campaign
for the store, for which commercials will be produced &
will appear on WANE-TV Fort Wayne. The campaign will

start in the fall, and within a year TvB expects to announce
the results of the drive.

KTTV’s Alf-Commercial Show: kttv’s novel half-hour

series consisting solely of commercials has brought the

Los Angeles channel national publicity and good viewer

reaction. Last week UPI, AP, Time and Newsweek all

noted the unique program which was concocted by station

pres. Dick Moore, and called Cavalcade of Spots.

KTTV v.p. Bob Breckner told us: “We have received

about 150 letters from viewers and some calls—all com-
plimentary to our program. This is a remarkable reaction

considering the nature of the program. When we televise

a baseball game—certainly a popular type of programming
—we may get 3 cards & 2 letters, if that. Considering

there was nothing controversial about the show, and that

people rarely write or call unless they are aroused by
something, this is a most satisfactory reaction. We have

been besieged by agencies & advertisers who think they

have interesting commercials, which they want included

in our seriesi In addition, reaction in the trade & press

has been, most satisfactory.” Breckner said no rating was
taken on the show.

Shift of WVEC-TV (Ch. 15) Norfolk to Ch. 13 was
approved by FCC last week, and station pres. Thomas P.

Chisman tells u? that the. switch will take place some time

in Nov. The Commission upheld examiner J. D. Bond’s

initial decision of last"April (Vol. 15:16) which came after

the station’s 2 competitors for Ch. 13—WTOV-TV (Ch. 27)

and applicant Virginian TV Corp.—both agreed to dismiss

their applications.

Experimental on-channel booster in Johnstown, Pa.

has been granted to WFBG-TV (Ch. 10) Altoona, to be

used to test fill-in techniques. It will operate on Ch. 10 be-

tween midnight and 6 a.m. when WIIC (Ch. 11) Pittsburgh

is off the air. FCC denied petitions of WJAC-TV (Ch. 6) &
WARD-TV (Ch. 56) Johnstown and WIIC to dismiss or

deny the application.

Petition by WKHM Jackson, Mich., which sought re-

hearing & reconsideration of Ch. 10 share-time grant in

Onondaga to WILX-TV & WMSB, was denied by FCC.
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Auxiliary Services

More about

CATV OPERATORS’ ARGUMENT; The foundation for pro-

CATV testimony (see p. 4) was laid down by NCTA
general counsel E. Stratford Smith in a 40-page docu-

ment (with appendix) enhaustively analyzing all the

pending bills fi’om NCTA viewpoint. He gave full sup-

port to the Monroney Bill (S-2303) as “eminently fair

and in the public interest” in its licensing provisions

for “all forms of fringe area TV service.”

As for all other legislative proposals, Smith said:

(1) “NCTA has the gravest doubts, based on . . . en-

gineering studies, that a vhf repeater service can be estab-

lished which will meet the requirements for TV repeaters.

It believes that the uhf translator service is superior and

comparable in costs.” NCTA would not oppose the FCC-
Magnuson bill (S-1739), however, if it clearly established

that “ultimate responsibility” for vhf service would lie

with FCC. He also suggested that FCC could have legalized

vhf boosters without a new law but that it really proposed

the legislation so as to give Congress the responsibility

of legitimizing the service.

(2) “We oppose any restriction on the right of the

public to receive TV via CATV systems and do not believe

that broadcast stations should have authority to prevent

CATV reception . . . NCTA always recommends carriage

of the local station, but would leave authority to require

such carriage for case-by-case determination [by FCC].”

(3) “Signals of local stations are not deliberately

degraded or impaired by CATV operators, and legislation

to permit the FCC to fix engineering standards to protect

local station reception is unnecessary.”

* * *

A. J. Malin, pres, of National Community TV Associa-

tion, and operator of CATV system in Laconia, N.H., and

radio WWNH Rochester, N.H., described the work of an

NCTA engineering committee’s analysis of vhf boosters:

“Vhf repeaters not being a satisfactory solution to the

fringe area reception problem and actually acknowledged

by the engineers to be the poorest method of providing TV
repeater service, we do not think the public should be en-

couraged to their continued use. The only practicable

solution that the Commission has been able to devise in

the past and which the best engineering evidence to date

supports is the uhf translator service which the Commission

has found to provide excellent service.”

Opposing the proposed legislation which would require

CATV systems to get originating stations’ permissions to

use their signals, Malin said: “We do not believe that there

is any precedent in the American system of broadcasting

for designating by law how a member of the public may
receive TV programs ... or why we should be interposed

as an obstacle between the broadcaster and the public.”

Benjamin Adler, president of Adler Electronics, at-

tacked booster proponents’ assertions that vhf equipment

is vastly cheaper than uhf translators and receivers. He
said that a 1-watt vhf booster would cost $2420 (compared

with uhf translators at $2000-$4000). A 10-watt booster

would cost almost exactly the same as a 10-watt trans-

lator, he said. In addition, he added, “the cost of converting

a set to uhf averages $50, whereas there is a $100-$200 cost

for a suitable vhf receiving antenna and tower capable of

picking up the average vhf booster signal beyond 2 or 3

miles.” Furthermore, “there is no reason why a uhf-only TV

receiver should cost any more than a vhf-only TV re-

ceiver.” Over-all, Adler pointed to these uhf characteristics:

“extremely high useful-range-to-nuisance-range ratio . . .

Directional characteristics enable the uhf antenna to more
readily fill in the shape of a particular white area . . .

Invulnerability to man-made noise interference and to

ghosting.” He noted that more than 200 uhf translators

are now in use. He later told us he has been shipping them
at a rate of 2 weekly for the last 2 years. He also re-

ported orders for about 20 of the 100-watt units.

A 3-man engineering committee of NCTA—A. Earl

Cullum, Archer Taylor and George Frese—came up with

only the most reluctant endorsement of vhf boosters,

coupled with vigorous espousal of uhf translators for the

same job. Among the most interesting conclusions was one

devoted to cost analysis, which attacked a prime argument
of vhf booster proponents—that boosters and vhf sets are

much cheaper than translators and uhf sets. They stated

that the typical vhf receiver, antenna and viewer’s share

of the booster cost runs $374 while the same figures for uhf

(including converter) runs $367.

4: * *

Summarizing the whole vhf-vs.-uhf fringe-service pic-

ture, they stated

:

“(1) A low-power, low-cost TV rebroadcasting service

is a useful adjunct to the U.S. TV broadcasting service,

to provide a service or choice of service to areas where
service is not otherwise available because of terrain or

economic limitations, if the service can be established with

due regard for the public interest in other TV & radio

communication services.

“(2) There is abundant evidence that the uhf trans-

lator service is capable of providing this service.

“(3) When all factors are considered on a comparable
basis, only minor cost differences are found between uhf

and vhf repeater services.

“(4) Because of the greater danger of interference on

vhf channels than on uhf channels, it is imperative that

engineering standards for a vhf service be at least as

protective as for uhf service. A vhf repeater service, how-
ever, appears to be . . . possible under proper conditions.

“(5) It is respectfully submitted by this committee that

for the protection of the public, all superior off-the-air re-

ceiving systems, whether for broadcast relay, uhf trans-

lators, vhf repeaters or CATV systems, be assured against

destruction by reason of interference from vhf repeaters.

This could be accomplished either by prohibition of vhf

repeaters or by . . . rules & standards ... to provide such

assurance.

“(6) Furthermore, because of the intermingling of

vital communications services in the vhf bands, any rules

adopted for a vhf repeater service must provide protection

against interference to these non-broadcast services.”

Milton J. Shapp, president of Jerrold Electronics,

which started out in 1948 producing TV antenna preampli-

fiers, now operates 9 CATV systems of its own (in Wash.,

Cal., Ariz., Ida., la., N.J., Ala.), recounted early CATV
struggles, told how “we climbed mountains with TV sets

on our backs” to test systems. “We pioneered TV in those

[fringe] areas,” he said. “We were heroes. It’s very

strange that now we’re bums [to broadcasters].” In his

prepared statement, Shapp urged the subcommittee not to

entertain legislation hindering growth of CATV, expressed

“support for the independence & integrity” of FCC.
Among other prepared CATV witness statements:

Robert J. Murphy, Casper, Wyo., lawyer representing

the Wyo. CATV Assn, argued that “CATV preceded any
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other form of TV in almost all of the communities it now
serves, and with rare exception, direct reception in any of

these communities was then marginal, to say the least.

CATV makes network service available to all the com-

munities it serves and in all of these communities a net-

work selection is available.”

Glenn Flinn, partner in Tyler (Tex.) TV Co., said

that “unless and until it is determined by a court of law

that there is a property right in a signal, I believe that it

is perfectly proper to take the position, as I do, that a TV
signal once broadcast is free to be received by anyone,

whether by an individual or a community antenna.”

Clifton W. Collins, Ephrata, Wash., lawyer repre-

senting the Northwest Community TV Assn, and part

owner of Soap Lake TV Inc., said “improvement in TV
service in rural fringe areas has come about through a

normal competitive process. This is as it should be and

legislation designed to protect one legal segment of the

TV industry from another cannot be said to be legislation

proposed in the public interest.”

Charles E. Clements, Waterville, Wash., Pacific North-

west Community TV Assn, pres., said “we ask for no right

to engage in a competition-free endeavor. We only ask

that any legislation passed enabling rebroadcast facilities

on a vhf basis be accompanied by a legislative mandate
to the FCC that such rebroadcast facilities be constructed

and operated so that no electrical interference can result to

other legal facilities.”

In addition to the CATV team there were 2 added

starters on the witness list: (1) Sen. Karl E. Mundt (R-

S.D.), who made a pitch for “reasonable rules” for boost-

ers. “It’s a matter of TV or no TV” in booster country,

such as his S.D., he said. (2) Albert 0. Hardy, IBEW
radio-TV-recording div. dir., who had “no objection” to the

Moss-Murray bill (S-1886) so long as it isn’t interpreted

as giving “unfettered discretion to the FCC to junk the

present licensing requirement.”

—
Community antenna system in Richfield, Utah, was

forced out of business by a county-operated tax-supported

illegal booster, alleges Sevier TV Cable Co. owner T. Col-

lins Jackson. The system, which began in Dec. 1954, had
625 subscribers and relayed KUTV, KTVT & KSL-TV
Salt Lake City. Also closed down recently was the CATV
system in Kitchener, Ont.

Educational Television

Educational WJCT Jacksonville was granted $100,000
by the Fund for Adult Education last week. The money
will be used to equip a new TV studio leased from the

Duval County Schools, reports station gen. mgr. Dr. Wil-
liam K. Camming. To qualify for the grant, the Ch. 7

outlet had to match with $200,000 worth of building & TV
equipment, much of it provided by local commercial stations.

NAEB has received a $42,738 grant from the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation which will be used in part to hire a

full-time editor for its various publications and to conduct
advanced seminars for educational TV-radio personnel.

NAEB exec. dir. Dr. Harry J. Skornia said the funds were
the first part of a 3-year grant totaling $106,338.

General Precision Laboratory Inc. is the most recent

manufacturer to join the National Assn, of Educational
Broadcasters as an industrial associate. NAEB’s first was
Motorola, followed by RCA, GE, Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
and Ampex.

Foreign

BBC’s Translators: Britain’s govt.-sponsored BBC has ob-

tained official go-ahead on a plan to construct 14 low-

power satellite TV stations within the next 3 years to

extend coverage to some 200,000 people and improve it for

940,000 others.

Most of the new stations will be unattended trans-

lators, designed to pick up signals from existing BBC sta-

tions and re-transmit them on a different channel for local

reception. The translators will be in 3 sizes, the largest

having a range of several miles. Additional stations are

planned later. BBC now has 22 stations in operation and a

23rd scheduled for fall, serving 98.7% of the population.

TV critics draw criticism in England, too. The London

theatrical tradepaper, The Stage & Television Today,

quotes industry sources there with these barbs for British

reviewers: “Too high-brow on one hand, or better qualified

as gossip writers on the other” . . . “Guilty of ‘clever’

writing at the expense of reasoned criticism” . . . “Merely

voicing personal likes & dislikes.” Said one prominent pro-

gram planner: “With exceptions, critics are a question of

mind over matter: We don’t mind, they don’t matter.”

TV famine in southern Hungary has set owners up in

arms, reports Reuters. Although residents have been pay-

ing their monthly TV license fees ($2.10) for a half year,

the postal department, which apparently also delivers the

TV, has refused to start operation of the local replay

transmitter. Officials say the picture is not clear enough,

and a poor picture will produce more complaints than

none at all.

Video tape for Finland: Ampex video products infor-

mation mgr. Jack Roizen will address the management of

the Finnish Bcstg. Corp. in Helsinki this month as a

stopover on his trip to Moscow for the U.S. Exhibition

there. The Finns want to fly tapes of next year’s Winter
Olympics over the North Pole from Squaw Valley, Cal.,

for daily telecasts.

TV sets in West Germany numbered 2,670,955 as of

June 1 registration. Inclusion of illegally operated sets

would push the total figure over the 3 million mark. Re-
putedly Europe’s fastest growing TV country. West Ger-

many is exploring the possibility of a TV network which

might be open to private interests.

New TV station in Perth, Australia—TVW Ltd., due

to go on the air in October—will be represented in the U.S.

by Intercontinental Services Ltd., headed by Harry Engel

Jr., pres, of KUAM-TV & KUAM Agana, Guam. Engel

said his firm will act as film-buying agent & adviser, and

that agreements are due with other Australian stations.

British govt, has refused to bar BBC from discussing

birth control on its weekly Good Cause program. Request

for suppression of the subject, scheduled for next month,

came from a conservative MP who decried its controver-

sial nature and argued that its presentation without de-

bate would be offensive to many families.

Swiss TV homes totaled 64,353 as of June 1, compared
with 50,304 at the end of last year and 31,374 at the end of

1957, according to the U.S. Comerce Dept. Yearly license

fee is 84 Swiss francs.

A 2-channel commercial TV operation has begun in

Beirut, Lebanon, according to a dispatch from Reuters,

which says one channel is in Arabic, one English & French.
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Programming

‘Lineup’ at Fountain of Youth: When CBS last week
abruptly junked 5 filmed 60-min. The Lineup shows, Tom
Tully, who co-stars with Warner Anderson, quit with a

blast, saying that CBS was taking Madison Ave. dictation

in changing the format. Anderson denied Tully’s asser-

tions, and said he was staying with the show as its star.

As for 2 new players signed for the series—Floyd Sim-

mons & Bill Leslie—Tully contended they were the new
stars, but this was contradicted by Anderson who termed

them “additional players.” What was behind it all? we
asked Tully. He had refused to continue with the series as

a supporting player, contending it violated his original

contract which called for Tully & Anderson to alternate

as stars of the police series.

Said Tully: “They shot these 5 films, which I wasn’t

enthused about. They’re trying to blow a half-hour into an
hour show, and it doesn’t work out. Then they told me they

had made a secret poll on Madison Ave.—which disclosed

that unless you have a Kookie or a young lead, your show
is destined for failure-—and said ‘we have to go along

with that. So you will be in a supporting role.’ I told them
it was a breach of contract and asked for my release. They
said, ‘You’re fired.’ However, I’m not completely released.

The next day they called me to say they are holding me
until my contract expires. I’d already signed to do ‘Death

of A Salesman’ in summer stock, and they wouldn’t let

me. So I’ll get these fat checks, every week without work-
ing. They don’t want authenticity, they want gimmicks,”

Said Anderson : “I’m enthusiastic about our new
format. This- situation is a family affair and one does not

wash their dirty linen in public. I will get star billing

without any shadow of a doubt—that is my understanding

and my contractual obligation.^There;i3 much, much more
here than meets the eye. One cannot report a situation

from a biased opinion. I am a gentleman. I will not stoop

to any recrimination. CBS said they were adding a couple

of young men, and there is the possibility they will be

very well thought of & well received. This is an embarras-
sing situation for all. I am now the star of the show and I

intend to continue as such, and anything that is detri-

mental to the show I have to be opposed to. I feel the

addition of these young men is going to be a wonderful
shot in the arm to the show and that they will bring a
certain charm to it which it did not have before.”

Signals OFF: Among the heavy & happy fan mail re-

ceived by NBC-TV last week—following its debut of an
80-inch lens on a center-field camera for Game-of-the-
Week—lay a “cease & desist” billet-doux from, baseball

commissioner Ford C. Frick. The powerful lens enabled
stay-at-home fans to see clearly the signs flashed by the

catcher to the pitcher. Apparently the thought . occurred

to Frick that the thought would occur to some astute ball-

clubs to install TV sets In the dugout to preview opposing
pitchers’ plans.

Although going along, with Frick’s, request, NBC
.sports dir. Tom Gallery noted that “the camera provides

the best shot we’ve ever had of a ballgame.”

Step-up in prime-evening public affairs specials (Vol.

1.5:27) is further evidenced by NBC’s forthcoming “Back
to School” report, which is scheduled for Tues., Aug. 25,

8-9 p.m. David Brinkley & a crew of NEC’s news corres-

pondents will report from various cities. Commercials for
sponsor Remington-Rand will have a back-to-school theme.

TV Too Cautious? Because of the amount of money in-

volved, TV has become excessively cautious, and is relying

too heavily on the same old formats, in the opinion of

Hubbell Robinson, ex-CBS program v.p. and now producer

of the Ford series of specials for NBC next season. Robin-

son, surveying the overall TV film programming for next

season, told us “I don’t see anything, with the possible

exception of Rod Serling’s Twilight Zone series, that’s

terribly unusual.”

Acknowledging the limitations of TV film, the execu-

tive observed that too many of the series are trend-follow-

ers. “They rely on the same old formats, seek new wines

for old bottles. The forms in which you work are melo-

drama, drama, or comedy. The trick is to find a way within

these 3 basic forms to do something that is bright &
shiney, and stands out from the mob. Like a Playhouse 90

stood out when it started. While such an innovation may
seem adventuresome at the moment, there’s a big payoff.

When they work, they work awfully big.

“Our overall concept on the Ford series is to try to

create things which are different from what everybody

else is doing—in drama, comedy or melodrama—and do it

in a way which will have a fresh character of its own,”

Report on TV Quizzes: The public is entitled to a look

at that Grand Jury presentment (Vol. 15:24) dealing

with TV quiz shows and impounded by gen. sessions Judge
Mitchell D. Schweitzer, N.Y., d.a, Frank Hogan stated

last week. Hogan added that the 12,000-word report, which
was not filed as a court record after it was challenged by
attorneys representing quiz packagers, “discloses a gigan-

tic fraud & hoax” involving pre-coached contestants on
certain of last season’s big-money giveaway programs.

“The public,” said Hogan, “has a right to know the

extent to which it has been duped & cheated.” Additionally,

he hinted that release of the grand jury report would
“lead to legislation & regulation designed to prevent a

recurrence of such fraud.” Judge Schweitzer, whose de-

cision to keep the presentment under wraps has been

upheld by 2 associations of lawyers specializing in crim-

inal-coui'ts practice, is due to review his decision in Aug.
NBC-TV got into the act late last week with an official

statement declaring that the network “has cooperated

fully” on the inquiry, and that “at no time has NBC inter-

ceded to block public release of the grand jury present-

ment.” In fact, NBC would “welcome its publication.”

—

Residual negotiations have beenj completed by Screen

Actors Guild whereby actors will be paid residuals on 11

Schenck-Koch post-1948 movies, produced for United Ar-
tists, which are going to TVs A total payment of $40,000

will be made to actors who appeared in the movies. Seven
of the 11 films failed to ;return negative costs from; the

theatrical release, and the producers at first balked about

paying for TV release, later jdelding. In another deal, SAG
actors will get 15% of their original salaries for 5 Ameri-

can-International Pictures films being sold to NTA for

TV release.
' ’

-

An “adults only” series, featuring Dr. Joyce Brothers

analyzing marriage problems, will follow Jack, Paar
nightly on WRCA-TV N.Y. She’ll frankly discuss sex

adjustment, husband & wife stealing and related topics.

The series (Mon.-Fri. 1-1:15 a.ni., starting Aug, 10) is

designed to appeal to the husbands who miss Dr. Brothers’

midday programs.
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Personals: Julian Goodman named dir. of news & public

affairs of NBC, headquartering in N.Y.; Elmer W. Lower,

ex-CBS News dir. of operations, succeeds him as news mgr.

for NBC in Washington . . . John Walsh, ex-CBS press in-

formation mgr. of special projects, appointed coordinator

of special programs, CBS-TV . . . James H. Greer, ex-asst.

comptroller of ACF Industries and Price Waterhouse &
Co., named controller of CBS TV Network div. . . .Richard

P. Doherty, Washington consultant, takes U.S. representa-

tion for Fuji Telecasting Co., second largest Japanese TV
group . . . Robert C. Mackicham, mgr. show-requirement

estimating for NBC, promoted to mgr., design & art.

Donald A. Pels, ex-business mgr., WABC-TV N.Y.,

named controller of Capital Cities TV Corp., operator of

WTEN & WROW Albany, N.Y., with satellite WCDC
Adams, Mass., also WPRO-TV & WPRO Providence and

WTVD Durham-Raleigh . . . Daniel German named pro-

gram dir. WKTV Utica, N.Y. . . . Paul C. Buford elected

pres., Shenandoah Life Insurance Co., which owns WSLS-TV
& WSLS Roanoke. James H. Moore, exec, v.p., named pres.

WSLS stations, succeeding Blake Newton Jr., who resigned

as pres, of both Shenandoah Life and of stations.

H. W. Ray named production mgr. of WAGA-TV
Atlanta, succeeding Bob Marshall, now program dir., WJW-
TV Cleveland (Vol. 15:28) . . . Nod Nelson named produc-

tion dir., WAPI Birmingham, succeeding Johnny Johnson,

promoted to program dir. Ray A. Furr, v.p. for program-
ming & program development, named v.p., administration

. . . William H. Dustin promoted to regional sales mgr.,

WAVY-TV Portsmouth-Norfolk . . . L. Walton Smith pro-

moted from adv & sales promotion dir. to PR dir. of

WROC-TV Rochester.

Robert Sevey, ex-Holts & Male, Honolulu adv agency,

named sales mgr., KGMB-TV Honolulu and satellites

KHBC-TV Hilo & KMAU-TV Wailuku, succeeding Charles
Crockett, now sales mgr. of radios KGMB & KHBC. Robert
Costa, resigned as local sales mgr., KGMB-TV, Honolulu,

named exec. asst, to pres. & dir. of TV-radio for Lund-
Heitman Advertising, Honolulu.

Dick Ryan, gen. mgr., radio KLOK San Jose, elected

pres., Ad Assn, of the West; Don Ostensoe, adv. mgr. of

First National Bank of Portland, Ore., senior v.p.; Helen
Murray Hall, NBC, Hollywood, v.p. at large . . . J. A. C.

Lewis, CKEN Kentville & CFAB, Windsor, N.S., elected

pres., Atlantic (Canadian) Assn, of Bcstrs.; R. F. Large,

CFCY-TV Charlottetown, P.E.I., 1st v.p.; T. H. Tonner,

CKCW-TV Moncton, N.B., 2nd v.p.; Marvin Nathanson,
CJCB-TV Sydney, N.S., secy.-treas.

International Telecommunications Union meeting,

which starts Aug. 17 in Geneva, will have U.S. delegation

of about 80 people from Govt. & industry. Heading the

delegation will be FCC Comr. T. A. M. Craven, with asst,

chief of State Dept. Telecommunications Div., Dr. Arthur
K. Lebel as vice chairman. The conference, scheduled to

last for 4 months, will discuss revision of radio regulations,

including frequency allocations.

CBS commentator Walter Cronkite has been elected

pres, of the National Academy of Television Arts & Sci-

ences. Other new officers are: Frederick de Cordova, CBS
producer-director, exec, v.p.; David Susskind, v.p., N.Y.;

Arnold Wilkes, v.p., Baltimore; Irv Kupcinet, v.p., Chicago;

John Secondari, v.p., Washington; Rod Serling, secy., and
Henry White, treas.

Radio-TV Execs. Society first annual outing is set for

July 30 at Pelham Country Club, Pelham, N.Y. Golf, en-

tertainment, swimming, dancing, and food are on agenda,

with links challengers including an RKO Teleradio four-

some (Tom O’Neil, Arnold Kaufman, Robert Leder and
Robert McNamara), and H-R Television v.p. & RTES pres.

Frank Pellegrin.

Thomas Alva Edison Foundation awards to the local

TV & radio stations that best served youth in their com-
munities will include a $1000 college education scholar-

ship to a high school senior. Nominations for the awards
(won in 1958 by WQED-TV Pittsburgh and radio WFMT
Chicago) are now open. Information may be obtained from
the Foundation at 8 West 40th St., N.Y. 18.

“Motion Pictures and TV in the Space Age” will be the

theme of the 86th semi-annual convention of the Society of

Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE), Oct. 5-9

at the Statler-Hilton, N.Y. Included will be sessions on
international TV, equipment & practices, scientific & mili-

tary uses, recording & video tape. Dr. J. Paul Weiss, Du
Pont products dept., Parlin, N.J., will be program chairman.

New pres, of Broadcast Pioneers is Merle S. Jones,

pres, of CBS TV Stations div. Other officers are 1st v.p.

Sol Taishoff, Broadcasting, and following v.p.’s: Roger
W. Clipp, Triangle stations; J. Leonard Reinsch, Cox sta-

tions; C. Howard Lane, v.p. KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.

Free copies of TASO Report are being mailed by NAB
to all TV members & registrants at its 1959 convention

broadcast engineering conference in Chicago. Additional

copies are available for $10 from TASO exec. dir. Geoi’ge

R. Town, 104 Marston Hall, Iowa State U., Ames, la.

State bcstr. assn, heads will hold their 5th annual con-

ference under NAB auspices next Feb. 24-25 in the Shore-

ham Hotel, Washington.

Obituary

Eugene Meyer, 84, chairman of the board of the TFas/i-

ington Post, died July 17 in George Washington Hospital

in Washington. Surviving are his wife, 4 daughters, a son.

Edward F. Loomis, 65, founder & pres, of Radio Re-

ports Inc., died July 14 in Brattleboro, Vt. He formed the

TV-radio monitoring service in 1936.

Gerald Pennell Rock, 60, sales mgr. of Muzak Corp.,

N.Y., and a veteran of the outdoor advertising field, died

July 14 in his N.Y. home. He is survived by his wife and

2 brothers.
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Advertising

DETROIT PLUS TV EQUALS SALES: Automobiles continue

as “the most important possession of most Americans

outside the home” and TV continues to be “by far the

best national advertising medium for delivering cus-

tomers” to the doors of the nation’s auto dealers. So

concludes NBC-TV’s 4th annual probe of auto buyers &
sellers, “Auto Motives,” in a searching estimate of

TV’s electronic marriage to Detroit’s ad dollars.

As in previous studies (Vol. 15:7), the survey con-

ducted for NBC by independent researcher Dick Bruskin

examined dealer & consumer attitudes toward TV & shows
sponsored by auto firms, the effects of TV in producing

sales, brand switching, slogan & ad identifications, brand
images, self-image of consumers, and other marketing fac-

tors. But, with neat timing, NBC also probed deeply into

another area of major significance in the auto industry’s

fall TV plans: The attitudes of buyers & sellers toward
“compact” small cars, both domestic & foreign-made. Here
are highlights of “Auto Motives,” previewed last week
(July 14) in N.Y.:

Small cars: Three out of 7 shoppers in dealer show-

rooms indicated interest in buying a small car this season,

with one of the 3 indicating considerable buying intent.

Foreign cars—Volkswagen, Renault, Fiat, etc.—had no
corner on this interest. In fact, there was a strong let’s-

buy-an-American-car reaction. By a sizeable margin, the

biggest comparative advantage of the U.S.-made small

car over foreign junior-sized autos is felt by auto buyers to

be widespread service facilities. Small U.S. cars are also

felt to be more comfortable & better value.

Dealer attitude: Most dealers (76%) want to handle

the American small cars, and most feel they should be sold

on TV, with 71% of the dealers voting for TV, or a com-
bination of TV supported by print media, as the primary
advertising weapon for the small new autos. Nearly 7

out of 10 auto dealers (67%) think that TV is the most
effective national medium for attracting customers to

showrooms, an increase from the 59% level recorded by
NBC in its 1957 survey. Almost the same proportion (64%)
feel TV does the best general pre-selling job. By com-
parison, print media lags behind noticeably in NBC’s long-

term look at dealer preference for basic national ad media.

Buyer TV attitude: More auto shoppers (46%) told

the study’s research teams that TV auto advertising did

more to bring them into showrooms than named magazines

(17%) or newspapers (12%). TV advertising also stands

out strongly in the memory of auto buyers, with most
(60%) rating it over the print media. The survey also

showed that 28% more viewers than non-viewers of the

average NBC-TV show sponsored by a motor maker act-

ually shopped for the make (Ford, Chevrolet, Pontiac, etc.)

and, the share of sales among auto program viewers (23%)
is 35% higher than the share among non-viewers (17%).

As in previous studies, when dealer preference for TV
and consumer indications of TV’s effectiveness were com-
bined and then measured against actual total national ad-

vertising spending by auto companies, there was a curious

gap. As NBC-TV puts it: “Each year TV has consistently

ranked between the 2 print media in amount of advertising

investments [35% in 1959 vs. 40% for newspapers, 25%
for magazines], while exceeding their combined total in

terms of media preferences.” (60% for TV in 1959 vs. 22%
for newspapers & 18% for magazines.)

The study itself was conducted during Feb. & March
1959 in communities located in 1.59 counties in 41 states.

Interviews with auto dealers & public totaled 11,179.

Advertising People: Michael J. Donovan, ex-Benton &
Bowles v.p. & asst, media dir., William E. Beste, Joseph
Harris, Herbert D. Maneloveg, Theodore R. Meredith and
Richard C. Wright named to new posts of associate media
dirs. by BBDO which also created a media plans board
comprising Fred Barrett, v.p. & media dir., and media
supervisors Kent D’Alessandro (plans & media analysis),

Edward C. Fieri Jr. (spot broadcast), and Charles R. Mc-
Keever (network broadcast), among others.

Dr. Seymour Banks, Leo Burnett media, program, copy
& creative research mgr., has been named v.p. . . .Miss

Reggie Schuebel, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli network rela-

tions dir., appointed v.p. . . . Harry B. Bressler, ex-Doherty,

Clifford, Steers & Shenfield v.p. & copy dir., now Ted Bates

v.p. & creative supervisor, copy dept.

Royall Smith named v.p. & creative group head, Lennen
& Newell . . . Paul L. Field, ex-N. W. Ayer, joins Benton

& Bowles as TV producer . . . Dr. Richard H. Baxter

elected v.p., Cunningham & Walsh . . . Alan Koehler named
v.p. & senior writer by Norman, Craig & Kummel . . .

West Gillingham appointed v.p., Clark & Bobertz.

Ben Alcock, Grey copy v.p., elected to the board . . .

Edward M. Marshall named business mgr., BBDO TV-
radio dept. . . . Donald C. Foote Jr. promoted to media
supervisor. Young & Rubicam Detroit office . . . Thomas A.

Wright Jr., Leo Burnett v.p. & media mgr., Chicago office,

elected pres.. Broadcast Advertising Club of Chicago.

Eldon E. Fox, Ford Motor’s Edsel Division ad & sales

promotion mgr., becomes asst. mgr. of BBDO’s Minneapolis

office Aug. 3 . . . William B. Bunn, ex-v.p., Cunningham &
Walsh, named ad & sales promotion dir., St. Regis Paper

Co., N.Y. . . . Raymond E. Nelson, ex-NTA Film Network
v.p., joins Gregory & House & Jensen as v.p. & mgr. of

agency’s N.Y. office . . . Edward J. Garvey, ex-Lennen &
Newell, rejoins J. M. Mathes as v.p., soft goods & home
furnishings div. . . . David D. Wines & Ralph L. Wolfe

named v.p.’s, D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit.

New reps: WNTA-TV Newark-New York to Young
July 15 (from Katz); WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis. to Katz

July 1 (from Weed); WWTV Cadillac, Mich, to Avery-

Knodel Sept. 1 (from Hollingbery).

Paper Mate will use TV extensively in its 1959 “Back-

to-School” ad campaign, described by ad mgr. James Barton

as the largest in the history of the pen industry.

Obituary

Evan Walter Hayter, 48, pres, since 1952 of McCann-
Erickson (Canada) Ltd., died July 11 in Toronto. Previ-

ously he had been marketing & ad mgr. for Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Co. of Canada. He was a former pres, of the

Advertising & Sales Club of Toronto and a founder of the

National Sales Executive Club.

Station Rate Increases
Station Base Hour Minute Date

WNHC-TV New Haven-
Hartford $1200 to $1600 $270 to $330 March 1

KBTV Denver 750 to 800 236 to 265 July 1

WSIX-TV Nashville 700 to 760 140 to 160 June 16

WATE-TV Knoxville 600 to 650 120 to 140 Aug. 1

WNEP-TV Scranton-
Wilkes-Barre 600 to 676 100 to 126 July 11)

WMTW-TV Poland
Sprinpf, Me. 600 to 650 100 to no July I

WSFA-TV Montgomery .... 450 to 600 110 to 125 July i

KXII Ardmore, Okla 160 to 260 30 to 60 June 18

WHIS-TV Bluefield, W.Va. 240 to 260 60 to 75 April 1

Canadian Rate1 Increases
CKCW-TV Moncton, N.B. 260 to 300 60 to 60 July 1

CKKS-TV Jonquiere, Que. 266 to 280 66 to 70 July 1
/ill
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In Other Media: Magazines show a July-1959 linage gain

of 12.3% over July 1958 and a 5.5% gain for the first 7

months of this year, up from 4.5% at the first half, reports

ports Printers' Ink. The month’s highest gain—31.8%—was

scored by the movie-romance-radio group . . . Magazine ad

volume during first-half 1959 increased by $30,783,630 to

$368,630,007 compared with first-half 1958’s $337,846,377

adds PIB. Pages increased by 1382.3 to 36,581.9 vs. 35,199.6

. . . Reader’s Digest increases ad rates & circulation guar-

antee with its Jan. 1960 issue. The 12 million guarantee

(up 250,000 over current guarantee) is the highest ever

set by any publication.

American dailies passed the 58-million mark in circula-

tion, reports ABC, for the 6-month period ended March 31.

The nation’s 1736 morning, evening & all-day papers to-

taled 58,604,942—and the 554 Sunday papers showed a

combined circulation of 49,043,905 , . . But national ads in

newspapers dropped 5.1% to $719,049,000 in 1958 com-

pared with 1957’s $757,401,000 volume, reveals ANPA’s
Bureau of Advertising. Interestingly, despite the decline

in the national total, TV-radio (broadcasting & receivers)

was one of 6 classifications that established new highs . . .

ANPA is establishing a special high-level task force to

encourage more newspaper advertising among top na-

tional accounts. The group will offer advertisers & agencies

assistance on newspaper sales plans . . . Random House

will distribute the new Groucho Marx book, Groucho & Me,

to be published Sept. 10 by Bernard Geis Associates. And
other upcoming books concerned with TV (and other en-

tertainment) personalities are Eddie Cantor’s The Way I

See It, Mae West’s Goodness Had Nothing to Do With It,

Art Linkletter’s Secret World of Kids, Dr. Joyce Brothers’

Love, Marriage & Sex, Carlton Fredericks’ Cook Book for

Good Nutrition, Kay Thompson’s Eloise in Moscow, and
Leonard Bernstein’s The Joy of Music, based on 7 Omnibus
scripts . . . Louisiana Gov. Earl K. Long last week an-

nounced $2-million in suits against Time & Life for what
he termed “slanderous articles & pictures.”

Book publishers will use TV, saturation advertising,

other hard-sell techniques this year in a dramatic depar-

ture from what the Wall St. Journal describes as a tradi-

tional “atmosphere of an exclusive men’s club where
voices are never raised & overt commercialism is frowned

upon.” Typical of the new look in book-selling is Bernard

Geis Associates, a new firm whose members include such

TV names as Art Linkletter, Groucho Marx, Ralph Ed-
wards, Queen for a Day MC Jack Bailey, and TV producers

Mark Goodson & William S. Todson. Emphasizes Mi’.

Geis; “Our partners must reach more than 50 million

people every week.”

Summer repeats, despite the protests, are not unac-

'ceptable to viewers declared Advertising Age last week,

adding: “Always excepting vocal minorities, people have

grown accustomed to repeats. The arithmetic is simple:

on a 30 rating show (which is high), 70% could not have

seen the episode the first time. Of the 30% who did, 15%
would have forgotten the plot or liked it so much they

wouldn’t mind seeing it again. This is a pretty good target

when the cost of repeating runs from $20,000-$30,000 less

:han the original episode for a saving of up to $450,000

1 summer. Is the sanction of the croaking critic worth that

nuch to an advertiser? Not on your balanced budget.”

Nearly 1000 advertisers used radio to push more than

200 brands during the first quarter of 1959, RAB reports.

The ad count shows that 902 companies used spot radio.

Film & Tape

TV STARS BIG BUSINESSMEN: Those not-so-good-old days

in the movies, when many a top star wound up on

relief or in the Motion Picture Country Home after

dissipating his earnings, aren’t so apt to return to

TV-oriented Hollywood.

That’s because most TV stars of today have become
businessmen, too, and there are at least 50 who own either

their own production companies or interests in their series,

TV stations, radio stations, record companies, etc. Many
finance pilots for other stars or producers. Two (Desi

Arnaz & Lucille Ball) own their own studio.

Much of this activity is due to the tax structure, which
imposes such a high levy on the big-salaried stars. Because
of this, many a star has found it advantageous to form his

own company and invest his earnings in other activities.

Classic examples are Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra.

Besides owning his own film production company, Crosby

heads Bing Crosby Enterprises, a repository for many of

his business interests, which once included an electronics

lab working on development of a video-tape recorder. He
also owns 25% of KCOP Los Angeles, 17% of radio KFOX
Long Beach, Cal., and a tiny share in the new purchaser
of KPTV Portland, Ore. This is just the beginning of a

long list of Crosby financial activities, which—as is well

known—includes part of the Pittsburgh Pirates. Sinatra

has his Essex Corp. (records) and production companies
for movies & TV, as well as radio stations KJR Seattle,

KXL Portland & KNEW Spokane (Vol. 14:12).

Other TV-movie stars with TV station ownership
are Bob Hope (42.5% of KOA-TV & KOA Denver and
minority holdings in radio WIP Philadelphia) and Gene
Autry (55% of KOOL-TV & KOOL Phoenix, 48% of

KOLD-TV & KOLD Tucson, 51% of radios KMPC Los
Angeles & KVI Seattle, 50% of radio KSFO S.F.).

Stars owning all or parts of production companies in

TV are Jerry Lewis, Peter Lawford, Danny Thomas, Desi

Arnaz & Lucille Ball, Jack Benny, George Burns, Bob
Cummings, George Gobel, Loretta Young. John Payne,
Robert Taylor, Jack Webb, John Forsythe, Jackie Cooper,

Joel McCrea, Bob Hope, Ozzie Nelson, Ray Milland, Donna
Reed, Henry Fonda, Rod Cameron, Kirk Douglas, Dennis

O’Keefe, Lloyd Bridges, Maureen O’Hara, Zsa Zsa Gabor,

Rory Calhoun, Dale Robertson, Dick Powell, Charles

Boyer, David Niven, Barbara Stanwyck, Ida Lupino,

Betty Hutton, Alan Ladd, Jane Wyman, Mickey Rooney,

Robert Young, Gene Barry, and John Wayne.
There will likely be an increase in this trend to own-

ership and TV tycoonery. Certainly the chief inducement

to sign a movie star for a TV film series is the advantage

of ownership of property plus the residual value.

Audiences actually build in the second half of 60-min.

suspense shows, says NBC-TV in a special late-season

sales presentation for 5 Fingers, new international who-

dunit scheduled to start in the 9:30-10:30 P.M.-Sat. period

on Sept. 12. Quoting Nielson AA ratings for such shows

(week ending March 21, 1959), NBC cites an average AA
level of 19.1 for the first 30-min. segment, and 20.7 for

the second half—an inci’ease of 8%. At a cost of $25,977

for 1-min. participations in 5 Fingers, NBC-TV currently

anticipates (on the basis of known competition & past

performance of show types) a cost-per-1,000 of $2.74.

Herbert W. Hobler, ex-TelePrompTer sales v.p. and

for the past year a sales management consultant, joins

Videotape Productions of N.Y. Inc. as sales development dir.
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FILM TREND—ESCAPE: TV film’s oustanding trend for

next season is not so much to be labeled Western or

private eye, action or comedy—instead it’s a cascade

of pure escapism. As one knowledgeable Hollywood
executive puts it: “The ratio between Westerns & pri-

vate eyes may change, but the creek bed doesn’t move.

Basically, it’s sheer escapism.” TV film makers have

adopted the cinema’s B-picture approach ; keep thought

at a minimum & action at a maximum.
While TV film has always been basically escapist fare,

never before has there been such behind-the-scenes avoid-

ance of subjects requiring thought. Writers we’ve talked

to tell us that generally speaking, their orders are to pro-

vide excitement, action, mystery and comedy, appropriate

to the series involved, but beyond all to stay away from
anything provocative. TV, they’re told, is not the thinking

man’s medium.
Falling into out-and-out escapist categories on next

season’s schedules are 29 Western series, 21 action shows,

15 situation comedies and 8 private eyes. This constitutes

most of film programming—but that’s not all. Many of the

anthology series include episodes which are in the escap-

ist category. And while TV taboos have been dropped in

many quarters (Vol. 15:27), and consequently many ab-

surdities of the past (non-drinking heroes, etc.) will be

eliminated, there’ll be no basic switch from utter escapism.

It’s long been the argument of many an ad agency

man, and some producers, that when the average viewer

turns on his set he doesn’t want to have to think—he just

wants to relax. That, too, was the guiding principle of

most movie makers in turning out product for theater-

goers. But TV’s a different story—with the addition of

the ad-agency theory that it’s not wise commercially to

provide a “think” drama on TV, because if it becomes too

engrossing, viewers will spend the time during commercials

discussing the show, instead of absorbing the commercial

message. Says one Hollywood executive in TV ; “My wife

& I talk about the commercials more than we do the shows

—some of them are quite interesting.”

Fed up with the monumental amount of escapism on

TV, Ray Milland once came up with a series project en-

titled Controversy, in which he planned to present stories

normally considered too controversial for TV. Ultimately

Milland sadly folded his project, giving as his reason the

fact that he couldn’t find enough stories of this nature.

It’s more likely wiser heads at MCA, his agents, prevailed.

Today Milland is starring in Markham, a private eye

series. And such top writers as Paddy Chayefsky and Reg-

inald Rose have said they won’t write for TV film because

of its limited story scope.

Islands of non-escapist drama, of course, will remain

in live TV next season

—

Playhouse 90, U.S. Steel, Hall-

mark Hall of Fame, DuPont Show of the Month, and a

large number of specials. However, nobody sees any way
to reduce the quantity of escapist fare, and most take the

easy way out by riding along with the trend instead of

fighting it. It’s tough enough to sell a series without mak-

ing the job insurmountable, they argue. But while the

sponsor may feel justified in giving the green light only

to utter escapism, he must also face the fact that approxi-

mately 40—or more—escapist series are cancelled every

spring because of low ratings.

De.silu Productions is seeking producers for its 60-min.

Westinyhouse Playhouse in addition to Bert Granet and

Quinn Martin who will produce some of the series.

Revue’s Winter Push: Revue Productions, leading tele-

film company in Hollywood, has a minimum of 4 pilots

available for a Dec. sale, if the necessity should arise for

a network sponsor to make a quick change about that time.

Like CBS’ Jim Aubrey (Vol. 15:27), Revue takes the at-

titude that selling is no longer a matter of seasons, that

it’s a year-round proposition. The pilots: Roadblock;
Johnny Midnight, (Edmund O’Brien, star) which is pro-

duced by Jack Chertok in conjunction with MCA; Johnny
Guitar, Jack Webb-produced Western which is a co-pro-

duction deal with Revue; The Miss & Missile, starring

Gisele MacKenzie. In addition, the MCA telefilm subsid-

iary is blueprinting several other projects.

The trend at Revue illustrates what is happening
more & more frequently around Hollywood. Rather than
waiting until the annual spring pilot push, more tele-

filmers are producing pilots at any time, as soon as they

can combine the right property with casting, and other

necessary production elements. Meanwhile, Revue is busy
constructing several new stages at its Universal City

studio; is building new dressing rooms and new prop room.

National Theatres & Television Inc., will be the new
name of National Theatres Inc., if stockholders approve
the change at a special meeting to be held Aug. 25. Chair-

man B. Gerald Cantor and John B. Bertero, pres., in an-

nouncing the change, said it reflects the expanding activ-

ities of the firm in all phases of TV. The company owns
WDAF TV & radio Kansas City, KMSP-TV Minneapolis-

St. Paul, and NTA, which operates WNTA-TV and WNTA
AM & FM, N.Y.C. The firm also recently acquired a com-
munity antenna TV system in Williamsport, Pa. Cantor
and Bertero said the company plans to expand its TV &
radio holdings to the FCC limits, and also plans increased

film & tape progz’amming via NTA. If stockholder ap-

proval is obtained, as is expected, the company v/ill adopt

its new identity Oct. 1, when NT&T and NTA consolidate

their offices in new Beverly Hills headquarters. A $3.5-

million, long-term lease for these headquarters has been

signed. The building, now being constructed, will also

house subsidiary Fox West Coast Theatres. (For more
NT news, see Finance, p. 23.)

Guild Films and Vic Tanny, gymnasium chain owner,

will merge under the name of Vic Tanny Enterprises Inc.

The new muscles & movies combo will have 2 divisions, one

the Tanny chain of 70 gymnasiums dedicated to battling

middle-aged spread, the other a telefilm production-distrib-

ution-financing operation. Terms of the merger, now being

finalized by attorneys, have not been disclosed. Tanny
would become the largest single stockholder in the new
company and be pres, while Guild pres. John Cole would

head the company’s telefilm division. Tanny is a major
buyer of TV spot time, and will find useful Guild’s owner-

ship of free airtime aggregated through barter.

“United Artists Playhouse,” the 60-min. anthology

series proposed by UA TV, may be on NBC in 1960. Herb
Golden, UA TV pres., now on the West Coast, tells us

negotiations with the network are still in progress, but

plans for the series now call for a 1960 start. Golden says

UA got into TV originally because the movie producers

with whom it has links wanted to do TV—and it’s these

same producers who will turn out “Playhouse.” UA TV
plans to produce 39 Miami Undercover telefilms, and offer

the series for network sale in Dec. Also to be offered then

:

Hudson's Bay, starring Barry Nelson, currently in pro-

duction at a new studio in Toronto.
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New York Roundup: More daytime TV specials are in

the works at CBS-TV, as predicted in our Vol. 15:24. This

fall, there’ll be at least 3 more feminine-slanted specials in

the Woman! series (the first of which drew a May 19

Nielsen audience share of 50.3 with Claudette Colbert as

hostess). Lauren Bacall may be the next star name signed

as an MC. Woman! is under the jurisdiction of Irving

Gitlin, creative projects dir. of CBS public affairs.

Around the world with ABC Films: Having just signed

agreements with 4 foreign organizations, ABC Films re-

ports it has extended its sales representation into every

TV market, offering production, dubbing or titling facili-

ties and market analysis. New international associates are

Merman Entertainments Proprietary Ltd., Australia &
New Zealand; Leo Lax Films with offices in Paris, Rome,

Brussels & Munich; TV Inter-Americana, Mexico City,

repping ABC Films throughout Latin America, and Kane

Lynn & Edward Romero, Manila, for the Far East.

Taped mystery classics, some shot on location abroad,

will be the basis of a 12-program series of 1-hr. specials

produced for Dow Chemical Corp. by Robert Saudek As-

sociates, which is now scouting the roster of classic who-

dunits for properties.

Ziv’s “Lock-up” has been locked up in 157 markets

during the first 6 weeks of selling, for what Ziv sales mgr.

Len Firestone tei-ms “a new sales record.” New sponsors

vary from supermarket chains to oil firms to dairies to

private utilities. Ziv also has lined up co-sponsors in sev-

eral of the 60 markets where American Tobacco has signed

for alt. weeks.

NTA’s “U.S. Marshal” has been renewed for a second

year in 93 U.S. markets by Anheuser-Busch Inc. for Bud-
weiser Beer. Filming of the second round of 39 half-hours

is set for an August start at Desilu studios, Hollywood.

Terrytoons, CBS Films subsidiary, reports its theatri-

cal income was 10% greater during the second quarter of

this year than in the same period of '58. Deputy Dawg, a

new Terrytoon TV cartoon half-hour series, is currently

in production. Theatrical cartoon releases this year num-
ber 16 so far. In another area, the new Terrytoons dir. of

commercials is Anderson Craig, formerly head of his own
TV commercial production operation.

Biggest blast at Britain since Boston Tea Party came
in the N.Y. press July 17 in the form of reviews of Oh,
Boy!, 30-niin. filmed rock-’n’-roll import (from London)
which debuted the previous night as a summer tryout on
ABC-TV, 7:30-8 p.m. Samples: “Ipecac, with a beat . . .

rank & ridiculous cavalcade . . . The soloists have the

aggressively amateur status of our own teen-age crushes”
(Jack O’Brian, Journal-American)

;

“Worst summer show
of the year . . . Appalling piece of trash” (Sid Bakal,
Herald-Tribune)

;

“At last England had her revenge. My
comment is not only ‘Oh, Boy!’ but also ‘Oh, Crime!’, ‘Oh,

Punishment!’ and ‘Oh, Hell!’.” (Ben Gross, Daily News).
Fred Coe, Herbert Brodkin and John Houseman have

been signed to produce six Playhouse 90 dramas next
season . . . Bob Finkel has been signed by Henry Jaffe

Enterprises as producer-director of Dinah Shore Chevy
Show. Charles Isaacs and Carl Reiner head the writing
staff and Gordon Wiles has been named associate producer.

“Winter TV Baseball,” 90-min. tapes of Cuban League
games, will debut in this country come fall. Syndicator
Max Cooper & Associates says the 26-week series already
is sold to TV stations in N.Y., Chicago, L.A., San Fran-
cisco, Provo-Salt Lake City, Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, Rich-
mond, Houston, with deals pending in 12 additional mar-
kets. Cooper is installing 2 Ampex Videotape recorders in

Havana to tape games & produce syndication copies.

Hollywood Roundup: Tony Curtis’s starring vehicle for

the Ford series on NBC will be The Russ Columho Story,

which will be filmed, at Revue studios in November . . .

NBC has optioned 20th-Fox TV’s 30-min. murder mystery

anthology series. Whodunit? for programming in January

. . . Banner Films has acquired rerun distribution rights to

Bold Journey and I Search for Adventure, 2 Jack Douglas-

produced series . . . KTLA has bought Sandy Howard’s

interest in the TV series. Emergency Ward.
Rox Productions has been formed by James R. Beards-

ley, Lew Landers and Alyce Canfield. Its first TV film

project is to be a series about Mrs. Marion Miller, who
for 5 years was an FBI undercover agent working within

the Los Angeles Communist Party. The new company will

produce a pilot at Ziv TV later this month.

Purchase of Encyclopaedia Brittannica Film Library

by KCOP-TV Los Angeles and long-term renewals of the

package by WISN-TV Milwaukee, KING-TV Seattle, and

KGW-TV Portland, Ore. were announced last week by
syndicator Trans-Lux TV Corp. sales v.p. Richard Carlton.

A report that Cary Grant will star in Blake Edwards’

new telefilm series project, Mr. Lucky, based on an old

Grant movie, just isn’t so, we wei'e informed by Grant.

The star feels Mr. Liicfey should make a good series, but

insofar as his personal participation is concerned, it’s

non-existent. “I’m going to be busy making 2 movies with

my own company, Grandon Productions,” he said.

Screen Actors Guild collected $315,879.64 in TV resid-

uals for members during May. The total rerun money
collected from last Nov. 1 to May 31 of this year is $2,-

259,088.89. This brings the total SAG has collected for

actors since 1953 to $9,760,841.72.

Biscayne TV Inc., independent telefilm company headed

by Del Moore, plans the pilot of One for the Road, a

series to deal with alcoholics & their problems. A pilot

will be taped at KCOP for national syndication . . . ABC
has ordered 10 more Adventures in Paradise episodes from
20th-Fox TV, bringing the total order to 36.

Robert Horton, star of Revue’s Wagon Train series,

tells us he may star in a movie for Romulus Films in

England when he finishes current production on the Revue
series . . . Allen Rivkin, ex-producer of Meridian Produc-

tions’ The Troubleshooters for United Artists TV, has

been asked by UA TV to produce its Hudson’s Bay series,

now before the cameras in Toronto. He hasn’t decided yet

whether to take that offer, or develop a Western series he

is preparing.

Four Star Films and NBC will be partners in the tele-

filming of a 60-min. pilot of Michael Shayne, based on the

mystery series by Brett Halliday. NBC will share in the

financing and have an option on the series . . . Former
President Harry S. Truman will guest on one of Jack

Benny’s Sunday night shows on CBS next fall.

ABC has signed William Colleran to produce & di-

rect the Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra specials next

fall . . . Aldea Productions, a new independent telefilm

company, has been formed by director John Peyser and

producer-writer Sidney Marshall.

Screen Actors Guild has cautioned its members that

any assumption that a merger between SAG and AFTRA
in a few months is “wishful thinking,” pointing out that

a specific plan must first be prepared & studied.

Obituary

William F. Broidy, 44, independent movie & TV film

producer, died in Hollywood July 14 following an illness.

He had produced the Wild Bill Hickok telefilm series,

which starred Guy Madison.
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HAPPY TV DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN: is finally beginning to catch up with the boom in

consumer durables. After sluggish first half, dealers are buying new 1960 TV lines at unprecedented rate.

Sales of TV sets to dealers last month set all-time record for June . Preliminary estimate is 498,000

units—125% over recession-battered June 1958's 221,000. Previous June high in shipments to dealers was in

record-setting 1955, when figure was 407,000 sets shipped, and year's total sales to public was 7,421,000 sets.

(It should be pointed out, however, that June 1955 included only 4 weeks for EIA bookkeeping purposes,

whereas in 1959 and most other years EIA's June had 5 weeks.)

June spurt is especially significant because it represents first dealer reactions to innovation-laden

1960 lines. Manufacturers watch dealer sales figures (which are not released to public by EIA) even more
closely than retail sales because they're considered more accurate and give more up-to-date reflection of sales

trends. And dealers have learned the hard way to buy only what they believe they can sell.

This dealer vote-of-confidence in TV during June brings total first-half sales to dealers to about

2,343,000—which, when seasonally adjusted, constitutes annual rate of about 6 million sets. Last year's first-

half dealer-buying figure was 2 million, 15% below this year's sales.

Ultimate arbiter, the consumer, has yet to vote on 1960 sets. But preliminary retail sales figiures for

first-half 1959 show spurt in June buying by public. June sales to consumers came to about 360,000, some
30% ahead of the 250,000 sold in June 1958. This jump was enough to bring cumulative 1959 sales ahead of

1958 for first time—about 2,279,000 vs. 2,177,652 for first half of 1958.

Set makers aren't disturbed by heavy trend to portables in new upsurge—17-in. set sales are more
than double last year's and 14- & 17 in. sets constituted 35% of industry total through May. Profit is back in the

portable picture, and manufacturers reason that corresponding sales increase in higher-priced models should

come in fall. Only dark cloud on horizon is prospect of long steel strike, which could curtail output of some
manufacturers—particularly in the hot-selling portable lines.

Inventories are in excellent shape—another optimistic sign—and there are no indications that there

will be any extensive dumping or distress-selling of 1959 models. As set output took its annual sharp post-

July 4 dip, marking beginning of vacation shutdowns, TV production through July 10 stood at 2,862,032 as

opposed to 2,236,680 in the comparable 1958 period (see table on p. 21). And predictions of a 6-million-set

year were beginning to be heard once again in the land.

MILITARY PERSONNEL IN ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY: It's no surprise to constant read-

ers of personnel columns in trade press, but House "munitions lobby" investigators are finding that there's

heavy concentration of retired military brass on payrolls of electronics firms with big defense contracts.

Nearly one-third of the 721 ex-officers listed by Rep. Hebert (D-La.) & his Armed Services subcom-

mittee as employed by 100 top military manufacturers have been hired by dozen companies in electronic

fields—and roster still is incomplete.

House probers have yet to find anything sinister in this fact . They want to find out if retired generals,

admirals & lesser ranks are exerting undue influence on Pentagon to get profitable work for their new em-

ployers. Initial phase of investigation early this month ended inconclusively, with Philco director Adm. Arthur

W. Radford ($12,000 per year) putting in strong defense of contractors use of former officers' knowhow

—

and Rep. Hebert himself expressing some misgivings about what probe is accomplishing. Subcommittee

then moved into another phase—alleged overcharges of $12.2 million on Navy contracts reported by Gen-

eral Accounting Office, which listed such contractors as Philco, Westinghouse Air Arm and Collins Radio.

Philco has on its staff 16 retired officers from colonels up in addition to Radford. RCA has 39; GE, 35;

Westinghouse, 33; Raytheon, 17; Sylvania, 6; Collins Radio, 5. Others: ITT, 24; General Dynamics, 54; Thomp-

son Ramo Wooldridge, 6; Avco, 4; IBM, 3; Lear, 2. Total; 245 of 721 in biggest defense firms. Unreported

to subcommittee: Motorola, General Precision Equipment.

House hearings were sparked by move by Rep. Santangelo (D-N.Y.) to put through conflict-of-inter-

ests amendment to defense appropriation bill forbidding employment by defense contractors of officers of

general or flag rank within 5 years of retirement. Amendment was narrowly beaten on floor.
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TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for the week ended July 10 (27th week of 1959):

July 3-10 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 73.087 98,426 54,343 2,862,032 2,236,680

Total radio 198,096 258,234 103.490 7,308,854 4,767,407

auto radio 71.369 108,459 43,167 2,971,990 1,511,114

Sales of picture & receiving tubes for the first 5

months of this year were ahead of 1958, according to EIA
figures. May picture tube sales were higher than May 1958,

while receiving tube sales for the month were lower. May
factory sales of TV picture tubes totaled 667,080 at $12,-

745,620 vs. 696,503 at $13,275,123 in April 1959 and 560,559

at $11,237,147 in May 1958. For Jan.-May, the 1959 picture

tube total was 3,603,969 at $69,119,573 and the comparable

1958 figure was 2,963,741 at $59,024,738. May receiving tube

sales totaled 30,612,000 at $25,904,000 vs. 29,800,000 at

$26,047,000 in April and 36,540,000 at $31,406,000 in May
last year. Five-month 1959 receiving tube sales totaled

164.558.000 at $142,675,000 vs. Jan.-May 1958 sales of 154,-

136.000 at $134,824,000.

High-speed TV-electronic system which duplicates

documents & prints data directly from computers at speeds

of 20,000 characters per second was demonstrated recently

by the A.B. Dick Co. The Videograph system can be used

to send telegraphic messages, to display information on

remote TV screens, and to print still pictures instantane-

ously from a TV camera. Dick research & engineering div.

v.p. Alan I. Roshkind said that the system “is compatible

with the output rate of today’s modern computers” and
reads signals directly from magnetic or punched tape.

Original documents are fed into a video scanning device

which sends electronic signals to the system’s cathode-ray

electrostatic printing tube. Time Inc. & the Denver & Rio
Grande Western Railroad have placed orders.

Expanding Raytheon rides again, with blueprints for

an enlarged electronic warfare center at its Santa Bar-
bara, Cal. operation to centralize activities of its govt,

equipment div. Raytheon v.p. & div. mgr. Homer R. Old-
field said recently that the Santa Barbara facilities will

be expanded within the next 5 years from today’s 65,000
sq. ft. to some 220,000 sq. ft. By 1964, employment is ex-
pected to reach 1700, with one in every six an engineer.

National Radio Co. Inc. has been established both as
a wholly owned subsidiary of National Co. and as the new
name for Mutual Electronic Industries Corp, recently ac-
quired by the Malden, Mass. firm. National Radio, 37 Wash-
ington st., Melrose, Mass., will continue the manufacture
& marketing of elastic cable, plastic panels and other
products previously produced by Mutual and the amateur
& short-wave receivers heretofore manufactured & dis-
tributed by National Co.

First developmental Nuvistor tube—RCA’s tiny and
radically new vacuum tube design (Vol. 15:11)—is now
available to equipment manufacturers on a limited sam-
pling basis. The first type, a small-signal triode, was
developed for use as an RF amplifier or local oscillator.
A tetrode and a beam power tube will be available later.

GPL employment is at all-time high of more than 2000.
The 14-year-old electronics firm began as a one-building
plant with 20 employes, now comprises engineering &
manufacturing facilities totaling more than 300,000 sq. ft.

RCA’s Electronic Music Synthesizer, which can gen-
erate any imaginable musical tone, has been installed at
America’s first electronic music center at Columbia U.

Signs of the TV times: Zenith’s 2nd-half TV produc-

tion will be far beyond original estimates, exec. v.p. Leon-

ard C. Truesdell tells us. Pointing out that he predicted to

distributors in June (Vol. 15:23) that his company would

sell 100,000 more TVs in 2nd-half 1959 than it did in 2nd-

half 1958, he said Zenith now expects to exceed that esti-

mate before the end of August. He described TV-radio

business as “excellent . . . wonderful . . . fantastic,” stereo

sales as “very good.” Motorola exec. v.p. Edward R. Taylor,

meanwhile, said first dealer showings of the 1960 line re-

sulted in TV orders 106% ahead of last year, table radio

140% ahead, clock radios 420%, hi fi & phonos 159% ahead,

stereo category alone 631% ahead (although he pointed

out that stereo was just getting started this time last year).

Distributor orders for Emerson TV-radio-stereo models

at this year’s showing were 50% higher than last year,

pres. Benjamin Abrams announced. He said sales of Emer-
son TV sets for this year’s first 6 months were 30% higher

than last year’s corresponding period, with radio sales

running 28% ahead of last year. He predicted that total

Emerson sales of home electronic goods and air condi-

tioners in the next 12 months will be 25% higher than in

the last 12-month period.

Fast enforcement of FTC anti-trust cease-&-desist

orders under the Clayton Act is provided in a Senate-

passed bill (S-726) approved by the House. Backed by the

Administration, the measure was sent back to the Senate
for agreement on minor procedural changes before going
on to the White House for signature. Under its terms, FTC
orders against mergers, price discrimination, tie-ins, etc.

become final—and enforceable by $5000 fines—60 days
after issuance unless they are appealed to the courts. At
present, court orders must be obtained to compel compli-
ance. Clayton Act jurisdiction extends to FCC, ICC, CAB
& Federal Reserve Board as well as FTC, but the other
agencies rarely invoke their authority.

Control of Davega Stores has been acquired by a
group headed by Max A. Geller (New Haven Clock &
Watch Co. chairman and pres, of Weiss & Geller ad
agency), who becomes chairman; Joseph Axler (formerly
Waltham Watch Co. pres.), pres.-treas.-chief exec, officer;

and Melvin Axler (formerly Waltham exec, v.p.) exec,
v.p. & chairman of Davega’s exec, committee. Former
Davega pres.-treas. H. M. Stein & v.p. Abram Davega
become directors. Control of the 27-store Davega opera-
tion was obtained, it is understood, with the purchase of
slightly more than 40% (nearly $900,000) of the con-
cern’s outstanding shares.

Philco has formed an Italian subsidiary which will op-
erate 2 plants near Milan for the production of Philco TV-
radio, refrigerators & electronic equipment. President of
the new firm, Philco Italiana S.p.A., is Harvey Williams,
Philco International pres.

Hoffman begins most comprehensive ad program in
the company’s history next month, to introduce its new TV,
stereo & radio lines. For the first time the ad schedule will

include all ad media in a single campaign, using news-
papers, TV, outdoor, national consumer & trade magazines.
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Webcor-Emerson Phfft: Insiders who were betting all

along that Webcor chairman-pres. Titus Haifa would get

back the controlling stock he sold to Emerson recently

(Vol. 15:25) can pick up their chips. The fracas which

was court-bound for showdown ended suddenly when pres.

Benjamin Abrams announced last week that Emerson had

resold the 130,000 shares in question to Haifa “at a

premium”—disclosed by Haifa to be about $22 per share

plus $100,000 for legal fees & other expenses. Emerson
had paid $20 per share which, at the time of resale back

to Webcor was market-quoted at $14.

“My decision to regain my holdings despite the cost,”

explained Haifa, was prompted by “countless” messages

from shareholders, distributors and employes urging him
“to remain in my present capacity and to keep Webcor, a

Chicago company, independent of other organizations.”

Abrams, described by Haifa as “one of America’s out-

standing industrialists,” said that Haifa had “failed to

carry out material provisions” of the original purchase

agreement. The fracas developed when Haifa attempted to

void the deal on the grounds that it involved conditions

which were impossible of fulfillment.

Radio sales last year were higher than EIA figures

indicate, says the broadcaster-supported Radio Advertis-

ing Bureau, citing the influx last year of “2.2 million

Japanese radio sets,” primarily transistor portables, which

makes the 12,577,000 figure for radios (including auto sets)

sold last year “almost 20% too small.” The 14-million-plus

figure that would thus be derived by adding Japanese sets

“puts radio set sales at a level fully 3 times greater than

the sale of TV sets in the same period.”

RCA has joined 8 other industrial firms providing fi-

nancial backing for next season’s college credit Continental

Classroom chemistry course in color on NBC-TV 6:30-7

a.m. Mon.-Fri. (Vol. 15:22). RCA’s contribution was
$100,000. Other backers: Union Carbide, Bell Telephone,

DuPont, General Foods Fund, IBM, Pittsburgh Plate Glass

Foundation, Standard Oil of Cal., U.S. Steel.

Ban on use of portable radios by passengers of inter-

national air carriers in flight was approved by the Civil

Aeronautics Board last week. Agreement by members of

the International Air Transport Assn, said that radios

might interfere with radar & other navigation equipment.

Domestic air carriers in the U.S. have been warned of the

hazard but have no similar agreement.

RCA sound tape cartridges for home recording are now
available from distributors. The blank tape cai’tridges,

listing at $4.50, are for use in the new tape cartridge

recorders, provide 2 hours of monaural or one hour of

stereo listening at 3% inches per second.

Widespread opposition among admen to a national

fair-trade law is reported by Printers' Ink, on the basis of

its “Executive Panel” survey of agency & industrial execu-

tives. Of 419 respondents, 70% expressed opposition.

Eitel-McCullough will add 53,400 sq. ft., with a 27,-

OOO-sq.-ft. addition to its San Carlos facilities, and 26,-

400 sq. ft. leased in Belmont, Cal. for additional research

& engineering operations.

TV technician licensing bill, passed by 111. House of

Representatives, has been killed by the state’s Senate
licensing committee.

Merger of Hewlett-Packard & Dymec Inc. (Vol. 15:25)
has been approved by H-P stockholders.

Trado PGrsonals: David I. Margolis, ex-Raytheon asst,

treas., named asst, to ITT pres. H. S. Geneen . . . Morris

Harris, ex-Du Mont Labs asst, legal counsel, joins Inter-

national Resistance to take new post as govt, contract ad-

ministrator . . . Frank A. Gunther, v.p. since 1929, elected

exec. v.p. of Radio Engineering Labs, subsidiary of Dy- I

namics Corp. of America . . . George A. Strichman named J

to new post of Raytheon director of mfg. services.
’

Wallace F. Baker named mgr. of renewal sales. West- t

inghouse electronic tube div., headquartering in Elmira, i

N.Y., succeeding John J. Doyle, now Midwest sales mgr., j

headquartering in Chicago. Doyle replaces Harold G. I

Cheney, who retires Oct. 1 after 39 years with Westing- j

house. Raymond W. Andrews, mgr. of sales planning &
inventory control, appointed mgr. of Westinghouse renewal

market administration.

Walter S. Bower named pres, of Gen. Transistor

Intnatl. Corp., subsidiary of Gen. Transistor. George Cohen

appointed v.p.-controller of Gen. Transistor Distributing

Corp. . . . Robert Pappas, former Ampex Corp. quality i

control mgr., named mgr. of new subsidiary Ampex Mili-

tary Products Co. . . . Howard A. Zeimer promoted to mgr.

of CBS Labs’ military liaison dept. . . . Bernard R. Garrett
i

becomes acting chief engineer, Loral Electronics.
j

Edward O. Johnson named advanced development mgr.,
i

RCA semiconductor & materials div., succeeding Dr. W. M.

Webster, now RCA Labs administrative engineer. William
i

Olander, ex-Bell Labs, named technical staff leader, Need-

ham (Mass.) materials lab ... H. Ernest Ammann, ex-

Western Electric, named production mgr., Foto-Video

Labs . . . Joseph Levitsky, ex-Bogen-Presto Co., appointed

chief engineer, Fanon Electronic Industries (phonos) ...
Henry P. Steier, ex-Federal Aviation Agency, joins Lear A
Inc. as corporate PR dir. ^

Virden E. Scranton, ex-gen. merchandise mgr., named
i

asst. mgr. for business & engineering services. Motorola ;

semiconductor div. Dr. Robert E. Samuelson appointed i

asst. gen. mgr. for research & development. Motorola West- )

ern electronics center, Phoenix . . . S. Barton Pope, manag-

ing dir. of Pope-Motorola Ltd., Australian Motorola

licensee, has been knighted by Queen Elizabeth.

GE has cut prices of silicon-controlled rectifiers as a

result of new mass-production equipment. The tiny com-

ponents, which have made possible significant simplification ;

of TV studio lighting and industrial controls, act as recti-

fier and current regulator simultaneously. Price reductions -

range from 14% on the 10-amp 300-volt rectifier to 25% i

on the 16-amp 200-volt model.

June boom at Muntz TV, with sales ($465,599) 123% '

ahead of June 1958, forced the Chicago firm to cut the i

plant vacation period from 3 weeks to one (with em i

ployes paid for the full vacation time). V.p. & sales dir

Jack Simberg said that the June sales were also 5% aheac

of May, reversing normal June business which usualb

runs some 10% under the May volume.

Contract to design electronic air conditioning systeir

for submarines has been awarded to RCA by Navy. Systeir

will be based on work at RCA Labs in development oi

thermo-electric panels which cool without moving parts

Obituary

Joseph Lush, 83, chairman of Hammarlund Mfg. Co.

N.Y., and a director of the firm since 1922, died July 15 a

Monmouth Medical Center, Long Branch, N.J. He is sur

vived by his wife, 2 stepsons and 4 grandchildren.

I
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Finance

Entron Inc., Bladensburg, Md. supplier of coaxial cable

equipment & components, principally for community an-

tenna systems, seeks SEC registration (File 2-15345) of

200.000 common stock shares for public sale at $5 per

share. The underwriter is Alkow & Co. N.Y., which

will make the offering on a “best efforts” basis, receiving

a selling commission of 154 per share, plus $22,500 in ex-

pense allowance, plus a warrant for purchase within 5

years of one share at $5 for each 10 shares sold to the

public, Entron has 121,935 shares outstanding now. Of the

proceeds from sales of additional shares, $35,000 would be

used to produce components supplied by subcontractors,

$767,000 for interim financing of cable transmission systems.

Microwave Electronics Corp., Palo Alto, Cal. firm or-

ganized in March to develop & manufacture point-to-point

communications equipment and other electronic devices,

has asked the SEC (File 2-15316) to register $500,000 of

10-year subordinated debentures and 387,000 common stock

shares. The company proposes to offer the debentures and

250.000 common shares for public sale in $10,500 units,

reserving 137,500 shares at 10^ per share for promoters,

officers & directors. No underwriting is involved.

Foto-Video Labs Inc., Cedar Grove, N.J. producer of

TV & other electronic equipment, has filed SEC registra-

tion (File 2-15362) of 150,000 class “B” common shares

for public sale at $2 per share through Arnold Malken &
Co. Inc. The firm said $50,000 of anticipated proceeds

would be used for a TV camera development, $25,000 to

develop other industrial electronic control equipment, $25,-

000 to repay bank loans, $45,000 for sales promotion, $90,-

000 for working capital.

National Theatres plans to reopen its exchange offer

to NTA stock and warrant holders in Aug. or Sept. NT
said the reopening will be made in response to requests by
holders of small amounts of NTA stock & warrants who
didn’t take advantage of the original offer. The original

offer expired April 6, after holders of 89% of NTA com-
mon and 79% of NTA warrants made the exchange. Terms
of the reopening will be the same as the original offer

—

each NTA share or warrant would be exchanged for $11
of 5%% sinking-fund subordinated debentures and a war-
rant for the purchase of a quarter-share of NT common.
(For other NT news, see p. 18).

National Co. stockholders approved a 2-for-l stock

split and an increase to 1.6 million from 650,000 in the

number of authorized common shares. Chairman Herbert
C, Guterman said the increase in shares “will make stock

available for favorable acquisitions & working capital.”

Distribution of the new shares will be made Aug. 2 to

stockholders of record July 20.

Ling-Altec Electronics, for 6 months ended June 30,

reports net income of $719,111 (51^ share) on sales of

$11,294,000. For 3 months to June 30, net income was
$570,640 (40^ a share) on sales of $6,263,000. No compara-
tive figures for 1958 periods are available.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period
GE Ltd. (England) final
Gross Telecasting .... Q
Gross Telecasting “B”. Q
Inti. Resistance —
National Theatres Q
Outlet Co —
Thompson Ramo W. . ,

—

Amt. Payable
7% Sep. 21

$0.40 Aug. 10
.07V2 Aug. 10
.05 Sep. 1

.1214 July 30
1.25 Aug. 1
.35 Sep. 15

Stk. of
Record
Aug. 13
July 24
July 24
Aug. 14
July 15
July 20
Aug. 31

Standard Radio Ltd. (parent of radio CFRB Toronto)

reports net profits of $171,124 (79^ a share) for the year

ended March 31, vs. $145,967 (68^) the preceding year.

Dividends from CFRB to Standard Radio totaled $175,000.

As of March 31, Standard’s current assets were $265,194,

of which $263,181 was cash. Investments in subsidiaries

were carried at a cost of $170,305, current liabilities were

$33,664. One year earlier, current assets were $225,071,

current liabilities $35,672.

Ross Mfg. Co., Chicago manufacturer of TV compo-

nents, has been purchased by Advance Aluminum Casting

Corp. of Chicago, and will contifiue operations as Advance

Ross Electronics Corp. All oustanding shares were bought

from pres. Kenneth B. Ross and secy.-treas. Mrs. Violet

Mitchell. Ross received $896,910 and a non-interest-bearing

note for $20,000, and Mrs. Mitchell received $3090.

Barnes Engineering Co. reports consolidated net in-

come of $194,240 (60«S a share on 3.24,570 common shares)

for 43 weeks ended April 25. The figures were contained

in an application for listing on the American Stock Ex-
change.

Electro-Voice, for 3 months ended May 31, reports net

income of $41,681 vs. $39,012 for the comparable 1958

period. Net per share decreased from 10^ to 9^ because of

the greater number of shares outstanding at the end of

the 1959 period.

Transcontinent TV Corp., multiple station owner, will

recommend a 2-for-l split of its present stock plus the

issuance of 500,000 more shares at a stockholders meeting

early in Aug. Approval of the plan would increase the

number of authorized shares to 1,520,000.

Tisch Hotels (N.Y.’s Belmont Plaza, Miami’s Ameri-

cana) is now the largest stockholder in Loew’s Theatres

Inc., having acquired approximately 15% of the outstand-

ing shares. Loew’s Theatres’ only broadcast property is

radio WMGM N.Y.

Motorola 2nd-quarter profits were about $3,090,000

($1.58 a share) and sales were $65,300,000, compared with

$800,515 (41^S) & $43,650,070 during the same 1958 period,

according to informal estimates by company sources.

Offering of Crosby-Teletronics stock (250,000 shares)

through Myron A. Lamosney & Co. (Vol. 15:22) has been

priced at $3,375 a share.

CBS Inc. has asked SEC (File 2-15342) to register

261,797 common stock shares for purchase by employes in

its stock option plan.

Reports & comments available: Crosby-Teletronics

Corp., prospectus, Myron A. Lomasney & Co., 39 Broadway,
N.Y. . . . Baird-Atomic Inc., prospectus. White, Weld & Co.,

20 Broad St., N.Y. . . . Philco, comment, Purcell & Co., 50

Broadway, N.Y. . . . Lab for Electronics, review, H. Hentz

& Co., 72 Wall St., N.Y. . . . Ling-Altec Electronics, report.

Hay, Fales & Co., 71 Broadway, N.Y. . . . Electro-Voice,

report, Eastman, Dillon, Union Securities & Co., 15 Broad
St., N.Y. . . . Packard-Bell, review, Ralph E. Samuel & Co.,

115 Broadway, N.Y. . . . Sperry Rand, report, Reynolds &
Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y.

East Coast subscribers who wish to receive their

copies via Special Delivery at their home addresses

on Sunday may do so by addressing our circulation

department. U. S. Special Delivery subscribers will

be billed additionally $15.60 per year; Airmail-Spec-

ial Delivery $19.22.
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GE’s first-half earnings were 13% above the 1958 level,

while sales increased 4%. Chairman Ralph J. Cordiner

said that 3 of the company’s 4 principal product classifica-

tions showed increases during the period, and shipments

of heavy electrical equipment declined. He said the com-
pany is encouraged by indications of increased consumer
spending on durable goods. The consolidated GE statement

for 6 months ended June 30:

1959
Sales & services $2,065,447,000
Net income 117,239,000
Earned per share .... 1.34

For 3 months to June 30:
Sales & services $1,088,879,000
Net income 64,461,000
Earned per share .... 74^

1958
$1,978,994,000

103,381,000
1.18

$1,014,028,000
54,197,000

62 (f

General Instrument Corp. reports record fiscal first-

quarter sales and a 130% increase in net profits compared
with the same 1958 period. Chairman Martin H. Benedek
said the company’s total backlog is $28.5 million, including

a record $19.1 in military orders. TV-radio component
shipments were up 30% above last year’s first quarter, semi-

conductor sales up approximately threefold, military sales

double those of the 1958 period. For 3 months ended May 31:

Sales
Net earnings
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1959 1958
$12,728,861 $8,679,0,27

211,129 87,916
14<J 6(f

1,497,723 1,373,273

DON'T PASS THE BUCK (SLIP)
Have enough copies of the Newsletter for

your organization every Monday. Don’t make
key members of your company wait for the

up-to-the-minute industry information they

need—as reported and interpreted by tele-

vision’s authoritative news service.

Television Digest GROUP RATES
Box 700, Radnor, Pa. Three or More

Enter the following three group subscriptions @
$50 each. The annual single subscription rate for

Television Digest is $75.
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COMMON STOCK QUOTATIONS
Week Ending Friday, July 17, 1959

Electronics TV-Radio-Appliances Amusements

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
1959

High Low Stock Close
Wk.
Chg.

1959
High Low Stock

Wk.
Close Chg.

29 17% Admiral 23% -f% 50% 36% I-T-E 48 —

%

39-*/a 29% AmBosch 32% —1% 127% 72% Litton 123% -1-6%
29% 20% AB-PT 28% —

%

37 27% Loew’s 30 —

%

84% 61% Ampex 78% — 70 48% Mgnvox 60% +1%
89 75% AT&T 80% —

%

48% 36% Mallory 43% —1%
46% 32% Amph-Borg 37% —1 142 111% MplsHll _ 141% -1-2%
36% 23% Arvin 24% —1% 130 57% Motorola _ 111 —

%

17% 10% Avco 14% —

%

12% 9% NtlThea _ 11 ’/a —

%

•li'-a 36% Beckinst - 67% -f8% 45% 42 Pckrd-Bell 42 •

89 66 Bendix 78% —2% 50% 44 Paramnt _ 47% —

%

38% 24% Clevite 35% —

1

36% 21 Philco 28% —1%
48% 35 CBS 46% —

%

71 43% HCA 68% —

%

24% 17 Col Plct __ 22% -f3% 73% 51% Raythn 55 —

%

42% 33% ConsElec _ 41% -i-2% 11% 8% RepbPic _ 10% —

%

50% 33% CnsEHInd _ 49% 45% 26% Siegler 33 +%
30% 20% Cor-Dub _ 25% —1% 9% 6% Sparton 7% —

%

140 89% Corning 138% —

%

28% 21% SpryRnd _ 24% —1
49% 34 Daystrm _ 44% -1-2% 23% 14% StdCoil .. 17% —

%

21% 17% Decca 20% —

%

34% 18 StanWar _ 34% ->-%
59% 41% Disney 40% —1% 57% 42% StewWar _ 55 —1%
69% 48% EmrElec _ 66% —

%

33% 24% Storer 31 —

%

26% 13% EmrRad _ 19% —

%

13% 9 Telautog _ 11% 4-%
33 12% Gabriel 22% +% 159% 61% Texinst 152%-|-10%
42% 34% GnBrnze _ 39% -|-% 70% 56% TmpR-W_ 63% —3%
84% 74% GE 81% —1% 54% 34% Tng-Sol _ 44% —1%
38ya 16% Geninst _ 28% —

%

43% 34% 20thFox .. 37% —

%

73% 60 GenTel __ 71% —

%

32% 24% UA 30% —

%

83 44% GenTire _ 74 -f2% 47% 24% WarBros _ 43% +%
37 28% Hoffman _ 32% —

%

98% 70% Wstghse _ 91% —5%
488
45%

385%
28

IBM
ITT

440
37%

—8%
—

%

136% 92% Zenith 121% +2\i

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE
1959 Wk.

High Low Stock Close Chg.

5% 3% AlUedArt _ 5 -}-%
19% 11% AmEflec 16% -fl
26% 15% AudioDev_ 20 —

%

22% 10% Belock 20 -fl%
10% 4 Clarostat _ 8 +Vi
9% 6 DuMont _ 7%
12% 5% Dynm 5% —
44% 28% ElecCom _ 39% —

1

16% 9% ElecCp 10% —

%

2% 1 El-Tron 1% -f%
138% 50% Fairch 179 --21
88% 49 GenTrns - 90%-fl4%
3 1% GldFlms _ 2% —

%

75 54% Hazltne 30 —

%

12% 5% HrldRad _ 9% +%

1959 Wk.
High Low Stock Close Chg.

22% 7 IntRes 19% +%
19% 9% Lear 14% —

%

2% 1% MntzTV __ 2% —

%

12 5% Muter 8% —

%

4% 2% NatUnion- 3% -fV4
48% 23% PhlpsEl 49 -f-5%
43% 14% ServoCp _ 30% -1%
18% 9 Servomec- 12% —

%

10% 5% Skiatron _ 6% —

%

17% 9% Sonotone _ 13% -f%
9% 6% Techclr 7% —

%

22% 9 Teleprmp- 21% -f4%
7% 4% Teleind 5 -|-%

14% 7 TrnsLux _ 11% —1%
19% 6% Vctreen 17% -1-2%

OVER THE COUNTER AND OTHER EXCHANGES

The ioUowing quotations, obtained from the National Association
of Securities Dealers Inc., do not represent actual transactions. They
are intended as a guide to the approximate range within which these
securities could have been bought or sold at time of compilation.

Stock Bid Asked Stock Bid Asked

Advance Ind 2% 3% Magna Theater 2% 2%
Aerovox 11% 12% Maxson (W.L.) 11% 12%
AMP Inc. 35% 38% Meredith Pub 36% 39%
Baird Atomic 12% 14 Metropolitan Bcstg. 17% 17%
British Ind 29% 32% Microwave Associates _ 21 23
Capital Cities TV 9% 10% National Co. _ 13% 14%
Pinpr«ma. Prnri 2% 2%

37%
1%
33%

1%
Collins Radio 34% Orr Ind 36%
Cook Blec 42% 45% Pacific Mercury 10% 11%
Craig Systems 10% 11% Panellit 6% 7

Eitel-McCuUough 43% 46% Perkin-Elmer 55% 58%
Elec Assoc 44 48 Philips Lamp 84% 88
Prift Rpisist.nr 9% 10% Rprapiift RTfto.f.rir. 54%

1

58%
Giannini, G.M. 28% 29 Tele-Broadcasters 1%
G-L Electronics 12% 13% Telechrome 17% 19%
Granco Products 4% 4% Telecomputing 10% 11%
Gross Telecasting 23% 24% Time Inc. 64% 68
Hewlett-Packard 46% 49% Topp Ind 34% 14%
Hycon 2% 3% Tracerlab 11 12%
Jerrold 6% 7% United Artists 8% 9%
Leeds & Northrop 35 37% Varian Associates 35% 38
Llng-Altec 26% 28% Wells-Gardner 16% 17%
T.Jnpf Flpr.t.rnnir.*; 26%

27
28% Womet.r.f) Knt. 11% 12%

Machlett Labs 29%

Where a stock dividend or split amounting to more than 26% has

been paid, the year’s high-low range is shown for the new stock only.— No change during week.
•Trading began July 14.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS
FCC

I Manufacturing Distribution

SET MAKERS PLUG "FINEST SHOWS" in one-month campaign

geared to top-notch fall programs. Material to appear in news-

paper ads, store windows (p. 1).

"TUNNEL DIODE," MADE-TO-ORDER for TV and thousands of other

uses, unveiled by GE. Cheaper than transistor, it oscillates at TV
frequencies with low noise level (p. 1 6).

i FIGHT ELECTRONIC IMPORTS with "buy American" campaign,

labeling of sets with foregn parts, urges Muter. Component mak-

ers say imports haven't hurt them (p. 16).

I
OPTIMISM HIGH DESPITE STEEL STRIKE: Manufacturers agree

j

6-7 week strike could hurt TV-radio, but other indicators point to

; continued good business {p. 17).

Congress

SENATORS SCORN BAN on own "influence" in ABA bill prohibit-

ing off-record contacts in agency cases. Minority leader Dirksen

I
leads attack (pp. 2 & 4).

f ZERO HOUR FOR LAR DALY equal-time ruling nears. Senate com-

I
mittee takes exemptions to floor for vote. House committee en-

i dorses bill (p. 3).

Programming

{
TRAFFIC JAM IN SPECIALS is developing, as producers, packag-

I
ers & agents duplicate in ideas (p. 12).

( Advertising

I

BIG BREWERS PACE FILM BUYS as new syndicated shows are

I
lined up for fall regional deals in a long list of major markets.

Tobacco, food, oil firms are also active (p. 14).

"VOICE" VS. NETWORKS—the official story placed in FCC's rec-

ord. Firestone witnesses tell story of preemptions by NBC & ABC,

but they're not mad at anybody (pp. 3 & 6).

FCC'S "CARROLL" PHILOSOPHY on "economic injury" vs. public

benefits from station competition spelled out in Carrollton-Bremen

(Ga.) radio decision (p. 5).

BOSTON "INFLUENCE" CASE brings demand by Justice Dept, that

Ch. 5 grant to WHDH-TV be revoked. Govt, brief concurs with

FCC counsel's findings (p. 7).

Networks

1958-1959 YARDSTICK for ABC differs from the CBS long-range

view reported last week, with ABC claiming rating gains this

season where other networks had none (p. 7).

NETWORK TV AD REVENUE continues ahead of last year—up 9%
for first 5 months, compared with 6% for all ad media (p. 8).

Foreign

THERE'S GOLD IN FOREIGN market for U.S. telefilm shows; single

film outside U.S. can now gross $17,500 (pp. 2 & 11).

Finance

RECORD SALES FOR RCA in first half total $633.7 million, profits

rise 44% to $13.5 million. Burns attributes increase to diversifica-

tion (p. 20).

Other Departments

STATIONS (p. 9) AUXILIARY SERVICES (p. 12). FILM & TAPE

(p. 14).

- SET MAKERS PLUG PROGRAMS: The telecasters' "circulation managers”—manufacturers of

TV sets—are ready to launch their constructive drive to call attention to what's good about TV programming

[

(Vol. 15:21). If all segments of TV distribution trade join in, the number of impressions made by this

campaign should be phenomenal.

Theme of drive, under aegis of EIA , will be slogan, "The FINEST Shows of All Are on TV This

H
E Fall." Twelve set manufacturers are expected to join in, all using distinctive 1- & 2-column mats in their na-

tional newspaper advertising Aug. 15-Sept. 15, with distributors supplying similar mats to retailers for use

in their own advertising.

Some 37,000 retailers are due to receive large colorful window banners in mail from EIA by Aug.

10, carrying same slogan. Stores are being asked to supplement them with promotional material from
> local TV stations. Telecasters will also be requested to use slogan in IDs, etc. Campaign was developed
by special 3-man top-level committee headed by Zenith's Leonard C. Truesdell with Motorola's Edward R.

Taylor and Warwick's Charles N. Hoffman. Zenith is furnishing art for banners & mats, and manufacturers

are being asked to supply mats to distributors & dealers.

Cost of entire impact program is expected to be less than $1000 per manufacturer. Zenith's Trues-

dell explains: "Of course, we won't promote any specific TV shows—but we want to call the public's at-
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tention to the broadcasters' attempt to improve their programming with specials and other fine shows, and

to renew viewing interest in the wide variety of shows available to the public."
i

Telecasters can get information on how to participate in promotion program from EIA, 1721 De-

Sales St. N.W., Washington. If campaign succeeds, it will be landmark in TV history, marking first con- '

certed drive by receiver manufacturers to call public attention to excellence of programming provided by
j

American telecasters. Significantly or not, most of work in organizing & laying out drive was done by
^

Truesdell, whose Zenith Radio Corp., as No. 1 pay-TV proponent, has often been the most carping critic of c

the quality of free TV programming.

TELEFILM'S OVERSEAS DOLLARS: More than a dozen U.S. telefilm distributors, ranging the

corporate alphabet from ABC Films to Ziv TV, are now selling in excess of 150 TV film series in some 50 i

countries overseas. Film salesmen—modern Marco Polos—now cover their enormous beat with jetliners.

Total value of this market is anybody's guess . Syndicators usually play foreign sales close to the ;

vest. A few are imduly optimistic. Guesstimates by members of foreign sales teams we've contacted, how-

ever, put gross overseas telefilm income anywhere from $20 million to more than $30 million annually.

Movies still do a bigger share of film business overseas than does TV. Major theatrical features i

today earn up to 56% of their revenue outside of U.S. Telefilms, by comparison, may do 20% of total busi- a

ness overseas, although this figure may grow as worldwide TV expands and market restrictions disappear,
q

Maximum per-episode earning is about $18,500 overseas , we're told by ITC's dir. of international sales i|

Abe Mandell. That's figured on the top telefilm price in every market (for country-by-country breakdown, -j

see p. 11). Since this can be 50% of a show's original talent & production budget (not counting language ;|

dubbing), it's an attractive earning, enabling producers to (1) keep down U.S. price on a show, or (2) add
j

more production values.
,

Despite travel, sales costs are cheaper overseas . Syndicators generally figure 30-35% of domestic
j

U.S. revenue is taken up with costs of sales force & distribution. Foreign telefilm sales costs, on the other
|

hand, are estimated to be only about 20% of total foreign gross. I

SENATORS SCORN BAN ON OWN 'INFLUENCE': No laws forbidding backdoor gp- n

proaches to FCC by politicians & others seeking to influence its decisions will be passed at this session of i

Congress—or in foreseeable legislative future. Even if they got as far as the Senate floor (which is unlikely) i

they'd be debated to death.

Chances of such agency reform bills never were bright—despite much pious talk—even at height i

of excitement over last year's House exposes of ex-parte finagling in FCC cases. As we pointed out in edi- i

torial more than year ago (Vol. 14:25), basic trouble is that members of House & Senate themselves regard
j

political influence as their privilege & prerogative. «
,

Outlook for reform legislation was reduced to extinction last week in Senate by some frank talk on i

subject by Minority Leader Dirksen (R-IIL), Majority Whip Mansfield (D-Mont.) & Commerce Committee I

Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.).

Candid talk was started unexpectedly by Dirksen. He served notice on his own Judiciary subcommit- :

tee on administrative practice & procedures which had just started another series of hearings on subject (see i

p. 4), that he'll have no part of any influence-bans which affect members of Congress.

Off-record contacts with regulatory agencies in behalf of constituents & friends are part of his 25-
;

year political practice in Washington, and he'll continue them as long as he's in Senate, declared Dirksen. i

His stand was applauded by other Senators on floor. Effect was that Senate subcommittee's hearings vmder
j

Sen. Carroll (D-Colo.) were virtually torpedoed before they got under way.
^

If there's any moral to be drawn from this, it probably is that backdoor approaches to agencies may
be improper when made by non-politicians, but that members of Congress are politicians elected by con-

j

stituents whose interests (including TV channels) must be served.
|

While Dirksen et al. were unraveling things at one end of Pennsylvania Ave., FCC was trying to tie I

them together at the other—in conformity with decision of U.S. Court of Appeals in the St. Louis-Springfield

Ch. 2 shift (Vol. 15:19).

Commission issued a "rule-making on rule-making," proposing to set up "special" kinds of rule-

making proceedings in which it would specifically refuse to talk to anyone except on the record. Commission^
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doesn't spell out what kinds of rule-making will be special, says it will announce its views on a case-by-case

basis. Its guide, of course, will be Court of Appeals' language which referred to rule-making involving

"resolution of conflicting private claims to a valuable privilege."

Commission hopes to limit the number of special rule-makings to keep itself as free as possible to

gather information. Says one FCC attorney, for example : "I'd hate to see the Commission close itself up on

a rule-making such as shifting all TV to new channels, and the like."

New proposal runs only 5 pages, labeled docket 12947, and comments on it are due Aug. 24. (FCC
doesn't say whether it will reject off-the-record comments on it.)

'VOICE' VS. NETWORKS—THE OFFICIAL STORY: The Voice of Firestone has spoken—
and its story—the Firestone version—is now on the FCC record. Until NBC's & ABC's sides are given,

presumably some time this winter, the record will show that Firestone was treated rather brusquely.

Firestone executives made it clear , during Commission's network hearing last week, that neither

network did anything illegal in bumping the Voice—NBC in 1954, ABC this year—but they also indicated

their feeling that they'd been shoved around.

Firestone witnesses apparently bear no grudge . While they told of being "shocked, astonished &
surprised" at being preempted, they emphasized that they have "no axe to grind" with the networks, no

desire to "put anyone on the spot," and nothing but the most "cordial relations" with the networks.

FCC counsel offered networks chance to testify in rebuttal immediately, but latter chose not to at this

time. Hearings resume on unspecified subjects about Oct. 1, according to presiding officer James Cummingham
& chief FCC counsel Ashbrook Bryant. At end of whole proceeding, Bryant said, networks are expected to give

their views on all issues of the inquiry.

"Voice of Firestone" story is combination of emotion & business. Firestone family is much attached to

the show despite its modest rating, preferring it to "Disneyland," for example, over the pleas of its ad director

who vainly & wistfully sought to impress the Firestones with the "endless merchandising possibilities" of

Disneyland. But Firestone hierarchy didn't want its rating to decline, either, so they were adamant in refusing

any period other than sometime between 8 & 10 p.m. And they weren't impressed with plight of networks,

which had trouble selling shows following Voice because of low audience carryover. (For hearing details,

see p. 6.)

Congress

ZERO HOUR FOR LAR DALY: Congressional decks were

nearly cleared for action to overturn FCC’s Lar Daly

political equal-time newscast ruling (Vol. 15:19) last

week. The Senate Commerce Committee headed by Sen.

Magnuson (D-Wash.) took its own unanimously-ap-

proved Lar Daly bill (S-2424) & report on the newscast

issue (No. 562) to the Senate floor. The measure ex-

empting TV & radio news shows from the Communica-

tions Act’s Sec. 315, was placed on the legislative cal-

endar, ready to be called up by Majority Leader

Johnson (D-Tex.) at any time.

The House Commerce Committee chaired by Rep.

Harris (D-Ark.) approved—by an “almost unanimous”
vote, according to him—an amended version of the chair-

man’s already-rewritten bill (HR-7985) nullifying the Lar
Daly decision. Next step for Harris: Clearance with other

House leaders for a floor vote.

Broader than the House measure, the Senate com-

mittee’s bill was introduced formally by Chairman Pastore

(D-R.I.) of the communications subcommittee and will

bear his name instead of Magnuson’s as the author. It

says: “Appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any

newscast, news inteiwiew, news documentary, on-the-spot

coverage of news events, or panel discussion shall not be

deemed use of a broadcasting station within the meaning
of this subsection.”

3
The Pastore measure also provides for re-examination

by Congress of Sec. 315 within 3 years and periodic reports

by FCC on equal-time developments. The accompanying
committee report says: “In establishing this category of

exemptions from Sec. 315, the committee was aware of the

opportunity it affords a broadcaster to feature a favorite

candidate. This is a risk the committee feels that is out-

weighed by the substantial benefits the public will receive

through use of this dynamic media in political campaigns.

“Every reasonable safeguard must & will be estab-

lished to prevent any partisan broadcaster from abusing

this new right. The committee has faith in the maturity of

our broadcasters & their recognition to serve public inter-

est. The committee feels that the proposal contained in

this legislation is in the public interest & worth the risk of

being taken when contrasted with the alternative which is

a blackout in the presentation of legally qualified candi-

dates in the news-type programs. Broadcasting journalism

is a way of our life as is reporting through newspapers &
magazines. The public has become dependent upon it & is

entitled to it.”

As finally reported out by the House committee after

2 days of closed-session editing, the Harris bill says:

“Appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any bona

fide newscast (including news interviews) or any on-the-

spot coverage of news events (including but not limited

to political conventions & activities incidental thereto)

where the appearance of a candidate on such newscast,

interview, or in connection with such covei'age is incidental

to the presentation of news, shall not be deemed to be use

of a . . . station within the meaning of this subsection.”
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Political conventions hadn’t been mentioned specifically

in exemptions from Sec. 315 provided in an earlier Harris

bill version recommended by his communications subcom-

mittee. The full committee stuck the reference in to make
sure that no convention delegate would suffer from net-

work coverage discrimination because of misunderstanding

of the meaning of “spot” news coverage.

The House committee otherwise accepted most of the

language of the subcommittee’s rewrite of the original

Harris bill, which, as first drafted, had proposed exemp-
tions not only for newscasts but news documentaries, panel

discussions & “similar type” shows (Vol. 15:29).

Meanwhile there were some reverberations in Wash-
ington—but no thunder—from a hassle between presi-

dential hopeful Sen. Humphrey (D-Minn.) & CBS over the

network’s cancellation of his scheduled July 19 appearance

on Face the Nation (Vol. 15:28).

Sen. McCarthy (D-Minn.) told the Senate it should

go slow in doing anything about revising Sec. 315 because

of the network’s “badly reasoned, arbitrary & inconsistent”

Sec. 315 ruling against Humphrey’s appearance. A
Humphrey partisan, McCarthy said the situation called

for a “full-scale” investigation of CBS.

Sen. Monroney (D-Okla.), a Commerce Committee
member and leading Congressional critic of network pro-

grams & ratings, said CBS’ action in keeping Humphrey
off Face the Nation was “the nth degree of absurdity.”

CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton billed himself for a net-

work editorial on equal-time issues July 26 on CBS-TV’s
6-6:30 p.m. Behind the News with Howard K. Smith. The
show was titled “Behind the News: Sec. 315,” and Stanton
was scheduled to wind it up with his first such on-the-air

expression of opinion in 5 years.

NBC & ABC aren’t planning any air editorials on
section 315, we were told by top-echelon executives of the 2

networks last week. NBC feels that prospects are good for

an early revision of the statute, and, as a v.p. put it,

“editorializing on TV may do more harm than good by
slowing up the process while other revisions are con-

sidered.” ABC’s atitude is generally similar. Pres. Oliver

Treyz told us he felt that “a modification of the clause”

would be preferable to “a complete overhauling” that

might stretch for a lengthy period.

An added starter in the broadcast equal-time editorial

lists, joining other stations which have joined battle (Vol.

15:28-29), was Stauffer Publications’ WIBW-TV Topeka.
Gen. mgr. Thad. M. Sandstrom’s on-air appeal for public

understanding of broadcasters’ equal-time problems was
put in the Congressional Record by Rep. Avery (R-Kan.).

And—as always—Lar Daly himself was heard from
again. The perennial America First candidate who started

the FCC rumpus, demanded that NBC give him equal time
on Today to match Sen. Humphrey’s July 17 appearance
on that show. Daly said he’s running for President, too.

NBC turned him down.

Special video tape recorder is being installed in Wash-
ington by U.S, Information Agency to permit recording on
each of 4 standards—U.S., European, British, or French.
TV dir. Romney Wheeler reports that target date for tests

is Sept. 15, with full operation due by Dec. 1. Two recorder

cameras & 1 TV-film chain will be associated with 2 new
“modest but well-equipped studios” being constructed in

the basement of the Health, Education, and Welfare bldg.,

330 Independence Ave. One of the early projects of the new
facilities will be a series of experimental taped programs
featuring correspondents of overseas networks & stations.

Iflore about

SENATE PROBE BLUNTED: Senate minority leader Dirk-

sen (R-Ill.) showed up last week for the latest Con-
gressional investigation of the evils of ex-parte influ-

ence on the FCC and other federal regulatory agencies

—and sent it into a tailspin (see p. 2).

Chairman Carroll (D-Colo.) had no sooner got
under way on the long-projected hearings on corrective

legislation by his 3-man Judiciary subcommittee on
administrative practices & procedures (Vol. 15:28-29)

than Dirksen quietly tossed a bomb into the proceed-

ings.

Washington communications lawyer Donald C. Beelar

was on the stand testifying earnestly in behalf of the

American Bar Association bill (S-2374) w'hen it happened.
He was a lead-off man on a high-powered ABA team urg-

ing quick action on the measure, which provides $10,000

fine and one-year jail sentences for “any person” making
off-the-record approaches to the agencies “with intent to

influence the consideration or decision” in adversary cases.

Other witnesses, including Sen. Douglas (D-Ill.) & acting

Asst. Attorney General Robert A. Bicks, had similarly sup-

ported the bill.

A member of the subcommittee along with Sen. Hart
(D-Mich.), Dirksen peered at the 4-page bill & then at

Beelar. He observed benignly that a member of Congress
is a “person” who often has “intent to influence” and said

:

“Ever since I came here in 1933 as a freshman member of

the House I have been calling regulatory agencies in be-

half of my constituents, and I expect to continue to do so.”

This would hold true as long as he’s around, Dirksen

went on, and he warned that the ABA measure would run
into a lot of trouble if it ever got on the Senate floor for

debate & vote. And addressing Beelar pointedly, Dirksen
added that “for 26 years my office has been full of attor-

neys—just full of attorneys” asking him to “do us some
good” in TV and other cases. “If ever I kept a list it would
look like Martindale’s Directory," Dirksen said.

Dirksen told Carroll & Hart, who had warmly en-

dorsed the purposes of the ABA bill, to “look at the prac-

tical aspects of the matter.” He said he has a “duty” to

serve his constituents when they need help to win some-

thing (such as a TV grant) from an agency. “They’re my
people. They send me dovni here.”

“Now, Mr. Beelar,” Dirksen went on, “here is a Com-
mission. One of the members comes from 111., let us say.

What would be the natural thing to do? Call up the clerk?

Why, certainly not. You would call up the person in the

Commission that you know . .
.”

And as for making such calls a matter of public record

in agency cases as required by the ABA’s measure, that

would be tipping off a constituent’s business enemies, Dirk-

sen said. “That’s just not the way the game is played,”

he assured Beelar; it’s not the way things are done in

Washington.

Then Dirksen left the hearing room for the Senate

floor, leaving Carroll & Hart looking startled. Carroll said:

“Never have I sought to go into a Commission to influence

in an adversary case.”

Next day Dirksen expanded on his Congressional-in-

fluence philosophy in a floor speech. “I wonder if there are

people who think that we live in a vacuum in Washington,”
he said. He told the Senate that if the ABA’s bill is en-

acted, “I’ve outlived my usefulness—period.”

He drew open support for his position from majority

whip Mansfield (D-Mont.), Commerce Committee Chair-
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man Magnuson (D-Wash.) & Sen. Talmadge (D-Ga.).

Said Mansfield : “I feel no compunction at all about calling

agencies downtown.” Said Magnuson: “Many Senators

bring agency problems” to him, and he has “no hesitation”

in helping them out. Said Talmadge: “Our constituents

send us here to represent them in matters before the Gov-

ernment.”

Meanwhile Carroll wound up the initial 3 days of his

subcommittee proceedings, which produced little testimony

about faults & abuses in agency procedures which hadn’t

already been heard in earlier hearings by the House Com-

merce legislative oversight sub-committee (Vol. 15:26)

and the Senate communications subcommittee (Vol.

15:24). He set no date for resumption of the Senate in-

quiry, in which spokesmen for the govt, agencies are

expected to be heard next.

Also on the Carroll subcommittee’s hearing agenda is

an ABA bill (S-600) whose title I establishes an independ-

ent Office of Federal Administrative Practice to “carry on

continuous studies” of agency procedure & recommend re-

forms to Congress.

In addition to Beelar, last week’s ABA witnesses in-

cluded pres.-nominee John D. Randall, administrative law

chairman John B. Gage, Ashley Sellers, C. Frank Reif-

snyder, Justin N. Feldman, Robert M. Benjamin. Also

testifying were Navy gen. counsel F. Trowbridge vom
Baur, dir. John F. Cushman of the Justice Dept.’s office

of administrative procedure, pres. Joseph Zwerdling of the

National Conference of Trial Examiners.

Outside the hearing room, Attorney Gen. William P.

Rogers lined up in support of “influence” legislation. He
told a news conference that he wouldn’t comment on Dirk-

sen’s stand, but that it was “simply a matter of fair play”

that agency business should be handled like court business.

“If any member of Congress wants to present his views, he

can do so on record,” Rogers said.

After all this, Carroll himself took the Senate floor at

week’s end. He pleaded with Dirksen & other Senators

that they recognize a distinction between discharging

duties to constituents and making “backdoor approaches”

designed to influence regulatory agencies. However, Carroll

backed away from the ABA’s “influence” bill, which he

himself introduced. He said he didn’t know whether it’s

“a good idea or not.”

Dirksen made no reply to Carroll on the floor. But
Mansfield repeated that he’d “oppose any mandate that

would keep me from approaching a quasi-judical agency on
behalf of the citizens of my state.” And Sen. Aiken (R-Vt.)

joined the Dirksen chorus. Aiken said it’s “the duty of

every one of us to represent our constituents with regard

to cases involving their interests.”

Advisory council on administrative problems organized

by House Commerce Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.)
to promote efficient operation of federal agencies (Vol.

15:29) held its first get-together meeting last week. Par-

ticipating were legislative oversight subcommittee counsel

Robert Lishman, who heads the council, and subcommittee
staffers Beverly M. Coleman, Charles P. Howze Jr. & Rich-

ard N. Goodwin, and these agency representatives: FCC

—

gen. counsel John Fitzgerald & Paul McDonough, asst, to

FCC Chairman Doerfer. SEC—gen. counsel Thomas G.

Meeker & associate exec. dir. Charles P. Kappler. ICC

—

gen. counsel Robert W. Ginnane. CAB—gen. counsel Frank-
lin M. Stone & his asst. John G. Adams. FPC—gen. coun-
sel Willard W. Gatchell. An FTC representative on the

council hadn’t been designated yet.

The FCC

FCC's ‘CARROLL PHILOSOPHY: It will take a lot of proof

for an existing station to convince FCC that licensing

of a competitor will cause such “economic injury” to the

first station that the public will suffer from impaired

broadcast service. In essence, that’s what Commission
made plain last week in releasing the text of its supple-

mental “Carroll decision” which affirmed its grant of

radio WWCC Bremen, Ga. despite protests by WLBB
(Carroll Bcstg. Co.) Carrollton, Ga., and a Court of

Appeals order to reconsider it (Vol. 15:29).

In rehearing “evidence to show whether a grant of the

application would result in such economic injury to the

protestant as to impair its ability to continue serving the

public,” FCC found, first of all, that WLBB hadn’t put up
good arguments.

“Our analysis of the facts must begin with the ob-

servation that a considerable portion of the evidence in this

record is of doubtful validity as a basis for projection of

the economic situation in the Carrollton-Bremen area and

a prediction of events to occur,” FCC said.

The ruling concluded that the only “so-called ‘injury’

to the public” claimed by the Carrollton station as a result

of establishment of the Bremen outlet, 11 miles away, was
based on WLBB estimates that WWCC competition would:

(1) Divide the available listening audience. (2) Force

reduction of advertising rates by 50%. (3) Bring staff

dismissals. (4) Prevent the remaining “minimum operating

staff” from providing “the high type of public service

programming presently being offered.” (5) Cause “public

institutions” to suffer as a result.

Carroll had argued at the outset of the case that both

WLBB & WWCC would fail if the Bremen grant were
made, “thus depriving the area of local broadcast service.”

Later Carroll posed the issue of whether either station

“would be able to carry out a plan of public service.”

In any event, FCC found that WLBB “has not

sustained its burden of proof,” that the station made no

effort to show that its operation now “is an efficient one in

terms of its operating costs, rate pattern [etc.].”

And, FCC added, it had heard nothing in the case to

prove that “competition is likely to result in injury to the

public of such severity that the listening & using public

should be deprived of the opportunity of choice of services

from competing stations and that the town of Bremen
should be denied the first local radio outlet.”

Quitting air July 21, KSPR-TV (Ch. 6) Casper, Wyo.
informed FCC that its troubles came from the local CATV
system which offers 3 signals from Denver stations. Owner
Donald Hathaway has sold radio KSPR to competitor

KTWO-TV (Ch. 2) for $149,981 (Vol. 15:19) and his TV
equipment to the owner of the CATV system. Bill Daniels,

who plans to use it in a proposed Farmington, N.M. sta-

tion. Hathaway told the FCC: “With this multiplicity of

signals, the audience in our area is split so thin that an

advertiser is unable to make his advertising pay out gen-

erally, even at our low rates of some $15 per one-min.

announcement. As a further competitive stumbling block,

the competitive station here was carried on the cable sys-

tem & we were not. We had hopes that the FCC or other

legislation would come to our rescue on this unfair situa-

tion. However, after holding out this long, feel that it is

now prudent to discontinue. We are convinced that 2 com-
petitive free TV stations could live in this market but not

with CATV operating also,”
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Stations & CATV Debate Microwaves: Counsel for tele-

casters faced a skeptical FCC last week as they presented

oral arguments on their protests against microwave giants

to serve CATV systems.

Recently, and at considerable length, FCC has given

its reasons for continuing microwave grants for CATV
(Vol. 15:16), and its questions last week showed that

Commissioners haven’t changed much. Their position, ba-

sically, is that the microwaves are common carriers, offer-

ing service to all comers, and that the Commission cannot

attempt to control the kind of traffic they carry. As Com-

mission counsel Arthur Gladstone argued, such action

would constitute “censorship,” violating the First Amend-

ment. The only way of handling the matter of CATV com-

petition with stations, if FCC wants to referee it, is to get

Congress to give it authority to control CATV directly.

And, he noted, FCC has declined to do that.

Commissioners were impressed, nonetheless, with ar-

guments of station counsel to the effect that CATV is kill-

ing off service to the public by destroying the economic

base of stations which can reach rural areas that CATV
can’t cover. But Commissioners still are full of questions

about that, too. For example. Chairman Doerfer asked

what would happen if the FCC cut off the microwave from

a CATV system that served 30,000 people in order to help

a station reaching 2000 in the mountains, implying that

the greater number would tip the scales.

Stations’ counsel argued that CATV-microwaves are

destroying FCC’s TV allocation plan. Vernon Wilkinson

posed this one : Suppose it were possible to put a station on

a platform 1000 miles over Denver and its signal drove all

U.S. stations out of business. Wouldn’t FCC then think

it had to control the common carrier that fed signals to

the platform? Gladstone’s answer: Control the platform,

not the carrier. “Shoot it out of the sky, if necessary.”

Counsel for stations put much emphasis on the fact

that a CATV system and the microwave feeding it are

frequently controlled by the same people, and the CATV
is the carrier’s sole customer. CATV counsel cited several

U.S. Supreme Court decisions, involving lumber com-

panies with railroads serving solely their own needs, which

held that the railroads were true common carriers. He
also contended that the microwave owners do look for other

customers, have even negotiated with TV stations.

The main effort of station lawyers was to get FCC to

conduct full-scale evidentiary hearings on the microwave

applications, to make them justify themselves. Gladstone

indicated that FCC does not hold the discretion to conduct

such hearings. As of last week, however, the Commission

seemed disinclined to schedule hearings.

New Clear-Channel Proposal: FCC came up last week
with another proposal in its 14-year-old AM dear-channel

proceeding—it now plans to consider putting full-time

stations on all clear channels. Last year (Vol. 14:16), the

Commission announced a proposal to break down 12 chan-

nels and boost the power of stations on the other 12 from

50 to 750 kw (action on 770 kc was held in abeyance pend-

ing resolution of conflict between WABC N.Y. and KOB
Albuquerque). Now, said the Commission, it will look into

“the feasibility of allocating on 24 clear channels a lim-

ited number of unlimited-time Class I stations of not less

than 10-kw power.” Location of the new stations, FCC
stated, “would be determined on the basis of need in areas

without primai’y service and under controlled conditions

which would afford protection to class 1-A stations on
those channels.”

More about
j

RISE & FALL OF ‘VOICE’: Key witness in FCC’s Voice 1

of Firestone hearing last week was Charles B. Ryan,

Firestone dir. of advertising, merchandising & sales

promotion. After recounting the history of the pro-

gram, he told how NBC pres. Niles Trammell in 1943

sold the firm Firestone Telenews on NBC-TV to pre-

serve 8:30-9 p.m. for “Voice”, giving assurances that

the period could be used by Firestone indefinitely. In

1951, “Voice” started as a simulcast.

Then, in April 1954, NBC pres. Pat Weaver informed

Ryan that the Mon. period was being preempted for the

Sid Caesar show because “we are being clobbered by God-

frey on CBS.”

“I told Weaver,” said Ryan, “that I was shocked,

astonished & surprised that they would treat their oldest

customer in that manner after we had made an investment

of some $40 million with them through the years.”

NBC offered a variety of non-prime time periods and,

later, 39 weeks of free Sunday afternoon time. Firestone

refused because “it would be unfair to the audience—also

. . . they had no assurance about future treatment by NBC.”
;

ABC pres. Robert Kintner & ABC-TV pres. Oliver >

Treyz then pitched for the business and got it in June
1954. Firestone signed a 52-week non-cancellable contract,

i

which guaranteed the position, in 1954, 1955 & 1956. In
j

1957, it signed a 39-week contract with the understanding
^

that the show could be bumped. However, Ryan said,
|

Treyz assured Firestone that “suitable” time would be
,

available if the program were to be shifted. Kintner &
j

Treyz had no doubt about what Firestone considered i

“suitable,” he said—between 8 & 10 p.m. I

Then came the big shock on Feb 22, 1959, Ryan said. i

His national ad mgr. A. J. McGinness received a call
j

from N.Y. Times reporter Val Adams, who read him an
ABC press release outlining fall program plans—which i

didn’t include “Voice.” Adventures in Paradise had its

former position. Treyz came to Akron & told Ryan “Ad- j

venture” couldn’t be moved (it later was, Ryan added).

Ryan said he told Treyz he couldn’t understand ABC’s
taking away the period without talking to Firestone. But >

Treyz took the position that Firestone had given up the '

position when it signed the 39-week contract.

ABC then offered several 10 & 10:30 p.m. positions

but Firestone would have none of them. CBS also stepped
|

in with a 5:30-6 p.m. Sun. proposal, also unsatisfactory to

Firestone. The last show on ABC was June 1, 1959.

The unusual development in the hearing came when
Ryan volunteered a statement to the effect that he was
there under subpoena, that his records had been ordered

by FCC, that he had nothing against the networks & their

executives, and that he has cordial relations with them. !

FCC counsel Ashbrook Bryant broke in with: “I think

this sort of thing can go too far.” Presiding officer James
Cunningham chimed in with: “Yes, I do, too.” Bryant then ;

asserted that Firestone witnesses hadn’t been subpoenaed.

He said FCC had requested them to appear. Ryan stated !

that he wasn’t testifying over objection.

We later asked Ryan to clarify his attitude. “I’m not '

trying to put anyone on the spot,” he said, “but I guess
;

the thing had to come out publicly. FCC is in its rights.”
|

Nonetheless, throughout the whole of the entire incident, I

Firestone has been getting an impressive amount of favor-
|

able publicity for its “corporate image” as the wi’onged I

advocate of fine music. This quality reputation in the minds

of the public should do the company no harm in tire sales. .
J
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BOSTON ‘INFLUENCE’ CASE: The Justice Dept, last week

joined FCC counsel in urging that FCC’s much-chal-

lenged 1957 award of Boston Ch. 5 to the Herald-

Traveler’s WHDH-TV be revoked as “void” because of

alleged attempts to “influence” ex-chairman George C.

McConnaughey (Vol. 15:29).

In a 13-page brief filed on the July 24 deadline set by

FCC special hearing examiner Judge Horace Stern for

written arguments, Attorney General William P. Rogers

said “public interest” requires that both WHDH-TV &
loser Mass. Bay Telecasters Inc. be disqualified from

further participation in the case.

With these 2 contestants out, the contest for Ch. 5

should be reopened, the Justice Dept. said. Rogers cited

off-the-record luncheon meetings between McConnaughey,
Herald-Traveler publisher Robert B. Choate & Mass. Bay
v.p. Forrester A. Clark as evidence that they tried to bring

pressure on the former FCC chairman. Moreover, the brief

noted, “WHDH sought Senatorial aid” in its cause.

The Justice Dept, was critical of McConnaughey’s

conduct in the case. But unlike FCC associate gen. counsel

Edgar H. Holtz, Rogers didn’t conclude that McConnaughey
should have disqualified himself from participating in the

Ch. 5 award.

An across-the-board defense of the Boston award was
filed at the same time by WHDH-TV in a 30-page brief

and “proposed findings & conclusions,” which said: (1)

“No member of the Commission should have disqualified

himself or may be retroactively disqualified by the Com-
mission because of any bias or prejudice.” (2) “WHDH
cannot be assigned any comparative demerit nor any of its

‘ opponents awarded a comparative preference in this pro-

ceeding because of any attempt of WHDH to prosecute its

I, case in a manner inconsistent with recognized public proc-

Ijl esses of adjudication.”

5^ Loser Mass. Bay in its brief argued that the case must
li|i be reheard with WHDH-TV disqualified. It defended its

till own conduct, said that in the event FCC doesn’t toss out
i-u the grant, evidence against WHDH-TV “should weigh

heavily” against WHDH-TV keeping its grant.

!V Similar lines of argument were followed in briefs by

tt' losers Greater Boston TV Corp. and Du Mont Labs, and
1)t|i by intervenor Boston Globe. Greater Boston said that the

- applicants didn’t have an “impartial tribunal.” Du Mont

)jj.
j

Labs said WHDH-TV, Mass. Bay & Greater Boston should

^.j
be disqualified. The Globe said “fundamental rules of fair-

lii,
ness” were disregarded in the award.

jjj j

FCC budget of $10,550,000 for fiscal 1960 was approved
last week by House acceptance of a conference report on

,
appropriation for independent offices. The House had pro-

posed $10.4 million for FCC, the Senate $10.7 million, the

Administration $11 million (Vol. 15:27).
IIM;

'

u;(
I

Allocations petitions filed: By grantee WTOH-TV
’ (Ch. 79) Toledo, to add Ch. 5 to Toledo, substituting Ch. 12

yfi
‘ for Ch. 5 in Cleveland, Ch. 5 for Ch. 12 in Erie; by Joint

jjj;
I Council on Educational TV, to reserve Ch. 9, Wausau, Wis.
for educational use.

i:* ' WLOS-TV Asheville has opened offices in Poinsett
ps Hotel, Greenville, S.C. now that FCC has authorized the

^ station to identify itself with Greenville & Spartanburg
luiii in addition to Asheville.

•

Baton Rouge’s new Ch. 9 will be occupied temporarily

,
by WAFB-TV, which was granted a shift from Ch. 28 last
week. FCC rejected the opposition of radio WIBR Baton
Rouge, which will compete with WAFB-TV for the channel.

Networks

’58-’59 YARDSTICK (cont.): Our exclusive report last

week (Vol. 15:29) of CBS-TV’s latest executive memo
on audience standings at night among the major net-

works drew a quick dissent from ABC-TV, which felt

that the season-long yardstick did not measure major
audience gains made recently by ABC.

Concentrating on its strongest evening hours (7:30-

10:30 p.m., as against the broader CBS view of 6-11 p.m.),

ABC pointed out: “On a national basis, ABC-TV’s 20.1

Nielsen average audience rating for April represents a

14% increase over the 17.6 rating recorded in Oct. On the

other hand, CBS (23.9 vs. 23.1) and NBC (21.1 vs. 21.0)

show no rating progress this past season.”

(The implication that ABC made a continuous rela-

tive gain throughout the season, however, is not borne out

by comparable CBS figures. ABC made a big gain between
the last Nielsen report in Oct. & the first in Nov. After

that, things stayed pretty much in balance throughout the

season, with April levels resembling Nov.’s. CBS led ABC
by anywhere from 14% to 21% average during the season,

but had led ABC by 37% in Oct.)

ABC’s sharpest competitive gain on the other 2 net-

works can be found in Nielsen’s 24-market reports, which
cover 3-station, competitive metropolitan TV areas (repre-

senting, roughly, some 40% of the nation’s TV homes).
The gain, said ABC in a memo from researcher Roy Graves,

is “most significant,” as the 24-market reports were the

first real indication in the previous season that CBS was
running noticeably ahead of NBC. Worth noting, however,

is a qualifying point cited to us by researchers: The aver-

age coverage of ABC-TV shows is 90.5% of all U.S. homes,
as against 95.0 for NBC & 96.6 for CBS. Coupled with the

strong metropolitan appeal of most ABC shows in the

7:30-10:30 periods, the Nielsen 24-market digest that

follows is therefore no direct indication of how ABC shows
fare in fully national Nielsen measurements, although the

trends are in ABC’s favor:
All Commercial Programming:

Sun.-Sat. 7:30-10:30 p.m.
Rating

ABC CBS NBC
October 195S 16.6 21.8 19.2
April 1959 19.2 20.0 19.0
% Change 4^16 —8 —
The season’s “most dramatic change” is in the realm of

night-of-the-week wins, in which network standings are

compared for the evening on the basis of average audience

ratings, the ABC memo pointed out. By this Nielsen yard-

stick ABC-TV claims that it “currently dominates 4 nights

of the week—more than the other networks combined.”
Wins By Night of Week

All Commercial Programs (Sun.-Sat. 7:30-10:30 p.m.)
Average Rating

National 24 Market Report
ABC CBS NBC ABC CBS NBC

October 1958 1 5 1 1 5 1

April 1959 4 2 1 4 2 1

ABC’s choice of verbs, examination of Nielsen night-

time figures on a 6-11 p.m. basis seem to indicate, may be

a trifle enthusiastic. In the first of Nielsen’s national re-

ports for May 6, for example, the “domination” by ABC
over its closest rival on Tues. night (one of ABC’s strong-

est) looked like this: ABC—21.7 av. aud.; CBS—21.4 av.

aud. Most of the all-night wins, even on ABC’s yardstick

of prime nighttime hours, continue to be in the area of one

rating point, are often just a fraction of a point over CBS.

ABC Radio is reportedly entering AM radio syndication.

Initially the new ABC arm will offer programs on tape &
recordings, as well as programs & personalities otherwise

unavailable to stations.
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Net TV Rise Continues: Although topped by both news-

papers & magazines in ad-volume percentage gains for

May 1959 over May 1958, network TV scored with a solid

9% increase, reports Printers' Ink's latest index. News-
papers paced all gains with a 15% jump; magazines were

up 11%. Network radio fell off its comeback trail, drop-

ping 17% behind its showing of a month ago. On the

year-to-year reckoning, it was the only category to show
a decline—off 9%. Network TV also was off its April 1959

pace—by 2% but gained in May suflSciently to hold its

year-to-year-date cumulative gain at 9% (compared with

6% for all advertising). The national ad index came
down 2% in May from April, but rose 10% for May 1959

vs. May 1958.
Index % Change from % Cumu-

Medium May May 1 month 1 year lative
1959 1958 ago ago Change

General Index . 226 205 — 2 4-10 4- 6
Total Magazines ..... 165 148 -f 1 4-11 4- 7
Weekly 178 165 — 4 4- 8 4- 6
Women’s . 123 111 + 3 4-11 4- 8
General Monthly. . 213 175 -t- 8 4- 8 4-12
Farm . 106 103 4- 7 4- 3 4- 1

Newspapers . 206 179 — 7 4-15 4-11
Network TV . 457 418 — 2 4- 9 4- 9
Network Radio . 30 33 —17 — 9 —10
Business Papers ..... 243 228 4- 6 4- 7 4- 2
Outdoor . 165 153 4- 5 4- 8 — 6

All indexes have been seasonally adjusted. The index shown for each
medium is based on estimated total advertising investments in the
medium, including talent, production and media costs. For each medium,
the base (100) is an average of total investments in the years 1947-49
except for the TV base which covers the years 1950-52. “Cumulative
change” in the last column refers to the change, from the same period
last year, of the index average from January through May 1959.

Moscow Tiff on Tape: NBC-TV scored a real news beat

in its coverage of Vice President Nixon’s visit to Moscow
when the July 24 visit of Soviet Premier Khrushchev to the

U.S. Exposition flared up into a verbal duel between the 2

political leaders ranging from rockets to the origin of the

cold war. RCA TV cameras & Ampex Videotape recorders

captured approximately 16%-min. of the Nixon-Khrushchev
exchange on color tape. Ampex v.p. Philip Gundy promptly

hopped a plane from Moscow with the tape, which was
scheduled to be aired for U.S. viewers at 2 p.m. July 25

on NBC-TV and then offered to the other 2 networks.

In another coup, film clips of Vice President Nixon’s ar-

rival in Moscow July 23 were telecast on NBC-TV’s 11th

Hour News on the evening of the same day with the aid

of BBC-TV and Canadian Bcstg. Co. NBC cameraman
Bradford Kress filmed the segment and placed it aboard a

plane to Prague, where it was transferred to a London-

bound aircraft. In London, BBC processed & edited the

film & transmitted a segment to Canada via the new BBC-
developed transatlantic telephone cable system (Vol.

15:25). A 30-sec. clip was re-assembled in Montreal by the

CBC and fed to N.Y., where it was recorded on video tape,

and broadcast as a network feature. Elapsed time: 15 hrs.

ABC and CBS also were well represented in Moscow
coverage last week. News chief John Daly flew to Moscow
July 22 and made a 3-min. first-hand TV-radio report

(sound only) of Nixon’s arrival which was broadcast the

same evening on ABC’s John Daly & the News, conducted

in his absence by Don Goddard. Nixon will narrate a

30-min. CBS news special report on his trip after his re-

turn from Moscow.

CBS Radio’s Program Consolidation Plan, after 6

months’ operation, has “demonstrated its strength in assur-

ing to audiences, affiliates and advertisers, the continuation

of national network radio service,” reported CBS Radio
Affiliates Assn, chairman Charles C. Caley (WMBD Inc.

Peoria pres.-treas.) during the 2-day meeting last week of

CBS Radio executives & the affiliates board.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

Breweries figured heavily in network sales last week,

as well as in regional syndicated buys (see page x). List

of network-happy beer firms for next season includes Mil-

ler, Carling, Ballantine, Natl. Brewing, Duquesne and
Falstaff. Schlitz currently sponsors CBS-TV’s Markham,
which will probably return in the fall. Other series spon-

sors are Miller (ABC’s All-Star Golf) and Hamm (ABC’s
Sat. Night Pro Football) . Other brewers concentrate their

network dollars in special sporting events & weekly foot-

ball telecasts.

ABC-TV
Daytime programming, 15-min. segments in daily strip.

Orders, by 4 advertisers, total approximate-
ly $1 million in gross revenues.
Block Drug, 3 segments weekly starting in
Sept, and 1 seg. starting in Aug. (Gum- i

binner; Gray, and Sullivan, Stauffer, Col-
j

well & Bayles)
;
Ex-Lax, one seg. weekly ,

:

starting in Aug. (Warwick & Legler) ; Gen- j

eral Foods, additional weekly seg. (Young ji

& Rubicam) and Toni Co., additional week-
|

ly seg. (North Adv).

The Gale Storm Show, Thursdays (7:30-8 p.m.) '

Warner-Lambert (Lambert & Feasley) I

Walt Disney Presents, Fridays (7:30-8 p.m.), alt. wk. i
half-hrs.

|

Canada Dry (J. M. Mathis)

CBS-TV
!

Special Tonight, series of 6 90-min. specials, first of which ;

will be an adaptation of “The Bells of St. j
Mary’s” set for Tues., Oct. 27, 8:30-10 p.m. f
David Susskind will produce the series.

General Mills and Westclox (both BBDO).

PGA Golf Tournament, live from Minneapolis Golf Club.
Sun. Aug. 2 (5-6:30 p.m.).
Midas Muffler (Bozell & Jacobs)
Hamm Brewing (Campbell-Mithun)

NBC-TV
“Miracle on 34th St.,” pre-Christmas adaptation of 1947

film, produced by David Susskind, Talent
Associates. (Fri., Nov. 27, 8:30-9:30 p.m.).
Westclox (BBDO).

Our American Heritage, series of 6 dramatic 60-min. pro- i

grams, to be produced by Milberg Enter- (

prises in association with the editors of i

American Heritage magazine. First is Sun., i

Oct. 18, 8-9 p.m.
Equitable Life Assurance Society

,

Toast to Jerome Kern, 90-min., Sept. 22 (9-10:30 p.m.).
MCA producing, cast not set.

United States Brewers Foundation (J. Wal- '

ter Thompson)

Second All-Star Game of 1959, originating at Los Angeles
(

Coliseum Mon., Aug. 3, 6:45 p.m.
Gillette (Maxon Inc.)

World Series Special, (Tues., Sept. 29, 9:30-10:30 p.m.) i

All-Star baseball special on the eve of the
|

World Series, featuring live and film re-
|

ports of the season’s highlights, originating i

in the city of the pennant winning American I

League team.
Natl. Carbon Co. (William Esty Co.)

FCC has turned down ABC’s request for the extension

from Aug. 3 to Sept. 15 of the deadline for filing of com-

ments on the proposed option-time amendments (Vol. 15:29).
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CBC-STILL SWINGING: Bloodied but still broadcasting,

Canadian Bcstg. Corp. will recall 1959 as the not-so-

jolly year which brought layer on layer of problems

—

Ij
financial, internal, political—topped by a Parliamentary

I inquiry which has been giving the network a rum go

S
these past few weeks.

i
Financially, CBC closed out its fiscal year ended March

i 31, 1959 with its budget overspent by some $105,000. More-

over, on a total expenditure of $87,314,553 it produced in-

come of only $33,194,522. Its cost-of-doing-business, $54,-

) 120,031, was up slightly over last year, a CBC spokesman

i
told us, mainly because of increased service. The big sting

i in CBC’s operations was soothed by the govt, treasury,

,

which anted up $51,596,565 in Parliamentary grants &

j

taxes. However, operating deficits are old hat to the govt.-

I
supported CBC (Vol. 14:29).

CBC would be content if its problems were strictly

1
financial. It started a snowball rolling downhill recently

i when it abruptly cancelled Preview Commentary (Vol.

15:26), a regularly scheduled—but obscure—political com-

mentary radio program. In quick succession, 37 tight-

lipped key staffers resigned, rumors of govt, interference

I

swooped in, CBC reinstated the program, and the Parlia-

mentary Committee on Broadcasting decided to see what

i

all the fuss was about. It learned among other things

that Canadian taxpayers pay heavily to view sponsored

TV shows (Vol. 15:28): Of 102 TV broadcasts in 2 weeks

of March, for example, only 17 made money for CBC.
Indicative of CBC’s good-natured operations, it got from
sponsors only $9678 for a program that cost $30,132—the

public paid the difference.

An observer close to the situation told us last week
that CBC’s ad policies came as a shock to Parliament. As
a result, CBC v.p. & asst. gen. mgr. Ernest L. Bushnell,

acting pres, in the illness-induced absence of pres. J.

i
Alphonse Ouimet, was raked over the coals but good.

' The network gave him a 2-month vacation then passed

I control to a 7-man emergency committee of senior execu-

I
tives. The general feeling among people who should know,

I

said our source, is that the storm will blow itself out and

,
CBC will continue to be CBC: “The solid people are be-

i hind CBC; it’s vital because it encourages native talent

and develops a national consciousness.”

i

However, it was pointed out, one thing the furor

,
I might do is give more weight to applications for com-

a.

I

mercial TV which will be up for consideration this fall.

£ ! (The Canadian govt, has established Sept. 15 as the day
^

' it will accept applications for licenses for competitive sta-

I

tions.) Such stations, if established, would operate in com-
petition with CBC. But whatever happens in this area,

there’ll always be a CBC. However, there’ll no longer be
a CBC for 51 employes in Montreal & 107 in Toronto who

I
I

have been notified they’re being sacked as of July 31 &
J

i

Aug. 15 respectively. The 158 networkers are carpenters,
• stagehands and other technical-worker members of lATSE.

CBC says the cutback was long planned & wasn’t triggered
by notice reportedly served on CBC by the House of Com-

^ mons that it had better tidy up the operation or prepare
for a subsidy cut.

California’s first FM network is planned by Sherrill

Corwin, Metropolitan Theatres pres., who says the web
will be in opei’ation by Jan. 1. Corwin, owner of KFMU
Los Angeles, will build 4 more stations, for which con-
struction permits have been received from FCC. The sta-

tions are KFMW San Bernardino, KFMX San Diego,
KGUD Santa Barbara, KBAY San Francisco.

Stations

WJAR-TV Sale in Doubt: N.Y. real estate magnate Wil-

liam Zeckendorf & Denver telecaster John C. Mullins may
give up their long fight to get WJAR-TV & WJAR Provi-

dence by buying the parent Outlet Co. department store

Vol. 14:49-50, 15:4, 8, 10, 12, 20), as a result of an ad-

verse decision last week by R.I. Supreme Court.

The high court upheld a temporary injunction blocking

sale of controlling interest in the company by trustees for

the heirs of the firm’s founders. The decision was a victory

for J. S. (Dody) Sinclair, gen. mgr. of the Providence sta-

tions and grandson of Outlet founder Col. Joseph Samuels.

He had charged the trustees weren’t acting in the best

interest of the heirs, and that they “probably” failed to

obtain a higher price. The case was sent back to the lower

court for a full hearing.

The court decision came on July 21—the very day on

which the prospective purchasers can terminate their offer

to buy the stock, under the terms of the purchase proposal

made to all Outlet stockholders. Although there was no

direct word from Zeckendorf & Mullins, there were indica-

tions that they were reconsidering, with an eye to dropping

the hot legal potato.

WSFA-TV (Ch. 12) Montgomery, Ala. has been sold

for $2,250,000 to operators of WIS-TV (Ch. 10) & WIS
Columbia, S.C. and radio WIST Charlotte, N.C. Seller is

WKY TV System, subsidiary of The Daily Oklahoman
(E. K. Gaylord family), also owner of WKY-TV (Ch. 4) &
WKY Oklahoma City and WTVT (Ch. 13) Tampa, Fla.

WKY acquired the station in 1955 from founding group
(which included D. F. Hudson, publisher of Montgomery
Advertiser & Journal), paying $562,598 plus obligations,

for radio WSFA & WSFA-TV, shortly after latter went on

the air (Vols. 10:50, 11:8). The following year, WKY sold

radio WSFA for $175,000 (Vol. 12:50). After FCC ap-

proves transfer, new owner of WSFA-TV will be Bcstg.

Co. of the South, whose exec. v.p. is G. Richard Shafto,

chairman of the NAB TV Board.

Off-air uhf KBMT (Ch. 31) Beaumont, Tex. is due to

get a CP for Ch. 12. Reversing examiner Charles J.

French’s recommendation of Aug. 11, 1958 that the grant

be given to Brown Telecasters Inc. (Vol. 14:33), FCC di-

rected its staff to draw up a document looking toward
grant of KBMT. French had favored Brown because of

wider business interests, more civic activity, program plans

and preparation for TV. KBMT, which left the air Aug. 1,

1956, had proposed using its old studio site about 5 mi.

from Beaumont, but the examiner held that the station had
failed to show why it should be permitted to operate from
the site again. The other loser was radio KJET.

License of KHOU-TV (Ch. 11) Houston was renewed
by FCC last week over the dissents of Comrs. Bartley,

Ford and Cross, who wanted moi'e information about

whether the station was serving Galveston adequately.

Granted a move from Galveston last year, the station was
accused by the Galveston Chamber of Commerce of neg-

lecting the city’s needs. Examination of the station’s re-

newal form satisfied FCC majority; minority wanted to

write KHOU-TV a letter.

Dr. W. R. G. Baker, retired GE v.p. and distinguished

leader in the electronics industry, has filed incorporation

papers looking toward applying for a proposed dropped-in

Ch. 5 or 9 in Syracuse. He said that 6 local businessmen

are backing him in W. R. G. Baker Radio & TV Corp.
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Movie Firms Buy Stations: Two of Hollywood’s film ma-

jors are in the process of closing deals for TV station

properties, Columbia Pictures, having borrowed Screen

Gems’ station operations mgr. Norman Louvau (ex-KRON-

TV San Francisco) to handle negotiations, is buying

KTVT Salt Lake City (and KDYL radio) from Time Inc.,

80% owner, and other stockholders for more than $3 mil-

lion. It will be the first station owned by the Columbia-

Screen Gems operation. Natl. Telefilm Associates is dis-

posing of KMSP-TV Minneapolis (which NTA acquired

in late 1957 as an o&o outlet) to 20th Century-Fox, with

which NTA has long had a contractual production-distri-

bution arrangement. The purchase sum was not disclosed,

althoug the deal was confirmed by both parties.

Haitian TV station, planned for Nov. start, will be

operated under an exclusive 10-year franchise by Hemi-

sphere TV Corp., a group comprising J. Elroy McCaw’s

Gotham Bcstg. Co., Haiti industrialist Mike Rosenberg

and Bartell Bcstrs. The company is also negotiating for

sites in Central and South America, including Buenos

Aires, Curacao and Aruba. McCaw owns KTVW (Ch. 13)

Tacoma-Seattle, KTVR (Ch. 2) Denver, radio WINS N.Y.

and 50% of radio KELA Centralia, Wash. The Bartell group

owns WOV N.Y., WOKY Milwaukee, WAKE Atlanta,

KCBQ San Diego, WILD Boston, KYA San Francisco and

WYDE Birmingham,

Purchase of KPTV (Ch. 12) Portland, Ore. for $1,026,-

000 plus liquidation of $2,734,924 in obligations (Vol. 15:

23) was approved by FCC last week. Buyer is NAFI Corp.,

makers of automobile interiors. Bing Crosby and Kenyon

Brown, stockholders of KCOP (Ch. 13) Los Angeles,

az’e chairman & pres, respectively, of KPTV. George Hag-
garty, Detroit lawyer & industrialist, was the seller.

Control of WLAC-TV (Ch. 5) & WLAC Nashville,

Tenn. went to wealthy Murchison Bros, of Texas last week.

Approval of the sale by FCC was one of the final phases of

a deal whereby the Murchisons purchased Life & Casualty

Insurance Co. of Nashville, parent corp. of WLAC radio

and 50% owner of WLAC-TV, for $40,000,000. (Vol. 14:35).

Sale of 50% of WSVA-TV (Ch. 3) & WSVA Harrison-

burg, Va. to WMAL-TV (Ch. 7) Washington for about

$750,000 “is in negotiation,” according to the principals.

Seller is Transcontinent TV Corp. Pres.-gen. mgr. Hamil-

ton Shea would retain his 50%,

Split of a 15 -year association between J. Elroy Mc-

Caw and John D. Keating became final recently when the

FCC approved the transfer of control of radio KDAY Santa

Monica from McCaw’s (Jotham Bcstg. Corp. to Keating in

a deal dividing their properties (Vol. 15:13).

Frederick A. Knorr, pres, of radio WKMH Dearborn,

WKMF Flint and WSAM Saginaw, all Mich., acquires posi-

tive control of the stations as Harvey R. Hansen and W.
H. McCoy sell their share for more than $1 million each.

Ex-NBC Washington v.p. Frank M. Russell and Wash-
ington TelePrompTer mgr. Robert C. Doyle are buying

radio WICO Salisbury, Md. for $80,000 from Beacon Bcstg.

Corp., recent buyer of WKNB New Britain (Vol. 15:28).

Three applications for TV stations were filed with the

FCC last week: For Talahassee, Fla., Ch. 11 educational,

by Board of Control of Fla. & Fla. Educational TV Com-
mission; for Baton Rouge, La., Ch. 9, by KLOU; for Clear-

water, Fla., Ch, 32, by West Coast Telecasting Corp. (re-

instatement), Applications pending total 107 (15 uhf).

TV Now a Quarter of Life: TV homes spend one hour of

every 4 watching TV in a typical winter-season week, re-

ports A. C. Nielsen. Viewing being an all-day affair, morn-
ings account for 12% of all TV viewing hours, afternoons

27%, evenings (the largest segment) 57%, and post-mid-

night, 4%. During a winter week, the average TV home
has its set (or sets) on for a total of 41.82 hours.

More than 9 out of 10 TV homes (95%) use their TV
sets at least once during the 7-day period, and late-night

viewing—which accounts for 3.23 hrs. per week in the

average TV household in the hours after midnight—man-
ages to attract a huge audience over a period of a week,

with Nielsen reporting 21,120,000 homes engaging in some
form of late-late dialing in a typical 7-day period. Here
is the full day-night breakdown by segments

:

U.S. WEEKLY TELEVISION AUDIENCE
March 1-7, 1959

Weekly Cumulative Total
% of TV Humes Avg. Hrs. Per

By Day parts Total % '000 Home Reached
Mon.-Fri. Morn 9 62.3 27,412 5.74
Mon.-Fri. Aft 19 83.1 36,564 9.38
Sunday Morn 1 24.2 10,648 1.29
Sunday Aft 4 62.5 27,500 2.49
Saturday Morn 2 42.6 18,744 2.06
Saturday Aft 4 57.2 25,168 2.45
All Evenings 57 95.5 42,020 24.00
12 Mdn.-6 A.M 4 48.0 21,120 3.23

24 Hr. 7 Day Total 100 95.6 42,064 41.82

Only 2 Canadian TV outlets were approved by Board
of Broadcast Governors during July 7-9 hearing, CKSA
Television Ltd. got green light for 14.63-kw station in

Lloydminster, Alta. (Ch, 2) and CFCY-TV Charlottetown,

P. E. I. got approval for .175-kw satellite at New Glasgow,

N.S. (Ch. 7). Turned down were CKPG Television Ltd. &
Aurora TV Ltd., Ch. 3 applicants for Prince George, B.C.,

Board stating CBC is unable to provide network programs
to area. It deferred action on Ch. 12 application for New
Carlisle, Que. by La Television de la Bale des Chaleurs Inc.,

saying other applicants should have hearing also. Stating

it wanted to determine whether arrangements could be

made for microwave facilities into western & northern

Manitoba, Board deferred action for 3 months on applica-

tions for satellites at Flin Flon, Moon Lake, Swan River

& The Pas by CKX-TV Brandon, Man. Board also recom-

mended following power boosts: CKWS-TV Kingston, Ont.

to 130-kw, CJON-TV St. John’s, Newfoundland, to 62-kw,

CKTM-TV Three Rivers, Que. to 42.5-kw.

“Will the cash register ring for FM?” asks July U.S.

Radio in a special report based on a questionnaire which

drew replies from 169 stations. Highlights of the findings:

The average FM station which doesn’t duplicate AM pro-

grams has 31.3% of its commercial time sold, compared
with 7.2% of commercial FM time sold for the average

FM outlet which does duplicate AM. The average FM sta-

tion which is operated in combination with an AM
(whether programming is duplicated or not) accounts for

11.1% of the total combined billings. Business on the av-

erage FM station is 83.5% local & 16.5 national.

New NAB members include 6 radio stations in Hawaii
and 31 TV & radio stations in the West—24 in Cal., 2 in

Nev., 5 in Ariz. When Hawaii becomes a state officially, it

will be added to NAB’s District 15.

Site move of WEAR-TV (Ch. 13) Pensacola to a point

24 miles from Pensacola, 26 miles from Mobile (9 miles

closer to Mobile than the present site), along with a height

increase of 1210 ft., has been granted by FCC.

WTVT (Ch. 13) Tampa, Fla. was granted waiver last

week to identify itself with St. Petersburg also.
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Foreign

More about

GOLD IN FOREIGN TELEFILM MARKET: To U S. stay-at-

homes, the pricing of American-made telefilms in

the overseas TV market often makes little sense. Gross

revenues frequently have little relationship to the size

or importance of the TV market involved. And there

are a host of other problems to consider, notably cur-

rency restrictions, production quotas, government-vs.-

commercial TV policies, and, of course, the language

hurdle (see p. 2).

A 30-min. telefilm series that qualifies under the semi-

official British quota system (as having been filmed some-

where in the British Commonwealth with a British unit)

can earn as much as $7,500 per weekly episode in Eng-

land, for example. The same show in Japan—which isn’t

too far behind Britain as a TV market in terms of sets

& stations—can only earn a ceiling price of $300 because

of government restrictions designed to encourage Japan-

ese production. A sale to a TV network in Cuba will bring

only a top rate of some $230 weekly, but a sale to a net-

work covering French-speaking Canada can pull $2500

weekly, although the 2 markets are roughly comparable.

Here’s the worldwide telefilm “top price” outlook to-

day, for 30-min. telefilm shows, as compiled by ITC’s

globe-trotting dir. of intnatl. sales Abe Mandell, and

shown to us in N.Y. last week:

European Area

Market
Great Britain
(excluding Ireland)

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
West Germany
Italy

Episode Price

.*7500

100
120
145
60
300
1000
250

Market
Luxembourg
Monaco
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

European total

Episode Price
100
100
100
50

180
140

$10,135

Quota sales only. Others $2500-
$3000.

Mid-East Area

Iran Saudi Arabia . 50
Iraq Mid-East total $2G0

Far East Area
Australia Okinawa (starts

65 Sept. 1, 1959) 30
Guam 25 Philippines . 200
Hong Kong Far East total ,$1305

(Closed Circuit) 45

Latin America

Argentina $200 Mexico . *770
Brazil 450 Nicaragua . 40
Chile 30 Panama . 35
Colombia 100 Peru . 30
Costa Rica 35 Puerto Rico . 400
Cuba 230 Uruguay . 40
Dominican Republic 50 Venezuela . 400
El Salvador 30

45
Latin American total

Honduras 30
* Include Mexico City, $535.

North America
Bermuda $30 North American total .$4030
Canada (CBC Network) . *4000 *French-Canadian sale only $2500.

Rounded out, the top weekly gross the telefilmer can

expect on a half-hour film show overseas is thus about

$18,705 per episode, although few, if any, telefilms will

have a sales batting average as strong. (“We’d consider

$17,500 weekly as being very, very good,” comments ITC’s

Mandell whose firm predicts $12 million gross revenue for

its first year of operation ending in Oct.) Overseas reruns
of the series will add another 40-50%.

What does it cost the distributor to get into this grow-
ing overseas market?

First, there’s the matter of distribution costs, which

syndicators generally figure will run less than comparable

U.S. prices (about 15-20%, as against 35% in the U.S.).

Second, there’s the cost of language dubbing, where nec-

essary to make a sale.

Spanish is the principal dubbed language, with the

re-voicing usually done in Mexico City (some producers

use Puerto Rican facilities; a few work in Madrid) at a

per-show cost that ranges from $900 to $1200, depending

on how fancy a job you want. These costs are borne by the

distributor. Small distributors occasionally trade sales

rights in a few areas in exchange for dubbing. Brazil

usually takes an English sound track with Portuguese

subtitles in preference to a Spanish-voiced show.

French & German, with which most of European TV
can be covered, are the other 2 important dubbed lan-

guages. Oddly enough, France as a market ($300 tops per

episode) won’t sustain dubbing costs in Paris (about $1200

per episode). But Paris is the center for French telefilm

Canada’s TV market, worth $2500 per episode—although it

doesn’t work the other way around. And Paris dubbing can

be used in Belgium, Monaco, Switzerland & Luxembourg.

German dubbing is handled by German TV purchasers,

with U.S. distributors delivering English-speaking ver-

sions at a net price.

A similar situation exists in Japan, whose government-

pegged prices wouldn’t begin to pay for full-scale Jap-

anese dubbing. Other worldwide language barriers are

nearly always handled with a soundtrack in one of the

basic languages, plus subtitles.

As an example of the growing importance of the

worldwide market in launching a new telefilm series, ITC’s

Mandell (who currently has 18 different series selling

internationally) cites the firm’s new co-production (with

Britain’s Sapphire Films) series, U Just Men. The first

major sale on the series, scored last week, was for a 40-

station Canadian Bcstg. Corp. lineup, equalling in effect

another 40 markets in the U.S.—where the series is in

syndication.

* * *

In another significant overseas move last week, ITC
hired Leslie T. Harris, former v.p. in charge of CBS Films,

to head the new International TV Production div. of ITC
now being established in London with Associated TV Ltd.,

which is the British partner of ITC’s board chaii’man Jack
Wrather. Harris will specialize in overseas co-production

film series to be distributed on a worldwide basis by ITC.
He will also maintain a relationship with CBS-TV in over-

seas program development & sales.

Argentine govt, confirmed 5 TV CPs to private inter-

ests—3 in Buenos Aires, one each in Mar del Plata and
Mendoza—which had been authorized in April 1958 by the

then provisional govt. Also being considered in the Ar-
gentine congress is a proposed law to confine foreign own-
ership in TV-radio stations to less than 40%. The same
law would also return to private opei’ation all stations

formerly privately owned. At present there is one govt.-

owned station in Buenos Aires—LR3-TV—which began
operating in Sept. 1951, using Western European 625-line

standards.

Japanese TV hurts movie-going, says the Japan Movie
Producers Federation, reporting that attendance during
first-quarter 1959 dropped 13 million from the first-quarter

1958 figure. Japan has 69 TV stations, 3 million TV sets.
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Auxiliary Services

20th Century-Fox and Ciba, Swiss drug firm & parent

of recently-established Eidophor Inc. (Vol. 15:22) have

formed a company in Switzerland, Telepatent, to handle

licensing & selling of Eidophor TV projectors. It will con-

centrate on development of a “new & larger unit” suitable

for theater TV. Roderic L. O’Connor, pres, of Eidophor

Inc., N.Y., intimated that negotiations to sublicense manu-
facture of Eidophor units in the U.S. were in progress

with GE. He estimates that 40 to 50 Eidophor units, worth

about $800,000, will be shipped from Switzerland by next

spring. Twentieth Century-Fox, which has been working

on theatrical versions of the Eidophor projector for nearly

a decade, will get a percentage on any Eidophor model

sold, whether small or large screen.

The Pentagon will use closed-circuit TV to spur sales

of surplus property. An 8-hour, 6-city simulcast will be

staged Oct. 7 to show $1.5 million in merchandise available

at 3 widely separated military posts. Via projection TV,
prospective buyers in N.Y., Boston, Philadelphia, Colum-

bus, Chicago, and St. Louis, will be able to view & bid on

merchandise at Philadelphia, Granite City, 111., and Shelby,

0. The telecast, by TelePrompTer, will cost $81,000. Tele-

PrompTer forecasts that TV sales can be expected to put

more profit in govt, surplus auctions, since they mean
considerably more buyers, bidding—and competition for

merchandise that has previously been sold far under its

actual value.

Microwaves serving CATV systems, to get their

licenses renewed, will have to show FCC they are honest-

to-goodness common carriers. Last week the Commission

amended its rules to require that microwaves & CATV
systems under common ownership must show that at least

50% of their time & facilities are used to serve subscribers

other than the CATV systems—or that they’ve made an
attempt to get such business. The amendment formalizes

what the Commission has been telling microwave grantees

individually. It also gives such microwaves the same treat-

ment previously accorded microwaves serving the mobile

communications field.

FCC has rescinded license renewal of translator

K70BA Lewiston, Ida. to Orchards Community TV Assn,

because of “unauthorized operation of another translator

station on Ch. 76 after the Commission had deferred action

on such an application until Orchards had certified that it

had authority from KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash, to rebroad-

cast its signal.” Orchards has 30 days to reply.

Translator application for Ch. 70 in Tucumcari, N.M.

was turned down last week. FCC upheld examiner H. Gif-

ford Irion’s recommendation last March that it deny the

application on grounds that the applicant had built the

facility without a CP (Vol. 15:13).

Two translators proposed for Palm Springs, Cal. in

an initial decision in Jan.—K70AL & K73AD—are due to

be upheld. FCC has directed its staff to draw up a docu-

ment looking toward affirmation.

N.Y. CATV Assn, elects: Jack Pryor, Hornell, pres.;

Charles W. Fribley, Corning, v.p.; Albert E. Farone,

Oneonta, secy-treas. New directors: Tony Ceracche, Ithaca;

Hugh Sutphen, Saranac Lake; W. J. Calsam, Delhi.

CATV-station battlegrounds will be studied first-hand

by FCC, following the recommendations of Congressmen.
Broadcast bureau chief Harold G Cowgill & economist
James B. Sheridan will tour the West in Aug.

Programming

Traffic Jam in Specials: Some form of industry-sup-

ported title & idea registration service (such as the movie

industry’s MPAA) might not be a bad idea in the TV in-

dustry, it began to appear this month. We have made this

suggestion before, regarding film series—in Vol. 15:13

—

but now, with producers scrambling to create formats for

this season’s barrage of specials (270 this season; NBC
alone has announced a 3-a-week schedule in addition to its

40 or more one-shot “special specials”), the confusion can

be expected to worsen before it betters itself, and a TV
title clearing house seems indicated.

CBS & NBC found themselves in a creative traffic jam
over a pair of specials, both titled “The Fabulous Fifties,”

and both dealing with a musical review of the past decade.

Originally, the project was announced by CBS (see “Spe-

cials for the Networks,” Vol. 15:17) this spring, with

Leland Hayward as producer of a package tentatively

budgeted at $500,000 for talent costs, and with General

Electric named as sponsor. Hubbell Robinson, who is

in charge of the Ford specials and who was at CBS when
the Hayward project began, is planning virtually the same
show as the premiere telecast of the Ford series in early

Oct. (Robinson also has Ingrid Bergman signed up for the

Ford series—a signing which was reportedly in the CBS
works before Robinson left.) The title conflict, at least, has

been resolved in CBS-TV’s favor, with Robinson announc-

ing last week through NBC-TV that he planned to change

the look-alike title on his Ford special, although the sub-

ject matter of the 2 shows will still be similar. However,

CBS is not completely happy because of the signing of

Ingrid Bergman for the NBC series.

This month, another conflict developed between actor

Tony Curtis & singer Johnny Desmond, when Curtis an-

nounced through his publicity firm he was planning an
hour-long musical biography of ill-starred crooner Russ
Columbo for January exposure in the Ford series. Desmond
promptly challenged the project, saying that he had been

working for 5 years on a similar project, and had already

paid to have a script developed for either movie or TV
use. The Curtis-Desmond dispute is still unresolved.

In a third current conflict, NBC & CBS found they

were both planning to do TV versions of Stephen Vincent

Benet’s “The Devil and Daniel Webster.” NBC-TV has

scheduled a straight adaptation of MGM’s old film ver-

sion (the film, incidentally, has often been shown in local

TV feature shows) for Feb. in the Sunday Shoxvcase series

with Talent Associates producing. CBS-TV is planning,

oddly enough, a musical version of the Faustian story for

fall presentation in the Playhouse 90 series.

Such problems are by no means the only ones of this

nature occurring this season to plague TV producers.

Music Corp. of America has been offering a 90-min. adap-

tation of “Oh, Captain!” (a lukewarm Broadway success)

to Ford, NBC-TV, and CBS-TV starring Jose Ferrer,

Rosemary Clooney and Abbe Lane. Henry Jaffe has been

offering the same property, this time with Tony Randall in

the lead, as part of a package of Comedy of the Month.

Another conflict concerns public-domain “Don Quix-

ote,” which Desilu’s Desi Arnaz has long wanted to de-

velop into a 90-min. TV musical filmed special, and which

is also being eyed by Talent Associates’ David Susskind.

MCA has plans for a 90-min. adaptation of “Mr. Wonder-

ful” with Donald O’Connor, while, at the same time, Wil-

liam Morris is talking of a TV adaptation of the same

property with its original star (and Morris client), Sam-

my Davis Jr.
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Personals: Robert G. Holben, ex-WTVH Peoria, named
gen. mgr., WTTV Indianapolis-Bloomington, succeeding

Herbert Nelson . . . George Kapel, ex-KXTV Sacramento

gen. sales mgr., named gen. sales mgr., WTOL-TV Toledo,

replacing Rus Stone, resigned . . . Ralph Hansen, ex-KYW-
TV Cleveland, named program dir., WJBK-TV Detroit.

Frank Nowaczek, ex-National Security Agency, named
PR asst, to Edward Whitney, exec. dir. of National Com-
munity TV Assn. . . . Fred Metcalf, operator of Guelph,

Ont. CATV system, named Canadian rep of Daniels &
Associates, Denver CATV system brokers.

Frederick Pierce promoted from ABC-TV audience

measurement mgr. to network research mgr. . . . Robert

Schneider named research mgr., CBS-TV spot sales, Jos-

eph Dowling appointed sales promotion mgr. . . . Marvin

W. Baiman promoted to NBC research studies mgr.

Chet Wallack named engineering dir., KKTV Colo-

rado Springs . . . James M. Henneberry, ex-KMOX-TV St.

Louis, named promotion dir., KPLR-TV same city . . .

David D. Kyuk, ex-Television Age, appointed local sales

mgr., Mid-N.Y. Bcstg. Co. (WKTV Utica-Rome) . . . Jerry

Wichser promoted to promotion mgr., WFIE-TV Evansville.

Edwin C. Metcalfe promoted from v.p. in charge of

Weed TV’s West Coast offices to national sales mgr., a

new post . . . Jack Hetherington, ex-Adam Young reps,

named mgr. of new St. Louis office of Daren F. McGavren
& Co. (317 N. 11 St.).

Hugh Carleton Greene, BBC news & current affairs

dir., appointed to succeed Sir Ian Jacob, retiring as BBC
dir. general. Greene is novelist Graham Greene’s brother

. . . John Kluge, pres, of Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp., de-

parted July 17 for a month’s tour of Russia, accompanied
by wife & daughter.

* *

U.S. Information Agency TV service changes: Daniel

Lawler named special asst, (for policy & programming)
to TV dir. Rommey Wheeler. He is succeeded as USIA-TV
production chief by Donald W. Duke who returns from
Germany. Peter Barker becomes TV field officer for Europe
& the Near East. Giles O’Connor transfers from Washing-
ton production staff to N.Y. special events production staff.

Obituary

Harold E. Janis, 53, v.p. & exec, producer, Shellrick

_ y Corp., producing organization for Sid Caesar’s TV shows,
died July 22 of a heart ailment in N.Y. He is survived by
his wife, a son, a daughter, brother and sister.

Advertising

British TV Ad Spending Up: British advertisers had a

bit of a go at TV last year and apparently concluded that

it’s their cup of tea. Much more significant than the 26%
jump in total ad spending by Britain’s top 20 advertisers

in 1958 ($110,600,000 vs. 1957’s $87,920,000) was the shift

in ad emphasis: 54% to TV vs. only 43% in the preceding

year. Figures are from Saward Baker & Co.

As went the top 20, so went British advertising in

general. Total expenditures, at $1,050 billion, were up
handsomely from 1957’s $980 million. In a year which saw
British TV homes increase from 4% million to 6% million,

TV ad spending skyrocketed 54%, to $142.8 million.

The big swing to TV in British ad spending noted by
Saward Baker is exemplified by such major firms as Kraft

Foods which in 1957 put 28% of its ad budget in TV, 72%
in magazines & newspapers. Last year, it reversed almost

exactly, placing 73% into TV, 27% in print media. Uni-

lever, far & away Britain’s top ad spender ($25,121,000

in 1958), put 50% of ad budget into TV vs. 38% in 1957.

In Other Media: Some 83 periodicals gained a total of

1295 ad pages during first-half 1959 compared with the

1958 period, says The Gallagher Report. The top 5 maga-
zines in ad pages are: New Yorker, Business Week, Life,

Newsweek, and Time. Reader’s Digest jumped from 47th

to 25th place, reflecting a 61.8% page gain . . . The House
has passed a bill which will require magazines to furnish

the Post Office Dept, with sworn statements regarding

the number of their paid subscribers, to maintain second-

class mailing privileges . . . “Ladies Home Journal” will

increase ad rates nearly 9% (Jan. issue) on a new circula-

tion guarantee of 5.7 million . . . Continuing the magazine
drive for regional business, McCall’s in Nov. will begin a

western edition with a circulation of 850,000 in the 11

states. Rates will be based on $4369 per b&w page.

Advertising People: Ross Legler, account exec., and Mau-
rice Sculfort, associate media dir., named Compton v.p.’s

. . . Donald Carter, account exec., and Donald S. Devor,

music dir., appointed William Esty v.p.’s . . . W. R. Wright
resigns as PR dir., Canadian Natl. Railways to become
McCann-Erickson (Canada) Ltd. pres, in October, suc-

ceeding the late Evan Walter Hayter (Vol. 15:29).

Myron Sanft, creative dir.; James C. Wickersham and
Anthony C. Kupris, mktg. execs, elected v.p.’s Sales Com-
munications Inc. (McCann-Erickson affiliate) . . . James
K. Maloney, senior art dir., Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, elected v.p. . . . Robert L. Taylor, ex-pres., Tay-

lor, Harkins & Lee market research, named v.p.-mktg. dir.,

Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield.

* * *

New reps: WCHS-TV Charleston, W.Va. to Peters,

Griffin, Woodward Aug. 1 (from Branham). WEAR-TV
Pensacola to Blair TV Assoc. June 15 (from Hollingbery)

.

WMUR-TV Manchester, N.H. to Weed (from Forjoe).

Station Rate Increases

Station Base Hour Minute Date
iWLUK Marinette-Green Bay $300 to $600^ $60 to $120'J Aut?. 1

WTOK-TV Meridian. Miss 276 to 325 65 to 66 Sept. 1

1 Formerly WMBV-TV. “New Class AA (6:30-10 i).m. daily). Class A
hour raised to $400.

Canadian Rate Increases

CKGN-TV North Bay, Ont. .. 180 to 198 46 (noehanp:e) July 1

CHCA-TV Red Deer, Alta 130 to 170 30 to 70 July 1
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Brewers Hop On Film Buys: Fall regional buys of 4 new
syndicated series were given a sudsy touch last week by a

quartet of major breweries to establish, once again, that

beer sponsors have a real thirst for heavy local TV cam-

paigns. (TvB estimates that bx-ewers spent a total of

$40,299,000 for national & regional spot TV last year,

much of it in syndication.)

New Orleans’ Jax Beer signed for regional spreads

on 2 shows, buying Screen Gems’ new Manhunt series for

20 markets, and MCA-TV’s Shotgun Slade series for virtu-

ally the same number, 19, in its Gulf Coast sales territory.

Drewry’s Beer also became a Manhunt sponsor, signing

the SG police-action series for a list of 15 TV markets in

the midwest, and picked up ITC’s A Just Men for a similar

market list.

In other brewery purchases, Schaefer Beer also signed

If Just Men, scheduling a 9-market spread in the east,

and Weidemann Brewing picked up alternate-week spon-

sorship (with American Tobacco Co.) of Ziv’s new This

Man Dawson in 4 markets in Ohio & Indiana.

The same show lineup scored sales with some other

top sponsors. Miles Labs bought Manhunt for an 11-city

campaign for Alka-Seltzer on the Pacific Coast; Reynolds

Tobacco signed for Shotgun Slade for a scattered list of

major markets, with Holsum Bread & Donovan Coffee

hopping on the Western series in 2 Southern states; Amer-

can Tobacco’s purchase of This Man Dawson added 7

major cities to the 4 shared with Weidemann Brewing;

and Standard Oil of Texas bought an 11-market spread

with U Just Men.

The week’s biggest regional film deal was scored by

NTA, which earlier this month signed a king-sized beer

syndication spread of its own with a 93-market, 2nd year

renewal from Anheuser-Busch (Budweiser) for U.S. Mar-
shal. This time, the NTA film show was Grand Jury,

shown to D-X Sunray Oil Co. in a special 60-min. video-

taped presentation that included episode trailers and a

sales talk. D-X Sunray signed for 44 midwest markets.

Rare Minutes: There’s been a 55.7% jump in 60-sec. spot

usage in the nation’s top 6 markets between the first quarter

’57 and same period of this year, says Broadcast Advertis-

ers Reports. At the same time, advertisers are using 10%
fewer 20-sec. station breaks than they did 2 years ago and

local advertisers are buying more 20-sec. breaks because of

the lack of min. availabilities, BAR points out.

“It’s a sellers’ mai’ket for 60’s right now” says BAR,
with nighttime minute availabilities in the 6 markets

“virtually sold out in July” and, from all indications, due

to continue that way in Aug. “This might well mean that

advertisers who want 60-sec. spots in which to tell their

stories at efficient costs will have no alternative other than

to make long-term commitments,” BAR predicted. Other

BAR findings: The price of 60’s has been raised by many
stations, but not so with 20-sec. spots, which are to be

found more easily. Ten-sec. announcements seem to be next

to 60’s in advertiser preference.

IDs are up: More firms are pouring more dollars into

TV IDs, said TvB last week in reporting a healthy ris-

ing curve reflected by a Rorabaugh study of spot TV
expenditures. The total ID expenditure in 1958 was $56,-

825,000, up 16.3% from 1957’s $48,856,000, which ran

4.4% ahead of 1956’s $46,806,000. A total of 189 different

firms (vs. 1957’s 159 & 1956’s 155) spent $50,000 or more
in TV IDs last year.

Film & Tape

Republic’s Future: Since Los Angeles financier Victor
Carter acquired the controlling stock in Republic Pictures
early this month, there has been a growing belief that he
intends to get back into TV—and perhaps movie—produc-
tion. Carter is unavailable for comment and his associates

are understandably taciturn. The situation is delicate in-

asmuch as Republic—when owned by Herbert J. Yates

—

sold its post-1948 movies to TV without paying Hollywood
talent guilds or negotiating any kind of a deal for such
payment. Result: the guilds placed Republic on their “un-
fair” lists, which made it impossible for any actor, di-

rector or writer to work for Republic, and which, of course,

meant the studio was automatically out of production.

This didn’t deter Yates because Republic hadn’t been
in production for some time anyway. However, Republic is

rapidly running out of old movies & TV films to sell to TV.
One report has it that Carter may change the company’s
name and proceed on the assumption that what Yates may
have done cannot apply to him. He has not yet contacted

the Hollywood guilds.

In any event the guilds on the Coast are watching the

situation closely. Screen Directors Guild exec. secy. Joe
Youngerman told us he had heard the reports about Re-
public resuming production, but so far had received no
word from Carter. “I plan to contact him when he re-

turns to Hollywood,” he said. “If a new company is formed,
the situation becomes a legal problem.” Screen Actors
Guild spokesman Buck Harris told us flatly that such a
corporate change would make no difference in SAG’s at-

titude. “Vic Carter is Republic,” he commented. “He has
taken over the company.” Michael Franklin, exec. dir. of

Writers Guild of America West, which also has Republic
on its “unfair” list, told us: “We’d have to look at their

stock structure, but I can’t see where a mere change in

ownership & name would preclude us from seeking our
rights. We don’t purpose to sit out in the cold and do
nothing about this, if it should come about. We would
have to look at the legalities involved.”

The Troubled Shooters: The peccadillos of the stars have
always haunted TV sponsors & agencies, and when a

Keenan Wynn squabble with his wife recently broke into

the headlines, the sponsor winced. Accused by the lady of

striking her, Wynn not only admitted it but remarked
nonchalantly, “All women should be beaten regularly.”

It was this comment, more than anything else, which
prompted Marlboro, sponsoring Wynn’s new TV series

The Trouble Shooters, and agency Leo Burnett, to want
out. But the series, scheduled to begin Sept. 11 on NBC,
has 13 episodes ready.

How to find a way out? Last week they went to Holly-

wood for a look at the telefilms. Previously they had con-

sidered exercising a clause having to do with “personal

dissatisfaction” with the star, but this would mean reim-

bursing Meridian Productions for $600,000 already spent

on the United Artists series. Next they considered a loop-

hole about scripts not being delivered on time. But when
the production company came up with a valid reason for

the lateness, this, too, was rejected.

Marlboro & Burnett ultimately decided that de-

spite Wynn’s unwanted headlines, they would proceed with
the venture. Remarked Allen Rivkin, former producer of

the series (Frank P. Rosenberg last week was named as

the new producer): “Why, this sort of publicity will help

Keenan. He comes off as a real man.”
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HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Bing Crosby Productions is negotiating with NBC for

its Lincoln Jones pilot, made for ABC, but for which the

network couldn’t find a time slot . . . ABC’s Oldsmobile-

sponsored Bing Crosby special (Sept. 29) has lost guest

Dean Martin to Ford. A sponsor conflict arose when Mar-

tin, originally slated to appear on Timex specials, switched

to the Ford series instead.

Filmaster Productions has begun production on 39

episodes of Death Valley Days at Republic. U.S. Borax &
Chemical Corp. sponsors . . . American Television Produc-

tions, headed by Albert J. Cohen, is preparing pilots on 4

series: 25 Rue d’Americaine, On 5th Avenue, Girl About

Town, and The Holy Terror . . . Warner Bros, had a

record production tempo in TV last week, with 11 tele-

film companies shooting, and 12 shows in preparation.

Oral contract between NBC-MCA for Whispering

Smith apparently was too quietly spoken, because MCA
believes the network ordered 26 segments; NBC says 13.

Result: the Revue Productions Western won’t go on as

planned in the fall. The outlook now is for a Jan. getaway,

if the hassle is settled.

Filmaster Productions has acquired rights to the “Mrs.

Candy” novels from Doubleday & Co. and the estate of

author Robert Tallant, and plans a half-hour telefilm series

. . . George Bilson will produce a series of 260 5-min. tele-

films called What’s the Law? He obtained the rights to

“Law,” a human interest-legal syndicated column, from
N.Y. attorneys Jack & Michael Strauss . . . George Pro-

duction’s pilot telefilms of Rube Goldberg Inventions go

into production at Gen. Service Studios in Aug.

A second VTR Mobile Productions Inc. mobile video

tape unit goes into operation in Hollywood in Aug. The
company is owned by Irvin Atkins, Bill Kayden, Dave Car-

son and Hank Gilbert. A new $300,000 unit bought by the

company will be used for John Guedel’s On the Go. VTR’s
present mobile unit will become a rental unit after VTR
completes its purchase from Guedel & Art Linkletter, who
presently own it. Rental charges will range from $1000

to $2000 a day.

Muriel Davis, 18-year-old former Olympic gymnast,
was signed last year for $20,000 annually by producer Ken
Murray and RKO Teleradio to star in El Coyote, an ad-

venture teleseries. She collected her salary although RKO
didn’t produce the series, but turned it over to ABC in-

stead. This year, ABC, although not making the series,

is keeping Miss Davis on the payroll at $25,000 just in

case. That’s $45,000. Miss Davis is spending the year im-
proving her mind at the U. of 111.

Art Theatre of the Air Inc. is releasing 52 foreign,

post-’54 movies, the titles are undisclosed. The package
reportedly contains British, French and Italian films fea-

turing such stars as Ingrid Bergman, Sophia Loren, Brig-
itte Bardot and Gina Lollobrigida. Video Artists Inc. is

handling distribution.

“The Killers,” produced as a feature film by Mark Hel-
linger in 1946, will be adapted for CBS’s first 90-min. Hem-
ingway special next season, with Anthony Franciosa as
the most likely candidate for the starring role of “Swede.”

CNP Canadian sales soared 65% during 1959’s first-

half compared with the same 1958 period, reports v.p. &
gen. mgr. Jake Keever. Cal. Natl. Productions’ Canadian
distributor, Fremantle, attributes the half-year high to

north-of-the-border TV expansion (55 stations, 3.5 million

sets) and new practicability of dubbing film into French.

NEW YORK ROUNDUP

NBC is negotiating to buy CBS’s ownership in Four
Star’s Richard Diamond, Private Detective. The series has

been on CBS for the past 2 years, and NBC has an open

spot for it but is reluctant to have CBS Film Sales syndi-

cating the 52 Diamond episodes already shown.

Movie attendance continues to increase and is leading

the film industry to its first major upturn in a decade, re-

poi’ts researchers Sindlinger & Co. Total movie attendance

in May & June 1959 was up 17.3% & 6% respectively over

the same 1958 months. Drive-in theatres, which pace the

gains, were up 34.8% in May-over-May & 10.5% in June-

over-June. Total June 1959 attendance for all theaters was

29% greater than for the previous month.

CBS is selling the Alvin Theater, 1319-seat legitimate

house owned by the network since 1946, to Max & Stanley

Stahl, owners of Mark Hellinger theater. Negotiations for

the sale were handled with CBS by Stahl attorneys Mc-
Laughlin & Fougner.

MCA-TV’s Paramount feature package has grossed

close to $60 million to date, nearing Paramount pres. Bar-

ney Balaban’s projected figure of a “$75 million gross by
1960” (Vol. 15:23), MCA tells us.

ABC Films’ The People’s Choice picked up 12 addi-

tional markets last week, while The Adventures of Jim
Bowie added 17 stations in the past month.

Four Star Films’ Tales of the Plainsman has been

slotted for NBC-TV’s Thurs., 7:30-8 p.m. spot next season.

No sponsor as yet . . . Another Four Star series, Richard
Diamond, is almost a sure thing in the network’s Mon.,

7:30-8 p.m. slot.

Old film series never die, they just go on & on in syn-

dication. Ziv’s Economee TV, oldest & biggest of the low-

priced rerun offshoots of syndication majors, last week
reported that sales for the first 6 months of 1959 were
62% higher than the same period last year. The gain was
marked, Economee’s gen. mgr. Pierre Weis noted, by “a
growing trend to programming of action-adventure shows
with strong appeal to women in daytime.” Ziv oldies sold

by Economee include 7 Led 3 Lives, Boston Blackie, Mar-
tin Kane and Science Fiction Theatre.

TV quiz-show grand jury presentment should be re-

leased, the N.Y. Citizens Union aserted last week, on the

ground that “there was suspicion that the public had been
‘hoaxed’ by the shows.” The union contends that supres-

sion of the grand jury report would have an opposite effect

of “persuading the public that everything is hunky-dory.”

Marlene Dietrich, filmdom’s durable glamor symbol,

may join the ranks of TV salesladies like Betty Furness,

Julia Meade, and Barbara Britton. William Morris Agency
is currently arranging a $2-million, 3 yr. deal for the act-

ress in N.Y. to be “product spokeswoman” in the Revlon-

sponsored series of 15 Goodman Ace specials this fall

on NBC-TV.
Station group buying is emerging again in the tele-

film field. Included in ITC’s first round of sales on J Just

Men, now launched in syndication, is a group deal with

Crosley stations in 5 markets.

MCA-TV has picked up 2 additional markets for its

Paramount features package, with sales to KCMO-TV
Kansas City, Mo., and WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va. The
current total no. of stations airing MCA-sold features: 59.

United Artists Associated is moving its N.Y. office to

the 11th floor of 247 Park Ave. July 27 (telephone Murray
Hill 7-7800).
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'TUNNEL DIODE' MADE TO ORDER FOR TV: Make way for the tunnel diode, latest of

electronics' mighty mites. This wonder baby, due to mature and report for work in 2-4 years or sooner, is

made to order for battery-operated portable TV, uhf sets, tiny FM sets and many military items.

Now being perfected by GE—and available in sample quantities for circuit-development purposes in

couple of months—is latest "transistor replacement," and it looks like real "major breakthrough," to borrow

much-overworked phrase from electronics press agents. Based on principle noted in Jan. 1958 by a Japanese

scientist, tunnel diode can be made smaller than transistor and does many things a transistor does—but better.

It works on entirely different principle. And GE promises it will be cheaper & easier to produce than

transistor. Consider these advantages which will make it ideal for TV amplifier & oscillator uses:

( 1 ) High oscillation frequencies . The high frequencies required for TV-FM have been among biggest

obstacles to use of transistors in past. Tunnel diode, even at this developmental stage of game, will oscillate

at frequencies as high as transistors have attained to date (higher than 2000 me).

(2) Low noise. Tunnel diodes already have been built with noise level 10 to 30 times lower than

transistors, 3 to 9 times lower than triode vacuum tube. Their only competition in low-noise amplification

are the expensive parametric amplifiers & masers. This will mean far more sensitive TV sets, uhf circuits as

sensitive or more sensitive than vhf is now—probably at no greater cost. If tunnel diode meets its advance

billing, work being done by some TV manufacturers to adapt expensive & ticklish parametric amplifiers to

TV circuits (Vol. 13:9) now may be discontinued.

(3) Low power requirements. Developmental tunnel diode requires one millionth of a watt for

operation, as opposed to a thousandth for a transistor, about a tenth for triode tube—another advantage in

portable TV-radio use.

Versatility of unit is amazing. GE explained in N.Y. last week, for example, that single tunnel diode

can perform simultaneously all of these functions in an FM receiver: amplification, oscillation, conversion,

limiting, detecting & AFC. This can make possible—and soon—the true wrist-watch radio transmitter or

or receiver, at a reasonable cost.

Because of wide variety of military, space & atomic energy uses, perfection of this new tiny semi-

conductor is expected to come rapidly. Consumer electronics will benefit more quickly as a result.

NEW PROPOSAL TO COMBAT IMPORTS: Don't expect any help from Govt , in combating

inroads of Japanese imports. It's industry's lone fight, perhaps with an assist from organized labor. That's

word from EIA leaders and component industry figures with whom we talked last week. One top EIA official

has a plan—which he intends to propose at the trade association's fall meeting—to push "buy American"

program as weapon against imports.

Most parts makers see automation as best solution to Japanese competition. Their business is boom-

ing now, however, and they've suffered very little as result of electronic items shipped in from overseas.

Due to be proposed at EIA's fall meeting by EIA treas. Leslie F. Muter, pres, of The Muter Co.

(speakers & components) is this 2-part program: (1) Strong "buy American" campaign, with industry <S

labor backing, and (2) legislation to require any product containing foreign parts to clearly indicate this

fact in legible fashion on the cabinet. (Muter specifies letters not less than one-eighth-inch high.)

"We can't do anything with the Commerce Dept, or OCDM [Office of Civil & Defense Mobiliza-

tion] ," Muter told us—referring to long-time EIA efforts to bring to attention of govt, authorities the necessity

to preserve all U.S. electronic production & research capacity in case of mobilization emergency. A veteran of

import wars. Muter saw Christmas-tree light business shot out from under his own company by Japanese

products, has been tireless campaigner for action to fight imports. He holds no grudge against set makers

who are dealing or contemplating dealing with Japanese, however. "They had to protect themselves," he said.

He agrees with other parts makers that impact of imports on parts industry is concentrated in transistor

radio field—the 2.5 million units imported last year meant fewer orders for U.S. radio parts. Imports are

making inroads only in field of "high-labor-content" items—such as transistors & tiny loudspeakers (but not

big ones).
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Where labor isn't big percentage of cost of a part , Japanese are at a disadvantage. Muter points out,

for example, that first U.S. speakers for transistorized miniature radios cost manufacturers $1.06 each—then

along came the Japanese with a unit for 53^5 (plus duty & shipping charge). "But they still can't compete in

the field of large speakers, where materials represent most of the cost and shipping charges are high."

Not that components business is suffering—it isn't . Spurred by military orders plus brisk consumer

demand for TV-radio-etereo, parts makers are enjoying healthy upsurge. But there is concern about future.

EIA parts div. v.p. Russell E. Cramer Jr., v.p.-secy. of Radio Condensor Co. (tuning capacitors, etc.),

put it to us this way: "We are seriously alarmed about what can happen. The threat is there, and we are not

going to get any help from our Govt. So we are fighting with our best possible tools
—

'buy American,' with

service and engineering quality the Japanese can't touch, and with salesmanship."

His company is "loaded with orders" now , says Cramer, and aim is to get as close as possible to com-

plete automation. Labor represents 30-35% of cost of a tuning capacitor
—

"but nevertheless our cost is only

about 18% higher than the Japanese for equivalent capacitors."

Similar sentiments came from Ray F. Sparrow, exec. v.p. of big capacitor-maker P. R. Mallory &
Co. "The Govt, in the long pull can't do anything about the situation. The competition now is primarily in the

field of radios & transistors. Sooner or later, the manufacturers are going to have to mechanize as completely

as possible. Then foreign competition will be less & less effective."

"We haven't felt the competition in our business," said Sparrow. "Labor isn't nearly the same per-

centage of cost in capacitors as in transistors. The only effect we've really felt is in finished products which

are made in Japan and therefore don't use American parts."

"I don't see that any component makers have been suffering," said v.p. Jesse Marsten of International

Resistance. "The radio manufacturers are hurting—they're first in line. But I haven't seen any Japanese re-

sistors coming in—not like they did during the stratospheric rise of TV in the early '50's when U.S. industry

didn't have the capacity to supply the parts. Of course the transistor situation is the worst, because of the high

labor content . . . Automation is the answer."

OPTIMISM HIGH DESPITE STEEL STRIKE: If steel strike lasts more than 6-7 weeks, consumer

electronics industry will feel its impact strongly—along with rest of economy. That's conclusion of TV-radio

& parts manufacturers with whom we discussed situation last week. Barring long strike, however, general

economic indicators point to continued consumer spending.

TV-radio-phono and electronic parts manufacturers, who don't depend heavily on steel anyway

—

using only about 100,000 tons of cold rolled sheet a year—have generally stocked up on their steel require-

ments into Oct. or later, in anticipation of the strike. "If it's a 3-month strike," one manufacturer put it, "we
won't need any steel, because nobody will be buying anyway."

Business barometers are all to the good—again barring long strike. Gross National Product rose to

record level during 2nd quarter. Govt, estimated. Personal income after taxes also set record, even after

discounting reduced value of the dollar. Consumer spending increased sharply.

More people are in mood to buy, U. of Michigan's Survey Research Center reported. May-June study

showed consumers' desire for new appliances was at least 10% greater than year earlier. It foresaw no buying

spree, but reported that people generally feel they are better off than year ago, that many more are looking

forward to "good times in the year ahead" and that increasing number believe now is "good time to buy."

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for the week ended July 17 (28th week of 1959):

July 10-17 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 83,907 73,087 56,130 2,945,939 2,305,430

Total radio 198,703 198,096 161,756 7,507,557 4,915,651

auto radio 59,425 71,369 49,771 3,031,415 1,557,709

Average TV set price declined from May to June

—

one of few categories to show a drop as Labor Dept.’s Con-
sumer Price Index climbed to all-time high in biggest
monthly jump since March 1958. The index as a whole
went up 0.4%, while consumer durables climbed 0.1%. In

addition to TV, price declines were registered by new cars,

fuel oil, plumbing & heating equipment, some apparel.

Many TV set owners think they’re buying all-new pic-

ture tubes when they’re getting rebuilt ones, Kimble Glass

Co. v.p. J. P. Kearney says, citing a survey made for

Kimble by National Family Opinion Inc. He said the sur-

vey showed that 79% of families interviewed thought they

had bought “new” tubes, although only an estimated 20 '"/o

of replacement picture tubes sold actually are all-new.
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New Philips Combine: Formation of a new electronics-

electrical-pharmaceutical firm with sales totaling more

than $90 million annually and a net worth of $50 million

—

composed largely of Philips companies in the U.S.—was
started last week (Vol. 15:15).

The new company would be called Consolidated Elec-

tronics Industries Corp., and would be made up of the

present Consolidated Electronics, Philips Industries Inc.,

Central Public Utility Corp. and Advance Transformer

Co. It would seek N.Y. Stock Exchange listing, replacing

the old Consolidated Electronics stock. A subsidiary. Phil-

ips Electronics & Pharmaceutical Industries Inc., would

be formed from Philips Electronics, Anchor Serum Co.,

Islands Gas & Electric Co. and Philips Roxane Inc. Listing

for subsidiary would be sought on American Exchange.

Directors of Consolidated Electronics, Philips Indus-

tries and Central Public Utility approved the merger last

week. Pieter van den Berg is expected to become pres, of

the new combine—the same post he now occupies with the

present Consolidated. The new company would be one of

the 400 biggest in the U.S. and one of the 30 biggest firms

in the electronics field. The Philips companies are virtu-

ally independent of Philips’ Lamp Works (Netherlands).

Admiral vs. Russia: Display of a Russian TV set

called “Admiral” at the current Soviet exhibition in the

N.Y. Coliseum (Vol. 15:27) has resulted in a caustic pro-

test by pres. Ross Siragusa of Admiral Corp.—U.S. Ad-

miral Corp., that is. In a letter to exhibit gen. mgr. Alex N.

Manzhulo, Siragusa claimed infringement of his firm’s

proprietary trade mark—registered at the U.S. Patent

Office and in most countries. “We have no intention of

starting an international incident,” he wrote, “but we
definitely want to safeguard our trademark.” He asked the

Russians to remove the set from the show and to refrain

from selling any TV or radio set using the Admiral name.

Moving deeper into sound & hi-fi fields, CBS Elec-

tronics last week announced a licensing & distribution

agreement with Ronette of Amsterdam, Holland. CBS will

hold distribution & licensing rights in U.S. & territories

for Ronette phono cartridges, microphones, pickup arms

and other products. Ronette will be licensed to make &
sell the Columbia CD phono cartridge in the European

market. Ronette products have had wide distribution in

the U.S. to phono makers & parts distributors by Ronette

Acoustical Corp., N.Y., now succeeded by CBS Electronics.

Another CBS department, Columbia Phonographs, is also

in the import business, distributing transistor radios made
by Columbia’s Japanese affiliate.

Hazeltine has acquired Wheeler Labs, missile elec-

tronics engineering firm, as a wholly-owned subsidiary,

Hazeltine chairman-pres. W. A. MacDonald & Wheeler

pres. H. A. Wheeler announced last week. Wheeler will

continue as pres, of the 12-year-old firm, which operates

facilities in Great Neck & Smithtown, N.Y.

Sylvania Electro-Specialties is a new organization

formed by Sylvania to market closed-circuit TV equip-

ment. It will concentrate initially on Sylvania’s new low-

cost TV camera, now in pilot production. Bernard 0. Hol-

singer, former Sylvania sales prom, dir., is dir. of market-

ing of the new department.

Two or more sets are owned by 25% of metropolitan

Detroit families, according to a survey by U. of Michigan’s

Detroit Area Study. Other area TV facts: About 5% of

homes have 3 or more sets, 2% have color sets. Nearly

30% of families with children have 2 or more sets.

FTC’s Jingling Jungle: A short expedition into “the

strange little world of FTC Chairman Earl W. Kintner”

is undertaken by NARDA News in its July 13 issue. It

returns with the conviction that FTC, in effect, is fair to

unfair competition. In an analysis of “The FTC & the

Jungle Theory of Marketing,” the publication makes the

points that FTC sees no unfair competition in manufac-
turers selling to their own retail outlets at prices lower

than they charge wholesalers who supply independent

dealers; that FTC is opposed to pending Congressional

“territorial security” bills which would permit manufac-
turers to allot definite sales territories to franchised deal-

ers; that FTC disapproves of proposed legislation that

would give wholesalers a “functional discount” on prices

given by manufacturers to chain retailers who buy di-

rectly. The discount would enable the wholesaler to supply

small, independent retailers at prices which would permit

them to compete with the chains.

Editorialized NARDA News to its dealer readers:

“Somehow, you just don’t fit into that strange little world
of Mr. Kintner. You keep cutting paths through his jungle,

disturbing its natural state and defying its lion-eat-deer

natural laws.”

Trade Personals: John L. Bums, RCA pres., left by air

July 21 for Europe, where he’ll visit U.S. Exhibition in

Moscow as well as Rome, Berlin & Paris . . . Thompson H.

Mitchell, RCA Communications pres., is serving as special

communications advisor on the Vice Presidential party’s

tour of the Soviet Union.

Larry L. Malin promoted from Admiral regional sales

mgr., Cleveland, to new post of field merchandising super-

visor . . . Ben Goldner named mfg. v.p.. Dynamic Elec-

tronics-N.Y. Inc. . . . Zeus Soucek, ex-Du Mont & Bendix,

one-time pres, of Philharmonic Radio, promoted from Gen-

eral Mills mechanical div. general mgr. to v.p. & head of

new Washington office (Solar Bldg., 16th & K Sts., N.W.).

Thomas E. McCarthy named PR mgr., Sylvania Elec-

tronic Systems, headquartering in Waltham, Mass.; Robert

S. Mason, ex-sales engineer, eastern region, named enter-

tainment equipment sales mgr. for eastern seaboard, head-

quartering in Teterboro, N.J.; Eugene M. Sorensen pro-

moted from sales engineer to industrial equipment sales

mgr., midwestern region . . . Sid Weiss, ex-American
Electronics, named district mgr. of Orr Industries’ new
southern Cal. sales office (1715 E. Walnut St., Pasadena).

Emmet Cameron named exec, v.p., Varian Associates,

continuing as gen.-mgr. . . . Richard L. Lawrence, ex-Gian-

nini, named adv. & sales promotion mgr., Hughes semi-

conductor div.; Alexander F. Brewer promoted from head of

missile electronics section to technical dir., Hughes prod-

ucts group . . . Fred E. Burnham named Litton Industries’

Md. div. mgr. of antenna & Microwave section.

David D. Coffin promoted from v.p.-mgr. of Raytheon
missile systems div. to group v.p.-govt., succeeded as mgr.

by T. C. Wisenbaker, former asst, mgr.; Homer R. Old-

field elected v.p., continuing as govt, equipment div. mgr.;

E. Nevin Kather promoted from asst. mgr. to mgr., micro-

wave & power tube div.

Control of Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp. has been

acquired by 4 top officials of Federal Pacific Electric Co.,

Newark, N.J., producer of electrical distribution & control

equipment. Federal Pacific pres. Thomas M. Cole, chairman

Louis W. Cole, exec. v.p. Frank H. Roby, and sec.-treas.

Edward Bierma obtained 25% of Cornell-Dubilier stock,

were elected to the firm’s 7-member board.
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Telechrome Expansion Continues: Telechrome Mfg. Co.,

Amityville, N.Y., which started in 1950 as a developer &
manufacturer of color telecasting equipment, continues to

I expand its activities. Following its absorption of Encap-

, sor Products Inc., maker of solid-state encapsulated cir-

cuits, early this year (Vol. 15:6), it is now “working on a

number of situations,” according to pres. J. Raymond
Popkin-Clurman.

Among the firms with which Telechrome is discussing

possible acquisition is Hammarlund Mfg. Co., old-line

maker of amateur radio & communications equipment.

Popkin-Clurman says this “situation is now approaching

some kind of disposition,” but no agreement has been

reached. Among the “many other” with which Telechrome

is talking is a plastics firm.

Telechrome is also “taking over the general manage-
ment, policy and planning” of Universal Transistor Prod-

ucts Corp., Westbury, N.Y., using funds obtained by in-

dependent financing. Universal has been operated by a

court-appointed trustee since last February when it filed

for reorganization under a Chapter X petition. Said Pop-
kin-Clurman: “Telechrome receives from Universal and
its major stockholders & creditors a substantial percent-

age of Universal stock and most of the outstanding notes

against Universal. Although Telechrome will have an op-

tion to acquire over 80% of Universal stock over a period

of time, initially Telechrome’s interest in Universal will

be substantially less than 50% and will be considered

purely as an investment.”

Universal’s trade creditors will be paid 100% over a
period of years, says Telechrome, and many other debts

will be paid off in the first few months. The reorganiza-

tion “will provide Universal with a balance sheet show-
ing substantial net worth with sufficient cash to continue

business in a normal manner.” Universal makes transis-

torized power supplies and radiation detection equipment.

Despite this widespi-ead diversification, broadcasting

& test equipment for broadcasters still comprise a third

of Telechrome’s business, according to Popkin-Clurman.
Among recent large orders signed by the company was
$250,000 worth of studio & test equipment (including color

gear) sold dui’ing Popkin-Clurman’s I’ecent trip to Japan.

EIA appointments; Robert T. Borth, GE, was named
chairman of EIA’s new congressional information com-
mittee, which will function under the policy supervision of

the legislative policy committee. August Diener, P. R. Mal-
lory & Co., is the new chairman of the credit committee,
with William F. Trace, Westinghouse, vice chairman of
the committee’s western group and Albert Wilkens, Claro-
stat, vice chairman of the eastern group. Robert F. Cham-
bers, Hycon, was appointed chairman of the exec. comm,
of the western branch, military relations dept. The mili-

tary relations dept, also announced appointments of these
committee chairmen: George Hogg Jr., Westinghouse, ac-

counting & cost principles; A. David Russell, Sylvania,
facilities & govt, property; Frank E. Greene, RCA, gen-
eral contract provisions; Elmer J. Gorn, Raytheon, patents
& copyrights; C. L. Covington, Texas Instruments, renego-
tiation; Edwin P. James, Collins Radio, termination.

Finance

Time Inc. reports first-half revenues from its publish-

ing, broadcasting & paper products activities set an all-

time half-year record, and net income was 13.2% over the

compai’able 1958 period. (Time’s stations: KLZ-TV & KLZ
Denver, WOOD-TV & WOOD Grand Rapids, WFBM-TV &
WFBM Indianapolis, WTCN-TV & WTCN Minneapolis,

plus KTVT & radio KDYL Salt Lake City both of which
are now subject of sale negotations with Columbia Pic-

tures.) For 6 months ended June 30:

1959 1958
Revenues $131,802,400 $124,410,000
Net income 6,043,800 5,340,000
Earned per share 3.09 2.73

Storer Bcstg. Co. reports net profit of $2,714,549 ($1.09

a share) for 6 months ended June 30, including $582,417

net capital gain on the sale of radio WAGA Atlanta. Ex-
cluding this capital gain, 6-month earnings were $2,132,132

(86^S a share) vs. $1,729,620 (70^) in first-half 1958. Earn-

ings for 2nd-quarter 1959 totaled $1,690,366 (68<) vs.

$1,107,949 (45«;) for the same 1958 period. Storer also re-

ported last week that its purchase of radio KPOP Los An-
geles (Vol. 15:15, 17) was consummated June 30.

Arvin Industries’ earnings for first-half 1959 were
more than triple those of the 1958 period, while sales were
up about one-third. For 6 months ended June 30:

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share

1959
$32,115,771

1,095,084
97^

1958
$22,774,922

290,759
25^

For 3 months ended June 30:

Net sales $16,177,346
Net income 582,851
Earned per share 51(i

$11,586,850
253,261

22if

General Bronze Corp. reports for the 6 months ended

June 30:

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1959
$18,891,593

531,105
1.39

382,317

1958
$12,193,062

261,182
69^

380,377

International Resistance reports a sharp improvement
in earnings for the 25 weeks ended June 21, and pres.

Charles Weyl said “it appears likely that the profits for

the full year will set a new record for the company.” For
25 weeks ended June 21:

Net sales
Net income (loss in ’58)

.

Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1

$9,409,128
927,601

68«i

1,370,198

1958
$5,846,958

(71,248)

1,354,298

Reports & comments available: Electronics stocks,

special report by Bache & Co., 35 Wall St., N.Y. . . .

Industro Transistor Corp., prospectus. Hardy & Co., 30

Broad St., N.Y. . . . Seeburg Corp., prospectus. White, Weld
& Co., 20 Broad St., N. Y. . . . Fanon Electronic Industries,

prospectus, L. D. Sherman & Co., 39 Broadway, N.Y. . . .

CBS, report, Thompson & McKinnon, 11 Wall St., N.Y.

. . . Sprague Electric, review in Investor’s Reader, Merrill

Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 70 Pine St., N.Y. . . . Day-

strom, analysis. Butcher & Sherrerd, 1500 Walnut St.,

Philadelphia.

Fair Trade Dies: Federal legislation permitting brand
manufacturers to fix retail prices on their products

—

sought by NARDA & other trade organizations—was killed

last week. Following June hearings, a special Senate Com-
merce subcommittee headed by Sen. Thurmond (D-S.C.)
decided that “no action would be taken this year.”

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Periodl Amt. Payable
Stic, of
Record

Desilu Productions .

.

— $0.15 Aug. 28 Aug. 14
Oak Mfg. Co Q .25 Sep. 15 Sep. 1

Paramount Pictures .

.

Q .50 Sep. 11 Sep. 1

Speer Carbon (new) . . 171/2 Sep. 15 Aug. 28
Sperry Rand — .20 Sep. 24 Aug. 13
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RECORD SALES FOR RCA: Sales of RCA, it was an-'

nounced last week, established a new first-half record

of $633.7 million, and profits wei’e $19.4 million, 44%
higher than the $13.5 million I'ecorded in first-half

1958. Second-quarter profits were also up 44%, while

sales increased 18%.

Pres. John L. Burns attributed the increases largely

to “the steadily broadening base of RCA’s activities; con-

tributions to sales & profits by new divisions as well as

expansion of others, and continuing results of the profit-

improvement plan announced last year, which has brought

about higher operating performance & lower costs.”

RCA’s report for 6 months ended June 30:

1959
Sales $633,700,000
Profit before taxes 38,800,000
Net profit 19,400,000
Earned per share 1.29

Shares outstanding 13,848,696

For 3 months ended June 30:

Sales $311,900,000
Profit before taxes 13,000,000
Net profit 6,500,000
Earned per share 41^

1958
$542,600,000

27,000,000
13,500,000

864
13,843,394

$264,200,000
9,000,000
4,500,000

214

General Transistor stockholders last week approved a

2-for-l stock split and voted to increase authorized stock

from 750,000 to 2 million shares.
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Desi & Lucy in Financeiand: At Desilu Productions’ first

public stockholders meeting in Hollywood last week, pres.

Desi Arnaz announced that first-fiscal-quarter (ending

Aug. 1) profits will equal the total net profits of around

$249,500 (22^ a share) for the entire fiscal year ended May I

2. And, he added, second-quarter profits should exceed the •;

first, bringing the first-6-months net to double the profit for

all of last fiscal year. Arnaz said the quarterly increase was
estimated on Desilu’s current contracts, which will gross

not less than $23.5 million this season, a hike of $3 million

or 15% over the last fiscal year.

At times the gathering resembled an I Love Lucy
version of a stockholders meeting, particularly in the

Q-&-A session. Asked one attractive blonde stockholder:

“How do I get a job as a gangster’s gal in The Untouch-

ablesl” Arnaz suggested she see producer Quinn Martin.

Another stockholder asked if the pres, and v.p. (Desi &
^

Lucy) would give autographs after the meeting. They
obliged—as did board member George Murphy. Asked
about oil prospects at Desilu Culver studios, Arnaz '

quipped: “I’ve got the vinegar and if we get the oil, we’ll

have a helluva salad in Culver City.”

Arnaz told stockholders it would be necessary during
;

the next 7-month production season to use about $3 mil-

lion of interim financing from the Bank of America. He
also reported Desilu’s new series. The Untouchables, as

sold to the ATC group in Australia, although production n

won’t begin until next month. Negotiations are also un-
'

derway for the two 60-min. “Untouchable” shows seen on
;

Desilu Playhouse to be released in England & other areas
\

abroad. Stockholders unanimously approved a stock-option

plan to offer up to 3000 shares to employes who agree to

remain with Desilu for at least 13 months following grant-

ing of options. Maximum aggregate per employe would be V
45,000 shares.

Loew’s Inc. reports a strong recovery in the 12- &
40-week periods ended June 4. Included in the gross figures

below, TV revenues for the 40-week period totaled $12,-

050,000 compared with $9,757,000 for the same 1958 period;

records & music divs. raised their gross to $9,225,000 from

$7,011,000; and film production-distribution operations

brought in $5,423,000 compared with a loss of $7,114,000.

For 40 weeks ended June 4: 1959 1958

Gross revenues $103,445,000 $86,514,000
Net earnings (loss in ’58) 6,157,000 (683,000)
Earned per share 2.31 —
For 12 weeks to June 4:

Gross revenues $31,073,000 $28,620,000
Net earnings (loss in ’58) . 1,359,000 (106,000)
Earned per share 514 —
RKO Teleradio (WNAC-TV & WNAC Boston, KHJ-

TV & KHJ Los Angeles, WOR-TV & WOR N.Y., WHBQ-
TV & WHBQ Memphis, radio stations KFRC San Fran-

cisco & WGMS Washington and 1/3 of CKLW-TV & CKLW
Windsor-Detroit) had a net profit of more than $3.6 mil-

lion in the 6 months ended May 31 and should net $6.5

million for the fiscal year. So said M. G. O’Neil, exec,

asst, to the pres, of parent General Tire & Rubber Co. last

week. RKO Teleradio had a net loss of $237,377 last year

as a result of liquidation of its motion picture operations.

Stanley Warner Corp. the diversifying theater chain

which owns WAST Albany, reports improved sales & earn-

ings for 39 weeks ended May 30:

Sales, etc

Net income
Earned per share
Shares outstanding . . .

.

1959
$92,869,840

3,591,330
1.77

2,025,399

1958
$84,952,976

1,706,017
834

3,028,399

•4 _

H

I

(
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

Stations

CANADIAN TV OPENS UP with long-awaited decision to grant

licenses to competitive stations in heretofore one-station cities.

U.S. broadcasters seen watching situation for opportunities to

invest in new outlets (pp. 1 & 10).

Congress

SENATE OVERRULES LAR DALY—with Sec. 315 reservations

about trusting broadcasters to be fair in political newcasts. House

: action due next (pp. 2 & 6).

BASEBALL BLACKOUT SPECTRES for TV raised again at Senate

hearings on sports anti-trust exemption bills. But chances of pas-

sage this session are slim (p. 4).

I rcc
INDUSTRY EVALUATES OPTION-TIME PROPOSALS, affiliates op-

posing reduction in hours. KTTV says FCC must follow Justice

Dept. SRA urges "reserved time" (pp. 2 & 5).

FOUR VHF DROP-INS PLANNED AS SPECTRUM CHURNS. FCC

I
issues progress report on channel-swap dickering with OCDM.

n Harris's controversial spectrum bill (pp. 3 & 7).

m
|: Film d Tape

RCA'S TAPE SHOWCASE will be an 8-recorder independent rental

studio in N.Y. operated by Reeves Sound Studios. Selling point:

simplified editing (p. 15).

Networks

TV's MATURITY AS NEWS MEDIUM underscored by coup on

Nixon-Khrushchev taped debate and industry's insistence on news
freedom despite govt, pressure (p. 3).

NETWORK TV BILLINGS are still on the rise as first half closes

9.3% ahead of 1958 period & June runs 10.7% ahead of June

1958 (p. 9).

Advertising

FOREIGN AUTOS—LOCAL BUSINESS so far as TV is concerned.

Despite small car threat from Detroit, foreign automakers eschew

network TV for local spots, print media (p. 13).

ALL-TIME HIGH AD VOLUME of $10.9 billion predicted for 1959 by

Printers' Ink, which sees network & spot TV up 11%,, radio up

1%. Final 1958 estimates compiled (p. 13).

Manuiaeturing Distribution

AVERAGE TV PRICE HIGHER this year than last on basis of fac-

tory figures. First-half average is $133 vs. $131 last year, con-

tinuing upward trend (p. 18).

NEW WESTINGHOUSE "IMAGE" includes stress on independent

service, quick parts availability, 4 complete furniture-designed

TV-stereo lines (p. 18).

GENERAL DYNAMICS HOLDS LEAD among electronics firms in

Defense Dept, list of top 100 contractors. Electronics about 10%, of

all awards (p. 20).

CANADA GIRDS FOR TV COMPETITION: Canada's long-awaited decision to open its TV
cities to competitive commercial stations come Sept. 15 (Vol. 15:30)—thus ending much-criticized "open city"

monopoly long enjoyed by CBC and some private interests—is still too fresh to be fully clear in all its ramifica-

tions. But this much you can bank on:

As soon as Canada's choice TV markets go up for grabs, action will be fast & furious, and U.S.

broadcast interests—networks, station chains, independents with near-border locations & Canadian contacts

—may well be substantially involved. Of course, U.S. hopefuls will get a real run for their investment money
from native Canadians and from other "alien" TV enterprisers trying to get into Canadian TV. British com-

mercial program contractors, flushed with success of their first few years of operation—and with plenty of

investment money to spend—are known to be interested in helping their Canadian cousins with financing &
programming—perhaps even to extent of participating in formation of a new Canadian network.

Among welter of rules & regulations giving boot to obsolete one-station-per-city policy is one governing

ownership content of a new competitive station: Its presiding officer & two-thirds of its directors must be

: Canadian citizens; three-quarters of its voting stock must be owned by Canadian citizens. Conversely, of course,

this means that non-citizens can own up to 25% of a given station. (FCC is less generous, limiting alien

ownership of U.S. stations to 20%). Surprisingly, our talks with American broadcasters reveal that not too

many are aware that the Canadian 25% alien-ownership clause actually came into being last year, as Sec.

14 of Canada's Broadcasting Act.
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Some U.S. broadcasters, from all indications, are biding time until sound of Sept. 15 gun, although

others may be already making arrangements with Canadian interests to stake 25% claims when "open
season" is declared on choice locations. All 3 networks express interest in the situation.

Prime areas for new stations undoubtedly will be 6 major markets now exclusive domain of CBC:
Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa, Winnipeg, Vancouver and Halifax—which represent a total of 11 allocated but

presently unassigned channels. However, by no stretch of imagination is Canadian competitive TV a juicy

plum ripe for picking. Far from it. Any U.S.-British designs on Canadian TV—in all areas ranging

from station ownership to programming—must first reckon with Canada's Board of Broadcast Governors

(BBG), new licensing & regulatory guardian of Canadian broadcasting

Canadian telecasting will continue to be Canadian in content & character , BBG secy. W. D. Mills told

us. Supporting regulations already in existence toward this end are various new BBG proposals restricting

Canadian-U.S. TV fraternization. Proposals will be subject of public hearings in Ottawa Nov. 2-3, become
policy around July 1960 as modified & approved if they survive hearings. Among proposals of particular

interest to American broadcasters: No Canadian station will be permitted to form a direct programming
connection with U.S. broadcasters without BBG approval; programming must be 55% Canadian content.

U.S., British & other foreign invasion of Canadian TV is facilitated , on other hand, by absence of

restrictive Canada-for-Canadians legislation. As rulings now read, for example, there is no limit to number
of stations non-citizens can buy into, so long as share per station is limited to 25%. Also, there is no legisla-

tion preventing U.S. network, for example, from forming Canadian subsidiary and going after Canadian
licenses wholesale instead of in piecemeal 25% bites. However, ultimate decision as to who gets what
channel rests with BBG—which can be expected to be protective of Canadian interests. (For more on the

meaning & operation of competitive Canadian TV, see p. 10.)

INDUSTRY EVALUATES OPTION-TIME PROPOSALS: Early returns are in on FCC's

proposed changes affecting option time rules (Vol. 15:17), and, as expected, the majority of those com-

menting strongly urge rejection of the major change proposed—reduction of option time from 3 to 2V2
hours for each of the day's 4 segments. Comments aren't due until Aug. 3, and networks themselves haven't

filed yet, but most of others have filed or made advance copies available to us.

Network affiliates like the status quo on amount of option time permitted, but most of them go for

the minor proposed changes which tend to give them a little more elbow room in dealing with networks.

In the latter, they see their own positions improved at no detriment to networks.

Station Representatives Assn, said it would go along with the 2V2-hour proposal but its main pitch

was for "station reserved time"—at least one hour in each segment from which networks are excluded.

KTTV Los Angeles, prime anti-option-time force, based its entire case on Justice Dept.'s opinion that

option time is a violation of anti-trust laws. It asserted that FCC is duty bound to enforce Justice's ruling.

(For digests of comments filed to date, see p. 5.)

SENATE OVERRULES LAR DALY—WITH RESERVATIONS: Broadcasters have won
half their fight in Congress to overturn FCC's Lar Daly political equal-time newscast ruling. As expected.

Senate voted last week to exempt most news-type shows from Communications Act's Sec. 315—and House

is lining up now for similar action (see p. 6).

But TV & radio are long way from winning Congressional vote of confidence and trust in fairness of

broadcasters' political news judgments. Mistrust of station owners, misgivings about their professed public-

service motives in seeking redress from Lar Daly, were sour themes which ran all through Senate debate.

Afternoon-long wrangle over Sec. 315 amendments brought no floor arguments that FCC's newscast

interpretation of law was sound. On other hand, nobody on Republican or Democratic sides of aisle stood

up as champion of broadcasters' integrity as newsmen, either. And nobody even suggested that Sec. 315

isn't needed at all to protect candidates from discrimination—and public from political deceptions.

Senate suspicions of broadcasters were demonstrated by vote to cut panel shows from Sec. 315 ex-

emptions recommended by Commerce Committee. It was argued that this format can easily be used by TV
6r radio operators to promote their own candidates. Documentaries were left in exemption list, but much fear

was expressed that they'd be subject to political perversion, too. Senate also wrote its own gratuitous ad-

monition that in all exempted news programs "all sides of public controversies" must be handled fairly.
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So long as such suspicious-looking images of industry—however distorted—are seen in Congress,

TV & radio won't get out from under Sec. 315 entirely. There'll be good-conduct testing period for broad-

casters if amended Senate bill—or something like it—becomes law. Broadcasters could make good use of

it to prove—once & for all—their right to practice electronic journalism unhampered by equal-time rules.

TV's MATURITY AS NEWS MEDIUM: Americans again witnessed TV's unparalleled ability

to dramatize and humanize current history last week—in the celebrated video-tape debate between Vice

President Nixon and Soviet Premier Khrushchev from the U.S. Exhibition in Moscow (Vol. 15:30). Unlike the

newspaper accounts, in the taped version both characters in tense international drama stood out as human
beings. It was TV's best news fare of year.

Decision by all 3 networks to go ahead with telecast despite hold-up request from U.S. Embassy in

Moscow and State Dept, reflects TV's growing maturity and self-respect as a news medium. After some hesi-

tation, networks unanimously decided request was unwarranted abridgement of news freedom and televised

the tapes anyhow. Not a peep came out of State Dept., which apparently realized it stood on marshy ground.

U.S. TV thus acquitted itself nobly, helping to refute those who argue the medium is too timid &
irresponsible to be considered the equal of other news media. Responsibility and maturity shown by networks

& stations in this incident should add more weight to their arguments for House passage of amendment to

Sec. 315—which in FCC's current interpretation appears to be unreasonable infringement on public's right

to free access to news.

One of heroes of the video-tape coup was Ampex v.p. Philip Gundy, whose 5000-mile dash from

Moscow to N.Y. with the tape made possible the U.S. telecasts. (For details, see p. 8.)

CBS transferred ISVa-min. taped debate to kinescope recording for the promised playback on Rus-

sian TV—and it was in Moscow Sun. July 26, two days after the action took place. Russians will probably

see a well-censored version of incident on their TV screens. But fortunate Moscovites need only proceed to

the scene of the original action—U.S. Exhibition in Sokolniki Park—to view continuous performances of full

unexpurgated debate (in color), courtesy of 2 U.S. exhibitors, Ampex & RCA.

4 VHP DROP-INS PLANNED AS SPECTRUM CHURNS: There were 3 major TV alloca-

tions developments last week : (1) FCC moved another step, it's understood, toward implementing its

"interim" plan—instructing staff to prepare mileage-cut drop-ins of vhf channels in Providence, Louisville,

Grand Rapids & Syracuse. (2) FCC issued a "progress report" on its dickering with Office of Civil & De-

fense Mobilization (OCDM) toward getting more vhf channels. (3) Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) introduced a very

controversial bill which would set up a Frequency Allocation Board to divide spectrum between governmental

and non-governmental users.

FCC isn't definite about its plans for the 4 vhf drop-ins , we're told. Its attitude isn't merely "let's

see what it looks like," yet it isn't a "let's really do it" decision. Staff is due to report back after Aug. recess.

Then, there's serious question about final action, because only 5 Commissioners will be on hand for most
of fall & winter—Comrs. Craven & Hyde attending international conferences in Geneva much of the time.

We understand that the 4 proposals involve co-channel or adjacent-channel cuts or both.

Unusual angle of FCC's allocation session this week, we're told, was presentation by allocations

engineer Mclvor Parker, summarizing the technical case for a move of all TV to uhf. We've yet to find a
Commission engineer who doesn't lean toward all-uhf. They all acknowledge that the problem is more than

"technical" but they argue addition of new vhf channels would present the same non-technical problems.

• • • •

Commission's work with OCDM, aimed at swapping uhf channels for vhf , is a mighty slow process,

as can be seen from full text of FCC's report (see p. 7). OCDM didn't think there was enough progress

to justify a report, because no joint announcement was issued nor did OCDM put out its own. One OCDM
source tells us: "Maybe there will be something to report in a year or so—maybe not. I see no progress.

The report's premature. FCC talks about an allocation 'which could be implemented within the next 10 to

15 years?' What will anyone do? Who knows?"

FCC negotiator Comr. Ford is more hopeful: "I think we've got our teeth into the job. It's a bigger

job than I thought it was in January."

Harris' spectrum bill (HR-8426) would set up 3-man civilian Frequency Allocation Board with power
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to parcel spectrum between govt. & non-govt, users "on its own initiative," if it chooses—and none of the

provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act are applicable to its actions. Board would have to transmit

its decisions to the President, who would have power to accept, reject, modify or reverse Board's decisions

—if national security or foreign relations are involved. Bill also would establish a Government Frequency

Administrator to allocate spectrum among govt, frequency users.

Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters* exec, dir. Lester Lindow is aghast at the bill, despite Harris'

record of "showing appreciation of the problems of non-govt, spectrum users." "This bill," Lindow said,

"would put unprecedented authority in the hands of the President, out of the hands of Congress. It would
make allocations almost a star chamber proceeding. No public notice. No hearings. No Administrative

Procedure Act. It would affect far more than TV—AM, FM, all radio users. It even has implications beyond
communications." NAB offered no reaction, but it's understood to lean same way.

Among networks, CBS & ABC spokesmen said they weren't prepared to comment . But one informed

NBC source likes the bill. He said that the civilian composition of proposed Board is better safeguard against

arbitrary govt, action than present setup—in which spectrum is divided between govt. & non-govt, users

through negotiation between FCC and all other govt, agencies. He also pointed to "legislative intent" behind

the bill, as expressed by Harris in this paragraph of a press release:

"The Freqency Allocation Board and the President would be given authority to modify or cancel

allocations of radio frequencies presently allocated for non-federal govt, uses or for federal govt, uses, re-

spectively. However, where such frequencies have been used regularly, and extensively for the purposes

for which they were allocated, and large sums have been invested in equipment especially designed for

use of such frequencies, the Board or the President would not be expected to modify or cancel such alloca-

tions, unless such action was determined to be necesary in the interest of national security."

Harris has thrown in the towel on a spectrum study on his own, even though Congress gave him

$150,000 for it. His spectrum panel discussion (Vol. 15:24), he said, convinced him that proper organization

is needed, not more studies. Furthermore, he said, he couldn't get the people he needed for a study, nor

could he get cooperation from the military.

Bill won't get any hearings this session but it will be an inflammable document next year if Harris

chooses to stoke it.

Congress

BASEBALL BLACKOUT SPECTRES: Professional club own-

ers & enthusiasts last week made their annual pitch in

Congress for sports anti-trust exemption legislation

permitting them to control telecasts of games—but it

looked like they’d lose again.

The Senate Judiciary anti-trust & monopoly sub-

committee headed by Sen. Kefauver (D-Tenn.), which
last year blocked such legislation after it had passed

the House (Vol. 14:31), went through hearings on the

subject again. But the counterpart House Judiciary

subcommittee chaired by Rep. Celler (D-N.Y.) hadn’t

yet found room for sports on its hearings agenda. And
time at this Congressional session was growing late.

Up for the Senate hearings were a baseball TV black-

out bill (S-616) by Sens. Hennings (D-Mo.), Dirksen (R-

111.) & Keating (R-N.Y.) and a brownout bill (S-886) in-

troduced by Kefauver himself. The first would permit clubs

to forbid telecasts of major league games within 75 miles

of minor club communities. The second would permit tele-

casting restrictions “reasonably necessary” to protect

minor club gates—if approved by FCC.

The pro sports lineup for the anti-trust exemption

legislation was led by Baseball Comr. Ford C. Frick. He
heartly endorsed TV restrictions as necessary to save base-

ball from falling attendance by paying customers. Frick

said TV was about 60% responsible for the plight of minor
clubs which have been forced to fold.

Principal Congressional spokesman for the blackout

bill was Sen. Keating, who said pro sports must be freed

from anti-trust threats—or “we court disaster for the

pastimes so many Americans love so well.” He denounced

the milder Kefauver bill and its “reasonably necessary”

TV brownout provisions as leading to govt, interference.

FCC took a dim view of both bills, as it did when simi-

lar legislation was up last year. In a letter to Kefauver,

Chairman Doerfer said the Commission doesn’t want
to make judgments on particular programming policies.

NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows, whose testimony last

year helped stop similar legislation, didn’t make a personal

appearance at the Senate hearings this time. But he spoke

for broadcasters in a statement filed with Kefauver, cen-

tering his fire on the Hennings-Dirksen-Keating measure.
Fellows said that if the 75-mile blackout bill is passed,

only 35 of 183 TV stations which now carry major league

games would be unaffected, 90 stations would be blacked

out all the time, 58 would be blacked out at least half the

time. He estimated 44 million viewers would be deprived

of a chance to watch major games as a result—and this

“would force the cessation of major league telecasts” by
the stations. And it wouldn’t be economically feasible for

advertisers to sponsor games, he pointed out.

Meanwhile, the Portland (Ore.) baseball club of the

Pacific Coast league sued the major leagues for $1.8 million

in triple anti-trust damages, charging—among other

things—that the majors’ TV & player acquisition practices

were responsible for Portland’s “loss of income and gen-

eral reputation & goodwill.” The suit asked the court to

enjoin “unfair competition” by TV.
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Congress Gets in Quiz Act: Long-dormant plans by Con-

gressional committees to have an investigative look at

last year’s TV quiz show scandals were revived last week.

Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Magnuson

(D-Wash.) started the revival by asking N.Y. District

Attorney Frank Hogan for a copy of an impounded grand

jury presentment on operation of the quizzes (Vol. 16:30).

Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) of the House Commerce
legislative oversight subcommittee followed suit by an-

nouncing his group was mapping a probe of the shows. A
formal motion requesting the grand jury’s minutes was

filed with the N. Y. Court of General Sessions by a sub-

committee staffer.

Senate committee staffers said they already had basic

information on some of the publicized quiz cases and would

be able to go ahead on an inquiry without help from Hogan
—but that the jury’s report would save some time.

Harris reported his subcommittee had been watching

quiz show developments with “great interest.” He said it’s

now ready to “investigate these programs in order to in-

sure that effective enforcement measures, designed to pre-

vent the recurrence of any fraud, will be taken by the

regulatory agencies of Govt, which are subject to our

legislative jurisdiction.”

Chances that there’ll be competing probes in Senate

& House were discounted by Magnuson, who said he had
been unaware Harris had any such inquiry in mind. Mag-
nuson added that his committee had no firm plans for a

formal inquiry, but that if one is started, he & Harris

“might do it together.”

Tenure of FCC members would be extended until suc-

cessors are installed in office under terms of a bill (S-1965)

passed last week by the Senate to insure continuity of the

agency’s work when vacancies occur. Existing law pro-

vides that members of the ICC, FTC & CAB stay on the

job after their terms run out if successors aren’t ready to

take their places, but no such provision applies to the FCC
& FPC. Introduced by Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) of

the Senate Commerce Committee, the bill originally would
have permitted the President to dismiss members of FCC
& FPC for “inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in

office” (Vol. 15:21)—grounds which may be used now to

fire members of the other 3 agencies. But this section was
cut from the bill by the Commerce Committee, Magnuson
explaining there are “some serious legal matters which
we want to look into in much more detail.” He said that
agency investigations by the Senate Judiciary administra-
tive practice & procedure subcommittee headed by Sen.

Carroll (D-Colo.) “will be of help to us on this matter.”
However, no hearings on the subject have been scheduled
by Carroll, whose initial hearings on agency practices 2

weeks ago ran into objections by other Senators to pro-
posed “influence” legislation (Vol. 15:30).

TV-radio reciprocity: The Soviet Union would own &
operate TV & radio stations in the U.S. under a proposal
by Sen. Bush (R.-Conn.) providing that “we were per-

mitted to do the same thing in Russia.” He said “audio-
visual exchanging of viewpoints & environments would
inspire a truly wholesome competitive race for an in-

creasingly better way of life for people everywhere.”

Foreign films & recordings “imported for public ex-
hibition or broadcasting” would be “clearly marked” to

indicate their origin under a Tariff Act amendment (HR-
8474) introduced by Rep. Roosevelt (D-Cal.) He said

“viewers & listeners as well as importers & exhibitors”
should know what they’re getting in movies & sound.

The FCC

More about

OPTION TIME PROS & CONS: Heart of networking re-

mains option time, according to network affiliates’

committees which were unanimous in their plea to the

FCC that the present 3-hours-per-time-segment be

retained, not cut to hours (see p. 2). The only

opponent of option time which filed comments with

FCC so far, KTTV Los Angeles, insists that option

time is illegal and must be done away with. Herewith is

a summary of comments filed last week (networks ex-

pected on the Aug. 3 deadline) :

ABC-TV Affiliates’ Committee (Alex Keese, WFAA-
TV Dallas, chairman) likes all of FCC’s proposed changes

except the reduction of option time. The 3-hour provision

should be retained, it said, since a reduction would pro-

duce “an interruption of continuous income to the affiliates

with possible damaging effects at least upon the opera-

tions of smaller-market stations” and “seriously affect the

programming function of the network with corresponding

detrimental effects upon the affiliates’ ability to program in

the public interest.”

The ABC group endorsed the proposal that “straddle

programs” (partly in option time, partly out) be con-

sidered as falling entirely within option time “provided

that the amount of time that can be optioned under the

present rules is not reduced.” It also supported the pro-

posed change in length of notice given by networks of

plans to enforce an option from 8 weeks to a sliding 4-17-

week scale, and the proposals to broaden affiliates’ right to

reject specific network programs.

CBS-TV Affiliates’ Committee (John Hayes, WTOP-
TV Washington, chairman) asserted that a cut of 30

minutes from evening time alone “would seriously threaten

successful network operations, would consequently have
an adverse impact upon affiliated stations, would reduce

the amount of high-quality programming available to the

public and, hence, would be contrary to the public interest.”

The group also: (1) Supported the proposal on option

time. (2) Endorsed the change “which would lengthen the

period of advance notice required before a network may
exercise its option rights” but opposed the proposal to

shorten it. (3) Supported the idea of giving affiliates more
latitude in accepting and rejecting network programs,
though it asked that rules be limited so they won’t “pose

a serious threat to effective operation of option time.”

NBC-TV Affiliates’ Committee (Jack Harris, KPRC-
TV Houston, chairman) stated that a cut in option time

would produce “a quantitative and qualitative loss in net-

work programs available to the affiliates and to the public

which could not be made good from any non-network pro-

gram source.” FCC’s “straddle” objective was endorsed

but changes were suggested to eliminate the possibility

that the Commission’s language might prohibit straddle

programs altogether. The group opposed the “length of

notice” change on the grounds that it would be “cumber-
some to administer” and remedy “no existing evil,” and it

endorsed the proposals on program acceptance & rejection.

Station Representatives Assn, said that it has been
persuaded that option time is necessary. But, it said, some-
thing needs to be done to “alleviate the deterrent effects of

option time on creation of competitive program sources.”

The answer it said, is “station reserved time.” SRA pro-

posed that at least one hour per segment of the broad-
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cast day be denied to networks 6 days weekly. The hour

may be 60 consecutive minutes or 2 half-hour periods.

FCC could cut reserved time to 30 minutes in 2-station

markets, none in single-station markets, “upon a showing

that effective network competition would be adversely

affected.” Also, stations would be permitted to let net-

works run into reserved time with unusually long pro-

grams of “national importance.” SRA also endorsed FCC’s

proposals on straddle programs, option-time notice period

and program rejection, stating that they’re “designed to

strengthen licensee responsibility.” Turning to option time

on radio, SRA urged its elimination because “there is no

longer any basis for assuming that option time in radio

is even reasonably necessary as a business convenience.”

KTTV Los Angeles asserted that FCC must throw op-

tion time out because Justice Dept, says it’s illegal and the

Commission is required to enforce the anti-trust laws. The

station quoted the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court decision on

broadcast lotteries: “There cannot be one construction for

the FCC and another for the Dept, of Justice.” FCC
shouldn’t encourage the industry to violate the law, KTTV
said. “The industry might well decide,” it stated, “that the

short-term gains from illegal option time, in effect licensed

by the Commission, outweigh the distant retribution

threatened by the Dept, of Justice opinion.” The station

suggested that the Commission adopt a rule prohibiting

option time but keep the rule on ice while networks litigate;

this, it said, would be fair to networks. It also asserted

that FCC is “duty bound to recheck” its current option

time proposals with Justice Dept, if it has any doubt

about their legality.

Orlando Ch. 9 “influence” case, remanded to FCC by

the Court of Appeals (Vol. 15:21), was reopened last week
for an evidentiary hearing “at a date to be subsequently

announced,” FCC giving all parties until Aug. 10 to request

participation. Following terms of the court order, which

called for a special hearing examiner, FCC said these ques-

tions in the Ch. 9 grant to WLOF-TV will be explored:

(1) Should any Commissioner be disqualified from the re-

opened proceedings? (2) Did anybody influence or attempt

to influence any FCC member in the award? (3) Did

“misconduct or improprieties” figure in the grant? (4)

Should WLOF-TV or any other applicant be disqualified ?

Actor Bob Hope, in the formal form of “Leslie Towns
Hope,” turns up as a stockholder in WIP Bcstg. Inc., the

4th applicant for Wilmington’s Ch. 12. He will hold 33.9%
of Class A stock, which votes for 3 directors. Pres. Benedict

Gimbel (radio WIP Philadelphia) remains the major stock-

holder, with 51% of Class B, which elects 4 directors. The
other principal Class B holders are Ralph S. Brent, v.p.,

21.25%; Clifford C. Harris, treas., 3.4%; A. Arthur Miller,

secy., 2.125%. Another substantial Class A holder is di-

rector John P. Crisconi. It was the only application filed

last week, brings the total pending to 108 (15 uhf).

Sale of WNBC (Ch. 30) Hartford by NBC to Conn.

TV Inc. (Vol. 15:26) has been held up by FCC which last

week sent the parties a MacFarland letter indicating that

a hearing is necessary to examine “overlap of interest and
concentration of control.” The company buying the sta-

tion is owned by WWLP (Ch. 22) Springfield, Ma.ss. and
WICS (Ch. 20) Springfield, 111.

Bakersfield, Cal. uhf grants—KICU (Ch. 17) & KFBL
(Ch. 39)—were affirmed by the FCC, which denied protests

filed by KBAK-TV (Ch. 29).

More about

LAR DALY REVERSAL: The Senate voted last week to

add language to equal-time Sec. 315 of the Communica-
tions Act so that it means approximately what it did

for 25 years prior to last Feb. 19, when FCC decided

that newscast appearances by candidates—like cam-
paign speeches—are political “use” of broadcasting

stations.

Approving by voice vote an amended Commerce Com-
mittee bill (S-2424) to exclude most TV & radio news
shows from FCC-imposed Sec. 315 requirements (Vol. 15:

29-30), the Senators used such words as “stupid” and
“silly” to describe the Commission’s Lar Daly dictum. But
in moi’e than 2 hours of wide-swinging debate on equal-

time issues they also said, over & over again: “You can’t

trust broadcasters” (see p. 2).

No defense of the Lar Daly newscast decision was
offered on the Senate floor—but the nullifying measure
sponsored & floor-managed by Sen. Pastore (D-R.I.) didn’t

have clear sailing either.

The Senate had to beat down an amendment by Sen.

Long (D-La.) to cancel the Sec. 315 news program exemp-
tions on June 30, 1960, and another proposal by Sen. Mc-
Carthy (D-Minn.) & others making documentary shows
subject to equal-time demands by candidates.

In final actions, the Senate: (1) Eliminated panel news
shows from exemptions specified by the Pastore bill. (2)

Inserted a clause sternly warning broadcasters to watch
“the public interest” in news programming. (3) Wrapped
up the altei’ed measure and sent it along to the House
with a hope for quick concurrence in its major provisions.

No immediate floor action on Lar Daly was in sight

in the House, however. A similar Sec. 315 bill (HR-7985)
by Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) was approved by his Commerce
Committee a week earlier (Vol. 15:30). But the slow-mov-
ing House commitee will have to meet again—possibly
early this week—to go over its formal report on the Harris

measure, a draft of which was written last week by its

communications counsel Kurt Borchardt.

After the House committee adopts a report, the bill

must be cleared to the floor by the Rules Committee headed
by Rep. Smith (D-Va.)—and that may take several weeks
or longer. In no hurry, Harris himself said he agreed with
other House leaders that a “normal course” should be fol-

lowed in processing his bill through the Rules Committee.

In its revised form, the Senate bill exempts “any
newscast, news interview, news documentary, on-the-spot

coverage of news events” from equal-time requirements.

The pending House bill gives exemptions to any “bona
fide newscast (including news interviews) or on-the-spot

coverage of news events (including political conventions

& activities incidental thereto).”

A Senate floor amendment offered by Sen. Engle (D-
Cal.) and accepted without much argument by Pastore
struck “panel discussion” from the news show category

approved by the Senate committee. Engle & others pointed

out that subject matter of panel programs can stray far

away from spot news, giving a politician-participant a

field day on the air. A move by Sen. McCarthy to remove
documentaries from the list on similar grounds was de-

feated, although he had vocal floor support.

The Senate’s watch-your-step admonition to broad-

casters was written into Sec. 315 in an amendment by Sen.

Proxmire (D-Wis.). It was described by Pastore as “sur-

plusage” in view of the intent of the language of the rest

of the law, but carried easily.
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The Proxmire amendment says: (1) “TV & radio

frequencies are in the public domain.” (2) Station licenses

require “operation in the public interest.” (3) In all equal-

time-exempted show, “all sides of public controversies shall

be given as fair an opportunity to be heard as is prac-

tically possible.”

Retained unchanged in the Pastore bill were provi-

sions for Congressional reviews of Sec. 315 operations

within 3 years and for annual equal-time reports by FCC.
Meanwhile the FCC itself did some equal-time amend-

ing. It revised its political broadcast rules, which were

collected last year in a long Q-&-A guidebook (Vol. 14:41),

to add stipulations that: (1) Candidates must apply for

station equal time within a week after opponents have ap-

peared. (2) It’s up to candidates themselves—not FCC—to

prove that they are “legally qualified” under Sec. 315.

Passage of the Senate bill was hailed by CBS Inc.

pres. Stanton. He wired all CBS affiliates that it gives

TV & radio “a greater opportunity to serve the public

during political campaigns.” The Senate vote was preceded

July 26 by a special CBS-TV documentary on the Lar

Daly case, in which Stanton editorialized that the industry

doesn’t “ask for the right to discriminate—only to distin-

guish” between major & minor candidates. Minor party

spokesmen were scheduled for an equal time rebuttal on

CBS-TV 7:30-8 P.M. Aug. 2.

But CBS & NBC weren’t resting on the Senate’s Sec.

315 vote. They went to the Court of Appeals in Washing-
ton last week to ask it to reject FCC’s Lar Daly inter-

pretation and reverse the decision.

“Political candidates & Sec. 315” will be debated at a

special panel session of the Federal Bar Assn. Sept. 25

in Washington’s Statler Hilton Hotel. FBA communica-
tions law committee vice chairman Harry Plotkin, ex-FCC
assoc, gen. counsel, will be moderator. Participants: CBS
v.p. Richard S. Salant, NBC commentator Martin Agron-
sky, acting Asst. Attorney General Robert A. Bicks,

ADA vice chairman Joseph L. Rauh Jr.

Final TV allocations actions: (1) Shift of Ch. 6 from
Whitefish Bay to Milwaukee, permitting WITI-TV to

identify itself with the latter. (2) Denial of WTTV’s peti-

tion for reconsideration of earlier action denying a shift

of its Ch. 4 from Bloomington to Indianapolis. (3) Denial

of petitions by Fla. Educational TV Commission and Joint

Council on Educational TV for reservation of Ch. 13 instead

of Ch. 30 in Panama City, Fla.

Proposed TV allocations changes: (1) Swap of Ch. 2,

Denton, Tex. and Ch. 11, Ft. Worth, reserving Ch. 11 for

educational use and permitting KFJZ-TV to shift to Ch. 2.

This is a reversal of a previous ruling denying KFJZ-TV’s
petition for the switch. (2) Shift of educational reservation
in Muncie, Ind. from Ch. 71 to Ch. 55.

New TV CPs granted by FCC: (1) Ch. 11, Fargo, N.D.,
to North Dakota Bestg. Co.; (2) Ch. 23, Yakima, Wash., to

Yakima Valley TV Co.; (3) Ch. 3, Escanaba, Mich., to Nor-
bertine Fathers, Green Bay, Wis.; (4) Ch. 22, Walla Walla,
Wash., to Northwest Bestg. System.

Translator CPs granted : Ch. 70 & 79, Hood River, Ore.,

to Columbia Gorge TV Inc.

Shift from Ch. 45 to Ch. 33, plus move of station &
studio location to Youngstown, has been granted to

WKST-TV New Castle, Pa. Grantee WXTV Youngstown
has been given a modification of CP from Ch. 73 to Ch. 45.

More about

FCC-OCDM STATUS REPORT: The FCC’s progress report

on negotiations for more vhf TV channels, being con-

ducted with the Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization

(see p. 3), is woi’th quoting in full to show exact ap-

proach being made. Here it is:

FCC announced today that it and OCDM have pro-

ceeded in the manner set forth in the Commission’s public

notice of April 30, 1959, looking toward an improved over-

all pattern of frequency allocations which could be imple-

mented within the next 10 to 15 years. Public interest in

this subject indicates the desirability of a report of the

progress made to date.

The technical group engaged in this program, consist-

ing of FCC staff personnel and representatives of the

member agencies of the Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee (IRAC), has held a number of meetings. Hav-
ing reached agreement on the terms of reference, the

technical group has taken actions which include

:

1. Invited the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory

[CRPL] of the National Bureau of Standards to name a

representative to participate in the work of the technical

group, in view of the necessity for basing future alloca-

tion planning on the most accurate propagation data cur-

rently available.

2. Requested the CRPL to prepare graphical presenta-

tions of necessary power versus distance for various em-
missions, data rates, antenna heights and megacycle
orders of frequency.

3. Agreed as a first step in the over-all program to

deal with the band 50-1000 me on the ground that it rep-

resented the knottiest problems.

4. Requested the CRPL to concentrate its efforts ini-

tially on the band 50-1000 me, setting August 1, 1959 as

the target date for a report thereon.

5. Agreed to treat at least the broadcasting, land

mobile, aeronautical mobile, maritime mobile, radioposi-

tioning, radionavigation, and earth-space services in its

consideration of the band 50-1000 me.

6. Requested the govt, agencies to present to the

technical group their present or foreseeably unfulfilled

frequency requirements for the band 50-1000 me, of which

they were aware, not later than August 1, 1959. Having
but recently completed taking testimony in its docket No.

11997 dealing with the band 25-890 me, the Commission
is in a particularly good position to supply such informa-

tion with respect to non-government requirements.

It is anticipated that the further progress of the tech-

nical group will be delayed somewhat during the next

several months inasmuch as many of its members will be

attending the forthcoming International Radio Conference

in Geneva. Nonetheless, it is the intention of the Com-
mission to continue with the joint study as rapidly as pos-

sible, and also to issue periodic reports of the progress

being made in this important program.

Protest against renewal of NBC’s licenses for WRCV-
TV & WRCV Philadelphia, filed with the FCC by Philco,

has been set for oral argument Oct. 1. The argument, the

FCC said, will be on the questions “whether, if the facts

alleged in the protest were pi’oven, grounds have been pre-

sented for setting aside the conditional grant of such ap-

plications and, if an evidentiary hearing is required, the

scope thereof.” Philco charged that the stations were used

unfairly to promote RCA.
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Networks

More taboiU

MOSCOW TAPED DEBATE: The extensive coverage by

U.S. netwoi’ks of the Nixon-Khrushchev taped hassle

in Moscow (see p. 3) had more than its shai'e of cloak-

and-dagger melodrama, little suspected by viewers who
watched the high-level debate in their living rooms

during the July 25-26 weekend.
First, there was the spur-of-the-moment 5000-mile

dash by Ampex v.p. Philip Gundy from Moscow to N.Y.

with the original tape reel. Business rivalries were sub-

merged as Gundy rushed to Moscow’s airport in a limo-

sine borrowed from RCA pres. John L. Burns, also in

Russia for the U.S. Exhibition (the tape, in color, had

been recorded by Ampex from RCA color cameras at the

U.S. display). With SAS holding planes for him at con-

necting points. Gundy made the Moscow-Stockholm-Cop-

enhagen-New York flight overnight, leaving the Soviet

capital at 5:30 p.m. (Moscow time) on July 24, arriving

in N.Y. at 8:30 a.m. (N.Y. time) the next day. He im-

mediately delivered the precious tape to NBC-TV, and

later to CBS-TV, which functioned as a pool facility to

make b&w netwoi’k copies.

A delicate situation developed, meanwhile. At 6:45

a.m. July 25, Edward Freers of the U.S. Embassy in Mos-

cow phoned NBC to ask that network (which planned to

air the tape that day at 2 p.m.) to hold off pending “simul-

taneous” TV exposure in Moscow. A violation, Freers

pleaded, “might endanger” the Nixon visit to other Rus-

sian cities. The State Dept, confirmed the plea.

NBC-TV had a tough decision to make, as did the

other networks, now equipped with duplicates of the 16%

-

min. tape. Getting a kinescope version of the tape to

Moscow was certain to take at least another 24 hours

(which it did)—and the Russians apparently had decided

on no schedule to put it on the air. Newspapers & radio,

meanwhile, had received transcripts.

NBC made up its mind. “After viewing the tape, we
decided the American people were entitled to see it as

soon as possible,” said an official spokesman. CBS took a

similar stand, news v.p. & gen. mgr. Sig Mickelson stating

that to deprive U.S. viewers of the tape would be “un-

conscionable, and an abridgement of the American con-

cept of a free press.” ABC joined in a united front.

All 3 networks aired the Nixon-Khrushchev tapes as

special news shows in monochrome at 11 p.m. July 25

(NBC had dropped its plans for a 2 p.m. show). Each
TV network provided its own commentary and framework,

and the tapes were uncut. The next day, ABC repeated

the tape at 3 p.m., CBS at 5 p.m. (pre-empting The Last

Word), and NBC (in color) at 7 p.m. CBS gave the tape

a partial 3rd exposure on its Sunday News Special with

Walter Cronkite at 11 p.m., completing the coverage.

Ampex’s Gundy, who whisked the tape past Mo.scow

guards at one end and U.S. Customs at the other wrapped
in what he described to us as “an old dirty shirt,” pro-

vided still another highlight of the “Kitchen Conference.”

Following the taping session, Soviet Premier Khrushchev
himself pushed the playback button on the color-equipped

.\mpex recorder in Moscow and stared in delight at his

bald, barrel-chested electronic image. “Ooh!” said Khru-
shchev (as reported to us by Gundy), “like real!”

*

Networks presented united front when Khrushchev
withdrew Russia-to-N.Y. broadcasting facilities from ABC
correspondents John Daly and Edward P. Morgan July 30.

Khrushchev complained of what he termed “indecent treat-

ment,” by ABC-TV of his video-taped conversation with
Nixon. According to CBS correspondent Paul Niven, “this

was an open Soviet attempt to punish one network by
giving the other 2 a competitive advantage.” CBS and
NBC correspondents refused to accept the offer of a direct

radio circuit and all 3 networks reported by telephone by
way of London. The broadcast circuit was denied ABC an
hour before broadcast time in Sverdlovsk, Siberia.

At week’s end, the ABC-Khrushchev feud was still

smouldering. NBC and CBS radio networks announced
plans on Friday for Aug. 1 afternoon airings of the audio
portion of Nixon’s “farewell” address scheduled to be made
Saturday on Moscow TV. ABC’s John Daly, however, told

ABC in N.Y. that he had requested pennission on Friday
to obtain live transmission or a recording of the Nixon
speech, but had received “no indication that either would
be granted.” Inquiries by ABC at the Soviet Embassy in

Washington brought no clarification, ABC said.

Network Television Billings

June 1959 and January-June 1959

(For May report, see Television Digest, Vol. 15:27)

Six-Month Rise: Network TV gross time billings soared

to $309,380,932 during first-half 1959, up 9.3% over the

same 1958 period. On a June-to-June comparison, the gross

increased 10.7% to $48,472,139 in billings. ABC continued

to show the biggest gain, up 20.9% in June-to-June business

and 19% in period-to-period billings.

NETWORK TELEVISION
June June % Jan.-June Jan.-June %
1959 1958 chansre 1959 1958 change

$ 8,930,114 $ 7,387,586 -|-20.9 $ 61,422,516 $ 51,617,801 -(-19.0
21,630.941 19,733,057 + 9.6 132,537,670 124,047,416 4- 6.8
17,911,084 16,648,462 -f 7.6 115,420.746 107,406,232 -|- 7.5

Total $48,472,139 $43,769,105 -flO.7 $309,380,932 $283,071,449 -f-Ts

1959 NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS BY MONTHS
ABC CBS NBC Total

January $10,647,078 $22,129,248 $19,299,853 $52,076,179
February 10,024,460 20,806,220 18,053,828 48,884,508
March 11,565,031 23,265,395 20,728,315 55,558,741
April 10,309,263 22,093,785 19,753,172 52,156,220
May 9,946,570 22.612,081 19,674,494 52,233,145
June 8.930.114 21,630,941 17,911.084 48,472,139

Note: Figures revised as of July 24, 1959. These figures do not
represent actual revenues as the networks do not divulge their actual
net dollar incomes. The figures are compiled by Broadcast Advertisers
Reports (BAR) arid Leading National Advertisers (LNA) for TV
Bureau of Advertising (TvB) on the basis of one-time network rates,
or before frequency or cash discounts.

ABC
CBS
NBC

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

NBC-TV
Chet Huntley Reporting (Sun., 5:30-6 p.m.), produced by

Reuven Frank.
Kemper Insurance Co. (John W. Shaw
Adv.)

Daytime segments, 9 alt.-wk. 15-min. segments on 8 dif-

ferent programs.
Miles Labs (Wade Adv.)

Give My Regards to Broadway, Jimmy Durante special.

Sun., Dec. 6, 8-9 p.m.
W. A. Schaeffer Pen Co. (BBDO).

World Championship Golf, eff. Oct. 11, 4:30-5:30 p.m. on

film, with Bob Crosby as host and com-
mentator. Alt.-wk. order.

- A.S.R. Products (Kenyon & Eckhardt).
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ABC’s AFTERNOON GAINS: After a faltering start last

I October, ABC-TV’s invasion of daytime TV is now pay-

j ing some real audience-share dividends, an examination

of the rating track record during the season indicates.

The first of Nielsen’s national reports for July gives

ABC a 21.1% daytime audience share (representing

1
about 1.4 million homes), or about twice the level of

the 13.3% share (700,000 homes) scored by ABC back

in October in the 1-4 p.m. period.

ABC’s daytime growth hasn’t been easy. Backed op-

I

timistically by Young & Rubicam (on behalf of several

I
Y&R clients, including General Foods) ABC took the

i plunge last fall with an afternoon participation lineup

broadly titled “Operation Daybreak,” and talked hope-

fully of a 25% audience share before the end of the first

,
year. Rating levels in the winter and spring months, how-

I ever, fell notably short of this. Cancellations began show-

ering on the network’s sales- department, despite attempts

to meet agency cost-per-1000 demands by giving extra

minute participations in late-p.m. American Bandstand.

Valiantly, ABC rode out the programming storm,

with daytime program v.p. Giraud Chester revamping the

lineup to build a 1-4 p.m. (except for the station-option

1:30-2 p.m. period) program roster that now includes Mu-
sic Bingo, Day in Court, Gale Storm Show (reruns). Beat

The Clock, and Who Do You Trust? Here’s what hap-

pened, meanwhile, to ABC’s daytime shares:

ABC-TV Daytime Monthly Share

Mon.-Fri., 1-4 p.m., Nielsen TV Index

Oct. ’58 Nov. ’48 Dec. ’58 Jan. ’59 Feb. ’59 Mar. ’59

13.3% 14.8% 15.5% 16.1% 15.3% 15.9%
i Apr. ’59 May ’59 IJune’59 II June ’59 I July ’59

I; 16.4% 15.8% 17.6% 20.6% 21.1%

Twice, in February and May, ABC slid back, at times

when new shows were being launched. But the trend was
upward through the season and later in the summer
months. The Oct.-July share improvement is therefore

just under 60%. From an advertising standpoint, clients

have also given ABC-TV a daytime vote of confidence,

with the 2-4 p.m. segment currently 75%o sold out.

On a straight rating basis, or even on the basis of

audience shares, ABC-TV still lags behind CBS-TV and
NBC-TV in afternoon TV, and freely admits it. ABC,
however, has tailored its prices to the kind of audience

share it delivers; the 15-min. price of $7200 now delivers

each 1000 homes at a cost of about $1.50 (highly com-
petitive with the other 2 networks), and ABC research

executives predict that a gain in daytime audience share

will drop this CPM figure to about $1.30 this fall.

ABC Seeks Station Ballyhoo: Promotional support of

ABC-TV’s $75-million programming investment for next
season by primary affiliates was urged last week by AB-
PT pres. Leonard H. Goldenson, and ABC-TV pres. Oliver

Ti’eyz, who spoke before 175 station and network execu-

tives attending the 2-day ABC affiliates meeting in N.Y.

Stating that the new season “is a critical one for

ABC-TV and our affiliates”, Treyz pointed out that 64%
of ABC-TV’s nighttime will be devoted to new program-
ming. CBS will have 33 %o new programming, NBC 54%.

Other speakers at the 2-day sessions were: Tom
Moore, v.p. in chg. of programming; Julius Barnathan, v.p.

for affiliates; Giraud Chester, v.p. in chg. of daytime pro-

gramming; Dean Linger, dir. of advertising & promotion;
Mike Foster, v.p. in chg. of press information and Sid

Mesibov, dir. of special exploitation projects.

Programming

“Stunning” film drama produced by the Army’s Wal-
ter Reed Medical Center is described by N.Y. Times TV
editor Jack Gould as a “towering theatrical accomplish-

ment” that can show commercial TV “what can be ac-

complished within the dramatic form.” The film, “Strike,”

produced by the Center’s TV unit, is a documentary on

civil defense preparation produced for showing, so far, to

interested medical & educational groups. “Incredible as it

may seem by commercial TV standards,” reports Gould,
“
‘Strike,’ which runs approximately 90-min., had a pro-

duction budget of something like $6000 and was staged in

an incredibly small single studio. Yet ‘Strike’ need not

take second place, for instance, to Playhouse 90 at its

best.” A Walter Reed spokesman told us that a number of

requests for copies had been received from broadcasters

but that no provision has been made as yet for public re-

lease of the film.

TV matches newspapers in public choice of medium
for political news, a U. of Michigan political science sur-

vey has established. Prof. Samuel Eldersveld said that a

random sampling of Wayne County, Mich., found 38%i of

the residents get most of their political data via TV, an
equal amount from newspapers. The survey also estab-

lished that nearly 50% of those surveyed followed the

1956 Presidential campaign via TV at least once a week,

and that TV delivers messages across party lines. In De-

troit, 48%; reported viewing both parties—just 12% viewed

only Republican programs, 14% only Democratic.

NBC-TV’s 80-inch lens, which was called out by Base-

ball Commissioner Ford C. Frick for stealing signals (Vol.

15:29), is on the pry again. Frick had asked NBC-TV not

to use the lens for its Game of the Week telecast because

it clearly revealed the signs flashed by the catcher to the

pitcher. However, the long-look showed up again at a re-

cent Yankee-Tiger game. NBC-TV announcer Lindsay
Nelson said: “The only restriction on it [the 80-inch lens]

concerns the catcher’s signs and we purposely kept the

lens off those.”

TV’s largest all-female cast, 25 women, will appear
in a GE Theatre adaptation of Katherine Brush’s short

story, “Night Club,” next season. The 25 femmes will do
their entering, exiting and emoting in a ladies lounge,

where all the action takes place. Included are Barbara
Hale {Perry Mason), Amanda Blake (Gunsmoke) and
Rosemary De Camp {Bob Cummings Show).

Libel actions for “shameful abuse of national TV
time” by Senate Rackets Committee counsel Robert F.

Kennedy on NBC-TV’s Jack Paar Show were threatened

last week by Teamsters Union pres. James R. Hofl’a. He
notified NBC pres. Robert Sarnoff that he’d sue the net-

work, Paar, Kennedy “and all others” responsible for

statements Kennedy made about him on the July 22 show.

The Rackets Committee investigator repeated some of his

statements about the Teamsters’ boss on NBC-TV’s Meet
the P»'ess July 26, said Hoffa “sold out” his union, chal-

lenged Hoffa to sue “immediately.”

Jurisdictional picketing by lATSE’s N.Y. stagehands

Local 1 against CBS-TV in a 1958 job-assignment dispute

was illegal, the NLRB ruled last week. The stagehands

thi'ew a picket line around the liner United States, forcing

the network to cancel a scheduled Let’s Take a Trip show,

after CBS-TV had assigned lighting work for the program
to IBEW Local 1212. The NLRB didn’t decide which

union should have had the assignment, but said the lATSE
members had no right to try force to get it.
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Stations

More about

COMPETITION IN CANADA: This time next year, the

Canadian Bcstg. Corp. will find its choicest strongholds

invaded by competitors battling for its ad dollars &
viewers. It’ll take until then, Canada’s Board of Broad-

cast Governors (BBG) tells us, to process into reality

the recent death-sentence given the “exclusive domain’’

policy long enjoyed by CBC in some cities & private

interests in others (see p. 2).

Come Sept. 15 & thereafter, applications for competi-

tive TV stations will be received by the Dept, of Trans-

port, reviewed for technical feasibility, then referred to

BBG for public hearings & final recommendation to the

Govt. BBG secy. W. D. Mills told us that public hearings

for Winnipeg-Vancouver applications have been scheduled

for Jan. 11, and applicants for these areas have from

Sept. 15 until the cutoff date of Oct. 30 to submit their

applications. Other hearings will follow (hearing & cutoff

dates still to be established) for Toronto-Montreal, Cal-

gary-Edmonton, and Halifax-Ottawa.

Mills said no estimate could be made of the number of

applications that will deluge the Dept, of Transport next

Sept. 15, but unquestionably the volume will be heavy

—

and the competition will be intense. First, Canadian and

foreign TV & investment interests have long eyed Canada’s

TV potential. Secondly, the bars have come down, of

course, but not low enough to please all customers. There

just won’t be enough competitive stations to go around.

The BBG has proposed that only one additional license

be allowed in present TV locations. In short, there will be

no more than 2 stations in any area, except in cases in-

volving bilingual locations. Presently, CBC services 51 TV
stations & 10 satellites. Its 6 largest areas (Montreal, Tor-

onto, Ottawa, Winnipeg, Vancouver, Halifax) represent a

total of 17 channel allocations, 8 of which are now in use

(Montreal & Ottawa each having one English & one

French-language CBC-owned station). Of the remaining

9, only 6 will be up for grabs—and so on throughout the

Canada TV domain.

Of inviting interest to U.S. broadcasters is the fact

that these new competitive stations can be alien-owned up
to 25%, and there is no legal restriction on the number of

stations in which non-citizens can buy up to 25% interest.

U.S. broadcasters we spoke with put it in different ways,

but all agreed that the opening of competitive TV in

Canada would benefit Canadian broadcasting & viewers,

and tempt U.S. interests with interesting prospects.

As NBC put it; “We’re following the situation with

genuine interest. However, NBC has made no specific

arrangements or commitments regarding ownership of any
stations in Canada.”

ABC told us it is on record as being interested in

foreign TV investments. If the Canadian situation offers

favorable opportunities, ABC certainly will explore them.

Merle Jones, CBS TV stations div. pres., viewed the

Canadian activity as benefiting U.S. as well as Canadian
interests, by increasing markets for U.S. TV program
material. Regarding possible CBS participation in Cana-

dian station ownership, he told us: “If somebody up there

were to invite us, we would study the matter with con-

siderable interest.”

At least one U.S. firm already has a transmitter inside

the Canadian TV door: RKO Teleradio whose subsidiary

RKO Distributing Corp. of Canada owns one-third of

casting remains basically Canadian in both content & char-

acter. Proposals to that effect are among 5 BBG has
scheduled for public hearings Nov. 2-3 before making final

recommendations. The 5 proposals: (1) A limit of one

additional license in present TV areas. (2) Program con-

tent must be 55% Canadian (presently, CBC operates at

about 50%). (3) No Canadian station will be permitted to

form a direct programming connection with American
stations without BBG approval. (4) A maximum of 2 hours
daily between 8-11 p.m. must be reserved for purposes to

be prescribed by BBG, and 55% of the 2-hour period must
be devoted to Canadian-content programs. (5) Blackout

of telecasting before noon, except for religious, school,

childx’en’s (Sat.), special events and ad-only programs. The
last 2 require BBG approval.

Mills pointed out that the proposals so far as they

affect foreign interests can be considered protective rather

than invitational. Although, for example, there is no rul-

ing restricting the number of stations aliens may buy into,

BBG certainly will keep its eye on the situation to assure

that such ownerships remain wholesome rather than whole-

sale. Legally, too, the new competitive stations could

affiliate with U.S. networks, so long as they abide by the

ruling against a direct programming connection. However,
such affiliation would require BBG’s blessing, and this quite

likely would be hard to come by. More likely, a new
Canadian network will be born—possibly with some U.S.

or British participation.

Stations’ Disaster Role: NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows last

week called on all TV & radio stations to warn listeners

to stay away from disasters—or potential disasters

—

which are reported on the air.

As an aftermath of the recent landing of a crippled

jet airliner at N.Y.’s Idlewild airport, where authorities

blamed TV & radio coverage for crowds which hampered
safety operations, Fellows met with Federal Aviation

Agency administrator E. R. Quesada, then announced a

special mailing to U.S. stations:

“We will ask, and I am sure they will cooperate, that

in broadcasting news of an emergency nature they spe-

cifically request their audiences to stay away from the area

involved and to refrain from doing anything that would
hamper the efforts of authorities whose responsibility it

is to cope with the emergency.”

Fellows said he & Quesada agreed that “widest pos-

sible freedom in the reporting of news” should be main-
tained by broadcasters. He added: “However, we both
recognize the tremendous impact of radio & TV news be-

cause the media often report events which are actually

occurring. Time & time again, this immediacy has saved

lives in disasters. We also recognize that this same capa-

bility can help cause the inquisitive portions of the listen-

ing & viewing public to rush to the scene of the impending
emergency, and thereby add to the confusion & congestion

that may already exist.”

New towers: Baltimore’s 3-antenna candelabra tower
will be placed in operation Aug. 9, carrying signals of

WBAL-TV (Ch. 11), WJZ-TV (Ch. 13) & WMAR-TV (Ch.

2). KTVI (Ch. 2) St. Louis began transmission, July 26

from new 1049-ft. tower at Gravois & Emil Aves., Sap-

pington. Mo.

National TV Week will be observed Nov. 15-21.
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Salt Lake & Minneapolis Sales: it’s presumed that Time

Inc. has plans of “trading up” into larger markets, now

that it has sold KTVT & KDYL Salt Lake City to Colum-

bia Pictures for $3 million-plus (Vol. 15:30). Time Inc.’s

last major upward move was when it acquired Bitner

group in 1956 for $16,785,000 (WFBM-TV & WFBM In-

dianapolis, WOOD-TV & WOOD Grand Rapids, WTCN-
TV & WTCN Minneapolis) and disposed of KOB-TV &
KOB Albuquerque (Vol. 12:51). To pave way for the

KTVT-KDYL sale. Time Inc. recently bought up the 20%
owned by mgr. G. Bennett Larson.

Meanwhile, there’s been no official announcement of

the sale of KMSP-TV Minneapolis by National Theatres to

20th Century-Fox, but it’s understood that a deal for

more than $4 million is wrapped up. It would mean a

good capital gains for National Theatres, whose Na-

tional Telefilm Assoc, bought the station for $788,411 in

1957 (Vol. 13:34,47; 14:7).

We can find no disposition at FCC to look askance at

this entry into station ownership by the 2 movie pro-

ducers. Justice Dept, has an anti-trust suit pending

against Columbia Pictures’ subsidiary Screen Gems (and

others), on charges of “block-booking” its film sales to

stations, but it has been FCC’s practice to approve such

station sales—conditioned on the outcome of the suits.

TV’s Community Impact: NAB has released a special

UP-Movietone-produced 30-minute documentary film, “In

Focus,” for public relations use by its members to show
how TV enriches lives of viewers in “a typical American
city”—Binghamton. Narrated by NAB pres. Harold E.

Fellows, the film uses clips from network & local programs
shown on Gannett’s WINR-TV and Triangle’s WNBF-TV
to demonstrate their wide-ranging services to viewers.

Interspersed with these show samplings are shots of

representative Binghamton citizens, all of whom attest to

TV’s values. Included are mayor John Burns, library di-

rector Marcus Wright, Roberson Memorial Center direc-

tor Keith Martin, housewife Shirley Walford, farmer Steve

Juriga, factory worker Bucky Harris, art teacher Emily
Forsythe. Production of “In Focus” was supervised by
Donald N. Martin, formerly public relations asst, to Fel-

lows, and NAB public relations staffer Stan Raiff. NAB
TV members may buy the film for $55 plus shipping costs,

rent it for 10 days for $17.50 plus shipping.

—

Alabama’s New Uhf Outlet: wafg-tv (Ch. 3i) Hunts-
ville began operation Aug. 1, planning to affiliate with

ABC-TV as soon as line charges are settled. It’s the 3rd
uhf in northern Ala., others being WMSL-TV (Ch. 23)

Decatur, about 25 mi. away, and WOWL-TV (Ch. 15)

Florence, approx. 60 mi. west. New starter changes op-

erating total to 556 (86 uhf).

WAFG-TV has 1-kw GPL Continental transmitter and
172-ft. U. S. Tower on Monte Sano Mt. Operating as

Rocket City Television Inc., its principal owners are at-

torney James R. Cleary, chairman & 18.28% owner; John
S. Gregory, pres. & 18.28%; cafeteria-operator Wharton
K. Burgeen, 18.28%; farmer James E. Beasley Jr.,

15.62%; realtor Robert M. Darby, 10.39%. John Higdon,

ex-district operations mgr. for Capitol Air Lines, is gen.

mgr. & 2.3% owner; pres. John S. Gregory also is pro-

gram director; Ralph Robinson, ex-WBRC-TV Birming-
ham, operations mgi\

;
Lloyd W. Root, ex-WHIO-TV Day-

ton, chief engineer. Base hour is $165. Rep is Weed.

Foreign

U.S. Networks Down Under: Australia’s “open door” policy

toward U.S. financial investment in its thriving TV industry

has placed it at the head of countries with overseas TV
investments by major U.S. bi’oadcasters. All 3 U.S. net-

works now have some degree of TV interest in the “down-

under” Commonwealth.
The latest indication of Australian interest is in the

forthcoming “vacation” there of AB-PT pres. Leonard H.

Goldenson, and ABC-TV pres. Oliver Treyz, who will be

visiting The News Ltd. of Australia this month “with a

possible eye to further investment.” ABC now owns a

minority interest (50,000 shares bought several months

ago for approximately $120,000) in The News Ltd., which

owns NWS-TV Adelaide.

NBC’s only known foreign station investment is a

10% interest in a station in Brisbane, Australia. However,

the network is “involved with other stations in other coun-

tries,” but “for legal and governmental reasons,” will not

disclose the locations, A1 Stern, NBC dir. of international

operations told us.

CBS, which has no known overseas station investments,

is currently negotiating in Australia and South America,

according to Howard L. Kany, dir. of international busi-

ness relations for CBS-TV.

He 4: ^

Australian TV will resemble the U.S. variety to a

large extent this fall. Working through Charles Michel-

son, N.Y.-based buying agent, the Australian TV Inc. has

purchased a total of 48 telefilm series—ranging from
NBC’s brand-new Bonanza to ABC Films’ rerun Wire
Service package—for telecasting this season—plus fea-

ture, cartoon, and news packages long familiar to U.S.

viewers. The total number of U.S. programs destined for

Australia approximates the seasonal output of any of the

3 U.S. networks (excluding specials).

Russians have “bested” U.S. in field of color TV,
Khrushchev claimed in the celebrated debate with Nixon

—

much of which was devoted to discussion of use of TV in

U.S. & Russia for free interchange of ideas. Color-TV
issue came up when Nixon told the Soviet Premier:

“There are some instances where you may be ahead

of us—for example, in the development of the thrust of

your rockets for the investigation of outer space. There

may be some instances in which we are ahead of you—in

color TV, for instance.”

Khrushchev shot back: “No, we are up with you on

this too. We have bested you in one technique and also

in the other.” Replied Nixon: “You see, you never concede

anything.”

Just before the rather heated exchange between the

2 statesmen, Khrushchev & Nixon briefly discussed the

marvel of tape-recorded TV, Nixon specifically paying

tribute to Ampex Corp. Khrushchev didn’t even claim the

Russians were ahead in this field.

Offering of 75,000 shares of British Industries Corp.

(Garrard changers. Wharfedale speakers, other hi-fi equip-

ment) common stock at $30 a share is being made through

a group of underwriters headed by Emanuel, Deetjen & Co.

With more than 26,500 spots transmitted in June 1959,

British TV advertising for that month totaled over $12

million. Commercial programmer Associated Television re-

ported profits for year ending April 30, 1959 with earnings

of 814,886,180; $10,264,545 for the preceding year.
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Personals: Vincent Francis promoted from regional sales

mgr. of ABC-TV western TV regional network sales to

sales mgr., western div. and moved from San Francisco to

Hollywood ABC-TV Center Aug. 1 . . . John P. Franken-
field, WBAL-TV Baltimore production mgr., named pro-

gram dir. Stanley J. Cole appointed to new post of opera-

tions mgr. . . . Rolland Reichert named night mgr., WNBQ
& radio WMAQ Chicago, continuing some of his present

duties as TV operations mgr., WNBQ . . . Douglas Rodgers,

ex-NBC producer-dir., named WNTA-TV program dir.

Ray Schwarz, producer-dir., WJRT Flint, Mich., named
production mgr. . . . Dr. Armand L. Hunter named director,

div. of bcstg. services of Michigan State U.’s WMSB
Onondaga-Lansing; Brice H. Howard, ex-NBC-TV producer,

succeeds Dr. Hunter as program mgr. of WMSB . . . James
Gerity Jr., Gerity Bcstg. Co. & WNEM-TV Bay City, Mich.,

pres., will resume his position of WNEM-TV gen. mgr.;

Tom Matthews, WNEM-TV operations dir., named station

mgr.; Russell A. Gohring resigns as v.p.-gen. mgr.,

WNEM-TV; Harold Stone named operations administrator

& production dir., Vincent Collins appointed program ad-

ministrator & film dir. . . . C. L. (Chuck) Hinkle named
station mgr. of KXII Ardmore, Okla., now that Texoma
Bcstrs. Inc. (controlled by KWTX-TV Waco, Tex.) has

taken over operation (Vol. 15:25) . . . Ron Scott promoted
from chief announcer & sales service mgr. to promotion

supervisor, WOI-TV Ames, Iowa . . . Fitz Hooton resigns

as program dir. of WPSD-TV Paducah, Ky. . . . Paul S.

Karr named production dir. of KLOR-TV Provo, Utah.

Chuck King, ex-NTA, rejoins MBS as station relations

dir.; Ray Diaz, former station relations mgr., named sta-

tion services & co-operative programs dir.; Frank W.
Erwin named to new post of asst, to the pres. . . . Steve

McCormick, MBS news dir., named dir. of network’s Wash-
ington operation . . . Wendell B. Campbell, ex-v.p. of RKO
Teleradio Pictures, named managing dir. of Storer’s radio

KPOP Los Angeles . . . Thomas J. Swafiford, ex-WCBS
radio sales mgr., named to succeed Joseph T. Connolly as

v.p.-gen. mgr. of CBS-owned radio WCAU Philadelphia.

After recuperating from recent surgery, Connolly will

assume new duties with CBS radio.

Frank L. Marx, ABC engineering v.p., elected a dir.

of Foto-Video Labs . . . Jerome A. Barnes, program dir. of

Springfield TV Bcstg. Corp., appointed to Springfield

Mayor’s Commission on Alcoholism . . . R. R. Macgillivray

named counsel, W. I). Mills, sec., Canada’s Board of Best.

Governors (BBG).

Social center for TV-radio executives in N.Y. has been
proposed by RTES, now preparing a $500,000 fund drive

for the purpose. “Our aim,” says RTES pres. Frank Pelle-

grin, “is an attractive broadcast executives club with all

the facilities to provide services of the highest standards—dining rooms, bars, conference rooms, and viewing
rooms.” Proposed as the means of fund raising is a bond
issue to be offered to companies in the broadcasting field.

Virginia Payne, Ma Perkins heroine, elected pres, of

AFTRA; Art Gilmore, Los Angeles, 1st v.p.; Eleanor Engle,

Chicago, 2nd v.p.; Walt Williams, St. Louis, 3d v.p.; Evelyn
i

Freyman, Washington, 4th v.p.; Hal Newell, Minneapolis-

St. Paul, 5th v.p.; Jack Chase, Boston, 6th v.p.; Willard i

Waterman, Los Angeles, 7th v.p.

Richard N. Beaty leaves Washington office of Cahill,

Gordon, Reindel & Ohl, dropping practice of law to become
partner in Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades & Co. (investments).

i

A. D. Ring & Associates, consulting radio engineers,
|

have moved to 1710 H St., N.W., Washington 6.

Obituary

William Theodore Ditcham, 78, former asst, to the {

engineer-in-chief, Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Co., Eng- 1

land, died recently. His voice was the first to be transmitted
i

across the Atlantic by radio when in 1919 he helped to <

establish wireless contact between Ballybunnion, Northern i

Ireland and Louisburg, Nova Scotia. The following year,
i

Ditcham and Captain H. J. Round established the world’s
i

first radio news service.

William C. Gittinger, 62, former CBS v.p. and special M
asst, to CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton, died July 27 in

Southold, L.I. He had retired in 1955 but continued to serve
"

as a consultant. He is survived by his wife, 2 daughters, J

a son, a sister and 4 grandchildren.
j

Robert H. Dellar, 46, FCC engineer, died July 26 at 1

Alexandria Hospital, Alexandria, Va. He was a member i

of the National Capital Astronomers and an organizer of 4

Washington area “moonwatch” satellite tracking stations. J

He is survived by his wife and son. 1

Edward C. Horstman, 51, engineering dir. & business

mgr. of educational WQED (Ch. 13) Pittsburgh, drowned
j

July 31 while swimming in the Allegheny river.

TIO Progress Reports: A director of the TV industry’s I

new TV Information Organization (TIO), scheduled to be- »

gin full public relations “image” operations Oct. 1 in N.Y i

(Vol. 15:29), may be nominated this week.

Three subcommittees (personnel, structure, program) ;

of the NAB’s TV information committee will meet sep- i

arately Aug. 4 in N.Y. to go over applications for the j

director’s job and recommendations on programs & finances i

The full committee will meet at the Waldorf Astoria. I

“No announcements will be made of the subcommittei t

actions,” said committee chairman Clair R. McCullougl
|

(Steinman stations). “But since every member of the ful

committee is also a member of a subcommittee, it may b'

possible to hold a committee meeting at the end of th'

day and take action on subcommittee recommendations. M
Target date for appointment of the TIO dir. is Sepi

"

15. He will be named by NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows oij

the recommendation of Steinman’s committee—subject t

approval by NAB’s TV board.

a
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Advertising

AP VOLUME—1958 AND 1959: National advertising

volume is headed for an all-time high of $10.9 bil-

lion this year, Printers’ Ink predicts on the basis of

first-quarter figures. The just-released 1959 projec-

tions sho-w TV (netvi^ork & spot) as the medium sho-w-

ing biggest increase over 1958, although it predicts

rises in all media except outdoor.

Its final estimates of 1958 ad volume pictures a better

advertising year than previously assumed—very close to

1957’s record total—thanks to a 4th-quarter spurt. In

1958, TV showed an over-all increase of 7% from 1957,

second only to direct mail (8%) in rate of increase.

Newspapers, magazines, business papers and outdoor

were down from 1957, with radio also down slightly.

The new tables, which represent total expenditures by ad-

vertisers, not merely receipts by media:

ESTIMATE OF 1959 ADVERTISING VOLUME
Expected 1959 1958

total advertising: final % change
revenue estimate 1959 vs.

Medium (millions) (millions) 1958

Newspapers (national) $ 790.0 $ 768.7 + 3%
Magazines 820.0 766.8

Television (network & spot) .. 1,225.0 1,106.1 -HI
Radio (network & spot) 250.0 247.5 + 1

Business papers 570.0 540.0 4- 6

Out(ioor (national) 125.0 129.4 — 3

other investments by national
advertisers 2,920.0 2,772.5 + 5

Estimated total investments by
national advertisers 6,700.0 6,331.0 -f 6

Estimated total investments by
local advertisers 4,200.0 3,970.8 -h 6

GRAND TOTAL . $10,900.0 $10,301.8 + 6

FINAL ESTIMATES OF 1958 ADVERTISING VOLUME
1958

% of
Millions Total

1957
% of

Millions Total

% change
1958 vs.

1957
Newspapers

total , $ 3,192.8 31.0 $ 3,283.3 31.8 — 2.8

national 768.7 7.5 809.7 7.8 — 5.1

local 2,424.1 23.5 2,473.6 24.0 — 2.0

Magazines
total 766.8 7.4 814.3 7.9 — 5.8

weeklies
women’s

425.4 4.1 451.4 4.4 — 6.8
150.5 1.5 164.4 1.6 — 8.5

monthlies 157.7 1.5 160.9 1.5 — 2.0

farm» national .. 33.2 0.3 37.6 0.4 —11.7

Television
total 1,354.2 13.2 1,265.3 12.3 -F 7.0
network 709.1 6.9 670.1 6.5 -f 5.8

spot 397.0 3.9 351.6 3.4 -H2.9
local 248.1 2.4 243.6 2.4 -t- 1.8

Radio
total 615.7 6.0 617.9 6.0 — 0.4

network 57.9 0.6 63.5 0.6 — 8.8

spot 189.6 1.8 186.9 1.8 -f 1.4
local 368.2 3.6 367.5 3.6 + 0.2

Farm Publications
regional 34.2 0.3 33.7 0.3 + 1.5

Total Farm
publications* (67.4) 0.6 (71.3) 0.7 — 5.5

Direct mail , 1,688.6 15.4 1,470.9 14.3 -1- 8.0

Business papers .... 540.0 5.2 567.6 5.5 — 4.9

Outdoor
total 191.7 1.9 199.1 1.9 - 3.7
national 129.4 1.3 134.4 1.3 — 3.7
local 62.3 0.6 64.7 0.6 — 3.7

Miscellaneous
total 2,017.8 19.6 2,058.5 20.0 — 2.0
national . 1,183.9 11.5 1,184.2 11.5 —
local 833.9 8.1 874.3 8.5 — 4.6

Total national
. 6,331.0 61.5 6,253.2 60.6 H- 1.2

Total local 3,970.8 38.5 4,057.4 39.4 — 2.1

GRAND TOTAL . . $10,301.8 100.0 $10,310.6 100.0 — 0.1

* Bracketed figures identify advertising directed to farm markets
through national, regional and state farm publications. The.se figures
are already contained in the other media totals and are not to be added
into national or local totals.

RTES’s 6th annual time buying & selling seminar
luncheons will begin Nov. 10, at N.Y.’s Hotel Lexington.

The 16 weekly sessions will be guided by Grey Advertis-

ing’s R. David Kimble.

FOREIGN AUTOS-LOCAL BUSINESS: Most of the adver-

tising money TV is getting out of the foreign car boom
is local, and there’s not much of that. With few excep-

tions, the manufacturers are passing along most ad

expense to dealers on a “spend if you like” basis.

The romance between American motorists and little

foreign cars has been thriving since World War II. It hit

a peak last year when registrations of new import models

in the U.S.—paced by Volkswagen, Renault and English

Ford—jumped 82.5% over 1957 levels for a total of 378,-

256 units, or 8% of all new cars registered in 1958 (1959’s

figure is expected to be 10%). This gasoline-scented love

affair, however, is about to face a real domestic threat

when Detroit’s Big 3 enter the small-car market this fall

with all out network and spot TV campaigns.

Surprisingly enough, there is practically no concern

at all in the foreign-car field about the TV barrage that’s

being zeroed-in on them for fall. We spoke to auto im-

porters & distributors in N.Y. during the past month, and
found TV plans, with few exceptions, to be minor, or simply

non-existent.

Not that TV hasn’t tried to crack foreign-car ad bud-

gets, which are frequently sizable although print-oriented.

As NBC-TV’s mgr. of sales development Robert McFadyen
put it to us: “We’ve pitched network TV to almost every

foreign car. Some feel they’re so successful they don’t

have to advertise. Others say their budgets are too small

for network shows ... or that they get their best results

from print media. Only a few are willing to take any kind

of TV plunge.” Other networks, and the TvB, have made
similar efforts, usually with little success.

Biggest use of TV in foreign-car advertising seems to

be at the local level—by wide-awake dealers, many of

whom have used and are using TV.
* * *

Here’s the company-by-company TV outlook we found
among the leading import brands, listed in approximate
order of their importance in the U.S. market. Agencies

are listed after the brand names

:

Volkswagen (Doyle Dane Bernbach): With a minimum
of advertising, German-made VW has grabbed the top

U.S. spot among foreign-made autos, with 1958 registra-

tions of over 77,000. Ad spending this year has been
greatly increased and may pass the $1 million mark, pri-

marily in newspapers & magazines. TV, however, has a

minor role in VW media schedules. “We’ve developed a

series of 60-sec. TV commei’cials which we send to dealers

who buy TV time themselves,” Scott Stewart, P.R. dir. of

Volkswagen Corp. of America, told us. “The campaign is

about 6 months old. We have no figures on how many
dealers use these TV spots. We have no network TV
plans.” VW’s aloofness from network TV, however, isn’t

always duplicated at the local level. In the Los Angeles

area, Volkswagen dealers have been sharing part-sponsor-

ship of Los Angeles Rams’ football road games, and pulling

as much as 3500 requests for copies of a pro football book

giveaway within a 2-week period.

Renault (Needham, Louis & Brorby) ; French-made
Renault is not only the most advertising-minded of the

import cars, with a 1959 budget of some $4 million—it is

the most TV-minded, with virtually 50% of its budget in

TV. Currently in 2nd place among foreign models in the

U.S. (1958 registrations: nearly 60,000), Renault is aiming

at a 100,000-car figure this year, and takes pride in being

the only foreign car that’s a regular user of network TV.
Renault took its first network plunge with a 13-week part-

sponsorship of Small World on CBS-TV last fall, then
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shifted into the sponsor lineup on Playhouse DO, and

punched hard this spring with a May 22 “Kovacs on

Music” special on NBC-TV. Anxious to consolidate its

sales & dealer gains (it has 800 dealers, about twice as

many as Volkswagen), Renault is currently looking for a

suitable program for the balance of the fall when the 90-

min. CBS drama show drops to an alternate-week slot on

Thursdays. Renault is also a spot TV buyer, with TvB
reporting a $47,930 expenditure in spot last year.

English Ford (J. Walter Thompson): Although cur-

rently ranked in third place in U.S. imports of foreign autos

and handled by one of the most TV-minded of agencies,

the British-built Ford models receive small advertising

support in print, and almost none in TV. Last year, na-

tional TV spot spending for this line amounted to a mere

$680. JWT officials tell us there are no TV plans for Eng-
lish Ford this year.

Fiat (St. Georges & Keyes): This Italian-made car is

being advertised with a budget of about $1 million, but

the only TV activity is confined to a few scattered local

dealer buys.

Hillman (Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan) : “Network
TV is too expensive for this line,” said an agency spokes-

man of Hillman, leader of the Rootes Group cars imported

from Britain, although he added that Hillman used spot

TV last winter in the N.Y. area and will use it this winter

on both East and West coasts. “Dealers in N.Y.,” added

the EWR&R account man we contacted, “were exception-

ally happy with the TV spot support.”

Simca (Meltzer) : A Chrysler import from France,

Simca recently finished a series of live-and-tape participa-

tions in NBC-TV’s Today show, and plans local sponsorship

of sports events in TV this fall. There is also some minor

selling of Simcas on Chrysler-sponsored network shows,

but this may be dropped with the advent of Chrysler’s own
small cars. “In most major markets, Simca dealers, most

of which are Chrysler dealers, do their own TV spot ad-

vertising,” Jeremy Barkann of the Meltzer agency told us.

Standard-Triumph (Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shen-

field) : The sporty Triumph TR-3, backed in TV spot to the

tune of some $60,380 last year in a few key metropolitan

markets, is now “definitely considering” more spot TV for

the next fiscal year, says acct. exec. Bob Doherty of DCSS.
Most ad dollars still go to print media.

Volvo (Adv. Agencies Inc.): “We’ve thought about

network TV, but it’s too expensive,” an AAI agencyman
stated, adding that “supplying dealers with TV-radio com-
mercials and letting them buy the time seems to be the

best arrangement for our broadcast advertising.” Swedish-

built Volvo otherwise has a $1 million budget concentrated

in national magazines, and some spot TV.

Saab (Gotham-Vladimir): Another Swedish-built auto,

Saab is “considering a spot TV campaign in the East in

the not-too-distant future,” acct. exec. Duncan Sutphen

told us. Otherwise, no TV has been used, and advertising

is confined to print.

Vauxhall (MacManus, John & Adams): A Pontiac

import from Britain, the Vauxhall was TV-sold with “a

limited number of spots in Sept. 1957 preceding its entry

into the U.S. market,” an MJA agency spokesman told us.

“Since then, we haven’t used TV, even on Pontiac-sponsored

network shows. We have sent TV spots to dealers, although

there’s no report of dealer usage.”

Citroen (Shevlo) : Last year, local dealer TV campaigns
for this French import were used in New England, District

of (Columbia, and Chicago areas, an official of Citroen Cars
Corp. (N.Y.) told us. All contracts are being renewed and
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strengthened, and a part-sponsorship of Open End on
WNTA N.Y. is being considered.

Isetta and BMW (Gore, Smith & Greenland) : This line

of German-made midget imports has a limited print cam-
paign, and a somewhat unusual TV activity; cars are regu-
larly traded in exchange for network TV plugs on such
shows as Price Is Right, Garry Moore Show, etc., we were
informed by an adv. dept, official of Fadex Commercial
Corp., the N.Y. importer.

Others-at-a-glance: We checked, and found no TV
activity reported for Mercedes-Benz, Jaguar, Peugeot,
Alfa-Romeo, Borgwai’d, Austin, MG, Lancia, Porsche, Opel,

Moretti and the Japanese-built Datsun. All, however, have
U.S. newspaper and/or magazine advertising campaigns to

some degree.

Advertising People: William D. Watson promoted from
senior v.p. to exec, v.p., Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan
. . . Anthony C. Chevins, Cunningham & Walsh creative

dept, dir., elected senior v.p. . . . John O. Roche named
creative dir. & v.p., Gardner Adv.

Alfred L. Hollender promoted from v.p. in charge of

TV to exec, v.p.. Grey Adv. In addition to TV, he will head
mktg. services, production, finance & branch office opera-

tions . . . Dr. Clark L. Wilson named BBDO research v.p.

. . . Frank Clayton, ex-Gardner Adv., named media dir.,

Kenyon & Eckhardt Chicago office . . . Roddy Rogers
named head of N. W. Ayer’s Hollywood office, replacing

Glenhall Taylor, resigned.

Hugh M. Redhead, Fuller & Smith & Ross Pittsburgh

office v.p. in charge of creative services, named mgr. of

that office, succeeding John A. McKinven, named to special

mktg. assignments, N.Y. office; David H. Echols moves
from N.Y. office to become v.p.-mgr., Chicago office; John
Leahy, San Francisco v.p. & group supervisor, will head
that office, succeeding William P. Dumont, named West
Coast co-ordinator; Edward J. Lauesen, named corporate

mktg. programs v.p.; Kirk C. Tuttle, v.p.-mgr., Cleveland

office, elected a dir.

TV is going to the dogs to the tune of $15 million

worth of dog-food billings this year, a 30% increase over

1958, TvB estimated last week. During Jan.-May of this

year, 9 pet-product advertisers spent $2,858,593 for gross

time on network TV, while spot advertising for the first

quarter ’59 totalled $2,441,000. Leading network users are

General Foods’ Gaines Dog Meal, Ralston-Purina’s Dog
Chow, and Quaker Oats’ Ken-L Dog Foods. Largest spot

spender this year is Gaines—with Rival, Kasco, Cadillac

Dog Food, Archer-Daniels Midland, and Calo Dog Foods
also on TvB’s list.

Procter & Gamble has been accused of illegal restraint

of trade in an FTC complaint citing exclusive contracts

with manufacturers of automatic washing & dishwashing

machines to provide free samples of Tide, Dash & Cascade

detergents. The FTC also accused Procter & Gamble of

making false claims in advertising that the manufacturers

endorse the 3 products and recommend their exclusive use.

“Sponsor’s” 13th annual Air Media Basics, is a 220-

page compilation of latest TV-radio, film & tape, time-

buying & marketing facts, figures and charts covering such

basics as what-it-is & how-it’s-doing. Included in the new
edition are a special glossary on tape language, a 5-city

directory of addresses important to advertisers.
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Film & Tape
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RCA’s TAPE SHOWCASE: RCA made its first major move

in the TV tape recorder field since its demonstration

of production-model recorders last Mai'ch (Vol. 15:12)

I in a joint announcement with New York’s Reeves Sound

Studios that the two firms were going to set up an 8-

recorder independent TV recording studio, involving

$1 million worth of recorders, cameras and associated

equipment. Two of the recorders will be color-equipped.

The new rental studio, designed to provide a TV serv-

ice comparable to Reeves’ long-established recording facil-

ities for movie & record firms, is due to be opened “early

in the fall,” reported RSS pres. Hazai’d Reeves. RCA is

“shooting for an August start on deliveries.” The Reeves

tape studio can, presumably, furnish the same kind of

working showcase for RCA recorders that Ampex has

through its part-ownership link with Videotape Produc-

tions of N.Y.

Chief selling point in the Reeves-RCA setup will be

the simplified editing made possible by the multi-recorder

installation. Splicing, with its attendant problems of roll-

over and necessity for great exactness, will be virtually

eliminated, executives of both companies stated at a July

30 press conference. Instead, by using cued-up, pre-re-

corded tapes and a monitor system, a TV director can

“electronically edit desired sequences into a master monitor

and recorder” with the aid of RCA-designed synchronized

and transistorized switching facilities “capable of a one-

millionth of a second changeover.”

The resulting tapes, of course, are actually “second

t generation” rather than spliced originals, but RCA exec-

J utives stated that there would be no drop-off in picture

sharpness and stability. Reeves will also be able to handle

studio tape production, with RCA due to deliver color and

b&w cameras, film chains, film and slide projectors, and

master control equipment to the New York site.

More Features from NTA: One of the last packages of

major pre-’48- pictures will go into TV distribution early

this fall from NTA. Under its long-range distribution

agreement with 20th Century-Fox, NTA will shortly re-

ceive a 160-picture group for syndication. Ultimate TV
gross earnings by 20th-Fox on the deal are expected to top

$11 million, plus a participation in NTA profits on the

sale of the features to TV stations.

The features represent approximately half (and the

best half at that) of the 300-odd pre-’48 pictures in the

20th-Fox vaults still uncommitted to video distribution.

Titles include: “The Razor’s Edge,” “Seventh Heaven”
(The James Stewart-Simone Simone remake), “Grapes
of Wrath,” “Wilson,” “Blood & Sand,” “Jesse James,”
“A Tree Grows in Brooklyn,” “Mark of Zorro,” “Stormy
Weather,” “Give My Regards to Broadway.”

Charging AFTRA rerun fees on taped shows are “un-
fair,” KTLA Los Angeles is removing 2 taped series from
its station. In taking Youth Court and Municipal Court
off the Paramount-owned channel, station v.p.-gen.-mgr.

Jim Schulke says KTLA may produce fewer tape series

than originally planned due to what he considers “ex-
orbitant” AFTRA residuals. He says rerun fees on the
2 series run as high as 50% of the original budget of
each show, and claims he can’t telecast telefilm program-
ming for less than the cost of the tape repeat.

Even the Yacht Goes: When the U.S. Internal Revenue

Bureau slapped a tax lien on the Hal Roach studios in

Hollywood last week it was the last straw for the once-

prosperous lot which is now in bankruptcy. (Among items

attached by the receivers was the 120-foot yacht of Hal
Roach Jr., former pres, of the studio)

.

When we visited the 23-acre Culver City studio last

week, it was to find the once busy 6-stage studio had only

1 show shooting on its 6 stages (The Dennis O’Keefe

Show). A skeleton staff is operating the lot to serve the

O’Keefe show and any other rentals which may move in.

When the studio, sold by Roach to Alexander Guterma’s

Scranton Corp., went into bankruptcy last April 3, the

receivers fired the studio fire dept, and cut the number of

security guards in half—to 4. Ironically, there are 2 re-

ceiver-appointed guax’ds patrolling young Roach’s yacht.

The modest office once occupied by young Roach is

empty today. The ornate office once the headquarters of

his father, Hal Roach Sr., who founded the studio, is

occupied by an attorney for receivers J. Julius Levy and
John F. Murphy of Scranton, Pa. Roach Sr. has his lavish

home up for sale, asking $225,000.

When we asked a spokesman for the attorneys repre-

senting the receivers the present status of the studio, he

replied: “Our auditors are now going over the books.

This is a complex job since [Alexander] Guterma had a

number of companies, and there were inter-company guar-

antees so involved none of them knows just how much each

owes. In many cases, documents which would help us are

missing. I don’t know when the auditing will be completed.

I have never seen such a mess.”

When we asked if the trustees were considering sell-

ing the Roach studio, he replied. “The trustees are not in

a position to do anything with it. They probably wouldn’t

allow a sale until they know where they stand, and this

depends on the audit we’re now making.”

Asked if young Roach has anything to do with the

studio now, he answered emphatically, “No.” As for young
Roach, whose deal with Guterma cost him the studio, we
checked him and he told us he’s working on “something,”

that he would soon have some news of his project.

When Roach sold his studio to Guterma’s Scranton

Corp., he was so confident this would give him the needed
financial shot in the arm that he turned away rentals even
though the lot had empty stages. And although he an-

nounced at a press conference there would be $20 million

in production as a result of the Guterma link, there was
no money forthcoming from the Eastern financier, and
the auditors today are busy trying to find where the

Roach assets went after Guterma bought the studio.

Film over tape: Only 20% of stations buying ITC’s

syndicated version of Ding Dong School (14 out of a total

of 70) want the show on tape, although tape is used as its

basic production medium, ITC officials in N.Y. tell us. The
remaining stations have indicated a preference for a film

copy (actually, a high-grade kinescope). The problem, ex-

plains pres. Walter Kingsley, is that many outlets

equipped with only one video tape recorder use it almost

constantly during the day for the production of commer-
cials, news shows and delayed broadcasts, and can’t spare

the playback facilities to air the show.

ABC Films has sold 545 half-hours to 6 foreign coun-

ries during July, 1959. Properties include Wyatt Earp,
The 3 Musketeers, Ozzie & Harriet, The People’s Choice,

and 26 Men. Countries are United Kingdom, Switzerland,

Finland, Australia, Japan, Mexico—plus Puerto Rico.
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READYING THE REPLACEMENTS: Virtually every Holly-

wood telefilm production company is currently busy on

projects to present to sponsors & agencies for Nov. &
Dec. While it’s not unusual for them to have some
pilots or presentations available for the winter, there’s

an unprecedented rate of activity now going on in

Hollywood in this area. Producers & executives we’ve

talked to make it clear they expect a sizable number of

cancellations of telefilm shows at year’s end—and they

want to be ready with potential replacements—instead

of being caught short as in past seasons.

Part & parcel of this picture is the comparatively new
thinking expressed by most top executives that “There is

no selling season; you can sell all year around.” Network
executives, who too vividly recall being caught short with

a sudden mid-season cancellation and the necessity of hav-

ing to substitute a mediocre last-minute program, share

this attitude.

Aside from the vast number of unsold pilots (last

spring’s TV hangover), there’ll be many new projects

—

some presentations, some pilots, some with multiple epi-

sodes ready (like Chertok-MCA’s Johnny Midnight series).

While some projects are well known, there’s consider-

able secrecy regarding others—to avoid stirring up action

by competitors.

Revue Productions will have a minimum of 4 properties

to offer any sponsor caught short with a low-rated series

next winter: Roadblock, Johnny Guitar, The Miss & the

Missile and Johnny Midnight. Revue pres. Taft Schreiber

tells us his company is working on various other projects,

but declines to go into detail now.

Four Star Films will have available almost 10 unsold

pilots plus a new 60-min. pilot, Miehael Shayne, which it

will produce with NBC financing.

Screen Gems will have a number of unsold pilots

available as replacements.

MGM-TV, with its 7 pilots remaining from last spring,

is working on several new properties for year’s end, we’re

told by production chief Richard Maibaum.
Desilu Productions v.p. Martin Leeds informs our

Hollywood bureau that his company will have several

pilots available from last spring, and that 3 of these are

already close to deals for year-end production starts. Leeds
expects Laffite & You’re Only Young Twice to sell to net-

works, and The Man Nobody Knows to go into syndication

for NTA.

A merger of Screen Directors Guild of America and
the Radio & TV Directors Guild appears imminent, fol-

lowing adoption of a merger proposal by boards of direc-

tors of the 2 groups. Membership of each guild must ratify

the board recommendations. There are 1155 members in

SDG and 889 in RTDG. The new organization, which
would be known as Directors Guild of America, would have
jurisdiction over directors in movies, TV film, live TV,
video tape and radio. The new guild would be a national

organization, with offices in Hollywood and N.Y., head-

quartering on the Coast. SDG pres. Frank Capra would be

pres, of DGA; RTDG pres. Mike Kane would be exec. v.p.

Screen Actors Guild collected a record total of $499,-

211.25 in telefilm residuals for members during June.

Total amount collected by SAG since December 1953 ex-

ceeds $10 million, according to Guild exec. secy. John L.

Dales. The figures do not inlude residuals for telefilm com-
mercials or payments for post-1948 movies sold to TV.

Early ‘Casualty’ Season: Although the new TV season

doesn’t begin until the fall, it’s an early casualty year for

producers of telefilm series, with at least 4 already either

taken off shows or quitting series.

Latest to go is Warner Bros.’ Roy Huggins, assigned

to produce low-budget exploitation movies after having

produced Mave^'ick, Cheyenne and the first 77 Sunset Strip.

Huggins is on “layoff” at WB, which means he won’t be

paid any salary until he’s back in favor.

Huggins told us “I’ve been trying to get out of my con-

tract for some time. They came up with this idea of my
doing feature films. However, when my first feature was
postponed, they wanted to put me on Maverick and several

other shows. I told them I would do it only if it could be

done the way I wanted, and I didn’t even want any screen

credit for my work. The studio still didn’t see it, and put

me on layoff. Meanwhile, I’ve received offers from other

companies to produce movies and/or TV.”
In another producer hassle, Stanley Roberts left the

Betty Hutton series, Goldie, on which he was producer,

after a dispute with Miss Hutton over the content of the

series. Roberts tells us “we had a difference of opinion re-

garding the approach and concept of the series.” The pro-

ducer, who turned out the pilot, retains a 25% interest.

Goodson-Todman replaced William Froug as producer

of its Philip Marlow series, naming Gene Wang the new
producer. Wang is changing the format so that the series

will be more a whodunit than a private eye show.

United Artists TV & Meridian productions took Allen

Rivkin off as producer of its Trouble Shooters series

(Keenan Wynn), naming Frank P. Rosenberg.

Tape Warning Sounded: Taking what he termed “a

calm look at tape” in an open letter mailed last week to

2000 top TV executives, pres. Robert L. Lawrence of the

N.Y. film commercial firm that bears his name predicted

that a wholesale agency plunge into video tape now would

produce a “torrent of dull & insipid commercials.”

Tape, he feels, “cannot match film’s unlimited tech-

nological capacities” with its “top directors, cameramen,
scenic designers and editors.” The real place for tape, he

added, is in the realm of “the simple, unsophisticated, or-

dinary, ‘stand-up’ type” of commercial, usually live &
constituting “less than 20% of all commercials on the air.”

Lawrence challenged tape’s much-heralded cost sav-

ings over film, saying that economies in taped spots come

“only if they can be shot and completed in a few hours”

and by “surrendering film’s absolute control.” As for

tape’s rapidity of production and playback, he asked

pointedly: “Who needs instant commercials, any more
than we need instant ideas?”

Although he feels that tape may overthrow the “fairly

promising stability” of the commercial film field, Law-
rence stated that “when tape becomes the thoroughly plas-

tic medium that film is, we will use tape.” The en-masse

production of taped commercials, he added, will be prac-

ticable “probably within a year.”

Latest executive talent hunt in the telefilm field is

being made by CBS Films to find a replacement for produc-

tion v.p. Les Harris, who’s leaving to join ITC. Merle S.

Jones, pres, of CBS stations div., and Sam Cook Digges,

administrative v.p. of CBS Films, are heading the search,

and will be in Hollywood this week talking to “several

top production executives,” CBS tells us.
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NEW YORK ROUNDUP

Ziv’s 117-man sales staff has arranged “565 co-

sponsorship marriages” between 1130 non-competing ad-

vertisers in national and syndicated sales during Jan.-June

of this year. Ziv co-sponsorship deals have increased 62%
in the past 3 years, reports sales v.p. Bud Rifkin.

European stars who will guest in the upcoming series

of Ford TV specials (apart from a few that will be taped

in Europe) will perform in N.Y., not in Hollywood.

ABC Films will release Meet McGraw for syndication,

effective Oct. 1. Series contains 42 half-hours and has been

seen on NBC-TV and ABC-TV.

Sterling TV’s Famous Story Cartoons package of

65 children’s films has been sold in 9 markets. Sixty-five

more films are currently in production.

WPIX N.Y. has placed its syndicated hour-long docu-

mentary, “Secret Life of Adolf Hitler,” in 13 new markets.

U.S. Time Corp. has announced it is trying to arrange

through the State Dept, to record the Moscow State Circus

on video tape in Russia . . . Comedian Jim Backus, star of

the $100,000, General Foods-backed, MGM-produced pilot

of Father of the Bride now on the shelf, gave a back-

handed slap to his efforts in Marie Torre’s syndicated TV
column last week. Said Backus, “I made the pilot for MGM
—and you know their lion? Well, instead of roaring, it

yawned. It was terrible. But if they sell the series, which

I doubt, I guess I’ll have to make other episodes.”

Lloyd Burns, head of Screen Gems’ Canadian opera-

tion, has been named dir. of International Operations, re-

placing William Fineshriber, who has announced no future

plans . . . Frank Granville has been appointed story editor

for Ziv’s Loek-Up syndication series . . . Jack Herzberg,

ex-Ziv Highway Patrol producer, named co-producer of

Lock-Up with Henry Kessler . . . Morton Nathanson has

been promoted to dir. of inteimatl. adv. and publicity.

United Artists Corp. . . . Joseph Dunkelman, dir. of Telepix

Movies, Canada and a v.p. and dir. of Screen Gems Ltd.,

Canada, has resigned both positions . . . Fred Jackman
named a director on Screen Gems’ Manhunt series.

Jerry Franken, ex-Gross-Krasne-Sillerman named PR
dir. of NTA. Harry Algus continues as press dir. . . . Eli

Blum, United Artists Associated chief accountant, appointed

asst, treas. . . . Ziv has named 6 new regional sales mgrs.:

John Davidson, southeastern div.; Jerry Kirby, northeast-

ern div.; Stuart Halliday, Chicago; Allen Martini, western
div.; John Louis, north central spot sales; Harry Littler,

southeastern spot sales . . . John Auer has been signed as

producer of Desilu’s syndicated U.S. Marshall . . . Stuart

Jerome signed to a 5-year non-exclusive writing contract

at Revue Productions . . . Milt Meyers, a TV unit mgr. for

NBC, and John Walsh, special projects publicist for CBS,
are being moved by their respective networks into new
jobs to coordinate talent on network specials.

John (Bud) Palmer, sports commentator and former
N.Y. Knickerbocker basketball player, named Globe-Video
newsreel sports dept. dir. . . . Arthur (Skip) Steloff, div.

sales mgr. for Television Industries, RKO feature films dis-

tributors, resigns to form Heritage Productions for pro-
gramming production & distribution . . . Peter Packer has
been named producer of Tales of the Plainsman, new Four
Star-Essex telefilm series starring Michael Ansara.

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Peter Lawford tells us he’s offering his Head of the

Family comedy pilot for sale in December, following an
unsuccessful attempt to sell the series for the coming

season. Carl Reiner produced the pilot for Lawford’s

Kenelaw company.

Production has begun on the sixth season of The
Millionaire, series produced by Don Fedderson . . . Parry

Films Ltd. of Canada is producing a half-hour telefilm

series. North of 53, with Don Megowan starring. All film-

ing will be done in Canada.

Ida Lupino, who’s appeared in an extensive list of

feature movies & telefilms, has TV to thank for a new
personal milestone. She’s due to appear in “The Saga of

Annie O’Toole,” an episode in the new Bonanza series due
on NBC-TV as a house package this fall. It will mark
her color film debut, as all her previous cinemoting has
been before b&w cameras.

La Mesa Productions owner A1 Scalpone is recasting

Mayi on the Beach, for which he had produced a pilot for

CBS. The network didn’t care for some of the original cast

and asked Scalpone to reshoot. Scalpone has created a new
action-adventure series, Man From Beverly Hills, and is

also working on an as yet untitled series about organized

crime. Ex-CBS west coast program v.p. Scalpone’s pilots

are financed by CBS.

“Johnny Midnight,” the Jack Chertok series starring

Edmond O’Brien, is going into production although it

won’t be on TV next fall. Uniquely, the show has been sold

twice, but still hasn’t a sponsor. First Chesterfield saw the

pilot, bought the series, but couldn’t find a time slot. Then
American Tobacco bought it, also couldn’t find a time slot.

The reaction, however, encouraged owners Chertok, MCA
and O’Brien to proceed with 13 episodes on the supposition

that there will be cancellations in December, and Johnny
Midnight will be in a good spot to fill one of these periods.

Bill Bendix will play a detective in a new pilot tele-

film, by his own Bilben Productions. He had teamed with

Alan Ladd in a pilot called The Ivy Leaguer—but it hasn’t

sold . . . Hans Conried is starring in a new pilot of Mr.
Belvedere being produced at 20th-Fox TV. The first Belve-

dere pilot, starring Reginald Gardner, did not sell.

Filmaster Productions has acquired TV rights to

Foreign Service Officer, by James M. Fox, and plans a 60-

min. series.

Hermes Pan, choreographer, and Ed Stephenson, set

designer, have been signed for NBC-TV’s upcoming “An-
other Evening with Fred Astaire,” Chrysler Corp. special

set for Nov. 4 . . . Leo Brody, asst, to the v.p. of Trans-

Lux TV Corp., has been named eastern division sales man-
ager . . . Marshall Jamison named production chief of CBS-
TV’s 90-min. special “The Fabulous Fifties” . . . Herbert

Richman, ex-Screen Gems, appointed international booker,

ABC Films . . . Alfred Markin, NTA Telestudios Inc. asst,

dir., elected v.p. in charge of operations. Fred Miano has

been appointed comptroller.

Anthony Muto named head of research for movies &
TV at 20th Fox . . . Ralph Levy, ex-CBS producer-dir., will

produce-direct the Cyd Charisse special in the Ford series

on NBC . . . Stan Margulies named exec, producer of

Bryna productions’ Tales of the Vikings telefilm series . . .

Sam White has left CBS’s Perry Mason series, on which

he was associate producer for 69 telefilms . . .
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AVERAGE TV PRICE HEADING UPWARD: Price of average TV set at factory level this year
appears to be continuing the upswing which began in 1957.

Despite heavier-than-ever sales of 14- & 17-in. models so far this year (35% of all TV set sales for first

6 months), factory sales price of average TV set (before excise tax) was $133 in first-half 1959, as opposed
to $131 for the same period last year. Even though TV set prices have not actually been raised, popularity of

such extras as remote tuning and of more deluxe models has accounted for general—if slight—upgrading in

unit price, according to industry sources.

Average set price first half of year usually is lower than last half, when fall-winter buying occurs.

For example, full-year 1958 average factory price of TV set was $136 (up from $131 for first 6 months).

TV price's lowest ebb came in 1956 , the year of the no-profit portable, when average set dropped to

$127 at factory from high of $280 in 1947, TV's first big year. Drop from 1947 to 1956 was uninterrupted—and
then prices began to rise, going up $3 in 1957 and $6 in recession-year 1958. Here's recapitulation of average

factory TV set price year-by-year from 1947 through 1958:

1947 $280 1950 $180 1953 $170 1956 $127
1948 $235 1951 $177 1954 $140 1957 $130
1949 $193 1952 $172

1

1955 $138 1958 $136

THE NEW WESTINGHOUSE 'IMAGE': "Complete break with the past" in policies and product

will be keynote of Westinghouse's 1960 drive for leadership position in TV-stereo industry. You may have

heard that tune before—but some of the changes, now being outlined at distributor meetings across the

country, mark a sufficiently new approach to TV-radio-phono merchandising to be worth watching closely.

Belatedly showing its new TV-stereo lines—delayed by 13-week strike at its Metuchen, N.J., plant

—

Westinghouse is making first announcements of series of departures in its way of doing business which will

be implemented during coming year. One highlight will be new approach to problem of warranty service.

Having dropped all factory-service operations , Westinghouse will work in close cooperation with in-

dependent service technicians exclusively. Says TV-radio marketing mgr. C, J. Urban: "We're not satisfied

with the way the industry is handling its warrenty obligation." Although details of warranty plans haven't

yet been outlined, one objective will be quick & complete service on all warranty repairs.

To implement this plan, one important step by Westinghouse will be the franchising of independent

parts jobbers to supply in-warranty parts in areas far from regular company parts suppliers.

Its new approach to product lines is unique adaptation of approach used by some other manufac-

turers: Quality furniture. But Westinghouse has gone big step further. Four separate lines—early American,

imperial provincial, custom traditional and American contemporary—are completely distinct, from top to

bottom. Gone is the practice of offering the same cabinet, with variations, in mahogany, walnut & blonde.

"Nothing in the line has any remote resemblance to anything we've had before," says Urban.

"From low end to high, all cabinets are being produced by furniture manufacturers specializing in styling

for the 4 period lines," Thus a customer may be able to match decor of his home at any price level. Long

line has 31 consoles, 6 table models with matching bases, 3 "attache-case" portables. Westinghouse plans

23-in. drop-in models in October.

Average price is higher this year than last , in both TV & stereo, although there's little change on a

model-for-model comparison, says Urban. Portables range $160-$ 190, tables $189-$249, consoles $249-$509.

Is this Westinghouse's supreme effort to capture bigger share-of-market? we asked Urban. "We're

shooting for a corporate image," he replied
—

"highly-styled furniture with high quality. If we sell only 2% of

the industry, but establish that corporate image, we'll be satisfied. We want to put this potentially profitable

business on a firm foundation."
• • • •

Straws in the Wind: Like Westinghouse's renewed efforts to build itself a TV-stereo "personality"

through far-reaching changes, these other current activities may hold significance for future in TV industry:
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NEW 23-in. TUBE: Zenith's tube-making subsidiary Rauland is developing new version of 23-in.

tube. While Zenith tests current "twin-panel" type (with built-in safety glass), Rauland is imderstood to be

turning out experimental quantities of 23-in. model built along conventional lines—without safety panel

—

for use with external safety glass. We know of no firm plans—yet—to use this model.

TRANSISTOR PORTABLE TV : Philco is delighted with dealer response to its Safari battery-operated

set. A spokesman told us: "The set is still on allocation. Distributors ordered way over and beyond what

we thought they'd want." Realistic Philco officials, however, are still pondering this question: Is this type of

set a one-shot novelty which will have its day this year and then die out, or will there be a real day-to-

day demand from other than Cadillac-class or novelty-seeking buyers?

JAPANESE COLOR TV : What's behind Japanese broadcasting's headlong rush into color TV? One
knowledgable U.S. equipment maker, just returned from business trip there, during which he conferred with

many govt. & manufacturing officials, puts it this way: "They want to build up a domestic color set man-
ufacturing business with an eye eventually on exports. The Japanese feel they can produce the major price

breakthrough in color which American manufacturers haven't been able to come up with." Far-fetched as

this may sound—remember, the principle of the tunnel diode (Vol. 15:30) was a theoretical breakthrough by
a scientist of Japan's Sony Co.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: m statistics for week ended July 24 (29th week of 1959):

July 18-24 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. '59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 98,447 83,907 60,165 3,038,156 2,374,180

Total radio 240,644 198,703 173,079 7,745,029 5,063,895

auto radio 77,827 59,425 54,653 3,108,817 1,604,304

Trade Personals: Rayford E. Nugent promoted to new
post of Philco sales v.p., consumer products div. William

J. Nagy promoted from gen. sales mgr., parts & acces-

sories div., to succeed Nugent as merchandise mgr. of

that div. . . . Walter Mucher, Clarostat manufacturing

dir., resigns Sept. 1 to become v.p. of a home-building firm

with plans for residential developments in Puerto Rico . . .

Wayne Beaverson promoted from chief engineer to v.p. in
’

i charge of engineering, Electro-Voice, Buchanan, Mich.

’

j

Martin Codel, founder and associate publisher of

' i Television Digest, elected a v.p. & director of Star Valley

I Electronics Inc., Salt Lake City manufacturer of electronic

i musical instruments and test equipment headed by C. Rich-

j
ard Evans, ex-gen. mgr. & chief engineer of KSL-TV &
KSL Salt Lake City and former exec. v.p. of Hawaiian

..
Bcstg. System. Among incorporators of new firm are

j

Mrs. Elbert D. Thomas, widow of the Utah Senator;

' CBS-TV chief engineer Howard A. Chinn; U. of Utah
i music professor Dr. William L. Fowler; J. W. Wright,

e.
i pres, of KSL-TV & KSL.

^
I

Albert Finkel elected pres. & treas., JFD Electronics,

I succeeding the late Julius Finkel; Edward Finkel, pro-

'5 moted from secy. & treas. in charge of sales to exec. v.p. &
'S

;

secy.; Isadora Finkel, from contract & military div. mgr.

as' I
to v.p., contract & military div.; Jack Goodman, from mgr.,

electronic components div. to v.p., of div.; Harvey Finkel,

I
from production mgr. to production v.p.

^
1

William E. Seaman, ex-Ampex, named chief engineer,

S' Midwestern Instruments . . . Thomas J. Moore, North

,

I

American Philips treas., also elected a v.p. . . . John D.

Stout Jr., elected Consolidated Electronics v.p. & financial

dir. . . . James H. Binger, Minneapolis-Honeywell v.p.,

jlh elected a dir.

Robert L. Ford, ex-Sperry Gyroscope, named technical

I
personnel mgr., Strombei’g-Carlson, succeeding Fred E.

1 Lee, appointed asst, personnel mgr. . . . William C. Buck

N’ promoted from sales rep to northeastern district sales mgr.,

Sylvania parts div., headquartering at Woburn, Mass.

Brig. Gen. Earle F. Cook named U.S. Army deputy
chief signal officer . . . Capt. Gilbert L. Countryman (USN,
Ret.), ex-Navy asst, chief of Bureau of Ships for Elec-

tronics, joins Page Communications Engineers, Washing-
ton . . . Joseph T. Zuravleff named regional sales mgr.,

new midwestern regional sales district, Erie Resistor Corp.

electronics div.

Dr. Ragnar Thorensen promoted from research dir.

to gen. mgr., Magnavox research labs . . . John L. Ganley,

ex-office of Secy, of Defense, named dir. of contract ad-

ministration for Avco Corp.’s Crosley div., with head-

quarters in Washington ... Neil M. Blair, ex-Panellit,

elected v.p. & asst, to pres., ITT subsidiary Intelex Sys-

tems . . . E. O. Vetter elected v.p., Texas Instruments.

Dynamic Electronics’ new agency is Smith & Dorian,

N.Y. & Hartford, Conn. Dynamic is allotting additional

dollars to its ad budget to promote its line of stereo &
monaural components and console units.

Television Distribution Systems Assn. Inc. is new trade

association, formed by makers & installers of master TV
systems, at 552 W. 53 St., N.Y., 19. Martin Sugar is secy.

Obituary

Dr. Russell H. Varian, 61, a founder and board chair-

man of Vai’ian Associates, died July 28 of a heart attack

aboard a cruise ship near Juneau, Alaska. With his brother

Siguard, Varian received a Wetherill medal from the

Franklin Institute for his part in the invention of the

klystron tube. In 1930, he worked on the development of

TV with Farnsworth TV Corp. He is survived by his

widow, 2 sons and a daughter.

Edward F. Watson, 66, former asst. dir. of telegraph

signaling & special systems development. Bell Labs, died

of a heart attack July 23 in Haworth, N.J. Credited with

about 65 telegraph & telephoto patents, he is survived by
his widow, 2 sons and 2 daughters.
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TOP 100 DEFENSE FIRMS: General Dynamics continued
its lead among firms heavily engaged in electronics,

according to the list of 100 leading defense contractors
issued by the Defense Dept, last week for calendar year
1958. The firm continued to trail leader Boeing in total

defense contracts, but by only 1.5%. GE continued to

hold 3i’d place.

Among the “top 100,” aircraft and missile contracts ac-
counted for about 60% of all awards of $500,000 or more,
while electronics contracts accounted for 10%, of the
$23.8 billion in awards. According to the Defense Dept.,
aircraft and missile awards accounted for 39% of the total

in fiscal and calendar years 1957, increasing to 50% of
the total in fiscal and calendar 1958.

Below, we’ve prepared a table showing the standing
of electronics firms in the top 100 for calendar 1958 com-
pared with fiscal 1958. (All dollar figures are in millions.
Dash indicates company was not among first 100 prime
contractors for the period.) Jan- 1958- July 1957-

Dec. 1958 July 1958

General Dynamics
Contracts

. .$1,542.3

Rank
2

Contracts

$1,382.2

Rank
2

GE . . 952.4 3 783.4 3
AT&T . . 792.0 6 659.8 6
Hughes Aircraft . . 565.7 8 472.6 9
Sperry Rand . . 423.7 10 361.9 11
IBM . . 417.6 11 316.4 14
RCA . . 365.1 15 288.1 15
Raytheon 18 237.0 22
Westinghouse 19 268.9 18
Bendix Aviation . . 243.7 21 207.4 24
ITT , . 135.8 25 96.7 30
Burroughs . . 107.0 29 71.6 35
Avco . . 102.0 31 86.5 31
Minneapolis-Honeywell .... 86.1 34 47.0 55
American Bosch Arma .... 85.4 35 70.9 36
Collins Radio 84.4 36 61.3 44
Philco 71.5 46 66.2 38
Mass. Inst, of Technology .

,

60.1 52 56.1 52
Cal. Inst, of Technology . .

,

50.4 58 45.4 57
Rand Corp 50.1 59 — —
Lear 44.3 66 38.4 61
General Precision Equip. . .

.

44.2 67 52.9 54
Sylvania 41.2 69 37.0 62
Motorola 33.2 84 29.8 77
Hoffman 30.1 94 — —
Laboratory for Electronics . 27.9 97 — —

Sylvania is aiming at large market for its $545 closed-

circuit TV camera, now in pilot production at Batavia,

N.Y., and due soon for heavy merchandising effort by
newly formed Sylvania Electro-Specialties (Vol. 15:30).

Designed for operation by the layman, the low-priced

vidicon unit is aimed particularly at the educational field,

but Sylvania says it’s also suited to industrial, institu-

tional, merchandising and military uses. It’s designed to

be serviced by TV receiver technicians. Although a regu-

lar home-type TV set can be used with the camera, a

17-in. monitor will be available at $175.

Automation in transistor production is near, says

Westinghouse, as the result of development of a technique

for constructing long ribbons of semiconductor devices

directly on the surface of continuous strips of thin german-

ium crystal (dendrites), thereby eliminating costly &
lengthy processing steps. The development of working de-

vices from germanium dendrites is being carried out under

a $2 million “molecular electronics” contract recently

awarded Westinghouse by the Air Force.

Philco transistor portable TV—the Safari—is the sub-

ject of a technical description, with complete circuit dia-

grams, in Aug. Radio-Electronics.

Electronics business is on the verge of another revo-
lution at least as sweeping as the one which began a dec-
ade ago when the transistor cut in on the vacuum tube,”
declared July 25 Business Week in a review of activity in
molecular electronics. The magazine foresees military ap-
plications of molectronic devices by 1961, civilian uses
(hearing aids, miniature radios) by 1965. “What’s in-
volved is a technique of manipulating thin films of material
into forms in which each individual molecule of the mate-
rial behaves like some electronic component—like a re-
sistor, a condenser, a vacuum tube, or whatever,” explains
Business Week. “With this technique it is possible to build
a piece of electronic apparatus such as an amplifier or an
oscillator or a switching or computing device and build it

so tiny that you literally have to look through a microscope
to see it at all.”

Color-TV sales today are substantially ahead of last
summer’s at the same time, RCA distribution v.p. Martin
F. Bennett announced during the recent 2-day color pro-
motion co-produced by the San Francisco Fashion Indus-
tries Manufacturers & Wholesalers Assn., KRON-TV San
Francisco and RCA distributor Leo J. Meyberg Co. This
first live colorcast of the city fashion industry’s Annual
Fall Fashion Festival was called the biggest color promo-
tion in a single market in the past 2 years. Describing
color-TV’s improved sales picture, Bennett said: “This is

even better than it sounds because last year this time
dealers were selling for the most part discontinued models
at lower prices. This year they are selling new models
at list prices.”

TV home saturation has reached 86% vs. 83% in 1958—and the number of multiple-set households is growing
steadily, according to a new Census Bureau survey. The
bureau pointed out that in 1950 the ratio of homes to sets
was only 12%. As of May, 8 of each 100 U.S. households
had 2 or more sets vs. 7 in Jan. 1958 & 5 in April 1957. But
only one household in 100 reported it had 3 sets or more.
As in earlier Census Bureau counts, the northeast led the
country in set ownership with a 92% figure, the south was
lowest with 79%.

Electronic equipment smuggler Walter Blum of Zurich,
Switzerland, was fined $1500 last week after U.S. Bureau
of Foreign Commerce export control investigators and
Customs officials caught him attempting to leave U.S. with
highly strategic electronic equipment. Valued at $7500,
the equipment included miniature silicon rectifiers, silicon

cartridge rectifiers, and crystal diodes. These are under
strict security export control and require individual val-
idated licenses for shipment outside the U.S. He pleaded
guilty in U.S. District Court.

Admiral Corp.’s protest of a Russian-built “Admiral”
TV set on display at the Soviet exhibition in N.Y. (Vol.

15:30) has resulted in removal of the set by the Russians.
Admiral objected last week that the set’s name was a,n in-

fringement of trademark, though the Soviet Union is not
a signatory to the International Trademark Agreement.
Pres. Ross D. Siragusa said “we are satisfied with the re-

sults of our protest and now consider the matter closed.”

Midwest Electronics Corp., St. Louis distributor of TV
& radio tube-testing machines, has been hit by a federal

mail-fraud indictment and by FTC charges that it misled

customers with false earnings claims in advertising.

Named in the indictment were Midwest Electronics pres.

Harold W. Finke & treas. Sol Cutler. The FTC complaint
said the firm falsely claimed that purchasers of its de-

vices would earn $650 per month on a $2923 investment.

*:
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Conley Electronics Corp. is new name for merged

Waters Conley Co. and Stereophonic Automation Corp.,

I

headed by Chicago financial consultant Edgar N. Greene-

' baum Jr. & John M. Rau (Vol. 15:19). Greenebaum has

I been named chairman and Rau president. Chicago attorney

I Robert S. Fiffer is secy.; Philip B. Stewart, of Stewart,

i
Miller & Co., Chicago, is treas. The firm now has 3 divi-

I
sions—phono manufacturer Waters Conley Co., Rochester,

I Minn., Fidelivox div., Skokie, 111., and Fidelipac div., To-

ledo. Fidelivox makes automatic tape reproducers, Fideli-

' pac single-reel tape magazines (Vol. 15:26). Parent com-

pany’s offices are at 8225 N. Christiana Ave., Skokie.

Hoffman TV receivers are now in production in Argen-

tina, with Industries Plasticas y Electronicas de Cordoba

expecting to have 2 consoles and 2 table models on the

market in August. Hoffman and the Argentine firm signed

a technical assistance agreement under which IPEC will

manufacture Hoffman TV and solar-powered radios on a

royalty basis for sale in Argentina and Uruguay (Vol.

15:16). Harold C. E. Mortstedt is pres, of IPEC which is

publicly held and capitalized at about $540,000.

Electronic wristwatch will be placed on the market

next year by the Bulova Watch Co. Inc., chairman Omar
N. Bradley told the annual meeting last week. The firm

is now in pre-production tooling for the watch which has

long been undergoing field tests. The transistorized, bat-

tery-operated device will approximate the weight of con-

ventional timepieces. A transistorized watch worn by

Bradley operated 17 months before battery change was
required, lost only one second in that time. The electronic

watch is expected to cost at least as much as Hamilton’s

^
$89.95 electric (but non-electronic) wristwatch.

^ New creative uses for tape recorders will be explored

by Boston U. radio prof. Sidney A. Diamond who has taken

a year’s leave of absence to undertake research on record-

ing techniques and to lecture extensively on uses of tape

recorders. Diamond also is pres, of Creative Associates

Inc. which produces & distributes taped radio programs.

“There are an estimated 3 million tape recorders in this

country,” he points out, “and they have tremendous po-

tential for creation & distribution of educational materials

on tape for home use.”

“Stereo Seven,” new 7-in. 33 1/3-rpm stereo discs

playing up to 3% min. and retailing for 98^, will be

marketed by Columbia Records. Columbia believes that

this size of 33 1/3-rpm record may help “revitalize the

singles market that has tended to lag in recent years.”

Stereo selections by many manufacturers are also avail-

able on 45-rpm 7-in. discs.

Russia will produce 5 million TV sets annually by
1965, deputy trade minister Sergei A. Trifonov told an
audience in N.Y. He said the 1958 TV output was 1.5 mil-

lion, and predicted that radio production would grow from
1958’s 4 million to 7 million in 1965.

Trade Directory of Canadian TV, radio and electronic

components manufacturers & representatives is being dis-

tributed by the components div. of EIA of Canada, 200
St. Clair Ave. West, Toronto 7, Ontario.

“Transistors in Radio, TV & Electronics,” Milton S.

River’s latest book (McGraw-Hill, 424 pp., $7.95) is an up-

0
dating of the first edition brought out in 1956. It covers
electron theory, transistor development & design.

Involuntary bankruptcy petition was filed in Brooklyn
Federal Court last week against Claremont Tube Corp.,
Long Island City TV picture-tube mfr., by 3 creditors.

Finance

WometCO Earnings Up: Wometco Enterprises Inc.

(WTVJ Miami, WLOS-TV & WLOS Asheville, N.C., 20%
of WFGA-TV Jacksonville), in its first report to stock-

holders since public offering of its stock (Vol. 15:14, 18),

notes a 17.6% increase in earnings and 11.8% in sales for

24 weeks ended June 20, vs. the same 1958 period.

The report notes that 73.4% of earnings for the

period was retained in the business. The 1959 period figures

(below) include operations of WLOS-TV & WLOS, while

the comparable 1958 figures do not. The Asheville sta-

tions continued to operate at a loss during the 1959 period,

the statement notes, but “as a result of increased ratings,^^

more favorable position in the market, new programming
and higher advertising rates, as well as the absence of

unusual promotional expense, management expects that

[WLOS-TV & WLOS] will not have any operating loss

for the remainder of 1959.”

In addition to its broadcasting activities, Wometco
owns a Florida theater chain and a food & cigaret vend-

ing business. The report for 24 weeks ended June 20:

Gross income
Net income before tax .

.

Net income

195a
$4,740,379

769,479
371,287

1958
$4,239,334

595,444
315,709

* * *

Taft Bcstg. Co., in its first quarterly statement since

its public stock offering earlier this month (Vol. 15:24, 27),

reports a 32% increase in net income on 16% higher sales

for the first fiscal quarter ended June 30, as compared to

the pro forma figure for the same 1958 period. The state-

ment for the fiscal quarter (per-share earnings in both

periods based on the 1,449,972 common shares presently

outstanding)

:

Net revenues . .

.

Operating profit ,

Net income ....
Earned per share

1959
$2,510,556
1,076,132
395,324

27«i

1958
$2,164,255

887,430
299,637

21 ^;

Packard-Bell reports a 63% increase in net profits on
32% higher sales for 9 months ended June 30, as com-
pared with the same period in the last fiscal year. Pres.

Robert S. Bell announced that increases in sales & earn-

ings were registered in home products, technical products

& Bellwood divs., with the service div. remaining profitable

but showing little change. He said the recent public offer-

ing of 100,000 common shares had increased the book
value of the company’s stock by $4,062,000 or 37.3% while

diluting the equity interest by only 12.6%. For 9 months
ended June 30: 1959 1958

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

$34,808,470
1,035,780

1.31

792,100

$26,401,343
633,949

92<i

688,000

Admiral’s first-half sales & earnings ran well ahead of

those for first-half 1958, pres. Ross Siragusa announced last

week. He reported that the firm’s 1960 TV line has been

“exceptionally well received” and that a substantial per-

centage of current TV orders are for 23-inch models.

Orders for stereo & radio sets also are on the increase. For
6 months to June 30: 1959 1958

Sales $90,894,700 $77,038,648
Net income (loss in ’58). . 1,361,418 (407,180)
Earned per share 57 —
Dynamic Electronics-N.Y. Inc. reports a net income

of $225,834 on sales of $3,132,663 for the year to March 31,

compared with $83,606 on $1,389,683 in the 1968 period.
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AB-PT Profits Rise: American Broadcasting-Paramount’s

ABC-TV network & station operations weren’t the only

activities contributing to its 28% increase in first-half-

1959 profits. Like most of the movie industry, its theater

div. showed an upsurge. According to pres. Leonard H.

Goldenson’s report to shareholders, its 2nd quarter was
the best since 1955. Its theatrical operation, said the AB-
PT chief, “more than made up what it had been behind

in the first quarter to show over-all 6 months improve-

ment over last year.”

As to broadcasting, he said ABC-TV “continued to

improve its competitive position.” Am-Par Records “con-

tinued to show improved results.” AB-PT’s report for 6

months ended June 30 (sales figures not released)

:

^
1959 1958

Consolidated earnings . . . $3,885,000 $3,265,000
Earned per share 90^ 75^
Shares outstanding 4,149,362 4,149,363

For 3 months ended June 30:
Consolidated earnings . . . 1,618,000 1,307,000
Earned per share 37^ 30^

*

AB-PT purchased 240,768 shares of its 5% preferred

stock from the estate of Edward J. Noble, chairman of

ABC prior to its merger with Paramount Theaters, and

from the Edward John Noble Foundation. AB-PT will

maintain until Sept. 30 a bid to purchase at the same price

all or any of the remaining 78,531 shares of its outstanding

5% preferred, in a move to simplify capital structure and
eliminate dividend requirements on the stock.

P. R. Mallory’s 2nd-quarter net sales ($22,002,989)

were the highest for any quarter in the company’s history,

pres. J. E. Cain said last week. For the first half, net

earnings were more than double the compai-able 1958 fig-

ures. For 6 months ended June 30 (per-share earnings

based on 1,411,774 shares now outstanding):

1959 1958
Net sales $42,514,460 $32,093,920
Net earnings 1,976,686 923,645
Earned per share 1.33 58^

Electronic Associates reports increased sales but de-

creased earnings for 6 months ended June
1959

Sales $3,051,945
Net income 274,834
Earned per share 39^
Shares outstanding 701,362

For quarter to June 30:
Sales 2,023,292
Net income 137,035
Earned per share 20^

30:

1958
$2,612,508

285,380
46^J

615,396

1,913,305
201,628

33<t

Trav-Ler Radio Corp. reported net income of $309,419

for the year ended April 30, its highest full-year profit

since 1954. Pres. Joe Friedman attributed the improve-

ment to cost reduction and improvement of operating prac-

tices, particularly the consolidation of all production &
warehouse facilities under one roof in Orleans, Ind. He
predicted that first-half sales in the current fiscal year

will be 40% higher than for the same period last year and

sales should continue to show “a substantial increase for

the remainder of the year.” He said the order backlog for

the 2nd fiscal quarter is at a record high for all products.

For 12 months ended Api’il 30: 1959

Net sales $14,806,013
Net profit 304,419
Earned per share 40^

1958

$15,126,697
10,617

M
Trading in Barnes Engineering Co. common stock be-

gan July 22 on the American Stock Exchange. Symbol: BIR.

Record-setting 2nd quarter earnings were scored by
Westinghouse on sales slightly under those recorded in the

same 1958 period, pres. Mark W. Cresap Jr. & chairman
Gwilym A. Price reported last week. April-June 1959 in-

come ran 15.5% ahead of 2nd-quarter 1958 earnings, and
new orders booked increased by 16%. Increases in both
billings & new orders were predicted during the 2nd half

“unless a prolonged steel strike slows the accelerating

pace of business.” For the quarter ended June 30:

1959
Sales $474,132,000
Net income 19,741,000
Earned per share 1.12
Shares outstanding 17,299,836

Six months ended June 30:
Sales $914,204,000
Net income 34,150,000
Earned per share 1.92

1958
$474,632,000

17.070.000
97<(

17,066,753

$923,961,000
29.973.000

1.70

General Telephone & Electronics announced that its

first-half revenues topped $500 million for the first time

in any 6-month period and that its profits for the period

were nearly 30% higher than in the first half of 1958. In-

cluding operations of Sylvania in all figures, chairman
Donald C. Power said total revenues for 12 months ended

June 30 rose to $976 million, up $128.6 million, net income

to $66,166,000 ($3.11 a share) compared with $55,936,000

($2.90 on fewer shares) for a year earlier. Again includ-

ing Sylvania operations for both periods, GT&E made this

report for 6 months to June 30: 1959 1958

Revenues $506,600,000 $416,100,000
Net income 33,097,000 25,695,000
Earned per share 1.55 1.33

Daystrom more than doubled profits on a sales gain

of 13% during its first quarter ended June 30, compared
with the comparable 1958 period, pres. Thomas Roy Jones

reported last week. For the quarter ended June 30:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$21,239,000

362,000
40^

913,223

1958
$18,811,000

159,000
18(f

907,358

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge scored sizable increases

in sales & earnings for the 6 months to June 30:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share

Quarter to June 30:
Sales
Net income
Earned per share

1959
$197,227,132

4,752,907
1.52

105,946,041
2,516,203

80^

1958
$169,736,276

3,951,690
1.25

82,393,990
1,911,855

60^*

Muter sales & earnings increased sharply during first-

half 1959, compared with the same 1958 period. For 6

months to June 30:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share

1959 1958
$6,230,075 $5,336,503

157,824 88,698
204

Tung-Sol reports an increase in sales & earnings for

the ,26 weeks ended June 27: 1959
Net sales $35,048,196
Net income 1,406,610
Earned per share 1.40

Shares outstanding .... 922,088

1958
$27,962,992

979,750
95^

894,126

Record high sales were reported by Electronic Spe-

cialty Co. for the quarter to June 30:

1959 1958
Sales $2,058,000 $1,035,000
Net income 83,000 7,000

Earned per share 20^ 24

Aerovox earnings increased more than 7-fold to $371,-

513 (43^ a share) during the 6 months ended June 30,

compared with $48,000 (04) for the similar 1958 period.
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Jerrold Electronics reports earnings for its first fiscal

I quarter were greater than for the entire fiscal year ended

!|
Feb. 28, 1959, thanks to non-recurring income of $284,273

I (24^ a share) representing profit on the sale of Key West
Cable-Vision Inc., CATV subsidiary in Key West, Fla. Ex-
cluding this amount, net income was $154,867 (14^ a

share). Pres. Milton J. Shapp said that sales of equipment

to CATV operators is ahead of a year ago, that new con-

nections to the 9 Jerrold-owned CATV systems “were
substantially ahead” of the same 1958 period, that the

industrial products div. showed more than a 200% in-

crease during the quarter, and the distributor sales div.

boosted its sales by more than 50%. For 3 months ended

May 31: 1959 1958
Sales & service revenues. $1,933,267 $1,425,340
Net earnings 439,140 7,627
Earned per share 38^ .007

4

Magnavox is “seriously considering a 2-for-l stock

split,” according to pres. Frank Freimann, who says the

proposal may be submitted to stockholders at the annual

meeting in October. He said the company’s annual report

for the fiscal year ended June 30 will show sales of $90,-

117,000 vs. $82,200,000 for fiscal 1958. Profits will be “sub-

stantially” higher than those of last year, he added. For

6 months to Dec. 31, Freimann projects earnings of $8

million before taxes vs. $4.6 million a year earlier, on sales

about 40% higher than the $44.2 million for last fiscal

year’s first half. He said Magnavox’s consumer products

sales probably will increase about 20% for the period.

Oak Mfg. Co., Chicago parts manufacturer, reports

increased sales & earnings for the first 6 months of 1959:

I
Sales
Net profit

Earned per share

1959 1958
$9,149,916 $7,077,897

499,604 138,291
764 214

Cohu Electronics, San Diego manufacturer of in-

dustrial TV equipment, has applied for SEC registration

(File 2-15372) of 356,125 common stock shares for sub-

scription by stockholders at the rate of one new share for

each 3 now held. Underwriters of the issue, for which the

price will be supplied by an amended SEC statement, are

Hayden, Stone & Co. and Winslow, Cohu & Stetson Inc.

The company would use $271,000 of the proceeds to pay an
unsecured note to vendors & sales reps., $1,165,000 to

reduce bank notes, the balance for working capital.

Relatively unknown Transitron Electronic Corp. gets

the spotlight in Aug. Fortune which points out that the

7-year-old manufacturer of semiconductor components
grossed $10,000 & lost $20,000 in its first fiscal year, then
skyrocketed to a $42 million gross & more than $6 million

net earnings by fiscal 1959. “No other company can come
close to matching its record in profits from semiconduc-
tors,” Fortune emphasizes, describing the firm as “one of
the brightest stars today in the whole great electronics

industry.” Transitron concentrates on production of semi-
conductors for the military market and the burgeoning
industrial & commercial fields.

Reeves Soundcraft reports reduced sales & earnings
for 3 months ended March 31, in an application for listing

on the American Stock Exchange. Earnings for 1959 in-
clude a special credit of $67,483 representing gain on

I settlement of a fire loss claim. For 3 months to March 31:

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1959 1958
$1,170,253 $1,346,151

75,394 76,564
24 3d

2,867,325 2,822,975

Trepac Corp. of America, Englewood, N.J. firm de-

scribed by the SEC as “in the business of assembling &
selling an electronic device called Trepac used in the

communications field,” has been accused by the agency of

failing to make full financial disclosures in a 1957 stock

offering circular. The SEC ordered temporary suspension

of Trepac’s regulation “A” exemption from i^gistration of

its securities.

Consolidated Electrodynamics, for 6-month period

ended June 30, reports net income of $858,844 (80d per
share), compared with $30,292 (3d) during first-half 1958.

The first-half 1959 earnings include nonrecurring income
of some $265,000 (25d a share) from the sale of securities.

Common Stock Dividends

Stk. of
Corporation Period Amt. Payable Record

Consol. Electrodynam. Q $0.10 Sep. 15 Aug. 28
Eitel-McCullough . . . stk. 100% Aug. 31 Aug. 17
Mallory Q .35 Sep. 10 Aug. 10
Maxson — .05 Sep. 1 Aug. 14
Siegler Q .10 Sep. 1 Aug. 14
Stanley Warner — .30 Aug. 25 Aug. 10
Tung-Sol Q .35 Sep. 2 Aug. 12
Westinghouse Q .50 Sep. 1 Aug. 10
Whirlpool — .25 Sep. 10 Aug. 21
Wurlitzer — .10 Sep. 1 Aug. 14
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Educational Television

TV Teaching Center: A Center for Instructional TV to

develop & disseminate advanced techniques for TV teach-

ing has been established by NYU, with a $100,000 assist

from RCA in funds & TV equipment. Described as the

first of its kind, the Center will get underway on the

NYU campus in Sept., and offer ETV-interested groups

a varied program in teacher-training, in-service work-

shops, research—all administered by NYU’s School of

Education & Communication Arts Group. Center’s ad-

visory committee will comprise 19 educators & ETV
authorities.

NYU exec. v.p. Dr. John E. Ivey Jr. said TV “offers

exciting possibilities for improving the range & quality of

American education” but that these can be realized “only

by translating educational objectives into a content &
form suited to the TV medium.” RCA’s primary aim in

supporting the project, pres. John L. Burns explained, “is

to benefit all education. The Center, as planned, will bring

together the best ideas of professional educators, respon-

sible laymen in the education movement, broadcasters, and
experts in the graphic arts . . . With the aid of electronics,

the talented teacher can do a better job for more pupils

in less time and at less expense than ever before.”

The Center’s teacher-training program will embrace

a workshop in TV teaching for graduate students, under-

graduates, teachers & school administrators.
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Commercially-programmed ETV—such as NBC-TV’s
Continental Classroom—is fine, but it’s no substitute for

“establishment of non-commercial channels [which] tele-

cast solely for the purpose of increasing the intelligence

of our citizens. Rep. McDowell (D-Del.) told the House.

Author of a $51-million federal-aid-to-ETV bill (HR-
4284) shelved by the Commerce Committee (Vol. 15:23),

McDowell said that early-morning schedules for Conti-

nental Classroom necessarily keep viewing down, that rela-

tively few “true students” have taken advantage of it.

What’s needed, he said, is ETV which isn’t “interested in

selling anything, in monopolizing an audience in the eve-

ning, or competing for popularity ratings.” McDowell

voiced hopes that proposed inspections by Commerce Com-
mittee members of ETV installations during the Con-

gressional recess would speed progress in the field.

ETV’s potentials as a solution to school problems

—

and as a customer for cable service—are explored by staff

engineer Caldwell Buck of AT&T’s business relations dept,

in a cover story in the summer edition of Bell Telephone

Magazine. He concludes that ETV “may not offer the

whole answer” to educational needs, but “it can furnish

an important part.” As examples of Bell System “team-

work” in ETV fields. Buck cites its sponsorship of NBC-
TV’s Continental Classroom and closed-circuit installa-

tions at Hagerstown, Md.; Cortland, N.Y.; Jefferson

County, Ky.; San Jose State College, San Jose, Cal.

TV-taught college students outscored their “conven-

tional” classmates in a semester-long experiment recently

concluded at UCLA, which pitted 2 sections of a class in

elementary fluid mechanics. The technical course involved

numerous diagrams & drawings. Rudy Bretz, head of

UCLA’s ETV div., reports that the TV class obtained

slightly higher marks & more enjoyment from the course

than did the teacher-taught group. The results compare
with those obtained by the N.Y.C. school system in a re-

cent control test (Vol. 15:27) with 7th grade math classes.

Requirements for a regional ETV network of the upper

Midwest, linking la., Minn., Neb., N.D., S.D., and Wis.

will be explored by NAEB with a $30,110 grant from the

Hill Family Foundation of St. Paul. KTCA-TV St. Paul

gen. mgr. & NAEB Region IV dir. Dr. John C. Schwartz-

walder will direct the study of feasibility & cost which is

scheduled for completion next March. The 6-state area now
has 5 ETV stations.

Seminar on closed-circuit TV production will be con-

ducted by NAEB’s CCTV committee Aug. 25-28 at Penn
State U. for production personnel who work closely with

teachers in the presentation of televised instruction at

both college & public school levels. Themed on “The Role

of Production in Televised Education,” the multi-topic

seminar will range from studies of TV’s teaching effect-

iveness to analysis of equipment & studio requirements.

Educational WGBH-TV Boston has launched MEET
Letter, a monthly newsletter “for those who are interested

directly or indirectly in the development & growth” of the

Northeast Regional ETV Network, the first section of

which now operates between WGBH-TV & the U. of New
Hampshire’s WENH-TV.

Unique course in international phases of TV-radio is

being tested this summer at UCLA by U.S. Office of

Education TV-radio chief Dr. Franklin Dunham. The course

uses taped interviews with 26 representatives of foreign

industry & governmental broadcasting organizations who

are participating in a State Dept.-sponsored seminar.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS
FCC
NETWORKS JOIN FORCES on option-time front, pleading with FCC
that status quo be kept. NTA wants option time for non-network

programmers, too (pp. 1 & 5).

FCC SELF-REFORMS pushed by Senate Commerce Committee,

which approves 7 bills revising Commission procedures, including

rules on ex-parte contacts (p. 6).

Congress

TV QUIZ SHOW HEARINGS may not come off, despite headlines

on probe promised by House oversight subcommittee, which gets

grand jury minutes (pp. 2 & 4).

ACTION ON LAR DALY delayed in House by absence of Rules

Committee clearance to floor, although Commerce Committee report

urges quick decision (p. 3).

Stations

ACCORD ON FM STEREO may be near. NSRC specifications panel

divides 1 1 systems into 3 groups, hopes to have only 3 systems

and theoretical evaluation in Sept. (p. 3).

RADIO AHEAD OF TV this summer, says researcher Albert Sind-

linger in a media-activity survey which shows more people listen-

ing to radio than watching TV shows during a typical day (p. 7).

Advertising

QUERIES ABOUT TAPE—what admen ask tape-producers (p. 12).

Other Departments

NETWORKS (p. 6). AUX. SERVICES (p. 10). FILM & TAPE (p. 13).

Manufacturing d Distribution

INDUSTRY EXPLORES "2-COLOR TV" in special Land color sub-

committee formed in EIA structure to consider new Polaroid color

theory with eye to simple receivers (p. 2).

MORE TUBE SIZES & SHAPES in works as Kimble puts out feelers

on 19-in. square-corner without built-in safety plate. Similar 23-

in. being developed (p. 15).

HOTCAKES HAVE NOTHING ON TV, to hear manufacturers tell

about sales of new lines. Vacation shutdowns curtailed in some

plants as dealer orders soar (p. 15).

6-MONTH TV SALES FIGURES confirm large jump in retail activity

during June, pushing year's total ahead of 1958. First-half TV-

radio recap (p. 16).

RADIO IMPORTS CLIMB as Japan exports 1.28 million to U.S. dur-

ing first 4 months of 1959. U.S. electronic imports from Japan total

$11.4 million for period (p. 18).

Finance

GOOD BUSINESS FOR SET MAKERS: Motorola & Zenith report

record first-half & second-quarter sales & earnings. Sales & earn-

ings also up for Philco, Wells-Gardner, Muntz (p. 18).

Programming
FALL PREVIEW OF NBC: 50% of nighttime show series will be

new; number of specials'will double (p. 9).

BATTLE FOR SUNDAY NIGHT flares up again as NBC slots new
60-min "Riverboat" series at 7:00 p.m. to get 30-min. head start on

ABC's "Maverick" (p. 9).

i

NETWORKS JOIN FORCES ON OPTION-TIME FRONT: There were no surprises—and
only one relatively new twist—in Aug. 3 deadline filings of comments & counter-suggestions on FCC's pro-

posals to reduce TV network option time from 3 to 2 V2 hours in each broadcast day segment (Vol. 15:31).

! CBS, NBC & ABC lined up solidly to plead with FCC to keep status quo in station-network program-

f ming arrangement (see p. 5). Repeating arguments piled up last year in exhaustive hearings by
Commission on its 1400-page Barrow network study staff report (Vol. 14:1 et seq.), they said option-time cut

would damage whole industry. And ABC-TV went so far as to predict it would go into red if FCC carries out

plan to take half-hour away. In all option-time comments, lone opponent of option-time system : KTTV.

"Revolutionary proposal" for modification of FCC's plan—so described by the TV packaging firm

itself—came from National Telefilm Associates. Taking tack similar to that followed in earlier filing by Station

Representatives Assn., which wants "station reserved time," NTA asked that 3-hour option time be kept, but

that networks be barred from at least one half-hour in each segment. Thus non-network program suppliers

\
(such as NTA) could have chance to latch on to optioned prime time. NTA chairman Ely Landau said this

would "usher in a new era of unmatched, healthy competition for the entire TV industry."

Next step in FCC's rule-making proceedings will be filing of replies to comments. Deadline: Sept. 15.

Also to be heard from again, before option-time issues are settled finally: Justice Dept., whose adamant
opinion is that system violates anti-trust laws.
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INDUSTRY LOOKS AT '2-COLOR TV'; There's no practical 2-color TV system yet—and there

may never be. But leading TV broadcasting & set manufacturing firms are looking closely—both individually

& collectively—at Dr. Edwin Land's color experiments which have shown that full color pictures can be

projected from 2 basic colors (Vol. 15:27).

Individually, the 2-color-TV experiments are going on in almost all major TV labs. Collectively, top

industry engineers are serving on special "subcommittee on Land color" within EIA's broadcast TV systems

engineering committee, headed by Hazeltine's C. J. Hirsch. Tentative opinions of most industry engineers

that the Polaroid president's color theories hold no near-future hope for simplified or cheaper color TV have

not deterred them from embarking on coordinated exploration of its potentialities.

Scientists won't close door on any possibilities, and that's what has prompted new EIA exploration

committee. As one prominent TV engineer put it, "This is the time for thought & observation rather than action."

Most members of committee seem to agree on one point: If 2-color TV should come into being, it

could be done within today's color-standards framework. Stations could transmit color signals which could

be decoded simultaneously by present 3-color receivers and any 2-color sets which might be designed. The

feeling is that Land's 2-color theory holds little threat of disrupting present color-TV process by the forcing of

new & different color standards. And by same token, it holds little hope of simplified & cheaper color-transmit-

ting equipment without compromising quality of color-TV image.

Any potential it does have lies in the possibility of development of cheaper receivers—possibly

through an entirely new display device. All engineers we have questioned feel that the quality of 2-color

picture wouldn't be as good as today's 3-color-derived pictures. Engineers on the committee seem determined,

therefore, not to tamper with color-TV transmission standards. Research & exploration being carried on

privately by electronics firms are toward possible simplified receivers using 2-color principle to get full-color

pictures from stations which simultaneously transmit standard color picture.

Dr. Land was invited to first meeting of new color subcommittee, but sent his regrets in telegram in

which he explained—as he did to us a month ago (Vol. 15:27)—that his research to date has involved

color vision only and he has done little exploration in field of color TV. Almost all color-TV engineers have

already viewed at least one Land color demonstration, but subcommittee hopes to visit Polaroid labs soon for

more complete exploration of Land's theories.

Industry attitude was probably best expressed by engineering chief of a large TV manufacturer when
he told us: "We don't see much potential for TV in this color process at the present time. But is there possibly

something behind it all that will give us outrageous simplicity? We can't afford to pass up any leads."

TV QUIZ-SHOW HEARINGS MAY NOT COME OFF; Promoters of now-defunct big-money

TV quiz shows who were jolted by news that Oren Harris & his House investigators were hot on their scan-

dal trials (Vol. 15:31) can take it easy for a while, at least. No public hearings on quizzes are on schedule

and none are in sight.

Newspapers had some field days—as they always do when they scent trouble for TV—after Rep.

Harris (D-Ark.) loudly let it be known that his Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee was going to

have a look at quizzes, which already had been subjected to 9-month probe by N.Y. grand jury.

But there's been no decision yet by subcommittee on whether it's worth time & trouble to pursue

quizzes. As one staffer put it to us: "We may not want to proceed with an investigation after we see the

grand jury's minutes," which were opened up last week by N.Y. Judge Mitchell D. Schweitzer (see p. 4).

"For one thing," this staffer added, "we don't know that there's any need for new legislation."

No clear legislative purposes which could be served by quiz hearings have been cited by Harris.

Shows themselves haven't been shown to be illegal. All that subcommittee staff lawyers have come up

with by way of law-making excuses for Congressional probe is possibility that (1) Sec. 5 of Federal Trade

Commission Act, dealing with "unfair & deceptive acts & practices" in trade, might be broadened to cover

quizzes, or (2) Quiz rules might be written into FCC's program-standards "blue book."

Harris headline-play on quizzes brought one newspaper comment which made sharp point. Editorial

cartoon by Washington Post's Herblock showed Harris heading off from his office with suitcase labeled "in-

vestigation of old TV quiz programs in N.Y.," leaving desk piled with cobwebbed papers labeled "investi-

gation of federal regulatory agencies." Taxpayer, tugging at Harris, asks: "Say, what ever happened to

this quiz program?" As Harris himself conceded recently, his oversighters haven't done much in that line

this session (Vol. 15:29).
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ACTION ON LAR DALY DELAYED IN HOUSE: Legislation nullifying FCC's Lar Daly

equal-time newscast ukase, already safely past Senate, reached near-&-yet-so-far point in House last week.

House Commerce Committee approved equal-time report (No. 802) on its own amendments to Com-

munications Act's Sec. 315 (HR-7985) and Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) formally submitted it on floor. But House

measure still lacked Rules Committee clearance for debate & vote. And there was almost no chance of any

Rules Committee action before next week or later.

It's still fair-to-good bet that action to free broadcasters from newscast inhibitions of Lar Daly decision

will be completed before Congress shuts shop this session. House committee voted almost solidly for report

underscoring urgent need for Sec. 315 revision. There's no known pro-Lar Daly sentiment on Hill, despite

suspicion that broadcasters won't behave themselves politically if they get much Sec. 315 leeway. But danger

remains that House bill may get logjammed in waning days of session, which may end within month.

House report on equal political time makes these points : (1) In last analysis, public must depend

on "sound & sophisticated news judgment" of broadcasters to see to it that political propaganda isn't passed

off as news. (2) "Public must be well-informed" on political issues which are legitimate news. (3) What's

needed is "balance" between "freedom of broadcasters" to air news and "equality" of candidates who want

to be heard on air. (4) "Staged incidents or stump speeches" are never "bona fide" Sec. 315-exempt news.

(5) Outright repeal of Sec. 315 would be no solution to news-vs.-politics dilemmas.

Range of Sec. 315 exemptions in House bill is narrower than that in amended Senate bill, which ex-

cludes panel shows but includes documentaries as valid news programs not subject to equal-time demands.

House bill covers only "bona fide" newscasts, news interviews & on-spot coverage. But committee report on
House measure says its failure to specify panel shows & documentaries in exemptions doesn't mean they

can't be "bona fide," that these 2 categories are just too difficult to define in legislation.

Reservations on House report were expressed by only 2 members of 33-man committee. Reps. Mack
(D-Cal.) & Hemphill (D-S.C.) said they weren't opposed to it, but thought something ought to be written into

bill to: (1) Define what makes candidates "qualified" candidates under Sec. 315 terms. (2) Provide no
exemptions from Sec. 315 within 45 days of primary elections and 90 days before general elections.

Note: While Sec. 315 legislation was pending. Democrats raised another equal-time issue, demanding
that networks let them reply to President Eisenhower's Aug. 6 TV & radio speech on labor-reform legislation.

CBS, NBC & ABC all refused. MBS agreed to let Democratic spokesman talk Aug. 10.

ACCORD ON FM STEREO MAY BE NEAR: Most important step yet toward FM stereocasting

standards was taken last week by system-specifications panel of intra-industry National Stereophonic Radio
Committee (NSRC) when it agreed to narrow its technical considerations to 3 basic types of stereo

broadcast transmission systems.

Panel's work on FM systems could be virtually completed this time next month . If harmony of Aug.
5 meeting continues to prevail, the 1

1
proposed FM systems could be reduced to 3 by time of Sept. 9 meeting,

arousing optimism that NSRC will meet FCC's Dec. 1 1 deadline for filing of proposals for FM stereo systems.

Here's what the panel (Charles J. Hirsch, Hazeltine, chairman) did last week:

It accepted recommendation of its subcommittees and classified the FM stereo system proposals into

2 basic groups according to "family resemblance"—those which apply an amplitude-modulated subcarrier

to the main FM carrier, and those which would use frequency-modulated subcarrier.

Two task groups, consisting of proponents of each basic type of system, were established, and
charged to try to resolve differences among the systems within each group on a purely engineering

basis—each group to come up with a single system. A 3rd task group, meantime, will determine on a theo-

retical basis the relative advantages of AM vs. FM for subcarrier modulation.

A third classification was set up—British EMI Percival system (Vol. 15:12), which stands completely

ftl
by itself. The panel decided that system's "obvious electrical advantages" would have to stand or fall on
basis of its performance vs. that of other systems—and this can only be done in a sort of "blindfold test."

These are the "family groups" of systems, as classified by NSRC panel: FM with FM subcarrier—
Calbest, Crosby, Halstead systems. FM with AM subcarrier—GE, Philco, Zenith. Proposals for 4 so-called

"time multiplex" systems—Volpe, Svorec, Nealy and Lippincott systems—were tentatively classified as

variations of FM-AM techniques, and their proponents were asked to revise proposals in terms of signal

transmitted rather than equipment used to transmit signal.
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Shooting for FCC's Dec. 11 deadline, panel decided to refuse to accept any further systems for

consideration unless they are first submitted to NSRC's administrative committee. In spite of rush, panel is

anxious not to turn down any system which shows promise.

Assuming panel ends up next month with only 3 basic systems—one FM-FM, one FM-AM and the

Percival system—and that it completes its theoretical evaluation on advantages of FM-FM vs. FM-AM, its

basic work on FM stereo will be completed. Next step will be development of equipment and its submission

to field testing panel. And then, of course, there are always the AM and TV stereo systems to get to work on.

Proposals by 3 networks for daytime AM stereo system tests will await FCC action soon. All 3 have

conducted non-broadcast-hour tests. The specific systems—all basically similar—are RCA system (WRCA
N.Y.), CBS system (WCBS N.Y.) and Philco system (WABC N.Y.). But Commission is still pretty adamant
about broadcast-hour tests—wary because it feels that such test authorizations may have been abused in

past (Vol. 15:28). FCC's attitude is: "This authorization isn't something we give anyone who asks for it.

There has to be a very good reason. You have to show us why these tests can't be conducted during off-

hours, or in the lab."

Congress

More about

HARRIS GETS QUIZ DATA: Secret minutes of a N.Y.

grand jury, which spent 9 months investigating TV
quiz shows, were opened last week to the House Com-
merce legislative oversight subcommittee, helping it

off to a fast—but already faltering—start on an-

nounced plans for its own probe (Vol. 15:31).

After first indicating he’d need 6 weeks to decide

whether to comply with the subcommittee’s request for the

minutes. Judge Mitchell D. Schweitzer surprised Chairman
Harris (D-Ark.) by reversing himself overnight. He said

the subcommittee could see the proceedings as fast at they

can be transcribed—a clerical job that may take 6-8 weeks.

Judge Schweitzer said he made his quick decision to

release the minutes because of newspaper “distortions’’ of

reasons for his earlier reluctance to give them to the

Harris investigators—and because he detected a “note of

urgency” in the subcommittee’s request.

Subcommittee counsel Robert Lishman promptly said

“the entire story of these [big-money quiz-program] scan-

dals” should be spread out in the House. He sent staff

attorney Charles F. Howze & special consultant Richard N.

Goodwin off to N.Y. for a preliminary look this week at

the first takes of the jury’s minutes, which Lishman
promised to hold in confidence, using them only as a “guide”

in subcommittee work.

Otherwise there were few signs of any quiz-show

probe “urgency” in Washington last week—and other

subcommittee sources told us it may be a long time before

it even decides on public hearings (see p. 2).

At the outset Harris had indicated he was eager &
ready to push on with quiz information already gathered

by his staff before court release of the grand jury pro-

ceedings was sought. But the subcommittee, meeting in

closed session last week to discuss prospects for the probe,

adjourned with no plans set.

Meanwhile there was no decision by Judge Schweitzer

in a companion move by Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.)
of the Senate Commerce Committee to obtain a copy of a
12,000-word presentment returned by the quiz-show jury

in June and impounded since. The judge indicated he’d wait
until mid-Sept. before ruling on whether it should be re-

leased. Magnuson displayed no impatience, letting Harris
take any investigative initiative.

In opening up the grand jury minutes to the House
subcommittee. Judge Schweitzer said:

“The affidavit in support of the application clearly

established this subcommittee’s right to investigate any r

alleged irregularities in the conduct of TV quiz programs.

There is a clear showing that the committee seeks the in- i

spection to facilitate the holding of its own hearings and v

the making of its own independent findings [on] corrective

legislation or administrative measures which may be i

needed in the public interest.”

Misgivings about the subcommittee’s intentions were 41

voiced by grand jury foreman Louis M. Hacker, however.

He told reporters in N.Y. that open hearings could “turn

into a great circus” if quiz-show contestants are put on .

the stand by Harris. Hacker said it would be a “terrible Jl

waste” to go over the same ground and “no useful purpose” ^
would be served by “exposing” contestants—that the still- J
impounded presentment (which reportedly names no

^
names) is aimed only at such quiz-show “corrupters” as I

“advertising agencies, sponsors, networks & producers.” i

He urged that the presentment itself—not details of the ,4

grand jury minutes—be released. ,

Expected to be cast in the role of star witness before J

the House subcommittee is Albert Freedman, producer of
j

the defunct “21” TV quiz show, who was indicted for per- |

jury by the grand jury last Nov., and who has since been
.j

cooperating with the N.Y. DA office. !

TV blackouts & brownouts authorized in “save-base- i

ball” bills exempting professional sports from anti-trust

regulation (Vol. 15:31) were strongly opposed by the

Justice Dept, last week. In a letter filed with Chairman
Kefauver (D-Tenn.) of the Senate Judiciary anti-trust &
monopoly subcommitte. Deputy Attorney General Law-

rence E. Walsh restated govt, objections to similar legis-

lation proposed last year. He said “we feel that no legis-

lation is necessary because present law provides adequate

safeguards for consideration of organized sports’ legiti-

mate interest” in protecting minor clubs from telecasts

of major games. The Justice Dept, statement was sub-

mitted after Kefauver had ended Senate hearings on th(

bills. Meanwhile Chairman Celler (D-N.Y.) of the Houst

Judiciary Committee announced it would hold hearings oi

similar blackout-brownout legislation some time befors

Congress adjourns. No House hearing dates were set. ,

International AM treaties have been pigeonholed agaii f
in the Senate. A Senate Foreign Relations subcommitte

j

voted to shelve the North American Regional Broadcastinj 1

Agreement & U.S.-Mexico compact until next Jan. Sub
|

committee said further hearings will be held early in 196C
j
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Harris & Spectrum: The Frequency Allocation Board sys-

tem proposed by Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) of the House

Commerce Committee in a controversial bill (HR-8426) to

govern spectrum splits between govt. & non-govt, users

(Vol. 15:31) probably will get EIA endorsement, at least.

Broadcasters generally have been dismayed by the su-

per-board provisions in the measure which would give the

President ultimate national-security power to decide who
gets what part of the spectrum. But the allocation plan

advanced by Harris, who has expressed impatience with

the inability of FCC, OCDM, White House and industry to

get together on a solution to our chronic spectrum prob-

lems, comes close to that advanced by EIA at June sub-

committee hearings (Vol. 15:24).

In the spectrum hearings EIA advocated establish-

ment of a federal spectrum authority empowered to assign

frequencies to FCC & OCDM, whereas telecasters opposed

the creation of any new board. Harris consulted again with

spokesmen for all industry segments before he drafted his

bill. As finally written it followed the lines suggested by

EIA rather than by telecasters, however.

Copies of the Harris measure are being circulated for

comment among members of EIA’s spectrum study com-

mittee headed by H. Leslie Hoffman of Hoffman Electron-

ics, which is expected to come in with a formal report at

EIA’s fall meeting in Atlantic City next month.

Meanwhile there was little chance that Congress will

do anything about the Harris measure—or any other leg-

islative cures for spectrum headaches—at this session.

The FCC

JMfore about

CASE FOR OPTION TIME: Heavy bundles of network com-
ments—all opposing FCC’s April rule-making proposal

to cut TV option time to 2% hours from 3 per time

segment (Vol. 15:17)—were dropped in Commission
offices last week on its deadline filing day.

NBC alone took 72 pages and a big batch of ex-

hibits & appendices to argue the networks’ case for

retention of the present option-time system (see p.

1), which was supported in earlier filings by CBS,
NBC & ABC affiliates’ committees (Vol. 15:31). The
deadline also brought pro-option-time statements from
Westinghouse Stations, National Telefilm Associates

and several individual TV outlets—while CBS, NBC,
ABC & MBS urged FCC to lay off any similar I’ule-

making proposals for radio.

Summaries of comments:
CBS said it doesn’t oppose minor changes in FCC rules

to permit network affiliates more leeway in making pro-

gram choices. But as for the option-time plan: “This re-

duction may have the effect of reducing by one-sixth the

amount of program time for which the networks can give

their advertisers reasonable assurance that a nationwide
line-up is available. It may also increase to the same extent
the amount of program time threatened by checkerboard-
ing & erosion . . . the cumulative effect of these proposals
may well so weaken or impair the enforceability & value

to the networks of their affiliation contracts as to render
them virtually worthless.”

NBC said that it, too, will go along with proposed
modification of the notice period for exercise of a network’s
option, although it isn’t necessai-y. But: “A reduction in

option time will reduce the ability of networks to com-

pete with . . . other national media, to the disadvantage

of the entire TV industry and the public interest it serves.”

NBC also thought that FCC’s proposal that “straddle

time” fall within option time was “ill-conceived” as it

stands, that it would be a better idea to rule that a net-

work’s option doesn’t extend to straddle programs.

ABC reported that “after considerable study” of the

FCC plan it “has been forced to conclude that the differ-

ence between 2% hours of option time instead of 3 hours

could mean, if it were unable to sell this half hour, that

the ABC-TV network would operate at a loss instead of a

profit.” ABC’s cost control dept, estimated that inability

to sell one-half hour 7 days a week in evening time alone

would result in a loss of $4.5 million per year in gross profit

before taxes. ABC added that “straddle time” should be

kept out of option time, that “bona fide” public interest

programming considerations should govern the right of

affiliates to reject already-contracted-for network shows.

Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. opposed an option-time reduc-

tion, agreed to other points in FCC’s rule-making plan, had
this to say about network-affiliate relationships: “No action

should be taken, nor does Westinghouse propose any such

action, which will materially change the patterns, prac-

tices and structures that are the end product of the experi-

ence of the industry, except to the extent—and only to the

extent—that there has first been established the need for

some change.”

NTA proposed that the present 3-hour option time

level be maintained, but that no station be permitted to

option more than 2% hours of any segment to one network,

so that non-network program sources could have access to

prime option time. It said: “A reduction of network option

time in itself will not give non-network groups the oppor-

tunity of gaining access to prime time on an equal basis

with the networks.” NTA said it wanted to break down
the “evil” of network “monopolization of option time,”

complained that under the present system the NTA film

network “has been unable to make any substantial impact
in the TV industry.”

Chronicle Publishing Co. (KRON-TV San Francisco)

said an option-time cut “would constrict & impair the net-

work’s efficiency and effectiveness as a national advertising

medium, to the detriment of the affiliate.” In its 10-year

experience as an affiliate, KRON-TV has “never encount-

ered any difficulty” in network program dealings.

WBEN Inc. (WBEN-TV Buffalo) regarded “the im-

position of further restrictions upon networks as a drastic

step in the direction of reducing, rather than improving,

TV service to the public.”

FCC Comr. Hyde is visiting in Mont, for an on-the-spot

survey of the CATV-booster battleground. Enroute to visit

relatives in the West, Hyde agi'eed to visit at the urging

of the Mont. Congressional delegation. However, the Com-
missioner’s office said that he will not visit any towns which

have matters pending before the FCC. FCC broadcast

bureau chief Harold G. Cowgill & economist James B.

Sheridan are now touring the West, officially studying the

CATV-station dispute (Vol. 15:30). They will confer with

Comr. Hyde Aug. 12 in Great Falls.

Two applications for new TV stations w’ere filed with

FCC last week: For Roswell, N.M., Ch. 10, by realtor Wil-

liam Sam Evans; for Wausau, Wis., Ch. 9, by Dallas cook-

ware distributor John H. Freeman. Applications pending

total 106 (13 uhf).
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FCC SELF-REFORMS PUSHED: Seven bills for revision of

FCC procedures—including one which tightens rules

on ex-parte representations in adjudicatory cases

—

were approved last week by the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee, whose communications subcommittee held

quickie hearings on them in June (Vol. 15:24).

Six of the bills (S-1734-38 & S-1740) were drafted by

FCC itself and introduced at its request by Commerce
Committee Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.). They aroused

little controversy. The 7th measure, also sponsored by Mag-
nuson, was proposed by the Federal Communications Bar
Assn, to change cumbersome “protest” routine. It was re-

written to meet FCC objections.

Chances that any of the bills will become law at this

session of Congress are remote despite the Senate com-

mittee’s endorsement, however. The House Commerce Com-
mittee, whose legislative oversight subcommittee is

embarking on a foray into TV quiz shows (see pp. 2 & 4),

hasn’t gotten around yet to scheduling hearings on a batch

of similar FCC reform bills waiting on that side of the

Capitol.

The FCC-proposed measure (S-1734) governing off-

the-record contacts, amends the Federal Communications
Act to prohibit “any person,” as well as FCC’s legal &
engineering staffs and participants in adjudicatory cases

designated for hearings, from making any presentations

—

directly or indirectly—to Commission members or hearing

examiners without notice to all parties.

Language of the FCBA-recommended “protest” bill

(S-1898) was fixed to satisfy Commission objections that

as originally written it would cause more red-tape ills than

it would cure. It would provide for “pre-grant” objections

in place of existing procedure which permits parties to

object to TV & radio station awards after they are made
without hearings.

Of the other bills approved by the Senate Committee:

(1) S-1735 repeals the Communications Act’s “honorar-

ium” Sec. 4 (B) which permits FCC members to pick up
fees for outside speeches, etc. (2) S-1736 eliminates some
documentary oath requirements for filing of FCC case doc-

uments. (3) S-1737 authorizes fines for violations of FCC
rules in common-carrier, safety & special fields. (4) S-173S

gives FCC members more latitude in getting advice from
its review staff. (5) S-1740 extends the Commission’s au-

thority over common-carrier microwave & other point-to-

point circuits.

Networks

NBC Radio Proposal? A proposal that NBC Radio shift

to providing a radio feature service has brought no alarm at

N.Y. headquarters of the network, according to a checkup
we made last week. The original proposal was hatched in

an informal, non-official meeting of top executives of 6

important NBC radio affiliates in St. Louis late last month.
No formal presentation of the idea, which is generally felt

to be a position peculiar to large-city affiliates, has been

made by the group to the network, we were told. And,
there’s no indication that any sizable number of the net-

work’s 200-odd radio affiliates share the views of the group,
which included Harold Grams (KSD St. Louis), Jack
Harris (KPRC Houston), Edwin Wheeler (WWJ Detroit),

George Comte (WTM.T Milwaukee), Jack DeWitt (WSM
Nashville) and Bill Bates (WDAF Kansas City). Mean-
while, NBC Radio is “going ahead with all of our regular
radio network plans,” a network official told us in N.Y.

New CBC Network Formula: Seeking more equitable di-

vision of TV network & local programming time, the

Canadian Bcstg. Corp. this fall will initiate a new formula
which establishes 3 time-classifications: network option,

local station, and limited network. Devised by CBC & its

privately-owned affiliates, the new program concept will

provide during the average week: 34 hours & 35 min. of

network option time which all stations must carry; 10

hours & 30 min. of local station time, 8 hours of which will

be prime evening time; and 19 hours & 55 min. of so-

called limited network time. All CBC o&o TV stations will

carry all limited network programs; affiliates can request

any of the sustaining shows. Sponsors of limited-netwox'k

programs can contract for any combination of o&o &
affiliated stations, subject to latter’s okay & availability.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

Westinghouse Electric’s $5.5-million deal with CBS
for 1960 election coverage highlighted an otherwise routine

sales week. This is Westinghouse’s 3rd consecutive Presi-

dential year of underwriting the CBS coverage and the first

sponsor deal for election coverage announced.

ABC-TV
American Bandstand, participations, eff. Oct. 5, for Keep-

sake Diamond Rings.
A. H. Pond Co. (Flack Adv.)

Man with a Camera, adventure series debuting Oct. 19,

Mon., 10:30-11 p.m.
General Electric Co. Lamp Div. (Grey).

CBS-TV

Christmas at the Circus, featuring Ringling Bros. Barnum
& Bailey, Thurs., Dec. 10, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Remington Rand (Young & Rubicam)

Coverage of 1960 Presidential elections, including coverage
of both Democratic and Republican conven-
tions in July 1960 & Nov. 8.

Westinghouse Electric Corp. (McCann-Er-
ickson. Grey Adv., and Ketchum, MacLeod
& Grove).

Markham, 26-wk. renewal of Sat., 10:30-11 p.m., series.

Schlitz (J. Walter Thompson)

Woman, daytime specials Sept. 17, Nov. 9, Dec. 6.

Dow Chemical (MacManus, John & Adams)

Arthur Godfrey special. Sept. 16, 10-11 p.m.
Benrus (Grey), Sara Lee (Cunningham &
Walsh), Hoover Vacuum Cleaners (Burnett)

Person to Person, alt.-wk. sponsorship, eff. Oct. 2.

Warner-Lambert (Lambert & Feasley)

NBC-TV
America Pauses in September, Sept. 18, 8:30-9:30 p.m., spe-

cial featuring Burgess Meredith, the King-
ston Trio and Art Linkletter.
Coca-Cola f McCann-Erickson)

NBA professional basketball game telecasts. Sat. and Sun.
p.m., effec. mid-Oct. One-fourth sponsor.
Anheuser-Busch (Gardner Adv.)

Liberty Bowl Game, Dec. 19. Co-sponsorship.
Whitman Candies (Ayer) and Liggett &
Myers, ( Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

)

Laramie, Tues., 7:30-8:30 p.m. Third sponsorships.
Liggett & Myers (McCann-Erickson) , Ana-
hist (Bates) Ansco (Benton & Bowles)

Five Fingers, Sat., 9:30-10:30 p.m. Third sponsorships.
Midas Muffler (Edward H. Weiss) Anahist
(Bates), Corning Glass (Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather)

Tales of the Plainsman, Thurs., 7:30-8 p.m. Third sponsor.
Ansco (Benton & Bowles)
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Stations

Code At Creative Level: NAB’s Code Review Board last

week took steps to head off code problems in TV com-

mercials before they start. In a 2-day (Aug. 4-5) round of

meetings, members of the code group reaffirmed NAB’s
stand on personal-product advertising (Vol. 15:20) to

members of the American Assn, of Adv. Agencies’ TV-
radio committees (broadcast media, administration) and

to N.Y. reps of the Adv. Federation of America.

The idea of the meetings, as championed by Code Re-

view Board chmn. Donald H. McGannon, pres, of Westing-

house Bcstg. Co., was to prevent repetition of the “Prepa-

ration H” hassle by discussing national-level TV adver-

tising with the AAAA members (who represent such

agencies as Y&R, BBDO, Ted Bates, Grey, McCann-Erick-

son and JWT) and at the regional & local level with the

locally-oriented Adv. Federation. Key point of the sessions,

we’re told, was reaffirmation of NAB’s plea for high stand-

ards of good taste in commercials.

* * *

Another liquor commercial: WATR-TV (Ch. 53)

Waterbury, Conn, has “made TV history” by defying the

industry’s self-imposed hard-liquor ban to plug Michter’s

Pot Still Whisky, the non-NAB station boasts in promo-

tion releases. The account for the Lebanon, Pa. “Penn-

sylvania Dutch” product was placed with WATR-TV by

Waterbury’s Peter Bochan ad agency—and Bochan himself

handles the spots on his own night-time Mail Order Market

show on the station. Radio WATR holds NAB member-
ship, but the TV outlet neither belongs nor subscribes to

NAB’s TV code . . . Meanwhile, on Madison Ave., BBDO
timebuyers were checking radio outlets in Pa. to accept

an institutional jingle test campaign for Schenley (WARD
Johnstown, did). Whether other radio outlets, many hard-

put for national spot radio, would put a new brass rail on

their commercial acceptance policies was anybody’s guess,

Microwave serving CATV system in Helena, Mont,

went off the air last week after the 9th Circuit Court of

Appeals in San Francisco granted an FCC motion to dis-

miss its appeal “for want of jurisdiction.” The appellant

—

Montana Microwave—had been ordered to quit operating

by the FCC last month, pending a decision on a protest by
KXLF-TV Helena (Vol. 15:26). But it obtained a temporary
injunction from the court permitting it to continue operat-

ing until FCC could show cause why a further injunction

should not be issued, allowing the microwave to operate

pending the actual determination of the case (Vol. 15:28).

Montana Microwave is expected to file an appeal in the

U.S. Dist. Court of Appeals for D.C.

WRCV-TV Philadelphia wrote record-high billings dur-

ing first-half 1959 & scored a 32% sales increase over the

same 1958 period, reports NBC v.p. & WRCV-TV gen. mgr.
Raymond W. Welpott. The 6 individual months of the first

half topped each corresponding 1958 month, April pacing
the way with a 42% gain. May established the highest
dollar billing in the station’s history.

WRCA-TV New York July billings set a new record
for the 22nd consecutive month and paced the NBC flag-

ship to a 17% sales gain for the first 7 months of 1959
compared with the same 1958 period, reports NBC v.p.

William N. Davidson. Contributing to the record-setting
July business were increased spots for new motion pictures.

KSWO-TV (Ch. 7) Lawton, Okla. has been granted a
move to 32 miles from Lawton, 24 from Witchita Falls.

Finds More Radio Listeners: The radio listeners are out-

numbering the TV watchers, reports researcher Sindlinger

& Co. For the first time since July 1957—and for only the

3rd time in 5 years—more Americans were listening last

month to radio than were viewing TV, says Sindlinger.

The conclusion is supported by a media-activity survey

which shows that during 3 consecutive July weeks, ending

July 23, total radio listeners surpassed total TV viewers.

Auto radios accounted for 30% of the total daily listen-

ership; portables 12.5%.

Pres. Albert E. Sindlinger said: “We expect the trend

to continue into August since other studies by our organiza-

tion [357 reporters in 287 counties] indicate more people

are outdoors this summer, more are turning from TV to

radio, and the volume of auto traffic has risen. These fac-

tors, plus the run-off of pre-1948 films, which supported
TV last summer, are causing the rise in radio listenership.

FM listening is very much on the increase in major cities.”

A new RAB report, analyzing Pulse data from the

nation’s top 10 markets, points out that radio’s audience

during the average 15-min. period increased 6.2% in the

7-year span from Jan.-Feb. 1952 to Jan.-Feb. 1959—years

of major TV expansion. [But U.S. population increased

13.1% during this 7-year stretch.] In the same period,

ownership of portable radios increased some 150%; auto

radios 61.3%—major factors in the marked upsurge in

out-of-home summertime radio listening during the past

several years.

WTIM (Ch. 7) Laurel, Miss, has been authorized to

move to the present location of WDAM-TV (Ch. 9) Hatties-

burg when the latter quits operating. Ch. 9 has been shifted

from Hattiesburg to Baton Rouge, where WAFB-TV (Ch.

28) holds Special Temporary Authority (STA) to shift to

the vhf channel. Last week, FCC turned down a petition

by radio WIBR Baton Rouge requesting that the STA to

WAFB-TV be withheld. Temporary operation by WAFB-
TV on Ch. 9 is scheduled to start in Sept, pending comple-

tion of hearings on applications for the channel by WAFB-
TV and WIBR (Vol. 15:30). An RCA 25-kw transmitter

has been ordered for Ch. 9 operation.

Hearst Corp.’s WBAL-TV & WBAL Baltimore will

soon have an FM companion. The company has purchased

independent WFDS, will operate it as WBAL-FM after

getting FCC approval of the transaction. Initially it will

duplicate WBAL programming, but plans eventually to

program separately on FM.

Terms of sale of WSVA-TV (Ch. 3) & WSVA Handson-
burg, Va. to WMAL-TV (Ch. 7) Washington (Vol. 15:30)

were revealed last week. The Washington Evening Star

station gets 51%—54% from Transcontinent TV Corp.

and 1% from pres.-gen. mgr. Hamilton Shea—for approx-

imately $700,000. Shea will retain his present position.

Network affiliations: WCTV Tallahassee becomes pri-

mary CBS-TV affiliate Sept. 20, network crediting it with

Jacksonville coverage as a result of using new 1000-ft.

tower. Upcoming WHYZ-TV (Ch. 10) Duluth, with Sept,

target, has signed as primary ABC-TC affiliate.

Request by WICC-TV (Ch. 43) Bridgeport, Conn, to

suspend operation for 30 days beginning Aug. 12 was filed

at the FCC late last week. Purpose of the suspension, ac-

cording to the request, is “to make extensive repairs.”

Special NAB election in District 15 will be conducted

to name a radio board replacement for Joe D. Carroll of

KMYC Marysville, Cal., who has left the station.
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Updated Bio on TIO: The outlines of NAB’s Television

Information Organization (Vol. 15:22 et seq.) began to

take shape last week in N.Y., but much remains to be

done before the industry’s new PR outlet will be ready for

its Oct.-scheduled start. An all-day (Aug. 4) meeting at

the Waldorf-Astoria presided over by chmn. Clair R. Mc-

Collough, pres, of the Steinman stations, took up the sort

of good-&-welfare items (office, rent, personnel, etc.) any

working organization must tackle. Proposed as dir. of TIO
(who must be appointed by Sept. 15) were numerous

names, although committee members were told that White

House news boss Jim Hagerty would not be available. No
final agreements were reached by subcommittees, and thus

no major decisions made by TIO. But, as one network

executive who attended the sessions told us, “they covered

a lot of groundwork.” Groundwork: considered 67 persons

for post of director, narrowed choice to 20; drafted an

operating budget; tentatively okayed an immediate over-

all TIO program; settled on a N.Y, location, subject to

final negotiations with the lessor & approval by NAB’s
TV board; scheduled a meeting for Aug. 19 to continue

groundworking.

ARB’s latest nationwide local TV audience measure-

ment concepts are explained in detail in a new brochure

sent recently to stations, agencies and advertisers. The
ARB features detailed include: A new semi-annual master

report, in a single volume, with rating information for

over 500 U.S. TV stations; annual coverage study of the

entire U.S., with sampling of each of the 3072 counties

facilitated by ARB’s installation of a Univac computer; a

changed format in the regular monthly reports, including

a l-week-4-week metropolitan report, plus total TV homes
reached, by 15-min. segments.

Miami Ch. 10 conspiracy case retrial of ex-FCC Comr.

Richard A. Mack and his friend Thurman A. Whiteside

(Vol. 15:29) will start in Washington’s U.S. District Court

Nov. 3. Chief Judge F. Dickinson Letts set the date after

the Justice Dept, filed a formal motion recently asking

for an “earliest possible date” for the second trial—and

that it be held in Washington, not in Miami as Mack-
Whiteside counsel had requested. The jury in the first trial,

which ran 3 months, split 11-1 for conviction of Mack &
Whiteside on charges that they plotted to rig the Ch. 10

grant for National Airlines’ WPST-TV.

NAB will team up with Science Service (a non-profit

institution for the popularization of science) to observe

National Science Youth Month in Oct. Member stations &
networks will receive spots & other material to be broad-

cast as part of NAB’s “Learn—& Live” campaign.

RCA shipped 11-kw transmitter and custom-built su-

pergain antenna July 17 to KDRO-TV (Ch. 13) Colorado

Springs, planning boost to 212-kw from new site on Chey-

enne Mt.; 11-kw transmitter July 10 to KOLO-TV (Ch. 8)

Reno, planning boost to 77-kw.

Further West Coast station acquisitions are planned

by NAFI Corp., which recently purchased KPTV (Ch. 12)

Portland, the carpet & automotive-fabric company reported

in its 6-month statement to stockholders.

TV-radio consultant William T. Stubblefield is buying

WAGE Leesburg, Va. for $70,000 from the widow of radio

pioneer Richard Field Lewis Jr.

Call letter changes: WMBV-TV (Ch. 11) Marinette,

Wis. changed Aug. 1 to WLUK-TV . . . WDMJ-TV (Ch. 6)

Marquette, Mich, changed Aug. 8 to WLUC-TV.

CBS Revives 30-Sec. Rate: The spot-TV trend toward more
purchase of 30-sec. nighttime station breaks we predicted

early this summer (Vol. 15:18) seems to be gaining head-

way. Last week, CBS-TV spot sales “reinstated” the %-
min.-spot category in the rate cards of the network’s o&o
TV outlets. The action was taken to “formalize” the list-

ing, we were told by an official of the CBS stations div.,

“in response to a growing number of timebuyer requests.”

The 30-sec. soundfilm spots are categorized as “shared”

station breaks. This, CBS explains, does not mean that

they are a pair of 15-sec. spots slotted back-to-back, but

rather that agencies must allow for a 2-sec. station iden-

tification at the end of the announcement. (Most nighttime

station-break periods are still filled with a 20-sec. spot &
a 10-sec. I.D.)

Prices for 30-sec. spots on the CBS o&o’s are not really

new; they had been listed a few seasons back, but were

dropped when buyer interest ran mainly to 20-sec. an-

nouncements. A revived listing of 30-sec. spots is also

being develped, we later learned, at NBC spot sales, and

other reps are reportedly mapping sales campaigns on the

full-sized station-break spots.

Spot TV will score record-making gains this year, with

fall billings bounding some 20% ahead of last year’s and

the Oct.-Nov.-Dec. gross approaching $194 million com-

pared with $149 million for last-quarter 1958, concludes

Television Age in a survey of the advertisers who ac-

counted for about 70% of the estimated $512 million spent

for 1958’s national & regional spots. Findings: advertisers

representing 53% of 1958’s spot billings will increase spot

spending, some by as much as a third; 42% will equal if

not top their 1958 spots. Only 5% will spend less for spots

in 1959 than they did in 1958. Brightening the record-

making outlook will be an increasing number of advertis-

ers moving into the spot TV picture for the first time. The
same July 27 issue carries an article on the “Small-Market

Bonanza,” which details the sales pluses advertisers gain

when investing their spot-TV dollars in one-station areas

—such as low cost, reduced audience competition, and im-

proved cost-per-thousand ratio.

There’s a trend to live TV in Puerto Rico, now that

U.S. manufacturers are increasingly using the island com-

monwealth as a test market for products they may want
to distribute in the Latin American market. So said Har-
wood Hull Jr., exec. v.p. of Publicidad Badillo (a Puerto

Rican ad agency, with a branch office in N.Y., now billing

$3 million annually) to the N.Y. Times recently. Im-

ported syndicated telefilm shows (see story on earning

potential overseas, Vol. 15:30) dubbed in Spanish used

to hold down most of Puerto Rico’s prime TV time. Now,
says Hull, live TV shows are becoming vehicles for the TV-
tested products.

Lectures by letter have been delivered by FCC to 3

TV stations—along with their license renewals. KTRK-TV
(Ch. 13) Houston was reminded of requirements for full

identification of source and/or sponsor as a result of kine-

scope summaries of Kohler strike hearings shown by the

station. KNOE-TV (Ch. 8) Monroe, La. and KLTV (Ch.

7) Tyler, Tex. were cited for alleged unfair treatment of

the pay-TV issue.

Winner of a 1957 radio WHAS Louisville scholarship

has come home to roost. David Dick, who was awarded the

grant established in cooperation with the U. of Kentucky

to aid a “student preparing for a career in the broadcast-

ing field,’' has joined WHAS’s news staff.
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Programming

I NBC’s Fall Preview; With half of its nighttime schedule

blueprinted for news shows—including a 100% increase

in specials (200)—NBC-TV last week (Aug. 4) staged a

press preview in N.Y. of its program plans for the 1959-

60 season. On hand to conduct the once-over-lightly were

most of NBC-TV’s top programming brass: exec. v.p.

Walter Scott, program v.p.’s David Levy & Robert Lewine,

dir. of special projects Don Hyatt, NBC Opera producer

Samuel Chotzinoff, and producers Robert Alan Aurthur,

Mildred Freed Alberg, and Alex Segal. Highlights;

• New Shows: There’ll be 17 new nighttime show

series on NBC-TV this fall (counting the regularly sched-

uled Tues.-Fri.-Sun. specials as “series”). Of the new-

comers, 4 are 60-min. network film investments

—

Riverboat,

Laramie, Bonanza and 5 Fingers. The remaining 10 in-

clude a pair of 30-min. transfers from CBS-TV (Richard

Diamond, Bachelor Father) and a mixed bag of 3 new

Westerns (The Deputy, The Plainsman, Wichita Town),

2 comedies (Fibber McGee & Molly, Love & Marriage),

2 detective series (Johnny Staccato, Troubleshooters) and

an adventure series (The Man & The Challenge),

• Specials: There’ll be so many of these on NBC-TV
this fall & winter that those slotted on a regular basis

are virtually acquiring the identity of week-to-week series.

Robert Alan Aurthur’s Sunday Showcase series, for in-

stance, will specialize in dramatic originals & Broadway

actors. The Hubbell Robinson-MCA lineup of specials for

Ford on Tuesdays will concentrate on vehicles for big-

name movie & theatrical personalities. The Friday specials

will be slanted toward music & variety shows (with such

1 stars as Gene Kelly and Jimmy Durante) and an occa-

sional drama. It won’t be a firm pattern, however. Some
60 news specials (40 of a news nature; 20 dealing with

public affairs), ranging in topic from the development of

Asian nationalism to a Nixon-narrated documentary on

Russia, will be scattered through the season, some in the

special “showcases” and others pre-empting ordinary

shows. At least 5 “Project 20” shows (including one on

Mark Twain’s America), 13 Wisdom interviews, and 4

English-language NBC Opera shows are also planned. The
whole schedule of specials will cost advertisers a total in-

vestment of $57 million, which is “a new record & a 128%
- increase over last season,” by NBC’s count.

• Other highlights: Live (or pre-taped) TV is moving

fli back into the driver’s seat, despite the barrage of new
NBC film shows. In a typical Oct. 1959 week of 89% net-

work hrs., 73% hrs. (82%) will be live/tape programming.
There’ll be more than 450 hours of NBC-TV sportscasts,

up 10% over last year, and including a full-color World
Series. Educational telecasting will also be stepped up,

f,
with a 60-min. Continental Classroom each weekday.

“Vapid or violent” is the word for most TV programs,

•‘I
according to Rep. Lane (D-Mass.). In a speech to the House,

^ he said “murder, mayhem, pathos, slapstick & talking

singers” are so rife on TV that he must conclude that net-
' works “do not realize the great possibilities of the medium

at their command”—or that they “in turn are the slaves of

the sponsors & their advertising agencies.” In any event.

Lane said, TV programmers “cater to our inclination to-

^ ward juvenile delinquency.” He told the House that he had
seen aroused to make his speech by an editorial in his

^ home-town Lawrence Sunday S^ln, which said “it’s time
we let sponsors know that we are tired of the endless

)lood-letting & killing that goes on.”

The Battle for Sunday Night: NBC-TV is planning rat-

ing vengeance this season for the “sly” slotting (or “skill-

ful,” depending where you’re sitting) practiced by ABC-
TV on Sun. nights. Due to be launched this fall in the 7-8

p.m. slot is one of NBC’s strongest new program contend-

ers, the 60-min. Riverboat series.

The move, as freely admitted in N.Y. last week by
NBC’s top TV program v.p., David Levy, is designed “to

straddle Maverick, so as to grab the Sun. night viewers at

the start of the evening.” This is the same philosophy that

prompted ABC, 2 seasons ago, to slot Maverick in its

present berth of 7:30-8:30 p.m., thus straddling the 8 p.m.

starts of CBS-TV’s long-run Ed Sullivan Show & NBC’s
Steve Allen Show. The Warner Bros.-produced ABC West-
ern, at first considered an outsider in the rating sweep-

stakes, soon proved the value of its 30-min. head start and
60-min. length by out-rating its rivals.

With NBC having rolled back the start of Sun.-night’s

lineup of big hour-long shows to 7 p.m., the next move,

presumably, would be for CBS to toss a 60-min. show into

the 6:30-7:30 p.m. Sun. slot., and thus move the frontier

for major Sun.-night programming into what is practically

the late afternoon. However, CBS has no such plans, and
feels that the combination of the 3 film shows now sched-

uled to occupy the 6:30-8 p.m. period (Twentieth Centtiry,

Lassie, Dennis the Menace) will prove a strongly com-

petitive lead-in to Ed Sullivan’s variety show at 8 p.m.

Will Riverboat drop a broadside on the freres Mav-
erick in fall-winter Nielsen reports? NBC thinks it will.

Or will the Mavericks get the drop on the crafty craft?

ABC declines to discuss the NBC move, although one

ABC-TV executive who recently sneaked into an agency
screening of the Riverboat pilot told us sadly : “That’s one

show I wish we had.”

* 4: ^

Steve Allen, whose Sun.-night competition during the

past 2 years has included Messrs. Benny, Sullivan and
both Mavericks, last week expounded in defense of his

next-season move to Mon. nights. “Everyone seems to

agree that TV is not currently at its golden age, to put

it mildly,” he told Marie Torre. “More bluntly, there’s an
awful lot of slop on the air. So it was truly a shame, I

thought, that 4 of the best shows were all shoving each

other around Sun. evenings when the public, if it had its

way, would obviously prefer to be able to watch all 4. 1

did my part. I got out.”

New York originates nearly 300% more hours of live

network talent programs than all other TV cities combined,

according to the latest Ross Reports-TV Index for the

week of July 19-25. A slow 2nd to New York’s total of 62

hours that week was L.A. with 11% hours. Philadelphia

was 3rd with 7% hours (Dick Clark’s American Band-
stand). Other scores: Chicago, one hour; Springfield, Mo.,

one hour; Cincinnati, % hour. NBC-TV was tops in net-

work transmission of live (including video tape) program-
ming with 66% hours, followed by CBS-TV with 54%,
and ABC-TV, 34%. In film presentations, CBS led the

way with 22% hours, followed by ABC with 21, NBC with

17%. During the July 19-25 period, total NBC-TV network
programming comprised 66% sponsored hours, 17% sus-

taining; CBS-TV, 53% & 24; ABC-TV, 35 & 20%.

Egg-laying TV shows may find new hope in TV sets’

incubation properties, discovered recently by a 10-year-

old Dallas viewer. The lad found a pigeon egg, placed it

atop his TV set, and, 8 days later, wound up with a bird.
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Gold in Old Movie Scripts: Network TV may take on a

resemblance to The Late Late Show and other movie show-

cases this fall. Last week, NBC began negotiations with

Hollywood independent producer David 0. Selznick to ob-

tain rights to re-stage 8 of Selznick’s old movies in live

1-hr. TV specials. The properties discussed are said to in-

clude “Spellbound,” “Notorious,” and “The Farmer’s

Daughter”—all currently circulating in TV feature pack-

ages in their original large-budget movie versions.

The move came only a few days after the announce-

ment that one of the Ford specials on NBC would be a

TV adaptation of Warner’s “The Jazz Singer,” with Jerry

Lewis in The A1 Jolson role—although “Jazz Singer”

(vintage 1927) is so ancient it isn’t in current TV release.

But many other movie-into-TV vehicles are. A few

other upcoming adaptations; “Bells of St. Mary’s,” “Body

& Soul,” “Strawberry Blonde,” “Mrs. Miniver,” “The Fal-

len Idol,” “White Cliffs of Dover,” “Camille,” “Miracle on

34th Street,” “Ninotchka” and “Moon & Sixpence”—most

of them produced by David Susskind’s Talent Associates.

What’s to prevent an independent station or rival net-

work affiliate from scheduling the original movie version

a week or so in advance of the re-made live version, if the

movie is available? Answer: nothing.

Postscript to ABC-Khrushchev feud came from news

v.p. John Daly Aug. 5, an hour after his return from the

Nixon Moscow visit. Said he: “Officials at the Moscow TV
center, the press section of the Foreign Ministry & the

Soviet Ministry of Communications could not have been

more cooperative.” But, added Daly, “never in contem-

porary history has the elite leadership of the Soviet Union

been talked to so bluntly. Herb Kline, Mr. Nixon’s press

chief, took no guff from the Russian officials and firmly

held them to the agreement that U.S. newsmen would have

the same freedom of operation granted to Soviet newsmen
who accompanied deputy premier Kozlov on his recent

visit to the U.S.”

Vice-President Richard Nixon has become a hot TV
propei’ty in the wake of his successful Russian-Polish trip.

CBS news scheduled a 30-min. Nixon-narrated TV docu-

mentary with the non-stop title of “Vice-President Nixon

reporting what I saw in Russia” which was to be presented

Sun. Aug. 9 at 7:30 p.m., and featuring exclusive CBS
newsfilm coverage of the trip. NBC news will televise an

Aug. 11, 9-9:30 p.m., news special, also with a running

commentary from Nixon, shot by NBC cameraman Brad-

ford Kress. ABC has no immediate plans for a Nixon TV
appearance, we learned in our 3-network checkup.

AP’s daily TV-radio column will be taken over by
Cynthia Lowry Sept. 1, from resigning Charles Mercer.

The column will shift emphasis to news & reviews and will

therefore be rescheduled to move in the early report of the

day of publication, instead of a day ahead as at present.

There’ll be a step-up of current-topic coverage and the

number of reviews of night-before shows. Associated with

AP since 1942, busy Miss Lowry has been a police reporter,

overseas correspondent—and a garden columnist.

An offer to Khrushchev is being made by NBC news to

address the American public via TV here next month. NBC
had originally offered Khrushchev “equal time” to answer
Vice-President Nixon’s Aug. 1 Moscow speech in which
he criticized communism’s world-expansion aims. NBC had
suggested that the Soviet Premier use his own translator

& video-tape his reply on RCA facilities at the American
Exhibition in Moscow.

Auxiliary Services

The Fight Continues: The TelePrompTer-aired closed-

circuit bout in which Ingemar Johansson trounced Floyd

Patterson in just 9 min. on June 26 continued its lively
|

aftermath last week with several rounds of verbal punches: j

Round 1: Vincent Velella, N.Y. attorney who had $

partnered with promoter Bill Rosensohn in setting up the

bout, was reportedly unhappy over the fact that the cost :•

of the fight (some $300,000) was about twice that normally
(

estimated by promoters. Inasmuch as he held a majority ;

interest in Rosensohn Enterprises, he invited Irving Kahn, •

pres, of TelePrompTer, to join the organization’s board, t

Miffed, Rosensohn resigned on Aug. 3.

Round 2: Rosensohn charged publicly on Aug. 4 that <

an accounting of Johansson’s fight purse (which incident- >

ally, had been legally attached pending the outcome of a
(

suit by heavyweight Eddie Machen) was being withheld (

by Kahn. Not so, a TelePrompTer spokesman told us Aug. 4

5, rolling with the punch, and jabbing back with the state- I
;

ment that the accounting was in proper shape and the )

Johansson money safely in a bank. |

Round 3: Meanwhile, at City Hall, N.Y. DA Frank k
Hogan was launching a roundhouse right in the form of f

an investigation—which has been going on quietly since |)

July 23—into the “promotional activities” surrounding the |l

fight, and into any “underworld influence” that might be

connected. On Aug. 4, Hogan met with Rosensohn and ad- 4
mitted that it was the latest of several such meetings, and f
it would not be the last. u

Round 4: TelePrompTer ’s Kahn (who hopes to gar- *

ner closed-circuit rights to a proposed rematch between ll

Johansson and Patterson, and who had purchased rights J
for the earlier fight from Patterson Enterprises) told us r

Aug. 5 through a N.Y. spokesman that he would be “happy 4

to cooperate with the DA” in any investigation. Kahn was i
•

in Washington on that date, and was later due for an ap-
i

pearance at the Army’s missile center in Huntsville, Ala.

Round 5: With things getting fairly foggy, Johansson ,

himself—who has the championship but no money—was
making final plans to fly to N.Y. Aug. 9, with his adviser •

Edvin Ahlquist, to look into the whole business personally.
i

La Ronde 6 : The hassle took on an international flavor (

at week’s end. Rosensohn, who had “disappeared” in N.Y. ,

Aug. 5 and was presumed by the dailies to be under some t

kind of guard by the DA’s office, suddenly popped up in 1

1

Paris the next day. So did heavyweight champion Johans-

son. So did Truman Gibson, ex-pres. of International Box- }

ing Club and currently pres, of National Boxing Enter- f)

prises. All 3 promptly vanished. Pourquoi M. Rosensohr. it

et les autres arrivent-ils a Paris? Personne ne dit rien.

Round 7: Hogan, in N.Y., continued his investigatior

of fight promotions, summoning Charley Black, an associ

ate of Patterson’s manager Cus D’Amato, for questioning :i

and making arrangements to have Frankie Carbo, reputet '

underworld boxing figure, brought to N.Y. from N.J. t<

face charges of conspiracy. And, in N.Y. the odds wen
lengthening against TelePrompTer carrying a Sept. 2:

closed-circuit return bout between Johansson & Patterson

even though Johansson is under contract to defend hi

title within 90 days of his June 26 victory.

Ghana’s first TV system is being readied. A 3-camer

closed-circuit TV system will be used to guard a large gol

mine by continuously scanning & relaying images of th

working areas to monitors in the mine’s security offices.
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Personals: John W. Kiermaier, ex-ITC, appointed asst. dir.

of public affairs, CBS News, succeeding John F. Lynch,

recently named public affairs dir. . . . William Ray, news

dir. of NBC central div. and WNBQ & radio WMAQ Chi-

cago, resigns to own & manage radio KASI Ames, la. . . .

Ralph Goshen, ex-CBS Radio Spot Sales, named gen. sales

mgr., radio WCBS N.Y. . . . Frank Singiser named MBS
financial & business news editor . . . John D. Kelly pro-

moted from mgr. of WJW to national sales mgr. (N.Y.C.)

of WJW-TV Cleveland . . . Arthur M. Swift, ex-WOOD-TV
Grand Rapids, promoted from mgr. of radio WTCN Minne-

apolis to mgr. & sales dir. of WTCN-TV & WTCN.
Carl A. Winman, part owner of Friendly Group sta-

tions, Steubenville, Ohio, nominated by President Eisen-

hower as U.S. District Judge, southern Ohio.

Paul Kennedy, ex-Edward Petry Co., named Weed
Television Los Angeles office mgr. & West Coast TV sales

dir. . . . George H. Revercomb, FCC Comr. Ford’s legal

asst., resigns Sept. 4 to enter private practice in Charles-

ton, W. Va. . . . Stephen Rintoul elected v.p., Venard, Rin-

toul & McConnell, succeeding his father, Steve Rintoul Sr.

Hal James resigns as ITC natl. sales dir.; Charles W.
Goit will handle his duties temporarily . . . J. Richardson

Laughrin, ex-CBS-TV Spot Sales, N.Y., named TvAR L.A.

gen. mgr. . . . Phillip Petty, ex-WICS-TV Springfield, 111.,

named public affairs dir., WWL-TV New Orleans . . . Wil-

liam P. Dix Jr., ex-WOR-TV N.Y., named asst. mgr. & sales

dir., WGR-TV & WGR Buffalo . . . Frank Edwards, to begin

daily newscast Sept. 1 over MBS, has resigned as news

editor of WTTV Bloomington-Indianapolis . . . Harry Zvi

Shoubin appointed asst, program mgr., WJZ-TV Baltimore.

Obituary

Ralph M. Cohn, 45, pres, of Screen Gems and v.p. of

Columbia Pictures, died of a heart attack Aug. 1 at his home
in Pound Ridge, N.Y. He is survived by his wife, daughter,

mother and a brother. Mr. Cohn, whose father, the late

Jack Cohn, was a founder of Columbia Pictures, was a mo-
tion picture producer for 13 years before entering the TV
field. In 1947, seeing the future need for filmed TV material,

he set up Pioneer Telefilms, producing filmed TV commer-
cials. This firm, renamed Screen Gems, became a subsidiary

of Columbia Pictures in 1949, making Columbia the first

major movie company to start a TV operation.

Frank Megargee, 23, Scranton Bcstrs. Inc. (WDAU-TV
Scranton) treas., died in an automobile accident Aug. 1

near Scranton. He is survived by his mother, Mrs. Frank
Megargee, pres, of Scranton Bcstrs., and 4 sisters.

Advertising

And Now a Word to Our Sponsor: TV producers should

be allowed to produce shows with as little “hamstringing”

by sponsors as possible; otherwise they will defect to

other areas of entertainment where they are less circum-

scribed, warned CBS-TV West Coast program v.p. Wil-

liam Dozier in a talk at a Northwestern U. summer work-

shop in Chicago last week. “Are effective TV advertising

& programming incompatible ? ” was the subject of Dozier’s

address. He made it clear they are not.

Dozier, a veteran of movies & TV, warned: “We must

never allow ourselves to make the mistake of underesti-

mating the intelligence of our audience. I remember a

few years ago when the motion-picture business was rid-

ing high and could do no wrong—the industry lived by
the maxim that the average intelligence of the movie audi-

ence was that of a 12-year-old. This proved to be one of

the shiniest shibboleths & most destructive booby-traps in

the history of Hollywood.”

The speaker scored some instances of agency obstruc-

tion, telling of one of CBS-TV’s most successful Western

series, on which an agency executive asked the producer

to refrain from doing a certain episode because it was
the “worst” Western script he had ever read, “full of

caricatures, cliches and bad writing.” The film was made

—

and won for its writer the Screen Writers Guild award
for the best TV Western of that season. The CBS execu-

tive also told of the electrical manufacturer who wouldn’t

approve a show based on Rudyard Kipling’s classic, The
Light that Failed", of the CBS dramatic show that had its

title changed from “Strike a Blow” to “Deal a Blow” be-

cause the sponsor felt the word “strike” might have caused

severe labor repercussions in his plant; and of an ac-

count man watching a rehearsal of a TV “Hamlet” who
complaining about the grimness of the ending, muttered

“gosh, I didn’t know the king got it too.”

Admen were unmistakably critical of TV in latest Print-

ers’ Ink “Executive Panel”—and surprisingly, 70% of the

respondents complained of too many commercials. The
majority (65%) of the ad executives believed the level of

TV programming to be dropping; 66% said the networks
exercise too much control over programming; 85% felt

that sponsors have an obligation to improve TV quality.

Not so surprising, perhaps, the admen were gentler with
commercials—more than 75% indicating they believe com-
mercials are becoming more imaginative, creative, exciting.

TV is 60% use & 40% abuse as handled by advertisers,

says Grey exec. v.p. Alfred L. Hollender in Variety.

Abuses: insufficient pre-testing & post-testing of commer-
cials; incompatibility of product & show; faulty or insuf-

ficient integration of commercial message. “Too many
shows today,” he claims, “are merely spot carriers rather

than commercially integrated units.”

TV’s ad impact is charted this week in a before-&-

after analysis of the recent TV debut of Peter Pan. Here-
tofore a newspaper & magazine advertiser, the well-known
bra & undergarment firm made a modest TV-spot invest-

ment in the highly competitive N.Y. market, got quick &
profitable results. In a pre-TV survey by Pulse, reports

TvB, 9.4% of 500 women respondents spontaneously identi-

fied Peter Pan as a bra-foundation maker. After 4 weeks of

TV spots, 15.5% of 142 i-espondents associated the firm &
bras. In the pre-TV study, 57.8% of 301 respondents knew
something about the brand—an awareness that increased to

72.3% of 94 respondents after only 4 weeks of TV.
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Advertising People: John H. Childs, ex-v.p. & account

supervisor on the Texaco account at Cunningham & Walsh,

named adv. & sales prom. gen. mgr., Texaco . . . George J.

Zachary, ex-Wightman Productions, rejoins Kenyon &
Eckhardt as a TV-radio programming supervisor, after an

absence of 11 years . . . Robert K. Byars, ex-MacFarland

Aveyard & Co., named Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan

v.p. . . . Leo Higdon, Bernard Lubar, John Jackson, named
Benton & Bowles v.p.’s.

James G. Cominos named Needham, Louis «6: Brorby

TV-radio programming v.p.; James L. Isham appointed

v.p. in charge of creative services . . . Lewis Snyder, ex-

J. Walter Thompson, appointed v.p. & associate copy dir.,

Leo Burnett . . . Edmond Richer, Grey v.p., elected secy.

Stever Aubrey, ex-McCann-Erickson, named v.p.,

Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield . . . L. E. Miller,

ex-Lennen & Newell, named J. M. Mathes v.p. & a dir. . . .

Donald A. Wells, ex-Colgate-Palmolive, appointed BBDO
management supervisor.

Joseph C. Spery, ex-Campbell-Mithum, named senior

producer, Doyle Dane Bernbach; Robert Warner, ex-CBS-

TV, appointed associate producer; Joseph Battaglia, ex-

N.W. Ayer, named TV dept, business mgr. . . . Solita Arbib,

McCann-Erickson associate creative dir., named v.p. . . .

W. M. Bastable, Swift & Co. adv. dept, audio-visual div.

mgr., named chairman of the audio-visual committee, ANA,
succeeding Willis H. Pratt Jr., AT&T film mgr. . . . Albert

C. Cochrane, D. P. Brother Los Angeles office mgr., named
v.p. . . . Donald R. Brice, ex-Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove,

named media dir. in Pittsburgh office of Erwin Wasey,

Ruthrauff & Ryan.

In Other Media: Regionalized magazine operations ap-

parently are producing. SatEvePost reports its new Select-

A-Market plan has brought in some $4 million, 25 adver-

tisers have signed for regional splits, and commitments

for 1960 regional splits are piling up. Look also reports

“booming” business with its Magazone regional operation,

noting that 36 advertisers are signed up . . . Congressional

bill introduced by Rep. George M. Rhodes (D-Pa.) would

limit postal “subsidies” of magazines & newspapers to

$100,000 annually after 4 years. If passed, says Advertising

Age, the bill would require Life, for example, to pay more
than $9 million annually in additional postage. Stiffen

Rhodes bill introduced 2 years ago cleared the House,

foundered in the Senate . . .To avoid speaking out of both

sides of its pages at the same time. Medical Annals, pub-

lication of the D.C. Medical Society, is dropping ads for

cigarets, will continue to carry warnings against their

possible cause of lung cancer.

“TV Advertising,” by BBDO TV-radio copy v.p. Arthur

Bellaire, published by Harper & Bros., N.Y. ($6.50), is

designed as a “handbook written especially for use in the

trade.” It’s a 283-page, illustrated survey of the creative

aspects of network & spot TV, commercial planning, TV
copy, talent, ratings and time buying, with a foreword by

Lever Bros. exec. v.p. Henry Schachte. Author Bellaire

on creativity : “The biggest problem today is not finding or

developing creative people. It is protecting them.”

New reps: WNDU-TV South Bend to Venard, Rintoul

& McConnell Aug. 1 (from Petry). KDRO-TV Colorado

Springs to Branham Aug. 1 (from Pearson). WCYB-TV
Bristol, Va. Tenn. to Headley-Reed Aug. 1 (from Weed).

Blair-TV & Blair Television Associates rep firms move
week of Aug 10 to 717 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 22 (Plaza 2-0400).

AGENCY QUERIES RE TAPE: Video tape is rapidly becom-
ing a basic part of agency TV-commercial planning,
and agencies themselves are far more sophisticated

about tape’s values & limitations than they were 6
short months ago. That’s the main impression we’ve
received after a round of discussions in N.Y. with
executives of networks & independent firms involved in

the production of tape commercials.
Where agencies once asked beginner’s questions, such

as “how does it work?” and “can you play the same tapes
on all 3 networks?” queries today deal with such specifics

as studio availability, circulation of tapes on a spot basis
and achievement of effects. Here are the highlights of our
probe of agency-level tape questions:

John Hundley, mgr. sales development, CBS-TV:
“Agencies are concerned with the quality of tape vs. what
they’re accustomed to in film, the range of production
effects available in tape and how they compensate for the
lack of film techniques like optics, and the quality of kine-

scope transfers. West Coast agencies, incidentally, are
showing a marked increase in interest in taped commer-
cials.” (For other news of tape in Hollywood, see page 13).

Jim Hergin, dir. of operations, NBC Telesales: “Agen-
cies ask basically about quality & cost in tape, but today
they’re also concerned with the use of tape on a large

scale and ask about the handling of playback in local or

delayed-broadcast stations that are not tape-equipped. We
generally solve this problem with kinescopes.”

Tom De Vito, mgr. of program services, ABC-TV:
“Tape is on a tremendous upswing, and agency questions

can generally be boiled-down to ‘can tape do everything
film can do?’ We answer this with demonstrations which
prove, we feel, that you can do just about everything with
the exception of difficult opticals. Tape’s quality of trans-

fer from tape to film, we also feel, is now equivalent to

16 mm. film originals.”

George Gould pres., NTA Telestudios: “There’s a
growing agency trend to send over members of the film

departments to become familiar with tape. A question

we’re often asked is ‘how many markets can you actually

play tape spots in?’ By our count, agencies can use at least

65 stations throughout the country covering 89% of the

viewing audience, and, of course, all 3 networks.”

John D. Lanigan, v.p. & gen. mgr.. Videotape Pro-

ductions of N.Y.: “Agencymen still want to know about

tape editing, but they are primarily keeping tabs on latest

developments. Editing on tape has progressed dramatically

in the past 6 months to the point where not only ‘roll-

over’ has been eliminated, but the accuracy & finesse of

editing permits a great new flexibility in tape production.

As for questions about spot-TV use of tapes, we feel that

the saving in production costs is enough to offset any added
distribution costs as against film.”

Anthony Termini, pres.. Termini Video Tape Services:

“We look on tape as a sort of ‘Polaroid camera with sound.’

Thus, when an agency asks if we can work faster on tape

than with film, we tell him yes. And, if the client arranges

plans & scripts for anywhere from 4 to 9 commercials in

a day’s shooting, with all talent & props on hand, this will

bring his over-all costs down.”

William Unger, producer, Elliot, Unger & Elliot div.

of Screen Gems: “Agencies have a pretty clear idea today

of just what they want done in a tape commercial, so we’re

often merely asked ‘how prepared are you to do this job

for us?’ Then, it’s a question of the facilities we have

—

although we think we are as well-equipped as any of the

tape outfits—and the scheduling of the studios. To agency-
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men who want to know when tape can be edited like film,

I usually say that in one or 2 years this will happen, but

meanwhile tape can be edited like film in many, but not

all ways.”

Martin Ransohoff, pres., Filmways Productions: “Six

months ago, agencies were asking questions out of curios-

ity; today, they’re asking them out of necessity, with more

& more agencies using taped TV commercials. Many agen-

cies are concerned with the use of tape commercials on a

spot basis, and ask about spot tape placement. We tell

them that Ampex has some 365 tape recorders in stations

throughout the world, of which 260 recorders are in the

U.S., covering most TV areas in which a sponsor would

have interest. Costs are still a factor in agency questions,

and our answer is generally that if you make one tape

commercial, it’s expensive—but if you make a series in one

day’s shooting, it’s inexpensive.”

Film & Tape

Rally Round the Writer: Author Max Shulman, after

working in both TV and movies, tells us from the writer’s

standpoint, TV is far more satisfying creatively. Shul-

man is co-owner and script editor of Dobie Gillis which

20th-Fox TV is currently filming for a fall start. Rod
Amateau is producer of the series which stars Dwayne
Hickman and Tuesday Weld.

When we visited the set last week, Shulman told us

the difference between the 2 media is great, and illustrated

by telling of his deal whereby he sold his best-selling book,

Rally Round the Flag, to 20th-Fox for a movie. “I was
supposed to write the screenplay for Leo McCarey, who
was producing. I had written 50 pages when they called

me into the front office and said they had decided to have

McCarey and someone else write the screenplay. They pro-

ceeded to throw away my book. The movie was sickening.

I don’t know why they bought my book, they didn’t use it.”

However, in TV Shulman has the say on stories and

no matter what the fate of the comedy series he will know
he has had a hand in shaping it, he tells us confidently.

Originally George Burns’ McCadden Productions nego-

tiated for the “Gillis” property, but Burns “wanted us to

use his son, Ronnie, in the lead, and I wanted Hickman,”
says Shulman.

Ad agencies should move into TV production to earn

new money needed to offset rising costs & slimming profit

margins, advises Robert Durham in a Sponsor article on
the advertiser & agency consultant who has figured in 31

of the 34 agency mergers in the past 20 months. Durham
suggests that agencies & advertisers jointly finance TV
pilot films in order to reap the rewards of re-sale & capital

gains. “Every 39 weeks,” he points out, “a filmed TV show
builds up approximately $1 million in future revenue from
the sale of foreign & re-run rights. This money represents
the capital gain potential of any filmed TV series.”

KCOP Los Angeles is taping for syndication a 60-

min. special about the X-15, the first U.S. aircraft de-

signed to go into outer space. The independent station

has had crews at U.S. Air Force bases in Utah & California
for 3 months, and plans to shoot the plane’s takeoff for
outer space, as well as its return—if all goes well. Station
v.p.-gen. mgr. Alvin Flanagan told us KCOP last week
acquired 2 new Ampex Videotape machine units (making
4) to handle the 6 series now being taped by the station
and new programs being planned.

TELEFILMERS SHY ABOUT TAPE-CASTING: Six months ago

such Hollywood outfits as Revue Productions, 20th-

Fox TV, Four Star, Desilu and MGM-TV let it be

known they were seriously considering going into tape

in the coming season. MGM and 20th even announced

taped projects. Since then none of the plans have jelled.

Instead there has been a growing belief that tape is

not commercially or creatively feasible for the makers of

telefilms. True, some taped shows are being done in Holly-

wood, but not by the top telefilm companies. They are low-

budget shows taped by independent L.A. stations such as

KTTV, KHJ-TV and KCOP. In this area there is a need

for tape and a different attitude toward it, stations say.

But among the big-league telefilm operators. Revue,

for instance—the No. 1 company in Holl3rwood—has de-

layed its tape experiments and is cautiously watching the

situation. Four Star pres. Dick Powell says next year he

hopes to tape some live specials, but no telefilm series.

Martin Manulis, 20th-Fox TV production chief, has

shelved his plans to tape some shows now, has no tape plans.

Desilu exec. v.p. Martin Leeds doesn’t—at this point

of its development—see much future in tape for telefilmers,

financially or creatively. The reasons? Desilu’s exec, pro-

ducer Bert Granet gives these: “For the investment in-

volved, there’s no reason to do our shows on tape. There
aren’t enough markets. You can’t sell taped shows over-

seas. You can’t redub them. You can’t edit. You can’t do

all the optical tricks. It’s still a poor man’s substitute.

Everybody is watching it to see what develops, but at this

stage tape is not ready from our standpoint. It is not yet

at a proper point commercially for distribution nor is it

technically able to get the quality we need.”

Granet’s views appear to be shared by most of the

telefilm executives & producers we talked to. They see the

merit of tape for the recording of live shows—but not
in telefilms. However, in 2 CBS series in Hollywood,
some segments are being taped—in order to cut pro-

duction costs. They are the Rod Sterling series. Twilight
Zone, & GE Theatre. Sanka, sponsoring “Zone,” balked
at high production costs and accepted the series on the basis

of 26 on film ($51,000 each), 13 on tape ($37,000 each)
and 13 reruns (Vol. 15:12). For GE Theatre, 23 films are
being produced by Revue and 10 taped segments will be
made by Peter Kortner at CBS, starting late this month.
(For the latest Madison Ave. slants on tape see p. 12.)

Broadcasting vs. Movies: Hollywood still leads broad-
casting in contributions to the national income (before-

tax profits, wages paid, interest paid on debts, social

security contributions). But TV & radio are gaining stead-

ily, according to the Commerce Dept.’s U.S. “economic per-
formance” report in July Survey of Current Business.

The movie industry’s share in the all-industry national
income of $366 billion last year was $797 million vs. $836
million in 1957 and $891 million in 1956. In 1958 TV-
radio’s national income was $762 million—up from $734
million in 1957 and $683 million in 1956.

Recreation expenditures by the public for TV & radio

receivers, records & m.usical instruments (categories not
broken down) last year totaled $3 billion vs. $1 billion for

movie tickets and $2 billion for magazines & newspapers.
Other Commerce Dept, statistics: Last year 80,000

broadcasting industry employes averaged $7038 in earnings
—topping all other industry groups except stock brokers,

who averaged $7867. In the movie industry, 181,000 em-
ployes averaged $4209 in 1958.
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NEW YORK ROUNDUP

Screen Gems will equal or better $40 million gross in-

come in the coming year, says Columbia Pictures v.p.

Irving Briskin, in charge of the Columbia TV subsidiary’s

Coast operation. For the year ended June 30, SG hit a

record high gross of nearly $38 million, he said. About

19 million of the expected $40-million total will be repre-

sented by production income from 7 network series, 3

syndicated series and at least 2 cartoon series, with the

rest coming from reruns, and from the sale of vintage

movies to TV. Briskin reiterated SG’s contention that it

plans to get into live spectaculars, and eventually tape.

TV film-NAB liaison group has been set up by produc-

ing & distributing firms which are associate NAB members
to “exchange ideas” on common problems, such as con-

tracts, film servicing, convention arrangements, general

relationships. The committee is headed by pres. Joe Floyd

of KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S.D. Named in a mail poll to

speak for film companies in talks with the NAB film com-

mittee are representatives of CBS Films, ITC, MGM-TV,
Screen Gems, CNP & Ziv. The first liaison session is sched-

uled for Sept, in N.Y.

TV-movie rating system devised to give advertisers

& stations an accurate audience-tune-in expectancy for

most of the 9123 motion pictures listed in its new TV Fea-

ture Source Book has been introduced by Broadcast In-

formation Bureau. Evolved after a 5-year study, the rating

system (a series of dollar-signs) indicates the audience

expectancy of a film in each of TV’s 3 major time periods.

The rating is a composite of the film’s box-office pull,

trade & consumer criticisms, pulling power on key TV
stations in previous performances.

Gillette plans a $5.4-million World Series campaign
this fall, with a major portion going into NBC-TV’s annual

coverage. If origination city permits, color will be used.

Gillette, which will plug its Model 195 adjustable razor in

the series splash, will be TV-radio underwriter of the sports

classic for the 21st consecutive year, and expects a com-

bined broadcast audience of 100 million this fall.

Associated TV Ltd., of Australia, will produce 39 half-

hours of a new series. Whiplash, to be distributed globally

by ITC. Maurice Geraghty will produce & direct the series,

Don Ingalls will supervise all scripts.

CBS Filins Hiking Output: CBS Films plans to increase

its telefilm production 4 to 6 series a year in order to

provide ample product for its sales staff, we were told by
CBS TV stations pres. Merle Jones, who, with CBS films

admin, v.p. Sam Cook Digges, was on the West Coast last

week looking at product. Jones added that he was also seek-

ing a production head to replace Les Harris, who has left to

join Jack Wrather’s organization. They have one specific in

mind, and interviews will also be held in N.Y.

On the anticipated jump in production, Jones ex-

plained: “We would like to have 6 series a year—4 for

syndication, 2 network.” He’s hopeful there will be a Jan.

network start for The House on K Street, on which fur-

ther production is continuing. Both executives also viewed

their The Man From Antibes, which may also be on CBS.
CBS Films is also currently in production with the

syndicated Border Patrol, The Whirlybirds and Colonel

Flack, all in Hollywood, and Theatre for a Story and Stars

of the Big Top in N.Y.

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Hollywood producers who worry about the alien ad-

agency man on the set, who rules with no show-biz savvy,

may have found comfort last week in a sympatico document
from the other camp—a full page ad in Advertising Age
by Leo Burnett Inc., which said in part: “For $100,000,

more or less, you can buy one half-hour of network TV
with 3 minutes’ worth of commercials. And books have

been written about the care, the prayer, and the talent it

takes to get your money’s worth out of those 3 minutes.

But unless the other 27 minutes attract & hold an audi-

ence, you may as well skip the commercials. That’s why
one of the key jobs at the Leo, Burnett Co. isn’t held by
an advertising man. Our TV story editor is a showman.”

Large number of whodunits scheduled for network ex-

posure this fall has prompted Victory Program Sales, re-

run offshoot of NBC-owned Cal. Natl. Productions, to

launch a new low-priced telefilm package in syndication

last week titled Mystery Theatre Omnibus. The package
contains 174 episodes, 30-min. length, drawn from old

CNP series including Dangerous Assignment, The Falcon,

Captured (the former Gangbusters series). Panic and
Inner Sanctum. The size of the package, says v.p.-mgr.

Jacques Liebenguth, will enable stations to schedule the

crime shows in daytime horizontal strips, or in vertical

evening blocks on independent stations.

Ziv entered the year’s second half with film activity

at an all-time high, studio head Maurice Unger said last

week. Employment of film technicians, production person-

nel and talent rose 15% during the first 6 months. Three

of Ziv’s 8 series currently in production are set for net-

work exposure in the fall: Space, The Man and the Chal-

lenge, and Bat Masterson.

TV is replacing movies this year as the principal

source of actor income. A Screen Actors Guild estimate of

thespian income for 1959 reveals that $34 million is ex-

pected from TV, compared with $32 million from movies.

The TV breakdown is $23 million for telefilms (including

residual estimates of $3 million) and $11 million from TV
film commercials. The overall $66 million income is a

record, says SAG.

Betty Hutton is hunting a producer again, to succeed

the 2 who already have been & gone from the scene of her

new Goldie telefilm series. Original producer Stanley Rob-

erts initiated the exodus, followed by producer-for-a-day

Frank Baur, amid charges & counter-charges of incompat-

ibility, temperament and jurisdictional confusion. Said

Baur of Hutton : “She has a great talent & a lot of drive

—

it’s a shame she won’t take some help.”

Sam Marx, on leaving his MGM-TV post as TV con-

sultant: “I was here a year, and not once during that time

was I asked one question about TV.” . . . Two plagiarism

suits against Ziv TV—involving Sea Hunt—have been

withdrawn voluntarily. Harold Minniear had sued for $500,-

000, Norman Ream for $75,000. Frank Donahue, William

Webb and Richard Ross have a similar suit pending

against Ziv—for $1.5 million.

NTA and 20th-Fox TV are negotiating for 26 more
episodes of How to Marry a Millionaire, the series now in

production at 20th. The syndication company had orig-

inally ordered 13 segments. Another 20th series for NTA
is Man Without a Gun, with 13 episodes being filmed.
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MORE TUBE SIZES 6i SHAPES COMING? Don't believe for a minute that you've heard the

last word on new picture-tube sizes, shapes & configurations. Take the 19-in. square for example.

This is g brand new one—the bulbs haven't even been sampled yet. It's a "replacement" for the 18-in.

square, which even now is available only in sample quantities. Tube & set makers are now being sounded

out for their opinions on the 19-in.—which falls between 17- & 21 -in. models and is offered as step-up from

17-in. in same fashion as 23-in. step-up from 21-in. Unlike proposed 18-in. tube, the 19-in.—as presently en-

visioned—wouldn't have safety glass bonded on front.

Feelers on 19-in. tube are being put out by bulb-maker Kimble Glass Co. New size would have square

corners like 23-in. & the proposed 18-in., and its area would be 174 sq. in., as opposed to 155 sq. in. for present

90-degree 17-in. tube and 157.6 for 18-in. square-corner bonded-shield tube. It would be half-inch longer than

18-in., 2 lb. heavier than 17-in., use conventional external safety glass. Diagonal measurement is 18.625 in.

There's been no decision whether to use tube—manufacturers are waiting for bulb samples. But,

being relatively lightweight, it could be adaptable to super-portable sets or transportable table models.

But that's not all—there will be more sizes & shapes and variations coming up, many in incubation

stage now. That 23-in. tube we mentioned last week without the built-in safety glass (Vol. 15:31) looks as if

it's definitely in the cords now. Kimble told us last week:

"At the urgent request of some of our customers, we are undertaking the development of a 23-in.

shape which would not require a laminated implosion plate. If we're successful in our development efforts,

this bulb should be available in moderate production quantities by early 1960." Also being explored is 23-in.

with Pittsburgh Plate Glass's different version of the built-in safety plate (Vol. 14:30).

With or without built-in implosion plate , 23-in. is still unknown quantity, consumer-wise. Tube makers
we've talked with say demand is still fairly low because of small number of manufacturers using it. Since

new shape is just beginning to appear at retail level, no conclusions will be possible for a month or 2.

HOTCAKES HAVE NOTHING ON 1960 TVs; If there's any doubt that the TV sales pickup is

for real , take a look at what the manufacturers are saying about acceptance of their new lines by dealers &
the public. In some cases, traditional July vacation shutdowns have been curtailed or eliminated to help fill

depleted pipelines. And on top of June's 120% increase in sales to dealers (Vol. 15:29) early estimates show
nearly 30% increase over 1958 in July.

Read the set makers' financial reports on p. 18 and you'll see first-half recovery from bad 1958

delineated in terms of dollars. What's happened since new lines were shown in June? Here are manufac-
turers' own statments:

RCA consumer products exec, v.p. P. J. Casella—"Unprecedented dealer & distributor acceptance of

new RCA Victor TV receivers has given RCA its greatest July TV sales volume in history. Despite the fact

that we have been operating extra shifts at all our home instrument plants for the past 8 weeks, we are still so

far back-ordered in our new TV, radio & stereo models that we must cut the usual 2-week plant vacation

period in half to meet the demand.

"We have stepped up production considerably over original plans. July's TV shipments were more
than 65% ahead of last year and transistor radios more than 60% ahead. . . . Even though our national

advertising campaign hasn't started yet, consumers are already placing orders for new sets, sometimes

without even seeing them." As to portable TVs & transistor radios introduced last spring, "factory inventories

ore non-existent and we are shipping this merchandise as fast as it comes off the production line."

Zenith pres. Joseph S. Wright—"We've experienced absolutely no let-up in demand" for TV, radio

and stereo. Company has kept "a large number" of its 8500 employes on the job through the regular 2-week

July shutdown, turning out 1500 TV sets a week.

Motorola pres. Robert Galvin—"We're pushing capacity in our plants in Chicago and going into

double shifts at 2 other plants." Consumer products exec. v.p. Edward R. Taylor tells us orders from distrib-

utors are "almost overwhelming," following his division's biggest June in its history.
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Hoffman consumer products v.p.-gen. mgr. Ray B. Cox—Factory shipments of TV sets in June & July
were more than double those of the same 1958 months, stereo shipments up 126% during same period.

Magnavox says its July orders are twice as heavy as last year . Others are in the act, too—and there's

no doubt that pickup now is universal. Port of the boom, of course, is due to fact that inventories have been
very low—and also that comparisons are being made against a couple of very poor 1958 months. But the

indicators are there, and Aug.-Sept. figures will delineate exact proportions of TV's 1959 recovery.

6-MONTH REPORT ON OUTPUT & SALES: Official EIA figures confirm our report of 3 weeks
ago that TV retail sales took more-than-seasonal jump from May to June, bringing first-half-1959 sales ahead
of comparative 1958 figures for first time (Vol. 15:29).

TV sales statistics for first half indicate real surge is needed in rest of year to reach the 6 million

sets which many industry leaders are predicting for 1959. On seasonally adjusted basis, this year's first-

half retail sales of 2,263,957 sets are at annual rate of a little less than 5.5 million. Other indicators, how-
ever (see story above), give evidence that a real sales spurt has started.

Retail radio sales for first 6 months of 1959 totaled a whopping 3,158,881 (excluding auto sets)

compared with 2,712,134 in first-half 1958. Jime radio sales were 678,195 vs. 627,197 in Jime last year. Includ-

ing auto sets, radio production at the halfway mark this year was more than 50% ahead of last year
7,107,586 (including 2,900,196 auto) vs. 4,619,163 (1,464,519 auto). Cumulative production of domestic FM
sets for the first 6 months of this year was 223,423.

Here are EIA's 1959 figures for TV retail sales & production (compared with 1958) and radio

retail sales (1958 comparisons unavailable because of change in statistical methods):

Radio Retail Sales

TV Retail Sales TV Production (excluding auto)

1959 1958 1959 1958 1959

January 501,704 581,486 437,026 433,983 700,490

February 448,173 448,727 459,492 370,413 474,888

March 425,751 416,756 494,032 416,903 515,563

April 263,998 243,132 389,251 302,559 388,863

May 279,536 237,189 431,911 266,982 400,882

June 344,795 250,362 571,003 377,090 678,195

TOTAL .. 2,263,957 2,177,652 2,782,715 2,167,930 3,158,881

Included in TV output figures (above), only 180,443 of first-half-1959 production was equipped

with uhf tuners, as opposed to 209,726 in the same period last year.

TV-RADlO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for the week ended July 31 (30th week of 1959):

July 24-31 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 91,507 98,447 99,929 3,129,663 2,442,929

Total radio ... 191,895 240,644 153,552 7,936,924 5,212,135

auto radio 47,436 77,827 38,994 3,156,253 1,650,898

Factory sales of picture & receiving tubes for first

6 months of 1959 were strongly ahead of first-half 1958,

according to EIA statistics. First-half picture tube sales

totaled 4,370,535 units valued at $84,256,279 vs. 3,689,587

at $73,228,119 first half of last year. In June 1959, picture-

tube sales totaled 766,566 units at $15,136,612 vs. 667,080

at $12,745,714 the preceding month and 725,846 at $14,-

203,381 in June 1958. Jan.-June cumulative receiving-tube

sales were 201,979,000 at $175,774,000 in 1959 compared

with 190,406,000 at $166,268,000 in the 1958 period. Dur-

ing June 1959, receiving-tube sales totaled 37,421,000 at

$33,099,000, up from 30,612,000 at $25,904,000 in May
1959 and 36,270,000 at $31,445,000 in June 1958.

Retail 3% sales tax on TVs, radio, phonos & compon-

ents has been approved by Texas legislature. It will be-

come effective Sept. 1, if signed by the governor.

“Warranty armament races”—competition among
manufacturers in extending long-term warranties—^were

attacked by NARDA exec. v.p. A. W. Bernsohn in Aug. 7

talk to Texas Electronic Assn, in San Antonio. Such ex-

tended warranties, he said, hurt the parts and service busi-

ness of retailers and gain little goodwill for the manu-
facturer. Instead, he proposed that set makers compensate
retailers or service dealers for repairing merchandise found
to be in imperfect condition on arrival—following the auto

industry practice. He said this program would reduce the

need for warranties of more than 90 days. He also assailed

the principle of manufacturers’ “captive service,” urging
instead a mere careful franchising of independent sales &
service agencies. “Every time you permit a manufacturer
to take over a part of your burden” he told them, “he

feels a moral responsibility to take over . . . part of your
profits.”
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Electronics-Electrical Rankings Among 1958’s 100 Largest Foreign Industrials

Reprinted with permission from Fortune Magazine

Rank
’58 ’57

Company SALES *

($000)
ASSETS 2 NET PROFITS »

($000) ($000)
EMPLOYES

6 8 Philips’ Lamp Works (Holland) . 946,053 1,099,571 64,161 174,000

7 10 Siemens (Germany) 794,524 667,619$ 19,881** 179,000

25 41 AEI (Britain) 508,383 563,191 12,607 94,934

32 30 AEG (Germany) 465,476 406,783$ 8,405** 105,600

36 38 English Electric (Britain) 453,600 384,249 11,459 80,000

42 56 Brown, Boveri (Switzerland) 426,078 429,067 4,764$ 62,900

46 — Hitachi (Japan) 415,728 521,869 33,063 60,541

68 65 British Insulated Callender’s Cables (Britain) . .

.

308,000 227,665 8,597 35,000

71 71 General Electric (Britain) 292,348 305,546 4,665 62,500

79 — Robert Bosch (Germany) 273,810* 95,849$ 1,046$ 53,000

84 81 ASEA (Sweden) 257,476 267,399 7,035 35,700

87 — Tokyo Shibaura Electric (Japan) 238,431 274,147 20,366 40,339

88 — Cie. General d’Electricite (France) 238,095 143,942$ 5,095$ 35,000$

92 — Northern Electric (Canada) 230,113 169,379 7,171 14,500

^ Sales are consolidated third-party sales for fiscal years ending no
later than March 31, 1959. ® Assets are consolidated balance-sheet totals.

’ Profits are consolidated net profits after taxes & all deductions.

Fortune estimate. ** Unconsolidated,
vious fiscal year.

t Partly consolidated, t Pre-

Fortune’s First 100 Foreign Firms; The 1958 recession

apparently was zeroed-in on American industry, with only

a backlash lightly tapping foreign makers. Aug. Fortune,

in its annual listing of the 100 largest foreign industrial

firms, points out that the group soundly outperformed the

top U.S. industrial corporations (Vol. 15:28).

The foreign firms suffered only a 1.9% profit decline

on sales that increased 1.6% over 1957 levels. The Ameri-

can firms, however, receded 17.8% in profit on sales that

were 6.1% off the 1957 pace.

Fourteen electronics-electrical manufacturing firms

made the Top 100 listing—topped by Holland’s Philips in

6th place, up from 8th in the 1957 ratings, and Germany’s

Siemens, in 7th, compared with its 10th spot ranking last

year. New to the Top 100 are 2 Japanese electronics firms:

Hitachi in the 46th spot & Tokyo Shibaura Electric

(Toshiba) in 87th place. Nine of the 14 firms are repeaters

—and of these, 5 improved their position, one held firm,

and 3 fell below their 1957 ratings. (See table above.)

RCA’s new high-speed electronic data-processing sys-

tem will “analyze returns & project trends” in NBC News
coverage of the 1960 Presidential elections. Known as the

RCA 501, it is reportedly the “first fully transistorized

system designed primarily for business usage.” Plans call

for election returns to be fed from NBC News election

central at 30 Rockefeller Plaza to the RCA 501 service

center currently being installed in the Wall St. area.

Olympic will use record-high advertising this fall to

promote its 25th anniversary lines of TV-radio-stereo.

Consumer sales v.p. Morton M. Schwartz said last week
that the fall budget will run 20% ahead of 1958’s, will

embrace 23 Sunday newspaper supplements, mass-circula-

tion consumer magazines {Life, Look SatEvePost, others)

and trade publications.

Motorola enters closed-circuit TV equipment field with
a camera & 14-in. monitor, shown for the first time at the

Associated Police Communications Officers convention last

week in Denver.

Motorola will manufacture original-equipment radios

for Ford’s and Chrysler’s new compact cars.

Trade Personals: Robert S. Burnap retires as commercial

engineering mgr., RCA electron tube div., succeeded by
Edward C. Hughes Jr., formerly commercial engineering

programs administrator. Bumap will continue as a con-

sultant with the div. . . . Owen H. Klepper named mer-
chandising dept, sales promotion mgr., Philco consumer
products div.; John E. Kelly appointed merchandising dept,

adv. mgr.; John J. Kane, mkt. development mgr., elec-

tronics . . . Warren E. Dalbke named CBS Electronics

equipment sales district mgr., headquartering in Chicago

. . . Harold V. Hoffman appointed Eitel-McCullough per-

sonnel dir.

T. Edward Rogers named Philco parts & accessory

div. gen. sales mgr., succeeding William J. Nagy, recently

named div. merchandise mgr. (Vol. 15:31).

Dr. Fin J. Larsen, named to new post of research

v.p., Minneapolis-Honeywell . . . Dr. Henry Marchman
named v.p. & engineering dept, mgr., Rheem Semiconductor

Corp., newly formed subsidiary of Rheem Manufacturing

Co. . . . Charles H. Meuche promoted from Webcor liaison

engineer to v.p., govt, electronics div.

Rod Kershenstein named professional products mktg.
dir., Telectro Industries . . . Brig. Gen. John C. Monahan,
now deputy chief of Army’s Security Agency, becomes
Signal Corps research & development chief Sept. 1 . . .

Brig. Gen. Charles M, Baer, ex-NATO communications

coordinating committee, assigned to Army Signal School at

Ft. Monmouth, N.J. as commandant.

Semiconductor standards & marketing data will be col-

lated in a new trade-group program jointly announced by

the EIA & National Electrical Manufacturers Assn.

(NEMA). GE’s H. B. Fancher represents EIA members,
and Clevite’s P. D. Goodman speaks for NEMA members
in the joint operations.

Obituary

Richard L. Bowditch, 58, a Sylvania director, died July

31 in Boston. He was chairman of C. H. Sprague & Son
fuel company, and head of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
in 1953-54.
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RADIO IMPORTS CLIMB: Japanese electronic equipment

imported into the U.S. during the first 4 months of 1959

was worth $11.4 million at the factory—^more than half

as much as the entire 1958 volume ($20.7 million) and

nearly fourfold the volume for the same 1958 period.

Radios continue to account for about 85% of the dollar

volume of Japanese exports to U.S., accoi'ding to figures

for April, latest month for which official Japanese govt,

statistics are available. Increases over March (Vol. 15:23)

are shown in the transistor and phono categories, but

neither market is showing a spectacular month-to-month

rise. Figures on U.S. imports of Japanese tape recorders,

available for the first time, show that 918 units came into

this country in March at a factory value of $48,574, or an

average of about $52.90 each. Recorder figures for April

aren’t yet available.

The 1958-59 tables of U.S. imports of selected Jap-

anese electronic items, printed in these columns June 8

(Vol. 15:23), may be brought up to date with these new
figures foi April and the first 4 months of this year (radio

figures include re-exports)

:

April 1959 April 1958 Jan.-Apr. 1959
Product units value units value units value

TOTAL RADIOS 387,245 $2,906,786 147,213 $882,132 1,282,698 $9,877,820

tube radios 25,543 129,044 not available 108,775 606,273

3 transistors

& up 196,109 2,651,387 not available 632,468 8,821,924

less than 3 165,593 126,395 not available 541,366 450,573

PHONOGRAPHS 1,125 29,632 0 0 2,945 72,841

tubes 462,892 93,151 35,610 11,371 1,190,865 284,143

TRANSISTORS 72,054 45,388 0 0 113,833 74,924

COMPONENTS
speakers 24,580 81,833 not available not available

microphones .... 11,842 19,645 not available not available

fixed capac 501,064 29,666 not available not available

variable capac. 15,892 3,926 not available not available

TOTAL
ELECTRONICS — $3,441,878 — $1,112,868 — $11,415,040

Image orthicon tube studies by the Air Force, along

with a report on military applications of color TV, have

been released to industry by the Commerce Dept. The re-

ports are: (1) Art Image Orthicon with Narrow Range of

Electron Energy in the Scanning Beam (PB 151589), de-

scribing a method of improving low light-level perform-

ance. (2) Effects of Bright Point Light Sources on Low-

Level Image Orthicon Detectors (PB 151587), discussing

high brightness point source effects. (3) Microphonia Ef-

fects in Image Orthicons (PB 151588), describing experi-

ments to solve microphonic problems. (4) A Military Color

TV System (PB 151586), reviewing technical possibilities

& limitations. All are available for each from Office

of Technical Services, U.S. Dept, of Commerce, Washing-

ton 25, D.C.

General Bronze Corp., has been awarded a patent for

a magnetic radio antenna, developed by v.p. Ira Kamen,

which the company says may obsolete mobile antennas that

protrude from vehicles. The patent (2,895,129) indicates

that a unique configuration of magnetic materials in the

proximity of an electrostatic component can produce an

omnidirectional high-gain, low-noise antenna.

TV-radio sales paced generally better business in N.Y.

department stores during July, N.Y. Times reported Aug.

4 on the basis of a survey of the 8 major metropolitan

area stores. TV-radio departments “did especially good

business in most of the stores,” the survey found, gaining

170% & 38.1% over July 1958 in 2 stores.

Japanese camera manufacturer Yashica Co. is enter-

ing the export radio field. The forerunner of a complete

line is a 6-transistor portable U.S.-priced at $39.95.

Finance

GOOD BUSINESS FOR SET MAKERS: Led by Motorola and

Zenith, both reporting record 2nd-quarter and first-half

sales & earnings, 5 more TV-radio manufacturers last

week came up with financial reports showing substanti-

ally improved profitability and business volume. This

follows on the heels of similar good reports in the pre-

ceding week by Admiral, Packard-Bell, Westinghouse

and Trav-Ler (Vol. 15:31), RCA’s earlier report of

record first-half sales (Vol. 15:30) and GE’s rise in

sales & earnings (Vol. 15:29).

Motorola’s 2nd-quarter sales were 49% higher than in

the same 1958 period, while its earnings were more than 4

times the year-ago figure. Pres. Robert W. Galvin said

orders for consumer products have “exceeded our most op-

timistic predictions” and the communications & industrial

electronics div. had the best June sales in its history. For
the 6-month period, he stated that every division of the

company increased its sales & profits over a year ago. Mili-

tary business now comprises about 20% of Motorola’s total

sales, he added, and the company’s roll of employes has

increased 30% from a year ago. Motorola’s statement for

6 months ended June 30: 1959 1958

Sales $128,867,246 $84,544,562
Net income 5,886,371 1,478,297
Earned per share 3.04 76^
Shares outstanding 1,935,131 1,935,131

For 3 months ended June 30:
Sales $65,214,062 $43,650,070
Net income 3,269,944 800,515
Earned per share 1.69 41^

* * *

Zenith’s 6-month sales in 1959 were 43% above the com-
parable 1958 figure, while 3-month sales were up 47%. For
the 6-month & 3-month periods, profits were up 65% &
63% respectively over the similar 1958 periods. Pres. Jos-

eph S. Wright said earnings & sales in 1959 came almost

exclusively from civilian products. For 6 months ended

June 30: 1959 1958

Consolidated sales $106,862,800 $74,470,506
Net income 4,901,721 2,989,684
Earned per share 1.66 1.01

For 3 months ended June 30:
Consolidated sales $47,642,024 $32,296,774
Net income 1,577,830 952,925
Earned per share 54(S 32(S

* *

Philco bounced back smartly in the first half and

second quarter of this year, showing a net income of $2,-

386,000 for the half as compared with a deficit of $1,442,000

for the same 1958 period. Pres. James M. Skinner Jr. said

all divisions participated in the increased sales and oper-

ated profitably. He said the progress should continue during

the 2nd half but possibly at a lesser rate because of the

recession recovery during the last half of 1958. The report

for 6 months to June 30: 1959 1958

Sales $181,345,000 $149,895,000
Net income (loss in ’58) , 2,386,000 (1,442,000)
Earned per share 54<* —
Shares outstanding 4,069,629 3,984,787

For 3 months ended June 30:
Sales $85,787,000 $75,869,000
Net income (loss in ’58) . 797,000 (344,000)
Eai’ned per share 17^‘ —

Jk

Wells-Gardner & Co. indicates that the private-label

business is also enjoying considerable improvement over

1958. Its first-half sales were 32% above the comparable

figure for last year, and its 6-month & 3-month operations

were profitable. Pres. Robert S. Alexander said the com-
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pany’s backlog at June 30 stood at a record $11.1 million,

nearly 100% civilian, compared with the year-ago figure

of $6.9 million. “We are assured of earnings for the 3rd

quarter considerably in excess of that earned during the

first 6 months,” he added, “and anticipate that our earn-

ings for the year of 1959 will exceed $2 per share.” All

change-over costs for 1960 models were amortized during

the 2nd quarter. Employment rose from 850 to 1450 during

the period. For 6 months ended June 30:

1959 1958

Sales $9,059,728 $6,874,970

Net income (loss in ’58) . 154,022 (16,006)
Earned per share 37<^ —
Shares (pro forma) 415,300 415,300

For 3 months ended June 30:

Sales $4,225,464 $3,729,703
Net income 83,925 42,449
Earned per share 20^' 104

*

Muntz TV showed continued improvement, with net

profit for 10 months ended June 30 totaling $320,235 on

sales of $5,519,039, compared with $124,989 on $3,526,384

for the same period last year. Muntz estimated that July

sales were twice as great as those of July 1958 and at the

highest point since discontinuance of retail branches in 1954.

Stock splits: Magnavox directors proposed a 2-for-l

split and said they will consider an increase in the divi-

dend later this year “provided earnings & economic condi-

tions warrant.” Shareholders will vote on the split & an

increase in authorized common shares from .2 to 3.5 million

at the annual meeting Oct. 28. Directors of Gen. Telephone

& Electronics, parent company of Sylvania, proposed a

3-for-l split & an increase of authorized common shares

from 30 to 90 million, subject to stockholder approval at

the meeting April 20. GT&E’s board increased the quar-

terly dividend to 55^ from 50^.

Raytheon sales & earnings increased substantially dur-

ing first-half 1959, which also recorded a record $400 million

backlog of govt, business, compared with $280 million at

1958’s close, pres. Charles F. Adams reported last week.

Including operations of Machlett Labs, which merged with

Raytheon May 25, figures for 6 months to June 30:

Sales
Earnings
Earned per share .

.

Shares outstanding
For 2nd quarter:

Sales
Earnings
Earned per share . .

.

1959
$232,082,000

5.050.000
1.49

3,376,880

120,031,000
2.563.000

75

1958
$179,101,000

3.890.000
1.29

3,020,449

98,708,000
2.156.000

Du Mont Labs reports a loss of $29,826 on sales of

$4,786,272 for 12 weeks ended June 21. For the first 24
weeks of 1959, the loss was $117,672 on sales of $9,243,436.

Last year’s first-half loss was $5,124,000 on sales of $18,-

493,000. Pres. D. T. Schultz said current debt has been re-

duced by $3,235,000 since Jan. 1 and that operations are

expected to be profitable for the balance of the year.

6

Sonotone reports increases in sales & earnings for the

months ended June 30:

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share . .

.

1959
$11,674,000

480,250

1958
$11,261,000

380,813
32(*

Motorola’s 1959 earnings will px’obably be “quite a bit

over $6 a share” and sales “substantially over the $250
million predicted earlier,” pres. Robert W. Galvin told the

Stockbrokers Assn, of Chicago last week at the Midwest
Stock Exchange. The company’s earnings last year were
$3.80 a share.

OfficerS-&-Directors stock transactions as i-eported to SEC
for July:

Aamirai. James K. Oberly exercised option to buy 1000, holds 1024.
Allied Artists. Koger W. Huriock bought 500, holds 18,100. Aloert

Zugsmitn oouguc 3000, holds 03,800.
American lioscli Arma. William S. Wasserman sold 1000 through

holding company, holds 3000 in holding company, 45u0 in trusts, 12
personally.

AB-PT. E. Chester Gersten bought 500, holds 1000.
Audio uevices. Joseph K. McCammon sold 1000, holds 17,431.
Avco. Clarence b. Irvine bought 1800, holds 5200. blank b. Larson

sold 3500, holds 2003. James Snouse bought 5000 on option, nolds 10,080.
belock instrument. Stanley B. Grant exercised rights to acquire

1098 and 1008 more for trust, holds 21o3 personally, 1008 in trust.
Columbia Pictures. L. J. Barbano bought 20,000 through Fico Corp.,

in which he & 14 other officers or directors are beneficial owners, holds
117,430 in Fico Corp., none personally. Samuel J. Brisxin bought 2000.
nolds 2050 personally, 100 jointly with wife, 538 in S. J. Briskin
Pictures. Charles bchwartz sold 2042 through bchwartz & Frohlich, holds
none in bchwartz & Fiohlich, none personally.

Consolidated Electrodynamics, b. H. Donnell bought 200, holds
10,200. X. P. Morgan bought 100, holds 100.

Corning Glass. William H. Armistead exercised option to buy 3000,
holds 3000. Paul T. Clark exercised option to buy 2000, holds 2000. Wil-
liam C. Decker exercised option to buy 6000, holds 18,237. John F. G.
Hicks exercised option to buy 1000, holds 4250. Frederick H. Knight
exercised option to buy 2500, holds 3185. Norman J. Vang exercised
option to buy 2500, holds 2500.

Filmways. William Cowan bought 500, holds 500. Richard B. Sage
sold 400, holds 8840. A1 Simon bought 600, holds 1000.

Gabriel. Richard J. Seltzer sold 200, holds 200.
General Dynamics. Clifton M. Miller sold 1000, holds 14,000.
GE. Kay H. Luebbe bought 2481, holds 12,623. Harold F. Smiddy ex-

ercised option to buy 1875, holds 11,250.
General Instrument. M. C. Hutchison sold 300, holds 1000.
General Precision Equipment. Gaylord C. Whitaker sold 1850 through

trusts, holds 16,690 in trusts, 6026 personally.
General Telephone & Electronics. Lawrence A. Appley bought 100,

holds 400.
Globe-Union. George C. French Jr. exercised option to buy 1000,

holds 4175.
Hoffman Electronics. Bruce L. Birchard exercised option to buy 600,

sold 200, holds 600. I. J. Kaar exercised option to buy 500, holds 1500.
IBM. Edward E. Ford sold 6900 through trust, holds 85,435 in trust,

41,241 personally. Louis H. LaMotte exercised option to buy 1667, holds
6318. William J. Mair sold 251, holds 2935. H. M. Sibley exercised option
to buy 190, holds 1227. H. W. Trimble Jr. exercised option to buy 100,
holds 117. Bernard F. Wiegard sold 300, holds 660. Albert L. Williams
sold 700, holds 3003.

International Resistance. Jesse Marsten exercised option to buy
1000, holds 11,500. Alfred H. Williams bought 300, holds 600. John M.
Zimmerman exercised option to buy 1500, holds 2020.

ITT. Fred M. Farwell bought 216, holds 2266.
Litton Industries. Alfred B. Connable sold 1200, holds 5800.
Loew’s. George Killion bought 500, holds 10,000.
P. R. Mallory. J. Taylor Foster sold 550, holds 1796.
National Telefilm Assoc. E. Jonny Graff bought 1300 and exercised

option to buy 2000 more, sold 1000, holds 4600.
National Theatres. B. Gerald Cantor bought 2400 and 3100 more

through Cantor Fitzgerald & Co., holds 102,400 personally, 18,100 in
Cantor Fitzgerald & Co., 5000 in Cantor & Son Inc., 3000 in Cantor
Fitzgerald Foundation, 1000 in Cantor Fitzgerald & Co. profit sharing
trust, 1000 in First Nevada Corp. Burt Kleiner bought 3000 and 3100
more through Cantor Fitzgerald & Co., holds 15,000 personally, 18,100
in Cantor Fitzgerald & Co., 300 in Cantor Fitzgerald Foundation, 1000
in First Nevada Corp.

Paramount Pictures. George Weitner bought 200, holds 445.
Philco. Charles S. Cheston sold 200, holds 2300. Oscar O. Schreiber

sold 100, holds 1577.
RCA. John Q. Cannon exercised option to buy 400, holds 858. George

W. Chane exercised option to buy 400, holds 418. Robert A. Seidel ex-
ercised option to buy 4000, holds 4500. Theodore A. Smith exercised
option to buy 2000, holds 2743.

Raytheon. Edward L. Bowles exercised option to buy 3819, holds
3819. N. B. Krim sold 2000, holds 4460. Stanley P. Lovell bought 100,
holds 625.

Siegler. Merrill L. Bengtson exercised option to buy 1666, sold

8800, holds 9686. John G. Brooks exercised option to buy 710, holds 27,929.
Standard Coil Products. John R. Johnson exercised option to buy

15,000. holds 15,000.
Texas Instruments. Cecil H. Green sold 8000 in private transaction,

holds 296,310. P. E. Haggerty sold 200, holds 125,250. J. E. Jonsson sold

8000 in private transaction, holds 387,380. Eugene McDermott sold 8000
privately, holds 303,418. C. J. Thomsen sold 700, holds 13,317.

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge. V. G. Nielsen sold 1000, holds 10,238.

20th Century-Fox. James A. Van Fleet bought 200, holds 500.

United Artists. Leon Goldberg bought 100, holds 100.
Universal Pictures. N. J. Blumberg bought 100, holds 100. John J.

O’Connor bought 100, holds 100. Budd Rogers bought 100. holds 100.

Weslinghouse. R. D. Blasier exercised option to buy 1360, holds 2183.

Francis E. Dalton exei’cised option to buy 250, holds 1001. W. O. Lipp-
man bought 600, holds 1921. George G. Main exercised option to buy
1000, holds 1350 personally, 400 in trust. Otis O. Rae exercised option to

buy 250, holds 1386. W. W. Sproul Jr. bought 1200 on option, holds 2276.

Zenith. Clifford J. Hunt sold 1230, holds none. Frank A. Miller

sold 300, holds 1700.

Decca Records earnings more than doubled during

first-half 1959, jumping to $196,202 (13<* a share) com-

pared with $76,370 (5(*) earned during the same 1958

period. The figures include Decca’s share in the undistrib-

uted earnings of subsidiary Universal Pictures.

Clevite Corp., for 6 months ended June 30, reports net

income of $3,396,842 ($1.78 a share) vs. $1,186,319 (59if)

for the same 1958 period.
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Texas Instruments reports record sales & earnings for

3-month & 6-month periods ended June 30, including opera-

tions of newly-merged Metals & Controls Corp. since Jan.

1, 1959. The company predicted in a letter to stockholders

that its 1959 sales will approximate $200 million—more

than double last year’s $91,953,845. TI’s manufacturing

backlog June 30 was about $85.6 million, of which some
$42.8 million was on direct govt, contracts. For 6 months
to June 30: 1959 1958

Sales $94,199,000 $42,190,000
Net profit 6,305,000 2,143,000
Earned per share . .

.

1.62 660
Shares outstanding . 3,894,388 3,256,988

For 3 months ended June 30:
Sales $51,468,000 $21,710,000
Net profit 3,322,000 1,035,000
Earned per share .

.

864 320

Common Stock Dividends
Stk. of

Corporation Period Amt. Payable; Record

AB-PT Q $0.25 Sep. 15 Aug. 21
Belden Mfg. Co Q .50 Sep. 1 Aug. 17
Gen. Telephone & Elec. Q .55 Sep. 30 Aug. 21
Gen. Tire & Rubber .

.

Q .17 V2 Aug. 31 Aug. 14
ITE Circuit Breaker .

.

Q .45 Sep. 1 Aug. 14
Lear Inc Q .10 Sep. 1 Aug. 14
Magnavox Q .371/2 Sep. 15 Aug. 25
Meredith Publishing Co. Q .45 Sep. 11 Aug. 28
TV-Electronics Fund .

— .08 Aug. 31 Aug. 3
Wells-Gardner Q .30 Sep. 15 Sep. 4
WJR The Goodwill Sta. .10 Sep. 3 Aug. 19

DON’T PASS THE BUCK (SUP)
Have enough copies of the Newsletter for

your organization every Monday. Don’t make
key members of your company wait for the

up-to-the-minute industry information they

need— as reported and interpreted by tele-

vision’s authoritative news service.

Television Digest GROUP RATES
Box 700, Radnor, Pa. Three or More

Enter the following three group subscriptions @
350 each. The annual single subscription rate for

Television Digest is 375.
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National Theatres’ income nearly doubled in the 39-

week period ended June 30, with earnings-per-share jump-
ing to 63^ vs. B4<f earned for the same period in the 1958

fiscal year, chmn. B. Gerald Cantor & pres. John B. Ber-

tero told stockholders last week. The income includes

gains amounting to 21^ a share from the sales of interests

in theaters & other properties. For 39 weeks to June 30:

1959
Net income $1,702,632
Earned per share 63<f

Shares outstanding 2,700,283
For 13 weeks to June 30:

Net income 798,794
Earned per share 30<^

1958
$904,198

2,699,486

160,301
6 (‘

United Artists has filed an SEC registration statement

(File 2-15418) for public sale of 100,000 outstanding com-

mon stock shares, the offering price to be supplied in an

amendment. United Artists pres. Arthur B. Krim & chair-

man Robert S. Benjamin would sell 100,000 shares of Class

B common to underwriter F. Eberstadt & Co., which would

convert them into 100,000 shares of common for the sale.

As joint tenants they now hold all of 550,000 Class B
shares outstanding. The SEC prospectus indicates that no-

body owns more than 10% of 1,114,218 common outstanding.

I

I

Walt Disney Productions’ earnings dropped in the 9

months ended June 30, although 3rd-quarter earnings were

equal to 93^ a share, compared with the 83^ earned in the

same 1958 period. For 9 months to June 30:

1959 1958
Net income $2,366,497 $2,900,094
Eai’ned per share 1.50 1.89
Shares outstanding 1,581,011 1,537,054

Warner Bros Pictures reports higher income & a profit

for 9 months ended May 30: 1959 1958

Total revenues
Net income (loss in ’58) .

Earned per share
Shares outstanding

$67,492,000
13,749,000

8.67

1,585,196

$53,013,000
(2,684,000)

1,745,196

rt

Standard Coil’s first-half profit was greater than its M
entire 1958 earnings, according to pres. J. 0. Burke. He y
estimated 6-month net income at about $625,000 (33^ on fjj-,

1,904,000 common shares), up from $24,844 (.2^ on 1,470,- T|“
000 shares) in 1958’s first half. For all of 1958, earnings ’•

were $558,887 (36<f on 1,470,000). Burke said the company’s

TV tuner sales are 50% higher than last year and that 500

additional production workers have been hired (for total

of 2200) to keep pace with rising orders.

Indiana Steel Products Co. reports its first-half earn-

ings were nearly 3 times the comparable 1958 figures,

while its sales (undisclosed) were up 35%. Pres. Robert F.

Smith said operations “are in full swing in all plants and

have not been affected by the steel strike.” Indiana Steel’s

earnings for 6 months ended June 30:

1959 1958
Consolidated net income . $512,143 $174,303
Earned per share 1.51 59(‘

Shares outstanding 337,541 293,298

Globe-Union sales & earnings increased sharply for

the 6 months ended June 30: 1959 1958

Sales
Net income
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

$27,937,734 $25,071,767
836,259 438,338

1.01 53(t

830,048 824,910

I.

I

I

i

Reports & comments available: TV broadcasting, re-

port by Calvin Bullock Ltd., 1 Wall St., N.Y. . . . CBS,

review in Investor’s Reader, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

& Smith, 70 Pine St., N.Y. . . . Western Union and Walt

Disney Studios, articles in Aug. 1 Forbes . . . British In-

dustries Corp., prospectus, Emanuel, Deetjen & Co., 120

Broadway, N.Y.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS
Networks

BILLING BONANZA IN FALL TV will see total gross spending on

all 3 networks in last quarter of nearly $205 million (pp. 1 & 6).

SLIDE-RULE SHOWMEN re coming into their own at the networks.

I Latest upgrading is former CBS research dir. Oscar Katz to the post

of top program v.p. (p. 6).

I

OPTION TIME CHANGES at ABC-TV, which is shifting from 7:30-

10:30 to 8-11 p.m. No change in plans at other networks (p. 7).

FCC
TV PROFIT PARADE, FCC reports, was led by post-freeze group of

1 vhfs. Their 1958 earnings in industry's first billion-dollar year

j

nearly doubled 1957 profits (pp. 2 & 4).

Congress

EQUAL-TIME REFORM cleared for House vote by Rules Committee,

which limits general debate on Harris bill to 3 hours (p. 2).

NO TV QUIZ 'CIRCUS' promise of House probe of defunct big-

money shows, says chief investigator Robert W. Lishman. Hear-

ings still not set (p. 4).

Educational TV
TIMETABLE FOR BIRTH OF ETV TAPE NETWORK: 6 educational

broadcasters will have recorders by month's end, virtually all by
Nov. 1. Network operation due to start Jan. 1 (p. 3).

Finance
I

j

STATION EARNINGS REPORTS to stockholders show strong 6-

month increase for Storer; WJR-WJRT, Gross profits down (p. 20).

I

Manuiacturing de Distribution

GOOD PICTURE-TUBE SALES herald spurt in TV output, as tube

makers report extremely heavy orders, signifying receiver produc-

tion step-up. No shortages seen (p. 15).

ELECTRONICS 2nd-QUARTER PROFITS up 29%, as shown by ag-

gregate of 23 representative firms. Consumer electronics firms

show 317% rise, components 101% (p. 15).

CAPEHART SOLD TO DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS, which will manu-

facture and sell Capehart line of packaged & component hi fi

—

including TV combinations—next year (p. 16).

EMERSON IN JAPAN DEAL, orders 100,000 transistor radios from

Standard Radio for sale overseas—and probably in U.S., too. GE
using Japanese parts (p. 16).

Stations

TELECASTING-AROUND-CLOCK CLUB loses another member as

WNBF-'TV halts the practice for "study & review" (p. 7).

BUSINESS SOARING in Los Angeles where all 7 stations report

brisk & early sales (p. 8).

Auxiliary Services

TELEMETER'S TORONTO TRIAL will have the cooperation of Bell

Telephone, which will lay 84 miles of cable to feed pay-TV to

5000 suburban homes in mid-winter (p. 9).

Other Departments

FOREIGN (p. 10). PROGRAMMING (p. 10). ADVERTISING (p. 11).

FILM & TAPE (p. 13).

j

BILLING BONANZA IN FALL TV: This will be biggest fall season in network history , with

^
total gross time billings on all 3 networks at just under the $1 80-million mark for the Oct.-Nov.-Dec. quarter,

f 1
special estimates prepared by sales-research executives of ABC-TV, CBS-TV & NBC-TV indicated last week.

K 1 (For breakdown, see p. 6.)

j

I All 3 networks show gains in all areas, day & night . Examples : CBS-TV, with jam-packed night-

ii time schedules since last year, is likely to edge upward only some 10% at night. ABC-TV, just coming into

^

1

its own in weekend daytime billings, looks for a 43% jump there.

There's no such thing as over-all "sales trend," networks tell us. Nearest thing to it is swing at

most networks toward short-term, 13-week buying (to provide fast sponsor exits in case of program failure)

^

—and a step-up in participation & segment buying of 60-minute network-controlled shows ( although NBC-

^

TV also reports an upbeat of fully-sponsored 60-min. shows & groups of specials).

There's considerable new business this fall distributed among all 3 networks from advertisers who
. weren't on the same network last fall. At ABC-TV: Mutual of Omaha, Carnation, Consolidated Cigar, Can-

K ada Dry, Liggett & Myers, Derby Foods, Warner-Lambert, Libby-Owens-Ford, Corning Glass, others. At

lit
' CBS-TV : Norelco, Manhattan Shirt, Glidden Paints, Ovaltine, Peter Paul, Vick Chemical, Structo Toy, others.

'*t[| At NBC-TV : Equitable Life, Swiss Watch Foundation, Ansco, Benrus, Sheaffer Pen, Sperry-Rand, Supp-Hose,

Mennen, Webster Cigar, etc. Purchases range from big-budget specials to low-budget daytime participations.
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Most dramatic network billing gain will be by ABC , which expects day-night TV billings to be

23% higher in last quarter as compared with same period in 1958. NBC anticipates over-all gain of 10%
and CBS is likely to score the same or higher. Direct comparison gives inaccurate image of sales ability,

however, since latter 2 networks had much less unsold time on their hands last year than ABC. But ABC is

now firmly in the big league.

TV PROFIT PARADE LED BY POST-FREEZE GROUP: FCC's final audit of TV broad-

cast business last year discloses that 322 post-freeze vhf stations amassed before-income-tax profits of $21.3

million—nearly double the $10.8 million earned by same group (302 reporting) in downtrend 1957, when its

total dropped from $16.4 million in 1956.

Detailed data in FCC's full report on how TV did in 1958, released last week to supplement the pre-

liminary statement issued in June (Vol. 15:25), also reveal that profits of 94 pre-freeze vhfs declined for 3rd

straight year. They earned $75.8 million in 1958 vs. $82 million in 1957 and $89.7 million in 1956.

These statistics stand out in audit of telecasters' first $1 billion-plus revenue year, in which profits of

industry as whole rose 7.4% from 1957 to $171.9 million, while expenses mounted 9.6% to $858.1 million (see

p. 4). For 3 networks and their 19 o-S-o stations alone, revenues from time, talent and program sales were

$516.7 million—more than half of industry total. Their 1958 profits were $77 million—up 8.9% from 1957, while

expenses climbed 10,7% to $439.7 million.

Stark facts of life in uhf band are uncovered in FCC report, too. Total revenues of 401 post-freeze sta-

tions reached $249.7 million last year, vhfs contributing $223.6 million, increase of 19.4% from 1957. But i

revenue balance of $26.1 million accoimted for by 79 uhf stations in group was down from $26.7 million a year

earlier. It-could-be-worse consolation for uhfs: Their 1958 losses ($2.2 million) weren't nearly so bad as their

1957 red figures ($3.5 million).

EQUAL-TIME REFORM CLEARED FOR HOUSE VOTE: Moving with unaccustomed i

speed. House Commerce Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) last week won quick clearance for floor action n

on his bill (HR-7985) to reverse FCC's doctrine that political equal-time requirements apply to newscasts as m

well as campaign speeches (Vol. 15:32). I

Bill was placed on ready-agenda of House for debate & vote after Harris and 3 other Commerce :

members, taking time out from participation in week-long floor hassle over labor legislation, went before ri

Rules Committee Aug. 12 to get its go-ahead on equal-time revision. Earlier Harris had displayed no signs j,

that he was in hurry to get decision on his measure—despite lateness of session.

Action was tentatively set for Aug. 18 by House Democratic leader McCormack (D-Mass.), who :i

marked amendments to Commimications Act's Sec. 315 on the day's order of legislative business. And im- ii

less unexpected opposition develops. House is expected to follow Senate's lead in voting to free broadcasters

from at least some harassments under FCC's Lor Daly newscast ruling.

Unlimited amendment of Harris bill is permitted under Rules Committee resolution providing for 3-hour
^

general debate on measure, which exempts newscasts, news interviews and on-spot coverage from Sec. 315. I

Free-for-all on amendments could be stirred up in House, as it was in Senate, which removed panel shows from
t

exemptions urged by its Commerce Committee (Vol. 15:31).
j

Few questions about Harris bill were asked at Rules Committee hearing, however. In answer to one,
j

Harris said he thought his measure was broad enough as written to remove such panel programs as NBC-TV's 1

Meet the Press and CBS-TV's Face the Nation from Sec. 315 coverage.
|

Harris was supported at Rules hearing by Reps. Bennett (R-Mich.), ranking minority member of I

Commerce Committee, Mack (D-Ill.) and Hemphill (D-S.C,). Floor amendments defining "qualified" candi- i

dates and cancelling all Sec. 315 exemptions 45 days before primary elections and 90 before general elections
|

are planned by Mack & Hemphill. •

There were more equal-time rumblings on Senate side, meanwhile. Carrying on feud with CBS-TV i

over its cancellation of Presidential hopeful Sen. Humphrey (D-Minn.) from Face the Nation (Vol. 15:30), Sen. '

McCarthy (D-Minn.) said network was playing favorites with Vice President Nixon, whose Russian trip was l

featured in Aug. 9 special show. McCarthy complained that Nixon's appearance had "clear political bearing" '

on next year's Presidential campaign. And on its part CBS filed another equal-time document with FCC. This

was reply to demand by Lar Daly himself for equal time to answer CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton's July 26

on-air editorial on equal time. No soap, said CBS.

ii
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TIMETABLE FOR BIRTH OF ETV TAPE NETWORK: Full-fledged educational TV net-

work—a slumbering hope since the initial ETV station (KUHT Houston) went on air in 1953—is forming fast

on heels of announcement by National Educational TV & Radio Center (NET) last month (Vol. 15:29) that

it had placed $2.5-million order with Ampex for 43 Videotape recorders to equip virtually all U.S. educational

stations & NET's Ann Arbor program center. Educators, who in past haven't been in much of a hurry to adapt

to major new ideas (TV, for example), have been quick to latch on to tape-network idea as a natural. Com-
mercial stations, too, look with interest on tape network, seeing it as a sort of "workshop in action" which can

furnish them with usable tape experience & ideas.

Six stations will be equipped by month's end, 14 more by end of Sept., virtually all by Nov. 1, NET
tells us. Slated for Aug. installation are: KUHT Houston, KTCA-TV St. Paul-Minneapolis, WUFT Gainesville,

Fla., WTVS Detroit, WMVS-TV Milwaukee, WOSU-TV Columbus. Sept, installations are still being arranged,

but 4 are already definite: WTTW Chicago, WQED Pittsburgh, WYES-TV, New Orleans, WEDU Tampa.

Target date for start of projected tape-network operations is Jan. 1 . Between now & then, NET &
affiliated stations will familiarize themselves with equipment operation & potential, evolve national program-

ming, and formalize network concept made possible by Ford Foundation grant (Vol. 15:26) of $2,706,000 in

June. Under terms of equipment purchase, Ampex will conduct 4 workshops to enable engineers of each

ETV-network station to spend a clinical week at Redwood City, Cal. to learn Videotape-recorder operations.

One workshop will begin Aug. 31 for engineers of 6 stations scheduled for Aug. installation. Two workshops

will follow in Sept., a final one in Oct.

net's Ann Arbor headquarters will serve as distribution center for ETV Tape Network—and Ampex
will establish there by Nov. 1 a "model copy center" comprising 5 recorders for rapid "mass production" of

copies of taped programs for network distribution. These programs will be produced by outside sources as

well as by affiliated stations. An Ampex unit also will be installed at NET's N.Y. office.

Mass duplication of taped material will cut processing time & costs to the bone , open doors wide to

broader sources of program material. Tape network, NET estimated for us, will chop two-thirds of normal

processing time compared with film or kine, make possible virtual national distribution & scheduling in a
matter of days as against weeks. However, import of tape operation includes economy as well as time. Here-

tofore, NET tells us, it has been forced to pass up special timely programming for mass broadcast because of

prohibitive costs of duplicating film footage for one-shot use. Now such programs can be taped, mass copied,

distributed and used nationally, then returned for erasure & re-use.

net's network-programming plans are still formative, currently being worked out. Unquestionably,

there'll be a step-up in NET programming volume to meet increasing needs of affiliates, some of which today

depend upon NET for 50% to 75% of their material. Until NET's network tape programming becomes available,

member stations are expected to do their own tape experimenting, principally for local in-school broadcasts.

When it becomes available, it will mark major step-up from present "block scheduling" system under which
NET furnishes limited film or kinescope copies of material, has them bicycled from one station to another in a
limited area, then passed on to another area. NET presently furnishes 8 hours of programming weekly.

Programming content also will change with advent of tape, but NET tells us the outlook at the outset

is for increased programming both in quantity & scope of familiar source material rather than for dramatic

departures into experimental areas. You can expect greater programming emphasis on: (1) children's pro-

grams, for out-of-school broadcast to pre-school & school-age youngsters; (2) social science subjects, for both

adult & child audiences; (3) specials—one-shot news, feature, educational and civic programs such as

historical anniversary ceremonies, discussion panels on national subjects; (4) outdoor programs. The last-

named marks relatively new programming territory for NET but one now open to ranging exploration with

tape's flexibility & economy.

Outdoor programs, events and demonstrations of all types are now within practical range, will be

obtained via mobile-equipped member stations or private tape-production firms. Whatever the program ma-

terial, NET says, the coming tape network represents new dimensions of time, cost, flexibility and convenience

for ETV in scope, staging, processing, distribution and mass broadcasting.

Seven FCC procedural bills recommended by the Senate

Commerce Committee (Vol. 15:32) were taken to the Senate
floor Aug. 12 by communications subcommittee Chairman
Pastore (D-R.I.), ready to be called up for a vote & ex-

pected approval. The measures (S-1734-38, S-1740 &

S-1898) would amend the Communications Act to tighten

off-the-record rules in adjudicatory cases, revise “protest”

procedures, repeal “honorariums” for FCC members, re-

define review staff functions. No House action on the legis-

lation at this session is likely, however.
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Congress

NO TV QUIZ ‘CIRCUS’? Nobody who played a part in

TV’s late & lamented big-money quiz show era—spon-

sors, producers, contestants—is going to be hurt who
doesn’t deserve to be hurt in the House Commerce
legislative oversight subcommittee’s investigation of

the program phenomena. That’s the reassuring word

we get from chief subcommittee counsel Robert W.
Lishman, who’s in charge of groundwork for the probe

of last year’s quiz scandals which may—or may not

—

lead into public hearings & headlines (Vol. 15:31-32).

“We certainly don’t intend to start any hearings be-

fore we know we are thoroughly prepared,” Lishman told

us. “We won’t call people in indiscriminately. Innocent

people will not be injured. And it’s impossible to say now
when we’re going to have hearings.”

Fears that the House inquiry under Chairman Harris

(D-Ark.) may turn into “a great circus” had been voiced

earlier by economist Louis M. Hacker, foreman of the N.Y.

Grand Jury which put in 9 months investigating the

quizzes. In a letter to the Washington Post & Times Herald

last week he added a plea that “naive” contestants in par-

ticular be spared “the spectacle” of an expose of how they

succumbed to “corruption” on allegedly rigged programs.

But Lishman said there’s no cause for such concern

now—the subcommittee’s staff hadn’t yet dug out enough

material from the minutes of the Grand Jury proceedings

even to form a basis for hearings. Subcommittee lawyer

Charles F. Howzo & consultant Richard N. Goodwin were

in N.Y. last week, looking over pieces of the transcript as

they were delivered by court stenographers.

Also in N.Y. on a similar assignment from Senate

Commerce Committee Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) was
communications subcommittee counsel Nicholas Zapple.

Judge Mitchell D. Schweitzer, who had given the House
committee permission to examine the Grand Jury minutes,

signed a formal court order (as expected) extending the

same privileges to the Senate committee, which also would

like to see the jury’s still-sealed presentment on its probe.

Zapple told us that the Senate committee—like the

House subcommittee—wasn’t ready yet to make any de-

cision on whether it should start public hearings.

Already in staff files of both investigative groups are

reports on the quizzes and interviews with participants.

They were obtained independently after the 1958 program
scandals broke, but didn’t contain enough investigative

leads to justify full-blown Congressional probes.

Witnesses wanted: Owners of TV stations which carry

week-end telecasts of major-league baseball games should

line up to testify at upcoming House Judiciary anti-trust

subcommittee hearings on bills permitting clubs to agree

on blackouts & brownouts (Vol. 15:32), NAB’s TV v.p.

Thad H. Brown said last week. Urging stations to put in

applications for time on the stand. Brown said it is essen-

tial that the subcommittee know how local situations

would be affected by the proposals. The measures include

financial data for 1958 (see p. 2)

.

Movie industry is warned not to “misrepresent our

nation or its people” abroad in a resolution (H.J. Res. 495)

introduced by Rep. Smith (R-Cal.). It calls on Hollywood
“to take appropriate action to make certain that no dam-
age will be done” to U.S. foreign relations by export show-
ings of American films. A companion measure (H.J. Res.

500) was submitted by Rep. Derwinski (D-Ill.),

The FCC

More about

TV PROFITS & LOSSES: The average profit of 311 TV
stations which earned money during the year-long op-

eration of 1958 (vs. 282 in 1957) was $162,000—before

they paid federal income taxes—and 8 pre-freeze vhfs

each chalked up profits of 3 million or more. On the

other side of TV’s ledger, 164 stations lost money last

year—to the median tune of $77,000. These are among
the statistics packed into FCC’s final TV broadcast

financial data for 1958 (see p. 2).

The biggest individual money earners last year were
in the pre-freeze vhf category. In addition to the 8 making
$3 million-plus, 6 earned $2-3 million, 10 took in $1.5-$2 mil-

lion, 19 were in the million-dollar class. The median profit i

of 93 pre-freeze vhf outlets in 1958 was $930,000, up from i

$906,000 in 1957 (see table -»).

Profitable post-freeze vhfs (only 7 made $1 million or h

more) had median earnings of $98,000 last year vs. $91,000 >

in 1957. As for uhfs, only 7 made as much as $100-$200,000 *

in 1958, 20 more reporting earnings under $100,000.

The losers included 14 pre-freeze vhfs (6 dropped «

$200-$400,000 apiece), 104 post-freeze vhfs (71 lost less t

than $100,000) and 46 poor cousin uhfs, most of which s

managed to hold down red-ink totals to less than $100,000. >j

As reported in June by FCC in an overall 1958 TV- ^

radio picture (Vol. 15:25), TV broadcast revenues went up di

9.2% to $1.03 billion from $943.2 million in 1957 (see ac- i

companying table) to make it the telecasters’ first billion- m
dollar year. ( For comparisons of TV revenues, expenses & .J

earnings starting with 1946, see Television Factbook.) 1

Note: Copies of the complete 1958 TV report, including ^
9 charts and tabulations of individual market data, are j|

available from FCC.

Orlando Ch. 9 battle lines for FCC’s “influence” case m

rehearing (Vol. 15:31) were drawn last week. Notices of i

intention to participate in the proceedings—ordered by the ^

Court of Appeals on allegations that WLOF-TV (Mid- J

Florida TV Corp.) won the grant after off-the-record .-<1

pitches were made to ex-FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack— q
were filed by Mid-Florida, loser WORZ Inc. and FCC gen. 1

counsel John L. Fitzgerald. No date was set for the re-

hearing pending developments in the federal court retrial
i

of Mack and lawyer Thurman A. Whiteside on Miami Ch.

10 conspiracy charges in Nov. (Vol. 15:32). Meanwhile, i

loser Du Mont Labs filed a reply to allegations by loser i

Greater Boston TV Corp. in another “influence” case—^the

award of Boston Ch. 5 to WHDH-TV (Vol. 15:29-30),

which now is being studied by special FCC examiner Hor- !

ace Stern. Du Mont said Greater Boston had made a

“wholly unjustified & scurrilous attack” on its lawyers.

Liberalized microwave rules promulgated by the FCC
j

last month have little impact on telecasters, according to
j

Commission attorneys, because the rules had previously |

been eased so that stations could get their own private f

systems regardless of the availability of common carriers. (

Last month’s action gives similar privileges to users such (

as railroads, pipelines, etc.

Two applications for new TV stations were filed with I

FCC last week: For Alamosa, Colo. Ch. 3 and Santa Fe
'

N.M. Ch. 11, both by Harrison M. Fuerst, part owner of

KVOR Colorado Springs, KPAS Banning, Cal. & KTUF
Turlock, Cal. TV applications pending: 108 (13 uhf).
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FCC Financial Report on

REVENUES, EXPENSES & INCOME
of 3 TV Networks and 514 TV Stations

1958 - 1957 - 1956

($ Millions)

1958 1957= 19561
Broadcast Revenues

3 Networks (including 19 owned and
operated stations*) $516.7 $467.9 $442.3

94 Pre-Freeze television stations 263.6 261.3 260.7

Subtotal 780.3 729.2 703.0

Post-Freeze television stations

:

322 VHF stations
79 UHF stations

223.6
26.1

187.3
26.7

161.4
32.5

Industry total $1,030.0 $943.2 $896.9

3 Networks (including 19 owned and
operated stations*)

94 Pre-Freeze television stations

Broadcast Expenses

$439.7 $397.2 $356.9
187.8 179.3 171.0

627.5 576.5 527.9

Post-Freeze television stations

:

322 VHF stations
79 UHF stations

202.3
28.3

176.5
30.2

145.0
34.4

Industry total $858.1 $783.2 $707.3

3 Networks (including 19 owned and
operated stations*)

94 Pre-Freeze television stations

Broadcast Income
(Before Tax)

$ 77.0 $ 70.7 $ 85.4
75.8 82.0 89.7

Subtotal 152.8 152.7 176.1

Post-Freeze television stations

:

322 VHF stations 21.3
(2.2)

10.8
(3.5)

16.4

(1.9)

Industry total $171.9 $160.0 $189.6

( ) Denotes loss.

1 1956 data cover 3 networks and 15 owned and operated stations; 95

pre-freeze and 364 post-freeze stations (269 VHF and 95 UHF).
* 1957 data cover 3 networks and 16 owned and operated stations ; 95

pre-freeze and 390 post-freeze stations (302 VHF and 88 UHF).
• Includes 5 post-freeze stations (4 UHF and 1 VHF).

“Patently illegal abuse” of its authority by FCC in

ordering Montana Microwave to halt operations was alleged

last week by Helena TV Inc. in an appeal to the Court of

Appeals for D. C. in a key station-CATV case (Vol. 15:32).

The Helena CATV system, seeking to resume microwave

pickups of Spokane signals pending FCC disposition of a

protest by KXLJ-TV Helena, quickly shifted its court plea

to Washington after the Court of Appeals in San Francisco

rejected it on jurisdictional grounds. Issues in the case are

entwined with broad questions of CATV microwave grants

argued before FCC last month (Vol. 15:30) and with CATV-
booster control legislation which was explored earlier in

I Senate hearings (Vol. 15:27-29). So far, FCC has stuck to

its position that it doesn’t want to control CATV directly.

Summing up Commission testimony at the Senate Commerce
communications subcommittee hearings, FCC has sent

“additional comments” to chairman Pastore (D-R.I.). The

statement suggested that if Congress is going to give FCC
“general regulatory authority” over CATV systems, then

the “most precise terms possible” ought to be spelled out in

legislation—perhaps “in a new & separate title of the

Communications Act.”

FCC deadline for filing comments on proposals for

shifts from uhf to vhf in Fresno-Bakersfield, San Francisco

and Sacramento areas (Vol. 15:29) was extended last week
from Aug. 24 to Sept. 23. Requests for more time had been

made by Triangle Publications, Inc. (KFRE-TV Fresno) and

San Francisco Ch. 23 CP-holder S. H. Patterson. The dead-

line for filing replies to comments was extended to Oct. 8.

Scanning FCC’s Mail Bag of Complaints: FCC doesn’t

make its correspondence files public, so there’s no way of

checking the flow of viewers’ cheers & hisses. The Com-
mission says there are 2 reasons for this: (1) If complaints

were open for inspection, lawyers would have a delightful

time dredging up material on which to base protests

against competitors of their clients, and Commission would

be absolutely snowed under with frivolous protests. (2) If

commendations were on display, every station operator &
his brother would stimulate a continuous stream of huz-

zahs toward Washington.

FCC does keep track of complaints, however, analyz-

ing & categorizing them carefully, investigating those

which look serious & initiating hearings when necessary.

It’s usually easy to spot an “inspired” group of com-
plaints, we’re told. For example, there were 652 complaints

about TV in April, but 486 of them were against the possi-

bility of liquor commercials. The drys had a campaign on,

for there were only 31 such complaints in May, 3 in June.

There were 368 complaint^ in June, but 231 were names on
an anti-pay-TV petition. In May, there were 2145 AM-FM
complaints, but 2030 were names on 2 petitions objecting

to program changes of KLX (now KEWB) Oakland, Cal.

One of the largest groups of complaints in the last 3

months was against the cancellation of Voice of Firestone
—25 in April, 35 in May, 37 in June. Among other largest

, continuous groups are the following

:

Too many commercials—April, 12; May, 7; June, 7.

False & misleading commercials—April, 14; May, 13;

June, 7. Bad taste in programming—April, 14; May, 13;

June, 17. Too much crime & horror (mostly against West-
erns)—April, 39; May, 19; June, 5.

The balance of the complaints seldom runs more than
a half-dozen per category per month. During the whole
quarter, for example, there were only 5 people who as-

serted that they’d seen something indecent or obscene, and
only 5 reported “loud commercials.”

FCC doesn’t make a similar breakdown of kudos.

Long-drawn protest by KOAT-TV (Ch. 7) Albuquerque
against an FCC-approved shift by CP-holder KVIT (Ch. 2)

Santa Fe of its transmitter site into the former’s territory

will be weighed on economic grounds—after all—by FCC.
In one of several moves since last year’s Court of Appeals
order to FCC to reconsider its Carroll policy of ignoring

“economic injury” claims in competitive situations (Vol.

15:30), FCC has reinstated this issue in the case: “Whether
the Albuquerque market is capable of supporting a 4th TV
service as proposed.” KVIT wants to place its transmitter

at Sandia Crest, 43 miles SW of Santa Fe. Transmitters of

all Albuquerque stations—KOAT-TV, KGGM-TV (Ch. 13),

KOB-TV (Ch. 4) and educational KNME-TV (Ch. 5)—
already are located there.

Lowell Thomas’ WTEN (Ch. 10) Vail Mills, N.Y. was
favored for permanent operation on that channel by FCC
examiner J. D. Bond in an initial decision released last

week. The Vail Mills station, serving the Albany-Schen-

cctady-Troy area for the past 2 years under a Special

Temporary Authorization (Vol. 13:36), was favored mainly

for experience & background in providing Albany area TV-
radio service “which is not intrinsically deficient and which

is endorsed by local citizens of prominence.” Other factors

were local residence & civic participation of the WTEN
principals. The examiner recommended denial of the compet-

ing application of WVET-TV (Ch. 10) Rochester.

FCC Comr. Ford will participate in a Federal Bar

Assn, panel on Sec. 316 Sept, 26 in Washington’s Statler.
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Networks

More about

BOOM IN BILLINGS: Research crystal balls this season

show a gilt-edged picture of gi'oss advertising expendi-

tures on the networks in the important final quarter.

At night, CBS-TV is expected to set the pace in sheer

dollar volume of gross time (some $46 million, repre-

senting 10% gain over the final quarter of last year),

with NBC providing strong competition and ABC
scoring a major gain due to the success of shows
like The Rifleman & 77 Sunset Strip and high sponsor-

interest in new ABC nighttime packages (see p. 1).

We asked the networks for a comparison forecast, and
got these figures for nighttime network TV (although

CBS-TV’s 1959 figures in the charts below are our own
estimates, since it’s CBS policy not to issue projections) :

GROSS NIGHTTIME NETWORK BILLINGS
Mon.-Sun., 7-11 p.m. (in millions)

Last % ’58 Est. last % ’59 % gain
ABC-TV $22.0 $28.5 30%
CBS-TV $42.0 $46.0 10%
NBC-TV $39.2 $42.9 9%
On the daytime scene, CBS-TV will continue to set

the pace, with strong sponsor lineups on tape for such

daylight fare as the Dec. Bride & 1 Love Lucy reruns. Top
Dollar, the daytime serials. Art Linkletter’s House Party,

and others. NBC will register, by all indications, a slightly

higher percentage gain, but won’t equal CBS-TV’s top

money position. ABC feels it’s “conservative” to figure its

daytime billings “at the same level as a year ago,” in the

words of one ABC executive, on the basis of orders in the

house from clients like Block Drug, Warner-Lambert and
Reynolds Metals, plus charter advertisers like Johnson
& Johnson and Lever Bros. Here are the figures:

GROSS MON.-FRI. DAYTIME NETWORK BILLINGS
(millions)

Last % ’58 Est. last 14 ’59 % gain
ABC-TV $ 7.4 $ 7.5 1%,
CBS-TV $20.7 $23.5 14%
NBC-TV $17.7 $20.4 15%
Sat.-Sun. daytime (prior to 7 p.m.) shows are another

area in which expansion continues. ABC, which has been
making audience strides with juvenile-slanted shows like

Rin Tin Tin, Lone Ranger and Annie Oakley, expects a
sizable percentage gain (although dollar value is only an
increase of $600,000 over the modest previous level) this

fall, but the other networks, notably NBC whose Sat.-

morning block of action-adventure shows & moppet-appeal
comedies holds a rating lead, still set the pace

:

GROSS WEEKEND DAYTIME NETWORK BILLINGS
(millions)

Last Vi ’58 Est. last V4 ’59 % gain
ABC-TV $1.4 $2.0 43%,
CBS-TV $3.9 $4.4 13%,
NBC-TV $4.2 $4.5 7%.
The booming fall sales season was not without its

problems for the networks last week, however, as adver-

tisers jockeyed for position in the 1959-60 program line-

ups. Mogen David wine found NBC-TV unable to clear a
full network station roster for its alternately sponsored
Dollar a Second at 10:30-11 p.m. Thurs. (across from the

CBS-TV Revlon SpeciaXs-Playhouse 90 series) and wound
up shifting the billings, but not the show, to ABC-TV’s
8-8:30 p.m. spot on Wed., hitherto unfilled.

ABC, meanwhile, was in a hassle with Clairol Inc.,

Bristol-Myers subsidiary, which claims a verbal agree-

ment with the network for min. participations in the up-

coming Gale Storm Show, 7:30-8 p.m. Thurs., although

ABC claims that the show is sold to rival Warner-Lambert.
At CBS-TV, Kellogg Corp., which had signed for full

sponsorship of the 7:30-8 p.m. Sun. Dennis the Menace
Screen Gems series, has found itself short of fall TV ad
dallars, and has asked for a co-sponsor.

Slide-Rule Showman: The surprise (to many) winner in

the executive sweepstakes surrounding Hubbell Robinson
Jr.’s vacated post as program boss of CBS-TV (Vol. 15:22)
last week: Oscar Katz, v.p. in chg. of daytime program-
ming. No immediate successor for Katz’s old job was ^
named, and program v.p.’s Bill Dozier (Hollywood) and

|

Mike Dann (N.Y.) remain in their posts, reporting to Katz.

Slim, 46-year-old Katz, who joined the CBS research

dept, in 1938 and rose to the post of research dir. (1951-

56) until moving into the program area, is the latest slide-

rule expert to go on to a higher executive level in network
broadcasting. Others: CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton, who
joined CBS research in 1935 and became pres, of the net-

work in 1946; John Karol, onetime radio research dir. of )

CBS and now v.p. in chg. of planning & development for i

CBS Radio; Oliver Treyz, named dir. of research & de-

velopment for ABC in 1951 and (after a stint as TvB f

pres.) named ABC-TV pres, in 1958; Julius Barnathan, j

ABC-TV research dir., named v.p. in chg. of affiliated sta- «

tions only last month (Vol. 15:29).
\

Said CBS-TV pres. Lou Cowan of the Katz appoint- i
ment, cocking a watchful eye at agency preoccupation to- *
day with TV research & performance: “His years of ex- a
perience both in research & programming have given him t
an unsurpassed background for his new duties.” I

One of Katz’s first duties in his new post was to a
announce the promotion of an associate, program develop- §.

ment v.p. Robert M. Weitman, to the newly created job of k
v.p. in chg. of independent productions. Weitman will re- M
port to Katz, but will have new duties in supervising what #
CBS describes as “a greatly expanded program of liaison

with independent production companies.”
'

Mutual Nears Goal: Two-thirds of Mutual Bcstg. Sys- I
tern’s 3-part reorganization plans were approved & ac-

cepted by bankruptcy referee Asa Herzog in N.Y. Aug. 12. 1
Still to be finalized is the other third—payment of 10^ on f
the dollar to Mutual’s 750 creditors. To be accepted, this

part must be approved by claimants representing 51% of

the total indebtedness. At the week’s end. Mutual was
$100,000 short in financial acceptance.

Parts 2 & 3 involve a $1.3 million note to H. B. Tuskin 4

of Seattle, and payment of 50(1 on the dollar for the first l

$600 owed to creditors in the category of employees (Vol. •'

15:29). Another meeting is called for this week (Aug. 19), i

at which time Mutual’s counsel hopes the remaining re- :

quired debtor segment will agree to the plan. Formal n

papers have to be drawn & signed by next week (Aug.

27), a Mutual spokesman told us.

Meanwhile, the network contracted for a new chunk .i

of business with Baltimore’s National Brewing Co. for

half-sponsorship of the Baltimore Colts football game i

coverage which begins on Mutual Sept. 27. The 12 games .

will be carried on all of Mutual’s 450 affiliates, except sta-

tions in the other 9 Natl. Football League cities.

NBC has teamed with 4 top British ITV program con-

tractors in a joint application, as Central African TV, to

operate commercial TV in the Federation of Rhodesia and

Nyasaland. NBC’s team-mates: ATV, ABC, Granada,
f

TWW. The NBC group is contesting 2 other applicants for
)

the TV contract. The applications are under study by the i

Federations’s Federal Bcstg. Corp., whose board of gov-

ernors is slated to meet later this month on the subject. <

Other applicants for the channel are Rhodesia TV Ltd.,

dominated by the big Philips of Netherlands electronics i

combine, and P. Holender, a Ndola businessman represent-

ing “overseas financial interests.”

ki
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Option Time Change: abc-tv’s option time will be

moved up to 8-11 p.m. EDT (instead of 7:30-10:30 p.m.)

effective immediately with all new & renewal affiliation

contracts, station relations v.p. Julius Barnathan told us

last week. The complete changeover for all ABC-TV affil-

iates from 7:30-10:30 (99 primary, 131 secondary) will

take 2 years to accomplish, Barnathan said.

The obvious reasoning behind the move, as another

network spokesman put it, is that straddling of option

time “may be causing ABC a loss of revenue.” The 7:30-

8 p.m. time slot, which will technically be a station option

period, is “extremely sellable” at the network level (due

mainly to 60-min. series which start at 7:30 p.m.) and ABC-
TV has also discovered that affiliates shy away from

10:30-11 p.m. network service. By moving the commitment

time forward, the netwoi’k would in effect increase its over-

all option time.

CBS-TV & NBC-TV have no plans to change their

present nighttime network option agreements. CBS-TV’s

option time is 8-11 p.m., Mon., Wed. & Fri. and 7:30-10:30

p.m., Sat. & Sun. NBC-TV’s is from 7:30-10:30 p.m. Sun.-

Sat. Both networks, however, have several shows (Desibi

Playhouse, Andy Williams Show, Masquerade Party, U.S.

Steel Hour, Playhouse 90, Jackpot Bowling, What’s My
Line, plus specials) that spill over into the 10:30 p.m. seg-

ment throughout the week.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV
Lone Ranger, Sun., 5:30-6 p.m., 13 alt. wks. plus 2 15- min.

segs. of the daily action strip, 5:30-6 p.m.
Sweets Co. of America (Henry Eisen Ag-
ency)

Pre-Christmas daytime participations, 15-min. segs., no
programs specified.

Paper Novelty Co. (Zlow Co.)

Bing Crosby Golf Tournament, Jan. 24.

Oldsmobile (D. P. Brother)

Sugarfoot, Bronco, min. participations, in short term pre-
Christmas push.
North American Philips (LaRoche)

Wed. 8-8:30 p.m. time period, starting Sept. 30. Program
not yet decided upon. Beat the Clock is

among programs being considered.
Mogen David Wine Corp. (Weiss)

Jubilee U.S.A., Sat. 10-11 p.m., eflf. Oct. 3. Participations,
52-wk. contract.
Massey-Ferguson (Needham, Louis &
Brorby)

National Football League games, 4 pre-season grid contests
Aug. 21, Sept. 11, 13, 20.

Philip Morris (Burnett)
; Shell Oil (JWT)

;

Natl. Brewing (W. B. Donner)
; Hamm

Brewing (Campbell-Mithun)
;

Duquesne
Brewing (Maitland Assoc.)

;
Union Oil Co.

(Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauflf & Ryan)

CBS-TV
Miss America Preview Parade, Tues., Sept. 8, 8-8:30 p.m.

Maybelline Co. (Gordon Best)
Miss America Pageant, Sat., Sept. 12, 10 p.m.-12 mid.

Philco Corp. (BBDO)
Sky King, previously syndicated children’s series, set for

Sat. morning “children’s block.”
Nabisco (McCann-Erickson)

NBC-TV
Shubert’s Alley, special on Broadway, Nov. 13, 10-11 p.m.

Sinclair Oil (Morey, Humm & Warwick)
Three by One, Art Carney 90-min. special, date unsched-

uled. Half-sponsorship.
RCA (Kenyon & Eckhardt)

Stations

24-Hour TV Dwindling: Around-the-clock telecasting ap-

parently is longer on promise than performance, judging

by broadcasters who have attempted, then abandoned, 24-

hour-a-day service. In Binghamton, N.Y. last week, all-

night telecasting was halted by WNBF-TV after an 18-

months test. Since Feb. 10, 1958 (Vol. 14:7) its every-

night All Night Show had dispensed some 1700 feature

movies, more than 3000 news summaries, thousands of

public service announcements. “We have collected a large

amount of data from surveys & letters [some as far away
as Detroit] ,” reported George R. Dunham, gen. mgr. of the

Triangle Publications, Inc., station. “We now wish to make
a careful study of this information ... to review the ef-

fectiveness & value of this type of programming.”
Indications are that WNBF-TV will find that it has

been tapping a sizable late-late audience which, for occu-

pational reasons, is not otherwise available for TV view-

ing. But audience size is not the sole or, in some cases, even

the prime factor in the success or failure of all-night

telecasting. Other stations (Vol. 14:8, 12, 38) have pio-

neered: KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, WXEX-TV Petersburg-

Richmond, CKVR Barrie, Ont. (Canada’s first all-nighter),

WFIL-TV Philadelphia (another Triangle station)
, KSHO-

TV Las Vegas. Of these, only 2 still broadcast around-

the-clock: WFIL-TV (5 days a week, Tues.-Sat., since

Feb. 13, 1958) & KSHO-TV, which began operations in

May 1956 as a 24-hour station and now broadcasts the

full day Thurs. through Sun. To our knowledge, these are

the only current around-the-clock telecasters.

John Scheuer, PR & programming dir., radio & TV dir.,

Triangle Publications, Inc., points out that the success of

all-night telecasting must be measured as much by the

community goodwill it engenders, and the public service it

performs, as by its financial record. This theme is under-

scored by KSHO-TV operational dir. Paul Sperling, who
told us: “Nobody can get rich on all-night telecasting. Oui-

operation is successful and carries itself financially, but
bear in mind, however, that Las Vegas is a 24-hour town.

We view our operation in terms of community goodwill &
service to around-the-clock workers—and we get solid

audience response—particularly when we show a bad
movie. You can’t walk 10 feet down the street without
hearing about it.”

CKVR pioneered 24-hour telecasting in Canada in

March, 1958, abandoned it 6 months later. Pres. Ralph
Snelgrove told us that the station suspended its one-night

24-hour operation because it was impossible to measure
the audience accurately; because the station’s own survey

showed the audience so thinly spread that it could not

maintain advertisers’ interest; and because it was too

burdensome financially. There was another reason:

“Some parents have difficulty controlling their chil-

dren,” he said, “and the tykes would get up after their

parents went to bed, slip downstairs, and tune in our all-

night movies. As a result, they were fatigued & bleary-

eyed the next day, and we began to get petitions-to-cease

& protests from parents, PTAs and .similar groups.”

*

Triangle’s WFBG-TV & WFBG Altoona, Pa., opened
their new TV-radio center last week in the Commerce Park-

Blair County Industrial Development, Altoona. Promotional

ceremonies included an industrial development conference,

a “Partners in Progress Fair,” guided tours of the new
studios & offices. Those taking part included Pa. Secy, of

Commerce William R. Davlin & Dr. Edgar Dessen, dir.,

U.S. Chamber of Commerce.
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Business Soaring In LA.; For years, 3 or 4 of the 7 Los

Angeles stations made money, while the others barely got

by or wound up in the red. But today that pattern is chang-

ing, as all 7 stations report excellent business this summer
and buying for the fall proceeding at an unprecedented pace.

Station executives gave us varied—and undoubtedly valid

—

explanations for their boom. The city is unique with its

rapidly-expanding population, and its sprawling coverage

area extending from the Pacific to San Bernardino on the

east, north to Santa Barbara, and south to San Diego.

KTTV (Ch. 11), the Los Angeles Times’ independent

station, had a record second quarter, is enjoying its best

summer sales season, and sales for fall indicate that

season will be the most prosperous 3 months in the chan-

nel’s history, we were informed by pres. Dick Moore. The
upbeat is for both local & national sales. Moore views this

as a new awareness by national advertisers of the growing

importance of the Los Angeles market. (“One thousand

come in here every day from the East.”) He believes the

1957-58 recession benefited TV “because that’s when the

advertiser had to decide where he could spend his money
most usefully—and he found the answer in TV.”

The picture is much the same at KABC-TV (Ch. 7),

ABC outlet, where sales mgr. Elton Rule estimates busi-

ness is 30% ahead of last summer. He terms this the sta-

tion’s best year by far, and a 20% increase will appear in

its new rate card effective Sept. 15. For fall, prime-time

spots are virtually 100% sold out, B time 80%, C time for

late night hours 100%, and day C time 60%. “People are

buying spots 6 to 8 weeks in advance,” he comments.

KRCA (Ch. 4) v.p. Tom McCray reported the NBC
o&o’s business to be 50% above last year for the same
time, and sees fall orders coming in much earlier than

usual. “I think,” he opines, “it’s because of the nation’s

prosperous economy, as well as the growth of the city.”

KHJ-TV (Ch. 9) sales mgr. Howard Wheeler tells of

record summer business vsdth sales 25% over last summer.
Instead of the usual summer slump which begins in April

or May, there was just a slight fall-off the first of July.

Fall prospects are bright, with sponsors now buying Sept.

& Oct. spots. He believes the spurt in national spots to be

due in part to the booming network business, which is

causing many national advertisers to seek local buys.

KCOP (Ch. 13) sales mgr. John Hansen said business

is up 20% over last year, that fall orders are coming in

earlier than usual, and that he’s had to turn away some fall

business. The slight summer slump was not as pronounced

as usual, and orders are now coming in for Oct., an unpre-

cedentedly early start. The station is being sold to NAFI
Corp. (see story, adjoining column).

KTLA (Ch. 5), the Paramount-owned independent, also

is having a good summer, with business up 30% over last

year, we’re told by sales mgr. Bob Jones.

KNXT (Ch. 2), CBS 0-&-0, tells much the same story,

with summer business the best it’s been in 4 to 6 years, and

sales for the fall off to a good start.

“Video Tape Rate Card No. 1” has been issued by
NBC-owned WRCV-TV Philadelphia, which has 2 Ampex
color Videotape recorders. Divided into categories of 1, 3,

10, 15, 30 & 60 min., the card establishes rates for various

categories of recording activities. For example, for record-

ing a 30-min. program, there is a $180 recording charge

(one machine only), which includes one hour of rehearsal

time. For making a 30-min. reference recording, there’s a

$90 charge; duplicate prints $144 each; tape stock $200;

playback charge $50 each; editing, $50 for first hour, $30
each additional hour; tape screening, $25 per half hour.
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Los Angeles’s KCOP Sold: NAFI Corp., the automotive
,

upholstery and carpet company which has been diversify-

ing into broadcasting through acquisition of West Coast
stations, last week signed a stock deal in which it will

acquire the obligations of Los Angeles independent KCOP
(Ch. 13), subject to FCC approval, in a transaction involv-

ing a little more than $5 million.

The sale was negotiated by KCOP pres. Kenyon
Brown, who heads NAFI’s bcstg. div. Brown will remain
as pres, of the independent, and Bing Crosby remains
chairman. Crosby, Brown and their associates, George
Coleman and Joseph Thomas, receive 44,000 shares of

NAFI stock with an approximate market value of just

under $1 million. However, the total consideration involved

is above the $5-million mark because of the obligations

NAFI will assume. The Crosby-Brown group bought KCOP
in 1957 for $4 million (Vol. 13:16, 22) from Copley Press,

which paid $1,375,000 for it in 1953 (Vol. 9:46, 49, 62).

The KCOP deal will give NAFI 2 Coast TV stations

and one radio station. It previously bought KPTV Port- ^

land (for $3.8 million) and radio KOBY San Francisco, o

Brown had bought KOBY but assigned it to NAFI for $1.2 ;

million. Included in the KCOP deal is the station’s syndi- i

cated film div. and financing of telefilms. The 4 previous «

KCOP owners will control about 10% of NAFI’s stock.

Love Those Commercials: Encouraged by a good ARB /j

rating & mail reaction, KTTV pres. Dick Moore may con- >i

tinue his Cavalcade of Spots beyond the 13 weeks originally d

contemplated, he informed us last week. The unique show, fi

consisting entirely of commercials, debuted on July 11.

While the Los Angeles independent did not take a i

rating, ARB discloses the show to have run second in the A
7-station Los Angeles market. Slotted at 6:30 p.m. Sat., I
Cavalcade posted 3.8 vs. front-runner Lawrence Welk, who |

got 18.5 on ABC. Third was KNXT (CBS) with 2.9 for a ^

movie; NBC’s KRCA came 4th with 2.6 for African Patrol. »j

Movies on the other independent channels drew 1.2 for

KTLA and a tie of 0.6 for KHJ-TV and KCOP. [It should u

be noted that the rating coincided with the show’s debut— 4

which could have attracted some infiated curiosity viewer- t

ship—or could have been the conservative beginning of a I

steady audience build-up.]

“Most of those writing in say they like our show, they i

want more, and some want it to be an hour long,” Moore ^

told us. But the series, if renewed, will continue in the I

30-min. format. The main problem, he adds, is that I

Screen Actors Guild has refused to grant the station a i

waiver for re-use fees, so that sponsors must pay these
|

although there are no time charges. Sponsors understand- i

ably see no point in these expenditures when they have no i

product distribution in Southern Cal. SAG’s spot rate for
)

class B time is $125 per actor for 13 weeks unlimited use— (

but with 8 actors in the commercial, the cost goes to $1000. j

Some agencies notify KTTV of the time limit in which the
|

commercial must be used to avoid extra payment.
Sponsor reaction varies, of course. Amoco, which sells

j

only in the East, okayed use of its commercial despite the i

rerun payment situation. But another advertiser refused j

permission to use its prize-winning commercial because it I

didn’t want to pay almost $900 to actors for a one-time

screening. Some of the commercials used on the show have

production budgets of $16,000.

RCA shipped 25-kw Ch. 9 transmitter Aug. 10 anc 1

superturnstile antenna Aug. 12 to WAFB-TV (Ch. 28) I

Baton Rouge, which holds temporary authorization to op-
|

erate on Ch. 9 there.
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Floating radio audience numbering into the millions

has been spotlighted by RAB in a survey which establishes

“for the first time” that 70.1% of the nation’s more than

7 million pleasure boats are radio-equipped, that listening-

afloat ranges to more than 20 hours weekly, that offshore

listenership is multiple, with some 77% of those surveyed

reporting they usually sail with 3 to 5 persons. Says RAB:
“It’s clear that listening aboard pleasure boats represents

an important part of the total radio audience, though it’s

rarely been considered by advertisers, never been counted

in most ratings.” Approximately 77% of the radio-equipped

craft carry portables, including many which also have

huilt-in equipment. Still in a marine & playtime mood,

RAB last week also issued survey results to show that 4

out of 10 summer outdoor groups have portable radios with

them at beaches, parks and picnic areas in 10 major

markets. At the time of the interviews 75.3% of the radios

were tuned in, with each group averaging 4.2 people.

WABC-'TV N.Y. reports record-high 2nd quarter earn-

' ings, with profits up 13% over the 1958 quarter, and sub-

stantial nighttime audience gains: up 24% during 7:30-

10:30 p.m. prime time. Station v.p. & gen. mgr. Joseph

‘ Stamler pointed out that: “This is the 2nd consecutive

j

quarter in which we have topped all-time records. This

1 latest profit success is especially significant in light of the

I

fact that the 2nd-quarter of 1958, our previous all-time

i
high, showed 63% profit increase o\er that period in 1957.”

Seeking to prevent temporary use of Baton Rouge’s

I

I new Ch. 9 by WAFB-TV (Vol. 15:30), radio WIBR ap-

pealed for a stay of the grant in the Court of Appeals for

D.C. last week. Alleging FCC’s grant was “arbitrary &
, 1

;

capricious,” WIBR said that temporary operation by

(
j

WAFB-TV would cause “irreparable injury to the public &

,

any competing applicants.” Oral argument is slated Aug. 20.

* Allocation petition filed by KTWO-TV (Ch, 2) Casper,

Wyo. for assignment of Ch. 6 from Casper to Lander, Wyo.
“ in place of Ch. 17 now allocated there, cites the demise of

•• KSPR-TV (Ch. 6) as proof of the inability of 2 stations to

survive in the Casper market (Vol. 15:30). KTWO-TV be-

-jj
lieves it could provide needed service to the Lander area if

•[ the unused channel were to be assigned there.

t Consolidated Sun Ray Inc., retail drug & variety chain

3 . which owns radios WREN Philadelphia, WALT Tampa &
WSAI Cincinnati, has acquired Williams Electronics Mfg.

Co., Chicago maker of electric & electronic amusements,

J,)';
vending machines & recorders, and Vita-Safe Corp., N.Y.

jgj
i vitamin product producer.

^
! Identification of WLOS-TV (Ch. 13) Asheville, N.C.

! with Greenville & Spartanburg, authorized recently by FCC,
: continues after last month’s action by the Commission turn-

^ ing down the objections of WFBC-TV (Ch. 4) Greenville.

Comrs. Lee & Ford dissented; Comr. Bartley abstained.

I

RCA’s largest non-network TV buy will be one-third

sfti sponsorship of Great Music from Chicago, WGN-TV’s 26-

j4(
‘ week Sun. 7-8 p.m. series starting Oct. 18, featuring the

[liS Chicago Symphony, operas, popular music and jazz.

iss’S
*

^ WNDU-TV (Ch. 16) South Bend, Ind., Notre Dame
U.’s TV outlet, is scheduled to receive 2 Ampex Videotape
recorders this month.

Lester W. Lindow, Assn, of Maximum Service Tele-

casters exec, dir., is one of the principals of Grelin Bcstg.

Ii_;
Inc., purchasers of radio WWOL Buffalo for !f250,000 from

jfi:
owner Leon Wyszatycki.

Auxiliary Services

TELEMETER’S TORONTO TRIAL: Paramount-controlled

Famous Players Canadian Corp, will have the active

cooperation of Bell Telephone Co. in a mid-winter test

of Telemeter pay-TV in a Toronto suburb. That’s the

gist of an agreement announced last week that calls for

Bell to provide 84 miles of cable to feed pay-as-you-look

movies, sports and highbrow entertainment to 5000

homes in suburban Etobicoke from studios Famous
Players intends to build in metropolitan Toronto.

The first full-scale test of the coin-box Telemeter

system will have an immediate potential of 13,000 Etobi-

coke households, and can be expanded to serve 40,000 homes
in Toronto, Telemeter says. This is essentially the same
target announced by Telemeter in June (Vol. 15:25), with

the main difference being the Bell participation in the plan.

With many details still to be worked out. Inti. Tele-

meter’s N.Y. headquarters was understandably vague to

us about details of the test. No dates have been announced
for (1) cable installations, (2) completion of studios, (3)

commencement of service. But at week’s end. Famous
Players was moving on another Toronto front, reportedly

planning to file an application for Ch. 5 and thus joining

12 other applicants including Standard Radio Ltd, (radio

CFRB Toi'onto). Although Telemeter has been granted an
FCC green light for an on-the-air test of its pay-TV sys-

tem in the U.S., it has gone on record as stating that a

closed-circuit test is “more economic.”

TelePrompTer isn’t counted out on a closed-circuit

Patterson-Johansson return match this fall, and is holding

a contract for such a bout with Patterson Enterprises, a

spokesman for pres. Irving Kahn told us in N.Y. last week.

Earlier in the week, Johansson himself had stated in Stock-

holm that he believed he was “not tied to the Rosensohn
enterprises” and that he hoped that TV & other ancillary

rights would be “offered on the open market.” The running

dispute between the various parties involved in the June 26

fight promotion (Vol. 15:32) is by no means settled.

TV property rights suit filed by Salt Lake City sta-

tions against Twin Falls (Ida.) CATV operator W. L. Rei-

her’s plan to bring in their signals via microwave (Vol.

15:18, 20) should be dismissed because it makes no legally

valid claims, Reiher said last week. Challenging specific

allegations in the suit that his proposed expansion of the

CATV system would deprive them of program property,

Reiher told U.S. Dist. Court in Boise that the case ought
to be tossed out. Moreover, he said, the plaintiffs should

pay his legal expenses for contesting it. Reiher’s defense

in the landmark-CATV case is being directed by gen. coun-

sel E. Stratford Smith, National Community TV Assn.

Bing Crosby & Phil Harris are v.p.’s of new CATV
system in Rancho Mirage, Cal., according to Charles

Trimble, pres, of Cable System Inc. The system has 200

subscribers & a potential of 2500. The town is located be-

tween Palm Springs & Indio. Trimble recently sold his

interest in a system in Oceanlake, Ore.

Fire destroyed offices of Edward E. Stout’s TV Micro-

wave & Cable Co. in Shelby, Mont., but he was able to save

business records from the flames, which swept most of one
block. CATV service to 400 subscribers was not disrupted.

New CATV brochure explaining how the community
service is financed & operates is available from Community
TV Systems of Wyo. Inc., 451 S. Durbin, Casper, Wyo.
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Foreign

Britain’s TV Surge: Quietly but progressively, Britain is

advancing steadily all along the TV home front. Recent

bulletins from & about Britain’s burgeoning TV empire

clearly reflect profits, expansion, success:

Britain’s profitable TV picture is clearly reflected by

the Independent TV Authority’s repayment on July 30—

5

years ahead of schedule—of all the money it owed the

govt.—$1,013,112. Established July 30, 1954 by the TV
Act which authorized commercial TV, ITA, as its governing-

body, was permitted to borrow a maximum of $5.6 million.

Further reflecting commercial TV’s gains in Britain, pro-

gram producer Associated-Rediffusion recently announced

record profits of $19.6 million for the year ended April 30.

ATV also scored record profits, reaching nearly $15 million

(pre-tax) for the year ended April 30, compared with

1958’s pre-tax profit of slightly more than $10 million.

Associated British Picture Corp. revealed that its A.B.C.

TV operation racked up a healthy $8.5 million profit.

However, not all is serene on British TV screens. Comment-
ing on commercial TV’s success, the London Evening

Standard attributed it to American shows, complained

that “not only are there too many imported programs on

the home screen, but our homebred programs are becoming

more & more influenced by America.” (The top 10 TV
shows in Britain for the week ending Aug. 2 appeared to

be British-made, except Wagon Train in the No. 1 spot.)

BBC’s revenues will jump by some $3 million this year,

the result of a decision of the Royal Treasury to reduce its

share of British TV-radio receiver license fees from 12V^%
to 7%%. The budget increase for BBC, which has been

falling behind in its TV rating joust with commercial

British TV, is said to have been won after BBC officials

protested that the extra revenue was sorely needed to

expand station facilities & programming.

England’s independent TV industry exports far more,

dollarwise, than it imports. Executive Council of Independ-

ent TV Companies Assn, chairman Paul Adorian an-

nounced at the recent annual meeting. He called for addi-

tional support to increase the ratio and noted that the in-

dependent TV companies this year “will pay to the national

exchequer something in the region of $25.2 million in di-

rect taxation—more than the Chancellor’s annual excise

revenue from TV licenses, of which ITV, of course, receives

no part.” Later, in an interview in Britain’s Television

Today, Adorian added that while sales of British TV films

to the U.S. “have met with outstanding success, it is

equally true that some filmed series haven’t been sold,

but this is because they haven’t been good enough. The day

has gone when America will buy anything & everything.”

British movie industry—as represented by the “Big 4”

associations of producers & exhibitors—has tentatively de-

cided on the if-you-can’t-lick-’em-join-’em approach to TV.

Against a background of halved theater-attendance since

1952, the industry has set up a committee to investigate a

mass cinema-industry entry into TV when the govt, gives

the green light for a 2nd string of commercial stations.

Sponsorship of Canadian TV shows by British firms will

be facilitated by newly formed Atlantic Trade Associates

Ltd., a London group which. Variety reports, will operate

as a non-profit servicing & liaison organization. ATA re-

portedly has 15 large export companies interested and is

moving to get them prime-time Canadian live TV shows
collectively & individually.

British TV rates will rise this fall, with commercial
program contractor A.B.C. increasing 10%, Granada 8%.

Programming

More Network News Plans: The bumper fall crop of spon-

sors lined up for network news specials (Vol. 15:27) was
causing network news operations to add personnel, expand
into new units, and broaden overall plans last week.

CBS News formed a second special 7-man news show
unit “to meet the demands of an expanded schedule of in-

formational programming,” as CBS news dir. John F. Day
put it. Av Westin, who has been associate producer-dir.

of CBS’s original special show unit, will head the new
production team and will work on CBS Reports projects.

CBS News plans “not less than 7 & as many as 20”

prime hours of public affairs programs for 1959-60, high-

lighted by the CBS Reports Bell & Howell-B. F. Goodrich-

sponsored series which debuts Oct. 27, and supplemented
by about 10 hours of Winter Olympics (see story below)

and 1960 conventions coverage.

NBC News told us it had “ambitious plans for the

new season,” but no additional units have been added as

yet, although a 10% increase in personnel, as well as the

appointment of a third producer, in addition to Reuven
Frank & Chet Hagen, is planned. An estimated 7 to 10

purely news specials are being considered by NBC News.
NBC Special Projects dir., Don Hyatt, who reports to

NBC program dept., indicated to us that “if current sales

prospects in previously announced specials materialize by

month’s end, our present staff of 25 might be doubled or

even tripled.” Sponsor interest, Hyatt told us, is running

to groups of 10 to 12 programs, instead of previous buy-

ing patterns of 5 to 6 shows. Meanwhile 3 programs of

the Project 20 series (Hyatt is producer-dir.) will be slotted

in the Sun. Showcase hour. i

“For the first time in NBC News history,” Hyatt told
(

us, “agencies & sponsors are spirited in their interest in

Project 20. We feel this is an extremely healthy attitude,”

he said. NBC Special Projects currently plans 15 to 25

hours of programming for the upcoming season, supple-

menting documentary programming of the regular NBC
news department.

ABC recently created a department, as yet unnamed,

to produce “spur of the moment” news documentaries with

news v.p. John Daly in charge. When such a program (the

Aug. 10 “Khrushchev to Visit the U.S.” is a good example)

is scheduled, services of regular news dept, personnel are

tapped. Meanwhile, newsman Tom Velotta has been

brought to N.Y. from the network’s Coast office to head

special events programming. At least 8 hours of prime

evening specials are planned for the fall with the possi-

bility of 6 more hours, including the 1960 conventions.

* * *

About 10 snow-filled hours of Winter Olympics cover-

age will be offered this fall by CBS-TV to sponsors seek- '

ing network special events shows, CBS news v.p. & gen.
i

mgr. Sig Mickelson told us last week. He doesn’t know yet

how much rights, line charges, crew and other costs will

be, but estimates that “about $500,000” should pay for the

package (exclusive of network time) on the basis of day- i

time sports coverage only. If CBS-TV decides to include
|

nighttime entertainment specials built around guest stars ;

attending the Olympics, the price will go higher. Starting )

date for the Winter Olympics is Feb. 18, which will run

for 10 days. CBS also holds the Summer Olympics rights, i

* * * ’

Half of NBC’s new nighttime schedule will, of course, |

be “new” shows, and not “news” shows, as was errone- t

ously chronicled (Vol. 15:32, p. 9) by a superfluous s. .
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Personals: Omar Elder Jr., former asst. gen. counsel,
named ABC-TV gen. counsel in a division of functions of
ABC’s legal dept., in which Charles Debare becomes gen.
counsel for ABC radio and o&o TV & radio stations; Mort-
imer Weinbach continues as ABC v.p.-gen. counsel and
AB-PT asst. secy.

John J. (Chick) Kelly, ex-Westinghouse Bcstg. Corp.
asst, ad & sales prom, mgr., named ad & sales prom, dir.,

Storer Bcstg. Corp., headquartering in Miami.
Sam Zelman named special asst, to the dir. of CBS

News; he’ll direct coverage plans for the 1960 Presidential
elections and conventions . . . O. P. (Bob) Bobbitt, KTBC-
TV & KTBC Austin gen. sales mgr., named sales v.p. of
the parent LBJ Co., assuming charge of sales for KRGV-
TV & KRGV Weslaco, Tex., as well as KTBC. T. Marshall
Weaver promoted to sales mgr. of KRGV-TV.

Saul Rosenzweig named TV sales v.p., Skyway Bcstg.
Co., continuing as gen. sales mgr. of Skyway’s WLOS-TV
Asheville-Greenville-Spartanburg . . . Ted O’Connell pro-
moted from account exec., CBS-TV Spot Sales N.Y. office,

to midwestern sales mgr., headquartering in Chicago.
Rene Morrell, former feature writer and commentator

for NATO Information Service, named asst. European
news bureau chief, Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.; Gordon Davis
named gen. mgr., WBC’s radio WIND Chicago, succeeded
as radio KYW Cleveland gen. mgr., by Carl W. Vandagrift,
ex-WOWO Ft. Wayne, Ind., gen. mgr., who is replaced at

WOWO by Edward Wallis, ex-KYW sales mgr.
J. W. (Bill) Slates, former mgr., KFSA-TV Ft. Smith,

Ark., named mgr. of KNAC-TV Ft. Smith, succeeding
Harry Huey, interim mgr. since Jan. . . . Robert C. Fransen
named sales mgr., WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul; Robert
J. Reardon appointed regional sales mgr., succeeding

James R. Hoel, resigned . . . Lewis R. Click promoted from
asst, auditor to comptroller, WSAZ Inc. (WSAZ-TV &
WSAZ Huntington, W.Va., radio WKAZ Charleston, W.Va.)

Harold R. (Bud) Meier promoted to news chief of

KSTP-TV St. Paul-Minneapolis, replacing Julian Hoshal
who joined U. of Minn, faculty . . . Roger Clipp, v.p.,

radio & TV div. of Triangle Publications, Inc., named Broad-

cast Pioneer Club v.p.

Obituary

Paul R. Weeks, 50, former v.p. & original partner of

H-R Reps, died of a heart attack Aug. 13 in Harlingen,

Tex. He is survived by a son & daughter.

Carl Tinnon, KTVI St. Louis operations mgr. & film

buyer, died in an automobile accident Aug. 12. He is sur-

vived by his wife and 3 daughters.

Advertising

Crowding Up the Open Spaces: The preponderance of

Westerns due next season means that at least 9 will be

competing with each other for viewer attention. The same,

to lesser degree, will be true of comedies (4) & private

eyes (2). The situation will be not unlike the season just

past. Our check of programming throughout the week in

a typical 3-station market last winter revealed almost ex-

actly the same number of category competitions—plus an
additional pair of private eyes.

According to present network schedules, the Westerns
will begin their rivalry on Mon. nights, when The Texan
comes on CBS at 8 p.m., in the middle of the 60-min.

Cheyenne (ABC). On Tues. Laramie (NBC, 7:30-8:30

p.m.) will be opposite the alternating Sugarfoot & Bronco
series on ABC. On Fri. Rawhide (CBS, 7:30-8:30 p.m.)

will confront ABC’s Walt Disney Presents, which fre-

quently presents Western episodes. The same evening at

8:30 p.m.. Hotel de Paree (CBS) will face ABC’s The
Man From Blackhawk. Because the most ardent Western
fan must restrict himself to one series at a time, the trade

will be watching the competition with interest.

Among comedies, Dobie Gillis, the new 20th-Fox TV
series, will be on CBS at 8:30 p.m. Tues., opposite (new
to TV) Fibber McGee & Molly, on NBC. And, at 8 p.m.

Thurs., the new Betty Hutton series, Goldie (CBS), will

be opposite ABC’s Donna Reed Show, entering its second

season. The private-eye clash will be NBC’s hot Peter

Gunn (9 p.m., Mon.) vs. Warner Bros.’ new 60-min.

Bourbon Street Beat (ABC, 8:30-9:30).

The 28 Westerns will be evenly distributed through
the week, with Sun., Fri., and Sat. getting 5 apiece. Of the

19 comedies, there will be 6 Mon., 5 Thurs.

Advertising People: George S. Burrows promoted from
a media supervisor to media dir., N. W. Ayer . . . Melvin

E. Smith appointed senior v.p., Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan; Robert Ferguson, Frank McMahon, James T. Van-
diveer, Donald G. Cutler, named v.p.’s . . . Emile Frisard,

ex-Compton Adv. v.p.-creative dir., appointed a senior v.p.

& copy dir., Lennen & Newell . . . Townsend Griffin, Benton

& Bowles v.p. & member of the plans board, named resi-

dent dir. of subsidiary Lambe & Robinson-Benton & Bowles

Ltd., London, succeeding George Beaumont, who will move
to affiliate agency, Borland of Paris and Brussels.

J. Clarke Mattimore, Kenyon & Eckhardt v.p., will

direct a new K&E sales development & promotion div.;

Paul L. Bradley named planning dir. . . . Robert Pliskin,

ex-McCann-Erickson, named v.p. in charge of art; Alfred

Goldman, ex-Reach McClinton, appointed v.p. & associate

creative dir.; Jean Brown, ex-Grey Adv., named v.p. &
creative supervisor, Benton & Bowles . . . Daniel J. Mc-
Cauley promoted to FTC gen. counsel.

In Other Media: Magazine ad rates & circulation guar-

antees continue to rise, with no less than 10 major publi-

cations giving notice in the past few weeks of forth-

coming increases . . . Curtis Publishing’s first-half 1959

earnings increased slightly to $1,902,745 (30^ per share)

compared with $1,806,532 (27^) for Jan.-June 1958. During

the half, ad revenue increased 4.8% for SatEvePost (down

8.9% in lineage), 19% for Ladies Home Journal (lineage

up 7.5%), and 2.9% for Holiday (lineage up 2.6%) . . .

Macfadden Publications net profit increased sharply to

$346,053 in the 6 months ended June 30, from the $237,098

of the comparable 1968 period.
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Falling (for TV) Stars: Huge talent fees for specials this

season (as much as $100,000 asked for Ingrid Bergman or

Elvis Presley; $25-$50,000 for appearances of lesser-star

draws) are causing shrinkage in the roster of TV hold-

outs. Miss Bergman will star in an adaptation of Henry

James’ “Turn of the Screw” for Hubbell Robinson’s NBC
lineup of Ford Specials. Seldom-seen (on TV) Rock

Hudson has been signed to host Revlon’s opening 90-

min. special (CBS-TV Oct. 8), with Tallulah Bankhead

& Sammy Davis Jr., among the guests. The William

Morris agency is discussing with Revlon a “sales personal-

ity” contract that will bring Marlene Dietrich to TV as

a sort of sultry Betty Furness. And 2 of TV’s top hold-

outs, Marilyn Monroe & Marlon Brando, are now expected

to be delivered, as promised months ago by MCA, for the

Oct. Wonderful World of Entertainment opener of the

Ford specials (NBC-TV). Still “not available” for TV:
Clark Gable, William Holden, Cary Grant, Greta Garbo.

* * *

Biggest crop of TV specials due to pre-empt network

shows on a one-shot basis will be agency-handled this

season through BBDO, by network count. Led by Du Font’s

9-show lineup of Show of the Month specials, there’ll be a

total of 39 such BBDO-supervised shows bumping regular

series on NBC-TV and CBS-TV. J. Walter Thompson,

with 39 specials for Ford alone, has a higher total count

than BBDO on network specials, but most of JWT’s are in

scheduled time periods not involving pre-emptions.

* * *

General Motors is seeking a “super-super special” for

early Oct. to be used as TV keystone for the kickoff of the

auto maker’s line of 1960 models, including the new “com-

pact” cars, GM agency sources in N.Y. told us. GM’s

problem, they admitted, is that “there are so many spe-

cials scheduled this season we’ve got to out-special every-

thing in sight.” Currently under discussion are several

names not slated for more routine specials, of which the

favorite, at a blockbuster price, is Danny Kaye, who’s

hitherto not been seen in live TV. Originally, GM had

planned “An Evening with Lerner & Loewe,” which blew

up when performance rights couldn’t be cleared.

New TvB pocket-piece, mailed last week, is a handy,

fold-open version of Advertising Age's list of the media

spendings of 1958’s top 100 national advertisers (Vol.

15:24). It spotlights the gross volumes in print media,

outdoor, spot radio, spot & network TV. The TV spending,

however, refers only to gross time and does not include

production costs which would run TV expenditures con-

siderably higher—and give them even more domination of

the picture than they have now. Over-printed on the chart

in red is a bar graph showing percentage of ad budget

allocated to TV time. TvB points out that 65 of the top 100

considered TV their basic medium, investing more money in

TV than in any other ad effort; that nearly half (49.4%) of

1958’s ad spending went to TV. Gains & losses for all media

in 1957-58 comparisons are compiled in the TvB mailer.

ARB will lose its last network flagship subscriber for

N.Y. at the end of this month, Arbitron reports, leaving the

“instant ratings” service 3 N.Y. station subscribers (WOR-
TV, WNEW-TV & WPIX) and ARB’s agency clients.

WCBS-TV’s Arbitron cancellation last week will cut the

research firm’s monthly income by about $6000. WRCA-TV
dropped Arbitron last spring, and WABC-TV cancelled its

subscription at the end of last year. The 7-market Arbitron

reports now serve NBC-TV and 10 agencies.

Film & Tape

TV Goes Bigtime at 20th: A visitor to 20th-Fox’s huge
Westwood studios these days must be impressed by the

TV-film operation as compared to its status a year ago.

Until this season, when it placed ex-Playhouse 90 pro-

ducer Martin Manulis in charge of TV production, 20th

had sputtered unimpressively along in TV.

This studio’s new-era shows won’t be seen until fall,

so we took an advance behind-the-scenes look to find that

20th seems to have gone all out for maximum impact in

TV. To an old Hollywood hand, production here resembles

movie-making more than TV shooting. Expensive, realistic

sets and costly production are going into the two 60-min.

series. Adventures in Paradise & 5 Fingers. The budget
for each show runs around $100,000, with an 8-day shoot-

ing schedule. A 3rd network series, the 30-min. Dobie

Gillis (being filmed at 20th Fox’s Western studio)
,
is using

top talent in writer-creator Max Shulman and producer-

director Rod Amateau. Twentieth also has in production 2

30-min. series for NTA—How to Marry a Millionaire &
Man Without a Gun. Also, NBC has an option on a 30-

min. anthology series. Whodunit, and CBS holds an option

on the 60-min. New Frontier series.

The Paradise set, on the backlot at 20th, is a re-

markably accurate facsimile of James Michener’s Hawaiian
locale. (Michener, we were told, had advised that it would
be more practical to film the series here than in Hawaii.)

Five Fingers, a suspense show with European locales, pro-

duced by Herbert Bayard Swope, Jr., and starring David
Hedison & Luciana Paluzzi, was originally filmed as a

30-min. pilot but has been expanded to 60.

Rumbles at Republic: Republic Pictures, recently ac-

quired by L.A. financier Victor Carter, last week took 2

seemingly contradictory steps. It folded its TV production

subsidiary. Studio City Productions, and it began to expand
the sales staff of its other TV subsidiary, Hollywood Tele-

vision Service. Actually the moves were elements of a pat-

tern (Vol. 15:30) that might reactivate TV-film produc-

tion at Republic. Studio City Productions had been inactive

& on the “unfair” lists of Hollywood talent gruilds because

Republic’s former pres. Herbert J. Yates had sold his post-

1958 movies to TV without making payments to guild

members. It’s likely now that Carter will achieve new TV
production by financing independents, who will be told to

follow guild regulations to the letter. Chief casualty of

the Studio City Productions folding: Morton Scott, pres,

for the past 8 years.

Don Fedderson Productions has signed Cliff Arquette

(“Charlie Weaver”) to a 3-year contract for a live comedy-

interview series. Fedderson was scheduled to video-tape

him in a 30-min. pilot in N.Y. last weekend with Zsa Zsa

Gabor & Terry Huntington (U.S. entry in the recent “Miss

Universe” contest). The pilot was made, said Fedderson, “in

the full knowledge that network nighttime slots are vir-

tually sold out for next season.” But he added “when you

have a good show, program time can always be arranged.”

Tape will improve the “fi” of TV commercials, as com-

pared with other production techniques, believes Jim Ellis,

pres, of Plandome Productions, N.Y. firm specializing in

creating music backgrounds for TV selling. Ellis cites the

improved audio frequency response of video tape (a high

end of 12,000 cps as compared with film’s usual 7500 cps)

as adding “substantial tonal fidelity to TV music.”
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TV SALARIES TRAIL MOVIES: Despite the tremendous

growth in TV, salaries of TV stars today are far less

than those of movie stars. For the obvious reason that

it has a paid boxolRce with a global market, the movie

industry can and does pay astronomical salaries which

TV can’t touch.

While TV points to its participation and residuals as

factors increasing a star’s salary, the participation deal

is not a stranger to the movies. Quite the opposite. In

fact, for his participation in The Bridge on the River

Kwai, William Holden will receive an estimated $2.5 mil-

lion—a record figure for any star. Marlon Brando, it’s re-

ported, is receiving $1 million for starring in The Fugi-

tive Kind. For co-starring in The Horse Soldiers, Holden

& John Wayne each get $750,000 plus 20% of the profits.

While it might be argued that Brando, Holden and

Wayne are the top-echelon stars in Hollywood, the huge

differential in pay exists in lower echelons also. For ex-

ample, Fabian, the teen-age singing idol, is reported get-

ting $35,000 for his first movie at 20th-Fox. While he has

nowhere near the eminence of top TV stars, his salary

for that one picture is equal to or more than the pay of

many a top TV star for an entire series.

Maverick star James Garner who started at less than

$200 a week 3 years ago, will receive about $100,000 from
Warner Bros, for working in the ABC series and movies

this coming season. His “brother,” Jack Kelly, gets $30-

35,000 for the year. Edd Byrnes, the young star of 77 Sun-

Strip, also a WB series, got around $15,000 his first year

on his show, we’re told. (Warner Bros, stars have no par-

ticipation deals in their series—^just the customary Screen-

Actors Guild residuals.)

TV salaries aren’t always simple deals. They can

best be broken down in 3 categories: deals in which stars

own their shows & production companies, the straight-

salary deal such as exists at WB, and guest spots.

Undoubtedly the best TV income deal is that in which

a star has his own production company, and can eventually

sell his films on a capital-gain deal. There are quite a few
star production-company-owners. However, these deals are

often partnerships and the star does not receive all of

the profits. An example is Dragnet, which starred Jack

Webb. After having the top-rated series for 5 years, Webb
and his partners sold the show to MCA for $5 million.

Webb got $2.5 million of this; partners Mike Meshekoff

and Stanley Meyer each received $1,250,000. That’s a
tidy sum by any standards, but still doesn’t approach the

zenith of movie star income. Nonetheless, this is the best

type of money deal for a TV star—as attested by I Love
Lucy, which Desi & Lucille parlayed into a TV empire.

This year, for example, Dennis O’Keefe will receive

approximately $100,000 plus 25% ownership of The Dennis
O'Keefe Show, for starring in 39 of the comedy series.

Peter Lawford is an excellent example of TV’s modus
operand!, not with his recent The Thin Man, in which he

owns 25%, but with Dear Phoebe, a comedy series he made
4 years ago. Lawford and producer-partner Alex Gottlieb

each invested $12,500 to bankroll the pilot of the series,

which found a network sponsor and was lopped off after

one year. However, reruns of the series were leased to

NBC which stripped them for daytime use, and Lawford,
who owned 51%, recently bought out Gottlieb and other

partners to gain 100% ownership of the negatives. Lawford
is releasing the reruns abroad, but withholding them in the

U.S. in order not to conflict with reruns of Thin Man.
When we asked him how much he had netted on the entire

Dear Phoebe deal thus far, he cagily ducked a flat answer.

replied instead that the series was “extremely profitable.”

In a special category is the I’ash of TV specials, but

the high prices paid stars for these one-shots often in-

clude production costs & guest talent.

In the straight-salary category, even the better figures

don’t begin to touch movie salaries. Ward Bond reportedly

receives $5000 an episode for starring in Wagon Train;

Lloyd Nolan got $2500 an episode plus 25% ownership

on his SA 7 series; Will Hutchins drew $22-24,000 last

season for starring in Sugarfoot at Warner Bros. Ray-
mond Burr, star of CBS’s Perry Mason series, receives ap-

proximately $100,000 a year for starring in the 60-min.

show. His deal also calls for him to be paid a guaranteed

income for some years after the show ends production.

Top stars such as Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, Jerry

Lewis, Dean Martin and Bob Hope usually receive $200,-

000-250,000 a show, but must pay production costs from
this. They try to arrange reciprocal deals by guesting on

each other’s shows, a neat way of having a name guest

star and keeping costs down.
As for guest appearances and stars in anthology

shows, the pay varies depending on the situation, but by
movie standards it’s not good anywhere. TV’s top prestige

series, CBS’s Playhouse 90, has a salary ceiling of $10,000

and this involves about 2% weeks work, including re-

hearsals. U.S. Steel Hour has a $5000 top.

Highest film anthology price is paid on the 60-min.

Desilu Playhouse, with the top tab being $10,000 for 2

weeks’ work, and on the 30-min. GE Theatre, which will

pay up to $10,000 plus 100% ownership of the film for a
top star of the stature of Joan Crawford or Jimmy Stew-
art. (GE Theatre is produced by MCA’s Revue Produc-

tions, and when the stars sell these films to TV for re-

runs, MCA-TV Film Syndication handles such sales, thus

getting a piece of the income for handling distribution.)

Wagon Train's guest price is usually $5000 for a
star, but on occasion it may go to $7500. Last year Schlitz

Playhouse, a 30-min. series, had a $10,000 salary ceiling.

Highest guest prices last season were paid on the filmed

Playhouse 90’s, with stars receiving $25,000. However,
there are no plans to film any of this series next season.

Sometimes additional inducements are offered. For
example, Desilu Playhouse sometimes offers, in addition

to salary, $1000 a run on reruns, and $10,000 in event the

telefilm is released to theaters abroad.

Other series guest-price tops include June Allyson

Theatre, $5000; Twilight Zone, $5000; Dick Powell’s Zane
Grey Theatre, $5000; Riverboat, $5500; Rawhide, $2500;
Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre, $5000.

Although the top guest price for live variety shows on

the coast is $10,000, larger prices are paid on N.Y.-orig-

inated specials, where June Allyson once got $50,000 for

a performance.

Tops on the live Dinah Shore Show is $10,000

(dropped from $12,500), and since reruns of a live show
are obviously limited, this puts a ceiling on the top stars

such a show can sign. Frank Sinatra, who normally would
draw much more than $10,000, appeared on Miss Shore’s

show twice, once for $10,000, the other time free as part

of a reciprocal deal.

Dizzily trying to meet salaries in a competitive field,

TV is also confronted by the fact many an important movie
star can't be lured on because the tax structure is such
that he might wind up paying his fee in taxes.

Agents grumble that the real problem in telefilm sal-

aries is not so much the money for stars, as the great drop
between a star’s salary and that of supporting players.

The latter can draw $250-$1500 a week—when they work.
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NEW YORK ROUNDUP

NTA-BBC co-production, The Third Man starring Mi-

chael Rennie, has junked plans to shoot additional 30-min.

film episodes in Britain because “presistent labor trouble

was adding 25% to the total cost.” With 3 episodes (out of

a planned 19) completed at British Lion studios, NTA will

shift production back to Hollywood, where 20 episodes have

already been done.

Ziv syndicated telefilms attract more than 4 times as

many supermarket chains & food product advertisers to-

day as compared to 3 years ago, sales mgr. Len Firestone

reports. Food sponsors represent 23% of Ziv’s total sales

(some 3000 food advertisers in more than 350 U.S.

markets) . Other industries accounting for major slices of

Ziv’s total tales are breweries (21%) and tobacco companies

(16%).

ITC’s Four Just Men has been sold in 74 markets “for

a gross of $1 million” since it went on the block 4 weeks

ago. Volkswagen (reflecting the import auto’s increasing

TV-awareness ;
see Vol. 15:31), Schaefer Beer, the Crosley

station group and Standard Oil of Texas have made

regional buys of the series. A 40-station line-up on CBC
also has been contracted.

ABC Films picked up 17 new stations for 26 Men in

the last 2 weeks. The series is now in 176 markets . . . Ziv’s

Bat Masterson will be launched as a comic strip character

in 125 newspapers Sept. 7 by Columbia Features. The

daily strip will parallel Masterson’s NBC-TV adventures.

Trans-Video Productions Ltd., of which ex-N.Y. TV
producer Robert Maxwell is production head, plans to shoot

26 telefilm episodes of National Velvet, based on the old

MGM movie, in Canada this season, using an all-Canadian

cast. No network or syndication deal has been made for the

series in the U.S., however.

NTA’s package of 160 newly-released 20th Century

Fox films has been bought for the CBS-TV 0-&-0 stations

in N.Y., Phila., L.A. and Chicago for a total purchase

price reportedly near $6 million. Further film activity at

0-&-0 WCBS-TV involves pre-emption of The Late Show

Aug. 29 by Schaefer Brewing Co. for the third fully-spon-

sored Shaefer Award Theatre. The local special film will

be “Arsenic & Old Lace,” with Cary Grant.

Rod Serling, who signed a 3-year contract with CBS-

TV last week, joins the list of top creative talent being

signed by the networks for next season’s “special” sprint.

NBC signed Robert Alan Aurthur last June for executive

producer duties on the Sunday Showcase series . . .

Joseph A. Brandt, TV film investment consultant and ex-

NTA controller, has opened offices at 250 W. 67th St., N.Y.

Robert M. Fisk, ex-ABC Films mgr. of film operations,

has joined Fremantle International, as a supervisor, Latin

American sales . . . Lloyd Burns, v.p. & gen. mgr. of Screen

Gems Ltd., Toronto, appointed v.p. in chg. of SG inter-

national operations . . . Walter Lowendahl, ex-Transfilm

executive, has joined Wilding Inc. as an exec, producer in

the N.Y. div.

Fremantle International has added Nigeria to its grow-

ing list of foreign markets buying American TV programs.

A telefilm package sold to Nigeria TV in Ibadan includes

Hopalony Cassidy, Animal Parade, and Movie Museum.

Philip Besser promoted from program dir. to produc-

tion coordinator (East), ITC; Herb Lazarus promoted

from sales planning mgr. to sales coordinator.

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Four Star’s June Allyson series had no trouble finding

a suitable lead for the hostess-star of the anthology show.

It signed her husband—Four Star pres. Dick Powell. His

appearance with her in an episode will be the first time

they will have been seen together in a picture in 10 years

. . . Lenwil Productions will produce Screen Gems’ Stakeout

in partnership with SG . . . George Draine Enterprises are

planning a new series. Assignment 7 Seas.

Phil Saltzman has been named story editor of 5 Fingers

at 20th-Fox TV . . . Patricia Smith, ex-Screen Gems, ITC,

is now story editor of NBC’s Bonanza series.

John B. Cron, ex-Screen Gems, named pres, of Great

American Publications’ new subsidiary set up to produce

TV film & tape programs . . . William Hillpot and Jack

Flax named v.p. for natl. sales and v.p. for syndication

sales respectively. Video International.

Producer Jack Chertok has the go-ahead from NBC to

produce the 60-min. pilot of Trace Hunter—a possible Jan.

starter on the network. Chertok’s now casting . . . ABC
Films will syndicate 39 episodes of Bandido, to be filmed by
Ron Gordon productions in Mexico.

Production combine of Arthur Gardner, Jules Levy
and Arnold Laven {Captain of Detectives, The Rifleman,

Tales of the Plainsmen), preparing 3 pilots

—

Lariat (West-

ern), Miss Penny (comedy). Attorney General (docu-

mentary) . The last-named may be 30- or 60-min., the others

are 30-min. Levy tells us the properties may be ready for

Jan. sales. Arthur N. Nadel, ex-McCann-Erickson, has

joined the company as associated prod.

Anthony Veillcr plans to produce a TV series. The
Adventures of Inspector Chafik of the Baghdad Police, in

London . . . 20th-Fox TV now has 64 writers scripting.

Merger negotiations between Screen Directors Guild

in Hollywood and Screen Directors International Guild will

resume in N.Y. in 2 weeks. “Complete agreement” has been

reached on some points, we were told by Joe Youngerman,
exec, director of SDG. In addition, SDG is close to a merger
with Radio & TV Directors Guild, which, if successfully

concluded, would he the first talent-group merger in TV.

Screen Gems is currently considering a list of potential

series for the 1960 season, we’re told by production v.p.

Harry Ackerman. A possible starter is the Writers Guild

of America West anthology, but until WGAW delivers 39

scrips in Sept.—as required by its contract—no decision

can be made on that property. Unsold pilots being groomed
for possible year-end sales are The Big Walk, The Bland-

ings and 60-min. The Fat Man.

Africa Corp. has been formed by Pete Barnum to film

a TV series in South Africa. Ed Love & Eugene Trope are

partnered with Barnum in the company . . . PEM Produc-

tions, owned by Norman Retchin, plans Young Man With
a Badge, starring Tommy Cook, as a co-production series

with Desilu.

Betty Hutton established some sort of record last week
by acquiring her third producer on her Goldie series which

doesn’t debut until the fall. Newest producer, William Har-

mon, succeeds Stanley Roberts and Frank Baur (Vol.

15:32) . . . Fletcher Markle, ex-CBS-TV producer, has

joined Hubbell Robinson Jr. as one of his assistants on the

Ford specials . . . Leon Mirell, ex-CBS, has been named
head of MGM-TV’s business affairs dept., replacing Fred

Wile, who remains with MGM-TV in a production position.
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TUBE SALES HERALD SPURT IN TV OUTPUT: Manufacturers' optimism about fall TV
sales is more than just press-release talk. One of best indicators that it's backed by firm plans is the boom
now being enjoyed by the picture-tube industry.

Although first-half factory sales of all picture tubes (including replacements) showed a 17% increase

over last year—4,370,535 vs. 3,689,587—production rate is being stepped up even more by all picture-tube

manufacturers. And they all say increase is more than seasonal.

TV-set inventories are in excellent shape this year, so there's plenty of pipeline-filling following intro-

duction of new models. But since production schedules have considerable lead time, it's obvious that manufac-

turers are already counting on good consumer acceptance of 1960 lines.

While tube production capacity may be strained in some instances this fall, most picture-tube manu-
facturers don't predict any shortages—even if 1959 should turn out to be a 6-million-set year, which now
appears more of a possibility than ever.

"The set makers' anticipated schedules are heavier than I've ever seen at any time," one large inde-

pendent tube manufacturer told us. "Every one of our customers, large & small, is increasing his orders.

Some are ordering twice as much as earlier this year. The pipelines seem to be completely dry. The industry

is operating at a rate of 6 to 6 V2 million sets."

Said one of the largest picture-tube makers : "Business is up appreciably this year. The whole tenor

of business is very strong—especially since June. But we still can turn out more product if we have to."

Another big manufacturer agreed that business was well up over last year, and said that the confused

size-<&-shape picture (Vol. 15:32) is his biggest worry. Still another said that orders are very high, but "there's

adequate capacity in the industry to handle even more of an increase."

ELECTRONICS 2ND-QUARTER PROFITS UP 29%: Sharing in biggest over-all nation-

wide profit surge since end of World War II, representative electronics firms enjoyed aggregate 2nd-

quarter profits 29% higher than the same 1958 period.

This is indicated by our quarterly comparison of financial statements of 23 firms in various elec-

tronics fields. The 29% increment is considerably below the 75.6% rise for 428 U.S. corporations in all fields

reported recently by the Wall Street Journal. But on other hand, aggregate electronics profits fell far less

during the first-half-1958 recession than did corporate earnings generally (Vol. 15:12), so there's a relatively

higher base for 1958 comparison.

Diversified electronics firms , with their heavy concentration of military business, suffered least dur-

ing 1958 recession—and in our tally their large relative size obscures dimensions of dramatic comebacks
made by firms heavily in consumer electronics & components—the consumer group reporting an aggre-

gate 317% increase in profits, components group increasing by 101% in the period.

Here are vital statistics for the 23 "weathervane" electronics firms in 2nd-quarter and first-half

1959 as compared with same 1958 periods:

All electronics groups—aggregate 2nd-quarter sales up 11%, profits up 29%. Total first-half sales up

10%, profits up 27%.

Seven large diversified electronics companies aggregated 8.6% increase in sales for 2nd quarter,

accompanied by 21% profit increase. For first half, sales were up 8%, profits up 20%. All 7 showed profit

increases for both periods, 6 of the 7 reporting increases in sales in both 2nd quarter & first half.

Seven companies known primarily as TV-radio manufacturers (although some are widely diversified)

reported these sales & profit trends for 2nd quarter: Sales up 28%, profits up 317%. For first half, as com-

pared with same 1958 period, sales were up 31%, profits up 326%. One reason for huge profit increases is

j

fact that 3 of the 7 reported losses in first-half 1958, two in 2nd-quarter 1958, and in arriving at 1958 aggre-

gate profits, these loss figures were subtracted from totals. All 7 companies were profitable in both 1959

periods, and every company bested 1958 figures in both sales & profits during the 1959 periods.
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Nine component manufacturers aggregated 24% increase in sales , 101% rise in profits over 1958 1

during 2nd-quarter 1959, with 22% higher sales and 158% more profits during first half. J

Companies represented in our tabulation : Diversified group—Daystrom, GE, General Telephone & f
Electronics (first-half tabulation only), RCA, Raytheon, Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Westinghouse. Con-

summer electronics group—Admiral, Hoffman, Motorola, Packard-Bell, Philco, Wells-Gardner, Zenith. Com-
ponents—Erie Resistor (first half only). General Instrument (2nd quarter only), Globe-Union, International

Resistance, P. R. Mallory (2nd quarter only). Muter, Oak, Standard Coil (first half only), Timg-Sol.

Where only first-half or 2nd-quarter results were used, compatible companion figures weren't available.

Second half of 1959 will show continued gains over 1958 , in opinion of nearly all electronics in-

dustry leaders, although probably at lower rate of increase—because business had started to come out of

recession about this time last year.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: m statistics for the week ended Aug. 7 (31st week of 1959):

July 31 -Aug. 7 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 121,581 91,507 114,556 3,251,244 2,569,811

Total radio 184,692 191,895 168,196 8,121,616 5,457,483

auto radio 39,219 47,436 42,693 3,195,472 1,711,627

CAPEHART SOLD TO DYNAMIC: The old-line TV-radio-

phono name of Capehart is due for a spirited revival

early next year as a result of the purchase of the Cape-

hart Corp. by up-&-coming hi-fi manufacturer Dynamic
Electronics-New York Inc. The company was purchased

from Benjamin & Robert Gross, who had acquired it

from ITT in 1956 (Vol. 12:18-20, 24). ITT, in turn,

had bought the ailing Capehart-Farnsworth Corp. in

1949, still operates the remaining Farnsworth Elec-

tronics Co. as part of its Federal Radio & Telephone div.

Dynamic purchased the stock & all trademarks and

rights to the name Capehart, including the Capehart Corp.

and Capehart International Corp. It plans to bring out a

complete line of Capehart hi fi—both packaged & com-

ponent systems—^next January. The line will include com-

plete TV combinations (with stereo phono & stereo

AM-FM). Pres. Jack M. Winer told us the company will

now emphasize the Capehart line, maintaining the Dynamic
trademark for a secondary line. He said his company cur-

rently is “interested in TV only in conjunction with stereo,”

has no thought at present of making TV-only models.

Capehart products will be made in the Dynamic plant

at Richmond Hill, Long Island. Dynamic inherits no new
manufacturing facilities in the transaction. Capehart’s re-

cent hi-fi lines had been produced in England, and its small

TV output made by U.S. private-label manufacturers.

Dynamic originally operated a chain of appliance stores,

which was discontinued in 1952 when the firm went into

the electronics manufacturing business. In addition to its

hi-fi business—50% of which is private-label for department

& furniture stores—Dynamic is engaged in military & in-

dustrial electronics production. It also is a large producer

of TV accessories such as indoor antennas. A recent expan-

sion increased its plant area to 125,000 sq. ft.

Winer told a stockholders meeting last week that the

Dynamic hi-fi line, which now is priced from $179 to $495,

will eventually be realigned to the $250-&-less bracket, with

the Capehart line beginning at $250. Capehart sets will be

distributed on a direct-to-dealer basis.

For the year ended March 31, 1959, Dynamic reported

total revenues of $3,132,653, net income of $225,834, as op-

posed to $1,389,683 in revenues and $83,606 in net profit

for the fiscal year ending in 1958.

EMERSON IN JAPAN DEAL: Add the name of Emerson
to the growing list of U.S. radio manufacturers selling

Japanese-made transistor portables. Pres. Benjamin
Abrams has signed an agreement with Standard Radio

Corp. of Japan for 100,000 radios to be sold to Emer-
son’s international div. Abrams told us that at least

some of the sets will be sold overseas, and others may
be sold in the U.S., “but not under the Emerson or

Du Mont label.”

GE, meanwhile, is preparing to market a new shirt-

pocket 6-transistor radio using some Japanese components.

A GE official told us that the set uses Japanese parts (in-

cluding the speaker) in sizes & designs which are unavail-

able in the U.S. The set
—“designed, engineered and manu-

factured in GE’s Utica, N.Y., radio plant”—^will list at

$34.95. Shipments will begin next month.

Other U.S. set manufacturers now buying Japanese

radios and/or radio components include RCA (buying only

for resale in overseas markets, at least for the time being).

Motorola, CBS’s Columbia phono, dept., Olympic. All other

radio makers are surveying the situation carefully, and

most now have representatives stationed in Japan looking

over the field. Undoubtedly, other not-yet-publicized deals

have already been concluded.

If Emerson does market Japanese sets in U.S. under

a new trade name, it may well establish a new have-your-

cake-&-eat-it trend toward dual radio lines—a simon-pure,

made-in-U.S. line and a secondary line to compete with

other Japanese-made radios. The move is reminiscent of

Philco’s old lower-priced (but American-made) Transitone

table-model line, which, in pre-TV days, competed with

off-brand sets.

Bucking Japanese-made sets. Admiral is readying a

new low-priced 7-transistor set designed to “out-Japanese

the Japanese.” Using all American-made components, Ad-
miral is understood to be planning to offer it at a “price

better than any Japanese set.”

I

Miniaturization project started last year by RCA under

a $5 million Signal Corps program will be expanded un-

der a new $2.38 million contract. With the initial micro-

module project approaching an automated production

stage, the new electronic-equipment agreement with the

Signal Corps provides for development & use of a wider

variety of micro-elements.
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1 Semiconductor Picture Tube? A combination of the prop-

erties of the transistor & the electron tube may some day

lead to a simplified TV picture tube in which heater &
cathode are replaced by a small semiconductor crystal,

i consuming a negligible amount of power. So say Westing-

house scientists—who add that it all depends on whether

they can make practical use of a new effect they have

found in semiconductors.

A recent discovery—that a constant flow of electrons

can be obtained directly out of the surface of certain semi-

conductor materials—has spurred researchers to determine

how to use this electron-emitting property to substitute

I
unheated semiconductors for heated cathodes in tubes. One

I

semiconductor which yields this flow of electrons—silicon

carbide—provides an electron density equal to that in the

average tube.

Says Westinghouse research director Dr. Clarence

Zener: “One can visualize a tube in which the usual heated

j

cathode is replaced by a small semiconductor crystal hav-

ing a built-in ‘junction’ like a transistor. The crystal would
consume a negligible amount of power and would yield

electrons instantly & indefinitely when a small electric

I

voltage is applied across it, [combining] into a single

i
operating unit many of the inherent advantages of both

i semiconductors & vacuum tubes.”

I

He says electron emission from silicon carbide pro-

1
duces currents up to one millionth of an ampere—a density

I of electron flow “quite comparable to that from the cathode
' of a typical vacuum tube.” Adds Dr. Zener: “It is par-

I
ticularly interesting that this perfectly adequate flow of

electrons originates from a tiny, pinpoint source. Such a
source would have many advantages in the construction of

complicated tubes. It would simplify focusing of the

electron beam and eliminate much of the complicated tube

construction now employed for this purpose.”

.

Mislabeled TV cabinets, fashioned from simulated ma-
terials but advertised as hardwood, are causing “a large

number of complaints” from consumers, FTC Chairman
Earl W. Kintner reported last week. Testifying at a Sen-
ate Commerce Committee hearing on a bill (S-1787) by

j
Sens. Capehart (R-Ind.) & Hartke (D-Ind.) prohibiting

j,
' misbranding of furniture, Kintner said existing law “is in-

u
i adequate so far as protecting the consumer at the retail

A I level.” But he declined to take a stand on the Capehart-
I Hartke measure or on a similar House bill (HR-5778)

Y
introduced by Rep. Bray (R-Ind.) in March (Vol. 16:13).

Congress should make up its own mind whether new legisla-

tion is needed, Kintner said.

it i New co-op ad plan calling on manufacturers to give
n dealers more flexibility in promotion of their own stores

!*i| was drafted by NARDA’s board of directors last week in

lit!
I

Washington at its 5th annual management clinic. Details

I
of the plan will be submitted at NARDA’s marketing con-

pi i vention next Jan. in Chicago.

' Conrac Inc. plant No. 2 at Glendora, Cal., housing as-
f ^ sembly lines for Fleetwood TV receivers and broadcast &

industrial monitors, was destroyed by fire Aug. 11. Re-
building within 3 months is planned.

jt
I

Emerson ad campaign for 1960 TV-radio-stereo lines
^ will embrace large newspaper ads in 100 key distributor
: markets, and 24-sheet outdoor posters nationally, via

agency Friend-Reiss.

1^1 4 addition to Hoffman TV line: Saddle-stitched
'i leather-bound portable at $240.

It-

Admiral Booming, Too: To the upbeat statements of tv
manufacturers quoted last week (Vol. 15:32), add this

report from Admiral pres. Ross Siragusa: The company’s

current backlog of orders totals $80 million, 33% higher

than the $60 million outstanding at this time last year.

(Consumer products comprise 90% of Admiral’s business,

the remainder being military & industrial electronics.)

The firm’s TV production is now running at a rate 60%
higher than last year, and Admiral’s Harvard, 111., plant

is on a 6-day 2-shift basis, with 8 production lines in

operation. Siragusa attributes the TV upturn to the 23-in.

picture tube and new portables with remote tuning.

Admiral will show its new line of color sets to dis-

tributors next week. The sets, which feature front tuning,

will start at $595 (RCA’s lowest price is $495), with 5

basic models available in a variety of finishes.

* * *

Olympic TV-radio sales last month set a record for

July, pres. Morris Sobin announced last week. During
July, he said, TV sales were up 44%, stereo up 216% and
radio sales up 123% over July 1958. “We have the largest

August backlog of TV in company history—some 300%
above August last year,” he added.

“What’s Wrong With Color TV?” asks NARDA chair-

man Mort Farr in his column in the Aug. Electrical Mer-
chandising. The Upper Darby, Pa., retailer, who has made
a big success in color-TV sales, gives these answers: (1)

Not enough set makers in the act. (2) Anti-color-TV atti-

tude of some manufacturers, service technicians and re-

tail salesmen—including some RCA dealers. (3) Some
dealers’ “fear of all high-ticket items.” Nevertheless, says

Farr, in Dec., his color-TV gross amounted to 40% of his

total TV-stereo-appliance volume. “More important, this

business was done at a profit, and every sale included the

sale of a service contract.” As for prices, he says: “The
boat industry doesn’t hesitate to ask thousands of dollars

for their product, and $500 isn’t too high to ask for an
outboard motor. The auto industry adds $600 to $800 in

extras to the price of every car and our customers gladly

pay it. The price of color TV is not too high; we are just

selling our b&w sets too cheaply.”

New Sylvania transistor plant will be established in a

25,000-sq. ft. building at Manchester, N.H., formerly occu-

pied by Arrow Needle Co. The newly purchased one-story

plant, on a 10-acre site, will employ 800 to 1000 after manu-
facturing operations begin early next year. Robert M.
Wood, mgr. of Sylvania’s Woburn, Mass., plant, will be

mgr. of the new facility. Sylvania semiconductor div. v.p.-

gen. mgr. Dr. William J. Pietenpol, in announcing the pur-

chase, predicted that transistor sales will increase fivefold

from this year’s anticipated 91 million units at more than

$231 million to an annual rate of about 409 million at $396
million in the next 5 years.

Minnesota Mining’s on a slow boat to Japan. Its Jan.-

filed joint application with 14 Nippon firms to form a $1.5-

million subsidiary for producing magnetic recording tape

among other products is still being studied by the Japanese

govt., reports Aug. Fortune. “The original application pro-

posed a 50-50 capital split between Minnesota & its Japa-

nese partners, with 3M receiving a 10% royalty payment
for its knowhow,” says Fortune. “But the Japanese govt,

feels that Minnesota should have only a 15% interest in

the company so it won’t ‘dominate the Japanese market.’ ”

Latest edition of GE’s tube handbook, Essential Char-
acteristics, features specifications of 1392 receiving & spe-

cial-purpose types and 399 TV picture tubes.
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ElA’s Program Promotion: Better-than-ever TV shows

are in store for viewers in the upcoming season, EIA exec,

v.p. James D. Secrest assured nearly 40,000 set dealers in

kicking off the manufacturers’ precedent-making program-

plugging campaign (Vol. 15:30) last week.

In a special letter to the dealers, accompanying promo-

tional kits for the Aug. 15-Sept. 15 set-selling drive (“Com-

ing—The Finest Shows of All on TV This Fall”), Secrest

said many families will “want to purchase new receivers

and many thousands of others will want to buy 2nd sets

to use in other rooms.”

“All TV manufacturers who are members of the Assn,

[every major set maker except non-member Admiral]

are supporting this program, and you can count on a great

deal of assistance from your broadcasting stations,” Secrest

told tbe dealers. He said the campaign—backed by NAB &
NARDA as well as EIA—should “improve substantially

your profit opportunities this fall.”

Motorola enters hearing-aid business through the

purchase of the Dahlberg Co., privately-owned Minneapolis

manufacturer of hearing aids & hospital communications

systems. Present owners Kenneth H. & Arnold R. Dahl-

berg will be paid an undisclosed amount of Motorola stock

in exchange for both Dahlberg Co. and Dahlberg Inc.,

sales subsidiary. Motorola pres. Robert W. Galvin said

executives and other personnel of Dahlberg will be re-

tained. Dahlberg’s 1958 sales totaled nearly $5000. It em-
ploys 220 in a 40,000-sq. ft. plant near Minneapolis.

Technical knowhow from Europe is disseminated

monthly by English-language European Technical Digests,

summarizing noteworthy articles culled from more than

1000 European technical publications. It’s published by in-

tergovernmental European Productivity Agency of the

Organization for European Economic Cooperation. Informa-

tion & subscriptions (6 months $6, one year $12) are avail-

able from the OEEC Mission, publications office (suite

1223), 1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington 6.

Closed-circuit “tour” of Sylvania’s Altoona tube plant

was taken by a group of IBM & Sylvania executives meet-

ing at N.Y.’s Savoy Hilton Hotel last week. Purpose of

the meeting was to demonstrate improvements in design

& manufacture of tubes. The video-taped plant tour, han-

dled by Theatre Network TV, will also be shown to other

industry groups.

Motorola’s new TV camera line (Vol. 15:32) will in-

clude 4 industrial-TV units and one view-finder camera
designed for studio & educational use. Two monitors, 14-

& 21-in., will also be offered. Due to go on sale in late fall,

the cameras & associated equipment will be handled by the

company’s communications & industrial electronics div.

Research advisory committee, comprising scientists

from 3 universities, has been named by Westinghouse to

counsel top management on matters of basic research.

Its members: Dr, Cyril Stanley Smith, professor of metal-

lurgy, U. of Chicago; Dr. J. A. Stratton, pres., MIT; Dr.

J. C. Warner, pres., Carnegie Institute of Technology.

Four new ceramic receiving tubes have been intro-

duced by GE: type 7266, a high frequency diode; type 7486,

a triode for uhf oscillator & Class C power amplifier; type

7462, a print-board version of the type 7077 high-mu uhf
triode; and type 7296, a high-mu triode for vhf & low uhf
oscillator, mixer oi- amplifier service.

Raytheon has received a $90,000 Air Force contract for

an initial study on conversion of microwave energy into

heat energy to keep sky stations hovering above the earth.

Trade Personals: Dr. Kenneth G. McKay appointed sys-

tems engineering v.p.. Bell Labs . . . Kenneth A. Waldron,
ex-GE, named govt, sales mgr., CBS Electronics; Howard
P. Munday, ex-CBS Labs personnel mgr., named CBS Elec-

tronics supervisor of personnel, Danvers headquarters.

David G. Christie promoted from wage & salary ad-

ministration mgr., Sylvania Electric’s industrial relations,

to industrial relations dir.; Joseph D. Kenrick promoted
from tax dept. asst. mgr. to mgr.; J. Marshall Smith pro-

moted from Sylvania’s fluorescent plant manufacturing
superintendent to metal base plant mgr. . . . Robert F.

Schulz, ex-Motorola, and former Sylvania reconnaissance

systems lab mgr., promoted to special programs mgr.,

Sylvania Mountain View, Cal., operations, succeeded as

lab mgr. by Paul O. Engelder, promoted from electronic

defense lab technical liaison dept, mgr.; Alden L. Hart
promoted from field engineer to research & development

sales mgr., Sylvania special tube operations; George Emer-
son named Sylvania Home Electronics Seattle district sales

mgr., covering Washington, Utah and Montana.

Albert C. Handschumacher, ex-Rbeem v.p., rejoins

Lear as pres., succeeding James L. Anast, resigned. Hand-
schumacher had been a Lear senior v.p. prior to joining

Rheem . . . Carl Schladen promoted to Orr Industries man-
ufacturing div. mgr. . . . Wood T. Henry joins Motorola’s

Washington office as regional representative in military

electronics div. . . . F. Swift Gibson promoted from sub-

contract coordinator, Raytheon govt, equipment div., to

div. purchasing agent; John E. Gagnon appointed Ray-

theon employee relations dir.

Raymond F. Wulfe, ex-Douglas Aircraft Co., named
dir. of Telechrome Mfg. Corp.’s new southwestern engi-

neering div. office, Dallas . . . Harry Laur appointed to

head Texas Instruments’ new regional personnel office in

Elizabeth, N.J. . . . Alfred H. Chatten appointed gen. mgr.,

Philco Distributors Inc., N.Y. . . . Warren C. Dunn named
mktg. mgr., Stromberg-Carlson-San Diego . . . Dr. Fran-

cis B. Silsbee has retired as chief of National Bureau of

Standards electricity & electronics div. after 48 years

with the Bureau.

Max F. Balcom, former Sylvania chairman and now
director & consultant, renamed chairman of EIA’s legisla-

tive policy committee; J. A. (Shine) Milling, pres, of

Howard W. Sams & Co., reappointed chairman of EIA
distributor relations committee.

Allan W. Greene, former v.p. of Detroit Harvester Co.,

named Heath Co. pres. ... Ross E. Hupp, former owner- i

mgr. of Hupp Instrumation Co. (acquired by Erie Resistor |

in 1958, and renamed Erie Pacific), named Erie Pacific gen.
)

mgr. . . . Leo E. Williams, Home Furnishings Daily adv.
^

dir. since its first issue in 1931, resigns as of Jan. 30, 1960,
|

assuming the post of special adviser to Fairchild Publica- t

tions . . . Arthur Glenn Jean, chief of National Bureau of
j

Standards’ low frequency-very low frequency research sec- |

tion, and Jack A. Kemper, asst, chief, cited by Commerce i

Dept, for meritorious service awards.

Philco-MGM Records tie-in, announced last week: All

MGM Records distributors have been franchised to handle

Philco radios & portable phonos. Philco marketing v.p.

Henry E. Bowes said the distributors will primarily serv-

ice the 8000 record storey in the U.S.—a market “handling

an increasing share of the radio business each year.”

Another transistor price-cut has been announced by

Raytheon. Nine types used in commercial equipment were

reduced 11% to 20%, with an average reduction of 85^.

Ten military types were cut 21% to 36%, the average re-

duction being $2.25.
- '

1
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Three-beam picture tube, developed by Multi-Tron Lab,

Westchester, 111., is headed for the market this fall, says

pres. Nicholas Glyptis. Under development for 6 years, the

b&w tube contains a special electron gun which splits the

electron stream into 3 beams, resulting in a sharper spot

with clearer picture & greater conti’ast, according to

Glyptis. He says the tube will be introduced this fall on the

replacement market at a price comparable to brand-name
tubes—$19 to distributors in 21-in. size. Some industry en-

gineers have expressed skepticism about the production

possibilities of the tube, but Glyptis claims he’s negotiating

with other tube firms interested in licenses-

Finance

CBS Sales & Earnings Up: For first-half 1959 both sales

& earnings increased for CBS by 6% compared with the

corresponding 1958 periods, chmn. William S. Paley & pres.

Frank Stanton reported last week. For 6 months ended

June 30: 1959 1958

Net sales

Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

$215,089,500
13,318,871

1.64

8,129,481

$201,433,378
12,521,556

1.59

7,881,400

[

Magnavox sales for 3 months ended June 30, last

j

quarter of the fiscal year, totaled $23,448,000, and were

75% higher than the $13,383,000 for the same period last

year, pres. Frank Freimann announced. “We are forecast-

ing sales in the first fiscal half at about 40% above the

$44.2 million recorded in the 6 months ended Dec. 31,

1958,” he said, predicting an 80% increase in military sales,

20% in consumer products. He said the company hopes to

establish a 25^ quarterly dividend policy following the

, upcoming 2-for-l stock split (Vol. 15:32), equivalent to a

$2 annual rate on present shares (present rate is $1.50).

Howard W. Sams & Co., technical publisher, announced

. plans to merge 3 Sams companies—Howard W. Sams,

I Waldemar Press and The Howard Co.—into one firm under
^ the corporate name of Howard W. Sams & Co., subject to

J
stockholders’ approval Aug. 18. Bobbs Merrill Co. will re-

j

main a subsidiary. Pres. Howard W. Sams announced that

i

sales & earnings of all 3 companies are at an all-time high,

net sales totaling $5,202,098 for the year ended June 30 vs.

$4,430,878 for the same period last year.

Trav-Ler Radio Corp. sales for the first fiscal quarter
•' ended July 30 totaled about $5.2 million, 86% above the

i ' $2.8 million reported in the same quarter last year, pres.

;
Joe Friedman told the annual meeting in Chicago. He

J predicted $11-$12 million in sales for the first fiscal half,

compared with $7.8 million in the year-ago period. Stock-

'I holders approved an increase in authorized common shares

to 2 million from 1 million shares. Friedman said the com-
pany had no present plans to issue new shares, but the

increase may be used for expansions or acquisitions.

RCA chairman David Sarnofif sold 10,000 shares of his

company’s common stock in July, he reported to SEC last

week in a regular accounting of transactions required of

corporation officers & directors. Most of the shares were
sold in dribbles, but he disposed of 5,000 July 21, when
RCA stock closed at 67(4—off (4. In July RCA stock was
quoted at 70% high, 65% low, 66% last.

Stromberg-Carlson div. is having its best year, and its

sales volume has doubled since General Dynamics took it

I
over 3% years ago. General Dynamics- chmn. Frank Pace

' Jr. told the N.Y. Society of Security Analysts last week.

ITT reports higher first-half & 2nd-quarter sales &
earnings. For 6 months ended June 30 (1958 per-share

earnings adjusted to reflect 2-for-l stock split)

:

1959
Net sales $331,141,811
Net income 14,015,737
Earned per share 934
Average capital shares . . 15,120,671

For 3 months ended June 30:
Net sales $174,116,109
Net income 7,628,622
Earned per share 504

1958
$298,380,325

12,346,828
864

14,353,368

$155,555,447
6,320,635

44^

Siegler Corp. reports record sales & earnings for the

fiscal year ended June 30. Pres. John Brooks said that the

current quarter, which ends Sept. 30, is running ahead of

last year in both profits & sales. He added that Siegler,

which is the pai’ent of Olympic Radio and Bogen-Presto,

“is in various stages of negotiations with 6 different com-
panies aiming toward major acquisition.” Siegler’s report

for the year ended June 30:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share
Shares outstanding . . .

.

1959
$77,074,442

2,203,022
1.36

1,624,815

1958
$72,955,449

1,215,930
80 ^'

1,514,968

General Precision Equipment Corp. reports substantial

sales & profits gains for 6-month & 3-month periods to

June 30. Its June 30 backlog totaled $206 million, $28 mil-

lion higher than March 31 and $38 million over the Dec.

31 figure. For the half-year ended June 30:

1959
Net sales $102,301,439
Net income 2,063,121
Earned per share 1.34

1958
$85,440,928

754,934
16<}

Philips Electronics Inc., due to be merged into Con-

solidated Electronics Industries (Vol. 15:30), reports for

6 months ended June 30:

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share .

.

Shares outstanding .

1959
$9,917,648
1,058,676

1.17

899,272

1958
$6,816,203

390,853
43«i

896,872

Consolidated Electronics Industries Corp. reports for

9 months ended June 30:

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share . .

.

Shares outstanding .

1959
$21,106,213

1,226,079
1.56

787,500

1958
$19,930,010

1,055,885
1.34

787,500

Amphenol-Borg Electronics reports increased sales &
earnings for 6 months ended June 30:

Net sales
Net income ....
Earned per share

1959
$27,923,936

1,303,224
1.12

1958
$22,413,703

990,913
85<(

Standard Coil reports strong upswing in sales & earn-

ings for 6 months ended June 30: 1959
Consolidated sales $35,221,567
Net income 639,703
Earned per share 3i4
Shares outstanding 1,904,779

1958
$29,049,520

24,844
24

1,470,000

Erie Resistor Corp. reports slightly lower profit on

increased sales volume for 24 weeks ended June 14:

1959 19.58

Net sales $10,579,110 $9,384,450
Net income 190,413 207,237
Earned per share 204 224

Public offering of 206,500 shares of common stock of

Television Shares Management Corp. is being made at

$25.50 a share by a group headed by White, Weld & Co.

The shares are being sold for stockholders, none of the

proceeds accruing to the company. Television Shares Man-
agement is sales agent & service company for Television-

Electronics Fund Inc., big open-end investment company.
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Hoffman Net & Sales Up: Hoffman Electronics’ 6-month

net earnings increased 34% and its sales increased 20%
compared with first-half 1958. For the 2nd quarter, earn-

ings were up 48% and sales were up 27%. Pres. H. Leslie

Hoffman announced that sales of the semiconductor div.

were approximately $5 million for the 6 months vs. $5,-

751,000 for all of 1958. The laboratories div. (military &
space projects) reported an undelivered backlog of some
$75.5 million June 30 vs. $25.2 million a year earlier. Con-

tract schedules call for delivery of $67 million of this back-

log by the end of 1960. For 6 months ended June 30 (per-

share earnings adjusted to reflect 100% stock distribution

June 26): I959
Sales $22,345,189
Net earnings 1,111,705
Earned per share 74<f

Shares outstanding 1,506,022

For 3 months ended June 30:
Sales $10,912,712
Net earnings 585,432
Earned per share 38^

1958
$18,573,513

831,747
564

1,475,756

$8,613,449
396,529

264

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Payable
Stk. of
Record

CBS — $0.30 Sep. 11 Aug. 28
Hoffman Electronics .

.

Q .15 Sep. 30 Sep. 11
Indiana Steel Products Q .30 Sep. 10 Aug. 19
I-T-E Circuit Breaker. Q .45 Sep. 1 Aug. 14
Lear Inc .10 Sep. 1 Aug. 14

DON’T PASS THE BUCK (SLIP)]
Have enough copies of the Newsletter for

your organization every Monday. Don’t make .

key members of your company wait for the 1

up-to-the-minute industry information they
|

need— as reported and interpreted by tele-
j

vision’s authoritative news service. I

Television Digest GROUP RATES
Box 700, Radnor, Pa. Three or More

Enter the following three group subscriptions @
350 each. The annual single subscription rate for

Television Digest is 375.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE

REMITTANCE ENCLOSED SEND BILL

COMPANY

ADDRESS —
CITY ZONE STATE
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STATION EARNINGS REPORTS: Three more TV-radio
broadcasting corporations have reported first-half sales

& earnings to their stockholders (see also Wometco
Enterprises and Taft Bcstg., Vol. 15:31). Two of them
report declines in net income for the 6-month period.

Storer Bcstg. Corp., whose profit figures were printed

here earlier (Vol. 15:30), told its stockholders in an interim

report that its TV-station revenues increased 6.8% and
radio revenues increased 11.5% over first-half 1958, and
that “all bank loans & other long-term obligations have
been paid in full.” Included in the 2nd-quarter & first-half

1959 net income figures is a net gain of $582,417 on the sale

of radio WAGA Atlanta. Billings figures were not disclosed.

Income before capital gain
Net income
Earned per share

Income before capital gain .

Net income
Earned per share

sH iff

: 1959 1958
$4,608,912 $3,740,660
2,714,549 1,729,620

1.10 'IO4

2,474,750 2,474,750
1
•

$2,346,429 $2,092,406
1,690,366 978,416

6S4 404

WJR, The Goodwill Station Inc. (WJRT Flint & radio

WJR Detroit) reported lower profit on increased sales for

the first half, as compared with 1958’s same 6-month period.

But pres. John F. Patt said sales for June 1959 totaled

$319,959 vs. $261,886 in June 1958, and “we are ahead of

our earlier projections for this period because of the surge

of business for WJR radio in the last 2 months since we
severed our association with the [CBS] network.” First-

quarter results, he said, “were not promising due to de-

pressed economic conditions and work stoppages in Detroit

& Michigan.” He predicted a stronger showing in the 2nd

half because of the area’s economic recovery.

Lower earnings were due to “the heavy costs incident

to inaugurating our elaborate TV service,” he declared. “We
anticipate healthy sales & profitable operations for our TV
station in the 4th quarter of this year,” with 1959 as a

whole “a little better than last year.” For 6 months ended

June 30: 1959 1958
Sales $1,966,867 $1,660,868
Net profit 134,284 196,341
Earned per share 22^ 32^

*

L

I

5

I

i.

4

•'I

;1

-

Gross Telecasting Inc. (WJIM-TV & WJIM Lansing)
j

reports decline in revenues & net income for the half-year
j

ended June 30. 1959
Operating revenue $1,261,601
Other income 30,058
Net income 304,431

^ :¥

1958
$1,372,402 I

32,420 i

357,420

Buckeye Corp.’s diversification into TV film commer- |

dais (Transfilm Inc.) and telefilm production & distribu- '1

tion (Pyramid Productions; Flamingo Telefilm Sales)
|

seems to be paying off. Buckeye’s total gross (including I

its poultry equipment & outdoor sporting goods sales) was 4

$11,877,401 for the year ended April 30, an increase of ovei I

100% as compared with the preceding year. Net incomt ^

after taxes was $190,052 vs. $85,827 a year before.
J

Reports & comments available: Television Shares Man
agement Corp., prospectus. White, Weld & Co., 20 Broac

St., N.Y. 5 . . . Hudson Radio & TV Corp., prospectus, J. A
Winston & Co., 11 Broadway, N.Y. 4 . . . GE, pamphlet

Bache & Co., 36 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . Beckman Instruments

report, Eastman, Dillon, Union Securities & Co., 15 Broa(

St., N.Y. 5 . . . Gray Mfg. Co., report, Parrish & Co., 4<

Wall St., N.Y. 5 . r . Laboratory for Electronics, analysis

Gregory & Sons, 72 Wall St., N.Y. 5.
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SUMMARY-INDEZ OF WEEK'S NEWS

Congress

EQUAL-TIME VICTORY WON by TV & radio as House follows

Senate in reversing FCC's Lar Daly rule. But broadcasters still

face political trouble (pp. 1 & 3).

BLACKOUT THREAT LIFTED from baseball TV as bi-partisan

Senate team lines up behind Kefauver spoils bill covering only

football, basketball, hockey (p. 2).

HOUSE QUIZ SHOW is still unset, although Rep. Harris (D-Ark.)

and his oversighters may decide to stage fall hearings on last

year's TV program scandals (p. 4).

FCC "REFORMS" APPROVED by Senate, which passes 6 of 7

Commission-endorsed procedural & housekeeping bills, including

one cutting "protest" red tape (p. 4).

Networks

INSIDE CBS: Cowan & Katz map plans for 1960; prepare to pick

daytime v.p.; talk about trends & "specials" (p. 5).

WHEN MANHATTAN'S LIGHTS went out last week, networks &

stations rose quickly to the occasion (p. 6).

Stations

CANADIAN TV POTPOURRI is stewing vigorously with pre-appli-

cation scramblings for licenses and agitation over proposed 55%
Canadian-content programming edict (p. 7).

20TH CENTURY-FOX TV PAYS $3.5 MILLION for KMSP-TV Minne-

apolis in deal with NTA. It's firm's initial venture into station

ownership (p. 7).

Manuiacturing Distribution

GE EXPLORING TUNNEL-DIODE TV for battery portable. Labs

developing possible circuits in which new semiconductor replaces

transistor. Engineers silent on possibilities (p. 1 5).

BULLISH FORECASTS OF TV SALES for 1959 from industry leaders

& Govt, now place volume at 6 million sets or higher, against

background of healthy sales pace (pp. 15 & 16).

JAPANESE TRANSISTOR FLOOD may result as Cornell-Dubilier

becomes exclusive U.S.-Canada distributor for Toshiba transistors,

and plans to import some 25 million units in 12 months (p. 17).

Advertising

HOW SPECIAL IS A SPECIAL? About one out of 2 network spe-

cials draws a rating that's actually lower than that of the regular

show being pre-empted, a Nielson study shows (p. 12).

Programming
TV's MOVIE SITUATION: independents beginning to see shortage

ahead; with the o&o's, which own big backlogs, it's another matter

—for the time being (pp. 2 & 10).

Film d Tape
7-LEAGUE TAPE BOOTS donned by producers today call for a

world map to keep track of planned productions that range in

locale from Bermuda to Moscow (p. 13).

Other Departments

FCC (p. 4). EDUCATIONAL TV (p. 9). FOREIGN (p. 19). AUXILIARY

SERVICES (p. 20).

LAR DALY DOWNED. BUT HE'LL HAUNT STATIONS: Victory for broadcasters in their

6-month battle to overturn FCC's Lar Daly doctrine was at hand last week following House passage of its bill

exempting "bona fide" news shows from Communications Act's political equal-time requirements (see p. 3).

But still unsettled are many nettlesome issues of broadcast news policy which nuisance-maker Daly

stirred up. No matter what final House-Senate conference version of Sec. 315 amendments is written into law,

industry is in for long period of suspicion, challenge and questioning by Congress.

Pre-Lar Daly newscast days may never come again. There's no chance now that legislation will re-

pair Communications Act to point where broadcasters will risk equal-time harassments only when candi-

dates make campaign speeches over their facilities—which was relatively happy condition for stations for 25

years before FCC handed down its newscast dictum in Feb. Thanks to Daly, repeal of Sec. 315 probably is

farther away than ever.

Threats of new Congressional probes of much-investigated TV & radio were heard in House even as it

gave broadcasters vote of confidence that they won't play politics with Sec. 315-exempted news shows.
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Debate on House bill included such questions as these : ( 1 ) When are newscasts not newscasts? (2)

Don't Republican publishers manipulate news policies of stations they own—and don't newspapers control

too many of them? (3) Don't networks discriminate against Democrats? (4) Aren't broadcasters chronically

guilty of slanting news? (5) Are station owners qualified to air editorial opinions on public issues?

House expressions of lack of trust in broadcasters more than matched those which characterized

equal-time debate in Senate when it approved Sec. 315 amendments last month (Vol. 15:31). Lar Daly may
be licked, but his jeers will echo for long time to come.

BLACKOUT THREAT LIFTED FROM BASEBALL TV; One of broadcasters' bigger legis-

lative bugaboos—chance that Congress will give major baseball clubs unrestricted power to order TV black-

outs of games (Vol. 15:33)—virtually has been eliminated for this year, at least.

Big league promoters & Congressional baseball enthusiasts won't give up fight to take all professional

sports out from under anti-trust laws, thereby permitting club owners to cut off telecasts at will. But baseball

blackout advocates were nearly struck out in this session by powerful bi-partisan Senate team which took to

the field last week.

Baseball was ignored entirely in new sports bill (S-2545) exempting pro football, basketball & hockey

from some applications of anti-monopoly law. Quickly supported by dozen other Senators, measure was
introduced by Chairman Kefauver (D-Tenn.) of Judiciary anti-trust & monopoly subcommittee, who held hear-

ings on subject (Vol. 15:31-32). He said his subcommittee couldn't agree on any overall bill which covers

baseball, that new proposals were intended only to bring other 3 sports in line with monopoly immunities

already held by baseball in such practices as player contracts, etc.

* sK *

Kefauver abandoned his own baseball brownout bill (S-886) which would have permitted "reason-

ably necessary" restrictions on telecasts of major games to protect minor-league gates. Joining with him in

sponsoring new measure were Sens. Dirksen (R-Ill.) & Hennings (D-Mo.), who originally were co-sponsors

with Sen. Keating (R-N.Y.) of much broader baseball TV blackout bill (S-616). Others lining up with

Kefauver included Sens. Murray (D-Mont.), Bridges (R-N.H.), Randolph (D-W.Va.), McCarthy (D-Minn.),

Kuchel (R-Cal.), Mundt (R-S.D.), Jackson (D-Wash.), Saltonstall (D-Mass.), Humphrey (D-Minn.). Their

enlistment with Kefauver left Keating standing almost alone as baseball's do-or-die champion in Senate.

Limited control of telecasts of pro football, basketball & hockey still would be permitted in new
Kefauver measure. It would legalize rules enabling a team to ban other game telecasts within 75 miles of

its home community on its regularly scheduled game day. It also would permit 2-team splits of TV revenue

from such telecasts. But new bill poses no such TV threat as Keating's measure. Baseball blackouts authorized

by it could deprive 44 million viewers of chance to see games, according to NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows

(Vol. 15:31).

Broadcasters haven't won game for sure, however. Blanket TV blackouts of baseball still are specified

in half-dozen House bills which will get hearings Sept. 2-3 before House Judiciary anti-trust subcommittee

headed by Rep. Celler (D-N.Y.). More than dozen broadcasters already are lined up to testify against them.

But Celler himself opposes giving such carte blanche to club owners, and it will take revolt in subcommittee

to overwhelm him. Safe bet : No baseball blackout bill will get to first base this year.

TV's MOVIE SITUATION: Although they began running on TV 10 years ago, Hollywood's old

movies have held up surprisingly well, defying prognosticators who kept saying the supply would run out.

However, a check of the 7-station Los Angeles market reveals some independents are beginning to feel the

pinch and they expect an acute shortage of oldies in a year or 2. Situation is better at network outlets, be-

cause (1) they don't run movies in prime time; and (2) they have the cash to buy up major studio pre-1948

backlogs. Network o&o's expect no shortage for 6 or 7 years, figure that by then Hollywood's 2,500 post-1948's

will be on the market.

Big question-mark in the whole picture is—what will replace the old movies when the supply is de-

pleted? Answers evoke a variety of conjecture. Some believe 60-min. telefilms now being made for networks

may be answer. Others expect tape to fill the gap. (Seep. 10.)
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Congress

more about

EQUAL-TIME VICTORY: After noisy debate over broad-

casters’ integrity & competence as newsmen (see p. 1),

the House last week joined the Senate in I'eversing

FCC’s decision that newscasts are subject to political

equal-time demands under Sec. 315 of the Communica-
tions Act.

With little vocal dissent in an unrecorded voice

vote, the House passed unchanged a bill (HR-7985) by
Commerce Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) to

exempt “bona fide” news shows from the law’s require-

ments. One floor amendment was withdrawn, another

defeated. Then the House substituted its language for

that in the bill (S-2424) passed by the Senate and sent the

measure into conference with the Senate.

Quick House-Senate agreement on final terms of Sec.

315 amendments—possibly in time to clear them to the

White House this week for President Eisenhower’s signa-

ture—was expected by Harris & Chairman Pasture (D-R.l.)

of the Senate Commerce communications subcommittee.

They head the conferees. Harris said differences between
the 2 measures aren’t “of major proportion.” Author of

the Senate bill. Pasture said the House measure “is much
more restrictive [but we can] resolve the differences.”

The House-Senate compromise probably will look more
like the Harris bill than the Pasture bill. House & Senate

objectives in overruling FCC’s Lar Daly ruling are the

same: To free legitimate news shows from Sec. 315 re-

quirements (as interpreted by FCC) that a candidate’s

appearance entitles his opponents to equal time. But
there’s more language in the Senate version—and more
latitude for newscasters.

Principal differences in House & Senate measures: The
Pasture bill includes news documentaries among exempt
programs, has a tacked-on admonition to broadcasters to

observe “the public interest” in handling controversies,

and provides for Congressional & FCC reviews of Sec. 315.

The Harris bill, stripped down by his committee be-

fore it reached the floor (Vol. 15:30), limits exemptions to

“bona fide” newscasts, news interviews and on-the-spot

coverage of such events as poltical conventions. Neither

measure exempts panel shows, although Harris said panels

& documentaries could come under his bill’s exemptions

—

an interpretation hotly disputed on the floor by Rep. Moss
(D-Cal.), a top-ranking Commerce Committee member.

Rep. O’Hara (D-Ill.) offered a floor amendment in-

structing FCC to hold station licensees “to a strict ac-

countability” for their news operations. But he withdrew
it when Harris objected on grounds that “the Communica-
tions Act itself makes that requirement.”

Another amendment proposed by Rep. Coad (D-Ia.)

would have opened up equal-time opportunities to any
“representative of any political or legislative philosophy”

as well as to candidates whose opponents used station facil-

ities for campaign speeches. The House voted it down.

Commerce Committee members Mack (D-Ill.) & Hemp-
hill (D-S.C.) argued that the bill should provide definitions

of “qualified” candidates entitled to make equal-time claims

on stations. They also wanted equal-time provisions ap-

plied only within 45 days prior to primaries and 90 days
before general elections. But they offered no amendments.

Otherwise debate in the House ranged all over the

spectrum of politics, news and the capabilities—and lack

of them—of TV-radio operators. But nearly all agreed that

legislation was required to prevent any TV-radio black-

outs of political news in the 1960 Presidential campaign
year under the Lar Daly rule.

Majority floor leader McCormack (D-Mass.) said: “We
all know that many newspapers throughout the country
control radio & TV stations, and we, being practical men,
know what we are up against.” He protested “slanting of
the news” by newspapers against the Democrats, warned
that they “are going to project it into TV & radio.”

Rep. Celler (D-N.Y.) concurred: “I will say that the
press of the country, and I can almost agree that the radio
& TV facilities likewise are more or less slanted in the
Republican direction and not in our direction. That is un-
fair.” For instance, Celler said, CBS, NBC & ABC were
guilty of “misuse” of their networks when they refused
equal time to a Democratic spokesman to answer President
Eisenhower’s labor-law speech (Vol. 15:32). He urged the
Commerce Committee to “plumb the depths of the sub-
ject” in a special investigation.

Rep. Moss said: “I lack confidence in the complete
objectivity of tbe broadcasting industry.” He deplored
“unconscionable handling” by the networks of the Eisen-
hower TV-radio speech incident. It raised “serious doubts,”
he said, adding: “I want to say if the [Senate] does un-
dertake to broaden this legislation, then I will do every-
thing in my power to defeat it.”

To Rep. Hoffman (R-Mich.) the Harris measure “is a
dangerous bill.” But he supported it despite its “dangerous
grant of power” to broadcasters. “We can take care of
that—when it becomes oppressive,” he assured the House.

Rep. Vanik (D-0.) said there was “need for legislation

to clarify the right” of broadcasters to editorialize on
public issues and endorse candidates. Few are “really
equipped” for such ventures, he argued: “Many radio sta-

tions are manned by a disc jockey, an engineer who doubles
as a news commentator, and an owner-manager who prob-
ably heads up the advertising department. More & more
TV stations operate with an engineer, a movie projector
and a box of old film.”

Nor did 3 House members who have backgrounds in

broadcasting spring to the defense of the industry.

Rep. H. R. Gross (R-Ia.) said: “Having spent nearly

15 years in this business of news broadcasting, I would
just make this comment. This bill may work out all right.

I do not know. I doubt it very much.” He worked for radios

KXEL Waterloo, WHO Des Moines, WLW Cincinnati and
WISH Indianapolis before running for Congress.

Rep. Paul C. Jones (D-Mo.), who proudly lists him-
self as gen. mgr. of radio KBOA Kennet, Mo. since it

opened in 1947, said the Harris bill “applies only to helping

the large network stations.” He wanted something done
about “so-called” commentators—the type “who gets up
there & gives his opinion as an editorial writer.” Equal
time to answer them should be assured, he said.

Rep. Samuel S. Stratton (D-N.Y.) said Sec. 315 should

have something more in it than the Harris amendments
to make sure that TV & radio “are not denied to candi-

dates generally in the course of primary & election cam-
paigns.” He was a commentator on WTEN & its radio

WROW Albany, and radios WPTR Albany and WSNY
Schenectady.

On the other hand, another graduate of broadcasting
—Rep. Catherine May (R-Wash.)—used statements by CBS
Inc. pres. Frank Stanton as the text for a floor speech urg-

ing more freedom for broadcasters. The Harris bill, she

said, provided only “a minimum essential.” Mrs. May
used to do news & special events for I'adios KMO Tacoma,

KOMO Seattle and KIT Yakima.
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HOUSE QUIZ SHOW UNSET: Tentative target dates for

House Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee
hearings on 1958 TV quiz show scandals (Vol. 15:31-

33) are late Sept, or early Oct.—but there’s been no

decision yet to stage them. This was the only news
bulletin coming out of the oversighters’ probe last

week. The only reported activity was by subcommittee

staffers who continued their chore of digging through

a mass of testimony piled up in a 9-month investigation

of the defunct big-money programs by a N.Y. Grand
Jury-—which indicted nobody for operating or partici-

pating in the quizzes.

Members of the House group headed by Rep. Harris

(D-Ark.) were reported by one subcommittee source as

“unanimous” in wanting to go ahead with public sessions.

The question hadn’t yet been put to a vote, however. It’s

unlikely that the subcommittee will get around to it this

week, and there’s little chance that anything will be

scheduled before adjournment of this Congressional session,

which may come around Labor Day.

As for what a House rehash of last year’s newspaper

sensations can produce beyond a rei’un of old headlines,

there was no sure word from the investigators. Chief sub-

committee counsel Robert W. Lishman told us: “If—and

that’s a big if—the American public has been deceived, and

if there are some persons who have derived an unfair

competitive advantage from the quiz shows, then the FCC
or FTC should exercise some kind of authority.” But Lish-

man added hastily: “We don’t want to get into a situation

where the FCC would censor or exercise controls over

programming.”
Meanwhile the Senate Commerce Committee chaired by

Sen. Magnuson (D-Wash.), who announced he was moving
into the quiz show field last month at the same time Harris

did, was doing nothing toward putting any public probe on

its active agenda. Magnuson’s communications expert

Nicholas Zapple, who spent several days earlier going over

the N.Y. Grand Jury minutes, was back in Washington
again with little to report.

FCC ‘REFORMS’ APPROVED: In routine fashion, the Sen-

ate last week passed & sent along to the house 6 of 7

FCC procedural bills—including one revising “protest”

rules—which had been recommended by the Commerce
Committee (Vol. 15:33).

First proposed by the Federal Communications Bar
Assn., then re-drafted to suit FCC, the approved “protest”

measure (S-1898) would amend the Communications Act
to provide for filing of pre-grant objections to TV & radio

station awards made without hearings.

Also passed by the Senate without debate or discussion

were FCC-proposed measures to permit Commission mem-
bers more latitude in consulting with review staffers

(S-1738), reduce oath-taking red-tape in the filing of some
FCC documents (S-1736), and expand FCC’s regulatory

authority over point-to-point circuits (S-1740).

Two days later the Senate swiftly put through 2 more
FCC-requested Communications Act amendments (S-1735

& S-1737) which would (1) Repeal the law’s authorization

to Commission members to collect “honorariums” for out-

side writing & speeches. (2) Set up fines for violations of

FCC regulations in common carrier & special fields. Still

pending in the Senate is a bill (S-1734) tightening “ex-

parte” rules in adjudicatory cases.

Chances that the House will complete action on the

measures before adjournment of this session are dim.

The FCC

FCC Emergency Crew: FCC last week announced 18 ap-
pointments to its unit in the Natl. Defense Executive Re-
serve. Authorized by Congress in 1955 & activated by
executive order in 1956, the organization is comprised of
former govt, officials & qualified industry men who are
trained for handling federal agency problems in event of
a national emergency.

Named were: Warren E. Baker, Washington lawyer
and ex-FCC gen. counsel; Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse
Bcstg. Co. v.p.; Martin B. Campbell, Dallas Educational
TV Foundation member; F. Stanley Hoffman, Gettysburg
(Pa.) College business mgr.; James L. Howe, owner of
radio WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla.; Harold R. Huntley, AT&T
chief engineer; Louis E. Kearney, Assn, of American Rail-

roads communications engineer; Dr. Richard T. Mara,
Gettysburg College science professor; Leonard H. Marks,
Washington communications lawyer; John E. McCoy,
Storer Bcstg. Co. v.p.; Lt. Gen. Willard S. Paul (ret.),

Gettysburg College pres.; Kempster Warren Pyle, gen
mgr. of radio KSIR Wichita, Kans.; Dr. George R. Town,
la. State College engineering research dir. and exec. dir.

of TASO; James P. Veatch, RCA frequency bureau mgr.,
Washington; A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering dept,

mgr.; Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB govt, relations dept,
mgr.; Lawrence Webb, Station Representatives Assn. mgr.
& dir.; Jack S. Younts, pres. & gen. mgr. of radio WEEB
Southern Pines, N.C.

FCC rules & regulations in new loose-leaf Vol. Ill will I
be off the presses next month, the Commission reported. |
Combining part 3 (radio broadcast services) and part 4 |

(experimental, auxiliary and special broadcast services),
the volume will be available about Sept. 18 from Supt. of j

Documents, Govt. Printing Office, Washington, at $4.50
($5.75 foreign), including subsequent changes & amend-
ments. This is the 3rd volume printed in the new style, \
Vols. II & V having already been placed on sale by the »

GPO (Vol. 15:17,23).

Rising TV profits of 2-year-old WWL-TV New Orleans
are expected to enable owner & operator Loyola U. to
balance its $1.8 million budget this year. Long a com- i

mercial broadcaster (radio WML since the mid-1920’s) to
earn the funds necessary for academic survival, Loyola i

turned to TV when its radio profits slumped. This spring, 1

after 5 years of outfighting opponents through the FCC &
(

the Supreme Court, the U. won clear title to its WWL-
)TV operating license, winds up with a TV concern market- I

valued at around $6 million. Loyola’s communications ac-
tivities are tax exempt, enabling WWL-TV to offer time

j

rates some 10% under those of competitors.
I

Pointing up the fatuitousness of Sec. 315, KRON-TV
gen. mgr. Harold P. See last week announced that San •

1

Francisco mayoral candidate Russell L. Wolden was, by I

the station’s arithmetic, entitled to 26 seconds of equal 1

time (on silent film). He invited candidate Wolden to con-
tact program mgr. Doug Elleson for “suitable equal oppor-

|

tunity for access to our visual facilities.” The 26 seconds, g
he said, was the difference in time devoted to the 2 candi- I
dates in newsfilm coverage. 1

Citing “economic reasons,” WBPZ-TV (Ch. 32) Lock
Haven, Pa., notified FCC last week that it will go off the ^

air Sept. 4 for 3 months.
J
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Networks

INSIDE CBS; CBS pres. Louis G. Cowan and newly ap-

pointed network program v.p. Oscar Katz were in

Hollywood last week, discussing progi'am plans for

1960 with agents, producers, and packagers. Cowan &
Katz took time off from their hectic schedule to tell us

about CBS plans specifically, and air their views on TV
generally. They also explained why CBS reversed itself

on a successor to ex-program v.p. Hubbell Robinson,

after initially deciding not to name a successor.

Explained Cowan: “Originally we were not going to

fill Hub’s job, and [exec, v.p.] Jim Aubrey was going to

handle it. However, this siphoned off a tremendous amount

of his time, and so it seemed the logical thing to appoint

Oscar.” A successor to Katz—who had been daytime v.p.

—

will be picked after CBS v.p. Mike Dann returns from his

vacation this week, inasmuch as the new man will work

under Dann’s supervision. Explaining the new lineup of this

CBS executive echelon, Cowan said Coast program v.p.

Bill Dozier and Dann will be responsible for program activ-

ity in their areas. Bob Weitman will be v.p. in charge of

obtaining outside packages and all 3 will report to Katz.

Cowan & Katz have been in continuous huddle on pro-

gramming for 1960. Cowan, reluctant to give details for

fear of tipping off the opposition, did say they were plan-

ning “a new concept”—a 60-min taped show tentatively

called The Laugh Makers, being created by Nat Hiken.

It would be a weekly series
—“a fun show,” Cowan said.

Also, a pilot script is being prepared for a Spring Byington

situation comedy.

Cowan expects more informational shows in 1960.

Pointing to 8 being produced for CBS by Fred Friendly,

he said he expected 1960 would bring 16. Cowan said the

Woman daytime special series, created by Katz, had proved

“fabulously successful,” and may result in a new trend.

Katz opined it was difficult to forecast trends, but the

best thing is to start them, and the way to do this is to

engage in “intelligent experimentation.” This he plans to

do with his newly established CBS Drama Workshop,

which will be under Dozier’s supervision. Workshop will

develop new talent in writing, directing and acting. “We
may commission 20 or more scripts, but we won’t know our

budget until we know which scripts are worth producing,”

explained Katz. “If they tape 13 such shows the budget will

be $500,000, making 26 would run us to $1 million. We hope

to tape enough shows for the series to serve as a summer
replacement. That way, we’ll have developed our new talent,

and at the same time stimulated summer viewing.”

Asked what they thought of 40 Hollywood telefilm series

being cancelled each spring, neither seemed to think it was
a bad thing for TV. Said Katz: “Such shows usually fall

into 2 categories, the old which are worn out & the new
which haven’t caught on. I think it’s a healthy thing for the

public to make its decisions on these series—that’s dem-
ocracy in action. In addition, the cancellation of these series

means opportunity for new talent. It’s like the movies

—

some catch on, some don’t.”

CBS has about 60 specials coming up next season, but

both Cowan & Katz made it clear they feel the word “spe-

cial” has been abused. Said Katz: “A special is a show
which the audience considers something special. If it’s a

weekly series with approximately the same cast, how can

it be considered a special? A special is a show like

‘Wonderful Town,’ with the original cast. The term is be-

coming so loosely-defined, CBS could call its Playhouse 90

series ‘specials’—but it doesn’t.”

Network ‘Orphans’: At least 4 x-egular & 3 rerun series

will switch networks this fall as advertisers & packagers

play TV checkers with programs they’re determined to

keep on the air, despite loss of present network slots.

The largest crop goes to ABC-TV which has adopted

Black Saddle, reruns of Restless Gun, and The Bob Cum-
mings Show from NBC-TV, and Keep Talking and reruns

of The Gale Storm Show from CBS-TV. (The Untouch-

ables, a series based on 2 CBS Desilu Playhouse hours, also

becomes an ABC regular next season, although it doesn’t

represent a direct series move-over.) Cummings and
Storm are being slotted in weekday participation strip

periods. Saddle moves over to ABC complete with its NBC
sponsor, Liggett & Myers.

NBC meanwhile is due to inherit 2 orphaned CBS
shows. Bachelor Father & Richard Diamond. Four Star

Productions negotiated the Diamond switch after P. Loril-

lard failed to renew on CBS. American Tobacco Co., CBS
backer of Bachelor Father, continues as an alternate spon-

sor on NBC. A unique switch to NBC is The Gene Kelly

Show, originally telecast on CBS April 24 as a one-shot

Pontiac special. It will be tape-repeated via NBC next

May 13 as part of the Pontiac series of 8 specials.

CBS’s sole adoption this fall from the other networks

is George Gobel, ex-NBC star, whose half-hour comedy
show will alternate with Jack Benny on Sun. evenings.

Mutual Bcstg.’s 3-part reorganization plan (Vol. 15:33)

under Chapter XI of the Bankruptcy Act, gained the re-

quired creditors’ acceptance in N.Y. Federal Dist. Court
last week. Sept. 2 has been set by bankruptcy referee Asa
Herzog as the date when Mutual’s special counsel Benjamin
Weintraub will introduce a written motion for formal ac-

ceptance. Among the creditors filing in acceptance is the

the F. L. Jacobs Co., which 11 months ago was Mutual’s

parent company. Meanwhile, Mutual lined up a new af-

filiate, WMEX, Boston replacing RKO Teleradio’s WNAC
which failed to renew its contract.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

CBS-TV
Eye Witness to History, 14 half-hour live-tape-film pro-

grams on coverage of the exchange visits of

President Eisenhower and Soviet Premier
Khrushchev, stai’ting Aug. 27, 7:30-8 p.m.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. (Campbell-
Ewald)

NBC-TV
Annual Bake-OfT, cake recipe contest, Sept. 22, 4:30-5 p.m.

Pillsbury (Campbell-Mithun)

Treasure Hunt, alt. Mon., 3 telecasts, plus alt. Thurs. of

4-4 : 30 p.m. period.

Kleinert (Grey)

Treasure Hunt, alt. 15-min. segs., 3 telecasts, plus alt. 15-

min. segs. of The Price Is Right.

Edison Electric Institute (Fuller & Smith
& Ross)

Circus Boy, alt. 15-min. segs. over 52 wks., Sat. ll:30-noon.

Miles Labs (Wade)

The Price Is Right, alt. wk. 15-min. segs., plus Treasure
Hunt, alt. wk. 15-min. segs., 52 wks.
Nabisco (McCann -Erickson)

Queen for a Day and Treasure Hunt, 15-min. segs. on alt.

wks. over 52 wks., plus renewals of alt. 15-

min. segs. in It Could Be You, Concentra-

tion, Tic Tac Dough, and 4:30-5 p.m. period.

Chesebrough-Pond’s ( JWT)
Treasure Hunt, Price Is Right, County Fair, and Tic lac

Dough, renewals of 15-min. alt. wk. segs.

General Milh (BBDO)
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When the Lights Went Out: New York’s biggest power
failure hit nighttime sets-in-use for a 10% drop last Mon.
night. Nearly one of every 3 Manhattan TV households

was affected. People drank warm beer by candlelight and
listened to battery-operated portable radios.

Paradoxically TV-set usage bounded up 7% in the

afternoon, following the 3 p.m. burn-out of 7 big Consoli-

dated Edison cables that left a 500-block area without AC
supply on Aug. 17. Reason: households in unaffected areas

were tuning in for news of the unexpected blackout.

Of the 3 major networks, only ABC-TV was really

caught with its power supply down, the network’s West
66th St. headquarters being in the power-short area. Flag-

ship WABC-TV was knocked off the air for 25 min., start-

ing at 2:49 p.m., when studios & film facilities were put out

of action, although the Empire State Bldg, transmitter

south of the area was not idled. Radio flagship WABC also

came off the air, but only for the few moments needed to

switch to recorded music from its transmitter in N. J.

Working in the humid network headquarters (no air-

conditioners, of course), shirt-sleeved ABC-TV officials

quickly evolved an emergency procedure for Pantomime
Quiz, 9-9:30 p.m. EDT, the only live N.Y. origination in

the network’s Mon.-night schedule. Using a mobile unit

which had been in action to provide news summaries, ABC
moved Mike Stokey & the show’s participants to the side-

walk of Central Park West, and staged the show, with

portable lights, as an unscheduled al fresco event.

Other stations & networks pitched in to help. Independ-

ent outlet WPIX used an extra film chain to feed WABC-
TV’s station-break film commercials from its still-operat-

ing studios (on E. 42nd St.) to the ABC station’s

transmitter. CBS and NBC sent over copies of incoming

news teletype copy, since ABC’s printers were out.

CBS-TV took the power failure in stride, although 2

of NBC-TV’s afternoon tape shows (Young Dr. Malone,

3-3:30 p.m. & From These Roots, 3:30-4 p.m.) were re-

placed with I Take Thee, a 60-min. film, when NBC’s tape

studios at 67th & Bx’oadway were hit by the power drop.

On the radio front, only WINS (whose studios are

just north of the 59th St. power boundary on Broadway)
was really jarred from its usual program routine. Operat-

ing with some bravado with battery-powered equipment
(after turning down a power offer from WNEW), WINS’
roster of nighttime disc jockeys talked & talked through

the night, their TC turntables & pop records silent.

With one out of 10 N.Y. TV viewers suddenly forced

to turn to other forms of entertainment to struggle through

the warm night, neighbors threw impromptu parties to

eat up tons of cold cuts & fast-melting ice cream, and
pedestrians strolled the moonlit streets or stopped in at

candlelit taverns for London-temperature drinks while

Peter Gunn sleuthed unseen & Betty Furness sold West-
inghouse appliances, unheard.

ABC-TV on Wednesday was quick to cash in promo-

tionally on the power failure. It sent agencymen & the TV
press a boxed “emergency kit for your desk drawer” which

contained a candle, holder, match folder, and promotion

letter from sales development dir. Bert Briller. He led

into the latest ABC-TV Nielsen figures with the phrase

“And not wanting to hide our candle under a bushel. .
.”

Also in the aftermath of the blackout, ABC-TV was
preparing make-goods and/or rebates to advertisers in the

network’s daytime Beat the Clock, American Bandstand
and Gale Storm Shoio for commercials missed prior to

AT&T re-routing of ABC-TV shows to Chicago film

originations. The 2 blacked-out NBC-TV daytime serials

caused no advertiser problems, both shows being sustain-

ing, and none of CBS-TV’s Monday lineup was affected.

Stations

New NAB Code Study: Quietly circulated among net-
work, agency & broadcast executives in N.Y. last week was
an as-yet-confidential report which distilled the thinking of
NAB’s Code Review Board on personal-product advertis-

ing. Although much of the book-sized report (prepared by
the group of which Westinghouse Bcstg.’s Don McGannon
is chmn.) is re-statement of previous NAB commercial
policies, it drew close attention from TV officials, many of

whom have been contacted recently (Vol. 15:32) by the
code group in an attempt to head off “Preparation H”-
type disputes before they arise.

Now, apparently, NAB has firmed-up its commercial
policies for fall, and won’t make any further changes un-
less there’s an overwhelming reason. Cited as problem
areas in the report are commercials dealing with such
products as laxatives, deodorants, paper tissues, depila-

tories, corn & callous removers, and foundation garments.
And, the theme of NAB’s viewpoint might be expressed
as “keep ’em in the best of taste, or watch out for NAB
disapproval.”

The report was supervised by a 3-man subcommittee
of NAB’s regular code review group, headed by E. K.
Hartenbower (KCMO-TV Kansas City). The others:

Gaines Kelley (WFMY-TV Greensboro) and McGannon
(Westinghouse). Distribution of the new report and some
special presentations of its contents will continue for an-

other month.

TIO Finds a Home: Headquarters in N.Y. for NAB’s
|

Television Information Organization will be at 666 Fifth I
Ave., where TIO has a 3-year lease with option for a 6-year f
renewal. That’s one of the key items settled by the new i

PR group in its latest meeting, held in N.Y. Aug. 19, in v

preparing for the scheduled fall start of the industry- v

supported image drive.

Still not settled last week was the question of a TIO )

dir., although the original list of some 67 names has now i

been trimmed to no more than a half-dozen. The finalists j

in the job selection process, according to one network offi-
•

cial attending the Aug. 19th meeting, “are all from within

the TV-radio industry,” and are being approached by TIO.

Target date for the naming of a TIO dir. is Sept. 15, and

the organization’s next meeting is Sept. 2.

“Break-even point” for KBLR-TV (Ch. 10) & KBLR 1

Goodland, Kan., purchased in April by a group headed by

Leslie E. Whittemore (Vol. 15:16), should be reached within
j

6 months. That’s what creditors of the station have been
(

advised by the new management. In a letter reporting that <

the sale ($5,000 plus $400,000 in liabilities for KBLR-TV, ’

$145,000 plus $25,000 for KBLR) finally had been consum-
(

mated after 5 months of delays, Whittemore asked the
|

creditors to be patient in order “to avoid the consequences i

of a bankruptcy action.” He said it would be “necessary to
, ;

forego paying any previous indebtedness of the stations
|

for a period of 6 months.” Since April, expenses of operat- I

ing the Goodland stations “have far exceeded income,” •

according to Whittemore, and additional liabilities of $28,- i

000 have been incurred. “We hope in the near future to '

acquire additional capital & long-term financing,” he told i

the creditors. f

Hometown Free TV Stations, organized to fight CATV i

(Vol. 15:6), is asking regular members for $200 initiation I

fee and their one-hour rate every month for 18 months. i

Donations are also being asked of associate members.
j
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CANADIAN TV POTPOURRI: Although the nature of

Canadian TV won’t begin to change officially until mid-

Sept., when the govt, opens its cities to competitive

commercial stations (Vol. 15:31), TV there is already

stewing vigorously. Keeping the pot boiling are the

scramblings for licenses, and the agitation over the

proposed Board-of-Broadcast-Governors regulation that

programming be at least 55% Canadian.

The Dominion’s departure from the one-station-per-

city policy (born with Canadian TV in Sept. 1952) is

historic, but hardly an open-sesame. The new policy is still

limiting—only one additional station per city will be

licensed—and there will be considerably more demand for,

than supply of, new Canadian stations. Result: all sorts

of mergers & strange-bedfellow get-togethers are cooking.

Vancouver’s various radio stations, it’s reported, for ex-

ample, will forget their competitive differences and apply

jointly for the lone new TV license available there. To-

ronto, a TV prize in anybody’s market, is expected to be a

major battleground. More than a dozen powerful interests

are known to be eyeing that one new upcoming channel.

Some of the contestants are TV-radio-newspaper magnate

Roy Thomson whose British-U.S. intei'ests include Scot-

tish TV Ltd. & the St. Petersburg (Fla.) Independent;

Famous Players Canadian Corp., which will conduct a

pay-TV test in suburban Toronto in midwinter (Vol. 15:

25, 33 & p. 20); Standard Radio Ltd., operator of radio

CFRB Toronto. Similar pools & battlegrounds are form-

ing all along Canada’s TV front.

Fireworks can also be expected when BBC opens its

Nov. 2-3 public hearings in Ottawa on various proposed

regulations, one of which is the 55% Canadian-content

programming edict that is irksome to many. Reportedly,

this regulation stems from complaints of Canadian inter-

ests & organizations that north-of-the-border stations are

using too many American films & network shows. CBC
programs roughly half Canadian, half American.

One of CBC’s top TV producers, Norman Sedawie,

recommends that Canada slap a tariff on imported TV-
radio programs & records for broadcast use in order to

help CBC and the Dominion’s entertainment business.

“Available fi’om American sources,” he points out, “are

slick, recorded drama & comedy shows—sold to Canadian

buyers at impossible competitive fees. How can live talent

exist when, for example, a half-hour drama—complete

—

can be purchased for under $500 on TV?”

“The essence of the Canadian problem has been the

strong public determination that Canadian TV should be

original, at least to some extent, rather than a mere ex-

tension of the American chains,” points out Montreal Star

editor G. V. Ferguson. “That has cost the taxpayer a lot

of money, as the large [CBC] deficit indicates [Vol. 15:30].

But it will be remembered that Canada’s national TV net-

work is a costly 4200 miles long—from Newfoundland to

British Columbia. It serves a total of [only] 17 million

people. . . . Small wonder there’s a deficit . . . particularly

so because 80% & perhaps 90% of the total Canadian
population can get U.S. TV on their receivers.”

To keep its viewers from tuning south-of-the-border,

CBC has been required to program top U.S. network shows.

The proposed BBG regulation will mean not only more
Canadian TV programming for viewers, but more of it in

prime evening time. To meet this need, more programs will

be filmed in Canada; imports from Britain will increase.

In recent months, additional film companies have been

established in Canada by Canadian, U.S. and British in-

terests. Also with an eye to burgeoning Canadian TV,

Atlantic Trade Associates Ltd. was formed in London re-

cently (Vol. 15:33) to facilitate sponsorship of Canadian
TV shows by British sponsors.

Key man in the whole 55%-Canadian TV picture, of

course, is the Canadian TV viewer. Today, Yankee-made
TV is the most popular in the Dominion. Hamstrung by
the 55% edict, the upcoming independent competitive sta-

tions may find advertising support hard to come by.

In addition to the popularity & availability of Ameri-
can programming, the problem is further complicated, as
Ferguson sees it, by the fact that “American sponsors sel-

dom wanted a Canadian-produced show . . . Few Canadian
sponsors, moreover, are able or willing to pay the full cost

of a network show.” The public heretofore has paid the

big tab for Canadian programming. “But what will hap-
pen when competition is permitted in all the big centers

of population? . . . Where will private TV find the spon-

sors?” The answers won’t start coming in until mid-1960,
when the first of the new stations will be airborne.

KMSP-TV Sale Terms: A price of $3.5 million cash plus

assumption of $600,000 in film commitments is being paid
to Natl. Telefilm Associates by 20th Century-Fox TV for

KMSP-TV (Ch. 9) Minneapolis-St. Paul (Vol. 15:31), it was
disclosed last week. This is the initial venture of the

wholly-owned subsidiary of 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.
into the TV station ownership field.

Control of the station was acquired by NTA in Nov.
1957 when it purchased 75% from United TV Inc. for

$650,000 (Vol. 13:47). The film distributor gained 100%
control the following Feb. when it bought the remaining

25% held by Loew’s Inc. for the exact amount which
Loew’s paid for the stock in 1956—$138,411.36 (Vol. 14:7).

NTA continues to own & operate WNTA-TV (Ch. 13) &
WNTA N.Y. Its parent National Theatres operates

WDAF-TV (Ch. 4) & WDAF Kansas City, Mo.

Merger set: Ex-Rep. Clinton D. McKinnon’s KOAT-
TV (Ch. 7) Albuquerque is merging with KVOA-TV (Ch.

4) Tucson, in which he holds a 25% interest, according to

an application filed with FCC last week. McKinnon, pur-

chasing 5 % from each of the other owners (Bernard Wein-
berg, Harold B. Garfield and Arthur A. Desser) for $45,-

000, will be pres. & 40% owner of the surviving Alvarado

TV Co. The others will retain 20% each, and assume part of

the obligations McKinnon incurred when he bought KOAT-
TV from A. M. Caldwell-Walter Stiles group (Vol. 13:6).

Negotiations for sale of control of KCIX-TV (Ch. 6)

Nampa-Boise, Ida., are under way between KCIX-TV
owner-pres. Roger L. Hagadone and owners of KTLE
(Ch. 6) Pocatello (Howard D. Johnson group). Involved

in the discussion is the possibility of raising funds for a

move of KCIX-TV’s transmitter to Deer Point Peak, lo-

cation of other Boise area TV towers. Sources close to the

principals say no price has been mentioned, but that a

deal—with KTLE probably acquiring 80% of KCIX-TV—
may be closed some time in Sept.

NBC affiliation value of about $1.4 million was set last

week by Time Inc.’s Intermountain Bcstg. & TV Corp. for

KTVT (Ch. 4) & KDYL Salt Lake City, which have been

sold to Columbia Pictures for $3 million-plus (Vol. 15:31).

A balance sheet for the stations, filed with FCC, listed to-

tal assets of $1.8 million; current liabilities $113,604. Time
plans to acquire another TV station, broadcasting v.p.

Weston C. Pullen Jr. said at the 4-day Minneapolis con-

ference of the company’s station managers.
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More Millionaire Engineers: The second pair of TV-radio

consulting engineers to achieve millionaire status within

a year are James 0. Weldon and Lester H. Carr, pres. &
v.p. respectively of Continental Electronics Mfg. Co., Dal-

las, which was sold this week for $3,600,000 to Ling-Altec

Electronics Inc., Culver City, Cal. The latter was recently

formed by the merger of Ling Electronics and Altec-Lan-

sing (total assets: $17,632,320).

Co-equal owners of the Dallas manufacturer of super-

high-power transmission equipment, including custom-built

broadcast apparatus, they sold out for $3,350,000 cash,

10,000 shares of Ling-Altec common, and $125,000 in 5'/f

notes. Both retain their present positions in the Conti-

nental subsidiary, which has a backlog of orders amounting
to $40,000,000 of the parent corporation’s $57,000,000.

Weldon operates in Dallas, where he moved from Wash-
ington about 10 years ago, and Carr continues in Wash-
ington where he is not only a prominent broadcast con-

sulting engineer but pres, of Developmental Engineering

Corp., of Washington and Leesburg (Va.). He holds a Navy
moon-relay system contract and is also pres, of Scatter

Communications Inc. of Washington.

The first multi-million dollar deal involving Washing-
ton TV-radio engineers was Northrop Corp.’s acquisi-

tion in Feb. (Vol. 15:8) of Page Communications Engi-

neers Inc., now a wholly owned subsidiary, for $3,000,000

tax-free exchange of stock (100,000 shares) whereby chief

owners E. C. Page and Joseph A. Waldschmitt each re-

ceived 33,000 shares of Northrop, then valued at around

$1,000,000 to each. Partner John Creutz received a sub-

stantial amount of Northrop stock, as did various employes

and counsel Edward P. Morgan. “P.X.” Page and “Wally”

Waldschmitt continue as pres, and exec. v.p. of the North-

rop subsidiary in Washington, which plans & builds com-

munications systems throughout the world. Creutz &
partner David L. Steel devote all their time to the sepa-

rately owned broadcast consulting engineering partner-

ship of Page, Creutz, Steel & Waldschmitt, Washington.

Before the war, in which he rose to an Army Signal Corps

colonelcy. Page was partner of George C. Davis, Washing-
ton radio-engineering consultant. He became v.p. & chief

engineer of Mutual after the war, and about 10 years ago

returned to Washington to set up his practice. He is mar-
ried to the former Virginia Erwin, a graduate radio en-

gineer & onetime member of the FCC staff.

NAB and National Community TV Assn, are co-

operating in EIA’s promote-fall-TV programs drive (Vol.

15:30, 33). NAB has sent its TV membership a detailed

outline of the Aug. 15-Sept. 15 program, including a sample

of the posters which were mailed to some 40,000 TV deal-

ers. NCTA sent similar material to its members.

New NAB “Engineering Handbook”—5th edition of the

technical guide which was last revised in 1949—has gone to

press. McGraw-Hill, N.Y., is the publisher of the book,

which runs to 3,000 manuscript pages and 47 chapters, 39

of them wholly new. Distribution to NAB members is sched-

uled for mid-1960.

Purchase of WHTN & WHTN-FM Huntington, W.Va.
for more than $100,000 by Chicago sales executive Wayne
Geyer from Cowles Bcstg. Co., which retains WHTN-TV
was announced last week by broker Blackburn & Co.

“TV—In Focus with Modern America” will be the

theme of National TV Week Nov. 15-21, co-sponsored by

NAB & TvB. Tied in with the promotion will be NAB’s
new film “In Focus” (Vol. 15:31).

2-Color TV at Engineering Meet: First technical paper
on color-TV experiments following the new color theory
developed by Polaroid pres. Edwin Land (Vol. 15:27,32)
(the production of full-color images using only 2 color

sources) will be delivered in Washington Sept. 25 at the
'

start of the 2-day 9th annual IRE-AIEE broadcast sym-
posium. The paper—“Some Slide & Color TV Experiments
Using Land Technique”—will be presented by color-TV
experimenter Dr. William L. Hughes, Iowa State College.

Other papers at Sept. 25 session, moderated by Lucien
Rawls, L. H. Carr & Associates: Measurements of new
WOAI (San Antonio) Anti-Fading Antenna, Stephen
Kershner & Charles Jeffers, of A.D. Ring & Associates;

World-Wide Frequency Standard Broadcasting, A.D. Watt,
Natl. Bureau of Standards; New WXYZ-TV-AM Plant

in Detroit, by an ABC engineer.

Sept. 26 morning session will be devoted to papers on ,

TASO, moderated by Dr. George Town, Iowa State College,

former TASO director: Vhf-Uhf Measurement Techniques,
,

Ogden Presholdt, CBS; Effects of Trees & Forests in Vicin-

ity of Uhf Antennas, Howard Head, A.D. Ring & Associ- i

ates; Correlation of Picture Quality with Signal Strength, ,

Knox Mcllwain, Burroughs, Corp.; Tropospheric Fields,
,

Phil Rice, Natl. Bureau of Standards; TV Signal-to-Inter-
)

ference Ratios, Gordon Fredendahl, RCA; TV Receiver
|

Characteristics, to be announced.
j

Sept. 26 afternoon session, Frank Bias, GE, moder- J

ator: TV Antenna System Measurements Based on New J

Pulse Technique, D. W. Peterson, RCA; Rejuvenation of I

Image Orthicon Tubes, Benjamin Wolfe, Westinghouse i

Bcstg. Co.; Video Quality Control by Means of Optical U

Wedge, ABC engineer; Preset TV Studio Lighting Facili-

ties, to be announced; New Equipment for Measuring* I
Envelope Delay, E. N. Luddy, RCA. j

Need still pictures? Some 400 sources for millions of

pictures useful in TV and advertising, arranged by subject,
ff

constitute Picture Sources: An Introductory List (115 pp., ^
$3.50), just published by Special Libraries Assn., 31 E. |
10 St., N.Y.C. 3. ]

TV covers a murder trial for the first time—at West ^
Covina, Cal. Los Angeles stations received permission from 4
Municipal Judge William P. Martin to shoot the prelimi-

nary hearing of a case in which Carole Stregoff will I

stand trial with Dr. Bernard Finch on a charge of mur- ^
dering his wife. KTTV, KTLA, KCOP and NBC & CBS |
covered. Judge Martin ruled that while the cameras

might cover the arguments of prosecution & defense, and li

record his verdict, they would not be allowed to film his

face. This decision was to avoid the impression that he ij

sought personal aggrandizement. KTLA televised an- a

other real trial’s proceedings recently when, with Judge

Byron J. Walters’ permission, it made a live pickup of the I

jury in an eviction case witnessing pertinent films being i;

shown them in one of KTLA’s theaters.

A Long Island dentist is using TV to ease the pain of

his patients—while the dentist drills, his TV set thrills.

Dr. Sidney L. Freed reports “the psychological effect is

remarkable. They get so absorbed in the TV [a screen

suspended from the ceiling] that they don’t pay any atten- i

tion to what I’m doing.” He rates quiz programs as top

painkillers for adults & children alike, but points out that

“rock-&-roll dances are unquestionably the best for teen-

agers; they have a relaxing effect.” One complication: some

patients insist on keying visits with favorite TV shows. i
'

i
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Spot Boom for Westinghouse: with 979 spot TV adver-

tisers buying time or programs in June on the 5 Westing-

house Bcstg. Co. TV outlets (373 local, 606 national) as

against the June 1958 figure of 781 (310 local, 471 na-

tional), total spot TV gross sales jumped 12.7%. So re-

ported A. W. Dannenbaum Jr., WBC v.p. in charge of sales

in a special mid-year business summary last week.

Total spot TV gross for the first 6 months of 1959,

compared with the same period of 1958, showed a 6.3%
jump and a 10% rise in spot-radio billings, Dannenbaum
added. Unbilled orders for the coming season are up 7.3%
in TV and 9.5% in radio for WBC over July 1958.

A major factor in WBC’s upward sales curves, company
officials say, is the boom in leisure-time activities. Among
the new spot advertisers buying time on WBC outlets, the

largest single category was advertisers for entertainment.

About 33% of these were local movie theaters (see story on

rising movie attendance, p. 13) which once shied away from

broadcast advertising. Other new sponsors included maga-
zines ranging from Reader’s Digest to Alaska Life, legiti-

mate theaters, nightclubs, ballrooms & dance studios,

sports events, sporting goods and hobby equipment.

Food & confectionery products, travel concerns, hotels

and such new-to-spot accounts as Leonard Exec. Personnel

Service, Manpower Inc., Compania Mexicana, and Oshkosh

B’Gosh Inc. also helped form what WBC pres. Don Mc-
Gannon described as “a pattern of growth for TV & radio

which, I am convinced, will continue into the future.”

Spot radio’s biggest customer in 1959’s first 6 months
is Ford Motor Co., RAB reported last week—$3,250,000.

Among the top 10 spot advertisers are 4 tobacco companies

(Liggett & Myers, R. J. Reynolds, P. Lorillard and Ameri-
can Tobacco Co.), 3 auto firms (General Motors, Chrysler

and top-ranking Ford), 2 brewers (Anheuser-Busch for

Budweiser and Joseph Schlitz) toiletries manufacturer

Thos. Leeming & Co. RAB estimates that the top 50 na-

tional & regional spot radio advertisers spent a net of

$44.4 million in the year’s first half.

Independent radio stations top their competitive net-

work affiliates in overall audience impact in 39 of the na-

tion’s 60 major markets, concludes an appraisal by Adam
Young Inc. These areas account for more than half of all

U.S. retail sales. CBS, NBC, and ABC stations were first

in 8, 6, and 5 markets respectively; NBC & CBS tied in

one market, and CBS & 2 independents tied in another.

(Mutual stations are listed as independents.) The study

used latest Pulse data on average daytime ratings & au-

dience shares for each station. Key cities captured by
independent radio; N.Y., L.A., Chicago, Boston, San Fran-
cisco, Washington.

New FM sales & programming policies have been es-

tablished by Jack Wrather’s KFMB-FM San Diego. Time
will be sold only in units of half-hours, and announce-
ments of one min. or less. Only live copy will be accepted.

No more than 3 commercials per quarter-hour will be per-

mitted; there will be no double-spotting. New program
format will consist of “genuinely great jazz” for the en-

tire broadcast day—2 p.m. to midnight.

KETV Omaha scored a whopping 77.1% gain in ad

dollar volume during first-half 1959, compared with the

same 1958 period. KETV v.p. & gen. mgr. Eugene S.

Thomas also reported that July business has been mount-
ing at a pace expected to more than double the compar-
able dollar volume scored in July 1958.

Educational Television

FUNDLESS ETV SHELVED; A “superb ” but expensive

ETV film-course—devoted to the humanities and in-

tended to replace a full year of 11th grade English

—

has been abandoned suddenly by sponsoring Fund for

the Advancement of Education after a pouring of some
$410,000 into the 2-year project. The ETV series, made
possible by a Ford Foundation grant, had been planned

for showing in schools throughout the nation and
scheduled to start rolling early next year.

After previewing a 12-program pilot series of the

course (which took 24 months to make). Fund officials

hailed its quality but flailed its cost. An additional

$700,000 would have been required to complete the proposed

programs of 30-min. color TV films for daily presentation.

The filmed humanities course embraced literature, fine arts,

drama, the dance, and featured narration by Clifton Fadi-

man, among others, and dramatics by the Stratford Shakes-
pearean Players of Canada.

Stunned by the abrupt withdrawal is the Council for a

TV Course in the Humanities for Secondary Schools, a
Boston-based non-profit group, devoted to cultural advance-

ment (associate dir. Angela McDermott is widely known in

ETV circles) which produced the pilot series at the behest

of FAE. Council exec. dir. Floyd Rinker told us; “We’re
as surprised as anyone. We can’t understand it. Everyone
who has seen the series likes it. ETV people tell us it’s a

genuine breakthrough, a benchmark in TV education. The
only answer is that the Fund simply has changed direction.

It was their idea, but they’ve changed their thinking.”

Lost in the shuffle of statements regarding the pro-

gram’s excessive costs, Rinker explained to us, is the fact

that the Fund eventually would have recouped much of its

investment. The plan was to sell the TV course to state

boards & municipal school systems. In fact, the pilot series

of 30-min. films, photographed by Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films Inc., is still available from EBF. Rinker said the

package of twelve 30-min. color films is priced at $2880;

$1440 in b&w.
The pilot course of 12 films, produced for less than

$200,000 (Rinker said the balance of the $410,000 invest-

ment went to general project & administrative expenses,

classroom manuals, workshops, and other program essen-

tials), was tested this spring in Boston & St. Louis, and

previewed in Chicago—all with acclaim from educators &
students. Under the now abandoned schedule, the council

would have had 40 films ready for ETV telecasting by next

Spring; a total of 96 films by early 1961; more later.

Educational WGBH-TV Boston, participant in the

spring test, told us that the abandonment, while extremely

disappointing, would cause no serious dislocation of its

immediate in-school programming, as reported. Program

mgr. Robert Larsen pointed out that only the 12 pilot films

are presently available. Should the station decide to repeat

the series this fall, he said, it would re-run the films over

a 3-week period.

Although the Fund’s withdrawal seemingly writes finis

to the ambitious project, all may not yet be lost. Rinker

said the Council for a TV Course in Humanities has voted

to stick with the idea for as long as possible, in hopes of

raising funds from other sources to carry the project

through to completion.

Third academic year for WCBS-TV’s Sunrise Semester

will begin Sept. 28. Offering fine arts & history, the show
will be on 3 hours a week, including 7;30-8 a.m. Sat.
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More about

CONDITION OF TV’s MOVIE RESERVOIR: Since 1949,

when the first batch of old movies was sold to TV, the

medium’s insatiable appetite has voraciously been gob-

bling up some 9,000 old movies. In the backlog of movies

made by Hollywood and foreign producers TV found

ready-made programming—ideal home-screen enter-

tainment offering big names & big production. Cur-

rently available to TV are 7,535 pre-1948 movies and

1,588 post-1948s (878 of the latter being U.S.-made).

All good things must come to an end, and for some
channels the end appears not far off—a year, perhaps 2.

When we checked the stations of Los Angeles (one of the

prime buyers & consumers of old movies), we found 3 of

the 4 independent stations anticipating a shortage of movies

within that year-or-2 span. They hold little hope that the

major studios will release their post-1948 backlogs during

that time, although this is a problem of some immediacy,

tying in as it does with the entire economics picture of the

depressed movie industry.

While unloading of the post-1948s on TV would be a

boon for both seller & buyer, there are complexities (Vol.

15:14). No leading studio executive wants to see these

“new” oldies do further damage to a boxoffice already badly

mauled by the pre-1948s and some 800 post-1948s. The
decision to sell, however, will not be made in Hollywood,

but arrived at by directorates in the N.Y. home offices, and

dictated by the overall economy of the individual organiza-

tions. There have been reports that one or 2 major studios

face liquidation, with outright sale of their assets. Such

reports would have been termed absurd a few years ago,

but not today—with RKO now a TV studio (Desilu); Re-

public sold; Universal-International studios purchased (and

now Revue’s home) ; Eagle-Lion now housing Ziv TV.

When the signal is eventually given for disposal of

the post-1948s, the network-owned channels will probably

have the inside track, because, at least in Los Angeles, it

is they who are buying the costly packages these days. The
only L.A. independent not expecting a shortage in the near

future is Los Angeles Times-owned KTTV, which antici-

pates no scarcity for 4 years. (A reasuring figure, but

CBS-owned KNXT, which recently acquired the Paramount

backlog, is stocked for the next 8.)

Film buyers we talked to express some skepticism as to

the quality of the post-1948s. They point out that they

cover the era when the movie depression began, and they

mark the advent of CinemaScope, VistaVision, and other

wide-screen pictures which are not readily adaptable to TV.

Moreover, the best product of the post-1948 era will prob-

ably be retained by the movie companies for re-issue

theatrically (Metro’s “Gone With the Wind” is an example

of a multi-run boxoffice winner.)

Many pre-1948 movies are washed up on TV, because

of repetition. But some have always been unusable—made
before the production code was established, they are con-

sidered too risque. Every movie loses viewers for the re-

runs. KNXT ran “High Noon” May 3, 1958, for an im-

pressive 39 ARB, but its rerun on Oct. 17 drew only 18.

Film buyers estimate there are about 2,500 post-1948

& 300 pre-1948s (the latter including 45 by Samuel Gold-

wyn) not yet on TV. But there appears to be no strong

effort to get these movies. Buyers theorize that the majors

will wait until a film shortage enables them to demand stiff

prices, but yesterday’s eagerness to “get those movies” has

b('en replaced by more emphasis on cost.

Here’s how executives of G stations sum it up:
William Alcine, KNXT prog, dir.: “There are about

1,000 old movies that people won’t even look at anymore.
They were nothing to begin with. Our Paramount backlog
has some pictures made in 1929 which we will never run.
They are very dated. We have independent-produced films,

however, made as recently as 1957. Everybody’s talking
about the post-1948s as though they are the greatest ever
made, but there’s an awful lot of dogs in that group. They
were made when the movie industry first began suffering
at the hands of TV.”

|

Chet Brouwer, KTLA film dir.: “We have a plentiful j

supply now, but within a year there’ll be a shortage. Fewer
\

old movies are being offered, mainly because the network 1

stations have the major studio backlogs tied up. Several f

hundred pre-1948s are available, but most are pretty bad. ’

I think taped shows will eventually replace the movies. We
j

have a vault full of taped, syndicated shows to be sold.”

Howard Lipstone, mgr. film dept., KABC-TV: “We
have a good backlog, and we only run our movies at mid-
night, so we anticipate no shortage. We have about 600-700
titles. We run a movie 15 to 20 times if it’s a good print.”

Richard Woollen, KTTV film dir.: “In 4 years our sup-
ply of movies will be exhausted. Stations will be able to

rerun the really good movies forever, but they may as well

burn tbe others. When we’re out of movies, the answer may
be 60-min. telefilms, if stations can afford them. NBC solved

its problem with the Jade Paar Show. More live, taped and
syndicated shows may be tbe answer.”

,

A1 Flanagan, KCOP v.p. & gen. mgr.: “We run prints i

6 or 7 times, but a print can be run as many as 10 times. ^
I think reruns of 60-min. telefilms like Cheyenne & Mav- ^
erick will eventually replace TV’s movies. We’ll be out I
of them in a year unless the post-1948s are released. Only 1

a limited number can be rerun, actually, because many 'j

weren’t worth running the first time. The Class A picture d

will be rerun, but not the rest.”

Jim Higson, KHJ-TV prog, dir.: “We don’t have |
enough movies, but we run the same picture every night

of each week so we’ll be okay for 2 years. I’m not worried h

about it. Post 1958s will gradually become available. The m
better movies can be run almost in perpetuity.”

More Feature Films Due: Our prediction this spring that
^

United Artists Associated would launch a new late-summer i

package of feature films drawn from recent J. Arthur
j

Rank releases on the feature-hungry TV market (Vol. ]

15:14) is drawing close to reality.
|

Acquired by Lopert Films (an offshoot of parent ;

United Artists) when Rank folded its U.S. distribution

subsidiary early this year, the package is now being i

groomed for TV distribution by UAA and is expected to be

a feature of UAA’s next sales meeting, in about 2 weeks.

Some recent American features may be added to the

package to remove some of the all-British aura that sur- j

rounds the Rank product. Titles in the Rank group in- i

elude some of Britain’s biggest film efforts in the past
^

couple of seasons, such as “A Night to Remember,” “Pur- ’

suit of the Graf Spee,” the color feature-length “Bolshoi i

Ballet,” “The Spanish Gardener,” “Windom’s Way,” »

“Carve Her Name with Pride,” “An Alligator Named 4

Daisy,” and “Robbery Under Arms.”

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. has acquired Toledo Cine
|

Engineering and has taken over the manufacture & distrib- I

ution of the TCE line of Bolex 400-ft. motion-picture cam- i

era magazines & accessories.
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Personals: Arthur C. Schofield, ex-Storer Bcstg. v.p. and

advertising & sales promotion dir., joins Peoples Bcstg.

Stations (KVTV Sioux City, la., & radios WRFD Worth-

ington, Ohio; WTTM Trenton; WMMN Fairmont, W.Va.;

WGAR Cleveland; WNAX Yankton, S.D.) as dir. of ad-

vertising & sales promotion . . . Alvin G. Flanagan, KCOP
v.p.-gen. mgr., named v.p. in charge of all TV stations

owned by NAFI Corp. (KPTV Portland & KOBY San
Francisco), which is buying the Los Angeles independent.

Gene Godt, ex-WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, named adv.-

promotion mgr., KYW-TV Cleveland, succeeding E. Robert

Nashick, appointed to a similar position at KTLA-TV Los

Angeles; Leslie Biebl promoted from KYW-FM exec. dir.

to KYW-TV public affairs dir. . . . Warren Wright, ex-

WCAU-TV Philadelphia, named program mgr., WFBM-
I

TV Indianapolis, succeeding Bill Fall, appointed to new
' post of WFBM-TV & WFBM program operations mgr.
I Philip G. Lasky promoted from West Coast exec. dir.

j

to West Coast v.p., Westinghouse Bcstg. . . . A1 Browdy,

1
chief engineer of KCOP Los Angeles, named dir. of engi-

' ' neering & industrial relations for radio & TV for broadcast

div. of NAFI Corp. . . . John B. Letterman, D.C. lawyer,

r joins FCC rules & standards div. as attorney adviser.

Norman Louvau, former sales mgr. of KRON-TV San
:

Francisco who joined Columbia Pictures last April, named

'
I

v.p.-gen. mgr. of Columbia Pictures Electronics Co. Inc.,

I subsidiary which will operate KTVT & radio KDYL Salt

I
I

Lake City, being acquired from Time Inc. (Vol. 15:31).

ll' Other officers of Columbia Pictures Electronics: A. Schnei-

der, pres.; Leo Jaffe, first v.p.; Nathan Cohn, John Mitchell

iti & Jerome Hyams, v.p.’s; Burton Hanft, treas.; Russell

! Karp, secy.

I Dean Behrend named sales development supervisor,

. WCBS-TV N.Y. . . . William G. Rambeau has resigned as

I
pres, of Rambeau, Vance, Hopple station reps, to become
a broadcast consultant (10 E. 43rd St., N.Y., OXford 7-8896)

. . . Arthur J. Keeley, CBS news div. budget director, mar-

j.
ried Diann Munson in Canandaigua, N.Y.

Clardy H. Moore, for 32 years supt. of Clarksville,

Tenn. schools, joins U.S. Office of Education as special

staff asst, to review & appraise ETV research & other

programs under National Defense Education Act; Dr. C.

(j
Walter Stone promoted from consultant to dir. of educa-
tional media branch . . . Loftus E. Becker, ex-State Dept.,

rejoins RCA-NBC counseling firm of Cahill, Gordon, Rein-
del & Ohl as resident partner in European office in Paris.

. . . Orville F. Burda, ex-KDIX-TV & KDIX Dickinson,

N.D., named KXJB-TV Valley City-Fargo commercial mgr.

James R. Taylor joins Washington communications

law firm of Wilkinson, Cragun & Barker after serving as

law clerk to Chief Judge Marvin Jones of U.S. Court of

Claims . . . Omar F. Elder Jr., ABC-TV gen. counsel, re-

appointed chairman of NAB’s copyright committee by pres.

Harold E. Fellows; Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse
Bcstg. Co., and Daniel W. Kops, radio WAVZ New Haven,
renamed editorializing committee co-chairmen . . . Norman
Ross, WBKB Chicago commentator, will receive an honor-

ary doctorate of humane letters from Lincoln College, Lin-

coln, 111. Sept. 6.

Jerry Hamovit transferred from litigation div. of

FCC gen. counsel’s office, to Justice Dept, tax div. . . .

William Holm of radio WLPO LaSalle, 111. and John W.
Jacobs Jr. of radio WDUN Gainesville, Ga. appointed by
NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows to 3-year terms as directors

of Assn, for Professional Bcstg. Education, replacing Ward
Quaal (WGN-TV & WGN Chicago) and Lee W. Ruwitch

(WTVJ Miami), respectively . . . Peter A. Whipple pro-

moted from office mgr. & personnel dir. to sales-traffic

mgr., WTTG Washington.

U.S. TV-radio entries in the 11th annual international

Prix Italia competition Sept. 1-16 at Sorrento, as selected

by the Bcstg. Foundation of America: TV documentary

—

“Meet Mr. Lincoln” (NBC-TV) and “A ‘Sound’ Life”

(WSB-TV Atlanta). Radio documentary—“Eulogy for 3

Non-adjusted Men” (WFMT Chicago). Musical composi-

tion with words—“The Glittering Gate” (radio WNYC
N.Y.) and “Elegy for a Dead Soldier” (radio KFMQ
Lincoln, Neb.). Members of BFA’s advisory committee on

the entries were chairman Edward Stanley (NBC), John
Daly (ABC), Harold E. Fellows (NAB), Irving Gitlin

(CBS), Carl Haverlin (BMI), Donald H. McGannon
(Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.), Romney Wheeler (USIA),
John White (National Educational TV & Radio Center),

Seymour N. Siegel (WNYC).
Meeting this week: Okla. Bcstrs. Assn. (Aug. 28-29) at

Lake Murray Lodge, Ardmore; W.Va. Bcstrs. Assn. (28-30)

at Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs; Miss. Bcstrs. Assn,

sales management conference (29) at Heidelburg Hotel,

Jackson; AP breakfast preceding meeting of N.M. Bcstrs.

Assn. (29) at Desert Sands Hotel, Albuquerque. Judge John
Brett, presiding judge of Okla. Criminal Court of Appeals,

whose decision favored court broadcasting, will address the

Okla. group. FCC Comr. Ford & NAB presidential asst.

Howard H. Bell will speak at the W.Va. meeting. Next
week: N.C. AP Bcstrs. annual meeting (Sept. 3) Charlotte;

Texas AP Bcstrs. convention (4-5) Rice Hotel, Houston.

Southern Cal. Bcstrs. Assn. pres. Robert M. Light was
in New York last week for meetings with agencies & ad-

vertisers in the cause of Southern Cal. radio. He will work
his way back to the Coast with calls in Detroit, Chicago,

Minneapolis, St. Louis, and the Pacific Northwest.

Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS pres., speaks this week at the

9th annual meeting of the Assn, for Education in Jour-

nalism, U. of Oregon (Aug. 25-29).

Obituary

Earl J. Hudson, 67, AB-PT v.p., died Aug. 21 in Los
Angeles of aplastic anemia. From Feb. 1953 until Dec. 1958

he was v.p. in charge of ABC’s western div. Since then he

had served in an advisory capacity to successor James
Riddell and as AB-PT’s representative on the board of

Disneyland. He is survived by his wife and 3 daughters.

Joseph T. Connolly, 47, CBS radio v.p. & former radio

WCAU Philadelphia gen. mgr. (Vol. 15:31), died Aug. 17

in that city. He is survived by his wife and 3 sons.
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How Special is a Special? A network special has slightly

less than a 50-50 chance of achieving a higher audience-

level than the regular network show it’s replacing. That’s

the key finding in a study prepared for us by A. C. Nielsen

Co. of the rating behavior of the 37 network specials tele-

cast this year in the Jan.-April period. Details:

• Larger audiences: A little less than half (46%) of

the specials drew a larger number of TV homes than the

“bumped” shows. Of the 17 shows that bettered the regular

mark, 14 pulled a 10% or more increase, 3 drew less than

that percentage gain.

• Same-size audiences: Of all 37 specials, only 2

(5.4%) drew the same-size audience as the shows they

pre-empted.

• Smaller audiences: On the minus side, 18 specials

(48.6%) drew smaller audiences. This is slightly more
than the number that boosted audiences. Of those lowering

ratings, 16 (43% of the 37-show total) went down 10% or

more; the other 2 had decreases of under 10%.

Thus it’s about even-money that a sponsor will reach

—or not reach—a larger audience with a special than with

the routine, regularly-scheduled show—even when the spe-

cial (as most are) is backed with a heavy promotion cam-

paign. And, with 350 “specials” due in the upcoming

season, the odds aren’t likely to get better.

Whether specials raise or lower ratings of the time

period occupied, however, is not just a question of how
good or bad they are. In the general figures cited above,

the 2 specials that pulled the largest increase & decrease

respectively happened to be only a few rating points apart.

The biggest increase was scored Mar. 2, 1959 by a

Bing Crosby special on ABC-TV with a 22.8 Nielsen na-

tional rating, representing a 178% gain over The Patti

Page Show which it pre-empted. The previous Nielsen

rating of Miss Page’s show had been only 8.2.

By contrast, the largest rating decrease was scored

by DuPont’s adaptation on CBS-iTV March 28 of “The

Human Comedy,” which scored a rating of 20.5—only 2.3

rating points below the Crosby special. However, the Du-

Pont show fell 42% below the rating level of the replaced

shows, largely because they happened to be the high-

rated Have Gun, Will Travel & Gunsmoke Westerns.

As one Nielsen executive put it to us: “If you’re re-

placing a top-rated regular show with a special, it has to

be a pretty hot special to top the regular show’s rating.

Therefore, the performance of the pre-empted show has to

be considered, as well as the potential of the special, in

estimating how well a special’s going to do.”

What attracts sponsors to specials (apart from the op-

portunity to conduct merchandising & promotion drives at

dealer level with some big star names) is the fact that the

best of them do very well indeed. Here are Nielsen’s na-

tional figures for the best-viewed specials that made the

“Top 10” show lists between Jan. & June:

“Top 10” Network Specials

First Half of 1959

Special
Some of Manie’s Friends
Academy Awards
Bob Hope Show
Kmmy Awards 10 p.m

10 :46 p.m
Jack Benny Special
Bob Hope Show
Summer On Ice
Holiday U.S.A

Nielsen Total Audience

TV Homes
Date % (000)

March 3 40.1 17,116

April G 66.7 24.200

April 16 34.9 14,916

May G 37.6 16,466

May G 38.9 16,999

May 23 33.6 14,641

May 1.') 32.3 14,062

June 8 37.2 16,976

June 10 29.9 13,039

More Special Conflicts: The latest brouhaha to flare in

the field of network specials is between William Morris
agency and CBS Films. Some weeks ago, the latter made
plans to syndicate a 60-min. film special featuring advance
Paris showings of new fashions by Fi-ance’s top designers,

filmed there by a crew from WBBM-TV Chicago. (The fl

station had Perma-Lift bras lined up as a sponsor.) Last
week, CBS Films and o&o WBBM-TV got a nasty shock,

after most of the fashion footage was in the can. Morris,

they learned, had a contract covering exclusive rights to a
couturier special, and was serving notice that it intended

to package just such a show, now that demand for network
specials is at an all time peak. (The Paris project is actu-

ally far from new. An ABC-TV special on Paris fashions

was discussed—but not activated—for Peter Pan bras as

far back as spring, 1956.)

This newest conflict (see “Traffic Jam in Specials,”

Vol. 15:30) follows closely the announcement by Talent

Associates’ David Susskind that he plans a Nov. 9 “Don i

Quixote” for the DuPont Show of the Month, thus leaving
j,

at the post a previously-announced TV project by Desilu |i

to film a musical “Don Quixote” based on the unproduced |

movie script purchased from the late Mike Todd’s estate \

and a music score by ex-MGM musical dir. Johnny Green. .(

*

Preoccupation with specials is extending this season »

even to the regular TV series. Last week, NBC-TV an- n

nounced the season premiere of The Loretta Young Show m

on Sept. 20 will be “a full-hour dramatic special” titled h

“The Road.” The filmed-in-Europe, extra-length one-shot v

will be the first 60-min. film in 247 episodes of Miss Young’s ']

show. Co-sponsors for the series are Toni Co. (North Adv.)

and Philip Morris (Benton & Bowles). Quipped one NBC I
exec. : “with a one-hour show, they’ll have to twirl Loretta ^
through 2 sets of doors.” ’

4: ^

Newest star-contract twist at the network level is to f

gain the services of a top personality in exchange for buy-
(

ing into the star’s Broadway show. Last week, in return t

for a $20,000 investment in “The Sound of Music,” NBC-TV
got a contract with Mary Martin for 2 major TV appear- '.

ances, as yet unscheduled, as well as the recording rights

to the show for RCA Victor. NBC also owns a majority

interest in the forthcoming Howard Keel-Carol Lawrence

“Saratoga” musical, and a minority interest in the current >

Gwen Verdon “Redhead,” including recording rights.

In Other Media: Magazine ad linage in Aug. increased i

8.8% over the Aug. 1958 figure, reports Printers' Ink, I

pushing Jan.-Aug. 1959 ahead of the same 1958 period
|

by 5.9% . . . Five major newspapers with a total daily I

circulation topping 2 million have formed Million Market i

Newspapers Inc. to bolster their national ad lineage
j

through joint representation to national advertisers. The
j

papers: Boston Globe, Milwaukee Journal, Philadelphia (

B7illetin, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Washington Star.

People: Ira Gonsier, named Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell I

& Bayles associate media dir. . . . Anson C. Lowitz, ex-Ted

Bates, named Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield v.p. ... ^

Hooper White, ex-J. Walter Thompson, appointed com-

mercial production mgr., Leo Burnett . . . Michael Hicks, 4

managing dir., Canadian BBDO, elected a v.p. 1

Sylvester (Pat) Weaver Jr., chmn. of McCann-Erickson i

Intnatl. and L. F. Weyand, exec. v.p. & marketing dir.,

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., will address the Assn, of i

Natl. Advertisers intnatl. advertising w’orkshop Oct. 8.
j
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Film & Tape

Less-than-13 Is Also Unlucky: TV film producers are

becoming increasingly wary of short-term deals for 13

weeks or less. It’s great for the sponsor—if a show doesn’t

make the grade, he can cancel out & buy another—but it’s

financially tough on the producer. Nevertheless, there are

a number of 13-week deals coming up next fall, although

few will admit it—and in fact, most are announced as

39-weekers.

When producer-director-writer Jack Webb expressed

the view some time ago that the Hollywood producer should

gamble with the 13-week deal, not one of his colleagues

agreed. Ironically, Webb subsequently accepted a 6-week

deal {Pete Kelly's Blues) that was cancelled after an

unsuccessful run. Producer Jules Levy of the production

combination of Levy-Arthur Gardner-Arnold Laven {The

Rifleman, Tales of the Plainsmen, Captain of Detectives)

,

tells us that another objection to the 13-week deal is the

difficulty of getting quality into a short venture: “If you

build a street set, for instance, for $50,000, it can easily be

amortized in a series of 26 or 39 episodes. You can also use

live music—which costs more, but helps the show. Another

factor is that you usually have 8 or more films in the can

before you hit the air, so that by the time you get the

benefit of viewer reaction, it’s too late to correct much
in a 13-week deal. It usually takes time to build a success-

ful show. Look at 77 Sunset Strip, which got nowhere in

its first 4 months, and then became one of the season’s

successes. The same happened in Loretta Young’s first

year—to Ann Sothern last season—and to many other

series.” Levy’s group, which has co-production deals with

Four Star Films, holds a 39-week firm contract for The

Rifleman; its Robert Taylor Captain of Detectives series

is for 32 first-runs and 7 repeats; and Tales of the Plains-

men, although sold to NBC and firm for next season, is

still being sold by the network to sponsors.

Nationwide movie attendance, which tumbled in the

past decade largely because of TV competition, bounded

back to a level of 82.3 million the week ended Aug. 1, with

63% in drive-in theaters, reports Sindlinger & Co. The
summertime movie boom may carry over into fall, too, says

Sindlinger, because “more people are choosing film fare on

a regular basis, giving some solid footing to the summer
attendance rise.” Although not mentioned by Sindlinger,

TV stations have lately been enjoying an upbeat in spot-

TV advertising for movies, notably for “Hercules,” “North
by Northwest,” “Say One for Me” and South Pacific.”

Maurice Duke has filed a $450,000 damage suit in Los
Angeles against Johnny Desmond, Daniel Winkler and 3

John Does, alleging they interfered with a contract to

produce a TV series based on the life of the late Russ
Columbo, for NBC. Duke contends he owns the rights to

Columbo’s life story and that he planned a series to be

called “Prisoner of Love.” Action claims the defendants

unjustifiably interfered with the project by threatening to

sue if such a series was made, so that NBC cancelled.

Worldwide TV Sales has sold its taped Major Leag\ie

Baseball Presents series to WABC-TV N.Y., WTAE Pitts-

burgh, WMCT Memphis and WGN-TV Chicago, so far.

The 26 hour programs are composed of highlights of this

season’s top baseball games and produced by Peter De Met
productions, Chicago.

Jimmy Durante, currently taping a Zerex-sponsored
special to be seen on NBC-TV Sept. 25, will also star in a

Dec. 6 special which will be sponsored by Shaeffer pen.

7-League Tape Boots: You need a world map to keep

track of video-taped location shows today. Mobile Video

Tape Productions has been signed to tape a high-seas dance

sequence with Gene Nelson aboard the Furness Lines’

Queen of Bermuda during her trip this weekend (Aug. 29)

to Hamilton, with the ship’s vacationing passengers as

audience. It’ll be telecast in the Coca-Cola-sponsored Sept.

18 “America Pauses in September” NBC special.

The N.Y. Philharmonic’s peripatetic Leonard Bern-

stein will be taped in London, Venice and Moscow concerts

this summer by Robert Saudek and Intercontinental TV
for Ford-sponsored telecasting this fall on CBS-TV. The
same network’s Person to Person series, with Charles

Collingwood as host, will also don 7-league tape boots to

journey to major world capitals this fall for face-to-face

interviews with statesmen and theatrical personalities.

Victor Borge, TV’s unmelancholy Dane, is preparing a

musical special to be taped in Copenhagen for Oct. 16 pre-

sentation on NBC-TV under Pontiac sponsorship. Hubbell

Robinson Jr. plans to tape several Ford specials for NBC-
TV in England & France with Charles Laughton & others.

And Ed Sullivan, who still hopes to bring the Bolshoi ballet

to sponsored network TV, is planning to tape a special in

Moscow this fall, featuring the Soviet dance troupe.

Two surveys covering the overall economics of telefilm

programming & commercials will be undertaken within the

next few months by Screen Actors Guild. SAG will employ

an independent research group to make the surveys, which

will be used in the Guild’s new contract negotiations later

this year. The survey of commercials may be a joint ven-

ture with AFTRA. Meanwhile SAG also reported that

residual payments from TV films during July totaled

$425,936.87, as compared to the record June total of $449,-

211.25. The new payments bring the total amount of resi-

duals paid SAG members since 1953 to $10,686,189.84. The
total for the 9-month period since SAG’s fiscal year last

Nov. 1 is $3,184,237.01.

CBS Films’ anthology series. Rendezvous, has been

bought by Schilling div. of McCormick Co. for KABC-TV
Los Angeles and KRON-TV San Francisco. Both stations

will billboard it as The Schilling Playhouse, with CBS’s
permission. It’s the first TV program buy for the coffee-

spice manufacturer. Meanwhile, Procter & Gamble has

bought CBS Films’ San Francisco Beat, I Love Lucy,

Trackdown, and Mr. Adams & Eve, for programming on

29 stations of the Canadian Bcstg. Corp. The P&G order,

which represents close to $500,000 of new CBS Films busi-

ness, is for 52 episodes of each series. All are former CBS-
TV network shows.

Revue Productions’ Whispering Smith series, starring

Audie Murphy, may begin on NBC-TV around Jan. 1,

we’re informed by Revue pres. Taft Schreiber. Revue’s

commitment with the network gives it sponsor & time-slot

approval. NBC had planned to put the show on in the

fall as a sustainer, but Revue objected. Meanwhile, with

4 or 5 episodes completed, production has been suspended

until Murphy fulfills his movie commitments.

Film entrepreneur Joe Levine, who purchased “Her-

cules” in Italy for some $150,000 and who now expects a

U.S. theatrical gross of nearly $6 million on his feature

film starring muscleman Steve Reeves, has prepared a 27-

min., cut-down version of the corny-but-commercial movie

as the pilot of a projected Hercules series. It’s currently

being shown to agencies on a saturation basis in N.Y. and

arousing considerable interest. If bought, Levine will pro-

duce the series on location in Europe.
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HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

At Ziv TV Mort Fine & David Friedkin will produce

an untitled Western series starring Broderick Crawford . . .

At Revue, Whispering Smith’s new producer is William

Alland, replacing Joe Hoffman . . . Frank O’Connor, ex-Ted

Bathe v.p., has joined CNF as coordinator of new program

development . . . David Heilweil, former Richard Diamond

producer, joins Westinghouse-Desilu Playhouse as staff pro-

ducer . . . ITC has signed writer Lou Derman to produce

The Gale Storm Show, as replacement for Alex Gottlieb

. . . Charles E. Skinner, ex-producer Sergeant Preston,

named exec, producer in charge of Filmaster Inc. industrial

& public relations film div.

Telepix Corp. has signed a co-production deal with

Trans-Tapix Corp., new company which specializes in lo-

cation taping of commercials & programs. Telepix produces

filmed commercials.

ABC Films begins production of its new series,

Counterthrust, in Manila, Sept. 1. Lynn-Romero Produc-

tions will produce the series which stars Tod Andrews &
Diane Jergens . . . Sharpe-Lewis Productions has signed

John Vivyan to star in its new series, Mr. Lucky . . .

The Bodyguard is the title of a series being prepared

by Clarence Greene and Russell Rouse.

Desilu Productions is preparing a pilot of Homicide

Squad, a semi-documentary, for a possible Jan. sale; Mort

Briskin producing . . . NBC will hold a world-premiere of

its new Western, Bonanza, in Reno, Aug. 22-23, with stars

& guest-stars on hand. David Dortort produces.

Irving Pincus, creator-producer of ABC-TV’s The Real

McCoys, has bought Charlotte Paul’s novel, “Minding Your

Own Business,” to prepare “as a half-hour comedy series

for sale in the 1960-61 season.” The novel concerns a city

couple who buy a country newspaper.

Archer Zambloch, ex-Hal Roach studios mgr., joins

Jerry Stagg’s Blue J Productions as business mgr. . . .

Diane Adler named coordinator of TV commercial div. of

Martin Manulis Productions at 20th-Fox TV . . . James V.

Melick named dir. of cost coordination for CBS-TV films.

Children’s TV Fare Is Hit: TV programs aimed at tots

& teens are shorter than ever on quality and longer on

trash, glumly reports the Natl. Assn, for Better Radio &

TV (NAFBRAT) in its 9th annual report covering pro-

grams on 7 TV & 4 radio stations aired in Los Angeles

during May’s first week. NAFBRAT’s evaluation com-

mittee scored 24 hours, 55 min. of “excellent” program-

ming, compared with 34 hours, 30 min. last year and 22

hours, 45 min. in 1957 (Vol. 13:32), Overall, favorable

programming (good to excellent) dropped to 62 hours

from the 68 hours, 15 min. last year; while “fair” to “most

objectionable” increased to 37 hours, 40 min. from 1958’s

35 hours, 15 min.

“Excellent” ratings went to 19 TV series: GE College

Bowl, Lassie, Leave It to Beaver, Mickey Mouse Club, Dick

Clark Show, 14 others. Sixteen shows were scored as

“good.” Rated “objectionable” were 17: Disneyland (“ex-

cellent” in 1957), Buster Keaton, Captain Grief, Crusader

Rabbit, Jet Jackson, Jim Bowie, Lone Ranger, Our Gang,

Rin Tin Tin, Robin Hood, Roy Rogers, Sgt. Preston of the

Yukon, Sheena, Sky King, Three Stooges, Wild Bill Hickok,

Whirlybirds, Zorro. Only 2 were tagged as “most objec-

tionable,” both repeaters : Superman & Texas Rangers.

NEW YORK ROUNDUP

NBC’s diversification: Interview with NBC chairman
Robert W. Sarnoff in New York Times states that the

network has a team of planners exploring “areas into which
the company may profitably move—including some that

may be far afield from either electronics or entertainment.”

The interview also reveals that NBC plans to produce 2000

taped TV commercials next year, and that it is “considering

the possibility of restoring to legitimate playhouses some
theaters it has converted into studios.”

UPI’s TV-reviews changed hands last week as Fred
Danzig took over from William Ewald, who resigned

to become TV-movie writer for Newsweek. Ewald, writer

of sharply critical TV reviews, said he was “tired of work-

ing from 60 to 70 hours a week, watching TV day & night.”

Danzig, UPI TV-radio dept, news & features writer, has

done the column during Ewald’s vacations for the past

2 years. (AP, as was announced here (Vol. 15:32), will also

have a new TV columnist—in Cynthia Lowry.)

Radio WRCA N.Y., to achieve programming identity,

last month introduced “wall-to-wall music” (“a rich, full-

dimensional sound combined with a brilliance & excitement

that only luxuriously orchestrated selections can provide”).

Taking no chances on being called on the carpet for being

musically out-of-date, reports Printer’s Ink, rival DJ’s

Finch & Klaven revised their kick-off to come on the air

with: “This is station WNEW—bringing you scatter-rug

music.”

Ziv’s telefilm production staff, occupied in filming 6

series for fall viewing (3 for network exposure, 3 for syn-

dication) now includes over 350 camera, technical, lighting

& wardrobe personnel. Location shooting for the 6 series,

Ziv reports, is scattered throughout southern Cal., while

studio shooting is occupying the entire Ziv American Na-
tional lot, plus rented space at Goldwyn and Republic.

That $5 million music deal by Jack Wrather’s ITC to

buy Mills Music (Vol. 15:15) has now apparently fallen

flat, although there’s an outside chance it may still be re-

vived. One problem, we are told, has been an excess of

specialized demands by Mills executives concerning distri-

bution of publishing royalties & ASCAP funds. The deal

would have made ITC the first telefilm major to have its

own music publishing subsidiary.

Dr. Joyce Brothers, WRCA-TV N.Y.’s late-late lady

psychologist, although resoundingly panned by peppery

Jow-nal-American TV critic Jack O’Brian (who termed her

1 a.m. domestic-relations show as “instant Freud” and

carped at her low necklines), is having the traditional last

laugh all the way to the bank. Despite the late hour, her

show is currently sold out to Revlon, Wesson Oil, Burry

Biscuits, Tropicana Orange Juice and Eureka Vacuum
Cleaners on a spot basis.

Vic Tanny Enterprises neared completion last week of

negotiations whereby the health club operator will become

the largest stockholder in Guild Films (Vol. 15:29). Final

details of the stock swap between the 2 firms have not been

resolved. Tanny ownership “should promise increased Guild

production,” Irving Feld, v.p. of Guild subsidiary Inter-

World TV Films, told us.

Alvin E. Unger, ex-Arrow Productions administrative

mgr., has been promoted to gen. mgr. of the special proj-

ects div. of ITC, Arrow’s parent company.
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GE EXPLORING TUNNEL-DIODE BATTERY TV: GE's TV receiver dept, has lost no time

in snatching from the lab one of year's most sensational electronics developments—the tunnel diode,

described in these pages last month as "made to order for TV" (Vol. 15:30).

The tiny developmental diode, a substitute for the transistor which promises to overcome many of

transistor's disadvantages in battery-operated TV (including cost), isn't commercially ready yet, of course

—

but GE advance TV development engineers have been working with it for some time, exploring possible TV
circuits to be developed around it.

How much promise tunnel diode holds for simple & inexpensive battery TV GE's engineers aren't

saying—it's too early. But the company's recent silence about plans for transistor TV set may be significant.

You'll recall that GE showed a humdinger of a transistor portable last Nov.—neat, compact, handsomely

packaged, showing good picture on new type of 8-in. direct-view tube (Vol. 14:44). Yet at a time when some
other set makers are announcing plans for transistor TV, there are indications that GE is undecided.

Best bet is that GE thinks battery TV is still premature until all possibilities of substituting tunnel diode

for transistor are explored—and that may take some time. Like rest of industry, GE is peering cautiously over

its shoulder at progress being made by Japanese in TV field (even though it has substantial ownership in,

and is good customer of Toshiba). Dr. Leo Esaki, inventor of tunnel diode (sometimes called the Esaki diode)

and semiconductor research chief of Sony Corp., is quoted in Aug. 20 Electronic News as saying that the Tokyo
firm is "seriously studying" use of the diode in TV & FM sets but more time is needed.

Other U.S. semiconductor manufacturers are accelerating tunnel-diode development—and GE isn't

the only set maker playing with TV circuits designed around the new gadget.

Activity in transistor industry, meanwhile, is being aimed at wider use in TVs & radios. Some activ-

ities this week are Texas Instruments' introduction of new germanium mesa transistors for use at TV & FM
frequencies and the same firm's announcement of quality audio-frequency transistors made to sell for as low

as 50c as well as Cornell-Dubilier's big-scale entry into transistor import business (see p. 17).

BULLISH FORECASTS OF YEAR'S TV SALES: Estimates of total 1959 TV set sales are

being revised upwards by market research depts. of most set manufacturers in view of TV market pickup and
general indicators of nation's economic health.

U.S. Commerce Dept., through its Business & Defense Services Adm.'s electronics dlv., headed by
Donald S. Parris, last week predicted record $8.5 million in factory output of electronic equipment & com-
ponents, and made this forecast on consumer electronics production for 1959:

"Anticipated output of consumer electronic equipment, at factory prices, should reach $1.7 billion in

1959, or about 30% above 1958. Phono records should contribute an additional $190 million in sales. With a

normal seasonal upturn in retail sales, 1959 black-&-white TV receiver production should reach 6.4 million

units. Radio receiver production may reach 14 million units if automobile sales follow predictions—a level

reached only twice during the past 10 years.

"Production of other consumer electronic products—phonographs, recorders, hi-fi equipment, color

TV, etc.—will contribute almost one-third of the total 1959 value of consumer electronic equipment output.

Present sales of miscellaneous consumer electronic products such as garage-door openers, electronic toys,

auto headlight dimmers and related devices are only the beginning of the extensions of electronic control &

processing techniques to the vast consumer market. If cost reductions keep pace with consumer demands for

further leisure and improved ways of doing things, this market could surpass receivers in another decade."

(For more on Commerce Dept, electronics forecast, see p. 16).

These are typical of the revised TV sales estimates now being given by industry leaders:

Admiral pres. Ross D. Siragusa—He has revised his estimates upwards, now foresees sales of "pretty

close to 6 million TV sets this year."

Hoffman Electronics consumer products v.p. Ray Cox—"It looks as if the industry is headed for more
than 6 million sets this year, and it might hit 6.5 million. Everybody in the industry is reporting substantial in-
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creases in shipments & production. Our shipments are running much heavier than usual. I believe the upbeat

in the industry is due to promotion & styling."

Motorola consumer products exec, v.p. Edward R. Taylor—He's sticking by his prediction last month
that industry will sell 6 million sets (Vol. 15:28).

TV chief of another large company, however, takes minority view : "People who predict a 6-million-

plus year may be paying too much attention to distributor & dealer sales. When you look into the retail end,

the prediction has to be closer to 5.6 million or possibly 5.8 million. Much of today's selling is pipe-line-filling."

Background for optimism is found in govt, statistics on economic well-being of the nation: (1) Total

personal income from all sources rose to new peak in 2nd quarter and to a new monthly high in July. (2) Dis-

posable income—personal income minus the tax bite—was $22.4 billion greater than last year's 2nd quarter.

(3) Rate of consumer spending during same quarter was highest level ever reached in any 3-month period.

(4) Installment buying in June had its largest monthly increase since Sept. 1955, with total credit outstanding

at all-time high. (5) Retail sales hit new record in first half of 1959.

Only dark cloud on horizon is steel strike, whose economic effects are just beginning to be felt. If it

continues for any considerable amount of time, entire economy will suffer unscheduled setback.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: ElA statistics for the week ended Aug. 14 (32nd week of 1959):

Aug. 7-14 preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 149,314 121,581 124,527 3,400,558 2,696,693

Total radio 261,210 184,692 227,114 8,382,826 5,702,831

auto radio 69,288 39,219 45,565 3,264,760 1,772,356

More about

Electronics’ 1959 Outlook: Electronics div. of Commerce
Dept.’s Business & Defense Services Adm. forecasts a

1959 electronics output of $8.5 billion at factory prices

(excluding $1.5-$2 billion in research & development ex-

penditures). This is a 20% increase over last year’s $7

billion. The division gives this analysis:

Consumer products—Output should reach $1.7 billion

(see story on p. 15).

Military equipment—“The greatest upsurge in volume

during 1959 has been in military electronics production,

which comprises over half of total electronics activity

if research & development expenditures are included . . .

Unless the international situation changes, military elec-

tronics activity should continue to increase.’’

Commercial & industrial—After leveling off late in

1957 & early in 1958, upward trend began late in 1958 and

is continuing.

Tubes—Total output should increase 10% above 1958

levels, most of the rise being in transmitting a special-

purpose tubes. Receiving tubes should show only a mod-

erate increase, with total electron tube output reaching new

high of around $9000 million for increase of $100 million.

Semiconductors—Output is expected to rise about 40%
over 1958 from $210 million to more than $300 million.

Other components—Preliminary data indicate that

19.59 will be a record year, with an increase of at least $250

million or 20% over 1958.

— —
Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto maker of electronic

measuring instruments, has acquired all outstanding stock

of Boonton Radio Corp., Boonton, N.J. manufacturer of sig-

nal generators & other test instruments. Boonton, which

will become a subsidiary, has an annual sales volume of

about $2.5 million & 150 employes. Hewlett-Packard’s

sales have been running at $40 million. It employs 2,000.

Land 2-color technique and its applications to TV
(Vol. 15:27, 32) are being studied in Hoffman Electronics’

advance products lab in Santa Barbara, pres. H. Leslie

Hoffman told West Coast Electronics Mfrs. Assn, in San
Francisco last week in a speech in which he pleaded for

new breakthroughs in consumer electronics. Another field

under study by Hoffman lab is a low-cost home video-tape

recorder. Said Hoffman: “I think the public is waiting for

a major new development in color TV.’’ He stated that the

electronics industry should devote more research to non-

military developments—particularly home electronics, a

field which he called “wide open.’’ He pointed out that home
entertainment electronics products have grown only from

$2.3 billion to about $2.6 billion this year. New products,

he said, can hike volume 47% to $3.8 billion by 1970.

Automobile phonos will be offered by Plymouth, De

Soto, and perhaps other Chrysler autos in 1960 models.

RCA Victor is supplying 45-rpm changers which will ac-

commodate 14 records providing up to 114 hours of music

with one loading. This move will mark the 2nd time Chrys-

ler has offered phonos as optional equipment with its cars.

The 1956 Chrysler line featured “highway hi fi’’ as an

extra, using a Columbia-developed 16-2/3-rpm phono

mounted beneath the dash and providing 35 min. of play-

ing time on each 7-in. record (Vol. 11:38-39). Highway

hi-fi wasn’t a smash hit—but apparently Chrysler believes

the current record boom makes it worth another try, with

readily available standard 45-rpm discs.

Speer Carbon Co., St. Marys, Pa. producer of electronic

components, is buying the electronics div. of Onondaga

Pottery Co., Syracuse, N.Y., a leading producer of ceramic

printed-circuit packages. The printed-circuit business will

be continued in Syracuse under the name of Onondaga elec-

tronics div. of Speer Carbon, with William G. Fehrenbach,

now head of Speer’s Jeffers electronics div., as gen. mgr.

Educational grants by GE Foundation total more than

$1,350,000 for 1959, compared with $1,105,000 in 1958.
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Transistor Price Breakthrough: A new semi-mechanized

production method developed by Texas Instruments now
I' makes possible the production of a series of all-purpose

[

economy germanium transistors, some types selling as low

as 50(‘ in economy lots. This is the latest development in

the fast-moving field in which price reductions are an-

nounced as often as 4 or 5 times a year—as the state of

the art advances.

Texas Instruments has its eye on transistorized TV
sets in another development announced last week at the

WESCON show in San Francisco—the forerunner of a

i

complete line of TI mesa transistors designed for TV & FM
sets. Both developments were made possible by TI’s new
manufacturing process which bonds an all-glass header to

the metal transistor case, permitting almost complete use

of mechanized production techniques.

» The economy line of transistors includes 10 for general

i purpose industrial uses and 6 entertainment types for use

in amplifier circuits. The 2 new high-frequency mesa units,

feature high gain & low noise at 100 & 200 me, and are

scheduled to be followed by a complete “family” of TV-FM
transistors for use in RF amplifier, oscillator, mixer, IF
amplifier and other applications. They’ll be available in

production quantities this fall.

Despite the almost continuous price reductions, nearly

all transistor types are considerably more expensive than

the tubes they’re designed to replace.

New U.S. census of housing starting next April 1, in

conjunction with the 1960 population count, will include

first-time data on how many households have 2 or more
TV & radio sets. Preliminary reports from the surveys by
170,000 temporary employes of the Census Bureau prob-

ably will be released in the summer & early fall of 1960,

followed by final state & city reports at intervals during
the next year. In the last census in 1950 householders were
asked only if they owned a TV or radio set.

Income tax deferment on payments to TV-radio-appli-

ance and other service contractors under long-term agree-

ments is provided in a bill (HR-8688) introduced by Rep.
Riehlman (R-N.Y.). He told us the purpose of the measure
is to give a break to servicemen who now are subjected to

taxes on contract income in the year in which agreements
are signed—although the contracts may run 18 months,
2 years or longer. His proposed amendment of the Internal

Revenue Code was referred to Ways & Means Committee.

Conley Electronics Corp., new combine headed by Chi-
cago financial consultant Edgar N. Greenebaum Jr. & John
M. Rau (Vol. 15:19, 31), is understood to have reached an
agreement to purchase Industrial Development Engineers
Associates Inc. (IDEA Inc.), Indianapolis manufacturer of
Regency radios and industrial & communications electronics

equipment for an undislosed amount. Earlier, Conley pur-
chased phono-maker Waters Conley Co. and tape-player &
cartridge-maker Fidelivox-Fidelipac.

Moon-bounce radio relay in the Navy’s new U.S.-

Hawaii communications project (Vol. 15:14) will be in

regular operation before the end of 1959 instead of next
year, the Navy reported last week. The system will oper-
ate with transmitting stations at Annapolis, Md. & Opana
on Oahu Island, receiving stations at Cheltenham, Md. &
Wahiawa, Oahu.

Institute of Radio Engineers will co-sponsor with the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers a special tech-
nical conference on non-linear magnetics & magnetic am-
plifiers Sept. 23-25 in Washington’s Shoreham Hotel.

JAPANESE TRANSISTOR FLOOD? Old-line electronic-com-

ponent firm Cornell-Dubilier stepped into a new &
significant role last week as exclusive marketing agent

for Toshiba transistors in the U.S. & Canada. Pres.

Octave Blake said that the deal with Nippon’s big

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co. will get under way in mid-

Sept., will bring in some 25 million transistors in the

following 12 months.
The South Plainfield (N.J.) firm said distribution

would be handled via its nationwide & Canada-wide network

of distributors & authorized agents, would not disclose the

types or pricing of the Toshiba transistors.

The significance of C-D’s planned importation of 25

million Japan-made transistors in the next year is under-

scored by the fact that total import of Japanese transistors

during the first 4 months of this year was only 113,833

units (Vol. 15:32) and that total U.S. output last year was
47 million.

Toshiba’s was not the only Japanese straw in the wind

last week. Matsushita Electric Co. reportedly was dickering

with Bulova Watch Co. for sale of some 100,000 transistor

radios to be U.S.-marketed under the Bulova brand. Un-
confirmed was a report from Matsushita that the deal is

ready for signing and that shipments will start next month.

Meanwhile, in N.Y., Intnatl. GE said it is planning to

increase its financial interest in the Toshiba firm. IGE
currently owns 7.3% of the Tokyo firm’s stock, is believed to

be its largest single shareholder. A Toshiba spokesman said

that IGE will add 13,225,000 shares to its present 22,042,300

holdings. Toshiba last spring received a $2.5 million IGE
order for transistor radios & electronic components for

overseas sales (Vol. 15:21).

RCA called it quits amicably with Kenyon & Eckhardt

last week “because of the differences of opinion on market-

ing philosophy.” The account, which had been at K&E for

6 years, will shift to J. Walter Thompson following the

Jan. 1, 1960 official termination of the K&E contract.

JWT, meanwhile, announced the resignation of its Sylvania

account (which would have conflicted), with Sylvania shift-

ing to Kudner. RCA’s 1959 ad spending is estimated at

$10.5-$12 million, Sylvania’s in the 4-million range.

Production contract topping $11 million has been

awarded to RCA by Navy BuShips for a transportable

search radar to be used by the Marine Corps in amphib-

ious assault operations. RCA said that the equipment, de-

signed by its missile & surface radar div., has twice the

detection range & half the weight of comparable units.

All military procurement of common electron tubes

—

which totaled more than $48 million in fiscal 1959—is be-

ing handled by the Air Force under a new Defense Dept,

integrated-contract policy. Asst. & Defense Secretary

Perkins McGuire instructed the Air Foi’ce to have the

policy “fully implemented” by next March 31 in coordina-

tion with the Army & Navy.

Capehart TV-hi-fi line, acquired by Dynamic Electron-

ics-New York Inc. (Vol. 15:33), will add $6-$8 million to

Dynamic’s sales next year, according to pres. Jack M.

Winer. Dynamic’s sales for the year ended March 31, 1959

totaled $3,123,653.

lUE is being sued by Warwick Mfg. Corp. in a $425,000

breach-of-contract action which charges that the union &
its local chapter are engaged in illegal slowdown activities

at Warwick’s Zion (111.) TV plant. The plaintiff claimed in

a suit filed in Chicago Federal Court that the alleged slow-

down has been going on since last Sept.
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Trade Personals: Dr. William M. Webster promoted to

dir. of RCA Labs’ electronic research lab, succeeding

Edward W. Herold, named research v.p. of Varian As-

sociates . . . Everitt A. Carter, ex-Curtiss-Wright, ap-

pointed Oak Mfg. pres., succeeding Robert A. O’Reilly,

who will be board vice-chmn. & exec, committee chmn.
Jacob B. Taylor promoted from General Telephone &

Electronics finance v.p. to exec, v.p.-finance; Leon C. Guest

Jr. promoted from controller of GT&E subsidiary Sylvania

to v.p.-controller, GT&E . . . Dr. Edward N. Clarke, one of

the founders of Natl. Semiconductor Corp., named opera-

tions v.p.; Donovan H. Tyson, ex-Du Mont, appointed

treas. . . . Richard M. Ross promoted from semiconductor

sales mgr. to new post of semiconductor div. mktg. serv-

ices mgr., Sylvania.

Zembry P. Giddens, ex-Servo Corp., named to new post

of exec, v.p.. Dynamics Corp. of America . . . Harold A.

Wheeler, pres, of Hazeltine subsidiary Wheeler Labs (Vol.

15:30), named v.p. & a dir. of Hazeltine . . . Frederick R.

Lack, retired Western Electric v.p., elected a director of

Sprague Electric Co.

James L. Clark, former staff asst, to the Asst. Secy,

of Defense, appointed purchasing & inventory control mgr.,

Sylvania Electronic Systems . . . Martin P. Rosenblum,
former Home Furnishings Daily radio-TV editor and cur-

rently on the advertising sales staff, named ad director,

succeeding Leo E. Williams, who becomes special advisor

to parent Fairchild Publications (Vol. 15:33), effective

Jan. 30 . . . Michael York, named corporate ad. mgr., Beck-

man Instruments.

Dr. James R. Wait, National Bureau of Standards

radio propagation lab consultant, awarded Commerce
Dept.’s Gold Medal for exceptional service; Carroll Stans-

bury, NBS electronic instrumentation engineer, given

Silver Medal; Vincent E. Heaton, radio broadcast service

physicist at Boulder, Colo, labs, cited for meritorious

service . . . Edward Diamond, secy.-gen. counsel of General

Dynamics’ Stromberg-Carlson div., is U.S. rep. on interna-

tional panel on nuclear hazards in Vienna this month.

Dr. Allen M. Peterson, Stanford Research Institute’s

communications & propagation lab mgr., received the IRE
7th region achievement recognition award . . . Dr. W.
Crawford Dunlap, Raytheon semiconductor research dir.,

named editor-in-chief of new publication. Solid State Elec-

tronics . . . William H. Thomas, James B. Lansing Sound,

elected pres, of Electronic Industry Show Corp. (for 1960

Electronic Parts Distributors Show), succeeding William

S. Parsons, Centralab; George E. Wedemeyer, Wedemeyer
Electronic Supply Co., Ann Arbor, Mich., named v.p.; Mrs.

Helen S. Quam, Quam-Nichols Co., appointed secy.; Ed-

ward Rothenstein, Arco Electronics, named treas.

John Fritz Medal, highest award granted by engineers,

goes this year to Gwilyn A. Price, Westinghouse board

chmn., for “personal initiative in . . . the cause of developing

atomic power for the national defense & for the human
welfare.” (Westinghouse developed the atom plant for the

USS Nautilus.) The 4 engineei’ing societies participating

in the award are: American Society of Civil Engineers;

American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum

Engineers; American Society of Mechanical Engineers; and

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Obituary

Fleet Adm. William F. (Bull) Halsey, 76, Second

World War hero of the Pacific campaign, died Aug. 16 on

Fishers Island, N.Y. After he retired from the Navy in

1947, he was chmn. of ITT subsidiaries Mackay Radio and
All American Cables & Radio Corp. until retirement in ’57.

Finance

Metropolitan’s Record Gains: Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp.,

the former Du Mont Bcstg. Corp. (WNEW-TV & WNEW
N.Y., WTTG Washington and radio WHK Cleveland), re-

ports a new high in revenues & earnings for 6 months
ended July 5—with profits 3 times as high as in the same
1958 period and gross revenues up 19.2%.

Pres. John Kluge attributed the improvement largely
to a 28% increase in revenues of the 2 TV stations, which
showed heavy losses during the first half of 1958 and now
show substantial profits. He said that $1,850,000 of long-

term bank debt has been paid off in the last year, reducing
bank loans to $70,000—which should be paid off by the end
of this year. He added that the banks have agreed to

waive all dividend restrictions on earnings because of the

reduction in the debt,

ended July 5:

Gross revenues . .

.

Net earnings
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

Metropolitan’s report for 26 weeks

$8,074,096 $6,774,437
1,004,252 306,194

65<f 20^
1,546,512 1,541,137

Paramount Pictures’ net earnings for first-half & 2nd
quarter 1959 were down from the comparable 1958 figures.

Special income in the table below includes profits on liqui-

dation of investments. For 6 months ended June 30:

1959 1958

Net from operations . . . . $2,493,000 $2,565,000
Special income 2,767,000 7,706,000
Total net income 5,260,000 10,272,000
Earned per share l07 5.58
Shares outstanding 1,714,116 1,839,216

For 3 months ended June 30:
Net from operations . . .

.

1,175,000 1,160,000
Special income 440,000 760,000
Total net income 1,615,000 1,920,000
Earned per share 94(‘ i.04

Tele-Broadcasters Inc. (Scott Killgore group—radios

WPOP Hartford, WPOW N.Y., KUDL Kansas City, KALI
Pasadena) reports profitable operation & an increase in

broadcast revenue for the 1959’s first half. WPOW was sold

July 14, after the close of the period, and the capital gain

is not included in the statement. For 6 months to June 30:

Broadcast revenue
Non-operating revenue .

.

Net profit (loss in ’58) . .

Earned surplus (or deficit)

1959 1958
$493,132 $445,081

1,366 1,913
25,576 (34,660)
2,695 (26,413)

British Industries Corp., U.S. merchandisers of Gar-

rard changers, Wharfedale speakers and other British hi-fi

components, reports slightly decreased sales & earnings for

6 months ended June 30: ^959 1953
Sales $3,804,849 $3,993,926
Net income 248,008 250,501
Earned per share 79<‘ 80^*

Capitol Records reports all-time high sales & slightly

reduced profit for the fiscal year ended June 30. Merchan-

dising & sales v.p. J. K. Maitland said that stereo discs

already make up from one-quarter to one-third of Capi-

tol’s LP sales. The report for the year ended June 30:

1959 1958
Sales $49,266,860 $43,694,818
Net income 2,756,770 2,777,755

Sylvania will borrow $25 million through the sale of

25-year straight debentures underwritten by a group

headed by Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis. Although

Sylvania is a division of Gen. Telephone & Electronics, it

will borrow the funds on its own name. The debentures

probably will be marketed late in September.
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Skiatron Electronics & TV has filed an SEC registra-

tion (file 2-15483) for 142,242 common stock shares issued

under warrants or options. The Skiatron prospectus also

covers 30,000 shares owned by pres. Arthur Levey which

will be offered for sale through brokers. Distribution of

the 142,242 shares: 125,000 to Skiatron TV Inc.’s Matthew
M. (Matty) Fox, who has bought 75,000 at $3 per share and

owns 1956 warrants for purchase by Oct. 3 of 50,000 more
at $3; 15,000 to chief engineer William J. Shanahan at

$3.37 per share under a 1955 option; 1,000 to public rela-

tions counsel Tom Compere at $4.12 per share under a

1956 option; 1,000 to dir. Robert A. Hall at $4.50 per share

under a 1956 option; 13,742 “to various persons in lieu of

cash for services rendered.” Cash proceeds of $238,696

from the exercise of the warrants & options have been

added to Skiatron Electronics & TV’s working capital. Pro-

ceeds of $150,000 expected from exercise of additional war-

rants also will go to working capital. The company will re-

ceive no part of the proceeds from sale of stock owned by
Levey, who owns 270,431 of 1,424,559 outstanding common
shares and holds an option for an additional 100,000 shares.

The SEC registration statement said 250,000 shares are

reseiwed under warrants issued in an April 1957 agree-

ment with Skiatron TV Inc.

Four NBC engineers & one NBC labor-relations exec,

in Los Angeles are floating a $1 million stock issue for

Trans-Tapix Corp., new mobile video-tape company they

have formed. Funds from the stock issue will be used to

buy 2 mobile tape units. Frederick J. Cudlipp, in NBC
labor relations on the Coast, is pres, and he tells us he &
his colleagues will leave NBC as soon as his company has

the financing. They are floating 200,000 Class B shares for

themselves, for services rendered in organizing the cor-

poration. Proceeds of the issue are figured at $800,000

after brokerage fees & selling expenses. Howard E. Du-
hamel is exec, v.p.; and v.p.’s are David B. Graham, John
Agalsoff, and Louis Fusari.

Transcontinent TV Corp. stockholders approved a

2-for-l split of presently authorized shares in Buffalo

Aug. 18. They also voted an increase of 500,000 in the

number of shares authorized, bx’inging the total to 1,520,000.

Transcontinent’s merger with Marietta Bcstg. Inc. in May
(Vol. 15:20) provided one-management operation for WGR-
TV & WGR Buffalo; WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y.; KFMB-TV
& KFMB San Diego; KERO-TV Bakersfield; 60% of

WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes-Barre; 50% of WSVA-TV &
WSVA Harrisonburg, Va. The Harrisonburg stations are

being sold to the Washington Evening Star (Vol. 15:32).

Meredith Publishing Co. (WHEN-TV & WHEN Syra-
cuse, WOW-TV & WOW Omaha, KPHO-TV & KPHO
Phoenix, KCMO-TV & KCMO Kansas City, radio KRMG
Tulsa, Better Homes & Gardens, Successful Farming) re-

ports net income of $4,255,770 ($3.28 a share) for the year
ended June 30, vs. $3,850,307 ($2.97) for fiscal 1958.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Payable
Stk. of
Record

AT&T .. Q s00o Oct. 10 Sep. 10
Famous Players
Canada .. Q .371/2 Sep. 11 Aug. 26

General Industries .

,

.20 Sep. 15 Sep. 4
Globe-Union .25 Sep. 10 Sep. 2
Hazeltine (new) ... ^ — .20 Sep. 15 Sep. 1
Sprague Electric . .

.

.. Q .30 Sep. 14 Aug. 28
Storer Bcstg • • Q .45 Sep. 15 Aug. 29
Storer Class B .. Q .06 Sep. 15 Aug. 29
Time Inc .75 Sep. 10 Aug. 26
20th Century-Fox .

.

— .40 Sep. 26 Sep. 11

Foreign

TV .sets in Sweden exceeded 400,000 at the end of June,

compared with 150,000 a year earlier, according to the Aug.

10 issue of the Commerce Dept.’s Foreign Commerce
Weekly. Official estimates predict 718,000 licensed sets by

mid-1960, and 1.4 million by 1964. Domestic producers

supply half the sets sold in Sweden. Leading exporters to

Sweden in the first 4 months of 1959 were West Germany,
Netherlands, Denmark & U.S. The present 16-station net-

^vork is expected to expand to 32 stations by the end of this

jear and 50 by 1962. Color TV is not foreseen before the

middle 1960’s. Licensed radio sets at the end of 1958

totaled 2.82 million, are increasing by 75,000 annually.

Sweden has ordered 16 TV transmitters & 20 FM
transmitters from British Marconi, which said it won out

“in the face of extremely fierce competition, at least 10

firms bidding for the business.” The order, placed by the

Royal Board of Swedish Telecommunications, includes four

10-kw, four 4-kw and eight 500-watt TV transmitters. All

20 FM transmitters will be 5 kw. When the $818,000 con-

tract is completed, Marconi says, it will have supplied “100

transmitters for Sweden and 31 broadcasting stations will

be equipped with Marconi TV or FM transmitters, or both.”

TV censorship is softening in Saudi Arabia: bona fide

female voices are now permitted on TV screens, reports AP.

Piior to the Saudi govt.’s okay, the o&o station of Arabian

American Oil Co. (Aramco) at Dhahran, was required to

have men impersonate the voices of female characters in

mo/ies, since Saudi Arabian women are permitted to take

part in few public activities. The Aramco station, operated

primarly for its 17,000 employes, continues under a rigid

self imposed censorship to conform with Saudi traditions;

no scenes showing kissing, dancing, gambling or liquor.

Vugoslavia is readying TV-expansion plans to bring

service to 70% of the nation’s 18-million population, reports

Reut<u’s. Relay stations are projected for central & southern

Yugoslavia and a possible link-up of Macedonia & Mon-
tenegco with the Italian TV network. Currently, the na-

tional TV network links Belgrade, Zagreb, and Ljubljana,

provides some 20 hours of program time weekly, including

programs piped in from the Italian & Austrian TV systems.

German Reds ban free TV: It’s a crime now for TV
viewers in Communist East Germany to watch programs
originating in West Germany. A Communist court at

Erfurt, acting in separate cases, has sentenced 2 defendants

to imprisonment at hard labor—terms not disclosed—for

looking at shows from West German stations and inviting

friends to watch them, too.

Nigeria’s first commercial TV stations are expected

to go on air in Oct., with transmitters at Ibadan & Ikeja

producing primary coverage for some one million persons

in the Lagos-Ibadan-Abeokuta areas. WN-TV network,

owned jointly by Britain’s Overseas Rediffusion and West
Nigerian govt., will be the first commercial TV station in

Africa originating complete programming.

Outlets in Curacao & Aruba have Dec. & Jan. targets,

now that negotiations have been completed by Hemisphere

TV Corp., which also is planning Nov. start for Haitian

TV station in Port au Prince (Vol. 15:30). Hemisphere

owners are J. Elroy McCaw’s Gotham Bcstg. Co., Bartell

Bestrs. Inc. and Haitian industrialist Mike Rosenberg.

Japanese TV specialist Hiroshi Saheki, broadcasting

chief of the Osaka TV Co., is on a 3-month professional &
cultural tour of the U.S. as the guest of the State Dept.

& WRC-TV Washington.
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Auxiliary Services

Ford’s new Falcon will be introduced Sept. 2 at a 21-

city closed-circuit 2-way TV press conference to which

2000 newspaper, TV and radio representatives have been

invited. Theatre Network TV Inc. is setting up the system

for the 2-hour event so that Ford officials in Dearborn can

be queried about the compact car by reporters in the view-

ing locations. Falcons will go on sale in early fall. Regular

network & spot TV advertising campaigns for Falcon are

expected to roll in late summer (barring production tie-ups

caused by the steel strike) to get the jump on fall ad plans

of other Detroit small cars and import models (Vol. 15:31).

“Scanoscope” wide-screen closed-circuit TV system,

developed by Grimson Color Inc., 381 Fourth ave., N.Y.,

is now available to retailers on a rental basis. A “basic

system”—7 x 3 aspect camera, regulated power supply,

monitor and cable—is offered at $475 for one to 7 days,

$720 for 7 to 15 days, $950 for 15 to 30 days. Rate card

also pi’ovides for additional equipment.

Closed-circuit TV systems installed on C-133 cargo

planes at the Andrews Air Force base in Md. are used to

guard against icing conditions within the engines. TV
cameras are aimed at inlet guide vanes of the turboprop

engines in flight while crewmen watch screens inside the

planes.
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Fights & Flights: Even if TelePrompTer gets a green
light for a closed-circuit telecast of a return bout this fall

between heavyweight champ Ingemar Johansson & Floyd
Patterson (and it’s about as “iffy” a prospect as you’ll

find in TV), it won’t be held in N.Y.’s Yankee Stadium, as

planned. That much, at least, was clear last week in the

still-clouded, still-controversial aftermath of the June 26

title bout, following the revocation of the license of Rosen-

sohn Enterprises by the N.Y. State Athletic Commission.
Such a return match must now be held in some other state.

Not at all clear were a number of other developments:

(1) Air reservation traffic between N.Y. & Goteborg, Swe-
den (Johansson’s home) was cx’owded with such back-&-

forth passengers as TelePrompTer’s pres. Irving Kahn;
ousted promoter William P. Rosensohn; Vincent J. Velella,

new pres, of Rosensohn Enterprises; and light-heavy-

weight champion Archie Moore & mgr. Jack Kearns. All,

presumably, were seeking a fight deal for Johansson.

(2) Rosensohn himself last week returned to N.Y. and
was escorted by detectives to DA Frank Hogan’s office for

a quizzing on what he knows about possible underworld

participation in the June 26 bout. “I have nothing to hide,”

stated Rosensohn.

(3) Earlier in the week. Jack Dempsey, famed “Man-
assa Mauler” of the 1920’s, was named promotion dir. of

Rosensohn Enterprises (in which Rosensohn now has no

controlling interest). He, too, was reported planning a

trip to Goteborg, presumably to talk up a planned fight
;

between Patterson & Johansson. Informed in Copenhagen
i

of Dempsey’s entry into the now-crowded scene, Johansson
|

stated that he wanted to wait until he had “studied all the

details in this connection.”

(4) Fight mgr. Jack Kearns was talking of still an-

other TV-angled deal, and stated that he was prepared tc

offer $1 million cash to Johansson for a bout with Archu <

Moore. Kearns estimates such a match would draw af

much as a $5 million take with “the gate, theater & arenj •

TV, and movies thrown in.”

Paramount’s International Telemeter is taking m
chances of offending theatrical exhibitors during the pro •.

jected winter-season test of closed-circuit pay-TV ii i|

Toronto (Vol. 15:33) in coopei’ation with Bell Telephom j'

Co. In N.Y. last week. Paramount pres. Barney Balabai
(

announced that movie-theater owners in Toronto were be j

ing invited to participate financially in the 5,000-hom |

project “in proportion to the economic power of thei j'

theater situations.”
I

;

TelePrompTer Corp. has been awarded 4 Army cor
|

tracts totaling $375,000 for internal group-communication j

'

installations at Ft. Huachuca, Ariz.; Huntsville, Ala.; Dug
way, Utah, and the Defense Atomic Support Agency heac i

quarters at the Pentagon in Washington. The systems wi
j

include closed-circuit TV, slide projection systems an
j

“Telemation” automatic operation devices.
|

Experimental co-channel booster KE2XXP, operate

by WINR-TV (Ch. 40) Binghamton, will be moved towai

Oswego under a CP granted by the FCC. Purpose of tl
|

grant is to “further test feasibility of employing vertical ^

polarized transmissions to fill in ‘shadows’ in WINR-T '

service area.”

Brush & forest fire destroyed 10,000 feet of cable ru i I

ning from Spanish Mt. TV Corp.’s CATV antenna site ne: a

Ukiah, Cal., cutting off its service to the community. A1 1
'

burned was the system’s warehouse which housed ext k
|

cable & amplifiers. I
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SUMMARY-INDEZ OF WEEK'S NEWS

Auxiliary Services

BIG BUSINESS IN COMMUNITY ANTENNAS demonstrated again

by $1 -million-plus sale of 4 Malarkey systems in Pa. & Va. (p. 1).

UP AT THE 9-COUNT bounced TelePrompTer last week, with a

new contract for closed-circuit TV, radio & movie rights to a 1960

re-match between Johansson & Patterson (p. 9).

Congress

OVERTURN OF LAR DALY in final phase as Senate-House confer-

ees swiftly approve compromise equal-time legislation (p. 2.)

Networks

NBC TRYING TINTED B&W programs in quiet Philadelphia test,

and seeking reaction of color-set owners to use of "color shading"

in monochrome shows (p. 2).

NETWORK TIME BILLINGS up 9.3% (1959 vs. 1958) for first 6

months. Printer's Ink index also shows network TV advancing

strongly in media-comparison chart (pp. 6 & 7).

Advertising

REPEAT-BY-REQUEST SPECIALS do a good job of drawing sizable

share of TV audience, Nielsen's checkup for us shows (pp. 4 & 11).

RENAULT IS IN HIGH GEAR this fall, alone among import autos,

with TV plans for specials, a Western, syndication and spot cam-

paigns in the works to meet new Detroit rivals (p. 12).

Stations

NO ACTION ON CANON 35 taken by American Bar Assn, con-

vention, which blocks move to ease courtroom ban (p. 7).

Manufacturing tf Distribution

"GUESSTIMATES" OF 1959 TV RANKINGS, made for us once again

by consultant Edgar Greenebaum, put Zenith first in production.

Minimum output of 6 million sets forecast (p. 14).

NEW WESTINGHOUSE LINES stress furniture beauty, feature wood
cabinets only. Long TV line has 35 distinct models and 23 models in

stereo hi-fi line (p. 15).

MINORITY VIEW: 5.4 MILLION TVs will be sold in 1959, predicts

Westinghouse's C. J. Urban, seeing only 5% gain over 1958 and

disputing bullish forecasts (p. 15).

ADMIRAL LIMITS COLOR FRANCHISES to dealers who can ade-

quately demonstrate, sell and service color sets; 5 basic models

priced from $595 to $905 (p. 10).

FCC

FCC RULE-MAKING RULES raise no stir, only Federal Communica-

tions Bar Assn, and AT&T file comments (p. 3).

TV VILLAINS FOILED by FCC's "E" squad, which tracks down
sources of signal interference (p. 3).

PROGRAMMING PROBES by FCC in communities are proposed by
Comr. Ford to find answers to policy questions that plague Com-
mission as well as public (p. 5).

ALLOCATIONS FREE-FOR-ALL (for 16) started by FCC's proposed

rulemaking for Montgomery-Birmingham-Selma-Tuscaloosa-Colum-

bus (Miss.) area (p. 5).

Other Departments

PROGRAMMING (p. 9). PERSONALS (p. 10). FINANCE (p. 13).

EDUCATIONAL TV (p. 19). BACKGROUND (p. 20).

BIG BUSINESS IN COMMUNITY ANTENNAS: Trans-Video Corp. CATV systems in 4 com-
munities changed hands last week in reported $1-million-plus deal described by Denver broker Bill Daniels

(who handled it) as "largest by far in the entire history of CATV operations."

As always, precise CATV sale price was kept secret. But transaction—in which Trans-Video's

pres, Martin F. Malarkey Jr. turned over his systems in Pottsville, Schuylkill Haven & Minersville, Pa. and
Harrisonburg, Va. to Hotel Operating Co.—at least attested to CATV's importance as valuable communica-
tions commodity (Vol. 15:23).

Previous biggest deals in annals of auxiliary TV service were reported to be sale of Joe Saricks'

systems in Pa, & N.Y. to Dallas businessmen in Feb. (Vol. 15:8) and National Theatres' around-$l-million

buy of Williamsport (Pa.) TV Cable Corp. in June (Vol. 15:26).

CATV pioneer Malarkey will stay in business. He'll continue to head up Trans-Video Corp., name
unchanged, and will go to Canada this week to close a personal deal to buy another CATV system. Malarkey
started in Pottsville, had 10,393 subscribers when his 4 companies were bought as investment by Hotel

Operating Co., which has hotels in S.C. & Fla. and is entering CATV field for first time. Indication of

Malarkey 's CATV success: He took over Harrisonburg system & 400 subscribers in 1956 for $65,000, recently

refused $200,000 for it after it grew to 2,000 subscribers.
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OVERTURN OF LAR DALY IN FINAL PHASE: Except for parliamentary rites, its all over

for FCC's Lar Daly equal-time political broadcast doctrine after 6 short but turbulent months of regulatory life

(Vol. 15:8 et seq).

Final Congressional formalities erasing rule from Commission's interpretive lawbook—but leaving

indelible traces of dictum that newscasts are subject to candidates' demands for air time—are expected to be

completed this week.
^

Quick Senate-House conference-committee agreement on language of amended bill (S-2424) in 2

editing sessions last week cleared way for floor routing to complete legislative action amending Communica-
tions Act's Sec. 315. Because measure technically is in possession of House, it must vote first. Majority leader

Rep. McCormack (D-Mass.) may call up conference report Aug. 31 or Sept. 1. Then Senate will go through

its motions to send bill to White House for President Eisenhower's signature.

Possibility of last-minute hitch was raised by Rep. Moss (D-CaL), House Commerce Committee mem-
ber. He was only one among 12 Senate-House conferees who refused to endorse compromise measure or sign

report (No. 1069). Moss threatened to fight bill on floor because its exemption of news interviews from equal-

time requirements invited "too may abuses" by broadcasters. "This opens it up to virtually unrestricted use i

of the exemption for panel-type programs," he said. There's little chance his stand will block House approval.
\

"Bona fide" are key words in amalgam of Senate-House conference language of Sec. 315 revision. It
I

frees broadcasters from equal-time news show demands by candidates—but only so long as newscasts, in-

terviews, documentaries and on-spot coverage of politics are "bona fide."

Potentially troublesome qualification was taken from language of House bill (HR-7985), which was
drafted by House Commerce Committee Chairman Harris (D-Ark.) but rewritten by Moss before House
passed it (Vol. 15:34). Accepted by House conferees, in turn, was the original Senate bill's exemption of news
documentaries—and modified amendment by Sen. Proxmire (D-Wis.) calling on broadcasters to play fair in

public controversies (Vol. 15:31). Hangover from Lar Daly, it warns newscasters to watch their steps & scripts.

Compromise bill doesn't mention panel shows (such as CBS's Face the Nation & NBC's Meet the

Press) as such, but conference report makes it clear they're regarded as legitimate news interviews—if they're

regularly-scheduled and not cooked up by broadcasters to put spotlight on favored politicians. From now on,

burden of good-faith proof will be on broadcasters.

NBC TESTING TINTED MONOCHROME PROGRAMS: Clever but simple gimmick which

could make black-&-white programs more enjoyable to owners of color sets is now undergoing first audience

tests on NBC's WRCV-TV Philadelphia. The idea : A light tint or "color shading"—either constant or changing

in hue—is added to normal monochrome shows.

"We might go into this on a large scale if the results are favorable," NBC planning & research v.p.
j

Hugh M. Beville told us last week. "We think the process has some promise, but we have no preconceived i

ideas and will be governed strictly by public reaction."

Process has been christened "Electronic Color Effects" (ECE) and uses inexpensive NBC-devel-
|

oped equipment, requires no FCC approval. Initial testing is being done on 4 WRCWTV programs—3 of them i

network film shows being originated from Philadelphia (simultaneously with their N.Y. unreeling) for pur-

poses of the test. First 2 shows were last week—Aug. 25 Fanfare anthology show & Aug. 28 Jim Bowie. Process

will be used again on Aug. 31 Buckskin & Sept. 1 Fanfare.

All known color-set owners in Philadelphia area were sent post cards with attached reply mailers in-
j

forming them of the tests & asking for their comments—and pointing out that 2 of the shows will be telecast
|

with "constant-tone" shading, 2 with "variable-tone."

Over-all effect was pleasant as we watched Aug. 25 Fanfare , which used variable shading—some-
|

what reminiscent of old one-color tinted movies. For example, night scenes were tinted blue, a brightly sunlit I

scene was yellow, scenes with excitement or violence (Japanese prison camp, a brawl in a nightclub) were

pink & red. Constant-tone shows will be sepia in color.

Quality of picture as received on black-d-white sets is unaffected by process , NBC officials say. To re-

ceive tinted shows on color sets, regular color adjustment must be made. As with any program transmitted in

color, the color may be tuned out by color-set owners who prefer to watch show in monochrome. Color shading '

can be transmitted over network lines, but can't be added locally to b&w network shows because regular coloi

sync pulse must be supplied with picture.
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First few telephone reactions were largely favorable, we have learned—but post-card balloting is

what NBC is awaiting, to determine whether it should continue experimentation with the process. If public re-

action should be highly favorable, it's conceivable that network might put color shading on all monochrome
programs, giving color-set owners another plus on their investment and Papa RCA another selling point in its

all-out color push.

FCC RULE-MAKING RULES RAISE NO STIR: Total of just 2 comments came in to FCC last

^ week to meet its deadline for interested parties to object to—or agree with—proposed new rules to reduce

I
any off-record influences on Commissioners in rule-making proceedings.

Usually-voluble broadcasters kept quiet on issue—brought to head by House investigators & Court

of Appeals in Sangamon Valley case (Vol. 15:19-20, 22, 30)—of whether ex-parte contacts with FCC in rule-

making as well as in competitive cases should be banned.

"When can you talk to a Commissioner—and about what? " was question posed for industry in after-

: math of Sangamon Valley case. In May, Court of Appeals had vacated FCC's shift of Springfield, 111. Ch. 2

to KTVI St. Louis on ground that station principal Harry Tenenbaum improperly discussed move with

I

members of the FCC.

j

"Not as often as you have—and about less" was answer offered by FCC in July. It drafted changes

in Sec. 1.2 1 2- 1.2 1 8 of its long-standing regulations to comply with court's admonition that any rule-making

I

involving "resolution of conflicting private claims to a valuable privilege" must be "carried on in the open."

' Commission's plan to insulate itself further from industry it regulates evoked responses only from

Federal Communications Bar Assn, and AT&T, however. With minor reservations, both applauded FCC's

purposes in proposing that "ex parte consultation" be prohibited "with respect to matters at issue in such

rule-making proceedings."

"Proposed revisions have merit, " said FCBA v.p. Frank Fletcher. FCBA added in comments that

changes "should not be interpreted so as to preclude inquiries of staff members concerning procedural matters

or matters of public information in the files of the Commission, so long as these inquiries do not go to the

merits of the matter at issue in the rule-making."

Rewriting of proposed off-record restrictions on FCC staffers was recommended by AT&T, which

generally approved Commission's plan. AT&T suggested that ban on ex-parte communications with Commis-

il
sion employes should apply only to review staff and FCC members' own assistants & secretaries. AT&T also

said it would be "manifestly unfair" if Commissioners themselves were permitted to get off-record advice

from staffers (as FCC proposed) in rule-making which otherwise would be shielded from ex-parte approaches.

FCC's deadline for counter-comments on the 2 comments is Sept. 3. Commission will be back from

vacation then, ready to act on rule-making rules.
?

' TV VILLAINS FOILED BY FCC'S 'E' SQUAD: After hearing of exploits of FCC's field en-

gineers, Washington Evening Star TV critic Bernie Harrison recently suggested a new TV detective series

titled "1 Was an E-Man for the FCC." Suggestion probably won't be acted upon but there's some good hot-

v/eather reading, anyway, in sprightly new report which FCC information chief George O. Gillingham has

put out in (vacation) absence of Commissioners, when the flow of opinions & orders is reduced to trickle,

s

True tales of derring-do & deduction by FCC field agents in tracking down TV-radio interference cul-

prits are recounted by Gillingham in his summertime release (No. 77109), which he captions "Kilocyclo-

pedia." Patrolling airways while mounted on mobile units, armed with such weapons as field-strength meters
® —or flying over disturbed-signal areas—engineers have solved such crimes as these :

jt

It

TV & radio reception was terrible in 3 N. Y. apartment houses, where 60 families were subjected to

annoyance every evening. Assigned to case. Commission agent noted that trouble started on schedule with

return of one tenant from work. FCC's man enlisted aid of cop on begt, gained entrance to suspect's flat,

found old sparking-commutator motor running. Suspect said he operated diabolical mechanism in retaliation

against neighbor whose refrigerator he blamed for his own poor AM reception. FCC file on case was closed

with: "He desisted upon warning."

President Eisenhower got bitter complaint from 10-year-old girl in Mo. that her family's TV set "goes
'

|| put-put-put." She blamed boys playing with ham radios. White House alerted Commission to emergency.

Field investigation exonerated young hams, proved that what family needed was new set.
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Entire community suffered from "severe interference on Ch. 12" in Ky. Local TV repairmen as well as
viewers were driven to distraction trying to remedy it. FCC engineer set out with mobile equipment, traced

trouble to an amplifier used continuously by one viewer to bring in programs over long lead-in line. Ampli-
fier oscillated so that it acted like transmitter itself.

Mysterious jamming disrupted air-to-ground communications at Colo. Air Force base. Commission
E-man could find no saboteurs, however. Source of signal interruptions was nearby house where garage
doors—labeled "His" & "Her"—were opened by old-type radio-controlled device. Man & wife were persuad-

ed to install remote control system and take out FCC citizen's license.

Radio-equipped delivery trucks were rendered useless in Ohio town by blotting out of transmission

every time office of firm tried to get in touch with drivers to speed orders to customers. Turned out that firm

was former customer of licensed public-land station, where E-squad discovered unlicensed transmitter. To get

even with firm for dropping account with station, transmitter was used "deliberately to jam the radio com-
munication of the complainant."

Then there was case of clockless house. Station in Kan. protested that its broadcasts encountered

constant interference. E-men got on trail, which led to man who kept ancient AM set on day & night to tell

time because he had no clock. Defective tube in set "was, in effect, rebroadcasting the programs to which it

was tuned. The owner bought a new receiver—presumably with a clock."

REPEAT-BY-REQUEST SPECIALS: What are a sponsor's chances of drawing audience with a

repeat-by-request showing of a big network special? We put this question to A. C. Nielsen, whose figures

indicate chances pretty good. (For details of individual special repeat ratings & shares, see p. 11.)

Average audience share is 82% of original, a selection of rating cases on repeated specials reveals.

Some specials, notably An Evening With Fred Astaire & Babes In Toyland, actually gained a larger audience

share for advertisers 2nd time around.

Costs for non-star talent are in line with audience potential on repeated specials, further checkup at
i

AFTRA and SAG shows. If there is likelihood that special will be repeated, original star talent fee usually l

includes rights to rerun—stars' "special" salaries running so high these days that agents don't balk at includ-
I

ing repeats in the contract. Highest repeat talent cost is AFTRA's 75%-of-original. However, technical unions
j

get no rerun fees on specials.
l

Latest trend in specials is "planned repeats," we're told by network program executives. One reason

is obvious mathematical attractiveness of rating performances of past shows. Also, growing scarcity of major

properties & star names available for new TV specials. For example, of 12 specials in NBC-TV Sunday Showcase

bought last week by John H. Breck (shampoo), 8 will be first-run shows, 4 will be repeats from the original 8
j

There will also be planned repeats in specials this season for Ford, Revlon & Pontiac.

CATV-booster legislation, explored in July hearing

by the Senate Commerce communications subcommitte

(Vol. 15:33), probably will be shelved until next year. Wit
adjournment of this session of Congress nearing, the sul

committee headed by Sen. Pastore (D-R.I.) hasn’t yet r<
1

ported its recommendations to the full committee chaire i

by Sen. Magnuson (D-Wash.). Subcommittee staffers ai

drafting a report, but it’s unlikely that the committee wi i

act on it before the next session opens in Jan., and tl

House Commerce Committee headed by Rep. Harris (I i

Ark.) has made no moves at this session to take up CAT^
i

booster control proposals.

Communications excise taxes on private-line inter-ci :

telephone circuits handled through switchboards by broa

casters & other news-gathering agencies would be ca

celled under a bill (HR-8725) by Rep. Harrison (D-Va
which was passed by the House last week. Unanimous
approved by the House Ways & Means Committee, t

measure is intended to correct a Treasury Dept, interpret

tion of the Excise Tax Technical Change Act of 1958 whi

imposed excise charges on the previously-exempt priva •

line services. The interpretation had been protested '

NAB (Vol. 15:19).
' ’

Congress

Sports anti-trust exemption bill (S-2545) by Sen.

Kefauver (D-Tenn.), which permits controls of game tele-

casts by professional football, basketball & hockey clubs,

but excludes baseball (Vol. 15:34), won new support last

week. Lining up with 11 other Senators who joined

Kefauver in introducing the measure were these additional

co-sponsors: Sens. Young (R-N.D.), Engle (D-Cal.), Ken-
nedy (D-Mass.), Williams (D-N.J.), Case (R-S.D.), Allott

(R-Colo.), Butler (R-Md.), Cannon (D-Nev.). Meanwhile
Kefauver announced that his Senate Judiciary anti-mon-

opoly subcommittee is going to have a look at another

sport—boxing. He said “strange shennanigans surrounding

the promotion & managements of the Johansson-Patterson

fight’’ (Vol. 15:33) required Congressional investigation.

Among other things, Kefauver wants to find out “exactly

what happened to Mr. William Rosensohn, the promoter of

this fight.’’

Committee replacements: Rep. Healey (D-N.Y.) has

joined the House Commerce Committee to replace Rep.

Dollinger (D-N.Y.), who resigned his membership. Del-

linger is running for Bronx County district attorney.
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The FCC

I

PROGRAMMING PROBES: An FCC “investigatory pro-

ceeding on programming on a community basis” was

proposed last week by Comr. Ford as a grass-i'oots

approach to finding answers to a question that has long

I vexed the Commission : Why doesn’t FCC do something

!
to make TV & radio better? Addressing the W. Va.

I
Bcstrs. Assn, in the Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur

Springs, Ford said “no one at the Commission has the

i slightest desire to tell any broadcaster that he should

or should not broadcast any particular program.”

But noting that “thousands of letters complaining

about specific programs” have been received during FCC’s

25 years of existence—and that its “authority or lack of

authority in this area” has been debated heatedly during all

those years—Ford said it’s time to try something new.

The purpose of the local FCC investigations, he said,

would be “determination of the best way under present

conditions the Commission can carry out its responsibility

under the law for the consideration of programming and

determining that an applicant will serve the public inter-

est, convenience and necessity.”

Ford said that “all interested parties” would get a

chance to voice their gripes in such community hearings,

' and that he hoped they would yield: (1) A “I’easonably
‘ well-defined policy” for broadcasters to program their

' stations in “the greatest freedom.” (2) Commission policies

for “protecting the public interest [with a] minimum of

interference.” As it is. Ford pointed out, FCC's only func-

tion in this area is to check TV & radio stations’ perfor-

1 mances every 3 years at license renewal time—a job that is

15 done by a half-dozen staffers, so that “no real examination

,
is made unless this review discloses discrepancies.”

Moreover: “It has been my view for a long time that it

is highly unfair for the Commission to lie in ambush, so to

at . speak, while practices are developing which violate its

jj
,

concept of the public interest, convenience & necessity, and

then make an example of an uninformed broadcaster.”
(S

In another speech on programming problems, NAB’s
Howard H. Bell, TV-radio joint affairs asst, to pres. Harold
E. Fellows, told the W. Va. broadcasters that news should

^ be the backbone of their operations. Calling for removal of

restrictions on TV-radio reporting of public proceedings.

Bell said: “News responsibility involves not only objective
^ reporting of the news, but first-hand digging & probing in
* the gathering of news. It is in this latter area that we must

constantly improve our efforts. It is also the area in which
our freedom is most greatly impaired.”

sin*

Sfl'
*

“Violence & vulgarity” on TV were hit last week by
the National Congress of Parents & Teachers (PTA).
Launching the organization’s TV-show evaluation project

(Vol. 15:23), the Sept. Natioval Pay'ent-Tcacher Magazine
said viewers deserve “better fare than wc are getting on

,,, TV, or at least a wider choice.” Wrote editor Eva H. Grant:

bi«
setting ourselves up as a censor [but will try

to] convert the mounting protests against shoddy TV pro-

jyj
:

gramming into intelligent discussion that can be helpful

both to the TV industry & to the viewing public.” The

^
. PTA’s campaign was hailed by Sen. Langer (R-N.D.), a fre-

fpislt
Quent TV critic. In a floor speech he asked industry to

“give serious study to the recommendations.” Among PTA

0 ^
judgements already reached: Mighty Mouse—“recom-

tell'
mice;” Captain Kangaroo—^“first rate show,

jj^^eartily recommended;” “NOT Wanted, Dead or Alive/’:

ALLOCATIONS FREE-FOR-ALL: Proposed allocations rule-

making by FCC for the Montgomery-Birmingham-
Selma-Tuscaloosa-Columbus (Miss.) area as part of its

long-&-short-range plans for vhf (Vol. 15:29) last

week produced deadline comments which went every

which way. In all, 16 parties of interest got into the

fray with voluminous arguments & engineering data,

taking these positions of conflict:

Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters: Urges pre-

planning by FCC before any proposal is adopted. Argues
that only full compliance with mileage separation require-

ments should be considered.

Washington Post Co. (WTOP-TV & WTOP Washing-
ton, WJXT Jacksonville): wants Ch. 8 shifted from Selma
to Birmingham, where Washington Post has been a station

aspirant since 1957.

City of Selma: Leave Ch. 8 where it is.

Selma & Dallas County Chamber of Commerce: Pro-

tests any Ch. 8 move.

Birmingham TV Corp. (WBMG, holding Ch. 42 CP):
Wants Ch. 4 in Birmingham.

Birney Imes Jr. (licensee of WCBI-TV Columbus):

Supports Birmingham TV Corp.’s additional proposal to

change WCBI-TV to Ch. 2 in lieu of Ch. 4, WBMG to pay

for WCBI-TV move.

Charles A. Casmus Jr. (Selma & Montgomery busi-

nessman, original petitioner for Ch. 8 in Montgomery)

:

Protests Ch. 8 shift to Birmingham.
Miss. State U: Leave Ch. 2 in State College, Miss, for

educational use.

Edward L. Norton & Thad Holt (prospective appli-

cants for Birmingham and former station owners there):

Support allocation of a 3rd vhf channel to Birmingham.
Frank K. Spain (WTWV Tupelo): Assign Ch. 4 to

Birmingham, change Ch. 4 to Ch. 9 at Columbus, issue

show-cause order to WTWV to operate on Ch. 4 in Birm-

ingham-Tuscaloosa instead of Tupelo and WCBI-TV Colum-

bus to operate on Ch. 9 instead of present Ch. 4.

U. of Ga.: Opposes any re-allocation of Ch. 8 in Ala.

which would prevent favorable action on its request to

move transmitter for its WGTV (Ch. 8) Athens, Ga.

ABC: Substitute Ch. 3 for Ch. 4 in Columbus. Shift

WCBI-TV from Ch. 4 to Ch. 2. Shift educational Ch. 2 from

State College, Miss, to Columbus (with no substitution in

State College). Allocate Ch. 4 to Birmingham. Then issue

show-cause orders looking to Ch. 8 shift from Selma to

Montgomery and Ch. 8 to State College, replacing Ch. 2.

Deep South Bestg Co. (WSLA-TV Selma): Wants
evidentiary hearing or oral argument on proposed rule-

making. Meanwhile wants Ch. 8 left in Selma.

WCOV-TV (Ch. 20) Montgomery: Thinks Birmingham
TV Corp.’s proposal would work.

WTVY (Ch. 9) Dothan, Ala.: Demands hearing and

opposes any show-cause order to shift it to Ch. 4.

John G. McDonald: Opposes Ch. 8 move from Selma.

. *

Allocations petition filed: by WVET-TV (Cli. 10)

Rochester, to add Ch. 7 to Binghamton. The plan would

provide a vhf channel for WINR-TV (Ch. 40) Binghamton,

which is seeking assignment of Ch. 4 or Ch. 9—without

jeopardizing WVET-TV’s request for Ch. 9 in Elmira.

ILS.-Mexican agreement on international messages

transmitted by licensed radio amateurs to or from 3rd

parties has been reached by an exchange of notes, reports

FCC. Among its provisions: “No emolument may be directly

or indirectly paid on such messages or communications.”
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Dr. Norton Backtracks: Controversy-raising Dr. Kenneth

Norton, Bureau of Standards radio propagation chief who
has been a persistent critic of the TV Allocations Study

Organization (TASO) and FCC’s allocations policies, last

week shifted his position—somewhat.

In a letter to FCC Comr. Lee, who himself is at odds

with the rest of the Commission on its vhf plans (Vol.

15:29), Dr. Norton said he couldn’t agree with Lee that

a shift of TV to all-uhf would solve allocations dilemmas.

But on one of Lee’s deintermixture arguments, the Bureau

of Standards specialist said:

“I quite agree that the addition of more vhf channels

on frequencies nearby the present 12 will not solve any-

thing unless assignments are made on these additional

channels on a deintermixed basis.”

Back in March, Dr. Norton had written to FCC Chaii'-

man Doerfer (Vol. 15:14) that if more TV facilities be-

came “really necessary,” it would be “prudent to add a

few channels near, or witbin, the present vhf band so as

to accommodate these additional stations.”

But last week Dr. Norton—who was rebuked in May
by Bureau of Standards dir. A. V. Astin for advancing

“unauthorized” views (Vol. 15:21)—noted a change of

mind in his letter to Lee:

“It now seems to me quite clear that the lower part

of the present uhf band will serve essentially as well if

not better than other channels somewhat nearer the pres-

ent 12.” He added, however: “I still feel strongly that

closer spacings between vhf stations should be permitted

so as to foster a more efficient use of the spectrum.”

False statements to FCC in an application for a New
Orleans citizen’s radio license are alleged in a 5-count fed-

eral indictment against Vincent J. Marcello, identified by

the Justice Dept, as a brother of racketeer Carlos Marcello.

The grand jury in Washington chai'ged that Vincent Mar-

cello concealed the fact that Carlos was a partner in appli-

cant Jefferson Music Co. of Gretna, La. The indictment also

said Vincent certified that all partners were U.S. citizens,

although he knew Carlos is an alien who was ordered de-

ported in 1953 after being convicted of narcotics sales.

Conviction of Vincent could bring a 5-year jail sentence &
$10,000 fine on each count.

“Operation Alert 1959,” national defense training ex-

ercise which included a nationwide Conelrad test in April

(Vol. 15:16), was concluded last week with a Washington

seminar for govt. & industry officials, including FCC rep-

resentatives. One purpose of the sessions in the Govt.’s

secret relocation site was to appraise the country’s tele-

communications resources in the event of an enemy atomic

attack. OCDM dir. Leo A. Hoegh said the 4-phase exercise

(local, state, regional, national) “has further improved our

capability” to cope with sui’vival problems.

Historic NBC microphone, an ancient cube-shaped de-

vice used by the network for broadcasts by such radio head-

liners as Amos & Andy, Weber & Fields and the silver-

masked tenor (Joe White), became a Capitol Hill exhibit

last week. It was presented to Senate Commerce Com-
mittee Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) and communica-
tions subcommittee Chairman Pastore (D-R.I.) by NBC
news & public affairs dir. Julian Goodman for the com-
mittee’s new Senate Office Bldg, hearing room.

FCC Chairman Doerfer will address the Natl. Assn, of

Railroad & Utilities Commissioners convention in Phila-

delphia Oct. 13. Subject: “Legislation Affecting the Federal

Regulatory Process.”

Networks

First-Half Net Time Up 9.3 7o: Network TV billings dur-

ing 1959’s first half climbed 9.3% to $309,380,932, com-
pared with $283,071,449 for the year-ago period, reported

TvB last week in an analysis of LNA-BAR compliations of

gross time costs. (For June alone, the increase was 10.7%
vs. June, 1958.) Food & food products advertisers continue

to be the top spenders as they were during first-half 1958

($58,288,152 vs. $53,204,244), followed by toiletries & toilet

goods ($51,921,346 vs. $49,177,572). Ad spending for TV,
radio, phonographs and musical instruments dropped
sharply in Jan.-June 1959 to $2,901,374, compared with

$3,725,508 during first-half 1958.

The top 25 network brand advertisers during 2nd-

quarter 1959 were led by Anacin Tablets with an expendi-

ture of $2,415,775. Prudential Insurance was 25th with

$962,418. Trailing Anacin in order of finish were: Chev-

rolet, Tide, Kent, Ford, Colgate, Gleem, Phillies cigars,

Camel, Dristan, Winston, Bayer, L&M, Bufferin, Dodge.

The top 25 network company advertisers for the

quarter were led by Procter & Gamble, which spent $14,-

067,431 against runner-up Lever’s $8,493,654. Behind these

2 came American Home Products, Colgate-Palmolive, Gen.

Motors, Gen. Food, Reynolds Tobacco, P. Lorillard, Gen.

Mills, Sterling Drugs, Bristol-Myers, Gillette, Liggett &
Myers, Ford, American Tobacco. Eastman Kodak took the

25th spot with ad spending of $1,562,450.

For the month of June 1959, Anacin was the top brand

advertiser ($869,905), followed by Chevrolet, Kent, Tide,

Ford, Phillies cigars. Camel, Dristan, Colgate, Gleem,

Viceroy, Winston, Crest, Bufferin, Salem ($394,052). Top
network company advertiser for the month was P & G
($4,314,629), pacing Lever, American Home Products,

Colgate-Palmolive, Gen. Foods, Gen. Motors, Reynolds

Tobacco, Gen. Mills, Bristol-Myers, P. Lorillard, Sterling

Drug, Gillette, L&M, Ford, American Tobacco ($729,201).

Food products arc setting the pace in network radio

use, RAB noted last week. Nearly one of every 6 network

radio buyers was a food concern (15.6%) in the first 6

months of 1959. Drug brands were 2nd, with 13.4% of total

network radio activity, and automotive products provided f

10%. On another radio front, RAB pres. Kevin B. Sweeney, J

speaking to a meeting of Chevrolet dealers Aug. 25 in New I

Orleans, urged them to increase their radio advertising I

effectiveness “by aiming more pointedly at the suburban
j

market & the male consumer.” ,

Promotion kit for agency bridge fans, containing audi-
|

cnce prospects & promotion possibilities of ABC-TV’s up-
j

coming Championshij) Bridge (Sun., 3:30-4 p.m.) along
|

with a sample deck of playing cards, was mailed last week
|

by the network. ABC hopes the weekly film series, pro-

duced by Walter Schwimmer, will trump Sun. p.m. CBS & 1

NBC scheduling of professional football and basketball, I

respectively, in the same time slot.
^

Network image-making continues. NBC’s new “total-
j

ity of service” concept was stressed again last week by

chmn. Robert Sarnoff in another open letter to the trade
|

press, sent prior to his departure (Aug. 29) for Japan,

where he plans to study that country’s TV system. Totality I

isn’t all, however. “We still consider nighttime audience i

supremacy of great importance and we fervently hope our i

Riverboats & Laramies will lift us to number one night- i

time position among the networks,” Sarnoff said.
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Nets’ June Gain is Major Media’s Highest: Newspapers

(up 10%), network TV (up 9%) and magazines (up 7% )

finished in that order of highest gains for 1959’s first half.

So reported the Printers’ Ink natl. ad index last week.

But network TV’s June-1959-vs.-June-1958 gain of 13%

was far & away ahead of all other major classifications of

media. (The sub-classification of general monthly maga-

zines showed a healthy 15% climb.) Network radio fared

badly, down 9% for the cumulative, 4% for June vs. June,

and 10% for June vs. May 1959 business. The national

index for all media in first-half 1959 increased 6%. Here’s

the tabulation:
Index % Change from % Cumu-

Medium June June 1 month 1 year lative

1959 1958 ago ago Change

General Index ......... 225 210 0 -f- ^ + 6

Total Magazines .... 171 157 ^ 4 + 9 + V

Weekly 193 176 -t 8 + 10 + 6

Women’s 120 118 - 2 + 2 + 7

General Monthly.. 213 185 0 +15 +13

Farm 97 96 - 8 + 1 + 1

Newspapers 198 191 — 4 + 4 H-10

Network Television.. 470 417 + 3 + 13 H- 9

Network Radio .... 27 28 — 10 _ 4 - 9

Business Papers . 235 217. - 3 + 8 + 3

Outdoors 156 165 — 5 — 6 — 6

All indexes have been seasonally adjusted. The index shown for each

medium is based on estimated total advertising investments in the

medium, including talent, production and media costs. For each medium,
the base (100) is an average of total investments in the years 1947-49

I except for the TV base which covers the years 1950-52. “Cumulative
' change*' in the last column refers to the change from the same period

j

last year, of the index average from Januai’y through June 1599.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

, ABC-TV

! Daytime participations throughout 1-4 p.m. block, report-

edly putting the network’s daylight schedule

at the 70% sold-out mark.
S. C. Johnson & Son (Needham, Louis &
Brorby) ;

Alberto-Culver (Wade)
;
Channel

Master Corp. (S. R. Leon Co.); Dusharme
;

Products (Graves & Assoc.)
;
Paper Novelty

‘ Mfg. Co. (Zlowe Co.); Reynolds Metals

1
(Lennen & Newell) ;

Sterling Drug (Dan-
cer-Fitzgerald-Sample) ;

Family Products
div. of Warner-Lambert (Lambert & Feas-

J

ley); Best Foods (D-F-S). Renewals by:

I

Gen. Foods, Beech-Nut Life Savers, The
Drackett Co. and Johnson & Johnson (all

Young & Rubicam); Armour & Co., Lever
'

,
Bros, (both Foote, Cone & Belding) and The
Toni Co. (North Adv.)

2 I

„ 1 Cliff Arquette program, to be called either Hobby Lobby
or The Charley Weaver Show. Debut date is

Sept. 30, 8-8:30 p.m.
;

' Mopen Dar’id (Edward H. Weiss)

CBS-TV
** Men into Space, Wed., 8:30-9 p.m., alt.-wk. sponsorship.
^ ' Series debuts Sept. 30.
"

' Natl. Carbon Co. (J. M. Mathes) and Lon-
.

gines-Wittnauer Watch Co. (Victor A. Ben-

, j

nett Co.)

Stations

NO ACTION ON CANON 35: To nobody’s great surprise,

the American Bar Assn, did nothing at its 82nd annual

convention last week in Miami Beach to repeal—or re-

vise—the lawyers’ own law prohibiting camera & mic-

rophone coverage of court proceedings. Canon 35 of the

ABA’s code of ethics, which effectively bars TV & radio

from most courtrooms, stayed intact in the rule book

despite a resolution presented by Wichita lawyer C. H.

Morris for a joint effort by the ABA & news media to

bring about a relaxation of the ban.

The ABA’s convention committee, set up to screen new
resolutions, rejected that one on the ground that it was
“premature & likely to cause confusion.” So it didn’t get as

far as the floor for any action. The subject of Canon 35

was taken up on the floor, however. Whitney North Sey-

mour of N.Y. filed a report to the ABA’s house of delegates

on progress—and lack of it—made by his Canon 35 study

committee over the past year. He said it found that most
lawyers opposed any change in the rule. The life of the

Seymour committee was extended routinely for another

year—until the 1960 convention in Washington.

Seymour also reported that his committee & represent-

atives of news media who caucused with him in May (Vol.

15:22) would try to get together again in Sept, to decide

whether they should pursue efforts to come to agi’eement

on any easing of Canon 35 restrictions.

A preliminary survey of the problem has been sought

by NAB, Radio-TV News Directors Assn., Radio-TV Cor-

respondents Assn., Radio-Newsreel-TV Working Press

Assn., National Editorial Assn., and Natl. Press Photogs.

Assn. Not participating now in this move—although indi-

cating “interest”— are ANPA & ASNE, Seymour said.

His 3-page report concluded with “one further word”:
“The media have complained in the past that the bar has

dealt with Canon 35 without according them due process.

The committee has assured them that, however the present

exploration turns out, the committee will not reach a final

decision or report without giving the media full opportunity

to present their views.”

The ABA convention also heard from Chairman Harris

(D-Ark.) of the House Commerce Committee, who said no

“sweeping statutory change” was in store for FCC as a

result of his oversight subcommittee’s study of federal

regulatory agencies.

Another ABA speaker was CAB member Louis J.

Hector, who told the lawyers that what the agencies need

first of all is not minor reforms but major surgery to sepa-

rate their policy-making & judicial functions. He said he

agreed with critics of the regulatory system that “major
litigated cases” should be handled by “a special tribunal

or group of tribunals,” while the agencies confine them-
selves to “rule-making, policy formulation, planning and
routine administration.”

* *

NBC-TV

ii '

>

_ '

liV
\

,

Sunday Showcase, special series 8-9 p.m., eight 60-min. and
four 30-min. segs., one each month starting
Jan. 3, 1960.
John H. Breck Inc. (Reach, McClinton &
Co.)

Richard Diamond, alt.-wk. sponsorship, Mon., 7:30-8 p.m.
Block Drug (Grey) and Parma-Craft (J.

Walter Thompson)

Jack Paar Show, 52-wk. buy of 3 participations per week.
Bon Ami Co. (Cole, Fischer & Rogow)

American Bar Assn, “gavel award” was presented to

ABC-TV Aug. 27 for Day in Court. Accepting at ABA’s
annual banquet in Miami last week was Giraud Chester,

ABC v.p. in charge of daytime programming. The program
was cited for “outstanding public service by increasing

public understanding of the administration of justice.”

Ampex Videotape recorder has been installed by
WWLP (Ch. 22) Springfield, Mass., which claims to be

the only lape-equipped uhf station.

I
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Cheery Local Radio: Booming local radio business (run-

ning 8-10% ahead of the 1958 pace) and improved pro-

gramming (30% higher 1959-over-1958 spending) are 2 of

cheerful findings which RAB executives will present to

radio station management at the 4th annual regional man-

agement conferences which start Sept. 2 at Princeton, N.J.,

RAB pres. Kevin B. Sweeney reported last week. A just-

completed RAB survey of member stations indicates that

radio may be on its way to its best local-business year in

history.

Other RAB findings: some 50% of all new sales per-

sonnel joining radio stations come from outside the in-

dustry; office procedures for mechanizing & automating log

keeping—and other efficiencies—are saving stations hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars annually.

The 2-day RMC sessions will conclude Oct. 6. Meetings

are scheduled for White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.; Ponte

Vedra Beach, Fla.; Hot Springs, Ark.; Monterey, Cal.;

Boulder, Colo.; Deerfield, 111.; St. Clair, Mich.

* * *

Sindlinger & Co. again reports radio listeners out-

numbering TV viewers. During the week ending July 30,

daily radio audiences averaged 79.8 million Americans,

compared to 77 million who had watched TV. The trend

was noted by Slindlinger earlier this summer (Vol. 15:32),

and has been widely publicized by RAB. Not mentioned by

Sindlinger or RAB: The average radio home tunes radio

1.67 hrs. per day, contrasted to TV usage which averages

4.17 hrs. daily of home video viewing, A. C. Nielsen tells us.

WRVA-TV Richmond will sever its affiliation with

CBS-TV, eff. May 29, 1960. Announcement of the move was
made last week (Aug. 27) by Carl S. Ward, CBS-TV v.p. in

charge of affiliate relations, and C. T. Lucy, pres., Richmond

TV Corp. CBS affiliation in the market. Ward added, will

be switched May 30 to WTVR, currently an ABC-TV affili-

ate. NBC-TV and ABC-TV declined to comment on future

affiliation plans for the area.

Authority for temporary use of Baton Rouge’s Ch. 9

by WAFB-TV (Vol. 15:30) was stayed by the Court of

Appeals last week on a plea by competing applicant radio

WIBR (Vol. 15:33). WAFB-TV was ordered to stop con-

struction of new facilities (which was well underway)

until the court has heard arguments. Contestants will file

briefs within 30 days.

Chicago Tribune Inc. will break ground shortly for a

new broadcasting center to house studio & office facilities

of its WGN-TV & radio WGN. The center will be erected

on a 12-acre site in northwest Chicago and is expected to

go into operation the middle of next year. The vacated

WGN Inc. building will be acquired by sister organization

Chicago American.

Technicolor Corp.’s experiments in TV bandwidth re-

duction (see “Putting the Squeeze on the TV Picture,”

Vol. 14:14) ai’e detailed in a paper by W. F. Schreiber,

C. F. Knapp & N. D. Kay in Aug. Journal of the SMPTE.

Control of Street & Smith, magazine publisher, has

been purchased by S. I. Newhouse’s Conde Nast Publica-

tions (for reported $2.5-$4 million). The latter’s Glamour
(662,062 circ.) will merge with S&S’s Charm (656,933) in

Nov. Other S&S publications will continue. In addition to

his magazine & newspaper publishing business, Newhouse
owns WSYR-TV & WSYR Syracuse with satellite WSYE-
TV Elmira, WTPA Harrisburg, WAPI-TV Birmingham,
.50% of KOIN-TV & KOIN, Portland, Ore., and 22.7% of

KTVI St. Louis.

WBC’s Syndication Invasion: Westinghouse Bcstg. will

be a leading originator of syndicated public-affairs pro-

gramming this fall. Its latest project is a 13-week film

series titled The American Civil War and utilizing the same
kind of narration-&-still-photos technique which was fea-

tured in NBC-TV’s “Meet Mr. Lincoln.” Bill Kaland, natl.

program dir. of WBC and a longtime Civil War buff, is

producing. The most likely sales path for the series will be

in syndication, following the example of previously-

launched WBC shows such as the 6-program Adventures in

Numbers & Space film series on mathematics, and the

taped public-affairs-slanted Youth Want to Know &
American Forum of the Air. The last 2 are now being

carried by some 2 dozen outlets, including WBC’s 5. How-
ever, at least one network is “interested” in the WBC Civil

War project as a possible series next spring, WBC told us.

* *

Newly announced public-affairs programming at the

station level: WCBS-TV N.Y. premiered N.Y. Forum Aug.
23, described by producer Warren V. Bush as “the examina-
tion of ideas & actions of today’s headliners who give shape
& direction to local, state, national and international affairs

of public consequence.” The weekly program is produced by
the station’s public affairs dept, in cooperation with the

N.Y. Bar Assn. And Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. announced
recently a forthcoming special 60-min. filmed news special

entitled “Assignment Nehru,” consisting of an interview

with India’s Prime Minister by WBC’s Far Eastern cor-

respondent Vincent Sheean.

All 5 Corinthian stations are undergoing a review of

news-public affairs depts., with an eye to expansion. First

to get the treatment is KOTV Tulsa, which has scrapped

its established news dept, to set up a new one designed for

“depth coverage and expanded news gathering.” On-air

news personnel has been increased by 4.

Canada’s Board of Broadcast Governors has set a

deadline of Oct. 16 for groups & individuals who wish to

submit written representations on the proposed TV broad-

casting regulations which are scheduled for public hear-

ings (Vol. 15:31) in Ottawa Nov. 2-3. BBG will hear argu-

ments in support of the written briefs at the Nov. meetings

but, because of time limitations, expects that only spokes-

men for groups will be called. Among the proposals: no

Canadian station may form a direct programming con-

nection with U.S. broadcasters without BBG consent; pro-

gramming must be 55% Canadian content.

Second production-model RCA TV tape recorder was
shipped Aug. 25 to WISN-TV Milwaukee. RCA’s first pro-

duction unit went to WBTV Charlotte, which also has a

pre-production recorder. Reeves Sound Studios N.Y., set-

ting up independent video-tape recording studio, has 8 RCA
recorders on order (Vol. 15:31). The WISN-TV recorder

is the first of 2 RCA machines to be installed at the sta-

tion, which has arranged with Marquette U. to present

taped delayed-broadcasts of Sat. football games on Sun-

days this fall, and also will sho^V tapes of winter league

baseball games in Cuba.

New rate card (Aug. 1, 1959) of WWL-TV New Or-

leans indicates that it offers its time (Vol. 15:34) under

the rates of long-established WDSU-TV, but higher than ’

the charges of newcomer WVUE (operating since Jan.

under an FCC STA). WWL-TV’s hourly rate of $1000 is

more than 9% under WDSU-TV’s $1100; 25% higher than »

WVUE’s $800. WWL-TV & WDSU-TV have the same 20- I

sec. rate of $250, some 42% higher than WVUE’s $175.
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Programming

Costly Press Agentry: TV producers are being victimized

by one of the movie industry’s oldest flesh-peddling stunts

—planting a hokum deal-has-been-signed story with gulli-

ble columnists or editors in the hope that print exposure

will make it come true. What comes true, unfortunately,

is a demand by name personalities that they “too” receive

the astronomically-kited fees they’ve seen publicized. Al-

though the telephone-numbers fees are puff, they’re ac-

cepted as gospel by status-conscious performers and are

used to force producers to increase offers. Net: fake stories

become real factors in pushing up production costs.

“There are enough non-existent & fake deals for spe-

cials being talked up in print this season to make a serie.s

all by themselves,” an NBC production executive who rides

herd on a weekly special showcase told us bitterly last

week. The hit-&-run publicity technique also drew a sharp

blast last week from Hubbell Robinson Jr., whose series

of Ford specials has recently played horse to the Lady
Godiva of several big talent stunts. Robinson boiled over

about a report that he had offered a star $400,000 to pack-

age a Ford one-shot. Snapped he: “No single show in the

entire series is budgeted at the $400,000 figure, nor has any
artist been made an offer in that vicinity for their package.”

Small-package, long-term release of its new package
of 160 Twentieth Century-Fox movies (Vol. 15:33) is

planned by NTA, in a sharp departure from the earlier

industry practice (as in the release of the MGM, Warner
& Paramount backlogs) of dumping them on the market
all at once. The group will be broken into 3 separate pack-

ages, to be released at 6-month intervals. Each feature

group has its own title (Sunset, Santa Monica and Wil-

shire), and will contain between 52 & 54 films.

“Continuous TV Performance” policy will be initiated

by pioneer WTTV Bloomington-Indianapolis Sept. 14 in an
effort to increase viewership & ad revenue. Tbe Sarkes

Tarzian outlet—one of the original pre-freeze TV stations,

which started Nov. 11, 1949—opposes 3 network affiliates in

its area. The new policy, program mgr. Arthur Hook says,

will mark the first time that a station’s complete prime-

time evening schedule is to be repeated in sequence.

WTTV’s “first show” will comprise syndicated programs
from 7-8:30 p.m., followed by a movie to 10 p.m. At that

point the programs & movie will be repeated. For further

flexibility, WTTV bas purchased 2 Ampex Videotape re-

corders—one for mobile use—for commercials pi’oduction,

closed-circuit service, special-event telecasting.

President Eisenhower’s current European trip & up-
coming exchange visit with Soviet Premier Nikita Khrush-
chev will be covered in 25 NBC news specials, ranging from
30 min. to 2 hours in length. The first of these was tele-

cast Aug. 27 as was the first of 14 CBS-TV Eye Witness
to History reports for Firestone on the same subject. (Vol.

15:34). NBC News also plans to use trans-Atlantic wire
film at least once a day in both regular news coverage of
the trips & the 24 Journey to Understanding specials.

ABC-TV plans coverage in regular daily newscasts.

“Right to know” bills, giving newsmen access to

records & meetings heretofore closed, “have made prog-
ress” in Cal., 111., Mass., N.M., N.D., Pa., Va., advises the

American Civil Liberties Union. “Some progress in rolling-

back governmental secrecy in N.Y.” is also reported. States

which have scuttled such legislation, adds ACLU, include

Tex., Ariz., Kan., Mont., S.C., W.Va., Miss., Wyo.

Auxiliary Services

Up at the 9-Count: TelePrompTer, which had seemed

counted-out on the TV-radio-movie rights for a return

match between Ingemar Johansson & Floyd Patterson,

bounced off the mat last week with a contract for the

ancillary rights to a bout to be held in the U.S. sometime

between next Mar. 1 & June 15.

The TelePrompTer coup was the direct result of a

meeting in Sweden last week (Vol. 15:34) between heavy-

weight Johansson; Irving Kahn, pres, of TelePrompTer;
Vincent J. Velella & Jack Dempsey, pres. & promotion dir.

respectively of Rosensohn Enterprises. “All our recent mis-

understandings,” a TelePrompTer spokesman told us Aug.

28, “have been cleai-ed up.”

Under the new deal, the non-arena rights go to Tele-

PrompTer, which will put up a $500,000 guarantee (as

against 35% of the net profit; from closed-circuit TV,

radio & film coverage for each fighter) to be split between

the ring contenders. The re-match will be promoted by

Rosensohn Enterprises (minus Rosensohn himself, and

probably given a new firm name). Estimated (by Irving

Kahn) end of the gate for each fighter: about $1 million.

In N.Y. last week, ex-cbampion Jack Dempsey made
news on another TV fight front. The onetime “Manassa

Mauler” was signed as technical advisor for “Body &
Soul,” the premiere DuPont-sponsored Show of the Month

on CBS-TV, Sept. 28, to coach star Ben Gazzara in the

manly art of fisticuffs.

Multi-city TV auctions of surplus materials are in-

creasing. A 2-city, $3.5 million video-sale of used aircraft

forging equipment will be staged Sept. 23 for bidders in

Chicago & Boston hotels by industrial auctioneers Indus-

trial Plants Corp., representing Chicago-based Emerman
Machinery Corp. The 4 to 5 hour telecast, by Giantview TV
Network, will originate in Boston, and include video-taped

demonstrations of the power equipment. A 2-way audio

circuit will link the bidders & auctioneers. The auction wi'l

precede by 2 weeks the 6-city, 8-hour simulcast (Vol. 15:30)

to be conducted by TelePrompTer for the U.S. Army
Quartermaster Corp on Oct. 7 to dispose of more than $2

million in merchandise available at 3 widely separated mili-

tary posts. Veteran auctioneer Sbepard Boneparth, who will

handle the .sale for TelePrompTer, points out: “The auction

sale, which is the fastest & least expensive method to dis-

pose of merchandise, now will, via closed-circuit TV, reach

a truly mass market for the Govt, for the first time.” He
foresees the TV potential as “one of the most significant

in auction history.”

Underwater TV is now being used by the Interior

Dept.’s Federal Bureau of Commercial Fisheries to study

trawling methods & the physical laws, governing them. A
waterproof camera, placed in the mouth of the trawling

net, relays signals via cable to a monitor on deck, which

in turn is photographed on film from the monitor for later

study. This process was carried on during much of July at

the Stellwagen Bank fishing grounds near Provincetown,

Mass., to observe the actions of the huge fishing nets under

varying speeds.

Pool TV coverage: Dage TV div. of Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge is offering closed-circuit TV as a swimming-
pool accessory. With the camera trained on the natatorial

playpen, parents can get a view of their cluldren’s aquatics

on the TV screen without leaving the air-conditioned com-

fort of the house.
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Personals: Lester Gottlieb appointed program develop-

ment & planning dir., CBS-TV . . . Norman Felton appoint-

ed exec, producer, CBS-TV drama workshop.

Robert L. Dunsmore, retired pres, of Champlain Oil

Products & chmn. of CBC’s finance committee, appointed

CBC chmn.; Charles Leeson named vice-chmn. . . . George

F. Hoover promoted to ABC-TV trade press editor, suc-

ceeding Art Foley, now account exec, at Bidderman, Tolk

& Associates, PR firm.

David W. Tebet appointed NBC-TV talent relations dir.

. . . Richard Kellerman named to new post of CBS News
supervisor of information services . . . Cecil M. Sansbury,

ex-WSEE-TV Erie, Pa., named gen. mgr., WHP-TV &
WHP Harrisburg, Pa., succeeding Mrs. A. K. Redmond,

promoted to v.p., WHP Inc. . . . Bill Carter appointed pro-

gram dir., KTRE-TV & KTRE Lufkin, Tex.

William C. King Jr., WVEC-TV & WVEC Hampton,

Va. chief engineer, and Lawrence W. Kliewer, operations

mgr., named v.p.’s . . . Tom Cousins named promotion &
publicity dir., WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, succeeding

Gene Godt, named adv.-promotion mgr., KYW-TV Cleve-

land (Vol. 15:34) . . . Andy Amyx named promotion mgr.,

WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.

Ralph Guild, Daren F. McGavren Eastern div. mgr.,

named exec. v.p. . . . Frank Woodruff, ex-Peters, Griffin,

Woodward promotion & research dir., has started Barnaby

& Associates, creative promotion & research services firm

(414 E. 50th St., N.Y.) . . . Joseph H. Wells named Weed
TV N.Y. sales mgr. . . John H White, ex-CBS Spot Sales,

appointed H-R Television Eastern sales mgr. . . . Alvin E.

Unger promoted from ITC div. Arrow Productions admin-

istrative mgr. to gen. mgr., ITC special projects div.

Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., onetime ABC v.p. & asst, to

pres., resigned as v.p. & asst, to bd. chmn., Edward Petry

& Co.; future plans not announced . . . Seymour Horowitz

appointed program mgr., KYW-TV Cleveland, succeeding

Ralph Hansen (Vol. 15:30) . . . Martin S. Fliesler, ex-

BBDO, named adv. & sales development dir., WOR (N.Y.)

div. of RKO Teleradio Pictures . . . Norman Baer, a former

MBS news dir., rejoins Mutual as N.Y. news bureau dir.

Harold P. See, gen. mgr. of KRON-TV San Francisco,

named chairman of NAB video-tape advisoiy committee.

“I categorically deny the story,” was Lloyd Yoder’s

unequivocal response last week to trade reports that the

WNBQ Chicago v.p. & gen. mgr. was resigning both the

station & a 30-year NBC radio-TV career in favor of the

Cal. vineyards & winery of his late father-in-law.

Dr. Frank Stanton proposed last week (Aug. 28) a

5-year (or longer) study ‘‘to determine the degree to which
journalism in America is doing its job in terms of reader

& audience interest, absorption & retention of the news.”
Such a study, said CBS Inc.’s pres., addressing the annual
convention of the Associates for Education in Journalism
at U. of Oregon, would be one that “CBS would willingly

support & cooperate with.” Added Stanton: “We do not

know enough of what happens after the newspaper gets

into the hands of the reader, or after the voice of radio

or the image of TV gets into the home.” What’s needed,

he believes, is more attempt to “find out more about our

audiences, break more rules, become more experimental.”

News coverage will get a “priority” at CBS this fall, he
continued, and outlined some of the news plans to be de-

veloped from an annual budget “in excess of $15 million.”

William L. Putnam, pres, of WWLP (Ch. 22) Spring-

field, Mass., led team of expert climbers which recovered

bodies of 2 youths who died last week in attempt to scale

Profile Mt. near Franconia, N.H.

Robert F. Kennedy, chief council for Senate Select

Committee on Improper Activities in the Labor & Manage-
ment Field, will be guest speaker at the RTES luncheon

Sept. 16, Hotel Roosevelt, N.Y.

Ohio newscasters can now protect news sources. Their

new state regulation became effective last week. It ex-

tends to broadcast newsmen the privilege of not revealing

sources of information.

Meeting this week: Storer Bcstg. radio program mgrs.

(Sept. 3-5), Detroit. Next week: AP Bcstrs. of Ohio (12),

Columbus; 111. Bcstrs. Assn. (12-13) at Leland, Springfield.

The Advertising Council will be TV-saluted Sept. 27

by CBS-TV in a special 30-min. public-affairs show (“The

Sword & The Quill”) designed to explain the aims & ac-

complishments of the advertising industry’s own public

service campaign. The telecast, to be produced by CBS
News, will focus on the Council’s continuing drive for

better schools, Fred Freed will produce.

Television & Radio Transcripts, TV-radio program-
monitoring firm which operates in 20 markets, is adding

facilities steadily to provide nation-wide coverage.

Obituary

Edgar B. Stern, 73, New Orleans business leader and

chairman of WDSU Bcstg. Corp. (WDSU-TV & WDSU),
died Aug. 24 in a Price, Utah hospital of a heart attack after

being stricken on a train en route to a West Coast vacation.

His son Edgar Jr. is WDSU pres. Other survivors include

his widow, a son, a daughter.

Mrs. Howard A. Coffin, 68, mother of NAB TV v.p.

Thad H. Brown Jr., died Aug. 18 in Washington. Her first

husband, the late FCC Comr. Thad H. Brown, died in 1941.

In 1949 she married ex-Rep. Howard A. Coffin, who died

in 1956.

Russell G. Stebbins, 40, sales mgr. WNBQ Chicago,

died Aug. 26 in Chicago after a brief illness. He was for-

merly an account exec, with NBC-TV Spot Sales. He is

survived by his wife, 2 sons and a daughter.

Daniel S. Bishop, 59, pres, of TV Arts Inc., TV-com-

mercials animation firm, died Aug. 22. He was formerly

editorial cartoonist for The Portland (Ore.) Journal and

the old St. Louis Star-Times.

Mrs. Harry A. Babcock, wife of FTC’s exec, dir., died

of a heart attack Aug. 25 in Washington.
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IT PAYS TO REPEAT: Sponsors do themselves, as well as

TV viewers, a favor by repeating outstanding specials.

When Kraft repeated “A Night to Remember” in 1956,

share-of-audience on the by-request rerun reached 70%
of the original level. More recently, when Mercury div.

of Ford repeated a taped version of Ed Sullivan’s 60-

min. showcasing of the Moiseyev dancers, it drew

82.5% of the original’s share-figure.

Aided by good reviews & strong word-of-mouth promo-

tion, a repeated special can even gain audience. Chrysler

picked up an additional 700,000 homes & gained 7.5% in

audience-share when “An Evening with Fred Astaire,” orig-

inally on NBC-TV last Oct., was shown again in Feb.

Such interesting documentation of the audience po-

tential of specials appears in the chart below, prepared

for us by A.C. Nielsen. It is not a comparison of all the

repeated specials in the past few seasons; many were

sustaining public affairs shows, and thus not measured in

Nielsen’s sponsored roster. Others were sponsored on one

but not both showings, and thus also fall outside of Niel-

sen’s rating bailiwick. Also not counted: Summertime

repeat-showings of episodes or programs used to complete

a 52-week schedule.

Some Repeat-Show Ratings

(1952-1959)

NIELSEN AVERAGE AUDIENCE
SHOW DATES % (000) SHARE

Rise Up & Walk 2/4/52
1/1/66

31.4
16.4

4,798
5,405

60.4
30.1

Such A Busy Day Tomorrow 3/1/54
4/11/55

28.2
19.7

6,754
6,218

45.0
33.7

Babes In Toyland 12/18/54
12/24/55

28.3
25.4

8,003
8,153

45.2
47.2

Peter Pan 3/7/55
1/9/56

51.0
41.1

15,891
13,654

68.3
54.9

A Night To Remember 3/28/56
6/2/66

25.3
16.9

7,757
5,512

36.6
26.0

The Jazz Age 12/6/56
3/29/59

28.2
9.3

10,217
3,476

49.2
17.4

Green Pastures 10/17/57
3/23/59

18.7
25.9

7,416
10,956

28.5
43.3

Ed Sullivan : Moiseyev Dancers 6/29/58
2/1/59

20.3
27.2

8,557
11,792

45.3
37.3

An Evening with Fred Astaire 10/17/68
2/11/69

18.4

19.8
7,787
8,492

31.9
34.3

Jack Paar (Oscar Levant, guest) 11/5/58
12/31/58

6.6
13.0

2,610
5,192

40.2
36.5

Backstopping this generally good performance level,

.’)
i Nielsen points out, are other factors in favor of repeating

te! strong specials. A network special that walks off with
m 50% of available TV homes at the time of airing is of

i« course doing very well indeed. However, 50% of the homes
have still not seen it—and a large TV audience would
probably like to see it again—particularly after word-of-

mouth gets its chance to operate.

The general TV viewing pattern at night also favors

jjjjC repeats. About 2/3 of viewers at best, Nielsen figures, ai’e

,
following a relatively fixed pattern of habitual viewing.

Again, this leaves 1/3 or more of the TV audience at night
' —sizable in itself—watching TV on a dial-twisting, let’s-

i® look-around basis, and fair game for a well-promoted
I*

" ' repeat special.

Talent prices also justify repeating specials. Star names,

(jj.
of course, aren’t under union price jurisdiction when they’re

jjjjj

paid on an over-scale basis, and each repeat deal with a star

jj;
r must usually be negotiated. For talent working on scale,

AFTRA, which has jurisdiction over live-tape specials,

,

sets a basic rerun scale of 75% of minimum fees. A taped
show commercial that’s used again (such as an integrated

middle commercial) calls for a minimum of about 90%

($95 per min. for original, $85 per min. for the repeat) of

the original.

Screen Actors Guild, which represents TV film per-

formers, puts a first-repeat price of 35% of the total ap-

plicable minimum (usually $80 per 8-hr. day of filming)

for actors in a filmed special. As with AFTRA, performers

in SAG-represented film commercials come under a differ-

ent scale in repeats from that covering show talent. Sample

price: $80 min. for commercial on-film-camera appearance,

$55 for repeat use.

(Interesting sidelight: Commissions to talent agents,

for both show & commercial performance, are paid on film

contracts covered by SAG, but are not paid in live-tape

deals covered by AFTRA where the talent is working at

minimum scale. Agents naturally prefer to book their

talent into TV film when minimums are involved.)

Technical talent isn’t involved in payments for repeat

showings of network specials (technicians are hired by the

week, not on a per-show basis), with one exception: If a

technician on a live-tape show is “featured” in some way
(such as a shot of the star kidding around with a camera-

man), the technician is paid AFTRA scale for his “per-

formance,” and draws repeat fees accordingly.

Current trends in repeat-show planning we’ve en-

countered among agency, network & packager officials

can be summed up thus: (1) A growing tendency to plan

repeats, rather than allow a sponsor or network to be

caught short without proper contract protections in case

of a hit show, (2) an increasing awareness among agencies

of the rating potential of repeat-by-request specials, allow-

ing concentration on fewer & better shows, (3) a height-

ened interest on the part of sponsors & agencies in pro-

gram reviews, TV columnists and consumer publications

—

a round of all-out press raves for a special will no longer

be ignored by program planners in picking shows for the

following season, (4) the emergence of video tape as the

answer to image quality in repeating live specials.

NBC is surveying 1,200 timebuyers at ad agencies
(who comprise a Timebuyer Opinion Panel) on the effec-

tiveness of spot TV commercials in all time lengths. The
network’s latest comprehensive questionnaire (the 5th in

18 months) seeks facts about 8, 10, 20, 30 & 60 sec. units,

such as: client & agency creative dept, influence in setting

commercial length; function in product campaigns (as

teaser, introducer, repeater, reminder); “recall-at-time-

of-shopping” effectiveness; frequency of use; etc.

People: Edward J. Churchill promoted from pres, to chmn.,

Donahue & Coe, continuing as chief exec, officer. He is suc-

ceeded as pres, by Donald E. West, former v.p. & mer-

chandising dir.; William H. Schneider named exec, v.p.,

succeeding Walter Weir, appointed exec, committee chmn.;

Judson Irish, ex-Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, named senior

v.p. in charge of creative services; Oliver A. Kingsbury

promoted from v.p., secy. & management committee chmn.

to administrative v.p.; A. B. Churchill and Bertram S.

Nayfack, v.p.’s, appointed directors; Jack Rosenthal, Stuart

Cowan and Gerry Arthur, v.p.’s, named to exec, committee.

G. Warren Schloat, Compton TV commercial produc-

tion v.p., named a creative dir. . . . Joseph R. Del Papa

promoted from copywriter to TV-radio copy chief, Erwin

Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan . . . Guild Copeland promoted

to exec, v.p., Lennen & Newell . . . Edward H. Mahoney re-

signs as TV-radio v.p., Cunningham & Walsh . . . Harold

S. Bennett, ex-Baker, Tilden, Bolgard & Barger, named
N. W. Ayer media supervisor in the Chicago office.
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RENAULT IN HIGH TV GEAR: French-made Renault, the

most TV-minded of import autos (Vol. 15:31), is step-

ping up the horsepower of its fall TV plans sharply to

meet the Oct. invasion of the U.S. compact-car sales

field by Detroit’s “big 3.”

Overall ad-spending by Renault this year will now run

about $5 million (up $1 million from original estimates, and

about 5 times what Volkswagen will spend in the U.S. in

1959). Of this, about 50% will be in network & spot TV,

we were told last week by Stuart Ludlum, TV-radio dir. of

Kudner Agency which had just landed the TV-radio end of

the Renault account.

“Renault’s TV expenditures in the last quarter of

1959 will be greater than its entire ad budget for the first

9 months,” added Ludlum. Network specials are the key-

stone of the Renault TV schedule, with a 1/3-sponsorship

signed last week for CBS-TV’s 90-min. “Sullivan’s Travels:

Invitation to Moscow,” even though Sullivan has long been

associated with Ford Motor’s Lincoln-Mercury lines. Also

being considered by Renault (although not yet signed) are

partial sponsorships of 2 NBC-TV specials, “What Makes

Sammy Run?” and “The Moon & Sixpence.”

In the field of bread-&-butter series programming,

Renault has just signed for a season’s run with a partici-

pation sponsorship of NBC’s new The Plainsman series,

starting Oct. 1, 7:30-8 p.m. At the local level, the auto firm

has bought ITC’s latest syndication series. Four Just Men,

for a quartet of eastern U.S. markets, including Richmond,

Va. & Washington, and may expand to more. In radio, it

has signed for 43 weekly commercials in NBC radio’s

News on the Hour strips, starting in the fall. TV &
radio are on the approved list of media for which Renault

has co-operative ad budgets, and a sizable amount of

dealer-level Renault TV advertising is expected.

“Detroit may be planning to out-advertise foreign

competitors on TV this fall,” smiled a Kudner spokesman

last week, “but we think we’ll give Detroit a hard time.”

Kudner Agency has regained much of its lost stride.

Without an auto client since it lost Buick to McCann-Erick-

son in Dec. 1957, Kudner got the TV-radio end of Renault’s

billings last week (Needham, Louis & Brorby will continue

to handle Renault print ads). The announcement came only

a few days after Kudner landed the $3-million Sylvania

account from J. Walter Thompson (which resigned it to

take RCA’s $12 million billings from Kenyon & Eckhardt).

In recent months, after a $54-million drop from its 1955

peak billings position of $72 million, Kudner successfully

bagged Arnold Bakeries, Colorforms, and Inter-Continental

Hotels, in addition to its Renault-Sylvania coups—about

$8.5 million altogether in new business.

“Unfair” comparisons of print & TV (made by news-

papers who match basic circulation against TV’s figures on

delivered audience) are the target of a new TvB chart.

Distribution began last week. Available in wall or wallet

size—and looking like a profile of the Maritime Alps—the

chart is a detailed digest of a readership survey by Daniel

Starch of the Sept. 4, 1958 Boston Traveler (one of the

only 41 Starch-measured U.S. newspaper issues last year).

TV-radio page, photo page, and comics got higher reader-

ship than did most ads. Best-noted ad in the issue: A 1,400-

liner for a department store’s anniversary sale, which

scored just under 50% “noted.”

Pro football promotion by WFRV Green Bay is cur-

rently offering viewers 30 autographed photos of the

Green Bay Packers & the pro football schedule for $1.

Tape Lures Retailers: Ad-minded local retailers, mesmer-
ized by TV tape’s economy & convenience, are keeping
local stations busy producing commercials. A Sponsor sur-

vey confirms that recorder-equipped stations use their tape

facilities principally to make commercials, and TvB re-

ports that a typical station uses its video-tape recorder

13 hours weekly to produce spots vs. 2.5 hours for programs.
The easy availability of a local & made-while-you-

wait commercial service has attracted new ad-spenders to

stations, and increased the TV activities of established

local advertisers who find their ad dollars stretch further

in tape than in live or film TV. The survey indicates that
“7 types of retailers have been especially active in TV
tape: department stores, automobile dealers, food chains,

furniture stores, clothing outlets, jewelers and banks.”

Typical of tape-attracted newcomers to local TV is

Macy’s Cal. Long a TV holdout (because “running a re-

tail ad live is like running a newspaper ad without seeing

proofs”) the store is now actively using taped commer-
cials for its 6 Bay Area stores. They are produced by
KRON-TV San Francisco. Emphasizes Macy’s v.p. & sales

prom. dir. Harold Haener, summarizing the advantages of

tape vs. live spots: “We get the same feeling, yet eliminate

the risk of mistakes.”

The tape operation, long on flexibility, can be sched-

uled at the advertisers’ convenience, and shot “on location”

in the store, with important savings in production costs.

Barker Bros, “brought KTTV’s closed-circuit team into

its Los Angeles dept, store for 5 hours and produced 23

min.-spots” for about $100 each. Two cameras went from
dept, to dept, to show viewers what they’d see were they

in the store. Production cost was one-fifth of estimated

film expenses for the same job.

In Other Media: Liquor ads are breaking into Okla.

newspapers for the first time in more than 50 years, now
that state prohibition dies there on Sept. 1. However, re-

ports the latest Editor & Publisher, 17 of the state’s

50 dailies, including the 2 largest, Oklahoma City Okla-

homan and Times, and 72 of 234 weeklies have announced

they still won’t touch the stuff. Not adverse to liquor ads

are newspapers in 67 of Okla.’s 77 counties . . . Liquor ad

policy of the Camden (N.J.) Courier-Post will be up for

clarification after the Gannett Co. completes the purchase

Sept. 1. Generally, Gannett newspapers do not accept

liquor ads . . . Special metropolitan N.Y. edition, covering

18 counties with a circulation guarantee of one million,

will be introduced by Reader’s Digest with its April, 1960

issue. The regional edition—the magazine’s 2nd—will

charge $5,480 for a 4-color page ad.

Freedom to advertise without state-agency regulation

of truth & acceptability becomes the law in Ohio Nov. 2,

following signing by Gov. DiSalle of legislation sponsored

by the Ohio Newspaper Assn. Ohio thereby becomes the

first state to take such regulatory power out of the hands

of special boards & commissions, according to an ONA
spokesman, who says the state now has some 21 agencies

regulating ad policy for accountants, barbers, optometrists,

real-estate brokers, funeral directors, others. Advertisers,

under the new, all-embracing statute, will have their licenses

suspended on conviction of false or fraudulent advertising.

Following Peter Pan’s successful N.Y. TV advertising

debut (Vol. 15:32), another bra manufacturer. Maiden

Form, has moved into the N.Y. market with a spot cam-

paign (WCBS-TV, WOR-TV, WPIX). After 2 years of TV
tryouts in other markets. Maiden Form sales v.p. John

Currier calls the 3-station campaign “the big test.”
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I Film & Tape

Westinghouse is willing to face stepped-up program

competition for its Desilu Playhouse series on CBS-TV this

' fall in its new berth (eff. Sept. 25) on Fri. 9-10 p.m. It will

i

operate against high-rated 77 Sunset Strip on ABC-TV
1

and the last half of NBC-TV’s Fri. succession of 60-min.

specials. Although competition is relatively lighter in the

I
present Mon.-night berth, we’re told by McCann-Erickson,

I Westinghouse agency, that the majority of Westinghouse

appliances are bought on Sat., and a Fri.-night commercial

i exposure is more important than reduced program competi-

;
tion. Also we learned recently from McCann-Erickson;

t
Betty Furness, the sponsor’s saleslady for the past decade,

I
has had her contract renewed despite rumors that the

! voltage of her asking price was too high for Westing-

j

house’s financial fuses.

“Playboy” magazine moves into TV this fall seeking

to uplift its image with a 90-min. late-Sat.-night series via

WBKB Chicago initially, and via broadside tape syndica-

tion later. Publisher Hugh Hefner will play host on

Playboy Penthouse, a combination of the jazz, comics, “fun

& entertainment” the magazine symbolizes. Reportedly,

WBKB contributes the time & facilities. Playboy the

show, including director & producer. Ad revenue will be

split 50-50. Looking ahead to syndication, Hefner says:

“We think the show’s a natural. We’re going to offer the

stations a high-budget program with good sales potential-

ities in a normally weak time period, and it will cost them
virtually nothing.”

WBKB’s TV bullfight was its first & only, v.p.-gen.

mgr. Sterling C. Quinlan has announced, giving boot

to reports that the Chicago station was dickering with

Telesistema Mexicano for a series of taped frays. The sta-

tion’s video-tape bullcast earlier this month (Vol. 15:24)

I was the first seen on U.S. TV. “We don’t intend to pioneer

bullfighting in this country,” Quinlan says. “Our special

^ telecast had an educational purpose and was supposed to

jj
1

be our prelude to the Pan Am games. If there are going to

1;
! be any more bullfights shown on U.S. stations they’ll have

ij
to be done by someone else.”

Political spots instead of half-hour campaign pitches

on TV will be favored by Republican tacticians in the 1960
^

!
Presidential campaign, according to GOP chmn. Sen.

•
i Morton (R-Ky.). In an AP interview on plans for next

year, he said viewers no longer regard full-dress political

.j

broadcasts as something novel, so the Republicans will
^

i’ sponsor few of them. Morton favors 5-min. windups and

1 60-sec. spots on established entertainment programs.

( United Artists Associated wound up a 2-day sales

j(ji meeting last week at the company’s new offices (247 Park
Ave.) in N.Y., with pres. Eliot Hyman & gen. sales mgr.

Robert Rich presiding. New fall packages weren’t revealed,

but we’re told the group of former J. Arthur Rank post-

jgl 1948 movies recently acquired by UAA (Vol. 15:34) was a

jjj
key item on the agenda.

TV commercials will be judged separately for the first

time at the 7th Intnatl. Advertising Film Festival in June
next year in Venice. Festival dir. Peter Taylor said that a

M separate jury will consider TV commercials apart from

ij«' other entries. They are again required to be b&w, although

acceptance of color commercials is still under consideration.

[f
Trans-Lux TV Corp.’s midwestern div. has moved to

;i 520 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

i

NEW YORK ROUNDUP

Mobile tape unit is among the new facilities at NBC
Telesales’ studio 67-A in N.Y., available to advertisers for

video-tape commercial production by mid-Sept., reports

Telesales dir. James Hergen. The remote unit will have

a b&w tape recorder, and a 3-camera monochrome chain.

Other improvements at the network’s key tape studio: an
improved control room, more special effects, and the

chroma key system of superimposing live shots against

low-cost miniature backgrounds.

Ziv’s intnatl. div. plans to translate 25 Ziv series into

7 languages during the coming year, including Bat Mas-
terson, Highway Patrol, Sea Hunt, Bold Venture, Tomb-
stone Territory . . . Fremantle Intnatl. has added a

Spanish-dubbed version of the George Raft-starrer I Am
the Law to its overseas telefilm roster. Takers so far:

WKAQ-TV San Juan, P.R. and CMQ-TV Havana, Cuba.

Fremantle also plans a Portuguese-dubbed version of the

30-min. series for release in Sept.

Robert S. Taplinger Associates, a N.Y.-Hollywood PR
firm, is about to invade TV production. Taplinger has been

granted rights by the newspaper council to produce &
promote a 60-min. special called “The Funnies.” Proposals

for the show involve advertising both the sponsor’s prod-

uct & the special itself in newspaper comic sections.

Pathescope Productions’ TV commercial & industrial

films dept, has been merged with Audio Productions, N.Y.

The expanded company continues under the Audio name.
Pathescope pres. Edward J. Lamm becomes a special rep.

with audio.

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Taping of former President Harry S. Truman’s ap-

pearance on Jack Benny’s CBS show will be done this week
(Sept. 2-3) at Independence Mo. . . . Desilu-Cahuenga is

the new name for Motion Picture Center studios, owned by
Desilu Productions . . . Trans-Tapix Corp., mobile video-

tape company, has obtained State Dept, permission to cover

Khrushchev’s visit to San Francisco next month. The okay
is conditional on the new company receiving a request for

coverage from a network or station.

Desilu Culver studios start making 14 Man with a
Camera episodes this week. Warren Lewis & Don Sharpe
are exec, producers . . . David Haft & Mike Meshekoff,

who produced Steve Canyon last season, are preparing a
series about an attorney-private eye . . . Sharpe-Lewis’s

Night Patrol, filmed as a 30-min. pilot, may be expanded
into a 60-min. show. The title of the series, aimed at the

1960 season, will be changed.

Spartan Productions’ Mr. Lucky series, starring John
Vivyan, begins rolling Sept. 9 at Metro, with Jack Arnold
as producer-director. Spartan has also renewed musical

dir. Henry Mancini with a 5-year contract. He is in charge

of music for Mr. Lucky—and Peter Gunn.

Production on CBS’s new Western began recently.

Initial shooting for Hotel de Paree is on location, and in-

teriors will be made at California studios. William Self

is exec, producer, Milton Krims producer.
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'GUESSTIMATES' OF 1959 TV RANKINGS: Out on his annual production-forecasting limb,

TV-electronics financial consultant Edgar N. Greenebaum Jr. (Greenebaum & Associates, Chicago) predicts

1959 will see some far-reaching changes in the established order of things in the TV manufacturing fraternity.

Industry-wide, he predicts "minimum of 6 million TV sets" will be produced this year, and adds : "If

that total is achieved, it will still be the lowest industry production since 1952—except for last year." The
6-million-plus forecast would be at least 22% higher than last year's factory output of 4,920,428.

He gives several reasons for predicting rise to 6 million , among them : Inventories are in good shape,

disposable income of consumers is at all-time high level, and even without major technological changes in

product, retail sales show there's still "good sound demand for TV sets." He adds footnote to his prediction

:

In event of prolonged steel strike, all bets are off.

Estimates of TV set output by individual manufacturers , made for us annually, are extremely contro-

versial, often challenged by set makers—but nevertheless made on basis of intimate knowledge of industry.

They're Greenbaum's own estimates, not ours, and we pass them along once again. Official output figures by
individual manufacturers are carefully guarded trade secrets, of course, and never made public, so there's no

way to verify them. (As usual, though, we stand willing to offer "equal space" for rebuttal.)

Outstanding in the Greenebaum "guesstimates" are big increases in production by several set makers

—Zenith assuming No. 1 position in his rankings, while also showing largest increase of any manufacturer.

Other significant points are Philco's comeback to 3rd place with big increase—due largely to success of its

portables, according to Greenebaum—and big jump shown by Motorola. Others increasing their output over

1958 estimates are RCA, Silvertone (Sears Roebuck, made by more than one manufacturer) and Sylvania.

Production by some manufacturers has decreased since last year , according to his estimates. He
notes, for example, that last year's figures for GE also include Hotpoint label, no longer in production (and
comments that "vast majority" of GE's 1959 TV output consisted of table models, despite emphasis by some
other manufacturers on console furniture).

The 11 manufacturers listed below may do as much as 90% of the TV business

—

5.5 million out of 6

million. Here are Greenebaum's estimates of 1959 TV production by individual set manufacturers, compared
with estimates he made last year for 1958 (Vol. 14:31):

Brand 1959 1958 Brand 1959 1958

Zenith 975,000 700,000 GE ... 575,000 700,000

RCA *950,000 900,000 Silvertone ... 450,000 400,000

Philco 625,000 500,000 Sylvania ... 250,000 200,000

Admiral 600,000 600,000 Magnavox ... 175,000 200,000

Motorola 600,000 425,000 Emerson ... 150,000 225,000

* Includes color sets. Westinghouse ... 150,000 200,000

-RADIO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for week ended Aug. 21. (33rd week of 1959):

Aug. 14-21 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative '58 cumulative

TV 138,758 149,314 130,556 3,542,728 2,823,575

Total radio 274,526 261,210 286,656 8,657,049 5,948,179

auto radio .... 83,041 69,288 80,971 3,346,469 1,833,085

Captive service by manufacturers takes $60-million

worth of business away from independent service dealers

each year, Sylvania asst, distributor sales mgr. E. P.

Atcherley told recent annual convention of National Alli-

ance of TV & Electronic Service Assns. (NATESA) in

Chicago. He advised service technicians to “upgrade” their

profession to give the public a more favorable image.

Admiral’s 1959 earnings should come to $2 a share or

“possibly a little more,” with sales about 20% higher than

last year’s $170,777,126, pres. Ross D. Siragusa said last

week. Last year’s earnings were $1,375,017 (58^ a share)

after special charges of 22^ a share. He said 3rd-quartei

business is progressing “exceptionally well,” with demanc
for 23-in. sets outrunning production capacity.
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NEW WESTINGHOUSE LINES: Based on the premise that

the public is more interested in quality, service and

beauty than in price, Westinghouse continued its new-
I image-building campaign (Vol. 15:31) last week with

the first press showing of its beautifully designed TV
& stereo furniture.

The new TV line contains 35 separate & distinct basic

models—as compared with 11 in the 1959 line. The stereo

hi-fi line has 23 self-contained consoles. In both lines, sets

are subdivided into American contemporary, custom tradi-

tional, imperial provincial and early American models,

each with its specially designed furniture cabinet. There

are no composition-board or pressed-board cabinets. TV
set prices range from $169.95 for portables to $509.95 for

highest TV-only model. TV-hi-fi line is topped by TV-AM-
FM-stereo home entertainment centers at $1,295 in 3 dis-

;

tinct cabinet styles. Stereo units, some of them with

I

AM-FM simulcast radios, range from $149.95 to $595.

I

All Westinghouse TV sets except portables have 21-

in. picture tubes, but company spokesmen said they expect

to drop in a couple of 23-in. models with Danish modern

cabinets this fall. Westinghouse officials indicated that

they would prefer to use a 23-in. picture tube which does

I not have a bonded-on implosion plate—like the one now
I being developed by Kimble Glass Co. (Vol. 15:32).

j

Westinghouse has developed several merchandising

I

plans to make it possible for dealers to display more sets

& to make them easier to sell. A new floor plan—called the

I
“kick-off display plan”—entitles dealers to 6 TVs or hi fl’s

j

free of financing charges for as long as 6 months with

! every 6 ordered. The 6 finance-charge-free sets must be

kept on display and may not be sold until Dec. 1. In an-

other floor plan, the factory pays the charges for the first

90 days with orders of $1,000 or more. A stereo promotion

, enables the dealer to give customers up to $90 of West-

minster records free with each hi-fi purchase.

I

New Westinghouse policies on parts distribution &
warranties are still in formative stages, officials indicated.

It is anticipated that Westinghouse warranties eventually

will include labor as well as parts, using the services of

I

independent technicians.

1

j

RCA’s color-TV display at the American National Ex-

i
hibit in Moscow (Vol. 15:31) is leading in a voting-machine

popularity poll of 60-70,000 daily visitors. After 4 weeks
I, of balloting it passed U.S. automobiles as the show’s prime

I attraction. Meanwhile RCA, Intnatl. GE and Westinghouse

I

got hurry-up calls from exhibit officials to air-ship replace-

ments for transistor & clock radios and other products

worn out or broken from demonstrations & handling. The
closed-circuit color TV equipment—cameras, connector ca-

bles, consoles, monitors, film projectors, screens valued at

$220,000—was offered for on-the-spot sale to the Soviet

r Union through a special export authorization by Commerce
'

i
Secy. Frederick H. Mueller.

Westinghouse cost-of-living pay boosts have been
granted to 100,000 employes to meet the recent rise in

[ index announced by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

.
The cost-of-living provision is incorporated in Westing-
house’s 1955 five-year wage & benefits program. The pay

(t I increase will jump annual employment costs $5.2 million.

^ Magnavox will open a 70,000-sq. ft. wing at its Urbana,
111. facility next month, increasing the military & industrial

^
electronics plant’s engineering & administrative space to

^

' more than 125,000 sq. ft. The Urbana installation now em-
ploys nearly 500 persons.

MINORITY VIEW; 5.4 MILLION TVs: Taking sharp excep-

tion to the bullish forecasts of other industry leaders

printed in our last issue (Vol. 15:34), Westinghouse

TV-radio marketing mgr. C. J. Urban last week pre-

dicted “about a 5% increase in TV business this year

over last year” when 5.14 million sets were sold. This

would bring total 1959 sales to about 5.4 million-

—

lowest estimate we’ve heard recently and more than a

million sets lower than the highest predictions.

Urban made his forecast at a press showing of West-

inghouse TV-radio-stereo lines. Commenting on predic-

tions which have ranged to 6.5 million & even higher, he

said: “I don’t believe that market exists this year.” Inven-

tories have been very low, he pointed out, and recent high

distributor sales have been filling up the pipelines. Taking

note of the FM boom, he predicted 800,000-900,000 AM-FM
radios would be sold this year, annual sales leveling off at

about a million a year after 1960.

On the continuing “all-time-high” front, Packard-Bell

is the latest to be heard from. Home products div. mktg.

dir. Richard D. Sharp announced the company’s July TV-
stereo-radio sales established new records, 71% ahead of

July 1958. He predicted Aug. shipments would show more
than 50% increase over the Aug. 1958 figures.

More than $100 million in Philco products will be sold

outside U.S. & Canada this year by 23 foreign affiliates &
licensees, pres. James M. Skinner told a Chicago news con-

ference. On other topics, he said: (1) July shipments were
“considerably up” for all company products and the same
condition should continue in Aug. and through the 3rd

quarter. Philco doesn’t expect to feel the pinch of the steel

strike unless it continues through Nov. (2) Sales of the

battery-powered Safari TV are “pretty good,” with produc-

tion at “high speed.” (3) Philco doesn’t intend to market
color TV until it’s profitable. (4) White goods have beaten

home electronics as No. 1 dollar producer for Philco

—

accounting for 53% of the company’s consumer products

business during first-half 1959.

Electronics wage survey will be conducted by the

Labor Dept, in new proceedings to determine minimum pay
for workers on defense contracts under the Walsh-Healey
Act. The Labor Dept.’s wage & hour div. proposed last

year to include electronics equipment for missiles in its

definition of the aircraft industry—a reclassification sought
by the UAW & lAM. But following protests by the EIA
that blanketing of electronics workers under aircraft wage
& hour terms would add $1 billion per year to defense

costs (Vol. 14:44, 47), Labor Secy. James P. Mitchell de-

cided electronics-equipment production should be handled
separately. The electronics minimum wage proceedings will

be started following labor-management hearings on con-

tract pay for aircraft-missile workers—date not yet set.

That “electron air conditioner” announced by Emerson
Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis (no relation, of course, to

Emerson Radio & Phonograph Co., producer of Quiet Kool
air conditioners) is not to be confused with an electronic air

conditioner, now in relatively early stages of development
by many major companies. Emerson Electric’s unit is a

conventional air conditioner which produces negative ions

in its cool air output, considered more healthful than un-

treated air, particularly for respiratory ailments.

Teen-agers would rather work for GE than any other

large company, a Scholastic Magazines survey of 5,000

students found. Their favorite stock is AT&T.

L
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ADMIRAL LIMITS COLOR FRANCHISES: Announcing its

new color-set line & prices, Admiral last week put into

effect several new merchandising policies including a

limited color-TV dealer franchise program. Cognizant

of the black eye given color TV in some areas by dealers

unwilling or unable to demonstrate, service or promote

color, sales v.p. Carl E. Lantz explained the fi'anchise

plan this way

;

“Distributors will grant franchises for Admiral color

TV representation only to those dealers who have adequate

facilities for demonstrating, selling and servicing this

high-ticket product.” Sets will have full-year warranties

on all parts, including picture tube, with 5-year warranties

on etched-circuit boards. A year’s service policy (which

includes labor) will sell for $69.95.

The color sets, in 5 basic models, range from $595 to

$905—starting $100 higher than RCA’s list prices.

Hoping to reach decision on FM stereo system—from

theoretical standpoint—at next week’s meeting (Sept. 9),

system specifications panel of National Stereophonic Radio

Committee (NSRC) will hear reports of 3 task groups. EIA
last week announced names of members of the individual

task groups, whose company membership was listed in our

Aug. 10 issue (Vol. 15:32). Task groups and their members:

(1) Resolution & clarification of the differences between the

3 FM systems proposed using AM subcarrier—W. P.

Boothroyd, Philco; R. B. Dome, GE; Carl Eilers, Zenith.

(2) Resolution of clarification of the differences between

the 3 FM systems proposed with FM subcarrier—Murray
Crosby, Crosby Labs; Harold Parker, Calbest; William N.

Halstead, Multiplex Services Corp. (3) Theoretical analysis

of the relative advantages of AM subcarrier modulation

vs. FM subcarrier modulation—Bruce TV. Bogert, Bell

Labs, chairman; Norman Parker, Motorola. Task groups

1 & 2 are composed of representatives of companies pro-

posing specific FM systems.

Seeburg Corp., largest maker of jukeboxes & self-con-

tained background music equipment, announced develop-

ment of a 51-lb. self-contained background music unit

which can play 1,000 selections without a repeat. It plays

25-nine-inch records (16-2/3 rpm) continuously for 37 Va

hours and then starts over again.

Underseas hi-fi tapes recording acoustical histories of

the Navy’s submarine hunter-killer squadrons at sea are

being used at shore training schools to train sonar opera-

tors to distinguish between false signals & tell-tape blips

of approaching craft. The sonar training equipment was
developed by ITT under a $1.5 million Navy contract.

Stereo record changer designed to convert Hoffman’s

Mark 5 TV set into a stereo hi-fi system is now being

offered to distributors at a “low promotional price.” The
Mark 5 has a self-contained complete stereo amplifier-

speaker system.

Taped-in-Russia interviews with Muscovite visitors to

the closed-circuit TV exhibit of the American exhibition in

Moscow may be seen on NBC-TV this fall. RCA pres. John
L. Burns is reportedly backing the plans, although no
actual scheduling has been made.

New line of portable phono.s—tradenamed “Harmony”
—was introduced last week by CBS Electronics. Initial

units are 3 stereo phonos at $39.95, $79.95 & $99.95 and 2

monaural portables at $24.95 & $49.95.

Conley Buys IDEA Inc.: The fast-growing Chicago-based

combine, (Conley Electronics Corp., this week will add a

radio & communications equipment-manufacturing com-

panion to its phono, tape player and tape cartridge-making

enterprises. Due to be closed is a stock deal whereby

Conley will acquire Industrial Development Engineering

Associates Inc. (IDEA Inc.), Indianapolis firm whose
Regency div. pioneered development & merchandising of

transistor portable radios.

IDEA also manufactures industrial & communications

electronic apparatus, including compact “Monitoradio”

mobile transistor communications gear, and has govt,

electronics contracts. Both Conley & IDEA are privately

held firms, IDEA pres. Edward C. Tudor owning more than

50% of IDEA stock. He’ll continue as pres, of IDEA div.

of Conley Electronics, headquartering at IDEA’S plant-

home in Indianapolis.

Conley Electronics firm was formed last May (Vol.

15:19, 31, 34) by Chicago financial consultant Edgar N.

Greenebaum Jr., chairman, and John M. Rau, pres. Its

nucleus was Waters Conley Co., manufacturer of Phonola

and private-brand phonos at Rochester, Minn. It later ac-

quired Fidelivox, manufacturer of tape-cartridge players

and Fidelipac, tape cartridge makers, headquartering in

Skokie, 111., and Toledo, 0., respectively. All 3 firms are

operated as divisions.

No figures are available on the value of the stock which
will change hands in the IDEA transaction. Greenebaum in-

dicated last week that Conley is “thinking about another

acquisition, but it’s too early to say anything definite.”

* »

Another electronics firm changed hands last weekend
in a transaction involving Edgar Greenebaum, pres, of

Conley Electronics. Control of American Recording Tape
Corp., Costa Mesa, Cal., was sold to a private group of

Chicago investors headed by Greenebaum and Irving B.

Harris, the investment broker who with his brother Niesen

Harris founded Toni Co. (now ovmed by Gillette). The
year-old American Recording Tape Corp. manufactures

instrumentation & audio tape—the latter sold under the

“ART” trademark—and is planning to enter video-tape

production.

Anti-trust violations in sales & distribution of hi-fi

& stereophonic records & tapes are alleged in a civil com-

plaint filed by the Justice Dept, against Audio Fidelity Inc.,

N.Y., and Sidney Frey, who operates Dauntless Interna-

tional there. Audio Fidelity is accused of conspiring with

its distributors, including Frey, to: (1) allocate exclusive

sales territories to distributors, (2) fix wholesale & retail

prices, (3) withhold supplies from dealers who don’t sub-

scribe to agreements. Retail sales totaling more than $2.5

million are involved, according to acting asst. atty. gen.

Robert A. Bicks, who said an injunction against the alleged

practices is sought by the Govt. Frey, who also is pres, of

Audio Fidelity, denied the charges. “Our distributors do not

have exclusive territories, our distributors and dealers may
fix their own prices, and we never disciplined anybody ex-

cept for bad credit,” he declared. “Our distributing system

is no different from any other record company’s.”

New portable phonos: Dante, 4-speed stereo with four

4-in. speakers, at $99.95; Stereo-Teen, 4-speed, two 4-in.

speakers, $49.95; Cheerleader, 4-speed monophonic single-

play at $29.95—all introduced by Zenith. Deluxe Model 811

Stereo Pal with 4-speed Glaser-Steers changer, two 6-in.,

two 4-in. & two 3% -in. speakers at $199.95, by Hoffman.
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Trade Personals: Leslie H. Warner, General Telephone

& Electronics manufacturing exec, v.p., named to the

Sylvania board, succeeding the late Richard L. Bowditch

(Vol. 15:32); Robert E. Kenoyer promoted from Sylvania

Home Electronics controller to controller of Sylvania Elec-

tive Products, succeeding Leon C. Guest Jr., appointed

GT&E v.p. & gen. controller ... Dr. Donald G. Wilson ap-

pointed Stromberg-Carlson electronics div. asst, v.p., suc-

ceeded as gen. mgr., Stromberg-Carlson-San Diego, by

William G. Alexander.

Joe Marty Jr., ex-Admiral & Zenith, named midwest

sales mgr., Guy Hobbs Inc., manufacturer of TV tables,

cabinets and speaker systems . . . Leonard G. Walker, ex-

Motorola, named to new Raytheon post of communication

& control systems mgr., equipment & systems div. . . .

Anthony Easton, ex-Commonwealth Research Corp., pres.,

named Westrex communications equipment activities gen.

mgr. . . . Richard M. Perdue, ex-Ideco, named Texas Instru-

ments press relations mgr.

Thomas Lowey, ex-Kenyon & Eckhardt, named to new

post of advertising and sales promotion director, Hoffman

consumer products div. . . . Edward L. Ginzton, microwave

lab dir. at Stanford U., elected Varian board chmn., suc-

ceeding the late Russell H. Varian (Vol. 15:31) . . . W. Paul

Smith, ex-pres. of Burroughs subsidiary Control Instru-

ment Co., named American Bosch Arma v.p.

John Messerschmitt named to new post of power tubes

& renewal sales mgr., and Irwin Rudich to new post of

special purpose tubes & semiconductors mgr., Amperex
Electronic Corp. . . . Emil F. (Dude) Hubka Jr. appointed

Motorola public information services mgr.

S. R. Milhalic, GE, reappointed chmn. of EIA’s service

committee; E. W. Merriam, Sylvania, named vice chmn. . . .

George C. Webster, ex-pres. of NARDA’s Washington unit,

named pres, of Assn, of Management Consultants, new
national organization of management specialists head-

quartered in Washington (1223 Connecticut Ave.) . . .

Charles J. Seeley promoted to senior v.p. of Northrop’s

Page Communications Engineers Inc. in charge of field

projects, Forrest W. Donkin to senior v.p. for corporate

plans, sales & customer relations, Charles Singer to main-

entance & operations v.p.

IRE election ballots for 1960 officers, to be counted in

Oct., were mailed to members last week. Ronald L. Mc-
Farlan, Chestnut Hill, Mass, consultant, is unopposed for

pres, to succeed Ernest Weber. Also unopposed are J. A.

Ratcliffe, U. of Cambridge, and v.p. J. N. Dyer of Airborne

Instruments Lab, Melville, N.Y., nominated for v.p.’s.

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA chmn., named honorary
co-chmn. (with David Dubinsky, Intnatl. Ladies Garment
Workers Union pres.) of the Equal Opportunity Day Com-
mittee. Purpose of Equal Opportunity Day, sponsoi'ed by
the Natl. Urban League, is “to focus attention on the

American ideal of equal opportunity for all.”

Mac Metoyer, Kansas City, Mo., elected pres.. Na-
tional Alliance of Television and Electronic Service Asso-
ciations (NATESA), succeeding Vincent J. Lutz; Benny
Benoit, New Orleans, named secy.-general; Nelson Burns,

Memphis, treas.

Ohio’s fair trade law goes into effect Oct. 22, the legis-

lature having overridden Gov. DiSalle’s veto by a heavy
majority. The state’s 22-year-old fair trade law was killed

last year by the state supreme court.

Estate of Russell L. Heberling, retired Philco v.p. &
director who died March 6 (Vol. 15:11), was valued at

$1,059,291 in an inventory filed in Philadelphia.

Competing with Japan: Japanese-sized and Japanese-

priced—but 100% American-made. That’s the formula

being used by Admiral and Westinghouse to compete with

Japan in the miniature transister radio field. Both are

bringing out extremely tiny 7-transistor sets at low prices.

Admiral’s “Comet,” now going to dealers and men-
tioned here 2 weeks ago (Vol. 15:33), is priced at $29.95.

“Through automation & cooperation from suppliers we feel

we’re in a position to compete with Japanese transistor

radios,” said pres. Ross D. Siragusa. “We expect a com-
plete reversal of the trend on Japanese radio imports by
the end of the year.” Deluxe model of the same radio with

“battery miser” to extend battery life, earphone jack,

carrying handle & stand will list at $34.95.

Westinghouse last week showed newsmen a prototype

model of its all-American 7-transistor model, to list at

$39.95 when it goes on sale late this fall. TV-radio market-
ing mgr. C. J. Urban said the price will include earphone
& carrying case. The Westinghouse set operates on 2 pen-
light cells—as opposed to more expensive batteries for

most imports—and will be supplied with free 90-day parts

& labor warranty. One advantage of the set which Westing-
house will play up is the availability of replacement parts

—

not always readily obtainable for Japanese sets.

Philco, too, apparently was getting ready to try to beat
the Japanese at their own game. At a Chicago press con-
ference, pres. James M. Skinner said that American manu-
facturers may be able to come close to import prices,

thanks to miniaturization & automation by component
manufacturers, but, as far as Philco is concerned, “we won’t
have final results for another few months.”

GE is being sued for $3 million by Servo Corp. of
America which claims that GE copied its infra-red device
for detecting overheated journal boxes on railroad cars.
Servo charges GE with patent infringement, unfair compe-
tition, and violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act.

U.S. Transistor Corp. has been formed in Syosset, N.Y.,
to produce a complete line of germanium alloy junction and
silicon transistors. The company, headed by pres. Joseph
Rosen, has taken over the domestic & foreign sales organi-
zation of Super Electronics Corp.

Hudson Radio & TV, electronic parts & hi-fi distrib-
utor, has leased the hi-fi departments of Masters’ discount-
house chain. Sales through the retail chain are expected
to add some $1.5 million to Hudson’s yearly volume, now
at about $4.2 million.

Ten-year research on transistors by the Army, Navy &
Air Force is described in a revised edition of Catalog of
Technical Reports (CTH-310), available for 10(f per copy
from the U.S. Commerce Dept. Washington 25, D.C.

TELEVISION FACTBOOK NO. 29

OUT IN SEPTEMBER

Our new & completely updated 1959-60 fall-winter

Television Factbook is scheduled for Sept, release. It

will be sent to all Full TV and Full TV plus AM-FM
subscribers. Others should place their orders now.

“Executive decisions are only as good as the facts

on which they are based.” To be sure of all your TV
facts, use the industry’s accepted standard reference—
Television Factbook. We suggest you provide each

key member of your staff with his own personal copy.

Write our Business Dept, to assure off-the-press de-

livery. Edition No. 29 is priced at $5 per copy or $3.50

each for 5 or more copies.
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Finance

Cornell-Dubilier has cut its normal quarterly dividend

from 20t' to 5(j:, pres. Octave Blake announced last week, in

a move to “conserve liquid resources” needed for “an ex-

tensive program of expansion in the electronics field.” The

South Plainfield (N.J.) electronic components manufac-

turer also reported that sales for the 9 months ended June

30 had declined to $18,781,305 from $20,259,776 for the year-

ago period. Although the firm suffered a net loss of $1.2

million, Blake described the financial position as “excellent,”

pointed out that the loss was due to the establishment of a

reserve fund of $2.5 million for contingencies. The expan-

sion plans include the establishment of a research & deve-

lopment lab in the Boston area; construction of a $1 mil-

lion manufacturing plant near Providence; modernization

& realignment of C-D plants & equipment. C-D also will

liquidate “at some loss” various facilities & inventories

which become obsolete under the manufacturing realign-

ment. Indicative of C-D’s activities in new areas, Blake an-

nounced recently (Vol. 15-34) that his firm has become ex-

clusive marketing agent for Toshiba transistors in U.S. &
Canada. For 9 mos. ended June 30:

1959 1958

Net sales $18,781,305 $20,259,776

Net income(loss in ’59) . (1,204,753) 25,319

Shares outstanding . . . 512,390 512,390

General Transistor’s first-half sales were more than

double those of first-half 1958, pres. Herman Fialkov told

the N.Y. Society of Security Analysts last week. Net in-

come totaled $350,197 (40<^ a share) vs. $205,270 (32<f on

fewer shares) in last year’s period he added. He predicted

total 1959 earnings would reach $1.05 a share (more than

$919,000) vs. 1958’s total of $533,647 or 72(f a share. The

company is aiming at $10-$12 million in sales this year, to

double last year’s $5,484,407. The firm’s growth, he said, is

paced by its expansion from transistors alone to the whole

semiconductor field, and “we have shifted our goal from

8% of the transistor market to 8% of the semiconductor

industry.” He added that the directors have “no inclina-

tion” to pay cash dividends during this period of rapid

growth, and said, in response to a question, that stock divi-

dends are “too controversial” for him to make comment.

Cohu Electronics Inc., San Diego manufacturer of Kin

Tel closed-circuit TV & electronic equipment, is offering to

its common stockholders rights to subscribe for 353,535

shares of additional common at $5.25 a share on the basis

of one share for each 3 held as of Aug. 21. The offer, expir-

ing Sept. 9, is underwritten by a group headed by Halden,

Stone & Co. and Winslow, Cohu & Stetson Inc. Proceeds

will reduce outstanding debt & increase working capital.

Hazeltine Corp. earned $1,265,742 on sales of $25,905,-

227 in the first half of 1959, according to a report contained

in a stock-listing application approved by the American

Stock Exchange. No comparable 1958 figures were given.

The application revealed that the company issued 10,000

shares of common stock (valued at $30 a share at the time)

to Harold A. Wheeler & his wife Ruth G. Wheeler to ac-

quire Wheeler Labs (Vol. 15:30).

Clarostat sales & earnings improved appreciably for

the 6 months ended June 30 compared with the Jan.-June

1958 period. Sales rose to $4,325,000 from $2,995,700. Net

profit for the period totaled $118,600, against the loss of

$120,900 suffered in the year-ago period.

Lifton Industries is negotiating to acquire Sweda Co.,

Stockholm distributor of Swedish-made cash registers.

Zenith directors increased the quarterly dividend last

week to 40<5 a share payable Sept. 29, up from 254 in June.

Ampex stockholders approved merger with tape-mak-

ing Orr Industries, Opelika, Ala. (Vol. 15:28) and heard an

upbeat report on the company’s sales & earnings at the

annual meeting last week in Redwood City, Cal. They also

approved an amendment to the company’s option plan, in-

creasing to 137,500 (6.2% of outstanding shares) the num-
ber of shares for which options may be granted. Pres.

George I. Long Jr. gave this financial summary for the

quarter ended July 31: 1959 1958

Sales $13,727,000 $7,087,000
Net earnings 760,000 233,000
Earned per shai’e 34^ 11^

Stockholders of 3 Howard Sams companies recently

approved a merger under the corporate name of Howard
W. Sams & Co. (Vol. 15:33). The Indianapolis technical

publishing & printing firm will double its outstanding

stock to 365,000 shares. The firms involved are Howard W.
Sams & Co., the Waldemar Press and The Howard Co.

Telectro Industries Corp. and its subsidiary Telectro-

sonic Corp., manufacturer of tape recording & other elec-

tronic equipment, report sales volume of $2,027,000 for the

first half of 1959, compared with $1,290,000 in the same
period last year. Consumer sales totaled $693,000 vs. $423,-

000 in the 1958 period.

National Theatres & Television Inc. is the new name
approved by National Theatres stockholders at a special

meeting in Los Angeles last week. Pres. John Bertero

indicated why the new name is an apt one when, in answer

to a stockholder’s question, he said the firm now derives

about half its income from TV-radio operations. The com-
pany owns telefilm distributor NTA with its WNTA-TV &
WNTA Newark-N.Y. as well as WDAF-TV & WDAF Kan-
sas City, and community-antenna operator Williamsport

(Pa.) TV Cable Corp. It is selling NTA’s KMSP-TV Minne-

apolis to 20th Century-Fox for $3.5 million in cash plus

assumption of $600,000 in film commitments, subject to

FCC approval (Vol. 15:31, 34).

Technicolor reports a loss on slightly

for 24 weeks to June 13: 1959
Net sales $12,213,000
Net income (loss in ’59) (73,599)
Earned per share .... —
Shares outstanding . . . 2,031,014

reduced sales

1958
$12,456,000

267,492
13^

2,014,348

Twentieth Centurj-Fox reports declines in gross in-

come & earnings for 26 weeks ended June 27:

Gross income
Net earnings
Earned per share ....
Shares outstanding . .

.

1959
$55,103,921

1,770,870
764

2,338,536

1958
$66,078,014

5,233,009
2.29

2,280,386

Loew’s Theatres Inc. common stock, now listed on the

N.Y. Stock Exchange, may be traded on an unlisted basis

on the Boston, Detroit, Philadelphia-Baltimore and Pacific

Coast exchanges under new SEC orders requested by the

4 exchanges.

Desilu Productions, for 13 weeks ended Aug. 1, reports

net income of $265,050 (234 a share) vs. a loss of $102,520

'luring the same period last year.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Payable
Stk. of
Record

Amphenol-Borg — $0.35 Sep. 30 Sep. 16

Aiwin Industries — .25 Sep. 30 Sep. 8
Bendix Aviation — .60 Sep. 30 Sep. 10

British Industries . . . , . Q .12 V2 Sep. 30 Sep. 16

British Industries . .

.

. . Stk. 2% Sep. 30 Sep. 16

Cornell-Dubilier — .05 Sep. 25 Sep. 10

Gabriel Co — .15 Sep. 15 Sep. 9

Telechrome Class A . . . Stk. 2% Dec. 18 Dec. 4

Zenith — .40 Sep. 29 Sep. 11
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Educational Television

TV Degree Proposed: “Granting of a degree via TV
might be one of the answers to the increased educational

requirements which the next 10 years will present,” Sey-

mour N. Siegel, dir. of radio communications for N.Y.C. &
gen. mgr. of city-owned WNYC & WNYC-FM, told the City

Planning Commission recently. He also proposed a muni-
cipally-owned uhf educational station for programming of

daily 60-min. college courses in prime evening time.

Vhf, Siegel told the Commission, would demand $8-$12

million in N.Y., whereas a uhf outlet would cost the city

approximately $500,000. A Commission spokesman told us

Aug. 27 that Siegel’s proposal was “received sympathetic-

ally” but that evaluating would not be reported until Oct.

or Nov. “There have been overall requests totaling $600
million, and the Commission has less than $300 million to

spend,” he said.

Electronically equipped classrooms in which textbooks
are obsolete are forecast for “The High School in 1985,”

a study by U. of Cal. asst, education prof. Dr. John H.
Chilcott. Audio-visual material will be electronically

selected & projected in the classroom of tomorrow, he
foresees. An English teacher analyzing a Shakespearian
play, for example, will have only to insert a properly
punched card into a control slot. Promptly, a classroom
screen will light & the scene under discussion will be en-
acted by professional actors. Dr. Chilcott also suggests
that “motivation research” can be used to make students
want to learn, just as they are now made to want a given
brand of cigaret or make of car.

Criteria for grants awarded by the National Associa-
tion of Educational Broadcasters are based on the funda-
mental “that readily discernible, significant educational
objectives must be sought by the programs” for which
NAEB’s grants-in-aid committee recommends support,
reports committee chmn. Dr. Edward Rosenheim Jr. in the
latest NAEB Newsletter. “This means,” he says in a re-
view of criteria, “that such factors as technical excellence,
liveliness, anticipated network response, and the encourage-
ment of deserving organizations—while each is a matter
of authentic concern—will not in themselves justify accept-
ance of any proposal which lacks demonstrable educational
value for the listening public.”

Youth for ETV : The Del. “Boys State,” meeting in

Wilmington, overwhelmingly passed a resolution calling
on FCC to make Wilmington Ch. 12 educational. Applaud-
ing the action in the Congressional Record, Rep. McDowell
(D-Del.) called it “one of the most encouraging aspects
of this whole allocation debate.” Commercial applicants
are contesting for Ch. 12 against WHYY Inc., an educa-
tional group representing ETV advocates in Del., Pa. and
N.J. in pending FCC rule-making (Vol. 15:29).

Video-taped ETV projects of U. of Texas will be shown
at the Paris, France meeting of the Intnatl. Assn, of Uni-
versities Sept. 8 to illustrate use of TV as a teaching aid in
the U.S. The U. was among the nation’s first to use video
tape as a teaching medium, and its demonsti’ation will com-
prise tapes of 2 of its TV foreign language courses

—

Spoken Japanese, Active German.

Russian II, second semester of the WTOP-TV Wash-
ington college credit language course (Vol. 15:16), will
start Sept. 14. More than 3,200 were registered for the first

semester last spring, while 350 are “attending” the Russian
I repeat currently being aired.

ETV dir.-producer’s role in televised instruction was
the theme of a 4-day Natl. Assn, of Educational Bcstrs.

seminar at Penn. State U. last week. Over 40 educational
telecasters, who regularly work with teachers, submitted
papers & conducted discussions on such topics as princi-

pals of TV production; preparation & planning of the

televised course; development of objectives & format; prob-
lems- of keeping presentation as simple as possible

;
avoid-

ing “distracting techniques & gimmicks.” Consultants
included Robert Rippen, producer of NBC-TV’s Conti-

nental Classroom, and Rhea Sikes of WQED Pittsburgh.

Full proceedings will be published by NAEB this fall.

Nation’s “first” study of ETV’s effectiveness in com-
bined urban & rural classroom teaching will be started this

fall as a joint 2-year $180,000 project by Ohio’s state

education dept., Ohio State U., and the Columbus public

schools, which will match in service, personnel and facil-

ities a $90,000 Ford Foundation grant. The study will in-

volve 3,000 students in 6 Columbus public schools, 18 rural

schools, and 4 campuses of the U., and will embrace the

production & telecasting of TV courses via educational

WOSU-TV Columbus and an examination of their effective-

ness. Ohio State U. TV-radio broadcasting dir. Richard B.

Hull said the project, which he will direct, “will serve also

as a pilot for further study of a statewide ETV network.

The joint cooperative approach [is] unique.”

TV-correspondence study for a full-year college cur-

riculum will be initiated this fall by educational WUNC-TV
Chapel Hill, N.C. & U. of N.C. extension div. The program
—open to persons who can qualify for university admis-

sion—will debut with courses in German & social science,

will run 3 TV hours weekly with assignments handled by
mail. The college-year-by-TV experiment will last 2 years

(including 2 summer sessions) and embrace 2 three-hour

credit courses programmed each fall & spring semester

and a 4-hour credit course each summer. A student taking

the full 2-year TV courses would earn the equivalent of a

year’s college work.

Lack of ETV funds has scuttled 2 years of plan-

ning to telecast daily 30-min. language instruction to

central Pa. high schools. Educators said the project is

being discarded because of insufficient money to pay a

teacher’s salary (some $5000) and the time charges for

various stations which would have been hooked into the

planned network. Much of the educational material for the

proposed series had been donated.

New audio-visual contracts for special ETV-related
studies under Title VII of the National Defense Education

Act (Vol. 15:22) have been awarded by the U.S. Office of

Education to: (1) Portland, Ore. public schools, to develop

a guide for planning facilities for uses of new instructional

media. (2) National Education Assn., for seminars on ETV
& other audio-visual materials. (3) Indiana U., for a study

of public school audio-visual budgets.

A 300% increase in ETV audience-response to its TV
Classroom (8-9 a.m.. Sat.) for the 1959 season is reported

by KFMB-TV San Diego. V.p. George Whitney said an
average of 20,000 watched weekly through 34 weeks of

Russian, 33 of Spanish and 10 of algebi-a. The taped series

was produced by the adult education dept, of the San Diego
City Schools in cooperation with KFMB-TV.

ETV courses for 8 school systems in Delmarva Penin-
sula areas of Del., Md. & Va. will be expanded in Sept, by
WBOC-TV (Ch. 16) Salisbury, Md. to include instruction

in foreign languages & art in addition to last term’s science

& music. The station will carry four 20-minute classes daily.
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Name Appointment Personal Education
Professional
Experience

Special Govt.
Assignments

John Charles Doerfer
(Chairman)

By President
Eisenhower.

Member since April 16,

1953.
Chairman since July 1,

1957.
Term expires June 30,

1961.
Politics : Republican.

Age : 54.

Home town : Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Wife: Ida M. Page
Doerfer.

Children : John P.,

Gordon L.

Attorney.
U. of Wis., B.A.

in accounting,
1928).

Marquette U.
(J.D., 1934).

1934-40, private practice. West
Allis, Wis.

1940-49, city attorney. West
Allis.

1949-63, Wis. Public Service
Commission (member, then
chairman).

Telecommunications
Coordinating Com-
mittee.

National Assn, of Rail-
road & Public Utili-
ties Commissioners.

Rosel Herschel Hyde
By Presidents Truman
& Eisenhower.

Member since April 17,

1946.
Chairman April 18,

1953-Oct. 4, 1954.
Term expires June 30,

1966.
Politics: Republican.

Age : 59.

Home town : Downey,
Ida.

Wife: Mary Henderson
Hyde.

Children : Rosel Hen-
derson, George R.,
William H., Mary
Lynn.

Attorney.
Utah Agricul-

tural College,
1920-21.

George Wash-
ington U..
College of
Law, 1924-29.

1924-26, staff. Civil Service
Commission.

1925-28, staff. Office of Public
Buildings & Parks.

1928-46, staff. Federal Radio
Commission & FCC.

Telephone & telegraph
committees.

Telecommunications
Advisory Board.

Telecommunications
Planning Committee.

Robert Taylor Bartley
By Presidents Truman
& Eisenhower.

Member since March 6,

1952.
Term expires June 30,

1965.
Politics : Democrat.

Age : 50.
Home town : Bonham,
Tex.

Wife : Ruth Adams
Bartley.

Children : Robert T.
Jr., Jane, Thomas R.

Business & govt
executive.

Southern Meth-
odist U.
(student,
1927-29).

1931-34, staff. House Committee
on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.

1934-37, FCC, director of
telegraph div.

1937-39, Securities & Exchange
Commission, senior
securities analyst.

1939-43, Yankee Network, asst.

to pres., v.p.
1943-48, National Assn, of

Bcstrs., director of war
activities, director of govt,
relations, head of FM dept.

1948-52, Administrative asst,

to House Speaker Sam
Rayburn.

Radio Technical Com-
mission for Marine
Services.

Radio Technical Com-
mission for Aero-
nautics.

Telephone & telegraph
committees.

Alternate defense com-
missioner.

Robert Emmett Lee
By President
Eisenhower.

Member since Oct. 6,

1953.
Term expires June 30,

1960.
Politics : Republican.

Age: 47.
Home town : Chicago,

111.

Wife: Wilma Rector
Lee.

Children : Patricia,
Robert E., Michael B.

Accountant.
DePaul U., law
& accounting,
1931-33.

1930-36, auditor, Chicago and
St. Louis hotels.

1935-38, auditor, American
Bond & Mortgage Co. Bond-
holders Protective Commit-
tee.

1938-47, Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation, special agent,
administrative asst, to
director, chief clerk.

1947-63, House Committee on
Appropriations, director of
surveys & investigations.

Defense Commissioner.
Air Coordinating
Committee.

Joint Industry-Govt.
Tall Structures Com-
mittee, co-chairman.

Tunis Augustus
Macdonough Craven

By President
Eisenhower.

Member since July 2,

1956. Previous term,
Aug. 25, 1937-June
30, 1944.

Term expires June 30,
1963.

Politics : Democrat.

Age: 66.
Home town : Langley,
Va.

Wife: (divorced).
Children : Eugenie,

T. A. M. Jr.,

Thomas T.

Engineer.
U.S. Naval
Academy,
1913.

1913-30, Naval duty. Resigned
as Lt. (imdr. in 1930. Served

in reserve as Cmdr. until
1944.

1928-30, on detail from Navy
as engineer with Federal
Radio Commission.

1930-36, private consulting
practice.

1935-37, FCC chief engineer.
1937-44, FCC Commissioner.
1944-49, technical v.p., Cowles

Bcstg. Co.
1949-56, private consulting

practice.

Alternate on Telecom-
munications Coordin-
ating Committee.

Telecommunications
Planning Committee.

Frederick Wayne Ford
By President
Eisenhower.

Member since Aug. 29,
1957.

Term expires June 30,
1964.

Politics : Republican.

Age: 49.
Home town : Bluefield,
W. Va.

Wife: Virginia Lee
Carter Ford
(deceased).

Children : Mary C.

Attorney.
West Virginia
U. (A.B.
1931, LL.B.
1934).

1934-39, private practice,
Clarksburg, W. Va.

1939-42, staff of general coun-
sel, Federal Security Agency.

1942 (partial), staff. Office of
Price Administration.

1942-46, U.S. Air Force
(Major)

1946-47, hearing examiner.
Office of Price Administra-
tion.

1947-53, chief of hearing div.,

FCC.
1963-67, asst, deputy attorney

general. Dept, of Justice.

Alternate on Telecom-
munications Advisory
Board.

Telephone & telegraph
committees.

Second alternate de-
fense commissioner.

John Storrs Cross
By President
Eisenhower.

Member since May 23,
1958, appointed for
remainder of term of
Richard A. Mack.

Term expires June 30,
1962.

Politics : Democrat.

Age : 54.

Home town : Eureka
Springs, Ark.

Wife: Ruth Fuller
Cross.

Children : John F.,
Claude C.

Engineer.
Alabama Poly-

technic Insti-
tute (B.S. in
electrical
engineering,
1923).

1923-24, Studebaker Corp.
engineering lab.

1924-26, Realty Trust Co.,
Detroit.

1926-27, S.S. Kresge Co. con-
struction supt.

1928-30, Michigan State High-
way Dept., survey chief.

1931-42, Dept, of the Interior,
National Park Service, asst,
chief of engineering.

1942-46, U.S. Navy (Captain).
1946-68, Dept, of State, asst,

chief telecommunications div.

Radio Technical Com-
mission for Marine
Services.

Telephone & telegraph
committees.

I

I
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SUMMARY-INDEX

Advertising

STATUS OF TV report issued by TvB reveals major gains made by

medium over advertising competitors in past year (pp. 1 & 10).

HOLLYWOOD-VS.-MADISON AVE.; Our special, both-sides-of-the-

issue report on what producers say about agencymen, and what

the agencymen say in reply (pp. 3 & 8).

Congress

STATIONS VS. CATV IN COURTS & CONGRESS, with CATV oper-

ators filing $1.5 million anti-trust suit in Boise, Senate committee

reporting 2 bills (pp. 1,4 & 8).

LAR DALY FIGHT ENDS as Congress approves compromise bill

exempting newscasts from Sec. 315 equal-time demands (p. 2).

BASEBALL TV BLACKOUTS STRUCK OUT in 1959 Congressional

innings by House Judiciary's Celler (p. 3).

Netvrorks

EX-MBS OFFICERS INDICTED on charges they violated foreign

agents registration law in purported deal with Trujillo (p. 6).

Programming

ADULT THEMES FOR SPECIALS are planned by NBC, whose chief

censor says big drama shows permit themes that would be taboo

in standard TV fare (p. 7).

Auxiliary Services

TIFFS IN TORONTO OVER PAY-TV: One concerns control of the-

ater TV boxing, another Telemeter's 5,000-home pay-TV test (p. 8).

OF WEEK'S NEWS

Manuiacturing d Distribution

INDUSTRY GIRDS FOR HEAVY FALL AD PUSH, survey shows, as
home electronics manufacturers prepare elaborate & costly support

for new TV-radio-stereo lines (p. 13).

JAPAN DOUBLES TRANSISTOR RADIO EXPORTS, expects to pour
4 million sets into international market this year, 60 7o of them into

U.S. (p. 14).

1958's TUBE figures from Commerce Department's Business & De-

fense Services Administration show extent of slump (p. 14).

Film S Tape

EXECUTIVE NEWS comes from Screen Gems (new president).

Intercontinental TV (announcement of first slate of officers) and
NTA (sales organization streamlining) as fall season opens (p. 11).

Educational TV

ETV NETWORK CONFERENCE in Washington this week will re-

view status of state & regional networks, develop a publication

to help those entering field (p. 12).

Finance

ELECTRONICS FUNDS REPORT PEAK PERFORMANCES as Tele-

vision-Electronics Fund Inc. and Electronics Investment Corp. re-

port net asset values have increased heavily in past year (p. 15).

Other Departments

FCC (p. 5). STATIONS (p. 6).

TV STATUS REPORT: Although nationwide TV is only 13 years old, it now reaches 44.5 million

homes, which have 49.3 million TV sets—or 86% of all U.S. homes. These homes, tuned in for 5 hours & 5 min.

daily, are served in 320 TV markets by 513 stations whose coverage areas now include territory inhabited

by 98% of U.S. population. Television represents cumulative public investment of some $16 billion for sets, an
advertiser outlay of $7.3 billion and a plant value (stations, networks, real estate, etc.) of $2 billion. As ad
medium, TV receives 49% of total budgets of the top 100 national advertisers (not including what they also

spend for talent & production). These are highlights of latest "Status of TV Today" bulletin issued last week
by TvB's sales development div. (For other details, see p. 10.)

STATIONS VS. CATV—IN COURTS & CONGRESS: There were brisk bombardments on 2

fronts last week in the prolonged war between CATV operators and a group of western telecasters. One
was a new front—an anti-trust suit by 2 CATV operators against most of the stations which have fought

them. The other was the reporting by Senate Commerce Committee of bills to license & control CATV
and to legitimatize vhf boosters.

Anti-trust suit, filed in U.S. Dist. Court in Boise, Ida. , was launched by: Cable Vision Inc., operator

of Twin Falls CATV System; Helena TV Inc., owner of Helena system; Idaho Microwave Inc., applicant for

microwave to feed Twin Falls system. Defendants are those stations which have been most active in com-

batting CATV in Congress, FCC, courts, etc. They're not all small, for group includes the mammoth Time

Inc. organization (for list, see p. 8).
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Suit alleges that stations used many unfair & illegal means to harrass CATV. Treble damages
of $1.5 million are sought. Stations are charged with trying to "intimidate, to coerce & improperly to influence"

local <S state officials, FCC, Congress and the phone company, and with encouraging illegal vhf boosters.

Thrown in for good measure was the copyright issue. While CATV operators are defending themselves in

another court against stations' charges that CATV infringes program copyrights (Vol. 15:18, 20), last week's

suit counterattacked by stating that defendants are "spuriously claiming infringement."

Even more interesting is the possibility that networks, film producers, et al, may be brought into

case by the charge that defendants "by agreement with the national networks and program packagers, pro-

ducers and syndicators, imposed unreasonable and unlawful restraints on the broadcast of programs, and
|

their reception by the public, and have otherwise restrained trade in TV broadcasting by so-called 'first call'

contracts and by participation in the 'must buy' or 'minimum buy' system of time sales, and by unlawful

participation in the so-called 'option time' system."

Though National Community TV Assn, isn't a plaintiff, it approves of the suit, and its gen. counsel

E. Stratford Smith is a counsel. Other attorneys: C. G. McIntyre, Twin Falls; A. W. Scribner, Helena;

George Schiffer, N.Y.
• • • •

CATV-control bill reported by Senate Commerce Committee will be too lenient for taste of CATV's
opponents, too restrictive so far as CATV operators are concerned—and it includes none of the recommen-
dations made by FCC.

There's no chance of bill's passage this session, but it will be right on tap when Congress returns

in Jan. Basically, bill orders FCC to license CATV as it does broadcasting but to keep CATV from harming

local stations. Commission is given plenty of discretion on methods of control, and it's not difficult to visu-

alize FCC struggling with interpretation in the same manner it v/restles with such concepts as "public

interest" and "economic injury" (for key provisions of bill, see p. 4). Bill is aimed primarily at protecting

1-station markets, because it frequently instructs the Commission to give "due regard for the desirability

of facilitating the continued operation of a TV station which is providing the only available locally orig-

inating TV broadcast program service."

FCC has recommended that bill include requirement that CATV operators get permission from

originating stations before distributing their signals but committee refused to include it. Commission also

asked that CATVs be required to carry signals of stations in their communities simply on request of the

stations. But bill would make FCC the arbiter of such requests, with power to grant or refuse.

• • • •

Booster bill reported by committee would simply give FCC power to forgive booster operators for

building without CPs, as Commission had requested. However, committee declined to go along with FCC's

request that it be given power to waive operator requirements for any TV or radio station. Committee lim-

ited power to "rebroadcasting" stations, i.e. boosters.

LAR DALY CURTAIN LOWERS: FCC's ruling that newscasts come under political equal-time

requirements of Communications Act was finally buried by Congress last week despite last-ditch attempts

in House & Senate to delay legislative funeral.

President Eisenhower's signature is all that's needed to complete enactment of compromise bill

(S-2424) amending law's Sec. 315 to exempt "bona fide" newscasts, interviews, documentaries and on-

spot political coverage from equal-time demands by candidates (Vol. 15:35). There will be no White

House hitch.
i

Overriding floor objections by 2 House Commerce Committee rebels. House voted 2-1 Sept. 2 to I

approve House-Senate conference report on Sec. 315 revisions nullifying Commission's Lar Daly doctrine.
|

Next day Senate ignored similar protests on floor, acted by unrecorded voice vote—no dissents being audi- I

ble-—to pass measure & speed it to President.

"Backdoor repeal of Sec. 315"—not just revision—will be accomplished by amendments. Reps. Moss
j

(D-Cal.) & Dingell (D-Mich.) warned in House after circulating manifesto urging turn-down of conference I

agreement. They said bill removed Communications Act "safeguards" against political abuse of air free-
|

dom by broadcasters. Moss & Dingell objected in particular to House-Senate report which makes clear that

regularly-scheduled TV-radio panel shows are exempt from equal-time requirements.
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But House stood 142-70 in favor of amendments in vote demanded by Moss. Case for legislation

was carried by Commerce Committee Chmn. Harris (D-Ark.), who was supported in speeches by such

committee colleagues as Reps. Bennett (R-Mich.), Younger (R-Cal.), Avery (R-Kan.) House debate wasn't

closed, however, until Harris agreed with Rep. Vanik (D-O.) that related political broadcast issue—editorial

endorsements of candidates by stations, which aren't subject now to equal-time rules—needs Congressional

investigation. Harris said his committee "ought to study" problem.

Brief but spirited debate preceded vote in Senate, where Commerce Communications subcommit-

tee Chmn. Pastore (D-R.l.) carried conference ball. Sen. Engle (D-Cal.) said TV & radio are "last refuge"

of Democratic candidates who face hostility of Republican press. He argued that exempting panel shows as

"bona fide" news programs would permit broadcasters "to give us the business the way the newspapers

of the nation have." Sen. Holland (D-Fla.) warned that broadcasters could load local panel shows in favor

of favored politicians.

Legislation easily cleared Senate, however, after Pastore said such panel-show performances are

"outside the intent of the bill"—assurance which also had been given House by Harris. At same time,

questions raised on House & Senate floors put broadcasters firmly on notice that Congress will be watch-

ing their post-Lar Daly political conduct.

HOLLYWOOD- VS. -MADISON AVE.: Same language isn't always spoken by telefilm producers

& ad agencymen, although both factions are deeply involved in techniques of creative communications.

Each side has catalog of gripes about executives on other side of film production fence. Paradoxically,

both sides are right most of the time, a 2-coast checkup of pet peeves we've made (see p. 8) shows clearly.

Producers complain of on-the-set interference, overly commercial attitude, lack of show-business

imagination, and "agencymen seeking to justify their jobs."

Admen grumble about lack of knowledge on part of film makers about agency practices & aims,

film series that don't live up to pilots, unbusinesslike attitude of some Hollywood pros.

What's needed to correct situation? Chiefly, a greater understanding of the other man's problem.

How achieved? Possibly, through closer liaison of trade associations of agencies & producers, planned

meetings, general airing of problems where the other side has a chance to explain the reasoning behind

what seems now to be arbitrary action.

BASEBALL TV BLACKOUTS STRUCK OUT: Professional baseball spokesmen will be back
at bat again at next Congressional session, but they no longer have any hope of winning anti-trust exemption

legislation this year permitting them to control game telecasts.

They lost 1959 chances for long-sought law last week. House Judiciary Committee Chmn. Celler (D-

N.Y.) had no sooner opened anti-trust subcommittee hearings on sports measures (Vol. 15:34) than he

announced no action was planned on them this session. That made it final. Earlier Chmn. Kefauver (D-Tenn.)

of Senate Judiciary anti-trust subcommittee had effectively benched baseball bills after giving clubs their

innings on his side of capitol (Vol. 15:35). His subcommittee last week approved his own sports anti-trust bill

(S-2545) which ignores baseball, applies only to pro football, basketball <S hockey.

Last-ditch pitches for "reasonable" blackouts of major game telecasts were made at Celler subcom-

mittee hearings by baseball comr. Ford C. Frick. He said club ov/ners don't want to "blackout TV beyond
reason"—that they just need legislation to keep minor leagues from dying off in face of loss of paid-ticket

fans who stay away from gates, see big games on home screens.

Frick also lashed out at NAB for opposing blackout bills . He protested that NAB displayed "very

short-sighted & destructive viewpoint, " that NAB was "nonsensical" in estim.ating that blackouts could deprive

12,850,000 TV homes of all major league telecasts.

Strongly backstopping NAB on dangers of blanket blackouts, hov/ever, were such local station

operators as Robert D. Swezey (WDSU-TV New Orleans), C. Robert Thompson (WBEN-TV Buffalo), Thad

M. Sandstrom (WIBW-TV Topeka), Joseph M. Higgins (WTHI-TV Terre Haute). Celler openly took their side.

He said it isn't true that "TV is ruining the minors," charged that TV blackout proposals are "selfish scheme to

leather the nests of baseball magnates."

Called up & struck out by Celler for this session was one all embracing sports anti-trust exemption

bill (HR-2266) by Rep. Whitener (D-N.C.). Also in losing legislative lineup were 6 identical proposals (HR-
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2370-74 & 8658) lifting monopoly regulation from pro-baseball, football, basketball and hockey in such fields

as: (1) Their "right to operate within specified geographic areas"; and (2) Inter-club agreements preventing

stations from telecasting games within 75 miles of other communities where non-telecast home games are

scheduled. Sponsors of these immunity measures were Reps. Walter (D-Pa.), Miller (R-N.Y.), Harris

(D-Ark), Byrnes (R-Wis.), Cramer (R-Fla.), Collier (R-111.).

Baseball took similar legislative licking last year (Vol. 14:31), but was back in full strength for

1959 session. There's no doubt club owners—and their Senate-House fans—will try hard again in 1960.

Congress

More about

PROPOSED CATV & BOOSTER LAWS: Preservation of

local TV stations is the theme of the bill (previously

numbered S-2303 but due to get a new number) which

was approved by the Senate Commerce Committee last

week and sent to the Senate floor (see p. 1). However,

the bill carefully gives FCC considerable discretion in

devising ways & means of protecting stations. A sta-

tion which believes it is being hurt by a CATV system

can ask FCC to limit the CATV, but it must justify its

request in a hearing if the CATV operator asks for

one. Among key phrases in the bill are these

:

“Either prior to or within 30 days after the grant of

an application for a license or a renewal thereof for a

CATV system which was in operation on the date of the

enactment of this section, the licensee of a TV station

assigned to a community in which such CATV system

serves subscribers may petition the Commission to include

in such license such conditions on the CATV’s operation as

will significantly facilitate the continued operation of a

TV station which is providing the only available locally

originated TV broadcast program service.

“Such petition shall describe, in detail, the proposed

operating conditions, and shall set forth, with particularity,

the material effect of the proposed conditions on such con-

tinued TV station operation. The CATV system shall be

afforded an opportunity to respond to such petition within

30 days after public announcement of the filing thereof.

After the expiration of such 30-day period, the Commission

shall determine whether the petition meets the foregoing

requirements, and, if it does, shall determine whether, with

due regard to service rendered by the CATV system &
petitioner’s station, the public interest, convenience, and

necessity would be served by the adoption of the proposed

or any other operating conditions. Public evidentiary hear-

ings shall be held thereon if requested by either the peti-

tioner or the CATV station within 30 days after the public

announcement of such determination, or if ordered by the

Commission on its own motion prior to its determination.”

The bill leaves up to FCC, rather than to a local sta-

tion, the decision as to whether a CATV system must carry

the station’s signal. The station would have to apply to

FCC, after which the Commission “may require” distribu-

tion of the station’s programs. The bill also provides that

such distributed signal “shall be reasonably comparable in

technical quality to the reception of programs of other TV
stations redistributed by the CATV system.”

The committee had considerable difficulty agreeing on

language which would keep CATV from duplicating pro-

grams offered by local stations. Since programs are fre-

quently carried delayed on smaller stations the committee
first sought to come up with a time period within which
duplication on CATV would be prohibited. It finally decided

to leave it up to FCC with this paragraph;

“The Commission shall prescribe appropriate rules &
regulations in order to avoid the duplication of programs

broadcast or scheduled to be broadcast by a TV station

(other than a station engaged solely in re-broadcasting)

which is assigned to a community in which a CATV system

serves subscribers by such CATV system redistributing

the signals of another TV station. In promulgating such

rules & regulations the Commission shall be guided by the

standard set forth in subsection (E) of this section, re-

quiring that due regard be given for the desirability of

facilitating the continued operation of a TV station which

is providing the only available locally originating TV
broadcast program service.”

The reported booster bill (S-1886) is very brief. It

would simply permit FCC to legalize existing boosters and

to waive the requirement that they have a licensed operator

in attendance. Everthing else would be left to FCC’s
discretion—technical requirements, operating rules, etc.

Congressional TV coverage, with live cameras trained

on proceedings on the House floor, has been proposed by

freshman Rep. Kasem (D-Cal.). In a House resolution he

urged that the House itself install & operate the Capitol

TV system so that “more people can observe our debates.”

Said Kasem: “TV cameras would not be disruptive as long

as we operate them ourselves [in] fixed positions giving

broad views of the floor.” Under his plan, the telecasts

could he picked up at will by networks or stations. It’s a

Capitol rule now that no cameras are permitted in House &
Senate chambers & galleries except on rare occasions.

Congressional endorsement of the SMPTE-sponsored
5th International Congress on High Speed Photography in

Washington in Oct. 1960 has been proposed by Chairman
Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate Commerce Committee.
He submitted a joint resolution urging that “all interested

agencies of the Federal Govt, actively participate to the

fullest extent possible.”

TELEVISION FACTBOOK NO. 29

OUT THIS MONTH
Our new & completely updated 1959-60 fall-winter

Television Factbook is scheduled for release this

month. It will be sent to all Full TV and Full TV plus

AM-FM subscribers. Others should place their orders

now.

“Executive decisions are only as good as the facts

on which they are based.” To be sure of all your TV
facts, use the industry’s accepted standard reference

—

Television Factbook. We suggest you provide each

key member of your staff with his own personal copy.

Write our Business Dept, to assure off-the-press de-

livery. Edition No. 29 is priced at $5 per copy or $3.50

each for 5 or more copies.
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The FCC Networks

KXLJ-TV (Ch. 12) Helena, Mont, is back on the air

again after a 6-month hiatus due to hassle with CATV
interests. The station, returning to the air Aug. 9, wired

FCC that it had resumed, “hopeful of remaining on the air

so long as the out-of-state microwave signals stay off the

Helena cable circuit.” The station was closed down last

Feb. when the Court of Appeals failed to stop the Helena

CATV system from getting signals of Spokane stations

via microwave (Vol. 15:6). Subsequently the microwave

system was ordered shut down by the FCC pending dispo-

sition of the protest by KXLJ-TV and has been in & out

of the courts since (Vol. 15:33).

Ch. 11 in Coos Bay, Ore. was tentatively awarded to

Pacific TV Inc. last week by FCC examiner J. D. Bond.

There was no competition for the channel since KOOS-TV
(Ch. 16), which had been seeking switch to Ch. 11, dis-

missed its request last Feb. after Pacific TV had agreed

to pay the out-of-pocket expenses incurred. The main

question of overlap with commonly-owned KVAL-TV
(Ch. 13) Eugene and KPIC (Ch. 4) Roseburg was re-

solved when it was determined that the terrain between

the stations was so rugged that it restricted service con-

tours to the point where there would be no Grade B overlap.

Channel shifts ordered by FCC for Columbus, Ga. and

Dothan, Ala. (Vol. 15:29) have been delayed indefinitely

from the original Aug. 24 effective date so that the Com-
mission can consider transmitter-site problems raised by

WTVY Dothan. FCC had finalized rule-making which

changed Columbus channels from Ch. 4, 28 & 34 to Ch. 3,

9 & 28, substituting Ch. 4 for Ch. 9 in Dothan. In Colum-

bus, WRBL-TV is due to shift from Ch. 4 to Ch. 3, WTVM
from Ch. 28 to Ch. 9. WTVY goes from Ch. 9 to Ch. 4.

Deadline for comments in Fresno area channel-shift

rule-making (Vol. 15:29) remains Sept. 23, as established

by Comr. Lee Aug. 14 while the other commissioners were

on vacation. Lee had extended the date from Aug. 24. Then
KJEO Fresno (Ch. 47) challenged his authority to do so

—

but his colleagues sustained him last week. FCC also turned

down KJEO’s request for authority to operate temporarily

on Ch. 2, which the Commission proposes to add to Fresno.

Two applications for new TV stations were filed with

FCC last week, and another was resubmitted: For Alpena,

Mich. Ch. 9 by owner of WNEM-TV Bay City. For Wau-
sau, Wis., Ch. 9 by cookware distributor John H. Freeman.
Resubmitted was application for Ch. 3, Salem, Ore. by
Williamette-Land TV. Total pending is now 106 (12 uhf).

AM-FM rules & engineering standards affecting band-

width definitions & mission limitations have been finalized

by FCC in Docket 11233, effective Jan. 1, 1960. “All trans-

mitting apparatus which is installed after that date, or

type-accepted prior to that date whether by existing sta-

tions or new permittees, must meet the new requirements,”

FCC stated.

Texas Tech’s Ch. 5 in Lubbock is now officially re-

served for educational use. The channel was commercial,

but the college asked FCC to give it the “reserved” desig-

nation because it plans to operate non-commercially. At
the same time, FCC released Ch. 20 for commercial use.

Translator grants: Ch. 70, Williams, Ariz., to Wil-

liams-Ash Ford Associated TV Committee; Ch. 76, Romeo,
Colo., to San Luis Valley TV Inc.; Ch. 81, Wallowa Valley,

Ore., to Wallowa Valley TV Assn.; Ch. 74, Prosser-Whit-

stran. Wash., to Lower Valley Translator Assn. Inc.

Network Television Billings

July 1959 and January-July 1959

(For June report, see Television Digest, Vol. 15:31)

July Was Good Too; Network tv gross time billings

rose strongly to more than $48 million in July, a healthy

17.1% jump over the $41 million total of July 1958. The
Jan.-July 1959 billings climbed to $357 million—10.3%
ahead of the $324 million recorded in the year-ago period.

ABC continued to show the biggest percentage gain in

cumulative period billings, up 18.9%, but CBS paced the

way in July-vs.-July gains. CBS attained the largest

dollar-volume gain in both comparisons.

network televison
July July % Jan.-July Jan.-July %
1959 1958 change 1959 1958 change

ABC $ 8,391,470 $ 7,083,555 -fl8.5 $ 69,813,986 $ 58,701,356 -fl8.9
CBS 21,861,217 18,332,925 -fl9.2 154,358,042 142,380,341 -f 8.4
NBC 17,883,111 15,702,029 -t-13.9 133,364,262 123,108,261 -f- 8.3

Total $48,135,798 $41,118,509 -fl7.1 $357,536,290 $324,189,958 -flO.3

1959 NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS BY MONTHS
ABC CBS NBC Total

January $10,647,078 $22,129,248 $19,299,853 $52,076,179
February 10,024,460 20,806,220 18,053,828 48,884,508
March 11,565,031 23,265,395 20,728,315 55,558,741
April 10,309,263 22,093,785 19,739,816 52,142,864
May 9,946,570 22,590,135 19,674,494 52,211,199
June 8,930,114 21,612,042 17,984,845 48,527,001
July 8,391,470 21,861,217 17,883,111 48,135,798-

Note: Figures revised as of Aug. 26 1959. These figures do not
represent actual revenues as the networks do not divulge their actual
net dollar incomes. The figures are compiled by Broadcast Advertisers
Reports (BAR) and Leading National Advertisers (LNA) for TV
Bureau of Advertising (TvB) on the basis of one-time network rates
or before frequency or cash discounts.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV
My Friend Flicka, reruns of NBC-TV series, debuts Sept.

30, Wed., 5:30-6 p.m.
General Mills (Dancer-Fitzgcrald-Sample)

NBC-TV
Shubert Alley, 60-min. special Fri., Nov. 13, 10-11 p.m.

Sinclair Refining Co. (Geyer, Morey, Mad-
den & Ballard)

Blue-Gray and Rose Bowl football games, Dec. 26 and Jan.
1, 1960, respectively.
Gillette (Maxon)

NCAA collegiate football telecasts, quarter sponsorship,
beginning with first game Sept. 19.

Sdiick Safety Razor Co. (Compton)

Kemper Football Scoreboard, 15-min. programs following
7 collegiate football games.
Kemper Insurance Co. (John W. Shaw)

The World of Sports, 15-min. programs preceding collegiate

football telecasts.

Gen. Mills (Knox Reeves) and Colgate-
Palmolive (Ted Bates)

What Makes Sammy Run? 2-part Sunday Showease pres-
entation, Sept. 27, Oct. 4.

Procter & Gamble (Benton & Bowles)

Eleven gridiron contests will get the color treatment

from NBC-TV during the coming season. Seven regular

college games, including the Army-Navy and La. State-

Rice meetings, and 4 post-season bowl games are scheduled

to be colorcast on various Saturdays, starting Sept. 19.
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EX-MBS OFFICERS INDICTED: International intrigue in-

volving Dominican playboy-diplomat Porfirio Rubirosa
and 3 former officers of the Mutual Broadcasting Sys-

tem has been woven into the already-tangled affairs of

the radio network ( Vol. 15 :7 et seq.)

.

A Federal Grand Jury in Washington last week
indicted the 3—ex-MBS pres. Alexander L. Guterma,
ex-chmn. Hal Roach Jr. and ex-dir. Garland L. Cul-

pepper Jr.—on 3 charges that they violated the Foreign
Agents Registration Act of 1938 and conspired to

violate the law.

Guterma, Roach and Culpepper were accused of nego-

tiating a $750,000 deal with the Dominican Republic in Feb.

—just before Guterma’s MBS management ended—to use

Mutual facilities to spread “political propaganda” in the

“guise of bona fide & genuine news items.”

Named as co-conspirators (but not defendants) in the

alleged news-for-sale plot were MBS itself, “the ostensible

contracting party,” Radio News Service Corp., and Otto

Vega, identified as a Dominican official. Foreign principals

in the purported deal were listed as Rubirosa, Dominican
dictator Rafael Trujillo and the Dominican govt, itself.

The indictment, announced by Atty. Gen. William P.

Rogers, charged that: (1) Guterma & Roach “unlawfully

& wilfully failed to file” Justice Dept, registration state-

ments as agents of a foreign principal; (2) Guterma,

Roach and Culpepper failed to register MBS as a foreign

agent; (3) Guterma, Roach, Culpepper and “divers other

persons” conspired to evade the Registration Act.

The third count in the indictment cited 12 “overt acts”

—including “payment of the $750,000, the conferring of

Guterma, Roach and Vega in the Dominican Republic, the

receipt by Mutual of political propaganda material from
the Dominican Republic, the making of radio broadcasts

by Mutual, the instruction by Guterma, of a third person

to form a corporation, and various trips & conversations.”

The Grand Jury indicated that the allegedly bought-&-

paid-for MBS broadcasts were transmitted from Washing-
ton in Feb., but didn’t say who made them or what was in

the scripts. The Justice Dept, wouldn’t amplify these

points, explaining that they’re part of its trial case. Con-

viction on the 3 counts of the indictment could carry prison

sentences of 10 years & $20,000 fines.

In N.Y. new MBS pres. Robert F. Hurleigh promptly

issued a statement: “The present management of the

Mutual network, its owners & employes have no knowl-

edge of or connection with the matters involving Mr.

Guterma, Mr. Roach or Mr. Culpepper. Mutual Bcstg.

System & none of its present personnel are involved in

these proceedings.”

In Miami, Guterma said: “I shall prove my innocence

of all charges at the proper time. This is just another

vicious attempt to embarrass me.”

In Los Angeles, Roach said: “I am not now, have not

been in the past and would never be an agent for a foreign

govt. I am absolutely confident that I will be cleared of the

charges when the facts are presented in court.”

Culpepper’s counsel Jacob L. Rosenblum said in N.Y.:

“From the facts available to me I am confident that Mr.

Culpepper has not violated any law and will be exonerated.”

There was no official Dominican statement on the case

from Ciudad Trujillo, but in Washington an embassy

spokesman confirmed that a contract with the former MBS
officers had been signed & $750,000 paid them. It was an

above-board busine.ss deal to disseminate Dominican news
—not propaganda—in the U.S., the spokesman insisted. He
also said it didn’t work out, and that in June the Dominican
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govt, hired Washington lawyer Edward L. Carey to try to

get the $750,000 back.

Note: It was the 4th federal indictment against
Guterma since the SEC started looking into his complex
financial affairs early this year. He was charged in Aug.
with Securities Act violations—along with fugitive financier

Lowell M. Birrell—in connection with United Dye & Chem-
ical Corp. transactions. Earlier he was accused of fraud
in connection with F. L. Jacobs Co. and Bon Ami Co. deals.

Stations

TIO TALENT HUNT: NAB-sponsored TV Information
Committee last week was still hunting for a man to fill

the job of dir. of the soon-to-start TV Information
Organization.

Strongly in the running are 2 CBS executives. Wash.
i

news dir. Ted Koop and CBS radio v.p. in charge of adver-
j

tising & promotion Lou Hausman, and ex-Edw. Petry Co.
|

exec. Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr. Also reportedly in the run-
]

ning: Howard London, former TV-radio dir. of March of i

Dimes. Not a candidate for the job: Variety TV-radio editor
George Rosen, erroneously publicized as an “active aspi-
rant, who asked the committee not to consider him.

NAFI Corp. is buying the McGowan studios in Holly-
wood as part of its expansion program in TV, and may
eventually move its newly acquired KCOP Los Angeles to
that site. KCOP pi*es. Kenyon Brown, head NAFI’s broad- i

cast div., declined to state the specific purchase price but
said it was “in the area of $500,000.” Brown told us he
plans to have KCOP tape shows produced there, and that
eventually NAFI may go into TV film production. Looking
into the future, Brown said NAFI may build additional
studios. The McGowan studio, now owned by McCann-
Erickson, has 4 stages.

Purchase of KROD-TV (Ch. 4) & KROD El Paso for

$3,450,000—by owners of KVII (Ch. 7) Amarillo and
KOSA-TV (Ch. 7) Odessa—from Dorrance D. Roderick’s
El Paso Tunes was announced last week. The buyers in-

clude Dallas oilman Jack C. Vaughan, his brother Grady
and Cecil L. Trigg. Also reported last week was the pro-

posed purchase by the Honolulu Star-Bulletin of the Ha- <

waiian Bcstg. System Ltd., licensee of KGMB-TV (Ch. 9)

Honolulu and satellites KHBC-TV (Ch. 9) Hilo and
KMAU-TV (Ch. 3) Wailuku. The newspaper, which pres-

ently owns 24.55% of the stations, proposes to buy the ^

75.45% owned by film exhibitor Hialand Development Corp.

for a reported $2.25 million.

WDAM-TV Hattiesburg-Laurel, Miss, began operating

last week on Ch. 7 (Sept. 3), replacing Ch. 9 which has

been allocated to Baton Rouge. The Ch. 7 grant is held by
William S. Smylie & family, who relinquished the WTLM
call letters, when they took over the Ch. 9 plant of WDSM-
TV. The previous owner of the plant was WDSU-TV New
Orleans, which had hoped to begin using Ch. 9 on tempor-

ary basis for its WAFB-TV Baton Rouge (Ch. 28), but was
blocked by Court of Appeals order (Vol. 15:33, 35).

Robert H. Storz, chmn. Storz Bcstg. Corp., multiple-
|

radio-station operators, headquartering in Omaha, has pur- J

chased Wacob-Bender Corp., Omaha-Lincoln investment & I
stock brokerage firm. He’ll be chairman of the acquisition.

|

Call letter changes: KNAC-TV (Ch. 5) Fort Smith
|

Ark. to KFSA-TV; KTLG (Ch. 9) Hot Springs, Ark. tr

KNAC; WTLM (Ch. 7) Laurel, Miss, to WDAM-TV.
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Programming

i TV & ‘THAT TRIP’: Taped European news on a same-

' day basis is becoming accepted thing on U.S. TV, giving

I

TV one of its biggest image-building PR weapons as

I well as major stimulus to viewing.

President Eisenhower arrived at Paris’ Le Bourget

j

airport at 10 a.m. (Paris time) Sept. 2. French TV

j

coverage (819-line) was taped by CBS-TV with Granada

facilities, rushed through Granada’s “converter” (to U.S.

525-line), jet-flown to N.Y. and aired on Douglas Edwards’

I

network news show at 7:15 p.m. (EDT) the same day.

' That’s pretty fast work by any yardstick, reaching

U.S. viewers when “morning” was still fresh in their minds

1 and giving U.S. evening newspapers a real run for their

money. It’s not an isolated case, either. Coverage by CBS
& NBC during Eisenhower’s trip has been at an eye-open-

ing speed, with NBC utilizing newsfilm-on-Atlantic-cable

technique regularly.

I

The situation dramatically illustrates the strides made

[

in the field of international news communications. And in

1 the wake of all this enterprise & public spirit. The Neiu

I York Times paid broadcasting a well deserved compliment
I last week (Sept. 2) with the following editorial—an ex-

ample of the mutual media respect that should prevail

!

instead of back-biting media wars:
'

“People who have been listening to their radios or

watching their television screens these last several days

j

have had the chance to witness some excellent examples of

I

public service by these media. The very full reporting of

President Eisenhower’s trip abroad, the prompt rebroad-

j

cast of the television conversation between the President

I

and Prime Minister Macmillan, and the nearly five-hour

i
transmission of the Davis Cup matches last Sunday were
outstanding examples. At times the broadcasters have can-

celed sponsored shows to provide time for these public

>; service broadcasts, at consequent financial sacrifice to them-
selves. Such enterprise and effective concern for the public

interest deserve recognition.”

I Camera in the Court: There’ll be 90 min. daily of “court-

room shows” aimed at daytime viewers on all 3 networks
this fall. Latest to join the legal parade is NBC-TV,
which is ousting the 16-year-old Truth or Consequences

it
I

daytimer to make way for House on High Street, eff. Sept,

i 28, 4-4:30 p.m. A Dorelco-NBC co-production with Roger
Gimbel as exec, producer, the format (“based on actual

y- 1 cases from the files of domestic relations courts across the

;
country”) of the NBC newcomer is not unlike CBS-TV’s
The Verdict Is Yours (Mon.-Fri., 3:30-4 p.m.), or even the

^

taped Day in Court on ABC-TV (Mon.-Fri., 2-2:30 p.m.).

As in the older courtroom-based dramas (both of which
. carry extensive participation schedules). House on High

1. 1 Street will make use of “real-life specialists,” and court

,
scenes & psychiatric examinations “wll be spontaneous.”

,

A regular actor, Philip Abbott, will star however in the

, series as a court probation officer. Station-originated taped

courtroom shows are available in syndication from KTTV
Los Angeles.

* * *

And in a continuing courtroom serial (real-life) Judge
John Brett of the Okla. Criminal Court of Appeals, urged
broadcasters to keep fighting for the right to cover court

- trials. Speaking before the Okla. Bestrs. .\ssn. convention,

(he called the American Bar Assn.’s support of Canon 35

I

(Vol. 15:35) an “ivory tower” attitude, and invited broad-
I

I

casters to set up a booth in his court.

Adult Themes in Specials: Dramatic shows in NBC’s big

lineup of specials this fall will make a strong bid for the

adult viewer with a variety of themes that bread & butter

series would seldom dare to attempt. So we’re informed by

Stockton Helffrich, the network’s urbane chief censor who
is TV-radio continuity acceptance dir. for NBC & its o&o’s.

“We’re still faced with the problem of when to allow

overt realism in TV,” Helffrich told us. “But dramatic spe-

cials open up a new field of adult drama. They permit

certain themes in context that we’d never stand still for

in a Milton Berle comedy show.”

As a representative sampling, Helffrich cites the fol-

lowing upcoming drama specials on NBC-TV : “Winterset”

(dealing with the rights and wrongs of the Sacco-Van-
zetti case), “Moon & Sixpence” (a painter deserts his fam-
ily for the South Seas), “The Philadelphia Story” (a “so-

phisticated” comedy), and Archibald MacLeish’s “The Se-

cret of Freedom” (a crack at complacent bigotry).

“You can even expect a certain amount of strong

language in such specials,” .says Helffrich, “although w,-

draw the line at profanity. As a matter of fact, we feel

that the drama specials, just because they’re in existence,

are going to be a let’s-not-play-it-so-safe influence on TV
creative people, some of which may rub off on staple pro-

gramming.”
However, most industry members agree that TV, for

all its upbeat in adult approach, still has far to go as

competitive media strive to maintain their lead.

At Radio City Music Hall (just across from NBC’s 30

Rockefeller Plaza hq.), for example, Alfred Hitchcock’s

MGM production of “North by Northwest” was packing-

in summer audiences with a box-office take of more than

.$100,000 weekly for the 5th straight week with one of

Hollywood’s answers to TV: even sexier dialogue. Sample
line, Cary Grant to Eva Marie Saint; “Now, what do you
suppose a man could do for 20 minutes in your bedroom
with his clothes off?”

Brickbat & bouquet: TV publ.c service program pol -

cies were berated & praised in one Congressional Record

issue last week. Senate majority whip Mansfield (D-Mont.)

deplored plans by WMAL-TV Washington to drop Joe

McCaffrey’s Celebrity Parade, Sun. public-issues feature

which is leaving the air Sept. 20. Mansfield said the public

“can ill afford” to lose the show when TV is otherwise full

of “cops & robbers and cowboys & Indians and assorted

violence and nonsense.” On the other hand. Sen. Keating

(R-N.Y.) said: “It often disturbs me that those who criti-

cize” TV don’t note such “excellent” public service as net-

work coverage of President Eisenhower’s Euiopean trip

and Davis Cup tennis matches.

Boston’s Joseph N. Welch (fi-equent guest on Omnibus,

and more recently attorney-turned-actor in the cinema’s

Anatomy of a Murder) becomes a TV regular this fall.

He’ll host a new series on live 60-min. classic mysteries

(The Mooyistone, Murders In the Rue Morgue, etc.) to be

produced monthly by Robert Saudek Associates for Dow-

Chemical on NBC-TV. Several shows will be taped over-

seas and Intercontinental Television is holding discussions

with Saudek concerning production facilities. Saudek

is also discussing 4 Omnibus specials with NBC-TV for

slotting in the Sunday Showcase .series. Welch also will be

a commentator on the Ford-sponsored Leonard Bernstein

& N.Y. Philharmonic concert specials on CBS-TV this fall.

TV tribute to Mrs. Roo.scvelf, commemorating her 75th

birthday Oct. 11, will be telecast by NBC-TV Oct. 25, 8-9

p.m., although Mrs. Roosevelt herself will not participate.
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Auxiliary Services

Two TV Tiffs in Toronto; Two varieties of pay-TV re-

ceived sharp criticism in Toronto last week, with one critic

seeking more control and the other aiming to defeat pay-TV.

National Boxing Association commissioner Abe Greene,

addressing the NBA’s 40th annual convention, warned that

“boxing would be destroyed” unless theater TV and its

"money-minded” promoters were controlled—an obvious

reference to the recent (Vol. 15:33-35) hassle in the wake

of the Patterson-Johansson heavyweight bout. TelePromp-

Ter pres. Irving Kahn immediately rose to the defense of

closed-circuit theatercasts, offering a sizable contribution

toward an organization that would self-police TV boxing.

Paramount-controlled Intnatl. Telemeter’s plans for a

5,000-home test of pay-TV movies and other events in a

Toronto suburb came under attack by Joseph Strauss, pres,

of Theatre Owners of Canada, who has formed a group

called “Citizens Committee for Free TV.” One of the group’s

first actions was the distribution of fact sheets that claimed

home viewers would have to lay out “between $500 & $750

a year—C.O.D.” for a normal week’s video viewing on

pay-TV, plus some $60 annually for “a cash register” at-

tached to the set. Telemeter plans to start its test, via 84

miles of Bell Telephone cables, in early 1960.

* *

Pay-TV will operate without Canadian govt, control

during its mid-winter test (Vol. 15:25, 33, 34) in suburban

Toronto. Famous Players Canadian Corp., which will con-

duct the Telemeter pay-TV test in Etobicoke, apparently

will have freedom in establishing program charges, op-

erating policy, commercial content. Thus far these govt,

agencies have reported they have no jurisdiction over toll

TV: the Board of Broadcast Governors, which controls

Canadian TV-radio broadcasting; the Dept, of Transport,

which administers the Communications Act & controls the

airwaves; and the Board of Transport Commissioners,

which supervises telephone & telegraph operations. The

only controls apparent are local—involving cable installa-

tion & wiring of homes. Famous Players pres. & managing
dir. J. J. Fitzgibbons reports that his firm’s plans for

equipment & cable installation comply with the Canadian

Standards Assn, and Canadian Electrical Code.

CATV anti-trust suit defendants in Ida. case filed by

Cable Vision Inc., Ida. Microwave Inc. and Helena TV Inc.

(see p. XX ) are: lUTV Inc., Utah Bcstg. & TV Corp., Stand-

ard Examiner Publishing Co., Kearns Tribune Corp., In-

termountain Bcstg. & TV Corp., TLF Bcstrs. Inc., Time

Inc., Ida. Radio Corp., Southern Ida. Bcstg. & TV Co.,

KLIX Corp., TV Montana Inc., KGIR Inc., Peoples Forum
of the Air, Western Mont. Associates, KRBM Bcstrs., Z Bar

Net Inc., Mosby’s Inc., the Mont. Network, Copper Bcstg.

Corp., Salt Lake City Bcstg. Co., Skyline Advertiser’s Sales

Inc., Skyline Communications Inc., Frontier Bcstg. Co.,

Cheyenne Newspapers Inc., Rocky Mt. Tele Stations, Mil-

dred V. & Joseph P. Ernst (Chief Washakie TV), E. B.

Craney, George C. & Jean Hatch, A. L. Classman, Gordon

Classman, William C. Grove, A. J. Mosby and Home Town
Free TV Assn.

TelePrompTer Corp. has entered the theatrical scenery

business with a method of adapting 2 large rear-projection

screens & projectors in projecting “mood” lighting & stage

settings. The method was tested in a recently completed

10-week road tour by Harry Belafonte. Through the use of

portable screens & projectors, need for stage curtains was
eliminated and number of backstage technicians minimized.

Advertising

What Film Producers Don’t Like

About Ad Agencies

A lmost all Hollywood telefilm producers have one or

more gripes against the ad agencies. Here are those

one hears most:

1. Interference.

2. Costly decision delays.

3. Lack of imagination.

4. Fear of the different or unusual.

5. Too many commercials.

6. Bad spotting of commercials.

7. Lateness in buying series.

8. Demands to see scripts unreasonably early.

9. Changing of scripts right up to production date.

10. Arrogant attitude of control.

As for interference, producers tell us agencies some-
times harm their clients in their excess zeal to protect &
help them. The film men resent agency insistence on crea-

tive control, complain they don’t tell the ad men how to

sell—so why should Madison Ave. tell them how to create

entertainment? Much of this interference, they contend, is

simply agency men seeking to justify their jobs. Worst
offenders are ex-writers or ex-producers, who think they

know more than the TV producers. Like some new brides

who proceed to make over the man they’ve just married, an
agency may buy a pilot, and then immediately order the

producer to change approach & concept. The result is con-

fusion, chaos, uncertainty. Producers point to Warner
Bros. TV as an example of how successful an operation

can be without interference. Warners advised agencies

at the start that it would brook no interference.

Producers say they have to wait & wait for agencies

to approve scripts. The long delays mean less efficiency &
higher production costs. Again some point to Warners,

which can proceed with production plans the moment a

script is approved by its executives.

Agencies are accused of a startling lack of imagina-

tion, of being unwilling or unable to visualize the end prod-

uct. This couples with fear of a script that’s different. One
producer told us bitterly: “They want a show well written,

but they’re afraid if it’s too good it’s arty.” This attitude,

insist producers, encourages mediocrity and prevents im-

provement of quality.

The complainers are philosophical about too many &
too long commercials. “There’s nothing we can do about

it,” they shrug. But they are not so calm about the spotting

of commercials, which, they charge, are inserted at dras-

tically wrong moments for the dramatic values. A number

of producers we talked to considered the commercials on

the series “obnoxious.”

Regarding tardiness of buying, producers can’t under-

stand why a sponsor or agency doesn’t buy a series, not

for next season, but for next year. This would take the

pressure off production and allow more quality. “It’s difficult

to make 39 good shows when you’re always just under the

wire,” said one film man. On the other hand, producers

gripe, agencies demand to see scripts months ahead of pro-

duction dates. Tied in to this complaint is the charge that

often an agency won’t return a script with its revisions

until the day the telefilm goes before the cameras. This,

too, brings confusion & inferior quality. Above all, is the

resentment against the attitude of “We’re paying for it, so

we’ll do as we damn please.”
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What Ad Agencies Don’t Like

About Film Producers

On Madison Ave.’s side of TV’s production fence, ad-

agency men have sharp complaints of their own about

Hollywood telefilm producers. Our distillation of pet

agency gripes:

1. Sponsor’s marketing objectives not understood.

2. Splendid pilot film—mediocre episodes.

3. Snobbish attitude of producers toward TV.

4. Copy-catting of successful shows.

5. Concentration of sales effort on big agencies.

6. Big spreads between asking & selling prices.

7. Frequent failure to adhere to TV deadlines.

8. Badly written talent contracts & pay hikes.

9. Failure to deliver stars for commercials and ex-

ploitation.

10. Failure to control upward spiral of film prices.

Just as Hollywood’s telefilm producers carp over a lack

of show-business knowledge on the part of agencies, so do

agencies complain that producers have only a hazy knowl-

edge of what really makes large, medium and small ad

agencies tick. “There are TV producers who just don’t

know what business they’re in. TV is an advertising

medium, but many producers make telefilms for themselves

with a motion-picture attitude,” says Mitchell Johnson, v.p.

& TV dir. of the William Esty agency.

Being out of touch with advertising reality can cost a

producer a show sale. “A product whose commercial appeal

is directed primarily at housewives would have greater ac-

ceptance on a lighter type of program—situation comedy,

romantic adventure, and the like. If more shows of this

nature were available, we would not be obliged to make use

of network reruns,” says Leslie Dunier, v.p. & TV-radio dir.

of Mogul Lewin Williams & Saylor.

Producers who put $75-$100,000 into a glossy pilot,

and then skimp on production values to balance the budget

in later episodes do a lot to keep the consumption of Mil-

town high among agencymen. “Almost anyone with enough
money can turn out a good pilot. We stopped buying pilots

9 years ago. Today, we buy people,” snapped the N.Y. TV
head of a large Park Ave. agency. The TV chief of a major
midwestern agency that has 2 big food accounts riding in

network film packages this season adds: “All too often,

producers never back up the promise of the pilot in subse-

quent episodes.” Or as Roger Pryor, v.p. in charge of broad-

cast production for Foote, Cone & Belding, put it to us:

“When the job is in the air, producers are all for it, offering

the finest facilities & people. But the minute you’re through
shooting the pilot, the romance is over.”

Hollywood’s still-prevalent tendency to look down its

celluloid nose at TV & accept its lucrative payoff—while

honoring theatrical movies as the main chance—is another
thing that raises agencymen’s danders. The TV-radio dir. of

one of the 3 largest ad agencies in Chicago phoned us to

say he particularly disliked “producers who seek personal
publicity by making irresponsible & capricious statements
about the TV medium, its programming & its commercials,
and thereby downgrade an industry of which they’re part.”

Agencies generally resent inferences that they’re
happy only with carbon copies of hit shows. “If that’s all

I wanted, do you think I’d bother to screen over 100 pilots

each buying season?” asked the v.p. of a large N.Y. agency
with a leading auto account.

Medium-size & small agencies also resent the tend-
ency of producers to gun primarily for sales at agencies

like Y&R, J. Walter Thompson and McCann-Erickson, then

work their way slowly down the agency line and finally

toss the property into syndication. “The per-series price

producers get at a big agency is usually no better, and

often not as good as the price from a smaller agency whose

one big account needs a good show in a hurry,” say TV
heads of agencies below the billing level of the giant shops.

Producers are charged by a number of agencymen with

disregarding the tight scheduling of TV (“producers give

deadlines and rarely live up to them,” said a TV exec, of

an agency with one of the largest cosmetic accounts), of

playing games with selling prices of shows (“It’s like horse

trading,” said a TV dir. of a small N.Y. agency), and of

writing loose contracts with talent so that sponsors some-

times find themselves facing a sizable mid-season hike in

show costs to hold onto a telefilm star.

Star talent is the source of a variety of agency gripes.

“For all their movie training, most producers have very

little knowledge of exploitation, and often fail to deliver a

show’s star for personal appearances, commercials or pub-

licity activity in time to do us any good,” complained one

of BBDO’s TV executives.

Running through nearly all agency complaints as a

sort of leitmotif is a resentment of the popular Hollywood
image of the agencyman as a man who is impressed with
show business but who knows little about it. As a McCann-
Erickson official put it: “We don’t hang around producers

because we think they’re glamorous, we’re in business to

help them help their shows, and we buy Hollywood’s prod-

uct to help us sell ours.”

TV Commercials Regain Virility: TV commercials are back
in form, delivering the hard & soft sell with the effective-

ness of yore, reports Schwerin Research Corp. This vigor

was not in evidence during Jan.-July 1958 when, a Schwerin
study noted, their effectiveness sloughed off some 15%
from the norm. The principal reason for the commercial’s

lost punch at that time, the research firm believes, was
stiffening consumer resistance brought on by recession-

induced fear of spending. Also, commercials failed to

change character & appeals. “In an economic system un-
dergoing some shrinkage, commercials tended to stick to

boom sales psychology.” Although commercials today are
as effective as ever, Schwerin points out that this means
only 2/3-effective.. In the last 4 years, at least a third of

all TV commercials tested have proved washouts.

The research firm suggests one avenue of improve-
ment of commercial effectiveness is correction of audio-

visual disunity. Schwerin recommends these remedies: (1)

don’t begin the commercial with a negative statement even
if the plan is to let your product “correct” it; the opening
mood of a commercial tends to persist; (2) audio & video

should be interlocked throughout; the voice-over should
read the exact wording of the legend; (3) keep audio

simple; multiple voices tend to confuse the viewer; (4)

keep audio within the maximum effective range of 101-

150 words-per-min.; commercials cramming in 170 wpm
are the least effective.

People: Rudyard C. McKee, ex-McCann-Erickson, named
J. Walter Thompson v.p. & management account super-
visor . . . William Hillenbrand, ex-Bryan Houston pres.,

named Donahue & Coe v.p. & plans board chmn. . . . Roger
C. Bumstead, ex-Campbell-Mithun, named N.Y. office media
dir., MacManus, John & Adams . . . Anderson Fowler Hew-
itt resigns as senior v.p. at Kenyon & Eckhardt, Oct. 1.
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TV’s AMAZING AD SAGA: Television’s phenomenal
growth as an entertainment service, charted by TvB’s
latest status report (see p. 1), has been well paralleled

by its expansion as an ad medium. Last year, 5,794
product brands used spot TV and 1,196 brands adver-
tised through network TV—and the total of all adver-
tisers’ daily cost to reach the average TV home—9<f

—

compared with that home’s daily expenditure of ll«i to

run its set.

Last year was a down year in billings for all major
media—excepting TV (national plus local)—which showed
the lone—and a healthy one—increase over 1957:

Total Advertising Investments

(National & local billing)

1958 Billing: (000)
All Media $10,301.8
Television 1,364.2
Newspapers 3,192.8
Magazines 766.8
Radio 615.7
Outdoor 191.7
Business Papers 640.0

% Change Over 19.67

-0.1%
+7.0%—2 .8%
-6.8%
-0.4%
-3.7%
-4.9%

Moreover, TV was advertising’s top ad medium for the
4th consecutive year in 1958. On the national level, it was
the only major medium in which the ad investment was
increased over the previous year.

TV’s mounting ad importance, shows the TvB report,

was clearly reflected by the fact that 1958’s top 100 na-
tional advertisers put 49% of their combined budget into

the medium. More important, TV was the only major
media in these top 100 budgets that obtained an increase
in 1958 over 1957:

Top 100 National Advertisers Budgets

% Change
’58 vs. ’57

Newspapers —11%
Television +13%
Spot (+20%
Network (+10%

Magazines —2%
Outdoor —7%
Spot Radio **

Business Papers 0
** Figures not available in 1957.

Number Using Share of Budget
97 22%
96 49%
94 18%)
78 31%)
93 18%
59 4%
35 4%
28 3%

TV’s growth & increasing coverage have hal a salu-

tary effect on the cost-per-thousand ad ratio. TvB shows
that the network cpm. has remained consistently low for

the past half-decade, in this study based on Nielsen figures

for Jan. & Feb. each year:

Network Cost Per Thousand Homes
Per Commercial Minute

Daytime (M-F) Nighttime (S-S)
1955 (est.) $1.66 $3.46
1956 1.61 3.23
1957 1.63 3.28
1958 1.72 3.32
1959 1.82 3.20

TV’s consistently low cpm. through this period of vast

growth has caused the overall ratio to decline sharply since

1950—while all other major media have increased from
2% to 59%. Net TV dropped 64% in cost-per-thousand

from 1950-59, spot TV 40%:

Major Media Cost Per Thousand
(Index; 1950 = 100)

Network Spot Radio
TV (Night- Spot News- Mas:a- (Day- Network

time) TV papers zines time) Radio Outdoor
1950.. 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1961.. 60 72 106 104 no 112 96
1952.. 63 80 no 111 123 105 102
1953.. 46 62 115 112 132 86 98
1954.. 41 63 117 117 141 102 98
1956.. 40 62 119 118 134 92 97
1966.. 41 69 122 121 133 102 99
1957.. 38 61 127 125 140 108 104
1958.. 30 60 136 129 159 102 109
1958 va.
1950: -64% -40% +35% +29% +59% +2% +s%
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Personals: Larry White, ex-Benton & Bowles, named day-

time programs dir., CBS-TV; Bertram Berman appointed

Hollywood daytime programs dir. . . . Roger Read, gen.

mgr., WKRC-TV Cincinnati, transferred to Taft Bcstg. Co.

home office to assist in operations direction, succeeded by
J. W. McGough, ex-WTVN-TV Columbus gen. mgr. Sam
Johnson succeeds McGough . . . E. Preston Stover, ex-

KYW-TV Cleveland, appointed WTAE Pittsburgh opera-

tions mgr.

Anthony Reda, ex-WEWS Cleveland, named TV pro-

duction mgr., U. of Detroit . . . Bill Ellis named promotion

dir., WLOS-TV Asheville, Greenville & Spartanburg, N.C.,

succeeding Jack Winters, who is rejoining WTVJ Miami
in sales promotion . . . Sumner J. Glimcher, v.p., and Noel

Bernard, pres., for Radio Press Intnatl. foreign news, re-

signed . . . Richard Goode, ex-CBS-TV & NBC-TV dir. &
program developer, named to head programming, United

Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. TV-radio dept.

David H. Sandeberg, ex-Avery-Knodel, elected W. S.

Grant Co. v.p. & partner . . . Dell Simpson named St. Louis

office mgr.. Young Television Coi’p. . . . Jim Stanley named
dir.. Broadcaster’s Information Bureau of Public Relations

Aids Inc. . . . William D. Pabst, KTVU Oakland-San Fran-

cisco gen. mgr., named to the Governor’s Advisory Com-
mittee on Public Information . . . Charles S. Lewis,

WCAX-TV & WCAX Burlington, Vt., public affairs dir.,

named chmn., Vt. State Commission on Educational TV.

William W. Scranton, ex-chmn. of WNEP-TV Scran-

ton-Wilkes-Barre who joined State Dept, in July (Vol.

15:27), appointed exec. secy, to Secy, of State Christian A.

Herter . . . Fred S. Fischer named to newly-created post of

credit control mgr., CBS Inc. . . . Lewis C. Nugent and Paul

E. Traum named A. C. Nielsen v.p.’s . . . John R. Barring-

ton, ex-INS, named TelePrompTer PR dir.; George A.

Weiss made West Coast group communications div. mgr.

Obituary

Louis Phillips, 66, v.p.-gen. counsel of Paramount Pic-

tui-es Corp., died Aug. 29 of a heart attack in Manhasset,
L.I. He was also senior member of Phillips, Nizer, Ben-

jamin, Krim & Ballon. Surviving are his widow, 2 sons and

a brother.

Noel Meyer Rust, 67, senior radio engineer at the

Marconi Research labs. Great Baddow, Essex, England, un-

til his retirement in 1955 after 42 years with the company,
died recently. In the 1930’s he did original research on the

design of broadband feeders & antennas, contributing to the

BBC’s first TV station at Alexandra Palace.
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Film & Tape

Executive Shuffles: There were executive changes on 3

film & tape fronts in N.Y. last week.

Columbia Pictures pres. Abe Schneider ended specula-

tion as to the successor to the late Ralph Cohn, pres, of

subsidiary Screen Gems, by taking the title himself. Jerome

Hyams was named v.p. & gen. mgr. (Ralph Cohn’s 1957

title, before he was named pres.), and will function as

admin, head of Screen Gems. The duties of John H. Mitchell,

v.p. for sales and Burton H. Hanft, v.p. for business affairs,

“will be expanded to include greater managerial functions.”

Intercontinental TV, S.A., the Paris-based video-tape

production facility now handling many taped remote shows

for the networks, announced its first slate of officers. Her-

bert Reidel, Intercontinental’s top engineering exec., was
named pres., and Theodore R. Racoosin, the chief financial

backer, was named chmn. Hugo Seiler will be exec, v.p.,

Don Cash was named v.p. for European operations, and

Malcolm Scott will be dir. of U.S. sales. David Lown, ex-

NBC executive who was one of the firm’s founders, will not

be active in the new executive setup.

NTA is streamlining its sales organization as part of

the shift this month of its natl. hq. to Hollywood. All

feature film sales, and market-by-market sales of first-run

& rerun film & tape syndication shows will be supervised

by NTA Intnatl. pres Harold Goldman, who will be based

in Beverly Hills. E. Jonny Graff, NTA v.p. for the Chicago

office, moves to N.Y. where he’ll be in command of station-

level program sales. Marvin Lowe has been appointed act-

ing head of NTA’s office. Michael M. Sillerman, pres, of

NTA program sales, will be responsible for network-level

program sales, as well as syndication sales in regional

deals and to station groups.

Wanted—A Production Chief: With Martin Manulis leav-

ing in March as head of TV production, 20th-Fox TV has
begun its search for his replacement. Manulis will be on the

job long enough to work on product for 1960-61, and the
studio would like to find its new man soon so that he may
work with Manulis on that program. Manulis’s departure
(to produce 3 movies for 20th under the banner of his in-

dependent unit) comes as no surprise. The ex-Playhouse 90
producer had originally signed to produce movies for 20th
when he left CBS last year, but was persuaded (with a
percentage deal) by 20th-Fox production chief Buddy Adler
to take over the TV production-chief post. Manulis told us
he will also receive a participation deal in his movies.

He also confirmed reports that 20th-Fox TV has been
exceeding budget on its 60-min. shows, but not by more
than $5,000 a show. “We don’t expect to make a profit on
our shows until the second run,” he added. Although 20th
had an undistinguished record in TV before Manulis took
over, it has more than doubled its production since. New
series are Adventures in Paradise (60-min. ABC), 5 Fin-
gers (60-min. NBC), Dobie Gillis (30-min. CBS). CBS has
also optioned The New Frontier, a 60-min. series, and NBC
has optioned a half-hour series. Whodunit.

National Videotape Service, independent company for
interior & remote production of video tape commercials, be-
gan operations at KCOP Los Angeles last week. The new
firm, headed by Harold S. Marienthal, has a contractual
arrangement to produce video-tape commercials for NAFI’s
broadcast div. NAFI is buying KCOP, and KCOP pres.
Kenyon Brown is head of NAFl’s broadcast div

NEW YORK ROUNDUP

ITC’s tape/film Ding Dong School series is getting

renewals before it even hits the air. The syndicated ver-

sion of the former NBC series has been renewed, prior to

local starting dates, in 27 TV markets of the total of 76

for which it’s scheduled. ITC has ordered another 13-week

cycle of the program from packager Henry G. Saperstein,

in addition to the 13 already taped.

Ingemar Johansson is being avidly pursued by pro-

ducers, now that his name has box office value. Bryna
Productions’ pres. Kirk Douglas wants the Swedish heavy-

weight as a guest star in the United Artists-ssmdicated

Tales of the Vikings. Talent Associates’ David Susskind

wanted Johansson as technical advisor for Du Pont-spon-

sored “Body & Soul,” but had to settle for Jack Dempsey.

Arthur & Kathryn Murray have reputedly offered him as

much as $40,000 to appear in the show’s celebrity dance

conte.st. Hollywood, however, is beating everybody to the

punch. Johansson will make his acting debut in Columbia

pictures’ forthcoming feature “All the Young Men.”

MGM-TV’s The Thin Man reruns will be slotted in

NBC-TV’s 2:30-3 p.m. period across the board, starting

Sept. 21. “Thin Man” was on NBC’s nighttime schedule

until June.

WNTA-TV Newark is adding another cycle of its

video-taped Interview series to its programming & syndica-

tion roster with the station’s dir. of news & public affairs

Mike Wallace as moderator. The series begins Sept. 14,

10:30-11 p.m.

Ziv’s Lockup & This Man Dawson, both due to be

regionally sponsored on alt. weeks this fall by American
Tobacco Co. in 59 markets, have been bought for alt. weeks
in 54 of the ATC markets by 14 advertisers & 40 stations.

“Dawson” is now in a grand total of 91 markets, Lockup in

about 160.

Robert Lawrence Productions (Canada) Ltd. will have
the first tape-commercial production facility in Canada
with the installation of video-tape equipment this winter in

its new Toronto studios, due to be opened Oct. 6.

MGM-TV may be off the hook on its expensive

(reputedly $100,000) pilot film of Father of the Bnde.
The MGM telefilm subsidiary made a co-production deal

last week with ABC-TV to develop the property, originally

designed as a General Foods-sponsored show, for network’s

1960-61 season.

Filmways will open the newest large-scale movie
studio in N.Y. on Oct. 1. Planned for both tape & film pro-

duction of commercials & programs, the filmways plant,

located at 127th St. & 2nd Ave. in Manhattan, has 2 large

sound stages totalling 35,000 sq. ft. Pres. Martin Ransohoff,

who has a facilities-exchange deal with Warner Bros., pre-

dicts a $7-million 1959 gross for Filmways largely in

commercials.

Nat B. Eisenberg, ex-NBC tele-sales dept, senior pro-

ducer, has been named mgr. of video-tape operations, at

Elliot, Unger & Elliott . . . Jerry Briskin, ex-James L.

Saphier agy., has joined Screen Gems as producer of Man-
hunt.

Art Carney will have all the dialogue in a 60-min.

NBC-TV taped Sunday Showcase drama, “Call Me Back,”

on Mar. 27. Previous solo TV parts, including last season’s

“Eddie” with Mickey Rooney, have been no longer than the

30-min. variety.
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Pilot of “Wrangler,” first taped Western series, will

be produced by Charles Irving for KTLA, which may syn-

dicate the show . . . Civil War Beat, a 60-min. series

created by Screen Gems production v.p. Harry Ackerman
& writer Mort Lewis, is planned for the 1960 season. Acker-

man tells us they may make a presentation in lieu of a pilot.

Strike authorization was voted in Hollywood last week
by members of Writers Guild of America West against in-

dependent movie producers. Although no strike date has
been set, the strike vote gives the WGAW board a weapon
in its negotiations for a contract with the independents.

Contract talks, on for months, have failed to result in

agreement. Among demands of the Guild is a formula for

residuals for writers of post-1948 movies sold to TV. Inde-

pendents listed for possible strike action include Stanley

Kramer Pictures Corp., The Mirisch Co., Bryna Productions,

Kirk Douglas, Marlon Brando, John Wayne, Otto Prem-
inger, Alan Ladd, Gary Cooper, Richard Widmark, Robert

Mitchum, Frank Sinatra, Harold Hecht, Burt Lancaster,

Hecht-Hill-Lancaster.

NBC has changed the title of its new 60-min. Western,

Trace Hunter, to Mace Hunter. Jack Chertok, producing

the pilot for NBC, is now casting . . , Producer-dir. W. Lee
Wilder has signed a deal with Allied Artists to produce

movies for AA and Marco Polo, a series, for Interstate

TV, the company’s TV subsidiary,

Adrian Samish, ex-MGM-TV, will produce 4 series for

Bernard L. Schubert Inc. . . . Winfield Opie will produce &
direct the pilot of Young Hollywood . . . Jerry Briskin has

left the James Saphier agency to become producer of Man-
hunt, syndicated series at Screen Gems . . . William Koz-

lenko, TV programming dir. at MGM-TV, has left the studio

because of the inactivity at the Culver City lot.

Revue pres. Taft Schreiber left last week on a

3-months global trip during which he will examine telefilm

distribution facilities of MCA, Revue’s parent company . . .

Famous Artists is negotiating a deal to package & co-

produce telefilm series for Paramount. One conversation

has been held—with no tangible results.

Four Star pres. Dick Powell, doesn’t share telefilm’s

current enthusiasm for the 60-min. series. He has applied

the brakes to pilots of 2 such series at his telefilmery : Mi-
chael Shane & Stagecoach West. Powell has held up pro-

duction for these pilots until he can learn how the 60-min.

series are received in the fall. “With hundreds of spectacu-

lars coming up this season, a half-hour show may be a

relief,” Powell told us last week. Vincent Fennelly is the

producer of “West.”

. . . Jack Herzberg, ex-Highway Patrol producer, and
Henry Kesler to produce Ziv’s Lockup . . . Frank P. Rosen-

berg, new producer of Meridian Productions’ The Trouble-

shooters (starring Keenan Wynn), will receive a participa-

tion interest in all the telefilms—even the 13 filmed before

he took over the series.

Security Pictures, independent movie company, is go-

ing into TV, partnering with producer Bernard Glasser in

Liberty Enterprises. They have a deal with NTA to produce

39 episodes in an untitled underwater series starring Bill

Williams. Philip Yordan and Sidney Harmon own Security.

ETV Network Conference: The nation’s educational broad-
casters gather in Washington this week (9-11) to review
the status of state & regional educational TV-radio net-

works and to develop a publication that will serve to

light the way for those entering the field. The conference
is sponsored by the Natl. Assn, of Educational Bcstrs.,

under a contract with the U.S. Office of Education & Title

VII of the Natl. Defense Education Act.

The conference will be opened by Arthur S. Flemming,
Secretary of U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, and Lawrence G. Derthick, U.S. Commissioner
of Education. Among some 40 speakers scheduled to ad-

dress the confab are C. Walter Stone, U.S. Office of Edu-
cation; John F. White, pres. Natl. Educational TV & Radio
Center; Edgar Fuller, exec, secretary. Council of Chief

State School Officers; Finis Engleman, exec, secretary,

American Assn, of School Administrators.

Scheduled for discussion are educational networks’

administrative, financial, legal and technical problems;

availability of programming material; operational pat-

terns of current regional networks. Among conference

participants are: FCC Chmn. John C. Doerfer; FCC
Comrs. Robert T. Bartley, John S. Cross, Rosel Hyde, and
Robert E. Lee; and representatives of education, industry

and broadcasting.

First textbook version of NBC-TV’s fall semester of

Continental Classroom will be published by Prentice-Hall

Sept. 15. Vol. 2, covering the second semester, will be pub-

lished in Jan. John F. Baxter, who will conduct the TV
course, and Dr. Luke E, Steiner, head of Oberlin College’s

chemistry dept., have written the text, priced at $2.50 per

vol. P-H will also publish a 2-vol. “Guide to Modern Chem-
istry” at $1 to accompany the texts.

“Proceedings of Conference on ETV,” an 88-page re-

port of the May 26-28, 1958 conclave held under the aus-

pices of Office of Education, U.S. Dept, of Health, Educa-

tion and Welfare, in cooperation with Natl. Assn, of

Bcstrs., and Children & TV, a 50-page annotated bibli-

ography assembled for NAEB by U, of Minnesota Institute

of Child Development & Welfare dir. Dale B. Harris, are

being distributed by NAEB Hq., U. of Illinois, Urbana.

Millikin U., Decatur, 111., inaugurates a physical-ed-

ucation course for credit on Sept. 19 over WCIA Cham-
paign. The course will be conducted by Jack C. Allen, De-

catur public schools coordinator of safety, physical educa-

tion & athletics, and will be beamed to physical-education

teachers to help them become better qualified for teaching

physical education in the elementary grades.

“Missiles, Moons and Stars,” 3-year series about as-

tronomy & man in outer space, debuted last week on educa-

tional KQED San Francisco. The course, supported by a

$15,000 grant-in-aid from the May T. Morrison trust

estate, features Carlos Mundt, astronomy & mathematics

professor, San Francisco State College.

Three-year study of usage of 700 Encyclopaedia Brit-

annica films by 81 station subscribers, has been issued

by the Trans-Lux TV library. Results, in brochure form,

show public-service adaptations of the library and pro-

grams designed for, and bought by, commercial sponsors.

Only one station in a given market may order the films.

Educational WTTW (Ch. 11) Chicago is airing a weekly

(Tues. 10:15-10:30 p.m.) series entitled Inside Educa-

tional Television.
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INDUSTRY GIRDS FOR HEAVY FALL AD PUSH: TV-radio-stereo advertising this fall will

be heaviest consumer-electronics splurge in many a season—certainly far & away ahead of fall 1958's efforts.

Unquestionably, set manufacturers are facing Sept.-Dee. period with healthy confidence in product & business,

and indications are that all are in free-spending ad mood.

More elaborate & costly ad plans than last year were reported by most of 9 set manufacturers we
surveyed. All have new & distinctive TV-radio-stereo products to shout about, and, obviously, each knows it's

bucking stiff competition for the consumer buck. Ergo, each is spending freely to outshout the others. Motorola

& Westinghouse report record-high investments. Others tell us they've shifted their year-long ad balance so

as to throw maximum weight into a fall push. Some are moving into new media. Here are their comments

:

Admiral: "We estimate the advertising investment for the remainder of the year to be approximately

15% ahead of 1958's comparable period. Our new radios, 'All World' transistor portable radios, stereophonic

instruments, 17-in TV portables, and 21- & 23-in. sets are scheduled to appear in many major magazines."

GE: New GE TV line will be supported with a 20% increase in print-media spending during 4th

quarter 1959, compared with last-quarter 1958. In addition to mass-circulation consumer publications, GE also

will move into a new area, servicemen's magazines. "We have a good service story to tell," a spokesman
told us, "and we're taking the story of GE TV's easy maintenance features direct to the service technicians."

Hoffman: Said consumer products v.p. Ray Cox: We're going into some big national magazines for

the first time—which will beef up om coverage considerably. Our budget this fall will be 30% greater than in

1958." Hoffman also plans national newspaper ads through dealer listings; will have billboards & TV spots.

Motorola: To back its new TV-stereo-radio lines. Motorola is priming largest consumer ad program
in its history—expenditure of $6 million, 25% higher than last season's budget. Motorola told us some 40% of

ad spending will be poured into TV line, with balance going to stereo and to home & car radios. Ad & sales

prom. dir. Robert G. Farris said that the campaign will embrace large-space newspaper ads thrice weekly in

more than 300 newspapers for 3-week period, starting Sept. 15; billboards, direct mailers, mass magazines.

Philco: A whopping 66 2/3% increase in 1959 over 1958 ad budgets is reported by Philco, which will

invest the major spending during the Sept.-Dee. period. The firm is going heavy on national magazine ads.

Westinghouse

:

A record sum of more than $1 million will be spent by Westinghouse's TV-radio div.

during last-third 1959, with accent on building itself a "new image" through exclusive use of quality furniture

designs (Vol. 15:31, 35). Its only national ad medium, however, will be CBS-TV's Desilu Playhouse. Ad mgr.

Russ Johnson says major part of ad budget for TV & stereo will go to local support of dealers & dept, stores

via specially prepared co-op newspaper campaigns.

Sylvania : Pushing hard on 23-inch TV sets, Sylvania will throw its heaviest consumer-ad punch dur-

ing 4th quarter, ad mgr. Charles R. Lunney tells us. Spending for balance of year will run about same as that

for year-ago period, with national consumer magazines & newspapers scheduled.

Emerson: Balance-of-year ad program is not yet finalized, we're told, but "a considerable portion" of

the national ad program will go to "saturation of every market with powerful newspaper ads." Emerson also is

completing schedule for national magazine ads.

RCA: "Stockpiling" is word for RCA advertising this year, with firm concentrating its budget (esti-

mated around $5 million) in Sept.-Dec. period (Vol. 15:26). Magazine insertions will be 50% greater than last

year, cumulative circulation up 110%. RCA Victor ad & sales prom. mgr. Jack M. Williams reports national

ad campaign will kick off with 4-color insert in Sept. 1 4 Life, and will embrace 95 pages of ads, 70 mins, of

color commercials. "Never before in our history have we had so many new products & innovations to talk

about in one campaign," he says. Although Williams speaks for RCA Victor, he apparently reflects thinking

af virtually all home-electronics manufacturers this season.

Note: Because of early printing schedule due to Labor Day holiday, we are unable to include EIA's weekly

rV-radio production figures in this issue. Next week's Digest will recap production statistics for 2 weeks.
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JAPAN DOUBLES TRANSISTOR RADIO EXPORTS: Claiming title of world's ranking pro-

ducer of transistor radios, Japan will try to prove point this year by pouring some 4 million sets into inter-

national markets—increasing on its 1958 export by a whopping 100%. Some 60% of 1959 exports are slated to

wind up competing on U.S. market, estimates Electronic Industries Assn, of Japan. Canada will account for

10%; more than 20 other nations will divvy up balance.

Supporting Japan's stepped-up output for export (Vol. 15:23, 32) are some 75 Nippon manufacturers

who turn out 630,000 transistor radios per month, will step up output to 800,000 sets monthly by Oct., claims

ElAJ. Roughly 70% of output is tagged for export.

Already half-way home on its 4-million goal for 1959, Japan during Jan.-June exported 1,954,433

transistor radios—a stunning 4-fold-plus increase over 474,640 units shipped during year-ago period, and
slightly more than total of 1,928,860 transistor radios exported during all of last year. Of 1958's transistor radio

export, U.S. purchases totaled 1,233,548 units, valued at $17,685,124.

"Japan has already outstripped U.S. in production of transistor radios," claims EIAJ business dept,

chief Yozo Ishizuka. Terming unit "Japan's greatest foreign exchange earner next to ships," he says it now
tops exports of cameras <& sewing machines. EIAJ reportedly maintains a price system which lists a 6-transistor

set at $14 f.o.b.

Headlong rush to top of transistor radio market began in 1955, with a lone Japanese firm turning out

11,000 units. Thereafter, production & producers increased apace, with output stepping up to 56,000 units

produced <S 500 exported in 1956, 700,000 produced & 360,000 shipped overseas in 1957.

1958 Tube Slump: Total shipments of TV picture tubes

& electron receiving tubes during 1958 slumped markedly,

with the former hitting the lowest level in half a decade,

according to a new 5-year analysis by the electronics div.

of the Commerce Department’s Business & Defense Serv-

ices Administration. In a year which saw total electron

tube shipments drop to $786 million from 1957’s 5-year

peak of $816 million, TV tubes skidded to $217 million

from $231 million, receiving tubes to $355 million from
$400 million—this category’s lowest level since 1954. The
only major category to show a 1958-over-1957 increase

was power-&-special purpose-tubes, which climbed from

$185 million to a 5-year peak of $214 million. The BDSA
survey, which includes intra-plant & inter-plant transfers,

shows that total tube shipments last year closed out at

the lowest level since 1955. In a recent forecast (Vol.

15:34) BDSA indicated that total tube output this year

will exceed the 1958 level by 10%.

ESTIMATED SHIPMENTS OF ELECTRON TUBES
(In Millions of Dollars)

TV picture tubes, total

1954
239

1955
237

1956
240

1957
231

1958
217

Receiving tubes, total 300 380 390 400 355
Power & special purpose

tubes, total 152 148 161 185 214
High vacuum tubes 30 31 37 37 39
Gas and vapor tubes 18 17 17 17 18

Klystrons 14 16 21 25 29
Magnetrons 51 42 42 44 50
Forward and backv-ard wave

tubes 1 2 6 17

Duplexers 7 6 5 6 7

UHF Planar (lighthouse) . 6 6 7 13 13

Cathode ray light emitting

J

15 17 19 23 25
Miscellaneous* 11 12 11 14 16

TOTAL, ALL TUBES 691 765 791 816 786

• Includes photo tubes, photo cells. radiation detection tubes. spark
gaps, beam deflection tubes, decade counters, electronic switches,

mechanical transducers, orbital beam tubes, and vacuum capacitors,

switches, and gauges. Excluded X-ray tubes.

t .Storage and camera tubes, excluding TV picture tubes.

Belock Instrument Corp. and Rank Records, London,
have signed an agreement under which Rank will distrib-

ute Belock’s Everest Records in the U.K. & Ireland.

Trade Personals: Fred M. Farwell, ex-ITT exec, v.p.,

appointed to new post of mktg. v.p., RCA . . . Jack Ander-

son named mktg. v.p., Hoffman Labs div. of Hoffman Elec-

tronics . . . Frank A. McCall, ex-RCA Intnatl., named to

new Motorola post of consumer-products regional sales

mgr. for Europe, the Near East & Far East.

Sanford B. Cousins appointed AT&T personnel v.p.,

succeeding H. Randolph Maddox, who retires Dec. 31;

James W. Cook named PR v.p. . . . Harry D. Lohman named

sales mgr. of AT&T subsidiary Western Electric Co. . . .

Horst John Kretschmer appointed Herold Radio & Elec-

tronics product designer . . . Robert F. Feland Jr. named
Du Mont Labs West Coast military electronic operations

asst. div. mgr. . . . William F. Tait, ex-Ford Motor Co.,

named Govt, service mktg. mgr., RCA Service Co.

John Jipp, Neal K. McNaughten, Herbert L. Brown,

John M. Leslie Jr. and Walter T. Selsted named Ampex
v.p.’s . . . William H. Fowler appointed Herold Radio v.p.

. . . Edward R. O’Hara, ex-Chrysler Corp., named to new

post of manufacturing mgr., Stromberg-Carlson special

products div.; Mark E. Woodworth, ex-GE, named product

planning & mkt. research mgr., same div. . . . Holland V.

Robison and Roger A. Swanson named to new posts of prod-

uct sales mgr. of transistors & microwave diodes, respec-

tively, Sylvania semi-conductor div.

Stuart D. Cowan, ex-Donahue & Coe, named to new

post of Raytheon commercial mktg. services dir. . . . Brig.

Gen. John C. Monahan named chief of research & develop

ment div., office of chief signal officer.

Obituary

Royal F. Sickles, 57, General Instrument Corp. median
ical engineering v.p., died Aug. 29 at his home in Long
meadow. Mass. He is survived by his widow and a son.

Breakdown in merger negotiations between Tennei

Engineering Inc. and Victoreen Instrument Co. because o

policy differences was reported last week. Tenney chmn
Saul S. Schiffman said the 2 firms “are moving in differen

directions.” Principal differences center around divergen

policies for acquiring other lines & activities.

I
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RCA Joins 23-Inch TV Parade: RCA last week casually

dropped two 23-inch TV models into its line, along with 5

other b&w sets, a color console, and 4 low-end portable

stereo phonos. RCA had indicated as far back as June
(Vol. 15:23) that it would have 23-inch models come fall.

Although the 23-inch sets, as well as the other new models,

are not yet in production, and delivery is quoted loosely as

Oct.-Nov., they are scheduled for 4th quarter-Xmas sales

& promotion.

Under RCA’s new policy of having distributors estab-

lish prices, there are no tags on the new models. However,
we understand that the two 23-inch models will sell for

some $20 more than the 21-inch counterparts and that,

generally, most of the new merchandise will fall into the

middle or low-end of the price range. The 8 basic TV
models are:

The Gainsborough, 23-inch low-boy console; the Wake-
field, 23-inch upright model; the Rockland, an all-in-one

entertainment center with 24-inch TV, slated to sell in the

$600-$700 range; the Bridgeport, a 24-inch upright model,

which will become the lowest-priced of 3 RCA 24-inch

models; the Ashland, a middle-of-the-line 21 -inch swivel

console; the Huntley, an upright 21-inch console with I’e-

mote control; the Pickwick, a low-end 21-inch model; and
the Winslow, a bottom-of-the-line 21-inch color console.

The 4 portable stereo phonos are low-end models, which
begin at $39.95.

TV deflection yoke coil that requires no permanent
magnet correction has been developed by Sylvania Electric

Products. The simplified coil was designed specifically for

110-degree 23-inch TV picture tubes, but is interchange-

able with 110-degree 21-inch types. Computer products
operations mgr. Orville H. Jensen said engineering samples
of the yoke coil are available. “By eliminating the need
for magnets, [the coil] also eliminates the possibility of

picture distortion caused by magnet shifts that occur
periodically as the result of age, temperature and other

factors,” he explained.

Formation of an autonomous thermoelectric division

was announced last week by Gen. Instrument Corp., which
said the new unit already is engaged on devices to generate
electricity without moving parts by applying heat to cer-

tain semi-conductor materials. The thermoelectric unit will

be managed by Melvin Barmat and, at the outset, will

occupy 10,000-sq.-ft. facilities at the electronics firm’s

]i Newark, N.J. headquarters. It expects to have 50 scientists

working on research projects within a year.

r Magnavox broke ground for a new research center
last week on a 10-acre site in Los Angeles. The initial con-

- struction is scheduled to be completed next May, at a cost
6s ' of $1.5 million. Magnavox research labs mgr. Dr. Ragnar
i*< Thorensen said that ultimately the facility will be ex-

panded to more than 4 times the size of the first structure,
with an eventual outlay of more than $5 million. (For other
Magnavox building see Vol. 15:35.)

Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge has purchased Bel Canto
If Magnetic Recording Tape Co. Inc. and will operate the new
: » acquisition as a wholly owned subsidiary, with Bel Canto

exec. dir. Russ Molloy as pres. The new subsidiary will be
.incorporated in TRW’s commercial electronics group.

Two-week strike ended at American Bosch Anna’s
Springfield, Mass, plant last week with the signing of a 3-

year contract that provides 1,500 lUEW workers with a
^ wage increase of 13«‘ an hour over the 3 years. American

Bosch said the new contract will cost more than $600,000.

Finance

Electronics Funds Climbing: Peak performances were re-

ported last week by 2 major electronics investment funds.

Record-high total assets & shares outstanding of $315,302,-

428 & 19,011,697 were tallied by Television-Electronics

Fund Inc. for the 3rd fiscal quarter ended July 31, 1959.

Pres. Chester D. Tripp told 100,422 shareholders (a 33.6%
increase) that resources were up 76.6% from the $178,531,-

343 recorded a year ago and that the net-asset value per

share gained 47.3% from $11.56 to $16.58 (payment of

45(* from realized securities profits was made in Nov.

1958). The Electronics Investment Corp. possessed total net

assets of $30,137,333 at the quarter ended July 31, com-

pared with $17,142,515 a year ago and $29,273,203 at the

end of the previous quarter (Vol. 15:23). The net asset

value per share, adjusted for a capital gains distribution

of 44%^^ paid in May, was $8.02, an increase of 61.37%
over the $4.97 a year ago.

Television-Electronics Fund’s portfolio changes:
New stocks added:

Bausch & Lomb
Federal Pacific Electric Co
Packard-Bell Electronics

Holdings increased:
Borg-Warner
Curtis-Wright
Ford Motor Co.

Part of holdings sold:
Barry Controls Inc.
Clark Controller Co.
Corning Glass
Eitel-McCullough
Indiana Steel Products Co.
Martin Co.

Holdings eliminated:
Varian Associates
Beckman Instruments
Cornell-Dubilier

Shares Market value
7,100 $270,687
3,000 90.375

20,000 820,000

Gen. Dynamics
Gen. Tire & Rubber Co.

Perkin-Elmer Corp.
Servomechanisms Inc.
Square D Co.
Telecomputing Corp.
Texas Instruments

Penn Controls Inc.
Technicolor
Tel-Autograph Corp.

Electronics Investment Corp. portfolio changes:
Purchases since previous quarterly list:

Shares Making total of
AB-PT 10,000 30,100
Haloid Zerox 250 1,000
Hewlett-Packard 1,900 17,000
Lockheed Aircraft 5,000 20,000
Packard-Bell 7,900 20,100
Philips’ Lamp 50 629
Seeburg 7,000 15,000
Siemens & Halske 1,000 4,000
Standard Coil 5.000 10,000
Taft Bestg. Co 10,000 10,000
Textron Warrants 1,500 1,500
United Aircraft 9,000 4.000

Sales:
Retains

Friden 9 0
Gen. Railway Signal Co 2,700 2,300
Midwestern Instruments 6,800 4,300
Thompson Fiber Glass 7,500 0

Electronic Communications Inc., St. Petersburg equip-

ment manufacturer, seeks SEC registration (File 2-15522)

of $5 million of subordinated debentures due Sept. 15, 1974,

with warrants for purchase of 20 common shares for each

$1,000. Proceeds would be added to general funds. Under-

writers are headed by Laird & Co.

Hycon Mfg. Co., Pasadena, has filed an SEC registra-

tion (File 2-15527) for 126,316 common stock shares issued

in Dec. 1958 to Avco, which proposes to offer them for pub-

lic sale through registered brokers & dealers at over-the-

counter market prices. Avco acquired the stock for invest-

ment when Hycon retired $500,000 of 10-year subordinated

debentures due in 1965.

Shell Electronics Mfg. Corp., Westbury, N.Y. assem-

bler of tube testers & hi-fi amplifiers, asked SEC (File

2-15529) to register 170,000 common stock shares for public

sale at $2 per share through Schweickert & Co. Proceeds

would be used to pay a bank loan & trade accounts and buy

equipment for expanded production.
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Emerson Joins Upbeat Parade: Set makers with upbeat

reports of business bounce-backs (Vol. 15:32, 33) were

joined last week by Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.,

which checked in with more than a 3-fold increase in earn-

ings for the 39 weeks ended Aug. 1, compared with the

performance in the year-ago period. Based on Emerson’s
currently outstanding shares of 2,046,444, the earnings are

equivalent to 72^ a share vs. 194. For the 26 weeks ended

May 1, the gain was $1,001,317 (49«S a share) in net in-

come compared with $165,090 (8$;) for the comparable

1958 period. For the 39 weeks ended Aug. 1:

1959 1958
Net income $1,466,548 $397,888
Earned per share 124 1^4
Shares outstanding 2,046,444 1,950,887

Oak Mfg. Co. more than tripled its net income during

the 6 months ended June 30, compared with Jan.-June

1958, chmn. Elof Sandstrom of the Chicago-based producer

of electronic components told stockholders last week. The
trend continued through July, with shipments climbing to

$1,171,000, 35% over the July 1958 figure. Sales & earn-

ings in each of the first 6 months of 1959 ran higher than

in the comparable 1958 months. For 6 months ending June

30:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

$9,149 ',916 $7,077,897
499,604 138,291

164 214
655,894 655,894

Philips’ Lamp sales & earnings rose markedly during

the 6 months ended June 30 compared with the year-ago

period. Earnings of the big Netherlands electronics & elec-

tric firm climbed to $33,591,500 from $24,069,500, on sales

that increased 14% to $467,636,000 from $409,446,000. For

the 12 months ended June 30, Philips’ net profit was $74,-

060,000 compared with $64,538,000 in the year-ago period.

Sales were $1,009,067,500 vs. $950,877,500 in 1958. The
company said that its exports from the Netherlands show

a percentage rise greater than that of sales.

Sylvania has filed an SEC registration (File 2-15540)

for $25 million of sinking fund debentures due Sept. 1, 1984,

to be offered for public sale through Paine, Webber, Jack-

son & Curtis and Halsey, Stuart & Co. An amendment to

the SEC filing will supply the interest rate, price and un-

derwriting terms. The Gen. Telephone & Electronics sub-

sidiary said proceeds would be used to prepay 5% prom-

issory notes due in 1962 and pay short-term notes due in

Oct. & Dec. 1959. As of July 31, the promissory notes to-

taled $10 million.

Textron Industries is offering its shareholders the right

to subscribe to 500,000 common, at $7.50 a share, of its sub-

sidiary Textron Electronics Inc. The offering, which ex-

pires Sept. 25, is in the ratio of one share of Textron

Electronics for each 10 shares of Textron Industries held

of record Sept. 2. The parent company will retain 1.5 mil-

lion shares of Textron Electronics after the sale. The

offering is being made without underwriting.

Eitel-McCullough reported a net income of $744,256

(454 a share) for the 6 months ended June 30, compared

with the net loss of $13,959 tallied for Jan.-June 1958.

Loral Electronics Co. reports profits of $100,800 (.244

per share) on sales of $3,756,000 for the 3 months ended

June 30, compared with the year-ago net of $16,000 (5^;)

on sales of $1.5 million.

Tele-Broadcasters Inc. (KUDL Kansas City & WPOP
Hartford) reports a pre-tax profit of $139,965, equal to

31^ per share, for the first 7 months ending July 31.

Reports & comments available: Westinghouse Electric,

discussion by Pershing & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y. 5 . . .

Loew’s, memorandum, Herzfeld & Stem, 30 Broad St., N.Y.
4 . . . W. L. Maxson, illustrated review, H. Hentz & Co. 72
Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . Cohu Electronics, prospectus, Hayden,
Stone & Co., 25 Broad St., N.Y. 4 . . . Raytheon, comments,
Hayden, Stone & Co., 25 Broad St., N.Y. 4 . . . Magnavox,
report, Thomson & McKinnon, 11 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . .

Daystrom, discussion, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith, 70 Pine St., N.Y. 5 . . . Avco, field report, Eastman
Dillon, Union Securities & Co., 15 Broad St., N.Y. 5 . . .

Babcock Radio Engineering, prospectus, Schwabacher &
Co., 100 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 . . . Textron
Electronics, prospectus, Textron Electronics Inc., 10 Dor-
rance St., Providence 3, R.I., or 1407 Broadway, N.Y. 18.

Packard-Bell reports record-high July home-instru-

ments business, continuing the upward trend evident in its

recent announcement (Vol. 15:31) of a 63% profit increase

& 32% higher sales for 9-months-ended June 30. Home
entertainment equipment sales soared 64% in July over

July 1958 and pushed Jan.-July cumulative business 35%
ahead of the sales for the year-ago period. Pres. Robert S.

Bell said: “It was the biggest July in our history, and
August is expected to follow suit.”

Stockholders of Transcontinent TV Corp. (WROC-TV
Rochester, WGR-TV & WGR Buffalo, KFMB-TV & KFMB
San Diego, KERO-TV Bakersfield, 60% of WNEP Scran-

ton-Wilkes-Barre) have approved a 2-for-l stock split and
500,000-share increase in authorized stock for a total of

1,520,000 shares.

Paraplegics Mfg. Co. reported sharp increases in 1959-

over-1958 sales & earnings. For the fiscal year ended June

30, sales increased 22% to $497,000, profits increased 28.7%
to approximately $24,000. Pres. Dwight D. Guilfoil told

stockholders that the company’s transistion during the

past year to major concentration on contracts for complex
electronic & electro-mechanical assemblies is one of the

outstanding achievements in the firm’s 8-year history. Para-

plegics builds sub-assemblies & completed equipment on a

sub-contract basis for electronics & electrical firms.

American Electronics forecasts record earning in 1959

of $680,000 (184 a share) on sales of $24 million, com-

pared with the Los Angeles firm’s net loss last year of

$2,285,825 on sales of $17.3 million. Pres. Phillip W. Zonne

said last week that the anticipated profit would top the

previous high of $603,650 on $17.9 million sales tallied in

1957. He foresees a 1960 pre-tax profit of $2.4 million on

$30 million sales. For 1959, first-half earnings totaled

$226,406 (26^) on sales of $8.6 million. The 2nd quarter net

climbed to $118,289 vs. first-quarter’s profit of $108,117.

Worth reading: 3 articles in The Analysts Journal,

organ of Natl. Fed. of Financial Analysts: “Electronics

Industry in Europe,” by Louis H. Whitehead, and “Semi-

conductors: Young Giant of Electronics,” by J. T. Cataldo,

both in July issue; and “Introduction to Investments: TV
Educational,” by Jack H. Canvin in Aug. issue.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Payable
Stk. of
Record

American Bosch Arma. Q $0.30 Oct. 15 Sep. 15

Bell Tel. Canada Q .50 Oct. 15 Sep. 15

Capitol Records .50 Sep. 30 Sep. 15

Clevite — .30 Sep. 28 Sep. 15

Corning Glass Q .25 Sep. 30 Sep. 14

Decca Q .25 Sep. 30 Sep. 16

Radio Condenser .05 Sep. 21 Sep. 1

Textron Inc — .31% Oct. 1 Sep. 15
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rTV-RADIO BOYCOTT RELIEF: New labor law (S-1555) passed 92-2 by Senate & 352-52 by House
1 may bring "substantial relief from secondary sponsor boycotts," NAB reported to members last week.

Aimed primarily at corrupt union practices exposed in 3 years of Teamsters hearings by Senate

rackets committee, this labor reform bill also tightens Taft-Hartley Act rules on secondary boycotts.

Title VII of the new legislation forbids unions to "threaten, coerce, or restrain any person" in attempts

to promote boycotts by neutral concerns against any others—such as stations—involved in labor disputes.

Under the 1947 Taft-Hartley law, unions were prevented from ordering members employed by neutral firms to

pressure them into such reprisals. But Taft-Hartley didn't prohibit unions themselves from applying boycott

pressures.

Boasting that "NAB officials played an important role in securing passage of the measure," NAB's

"Highlights" bulletin on Washington developments said it's "hoped that with appropriate National Labor

Relations Board & court interpretations," Title VII will ease station boycott threats.

Meanwhile Washington Post said "important tool" in a grass-roots campaign for enactment of the bill

by such organizations as Natl. Assn, of Manufacturers and U.S. Chamber of Commerce was CBS-TV Arm-
strong Circle Theatre drama, "Sound of Violence." After 2 showings, mail poured in on Capitol Hill.
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ALLOCATIONS IN BRIEF—INTERIM & LONG TERM: There's still nothing definite

about FCC's direction in TV allocations. Its staff has completed engineering work on proposals to drop vhf

channels into Providence, Louisville, Grand Rapids & Syracuse via co-channel or adjacent-channel mileage

cuts (Vol. 15:31). This is "interim" plan to relieve tight areas. Lawyers are now struggling with plenty of

heavy legal problems, and package is expected to go before Commissioners in couple of weeks. But even j

Commissioners themselves can't predict whether they'll vote the additions. Meanwhile, no additional mileage- i

cut drop-ins have been broached within FCC.

As for long-term, nationwide expansion proposals, don't expect anything significant for a long time.

FCC continues dickering with military for more vhf channels, with no indication when answer will come.

Many big allocations guns from both sides, including FCC's Comr. Craven, are in Geneva for international

conferences, and it had been feared everything would halt until they return. However, we're told, most es-

sential work remains uninterrupted.

LAST GASP FROM LAR DALY: This is my last gasp for fair play in pohtics," Chicago's always-

irrepressible Lar (America First) Daly promised last week, publicly imploring President Eisenhower to veto

"unconstitutional & ridiculous 'unequal time' TV-radio bill" voted by Congress (Vol. 15:36).

But menacing slogan "America First to power in 1960" was tacked on to pronouncement in small ad

inserted by Daly in Washington Post. This was indication—if any was needed—that public & broadcasters

are long way from hearing last words from one-man party which: (1) Pushed FCC into ruling that newscasts

are subject to equal-time demands by candidates. (2) Forced Congress to go to massive trouble of passing

law reversing ruling. Daly has already nominated himself for White House, has claimed national air time.

Daly principle of double equal time for candidates was rejected meanwhile by FCC, however. In

response to one of many protests <S pleadings which he has filed. Commission solemnly met & voted that Daly's -

"dual" claim to be seen & heard on CBS's WBBM-TV Chicago (Vol. 15:23) was "inconsistent with the pro-

visions, intent & purpose of Sec. 315 of the Communications Act." As Democratic & Republican candidate for

Chicago mayoralty nomination, Daly had argued he was 2 politicians. WBBM-TV gave him time to answer <

Democratic opponent Mayor Richard J. Daley. Then Republican candidate Timothy P. Sheehan got time to
j

answer Daly, who demanded time to answer Sheehan—and so on, without end. ’

What next for Lar Daly? In editorial. Wall St. Journal had this suggestion: "It may even be that some ;

Chicago newscaster will find him newsworthy now that he has succeeded in limiting the demands of politicians i

to access to the airwaves. No man to whom so many milions of set-owners are indebted deserves much less."

NETWORK COLOR STATUS: NBC-TV, understandably, is still ahead among 3 major networks in a

having lineup of o-&-o's and affiliates equipped for color-TV transmission. Latest (Aug.) standing: NBC-TV, ’

79%—CBS-TV, 66%—ABC-TV, 49% of their network lists.

Potential color coverage of 93.7% of U. S. TV is now claimed by NBC, which has 149 outlets of total «

network (189 excluding non-Continental & satellite stations) equipped to re-broadcast network color. Four of I

the 18 NBC-TV satellites are also color-equipped.

Local live color origination drops sharply from the network figures, but still shows an NBC lead. Total

of 24 NBC affiliates have live local color, as against 8 CBS, 5 ABC and 2 independent TV outlets.

Film & slide color is more prevalent , with 52 NBC, 30 CBS, 14 ABC and 6 independents so equipped
)

(exception: one NBC outlet has slide, but not film color).

Realistic basis was used by NBC's corporate planning div. mgr. Charles M. Kinsolving Jr. in compiling
|

figures above for color status report: "Equipment installed & in operating condition," rather than sometimes I

hazy basis of color equipment on order plus installations. Report was circulated last week to list (about 60^ t

of NBC-RCA executives.

LATEST LOG OF STATIONS: Handy list of TV stations in operation, or due to be operating b^

fall of 1959, is printed in this issue as a supplement (No. 4) suitable for office display. It includes all sta

tions in U.S. & possessions, in Canada and along Mexican border. Authorized holders of CPs who definitely 2

indicate they intend to be on air this fall or winter are also included. Non-commercial ETV stations als( |

are identified. Extra copies of log, reprinted on white stock & suitable for mounting, are available withou

charge to all subscribers upon request. Log also will be incorporated in Map of TV Stations & Networl

Routes, which will appear as special insert in forthcoming Fall-Winter edition of our Television Factbook
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Congress

VHF BOOSTER PROGRESS: Several steps were taken by

Congress & FCC last week as they moved toward find-

ing a proper regulatory niche for vhf boosters

:

(1) Senate passed S-1886, containing the Communica-
tions Act amendments which FCC said it needs before it

can legalize boosters. (2) FCC discussed briefly the kinds

of rules & regulations it might apply to boosters. (3) FCC
extended until Dec. 31 the “grace period” during which it

will permit boosters to operate without prosecution for

unauthorized construction.

S-1886 doesn’t attempt to tell the Commission how to

regulate boosters. It merely lets FCC waive the require-

ment that boosters have an operator in attendance and

permits the Commission to excuse existing booster op-

erators for building without CPS.
There’s so much pressure on FCC to go easy in booster

rules & regulations—to avoid costly requirements—that the

Commission is currently thinking in absolutely minimum
terms. There’s a good chance that boosters will end up with

only these requirements: (1) Allowed to operate as long

as they cause no interference to any other authorized serv-

ice. (2) Must have a facility to take them off the air

immediately if they produce interference. (3) Must be

prepared to accept interference from each other and other

services, present & future. (4) Power ceiling of 1 watt.

It’s understood that FCC is not inclined to impose any
requirements regarding bandwidth, frequency stability,

etc., because they would mean wholesale scrapping or re-

building of boosters—and ferocious political repercussions.

The Commission seems willing to risk letting boosters op-

erate until they cause trouble, then jerk them off the air.

FCC may come up with its new rules & regulations by
Dec. 31 but, presumably, it wouldn’t be able to license

boosters until the House also passed S-1886 in the next

session. Rep. Harris’s Commerce Committee has said noth-

ing, so far, about hearings on the subject.

TV QUIZ SHOW RERUN: The cast of witnesses hadn’t

been selected definitely last week for subpoenas, but the

long-threatened Congressional investigation of 1958

scandals in the conduct of big-money TV quiz shows
(Vol. 15:34) is set for public hearings starting Oct. 6.

All-day Washington sessions running for one full week
were scheduled by House Commerce legislative oversight

subcommittee Chmn. Harris (D-Ark.). He said the hearings

are intended to show whether viewers were duped by the

shows—and whether new FCC or FTC legislation is needed
to protect the public from quiz frauds.

“Some” network officials, sponsors, producers and
contestants—and perhaps others in the TV industry—will

be called to testify about alleged rigging of quizzes, Harris
said. “We’ll hold morning & afternoon sessions,” he added.

“We hope to conclude our work within one week.”

“There’s no dearth of prospective witnesses,” subcom-
mittee counsel Robert W. Lishman told us. “We’ll have
enough to show how the shows were conducted, and the list

will be selective.” He said actual selection of witnesses will

not be made until his staff has gone over prospects with

subcommittee members. Lishman didn’t know when the list

& order of appearance would be announced.
On hand for the subcommittee’s guidance—but not for

publication—will be batches of transcripts of testimony
taken in a 9-month investigation of the shows by a N.Y.
grand jury, which returned no indictments.

No Action on CATV Bill: The bill to place community
antenna systems under FCC regulation (S-2653), reported

by the Senate Commerce Committee, stands almost no
chance of passage this session—being controversial & con-

siderably less important than other legislation—but it will

be live in the next session. It was passed over on the

Senate floor last week because it was obvious that a unani-
mous vote couldn’t be obtained.

The committee published its report on the bill last

week, and the language reaffirms the purpose of the legis-

lation: “There should be no weakening of the Commission’s
announced goal of local service. The Congress has imposed
upon the FCC the obligation of providing a widely dis-

persed radio & TV service based upon an equitable distri-

bution of frequencies among the communities throughout
the U.S. The Congress and the people in any community
have no particular interest in the success or failure of any
given broadcaster in the area so long as the public receives
acceptable service. But if the failure of a station leaves a
community with inferior service, its demise ceases to be a
purely private misfortune and becomes a matter of real
& immediate public concern.”

Fight for TV blackouts for baseball in sports anti-trust

exemption legislation (Vol. 15:36) was renewed last week
by Sen. Keating (R-N.Y.) in a series of Senate speeches.
Keating, author of a baseball exemption bill (S-616) which
has been shelved by Chmn. Kefauver (D-Tenn.) of the
Judiciary anti-trust subcommittee—promised a battle for
terms of his measure if any bill reaches the floor. He in-

troduced amendments to Kefauver’s own football-basket-
ball-hockey measure (S-2545) permitting baseball club
owners to flx geographic areas for teams and impose limita-

tions on major game telecasts. Meanwhile, Sen. Douglas
(D-Ill.) joined the long list of Kefauver bill co-sponsors.

Excise tax bill (HR-8725), lifting a 10% levy on private-

line inter-city telephone circuits used by broadcasters &
common carriers, was passed by the Senate & sent to the
White House last week. Completing action on the measure
which won House approval last month (Vol. 15:35), the
Senate agreed that the tax was inadvertently applied to

such communications systems in last year’s excise Tax
Technical Change Act.

The FCC

STATUS OF INFLUENCE CASES: All of FCC’s proceedings

examining allegation of improper pressures in TV
cases (except the one involving the shift of Ch. 2 from
Springfield, 111. to St. Louis) are officially on ice now

—

until the end of the new Mack-Whiteside jury trial

which starts Nov. 3 (Vol. 15:28).

Judge Horace Stern, who will hear all the pending
cases (and who conducted the Mack-Whiteside Miami Ch.

10 & Boston Ch. 5 hearings), last week agreed to postpone

the Miami Ch. 7 hearing to avoid the possibility that pub-

licity might prejudice the jury. Also shelved, for the same
reason, are the planned Orlando Ch. 9 hearings and the

oral argument on Judge Stern’s Miami Ch. 10 decision. The
Springfield-St. Louis case is not affected by the Mack-
Whiteside trial—but it can’t move ahead now because it

will take FCC attorneys several months to prepare.

All forthcoming hearings will be conducted in the

Federal Court House in Philadelphia, octogenarian Judge
Stern’s home town. Next important development may be

issuance of Judge Stern’s initial decision in Boston case.
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Allocations actions by FCC: (1) Started rule-making

on proposal to add Ch. 3 to Corpus Christi. (2) Invited

comments on its own proposal to provide additional uhf

channels for educational use in Alabama by: (a) Reserving

Ch. 29 in Andalusia in addition to present Ch. 2. (b)

Reserving Ch. 48 Birmingham in addition to Ch. 10. (c)

Exchanging Ch. 77 for Ch. 14 for commercial use in Clan-

ton. (d) Making Ch. 18 Demopolis and Ch. 19 Dothan
educational, (e) Switching commercial Ch. 21 from Gads-

den to Florence and making it educational, (f) Adding
educational Ch. 24 to Munford in addition to Ch. 17. (g)

Switching Ch. 22 Opelika from commercial to educational,

(h) Deleting commercial Ch. 24 from Sylacauga and add-

ing educational Ch. 75 there, (i) Adding Ch. 14 to Tusca-

loosa for educational use. (3) Denied a petition by KTVH
(Ch. 12) Hutchinson, Kan. for reconsideration of a previous

report which denied its petition to shift Ch. 12 to Wichita.

(4) Denied petitions by Tribune Publishing Co. and Fisher

Bcstg. Co., seeking rule-making to keep the transmitter of

Ch. 3 in Salem, Ore. as far from Portland as possible.

Duopoly-rules waiver, requested by WSLS-TV (Ch.

10) & WSLS Roanoke, Va., was turned down by FCC last

week. The station licensee—Shenandoah Life Insurance Co.

—was seeking to elect Stuart T. Saunders to its board.

Saunders is a director of the First Natl. Exchange Bank
of Roanoke, the majority stockholder of WDBJ-TV (Ch. 7)

& WDBJ Roanoke. FCC stated in part that “it could find

no facts to justify a waiver of or deviation from the Com-
mission’s established policy promulgated under the duopoly
rules.” Chairman Doerfer & Comr. Lee dissented.

One application for a new TV station was filed with
FCC last week, and 2 were resubmitted: For Springfield, 111.,

Ch. 26 by Richard S. Cole, part-owner of KVOR Colorado
Springs and KTUR Turlock, Cal. Resubmitted were ap-

plications for Ch. 22, Fort Smith, Ark., by Fort Smith tele-

casters and for Ch. 4, Reno, Nev. by Television Reno. Total

pending is now 108 (14 uhf).

FCC admonition—along with a license renewal—has

been sent to KTVC (Ch. 6) Ensign, Kan. The station was
called on to remember Commission requirements for full

identification of sources and/or program sponsors as a

result of its use of TV film summaries of the Senate’s

Kohler strike hearings. Also reminded of the requirement,

although no license renewal was involved, was WPIX N.Y.

Two Palm Springs, Cal. translator CPs were affirmed

recently by FCC, which upheld an examiner’s decision of

last Jan. The grants, for Ch. 70 & 73, were originally made
in Feb. 1957 but have been delayed by hearings on the

grantee’s request for an increase in power & change in

antenna system. The decision also granted the proposed

power & antenna changes.

Request for teaser-announcement rule-making by NAB
(Vol. 15:21) was denied last week by FCC. The Commis-
sion held that the request was inconsistent with Sec. 317

of the Communications Act which says that all paid an-

nouncements must be stated as such at time of broadcast.

The composite week to be used by broadcasters whose
licenses expire next year, in preparing their program log

analyses, has been designated as follows by FCC (all 1959

except Sun.): Mon., Feb. 2; Tue., March 19; Wed., April 29;

Thu., May 21; Fri., July 17; Sat., Sept. 5; Sun., Dec. 14 ’58.

Purchase of WSFA-TV (Ch. 12) Montgomery, Ala. for

$2.25 million by operators of WIS-TV (Ch. 10) & WIS
Columbia, S.C., from Daily Oklahoman subsidiary WKY-TV
System Inc. (Vol. 15:30) has been approved by FCC.

Educational Television

HOPES & PLANS FOR ETV NETWORKS: Lack of vhf chan-

nels & money continue to be the big bottlenecks in the

development of regional, state & national educational

TV networks, according to a group of ETV specialists,

who met in Washington last week in a 3-day conference

sponsored by the Natl. Assn, of Educational Bcstrs.

Educators’ hopes have soared & sunk during the last 2

years, as the prospects of Sen. Magnuson’s $51 million ETV
aid rose & fell, but there’s considerable construction &
planning nevertheless. Among the more active areas are:

Florida: Florida’s already thriving ETV network will

be expanded by additional links within the next 2 years,

according to U. of Florida TV dir. Kenneth Christiansen.

Proposed are a Gainesville-Madison-Tallahassee link which

will connect the state’s 3 universities, a Tallahassee-Mari-

anna-Panama City-Pensacola circuit to serve the western

part of the state, plus Gainesville-Palatka-Daytona Beach,

Daytona Beach-Orlando-Brevard County-West Palm Beach,

Gainesville-Ocala-Tampa.

Alabama: Alabama’s 3-station network provides serv-

ice to 78% of homes in the state and to 504 TV-equipped

schools, according to Alabama Educational TV Commission

gen. mgr. Raymond D. Hurlbert. Three stations are planned

for Mobile, Montgomery and Montevallo.

Ohio: The present 4 station network probably will be

expanded to 8 by next year. After that, said Ohio State U.

TV-radio dir. Richard B. Hull, the addition of 4-5 repeaters

would give statewide coverage.

Kansas: An 8-station network costing $5 million is

proposed, according to NAEB v.p. Jack McBride.

Pennsylvania. The 3 ETV stations now operate inde-

pendently, but state educational leaders are considering

linking them, McBride said.

Midwest: A 6-state network, covering la., S.D., N.D.,

Wis., Minn. & Neb. is now under study, reported John C.

Schwarzwalder, gen. mgr. of KTCA-TV St. Paul-Minne-

apolis. He said it would probably cost $2 million to build,

$300,000-500,000 a year to operate.

Oklahoma: Two stations will be added to the 3-station

network (KETA & KOKH-TV Oklahoma City and KOED
Tulsa). McBride said the 3 existing stations cover 60% of

the state, will reach 75% with increased power.

Though many other states have ETV stations, ap-

parently few expect to activate networks soon.

Stratovision ETV was discussed by Philip Coombs,

secy. & research dir. of the Fund for the Advancement of

Education. He noted that such a service is entirely theo-

retical now because no channels are allocated for the pur-

pose. However, he said, indications are that a plane at

25,000 feet could transmit simultaneously on 4-6 channels,

cover a radius of 150-200 miles and reach some 5 million

children at a cost of $5 each per year.

ETV tape network moved closer with the announce-

ment by Ampex that 13 of the $2.5 million worth of Video-

tape recorders ordered by Natl. Educational TV & Radio

Center (Vol. 15:33) were scheduled for shipment to ETV
stations by last week’s end. Marked for delivery were

WQED Pittsburgh, WTTW Chicago, WYES-TV New
Orleans, WEDU Tampa, WETV Atlanta, KETA Oklahoma
City and KUON-TV Lincoln, Neb. Ampex said that re-

corders had been shipped the previous week to KUHT
Houston, WUFT Gainesville, Fla., WTVS Detroit, KTCA-
TV St. Paul-Minneapolis, WMVS-TV Milwaukee and

WOSU-TV Columbus, O.
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Opposition to College TV; ETV problems at Compton

(Cal.) Junior College (Vol. 15:25) are explored by Sept.

9 Wall St. Journal which points out that 117 U. S. colleges

now use some sort of TV for instruction. Efforts of Comp-

ton pres. Dr. Paul Martin to film his professors and pre-

sent their lectures via the college’s TV system, the paper

says, have brought “fierce attacks” by the Cal. Teachers

Assn., reduction in state aid, dissension among Compton

faculty & students, and even violence against the TV equip-

ment. The teachers’ organization is concerned about de-

gradation of education quality, exploitation of teachers

and possible job threat posed by TV. “One reason for the

strong opposition at Compton,” the paper claims, “is that

its TV program is considered an integral & permanent

part of the curriculum. Most colleges that use it do so on

an experimental or research basis. The Cal. Teachers

Assn, declares that TV use should be experimental until

it is demonstrated that learning doesn’t suffer. Compton
authorities say that this doubt already has been dispelled

at over 100 colleges. Meanwhile, Dr. Compton plans to go

ahead with his program, expanding it where & when it is

needed. And he visualizes the day when reels of film or

tape of top teachers will be available to collegiate TV sys-

tems, ‘just as you have competing texts in English today.’
”

NAEB Convention: The Natl. Assn, of Educational Broad-

casters will hold its 1959 convention in Detroit Oct. 27-30

at the Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel. The program will embrace

product exhibits by manufacturers, TV-radio demonstra-

tions, section meetings, addresses by industry leaders.

Convention fillip, open to the first 100 conventioneers

who apply, will be a day in Toronto as guests of the Cana-

dian Bcstg. Corp. The day will include a tour of CBC
facilities, visits to TV-radio rehearsals, and a reception.

Kindergarten at Home: Curtailment in the budget of the

Seattle public schools has pushed kindergarten classes out

of the school program for this year. But KIRO-TV (Ch. 7)

Seattle has leaped into the breach with Golden Rule School,

a 30-min. (8:30 a.m.) weekday series for children aged 3 to

6. KIRO-TV, cooperating with PTA leaders and Seattle &
King County educators, has adapted the regular kinder-

garten curriculum for TV. Four Seattle children will be

the “class” each week, and homework projects will be as-

signed to the home viewers. The show is taught by Mrs.
Robert death (“Miss Virginia”)

;
is open for sponsorship.

Second year of TV classes via WPIX N.Y. will be

initiated next week (21) by the Regents Educational Tele-

vision Project. New additions to the curriculum include

German & Spanish instruction, elementary mathematics.

Repeating is a series on the Russian language, produced

with St. Johns U., which is offered for college credit. More
than $1 million in time & facilities are being provided the

project by WPIX at a fraction of its cost. During its first

year as an in-school aid & teaching supplement, the Re-

gents TV project served some 309,000 pupils in N.Y. state

alone. TV classes will be held Mon.-Fri., 9:50 a.m. to 3

p.m. The Natl. Educational TV & Radio Center will supply

4% hours of film programming weekly, with the Board of

irRegents producing the balance of the schedule.
(i

Allocation petition filed: By Joint Council on Educa-

tional TV, to add Ch. 9 to Corning-Elmira, N.Y. for

educational use.

“TV College” on educational WTTW (Ch. 11) Chicago

is expected to pass 60,000 in 3-year cumulative enrollment

this year. The series, offering 10 credit courses this fall, has

covered 31 courses since it began in 1956, and is claimed to

be the largest offering of TV credit courses on a single

channel in the world.

Philadelphia’s first locally-originated college-credit

ETV courses. Television Seminar, start Oct. 5 (6:30-7

a.m.) over WCAU-TV. The courses, in descriptive astron-

omy & evaluation of literature, will be taught by U. of P.’s

Dr. William M. Protheroe & Dr. MacEdward Leach.

A college-credit (U. of Md.) elementary Spanish course

originating in the capital, will be televised simultaneously

by WTOP-TV (Ch. 9) Washington & WMAR-TV (Ch. 2)

Baltimore, starting Oct. 6 (Tues. & Thurs. 6:30-7 a.m.).

Khrushchev's Visit

Keeping up with Premier Nikita Khrushchev will be

arranged by NBC news during his American tour with the

aid of a chartered convair 440 which will serve as a 15-man
“flying newsroom.” NBC’s plan is to leap-frog ahead of

Khrushchev at night, enabling the network to provide com-
plete coverage of the Russian group starting with their

arrival at each city. The plane is provided with direct radio

communication to NBC’s N.Y. HQ., and has sleeping &
commissary accommodations. The news team, headed by
NBC national news editor Don Meaney, will use film, live

and tape TV, drawing on local facilities of NBC affiliates.

* *

TV tape coverage of Khrushchev’s visit will be trans-

mitted nationwide by United Press Movietone to its TV
station clients. The service will enable independent TV sta-

tions “for the first time” to compete with networks in cov-

erage of national news events outside their individual cities.

WGN-TV says service will run from Sept. 15 through 17,

will cover tape transmissions of Khrushchev’s eastern tour.

When the Russian Premier visits glamorous Holly-

wood this Sat. (Sept. 19), a tight security clamp will

loosen enough to allow TV to cover the Soviet chief’s visit

to 20th-Fox (where he will see “Can Can” in production)

and his address at a dinner sponsored by the World Affairs

Council & the City of Los Angeles. Only one TV unit will

be allowed into 20th—for pool coverage. Russian security

police & the U.S. State Dept, have stipulated that there be

no personal contact or interviews with Mr. K. (Quipped one

studio executive: “He won’t even appear on Paul Coates’

show.”) L.A. police chief William Parker told Los Angeles
TV execs that no camera will be allowed within 60 feet of

Mr. K, but this doesn’t bother them inasmuch as their

lenses can easily pick him up fi’om that distance.

ETV programs on Khrushchev’s U.S. visit will be
distributed by the Natl. Educational TV & Radio Center to

its 43 affiliated stations beginning this week. Robert Hud-
son programs v.p., said 3 productions will be furnished as

part of an expanding effort to provide affiliates with timely

public-affairs programming. The productions: “Eisenhower

vs. Khrushchev: the Issues,” a compilation of film clips,

with comments by N.Y. Times staffer Harrison Salisbury;

“Mission to Moscow,” a 60-min. examination by 3 Soviet

affairs experts; a film tour of various U.S. centers Khrush-

chev is scheduled to visit.

Khrushchev parade in Washington Sept. 15 will be

covered at one point with network cameras in the windows
of the Television Digest and TV Guide offices on 14th St.
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Networks

MBS-DOMINICAN DEAL DENIED: Charged with violating

the Foreign Agents Registration Act, 3 ex-officers of

Mutual Bcstg. System were free under bail last week

after pleading not guilty to a federal indictment that

they made a $750,000 broadcasts-for-sale deal with the

Dominican Republic (Vol. 15:36).

Judge Luther W. Youngdahl in Washington’s U.S.

District Court set $5,000 bond for former MBS pres. Alex-

ander L. Guterma, international financier who left the radio

network in Feb. after he was charged with SEC violations.

Govt, counsel had asked for $25,000 bail for him, arguing

Guterma was in a “sea of trouble’’ and might flee the U.S.

Bond for ex-MBS chmn. Hal Roach Jr. was fixed at

$3,000 & for ex-MBS director Garland L. Culpepper Jr. at

$2,500. Along with Guterma, they were accused of failing

to register MBS as a foreign agent in the alleged agree-

ment with the Dominican govt, to use facilities of the net-

work for propaganda furnished by the Caribbean dictator.

“I absolutely deny the charge,” Guterma said in a court

statement. “I have always been & will continue to be a

loyal American citizen. I have done nothing to deserve the

harsh treatment that has been accorded me.”

At the same time the 3 were being arraigned, the

Dominican Republic filed a civil action in the district

court seeking recovery of the $750,000 from Guterma &
Roach. The suit alleged they “fraudulently induced” the

Trujillo govt, to enter into the MBS contract to dissemi-

nate Dominican “news” throughout “most of the Western
hemisphere.”

Guterma then went on to N.Y. to keep another federal

court date—his arraignment on charges that he & 2 other

defendants violated anti-fraud provisions of federal secur-

ities laws in United Dye & Chemical Corp. transactions.

Judge Edward Weinfeld placed him under $5,000 bail.

CBS is switching ad agencies, effective immediately,

CBS-TV pres. Louis G. Cowan announced last week. The
move is from McCann-Erickson to BBDO, which has re-

signed the ABC-TV account. ABC-TV would not make an
agency decision until after network pres. Oliver Treyz &
AB-PT pres. Leonard Goldenson return from the Orient,

Dean Linger, ABC-TV dir. of adv. told us. (That return,

by the way, is discussed in the next column.) NBC-TV’s ad
account is handled by Grey Advertising Agency.

ARB’s regular 7-city Arbitron overnight reports are

being favored by NBC-TV over the more expensive, custom-
ordered Trendex brand of fast ratings. Although NBC will

continue as a Trendex & Nielsen subscriber, the network
will discontinue Trendex’s special by-request-only service.

First performer to be signed to an exclusive 5-yr. con-

tract under NBC-TV’s new talent discovery-development

program headed by David Tebet is Marti Barris, singer &
songwriter. One of the youngest (21) members of ASCAP,
Miss Barris is the daughter of Harry Barris, one of the

original “Rhythm Boys” with Bing Crosby. She’ll be seen
this fall as a guest in NBC variety specials.

“Streamlined” spot-purchase order form for agencies
has been developed by CBS-TV Spot Sales. The new sales

form will serve both “as an agreement and an amendment
if required.” Schedule & rates, both gross & net, will be
given for all spots.

Treyz Asks World Market: Global sale of U.S.-produced

TV shows—at prices reflecting the true size of overseas TV
—could add another 25% to the present $100,000-per-hour

price for TV program production costs estimated as the

“maximum affordable” for regularly scheduled shows. So
said Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV pres., late last week upon
his return from a 5-wk. inspection tour of TV networks &
stations in the Far East & Australia. More should be done,

said Treyz, to “implement the flow” of U.S. video shows
overseas.

He added that Japanese TV, now serving some 4 mil-

lion homes, puts a $300 ceiling on the purchase of U.S.

shows although he was told by broadcasters there that

they could easily afford “$2,500 per half-hour above the $300

translation & dubbing charges.” Japan alone, Treyz esti-

mated, could account for an extra 5% in U.S. program
budgets by realistic prices paid for U.S. film/tape shows.

Government restrictions in the Far East on the im-

portation of U.S. shows don’t permit viewers to get a

well-rounded picture of the U.S. itself, Treyz indicated. In

Japan, he said, he discovered “certain obstacles” to the

telecasting of TV shows based on the Khrushchev-Eisen-

hower visits, and noted that a pro-American show such as

The Splendid American (due Sept. 27 on ABC-TV) is up
against a virtual “embargo” in the Far East.

“The American TV industry has no foreign policy,”

said Treyz, suggesting that an organization similar to “The
Johnston office of the movie industry” be created to tackle

the problems since “there is no time to waste.”

Offbeat NBC-TV activities are being placed under one

management roof to “centralize responsibility.” These in-

clude the network’s theatrical investments in Broadway
shows, the Hudson Theater (now a TV studio but being re-

converted to a legitimate theater), merchandising & li-

censing of subsidiary TV program rights such as music &
book publishing, sale of film prints to educational institu-

tions. In charge will be Alfred R. Stern, who’ll also con-

tinue his duties as dir. of intnatl. operations for NBC &
chmn. of NBC Intnatl. Ltd.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV

American Bandstand, Mon.-Fri., 4-5:30 p.m., participations.
Best Foods for Nucoa Margarine (Dancer-
Fitzgerald-Sample)

; Speidel Co. (Norman,
Craig & Kummel)

; Philco Corp. (BBDO);
Seven-Up Co. (J. Walter Thompson)

;

Plough Inc. (Lake-Spiro-Shurman)

NBC-TV
1959 NCAA Football telecasts, half-sponsorship regionally.

Esso Standard Oil (McCann-Erickson)

;

Humble Oil & Refining Co. (M-E); Stand-
ard Oil of Ind. (D’Arcy)

; General Petroleum
Corp. (Stromberger, La Vene, McKenzie);
Phillies Cigars (Werman & Schorr)

The Deputy, Sat., 9-9:30 p.m., alt.-wk. sponsorship.
General Cigar (Young & Rubicam)

Natl. Open Golf Championship, June 1960, and Natl, Singles
Tennis Championship, Sept. 1960.
Eastman Chemical Products (Fred Wittner
Adv.)

Lawless Years, Thurs. 10:30-11 p.m., full spons»rship, eff.

Oct. 1. Alberto-Culver (Geoffrey Wade)
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Stations

NAB’s 1960 convention committee will be headed by

co-chairmen Thomas C. Bostic, KIMA Yakima, and Payson

Hall, Meredith Stations. The convention is scheduled for

April 3-7 at Chicago’s Conrad Hilton Hotel. The committee

will meet Sept. 22 in Chicago. Other members: Fred A.

Knorr, WKMH Dearborn; J. R. Livesay, WLBH Mattoon,

111.; Robert J. McAndrews, KBIG Hollywood; Dwight W.
Martin, WAFB-TV Baton Rouge; W. D. Rogers, KDUB-TV
Lubbock, Tex.; G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S. C.;

F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville; Willard E. Walbridge,

KTRK-TV Houston. The 1959-60 membership committee,

also announced last week, will be headed by co-chairmen

W. D. Rogers & Ben B. Sanders, KICD Spencer, la.

AFL-CIO has filed formal complaint with FCC against

Metropolitan Bcstg. Co. and its WTTG-TV Washington &
WNEW-TV N.Y., charging “prostitution of the concept of

public service broadcast” and asking for an immediate in-

vestigation. The labor organization charges that the sta-

tions’ Aug. 25 broadcast “Special Report on Labor Corrup-

tion,” an interview between WTTG’s Matthew Warren and

Sens. McClellan (D-Ark.) & Ervin (D-N.C.) was a one-

sided, unfair discussion of labor legislation. The complaint

states further that AFL-CIO considers it likely that the

broadcast “was subsidized by the NAM or some other like

body.” Metropolitan gen. counsel & asst. secy. Robert A.

Dreyer asserted that the show was not sponsored by any
group and that AFL-CIO would be welcome to equal free

time to present its side.

Painful burns to men working on or near cranes used

for loading & unloading ships at the Oakland (Cal.) Army
terminal were caused by electric current induced into the

cranes by the directional antenna array of radio KSAY,
according to Secy, of the Army Wilbur Brucker. In a peti-

tion to intervene in the station’s license renewal, the Army
said that the burns were the result of an r/f electric cur-

rent induced into the cranes and that tests conducted by
the Army & FCC revealed that the directional array of

KSAY was the primary source of the current. Subsequently,

operation of the cranes was limited to hours that daytimer

KSAY was off the air. The Army seeks a change in loca-

tion or power of the station.

Suit against Edward Lamb for $500,000 (Vol. 15:19)

was dismissed by Toledo Common Pleas Judge Thomas
J. O’Connor. Plaintiff Russell M. Brown, Washington at-

torney, had sought legal fees in connection with his de-

fense of the renewal of Lamb’s license for WICU-TV Erie

during FCC hearings in 1954-57 (Vol. 13:24). Brown’s

Toledo attorney, Dan McCullough, said he is appealing the

dismissal. Judge O’Connor also dismissed the case against

Lamb’s Dispatch Inc., WICU-TV’s licensee.

1

KXMC-TV (Ch. 13) Minot, N.D. is being sold by John

i W. Boler’s N.D. Bcstg. Co. for $1,040,000 to the station’s

v.p.-mgr. Chester Reiten, v.p.-natl. sales mgr. William L.

Hurley and consulting engineer Lloyd R. Amoo. N.D. Bcstg.

will hold 47.5% until the new owners satisfy liabilities of

$116,169. If the liabilities are cleared up within 10 years,

the purchasers can exercise an option to gain control of

(

the 47.5% for its par value—$19,000. Initially, Reiten will

: hold 21%, Hurley and Amoo 15.75% each.

* First tape-equipped uhf station apparently was
WNDU-TV (Ch. 16) South Bend. Its Aug. 10 installation

of 2 Ampex Videotape recorders precedes by about a week
the recorder installation (Vol. 15:35) at WWLP (Ch. 22)

Springfield, Mass.

Three new FM stations of Transcontinent Television

Corp. are scheduled to begin operations this week (14).

TTC pres. David C. Moore announced last week that WGR-
FM Buffalo & WROC-FM Rochester will be affiliated with

the QXR network. KFMB-FM San Diego will operate as

an independent. “With one of every 4 homes in the U.S.

now equipped with an FM set,” he said, “FM is beginning

to come into its own. This is true ... in terms of in-

creasing listenership [&] mounting advertiser acceptance.”

TTC’s TV outlets are WGR-TV Buffalo, WROC-TV Roches-

ter, WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, KFMB-TV San

Diego, KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Cal.

Canadian TV billings handled by the dominion’s 123

advertising agencies hit a new peak of $47.9 million last

year, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reported in Mon-
treal last week. Total radio billings reported for 1958 were

about half that level—$24.6 million. The 1958 Canadian

all-media figure was above $233 million, a gain of some

$11 million over the previous year. Also in Canada last

week Ziv TV Intnatl. announced the opening of new offices

in Toronto, to be headed by mgr. Mike Burnes, with a

Montreal office planned for early 1960. The Ziv offices will

concentrate on selling U.S.-made telefilms to Canadian TV
clients & agencies.

Mary Pickford & husband Charles (Buddy) Rogers
have appealed a Los Angeles Superior Court decision order-

ing them to relinquish their stock in WSJS-TV Winston-

Salem, to Piedmont Publishing Co. for $133,243 (Vol. 15:

22). The couple had obtained 1/3 of the stock in WSJS-TV
in 1953 for $50,000 and allegedly made an option agreement

to resell to Piedmont Publishing Co. within 6 years. The
Rogers claim their stock is now worth $500,000.

Auxiliary Services

Non-network series of closed-circuit telecasts will be

presented in 30 U. S. & Canadian cities for 5 days starting

Sept. 22 to celebrate the 1st anniversary of Tyrex Inc.,

voluntary non-profit group representing 5 major manufac-

turers of Tyrex viscose tire cord. Wired TV network facil-

ities are not involved. Instead, a 50-min. pre-taped show
starring Marie MacDonald, Cliff “Charley Weaver” Ar-

quette, and NBC-TV news personality Chet Huntley will be

shown to groups of tire dealers (total: 25,000), using local

station facilities & rented closed-circuit feed to hotel &
auditorium viewing space. The show is currently being-

produced in N. Y. by Sales Communications Inc., using

Videotape Productions. McCann-Erickson is the agency.

Council on Medical TV, of the Institute for Advance-

ment of Medical Communications (33 E. 68th St., N.Y.),

meets Oct. 15-16 at the Natl. Institutes of Health Clinical

Center, Bethesda, Md., for discussion of personnel train-

ing, financial support of programs, assessment of experi-

mental postgraduate TV courses, etc. A recent Council

survey of medical schools showed that 16 have TV installa-

tions and about the same number plan to install TV facil-

ities within the next 2 years. A recent addition to the

Institute’s staff is John Mackenzie, ex-WCBS-TV dir., who
has also served on Smith, Kline & French’s color TV unit.

Stalion-CATV twist—a station furnishing community-
antenna system with microwave service. WTWV (Ch. 9)

Tupelo, Mis.s. has signed an agreement to furnish local

Tupelo Community Antenna Inc. with signals of WREC-TV
& WMCT Memphis. Usually, a CATV system has its own
microwave bringing in out-of-town signals, frequently over

the objection of the local station.
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Personals: William S. Hedges, NBC v.p. for gen. services

and founder & past pres, of NAB will direct the company’s

political bcstg. unit . . . James E. Allen promoted from

sales mgr. to gen. mgr., WBZ-TV Boston, succeeding F. A.

Tooke, named WBC v.p. for the Cleveland area . . . James

L. Anast promoted to dir. of Federal Aviation Agency re-

search & development bureau . . . Peter McDonald, CBC’s

English-language TV network dir., and Gunnar Rugheimer,

asst, dir., resigning to join MCA-TV Ltd. . . . Amos T.

Baron, KCOP Los Angeles gen. sales mgr., named TV sales

dir., NAFI Corp. best. div.

Arnold F. (Doc) Schoen, ex-WPRO-TV & WPRO
Providence, named gen. mgr., WDBO-TV & WDBO Or-

lando, Fla., succeeding Harold P. Danforth Sr., who con-

tinues as an administrative consultant to the stations.

Schoen will continue as Cherry Bcstg. Co. exec. v.p. . . .

John Logan named CBS-TV Spot Sales Detroit sales mgr.

. . . M. J. Frankovich, Columbia Pictures of Great Britain

& Ireland chmn., appointed corporation v.p. . . . Lee Bryant

promoted from commercial mgr., KARK-TV Little Rock,

to new post of sales dir., KARK-TV & KARK.
Donald Hillman, ex-NBC producer, appointed Natl.

ETV & Radio Center program associate for the public

affairs dept. . . . William T. Corrigan, ex-CBS News, named

news dir., KNXT Los Angeles & CBS-TV Pacific network,

succeeding Sam Zelman (Vol. 15:33) . . . Eugene L. Reilly

named Trendex v.p. for sales . . . Edward D. Ropolo named
best, promotion mgr., NBC Pacific div. . . . Bruce J. Bloom,

ex-WROC-TV, appointed publicity dir., WCAU-TV Phila.

David Brinkley, NBC Washington correspondent,

elected chmn. of exec, committee of radio & TV correspond-

ents’ galleries and pres, of Radio-TV Correspondents Assn,

to fill out unexpired 1959 term of Julian Goodman, now
NBC news & public affairs dir. in N. Y. (Vol. 15:29) . . .

Kenneth W. Miller, FCC Conelrad supervisor, has received

Air Force Exceptional Service Award for work in de-

velopment of Conelrad system . . . Charles M. Lammond,
Internal Revenue Service Agency coordinator, has received

a citation & cash award for activities including production

of the IRS documentary film, “Since the Beginning of

Time” . . . Robert L. Pratt, radio KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.

mgr., named NAB 1959-60 radio PR committee chmn. . . .

Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington, reappointed chmn.

of NAB 1959-60 FM committee.

RCA’s Frank M. Folsom, named dir., Western Mort-

gage Corp. . . . Dr. J. James McPherson joins U.S. office

of education to direct TV-radio-film informational program
under National Defense Education Act.

Meeting this week: Mich. Assn, of Bestrs. (Sept. 16-

18), Hidden Valley, Gaylord; Institute of Radio Engineers

(17-18), Sheraton-Plaza Hotel, Boston; Natl. Assn, of FM
Bestrs. (18-19), Palmer House, Chicago. Meeting next

week: La. Assn, of Bestrs. (21-22), Frances Hotel, Monroe;
;

WBC 3rd Industrywide Public Service Programming Conf.

(21-23), Stanford U., Palo Alto, Cal.; EIA fall conf. (22-

24), Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N.J.; N.D. Bestrs. Assn.
|

(25-26), Valley City; IRE & American Institute of Electri-

cal Engineering broadcast symposium, Washington.

Fifteen Fellow Memberships in the Society of Motion

Picture & Television Engineers will be awarded during

SMPfE’s 86th semi-annual convention, Oct. 5-9. The fel-

lowships, recognizing contributions to the TV or film in-

dustries, will be awarded to: C. Loren Graham, Eastman
Kodak Co.; James W. Kaylor, Movielab Film Labs; Harry
P. Brueggemann, Marquardt Corp; Paul Vittum, Eastman
Kodak; Walter Beyer, Motion Picture Research Council;

Robert E. Birr, GE; James Calhoun, Eastman Kodak;
Henry T. Ushijima, John Colburn Associates; Hans-Chris-

i

toph Wohlrab, Bell & Howell; Julian H. Webb, Eastman t

Kodak; Philip E. Smith, Eastman Kodak; Robert E. Gott- j

schalk, Panavision Inc.; G. Don Malkames, Don Malkames ./

Inc.; Albert Gillet, Brockliss Simplex Co., Paris; Leon
Shelly, Shelly Films Ltd., Toronto.

Gordon T. Stulberg, Columbia Pictures exec., attorney •

& former Writers Guild of America counsel, will teach a

course in the nature & business of entertainment—all

phases—emphasizing the impact of guilds, unions, taxes

and agency representation on the industry. The UCLA
extension course, entitled “The Entertainment Industry— ;

Its Structure & Economy,” begins Sept. 23. i

George A. Heinemann, NBC mgr. of public affairs, will I
conduct a 2-point course in TV station operation at Colum- i|

bia U.’s School of General Studies this fall. Steve White, ,i

WRCA-AM-FM program mgr., also will run a 2-point i

course in TV & radio speaking, in both semesters.

International TV within 5 years was forecast last week .

by AB-PT pres. Leonard H. Goldenson. “It can be done i

right now,” he told a Variety correspondent, in Tokyo, “by

bouncing signals off 4 satellites, but it’s too expensive at

the present time. In my opinion, ways will be found within

5 years, and I think a lot less. And in time zones where it’s i

impractical to watch at specified hours, the shows could be :

held on magnetic tape and shown as soon as the public gets

up.” Queried about ABC’s plans for overseas TV links, he i

said : “When, as and if, we will certainly move in that direc- I

tion. It will be no later than 5 years and probably sooner.” i

George Stephens, farm dir., KCMO Bcstg., Kansas I

City, Mo., is now in Europe conducting the stations’ 3rd )

farm-study tour—a 24-day, 7-country trip (Sept. 4-27) foi
'

Mo., Kan. & Neb. farm operators & businessmen who deal

with farmers. The total of 45 participants (each paying <

$1,190) compares with previous totals of 26 & 32. Taped ‘

interviews & photographs of the tourists will be aired dailj

by KCMO-TV & KCMO.

Obituary

Robert Joseph Wade Sr., 51, TV scene designer, diei

after an operation. NBC-TV’s first art director, Mr
Wade also designed the sets for the recent Ransom of Rec I

Chief. He is survived by his widow and a son.

Paul Douglas, 52, actor, died of a heart attack Sept

11 at his home in Hollywood. His wife, actress Jan Ster

ling, and a daughter survive.
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Programming

Hubbell’s High Hopes: TV’s most ambitious series of the

new season—the $7.5-million Ford-sponsored series of

specials called Startime—has by now lined up for its first

13 shows: Rosalind Russell, Maurice Chevalier, Jack Paar,

Kate Smith, Jerry Lewis, Ingrid Bergman, Art Linkletter,

Ethel Merman, Alec Guinness, Dean Martin, James Stew-

art, Tony Curtis, George Burns, Jack Benny, Eddie Cantor,

George Jessel, Bobby Darren, The Kingston Trio and

Marian Anderson (the only star thus far selected for the

Christmas show). Alfred Hitchcock will produce-direct a

special to be filmed by Revue, and it is also hoped to add

Marlon Brando & Marilyn Monroe.

Hubbell Robinson Jr., ex-CBS program v.p., now exec,

producer of the Tues. night series which begins on NBC
Oct. 6, told us last week that about a third of the 39 specials

will be done in N.Y., and except for 4 or 5 filmed shows, all

will be taped to overcome the problem of the stars’ other

commitments. “We have to tape their shows when they can

be available,” Robinson explained. He has already taped the

Dean Martin special to be seen Nov. 17, with Frank Sinatra

& Mickey Rooney.

The producer said there will be no TV versions of

“vintage” movie hits. “You have to improve on the original

—with less budget & time. Many of the movie hits were

themselves spectaculars, and how are you going to show

those on the small-size TV screen?” Moreover, he believes

that many of these past hits are hopelessly dated.

Acknowledging that Ford had told him it expected a hit

every week, Robinson remarked, “I can’t hit a home run

every week. Nobody can. We may have an occasional two-

bagger, but I hope it’s no worse than that.”

* * * *

Talent Associates continues its romance with old

movies. Of the 33 specials due to be produced by David

Susskind on all 3 networks this season, 17 will be adapta-

tions of existing feature films, the bulk of which are now
playing TV’s local movie circuits. Four of the announced

schedule of specials will be adaptations of Broadway plays,

and only 4 will be TV dramatic originals. The remaining 8

specials have not yet been scheduled as to property. Last

week, TA was also discussing with UAA rights to another

32 old Warner Bros, pictures as “TV remakes.”

Public service programming conference of Westing-
house Bcstg. Co., this month (21-23), at Stanford U. (Vol.

15:18), will include among its speakers Cal. Gov. Edmund
(Pat) Brown, FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer and WBC
pres. Donald H. McGannon. WBC v.p. Richard M. Pack made
the announcement last week. An agenda of 12 panels has
been scheduled thus far for WBC’s 3rd annual conference

(Vol. 13:9; 14:10) which will serve as “a forum for the in-

terchange & development of ideas & methods” for the audi-

ence of some 400 educators, broadcasters, civic leaders, and
delegates from TV-radio stations across the country. The
panels will explore editorializing, religious programming,
TV-radio news techniques, TV production, international TV,
other subjects. Creativity & the individual will be examined
in an opening day “glamor panel” including Martin Manu-
lis, Fred Friendly, Marc Connelly and Dr. Frank Baxter.

On-air TV sales meeting was scheduled Sun. night via

WOR-TV N.Y. by the Ideal Toy Corp. to preview new fall

products for some 5,000 toy dealers. A pre-program an-

nouncement was slated to advise the public that a sales

meeting was scheduled and to suggest they tune to other

channels for entertainment during the 9-10 p.m. session.

TV habits of 150 middle-class N.Y. families were ex-

posed last week with the release by Columbia U.’s Teach-

ers College of a 177-page doctoral thesis by Dr. Clara

Appell, who spent 3 years on the project. Her average

viewer turned out to be a married high school graduate

with 4.21 people in her home. The average family has had

its set for 7 years & 8 months, and finds its eating &
sleeping patterns affected. (One viewer: “All that snack-

ing is making a wreck out of my living-room rug.”) Some

77% said much of TV viewing was a waste of time, al-

though one man noted he liked programs “that irritate my
wife.” Almost three-quarters of the respondents believed

TV encourages togetherness, and 55% occasionally punish

their children by restricting TV. However, another parent

recalled that “One night we found our little boy down on

his knees praying—he had learned it from Lassie.” The
average female viewer claims that TV stimulates her in-

terest in the theater but not in sex. However, at least one

out of 4 of her friends is sexually stimulated by watching

dramatic programs. Dr. Appell concludes that “TV can be

enriching,” but is concerned about its impact on youngsters.

TV staging of the Democratic national convention next

July in Los Angeles will be directed by a special Hollywood
committee headed by producer-writer-actor George Seaton,

former Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences pres.

Seaton, active in a similar Democratic group in the 1956

Presidential campaign, will be counted on by natl. chmn.
Paul M. Butler for technical advice calculated to make all

convention proceedings dramatic for home viewers. “The
committee will handle theatrical problems such as lighting,

effective line of sight for cameras, speakers’ platform back-

grounds and so on,” a Democratic National Committee
spokesman told us. Other members of the committee will

include Dore Schary, William Gordon and Allen Rivkin.

TV program supervision by Congress may be neces-

sary “unless the TV stations themselves exercise [public

service] responsibility,” Sen. McCarthy (D-Minn.) warned
last week. A leading critic of broadcasters in debate on
equal-time amendments (Vol. 15:31, 33), he said in a Senate
speech that FCC’s checks on station policies are ineffective,

that “steps should & must be taken to assure that our
broadcast media exercise in full their responsibility to serve

the public interest.” Cited by McCarthy as a programming
case in point was cancellation by WMAL-TV Washington
of Joe McCaffrey’s Sun. Celebrity Parade (Vol. 15:36) in

favor of taped Notre Dame football games.

Multi-city closed-circuit preview of TV’s coming season
will be staged by TV Guide Sept. 22, with the program
originating before the monthly luncheon meeting of the

Sales Executives Club of N.Y. Scheduled to participate in

the presentation are numerous network executives & TV
stars, including ABC-TV pres. Oliver Treyz, NBC-TV exec,

v.p. Walter D. Scott, CBS-TV exec. v.p. James T. Aubrey
Jr., Arthur Godfrey, Jack Paar, Dick Clark. The program
will be projected to meetings of the Poor Richard Club,

Philadelphia; Broadcast-Advertising Club, Chicago, and
Cleveland Ad Club. Publisher James T. Quirk will preside.

Equal time equals money: What Sec. 315 of the Com-
munications Act can accomplish for minority political

parties was illustrated recently in a financial report by
the United Independent-Socialist Committee in N.Y. It

said Independent-Socialist candidates in 1958 N.Y. state

elections got $150,000 worth of free TV & radio exposure—
as well as 49,000 votes—because of equal-time require-

ments. The miniscule leftist party figured it could get “at

least $500,000 worth of free time in N.Y. state alone in

1960” if it runs a Presidential ticket.
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Advertising

FTC CRACKDOWN AHEAD: “Storm clouds” of govt,

trouble are hanging over manufacturers in 68 ne\v

cases of alleged discriminatory allowances to favored

customers for TV, radio and newspaper advertising,

FTC chmn. Earl W. Kintner warned last week.

He told the Washington ad club that the 68 complaints

now under investigation or review involve special payments

for promotion of products ranging from chewing gum to

household appliances, and that 27 concern food products.

“The present Federal Trade Commission is pursuing a

policy of vigorous law enforcement,” Kintner said. “If I

also convey the possibility of future govt, storm clouds,

then you have correctly interpreted my reason for being

here.” Kintner also observed that some responsible leaders

in advertising had expressed misgivings that ad allowance

“practices may be getting out of hand.”

Meanwhile, the Food & Drug Administration reported

it was preparing a showdown campaign against promoters

of “spurious diet aids & useless mechanical devices” to

reduce weight. FDA comr. George Larrick said the public

is being fleeced out of $100 million a year by these products.

In Other Media: Boosts in ad rates & circulation guaran-

tees become effective with Feb. 15 Life & July Fortune.

Life's one-page b&w rate will increase to $29,375 from

$26,275 on circulation upped 500,000 to 6.5 million. Fortune

increases its ad rate to $4,840 from $4,500 on a new cir-

culation base of 330,000, up from 315,000 . . . This Week

(Sept. 13 issue) hit a new circulation high of more than 13

million, adding 2 newspapers for a total of 42.

Grossly exaggerated are those “sold out” reports, says

TvB, claiming there are 180 20-sec., 291 10-sec., and 69 1-

min. spots still available between 6:30-11 p.m. on 27 key

stations throughout the country. The bureau also noted

that during the first 6 mos. of 1959, food & food product

advertisers invested $90 million in spot TV against $65.5

million in the same period 1958, and $58 million in network

TV, representing a $5 million increase over Jan.-June 1958.

And more emotional involvement should be injected in pet

food TV commercials, TvB pres. Norman E. Cash told the

Pet Food Institute in Chicago. The group represents an

annual TV investment of $15 million, which exceeds 50%
of its overall ad spending. Cash said.

It’s turnover, not rating that counts in some spot-TV

campaigns, reports the latest Nielsen Newscast. As an ex-

ample, it cites the case of a nightly newscast strip vs. a

feature movie showcase that plays the same film all week.

The news show outrates the film on a per-broadcast basis

—

65,900 homes reached vs. 30,500. On a monthly basis, how-

ever, the movie strip reaches 397,000 homes—73,000 more

than the news program gets.

People: Donald A. Wells, Louis J. Roole elected BBDO
v.p.’s . . . Lansing B. Lindquist, ex-McCann-Erickson, re-

joins Ketchum, MacLeod and Grove as v.p. for broadcast &
media activities . . . Kenneth L. Horstmyer, ex-Campbell

Soup Co., named Lennen & Newell v.p. . . . Edward H. Cal-

houn named Cunningham & Walsh senior v.p. & mktg. serv-

ices dir. . . . Vincent R. Bliss, ex-Earle Ludgin & Co. pres.,

named v.p., Campbell-Ewald, Detroit . . . George T. Clarke,

N. Y. U. associate prof, of mktg., named dir., Adv. Federa-

tion of America’s Bureau of Education & Research.

Film & Tape

They Don’t Like Specials: TV’s new-season emphasis on

specials is a mistake, in the opinion of Hollywood pro-

ducers of the so-called bread & butter shows—the regular

weekly film series. Aside from resentment that the specials,

which have yet to prove themselves, are reaping most of

the publicity & advance ballyhoo, the thinking of producers

we talked with is that pitfalls lie ahead for the specials

—

some of them obvious. Here’s the consensus

:

There’s not enough top creative talent to go around,

nor are there sufficient big stars to guarantee sizable rat-

ings for the specials. Because of the star shortage, there’s

apt to be much “floating around” by stars—^which may
prove tiresome to viewers. The sheer number of specials

will bore, rather than entertain the viewer. The very word
“special” loses its meaning when hundreds are seen.

Not one producer we talked to admits to being worried

that specials may harm his show’s ratings. On the contrary,

they believe a bread & butter series with a regular audience

has a better chance of making it for the season than a

special series—which some compare to an anthology having

no regular star or format.

Said Rod Amateau, producer-director of Dobey Gillis:

“For the specials, you have no viewing habit, and you’re

working uphill every week. On the other hand, the viewer

will forgive a regular series for an occasional bad show
because he likes the series or the leads. I always watch
Danny Thomas. Sometimes the show’s great, sometimes it’s

pathetic. But you always stay with it, because you’ve grown
to love its people. A special doesn’t have this advantage. I

feel it should be like a banana split at Wil Wrights—you’re

allowed only one. With so many specials fighting each

other, it’s going to be like a 3-ringed circus, and viewer

interest will be diluted in the confusion.” Vincent Fennelly,

producer of Four Star’s Wanted—Dead or Alive, added that

he believed Westerns & private-eyes will be bigger than

ever this season, despite the onrush of specials.

Hal Hudson, producer of Dick Powell’s Zane Grey
Theatre, was skeptical of the industry’s ability to come up
with “200 or more outstanding shows.” He said specials

hurt his series because pre-emption by them “gives our

regular audience a chance to see our opposition.”

And Howie Horwitz, producer of (Warner Bros.) 77

Sunset Strip on ABC, concedes that NBC's opposing

specials are bound to affect his ratings. “They begin their

special at 8:30 p.m., and we come on at 9, so the audience

has the choice of seeing part of the special & our show, or

they may stick with the special. We open Oct. 16, and NBC
has Victor Borge opposite us. Both nets are throwing the

book at us (CBS with Desilu Playhouse). I’m concerned, but

not afraid. The specials will cut into the ratings of all shows
—but it will depend on their quality in the final analysis.”

The Hollywood telefilmers complain that on the whole

they do a far superior job of selling the sponsor’s product

—

and on a much smaller budget. Yet year in, year out, they

are overlooked while the laurels & awards usually go to the

big-budgeted specials. Producers of film series point out

that Fred Astaire, who won 9 Emmy awards last spring

for his special, had months to prepare his one show, con-

trasted to series producers whose rehearsal schedules are

brief. Another obvious reason for producer concern is of

course that the more time the networks allot for specials,

the less time remains for filmed series.

Three thousand movie theaters closed last year, says

the new Film Daily Yearhook, bringing the total down to

16,000. At the same time, drive-in theaters increased from

4,500 to a new high of 4,700.

om
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Friday’s Plans: Seven years ago Jack Webb introduced

the Dragnet series which brought him fame & several mil-

lions of dollars. Today his Mark VII Ltd. company doesn’t

have a single series in production. When we asked Webb
about this, the producer-director replied philosphically

:

“This business is riddled with ups & downs. I’ve been con-

fused as to what the people want. I think there are too

many private-eye series this season & I believe there will

be a high rate of casualties at the end of the year. There

is a sameness about the private-eye series, and I don’t

think the new shows bought in Dec. will include them.”

Webb has 2 pilots available for year-end sales; Black

Cat, (newspaperman) & Johnny Guitar (Western), a co-

production with Revue. He’s not in either series, being

more interested now in producing-directing than in acting.

He has just finished shooting a movie, “—30—” for Warner

Bros., and, if he doesn’t sell a series in the next few

months, will produce another Warner cinema.

Dragnet, which finished its 7-year run on NBC this

summer, will now be placed completely into syndication by

MCA-TV films. Webb produced & starred in 278 Dragnet

episodes. “I was bored doing them long ago, but the ratings

held up, so we kept on making them,” he commented. Note:

The Saturday Evening Post is currently running a 3-parter

on Jack, entitled “The Facts About Me.”

ITC’s First Year: Independent TV Corp., telefilm production-

distribution firm jointly owned by Jack Wrather and

Britain’s Associated TV Ltd., has finished its first year of

existence with an impressive sales score. As of Sept. 1,

ITC had grossed $13,989,787 in global operations with 19

different series sold & being telecast in the U. S. & 39

foreign countries.

ITC’s gross is 50% up over the previous year’s sales

(Sept. 1957-Aug. 1958) of Television Programs of Amer-

ica, which ITC acquired by purchase, said ITC pres. Walter

Kingsley. The firm, he added, has “been operating in the

black since Jan. 1,” after an initial 3-month period of staff

& production reorganization.

At network level this year, ITC has made sales deals

on new nighttime episodes & daytime reruns of The Gale

Storm Show to ABC-TV and renewed Fury (ex-TPA prop-

erty) for a 5th year with General Foods & Borden Co. In

syndication sales, it has launched Four Just Men, Cannon-

ball, Sgt. Preston of the Yukon, Jeff’s Collie (Lassie re-

runs), Brave Stallion (Fury reruns) and the tape/film

Ding Dong School.

NEW YORK ROUNDUP

Albert McCleery, who originated the no-scenery Cameo
Theatre technique on NBC-TV, has been signed to a long-

term exclusive producer contract by CBS-TV. He’ll be

assigned to the development of network film & live prop-

erties, and will report to program v.p. Michael Dann.

MCA-TV’s Johnny Midnight, newly-syndicated Edmond
O’Brien-starrer produced by Revue Productions, has been

bought by P. Ballantine & Sons for 26 Eastern markets,

starting in Jan. 1960.

20th Century-Fox’s N.Y. HQ is planning to put a

profit-sharing plan into operation among its TV & theatri-

cal film salesmen early next year. MCA has a similar ar-

rangement, but the 20th-Fox deal will be the first among
movie majors in the TV field.

Musicians Defense Fund has filed a complaint against

the American Fed. of Musicians (AFM), charging $3.5

million in music re-use fees are being withheld from MDF.
The money, says MDF, is due from feature film distributors

including C&C Films (RKO features), NTA (20th-Fox

features), and Emka Ltd. (MCA subsidiary distributing

Paramount features).

ABC-TV has coined what’s probably the longest &
most self-explanatory title for a one-shot special in the

coming TV season: “Frank Sinatra’s Welcome Home Party

on TV for Elvis Presley.” It’s due to be aired in May 1960

under U.S. Time Corp. (Timex watches) sponsorship as

one of four 60-min. musical specials. May we expect a

sequel? “Elvis Presley’s at-Home Party in Hollywood for

Frank Sinatra on TV to Thank Him, Cha Cha Cha.”

Pulse Inc. pres. Dr. Sydney Roslow, known in TV as a

research authority, is branching out by investing in a

European TV film-distribution business, in association with

Hugo Lodrini of Rome, Italy. Pulse is not involved.

Robert Saudek Assoc., producer’s of CBS-TV’s Leonard

Bernstein-N.Y. Philharmonic specials, will tape a solo per-

formance by Pablo Casals in San Juan, P.R. this fall for

exposure on one of the 4 hours. Ford Motor Co. will sponsor.

Lee Francis, dir. of adv. & promotion for ABC Films,

is visiting Manila, Hong Kong & Tokyo, to promote the

Counterthrust series currently being filmed in the Far
East . . . John T. Ross, exec. v.p. of Robert Lawrence
Productions (Canada) Ltd., has been named pres, of the

company eff. Oct. 6 . . . Joe Landis, ex-NBC-TV producer-

dir., named West Coast operations dir. of Irving Mansfield

& Peter Arnell’s new TV packaging firm.

Harvey Lembeck, Maurice Gosfield & Allen Melvin, all

comedy regulars in Phil (Bilko) Silvers’ platoon, will be

starred in a new nightly local variety show on WABC-TV.

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Despite the popularity of Warner Bros.’ Edd Byrnes
(“Kookie” of 77 Sunset Strip; 22,000-24,000 fan letters

monthly) WB has no intention of slanting the second sea-

son of the series toward Byrnes, we’re told by producer

Howie Horwitz. “We’re going to avoid the trap of making
it a ‘Kookie’ show. Edd attained his popularity with his

present role, and we have no intention of expanding it.

We’ll give him an episode or 2 of his own, but he had that

last year,” Horwitz said.

Desilu Productions last week began production of

U.S. Marshal, starring John Bromfield, and syndicated by
NTA. John Auer is producer . . . KTLA’s taped series.

Polka Parade, has been sold to Tidy House Products of

Iowa for 34 midwestern markets.

Labor consultant David L. Cole, undertaking a study

of the feasibility of a merger of Screen Actors Guild &
AFTRA, is in Hollywood conferring with the 2 actors

unions. He has retained a large research staff to help him
and will need several months before reporting to the unions.

Ralph Levy to produce-direct Jack Benny’s CBS spe-

cials this season . . . Tapix Corp. will hold a 4-day video-

tape clinic next month to demonstrate its movie facilities to

the TV & movie industries . . . Crandell Brown of Metro’s

story dept, has been named story ed. of MGM-TV . . . Toni

McKnight is being signed to produce the Pony Express
series for Cal. National. Grant Sullivan stars in the series.
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INDUSTRY COMING-OUT PARTIES: No longer do TV-radio-phono manufacturers merely
introduce new merchandise to distributors. Recognizing evolution of products as opportunity for selling sell-

ers—for hypoing distributor-dealer enthusiasm for buying as well as selling—manufacturers today make
productions out of introductions.

More money, time and effort are being put into set introductions today by virtually all of 9 set

manufacturers we surveyed. Some now debut new lines with skill & sure-footedness of dowagers bringing

out debutantes. Others introduce their products with imagination, production and expense of a Broadway-
bound musical—complete in some instances with traveling road shows.

Although there are still some holdouts for so-called business-type meetings , as opposed to extrava-

ganzas, most manufacturers we talked with agree there is a correlation between distributor-dealer buying

and scope & lavishness of presentation. Most have increased presentation activities, most now employ pro-

fessional staging skills. Firms like Admiral, Philco, Packard Bell, Motorola believe that bigger & better show-

ings are yet to come.

Although most manufacturers are reluctant to reveal dollars spent on introduction meetings, forth-

right Admiral totals its costs for its 1959 meetings at $500,000
—

"substantially higher than any former ex-

penditure ever made by Admiral." Also reporting increased spending: Motorola, Philco, V-M, Packard Bell.

GE & Zenith told us they spend about the same each year, and RCA reported that its introduction meetings

this year cost less than they did last and even 5 years ago. Here are their comments:

Admiral: New lines were introduced at distributor-dealer meetings in Chicago. Introduction show
then went on the road, with stops for regional dealer meetings in Miami Beach, Atlantic City, Las Vegas.

Admiral's show, planned & staged with professional assistance, included both merchandise & female models,

orchestra. Result: "The general reaction & sales results from our 1959-line introduction were so outstanding

that Admiral is giving serious thought to going on the road again next year. We believe a great deal of

enthusiasm is generated when a dealer has an opportunity to visit a resort city and to be a guest of a com-

pany at a full-staged presentation of products." Previously, Admiral showed new lines to distributors at a

Chicago meeting. Distributors ran own introductions for their dealers.

GE: Introduced its lines to dealers at a 2-day "business" meeting in Syracuse. "GE's TV receiver

dept.," we were told, "some years ago abandoned lavish, theatrical line showings in favor of a more busi-

ness-like approach. Effort is concentrated on introducing the products in such a way as to emphasize their I

demonstrative features & salability." GE sees little correlation between extravaganzas & sales, believes "our i

distributors appreciate our exchange of ballyhoo for a more serious approach."

Motorola: Introduced I960 TV-radio-stereo lines to distributors & dealers at 14 meetings at plush

hostels across the country. Some 10,000 dealers attended. Motorola employed MCA to plan & stage the costly
'

series of meetings, "but the costs both in time & money were more than justified by the fine results obtained.

Our intentions for next year are an even broader based set of regional meetings. Obviously, we believe

there is a relationship between how well the program is prepared and buying."

Packard Bell: Introduced its lines at a 2-day distributor convention in L.A. and at 26 dealer show- '

ings. Sales promotion mgr. Theodore A. Flynn told us: "Compared to showings 5 years ago, the recent :

showings were considerably more sophisticated & elaborate, with more time & effort spent on creating on

effective selling situation. With a growing market & continued boom economy, it seems likely that the i

showings will continue to grow more elaborate & costly due to competitive pressure."

Philco: Introduced its electronics lines to distributors at a national convention in Acapulco, Mexico.

The program was staged by Dramaturgy Inc. of Chicago. Philco's 1959 program was more elaborate than i

its 1958 presentation, and "as far as anyone can tell, the peak is not in sight, due to the competitive nature i

of the business." Philco points out that "it stands to reason that an imaginative presentation will capture ;

more interest initially than a dull one. From that point on, the products must stand on their own—good !

products naturally win good orders."
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RCA: Introduced its lines to distributors at a 3-day meeting in Chicago in June. RCA planned &
staged its own program, although it employed Jim Handy to produce special films & slides. Ad & sales pro-

( motion mgr. J. M. Williams told us : "Our expenditures were lower than those of last year and, as a matter of

fact, for those of 5 years ago. We believe we had a very much improved presentation because of changing

the character of the meeting completely to a business-type meeting." Williams believes extravaganzas have

hit their peak, agrees there's some correlation between distributor-dealer buying & the lavishness of presenta-

tions, but contends "so far as dealers are concerned, it is our belief that they buy on the quality, the features

and the pricing of our lines. While they might buy heavier initially because of razzle-dazzle, this will even

out over the future if the necessary ingredients are not present in the merchandise."

Zenith: Holds distributor conventions twice yearly. Exec. v.p. L. C. Truesdell told us: "Since we
have been highly successful with our meetings, I do not plan to make any changes in the foreseeable future.

It is our feeling at Zenith that the products & programs are more important that the showmanship & staging;

therefore, we have not increased oiu: expenditures in this connection over the past several years. At each

of our meetings we employ an outside company to arrange for setting up the stage, backgroimds for the

products, etc. They do not participate in the speeches, but they do handle the staging. I will not permit any
of our speakers to use speeches prepared by outsiders or by another person. At Zenith, we do not believe

that a hired writer can interpret the message as well as the people working with the products & programs

each day." Zenith's Dec. meeting is usually a one-day presentation of products & programs. The June meet-

: ing "is more elaborate because we introduce more so-called showmanship & stimulation for the benefit of

^ our distributors' salesmen. More importantly, it is more elaborate because we devote at least one half day
for training these wholesale salesmen on the new products."

V-M: Smaller instrument makers, like V-M, also have the problem of product introduction to distrib-

, utors. This year, V-M is carrying the sales message to distributors in a series of 22 regional meetings. Last

i year, it had distributors travel greater distances to attend one of 4 regional meetings. Pres. Victor A. Miller

j told us: "V-M is definitely not putting on an extravaganza in new product introduction to distributors. The 4 key
I men in our consumer products sales activity are all on the road right now [Aug.]—traveling in pairs & con-

ducting a group of scheduled small distributor meetings." He described V-M's approach as "strictly a home-

grown presentation worked out by our own internal folks in conjunction with our ad agency. We attempt

to focus on the product & policies rather than on an elaborate method of presentation."

(

PHONO DOLLAR-VOLUME MAY SURPASS RADIO: Radio will soon slip into 3rd place as

a dollar-producer for home-electronics industry, yielding its 2nd ranking to booming stereo phono. Radios

& phonos will run neck-&-neck this year, but as stereo popularity keeps building up, phono category is

t almost a cinch to beat out radio next year.

Unitwise, radio sales will continue to far exceed phonos—by 3-to-l or greater in 1959—but rising

'1 dollar value of phonograph is leading it to big-money class, second only to TV in the home-electronics

; firmament. In this context, we're using EIA's definition of phono—including self-contained phonos, record

.
players and phono-radio combinations, but excluding TV-phono combinations (which are counted as TVs).

Spurred by almost complete conversion to stereo, average factory price of phonos jumped more than

$20 from 1958 to 1959—to about $85 from $64 last year. And 1958's average price was $13.50 higher than the
' $50.50 of 1957.

Conservative estimate of factory sales of all kinds of phonos for this year is 4.5 million units—up
from last year's 4.1 million. This would put dollar value of 1959 factory phono sales at $382.5 million, up
from $263 million in 1958 and $247 in 1957 (4,872,000 units). If phono sales should hit 5 million this year,

dollar sales volume would total about $425 million.

Factory sales of domestic radios last year totaled $304 million (including home, clock, portable,

auto—everything except phono-radio combinations). In 1957, total was $351 million, highest since 1947-48

, post-war boom. The 1959 radio total should be somewhat higher than that figure, but whether it will tie

phono volume of $382.5 million is debatable. TV will remain well ahead of both radio <5t phono categories,

recovering from last year's $668 million to around $800 million.

Although an increasing number of phono units now have radio tuners in them, sales of separate

radios don't seem to have suffered one whit. And radio may yet be responsible for far bigger phono boom.

When FCC finally approves standards for stereo broadcasting—in 1960 or 1961—stereo phono-radio combi-

notions should break the sales barrier with a roar that will make the 1959 phono-sales surge sound like a
. monophonic whisper,
ki
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TV-RADlO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for week ended Aug. 28 (34th week of 1959):

Aug. 21-28 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. '59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 142,162 138,758 134,921 3,684,890 2,950,455

Total radio 287,977 274,526 293,771 8,945,026 6,193,529

auto radio 87,951 83,041 68,928 3,434,420 1,893,813

EIA statistics for week ended Sept. 4 . (35th week of 1959):

Aug. 28-Sept. 4 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. '59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 141,550 142,162 112,992 3,826,440 3,074,802

Total radio 369,035 287,977 274,604 9,314,061 6,492,061

auto radio 125,087 87,951 91,738 3,559,507 1,991,761

TV-RADIO SALES & PRODUCTION: Retail TV & radio sales

for July were appreciably higher than those of July

1958 and pushed the Jan.-July totals well ahead of the

cumulative sales for the year-ago period. TV’s July

performance marked the 5th consecutive 1959 month

in which TV surpassed sales of the corresponding 1958

month. July-over-June 1959 sales show TV healthily

ahead, radio sales down sharply.

July production of TV sets was well below the June

1959 output, but considerably ahead of July 1958. The

cumulative output for Jan.-July 1959 was higher than that

of the first 7 months of 1958. TVs with uhf tuners totaled

21,022 in July, 29,064 in June, and 23,205 in July 1958.

Radio production was down in July vs. June 1959, but ahead

by far on the July-to-July and year-to-date reckonings.

FM radio production totaled 24,553 in July, 50,783 in June,

and 11,816 in July 1958. Following are ElA’s official

monthly sales & production figures:

1959 1958
Production Sales Production Sales

January 437,026 501,704 433,983 581,486
February 459,492 448,173 370,413 448,727
March 494,032 425,749 416,903 416,756
April 389,251 263,998 302,559 243,132
May 431,911 279,536 266.982 2.37,189

June 571,003 344,795 377,090 250,362
July 350,360 370,575 274,999 279,010

Total 3,133,075 2,634,530 2,442,929 2,456,662

Radio sales for July (excluding auto) totaled 526,827

compared with 678,195 in June and 465,545 in July 1958.

Jan.-July radio retail sales were 3,685,708 vs. 3,177,679 for

the year-ago period. Radio production for July totaled

829,035 (including 254,725 auto) compared with 1,430,165

in June (637,806 auto) and 592,972 (186,379 auto) in July

1958. Cumulative Jan.-July radio production totaled

7,936,621 (including 3,154,921 auto) vs. 5,212,135 (1,650,-

898 auto) for Jan.-July 1958.

Texas Instruments expanded its overseas marketing

last week with the appointment of 4 exclusive distributors

in Denmark, France, Sweden and Switzerland. Chmn. Cecil

Dotson said that the European transistor market is ex-

panding rapidly and that increasing specialization & mass
production will call for more transistors & allied semi-

conductor products. TI’s subsidiary Texas Instruments Ltd.,

Bedford, England, currently produces & markets products

to sterling areas of the world. The expanded EurOps pro-

gram is intended to make TI semiconductors available on

a world-wide off-the-shelf basis within a few years.

Record .$3-miilion Zenith ad campaign for autumn pro-

motion of TV, radio, phono and stereo sets, as well as hear-

ing aids, was announced last week by exec. v.p. for market-

ing L. C. Truesdell. Zenith, reflecting the general fall

consumer-electronics ad splurge (Vol. 15:36), is increasing

its 4th quarter magazine ad spending by 40%.

Trade Personals: Walter G. Bain promoted from v.p. in

charge of the Washington office, defense electronic prod-

ucts, to new RCA post of communications & missile elec-

tronics v.p.-gen. mgr., succeeded as Washington office mgr. .

by Richard E. Postauer; Harry R. Wege, missile & surface

radar div. gen. mgr., named v.p. . . . Leo F. Leary named t

mfg. mgr., Raytheon’s semiconductor div.; Henry F. I

Schunk, mgr., Newton-Brighton plant moves to Lewiston, »

Me. to set up new plant, succeeded by Ray T. Mijanovich; t

Dr. Walter F. Leverton appointed engineering mgr.; Ray- i

mond J. Barber named controller.

Curtis B. Hoffman promoted from gen. mgr., Clevite •

Corp. Brush Instruments div., to electronics v.p., succeeded ,

»

by John H. Harris . . . L. D. Dannenbaum elected Nuclear li

Electronics Corp. exec. v.p. . . . Dr. Robert L. San Soucie :

appointed Sylvania’s Amherst Engineering Labs communi- 1

cations research & development dept, mgr.; John H. Skehan Jy

Jr. named sales training mgr., Sylvania Electronic Tubes, |
succeeding James W. Ritter, appointed Northeast district I

distributor sales mgr.
f

Joseph T. Colliflower, ex-ACF Industries Erco div.,
j

named Litton Industries Md. div. operations dir.; Howard i

F. Burbank, ex-United Aircraft Norden div., appointed |

Litton Md. div. quality control dir. . . . William F. Bergeron p

named Sylvania Electronic Tubes industrial & military t

sales engineer. Eastern region; Joseph H. Orebaugh ap- t

pointed entertainment sales engineer, Midwestern region; >

Jeff R. Wheatley appointed industrial & military sales en- i

gineer. Pacific region.

Edward Y. Gerding named Tung-Sol commercial en-

gineering Eastern regional mgr.; Walter E. Britton named
to similar post in Detroit region . . . Jack Lipnick named
CBS Electronics Eastern field engineer, specializing on

receiving tube applications & the use of stereophonic

phonograph cartridges for the entertainment market . . .

Jack Houseman appointed to new post of Packard-Bell

home products div. Southern Cal. sales mgr. . . . Bertram
A. C. Udovin named mgr., Du Mont Point Mugu Facilities,

Pacific missile range . . . Col. Bernt Balchen, USAF (Ret.)

named aviation consultant. General Precision Labs.

Charles H. Teskey, AT&T Long Lines Dept. Wash-
ington asst, atty., retires Sept. 30 after 36 years . . . Ray-

mond J. Gill and Norman A. Sabye appointed Motorola

Chicago military electronics center contract mgrs.
Walter Ware Slocum, ex-Daystrom v.p., appointed

Internatl. Resistance pres., succeeding Charles Weyl,

named chmn., succeeding Ernest Searing, who will retire

. . . James S. Laidlaw promoted from engineering v.p. to
|

v.p. & gen. mgr., Hycon, succeeding William T. Snebold,
*

resigning but continuing as a dir.; Edmund W. Baker suc-

ceeds Laidlaw . . . J. Robert Peltz named Sylvania Elec-

tronic Tubes Eastern region sales engineer for equipment

sales dept.
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EIA Fall Conference: Electronic industries Assn, gathers

in Atlantic City, N.J. next week to review industry

progress in a 3-day conclave (22-24) to be spiced by such

program highlights as these

:

1. Premier showing of a public-relations TV film on

the electronics industry prepared jointly by EIA & NAM.
The film is scheduled for distribution to 265 TV stations

which telecast Industry on Parade in public-service time.

2. Report with slide film on the recent Russian tour by

the electronics industry committee under the auspices of

the State Dept. The report will be made by EIA marketing

data dept. dir. Frank W. Mansfield & Ray Ellis, former dir.

of EIA’s intnatl. dept.

3. Address by Donald A. Hipkins, Small Business Ad-

ministration’s deputy administrator for procurement &
technical assistance, on the role of small business in mili-

tary electronics production.

GE has been awarded a $29,209,851 contract with un-

precedented incentive clauses for the production of nose

cones for the Thor missile. GE missile & space vehicle

dept. gen. mgr. H. W. Paige said about it that the contract

has 2 types of incentives: “One is for pei’formance which

is distinctly above the expected norm. This will assure the

Govt, of less cost for spare parts, maintenance and train-

ing of operation crews.” The 2nd incentive provides a

“small percentage of incentive profit” from each dollar

that GE saves the Govt, on production costs.

Transistorized TV tuner is being produced by Gen. In-

strument Corp. which says component is the smallest of its

type and the first to be fully transistorized. Pres. Monte
Cohen says the transistorized tuner operates on a 25th of

the electrical power required by standard tuners, weighs

only 9% ounces, and packs 287 separate parts into 15

cubic in. The new tuner, he adds, was 2 years in develop-

ment, and was designed initially for battery-operated

portable TV sets.

Motorola has received a $19-million contract from
North American Aviation’s L.A. div. to develop the mission

& traffic-control system of the proposed B-70 supersonic

bomber. Motorola v.p. & military electronics div. gen. mgr.
William S. Wheeler said his firm will subcontract a “sub-

stantial part” of the $19-million award to 9 other elec-

tronics companies.

Electronics division has been formed by The Martin Co.

in Denver in conjunction with its Titan missile facilities

there. Martin Denver operations gen. mgr. H. W. Merrill

cited “growing requirements in the area of weapons &
space exploration activities” as reason for establishing

electronics operation, said it will employ some 1,000 persons.

Conley Electronics has franchised Collins Radio to use
& sell its Fidelipac continuous one-reel automatic tape
magazine in the broadcast-equipment field. Collins uses the

magazine in an automatic tape control record-&-playback
unit made for around-the-clock use in TV-radio stations.

Raytheon has been awarded $30 million in contracts by
the Navy’s BuShips to develop & produce sonar equipment
for U.S. subs. The new devices involve electronic control of

underwater firepower, advanced communications & detect-

ing equipment.

Acquisition of Pan-Air Electronics Corp. by Electronic

Equipment Engineering Inc. was announced last week. EEE
pres. W. D. Price said that Pan-Air will be moved from
Burbank, Cal. to EEE’s Dallas HQ and be operated as a
wholly-owned subsidiary.

Finance

Beckman Instruments reports a profit on increased

sales for the fiscal year ended June 30 compared with a loss

registered in the previous year. Pres. Dr. Arnold 0. Beck-

man forecasts increased profits in 1960 for the Cal.-based

electronics firm, pointing out that incoming orders for 3rd

& 4th quarters were highest in company’s history. For the

fiscal year ended June 30: 1959 1958

Sales $44,872,768 $39,823,317
Net income 1,771,689 (964,923)
Earned per share 1.30 —
Shares outstanding 1,363,094 1,354,343

National Co. Inc. more than tripled profits, doubled

sales in the 6 months ended June 30: 1959 1958

Net sales $6,195,856 $2,990,898
Net income 143,493 43,519
Earned per share 20^ 5^

Tenney Engineering, which had been talking merger
with Victoreen Instrument Co. until policy differences

cropped up (Vol. 15:36), reports a heavy drop in income

despite slightly increased sales for the 6 months ended

June 30

:

1959 1958

Net sales

Net income
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

$2,583,795 $2,494,732
39,811 129,769

8<# 31d
485,200 411,333

Sprague Electric increased its income nearly 3-fold on

sharply stepped-up sales for the 6 months ended June 30:

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1959
$27,352,408

1,839,207
1.47

1,247,912

1958
$19,474,434

658,627
53(#

1,244,987

United Artists Corp. scored record-high earnings dur-

ing the first half of 1959, up 21% over the year-ago period,

chmn. Robert S. Benjamin reported last week. Gross world-

wide income of the motion picture & TV film producer also

increased appreciably. For 26 weeks ended July 4:

Gross income ...

Net earnings ...

Earned per share

1959 1958

$44,844,000 $37,517,000
1,597,000 1,319,000

96«l

Loew’s Inc. will issue its first dividend in more than 2

years on Oct. 14 with a quarterly payment of 30^ a share

to stockholders of record Sept. 22, pres. Joseph R. Vogel

announced last week. He said resumption of dividend pay-

ments is justified by “most encouraging” prospects for

continued profitable operations and by the improvement in

all divisions, which closed out the fiscal year on Aug. 31

operating in the black. Dividends were discontinued follow-

ing the quarterly payment of a 25ij‘ dividend in June, 1957

by Loew’s Inc.’s predecessor company.

Columbia Pictures Corp. earnings in the year to end

next June 30 are expected to improve over the low level of

fiscal 1959, reports the Wall St. Journal. “Columbia has

not yet reported results for the year ended June 30, but it’s

believed the company had a loss from operations which

was likely offset by a non-recurring profit of $2,622,000

from the sale of the company’s West Coast lab facilities.”

According to a top official, adds the newspaper, “gross

revenues in the year ended June 30 were about the same as

the $113,600,000 in the preceding year, and Sci’een Gems,
the TV producing & distributing subsidiary, had ‘profitable

operations’ in fiscal 1959 and its gross revenues were ‘con-

siderably higher’ than the $28 million of fiscal 1958.”

Industro Transistor Corp. suffered a net loss of $34,330

for the year ended June 30, compared with the loss of $75,-

783 in the previous year.
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OfficerS-&-Directors stock transactions as reported to SEC
for Aug.

:

Allied Artists. George N. Blatchford bought 700, held 700. Albert
Zugsmith bought 1,000, held 94,800.

American Bosch Arma. William S. Wasserman sold 500, held 2,500
in holding company, 4,569 in trusts, 12 personally.

American Electronics. Charles L. Jones bought 1,600, held 1,800.
Philip W. Zonne sold 1,600, held 62,800 personally, 4,000 in trust for
children.

Amphenol-Borg. Lester M. Grether exercised option to buy 1,100,
held 2,100.

Audio Devices. Bryce Haynes sold 2,000, held 883. Joseph K. Mc-
Cammon sold 1,400, held 16,091.

Avco. Victor Emanuel sold 63,600, held 69,115. James B. Kerr sold
7.700, held 4,366. Frank S. Larson sold 100, held 2,803. Lloyd P. Smith
sold 10,000, held none. Kendrick R. Wilson Jr. sold 9,100, held 8,100.

Belock Instrument. Donald C. Walton sold 200, held 21,779.
Cinerama. Marshall A. Jacobs sold 167 through Sound Syndicates

Inc., held 22 in Sound Syndicates Inc., none personally. Hazard E. Reeves
sold 167 through Sound Syndicates Inc., held 22 in Sound Syndicates Inc.,

160,923 personally. Delores J. Russell sold 167 through Sound Syndicates
Inc., held 22 in Sound Syndicates Inc., 1,106 personally.

Consolidated Electrodynamics. Franklin H. Donnell bought 1,300,
held 11,500. T. P. Morgan bought 100, held 200.

Corning Glass. Eugene C. Sullivan sold 200, held 30,685.
Daystrom. Lewis E. Minkel bought 400, held 500.
Decca Records. Milton R. Rackmil bought 200 as co-trustee, held

10,700 as co-trustee, 1,713 personally.
Desilu Productions. Edwin E. Holly sold 2,000, held 2,000. Martin N.

Leeds sold 5,000, held 36,100 personally, 1,200 in trusts for sons.
Electronic Communications. Hal A. Kroeger sold 300, held 60.
General Dynamics. Lisle W. Adkins sold 3.500, held 1,800.
GE. Harold E. Strang bought 2.650, held 11,303.
General Instrument. Monte Cohen sold 1,000, held 7,718. Fred C.

Rummel exercised option to buy 6,350. held 6,766.
General Precision Equipment. John C. Maxwell bought 200, held

700. Gaylord C. Whitaker sold 600 through trusts, held 16,190 in trusts,

6,026 personally.
General Telephone & Electronics. Theodore S. Gary acquired 640 for

holding company through trust in exchange for debentures purchased in

March 1957, sold 500, held 282,996 in holding company, 7,526 personally.
General Transistor. Jerome Fishel sold 163, held none.
Hazeltine. Laurence B. Dodds sold 260, held none.
Hoffman Electronics. I. J. Kaar sold 3000, held none. J. D. McLean

exercised option to buy 1,500, held 1,600.
IBM. Edward E. Ford sold 10,700 through trust, held 74,795 in trust,

41,241 personally. T. J. Watson Jr. sold 1,600, held 34,301 personally,
26,171 in trusts.

International Resistance. George Back exercised option to buy 1,600.

held 1,800. Walter H. Powell bought 600, held 620. C. D. Vannoy exercised
option to buy 1,600, held 1,620. Edward S. Weyl exercised option to buy
3.000, held 21,816.

ITT. Fred M. Farwell exercised option to buy 15,000, held 17,266.

Frederick R. Furth acquired 3,480 as bonus, held 4,059. Henry H. Scud-
der exercised option to buy 2,200, held 2,360.

Lear. James P. Brown sold 176, held 654.
Loew’s. Nathan Cummings bought 1,000, held 57,550.

P. R. Mallory. H. C. Buell exercised option to buy 214, held 1,406.

Motorola. Arthur L. Reese bought 100, held 200.
National Telehlm Associates. George K. Gould exchanged 9,411 for

National Theatres securities, held none.
National Theatres. B. Gerald Cantor bought 2,600 and 1,900 more

through Cantor Fitzgerald & Co., held 105,000 personally, 20,000 in

Cantor Fitzgerald & Co., 5,000 in Cantor & Son Inc., 3,000 in Cantor
Fitzgerald Foundation, 1,000 in Cantor Fitzgerald & Co. profit-sharing

trust, 1,000 in First Nevada Corp. Burt Kleiner bought 1,900 through
Cantor Fitzgerald & Co., held 20,000 in Cantor Fitzgerald & Co., 15,000

personally. 3,000 in foundation, 1,000 in First Nevada Corp., 5,000 in

Cantor & Son Inc. Ely A. Landau bought 2,500, held 7,600.

Oak Mfg. O. Corson Ellis bought 100 jointly with wife, held 100

jointly with wife, 125 personally.
Philco. Henry F. Argento bought 3,000, held 3,876.

RCA. Martin F. Bennett exercised option to buy 1,200, held 1,328.

John L. Burns exercised option to buy 20,000, held 20,411. Ralston H.
Coffin exercised option to buy 200, held 300. Rodolfo A. Correa exercised

option to buy 200, held 286. David Sarnoff sold 10,000 (Vol. 15:33), held

5.000. Edward M. Tuft exercised option to buy 1,200, held 1,855.

Republic Pictures. Victor M. Carter bought 249,383, held 347,720.

Sidney M. Davis sold 500, held none. Douglass T. Yates sold 4,277 and
207,739 more through Tonrud Inc., held none. Herbert J. Yates sold

74,469, held none.
Servomechanisms. Najeeb E. Halsby sold 1,680, held none.

Texas Instruments. P. E. Haggerty sold 100, held 125,143. S. T.

Harris exercised option to buy 5,000, held 22,904 personally, 433 in trust.

W. F. Joyce bought 100 and exercised option to buy 6,000 more, held

13,562.
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge. Burton F. Miller sold 600. held 4,057

personally, 9,000 in trust. V. G. Nielsen sold 3,200, held 7,038. Horace
A. Shepard bought 3,400, held 4,400.

Trans Lux. Harry Brandt bought 100 and 200 more through H.

Brandt Foundation, sold 900 through G. Brandt Foundation, held 168,600

personally. 18,180 in H. Brandt Foundation. 12,650 in G. Brandt Founda-
tion, 2,000 in Brapick Corp., 17,600 for wife.

Trav-Ler Radio. Isadora Edelstein bought 100, held 2,600. Ellis Fried-

man bought 2,500, held 21,640. Joe Friedman bought 10,000, held 236,233.

D. J. F. Shea sold 600, held none.
Westinghouse. B. M. Brown exercised option to buy 200, held 300.

Zenith. Frank A. Miller sold 200, held 1,500.

Reports & comments available: RCA, comments, Reyn-

olds & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y. 5 . . . Clevite, notes, Van

Alstyne, Noel & Co., 52 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . Tele-Broad-

casters, analyzed by Arthur B. Hogan Inc., 6705 Sunset

Blvd., Hollywood 28 . . . CBS, study, Oppenheimer & Co., 25

Broad St., N.Y. 4 . . . American Broadcasting-Paramount

Theatres, review, Pershing & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y. 5.

MCA Inc., big Hollywood combine which embraces J

Revue Productions Inc. & Music Corp. of America, will I
offer 400,000 common-stock shares for public sale through I
Lehman Bros., according to an SEC registration statement 1

(File 2-15561). The price & underwriting terms will be sup- I
plied in an amendment to the statement. Proceeds would be I
used to reduce 9.25 million in bank notes and to add to J
working capital. Outstanding now are 3,595,735 shares of

MCA Inc. common stock, principal holders including chair- I

man Jules Stein (39.7%) & pres. Lew Wasserman (19.8%). I

A Wall St. Journal source pegged value per share at $20. I

Granco Products Inc. reports record-high sales of $3,- _

070,486 for its FM radios and other electronic equipment for |
the fiscal year ended June 30, up 38% over the fiscal 1958
volume of $2,223,180. The net income soared to approxi-

mately $50,000 vs. $2,812 the previous year. Pres. Henry
Fogel said the current backlog is double the unfilled orders

tallied this time last year. He said the Long Island City

firm will kick off a major ad campaign later this month to

promote FM. The campaign will open in N.Y., be extended
next year to other major FM areas. It embraces a $15,000 *

time-buy on AM stations WCBS & WRCA N.Y.

Allied Radio Corp., Chicago assembler & distributor of I

hi-fi components and other electronic parts, which recently ‘

acquired Knight Electronics Corp. and Allied High Fidelity I

Stores Inc., plans public sale of 333,335 outstanding com-
mon-stock shares. In an SEC registration statement (File

|

2-15,550), the firm said the offering price of the shares, now
(

j

held by 14 selling stockholders, would be supplied by an
|

•

amendment. Underwriters are headed by White, Weld & Co. •

General Dynamics has sold $60 million in 20-year
promissory notes to Prudential Insurance Co. of America,
chmn. Frank Pace Jr. announced last week. The loan bears

)

a 5.5% interest rate, will be used to augment working
capital. A similar loan of $75 million with a 5.2% interest ^

rate was negotiated by General Dynamics with Prudential

on Sept. 29, 1958. Pace said the $135-million long-term

notes sold to Prudential plus available short-term credits

will satisfy firm’s capital needs for “foreseeable future.”

Raytheon foresees record-high sales this year ap-

proaching $500 million—more than $100 million ahead of
f

1958’s volume, pres. Charles F. Adams told the San Fran-
cisco Security Analysts Society last week. Pointing to I

Raytheon’s first-half record sales & net profit, he said: “We
expect further improvement in the balance of the year so i<

that 1959 definitely should be the best year in our history.”
|

,

For the 6 months ended June 30, the firm earned $1.49 a

share on sales of $232 million, compared with $1.29 a share ]

of $179.1 million in first-half 1958.

Missiles-Jets & Automation Fund Inc. boomed in its i

first year from Aug. 7, 1958 to July 31, 1959 pres. Andrew i

-

G. Haley reports. Net assets increased 79.6% to $4,847,918

from $2,699,255; net asset value per share rose 43.6% to

$13.14 from $9.15; shares outstanding increased 25% to

368,829 from 294,997.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period

Hoffman Electronics . .
—

IT&T Q
Loew’s Inc Q
Loew’s (Marcus)
Theaters Ltd Q

RCA Q
Webcor Q
Western Electric Q

Stk. of
Amt. Payable Record

$0.15 Sep. 30 Sep. 11

.25 Oct. 15 Sep. 18

.30 Oct. 14 Sep. 22

1.00 Sep. 30 Sep. 14

.25 Oct. 26 Sep. 18

.15 Oct. 1 Sep. 21

.90 Sep. 30 Sep. 21
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

Manufacturing «S DistributionCongress

SENATE FREEDOM-OF-SPEECH "WATCHDOG" subcommittee,

headed by Yarborough, set up by Commerce Committee to insure

"impartial" news handling. Magnuson, Yarborough & McGee tell

why (p. 3).

MAGNUSON HOPES FOR "FAIR" CATV LAW as he gives status

report on legislation. Sen Moss calls for "common-carrier" regula-

tion, foresees "chaos" unless controls are imposed (p. 5).

Stations

SPOT STILL CLIMBING with advertiser spending, primarily in an-

nouncements, reaching new quarterly peak of $158.9 million in

Apr.-May-June period of 1959, reports TvB (p. 15).

Programming
K MR. K. ON TV—that was the big news effort for all 3 networks

last week. One network v.p. estimates that $3.5 million is the

cost to the major webs for the Khrushchev coverage (pp. 1 & 8).

Networks

NEW MANSFIELD 10-YR. FORECAST sees TV set sales rising to

plateau of 8.5 million yearly—one third of them color sets (p. 19).

EIA ASKS GOVT. TO STEM TRANSISTOR IMPORTS, tells OCDM
that domestic producers find Japanese prices impossible to meet,

cites threat to national security (p. 19).

Advertising

NAB CODE'S PRESCRIPTION for touchy spots gets specific about

laxatives, deodorants, depilatories, toilet tissue, corn & callous re-

medies, foundation garments (pp. 3 S 17).

rcc
MONRONEY DECRIES ALLOCATIONS DELAY, attacks FCC for

"5 years of dead-center stalling." He predicts no new vhf channels

will be found, says new assignments can be made via "modern

engineering" (p. 6).

Film S Tape
UA ANTI-TRUST SUIT is filed in federal court N.Y. by Justice Dept.,

OPTION TIME DEFENDED against anti-trust charges as final reply

comments are filed, making FCC rule-making on network practices

ripe for ultimate decision. Networks & affiliates vs. KTTV (p. 4).

WANT RATINGS? Call Ollie Treyz at ABC. Annual rating war is

on again. This time, ABC is giving them out, and NBC wants to

withhold them (p.7).

Educational TV
ATTACK ON ILLITERACY will be mounted in four southern states

by 10 commercial, 3 ETV stations. Reading, writing lessons will

be beamed at more than a million "functional illiterates" (p. 6).

charging offshoot UAA with "lessening of competition" by corner-

ing Warner Bros., UA and RKO feature backlogs (p. 10).

TAPE COMMERCIALS ARE BIG BUSINESS in N.Y. today, our ex-

clusive report of production status of leading firms reveals. Net-

works have set the sales pace, but some independents are making

a real dent (pp. 4 & 12).

TAPED SPECIALS' SPECIAL PROBLEMS. Record number of taped

specials fill Hollywood vaults, present unique storage, insur-

ance, financial situations (p. 9).

SYNDICATORS CONFORM TO NAB CODE. Coast NAB exec., in

progress report, tells of complete cooperation, no violations (p. 10).

RED FEATHER IN WEB CAPS: Total of $3.5 million in public-service time & production is in-

volved in current coverage by 3 major networks of Premier Khrushchev's visit. This is the estimate of ABC-TV
program v.p. Tom Moore—an estimate not challenged by other 2 networks.

News executives didn't hesitate last week to seek pre-emptions of daytime shows on the networks for

the intensive first-day coverage of the Soviet leader's arrival. At CBS-TV, ousting of daytime soap operas

(House Party, The Big Payoff & The Verdict is Yours) amounted to over $200,000—although Firestone's night-

time $300,000 time-&-talent buy of the first of 7 "Eyewitness to History" specials helped to balance the books.

Whether networks will ax shows as freely later in the season when Ike visits Russia remains to be

\
seen. All assured us last week, however, that they considered the Eisenhower-Khrushchev visits as "top

!
priority news" and "would not hesitate" to bump new shows if necessary for Nov. coverage of the Eisen-

I

hower trip to Russia.

I

Coverage has scored as prestige effort for the networks in any case, most observers & critics agree.

In case of ABC-TV particularly, the network's first all-out news push with the Khrushchev coverage should

be of real value to its image in the viewer & advertiser mind.
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NBC BOOSTING LATIN-AMEBICAN TV: Role of U.S. telecasting interests in development of

foreign TV is subject of hot debate in many western hemisphere countries, as American networks & multiple-

station owners focus attention on other lands.

Among most promising foreign areas—in long run—is Latin America, but in these nationalistic coun-

tries traditional fear of "Yankee domination" weighs heavily against acknowledged advantages of U.S.

technical & programming knowhow. Against this ticklish background, U.S. interests are moving extremely

cautiously into participation in TV station operation south of the border.

U.S. operators know there's no quick road to riches in Latin TV. Although TV has been in operation

there for many years, there are still no TV profits in most Latin American countries and TV will be "public

service" operation in many lands for a long time to come, under leadership of such astute operators as Emilio

Azcarraga in Mexico and Goar Mestre in Cuba.

Quietly NBC has been acquiring minority interests in new TV stations in Latin American countries

—

countries where TV is neither brand new nor traditionally profitless. Why? As an NBC official & veteran of Latin

American business explained to us: "Our interest is in the future of TV all over the world. We're not inter-

ested in running things but in encouraging the development of the medium itself." Implicit in his comment:
What helps TV helps RCA-NBC.

In Mexico, NBC has small interests in 2 upcoming stations—in 2nd & 3rd biggest cities in the coim-

try. In each case, control is held by solid Mexican business groups headed by respected veteran radio broad-

casters. NBC's Mexican interests: (1) About $40-50,000 worth of stock in upcoming (end of Oct.) XEHL-TV
(Ch. 6) Guadalajara headed by Alejandro Diaz. (2) Investment of similar magnitude in TV del Norte Mon-
terey due in Jan. under leadership of veteran broadcaster Gustavo de la Garza.

Shares in ownership of other upcoming stations are held by NBC International in Lima, Montevideo

and in 2 Argentina outlets. Network is looking for more opportunities for minority TV ownership in Latin

America and presumably in other parts of globe.

But NBC denies it plans to establish little "NBC networks" in Latin American countries. Its officials

see in the station-ov/nership plan a way to help get TV started in some countries and a way to increase public

interest in TV in others—both of which would redound to benefit of RCA-NBC in sales of equipment and film

& tape programming.

In Mexico situation is particularly touchy. Existing TV system, Telesistema, is controlled by
Azcarraga-O'Farrill combine, which has poured millions of dollars into TV without receiving one cent of

profit. In encouraging independent TV operators, NBC International officials say their only purpose is to help

speed TV-set circulation & increase interest in all TV. They point to TV's development in U.S. : when real com-

petition began, all stations benefited and billings reached record high after record high.

Latin American telecasters are getting together this week for meeting in Havana which may have

important significance to U.S. telefilm interests. Under direction of Cuba's Mestre & Mexico's Azcarraga, they

are forming Television Interamerican S.A. (TISA), hoping to make it a sort of Latin American film-buying

cooperative with complete control over film prices, subject matter and dubbing. Such a block-buying system

could help U.S.-film distributors, but most of them fear that it would force telefilm prices way down. One pro-

posal understood to be under consideration at meeting would limit annual Latin American pvurchases of TV
film to 20 of the 65-100 series normally offered on the market, the TISA group deciding what price its members
should pay for the films.

Our roundup of the other TV networks disclosed "nothing new or planned" in the way of CBS TV in-

vestments in South or Central America. CBS TV Stations pres. Merle Jones told us CBS's planned TV operation

in Buenos Aires,^ in conjunction with Goar Mestre of Havana, is proceeding on schedule and its studio for live,

film and tape organizations should be operating before year's end. He said that CBS is exploring a TV produc-

tion company in Lima, Peru, again with Mestre, and may reach some decision during the latter's N.Y. visit

some 2 weeks from now.

AB-PT, however, did go over the border last week by acquiring a minority interest in Costa Rica's

first TV station, which is scheduled to begin operations as Ch. 7 in Dec. AB-PT would not disclose financial

details of its buy into Televisora De Costa Rica Ltda., San Jose; said it reflected the firm's continuous program

of aiding by investment and the furnishing of technical & administrative assistance in the development of TV
in fast-growing markets.
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SENATE FREEDOM-OF-SPEECH 'WATCHDOG'; The unusual & touchy mission of trying

to insure "free speech," apparently in both broadcast & printed media, has been assigned to a new subcom-

mittee of Senate Commerce Committee. Chairman is Sen. Yarborough (D-Tex), other members Sen. McGee
(D-Wyo.) & Scott (R-Pa.).

Brief statement issued by Sen. Magnuson (D-Wash.), in establishing subcommittee, said its job will

be to insure freedom, fairness and impartiality in the treatment of news. "The subcommittee will receive

information & complaints concerning the operation of communications media," he said. "In this sense, the sub-

committee will be a watchdog subcommittee."

"It will look out for free speech generally, not just TV," Magnuson told us later. Newspapers? Mag-

azines? "Primarily the licensed media," he said. What prompted establishment of subcommittee? Said he:

"There have been complaints of discrimination for a long time. FCC makes decisions on complaints

5-6 months after the fact. The subcommittee would be a sort of clearing house. Logically, first would be to

watch the administration of Sec. 315 [on political equal time]." Magnuson wouldn't say, however, that new
Sec. 315 was dominant reason for subcommittee's formation. He said he has "no opinion" on whether Demo-

crats have been discriminated against by TV-radio. And he added that recent troubles of ex-MBS officers,

charged with Dominican Republic propaganda deal (Vol. 15:37), had nothing to do with situation.

Yarborough summed up subcommittee & its role thus: "There has been a long-standing feeling of lots

of people that the handling of news hasn't been as impartial as it ought to be. Complaints have been grow-

ing through the years that certain political parties haven't been treated fairly, that public affairs programs

are offered at poor times and are inadequate. This is not a powder puff committee. There's a deep need for it.

It won't be a quickie, crash program. It will be long term. I've turned down the opportunity to head a lot of

subcommittees that will make more headlines, but I believe this is important. Actually, we get more complaints

about programs that teach murder to children than everything else put together."

Yarborough said that his group agreed not to meet before Oct. 10, that he doesn't know whether it

will have a staff and whether it will conduct hearings.

McGee said that he is "impressed with the dependence of the country on TV & radio." New political

equal-time law and problems of ex-MBS officials "brought the problem into focus," he said. Discussion of Sec.

315, he asserted, showed "terrifying possibilities in irresponsible hands." "The subcommittee will be a public

soimding board for grievances," he said. "It's mostly precautionary. The 1960 elections are one factor." He
added that both Democrats & Republicans have complained about unfair treatment by stations.

Sen. Scott sailed for Europe when session ended, couldn't be reached for comment.

NAB CODE'S PRESCRIPTION FOR TOUCHY SPOTS: ^ "common-sense guideposts"

on personal-product commercials
,
promulgated last week by NAB Code Review Board, should be welcomed by

all but the very crudest merchandisers. Recommendations are reasonably specific on what to avoid & what to

seek in commercials covering : laxatives, deodorants, depilatories, toilet tissue, corn & callous removers, cold

& headache remedies, foundation garments (for full text, see p. 17).

Board asked this question in its report : "Is there cause for concern over taste & propriety in specific

TV commercials?" It then reviewed its own confidential survey, which "revealed negative opinions of the

viewing public that should be of great interest to responsible advertisers, their agencies and to broadcasters,"

and it summarized criticism from within & without the industry. Conclusion: "Clearly, the need for self-exami-

nation of TV advertising through the TV Code Review Board not only is proper but is urgent."

Sensitive-product subcommittee of board was headed by E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas City,

whose colleagues were Code Board chmn. Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse stations, and Gaines Kelley,

WFMY-TV Greensboro. The subcommittee has been working since March 15.

Report ends on a strong upbeat note

:

"Any self-examination must contain negative elements. The
committee re-emphasizes that it is among the strongest proponents of commercial TV. It believes without ques-
tion that TV is ideally suited for the advertising of most personal products. It has found that the great majority
of these products are presented tastefully & effectively . . . are indeed, welcomed into the home. The com-
mittee's prime object is to encourage such TV advertising. To do so requires the ingenuity & cooperation of

advertiser, agency, broadcaster ... an unbeatable combination [when] moving toward the same objectives."
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OPTION TIME DEPENDED AGAINST ANTI-TRUST CHARGES: ^-trust angle in

FCC's option-time rule-making , as stressed by KTTV Los Angeles (Vol. 15:13), received close attention last

week as parties filed reply briefs, and the whole matter was left to ripen for FCC consideration.

FCC had proposed a variety of changes affecting option time , most important of which was a reduc-

tion from 3 to 2 V2 hours per quarter of the day (Vol. 15:17 & Apr. 27 special supplement). When parties

commented on the proposals (Vol. 15:31-32), KTTV concentrated its fire on contention that FCC had to outlaw

option time altogether because Justice Dept, said it is illegal.

Last week, heavy gims of networks & affiliate groups were zeroed in on this argument. Essence of

their comment: Dept, of Justice opinion isn't binding on FCC. They went on to point out that: (1) Opinion

was that of Asst. Attorney General Victor R. Hansen, not that of the Attorney General. (2) If Attorney General

had given the opinion, it would be entitled to no more weight than that of "other persons learned in the law."

(3) FCC gave Hansen's view due consideration, anyway. (4) The opinion is wrong, anyway.

Those going into anti-trust angle at greatest length , with legal citations as long as your arm, were
CBS, CBS affiliates, NBC affiliates.

N.Y. TAPE ACTIVITY BOOMS: Tape commercials are now big business . Our checkup among 12

leading producers of video-taped commercials in N. Y. area shows 1959 gross total of more than $5 million

(see p. 12), by conservative estimate.

Most of these taped spots will be used on networks, since costs of duplication & conflicting tape

service-charges, etc., still inhibit widespread use of recorded TV commercials in spot campaigns.

Networks themselves ore biggest producers of TV tape commercials, accounting for nearly 50% of

assignments in the N. Y. area. It's not surprising; networks, particularly NBC, crusaded for video tape long

before leading film producers added tape facilities.

Biggest TV sponsors can be found on the roster of video tape clients in 1959, including such TV bell-

wethers as Procter & Gamble, Colgate-Palmolive, Nabisco, Kellogg, General Mills, General Foods, S. C.

Johnson & Son, Toni, Best Foods, Warner-Lambert, Pontiac, Texaco, Du Pont and U. S. Steel.

Tape is only 15% of total N. Y. TV commercial business
,
producers tell us. But many predict this

figure may rise to 25-30% of total during 1960, may near 50% in 1961.

MANAGERS REPORT ON BUSINESS: Our "Quicky Questionnaire" to station managers late

last month has drawn interesting concensus of current industry thinking on the state of business, allocations,

color, tape, editorials, CATV, other matters.

Business continues fine . Of 175 respondents, 165 answered our "How's business?" question. Of

these, 152 reported business on the good side (including 42 who checked "record-breaking"). Only 13 were

in the negative area (1 Bad, 12 Indifferent).

Predictions for total 1959 revenue (vs. 1958) brought 156 Ups vs. 1 Down and 4 No-change. The

bulk of percentage-increase predicters placed their gains between 5% & 30% ahead of last year, with 1

fortunate soul spotting his station's gain in the 75% to 100% bracket.

The profits picture (total 1959 estimate) was similar , with 135 expecting to finish ahead of last

year, and 7 behind. No change: 16. About a third of the profit-stations placed their advance from 5% to 10%
and 4 expected from 75% to 100% more than in 1958.

The problem of allocations drew response from 156 stations (129 vhf, 27 uhf), of whom the largest

number (67) preferred the solution of all vhf in 25 channels. The 2nd largest group (31) voted for dein-

termixture. Behind these came mileage reductions & drop-ins (24); all uhf (13); no change (12); miscel-

laneous (6); and no answer (3).

Of 92 now using tape on their stations (65 more were not), the large majority (76) were not

requiring an additional service charge of any kind for airing tape commercials, vs. the 16 who said they

did make such a charge.

Editorializing—or plans to editorialize—were common to more than half the respondents. Yes: 61.

Planning to: 26. No: 82.
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Can you state the number of color sets in your area?—drew 95 affirmatives; 66 negatives. Close to

half (40) of the 95 estimaters checked "Over 1,000"—and all but 2 of the rest estimated their quantities

below that figure. Asked when they thought color would take hold nationally, 31 did not reply; and the

others checked as follows: 1959: 0. 1960: 12. 1961: 54. Thereafter: 72.

Asked about charges for telefilm programming , more than half rated them high (76) and imprac-

tically high (13). Only 1 said low—and 75 settled for fair.

Station managers who believe that CATV systems should be required to secure licenses from FCC
ran 126, vs. 17 who said no. Of the 147 who answered the question as to whether any CATVs were picking up
their signal, 89 said yes, 58 said no.

We give you herewith the answers to our code-board question, but we suggest you not put too

much stock in them because (in the light of later consideration) of the unintentionally misleading wording

of our own question. The query read: "Do you agree with the TV code board that hemorrhoid commercials

do not belong on TV?" The answers: Yes, 78; no, 85. But we now can't help wondering if our twisty question

did not mislead many busy, fast-answering respondents with its unintentional ambiguity—so that many a man
who checked "no" just after reading a question about the questionable product, thought he was voting against

it rather than for it. Our fault—and we promise to keep further queries in our Questionnaires crystal clear.

Thank you for your impressive response.

Congress

MAGNUSON HOPES FOR ‘FAIR’ CATV LAW: There will be

considerable to-do about CATV legislation in the next

session of Congress, even though Sen. Magnuson CD-

Wash.), chmn. of Commerce Committee, last week ut-

tered soothing remarks about keeping everyone happy.

Magnuson’s comments on the Senate floor came after

Sen. Moss (D-Utah) suggested that CATV be given com-

mon-carrier regulation, something CATV operators don’t

want. Said Moss:

“Some control must be exercised over CATV systems

or there will be chaos in the broadcasting industry. I there-

fore urge that during the Congressional recess members &
staff of the Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee give

some serious thought & study to proposed legislation

which can be brought before the Senate next session which
will subject the CATV’s to the same I’egulations which are

applicable to common carriers & public utilities. I believe

that such action could be justified on the basis that these

systems charge the public for their service, and that there

is therefore a rate-making problem. The public interest &
protection for the public must be given first consideration.”

Sen. Magnuson later had this to say, in answer to re-

quests from Sen. Mansfield (D-Mont.) & Sen. Keating (R-
N.Y.) for a status report:

“A community antenna is an antenna service, actually,

but the point has been made that it might be considered in

the nature of a common carrier. Then the question of pro-

gramming comes into the problem. We do not want to put
those concerned under the regulation of programming.
That is not their business. They serve a greater purpose.
We are hoping to work the problem out so that there will

not be any conflict with boosters, competitively or other-
wise, because the booster problem is one that is encountered
only out west, where, for example 20 families may live in

a valley, and are not able to get a TV program unless they
have a little kitchen booster set. A community antenna
would not serve them, anyway. It could not be done eco-
nomically. Some of the definitions contained in the bill

need to be clarified so that everyone concerned is treated
fairly. I am sure it can be worked out.”

National Community TV Assn, wants CATV to get
precisely the same regulation FCC applies to stations

—

nothing more, nothing less. NCTA is particularly upset by
the provision in the bill reported by the Senate Commerce
Committee which would have FCC make decisions “to

facilitate the continued operation of the local station.”

Says NCTA: “This vague & confusing public-interest

factor is obviously the result of broadcast industry pres-

sures, since it would seem to place the local station, no
matter what the circumstances of its operation, in a fa-

vored position without regard to what the public might
desire or to where the overall public good might lie . . .

It is difficult to say how any fair-minded legislator can
object to the application of the usual ‘public interest’

standard which is designed to do what is best for the public

at large, rather than what might best suit the interests of

a local TV station seeking to inhibit the operation of a
competitor for its audience.”

New equal-time bill was signed Sept. 14 by President
Eisenhower who stated: “This law will make possible the
continued full participation of radio & TV in the news
coverage of political campaigns, which is so essential to a
well informed America. There is no doubt in my mind that
the American radio & TV stations can be relied upon to
carry out fairly & honestly the provisions of this act with-
out abuse or partiality to any individual, group or party.”

Joe McCaffrey’s Sun. public-issues feature Celebrity
Parade was not cancelled by the station but by the sponsor,
said WMAL-TV Washington gen. mgr. Fred Houwink in

answer to Senatorial critics (Vol. 15:37). The show, owned
by sponsor Retail Clerks Intnatl. Assn., was cancelled by
the sponsor after its 1:30-2 p.m. Sun. spot was pre-empted
for delayed telecasts of Notre Dame football games. The
demise of the program was lamented recently by Sen.
Mansfield (D-Mont.); and Sen. McCarthy (D-Minn.) used
it as a case in point when he mentioned possible TV pro-
gram supervision by Congress. WMAL-TV says it is

planning a similar program as a public service.

A Senator’s death on the feature film “Man from 1997,”
televised by WTOP-TV Washington Sept. 13, caused a
rash of phone calls to newspaper offices a la Orson Welles’
1938 “War of the Worlds” broadcast. Anxious set owners
were informed that the deceased was “Senator Robert A.
Heffincrist,” who died dramatically on the program.
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Monroney Decries Allocations Delay: TV program

critic Sen. Monroney (D-Okla.) believes that more com-

petitive facilities are what’s needed to produce better

programs—and that FCC is to blame for “5 years of dead-

center stalling” on allocations moves which would provide

the needed channels.

In the Senate last week, Monroney asserted that it’s

time for FCC to move “toward making possible the maxi-

mum use of the wavelengths of the spectrums which are

available under new, modern engineering & electronic

techniques.” He listed the following markets which he

said need more stations: Providence, Louisville, Grand
Rapids-Kalamazoo, Charlotte, Syracuse, Rochester, Bir-

mingham, Wheeling-Steubenville, Johnstown-Altoona, Day-

ton, Champaign-Urbana, Toledo, Jacksonville, Raleigh-

Durham, Shreveport, Knoxville, Binghamton, Fresno, Bak-

ersfield, “and others.”

“Five months have passed,” he said, “since the FCC
advised Sen. Magnuson it was looking for more vhf chan-

nels. Plainly it has found none. It is only realistic to pre-

dict that none is to be found. Assuming the improbable

discovery of new vhfs for TV, it would take years, perhaps

as long as a decade, before they could be utilized.”

The FCC

Tentative award of Ch. 5 in Weston, W. Va. was given

to WJPB-TV Inc. of Fairmont, W. Va. last week by FCC
examiner Jay A. Kyle. The grant is conditioned on WJPB-
TV disposing of its interest in a Ch. 35 grantee for Fair-

mont. The only competitor for the channel. Telecasting

Inc., owner of off-air WENS (Ch. 22) Pittsburgh, agreed

to dismiss its application for an option to purchase 50%
of WJPB-TV Inc. for $25,000. An earlier contestant—West
Virginia Radio Corp.—dismissed its application last May
when WJPB-TV paid its out-of-pocket expenses.

TV test signals transmitted by stations while programs

are on the air have been placed on a regular basis by FCC.
The Commission amneded its rules, effective Oct. 4, to

prescribe the area within the vertical blanking interval

(between frames) during which test & reference signals

may be transmitted by stations (Vol. 13:14). Blanket

authorization for the tests was given on Oct. 11, 1956 for

the purpose of developing & testing the feasibility of such

signals. Since the institution of rule-making on April 5,

1957, permission has been extended several times.

Rules covering amateur radio service, citizens radio

service and disaster communications service (parts 12, 19

and 20), will soon be available from the Govt. Printing

Office. The rules are included in volume VI of the FCC rules,

loose-leaf, available for $1.25 ($1.75 foreign) from Supt. of

Documents, Govt. Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C.

FCC granted waivers to 3 stations last week to permit

them to identify themselves with additional communities:

WSJS-TV (Ch. 15) Winston-Salem, N.C. with Greensboro;

WJHL-TV (Ch. 11) Johnson City, Tenn. with Kingsport &
Bristol; KTVH (Ch. 12) Hutchinson, Kan. with Wichita.

Single application for a new TV station filed with the

FCC last week was for Ch. 10, Medford, Ore. by a local

group headed by C. E. Wilson, owner of KBOY there. To-

tal pending is now 109 (14 uhf).

Annual outing of the Federal Communications Bar

Assn, will be held Mon. Oct. 5 at the Manor Country Club

near Washington.

Educational Ch. 23, Richardson (Dallas area), Tex.,

has been granted to Richardson independent school dist.

Educational Television

TV Attacks Illiteracy: A mass, multi-state TV attack on

adult illiteracy will be mounted in Jan. when 13 southern

TV stations (10 commercial & 3 ETV) hopefully begin

beaming 98 30-min. reading & -writing lessons at more
than a million so-called functional illiterates in N. C.,

S. C., eastern Tenn. and Ala. The 6-month ETV program

—

involving more than 500 hours of public-service time—is

being masterminded by The Literacy Movement in the

Southeast by TV, coordinated by the John C. Campbell

Folk School of Brasstown, N. C., and is an expansion of

pilot programs conducted last winter (Vol. 15:1).

The lessons are designed to teach non-reading adults

to read & write at the high 3rd-grade level and are in-

tended primarily as initial or refresher instruction for

adults who have had less than 5 years of schooling, accord-

ing to Mayes Behrman, Literacy Movement dir. and head

of the Folk School’s literacy div.

Most of the TV stations will telecast 4 lessons weekly,

6:30-7 a.m. The Alabama stations will televise at night.

Participating in the program are N. C. stations WECT-TV
Wilmington, WNCT-TV Greenville, WTVD Durham,
WFMY-TV Greensboro, WBTV Charlotte, WLOS-TV Ashe-

ville; S. C. stations WCSC-TV Charleston, WIS-TV Co-

lumbia, WBTW-TV Florence; WRGP-TV Chattanooga,

Tenn. Alabama coverage will be provided by the 3 out-

lets of the state ETV network, under sponsorship of the

Alabama Literacy Movement.

Development of exchange programming between Euro-

pean TV & Natl. ETV & Radio Center is a primary ob-

jective of NET pres. John F. White who was to leave Sat.

for a 28-day exchange of ideas with broadcast leaders in

Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy. He is accompanied

by educational KQED San Francisco mgr. James Day.

Meetings are scheduled with BBC, Radiodiffusion-TV Fran-

caise, the German Federal Ministry for Posts & Telecom-

munications, and Radio-Televisione Italiana. Prior to their

return Oct. 17, White & Day will attend the London meet-

ing of the European Bcstg. Union.

Hoffman Electronics has entered the educational TV
field with introduction of a TV receiver designed for use in

school classrooms. Hoffman consumer products div. v.p. &
gen. mgr. Ray B. Cox said the set, called “the Scholar,” is

the first widescreen TV receiver designed exclusively for

educational use. It has such features as a key-operated

power switch to eliminate unsupervised use, adjustment

controls to eliminate tampering, and the company’s Pan-0-

Vision. Scholar can be used in classrooms to see commercial

TV programs or modified to function as part of a closed-

circuit educational TV system.

Harvard’s first TV college-credit course will be offered

over WGBH-TV (Ch. 2) Boston & WENH-TV (Ch. 11)

Durham, N.H. beginning Oct. 5, at a tuition fee of the

price of 2 bushels of wheat—$5—as provided in the will

of John Lowell Jr., who established the Lowell Foundatior

(1836) which pays for a large part of the University’s

extension courses. The course: “European Imperialism,’

taught by Robert C. Albion, professor of oceanic history.

NBC-TV’s “Continental Classroom” will offer a 2

semester course in college-level modern chemistry for aca

demic credit from 309 U.S. colleges & universities. This i:

an increase of 44 over last season’s “atomic age physics’

course for credit. Chemistry lectures, conducted by Dr

John S. Baxter, begin Sept. 28 at 6:30 a.m. local time.
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NET Puts Mrs. FDR on ETV: An ambitious ETV exploration

of world affairs, featuring Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt as host-

moderator, is being produced for the Natl. ETV & Radio

Center for distribution by NET to its network of affiliated

ETV stations, pres. John F. White announced last week.

The series of 9 monthly 60-min. programs will debut Oct.

11, the date of Mrs. Roosevelt’s 75th birthday.

The TV series. Prospects of Mankind, will cast Mrs.

Roosevelt in discussions with guests on major interna-

tional problems, and will be produced by educational

WGBH-TV Boston in cooperation with Brandeis U. The

programs will be filmed each month at Brandeis’s Slosberg

Music Center. Within a week or 2 after recording, the pro-

grams will be telecast by ETV stations across the nation.

NET hopes to utilize public service time on commercial

stations in cities without ETV stations, and told us that

15 prints will be made of each filmed program for circu-

lation each week to affiliated & interested commercial

broadcasters. (For another Mrs. R. series see next col.)

Canadian ETV in-school programming gets underway

Jan. 6 with the first of 26 10-min., 15-min. and 20-min.

telecasts via CBC’s national TV network. The projected

ETV series, planned by the Natl. Advisory Council on

School Bcstg., is being evolved by CBC’s school-broadcasts

dept, in consultation with special committees of teachers.

The series provides 4 or 5 programs in each of various sub-

ject categories—music, science, history, current events,

others—for school grades ranging from 2 to 9.

San Diego viewers were treated to an unexpected ETV
program recently when commercial KFSD-TV granted city

school superintendent Dr. Ralph C. Dailard a 10-11 a.m.

time spot to deliver his annual pre-school address to 6,000

school system teachers & staff. The city has no facilities

to accommodate an audience of that size. TV sets located

in more than 120 schools and in the education center en-

abled Dr. Dailard to deliver his message to the educators

—

and other viewers.KFSD-TV exec. v.p. & gen. mgr. William
E. Goetze said the program was unprecedented in San Diego.

Auxiliary Services

TelePrompTer still plans to air the return Patterson-

Johansson bout next year. That’s the status after the ses-

sion last week between promoters of the June 26 fight and
the N.Y. State Athletic Commission. The session failed to

establish clear-cut links between mobsters and the closed-

circuit-aired fight. Summoned to the session were Tele-

PrompTer pres. Irving Kahn, fight mgr. Cus D’Amato (who
disappeared), attorney S. Schwelg, Rosensohn Enterprises

pres. Vincent J. Velella, promoter William Rosensohn.

Natl. Community TV Assn, membership totals 371

(plus 15 mfr. associate members) with the recent addition

of systems in: Walnut Creek, Cal.; Alva, Okla.; Muleshoe,
Tex.; Lander, Wyo.; Springfield, Ore.; Roswell, N.M.;
Huntsville, Ala.; Roseburg, Ore. The latest mfr. member
is Rego Insulated Wire Co., Hoboken, N.J.

Unusual CATV system in Renovo, Pa.—Greater Re-
novo TV Corp., managed by Ray Rathmell—reports that

it sells service to 5 non-profit CATV systems in addition to

its own 890 subscribers. The 5 serve 500 homes.

Translator grants: Ch. 70, Marietta, 0., to Zanesville

-Publishing Co.; Ch. 70, 74 & 78, Yreka and Weed, Cal.; to

Nor-Sis TV Corp.

Programming

Want Ratings? Call Ollie: The network rating war that

usually accompanies the start of the fall season is on again.

Opening gun was fired Sept. 16 by an NBC v.p. who told TV
columnist Marie Torre that the network would de-emphasize

ratings this year in its publicity because they tended to

spotlight “the very programs that prompt critical tirades.”

NBC would return ratings “to the trade where they be-

longed.”

ABC-TV pres. Oliver Treyz promptly picked up his

slide rule and charged into the fray with a telegraphic bar-

rage at all U.S. TV editors, citing the first fall round of

Nielsen reports for the competitive (all 3 networks) 24

markets—in which ABC-TV received a 35% nighttime

share of audience vs. a 33.0% for CBS & 24.8% for NBC.
Although the same levels won’t necessarily be reflected in

later national Nielsen reports, the trend was apparently

encouraging enough for Treyz to tongue-in-cheek: “The
timing of the sudden de-emphasis (on ratings) seems odd.”

On Sun. Sept. 13, ABC-WB’s veteran Maverick series

scored a 53.0 Trendex audience share in the 7:30-8 p.m.

period vs. NBC-Revue’s Riverboat with a 25.7—although

Riverboat had been deliberately slotted to steal audience

from Maverick with an earlier start & heavy audience

promotion. (Although, like the Nielsen 24-city reports,

they don’t show a national viewing picture, the Trendex

reports do show just that—a trend.) On Sept. 15, ABC’s
Sugarfoot scored a 28.8 share against NBC’s 34.0 for the

well-promoted Laramie debut. The same night, another

familiar ABC western, Wyatt Earp, grabbed a 39.3 Trendex
share vs. the opening night of Fibber McGee &Molly on

NBC, which bagged a 28.8 share. Routine CBS program-

ming (no series starts were involved) scored well, but not

spectacularly, in all cases.

Also announced by ABC on Sept. 18 was its increase

in average program share of daytime audience, according

to the Sept. Trendex report. Trendex shows ABC’s 2-4

p.m. daytime block gained a 31.1% average program share

against 25.2% for NBC. CBS scored highest with 33.4%.

In Aug., ABC scored a 27.4%, CBS 31.9% and NBC 26.0.

WNTA-TV’s same-play-each-night Play of the Week
series will start with “Media,” starring Judith Anderson.

The series begins Oct. 12 with each live TV production

running for 7 days (Mon.-Fri. 8-10 p.m.. Sat. & Sun., 3-5

p.m.). Subsequent productions will include “The Power &
The Glory,” “The Last Days of Lincoln” and “The Cherry

Orchard.” Production will be supervised by Talent Asso-

ciates. A similar undertaking, “Broadway TV Theater” was
presented live on WOR-TV N.Y. in 1952 but was, at that

time, financially unfeasible and lasted only a year. Four
more new programs announced by WNTA-TV last week
were Ladies of the Press with Faye Emerson; Face to

Face, interview series; The J. Fred Muggs Program fea-

turing the ex-Today show simian; and Seminar in Ameri-
can Civilization, with Max Lerner.

Mrs. Roosevelt will make a new 30-min. tape series

Thinking Things Through, to be handled by Flamingo

Films and produced in N.Y. by Pyramid Productions and

newly-formed Morlee Productions. The 39 episodes will

feature Mrs. R. moderating discussions on world & national

affairs by foreign exchange & American students. Flamingo

hopes to sell the series as a mid-season network replace-

ment, or to syndicate it. Mrs. Roosevelt is also scheduled to

do a 9-part series called Prospects of Mankind for the Natl.

ETV & Radio Center (see adjacent column).
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more about

MR. K. ON TV: The 3 networks were up to their elec-

tronic ears last week in news coverage of the visit by

Russia’s Nikita S. Khrushchev. Highlights:

ABC-TV: Although short of news budget dollars as

compared to the veteran CBS-NBC news operations, this

network took its biggest public affairs plunge last week.

Primary object: To sharpen the network’s “public service

image” in the minds of TV viewers who, as one network

source put it, “often think of ABC as just an outlet for

Westerns.”

Coverage by the network’s news team, headed by

John Daly, was more extensive than most viewers realized.

Starting with an 11:30 a.m.-l p.m. pickup of the Sept. 15

Khrushchev arrival, in which ABC had 6 cameras in the

19-camera pool and which cost the network more than

$50,000 in production costs apart from losses in show pre-

emptions, ABC doggedly kept pace with its rivals. Alto-

gether, nearly 8 hours of daytime pickups & nighttime re-

caps were aired by ABC last week, plus newscasts.

One of ABC’s freshest gimmicks was the use of one-

time White Russian prince Nicholas Orloff, for 12 years

chief interpreter for the United Nations multi-language

audio system, to give simultaneous translations of the

Soviet leader’s speeches. The other 2 networks relied chiefly

on the official Soviet interpreter.

“We’re still in the early stages of creating a news cov-

erage identity for ABC,” we were told by one network

executive last week. “Our coverage probably costs us more
out-of-pocket than does coverage by NBC & CBS. They may
actually be spending more, but much of it is covered by

sponsorship. We don’t have this kind of recognition for

our public affairs shows—yet. But it will come.”

*

CBS-TV: With slightly more than 6-% hours of net-

work time, both day & night, devoted to the fall season’s

biggest news story during the first week, CBS-TV fielded

its first-line news team against NBC-ABC rivals. Featured

in the network’s coverage were Howard K. Smith, Douglas

Edwards, Paul Niven, Whitman Bassow, Daniel Schorr,

Bill Downs, Robert Pierpoint, Charles Von Fremd and Neil

Strawser, with veteran Walter Cronkite as anchor man.
Alone among the 3 networks, CBS-TV was carrying

part of its extensive Khrushchev coverage as sponsored

program fare, thanks to a 7-program Firestone buy of the

Eyewitness to History series (7:30-8 p.m.) time. “Eye-

witness,” as even CBS was quick to admit to us, did much
to cover any losses incurred in pre-emptions. What the en-

tire coverage was costing, CBS declined to say.

On Friday, a CBS remote-TV crew covered live

Khrushchev’s visit with Mrs. Roosevelt at Hyde Park.

'Jfi ^

NBC-TV: Having won the coin toss to run the pooled

TV coverage of Khrushchev’s Washington visit, NBC’s
Washington news mgr., Elmer W. Lower, functioned as

pool producer, bossing an assembly of 19 cameras (18 at

fixed points, including Television Digest’s Washington
office in the Wyatt Bldg., plus an NBC mobile unit) and
more than 150 newsmen & technicians.

At night, NBC-TV took over the 9-9:30 p.m. slot Sept.

15 in prime time for an unsponsored Journey to Under-
standing tape/film special, and began featuring Khrush-
chev coverage thereafter in everything from Dave Garro-

way’s Today to further “Journey” specials during the week.
NBC newsmen prepared for further coverage of the Soviet

leader’s visit with the aid of a chartered airliner designed
to function as a “flying newsroom” (Vol. 15:37).

Program billings worth over $150,000 were scrapped

by NBC last week to provide the day-night coverage, which
will total nearly 12 hours of network time.

In a gesture of U.S.-Soviet good will, NBC gave Radio

Moscow a helping hand by providing Soviet radio corres-

pondent Alexander Losev with radio & AT&T facilities for

a direct feed to Russia.

When President Eisenhower returns the Khrushchev
visit with a trip to Russia later this fall, NBC-TV expects

to have “at least 6 prime-time news specials” on this topic,

whether they’re sponsored or not, we were told by William

McAndrew, NBC news v.p. The specials will pre-empt

mid-season shows if necessary, he added.

Sidelights: The intensive 3-network coverage of the

Khrushchev visit was not without its lighter moments. A
lady in Washington called the Natl. Press Club during

Khrushchev’s luncheon address to ask if the TV coverage

could be cancelled so that she could see her niece, who was
due to be a guest on Queen For a Day. Also in the security-

conscious Capital, NBC newsman Robert McCormick, at the

corner of New York Ave. & 14th St., stopped 4 people at

random to get man-on-the-street reaction. All 4 proved to

be members of the security detail.

The busy technicians of the network pool covering

Khrushchev’s arrival had little time to observe diplomatic

niceties when signaling among themselves. One observer in

the control room reported such snatches of conversation as:

“Go for a closeup on Ike—Khruschchev’s upstaging him
with the hat bit,” and “Watch those high-angle baldy shots

—they’re both beginning to look like ‘Mr. Clean.’
”

In N.Y., WNEW-TV and in Washington, WTTG man-
aged their own version of a welcoming gesture to the

visiting Soviet official by scheduling for the weekend the

first Soviet feature film, “The Forty-First” (a story about

a Soviet lady sniper who shoots her White Russian lover

after a castaway romance on an island). The picture (now
with English sound) won the 1957 Cannes Film Festival.

* ^ *

RCA’s Gen. David Sarnoff represented the communica-
tions industry at an historic 90-min. get-together of

Khrushchev & 28 leading U.S. industrialists, financiers and

educators in N.Y. last week. The reception was arranged

by former Gov. W. Averell Harriman at his home to bring

the Soviet leader into contact with representatives of what
he describes as America’s “ruling class.” Gen. Sarnoff told

us he had a lengthy discussion with Khrushchev but felt

he was not at liberty to disclose details. Among the guests:

Intnatl. GE Corp. pres. W. Rogers Herod, General Dynam-
ics chmn. Frank Pace.

Warner Bros, will have built-in cross-plugs on its pri-

vate-eye mysteries this fall, we’re told by ABC-TV. Scripts

will include short scenes in which detective heroes of 77

Sunset Strip, Bourbon Street Beat and Hawaiian Eye tele-

phone each other long-distance occasionally, to compare

notes or seek out-of-town information. Same technique,

unfortunately, can’t he used for the (pre-Don Ameche)

WB-ABC Westerns.

Emmy Awards will be streamlined for the 1959-60

season, Natl. Academy of TV Arts & Sciences pres. Walter

Cronkite stated last week. Out will go the old (and fre-

quently overlapping) 42 TV award categories, to be re-

placed by a new list of only 21. The new award groupings

were endorsed by Academy officials at a recent Chicago

meeting and are designed to recognize program achieve-

ment in basic fields, and talent performances in a much-

reduced list of categories.
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Film & Tape

TAPE’S SPECIAL PROBLEMS: For the first time, Holly-

wood film vaults are beginning to be filled, not with TV
or movie film, but with tape. Reason : the record number
of taped-in-advance specials to be shown this season.

And TV executives are now confronted with a new set

of problems—mostly not anticipated when their deals

were made.

For one thing, there is the matter of interim financing.

This has never been a problem on live TV, for which the

sponsor gives the production company a weekly check. Nor
is it a problem in TV film series, for which interim financ-

ing can be arranged with a bank while films are being made
before the season begins, and until the sponsor’s money
comes in. But banks are unlikely to be interested in such

short-term financing as, for instance, the taping of a spe-

cial in Oct. to be shown in Dec. Who, then, is to put up the

money ? In at least one situation we know of, the producer

persuaded the ad agency to pay an advance on production

costs although agency & sponsor were not obliged to do

this. It’s a new & unique problem, with no pattern of financ-

ing evolving as yet.

The same is true for insuring a taped special. The
question has arisen: who should insure a taped program
worth perhaps $350,000—the sponsor or producer? Again,

no standard solution has been reached, and an answer must
be found in each individual situation.

Another question is storage. There is not merely the

question of how long a tape can be held in storage without
damage. One producer checked NBC to see where it was
storing the only 2 tapes in existence of a special he had
made—which has yet to be telecast. He learned that both
tapes were stored in the same vault. When he tactfully

pointed out that if a fire or like disaster should hit that

vault, both tapes would be gone, the network promptly
stored them in separate vaults.

Also factors are the morals & strike clauses found in

every contract. What would happen to a taped special

should the network encounter a strike? Or if the star

should become involved in a morals charge in the period
between making the special & exhibiting it ? The problems
of storage, strikes and morals clauses are of course also

encountered by film series—but never to the extent of

extreme concentration of investment in a single unit of

property such as a taped special. Human error—a mistake
by a technician, for instance—could erase such valuable
tapes and $300,000 would disappear along with the show.
As for the morals clause, if the star of a film in an an-
thology series became involved in a career-destroying situa-

tion, the sponsor could always withdraw the film, with a
loss of $30-50,000 at most. If a series star got in a jam, it

would be more serious, but he could be replaced. If the
star of a top special became involved in an unsavory situa-
tion, he would jeopardize the entire investment.

Executives we’ve talked to raise these points—and
admit they don’t know the answers. They are slowly,
cautiously groping for solutions—answers that will have to
be discovered by trial & error.

NTA began a weekend airlift of 30 executives &
families as well as home-office files & equipment after the
close of business on Fri. (Sept. 18) from N.Y. to Los
Angeles in 2 chartered airliners. The same executives are
due to start work this week (Sept. 21) in NTA’s new HQ
in the Natl. Theatres & TV Bldg, in Beverly Hills.

HOLLYWOOD READYING REPLACEMENTS: With the new
TV season moving into high gear, Hollywood produc-

tion companies are accelerating their pace (Vol. 15:31)

to prepare a record number of new vehicles for pre-

sentation to agencies & sponsors at year’s end.

Most of the production executives we talked to last

week expected more Dec.-Jan. casualties than ever before

—

and they are backing up their judgment with considerable

new-show activity. A couple of months ago they were con-

tent to rely on unsold pilots for year-end casualty-replace-

ment needs; now they feel it necessary to add new film.

Significantly, among those anticipating a number of

13-wk. casualties is NBC. Last week the network gave
producer Jack Chertok the green light to produce a pilot

for Port of Entry, a series about the U.S. Immigration
Service. NBC had previously asked Chertok to prepare a
60-min. pilot of a Western series, Mace Hunter, but now
has advised him to cut it to a half-hour show. Network
thinking here is that it will be easier to sell a half-hour
show than a 60-min. series in Jan.

NBC has also told pi'oducer Louis Edelman to go ahead
with production of 10 more episodes of The Barbara Stan-
tvyck Theatre. Three had been produced last spring, and
when the series had not been sold, the network temporarily
shelved it. Now it hopes to land a year-end sponsor.

NBC has also given an okay to producer Walter
Mirisch to turn out the pilot of The Iron Horseman, a half-

hour Western. This all amounts to an unprecedented rate

of new activity for NBC at this time of the year.

Even the network’s telefilm subsidiary. Cal. Natl., is

stepping up plans for what’s to be offered in a couple of
months. Its pilot. Pony Express, is now galloping into full

production, and heading for a Jan. sale.

At MGM-TV, which had a disastrous pilot season last

spring (7 made, 0 sold), there is much preparation for new
vehicles to be offered in Dec. Among those being considered
are a mystery (possibly 60-min.)

; a Western (Paradise
Kid)

;
Dr. Kildare, based on the movie series; Steven 7.

At 20th-Fox TV, production chief Martin Manulis
has just finished a pilot for Mr. Belvedere—a series now
being discussed with NBC—and other pilots anticipated
for the short-season are The Peggy Lee Show, Formula for
Adventure (science-fact), and Arsenal Stone (Western).
Other finished pilots: Helimarines; Whodunit, optioned by
NBC, and New Frontier, optioned by CBS.

Producer-director Jack Webb has 2 unsold pilots avail-
able, The Black Cat & Johnny Guitar, the latter a co-pro-
duction with Revue. As for Revue, it has pilots of Road-
block and The Miss & the Missile, and is working on a
number of projects, both for year-end & next spring sales.

Four Star, the No. 2 independent (Revue is No. 1),
hasn’t yet crystallized its plans for the year-end push, al-

though some of its unsold pilots will be offered. Pres. Dick
Powell tells us he won’t decide on pilots for two 60-min.
series, Michael Shane & Stagecoach West, until he sees how
the 60-min. shows fai'e this fall.

In addition to its unsold pilots left over from last
spring. Screen Gems is considering offering Stakeout,
produced originally for syndication, for a year-end sale.

And Desilu Productions is also planning some new prod-
uct in addition to its unsold pilots.

NBC-TV’s latest network sales dept, inside joke on a
program sale scored last week (see Network Sales Activ-
ity). One NBC salesman asks another, “If Helene Curtis
has bought six-thirds of 5 Fingers, how many fingers does
Helene have?”
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TAPE & FILM ALTAR BOUND: “Film is still attracting

the bulk of the commercial business,” we are told by

Nathan Zucker, pres, of Dynamic Films and of the Film

Producers Assn. “We’re not trying to keep networks

out of the tape-commercial field—but we’ll fight an

attempt to use tape as a ‘loss leader’ for other TV busi-

ness.” Faced with this stepped-up, relatively new
rivalry from networks in the commercial field, FPA
plans an extensive fall program to promote itself, and to

help members make the transition from film-only to

combined film-&-tape operations.

Zucker was discussing fall plans of the 12-yr.-old,

54-member FPA as they relate to tape/film developments.

He pegs the annual volume in commercials of the FPA’s

33 film-producer members at approximately $35 million

“or about 80% of eastern U.S. commercial production.” The

21 associate members, primarily film industry suppliers,

handle “nearly all” the lab, optical work, etc., in N.Y.

“Film-commercial volume is still growing, but tape

is beginning to take a noticeable share of an expanding

market,” Zucker said. (For other news of tape commercial

growth, see story & chart pp. xx and xx.

FPA will expand its membership in a new drive, we
were told. Primary targets will be the independent TV-film

producers, who lack a N.Y. organization, and commercial

animation houses, who are eligible for FPA membership

but are lightly represented. Independent theatrical-film

producers will also be approached. FPA also plans to

assemble a “fact book” directory for annual publication

which will give agencymen a rundown on eastern film

producers, laboratories, facilities, fire codes, police regula-

tions, basic union scales, other useful data.

Advertisers & agencies will also be pinpointed in

FPA’s fall promotional plans. A series of seminars for

agencymen & members of the Assn, of Natl. Advertisers

are planned, says Zucker, as well as a Speaker’s Bureau to

furnish film men for public appearances, an Information

Bureau to answer trade questions & advise members, and
the production of “a film about the flexibility of film.”

“We’re getting wonderful cooperation from lATSE
officials,” Zucker told us, referring to the film-&-stage

union primarily threatened by the NABET-IBEW entry

into the commercial field via network-produced tape com-
mercials. “We have a common interest. They want to have

film technicians trained in the use of tape equipment. We
want to help our producers to get into tape. So we are

evolving joint long-range training programs, and we are

happy that union leadership has recognized our problem.”

U.S.-Soviet TV-film swap has been arranged by Natl.

Telefilm Associates and Sovexport films, official Russian

distribution organization. The first-of-its-kind deal, which
also covers exchange of theatrical movies, was arranged by
NTA pres. Oliver A. Unger and NTA Intnatl. v.p. Vernon
Burns in Moscow with Alex N. Davydow, pres, of Sovex-

port Films, and A. G. Makarova, acting head of the Sov-

export American & English depts. A Sovexport letter of

intent covering the exchange calls for terms to be “indiv-

idually negotiated” on each property. No official announce-

ment of what TV product would be exchanged initially was
made by NTA, but it is understood that 6 American films

are being negotiated for (including “High Noon,” “Cyrano
de Bergerac” and “Gulliver’s Travels”) as well as Russian
features & cartoons. All dubbing for both Russian & Ameri-
can products will be handled in the Soviet Union Unger
said—“the art of dubbing is extremely perfected there.”

UA Anti-Trust Suit: After nearly 2 years of spadework,

the Justice Dept, last week filed a civil anti-trust action

in N.Y. Federal Court against United Artists—a suit sim-

ilar to the still-pending action brought against Columbia
Pictures’ offshoot. Screen Gems. The charge: UA has cre-

ated a “lessening of competition” by cornering TV-distribu-

tion rights to the feature backlogs of Warner Bros., RKO
Pictures, and UA itself. No trial date has been set.

Queried for comment. United Artists Associated (UA
subsidiary that handles TV feature distribution) in N.Y.

told us they weren’t worried by the Justice Dept, action,

and that they intended to pursue all existing sales plans,

which include promotion & sales of a new juvenile-slanted

comedy package & preparation of a new feature-film pack-

age for fall release.

Currently, UAA is distributing some 1,500 sound-on-

film features from the combined libraries, WB “Merrie

Melody” and “Popeye cartoons,” comedy shorts and other

TV film-fare. The WB backlog, one of TV’s biggest (800

sound features, 200 silents, cartoons, shorts, etc.) came un-

der UA jurisdiction last fall when UA won out over Na-
tional Telefilm Associates in a hotly contested race for con-

trol of Eliot Hyman’s Associated Artists Productions, then

distributing the pre-1948 WB films. Nearly all of UA’s own
product handled by UAA (“African Queen,” “Moulin

Rouge,” etc.) was made by independent producers after

1948. The RKO backlog, no stranger to TV, was acquired

by UAA in April 1959 from C&C Films Inc. for subse-

quent runs.

The earlier Justice Dept, action against Screen Gems
—filed in April 1958 after SG acquired distribution rights

to the Universal-International backlog in addition to that

of its Columbia Pictures parent—is expected to come to

trial this fall.

Syndicators & NAB’s Code: After over 2 months on the

job as asst. dir. of code affairs for NAB, Frank Morris has

only praise for the telefilm producers of Hollywood whose
film & scripts he’s been watching. Morris, who was placed

in charge of NAB’s first telefilm-code coast office July 6

(Vol. 15:28), told us he hasn’t found a single violation.

The ex-CBS censor, who emphasized that adherence to

the code is strictly voluntary, has confined himself to syndi-

cated films, inasmuch as the network continuity acceptance

depts., of course, keep a close eye on the film they telecast.

Consequently, Morris has been viewing rough cuts & scripts

of films produced by ITC, Gross-Krasne, Revue, Desliu, Ziv

and Screen Gems. Said he: “It meant letting one more man
in to see their films & read their scripts. They could do

without that, but they’ve all shown good faith,” he tells us.

Morris has suggested prop changes in instances when
sales of the film might have been hindered by product

conflict (such as showing a certain make of car in a series

that might be salable to a sponsor selling a different car).

This is in no way a NAB code violation, but a service the

producers have found useful. Studios also check with Mor-
ris on interpretations of various provisions of the code,

and says he, “We have had some lively discussions, but the

producers do understand our position—and do cooperate.”

NTA Pictures Inc. will turn over its theatrical distribu-

tion activities “probably to a newly formed independent
company” on Oct. 1, NTA pres. Oliver Unger said last week.

Reason: National Theatres & TV Inc., parent company of

NTA Pictures, would contravene the consent decree of the

movie industry if it remained in theatrical distribution.

NTA will still control the TV distribution rights to pictures

acquired for both theatrical & TV issue.
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United Artists TV expects to launch its 2nd syndication

telefilm series early this fall in regional & station sales.

The 2 strongest program contenders are Miami Undercover,

a hardboiled crime series featuring Rocky Graziano, and

Hudson’s Bay, and an outdoor costumed adventure series

with Barry Nelson & George Tobias, we’re told by a UA
sales official. Tales of the Vikings, a 30-min. series produced

by Kirk Douglas’ Bryna Productions, launched in syndica-

tion earlier this season, has scored a number of major

regional & station-group deals.

Art Theatre of the Air Inc. hopes to put station &
agency film buyers in a continental buying mood by serving

a brioches-et-chocolat petit dejeuner at daily screenings of

a TV package of 52 foreign feature films at N.Y.’s Fine

Arts Theatre. Screening titles, a new film each day, will be

announced in advance of the initial screening date (Oct. 5)

in trade-paper ads.

Ralph Edwards Productions’ About Faces, audience-

participation-guest-star program in which contestants iden-

tify faces from the past, has been acquired by ABC-TV for

its daytime schedule. ~E,yL-Dragnet regular Ben Alexander

will m.c.; time & date are not set. Edwards’ long-run

Truth or Consequences daytime series on NBC-TV is due

to be dropped this fall.

Tom Donovan has been signed to direct “The Killers,”

Hemingway adaptation set for CBS-TV’s Buick Electra

Playhouse Nov. 19 . . . Elmer Bernstein, music dir. for GE
Theatre, Riverboat, Staccato, also will arrange & conduct

score for Race for Space, David Wolper-produced 90-min.

special . . . Fred Coe will produce at least 6 Playhouse 90

dramas next season.

Ingrid Bergman, due to star in a drama special on the

Ford series on NBC this fall, commenting in N.Y. last week
on pre-taped TV: “I think it’s wonderful. You’re not work-

ing blind, as you are in pictures where you shoot it 25 times

because you’re not sure if it’s right. Now, you can see it

right away and it doesn’t take 3 months to put it together.”

Any truth to reports that she might tape a 90-min. Anna
Karenina in Paris ? “I’ve discussed it, and I’d like to do the

Anna role,” she told us, “but people remember the Garbo
version—and Garbo did it so well.”

The Kingston Trio will sing for 7-Up in a 1-year TV-
spot deal involving 15 60-sec. filmed spots and 60- & 90-sec.

taped radio announcements. Ironically the trio was origin-

ally scheduled to appear on NBC-TV’s “America Pauses
for Sept.” sponsored by Coca Cola, whose current com-
mercials feature another pop music group, the McGuire
sisters.

Archibald MacLeish’s “The Secret of Freedom,” spe-

cially-written 60-min. drama for NBC-TV’s Project 20, is

scheduled for pre-production publication in the Oct. Es-
quire. Telecast date is April 30, 1960, 8-9 p.m.

Peter De Met Productions, Chicago will tape 26 reg-

ularly scheduled football games during the coming season
for programming next spring and summer. The plan is

similar to De Met’s baseball series (Vol. 15:34). Tapes are

edited to 60-min. and shown in off-season months.

MGM-TV production chief Richard Maibaum & Paul
Monash of his creative staff were in N.Y. last week con-

ferring with TV v.p. George Shupert on new projects.

TV film’s need for a central clearing-house for titles,

is seen again in Screen Gems producer Herbert Leonard
announcing a series. The Searchers, after Cal. studios &
producer Bernard Girard had previously announced that

Neville Brand would star in a series by that name. When
we asked the Girard office whether they planned to change
the title of their series, the reply was, “No. We announced
our series first, and we’ll put it in production first.” All

that mattered, it was added, would be which series sold

first. Meanwhile, Cal. Studios also announced deals for

pilots of Man of the House, Gentleman Joe and Trinity

Jt-3000, all to be produced by Robert Angus.

Ronald Reagan, Screen Actors Guild pres, from 1947-

1952, has been nominated for SAG’s presidency, to succeed

Howard Keel. Keel declined renomination because he will

be away from Hollywood, starring in the musical, “Sara-

toga,” on Broadway. Other SAG nominations: Keel, first

v.p.; Dana Andrews, 2nd v.p.; Rosemary DeCamp, 3rd v.p.;

Robert Keith, recording secy.; George Chandler, treas.

“The Troubleshooters,” United Artists TV series star-

ring Keenan Wynn, resumed production last week on loca-

tion at El Monte, Cal. . . . Grand Jury, NTA series star-

ring Lyle Bettger & Harold Stone, went into production at

Desilu Gower studios last week.

Liberty records has bought Gene Autry-owned Flying

A Productions’ buildings & land (including a 4,000-foot

studio) in Hollywood for “more than $250,000.” Liberty,

which said it needs the space & site for expansion, plans

to spend over $200,000 for renovation. Flying A, which pro-

duced the Autry series, and Buffalo Bill Jr., and Annie
Oakley, among others, has been dormant in TV production.

Producer-writer Douglas Morrow & Cal. Studios will

turn out 3 pilots in a co-production deal signed over the

weekend. California’s Philip N. Krasne and Morrow will

turn out films of Kitty Hawk to be piloted in London Nov.

1, with Kathleen Crowley & Herbert Marshall starring;

It Happened in Sun Valley, not cast; Mother’s the Gover-

nor of Texas, starring Constance Bennett. “Texas” was
originally to have been made at Screen Gems, but that

deal fell through.

Flying Eagle Publications has challenged Screen Gems’
right to use the title Manhunt for a telefilm series. FEP,
which has been publishing Manhunt magazine since 1953,

claims it has intended to use the title on a TV series of its

own, plans a restraint action in N.Y. Supreme Court.

There is one Richard Diamond, Private Detective tele-

film which has never been shown. It’s a story about a

snake. After viewing the film. Four Star decided the

public didn’t want to see snakes on their TV screens, so

the film was shelved.

Revue Productions has assigned producer Richard

Irving to develop new projects. He is also producing (his

3rd Revue series) 39 episodes of the Coronado 9 syndication

series, starring Rod Cameron. Background footage for the

San Diego-based private-eye series was shot there recently.

Screen Gems will syndicate this fall a new 3-part car-

toon series featuring Quick Draw McGraw (billed as “the

98th Western on TV, guaranteed to be like all the others,”)

Snooper & Blabber (“original mystery series”) and Augie
Doggie (“a situation comedy”).
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Networks

MBS Case Postponed: Motion to reorganize Mutual

Bcstg. System under the bankruptcy act has been post-

poned until Oct. 6 by U.S. Referee Asa Herzog. Postpone-

ment was agreed upon on Sept. 18 by counsel for Mutual

and for N.Y.C., which is pressing a claim against Mutual

regarding the city’s business tax. The Dominican Republic

& its legal counsel were enjoined from continuing Mutual

in a civil suit in Washington by Referee Herzog who trans-

ferred the matter to the Federal Bankruptcy Court in N.Y.

Trial date to determine if the D.R. has a valid claim

against Mutual was set by Herzog for Oct. 22. The claim

is for $750,000, a sum allegedly paid to ex-MBS official A.

L. Guterma, who assertedly entered into a contract to use

Mutual for propaganda purposes. Herzog granted the D.R.

until Oct. 22 to produce any contract that may have been

formulated by Mutual officials. Counsel for the D.R. told

the court “Mutual is not specifically mentioned” in the

contract and said that Guterma had signed “as president

of the Radio News Service Corp.” However, the action

“was predicated on statements by Guterma that he was

also pres, of the Mutual network.”

* * *

Alleged plan to use Mutual Bcstg. System as a propa-

ganda outlet for the Dominican Republic (Vol. 15:36, 37)

was unearthed by pres. Robert F. Hurleigh while on a

routine news assignment in that country, he said last week

at a luncheon forum of the Poor Richard Club in Philadel-

phia. Hurleigh said he immediately returned to N.Y. to

inform the network’s new owners. The result was the indict-

ment of the network’s ex-pres. Alexander Guterma, ex-

chmn. Hal Roach Jr., and ex-dir. Garland L. Culpepper Jr.

NBC has turned over its stock in Broadcast Music Inc.

to BMI for $21,320, the price at which the stock was orig-

inally issued. “This sale of stock in no way affects our re-

lationship with BMI,” an NBC spokesman said Sept. 18.

The network will remain a licensee of BMI.

Alan Livingston’s NBC contract as West Coast pro-

gram v.p. is being renewed with a ^^substantial increase,

effective Nov. 1, he told us last week. The new long-term

pact will be submitted to the bd. of directors in Oct., and

is expected to be approved without change. Livingston

joined NBC’s Cal. Natl, as pres. 4 years ago, and 6 months

later was named to his present position.

Denied are those reports that Robert F. Lewine, NBC’s

TV network programs v.p., is switching networks to head

up CBS Films Inc. Merle Jones, who doubles as pres, of

CBS TV stations div. and the film unit, told us last week

that the rumor, to his knowledge, is without foundation.

Record-making Canadian TV entertainment package

($2.5 million) was signed last week by Ford Motor Co. of

Canada Ltd. and CBC. The package embraces a 39-week

series of 90-min. & 60-min. spectaculars originating both

in Canada & the U.S.; various U.S. TV programs. The

Deputy, the Tennessee Ernie Ford Show, others.

Now it’s Shakespeare who’s involved in the latest con-

flict in scheduled specials. John Houseman, ex-producer of

The 7 Lively Arts, has scheduled a CBS-TV pre-taped

version of “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” for mid-winter

airing on “Playhouse 90.” At NBC-TV, exec, producer Hub-

bell Robinson has scheduled an adaption of Shakespeare s

fantasy (starring Charles Laughton and due to be taped in

England) as one of the dramatic specials in the Ford-

sponsored series for early 1960. With the bumper crop of

specials due this fall, there have been several such con-

flicts in recent weeks (Vol. 15:30).

MGA’s Anti-Trust Suit: Musicians Guild of America filed

an $ll-million anti-trust suit last week in Los Angeles

against the American Fed. of Musicians (Local 47), NBC,
CBS, ABC, MCA, RCA, Revue Productions, Desilu Produc-

tions, Capitol Records and several other unspecified com-
panies & individuals. Complaint alleged the companies are

blacklisting, boycotting and otherwise interfering with

employment of MGA members. Suit alleges also that the

defendants are violating the Sherman anti-trust act by
“unlawfully contracting, conspiring and combining to mon-
opolize & restrain the performance of services by profes-

sional musicians throughout the U.S. and in foreign

commerce.” The suit asks a preliminary & permanent in-

junction to restrain & enjoin the defendants from “agree-

ing, combining, conspiring or contracting with each other

or with any person or corporation from interfering or

threatening to interfere with the employment of any of the

plaintiffs, and with their joining & supporting MGA.” AFM
pres. Herman Kenin promptly termed the suit “a publicity

stunt financed by an organization that is dying on the vine

because it has failed to do anything other than disrupt,

disappoint and mislead.”

No further ABC investments were made in Australia,

Japan, or other far eastern points as a result of the recent

Goldenson & Treyz trip to those areas. But both executives,

who returned Sept. 11 after 5 weeks abroad (Vol. 15:37),

said last week that they were interested in co-production

film program agreements in Japan and station investment

in Australia. A possibility for ABC investment may be a

third commercial channel in Sydney or Melbourne which, as

pres. Goldenson indicated, could be supported in those

areas. At present AB-PT has a minority interest in The
News Ltd. of Australia, owners of a new TV outlet in

Adelaide (Vol. 15:31).

New agency for ABC-TV is Doyle Dane Bernbach,

named for its “refreshing & satisfying” slick copy ap-

proach, Dean Linger, ABC-TV adv. & prom, dir., announced.

Linger talked to 30 agencies in a 2-week period before

choosing DDB as BBDO’s successor. The switch is effective

when pending production assigned to BBDO is completed.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV

The Untouchables, Fri., 9:30-10:30 p.m. participations.

Procter & Gamble DuPont (BBDO)

NBC-TV
Sunday Showcase premiere presentation of “People Kill

People Sometimes” Sept. 20, 8-9 p.m. 6 1/3

segments of Five Fingers.
Helene Curtis (McCann-Erickson)

Eastern Regional football games, order is for 3 games on

Oct. 10 & 31 and Nov. 14.

Phillies Cigars (Wermen & Schorr)

The Greatest Show on Water, special 30-min. film program
featuring champion water skiers, preceding

World Series coverage Oct. 4.

Johnson Motors Corp. (J. Walter Thompson)

Ryder Cup competition between U. S. and British profes-

sional golfers, Nov. 7, 6:30-7:30 p.m.

Chrysler Corp. for the Valiant car (BBDO)

Macy’s Thanksgiving Day parade, 11 a.m.-noon.

Ideal Toy Corp. and Lionel Toy Corp. (Grey)

Richard Diamond, Mon., 7:30-8 p.m., co-sponsorship.

Block Drug (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles), and Phaima-Craft (JWT)
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Stations

SPOT STILL CLIMBING: Spot TV spending edged up again

in the second quarter of 1959, advancing from the first-

quarter level of $156.4 to a new ceiling of $158.9, re-

ported TvB pi’es. Norman E. Cash last week. The re-

port was based on a 347-station checkup compiled by

TvB and N. C. Rorabaugh. It represented a total dollar

gain of 22% over the comparative period of 1958.

Daytime spending proved to be spot TV’s boom town,

with expenditures totalling nearly $59.2 million in the

Apr.-May-June period as against $44.5 million in the 1958

quarter. Nighttime spot advanced from a 1958 period level

of $73.2 to $80.4 million (the smaller gain reflecting the

tighter situation on availabilities at night). Late-night

buying also hopped upward, moving from $12.6 million to

$19.2 million for the period.

Three-fourths of the spot activity in the 1959 quarter

was in the form of announcements (total; $120.6 million),

and the heaviest dollar-volume spending by a single adver-

tiser classiflcation was registered by food & grocery prod-

uct TV spot. A particularly active category—giving some-

thing of a preview of heavy activity that’s due to break this

fall with the launching of Detroit’s regular & compact-sized

cars—^was the automotive group. By TvB’s count, auto

spending in the second quarter of 1959 “more than quad-

rupled over the like period of 1958,” moving from a na-

tional-regional level of $917,000 to more than $4 million.

Some new faces (see chart, this page) showed up in

the ranks of the top 100 spot TV spenders, including 2 auto

names: American Motors, General Motors.

FM Potpourri: To Chicago last weekend came the new

Natl. Assn, of FM Bcstrs. for a 2-day session to raise

funds ($250,000) and to chart the way to promote FM as a

national ad medium, to hypo sales of FM receivers, and,

generally, to get the dream at long last off the ground. Or,

as Concert Network pres. T. Mitchell Hastings Jr. put it;

“The audience is there, now it’s up to us to furnish the

factual ammunition to prove FM’s purchasing power to

advertising professionals & to advertisers.” Among ad &
research men slated to address the whirlwind convention

was Pulse dir. Dr. Sydney Roslow.

There’s little doubt that FM is stirring with new vigor

& hope. As Granco Products pres. Henry Fogel views it:

“FM is waking up from its 20-year sleep.” His firm kicks

off a major ad campaign this week (Vol. 15:37) with the

hard-sell emphasis on FM first & Granco second.

The nature of the 1959 FM market can be glimpsed in

2 recent surveys conducted by FM broadcasters. A July

study of the Detroit market for radio WLDW, involving

some 370 mail interviews, disclosed such facts as: 51.6% of

FM radios are tied in with a hi-fi system; daily FM listen-

ing averages 5 hours, 19 min.; 74.1% listed good music as

FM’s prime appeal, and 21% also liked FM’s commercial

treatment. The respondents: 49.4% were professional, tech-

nical, semiprofessional, or skilled craftsmen; 85.6% lived

in single homes; 28.4% (the largest group) earned between

$7,501 & $10,000, and 84.1% owned their homes. A survey

by WLOL-FM Minneapolis found that 65% of listeners are

in scientific, professional and managerial positions, nearly

half (42%) earn $5,100-$10,000, 59% own their homes, and

86.8% have or are working for college degrees.

100 Largest TV-Spot Advertisers of 1959’s 2nd Quarter

Gross time costs only, as estimated by Television Bureau of Adver-

tising (TvB) in cooperation with N.C. Rorabaugh Co.

Rank Advertisers Amount
1. Procter & Gamble .,$11,764,800

2. Adell Chemical Co. .. 4,581,700

3. Colgate-Palmolive .. 3,839,100

4. General Foods 3,831,700

5. Lever Brothers Co... 3,276,400

6. Continental Baking.. 2,801,000

7. Araer. Home Prod. .. 2,348,300

8. Miles Lab., Inc 2,004,300

9. Warner-Lambert .... 1,990,200

10. Brown & Williams’n 1,889,200

11. Borden Co 1,739,200

12. Kellogg Company .. 1,662,600

13. J. A. Folger & Co. .. 1,463,300

14. Inter. Latex Corp. .. 1,409,100

16. Texize Chem., Inc. .. 1,346,800

16. Revlon, Inc 1,323,000
17. Philip Morris, Inc... 1,301,900

18. Ford Motor Co 1,191,300
19. Reynolds Tob. Co. .. 1,189,600

20. Bristol-Myers Co. .. 1,162,800
21. Corn Products Co. .. 1,140,900
22. Anheuser-Busch 1,129,400
23. Carter Prod., Inc. .. 1,116,000
24. P. Lorillard & Co. .. 1,107,400
26. General Mills 1,098,300
26. Coca-Cola Co. Btls... 962,700
27. Avon Prod., Inc 946,800
28. Standard Brands .... 943,900
29. Robert Hall 894,500
30. Andrew Jergens 876,400
31. Sterling Drug 859,200
32. Pepsi Cola Co 350,600
33. Ward Baking Co. .. 842,700
34. Lanolin Plus. Inc. .. 799,700
36. Amer. Tob. Co 793,200
36. Welch Grape Juice.. 738,200
37. Pam Entprs., Inc. .. 729,000
38. Food Mfgrs., Inc. .. 727,600
39. General Motors 726,700
40. National Biscuit .... 707,600
41. Jacob Ruppert 703,000
42. Drug Research 683,000

I 43. Liggett & Myers .... 679,600
44. Pabst Brewing Co. .. 679,400
45. Carling Brewing .... 670,600
46. Gillette Co 664,200
47. Purex Corp., Ltd. .. 663,100
48. Wesson Oil 657,100
49. Shell Oil Co 634,600
60. Cont. Wax Corp 617,100

Rank Advertisers Amount
51. Tidewater Oil Co. .. 612,500
52. B. T. Babbitt Co 611,800
53. Norwich Pharm 601,900
54. Falstaff Brewing .. 689,900
65. Sun Oil Co 585,400
56. Theo. Hamm 682,200
57. Pharma-Craft Co. .. 573,000
58. Hertz Corp 542,100
59. Amer. Motors 541,100
60. Helena Rubinst’n .. 630,000
61. Standard Oil Co. .. 627,900
62. Parker Pen Co 616,200
63. Sonny Boy Co 507,900
64. Wm. Wrigley, Jr. .. 496,900
65. Esso Standard Oil .. 481,000
66. U.S. Rubber Co. .. 472,500
67. Exquisite Form .... 470,900
63. U.S. Borax Co 465,300
69. Alberto-Culver 461,300
70. Ralston-Purina 461,100
71. Helene Curtis Ind... 457,700
72. Asocd. Prods., Inc. 465,600
73. E. F. Drew Co 448,800
74. Stand. Oil of Ind. .. 442,400
76. Amer. Chicle Co. .. 440,600
76. Natl. Cranberry .... 439,200
77. Duffy-Mott Co 439,100
78. Schlitz Brewing .... 437,800
79. Atlantic Refining .. 435,900
80. Revere Camera 432,200
81. Chock-Full-O’Nuts.. 421,600
82. Wilson & Co 421,300
83. M.J.B. Co 418,700
84. Armour & Co 418,400
85. Max Factor 416,700
86. Safeway Stores .... 408,800
87. S. C. Johnson 393,300
88. Amer. Bakeries .... 391,300
89. Pacific Tel. & Tel. .. 388,600
90. P. Ballantine 383,600
91. Chrysler Corp 381,200
92. Glamorene, Inc 376,000
93. Salada Sherriff 376,600
94. Bon Ami Co 368,900
96. Dr. Pepper Co 366,600
96. Interstate Baker’s.. 368,200
97. Nat’l Brewing 366,900
98. Block Drug Co 366,300
99. B’ch-Nut Life Sav. 354,600

100. Philco Corp 364,200

Video-tape exchange of ideas will be used by Storer

Bcstg. Co. this week (23-25) during the annual program
meeting of the managing & program dirs. of its 5 stations:

WJW-TV Cleveland, WITI-TV Milwaukee, WAGA-TV At-
lanta, WSPD-TV Toledo, WJBK-TV Detroit. Each station

has taped selected local programs which will be reviewed

for discussion in the WJBK-TV studios. TV v.p. George
B. Storer Jr. pointed out: “For years we’ve been trying to

exchange local TV ideas & techniques, but until the advent

of video tape it just couldn’t be done satisfactorily. There
isn’t any practical way to describe a TV production. You
must see it. The smallest station often has the biggest idea.”

Copies of WBZ-TV Boston films of a recent Chicopee,

Mass, slot machine raid, are being supplied to the U.S.

Internal Revenue Service’s Boston bureau for use in training

special agents. The films had been made by news editor

John Luttrell & cameraman Dick Smilgis accompanying
federal agents on raids on 5 veterans’ clubs.

News-starved Detroit was succored by CKLW-TV
Windsor, Ont., during the recent newspaper strike in the

Motor City. News editor Austin Grant had thousands of

mimeographed bulletins prepared daily for free distribution

at downtown newsstands & traffic centers. The giveaways
carried general news—and plugs for the stepped-up news-
casts over CKLW-TV & CKLW.

Stereo survey of 410 radio stations by Granco Corp.

shows that 59% of the 237 respondents currently are

broadcasting stereo, 21% will begin shortly. Technical

preferences; 62% for FM/AM simulcast, 36% FM multi-

plex, 2% AM multiplex. Public reaction to stereo broad-

casting was 24% excellent, 28% good, 48% fair.

RCA’s fall TV-studio-equipment seminar, to be held

in Camden, N.J. Oct. 19-22, will cover tape, color, transis-

torized switching, cameras and projectors.
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Personals: Charles T. Ayres, Eastern sales mgr., Omar

Elder Jr., gen. counsel, Daniel Melnick, program develop-

ment dir., named ABC-TV v.p.’s . . . Clifford W. Slaybaugh,

ex-RCA, named to new post of mgr., associated companies,

NBC intnatl. operations . . . Richard D. Heffner, ex-Metro-

politan Educational Television Assn., named information

program services dir., CBS owned stations . . . Charles

Woodard Jr. elected WBC v.p. & asst, to the pres. . . .

Robert E. Swezey, v.p.-gen. mgr., WDSU Bcstg. Corp.

WDSU-TV (Ch. 6) & WDSU New Orleans, resigns eff. Jan.

1, continuing as stockholder, v.p. & dir. He will be suc-

ceeded by Louis Read, v.p.-commercial mgr.

Donald Boyce promoted from commercial mgr. & re-

gional sales mgr. to station mgr., WSEE-TV (Ch. 35) Erie,

Pa.; Edward G. Zellefrew promoted from chief engineer to

technical mgr. Both succeed Cecil Sansbury. (Vol. 15:35) . .

.

Terry H. Lee, ex-WITI-TV (Ch. 6) Milwaukee, named man-

aging dir., WAGA-TV (Ch. 5) Atlanta (both Storer sta-

tions), succeeded as WITI-TV managing dir. by Joseph W.

Evans Jr.; Lee succeeds J. Robert Kerns, resigned . . .

Charles Young named natl. sales mgr., Robert Bennett local

sales mgr., KTTV Los Angeles . . . Arthur A. Watson, ex-

NBC senior operations analyst, named business mgr.,

WRCV-TV & WRCV (Ch. 3) Philadelphia.

Frederick R. Griffiths promoted from operations mgr.

to program mgr., WJAR-TV (Ch. 10) Providence, R. I. . . .

Wes Potter named WPSD-TV (Ch. 6) Paducah, Ky. pro-

gram dir., succeeding Fitz Hooton . . . Francis W. Hunt

named operations mgr., KTVI (Ch. 2) St. Louis . . . Charles

A. Burton named exec, v.p.. Bureau of Best. Measurement,

Toronto, succeeding Charles C. Hoffman, resigned to join

the Encyclopaedia Britannica.

Stretch Adler, ex-Official Films & Screen Gems, named

Paramount Television Productions network sales dir. . . .

Clifford Hanna elected Vidoe Films pres., William R.

Witherell Jr., named v.p.-gen. mgr., William E. Lane ap-

pointed secy.-treas.; Richard G. Dorn, George T. Hall,

Arthur G. Reeves, J. L. S. Scrymgeour elected dirs., as were

the 3 officers . . . Leo Silber resigns as house counsel of

Official Films . . . David B. Meblin named Avery-Knodel

Pacific Coast TV div. mgr.

Donald N. Martin, ex-NAB PR chief, establishes own

PR firm, Donald N. Martin & Co., 355 Lexington Ave.,

N. Y. (Oxford 7-0526) ... A. James Ebel, KOLN-TV Lin-

coln, Neb., named chmn. of NAB 1959-60 engineering

advisory committee . . . Cliff Gill, KEZY, Anaheim, Cal.,

named chmn. of NAB 1959-60 radio standards of good prac-

tice committee . . . Joseph L. Floyd, KELO-TV Sioux Falls,

S. D., named chmn. of NAB 1959-60 TV film committee . . .

Carl Bleiberg named publicity & PR mgr. of WRC-TV
Washington . . . Bill Campbell promoted from radio WCAU
Philadelphia sports dir. to similar position for TV & radio

(WCAU-TV, Ch. 10) . . . Paul B. Mowrey, TV consultant,

has opened new offices at 7V2 E. 81st., N.Y. (YUkon 8-7171).

Ex-Gov. James E. Noe, owner of KNOE-TV (Ch. 8)

& KNOE Monroe, La. and radio WNOE New Orleans, filed

papers qualifying as a La. gubernatorial candidate Sept.

15—in a coalition with Gov. Earl K. Long who announced

that he would run for It. gov.

Meeting this week: NAB Board convention committee

(Sept. 22) Conrad-Hilton Hotel, Chicago; N.D. Bestrs.

Assn. (25-26), Valley City; Meeting next week: Assn, of

Independent Metropolitan Stations (27-29), Hotel Roose-

velt, N.Y.; 111. Bestrs. Assn, annual meeting (Sept. 30-

Oct. 1), St. Nicholas Hotel, Springfield; Natl. Assn, of

Best. Employes & Technicians constitutional convention

(Sept. 30-Oct. 2), Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.

Selection of TIO Chief Next Week: Sept. 24 should tell i

the story in the designation of a dir. for the new NAB-
sponsored TV Information Office (Vol. 15:36). Clair Mc-
Collough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., head of the 9-man t

selection committee told us that the group definitely ex-
j

pects to pick its man on that date. He declined to identify <

leading candidates, although it’s known that CBS Wash-
j

ington news dir. Ted Koop has asked that his name not be i

considered and that the name of Howard London, former i

TV-radio dir. of March of Dimes, has been withdrawn.

There’s considerable betting that the man will be Lou
Hausman, CBS radio adv. & promotion v.p. |

TIO offices are now operating at 666 Fifth Ave., N.Y., I
with a young lady available to answer the phone—which fl

is changing to a still-to-be-designated number.

Unable to continue without financial aid, KICA-TV <

(Ch. 12) & KICA Clovis, N.M. owners Mae Strauss & Frank

Lesley are transferring control to owners of KDUB-TV
(Ch. 13) Lubbock, Tex. In exchange for the stock of KICA
Inc., $100,000 in debentures and $96,149 in notes, the sel-

lers receive 25% each in a new holding company—Texas- i

New Mexico Bcstg. Co. The new company will be con-

trolled by KDUB-TV, which has guaranteed payment of

all the liabilities of KICA Inc.—approximately $170,000— t

exclusive of notes & debentures held by the sellers. In addi-
j

tion to the 50% acquired by the guarantee, KDUB-TV own- '

ers will control 5% of the sellers’ stock—to be held in trust.

j

Taped baseball & football games will be televised by
'

WISN-TV to sports-conscious Milwaukee this fall & *

winter. Station mgr. William Goodnow has installed one 1

RCA tape recorder, has a 2nd on order. Tapes of Winter f

League baseball games from Cuba will be aired late Sat. !

nights. Home football games of Marquette U. will be

taped by the station for Sun.-afternoon playback.

Radar weather analysis will be televised by WITI-TV
,

Milwaukee as a regular feature upon installation of special
|

Bendix weather-radar equipment. The equipment, embrac-

ing a scanning antenna atop WITI-TV’s studio building, I

will enable viewers to detect weather conditions within 1

ranges of 25, 50, 150 miles of the city.

No more fish & KPOI? FCC has directed the owners of
*

radio KPOI Honolulu to show cause or request a hearing

within 30 days on why their call letters should not be i

rescinded because of confusion with KPOA in the same city.

4 ,
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Advertising

More about

PERSONAL-PRODUCT PITFALLS, PER NAB: NAB Code Re-

view Board, in its report on personal-product commer-

cials (see p. 3), offers a series of “common sense

guideposts, each formulated in unanimous agreement.”

It also notes : “Of course, they cannot cover every com-

mercial technique. The committee recognizes the need

for flexibility in its analyses & recommendations.”

Product-by-product, here they are:

Laxatives

Avoid:

Techniques which over-dramatize the discomfort of

one requiring a laxative; which emphasize the speed or

efficiency of the laxative; which duplicate the mechanics of

elimination by charts or props.

Seek :

Techniques which demonstrate the pleasant after ef-

fects of the product, and dramatic settings connected with

places other than the family bathroom.

Deodorants

Avoid

:

Graphic words like “sweat” & “odor”; camera shots

which show the arm pit or the actual application of the

deodorant; those which demonstrate the deleterious effects

of perspiration on clothing; settings connected with un-

pleasant odors.

Seek:

Clinical words like “perspiration”; visual devices like

the “silhouette” technique which lend an impersonal air;

techniques which imply cleanliness & good grooming after

use of the product.

Depilatories

(including body lotions, women’s razors, electric shavers)

Avoid:

Wording or camera shots which depict axillary or

body hair as “unsightly” or “bristly”; camera emphasis on

the arm-pit area; scenes which show the actual process of

hair removal from legs or face; settings or costuming over-

emphasizing sexual attraction.

Seek

:

Situations, settings and descriptions which dwell on

high fashion or good grooming; which are associated with

the purchase or after effects of the product.

Toilet Tissue

This category seems the most “sensitive” of the seven

product categories in the study. With rare exception most
television advertising for toilet tissue was found to be in

excellent taste, undoubtedly because of the need of special

decorum & delicacy in treating the product.

Avoid

:

More blunt terms for the product such as “toilet pa-

per,” direct descriptions & demonstrations of its softness,

strength or tearing qualities; settings associated with its

actual use.

Seek

:

Techniques which have a fantasy or fictional air; set-

tings associated with the purchase or storage of the prod-
uct; devices which describe or compare the tissue indirectly.

Cold & Headache Remedies
The committee studied commercials for the popular

analgesic headache remedies, nasal sprays and decongest-
ants. In its opinion, most unfavorable reaction from the

viewing audience comes from annoyance after repeated

exposure rather than from any offense to good taste.

Avoid

:

The overuse of visual devices of the circulatory, diges-

tive or nasal systems; sound effects or copy which describe

discomforts morbidly.

Seek

:

Audio & video techniques which show the pleasant

after-effects & relief gained from the product; visual dem-

onstrations which rely on the abstract rather than graphic.

Corn and Callous Remedies

(including athlete’s foot preparations & foot powders)

Avoid:

Words like “itching” & “burning”; visual dramatiza-

tions of foot discomfort; presentations of product in use.

Seek

:

Means of demonstration by comparison & techniques

which show the product as an adjunct to good grooming or

well-being.

Foundation Garments
Problems of taste in the 6 preceding categories have

centered on techniques which might tend to disgust or repel

the viewer. Commercials for foundations garments, bras

and girdles, because of their real or implied association

with sex, can create problems of offense to propriety or

decency. The committee emphasizes the need for special

care on the part of the advertiser in creating the com-
mercial, and great caution on the part of the broadcaster

in scheduling it.

Avoid

:

The use of “live” models unless fully clothed; copy ap-

peals or camera shots emphasizing sexual allurement; copy
appeals to teen-agers; demonstration with the human
hand; overuse of close-ups.

Seek:

Copy appeals of style & fashion; the use of “dummies”
or visual devices like the “ectoplasm” technique which dem-
onstrate the garment rather than the body.

HypnoVision, described as a new film-direction con-

cept calculated to mesmerize audiences, will debut in Allied

Artists’ “The Hypnotic Eye,” producer Charles B. Bloch
let it be known last week. Emphasizing that HypnoVision
is a production technique and not a camera process, Bloch
explained it as a combination of applied psj'^chology, music
written under the direction of a psychologist, the power of

suggestion, other ingredients. The resultant potpourri ef-

fectively integrates the audience in the dramatic action,

“can make the mouth water or the flesh creep, the body
relax or the nerves tauten.” HypnoVision w'as developed
by the film’s scripter, writer William Woodfield.

People: Gene Accas named network relations v.p.. Grey
Adv. . . . Joseph G. Standart Jr. and Jerome G. Darrow
named Young & Rubicam v.p.’s . . . Robert L. Garrison and
William B. Bachman Jr. appointed MacManus, John &
Adams senior v.p.’s . . . Robert P. Engelke, ex-ABC, named
Ted Bates media supervisor . . . Arno H. Johnson, v.p. &
senior economist, J. Walter Thompson, elected chmn., Adv.
Research Foundation, succeeding Ben. R. Donaldson . . .

Harry R. Bender, Jack M. Reeves and R. Forrest Rosen-
berger elected Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove v.p.’s . . . Donald
J .Wilkins, ex-Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Rjmn, appointed
to head new Washington office of Adv. Fed. of America;
Burton E. Hotvedt, Klau-Van Pietersom Dunlap Adv.,
named AFA v.p. . . . Dine & Kalmus, PR firm, has moved to

Suite 1012, 527 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22, N.Y.
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Growth-minded agencies must look to air media if they

expect to move into the substantially higher-volume area,

Emil Mogul, pres, of Mogul Williams & Saylor said at the

first fall seminar meeting of the League of Advertising

Agencies. Although TV may be too expensive for many ac-

counts today, he said, “this obstacle will be cleared to-

morrow” through tape & other innovations, and “unless

you’re ready to step in with a working, knowledge air-

media setup, you stand in danger of losing long-nurtured

business.” Another Mogul executive—gen. mgr. Richard

Lockman—told the Ad Men’s American Legion post in N.Y.

that low-budget tape commercials for test campaigns will

win over to TV many print advertisers heretofore afraid

of expensive film tests. On the creative side, Lockman

urged showmanship in commercials—“because the viewer

is there to be entertained,” and often mentally tunes out

a dry hard-sell message. If the advertiser spends “the huge

sum for time, he should not skimp on extras such as music.”

Advertising Federation of America has appointed

Donald J. Wilkins to head its new Washington office, due

to open this month as AFA’s first move toward shifting

its HQ from N.Y. to the Capital by Sept. 1960. Wilkins

recently headed the Washington office of Erwin Wasey,

Ruthrauff & Ryan, and previously held a similar position

with Robert Orr Associates. He’ll share offices temporarily

with the Washington Advertising Club, 1320 G St. N.W.,

District 7-8245.

Spot-TV spending by brewers in the first half of this

year exceeded $22 million, a 15% increase over Jan.-June

1958, TvB reported recently. Anheuser-Busch, Jacob Rup-

pert and Pabst Brewing were the top spenders, accounting

for more than $4-million total in spot campaigns. By all

indications the upswing should continue, with heavy syn-

dicated film buying for the fall, registered earlier this

summer (Vol. 15:30).

“Implied” beer drinking in TV commercials “is at

variance with the spirit & intent of the good-taste pro-

visions of the TV code,” subscribing stations have been

warned. NAB’s TV Code Review Board said it has found

no instances where “actual on-camera consumption” of

beer has been shown by code stations in commercials. But

“use of special photographic techniques which show first

a full glass of beer and then an empty one seems to be on

the increase.”

Drug spending on TV jumped 29% in the first half of

1959, totaling $59.5 million in network & spot vs. $46.2

million in 1958’s comparable period. TvB figures released

recently also showed that network-TV drug spending

totaled $33.1 million this year plus $26.4 million in spot

TV, against respective 1958 totals of $25.8 & $20.4 million.

Leading network drug spenders were American Home Prod-

ucts ($9.8 million). Sterling Drug ($6.5), Pharmaceuticals

Inc. ($3.9), and Miles Labs ($3.4).

Lipton’s soft-sell TV commercials may get harder this

fall. The Lever Bros, subsid. last week announced an agency

switch of its $4-million Lipton Tea account from Y&R
(where its been for 22 years) to Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell

& Bayles (known best for its hard-sell TV approach on

packaged products like Pall Mall & Noxzema), effective

Oct. 19.

Timebuyer opinion of 30-sec. rates is being probed by

NBC Spot Sales in the latest in its series of questionaires to

agencies (Vol. 15:35). Richard H. Close expects to have a

report on the survey ready in about a month.

Foreign

More On That Foreign Market: Some telefilm producers

are finding that revenue from the principal foreign TV
markets may make the difference between profit & loss.

In many instances the producer of a network series spends

more on production than he receives from the sponsor,

expecting his eventual pay-off from reruns. But when net-

works deals won’t permit U.S. syndication for at least 3

years, the foreign market assumes vital importance.

Spartan & Sharpe-Lewis Productions recently sold 52

Peter Gunn, 34 Yancy Derringer and 42 Cavalcade of

America episodes in Australia. They are currently consider-

ing an offer from Canada for Gunn and dubbing their Meet
McGraw in Spanish for Latin America. Warren Lewis in-

forms us a producer can gross $2,500 an episode from the

latter area, [ITC set this figure (Vol. 15:30) at $2,915]

but adds that after dubbing & distribution costs are sub-

tracted, the net is about $1,800.

Lewis, formerly production chief at Four Star, recalls

that Four Star Playhouse was sold in England 5 years ago
for $3,000 an episode. He says, however, that since that

time the Briitsh market has become almost “monopolistic”

(largely because of import quotas), so that it’s much more
difficult for a producer to get a good price there.

TV trouble brews in Britain over increases in airtime

rates (Vol. 15:33) ranging up to 20% for peak hours.

Commercial program contractors are being raked over the

coals by advertisers & agencies who term the increases

“unjustifiable, damaging, illogical and unexplained,” re-

ports Britain’s Advertiser's Weekly. The uproar comes at

a time when some of the commercial contractors are re-

porting record-high profits. The magazine says: “Some
leading agencies have called in representatives of the con-

tractors for talks following rumors that some big adver-

tisers were considering whether or not the medium would

continue to be economic for their campaigns. So far there

is no indication of the contractors giving ground.” Inter-

esting sidelight on the hassle: 1958 TV ad spending in the

UK skyrocketed to $134,400,000, nearly double 1957’s

$75,600,000 expenditure.

Northern Ireland’s Ulster TV station will go on the

air Oct. 31, bringing service to more than one million

people and extending the Independent TV Authority’s cov-

erage to more than 90% of the UK population. About 41%
of the 308,000 private homes in the station’s primary area

already have TV sets. Meanwhile, to the south, 85.2% of

Irish Republic citizens polled by the Sunday Press ex-

pressed desire for an Irish TV service, and 98% of the

respondents agreed that a detailed code of standards is

necessary. BBC & ITV service is received in parts of the

nation, and 27.4% of those polled have TV sets.

Foreign public-affairs telecasting will be explored at

the public service programming conference being hosted

by Westinghouse in San Francisco this week (23) with a

special panel session. Guests will include Heinrich Fischer,

Bayerischer Rundfunk, West Germany; Juan Duran, Tele-

sistema Mexicano, Mexico; Michael Reddington, Associated

TV Ltd., London; Shuji Tomozawa, Chuba Nippon Bcstg.

Co., Japan; and Grazia Maria Puglisi, Radio Audizione

Italiano, Italy. Basil Thornton, exec. dir. Best. Foundation

of America, will be chmn. of the session, which will use

films, tapes and demonstrations of forelgn-produced shows.

TV in West Germany is now in 12% of all homes.

Five years ago there were no TV sets, and only 68 radios

per 100 homes. Today’s radio: 86%.
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ElA ASKS GOVT, TO STEM TRANSISTOR IMPORTS: Japanese transistor flood has finally

overwhelmed U. S. manufacturers. Last week, through EIA, they formally petitioned the Office of Civil &
Defense Mobilization to "investigate growing imports of Japanese transistors & other semiconductor products

and determine whether they threaten American security." Under U. S. law. Govt, has duty of protecting

domestic manufacturers to keep their productive capacity available for defense needs. Said EIA's petition:

"Transistors constitute a vital part of our defense program and are used increasingly in the develop-

ment of military weapons systems ... It is the position of EIA, in behalf of the manufacturers of electronic

equipment & components, that the increasing Japanese penetration of the transistor market will have an
adverse effect upon the growth of the electronics industry producing transistor products.

"It will impair the efforts of American producers to provide the capacity to meet existing & potential

national security requirements. It will create instability in employment thereby resulting in loss of skills; and,

most important, it will result in an eventual reduction in research & development needed to further advance the

art—all to the detriment of our national security program & efforts to meet the challenge of Soviet Russia for

superiority in military technology in electronics."

EIA noted that imports of Japanese transistors increased from 560,000 in 1956 to 26,736,000 in 1958 and

14,967,000 in first quarter of this year—while diodes increased almost 10-fold from 1956 to 1958. U. S. manu-

facturers, EIA said, increased transistor production only from 12,840,000 to 47,051,000 from 1956 to 1958.

Reasons for Japanese inroads: "Japanese production costs, as compared with those of U. S. manufac-

turers, are extremely low because of wage & other cost differentials. This factor, together with the extremely

low marketing & transportation costs, results in a competitive situation which places American manufacturers

in practically an impossible situation because the prices on Japanese transistors, even after the 15% import

duty, are far below those which must be charged by domestic producers."

HOME ELECTRONICS BUSINESS— 10-YEAR FORECAST: TV set sales rising to

plateau of 8.5 million yearly by 1968—one third of them color sets . . . More than 18 million radios sold

cmnually . . . Phono sales (excluding combinations) leveling off at slightly more than the present 5-million-

a-year rate . . . Total factory sales of more than $3 billion annually for electronic home-amusement devices.

These are 10-year forecasts by Sylvania marketing research dir. Frank W. Mansfield , who is also dir.

of EIA's marketing data dept. In his carefully worked-out yearly predictions through 1968, TV continues to be

brightest revenue-producing star in home-electronics firmament, accoimting for factory sales of more than $1

billion in 1968 vs. slightly less than $850 million today. Here are highlights of Mansfield's 10-year forecasts:

TELEVISION

—

Recovering from 1958's valley of less than 5.2 million sets, TV sales will rise to

around 6.2 million this year, 6.7 million next year, hitting 8.5-million mark in 1964 and remaining there through

1968—but with ratio of color to black-&-white set sales gradually increasing. By 1968, Mansfield believes,

65.4% of annual TV set sales will be replacements, 18.4% second sets, 16.2% initial installations. Compar-
able figures for 1958 were 35.4% replacements, 20% second sets, 44.6% initial installations.

Average factory price of b&w set will decline steadily from about $132 today to $100 by 1968. Mans-
field apparently sees no major price-chopping breakthrough in color—even in 1968, factory price of color

set is given as $200, twice that of average monochrome receiver. He sees average color set factory-priced at

$290 this year, down from $300 last year, with $10 chipped off cost each succeeding year. Here's his table:

TV RETAIL SALES & FACTORY PRICE FORECASTS
(Unit figures in thousands)

Year 1959 1960 1961 1962 196.3 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

Dealer sales (units)

:

B&W sets 6,060 6,500 6,680 7,120 7,270 7,280 6,970 6,600 6,140 6,770
Color sets 160 240 360 600 900 1,200 1,500 1,900 2,300 2,700

Av. factory price:
B&W sets $132.00 $128.50 $125.00 $121.60 $118.00 $114.50 $111.00 $107.50 $104.00 $100.00
Color sets 290.00 280.00 270.00 260.00 250.00 240.00 230.00 220.00 210.00 200.00
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RADIOS—Mansfield sees home & portable radio sales going up from more than 9 million sets

this year to 9.63 million next year, 9.84 million in 1961 and passing 10 million by 1963, dropping slightly in

1964 and then resuming climb to 11.23 million in 1968. Average factory price, he predicts, will rise from to-

day's $22.50 to $23.50 by 1961, then settle down gradually to $21 in 1966-68.

Auto radios go up in continuing progression in the Mansfield forecasts—from just under 5 million

units this year to 5.33 million next year, 5.66 in 1961, with increase continuing to 7.1 million by 1968. He feels

auto-radio factory average price will remain stable at today's level of about $25 for the 10-year period.

PHONOGRAPHS (excluding combinations, included in radio & TV categories)—This is tricky

market to predict, and Mansfield sees growth of the straight phono market remaining stable at around 5 mil-

lion units for the 10-year period, ending at 5.29 million in 1968. He gives an average price of $38 for phonos
during the entire period. This is lower than the average price given in our previous phono story (Vol.

15:37), largely because latter includes combinations.

ELECTRONIC ORGANS—Sales this year will total 36,000 units at average factory price of $660

(not to be confused with electric organs, which are non-electronic and sell for considerably less), rising

slowly to 53,000 in 1968 at average factory price which levels off to $500 by 1963.

COMPONENT HI-FI & RECORDERS—Mansfield doesn't see rosy future for hi-fi component field. He
puts 1959 sales at $74,400,000 (amplifiers, tuners & speakers only), up from $66,200,000 in 1958; sees them

dropping to low point of $42,900,000 in 1963 & 1964, then rising again to $55,500,000 in 1968. He predicts that

tape recorder sales will hold steady at about $80,000,000 a year for next 10 years.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for week ended Sept. 11, (36th week of 1959):

Sept. 4-1 1 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 141,146 141,550 145,289 3,967,586 3,199,147

Total radio 313,098 369,035 295,249 9,627,159 6,790,593

auto radio 106,741 125,087 89,210 3,666,248 2,089,709

Trade Personals: Irving K. Kessler named RCA defense

airborne systems div. gen. mgr., succeeding S. N. Lev,

who will undertake another assignment; S. W. Coch-

ran promoted from mgr. to gen. mgr., surface communica-

tions div.; W. B. Kirkpatrick promoted from mgr. to gen.

mgr., missile electronics & controls div.; E. A. Speakman,
ex-defense electronic products planning mgr., named elec-

tromagnetic intelligence program mgr. Robert Bitting

named Minuteman project mgr., both under the surface

communications div.

Frederic O. Spaid promoted from supervisor of ma-
terial control to materials mgr., GE’s TV receiver dept.

. . . John J. Burke named Siegler Corp. v.p. for military ac-

tivities . . . David H. Simon named Sylvania special tube

operations adv. & merchandising mgr. . . . Cecil Stowe pro-

moted to customer relations mgr., Orr Industries Irish tape

mktg. div. . . . Jack Houseman named Southern Cal. sales

mgr., Packard-Bell home products div.

Horace R. Potter named v.p.. Reeves Hoffman div. of

Dynamics Corp. of America . . . Donald E. Smith promoted
from sales engineer to new post of diodes & rectifiers

product sales mgr., Sylvania semiconductor div.

Principal speakers at the 15th annual Nat’l Electronics

Conference, scheduled for Chicago, Oct. 12-14, are to be Dr.

John C. Green, Commerce Dept, office of technical services

dir.; J. Lewis Powell, Asst. Defense Secy.; Dr. F. G. A.
Kraemer, Defense Dept, civil affairs chief.

RCA color-TV exhibit attracted an average of 60,000

persons daily during the recent 9-day N.Y. State Fair in

Syracuse. The closed-circuit demonstration provided 10

hours of daily programming, including fashion shows and
personal appearances by Gov. & Mrs. Rockefeller, Vaughn
Monroe, Joe Louis.

GE Realignmsnt: Major organizational shuffle by GE last

week hatched among others, a comprehensive TV-radio

div. which embraces the TV dept, at Syracuse, the Utica

radio receiver dept, and the Schenectady broadcast equip-

ment operations. Hershner Cross becomes gen. mgr. of the

new div., which will HQ at Utica. Cross & his TV-radio

div. report to Fred J. Borch, ex-marketing services v.p.,

who has been upped to top exec, of GE’s consumer products

group: major appliances, TV-radio, housewares, lamps.

Also evolved in the realignment is another new GE
operation—an Intnatl. Group which embi’aces the Intnatl.

GE Co. div. Advanced to head the new unit is v.p. James H.

Goss, previously v.p. & group exec, of GE’s consumer-pro-

ducts group, who now reports direct to GE pres. Robert
Paxton. Goss will also represent the parent company in its

dealings with Canadian GE Co. Ltd.

Other changes: Charles K. Rieger, previously major
appliance div. v.p.-gen. mgr. succeeds Borch as marketing-
services v.p.; William P. Von Behren, formerly radio-re-

ceiver dept. gen. mgr., succeeds Rieger as major appliance

div. gen. mgr. Paxton summed up the moves as being “in

keeping with our constant effort to meet the changing
needs of the dynamic electrical industry in both domestic

& foreign markets.”

Trends in solid-state & electron tube technology will

be appraised at a special session of the 5th annual electron

devices meeting of IRE’s Professional Group on Electron

Devices, Oct. 29-30, Shoreham Hotel, Washington. Among
the invited papers is “Tunnel Diodes” (Vol. 15:30, 34), to

be delivered by Dr. Robert N. Hall of GE’s Schenectady >

research lab. Also scheduled to address the special session K

are Prof. Hubert Heffner, Stanford U. electronics research I

lab, & Dr. Ian M. Ross, Bell Telephone labs. I
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TRANSISTOR SALES CLIMBING: Factory sales of transis-

tors during Jan.-July more than doubled the cumulative

volume of the year-ago period, ElA reported last week.

Sales climbed to a total of 42,128,291 units valued at

$115,432,090, compared with sales in the corresponding

1958 period of 21,084,218 units worth $52,433,848. (For

EIA on Japanese imports, see p. 19.)

Although July sales declined from June levels, tran-

sistors are selling on the average of 6 million units

monthly, compared with the monthly average of 3 million

units recorded in the Jan.-July 1958 period. Following are

EIA’s official unit & dollar figures:

1959 1958

Units Dollars Units Dollars

January 5,196,317 13,243,224 2,965,247 6,704,383

February 6,393,377 14,650,056 3,106,708 6,806,562

March 6,310,286 18,117,560 2,976,843 6,796,427

April 5,906,736 16,864,049 2,856,234 7,026,547

May 6,358,097 19,007,293 2,999,198 7,250,824

June 6,934,213 18,031,593 3,668,094 8,262,343

July 6,030,266 16,618,316 2,631,894 6,698,762

TOTAL 42,128,291 $115,432,090 21,084,218 $52,443,848

July Tube Sales Down: Factory sales of both receiving &
TV picture tubes skidded in July from June levels, but

ran well ahead of 1958 sales in both monthly & cumulative

reckonings, EIA reported last week.

July 1959 sales of receiving tubes amounted to 36,-

394.000 units valued at $29,786,000, compared with June

sales of 37,421,000 ($33,099,000) and July 1958 sales of

30.795.000 ($26,928,000). Cumulative sales for Jan.-July

1959 totaled 238,373,000 tubes ($205,560,000) compared
with the year-ago totals of 221,21,000 ($193,197,000).

TV picture-tube sales at the factory level in July to-

taled 750,352 units, valued at $14,648,444, compared with

I
June sales of 766,56 tubes ($15,136,612) and July 1958

sales of 549,817 ($11,109,048). For Jan.-July, TV picture-

tube sales totaled 5,120,887 ($98,904,723) vs. 4,239,404

tubes ($84,337,167) sold during the first 7 months of 1958.

.e

Five electronic standards recommended by EIA were
published last week and are available from EIA’s engineer-

ing dept., 11 W. 42nd St., N.Y. 36. The new standards:

Dimensional Characteristics of Monophonic & Stereophonic

Disc Phonograph Records for Home Use (RS-211-A);
Structural Standards for Steel Transmitting Antennas,

0' Supporting Steel Towers (RS-222); Magnetic Recording
">• Instruments for the Home, Wire Size, Speed, Spools

(RS-223)
;
Magnetic Recording Tapes (RS-224) ; Rigid Coax-

fc ial Transmission Lines & Connectors —50 Ohms (RS-225).

EIA policy committee was appointed last week to co-

ordinate & implement efforts to bring about the repeal or

amendment of the Walsh-Healey Act. W. F. Joyce of Texas
Instruments was named 1959-60 committee chmn. Ap-
pointed to the committee were: Robert T. Borth, GE; E. J.

Danneberg, Tung-Sol; Robert E. Kelley, Sprague of Wise.;
^ T. W. Massoth, RCA, Robert C. Sprague Jr., Sprague Elec.
5®

Canadian TV-set sales increased in July over June, but
ran behind the July 1958 volume by some 411 units, EIA of

Canada disclosed last week in a report of distributor sales

to dealers. The July total was 27,066 units, compared with
'

24,637 in June and 27,477 in July 1958. The Jan.-July total
" of 191,447 units was slightly under the 191,884 units sold

during the first 7 months of last year.
J6»|

t Artloom Industries has acquired Eastern Precision

(jjj;
Resistor Corp., Brooklyn-based electronic components

... maker. Artloom chmn. Hyman Marcus said Eastern’s man-
jjj,

agement will remain, with founder Martin Green as pres.

Stereo Panel Reports: National stereophonic Radio Com-

mittee’s important Panel 1 on system specifications, under

Hazeltine’s Charles J. Hirsch, met recently & came up with

this brief description of its progress:

(1) Crosby Labs, Calbest Electronics and Multiplex

Services Corp. agreed to make tests to determine, in an FM
system with FM subcarrier, the minimum bandwidth

needed for good stereo and the “optimum compromise band-

width” to give both stereo & background music.

(2) It was concluded that in an FM-AM system, the

best signal-to-noise ratio is given by those systems using

suppressed carrier amplitude modulation. Some 6 systems

fall in this class. Another FM-AM system, which doesn’t

suppress the carrier, offers “an appreciably simpler stereo

receiver.” The NSRC receiver panel is to evaluate the rela-

tive complexity of receivers using the various systems.

(3) Bell Labs’ Bruce T. Bogert and Motorola’s Nor-

man Parker were scheduled to evaluate FM-FM vs. FM-AM
systems in a report before the end of Sept.

(4) Sylvania’s B. F. Tyson, chairman of Committee
1.1 on system classification, was requested to update the

classification of AM systems for evaluation “in the near

future.”

(5) It was agreed that the British EMI percival sys-

tem (Vol. 15:12) could be evaluated only subjectively in

listener tests.

Acquisition by Thompson Ramo Wooldridge of con-

trolling interest in Magnetic Recording Industries, N.Y.

producer of educational electronics equipment, was an-

nounced last week by TRW v.p. W. M. Jones. Magnetic’s Dr.

Paul King will continue as pres, of the new subsidiary.

Jones said the acquisition reflects both TRW’s confidence

in the growth potential of educational electronics and a

planned expansion in the field. TRW recently (Vol. 15:36)

purchased Bel Canto Magnetic Recording Tape Co. Jones
pointed out that TRW currently serves the educational

field with “Dage’s ETV systems & Bell tape recorders.”

RCA will build a semiconductor production plant on
a 38-acre site at Mountaintop, Pa., 7 miles SW of Wilkes-

Barre, pres. John L. Burns announced last week. Construc-

tion will get underway immediately, with production sched-

uled to begin by mid-1960. Burns said the 120,000-sq.-ft.

plant will be devoted to the production of Mesa transis-

tors & silcon rectifiers. RCA forecast that the semicon-

ductor industry in 1959 “will have a sales volume of ap-

proximately $350 million,” with industry sales of semicon-
ductor products for ’65 “expected to approach $650 million.”

ITT will move its main offices late next year from
67 Broad St. to 320 Park Ave., N.Y., leasing initially 8

floors & the penthouse of the 33-story structure now build-

ing, pres. H. S. Geneen announced. Total ITT space will be

180,000 sq. ft.

Bendix will start construction soon of a $1.1-million

transistor plant at Holmdel, N.J. The production plant is

expected to be completed by June, 1960, and will employ
150 persons initially.

Olympic Radio & TV has broken ground for a 200,000-

sq.-ft. assembly plant & warehouse to be erected in Queens,

N.Y. The Siegler Corp. div. has been using leased space in

4 Brooklyn warehouses.

Avco Corp. has been awarded a $36,655,000 Air Force
contract for development of the nose cone for the Minute-
man missile. The contract embraces basic research through
prototype development.
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Emerson Infringed: Federal Court Judge Edmund L.

Palmier! ruled in N.Y. last week that Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp. had infringed upon and used in the

manufacture & sale of its TV & FM radio receivers the

FM patents of the late Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong. The suit

had been initiated by Armstrong in Dec. 1953, two months
before his death. His widow, Esther M. Armstrong, was
substituted as plaintiff in June 1955.

The case will now be referred to a special master, still

to be appointed, to determine the exact amount of damages
which can be recovered by the Armstrong estate, based on

back royalties for the period Dec. 1948 to Sept. 1957.

“The record is clear,” Judge Palmier! pointed out in his

104-page decision, “that Emerson imitated & used the 3

inventions of Maj. Armstrong in the manufacture & sale

of its TV receivers & FM broadcast receivers. The conclu-

sion is inescapable that the inventive features of the 3

patents in the suit are found in the accused receivers.”

Armstrong had developed the FM process in the early

1930’s, secured patents in 1933 & 1940. Lawsuits against

other radio-set manufacturers still are pending. RCA &
subsidiary NBC settled one suit in 1954 for an estimated

$1 million. The Emerson case, which ended last Nov. after 5

weeks of hearings, has been under advisement prior to

Judge Palmieri’s decision.

Motorola will cooperate with President Eisenhower’s

“People to People” program by sending 18 sales contest

winners & their wives to Europe in Nov. to visit distribu-

tors, dealers and electronics plants in France, West Ger-

many and Italy, pres. Robert W. Galvin announced re-

cently. Apprised of Motorola’s mission. President Eisen-

hower wrote Galvin: “What you propose would be people-

to-people contact of the kind I have often urged as part of

our American effort to make friends in the world. It is a

potent way to achieve human understanding on a mass
basis.” The 18 grand prize winners will be selected from
some 600 distributor salesmen in a Sept.-long stereo-hi-fi

sales contest. The winners & their wives will be briefed by

the State Dept, prior to going overseas.

Sylvania dedicated its new 77,000-sq.-ft. computer-

products operations plant at Muncy, Pa., last week. It will

be devoted to the production of computer components, as-

semblies and coils, also a variety of electronic components
used in the industrial, entertainment and military fields.

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. pres. Robert E. Lewis said

the electronic data-processing market this year will amount
to more than $1 billion. “All present indications are that the

market will at least double itself—to more than $2 billion

—by 1965, and keep on rising,” he forecast.

Formation of Philco Italiana, S.p.A. to manufacture &
distribute Philco products in Italy (Vol. 15:29) under

license from Philco Corp. S.A. Switzerland, has been

formally announced by Philco Intnatl. Corp. pres. Harvey
Williams, who will serve also as pres, of the new Milan-

based firm. Production will begin with a complete line of TV
receivers, followed before year’s end by refrigerator manu-
facturing. A TV-radio plant already is in full production in

the Milano suburb of Rho. Production facilities for refrig-

erators are at Robbio Lomellina.

Lockheed Aircraft announced it will build a $2.5 mil-

lion HQ plant for its electronics & avionics div. on a

200-acre site at Newport Beach, Cal., some 40 miles south

of L.A. Construction of the 100,000 sq. ft. building will

begin within 60 days, is scheduled for completion late in

1960. The plant will serve as the nucleus for an electronics

research & production center.

Quality, not price cutting is the way to meet increas-

ing Japanese competition. Zenith’s Leonard C. Truesdell

declared last week in an address before the Chicago chap-
ter of the American Marketing Assn. The AMA chapter
named him 1959’s “Marketing Man of the Year” in the
Chicago area. He reported that Zenith portable radio sales

to dealers through Aug. increased to a new high, 35%
ahead of the record-making pace in the year-ago period.

“Zenith is meeting this Japanese competition in the same
way we have in the past met cut-price competition from
dumps & liquidations by U.S. manufacturers,” he said.

“Instead of breaking our necks & integrity to cut costs by
<

using imported parts of dubious quality, we are continuing

to concentrate on top performance, outstanding convenience

features, and appealing new designs.”

Those Japanese imports: lUE pres. James B. Carey,

who threatened reprisals against House of Representatives

members who voted for the Griffin-Landrum labor bill,

should “devote his time & effort” instead to protecting his

union’s members from cheap Japanese TV & radios, ac-

cording to Rep. Gross (R-Ia.). Citing an article by columnist

Victor Riesel, he told the House “Japan is getting ready”

to ship “large quantities of $50 TV sets, $19 transistor

radios” and other products to the U. S. Carey’s big prob-

lem ought to be “Japan’s 10-cent-an-hour labor,” Gross

said—not new U. S. labor legislation.

Congressional praise—-for 10 months of service without

compensation in the electronics div. of the Commerce
Dept.’s Business & Defense Services Administration—has

been won by Packard-Bell v.p. A. J. Spriggs. In a Congres-

sional Record citation of Sprigg’s “major achievements” on

his tour of BDSA duty. Rep. Jackson (R-Cal.) said he t

“performed with distinction.” Spriggs was commended in
'

particular for work in organizing a BDSA survey of pro-

duction capacities & needs of manufacturers of electronic

end equipment (Vol. 15:16).

Acquisition of Invar Electronics Corp. by Telemeter

Magnetics Inc. was announced recently by TMI pres.

Erwin Tomash, who said that TMI had purchased 80% of

Invar’s stock, with the balance retained by Invar pres.

Ted Kopaczec. He added that Invar’s present management
would continue to operate the Pasadena, Cal. firm, which

specializes in the manufacture of solid-state power supplies

& electronic instruments.

Herold Radio & Electronics will officially open its new
Bronx, N. Y. plant Sept. 29. Scheduled to participate in

the dedication ceremony are the Mt. Vernon, N. Y. firm’s

chmn. Roland J. Kalb, and dirs. Jerome L. Herold & Morris

J. Steelman, who serve as dirs. also for subsidiaries Steel-

man Phonograph & Radio Co. and Roland Radio Corp.

Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp. will convert its Nor-

wood, Mass, manufacturing plant to a research & develop-

ment lab for solid-state components, industrial electronic

systems, capacitors and resistors, pres. Octave Blake an

nounced last week. The 100,000 sq. ft. plant has been de-

voted to capacitor production.

Increased electronics business is forecast by Ryar

Aeronautical for its fiscal year beginning Nov. 1. During

fiscal 1959, electronics sales ran less than 10% of tota g
business. Ryan’s electronics div. currently employs some I
1,750, is hiring additional engineers. For the quarter endec 1

July 31, compared with the year-ago period, Ryan nearlj i

doubled its income to $662,354 from $348,576, on sales in

creased to $16,399,521 from $15,249,814.
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Purchase by Sylvania Electric Products of 50% of the

capital stock of one of Italy’s major manufacturers of

transmitting & receiving tubes was reported last week
' by Don G. Mitchell, pres, of parent Gen. Telephone & Elec-

tronics Corp. He described the acquisition of stock in

Fabbrica Italiana Valvole Radio Elettriche (FIVRE) a

reflection of Sylvania’s European expansion program. The
balance of FIVRE’s capital stock is being retained by

Magnetti Marelli, Italy’s major TV-set producer.

Transmitter & power tubes will now be available in

limited quantities directly to commercial users, according

to the Commerce Dept.’s Business & Defense Services Ad-
ministration. A change in BDSA’s order M-17, issued dur-

ing the Korean War, will now permit manufacturers to

reserve 20-to-30% of their monthly production for com-
mercial sales. Previously, the entire output of these tubes

was subject to the demands of defense orders. TV & radio

transmitting tubes are included in the new amendment.

Combination radio & Geiger-counter are being exhibited

to participants at RAB’s regional management conferences.

RAB, which secured a working-order model from the U.S.

Atomic Energy Commission, will survey station managers
attending the conferences for their opinion of the new
radio, and report the findings to AEC. The gadget is an
ordinary-sized transistor radio with built-in Geiger-counter.

When the counter is not measuring ambient radioactivity

the unit functions as a regular radio.

Acquisition of strategic electronic equipment under
false pretenses has cost Alf Tomsen & Co., Hamburg, Ger-
many, export-import firm, its U.S. export privileges. The
Commerce Dept.’s Bureau of Foreign Commerce said it

took action because of the firm’s “willful & persistent

^
evasion & flouting of U.S. export regulations,” including

1957-58 shipment of equipment valued at $5,000 to Hun-
1, gary & other unauthorized destinations.

^j' “Signal-splitting” twin-triode tube—with 4 plates in-

i' stead of 2—is now in mass production by GE. The unique

1

12FQ8 “twin double-plate diode” offers an additional out-

put from each stage and is used by Wurlitzer Co. in a new
,

electronic organ to take 4 well-isolated outputs from the 2

> triode stages.

Portable electronic fish-finder, put on the market by
jg^i Raytheon, not only finds the fish but indicates water depth

& the composition of the bottom. The unit, coffee-can size,

weighs less than 5 pounds and can be carried in a canoe.

It bounces ultrasonic signals off the water’s bottom; when
? the signals strike a fish, tell-tale red flashes appear on the

fish-finder’s dial.

Finance

Victoreen Instrument Co. gained handsomely during

first-half 1959, more than doubling both sales & earnings

compared with the year-ago performance. For 6 months

ended June 30 (1958 figures include 2 months operation of

Kolux Co. acquired May 1, 1958, and the comparative earn-

ings per share are based on 1,505,203 shares outstanding

June 30, 1959): 1959 1958

Net sales $3,629,259 $1,593,382
Net income 219,465 90,081
Earned per share 15^ 6^
Shares outstanding 1,505,203 710,734

Siegler Corp. nearly doubled its income on improved
sales performance for the year to June 30:

1959 1958
Net sales $77,074,442 $72,955,449
Net income 2,203,002 1,215,930
Earned per share 1.36 S0(^

Shares outstanding 1,624,815 1,514,968

Universal Pictures had a consolidated net income of

$3,772,036 ($4.04 a share), including a net gain of $3,667,-

387 on the sale of its studio, for the 39 weeks ended Aug.

1, compared with the year-ago net loss of $861,247 after

giving effect to a tax credit of $1,160,000. For the 13 weeks
ended Aug. 1, Universal had a net income from operations

of $637,915 (66«‘) compared with the net loss of $341,998

recorded in the same 1958 period after allowing for a tax

credit of $440,000.
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Shopping-bag advertising of color TV will be used by
RCA in a 60-day consumer contest, jointly with E-Z Opener

* Bag Co., calculated to reach more than 250 million shop-
pers. The promotion requires contestants to color illustra-

tions of Bonanza TV stars on the shopping bags in accord-

^

ance with color schemes of given shows, and complete an
“I like” sentence to compete for 1,350 prizes. RCA ad &
sales promotion v.p. R. H. Coffin describes the promotion as

j

“another phase of a tremendous sales push which RCA is

conducting during the celebration of RCA’s 5th anniversary
of color TV.” The contest will be announced publicly with

jj,

a 4-color spread in Oct. 19 Life.

Tropospheric scatter system linking United Kingdom,
^ Spain & Morocco in a U.S. Air Force communications net-
work will be built by Northrop’s Page Communications

s
• Engineers Inc. under a $10 million contract.

RCA has been awarded a $4,430,000 Army contract
for a uhf precision tracking radar for the Nike-Zeus anti-

missile missile.
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International Resistance Co. forecasts record sales &
earnings for fiscal year ending Jan. 3, 1960. Chmn. Charles

Weyl reports that the Philadelphia electronic-components

maker should produce sales of $18-$19 million, with earn-

ings topping the $1,150,000 predicted at the May stock-

holders meeting (Vol. 15:19). Anticipated are earnings of

$1.5 million, compared with the $508,268 earned last year on

sales of $13,744,000. Weyl said IR is actively engaged in

the field of “molecular circuits” and on a new process for

bonding metals & plastics into lightweight, rugged com-

ponents. He foresees that IR will spend some $600,000 on

capital expansion this year, “between $750,000 & $1 mil-

lion” next year.

Paradyne Electronics Corp., new Newark firm or-

ganized in June to design & manufactm’e capacitors &
other components, has filed SEC registration (File 2-15546)

for 230,000 common stock shares, 200,000 to be offered for

public sale at $5 per share. An underwriting group is

headed by Schrijver & Co. Paradyne organizers are pres.

Manny Brucker, chmn. Bernard P. Birnbaum, Sol Feldman
and Saul I. Birnbaum.

Western Electric played host to several thousand ATT
stockholders & their families last week at its Allentown,

Pa. transistor plant. The novel “shareowner night” kicked

off a week-long open house for the community. Among the

stockholders’ hosts: Pa. Gov. David L. Lawrence, WE pres.

H. I. Romnes.
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Varian Associates common stock was admitted to trad-

ing on the N.Y. Stock Exchange last week, with a total of

3,369,570 shares ($1 par value) listed. The stock opened on

a 100-share block at $30.50 a share. Merle R. Zinser,

financial v.p. of the 11-year-old Palo Alto, Cal. electronic

equipment & components producer, predicted that the firm’s

earnings for the fiscal year ending Sept. 30 “ought to be

approximately 50% greater than fiscal 1958 earnings.” At
that rate, earnings should approximate $2.4 million on sales

of $38 million, compared with the 1958 figures of $1.6 mil-

lion earned on sales of $29 million, both adjusted to reflect

a stock dividend & the acquistion of Bomac Labs. Zinser

pointed out that Varian plans to retain earnings. He fore-

cast that “the company won’t be paying any cash dividends,

at least for the foreseeable future.”

United Artists Corp., which scored record-high earn-

ings (Vol. 15:37) in first-half 1959, expects to set new levels

of revenue & profit for the year, chmn. Robert S. Benjamin
said last week. He foresees revenue climbing from 1958’s

$84 million to more than $90 million, with profit topping

1958’s $3,701,000. Reviewing UA’s TV operations, he said

that the firm so far this year has released no post-1948

films to TV, compared with 72 feature movies licensed last

year. UA has produced 2 TV series. The Troubleshooters &
The Dennis O’Keefe Show, for fall network presentation

and Tales of the Vikings for syndication, is producing a

4th TV series, has a 5th slated for the cameras.

Jansky & Bailey Inc., Washington TV-radio-electronics

research & engineering firm, will become a subsidiary of

Atlantic Research Corp., Alexandria, Va., in a merger deal

effective Oct. 1. In the transaction Atlantic Research also

acquires 16% of outstanding stock of General Communi-
cations Co., Boston, which since 1955 has owned the 29-

year-old Jansky & Bailey firm. Atlantic Research will have

5-year options leading to more than 25% control of Gen-

eral Communications. Terms of the Jansky & Bailey deal

weren’t disclosed, were said to involve “substantial” cash.

Changes in SEC’s div. of corporation finance announced

last week included the promotion of Charles E. Shreve to

div. chief counsel, succeeding Manuel F. Cohen, recently

promoted to commission advisor. Harold V. Lese becomes

chief of interpretations & review branch, and Patrick J.

Griffin moves up to small issues branch chief.

Cohu Electronics tallied a net income of $535,103 (53(*

a share) on sales of $4,432,803 for the 6 months to June 30.

For the year-ago period, Cohu recorded a loss of $85,247

on sales of $2,496,816. However, 1959-58 comparisons are

not valid, the company says, because of the effect of the

acquisition of Massa Labs in June 1958.

Textron Electronics Inc. has acquired Globe Electronics

Inc. for 40,000 shares of TE common, plus an additional

amount of up to 70,000 shares based on earnings during

the next decade. Globe, Council Bluffs, la. maker of radio

transmitting & receiving equipment and allied electronic

devices, has about 200 employes, 400 distributors, and an

annual volume of $2.5 million.

Reports & comments available: Westinghouse, com-

ments, Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis, 25 Broad St., N.Y

4 . . . GE, memo, Bache & Co., 36 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . CBS
report, Penington, Colket & Co., 70 Pine St., N.Y. 5.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Pai/able
Stk. of

Record
Canadian Westinghouse, Q $0.25 Oct. 1 Sep. 11

General Electric Q .50 Oct. 26 Sep. 21

Motorola Q .37% Oct. 15 Sep. 3(
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SUMMART-IMDEZ OF WEEK'S NEWS

FCC

AGENCY AILMENTS DIAGNOSED BY EX-CAB MEMBER Louis

Hector, who resigned because agency can't do its job. President

Eisenhower impressed by his reasons (p. 2).

DEBATE OVER CAL channel shifts develops as parties file com-

ments on FCC proposals. Most endorse addition of vhf channels

and substitution of vhf for uhf (p. 5).

Advertising

TOP 100 ADVERTISERS increased their spending during first-half

1959 by 8.9% to $474,160,383. Largest investment in TV time was
Procter & Gamble's $27,076,567 (p. 11).

Congress

EVERYONE A WATCHDOG ON EQUAL TIME, with Rep. Harris

stating that many Congressmen don't trust broadcasters. His group
to study political editorializing (p. 4).

FUm d Tmpe

NEW TOP EXECUTIVES fill job vacancies at 20th-Fox, CBS Films

and Screen Gems. There may be more switches soon (p. 12).

FIRST PRODUCER-AGENCY tape pact has been signed between
NTA Telestudios and Leo Burnett agency covering "basic stand-

ard practices" in creating, producing tape commercials (p. 12).

Networks

TV HLMS' 1960 PLANS IMPRESS CBS. but not NBC. Network ex-

ecutives differ radically in views on new Hollywood projects

(p. 6).

Manuiacturing d Distribution

STANDARD HI-FI POWER MEASUREMENT adopted by EIA group
to end consumer confusion. EIA plans "Buy American" campaign,

new TV set sales drive (p. 15). Other EIA actions (p. 18).

EXPANSION OF JAPANESE ELECTRONICS industry, now ranked

as world's 4th largest, shown graphically in 2-year table. First-

quarter output 48% above 1958 rate (pp. 16 & 17).

SOVIET ELECTRONICS PRODUCTION techniques & efficiency 5

years behind U.S., but research & development are "of high qual-

ity," Raytheon's Ellis says after visit (p. 16).

Programming
CHURCHES ASK MAIL PRESSURE on N.Y. TV-radio stations in

mass, interfaith move to improve moral tone of programming (p. 8).

Stations

STERN CLEARS BOSTON CASE, finds no improper influence. De-

cision surprising in light of Miami Ch. 10 ruling and tough posi-

tions taken by FCC staff and Justice Dept. (p. 1).

BEHIND THE RCA-NBC PHILADELPHIA DECREE: Price of defeat

in court believed loo great to risk, though attorneys thought odds

of winning were strong (p. 3).

WBC's CAMPUS CONFERENCE on local public service program-

ming was a major success last week, with some 350 delegates

gathering at Stanford U. to discuss latest techniques & trends (p. 7).

NEW TIO HEAD will be CBS radio v.p. Lou Hausman. He was
elected to the post of dir. by the unanimous vote of the NAB-

sponsored Television Information Committee (p. 9).

COMBINED SPOT 4 NETWORK TV gross-time ad-spending in-

creased 17.3% during first-half 1959. TvB report also shows that

23 of 31 major product groups increased TV investments (p. 9).

STERN CLEARS BOSTON CASE—FCC OK LIKELY: Grant of Boston's Ch. 5 toWHDH-TV
should remain undisturbed, examiner Horace Stern recommended last week in his initial decision on the

influence" case. Probability is that FCC will be happy to approve his conclusions. Decision was a surprise,

in light of "get tough" attitudes taken by Commission's own staff & Justice Dept., which urged revocation
of CP (Vol. 15:29-30), and Stern's severe Miami Ch. 10 decision against WPST-TV (Vol. 14:49).

Judge Stern simply concluded that no one did anything wrong. Probably basic difference between
him and FCC staff & Justice Dept, is that he attributed conflicting testimony to hazy memories while the others

believe someone was lying.

Most of case revolves around luncheons of former FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey &
WHDH-TV pres. Robert B. Choate, Stern concluded that testimony showed no evidence they discussed merits
of Ch. 5 contest. As for Mass. Bay Telecasters, a loser in the case. Stern raps it lightly on the knuckles because
v.p. Forrester Clark called McConnaughey's attention "to some of the prominent members of his group in

order to show . . . that it was not a politically partisan organization." In so doing. Stern said, Clark "may
hcwe stepped somewhat out of bounds," but obviously not seriously.
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FCC members come off quite nicely, and they're pleased to read Stern's philosophy: "Incidentally,

it may not be amiss to remark that mere normal social relations with public officials are not taboo, for they,

like other human beings, are not required to live in ivory towers—subject always, of course, to the fvmda-

mental condition that there be no attempt on the part of a litigant or applicant for some judicial or quasi-

judicial favor to take advantage of such acquaintanceships or intimacies by using them for the advancement

of his cause. It is only marked attention & unusual hospitality on the part of a lawyer or litigant to a judge

that is reprehensible: Canon 3 of Professional Ethics of the American Bor Assn." (Watch the Ivmcheon invi-

tations increase.)

Stern offered this comment on FCC members' behavior when visited by representatives of Boston

Globe, not a litigant in the case. They were trying to block a grant to competitor Herald-Traveler (WHDH).
The Commissioners, said Stern, "received them initially, but gave scant heed or consideration to their com-

plaint and expressed no opinion in regard to the merits of the Ch. 5 case nor indicated how they intended to

vote therein. Short of utter discourtesy to these gentlemen they could scarcely have done either more or less."

Next step in case is filing of exceptions to initial decision, by parties in case. Then FCC will set it

for oral argument. However, it's likely to hear Miami Ch. 10 oral argument first, and that is being delayed

imtil a decision is rendered in a new Mack-Whiteside trial which is due to start Nov. 3. So final decision in

Boston case isn't likely before early part of next year.

Stern's decision elicited this comment from Choate : "The decision of Judge Stern is no more than I

expected. We have been given a 100% vote of confidence by the special examiner to our conduct in the Ch. 5

case. For many months while this case was before Judge Stern we have been subjected to most merciless

attacks, to which we could not reply. We shall continue to operate the station with our same high sense of

service to the community."

Attorneys were again struck by the simplicity, lucidity & brevity of Stern's work. Decision ran mere

19 pages—and everyone can imderstand it.

NO SUDDEN ALLOCATIONS MOVES IN SIGHT: Don't expect FCC to order any sharp

departures in TV allocations in next few months . It has been thinking about substantial mileage cuts so that

it could add stations to such cities as Providence, Grand Rapids, Louisville and Syracuse (Vol. 15:31)

—

but current inclination is to hold off until it has a clearer idea of whether it will get more vhf channels from

the military. This will take quite some time. Furthermore, Comr. Craven is now in Geneva, heading U.S.

delegation to International Telecommunications Conference, and Comr. Hyde goes there next month. They'll

be gone until about end of year—and their colleagues won't make major policy changes while they're absent.

Some minor mileage cuts might be proposed, however . We're told that 2-3-mile cuts ore imder serious

consideration—but nothing more.
• • • •

On another allocations front, meanwhile. Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) gained support from EIA for his

controversial bill (HR-8426) to establish a powerful 3-man civilian frequency allocation board (Vol. 15:31).

EIA's spectrum study committee , under H. Leslie Hoffman, at EIA fall meeting in Atlantic City last

week, imanimously endorsed "objectives" of Harris bill, passed resolution complimenting Harris. Committee

decided it should visit him to discuss "fine points." Hoffman was reappointed chairman of the committee for

year ending next July 31.

AGENCY AILMENTS DIAGNOSED BY EX-CAB MEMBER: A man quit a job in

Washington the other week. He did it skillfully & vocally—and he's been getting a lot of attention ever since,

from people concerned with regulatory agencies, including FCC.

Louis J. Hector, 43, lawyer. Democrat, of Miami, left the Civil Aeronautics Board, because, he says, he

couldn't do his job. He left a 75-page memorandum telling why.

What Hector has to say isn't new. It has been said many times in the last couple of years. But he

punctuated it with a dramatic resignation that impressed President Eisenhower's advisors.

Hector's point is that CAB & other administrative agencies are no longer capable of doing their job.

This theme has been developed, both wisely & miserably, by Rep. Harris' (D-Ark.) "legislative oversight"

subcommittee, as Harris sought to satisfy Speaker Sam Rayburn's (D-Tex.) desire to see how administrative

agencies are doing. Raybinrn has a soft spot for such agencies, since he was a proud uncle at their birth in the

early days of the New Deal.
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Hector's statement of principle: "I have come to the belief that an independent regulatory commis-

sion is not competent in these days to regulate a vital national industry in the public interest."

Hector claims that the agencies have several "incompatible" roles to play. He suggests, therefore,

that: (1) The policy, planning & administrative functions of each be placed under the executive branch of

Govt. (2) Administrative courts be set up to handle litigated cases <S appeals from administrative action.

(3) Justice Dept, handle investigations & prosecutions.

This would leave present agencies with little or nothing to do, presumably meaning their abolition.

Naturally, Congress isn't going to buy the suggestion that policy, planning & administration be handed over

to the President—because they regard these agencies as their babies. (No FCC nominee is ever confirmed be-

fore giving an affirmative answer to the question: "Do you agree that the FCC is an arm of Congress?") As
for the other ideas. Congress may go along to some degree, sooner or later.

But Hector's blast is getting attention, especially after President Eisenhower called the memorandum
"particularly helpful" and sent it on to Commerce Dept, for consideration in its current transportation study.

Hector had this to say about CAB, echoing criticisms previously directed at other agencies: "The

CAB is unable to form clear policy. It is unable to make sound & comprehensive plans. It is rmable to admin-

ister its affairs with vigor & dispatch. [I am disturbed] at the inability of an administrative agency, such as

the CAB, to give a true judicial hearing to parties who come before it in litigated cases . . . The policies &
plans of the CAB are not coordinated with those of other agencies of our Govt.; they are not responsive to the

general policies of the President."

Hector cast no aspersions on his former colleagues. "Not with the founding fathers as members of

its board," he said, "do I think the CAB as now organized could fulfill its obligations to the American people."

BEHIND THE RCA-NBC PHILADELPHIA DECREE: Last week's consent decree between
Justice Dept, and RCA-NBC, whereby latter must sell WRCV-TV & WRCV Philadelphia, is being regarded

in Washington legal circles as a stand-off—no big victory or loss for either side.

RCA-NBC loses, of course, because it must dispose of a fine earner in one of nation's largest mar-

kets. It does fair job of salvaging, on other hand, because it's permitted to buy into any other major market.

RCA-NBC decided to negotiate a deal because it believed that if it lost after fighting case through

the courts the penalty for losing might be too high. Its attorneys thought they had excellent chance of beat-

ing Justice Dept, in court, but management concluded that defeat, even if unlikely, would be too costly.

Justice Dept, lawyers were thirsting to force RCA-NBC to give up its Philadelphia stations—period.

No selling, no nothing. Even more, they were itching to court-test Sec. 313 of the Communications Act. One
legal school holds that a person adjudged guilty in an anti-trust suit must give up the station license involved.

Another school, including Justice lawyers, argues that the guilty one must give up all licenses. And under-

lying all of RCA-NBC's consideration of the situation, is basic concept that a company in a govt.-regulated

business would always be on uneasy ground if it carried the stigma of a final anti-trust conviction.

• • • •

The case settled last week was started by Justice Dept. Dec. 4, 1956, when it filed in Philadelphia

Federal Dist. Court, alleging that RCA-NBC had pressured Westinghouse into swapping the Philadelphia

stations for NBC's Cleveland stations. Justice said RCA-NBC did this by threatening to cancel NBC-TV affili-

ations Westinghouse held in Boston & Philadelphia and to withhold affiliation sought in Pittsburgh.

Consent decree makes it clear that no one admits anything about the allegations. What it does do
is: (1) Require sale of WRCV-TV & WRCV by Dec. 31, 1962. (2) Permit RCA-NBC to buy another station in

Detroit, Boston, San Francisco or Pittsburgh only if Justice Dept, is satisfied that the seller hasn't been pres-

sured in the manner it alleged that Westinghouse was. RCA-NBC can buy in other markets without Justice

Dept, clearance. (3) Foreclose RCA-NBC from radio station ownership in Philadelphia for 5 years, TV for 10.

Then the decree appears to put its blessing on NBC's ownership of a spot rep business. It says that

NBC can continue to rep its o-&-o's and the 6 others it now handles. To expand its list, however, it must sat-

isfy Justice Dept, it didn't acquire station-clients by threatening to cancel or withhold NBC-TV affiliation.

This puts FCC in a curious spot . It has proposed to knock NBC & CBS completely out of the rep field

(Vol. 15:5, 7, 17-18), yet Justice Dept., traditionally tougher on networks than FCC is, is clearly okaying

networks' presence in rep business. Our latest soundings at the Commission show there's still strong dispo-

sition to kick networks out of repping.
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Another interesting angle raised is Philco's protest , which goes to oral argument before FCC Oct. 1.
j

Philco, original owner of the TV station (then WPTZ), has alleged that RCA-NBC is so tainted by monopo-
listic practices that it isn't fit to be a licensee. NBC is expected to argue that protest is moot, now that it has
agreed to sell WRCV-TV & WRCV, the stations Philco complained about.

It's intriguing to speculate about value of WRCV-TV & WRCV . Dollar-figure may never be placed
I

on them, for RCA-NBC may very well swap. Here's one guide, however: In 1957, CBS bought WCAU-TV & ,

WCAU Philadelphia for $20 million.

Decree was signed by Judge Kirkpatrick . Representing Justice Dept, were acting Asst. Atty. Gen.
Robert A. Bicks & attorneys Bernard M. Hollander, W. D. Kilgore Jr., Raymond M. Carlson, Charles L. Whit-

tinghill. RCA-NBC team was headed by Bernard G. Segal, of Philadelphia firm of Schnader, Harrison, Segal
& Lewis. Segal was aided by: Edward W. Mullinix, from his firm; NBC v.p.-gen. attorney Thomas E. Ervin;

RCA v.p.-gen. attorney Robert L. Werner; John F. Sonnett, of Cahill, Gordon, Reindel & Ohl. Segal will also

argue the Philco protest.

FACTBOOK CHRONICLES GROWTH OF TV: Our new Fall-Winter Television Factbook,

29th in a series which began in 1947, will be mailed in few days, a completely revised & updated 496-page

compilation of statistics, names and facts on the U.S. & world TV industry.

Among new features in this edition are a special educational TV directory section, a completely

revamped & cross-indexed Program Source directory, a section devoted to video tape, including lists of tape-

equipped stations, tape producers and tape facilities for hire. Also new to the book are data on important ad
agencies in TV-radio.

Accompanied by 35x23-in. wall map of TV Cities & Network Routes , the Factbook retains all features

which have made it the industry's standard reference work—complete data on all 554 U.S. TV stations and
essential information on each of the 965 foreign outlets, revised U.S. & Canadian county-by-county sets-in-

use tables, statistical information on TV billings being among the more than 75 tabulations.

One newly updated Factbook table, incidentally, shows that the U.S. public has purchased more than

64 million TV sets, that more than 51 million of these are still in use—meaning that some 13 million were

scrapped over the last dozen years.

Other tables & lists which help make the book the industry's most thorough source of facts include

complete lists of commimity antenna systems, new station applications, TV channel allocations, color-equipped

stations, attorneys & engineers specializing in TV-radio, research firms, imions, publications, TV-radio-

phono-tube & station-equipment manufacturers, tables of TV-radio billings, network rates & data, etc.

Copies of the Fall-Winter Television Factbook go to all full-service subscribers without extra charge;

additional copies are $5 each, or $3.50 each for 5 or more.

Congress

MORE EQUAL-TIME WATCHDOGS: Comes now Rep Harris

(D-Ark.), chmn. of the House Commerce Committee, to

tell broadcasters that a lot of Representatives don’t

trust them when it comes to treating politicos fairly.

Following his Senate counterpart, Sen. Magnuson CD-

Wash.), who set up a “watchdog” subcommittee to eye

broadcasters’ equal-time practices among other things

(Vol. 15:38), Hai'ris thrust forth a warning, too. He
told the La. Assn, of Bcstrs. in Monroe last week:

“I think I would be less than frank with you if I did

not say that there is a strong undercurrent of distrust of

broadcasters, generally, on the part of many members of

Congress when it comes to the question of granting broad-

casters more freedom in the field of political broadcasting

& editorializing. I mention this fact . . . because I think it

is necessary for you to fully realize the strength of this

feeling & the great need which exists for efforts to change
such feeling. All members of the Congress, and particularly

our Committee, will watch carefully how broadcasters per-

form under this recently enacted amendment.”

At the FCC, too, there are warnings that broadcasters’

freedom isn’t as great now as some suppose. Says one

commissioner: “They better be careful. Never before in

history has Congress actually put into the Communications

Act such language as ‘Nothing in the foregoing sentence i

shall be construed as relieving broadcasters . . . from the i

obligation imposed upon them under this Act to operate in i

the public interest and to afford reasonable opportunity for

the discussions of conflicting views on issues of public :

importance.’ ”

Harris said that his group would also study political

editorializing & broadcaster endorsement of candidates.

“As you undoubtedly appreciate,” he said, “it not only in-

volves highly sensitive problems & difficult questions of

political pi’actices under our system, but . . . guarantees of

free speech on which we must not transgress.”

He touched briefly on other communications topics,

stating that his committee would delve into: “ex parte” re-

lationships with federal agencies (Vol. 15:25-26, 29), govt J

spectrum administration (Vol. 15:24, 31), daytime broad- |

casting (Vol. 15:18-19), CATV & boosters (Vol. 15:37-38)

FCC’s “protest procedure,” professional sports and the anti- i

trust laws (Vol, 15:36).
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The FCC

DEBATE OVER CAL. CHANNEL SHIFTS; An unusually

heavy flurry of comments was received by FCC last

week, as parties offered their pros & cons on Commis-

sion proposals designed to increase vhf competition in

many major central Cal. cities. One group of filings

presented views on the Commission’s proposals to

:

(1) Add Ch. 2, 5, 7 (educational) & 9 to Fresno, delet-

ing Ch. 12, 18 (educational), 24 & 47. (2) Delete Ch. 5

from Goldfield, Nev., Ch. 9 from Tonopah, Nev. (3) Shift

KJEO from Ch. 47 to Ch. 2, KMJ-TV from Ch. 24 to Ch. 5,

KFRE-TV from Ch. 12 to Ch. 9. (4) Add Ch. 8 & 12 to

Bakersfield, if Mexican approval is obtained.

The main opposition came from KFRE-TV, which is

being ordered to move its transmitter to Patterson Moun-

tain. This would be the first time FCC has required such a

move. KFRE-TV argued that the new site, 43 mi. from

Fresno, would produce a “seriously degraded service” for

Fresno. “Equity and common sense dictate,” it said, “that

the Commission refrain from forcing KFRE-TV to abandon

its highly satisfactory transmitter site and move, at a cost

of almost $800,000, to an inferior location at a time when

there is every reason to believe that the Commission’s

current deliberations will result in a general reduction of

minimum mileage separations which would permit a sound

allocations plan for Fresno without injury to the rights of

KFRE-TV or the public it serves.”

Also opposed was KTLA (Ch. 5) Los Angeles, which

said the shifts would produce interference to it; it also

requested a hearing. Vhf KERO-TV (Ch. 10) Bakersfield

pleaded with FCC to keep the vhfs out of its city, lest uhf

be destroyed. If FCC finalizes the proposed new assign-

ments, KERO-TV said, “it has doomed without recall, once

& for all, now & forever, the future of uhf TV broadcasting

service throughout the nation ... in its struggle for sur-

vival, this for uhf is Armageddon.”
Bakersfield’s uhfs like vhf, though. KBAK-TV (Ch.

29) & KLYD-TV (Ch. 17) support the plan. KBFL (Ch.

39) likes vhf, too, but it asked FCC to give the city 3 vhfs

instead of 2—or make the area all-uhf.

ABC plugged for 3 vhfs each for Fresno & Bakersfield.

Also supporting the Commission proposal were KMJ-TV
(Ch. 24) and KJEO (Ch. 47) Fresno, plus many educational

groups in the area. Radio KNEZ Lompoc asked that Ch. 12

go to Lompoc-Santa Maria instead of Bakersfield.

Off-air KSAN-TV (Ch. 32) San Francisco backed the

shift of Ch. 12 to Bakersfield, so that Ch. 11 may be used

in its city.

A lively seiies of comments was received on the Com-
mission proposals affecting Sacramento, Chico, San Jose,

San Francisco, Stockton & Reno. FCC has proposed to:

(1) Substitute Ch. 12 for Ch. 46 in Sacramento, Ch. 11 for

Ch. 12 in Chico. (2) Substitute Ch. 12 for Ch. 11 in San
Jose, adding Ch. 11 to San Francisco. (3) Add Ch. 2 & 11

(educational) to Reno.

Westinghouse opposed the addition of vhf to San
Francisco, favored adding vhf to Sacramento & Reno.

KHSL-TV (Ch. 12) Chico objects to the assignment of Ch.

12 to Sacramento through the substitution of Ch. 11 in

Chico, but it doesn’t oppose the allocation of Ch. 12 to San
Jose. KSAN-TV (Ch. 32) San Francisco seeks a show-
cause order shifting it to the proposed new Ch. 11. KNTV
(Ch. 11) San Jose objects to switching to Ch. 12. KCCC-
TV (Ch. 40) Sacramento supports the assignment of Ch.

12. Washoe County school dist. would be happy to see Ch.
11 in Reno.

KOVR (Ch. 13) Stockton objects to the changes pro-

posed for Sacramento & Chico. Capitol Radio Enterprises,

Sacramento, endorses the switch of KHSL-TV Chico from

Ch. 12 to Ch. 11 and the addition of Ch. 12 to Sacramento,

but it opposes the addition of Ch. 11 to San Francisco and

the substitution of Ch. 12 for Ch. 11 in San Jose.

Another Try on Clear Channels: FCC came out last week
with the details of its latest plan to end the marathon dear-

channel radio proceeding, and it asked the industry for its

comments by Nov. 20.

Specifically, the FCC proposes that one new Class II,

10-kw to 50-kw, station be assigned to each of 23 channels

now occupied by the “clears.” The other 2 clear channels

(660 & 770 kc) are already duplicated. Herewith are fre-

quencies, dear-channel stations occupying, and areas in

which the new Class II stations would be permitted

:

Location of Possible New
Channel Existing: Class lA Station Class II Station

640 KFI Los Angeles Pa., Md., Va. or W. Va.
650 WSM Nashville Mont.
670 WMAQ Chicago Ida.
700 WLW Cincinnati Utah
720 WGN Chicago Nev.
760 WSB Atlanta Ariz.
760 WJR Detroit Ida.
780 WBBM Chicago Nev.
820 WBAP & WFAA Ft. Worth

& Dallas Wash.
830 WCCO Minneapolis Cal.
840 WHAS Louisville Alaska
870 WWL New Orleans Ore.
880 WCBS N.Y. N.D., S.D. or Neb.
890 WLS Chicago Utah
1020 KDKA Pittsburgh N.M.
1030 WBZ Boston Mont, or Wyo.
1040 WHO Des Moines Ore. or Wash.
1100 KYW Cleveland Colo.
1120 KMOX St. Louis Cal. or Ore.
1160 KSL Salt Lake City N.C. or S.C.
1180 WHAM Rochester Wyo.
1200 WOAI San Antonio N.Y., Vt., N.H. or Me.
1210 WCAU Philadelphia Kan., Neb. or Okla.

The FCC also said it would receive ideas on whether
or not higher power for Class lA stations should be au-

thorized but that “it was not persuaded, on the present

record, that higher power would be in the public interest.”

In addition, the Commission ended its radio daytime
skywave proceeding by adopting the radiation curves it

proposed on March 11, 1954. “This action,” the FCC said,

“lifts in part the present ‘freeze’ on construction of new
or changed daytime operation to the extent of permitting

processing of such applications on 6 particularly clear chan-
nels, namely: 1500, 1510, 1520, 1530, 1540 & 1560 kc, to

supplement 940 & 1550 kc on which there is now no freeze.”

KWRB-TV (Ch. 10) Riverton, Wyo. was granted a

waiver by FCC last week to identify itself with Thermopolis

& Worland as well as Riverton. FCC denied the station’s

request to identify itself also with Lander because the

community does not receive a principal city signal from
Riverton. Comr. Bartley dissented.

Sale of 51% of WSVA-TV (Ch. 3) & WSVA Harrison-

burg, Va. to WMAL-TV (Ch. 7) Washington by Trans-
continent TV Corp. and pres.-gen. mgr. Hamilton Shea for

approximately $700,000 (Vol. 15:30, 32) was FCC-approved.

Single application for a new TV station filed with FCC
last week was for Ch. 4, Reno, Nev., by the owners of

KRON-TV (Ch. 4) San Francisco. Total pending is now
109 (14 uhf).

Three white marlin & 217 baby bonitas in one after-

noon were landed off Ocean City, Md. in Aug. by FCC
Chmn. Doerfer, Comr. Bartley and 2 others. The happy
commissioners told us with pardonable pride that fishermen

frequently chase marlin for years without hooking one.
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Networks

VIVE LA DIFFERENCE! NBC & CBS last week each sent

v.p.’s to Hollywood for conferences with pi’oducers &

agencies to learn what’s being planned for 1960. We
checked with both—CBS v.p. Bob Weitman & NBC v.p.

David Levy—after they’d had considerable conversa-

tion, and got from each a totally different version of

what 1960 holds in store for TV viewers.

Said Weitman: “There is a forward look.” Said Levy:

“Most of the ideas are based on 1958 shows. Their thinking

is to play it safe.”

Weitman, in charge of obtaining shows & packages for

CBS from independent producers, is as close to agreement

with Levy, NBC’s program & talent v.p., as Nikita Khrush-

chev is to Mayor Poulson.

Levy told us NBC is seeking top creative personnel, but

emphasized that the bulk of the network’s programming

will come from the independents. Said he: “We’re never

going to produce a great deal of film programs at NBC.

We’d have to put under contract all the companies in TV.”

Asked how NBC could initiate non-run-of-the-mill programs

without heavy involvement in production. Levy said: “We

can be very influential by producing one or two shows which

break away from established formats.” And, he added

diplomatically, NBC can “suggest” in its conversations

with packagers, producers & agencies the type of film series

the network would like to see. It will be a “cross-polleniza-

tion” of ideas. As an example of working for quality. Levy

said NBC has been working almost a year on the Civil War

Blue & Gray, planned for 1960 as a 60-min. series, with 2

or 3 90-min. shows. With ad agencies & producers gener-

ally playing it safe, it’s a network obligation to do

something different, Levy concluded.

Said Weitman: “The heads of the companies are in

there trying to do right by Nell. They are not interested

in making the fast buck, but in ‘let’s make it good.’ ” Levy:

“There is a mirage about compensation & residuals which

gets in the way. There are fine writers, but they are busy

editing their deals instead of their scripts. They are more

interested in the financial aspects than the creative.” Levy

commended producer Eugene Rodney and Father Knows

Best, on rival CBS, for their concentration on quality

rather than the quick buck. “You don’t see Bob Young &
Jane Wyatt guesting all over the dials; this show is a first

rate example of how to do a series.”

Weitman: “I’m encouraged. I have faith in the creative

people. In Hollywood, I find they are busy at their jobs &
at their lathes with all their convictions.” Levy: “There is

an extreme shortage of top flight producers & writers and

other behind-the-camera talent. Many producers are prac-

ticing their profession only because TV grew so rapidly

there was a shortage of able personnel. Many who should

be accountants are producers, and many who should be

handling traffic at 42nd st. are directors. There’s a tremend-

ous need for new production & creative personnel.”

Weitman: “There is a healthy thinking. The creative

boys are cooking up a storm. The endeavor & the will are

toward betterment of quality.” Levy: “I’ve seen nothing

different. The initiative will have to come from the net-

works. Producers are in business to make money, so they

follow the well-worn trails.”

ABC-TV will have 99 primary affiliates Oct. 4 with the

addition of KDRO-TV (Ch. 13) Colorado Springs on that

date and new KNDO-TV (Ch. 23) Yakima, Wash., Oct. 1.

TV Emancipation Policy: TV needs freeing from adver-

tiser control of programming. Advertising Age editorial

dir. S. R. Bernstein advised the Michigan Bcstrs. Assn, re-

cently. He warned that TV will not come of age until

broadcasters refuse to share fare responsibility. However,

he predicted that TV will be unable to enjoy the editorial

freedom of newspapers & magazines until broadcasters

develop “some reasonable method of guaranteeing the size

of an audience, so that all advertisers in a week, let’s say,

would get approximately the same amount of exposure for

their commercial messages.”

Bernstein rapped TV’s movies-&-syndies formula, in-

dicated certainty that “someone is bound to break out of

these horribly artificial bonds and do some honest-to-

goodness local programming.” Looking ahead, he visual-

ized “a time when local stations will have their own teams
in a variety of sports & their own dramatic stock com-

panies.” He agreed that the players may not equal pros, but

thought they would command “a special pull on the heart-

strings that no non-local material can duplicate.”

Webcor chairman Titus Haffa launched a suit in

Superior Court, Chicago, Sept. 24, against CBS & the spon-

sors of Playhouse 90 for $10 million, charging libel &
defamation of character. Haffa, whose name appeared in

a flash shot of a “Titus Haffa Gets 2 Years” headline dur-

ing “Seven Against the Wall” (twice-telecast Playhouse 90

drama about the 1929 St. Valentine’s Day massacre) con-

tends the headline was “not an essential part” of the play

and gave the impression that he was somehow implicated

in the massacre. Haffa was convicted of prohibition viola-

tions and served 17 months in 1930-31. He received a Pres-

idential pardon.

An error in cable transmission altered the meaning of

one sentence of our on-the-spot report on U.S. networks’

Latin-American activities last week (Vol. 15:38, p. 2). The
sentence of the 4th paragraph should have read: “Quietly

NBC has been acquiring minority interests in new TV sta-

tions in Latin American countries—countries where TV is

either brand new or traditionally profitless.” (In transmis-

sion, the word “either” was changed to “neither.”)

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV

Operation Daybreak, participations in daytime schedule,
38-wk. contract. This is the advertiser’s first

network buy.
Coty Inc. (BBDO)

Bourbon St. Beat, Mon., 8:30-9:30 p.m., participations.

Isodine Pharmacal Corp. div. of Interna-
tional Latex Corp. (Reach, McClinton & Co.)

Adventures in Paradise, Mon., 9:30-10:30 p.m., and The
Gale Storm Show, Wed., 7:30-8 p.m., partici-

pations in both.
Bristol-Myers (Young & Rubicam)

NBC-TV

The Jerry Lewis Show, May 20, 1960, 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Proctor Electric (Weiss & Geller)

World Series Warmup, 15-min. program to precede each
telecast of the World Series.

General Mills (Knox Reeves) and American
Tobacco Co. (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &

_ ^ Bayles)
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Programming

WBC’s CAMPUS CONFERENCE: Are public-service shows

any less “public service” if they’re entertaining, or if

they’re sponsored? Where do budgets for public-affairs

shows come from when a station is faced with tight

competition & narrow profits? Will viewers buy the idea

of public-service shows pre-empting the routine, but

high-rated, network fare in prime evening hours?

These were among the questions facing over 350 broad-

casters, program directors, educators, and govt, officials

gathered last week on the rambling campus of California’s

Stanford U. to attend the San Francisco conference for local

Public-Service Programming. As with similar meetings held

in the past 2 years at Boston & Baltimore, the Sept. 21-23

conference was produced, sponsored and master-minded by

Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.

A round of morning, afternoon and evening TV panels

& seminars produced no complete set of answers to visitors’

problems, but most conferees agreed that the near-future

outlook for public-service shows is encouraging, thanks to

a blend of editorial courage, showmanship and new tech-

niques, increasingly being demonstrated by stations.

One such indication during the WBC meeting came from

conference guest William Dempsey, gen. mgr., WQED
Pittsburgh (ETV) who polled the forecasts of fellow

broadcasters at Stanford to reach a prediction of 20% in-

crease next year in health, welfare & educational program-

ming, and a parallel decline of 20% in religious program-

ming. Among other conference highlights:

A warning to broadcasters that rule-by-committee can

stifle the individual thinking sorely needed in the public-

affairs field was issued Sept. 21 by WBC pres. Donald H.

McGannon at the conference’s first mass meeting.

Following their host’s lead, the morning panel on

opening day tackled the creative climate of a broadcasting

station. The group: WIND Chicago gen. mgr. Gordon Davis,

chmn.; James Allen, gen. mgr. WBZ-TV Boston; Ted Cott,

v.p., WNTA-TV Newark-N.Y.; Elmo Ellis, programming
mgr., WSB-TV Atlanta; and Clarence Worden dir. of public

affairs, WCBS-TV N.Y. Increased sponsor interest in pres-

tige vehicles was cited by Cott who said, “The climate in

which advertising is placed is becoming important.”

The burden of creating more public-affairs shows must
lie with the broadcaster, rather than the Govt., because

“The American people [want] their newspapers, movies,

churches and broadcasting stations outside the pale of govt,

operation,” FCC Chmn. John C. Doerfer told a patio

luncheon session. “I can see no way of preventing an unex-

purgated version of ‘Lady Chatterley’s Lover’ from being-

broadcast, other than the forebearance & good sense of

the broadcasters.” Touching on the FCC’s difficulties in

determining a measure of the quality, as well as quantity,

of public-service shows reported by stations seeking license

renewals, Doerfer admitted the yardstick was “mainly

quantitative” inasmuch as the FCC has only one full-time

program analyst.

TV news-coverage was explored in a production-con-

scious afternoon panel that utilized everything from a

TV-equipped helicopter simulating coverage of the rescue

of a stranded boat owner (KTLA Los Angeles Telecopter

News) to film & tape samples of the news coverage by

WRCA-TV N.Y., KVTV, Sioux City, la., and KPIX San
Francisco. “What we need today in TV news is more crusad-

ing journalism, more exclusives,” said WRCA roving news-
man Gabe Pressman.

Following a first-night Hawaiian-style luau dinner.

delegates heard this panel of names: Dr. Frank Baxter, TV
& U.S.C. educator, Hollywood graphic arts designer Saul

Bass, playwright Marc Connelly, CBS-TV exec, producer

Fred Friendly, BBDO exec. v.p. for creative services Robert

Formean, and BMI pres. Carl Haverlin.

“I despise the words, public service,” said CBS’
Friendly. “It seems to me that reporting on Khrushchev is

not just public service. Everybody in America has got to

know . . . because what we don’t know may kill us.”

“The fact that people have been satisfied with so little

in the way of public-service programming is a sign that it’s

time to give them more,” said Dr. Baxter.

“Let’s remember that public-service broadcasting can-

not get along without people and cannot go out & woo them
with the ponderous, pedestrian, pontifical attitude we too

often take.” Said BMI’s Haverlin. “If those 3 adjectives ac-

companied the sex act, the race would die out.”

Relationships between charitable organizations & local

TV stations were explored in a Sept. 22 panel with KYW-
TV Cleveland gen. mgr. George Mathiesen as chmn. Most
agreed that the biggest problem in working with outside

public-service groups was their lack of TV knowledge. “If

the local service organization has an alert public-relations

man, he will come to the station with a plan, not a plea,”

said panelist Mildred Fenton, dir. of public affairs of

KFSD San Diego. Added William Simpson, v.p. & copy

chief for BBDO’s San Francisco office: “If the public-

service agencies appi-oached their problem with the same
zeal & understanding as the commercial advertiser and
applied the same commercial production techniques, more
public service campaigns would go over the top.”

Highlight of the conference’s last day was a panel on
public-service shows in foreign countries. Any notion that

the big U.S. technical lead in TV automatically spells an
edge in public-service techniques was quickly dispelled by
chmn. Basis Thornton, exec. dir. of Broadcasting Founda-
tion of America, and 6 panelists from Great Britain, Italy,

Japan, Mexico, and West Germany, who used tapes & films

of public-affairs shows to make their points. Samples:
“The battle was won ages ago in Great Britain where

no one now would think of asking whether public service

has a place in broadcasting,” said BBC producer Huw
Weldon. “Programming for a minority of a hundred is no

good, of course, but a practical minority of 2 or 3 million

people is certainly worth putting a show together.”

Samples of TV lessons which are putting children

through secondary school in over 1,000 Italian communities
with no other facilities were shown by Grazia Maria
Puglisi, dir. of the Radio Audizioni Italiane Teleschool.

The RAI courses are telecast from 1:30-4 p.m. each day,

explained Prof. Puglisi, adding that “many adults also take

these courses at home.”

Japanese panelist Shuji Tomozawa, of Chuba Nippon
Bcstg. Co., told delegates that in his country “30% of all

TV & radio programming is devoted to public & cultural

affairs by order of the Ministry of Communication, with at

least one documentary premiered every day.” An interest-

ing sidelight on Japanese psychology was provided by com-
mercial broadcaster Tomozawa when he added that “our

sponsors feel guilty at making big money, so we threaten

their conscience and they support public-service programs.”

The panel members agreed that TV-radio reporting

had matured to the point where editorializing on strong

national or local issues was quite permissible.

A note of internationalism in public-affairs TV was
injected into the closing ceremonies by Cal. gov. Edmund
G. Brown, who said broadcasters would do well to focus

less attention on tbe USSR, more on other countries.
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Churches Ask Mail Pressure; New York’s TV-radio pro-

gramming was slated for vociferous appraisal last week

by viewers responding to a coordinated interfaith appeal to

help improve the city’s “moral & spiritual climate.”

Hundreds of Protestant & Catholic churches and Jew-

ish synagogues had issued a joint appeal the preceding

weekend (19-20) calling upon their congregations to write

their opinions of broadcast fare direct to stations, to make
known their concern about the effects of violent, sugges-

tive or immoral programs, particularly upon youngsters.

The appeal was the opening move in a continuing

betterment program by N.Y.’s 104-member Committee of

Religious Leaders established by Mayor Wagner to com-

bat juvenile delinquency. In a report last June (Vol.

15:27), the group censured TV-radio programming, also

took newspapers, magazines and ad agencies to task for

downgrading N.Y.’s moral climate.

Msgr. Thomas A. Donnellan, Chancellor of the N.Y.

Roman Catholic Archdiocese and co-chmn. of the Com-

mittee of Religious Leaders, urged worshippers at St.

Patrick’s Cathedral to “be vigilant,” pointing out that

the campaign would become effective “when you, the pub-

lic, make known your attitude to those who determine the

policies of newspapers, magazines, TV & radio programs.

Specifically, at this time [Sept. 20] each of you is asked

between now & next Sunday to write a letter to one TV
or radio station regarding some one program presented

this week. If it was good, praise it and offer your congrat-

ulations to those responsible. If it was morally objection-

able, write saying so in a friendly, non-threatening way.”

N.Y. TV stations told us last week they hadn’t, as yet,

received much response to the interfaith request. Ironically,

on Sept. 20 WCBS-TV N.Y. was cited jointly by the Arch-

diocese of N.Y., the N.Y. Board of Rabbis, and the Pro-

testant Council of N.Y.C., for the station’s “contribution to

the community on the occasion of the 3rd anniversary of its

public service program The Way to Go.

Televangelism Vs. Delinquency: TV’s ability to capture

mass audiences will be employed by the Southern Baptist

Convention in a $3-million, nationwide “televangelism”

campaign against juvenile delinquency which is scheduled

to open in Jan. Fifty-two 30-min. TV films dramatizing

youth problems will be furnished some 200 TV stations

without charge by the Baptist organization, which repre-

sents 9 million churchgoers.

The “televangelism” series. The Answer, v/\W be used

to invite churchgoers and/or young members of their fam-

ilies to hold Sunday home-viewing parties to view & discuss

the TV shows, which are planned as dramatic, fast-paced

stories that stress “timeless values.”

Dr. Paul M. Stevens, Southern Baptist TV-radio com-
mission dir., said that the series “doesn’t drag religion in

by the heels. We make no attempt to make a Baptist out

of anybody.” Emphasizing that the series will discuss

juvenile problems in “an unpreachy way,” he noted that

“religious programming generally repels the very people

you’re trying to reach.”

Ninth annual Sylvania awards for “distinguished

achievements in creative TV techniques,” will be pre-

sented (despite an erroneous press report to the contrary)

on Jan. 19, 1960 at the Plaza Hotel, N.Y. Until then there

will be a monthly balloting of the 7-member judging com-
mittee, headed by Deems Taylor. Last year 26 awards were
presented out of a possible 32.

Stations

THE AM PROFIT-LOSS PUZZLE: Details of AM-FM station

financial performance in 1958, as shown by last week’s

excellent report by FCC’s economics div., lead one to

the inevitable conclusion that station operators actually

are doing better than the cold figures indicate—or that

they’re remarkable optimists.

Although profits were down 31.7% from 1957, to $37.3

million for the entire radio industry, and although 1,106 of

the 3,197 stations reported losses for the year, a mere 2

stations called it quits, while 131 new ones started. Since

World War II 20-30% of all radio stations have reported

losing money, yet only 4 quit in 1957, 5 in 1956, 4 in 1955,

10 in 1954. Obviously, the apparent loss figures don’t tell

the entire story—of depreciation, salaries of owners, etc.

FCC’s report comprises 16 tables, the most complete

ever compiled. It’s one of the earliest on record, too. It

usually comes out in Dec. Herewith are salient figures:

(1) Revenues of the 4 nationwide & 3 regional net-

works (including 23 0-&-0 stations) were $69.4 million

—

5.6% below 1957’s $73.5 million, and losses were a consider-

able $3.6 million, compared with a loss of $64,000 the

previous year.

(2) The 3,267 non-network-owned stations reported

revenues of $453.7 million, up 2.1% from 1957’s 444.4 mil-

lion, but profits were down 25.1%—$40.9 million vs. $54.6

million in 1957.

(3) Network time sales for all stations (excluding FM-
only) were $46.5 million, down 8%; national spot sales

were up 1.4% to $171.9 million; local time sales were
$323.2 million, up 2%.

(4) Of the 3,197 AM stations reporting, 1,106 (34.6%)
reported losses in 1958—vs. 959 (31%) the previous year.

(5) Of the 93 FM-only stations reporting, 68 showed
losses, compared with 44 out of 67 in 1957.

(6) Of the 3,066 AMs which operated for the full year,

2,053 reported a profit, with the median profit $16,000.

Median loss for the other 1,013 was $15,000, 84% losing

less than $25,000. The average per-station total revenues
of the 3,066 AMs which operated the full year was $156,393.

—expenses $140,733 & profits $15,660.

Combining radio & TV, the report shows a total reve-

nue of $1.6 billion, up 6.3% from 1957—TV revenues were
up 9.2% to $1.03 billion, radio up 1% to $523.1 million.

TV-radio profits were $209.2 million, down 2.5%—TV $171.9

million, up 7.4%; radio 37.3 million, down 31.7%.
The report also includes a financial breakdown of AM

stations by class & time, and a table comprising more than
250 cities, showing each market’s national, regional & local

time sales, broadcast revenues, expenses & income.

Copies of the report. Public Notice 78365, may be ob-

tained from the Commission.

Roger Hagadone, owner of KCIX-TV (Ch. 6) Nampa,
Idaho has signed papers with the Howard D. Johnson
group (KTLE, Ch. 6, Pocatello & radio KNAK Salt Lake)
to sell his 100% ownership of KCIX-TV for 20% of the

new company which will include KCIX-TV, KTLE & KNAK
(Vol. 15:34). The deal awaits FCC approval. The KCIX-TV
transmitter will be moved to Deer Point.

Joseph S. Sample, owner of KOOK-TV (Ch. 2) Billings,

Mont, owns 50% of KUEN Inc., which is acquiring radio

KUEN Wenatchee, Wash, for $105,000 from Dale R. Wood
and associates in a transaction handled by Edwin Tornberg
& Co. The other 50% KUEN Inc. owner is Miller C. Robert-

son, ex-gen. mgr. of KIRO-TV (Ch. 7) Seattle, Wash.
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Hausman to Head TIO; By unanimous vote, the NAB-
sponsored TV Information Committee elected CBS radio

v.p. for adv. & prom. Louis Hausman to direct the new

TV Information Organization that will launch its cam-

paign to improve TV’s public image this year. Hausman’s

election was announced following a TIO meeting at the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.Y., on Sept. 24. He’ll assume his

new post officially on Oct. 12, and will HQ at 666 Fifth

Ave., N.Y., resigning meanwhile from CBS where he has

held various executive posts since 1940.

Hausman was the final winner in a group of candidates

which at one time totalled 150 names, and later narrowed

to 60. His contract runs initially in a 3-yr. cycle, with a

salary said to be in the $40,000 bracket. TIO itself expects

to launch its campaign this winter. It is budgeted at $500,-

000 for the first year, a sum already covered by contribu-

tions from networks, stations & NAB.
Until he accepted the TIO appointment, Hausman, 52,

was generally considered a CBS career executive. Among
his various posts within the CBS structure since 1940 have

been those of v.p. of CBS-Columbia (during its set-manu-

facturing days), member of the CBS corporate staff han-

dling special assignments for Dr. Frank Stanton, admin,

v.p. of the CBS radio network, and, since Jan. 1957, adv.-

promotion v.p. for the radio web. He is a graduate of

Columbia U., a Manhattan resident, and an ardent col-

lector of oil paintings. Other outside interests have in-

cluded a wartime hitch as OWI consultant, and a 4-yr.

term as treas. of the Brand Names Foundation.

First-Half TV Time Up 17.3%: Combined spot & network

TV gross-time ad-spending increased 17.3% to $624,704,000

during first-half 1959, compared with the $532,486,000 in-

vestment in TV time in Jan.-June 1958, TvB pres. Norman
E. Cash reported last week. The tabulation, by Rorabaugh-

LNA-BAR, is TvB’s 2nd annual study for the 6-month

period of TV spending by product classification. It shows

among other things that product advertisers put nearly

equal faith & dollar in spot & network advertising. Of first-

half 1959’s total $624,704,000 TV investment, $315,323,000

went into spot TV, $309,381,000 to network TV.

Twenty-three of 31 major pi-oduct classifications in-

creased their 1959-over-1958 TV investment. The greatest

percentage increase was scored by the chemical field, which

skyrocketed its institutional-ad TV-spending 894% to

$676,000 from first-half 1958’s $68,000. Dollarwise, the most
sizable investment was made by food & gx-ocery products,

which stepped up spending by 22.8% to $145,938,000—from
$118,806,000.

Among the 8 product categories which retrenched,

publications cut back hardest, down 70.6% to $382,000

from $1.3 million spent during the year-ago first half. The
stationery & office equipment category cut its TV invest-

ment 70.3%, from $1,784,000 to $529,000, and the smallest

decrease was credited to household laundry products, which
dropped off its 1958 pace by only 3%, from $43,463,000
to $42,177,000. Among the retrenchers was the TV-radio-
phono & musical instruments category, which chopped its

first-half 1959 TV investment a resounding 27%, from
$5,688,000 a year ago to $4,155,000.

KTTV’s all-commercials experiment ends this Sat.

(Oct. 3) when the L.A. station drops Cavalcade of Spots,
after a 13-wk. run. While pres. Dick Moore was not com-
menting on the reason, we learned that the station could
not get enough interesting commercials for a second cycle
of the unique show.

TV Helps Sports Gate: Those who contend that TV keeps

spoi’ts lovers sitting on their ticket-buying hands at home,

argue without benefit of a Pulse survey to the contrary. A
July study in N.Y., comprising interviews with some 1,000

men, about various sports, indicates that “the more viewing,

the more attendance,” concludes Pulse dir. Dr. Sydney
Roslow. “If TV has hurt the gate at sporting events, this

appears to be a thing of the past.”

Of the thousand men queried, 28% had been to a base-

ball game within the past 6 months. Of these, 97% also

were watchers of TV baseball. But only 75% of those who
didn’t go to games watched TV baseball. Asked about TV’s
influence on their attendance habits, 15% said they go to

games more frequently, 81% reported “no change,” and
only 4% said they attended less often.

Radio’s resurgence, inspii'ed by increasing ad revenues

and paced by small, economical under-1,000-watts outlets,

came under Wall St. Journal analysis last week. “While the

major I'adio networks struggle for profits, local radio sta-

tions do increasingly well,” the paper reported. “Last year,

advertisers spent some $519 million on radio time, and only

$46 million of this went to the networks. In 1952, only 469

million ad dollars went into radio; the networks took almost

a quarter of this. The desire to cash in on this growth is

causing antennas to sprout all over the country.” The paper

also pointed out that: the number of radio stations has

neai’ly tripled to 3,388 in the past 12 years; the FCC has on

file applications for 645 stations; the outlook is for 5,500

outlets by 1970; major growth is among small stations which
serve communities of less than .25,000 residents, principally

because of frequency availability & economy; and “a typical

small station” can be built for less than $30,000, compared
with upwards of $250,000 to start a small TV station.

Purchase of NBC’s WNBC (Ch. 30) & WKNB New
Britain-Hartford, Conn, by Conn. TV Inc. for $1,044,000

(Vol. 15:26) was approved by FCC last week. The grant

was awarded on the condition that no option rights held

in the buying concern by WWLP (Ch. 22) Springfield,

Mass, (one of the original stockholders until it withdrew
after a duoply question was raised in an FCC “McFar-
land” letter) be exercised without prior approval of FCC.
At the same time, FCC approved the resale of radio WKNB
to the ownei’s of WICO Salisbury, Md. for $225,000. Comr.
Bai’tley dissented.

NAB’s keynote award, to be presented during its 1960

convention, will go to a I’ecipient to be selected by a new
awards subcommittee headed by Dwight W. Mai’tin, WAFB-
TV Baton Rouge. The group was named during the first

meeting, in Chicago last week, of the convention committee,

co-chairmen of which are Thomas C. Bostic, KIMA Yakima,
Wash., and Payson Hall, Meredith Stations. The committee
reaffirmed its policy of “preparing a program designed for

top ownership & management, with exhibits limited to

manufacturers of heavy broadcast equipment.” Other NAB
associate members will have “hospitality quarters” rather

than exhibit space.

NAB management development seminar will be of-

fered again next summer at Harvard. Tentative dates are

July 10-23, but may be moved to last 2 weeks in June. Dr.

.1. Sterling Livingston, prof, of business administration &
pres., Harbridge House, again will serve as academic dir.

Ch. 11 in Coos Bay, Ore. was awarded to Pacific TV
Inc. last week by FCC, which adopted examiner J. D. Bond’s

initial decision of Sept. 2. Comr. Bartley dissented.
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Personals: John Karol, former CBS radio v.p. for planning

& development, named CBS-TV network sales dir. of special

projects . . . Leo Durocher resigns as NBC-TV talent rela-

tions exec. & sports commentator . . . Tom Judge named
production sales dir., CBS-TV operations dept. . . . Henry

Grossman, ex-CBS-TV facilities operations dir., named
v.p. for technical operations, NTA’s 0-&-0 broadcasting

properties & NTA Storevision Inc.

Paul M. Sciandra, ex-WGR-TV Buffalo, program dir.,

named programming & production dir., WROC-TV Roches-

ter, N.Y., succeeding Charles W. Siverson, now WROC-FM
supervisor . . .Joe Seiferth named promotion & publicity

dir., WDSU-TV (Ch. 6) New Orleans . . . Clayton C. Dopp,

ex-WXEL-TV, WJW-TV Cleveland and WJBK-TV Detroit

sports dir., named a Sports Network staff dir. . . . Jack A.

Gertz, ex-MBS national dir. of public affairs, named chief

of Federal Aviation Agency’s office of public affairs . . .

John T. Coy promoted from Bolling Co. San Francisco

office mgr. to West Coast mgr.

Robert J. Kaufman named ABC-TV asst. gen. counsel

. . . John R. Barrington named to new post of TelePrompTer
PR dir., Alfred N. Greenberg continuing as adv. & PR dir.

Kenneth A. Norton, chief of the National Bureau of

Standards’ radio propagation engineering div. and former
member of the FCC technical information section, will re-

ceive the Harry Diamond Memorial Award for a govt,

employe in the radio & electronics field at the IRE annual
convention in March. Norton is cited “for contributions to

the understanding of radio-wave propagation.”

Dr. Howard A. Wilcox, deputy dir. of defense research

& engineering, U.S. Dept, of Defense, will address RTES
Oct. 7 at the Roosevelt Hotel, N.Y., on “Electronics &
Broadcasting in the Space Age.”

FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford will be married, “this

fall,” to Miss Mary Margaret Mahony, mgr. of Gilpin

House antique shop, Alexandria, Va. She’s a native of

Blackstone, Mass., taught high school mathematics there,

became a Pan American stewardess, then “skipper-in-

charge” of Pan Am’s Admiral Club, National Airport,

Washington—before assuming her present position. The
first Mrs. Ford died Feb. 19, 1958. Ford has a 14-year-

old daughter.

Obituary

Edward S. Kaylin, 45, CBS associate dir. of adv. & pro-

motion, died Sept. 19 of a heart attack at his home in N.Y.
Surviving him are his wife, parents and a brother.

MEDIA SALES PITCHES: Television people will find inter-

est in a brief synthesis of the major selling points of

the 4 great categories of U.S. media, in the latest

Madison Ave. The magazine, in an equal-space deal,

devotes a column apiece to the salesmen-standard-

bearers for newspapers, magazines, radio and TV. Here

are their nutshell comments in an even smaller nutshell:

Newspapers represent the “total selling medium,” in

the opinion of ANPA Bureau of Advtg. pres. Charles T.

Lipscomb. He claims that newspaper ads reach more peo-

ple, produce more sales per dollar of ad cost, get more
action, and are better liked by the audience than ads of

other media. Excerpts: four million retailers invest about

$2.5 billion in dailies—more than in all other media com-

bined; 88% of U.S. families get a newspaper every day;

more than 100 million people (82% of all 12-years-&-older)

read a newspaper on an average day.

Magazines are more important to advertisers than

ever before, contends Magazine Publishers Assn. pres. Rob-

ert E. Kenyon, “because today’s race for sales is more than

ever a competition to win a place in people’s minds.” He
points to magazines’ acceptance in the home, their non-

ending campaigns for better living, their long retention by

readers. Excerpts: more national advertisers sell in maga-
zines than in all other media combined; 8 out of 10 of them
sell in magazines; 6 out of 10 use magazines exclusively;

and magazine circulations & ad revenues are currently

hitting all-time highs.

Radio is the “quickest, most effective way to reach a

huge audience—repeatedly & at low cost—with infinite

creative opportunity, argues RAB pres. Kevin B. Sweeney.

Today, radio reaches 49,320,000 homes—vs. 39,300,000 10

years ago. It serves through 146,200,000 sets—vs. less than

79,000,000 a decade ago. Sweeney also points to “costs-

per-1000 families consistently as low as a half dollar, the

ability to be in 200 markets 3 hours after the client decides

at luncheon that ‘something’s gotta be done,’ and the un-

deniable impact on everyone (consumer & sales force alike)

of the schedule that runs 200 times a week” as factors that

attract more than 90,000 local & regional advertisers.

Television in 5 years has become the basic ad medium
of “America’s best managed companies,” points out TvB
pres. Norman E. Cash. “Over this period, TV has accom-

plished the impossible by building its circulation to the

point where it now reaches more than 6 of every 7 homes,”

he stresses. “A look at the financial record of TV is more
than ample proof of TV’s stature today. Whereas less

than a decade ago only $56 million was spent in TV adver-

tising, 1958 advertisers invested more than $1.4 billion in the

medium ... In industry after industry, TV displays a re-

markable vitality of performance in its selling role.” He
forecasts that TV, “with its unchained lightning, will con-

tinue to dominate the advertising scene.”

Daytime TV is a boon to small advertisers as well as

“the last remaining TV frontier awaiting full exploitation

by national advertisers,” Giraud Chester, ABC-TV v.p.

for daytime TV, told the St. Paul Ad Club Sept. 23. Low-
budgeted advertisers can purchase 15-min. segments on

ABC-TV “for as low as $7,200 for time, program and

cable,” he informed. Homes reached by network daytime

shows range from 1.5 million to more than 5 million per

average min., he pointed out, adding it is possible to reach

16 million homes a month with a fi'equency of more than

5 times per home.
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Net TV 17% Ahead in July: The media categories of

network TV & national magazines each scored 17% in-

creases in July ad volume, compared with the year-ago

month, pacing all major media as the general ad index

romped to a 12% July-over-July increase. Printers’ Ink’s

latest index also shows TV & newspapers leading all

media with 10% gains in year-to-date business, compared

with Jan.-July 1958. The poorest performance was regis-

tered by net radio, down 14% from July 1958, down 11%
on year-to-date, and down 11% from June 1959. Except

radio & business papers, all media increased in July over

June—newspapers by 9%, magazines 8%, net TV 1%, the

general index 4%. For all categories, largest percentage

increases were scored by general monthly magazines for

year-to-date (15%) & July-to-July (26%) and by farm

magazines for July-over-June (18%)

:

Index % Change from % Cumu-
Medium July July 1 month 1 year lative

1959 1958 ago ago Change

General Index ... 233 208 -H 4 +12 + 7

Total Magazines ... 185 158 -1- 8 +17 + 9

Weekly ... 202 176 -(- 6 +15 + 7

Women’s ... 139 120 -K6 +16 + 8

General Monthly ...,... 232 184 + 9 -1-26 +15
Farm ... 114 110 -fl8 + 4 + 1

Newspapers ... 216 189 + 9 +14 +10
Network Television ....... 474 406 -h 1 +17 +10
Network Radio 24 28 —11 —14 —11
Business Papers ... 226 211 — 4 + 7 + 4

Outdoor ... 159 163 -1- 2 — 2 — 5

All indexes have been seasonally adjusted. The index shown for each
medium is based on estimated total advertising investments in the
medium, including talent, production and media costs. For each medium,
the base (100) is an average of total investments in the years 1947-49
except for the TV base which covers the years 19B0-52. ‘‘Cumulative
change” in the last column refers to the change from the same period
last year, of the index average from January through July 1959.

People: Donald E. Booth elected Ted Bates v.p. . . , Nor-

man Cary, ex-BBDO, named v.p. & creative dir. Compton,

West Coast office . . . Robert Aledort named Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan research v.p. . . . James J. Cochran re-

joins Kudner Agy. as v.p. & account supervisor on the

Renault account. He had been a J. Walter Thompson v.p.

Jack D. Tarcher, ex-Lennen & Newell senior v.p.,

named to Doyle Dane Bernbach exec. & administrative

post . . . Bob Elliott, McCann-Erickson PR dir., named v.p.

Theodore T. Teegarden, ex-MacManus, John & Adams,
named adv. mgr., Chrysler Corp.’s new Valiant car . . .

Douglas Burch, ex-Leo Burnett, named media dir.. Reach
McClinton . . . Pat Freeman & C. Burt Oliver elected pres.

& managing dir., respectively, Foote, Cone & Belding

Canada, Ltd. . . . Colin J. Smith, ex-Kenyon & Eckhardt
Ltd., Toronto & Montreal, named BBDO Montreal office mgr.

The Advertising Council, industry-supported public-

service organization, stated last week in its 17th annual
report that it had received 16.5 billion TV-home impres-
sions over the past year (July 1958 through June 1959)
from charity plugs in commercial network programs alone.

Local TV kits for United Nations, Crusade for Freedom,
U.S. Savings Bonds, mental health, etc. scored an average
of 20 station messages each. Each campaign averaged
11,200 station messages.

Station Rate Increases

Station

KALB-TV Alexandria, La. ..

KGHL-TV Billings, Mont
• No Change f 20 sec. only

Base Hour Minute Date

$1200 to $1300 $250 to $300 Aug. 15
900 to 1000 250 to 275 Aug. 1

600 to 1000 275* to Aug. 16
850 to 950 200 to 230 Aug. 1

700 to 725 180* to Sept. 1

600 to 650 120 to 130 Aug. 1
500 to 600 100 to 110 Aug. 1

300 to 350 75 to 85 Sept. 1

250 to 300 50 to 72 Sept. 1

200 to 250 45 to G2.50t Aug. 1

Top 100 Spending More: The nation’s top lOO advei’-

tisers in network TV, magazines and newspaper supple-

ments increased their spending during first-half 1959 by

8.9% to $474,160,383, compared with the $435,597,105

expenditure during the year-ago period, the latest Ad-

vertising Age tabulation of PIB-LNA-BAR compilations

shows. Leading the ad parade is Procter & Gamble, which

put into TV 91% of its total first-half outlay of $29,936,133.

In No. 100 slot is Book-of-the-Month-Club, which spent

$1,242,588, none of it in TV.
Ninety of the 100 giants used network TV for first-

half ad campaigns, with expenditures (for time costs

alone) ranging from P&G’s $27,076,567 TV investment to

the $585,063 spent by 97th-place Libby, McNeil & Libby.

Of 10 TV abstainers, 2 were liquor distillers. Two firms

plunked their entire ad budgets into TV: Alberto-Culver

(hair & scalp products) to the tune of $2,477,378 & Ameri-

can Chicle Co., $1,473,120. CBS Inc., which placed 98 with

a total ad outlay of $1,287,406, spent $1,127,915 in general

magazines, and $159,491 in Sun. magazine sections.

Other findings of interest: The greatest single outlay

of ad money in any medium was P&G’s $27 million for

TV time. Five of the first 6 ad spenders invested more by

far in TV time than in magazines & newspaper supple-

ments combined. The exception was 2nd place Gen. Motors

which put approximately $15.4 million in magazines, $11

million in TV. The top 10 advertisers for the first half

were: P&G ($29,936,133), Gen. Motors ($28,395,446), Gen.

Foods ($18,960,892), Lever ($18,552,310), Colgate-Palm-

olive ($17,536,957), American Home Products ($17,321,-

497), Ford ($13,617,225), Chrysler ($12,308,968), American
Tobacco ($11,419,127), R. J. Reynolds ($11,210,197),

Mc-E’s ‘Down Under’ Partner: The banner of McCann-
Erickson International was hoisted on a new frontier last

week—Australia. At a Sept. 24 press conference in N.Y.,

Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, ex-NBC pres., now board

chairman of the agency’s overseas operations (that circle

the globe with 47 offices employing 2,000 people in 21

countries), announced that McCann-Erickson had bought

Hansen Rubensohn of Sydney, one of the 3 largest ad

agencies in the Australian market, and the leading TV
agency in Australia, with 6 shows in the top 10.

“Australia is more like our own than any other world

market,” said Weaver. “This is not just a case of adding

another office.” Some Weaver statistics on Australian ad-

vertising: Almost every major U.S. concern (over 800)

does business in Australia “and many of our own agency
clients want us to service their ‘world image’ in Australia

with advertising such as they have in the U.S.” Australian

national advertising last year amounted to $139 million, an

increase of 40% over the preceding year. In 1959, another

increase of 30% is anticipated, to reach a level of $180
million. Australian advertisers now put 20% of their

budgets into TV-radio, with TV “gaining rapidly in a com-
mercial system very like the U.S.”

Weaver anticipates a long-range personnel exchange

program in which members of the Australian agency’s TV
staff (it currently has a TV-radio dir. and 6 full-time TV
producers) will come to the U.S. to observe McCann-Erick-
son’s TV techniques in action. (For other recent news of

U.S. interest in Australian TV, see Vol. 15:37-38.)

Founded in 1928, the Sydney ad agency (which will

now be known as Hansen Rubensohn-McCann-Erickson,
Pty. Ltd.) has a total of 40 clients and a staff of 140 people.

It currently services Australian advertising for at least 2

McCann-Erickson U.S. clients, one of which is Nestle.
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Film & Tape

THREE BIG JOBS: Vacancy signs came down last week

from 3 top-level telefilm jobs as 20th Century-Fox TV

Productions, CBS Films and Screen Gems coincided

with executive appointments:

Peter Levathes, ex-Y&R: One of the few agencymen

in a TV-radio v,p. post with an extensive background in

the motion picture industry, Levathes will move to the job

of pres, of 20th Century-Fox TV Productions, replacing

ex-TV producer Martin Manulis who is concentrating on

feature production. In a sense, it’s a homecoming for

Levathes—before joining Y&R in 1953, he had been in

charge of sales for 20th-Fox’s short subjects and in other

20th executive posts in the 1937-52 period. Well-liked on

Madison Ave., Levathes is indicative of another telefilm

industry trend: The hiring of executives who can double

easily between film program planning sessions in Holly-

wood & sales conferences in N.Y. with TV clients &

agencies. This season, 20th-Fox is represented with a film

series on each of the networks: Five Fingers (NBC-TV),

Adventures in Paradise (ABC-TV), and Dobie Gillis

(CBS-TV), and is now grooming other properties for the

mid-season replacement race.

Robert Lewine, ex-NBC-TV: As replacement for the

top production supervision post vacated by Leslie Harris

(who has joined Independent TV Corp., and will shuttle

between London & N.Y. as head of film production for

ITC), CBS Films has hired Robert F. Lewine, NBC-TV

v.p. for TV network programs and an executive of NBC
since 1956. Lewine will join the network’s thriving film off-

shoot next month and will soon thereafter be a frequent

jet commuter between N.Y. & Hollywood inasmuch as CBS

Films is holding off on completion of 1960 production plans

until he arrives. Lewine’s name has popped up frequently

in TV industry rumors in the past few months, following

the arrival of ex-Y&R TV v.p. David Levy to head all of

NBC-TV’s network program activities and to report to

exec. v.p. Walter Scott. Lewine’s brother, Richard Lewine,

also works for CBS—as dir. of special TV programs.

William Dozier, ex-CBS-TV: The second of the week’s

network-to-telefilm switches was the move of William

Dozier, Hollywood TV program v.p. of CBS, to Screen

Gems, with 5-yr. firm contract as v.p. for West Coast

activities. Dozier, whose appointment is effective Nov. 1

and was announced late last week by Columbia Pictures

pres. Abe Schneider, will work with Irving Briskin, re-

cently elevated to v.p. status at the parent movie concern.

Harry Ackerman, v.p. & exec, producer, and Robert Sparks,

exec, pi’oducer for SG’s syndication production, will both

continue in present posts. In the same executive shuffle,

William Sackheim, exec, producer of the Alcoa-Goodyear

Theater, has been named a production v.p. Dozier, at one

time production v.p. of RKO, is being replaced by Guy

della Cioppa, who has ranked closely under Dozier as CBS-

TV v.p. and program dir., Hollywood.

Although only one of the 3 executives (all are taking

short vacations before starting their new jobs) could be

reached to confirm, film industry sources believed it likely

that the new appointees had been offered film participation

deals as part of the inducement to join the film firms.

This trio of executive switches won’t be the last of

this variety you’re likely to see this season, we were told

last week. Reportedly on the prowl for top executives with

Madison Ave. status are Paramount Pictures, which has

yet to sell a network TV film show, and MGM-TV, which

has no network show this season and 7 pilots on the shelf.

Taking Stock of Stock Film: Major studios in TV use as

a selling point the fact that they have immense libraries

of film from which they can draw stock footage for TV.
This, they contend, allows them to make telefilms at a
better price than the independents can.

We checked some of the leading independent producers
in Hollywood about this point, and found a different view-

point. They say that little stock footage is used on TV these

days, that the price to rent such footage is cheap, and that

TV has reached the point of progress where it goes on loca-

tion to shoot virtually all of its own footage rather than
relying on hard-to-match stock footage of inferior quality.

Producer Jules Levy told us that only about $2,000 was
spent on stock film in all of last season on The Rifleman.
Levy, who with his partners Arthur Gardner & Arnold
Laven, is in a co-production deal with Four Star, said that

on the few occasions when stock film is needed they can
rent it for $4 a foot from Republic—considerably less than
the $7 to $7.50 usually asked around Hollywood. He said

that most stock footage available is not of good quality, and
that it’s hard to match stock film with fresh film. “If we
find we need a stock film sunrise or sunset, we can get it for

$75,” he said—but he much prefers filming whatever is

needed on location. He compared the use of stock film to the

use of canned music, pointing out that he & his partners

use live music on their series.

Producer Jack Chertok made the point that many
independents have links with major studios or networks

—

and free access to their film libraries. Another viewpoint

was expressed by Bert Granet, exec, producer of Desilu

Playhouse, who thought that “TV at the moment still uses

a minescule amount of stock footage because the screen is

so small. Once it gets larger, sweep & scope will mean
much more.” Granet said Desilu used little stock film last

season. Some appeared in a science-fiction film, Man in

Orbit—and was obtained from the Govt, at cost. Summing
up, Granet said: “Stock film doesn’t figure as an important

economic advantage.”

Interestingly, the majors don’t rely on stock film for

their own more important series. For example, 20th-Fox

TV has built a costly, impressive backlot set for its

Adventures in Paradise, and Warner Bros has constructed

an expensive set for The Alaskans.

Producer-Agency Tape Pact: Video-taped commercials

took another step toward maturity last week with the

signing of the first “basic standard practices agreement”

between a tape production firm & a leading ad agency—in

this case NTA Telestudios (see chart Vol. 15:38) and Leo

Burnett Co., agency for Kellogg Co., Hoover Appliances,

Allstate Insurance, Motorola, Marlboro Cigarets,etc.

The new agreement, which runs to 14 single-spaced

pages, may have far-reaching effects. In essence, it covers

the complete range of agency-producer relationships in the

tape-commercial field, and spells out in detail just who is

responsible for what. It does away almost entirely with the

previous operating system in which tape producers were

hired on the basis of estimates of hours of shooting. Now,
Telestudios will furnish firm bids to Burnett on the basis

of storyboards & scripts in the same manner as TV film

commercial producers.

The agency-producer tape pact is the result of 4

months of negotiation between telestudios and Leo Bur-

nett, says Alfred Markim, Telestudios operations v.p.

Burnett expects to use it as a model in signing similar

agreements with other tape production houses in N.Y.,

Chicago and Hollywood.
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Hollywood’s K-Day: Hollywood was still recovering last

week from the unprecedented spectacle of Soviet Premier

Khrushchev verbally tangling with 20th-Fox pres. Spyros

Skouras. Hundreds of thousands of Southern Californians

—not just the elite of Hollywood stars in the 20th commis-

sary—viewed the affair as Paramount-owned KTLA cov-

ered Mr. K’s visit, pooling it to networks & other stations.

The Hollywood consensus was that the Russian visitor

is an astute showman, an expert ad libber, and that Skouras

should not have tried to match him in the field of inter-

national relations. (“Skouras is the greatest straight man
who ever lived. I’d like to cast Khrushchev in a picture.

He’s a consummate actor.”—Josh Logan.) At one point

during the exchange, many stars in the commissary shouted

at Skouras to stop interrupting Mr. K’s talk—probably the

first & last time anyone ever will tell Skouras to be quiet

in his own studio.

Hollywoodians were amused when the two began nee-

dling each other gently, in good fun, and when Skouras at

one point placed his arm around the pudgy leader, one wit

thought he detected a new vaudeville team, a sort of re-

vival of Potash & Perlmutter. But as they got into deeper

matters of US-USSR relations, a grim air pervaded the

commissary.

Said one observer: “The only time I saw Khrushchev

uneasy was on the set, after the ostensible filming of the

sequences from ‘Can Can.’ After the chorus had danced

off—after what I thought was an embarassing number in

flesh-colored tights with provocative black net (and during

which 2 male dancers can-canned off, holding 2 pairs of

black net pants) K came down to have his picture taken.

I got next to him as Bill Stout, CBS newscaster, tried to get

his reactions. He didn’t want to reply. He kept deferring

the answer until he’d seen the whole movie. Finally, after

Stout had rephrased the same question 4 times, he said,

‘This is a cabaret dance, isn’t it? I’ve never been to a

cabaret. Ask my son!’ The London Times man questioned

the Minister of Culture, who replied, “What do you want
me to say?’ The whole delegation really appeared to be

hiding its disgust. Josh Logan, seated near me, flinched at

the can-can bit too. I also think we made a bad impression

on the world press. The London Times man wrinkled his

nose at the dancer, and the French press didn’t look en-

tranced. To sum up, I think we failed miserably to show
off the best in our culture, and failed worse in the people

we chose to represent us.”

* *

Two TV newsmen made Los Angeles headlines when
they charged Mayor Poulson had told them the day before

the Khrushchev luncheon that he planned to “knife” the

Russian premier with his speech. KTLA commentators
Clete Roberts & Pat Michaels said that after being told

this by the mayor, they reported it to the State Dept.

—

which, Roberts said, later informed him they had talked to

the mayor, who had agreed not to say anything which might
provoke the premier. Poulson’s comment on the story was
that the newsmen were guilty of “distortion.” The pub-
licity-wise film trade noted one significant by-product in

all this: Poulson’s boner had shifted public attention and
taken Skouras off the hook.

Norman Retchin has left Desilu Productions, where he
was a producer on The Untouchables. Exec, producer Quinn
Martin has named Charles Russell and Sidney Marshall
producers of the series, and plans to add a third. Martin
believes it takes 3 producers to turn out a 60-min. series

with quality, he told us.

NETWORK-MADE SERIES AT PEAK: For years the 3 net-

works have avoided becoming involved in filming their

own series, leaving that up to Hollywood’s independ-

ents. But today they are turning out a record 24 series,

and there is every indication this figure will grow, par-

ticularly via the syndication arms of each web.

While it’s difficult to select any one cause for this trend,

it’s likely CBS’s success with its own show, Gunsmoke,
did more than anything else to inspire network involvement

in production. CBS today has 10 telefilm series, 3 of which

are made for subsidiary CBS Films, which in turn, farms

the trio out to independents. ABC, through its strong

link with Warner Bros., has 10 series. NBC has 4—2 under

the banner of its subsidiary Cal. National, and 2 under

NBC aegis. In addition, the networks are financing pilots

and planning more telefilm ventures.

CBS is currently turning out Rawhide, Gunsmoke,
Have Gun—Will Travel, Perry Mason, The Lineup,

Twilight Zone and Hotel de Paree; CBS Films has Colonel

Flack, The Whirlybirds and Border Patrol. NBC is produc-

ing Bonanza and Fibber McGee & Molly. Cal. National has

in production for NBC The Lawless Years & Not for Hire.

The Warner Bros.-ABC tie has produced 10 series for this

season: 77 Sunset Strip, Cheyenne, Sugarfoot, Bronco,

Hawaiian Eye, Bourbon Street Beat, Maverick, Lawman,
The Alaskans and Colt .4.5.

ABC Films is currently blueprinting several new
series, for syndication or network sale; CBS Films plans

a hike in production, we’re informed by CBS TV stations

div. pres. Merle Jones; and Cal. National is planning more.

Writers’ Hitch: One of the principal snags in current

negotiations between Writers Guild of America West and
movie producers is WGAW’s demand for terms on movies
to be sold to pay-TV—should it come into existence. The
Guild made similar demands last year, got nowhere. We
find there is little support for the Guild’s proposals, even
among those generally considered pro-union in Hollywood.
In fact, executives of other unions tell us they believe the

writers are taking a highly unrealistic position on this

point. Their view is that until pay-TV comes (if ever) there

is no need for such negotiations. “How can you make de-

mands for a system which doesn’t exist yet?” one promi-
nent guild executive asked qs.

The last time the writers were in negotiation with the

major studios, they were told by the studios that the em-
ployes didn’t even want to discuss the subject. Eventually
negotiations were concluded, with the studios agreeing to

negotiate should pay-TV come into existence. WGAW is

asking for a gross percentage on movies that go to pay-
TV, but the studios are chilly to the proposal.

New catalog listing U.S. films on education & produc-

tivity, available for sale, rental or loan, is being distributed

abroad by the U.S. Information Agency. The catalog,

describing 4,395 films & filmstrips, is entitled Education
Section, 1958: U.S. Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Motion Pictures & Filmstrips Selected & Available for Use
Abroad. A similar catalog on scientific films was released in

1957, and another, in preparation, will cover cultural sub-

jects.

New pilots upcoming: Carbine Webb, co-production of

Bernard Girard and Cal. studios; The .Jolly Rogers, pro-

ducer Herb Stewart.
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NEW YORK ROUNDUP

First meeting of NAB’s broadcaster-film committee

and a newly organized group of NAB associate member
film distributors, in N.Y. last week, concluded with an

agreement that stations will be surveyed to determine

their film needs and that NAB will send distributors more
of its publications & informational material. The broad-

caster group is headed by Joseph L. Floyd, KELO-TV
Sioux Falls. The distributor group comprises: Sam Cook
Digges, CBS Films; Robert Friedheim, Ziv; Burton Hanft,

Screen Gems; Richard A. Harper, MGM-TV; Walter Kings-

ley, Independent TV Corp.; H. Weller Keever, Cal. Na-
tional Productions.

Transfilm-Caravel has been formed by a merger of

Transfilm Inc. and Caravel Films Inc. following Buckeye

Corp.’s acquisition of Caravel. Transfilm pres. William

Miesegaes will be pres, of T-C with Caravel pres. David

Pincus as senior v.p. T-C now becomes part of Buckeye’s

entertainment div. which also includes Flamingo Telefilm

Sales Inc. and Pyramid Productions Inc. Buckeye acquired

Transfilm earlier this year.

Telefilm Export Assn., strongly recommended by

ABC-TV pres. Oliver Treyz following his trip to the Far

East (Vol. 15:37-38), may be approaching a working

reality. A meeting of representatives of CBS Films, UA,
MCA TV, ABC and NBC took place late last week in the

office of CBS-TV stations div. pres. Merle S. Jones to dis-

cuss establishment of such a group and to map a program

dealing with import quotas, dollar payments and other

problems of overseas selling. The group is not actually a

new one, but has only recently begun to intensify its plans

for a protective organization in the film-tape export field.

Perry Como painted a bleak portrait of variety show
talent budgets for TV-columnist Marie Torre last week,

citing guest-star prices that have zoomed from peaks of

$35,000 to new highs of $100,000. “My only consolation is

that everybody who’s doing what I’m doing is in the same
boat. Maybe all of us ought to put on cowboy boots and let

it go at that,” mused Como.

“The better the junket, the worse the show—is an

axiom in the entertainment business,” reminds the latest

Time, in reporting the 11-reporter trip to Hawaii put on

by ABC-TV’s Adventures in Paradise. Apparently all the

scribes had a good time except (by Time’s account) for “the

grim moment when they had to sit through a partial

screening” of one episode of the new series. Time clobbered

hero Gardner McKay, quoting one reporter’s remark that

he looked like “a death mask of Gary Cooper.”

Skiatron’s Matty Fox has reached a decision on what to

do about those 4 Bolshoi Ballet tapes he made several

months ago in Los Angeles, but he isn’t ready to talk about

it. He is now completing titles on the four 60-min tapes.

United Artists Associated is launching syndication

sales on a 3rd package of juvenile-appeal films. The pack-

age, titled The Big Mac Show, comprises 210 featurettes

drawn from the Warner Bros, library (including some old-

ies featuring the Keystone cops), plus a new animation

series. Big Mac & His Magic Train. The package includes

merchandising & promotional items for use in local pro-

motions.

Adraia Koe has been named program coordinator of

ABC-TV’s new World of Talent.

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Hollywood unions’ much-sought resolution condemn-
ing “runaway” production by movie & TV producers was

,

not adopted by the AFL-CIO’s national convention in San
Francisco last week. The resolutions committee of AFL- .

CIO said the “whereases” of the resolution were “so broad” I

it could not endorse them. The resolution had urged fed-

eral legislation that all pictures made abroad be plainly

labeled as foreign-made when shown in this country. A
NABET video-tape resolution asking Sen. Wayne Morse’s

committee to investigate foreign taping made for U.S. dis-

tribution, and an AFM resolution seeking the same for

use of foreign music in pictures, were approved in prin-

ciple by the committee, but it took no action beyond re-

ferring them to the exec, council for “implementation.”

TV residuals totaling $421,945.95 were collected by
Screen Actors Guild in Aug. for its members. Of this total,

$404,521.92 came from Hollywood producers, and $17,424.03

from producers in N.Y. The Aug. figure brought the total

collected for the 10 mos. from Nov. 1, 1958 to Aug. 31, to

$3,606,182.96, and the total collected from Dec., 1953 to last

Aug. 31 to $11,108,135.79.

Roland Reed Productions has reached agreement with

Writers Guild of America West, Screen Actors Guild and
Screen Directors Guild on overdue residuals for 4 Reed
series: My Little Margie, Trouble With Father, Water-
front, Rocky Jones, Space Ranger. Reed had paid the

guilds $125,000 in rerun money, but then encountered

financial problems, according to SAG. As a result little

more had been paid since 1956. About $25,000 will be

turned over to a trustee by distributor Official Films, as

settlement. The money will then be sent to guild members.

Hollywood Television Service, subsidiary of Republic

Pictures, has named 6 div. mgrs. to handle the sale of Re-

public movies to TV: Bill Saal (ex-aide to ex-Republic pres.

Herbert J. Yates) Leon Herman, Doug Fremont, John
Alexander, Ken Weldon, John C. Alicoate.

Ziv TV’s roster of national & regional advertisers in-

cludes 37 entering their 6th (or more) season with Ziv

product and 88 starting their 5th season. Ziv’s 1959-60

production tab will tally $21 million, sales v.p. M. J. Rifkin

reports . . . MCA TV’s Shotgun Slade, paced last week by

a 39-city regional sale to Blue Plate Foods, is now in more
than 140 markets. Other regional buyers for the series

include Anheuser-Busch, Schlitz Brewing and Armour &
Co. . . . Ziv’s Lock-Up has added WRCA-TV N.Y. to its

station lineup, making a total of 189 markets.

Producer Bernard Girard has dropped the title of his

new TV series. The Searchers, after receiving cease &
desist letters from Screen Gems, which is planning a series

by that name, and from C.V. Whitney, who made a movie

with that title. “I don’t think the title’s worth that much,”

explained Girard, who hasn’t yet come up with another.

The series goes into production in Oct. in the Philippines.

Screen Actors Guild, by mistake, sent a TV residual

check from Bernard L. Schubert Inc. to movie (and now

TV) actor Robert Taylor. The money should have gone i

to a SAG member named Bobby Taylor. Wrote Robert I

in returning the check: “I never heard of Bernard L
'

Schubert and never saw, unfortunately. Last of the Fight-

ing Sheriffs. I only hope it’s a few shades better thai

some I’ve been doing lately.”
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EIA MOVES TOWARD STANDARD HI-FI MEASURE: An end to the bewildering array of

I

technical gobbledegook which has been confusing prospective purchasers of packaged hi fi seems to be in

sight as result of one of 3 important actions at EIA's fall meeting last week in Atlantic City. These major

steps were taken by manufacturers at the heavily attended gathering:

1. "Workable proposal" for standardization of hi-fi power-output measurement was adopted by
consumer-products div. exec, committee and passed on to standards committee for further technical specifica-

tions. New yardstick, "Music Power Rating," represents compromise between peak power output & continuous

power output, and was said by committee members to be similar to measurement standards now being

:
developed by Institute of High-Fidelity Manufacturers for component hi-fi gear.

2. "Buy American" promotion campaign to combat Japanese imports was approved by EIA board

of directors on recommendation of parts and tube & semiconductor divs. It will involve extension promotion

aimed at public, manufacturers & employes.

3. Second campaign to promote TV-set sales by plugging programs was voted by consumer-products

exec, committee—based on success of Aug. 15-Sept. 15 effort (Vol. 15:21, 30, 33). EIA will aim at stronger

; impact for new promotion campaign by allowing far more time—almost a year—for organization <& develop-

!

ment of plans.

Music Power Rating: EIA's standardized measurement for packaged hi-fi equipment was seen

by most manufacturers as important step in bringing order to completely chaotic situation. Its standard Music

Power Rating (MPR) can be compared with standard horsepower measurement in automobiles or use of

I screen size to classify TV sets.

A customer shopping for a hi-fi set today has no way to compare rated performance power of com-

peting sets. What one manufacturer calls 10-watt set, another might describe as a 30- or even 40-watt unit

—

jL depending on how & where power output is measured.

^1’ EIA's Music Power Rating can be defined simply as the maximum power output of an amplifier

^1’ (within limit of 5% distortion) during the first surge of music. At the beginning of a musical note, an ampli-
‘ fier can produce more undistorted power than on a sustained note. Among other means of measuring amplifier

power now in use
: ( 1 ) Continuous power—the maximum undistorted power output when a steady note ( sine

® wave) is fed through amplifier. (2) Peak power—hypothetical rating of greatest undistorted instantaneous

j I
power which amplifier can put out.

la f An amplifier which has Music Power Rating of 13 watts, for example, might have continuous power
T

j

output rating of 10 watts & peak rating of 26 watts—or even 30 or 40 watts, depending on the point at which
peak power is measured or computed. In determining ratings of stereo hi-fi units, the powers of the 2 channels

j(' are usually added together.

'Buy American' Campaign: Now an official EIA program, the "Buy American" publicity

drive was proposed to parts div. exec, committee by EIA treas. Leslie Muter, the Muter Co.—following same
K outline he gave us last July (Vol. 15:30). Also endorsed by tube & semiconductor div. exec, committee, it

*,

I

won quick approval of EIA board.

• Campaign will be voluntary by manufacturers, but with EIA help & backing. One important part of

)!i < drive will be effort to convince end-equipment manufacturers to label all products with stickers informing

[

public they are "Made in America by Americans." Educational project will extend not only to consumers
(in advertising & other material) but to workers in electronics plants—explaining that they are helping safe-

**] ’guard their own jobs when they buy radios & other items made with U.S. parts.

I
It's almost unnecessary to state that real targets of campaign are the end-equipment makers—partic-

' ularly radio manufacturers, many of whom are now veering toward use of Japanese-made components. In

!»• ^2nd prong of "Buy American" offensive, EIA's tube & semiconductor div. is preparing document outlining

'
^

technical & non-technical services provided by domestic parts makers which aren't offered by foreign manu-
facturers—this, too, to be brought to attention of end-equipment companies.
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TV Program Promotion: New drive to call attention to fall TV programming is already being

organized, on basis of success of this year's hastily set-up effort which was spearheaded by Zenith's Leonard

Truesdell. Consumer products exec, committee praised cooperation of networks, NAB, NCTA and others in

campaign, promised far better-organized drive for next year.

Heading special committee to push programs will be Motorola consumer products exec. v.p. Edward i

R. Taylor, with Olympic pres. Morris Sobin & Packard-Bell home products v.p. K. R. Johnson representing East {

& West Coasts on committee. Truesdell will serve in advisory capacity. Group will report on its plans in Dec.,
j

have detailed program ready in March.

(For news of other ElA fall meeting actions, see p. 18.)

TV-RADlO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for week ended Sept. 18 (37th week of 1959):

Sept. 11-18 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 166,118 141,146 118,811 4,133,704 3,323,496

Total radio 421,143 313,098 309,962 10,048,302 7,089,125

auto radio 155,338 106,741 109,901 3,821,586 2,187,657

REPORT ON SOVIET ELECTRONICS: Though Russia’s re-

search & development is “of high quality & great

depth,” its manufacturing technology is about 5 years

behind that of the average U.S. plant. So said Ray-

theon v.p. Ray C. Ellis, who headed 6-man electronics

industry team which recently returned from a visit to

the Soviet Union.

His report was made in a panel session at EIA’s fall

meeting last week in Atlantic City. He shared the plat-

form with 2 other members of the team—Sylvania’s Frank

Mansfield & Sprague Electric’s Julian Sprague, who com-

mented on the general aspects of the trip. Among Ellis’s

observations

:

Soviet electronics plants have low production efficiency.

They’re usually multi-story buildings, poorly maintained,

with few safety provisions. Worker productivity in the

average U.S. electronics plant is 2% to 3 times greater

than in its Soviet counterpart at about 4 times the average

wages, including fringe benefits.

The group visited a Moscow tube plant which turns

out 600,000 TV picture tubes and 3.5 million miniature &
subminiature tubes a year. All picture tubes had 90-degree

deflection—with production of 110-degree tubes scheduled

to begin this fall. Shrinkage (rejection) rates of picture

tubes is about 20%. Some 78% of the workers were

women; 65% of the workers were on piece rates. A 17-in.

picture tube sells for $16, a 21-in. tube for $20 (based on

exchange rate of 10 rubles to one dollar).

Very few printed circuits are used in TV-radio because

of servicing problems. (Sprague said later that all sets

must be returned to the factory for servicing, because of

the lack of a service industry—and for this reason TV &
radio receivers in Russia are “overdesigned” and slightly

more trouble-free than American sets.)

As to TV set manufacture, Ellis said there are 10

plants making sets under 16 brand names. The 1959 pro-

duction goal is 1.2 million sets, with an aim of 3 million in

1965—“and they probably can make it if they can find

enough people to buy the sets.” All TV sets have been
designed in Moscow, but with the institution of Russia’s

decentralization plan, there is a trend toward individual

design of sets at the plants themselves, and competition

between the plants. Two color-TV plants are now under
construction—in Leningrad & Moscow.

The popular 17-in. table model cari’ies a list price of

$260, including a 25% “turnover” tax and 8% retail

markup—for a factory sale price of $200. To build the set,

the factory cost is $120, leaving an $80 profit. Old-style

components—like American components of several years i

ago—are keeping costs high. A U.S. redesign of the set

could cut material costs 40%, labor costs 20%.
Russia charges TV owners $12 a year in license fees, i

It currently has 130 TV stations, only 20 east of the Urals,

plans 400 by 1965. The big handicap is lack of microwave

& coaxial connections. For TV & telephone both, there are

only 1500 miles of operating connections, and the goal by
the end of 1965 is 45,000 miles. The U.S. now has 200,000

miles of microwave and coaxial.

There’s heavy competition in the radio business

—

plants are producing more than they can sell, and advertis-

ing and time-payment plans are being instituted.

JAPANESE ELECTRONICS OUTPUT: Rapid expansion oi

the Japanese electronics industry is shown graphical!}

in a table supplied to us (opposite page) by the elec-

tronics div. of Commerce Dept’s Business & Defense

Services Administration, based on data from the U.S
Embassy in Tokyo.

The table shows Japanese electronics production in th<

first quarter of this year was at an annual rate of mori

than $736 million, or about 48% above the 1958 level. If thi

rate continues—as is likely—the 1959 total will doubl i

1957’s output of $362.2 million. From 1957 to 1958, th

greatest increase in volume of production occurred in con i

sumer electronics—TV taking the lead in that category, th
|

1.2 million sets produced last year valued at $154.1 millior I

(Values shown in the table represent factory prices plu

domestic excise taxes & royalties, where applicable. Jap ;

anese excise taxes are 30% on TV sets with picture tube I

larger than 14 in.; 20% on sets with tubes 14 in. or less.) i

Semiconductor output registered the greatest rate c
j

increase, 129% from 1957 to 1958. In this category, firsi I

quarter unit pi’oduction of transistors was at an annuJ

rate of nearly 3 times that of last year.

Japan’s 1958 electronics output of $184.4 million rani i

it as the 4th largest producer of electronic products—trai
i

ing only the U.S., United Kingdom & West Germany. U.‘ !

electronics production is running at an annual rate of a;
j

proximately $8.5 billion. i

Dollar figures in the table on the opposite page wei
|

computed by us on the basis of 360 yen to one dollar, or

value of $2,778 for 1,000 yen.

(For a table of U.S. imports of Japanese electron

products for 1958 and first-quarter 1959, see Vol. 15:23
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Japanese Electronics Production: 1957, 1958 and First-Quarter 1959

Quantity in thousands of units; value in thousands of dollars

Quantity (add 000) Value (add 000)
Product

1957 1958
Jan.-Mar.

1959 1957
Jan.-Mar.

1958 1959

Consumer electronic products .... $170,901 $266,226 $99,345
TV receivers 605.3 1,191.4 530.5 86,834 154,134 63,044
TV receiver kits 7.5 13.9 4.5 755 1,274 379
Radio receivers: 3,576.6 4,897.1 66,992 87,094

Tube 505.8 8,376
With 3 or more transistors . . • • 1,155.3 19;457
With less than 3 transistors • • • > 43.5 75

Radio-phonographs 108.3 131.3 37.3 5,173 6,968 1,920
Phonographs 59.6 59.2 22.7 2,162 2,038 726
Record players 312.2 409.8 131.5 4,265 5,927 1,960
Recorders 49.4 103.2 44.3 3,915 7,711 3,016
Other — 905 1,080 391

Commercial, industrial & military electronic equipment 77,356 85,159 26,809
B^dio broadcast equipment . • • • • • • . 464 495 365
Television broadcast equipment .... 3,030 11,192 4,451
Industrial television equipment • . . . 103 245 94
Radio & microwave communications equipment:

Single channel fixed communications equipment:
Long, medium & shortwave transmitting equip. .2 .4 * 270 334 83
Long, medium & shortwave receiving equipment .2 .2 * 195 518 17
Hf transmitting equipment .1 .1 .1 1,398 1,273 417
Hf receiving equipment .1 .8 .2 204 691 209
Vhf transmitting & receiving equipment 1.9 2.1 .2 1,520 1,431 237
Microwave transmitting & receiving equipment . .3 .3 .3 234 285 108
Accessories 616 681 177

Multi-channel fixed communications equipment:
Vhf transmitting & receiving equipment .1 .2 .1 641 567 252
Microwave transmitting & receiving equipment . .4 .5 .1 5,381 4,639 1,268
Accessories • • • • .... 1.326 2.108 780

Mobile radio equipment:
Land 3.2 5.3 1.0 2,825 4,425 656
Marine 3.1 2.6 .8 5,902 4,315 1,009
Airborne .2 .3 .2 391 880 834
Portable 1.8 3.9 1.9 908 1.067 576

Electronic detection & navigation equipment:
Sonar, including fish finders 1,414 769 fl76
Loran 2,154 973 313
Direction finder 1,871 2,042 416
Radio beacon 112 116 20
Radar 2,246 2,210 1,150
Other 943 1,772 755

Ultrasonic equipment 489 383 1294
High frequency heating equipment 1,108 1,000 f564
Other 41,609 40,747 11,591

Electron tubes 69,502 76.466 27.295
Receiving:

Miniature 42,790.4 45,054.1 17,014.7 27,841 27,740 10,060
Other 15,966.0 13,507.0 3,892.1 10,447 9,634 2,956

Television picture 908.4 1,452.9 604.0 25,434 32,666 12,265
Transmitting and special purpose:

Microwave
1

8.9 13.2 4.9 840 1,377 486
Industrial cathode-ray 22.0 19.3 5.6 484 468 141
Other — 4,454 4,581 1,386

Semiconductors 10,703 24,470 11,455
Diodes 3,862.8 10,106.7 5,259.1 1,646 2,658 1,253
Transistors 5,746.0 26,736.3 14,967.1 8,900 21,355 9,914
Photo-transistors 2.4 12.2 3.6 14 46 15
Thermistors 178.5 1,635.7 1,531.9 142 411 273

Electronic components, other 33,735 45,602 19,532
Capacitors 232,398.6 305,789.6 142,453.6 14,153 16,717 6.074
Resistors 210,988.0 276,696.0 105,926.0 6,264 8,020 2,940
Transformers 8,293.8 11,041.5 4,054.6 7,576 8,199 2,992
Speakers 2,969.5 4,170.9 1,456.4 5,743 6,786 2,078
Other n.a. 5,880 5,448

Total
« « • • $362,196 $497,923 $184,435

• Less than 50 units.
t Not strictly comparable with 1957 and 1958.
n.a. Not available.
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EIA Actions: Complete reorganization of the parts div. to

broaden its scope was the major organizational action

taken by EIA at its fall meeting last week in Atlantic

City. Under the new setup, Allen K. Shenk, Erie Resistor

Corp., newly named 2nd vice chmn., joins chmn. William S.

Parsons, Centralab, and vice chmn. W. Myron Owen, Aero-

vox, in administering the division’s activities.

Three new committees and 10 subdivisions wei’e estab-

lished. The committees & their chmn.: Finance committee,

Russell Cramer Jr., Radio Condenser Co.; membership &
scope, E. W. Butler, Speer; statistical, Allen Shenk.

Subdivision chmn.: Resistor, J. Hall Stackpole,

Stackpole Carbon; capacitor, Neal Welch, Sprague Elec-

tric; inductive components, I. Allen Mitchell, United Trans-

former; electromechanical devices. Jack D. Hughes, Little-

fuse; wire, cable & conductive accessories, Ray G. Zender,

Lenz Electric; sound-system components, John Bentia, Al-

liance; printed & modular components, Allen W. Dawson,

Corning Glass; energy sources, Harold C. Buell, Mallory;

panel meter & service test equipment, Wilbert H. Stein-

kamp, Weston; services, J. A. Milling, H. W. Sams & Co.

Elected to the parts div. exec, committee was J. Rodney
Reese, Texas Instruments.

* * *

In addition to the actions on hi-fi measurement, im-

ports and TV set promotion described on p. 16, these were

other highlights of EIA fall meeting:

1. Congressional information committee, headed by

Robert T. Borth, GE, began development of a grass-roots

information program to relay information and interpreta-

tions of Congressional bills & actions to member companies

so that they may have sufficient information to contact their

own Senators & Representatives.

2. The EIA board of directors approved a new service

committee program aimed at improving relations between

independent TV-radio technicians & their customers and

at supplying more management information to technicians.

3. Orthie Bridges, Arvin Industries, was named to the

consumer products exec, committee, succeeding John Mar-
shall, Arvin.

4. George T. Scharffenberger, Westrex pres., was ap-

pointed to succeed C. B. Thornton, Litton Industries, as a

director of the military products div.

“Motion Pictures & TV in the Space Age” is the theme

of the SMPTE’s semi-annual convention Oct. 5-9 in N.Y.’s

Statler Hilton Hotel. Among scheduled TV papers: Uses

of TV in Man-in-Space Research, by Capt. F. Kirk Smith,

Naval Air Development Center; TV and Lunar Explora-

tion, by S. W. Spaulding, RCA; Design of a 4%-in. Orthi-

con Camera Channel, by George E. Tartington, British

Marconi; An Improved Image Orthicon, by E. D. Hendry

& W. E. Turk, English Electric Valve Co.; High-Resolu-

tion Vidicon TV System as Adapted to Broadcast Stand-

ardization, by Joseph Belcher, GPL; Automatic Sequen-

cing Equipment for TV Operation, by F. Cecil Grace, Visual

Electronics Corp.; Special Effects Amplifier for Non-Com-
posite or Composite Monochrome or Color TV Signals,

Ralph Kennedy, NBC; Noise-Stripping Process for Pic-

ture Signals, by R. E. Graham, Bell Labs; Eidophor—the

Image Bearer, by Felton Davis Jr., Eidophor Inc.; An
Advanced Audio Console for TV, Emil P. Vincent, ABC;
Automated Punch-Card Lighting-Control System, by Al-

bert W. Malang, ABC; TV Studio Lighting-Control Sys-

tem Employing High-Speed Digital Computer Techniques,

by Donald D. Britton, ITT Labs. Also on agenda are

sessions on transoceanic TV & video-tape recording.

Trade Personals: John J. Burke promoted from exec. v.p.

of Siegler Corp.’s Hallamore Electronics div. to corporate

v.p. to coordinate military activities of the various divs. . .

.

Doyle J. Dameron named Gen. Telephone & Electronics em-
ploye communications supervisor . . . Murray C. Walker,

ex-Du Mont Labs, elected pres.. Trad Electronics Corp. . . .

Russell C. Dubois Jr., ex-RCA communication products dept,

sales mgr., joins Ampex Corp. as computer products div.

marketing mgr. . . . Stanley Rosenberg promoted from
Telectro Industries secy.-treas. to chmn. & chief financial

officer. . . . W. M. McFarland named pres., D. M. Stuart

v.p.-gen. mgr., Hazeltine Technical Development Center,

a Hazeltine Corp div.

George A. Hildebrand named micromodule & rectifier

sales administrator, RCA semiconductor & materials div.

. . . Glenn G. Peebles, ex-asst. v.p. for project plans, named
construction & installation dir. of Page Communications
Engineers; John Gauthier, ex-comptroller, appointed finan-

cial & services dir.; John B. Campbell, ex-asst. to comp-
troller of parent Northrop Corp., elected treas. . . . Dr.

Carlo Calosi appointed v.p., Raytheon European div.

Stephen D. Sundell, ex-GE, appointed mktg. research

mgr., Stromberg-Carlson research & advanced develop-

ment div. . . . Harry L. Bryant, Radio Recorders, elected

pres.. Audio Engineering Society; Harry F. Olson, RCA,
named exec. v.p. . . . John C. Wolke promoted from renewal

picture-tube sales mgr. to distributor sales mgr., Du Mont
Labs electronic tube div.

Dr. Harold E. Edgerton, MIT professor of electrical

measurements, awarded Society of Motion Picture & TV
Engineers’ highest award, the Progress Medal Award.

Status report of National Stereophonic Radio Committee

hy Charles J. Hirsch of Hazeltine Electronics, chairman of

NSRC’s system-specifications panel, will be one of the

highlights of the Audio Engineering Society’s Oct. 5-9

convention at Hotel New Yorker, N.Y. Among other stereo

papers: The Philosophy of Multi-Channel Recording, by
John F. McKnight, Ampex Corp.; AM Stereo Broadcasting

Transmission System, by John M. Hollywood & Marvin
Kronenberg, CBS Labs; Standardization of Stereo Record-

ing Procedures, by Dr. Fritz A. Kuttner, Musurgia Rec-

ords. A novel session on “Music & Electronics” will fea-

ture these papers: The Problem of Sound Shaping, by Dr.

Hugh LeCaine, Radio & Electrical Engineering Div., Na-
tional Council of Canada; The Computer as a Musical In-

strument, Dr. John R. Pierce, Bell Labs; Specialized

Equipment Developed in Electronic Music Studios, by Prof.

Vladimir Ussachevsky, Columbia U.; Electronic Non-

Music—Problems of an Orphan Art, by Louis & Bebe Bar-

ron, “electronic composers.”

Two new excise-tax rulings issued by Internal Revenue

Service: (1) “Speakers which are equipped with special

housings, grills and control knobs and are designed pri-

marily for use as rear seat speakers in automobiles, are

subject to the manufacturers excise tax on radio & TV
components, imposed hy section 4141 of the Internal Rev-

enue Code of 1954, although such speakers come within

the definitions of both radio & television components and

of automobile parts or accessories.” (2) “A TV monitor,

which reproduces a picture but no sound, is not a ‘tele-

vision receiving set’ or a ‘radio & television component.’

Therefore, sales of such monitors are not subject to the

manufacturers excise tax imposed by section 4141 of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1954.”

E. F. Johnson Co. will build a 90,000-sq.-ft. addition to

its 22,000-sq.-ft. assembly plant as Waseca, Minn.
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Meeting next week: IRE 5th national communications

symposium, (Oct. 6-7), Hotel Utica, Utica, N.Y.; SMPTE
86th semi-annual convention (5-9) Statler-Hilton Hotel,

N.Y.; Audio Engineering Society 11th annual convention &
professional equipment exhibit (6-9), Hotel New Yorker,

N.Y.; EIA value-engineering symposium (6-7), U. of Pa.,

Philadelphia; IRE Canadian section annual convention (7-

9), Automotive Bldg., Canadian Natl. Exhibition, Toronto;

Ala. Bcstrs. Assn, fall meeting (8-10), U. of Ala. Tusca-

loosa; Ind. Bcstrs. Assn. (9-10), French Lick, Ind.; N.C.

Assn, of Bcstrs. fall meeting (9-10), Sedgefield Inn, Greens-

boro; Ohio Assn, of Bcstrs. (10), Athletic Club, Columbus.

Employe-sharing of automation benefits will be asked

by the United Electrical Workers in its 1960 bargaining

sessions. The union, whose 120,000 members include em-
ployes at 28 GE & 19 Westinghouse plants, endorsed at its

24th annual convention a resolution that “workers cannot

continue to accept the premise of industry that, because

of changes in skill, earnings & jobs must be downgraded.”

UE contends that while automation reduces skill require-

ments, productivity per worker increases sharply—and job

evaluations should be on the basis of the increased pro-

ductivity. UE’s contracts with GE expire Sept. 15, 1960;

with Westinghouse, Oct. 1, 1960.

Sylvania’s Argus Cameras div. is the latest entry in

the audio-visual field. It will debut with a low-cost closed-

circuit TV system ticketed to break the “price barrier”

for educational & business applications, Argus pres. Clin-

ton H. Harris announced last week. The heart of the Argus
system is a Sylvania-made vidicon TV camera which car-

ries a suggested list of $595. Argus also will market 2 moni-

tors—a 23-in. model & a 17-in. portable.

FM-AM stereo radio in the 10 top national markets is

being used in Ampex Audio’s national ad campaign for its

stereo equipment. This is believed to be the first such
wholesale use of the stereo medium in an advertising drive.

All stations are using the same program, Am.'pex Stereo

Tape Time. Ampex Audio’s agency is Lawrence & Ram-
berg, Palo Alto, Cal.

Motorola has asked Chicago Federal Court to declare

invalid 6 Zenith patents covering Fringelock circuit and
Space Command remote tuning, in an answer to an in-

fringement suit filed by Zenith last April (Vol. 15:17).

Motorola said the patents are void because of prior patents,

lack of invention and indefinite claims.

Marvin Hobbs, former director of electronics for the

Office of Secy, of Defense and currently director of applica-

tions engineering. General Instrument defense products
div., is author of a new book. Basics of Missile Guidance &
Space Techniques, John F. Rider Publisher, N.Y. ($9 in

single hard-cover vols., $3.90 each in 2 paperback vols.).

Tobe Deutschmann Corp., Norwood, Mass, manufac-
turer of capacitors, has discontinued production, laying off

250 employes. The company blamed operating losses for
the decision. Majority stockholder is Comell-Dubilier Elec.

Philco and General Transistor Corp. have signed a
cross-licensing agreement. Each company will license the
other to make, use and sell transistors developed by each.

Royalties will be paid under the agreement.

Gen. H. Franklin Gregory, USAF (ret.), who directed
“Project Farside” (space probe)—now a v.p. & asst, to

pres, of Midwestern Instruments, named a dir, of the co.

Sylvania’s proposed $25-million issue of debentures
has been postponed because of “bond market conditions.”

Finance

Magnavox earnings jumped 28% on sales which in-

creased 9.7% to a record high during the fiscal year ended

June 30, chmn. Richard O’Connor & pres. Frank Freimann
reported last week. Sales since July 1 have been running

“more than 26%” ahead of the year-ago volume. For the

fiscal year, total sales were divided almost equally among
the Fort Wayne firm’s TV, stereo hi-fi & industrial-govt.-

electronics divisions. The officials said that, pending ap-

proval of a proposed 2-for-l stock split at the annual meet-

ing Oct. 28, the board plans to recommend a 33 1/3%
increase in dividend rate. For fiscal year ended June 30:

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share
Shares outstanding . . .

.

1959
$90,623,559

3,361,496
3.02

1,067,905

1958
$82,592,113

2,622,628
2.38

985,605

TelePrompTer Corp. reported last week that total sales

for the first 6 months of 1959 were 18.4% above the com-
parable 1958 period, although net income was down. For
6 months ended June 30:

Net sales . .

.

Net income
Earned per share . .

.

Shares outstanding . .

1959 1958

$1,910,194 $1,613,321
132,136 143,628

87«( 404
356,591 356,591

Loew’s Theatres Inc. has a “completely open mind” on
acquisitions, will consider any venture that promises profits,

and currently is “looking at” radio & TV stations, pres.

Eugene Picker declared last week. Discussing plans for

expansion through diversification, he announced that vol-

ume stockholder (around 400,000 shares or more than

15%) Lawrence Tisch has been elected a dir. & chmn. of

the firm’s finance committee. Hotel-magnate Tisch will

devote his time to seeking diversifying acquisitions.

Loew’s Theatres Inc., which operates radio WMGM N.Y.,

became an independent theater chain in March, following

its separation from Loew’s Inc., movie production firm.

Davega sales jumped 30% in the past 6 weeks under

its new management (Vol. 15:29) compared with year-ago

performance, chmn. Dr. Max A. Geller told the annual

meeting last week. However, from Feb. 28 (start of the

current fiscal year) until the new group assumed control on

July 8, sales were some 20% behind last year’s pace, and

Davega’s losses were in the area of $400,000. For fiscal

1959, the chain suffered a loss of $385,000 on sales of $18.9

million. “We believe we’ve stemmed the tide,” pres. Joseph

Axler said, forecasting a profit possibility in fiscal 1960.

Clevite anticipates record sales & earnings this year,

pres. William G. Laffer said last week. He estimated sales

of $80-$85 million and earnings of $3 a share or better,

compared with last year’s $63,354,991 sales & earnings of

$1.60 a share. The improved showing results in part from

better profit position of Clevite’s electronics div., he said.

A restricted stock-option plan for AB-PT & ABC-TV
executives & employes will be submitted to AB-PT stock-

holders for approval at a special meeting Nov. 24. Details

of the plan have not been released.

Reports & comments available: Electronics stocks,

comments, Calvin Bullock, 1 Wall St., N.Y. 6 . . . Hoffman
Electronics, analyzed by William R. Staats & Co., 640 S.

Spring St., Los Angeles 14 . . . Westinghouse, review,

Reynolds & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y. 6; report, Abraham &
Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y. 6 . . . Philco, comments, Droulia

& Co., 25 Broad St., N.Y. 4 . . . General Tire & Rubber Co.,

comments, A. M. Kidder & Co., 1 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . .

Entron Inc., prospectus, Alkow & Co. Inc., 40 Exchange

Place, N.Y. 6.
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Motorola expects record-making 3rd-quarter sales

& earnings “by comfortable margins” and new yearly highs

in both categories if present trends continue, pres. Robert

W. Galvin declared last week. Motorola 3rd-quarter records

are $60,887,948 sales (1956) & $2,865,676 or $1.48-a-share

earnings (1950). Yearly highs -are $227,662,168 sales (1956)

& $13,130,246 or $6.78-a-share earnings (1950). . Galvin

attributed the bright outlook to booming TV sales which
are running 60% ahead of the pace of the year-ago period;

sharply increased radio sales (including auto), ranging
from 40% ahead for some models to 2V2 times on others;

“very strong” demand for stereo equipment—-so strong “we
haven’t been able to keep up with orders.” He also noted a

10-25% increase in sales of Motorola’s communications div.

products, which include closed-circuit TV, 2-way radio.

Westinghouse anticipates that second-half sales &
earnings will top those of the first half, pres. Mark W.
Cresap said recently. He forecast that on a quarterly

basis, volume & profits will show steady gains throughout

the year. During the second quarter, Westinghouse had a

record net income of $19,741,000 ($1.12 a share) on sales of

$474,132,000 (Vol. 15:31). Cresap said that order bookings

are “up sharply” in many of the company’s product lines.

He estimated that Westinghouse will have total capital

expenditures of some $65 million for the year, down from
1958’s approximately $70 million, with most of the spending

going in to improvement of existing production facilities.

Entron Inc., manufacturer of community antenna

equipment, is offering 200,000 shares of common stock at

$5 a share through an underwriting group headed by
Alkow & Co. The prospectus lists sales for the 3 months
ended May 31 at $329,128, earnings $19,535 vs. $427,588 &
$42,579 in the same 1958 period. For the fiscal year ended

Feb. 28, 1959, sales were $1,327,123, earnings $56,363 vs.

$788,127 & $17,525 in fiscal 1958. On May 31, Entron’s

current assets were $737,707, fixed assets $79,378, total

assets $866,454. Current liabilities totaled $176,592, long-

term debt $510,571, total liabilities $687,163, earned sur-

plus $107,716.

Independent TV Corp. grossed $13,989,787 in its first

year ended Sept. 1. Pres. Walter Kingsley said foreign

sales for the period totaled $4,846,258 (about a third in the

western hemisphere & 2/3 in the eastern). Underscoring
ITC’s booming foreign activities, he said the company “is

now providing 188 weekly half-hours of TV entertainment
outside of the U.S., with l9 properties currently sold & run-

ning in 39 foreign countries.” ITC is jointly owned by the

Jack Wrather Organization of Beverly Hills, and Associ-

ated Television Ltd., London. ;

Excise taxes totaling $152,566,000 were collected from
manufacturers of TV-radio sets, phonos, components and
related equipment during the 1959 fiscal year ended June
30, compared with 1958’s collection of $146,422,000, the

Internal Revenue Service reports.

Zenith sales & earnings will set records in 3rd quar-
ter, says pres. Joseph Wright in Home Furnishings Daily.

Sylvania broke ground last week for a 40,000-sq.-ft.

microwave tube research facility at Mountain View, Cal.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation

Daystrom
General Dynamics . .

.

Packard-Bell
Sonotone

Period Amt. Payable

Q $0.30 Nov. 16— .60 Nov. 10

Q .121/2 Oct. 26— .07 Dec. 16

Stk. of
Record
Oct. 27
Oct. 9
Oct. 12
Nov. 18

Educqtionol Television

ETV tape network is blossoming rapidly now, with 24

of 43 ETV affiliates of National ETV & Radio Center I

(NET)' equipped or slated for installations of Ampex
Videotape recorders, according to NET’s compilation as of

Sept. 28. New shipments since our Sept. 14 accounting 1

(Vol. 15:37) have gone to KVIE Sacramento, WTHS-TV
Miami, KETC St. Louis, WCET Cincinnati, WUNC-TV
Chapel Hill, N.C., KRMA-TV Denver, WHA-TV Madison,

Wis., WKNO-TV Memphis, KUED Salt Lake City, WMBS
East Lansing, Mich., and KDPS-TV Des Moines.

j

Greater W'ashington Educational TV Assn, has received
j

a $26,000 Ford Foundation grant to finance engineering & I

legal studies for a Washington ETV station application, |

and pres. Mrs. Edmond D. Campbell said a Ch. 26 applica- j

tion will be filed within a year. The association also an-
(

nounced that its Time for Science (“the largest elementary 1

science classroom in the world”) begins its 2nd year of 4

daily telecasts over WTTG Sept. 28. The program will l|

be seen by 50,000 Washington-area private, public & paro- 1

chial grade-school children, 25% above last year’s total.
(

The series will include a color broadcast each month from ;

a major cultural institution.

Beginning German will be taught by closed-circuit
;

video-tape telecasts this year at the U. of Texas. The les-
i

sons, taped last spring for the first semester, will be shown *

every hour on the hour from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon., the other <

4 days being devotde to drills in small groups. Dr. Leroy R.

Shaw, asst. prof, of Germanic languages will instruct. In

another development at U* of Texas, TV-radio activities (

have been transferred to the College of Arts & Sciences i

from the College of Fine Arts, with regular TV-radio
j

courses transferring from the drama & speech depts. to
|

the school of journalism.

Debut program in Prospects of Mankind TV series
j

(Vol. 15:38) of the National ETV & Radio Center will 1

have hostess-moderator Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt discussing

“New Possibilities for Coexistence” with guests: V. K. <

Krishna Menon, India’s defense minister & head of Indian )

delegation to the United Nations; Robert R. Bowie, Har- I

vard U. center for international affairs dir.; and Harrison \

Salisbury, N.Y. Times Soviet expert. The series of £
|

monthly 60-min. filmed programs for ETV & commercial
|

stations premieres Oct. 11. 1

Forty-two interconnected ETV stations will telecasl

a new NBC-TV 13-wk. cycle of Briefing Session startinf

Oct. 6, 10:30-11 p.m., with Robert McCormick & Leor

Pearson as host & facts communicators, respectively. Sev

eral regular NBC-TV stations will carry the series on i

delayed basis. Discussion topics are chiefly domestic 6

foreign issues.

Professional TV course at Syracuse U. begins its 12tl

year with an enrollment of 28 graduate students fron

some 20 institutions throughout the country. The year

long study, leading to a Master of Science degree in TV
trains college graduates for positions with networks

stations, agencies that provide TV with special services.

TV will solve a UCLA space problem. An Oct.-Nov

extension course in “Philosophies of Today,” hopefull:

planned for 350, already has registered 1,800 students

Because that vast class can’t crowd in with the professor

the U.’s ETV dept, will bring him to them via a closed-cir

cuit TV hookup connecting 8 campus halls & classrooms

Educational WGBH-TV (Ch. 2) Boston will inaugurat

a series on controversial issues facing education Oct. 1
'
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TV QUIZ SPECTACULAR PROMOTED BY HARRIS: This is headline-comeback week for

)i:
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) & his House Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee. Although FCC TV "influ-

1

1

ence" exposes were among hottest things on Capitol Hill in 1958, the subcommittee has done little since.

They're hopefully trying another news-making format—public hearings on last year's big-money
network-TV quiz-show scandals (Vol. 15:37)—after failing so far in 1959 to come up with anything like

1958's FCC sensations, despite early-session promises (Vol. 15:1).

Large House caucus room has been reserved for quiz investigation by Harris. He hasn't needed it to

‘ handle crowds of hearing spectators since oversight subcommittee began breaking story of backdoor con-

niving for Miami Ch. 10 (see p. 5) in Feb. 1958 (Vol. 14:7).
1'^

i

Quiz probe will be continuous show in the hearings which open 10 a.m. Oct. 6 in high-ceilinged cham-
s ber on 3rd floor of old House Office Bldg. Hearings are scheduled to run morning <S afternoon through Oct.

"Bi 9—with extended engagement possible next week if this week's performances by witnesses warrant it.

Booked for hearings is "selected" cast of witnesses, according to subcommittee counsel Robert W.
Lishman. They're expected to include contestants, network officials, producers, sponsors—many of whom
appeared before N.Y. Grand Jury which explored allegations that winners were coached on answers.
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"Some of the witnesses will be reluctant/* counsel Lishman told us. "We've had to issue a con-

siderable number of subpoenas to get them down here. Most of them started out to be cooperative when we
-Irst talked to them about appearing, but as soon as they get close to the hearings they start to get worried

c-bout the publicity."

Rough script for Harris hearings has been outlined by subcommittee staffers who spent weeks look-

i.'.g for leads in minutes of Grand Jury—which returned no indictments. No precise roster of witnesses was
rsady at last week's end in Harris's absence from Washington, however. And other subcommittee sources

told us he plans to run proceedings largely by ear—with no set order for witnesses to be called. Harris

Las insisted that purpose of hearings isn't to revive stale scandal stories but to determine whether new FCC
cr FTC regulations are needed to protect public from any fraud perpetrated by TV programs.

POSING THE EQUAL-TIME PROBLEMS: Broadcasters are pleased with new political equal-

time law (Vol. 15:36), but there's going to be a lot of groping & experimenting before either the industry or

L,avt. is comfortable with it. That was quite clear from a panel discussion on subject sponsored by the Federal

L'ur Assn, in Washington Sept. 25.

The panel of capable industry & govt, attorneys, assembled by moderator Harry Plotkin, did an
c :ceptional job of pointing up the knowns & unknowns. It comprised: FCC Comr. Fred Ford, CBS v.p. Richard

Lalant, NAB chief counsel Douglas Anello, Justice Dept, attorney Richard Solomon (recently from FCC),
private practitioner Joseph Rauh.

Host of questions was raised, and it's obvious that FCC will just have to try to anticipate as many
problems as it can, as it drafts new rules, hoping that the rules will cover most major squabbles as they

L.-ise. A major uncertainty is this: Broadcasters no longer need to give candidates equal time to compensate

icr the appearance of their opponents on certain types of news programs. However, broadcasters also must

ho "fair" about the whole news schedule. How & when will a broadcaster's "fairness" be judged by FCC?
Ir.imediately upon the filing of a complaint? Several years later, at license renewal time? No one knew.

(Lor details of the discussion, see p. 4.)

LATIN-AMERICAN FILM-TAPE SUPERMARKET: A master film-buying-&-selling organi-

zr.tion for Latin-American TV stations and the headquarters of a video-tape network spanning the Spanish-

speaking world—these are aspirations of year-old Television Interamericana S.A. (TISA), which may soon

uoite Latin America's biggest telecasting interests for first time.

Preliminary talks between Cuban & Mexican TV moguls Goar Mestre & Emilio Azcorraga in Havana
(Vol. 15:38) have been encouraging enough to warrant further discussions between the 2 this week at the

-VLeramerican Assn, of Broadcasters' biennial convention in Mexico City. "Within the next 30 days we'll

know if Mexico is coming in," says Mestre
—

"but at any rate, we're set up for business."

Actually, TISA has been in business for some time. It is owned jointly by Mestre's CMQ-TV net-

V ork, RCA distributors Lastra & Humara's Cuban CMFB-TV network, the John G. Johnson group which owns

\ .'APA-TV San Juan, P.R., and Venezuela's 4-station Radio Caracas network. Mestre is pres.; Benigno Nosti,

c;: CMBF-TV film mgr., is full-time exec. v.p.

"TISA aspires to supply a reasonable percentage of the film needs of Latin America—both our mem-

ber and non-member stations," Mestre told us, "We hope also to lay the groundwork for a tape interchange

between Latin-American coimtries."

In telefilm field, TISA has 3 ways of operating: (1) It serves as a pooled buying organization to

acquire film material of all types on world market for its member stations. (2) It will accumulate, when

market conditions are favorable, U.S. film which has already been dubbed for Spanish-speaking market. (3)

It is acquiring Latin-American rights (on a 3-to-5-year basis) to U.S. film properties, either on a flat sum or

participating basis (a percentage after recouping dubbing costs), for member stations and resale to others.

Latter plan apparently is heart of TISA at the moment. Under this technique, TISA buys non-dubbed

films, handles complete dubbing (in Mexico, Puerto Rico, Cuba or Venezuela) & distribution. It already has

acquired rights to 10 CBS Films properties—including Gunsmoke, Lucy, Trackdown, Have Gun—Will Travel,

A.inie Oakley, Whirlybirds, Perry Mason, Navy Log. It is handling distribution arrangements (under plan

Nj. 2) for such CBS properties as The Whistler, Foreign Legion, cartoons, CBS News. Although deals so far

l'.c;ve been only with CBS, basic theory of TISA requires that it work with most, if not all, TV film distributors.
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I Though some U.S. film distributors look with alarm at TISA as possible price-depressing cartel,

I Mestre says this just isn't so. As he explains it : "We're not trying to buy all film material for Latin-American

f stations—just a reasonable percentage . . .

"A large number of U.S. syndicators have been deceived about the potential of the Latin-American

market," he says. "More than 130 shows have been dubbed in Spanish, and the market is good for only about

a quarter of that number. Prices are tumbling as syndicators try to recoup their dubbing costs—it's a buyer's

market in TV film. A lot of people are going to get hurt.

"Latin America is still an undeveloped TV market which is just beginning. Distances between sta-

tions are vast, and the cost of doing business is exorbitant for any single U.S. company." With TISA buying

film rights, doing the dubbing, supplying film to its member stations and handling distribution to non-mem-

bers, he says, order can be brought out of chaos.

How far TISA intends to go in dealing with sponsors & ad agencies isn't known—but U.S. film

distributors point out that most of their Latin-American deals are directly with sponsors, rather than with

stations. At any rate, if Mexico's powerful Azcarraga group joins up as TISA member & owner, the group's

hand will be immeasurably strengthened in all aspects of the Latin film-tape trade.

• • • •

To deal with just such issues as TISA poses—in fact, all TV program export problems—a new U.S.

trade group is in organizational status now and hopes to be a going concern by year's end. Patterned after

Motion Picture Export Assn, and assisted by that organization, the association would help telefilm firms

with problems of overseas film quotas, currency exchange, export regulations, etc.

Forming the export group are film syndication wings of the 3 networks . United Artists and MCA TV.

William H. Fineshriber Jr., ex-international sales dir. of Screen Gems, was named special consultant for 10

weeks to draft "specific organizational documents." CBS TV stations div. pres. Merle Jones is temporary

chairman. George Muchnic is committee counsel.

BELL LABS PUSHES TV SPACE RELAY TESTS: First experiments in actual use of space

satellites to relay TV pictures—forerunner of live transoceanic TV—are expected to begin next year in a joint

project of Bell Labs and National Aeronautics & Space Administration.

Transmissions of bandwidths wide enough to accommodate a TV channel will originate at Gold-

stone, Calif., for pickup at Holmdel, N.J., 2,300 miles away. The first experiments are due to be made using

orbiting aluminized balloons about 100 ft. in diameter at a height of about 1,000 miles. They'll be "passive"

satellites—that is, reflectors with no electronic gear in them. Later experiments will use "active" satellites,

or orbiting relay stations.

Bell Labs figures that either an active or passive satellite could accommodate enough bandwidth
for 900 simultaneous phone channels or one TV channel. About four-fifths of the cost of the work is being

paid by Bell Labs, the remainder by NASA.

THE BRITISH HAVE LANDED: Large-scale invasion of U.S. market in TV cameras is being

launched by Ampex with the British-built Marconi Mark IV (Vol. 15:17, 28) which features A-V2 in. image
orthicon tube among long list of plus values (for details, see page 8). It's first item of line of Marconi-

built TV products Ampex will distribute in U.S., we were told at Sept. 30 N.Y. demonstration.

Camera was tailored to stiff specifications of BBC-TV . Praised earlier this year by CBS-TV engi-

neering v.p. William B. Lodge (Vol. 15:12). Mark IV will be pushed heavily to networks (CBS-TV ordered 5

in a direct deal made before Ampex-Marconi tie-up; ABC-TV is "interested"; NBC-TV would rather not discuss

it), independent tape producer-syndicators, and to station market where much camera equipment is now 10

years old or more.

Other British A-V2 in. cameras are due in U.S. soon from Pye Ltd. and EMI, although 62-year-old

Marconi firm has the jump via Ampex distribution, plus fact Ampex will promote the $17,000 camera as

part of "package" with its new VR-IOOOB recorder.

Large-sized camera tube isn't new . In fact,"more than 300" TV cameras (Mark III) equipped
with it have been tmned out. What's new about Mark IV is its scaled-down size, slick design & novel features.

Ampex thinks picture quality of Mark IV is so good it's bound to cause shakeup in U.S. manu-
facturing. As Cyril Teed, part of visiting Marconi team, put it to us: "Three-inch cameras give marginal
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performance by comparison except in the hands of a real expert." If sizable sales develop on the import

cameras, you can be sure RCA, GE & others will get in the act with A-Vz in. models of their own.

Demand exceeds output of Marconi camera, we're told. Currently "one complete camera channel

per day" is being turned out, but more Marconi facilities can be tapped if needed. Printed circuitry is used

extensively, and mass production is possible, say Marconi-Ampex executives.

DIMEKSIONS OF CATV INDUSTRY: Studying our new community-antenna directory, a 29-

page section of Fall-Winter Factbook which is now in the mails, we find systems continuing their development

at the same steady date they've maintained over last few years.

It's impossible to pinpoint every system & every subscriber , but our fairly well-educated guess is

that about 2,250,000 people in U.S. now get their TV via cable. Here are key figures derived from the direc-

tory,which is based on exhaustive questionnaires directed at CATV operators themselves:

(1) 597 systems now operating in U.S ., vs. 555 six months ago (Vol. 15:14). Canada: 150 vs. 144.

(2) Total U.S. homes served by those supplying pertinent figures: 605,607 vs. 549,967 six months

ago. Canada : 84,622 vs. 67,594. These statistics don't include customers served by systems with fewer than

125 subscribers. We've concluded that the latter aren't "in business" in a realistic sense—rather are neigh-

borhood-type affairs.

(3) Estimated potential of U.S. systems, according to operators, is 1,065,768 homes—vs. 952,470 in our

last roundup. Canadian potential: 145,725 vs. 124,975.

(4) Average number of subscribers per system (of those with more than 125): 1,219 vs. 1,215.

Canada: 846 vs. 815.

(5) Average potential per U.S. system: 2,248 vs. 2,103. Canada: 1,487 vs. 1,506.

The directory, most comprehensive published, includes: name of company, address, telephone,

number of subscribers, estimated potential, date of start, make of equipment, principal officer, station sig-

nals distributed, list of group owners.

Congress

Bipartisan Broadcasts: Sens. Scott (R-Pa.) & Clark

(D-Pa.), who launched a unique joint TV-radio political

program for home-state stations in Feb. (Vol. 15:8),

wound up the first session of the 86th Congress with 7 TV
& 9 radio outlets carrying the show regularly.

‘‘We do not have an accurate count on the audience,

but our heavy mail and the newspaper coverage of each

appearance indicates that we have a very large & en-

thusiastic audience by normal public-service standards,”

Scott’s press consultant Eugene S. Cowen told us. He &
Clark’s staffer Bernard Norwitch co-produce the bi-weekly

film-&-tape programs in the Senate’s TV-radio studio. The
stations pay $45 for films, $8.50 for tapes.

The format of Your Senators Report varies. Some-

times Scott & Clark act as “a sort of political buck & wing
team,” as the Philadelphia Inquirer described the biparti-

san performance. Sometimes the Senators put guests

through political paces on domestic & international issues.

They have included Republican National Chmn. Thruston

B. Morton, Democratic National Chmn. Paul M. Butler,

Sens. Aiken (R-Vt.) & Douglas (D-Ill.).

There’s no editing of the 30-min. no-holds-barred po-

litical program. It “might well be emulated” by Senators

from the other 14 states which are represented by one Re-

publican & one Democrat, Variety said, pointing out that

stations needn’t be “leery of a program featuring opposing

viewpoints” on contioversial subjects.

FCC-approved TV-equipment list, as issued by the

Commission last week, is included in full text in our new
Fall-Winter Factbook (No. 29).

The FCC

more about

INTERPRETING ‘EQUAL TIME’: The Federal Bar Assn. i

panel discussion of the new political broadcasting law

(see p. 2) served a major function of assembling ques-

tions for FCC’s consideration as it begins drafting

rules to carry out the intent of Congress. FCC Comr.

Fred Ford began by listing these questions:

(1) What is a “regularly scheduled newscast?”

(2) When is the appearance of a candidate “inci- I

dental” to a newscast?

(3) What is a newscast? A documentary? Etc., etc.
|

(4) Will FCC have to review a station’s entire pro- i

gram structure before making a decision on its “fairness?” I

“We can’t give split-second decisions,” he said. i

(5) How much information must FCC request from f

broadcasters, to show Congress what it based its decisions
i

on? “It may be considerable,” he said.

CBS v.p. Richai’d Salant, whose network led the fight

for amendment of the law, summed it up thus in his direct

statement and in answer to questions:

“I’m pretty happy. It’s an important step forward.

Some day we’ll ask for more freedom. Face-to-face de-

bates should have been exempted, but we got pretty good

hors d’oeuvres . . . The law gives us more freedom, and

also more responsibilities . . . The sole test is newsworthi-

ness. We like to consider ourselves as sensible, sophisti- i

cated news people. Small parties, such as the old Bull
"

Moose, Progressive and States Rights, have to be recog-

nized. But I don’t think that our job is to build up insig-

nificant new parties. Rather, it’s up to us to use sophisti-
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cated news judgment.” He added that tiny splinter parties

could be handled in a special program, in non-prime time.

“With the new amendment,” Salant said, “we can give

even more free time. If you’re willing to show yourself

as you are, we’ll give you more free time than you want.”

He indicated a general disapproval of “set” political

speeches. He also defended FCC’s Lar Daly decision, as-

serted that it was “not unreasonable” in light of the law,

claimed that press & broadcasters have been unfair to FCC.

Salant was disturbed about the formation of the new
Yarborough “watchdog” subcommittee (Vol. 15:38), which

is designed to insure “freedom of speech.” “I must express

extreme distress about it,” he said. “There’s a danger of

running into the First Amendment. I recall that one

Senator once called for all CBS’s scripts dealing with seg-

regation, asserting his examination of them would deter-

mine how he’d vote on the Bricker network-control bill.”

Salant concluded that “broadcasters are now obligated

to provide more political broadcasting & information pro-

grams. We can now do a more comprehensive job.”

NAB chief counsel Douglas Anello said that Congress

didn’t go far enough: “I’m disappointed because Congress

wouldn’t even consider repealing Sec. 315. This means that

broadcasters haven’t sold Congress & the Administration

on the good job stations are doing. Broadcasters are as

grown up as newspapers. We’ll try to make it work, but

it won’t be easy. Small broadcasters are going to have

problems. How are they going to determine what a news-

cast is? They have a right to freedom of editorial opinion.”

Justice Dept, attorney Richard Solomon was concerned

about the “fairness doctrine.” He wondered when FCC
would determine whether a station had been fair—“3 or

4 years later, at renewal time? The Congressmen fear

that. It’s fair to say the industry & FCC are on probation.”

Attorney Joseph Rauh, a politically active Democrat,

took an entirely different angle—stating that the poorer

candidate is discriminated against. He made a proposal:

Require stations to give free time one hour weekly for the

8 weeks preceding Presidential elections. “Maybe the law

requires this now, under the fairness doctrine,” he said.

Share-time Ch. 10 grants to WHEC-TV & WVET-TV
Rochester were sustained last week by the U.S. Court of

Appeals, as it upheld FCC’s denial of the protest filed by
radio WSAY. Said Judges Prettyman, Fahy and Wash-
ington: “We have considered the several procedural con-

tentions raised by appellant and find in them no basis for

reversal. As to the merits, the principal contention of

appellant is that the grants are inconsistent with the

public interest, convenience and necessity in that they

result in undue concentration of the media of mass com-
munication in the area affected. The Commission weighed
the factors relevant to this contention and resolved the

issue in a manner which we think in the circumstances was
within its allowable discretion. For this reason, and find-

ing no [other] error, the decision & order are affirmed.”

Radio-antenna towers, now painted with white bands
half the width of the orange bands, must be repainted

with bands of equal width by Jan. 1, 1960, FCC reminded
broadcasters last week. The new markings are a result of

a change in its rules adopted by FCC in 1953.

Winter resident J. Patrick Beacom of Fort Pierce, Fla.,

who also is grantee of WJPB-TV (Ch. 35) Fairmont, W.
Va., petitioned FCC last week to switch either Ch. 14 from
Lake Wales or Ch. 15 from Ocala to Fort Pierce so that he
may apply for it.

Mack Loses Appeal: The U.S. Court of Appeals in Wash-
ington last week rejected pleas by ex-FCC Comr. Richard

A. Mack & Thurman A. Whiteside for acquittal on charges

that they conspired to rig the award of Miami Ch. 10 to

National Airlines’ WPST-TV.
Counsel for Mack & Whiteside had sought to block a

new trial for them—now scheduled to start Nov. 3 (Vol.

15:38-39)—on grounds that District Court Judge Burnita

S. Matthews improperly denied their motion for dismissal

of the case. The lawyers argued that a sequence of lower

court events—including the jury’s failure to reach a ver-

dict in the 14-week first trial—should prevent a second

trial. But a 3-judge Appeals Court panel said that the

pleas weren’t supported by Federal Court procedural rules.

Further legal moves which could delay retrial of Mack
& Whiteside were promised by counsel Arthur J. Hilland

& Nicholas Chase, however. They planned to ask the Ap-
peals Court for a rehearing of their arguments.

Grant of Ch. 9 in Eugene, Ore. was awarded tenta-

tively to Liberty TV Inc. by FCC Examiner Thomas H.

Donahue last week. The newcomer, with no broadcast

record, no qualification blemishes and a slightly superior

program proposal, was preferred over competitor KEED,
an applicant “experienced in broadcasting but with a bad

record.” Donahue berated KEED for its tendency toward

over-commercialization & its dearth of public-service pro-

grams; he cited figures which showed that KEED devoted

an avei’age of 10% of its time to spot announcements. The
station’s “tepid public-service” activities and its frequent

newscasts save it from being characterized as a “platter-

playing & huckstering” station, he said. But, he concluded,

the station’s record, “taken together with the sharp devia-

tion between [its] promises & its performance” gives it a

“whopping demerit.” The 3rd contestant—Northwest Video

—had withdrawn its application last Nov.

KFJZ-TV’s efforts to switch from Ch. 11 to Ch. 2 in

Fort Worth, met opposition last week from WBAP-TV
(Ch. 5,' Fort Worth, WFAA-TV (Ch. 8) Dallas and the

Joint Council on Educational TV. The opposition came in

comments filed in response to FCC’s rule-making pro-

posal to switch educational Ch. 2 from Denton to Fort

Worth, KFJZ-TV’s Ch. 11 to Denton for educational use.

Non-affiliated KFJZ-TV said it wants to shift to Ch. 2 to

increase its coverage & make itself more attractive as a

potential network affiliate. WBAP-TV & WFAA-TV said

the station could achieve the same results with power-

height increases. WFAA-TV added that if the channels

are switched, all potential applicants should have a chance

at Ch. 2 JCET said Ch. 11 in Denton would get adjacent-

channel interference from KXII (Ch. 12) Ardmore.

Protest by KFDX-TV (Ch. 3) Wichita Falls, Tex. to

the grant of an application by KSWO-TV (Ch. 7) Lawton,

Okla. to change power, antenna height and transmitter lo-

cation was granted by FCC last week. KFDX-TV based its

pi'otest on the economic injury issue, stating that the

changes in KSWO-TV facilities, including a move to within

24 mi. of Wichita Falls, would put a city-grade signal into

Wichita Falls. FCC oi-dered an evidentiary hearing but

denied a request by KFDX-TV to stay the grant.

Uncontested grant of Ch. 12, Farmington, N.M., was
tentatively given to Farmington Bcstg. Co. in an initial de-

cision issued by Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith last week.

Competing applicants Farmington and Four Corners Bcstg.

Co. got together last March and agreed to merge into an

equally-owned company.
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WEE SMALL HOURS GOING BIG: The 3 network o&o’s

and most of the 4 independent outlets in N.Y.—faced

with increased demands for nighttime announcement

slots by agency timebuyers—are pushing their pro-

gram frontiers even further into what one station sales

dir. last week called “the insomniac hours.” Every N.Y.

TV station is on the air until, and usually past, mid-

night, and no one lifts an eyebrow any more when ad-

vertiser availabilities as late as 2:30 or 3 a.m. are

discussed. Here’s the 7-station mai'ket at a glance:

WRCA-TV: Now “completely sold out” (according to

station mgr. Max E. Buck) in prime t’me 20-sec. & 1 min.

availabilities (thanks in part to an “orbit plan” whereby
nighttime advertisers rotate in a series of prime-time spot

positions), the NBC-owned station is the latest flagship to

invade the early-morning hours. Having recently added the

locally telecast Consult Dr. Brothers (1-1:15 a.m.) follow-

ing the network’s Jack Paar Show, WRCA-TV added on

Oct. 5 an extra 30-min. participation segment, 13th Hour
Drama, to run from 1 : 15 to 1 :45 a.m. across the board, uti-

lizing Screen Gems & MCA TV dramatic anthology reruns.

On weekends, WRCA-TV airs double-feature movies start-

ing at 11:15 (Sat.) and 10:30 p.m. (Sun.).

WCBS-TV : A pioneer in programming for stay-up-

late New Yorkers with its 8-yr.-old Late Show & Late Late
Show double-feature strip starting at 11:15 p.m., the CBS
flagship on Oct. 3 started stretching its Sat.-night schedule

another half-hour. Scheduled to follow the “late-late” fea-

ture on Sat. (technically. Sun. a.m.) are reruns of the

30-min. New York Confidential series. If the syndication

show draws sponsors and an audience in the 3 a.m. area,

WCBS-TV may add other 30-min. reruns at that time.

WABC-TV : N.Y.’s ABC-TV flagship last month length-

ened its list of spot availabilities with a slightly different

tactic. Now slotted on week nights in front of its regular

Night Show feature showcase is a 1-hr. local variety show.
Everything Goes starring Harvey Lembeck (in a format
like Paar’s), that now delays the feature until 12:15 a.m.

WNEW-TV: Another believer in a blend of late-night

movies-&-controversy, WNEW-TV airs a Mon.-Thur. sched-

ule of 5-Star Movie at 11 p.m., followed by the tape-syndi-

cated Paul Coates Show at approx 12:45-1:15 a.m. On Fri.

& Sat., 5-Star Finale replaces Coates with a double movie.

WOR-TV: The only N.Y. outlet ever to experiment
with a completely all-night program schedule in TV’s
earliest days, WOR-TV still keeps its franchise with movie
viewers who prefer black coffee to Ovaltine at night. In

its Mon.-Thur. late lineup, WOR-TV slots a double feature.

Million Dollar Movie and Mystery Theatre, followed by a

newscast that keeps the station on until 1:30 a.m. or later.

On Sat., the 10:30-11:30 p.m. slot is occupied by Major
Leagtie Bowling, followed by a 30-min. mystery telefilm

rerun series, followed in turn by horror-film host Zacherley.

WPIX: The nearest thing to an early-to-bed station

in N.Y. this season is New York News-owned independent
WPIX. Curently, the station’s late-night policy is a news-
sports package at 11-11:20 p.m., followed by a single fea-

ture film showing in its All Star Theatre strip.

WNTA-TV: An advocate of late-night “talk” shows
featuring offbeat personalities, WNTA-TV has a varied

schedule during the 7-day week built around Henry Mor-
gan, Mike Wallace (who has interview shows and a 12:30
a.m. newscast series), David Susskind, and 'fed Steele.

Advertiser availabilities are provided as late as 1 a.m.
Summed up: “Extra programming to make room for

a waiting list of sponsors,” said one N.Y. station mgr.

BARTER BASEMENT: Although 50% of all telefilm being
offered in Los Angeles is on barter—a sharp increase

—

the film-for-time merchants are now receiving a cold

reception in this 7-station market which was once a
haven for the barter specialists. An obvious reason for

the switch is the current prosperity in Los Angeles
(Vol. 15:28), but other reasons were also offered by
station executives we checked.

Barter is being offered in 2 ways. One is the direct .

distributor & station deal: time for film. In the other |

situation, the distributor works through an ad agency
which controls time; this becomes a triangular deal, with
the station not actively taking the film as barter.

Here’s what Los Angeles station executives told us
last week about barter:

Clark George, gen. mgr., KNXT, CBS o&o: “We
aren’t interested in barter deals. The last offered was a

strip of Death Valley Days, from McCann-Erickson.”
Jim Parks, sales mgr., KRCA NBC o&o: “We don’t ;

have even a half-hour available for any syndicated show.

We’ve had barter deals—but no more. We no longer find f

them an attraction. Hard cash is preferable.”

Bob Quinlan, prog, mgr., KTLA: “A lot of barter \

deals are being offered to us, but we’re not taking any.
^

We’re having a helluva time clearing paid .=^pots, and j

aren’t interested in discount dollars, which you have in

barter. We’re wrapping up one or two old barter contracts.

Quite a few of these companies need ready cash, and about
j

50% of the film offered is on a barter basis.”

Selig Seligman, v.p. & gen. mgr., KABC-TV, ABC o&o: <

“Because film distributors have found difficulty in selling

in this market, some who normally would not do this are

bartering. Screen Gems has set up a barter dept. We had i

one deal with Guild Films 2 years ago, but are out of it i

now. We have no need for bartering; business is very good.”
;

Jim Higson, prog, mgr., KHJ-TV: “We have a small I

percentage of film through barter, mostly cartoons. We’ve
f

never got any good features or TV film out of a barter
(

arrangement. Quite a few deals have been offered us, but i

we haven’t made such a deal for quite a while.”

A KTTV spokesman who declined to be identified:
|

“We’ve made one barter deal in our history—on Life of

Riley. We don’t like barter becau.=:e of the difficulties of

administering the arrangements involving time schedules i

and the number of spots. Such deals are offered us.” '

Alvin Flanagan,v.p. & gen. mgr., KCOP : “Half the
|

films being offered us are on barter, but we’re not in-
|

terested. Our A and B time is sold out. Official, Guild,
j

Schubert and Flamingo are experienced in barter.” I

The Los Angeles story is probably reflected wherever

business is good throughout the country. For, as one east-

ern station executive put it, “Barter served a purpose in

TV’s earlier days when business was slow and stations

contended with lack of program availability. It was eco-

nomically sound then to trade time for needed program-
|

ming, and there’s no question but that barter helped many
|

stations over rough spots. Today, fortunately, business is I

good and there’s no shortage of netwoi'k programming. i

The economic factors which made bartering desirable &
even necessary do not exist today.”

Janet Leigh, Caesar Romero and Hans Conreid will >

appear on the opening panel of ABC-TV’s Take a Good
|

Look. The live series is the first panel show to have an all-

Hollywood guest roster. Other panel programs, such as i

What’s My Linel, use N.Y. personalities for permanent
panel spots, and an occasional Hollywood g sst.
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Blue-Gray Blue Chips: Evidence that public-service shows

can attract top TV sponsors as well as critical kudos could

be found last week in the first round of sales made by

Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. for its 30-min film series, The

American Civil War. Signed-up for the 13-episode prime-

time package on the 5 WBC outlets so far: General Foods

(for its premium-price Yuban Coffee), General Mills, Duke

cigarets, Renault Motors (for the Renault Dauphine,

biggest TV user among the foreign cars). Nationwide In-

surance Co., and Pittsburgh’s Iron City Brewing Co.

The series, written & produced by WBC national pro-

gram dir. Bill Kaland & historian Roy Meredith, repre-

sents a WBC-financed production investment (thus far)

of $150,000—modest in terms of nationally syndicated 30-

min. shows, but hefty for film-production by a single sta-

tion group. WBC executives are now discussing with syn-

dication firms national & international distribution of the

series. They anticipate a prime-time & subsequent-run

(with ETV tie-ins) market in this country & overseas.

Although the show isn’t officially on the telefilm mar-

ket yet (the first advance screening of 2 episodes for a

N.Y. press group was held Oct. 1 ) ,
“at least 8 stations’’

have wired WBC to ask for availabilities on the series.

Interestingly, although the 3,000 Brady photos used for

the series’ stop-motion-plus-narration technique deal

largely with the Union side, most of the advance interest

is from Southern stations, Kaland said.

Timing of the new series comes on the heels of the

WBC-sponsored San Francisco conference on public-sei'v-

ice shows at which most speakers advocated prestige pro-

gramming as commercially feasible.

-

Oscarcast Seesaw: Confidence that the movie industry

will again sponsor its Oscar Awards telecast on NBC
next spring—although one studio is withholding its de-

cision—was expressed last week by Ben Kahane, pres, of

the Academy of Motion Picture Aits & Sciences.

Kahane told us that Universal-International pres.

Milton Rackmil was not present at the Motion Picture Assn,

of America’s recent N.Y. meeting, and that his rep-

resentative said he could not deliver a decision until con-

ferring with his company. All the other companies have

indicated their willingness to participate. “1 think the

association will decide to sponsor the show. I will know defi-

nitely and very soon when Eric Johnston (who is MPAA’s
pres.) comes here for conferences,” Kahane said. He could

not estimate now the cost of the telecast, but explained that

each major & independent movie company contributes

O.26% of its domestic receipts. This sum did not reach the

$800,000 the telecast cost last year. The Academy, which

covered last year’s small deficit, is currently in negotiation

with MPAA for this money, and to set up a method for

covering future deficits. The first telecast had no deficit.

Kahane is firmly against returning the Oscar telecast

to commercial sponsorship. Certain top stars won’t appear

on a commercially sponsored show; sponsor conflict would

preclude the appearance of others; but Kahane’s principal

reason is the belief that this telecast is the best possible

public-relations & box-office buy for the cinema industry.

Ex-Academy pres. George Stevens concurs. The general

sentiment expressed by top Hollywood executives we
called was that while there may be some “pulling and

hauling,” the companies will again vote unanimously to

(
sponsor the telecast. Meanwhile, NBC has started talks for

renewal of the Academy’s contract, which expires in April.

NBC, of course, is eager to keep the show, for although it

doesn’t make money for the network, it is a rating &
prestige-builder.

Westerns Go Thataway: As it must to all overabundant

program types, rating trouble came last week to network
Westerns. Audience performance during the summer
months had been lackluster and the ratings scored so far

this fall by Westerns haven’t been much better.

Trendex multi-city rating figures for Westerns during

the Aug.-Sept. period are enough to worry any network.

Sponsored network Westerns (Gunsmoke, Have Gun, etc.)

drew a Trendex rating level of 14.5 and a share-of-audience

figure of 42.3% of viewing homes in Aug.-Sept. 1958. In

the comparable 1959 period, Trendex figures show a level

of 13.5 (down a full point) and a share of 38.5 (down 3.8

percentage points).

The fact that viewers may be deserting TV’s electronic

corrals (although not in startling numbers) was actually

foreshadowed earlier this summer in Nielsen reports.

In the June-July-Aug. period (in which most network
Westerns were in a rerun cycle) this year, the 10 top-rated

Western series drew a Nielsen average-audience rating-

figure of 21.3. In the summer of 1958, with virtually the

same lineup of Western shows, the outdoor sagas drew a

24.3 A A. This represents a 12% drop in rating as well as

a di-op-off of nearly 10% in terms of the share of the total

viewing audience attracted by Westerns.

With several new Western or semi-Western series

(Riverboat, The Deputy, Johnny Ringo, etc.) having made
unspectacular debuts this season, and with many unsold

Western pi ots still on the shelves of Hollywood producers,

not a few industry executives were wondering last week
if Westerns, as a program type, were really riding quite .so

tall in the saddle after all.

Delinquent TV parents who have “abdicated their au-

thority over their children to TV sets” were blasted last

week by Richmond County (N.Y.) d' strict attorney John
M. Braisted Jr., addressing the International Assn, of

Chiefs of Police. He also rapped TV’s tendency to show
“programs portraying life as a cheap commodity and con-

centrating on sadistic & brutal violence.” Charging that

in some homes “TV has become the substitute for parental

guidance & attentiveness,” Braisted warned that the dan-

ger in parental failure to screen their offsprings’ TV fare

was that youngsters tend to identify themselves with adult

“good guys or bad guys.”

More overseas-taped shows are in the works. NBC-TV
has scheduled Nov. 10-12 origination in Nassau, for The
Jack Paar Show. Paar and a 60-member troupe-—includ-

ing Hugh Downs, Jose Melis & 7 guest panelists—will

tape nightly shows a day in advance at the British Colo-

nial Hotel, and on various locations in the Bahamas. To
handle remote facilities, the hotel has rebuilt part of its

public rooms, and NBC will ship an Ampex-equipped mo-
bile tape unit and 4 RCA cameras to Nassau from Miami.

Dave Garroway, who started the tape-junket trend earlier

this year with a week-long (strike-inspiring) stint in

Paris, is currently discussing with NBC a location trip to

Japan for Today.

TV-taped Major League Baseball, 60-min. series of 26

panel-selected outstanding games, will be telecast weekly

by WGN-TV Chicago on Sat. afternoons starting this week

(10). The games were selected from more than 200 taped

in all major league cities, stripped of time lap.ses, and pro-

duced with TV-announcer Jack Brickhouse narrating play-

by-play. Peter DeMct produced the series; World Wide
Productions distributes.
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More about

AMPEX’S BRITISH NEWCOMER: A TV camera that’s

kinder to the lines & shadows in an actress’ face, that

gives a more balanced gray scale with no “black halo’’

around sharp lights, that is so stable 30 out of 45 of

its controls can be pre-set and kept under lock & key,

that frees the cameraman from many routine functions

better managed from the control room, and that im-

proves the quality of 2nd & 3rd generation tapes made

from its picture signal—those are some of the claims

Ampex is making for the British-built Marconi Mark

IV camera it is now distributing in the U.S. (see p. 3).

Much of the camera’s advantage over the 3-in. image-

orthicon models standard in American TV stems from its

4V2-in. tube, which produces a “negative” that’s 50%
larger than that of a 3-in. camera. A signal-to-noise ratio

improvement of up to 6 db over the 3-in. models is thus

gained, and the harsh look that haunts TV shots of even

the most attractive models in commercials is avoided.

There are other points designed to catch the eye of

tape producers, networks & stations: (1) Automatic iris,

remotely controlled, that operates all the lenses on the

camera turret at once, permitting operation of the picture

tube at constant light level. (2) The picture in the view-

finder is fed back from the control room, with a mixing

device that allows for superimpositions to insure accuracy

in trick shots. (3) Camera warmup takes only 20 min.;

thereafter, the camera operates for “months & months”

without any appreciable knob-twiddling.

Mark IV, weighing 95 lbs., also has built-in interna-

tional flexibility. An optional feature is a quick-change

system of components that will convert the camera from

525-line (U.S. standard) to 405 (British) or 625 (European)

operation. Floor cables (emerging from a junction on the

camera’s left side, out of the way of the cameraman) are

about % smaller than those on the standard U.S. 3-incher.

Cost: approximately $17,000—about $1,500 more than the

usual U.S. models.

Storm news, direct from Hurricane Grade’s swath,

was fed to the nation last week by WBTV & WBT Char-

lotte. TV weathercaster Alan Newcomb reported on area

gale conditions via CBS-TV’s Doug Edwards & The News,

illustrated by on-spot film which was shot by news mgr.

Nelson Benton’s 6-man reporter-photographer team. Radio

WBT was swamped with news requests, and it taped re-

ports for more than 50 stations, including CBC’s Halifax

outlet. The team roved as far south of the N.C. beaches

as Jacksonville, Fla., in one of the station’s most exhaus-

tive storm-coverage assignments. WBTV wrapped up its

local coverage with a special 30-min. “Hurricane Final.”

KWRB-TV (Ch. 10) Riverton, Wyo. may also identify

itself with Lander in addition to Thermopolis & Worland.

FCC corrected its release of Sept. 23 (Vol. 15:39) which

had stated that the station’s request to identify itself with

Lander had been denied.

Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters adds 5 mem-
bers: WIIC (Ch. 11) Pittsburgh; WOAY-TV (Ch. 4) Oak
Hill, W. Va.; WTVN-TV (Ch. 6) Columbus, 0.; WBRC-
TV (Ch. 6) Birmingham, Ala.; WTOL-TV (Ch. 11) Toledo.

Merger of ex-rep. Clinton I). McKinnon’s KOAT-TV
(Ch. 7) Albuquerque with KVOA-TV (Ch. 4) Tucson into

Alvarado TV Co. (Vol. 15:34) was approved by FCC.

IRE DISCUSSES 2-COLOR TESTS: The present 3-color TV
system remains unchallenged by Dr. Edwin Land’s 2-

color discoveries (Vol. 15:27, 32), according to Wil-

liam L. Hughes of Iowa State U. His conclusion, but-

tressing those of other engineers, was based on experi-

ments with both optical projections & TV equipment.

Addressing the Fall Symposium of the IRE’s Pro-

fessional Group on Broadcasting in Washington last

week, he offered this summary:
“In all probability, full color projection & color TV

are and will remain 3-dimensional mediums. This seems
likely not only from these experiments but also from fun-

damental information theory ideas which have nothing to

do with the eye & the mind. For example, certain yellow

& white colors could be made to stimulate red & green
records in exactly similar fashion. Thus, it would be im-

possible to tell the difference between these particular

yellows & whites. Further, a saturated, fairly narrow-

band blue would not stimulate either a green or red rec-

ord. Thus, it would be impossible to tell the difference be-

tween blue & black. This doesn’t mean at all that the 2-

dimension system couldn’t produce a blue, black or yellow.

It simply is not apt to be too faithful to the original scene.

Other irregularities can be postulated in a similar fashion.”

At the same IRE session, 6 engineers summarized the

work of the TV Allocations Study Organization, as re-

ported in TASO’s published report:

“Vhf-Uhf Measurement Technique,” Ogden Presholdt,

CBS; “Effects of Trees & Forests in Vicinity of Uhf An-
tennas,” Howard Head, A. D. Ring & Associates; “Corre-

lation of Picture Quality With Signal Strength,” Holmes
Taylor, Burroughs Corp.; “Tropospheric Fields,” Philip

Rice, Bureau of Standards; “TV Signal to Interference

Ratios,” Gordon Fredendahl, RCA; “TV Receiver Char-

acteristics,” George Fyler, Zenith.

The speakers adhered generally to the findings of

their respective panels, but Fyler went on to offer his

personal views on transmitter power. In terms of band-

width & transmission standards, he said, AM transmissions

are 20,000 times as powerful as those of TV. Therefore,

he said, TV’s power ceiling—both video & audio—should

be raised greatly, resulting in a much improved service &
cheaper receivers. He also argued against any reduction

of TV audio power, which has been urged by some, stating

that many people watch inferior video because the audio

is satisfactory.

Advertising executives have been selected as luncheon

speakers for 3 of NAB’s 8 two-day fall conferences, with

the other 5 speakers to be announced later. The 3: Thomas
B. Adams, pres., Campbell-Ewald Co., for Chicago Oct.

20; Arno H. Johnson, v.p. & senior economist, J. Walter

Thompson Co., for Boston Oct. 23; William W. Neal, pres.,

Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsey, for Atlanta Oct. 30. Louis

Hausman, new dir. of TIO, will appear at the TV manage-

ment session scheduled for the first afternoon of each con-

ference. The first conference will be at the Mayflower,

Washington, Oct. 15-16. Theme: “NAB is You.”

Need for 3-channel rivalry in major TV markets was

demonstrated again last week, according to ABC-TV pres.

Oliver Treyz, who cited his network’s failure to clear time

in 2-channel Syracuse for ABC telecasts of the Sept. 28-

29 National League playoff. Treyz pointedly wired Syra-

cuse’s newspapers & radio stations that their city was the

“only major city in the U.S.” offered the ABC-TV telecasts

which had refused station clearance.
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Litigation to block sale of WJAR-TV & WJAR Provi-

dence with their parent Outlet Co. (Vol. 14:49 et seq.)

took a surprise turn last week when the original sellers

indicated they want to back out. The 11-month-old agree-

ment to sell controlling interest in the Outlet dept, store

and its TV-radio stations to 91065 Corp. (N.Y. realtor Wil-

liam Zeckendorf & Denver telecaster John C. Mullins) has

been contested by station gen. mgr. J.S. (Dody) Sinclair,

grandson of Outlet founder Col. Joseph Samuels. As chief

beneficiary under the Outlet stock trust, Sinclair had held

up the sale by obtaining a temporary injunction to pre-

vent the trustees for the heirs of Samuels from selling

their stock to 91065. The prospective purchasers are ap-

pealing the decision in R.I. Superior Court. In this week’s

development, counsel for Industrial National Bank (one of

the trustees) told the court that his client & other trustees

will insist on their legal right to break off the agreement.

He said trustees & their atotrneys feel that they can’t suc-

cessfully fight Sinclair’s suit for a permanent injunction.

Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. is negotiating to purchase

radio WIP Philadelphia “among other station properties,”

according to company source. Metropolitan, headed by John

W. Kluge, owns WNEW-TV & WNEW N.Y., WTTG Wash-
ington, radio WHK Cleveland. Reported selling price is

around $4 million for the Philadelphia AM headed by Bene-

dict Girnbel. Another report last week—that 20th Century-

Fox will purchase KMBC-TV Kansas City—was flatly de-

nied by secy. M. D. Blackwell of Cook Paint & Varnish Co.

which owns KMBC-TV. The station is not for sale, he said.

N.D. Bcstrs. Assn, at its recent convention elected as

pres. John Boler (also pres., N.D. Bcstg. Co.—KBMB-TV
Bismarck, KXMC-TV Minot, KXJB-TV Valley City-Fargo,

and radio). New v.p. is Dick Johnson, mgr. KBOM Bis-

marck-Mandan. Secy.-treas. is Leslie Maupin, KLPM Minot.

It was agreed to get behind the organization’s youth pro-

gram, and its $300 scholarship was named the Charles G.

Burke Scholarship in honor of the organization’s past pres-

ident and KFGO executive who died 2 years ago. Fargo
was selected for the next convention.

Unique double exposure of a weekly 30-min. film series

on a single station begins on WPIX N.Y. Oct. 8 when Ziv-

produced This Man Dawson debuts at 9 p.m. Thurs. epi-

sodes will be rerun on subsequent Mons. at 9:30 p.m. The
station estimates the total weekly audience for both show-

ings will be 1.5 million. Piel Bros, is underwriting both ex-

posures. Also reported last week by WPIX was an increase

in program spon.sorship as opposed to announcement busi-

ness for 1959-60. The station attributes the upsurge to its

“impact” plan, whereby 6 advertisers participate in rotat-

ing co-sponsorships of 2 programs in the Wed. film block.

NBC’s tinted monochrome TV process. Electronic Color

Effects (Vol 15:35) has been shelved, at least for the time
being. Public reaction to initial tests on WRCV-TV Phila-

delphia, “while not particularly conclusive, were not par-

ticularly favorable,” NBC planning & research v.p. Hugh
M. Beville told us, adding: “No more tests are now planned.”

Natl. Assn, of FM Bcstrs. officers elected at their con-

vention in Chicago: C. Fredric Rabell, KITT San Diego,

pres.; T. Mitchell Hastings Jr., Concert Network Inc.,

Boston, exec, v.p.; Frank Knorr Jr. WPKM Tampa, secy.;

William Tomberlin, KMLA Los Angeles, treas.

Top I'V tid-bits are potato chips, concludes the Nutri-

tion Research Council after a 50-state survey of viewing
chewing. Runners-up: candy, fruit, cookies, nuts, cereals.

RCA equipment shipments last week: Pylon antenna
to upcoming KICU (Ch. 17) Bakersfield, Cal.; color studio

camera to WGN-TV (Ch. 9) Chicago.

Networks

CBS-TV Discount Change: The regular CBS-TV annual

network discount—which “has not been so much a discount

for year-round broadcasting as an incentive for continuing

without lapse throughout the summer,” in the words of

sales admin, v.p. William B. Hylan—is due for a change,

the network advised its clients late last week.

Principal features of the revised CBS-TV discount

structure which will go into effect as of April 1, 1960:

1. Continuity discounts in the 13-wk. summer season

are being expanded “to encourage winter clients to stay on

the air and to create an incentive for added summertime
use of our facilities,” a letter from Hylan to agencies

stated. A 13-wk. show in the “winter season” period (the

39 weeks other than the “summer season”) aired at 8 to

8:30 p.m., for instance, will earn no time-period discount.

But in the summer months the same show in the same time

slot is eligible for a 45% discount.

2. To boost the attractiveness of evening time periods

outside of the prime hours, CBS-TV will increase the maxi-

mum allowable discount on shows telecast between 6 &
8:30 p.m. and decrease discounts for shows between 9 &
11 p.m., while leaving unchanged the discount structure

on shows in the 8:30-9 p.m. period. “In this way,” said

Hylan, “the values offered by all evening time periods will

be brought closer to one another.”

3. For the first time in 5 years CBS-TV is also increas-

ing the dollar volume requirement for the network’s over-

all discount. The increase works out to about 30%, the

weekly discount base of $100,000 being increased to a mini-

mum of $130,000. Defending the move, Hylan stated: “Net-
work time charges have increased by 43% and the national

TV audience has increased by 47%. The change in the dol-

lar requirement is consistent with these other measures.”

AB-PT’s phono-record subsidiary, Am-Par Records,

this week announced the outright purchase of the Grand
Award Record Corp. and its affiliate Waldorf Music Hall

Inc. and Award Publishing Corp. The Gi-and Award firm

has been known as one of the largest suppliers of rec-

ords to rack-jobbing operators (non-record store) & chain

stores. Grand Award formerly was headed by Malcolm
E. Smith Jr., who for a short time last spring led a group
which owned MBS (Vol. 15:11, 13). Orchestra leader Enoch
Light, who has been an official of the record firm, will

continue as an executive staff member of Grand Award.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV
National League Playoff, Sept. 28-29.

Liggett & Myers (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-
ple) and Schick-Revlon (Benton & Bowles)

Operation Daybreak, participations throughout daytime
schedule.
McGraw-Edison for Toastmaster appliances
(Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan)

NBC-TV
Meet Mr. Lincoln rebroadcast Feb. 11, 1960, 9-9:30 p.m.,

second consecutive year for sponsor.
Lincoln National Life Insurance Co.
(Maxon)

TV' Guide Awards, March 25, 1960, 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Chrysler (Young & Rubicam)
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Personals: Theodore Zaer promoted from NBC radio busi-

ness-affairs dir. to NBC TeleSales mgr. . . . Wilbur M.

Fromm named new-business & promotion dept, mgr., NBC
Spot Sales . . . Alex Kennedy promoted from program
promotion dir. to audience promotion dir., CBS-TV, N.Y.;

Linley Stafford promoted from adv. & sales promotion

copywriter to creative services mgr., network on-air prom.

Davidson M. Vorhees appointed CBS radio v.p. for

operations, succeeding Horace R. Guillotte, named West
Coast personnel & labor relations dir. . . . Louis Dorfsman,

CBS radio art, adv. & promotion dir., named v.p. for adv.,

promotion & press information, succeeding Louis Hausman
. . . Geraldine McKenna, ex-Concert Network, named WBC
continuity acceptance dir., succeeding Gordon Hawkins who
is retiring after 25 yrs. . . . Harold S. Cranton, ex-ABC
radio, appointed adv. & promotion dir., MBS . . . Albert

Evangelista, from FCC’s Safety & Special Radio Services

Bureau, appointed engineering asst, to Chairman Doerfer.

Arnold Kaufman, senior member of the RKO Tele-

radio exec, staff, appointed NTA v.p. . . . Edward J. Stege-

mann, ex-SEC atty., joins Welch, Mott & Morgan law firm,

Washington . . . Margaret Mary Kearney, education dir.,

WCAU-TV (Ch. 10) Philadelphia, named to the Governor’s

Coordination Committee on the 1960 White House Confer-

ence on Children & Youth.

Arthur W. Bagge, Peters, Griffin, Woodward Midwest
radio sales mgr. elected a v.p. . . . George S. Driscoll, ex-

WHAM-TV Rochester, appointed engineering mgr., WROC-
TV (Ch. 5) Rochester, N.Y. . . . Dr. Charles Grady named
station mgr., educational KOKH-TV & KETA Oklahoma
City, succeeding Dr. Robert Shultz . . . Don Brown ap-

pointed ETV dir., KCOP Los Angeles . . . Alex Tovar,

KTLA (Los Angeles) chief accountant promoted to con-

troller . . . Paul E. Welcome, ex-WTAE Pittsburgh, ap-

pointed chief engineer, WIS-TV & WIS Columbia, S. C.,

succeeding Barnett Goldberg, WIS-TV and John Watts,

radio WIS, who have joined Western Electric . . . Warren
L. Braun, WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va. engineering dir.,

named chairman of NAB’s 1959-60 broadcast engineering

conference committee; C. L. (Chet) Thomas, radio KXOK
St. Louis gen. mgr., named AM radio committee chairman.

Matthew Warren, news dir. of WTTG-TV (Ch. 5)

Washington, landed a 6%-ft. sailfish recently while attend-

ing the 1960 Chrysler preview in Miami.

Brig. Gen. Earle Cook, U.S. Army deputy chief signal

officer, will address the RTES Newsmaker luncheon Oct. 7

on “Electronics & Broadcasting in the Space Age.”

FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde was due to leave Oct. 5

for Geneva, to he vice chmn. of the U.S. delegation to the

plenipotentiary conference of the International Telecom-

munications Union. State Dept’s Francis Colt deWolf is

chmn. Hyde’s date of return is uncertain, probably in late

Nov. or early Dec. Comr. T. A. M. Craven, now in Geneva
heading another U.S. delegation, isn’t due back until about

the end of the year.

Khrushchev aided Ed Sullivan in surmounting Russian
|

red tape and obtaining TV permits to produce the taped- 1

on-location (in Moscow) 90-min. variety special that was
|

aired Sept. 27 on CBS-TV. When Sullivan was refused per-

mission to tape a sequence in Moscow’s Red Square, he

immediately sent a note to Khrushchev, then vacationing on
the Black Sea. In less than a day, the permission was
granted. Awed bureaucrats then okayed “almost anything

else we wanted,” reported Sullivan.
|

Tepee Tots—like paleface papooses—are spending too

much time watching TV, according to an Indian mother.

Ruby Jane Cloud, attending the National Recreation Con-

gress in Chicago last week, said that the potential braves I

& squaws are watching so much TV that they have for-

gotten how to act like a bunch of Indians. So she is learn-

ing beadwork to pass the skill on to the papooses of her

Southern Ute tribe in Ignacio, Colo., in hopes that they will ^
forego the White Man’s ways and retain Indian culture.

SMPTE annual student award goes this week to John <

Chestnut Stormont (U. of Miami senior in the motion pic-

ture dept.) at the society’s semi-annual convention in N.Y.,

for his paper: Student-built 16mm Continuous Positive

Film Processor as Used in University Film Production.

Meeting next week: National Electronics Conference |
15th annual meeting (Oct. 12-15), Hotel Sherman, Chicago. i

Mass. Bcstrs. Assn. (13), University Club, Boston. Mid- I

Atlantic & Northeast regional MBS affiliates (15), Phila.

Three new MBS affiliates were announced last week
by pres. Robert F. Hurleigh: KIOA Des Moines, KRCT
Pasadena, Tex. and WJJL Niagara Falls.

Obituary

John H. Kliegl, 89, pres, of Kliegl Bros. Universal '

Electric Stage Lighting Co., died Sept. 30 in Doctors Hos-

pital, N.Y. In 1911 the Kliegl company developed the klieg

light for indoor movie taking, later replaced wtih incan- t|

descent units for stage & TV. Mr. Kliegl is survived by his M
wife, 2 sons, 2 daughters, 11 grandchildren & 6 great-

|

grandchildren.

Sid Williams Richardson, 68, Tex. oil producer and one >

of the world’s wealthiest men, owner of 62% of Texas (

State Network (KFJZ-TV & KFJZ Fort Worth, KFDA-
j

TV & KFDA Amarillo and radio KRIO McAllen, Tex.),
(

died in his sleep Sept. 30 at his mansion on St. Joseph’s
j

Island in the Gulf of Mexico. He was a bachelor.

Harold Huber, 49, veteran stage, movie, TV & radio 1

character actor, died Sept. 29 while undergoing surgery in
(

Jewish Memorial Hospital. Among his many roles, Mr.

Huber starred in the TV series, I Cover Times Square. He I

is survived by his widow and a daughter.
i

Raymond Everett Nelson, 52, mgr. of Gregory & House
|

& Jansen’s N.Y. office, died Sept. 25. He was formerly TvB
national spot sales dir., an NTA v.p., and early in his career, i

NBC eastern production mgr. He is survived by his wife, a J
daughter, his father, a brother & 2 sisters. T

Bernard C. Barth, 40, v.p. of Michiana Telecasting I

Corp. and gen. mgr., WNDU-TV & WNDU South Bend,
j

died Sept. 22 of leukemia.
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Advertising

I TvB PROFILES AUDIENCES: Wraps were lifted from the

season’s heftiest report on TV-audience composition

last week by TvB pres. Norman E. Cash. Titled “How

to Reach People” and termed “one of the most extensive

in the bureau’s history,” the study sums up a year’s

tabulations by A. C. Nielsen (national audience sizes)

and Pulse Inc. (audience composition & characteristics.)

TvB lost no time in pointing up the study’s meaning

to advertisers, stating in the introduction that the report’s

completely national projection “invites your comparison

of TV’s audience with that of any other medium.”

Some highlights, in addition to a 53-page section on

network & local audience compositions:

Of the 176 million U.S. citizens, over 154 million live in

TV homes. And, in the 3,071 counties in the country,

average TV coverage is 86% and none has under 40%.

TV reaches 128,579,000 people in an average day in

the U.S., or better than 8 out of 10 persons. Almost every

child (99.9%) manages to see TV during the day. TV
reaches 69.9% of all men, 78.4% of women, and 88.6%

of all teenagers.

Adult viewers lead non-adults in 29 of the 36 half-

hrs. between 6 a.m. & midnight. In the peak 8:30-9 p.m.

period, there are over 50 million adults viewing TV, as

against some 23 million non-adults.

Each segment of the viewing day has its own audience,

sometimes exclusively. A total of 32.2% of viewers watch

only nighttime TV, and 7.8% watch only daytime TV.

TV audience composition has to be projected against

the total population to get a true picture of just what

you’re reaching with a TV show, the study reported. For

example, 12.2% of the audience of the average hour-long

Western are teenagers, but they represent 21% of all

the teen-age people in the U.S.

Men like nighttime TV. Of all male viewers, 65.5%

watch TV for an average of 11.8 quarter-hrs. in the average

evening. Male viewing isn’t confined to evening hours,

however. During the average weekday, 28.0% of all men
watch TV for an average of 7.1 quarter hours.

Watchdog TV monitoring by Broadcast Advertisers

Reports will be expanded to daytime coverage in 50 ad-

ditional markets this month, bringing to 75 the number
of markets in which BAR provides sign-on-to-sign-off

checkups of how commercials are being handled. The move
is designed to give subscribing agencies & clients “their

first factual data on daytime spot-TV activity in medium-
size markets” said the research firm.

Two TV puppets are credited with a 300% sales in-

crease by the John H. Wilkins Coffee Co., Washington. The
puppets, “Willkins & Wontkins,” have been patented by
their creators, James M. Henson & wife Jane A. Nebel,

who also produce the puppet show Sam & Friends on

WRC-TV Washington. The puppets appear in various

cities in 7-second spots, one of which was recently awarded
a certificate of merit by the Art Directors Club of N.Y.
M. Belmont Ver Standig is the agency.

TV will soon sell itself on TV to advertisers & agencies

in N.Y. WPIX has offered TvB a late-morning, 30-min.

time period (date & time not set) to be used by the pro-

motional organization as a showcase for a taped-in-ad-

vance presentation by TvB officials on TV’s media values.

TvB will then make the tapes available for telecasting in

other cities.

Small Advertisers Squeezed? The House Small Business

Committee’s advertising subcommittee, under Rep. Brown
(D-Mo.), is looking into complaints by small advertisers &
agencies that they are being discriminated against in their

competition for prime TV time.

Chmn. Patman (D-Tex.) said that small businessmen &
their agencies are unable to buy time, particularly prime

time, even if they are willing to pay top prices, be-

cause TV stations “are making big business firms their

preference customers.” He said that some small adver-

tisers complained to the subcommittee of cases in which TV
advertising had been obtained by “under-the-counter” ma-
neuvers which squeezed out small businessmen.

Patman concluded that the subcommittee will under-

take more detailed research & investigation, contacting

advertisers, agencies, stations and “TV men.”

Ted Bates agency, contrary to a published trade re-

port, is not at war with the NAB’s Code Review Board be-

cause of its hard-sell, personal-product commercials, an
official agency statement indicated last week. Bates is “in

complete agreement with the Board’s objectives,” said the

statement, adding that any differences that may arise are

“not insurmountable in view of the prime consideration

—

to insure proper & yet effective use of this medium.” The
NAB’s new code interpretations (Vol. 15:38) have been
widely circulated to networks, agencies & advertisers in

recent weeks, and will be the guide to virtually all TV
commercial policy this season.

Prime objective of Du Pont’s TV Show of the Month
is “to create a better public understanding & appreciation

of the role of Du Pont as a large business in our society,”

analyzes the firm’s corporate TV ad head Charles E. Crow-
ley. Ever concerned with public opinion & attitude regard-

ing its size & diversified activities, the company has suc-

cessfully improved its image. Between 1937 & 1956,

“unfavorable” opinions dwindled from 15% to 3%, with

“favorables” climbing from 48% to 79%. During the pe-

riod, number of “no opinions” dropped from 37% to 18%.

Smoking-materials advertisers increased their spot-TV

spending by 31% during the first 7 months of 1959, as com-
pared with Jan.-July 1958, TvB reports. Cigaret advertisers,

now the third largest spot-TV spender (behind food &
drug) tallied $44.1 million in spot TV during Jan.-July 1959.

Leading the pack: R. J. Reynolds ($9.4 million) ; P. Loril-

lard ($8.0 million); Liggett & Myers ($7.2 million); Ameri-
can ($6.9 million) and Brown & Williamson ($4.6 million).

False claims in TV-radio-newspaper advertising of

“Slender-Way” bread are alleged in an FTC complaint

against Safeway Stores Inc. FTC said that contrary to

plugs for the bread by the supermarket chain, it will

“neither cause weight reduction nor prevent its gain.”

People: George Beyer Jr. named Lennen & Newell senior

v.p. . . . Marvin Richfield, ex-Warwick & Legler, named
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan media dir., succeeding

Anthony S. Gee, resigned . . . Harold Miller, Benton &
Bowles associate media dir., elected v.p.

George Goodlett and William H. Bambrick named
Foote, Cone & Belding v.p.’s . . . Don Weill, ex-Benton &
Bowles v.p., named D’Arcy v.p. . . . Donald J. Wilkins, ex-

Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, appointed Advertising

Federation of America v.p. for Washington AFA office;

J. Davis Danforth, BBDO exec, v.p., named chairman of the

finance committee.
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Film & Tape

9 of 10 Pilots Failed: Last spring Hollywood telefilm

producers turned out just over 200 pilots, of which 20 were

sold. These 10-to-l odds against the producer again pin-

point the problem perennially confronting Hollywood. But

hope springs eternal, and the merchants of film are again

busily at work on pilot projects for year’s end and 1960.

The approximately 200 aspiring pilots we listed for

you in March (Vol. 15:13) added up to a loss of approxi-

mately $7.5 million. Actual production costs were much
more than that, but companies such as Revue, Four Star

and Screen Gems are now using the only device thus far

discovered to prevent total loss of the cost of a pilot: use

it in an anthology series. Despite this, total loss on pilots

for the past 3 years probably is about $15 million.

Best bet, of course, is to sell a series without a pilot

(on the prestige of a producer or company—Vol. 15:19), as

was done in 10 instances this season: Bourbon Street Beat,

Hawaiian Eye, Adventures in Paradise, Bronco, The Alas-

kans, The Untouchables, the June Allyson series, Robert

Taylor’s Captain of Detectives, Riverboat, Wichita Town.

It’s impossible to estimate how many of the 200 pilots

which have not yet sold can be salvaged. A company will

rarely admit that a pilot is hopelessly through. But, realis-

ically, after it fails to sell during the season, its future

chances are dim. For, as the months roll by and new pilots

are offered, Madison Ave. tends to think of the passed-

up pilots as old-hat and as product rejected by everyone

else—which indeed they usually are. This may be unfair

to those pilots which didn’t sell because of insufficient

time, but it’s the situation. Best guess is that about half

the pilots produced last spring will be offered again.

MGM-NBC Relations: NBC, which last season had close

production ties with MGM-TV, is taking a conservative atti-

tude toward the Metro TV subsidiary. It listened last week
to MGM-TV executives tell of their new plans, found them
“interesting”—but left noncommitally.

The network’s first deal with MGM-TV 2 years ago,

was the purchase of Northwest Passage, an expensive

half-hr. series. During that season NBC had trouble find-

ing sponsors, lost money on the deal. Last spring, a net-

work executive told us, NBC put up $100,000 for a 60-min.

MGM-TV pilot. Jeopardy, but refused to show it to possible

sponsors, and, instead, shelved it.

According to our NBC source, while the net found

MGM-TV’s new ideas interesting, they are all still in the

development stage, with scripts not yet written in some
instances. “We will go into another deal only on the basis

of a property which has a competent producer,” he said.

MGM-TV last spring turned out 7 pilots, sold none.

Hal Roach Jr., ex-pres. of F. L. Jacobs Co. and its

once-related MBS and Hal Roach Studios, would be for-

bidden to make further sales of Guild Films common stock

under a U. S. District Court order sought by SEC. Judge

Sidney Sugarman in N.Y. has been asked by SEC to

enjoin Roach and 2 Cal. banks from Guild Films deals in

stock which has not been registered with the agency.

SEC’s complaint .said Roach received 50,000 Guild Films

shares in Jan. in connection with an agreement to sell

Hal Roach film properties to Guild Films, then posted the

securities as collateral for a loan from the banks. Subse-

quently the loan was defaulted and efforts were made by

the banks to induce a N.Y. brokerage firm to sell the shares

without filing a registration statement, according to SEC.

Tape Installations Climb: Nearly 150 TV stations are
now equipped with video-tape recorders, with Ampex and
RCA both reporting new shipments. RCA’s latest TV tape
recorder deliveries were 2 last week to KBTV Denver, one
to WTRF-TV Wheeling, W.Va., and a 2nd recorder to

WBTV Charlotte, following by one week installation of 2

of its machines at WBAL-TV Baltimore, where regular
programming use was made of a recorder just 1% hours
after the delivery truck arrived.

Ampex reports it has shipped 25 Videotape recorders

since Sept. 15, bringing the total of Ampex-equipped sta-

tions to 142, of which 41 have 2 or more recorders. Latest
Ampex shipments went to KGO-TV San Francisco, KOVR
Stockton, KOA-TV & educational KRMA-TV Denver,
KGMB-TV Honolulu, WOI-TV Ames, la., KRNT-TV &
WHO-TV Des Moines,WDSU-TV & educational WYES-TV
New Orleans, WWLP Springfield, Mass., KMOX-TV &
KTVI St. Louis, WSYR-TV Syracuse, WFMY-TV Greens-

boro, WFAA-TV Dallas, educational WUNC-TV Chapel

Hill, N.C., WTTG Washington, educational KUED Salt

Lake City, educational WKNO-TV Memphis, educational

WCET Cincinnati, educational KETA Oklahoma City, edu-

cational KVIE Sacramento, educational WEDU Tampa,
educational KUON-TV Lincoln, educ. WETV Atlanta.

Other recent Ampex Videotape shipments were made
to Affiliated Film Productions, Los Angeles; Video Re-

cording Tape Center, Hollywood; TV Wales & West, Car-

diff, Wales; Max Cooper Productions, Chicago; Mobile

Video Tapes Inc., Los Angeles; RAI, Rome, Italy; West
German Radio, Cologne; Hokkaido Bcstg. Co., Sapporo,

Japan; Videotape Productions of N.Y.; VTR Mobile Pro-

ductions, Los Angeles.

L.A.’s Tape-Commercial Trouble: The progress of taped

commercials in the Los Angeles area is sluggish, due

mainly to a jurisdictional dispute between AFTRA & SAG.
Secondary reason is Madison Ave.’s preference for keeping

this work in N.Y., where it can be conveniently supervised.

There are 2 independent tape-commercial companies

in Los Angeles, but neither has a contract with AFTRA
as a producer, each renting its facilities as needed. Mobile

Video Tape is one. The other is National Video Tape, which

has an exclusive deal to lease KCOP’s facilities. Independ-

ent stations KTTV, KTLA and KHJ-TV also tape com-

mercials for clients.

Harvey Palash, asst, to AFTRA’s exec. sec. on the

Coast, blamed the scarcity of tape-commercial companies

there on the jurisdictional fight, and re-stated the AFTRA
position—to merge with SAG (Vol. 15:24). A study of

such a merger is now under way. Mobile Video Tape has

been approached by SAG, but was turned down on the basis

that MTV, renting its facilities, is not a producer.

Note: Meanwhile, last week 2 more independent video-

tape companies were being organized. One, still unnamed,

is owned by an investment group and operated for it by

independent producer Jonathan Yost and Jack Miles. Jos-

eph M. Arnoff, a Cleveland businessman, heads the in-

vestor group which will rent its facilities and provide fi-

nancing for co-production ventures. The company goes into

operation in mid-Nov. Yost will tape 65 half-hour Atomic

Submarine episodes, but must first negotiate a union deal

for his Majestic Television Productions.

Red Skelton is forming his independent production

company, and has bought the first mobile color TV tape

recoi’ding facilities for $500,000. The studio on wheels

will include 2 Ampex color recorders and 3 GE TV cameras.

Skelton expects to begin operations within 4 months. He
plans to tape shows for the foreign & domestic market.
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Jack Paar & NBC, along with producer William Ander-

son & jockey Billy Pearson, have been cited in a $750,000

defamation of character suit filed in N.Y. Supreme Court

last week by Edward Hilgemeier Jr. Hilgemeier, once a

standby contestant on the now-defunct CBS daytimer

Dotto, charged that defamatory remarks were made by

Paar & Pearson a year ago on NBC-TV citing him as

“not worthy of trust, a liar, bearing false witness & mak-
ing false charges.” Dotto was cancelled on CBS following

Hilgemeier’s accusations that answers were being fed to

contestants in advance.

Fremantle International continues to expand its sales

to some unexpected TV corners of the globe, last week
selling 67 hours of syndicated telefilms to Radiotelevisao

Portuguesa, Lisbon, including 2 WPIX N.Y.-produced anti-

Communist film specials, “The Russian Revolution” & “The
Cold War.” Hitherto, the Portuguese TV station has been

on the air only 1-hr. daily with local live shows. In an-

other area, Fremantle set a new linguistic mark by selling

a film package to Compagnie Libanaise de Television (Bei-

rut, Lebanon) with a choice of English, French & Arabic

soundtracks to provide viewers with the same show in any
of 3 locally-spoken languages.

Academy of TV Arts & Sciences forum titled “Do-it-

Yourself Programming” is scheduled for Oct. 5. Academy
members will be pitted against a panel of experts in an
attempt to select the “ideal network schedule” based on all

programs on TV since 1950. Time & place: 7:30 p.m. at

CBS Studio 50. Seven subsequent TV forums are planned

for this season.

Ziv’s syndicated programs attract more food adver-

tisers than any other category, said the firm’s sales dept,

last week, citing a breakdown which showed that food

spenders accounted for 30% of all Ziv syndicated buys this

year. Breweries were next with 25% and tobacco companies
& banks followed with a combined 15%.

Roller Derby TV, operated by Leo A. Seltzer, has syn-

dicated its hour-long tape/film Roller Derby series to 42

stations for fall viewing. Stations pay the equivalent of two
1-min. spots per episode and may sell 6 such participations

during the hour. The Derby was seen on a similar-size

hookup (40 stations) on ABC-TV last year. Stations sub-
scribing also get rights for local staging of the Derby.

UA’s domestic TV sales will amount to $9 million in

the 12-mo. period ending next March—or about 10% of

United Artists’ worldwide gross—predicted Bruce Eells,

exec. v.p. of UA-TV last week. UA’s 6-mo. score so far on
telefilm series: The Dennis O'Keefe Show (Oldsmobile;
CBS-TV), The Troubleshooters (Philip Morris; NBC-TV),
Tales of the Vikings in 60 markets for “more than $750,-
000” worth of syndication. Overall plans for UA-TV call

for the launching of at least 3 series each year. On the
shelf at the moment: the 60-min. UA Playhouse drama
anthology, which UA refuses to cut to 30-min. despite net-
woik requests.

Robert Bersbach named New England territory sales
head of MCA 'TV film syndication div. . . . Harold Lambert
will join ITC as West Coast contact & liaison with networks
& clients on ITC programs . . . Norman Long transferi’ed
to Los Angeles as West Coast div. mgr. for United Artists
Associated . . . Stanley Florsheim named gen. sales mgr.
of the Jeff’s Collie div. of ITC.

Cal. Studios pres. Philip N. Krasne named John Young,

ex-Henry Jaffe Enterprises, comptroller, and Frank J.

Wolf as Young’s asst. . . . Hal Graham, CBS prog, execu-

tive in Hollywood, resigned, to join McCann-Erickson in

N.Y. as dir. of TV account services. Crosby-Brown Produc-

tions appointed Edward C. Simmel, ex-Gross-Krasne v.p.,

sales mgr. . . . Hunt Stromberg Jr., who has been in charge

of creative programming at CBS, named dir. of administra-

tive programming . . . Metro signed ex-CBS story ed. Wil-

liam Nutt to job in its story dept. . . . George Stevens Pro-

ductions appointed Archer Zamloch, ex-prod, supervisor

John Gunther-’s High Road telefilm series, as exec. asst,

to Stevens . . . Greene-Rouse Productions signed Fred
Brady as producer-writer of a new series. The Bodyguard.

. . . Far East Adventure is planned by Arthur Lubin, who
will produce the series to be filmed in the Orient . . . Pro-

duction is being finished on 20th-Fox syndicated (for

NTA) series. How to Marry a Millionaire and Man With-
out a Gun. NTA has 90 days after the completion of pro-

duction to decide whether it will renew options.

Writers Guild of America last week set Oct. 10 as the

date to strike 50 independent movie producers & companies,

following inability to agree on a new contract. The snags

are inability to arrive at formulas for compensation for

post-1948 movies sold to TV, and for pay-TV (Vol. 16:39).

Producer-writer Eva Wolas has been signed by Cal.

Studios pres. Philip N. Krasne to develop a new half-hr.

series. Impulse, based on a format created by Maria Pal-

mer. The pilot will roll in mid-Nov. . . . Adam West,

signed last year by Warner Bros, to star in its pilot. Doc
Holliday, has left the studio. The pilot was not sold.

NTA will produce a series. The Shield, which was pack-

aged by Phil Rapp, Jack Stewart and Richard Powell (not

Four Star’s Dick Powell). If the pilot doesn’t sell, it will

be offered for syndication . . . 20th-Fox has renewed con-

tract of producer Herbert Bayard Swope Jr. (5 Fingers).

Ralph Levy and A1 Simon are planning production of

4 pilots.

Writer Roland Kibbee is developing 2 new telefilm

series for Revue Studios ... A new telefilm company has

been formed by Fess Parker & Walker Edmiston. Its first

project is to be a puppet parody of Davy Crockett . . .

Stanley Rubin has been named by CBS to produce Hotel

de Paree, replacing Milton Krims.

So-called “runaway” TV films & movies (films produced

abroad by U.S. producers) are attacked in a brochure

sent recently to all U.S. AFL-CIO members by the Holly-

wood AFL Film Council. The council requests that union

members not see such pictures, because they deprive Amer-
ican film workers of jobs. “As much as 35% to 50% of all

feature films are now shot outside the country—and a re-

markably large percentage of TV film as well. TV series

depicting American life, sponsored by American com-
panies, to sell American-made products to American con-

sumers, are often filmed where the producer uses cut-rate

foreign labor,” declares the brochure.

Producer L. L. Cabello Jr. taped the pilot of The Beat,

a series featuring beatnik entertainment, at KTTV last

week . . . Home Run Derby’s pilot by Lou Breslow, Jack

Harvey and Ben Stoloff, goes into production in Oct.

Jerry Nathanson has been named v.p.-talent exec, for

Frank Gruber’s telefilm company.
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STEEL STRIKE HAS TV INDUSTRY UNEASY: Ton© of apprehension is now discernible

in conversations of home-electronics leaders discussing effects of steel strike on both production & sales.

Gone now are those time cushions which made for optimism noted in our initial strike survey (Vol. 15:30)
late in July. Many manufacturers we spoke with last week talk in terms of "worry" dates—ranging from
one to three months—beyond which a continued strike will have them in trouble.

Saleswise, TV sets are moving well in strike-affected areas generally, and national picture is one
of a banner year in the making. Single sour note was struck by big manufacturer who found in a dealer

survey that TV sales have slowed in Pittsburgh, Detroit and other industrial centers. "This is time of year
when sales normally should be building up fast in those areas," spokesman told us. "TV sales in non-af-

fected areas are healthy & growing." Other manufacturers we surveyed feel no sales pinch in strike areas.

However, all look ahead to dwindUng purchasing power nationally if strike continues & mushrooms.

Strike has been fairly well contained within steel industry so far. However, prolonged inaction will

begin to trigger reactions in other industries. Steel inventories, stockpiled in anticipation of strike, are

starting to show bare spots in cupboard. General Motors and Chrysler, for example, already have started to

curtail operations. Appliance industry, heavy user of steel, is being squeezed tight now. Survey for Com-
merce Dept, by Institute of Appliance Mfrs. disclosed that 11 of nation's major appliance manufacturers will

have to close by Oct. 15 if strike continues; another 15 by month's end. One-third of industry has cut back
production. Admiral has closed its Galesburg, 111. appliance plant for 2 weeks—both for model change-

overs & because of dwindling steel. GE reportedly has begun furloughing some 1,400 appliance workers.

In addition to 500,000 steelworkers out on strike, another 200,000 employes in steel-dependent industries

already had been idled by week's end.

Should strike end today, things w’ould still get worse before they got better. It will take mills weeks
to get production rolling in sufficient volume to fill empty pipelines. Then, too, it will take time to imscramble

problems of production priorities, v/hat with every major industry wanting its needs filled first.

All in all, then, here's TV's steel-strike picture : No hard pinch yet either in production supplies or

set sales. However, several leaders did tell us that components makers are starting to feel pressure, because

of their requirements of special steels. Although set makers have no immediate problems, they know time

is biting deeply into steel stockpiles. Also, continuation of strike will continually weaken buying power na-

tionally. As one TV major told us, from here on in, more people will think twice, then decide to wait be-

fore spending money on anything but the basics of food, clothing, shelter. Here are comments of various

industry leaders we surveyed

:

Admiral: Has sufficient steel on hand to meet TV-radio-stereo production requirements for

balance of the year. "TV sales are down somewhat in strike areas," a spokesman told us, "but this situa-

tion is more than offset by increasing business nationally. Our TV sales picture is good & improving."

Emerson: "We're unlikely to feel any material shortages before the end of the year," said

pres. Benjamin Abrams. As to the strike's economic effects on TV-radio-stereo sales, he told us: "We thought

we had detected some spottiness in Pittsburgh & parts of Indiana, but that seems to have disappeared. Busi-

ness is still good—much better than last year."

GE: Has an adequate supply of steel and anticipates no shortage for production needs. Sales of

GE TV sets to dealers in strike-affected areas are up, a spokesman told us.

RCA: "We have enough steel on hand to carry us through Nov. 1, barring a sudden spurt in the

already heavy demand for our products between now & then," RCA materials v.p. Vincent deP. Goubeou

told us. "In any case, if the strike continues after Nov. 1, we'll start worrying."

Sylvania: Sufficient steel is "in the house" to meet production needs through mid-Dec. No ma-

terial shortages are apparent at this time. Sylvania finds no noticeable drop-off in TV sales in strike areas.

"Sales & orders are holding up fine," a spokesman said.
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I ^estinghouse: Marketing mgr. C. J. Urban foresees no production problems unless strike con-

B tinues another 60 days. Westinghouse has ample supplies and will feel no pinch jantil after Jan. 1, or later.

There is no general sales change of any measurable degree in strike areas. "TV sales in Pittsburgh, as

a matter of fact, are running well ahead of those for last year," Urban said. "Actually, sales there are far

ahead of our expectations."

Zenith: Marketing exec. v.p. Leonard C. Truesdell tells us strike will begin to take toll in ma-

terials, particularly for metal table models, if not settled within about 60 days. As to sales, Truesdell views

this as a "really fantastic year. We're sold out of everything we can make for the rest of the year. Every

week breaks our all-time record by a tremendous figure." He notes that the steel strike's effects gradually

are being felt, little by little, all over the country. "Despite this, the TV industry is in its healthiest position in

a long time and things are shaping up for a terrific fall. Inventories are low and the public is buying."

STATUS OF ARMSTRONG FM-TV PATENT SUITS: The late Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong's

bitter patent battle against most of the TV-radio industry—carried on since his death in 1954 by his widow,

Esther M. Armstrong—has reached what may be important turning point in recent N.Y. Federal Court de-

cision against Emerson Radio (Vol. 15:38).

First of FM cases to reach court decision, its result was sweeping victory for Armstrong estate. In

effect, the finding was that anyone who makes standard FM or TV receivers or FM police & other communi-

cation radios, is using Armstrong FM sound-broadcasting patents and should have paid royalties.

Key phrase in sweeping decision—extremely important to other manufacturers now being sued by
Armstrong estate—is this one: "The inventions here in suit are to be found in every FM broadcast receiver,

in every television receiver, and they have wide applications to military, police and other mobile services."

Emerson will appeal the decision to higher court.

Court last week started machinery for hearings to determine amount of royalties owed by Emerson

in the alleged infringements—but hearings will be delayed pending appeal. Armstrong counsel estimates

Emerson's royalty payments (if made) wovild run "very high into 6 figures."

Payments from other now-unlicensed manufacturers could run well into millions if Emerson decision

I

were to be upheld & permitted to set precedent. Suits are still pending in various federal courts against
' Philco, Motorola, Admiral and Du Mont Labs.

The 3 basic patents involved have expired, the last in Sept. 1957, and infringements are claimed

between Dec. 1948 & Sept. 1957. Royalty payments sought by Mrs. Armstrong are 2^2% of "adjusted selling

price" (less cabinet) of each FM receiver sold, 2V2% of 25% of price of each TV receiver without FM broad-

cast band timer, 2^2% of 50% of price of each TV-FM combination set.

Mrs. Armstrong has made good out-of-court progress in gaining recognition of the FM patents. Since

. . RCA's $1-million-plus settlement in late 1954 (Vol. 11:1), these manufacturers have quietly settled with

;l Armstrong estate: Sylvania, Raytheon, Hoffman, Packard-Bell, Wells-Gardner, Radio Craftsmen, Sentinel,

{ Gilfillan Bros.

Manufacturers which took out Armstrong licenses after World War II include Zenith Westinghouse,

Stromberg-Carlson, Pilot, Meissner, Hallicrafters, GE, Freed, Fisher, Collins.

For more about FM patent battle, see p. 17.

J'
TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for week ended Sept. 25 (38th week of 1959):

Sept. 18-25 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative '58 cumulative

TV 183,441 166,118 128,358 4,312,775 3,447,843

Total radio 411,956 421,143 305,230 10,461,276 7,387,657

auto radio 146,979 155,338 101,196 3,968,490 2,285,605

Budd Co. has purchased Lewyt Mfg. Co., Long Island

! City, for an undisclosed cash sum. Lewyt Mfg. produces
data-processing systems, communications for electronic

I ' counter-measuring equipment and environmental controls

1

. for electronic instruments. It is not connected with the
Lewyt Co., makers of vacuum cleaners. Lewyt Mfg. had
sales of about $12 million in the fiscal year ended June 30.

New $2 million plant was dedicated Sept. 29 by Herold

Radio & Electronics Corp., maker of Steelman phonos &
Roland radios. The 160,000-sq.-ft. facility, which will give

employment to more than 1,000 workers, is uniquely situ-

ated on the boundary line between N.Y., Yonkers & Mt.

Vernon, N.Y., on a 4-acre plot east of the Bronx River

Pkwy. between 241 & 244 Sts.
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RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS ON UPBEAT: Two more Ameri-

can electronics manufacturers commented last week on

developments in Russia, following the comprehensive

report given recently at EIA’s fall meeting by Raytheon

v.p. Ray C. Ellis (Vol. 15:39). Dana W. Atchley Jr.,

of Microwave Associates, and Milton J. Shapp, of Jer-

rold Electronics, both came back from recent trips with

the impression that the Soviet Union is moving fast.

Atchley spoke in N.Y. last week, at ceremonies during

which Harold F. Wilder received the Western Union F. E.

d’Humy award. He said he had seen, “in detail,” micro-

wave tubes which impressed him as being unique to Russia.

One was a traveling wave tube in which the beam inter-

acts with charged gas particles, and he said “it promises

to provide amplification & generation of millimeter waves.”

Another was an efficient, broadband travelling wave tube,

the “spiratron.”

Shapp’s conclusion: “They’re behind us, but it never

pays to sell a competitor short.” He went through a Lenin-

grad receiving-tube factory, in which 1,200 girls were

assembling tubes by hand. However, he was told by the

factory manager, engineers are pushing hard to automate

production. He was informed, too, that the Russians are

having trouble with glass-to-metal picture tubes, are not

yet able to produce big, all-glass blanks. He saw a few TV
sets with printed circuits, and he noticed some sets being

repaired in shops.

The quality of pictures is excellent, Shapp said. Sets

are selling very fast. “They’re cheaper, relatively, than

other products in Russia,” he noted. “I saw people stand-

ing in line waiting to buy sets at a store in Leningrad.”

There are plans to link Moscow & Leningrad with TV
microwaves, Shapp reported, and he was shown the

equipment to be used.

As for master distribution systems, Jerrold’s specialty,

Shapp said the apartment houses in Moscow “look like

N.Y.’s,” and master systems are being built into most
new apartments. The job is easier there, Shapp noted,

because there are fewer stations and receivers are shielded

all the way to the tuner, unlike U.S. sets.

“I saw no community antennas—nor any illegal boost-

ers,” Shapp stated. He was in Russia Aug. 17-Sept. 5,

with a pai’ty of 34 members of the Young Presidents Or-

ganization and their families. His wife, 2 children and his

father-in-law accompanied him.

Drew Pearson’s column reported last week that Shapp
was instrumental in persuading State Dept, officials to

extend the U.S. visa of Russian scientist Evjeni Levin. The
latter had appealed to Shapp, who hurriedly notified the

State Dept, that Levin had opened doors previously tightly

shut to the YPO group.

Unusual antenna, designed to replace rabbit ears, is

Jcrrold Electronics’ latest consumer product. It’s 6-in. long,

slips on to the power cord. It sells for $5.95, and Jerrold

claims that it “far surpasses the performance of indoor

antennas, and in many areas equals outdoor antennas.” It’s

tuned by sliding it along the power cord. The principle of

inductive coupling is employed, making the house wiring

serve as an antenna. It will be promoted with full-page

ads in Life, Saturday Evening Post and trade publications.

TV monitors are again being shipped by Conrac, less

than 6 weeks after fire leveled its Glendora, Cal. plant

(Vol. 15:33). They were produced in a rented plant in

Azusa, Cal., while a new Glendora facility is being built to

handle production of Conrac monitors & Fleetwood TV sets.

OCDM STUDYING IMPORT IMPACT: Office of Civil & De-

fense Mobilization moved promptly to look into EIA’s

complaint that imports of Japanese transistors and I

other semiconductor devices are undermining U.S.

electronics industry’s defense capacity (Vol. 15:38).

“The investigation will cover all semiconductor prod-

ucts,” OCDM said, “including diodes, rectifiers and tran-

sistors imported as separate units, as combinations of

units, or contained in finished products.” Interested parties

should notify OCDM of their interest within 30 days of '

Oct. 2, may file comments within 45 days of Oct. 2. Re-

buttal to material filed must be submitted within 75 days.

Twenty-five copies must be filed with Director, OCDM,
Washington 25, D.C. They’re open to public inspection un-

less confidential treatment is requested. The inquiry is

expected to take at least 3 to 4 months.

Hoping to counteract the statements by some U.S.

manufacturers in the inquiry, Japan Electronics Indus-

tries Assn, is sending its business manager, Yozo Ishizuka,

to the U.S. He’ll be accompanied by several Japanese elec-

tronics manufacturers—and their express purpose will be

to combat any govt, moves to curtail imports.

Complicating factor in OCDM’s inquiry undoubtedly

will be the stock-ownership & affiliation connections be-

tween U.S. & Japanese electronics firms. In an article

Sept. 26 detailing the battle between Matsushita and To-

shiba for No. 1 ranking in Japan’s appliance & electronics
|

business. Business Week notes these ownership affiliations
j

of Japanese electronics firms: GE owns 7.2% of Toshiba;

Dutch Philips owns 30% of Matsushita; ITT subsidiary

International Standard Electric owns 22% of Nippon Elec-

tric and 13 % of Sumitimo Electric; Westinghouse holds

4% of Mitsubishi Electric; “RCA reportedly is consider-

ing buying into Sanyo Electric.” I

Another U.S. TV-radio manufacturer, meanwhile,

revealed that it is using Japanese transistors. Magnavox
pres. Frank Freimann told N.Y. Society of Security An- i

alysts last week that his company now uses Japanese tran- I

sistors exclusively (see p. 18).

Japanese transistor production climbed from 560,000 i

in 1956 to 26,736,000 in 1958 and 14,967,000 in first-quarter
i

1959, while production of diodes increased almost tenfold

from 1956 to 1958, EIA reports in a correction of its report '

of last month in connection with its petition to OCDM to
1

investigate Japanese imports (Vol. 15:38). Original EIA
statement had referred erroneously to the figures as total

imports of Japanese transistors.

Ampex Japan Ltd. has been incorporated in Tokyo to

provide engineering liaison with Ampex’s Japanese custo-

mers and to service Videotape recording heads. It will op-

erate as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ampex International, i

the Switzerland-headquartered Ampex subsidiary which i'

handles the parent firm’s overseas activities.

Japanese radio-camera combo reportedly is being
j

readied for export with a $79.50 price tag by Kofuku Kogyo j

Co. Ltd. Named “Ramera,” the unit embraces a 6-transistor |

radio & a 16-mm camera in a tight 6-x-3-x-1.5-in. package.

Newcomer to hi-fi field is Bulova Watch Co., long-time

radio marketer, which has entered 4 stereo portable phono-

graphs for sale through retail jewelers. The new instru-

ments range in price from $99.95 to $169.95, incorporate 2 M
detachable speaker systems, each with 2 speakers; V-M V
4-speed record changer; record intermix; automatic shutoff. 1

Canadian .Admiral has introduced a line of 8 color sets
|

with suggested list prices ranging from $895 to $1,115. j

ii
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more about

ARMSTRONG PATENT BATTLE: Federal Judge Edmund
L. Palmier! last week named N.Y. attorney Courtland

Nicoll special master to determine damages owed by

Emerson to the estate of the late Maj. Edwin H. Arm-

strong in connection with infringements of basic FM
patents (see p. 15). Although special hearings are

scheduled to begin in 30 days—to determine Emerson’s

production of FM & TV sets during the period of the

alleged infringement—they are expected to be delayed

by Emerson’s appeal, which pres. Benjamin Abrams

said would definitely be filed.

The 3 patents concerned covered: (1) Wideband FM
broadcast system, considered to be the basic FM patent.

(2) FM receiver with 2-patb discrimination. (3) Pre-em-

phasis & de-emphasis—one basic technique used in TV
& FM broadcasting & reception.

The court decision covers all types of wideband FM
radio, interpreted to include any FM radio system in

which the band is wider than a standard AM broadcast’s.

The Armstrong suits involve receiving equipment only,

no license being required to manufacture FM-TV broad-

cast equipment—the licenses to use technique having been

taken out by the broadcasters themselves. In the litigation,

Emerson is represented by Darby & Darby, Mrs. Arm-
strong by Brumbaugh, Free, Graves & Donohue.

EIA & Small Business: Stepped up activities in behalf of

small electronics businesses are planned by EIA as a re-

sult of actions at the Sept. 22-24 fall membership confer-

ence in Atlantic City (Vol. 15:39). The trade group’s

board approved a proposal by the small business commit-

tee (J. B. Elliott, Tele-Dynamics, chairman) to hold an
experimental conference this fall on the problems of small

businesses in the electronics field, to which both members
& non-members will be invited. Three regional “representa-

tives” of small business will be named by the committee

to “organize & correlate the views of small electronics

manufacturers” and hold the conference. Other actions

announced by EIA, in addition to those reported last week:

(1) The industrial electronics div., headed by Ben
Adler, Adler Electronics, approved a proposal to hold an
industrial electronics marketing symposium during the

current fiscal year, and agreed to appoint an ad hoc com-
mittee to investigate the possibility of establishing indus-

trial electronics standards & specifications.

(2) The board of directors scheduled EIA’s 36th an-

nual convention at Chicago’s Pick-Congress Hotel next
May 18-20 and next year’s fall conference at the French
Lick-Sheraton Hotel, French Lick, Ind., Sept. 13-16.

(3) Seven new companies were admitted to EIA mem-
bership: Blonder-Tongue Systems Inc., Jensen Industries

Inc., Laurence A. King (special membership), Lewyt Mfg.
Corp., National Semiconductor Corp., Norden div. of United
Aircraft and Wiltec Electronics.

TV & Appliance Credit Corp., Los Angeles, has been
charged in an FTC complaint with misrepresenting itself

as a TV-movie casting agency in order to track down de-

linquent debtors of business firms. The FTC said the Los
Angeles company, also operating as Hollywood Casting
Service Inc., mailed “confidential casting” questionnaires
to delinquent customers whose last known addresses were
supplied by the business firms. “Our local talent scout will

contact you,” the delinquents were promised in accompany-
ing letters, “as soon as completed card is returned to us.”

Trade Personals: Henry Lehne named a Sylvania senior

v.p., with over-all responsibility for Sylvania Electronic

Systems . . . George C. Connor named Sylvania regional

v.p. . . . Dr. William L. Whitson named Daystrom v.p. . . .

Charles A. Nichols, ex-Hoflfman Electronics consumer prod-

ucts div. engineering v.p., named engineering mgr. of

Conrac Inc., Glendora, Cal.

Mort Gaffin, ex-NBC spot sales dir. of new business &
promotion, named RCA mgr. of special advertising & sales

promotion programs; S. N. Lev promoted from RCA air-

born systems mgr. to gen. mgr. of Moorestown missile &
surface radar div.; Arthur N. Curtiss promoted from mgr.

to gen. mgr.. West Coast missile & surface radar dept., re-

cently raised to divisional status; R. C. Willman promoted

from administration planning mgr. to administrative co-

ordination & planning mgr., missile & surface radar; J. L.

Frederick named mktg. dept, mgr., Moorestown; J. B. Cecil

named engineering dept, chief engineer, Moorestown.

Wallace A. Pond named RCA semiconductor & mate-

rials div. field engineering coordinator . . . John F. Antoni-

azzi named CBS Labs planning dir. . . . Paul J. Bridwell

named to new post of Westinghouse apparatus sales pro-

motion mgr., succeeded as industrial products adv. mgr. by

Charles W. Van Eman . . . Joseph Burns promoted from
cathode-ray tube design mgr., Du Mont Labs., to mgr.,

cathode-ray tube engineering lab.

Robert T. DeVore, ex-PR dir.. Instrument Society of

America, named EIA PR dir. Appointment leaves un-

changed the status of EIA office of information mgr. Her-

bert F. Hodge Jr. . . . John E. Hines Jr., ex-International

Instruments Inc., named sales mgr.. Community Engineer-

ing Corp., State College, Pa. (CATV equipment) . . . Gould

Hunter, Eitel-McCullough exec, v.p., named a dir. . . . Rich-

ard R. Hough appointed operating v.p., Ohio Bell Telephone

Co., succeeding Gordon N. Thayer, named AT&T mktg. v.p.

. . . A. J. Buxton and M. O. Felix, Canadian Westinghouse

Co. Ltd., will receive the National Electronics Conference

Award Oct. 12 for their joint paper, “The Performance o^’

FM Scatter Systems Using Frequency Compression.”

Dr. Arthur L. Rayhawk, ex-Dept. of Defense super-

visory management engineer, named Whirlpool professor

of mktg., American U. School of Business Administration.

The Whirlpool Corp. of St. Joseph, Mich, created the new
professorship.

First “TV picture” from outer space, transmitted Aug.
14 from U.S. satellite Explorer IV, was released last week
by National Aeronautics & Space Administration. The
picture of the earth, taken from an altitude of 17,000 miles,

showed a crescent-shaped portion of the north-central

Pacific Ocean off Mexico, with sufficient detail to indicate

cloud formations & sunlight reflected from the ocean. The
“camera” is a 2-lb. scanning device developed by Space

Technology Labs, Inglewood, Cal. An electronic counter

computes & records the light impi’essions in the form of

coded impulses. The slow-scan TV system uses a bandwidth

of only 1.5 cycles (vs. 4 me for a commercial TV picture)

and 40 min. were required to transmit the single picture

to a ti'acking station in Hawaii.

TV-film salute to electronics industry, produced under

EIA supervision, was previewed at last week’s EIA fall

meeting in Atlantic City. Part of NAM’s Industry on Pa-

rade series, “The Mighty Electron,” will be shown by 270

TV stations in the U.S. and others abroad.

McGraw-Hill’s monthly Electrical Merchandising be-

comes a weekly Dec. 7.
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Finance

Magnavox Moving Up; Still climbing from its record

1959 sales year (Vol. 15:39), Magnavox posted a 75% in-

crease in net income on a 50% rise in sales during its first

fiscal quarter ended Sept. 30, compared with the year-ago

quarter, pres. Frank Freimann told the N.Y. Society of

Security Analysts last week. He estimated that the Fort

Wayne firm produced profits of more than $1.2 million

($1.06 a share) on sales of more than $25 million during

the period, compared with $722,000 (61^) on $17,082,000

sales in fiscal 1959’s first quarter.

Freimann forecast a “sizable increase in TV sales,”

said a “strong replacement market is already materializ-

ing” and predicted that Magnavox sales in the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1960 should reach $120 million, compared

with the record $90.6 million in fiscal 1959. Tagging elec-

tronic components & military electronics business as having

greatest potential growth, he estimated that the $120-

million sales would be divided $70 million in consumer

products, $50 million in other electronics fields. In the last

fiscal year, sales were divided equally among TV, radio-

phonos and military-industrial activities. The firm’s mili-

tary backlog is running about $40 million.

Expansion of production & sales of certain Magnavox
products into international markets “within 30 days”

through acquisition of a British firm also was disclosed by

Freimann. However, no details of the pending acquisition

were revealed.

Queried by the Analysts about Japan’s growing elec-

tronics industry, Freimann candidly said: “Competition

from Japanese-made transistors is so vicious that we have

thrown in the hat. We’re having all our transistors made

in Japan.”

Meanwhile, Magnavox’s proxy statement for its Oct.

28 annual meeting discloses these salaries & other re-

muneration for the firm’s top 3 officers: chmn. R. A. O’Con-

nor, $61,750 (plus $26,250 annual pension benefits at re-

tirement)
;
pres. Frank Freimann, $71,250 (plus $22,788),

v.p.-secy. & general counsel Gerard M. Ungaro $38,000

(plus $8,315).

Rek-O-Kut Co. Inc., Corona, N.Y. maker of hi-fi &
stereo components and transcription turntables, plans

public sale of 214,000 common stock shares, the proceeds

to be used to retire loans and finance increased inven-

tories & accounts receivable. A registration statement

filed with SEC said that D. A. Lomasney & Co. is the prin-

cipal underwriter of the issue, in which 142,666 shares

will be offered for the company’s account, 71,334 by sell-

ing stockholders.

Profits of RKO Teleradio, General Tire’s TV-radio sub-

sidiary, “continue to be excellent,” pres. William O’Neil

reported last week in announcing that the parent com-

pany’s earnings for 9 months ended Aug. 31 were $20,320,-

567 ($3.79 a share), nearly 4 times the $5,331,368 (91?‘) in

the same 1958 period. Net sales were $483,644,239 vs.

$321,405,954 in the 1958 period.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Payable
Stk. of
Record

Avco Q $0.10 Nov. 20 Oct. 30
Intnatl. Rectifier . Stk. 5% Oct. 26 Oct. 15
Lear Inc — .10 Dec. 1 Nov. 12
Howard Sams (new). Q .15 Oct. 25 Oct. 10
Trav-Ler Radio . Stk. 5% Nov. 2 Oct. 15
Universal Controls . .

.

— .07% Oct. 31 Oct. 15

Terms of merger of Indiana Steel Products Co., pro-

ducer of magnets for TV-radio and other products, with
General Ceramics Corp., manufacturer of ferrites, were
disclosed last week in proxy notice to stockholders. Sub-
ject to Indiana Steel stockholder approval at a meeting
Oct. 16 in Valparaiso, Ind., the merger will become effec-

tive Nov. 16. The new company will be called Indiana Gen-
eral Corp. Each share of General Ceramics stock will be
exchanged for .353 of a share of Indiana Steel. General
Ceramics has 509,000 shares outstanding, all privately held.

Indiana Steel has 350,091. Indiana Steel chairman Paul R.

Doelz will become chairman of the new firm; General Ce-

ramics chairman Henry Arnhold will be chairman of the

exec, committee; Indiana pres. Robert F. Smith will become
pres. & chief exec, officer, with General pres. John H.
Bouwmeester exec. v.p. Both firms are key companies in

the electronics components field. Indiana’s sales for the

first half of this year totaled $6,095,000, its earnings $512,-

000. General reported income of $283,000 on sales of $3,-

585.000 in the same period.

Siegler Corp., in reporting record sales & earnings for

the year ended June 30 (Vol. 15:38), notes in its annual re-

port that its Olympic Radio & TV div. “has substantially in-

creased its sales & earnings and maintained its position as

the largest supplier of [TV-radio-phono] combination
units.” Olympic’s consumer sales for the year, the report

states, “were nearly 3 times the volume in fiscal 1955.”

Olympic now has 14 wholly-owned distribution branches &
199 independent distributors in the U.S. At its stockholders

meeting Oct. 13 in Dover, Del., Siegler will ask for an in-

crease in the authorized common shares from 2.5 to 5 mil-

lion, but has no present plans for issuance of any stock. The
proxy statement gives these figures on remuneration of key
officers during the fiscal year: pres. John G. Brooks, $90,-

000; exec. v.p. Robert L. Purcell and v.p. Morris Sobin,

$54,000 each.

Texas Instruments anticipates that its 1959 sales &
earnings will be more than double those of 1958, pres. P. E.

Haggerty told the Boston Security Analysts Society this

week. Revising his earlier projections upwards, he said net

earnings would be about $14 million—possibly as high as

$15 million—on total sales between $195 & $200 million.

This compares with last year’s net earnings of $6 million

on sales of about $92 million.

Roulette Records has filed an SEC registration state-

ment (File 2-15515) for 330,000 common stock shares,

300.000 to be offered for public sale at $3.50 per share by

Chauncey, Walden, Harris & Freed. The remaining 30,000

would be sold to the underwriters by stockholders at Ic

per share.

Pathe News Inc., N.Y. firm which leases films to TV
stations, has filed SEC registration (File 2-15610) for 400,-

000 shares of common stock with warrants to purchase an

additional 100,000 to be offered for public sale at $3.75 per

share. Underwriter is Chauncey, Walden, Harris & Freed.

Reports & comments available: Westinghouse, special

report, W. E. Hutton & Co., 1530 Chestnut St., Philadel-

phia 2; also analysis by Carreau & Co., 63 Wall St., N.Y. 5

. . . GE and General Dynamics, articles in Investor’s

Reader, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 70 Pine

St., N.Y. 5 . . . Motorola, American Broadcasting-Para-

mount Theatres, and the electronics industry, comments,

Josephthal & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y. 5 . . . Amphenol-
Borg Electronics, folder, Fahnestock & Co., 65 Broadway,

N.Y. 6 . . . Sperry Rand, review, Eisele & King, Libaire,

Stout & Co., 50 Broadway, N.Y. 4 . . . General Dynamics,

review, Penington, Colket & Co., 70 Pine St., N.Y. 5.
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Foreign

Cuban govt, has taken over CMBJ-TV (Ch. 12) Havana
through an intervener appointed by the Ministry for the

Recovery of Stolen Property. The station, with studios in

the Havana Hilton, went on the air in Aug. 1958 as an all-

color station. It was headed by Caspar Pumarejo, TV
enterpriser who originated many of Cuba’s quiz & contest

programs on other stations. The Castro govt, reportedly

discovered 40% of CMBJ-TV’s stock in the safe deposit

box of one of Batista’s aides. Pumarejo has left the country.

Assis Chateaubriand, the fiery Brazilian newspaper
publisher & TV-radio station pioneer, who rose to Senator

in the Brazilian Parliament and Ambassador to Great

Britain, has formed Stockholding Consortium of Associated

Newspapers & Broadcasting Stations to replace his old

holding company. Associated Newspapers. He is turning

over 49% of its stock to his family & employes—apparently

an inheritance tax move. He retains 51%, his interest pass-

ing to the new firm on his death. Chateaubriand, who is

regarded as the most important publisher-broadcaster in

Brazil, if not in all South America, has among his holdings

28 daily newspapers, 22 radio stations, a weekly magazine,

the pioneer TV stations in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo,

and reputed interests in several other TVs, including CPs.

He did not include his TV holdings in his new company.

Communist radio propaganda to the Near East, South

Asia & Africa increased 15% during this year’s first half,

USIA reports. Broadcasts to this area have risen from 241

to 497 hours weekly in a little over 2 years, said the agency.

Total Communist broadcasting to the free world increased

7% to 2,701 hours per week in the first 6 months of 1959.

USIA’s Voice of America is on the air 567 hours weekly

in 37 languages.

Irish TV will be commercial & govt.-operated. Reject-

ing proposals that commercial contractors handle the

service, Ireland will establish a single TV-radio Authority

to govern both media. Minister for Posts & Telegraph

James Hilliard pointed out recently that the TV service

would have to support itself heavily from ad revenue. De-
tails of the TV-radio legislation are being prepared for

submission to Parliament. Under the proposal, Ireland will

provide the original capital for the TV service, repayable

over a term of years by the TV-radio Authority. The site

for the service’s first transmitter already has been acquired
in the Dublin Mountains.

“How Granada Converted the President” is the title

of an illustrated booklet by Granada TV Network, London
& Manchester, explaining step by step, the process of

converting to U.S. standard video tape the European &
British TV pictures of President Eisenhower’s recent visit.

Granada did the job for CBS, using the “Granada stand-
ards converter” (Vol. 15:22).

With 70% of the French population within range of a

TV station, the state-owned TV network is planning 30
new transmitters to complete coverage of France. The
current French sets-in-use figure is 1,228,000, of which
500,000 are in the Paris area.

Intrecontinental Services Ltd. has been named U.S.
rep. for TG-BOL-TV Guatamala City, Guatamala; Tele-

vision Curacao, Willemstad, Curacao; Television Aruba,
Oranjestad, Aruba, and Tele-Haiti, Port-au-Prince, Haiti.

Meanwhile Intercontinental has opened a new office in

Mexico City, with Fred Hofer named mgr.

Auxiliary Services

Bad Day for Pay TV: What began as just another pay-

TV debate wound up in heated argument in Los Angeles

last week, with an ad-agency executive besting the pay-TV
proponent. What irked J. Neil Reagan, McCann-Erickson

v.p., was the thesis expressed by International Telemeter

v.p. Paul MacNamara that the public doesn’t want commer-
cials. It all took place at the monthly meeting of Los An-
geles Adv. Women Inc. KTTV pres. Dick Moore was the

third panelist.

Reagan and Moore both expressed the belief that com-
mercials would show up on pay-TV if the system ever be-

came a reality—and this annoyed MacNamara. When he

then charged that people don’t want commercials, Reagan
demanded: “By what right do you set yourself up as a

prophet with this statement? How do you know that’s

true?” MacNamara replied in general terms, and Reagan
retorted, “We don’t guess at these things in our business.

We know how they feel about it through cold, hard re-

search.” MacNamara gave no answer.

After MacNamara’s initial talk on the benefits of pay-

TV, Reagan said “Paul promised pay-TV will be the sav-

iour of everything but religion. Let him who is without

the profit motive cast the first stone. Pay-TV is not going

to save any thing; its only purpose is to make a buck.

Some of the pay-TV people’s statements show glaring un-

truths or a profound ignorance of our economic system.”

To a MacNamara crack at Madison Ave., Reagan replied

“there are practically no ad agencies on Madison Ave.

anymore. We’ve made so much money on free TV that we
have been able to move to higher-rent districts.”

When MacNamara claimed rising TV film production

costs were forcing advertisers out of TV, Reagan pointed

out that more money is being spent on TV advertising to-

day than ever before. He recalled the claim of years ago
that a half-hour show costing $15,000 was too expensive.

(Today, its average cost is $40-50,000.)

MacNamara said an installation charge of $5.50 would
be charged in Telemeter’s Toronto run beginning about the

first of the year, and movies will cost the viewer about $1.

First 84 miles of cable to be strung by Canadian Bell

jPelephone for International Telemeter’s forthcoming

closed-circuit pay-TV test in a Toronto suburb was com-
pleted last week. Telemeter hopes to complete the wiring

of the 13,000-home Etobicoke area within 60 days, and

has purchased a building formerly occupied by S. G. Kresge

Co. for conversion to TV studios. Telemeter pres. Lou
Novins told us that Paramount was “actively looking at

possible Telemeter situations in the U.S.,” but added that

“no specific deal has been made” in the Rego Park section

of Queens, as reported in the trade press. Under considera-

tion for possible Telemeter test in N.Y., he said, are “at

least 4 areas.”
1

National Community TV Assn. Western regional con-

ference in Spokane Oct. 20-22 -will have, as a major speaker

Oct. 21, FCC broadcast bureau chief Harold Cowgill. In

Aug., Cowgill & FCC economist James Sheridan toured the

west, inspecting many CATV & booster installations.

CATV Associates Inc., community-antenna-system
brokers & consultants, is a new company established by

TV-radio management consultants William T. Stubblefield

and W. R. Twining, the former with offices at 1832 M St.

N.W., Washington D.C., the latter at 535 Middlefield Rd.,

Palo Alto, Cal.
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Educational Television

Benton Urges Pay ETV; “Our best single hope for lifting

the level of mass communications—and of political liter-

acy” is subscription TV run by non-commercial educa-

tional broadcasters, says ex-Sen. William Benton, now U.S.-

Canadian publisher of Encyclopedia Brntannica.

Addressing the National Democratic Women’s Club in

Washington, the onetime adman (Benton & Bowles) argued

that under his pay-as-you-learn-from-TV plan, there’d be

no threat to the co-existence of commercial networks &
stations. “They should urge the FCC to grant subscription

rights which would enable the educational stations to build

substantial minority audiences,” Benton said.

He drew this pay-ETV picture: “Buoyed by a major

new source of revenue, education’s TV stations, now strug-

gling from week to week to stay alive, could improve their

programming dramatically. It wouldn’t cost a dollar of tax

money, nor would it compete with present TV for any of

its present programs or audience appeal.

“The tens of thousands who now trudge to evening

courses in history, economics & politics—yes, and in the

‘Great Books’—through rain & snow & dark of night could

become hundreds of thousands & millions. The ever-accel-

erating pace of social change requires that the mass media

must learn to serve as ‘schools of the public.’
”
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RESEARCHING ETV FOR CHILDREN; An ambitious $200,000

research program to determine the most effective ETV
programming for children will be initiated by the

National ETV & Radio Center (NET) & 6 affiliated

ETV stations Oct. 25.

The first phase of the study calls for the 6 stations to

telecast 30-min. of special filmed programming 5 days

weekly for 5 weeks. Impact of the initial programming
will then be studied to develop a format for a broad, na-

tional study which will be conducted by NET’s 43 member
stations over a 2-month period starting sometime in Jan.

Thereafter, NET will program a continuing study & pro-

duction of ETV material for youngsters of all age groups.

Participating in the initial study are WTHS-TV Miami,

WYES-TV New Orleans, WMVS-TV Milwaukee, KTJEC
Salt Lake City, KRMA-TV Denver and KCTS Seattle

Research dir. for the project is Dr. Otto Schlaak, Mil-

waukee-based research specialist retained by NET, whc

will be responsible for setting up a testing organizatior

in the 6 cities, and collecting & analyzing the project data

NET said the project has been under developmen'

since last Dec., and stems from the need for more Intel

ligently programmed ETV for youngsters. Most children’.*

programs available today incorporate appeals for adults

The NET project seeks answers to 4 basic questions: (1

Can ETV fill the gap in programming available for young i

sters? (2) What age-ranges can be included in a givei

target audience? (3) What are the interests of a give)

audience? (4) What is the best way to prepare & presen

programs for children ?

Working with child psychologists, NET’s v.p. for pro

gramming Robert B. Hudson & program associates Rober
Hall & Edwin Cohen determined 5 subjects of prime inter

est to youngsters in the 7-12 age group. Program matt
rial covering these interests is being produced & filme

mainly in 13%-min. & 8% -min. segments by a number c '

member stations. The segments are being packaged int

daily 30-min. shows, complete with linkage for smoot j

continuity, with the various segments arranged in a variet
1

of combinations. The 30-min. shows are being fumishe *

the 6 testing stations by NET as complete packages. Hov
ever, in one test city» a given show on a given day ma
offer a string of segments ranging from animals, arts, an I

puppets. In another test city on the same day, the sho

will be presented with the segments in reverse order, or i

other combinations.

The program material is being produced by ETV a

filiates WKNO Memphis, WGBH-TV Boston, WHYY-T
Philadelphia, WTTW Chicago, WCET Cincinnati, WQE
Pittsburgh, WILL-TV Champaign, 111., WOSU-TV Colun

bus, 0., and KQED, San Francisco.

Educational radio increased its scope last month as tl

radio network of the National Assn, of Educational Bcstj

expanded to 105 members. Exec. dir. Dr. Harry J. Skom
pointed out that the decade-old NAEB now distributes r

corded educational programs at the rate of 1,000 tap

weekly; provides members with 10 hours of programmii

weekly, plus in-school service; offers commercial static

limited public-service programming. Programs range frc

music, lectures and discussion panels to interviews

documentaries. The self-supporting NAEB network,

said, has approximately 60% of its programs produced

member stations. The balance of material is furnished •

such sources as Georgetown U., Cooper Union Forum, f<

eign broadcasters. National ETV & Radio Center. He sj#

NAEB is stepping up its international programming. .
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

FCC
NETWORKS ORDERED OUT of affiliate rep field, FCC finalizing

rule, giving CBS & NBC until Dec. 31, 1961 to drop non-o&o clients.

Networks expected to fight (p. 1).

NBC & PHILCO SQUARE OFF in argument before FCC on WRCV-
& WRCV Philadelphia. Philco urges major hearing to examine

RCA-NBC's "character" qualifications (p. 5).

ADMINISTRATIVE, CONGRESSIONAL and Judicial agencies hav-

ing supervisory powers over broadcasting—Background No. 5 (p.

6 ).

Congress

TV "QUIZLINGS" win headlines for Harris hearings on old show

scandals. But House probers sidestep touchy issue of govt, pro-

gram controls (pp. 2 & 4).

Advertising

PRINT VS. TV MEDIA STUDY is newest Magazine Advertising

Bureau shot at TV as a competing medium (pp. 3 & 13).

Stations

ARMED FORCES STATIONS at plateau, lack of funds stymying

expansion. Hope placed in low-cost do-it-yourself experiments on

Midway Island (p. 3). Other stories (p. 8).

Foreign

GROWTH OF FOREIGN TV in explosive stage; sets-in-use increase

43%, stations on air 63% in year. Non-U.S. stations total 1,010, sets

33.7 million (pp. 4 & 9).

BARTELL FAMILY Radio Group invests in 3 Caribbean-area TV
stations. Educational programming, French & Dutch film product

will be used (p. 9).

Manuiacturing d Distribution

SECOND 23-in. TUBE TYPE makes debut with 114-degree deflection

and without bonded-on implosion plate. GE will use new Kimble-

designed kinescope in sets (p. 16).

ELECTRONIC IMPORTS FROM JAPAN for first half of 1959 exceed

those for full year of 1958, totaling more than $22 million in factory

value (p. 16).

COMPONENT HI-FI INDUSTRY business poorer than expected so

far this year. Manufacturers veering toward adoption of package
hi-fi makers' practices (p. 18).

TV-RADIO SALES & OUTPUT far ahead of 1958 in both Aug. &
first-8-months figures. Jan.-Aug. retail TV sales total 3,126,981 vs.

2,862,452 in 1958 period (p. 19).

LEAR INC. IN "FLAT SCREEN" RACE, developing eighth-inch-thick

electroluminescent panel suitable for picture-on-wall TV (p. 19).

Networks

EXECUTIVE SHIFTS occur at 2 networks and an agency as CBS
makes its TV-radio news operations a separate div., ABC creates

international subsidiary, Y&R fills Levathes' job (p. 7).

Programming
SPACE SATELLITES' TV POTENTIAL may be even more significant

than their military communications possibilities (p. 10).

HOW NEW SHOWS WILL DO is predicted by N. W. Ayer program

analyst James Cornell (p. 10).

Finance

MILUON-DOLLAR MIDDLEMAN ROLE of MCA in handling Para-

mount features for TV is being questioned by some (p. 20).

Other Departments

AUXIUARY SERVICES (p. 11). PERSONALS (p. 12). FILM, TAPE (14).

NETWORKS ORDERED OUT OF AFFILIATE REP FIELD: FCC went all the way last

week, voted unanimously (5-0, Craven & Cross absent) to force CBS & NBC to drop national TV spot rep-

resentation of non-o&o stations by Dec. 31, 1961. ABC is unaffected, having no rep business. CBS & NBC
radio rep business is left undisturbed.

FCC thus adopted another of the recommendations its staff made with regard to "unhealthy" net-

work practices. CBS-TV stations div. pres. Merle S. Jones promptly announced CBS would oppose ruling.

NBC also is quite likely to fight this one—by asking FCC to reconsider or by appealing to courts, or both.

Full text of decision wasn't issued last week, so Commission's explanation of its reasons won't be

known until this week. In a brief announcement, FCC stated that it amended its rules to:

"1. Prohibit TV networks from serving as national spot representatives of their affiliated stations; and

"2. Provide a grace period until Dec. 31, 1961 during which TV networks engaged in this practice

may continue to serve the stations they now represent in the national spot field.

"The report finds no need for a similar prohibition in the radio broadcast field at this time."
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Networks may represent stations other than their own affiliates, it's evident from the foregoing, but

first reaction of observers is that this is meaningless because networks aren't likely to tout facilities of

competing stations.

"It's g good business," everyone says about CBS's & NBC's rep operations, and networks are loath

to give it up. Networks have never divulged publicly the gross or net of their operations. However, FCC's

network study report notes that the non-o&o stations repped by CBS & NBC—the ones they'd have to give up

—grossed 8.3% of all non-o&o national spot income in the sample month of April 1956. Since April is be-

lieved higher than average, it's good guess that CBS & NBC would lose the commissions they're making on

about $15 million annually—namely, $1.5-2 million. FCC's report had this to say about profits on this gross:

"For the 2 networks combined, net income before taxes is about 2/3 of the revenues (i.e. commis-

sions) received by the spot-sales organizations. Approximately 2/3 of the revenue & income from the spot-sales

operation comes from the representation of network-owned stations and 1/3 from the representation of

affiliated stations."

If the decision stands, CBS would have to drop the following clients: WTOP-TV Washington, WBTV
Charlotte, WBTW Florence, WJXT Jacksonville, KHOU-TV Houston, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, KOIN-TV Port-

land. NBC would drop WRGB Schenectady, WCKT Miami, WAVE-TV Louisville, KSD-TV St. Louis, KOA-
TV Denver, KONA Honolulu.

NBC's position is particularly interesting, in view of fact that recent consent decree (Vol. 15:39)

found Justice Dept, not only okaying NBC's retention of all present clients but also leaving door open for

it to acquire more—as long as no coercion were to be employed. Thus FCC shows that it may at times ex-

ceed Justice Dept, in applying strictures to networks.

All other reps are jubilant, of course, and they're already pitching to the stations which CBS & NBC
are ordered to drop. It remains to be seen, however, whether the dropped stations go to existing reps or

form their own new rep firms built around cadres taken from the network rep subsidiaries. Such moves
have been under consideration for a good many months.

TV 'QUIZLINGS' WIN HEADLINES FOR HARRIS: Washington audiences didn't come
up to expectations (Vol. 15:40), but TV quiz probe producer Oren Harris (D-Ark.) and his troupe of House

investigators last week put on some colorful revivals of long-dead shows (see p. 4)—and newspapers en-

joyed every minute of proceedings.

Purported legislative purpose of Harris hearings—to see whether public needs legislative protection

from any manipulations of TV contests—seemed to get lost in headline-producing quiz reruns. And it's un-

likely that much more will be heard from his Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee on this highly

debatable point.

FCC "has no jurisdiction over 'radio & TV quiz shows' per se," and Commission is prohibited "from

exercising the power of censorship over broadcast material," Chmn. Doerfer reminded Harris in letter at out-

set of hearings. FTC also lacks any such jurisdiction—and if it had authority, it "would logically have to

continue to a complete censorship of all such entertainment," said Chmn. Kintner. Both indicated govt,

agencies should have no such power over programming, although Atty. Gen. William P. Rogers said later in

speech at SEC 25th anniversary dinner that quiz frauds show need for reassessment of Govt.'s role in protect-

ing public morals. Rogers called for "every effort" by Govt. & networks "to safeguard against this or any
other such public deception in the future."

One newspaper which looked behind its own headlines to ask what Harris was after was Scripps-

Howard's Washington Daily News. It called on TV to exercise "greater sense of responsibility" than had been

displayed in big-money quizzes, but added : "It isn't wholly clear to us what, in an immediately practical way,

the Congressional committee hopes to accomplish by this post mortem over a dead horse,"

It was black headline week for TV meanwhile—as it will be every time press gets chance to point

with scorn & derision at rival medium. Whatever else they did, Harris hearings provided legitimate chance

last week. They also gave some extra TV "image" clean-up work for TV Information Organization to do as it

opens shop in N.Y. this week under Louis Hausman (Vol. 15:39).

More reporters than spectators often were on hand for hearings on quiz chicanery in big House caucus

room. Eight press tables were overcrowded, but 300 audience seats rarely were more than 1 /3 occupied.
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Despite new sensations promised in advance by Harris, public itself exhibited no S.R.O. interest in

getting close-up looks as contestants of defunct programs (Variety has called them "quizlings") retold their

stories of quiz frauds—and re-lived their nights of isolation-booth triumph while kines of 3-year-old per-

formances were flashed on screen. Press gave blanket coverage, however.

Bannered Washington Post:
” '21' TV QUIZ RIGGED, 2 TESTIFY," in type usually reserved for inter-

national crises. Under streamer, 4 columns were needed to detail contestants' confessions—many of them

heard before—about how NBC-TV show was rigged. Editorial in Post said heavily that TV "hoax" had "robbed

people of a kind of faith which it is dangerous to destroy in a democracy."

Similar splash play on quiz investigation was spread by other newspapers whose Washington

reporters had no other Congressional developments to cover last week except dull Senate hearings on unem-

ployment problems. And other editorial writers professed similar outrage over stale scandals. "Brazen fraud,"

said N.Y, Herald Tribune. "Millions of trusting people were outrageously deceived, deluded, duped, hood-

winked and put upon." It was "sordid," agreed Washington Evening Star, which mockingly pleaded for assur-

ances from somebody that "rigged quiz shows were the only rotten apple in the barrel."

PRINT-VS.-TV STUDY APPEARS: Magazines are giving their offensive against TV another

shot in the arm. Aiming at nighttime TV, new fall presentation of Magazine Advertising Bureau, based on

study by Mkt. Research Corp. of America, attempts to show that network TV reaches lowbrow, low-income

audiences and that magazines deliver better market. MAB study is not "anti-TV," or so Newsweek publisher

and MAB chmn. Gibson McCabe told preview audience of magazine executives in N.Y. when presentation's

initial version was unveiled.

Comparison of magazines-vs.-TV was made by research firm using 35 magazines (average cost-per-

4-color-page-per-l,000: $5.05) against 10 leading TV network shows. Net result, said MAB presentation, was
that magazines delivered about 3 times as many households per dollar as TV.

Most recent studies of media usage by TV networks & research firms have shown magazine reader-

ship—more so than any other media activity, including newspaper reading—hardest hit by TV. According to

MAB member Richard E. Deems (exec, v.p., Hearst magazines), however, magazines have "competed suc-

cessfully" with TV. (For more on this MAB study, see p 13.)

ARMED FORCES STATIONS AT PLATEAU: Military TV stations at bases around the

world have leveled off at 35 , serving an estimated 350,000 troops, and no renewal of expansion is in sight.

Lack of funds is reason, reports spokesman (who requested anonymity) for Defense Dept.'s radio & TV
branch. Office of Armed Forces Information & Education.

There's some hope for resumption of growth following current experiments with a low-cost do-it-your-

self station on Midway Island, the latest military outlet, which started this summer. Called "STAR" (for simpli-

fied TV and radio), it was built for $15,000, can be operated by one man. This compares with $60,000-$80,000

for the other stations, most of them using Dage equipment.

Another important cost factor is production of kines . Six kines of each show are produced at the serv-

ice's Los Angeles office, bicycled among stations in 50-hour packages.

HQ personnel are extremely grateful to industry for cooperation. Blanket agreements with the net-

works, guilds & unions and 98% of advertisers permit reproduction of virtually all programs.

"The impact on troops is tremendous , a terrific morale booster," particularly in such dismal spots as

Thule, Greenland, we're told. Favorite programs are "Westerns, movies, quiz shows—the same as here." About
55-65 hours are telecast weekly. Some live originations are offered, primarily news & weather. Broadcast day
generally is 4-11 p.m. after duty hours.

Stations aren't intended to serve civilians in areas surrounding bases, and attempt is made to keep
grade A signal within 2-4-mile radius. (For directory of stations, see p. 293, Factbook No. 29.) Stations serve

from 500 to 8,000 receivers each, the total estimated at 50,000-60,000.

Each station's equipment includes 2 studio cameras , a film chain, 4-monitor video control, 2 sync

generators plus transmitter & antenna. Staffs range from 3 to 19. More civilian help is desired because turn-

over of servicemen is so great. Each station is under control of the local area commander, but the program is

coordinated in Washington under Lt. Col. John H. Lay.
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EXPLOSIVE GROWTH OF FOREIGN TV: World TV has entered period of mushrooming
growth which characterized the U.S. variety in the 1950's. During past 12 months, number of TV receivers out-

side the U.S. has increased by 43%, number of TV stations by 63%.

There are now 1,010 TV stations and at least 33,725,000 sets in 53 countries outside the U.S. Add to

these America's 554 stations & 51.5 million sets, plus 34 U.S. Armed Forces TV stations at foreign military

posts, and the world TV total becomes 1,598 stations & 85,226,000 sets. These figures are distilled from

Television Digest's new Foreign TV Directory, which we belive to be most complete and accurate ever com-

piled. It's a feature of Fall-Winter TV Factbook (No. 29), now in mails to full-service subscribers.

Areas of TV's growth are sharply delineated in comparison of current directory with the one which

appeared in 1958 Fall-Winter Factbook. During the 12-month period ending Aug. 1, these countries showed
greatest increase in new stations: Italy, 144 stations added (mostly satellites); West Germany, 86; Japan, 44;

Russia, 36; France, 22.

These are the world's leading TV countries (figures up-to-date as of Aug. 1): United Kingdom, 30

stations & 10 million sets; Canada, 62 stations & 5.5 million sets; USSR, 106 stations & 3 million sets; Japan, 67

stations & 2.9 million sets; West Germany, 164 stations (including 128 satellites) & 2.9 million sets; Italy 313

stations (288 satellites) & 1.5 million sets; France, 45 stations & 1.3 million sets.

Communist bloc lags far behind West in TV development . Including Russia's 106 stations & 3 million

sets, total for the 8 countries is 136 stations, less than 4.1 million sets.

New updated TV Factbook lists individually every one of the world's TV stations, with data on loca-

tion, power, channel, starting date, etc., for all foreign stations—obtained directly from foreign sources in most

cases. Summary table of World TV Stations & Sets will be found on p. 9.

Congress

More about

THOSE ‘FIXED’ TV QUIZZES: Already-damaged TV rep-

utations suffered further erosion last week in House

Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee hearings

reopening old quiz-show scandals. New suspicions

about participants’ conduct in the programs were

raised. NBC-TV & CBS-TV (ABC-TV didn’t go in for

quizzes) were publicly embarrassed all over again.

These were the wildly-headlined subcommittee accom-

plishments (see p. 2) as investigators MC’d by Chairman

Harris (D-Ark.) delved into backstage operations of the

big-prize-money quizzes which were hastily pulled off the

air last year after “fix” stories began breaking in N.Y.

newspapers (Vol. 14:35 et seq.). One smaller-budget quiz

which survived that debacle also was tainted in testimony.

Otherwise, little fresh evidence of rigging of the once-

high-rated shows by packagers & producers (nobody ac-

cused the networks themselves of chicanery) seemed to be

added to that already reported—or widely rumored during

a 9-month probe by a N.Y. Grand Jury. The hearings will

be on again this week.

Transcripts of the jury’s proceedings were followed

closely by subcommittee counsel Robert W. Lishman in

questioning witnesses, most of them contestants whose
testimony in the House caucus room was supplemented by
kines of 3-year-old on-air performances.

They told of careful screening by the shows’ operators

for audience appeal, coaching on how to act out their parts

before cameras & mikes, rehearsals of questions & answers,

instructions on when to win & lose “contests”—and re-

prisals if they refused to play along in the manipulated
programs. The caucus room reruns of the shows, which
once kept the country fascinated, brought jeering laughter
from spectators at the hearings as the contestants dis-

played uncertainty, anguish, triumph & despair.

Much of it was old stuff. But at the week’s end the

previously-unchallenged TV quiz reputation of the biggest

1956-57 isolation-booth hero of them all—$129,000 winner

Charles Van Doren of NBC-TV’s defunct Twenty-One—
was clouded. And NBC fired the producer of Tic Tac
Dough, a lesser quiz which stayed on the air, for refusal to

sign an affidavit that none of its contestants had been given

answers to prize questions in advance.

Van Doren was “relieved of all work assignments by
NBC pending a final determination of the current Con-

gressional investigation,” the network announced. Van
Doren, a $50,000-a-year employe of NBC featured on Today
since he parlayed his Dec. 5, 1956 debut on Twenty-One
into record winnings, also won national fame as an aston-

ishingly erudite young man who did much to make book-

knowledge fashionable.

He was suspended from his network job following

failure to respond immediately to a call by the Harris

subcommittee to appear & clear up questions which had
been raised as to whether his appearance on Twenty-One
followed a script, too. Van Doren had sent telegrams to

Harris repeating Grand Jury denials that he had ever re-

ceived help from anybody on the show. The subcommittee

wasn’t satisfied with this response—and neither was NBC.
Following a long closed session with his subcommittee

Oct. 9, when the hearings had been scheduled for com-

pletion (Vol. 15:40), Harris announced the headline-win-

ning inquiry would be extended at least through Oct. 12.

He would not confirm or deny reports that a House sub-

poena would be issued for the missing Van Doren. Next
business of the subcommittee for an unusual Sat. session

Oct. 10, Harris said, probably would be to hear spokesmen

for FCC, which already had filed a statement pointing out

it has no jurisdictional authority to police quiz shows.

NBC v.p.-gen. atty. Thomas E. Ervin announced

earlier while testifying on his network’s program “secur-

ity” policies that Tic Tac Dough producer Howard Felsher

had just been dismissed after receiving a subpoena from

the subcommittee. “I asked him to give me a sworn state-
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ment that he had not given answers to contestants,” said

Ervin. “He said he couldn’t, and upon his refusal, we fired

him.” And Felsher was promptly implicated in rigging

charges by testimony from 19-year-old Kirsten Falke, a

Dec. 1956 Tic Tac Dough player. Felsher subsequently

admitted to the subcommittee that in 1958 about 75% of

performances on the show were fixed—and that he urged

25-30 persons to lie about their knowledge of the rigging

when they appeared before the N.Y. grand jury.

NBC’s “security” statement, as read to the subcom-

mittee by Ervin, said “The National Broadcasting Co. re-

gards rigging of TV quiz shows as a breach of public faith

and a blight on a program type that otherwise can be both

entertaining & instructive. No such practice can be justi-

fied and none has ever been countenanced by NBC.”
The NBC statement applauded “full public exposure”

of any fraud, said it had instituted “new steps which might

additionally safeguard the integrity of the programs”

—

procedures which were recommended following an outside

study by Arthur Young & Co.

The subcommittee didn’t get around last week to an-

other recently-on-air daytime quiz—CBS-TV’s For Love

or Money which was jerked by the network Jan. 30 this

year after a 6-month run. But CBS-TV v.p.-gen. atty.

Thomas K. Fisher was ready with a statement that the

show was cancelled after the network’s “internal surveil-

lance” disclosed a “dancing decimal machine” was being

manipulated. Fisher also said. “It is clear that there were

behind-the-scenes, improper practices of one sort or an-

other in a number of the quiz shows created & managed by

the independent producers and broadcast by the networks

—some of them over the CBS-TV network.”

Chief heavies of the week’s testimony—as they had

been since the quiz stories broke into newspaper print—
were Dan Enright of packager Barry & Enright and pro-

ducer Albert Freedman of Twenty One which was bought

by NBC from Barry & Enright in a $2.2 million deal in

May 1957. Enright’s partner Jack Barry, who M.C.’d the

show, wasn’t accused of direct participation in any rigging

scheme. (NBC announced just before the hearings started

that it had completed “negotiations to terminate relation-

ships” with the packaging firm.)

Such Twenty One contestants as Herbert Stempel

($49,500) and James Snodgrass ($4,000) testified that

Enright and/or Freedman had directed their show appear-

ances through questions & answers down to the timing of

heavy breathing into the mike to build up suspense—and
when to “take the dive.” It was Stempel, who “lost” to

Van Doren in what he said was a “fix,” who pointed a
finger of suspicion at Van Doren. He said he always knew
in advance what Van Doren’s quiz score would be.

CBS-TV’s and NBC-TV’s Dotto, the first of the quiz

shows to fall after the 1958 scandals started, was similarly

exposed again by the subcommittee. Witnesses in this

phase of the hearing (whose agenda embraced all of the

many quizzes) included Edward Hilgemeier, Antoinette

DuBarry Hillman, David Huschle.

The philosophy of at least some of the contestants who
said they willingly played along with question-&-answer
scripts may have been expressed by Mrs. Hillman. Asked
if she thought she was abetting frauds on the air, she said :

“I really didn’t. I was perfectly blithe about it. They were
having a happy time. I was. Everybody was.”

Senator Leverett Saltonstall (R. Mass.) ranking Re-
publican on the Senate Armed Services Committee, will

speak to the Mass. Bcstrs. Assoc, annual meeting Oct. 13

at the University Club, Boston.

The FCC

NBC i PHILCO SQUARE OFF: Said Philco last week:

NBC should have its licenses for WRCV-TV & WRCV
Philadelphia taken away from it so that it has only

“real estate” left to sell, despite the fact that Justice

Dept, has agreed to permit NBC to sell the whole pack-

age (Vol. 15:39). Philco’s position was submitted by

counsel Henry Weaver, in oral argument before FCC.
The reason. Weaver said, is that NBC & its parent

RCA have such a record of monopolistic behavior that they

don’t have the requisite character to be broadcast licensees.

What he sought last week was a full evidentiary FCC hear-

ing in which to prove his allegations.

Philco faces an uphill struggle in attempting to per-

suade the Commission, because FCC once before threw out

Philco’s charges on the grounds that they were “vague &
insubstantial . . . remote & speculative.” However, the U.S.

Supreme Court overruled FCC to the extent that it had to

give Philco an oral argument, at least.

NBC’s position in the oral argument, as expressed by
counsel Bernard Segal, was that Philco is getting what it

originally asked for (the removal of NBC as a station owner
in Philadelphia) but has now changed its position to seek a

more drastic penalty—the cancellation of NBC’s licenses.

“The real interest of Philco,” Segal asserted, “is the

harrassment of RCA through NBC.” He stated that Philco

is trying to use FCC to help its $150-million anti-trust suit

now pending against RCA. Segal said that Philco’s protest

had merely listed anti-trust suits in which RCA was in-

volved, but hadn’t gone into the charges “with partic-

ularity,” as required by law. Furthermore, he said, Philco

had listed a number of network practices—option time,

must buy, etc.—terming them “monopolistic.” Such prac-

tices, he said, are properly being considered by the Com-
mission in separate rule-making proceedings.

Basically, Segal said. Justice Dept, has concluded that

forfeiture of the Philadelphia stations is not in the public

interest, hence there’s no need for FCC to go further. He
also noted that if the Commission were to go into all the

allegations made by Philco—including “patent misuse,” etc.

—the hearing would be endless.

Weaver asserted that the Justice Dept., NBC consent

decree specifically stated that no conclusions had been
drawn as to whether RCA & NBC were guilty of any mon-
opolistic activity and that it was FCC’s duty to draw such

conclusions in order to determine whether NBC is a fit

licensee. FCC Chmn. Doerfer asked Weaver how long such
a hearing would take. Weaver first estimated 2-3 months,
then 6 months, then concluded that FCC must look into the

allegations even if the hearing “takes 20 years.”

Comr. Ford asked Weaver whether NBC would have to

forfeit all its licenses if Philco’s charges were proved.

“It’s up to you,” said Weaver. However, he added: “The
bad character of NBC was evidenced more formidably in

Philadelphia,” referring to the charges that RCA-NBC had
forced Westinghouse to turn the Philadelphia stations over
to NBC in exchange for the latter’s Cleveland stations.

Segal brought up the fact that Philco had once owned
WRCV-TV (as WPTZ). It had an investment of $38,000 in

it, he said, then sold it to Westinghouse for $8.5 million.

“And Westinghouse,” he said, “is bigger than RCA and
Philco combined—a more serious competitor than RCA.”

FCC counsel John Harrington asked that Philco’s re-

quest be turned down. There was nothing new in its protest,

he said, that hadn’t been rejected previously by the Com-
mission—particularly at the time NBC’s purchase of
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WNBC Hartford was approved. He said that Philco offered

nothing to show that the public would be hurt by a renewal

of NBC’s licenses. He cited Congressional reports to the

effect that networks have made the major contribution to

TV’s development and he concluded that networks should

not be divested of o&o stations, because they need the

revenues to maintain a high level of programming.

Comrs. Doerfer & Bartley, by their questions, showed

that they’re poles apart in their views of monopoly. Said

Doerfer: “You don’t know you’ve violated the anti-trust

laws until the Supreme Court says so.” He also wondered

about the “finality” of anti-trust proceedings—whether the

Govt, was justified in putting an organization on the grill

repeatedly for the same alleged offense, through the Justice

Dept., FCC, FTC, etc. Bartley made it clear he believes

that a person knows when he violates the anti-trust laws.

Two unusual translator grants were given to the U. of

Utah by FCC last week. The stations, to operate on Ch.

71 & 74, will be used primarily to originate on-campus

programs with an occasional simulcast of the university’s

educational KUED (Ch. 7). In order to grant the stations,

the FCC had to waive 2 sections of the rule—one which

defines a translator station and the other which sets forth

the public-service aspects of a translator. The grants are

subject to specific conditions which contain rigid engineer-

ing standards confining the stations’ coverage to a clearly

defined area.

Chronic shortage of engineers has prompted FCC to

issue a public notice requesting qualified persons to apply

for jobs with the Commission. Because its force of 300

engineers is inadequate, it’s eager to hire young people

who want govt, careers. College seniors and engineering

graduates, in addition to those with working experience,

are urged to apply. The positions pay $4,490 to $5,880 a

year, are open in Washington and in field offices. Appli-

cants are urged to write to the executive secretary. Board

of Civil Service Examiners, FCC, Washington 25, D.C.

Permission to move transmitter of WEAR-TV (Ch. 3)

Pensacola 7 miles from its present site was granted by

FCC last week. The Commission waived minimum co-

channel separation rules to make the grant, which will not

become effective until WLBT (Ch. 3) Jackson, Miss, begins

opei’ation from its new location 12 miles SW of Jackson.

FCC turned down 2 rule-making proposals last week:

A request by the Joint Council on Educational TV to

change the educational reservation in Wausau, Wis. from
Ch. 46 to Ch. 9 and a petition by Wrather-Alvarez Bcstg.

Inc., former permittee of KYAT (Ch. 13) Yuma, to switch

that channel from Yuma to El Centro, Cal.

Telecaster Sarkes Tarzian’s application for Ch. 13 in

Bowling Green, Ky. was denied last week by FCC which

reversed examiner Millard F. French’s initial decision of

Sept. 8, 1958 (Vol. 14:37). Winner was George A. Brown
Jr., Ky. sales head of General Shoe Corp.’s Fortune div.

Chmn. Doerfer dissented.

Complaint to FCC by WSAZ-TV (Ch. 3) Huntington,

W. Va. of excessive charges for use of AT«feT’s program-
transmission channels between Huntington & Columbus, 0.

was designated last week for hearing. The complaint al-

leged that AT&T was charging more than specified in

applicable tariffs.

Allocations changes: FCC last week switched the edu-

cational reservation in Muncie, Ind. from Ch. 71 to Ch. 55

at the behest of Bell State Teachers College.

Networks

Executive Shifts: Two network v.p.’s moved into newly

created executive jobs last week, and a former NBC pro-

gram v.p. took over one of the top TV-radio posts among
leading ad agencies:

At CBS: Sig Mickelson, who’s been v.p. & gen. mgr.

of CBS News since TV-radio news & public affairs func-

tions were combined in 1954, was named to the new post of

pres, of CBS News. Thus, CBS News now exists as a

full-fledged division of CBS, and Mickelson holds a rank

(although junior in seniority) equivalent to other division

heads such as Lou Cowan (pres., CBS-TV div.), Arthur

Hull Hayes (pres., CBS radio div.) and Merle Jones (pres.,

CBS Stations div.). CBS News now provides about one

out of every 6 programming hours on the TV network,

nearly one out of 3 hours on CBS radio, and supplies CBS
newsfilm service to stations in all major U.S. markets &
21 foreign countries. (The newsfilm service, which was 6

years old in Sept., is now seen in 3 of every 4 TV homes in

the world, mgr. John M. Cooper reported last week—an
audience estimated at 115 million viewers in 74.6% of the

world’s television homes.)

At ABC: A new subsidiary of ABC-TV, ABC Inter-

national div., was created last week to handle what AB-PT
pres. Leonard H. Goldenson called “increasing expansion of

our network & station activities in foreign countries.”

Appointed to head the network offshoot is Donald W.
Coyle, ABC-TV v.p. & gen. sales mgr., who joined ABC in

1950 as a research writer. ABC now has foreign invest-

ments in Televisora de Costa Rica and in the News Ltd. of

Australia (NWS-TV Adelaide), and plans investment in

other areas. Ultimately, said Goldenson in announcing
Coyle’s appointment, ABC hopes to have “an ABC inter-

national network, programmed at first via tape & film but

in the not-too-distant future perhaps by direct live trans-

mission relayed from satellites.” (For other news of space-

age TV, see story page 10.)

At Young & Rubicam: to fill the v.p. & TV-radio dir.

post vacated late last month by Peter G. Levathes (who
became pres, of 20th Century-Fox TV Productions—Vol.

15:39), Y&R picked Mort Werner, at one time national

program v.p. at NBC-TV and a prime mover in the creation

of NBC’s “magazine concept” participation shows such as

Today and Jack Paar Show. Werner, recently a v.p. of Kai-
ser Industries, has been in TV-radio production since 1932.

Dismissal of indictment against ex-MBS pres. Alex-
ander L. Guterma, accused of violating the Foreign Agents
Registration Act in a $750,000 broadcast-propaganda deal

with the Dominican Republic (Vol. 15:36-37), is sought on
grounds that the law didn’t apply to him. Filing a formal
motion in Washington’s U.S. District Court for dropping
of the charges, Guterma’s Washington counsel William
Wolf Jr. asserted that Radio News Service Corp., which
was set up as an MBS subsidiary to handle Dominican news,
was a news service exempt from terms of the law. Wolf
also challenged constitutionality of the law. At the same
time. Wolf submitted a copy of the MBS-Dominican con-

tract which obligated Mutual to transmit Dominican re-

leases over its facilities to affiliated stations. It included

provisos that Radio News Corp. wouldn’t handle news re-

ports which would be damaging to the Dominican Govt, or

the U.S. After the Federal indictment against Guterma &
2 other former MBS officers was handed down, the Domini-
can Republic sued to recover the $750,000, complaining that

the contract wasn’t fulfilled.
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Network Television Billings

August 1959 and January-August 1959

(For July report, see Television Digest, Vol. 15:36)

August Also Ahead: Network tv gross time billings

continued upward by totaling more than $46.7 million

in Aug., up 12.6% over the $41.5 million business of

Aug. 1958. Cumulative billings for Jah.-Aug. rose strongly

to more than $403 million, running 10.2% ahead of the

approximate $366 million pace of the year-ago period.

CBS paced all networks in dollar volume, with Aug.
billings of more than $21 million, cumulative billings

topping $174 million. The biggest percentage gains were

racked up by ABC, which increased 18.5% in Aug.-over-

Aug. business and 18.9% in year-to-date comparisons.

NETWORK TELEVISION
Aug. Aug. % Jan.-Aug. Jan.-Aug. %
1959 1958 change 1959 1958 change

ABC $ 8,205,620 $ 6,923,736 +18.6 $ 78,019,606 $ 65,625,091 +18.9
CBS 21,238,979 19,383,736 + 9-6 174,364,245 161,764,077 + 7.8

NBC 17,298,627 16,202,021 +13.8 160,662,789 138,310,282 + 8.9

Total $46,743,026 $41,509,492 +12.6 $403,046,540 $365,699,450 +10.2

1959 NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS BY MONTHS
ABC CBS NBC Total

January $10,647,078 $22,129,248 $19,299,853 $62,076,179
February 10,024,460 20,806,220 18,063,828 48,884,608
March 11,666,031 23,266,395 20,728,316 66,558,741
April 10,309,263 22,077,285 19,739,816 62,126,364
May 9,946,570 22,298,271 19,674,494 51,919,335
June 8,930,114 21,171,128 17,984,846 48,086,087
July 8,391,470 21,377,719 17,883,111 47,662,300
August 8,205,620 21,238,620 17,298,627 46,743,026

Note: Figures revised as of Sept. 29, 1959. These figures do not
represent actual revenues inasmuch as the networks do not divulge their
actual net-dollar Incomes. The figures are compiled by Broadcast Ad-
vertisers Reports (BAR) and Leading National Advertisers (LNA) for
TV Bureau of Advertising (TvB) on the basis of one-time network
rates or before frequency or cash discounts.

‘Quick Nielsens’ for Nets: Need for rapid measurement of

competitive program strength this season has caused an

interesting paradox with regard to the TV networks and
researcher A. C, Nielsen. Although all 3 notified Nielsen

earlier this year that they were cancelling their contracts

(in protest over a proposed Nielsen rate hike) effective

next season, the networks last week signed with Nielsen for

the firm’s speeded-up, 24-market reports of program rat-

ings in the fully competitive (3-network) markets.

Nielsen will now issue fifty 24-market reports a year,

each to be mailed 6 days after the last telecast of the rat-

ing period. Although the reports are not a national meas-
urement (only 40% of the nation’s TV homes are in the 24

areas), they will indicate competitive viewing trends, the

effects of changes in format, and a clue to network strength

that will later be reflected in national measurements.

Further postponement of MBS reorganization under
the Bankruptcy Act took place in N.Y. Oct. 6. Referee Asa
Herzog set Oct. 14 as the date when the validity of

N.Y.C.’s $300,000 tax claim against Mutual will be heard
& decided upon by him instead of by the city’s tax tribunal.

CBS radio network will show a profit in 4th-quarter

1959 and “could make money in 1960,” CBS Radio pres.

Arthur Hull Hayes has assured affiliates.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

NBC-TV
Troubleshooters, alt.-wk. sponsorship, Fri., 8-8:30 p.m.

H-A Hair Arranger (Boyer’s Adv.)
“Time: Present—Chet Huntley Reporting,” Sun., 5:30-6

p.m. 26-wk. order, full sponsorship.
Kemper Insurance (John W. Shaw)

Stations

New Spot Yardstick: Network activities in the station

rep field may have been dealt a blow last week (see page

1), but they were still moving forward. After several

months of study & preparation, CBS-TV Spot Sales sent us

a copy of a new research report titled “Cume-Finder,” de-

signed to show clients & agencies the cumulative audience

effects of spot TV.
The study is basically a series of charts covering day-

time & nighttime spot schedules ranging in frequency from
2 to 8 spots weekly, in campaigns that vary from 15 to 75

top markets. Unduplicated TV home audiences are shown
on both a weekly and 4-wk. basis, using Nielsen figures in

the projections.

Some sample figures: In a 15-city campaign, a schedule

of 4 nighttime announcements, at a weekly cost of $39,040,

will reach 14,112,600 homes in a week and 20,585,700 in the

course of a month out of a 15-city TV home total of 22,-

873,000 units, with a weekly average frequency of 1.5

exposures and a monthly rate of 4.2 exposures. In a 45-city

campaign, 6 nighttime announcements weekly ($99,900)

will reach 25,291,500 homes in 7 days, 33,011,700 in a month
out of a total of 34,933,000. Average frequency on a weekly
basis: 2.0. On a monthly basis, 6.0.

In daytime TV, a saturation schedule of 36 spot an-

nouncements weekly in the top 30 markets ($80,278) will

reach 19,045,600 homes in a week, 25,854,000 in a month
with a weekly average frequency of 4.3 exposures and 12.5

in the course of a month.

Statistics for “Cume-Finder” come from several

sources, and were compiled under the direction of CBS-TV
spot sales research mgr. Robert Schneider. Costs are from
Standard Rate & Data Service, based on the CBS-TV sta-

tion (o&o or affiliates) in each market. Daytime costs

are based on 20-sec. announcements after applicable vol-

ume discounts. Prime-time costs were based on each sta-

tion’s highest 20-sec. rate before discounts.

RCA has shipped a pylon antenna to WFAM-TV (Ch.

18) Lafayette, Ind., which is being revived this fall by
Sarkes Tarzian; a used pylon to KNDO (Ch. 23) Yakima,
Wash., planning an Oct. start; slotted antenna to KPEC-
TV (Ch. 56, educational) Tacoma, Wash., planning fall

debut; 5-kw used DuMont transmitter to KXGO-TV (Ch.

11) Fargo, N.D., also due to start this fall; TV tape re-

corder to WISN-TV Milwaukee (its 2nd unit); 2 TV tape

recorders to WBAL-TV Baltimore.

WRCA-TV N.Y. Jan.-Sept. sales climbed 17% over

the same period of 1958, putting the station in line for

“its most profitable year in history,” NBC v.p. William

Davidson said last week. The station is near a sell-out on

prime-time 10-sec. TV spots, and has a waiting list for

20-sec. prime availabilities, said Davidson. Last week
13th Hour Drama was tacked on the tail end of WRCA’s
nightly schedule (Vol. 15:40) to open up additional spots.

First major 30-sec.-spot campaign booked through

Peters, Griffin, Woodward station rep has been bought by
Phillips Petroleum Co. on WTVJ Miami. Phillips’ order is

for five 30-sec. spots weekly for a full year. The rate was
computed as 150% of the station’s AA 20-sec. charge.

PGW has been instrumental in promoting usage of the

30-sec. rate (Vol. 15:18).

Single application for a new TV station filed with the

FCC last week was for Ch. 34, Salina, Kan. by the owners

of KAWL, York, Neb. Total pending is now 107 (14 uhf).
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Broadcasters’ labor problems should be eased by pro-

visions of the new Federal Labor Law (Vol. 15:37) which

gives authority to NLRB regional directors—instead of the

board itself—for decisions in union representation cases,

says NAB labor specialist Charles H. Tower. Responding to

an NLRB request for Comments on the new legislation,

Tower sent a 4-page analysis of its terms to board chmn.

Boyd Leedom, He warned that interpretations of the law

may bring “confusion,” but said “the objective of the change

in [representation] procedure is laudable.” Tower foresaw

“more expeditious handling” of claims by unions to speak

for station employes.

Broadcasting education in the country’s universities is

“inadequate” and 10 yrs. behind the real size of the TV-
radio industry, said Warren Boorom, v.p. & dir. of member
service of RAB last week in address before the Hartford,

Conn, ad club. Boorom, appealing to admen to “take

whatever steps necessary to modernize the broadcasting

curriculum in schools,” added that “most TV-radio courses

stress programming & production factors in broadcasting

but ignore the industry’s important business aspects.”

Complete control of WBIR-TV (Ch. 10) & WBIR
Knoxville, Tenn. is being acquired for $2,100,000 by 30%
owner Taft Bcstg. Co., it was announced last week. Taft

Bcstg.—licensee of WKRC-TV (Ch. 12) & WKRC Cin-

cinnati, WTVN-TV (Ch. 6) & WTVN Columbus, WBRC-TV
(Ch. 6) & WBRC Birmingham—is buying the other 70%
held by Gilmore N. Nunn, Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Ashe and

pres. & gen. mgr. John P. Hart.

WABC-TV tried to put unfavorable criticism to work
for it in promoting the new Everything Goes series last

, week, after the late-night panel show was unmercifully

I panned by N.Y. TV critics. The ABC-TV flagship placed

a unique ad in The New York Times and Variety quoting

sour notices of columnists Jack O’Brian and Nick Kenny
in the form of “an open letter to TV viewers.” The ad

promised that “the program has undergone development

changes,” and asked viewers to try the show again.

KOVR Stockton, Cal., is not for sale, 20th-Fox was
told last week after initiating conversations aimed at buy-

ing the Gannett station. Glover DeLaney, managing direc-

tor of the Gannett broadcast group, told us Gannett isn’t

interested in selling the station, and the talks have stopped.

He acquired KOVR last year from Hoffman Electronics.

Largest installation of silicon-controlled rectifiers for

light dimming is in ABC-TV’s new N. Y. studio, used for

first time this month. The studio’s lighting uses GE silicon-

controlled rectifiers to control 570 circuits.

WBKB-Chicago is building its largest (60 by 34 ft.)

& most elaborate TV set— a plush apartment which will be

the scene of Playboy’s Penthouse (Vol. 15:35), the maga-
zine program which debuts Oct. 24.

Elaborate brochure explaining video-tape recording—
and why advertisers should have their tapes made at

WBBM-TV—is being distributed by the CBS Chicago sta-

tion. Title: Video Tape Recording.

Waiver of rules for WAVY-TV (Ch. 10) Norfolk-Ports-

mouth, Va. was granted by FCC last week, permitting the

station to identify itself also with Newport News.

WPBN-TV Traverse City & WTOM-TV Cheboygan,

I
both Mich., have appointed Venard, Rintoul & McConnell

Inc. as their national rep, effective immediately.

Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters (MST) direc-

ors hold fall meeting Nov. 10 in Washington’s Mayflower.

Foreign

BARTELL’S OVERSEAS TV: The Bartell Family Radio

Group has invested in 3 Caribbean-area TV stations

currently under construction : Tele-Aruba, Ch. 7, Oran-

jestad ; Tele-Curacao, Ch. 5, Willemstad and Tele-Haiti,

Ch. 5, Port-au-Prince. The first 2 scheduled to begin

operations by Mar. 1960, are a joint venture of Bartell

and the Netherlands Antilles government, the former

investing $350,000 for controlling interest. Silent part-

ners are representatives of the NA govt., which sup-

plied the station group with construction franchises,

Bartell group pres. Gerald Bartell told us last week.

There are only 1,500 TV sets in the Dutch West Indies,

but there is plenty of growth potential, said Bartell.

Tele-Haiti will be Haiti’s first TV station and will be

operated by Bartell under a 10-yr. grant from the Haitian

government. Bartell investment there totals $175,000.

Target date for Tele-Haiti is Nov. 29. Present TV set own-
ership in Haiti, one of the least wealthy Caribbean areas,

is non-existent, but its improving economy & 3.5 million

population make it potentially worthwhile, Bartell said.

Programming for the 3 stations will be “cultural and
educational” as well as entertaining. Last week Bartell

named Boris Frank, former TV producer for Gotham Re-
cording Corp., program dir., Caribbean area. HQ: Curacao.

Bartell is also planning to import European program-
ming (film) for the new TV outlets, and is leaving Oct. 12

for a program-buying trip to Paris (to negotiate for French
programming for Haiti) and to Amsterdam (for Dutch-
language shows for Curacao & Aruba). English & Ameri-
can films will be used on all 3 stations. The Bartell group
owns 6 radio stations in the U.S.

More about

WORLD TV GROWTH: This table of woidd TV stations

& sets-in-use as of Aug. 1, 1959 is based on the new
Foreign TV Directory, a feature of the 1959 Fall-

Winter Television Factbook (see p. 4). It has been

updated on the basis of survey results received too late

for inclusion in the Factbook.

Country Stations Sets
Algeria 2 28,000
Argentina 1 400,000
Australia 9 618,000
Austria 15 88,200
Belgrium 5 350,000
Bermuda 1 8,000
Brazil 9 850,000
Bulgaria 1 500
Canada 62 5,634,000
Chile 1 1

China
(Mainland) 3 6,000

Colombia G 150,000
Cuba 2G 365,000
Curacao — 2,000
Cyprus 1 3,000
Czechoslovakia G 460,000
Denmark 7 300,000
Dominican Rep. 4 13,000
El Salvador .... 2 16,000
Finland G 21,000
France 45 1,300,000

E. Germany .... 10 425,000
W. Germany .. 164’ 2,900,000
Guatemala 2 20,000
Hong Kong“ .. 1 3,000
Hungary 3 30,000
Iran 1 12,000
Iraq 1 9,000
Ireland^ — 70,000
Italy 313“ 1,500,000

Japan 67 2.949,000
Korea 1 6,000

Country Stations Sets
Lebanon 2 1,500
Luxembourg .. 1 4,000
Malta® — 4,000
Mexico 18 600,000
Monaco 1 11,000
Netherlands .. 6 600,000
Nicaragua 1 6,000
Nigeria 1 1,000
Norway 1 2,500
Panama^ — 8,000
Peru 3 27,500
Philippines .... 2 26,000
Poland 5 138,000
Portugal 5 36,000
Rumania 2 20,000
Saudi Arabia.. 1 2,500
Spain 3 130,000
Sweden 17 460,000
Switzerland .. 12 67,882
Thailand 2 40,000
Turkey 1 1,000
United K’dom 30 10,000,000
Uruguay 1 15,000
USSR lOG 3,000.000
Venezuela 9 200,000
Yugoslavia .... 5 12,000

FOREIGN
TOTAL .. 1010 33,725,582

U. S 554 61,600,000
U. S. Military 34 1

GRAND
TOTAL ,. 1598 85,225,582

' Sets-in-use estimate unavailable. Includes 288 satellite stations.
- Viewers tune to British stations. " Viewers tune to Italian stations.
3 Closed-circuit cable system. Includes 128 satellite stations.
* Viewers tune to Armed Forces stations.
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Programming

TV, SPACE & THE MOON: Commercial possibilities of

space satellites—for relaying worldwide TV, telephone,

etc.—may be even more significant than their military

potential. This was indicated last week by Deputy

Chief Signal Officer Brig. Gen. Earle F. Cook in address

to Radio & TV Executives Society in N.Y.

Undoubtedly referring to Bell Labs’ research project

on TV-telephone space relays (Vol. 15:40), Gen. Cook told

his broadcasting audience: “Satellites will ultimately pro-

vide a reliable & efficient means of spanning the oceans &
polar regions, of providing truly global communications

—

for military, but more particularly commercial, purposes.”

The world stands “on the threshold of a vast new era in

communications,” he said, adding:

“Although initially of considerable expense, the regu-

lar transmission of transcontinental video programs—and

even trans-world video programs—would soon absorb the

cost of launching an active communications satellite. The
magnitude of commercial possibilities of such a privately-

owned satellite relay staggers the imagination of even

those of us who daily work with outer-space devices.”

* * *

While Gen. Cook was discussing the role of space re-

search in the future of TV, the N.Y. convention of the

SMPTE was taking a look at the role of TV in future

space research.

All components for a TV system for taking pictures on

the moon and relaying them to earth already have been

developed, S. W. Spaulding of RCA’s astro-electronics

products div. told the convention. He pictured a system

which could take still pictures of the moon both from a

satellite & from the moon’s surface itself. Principal fea-

tures of the system

:

A single picture could give better than 50-ft. resolution

—meaning that, using a 500-line system, a picture could

cover about a 5-mile square surface of the moon. The tran-

sistorized vidicon camera would weigh 6 lb., feeding slow-

scan pictures to a tape recorder which would operate at

60 in. per sec. for recording, 2 in. per sec. for playback,

and weighing 12% lb. The transmitter would use a com-
mercially-available exciter unit weighing 1 lb., and an
available intermediate power amplifier (1% lb.) in the

240-mc frequency range. To deliver a signal 2-kc wide, the

transmitter power into the crossed dipole antennas should

be about 600 watts.

The receiving station on earth would have a 60-ft. par-

abolic antenna. To send one single still picture to the earth

with 500-line resolution would require one minute because

of the narrow bandwidth; a 200-line picture could be sent

in about 10 seconds.

Other RCA scientists described a new space camera
being developed at the astro-electronic products div., in

which all elements of camera & electrostatic tape recorder

to store its pictures are built into a single vacuum tube.

AP has introduced a new format for its 5-min. news
summaries by introducing each news item with a conversa-

tional capsule. (Sample: “There’s news of more trouble on
the labor front tonight.”) Station news editors polled on
the change last week by AP radio editor John Aspinwall

approved it overwhelmingly—567 out of 743 respondents.

The capsule “lead-ins” will be continued, Aspinwall says,

for optional use as stations desire. Approving editors in-

dicated that the capsule headings provide good transitions.

HOW NEW SHOWS WILL DO: Established TV shows will

have to look to their rating laurels this season, for

more of the season’s newcomers will succeed than did

new shows last year. One effect of this will be to make
network rivalry tighter, with ABC-TV emerging with
real rating strength, and the other 2 webs facing a
tight race. That’s the prediction of N. W. Ayer & Son’s

uncannily successful analyst, James H. Cornell, in a

special report due this week in Television, monthly
trade magazine.

Cornell, whose slide-rule predictions of advance Niel-

sen ratings used to give program executives some uneasy
moments when he was an exective of NBC-TV’s research

dept., has picked some interesting potential winners in his

latest study. Here are some of his predictions:

Riverboat will get a 38.5 average share of audience in

the Nov.-Dee. 1959 period against lower shares on ABC &
CBS. The Rebel will get ahead of Dinah Shore with a share
of 36.0 as against 27.0 The much-touted Ford Startime
specials will do only moderately well with a 35.0 share
against mysteries. Westerns and comedies on ABC & CBS.
Veteran 77 Sunset Strip will outpoint the Fri.-night spe-

cials on NBC-TV and edge out Desilu Playhouse on CBS-
TV with respective scores of 34.0, 26.0 and 32.0. The
Deputy will draw a 41.0 share against a 26.0 for Mr.
Lucky, another newcomer, and a not-so-hot 26.0 for Law-
rence Welk on Sat. Another strong newcomer will be Rod
Serling’s Twilight Zone, which should show up in Nov.-
Dee. national ratings with a 38.0 share—4 points ahead of

The Detectives on ABC and 18 points ahead of boxing bouts
on NBC.

Of the 39 new shows being launched this season,

Cornell looks for 25 to receive shares “higher than the

programs they replaced,” and only 7 to get less than a 25.0

share—a figure he regards as “the danger point.”

What gives Cornell’s predictions significance is his

past record as a TV handicapper. Despite all the impon-

derables involved, Cornell last fall predicted 50 out of 100

show ratings with an accuracy range of 3 points; over 2/3

within a 5-point range. Statistically, an error of a point

or two is meaningless, which makes Cornell’s guesswork
impressive indeed.

Many factors enter into Cornell’s judgments. A few:

He sees almost all the pilots of each new season. He classi-

fies each as to idea, stars, novelty, theme, production and
writing values. He analyzes scheduling, audience appeal,

program competition, composition of audience.

The focus of Cornell’s study is on the so-called “com-

petitive markets” (where all 3 networks have o&o’s or

affiliates), and on “share” rather than “rating,” since sets-

in-use figures vary with the hour and a high-share pro-

gram late at night may, of course, have a smaller audience

than a low-share program aired at an earlier hour.

* *

In contrast to the above views, most Hollywood TV
executives we’ve checked seem to view the new season as

generally unimpressive. They feel that on the whole the

new entries have failed to provide any spark or excite-

ment, largely because they are imitative, offering little

that is fresh or original. They predict that the best film

ratings will be drawn by such holdovers as Gunsmoke,

77 Sunset Strip, Peter Gunn, Maverick and Rifleman. The

consensus is that the best new potentials are Goldie, Dobie

Gillis and Bourbon Street Beat. Result: There’s more be-

hind-the-scenes preparation of replacements than ever.
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Oscarcast Turned Down by Ul: A surprising rejection of

movie industry sponsorship of the annual Academy Awards

telecast by Universal-International makes a return to com-

mercial sponsorship a definite possibility.

Ben Kahane, Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Sciences pres., who said he was sure the industry would

again sponsor the event (Vol. 15:40), told us last week that

as a result of the unexpected UI action, “It doesn’t look as

good.” “UI pres. Milton Rackmil has been talked to and he

said no. It surprised & disappointed me,” added Kahane.

While UI has given no reason for its action, it’s no

secret in Hollywood that the studio’s movie grosses have

declined. In fact, UI doesn’t even own its studios anymore,

having sold them last Dec. to MCA.
In view of the rejection, the Motion Picture Assn, of

America producers will meet in N.Y. this week (Oct. 13)

to reach a decision on the sponsoring of the awards show.

“After that meeting, the Academy will make its decision.

We must let NBC know, because if the MPAA isn’t to

sponsor, the network needs time to sell the Oscar show for

commercial sponsorship,” Kahane said.

Adoption of Canon 35 by the Okla. Supreme Court, pro-

hibiting TV-radio newsmen from covering court proceed-

ings with camera & mike, was protested last week by NAB
pres. Harold E. Fellows and NAB freedom of information

committee chmn. Robert D. Swezey. The ruling does not

apply to the Okla. Criminal Court of Appeals, highest ap-

pellate body for criminal cases in the state, which in 1958

ruled that there is no basis for distinction among the vari-

ous types of news media. In separate telegrams to Chief

Justice Denver N. Davison, Fellows & Swezey urged re-

consideration of the ban. Fellows said that “the experi-

ences with broadcast coverage in your state clearly dis-

prove the basic premises cited in your adoption of Canon
35.” Noting that Canon 35 was adopted on the recommen-
dation of the State Bar Assn., Swezey said that “such a

decision is untimely in view of the study which has been

initiated by the American Bar Assn, to determine whether

Canon 35 should be amended in the light of the actual

effect of broadcast coverage.”

Ideal network schedule would include only 4 Westerns,

bring back variety and stand-up comics and be heavily

spotted with prime-time public-affairs programs, decided

a panel of TV executives in N.Y. at the Academy of TV
Arts & Sciences forum Oct. 5. Selecting the programs from
500 shows presented in prime time since 1950, were William

F. Craig, v.p. for TV-radio programming. Grey Adv.;

Michael Dann, CBS-TV v.p., network programs, N.Y.
;
Rod

Erickson, v.p. for TV sales, Warner Bros.; Merrill Panitt,

editor, TV Guide & editorial dir.. Television Digest;

Richard Pinkham, senior TV-radio v.p., Ted Bates & Co.

The programs included Victory At Sea, Arthur Godfrey’s

Talent Scouts, You Are There, Milton Berle’s Texaco Star
Theatre, Lincoln Presents Leonard Bernstein, Phil Silvers

Show, Your Show of Shows, Omnibus—most no longer on.

Short sponsor-life of network TV shows is the point of

a Sponsor study which finds that only 34% of the 53 regu-
larly scheduled newcomers in 1958-59 continued under
1959-60 sponsorship. Most tenacious at holding sponsors

were Westerns & drama shows—7 out of 10 of the former
and 2 out of 3 of the latter continuing. The poorest show-
ing was racked up by the adventure category, with all 4 of

its 1958-59 newcomers losing their sponsors. Other tenacity

rates: suspense-crime programs, 3 out of 13; situation

comedy & variety, each with 2 out of 8; panel-audience

participation shows, 2 out of 7.

Auxiliary Services

Financially successful was TelePrompTer’s all-day,

6-city simulcast last week (Vol. 15:30) to help the Govt,

sell $2.8 million worth of surplus material cached at 3

widely separated military posts. The closed-circuit TV
auction helped the Govt, realize 17% of the cost of the

goods against a hoped for 10% return, TelePrompTer said.

The telecast—which cost $81,000—enabled prospective

buyers in N.Y., Boston, Philadelphia, Columbus, Chicago,

and St. Louis to see (via 26 x 36-ft. projection screens)

and bid on surplus goods in Philadelphia, Granite City, 111.,

and Shelby, 0. Last week also saw Theatre Network TV
Inc.’s 20,000-mile closed-circuit broadcast to 50,000 people

in 102 locations in the U.S. & Canada. It was put on for

IBM, to introduce new data-processing gear to customers.

Paramount’s International Telemeter and Jerrold Elec-

tronics have signed an agreement whereby Jerrold will

engineer, manufacture and install distribution equipment

for Telemeter closed-circuit pay TV. Jerrold has designed

& is supervising construction of outside equipment for

Telemeter’s West Toronto, Canada, project, working jointly

with Trans-Canada Telemeter and the Canadian Bell Tele-

phone Co. Jerrold’s participation in the Canadian pay-TV
project was first repoi’ted here last June (Vol. 15:26).

Add closed-circuit uses: (1) Bronx (N.Y.) Veterans

Administration Hospital uses Du Mont equipment to keep

constant watch on the condition of patients during cancer

radiation treatments. (2) Suffolk County (N.Y.) Air Force

Base now uses GE closed-circuit cameras & 24-in. monitors

to speed weather maps and conduct weather briefing to

pilots all over the base simultaneously. (3) Wright Air

Development Center, Dayton, uses a TV camera mounted
on the outside of one of the turboprops of a C-133 cargo

test plane to relay pictures of ice forming in the engine.

Texan Translator & TV Network Inc., the San An-
tonio company which began manufacture of uhf trans-

lators early this year and had planned to string a series

of translators into a network from El Paso to Uvalde
(Vol. 15:9), has sold its assets & business to Electron

Corp., Richardson, Texas, for $17,083. Electron, a manu-
facturer of closed-circuit equipment, announced it is as-

suming no liabilities or obligations of Texan Translator.

Combination TV system & torpedo-retrieving device

will be designed & developed by Vitro Labs, Silver Spring,

Md. under a $140,000 Navy contract. The self-propelled

unit, monitored by an operator on a surface vessel, will be

guided to torpedoes which it will grasp by claws. It has

an operating radius of 1,000 ft. in shallow water, 650 ft.

at maximum depth.

Video-taped Japanese-language instruction is being of-

fered weekly by the U. of Texas to interested students &
Austin residents. The instruction is presented in class-

rooms via closed-circuit TV from tapes produced for a

language-teachers’ institute. Drills follow TV lessons.

Translator Grants: Ch. 70, Durango, Colo., to Dur-

ango TV translator; Ch. 70, Prescott, Ariz., to Tele-Video

U. H. F. Bcstrs.

“It took the telephone industry 87 years to achieve a

circulation of 44 million homes; the radio industry, 32

years; and TV, only 13 years.”—Sales Management.

New magazine for long-distance reception enthusiasts,

.Journal of TV & FM DX, is scheduled to begin publication

next Jan. Editor-publisher: Robert B. Cooper, Modesto, Cal.
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Personals: Henry W. Levinson named sales development

mgr., ABC-TV . . . Lester Dinoff, ex-radio WMGM N. Y.,

appointed PR & publicity dir., WABC-TV N.Y.; Amram
Nowak named asst, program dir. . . . Leonard Gumley,

ex-CBS studio mgr., appointed N.Y. operations dir.,

WNTA-TV Newark-N.Y., succeeding Bob Brunton, who is

joining CBS . . . Edward A. Warren named program mgr.,

WGN-TV Chicago, succeeding Alexander C. Field Jr.,

appointed to new post of dept, of public affairs mgr., TV
& radio . . . Ernest E. Stern, ex-ABC-TV Western div. adv.,

promotion & publicity dir., named press information dir.,

CBS-TV Hollywood, replacing Robert Blake, now CBS-TV
West Coast dir. of special projects. Stern is succeeded at

ABC by Elliott W. Henry Jr., ABC Central div. dir. of adv.,

prom. & press inform., James M. Ascher replaces Henry.

Marcel Carter promoted from management planning

& personnel controller to administration & finance v.p.,

CBC; R. C. Fraser from PR dir. to corporate affairs v.p.;

J. P. Gilmore from operations controller to engineering &
operations v.p.; Charles Jennings from bcstg. controller

to regional bcstg. gen. mgr.; R. P. Landry from adminis-

tration controller to asst, to the pres.; Marcel Ouimet

from bcstg. deputy controller to gen. mgr., network bcstg.-

French; H. G. Walker from dir. for Ontario & English net-

works to gen. mgr., network bcstg.-English.

Edward D. Podolinsky named Weed TV’s Chicago

office sales mgr.; Fred L. Edwards appointed mgr., St.

Louis office . . . George G. Lindsay, ex-Weed TV, named
TvB central div. dir., headquartering in Chicago; Edward
H. Armsby, ex-Ketchum, MacLeod and Grove, appointed

sales promotion & presentations dir. . . . Walter B. Lake,

mgr. of Daren McGavren Los Angeles office, named v.p.

. . . Frank P. Fogarty, v.p.-gen. mgr. of WOW-TV Omaha,
named chairman of NAB subcommittee to prepare manual

on TV-radio news coverage techniques for Freedom of

Information Committee headed by Robert D. Swezey of

WDSU-TV New Orleans.

Donald H. McGannon, WBC pres., named to the Adv.

Federation of America board . . . Carl A. Russell, ex-Ziv

TV, named ITC regional sales mgr.

Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS pres., will receive a special

citation from the Radio-TV News Directors Assn, at its

convention Oct. 16 in New Orleans for his efforts toward

bringing about the amendment of Sec. 315 . . . Deane R.

White elected engineering v.p.. Society of Motion Picture

and Television Engineers; Ethan M. Stifle named financial

v.p.; Garland C. Misener, sections v.p.; G. Carleton Hunt,

treas. . . . Jack P. Blume, partner in Fly, Shuebruk, Blume

& Gaguine TV-radio law firm, recovering from mild heart

attack, is expected to be in George Washington U. hospital,

Washington 2 to 3 weeks.

Bill Palmer, ex-Price Waterhouse, appointed business

mgr., KTLA Los Angeles, succeeding Stan Wainer, named
Royal Industries (electronics firm) financial v.p. & secy.

. . . David W. Gottlieb named gen. mgr., Lee TV-radio sta-

tions & newspapers (KGLO-TV & KGLO Mason City, la.;

KHQA-TV Hannibal, Mo.; WMTV Madison, Wis.; 41% of

WKBT La Crosse, Wis.; radio WTAD Quincy, 111.) Lee HQ
is also moving from Mason City to Davenport, la. . . .

Thomas F. McCollum, sales promotion & merchandising

dir., WXEX-TV & radio WLEE Petersburg-Richmond Va.,

named WXEX-TV operations mgr. . . . Joseph A. Finley

and Hollis V. Johnston elected A. C. Nielsen v.p.’s . . .

Gilles Loslier named TV dept, dir., Trans-Ocean Radio &
TV Representatives Ltd., Montreal . . . Graeme Zimmer,
national sales dir.. Continental Bcstg. reps, elected v.p. of

Continental & parent company Rollins Bcstg.

FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford and Mary Margaret
Mahony were married Oct. 11 at St. Mary’s church, Alex-

andria, Va. (Vol. 15:40).

Two major TV-radio figures were cited last week by
syndicated columnist George E. Sokolsky to counter Khru-
shchev’s statements that the U.S. is led by “capitalists”

with wealthy backgrounds, as contrasted with himself

—

grandson of a serf, son of a miner. After describing the

modest backgrounds of the parents & ancestors of Presi-

dent Eisenhower and Vice President Nixon, Sokolsky

offered 2 more examples, RCA chairman David Sarnoff and

CBS legal counsel Samuel Rosenman: “Dave Sarnoff was
bom in Minsk, which must have given Khrushchev a bit of

a surprise. He now heads the Radio Corp. of America and
is one of our most constructive citizens. Also present [at

N.Y. Gov. Harriman’s house to meet the Soviet premier]

was Judge Samuel I. Rosenman, who wrote most of Presi-

dent Roosevelt’s speeches. Although Sam was born in San
Antonio, Tex., his parents were Russian immigrants . . .

This country still is made up of men & women who build

their own careers out of simple but decent & usually religi-

ous backgrounds.”

The Gen. Sarnoff Medal, to be awarded for outstanding

achievements in electronics, has been created by the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers, it was announced by
pres. J. H. Foote at the society’s 75th anniversary meeting.

Obituary

John E. Doane, 47, FCC rules & standards div. engi-

neer, died Oct. 5 of a heart attack while attending the Fed-

eral Communications Bar Assn, outing at the Manor
Country Club near Washington. He joined the FCC in 1940,

served as an inspector, chief of the FM branch and engi-

neering asst, to ex-Comr. Mack. During World War II, he

was a Navy lieutenant. Surviving are his widow and a son.

Einar A. Brofos, 76, retired v.p. of ITT subsidiary In-

ternational Standard Electric Corp., died Oct. 1 in Great

Barrington, Mass. Broadcasting industry pioneer Brofos

established the first complete Scandinavian radio station

—

at Oslo, Norway in 1922. He is survived by his wife, a son,

and 2 daughters.

Paul Jonas, 62, NBC radio sports editor, died Oct. 7 in

Chicago where he was supervising World Series coverage.

William Bishop, 41, actor, died Oct. 3 in Malibu, Cal.,

of cancer. He once starred in the TV series, It’s a Great

Life. He is survived by his widow, parents and a brother.
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Advertising

More about

PRO-PRINT PRESENTATION: Magazines do a better job

than TV in reaching the buying market for a total of

18 household product categories ranging from cake

mix to automobiles. That’s the Magazine Advertising

Bureau claim in the new presentation unveiled recently

in N.Y. for magazine admen (see page 3).

One example cited by MAB is that of dentifrice ad-

vertising. On TV, says the bureau, the average evening

show costs the sponsor $94,000 to reach 7.8 million house-

hold heads whose value as a dentifrice market is about $8

million. Using magazines, says MAB, the same number of

households can be reached—but a better grade in terms of

income level—and delivering a $9 million dentifrice mar-

ket at a price slightly more than % of the total TV costs.

(Dropped from MAB’s calculations: young viewers, who
may swell the audience figures for TV, but who don’t rep-

resent a market in most cases except for low-price, fast-

turnover items, in MAB’s estimation.)

Another aspect of magazines vs. TV that’s due to be

promoted by MAB this year is the “mood” created by print

media, which readers must pay for as against free TV.
“Magazines create a mood, which produces a psychological

climate ( which in turn, makes the reader more receptive to

the advertiser’s messages,” said Richard E. Deems, exec,

v.p. of Hearst magazines, at the MAB meeting.

The MAB presentation is already rousing considerable

interest, and some ire, in TV research circles. When we
asked one network research dir. what he thought of the

study, he replied: “Magazines may well have a valid point

when they say they reach an audience with a higher edu-

cation level than TV, since TV is virtually a mass medium.
But the MAB study appears to be research designed to

show up the best points of print media, particularly in

comparing ‘split-second exposure’ of magazine ads, how-
ever slight, with the more intensive exposure of commer-
cials in nighttime TV shows.”

“Goodwill” commercials on TV & radio by advertisers

for legitimate purposes of public service or education are

deductible from income taxes as business expenses, the

Internal Revenue Service says in proposed new regulations.

The proposed revision, clarifying 1956 IRS rules on institu-

tional ads in all media, makes it plain, however, that firms

which lobby for special legislation or engage in partisan

politics in their advertising won’t be able to deduct that

expense. Comments on the proposals are due by Oct. 19.

Station Rate Increases

station Base Hour Minute Date

WRCV-TV Philadelphia .... .. $3200 to $3700 $826 to $860‘ Sept. 16
KhJ-TV Los Angeles .. 1750 to 2000 400 to 500 Sept. 1

KCKa-TV Sacramento .. 1100 to 1200 275 to 300 Sept. 1
WISN-TV Milwaukee .. 1000 to 1200‘ 265 to 280 Aug. 16
WTOL-TV Toledo .. 900 to 1000 200 to 260 Sept. 1
WREC-TV Memphis
WHEC-TV & WVET-TV

.. 900 to 1000 200 to 240 July 1

Rochester 800 to 900 180 to 220 Oct. 1
WDBJ-T Roanoke .. 600 to 700 140 to 190 Sept. 1
KMJ-TV Fresno .. 660 to 700 176 to 190 Sept. 1

WTVJti Peoria .. 600 to 600 100 to 120 Aug. 1

KCRG-TV Uedar Rapids .. 500 to 560 90 to 120 Aug. 16

Note: WLUK-TV Green Bay, Wis. has replaced Aug. 1, 1969 rate card
with card No. 6 dated Aug. 16 which cuts base hour from $600 to $600,
with min. remaining $120.
‘20 Sec. only. 2 New Class AA (6:30-10 p.m. daily). Class A hour
changins: from $1000 to $800.

“World-Image” Needed: There’s going to be “an ex-

plosion upward in the world economy,” and the problem of

world-wide advertising must be approached “with a method,

not with a conclusion or a conviction,” Sylvester L. (Pat)

Weaver, chmn. of McCann-Erickson International told

members of the Assn, of National Advertisers gathered for

an international advertising workshop in N.Y. Oct. 8.

In another ANA talk, Minn. Mining & Mfg. exec. v.p.

& marketing dir. Louis F. Weyand pointed out some of the

situations in foreign TV that must be faced in advertising

American products marketed abroad. In Italy, he said,

there is a system of buying into one 20-min. commercial

break per broadcast day, while in Sweden, as in many other

countries, it is against the law to have commercials because

of government control of broadcasting. In Finland, how-
ever, where 3-M sponsors Ziv’s venerable Cisco Kid,

Weyand’s firm is allowed more commercial freedom than in

the U.S. “In the commercial at the end,” said Weyand, “the

Cisco Kid runs in and says ‘if you want to be like me, use

Scotch Brand cellophane tape.’
”

Newspapers’ “image” is more favorable than that of

TV-radio’s, claims a year-long study recently completed
in the Richmond, Va., area by the research dept, of Rich-

mond Newspapers, Inc. The inquiry also found that TV &
radio create generally the same public impression. Of 9

attributes checked, newspapers outscored TV & radio by
wide margins in 7—“intelligence,” “attractiveness,”

“credibility,” “morality,” “courage,” “reliability,” “equity.”

TV was front-runner in 2—“warmth” & “unprejudiced.”

Newspapers made their worst showing in the latter cate-

gory, trailing both TV & radio. Other findings: 52% of

respondents with grammar-school education said TV today
is more interesting than it was a year ago; only 31% of

college-educated respondents agreed. Newspapers got
'71% of the votes for “most honest advertising,” com-
'pared with 8% TV, 2% radio, 19% “no difference.”

Newspapers will be replaced by TV as the leading me-
dium for petroleum-product advertisers in 1959, predicted
Norman E. Cash, TvB pres., last week to American Petro-
leum Institute meeting in Colorado Springs, Colo. His fig-

ures: Gasoline advertising in newspapers declined from
$32,257,000 in 1956 to $28,613,000 in 1958, while in TV it

jumped from $20,228,000 to $27,611,000, with the TV out-
look in 1959 for over $30 million. As one success example.
Cash cited Chevron Supreme which, starting from scratch,

climbed to high place among 19 gasoline brands in N.Y.
with the aid of a cartoon spot campaign which got 33%
more of Chevron’s budget than any other ad medium.

People: P^ul Smith, pres, of Calkins & Holden before its

merger with Fletcher D. Richards, appointed supervisor &
dir. of Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden creative activ-

ities, continuing as vice chmn. & plans board chmn. . . .

Henry W. See elected BBDO v.p. . . . Donald M. Smith,

ex-Kenyon & Eckhardt, appointed v.p. & special asst, to

the pres., Donahue & Coe . . . Ernest Ricca named mgr.,

Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield Los Angeles office

. . . Gilbert J. Supple named adv. dir., Shulton Inc., suc-

ceeding Walter P. Lantz, appointed mkt. research dir. . . .

Edmund H. Rogers Jr., N. W. Ayer Hollywood, named v.p.

Horace Schwerin will address the Best. Adv. Club of

Chicago Oct. 14 on “Why Has TV Research Become the

Enemy of Sound Judgment?”

Obituary

Norman W. Levally, 54, Leo Burnett v.p., died Sept. 22.
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Film & Tape

SHYING AWAY FROM SYNDICATION: Some Hollywood

producers have become increasingly wary of the syndi-

cation field. They prefer a network showcase—in which

they usually get all or most of their production costs

back, with the reruns representing profit.

Originally Ziv TV produced its telefilm series for

syndication only. But a few years ago the pioneer com-

pany began aiming a number of entries each season at net-

work showings. Four Star Films dabbled briefly in syn-

dication, but pres. Dick Powell prefers his series on net-

works—and that’s the emphasis at Four Star today. It

produces not a single series for syndication. Revue, king-

pin of Hollywood independents, puts the bulk of its produc-

tion into network series.

Recently, Phil Krasne, California Studios pres., who,

with his onetime partner Jack Gross, was one of the fii’st

producers in syndication, deserted it to gamble up to $800,-

000 on 13 pilots aimed at the networks. When we asked

Krasne why he was undertaking the most hazardous gamble

in TV—pilot-making—rather than continuing to turn out

syndication series, he had some quick answers

:

“When we first got into the business of syndication, it

was pleasant & profitable. But it has been getting more

difficult & complex for the past 3 years. A producer with

a good-budget show can almost never recoup his cost on the

first run. Formerly we could do fairly well on reruns, but

that business became rougher, primarily because the play-

ing time we used to get is now taken by feature movies.

“Independent stations have stopped buying TV-film

shows on speculation and then finding a sponsor. That s

because many were stuck with unsold shows and they are

now using a large part of their program budget on fea-

tures. So getting money out of reruns in syndication is a

hard sell. The market isn’t gone, but it’s become time-con-

suming & difficult. You’re caught in a dilemma. Every

sale is a project. You have to find a local sponsor for your

show in each market—and the only way you can do that is

to come up with a top quality show. The cost of quality,

plus 35% off for cost of sale, makes it almost impossible

to rack up enough gross to make a profit. You have to

outguess the ever-changing sales market, and retool your

sales technique constantly.”

Krasne acknowledged that his pilot project is “highly

speculative,” but he sees no profit in syndication except

with low-budgeted shows. “We used to wrap up $500,000 in

sales contracts on a series in a few weeks. Today in those

same markets you have to find an ad agency that will let

you try to convince the sponsor he should buy. It’s not the

same,” he lamented. Syndication has become a buyers’

market, and today’s buyer pays less for film shows than he

did 7 years ago, although production costs are up 50-100%.

If Krasne’s pilot doesn’t sell nationally, he intends to

spot-book—i.e., find an important sponsor who can’t use

network because his product doesn’t sell in all markets, but

who will spend more than a million for the markets in

which he is interested. Krasne pointed to Death Valley

Days as an example of a series which is neither network

nor syndication, but spot-booked, with one sponsor U.S.

Borax & Chemical Co.—paying the production costs.

Samsonite Luggage is another sponsor of this type.

The producer has other safety valves for his 13 pilots

should they remain unsold: to present them as a summer

anthology series, or to produce 26 more for a 39-week

.series. He is aiming his first project. Rogue for Hire, for

a year-end sale, the others for next year.

Have Had-it, Will Travel: There was producer turnover

in Hollywood last week, with one of them leaving a series

because he was “bored” with it. CBS, looking for a

troubleshooter to help out on its Hotel de Paree, talked

Sam Rolfe into leaving Have Gun, Will Travel, to take

over the new Western. (Stanley Rubin, who has been pro-

ducing “Paree,” will produce 10 taped GE Theater shows

for CBS.) Rolfe, who gets a better participation deal on

“Paree,” told us, “After 2 years of Have Gun, I was bored.

We had 22 shows in the can and no problems. Other shows

need help. I am now renegotiating a new deal with CBS,
which will involve other properties as well.” But sources

with the series told us star Richard Boone was unhappy
with the scripts he was getting, had noted unwelcome de-

partures in his characterization and refused to do at least

one given him. (To replace Rolfe, CBS picked Ben Brady,

ex-Pe7'ry Mason producer.)

Meanwhile, over at Screen Gems, Herb Meadow, who
was originally signed to produce 26 episodes The Man from
Blackhawk, is leaving in a few weeks, after finishing 13.

Explained ex-writer Meadow: “The producer grind is too

tough. I worked every day from 6 a.m. to midnight.

There’s no time to do anything or see my family. It’s

exhausting mentally. I’m returning to creative writing.”

Revue Expands: Revue Studios, the former Universal-

International lot, has a new look these days. Virtually com-

pleted construction of 4 new stages brings the Universal

City lot to a total of 27. UI had found its 21 stages ample
for movie production even in the years before the cinema’s

downward spiral, but when Revue took over the lot last

spring, following its purchase by MCA, construction of

additional stages started quickly.

And while several independent TV-film companies had
rented space from UI, not one is located there today, unless

it’s involved in a co-production deal with Revue (such as

Jack Chertok’s Johnny Midnight). Back in 1951, this same
Revue rented 2 stages from Eagle-Lion, the studio later

acquired by Ziv TV. At that time Revue had one series.

Today it has about 16.

Film’s Literary Link: The list of film series linked with

books, both hard-cover & pocketbooks, has been lengthen-

ing—to the gratification of producers, who believe the

extra promotion should aid their ratings. For months a

good seller has been 77 Sunset Strip, a collection of 3

short stories by Roy Huggins, one of which served as the

basis of the Warner Bros, series. Last year saw publi-

cation of Dragnet and The Badge, by Jack Webb. There

are also books on The Lineup, Dennis the Menace, and

Dobie Gillis. (Plans are current for plugs of the last-

named book on the Groucho Marx, Art Linkletter and

Goodson-Todman shows, among others). Also there are

an Alfred Hitchcock pocketbook, the Erie Stanley Gard-

ner’s multiple Perry Mason books, the Mickey Spillane

private-eye stories. Joining them this season is the Good-

son-Todman private-eye hero, Philip Marlowe, based on

the Raymond Chandler character. Indirect beneficiaries

of authors’ works are Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre

and 20th-Fox TV’s Adventures in Paradise, the latter

having been inspired by James Michener, author of Tales

of the South Pacific.

Desilu Productions has signed Joseph Shaftel to pro-

duce 2 episodes of The Untouchables . . . Crosby-Brown

Productions has named Joe Porter, ex-NTA Films, south-

eastern sales rep.
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NEW YORK ROUNDUP

Screen Gems-Columbia Pictures took another step to-

ward the everything-under-one-roof type of TV-movie

operation by acquiring on Oct. 8 the non-performing rights

(including use in TV soundtracks) to the music catalog of

Broadcast Music Corp., the publishing offshoot of BMI.

The music copyrights will go to a new Columbia Pictures

music-publishing subsidiary, Gower Music Corp., headed

by Jonie Taps, who’s also in charge of other music activi-

ties for the picture company (such as Colpix Records, music

used in Screen Gems and Columbia Films). Parent BMI
will retain the performing rights to the music copyrights.

Brigitte Bardot, France’s answer to low blood pres-

sure, wbo’s been seen only briefly on U.S. TV (a few old

movies, appearances on Ed Sullivan Show & Paris-junket-

ing Today) will star in a Timex-sponsored network special

to be produced by Screen Gems. How Screen Gems bagged

the sought-after star is an interesting story. About 4 years

ago, Columbia Pictures offshoot Kingsley International

was the only U.S. picture distributor who thought it worth-

while to import the films of the new starlet. Parent

Columbia soon spotted her as a winner, and gave her

theatrical films the deluxe import treatment. The financial

romance has finally paid off—in TV.

Unique use of NBC-TV’s Riverboat to plug 6 Best
Foods products via regional cut-ins adds extra line charges

& film expenses to the advertiser’s time costs, but gives

BF’s regional products exposure on a first-run major-net-

work series. Heretofore these brands (Mazola, Skippy,

Heilman’s, Nusoft, Karo, Niagara) were limited to syndi-

cated-film or local programs. BF, whose sponsorship is for

alternate weeks only, has authorized NBC to sell short-

term contracts for alternating weeks with the stipulation

that there will be no exchange of commercial cross plugs.

Change of heart at NBC: Softening a stand to de-em-
phasize ratings (Vol. 15:38), NBC-TV last week circulated

a research bulletin pointing up the high scores the net-
work’s Wed. night lineup received in the Sept. 80 Arbtiron
multi-city report. NBC outscored the other 2 networks
(7:30-11 p.m.) in both rating & share of audience, emerg-
ing with an all-evening weighted average rating of 23.7
and an audience share of 48.0 against a combined CBS-
ABC rating of 18.2 and 36.8 share.

Programs in the works: Actor John Payne is mapping
out a series titled The Weapon Masters, based on civilian

intelligence work overseas. CBS staff producer Albert
McCleery is developing a weekly 60-min. film show New
York 21, N.Y. which follows the adventures of staffers on
a weekly news magazine.

Joseph F. Kilmartin has joined Transfilm-Caravel as
v.p. in charge of business program services . . . Carl A.
Russell, ex-Ziv TV, named mgr. of regional sales, ITC.

Last word of The Last Word may be heard Oct. 18
when the 3-yr.-old Sun. afternoon word game is to be
dropped from the CBS-TV lineup in favor of football cov-
erage. No post-football-season date has been set to resume
the sophisticated word-usage discussions.

J. Walter Thompson had cause to blush following the
premiere of client Ford’s Showtime on NBC-TV Oct. 6.

Two chorus boys, in a collegiate musical number, had stood
side by side sporting school letters which read, left to right,
“Y” and “R”.

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Because of the adverse reaction to Adventures in Para-

dise, disturbed ad agencies associated with the series have

asked 20th-Fox production chief Buddy Adler to do some-

thing about improving tbe series. Although his function

normally is to supervise production of the studio’s movie

output, Adler said: “I have agreed to step in during the

transition period, before Martin Manulis moves from TV
to movie production here. I will supervise future seg-

ments of ‘Paradise’ and give them advice.” He added that

he will take a more active interest in the studio’s TV op-

eration henceforth. “Pete Levathes is in charge of our en-

tire TV operation, but I will oversee it all from a policy

viewpoint,” he said. He added he hopes to find a replace-

ment for Manulis soon.

Revue Productions’ newest pilot is Love & Wahr,
created by Roland Kibbee and Danny Arnold. The comedy-

adventure series is still being cast and the pilot will roll

in late Oct. . . . CBS is preparing The Vigilantes, a 60-

min. series for next season, set in San Francisco of 1856.

Screen Gems’ newest series planned for the 1960 season

is the 60-min. Man Alive, being written by Richard &
Mary Sale, under the supervision of production v.p. Harry
Ackerman. No pilot will be made, SG seeking instead to

sell the show from its prospectus & scripts.

Arnold Schulman Productions has been formed to

produce TV films, movies and plays . . . Producer Nat
Nigberg is negotiating for syndication distribution of his

60-min. Country America music series.

MGM-TV has signed Richard Bare as producer-director

of a new 60-min. series. The Islanders . . . 20th-Fox TV has
renewed the contract of Dominick Dunne, exec, producer
of Adventures in Paradise.

Herts-Lion International has signed producer-writer-

director Curt Siodmak to work on several projects, as well

as develop & produce some of his own series. The first will

be Skyport . .

.

Walter Hanley of MCA’s N.Y. office has been
named head of business affairs for Revue Productions . . .

CBS Films opens its Coast production office this week at

1313 N. Vine, Hollywood.

Bing Crosby, Dean Martin and Mitzi Gaynor were
working at 20th-Fox last week—but not in movies. They
were rehearsing Frank Sinatra’s ABC special with him,
inasmuch as Sinatra can’t get away from his movie. Can
Can, to rehearse at ABC . . . General Electric Theatre
host Ronald Reagan draws approximately $150,000 a year
for his TV chores.

Jack Douglas Productions has signed Warner Bros,
publicist Bob Palmer as one of several producers on his

Sweet Success TV series . . . Gordon Kay, Universal-Inter-
national producer, has been signed by Revue Productions
as producer of Riverboat. Jack Emanuel, Warner Bros,
story ed., has obtained a release from his contract and left

the studio . . . Crosby-Brown Productions has named Karl
von Shallern midwestern sales mgr.

Big rerun volume during the summer months brought
a record $100,680 in residuals to Screen Directors
Guild members for Aug. SDG exec. secy. Joe Youngerman
reported collections for the first 8 months of this year
were $506,512, a greater total than any previous 12-month
period. Since SDG began collecting residuals in 1954, it

has received $1,675,269.
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SECOND TYPE OF 23-in. TUBE MAKES DEBUT: A new 23-in. tube, with 114-degree

deflection and without the bonded-on implosion plate, will be offered to set makers within a couple of months.

At least one manufacturer—GE—plans to use it.

Sampling of tube makers with the new Kimble-designed bulbs will be complete this week. Dimensions

of face plate are identical to 23-in. "twin-panel" bulb being produced by both Coring & Kimble—but new tube

is 1 Vz lb. heavier than twin-panel unit and can be used with conventional external safety glass.

Most interesting feature of new tube is its 114-degree deflection—widest angle of any production TV
tube (its sister twin panel has 110-degree). Made possible by new neck design, wide-angle tube uses regular

110-degree deflection components and is slightly shorter than twin-panel 23-in. tube.

New 23-in. tube will be cheaper than the one now in use—but how much cheaper isn't known, and, of

course, external safety glass will be required. Corning apparently has no plans to emulate its competitor,

Kimble Glass, and produce similar bulb. Except for GE, set makers haven't made up their minds whether to use

23-114 tube (as new design is nicknamed), but Zenith & Westinghouse are both know to be interested in such

a conventionally designed tube with the new shape screen.

New development is forerunner of a really eagerly-awaited new tube size—the 19-in. square-corner

tube, for which Kimble expects to supply bulbs. Engineering problems (such as structural strength) have been

solved in the development of th 23-114, Kimble officials tell us, and demonstrate that 19-in. is practical without

bonded safety glass. Set makers are interested in this size for step-up portables.

There will be hold-up in production of 19-in. bulbs, though . Five-week-old strike of glass-mold makers

precludes the manufacture of any new glass molds now. Molds for 23-114 were completed before strike.

• • • •

Some tube makers are excited about the new 23-114. It's much easier to build than the twin-panel

23-in., can be made using conventional picture-tube-building equipment. It's no secret that some of them have

been losing money on the twin-panel 23-in., because of the high rejection rate involved in the implosion-plate-

bonding process. However, this shrinkage rate can be vastly improved with experience, they tell us.

Set makers thus have a new way to achieve the "new shape"—and whatever the advantages or

disadvantages of the two 23-in. types, more manufacturers will soon be hopping on 23-in. bandwagon.

Two 23-in. pioneers—Admiral & Sylvania—tell us they are back-ordered on these sets. Admiral says

its 23-in. units—higher priced than the 21's, now comprise about 30% of its TV sales. Says Sylvania Home
Electronics pres. Robert L. Shaw: "Despite increased production schedules, we still are unable to fully sat-

isfy distributor needs in our new line, due primarily to the tremendous acceptance of our 23-in. sets." Except

for portables, Sylvania's entire line uses 23-in. tubes only.

6-MONTH JAPANESE IMPORTS EXCEED ALL 1958: If you have any doubt that the

Japanese mean business—and are succeeding fabulously—in the sale of electronic equipment in the U.S.,

study the tables on pages 17 & 18. They're the latest available—from 2 different official sources—and

here's what they show

:

Japanese exports of electronic equipment to the U.S. in the first half of this year exceeded those of

the full year of 1958—$22 million from Jan. to June 1959 vs. $21.8 million for all of 1958—in terms of factory

value. (Tables No. 2 & 3 show slightly lower totals because of different sources.) The Jan.-June 1959 figures

are nearly triple those of 1957.

Imports of radios for the first half of this year were about equal in number & dollar volume to the

figure for all of 1958. Phono imports still don't amount to much (5,921 during first half), but they are up about

threefold from full-year 1958. Six-month tube imports are double the 12-month 1958 figure, and imports of

transistors have increased 80 times.
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About one half of Japan's electronic exports went to the U.S. during the first half of this year vs. 46%

in 1958, 39% in 1957 and 34% in 1956.

The table below shows Japanese exports of electronic equipment to the U.S. for the first half of 1959

compared with full years 1956, 1957 & 1958 by product categories. It was compiled by the Commerce Dept.'s

Business & Defense Services Administration on the basis of data supplied by the U.S. Embassy in Tokyo. Con-

version to dollars is based on the rate of 360 yen to $1, or $2,778 to 1,000 yen.

U.S. IMPORTS OF JAPANESE ELECTRONIC PRODUCl’S

1956-1958 and January-June 1959

Quantity in thousands of units Value in thousands of dollars

Product 1956 1957 1958
Jan.-June

1959 1956 1957 1958
Jan.-June

1959

Radio receivers 368 641 2,507 2,183 2,646 5,294 17,904 17,584

Phonographs — 1 2 6 — 7 59 149

Sound recorders & reproducers . .

* 1 8 7 5 109 449 363

Amplifiers t t t 13 t t t 151

Microphones 33 137 80 80 73 276 177 156

Speakers 40 113 129 132 75 293 420 453

Condensers 281 1,974 6,166 3,454 26 169 288 203

Receiving tubes t t t 2,079 t t
JL

t
511

Other electron tubes 3 14 1,238 189 7 8 314 47

Transistors * 1 11 823 4 1 7 521

Other semiconductor devices .... t t t 280 t t t 42

Phono parts & accessories — — — — 165 646 757 389

Other electronic products — — — — 298 779 1,400 1,532

TOTAL — — — — 3,299 7,582 21,775 22,101

* Less than 500 units. t Not shown separately.

These tables show monthly 1958-1959 figures on U.S. imports from Japan in various product cate-

gories. The table below also lists Jan.-June 1958 totals in each category for comparison purposes. The
table on p. 18, detailing Jan.-June 1959 exports to the U.S., is a breakdown of radios by type. These fig-

ures were compiled by us from official Japanese trade sources in the U.S., using a conversion rate of

$2.80 to 1,000 yen.

U.S. IMPORTS—SELECTED JAPANESE ELECTRONIC ITEMS

1958

RADIOS PHONOS TUBES TRANSISTORS TOTAL $

Month Units Cost Units Cost Units Cost Units Cost Electronics

—

Communicat’ns

January 34,431 $285,264 0 — 5,120 $1,644 1,600 $899 $394,881

February 62,649 561,316 0 — 245 2,593 0 — 674,618

March 102,628 852,320 0 — 11,624 3,979 0 — 1,054,486

April 147,213 882,132 0 — 35,610 11,371 0 — 1,112,868

May 131,249 751,988 3 $101 14,422 4,771 0 — 985,286

June 193,526 1,039,965 55 1,828 88,568 23,873 150 $204 1,278,110

July 208,319 1,240,898 200 6,658 189,647 48,700 109 160 1,454,404

August 236,028 1,651,874 825 25,777 35,195 13,642 2,109 1,252 1,888,177

September 309,021 2,081,881 30 938 210,638 46,065 1,419 874 2,303,552

October 474,110 3,546,178 297 10,738 304,162 79,276 1,474 969 3,901,699

November 353,088 2,882,544 343 12,468 130,275 31,811 918 543 3,101,619

December 254,258 2,269,341 41 1,322 197,760 48,524 2,841 2,120 2,542,865

1958 TOTAL 2,506,520 $18,045,701 1,974 $59,830

1959

1,223,266 $316,249 10,620 $7,920 $20,692,570

January 169,991 $1,424,503 19 $515 178,148 $44,570 1,229 $960 $1,641,707

February 351,467 2,737,442 1,003 29,005 73,350 21,039 1,680 1,142 3,044,344

March 373,895 2,809,089 798 13,689 476,475 128,383 38,870 27,434 3,287,110

April 387,245 2,906,786 1,125 29,632 462,892 93,151 72,054 45,388 3,441,878

May 446,734 3,552,620 1,609 33,082 512,849 130,889 250,594 155,369 4,487,084

June 453,718 4,294,747 1,367 44,145 564,238 144,077 458,333 294,913 5,470,867

JAN.-JUNE 1959 2,183,050 $17,725,187 5,921 $150,068 2,267,952 $562,109 822,760 $479,818 $21,372,990

Jan.-June 1958 .

.

671,696 $4,372,985 58 $1,929 155,589 $48,231 1,750 $1,103 $5,500,249
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U.S. IMPORTS OF JAPANESE RADIOS, 1959

By Category

(includes re-exports to Latin America)

3 OR MORE LESS THAN 3 TOTAL RADIOS
Month TUBE RADIOS TRANSISTORS TRANSISTORS

Units Cost Units Cost Units Cost Units Cost

January 15,835 $108,847 84,334 $1,245,628 69,822 $70,028 169,991 $1,424,503

February 34,220 192,839 179,618 2,432,119 137,629 112,484 351,467 2,737,442

March 33,177 174,583 172,397 2,492,790 168,321 141,716 373,895 2,809,089

April 25,543 129,044 196,109 2,651,387 165,593 126,395 387,245 2,906,786

May 46,367 277,698 232,852 3,137,330 167,515 137,592 446,734 3,552,620

June 28,207 127,574 288,875 4,014,976 136,636 152,197 453,718 4,294,747

Jan.-June 1959 183,349 $1,010,585 1,154,185 $15,974,230 845,516 $740,412 2,183,050 $17,725,187

Note : On the heels of OCDM's announcement that it will investigate EIA's complaint that imports of

Japanese transistors are undermining electronics industry's defense capacity (Vol. 15:40), Japanese govt,

announced last week that it plans to "control" shipments of transistor radios to U.S,

TV-RADIO PROUCTION; statistics for week ended Oct. 2 (39th week of 1959):

Sept. 25-Oct. 2 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 192,383 183,441 121,495 4,505,158 3,572,189

Total radio 467,129 411,956 309,574 10,928,405 7,686,197

auto radio 183,656 146,979 103,299 4,152,146 2,383,551

THE COMPONENTS OF UNCERTAINTY: The leaders of the

10-year-old industry which launched both hi-fi & stereo

are worried about the future. The hi-fi components in-

dustry, holding its biggest annual promotional fling

last week—the N.Y. High Fidelity Music Show—was

wondering just where it goes from here.

Topkicks of many of the firms exhibiting at the show

conceded that business this year hasn’t been as good as

last—though almost all expect a fall pickup. Joseph N.

Benjamin, pres, of the Institute of High Fidelity Mfrs. and

head of Siegler Corp.’s Bogen-Presto div., predicted total

retail hi-fi component sales of $300 million this year in a

statement at the show’s opening. This would be a 15%
gain over last year’s $260 million, he said.

Like the others, though, he admitted “the first half of

1959 was slow,” adding that this was mainly due to heavy

dealer inventories. The $300-million figure is more of a

guesstimate than anything else. IHFM officials admit it’s

impossible to collect statistics from the hundreds of small-

business firms in the hi-fi components industry, and they’re

hazy as to exactly what that figure really represents.

Whether the “package hi-fi” boom has hurt or helped

component hi fi is also subject to debate. Nevertheless,

each year sees more component manufacturers emulating

the package people. Such companies as Pilot & Fisher have

offered pre-packaged hi-fi rigs in good furniture cabinets

for several years, and they’re stepping up their efforts now,

joined by others

—

for example, Shei’wood. Newest & big-

gest recruit to this packaged-components approach is

Stromberg-Carlson, which has launched a huge ad cam-
paign for its “integrity series”

—

a complete line of fine-

furniture stereo. Its package line is almost as big as any
package hi-fi manufacturer’s, except that it lacks such lo-fi

items as portables.

Very theme of hi-fi show betrayed nervousness of

component makers—“Decorate your home with music.”

Keynote was set by special decorator-designed rooms, de-

signed around stereo component sets, based on the idea that

the hi-fi enthusiast can select his own beautiful cabinet and
install components. Except for one ultra-modern room

setting, no “machinery” was showing in any of the sample

rooms—no gold-plated escutcheons, no cables to be seen,

just pretty furniture.

Along with the furniture worry goes the speaker piob-

lem. Package stereo makers unanimously report the demise

of the muti-cabinet set. Building surveys find that living-

rooms are getting smaller. Yet component makers con-

tinue to stress that you can’t compromise stereo, and must
have 2 separated speakers for best reproduction. Some of

them fear that potential customers have been wooed away
by the siren song of the package manufacturers, who are

selling them on stereo as a single-cabinet item via huge ad

campaigns.

Then there’s the enigma of the audiophile. Component
hi fi’s basic appeal has long been to consumers who are

conversant with such terms as peak power output, decibels,

distortion, etc. If manufacturers eliminate or soft-pedal

this jargon to attract a broader market, will they alienate

their basic customers who want to know the exact speci-

fications of the equipment? Dealership in component hi fi

today is largely limited to enthusiasts who dig the tech-

nical jive. Should the market be broadened by adding furni-

ture stores, dept, stores and other outlets where non-tech-

nical salesmen can’t even understand—much less sell

customers—the technical merits of the equipment?
No component manufacturer is willing to predict that

the component hi-fi industry will adopt most of the pack-

aged hi-fi industry’s practices, but this seems to be the

direction in which the industry is headed today.

A seurvey of business in the package hi-fi field will be

featured in Television Digest next week.

“Standard Methods of Measurement for Amplifiers”

has been published by the Institute of High Fidelity Manu-
facturers. The booklet is the 2nd in a series designed to

establish measurement standards for hi-fi components, a A
booklet on tuners having been released earlier this year. I
The standards were prepared by the Institute’s subcom- J

mittee on amplifiers, headed by Richard Shottenfield, Pilot i

Radio. Copies of the booklet are available for $1 each from *

the Institute at 125 -E. 23 St., N.Y. --
I
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TV-RADJO SALES & OUTPUT: Retail sales of TV & radio

again were substantially ahead of 1958 in August,

widening still further the gap between year-to-date

cumulative sales figures in 1959 & 1958, official EIA
statistics show.

TV retail sales in Aug. totaled 492,449 sets, ahead of

the figures for both July 1959 & Aug. 1958, while cumula-

tive sales for the first 8 months of 1959 totaled 3,126,981

vs. 2,862,452 in the comparable 1958 period. TV produc-

tion for 1959 to date has increased at a greater rate than

sales—453,539 more sets were made than sold during the

period, as compared with a difference of 88,003 in the same

1958 period. In Aug., 32,847 TV sets were built with uhf

tuners, compared with 21,022 in July 1959 & 38,166 in

August last year.

Here are EIA’s monthly TV-radio production & sales

figures for the first 8 months of 1959, compared with 1958:
I

Sales
581.486
448,727
416,756
243,132
237,189
250,362
279,010
405,790

2,862,452

1959
Production Sales Productio

January 437,026 501,704 433,983
February .... 459,492 448,173 370,413
March 494,032 425,749 416,903
April 389,251 263,998 302,659
May 431,911 279,636 266,982
June 671,003 344,795 377,090
July 350,360 370,575 2^,999
August 547,445 492,449 907,526

TOTAL 3,680,520 3,126,981 2,950,455

* * *

Radio sales at retail in Aug. totaled 671,713, excluding

auto sets, compared with 526,827 sold in July & 628,840 in

Aug. last year. For the Jan.-Aug. period, 1959 retail sales

totaled 4,357,421 compared with 3,806,519 (excluding auto)

in the 1958 period.

Radio production in Aug. totaled 1,009,423 (including

279,424 auto sets and 42,866 FM radios). Comparable fig-

ures: July, 829,035 radios (254,725 auto, 24,553 FM); Aug.
1958, total of 981,394 radios (242,915 auto, 21,335 FM).
Cumulative Jan.-Aug. output totaled 8,946,044 (3,434,345

auto, 290,862 FM) in 1959, against 6,193,529 (1,893,813

auto, 134,653 FM) in 1958—FM set production more than
doubling 1958’s figures.

Trade Personals: Charles J. Hirsch resigns as v.p. &
director of research, Hazeltine Research Corp. to become

admin, engineer on the staff of RCA engineering v.p. Dr.

George H. Brown. During his 18 years with Hazeltine,

Hirsch has served on many industry committees, including

NTSC which formulated TV standards, and NSRC which
currently is developing stereo radio standards . . . Joseph

F. Murray, ex-personnel mgr., named field operations v.p.,

govt, services, RCA Service Co.; William J. Zaun, ex-opera-

tions mgr., named new projects v.p., govt, services, RCA
Service Co.

Wells R. Chapin, formerly with GE, named to new
post of mktg. mgr., Dage TV div. of Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge . . . Richard Montmeat, TV set designer, named
to head new combined GE TV-radio div. industrial design

activity . . . Charles A. Nichols, ex-Hoffman, named Conrac
engineering mgr. . . . Lt. Cmdr. Harold R. Walker (USN
ret.) appointed chief engineer, Blonder-Tongue Labs spe-
cial products div. . . . George A. Strichman, ex-Raytheon
and GE, named pres, of ITT subsidiary Kellogg Switch-
board and Supply Co.

Edward J. Keenan named RCA Institutes home study
lir., succeeding the late Max S. Feldman . . . Myron R.
Howe, ex-Martin-Orlando, Craig Systems and Raytheon,
aamed Du Mont Labs military electronic operations man-
agement services mgr.

LEAR IN PICTURE-ON-WALL RACE: Another entry in the

contest to develop a flat, non-vacuum-tube display de-

vice for TV is Lear Inc., Santa Monica, Cal., which

believes it has a new approach to an electroluminescent

picture-on-the-wall screen.

Lear isn’t giving out much information—it’s “much
too early,” and its development of TV picture-display hard-

ware may well depend on Navy & Air Force contracts,

financing for which is anticipated but not yet finally

approved. These contracts will be for development of a

flat transparent screen for use by aircraft pilots.

As anticipated by Lear officials, the electroluminescent

panel will be about one-eighth-in. thick, with better defi-

nition & brightness than picture tubes. Lear exec. v.p.

K. Robert Hahn told us last week that it will operate on

a “basically different principle” from other electrolumi-

nescent display panels now being developed.

Most of Lear’s electroluminescence work has so far

been devoted to development of phosphors—now complete.

Hahn said that models of TV display screens should be

completed within 6 months after the financing of the

military contracts.

Most TV industry engineers feel that it will take 3 to

6 years following development of a successful flat-panel-

screen design to evolve a usable, producible and realistic-

ally-priced TV version. Among other companies working
lOn electroluminescent display devices are GE, RC.A

Sylvania and Westinghouse.

Progress Toward FM Stereo: Agreement by proponents

of 3 different FM stereo broadcasting systems—GE, Philco

& Zenith—was reported last week by Charles J. Hirsch,

chairman of Panel 1 (system specifications) of the National

Stereophonic Radio Committee.

In a progress report at the Audio Engineering Society

convention in N.Y. last week, he said the 3 proponents of

basically similar systems (FM systems using AM sub-

carriers) had reported these preliminary findings: GE sys-

tem provides the least expensive stereo performance

because the receiver does not need to reconstruct the

subcarrier. Philco & Zenith “are expected to provide

superior monophonic & stereophonic reproduction [al-

though] the receivers are more complicated . . . There

appears to be little to choose between Philco & Zenith in

performance.”

After the report, Philco withdrew its proposed FM
system, saying that its advantages over the other systems

weren’t sufficiently great to warrant prolonging of the

NSRC debate. The receiver panel (Panel 4) will be asked

to evaluate the complexity of the receivers.

The proponents of FM systems with FM subcarriers

—

Crosby, Halstead & Calbest—hadn’t yet reported on their

discussions at press time.

Hirsch also reported that Panel 6 (subjective tests),

delayed in getting started because of failure to find ade-

quate test facilities, has finally obtained lab space and

facilities—courtesy of Bell Labs. This panel is charged

with making actual “listening tests” of the various pro-

posed systems.

After this week’s (Oct. 14) meeting of Panel 1, Hirsch

will resign as chairman, to be succeeded by vice chairman

William T. Wintringham, Bell Labs. Hirsch joins RCA Oct.

19, leaving his Hazeltine post (see Trade Personals). RCA
is no longer a member of NSRC, having resigned on the

advice of its attorneys because of its concern over possible

anti-trust implications in belonging to such an intra-in-

1 s'l’y group (Vol. 15:12).
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Finance

Million-Dollar Middleman: Some key Paramount stock-

holders are griping about the distribution deal whereby
MCA is the exclusive TV sales outlet for the pre-1948

Paramount feature backlog, we were told last week by a
Wall St. analyst specializing in movie-TV investment. The
dissatisfaction is not with MCA’s sales efforts so far, since

MCA has booked the feature package, with little trouble,

into more than 60 markets for a total gross of over $64
million, said our source. What has reportedly aroused
stockholder ire is that MCA is realizing a handsome profit

at a fairly rapid rate, while Paramount’s share of the take
is coming much more slowly. In short, some Paramount
shareholders now question whether Paramount should have
relinquished what has turned out to be a hot feature pack-

age to a middleman, rather than attempt a do-it-yourself

distribution that would have bolstered Paramount’s earn-

ings & share values.

Under the Paramount-MCA contract, MCA subsidiary

EMKA Ltd. bought the 700-picture pre-1948 Paramount
feature library in Feb. 1958 for a minimum of $35 million

($10 million cash, $25 million in fixed installments). An-
other $15 million (bringing the grand total to $50 million

tops) goes to Paramount on a contingency basis, providing

contracts written by MCA exceed $51,250,000 before 1974.

Something like 14 years ahead of schedule, MCA has
not only reached this sales level, but has exceeded it by
about $13 million. And MCA has done this using only the

key U.S. markets; still untapped are the secondary-market

TV areas of the U.S. and the entire overseas TV market.
Thus, MCA’s gross may soar to $75 or $80 million or more—^while Paramount gets only its $50 million. Meanwhile
another irritant to Paramount shareholders is that MCA
will dole out the $25 million portion of its minimum guar-
antee in installments of $2 million to $2.3 million over a
period that can stretch as far ahead as Jan. 30, 1970. By
all expectations, MCA’s TV film & studio rentals this year
may top $50 million and its total income may reach more
than $60 million.

Compounding the slow burn by some Paramount stock-

holders is the public issue of 400,000 common shares of

MCA Inc. stock which hit the market Oct. 9 as one of

the season’s hottest issues. Even though the prospectus

made clear that profits were likely to be plowed back into

MCA expansion rather than short-term dividends, the MCA
issue took off in jet-propelled fashion. Offered at $17.50

per share by a group of 17 brokerage houses headed by
Lehman Bros., the 400,000-share issue was almost immedi-

ately over-subscribed and was selling at more than $21 by
the end of its first day on the board. Most brokers actually

received only a percentage of the stock they had asked for,

so heavy was demand.
Paramount stock, on the other hand, is far from being

a bullish item. It has been as high as 50% this year, is

currently selling about 43, and is in slow demand, financial

sources told us last week—a fiiscal state of health not

likely to delight Paramount owners.

MCA has, of course, an unofficial rebuttal to griping

by Paramount shareholders, with one executive pointing

out to us that “Paramount has gotten the best & most-

guaranteed price for its movie backlog of any Hollywood
major so far” and citing that the RKO backlog—the first

to hit the TV market, and roughly similar in size & quality

to Paramount’s—was originally sold for only $15 million.

“We took a chance, and its paid off,” said our MCA source.

Countered one Paramount shareholder, an executive of a

N.Y. station: “If it had been handled differently, all that

gross profit going to MCA could have been Paramount’s.”

Officers-&-DirectorS stock transactions as reported to SEC
j

for September: J

AUied Artists. Roger W. Hurlock bought 200, held 18,300. Albert I
Zugsmith bougot 1,300, held 96,100. I

American Bosch Arma. William S. Wasserman sold 1,000, held I
1,500 in holding company, 4,669 in trusts, 12 personally. 1

AB-PT. Martin Brown bought 100, held 100.
American Electronics. Glenn E. Ronk bought 600, held 737.
American Machine & Foundry. Norman E. Bang exercised option <

to buy 200, held 300. Morehead Patterson sold 200, held 30,498 personally,
48,562 in trusts. Tyler Weymoutn bought 200, held 213. Frank X.
Wnite bought 104, sold 100, held 112.

Ampex. Walter T. Selsted sold 3,500, held 375.
Amphenol-Borg. Bester M. Gretner sold 1,000, held 1,100.
Avco. Mathew A. McBaughlin sold 2,700, held 3,375. John Mihalic

Jr. exercised option to buy 1,000, held 6,300.
CBS. Beon Bevy sold 2,400, held 171,827.
Consolidated Electrodynamics. H. W. Washburn sold 100, held 2,590.
Corning Glass. John B. Uanigan exercised option to buy 2,500, held

3,425. Arthur W. Weber exercised option to buy 1,000, held 6,000.
i>u Mont Babs. Allen B. DuMont bought 1,000, held 20,801.
Emerson Electric. B. K. Stringham bought 290, held 706.
Emerson Radio. Dorman D. Israel sold 1,000, held 3,ol0. Harvey

Tullo exercised option to buy 1,823, held 6,9 1 5.

F'airchild Camera & Instrument. Edgar S. Hill exercised option to
buy 250, held 400. C. B. Terrill exercised options to buy 750, held 750.

Friden. Walter S. Jonnson sold 2,000, held 109,523.
GE. William S. Ginn exercised option to buy 1,817, held 8,168 per-

sonally, 407 as trustee. George B. Irvine exercised option to buy 900,
held 4,048. William A. Mann exercised option to buy 1,551, held 2,263.
Charles K. Reiger exercised option to buy 2,657, held 6,991. Clarence C.
Walker exercised option to buy 1,875, held 7,638. Glenn B. Warren sold

1.000, held 2,776.
General Instrument. S. W. Gross sold 1,600, held 3,400.
General Tire & Rubber. Dan A. Kimball sold 1,000, held 4,930.

E. Willard Butz sold 200, held 100. M. G. O’Neil sold 250 wrnts., held 250.
Globe-Union. Ralph W. Conway exercised option to buy 200, sold

100, held 2,100. W. M. Wanvig exercised option to buy 100, held 2,800.
Hazeltine. James F. Willenbecher bought 100, held 1,814.

Indiana Steel Products. A. J. Astrologes exercised option to buy i

1,100, held 1,157. Ivan A. Dickey exercised option to buy 1,000, held
1.000, Paul R. Doelz exercised option to buy 4,500, held 8,843 personally,
7,040 in trusts. Charles A. Maynard exercised option to buy 2,450, held
6,193. Robert F. Smith exercised option to buy 3,600, held 3,560.

IBM. J. W. Birkenstock exercised option to buy 235, held 1,056.

Charles V. Boulton sold 160, held 272.
ITT. Herbert I. Miller sold 600, held 1,021. Sydney Morrell exer- i

cised option to buy 5,000, held 5,021, C. Douglas Webb exercised option i,

to buy 4,000, held 4,179. Frederick R. Furth amended report to exercise
option to buy 3,480, held 4,059.

Bear. James P. Brown exercised option to buy 300, held 954. Albus
Durham sold 562, held 3,466. William P. Bear bought 2,215, held 439,767. ^
Glen C. Warman sold 556, held 600. K

Magnavox. Richard A. O’Connor sold 2,500, held 60,959. V
McGraw-Edison. Charles Edison sold 400, held 149,295.

"
Motorola. Arthur B. Reese bought 200, held 400.

{

National Theatres. B. Gerald Cantor bought 4,200, held 109,200 «

personally, 20,000 in Cantor Fitzgerald & Co., 5,000 in Cantor & Son )

Inc., 3,000 in Cantor Fitzgerald F’oundation, 1,000 in Cantor Fitzgerald
& Co. profit-sharing trust, 1,000 in First Nevada Corp. Oliver A. Unger '

bought 2,500, held 8,500. S. F’irks bought 3,000 warrants, held 3,000.

Packard-Bell. John H. Sawyer exercised option to buy 200, held 210. (

Paramount Pictures. Barney Balaban bought 300, held 11,600. John i

Hertz bought 1,000, held 2,000.
RCA. George H. Brown exercised option to buy 100, held 196.

Ralston H. Coffin exercised option to buy 100, held 400. Frank M.
Folsom sold 608, held 10,023.

Raytheon. David R. Hull sold 500, held 3,650. N. B. Krim sold i

600, held 3,950.
Siegler Corp. Edward H. Heller sold 1.000, held 18,593. Donald <

Royce sold 500, held 8,461.
Standard Coil. V. E. Carbonara exercised op. buy 13,00, held 13,100.

Statham Instruments. Bouis D. Statham sold 5,000 privately, held

262,191 personally, 10,000 in partnership. Judson S. Swearingen bought
5.000, held 6,001 personally, 10,000 in partnership.

Texas Instruments. W. D. Coursey exercised option to buy 2,000,

sold 200, held 7,006. E. O. Vetter bought 100, held 4,888.
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge. V. G. Nielsen sold 3,300, held 3,738.

Westinghouse. Tomlinson Fort exercised option to buy 600, held

2.029. J. H. Jewell exercised option to buy 1,450, held 1,460. W. W. Smith
sold 1,200, held 815. C. S. Weber exercised op. to buy 88, held 500.

Reports & comments available: Ampex, comments,

Ralph E. Samuel & Co,, 115 Broadway, N.Y. 6 . . . Allied

Radio Corp., prospectus. White Weld & Co. Inc., 20 Broad

St., N.Y. 5 . . . Magnavox, discussion, J. W. Sparks & Co.,

120 Broadway, N.Y. 5 . . . Texas Instruments and Lab for ;

Electronics, comments, Schirmer, Atherton & Co., 50 Con-

gress St., Boston 9 . . . Microwave Associates, report. May
& Gannon, Inc., 140 Federal St., Boston 10.

Common Stock Dividends
Stk. of

Corporation Period Amt. Payable Record

Decca Records Ltd. . .

.

— $0.02 Oct. 14 Aug. 6

General Tire & Rubber Q .25 Nov. 30 Nov. 9

General Tire & Rubber Stk. 2% Nov. 30 Nov. 9

A. C. Nielsen Q .25 Nov. 2 Oct. 12

Natl. Theatres & TV .

.

Q .12 Oct. 29 Oct. 20

Trav-Ler (correction)

.

Stk. 5% Nov. 20 Nov. 5
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I

EXCLUSIVE REPORT: Talent agencies, chiefly MCA and William Morris, control—directly or

indirectly—more than 40% of nighttime network TV (pp. 3 & 7).

i Quiz Scandals

QUIZ HEADLINES CONTINUE despite recess in hearings (p. 4).

PROBE REVIVES network-control threats from Congress (pp. 1 & 4).

DOERFER CHARTS PITFALLS of network control by govt. (p. 5).

KINTNER (OF FTC) demands housecleaning. Code board acts (p. 6).

i

HAUSMAN TELLS NAB to face quiz setback realistically (p. 5).

I
STANTON purges quizzers, NBC "studies" similar action (p. 6).

I

I
ETV

h

STRATOVISION AIRBORNE AGAIN—for ETV—as influential

educational group launches $7 million project to explore potential

for mass instruction via flying TV stations (pp. 3 & 12).

FCC

NEW LOOK AT TV STANDARDS, in light of technical develop-

ments, urged by Bureau of Standards engineer William Coombs

and FCC technical research div. chief William Boese (p. 9).

[
Film d Tape

!

( "PARADISE" NOT QUITE LOST as 20th-Fox production boss Buddy

i
Adler takes over ailing "Adventures in Paradise." One sponsor

^ cancels, another looking for new show (p. 16).

I REACTION AGAINST VIOLENCE; More comedy series seen next

season by Hollywood producers as reaction to all-time high in

filmed violence (p. 16).

j

MOVIE MAJORS IN TROUBLE with new TV entries. Response by
L critics & viewers indicates few of their series show potential (p. 15).

I

' QUIZ PROBE REVIVES NETWORK-CONTROL THREATS: Despite much there-ought-to-

I

be-g-law talk in Washington about purifying TV's programming practices, it's still good bet that no new
. legislation outlawing deception in broadcast entertainment will come out of House investigation of rigged

1 big-money quiz shows (see p. 4).

But TV networks may be in for rough time at next session of Congress. It's becoming more & more
1 likely that long-shelved proposals to put networks under direct FCC regulation will be dusted off after ses-

sion opens in Jan. Along with FCC & FTC, they've been made chief targets of Commerce legislative over-

sight subcommittee in its attempts to finger those responsible for failure to stop quiz frauds before they spread.

p

NBC-TV & CBS-TV haven't fared well in House probe. And ABC-TV, although it was lucky enough
' not to have been involved with quizzes, won't be left out of any move for close govt, supervision of net-

works, which can be reached now by FCC only through their licensed o&o stations. Another factor in situation

i

which has nothing to do with TV or quiz scandals: FCC's inability to blow any whistles on MBS in alleged

Dominican radio-news-for-sale deal (Vol. 15:41 p7). MBS doesn't even have o&o's.

Manufacturing Distribution

DISCORDANT SOUNDS from stereo market indicate that sales are

lagging behind pre-season estimates. Set makers blame steel

strike, overproduction, and dealer & public confusion for stereo's

failure to blossom as anticipated (p. 17).

DELAY IN FM STEREO probable; NSRC expected to ask FCC for

3-month extension of Dec. 11 deadline to submit proposals (p. 18).

IS TV SAFETY GLASS on way out? Set and glass makers divided,

as Corning, Kimble & Pittsburgh Plate Glass prepare to battle on

merits of 3 TV tube approaches (p. 18).

Networks

ABC's FAST START in the competitive TV markets this season is

reflected in the 24-market Nielsen reports covering prime-time

periods for the week ending Oct. 4 (p. 8).

Advertising

NEW YARDSTICKS FOR ADMEN, in trio of research presentations,

show that 30-sec. spots are gaining favor with agencies, daytime

TV is good bet for tobacco firms, and TV viweing outpaces both

newspaper & magazine reading (p. 13).

Stations

SLOWEST YEAR FOR NEW STATIONS sees only 20 starters to

date, 10 of them educational (p. 4). New starters last week in

N.D., Neb. & Ohio (p. 11).
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House quizzers haven't bought protestations by NBC-TV & CBS-TV that they were innocent of knowl-

edge that their shows were fixed, that they jerked them from air when suspicions were raised. "Rather

unusual," said subcommittee Chmn. Harris (D-Ark.) wryly when NBC conceded its own investigation of

1958 scandal stories had been less than sweeping. "Perfect illustration of [networks'] lack of morality <S

lack of ethics," commented ex-Rep. Moss (D-Cal.). "Fast buck," snorted Rep. Rogers (D-Tex.). And even

N.Y. Times pundit Arthur Krock, who rarely concerns himself with such frivolity as show business, said he

was disturbed by "astoundingly unvigilant networks."

Frank Stanton's bold move last week in acknowledging that CBS should have exercised more vigi-

lance, and his annoimced plans to banish big-money quiz programs and exercise more program contol, are

obviously intended as at least partial answers to these cries of "network irresponsibility." (CBS's moves to im-

plement the ban, and the reactions of other networks, are rounded up on p. 6.)

Congressional reaction to Stanton's action was immediate and revealing. CBS wants to "head off

legislation," said Rep. Mack (D-Ill.), a member of the investigating subcommittee, when informed of Stanton's

statement. "I would want Congress to go ahead and plug up loopholes regardless," he asserted. He said

his group probably will consider legislation to give FCC jurisdiction over networks and independent producers.

At least one bill for network regulation by FCC (HR 5042) already is awaiting action at next ses-

sion. Authored by Rep. Bennett (R-Mich.), ranking minority member of House Commerce Committee

and its oversight & communications units, it's been hanging fire since Feb. (Vol. 15:9), when he said net-

works need controlling so that TV programming "meets the public-interest test." In introducing it, he carried

on for ex-Sen. Bricker (R-O.), who in earlier sessions conducted lone crusade for network curbs.

Also in legislative works now is agency reform bill by oversighter Rep. Flynt (D-Ga.), who thinks

"indifference" of FCC & FTC to quiz scandals could be corrected by removing their members from protection

of White House appointment power. Agencies are arms of Congress
—

"not part of the executive branch"

—

and method of picking commissions should be changed, he says.

But laws to force strict honesty in TV programming aren't in prospect. Nobody on subcommittee has

yet indicated he's capable of writing such special legislation which wouldn't be unconstitutional per se. Law-

yers on subcommittee staff privately pooh-pooh any chance that such legislation will be proposed seriously.

Unanswered by Harris and subcommittee zealots is big question—posed by FCC Chmn. Doerfer &

FTC Chmn. Earl W. Kintner at hearings and in speeches to broadcasters last week (see pp. 5 & 6)—if

Govt, starts censoring & editing TV shows, where can it stop?

• • • •

In a cogent analysis of the quiz scandals' impact on network broadcasting, Stanton announced CBS
will assume greater control over everything that emanates from its studios because

:

"Out of all that has happened in this much-publicized episode in the history of broadcasting, we can

be certain of 2 things : Whoever may produce programs, it has now been made crystal clear that the American

people hold the networks responsible for what appears on their schedules. And whoever may be to blame in

this whole tawdry business, we are faced with the fact that all of broadcasting has been hurt. Broadcasting

has lost a degree of the public trust and confidence so essential to its effective performance."

Speaking to convention of Radio-TV News Directors Assn, in New Orleans last week, Stanton ac-

knowledged that CBS might have, with more foresight, anticipated that the big-money quizzes carried the

"seeds of their own abuse." Said he: "We have indeed failed fully to meet our duty with regard to quiz

shows." At any rate, he declared, quizzes will be eliminated from the CBS schedule, "with due notice to

advertisers."

But he went a good deal further : "I want to make clear that this single action will not accomplish our

aims. We are taking a fresh, hard look at our basic operation theories & practices as they affect the whole

pattern of what appears on the CBS TV network. We cannot, of course, tell others involved with production of

TV programs how to run their business. But we do propose to be more certain in the future that it is we and

we alone who decide not only what is to appear on the CBS TV network, but how it is to appear.

"We accept the responsibility for content and quality and for assurance to the American people that

what they see and hear on CBS programs is exactly what it purports to be. We recognize that in the discharge

of this responsibility we will undoubtedly be challenged in many ways from many quarters." (For Stanton's

comments on the new equal-time law, see p. 10.)
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PROGRAM CONTROL BY TV's TEN-PERCENTERS: Better than 4 out of every 10 night-

time network shows and more than 40% of prime-time program hours on the networks are controlled—directly

or indirectly—by major talent agencies. Total gross cost of agency-controlled programs to sponsors, by con-

servative estimate, is about $3 million a week, or an annual rate of more than $150 million. These are most

significant findings in a special Television Digest smrvey of operations & influence of talent agencies.

Kingpins of agency field in TV are the "Big Two" of talent representation—Music Corp. of America

and William Morris Agency. Both firms are virtually neck-in-neck in number of nighttime network shows and
programming horns they represent—William Morris's 24 shows and 14 V2 hours weekly vs. MCA's 22 shows

and I 3V2 hours. All other agents combined have only 5 shows a week for a total of 4 hours on the 3 networks.

Each agency tends to develop its own "favorite" network. This fall, for example, MCA has 1 1 shows on

NBC-TV, 7 on CBS-TV, 4 on ABC-TV. William Morris has 10 on CBS-TV, 7 each on NBC-TV & ABC-TV. This

chumminess with a particular network is a result of track record of previous sales, traditional MCA-Morris

rivalry, careful cultivation of top executives.

"Controlled exposvure" for individual TV talent in their stables is a factor in program planning of agen-

cies this fall. Every major agency has its own program showcases, which serve as sort of Sears, Roebuck

catalog of available talent—and as a come-on to woo talent away from smaller agencies. Thus you'll see pre-

ponderance of MCA faces in NBC-TV's Ford-sponsored specials, Morris talent in CBS-TV's Revlon specials.

General Artists Corp. personalities in the GAC-represented Perry Como series.

One big difference between MCA and Morris is in their positions on program ownership. MCA is

heavily in production business through subsidiary Revue Productions—thus sometimes simultaneously being

both employer & employe of its TV talent. On networks this fall ore 4 MCA-owned film series produced by
Revue, plus 7 co-production film series in which MCA's interest (generally facilities & financing) averages

50%. Revue also directly produces 2 series for syndication through MCA TV sales channels. MCA also dis-

tributes features, rerun TV series & other properties, and owns former Universal-International studio lot.

Morris doesn't believe in program ownership, sticks closely to "10%-off-the-top" formula. It represents

independent producers' TV packages, as well as individual performers, on worldwide basis. But agencies are

prohibited from taking double commissions when they represent personalities in shows they represent.

Do small agents resent big agencies? There's no clear-cut answer from the several small representa-

tion firms we contacted in our survey. Most small agents feel they have as good a chance of selling a very hot

show or talent to network buyer as MCA or Morris, but they envy big agencies' ability to sell routine shows
on basis of special deals, talent tie-ins—or just simply a good "in."

For roundup of practices & problems in talent agency business , and list of shows & talent represented

by the various agencies, see story on p. 7.

STRATOVISION AIRBORNE AGAIN—FOR ETV: Westinghouse's long-grounded dream
of Stratovision flying TV was granted new wings—and a powerful thrust—last week by an ambitious ETV
project which unquestionably will have significant repercussions for entire broadcasting industry.

The $7-million ETV experiments will put transmitting station 25,000 ft. in air to relay programs
from ground station to a 6-state, 125,000-sq.-mile area. In 1945-48 tests, Westinghouse proved feasibility of

beaming airborne TV 225 miles in all directions (Vol. 4:26 p4). Unlike original Stratovision project which used
vhf, new experiments will use upper end of uhf band.

No ivory tower dream is that vision of flying classrooms disclosed by newly formed Midwest Council

on Airborne Television Instruction (MCATI). It has all necessary requisites for success: Money—wads of it

ranging into millions. Influence—its membership reads like Who's Who in Education. Backing—with such

powers as General Dynamics, Ford Foundation, Westinghouse, CBS Labs, Purdue Research Foundation and
others cooperating. Know-how—scientific brains already involved in project: CBS Labs' Dr. Peter Goldmark,

Westinghouse's Charles E. (Chili) Nobles who has pushed harder for and probably knows more about air-

borne TV than any other industry engineer.

Project's scope obviously goes far beyond ETV field and into basic question of TV standards and al-

locations—even though its stated goal is a sort of super-closed-circuit aimed at schools and colleges. Included

in experiment will be tests of a CBS Labs bandwidth-reduction process, which reduces TV channel from 6 to 3

me., doubling number of channels in a given spectrum space. This comes at a time when FCC is beginning to

hear first rumblings of proposals for complete new look at TV transmission standards (see p. 9).
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FCC has received no formal application from MCATI group yet, but we're told that preliminary dis- I

cussions with project engineers have been held and that FCC is receptive to idea of tests. Undoubtedly FCC 1
will authorize experiments if channels can be found which won't give interference to existing operations—and f
there should be no difficulty finding them.

For details of the educational Stratovision project, see p. 12.

SLOWEST YEAR FOR NEW-STATION STARTERS: With most desirable channel alloca-

tions now occupied, 1959—as predicted—is harvesting slimmest crop of new TV stations since end of freeze.

Including 3 new stations this week (sse p. 11), only 20 stations have gone on air this year—and only 7 more
CP-holders appear to have progressed far enough in construction and equipment purchases to make it by
end of year, as shown in our continuing survey of upcoming stations.

Of the 20 new stations so far, 10 are non-commercial educational outlets—and 3 of the remaining 7 t

potential 1959 starters are educational. Since their channels are reserved, educators haven't had to rush to i

stake out their claims and get on air. And unless there's break in allocations logjam, you can expect to see %

educational-to-commercial ratio climb even higher in new-station list for 1961.

Actually, more new stations are starting this year than we had anticipated. In our year-end pre-

diction last Dec., we foresaw only 20 starters in 1959 (Vol. 14:52 p2). Here's new-station total for each
i

year since July 1952 freeze-end: 1952 (6 mo.), 17 starters; 1953, 231; 1954, 101; 1955, 59; 1956, 45; 1957, 40.

Our new Fall-Winter Television Factbook, incidentally, lists vital data for all stations now on air, plus sta-

tions due to go on air rest of year, and contains special new directory of educational stations.

Quiz Scandals

More about

NO LET-UP ON QUIZZES: There was a hiatus last week
in House hearings on evidence that now-defunct big-

money TV quiz programs were fixed by their promoters

—but no hiatus in headlines as scandal rolled on & on.

After spending 2 relatively dull days trying to fix

blame on FCC & FTC for failure to stop the quiz frauds,

the House Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee

called a recess Oct. 12 in its public sessions until Nov. 2.

They’ll resume for a run that may stretch into a week.

Star performer billed by subcommitttee Chmn. Harris

(D-Ark.) to open next month’s hearing series: Charles Van
Doren, 1956-57 headliner on NBC-TV’s Twenty One, who
had built himself up as a House witness by vanishing after

he was suspended from a $50,000 commentator’s job by
NBC-TV (Vol. 15: 41 p4). Harris accused him of evading
a subpoena which he disclosed had been issued Oct. 9.

Probable added attractions in Nov.: Participants in

CBS-TV’s $6i,000 Question, which up until last week
hadn’t been suspect as a rigged show, and its companion
$6Jf,000 Challenge, which had. And NBC-TV officials may
be asked to come back for another turn on the witness stand
to do some more explaining about what they did—or didn’t

do to investigate Twenty One and other network shows
themselves. Also expected to be on tap : Dan Enright of TV
packager Barry & Enright. He has been reported “co-

operative” by Harris in telling in executive sessions how
he helped operate Twenty One, but has made only one brief

appearance in a public session—to admit openly for the

first time that Tic Tac Dough had been rigged.

Before the hearing intermission was called, FCC Chmn.
Doerfer & FTC Chmn. Kintner were put through some
rugged paces in separate sessions on the stand by the in-

vestigators. Chmn. Harris and other subcommittee quizzers—principally Rep. Rogers (D-Tex.) and counsel Robert W.
Lishman—tried to get the agency chiefs to concede that
they had run away from responsibility for controls of
broadcast programming.

Harris called the questioning of Doerfer & Kintner
j

i

the “most pertinent part of our proceedings.” Doerfer
j

i

pointed out doggedly that Communications Act didn’t per-
,
I

mit FCC control of programming—and in fact forbade I

FCC censorship. Kintner pointed out that the Federal
j|

Trade Commission Act gave FTC jurisdiction over false 1

advertising—not deceptive entertainment. But the investi-

gators demanded—insistently—to know why FCC and/or

FTC hadn’t stepped in long ago to expose quiz frauds.

They repeatedly professed “amazement” that neither t

agency had done what they said was its duty.

“If as much attention was paid by bureaus & boards

to protecting the public interest as they do to budgets &
funds we would be a lot better off,” Rogers interjected

heatedly at one point.

Meanwhile, these were among headlined quiz-show

developments of the week, in & out of Washington:
Item: Van Doren turned up in N.Y. Oct. 15 after a

lengthy weekend of what he said was “solace” in New
England from his NBC-TV job troubles. He accepted the

subcommittee’s subpoena, then called a massively-covered

press conference in the Roosevelt Hotel. There he insisted

he hadn’t known Harris was after him—and he outraged '

reporters by refusing to answer any of their questions

about question-&-answer coaching on Twenty One, which

yielded him $129,000. (Drew Pearson reported Oct. 12 that

subcommittee heard closed-door testimony that Van Doren }

had been fed questions in advance.)
j

Item: Rev. C. E. (Stoney) Jackson of Tullahoma, i

Tenn., a $16,000 winner on $6^,000 Question and $4,000 I

winner on $6^,000 Challenge, told reporters he got help in
j

answering questions on both. i

Item: Such other once-famed “Question” and/or “Chal- 1

lenge” winners as Mrs. Myrt Power ($57,000), Gino Prato I

($32,000), Dr. Joyce Brothers ($134,000), Mrs. Catherine )

Kreitzer ($32,000), James & William Egan ($48,000) and A
Teddy Nadler ($264,000) testified in newspaper interviews ^
that they hadn’t been coached.

Item: Quizmaster Hal March of $6^,000 Question, now I

a stage actor in “Two for the Seesaw,” voiced “great
\

shock” at reports that something was wrong with the show. (
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And officials of the August Manufacturer’s Trust Co., who
used to be seen by viewers guarding questions on the show,

issued a statement saying that their part in the program

had been played straight.

Item: CBS-TV network div. pres. Louis G. Cowan,

originator of $6i,000 Question when he was head of Louis

G. Cowan Inc., pointed out he left the production firm to

join the network 7 weeks after it first went on the air in

1955. “During the period when I was at the production

company,” he said, “there was no rigging of the program,

so far as I know, and if there had been I think I would have

known about it.”

Item: Dr. Bergen Evans of Northwestern U., who com-

posed questions for $6A,000 Question, said he believed the

show was “as honest as it could be,” but contestants could

be eliminated by asking them questions in fields in which

pre-program tests had shown them to be weak.

DOERFER CHARTS PITFALLS: Congressional storms over

rigged TV quiz shows and the Lar Daly equal political

time issue may be pushing FCC “to the brink of un-

constitutional interference with freedom of expression

on a political platform or in a dramatic performance,”

Chmn. Doerfer warned broadcasters last week.

Fresh from his joust with House quiz investigators

over the Commission’s authority to prevent frauds in en-

tertainment on the air (see pp. 1 & 4), Doerfer told the

New Orleans convention of the Radio-'TV Directors Assn.

(RTNDA) that FCC faces “the serious question as to what
direction the Govt, should take in the field of program
content control.”

FCC is being nudged “closer & deeper into exercising

regulatory controls over programming content” by the

furor raised by House hearings on the quizzes, Doerfer

said. And he was dubious about Communications Act
amendments voted by Congress to settle equal-time ques-

tions raised by Lar Daly (Vol. 15:36 p2). Doerfer said he

feared the new Sec. 315 imposes “new & additional burdens

upon the broadcaster”—and FCC—instead.

There’s no doubt, Doerfer assured the TV-radio news-
men, that the quiz shows re-exposed by the legislative over-

sight subcommittee were “fradulent & gross deceptions

[which were] most reprehensible and exhibited a con-

temptible degree of crassness on the part of the producers.”

But he pointed out a N.Y. Grand Jury could find no “legal

deceit” in them, and that the Commission is forbidden by
present law to censor programs.

Warning against “direct punitive assults” threatened
by subcommittee members, he said they “probably would
do more harm than good to freedom of expression.”

“It is inconceivable to the American people that a govt,

agency could be entrusted to sit in judgment as to what
constitutes good drama, good music, interesting & educa-
tional programs. It would be practically impossible to

supervise even a fraction of the 60,000 hours of programing
which takes place each day. It would be practically impos-
sible for a govt, agency to require that any particular type
of programming must be precisely what it purports to be.”

As for the Sec. 315 amendments, Doerfer conceded that
they’re “an improvement over the inflexible requirements
of the old law,” which had led the Commission to equate
newscasts with political speeches by candidates. Long an
advocate of outright repeal of Sec. 315, he said that the
new legislation nevertheless may subject broadcasters to
abuse of equal-time privileges by proponents of “contro-
versial matters.”

“No longer can [a broadcaster] refuse his facilities to

those who request to speak ‘on behalf of the candidate,’ ”

Doerfer said. “Before the amendment, the Commission

determined that the privilege was a personal one. It ex-

tended to the candidate alone.

“Now, apparently, substitutes can, and must, be per-

mitted whenever a prior candidate (or even someone on his

behalf) has raised an ‘issue of public importance’ upon
which there may be conflicting views. And it may be per-

sons who do not even purport to speak on behalf of any
candidate. Apparently, any responsible person who has

opposing views can now get into a political ‘hassle’ over

the air.

“I am sure no one intended this result, nor intended to

expand the Commission’s prior policy to treat highly con-

troversial matters fairly. A law, as you know, is more in-

flexible than an administrative policy.”

Doerfer wound up his RTNDA speech with a plea that

Congress give broadcasters “a fair opportunity for self-

correcting action” before it passes more laws governing

TV & radio:

“The cure for highly objectionable programming, be it

unfair treatment of a political candidate, an issue of public

importance, or a deceptive practice in quiz programs,

should be not creation of greater govt, controls, but greater

incentive for exercise of self-regulatory restraints.”

As Hausman Sees It: “We’ve suffered a setback. It would

be dangerous to stick our heads in the sand.” That’s the

impact of the quiz hearings on the industry, in the opinion

of Louis Hausman, the new dir. of the TV Information

Office (TIO).

In his brief maiden talk to members of NAB, at the

Association’s first fall regional conference in Washington
last week, Hausman asserted that it would be foolish to

believe criticisms by the press and others are being made
“because they hate us.”

“Some of us, I am afraid,” he said, “may be inclinded

to discount the press coverage on [the quiz ] story by saying

the press is motivated by jealousy of our advertising suc-

cesses. This is altogether too pat an answer. The press

did not create this story out of whole cloth. It is a story

that the public is vitally interested in. It illustrates dra-

matically what an integral and vital part TV has become
in our society.” Aside from those observations, he said he

couldn’t comment further until NAB and its Code Board
acted on the quiz situation (see story on p. 6).

TIO’s major chores generally, Hausman said, include

the following: (1) “A tremendous job of straight infor-

mation, telling the public why we do what we do and why
we can’t do otherwise.” He alluded to the “ignorance” of

PTA’s and other critics who don’t know the mechanics of

the industry and “its need for financial stability.” (2)

“To defend the integrity and quality of what we do.” (3)

To help telecasters get their stories across locally—supply-

ing them with material for seminars, speeches, etc.

Hausman said he had already declined many invita-

tions to address groups, appear on TV programs {e.g.,

Mike Wallace’s), etc., because he has adopted the principle

that it was up to the telecasters themselves to make the

presentations.

Hausman was introduced by Clair McCollough, Stein-

man Stations, chmn. of NAB’s TV Information Committee,
who discussed TIO’s genesis. At the end of Hausman’s
talk, NAB v.p. Thad Brown asked for a show of hands of

those who had already pledged financial support to TIO.
Six or 8 of the 25 to 30 telecasters raised their hands.
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‘CLEAN HOUSE!’ SAYS FTC’s KINTNER: The U S. would

become a “police state” if the Govt, takes regulatory

jurisdiction over all questionable business practices

such as TV quiz show rigging—and broadcasters bet-

ter get busy now to insure themselves against that

fate, FTC Chmn. Earl W. Kintner warned last week.

In a no-punches-pulled speech to the first 1959 regional

NAB fall conference in Washington’s Mayflower Hotel,

Kintner warned that “the reputation of the broadcasting

industry faces a serious threat [which] has been brought

on by too much lip service to high principles and not

enough diligence in enforcing compliance with them.”

Kintner was answered by NAB pres. Harold E. Fel-

lows. He said the TV Code Review Board headed by West-

inghouse Bcstg. Co.’s Donald H. McGannon is ready to set

up new rules “to further safeguard the viewing audience

against misrepresentation or deceit, in [quizzes] or other

areas of programming.”

In a wrap-up report to NAB members at a closing

session of the 2-day meeting. Fellows said he wouldn’t

“try to explain or justify” disclosures of quiz scandals by
House investigators, but: “This industry has proved, in its

4 decades of service, it can clean its own house when
necessary.”

In a session devoted to the code, McGannon stated:

“It is my opinion that the question of rigged quiz shows
could have been handled within the content of the TV code

on the basic and fundamental premise of honesty of pre-

sentation . . . Therefore, it is my intention on Nov. 16, in

Los Angeles, which is the next meeting of the TV Code
Review Board, to recommend to its membership the adop-
tion of an amendment to the code that expressly prohibits

an abuse of public acceptance and trust as has been re-

flected in much of which you have been reading of late.

“The threat of governmental regulation is a most gen-
uine one,” said McGannon. “Notwithstanding, I believe

among the current subscribers to the code and among
broadcasters in general, the responsibility to the public and
to the advertiser of commercials comes at a higher priority

of consideration than even this [threat]. However, if you
will accept a gratuituous opinion of the Code Review
Board, the question of governmental regulation of pro-

gramming and/or commercial content has many real and
momentary characteristics, and in any form would present

a genuine disaster to this industry.”

Calling on broadcasters & advertisers to “keep radio

& TV free of deceit & fraud,” Kintner said that “what self-

discipline cannot achieve cannot be accomplished by the

alternative of mere [govt.] policing, if our system of gov-

ernment is to survive.”

Kintner added: “If self-regulation [by broadcasters]

becomes ineffective, then it becomes mandatory that the

Govt, should provide whatever policing is required by the

public interest.” He urged “the broadcasting industry, and
particularly each individual member of the industry, to

police its advertising & programming so well that more
laws & more regulations & more policing are not needed.”

NAB “deserves credit” for its own ethical codes,

Kintner said. “Nevertheless, if a ship has only a few holes

in its hold instead of many, this does not invite confidence

that it is seaworthy.” And he cautioned NAB members not
to comfort themselves with a conclusion that newspaper
coverage of the House quiz expose has been “all out of

proportion to its importance ... It is my opinion that any
attempt to shrug off a hoax on the public as not warranting
positive action is to whistle in the dark.”

More about

CBS’s NO-QUIZ EDICT: Only a few hours after CBS Inc.

pres. Frank Stanton’s New Orleans pronouncement

against quizzes (see p. 1), CBS-TV announced the first

changes in the network’s program structure to be

caused by the new taboo on big-money and big-prize

shows. Both of CBS-TV’s daytime quiz shows—Top
Dollar and The Big Payoff—were headed for the scrap-

heap, and would be replaced by filmed reruns of De-

cember Bride (moving up from 10:30 a.m.) and The
Millionaire (TV’s biggest giveaway show, but one

that’s not subject to “fix”).

Undetermined was the future of the Mon.-night Name
that Tune series, the sole remaining jackpot-prize show
on CBS-TV. Colgate-Palmolive, the sponsor of the can-

celed daytime shows, will remain as a sponsor of the new
film shows.

Not likely to be affected are the Goodson-Todman panel

shows on CBS-TV

—

What’s My Line, I’ve Got a Secret, To
Tell the Truth—Mark Goodson of G-T productions told us

Oct. 16. “We don’t depend on big-money rewards to con-

testants for an audience,” said Goodson, pointing out that

the actual money that changes hands on the G-T shows is

so minor it could be eliminated if necessary. G-T’s only

big-money show is The Price Is Right on NBC-TV, where
the jackpot can be worth some $25,000 in prizes.

ABC-TV was unruffled by Stanton’s promise of a

quiz-free CBS, telling us that “we consider our 3 daytime

contest shows

—

Music Bingo, Beat the Clock, and Who Do
You Trust?—as comedy shows, since the prizes are prac-

tically nothing.” ABC has no nightime quiz shows “and

probably won’t accept any,” we were also told.

NBC-TV, which has a total of seven 30-min. quiz

shows (from Dough Re Mi at 10 a.m. to Split Personality

at 4:30 p.m.) in its daytime schedule and 3 nighttime prize

shows, told us that it had “no plans” to axe any or all of

them, that the Stanton statement was “being studied,” and

that NBC would be curious to know “just what CBS con-

siders a large sum or a lavish prize.”

TV quiz format, discredited & discarded here following

exposures of rigged shows (see pp. 1 & 4), has been

adapted by Russian radio propagandists for audience

participation—and “is enjoying a lively revival,” reports

the Washington Evenmg Star. Every night contests are

beamed by Soviet shortwave to listeners in Europe, Africa

& North America. They’re offered radios, phonos, refrig-

erators, cameras if they mail correct answers to such

questions as: What Russian insisted in the UN Security

Council on evacuation of foreign troops from Syria &
Lebanon? One contest drew 3,000 replies from Arab listen-

ers who collected 350 prizes. But there’s been hanky-panky,

too, according to the Star. Radio Moscow boasted that

correct replies to one quiz on USSR history had been

received from 39 U.S. listeners who won shortwave radio

sets, cameras and record albums. It turned out that a

group of Minn. U. instructors got together on the answers,

submitted them under different names & addresses. Ap-
parently unshaken by this evidence of contest fraud. Radio

Moscow last week announced a new quiz show for its

American audience Oct. 30. Best answers to a 7-part

question on “Soviet economic advances” will win a Russian-

made camera. Consolation prizes: “Rocket badges,” wood
carvings, books, Russian stamps, photos of Soviet cities.
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Networks

more about

THE SLICE OFF THE TOP: There ai’e literally dozens of

small talent agencies, representatives & managers in

TV, but only 2 big names—Music Corp. of America

and William Morris Agency—are woven into the entire

fabric of prime-time network programming (see p. 3).

MCA, whose stock is now soaring following its

heavily oversubscribed public offering (Vol. 15:41 p20), is

often regarded mainly as a key source for individual TV
stars. But that’s only part of the story—in first-half 1959

MCA grossed about $24 million from the sale of film

series it owns or co-produces, another $1 million from studio

rentals, and some $4.2 million in agent commissions.

MCA, in a dollar ratio of about 6-to-l, is thus more

of a program producer-distributor than an “actor’s agent.”

Of the 22 nighttime network shows that bear the “sold-

by-MCA” label, 11 are either directly produced by MCA or

are MCA co-productions—exactly 50%.
William Morris, which handles more independent pro-

ducers than MCA, achieves bigness by a different route:

a strict policy of keep-out-of-pix)duction while aiming for

10% of a large volume of TV business.

Among Morris-represented producers this fall are

Four Star (9 shows of its own, plus the production facility

of Wickita Town), 20th Century-Fox (except for Dobie

Gillis, sold by General Artists to CBS-TV under a prior

representation deal), Lou Edelman, Mirisch-McCrea,

Jackie Cooper, Goodman Ace, Garry Moore-Bob Banner.

General Artists Corp., although much smaller than

either MCA or Morris in terms of total billing handled,

has a show on each of the 3 networks this year. One of

them. The Perry Como Show, is a prime showcase for

musical talent, in which GAC specializes.

Not all of Hollywood’s top TV film producers are

represented by talent agencies. Of the major film com-

panies involved in TV production—United Artists, 20th

Century-Fox, MGM, Columbia Pictures (via Screen Gems),

Paramount, Warner Bros.—only 20th-Fox has a sales

agent (William Morris), and even this situation may
change with the arrival of ex-Young & Rubicam TV-radio

v.p. Peter Levathes as pres, of TCF-TV (Vol. 15:41 p7).

The other movie majors, and many of the syndication

houses involved in network programming (such as Ziv

and ITC), prefer to handle program sales directly. In-

dependent producers like Four Star, and most of the

one-show production firms, prefer to deal through a talent

agent rather than maintain a sales organization.

^

Representation of individual performers or creative

TV talents is regarded by the leading talent shops (to

quote MCA’s I’ecent stock prospectus) as “extremely

speculative,” even though virtually every performer in a

regular TV series has an agent, and talent agents have
been instrumental in boosting the asking price of top TV
names as high as $100,000 for an appearance.

Artists frequently shift around between talent

agencies. Frank Sinatra, once with MCA, is now with

William Morris; Danny Kaye, once with Morris, is now
with MCA; Betty Hutton and Judy Garland have been
back & forth between both agencies, to name a few.

Frequently, stars represented by one agency have
the leading roles in a series handled by another. A few:
William Demarest (MCA) in Love & Marriage (Morris)

;

Hoagy Carmichael (Morris) in Revue’s Laramie (MCA);

David Hedison (Famous Artists) in Five Fingers (Mor-

ris)
;
Dwayne Hickman (MCA) in Dobie Gillis (GAC).

Some actors, such as Phil Carey who’s on both the Morris

and Louis Shurr Agency lists, have double or triple repre-

sentation on “commitment” rather than “contract” basis.

Exactly how does a talent agent handle the sale of

a packaged show? Generally, he shoots for the traditional

“10%-off-the-top,” and usually arrives at the pricing

formula this way: The agent will ask the producer what

he feels he should get for his show. In the case of an ex^

pensively produced 30-min. film show, it might be a pro-

ducer gross of $45,000. The agent then figures one-ninth

of this, and adds it on top ($5,000 plus $45,000) to arrive

at a figure which, when discounted with 10% commission,

gives the producer his asking price and the agent his

regular commission. This also avoids arguments over an-

other matter—taking a 10% commission on below-the-line

(non-creative & technical) costs. But there are many
variations to the pricing formula.

Individual TV performers with whom we’ve discussed

agency representation exhibit all shades of attitude to-

ward TV’s leading talent sellers. Some prefer being

handled by a small agent “where you won’t be lost in the

shuffle or employed by your own agent.” Others like the

large, multi-faceted agencies whose corps of specialists

can advise on everything from co-production TV deals in

Australia to the best way of distributing TV income for

tax purposes. All agree (and network executives echo the

sentiments) that “some form of representation between
talent and employer or buyer is necessary.”

* ^ *

Agency representation is not a free-for-all business of

wheeling & dealing, despite some outward appearances.

Talent guilds & unions (AFTRA, SAG, AGVA, Equity,

Writers Guild, etc.) have vex’y specific agreements gov-
erning commissions, agent duties and how agency con-

tracts can be terminated, even though almost anyone not

a broadcaster, network executive, producer or adman can

apply for an employment agency license and union-awarded
agency franchises.

One question often raised in connection with MCA is

that of “conflict of interests,” since MCA is a sizable em-
ployer of talent through packages it produces or controls.

Screen Actors Guild, the union most directly concerned,

indicates that while it may be “philosophically disturbed”

by the situation, it is also aware that the MCA-Revue
operation gives jobs to hundreds of film actors.

SAG exec. secy. Jack Dales told us in Hollywood:
“This matter will come up in 1960 when we review the

whole field of agency relations with the Guild, particularly

agencies involved in production.”

Leading talent agents have a strong record of keeping
their top artists working, usually at top prices. In the
case of MCA, Morris and GAC, there is the additional lure

of being able to make deals for talent in shows the agency
produces, controls or has sold as a package.

Thus, a lot of Morris-represented talent is likely to be
seen this season in the Goodman Ace-produced specials for
Revlon, in packaged specials starring Morris clients Frank
Sinatra, Jimmy Durante & Milton Berle and in such
dramatic series as DuPont Show (June Allyson)—all sold

by Morris. The same situation applies to MCA’s link with
the Ford-sponsored specials, various other packaged MCA
offerings signed for such slots as NBC-TV‘s Sunday-night
showcase. Wagon Train, Riverboat, and GE Theatre.

Talent agency batting averages with film packages
are usually above average. By trade estimates, leading
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agencies manage to sell at the network level about one

out of every 4 pilots delivered, as against the all-industry

average of about one out of 10 pilots.

* * >!<

These profiles of the principal talent agencies are as

accurate as considerable cross-checking can make them.

Official agency lists of clients are closely guarded secrets.

We have compiled these lists of shows and performers

active in TV this season. The name of the production com-

pany follows (in parentheses) the name of the series.

William Morris Agency: 1740 Broadway, N.Y, 19; 151 El Camino,
Beverly Hills.

'I'V series and series talent:

On ABC-TV

—

Adventures in Paradise (TCF-TV) ; Black Saddle
(Four Star) ; John Gunther’s High Hoad (Blue J. Productions) ; 'I'he

Heal McCoys (Brennan- Westgate) ,
Waiter Brennan; 'I'he Ritieman

(Four Star) ; 'I'he Detectives (Four Star), Robert Taylor, Lee P’arr

;

Wyatt Harp (Earp Enterprises), Hugh O'Brian.
On CBS-TV

—

DuPont Show (Four Star), June Allyson: Hennesey
(The Hennesey Co.), Jackie Cooper; 'I’he Garry Moore Show (Red
Wing Productions and Bob Banner Associates), Garry Moore; 'I’he

Betty Hutton Show (Hutton Productions), Betty Hutton ; Johnny Hingo
(Four Star), Don Durant, Karen Sharpe; The Big Party by Revlon
(Goodman Ace) ; Ann Sothern Show (Desilu), Ann Sothern ; Danny
'Thomas Show (Marterto Enterprises), Danny Thomas; Wanted: Dead
or Alive (Four Star), Steve McOueen ; Zane Grey 'Theatre (Four Star),

Dick Powell.
On NBC-TV

—

Five Fingers (TCF-TV) ; Law of the Plainsman
(Four Star), Michael Ansara ; Love & Marriage (Lou Edelman),
Stubby Kaye; Richard Diamond (Four Star), David Janssen; Wichita
'Town (Mirisch-McCrea) , Joel McCrea ; Pou Bet Your Life (Filmcraft),
Groucho Marx; Loretta Young Show (Toreto Films), Loretta Young.

Morris-represented talent starring in specials or regular series:

Nick Adams, Morey Amsterdam, James Arness, Pearl Bailey,

Tallulah Bankhead, Ralph Bellamy, Milton Berle, Joey Bishop, Vivian
Blaine, Ray Bolger, Eddie Bracken, Barbara Britton, Edd Byrnes, Abe
Burrows, Rory Calhoun, Kitty Carlisle, Hoagy Carmichael, Pat Carroll,

Peggy Cass, Imogene Coca, Myron Cohen, Claudette Colbert, Bud
Collyer, Jackie Cooper, Greer Garson.

Vic Damone, Sammy Davis Jr., Johnny Desmond, Marlene Dietrich,

Andrew Duggan, Jimmy Durante, Rhonda Fleming, Steve Forrest,

Mona Freeman, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Dave Garroway, Benny Goodman, Farley
Granger, Buddy Hackett, Julie Harris, Peter Lind Hayes, Mary Healy,
Eddie Hodges, Celeste Holm, Sally Ann Howes, Mahalia Jackson, Kitty
Kallen. Betty Lou Keim, Lisa Kirk, Eartha Kitt, Michael Landon.

Peter Lawford, Carol Lawrence, Peggy Lee, Sheldon Leonard, Sam
Levenson, Joe E. Lewis, Bambi Lynn, Marie McDonald, McGuire Sisters,

Jayne Meadows, Sal Mineo, Carlos Montoya, Patrice Munsel, George
Nader, Johnny Nash, Barbara Nichols, Janis Paige, Neva Paterson,
Dick Powell, Jane Powell, Elvis Presley, Johnny Puleo, Martha Raye,
Carl Reiner, Pernell Roberts, Rowan & Martin, Mort Sahl, Frank
Sinatra, Jo Stafford, Barbara Stanwyck, Gale Storm, Rise Stevens,
Pat Suzuki, Sophie Tucker, Miyoshi Umeki, Senor Wences, Mae West,
Esther Williams, Walter Winchell, Natalie Wood.

Music Corp. of America: 598 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22; 9370 Santa
Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills.

Shows producea directly by MCA subsidiary Revue Productions

:

On ABC-TV—None. On CBS-TV

—

GE Theatre, Ronald Reagan. On
NBC-TV

—

Laramie ; Staccato ; Wagon Train, Ward Bond.
TV series and series talent represented or co-produced by MCA

subsidiary MCA Artists Ltd.

:

On ABC-TV

—

Hobby Lobby (Don Fedderson) ; The Rebel (Goodson-
Todman) ; Leave It To Beaver ((jomalco) ; Take A Good Look (IMPA).

On CBS-TV

—

Jack Benny Program (J & M Productions) ; George
Gobel Show (Gomalco) ; The Millionaire (Tido Inc.) ; Ed Sullivan Show
(CBS-TV): Markham (Markham Productions), Ray Milland ; Alfred
Hitchcock Presents (Shamley Productions).

On NBC-TV

—

Bachelor Father (Bachelor Productions), John For-
sythe; The Deputy (Top Gun Productions), Henry Fonda; Tennessee
Ernie Ford Show (Bethford), Ernie Ford; It Could Be You (Ralph
Edwards Productions) ; Startime (Hubbell Robinson Productions) ;

Tales of Wells Fargo (Overland Productions), Dale Robertson; M-Squad
(Alabama Productions) ; Riverboot (NBC-TV).

MCA-represented talent starring in specials or regular series

:

Edie Adams, Morey Amsterdam, Harry Belafonte, Edgar Bergen,
Polly Bergen, Ingrid Bergman, Charles Bickford, Victor Borge, Spring
Byington, Jack Carson, Rosemary Clooney, Joseph Gotten, Robert
Cummings, William Demarest, George DeWitt, Betty Furness, Peggy
Ann Garner, Ben Gazzara, Lome Greene, Ty Hardin, Dwayne Hickman,
Earl Holliman, Kurt Kasnar, Ernie Kovacs, Steve Lawrence, Viveca
Lindfors, Danny Kaye.

Shirley MacLaine, Gordon MacRae, Elaine Malbin, Patty McCor-
mack, Ethel Merman, Gary Merrill, Jane Morgan, Jaye P. Morgan,
Roger Moore, Kathleen Nesbitt, Dennis O’Keefe, Jack Paar, Betsy
Palmer, John Payne, Nehemiah Persoff, Marguerite Piazza, Donna
Reed, Mark Richman, Rosalind Russell, Tommy Sands, Everett Sloane,
Maureen Stapleton, Dean Stockwell, Rip Torn.

Ashley-Steiner Inc.: 579 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 17; 449 S. Beverly Drive,
Beverly Hills.

On ABC-TV

—

Jubilee U.S.A, (Crossroads). Talent: Keenan Wynn.

Frank Cooper Assoc.: 9145 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46; 17 E. 54th
St., N.Y.

On CBS-TV—The Lineup (CBS-TV). Talent: Richard Long, Wil-
liam Lundigan.

General Artists Corp.: 640 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 19; 9650 Santa Monica
Blvd., Beverly Hills.
Lor, Patti Paige.

On ABC-'TV

—

Pat Boone Chevy Showroom (Cooga Mooga). On
CBS-TV—Many Loves of Dobie GiUis (TCF-TV). On NBC-TV—Perry
Com&s Kraft Music Hall (Roncom), Perry Como. Talent: Frankie
Laine, Julius La Rosa, Johnny Ray, Peggy Lee, Monica Lewis, Denise

Other agencies representing TV talent, but not scheduled series

:

Baum-Newborn Agency—Gene Barry, Robert Young.
Famous Artists Associates—Jacqueline Beer, Rory Calhoun, Marlene

Dietrich, Frank Faylen, Brett Halsey, David Hedison, Tab Hunter, Will
Hutchins, Richard Jaeckel, Lee Kinsolving, Darren McGavin, Audrey
Meadows, John Smith, Clint Walker, Tuesday Weld.

Kurt Frings—Desi Arnaz, Lucille Ball, Jane Wyatt.
Milton Grossman—Amanda Blake, Richard Boone, June Lockhart,

Leslie Neilsen, Dennis Weaver.
Kumin-Olenick—-Lola Albright, Robert Rockwell, Craig Stevens,

Bob Sweeney.

The Mishkin Agency—Chuck Connors, Lee Marvin.

Lester Salkow—Warner Anderson, Raymond Burr, Barbara Hale.

William Shiffrin Agency—Bob Mathias, Robert Stack.

Louis Shurr—Phil Carey, Marge & Gower Champion. Clint East-
wood, Bob Hope, Debbie Reynolds, Jeff York.

Paul Small Artists—John Cassavetes, Abby Dalton, Gigi Perreau,
Efrem Zimbalist Jr.

ABC’s Fast Start: First of the new “quick Nielsen” reports

this season on the 3-way-competitive TV markets (Vol.

15:41 p8) brought a joyful whoop from ABC-TV last week.
For the week ending Oct. 4, in 24 markets during the

choice TV hours of 7:30-10:30 p.m., the average-audience

TV figures in the Nielsen report looked like this: ABC

—

18.8; CBS—19.7; NBC—16.7.

What caused ABC executives from pres. Oliver Treyz
down to break out the festive bunting was that the figures

put ABC-TV in second place in network rankings in the

competitive markets with a gain of 11% over a year ago
(17.0)—showing losses of 12% for CBS-TV (do-wn from
22.4) and 10% for NBC-TV (down from 18.5).

“The shift won’t be quite as pronounced in the national

ratings for the same period, since we’re not fully com-
petitive with NBC and CBS in terms of station lineups,”

one ABC-TV research official conceded. From NBC, which
officially has rule against handing out ratings to the press
and which had almost all of its new shows on the air when
the Nielsen measurements were made: No official comment.

Most likely candidate for number 2 man in TV Infor-

mation Office is Stockton Helffrich, dir. of TV-radio con-

tinuity acceptance for NBC. An NBC spokesman admitted
that Helffrich is “being sought for the job” by TIO and is

“seriously considering” the offer. Said Hausman: “No
comment. All I know is what I read in the newspapers.”

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV

Gale Storm Show, Thurs., 7:30-8 p.m., one-third sponsor-
ship for 4 wks.
Br'istol-Myers (Young & Rubicam)

Daytime programming, 26 fifteen-min. segs. over 28 wks. in

3 shows.
Minute Maid Corp. (Dancer-Fitzgerald-
Sample)

CBS-TV

Markham, Sat., 10:30-11 p.m., alt.-wk. sponsorship.
Liggett & Myers for Duke cigarets (Mc-
Cann-Erickson)

NBC-TV

Price Is Right, Wed. 8:30-9 p.m., Dec. 9 & 16.

Lanvin (North Adv.)

Pre-Christmas special based on “The 13th Orphan,” by Paul
Gallico, Dec. 9, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co. (Victor A.
Bennett)
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The FCC

NEW LOOK AT TV STANDARDS URGED: FCC is most

eager to provide more competition in TV, but after 5

years of study it’s still reluctant to make changes in

its engineering standards for fear of destroying more

service than it creates. It’s considerably less than en-

thusiastic, therefore, about recent suggestions that it

consider revamping entire TV system in light of tech-

nical developments.

Not that FCC isn’t in favor of the most exhaustive

studies of all possibilities. As one FCC engineer puts it:

“It’s like motherhood—everyone is in favor of it. You

can’t be against it.” The major problem is that the cost of

extensive technical studies is very substantial, and the FCC

is dubious about getting Budget Bureau authorization.

The latest suggestions come from William C. Coombs,

]

Bureau of Standards engineer who contends that recent

I

discoveries in information theory show that both military

and commercial TV can be compressed into a fraction of

the spectrum now used. His highly technical discussion

is contained in a new report available from the Office of

Technical Services, Dept, of Commerce, titled Technical

Note No. 25 (PB 151384). Speaking of commercial TV,

he says: “In the vhf band, where the channels reserved for

TV use are most limited in number, yet most in demand,

the problem is almost entirely one of bandwidth. If the

required bandwidth could be made smaller, space might

1
be found for many more channels.

'

“In the uhf band, where many more channels are

available, the problem has in part been one of reliability

and area coverage relative to the vhf band. If greater

I reliability of reception could be had for given transmitter-

to-receiver antenna relationships, there would be a much

greater inclination for prospective users to accept uhf

assignments, without the force of law.

“Eventually these 2 problems may be expected to re-

solve together since anything that might be done to en-

hance one frequency band could be applied to enhance the

other band also. Since very few of the TV receiver sets in

mass use in the U.S. are equipped to receive uhf, and any

thought of mass movement to that band or any other band

would entail major equipment conversion in any case, this

is an opportune time to consider recent advances in theory

which point to use of considerably revised systems as being

possibly desirable in all bands.”

Coombs concludes, however, that the Govt, is in a

position to make more immediate use of new techniques

for space communications. But he insists that there is “an

immediate need for further study and evaluation in the

field of human perception as related to TV system stand-

ards,” because the present system can transmit far more

than the “human channel” can absorb.

* *

Another suggestion for reevaluation of TV standards

was submitted to the FCC recently by William C. Boese,

chief of the Commission’s technical research div. He sum-

marized developments since the adoption of present TV
standards nearly 20 years ago, suggested that the Govt,

finance research by an outside organization looking toward

the development of an improved system.

Boese agrees with Coombs that TV channels are too

wide or that they can accommodate a superior service

—

perhaps improved color, greater resolution, etc. He finds

these faults with present standards: Too much power

needed for sync signal, distortion due to use of vestigial

sideband, too much power for audio. He also believes that

the present 4:3 aspect ratio should be reconsidered because

movies now use higher ratios, and that there should be a

close look at multicasting (several transmitters per sta-

tion), low-noise parametric amplifiers for receivers, space-

satellite relays, transmission from aircraft (see pp. 3 & 12).

Boese believes that an improved service might be

authorized by the FCC in about 5 years—after theoretical

studies, development, field testing and FCC rule-making.

Doerfer vs. Red Tape: implacable foe of administrative

delays, FCC Chmn. John C. Doerfer warned last week that

many bills pending in Congress may do more to deprive the

public of service than to protect it from abuses. Speaking

before the convention of the National Assn, of Railroad &
Utilities Commissioners in Philadelphia Oct. 13, he ana-

lyzed bills designed to make FCC and other agencies more
“judicial” and to protect them from “influence.” He ap-

proved of some provisions, was leery of others, concluded:

“There should be an elimination of all private attorney

generals, a reaffirmation that the Commissioners are the

guardian-designees of the public interest, a restriction of

the right to be heard in a contest for a privilege to only

those parties who have a direct interest in the sought-for

license or privilege, a cut-off date after which no new
parties can become parties in interest except under the

most compelling reasons directly endangering the public

safety or welfare, a retention of the adjudicatory pro-

cedures for those cases designed to invoke legal sanctions

(e.g., revocation of licenses, repai’ation of rates, violation

of law or rules, unfair trade practices, or other alleged

infractions involving a determination of past conduct),

provisions for a new or more flexible method to determine

and apply agency policies as directed in the mandates from
Congress, and determination of basic qualiflcations of ap-

plicants for the privilege to serve the public.

“What this country needs is a reassessment and re-

arrangement of its administrative procedural laws, not any
further extension of procedural rights to those who should

have no right to be in the case in the first place, nor to

those who having that right are not, in fact, adversaries

over property or vested rights, but merely contestants for

a privilege, valuable or not to them, but essentially bene-

ficial to the public.”

FCC is still wrong about FM multiplexing & simplex-

ing, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled last week by refusing to

review the Court of Appeals decision against the Commis-
sion (Vol. 14:45). FCC had ruled originally that FM sta-

tions offering subsidiary services, such as functional music,

would have to broadcast them simultaneously on a multi-

plexed subcarrier because such services were “point-to-

point” rather than “broadcasting.” WFMF Chicago had
appealed, wanted to continue simplexing. (Simplexing

permits home receivers to I’eceive everything the station

broadcasts, while special receivers, such as those in doctors’

offices, cut out voice transmissions when activated by a

supersonic signal from the station.) In the period since

litigation started, many FM stations have converted to

multiplexing, which is costly and sometimes introduces

technical difficulties such as reduction in coverage. FCC has
several alternatives now. It could decide that simplexing is

all right. If it insists on multiplexing, it could establish it

through rule-making. It could conduct renewal hearings

for those stations which it believes are offering unbalanced
programming through simplexing.
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The Challenge of Sec. 315; The title, “A New Freedom—

A New Responsibility,” set the tone exactly for CBS pres.

Frank Stanton’s speech in New Orleans last week as he

accepted the first Distinguished Service Award of the

Radio-TV News Directors Assn. The award was for his

contributions to the liberalization of Sec. 315 of the Com-

munications Act—the political equal-time provision.

“We must abandon all thought,” he said, “that the re-

vision of Sec. 315 has brought to broadcasting any privi-

leges. It has not. It has brought only the acknowledgment

of a right—and rights involve responsibilities. This new

freedom of radio & TV, above all other things, enlarges

our responsibility. We will be on trial to see if we can

measure up to that responsibility. If we don’t, we will

have our wings clipped. And thus we will have the whole

odyssey to go through all over again—until, having won

this new freedom, we show ourselves equal to exercising it.”

Stanton took exception to FCC Chmn. Doerfer’s in-

terpretations of the new law (see p. 5) without going into

detail, saying: “After reading Chmn. Doerfer’s remarks

of night before last, all I can say is that I hope you are

right in giving me this award. I do not agree with what

I understand to be the thrust of the chairman’s remarks.”

Stanton paid earnest tribute to the press for its sup-

port of the industry in the Sec. 315 fight. In his 3 decades

in the industry, he said, he’d never seen the press “take

such an emphatic and unanimous view of any issue affect-

ing broadcasting ... a forthright stand against any doctrine

that sought to restrict the freedom of communications.”

Senate’s freedom-of-speech “watchdog” subcommittee

(Vol. 15:38 p3) was attacked briskly last week by its

minority member. Sen. Hugh Scott (R-Pa.). Speaking at

the annual convention of the Pa. Newspaper Publishers

Assn, in Pittsburgh, he noted that subcommittee chmn. Sen.

Yarborough (D-Tex.) had said that many people had a

feeling that handling of news wasn’t as impartial as it

ought to be. “This statement has an ominous ring,” Scott

said. “It raises the whole question of whether the Federal

Govt, can be the judge of whether or not news is being

handled impartially. I must reserve final judgment until

this subcommittee finally gets under way. But since 1960

is an election year and the Democrats in control of Congress

were the ones who dreamed up this ‘watchdog,’ I have a

feeling in my Republican bones that the Democrats feel it

is only fair that since they have 2-to-l majority in

Congress, they are entitled to 2-to-l coverage in the news.

It is this type of activity I urge you to observe during

‘Watch Your Congress Year.’ ” The other member of the

subcommittee is Sen. McGee (D-Wyo.). The group isn’t

expected to get organized until Congress reconvenes in Jan.

Footnote to history: The appeal from FCC’s Lar Daly

decision on political equal time was dismissed as moot by

the Court of Appeals last week, upon the joint petition of

CBS, NBC, FCC & Justice Dept.

Orlando Ch. 9 “influence” case remains in FCC’s hands,

as ordered by the Court of Appeals (Vol. 14:44), following

last week’s refusal by the U.S. Supreme Court to reverse

the lower court. The decision had been appealed by radio

WKIS Orlando, which had lost to Ch. 9 winner WLOF-TV.
It wanted the case tried by a federal district court or by a

special “master.” The “influence” allegation involved is

that Orlando attny. Wm. Dial, who had represented WLOF-
TV locally, urged ex-Comr. Mack to vote for WLOF-TV.
Meanwhile, John W. Kluge filed application with FCC for

sale of 24.67% of WLOF-TV to Joseph L. Brechner, pres,

and 17% owner, for $350,000.

Stations

Fears of Harris Spectrum Bill: Plenty of dangerous lan-

guage has been found by NAB staff members in HR-8426,

the bill introduced by Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) to establish a

“Frequency Allocation Board” with power to parcel out

spectrum between govt. & non-govt, users, including TV-

radio (Vol. 15:31). It looks, therefore, as if a substantial

conflict is in the works between NAB and the Electronic

Industries Assn., which takes a generally favorable view of

the bill (Vol. 15:39 p2).

Said NAB TV v.p. Thad Brown, during the fall con-

ference in Washington last week: “It could be, if a super-

commission is established, that you might wake up some

morning and find that nice Ch. 2, 3 or 4 taken away.” How-
ever, he said he did applaud the bill’s provision to establish

a “govt, frequency administrator” as a czar to “knock to-

gether the heads of 34 govt, agencies” and see to it that

they use their portions of the spectrum efficiently. He was

very much concerned, however, that the bill would permit

the “super-commission” to usurp the FCC’s allocation

function for non-govt, spectrum users.

Govt, relations mgr. Vincent Wasilewski was particu-

larly worried about the bill’s . provision to exempt the

actions of the board, the administrator and the President

from the restraints of the Administrative Procedures Act

—a law designed to give all parties a fair chance to learn

about, challenge and appeal actions of administrative

agencies. He suggested, also, that broadcasters take every

opportunity to tell their Congressmen that the bill would

transfer to the President many powers exercised by the

FCC, an “arm of Congress.”

Lester Lindow, exec. dir. of Assn, of Maximum Service

Telecasters, speaking from the audience, said he was also

deeply disturbed: “We share with you a very great con-

cern. The bill has serious implications for broadcasting

—

and even beyond broadcasting.” Other NAB discussions:

Feature film depreciation was diseased by chief counsel

Douglas Anello. He called attention to recent rulings of

the Internal Revenue Service, covering a station in Seattle

and one in Los Angeles, refusing to permit depreciation on

a declining annual scale rather than a flat “straight-line”

basis. He noted that the rulings had no general application

yet but he feared that they might eventually. NAB is

surveying telecasters, he said, to determine what their

practices are, suspecting that most prefer the declining

scale. At any rate, he said, NAB would make every effort

to persuade IRS to permit telecasters to choose whichever

depreciation methods they prefer.

A tower-painting problem was pointed out by George
Bartlett, asst, engineering mgr. He noted that FCC had

set Jan. 1 as the deadline by which all towers must display

orange & white bands of equal width—but that the Air

Coordinating Committee (ACC) has specified that towers

must have a quite different arrangement of orange, white

& black. He said that NAB is trying to get the FCC and

ACC to clear up the conflict.

Two applications for new TV stations were filed with

the FCC last week, for Alamosa, Colo. (Ch. 3) by the

owners of KCSJ-TV Pueblo, and for Wausau, Wis. (Ch. 9)

by owners of WFRV Green Bay. Total on file: 109 (14 uhf).

Translator starts: K76AX Romeo-LaJara-Manassa,
Colo, began Oct. 11 repeating KOAT-TV Albuquerque.

K81AF Wallowa Valley (Enterprise), Ore. began Sept. 30

with KREM-TV Spokane.
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NEW & UPCOMING STATIONS; This week’s three new

starters are KXGO-TV (Ch. 11) Fargo, N.D., which

began Oct. 11 with ABC-TV; satellite KOMC (Ch. 8)

McCook, Neb., which began Oct. 16 picking up NBC-TV

via microwave from parent KCKT (Ch. 2) Great Bend,

Kan.; educational WMUB-TV (Ch. 14) Oxford, 0.,

which started intermittent programming Oct. 14, with

regular schedule due in 10 days or 2 weeks.

On-air count changes to 557 (84 uhf) this week after

adding the 3 new starters and deducting KTES (Ch. 19)

Nacogdoches, Tex., which has been off the air since early

July and apparently will not resume (Vol. 15:27 plO).

KXGO-TV has a used 5-kw DuMont transmitter pur-

chased from RCA and 379-ft. tower furnished by Tower

Construction Co., Sioux City. Its site is near Sabin, Minn,

about 13 mi. SE of Fargo. Owner & station mgr. is John

W. Boler, also operator of KXJB-TV (Ch. 4) Valley City,

N.D. and affiliated KBMB-TV (Ch. 12) Bismarck, N.D.;

KXMC-TV (Ch. 13) Minot, N.D.; KXAB-TV (Ch. 9) Aber-

deen, S.D. Connie Blackstead, at KXJB-TV, is also KXGO-
TV program mgr.; Ozzie Oren, chief engineer. Base hour

is $300. Rep is Weed.

KOMC has 10-kw GE transmitter and 600-ft. Stainless

tower with 12-bay antenna 9 mi. W of Oberlin, Kan., more

than 150 mi. NW of parent KCKT Great Bend, also operator

of satellite KGLD (Ch. 11) Garden City, Kan. It’s sold only

in combination with KCKT. Bolling is rep.

WMUB-TV has 1-kw RCA transmitter and 320-ft.

Truscon tower with 6-section helical antenna. Owner is

Miami U. Stephen C. Hathaway, director of bcstg. for

Miami U., is TV mgr. & film buyer; Paul Yeazell, ex-Radio-

TV Bureau of U. of Ariz., asst, director; William Utter,

ex-KPTV, Portland, Ore., & Charles Myers, ex-radio WATG
Ashland, 0., program-production directors; Thomas Ditzel,

ex-WLWD, Dayton, 0., production asst.; Andrew F. Bruck,

from Miami U., chief engineer.

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are the latest reports from principals:

WABG-TV (Ch. 6) Greenwood, Miss., which missed its

Oct. 15 tarket for programming with CBS-TV, now hopes

to begin before Nov. 1, reports program director Mrs.

Erlene Leach. RCA 5-kw transmitter is ready and 6-bay

antenna is being installed on 388-ft. Stainless tower early

this month. Owner Cy N. Bahakel also operates radio

WABG as well as 6 other AMs. Don Neil is sales mgr.;

Joseph G. Rachuba, production supervisor; Floyd Coulter,

chief engineer. Base hour will be $200. Rep will be Weed.
KLYD-TV (Ch. 17) Bakersfield, Cal. has 12%-kw GE

transmitter on hand, plans Oct. 26 start with ABC-TV,
reports gen. mgr. & 20% owner Ed Urner. Studio-trans-

mitter building has been completed and RCA antenna was
scheduled for installation on 363-ft. Stainless tower by
mid-Oct. John Barrett, ex-KFRE-TV Fresno, is gen. sales

mgr.; Bill Hoffman, local sales mgr.; Ralph E. McElroy, ex-

KFRE-TV, program director; Vern Tucker, acting chief

engineer. Base hour will be $300. Rep will be Hollingbery.

KNDO (Ch. 23) Yakima, Wash, hopes to begin in Oct.

with ABC-TV, reports station mgr. Hugh Davis for owner
Ralph Tronsrud, realtor. It has 1-kw RCA transmitter and
100-ft. Stainless tower. Gene Adams, ex-KIMA-TV Yak-
ima, is sales mgr.; Leo Lyon, ex-KIMA-TV, program di-

rector; Warren Brown, chief engineer. Base hour will be
$300. Rep will be Weed.

WPCA-TV (Ch. 17) Philadelphia, Pa. plans to begin
programming Nov. 15 as religious-cultural-educational non-

profit operation of Young People’s Church of the Air. It has

1-kw RCA transmitter on hand, but awaits modification of

CP before proceeding with further construction. Rebuilt

RCA antenna will be installed on radio WRCV’s former

600-ft. tower, which WPCA-TV will share under lease

arrangement with present owner George Voron Co. Base

rate will be $270 for half hour. Rep not chosen.

KVOG-TV (Ch. 9) Ogden, Utah, has given up Oct. tar-

get, its Gates 5-kw transmitter now scheduled for delivery

Nov. 1, reports David B. Affleck, asst. mgr. of radio KVOG.
Studio-transmitter construction is 75% completed, hut

work on 400-ft. Utility tower hasn’t begun yet. Network

affiliation hasn’t been signed and base hourly rate hasn’t

been set. Rep will be Grant Webb.
CJCB-TV-1 (Ch. 6) Inverness, N. S. expects to start

programming at end of Oct. as satellite of CJCB-TV (Ch.

4) Sydney, N. S., according to pres. & gen. mgr. J. Marven

Nathanson. GE 1.5-kw transmitter was scheduled to arrive

Oct. 10, Alford antenna Oct. 15. It will be an automatic

repeater, operated by remote control, and included as bonus

with CJCB-TV, which has $275 base hour. Reps are Weed
and All-Canada.

Station Promotion Forum: NBC chmn. Robert w. Samoff

will keynote the Nov. 2-4 Broadcasters’ Promotion Assn,

convention in Philadelphia’s Warwick Hotel. Among the

“how to” sessions on the program:
Nov. 2

—

Public service, by Corinthian Bcstg. pres. C.

Wrede Petersmeyer & gen. mgr. Frank Shakespeare,

WCBS-TV N.Y. Merchandising, mgr. Max Buck of WRCA-
TV N.Y. and pres. Emil Mogul of Mogul, Williams & Say-

lor Inc. Creating a station image, mgr. R. C. (Jake) Embry,
WITH Baltimore, and Arthur C. Schofield, Peoples Bcstg.

Co. Trade ads, R. David Kimble, Grey Adv., and pres.

Henry J. Kaufman, Henry J. Kaufman & Associates, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Nov. 3—Simultaneous “shirtsleeve sessions:” Audience

promotion, promotion mgr. Robert V. Freeland, KOTV
Tulsa. Sales promotion, promotion mgr. Jack Williams,

WBZ Boston. Trade paper advertising, sales promotion

mgr. Kirt Harriss, KPRC Houston. Merchandising, promo-

tion mgr. Heber E. Darton, WHBF Rock Island, 111. Pub-
licity & exploitation, publicity-promotion dir. Elliott W.
Henry Jr., WBKB Chicago.

Nov. 4—“The Role of Promotion & Promotion Man-
agers in the Future of Radio & TV,” publisher James T.

Quirk, TV Guide, “How to Equip Your Rep,” pres. H.

Preston Peters, of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, and pres.

Adam J. Young, Adam Young Inc.

Contract to sell WJAR-TV & WJAR Px’ovidence and

their parent Outlet Co. dept, store was canceled last week
by trustees for the company’s founders, who hold majority

control. This was a victory for station gen. mgr. J. S.

(Dody) Sinclair, chief beneficiary under the Outlet stock

trust, who has been fighting in the courts to overthrow the

11-month-old sale agreement (Vol. 14:49 et seq.). Cancella-

tion of the contract came immediately after R.I. Superior

Court Judge William B. Mackenzie ruled that the pro-

spective purchaser—William Zeckendorf’s 91065 Corp,

—

had no right to intervene in the legal battle between Sin-

clair and the trustees. “We have not given up,” said

Zeckendorf’s counsel Maurice Iserman after the cancella-

tion. “We will follow some further legal action, but at this

moment we do not know just what it would be.”
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World-wide hi-fi broadcast is scheduled by United Na-

tions Radio Oct. 24 in celebration of United Nations Day.

More elaborate than last year’s performance which won
applause from hi-fi fans, this year’s 2-hour concert perfor-

mance will originate in Moscow, Geneva & N.Y., featuring

outstanding orchestras and performers in each country.

Radio stations in about 40 countries will carry the 3-5 p.m.

(EDT) show live, another 35 by transcription. European

originations will be fed through 3 separate sections of

trans-Atlantic cable, resulting in a bandwidth of 8 kc.

Moscow originations will be carried to Geneva on 7-kc

lines. The concerts can be carried in full fidelity only on

FM stations. U.N. Radio operations mgr. Joe Nichols is

shooting for a world-wire stereocast for U.N. Day 1960.

Only one new Canadian TV station was recommended

for approval by Board of Broadcast Governors after Sept.

28-30 hearings. Application for Ch. 4 outlet at Grand Falls,

Newfoundland, by CJON-TV (Ch. 6) St. John’s, was
okayed, but request for low-power French-language Ch. 12

station in New Carlisle, Que., by La Television de la Bale

des Chaleurs Inc. was denied because it wouldn’t provide

adequate service to the surrounding area. Other recom-

mendations were for power boosts—to 55.4-kw for CFCJ-
TV (Ch. 2) Port Arthur, Ont., and to .197-kw for CBYT
(Ch. 5) Corner Brook, Newfoundland, now sold as bonus
with CBC’s CBHT (Ch. 3), Halifax, N. S.

Sale of 90% of KSHO-TV (Ch. 13) Las Vegas by
Television Co. of America Inc. to Nevada Broadcasters

Fund Inc. for $137,500 is sought in an application filed with

FCC last week. Mervyn L. Adelson, present 51% owner,

will hold 10%. Officers will be: R. G. Jolley, pres. (pres,

of radio KLAS Las Vegas); A. H. Kelson, v.p.; James C.

Wallentine, secy.-treas. (40% owner of radio KVEL
Vernal, Utah).

Educational Television

More about

TV GOES FLYING AGAIN: When Texas A&M alumnus

Charles E. (Chili) Nobles gift-wrapped Westinghouse’s

Stratovision gear and presented it to his Alma Mater
as a Christmas gift in Dec. 1952 (Vol. 8:51 p8), he had

no way of knowing he was casting bread upon the

waters. He knew only that FCC, in its 6th Report,

which ended the TV freeze in April 1952, had conculded

that the airborne TV service would be a deterrent to

the growth of local TV. So Westinghouse and Nobles

wrapped up 3 years of experiments (Vol. 4:26 p4) and
contributed the equipment to education.

Last week, education began to pay dividends on the

investment. From the Midwest came announcement of a

mammoth project to upgrade the quality of teaching by TV
and to mushroom its scope. Newly-formed Midwest Council

on Airborne TV Instruction (MCATI) was teamed with

Ford Foundation and various industrial giants in a $7-mil-

lion, year-long experiment to determine the feasibility of

mass TV instruction via airborne relay, a la Westing-
house’s Stratovision (see p. 3). One of MCATI’s technical

advisors : Chili Nobles.

The ambitious project is slated to go airborne in Sept.

1960, and carry through the full academic year into June,

1961. The plan: using a single transmitter-equipped DC-7
circling 4-5 miles high over the Lafayette, Ind. campus of

Purdue U., MCATI will relay ETV programs from Purdue

to a potential of 5 million students in 13,000 schools &
colleges in a 125,000-square-mile area stretching across

Ky., 0., Ind., 111., Mich, and Wis. The “flying TV station’s”

estimated coverage will be a circle some 400 miles in

diameter, reaching from Milwaukee & Detroit to Cincinnati

& Louisville.

The opening schedule calls for transmission of 24 half-

hour video-taped lessons 6 hours daily on 2 uhf channels.

The telecasts will originate from ground facilities on the

Purdue campus and be re-transmitted from the plane. The
plane will carry 2 uhf transmitters to provide simultaneous

transmission of 2 different programs. Ultimately, the

Council hopes to increase the simulcasts to 6.

Authorization for the experiment will be sought from
the FCC by the Purdue Research Foundation, which will

operate as the command center for the overall project.

Details of the experiment have been explored with FCC
staff experts and Purdue U. is slated to submit its formal

application shortly. The grant of an experimental license

by FCC is anticipated before year’s end.

The experimental program also involves the testing

of “narrow-band” telecasting on 2 special channels which

will carry the same programs as the conventional uhf

channels. The “narrow-band” TV transmission & reception

techniques were developed under the direction of CBS Labs’

pres.-dir. Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, who also will serve as

the Council’s technical consultant. The new technique,

which uses lower field rates and higher-persistence TV
tube prosphors, gives promise of doubling the number of

channels which can be made available in a given portion of

the spectrum. MCATI chmn. & onetime (1953-56) U.S.

Commissioner for Education Dr. Samuel Brownell told us

that some 10-12 schools -will participate in the “narrow-

band” tests and they will be equipped with special TV re-

ceivers. Hundreds of schools will cooperate in the uhf tests.

Westinghouse has worked closely with the Council bn
technical aspects of the experimental program. Engineer-

ing v.p. Dr. J. A. Hutcheson said : “The technical feasibility

of Stratovision has already been proved, but this experi-

ment will afford an excellent opportunity to test the reli-

ability of the electronic equipment and aircraft on a

day-to-day as well as year-to-year basis. The system is

practical, is far and away the most economical ever con-

ceived for the purpose of utilizing TV as an educational

tool, and is one which can be brought into being in the

absolute minimum of time.”

The area to be served by the airborne test currently

has 9 ground-based ETV stations which reach some 4,000

schools. Construction of additional stations to provide the

coverage promised by airborne TV would cost “many times”

the $7 million involved in the cost for the first year for all

equipment & broadcast. Council officials pointed out.

The Ford Foundation has set aside $4.5 million for

the project and will match donations of other groups. Dr.

Brownell told us the “risk capital” for the project will be

forthcoming from business & industry.

Educators Progress Service, Randolph, Wis. offers its

new 1959 Educators Guide to Free Films. The $7 com-
pendium lists 4,223 titles of free films on 639 pages between

its soft covers, was compiled by John W. Diffor of Ran-
dolph High School and Mary Foley Horkheimer.

National Education Assn, series of 13 half-hr. films on

“vital educational issues” will be given air time in 260

markets starting Oct. 23. The films are produced for the

NEA by Arthur D. Morse, dir. of CBS-TV’s See It Now.
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Advertising

NEW YARDSTICK FOR ADMEN: TV furthered its claim to

being the “most-researched” ad medium last week with

a trio of new agency-slanted research studies released

by 2 leading station rep firms and by TvB.

The first, from NBC Spot Sales, throws new light on

the role timebuyers play in spot buying and in agency

preferences on spot campaigns. The second, from Westing-

house-owned TvAR, charts a potentially strong TV market

for cigaret advertisers. TvB’s report, third of the studies,

compares TV viewing with attention to print media. Cap-

sule summaries of the 3 new studies:

NBC Timebuyer Opinion Panel: The 5th of NBC Spot

Sales’ queries on agency practices, this latest study drew

replies from 249 TV personnel at 171 agencies. One series

of responses bears out a trend we reported exclusively

earlier this year (Vol. 15:18 p9) concerning growing agency

interest in 30-sec. announcements: The majority (80%)

of panelists said they had “not had occasion to recommend”

30-sec. full-station-break campaigns, largely because the

number of stations offering them is still limited. But what

NBC described as “a great many more” would use 30-sec.

announcements “under the proper circumstances” of prime-

time availability, need for extra-length commercials, more

30-sec. offerings and attractive price, the study reported.

Ideal pricing for 30-sec. announcements, in the minds

of the NBC-queried admen, brought an interesting set of

opinions. In the larger (over $5 million billings) agencies,

10% of panelists deemed 30-sec. spots “a good buy at more

than the combined 10 and 20-sec. rate” and another 46%
considered them a bargain at a straight combination of

lO-plus-20. Chiefly, NBC’s Timebuyer Panel felt that “ex-

clusivity in the station break” (since the 10-sec. ID spot

that’s usually paired with a 20-sec. station-break spot

would be excluded) was the big attraction to the average

buyer, with “adjacency to high-rated network programs”

on both sides of the spot as runner-up.

In some of the Panel study’s other findings, 7 out of

every 10 (68%) reported that agency creative departments

wield “much influence” in setting commercial lengths and

only 38% of panelists said the same about agency clients;

nearly all (98%) felt it was “not a good practice” to pro-

mote 2 products in a 20-sec. spot and 71% didn’t favor the

practice in one-minute commercials; 8 out of 10 spot buyers

had recommended ID campaigns primarily in saturation

spot drives.

TvAR study: Daytime TV, largely ignored by tobacco

companies, is “the ideal time” for selling cigarets to women,
stated the first of a series of Brand Comparison Studies

prepared by Robert Hoffman, mktg. & research dir. of TV
Advertising Representatives, covering the 5 major markets

in which Westinghouse has TV stations.

Among women in the 18-34 age bracket, 60% smoke,

TvAR learned in a survey of 7,527 persons, and more
smoke filters than non-filters. In the 35-49 bracket, the

use of cigarets drops to 54%, and drops again to 37%
among women over 50. The low figure in the latter group,

stated Hoffman, “is indicative of the fact that older women
never took up smoking.” Added Hoffman: “Few cigaret

companies have used daytime TV. Last May, for example,

they sponsored 33 nighttime network shows and only one

daytime program.”

Examining another product area, the TvAR study re-

ported that 85.6% of the younger (18-34) women pur-

chased popular brands of shampoo. As with smoking,

consumption dropped off with age groups, with only 65.5%

of the women over 50 reporting that their families used

various shampoo brands. Wide variations were noted in

the popularity of individual shampoo brands (suggesting,

indirectly, that spot TV campaigns were needed to boost

appeal in problem markets). The shampoo that ranked

first in Baltimore, for example, was third in Boston. Pitts-

burgh was the market with the highest percentage (83.2%)

of families using shampoo.

TvB research: In a printed booklet titled How Big Is

Big? TvB, which recently issued a special audience com-

position report (Vol. 15:39 plO), took a look last week at

“just how big some of these audiences are in some com-

parisons with total audiences of magazines & newspapers.”

Among key findings: More men (about 23 million vs.

10 million) and more women (27 million vs. about 13.5

million) view TV in every time period between 6 p.m. and

10:30 p.m. on the average day “than read any magazine or

Sunday supplement.” Also, in morning hours between 10

and 10:30 a.m. every weekday, TV reaches “more women
than any woman’s magazine” and between noon and 12:30

p.m. every weekday, TV reaches “more men than any
men’s magazine.”

In terms of newspaper readership, TvB’s report stated

that “more people in the country (116,521,000) view TV
between 6 p.m. and midnight than read daily newspapers

(104,414,000) all day in the whole country.”

Sweet Smell of Success: There’s a sudden upsurge of

interest this season in the use of network TV by leading

perfume houses. Coty Inc. last week made its first network
video buy, signing with ABC-TV, via BBDO, for a daytime
participation schedule in portions of American Bandstand,
Gale Storm Show, Beat the Clock, and Who Do You Trust.

Said Coty mktg. dir. Wallace Drew: “We are moving
from a key-market spot-TV advertising program to back
our expanding distribution in all markets.”

At NBC-TV, Lanvin also took its first big TV plunge

last week, signing as a sponsor of The Price Is Right,

via North Advertising, to start Dec. 9. Like Coty, Lanvin
has previously limited its TV efforts to seasonal spot

campaigns. At CBS-TV, Revlon plans to merchandise its

perfume lines heavily with the aid of the 90-min. Goodman
Ace-produced specials alternating with Playhouse 90.

TV Westerns don’t sell goods, even though they corral

big audiences, 2 researchers said last week. Many Westerns
“are seedy salesmen who make the most calls, not qualified

salesmen who bring in the orders,” said Horace Schwerin,

head of Schwerin Research Corp., to the Best. Advertising

Club in Chicago. “Despite Westerns’ circulation, [our]

studies have repeatedly shown that commercials placed in

[Westerns] seldom have efficient sales results, much less

create desirable impressions regarding the companies in-

volved,” said Schwerin. TV Personal Interviews Inc., in a

study on “awareness” of compact cars, said that Western
viewers showed the highest awareness but family show
viewers numbered higher in actual purchasers.

People: William B. Templeton named Cunningham &
Walsh TV-radio v.p., succeeding Edward Mahoney, re-

signed . . . E. A. Snow elected adv. v.p., Procter & Gamble

. . . Neil R. McBain and Eugene L. Kolkey named v.p.’s,

Leo Burnett . . . Rosser Reeves, Ted Bates chmn., elected

to the Adv. Federation of America board . . . David Lippin-

cott, McCann-Erickson associate creative dir., elected v.p.
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Personals: Ken Johnson, ex-NBC-TV spot sales rep,

named sales mgr., WNBQ Chicago, succeeding the late

Russell Stebbins (Vol. 15:35 plO) . . . Charles Hutaff

named promotion mgr., WGR-TV & WGR Buffalo, N.Y. . . .

Robert White, ex-NBC-TV production supervisor, named

TNT production dir. . . . Elliot Millner, ex-Doyle, Dane

Bernbach, named ITC research dir. . . . Harold M. Spielman

promoted to a Schwerin Research Corp. v.p. . . . Gerald

Rowe, ex-Lennen & Newell, named Paramount Pictures

adv. mgr.
Norman Felton appointed gen. program exec., CBS-TV,

Hollywood, in charge of Playhouse 90 and taped segments

of GE Theatre . . . George McCaughna named dir. of net-

work operations, CBS Radio, Hollywood . . . John Leo,

ex-United Artists Associated, named Governor Television

Attractions sales v.p., headquartering in Los Angeles . . .

Gregg Murphy, mgr., Katz Agency Atlanta office, named

pres, of Atlanta Radio & TV Station Reps Assn.

Lawrence M. Turet named exec. v.p. & station mgr.,

WXIX Milwaukee, Wis. . . . Jack Sullivan named promotion

dir.. Queen City Bcstg. Co. (KIRO-TV & KIRO Seattle) . .

.

Bart Clausen named editorial research supervisor, KYW-TV

& KYW Cleveland . . . William Horstman promoted from

commercial production supervisor, WKRC-TV Cincinnati, to

station operations dir.

Tom McDermott, Four Star Films production v.p., re-

covering after a collapse attributed to exhaustion . . .

Leonard S. Gruenberg named v.p. of NTA International, in

charge of distribution of the theatrical film Windjammer.

. . , Bruce Lansbury, ex-asst. program dir., KABC-TV Los

Angeles, joins CBS-TV in Hollywood as asst. dir. of pro-

gram development.

A. K. Morrow promoted from CBC asst, controller of

operations, Ottawa, to dir. of English networks & the To-

ronto area, succeeding H. G. Walker (Vol. 15:41 pl2);

Fergus J. Mutrie promoted from Toronto TV operations

dir. to succeed Morrow with the title of operations dir.; E. S.

Hallman named dir. of network programming (English).

Vernon Bronson, dir. of educational WTHS-TV Miami

has been commended for “his many significant contribu-

tions to educational TV in Florida and the nation” by the

Florida Educational TV Commission . . . W. A. Smith

named promotion dir., CHAB-TV Moose Jaw, Sask., Can.

David W. Gottlieb has been named gen. mgr. of Lee

Newspapers only—not Lee TV-radio stations as reported

in Vol. 15:41 pl2. Herbert R. Ohrt is pres, of Forward

Television Inc., formerly known as Lee Stations, which

continues to be headquartered in Mason City, la.

Meetings this week: RCA TV studio equipment sem-

inar (Oct. 19-22), RCA Bldg. 2-1, Camden, N.J. Ky. Bcstrs.

Assn, fall meeting (22-23), Phoenix Hotel, Lexington. Wis.

Bcstrs. Assn, annual fall meeting (23-24), Madison; FCC
Comr. Robert E. Lee will speak. National Educational TV
& Radio Center annual meeting of ETV station mgrs. (24-

26), 10 Columbus Circle, N.Y.

Meetings next week: National Assn, of Educational

Bcstrs. annual convention (Oct. 27-30), Hotel Sheraton-

Cadillac, Detroit. Radio & Television Executives Society

luncheon (28), Grand Ballroom, Roosevelt Hotel, N.Y.;

Chester Bowles and CBS news v.p. Sig Mickelson will

speak. N. J. Bcstrs. Assn, fall meeting (29-31), Nassau Inn,

Princeton. Minn. Bcstrs. Assn. (30), Hotel Radisson, Min-

neapolis. Mo. Bcstrs. Assn. (30-31), Muehlebach Hotel,

Kansas City.

Associated Counselors International, 1502 Massachu-

setts Ave. S.E., Washington 3, D.C., Negro PR firm, has

named Robert McEwen TV-radio services dir. The firm

provides industrial & commercial market data to the Negro
community and Negro-consumer information to manage-
ment. McEwen is in his 7th year as producer & host of

Washington’s Capital Caravan TV show, which ACI says

is the oldest continuous Negro-produced TV show in U.S.

Three RCA pioneers received the Christopher Columbus
International Award for outstanding achievement in tele-

communications, at the 7th International Congress on Com-
munications Oct. 12 in Genoa, Italy. The award was pre-

sented by Italian pres. Giovanni Gronchi to RCA chmn.
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff and senior exec. v.p. E. W. Eng-
strom, and to honorary v.p. V. K. Zworykin, in absentia.

Simon B. Siegel, AB-PT financial v.p., will attend cere-

monies in Paris of the opening of a modern disc-pressing

plant of the Societe d’Applications Industrielles Plastiques

—of which AB-PT is part owner. SDIP is the European
distributor of Ampar records, an AB-PT subsidiary.

U.S. telecasters are lax in protecting their interests at

current international radio conferences in Geneva, accord-

ing to Lester Lindow, exec. dir. of Assn, of Maximum
Service Telecasters. He returned recently from European

tour during which he worked for a time with the U.S. dele-

gation. TV hasn’t figured significantly in the conferences so

far, he said, but it’s possible at any time for someone to

offer a proposal inimical to American TV allocations.

Therefore, he said, U.S. should have 3 or 4 top-flight sta-

tion representatives on hand, preferably those with en-

gineering backgrounds. According to Lindow, most of the

American delegates are interested primarily in non-broad-

cast matters.

John E. Fetzer, owner of the Fetzer stations (WKZO-
TV Kalamazoo, KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., etc.) and other

broadcasting-connected officers of the Detroit Tigers (Vol.

14:14) have stepped aside to give the new management of

the American League baseball club a full chance to develop

the team. Fetzer, Harvey Hansen, Kenyon Brown, Paul

O’Bryan and George Coleman declined to run for office

again after Bill DeWitt was named as pres, of the Ameri-

can League club. They will continue to sit on the Tigers’

exec, committee.

Obituary

Russel W. Rome, 48, former ASCAP executive, died

Oct. 13 in Greenport, L.I., after a fall resulting in a frac-

tured skull and brain hemorrhage. He is survived by his

widow, his mother and a brother.
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MAJOR STUDIOS’ TV TROUBLES: The major movie stu-

dios have always had a difficult time in TV, but this

season may be their roughest, even though they have

more series on the air. It’s already evident that their

new TV series are generally disappointing and failing

to attract really sizable audiences.

Initial reaction to most of the majors’ new series has

ranged from poor to “it has potential,” not a single new
show receiving acclamation from press or viewers.

Until this season, the most successful major in TV has

been Warner Bros., mainly due to the popularity of its

Maverick and 77 Sunset Strip. However, WB’s new en-

tries show no sign of remotely paralleling their success.

Hawaiian Eye, The Alaskans, Bronco and Bourbon Street

Beat received mainly negative reaction from the press, and

their ratings were not good. Opinion in Hollywood is that

“Beat” is the only one with some promise at this stage.

Another disappointment is 20th-Fox, from which much
was expected since Martin Manulis took over its TV reins.

Not one of Manulis’s new shows is a hit, and only one is

regarded by critics as potentially good. Adventures in

Paradise was so poorly received by press and public alike

that 20th-Fox production chief Buddy Adler was called

into the picture hastily by ad agencies involved, and he is

now overseeing that project personally (see p. 16).

The same studio’s Five Fingers received reactions and
ratings which were far from impressive. Some comment
on the 60-min. entry was good, but most critics felt the

show was a miss. Highly-touted Dobie Gillis was the only

20th-Fox series which fared fairly well. While some critics

felt it was disappointing and too “cute,” it was generally

believed the comedy series holds some promise.

As for Screen Gems, only one of its new series thus

far has aroused raves or high ratings. None faintly ap-

proaches SG’s successful Father Knows Best. SG’s Dennis
the Menace drew mixed press reviews

;
Manhunt and Tight-

rope received so-so to good comment, the latter getting

fairly good ratings. (However, last week Dennis the Men-
ace scored a ratings upset when it outpointed Maverick in

the Arbitron rating.)

MGM-TV has no first-runs on the air. Paramount
failed to sell a single pilot. Universal-International has
shied away from TV for several years, after it filmed a
series which it couldn’t sell. Allied Artists, once active in

TV production, has no TV series going now. Walt Disney
Productions has no new entries this season, returning with
its 60-min. Walt Disney Presents on ABC-TV.

It was only a few years ago, when the majors first

came into TV, that such a leading independent producer
as Desi Arnaz predicted gloomily the major studios would
wind up with most of the TV film business. Just the re-

verse is true, with the independents still the dominant
power in TV film today—the lone exception being Warners.

Mae West’s breezy chatter, video-taped for an appear-
ance originally scheduled for Oct. 16 Person to Person
series, was considered a bit too gamey late last week by
CBS-TV, which felt that “certain portions . . . might be
misconstrued,” and quickly substituted a visit by progi'am
host Charles Collingwood to James & Pamela Mason. At
a special closed-circuit press screening of the in-question
tape Oct. 15, it was obvious that the durable Miss West
was up to her old conversational style, but equally obvious
that CBS-TV, with the quiz-show probe in full swing, was
playing it very, very safe with its public image.

CBS Films’ Record Output: CBS Films has set aside a

record production budget for pilot-making and series pro-

duction, we’re told by program v.p. Robert Lewine. On the

Coast last week with admin, v.p. Sam Cook Digges to open

an office there, Lewine said the new product will be aimed

chiefiy at network sales, not syndication.

“We’ve raised our sights. Navy Log is the only show

we have ever had on a network, and in order to become a

real factor in the field, we will make top-quality product

which will be good enough for network use. We are not

going to neglect syndication, but a network series is much
like the ‘A’ picture of the movie industry, while syndicated

series resemble the ‘B’ movies,” said Lewine. The company
plans to turn out about 6 new series for next season.

Pilots will be made unless the reputation of a star,

packager or producer of a series is good enough to assure a

blind sale. CBS Films will turn out series aimed at all

networks—not just CBS-TV. If a series does not sell to the

networks, it will then go into syndication, Lewine said.

Temporarily headquartered at KNXT’s building in

Hollywood, Lewine and Digges are scouting for permanent
headquarters. Lewine will spend his time commuting be-

tween both coasts, and supervising CBS Films production.

CBS Films will rely on independent producers for

much of its output, and plans co-production ventures with

packagers or independents.

Producer Exodus Continues: Exodus of Hollywood TV
producers is continuing at a pace far above normal for this

time of the year (Vol. 15:41 pl4). Unhappiness with the

product, differences of opinion on the direction a show
should go—these are some of the principal reasons for the

continuing turnover.

Latest to leave are Frank LaTourette, released by CBS
Films, for which he produced the new-format The Lineup,

Alvin Cooperman, producer of Four Star’s DuPont Show
starring June Allyson, and Bill Harmon, producer of Goldie

starring Betty Hutton. Succeeding La Tourette will be

exec, producer Edgar Peterson, the 3rd producer on the

sei’ies this season. The first 2 shows were produced by
Jaime Del Valle. Harmon, the third producer of the Hutton
series, was replaced by Marvin Marx. Originally Stanley

Roberts, who created Goldie, was the producer, but he left

after disagreement with Miss Hutton on policy and format.

He was followed by Frank Baur, who quit after only one

day on the job.

Fred Wile left MGM-TV, where he has been in the

business dept., and joined John Guedel Productions.

Meanwhile, Roy Huggins, Warner Bx'os. producer laid

off 3 months ago by the studio, went back on the payroll

last week, the winner of his long dispute with the studio.

The former producer of Maverick is back at work, prepar-

ing movies—and no longer under supervision of TV dept.

MGM-TV’s telefilm plans for the 1960-61 season will

be the subject of the Metro offshoot’s first major TV press

conference to be held in N.Y. Oct. 19. Among items due to

be discussed, TV v.p. George Shupert of MGM told us, are

a series of 12 planned MGM-TV film series (some of which
have already been offered to networks & agencies), co-

production deals made by the company, the status of pend-

ing network sales, and the announcement of “some new TV
executives.” MGM-TV, which has not had notable sales

luck with such properties as Father of the Bride and whose
Thin Man series is now in reruns, has no new show on the

networks so far this season.
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This is ‘Paradise’? Although top-ranking studio pro-

duction boss Buddy Adler of 20th-Fox is now in charge of

TCF-TV’s ailing Adventures in Paradise—a show which

has proved a critical letdown after one of the biggest pub-

licity build-ups in years—the show’s troubles are far from

solved. New problems are being added to those of finding

story properties and a producer to replace Martin Manulis

(Vol. 15:41 pl5).

One participating sponsor, 7-Up Corp. via J. Walter

Thompson, has already cancelled, and another, L&M Cig-

arets via D-F-S agency, is quietly looking for a replace-

ment show. Others are biding their time to see whether

the addition of more action-adventure and the axing of

storylines & dialog that sound like warmed-over remakes

of “Rain” will do the trick. In N.Y., Lennen & Newell

(Reynolds Metals) TV-radio v.p. Nick Keesely told us,

“We weren’t too happy with ‘Paradise’ initially, but the

fact that Buddy Adler has stepped in makes the outlook

encouraging.”

“Paradise,” one of the keystones in ABC’s experi-

mental block-programming of 1-hr. shows this season,

gained another distinction last week. Appearing as a guest

on the Oct. 11 WNTA-TV N.Y. Open End show was Mc-
Cann-Erickson sr. TV-radio v.p. C. Terence Clyne, who
was promptly quizzed by host David Susskind on the sub-

ject of the 20th-Fox show, in which M-E has a client.

Admitted TV adman Clyne, referring to a notable M-E
program failure on ABC-TV 2 seasons ago, “It’s been our

biggest disappointment since Sinatra.”

Filmways, the commercial film firm that has been pro-

ducing 21 Beacon Street starring Dennis Morgan, will

continue production on the series, even though it currently

lacks a network berth or a sponsor. The private-eye series

is aimed at the networks as a mid-season replacement.

NTA’s taped Mike Wallace Interview has been bought

by Independent Grocers Assn, for telecasting on WKY-TV
Oklahoma City, putting the 30-min. program as a late-night

strip in 6 markets.

Trans-Lux TV Corp. has set Jan. 1, 1960 as the general

TV release date for its 52-episode Felix the Cat cartoon

series, which Trans-Lux has been selling in regional &
station-group deals. Gross to date on “Felix” is $2 million,

said Trans-Lux v.p. Richard Carlton. Market lineup should

reach 75 by Jan., he added.

Unique opportunity to compare a TV remake of an old

movie with the original version occurred in N.Y. Oct. 13.

Within a few seconds of the conclusion of the Ford-spon-

sored “The Jazz Singer” on NBC-TV at 10:30 p.m., WOR-
TV unreeled the 1927 Warner Bros, version starring A1

Jolson in its Million Dollar Movie showcase.

Cartoons from Soviet Union and many Russian satel-

lite countries are being packaged by Flamingo Telefilm

sales div. of Buckeye Corp. for TV release in about 60 days.

First group will contain 130 color cartoons of 414 -min.

length, and will be dubbed in English from original tracks

in Russian, Polish, Czech and Yugoslav. It’s not a film-for-

film swap with the Soviets, however. Flamingo acquired

the package from MJP Production, N.Y., which had been

assembling them quietly for some time. Originally used as

theatrical cartoons behind the Iron Curtain. They’ll be sold

to stations in unlimited-play library deals.

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

REACTION AGAINST VIOLENCE: Knowledgeable Holly-

wood TV film executives think there may be a public

reaction against so many shows with violence in them,

and are looking to lighter types of fare as the answer in

1960. There are 47 filmed series on TV networks to-

day in which violence plays a prominent part, as com-

pared to 39 in 1958 and 27 in 1957.

Obviously, the increase in network shows with violence

is largely due to the Western and private eye trends. ABC
this season has 18 series in the “violent” category, followed

by NBC with 15 and CBS 14. Last year the balance was
more evenly split, NBC leading with 14, CBS 13, and ABC
12. These compilations do not include anthology series,

which have episodes dealing with violent themes.

Behind the scenes, the increased number of such shows
has disturbed some executives, and as a result, much of the

planning for next season is in the other direction, Avith

comedy given the best chance for a resurgence in 1960.

Hollywood executives we’ve checked say it isn’t a case

of too many Westerns or private eyes. Their contention is

that, added up, it’s a case of too many violent series, re-

gardless of the category into which they fit.

Most companies are keeping details of their 1960

projects under wraps because they don’t want to tip the

competition, but there’s scarcely a major TV outfit in

Hollywood which isn’t planning some comedy properties.

In addition to the network series with themes dealing

in varying degrees of violence, there are at least 15 syndi-

cated series with violent themes in production in Hollywood
today. These record figures don’t include some foreign-

made series of the same type.

Four Star-Republic Talks: Four star Films is negotiating

to lease the entire Republic Pictures lot, but a negotiator

for Four Star told us last week that “chances are 75%
against the deal going through.” Four Star currently has

a 4-year lease at Republic’s San Fernando Valley lot, and
utilizes about 75% of its space. Four Star has 9 series

and handles production of one other.

Republic pres. Victor M. Carter is understood to be

seeking certain guarantees on the number of series Four
Star would produce under such a lease, and this is the

stumbling-block. Four Star pres. Dick Powell told us the

lease deal had been proposed by Carter. Carter said that

Republic is not going into TV production now but added
his company might consider it later and finance inde-

pendent companies.

ITC has signed John Compton to star in Fury, replac-

ing Peter Graves, who will star in the company’s new
series. Whiplash . . . Four Star Films and Stewart Granger
have set a co-production deal for Safari, a 60-min. series to

be filmed in Africa, with Granger as producer-star.

Contract of Gardner McKay, star of 20th-Fox’s Ad-
ventures in Paradise, has been renewed for a year . . .

Production begins in Nov. on 7 New Frontier segments and
13 Whodunit episodes at 20th-Fox, with “Frontier” slated

for a Jan. start on CBS, Whodunit on NBC in Jan.

California Studios began production last week in Tokyo
on an untitled pilot produced by Bernard Girard.
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DISCORDANT SOUNDS FROM STEREO MARKET: Distortion has developed in the rhap-

sodic music those stereo-phonos were expected to play on industry cash registers this year. Without question,

sales are not up to earlier anticipations. Four of 8 manufacturers we spoke with told us candidly that buying

is lagging for behind pre-season estimates. Two others said sales are hewing to schedule, but no major in-

crease was anticipated over last year's pace. Only 2 manufacturers reported sales ahead of projections.

Most unhappy note was struck by one of largest TV-radio-stereo makers who revealed that sales

are so far below expectations they've actually skidded behind those of last year. All others reported 1959-

over-1958 increases, even if not on target. Big private labeler Dynamic Electronics-N.Y. counts a 30% increase

in 1959-over-1958 business, with own-brand units running some 60% ahead. Our informants with gloomiest

reports said that usual Sept.-Oct. buying splurge is running at a trickle, claimed sales lag is industrywide and

blamed stereo's failure to blossom as anticipated on steel strike, overproduction, dealer & public confusion.

Below-par sales performance of packaged sets parallels that of also-off-pace components (Vol. 15:41 pl8).

Pre-season enthusiasm may have been based more on wishful thinking than on fact. Projections by
research department of one large manufacturer indicate that anticipated bonanza market for stereo just

wasn't in the cards for 1959. This company's figures show:

Industry last year sold 4.1 million phono units at retail value of $402 million. This estimate is based

on EIA statistics (Vol. 15:37 pl3). Of total, 3.4 million units were priced at $75 and higher, with retail value

of $334 million. Through July 31 this year, industry had sold 1.7 million of the $75-&-higher units, at retail

value of $171 milUon.

For all of 1959, fewer $75-&-higher units will be sold than lost year (but at higher dollar volume),

the manufacturer's projections indicate. Against 3.4 million sold in 1958, industry this year is expected to sell

3.1 million, at retail value of $350 million, up from last year's $334 million. Total phono sales are expected to

be up somewhat—to 4.8 million units from 4.1 million, at retail volume of $500 million vs. 1958's $402 million.

Higher retail income on fewer sales of higher-priced sets, projected above, is borne out in our survey

which found manufacturers unanimous in tagging instruments in the $300 range as their best sellers and
noting better-than-usual movement of high-end instruments. Other overwhelming trend noted is near-extinc-

tion of 2-piece stereo units. Columbia Phonograph v.p.-gen. mgr. James J. Shallow told us self-contained

xmits account for 80-90% of sales. Westinghouse marketing mgr. C. J. Urban reports single imits outselling

multi-piece stereos by 10-to-l.

Consumer confusion over channel and power claims was nominated as chief sales deterrent by
many : Dynamic Electronics-N.Y. pres. Jack Winer, Zenith exec. v.p. Leonard Truesdell, Columbia's Shallow,

Westinghouse's Urban. Motorola, however, reported dealers & distributors "delighted" with 3-channel stereo,

and said: "It's no more difficult to demonstrate than a 23-in. TV set. We find no confusion. No dealer gripes."

However, consensus is that industry must unconfuse public and standardize. One leader put it this way:

"Dealers & consumers were just beginning to develop a feel & understanding for 2-channel stereo

when the industry muddied the waters by introducing 3-channel sets. Not only are buyers confused again,

they're now waiting to see if someone will bring out a 4th channel, a 5th, and so on." All are agreed that in-

dustry will standardize next year at least to extent of single-piece stereo. Most agree that channel stand-

ardization will come, but they differ on whether winner will be dual or triple channels.

As for 1959's boom business, consensus is "wait till next year," barring of course, a tremendous and
unanticipated spurt in sales between now & Christmas. Our survey covered Admiral, Columbia Phonograph
Dept., Dynamic Electronics-N.Y. Motorola, Philco, RCA, Westinghouse, Zenith.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for week ended Oct. 9 (40th week of 1959):

Oct. 2-9 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 181,845 192,383 127,125 4,687,003 3,696,093

Total radio 429,245 467,129 314,884 11,357,650 7,990,842

auto radio 136,815 183,656 93,088 4,288,961 2,457,568
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NO MORE ‘SAFETY GLASS?’ Is the cabinet-mounted TV
safety glass going the way of the woolly mammoth and

the dodo? TV industry design engineers and tube &
glass makers are sharply divided on this question—for

reasons which probably have more to do with dollars

and cents than the esthetics of set design.

The sampling of tube manufacturers last week with

a new Kimble Glass Co. 23-in. square-corner bulb designed

to use an external safety shield (Vol. 15:41 pl6) has

kicked off what may be a 3-way tussle among glassmaking

giants, with set & tube manufacturers choosing up sides.

The currently available 23-in. glass bulbs & tubes

feature the “twin-panel” faceplate, incorporating bonded-

on implosion plate requiring no external safety glass.

While both Corning and Kimble have been making this

type of bulb. Corning has been pushing it harder. Corning

apparently plans no production of square-cornered bulbs

without the twin panel, in either the 23-in. or the 19-in.

size, while Kimble will proceed with plans to produce a

non-bonded 19-in. bulb as soon as the glass mold-makers’

strike is over. Corning is understood planning a twin-

panel version of the 19-in., and has already sampled manu-
facturers with a 90-degree version of the 23-in. (110-

degree) twin-panel bulb.

Big stakes in the dispute are held by Pittsburgh Plate

Glass Co., which supplies 90% of the external safety glass

for TV sets. Pittsburgh last year introduced its own version

of the bonded-faceplate 23, with plate glass (instead of

molded glass) for the implosion shield. Although only one

small set maker is currently using the Pittsburgh-type

tube, don’t count it out of the race. Too much is at stake.

Here’s how set makers line up on the implosion-plate

issue so far. Using or about to use twin-panel tube:

Admiral, Andrea, Hoffman, Mathes, Packard-Bell, RCA,
Sears Silvertone (Warwick & Pacific Mercury), Sylvania,

Dominion Electrohome (Canada). Those planning to use

conventional-glass 23-in. tube include GE, Westinghouse &
Zenith. Currently using Pittsburgh implosion-plate tube is

only Fleetwood (made by Conrac Inc.).

The strong feelings of the pro-twin-panel manu-
facturers showed up at a recent Chicago meeting of the

TV industry advisory committee to Underwriters Labs,

attended by representatives of RCA, Admiral, Philco, RCA
tubes, Sylvania tubes, independent tube maker National

Video and others. The consensus of set manufacturers
present reportedly was that the twin-panel type tube

would eventually be standard equipment in all new TV
sets. RCA, Sylvania & National Video attended the meet-

ing as leading manufacturers of 23-in. twin-panel tubes.

Underwriters Labs has given its valuable safety seal

to the new 23-in. twin-panel tube—but an interesting prob-

lem came up at the meeting: The new Kimble-type non-

bonded-shield 23-in. tube might be used as a direct replace-

ment for a burned-out 23-in. twin-panel tube, resulting in

a TV set with no implosion plate at all. UL requested tube

makers to agree on new base for non-bonded 23-in. tube

to bar its use as replacement for twin-panel type.

Indications of comparative price of the new Kimble-
type 23-in. tube came last week. The bulb will sell to tube
makers for $10.15 (excluding freight), or 74<^ more than
the conventional 21-in. 110-degree tube. Translated into

prices charged set manufacturers for completed tubes,

here’s the lineup: The 21-in. tube costs $21.25; the 23-in.

twin-panel $26.75; the 23-in. non-bonded tube should

cost between $22.50 and $23.

With the 21-in. & 23-in. non-bonded tube, external

safety glass must be used, of course—adding to cost.

DELAY IN FM STEREO: Although the EIA-sponsored Na-

tional Stereophonic Radio Committee (NSRC) is mak-
ing enough progress to surprise some grizzled veterans

of intra-industry engineering groups, it’s becoming
increasingly obvious to the group’s administrators that

it won’t complete its work in time to meet FCC’s Dec.

11 deadline for submission of proposals for stereo-

phonic FM radio systems.

Best guess is that NSRC will ask the Commission to

extend its deadline another 3 months to March 11. And
because NSRC has shown that it is attacking the problem

diligently, the odds are that the FCC will grant the exten-

tion. Some manufacturer members of NSRC had been

optimistic enough to believe that FM standards would be

set in time to incorporate them in fall 1960 radio lines—but

this was very naive wishful thinking. FCC isn’t going to

rubber-stamp anything, and there’s a good chance the whole

issue will run into time-consuming Commission hearings.

A far better guess might be that manufacturers’ tooling-up

operations for FM stereo will be for the fall 1962 models.

There’s a good possibility that AM stereo standards might
be established before FM—because as of today there’s less

of controversy about methods to produce AM stereo.

NSRC’s system specifications panel (Panel 1) met
again last week and further narrowed down the original 11

FM system proposals to 5 basic systems: The EMI system,

wideband FM with FM subcarrier (Crosby), narrow-band
FM-FM (Halstead, Calbest), FM with AM subcarrier (GE
type), FM with AM subcarrier (Zenith type).

Panel 1 is headed temporarily by acting chairman Wil-
liam Wintringham, Bell Labs, following the resignation of

Charles J. Hirsch last week (Vol. 15:41 pl9).

Other NSRC panels are now swinging into action, al-

though their major work must await the outcome of Panel
I’s narrowing-down process, which may be complete next
month. Panel 6 (subjective aspects) is preparing a master
test tape for all systems tested by Panel 5 (field testing).

Aug. Tube Sales Up: Factory sales of both receiving &
TV picture tubes gained sharply in Aug. over the Aug.
1958 levels and ran well ahead of the 1958 volume in

cumulative Jan.-Aug. reckonings as well, EIA reported

last week. TV picture tubes were upbeat all the way by
also topping July sales

;
receiving tubes skidded somewhat

in Aug. from the July level (Vol. 15:38 p.21).

Aug. 1959 sales of receiving tubes totaled 35,435,000

units valued at $29,974,000, compared with July sales of

36.394.000 tubes ($29,796,000) and Aug. 1958 sales of

30.456.000 ($25,442,000). Cumulative sales for Jan.-Aug.
amounted to 273,808,000 tubes valued at $234,534,000 vs.

the year-ago totals of 251,657,000 tubes ($218,639,000).

TV picture tube sales at the factory level in Aug.
amounted to 823,098 units worth $15,493,908, compared
with July sales of 750,352 ($14,648,444) and Aug. 1958
sales of 713,458 ($14,190,878). For Jan.-Aug., TV picture

tube sales totaled 5,943,985 ($114,398,631) compared with
the year-ago total of 4,952,862 ($98,528,045).

Orr Industries merger into Ampex Corp. has been
completed (Vol. 15:35 pl8) and the Opelika, Ala. tape pro-

ducer is now operating as a div. of the Redwood City, Cal.

firm, Ampex pres. George I. Long reported. Effective date

of the merger was Oct. 7, and holders of Orr common stock

& stock purchase warrants are now entitled to exchange
them for Ampex common—2.2 Orr for each Ampex share.
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Trade Personals: o. H. Yoxsimer named Westinghouse

TV-radio div. gen. mgr., succeeding E. J. Kelly, who moves

I
from the Metuchen, N. J. post to staff of consumer prod-

ucts v.p. Chris J. Witting at the Pittsburgh HQ. Richard

J. Sargent, Westinghouse v.p. & gen. mgr. of mktg. &
distribution for consumer products group, heads new port-

able appliance div. Richard S. Sheetz replaces Yoxsimer

as gen. mgr. of the East Springfield, Mass, appliance plant.

Frederick R. Lack, ex-EIA v.p.-dir. and Western Elec-

tric v.p. until his retirement in 1958, elected EIA engineer-

ing dept, dir., succeeding Dr. W. R. G. Baker, who continues

in advisory role as engineering dept. dir. emeritus . . .

George W. McGinley named sales mgr., Stromberg-Carl-

son-San Diego . . . Larry R. Swiney named district sales

mgr., Packard-Bell Electi’onics Intermountain & South-

west territories, headquartering in Denver.

Dr. R. K. Hellmann named operating v.p. & technical

dir. of Hazeltine Research Corp’s new research & develop-

ment center, opening next month in Plainview, N.Y. He
replaces Charles J. Hirsch (Vol. 15:41 pl9). Hellmann is

also Hazeltine electronics div. asst. v.p. . . . Joseph F.

Degen named operations v.p., Daystrom, succeeding Walter

Ware Slocum, now International Resistance Co. pres. (Vol.

15:37 pl4); Edward L. Klein promoted from mfg. mgr. to

replace Degen as mfg. v.p. . . . Dr. Frank J. Willig ap-

pointed systems v.p., Emerson Research Labs . . . Mogens

E. Christiansen appointed Mallory Battery Co. (P.R. Mal-

lory) pres.-gen. mgr., succeeding George M. Arisman Jr.

Monte Cohen, General Instrument pres., was honored

Oct. 15 at the annual N.Y. dinner of TV-radio-electronics

purchasing agents in behalf of the United Jewish Appeal.

Irwin M. Koenigsberg, Emerson Radio & Phonograph, pre-

k sided as gen. chmn. of the UJA div. sponsoring the dinner
*

. . . J. J. Harris, onetime Philco Distributors (N.Y.) gen.

mgr., appointed Columbia Phonograph district mgr., cover-

ing metropolitan N.Y. & northern N.J.

Howard E. Reider appointed adv. mgr., Thomas Organ

Co. . . . Richard E. Colfels appointed electrical & mechan-

ical lines mktg. mgr. of GM’s United Motors Service . . .

William H. Altschuler named manufacturing v.p., Pentron;

Thomas Brown, ex-Hallicrafters, appointed engineering

v.p. . . . Dr. Robert E. Beam, Northwestern U. professor of

electrical engineering, named Hallicrafters research &
development v.p. He will continue at Northwestern.

GE is not producing transistor radios abroad for ship-

ment to U.S., chmn. Ralph J. Cordiner declared last week.
Noting that Japanese workers get only about 20% of what
GE workers are paid on comparable jobs at the firm’s

transistor radio plant in Utica, N.Y., Cordiner said: “We
do not intend to close a domestic operation and go to Japan.
We won’t move jobs & payrolls to that country.” (GE owns
7.2% of Japanese electronics giant Toshiba, which currently

is producing transistor radios for IGE for sale outside the

U.S.) He said that approximately 60% of all transistor

radios sold in the U.S. this year were made in Japan. Com-
menting on current GE business, Cordiner said that GE had
planned ahead for a steel shortage (Vol. 15:40 pl4), but

warned “we will be increasingly hurt in October.”

Capehart Corp. will be the new name of Dynamic
Electronics-N.Y. Inc., subject to stockholder approval at

a special meeting Oct. 20. Dynamic acquired Capehart
brand last Aug. (Vol. 15:83 pl6) and plans to put out first

Capehart stereos next month, with a full line of stereo and
TV-stereo combinations due in Jan.

TV Dealers Optimistic: To get a preview of TV’s 4th

quarter sales potential, NARDA News sounded out 50

representative dealers from coast to coast on the outlook

at the point-of-sale. The overwhelming forecast is optimis-

tic, with 82% of the dealers anticipating an increase over

1958 TV sales. More than half—52%—went further and
predicted that their last-quarter 1959 business would be

“up substantially.” Pessimistic note was struck by 18%
of the dealers—some seeing business at the 1958 level,

others slightly below, and one predicting a plunge.

Dealer optimism is being generated principally by
1960 set features which are calculated to lure consumers.

Virtually all dealers noted among most salable features

the new slim styling & furniture design; others are bank-

ing on 23-inch pictuz’e tubes, remote tuners and improved
picture quality to bring their business a shot in the arm.
The survey unearthed little color enthusiasm.

Andrea Radio has established 3 distributors and hopes

to add 9 others by year’s end in a major expansion to na-

tional 2-step marketing of its TV-stereo lines. Heretofore,

the N.Y. firm sold direct to dealers, confirming its distribu-

tion to N.Y., N.J. and Mass. Pres. Frank A. D. Andrea
said the firm’s 1959 TV-stereo sales will run 100% ahead
of last year’s volume. He forecast that 1960 sales will

double those of 1959. Andrea’s line comprises 6 TV & 6

stereo sets, including several 23-in. consoles. Portables

eventually will be added.

Curtis Mathes Mfg. Co. is the new name of Olive &
Myers Mfg. Co., Dallas-headquartered furniture firm which
entered the TV field 2 years ago under the Curtis Mathes
brand name. The firm employs 625 persons in 4 Texas
plants, has attracted notice at music trade shows with the

display of its home entertainment center—a single unit

containing TV, stereo phono, AM-FM radio, bookcase and
provision for tape recorder, home movie projector and
stereo multiplex radio adaptor. Curtis Mathes is pres, of

the 60-year-old firm; Charles R. Mathes & Curtis Mathes
Jr. are v.p.’s, and Horace B. Kelton is secy.-treas.

RCA topped 1,200 major firms to win the annual

award of the National Assn, of Suggestion Systems last

week by scoring a 154% 1958-over-1957 increase in total

suggestions received per 1,000 employes. During 1958, RCA
employes submitted 15,046 ideas—of which 2,948 were

adopted, resulting in record savings to the company of

more than $1 million. RCA awarded contributors of the

adopted suggestions a total of $112,251, a new high.

Canadian TV sales to dealers for the first 8 months

of 1959 were lower than the same 1958 period—222,552 vs.

225,307. Consoles sales were up to 116,172 from 109,023,

while table models & portables dropped to 58,383 from

72,361. Aug. 1959 total sales were 31,105, down from

33,423 in Aug. 1958.

“World’s largest transistor plant” is claimed by Japan

with the completion of a $2,780,000 addition to Toshiba’s

Kawasaki facility. Toshiba says the enlarged production

center will enable it to increase the monthly output of

germanium transistors to 3.6 million units. Silicon trans-

istors, diodes, and rectifier elements also will be produced.

General Instrument Corp. opened a West Coast sales

office last week at 11982 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles.

Closed-circuit video monitor, designed to “meet all

bi-oadcast industry requirements and sell at a price compar-

able to commercial TV receivers,” was announced last week

by Packard-Bell.
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Finance

GE Sets Profit Record: GE profits & sales rose 23%
& 7% respectively in the 3rd quarter ended Sept. 30, push-

ing cumulative Jan.-Sept. earnings to a new 9-month high,

chmn. Ralph J. Cordiner reported last week. The cumula-

tive earnings jumped 17% over the Jan.-Sept. 1958 net and

topped by 4% the previous high of nearly $183 million

earned in the 1957 period. Sales for the first 9 months of

1959 rose 5% over those of the year-ago period and came

within 1% of the record $3,169 billion of Jan.-Sept. 1957.

Reporting on performance of GE’s 4 principal product

classifications, Cordiner said that consumer products &
industrial components continued the improvement begun

late last year. Sales of defense products remained firm.

Shipments of heavy electrical equipment are below the

level of last year, but a substantial increase in orders was

noted during the 3rd quarter. For the 3rd quarter ended

Sept. 30: 1959 1958

Sales & services $1,076,850,000 $1,003,621,000

Net income 72,273,000 58,589,000

Earned per share 820 670
Average capital shares 87,836,678 87,594,473

For nine months ended Sept. 30:

Sales & services $3,142,297,000 $2,982,615,000

Net income 189,512,000 161,970,000

Earned per share .... 2.16 1.85

General Instrument Corp. netted a 73% increase in

profits on sales which climbed 35% to a record high during

the first fiscal 6 months ended Aug. 31, chmn. Martin H.

Benedek announced last week. The Newark-based elec-

tronics firm also tallied a sizable profit increase on record

sales during the 2nd fiscal quarter ended Aug. 31. Benedek

reported a record backlog of unfilled orders totaling $31.7

million, up 25% over the $25.5 million a year ago. He said

that current projections for the full fiscal year ending Feb.

29 foreshadow “another record sales year with both pre-tax

& net profit substantially higher” than the returns in the

previous fiscal year, when GI earned $1,317,828 (930 a

share) on sales of $46.5 million. Benedek said first-half

sales were up for GI’s TV-radio, industrial and military

electronics operations, and were paced by a 115% increase

in semiconductor sales, compared with the year-ago half.

For 3 months to Aug. 31: 1959 1958

Sales $12,652,400 $10,397,040
Net income 402,500 266,561
Earned per share .... 260 200
Shares outstanding . . 1,524,923 1,373,273
For 6 months ended Aug. 31:

Sales $25,381,254 $19,076,067
Net income 613,610 354,477
Earned per share . . . 400 260

Pacific Mercury Electronics set a new sales record in

the fiscal year ended June 30 and is now operating with the

largest order backlog in its history, pres. Joe Benaron re-

ported last week. He said that sales of Silvertone TV sets

to Sears, Roebuck & Co. throughout fiscal 1959 increased

over the 1958 volume and forecast accelerated production of

both TV & hi-fi sets in the year ahead. During fiscal 1959,

Pacific Mercury initiated production of stereo hi-fi phono
combos for Sears. For the year ended June 30:

1959 1958
Sales $20,154,604 $18,477,918
Net income 352,198 329,235
Earned per share .... 500 470

Harman-Kardon Inc., manufacturer of hi-fi components,
will report net earnings of $65,000 for the first fiscal quar-

ter ended Sept. 30, compared with an operating loss of

$9,000 in the same 1958 period, says pres. Sidney Harman.

Collins Radio Co. scored record earnings in the fiscal

year ended July 31, pres. Arthur A. Collins announced last

week. Last year the firm had an operating loss of $256,749,

offset by a tax & profit-reserve credit of $1,081,975. He
also reported that application will be made for listing Col-

lins’ common stock on the N.Y. Stock Exchange. If appli-

cation is approved, the listing is expected to become ef-

fective early in Dec. The firm’s backlog of contracts &
orders at fiscal year’s end was a record $210 million, up
from $133 million a year ago. For the year ended July 31:

1959 1958

Sales $117,864,000 $107,569,000
Net income 3,718,817 1,081,975
Earned per share 1.95 540

Public stock offering by another broadcasting group

—Bartell Bcstg. Corp., formerly Bartell Family Radio

Group—went on the market Oct. 16 and was completely

subscribed that morning. The 54,545 shares, comprising

less than 50% of the outstanding stock, was snapped up at

$5.50 a share by 350 buyers. The stock, originally owned
by the corporation, was offered by a group headed by W. W.
Schroeder & Co. Funds realized from the issue will be used

“to finance expanded operations of the company both in and

out of the U.S.” Bartell owns 6 U.S. radio stations, has

ownership in TV stations now under construction in Aruba,

Curacao & Haiti (Vol. 15:41 p9).

Allied Artists Pictures wound up its 1959 fiscal year

June 27 with a net loss of $262,499 on gross income of

$15,365,000. The loss includes a provision of $60,000 for

possible federal income taxes on prior years operation. The
firm suffered a $1,189,688 net loss on $15,977,000 gross in-

come in fiscal 1958. Pres. Samuel Broidy reported that

“current operations are profitable” and forecast that “the

fiscal year 1960 will show an improvement over the past

fiscal year.” As of June 27, 1959, Allied Artists had avail-

able for tax purposes a carry-forward of losses relating to

fiscal 1957, 1958 and 1959 totaling some $1,875,000, to be

applied against future profits.

Wometco Enterprises Inc. (WTVJ Miami, WLOS-TV
& WLOS Asheville, N.C., & 20% of WFGA-TV Jackson-

ville) reports earnings after taxes for 36 weeks ending

Sept. 12 up 15.2% over the same period in 1958. Gross in-

come was $7,056,088, net income before taxes was $1,068,-

399, $510,306 after taxes, compared with $831,011 before

taxes and $442,811 after taxes during the same period last

year. Of net income, 24.9% was paid in dividends to Class A
stockholders, 13.8% to Class B, the remaining 61.3% re-

tained in the business. There are 363,730 Class A shares

outstanding, 540,000 Class B. Class B shares receive 13/35

of the dividends declared on Class A.

Siegler Corp.’s proposal to double its authorized com-

mon shares to 5 million (Vol. 15:40 pl8) was approved by

stockholders last week. Exec. v.p. Robert Purcell said

there are no present plans for issuance of the additional

stock. Siegler had 1,628,329 shares outstanding on Aug. 31.

P. R. Mallory & Co. reports a sharp increase in sales

& earnings for 9 months ended Sept. 30 compared with the

same 1958 period: 1959 1958

Net sales
Net earnings
Earned per share
Shares outstanding (1959)

$63,795,410 $49,163,476
3,000,590 1,632,045

2.01 1.04

1,412,788 1,412,788

Federal Mfg. & Engineering Co., headed by David H.

Cogen, one time pres, of CBS-Columbia Inc., reportedly has

completed plans for acquisition of 2 privately-controlled

N.Y. companies in the camera field—Television Specialty

Co. and Cameraflex Co.
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rcc
QUIZZES & FCC—MORE PONDERING. with some members assert-

ing criticism of the Commission is unwarranted. Conflict on

"censorship" vs. licensee "responsibility" (p. 1).

FCC TACKLES CATV & BOOSTERS AGAIN. Broadcast Bureau

Chief Cowgill telling NCTA that full-scale CATV hearing may be

needed. Booster rules discussed, no action (p. 4).

Siations

NEW BROADCASTING-PUBLISHING entity, Whitney Communica-

tions Corp., with assets of more than $50 million, takes over 5 TVs,

6 radios. Herald Tribune, 2 magazines (p. 3 & 6).

METROPOUTAN BCSTG. buys Philadelphia's radio WIP for near-

record $4.5 million, Peoria uhf WTVH for $600,000. Other pur-

chases being negotiated (p. 6).

TWO STATIONS AUTHORIZED TO START are WABG-TV (Ch. 6)

Greenwood, Miss., which began Oct. 20, and KVUE (Ch. 40)

Sacramento, Cal., due Nov. 1. Reports on upcoming stations (p. 7).

j

Foreign

USIA's FOREIGN TV TALLY shows stations increasing 50% to 985,

sets-in-use going up 30% to 28 million in past year (pp. 3 & 9).

Programming

STANTON'S HOUSECLEANING at CBS-TV in wake of quiz hear-

ings results in "Person to Person" producers seeking termination

of their contract (p. 8).

THOSE RATING DROPS for Westerns noted recently by us are

shared or surpassed by fall-offs in Nielsen levels for other types

of shows (p. 9).

QUIZZES S FCC—MORE PONDERING: Some FCC members are miffed about the criticisms

they're getting for not having prevented quiz-rigging somehow, claiming they moved reasonably quickly &
effectively on the basis of the facts they had. It's imderstood, too, that some are also irked by Chmn. Doerfer's

position in the controversy, because of his hands-off attitude & his stress on "anti-censorship" provisions of the

Communications Act—soft-pedaling FCC's powers to hold licensees accountable for abuses of their facilities.

FCC did inquire into quiz irregularities, it told Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) in its Sept. 16 letter responding
to his request for comment on quiz situation. And, it said, CBS & NBC "set forth the precautions which they

are taking to prevent a recurrence of questionable programming." Apparently, without the evidence N.Y.

Grand Jury later gathered (and which FCC still doesn't have). Commission was satisfied that CBS & NBC
had done an adequate job. Obviously, however, most members of Harris' investigating subcommittee be-

lieve FCC didn't do enough to get at networks through their o&o licensees.

It can be assumed that at least 2 Commissioners , Ford & Bartley, would take exception to Doerfer's

position on "censorship" vs. "accountability"—because they've previously taken strong stands on the issue.

I

You can assume that Craven would side vigorously with Doerfer; he has stated his views many times. Hyde,
Lee & Cross have steered clear of policy statements.

FCC's consensus may be found, however, in its letter to Harris : "In considering the over-all opera-

tions of a licensee, the Commission can & does consider whether the licensee's broadcast facilities have been

Manuiacturing Distribution

1959 TV SALES will total about 5.8 million units at retail, not-

withstanding higher predictions of few months ago. Steel strike

begins eating into sales (p. 16).

2-PIECE STEREO: Minority report—from Sears, Roebuck—differs

with rest of industry, asserts that multi-unit stereo is selling well.

No single units sold (p. 16).

Film Tape
FEAR IN HOLLYWOOD develops as many shows incubate rating

and other troubles; "Desilu Playhouse" is first casualty (p. 13).

OVERWORKED STARS STAGE the Battle of Burbank against

Warner Bros. (p. 14).

WRITER-PRODUCERS HAVE made a generally poor track record

this season (p. 14).

Finance

RCA SALES SET RECORD for 9-month & 3-month periods, totaling

$978.2 million in first 3 quarters; 9-month net profit up 38% (p. 9).

ETV
CBS CUTS BANDWIDTH in half for airborne ETV experiment (p. 20).

Stratovision project opens talent hunt for top TV teachers (p. 20).

Auxiliary Services

SCRAMBLED TV FOR DOCTORS' instruction planned by Council on

Medical TV, which will ask FCC for authorizations (p. 20).

Other Departments

CONGRESS (p. 4). NETWORKS (p. 10). PERSONALS (p. 11).

ADVERTISING (p. 12).
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used for improper purposes such as fraud, deceit or misrepresentation, through the failure of the licensee to

exercise the measure of control reasonably to be expected in discharging his responsibility to operate in the

public interest."

Ford's views were expressed in his Aug. 28 speech to W. Va. Bcstrs. Assn. (Vol. 15:35 p5). After

citing many court decisions, he stated: "In short, it appears that we are not prevented, either by the pro-

visions of Sec. 326 against censorship or by the First Amendment guarantees relating to freedom of speech,

from reviewing at renewal time . . . the station's over-all programming, and denying renewal unless it

appears (either initially or after hearing) that the station's past programming & its proposals for the future

indicate that its further operation would serve the public interest. In fact, a positive duty to undertake such

consideration is apparent."

Comr. Bartley offered a similar evaluation in his Aug. 2, 1956 speech before the Southern Cal. Bcstrs.

Assn.: "The Commission's function, in passing either on the program proposals of an applicant for a new
station or in reviewing the stewardship of a station upon its renewal period, is no more censorship than our

libel laws which are designed, not to restrain, but to hold to account."

Neither Ford nor Bartley would comment on situation last week. Comrs. Hyde & Craven are in Geneva,

attending international conferences. The thing is a matter of degree—the swing of the pendulum of FCC
policy. In 1946, FCC issued its "blue book" on "Public Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees," which

put broadcasters' feet to the fire on programming. In the last few years, FCC majority has been loath to

question programming—except when definite infraction of rules is involved. Within a few months, we should

know whether quiz contretemps have reversed pendulum swing.

• • • •

Many remedies to prevent quiz-rigging & other programming problems are being suggested. FCC
members themselves are beginning to come up with some. Doerfer is firm in his belief that govt, interfer-

ence would be stifling, if not illegal. In an interview in Oct. 26 U.S. News <S World Report, he suggests

industry might consider appointing a "czar," as did baseball and movies when afflicted with scandals.

Comr. Lee suggested, in letter to Harris, that Congress might pass a "labeling" law. "I believe," he

said, "that we can promote honest and fair dealing in this very sensitive area through the device of publicity.

This publicity could take the form of an announcement by the licensee advising the listener or viewer as to

the type of program that he is seeing or listening to and the bona fides of that which is being presented . . .

It seems to me that there is ample precedent for this type of regulation in several statutes." He referred to Wool
Products Labeling Act of 1939 and Food & Drug Act.

Some newspaper reports have misinterpreted Lee's suggestions as a "conflict" with Doerfer. His

letter was misconstrued to mean that FCC now has adequate authority to prevent quiz-rigging. Lee makes it

clear that he believes new laws are needed. Questioned later, Doerfer said Lee's idea is "impractical."

Lee also made the important suggestion that it may be advisable for Congress to give FCC direct

regulation over networks because "we may very well have to recognize that our regulation of the networks

through their owned & operated stations would be wholly ineffectual in the light of the problem . .
."

Comr. Cross thinks FCC & Congress should explore legislation which would punish program pro-

ducers who deceive broadcasters. He is dead set against anything smacking of censorship. "We can't

touch them before the fact," he told us, "but we've got all the authority in the world after the fact"—^re-

ferring to FCC's powers of review over general licensee performance.

Federal Trade Commission chmn. Earl Kintner, though quite angry with the industry, as shown in

his recent speech to broadcasters (Vol. 15:42 p6), hates to see the heavy hand of Govt, laid on the industry.

Speaking in Chicago last week, he urged self-policing, said: "Baseball needed the Black Sox scandal of

1919 to shock it into assuring an honest game for the public. I believe comparable shock treatment has been

administered to the radio & TV industry—although seeing is believing. I believe it's a question of self-dis-

cipline, and basic to their survival. For my part. I'd rather not see any more govt, regulation."

President Eisenhower termed quiz-rigging "a terrible thing to do to the public," said he had requested

Attorney General Rogers to look into it. When asked if more govt, regulation is needed, he said : "I see no

power in the Executive department. This would be censorship. This would be a political agent. Now you

do have the FCC. I am not sure what their field would be there, but it's one thing that I think the Attorney

General is studying for me. But not for Executive department action."
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HUGE NEW BROADCASTING-PUBLISHING ENTITY; Formation of John Hay Whitney's

TV-radio-newspaper-magazine combine marks establishment of new giant devoted exclusively to mass com-

munications. With assets of more than $50 million, Whitney Communications Corp. heralds increasing

concentration on TV by the investment banker who currently is U.S. Ambassador to Britain.

Thrown into the Whitney Communications pot will be all broadcasting & publishing interests now
held by investment banking house of J. H. Whitney & Co. and its subsidiaries. This includes Corinthian

Bcstg. Corp., which controls 5 TV & 2 radio stations and will become subsidiary of Whitney Communica-

tions, and Plymouth Rock Publications, which controls N.Y. Herald Tribune, Parade (Sunday supplement)

magazine. Interior Decorating magazine and 4 N.Y. state radio stations.

Separation of Whitney communications interests from investment banking firm means "a substantial

increase in Mr. Whitney's personal & financial participation in the communications field," according to the

announcement in Herald Tribune. Upon completion of his ambassadorial term in London, Whitney will be-

come board chairman of the new firm & publisher of the Herald Tribune.

Along with Whitney's new expression of confidence in TV medium , his personal holdings in Corin-

thian TV-radio properties will increase to 86% of their stock. Top-level personnel transferred from invest-

ment banking house to Whitney Communications now will be able to give full-time attention to the media

properties. Additional advantage of the commvmications merger: Complete integration & cooperation be-

tween newspapers, magazines & broadcasting operations is now possible.

Continuing to head Corinthian Bcstg. will be pres. C. Wrede Petersmeyer, who, in Whitney's words,

"has done so much to bring Corinthian to its present position of strength & vigor."

Whitney Communications thus becomes one of very biggest privately-held print-&-broadcast opera-

tions. As such, it joins such successful combined-media entities (publicly & privately held) as Time Inc., Tri-

angle Publications, Inc., Meredith Publishing Co., Hearst Corp., Gannett Co., Newhouse Stations and Cowles

Bcstg. Co. For details, executives, etc., of Whitney Communications, see p. 6.

Note: In another transaction involving multiple station ownership. Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. last

week purchased Philadelphia radio WIP for $4.5 million in stock and assumption of liabilities, and Peoria

uhf WTVH for $600,000 cash, and indicated it's looking for TV-radio properties "everywhere" (details on p. 6).

USIA'S FOREIGN TV TALLY: Number of foreign TV stations increased by more than 50% from

Sept. 30, 1958 to Sept. 30 this year—and sets-in-use went up nearly 30%, USIA reported last week.

Total of 985 stations (including satellites) & 28 million sets in operation was counted by USIA in its

world-wide tabulation, excluding U.S. & territories, U.S. armed forces installations and Canada. The figures

approximate those in our own Foreign TV Directory, in 1959 Fall-Winter Television Factbook (Vol. 15:41 p9).

In last 6 months alone, 130 new foreign stations went into operation and more than 2.4 million sets

were added. Since USIA's last world TV tabulation as of March 31 (Vol. 15:21 plO), Soviet bloc accounted

for 23 of new stations and 200,000 additional sets—^based on data from satellite countries. And for first time.

Communist China (with 3 stations) announced it has 5,000 sets in use in Peiping area. Free-world countries

now have 819 stations. Communist bloc 166. (For USIA's listing of foreign stations & sets-in-use, see p. 9).

Other highlights of USIA's report to its overseas posts : Across-iron curtain TV propaganda is worry-

ing officials in West Germany, where 1 of 4 viewers gets East German programs, which are regarded as

superior to West German TV. United Arab Republic is getting ready to start construction of TV complex in-

cluding 2 central stations & 302 relay stations.

Newspapers are best for food advertising, according

to the Oct. Agricultural Marketing

,

published by the Agri-

culture Dept.’s agricultural marketing service—and editor

Milton Hoffman wishes he could edit the issue all over
again. “Nothing like this has happened in the 40 yeai’s of

the magazine’s existence,’’ he told us as angry protests by
broadcasters—led by TvB & RAB, which had been alerted

by W. D. (Dub) Rogers of KDUB-TV & KDUB Lubbock,
Tex.—poured into his office. Citing 1957 motivation re-

•search by Philadelphia’s National Analysts Inc. in Raleigh,

N.C., and subsequent studies in Lake Charles, La. and
Wheeling, W.Va.-Steubenville, 0. areas. Agricultural Mar-
keting concluded: “Newspapers, the survey shows, are the

best medium for food advei'tising & for marketing informa-

tion on food.’’ Home-makers in the areas were asked:

“Where did you get information from on food shopping

within the past 2 or 3 months?” More than 80f5 said

newspapers; 27.3% TV, 26.8% radio. On this basis, the

Agricultural Marketing article not only gave newspapers
the nod over TV & radio as the choice ad medium, but said

“programs which feature food facts are rapidly losing out

in radio’s swing to music & news and TV’s rush toward
network shows.” Such broad conclusions, editor Hoffman
told us, were “indefensible.” He added: “Actually, in our

over-all marketing information job we can’t do without TV,

or radio—or the newspapers,”
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Congress

Answers From Van Doren; NBC-TV’s Tweyity-One hero

Charles Van Doren, a reticent and apparently reluctant

subpoenaed witness in the House probe of TV quiz scandals

(Vol. 15:42 p4), made an unannounced call on N.Y. District

Attorney Frank Hogan last week—and reportedly began

talking again.

Van Doren & his lawyer Carl J. Rubino spent 75 min.

with Hogan, who told reporters the 1956-57 quiz whiz had

admitted he gave an incorrect answer to the District At-

torney’s office when he was questioned last year on whether

he had been tipped to Twenty-One questions & answers.

“I think he gave truthful answers today,” said Hogan,

but he declined to say whether Van Doren had admitted

receiving any questions or answers before his performances

on the show, which netted him $129,000.

The reporters then rushed for clarification to Van
Doren, who expressed surprise and said: “I have not said I

gave false answers. I will tell the whole story when I ap-

pear before the Congressional committee Nov. 2.”

A reporter asked Hogan if “lying” was a good word to

use in describing what Van Doren had said at the District

Attorney’s office before he went on to swear to a N.Y. Grand
Jury that he had received no help on the show. “Well, you
were the one who said it,” Hogan said. He also indicated

he was uncertain whether Van Doren would be summoned
for another Grand Jury appearance following his Washing-
ton engagement.

It’s been a “harrowing ordeal” for Van Doren since

the House investigation started, but he’ll give “completely

truthful answers” to House investigators, Hogan added.

* * *

“Tremendous” mail on TV quizzes is pouring into

offices of the House Commerce legislative oversight subcom-
mittee, one staffer there telling us that no other issue has
aroused such public response since the investigating unit

set up shop in 1957. It isn’t all fan mail, although sub-

committee employes assigned to sort it ai'e under orders

from Chmn. Harris (D-Ark.) not to disclose how many
letters are critical of the oversighters’ probe of rigged

shows. It’s known, however, that some of the mail chal-

lenges the subcommittee’s right to invade show business.

Others say Harris is persecuting Van Doren.

Conelrad system works efficiently, but there’s a “cry-

ing need” for better liaison between local civil defense

leaders & broadcasters, according to Howard H. Bell, joint

TV-radio affairs asst, to NAB pres. Harold E. Fellows.

Citing an FCC I'eport on the April 17 Operation Alert drill

(Vol. 15:16 plO) which indicated “intelligible” Conelrad
service reached 90% of the U.S. population. Bell told a 2-

day Washington conference of Middle Atlantic state civil

defense officials that full liaison nevertheless has been
lacking. “Complete lack of communication between civil

defense and the radio & TV broadcasters” has been a com-
mon complaint by station operators in 9 states. Bell said.

SEC will go on air next month in a “wise owl” TV-radio
campaign to persuade viewers & listeners to watch their

step in buying stocks. In cooperation with the Advertising
Council and broadcasters, the agency has furnished TV
stations with 2 animated cartoon films (20 & 60 sec.) and
radio outlets with spot scripts on the theme: “Investigate

before you invest.” SEC hopes its “wise owl” symbol of

caution against stock frauds will become as familiar to the
public as the forest service’s fire-preventing “Smokey.”

The FCC

FCC TACKLES CATV & BOOSTERS AGAIN: Fresh look at

CATV and its impact on telecasters is in the works at

FCC, and it may take the form of a new, full-fledged

evidentiary hearing. The Commission, stimulated by

Senate Commerce Committee hearings and near-

passage of a CATV-regulation bill (Vol. 15:36 p4),

has concluded that its last consideration of the subject,

on a written record (“paper hearing”), wasn’t enough.

FCC broadcast bureau chief Harold G. Cowgill,

speaking before the Western regional conference of the

National Community TV Assn, in Spokane last week, sum-

marized the Commission’s current position:

“Within the past several weeks the Commission has

been restudying & re-evaluating the problems dealt with

in Docket 12443 [the last official proceeding]. Concur-

rently there has been a pause in the granting of micro-

wave applications. This indicates most certainly that the

matter is not closed. At bottom, the problem facing the

Commission is simply whether the services you are render-

ing & can render to the public can be performed in a way
which will leave an opportunity for the successful rendi-

tion of important public services by TV broadcast stations

located in the communities that you serve.

“There is already some indication that the only way
to find the answer to this question will require reopening

the hearing in a formal evidentiary proceeding wherein

interested parties can be examined & cross-examined and

all the facts can be brought up to date. This would entail

time & continued uncertainty.”

Meanwhile, the Senate Commerce subcommittee on

communications, under Sen. Pasture (D-R.L), scheduled a

quick series of CATV-booster hearings in the West, to get

the local flavor and to inspect facilities on the spot. The
itinerary: Helena, Mont. Oct. 27; Idaho Falls, Ida. Oct.

28; Salt Lake City Oct. 29; Denver Oct. 30. It’s expected

that the telecasters, CATV operators and local citizens

will testify. Cowgill will join the tour as an observer.

Announcement of the hearings caught NCTA by sur-

prise, according to exec. dir. Edward Whitney, who at-

tended the Spokane conference. “We’re delighted,” he

said, “that the subcommittee has decided to conduct on-the-

spot hearings and to get the views of the public.”

Much of the NCTA conference was devoted to Wash-
ington problems, and pres. A. J. Malin and gen. counsel

E. Stratford Smith expressed continued opposition to the

CATV-control bill (S-2303) reported by the Senate Com-
merce Committee late last session. They also reaffirmed

their belief that any legalization of vhf boosters should

provide for adequate engineering standards to prevent

their interference with other services.

FCC discussed booster rules this week, deferred action.

It’s understood that Comrs. Doerfer & Lee favored ap-

proval now, while Com.rs. Bartley, Cross and Ford wanted

more time to study. Comrs. Hyde & Craven are in Geneva,

attending international conferences.

Because FCC once proposed specific rules for boosters,

there’s a question whether it will adopt final rules or issue

another proposal for rule-making, inviting another round

of industry comments. The Commission hasn’t made up

its mind. At the NCTA conference, some CATV operators

estimated that there are as many as 2,500 boosters on the

ail’. Previous estimates ran 500-1,000. Charles Clements,

who runs a CATV system in Waterville, Wash., reported

there are 80 boosters within 60 miles of his community.

I
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Probably the biggest problem in the CATV-station

, dispute is the matter of duplication—the presentation of

I
the same programs by the local station & the local CATV
system. The NCTA conference discussed it at length, and

members stated that there are many technical difficulties

involved in eliminating such duplication. This factor is a

major aspect of the pending CATV legislation—and much
of FCC’s attention is focused on it. Small-town tele-

casters assert that elimination of duplication would en-

hance their prospects of survival considerably.

The NCTA conference also included a discussion of

CATV system sales, by broker Bill Daniels, v/ho predicted

that 90% of all systems would be sold within the next 10

years—“because of death & taxes.”

Management consultant William Stubblefield urged

NCTA members to “get closer” to the management of the

stations whose signals they distribute, to emphasize the

extended coverage they provide & the quality of the signal.

The association decided to eliminate the annual West-

ern regional conference and to alternate its annual con-

ventions between the East & West Coasts.

Joint Council on Educational TV was rebuffed by FCC
last week in its year-old efforts to persuade the Commis-
sion to start a special investigation aimed at getting more
vhf channels for ETV in all major markets (Vol. 14:44 p3).

The JCET’s petition for the proceedings was denied by FCC
on grounds that its current genera! allocations study hasn’t

progressed to a point “where the feasibility of the various

alternative solutions can be determined.” Also rejected by
FCC was the JCET’s plea for rule-making to reserve vhf

for ETV in Waycross, Ga. and Norfolk-Portsmouth-

I
Newport News, Va. Action on a JCET request for reallo-

cation of Rochester, N.Y. Ch. 13 for non-commercial use

was withheld by FCC. Earlier, FCC had denied a JCET
petition fhat Ch. 30 in Panama City, Fla. be made educa-

tional (Vol. 15:31 p7).

Frequency reallocations in the 118-136-mc band for use

in air traffic control and in space communications, effective

July 1, 1960, are proposed by FCC, which seeks comments
by Nov. 30. The changes were requested by the Federal

Aviation Agency (FAA) & Office of Civil & Defense Mobili-

zation (OCDM). Under FCC’s proposals, 5-mc (3 from
the present 132-144 me govt, band) would be assigned

to FAA-operated air controls. Earth-space communica-
tions would use the 135-136-mc band.

Grant of Idaho Falls Ch. 8 to the Eastern Idaho Bestg.

& TV Co. was recommended last week in an iniital decision

by FCC hearing examiner H. Gifford Irion following dis-

missal of an application by Sam. H. Bennion, Eastern
Idaho’s only competitor. The proceeding started as a com-
parative hearing, but Bennion lost out by failure to meet
a deadline for written appearance. Idaho Falls is served

now by KID-TV (Ch-. 3).

Up-fo-date version of FCC’s rules on AM-FM-TV and
related services (experimentals, auxiliaries, etc.) is now
available from the Govt. Printing Office at $4.50. It’s volume

3, covers parts 3,& 4 of FCC rules, comes in loose-leaf form
—and the price includes '_fv\ture amendments for an indefi-

nite period. FCC will no longer print the rules.

Sales approved by the FCC: (1) KXMC-TV (Ch. 13)

^
Minot, N.D., for $1,040,000 to executives of the station

(Vol. 15:37 p7). (2) KICA-TV (Ch. 12) & KICA Clovis,

N.M., in a stock exchange, to Texas-New. Mexico Bestg.

Co., controlled by the principals of KDUB-TV Lubbock,
Tex. (Vol. 15:38 pl6).

’ ' ' '

Canadian Allocations Changes: Substantial revisions of

Canadian TV allocations standards are being considered,

and Canadian representatives conferred with FCC experts

in Washington this week. Details haven’t been released,

but it’s understood that the Canadians propose to:

(1) Cut minimum co-channel separations from 220

miles to 190 miles for Ch. 2-6, to 187 for Ch. 7-13.

(2) Permit additional assignments at mileages less

than the foregoing, if powers & heights are cut in propor-

tion. For example, a 1-kw station might be placed at about

120 miles from a co-channel station.

(3) Protect existing stations to their Grade B contours
—30 db desired-to-undesired signal ratio for low band,

44 db for the high band.

(4) Change adjacent-channel spacings according to a

new formula. Discusions with the FCC are necessary to

take care of border situations.

International frequency fight by U.S. astronomers for

more bands for radio telescopes was carried to the State

Dept, last week—and they were reported winning it. In a

last-minute campaign organized under White House aus-

pices by the National Academy of Sciences, the radio

astronomers called on the State Dept, to instruct the U.S.

delegation at International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) sessions in Geneva to take their side. “A decision

is being made,” one National Academy source told us, “and
I am confident that an understanding will be reached.”

Belatedly, the astronomers learned that the official U.S.

position at Geneva so far has been that only one frequency
—1,427 me—should be set aside for radio telescopes, per-

mitting more commercial & military use of other bands.

They want at least 7 bands in the 40-to-l,537-mc range
reserved for radio astronomy, arguing that otherwise their

govt.-financed multi-million-dollar work of studying the

universe will be strangled. Neaidy 50 officials representing

the State & Defense Depts., FCC, Interdepartmental Radio
Advisory Committee (IRAC), National Science Foundation
and other agencies attended an all-day National Academy
session on the problem called Oct. 16 by Dr. George B. Kis-

tiakowsky. President Eisenhower’s asst, for science & tech-

nology. A 5-man subcommittee of astronomers carried the

fight from there.

Wearying of legal arguments over what he considers

minutiae, FCC chief examiner James Cunningham last

week turned down various pleadings submitted by South-

ern Bestrs. Inc. in the Greensboro-High Point, N.C. Ch. 8

comparative hearing. In so doing, he noted that the FCC
has previously “expressed strong disapproval of the prac-

tice, of .filing lengthy, argumentative pleadings which are

without decisional significance, particularly those not

sanctioned in the rules.” FCC attorneys called attention to

Cunningham’s ruling, saying that it can be taken as a re-

quest or warning to attorneys.

Transfer of KCOP Los Angeles to NAFI Coi'p. (Vol.

15:33 p8) has been held up by FCC which is giving KCOP
20 days within which to explain its reporting of spots on

FCC forms. The Commission said it appears that KCOP
may have carried far more spots than it logged. FCC also

questioned whether NAFI properly filled out the forms with

regard to programming.

Temporary operation on Ch. 4, Birmingham, was denied

by FCC. to uhf grantee WBMG (Ch. 42), which had sought

a waiver of the rules. The Commission also denied waivers

of rules Requested by educational WGTV (Ch. 8) Athens,

Ga., to move to a site about 56 miles W-SW of .\thens.
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Stations

METR0P0L!TAN EXPANDS: Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp.

pres., chmn. & principal stockholder John W. Kluge

made good last week on his oft-repeated statement that

his company w’ill buy more TV & radio stations. His

double-barreled purchase: highly successful radio WIP
Philadelphia and uhf WTVH Peoria, 111. And more

station buys are in the works, he indicated.

Sale of 38-year-old WIP for more than $4.5 million

(150,000 shares of Metropolitan stock plus assumption of

about $2 million in liabilities) is one of the biggest radio

sale transactions in history. Record paid for a radio sta-

tion was the purchase of WNEW N.Y. in 1957 by Metro-

politan (then Du Mont Bcstg. Co.) for $4,815,407 plus 281,-

899 Du Mont Bcstg. shares.

The selling group comprises 57 stockholders headed by

WIP pres.-gen. mgr. Benedict Gimbel Jr. and including

Philadelphia businessman John P. Crisconi, John G. Pew Jr.

of the Sun Shipbuilding family, comedian Bob Hope and

rep Edward Petry & Co. The deal is subject to final stock-

holder ratification & FCC approval. Gimbel will become

Metropolitan v.p. in charge of radio operations under a 10-

year contract. He and Crisconi will become Metropolitan

board members and will be the 2nd & 3rd largest individual

shareholders (Kluge is No. 1)—the top 3 stockholders hold-

ing about 250,000 shares. Metropolitan stock last week was
selling in the range of 18-19.

Philadelphia’s oldest station, WIP operates as a Mutual

affiliate on 610 kc at 5 kw. One year ago, WIP was pur-

chased from Gimbel Bros. dept, store for $2.5 million by the

present group headed by Benedict Gimbel. WIP is an

applicant for Wilmington, Del. Ch. 12, the channel vacated

by Storer’s now-defunct WVUE Wilmington-Philadelphia.

The WIP sales was handled by broker Howard Stark.

WTVH (Ch. 19), the ABC-TV affiliate in de-intermixed

3-uhf Peoria, was purchased for “more than $600,000 in

cash.’’ On the air since Aug. 1953, it was sold in May 1954

to Peoria Journal Star Inc. It will be Metropolitan’s first

uhf outlet.

The newly purchased stations will be added to Metro-
politan’s WNEW-TV & WNEW N.Y., WTTG Washington
and radio WHK Cleveland. Kluge, a Washington food

broker, heads a group which purchased Paramount’s 21%
holdings in Metropolitan late last year (Vol. 14:49 pi), and
increased its ownership with other stock purchases.

Kluge says that both WNEW-TV & WTTG have been
converted from red-ink operations to money-makers since

his regime took over. Metropolitan grossed $14 million last

year and $8 million during the first half of this year. At a

Philadelphia news conference to announce the station buys,

Kluge predicted Metropolitan’s 1959 gross will be $17 mil-

lion, rising to $23 million in 1960.

Is Metropolitan negotiating for other stations ? Yes,

says Kluge—“everywhere.” Is Pittsburgh the next market
Metropolitan will enter? “Nothing definite.”

Womctco Enterprises Inc. announced last week it has
increased its holdings in WFGA-TV (Ch. 12) Jacksonville

to 46V2%, making it the largest stockholder. Wometco,
which owned 20% of the outstanding stock, purchased the

2C>Vsi'/r owned by George II. Hodges for an undisclosed

amount. Wometco also owns WTVJ (Ch. 4) Miami and
WLOS-TV (Ch. 13) Greenville-Asheville-Spartanburg, as
well as the 22-theater Wometco chain and a ci?aret-&-
food-vending business.

More about

WHITNEY COMMUNICATIONS CORP.: J. H. (Jock) Whit-

ney, U.S. Ambassador to the Court of St. James’s,

whose Whitney Communications Corp. was announced

last week (see page 3), has had financial interest in

growth of TV since 1952, when his J. H. Whitney & Co.

began investing in community antenna systems (Vol.

8 :34 p5 ) . The investment banking firm liquidated its

ownership in 6 systems when it purchased its first TV
station in 1954—Tulsa’s KOTV, which became nucleus

for Corinthian Bcstg. Corp.

Broadcast properties in Whitney Communications

Corp. (subject to FCC approval of transfer) will be

Corinthian’s KOTV, KHOU-TV Houston, WISH-TV &
WISH Indianapolis, WANE-TV & WANE Fort Wayne,
KNXT Sacramento; the VIP Radio group consisting of

WGHQ Saugerties, WFYI Mineola, WVOX New Rochelle,

WVIP Mt. Kisco, all N.Y.

Four J. H. Whitney partners will resign from the

investment firm to take top posts in Whitney Communica-
tions. Walter Thayer, J. H. Whitney managing partner,

becomes pres, of the new company; Samuel C. Park be-

comes chairman of finance committee; Robert F. Bryan,

Corinthian Bcstg. secy.-treas., becomes financial v.p.;

C. Wrede Petersmeyer continues as Corinthian pres, and

as pres, of the individual station licensee corporations. |

Board of directors, to be headed by Whitney when his I

ambassadorial term is completed, will include Thayer, I

Petersmeyer & Park; Bernard Kilgore, pres. & publisher
||

of The Wall Street Journal (not affiliated with Whitney •
Communications)

;
Robert M. White II, pres. & editor of |

the Herald Tribune; Arthur H. Motley, pres. & publisher A
of Parade Publications; VIP Radio pres. Martin Stone.

Said Whitney in statement announcing new firm: “It I

will be concerned primarily with long-term interests in the |

field of communications ... I welcome the opportunity t

to participate even more actively in the future development

of TV & radio broadcasting. It has grown with astonishing w

swiftness into one of the great communications forces of >

the world. I am particularly impressed with both the i

accomplishments and even greater promise of the TV ?

medium as a popular cultural & informational force on the ll

national & world scene. I find TV’s ability to reach the .

minds & hearts of vast audiences an exciting opportunity

& challenge.”

Still fighting cancelation of contract to buy WJAR-TV
& WJAR Providence and its parent Outlet Co. dept, store

(Vol. 15:42 pll), William Zeckendorf’s 91065 Corp. served

legal notice last week that it will appeal in R.I. Supreme
Court the Superior Court’s denial of its request to inter-

vene in a suit against Outlet’s trustees filed by the sta-

tions’ gen. mgr. J. S. (Dody) Sinclair. After the lower

court rejected 91065’s intervention plea. Outlet’s trustees

canceled the contract to sell the corporation to 91065.

Add FM-upsurge notes: FCC granted 11 FM CPs last

week, including authorizations in such substantial cities

as Milwaukee, Omaha, Tulsa, Dallas & Santa Barbara

(see AM-FM Addenda QQ).
|

Call letter changes: Educational WTIQ (Ch. 7) Mun- A
ford, Ala. to WCIQ; upcoming KCCC-TV (Ch. 40) Sacra-

mento. Cal. to KVUE.
|

WTHS-TV (Ch. 2, educational) Miami plans boost to
j

100-kw Jan. 4 when it also moves into new studios.
|
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NEW & UPCOMING STATIONS: Two starters include

new vhf opening up in South and uhf being revived on

West Coast. WABG-TV (Ch. 6) Greenwood, Miss, be-

gan Oct. 20 with CBS-TV, the same day FCC issued

program test authorization. KVUE (Ch. 40) Sacra-

mento, Cal., changing call from KCCC-TV this week,

got authorization Oct. 23 for start as independent Nov.

1. These two additions will change the on-air total

to 559 (85 uhf).

WABG-TV has 5-kw RCA transmitter and a 288-ft.

Stainless tower with 6-bay antenna at a site 5 mi from

Greenwood. It’s in NW part of state, the nearest city with

TV being Jackson, Miss. 84 mi. away. Other cities with TV
outlets are approx. 100 or more mi. distant. Gen. mgr. &
owner Cy N. Bahakel also operates radio stations WABG;
WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky.; WRIS Roanoke, Va.; WWOD
Lynchburg, Va.; KXEL Waterloo, la.; WKIN Kingsport,

Tenn.; WKOZ Kosciusko, Miss. Don Neil, from WABG, is

sales & station mgr.; Mrs. Erlene Leach, also WABG, pro-

gram mgr.; Joseph G. Rachuba, ex-WKDL Clarksdale,

Miss., production supervisor; Floyd Coulter, ex-WKOZ,
chief engineer. Base hour is $200. Rep. is Weed.

KVUE has used RCA transmitter acquired from own-

ers of previous Ch. 40 there which left air May 31, 1957

(Vol. 13:20-22). It also is using a Utility guyed tower with

pylon antenna. Officers are Allan Lynn (packager of

foods for pets), pres. & 10.4% stockholder; Philip Driver

(attorney), v.p. & 10.4%; Melvin Lord (retired business-

man), treas. & 16.8%. Lynn also is acting gen. mgr., suc-

ceeding Melvyn E. Lucas, who remains as 11.1% stock-

holder; Richard Godon, ex-Ziv, sales mgr.; Lance Romney,
ex-former KCCC-TV, program mgr.; J. Kloer, ex-KXTV
Sacramento, chief engineer. Base hour is $300. Rep. is

Gill-Perna.
* * *

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are the latest reports from principals:

KCND-TV (Ch. 12) Pembina, N.D. has filed request for

change to 1,350-ft. tower and has a tentative Feb. target,

reports 25% owner Robert C. Lukkason, who also is gen.

mgr. of KNOX-TV (Ch. 10) Grand Forks, N.D. KCND-TV
grantee Pembina Bcstg. Co. stockholders include KNOX-
TV (25%), KNOX-TV pres. Arthur Tweet (25%) and
Harry Rice (25%). Pembina is on Minn, border in extreme

NE corner of state, due north of Grand Forks. An RCA
transmitter is on order and a Stainless tower also has been

ordered via RCA. Network affiliation hasn’t been signed.

Base hour is not set. Rep is not chosen.

KPEC-TV (Ch. 56, educational) Tacoma, Wash, is

testing a 1-kw GPL transmitter, but doesn’t plan to start

programming until next March, writes Olai Hageness,

school supt. of grantee Clover Park Schools. Construction

of studio-transmitter building at 5214 Stellacoom Blvd. is

about 80% complete. However, the 175-ft. self-supporting

tower purchased from defunct KTRX (Ch. 31) Kennewick-
Pasco, Wash, still remains to be moved. RCA recently

shipped slotted antenna to KPEC-TV (Vol. 15:41).

Coos Bay, Ore. Ch. 11 grantee Pacific Television Inc.

has set next summer as the tentative target, according to

S. W. McCready, gen. mgr. of KVAL-TV (Ch. 13) Eugene,
Ore., owner of Pacific Television. Equipment hasn’t been
ordered, but plans are to use a 165-ft. Fisher tower. To be

operated as second satellite of KVAL-TV, Coos Bay will

join KPIC (Ch. 4) Roseburg, Ore. in rebroadcasting NBC-
TV programs of parent KVAL-TV. Reps for stations are

Hollingbery and Art Moore (Ore. & Wash.).

Agency timebuyers prefer accuracy in station-coverage

studies, rather than speed, A. C. Nielsen Co. learned last

week following a poll of the research firm’s customers on

a proposed NCS No. 4 TV-radio study. About one-third of

Nielsen clients wanted the measurement made in the spring

of 1960, but two-thii’ds said they’d wait for “a somewhat

delayed but more precise census-based coverage study,”

reported Nielsen v.p. John Churchill. Accordingly, Nielsen

plans to make its measurements of station coverage in

late 1960 and to issue the findings “no later than spring

of 1961.” NCS reports on the number and per cent of TV
homes in every U.S. county tuned to local TV stations over

various periods of time.

Last chance to apply for competitive TV stations in

Winnipeg & Vancouver under Canada’s new open-city TV
policy (Vol. 15:31 ppl&lO) expires this week (30). The
Dominion’s Board of Broadcast Governors (BBG) will hold

public hearings on the applications in Winnipeg Jan. 11,

in Vancouver Jan. 18. Other application deadlines for new
TV stations and their hearing dates & locations: Montreal,

Nov. 30 & March 7; Toronto, Dec. 31 & March 14; Edmon-
ton-Calgary, Feb. 29 & May 9; Halifax-Ottawa,*March 31 &
June 20. The BBG also will hold public hearings in Ottawa
next week (Nov. 2-3) on a number of proposed changes in

TV regulations, will announce final regulations Nov. 15.

“Honesty” probe of commercials w ll be made in the

next few weeks by NAB’s TV Code Review Board, Donald
H. McGannon, board chmn. & pres, of Westinghouse
Bcstg. Co., told a regional NAB meeting in Boston Oct.

23. The previous day, he told us in N.Y. “I think it is

important that [misleading commercials] be investigated

by the board so that the subscribing stations may be noti-

fied of this non-compliance. In turn, conversations should

be had with the sponsors so as to assure a more complete

compliance with the code.”

NTA Storevision’s first supermarket outlets will be the

Daitch-Shopwell chain of 59 N.Y.C. retail food stores, NTA
Storevision pres. Ted Cott said last week. Storevision,

which NTA hopes to franchise to stations throughout the

country, is an all-day live telecast of 10-sec. commercials,

shopping hints, news, time & weather, which is continuously

tuned in on various TV receivers placed throughout each

store. No closed-circuit telecasts are involved; the service

will be aired on WNTA-TV’s regular Ch. 13 facilities and
will conform to NAB commercial-length policies.

Balance of WRGP-TV (Ch. 3) Chattanooga, Tenn.,

70%, has been bought for $1,750,000 by the Friendly Group’s

WSTV Inc., principals of which (Louis & Jack Berkman)
had owned 30%. The sellers are Ramon and Helen Patter-

son. The purchase gives the gi'oup ownership of 4 TV
stations, 7 radio (see TV Factbook, p.298). Fred Weber,

Friendly Group v.p., handled negotiations for his organi-

zation, broker Richard Crisler for the Pattersons.

Work on broadcast manual on how TV & radio should

cover trials & other official public proceedings was started

recently in N.Y. by a special NAB freedom of information

subcommittee. Headed by Frank P. Fogarty of WOW-TV
Omaha (Vol. 15:41 pl2), the subcommittee approved pre-

liminary plans for the manual, which will supplement

NAB’s 1959 Guidebook Broadcasting the Neu's.

Four Radio-TV News Directors Assn, awards went to

TV stations Oct. 17: to WDSU-TV (Ch. 6) New Orleans for

editorializing; to KLZ-TV (Ch. 7) Denver for reporting

community problems; to WBBM-TV (Ch. 2) Chicago for

an on-the-spot news story; to CFPL-TV (Ch. 10) London,

Ontario for depth reporting of news events.
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STANTON’S HOUSECLEANING: “Were we surprised?

That’s putting it mildly,” was the comment to us of a

spokesman for Person to Person producers John A.

Aaron & Jesse Zousmer last week concerning a widely

circulated remark by CBS Inc. pres. Dr. Frank Stanton

that P-to-P told its interviewers in advance the ques-

tions likely to be asked.

On Oct. 22, the producers struck back in a letter to

Stanton, terming his statement an “unwarranted slur”

and a “rank injustice” to the program’s staff and some 500

guests interviewed in the past 6 years. Since Pres. Stanton

was “unwilling to correct” his remark, the producers

wanted out.

A prompt denial that he had intended a slur in his

statement “that in the future we want all CBS programs to

be exactly what they purport to be” was issued the same
day by Pres. Stanton in a letter to the show’s producers.

Politely declining to refer to the producers’ request for a

contractual divorce, he specified that “all I have asked of

you is that you inform the viewing public of the production

practices on Person to Person."

Aaron & Zousmer, however, stuck to their guns. “Our
representatives and CBS have reached an amicable agree-

ment to release us from our 52-week contract as soon as

possible,” they concluded.

As part of a general quiz-probe-inspired houseclean-

ing, reported TV critic Jack Gould, pres. Stanton also

planned to eliminate other “audio or visual misrepresenta-

tions” in CBS-TV’s program schedule, notably the use of

canned laughter in situation comedy shows and “quasi-

actuality” locations of shows which are actually produced
in a studio. Chimed in columnist Marie Torre: “It’s as-

sumed that [the clean-up will] eventually get around to

Westerns and make our cowboy heroes use real bullets

instead of blanks. This we’d welcome.”

The attack on canned laughter elicited a strangely

mixed reaction from Hollywood, where the recorded guffaw
has long been an established part of the comedy film series.

Some producers we checked insisted that laughtracks are

essential to communicate the spirit of fun to the living-

room audience. Others labeled it the dinosaur of TV, said

it belongs to the early, small-screen age and has long been
outdated. Added Dennis O’Keefe: “As long as the other

comedy shows use it, you hesitate to drop the track. Some-
one had to take the lead, and I’d be glad to see it go.”

Although NBC-TV had stated Oct. 17 that “we do
not believe amputation of one of the oldest & best-liked

program forms is the answer to TV’s current difficulties,”

the network late last week decided to follow CBS’ lead in

a program-schedule cleanup. Officially axed, effective Oct.

26, is Tic Tac Dough, noon-12 :30 p.m. daytime quiz strip

originally packaged by Barry-Enright, but absorbed by
NBC in an outright purchase. Program replacement will

be Truth on Consequences, recently ousted to make way for

the 4:30-5 p.m. Split Persoyiality.

Just what had caused NBC’s about-face on quiz ampu-
tations wasn’t disclosed by NBC officials we contacted,

even though the move cast a lengthening shadow over the
other 6 daytime quiz or audience participation shows that

make up the bulk NBC’s late-morning & afternoon sched-

ule. Tic Tac Dough sponsors (Ponds, Standard Brands,
Heinz, Brown & Williamson, Borden’s) are expected to re-

main in the time period as sponsors of the revived T or C
strip, and were said by one N.Y. source to be the “real

pressure” behind the decision to drop Tic Tac.

Uncertain Oscarcast: Will Hollywood sponsor its own
annual TV showcase, the Academy Awards telecast? Or
will dissension in the ranks of movie majors (Universal-

International pres. Milton Rackmil wants out) mean regu-

lar commercial sponsorship by outsiders? This question

was still unanswered last week, with the N.Y. office of the

Motion Picture Assn, of America telling us that “we’ll

have a definite decision by Oct. 28” and with NBC^TV
(which has a contract for the show to 1961) giving the

MPAA until Oct. 30 to make up its mind.

Hot on the trail of the Oscarcast business, we learned

in N.Y. last week, is ABC-TV, since pres. Leonard H. Gold-

enson of AB-PT has long felt the network’s link with the

movie industry gives it a strong moral claim to the show.

ABC officials feel it’s almost a certainty the Oscarcast will

be on ABC-TV in 1961, with the network willing to be

lenient in the matter of sponsorship costs.

“Now the quiz show scandals have given rise to fears

of a movement to extend government control. The phony
quiz shows, everyone agrees, ai'e indefensible. This station

criticized them editorially a week and a half ago as dis-

honest and fake. But we agree with five speakers who dis-

cussed the subject before the News Directors’ convention . .

.

the answer to rigged quiz shows is not government control.

Government control of programs would represent a step

toward official censorship, a step away from freedom. And
it might, or might not, stop at broadcasting. Newspapers,
for instance, are also open to possible government inter-

fei’ence, through their dependence on the second class mail-

ing privilege. The broadcasting industry should be, and
is, ashamed of its negligence in the quiz show situation.

The industry is already taking steps to prevent any re-

currence. There are some people who believe that every-

thing can be cured by passing a new law. This is not one

of those cases. This is a situation that is being cleaned up

without a new law . . . and a situation in which any at-

tempt at a new law would almost certainly do much more
harm that good.”

—

Oct. 19 on-air editorial by WDSU-TV
& WDSU New Orleans.

“Time” cashes in again this week (Oct. 26 issue) on

the newsstand-sales value of TV’s personalities with a

cover-story on the private eyes. What is probably the most

untypical Time cover in history (an action shot featuring

5 top TV detectives, complete with corpse & suspect)

fronts for a 5-page round-up. Its thesis: “In a season rid-

dled with old scandals & new specials, the cowpoke is

still top draw, but the eye has impressive fire power,

and by year’s end he may well be top gun.” A parallel of

the magazine’s recent Western round-up, the piece notes

that there are 62 cops-&-robbers shows now on TV, with a

combined budget of more than $1,250,000 a week.

To examine ASCAP’s affairs every 2 months, appoint-

ment of 2 outside overseers was proposed in U.S. District

Court in N.Y. Oct. 19 by Judge Sylvester Ryan. Suggested

for the task were former Sen. Irving M. Ives and former

N.Y. state Supreme Court justice John E. McGeehan. Judge

Ryan, who said neither man had as yet been approached,

was examining a proposed consent order drafted by ASCAP
and the Dept, of Justice that would make distribution of

ASCAP’s $28-million annual royalties more equitable and

revise its voting system. The Justice Dept.’s anti-trust

div. stated, “ASCAP rather obviously needs regulation and

if this court doesn’t do it, there is no other agency that

will.” Should Judge Ryan approve the proposed consent

order, possible anti-trust action by the Justice Dept, would

be averted.
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THOSE RATING DROPS (Cont.): Stagecoach sagas aren’t

the only program types to stumble into a statistical

^ gopher hole since last year, ABC-TV officials pointed

out to us last week, although the 1958-1959 drop in

Nielsen average-audience rating figures for Westerns

has been drawing considerable attention (see “West-

erns Go Thataway,” Vol. 15:40, p7).

Quiz & audience participation shows, even before the

full impact of the Congressional probe was felt, were al-

ready registering the most serious category drop in a com-

parison of late Sept. 1959 Nielsen figures with those of

the same rating period of 1958, said ABC. With the num-
ber of network quiz programs also dwindling from 15

(1958) to 10 (1959), average-audience level fell from

19.8 to 17.1—a plunge of 14%. Next in line was situation

comedy, which fell from a level of 19.8 (on 13 shows) to a

level of 18.1 (on 11 shows) this season—down 9%.
Network Westerns—which have grown in number

between seasons from a Sept. 1958 total of 16 to the

current crop of 24—went down from a rating level of 23.8

to a lower level of 21.9—a dip of 8%. Suspense dramas
(30-min. & 60-min. combined) fell off 6%, and drops of

1% each were made by the adventure & variety categories.

(See p. 13 for related story.)

“What looks like trouble for Westerns is actually

caused by several factors,” Fred Pierce, ABC-TV research

mgr., told us last week. “For one thing, most top Westerns

last year faced competition from entirely different types of

shows. For our own part, we deliberately slotted our

Westerns last year against contrasting shows on NBC
and CBS. This year, for the first time, you have a number
of situations in which new Westerns are slotted against

old Westerns, which dilute their audience appeal.”

Rating equivalents of classic Western dusty-street

showdowns are being staged. Pierce explained, on 4 out of

7 nights— Sun. (a portion of Riverboat against Maverick)

,

Mon. {Cheyenne against The Texan), Tues. {Laramie vs.

Sugarfoot IBronco)

,

Fri. {Rawhide vs. Walt Disney Pre-

sents, which features Western episodes frequently, and
Hotel de Paree against Man from Blackhawk)

.

Altogether,

notes Pierce, this now amounts to a total of 10 network
program periods involved in a same-category battle.

* * *

Pierce also took exception with TV researcher Horace
Schwerin’s recent remarks (Vol. 15:42, pl3) that Westerns
“seldom have efficient sales results” for their sponsors.

“Schwerin is forgetting that Westerns nearly always
have larger total audiences which more than make up for

shows which seem to be giving more impact, or more ‘class’

to a commercial,” he said. “If Westerns didn’t sell goods,

do you think an astute advertiser like Procter & Gamble
would have Wells Fargo, The Rifleman, Wichita Town and
Wyatt Earp on its schedule?”

Not directly connected with the rating & sales ability

of Westerns, but of considerable interest however, are 2

more items in ABC’s comparison of Nielsen rating figures

for the periods mentioned earlier. General drama shows,
which shrank slightly in number (from 16 to 14 shows),
jumped from 16.9 to 17.9 in ratings—a gain of 6%

—

between 1958 & 1959. A major gain, still small in terms
of numerical Nielsen rating level, but impressive on a

I

percentage basis, was scored by the catch-all category of

“other” programming (news-in-depth, documentaries, pub-
lic affairs, specials on a pre-emption basis, etc.) which
moved from a rating level of 11.0 to a level of 14.0—a

thought-provoking increase of 27%.

Foreign

More about

USIA FOREIGN TV TOTALS: The U.S. Information
Agency’s latest report on overseas TV expansion (see

p. 3) is prefaced with this warning: “Statistical data
must be viewed with caution since the reliability of the
sources from which these statistics are compiled varies.

Where official sources are lacking, a consensus of a
variety of unofficial sources is used.”

USIA’s figures exclude U.S., its territories, Canada
and overseas armed forces installations. The tabulations
include for the first time a report on hours of operation.
Following are USIA’s estimates.

Country Stations Sets
Average daily
hours on air

Austria
Western Europe

31/,
Belgrium
Denmark

350.000
300.000

5
2%
4Finland 21,000

France 1,300,000 6V>West Germany 2,903,000
Ireland^ 35,000
Italy 1,560,000 g
Luxembourg 4,000 4
Malta- 7,000
Monaco 11,000 21/j

2Netherlands 6 500,000
Norway 1,800 irregular
Portugal 35,000 3
Spain 150,000 7
Sweden 450,000 21/,
Switzerland 69,200 3
United Kingdom ... 30 10.000,000 7i/,“

Yugoslavia 12,000 4

Argentina
Latin America

15
Brazil 850,000 8-12’
Chile — irregular
Colombia 150,000 5%
Cuba 365,000 10-12-
Dominican Republic 4 13,000 6

El Salvador 2 15,000 8-8%
Guatemala 2 20,000 4-4%
Mexico 19 500,000 7-8
Nicaragua 2,500 5
Panama 8,000
Peru 27,500 8

Uruguay 1 15,000 5%
Venezuela 11 200,000 0

Algeria

Near East, South Asia & Africa

6
Cyprus 1 3,000 310

India 300 1%”
Iran 20,000 5
Iraq 1 9,000 3%
Kuwait — 600
Lebanon 3,500 4
Morocco 2’= 5,000
Saudi Arabia 1 2,500 2%
Turkey 1 1,000 IS

Australia

Far East

6 618,000 9-14
Hong Kong 1” 3,000 5%
Japan 76 2,949,000 ir.

Korea (South) I'" 6,000
Philippines 2 25,000 17

Thailand 2 40.000 IS

Bulgaria

Communist Bloc

1 3,000 irregular
Czechoslovakia 9 450,000 6
East Germany 12 425.000 6
Hungary 2 30,000 210

Poland 11 1.38,000 5-'’

Rumania 2 15,600 4-’’

USSR 126 3,000,000 7%“--i

Communist China 3 6.000 3-'»

Total 985 28,047,700

’ No TV in Ireland : tune in to U.K. stations. - No TV in Malta. Tune
in to Italian stations. “ Both BBC & ITA. * Main Stations. Main
stations. “HIT-TV, 6 hrs. daily: HIN-TV, Sy, hrs. daily. ^ Tune to
Canal Zone Armed Forces stations, no TV in Republic of Panama.
" American-TV, 4 hrs. daily ; Ch. 7. 2 hrs. daily. ” Radio Caracas TV,
16 hrs. daily: Televisia Venezolana, 11% hrs. daily. ’“Five days a
week. ” Twice a week. 0(T the air. Two hrs. weekly. ” closed-
circuit cable system, not included in station totals. NHK, 10 hrs.
daily: commercial stations. 4%-12 hrs. daily. ’“OIT the air. ’• DZAQ.
10 hrs. daily: DZXL, 5 hrs. daily, is TTV, 6 hrs. daily: Army TV, 3’/_>

hrs. daily. Five days a week, '-s’ Six days a week. Five days a
week. ““ Ch. I. 6 hrs.: Ch. III. 2% hrs. (Moscow TV). Si.x days a
week.
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News Teams Ranging the Earth: Networks are sending

an increasing number of news teams overseas to prepare

footage for prime-time public-aifairs specials or regular

programs. At present:

ABC-TV is preparing a prime-time 60-min. special on

South & East Africa from footage shot by Open Hearing

producer Helen Jean Rogers during her recent African

trip. She had originally gone to Africa to make films for

Open Hearing but “the footage was too good to throw

away on Sun. afternoon,” a network spokesman told us.

Also on the ABC drawing boards is a series of some 26

prime-time news & documentary programs which, “pro-

vided there is some sponsor interest,” would also send news

teams abroad in preparation of several of them. ABC’s
recent “Splendid American” was the first to emerge from

this new group.

CBS-TV’s Av Westin and a crew consisting of Howard
K. Smith, Art Bonner and cameraman John Elsenbach are

currently overseas preparing an international news special

on the world-wide problem of expanding population. The
program, scheduled for CBS Reports (sponsored by Bell

& Howell and B. F. Goodrich) Nov. 11, is being filmed in

India which is the focal point of the report. Another CBS
Reports crew, headed by Winston Burdett and William

McClyre, is in Iran preparing a program on the Middle-

East struggle. Date of this telecast is not set.

NBC-TV commentator Chet Huntley, who recently

returned from Ghana, is organizing the second half of a

2-part series of evening specials on Emerging Africa,

based on his trip. Accompanying him abroad were dir.

Jack Sughrue, reporter Piers Anderton and cameraman
John Peters. NBC also plans a special on Latin America
based on films taken there this year by the husband & wife

team of Wilson & Lee Hall.

Court action by Dominican Republic to recover $750,000

from MBS opened in N.Y. Oct. 22. The Dominican counsel

attempted to prove that this sum, paid last Feb. to ex-MBS
head Alexander L. Guterma, is a liability of Mutual.

Mutual’s contention is (1) that Guterma didn’t represent

the network in his transactions with the D.R. and (2) that

the establishment by Guterma of Radio News Service Corp.

as a Mutual subsidiary could be questioned for its legality.

Guterma’s attorney Richard H. Weis had made a plea in

federal court Oct. 20 for dismissal of a securities-fraud

indictment against Guterma which charges conspiracy to

defraud by failing to file SEC reports. Judge David N.

Edelstein reserved decision on the motion.

Too many in TV are ashamed of the medium, and when
it’s criticized they try to please everyone, to rationalize, to

hedge, ABC-TV v.p. and KABC-TV gen. mgr. Selig J. Selig-

man last week told the Western regional convention of

the AAAA at Santa Barbara, Cal. He scolded those in TV
who are apologetic and who are ashamed of their pTOfit

motive. Profit is the first principle, but there should be

revenue left over for experimentation, he said, and there

should be some programming not entirely for profit. Educa-

tional TV should be developed, but in an area apart from
the commercial TV industry, Seligman asserted.

CBC-TV network service has been extended by micro-

wave to CFCR-TV Kamloops, B.C. and CHBC-TV Kelowna,

B.C., with its satellites CHBC-TV-1 Vernon & CHBC-TV-2
Penticton.

ABC Makes It in Daytime: it took ABC-TV nearly a whole
year to turn the trick, but the network’s invasion of day-

time program hours is now paying off in the kind of rat-

ings & sponsorship ABC officials originally anticipated but

didn’t at first receive. In Trendex markets, where net-

works face 3-way daytime competition, ABC edged out

NBC-TV in audience share during the noon-4 p.m. period

for the week ending Oct. 16 with a 23.3 against 22.5, nearly

doubling the 12.6 share ABC scored back in Jan.-March.

CBS-TV still led the daytime field (as it has for several

seasons) with a 37.0 share.

In sales, ABC has advanced from the point this sum-
mer where only 50% of 70 available 15-min. periods were
sold. At the moment ABC’s network sales dept, tells us,

sales are up to the 75% mark with the addition of new
sponsors Coty, Staley, S. C. Johnson, Sterling Drug, Durkee
Foods and Minute Maid, and additional participations

from Gen. Foods, Lever Bros., Reynolds Metals, Drackett.

CBS-TV pres. Louis Cowan entered a N.Y. hospital

Oct. 22 for treatment of a thrombosis, according to an
intra-network memo. “Although there is no way of know-
ing how long he will have to be hospitalized, we are advised

that a minimum of several weeks is usual in cases of this

kind,” the memo said. Cowan’s functions will be carried

on by “a team of vice presidents,” CBS says, but insiders

say Cowan’s day-to-day operational duties will actually be

handled by exec. v.p. James T. Aubrey.

Step-up in NBC-TV sports coverage is evident in a

50% increase in the number of professional basketball

games being televised on Sat. & Sun. afternoons this season.

The network is entering its 6th year of pro-basketball cov-

erage with plans to telecast 49 games, compared to only 25

NBA games last year. Sponsors include Anheuser-Busch

& Phillies Cigars.

Canadian TV industry awards will be established for

annual recognition of outstanding network & local pro-

grams in a range of classifications. Representatives of CBC
and its 51 affiliated TV stations approved the award pro-

posal at the recent affiliates meeting. The program ad-

visory committee will select an appropriate TV industry

symbol & name for the awards.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV

Daytime programming participations, 20 15-min. segs. over

35 wks.
Durkee Famous Foods (Meldrum & Few-
smith)

Daytime programming participations, one 15-min. seg. each
week for 52 wks.
Whitehall Labs (Ted Bates)

NBC-TV

Laramie, Tues., 7:30-8:30 p.m., one-third segs. alt. wks.

Liggett & Myers (McCann-Erickson), Col-

gate-Palmolive (Ted Bates & Co.), Miles

Labs (Wade)

Bonanza, Sat., 7:30-8:30 p.m., alt. wk. one-third segs.

Miles Labs (Wade)

The Philadelphia Story, Dec. 7, 9:30-11 p.m., adaptation of

the 1939 Philip Barry comedy.
Westclox and General Mills (both BBDO)
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Personals: Dr. Arthur L. Lebel, acting chief of State

Dept, telecommunications div., elected chairman of Radio

Technical Commission for Aeronautics, succeeding J. S.

Anderson, pres, of Aeronautical Radio Inc. . . . Charles M.

Kenyon, ex-Frito Co., named mktg. dir.. Metropolitan

Bestg. Corp. (WNEW-TV & WNEW N.Y., WTTG Wash-

ington and radio WHK Cleveland) . . . Robert B. Hoag pro-

moted from CBS-TV program sales mgr., N.Y. to asst,

program dir., administration, Hollywood . . . William T.

(Tom) Hamilton, sales mgr., WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind.

& radio WNDU gen. mgr., appointed acting gen. mgr. of

both stations, succeeding Bernard C. Barth who died Sept.

22 (Vol. 15:40 plO) . . . Robert L. Nelson, ex-KHJ-TV Los

Angeles promotion mgr., named asst. dir. of research &
sales promotion, KNXT Los Angeles . . . Rocco C. Siciliano,

ex-special asst, to President Eisenhower for personnel

management, on Dec. 1 becomes partner in Washington

law firm of Wilkinson, Cragun & Barker. He was asst.

Secy, of Labor, July 1953-Sept. 1957 . . . Donald H. Mc-
Gannon, WBC pres., appointed to advisory council for

liberal & fine arts, U. of Notre Dame.
Joseph Casola named sales development mgr., NBC

Spot Sales . . . Harvey La Terre named sales development

coordinator, NBC participating programs . . . George W.
Cyr, ex-WNBK-TV Cleveland and WRCV-TV Philadelphia,

named program dir., WGR-TV Buffalo, succeeding Paul

Sciandra, named to similar post at WROC-TV Rochester.

Otis Freeman, WPIX N.Y. chief engineer, elected en-

gineering v.p. . . . Irving Briskin and William Dozier elected

Screen Gems dirs. . . . Harold C. Lund, Westinghouse Bestg.

Co. v.p. for Pittsburgh area (KDKA-TV & KDKA), honey-
mooning in Caribbean with Pittsburgh actress-model bride

Virginia Mayer . . . Floyd Farr, gen. mgr. of KEEN San
Jose, elected to NAB’s Radio Board to represent Dist. 15,

filling out unexpired term of Joe D. Carroll, who resigned
on leaving KMYC Marysville, Cal.

Obituary

William Golden, 48, creative dir. of sales promotion &
advertising, CBS-TV, died Oct. 23 at his home in Stony
Point, N.Y., from a heart attack. He joined CBS in 1937
and 3 years later was appointed CBS art dir. Surviving
are a wife and son.

Charles B. Brown, 62, ex-v.p. of Bing Crosby Enter-
prises, died in Hollywood Oct. 17 of a heart attack. He was
a former pres, of the Academy of TV Arts & Sciences. His
widow and a brother survive.

Bullish book sales and a revival of reader interest in

Henry James’s The Turn of The Screw was a direct result

of the Oct. 20 Ford-sponsored adaptation starring Ingrid

Bergman on NBC-TV. In N.Y., we checked the Brentano

and Doubleday book shops, and learned that the entire

stock of a paperback edition of James’s novello was ex-

hausted the following day. “The demand wasn’t as heavy

as it is for books tied-in with TV educational shows, but it

was unusual,” an official of Brentano’s Radio City branch

said. At the N.Y. public library, copies of the book were

gone by noon on Oct. 21, with most copies at library

branches also out. Most-asked question at the library by

viewers: “Does the governess defeat the ghosts?” Answer:

“James also left it in doubt.”

New books by broadcasting people: Christmas with Ed
Stdlivan—a potpourri of holiday tales, some well-known,

some Sullivan’s own, or told him by his friends (McGraw-
Hill, $4.95). The Secret World of Kids, by Art Linkletter

(Bernard Geis Associates, $3.50, out Oct. 27th). My Eyes
Are My Heart, Ted Husing autobiography, written with

Cy Rice (Bernard Geis Associates, $3.95, out Oct. 30th).

Publication of 4 books based on Project 20 productions

was announced last week by NBC-TV : Victory at Sea,

(Oct. 22, Doubleday), The Jazz Age, (Putnam, Nov. 13),

Meet Mr. Lincoln, (Ridge Press, Feb. 1960), and Mark
Twain's America (Ridge Press, fall 1960).

Meetings next week: Canadian Board of Best. Gover-

nors public hearings on new broadcasting regulations

(Nov. 2-3), Board of Transport, Ottawa. . . . Bestrs. Pro-

motion Assn, convention (2-4) Warwick Hotel, Philadel-

phia. TIO dir. Louis Hausman will be the keynote speaker.

Others: H. Preston Peters, Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
A. J. Young, Adam Young Inc.; James T. Quirk, TV Guide.

(NBC chmn. Robert Sarnoff canceled his scheduled appear-

ance before the BPA so that he might be “available” in

his N.Y. office Nov. 2 when Charles Van Doren is sched-

uled to testify in Washington..)

David Levy, NBC program & talent v.p., and C. Ter-

rence Clyne, McCann-Erickson TV-radio senior v.p., will

discuss “TV Programming—Its Problems & Prospects” at

the first session of the 16-meeting 1959-60 RTES time buy-

ing & selling seminar, Nov. 17. Attendance is open to all.

For information: RTES, 515 Madison Ave. (PLaza 8-2450).

Board of governors of ABC-TV Affiliates Assn, met for

2-day session with ABC executives in Beverly Hills last

week. Joseph F. Hladky, pres, of KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids,

la., and chmn. of Affiliates Assn, board of governors,

said, “This was the most successful meeting ever held by
the ABC television affiliates with the network. The affil-

iates are very pleased at the progress made by the network,

and with its plans for 1960-61.” All 9 members of the

board attended.

Broadcasting conference for Ore. high school seniors

was slated for Sat. (24) at the U. of Ore. to acquaint the

teen-agers with career opportunities in TV-radio. The all-

day session is the 6th annual meeting sponsored by the

Ore. Assn, of Bestrs. and the U. of Ore. School of Journal-

ism. Last year’s conference attracted more than 200

students & teachers from 37 high schools in the state.

CHEX-TV Peterborough, Ont. lost its video signal dur-

ing an electrical storm recently. As viewers wonderingly

stared at their blank screens, the announcer explained help-

fully: “The audio transmitter at CHEX-TV is off the air.

That is why you cannot hear me.”
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Advertising

In Other Media: Upbeat report on magazine circulation

during first-half 1959 is contained in the latest Gallagher

Report which lists 176 publications having at least 100,000

circulation. Forty-two topped 1 million; 8 had more than

5 million. Among the 25 leaders only 4 were down: first-

place Reader’s Digest (down 0.4%), American Legion,

Time and Argosy. Total single-issue magazine circulation

increased 4.2% to 165,313,223 copies, compared with

158,615,032 in first-half 1958. Subscriptions went up 4.7%,

single copy sales increased 3.2%. The total circulation

increases were higher than in any of three past Gallagher

studies. The single-copy sales increase of 3.2% compared

with an 8.3% decline in the year-ago period, a 5.6% decline

in last-half 1958, and a 4.3% decline in last-half 1957 . . .

Ad revenue of 83 consumer & farm magazines rose 12%
to $549,524,469 during the first 9 months of 1959, up from

$492,644,015 tallied in Jan.-Sept. 1958, reports MAB. The

$57 million gain was the largest in magazine publishing

history. Monthly magazines recorded the major increase,

up 31.9% in dollar volume . . . Magazine linage rose 9.7%

in Oct. over Oct. 1958 and pushed the cumulative Jan.-Oct.

totals 7.1% ahead of the year-ago volume, records Printers’

Ink. Top gainers were business & finance publications, up

16.9% for Sept.-Oct. issues, ahead 8.3% for year-to-date

. . . Newspaper color linage soared 40.7% to 11,922,843

lines in Aug., compared with the r.o.p. color linage reported

for Aug. 1958. Cumulative color linage for Jan.-Aug. is

reported at 93,835,982, a 25% gain over the ’58 period.

Traditional agency practices of buying “standard

metropolitan areas” should be scrapped & replaced by bud-

gets allocated on principle that a city’s true boundary today

is not geographic, but the maximum reach of its TV-radio

stations. So said Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. research dir.

Mel Goldberg last week, as he previewed “Megatown” for

us—a new sound-slide media presentation for which WBC
& its house-rep firm, TvAR, will start management-level

agency exposure this week. The study’s key point is that

the nation’s major cities have exploded in the postwar

period into 15 “megatowns” which contain half of the coun-

try’s population.

More trade associations are coming into TV, says

Sponsor, pegging this as a “banner year” with these 10

now using the medium: American Dairy Assn. {Perry

Como Show, Today ) ;
American Gas Assn. {Playhouse 90)

;

American Petroleum Institute {Today)', Cal. Prune Board

{Today)’, Edison Electric Institute (various daytime);

Florida Citrus (various)
;

Florists Telegraph (Tourna-

ment of Roses) ;
Savings & Loan Foundation (various)

;

Swiss Watchmakers (specials)
;
and U.S. Brewers Insti-

tute (specials).

Performance of TV-radio reps was rated good-to-excel-

lent by 68% of 133 ad-agency media executives who re-

sponded to a recent Sponsor appraisal survey. Other

scores: fair, 28%; poor, 2%; terrible, 2%. The reps were

rated strongest in “serving us with availabilities promptly,”

received the most knocks for “giving everyone the same

station & package rates.” Overwhelming requests from the

respondents were for more expert salesmen, more general

market data, more competitive media information, more

special package rates, and less direct mail data.

New rep: WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala. to Venard,

Rintoul & McConnell Oct. 19 (from Young).

People: William Belcher, ex-Y&R, named associate media

dir., McCann-Erickson, Hollywood . . . Crawford Paton,

ex-Warner Bros., named McCann-Erickson v.p. & mgr. of

the new media div. consisting of the media dept. & media

planning unit in the N.Y. office. The 2 units of the new
div. will continue under their present management.

Frank K. Mayers and Paul K. Hogue elected Foote,

Cone & Belding v.p.’s . . . Glen W. Fortinberry, ex-Maxon,

named D’Arcy Adv. v.p. . . . Charles C. Allen, ex-Blair TV,

appointed business mgr., TV-radio dept., Kudner Agency
. . . Victor G. Kenyon, James G. Maepherson, Allen Z.

Hodshire elected Maxon v.p.’s . . . George Hamm named
Leo Burnett v.p. . . . Fred Roth named Grant Adv. v.p. . . .

James H. Cobb, ex-Adams & Keyes, named Fletcher Rich-

ards, Calkins & Holden v.p.

Grey Agency is currently presenting this “fragmen-

tary list of new media born in recent months or now in

gestation: Space sold to advertisers on: milk cartons

supermarket shopping bags, restaurant place mats, rest

room roller towels. Doctor Spock’s book on baby care, trad-

ing stamp books, paperback books, golf tees, parking

meters, in-the-store television, circulars on seats of com-

muter trains, and even the hitherto inviolate exterior of

Fifth Avenue busses . . . and so many others. New types

of magazines: coupon magazines on sale at supermarkets,

a magazine which can not only be read, but can be used as

long-playing records; new magazines to reach special miar-

kets. Don’s be surprised to se more billboards crop out at

marinas and waterways where the millions of boat enthu-

siasts congregate. Underwater billboards to appeal to skin

divers are more than a dream. They’re in existence.”

Another FTC warning to suppliers & retailers to stop

illegal pricing and/or advertising allowance practices (Vol.

15:37 plO) has been trumpeted by chmn. Earl W. Kintner.

In a speech to a Washington convention of the National

Assn, of Food Chains, he called on retailers to police their

“own individual business conduct” if they want to avoid an

FTC crackdown. Some elements in the food industry

“measure up rather badly” in their practices now, Kintner

said, adding “there is every reason to believe that the com-

ing years may see a renewed emphasis on direct enforce-

ment” of Clayton Act bans on discriminatory pricing.

Network TV daytime billings jumped 28.2% in Aug.

over Aug. 1958, pacing an overall 27% increase for the

first 8 months of 1959 compared with the Jan.-Aug. 1958

period, reports TvB. Cumulative gross time charges show

daytime billings of $132,645,979 for Jan.-Aug. 1959 vs.

$104,452,184 for the first 8 months of 1958. Aug. 1959

billings were $14,253,181 compared with $11,120,040 for

the year-ago month. Aug. 1959’s leading TV network ad-

vertiser was Procter & Gamble, with $3,828,802 in gross

billings. Kent cigarets was the leading net-advertised TV
brand, with $873,519 in billings.

“Silent movie” commercials are gaining in favor as an

off-beat TV sales technique. A series of such pantomimed

plugs for Dutch Masters cigars, featuring comic Ernie

Kovacs, will be integrated in the cigar firm’s new panel

show. Take a Good Look, that started Oct. 22 on ABC-TV.

Obituary

Will Whitmore, 57, AT&T adv. mgr. for sales promo-

tion, died Oct. 20 at St. Luke’s Hospital. He is survived by

his wife and 2 daughters.
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Film & Tape

FEAR IN HOLLYWOOD: What some observers have

termed Hollywood’s worst TV season has brought near

panic to the film capitol, with about half the series in

various stages of trouble.

Symptomatic of the panic is the mass exodus of pro-

ducers from series at such an early stage (Vol. 15:41, 42)

and Westinghouse’s cutback of Desilii Playhouse to alter-

nating sponsorship, making the 60-min. show the first

casualty of the season. There is also the frenzied commut-

ing between both coasts by network, agency and produc-

tion executives trying to plug up the dam of what may be

a record flood of casualties.

We predicted a sizable number of year-end cancella-

tions (Vol. 15:31), and nothing has happened since then to

change that belief. On the contrary, it now appears the

cancellations will come earlier than anticipated.

Understandably, there are varied explanations for the

coastal tremors. Some executives blame nervous sponsors

& agencies. Others make networks the heavies. Still they

complain that while there hasn’t been a single hit show

among the new entries it’s too early to push the panic

button. Unquestionably significant in the picture is Niel-

sen’s new report (see p. 9) showing dropped ratings

for Westerns, suspense dramas and adventure films.

Don Sharpe, producer-packager, commented: “There

has been so much indecision by the agencies & networks

that they have panicked. Once the networks take the posi-

tion it’s their job to program, they’re in trouble. Every-

body becomes a critic, and everybody panics.” Producer

Bud Yorkin, just back from N.Y. to discuss several ven-

tures with ad agencies, said: “I’ve never seen them so

unhappy with what they’re getting from Hollywood.” Re-

marked a top MCA executive: “The panic is on. The

sponsors & agencies are getting nervous earlier than ever

before. They’re not waiting this season.”

But the fact remains that most shows are not drawing

big. Example: Westinghouse has been paying $100,000 a

segment for Desilu Playhouse, yet its ratings have been

slipping. When ABC’s 77 Sunset Strip began its new sea-

son opposite Playhouse, it cut the anthology series down to

its lowest rating ever. McCann-Erickson’s Bob Healy flew

to Hollywood to notify Desilu that beginning Jan. 1 it

would pay for a Playhouse only every other week. While

tradesters were not surprised at the action, there was sur-

prise that it came so soon. The cutback represents a loss of

approximately $1.2 million in production money to Desilu.

Aside from its ratings. Playhouse has suffered from
undistinguished product and its shift from Mon. to Fri.

night, opposite the popular Sunset Strip. A press handout
from Desilu said it was going along with the cutback to

“maintain program standards,” and because of Desi

Arnaz’ “many commitments.” Desilu has one other net-

work series. The Untouchables, half-ownership in The Ann
Sothern Show and The Texan and 2 syndicated series.

Grand Jury and U.S. Marshal. Desilu must still film

15 Playhouse segments, but once they’re completed, will

need new tenants or shows to keep stages busy at its 3

studios—Desilu Gower, Culver and Cahuenga. CBS is con-

sidering specials for the alternate weeks of Playhouse.

Another trouble spot is 20th-Fox TV, off to a faltering

start this season, particularly with Adventures in Paradise.

Production chief Buddy Adler had to step in to supervise
the series. 20th-Fox TV pres. Peter Levathes told us last

week there is “tremendous improvement” in upcoming seg-

ments, and he is confident the series will make it.

NBC last week made the first buy of a show for next

year, an untitled Western starring Brian Keith, and pro-

duced by Four Star Films. The network apparently bought

the series to replace another show to be axed this fall, but

Hollywood sources didn’t know which. The new series was

formerly titled Winchester. The network order is for 26

segments, with option for 13 more. This gives Four Star a

total of 10 series.

Observers estimate there are more than 30 series in

trouble at this point—which means there’s scarcely a tele-

film company in Hollywood that’s immune, certainly few

among the bulk producers of film. There are a few islands

of calm, such as Spartan Productions, which produces

the hit Peter Gunn. (Spartan has a second series, Mr.

Lucky, which was slated to debut Sat. night.)

In Hollywood last week desperate efforts were being

made to salvage series in trouble, and failing that, to have

ready pilots or presentations for new replacements.

While nobody seems to expect many hits from TV any-

more, most feel that this season has failed to produce one

hit thus far. Last season there were 2

—

Peter Gunn &
77 Sunset Strip. However, there are a lot of telefilm series

which still have good ratings, sustain quality and are safe.

Not surprisingly, some of these are holdovers. Still right

up there flirting with the No. 1 spot in ratings is the

veteran Western, Gunsmoke. Its CBS stablemate. Have
Gun—Will Travel, still has good ratings despite its

behind-the-scenes difficulties this season. Revue’s Wagon
Train is sturdier than ever, rolling along with a steady &
increasing following. Peter Gunn and 77 Sunset Strip

retain their popularity, and are out-distancing all their

imitators this season.

A promising newcomer is Screen Gems’ Dennis the

Menace, which has upset Maverick in the ratings. Other

film shows considered safe on the basis of ratings thus far

include Wanted—Dead or Alive, Dick Powell’s Zane Grey

Theatre, The Deputy, GE Theatre, Bat Masterson, The
Real McCoys, Bachelor Father, The Texan, The Rifleman,

The Detectives, Tales of Wells Fargo, and Lawman.

* * *

Overseas film shows are having producer problems too,

paralleling the current wave of Hollywood telefilm resigna-

tions (Vol. 15:42, pl5). Anthony Perry, producer of

Interpol Calling, a 30-min. filmed-in-England series being

made as a co-production between J. Arthur Rank and ITC’s

Jack Wrather, resigned last week in London. The series is

on the air on British commercial TV, but won’t be placed

on the U.S. market until production, currently lagging far

behind schedule, can be accelerated. Also involved in a

labor fracas, for the third time, is NTA-BBC co-produc-

tion The Third Man, with British film unions complaining

the producers are attempting to force a labor speedup.

Hollywood’s Labor Pains: Writers Guild of America, al-

ready striking the independent movie producers, became

further enmeshed in difficulties last week, when the major

movie studios rejected key demands in the Guild’s proposals

for a new contract. As anticipated, the studios turned

down proposals for a format on payment regarding post-

1948 movies released to TV, and a demand to reopen nego-

tiations on payments of movies to pay TV when and if

there is such a system. The majors termed the situation a

“deadlock,” and said the Guild had sent a notice of termina-

tion of contract effective Nov. 17. The Guild, on the other

hand, said it wanted to have more negotiations, to sidestep

the crucial issues for the time being.
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MGM Looks Ahead: MGM-TV isn’t at all discouraged by

the fact that reruns of The Thin Man on NBC-TV are its

sole network vehicle this season. With the aid of a $21,000,

43-min., semi-animated “concept presentation,” TV v.p.

George T. Shupert is already making the rounds of top

ad agencies & the networks to drum up long-range busi-

ness for the 1960-61 season for a total of 14 new telefilm

properties in almost every program category.

In N.Y. last week, Shupert said that “network com-

mitments” had been made so far on 3 of tbeir proposed

series Asphalt Jungle, Father of the Bride and The Island-

ers and that “3 other properties are in the network dis-

cussion stage.” (The committed properties involve ABC-
TV. CBS-TV and NBC-TV have seen the MGM presenta-

tion, but haven’t signed for any shows.)

Shupert doesn’t want to take any chances on being

stuck with pilots of film series that clients will be willing to

buy only if MGM-TV makes extensive changes. MGM
will “share creative control and allow limited profit par-

ticipation down through all the reruns” if networks or

advertisers are willing to share the burden of financing

pilots on most of the proposed series properties, and be in

the act with MGM from the start, he stated.

Other properties in MGM-TV’s new lineup: Me &
My Gals (a situation comedy series produced by Alan Jay
Lerner), Dr. Kildare, National Velvet, The Paradise Kid
(a Western), P.S. from Paris (a situation comedy based

on Art Buchwald stories), Steven V (a private-eye show
about an ex-king-turned-detective). First Family (a series

about life in the White House during Theodore Roosevelt’s

administration). Gold Eagle Gun (a California Western),

Agatha Christie (adaptations of her famous detective

novels) Mystery Street and Night People.
if if

Paramount will expand its telefilm activities through

a newly created offshoot. Paramount Pictures TV div.

(Par-TV), this season. Named to head Paramount film

(but not tape) operations last week was George Gruskin,

onetime co-head of William Morris’ TV-radio talent &
packaging operations. “We plan to operate with an ‘open-

door’ policy to agencymen & network executives, unlike

most other Hollywood majors in TV,” Gruskin told us in

N.Y., adding, “We’re looking at a number of properties

which we intend to produce in pilot form ourselves, or as

co-productions with individual talent, directors, writers or

producers.” In his new post, Gruskin will report to Para-

mount v.p. Robert J. Rubin.

Levathes on TV Critics: TV critics often review shows on

the basis of personal tastes, not with regard to public likes

& dislikes, claims 20th-Fox TV pres. Peter Levatbes. Ad-
mitting that he was referring chiefly to the press roasting

of 20th’s Adventures in Paradise, Levathes opined that

ABC’s junketing of newsmen to Hawaii to preview

Paradise was a mistake. It only brought bad reviews,

which harmed the series, he said.

Levathes (who wasn’t with 20th at the time of that

junket), said he had no quarrel with newsmen who criticize

constructively. But, “these critical reviews were unreal-

istic. I don’t know in what context they panned the show.

In fact, everything on TV is panned. I don’t think such

reviews reflect the views of the people. Some reviewers are

not in touch with the people, other reviewers are scholastic

in their approach. There are some good & some bad shows
this season. There is no evidence that the public is not

watching TV as enthusiastically as it ever did. (For a
contrary report, see p. 9.)

OVERWORKED STARS: Most of the TV stars under con-

tract to Warner Bros, have made a mass protest to the

Screen Actors Guild over what they term unfair work-

ing conditions. Guild’s board of directors will meet this

week (Oct. 26) to consider action in the situation,

which is unprecedented in Hollywood.
Trouble has been brewing for a long time at Burbank,

home of the WB studio. It first became apparent last year

when Clint Walker, star of Cheyenne, was placed on sus-

pension after he protested working conditions and made
certain contractual demands. It’s no secret in Hollywood
that most WB TV stars complain bitterly that they work
too many hours—well past the 6 p.m. deadline usually

followed by most studios. SAG said it has received more
member complaints about Warners than any other company.

The principal objection voiced by the stars is that they

work overtime continually and that the Guild regulation

pi’oviding for a 12-hr. rest period between calls is continu-

ally violated.

A Guild spokesman told us to “watch for explosive

action” following the Mon. meeting. Stars at the SAG
meeting included Efrem Zimbalist Jr., Roger Smith and
Edd Byrnes, 77 Sunset Strip; James Garner, Jack Kelly,

Maverick; Jeff York, Roger Moore, The Alaskans; Clint

Walker, Cheyenne; John Russell, Peter Brown, Lawman;
Anthony Eisley, Poncie Ponce, Hawaiian Eye, and Ty
Hardin, Bronco.

WRITER-PRODUCER ERA MAY FADE: No season has seen

so many writers elevated to producerships—but to date

their overall record is not impressive. It includes only

one hit—the holdover Peter Gunn, turned out by
Blake Edwards. And a number of writer-producers

have already left their series.

Our check of TV producers & executives found them
thinking that TV went overboard in naming writers as

producers this season. Said one top producer, an ex-writer

:

“Producing is a job in itself. Just recognizing a well-

written script isn’t enough—and that’s all most writers

know about production. They are ignorant of budgets,

pre-production, locationing, post-production, cutting, dub-

bing, sound, and other important factors.”

Whether coincidence or not, many of the record number
of production-personnel reshufflings this season have been

on series having producer-w'riters. These include The Trou-
bleshooters, first produced by writer Allen Rivkin, who
was replaced by Frank Rosenberg; Goldie, originally pro-

duced by writer Stanley Roberts, now produced by Marvin
Marx—the show’s 4th producer to date; Laramie, initially

produced by writer Bob Pirosh, who was succeeded by John
Champion; Have Gun—Will Travel, produced by writer

Sam Rolfe, who was replaced by Ben Brady; Man From
Blackhawk, now produced by writer Herb Meadow, but

who is leaving, probably to be replaced by Matt Rapf.

On Philip Marloive, writer Gene Wang has been

named producer (the 4th this season) so it’s too early to

assay his contribution. The same is true of Maverick which
is now produced by ex-writer & story ed. Coles Trapnell.

While there are critical raves for producer-writer Rod
Serling’s Twilight Zone, the ratings have not been impres-

sive; and producer-writer Aaron Spelling’s Johnny Ringo
was clobbered by the critics.

Producer-writer series which have been fairly well

received are Hennesey, Laramie and Riverboat. On the

other hand critics & public alike took a dislike to Hawaiian
Eye, of which writer Stanley Niss is the producer.
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RCA color-TV tape recorder was shipped by plane last

week to Nippon TV Network Corp., Tokyo. One of its first

services will be in broadcasting color tapes of NBC-TV’s

Perry Como Show. An average of 2 hours of color is now

being telecast nightly in the Tokyo area.

Biggest tape-spot campaign to date is claimed by NTA
telestudios for a holiday-season commercial series pro-

duced for Pillsbury Mills and Leo Burnett agency, with

which Telestudios now has a standardized tape-contract

agreement. The commercials, using a Hallowe’en cake-mix

recipe, will be seen on 28 stations and 2 CBS-TV network

shows. To complete the Pillsbury spot & network cover-

age, a total of 45 tape copies are being shipped.

ITC’s Four Just Men has grossed $878,450 to date,

foreign sales dir. Abe Mandell reported last week. The

30-min. film adventure series had been sold in 15 foreign

countries “within 7 weeks after its release for foreign

sale,” said Mandell, prior to departure for a 5-wk. sales

tour of major South American TV cities.

Screen Gems has sold Regal Pale Beer its syndicated

Seven League Boots for 8 western markets and Behind

Closed Doors for 3 Cal. cities.

WABC-TV will “not give up” on its live, late-night

Everything Goes, despite the critical panning it received

following its Sept. 29 debut. Station v.p. & gen. mgr. Joe

Stamler told the trade press in N.Y. Oct. 16 that “the

show has received internal as well as external criticism and

suggestions and will continue to experiment in format.”

Said Stamler: “After all, it took Jack Paar about a year

to get off the ground.”

Debbie Reynolds is the latest addition to ABC-TV’s
big-name special talent (Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby).

Signed by the network to star in 3 specials in 3 years, “the

first probably next spring,” Miss Reynolds also has agreed

to appear as a guest on at least one other ABC-TV special,

bearing out a prediction in our report on star specials last

spring (Vol. 15:17, pp3 & 9).

Newest TV awards were presented by Mad at a dinner

in N.Y. Oct. 22. Tongue-in-cheek prizes included the Sam
Lev comic award (to comics Sam Levenson & Sam Levine),

Vic Tanny physical culture award (Frank Sinatra &
Maurice “Doberman” Gosfield), TV’s cleanliness award
(Lloyd Bridges of Seahunt), best-doorknob-grip-on-TV

award (Loretta Young), bast performance by foreign actor

(Nikita Khrushchev).

Most profitable third quarter for WABC-TV N.Y. was
registered this year, v.p. & gen. mgr. Joseph Stamler re-

ported last week. The station’s net profit increased 31%
over the third quarter 1958, with sales up 22% during July-

Sept. 1959 over the same period 1958.

Ted Cott, NTA v.p. for the firm’s o&o stations and
Storevision, will move from N.Y. to the Hollywood offices

of NTA next spring . . . Millard Segal, Ziv TV inter-

national sales v.p., is currently on a sales swing around
South & Central American TV markets . . . Ralph Baron
appointed spot sales mgr. of ITC’s Arrow Pi'oductions,

rerun distribution div. . . . Kurt Leeds named controller for

Herbert B. Leonard’s pi’oduction operations . . . Edwin J.

Smith has resigned as v.p. & dir. of international opera-
tions, ABC Films. No successor has as yet been named.

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Hutton Productions, owned by Betty Hutton, is spend-

ing $56,000 on each 30-min. segment of her comedy series,

Goldie. Sponsor General Foods pays $42,500 for the show,

representing a sizable loss each week for the Hutton com-

pany. Time alone can tell if the gamble will pay off. If the

show doesn’t appeal to the public this pattern means a huge

loss, not alone for this season, but for the future. Rerun

values of a show which doesn’t make it are weaker.

Roncom Productions, owned by Perry Como, plans two

13-wk. half-hour telefilm series as summer replacements

for his NBC Kraft Music Hall. The company will also pro-

duce four 60-min. pilots. Alvin Cooperman, ex-June Ally-

son producer, is exec, producer of Roncom’s film activities.

Robert Paul Smith’s non-fiction bestseller. Where Did

You Go? Out, What Did You Do? Nothing, is the basis of

a series of the same name (!) to be produced by Stanley

Roberts. He is now casting the comedy, and plans to offer

a pilot next spring.

Revue Productions continuing its expansion program

at the studio (the former Universal-International lot), is

now constructing a new executive building . . . Sherman

Productions, owned by Teddi (CQ) and Lynn Sherman, plan

a Western series, Jungle-Bob Jones, Allen Rivkin producer.

George Stevens Jr. is developing a telefilm series, and

is now negotiating for a property. His father, the producer-

director, told us he & his son may engage in joint TV ven-

tures under the aegis of the Stevens Co. The son would do

the actual work inasmuch as Stevens Sr. is busy with

movies “and TV is a young man’s game.”

Producer-writer Stanley Roberts is preparing a pilot,

Mr. Harkrider and Mr. Sweeney, which will go into produc-

tion at the Goldwyn studio in Nov. It’s a comedy series,

and Roberts is aiming it at the spring buying season.

William Frawley and Gale Gordon will star.

Ziv’s Tombstone Territory, which bowed out of ABC-
TV Oct. 9, has already lined up 38 markets for its syndi-

cation debut. The same firm’s Cisco Kid, which has been

in syndication for 10 years, is debuting in color in Boston,

Atlanta, Chicago and Washington. Most “Cisco” episodes

were originally filmed on commercial Kodachrome (which

the producer likes to call “Zivcolor”) but printed in b&w.

Spartan Productions is planning 2 new series, the 60-

min. Western, Rango, and a half-hour mystery, Boston
Terrier. Blake Edwards, who created the properties, does

not plan pilots, will seek to sell via presentations instead.

. . . Sharpe-Lewis Productions is planning a 60-min. docu-

mentary musical series for 1960.

Associated British-Pathe Ltd. will release the movie

version of Desilu’s The Untouchables abroad. The show
was a 2-parter on Dcsilu Playhouse last season.

GAC coast TV v.p. Jay Michaels has I'esigned to join

MCA’s TV dept. . . . Producer Herbert B. Leonard has

named Kurt Leeds, ex-Briskin Productions, controller of his

various enterprises . . . Famous Artists has named Thomas
D. Tannenbaum head of its TV packaging on the Coast, and

David Geiber head of TV in N.Y. . . . California Studios

exec, producer Donald Hyde, stationed in London, is return-

ing to Hollywood for production talks with company pres.

Philip N. Krasne.
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1959 TV SALES GUESSTIMATE— 5.8 MILLION: Pre-Christmas TV sales are going to

have to be little short of phenomenal to bring total 1959 retail sales up to the widely-predicted 6-million-set

mark. That's becoming increasingly obvious as steel strike begins to show its economic effects.

So we'll hazard conservative guesstimate that this year's retail TV sales will total about 5.8 million

imits—or about 14% higher than last year's 5.1 million. In unit sales, this would make 1959 second-poorest

year since 1951—but dollar-wise this won't necessarily be so, as all manufacturers report higher-end mer-

chandise selling better than ever.

Set makers aren't complaining—sales are still running well ahead of last year. But sales for first

half of 1959 were relatively slow, dragging full-year total down. It wasn't until June, in fact, that cumulative

1959 retail TV sales passed those of the same period of 1958.

Preliminary & unofficial 9-month retail TV sales figures show about 3,825,000 sets sold through Sept.,

compared with 3,468,000 in the same 1958 period. On basis of past performance, average of 67.2% of year's

TV sales are made in first 9 months. This means sales through Sept, have been running at 5.7 million rate.

Sept, retail TV sales were really hot, judging from preliminary figures. About 700,009 sets were

sold, best month by far this year. Sept, normally is 2nd only to Dec. in retail sales, and this year's figures

compare with 605,638 sets sold in Sept. 1958. (Official EIA sales figures, due in about 2 weeks, probably

will be somewhat lower than preliminary estimate, due to deduction of export sales.)

As steel strike's economic effects begin to be felt by more & more families, it's good guess that Oct.

will see sales rate drop considerably below September's. Therefore, even if there's quick settlement of steel

strike, there's not too much chance of total 1959 sales exceeding 5.8 million.

Set makers are beginning to express more concern about steel shortages. Most of them fear that these

shortages will be felt in terms of component delivery stretchouts, perhaps in late Dec. or Jan.

No retail TV shortages are foreseen for rest of year. At all levels of trade, inventories total about

2.2 million—higher than last year's 2.1 million at the same time, but lower than 1956's 2.5 million. Today's

inventories are considered healthy—especially in the sense that they provide some cushioning in case mate-

rial shortages are felt earlier than anticipated.

After 1959, what? Set makers are more hesitant than usual to predict what next year will bring,

particularly in view of possible component shortages due to steel strike's after-effects. The market research

dept, of one manufacturer is tentatively basing its planning on conservative figure of 6.3 million set sales at

retail. Barring unusual economic disturbances, 1960 must be bigger TV sales year than 1959, because there

will be 5 to 6 million additional sets-in-use which can be considered of replacement age—not to mention

additional new family-unit markets for first sets plus increasing desires for 2nd sets prompted by greater

portability of sets designed as secondary units.

2-PIECE STEREO—A MINORITY REPORT: "We don't believe in single-unit stereo, and

we're not handling any. Our stereo sales this year have been very good—completely up to expectations."

This statement comes not from the manager of a tiny audiophile hobby shop, but from the TV-radio

supervisor of the world's largest consumer-goods retailer—A. T. Chameroy of Sears, Roebuck & Co. Sears'

views & experiences are completely at variance with almost all other merchandisers & manufacturers of

package hi fi. They've told us that multi-piece stereo is dead, single-unit cabinets making up about 90% of

all stereo sales (Vol. 15:42 pi 7).

Chameroy & his associates hold pretty strong views on merits of 2-piece vs. single-unit stereo, and

they feel that putting 2-piece stereo over is matter of merchandising. "Our salespeople explain what it is,"

Chameroy tells us, "and the customers buy it." He himself gave us Sears' explanation of why the big mail-

order & retail house is sticking to multi-unit stereo:

"We have to be very careful with our customers, because they come to us for many of their needs.

And we feel that in single-unit stereo the customer just doesn't get what he's looking for. Stereo rrieahs sep-
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arate sound and our opinion is that you can't get real, true well-separated stereo from a single cabinet. The

sound has to originate from at least 2 different sources." High acceptance of multi-piece stereo, he says, is

result of training sales people to know what they're talking about.

Sears' stereo consoles—all multi-unit—range from $149 to $500. Like other makes. Sears' Silvertone

is experiencing best sales in middle of line, around $300. Manufacturers of Silvertone brand stereo hi fi include

Warwick and Pacific Mercury.

As to TV sales, Chameroy agrees that it has been "very good year" so far. He says spot shortages

due to effects of steel strike may take their toll in Dec. or Jan. Barring material shortages, he cautiously pre-

dicts 1960 industry-wide TV sales about 4% to 5% higher than this year, conceding that at this point it can be

little more than a guess.

Transistor Sales Hit Peak: Factory sales of transistors

during Aug. soared to a record monthly volume and carried

the cumulative Jan.-Aug. total to 49,257,957 units valued

at $133,486,228—more units by far than were sold during

all of 1958 (47,051,000 transistors valued at $112,730,000).

The Aug. sales of 7,129,696 ($18,054,138) wex’e far

ahead of Aug. 1958’s 4,226,616 ($9,975,935), up sharply

from July’s volume (Vol. 15:38 p21) of 6,030,265 ($15,-

618,315), and nearly double the total transistors sold dur-

ing calendar year 1955. Following are EIA’s official unit

& dollar figures

:

1959 1958
Units Dollars Units Dollars

January 5,195.317 13,243,224 2,955,247 6,704,383
February 5,393,377 15,550,056 3,106,708 6,806,562
March 6,310,286 18,117,560 2,976,843 6,795,427
April 5,906,736 16,864,049 2,856,234 7,025,547
May 6,358,097 19,007,293 2,999,198 7,250,824
June 6,934,213 18,031,593 3,558,094 8,262,343
July 6,030,265 15,618,315 2,631,894 6,598,762
August 7,129,696 18,054,138 4,226,616 9,975,935

TOTAL 49,257,957 $133,486,228 25,310,834 $62,419,783

NARDA’s 1960 convention is slated for Jan. 3-5 in

Chicago, with sessions scheduled for the Merchandise

Mart and the Conrad Hilton Hotel. The still-incomplete

program of luncheon, clinic and panel speakers already in-

cludes such industry notables as Philco pres. James M.
Skinner Jr.; Westinghouse pres. Mark Cresap; Zenith

pres. Joseph S. Wright; General Motors’ Dr. Carl C. Byers;

George D. Roper Corp. v.p. E. Carl Sorby; GE v.p. Charles

K. Rieger, who will be the keynote speaker at the opening
session; and Home Furnishings Daily columnist Raymond
Reed.

Tough TV camera tube for rigorous industrial & mili-

tary applications was announced last week by RCA. The
shock-&-vibration-resistant image orthicon (RCA-7198)
will operate efficiently at temperatures as high as 71

degrees Centigrade, at relative humidities up to 95%, at

altitudes up to 60,000 ft., reports industrial tube products
mgr. C. E. Burnett. The tube’s resolution capability is

reported in excess of 600 TV lines.

Du Mont Labs’ 485,000-sq. ft. East Paterson, N.J. plant
has been sold to Curtiss-Wright Corp. for use by the
aircraft maker’s electronics div. Du Mont will consolidate
its military research & development div. with its other
operations in the main plant in Clifton, N.J. The East
Paterson plant was built in 1942 by the Govt, for Curtiss-
Wright and has been occupied by Du Mont since 1948.

Columbia Records has joined the Magnetic Recording
Industry Assn., the 46-member association of manufac-
turers of pre-recorded tapes & tape recorders.

Capehart Corp. was approved as the new name for
Dynamic Electronics-New York Inc. (Vol. 15:42 pl9) at a
special stockholders meeting last week.

Tri-city closed-circuit colorcast to herald National

Color TV Month (Nov.) will be sponsored this week (27)

by the Crosley Bestg. Corp. to apprise RCA dealers in

Cincinnati, Columbus and Dayton of CBC’s plans & invest-

ment in color programming & promotion. The 6:45 to

7:30 p.m. color program will originate at CBC’s WLW-T
Cincinnati, and will be relayed to studios of WLW-C
Columbus, WLW-D Dayton. Scheduled to participate in

the program are CBC pres. & gen. mgr. R. E. Dunville,

NBC TV Sales v.p. Don Durgin, RCA TV v.p. James M.
Toney, RCA color TV coordinator W. E. Boss, and exec,

v.p. E. L. Foster of distributor Ohio Appliances. A Crosley

spokesman told us that a similar program has been offered

for Admiral dealers.

General Telephone & Electronics is acquiring full own-
ership of Lenkurt Electric Co., San Carlos, Cal. maker of

carrier, telephone and other communication equipment.
GT&E now owns about 31% of Lenkurt’s stock, is acquir-

ing the remainder from pres. Lennart G. Erickson and
exec. v.p. Kurt E. Appert. GT&E v.p.-treas. John J. Doug-
las will become pres, of Lenkurt, which will operate as a
subsidiary, Lenkurt v.p. George F. Koth will become v.p.-

gen. mgr., and Erickson & Appert will be members of the
Lenkurt board. Lenkurt’s 1958 sales totaled more than $28
million. The company employs more than 1,800 persons.

Ban on use of portable TVs & radios aboard com-
mercial & private aircraft is being considered by a special

committee of the Radio Technical Commission for Aero-
nautics. The prohibition, which would follow a similar rule

for international aircraft, would be based on the potential

interference caused by TVs & radios with aircraft electronic

equipment. In a preliminary report, the committee said

tests showed that hearing aids, portable recorders and dic-

tating machines do not constitute a hazard.

Scope Electronics Corp., subsidiary of Symphonic Elec-
tronic Corp., N.Y. has acquired exclusive U.S. direct-to-

dealer distributor rights to EMI home & professional hi-fi

components. EMI, a div. of Electric & Musical Industries
Ltd. of England, has a complete line including pre-ampli-
fiers, amplifiers, 4-track tape recorders and AM-FM stereo
tuners. Scope Electronics also will be the exclusive distribu-

tor of Dr. Dutton studio-monitoring speaker enclosures.

Sylvania has been awarded a $15 million Army Signal
Corps contract for development of specialized radar equip-
ment. Pres. Robert E. Lewis described the radar as high-
precision equipment which locates hostile artillery sites at
long range and establishes a fix on their position. Re-
quired data is processed by high-speed computers.

Thealer-screen advertising is being used by Zenith for

the first time, with 7 color-film commercials keyed to the
theme “quality goes in before the name goes on.” Three
of the films feature TV, 2 radio, 2 stereo.
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Trade Personals: Carroll R. Miner, ex-GE, named chief

engineer of Hoffman consumer products div., succeeding

Charles A. Nichols, resigned (Vol. 15:41 pl9) . . . Herbert

L. Block named merchandise mgr., Zenith Radio Corp. of

N.Y. ... A. Henry Casey named Siegler Corp. dir of cor-

porate PR & adv., to supervise a “major corporate identi-

fication effort” . . . Tom Parrish, ex-Universal Recording

Corp., named special products div. audio programming dir.,

Conley Electronics Corp.

Jennings B. Dow, Hazeltine Corp. dir. & pres, of its

electronics div., elected pres, of Hazeltine Research Corp.,

which is opening a new research & development center in

Plainview, N.Y.; Dr. R. K. Hellmann, Hazeltine Electronics

asst, v.p., named HRC operating v.p. & technical dir. . . .

Jess E. Dines appointed to new post of industrial & military

tube div. sales mgr., Thomas Electronics.

Richard C. Palmer, ex-Fairchild Engine & Airplane

Corp., named Stromberg-Carlson v.p. & mgr. of the Wash-
ington office. Andrew H. Bergeson, who previously man-
aged the Washington office, has resigned to establish a

business investment firm . . . Jesse R. Lien named dir. of

Sylvania’s new electronic defense labs, which now include

2 new labs: systems engineering. Dr. B. A. Wambsganss,
mgr., and equipment engineering, F. E. Butterfield, mgr.;

Earle Eldredge promoted from projects dept. mgr. to asst,

dir. for operations; A. H. Brolly appointed to direct the new
equipment fabrication facility.

S. George Lawson named to new post of operations

mgr., Sylvania semiconductor div. . . . Dr. Diedrich W.
Schwarz named pres., gen. mgr. & dir. of Controls Co. of

America’s subsidiary. Solid State Electronics Controls Inc.

. . . George H. Ritter named plant mgr. of RCA’s new
transistor & rectifier manufacturing facility to be con-

structed in Mountaintop, Pa.
* * *

Frederick R. Lack, dir. of EIA’s engineering dept., will

be guest speaker at the opening-day luncheon of the 1959

electron-devices meeting of IRE’s Professional Group on

Electron Devices Oct. 29-30 at Washington’s Shoreham
Hotel. He will analyze the pitfalls of adapting new elec-

tronic devices to present markets. Among invited papers

at the opening general session: “Tunnel Diodes,” by R. N.

Hall, GE research lab; “Competing Means of Achieving

Low Noise,” by H. Heffner, Stanford U.; “Functional De-

vices,” by I. M. Ross, Bell Labs. Dr. Leo Esaki, Japanese

inventor of the tunnel diode, will be a special luncheon guest.

Daystrom has teamed with Japan’s Nichemen & Co.

Ltd. to create Daystrom-Nichemen, KK., Far Eastern dis-

tributor for Weston instruments, Heathkit radio, phono-

graph & test equipment, other electronic products. Day-
strom international div. v.p. William H. Westphal said

his firm will have controlling interest in the new concern,

which will be based in Osaka, Japan. The new distributor

also will explore the feasibility of licensing Japanese man-
ufacturers to produce Daystrom products.

Packard-Bell closed its 1959 fiscal year Sept. 30 with

record 4th quarter sales—up 68.4% over the volume of the

year-ago quarter. The Sept, volume soared 76.6% and

topped a sales record set in 1952. July sales also set a new
monthly record, up 64% from July 1958.

Obituary

Cyril Nathaniel Hoyler, 54, RCA Labs technical rela-

tions mgr. and widely known lecturer on electronic science,

died Oct. 21 after an automobile accident in Saskatchewan,

Canada. He is survived by his wife and three sons.

Finance

Record Sales for RCA: RCA’s 9-month net profit was up
38% over the same period last year, while sales for both

the 9-month period and the 3rd quarter set new records.

The first 3 quarters’ sales totaled $978.2 million, up 17%
over the comparable 1958 figure, the company announced
last week. The consolidated income statement for RCA &
subsidiaries for 9 months ended Sept. 30:

1959
Sales $978,200,000
Net profit 27,300,000
Earned per share 1.80
Shares outstanding 14,019,213
For 3 months ended Sept. 30:

Sales $344,500,000
Net profit 7,900,000
Earned per share 51^

1958
$834,800,000

19,800,000
1.26

13,842,107

$292,200,000
6,300,000

40^

Hoffman Electronics Corp. netted a 25% increase in

profits for the 9 months ended Sept. 30, pres. H. Leslie

Hoffman reported last week. He said all manufacturing
divs. of the firm registered increased sales & earnings and
the military order backlog of the labs div. now is 3 times

that of a year ago. For the 9 months ended Sept. 30 (1958

figures adjusted to reflect 100% stock dividend):

Sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$34,261,157

1,565,366
1.04

1,506,322

1958
$27,998,756

1,248,963
84(‘

1,476,756

Siegler sales rose 11% in the first fiscal quarter ended

Sept. 30, pushing earnings substantially ahead of those for

the year-ago quarter, pres. John G. Brooks told the N.Y.

Society of Security Analysts last week. A major factor in

the firm’s overall improvement was a 43.4% increase in

sales of its Olympic TV sets—which compares, he said,

with an industrywide increase of 14.7%. Brooks claimed

that Siegler’s Olympic div. now ranks 6th or 7th among
the nation’s TV set makers. For quarter ended Sept. 30:

1959 1958

Sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

$21,189,245 $19,005,631
815,616 533,262

50c 35c
1,634,026 1,514,968

Raytheon earnings gained slightly on appreciably in-

creased sales during the quarter ended Sept. 27. Total

sales & earnings for the 9 months ended that date were
up markedly over the year-ago period’s levels. The 1959

totals include the performances of both Machlett Labs and
Sorenson & Co. which were acquired by Raytheon this year.

For the quarter ended Sept. 27: 1959 1958

Sales $110,601,000 $84,978,000
Net income 2,562,000 2,491,000
Earned per share 73C 82C
Shares outstanding 3,414,492 3,032,438

For 9 months ended Sept. 27

:

Sales $345,764,000 $264,079,000
Net income 7,674,000 6,381,000
Earned per share 2.22 2.10

Allied Radio Corp., big mail-order, wholesale & retail

electronic parts & hi-fi dealer, whose stock is now being

offered to public, lists total assets of $9,544,058, current

assets of $8,748,829 in prospectus issued by White, Weld
& Co. Prospectus gives this statement of consolidated in-

come for the year ended July 31: 1959
Net sales $29,682,110
Net income 1,151,741
Earned per share 1.15
Shares outstanding 1,000,000

1958
$27,070,464

833,947
83C

1
,
000,000
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Storer Bcstg. Co. reports earnings of $3,580,268 ($1.45

I per share) for the nine months ended Sept. 30, up from

|, $264,782 (11^) during the same 1958 period. The 1958

I earnings were depressed by expenses incurred in discon-

tinuance of WVUE Wilmington-Philadelphia. Total sales

. were not given, but Storer announced that TV station

revenues for the 9 months increased by 8.9% over the com-

parable 1958 period, while radio revenues were up 11.6%.

For 3rd-quarter 1959, net profit totaled $865,719 compared

with a loss of $1,464,838 in the third quarter of 1958. The

company said that WITI Milwaukee, acquired in Dec. 1958,

was “making good progress and contributing substantially

to earnings.” The company’s 4th-quarter prospects were

termed “most favorable.”

National Video Corp. has filed a registration statement

with SEC covering 283,307 Class A shares for a proposed

secondary offering. The shares will be offered by Bache &
Co. for certain selling stockholders and none of the pro-

ceeds will accrue to the TV picture-tube maker. For the

year ended May 31, National Video had a net income of

$1,018,996 on net sales of $14,853,531, compared with the

year-ago income of $350,021 on $11,697,930 sales. For the

3 months ended Aug. 31, the net income was $180,967 on

$3,737,216 sales compared with the net income of $139,437

on sales of $3,157,643 during the year-ago first fiscal

quarter.

Howard W. Sams & Co., which recently merged the

Waldemar Press and Howard Co, (Vol. 15:35 pl8), seeks

SEC registration (File 2-15749) of 88,000 common-stock

shares for public sale, 50,000 by the company and 38,000 by

present holders. The underwriters are Indianapolis Bond

& Share Corp., Walston & Co. Inc. and Kiser, Cohn &
I Shumaker Inc., terms to be supplied in an amended SEC

statement. Net proceeds of the sale would be used for

working capital needed because of sales expansion and for

debt payments. The selling stockholders are Sams. chmn.

Howard W. Sams (30,000 of 183,926 shares held) and v.p.

Donald B. Shaw (8,000 of 20,156).

Acquisition by Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.

of 25% interest in newly-formed Instrument Systems Corp.

was announced last week by pres. Benjamin Abrams.

Emerson will be represented by v.p.-controller A. A. Vogel

on the board of the College Point, N.Y. producer of pre-

cision instruments. Instrument Systems Corp. is headed

by chmn. Helmuth W. Waldorf & pres. Siegfried Suskind,

will center activities in precision instrument, electro-

mechanical and microwave fields.

Official Films, for year ended June 30, reports net loss

of $178,461 on gross income of $857,964, compared with a

net loss of $180,095 in fiscal 1958. “Substantially all of this

loss,” pres. Harold L. Hackett told stockholders in the an-

nual report, “was due to a special amortization, namely the

write-down of contract rights to certain motion pictures.”

Company ended fiscal year with current assets of $2,335,097,

current liabilities of $736,276, earned surplus of $196,274.

Reports & comments available: RCA, study by Jesup
& Lamont, 26 Broadway, N.Y. 4 . . . Paramount Pictures,

review, Schweickhardt & Co., Hibernia Building, New Or-

leans 12 . . . Siegler, comments. Van Alstyne, Noel & Co.,

52 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . Philips Electronics, analysis, Evans
& Co., 300 Park Ave., N.Y. 22 . . . International Telephone,

I comments, Fahnestock & Co., 65 Broadway, N.Y. 6 . . .

General Tire & Rubber Co., report, Reynolds & Co., 120

Broadway, N.Y. 5 . . . Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.,

prospectus, Hayden, Miller & Co., Union Commerce Build-

ing, Cleveland 14.

New Electronics Giant: Consolidated Electronics Indus-

tries Corp., a new combine in the electronics, electrical,

pharmaceutical, chemical & utility fields, with total assets

of more than $75 million & net current assets of more than

$33 million, was born Oct. 16 when stockholders of the con-

stituent companies—mostly Philips firms in the U.S.—ap-

proved a merger (Vol. 15:15 p20, 15:30 pl8).

Consolidated’s combined sales & revenues are running

at an annual rate of $87 million. The merged firms are the

former Consolidated Electronics, Philips Industries Inc. and

Central Public Utility Corp. The shareholders of Philips

Electronics Inc. approved the merger of their company
with Anchor Serum Corp. and The Islands Gas & Electric

Corp. to form Philips Electronics & Pharmaceutical In-

dustries Corp., 67% of whose stock will be owned by Con-

solidated. Each share of the old Con Electron stock will be

exchanged for 1% shares of the new; each share of Central

Public will be exchanged for one of Con Electron.

Shares of Consolidated Electronic will be listed on the

N.Y. Stock Exchange, Philips Electronics & Pharmaceutical

on the American Exchange. Pieter van den Berg is pres, of

the new parent firm; Arthur W. Haydon, John Bentia,

Christopher H. Coughlin & John D. Stout Jr., v.p.’s; Edwin
A. Diemand, asst, v.p.; Robert T. Dunn, treas.; Robert G.

Dettmer, v.p.-secy.

Philips Electronics & Pharmaceutical will also be

headed by Pieter van den Berg as chmn.; Arie Vernes will

be pres.; Matthew M. Dorenbosch, Oliver H. Brewster, W.
True Davis Jr., Christopher H. Coughlin & John D. Stout

Jr., v.p.’s; Thomas J. Moore, treas.; Robert G. Dettmer,

secy.; Johan T. Planje, asst, secy.; Robert T. Dunn & Jack-

son R. Holden, asst, treasurers. North American Philips

Co. is unaffected by the merger.

Stock options on 350,000 shares of AB-PT common,
offered at 95% of fair market value on date of granting,

are subject to approval by stockholders at a special meeting
Nov. 24 (Vol. 15:39, pl9). Total amount of option has not

yet been determined, but initial grants were made by di-

rectors Sept. 21 to the following: Leonard H. Goldenson,

50,000 shares; Edward L. Hyman, 2,500; Sidney M. Mark-
ley, 2,500; James G. Riddell, 3,000; Simon B. Siegel, 15,000

—all directors. Proposed thus far to be granted to other

key executives: Oliver E. Treyz, 15,000 shares; Thomas W.
Moore, 8,000; William P. Mullen, 5,000; Frank L. Marx,
5,000. No determination has been made as to grants of

the remainingl67,250 shares. The options granted on Sept.

21, 1959 were at $24.94 per share, and the stock closed

Oct. 23 at 31%.

Electro-Voice Inc. net income for the 6 months ended

Aug. 31 dropped to $89,405 (19^ a share) from the $136,444

(34^) tallied in the year-ago period.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Payable
Stk. of
Record

Con Electronics (new) — $0.25 Jan. 1 Nov. 30
Electronic Investment. — .03 Nov. 30 Nov. 2

Emerson Stk. 3% Dec. 15 Nov. 12

Gross Telecasting Q .40 Nov. 10 Oct. 26
Gross Telecasting “B” Q .07% Nov. 10 Oct. 26
Oak Mfg Q .25 Dec. 15 Dec. 1

Thompson Ramo W. .

.

Q .35 Dec. 15 Nov. 30
TV-Electronics Fund . SA .15 Nov. 16 Oct. 30
TV-Electronics Fund . Ex. .15 Nov. 16 Oct. 30
Walt Disney Prod. . .

.

Q .10 Jan. 1 Dec. 3

Walt Disney Prod. . .

.

Stk. 3% Jan. 1 Dec. 3

Wometco “A” Q .17 V2 Dec. 15 Dec. 1

Wometco “B” Q .06% Dec. 15 Dec. 1
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Educational Television

CBS’s BANDWIDTH REDUCTION: When the $7-million

airborne educational TV experiments get under way-

next fall (Vol. 15:42 p3), they will test new set of TV
standards devised by CBS Labs which crams 2 chan-

nels in the space now occupied by one.

Although CBS Labs engineers say the system gives a

picture almost as good as standard broadcast TV, they

stress that it is being tested only as a special system for

schoolroom TV. The system actually was developed some
time ago by CBS Labs pres. Peter Goldmark and cor-

ordinator of research John M. Hollywood under a grant

from Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. in connection with TV
tape-recording research.

The CBS-developed system requires a 3-mc channel

instead of the conventional 6-mc channel, and will be tested

on uhf in the educational experiments. Here are the high-

lights, as described to us last week by Hollywood.

In terms of picture sharpness, the picture on the spe-

cial receiver designed for the 3-mc standards is approxi-

mately equivalent to the conventional b&w picture with a

4-mc video bandwidth, although the width of the video

channel is only 2.2 me. In horizontal resolution, the experi-

mental picture is equivalent to a broadcast-standard picture

with bandwidth of about 3.3 me—which is about as good a

picture as the average viewer sees on the average set.

Instead of the standard 525-line, 60-field picture, the

experimental system has 441 lines and 48 fields per sec. To
eliminate flicker produced by the lower field rate, slow-

decay phosphors are used on the picture tubes in receiving

sets. A CBS-developed picture-sharpening technique gives

a crisp appearance to the picture.

The classroom receivers built by CBS Labs for the

tests will be somewhat more expensive than conventional

sets because of the special picture tube used, the low

production rate and the picture crispening circuit. Each
participating school will have a master TV receiver which
remodulates the uhf video & audio signals on standard vhf

channels. Classroom receivers will pick up the resulting

vhf signals by closed-circuit distribution system.

Flying Stations Project Progresses: a nationwide “talent

hunt” for gifted teachers to star in its $7-million project

to upgrade & spread ETV instruction via flying TV stations

(Vol. 15:42 pp3 & 12) was being pressed at week’s end by
fast-moving Midwest Council on Airborne TV Instruction.

Top MCATI officials were slated to meet with the na-

tion’s ETV station managers—attending the annual con-

ference in N.Y. of National ETV & Radio Center (NET)
last weekend—to seek their guidance & aid on a program
to produce teacher talent for the ambitious project.

ETV stations will be asked to make film or tape “screen

tests”—at MCATI expense—of their recommended local

teachers to forward to the project’s control center at Pur-

due U. for screening & judging.

These stations also will have a financial stake in the

production of the project’s courses. MCATI plans to con-

tract with ETV stations for tape or film production of most
of the courses required for the initial test year.

When the $7-million experimental period ends in June

1961, MCATI anticipates that the program will be sup-

ported exclusively by local school boards, state legislatures,

communities. MCATI has established temporary N.Y. HQ
at Hotel Wellington, pending completion of permanent
quarters at Canada House.

Auxiliary Services

SCRAMBLED TV FOR DOCTORS: Aided by pay-TV pro-

moters, notably Zenith and Skiatron, the new 64-

member Council on Medical TV of the Institute for

Advancement of Medical Communications (33 E. 68th

St., N.Y., Dr. Frank Garvin, exec, secy.), plans to apply

to FCC for permission to experiment with scrambled

telecasts designed to instruct physicians.

The council’s projects dir., John MacKenzie, says the

tests will be conducted in 3 areas, not yet disclosed, using

either ETV or commercial stations. In each area, 100

doctors will be offered instructional material—which their

receivers will be able to unscramble but which will be

unintelligible to other viewers.

MacKenzie disclosed the project following a recent

2-day meeting of the Council at the National Institutes of

Health, Bethesda, Md., during which there also was dis-

cussion of conventional & closed-circuit telecasts.

At the meeting. Zenith PR chief Ted Leitzell showed
a film demonstrating how a scrambled system works, and
Skiatron threw a cocktail-buffet party.

Members of the Council on Medical TV are: Irving Gitlin, CBS,
N.Y. ; Herbert Hahn, AB-PT, N.Y. ; Scotty Mackenzie, NBC, N.Y.

;

James W. Armsey, Ford Foundation, N.Y. ; Carl Berkley, Rockefeller
Institute. N.Y. ; Harold B. Gores. Educational Facilities Laboratory,
N.Y. i Robert E. Green, Advisory Board on Education, Washington

;

Warren Kraetzer, National ETV Center, N.Y. ; Kenneth D. Norberg,
Sacramento State College, Sacramento: Jerry A. Schur, N.Y. Board
of Education ; J. L. Lahey, Dage TV, Michigan City, Ind. ; Ted Leitzell,
Zenith, Chicago ; Vladimir K. Zworykin, RCA, Princeton, N.J. ; Lt.
Comdr. Edward W. Bird, National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda

;

Lewis R. Blair, Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington ; Murray
C. Brown, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda : Franklin C. Dunham,
HEW Dept., Washington; Joseph H. Kanner, Army Pictorial Service
Dept., Washington ; Glenn L. Lembke, Brooks Air Force Base, Tex. ;

Joseph B. Nestor, USAF, Washington; Capt. Robert V. Schultz, Navy,
Washington ; Paul W. Schafer, Walter Reed Army Medical Center,
Washington ; Ken Thomas, Naval Special Devices Center, Port Wash-
ington, N.Y. : Benjamin B. Wells, Veterans Administration, Washington ;

Thomas Coleman, Assn, of American Medical Colleges, Evanston, 111.

;

Robert L. Craig. N.Y. Academy of Medicine, N.Y. ; Ralph Greer,
American Medical Assn., Chicago ; Alexander Marble, American Col-
lege of Physicians, Boston ; Charles E. Nyberg, American Academy of
General Practice, Kansas City ; H. Prather Saunders, American College
of Surgeons, Chicago ; Glen R. Shepherd, American Medical Assn., Chi-
cago ; Alfred Angrist, Yeshiva U., N.Y. ; Charles S. Cameron, Hahne-
mann Medical College, Philadelphia ; Bernard Dryer, Western Reserve
School of Medicine, Cleveland ; Seymour M. Farber, U. of Cal. Medical
Center, San Francisco : L. A. Geddes, Baylor U. College of Medicine,
Houston : Theodore S. Grant, U. of Cal. Medical Center, San Francisco

;

W. N. Hubbard Jr., U. of Mich. School of Medicine, Ann Arbor, Mich.;
John Franklin Huber, Temple U. School of Medicine, Philadelphia

:

Richard D. Judge, U. of Mich. Hospital, Ann Arbor; R. A. Kolvoord,
U. of Texas, Houston; Joseph E. Markee, Duke U. School of Medicine,
Durham, N.C. ; Raymond J. Nagle, N.Y.U. College of Dentistry, N.Y.

;

Paul Nemir Jr., U. of Pa. Graduate School of Medicine. Philadelphia

;

M. J. Oppenheimer, Temple U. School of Medicine, Philadelphia ; Rob-
ert C. Patterson, Georgetown U. Medical Center, Washington ; David S.
Ruhe, U. of Kan. Medical Center, Kansas City ; Marion B. Sulzberger,
N.Y.U. Post-graduate Medical School, N.Y. ; Frank M. Woolsey, Albany
Medical College, Albany, N.Y. ; Blake Cabot, Medical News, N.Y. ; Fel-
ton Davis Jr., Eidophor Inc. (CibaU N.Y. ; Robert A. Reath. Smith,
Kline & French, Philadelphia ; Stephen W. Schwartz, Medical Radio-TV
Institute, N.Y. ; John Cosgrove, National Foundation, N.Y. ; J. Edwin
Foster, American Heart Assn., N.Y. ; Harold A. Press, American Cancer
Society, N.Y. ; Vernon Bazilauskas, Verona. N.J. ; Robert W. Foster,
Synergist Productions, N.Y. ; Leo L. Leveridge, Wayne, N.J. ; Douglas
D. Vollan. Richmond, Cal. : Frank Z. Warren, N.Y. : Roger Wolf,
WQED-TV, Pittsburgh; C. J. Simon, GE, Syracuse; Lynn Poole, Johns
Hopkins U., Baltimore.

Constitutionality of a Utah statute which permits

counties to levy a tax for booster or translator TV service

is being challenged by 4 community-antenna systems in

Carbon County. The protesting firms, which asked for an
injunction in state court last week, also claim that adequate
TV service is already being provided in the area and that

the county’s plan to install a tax-supported repeater sys-

tem is therefore illegal. Seeking the injunction are Vetere

TV, Price; East Carbon TV Co., Sunnyside; Helper Com-
munity TV Co., Helper, and Price Community TV System,
Price. The latter 2 are non-profit firms.

TV teaching of surgical procedures has been introduced

in Australian hospitals with the installation of a closed-

circuit system at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney.
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WHAT CAN HAPPEN NOW? Ignited by the quiz scandals, demands that "somebody do some-
thing" about TV are going to flare again & again from more & more powerful forces during this critical phase
of TV's development. Let's step back and try to evaluate the prospects for remedies currently proposed

:

( 1 ) Censorship? Of course not. No explanation needed. Entirely counter to the American tradition.

(2) Industry self-discipline? Of course. It's under way, firmly. A "czar"—the "strong man" to lead &
protect? Most unlikely. No industry sentiment for it.

(3) Govt.-subsidized network, as an example & competitor for commercial networks? Not a chance.

Can you see Congress voting money for this? Outright grants to ETV stations are something else—probable,

eventually. But Congress won't authorize federal operation of ETV network or stations.

(4) Direct regulation of networks by FCC , via new law? Likely—but not fundamentally significant.

FCC has always been able to reach networks through their licensed o&o's. May be "untidy" administratively,

but it works.

(5) Iron curtain between sponsors & programs? Let advertisers buy spots, not programs, as in Britain?

Fair possibility—led by networks and backed by FCC & Congress with new rules or laws.

(6) Protect broadcasters from fraudulent outside TV producers? Yes. Congress will pass law to

punish those who deliberately deceive.
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(7) Stricter FCC regulations? Yes. This is the most important factor. It won't come from any new
law. Existing laws are broad enough to permit Commission to take licenses away. But FCC won't go that far.

It will ask more questions of licensees, call some on carpet, give them uncomfortable time. In short, the old

"lifted eyebrow," control by pressure—by "threat," if you will.

Much depends on composition of the Commission. Its current leader, Chmn. Doerfer, and his majority

are most reluctant big-stick wielders. Next year's Presidential election is crucial. If Republicans win, abrupt

policy change is unlikely. If Democrats are in, great deal depends on new chairman. If Democrat Comr. Robert

Bartley succeeds to chairmanship, and his chances ore considered good, things will be tougher. If it isn't Bart-

ley, things are bound to be at least somewhat tighter—regardless of who the chairman will be.

One more thing—Rep. Harris . This Democrat from Ark. has been a surprise. Unquestionably, he rel-

ishes the stir his subcommittee has created by breaking into the quiz situation and giving it a Washington

dateline after it flared & died in N.Y. a year ago. But unquestionably, too, he has shown a restraint that many
|

congressmen just don't have.

'PAYOLA' PROBES MAY BE NEXT TV HEADACHE: There's enough hot newspaper
copy in mushrooming TV quiz scandal stories ( see p. 4 ) to keep Congressional investigators happily busy

—

and the industry painfully apprehensive—far beyond this week's scheduled windup of Washington hearings.

And more trouble for harassed TV may come even after quiz sensations peter out. House Commerce
Committee Chmn. Harris (D-Ark.) hasn't indicated where his legislative oversight subcommittee will turn

next. But it's known that his staffers, imder instructions not to talk about it, already are looking into another I

industry-embarrassing angle—music "payola."

FCC is doing some diligent research on its own, too, to see whether music publishers' practice of vm-

der-table payments for on-air performances violates Communications Act's Sec. 317. It's captioned "Aimounce-

ment that Matter Is Paid For" and it requires broadcasters to disclose use of material "for which service,

money, or any other valuable consideration is directly or indirectly paid."

"Payola" practice "has bloomed into big business for independent TV package producers," Variety

reported last week. "The payoff is tremendous, running into millions of dollars annually, and makes the

money involved in the rigging of TV quiz shows seem like peanuts by comparison."

"Quiz Show Scandal Unrolls Tin Pan Alley Crying Towel," said Billboard in headline over similar

story. It told how ASCAP publishing houses have made mutually-profitable deals—now jeopardized by quiz

exposes—with TV producers & music directors for music plugging in variation of oldtime disc-jockey pay-off

custom carried over from radio.

TV packagers would be first in line of fire if Harris's hunters start drawing investigative beads on this

form of hanky-panky on air, which is full of background music, fanfares & songs. But networks wouldn't

escape blame for any musical sins of packagers—just as they aren't escaping responsibility for question-&-

answer rigging of packaged quiz shows.
j

Headline buildup for Charles Van Doren as star Nov. 2 quiz witness before House oversighters j

reached new type-size heights meanwhile. What he says—or doesn't say—in his delayed subpoenaed ap- j

pearances about his $129,000 success in 1956-57 on NBC-TV's Twenty-One (Vol. 15:43 p4) is sure to get sen- i

sation treatment. Van Doren was expected to insist that he be heard in private by subcommittee before taking

public stand. Star billing this week also goes to the producers of CBS-TV's $64,000 Question & $64,000 Chal- '

lenge. (Sponsor Revlon told us that nobody from the firm had been subpoenaed or invited.) And NBC-TV &
CBS-TV executives have return engagements. CBS-TV pres. Louis G. Cowan, bedded at Columbia Presby-

terian Medical center with a thrombosis of the left leg, was interviewed there by a subcommittee investiga-

tor. The Harris group, which had not yet heard whether Cowan would appear in Washington, sought a full

report on his medical condition. Doubt that he would appear was expressed by CBS sources, who said they

expected Cowan to be hospitalized for "at least 2 more weeks."

Oversighters were doing their best to heighten atmosphere of mystery & suspense over what's in

store for public at hearings. All inquiries at subcommittee offices for names of cast of characters & other

planned features of proceedings were turned away by staffers. Sounding like recording, they repeated set
|

line : "Mr. Harris has left instructions that no members of the staff may discuss the plans of the subcommittee."
*

Harris himself was back home in Ark., on barbecue-&-fence-building political rounds.

New entry in quiz act last week was Atty. Gen. William P. Rogers . Carrying out legislative "study"

assignment given him by President Eisenhower (Vol. 15:43 p2), he called in CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton & .
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NBC pres. Robert E. Kintner for separate conferences on quiz problems. Also in huddles at Justice Dept, were

deputy Atty. Gen. Lawrence Walsh and acting anti-trust chief Robert A. Bicks. Rogers will hold exploratory

talks next with FCC & FTC to see what—if anything—Justice should do to help clear up quiz frauds, which

President Eisenhower described as "terrible thing."

It was reported, too, that Internal Revenue Service had started to ask quiz questions. One IRS inquiry

was said to involve $10,000 paid by firm to one quiz staffer to arrange employe's appearance on program

as promotion gimmick. IRS told us it tries not to miss "any revelation of an exchange of money," but

wouldn't confirm or deny probe rumors.

STEEL SHORTAGE NIPS BILLINGS: Effect of steel strike on TV billings was being felt last

week. Spot campaign in some 20 major areas for Chrysler's new Valiant compact car was cut back as of Nov.

7. Station reps were told Valiant would be back after steel hassle—but not before—despite determination of

Chrysler to hit market hard before small-sized Chevrolets & Fords really get rolling in sales. Other cutbacks in

spot campaigns for Chevrolet, Dodge, DeSoto are reported, largely on hiatus basis.

No major strike-caused network cutbacks have been reported to us so far. Big-budget sponsors like

Plymouth, Ford, Chevrolet, and Pontiac on NBC-TV; Olds, Chevrolet & Dodge on ABC-TV, and Olds, U.S. Steel

& Westinghouse on CBS-'TV are hanging on grimly, hoping the steel situation will clear before they have to ask

for in-season hiatus relief from networks.

Networks are xmderstandably nervous over situation
,
particularly NBC-TV which practically cornered

the market (over $40 million in billings) in network TV auto business this season. Newspaper advertising has

already been hit hard. Spot TV is being crimped. Only network TV and magazines are so far unscathed, but

time was creeping up on these media last week. An early solution to the steel strike was the only answer.

SPOT PASSES NET TIME SPENDING: For the first time in history, advertisers spent more
for spot-TV time than they did for network gross time in 2nd quarter of 1959, says TvB. The figures: $158,904,-

000 for spot, as against $152,861,000 for network. Trend was forecast earlier this year, when TvB announced
in June that spot spending had pulled up to equal network, after edging toward it for several seasons.

This doesn't mean spot beats network in total spending by advertisers—spot production costs run-

ning, as they do, well below the costs for production of network shows.

WESTERN UNION INTO COAST-TO-COAST MICROWAVE: In one stroke, the Air

Force has lofted Western Union into the transcontinental microwave business, heretofore AT&T's exclusive

domain. But WU wouldn't say yet whether it'll be a competitor to AT&T in the TV or radio networking business.

WU put out brief announcement , and spokesman said it couldn't elaborate at this time because of

agreement with Air Force. However, WU must file with FCC for the microwave authorizations, and its inten-

tions should become known then. It m.ay use system for its own commercial purposes, in addition to

classified fvmction for Air Force. Said Western Union:

"The new transcontinental leased wire system could provide, in addition to the Air Force broad-band

data facilities, 2,000 telegraphic circuits simultaneously for Western Union's own expanding requirements. In

addition to producing about $5 million in annual revenues for the Air Force lease, the new beam system will

provide Western Union with vastly augmented facilities for utilization in leasing other private wire & data pro-

cessing systems, and for telegraph message, facsimile and other new company services."

Now that someone will foot the bill, it's assumed that WU will ask FCC to give it plenty of bandwidth,

enough to carry TV. It's understood that Commission can make adequate space available. WU now has an
Eastern microwave system linking major cities, but it goes only as far west as Chicago.

AT&T's coast-to-coast microwave system has slightly more than 100 towers , and it's expected WU's
will be comparable. WU said towers will average 200 ft., about 25 miles apart. It wouldn't say how much it

would cost, who woxild supply equipment, when it would file application or how long it would take to build.

WU drew attention last week on another front by announcing that it was offering a commercial fac-

simile service as of Dec. 1, linking Washington, N.Y., Chicago, Los Angeles & San Francisco.

ITT also got publicity last week when news leaks forced Post Office Dept, to acknowledge that ITT

was conducting secret experiments under $140,000 contract, looking toward mail transmission via facsimile.
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Programming

1,001 QUIZ ANGLES:
‘‘This is the season,” said an

agencyman wearily to us last week, ‘‘when Madison

Ave. should have stood in bed.” Indeed, as Washington

poised itself again to resume its quiz probe, manage-

ment-level executives of networks, agencies & sponsors

were confronted with another round of the type of

developments that have made fall 1959 a clear winner

for the title of ‘‘most nervous season.” Everybody

was getting into the act, and the air was filled with

name-calling, feuds-in-the-open, sweeping suggestions

for change, and packaged solutions to the crisis.

The most electrifying proposal was made Oct. 27 in

N.Y. by Coty Inc. pres. Philip Cortney at a meeting of the

usually-staid Sales Executives Club. Cortney, taking a

haymaker swing at arch-competitor Revlon (which used to

sponsor the two $64,000 quiz packages on CBS-TV), called

for an appearance before the House subcommittee of top

executives of firms sponsoring rigged giveaways & quizzes.

And, since sponsors benefited at the sales counter from

commercials in such shows, he proposed that the “ill-

gotten gains” of such sponsorship be given to charity.

Cortney’s proposal was hardly likely to lower Madison

Ave. blood pressures or the consumption of Miltown. Sales

Execs. Club pres. Philip J. Kelly, who’s a v.p. of Lynn Baker

Agency, admitted that “efforts to cancel the luncheon pro-

gram” had been made, and Cortney himself admitted that

BBDO (now Coty’s agency, but formerly Revoln’s) had

refused to place a print ad in which Cortney had made his

suggestion, including a proposal that only “networks &
stations be responsible for the . . . content” of TV.

Another proposal that networks assume the complete

burden of program control with advertisers maintaining a

hands-off policy was made in New York Oct. 28 by Rep.

Chester Bowles (D-Conn.), who charged TV with “one-

sided catering to an entertainment-hungry public” as well

as “wholesale neglect” of its basic responsibilities. Urged

ex-adman Bowles: “Complete disassociation of program &
advertiser, with advertisers merely buying chunks of time

as they buy chunks of newspaper space; an ending of TV’s

worship at the false altar of ratings; discontinuance of

selling airtime to political candidates; recapturing the

original meaning of the airwaves as public domain.”

Quiz contestants continued to make their own set of

headlines in N.Y. and elsewhere last week. Charles Van
Doren and Hank Bloomgarden (who won a total of $227,-

500 on defunct Twenty-One) were reported Oct. 29 to have

admitted to N.Y. District Attorney Frank S. Hogan that

they had received both questions & answers prior to ap-

pearances on the show. Van Doren, due to appear Nov. 2

before the House legislative oversight subcommittee, de-

clined to elaborate, as did medical research consultant

Bloomgarden who told the N.Y. Times to “go ahead & print

what you want.” At the same time, a new twist was given

to the controversy surrounding ex-contestants by Richard

Keith Clark, a 1958 winner of $22,600 on Tic Tac Dough.

In N.Y. Supreme Court, Keith filed a $540,000 suit against

NBC-TV, P&G, Barry-Enright and Howard Felsher, pro-

ducer of the daytime-nighttime series. What Keith wanted

was “a clean bill of health,” he said, since “at no time” was
he provided with answers and he “has been brought into

public scorn, contempt and obloquy.”

Within TV itself, arguments continued to echo. In

London, Edward R. Murrow took sharp exception to CBS
pres. Dr. Frank Stanton’s quoted remarks (Vol. 15:43, p8)

that Person to Person had fed questions to guests in ad-

vance. He charged that Stanton’s statement showed “ignor-

ance” of production necessities on such interview shows.

Stanton made no direct reply, but network publicity execu-

tives quickly stated that it wasn’t a question of objecting to

the production methods, but of labeling them clearly.

Stanton’s housecleaning tactics, meanwhile, got a vote

of confidence Oct. 27 at Pebble Beach, Cal., on the final day
of a meeting of the CBS-TV affiliates board. As made
public by William B. Quarton, newly elected bd. chmn. of

the network’s Affiliates Assn., and v.p. gen. mgr. of WMT-
TV Cedar Rapids, a special resolution stated that “this

board unanimously & without reservation endorses the

action ... in eliminating big-money TV contests from
CBS-TV, in assuming full responsibility for content &
quality of network programs, and in assuring the Ameri-
can public that what they hear & see on CBS programs will

be exactly what it purports to be.”

The nation’s preoccupation with honesty stirred com-
ments from non-entertainment fields: Sen. Neuberger
(D-Ore.) put tongue in cheek & letter in the mail to CBS
Inc. pres. Frank Stanton to suggest that his integrity

code for comedy shows be applied to political programs.

In Albany, Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller told the 125th anni-

versary dinner of Emanuel Baptist Church that the quiz

scandals are “tragic,” have disillusioned millions. To AFL-
CIO Committee on Political Education, the quizzes had a

familiar odor, reminding it of “TV political productions

which have emitted the same sort of stench.”

* * *

The first post-quiz probe changes were going into

effect at the network level last week. Admittedly, they

were minor, but they bore the shape of things to come. On
Person to Person (whose producers—see Vol. 15:42 p8

—

had already quit in a huff), program host Charles Colling-

wood began telling audiences that there had been pre-

program sessions with guests concerning “what we will

discuss, and in what order.” On CBS-TV’s U.N. in Action

series, host Larry Le Sueur made it clear that UN per-

sonnel interviewed could request “the areas they will be

called upon to discuss.” On all 3 networks, video-taped

shows were not subject to any uniform policy of labeling.

Most just avoided the issue in introductions, we were told

by program executives we queried. But, although few
were self-identified as pre-recorded, none was being billed

as “live from . . .” if the show was actually being unreeled

from a tape spool.

Network nervousness over the quiz situation—^which

had made all 3 webs positively gun-shy of anything that

looks like “fix”—was demonstrated by NBC-TV, which
dropped present plans for a press junket to the West
Coast (a practice deplored last week by N.Y. Times TV
editor Jack Gould) in Jan., which would have provided

some 80 TV editors with a week-long deluxe tour of NBC’s
Hollywood plant & film studios.

Agencies handling TV quiz billings for such clients as

Congoleum-Nairn, Nabisco, Frigidaire, Borden’s, Heinz,

Lever Bros., Standard Brands, Miles Labs., Brillo, Ponds
and Speidel were facing another kind of worry—cancella-

tions. At stake in the 13 quiz, panel and giveaway shows

still in existence on all 3 networks are TV billings variously

estimated to be worth from $65 million (Variety) to $80

million (Time). Sponsor pressure is credited with being ;

the real reason for NBC’s move in scuttling Tic Tac Dough, f

and a severing of other dollar lifelines between advertisers tj

& quiz shows was not unlikely. (Other shows dropped: M
CBS’ Big Payoff, Top Dollar, Name that Tune.) J|
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WHAT THEY’RE SAYING ABOUT PROGRAMMING

Strong Words From Lippmann
There has been an enormous conspiracy to deceive the

public in order to sell profitable advertising to the spon-

sors. It involves not merely this individual or that, but the

industry as a whole. This is the judgment of the leading

professional critics of television on both the N. Y. Herald
Tribune and The N. Y. Times. Mr. John Crosby has said

that the “moral squalor of the quiz mess reaches clear

through the whole industry.” Mr. Jack Gould has said that

the fraud could not have been carried out without “the con-

stant involvement of representatives of networks, advertis-

ing agencies and sponsors.” . . . While television is sup-

posed to be “free,” it has in fact become the creature, the

servant, and indeed the prostitute, of merchandising . . .

In seeking great mass audiences, the industry has decided

from its experience that the taste of great masses is a low

one, and that to succeed in the competition it must pander

to this low taste. Quite evidently, this is an evil which can-

not be remedied by a regulating commission or by some

form of government or self-constituted censorship . . . The

best line for us to take is, I am convinced, to devise a way
by which one network can be run as a public service with

its criterion not what will be most popular but what is good.

No doubt, this network would not attract the largest mass

audience. But if it enlisted the great talents available in

the industry, but now throttled and frustrated, it might

well attract an audience which made up in influence what

it lacked in numbers. —Walter Lippmann.

Lone Ranger Outdraws Culture

The Arbitron report [indicates] the 3 network shows

checked in as follows: Leonard Bernstein (CBS), 7.9;

Chet Huntley (NBC), 4.0; The Lone Ranger (ABC), 10.8;

and, mind you. The Lone Ranger was a repeat film! When
a program of musical excellence & sound objective (that

music is one inspired way to penetrate political curtains)

is outrated by the 2nd-run adventures of a silly masked
cowboy, then perhaps there is no justification for the

critical gibes constantly hurled at the networks . . . The
bulk of the viewing public, it’s feared, LIKES to wallow in

mediocrity.

—

Marie Torre.

From a Quiz Program’s Sponsor

I don’t know why quiz shows should be eliminated or

even condemned in light of the recent hearings. If a
politician takes a bribe, you certainly don’t rule out all of

politics and condemn it for being corrupt. There should be

no need to eliminate this category of programming if adver-

tisers, agencies, networks and packagers live up to their

responsibilities. The problem here is to weed out those who
are not.

—

Max Banzhaf, ad. dir., Armstrong Cork Co., one

of the sponsors of Top Dollar, to Printers’ Ink.

Don’t Condemn All As Guilty

The networks should not remove all of their quiz shows
from the schedule. If a fingernail hurts, it’s nonsense to

remove the whole thumb. Quizzes are a legitimate form of

entertainment and there is no reason not to program them.
TV is a young medium. The scandal represents a “slight

phase of adolescent delinquency” and because of it TV will

mature.

—

C. Kholman, dept. ad. mgr. American Cyanamid,

Doerfer Defends TV
I do not think that television programs to the lowest

common denominator at all times . . . What people don’t
realize is that the television set has a voracious appetite,
and that all of Shakespeare can be put on in less than two
weeks, all of Shaw—perhaps the greatest playwrights in
the history of this world could be produced in the matter of
a few months. Now, there just isn’t enough good talent
available ... I disagree [-with the complaints of people
who can’t find on TV the high-class programs they want].
I think you’d be amazed if you could read a list of the high-
class programming and public-service programming which
has been put on by the networks. It’s true that some people
haven’t seen it—they didn’t have the time, they were pre-
occupied with other things, and that is why they feel that
there has been a dearth. I will make this concession: The
Commission is very much disturbed with the inability to
solve the minority interests in programs—a minority
which has a little different and higher taste. We don’t know
just how to reach that, how to satisfy that.

—

FCC Chmn.
J.C. Doerfer—in U. S. News & World Report.

Who’s to Blame?

Is the public to blame? The public, so greedy for some-
thing-for-nothing, was willing to take it vicariously. It
built the quiz monster by watching. People usually get
what they deserve. Are the contestants to blame? We par-
ticularly suspect the motives of that sanctimonious minister
who was eager enough to accept pre-quiz questions while
he was winning but frantically turned righteous when he
couldn’t find anyone to help him climb higher. It’s likely all

contestants compromised to some degree. Are the producers
to blame—for blinding themselves to ethics even though
they felt it necessary to survive in the jungle of competi-
tion? Are the advertisers to blame—for perpetrating an
era of corner-cutting? Are the networks to blame? Theirs
is the ultimate responsibility. Is FTC chairman Kintner to

blame? The law did not stop him from getting an affidavit

from the producer of “The Big Surprise.” Is FCC chair-

man Doerfer to blame? The FCC can limit broadcast
licenses to those who further “public interest, convenience

and necessity.” Is deception in the public interest? Are
Congressmen to blame—those who own stock in broadcast-

ing stations while weighing legislation affecting broad-

casting . . . and help create “prevailing standards”? Is

society to blame—for not vigorously defining the limits to

which it will let the selling function go in competing suc-

cessfully?

—

Printers’ Ink.

End Divided Responsibility

Responsibility for what goes into millions of American
homes via our most effective means of communication falls

somewhere between the network and the advertising

agency, somewhere bettvcen the agency and the sponsor,

somewhere between the sponsor and the packager. To pre-

vent recurrence of quiz scandals, to strengthen the efforts

of many sincere men who are trying to improve pro-

gramming, somebody’s got to grab the reins. Television

is too important to continue without firm authority—in

someone’s hands. We believe those hands should be the net-

works’—controlling everything on network air.

—

TV Guide.
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NEWS SPECIALS INTO ORBIT: Prime-time news specials

—one of the few program categories which has in-

creased network audiences since last fall while bread-

&-butter program groups slipped (Vol. 15:43, p9)—
may play an important role in filling the program

vacuum caused by axed quiz shows and mid-season

casualties, several network program executives have

told us lately.

Bearing out this theory last week was the premiere

rating on the network’s first regularly-scheduled, choice-

time documentary series—CBS Reports. The Oct. 27 “Biog-

raphy of a Missile,” a 60-min. science-news show narrated

by Edward R. Murrow, scooted neatly into rating orbit

with a multi-city Arbitron figure (covering 7 major TV
markets on an overnight basis) of 13.2 for the first half

of the 10-11 p.m. show, and a 14.9 for the latter period.

The rating was no record-breaker, but CBS officials

found it a real source of encouragement. The first portion

of CBS Reports was in competition with the last half of

NBC-TV’s Ford-sponsored special, “The Secret World of

Kids,” which outdrew the CBS news special with a 25.7.

The ABC rival, Keep Talking, was trounced with a 7.2,

putting the CBS show about midway in ratings between

the 2 network rivals, and showing a strong gain in audience

in its second half.

Of considerable interest to CBS was a comparison

between the CBS Reports rating and the usual rating of

The Garry Moore Show, which it pre-empted. Usually, a

news special lowers the rating of the time period when a

pure-entertainment show is ousted. In this case, the previ-

ous week’s rating for the Garry Moore package averaged

a 13.5 in Arbitron measurements, while CBS Reports’

premiere pulled an average for the 60-min. of over 14.0.

» *

We had a chance recently to discuss the trend in news
specials with some top executives connected with the CBS
Reports series (a favorite project of CBS Inc. pres. Dr.

Frank Stanton), and drew these reactions:

Charles H. Percy, pres., Bell & Howell Co. (co-spon-

sor of 6 specials in the series) : “We’ve been a sponsor of

such purely entertainment shows as Ellery Queen, Wagon
Train, and the Hitchcock Suspicion series. We don’t have

a red-carpet budget with which to sponsor public service

TV
;

it’s got to sell cameras for us. But we’re willing to

pay a premium if necessary in terms of cost-per-1,000 to

reach a higher-quality audience that will be a better con-

sumer market for us. W’e’re confident that we’re better off

with a serious TV framework for our advertising.”

J. Ward Keener, pres., B. F. Goodrich Co. (co-sponsor

with B&H of 6 news specials) : “Goodrich was a pioneer TV
program advertiser as far back as 1948 with Conrad Nag-
el’s Celebrity Time. Our sponsorship in these news specials

is a re-entry into TV. Actually we feel that we’ll get a

good rating with them. From our standpoint, they fit in

with many of the space-age projects in which our company
is involved and which are important to us in terms of

world-wide public opinion.”

James Aubrey, exec, v.p., CBS-TV (currently pinch-

hitting for ailing network pres. Lou Cowan as the net-

work’s top executive) : “We’re aware that shows of this

type may have a lower rating than pure-entertainment

packages, but for many sponsors they’ll deliver a higher-

quality audience than, say, 77 Sunset Strip. I think in-

formation shows will make a real dent in the near future.

They give advertisers & affiliates alike a real standing in

the community.”

Commercial-free, listener-supported “cultural” FM
station, on Ch. 216, in Washington, D.C., has been applied

for by Lorenzo Milam of Berkeley, Cal. The non-com-

mercial, educational station, to appeal to “off-beat cultural

interests” with such fare as Restoration comedy, political

seminars and lectures on Kabuki dance, would be supported

by listener contributions of $15 yearly. Milam has rented

tower space from WWDC-FM Washington, and plans to

operate with 19.3 kw. He got his idea from listener-sup-

ported KPFA San Francisco, “which has 7,000 subscribers

and has done very well,” he says. Estimated initial in-

vestment is $20,000 and yearly operating costs $25,000.

The Pacifica Foundation, operator of KPFA, also will ap-

ply for a Washington educational FM. Milam’s proposed

station is incorporated as Paduan Foundation, 805 G St.

New TV-press survey to see how the mass media meas-
ure up as “instruments of education” will be undertaken

by the Fund for the Republic’s Center for the Study of

Democratic Institutions, Santa Barbara, under a $25,000

grant by ex-Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.). The study

will be headed by Pulitzer Prize-winning Harry S. Ash-
more, ex-exec, editor of the Arkansas Gazette. Benton re-

cently urged pay-TV operations by non-commercial sta-

tions to lift “the level of mass communications—and of

political literacy” (Vol. 15:40 p20).

New Person to Person producer, replacing co-pro-

ducers John A. Aaron & Jesse Zousmer, will be Allan Neu-
man, ex-NBC-TV staff producer who has worked on Wide
Wide World, NBC Opera, and location-taped specials for

Coca-Cola. Neuman will leave shortly for London, where

he’ll supei’vise foreign taping (using ATV facilities) of

P-to-P interviews in Britain, and later in Italy & Spain.

Dept, of Correction: We gave credit where it wasn’t

due in our recent listing of network nighttime program
series sold by Music Corp. of America (Vol. 15:42, p8).

“I would like to advise you that MCA has nothing what-

soever to do with The Rebel and that Goodson-Todman,
alone, sold [it] along with Philip Marlowe,” G-T v.p.

Harris L. Katleman wrote last week adding, “We have

never used agents to sell any of our shows.”

Discussions of contemporary writing are being aired

by WJZ-TV Baltimore via Comparative Literature, a 27-

wk. series of twice-weekly 30-min. programs produced &
taped by WBC’s WBZ-TV Boston, in cooperation with

Boston U. The program’s originator & host is Dr. Floyd

Zulli Jr. N.Y.U. associate prof. & visiting lecturer at

Boston U. The books slated for discussion range from

Ibsen’s A Doll’s House to O’Neill’s The Hairy Ape.

Highlights of U.S. exhibition in Moscow is not planned

as a spring special, we were told by NBC-TV last week.

The network had color tapes, recorded by Ampex in Mos-

cow, but shipped them back to Ampex last week. Until

recently film prints of the Khrushchev-Nixon exchange

were being exhibited at the RCA exhibit hall in N.Y.

National Probation & Parole Assn, has appointed '|

Maryland U. sociology prof. Dr. Peter Lejins research dir.
|

for a study on the impact of TV & motion pictures on young i

people. The project will terminate with a conference of
j

experts Feb. 1960. Lejins is v.p. of the Health & Welfare I

Council of the National Capital Area.

TV viewers will be polled (by ballot in TV Guide) on

the best TV performers & programs of the 1959-60 season;

results to be announced on the Mar. 25 Chrysler-sponsored,

“TV Guide Award Show” over NBC-TV.

A schedule of Spanish-speaking feature motion-pictures 1

has been launched by KEYT Santa Barbara.
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Stations

NAB DIFFERS WITH DOERFER: It isn’t true—despite FCC
Chmn. Doerfer’s interpretation of the new political

broadcast rules written by Congress—that amended

Sec. 315 of the Communications Act requires TV &
i-adio stations to provide equal time for disputants in

public controversies as well as for candidates them-

selves, NAB counsel Douglas Anello said last week.

In an address to the Minn. Bcstrs. Assn, in Minneapolis,

Anello took sharp issue with Doerfer, who had warned the

Radio-TV News Directors Assn, in New Orleans 2 weeks

earlier that the Sec. 315 amendments impose “new & addi-

tional burdens upon the broadcaster” by making issues

—

along with political speeches—subject to equal-time de-

mands (Vol. 15:42 p5). Professing himself to be “a little

disturbed” by Doerfer’s RTNDA statements, Anello said

he “must respectfully disagree” that either the language

of revised Sec. 315 or the legislative intent of Congress

mean any such thing.

“Sec. 315 never was, and is not now, directed at insur-

ing equality of treatment of political parties on general

questions of public intei’est,” NAB’s legal chief said.

“Equality applies to candidates alone. This is still un-

changed.

“The controversial issues doctrine never required a

station to permit its facilities to be used ‘whenever a prior

candidate has raised an issue of public importance upon

which there may be conflicting views,’ [as Doerfer had put

it]. This, too, in my humble judgement, remains unchanged,

for if the proviso in See. 315 means anything, it sustains

the time-honored distinctions between the equality one

must give the candidates themselves and the reasonable

opportunity that must be afforded for the discussion of

conflicting views. Any other interpretation would be in

conflict with its plain language.”

At the same time, Anello told the Minn. Bcstrs. to be

wary in their handling of political issues “as the Commis-

sion builds up what I am afraid will be a rather extensive

body of case law” on the new Sec. 315. “Any attempts to

be devious can become a cause celebre,” he said. “We are

in the limelight and we will be watched closely.”

———
Stations shortchange their merchandising functions

with “insufficient budgets & inept personnel,” Emil Mogul
will tell the Broadcast Promotion Assn. Nov. 2 in Phila.

“Without a strong, resultful merchandising program, to

backstop the advertiser’s campaign, the station of the fu-

ture may well be considered a total marketing loss,” ac-

cording to Mogul. He will suggest that stations separate

the merchandising & promotion functions, and hire trained

merchandising personnel with marketing experience. “A
consistent merchandising policy can help a station reduce

account turnover, thus cutting its overhead & paper work,”

Mogul will say. Also on BPA’s guest list is TIO dir. Lou
Hausman, who’ll argue for “a sense of proportion in evalu-

ating the TV industry’s contributions,” despite the clouding

of the industry’s image by the current quiz investigations.

Other speakers on BPA’s agenda are: Max Buck, sta-

tion mgr., WRCA-TV N.Y.; R. C. (Jake) Embry, station

mgr., WITH Baltimore; Henry J. Kaufman, pres., Henry
J. Kaufm.an Associates, Washington; R. David Kimble,
account exec.. Grey Adv.; H. Preston Peters, pres., Petei’s,

Griffin, Woodward; C. Wrede Petersmeyer, pres., Corin-

thian Bcstg. Co.; James T. Quirk, publisher TV Guide;
Frank Shakespeare, gen. mgr,, WCBS-TV; Adam J. Young.

Seif-control vs. Controls: Broadcasters must govern

themselves more effectively or face the prospect of having

the Govt, do it for them, TV Code Review Board member
Gaines Kelley told NAB’s fall conference in Atlanta last

week. Addressing the TV session of the conference, the

gen. mgr. of WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C. said stern gov-

ern-or-be-governed remedies are called for now to stop a

spread of “a deteriorating [public] image of the industry.”

TV quiz show scandals (see pp. 1 & 4) have “cata-

pulted every individual TV station into the limelight,”

Kelley pointed out, “although the individual stations were
not to blame, the dirt rubs off. And it makes little differ-

ence . . . the purpose or extent of the deception.”

Kelley pleaded for stricter adherence to TV Code
standards by stations as one “way out of this dilemma.”

They’re “our only defense against outside regulation,” he

said. “These standards of good practice are the means by
which we can effectively govern ourselves. For we must
govern ourselves, or be governed.”

Similar pleas for tighter industry self-controls, con-

tinuing a conference theme set at initial Washington ses-

sions (Vol. 15:42), were made by NAB pres. Harold E.

Fellows. “A few years, perhaps even a few months from
now, the so-called quiz scandal will represent a vaguely-

remembered incident—a tawdry one, indeed—in the history

of the development of this great & dynamic new medium,”
Fellows said. But Fellows warned that meanwhile the in-

dustry faces threats of “ill-begotten legislation” to correct

program evils which should be eliminated by “self-regula-

tory processes of our own standards of good practice.”

Station sales approved last week: Complete control of

WBIR-TV (Ch. 10) & WBIR Knoxville, Tenn. to the Taft

Bcstg. Co. for $2,100,000 (Vol. 15:41 p9); purchase of

KROD-TV (Ch. 4) & KROD El Paso for $3,450,000 by own-

ers of KVII (Ch. 7) Amarillo and KOSA-TV (Ch. 7)

Odessa (Vol. 15:36 p6); transfer of control of KMSP-TV
(Ch. 9) Minneapolis-St. Paul from NTA to 20 Century-Fox

TV for $3,500,000 (Vol. 15:34 p7).

Devoted to uses of Videotape recorders, new external

house-organ Ampex Head Lines has made its debut with

an 8-page issue featuring a list of Ampex installations,

stories on how stations are using their recorders, listings

of syndicated tape program, etc. The monthly newsletter,

edited by PR director Ellis Walker & Marilyn Locke, is

available free from Ampex Corp., professional products

div., 934 Charter St., Redwood City, Cal.

Facility changes: KOLO-TV (Ch. 8) Reno boosted

power to 77 kw Oct. 22, using directional antenna giving

166-kw max. N-S. WOOD-TV (Ch. 8) Grand Rapids, Mich,

has begun construction of new 1000-ft. tower at Middleville,

which is expected to provide “city grade” signals in Lans-

ing, Kalamazoo & Battle Creek.

KHTV (Ch. 27) Portland, Ore. was to go dark Nov. 1

after filing a bankruptcy petition, the station informed the

FCC last week. It said it would be off the air temporarily

pending reorganization.

UC.\ TV-tape recorder shipments last week: color

units to WBAP-TV Fort Wortli and KSTP-TV St. Paul, 2

color units to NBC-TV, New York; monochrome units to

KPHO-TV Phoenix and KWTV Oklahoma City.

Ampex Videotape recorder has been put into opera-

tion by KFDM-TV Beaumont, Tex.

WTTG Washington last week announced the purchase

of 2nd Ampex TV tape recorder one year after first. order.
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THE BIG PROBLEMS: Even before the quiz-rigging

headlines hit the industry, a segment of station man-
agement was seriously concerned about television’s

“image,” Congressional needling, critics’ carping.

That’s obvious from the fact that the TV Information

Office (TIO) was created. It’s also evident from a study

of responses to our questionnaire directed to station

managers. It covered a variety of trends, was com-

pleted just before quiz disclosures (Vol. 15:38 p2);

“What do you consider to be the industry’s major

problem currently?” was the last question we asked. Of

175 who returned questionnaires, only 70 answered it in

those relatively tranquil days. Of the 70, 20 were par-

ticularly concerned about relationships with public &
Congress. There were complaints of Congressional inter-

ference, demands for improved programming and greater

station-network control of programs & commercials, fears

of govt, encroachment—coupled with calls for greater

support of NAB and other industry groups.

Allocations problems bothered the next largest group,

14—half vhf, half uhf. The uhfs want vhf mileage cuts,

new vhf channels or deintermixture, while some vhfs fear

that those changes may come. Interestingly, a few vhfs

urged that more vhf competition be created.

Impact of CATV systems bothered 9 respondents. All

want CATV curbed in one way or another—no microwaves,

no duplication of stations’ programs, etc.

Seven were worked up about rate cutting. There was
more vehemence in this category than any other. Six were
exasperated with ratings, terming them obsolete, unreal-

istic and excessively emphasized. Five were disturbed by
operating costs. Balance was well scattered: shift of spot

advertisers to network, personnel problems, network com-
mercial practices, film costs, etc.

Chandler Buys Loew’s KTTV Interest: The Los Angeles

Times-Mirror Co. last week bought back from Loew’s Inc.

its 25% interest in the newspaper-owned L.A. station,

KTTV, for a figure in excess of the $1,625,000 that Loew’s
paid for the stock in 1956. The purchaser declined to give

the exact figure paid Loew’s for its 3,334 shares of the

capital stock of KTTV Inc. By this action the Times-
Mirror Co. again holds 100% ownership of the station.

Said pres. Norman Chandler: “The Times-Mirror Co. is

looking forward to the execution of a program of diversifi-

cation & expansion. It is likely that this program will

include expansion in broadcasting & related fields.”

At the time the Times-Mirror Co. sold 25% of KTTV
to Loew’s Inc., it paid an estimated $4 million to the film

company for a 7-year license deal on Metro’s pre-1948
movie backlog. The film licensing deal has 4 years to run.

Record business by NBC Chicago during 1959’s first

9 months and a continuing volume which portends new
yearly highs for both WNBQ & WMAQ were reported last

week by NBC v.p. Lloyd E. Yoder. TV spot & local sales

climbed 32% over the year-ago business, established
monthly records in 5 of the 9 months, and jumped 45% in

Sept, over Sept. 1958 to set a new station monthly record.
However, Oct. sales will top those of Sept. WMAQ’s 9-month
sales were 37% ahead of those for 1958’s first 3 quarters.

Business-promoting WBBM-TV Chicago will jet 110
N.Y. ad agency time-buyers to its home grounds next week
(10) for a 2-day on-the-scene appraisal of its facilities,

local programming, and staff.

NEW TALL-TOWER KING: Latest claimant to the tallest-

TV-tower title is WGAN-TV Portland, Me., whose
recently-completed 1,619-ft. structure 21 miles away at

Brown Hill in Raymond rises 9 ft. above the tower
record of the previous holder, KSWS-TV Roswell, N.M.

In the offing, however, are new contenders for the

tallest-man-made structure-on-earth distinction: Moscow,
which proposes a 1,625-ft. giant, and KFVS-TV Cape Gir-

ardeau, Mo., which plans a 1,677-ft. champion (Vol. 15:27

p4). The new Portland station tower, built by Kline Iron

& Steel Co., Columbia, S.C., in one year at a cost of about

$250,000, will increase coverage to include “70% of the

state’s TV homes and many additional homes in Vt. &
N.H.,” according to WGAN-TV officials. It was installed

ahead of schedule—and without accidents or injuries.

Retired FCC Commissioner & engineer George Sterl-

ing, who lives on Peak’s Island near Portland, took time out

from his lobstering to aid WGAN-TV management as a
consultant. He’s tickled with the results, says: “The signal

is beautiful. It’s filling in areas where it’s never been seen.”

An elevator in the center of the WGAN-TV structure

rises to within 40 ft. of the top. Other details : It’s anchored

1,200 ft. from the base (1,160 tons of concrete) on a 100-

acre plot. The tower is designed to withstand a 150-mi.

wind, and its deflection at that velocity would be 6 ft. 6 in.

It has an RCA traveling wave antenna and 1,500 ft. of

6% in. transmission cable. Equipment tests were carried

out Oct. 28 & 29. Program tests began Oct. 30.

Meanwhile, the 1,677-ft. tower for KFVS-TV is being

fabricated by Dresser-Ideco. The target date for comple-

tion of erection is late spring or early summer, 1960.

(For a roundup of tall towers—existing & proposed

—

see Vol. 15:21 p3.)

NAB’s engineering conference committee has set a

limit of about 20 technical papers to be presented during

the 38th annual NAB convention next April 3-7 in Chicago.

Meeting in Washington, the committee headed by Warren
Braun of WSVA-TV & WSVA Harrisonburg, Va. began
riffling through more than 100 proposals by scientists &
engineers for papers to be included on the engineering con-

ference agenda. The committee voted that selection would
be “solely on the basis of scientific interest.”

“What Every Station Manager Should Know” might
well be another title of the new Storer Operating Manual,

a 200-page copyrighted document edited by John E. McCoy,
v.p.-secy., Storer Bcstg. Co. It covers such subjects as FCC
rules, NAB codes, taxes, Storer programming & commer-
cial do’s & don’t’s, state laws on hiring & firing, record-

keeping-&-reporting practices. It’s said to be the most
complete guide for station management yet compiled. Mc-

Coy is an ex-FCC attorney who headed TV & FM legal divs.

Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati have withdrawn their

recent application for FM Ch. 300 in Pittsburgh. According

to Washington attorney Frieda B. Hennock, a former FCC
member, the religious order stated that the withdrawal

was for technical reasons—the specified site wouldn’t cover

the area adequately, and an alternate site would require

the construction of an expensive tower.

Stereo broadcasting was initiated by radio WRCA
N.Y. recently as a regular Mon. midnight-to-6 a.m. fea-

ture of its nightly All Night in N.Y. record music show.

The stereo broadcasts use the Bell Labs’ time-delay sys-

tem (Vol. 15:9 p3). The 6-hour show is N.Y.’s longest

continuous stereocast.
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LOW-LIGHT COLORCASTING: Ciosley Bcstg. Corp. pres.

R, E, Dunville claimed another first for WLWT Cincin-

nati last week by announcing plans for the first live

colorcasts of night sports. Already scheduled : some 10

Redleg 1960 baseball games, direct from Crosley Field

—under the normal field lighting conditions. Plans

are also afoot to color-televise basketball and other

auditorium sports this winter.

Behind the programming “first” is a down-played en-

gineering advance which holds promise of greater economy,

simplicity and flexibility in both studio & remote colorcasts.

The advance: A GE-developed low-light-level image-orthi-

con tube, originally developed for military applications,

now modified for experimental commercial use.

WLWT chief engineer Howard Lepple told us the ex-

perimental tube (Type Z-5351) produces acceptable color

pictures with only 40 ft.-candles of light, compared with the

400-500 ft.-candles required by standard orthicons. At
that level, colorcasts can now be studio-originated under

normal b&w lighting conditions; can be originated direct

from sports arenas & light-equipped ball parks without ad-

ditional or special lighting required.

Crosley, Lepple told us, is field-testing the low-light

orthicon for GE. The first test was conducted Sept. 25 at

Crosley Field with good results. The field’s lighting sys-

tem produces 50-100-ft. candles. Currently, WLWT is con-

ducting side-by-side on-air tests of the new tube with

standard orthicons to study its characteristics, operating

patterns. The station has one low-light equipped camera,

3 tubes on hand. Dimensionally, the GE tube has the same
physical measurements as standard types, fits in the same
socket without modification.

The low-light tube’s great sensitivity, he said, neces-

sitates the use of filters in the on-air tests. Lepple said

that the increased sensivity results mainly from newly
developed target material, extremely fragile & thin.

Dunville hailed the development as “the greatest

single step since the advent of color. This latest develop-

ment by our engineers, and those of GE, enables us to bring

not only the day games but the night games to the public,

along with other indoor sports such as basketball, hockey,

etc. that heretofore could not be televised in color because

of inadequate lighting. In fact, any sporting event under

lights, or news events heretofore not permissible in color,

can now be colorcast.”

Announcement of the experimental tube was made
with the inauguration of National Color TV Month (Nov.

1-30). WLWT now originates 19 hours of local color pro-

gramming weekly, transmitting more than 40 hours in

color, including NBC-TV network programs.

Congress

CARROLL TRIES AGAIN: Salvage operations on torpedoed
legislation that would ban all off-the-record “influence”

approaches to members of FCC & other govt, regula-

tory agencies (including backdoor contacts by members
of Congress) will be started Nov. 19 by Sen. Carroll

(D-Colo.).

“The task is not glamorous but necessary,” Carroll

I
said, in announcing that his Senate Judiciary administra-
tive practice & procedure subcommittee will hold Nov. 19-

20 hearings on their ex parte problems for 6 agencies, in-

cluding FCC and Interior & Agriculture Depts.

It was the first time the subcommittee had been heard

from since July, when Senate minority leader Dirksen

(R-Ill.), a member of the new unit, effectively sabotaged

its initial hearings on anti-“influence” proposals by openly

opposing them. Dirksen said that as long as he’s in Con-

gress he’d continue to intercede with agencies for his con-

stituents—on the record or off (Vol. 15:30 pp2&4). Note:

Dirksen has since been ordered by his doctors to take a

rest and is not expected to return to Washington for the

Nov. 19-20 sessions.

Carroll asked FCC Chmn. Doerfer to be a witness on
2 American Bar Assn, bills: S-2374, providing criminal

penalties for “any person” who tries off-the-record pres-

sures on agencies in adversary cases; and S-600, estab-

lishing an Office of Federal Administrative Practice. But
Doerfer said he had previous commitments for the dates,

and another FCC member probably will take the stand.

Also to be heard from, in addition to Interior & Agriculture

lawyers, are spokesmen for FTC, ICC, CAB, SEC & FPC.
Additional hearings on the measures are planned by

Carroll before the 2nd session of the 86th Congress opens

in Jan. He said: “There is a general feeling of a lack of

public confidence in the operation of the administrative

agencies and we in Congress have the legislative respon-

sibility to restore public confidence in the agencies of the

Govt, and their conduct of public business.”

Pastore’s Western Quickie: “More of the same” was pro-

duced by the on-the-spot hearings, conducted in the West
last week by Sen. Pastore (D-R.L), chmn. of Senate Com-
merce subcommittee, as he sought to determine the impact

of boosters & CATV on small town TV stations.

In one-day stands, he held court Oct. 27-30 in Helena,

Mont., Idaho Falls, Ida., Salt Lake City & Denver. There
was a long parade of witnesses—station, CATV & booster

operators, senators & congressmen, and some man-in-the-

living-room viewers. The last group did provide an addi-

tional factor for the record—nothing surprising—namely,

that everyone wants to keep the service he has & get more
if he can. In Helena, for example, viewers made it quite

clear that they were unhappy about the loss of Ch. 2 &
6 signals from Spokane. These have been unavailable ever

since FCC ordered the Spokane-to-Helena microwave to

quit transmitting, pending litigation in the courts.

Station operators again called for controls to minimize
the competitive effect of CATV systems. Booster operators

did the same, stating that they would lose their signal

sources if stations folded. CATV operators termed pending
CATV-control legislation unfair and impractical.

The major new idea was scheduled to be offered on the

last day, by Bill Daniels, Wyo. CATV operator, speaking

for the National Community TV Assn. He proposed that

an ad hoc committee, under FCC supervision, be formed
by the disputants—broadcasters, CATV operators and
“other interested parties.” Its assignment would be to come
up with recommendations to the Commission for a resolu-

tion of the conflict. Daniels said that CATV operators

were prepared to abide by the conclusions of such a group.

CATV legislation is not the answer, he said. He asked that

the ad hoc group be given a specific deadline, asserting

that NCTA wasn’t making the proposal in an effort to

stave off legislation.

Daniels said that there are 43 communities which have
both stations & CATV; 32 CATV’s carry local signals.

Pastore was assisted by committee communications
counsel Nicholas Zapple, while Western senators & con-

gressmen sat in from time to time. FCC broadcast bureau
chief Harold Cowgill attended as an observer.
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The FCC

NETWORK STUDY BUILDUP: Working quietly but

thoroughly, FCC’s network study staff (which cur-

rently comprises only 2 attorneys—Ashbrook Bryant

and James Tierney) is building up to the big finale ; full

scale public testimony on programming by networks’

top executives.

This is the thing that FCC constantly refers to when

queried hy Rep. Harris’ investigating committee about what

it’s doing regarding quizzes & the like (Vol. 15:43 pi).

When this finale will come, Bryant & Tierney won’t

conjecture. First, they have another aspect of program-

ming to examine—Hollywood TV-film producers. They

were to leave last weekend for the West Coast, to spend a

week or 2 with a cross-section of producers, preparatory to

a hearing in Hollywood or Washington at a later date.

After the big, final hearing with network executives,

the FCC’s record on network programming presumably will

be complete. Then the Commission staff will have the job

of coming up with a report to the Commissioners. The last

such staff study, covering network practices other than

programming, resulted in a recommendation of major

changes: elimination of option time and must buy, removal

of networks from the spot rep business, etc. The Commis-

sion is still in the process of accepting & rejecting the

recommendations.

First Sec. 315 complaint since passage of the new law

was filed with FCC last week by Philadelphia mayoralty

candidate Joseph A. Schafer, who complained that CBS’s

WCAU-TV refused him equal time with his opponents on

Eye On Philadelphia, a news-interview program. CBS-TV

v.p. & general attorney Thomas K. Fisher, who confirmed

that the complaint had been filed, told us that Schafer was

a write-in candidate who had been defeated in the Repub-

lican primaries. WCAU-TV turned down his request for

equal time on the news show on the simple grounds that

write-in candidate Schafer was not news, Fisher said.

Schafer is not news to FCC either, having appeared as a

witness (Vol. 15:26 p4) at the recent hearings.

Proposed shift of Ch. 2 to Fort Worth from Denton,

Tex. drew more filings at FCC last week. KFJZ-TV Fort

Worth, which seeks to move from Ch. 11 to Ch. 2, asserted

that no one will be hurt by the change and that FCC “has a

real opportunity to enhance the status of independent, non-

network stations and provide an opportunity to compete in

the interests of the public.” Opponents WBAP-TV (Ch. 5)

Fort Worth and WFAA-TV (Ch. 8) Dallas stated that the

only new evidence submitted by KFJZ-TV is a request that

weight be given to a Nielsen coverage study but that the

study has no value in an allocation argument. They also

said that KFJZ-TV could achieve greater coverage by

power-height increases without a channel shift.

KFDM-TV (Ch. 6) Beaumont, Tex., which has been

operating since April 1955, was again favored in a sup-

plemental initial decision issued last week by examiner

Annie Neal Huntting. The proceeding was reopened &
designated for hearing by the FCC last May after being-

remanded to Commission by Appeals Court (Vol. 15:18 p5).

FCC’s most mobile Commissioner, defense Comr. Rob-

ert E. Lee, has upcoming: Nov. 1, address to Okla. Bcstrs.

Assn., Oklahoma City; Nov. 3, address to State Civil De-

fense Dirs., Miami; Nov. 5, address to Office of Civil &
Defen.se Mobilization staff group. Battle Creek.

Miami Ch. 10 conspiracy retrial of ex-FCC Comr. Rich-

ard A. Mack & Thurman A. Whiteside is set to start this

week (Nov. 3) in Washington’s U.S. District Court—and it

promises to be another legal marathon. Last-minute at-

tempts by defense counsel Nicholas Chase & Arthur J.

Hilland to win a postponement of the 2nd trial failed last

week—just as earlier pleas to the Court of Appeals to call

it off had failed (Vol. 15:40 p5). Chase & Hilland argued
before Chief District Court Judge David A. Pine that the

retrial should be delayed at least until after the holidays,

that it would be unfair to jurors to subject them now to

prolonged service. They indicated that the proceedings may
run as long as the first trial (12 weeks), which ended in a

hung jury. Govt, counsel J. Frank Cunningham opposed

any delay, however, and Judge Pine quickly denied the

postponement petition. Judge Charles F. McLaughlin was
assigned as the trial judge to replace Judge Burnita S.

Matthews, who presided during the first battle over charges

that Mack & Whiteside plotted to throw the Miami grant

to National Airlines’ WPST-TV.

FCC Chmn. John Doerfer raised industry eyebrows

with the following exchange in the Oct. 26 U.S. News &
World Report: “Question—Do you have in mind any action

to improve the standards of TV programs? Answer—Yes.

Presently the Commission has got under consideration the

adoption of a rule requiring the networks to devote a half

hour of prime time to public-service programming . . .” The
facts are these: (1) FCC has discussed such a proposal hut

hasn’t come to any conclusion about it. (2) Doerfer also

had in mind the Commission’s proposed rule on option time

affecting “straddle” programs—those part in option time,

part out. In paragraph 10 of the FCC’s April 23 proposal

(Vol. 15:17 p3), the Commission said it wouldn’t count

against option time “certain live network programs of na-

tional importance involving educational cultural or public

affairs, special events, or sporting events which, because of

their length necessarily straddle option & station time, and

which it would be in the public interest for stations to

broadcast as a unit or at the time the events take place.”

Quiz producers Jack Barry & Dan Enright, as if they

hadn’t enough trouble, have FCC on their necks through

their ownership (50% each) of radio WGMA Hollywood,

Fla. Exploring their “characteristic qualifications,” the

Commission has asked Rep. Harris’ investigating subcom-

m.ittee for information. The subcommittee heard Enright’s

most important testimony on quizzes during a closed-door

session (Vol. 15:42 p4), and the group would have to vote

on whether to release the testimony to the FCC.

Translator starts: K72BA, K75AP, K78AM & K81AE
St. James, Minn, began Oct. 1 repeating KSTP-TV, WCCO-
TV, KMSP-TV & WTCN-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul. Also

W73AC Clarks Summit, Pa. began Sept. 10 with progi-ams

of owner WNEP-TV Scranton-Wilkes-Barre. K70BJ &
K74AV Navajo Compressor Station, Ariz., operated by

El Paso Natural Gas Co., expect to start Nov. 1 with

KOB-TV & KOAT-TV Albuquerque.

Overcrowded FCC will shortly move its hearing ex-

aminers, except chief examiner James Cunningham, from
the New Post Office to an ex-bank building at 9th St. & Mt.

Vernon PI. N.W., Washington. Other groups, not yet

designated, are expected to move there later.

Educational Ch. 11, Tallahassee, Fla. has been granted

to the Board of Control of Fla. and Fla. Educational TV
Commission. Also authorized was a Ch. 74 translator in

Gallup, N.M., to Gallup McKinley County schools, to re-

peat the programs of educational KNME-TV Albuquerque.
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Auxiliary Services

Booster Rules Hang Fire: FCC didn’t come to a vote last

week, after it pondered proposals to establish vhf boosters

as a legalized service, but it’s expected to make a decision

any week now.

It’s believed that the Commission will come out with

a notice of proposed rule-making, inviting industry com-

ments rather than producing a final order. There’s con-

siderable belief, too, that the Commission will adopt rules

requiring a minimum of expense & attention on the part of

booster operators. At the same time, it’s likely that uhf

translator rules will be relaxed, making translators cheaper

and thus more attractive. Evidently, the Commission hopes

that some groups will choose to build translators instead

of boosters. It is legalizing boosters only because of con-

gressional pressure.

If FCC finalizes new booster rules, these would apply

only to boosters built thereafter. The Commission still

awaits passage of a law which would forgive existing

booster operators for having built without authorization.

Thereafter, such operators probably will be given a year

or two to meet new FCC standards.

Point-of-purchase TV advertising (Vol. 15:25 pl5) is

now engaged in a 6-month market-test by Store-Video Inc.

at a N.Y.C. Grand Union supermarket. The closed-circuit

medium aims to stimulate sales in the store with telops of

100 ads in 50 different categories which are projected for

simultaneous, 7-sec. exposure on 42 RCA 21-in. TV re-

ceivers suspended over the display shelves. Each adver-

tiser gets 560 impressions weekly. Sales of the TV-pro-
moted products will be measured against those of a

comparable Grand Union store. Pres. Lee Wagner hopes

to prove that his Store-Video is “an effective substitute for

rapidly disappearing point-of-sale advertising material

in food stores.”

Bell Lab’s “Picture Phone” (Vol. 12:34 p3), a 2-way
TV system which transmits pictures & sound over ordinary

phone lines, has been patented (No. 2,909,600). Although
the small, newspaper-halftone-type pictures have been suc-

cessfully transmitted, even cross-continent, inventor-en-

gineer Floyd K. Becker & other Bell engineers want to

improve the image before offering it to the public. The
system utilizes a small camera & picture tube at each phone
and reproduces one picture per sec. Bell officials have not
estimated when the system may be available to the public.

Deep-sea TV surveys in salvage & search operations

can be made with a new self-propelled camera unit devel-

oped for the Navy’s Bureau of Ships by Vare Industries,

Roselle, N.J. Designated the AN/SXQ (XN-2) by the

Navy, the device already has undergone successful ocean-
bottom tests at depths of more than 600 feet. A multi-con-

ductor cable provides remote control for the system from
an accompanying vessel. The movable camera housing can
be trained 70 degrees in any direction.

Ticker tape TV system has been installed by N.Y.
brokerage Goodbody & Co. to flash pictures of stock quota-
tions to customers & staff in all executive & sales areas.

The GPL-designed system, built around a single TV camera
& 15 monitors, incorporates a dual tape “damping” device
which permits simultaneous transmission by one camera
of tapes of 2 different stock exchanges.

Translator grant: Ch. 71 & 79, Olivia, Minn., to Ren-
ville County TV Corp.

Networks

CBS Unloads Park: CBS Inc. and the Los Angeles Turf

Club, the combine which opened Pacific Ocean Park at

Santa Monica, Cal., in 1958, last week sold the amusement
park to realtor John M. Morehart for a figure “in excess

of $10 million.” (The sellers are reported to have spent

about that sum in setting up the park.) The park had been

closed last winter and did not reopen, although it had been

announced as a year-round operation. The new owner says

he will spend an additional $4 million for remodeling, and
will reopen the park next May 28, at reduced prices.

Ex-CBS-TV pres. Jack Van Volkenburg, who served as

pres, of the park is now in Florida. He is due in California

to wrap up details of the takeover, after which he will

return to Florida for retirement. Widespread trade re-

ports have it that the amusement park, a less ambitious

CBS parallel of ABC’s Disneyland venture, had been operat-

ing in the red for some time, but network sources last week
declined to confirm this.

* * *

Flat denial of rumor that CBS-TV pres. Louis G.

Cowan is resigning to be succeeded by exec. v.p. James T.

Aubrey Jr. came this week from Aubrey and other CBS
brass. The widely circulated rumor in N.Y. & Hollywood
drew a categorical “nothing to it” when we asked CBS
officials on both coasts.

Mutual’s Bankruptcy Fight: Witnesses to the $750,000
cash exchange between Otto Vega, aide to Raphael Trujillo,

and Alexander Guterma, ex-MBS pres., included Porfirio

Rubirosa and Hal Roach Jr., it was learned in N.Y. Bank-
ruptcy Court last week. Vega testified that he personally
handed over to Guterma a “little black laundry bag” con-
taining $750,000 “mostly in $1,000 bills” in a room at the
Ambajador Hotel, Ciudad Trujillo, on Feb. 5, 1958.

A receipt signed by Guterma as pres, of Radio News
Service, was given to Vega in exchange, Vega said. The
original contract between the DR & Guterma (for Domini-
can news insertions in Mutual newscasts) was for a $750,-
000 check payable to Mutual, but the final draft of the
contract called for cash payment to Guterma as Radio News
Service pres., Vega told the court.

Final pro & con arguments attesting to the validity of
the Dominican claim against Mutual will be heard by
bankruptcy ref. Asa Herzog this week (Nov. 2). Mean-
while, N.Y.C.’s tax claims against Mutual were settled out
of court over the Oct. 23-25 weekend with Mutual “paying
considerably less” than was originally asked by the city.

Predecessor of space TV relays was shot into sky last
week—100-ft. aluminized balloon, largest object ever placed
in space. It was initial test of inflatable items designed to
serve as passive space communications relays, was
launched from Wallop’s Island, Va., and raced across sky

—

plainly visible from eastern seaboard—before falling into
earth’s atmosphere. The National Aeronautics & Space
Admin, launched the balloon, predecessor of first actual
tests of balloon satellite-relays late this year or early next
year by NASA and Bell Labs (Vol. 15:40 p3).

WFAM-TV Lafayette, Ind. has rejoined CBS-TV as an
interconnected EMP (extended market plan) affiliate, and
new owner Sarkes Tarzian plans to resume operation soon
as Ch. 18. CJSS-TV Cornwall, Ont. has joined the network
as a secondary interconnected affiliate.
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Advertising

FTC DECLARES WAR: FTC Chairman Earl W. Kintner

has followed up his recent warnings to TV to do its

own program housecleaning (Vol. 15:42-43) by order-

ing his HQ staff & 9 field offices to start a "major drive”

to clean up "spurious” TV commercials.

In stern staff instructions for the new campaign
against what he called commercials which "exaggerate,

irritate and nauseate,” Kintner:

(1) Ordered that FTC’s small TV-radio monitoring

unit, which has seldom totaled more than a half-dozen HQ
men, be “more than doubled”—and that it be kept at

double strength “for as long as necessary.”

(2) Called for scripts of all TV-network commercials

scheduled for the pre-Christmas Nov. 15-Dec. 15 period.

(3) Ordered regional FTC staffs to step up their TV-
watching locally for the purpose of “speeding investiga-

tions of non-network shows throughout the country.”

Kintner also called on the TV industry to help FTC
“halt bad taste in advertising” even when no infractions

of FTC rules against fraud & deception may be involved.

He said the industry itself should participate in the new
drive by “rejecting illegal advertising and screening out

advertising which skirts the law.”

* * *

Reports that FTC is expanding its TV-radio monitoring

system into studio policing of commercials while they are

being prepared, are denied by FTC. “It’s the bunk,” and

FTC spokesman told us when asked about a Hollywood
trade paper story that the agency is sending “watchdog”

representatives to N.Y. & Hollywood to keep an official eye

on production of commercials. “We would no more think of

sending anybody for advance looks at commercials while

they’re being filmed than we’d think of having somebody
watch printing presses for ads before they appear in news-

papers. We’re interested only in ads when they are seen &
heard by the public. Occasionally an advertiser will ask

us for an advance opinion about an ad, but that’s all.”

Ale is ale, even when it’s the ginger variety, believes

the Alberta (Canada) Liquor Control Board, which, among
other duties, prohibits liquor ads within the province. It

viewed with disfavor the sponsorship on 5 Alberta stations

of The Phil Silvers Show by ginger ale & beer maker Sicks

Lethbridge Brewery Ltd. The Board concluded that the

TV advertising of ginger ale might whet the public thirst

for beverages with more ginger. Result : the 5 stations are

now crying in their beer over contracts down the drain.

Nighttime audience composition and viewer-age fac-

tors for network TV programming will be measured by
Trendex for a full week in mid-Nov. Sample size will be

I,000 calls per 30-min. period in the cities in Trendex’s

normal sampling area. The study will be offered to

agencies, advertisers, networks and station reps. Publica-

tion is planned for early Dec.

People: Michael Turner and Jack Bernhardt, elected Ben-
ton & Bowles v.p.’s . . . Thomas G. Watson Jr., N. W.
Ayer v.p., named to head Chicago office . . . William
J. Breen, McCann-Erickson v.p., resigned . . . Thomas M.
Lufkin named TV-radio supervisor, Hollywood office of

Ted Bates . . . Gordon Webber named v.p. & best, com-
mercial production dir., Benton & Bowles.

Nets’ August 7% Better Than ’58: All major media
(with the sole exception of network radio) gained ad vol-

ume in Aug. over Aug. 1958, to push the general ad index

10% ahead of the year-ago performance. Printers’ Ink’s

latest index also shows however, that all media (except

business papers & outdoor) skidded in Aug. from July

volume—with network radio plunging deepest, 21%. The
Aug.-over-Aug. gains were paced by magazines, up 17%.
Net TV was up 7% for Aug.-over-Aug., up 10% in cumu-
lative volume, and down 8% from the previous month.

Newspapers gained 8% in Aug. over Aug. and 10% in the

cumulative reckoning, but slumped 9% in Aug. from July.

The poorest showing by far was net radio’s, down 27% in

Aug.-Aug. business, down 21% from July, and down 12%
year-to-date. Best performance: general monthly maga-
zines, 26% ahead Aug. over Aug., 16% ahead cumulatively.

Index % Change from % Cnmu-
Medium Ang. Aug. 1 month 1 year lative

1959 1958 ago ago Change
General Index 222 202 — 5 -flO -|- 7
Total Magazines 176 149 — 6 -fl7 -j-10

Weekly 191 167 — 6 -|-14 8
Women’s 129 112 — 7 -fl6 -j- 9

General Monthly 224 178 — 3 -|-26 -fl6
Farm 109 96 — 4 -f-14 -f 2

Newspapers 197 182 — 9 + 8 -f-lO

Network Television .... 437 409 — 8 -|- 7 -j-10

Network Radio 19 26 —21 —27 —12
Business Papers 235 208 4 -1-13 -f- 5

Outdoor 165 158 -f 4 -f 4 — 4

All indexes have been seasonally adjusted. The index shown for each
medium is based on estimated total advertising investments in the
medium, including talent, production and media costs. For each medium,
the base (100) is an average of total Investments in the years 1947-49
except for the TV base which covers the years 1950-52. “Cumulative
change” in the last column refers to the change from the same period
last year, of the index average from January through Aug. 1959.

Broadcasting outpaces other media in its share of ad-

vertising, which was a $10 billion-plus U.S. business last

year, pres. William W. Neal of Atlanta’s Liller, Neal, Battle

& Lindsey agency pointed out last week in an upbeat speech

on TV-radio revenue prospects. Featured luncheon speaker

at NAB’s 2-day regional conference in Atlanta—4th in a

series of 8 fall meetings—Neal said the future for all ad-

vertising is “bright,” despite the overall record in 1958,

when broadcasting was the only medium to show an in-

crease over 1957. While total advertising dropped about

2% last year, broadcast advertising went up by more than

$50 million to a TV-radio total of about $2 billion
—“almost

exactly 20% of the grand total,” Neal reminded the con-

ference. Upcoming NAB conferences, which generally

follow the format of the opening session in Washington
(Vol. 15:42): Fort Worth, Texas Hotel, Nov. 10-11; Denver,

Brown Palace, Nov. 12-13; Los Angeles, Ambassador Hotel,

Nov. 16-17; Seattle, Olympic Hotel, Nov. 19-20.

American Assn, of Adv. Agencies’ eastern annual con-

ference will be held Nov. 4-5, at Hotel Biltmore, in N.Y.

One of the sessions will be an all-day creative meeting

Nov. 4 at the Museum of Modern Art to be presided over

by Curtis Berrien, William Esty Co. v.p.-copy chief, and
Raymond Lind, Benton & Bowles v.p. for TV commercial

production. On Nov. 5 Richard P. Jones, J. Walter Thomp-
son v.p., will be chairman of the session on media buying.

Advertising Federation of America (AFA), has moved
its Washington office, headed by v.p. Donald J. Wilkins, to

the Associations Bldg., 1145 19th St., N.W. (District

7-3061). This is AFA’s first move toward shifting its HQ
from N.Y. to Washington next year.

New reps: WTTV Bloomington-Indianapolis to Young
TV Nov. 1 (from Meeker). KTVR Denver to Young TV
Oct. 19 (from Blair TV Associates). WSIX-TV Nashville

to Peters, Griffin, Woodward Oct. 1 (from H-R Television).
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‘Instant Nielsens’ for N.Y.: The long-awaited entry of

A. C. Nielsen into instantaneous TV measurement (ex-

periments since 1946, a pilot operation in N.Y. since 1957)

became a reality last week when the research firm began

signing clients for a service designed to provide next-

morning audience figures. Signed so far: N.Y. outlets

IVABC-TV, WNTA-TV, WPIX and WNEW-TV.
The speeded-up Nielsen service uses a fixed panel of

230 homes (containing 270 sets to reflect multi-set house-

holds) in which Nielsen-designed circuitry “reports” sta-

tion tuning to a central point via leased wires. As in the

somewhat-similar system used by competitor ARB’s Arbi-

tron service, the data is then compiled to show program

ratings by 15-min. periods, minute-by-minute audience flow,

home duplication between programs, and other factors such

as the cumulative audience reached by advertisers using

spot schedules.

The new Nielsens—part of the Nielsen Station Index

service of local-level ratings—will appear as weekly Met-

ropolitan-area reports and overnight (or faster) supple-

ments to the regular NSI monthly & bi-monthly complete

TV reports for the N.Y. market. Eventually, the new
service will be expanded to other areas. (Cracked one ob-

server, as he watched the winking neon lights & clicking

tape record of the central data panel: “now a producer can

stand here and watch his option drop.”)

*

News of other Nielsen expansions & future areas of

operation also came from the research firm last week. In

Canada, a Nielsen subsidiary is at work surveying station

coverage in all 239 counties of Canada’s 11 provinces for

the first nationwide Canadian Nielsen Coverage Service

(NCS) study, which bears a release target of early next

year. J. Walter Thompson, Procter & Gamble, and CBC
have signed for the completed study.

Nielsen is also experimenting in 2 other areas: “brand

ratings,” which are designed to show the size of audiences

earned in top TV markets by brands within specific product

categories, and “print-TV” ratings, which will explore

“the audience reach of combinations of magazines or news-

papers and TV.”

TV as a Bookseller: Television is an “unpaid hotshot

salesman” for books, writes Tulsa bookseller Lewis Meyer
in Sept. 28 Publishers’ Weekly, Meyer conducts a Sun.

televised book review program.

“Next time someone says that TV has hurt the book

business,” says Meyer, “tell him that TV is the greatest

force for selling books since censorship! An Alexander

Ring appearance on Jack Paar’s show sells more books

than a costly ad in the local newspaper ... A buying
urge for books shown on TV is even more acute than an
urge to purchase refrigerators, cars or painkillers, because

the audience doesn’t set up barriers against commercials.

“TV sells books 2 ways: through interviews with

authors on name network shows, and through straight

book review shows. The former technique sells the most
copies because it is a better established network fixture.

TV personalities encourage authors to appear because

authors as guests keep their shows fresh & uncontrived

. . . Paar, Garroway, Linkletter, Sullivan, What’s My
Line?, NBC news commentator Chet Huntley (he triggered

the demand for Advise & Consent) plus the many local TV
personalities [are] salesmen whose commissions, if paid,

would be astronomical. Thank heaven they work for all

of us for free.”

Why Are Agency Profits Down? Ad agency profit dropped

to 3.23% of gross income in 1958 from 4.11% the previous

year, continuing the decline since 1944 when the profit

margin peaked at 9.03%, writes AAAA pres. Frederic R.

Gamble in the Nov.-Dee. Harvard Business Review. A
prime culprit in his opinion: TV. “While it took radio

a decade to attract 10% of total national advertising ex-

penditures, TV did the same job in 5 years,” he says. “It

grew from 1.3% of the volume in 1949 to 10.3% in 1953,

and now accounts for 17.5%. It is hardly happenstance

that the slide in agency profit margins has coincided almost

exactly with the growth of this new medium.”

Gamble writes that TV has introduced a host of

agency activities & services which have increased costs,

and that “TV advertising requires high-salaried people.

As the medium has grown, the high manpower cost of pro-

duction has narrowed profit margins for many agencies

. . . One advertising executive recently described TV as an

‘orge,’ explaining that if he could convert his TV billings

to other media, annual earnings for the agency would sky-

rocket. Another agency executive estimated that TV ad-

vertising requires 5 man-hours of work for every man-hour
put into a similar budget in other media.” Solution:

“There are signs here & there that agencies are learning

how to reduce the costs of producing TV advertising.”

Ad-agency sponsorship of a TV program to advertise

advertising is reported by WBZ-TV Boston. Local Ray
Barron agency will pick up the tab this week (3) for an
11:15-11:30 p.m. election roundup and will use the com-
mercial time “to dispel some of the common misconceptions

so many people have about the ad business.” The sponsor

is using Ray Barron agency.

Television Faetbooks Going Fast

O FF THE PRESSES only a few weeks. Television

Faetbook No. 29, Fall-Winter edition of the

TV-radio & associated electronics industries’ standard

reference book has already sold some 4,000 copies.

We urge you to order the additional copies you may
need now. Completely indexed, this 496pp. semi-

annual “almanac” provides ready access to a wealth

of basic data on all U.S., Canadian and World TV
stations and networks (including complete rate cards

of the U.S. & Canadian networks and digests of all

station rate cards)
;
new census of TV sets by states

& counties; a Canadian TV set census; data on all

CPs outstanding and applications pending; updated

allocations tables.

Also included are new listings of producers of

TV tape programs & commercials, stations with TV
tape equipment, metropolitan market data, leading

TV-radio ad agencies.

All other depts. have been updated, too, includ-

ing directories of the FCC, TV sales reps, program
producers & distributors, manufacturers of TV-radio
sets, tubes & transistors, TV-radio attorneys, con-

sulting engineers, specialized consultants, electronic

labs, etc, etc.

Included with each Faetbook is a revised copy
of our 34x22 in. Map of TV Cities and Network
Interconnections, in color, suitable for framing.

Television Faetbook No. 29 costs $5 for a single copy;

$3.50 each for 5 or more.
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Personals: Robert Lemon named mgr., of NBC’s WNBQ
Chicago; William B. Decker named mgr., radio WMAQ;
George W. Diefenderfer appointed national & local sales

mgr., WNBQ; Theodore H. Walworth appointed mgr. of

NBC’s WRCV-TV Philadelphia . . . Emmett A. (Buzz)

Hassett Jr., ex-WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C., appointed

gen. sales mgr., WITI-TV Milwaukee . . . S. M. (Mert)

Roseman, ex-WISN-TV Milwaukee, named program dir.,

WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, succeeding Ted L. Snider,

resigned ... M. S. (Tony) Bachman named public affairs

dir., KXTV Sacramento, continuing also as promotion mgr.

Hillard Elkins named General Artists Corp. West

Coast v.p. for TV . . . Jerry K. Levine, ex-Paramount Pic-

tures, appointed Columbia Pictures Eastern adv. mgr. . . .

Rod Erickson resigns as Warner Bros, sales v.p.

Gayle Gupton, ex-adv. & PR asst, v.p.. Third National

Bank, Nashville, appointed dir. of Clear Channel Bcstg.

Service, Washington, succeeding Hollis M. Seavey who re-

signed last March 31 after buying radio WCUM Cumber-

land, Md. . . . J. D. Nixon named program dir., CBC Eng-

lish TV network; Bruce Raymond appointed to similar posi-

tion, English radio networks . . . Walter J. Plant, NTA
program sales v.p., named to head NTA Chicago office . . .

Stan Raiflf, ex-NAB staffer, joins Brooks Piece Dye Works

Corp., Long Island City, N.Y., as PR chief.

Donald H. McGannon, WBC pres., named to the U. of

Notre Dame advisory council for liberal & fine arts . . .

Robert E. Ware named chief engineer of the Alabama Edu-

cational TV Commission facilities at Auburn, succeeding

George Murphy, resigned to join Ampex . . . Angela

McDermott named exec, dir.. Mass. Exec. Committee for

School TV & “21-Inch Classroom,” a four-state school TV
project . . . W. C. Pearson named counsel to Canada’s Board

of Best. Governors (BBG), succeeding R. R. MacGillivray.

Attention-getting promotion piece is being airmailed

from London by KTVR Denver to prospective advertisers.

Sales message inside hand-addressed, plain white envelope

advises; “In London, TV viewers have but 2 programming

choices [BBC, ITV], but in Denver the TV viewer’s pro-

gramming choice is [Channel] 2.”

Obituary

John J. Mead Jr., 63, co-publisher of the Erie (Pa.)

Times and Morning News and 13% owner of WSEE (Ch.

35), died Oct. 29 in Erie. Surviving are his brother George,

co-publisher of the newspapers and WSEE pres., 3 sons,

a daughter, another brother.

Ampex Professional Products Co. has been formed by

Ampex Corp. in a reorganization of its professional prod-

ucts div. The new company is headed by mgr. Neal K.

McNaughten, who is also v.p. of the parent Ampex Corp.

Key personnel in resulting organization: Video products

div.—Thomas E. Davis, mgr.; Charles P. Ginsburg, mgr. of

engineering; Ross H. Snyder, products mgr.; Jack Hauser,

merchandising mgr.; Thomas J. Merson, head of national

sales & service engineering staff; William Wallace, pro-

gram-production coordinator, Hollywood; Milton Norton,

ex-RCA, Midwest sales; Jack Flynn, ex-Potter Instrument

Co., Eastern district mgr.; Russell Ide, ex-Sarkes Tarzian,

asst, to national sales mgr.; Wharton Murray, ex-RCA
Service Co., color Videotape installation specialist; Cyril

Teed, British Marconi project engineer, resident Marconi

engineer at Ampex. Audio products div.—Frank G. Len-

nert, mgr.; C. Robert Paulson, marketing mgr.; LaVeme
Foster, admin, mgr.; Warren Anderson, sales promotion

mgr.; Gerald Miller, national sales mgr.; Frank Richards,

mgr. of special & custom products sales. Manufacturing

div.—Arthur Kromer, mgr. Quality control div.—William

Roily, mgr. Personnel div.—Theodore Scudder, mgr. Op-
eration & finance div.—Ray Stewart, mgr. Robert Miner is

special market planning & research asst, to McNaughten.

Meetings next week: Assn, of Best. Execs, of Texas
(Nov. 9), Western Hills Inn, Dallas-Fort Worth; Harold E.

Fellows, NAB pres., guest speaker. Ariz. Bestrs. Assn,

annual meeting (9), Valley Hotel, Scottsdale. Institute

of Radio Engineers radio fall meeting (9-10), Syracuse

Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y. NBC TV-radio affiliates (11-13)

Plaza Hotel, N.Y. Colorado Bestrs. & Telecstrs. Assn. (13)

Brown Palace, Denver.

TV doesn’t win elections, CBS news pres. Sig Mickel-

son told an Oct. 28 luncheon meeting of the Radio-TV
Execs. Society in N.Y., although it “increases interest.” In

1960, he added, it’ll be harder for candidates to find time to

pre-empt for sponsored political shows “since there are

fewer live programs, and film productions cannot be readily

cut.” Mickelson also expressed the hope that candidates

will not discriminate between TV & newspapers as public

media by “scheduling separate press conferences.”

Strong affiliate support for NBC radio’s new network
pattern, whereby news & information shows are being

stepped up but entertainment features are being offered on

a pay-for-what-you-use plan, is being received, officials of

the network told us last week. NBC radio exec. v.p. Joe
Culligan last week explained the plan to regional meetings

of radio affiliates in Chicago & San Francisco, following a
regional meeting in N.Y. at which affiliate managers en-

dorsed the plan, which goes into effect on Jan. 1, 1960. In

N.Y. Culligan told us “we’ve described the plan in detail

before executives and owners of a total of 168 affiliates,

and so far have gotten unanimous approval. We have no

doubt that this is the best operating method for a radio

network today.”

Status Symbol for Radio: RAB voted recently to con-

struct a modern building to house its executive offices,

using “money now expended in rent.” Time Inc. v.p. Weston
C. Pullen Jr. will be chairman of the building committee,

with Elroy McCaw, WINS N.Y., vice chairman.

Dick Clark’s book for teenagers: Your Happiest Years,

(Rosho Corp., distribution by Random House, $2.95) will

be published Nov. 16.

The 500th production-model Videotape recorder was

shipped by Ampex last week to educational WENH-TV
Dui'ham, N.H.
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Film & Tape

WB-SAG Make Up; WB to Pay Up: Screen Actors Guild,

which has been vigorously following up members’ com-

plaints of working-condition violations by TV film com-

panies, came up with a clear-cut victory over Warner Bros.

TV last week. The studio admitted the violations and

agreed to pay penalties, as provided in SAG’s contract.

Exact amount of the penalties isn’t known yet, as Guild

accountants are still going ov-er the studio records, but

insiders say it will be “considerable.” Following tbe meet-

ing, SAG and WB issued a statement saying “the outcome

of the meeting was satisfactory to both parties. The

studio agreed to satisfy any obligations as a result of past

violations and steps have been taken to avoid recurrence of

past differences.”

SAG’s successful bout with Warners apparently is only

the beginning. While the Guild declines to go into specifics

regarding other telefilm companies, it acknowledges that it

is checking every company, and has hired 2 additional field

representatives to halt what it believes may be widespread

violations of Guild working conditions.

The long-simmering Warner Bros, situation broke into

the open last week (Vol. 15:43 pl4) when SAG’s bd. of dirs.

publicly denounced WB for its “failure to correct abuses

concerning violation of meal periods, rest periods and other

working conditions.”

Previously, Warner Bros, v.p.-gen. studio mgr. E. L.

DePatie said he was “shocked” that SAG would take its

case to the press, instead of seeking to reconcile the prob-

lems. Said he: “The pressure of modern TV production

brought with it an increase in our studio employment in ex-

cess of 50% above normal, and it is possible procedures

might have failed.”

DePatie asserted any contract violation has been “un-
intentional.” “If the rapid expansion of TV production

has resulted in inadvertent errors affecting players, it is

also true that the fiourishing TV program has provided top

studio employment and the opportunity for stardom given
many players who were unheard of only a short time ago,”

he declared.

SAG’s action against Warners followed a joint protest

by most of that studio’s TV stars against working condi-

tions, the actors alleging continual violations of their con-

tract over a long period of time. Last year, when Clint

Walker was suspended by Warner Bros, from Cheyenne,
he complained he often worked until late at night, and
rarely got sufficient rest between work periods. While W"B’s
situation then involved only one of its stars, the current
problem includes most of them.

The situation is unprecedented, being the first time
stars have mass-protested their working conditions. And
it’s the first time SAG has publicly charged such mass
violations by any studio.

^

.Another headache was facing Warners at week’s end:

Edd Byrnes, who zoomed to stardom as Rookie of 77

Sunset Stnp, wants more money. As an unknowm, he was
signed for $225 a week—and became the most popular star

on the Warner lot in terms of fan mail. He now gets

around $400 a week. An earlier dispute between Byrnes and
WB was settled amicably—on record royalties. Under his

contract he originally didn’t get any, but William Morris
Agency negotiated a new deal for him a few months ago
after one of his records sold more than a million copies.

Warner has shown a willingness to negotiate the latest

dispute, too.

Lorillard will not renew at the end of Dec. its one-third

sponsorship of Warner-produced Bourbon St. Beat, the

latest ABC-TV 60-min. show to face sponsor trouble.

Unlike sponsor discontent with Adventures in Paradise

(Vol. 15:41, pl4), the P. Lorillard billings in the show,

worth $2 million annually but subject to 13-wk. cancella-

tions, are not being yanked because of the quality of pro-

gram episodes, we were told by Lennen & Newell last week.

The agency, however, declined comment on a report, cur-

rent in N.Y., that Lorillard W'anted out because the tobacco

firm discovered that the other 2 sponsors of Bourbon,

Libbey-Owens-Ford and Van Heusen, were paying notably

less per episode in program charges than was Lorillard,

because of network program-contribution concessions.

MGM-TV has made a deal whereby Rexall will finance

its pilot of National Velvet, we’re informed by George

Shupert, v.p. in charge of TV for Loew’s Inc. Shupert

commented “we feel if a sponsor is in a project at the be-

ginning, and puts his own money into the pilot, he will be

more interested in it.” He said producer Bob Maxwell
begins casting the show this week, and the pilot will go into

production immediately thereafter. Shupert said also that

MGM-TV has two 26-week-series deals pending.

Longevity of sponsorship, in terms of 52-wk. sched-

ules from leading regional advertisers, is a major factor in

getting prime-time station clearances for syndicated tele-

films at the expense of network fare, ITC syndication sales

mgr. Hardie Frieberg has reported. Frieberg cited tbe

track record so far of ITC’s recently released Four Just

Men (30-min. British-filmed mystery series) which has

landed in 52-wk. prime exposures (between 7-11 p.m. on
weekends, 7:30-11 p.m. on week nights) in 67.7% of 31

markets in w’hich it has been booked to date. “It’s no
secret that a 13-wk. contract could very well see a show
taken off the air just as it’s building a viewing audience,”

said Frieberg in an obvious reference to the current net-

work trend toward short-term program contracts.

Writers Guild of America membership will take a

strike vote this week (3) in its deadlocked negotiations

for a new contract with the major studios. It will also

vote on extending its 2% screen-writer assessment to the

entire membership, and on using Screen Writers Guild

money as a strike fund, if necessary. The Guild doesn’t

want a strike, and is seeking a settlement of the issues.

The basic points of disagreement with the studios lie in the

Guild demands for payments on post-1948 movies sold to

TV & movies for pay TV (if & when). In an unusual state-

ment, the guild notified its members last week that because

negotiations may run beyond the contract expiration date

they should be prepared to work, for a limited period,

without a contract.

Video-taped documentaries on surgery & hospital care

may eclipse live telecasts of such subjects, opines Louis

Graff, Michigan Hospital Service PR dir. Referring to 4

30-min. documentaries produced by Ross Roy Inc. for Michi-

gan Blue Cross-Blue Shield, Graff cited these advantages

of tape over live: (1) may be edited; (2) doctors relieved

of camera “looking over their shoulders”; (3) sponsor re-

lieved of fear of something going wrong with operation

during the broadcast. Initially scheduled for live telecast on

WJBK-TV Detroit, the surgery was taped after the Wayne
County and Washtenaw County (Detroit area) medical

societies passed resolutions condemning live TV surgery.

ABC Films reports sales of its People’s Choice in 15

new markets, and Adventures of Jim Bowie to 10 stations,

during the week ending Oct. 23.
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NEW YORK ROUNDUP

United Artists Associated product has been sold in 36

markets during the past 2 weeks, reported v.p. & gen. mgr.

Bob Rich. “The Jazz Singer,” recently updated in a Ford

special, was bought by 7 stations. The largest single buy

was by KRSD-TV Rapid City, which bought 10 groups of

Warner features, Movieland features, the Sherlock Holmes

package and other UAA features.

Ziv’s Highway Patrol reruns have now been bought

by 63 stations, with sales being handled by Ziv’s Economee

Rerun div. The package consists of 156 episodes. Sales

of Ziv’s Tombstone Territory reruns have been made to

12 stations in a 10-day period.

Fred Hamilton, ex-NBC-TV Hollywood dir. of film pro-

gramming, has joined Ziv TV programs as exec, producer

. . . Max P. Brown has been named dir. of administration

for the East Coast operations of NTA . . . H-R TV’s sec-

ond annual promotion workshop was scheduled for Oct. 30

for promotion mgrs. of H-R-represented stations.

“Naked City,” produced as a 30-min. telefilm series

last season by Herb Leonard in conjunction with Screen

Gems, is about to be revived as a 60-min. property, with

ABC-TV agreeing to finance a pilot to be filmed entirely

in N.Y. within the next few weeks. The series, which ABC
is said to be considering as a possible mid-season replace-

ment for any of its 60-min. film shows that may be dropped,

will center on exploits of 2 N.Y. detectives, not yet cast.

NTA Telestudios has produced a new series of 8

video-taped commercials for Westclox watches, through

BBDO. Actress Betsy Palmer is featured. The commer-
cials were produced for 3 Westclox specials including

“Miracle on 34th St.,” -set for Nov. 27 on NBC-TV.

Golden Press Inc. and puppeteers Bil & Cora Baird

will produce a 30-min. color film series titled Bil Baird’s

Golden Time . . . MCA’s Shotgun Slade, has been bought
for WPIX N.Y. by P. Ballantine & Sons, for the Thurs.,

10:30-11 p.m. time period.

. . . .Trans-Lux TV has made available a Christmas holiday

package of one 30-min. & four 15-min. films with yuletide

themes. Letters seeking bids were sent to stations last

week. The package was compiled because of “at least 75

requests for pre-Christmas programming,” said Trans-Lux.

Gifford-Kim Productions Inc. is the new name of Gif-

ford Animation Inc. Added is the name of Paul Kim, v.p.

& partner in the commercial-production firm. Previously

geared to film animation, production of G-K will now en-

compass live-action production as well.

WNTA-TV personalities David Susskind, Faye Emer-
son, Mike Wallace and Henry Morgan fiew to Chicago Oct.

28 to promote syndication of their taped interview pro-

grams and the station’s Play of the Week to ad agencies.

Roncom Productions (Perry Como’s company), in addi-

tion to its projected telefilm series (Vol. 15:43 pl5), is

currently working on plans for specials starring Charlton

Heston & Jane Powell. Miss Powell may also star in a
series for Roncom.

ITC’s rerun distribution arm Arrow Productions will

handle the sale of a Metropolis Productions package of 35

pre-1948 features acquired from Medallion Pictures. Titles

include “People Are Funny,” “Dynamite,” “Timber Queen.”

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Motion Picture Assn, of America, after several weeks
of see-sawing following Universal-International’s refusal to

join in movie-industry sponsorship of the Oscar awards,

has decided to sponsor the 1960 event, we were told by
Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences pres. B. B.

Kahane. The other major studios will pick up the financial

slack left by UI’s departure. Formal announcement of !

industry sponsorship will be made this week.

Ann Sothern is at odds with the Govt, in Washington’s s

U.S. Tax Court concerning $722,322.44 which the tax men *

say the actress owes from proceeds of the sales of residual Ij

rights in syndication of Private Secretary. Miss Sothern j

contended last week that her 25% ownership in the tele- -i

films should have been taxed at a capital gain rate, and
that she actually owes only $7,120.94—a sum which also

involves tax deductions for an ill-starred venture into cattle

ranching in which most of the livestock died.

Harry Ackerman, Screen Gems production v.p., has

been approached by 20th-Fox regarding taking over as

successor to Martin Manulis. He pointed out that he’s

under contract to SG . . . SG incidentally tried to sign

Tuesday Weld for a series, but was informed by her agent

that the 16-yr.-old is fed up with TV and wants to work in

movies. She is committed for 18 segments of Dobie Gillis.

Los Angeles Dodgers pitcher Don Drysdale has been

signed by Warner Bros, for a featured role in an episode of i

The Lawman . . . Jerry Stanley, NBC film mgr., has been

promoted to dir. of the film programs.

CBS has signed writer Steve Fisher to write & produce

Goodbye Hannah, for the CBS-TV workshop. The 60-min.

suspense drama will be taped late this year and will serve

as a series pilot . . . Allied Artists is reactivating its long

dormant TV film production, with 2 pilots which will be

financed by ABC Films for syndication. AA has in the

past produced TV films under the banner of its subsidiary,

Interstate Television, but the ABC vehicles, not yet selected,

will be produced under the aegis of AA.

NBC plans a comedy pilot. Poor Richard, by Laslo

Vadnay . . . Format Films Inc. has been formed to make i

animated subjects for movies and TV. Herbert Klynn is |
pres. . . . William Dozier, ex-CBS-TV Coast program v.p., I
begins his new job this week as v.p. in charge of Coast i

operations for Screen Gems . . . Bernie Tabakin named
v.p. & natl. sales mgr. of NTA Telefilm Associates. He has i

been v.p. in charge of West Coast operations.

ITC’s next syndication entry will be Jack Douglas’

Sweet Success series of in-depth personality profiles. ITC 1)

is beginning to feel out interest in the series on the part of
|

major regional sponsors, and hopes to tap new categories I

of advertisers for syndication (such as brokerage houses, '

credit card plans, business services) because of the Hora- i

tio Alger appeal of the series to rising young executives. i

Glen Glenn Sound and Mark Armistead in Los An-
geles are setting up a new mobile video-tape facility, of-

fering color and b&w mobile recording. The joint venture
g

will operate as a rental service to producers. Joseph Bluth I

is technical dir. The unit will consist of 2 remote trucks,

one with 2 RCA color video-tape recorders, the other with

6 camera chains, 3 color and 3 b&w. Delivery of the units

is expected shortly after Jan. 1.
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2 MORE JOIN 23-in. PARADE: Almost everyone will be in the 23-in. act next spring , whether

he likes it or not, and a couple more manufacturers indicated last week they're getting ready to dip their feet

in. Others were silent, but that doesn't mean they won't be ready if 1960 customers come in demanding

square-corner pictiures.

Zenith and Westinghouse, both of which have been interested in Kimble Glass Co.'s 23-in. bulb with-

out bonded-on implosion plate (Vol. 15:42 pl8), are coming out with 23-in. sets—using Corning twin-panel

glass. Both introductions will be quiet, without whoop-te-do.

Westinghouse will have two 23-in. models ready for introduction within 30 days, also will be testing

tubes made with Kimble glass to see if they stack up with advance billing.

Zenith will include 23-in. models in its drop-ins after New Year, presumably also will be experiment-

ing with Kimble approach. Says exec. v.p. Leonard C. Truesdell: "The Corning is the most tested design."

RCA's two 23-in. sets (Vol. 15:36 pl5) are currently being shipped to distributors. Motorola says no

23-in. set is "imminent." Olympic says none are "planned in the current program." Others are silent.

TV SALES HEADING BOTH WAYS AT ONCE: Public's TV preferences seem to have
scrambled off in all directions during first 8 months of this year. Portables & table models sharply increased

their soles lead over consoles & combinations. At same time, price of average TV set sold during the period

increased over last year.

This seeming paradox in year which saw few price increases on model-for-model basis indicates

success of sell-'em-up campaigns. All manufacturers tell us that people are buying on a quality rather than

price basis, and analysis of latest available figures indicates that although consumers have been trending

more heavily to table models, they are buying higher-priced sets this year. Since figures cover only Jan. thru

Aug., they don't reflect too strongly the industry's new 1960-model emphasis on "fine furniture" consoles.

Here are breakdowns for year's first 8 months

:

Average TV set was sold at factory price of $136.11, $3.55 higher than the $133.65 of first 8 months of

1958. This continues the upward average-price trend which started in 1957. This year, portables & table models

comprised 62% of total TV-set sales and accounted for 54% of total TV-set dollar volume—up from last

year's 58% of units & 50% of dollar volume.

Average table model or portable sold this year at $118.09 vs. $114.54 last year (factory price exclud-

ing excise tax), average console or combination at $165.03 vs. $159.97. Since latter part of year traditionally is

time when consumers go for higher-priced TVs, average set price for full year of 1959 probably will be in

range of $140 or a little higher—up from $136 last year, $130 in 1957 and $127 in 1956 (Vol. 15:31 pl8). Mid-

dle-of-the-line spring drop-in models and anticipated price increases (see story below), plus continued em-

phasis on furniture consoles, may well push average prices up at higher rate next year.

TV PRICE BOOSTS THIS WINTER? Nobody likes to talk about TV price increases—particu-

larly now when sales are going so well—but pinch of creeping component costs may force either spot or

general boosts after Christmas season.

How much component prices actually do go up will depend, of course, on revisions of steel pric-

ing after final settlement of strike. Almost all manufacturers are inclined to try to hold price line on existing

sets through production economies or by absorbing any small component price increases. New spring drop-

in models, however, definitely will reflect higher component & material prices.

Bellwether RCA will say only that it's watching costs "from day to day," doesn't anticipate increases.

But, as RCA Victor TV v.p. James M. Toney told Cincinnati audience last week (referring, in this case, to color

sets), "the trend is up, instead of down."

"There undoubtedly will be price increases after the steel strike," an Admiral spokesman says flatly.
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Anticipating upward price trend before end of year in some of its models is Olympic, whose pres. Morris

Sobin told us his company has been obtaining steel at "modest premium."

Price increases of about 3% to 4% across-the-board after year's end , concurrent with introduction of

new models, is predicted by Westinghouse mktg. mgr. C. J. Urban.

Manufacturers expressing confidence—or hope—that they can hold line on end-product prices

despite minor component & material boosts were Zenith, Hoffman, Motorola. Sylvania merely says no change

is "anticipated at this time." Philco mktg. v.p. Henry E. Bowes recently sent message to distributors urging :

them not to use steel strike as excuse to increase prices or relax merchandising or soles efforts. Philco an- .

ticipates no price rises.

Sales of TV sets are holding up extremely well, despite economic effects of steel strike. In our talks

with 10 leading set makers last week, the answers were nearly imanimous: Despite soft spots in steel-pro- i

ducing markets (cited most often: Pittsburgh, West Virginia, Cleveland), sales are still exceptionally good. 5

Some manufacturers said that even in "sagging" markets, sales are better than this time last year. Two set i

makers, however, suggested that some of the dealer buying today may be in anticipation of set shortage. %

Sample quotes: "Overall picture very good, substantially ahead of last year" (Hoffman consumer |

products sales v.p. Paul E. Bryant) . . . "Sales wonderful, at capacity; in 9 months we've topped full-year i

1958 sales of consumer products" (Zenith mktg. exec. v.p. Leonard C. Truesdell) . . . "Unusual play in our
|

console TV models" (Motorola) . . . "TV-radio-phono sales running 50% ahead of last year" (Sylvania)

. . . "Our TV sales are climbing nationally" (Urban, Westinghouse) . . . "TV set sales increasing across-

the-board—at distributor, dealer, consumer level" (GE) . . . "Sales ore still high" (Admiral) . . . "Overall ;l

picture is good" (Philco) . . . "Tremendous back-order position; we've added 360 people to our production I:

staff since this time last year" (Sobin, Olympic).

As for steel & component shortages, most set makers still feel they're in good position till end of year i

or longer; a couple (Philco, Westinghouse) see pinch coming in late Nov. or early Dec. RCA's Toney, mean-

while, predicted shortages of color sets before year's end. The bottleneck; wood cabinets (see below).
'

TV-RADlO PRODUCTION; m statistics for week ended Oct. 23 (42nd week of 1959):
j|

Oct. 16-23 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative
j

TV 180,048 185,390 121,267 5,036,140 3,943,901

Total radio 459,861 447,496 310,148 12,263,854 8,600,132

auto radio 135,912 133,639 75,073 4,558,212 2,605,602

COLOR SET SALES RISE: Officials of the 2 companies now
active in color TV reported sales ahead of schedule this

fall, with shortages developing in certain models.

At a luncheon meeting in Cincinnati kicking off Na-
tional Color TV Month, RCA Victor TV v.p. James M.

Toney said color sales are running about 25% ahead of last

year’s rate. “Sales are going much better than we had

originally projected this year-^and we were optimistic in

our planning,” he said. “We as a manufacturer have

reached the point where it is profitable to make as well as

sell color TV.” It was understood that cause of RCA’s color

TV shortage is supply of cabinets—not enough were

ordered earlier to take care of growing demand for some
m.odels.

Admiral, too, reported response to its color line ex-

ceeding expectations. TV sales mgr. Ross Siragusa Jr. said

sales, 2 months after introduction, are running ahead of

plan, and projected figures suggest that sales will be 35%
ahead of original plans by year’s end. Both Toney and

Siragusa credited the upsurge to increased color program-

ming this season.
* *

George H. Brown, RCA engineering v.p., will talk on

“The Development of color TV in the U.S.” at the Benelux

section of IRE, the Hague, Holland, Nov. 10, and Interna-

tional Telecommunications Union, in Geneva Nov. 18.

Universal Controls Inc. began the construction last |

month of a transistor-production plant at Glen Cove, N.Y.
|

to house operations now being carried on in a temporary

building there, pres. M. Mac Schwebel told the annual I

meeting recently. “We will move into the new plant in I

early 1960 without interruption in production,” he said. The 1

Glen Cove plant, an outgrowth of N.Y.-based Universal’s

new special products div., will be known as C. P. Clare
|

Transistor Corp. It takes its name from subsidiary relay-

maker C. P. Clare & Co. Schwebel predicted that transistor

sales will “substantially” boost Universal’s annual sales,

which, in fiscal period ended March 31, exceeded $29 million.

Raytheon plans substantial additional investments in

Europe and is curx’ently surveying to determine product

lines, location of production facilities and extent of new

European investments, pres. Charles F. Adams said in

Rome recently. Addressing a sales meeting of Raytheon

distributors & licensees in 12 European countries, Adams
took note of Continent’s growing electronics market, pre-

dicted that Raytheon would double its sales of marine prod-

ucts next year. During his European trip, Adams officially

dedicated Raytheon, A.G., the firm’s new European manu- ^
factui'ing, sales and service subsidiary which is based in I
Zug, Switzerland.

Initial auto radio production order for 1960 cars by

Stromberg-Carlsfon has been set at 1,160 a day.
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Tunnel Diode Potential: The tunnel diode, which may
bring about a small revolution in design & production of

TV & FM receivers (Vol. 15:30 pl6), was a major topic

at the IRE electron-devices meeting last week at the Shore-

ham Hotel, Washington.

In the principal paper, GE’s R. N. Hall pointed to the

device’s potential, gave an an example an FM receiver in

which “a single tunnel diode performs the functions of the

RF amplifier, local oscillator, mixer and first IF amplifier

simultaneously. Tunnel diodes are inherently low power

devices” he said. “They can be designed so as to operate

on appreciably less power than transistors. This will be

an important advantage in a number of applications.” He
concluded, however, that “the tunnel diode is not a univer-

sal replacement for vacuum tubes & transistors.”

Engineers at the meeting were optimistic about the

diode’s TV potential. For example, Earl Thomas, Sylvania

dir. of research & engineering for semi-conductors, gave

us this reaction: “Very cheap, can be infinitesimally small,

even the size of a pinhead, lasts forever. It makes uhf TV
much more practical than ever before because it increases

the range of uhf by providing an amplifier for uhf which
wasn’t practical before.”

Also discussed at the meeting was a new thin (10-in.

deep) picture tube being developed by RCA, initially for

non-broadcast use. The tube, resembling an automobile

wheel in diameter & thickness, is designed to improve the

brightness, detail and compactness of large-screen military

& commercial radar. RCA’s Harold B. Law & Edward G.

Ramberg stated that the tubs could show standard TV pic-

tures but at the present time would operate with about i/4

the efficiency of conventional tubes.

Space TV came within closer range last week when GE
demonstrated an electricity-producing device which, the

firm said, might be used to generate power for televising

pictures from a space satellite to earth. The magneto-
hydrodynamic device has no moving parts, generates elec-

tricity by passing hot gasses through a cold magnetic field.

GE said experiments indicate the device could develop some
5 kw of power. Initial tests produced 1 kw for 5 sec.

Major problems still to be solved: reducing size & weight
(GE reports it’s working on a 100-lb. device vs. the 600-

pounder it demonstrated)
;

increasing heat resistance to

absorb the punishing temperatures (some 5,000 degrees).

“Stereo is dragging,” Magnavox pres. Frank Freimann
told stockholders meeting in Fort Wayne last week, adding
his voice to the consensus of other manufacturers as shown
in our industry interview-survey Oct. 19 (Vol. 15:42 pl7).

“The buying apathy of the public for stereo is something
that wasn’t anticipated,” he said, adding that Magnavox’s
stereo business was up only “some 10%.” He said Magna-
vox’s electronic organ would be in production next year.

GE is enjoined from price-fixing agi*eements for major
appliances under terms of a civil anti-trust consent judg-
ment drawn by the Justice Dept, against the company, its

Toledo distributor Commercial Electric Co. and 9 retailers

in the Toledo area. Criminal anti-trust action against the
same defendants in the Toledo case was terminated in Feb.,

when they pleaded no defense and were fined $19,000.

The 19 millionth Emerson radio came off the Jersey
City assembly line last week, and it was presented to pres.

Benjamin Abrams with appropriate ceremony. The set
was the newest model introduced by the 37-year-old firm,

the 9-transistov Eldorado.

PROFILE OF AN ELECTRONICS LEADER: To find out what
it takes to make that heady climb to the top of the

laddei’, Nov. Fortune got the answers straight from
the bosses’ mouth. It questionnaired 1,700 top execu-

tives who boss the 500 biggest firms in 17 major in-

dustries and came up with, among other data, a profile

of the appliance-electronics’ chief executive.

Mr. Electronics is nearing 56, works some 54 hours a

week, has been in the top spot for less than 2 years, and
took 23 years in his present firm to make the trek. He
fares much better financially than his counterpart in most
other fields. He earns $82,738 in an industry which ranks

as the 5th best-paying for chief executives. High: metals

manufacturing ($92,647); low: insurance ($50,658); me-
dian, $73,584. The largest percentage (25.3%) of appli-

ance-electronics executives earn between $75,000-$100,000.

The smallest percentage (3.6%) earn between $200,000-

$250,000. A gratifying 4.8% earn more than $250,000

—

compared with an all-industry total of 1.8%. None earn

less than $25,000 (compared with 2% of other-industry

executives who do.)

The typical electronics leader got his grounding in

engineering (26% of 83 respondents did) and journeyed

to the top via general administration (33% went that

way). The most popular alternate route: finance. Ap-
pliance-electronics executives. Fortune notes, “are the most
mobile of any. Every third man at the top has worked for

3 or more other companies before finally being grounded
at his present one. As might be expected of a new & dy-

namic industry, the accent is on youth: these executives

have the smallest percentage of sexagenarians and are

otherwise below the average executive’s age.”

The electronics chief worries most about inflation &
foreign competition, worries least about competition from
other industries.

Other characteristics of executives in general: Nearly

80% are Republicans; almost two-thirds are college grad-

uates; 38% were born in the Midwest, 32% in the North-
east. Nearly 70% of the top men have worked for their

present firms a minimum of 20 years.

Entering closed-circuit TV equipment field. Interstate

Electronics Corp., 707 E. Vermont Ave., Anaheim Cal., has
announced a field-sequential color system, a high-definition

b&w system and a low-level video amplifier. The company
is also working on slow-scan systems and is aiming at

medical as well as industrial applications. Interstate Elec-

tronics was formed as a div. of Interstate Engineering
Corp. by Paul R. Reedy, now pres, of Interstate Electronics.

L. Delford Fedderman is chmn., Charles T. Cossor dir. of

mktg., Bryan 0. Sparks gen. mgr., James J. Reeves dir. of

TV development. The company employs more than 400.

Huge research & development center, bringing to-

gether all Westinghouse basic & applied research, will be
constructed in Churchill, Pa., 10 miles from downtown
Pittsburgh. Full occupancy of 2 new buildings is scheduled

for 1961. The center will be occupied by 1750 employes
and its 712,000 sq. ft. of floor space will contain 450 in-

dividual labs. In addition to the research labs, Westing-
house’s materials labs, new products labs, manufacturing
planning & control labs and patent dept, will occupy the

new campus-type center.

Emerson has filed an appeal to the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals from the recent federal court decision that its TV
& FM sets have infringed on the late Maj. Edwin Arm-
strong’s FM patents (Vol. 16:40 pl6).
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Trade Personals: Ralph Kaufman appointed Olympic sales

administration mgr., succeeding Jerry LeBoyer, resigned

Robert L. Abel, ex-RCA mobile communications prod-

ucts div. mgr., appointed Tele-Dynamics Inc. communica-

tions div. sales mgr. . . . Herbert C. Johnson Jr. becomes

Sylvania PR dir., succeeded as public information mgr.

by Robert T. Sheeran. Neil H. Johnson, ex-Sylvania ad

dept., replaces Sheeran as publicity project mgr. for Syl-

vania Home Electronics . . . William Balderston Jr. named

asst, to the TV merchandise mgr., Philco . . . W. Hubert

Beal named pres. & chief executive officer, W. L. Maxson

Corp., succeeding Hugo A. Leander, elected chairman;

William Maxson Jr. named v.p., continuing as secy. & dir.

John H. Sidebottom named RCA defense mktg. staff

administrator . . . William Levy named sales promotion

mgr., Columbia Records . . . Frederick P. Ciambrone named

asst. gen. mgr., Stromberg-Carlson-San Diego . . . David

L. Wyand named customer services mgr., Eitel-McCullough

. . . Herbert J. Pyle, ex-Precision Instrument Labs v.p.,

appointed to new post of dir. of service, Collins Radio

Cedar Rapids div. . . . Howard P. Corwith, Western Union

Telegraph research & engineering v.p., retires Dec. 31 after

more than 43 years with the firm.

A. W. (Al) Bernsohn, NARDA exec. v.p. since 1951,

has notified the NARDA board of his intention to resign

next year on expiration of his contract June 30 or at an

earlier mutually agreeable date, pres. Joseph Fleischaker

announced last week. Bernsohn did not reveal his plans,

except that he will move to the West Coast.

RCA’s Emil A. Dodelin retired last week after 41 years

with the firm & predecessor Victor Talking Machine Co.

He supervised most of RCA’s major product exhibits (Chi-

cago World’s Fair, 1933-35; N.Y. World’s Fair, 1939-40),

was first manager for the company’s Cherry Hill (N.J.)

Hall of Progress, and, most recently, served on shows &
exhibits staff of PR dept.

Westinghouse has agreed to an FTC consent order for-

bidding it to grant dealers discriminatory prices or adver-

tising payments in sales of some electric appliances—prin-

cipally Laundromats. Settlement of the FTC complaint,

issued in May 1958, did not constitute an admission by

Westinghouse that it had violated any law.

GE re-enters console phono field with a new series of

Musaphonic stereo units in wood-veneer cabinets with

matching extension speaker systems. Housed in con-

temporary furniture, the consoles are available in 3 fin-

ishes, with or without an AM-FM tuner. Carrying no sug-

gested list prices, units are due to go on sale this month.

Sylvania is using network radio to plug its 23-in. TV
line. It has bought participations in News on the Hour,

sponsorship of Monitor Sports 3 weekends, Army-Navy
game, all on NBC radio.

Pacific Mercury Electronics has acquired controlling

interest in National Automation Corp., developer of auto-

mation devices for industrial & commercial accounting ap-

plications, and automatic parking-lot toll-collection systems.

RCA Service Co. has signed a contract to augment
factory & field service force of Victoreen Instrument Co.

Obituary

Walter J. Drury, 77, former v.p. & a dir. of the Gray-

bar Electric Co., died Oct. 26 of a heart ailment at his

home in N.Y. He is survived by his wife and a sister.

Magnavox has received a $9 million order from the

West German Republic for communications systems. The
award increases Magnavox’s backlog of military & in-

dustrial products to a record $65 million. Magnavox v.p.

and govt. & electronics div. gen. mgr. Gen. George Smith

said the Fort Wayne firm is West Germany’s largest sup-

plier of military electronic equipment. Pres. Frank Frei-

mann pointed out that Magnavox is aggressively developing

the European market, anticipates a substantial increase in

annual volume resulting from foreign business.

Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp. will exercise its

option to acquire the common stock (held by 11 persons)

of Cal. silicon-transistor maker Fairchild Semiconductor

Corp., John Carter, pres, of the former, announced last

month. There will be an exchange of 19,901 shares of Fair-

child Camera stock. Carter said production facilities of

the Cal. firm will be increased from 68,000 to 183,000-sq.-ft.,

and that by the end of 1960, employment will increase to

2,000 from some 700 at the present time.

Intensified semiconductor activities by Minneapolis-

Honeywell and Controls Co. of America were announced re-

cently. M-H will erect a $1 million 40,000-sq.-ft. semiconduc-

tor research & development center at Riviera Beach, Fla.,

for occupancy early next summer. Pres. Paul B. Wishart

said the production of M-H’s transistor line will continue

at Minneapolis. Controls Co. of America established a new
subsidiary. Solid State Electronic Controls Inc., with plant

& HQ at Tempe, Ariz., to make semiconductor devices.

Ro-Nard Inc., N.Y. firm, its sole employee, Mrs. Lily

S.S. Wolfenson, and Alberto Azar, Montevideo, Uruguay,
have been temporarily denied all U.S. export privileges for

allegedly smuggling strategic electronic equipment out

of the U.S. The Commerce Dept.’s Bureau of Foreign Com-
merce said it believes that Azar buys electronic equipment

and delivers it to Mrs. Wolfenson, and that she turns it

over to a 3rd party who takes it out of the country, pre-

sumably as personal effects.

Turbo Dynamics has arranged tentatively to buy Tech

Ohm Resistor Corp. and its wholly owned Cima Corp. sub-

sidiary for approximately 250,000 of TD common stock.

TD pres. J. A. Garcia said the purchase would “give us a

complete line of resistors and complete national sales cov-

erage,” but noted that the transaction depends upon the

outcome of negotiations to purchase 2 other resistor firms,

“one in the west, one in the Philadelphia area.”

False price claims for phono needles are alleged in an

FTC advertising complaint against Recoton Corp., Long
Island City, and N.Y. retailer G. Schirmer Inc. The FTC
said “regular retail prices” of Recoton’s diamond-needle

& combination diamond-sapphire needle were misrepre-

sented by the firms, which also are charged with failing to

“clearly or conspicuously” disclose that an “unconditional

lifetime guarantee” had “conditions & limitations.”

Automatic test machine which performs 26 tests on a

TV picture tube at the rate of 600 tubes per hour has been

installed by RCA at its Marion, Ind. production plant.

Entertainment tube-products dept. mgr. J. B. Farese ex-

plained that “electrical limits for the tube under test are

built into test circuits of the new machine. Picture tubes

are passed or rejected according to these limits.”

Moving deeper into radio business, Columbia Phono-

graph dept, is offering a German-made “convertible” tran-

sistor radio. The small 6-transistor pocket radio may be

slipped into a larger cabinet with a 5-in. oval speaker for

use as a table model.
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Finance

SET MAKER PROFITS UP: Sales & earnings of companies

in the TV-radio-phono business continued their climb

in the 3rd quarter, and every manufacturer who has

reported to date has shown healthy increases for both

the latest 3-month and full 9-month periods. Topped

by Motorola’s all-time high sales & profits in both

periods, 4 more manufacturers reported increases last

week—Philco, Admiral, Westinghouse & Magnavox

(below). In previous weeks, good Sept. 30 quarter &
9-month statements have come from RCA, Hoffman,

Siegler (Vol. 15:43 pl8) and GE (Vol. 15:42 p20).
*

Motorola reported record sales & earnings for both

the 3rd quarter & the first 9 months of 1959. The com-

pany’s previous record highs: Third-quarter sales, 1956,

totaling $60,887,948; third-quarter profits, 1950, at

$2,865,576 ($1.48 a share); 9-month sales, 1957, at $166

million; 9-month earnings, 1950, at $8 million ($4.17 a

share). Chairman Paul V. Galvin said Motorola’s unit TV
sales were up 35% over last year’s 9-month period, while

in stereo “Motorola retained first position and sold over

30% of industry unit volume in the higher profit model

categories.” Communications products & semiconductors

continued to show increased volume. The income report

does not include operations of recently-acquired Dahlberg

Co., hearing-aid manufacturer. For 9 months to Sept. 30:

1959
Net sales $206,012,733
Net income 9,485,024
Earned per share 4.90
Shares outstanding 1,935,131
For 3 months ended Sept. 30

:

Net sales $77,145,487
Net income 3,598,653
Earned per share 1.86

1958
$137,162,983

3,217,726
1.66

1,935,131

$52,618,421
1,739,429

90(f

>|c * *

Philco reported 3rd-quarter earnings 12% above the

comparable 1958 figure on a 6.5% sales increase. Nine-

month gains were strong, share earnings going from 1^ in

1958 to $1 in 1959. Pres. James M. Skinner said both con-

sumer & govt, sales increased in the 3- & 9-month periods.

All divisions reported profitable operations for both periods

despite “substantially higher expenditures for engineering

& development programs” in the computer & transistor

fields. For 9 months ended Sept. 30:

1959
Sales $283,516,000
Net income 4,373,000
Earned per share 1.00
Shares outstanding 4,074,866
For 3 months ended Sept. 30

:

Sales $102,171,000
Net income 1,987,000
Earned per share 46^

*

Admiral’s 9-month sales & earnings were substantially

higher this year than last. Pres. Ross D. Siragusa said

demand is high for all of the company’s products and that

4th-quarter sales should be greater than last year, despite

the steel-strike situation. He revealed that current pro-

duction of the new 7-transistor all-American-made pocket
radio now exceeds 1,000 a day as a result of its “enthusi-

astic reception.” The 3rd-quarter income statement was
not released. For 9 months ended Sept. 30:

1959 1958
Sales $145,849,148 $123,529,953
Net income 2,371,376 947,254
Earned per share • 99^ 40<1

1958
$245,820,000

332,000
1^

3,989,833

$95,925,000
1,774,000

41<f

Magnavox reported at a stockholders meeting last

week that its consolidated sales & earnings for the first

fiscal quarter ended Sept. 30 both established new records.

All divisions contributed to the increase. Stockholders ap-

proved a 2-for-l split and an increase in authorized common
stock to 3.5 million from 2 million shares. For 3 months
ended Sept. 30: 1959

Sales $25,661,000
Net income 1,244,000
Earned per share 1.06
Shares outstanding (1959) 1,174,186

1958

$17,372,000
722,000

61(j‘

1,174,186

4: 4:

Westinghouse’s substantial increase in 9-month

earnings on a lesser boost in sales and its record-making

3rd-quarter profit, the results of a cost-control program,

have made possible an increase in the annual dividend

rate to $2.40 from $2, the company announced. Stockholders

will be asked to approve a 2-for-l stock split at a special

meeting Jan. 4 in Pittsburgh. The company’s quarterly

report said that consumer products and air-conditioning

equipment paced the 3rd-quarter sales gains, all products

except heavy apparatus showing increases. For 9 months

ended Sept. 30: 1959 1958

Net sales $1,408,393,000
Net income 56,225,000
Earned per share .... 3.17
Shares outstanding . . 17,315,731
For 3 months ended Sept. 30:

Net sales $494,189,000
Net income 22,075,000
Earned per share 1.25

* * *

$1,384,499,000
49.011.000

2 79
17,070,543

$460,538,000
19.038.000

1.09

Hoffman Electronics Corp., whose 9-month income
statement was printed last week (Vol. 15:43 pl8), reports

increased sales & earnings for 3 months ended Sept. 30:

Net sales
Net earnings
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$11,915,968

453,661
S0(j!

1,506,322

1958
$9,425,243

417,216
28«S

1,476,756

Harman-Kardon Inc. reports a net income of $29,789

(7^ a share) for the quarter ended Sept. 30. The hi-fi

equipment maker had a loss of $8,924 in same ’58 quarter.

Muter Co. earned $237,211 (30^ a share) in the 9

months ended Sept. 30, compared with $189,801 (24^) in

the year-ago period.

Cohu Electronics reports a net income of $674,968 (48^
a share) for the 9 months to Sept. 30. A 1958 comparison
is not available.

Collins Radio has submitted an SEC registration state-

ment (File 2-15721) for 155,740 common-stock shares in its

stock-option plan for executives & other key employes.

American Bosch Arma had a net income of $3,019,437

($1.57 a share) for the 9 months ended Sept. 30, up mark-
edly from $2,414,965 ($1.26) in the year-ago period.

Beckman Instruments has filed an SEC registration

(File 2-15639) for 117,559 common stock shares to be is-

sued under the company’s restricted stock option plan.

Hoffman Electronics seeks SEC registration (File 2-

15640) of 12,808 common stock shares and $375,000 inter-

ests in its employe thrift plan.

Westinghouse Electric Corp. has applied for listing &
registration of its common stock on the Pacific Coast Stock

Exchange, anticipates an effective date of Nov. 23.

RCA has asked the SEC (file 2-15703) to register

400,000 common stock shares under its stock option plans.
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Broadcasting Profits Up: Four entities in TV-radio broad-

cast field, whose stock is publicly held, reported good in-

creases in net earnings in latest quarterly announcements

last week—AB-PT, Metropolitan, Taft, Meredith (for

Storer report, see Vol. 15:43 p 19).

American Bcstg.-Paramount Theatres last week re-

ported that its estimated net operating profit for the first

9 months was .26% higher than in the same 1958 period.

Third-quarter results of the company’s theater, record

and broadcasting activities were higher than the same 1958

period, pres. Leonard H. Goldenson told stockholders in

the quarterly report. For 9 months ended Sept. 30:

1959
Net operating profit .... $5,226,000

Net capital gains 181,000

Consolidated earnings . . 5,407,000

Earned per share 1.26

Shares outstanding 4,149,362

For 3 months ended Sept. 30:

Net operating profit .... $1,340,000
Net capital gains 182,000

Earned per share 32^

1958
$4,142,000

250,000
4,392,000

1.00

4,149,363

$1,100,000
27,000

25^

Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. (WNEW-TV & WNEW
N.Y., WTTG Washington, radio WHK Cleveland, buyers of

WTVH Peoria & radio WIP Philadelphia subject to FCC
approval) reports for 39 weeks to Oct. 4:

1959 1958
Net income $1,197,097 $219,394
Earned per share 77<5 14^
For 13 weeks ended Oct. 4

:

Net income (loss in ’58) . $192,845 ($86,800)

Earned per share 12^ —
Taft Bcstg. Co. (WKRC-TV & WKRC Cincinnati,

WTVN-TV & WTVN Columbus, WBRC-TV & WBRC Bir-

mingham, Ala., WKYT Lexington, Ky., 30% of WBIR-TV
& WBIR Knoxville) reports for 6 months ended Sept. 30:

Net income
Earned per share
For 3 months to Sept. 30:

Net income
Earned per share

1959

$643,000
44^

$248,000
17(f

1958

$447,000
31<f

$148,000
104

Meredith Publishing Co. (WHEN-TV & WHEN Syra-

cuse, WOW-TV & WOW Omaha, KPHO-TV & KPHO
Phoenix, KCMO-TV & KCMO Kansas City, Better Homes
& Gardens, Successful Farming) reports for 3 months to

Sept. 30: 1959 1958

Net income $1,264,106 $786,899
Earned per share 97^ 61^

Warner Bros. Pictures Inc. reported that its net income

for the year ended Aug. 31 was the best since the movie-

production firm was separated from theater operations in

March, 1953. Pres. Jack L. Warner attributed much of the

improvement to increasing production of films for TV.

The fiscal-1959 performance showed that the film firm’s

profits topped the $17.4 million of fiscal 1956, which in-

cluded $15.3 million from the sale of old films to TV. For

fiscal 1958, the company lost more than $1 million.

Republic Pictures net income declined sharply to $675,-

678 (19^ a share) for the 39 weeks to July 25, compared

with $1,296,065 (50^) for the year-ago period.

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge reports reduced earnings

on sharply increased sales for the 3rd quarter ended Sept.

30. However, for the 9 months to that date, both sales &
earnings ran well ahead of those for the same 1958 period.

Chmn. J. D. Wright & pres. D. E. Wooldridge attributed

the 3rd-quarter imbalance of sales & profits to heavy
spending for engineering & development activities, and
opening new markets in the electronics & missile fields.

They anticipate that final 1959 sales will reach $400 million,

compared with last year’s $341 million. For the quarter

ended Sept. 30: 1959 1958
|

Sales $100,139,942 $81,692,302 (
Net income 1,642,397 1,817,471 /

Earned per share 51^ 47^
Shares outstanding (1959) 3,032,343 3,032,343
For 9 months ended Sept. 30:

Sales $297,367,074 $251,429,578
Net income 6,395,304 6,769,161 i

Earned per share 2.03 1.82

Telechrome Mfg. Corp. reports record sales but lower

net income for the year ended June 30 as compared with

fiscal 1958. As of June 30, the company’s total assets were

$1,658,355 vs. $1,010,293 a year earlier; net current assets

were $345,351 vs. $473,715; unfilled order backlog $660,135

vs. $558,088. Pres. J. Raymond Popkin-Clurman told stock-

holders that profits would have been higher than last year

had not the company felt “it is more prudent to use a

larger-than-normal portion of our earnings for expansion.’’

Reinvested earnings amounted to $2.41 per share. Tele-

chrome has purchased an option to acquire 50% interest

in Hammarlund Mfg. Co., N.Y. manufacturer of communi-
cation radios & control equipment (Vol. 15:30 pl9). For the

year ended June 30:
Net sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959 1958
$1,641,194 $1,352,316

54,768 175,660
19^ 65^

288,251 269,800

Daystrom earnings for the 6 months & 2nd quarter

ended Sept. 30 were more than double those for the cor-

responding 1958 periods, pres. Thomas R. Jones reported

last week. The Murray Hill (N.J.) electronics manufacturer
noted that “new business bookings are strong and the rate

of billings indicates that we may exceed our earlier fore-

cast of approximately $85 million in sales for this fiscal

year.” For the 2nd quarter ended Sept. 30:

1959
Sales $20,111,000
Net income 440,000
Earned per share 48^
Shares outstanding 914,013
For 6 months ended Sept. 30:

Sales $41,350,000
Net income 802,000
Earned per share 88^

1958
$16,989,000

210,000
234

907,468

$36,800,000
369,999

41^

Oak Mfg. Co. profits for the 3rd quarter increased 6%
to $233,502 on sales which increased moderately to $4,308,-

182 from 3rd-quarter 1958’s $3,951,869 volume. The Chi-

cago-based components maker also reported a backlog

one-third higher than that of a year ago and substantial

ings gained slightly, in the quarter ended Sept. 30:

Sales
Profits
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$13,458,098

733,106
1.12

655,894

1958
$11,029,766

359,736
55^

655,894

I

i

(

1

!
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I

1

I

Reports & comments available: Magnavox, report,

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 70 Pine St., N.Y.

6 . . . Twentieth Century-Fox, memo, H. Hentz & Co., 72

Wall St., N.Y. 6 . . . Texas Instruments and Electro In-

struments, comments, Bache & Co., 36 Wall St., N.Y. 5.

Beckman Instruments Inc. sales advanced, and earn

ings gained slightly, in the quarter ended Sept. 30.

Sales
Net income
Earned per share

IQCQ IQ^ft

$12,638,315 $10,212,444
622,516 619,483

46^ 45^

I
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Arvin Industries netted “excellent gains” in sales &
earnings for the 9 months ended Sept. 30, paced by a 40%
increase in sales of radios & phonos and automotive and
other consumer products, pres. Glenn W. Thompson told

the N.Y. Society of Security Analysts last week. Estimated
earnings for the 3rd quarter totaled $600,000 (50^ a share)

compared with 3rd-quarter 1958 earnings of $278,777 (31^).

For the 9 months, net profit is estimated at $1.7 million

($1.60) vs. $669,636 (63^) for the same 1968 period. Thomp-
son forecast total 1969 sales of $70 million, compared with

1958’s $54 million, and envisioned a record volume in 1960,

in excess of $76 million. He noted that “it seems likely that

1959 will be Arvin’s largest year in radio dollar & unit

volume,” and announced that the firm will introduce in Dec.

a new transistorized portable radio line, “competitive with

foreign imports” and priced from $30-$100.

Merger of Consolidated Electrodynamics with Bell &
Howell has been approved in principle by the directors of

both companies. The tentative agreement, subject to stock-

holder approval, provides that Bell & Howell would dis-

tribute 3 additional common shares for each 4 Bell & How-
ell shares now held, and Consolidated stockholders would

receive one share of Bell & Howell in exchange for each

share of Consolidated. Consolidated makes electronic in-

struments & test equipment. Bell & Howell manufactures

motion-picture & photographic equipment, audio-visual de-

vices and mailing machines. Consolidated’s sales for 1958

totaled $32 million. Bell & Howell’s $69 million. Consoli-

dated employs about 8,000, Bell & Howell 4,000.

Stock-trading rules are being violated by some over-

the-counter dealers in securities of some small, little-

known companies in electronics, missiles and related de-

fense fields, aocording to a preliminary SEC staff report.

Naming no names of firms involved in an SEC investiga-

tion of “hot issues,” the report says stock of the companies
has been distributed by the use of sales techniques which
restrict the supply to the public and cause prices to go up.

Harman-Kardon Inc., Westbury, N.Y. hi-fi amplifier

maker, has applied for SEC registration (File 2-15758) of

$600,000 of 6%% subordinated convertible debentures due

Dec. 1969 and 80,000 common stock shares for public sale.

Milton D. Blauner & Co. Inc. is the principal underwriter

for the sales, in which the common shares would be offered

by Harman-Kardon pres. Sidney Harman, who owns about

62% of 455,000 shares outstanding. Part of the proceeds
would be used to pay $200,000 in bank loans.

Electronics Capital Corp., the San Diego-based closed-

end management investment company headed by Charles

E. Salik (Vol. 15:18 p24, 15:24 p24 ), will provide $1 million

of long-term capital for Potter Instrument Co., manufac-
turer of digital tape recorders & related devices. Elec-
tronics Capital Corp. will purchase $760,000 of Potter 10-

year convertible debentures. Under the agreement. Potter
may borrow $250,000 more for additional working capital.

Sylvania’s proposed issue of $25 million debentures
(Vol. 15:39 pl9) has been rescheduled for probable market
introduction this week. Indications are that the issue, to

mature in 1984, will carry a 5%% coupon. Paine, Webber,
Jackson & Curtis and Halsey, Stuart & Co. Inc. have been
named as managing underwriters for the debentures.

Ling-Altec Electronics scored a net income of $612,000
(41^ a share) on sales of $17,668,000 for the quarter ended
Sept. 30. For the 9 months ended that date, net income was
$1,331,000 (93^) on $28,997,000 sales. No 1958 comparisons
are available. Chmn. James J. Ling also reported that
Ling-Altec’s backlog of orders tops $66 million.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period
Con. Electrodynamics

. Q
Desilu Q
Electronics Invest. ... —
Mallory (P.R.) Q
Mallory (P.R.) Stk.
Magnavox (new) —
Siegler —
Stanley Warner Q
Taft Bcstg —
Tung-Sol Q
Westinghouse —

Stk. of
Amt. Payable Record
$0.10 Dee. 15 Nov. 27

.15 Nov. 27 Nov. 13

.03 Nov. 30 Nov. 2

.35 Dec. 10 Nov. 16

2% Dec. 21 Nov. 16
.25 Dec. 15 Nov. 26
.10 Dec. 1 Nov. 13
.30 Nov. 25 Nov. 10
.10 Dec. 15 Nov. 15
.35 Dec. 2 Nov. 12
.60 Dec. 1 Nov. 9

Howard W. Sams & Co., the Indianapolis publishing,

electronics-research & engineering firm, reported increases

in sales & profit for the 13th consecutive year in its annual

statement for the fiscal year ended June 30. The income

statement of the company and its subsidiary Bobbs-Merrill

Co. for the year to June 30: 1959 1958

Net sales

Net profit

Earned per share
Shares outstanding

$5,233,640 $4,455,716
253,391 210,171

2.03 1.67

120,000 120,000

Indiana Steel Products Co., whose name changes Nov.

16 to Indiana General Corp. when it consummates its

merger with General Ceramics Corp. (Vol. 15:40 p8), re-

ports net income of $774,876 ($2.21 on 350,091 shares) for

9 months ended Sept. 30, compared with $306,463 ($1.05

on 293,298) for the same 1958 period. Stockholders ap-

proved the merger at a special meeting Oct. 16.

Eitel-McCullough has asked SEC to register $5 million

of convertible subordinated debentures which will be

offered for public sale by an underwriting group headed by
Schwabacher & Co., San Francisco. The San Carlos, Cal.

producer of power tubes & electronic products said that the

proceeds will be used to retire bank loans, to finance con-

struction, and to provide working capital.

Granco Products Inc. reportedly increased sales to

$825,000 and earnings to 5^ a share during the first fiscal

quarter ended Sept. 30, compared with sales of $530,000

and earnings of 3^ during the year-ago quarter. Sales for

the year ending June 30, 1960 are forecast at $4 million, up
from fiscal 1959’s $3 million. Granco production is believed

double that of a year ago, as the firm pushes to reduce a

record backlog of unfilled orders for its FM radios.

Zenith’s employe profit-sharing fund has multiplied

some 24 times in the past decade to a current evaluation of

$33 million, reports Profit Sharing Trends magazine. The
fund’s growth is based on contributions from company
profits and on earnings from fund investments. Zenith’s

profit-sharing fund is also the firm’s largest stockholder

—holding more than 200,000 shares (an average of 20 per

employe) which represent about 50% of the fund’s holdings.

Martin Co., Baltimore aircraft-missile-electronics firm,

has purchased “in excess of 10%” of General Precision

Equipment Corp.’s outstanding common stock and of its

latest series of preference stock, Martin chmn.-pres. George
M. Bunker said this week. GPE management last year

rejected a merger plan proposed by Martin.

Tung-Sol Electric sales & earnings gained sharply in

the 39 weeks to Sept. 26: 1959 1958

Sales
Net income ....
Earned per share

$53,088,110 $43,002,366
2,109,654 1,768,922

2.10 1.76

Hoffman’s annual report was judged to be the best in

the electronics industry this year in the 19th annual survey

by Financial World magazine.
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Educational Television

Electronics Upgrades Education: Modem electronics is

the key to a “massive upgrading in the quality of educa-

tion,” and tools already available open the way to an im-

mediate advance “comparable to that made possible by the

invention of the printing press in the 15th century,” RCA
pres. John L. Burns told the NAEB convention in Detroit

last week.

He said the advance will require broader scope in the

concept & application of educational electronics and a team-

ing of the teaching-broadcasting-graphic arts; outlined a

6-point program for improving eduation’s quality. He sug.

gested an ETV library of lectures by distinguished teachers,

establishment of research-and-development funds by states

and/or localities to further experiments.

“Because of the critical problems faced by education

in general,” Burns said, “there is an overriding need for

still greater pioneering effort. In this, the educational

broadcasters have a beckoning opportunity for leadership.”

Other convention speakers included AFL-CIO v.p.

Walter Reuther and Gilbert Seldes, dir., the Annenberg
School of Communications. Professional papers read at

the sessions covered TV & radio research, music program-

ming, staging and lighting engineering developments,

closed-circuit TV, low-cost production, stereo recording,

publicity & public relations, “preparing the faculty for TV.”
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Stratovision-ETV Specifics: Technical details of the massive
$7-million Midwestern educational TV experiment with

airborne uhf TV transmitters (Vol. 16:42 p3) were disclosed

last week when Purdue U. filed the application with FCC for

the Midwest Council on Airborne TV Instruction (MCATI).
The experimenters plan to transmit on Ch. 72 & 78 for

standard TV signals, Ch. 75 & 76 for narrow-band (3-mc,

exact frequencies to be specified later). All airborne trans-

mitters will be 12 kw, each feeding into a separate omni-

directional antenna. Signals will be sent to the plane from
Purdue by 12-kw transmitters (28.2 kw ERP)—Ch. 41 &
47 for standard transmissions, Ch. 53 & 59 for narrow-band.

Of the hundreds of schools to participate in the test, 10

will have special narrow-band receivers.

Two DC-7 planes will be used, one of them as a stand-

by. The transmitting plane will travel in a 10-mile-radius

circle, 23,000 ft. above Montpelier, Ind., 140 miles from the

Purdue campus at Lafayette, Ind.

A major aspect of the whole program is spectrum con-

servation. As discussed by engineers A. Earl Cullum Jr. &
Thomas A. Wright Jr., who prepared the application: “The
broadcast of 6 programs on separate standard 6-mc TV
channels would require the use of a total of 36 me of

spectrum space by each facility and might preclude the use

of additional spectrum space in nearby areas because of

the various problems of interference. Complete coverage

of the country could be achieved with 3 groups of 6 chan-

nels each, or a total of 108 me of frequency spectrum. A
fundamental part of the proposed experiment would be to

determine means of reducing the spectrum requirements

and of estimating the over-all requirements. It is hoped
the requirement will be less than half that indicated above.”

Legal work on the application was handled by Percy

Russell, of Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz & Masters.

Adler Files ETV Plan: Ben Adler’s Adler Electronics Inc.

has called on the FCC to change its rules on TV trans-

lator operation “to permit the development of multi-

channel educational TV broadcast systems & ETV net-

works” through more use of uhf frequencies.

The New Rochelle, N.Y. manufacturer of transmitters,

translators and microwave relay equipment said in its

petition that “maximum benefits from the uhf frequencies”

could be obtained for ETV by (1) Local origination as well

as off-air pickups by translators. (2) Additional ETV
translator channels. (3) Mileage separation on a non-

interference basis. (4) Waiver of duopoly requirements.

“These rules will enable a number of educational

groups to carry out their plans for low cost on-air stations

to serve both schools & homes,” Adler argued. FCC already

has waived 2 sections of its existing regulations in trans-

lator grants to the U. of Utah for on-campus originations.

B

National ETV & Radio Center affiliates, meeting in

N.Y. Oct. 24-26, were told of plans for installation of a

5-machine video-tape duplicating center in Ann Arbor,

Mich, to facilitate exchange programming between affili-

ates. At least 30 of the center’s 42 affiliates will be able

to program tape shows by Feb. 1960, pres. John F. White

told the meeting. Tape will enable the center to organize

& produce timely programs, such as 1960 convention

roundups, while they are still news, said White. The out-

look for addition of a uhf station in Washington, D.C., as

a Center affiliate, is hopeful, he also reported.

Ampex’s 500th prodution-model Videotape recorder

went last week to educational WENH-Ty Durham, N.H._
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

Congress

HARRIS HUNTS NEW TV-RADIO PAYDIRT in "payola" practices,

following sensational quiz hearing windup. Kintner & Stanton

pledge program reforms (pp. 1, 4 & 5).

Advertising

FTC CHIEF'S HIGH HOPES for TV self-control remain undisturbed,

while his stepped-up anti-deception program brings "camera

trickery" charge against auto-glass commercials (p. 2).

BIG AD YEAR AHEAD as top advertisers plan 10% budget in-

creases in 1960, ANA survey shows as annual meeting gets

underv/ay Nov. 8 in Hot Springs, Va. (p. 9).

FULL HOUSE ON BOURBON ST. AGAIN, as Brown & Williamson

moves into "Bourbon St. Beat" to replace exiting P. Lorillard on

ABC-TV; no "program contributions" made on the show, says

the network (p. 9).

BRITISH BEACHHEAD IN U.S. ADVERTISING market is being

formed by London's Associated-Rediffusion, which has hired Mc-

Cann-Erickson as its ad agency and is selecting an American sta-

tion rep (p. 9).

Film d Tape

Manuiaciuring «S Distribution

NEW LOOK AT COLOR finds no groundswell, despite good reports

from RCA & Admiral. Already burned once, other set makers

prefer to stay in black-61-white only (p. 3).

PAUL V. GALVIN, electronics pioneer, founder & chmn. of Motorola,

mourned as one of best-loved & most effective leaders of industry

(pp. 17 & 19).

TV COMPONENTS PLENTIFUL INTO '60: Our discussions with 7

leaders disclose no component shortages, and more concern with

impending shortages in orders than with dwindling steel (p. 17).

Programming

QUIZ ANGLES OUTSIDE WASHINGTON continue to multiply—in

New York, Evanston, 111., Stockton, Cal., Stamford, Conn., Allen-

town, Pa.—and everywhere else (p. 7).

VANISHING MARKET FOR FEATURES is seen by N.Y. station

execs if Hollywood doesn't move post-'48s before stations find

other ways to fill feature gap (p. 8).

Stations

HOLLYWOOD BLUES: Producers say they're caught in the middle

as sponsors demand more quality, and production costs rise

steadily (pp 4 & 14).

FCC
FCC'S NETWORK REP DECISION says networks are in position

to restrain competition with spot TV, and curb stations' freedom

to operate, must therefore drop non-o&o clients (p. 10).

HAUSMAN OUTLINES PHILOSOPHY of TIO under his adminis-

tration: Admit errors, correct them, inform public, defend industry

contributions. Petersmeyer urges increased public service (p. 11).

Other Departments

PERSONALS (p. 13). FINANCE (p. 21). ETV (p. 23). FOREIGN
(p. 23). AUXILIARY SERVICES (p. 24).

HARRIS HUNTS NEW TV-RADIO PAYDIRT: House TV scandal probers, who uncovered

sensations in quiz hearings which ended last week (see pp. 4, 5 & 7), moved promptly on to another broad-

I
casting field which promises more industry-embarrasing headlines

—
"payola."

"Other practices in TV also deserve scrutiny," Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee Chmn.
* Harris (D-Ark.) said, announcing windup of quiz probe and start of broad new inquiry by his staff. He didn't

specify precisely what practices he had in mind. But others on subcommittee confirmed earlier reports (Vol.

15:44 p2) that one of them is payola to dictate what music is heard on air.

t

i

Allegations of music bribery already are in subcommittee's record , supported by 12-page document
submitted by American Guild of Authors & Composers. "There is no doubt," Guild pres. Burton Lane wrote

oversighters' counsel Robert W. Lishman, "that commercial bribery has become a prime factor in determining

what music is played on many broadcast programs and what musical records the public is surreptitiously

induced to buy." Lane said FCC & FTC have ignored "scandalous facts" reported by trade press.

"Deception equally strong" as that exposed in quiz hearings can be found in investigation of music
11 payoffs. Rep. Moss (D-Cal.) observed. No date for any public hearings in this TV-radio area of Congressional

suspicion was set by subcommittee. But new probe is expected to cover not only payola but reported pay-offs
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for advertising plugs on programs—which may include plugs for resorts, airlines, hotels and perfumes. For

one thing, subcommittee hasn't yet finished with curious case of Allentown (Pa.) store owner Max Hess and
his claims that he bought mentions on defunct $64,000 Question—and other shows still on air.

"Miserable & deplorable" was way CBS Inc, pres. Frank Stanton described pay-off practice when
he was asked about it at quiz session last week. "It probably exists to some extent in the industry," he con-

ceded. "It's very hard to police."

Subcommittee has no known legislative plans to try to write law banning payola in any of its varied

forms. Internal Revenue Service is sure to be working with subcommittee to enforce one law already on
books, however. IRS agents were in constant attendance at quiz hearings to pick up leads on vmreported in-

come of fixed contestants. They'll be even more keenly interested in evidence of how payola works.

FTC CHIEF'S HIGH HOPES FOR TV SELF-CONTROL: Federal Trade Commission
Chmm. Earl W. Kintner is personally, as well as officially, disturbed by impact of many TV programs & com-

mercials. There are very few programs, he told us last week, which he & his wife will permit his 3- and 16-

year-old sons to watch.

Couple these personal feelings with his official duties , with the fierce grilling he received from Rep.

Harris' subcommittee, and with attention directed to FTC's "anti-deception" activities by President Eisenhower

—who appointed Kintner and made him chairman—and you don't wonder that the FTC chief is zealous.

Hence the stepped-up FTC drive to clean up spurious commercials (Vol. 15:44 pl2), which brought a

formal complaint last week against Libby-Owens-Ford Glass Co. and General Motors for using "camera trick-

ery" in TV commercials to sell L-O-F auto side-window glass against competitors'.

But Kintner is still set against more restrictive laws, still favors industry self-policing—in fact believes

TV-radio commercials have improved. "On the whole" he said, "radio & TV ads are probably better than they

were 2 or 3 years ago, through the voluntary efforts of the industry. But a gradual process is not enough. We
need more than an average response from the industry. If I were the industry, I would be taking desperate

measures to restore public confidence. I applaud the measures taken to date. I think that Stanton and Fellows

have displayed real statesmanship. I'm very hopeful of improvement. I don't like to see any segment of indus-

try suffer from the questionable activities of a few. I don't believe in too much govt, regulation. I'm a firm

believer in capitalism, and I believe that businessmen have enough genius to police themselves."

Control over deceptive programs, as distinguished from commercials , is beyond FTC's legal powers,

according to Kintner. But at least one student of trade practices disagrees. Prof. S. Chesterfield Oppenheim, U.

of Mich, law school, offers this concept: All sponsored programs are designed to sell products. Programs

compete with each other and with other media. When quizzes are fixed, the public is misled in evaluating true

nature of the program. Classifying quizzes as "entertainment" makes no difference from legal standpoint, he

said, if misleading practices are present. But he believes industry self-regulation should be tried before FTC
is called upon to police programs.

Examples of "camera trickery" by L-O-F and GM were given FTC in its complaint: "In one filmed

sequence, different camera lenses were used, resulting in an inaccurate demonstration of the comparative

distortion; and in another, the picture purportedly taken through plate glass was actually taken through an

open window, i.e., with the window rolled down."

L-O-F quickly disputed the charges, denied that its advertising was "in any way false or misleading or

that it rested upon camera trickery or deceptive photographic techniques." It said that competitors instigated

the complaints. GM declined to comment.

Another reason why FTC will move faster hereafter is that its TV-radio chief Charles A. Sweeny re-

turned to his desk last week after 2 months sick leave. In addition, FTC's field offices will be increased from 9

to 10 with addition of Boston Dec. 1, under veteran FTC attorney Robert R. Sills. Other 9 offices, where staff has

been ordered to intensify monitoring of non-network shows: Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland, Kansas City, New
Orleans, N.Y., San Francisco, Seattle, Washington.

Sweeny said that lack of manpower is all that prevents FTC from issuing complaints at a faster clip.

He said that pending complaints aren't concentrated on any particular class or classes of products or geo-

graphical areas. Network commercials get closer attention than local because of their great audiences, he said.

He believes that networks are glad to point to FTC crackdowns in order to reject objectionable commercials.
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NAB Code Board chief Donald McGannon, of Westinghouse Stations , conferred with Kintner in

Washington last week, offered Board's cooperation. Kintner accepted gladly, telling us, "I was impressed

with his sincerity." A continuous liaison was established—between NAB's dir. of TV code affairs Edward Bron-

son & FTC's TV-radio chief Charles A. Sweeny. Kintner gave the following as an example of what the co-

operators might do: "We intend to explore, with McGannon's group, the possibility of voluntarily taking off

the air medical claims which our medical experts unanimously agree are false but which would take long

& expensive testing to prove."

Kintner said most of the complaints about exaggerated claims received from the public are about

"remedies"—for headaches, obesity, vitamin deficincy, etc. Other common complaints cover soaps, tooth-

pastes, odor-killers—with "miracle" ingredients. These are being investigated by FTC staff. They're in addi-

tion to a great volume of complaints about commercials which are "distasteful." FTC has no jurisdiction over

these, can only exhort industry to drop them.

NEW LOOK AT COLOR—BUT SAME OLD STORY: There's more color-TV programming on

the air than ever before, both network & local. The 2 manufacturers active in color-set sales—RCA &
Admiral—report orders in excess of expectations, and, in some cases, in excess of supply (Vol. 15:44 p8).

RCA, finally making profit on color-TV production, reports sales 25% ahead of last year.

In this apparently rosy-hued picture , what are prospects for all-out color push by TV manufacturing

industry next year? Answer: Nil.

"Once burned—twice shy" seems to sum up feeling of set manufacturers with regard to color. No
major set maker has anything to show for its color research-development and/or manufacturing-sales activities

of the mid-1950's except red ink—although none of them has a color investment even approaching the

magnitude of RCA's.

But there's another reason why manufacturer interest in color is at its lowest ebb : Black-<&-white TV
sales are excellent; radio is hot; stereo is doing OK, although not quite up to expectations. "Right now we
need a new—and unprofitable—product like we need a hole in the head" is essence of comments of majority

of major manufacturers with whom we discussed subject last week.

"We'll go into it when we're sure it can be profitable for manufacturer, distributor & dealer." This

also seems to be party-line, and no manufacturer can see this situation on the horizon. We found a great

willingness—even eagerness—to pay tribute to RCA's tenacity. Most manufacturers still think color will

some day be important profitable business and that RCA will succeed in putting it over. Some told us they

thought a concerted all-manufacturer campaign could do it much quicker—but nobody is disposed to go

through the period of heavy losses involved. "RCA & Admiral might be able to make money, but there isn't

room for everybody," was the way one set maker phrased it.

Lingering memories of losses on color are still a sharp reminder to most manufacturers. Emerson,

which probably was turning out color sets longer than any firm except RCA, discontinued color production just

a couple of months ago. Pres. Benjamin Abrams said Emerson had made 4,000 to 5,000 sets since June 1955,

losing $3 to $4 million on its color investment. "We just decided to stop losing money," he told us. "You can

sell color sets right now—below cost. Color will catch on when a set can be sold for less than $500 with a

legitimate profit, and if color programs continue to improve."

Motorola says it produced more than 10,000 color sets over a 3-year period , losing plenty on the deal,

and detects no new "groundswell." The company says it will go back into color when a set can be made at a

price comparable to b&w or a strong enough market is apparent for sets in $500-3600 range.

Lack of marketing information was blamed by another manufacturer , whose spokesman preferred to

speak anonymously. This firm made about 3,500 color sets in the mid-'50's, and its spokesman said : "If RCA
began telling the industry, through EIA's market statistics dept., what the color business is about, what the

attainable volume is, manufacturer interest would be awakened. We know the size of TV, of hi fi, of the radio

business. On the basis of past history, nothing could prompt us to go back into color now. There are more

interesting & profitable paths to pursue."

Zenith, Sylvania and others also state they will go into color when there's some assurance of profit

in it—and they can't see it coming.
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"We'll enter the color business when the total volume is capable of supporting more than one or 2

manufacturers," says Westinghouse mktg. mgr. C. J. Urban. "We probably lost as much on color as anybody
except RCA. Color is a fringe right now, a small thing—b&w, radio & stereo are better & surer. When we go
back into color, we'll do it right—a full line, with price step-ups. That's the only way to do it. When? Certainly

not for some time."

Greyish view of color at the moment seems to be shared by CBS-TV, which has no live color shows
on schedule through year's end. Its last live color special was presented in Dec. 1958. CBS is, of course,

continuing color research & development, and will put shows in color on order. Several of Red Skelton's

shows have been in color—Skelton personally being a color-TV enthusiast—and next month's repeat of Judy
Garland's long-ago technicolored Wizard of Oz (MGM) will be colorcast on CBS.

Like papa RCA in the set field, NBC-TV is carrying the color burden in network arena, with average

18 hours programming weekly. Some stations have stepped up local color recently.

RCA thus continues its long, lonely fight for color acceptance—now with one ally (Admiral). It's

getting little help from rest of industry—but most remarkable aspect of whole picture is that almost all of set-

making fraternity is confident RCA eventually will win. They're all rooting for color—from the sidelines.

HOLLYWOOD BLUES: Hollywood producers—caught in a vise between advertisers who insist on
more production values in telefilms, and unions which demand more money & benefits—face a critical situa-

tion. Although some sponsor contracts include escalator clauses to cover increased labor costs, many series

are losing money on their network runs.

Look for more, not fewer, labor crises in Hollywood . What has occurred thus far is probably merely

a preview. Upcoming negotiations with actors will aggravate the situation, and producers will complain that

they can't cope with rising production costs. On the other hand, sponsors aren't satisfied with the production

they got 5 years ago, demand a lot more. This requires more shooting hours & higher budgets. But in heavy
competition, producers have no alternative except to please the sponsor.

Some companies losing money on first-runs pin their hopes of recouping losses on syndication, but

others contend the rerun market is overrated and that a glut of thousands of telefilms in syndication will lower

the price of all. The law of supply & demand as it also pertains to talent has caught up with TV film. Today
there's a shortage of stars, writers, directors and even personnel in some of the crafts. Actors with fair names
got about $300 a picture 8 years ago; today those same performers can get $3,500 a film. As for top stars, their

prices are astronomical, and can be met only by the specials. So as each segment of persoimel—talent or

craft—seeks a larger slice of the pie, producers protest that if this keeps up there won't be any pie left. (For

more on Hollywood's dilemma, see p. 14.)

Congress

More about

BIG TROUBLE FOR TV: The big & climactic scene in the

House Commerce legislative oversight subcommit-

tee’s 1959 TV investigative season was played by

Charles Van Doren at the opening of last week’s final

scheduled series of quiz hearings. But the melodra-

matics—all making TV itself a villain—continued.

Topping sensations produced by the subcommittee in

its probe of show fixes (Vol. 15:40-44) was a 29-min. con-

fession by teacher-commentator Van Doren (“I was in-

volved, deeply involved, in a deception’’) in the jammed
but hushed House caucus room. He said he had been living

lies since he started toward fortune & fame on NBC-TV’s
Twenty-One in 1956.

Enough TV-damaging material still was left in the

investigators’ files—and in testimony by a long string of

usually-reluctant witnesses who followed the star perfor-

mer on the stand—to support headline after headline in

newspaper edition after edition, however. And few sectors

of the TV industry escaped being touched by the onslaught

of evidence & suspicions (see p. 7) which came after Van

Doren finally bared his rehearsed part in making Twenty-

One a rigged contest and earning $129,000 from the Barry

& Enright-packaged program. “God bless you!” subcom-

mittee Chmn. Harris (D-Ark.) told him gratefully.

Performers, producers, packagers, agencies, networks

all came under general indictment for at least guilty

knowledge of quiz frauds before the week was out.

With Van Doren off the stand (and subsequently out

of his $5,500 Columbia U. teaching post and $50,000 NBC-
TV job), CBS-TV’s $6i,000 Question & $6^,000 Challenge

took Twenty-One’s place on the caucus room’s center stage

But other quizzes—running all the way back to radio’s

Quiz Kids in the ’30’s—were in the oversighters’ spotlight.

At the week’s end NBC pres. Robert E. Kintner &
CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton, 2 of the industry’s most

skillful advocates, finally got their turns to defend their

networks (see p. 5). But if they repaired much damage,

no member of the subcommittee acknowledged it publicly.

Each was excoriated for not preventing quiz deceptions

on the public in the first place. “Laxity!” was one of the

milder criticisms leveled at networks officialdom by one

oversighter after another.

Also under major attack were the Revson brothers of

$6Jf,000 Question & $64,000 Challenge, sponsor Revlon,
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whose 41 months (1955-58) as TV advertiser on the shows

saw cosmetic sales leap from $33.6 million to $110.3 million.

Threats of perjury actions against Revlon pres.

Charles Revson & exec. v.p. Mai’tin Revson were heard

from subcommittee members. “The Attorney General

should take it up,” said Rep. Derounian (R-N.Y.) for

one, after telling Martin Revson his testimony about lack

of knowledge of the show’s manipulations wasn’t credible.

Belligerent witnesses both, the Revsons vehemently

denied sworn statements by producers Steven B. Carlin

& Mert Koplin (of “Question” & “Challenge” packager

Entertainment Productions Inc.) that the Revlon execu-

tives knew what went on. The producers said it was com-

mon knowledge in Revson management that questions &
answers on the program were “controlled”—that, in fact,

it was pressure from the sponsor for higher & higher

ratings that drove the packager to tighter & tighter con-

trols of winners & losers.

Testimony by Carlin & Koplin about Revlon’s aware-

ness that the shows were“controlled”—if not “rigged” to

give contestants precise questions & answers—was sup-

ported generally by George J. Abrams, ex-Revlon adv.

v.p. He now is cosmetics & toiletries div. pres, of his old

firm’s competitor, Warner-Lambert.

“I believe the producers felt this pressure and re-

sorted to rigging & fixing to save their property and satis-

fy the sponsor,” Abrams said. “This does not make their

actions any less reprehensible, but I think it does explain

why they did it. They were living between the mixed val-

ues of show business & the advertising business, and moral

values were lost sight of in this effort to entertain the

public & satisfy the sponsor.”

Conflicting testimony on the question also came from
exec. v.p. Robert L. Foreman of BBDO, one of at least 9

agencies which has had the Revlon account in recent years,

and pres. James D. Webb of C. J. La Roche, which holds it

now. Foreman said he “assumed” the shows were con-

trolled to an extent. “I never suspected there was any
dishonesty in these shows,” said Webb, disputing Carlin,

Koplin and Abrams.

That the shows were “controlled” was testified to

—

or supported in statements by—“Question” & “Challenge”

contestants including Rev. Charles F. (Stony) Jackson,

Xavier Cugat, Wilton J. Springer. In his testimony Kop-
lin asserted that all contestants who reached a $32,000

level on the shows were helped.

And Shirley Bernstein, associate producer of “Chal-

lenge,” swore in an affidavit that about a quarter of all

contestants on the show received questions nearly identi-

cal to those put to them in warm-up sessions. Among these

contestants, according to closed-session testimony released

by the subcommittee: child actress Patty Duke, who tied

child singer-actor Eddie Hodges for a $64,000 split.

In other secret-session testimony released by the sub-

committee, Edward Jurist, producer of CBS-TV’s defunct
Dotto, said the practice of rigging such shows went back
at least as far as radio’s The Qtdz Kids.

In public sessions, an extra added attraction was
boastful testimony by Max Hess, Allentown, Pa. dept,

store owner, that in 1955 he had paid $15,000 through a
store employe to get another employe on $6^,000 Question.
Of this money, $10,000 in cash went to Elroy Schwartz,
who worked in N.Y. offices of Cowan Productions Inc.,

and $5,000 to a N.Y. publicity agent who acted as an in-

termediary, Hess said. Hess also claimed he had paid for
store publicity provided by a variety of newspaper col-

umnists, including Bob Considine and TV critic Jack
O’Brian. And so it went in the caucus room, where S.R.O.

crowds dwindled after Van Doren’s performance, but where
there were few empty places at the press tables set up
for more than 100 reporters.

One of the casualties of the week, in addition to Van
Doren, was Army Capt. Michael O’Roui'ke, a $106,000-plus
winner on NBC-TV’s Tic Tac Dough. Producer Howard
Felsher, who had been fired by the network, had said at a
private session that the veteran of Korea had been fed
questions & answers to win his money. O’Rourke, who had
denied any fix on the show, resigned from the Army.

It was the subcommittee’s biggest broadcasting week
since the oversighters were set up in House business in

1957 to see whether federal agencies—such as FCC, which
came in for only passing attention last week—were doing
their jobs properly.

President Eisenhower, asked at his press conference
what he thought about the House testimony, said: “Every-
body was astonished and almost dismayed when they heard
about it and I think everybody from the basic industry it-

self right on down to the producers, performers, and actors
and the public itself, nobody will be satisfied until this

whole mess is cleaned up.”

On this White House note, the hearings on quizzes were
concluded—but not before Rep. Rogers (D-Tex.) put a final

complaint in the record that FCC had information as far
back as 1952 that there was “skullduggery” on CBS-TV’s
The Big Payoff, but did nothing about it. He said he’d like

to question FCC about it later.

Next TV target for the oversighters, as announced by
Harris; “Other practices in TV [that] also deserve scru-
tiny.” No schedule was set on the next set of hearings,
which are expected to go into “payola” and other reported
pay-off & kickback practices (see p. 1).

Networks

More about

THE NETS SPEAK UP: NBC & CBS presented a united
front against TV programming frauds last week—but
split sharply on remedies when it came to telling House
quiz-show investigators how sin on the airways can
be eliminated.

Appearing as major windup witnesses in a week of
headline-packed quiz scandal hearings by the Commerce
legislative oversight subcommittee (see pp. 1 & 4), NBC
pres. Robert E. Kintner & CBS Inc. pres. Frank Stanton
denounced show-rigging as “reprehensible” & inexcusable.
They said their networks should have detected—and done
something about—fixes long before stories began breaking
in the newspapers last year.

“By hindsight we recognize we should have dug
deeper,” said Kinter. “With benefit of hindsight, it is now
clear that I should have gone further,” Stanton told the
hostile, suspicious subcommitteemen led by Rep. Harris.

Both acknowledged that all TV has suffered damaging
blows from the I’igging disclosures, although they pleaded
that quizzes weren’t the only programs on the air.

“We believe that the incidents of quiz show dishonesty
are completely reprehensible and we are keenly aware of
our responsibility for the progi-ams we place in our sched-
ule,” Kintner testified. “But these incidents are not typical

of all shows in this category, and certainly do not reflect

the character of the TV medium.”
“The integrity of all broadcasting has been chal-
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N.Y. Times TV editor Jack Gould Nov. 6 of Hogan’s esti-

mate of 100 possible perjurers: “Far & away the most sick-

ening aspect of the whole video affair.’’

“At issue now,” editorialized the N.Y. Herald-Tribune,

“is the propriety of Judge Mitchell D. Schweitzer’s action

[in impounding & sealing the presentment handed up by

the Grand Jury after investigating the quiz riggings].”

Added the Trib: “Nearly 500 [presentments] have been

filed in N.Y. County in the last 90 years, all of which, un-

til this one, were ‘accepted’—that is, made public.”

The TV quiz scandal was even giving the underworld

a new gimmick last week. In Stamford, Conn, a daylight

burglar made off with $7,000 worth of furs & jewelry from

the home of Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Cuscuna, after gaining ad-

mittance to the house on the pretext that he was “a tele-

vision quiz investigator.”

Publicity-grabbing jet flight from Hollywood to Wash-
ington last week by 9-year-old TV actress Evelyn Rudie

received complete & scathing treatment by reporter Thomas
Wolfe in the Nov. 5 Washington Post. Of young Miss

(“Eloise”) Rudie (who claimed she drained her toy safe of

$125 to jet to the Capital to ask Mrs. Eisenhower to line

up a TV series for her) Wolfe said: “It’s tough sledding

w’hen you’re a 9-year-old TV star . . . and you & your

mother feel your publicity agent is getting you barely

enough clippings to paper the living room wall.” Finding

her daughter missing, Wolfe noted, Evelyn’s mother imme-
diately called, not the police, but “old friend” Vernon Scott

of UPI. The young actress landed at Baltimore’s Friend-

ship Airport where she was met by a swarm of FBI agents,

police, airline officials—and the press. Commenting on the

fact that American Airlines reported the reservations made
by an adult voice, she said: “Oh Evelyn imitates grownup
voices on the phone all the time.” Los Angeles police indi-

cated they’d try to determine whether it was all a publicity

stunt—& a violation of the city’s laws against false reports.

New libel trial of Fulton Lewis Jr., MBS commentator,

must be held in Washington, U.S. Dist. Court Judge Burnita

S. Matthews ruled last week, rejecting arguments by his

lawyers that it should be transferred to Baltimore. They
had contended an impartial jury couldn’t be picked in

Washington because of publicity given the case when it

was first tried last winter. A jury then awarded $145,000

damages to Seattle educator Pearl A. Wanamaker from
Lewis for an MBS broadcast linking her with Communists.
The verdict was set aside in May by Judge George L. Hart,

who said the jury must have been “influenced by passion or

prejudice” to set such an “excessive” figure (Vol. 15:19 p8).

TV news programming is trending upward both in

quality & quantity, concludes a recent UCLA sur\'ey of

“TV News in the Los Angeles Area.” The comprehensive
56-page report notes that only 5.4% of current L.A. pro-

gramming is devoted to news, but termed news shows “vital

in programming” even though TV “cannot hope to com-
pete with newspapers in news coverage.” TV newscasts,
claims the report, “show all too clearly the network or
channel’s character, organization, and attitude toward its

viewers ... if TV has a personality, it’s the newscasters
who provide it.”

QXR Network, FM chain which rebixjadcasts programs
of N.Y. Times’ WQXR, has been extended to Washington
with the addition of WITH-FM Baltimore & WASH (FM)
Washington, 16th & 17th stations to join the circuit.

Vanishing Market For Features? “By the time the movie
majors get around to a residual formula with Hollywood
unions covering use of post-’48 features on TV there may
be only a limited market for them,” said WABC-TV’s Joe

Stamler last week. “TV is learning to fill the gap caused
by the shortage and overpricing.” The v.p. & gen. mgr.
of ABC’s thriving N.Y. o&o believes that distributors who
keep a time lock on their film vaults are in for trouble.

“Most majox’s are doing fairly well in the worldwide movie
market by selling old product to TV directly or through
sales agents, and with their own TV series,” he said. “But
meanwhile, the audience for features is getting tired of

watching repeat after repeat. The development of late-

night live programming on video tape, a trend away from
the hypo of rating-week exposure of choice features, and
a trend toward full-month, instantaneous ratings—these

are all quietly cutting into the nighttime feature audience.”

“We’re not going to worry ourselves about a dwindling

supply of features with no-post-’48s in sight,” said Stam-
ler. “We’ve tried gimmicks, like features in the daytime

and horror films, but they either don’t draw ratings or

have only a temporary effect. I think you’ll see more late-

night live programming and reruns of the new crop of

60-min. film shows as spot-carriers—to the point where
there will be real buyer resistance to new features—unless

distributors get them into the market in a hurry.”

Other N.Y. stations we queried generally tended to

agree with Stamler’s analysis of the N.Y. feature-film

situation. “Features don’t seem to be pulling like they used

to,” said William Cooper Jr., WPIX film buyer, adding

“while the boys in Hollywood are fighting about residuals,

stations are using other means of programming. Ulti-

mately, the distributor will suffer.” WOR-TV uses its

Million Dollar Movie series as a keystone of nighttime

programming when baseball season is over. There, pro-

gram dir.-film buyer Bob Smith admitted he was “not too

concerned with post-’48s” and the pricing was “too high”

on most that are now “trickling out.” Ben Hudelson,

WRCA-TV program mgr., said his station was “just wait-

ing for them, but not necessarily impatiently.” WNTA-
TV’s prog. dir. Douglas Rodgers told us “movies are defi-

nitely overpriced in the N.Y. market, considering the qual-

ity of the product.” On post-’48s, Rodgers said: “Since

we stress live & tape nighttime programming, we have very

little anxiety over their appearance.”

The film dept. mgr. of the N.Y. station generally

credited with cornering the fattest picture backlog in the

market. Bill Lacey of WCBS-TV, was the dissenting voice.

“I don’t agree that chances of selling post-’48s will be

poorer the longer they are held back,” he told us. He added,

however, that station-level interest in post-’48s “depends

on how large a library a station has and how much the

station depends on film programming.” If features were
a primary source of programming for a station, Lacey

stated, film buyers at the station “will be interested in all

new packages whenever they are put on the market.” When
prices are too high, he obsen’ed, a station can bargain.

New Lopert Feature Package: Our prediction (Vol. 15:14,

p9) that Lopert Films, div. of United Artists, would release

a sizable package of post-’48 feature films to TV this year

was confirmed last week in N.Y. Lopert has established a

TV sales operation headed by gen. mgr. Robert Morin, and

will shortly release a 65-title package of foreign-produced

features, including 44 J. Arthur Rank titles acquired when
Rank pulled out of U.S. distribution early this year.
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Advertising

BIG AD YEAR AHEAD: General budget increases of about

10% in 1960 by the nation’s top advertisers are pre-

dicted by an Assn, of National Advertisers survey

released at the opening of ANA’s annual meeting, Nov.

8, in Hot Springs, Va. The study analyzes 290 ques-

tionnaires from ANA members in 33 industry classifi-

cations, spending collectively over a billion dollars a

year in advertising. Expenditures for 1959 compared

to 1958, as well as plans for 1960 were reported.

Of 266 companies reporting plans for 1960, 80% will

be spending above 1958 rates. Of 165 companies reporting

increases in 1959, 77% will increase their budgets in 1960.

Of 63 companies which spent the same in 1959 as 1958, 47%
plan to increase their budgets next year.

In the $1 million-$5 million budget classification, 71%
of ANA member companies plan increases next year. In

the over-$5 million category, 68% of the companies plan

increases in 1960. The strong upward trend in ad spending

was most evident among drug, cosmetics, toiletries, metal

fabrication, public utilities, confections, soft drinks, beer &
wine advertisers.

*

Record 1959 ad volume of $11,055 billion, up 7.3% over

1958 levels for both national & local advertisers, is pre-

dicted by the Nov. 6 Printers’ Ink. Pacing the anticipated

gains in dollar volume will be network & spot TV, up 11%
to $1,225 billion from 1958’s $1,106 billion, and magazines,

up 11% also to $850 million from approximately $767 mil-

lion. The 1959 prediction is based on first-half activities

and is 1.4% higher than the $10.9 billion estimated pre-

viously on the basis of first-quarter volume.

* *

Million-dollar advertisers in 7 major media increased

in number to 387 in 1958, up 4 from 1957’s total of 383,

according to Printers’ Ink’s “Advertisers’ Guide to Market-

ing for 1960.” The 1958 “millionaires” invested a record

$1,996,796,000 in network & spot TV, newspapers, mag-
azines, farm papers, business papers, and outdoor; ac-

counted for 69.8% of all advertising in those media.

Full House on Bourbon St.: ABC-TV may be having rat-

ing problems and bad press notices with several of its new
60-min. film shows (primarily from Warner Bros. & 20th-

Fox), but the “magazine concept” of selling them was in

high gear last week. As a replacement for exiting P.

Lorillard Co. in Bourbon St. Beat (which decided to pull

out, as Lennen & Newell TV-radio v.p. Nick Keesely put
it, “after seeing the first 3 shows”) ABC-TV landed an-

other tobacco firm. Brown & Williamson.

In radio’s heyday, when long-term sponsor identifica-

tion often ruled out a program sale to a firm even remotely
in the same business as a departing sponsor, such a move
would have been earth-shaking. But last week no one was
particularly surprised. “Ted Bates (Brown & Williamson
agency for Kools, Viceroy) bought the show strictly on the

basis of circulation. There was no concern about carry-over

sponsor identification,” a network executive told us.

ABC-TV pres. Ollie Treyz last week also made a point
of flatly denying the rumor (Vol. 15:44 pl5) that the net-

work was making special price deals in the form of program
contributions in “Bourbon St.” The program-only price,

said Treyz, was $15,333 per first-run episode for 1/6 spon-

sorship (1/3-occupancy on an alt. wk. basis), and “every-

body is paying the same.”

With a full sponsor house, “Bourbon St.” is currently

protected against any immediate cancellation, although the

Southern-accented private-eye series can be blacked by

ABC-TV after the 26-wk. mark.

ABC’s current handshake deal with Warner Bros., un-

der which the network functions as the exclusive outlet

for WB shows, by purchasing them directly & re-selling to

sponsors in segments, had an effect in another area last

week. Rodney Erickson, ex-Y&R TV executive who is v.p.

in charge of worldwide TV sales for WB, made a new deal

with his employers. Erickson, who found himself with

little to do (although NBC & CBS have both indicated

they’d like WB telefilm series next season, “provided they

get the same deal as ABC now gets”) will take a cut to

become a “non-exclusive consultant” to WB & others.

British Beachhead: Associated-Rediffusion, British TV
firm that supplies London-area weekday commercial pro-

gramming, lost no time in following up the Nov. 4 an-

nouncement of the lifting of most of the remaining import
controls on U.S. goods sold in England. In N.Y. Nov. 6,

a press conference was called by A-R’s adv. sales mgr.
Guy Paine and McCann-Erickson International chmn. Syl-

vester L. (“Pat”) Weaver to announce: (1) That Weaver’s
agency would launch a trade-consumer campaign to pro-

mote A-R’s TV services; (2) A-R was in the process of

picking an American station rep to handle time sales to

U.S. advertisers; (3) A-R was very much in the market
for new American revenue or TV spending by U.S. firms

that have British branches.

By Paine’s estimate, the latter category of spending is

already important to British TV, representing “possibly

25% of all British commercial TV revenue.” No revisions

in A-R’s present TV sales policies (all commercials on a
spot basis with program control remaining with A-R) are

planned, but A-R plans to consult with all U.S. advertisers

interested in reaching the largely control-free British mar-
ket. Similar consultation will be offered by the firm’s

American rep, whose name will probably be announced Nov.
11 in London but “probably won’t be NBC or CBS Spot
Sales,” Paine stated. McCann-Erickson won’t be involved

in time sales, Pat Weaver made clear, but would concen-

trade on “such things as trade paper advertising for A-R.”
From a standing start in 1955, A-R has progressed to

the point where revenue is now “about 12.5 million pounds”
(some $34 million) annually, Paine told reporters. A-R now
reaches 2.25 million TV homes in the London area (about

72% of all TV homes; the I’emainder are single-channel

homes that get only BBC-TV) and usually walks off with
the top progi’am ratings. Cost-per-1,000-homes on 30-sec.

commercials is now about $1.50.

In 1964, when the British TV system will be up for

governmental review, A-R plans to seek a second TV
channel “devoted to serious programming only” and whose
rates, pegged to the 25 7o of the TV audience A-R expects

to reach, “will be adjusted accordingly,” Paine added.

People: Frank A. Sherer named McCann-Erickson senior

v.p.-treas. & dir., succeeding Frank White as treas. Mr.
White, a senior v.p., becomes vice-chmn. of the e.xec. policy

committee . . . R. Wells Brown elected Compton v.p. . . .

Frederick D. Sulcer named mgr., Needham, Louis & Brorby
TV-radio creative dept. . . . Ronald C. Bradley and Herbert

G. Drake promoted from v.p.’s to senior v.p.’s, Ted Bates.
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FCCS NETWORK-REP DECISION: The reasons behind its

decision ousting networks from the TV-spot rep busi-

ness were given in detail by FCC last week, following

announcement of the decision a month ago (Vol. 15 :41

pi). Basically, they revolve around the concept that

national spot is an important competitor to networking,

and there’s an ever-present danger of diminishing this

competition if networks are also in the rep business.

CBS & NBC have indicated they plan to fight the

decision. ABC isn’t in the rep field.

The FCC summarized its views thus: “Participation

in the spot sales fields gives the networks the potential

power to restrain competition for the representation of

stations, as well as competition between network & na-

tional spot TV. In the latter field, the networks’ role as

national spot representative for affiliated stations creates

an inherent conflict of interest which has resulted in inhibit-

ing competition between network & national spot TV.
Such restraint by the networks on the licensee’s freedom

to choose his station representatives and freedom to com-
pete for national spot business therefore involves inter-

ference with the licensee’s independent duty to operate his

station in the public interest.”

For an example of such restraints on competition, FCC
pointed to CBS’s 1952-54 campaign to raise spot rates to

equal network rates. The Commission noted that its staff

reported that the CBS Spot Sales & networks divisions co-

operated in the campaign, and said that it agreed with its

staff’s conclusion: “In this case, the CBS Spot Sales division

sacrificed potential or actual national spot business by

helping to set the national spot rates of the owned & the

affiliated stations at a level that would reduce competition

between network & national spot sales. The spot-sales

organization was acting in the interest of the broadcasting

company rather than in the interests of the stations

which it represented in national spot sales; indeed, it can

be said to have been acting in a manner contrary to the

interests of the represented stations.”

* ^ *

FCC said that networks are in a powerful position,

through control of affiliations, to force many stations to

give them their spot-rep business—thus enabling networks

to restrain network-spot competition. The Commission
rejected network arguments that they have no intention of

expanding their lists of represented stations. CBS repre-

sents 7 stations in addition to its o&o’s; NBC reps 6.

The decision permits networks to continue repping o&o’s.

A bit sarcastically, the FCC said: “Statements by the

networks of their current intention not to expand their

sales activities have coincided with the pendency of this

and a prior Commission proceeding in which the problems

raised by the spot activities of the networks were an issue.

This voluntary self-restraint has not been explained by
convincing reasons based on considerations normally affect-

ing the conduct of the spot-representation business. Ac-
cordingly, there is no assurance that, absent Commission
action, the networks will adhere to their voluntary limiting

policies in the future.”

The Commission also explained why it decided to let

CBS & NBC continue to represent non-o&o radio stations:

“Of most significance is the fact that the networks do not

occupy the same dominant position in radio that they do
in TV. The relative significance of radio networks, both

as an economic factor & as a source of programs, has de-

clined substantially. The radio networks do not dominate

/the radio field, nor do they occupy the same bargaining

position with respect to their affiliates as they do in TV.

Moreover, although there are many more radio stations

than TV stations, CBS & NBC both represent fewer stations

in radio spot sales than in TV spot sales.” CBS reps 5 non-

o&o’s, NBC 3. The document is 35 pages long, single-

spaced Public Notice 59-1119, mimeo. 79466, docket no.

12746, available from the Govt. Printing Office.

Flint’s Ch. 12 remains in WJRT’s hands, the Court of

Appeals ruled last week as it upheld FCC against radio

WFDF Flint and W. S. Butterfield Theatres in the much-

litigated case. After the original FCC decision in 1954,

winner WJRT had been granted a modification of CP based

on a new transmitter site, new studio building and changed

programming plans. WFDF and Butterfield asked FCC to

reopen the hearing because of these changes. FCC refused,

the losers appealed, and the Court of Appeals reversed

the Commission. The Court ordered FCC to conduct further

hearings to determine whether WJRT was still the best

applicant, on the basis of the changes, and whether WJRT
should be disqualified because of the “late revelation” of

its changes. FCC conducted the hearing, concluded WJRT
was still superior and suffered no character disqualification.

Last week. Judges Bazelon, Danaher & Bastian concluded:

“We think that full & comparative hearings have now been

afforded the respective parties. We find no basis for dis-

turbing the Commission’s decision.” In a related decision,

the judges upheld FCC’s decision denying the protest

against WJRT’s modified CP, filed by WKNX-TV (Ch. 57)

Saginaw-Bay City.

Second conspiracy trial of ex-FCC Comr. Richard A.

Mack & Thurman A. Whiteside on charges that they plotted

to rig the Miami Ch. 10 grant for National Airlines WPST-
TV (Vol. 15:44 plO) has been postponed. The retrial was

scheduled to start Nov. 3 in U.S. Dist. Court, Washington,

but Judge Charles F. McLaughlin put it off until Nov. 12

to give him time to wind up another case. Then counsel

for Mack & Whiteside made 2 moves which promised to

delay it even longer. They filed a motion with McLaughlin

asking that the case be transferred to Miami, arguing that

it would be a hardship on Fla. witnesses to come to Wash-
ington again. The defense lawyers next appealed to the

Supreme Court to review a decision by the Court of Appeals

upholding refusal by Dist. Court Judge Bumita S. Matthews

to order acquittal for Mack & Whiteside after their first

12-wk. trial ended in a hung jury.

Boston Ch. 5 “influence” case produced an unusual

brief last week as FCC attorneys Edgar Holtz, James

Brennan & Joel Rosenbloom filed comments on examiner

Horace Stern’s initial decision which recommended that

WHDH-TV be permitted to keep its grant (Vol. 15:39 pi).

The lawyers no longer urge that the CP be taken away
from WHDH-TV. Rather, they say they differ with Stern

on the credibility of WHDH-TV witnesses and urge the

Commission to examine the hearing record for the cred-

ibility factor. Then, they said, if FCC agrees with their

adverse conclusions on that score, it should revoke the CP.

Sale of KSHO-TV (Ch. 13) Las Vegas for $137,500 by i

Mervyn L. & Nathan Adelson and Irwin A. Molasky to }

Nevada Bcstrs. Fund was granted by the FCC last week. (

R. G. Jolley, pres, of radio KLAS Las Vegas, is pres, of i

Nevada Bcstrs. Fund.
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I TIO’S CORNERSTONES: Louis Hausman, director of the

TV Information Office (TIO), revealed a little more

about his concept of the philosophy of the all-industry

infoi'mation program which he will lead, in the keynote

address to the Philadelphia convention last week of the

Broadcasters’ Promotion Assn.—a convention at which

leading speakers put more stress than usual on public-

service programming.

The “cornerstones” of TIO’s information program, in

Hausman’s words: “(1) Admit when things are wrong. (2)

Correct them. (3) Inform all the publics. (4) Defend our

contributions actively.” In this connection, he conceded that

TV has broken faith with the public—and “no fingerpoint-

ing can excuse or mitigate our own lapses.” He cited as

the most disturbing aspect of the scandals the general

public misunderstanding that disclosures involving a few

shows “are somehow typical of the ethical conduct of the

whole TV industry.”

He cited the huge expenditures of time, money & effort

on public-service programming as evidence of TV’s re-

sponsibility & public interest. He urged the assembled pro-

motion managers to “re-examine the amount of publicity

—on & off the air—that you have been giving to the public

affffairs and other prestige portions of your station’s sched-

ule.” He also suggested greater emphasis on non-broad-

cast community-service projects by broadcasters—for ex-

ample, fighting juvenile delinquency by sending under-

privileged children to summer camps.

*

I
Absolute program control by networks & stations was

urged by Corinthian Bcstg. pres. C. Wrede Petersmeyer in

an address to BPA. “If the quiz scandals have taught us

anything,” he said, “they have made it abundantly clear

that the networks & stations must exercise full control

over what is carried over their facilities, that they cannot

delegate this responsibility to any other element in the

program process—to the advertiser, the agency, to the

program packager or producer. Such control is mandatory

if they are going to be held accountable for what appears

on the American TV screen.”

Programming must continually be re-evaluated, he

added, to determine how well it is fulfilling the needs of

the nation & the community. As to public service pro-

gramming and program promotion, he told the BPA aud-

ience; “I think it is time to readjust our sights. Networks
& stations must . . . utilize the whole range of the TV
schedule to inform the viewer of the whole range of TV
programming ... I propose, therefore, that as an industry,

we adopt the policy of promoting non-entertainment pro-

, grams in prime time, as well as in other periods.” As ex-

amples on the network level, he cited the “impact” which
would be created if Dinah Shore described an upcoming
NBC Opera telecast, or if Ed Sullivan ran a 30-sec. film

clip from a Leonard Bernstein telecast. He urged local

stations to clear time for the important informational &
cultural programs provided by networks.

The next BPA convention will be held Nov. 14-16, 1960,

in New Orleans.
^

I
Gene Godt, sales promotion & adv. dir. of KYW-TV

Cleveland, was elected Bcstrs. Promotion Association pres.,

the membership rejecting its nominating committee’s candi-

date. Other officers elected (and included on the nominating

committee’s slate) : John F. Hurlbut, WFBM-TV Indianap-

olis, 1st v.p.; Donald B. Curran, KTVI St. Louis, 2nd v.p.

Named to the board: Robert B. Cheyne, WHDH Boston;

Mike Schaffer, WAVY-TV & WAVY Portsmouth, Va.;

Dorothy Sanders, WLWD Dayton, 0.; James H. Bower-
master, radio WMT Cedar Rapids; Dean Faulkner, KOA-TV
Denver; Robert V. Freeland, KOTV Tulsa; Chuck Olson,

WITI-TV Milwaukee.

New labor-law trouble spots were indicated by NAB
mgr. of broadcast personnel & economics Charles H. Tower
in a luncheon address before the Federal Communications
Bar Assn, in Washington last week. He pointed to Sec.

203 (A) (3) of the law and said: “This section requires

reporting by an employer of expenditures made in any
fiscal year, where an object of the expenditure is—and
here I am paraphrasing the law—to commit an unfair labor

practice. Willful violation of this section is punishable by
fine or imprisonment. This section of the new law raises

the possibility of a back-door criminal sanction for unfair

labor practices. In my judgment, this was not intended by
Congress, but there are possible interpretations of the sec-

tion which could bring this unhappy & unwanted result

. . . The employer finds himself legally obligated to file

reports on money spent for the purpose of violating the

law, although there is an exception regarding money paid

to officers, supervisors, and employes for services per-

formed in their regular capacities. In the wrong hands,

this requirement, even with the exception, could cause em-
ployers all sorts of difficulties. I don’t believe that those

now entrusted with interpreting this phase of the law will

misuse its provisions. On the other hand, management
must be vigilant to make sure that proper application of

the law is scrupulously observed.”

Mild flurry of applications for new TV stations oc-

curred when 4 were filed with FCC last week: For Ch. 12,

Wilmington, Del., by multiple-owner Metropolitan Bcstg.

Corp., which is buying radio WIP Philadelphia; for Ch. 3,

San Angelo, Tex., by a group of Dallas businessmen headed

by attorney Bedford S. Wynne; for educational Ch. 2, Ver-

million, S.D., by the U. of S.D.; for commercial Ch. 62,

Tacoma, Wash., by Tacoma School Dist. No. 10. Total on

file is now 109 (15 uhf).

Allocations petitions filed with FCC last week: (1)

Prospective applicant Atlas Bcstg. Co., seeking assignment

of Ch. 13 to Grand Rapids, wants to swap Ch. 9 for Ch. 13

in Cadillac by moving Ch. 9 from Alpena and changing the

educational assignment there from Ch. 11 to Ch. 13. The
switch would require a show-cause order to WWTV (Ch.

13) Cadillac to shift to Ch. 9. (2) Blythe Telecasting Co.,

Blythe, Cal., wants Ch. 25 allocated there.

Award of Ch. 5 in Weston, W. Va. to WJPB-TV Inc. of

Fairmont, W. Va. was finalized by FCC last week, upholding

Examiner Jay A. Kyle’s initial decision of last Sept. (Vol.

15:38 p6). At the same time, the Commission dismissed the

competing application of off-air WENS (Ch. 22) Pittsburgh,

which has entered merger agreement with WJPB-TV Inc.

Off-air KBMT (Ch. 31) Beaumont, Tex. was granted

switch to Ch. 12 by the FCC last week. The grant was a

reversal of examiner Charles J. French’s decision of Aug.

11, 1958 which gave preference to Brown Telecasters Inc.

(Vol. 15:30 p9).

RCA color TV tape recorder has been installed by

WBAP-TV Fort Worth.
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WJAR-TV purchase price refunded: The 11-month

effort of William Zeckendorf & John C. Mullins to purchase

The Outlet Co. dept, store and its WJAR-TV & WJAR
Providence appeared to have hit dead end last week as a

result of the court battle waged by station gen. mgr. Jos-

eph S. (Body) Sinclair, chief beneficiary of the Outlet

stock trust. The Zeckendorf-Mullins 91065 Corp., through

its escrow agent, the Industrial National Bank of Provi-

dence, made refunds to stockholders who had accepted its

offer to purchase outstanding Outlet stock at $120 a share

(Vol. 14:49 et seq.) in a deal involving about $12 million.

Counsel Maurice Iserman for 91065 Corp. said, however:

“We haven’t quit. We are going to bring a suit. We are

working on what kind of action will be taken.’’ A spokes-

man for the bank said, however: “This matter is now a

closed book.” Sinclair told us that The Outlet Co. is now

attempting to have its stock re-listed on the N.Y. Stock

Exchange, which dropped its listing after 91065 Corp. had

bought up so much of the stock that trading dwindled to

virtually nothing.

To meet Boston’s newspaper strike, emergency “teledi-

tion” newcasts were initiated by WBZ-TV last week. The

station added 6 daily newscasts for a total of 15, tacked

on an 11:15-11:30 p.m. news & sports wrap-up, and sched-

uled additional news reports during its Sat. football & Sun.

movie telecasts. Promotion-minded WBZ-TV kicked off its

“teleditions” by originating its 9-9:30 a.m. Today At Home
from the station newsroom, putting the TV cameras on the

news staff, and having news dir. “Dinny” Whitmarsh ex-

plain techniques & equipment used in news gathering &
telecasting. The station signs off each newscast with a

time-announcement of the next one.

Purchase of KTVT (Ch. 4) & KDYL Salt Lake City for

$3.1 million by Columbia Pictures Electronics Co.—CP’s

station-operating subsidiary— (Vol. 15:30 plO) was ap-

proved by FCC last week. The Commission said the grant

is “without prejudice to whatever action Commission may
deem appropriate in light of any determinations made in

U.S. vs. Screen Gems Inc. and U.S. vs. Columbia Pictures

Corp. et al., actions still pending in the U.S. Dist. Court for

the Southern dist. of N.Y.”—referring to the anti-trust

case. Comr. Bartley dissented.

Standardization of 30-sec. TV-spot rate has been sug-

gested by the Katz Agency to its client stations. To date,

Katz reports, 759c have signified acceptance of the plan,

which suggests that the 30-sec. rate, in station-break posi-

tions, be a combination of the 20-sec. plus the ID rate. Most

reps apply this formula, we learned last spring (Vol.

15:18). “In all other instances, 30-sec. spots take the min.

rate,” Katz says. “In figuring frequency discounts & pack-

age plan rates, a 30-sec. spot counts as one announcement.”

Reports that WTVR (Ch. 6) Richmond is being sold

are “vicious rumors,” according to pres. Wilbur M. Havens,

who said he received 4 calls checking the reports last week.

He said he has had 40 to 50 offers in the last 2 to 3 years.

All prospective purchasers have been told the station is

not for sale.

.Maximum Service Telecasters’ technical committee,

headed by Henry Rhea, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, met in

Washington last week, agreed to recommend a substan-

tially increased engineering program for next year to the

MST board when it meets in Washington Nov. 10. The
projects weren’t disclosed.

Switching to Ch. 13 from Ch. 15 on Friday the 13th of

Nov., pioneer uhf outlet WVEC-TV Hampton-Norfolk, Va.

becomes the Norfolk area’s 3rd vhf station (Vol. 15:29 pll).

At same time, WVEC-TV becomes an ABC-TV affiliate, re-

placing WAVY-TV (Ch. 10) Portsmouth-Norfolk, which

takes over NBC-TV affiliation from WVEC-TV. The Ch. 13

installation is now on the air on an equipment-test basis.

WTOV-TV (Ch. 27) Norfolk left the air and surrendered

its CP last week under a merger agreement whereby its

owners—former Ch. 13 applicants—received an interest in

WVEC-TV Departure of WTOV-TV reduces on-air total

TV stations to 558 (84 uhf).

National TV week, Nov. 15-21, with the theme “Tele-

vision ... in Focus with Modern America,” is being pro-

moted by NAB primarily through a promotion kit sent to

all stations, whether NAB or not. Electronic Industries

Assn. (EIA) is not a sponsor this year, although some in-

dividual manufacturers are joining the campaign. NAB’s
kit includes a fact sheet, program & promotion ideas,

suggested speech text for station personnel, news releases,

on-air copy, list of national organizations which have been

urged to support the campaign, a slide, newspaper mat,

information on the NAB film titled “In Focus.” The film

is available to NAB members only, at $55. No more rental

prints are available.

Canadian Assn, of Bestrs. leveled its criticism last

week at new regulations for commercial TV operation (Vol.

15:31 ppl&lO) proposed by the Dominion’s Board of Broad-

cast Governors. The regulations were the subject of public

hearings conducted by BBG (Vol. 15:43 p7) and are sched-

uled for announcement in final form this week (15). The
CAB specifically blasted as a threat to Canadian TV pro-

posals which would require that 55% of programming be

Canadian in content or origin; that 2 hours of prime eve-

ning time (between 8-11 p.m.) be reserved for purposes

presci’ibed by the BBG.

Rep-consolidation trend among station groups (West-

inghouse Bestg. Co., for example, earlier this year created

its own house TvAR, to handle business previously spread

among several rep firms) is being followed by Corinthian

stations. In the “near future,” stated Corinthian pres.

C. Wrede Petersmeyer, the company’s 5 TV & 2 radio out-

lets will be represented by H-R Representatives and H-R
TV Inc., which currently handles Corinthian’s KXTV
Sacramento. Other Corinthian outlets are presently repped
by CBS-TV Spot Sales, Bolling Co., & Edward Petry Co.

Station Rate Increases
Station Base Hour Minute Date

KIRO-TV Seattle $1100 to $1200 $230 to $300 Oct. 1

WHBF-TV Rock Island .. 900 to 950 225 to 250
WOC-TV Davenport, la. 900 to 950 225 to 250 Nov. 1

WPST-TV Miami 825 to 900 210 to 220’ Sept. 15
WISC-TV Madison 550 to 750 110 to 200 Oct. 1

WSIS-TV Roanoke G75 to 725 160 to 190 Oct. 1

WLOS-TV Asheville 600 to 700 120 to 160 Oct. 1

WTRF-TV Wheeling 625 to 660 140 to 150
KXJB Valley City, N.D. . ... 550 to 626 125 to 150 Oct. 1

WALA-TV Mobile 450 to 600 90 to 110 Oct. 1

KTSM-TV El Paso 375 to 450 90 to 100 Nov. 1

KNOE-TV Monroe, La. .. 400 to 450 80 to 90 Oct. 1

WJBF Auprusta, Ga 350 to 400 75 to 100 Nov. 1

WTVP Decatur, 111 350 to 400 70 to 80
WABI-TV Bangor 375 to 400“ 75 to 80 Aug. 15

KLFY-TV Lafayette, La. 250 to 300“ 65 to 78 Aug. 1

KCSJ-TV Pueblo 225 to 250 45 to 60 Sept. 1

’20 Sec. only, also has added Min. at $250. -Combination rate with
WAGM-TV Presque Isle raised from $500 to $530 Hourly, $100 to $106
Min. “New Class AA (7-10 p.m. daily) Class A hour from $250 to $275.
Note: Cla.ss AA Min. for WAVE-TV Louisville is $260. not $250 as shown
in Faetbook No. 29. Also, spot rates for CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont. in-

clude Class AA (5-8 p.m. Mon. Fri.) Min. $225, 20 Sec. $200. 8 Sec. $95,

Class A applying to 8-11:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri. & 5-11:30 p.m. Sat. & Sun.
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Personals: Alfred R. stern, ex-NBC international dir.,

elected v.p., NBC’s newly created Enterprises div., con-

tinuing as NBC International Ltd. bd. chmn. . . . Sven B.

Karlen named CBS Inc. comptroller . . . Ward L. Quaal,

v.p. & gen. mgr. of WGN Chicago, named chairman of

NAB’s 1959-60 labor relations advisory committee . . .

Kenneth T. McDonald, ex-TvAR, named sales mgr., WBZ-
TV Boston.

William D. Stiles, general manager of KLRJ-TV Las
Vegas, elected v.p. for TV, Donrey Operating & Trading

Co. Donrey TV properties: KLRJ-TV; KOLO-TV Reno;

KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark.; KGNS-TV Laredo, Texas;

CP for KNAC-TV Hot Springs, Ark. . . . Don Patton named
program mgr., KHJ-TV Los Angeles; Larry Hays appointed

program development dir.; Bill White, film & video tape

mgr. . . . William G. Thompson Jr., ex-NBC-TV facilities

operations dept., appointed WRCA-TV sales promotion
mgr. ... Ed Reynolds, ex-Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove adv.,

& formerly CBS radio press information, named CBS-TV
press information asst. dir.

Lee Lovett, recently admitted to the District of Colum-
bia bar, joins the TV-radio firm of his father, Eliot C.

Lovett . . . Arthur Hertz named asst, comptroller, Wometco
Enterprises (WTVJ Miami; WLOS-TV & WLOS Asheville,

N.C.; controlling interest in WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.)

. . . James P. Smith named Eastern sales mgr., Adam
Young reps.

Philip Beuth appointed promotion mgr., WTEN &
radio WROW Albany, N.Y. . . . Joel H. Scheier, ex-WPTZ
& radio WIRY Plattsburgh, N.Y., will represent Washington
brokerage firm W. B. Grimes & Co. in Fla., at 2817 North
East 32nd St., Fort Lauderdale . . . Robert L. Purcell, ex-
John H. Mullaney consulting engineering firm, joins Silli-

man, Moffet & Rohrer, Washington, as an associate.

Communications scholarship to the U. of Ala. has been
established by Henry Johnston, retired TV-radio veteran
who now serves on the U.S. Information Agency’s national
TV-radio committee. Johnston formerly w’as pres. & gen.
mgr. of WAPI-TV & WAPI Birmingham, founder & first

pres, of the Ala. Bcstrs. Assn. Named for Johnston and
his wife, the Louise & Henry Poellmitz Johnston Scholar-
ship will be awarded annually to an Alabama student in-
terested in the communications field. The initial award was
made last week to Charles Caton, majoring in TV-radio.

Meetings next week: Academy of TV Arts & Sciences

forum on international TV (Nov. 17), Y.M.W.H.A., Lexing-

ton Ave. at 92nd St., N.Y. . . . Cal. Bcstrs. Assn. (17), Am-
bassador Hotel, Los Angeles . . . Washington State Assn, of

Bcstrs. & Oregon Assn, of Bcstrs. joint meeting (18),

Olympic Hotel, Seattle . . . Maine Radio & TV Bcstrs. Assn.

(18), Portland . . . Tenn. Bcstrs. Assn. (19-20), Jackson

Hotel, Nashville . . . Also TvB (see below).

TvB’s 5th anniversary will be celebrated at the

Bureau’s annual meeting in Chicago Nov. 18-20. High-

lights will be a speech by FCC Chmn. John C. Doerfer and

a new TvB presentation, “The Great Exponential,” which

“points up the need for converting non-customers to TV
advertisers, and the need for acceleration of selling.”

Print media took another crack at television with

“We Turned TV Off for a Year!” in the Nov. 1 This Week,
13-million-circulation, Sunday-supplement in 42 news-
papers. During the TV famine, the author notes, his young-
sters developed new tastes, dusted off old talents; discipline

improved; togetherness set in. The TV lights are on again

now in the author’s home, but with a 2-point “control

formula”—the youngsters must request to view a specific

TV show; the parents decide on its worthiness.

False Conelrad alert knocked radio stations in Michi-

gan’s Upper Peninsula off the air for 20 min. Nov. 5.

“Somebody goofed,” said Capt. Harry Scarborough, infor-

mation officer at Truax AF base, Madison, Wis. “Someone
sent out the alert last night without designating it as a
practice test of the system. One thing about it though, we
know now that it works.”

Freedom of TV editorial opinion was exemplified by
KMOX-TV & KMOX St. Louis last week when the CBS
outlets went on the air the same night with opposite
editorial views on the same local issue. KMOX-TV v.p.-

gen. mgr. Gene Wilkey favored adoption of a plan calling

for uniformity of rules & regulations among metropolitan
St. Louis’s 98 municipalities. KMOX v.p.-gen. mgr. Robert
F. Hyland editorialized against the proposal.

WNBQ Chicago is promoting its daily TV weathercasts
by sending novel thermometers to advertisers. The device
is intended for mounting on the outside of a window pane
to provide at-a-glance readings of outdoor temperatures

—

and to serve as a constant reminder that WNBQ’s weather-
casts have time for sale.

Proposal to outlaw subliminal commercials on TV will

be aired at Cal. State Assembly hearings Dec. 17 in Los
Angeles by the Assembly committee on governmental
efficiency & economy.

Obituary

Rep. Alvin R. Bush (R-Pa.), 66, 3rd ranking minority
member of the House Commerce Committee, died Nov. 5 at
Williamsport hospital following a heart attack in his home
at Muncy. He is survived by his widow, a son and daughter.

David W. Findlay, 39, merchandising & sales promotion
mgr. of WDBJ-TV Roanoke, died Oct. 30 in the Piedmont
Airlines plane crash, near Charlottesville, Va., which killed

26 of the 27 people aboard. Surviving are his widow and
4 daughters.

Shelby Gordon, 40, story editor for CBS-TV’s Conquest
science series, died Nov. 4 at Harkness Pavillion of Colum-
bia Presbyterian Medical Center, N.Y., following a short
illness. He is survived by his wife, parents and a brother.
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Film & Tape

Nlore about

HOLLYWOOD BLUES: Back in 1950, before TV film came

of age, a standard half-hour telefilm cost about $7,000

to produce. Today the average cost is almost $50,000,

That’s a sample of the production cost spiral since

Hollywood TV went big time. One 60-min. show, which

cost about $70,000 an episode only 2 years ago, now

comes in for $90,000 a segment (see p. 4).

It would be fallacious and an over-simplification to

put the blame for Hollywood’s TV ills solely on what the

guilds & union demand. Top production executives we’ve

talked to see the costliness also as a natural outcome of

TV’s growth. “When we first started, we could limit our

half-hour shows to 4 or 5 sets and a few characters. Now
the same show must have 12 sets and many more actors,”

commented one. “You can’t point to any one item in our

budget, and say ‘This is the reason.’ It’s the entire situa-

tion. Because TV today is so competitive, and because

sponsors seek more production values, it takes longer to

shoot a picture. Where we could shoot a film in two 8-hour

days a few years ago, we now need 30 hours. This means

higher costs, usually including overtime, all along the line.

“Five years ago, our company shot 5 Westerns for a

total cost of $68,000; today each of these shows would cost

$38,000. Everything is more expensive. Today we have live

music; 5 years ago we didn’t. Five years ago we got every

actor except the lead for $80 a day. The lead got $600. To-

day the supporting actors get $150 to $200 a day, some-

times higher—and that same leading actor gets $3,000 a

picture. We hired one good supporting actor recently at

$350 for a day’s work. But by the time we finished the

overtime, he received about $750 for that day’s work,” he

continued.

Production costs are usually categorized as below-the-

line & above-the-line. The former costs cover the set, grips,

prop men, electricians, all the non-creative aspects of a

production. Above-the-line includes stars, cast, directors,

writers. One executive estimated that below-the-line costs

have increased more than 50% in the past 5 years. As for

above-the-line, not only have star salaries increased con-

siderably, but many own as much as 50% of their shows.

The sponsor usually wants a name—and that usually re-

quires a participation offer by the producing company.

Writer costs have increased, too, and the Writers Guild

is seeking further increases as this is printed. Average

story costs (original & teleplay) on a network series with

a name star 3 years ago were $1,500 to $1,750. Today that

cost is $2,500 a show. The Writers Guild minimum is $1,000

—but few writers are available for minimum. Some ask

—

and get—as high as $3,000.

The price of directors has gone up too—and good

ones are difficult to find because of the heavy demand. Few
directors of live TV have successfully made the transition

to TV film. They are inexperienced with motion-picture-

camera technique and are weak in directing exterior &
action shots. Some executives believe it takes a live-TV

director twice as long to do film as it should, and therefore

won’t hire them. One executive told us that 5 years ago

80% of the directors would work for minimum; today no

more than 5% will. The director’s minimum then was $550

a show—today it’s $720—and it’s more & more difficult to

find a good one at that price.

Another factor contributing to present-day higher

costs is that many shows (particulary Westerns) go on

location—something unheard of in TV’s infancy. Loca-

tion shooting means $1,500 to $2,000 extra daily in produc-

tion costs—for travel, food, wranglers and like expenses.

When Four Star Productions was formed in 1951,

owners Dick Powell, David Niven and Charles Boyer

starred in Four Star Playhouse, for which they received

$20,000 an episode from their sponsor. They spent ad-

ditional $10,000 on each segment to insure good quality.

That made it one of the costlier series on TV at that time.

The investment paid off richly in reruns of the series.

Recently Four Star pres. Dick Powell told us that the

same series today would cost $20,000 more per episode to

produce.

The higher production costs are going to make it much
more difficult for a company to get rich on reruns, and
there are some who think the entire residual potential has

been vastly overrated. Said one production executive with

a top company: “When the rerun market is saturated with

negatives, a lot of people will get hurt. And this day is

coming soon, particularly for Westerns—of which we’ve

made many. If the Western craze ends, where will we
companies be that have our vaults filled with them?” Other

executives believe the syndication market will be depressed

for some time to come because stations find it economically

advantageous to show old movies.

While it doesn’t affect the TV-film independents, the

question of cutting talent guilds in on post-1948 movies

sold to TV could affect the TV subsidiaries of the major
studios. A thorny issue still unresolved, this remains one of

the principal reasons for the impasse in negotiations be-

tween the majors and the Writers Guild. All the talent

guilds want some assurance they will receive a cut of TV
revenue from post-1948 movies. The majors thus far have
shown no inclination to grant such assurance.

4c

Edd (Rookie) Byrnes, one of the stars of Warner Bros.’

77 Sunset Strip was ready to take a walk—and a sus-

pension—last weekend. Dissatisfied with his present con-

tract under which he earns about $400 a week (Vol. 15:

44), Byrnes rejected as completely “inadequate” a Warner
Bros, offer to readjust his contract. He then notified the

studio that if it did not meet his demands by Nov. 6 (which

it did not) he would not report for work. Inasmuch as

Byrnes is WB’s most popular star by mail measurement
the situation presented a real problem for the studio.

Warner Bros, already has one other TV star—Wayde
Preston—on suspension. The star of Colt .45 had asked

release from his contract, expressing general dissatisfac-

tion with his deal. Preston, whose contract had been re-

adjusted recently to about $400 a week, insisted he could

do better elsewhere. When WB refused to release him, he
took the suspension. He had starred in the first 9 segments,

and Donald May is finishing the first cycle of 13 episodes

as his replacement. Warner Bros, doesn’t know whether
the series will continue beyond then. It depends on sponsor

reaction to May.

Abraham Lincoln, through the medium of Brady pho-

tographs used in the new 30-min. telefilm series. The

American Civil War, produced by Westinghouse Bcstg Co.,

has achieved what amounts to star male lead in the 13-

episode syndicated series. To get the point across, friends

of WBC national program dir. Bill Kaland recently pre-

sented him in N.Y. with an “autographed” Brady portrait

of the great emancipator, bearing the penned legend: “The

pilot was a real gasser, but what about my residuals? Abe.”
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CBS News, now operating semi-autonomously, has

joined the growing platoon of production firms making or

planning Civil War TV series for 1960-61 airing. It has

signed producer-writer Joseph Krumgold to head the Civil

War project, as yet untitled. Already in camp: Westing-

house Bcstg. Co., which is producing a 13-episode, 30-min.

Civil War series; and NBC-TV, which is planning one with

producer-playwright Dore Schary.

MCA TV’s Coronado 9 has been sold in over 90 mar-

kets. The largest single regional buy is by Falstaff Brew-

ing Co. for 67 markets. Coronado 9 plus MCA’s Shotgun

Slade and Johnny Midnight have been slotted exclusively in

prime evening time, film syndication div. v.p. David V.

Sutton said last week.

Screen Gems will produce “for possible network sale”

a new Western, Oklahoma Run, based on the opening of

the Cherokee Strip in 1893. William Froug has been named
producer and writer. Episodes will be taken from eye-

witness accounts filed at Okla. State Historical Society.

United Artists Associated, in making deals with David

Susskind’s Talent Associates for live TV remakes of old

Warner Bros, movies, has an eye on future TV distribution

of video tapes of these specials. So does MGM in similar

Susskind deals. Both firms are retaining eventual tape

ownership & distribution rights to the Susskind-packaged

shows (“Meet Me in St. Louis,” “Mrs. Miniver,” “Straw-

berry Blonde,” etc.) although virtually all are also avail-

able in original feature-movie form.

Eastman Kodak Co. is dropping its processing facil-

ities for 16-mm commercial Kodachrome, type 5268—a film

often used until recently to shoot TV color-film commer-
cials & programs—since it has now been virtually replaced

in the film industry by the use of the improved (faster

emulsion) Ektachrome type no. 7255 introduced in 1958.

Stocks of the older film have now been almost exhausted,

and demand for processing has dropped to the point where
“it is no longer feasible” to handle it, said Kodak last week.

American telefilm packagers dominate foreign sales

because of their person-to-person approach, Thailand TV
producer-dir. Pichai Vasnasong said in N.Y. last week.
Vasnasong, invited to N.Y. by ABC-TV pres. Oliver Treyz,
is here to study TV programming & technical operations.

He said that his station, HST-TV, programs American
product exclusively, including Disneyland, Mickey Spillane,

and I Love Lucy.

Gordon Crowe has joined Transfilm-Caravel Inc. as dir.

of business program services . . . Berton Schneider has
been named assistant to Jerome Hyams, v.p. & gen. mgr. of

Screen Gems . . . Mort Zarcoff has been promoted to pro-
duction coordinator, NTA’s creative programming dept.

. . . William H. Duryea has been named supervisor of op-
erations, NTA telestudios.

Paramount Pictures and the U.S. Army Pictorial Cen-
ter will produce, and make available for TV, a 30-min. film

tracing the history of the American Flag. Titled “Old
Glory,” it will be shot in full animation for Defense Dept.

Ziv TV has signed Fred Hamilton as exec, producer in
charge of program development. Hamilton has been dir.

of film programs for NBC.

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Revue Productions, operating at capacity last week,

filmed 19 shows at its Universal City lot . . . Alliance of TV
Film Producers Assn, has re-elected Charles Fries pres.

Other officers: Bernard Weitzman, v.p.; Manning O’Connor,

secy.; Robert W. Stabler, treas. . . . CBS TV Workshop has

signed composer Buddy Bregman to debut as a producer

with “The Song and Dance Man,” 60-min. musical.

Producer Jess Oppenheimer is planning a comedy series

about two press agents. Pilot of the series, untitled, will

be financed by NBC . . . California National’s Pony Express

series is moving from Metro to Desilu Culver . . . Producer-

director Arthur Lubin plans a series. Miss Woo of Hong
Kong, created by Kevin Delaney . . . NBC has optioned 13

more episodes of 5 Fingers from 20th-Fox TV.

Producer Hubbell Robinson Jr. will film “The Reb,” a

60-min. show, at Revue studios, for his Ford series . . .

Desilu Productions has assigned Devery Freeman to pro-

duce “The Desilu Revue” as the Christmas show for West-

inghouse Desilu Playhouse . . . Harmon Productions has

been formed by Debbie Reynolds to produce her 3 specials

for ABC as well as movies.

Screen Gems last week signed 3 new independent pro-

duction companies to create programs for them: Richard

Alan Simmons, David Swift and a group called the Writers

Company, consisting of Richard Murphy, Marion Hargrove,

Ivan Goff, Ben Roberts, Liam O’Brien and Paul Harrison.

The last named is producer for the company.

Warner Bros. TV producer Harry Tatelman {The

Alaskans, Sugarfoot) resigned last week to join CBS-TV
as a staff producer. He will also develop his own series

there. Bert Dunne succeeds him at WB . . . Desilu film

editor Bud Molin has resigned to join Blue Jay Px’oductions

. . . H. Grant Theis, CBS-TV dir. of West Coast operations,

has resigned. The network is dividing his duties between

James Hesen, as dir. of live operations, and a film opera-

tions dir. still to be named . . . George W. Faust has been

named Western mgr. of CBS-TV production sales . . .

Milton P. Kayle has been named business affairs mgr. of

ITC. He will continue as ITC’s resident counsel-asst. sec-

retary . . . Jack Garrison has been named v.p. for the

Middle West div. of NTA program sales.

Four Star TV is planning a rotating-stars anthology

series, and is negotiating for 3 feminine stars for the prop-

erty . . . Paramount Television has signed Tandem Produc-

tions to produce series. Owned by producer-director Bud
Yorkin and producer writer Norman Lear, Tandem will

produce 6 pilots, including Henry T and Meet Me at

Danny’s . . . Cayuga-CBS’s Twilight Zone has finished pro-

duction for the season.

Fenady-Kershner-Adams {The Rebel) and Goodson-
Todman are preparing a new series, Joaquin Murietta, to

star Perry Lopez . . . Producer Martin Manulis, writer Rod
Serling and director Ralph Nelson will play themselves in

“The Man in the Funny Suit,” a Desilu Playhouse segment
about Ed & Keenan Wynn and their behind-the-scenes rela-

tionship in “Requiem for a Heavyweight,” on Playhouse 90
some seasons back . . . NBC has renewed the contract of
producer David Dortort of its Bonanza series . . . Desilu
Productions resident counsel & asst. secy. Arthur Smith
has resigned to join the legal dept, of the William Morris
agency.
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Writers Still in Ferment: The Writers Guild of America

has had a busy week. It made progress with one set of

negotiations by deftly skirting the crucial issues of post-

1948 movies sold to TV & pay TV. A breach was reached in

the Guild’s strike vs. the movie independents when 5 pro-

duction companies signed Guild contracts, but the deals

sidestepped the key points by stipulating that a post-’48

format would become operative only if & when an overall

industry pattern is achieved. Inasmuch as the major

studios have flatly refused any concession on the post’48

& pay-TV demands, such a pattern isn’t imminent.

The Guild, in a move to strengthen its negotiation posi-

tion, held a membership meeting at which a strike against

the majors was authorized, and an assessment of $25 per

member plus 2% of his earnings was approved for a strike

fund. Any member who continues to work for a company

being struck will be expelled, it was agreed.

As though it doesn’t have sufficient problems, the

Guild is already preparing for a new set of negotiations,

with the networks, major-studio TV operations and the TV
independents. In these areas, the Guild is expected to seek

higher minimums & residuals.

Independent producers who signed with the Guild were

Stanley Kramer Productions, the Mirisch Co., Harold Hecht

Productions, Pennebaker Inc. and 7 Arts Productions. High-

lights of the formula agreed upon in the 5-yr. contract;

Producers recognize the principle of payments to unions &
guilds on post-1948s; writers will get 5% of gross from

TV receipts after deduction of distribution fees; no per-

centage payment will be made on movies until they have

recouped their production cost; same percentage provision

will apply to pay-TV showings of movies; a 30% hike in

minimum pay; separation of rights for original material

either sold or written under employment, whereby writer

reopen contract in area of movies produced for pay TV.

reopen contract in area of movies produced for pay TV.

While the Guild for the first time got a formula for

post-1948s and won a reopening clause for pay-TV pay-

ments, the situation depends entirely on what, if any, con-

cessions will be made by the majors. They heretofore have

adamantly refused to budge on the crucial issues. The

majors’ attitude is that if they give a percentage of post-

1948 revenue to each guild, there won’t be enough left to

make it worthwhile selling such movies to TV.

AFM Hits Canned-Music Series: American Federation of

Musicians, in an appeal to the union’s 700 locals voiced last

week by pres. Herman Kenin, has called for a boycott by

AFM members of the products sold by sponsors of TV
series, primarily film, that engage in what Kenin called

“the growing practice of dubbing music made abroad at

cut rates for use on so-called American-made shows.”

Taking note of the current trend toward quiz-inspired

cleanups, Kenin termed dubbed music “a species of fraud.”

Leading the list of series the union termed “unfair”

was Four Star Television’s 9: DuPont Show with June

Allyson, The Rifleman, Richard Diamond—Private Detec-

tive, The Detectives, Johnny Ringo, Dick Powell’s Zane
Grey Theatre, Black Saddle, Tales of the Plainsmen, and

Wanted—Dead or Alive. Next came 7 from Ziv: The
Lockup, Bat Masterson, Sea Hunt, Tombstone Territory,

Men Into Space, This Man Dawson, Man & the Challenge.

Also listed: Goldie (Hutton Productions); Death
Valley Days (Filmaster Productions); Wichita Town
(Mirisch Co.-McCrea)

;
Lassie (Jack Wrather).

Desilu for Sale? Reports were persistent in Hollywood
last week that NTA is negotiating for the controlling stock

interest in Desilu Productions, the company owned by Mr.

& Mrs. Desi Arnaz. Miss Ball, the only Desilu principal

who would say anything about this, acknowledged that

NTA had made an offer “and there have been other offers,”

but added that she knew nothing of the status of the ne-

gotiations. When we asked Ely Landau in N.Y., the

founder of NTA broke into howls of laughter. He said the

reports were absolutely, totally, completely untrue, and
besides he could never afford it.

The Hollywood reports say that conversations toward
the sale were begun before Arnaz left the country re-

cently, and that Desilu exec. v.p. Martin Leeds handled

the negotiations. The deal, if concluded, would give NTA
complete control of Desilu, including its Culver City and
2 Hollywood studios, and its entire backlog of film. Desilu

acquired the RKO studios in Hollywood & Culver City in

1958, retaining ownership of Motion Picture Center stu-

dios, now called Desilu Cahuenga. Desilu was established

in 1951 with the vastly successful 1 Love Lucy. At present

it has 2 network series

—

The Untouchables & Desilu West-
inghouse Playhouse—the latter recently having been cut

back by the sponsor to an alternate-weeks show. Desilu

also owns 50% of The Ann Sothern Show and The Texan,

2 series syndicated by NTA

—

Grand Jury & U.S. Marshal.

(Miss Ball also told us last week that she may appear on
Broadway next season, leaving TV for the first time since

1951. “I’ll miss it—look at all it’s done for me,” she added.)

Strengthening the reports of a Desilu-National The-

atres deal (not, however, directly involving the NTA div.

of National Theatres) was activity last week on Wall St.

On Nov. 4, a total of 49,700 NT shares were traded on the

NYSE, closing at 14. At the American Exchange, 9,100

Desilu shares were traded, closing at 16%. On Nov. 5,

29,000 NT shares changed hands, hitting a high of 14%.
Desilu activity involved 11,800 shares, closing at 17%.
In recent weeks. National Theatres stock has sold for about

11 and Desilu for about 14, so the market for both was
obviously rising.

* * *

There were also reports that Metro is interested in

buying the Hal Roach studios, in bankruptcy since Hal
Roach Jr. and his associate, Alexander Guterma, became
enmeshed in complex financial difficulties. Metro studio

sources denied to us any interest in purchasing the Roach
lot, but said they were exploring the possibility of renting

space there because of increased production.

FCC Quizzes Producers: Just how much networks & ad

agencies get into the telefilm producers’ picture was being

determined last week in Hollywood by 2 FCC attorneys

who were interviewing key production executives. Seeking

to learn the extent of network control, FCC attorneys

Ashbrook P. Bryant & James F. Tierney were minutely

exploring various TV film operations in Hollywood. They
wanted to know from the producers what happens when a

pilot is made, and how the company goes about trying

to make its sale. Producers were reluctant to discuss their

conversations with the attorneys, because public hearings

are due to be held on the subject eventually, either in

Hollywood or Washington (Vol. 15:44 plO). Among those

interviewed were 20th Century-Fox TV production chief

Martin Manulis and Four Star Television pres. Dick Powell.

A
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PAUL V. GALVIN—PIONEER & LEADER: Paul Vincent Galvin, who died Nov. 5 of leukemia

at the age of 64, fit perfectly the American image of the self-made man, pioneer and leader. The career of

the founder & chairman of Motorola paralleled the transition of the radio industry into the wide & still un-

charted domain of electronics.

The company he founded in 1928 on a capital of $565 with his brother Joseph (who died in 1944)

now calls itself the world's largest exclusively electronics manufacturer, with sales this year in the $250 mil-

lion range. The original Galvin Mfg. Co., founded as a maker of battery eliminators for radios, switched over

in the depression's depths to a new product—auto radios—and has continuously expanded in electronics.

Under Galvin's direction, in addition to the first practical car radio . Motorola introduced the wartime

walkie-talkie, pioneered in microwave and marketed the first TV set selling for under $200. Galvin's keen busi-

ness acumen was developed early in life—he began at the age of 11 or 12 as a popcorn butcher in his native

Harvard, 111,, and by the time he finished high school he had 3 other youths working for him.

One of most popular figures in industry, his judgment & leadership were universally respected. Un-

like some other electronics industry chieftains, he v/as no prima donna—and his soft-spoken tactful manner
served industry well when, as pres, of EIA (then RMA) from 1942 to 1944, one of his most ticklish jobs was
obtaining quotas of critical materials for the industry. He was awarded the EIA medal of honor in 1956 and
was an EIA director at the time of his death.

His pioneering ideas extended into field of human relations—Motorola is regarded as one of the

highest-paying manufacturers in the electronics industry and has the 2nd largest employe profit-sharing plan

in American industry. The company he founded is considered one of most vigorous in the industry, perhaps

because of Galvin's penchant for surrounding himself with young executives who shared his youthful out-

look & drive. One of these men, who grew up with the company and has been pres, of Motorola since 1956,

is son Robert W. Galvin. [For additional background on Paul Galvin and Motorola, see p. 19.]

TV COMPONENTS TO BE PLENTIFUL INTO 1960: Shortage specter is stalking TV com-

ponents industry , but it isn't wearing a steel shroud. Makers of resistors, transformers, antennas, etc. are far

more concerned with impending shortages in orders than with dwindling steel.

Impact of continuing steel strike on TV-set makers will hit & hurt component industry sooner & harder

than backlash from its own steel & copper supply problems, we were told by a cross-section of major manu-
facturers in the component & TV accessory field. Their unanimity of situation, opinion and forecast makes this

clear; All have ample inventories to fill orders. All have sufficient metal on hand to carry production into

1960's first quarter. All wish their customers—TV-radio-stereo makers—had it so good.

Some TV set makers have expressed opinion that steel strike's first effects will be felt in shortages of

components (Vol. 15:40 pl4). It just isn't so, said the component people we interviewed last week. "Mr.

Components," Sprague Electric Co. chmn. Robert C. Sprague, summed it up: "We're feeling no pain in

production, shipments or sales."

The pinch obviously is on the other foot , in the view of component producers. Centralab pres. William

S. Parsons put it succinctly: "If the set maker can't get sufficient steel for chassis, cabinets, etc., he won't

have any need for components." There are some signs now that set makers are beginning to get their backs
against supply walls. One components major told us of a TV manufacturer which discarded aluminum cabinets

because they flimked impact test. "Let this strike squeeze on a little longer," our source said, "and this TV
maker will forget about impact tests. He'll have to," General feeling in components field is that set makers are

starting to breathe hard as steel stocks dwindle, that retail sales are down in strike-distress areas, and that dis-

tributors & dealers are buying all the TV sets they can get in anticipation of a shortage come Christmas time.

Set makers' worsening position is mirrored by cutbacks in component requirements. Head of one of

the largest component firms told us he completed a survey of TV-set makers within the past month. They
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advised him they will require 5% fewer components for balance of this year than estimated earlier. "As
always," our source told us, "they're overly optimistic, and we're discounting their cutback by another 5%."

Our survey disclosed little evidence of an impending price rise in components hinted by set makers
in our recent price study (Vol. 15:44 pl7). None of component people with whom we spoke foresee a price

change this year; most say they probably will absorb any modest hike in steel prices which may develop at

strike's end. Muter Co. Pres. Leslie Muter is one who believes a price increase—ranging up to 5%—is

necessary to cover increased labor & material costs. "Whether we will get such in increase in this highly

competitive industry is another story," he added.

This has been a good components year . People we spoke with report sizable gains in both sales

& earnings over 1958. Here are comments of various leaders we surveyed:

Centralab : Pres. William S. Parsons (Chairman of EIA parts div.) told us his firm will have no
production problems at least for the balance of this year. "If the steel strike continues after the first of the

year, there will be serious consequences for everyone." Although TV-radio components no longer represent

Centralab's dominant activity, sales are expected to show a 10% increase over last year's.

Chicago Standard Transformer Corp.: Sufficient electrical & cold-rolled steel is on hand to carry

transformer production well into 1960, sales mgr. P. N. Cook told us. "We can supply industry's needs, and
our production schedule for Nov. is so loaded we'll have to push to turn them out." Sales of TV transformers

are some 10-15% ahead of 1958's level.

JFD Electronics : Pres. Albert Finkel reports no materials pinch for TV antennas & antenna accessories.

At the worst, he foresees production continuing at no less than 90% of capacity for balance of year. Sales &
orders are running some 25-30% ahead of 1958 year-to-date. "We build 70-75% of the antennas for portable

TVs for original equipment manufacturers, and we have noticed no letup or cutback in orders."

The Muter Co.: Pres. Leslie F. Muter told us Muter is in "good shape" on steel stock, and components

production is moving according to schedule. Production & sales pretty much parallel TV-radio production,

and "there are no signs of component stockpiling" by customers fearful of shortages, he said. Despite strike's

effects, he sees 1959's final quarter as a good one, and states that problem is not Muter's ability to produce,

but customers' ability to buy.

Radio Condensor Co.: Operations v.p. Russell E. Cramer Jr. reports sufficient materials on hand to

continue TV-radio component production well into 1960. "If a steel shortage develops, it will come late, after

the strike is settled, because large industries will get first call on steel production. Industries such as ours will

have to continue as best we can." He termed 1959 "an outstanding year," reported sales to date 30-35% ahead

of 1958, with profits up strongly. Looking ahead: "We can make set makers' needs—the question-mark is their

position as the steel strike continues. We have ample steel for production of auto tuners, for example, but that

industry is hurting, and it looks as if the demand for auto tuners will be zero by Jan."

Sprague Electric Co.: Chmn. Robert C. Sprague said that his firm "to date has not been adversely

affected by the steel strike. The biggest impact will be on oxir customers. If they can't get steel for their

products, they won't need our resistors, capacitors and the many other items we make." Re possible price

rises in components : "I wish I could say yes, but I do not foresee one. We are controlled by our customers &

our competition. We have no plans at this time for price increases."

Standard Coil Products: Pres. James O. Burke foresees no production problems for balance of year,

will begin to "worry" after that date. "We are more concerned about the prospects of our customers if the

strike continues another 60 days. Some smaller & medium-size customers already are reporting some difficulty

and some have had to go into the gray market. So far as components are concerned, we can deliver more TV

tuners than will be required for a long time." Reporting business "very good," he said Standard's sales of TV

tuners are 50% ahead of last year.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for week ended Oct. 30 (43rd week of 1959):

Oct. 23-30 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 158,503 180,048 121,465 5,194,643 4,067,806

Total radio 456,028 459,861 306,977 12,719,882 8,904,772

auto radio 125,056 135,912' . "56,071 '4,683,268 2,679,618

A
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OCDM & Japanese Imports: Six manufacturers have filed

comments thus far in OCDM’s investigation into EIA’s

complaint that imports of Japanese transistors & other

semiconductor devices are undermining the U.S. electronics

industry’s defense capacity (Vol. 15:40 pl6). They are:

Arvin Industries, Sylvania, CBS Electronics, Radio Develop-

ment & Research Corp., Clevite, Tung-Sol. Deadline for

comments is Nov. 13.

All stress to the Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization:

(1) High U.S. labor costs as compared with Japanese (at

least 5 times higher). (2) Possible curtailment of research

& development projects because of reduced profits. The
manufacturers also say they have intensified efforts to

increase the mechanization of transistor & other semi-

conductor production facilities to reduce high-cost hand

labor now required, but that automation techniques are

some years away.

CBS Electronics div. pres. Arthur L. Chapman pre-

dicted that, by 1960, assuming no corrective action is taken,

the “annual import rate from Japan alone will be 50 mil-

lion transistor units in radio products or as separate units,

which will probably constitute 40% of the U.S. market . .
.”

Radio Development & Research Corp. pres. Kensington R.

Gerlach suggested that the U.S. Govt, invite the Japanese

govt, “to self-impose trade restrictions before . . . manda-

tory duties may totally exclude them from this increasing

market.” The Japanese govt, recently announced that it

plans to “control” shipments of transistor radios to the

U.S. (Vol. 15:41 pl8).

The U.S. electronics industry “faces the prospect of

crippling damage by competition whose labor costs are

about one-fifth of ours,” EIA pres. David R. Hull told

ire’s Mid-America Electronics Conference Nov. 4 in

Kansas City. Noting that Japanese electronics sales in

this country have largely been confined to the entertain-

ment field, where they have captured 25% of the U.S.

transistor radio market, he pointed out that the enter-

tainment market “primarily has paid for the research &
development programs which have been the industry’s

life-blood.” Continuation of the rate of Japanese transistor

imports, he said, will make it necessary for the American
people to “rely upon foreign producers for equipment indis-

pensable to their security.”

World’s population is served by more than 9,000 trans-

mitters & 300 million receivers, according to a new
UNESCO study. Broadcasting Without Barriers, by George
A. Godding, U. of P. political science asst. prof, who has
worked with the International Telecommunication Union
in Geneva. But nearly 60% of the world’s population have
inadequate service, the study reports, due to uneven de-

velopment of broadcasting in various regions, lack of

agreement on international frequency distribution and lack
of program exchange between countries. Godding notes that

60% of the world’s transmitters and 80% of its receivers
are concentrated in North America & Europe and says
there’s a need for 350 million additional receivers to assure
a set per family for underdeveloped areas, particularly
Africa & Asia. He urges that standardized low-cost receiv-
ers be designed & mass-produced for this market. The
study is available at $3 per copy from UNESCO publica-
tions center, 801 Third Ave., N.Y.; Columbia U. Press,
2960 Broadway, N.Y.; UN Bookshop, UN Bldg.

Folding “pocket phono,” battery operated, will be in-

troduced soon by Emerson^—to be imported from Britain.

Galvin of Motorola: One of the industry’s most popular

figures, Paul V. Galvin, who died last week at St. Francis

Hospital in Evanston, 111. (see p. 17), believed firmly in

electronics and guided his company down a strictly-elec-

tronics path, even when competitors were diversifying into

broad white-goods lines & other products.

Instead, Motorola diversified into non-consumer elec-

tronics fields after World War II, achieving industry leader-

ship in mobile communications, while the firm reached a

top industry position in radio and later in stereo, and be-

came one of the “Big 5” of TV. (Motorola did go into one

non-electronic venture—an automobile heater working on
a new principle, which flopped.) Although he was not an
engineer, he stressed research, development & engineering.

A leading Catholic layman, he was made a Knight of

Malta & a Knight of St. Gregory by Pope Pius XII. His

funeral will be Mon. Nov. 9 with a requiem high mass at

Chicago’s Holy Name Cathedral. He is survived by his

widow, Virginia, his son. Motorola pres. Robert W. Galvin,

a sister, a brother and 4 grandchildren.

First Mexican receiving tubes were produced in Sept,

by Dispositivos Electronicos, S. A., the U.S. Embassy in

Mexico reports. The company says that “a few thousand”

miniature, 12-volt units were turned out in Sept. It pre-

dicts an output of 11,000 a week “soon,” with a 100,000 per

week goal for 1960. The embassy says that this produc-

tion would satisfy most of the domestic demand. It also

states that qualified observers report the factory is the

most modern of its kind in the Western hemisphere out-

side the U.S. It is U.S.-equipped; supervisory personnel

and some technicians were trained in this country. A large

unidentified U.S. manufacturer is providing technical as-

sistance on a continuing basis. The plant employs 100.

Philco’s 4th quarter picture is cloudy because of the

steel strike, pres. James M. Skinner said last week. But
earnings for the first 9 months (Vol. 15:44 p21) already

have topped 1958’s total earnings. Although the firm’s steel

stocks are “still pretty good,” with probably enough to

keep producing until Dec., the strike’s “cumulative effect

on the economy [raises] the possibility that we won’t be

able to sell what we produce,” he added. He anticipates that

steel’s shortage will be felt through the first quarter of

1960, but said “every indication is that we’ll do better next

year than in 1959.” Skinner stated Philco will spend about

$7 million on capital building projects this year, probably

$14 million in 1960.

Development of printed circuits was commemorated in

a special ceremony in Washington Nov. 6 at which EIA
pres. David R. Hull was presented the 100-millionth Pack-
aged Electronic Circuit (PEC) produced by printed-circuit

pioneer Centralab div. of Globe-Union. In making the pres-

entation before 150 representatives of the electronics in-

dustry and govt, officials, Centralab pres. W. S. Parsons
recalled the development of the first printed circuit during
World War II for the proximity fuze—a project considered
“the second most important military secret,” surpassed
only by the atomic bomb. Hull plans to present the 100-

millionth PEC to the Smithsonian Institution.

Color picture-tube production schedules are being
“substantially increased” by RCA electron tube div. “to

keep pace with the growing demand for color TV receivers,”

tube div. gen. mgr. D. Y. Smith announced last week.
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Trade Personals: Elwood Reeves promoted from West

Coast operations mgr., Magnavox, to TV-radio div. v.p. &
sales mgr.; George Fezell named merchandise v.p. & special

accounts mgr. . . . P. J. Casella, RCA consumer products

exec, v.p., adds responsibility for RCA Distributing Corp.

to his other duties, now reports direct to pres. John L.

Bums . . . Robert A. Franklin appointed engineering mgr.,

Stromberg-Carlson . . . E. W. Riedweg promoted from

plant engineering mgr. to gen. plant engineer, RCA Victor

Home Instrument mgr. operations, Cambridge, 0. . . .

Richard B. Dreazen promoted from v.p. to pres., distributor

Olympic of N.J. . . . Ben Snyder, Snyder Mfg. pres., is

now on a trip around the world with Mrs. Snyder, survey-

ing marketing conditions for Snyder International.

Robert L. Adams appointed gen. mgr. of P. R. Mal-

lory’s new electronics div. . . . Carl B. Fryklund, ex-War-

wick Mfg. Co., named regional applications engineering

supervisor, Raytheon semiconductor div. . . . John A. Con-

non, ex-Denver, Colo., management consultant, named

Stromberg-Carlson mktg. research dir. . . . Frank Cole

named parts & materials engineering mgr., GE radio

receiver dept.

J. Gerald Mayer, General Instrument v.p. & pres, of

its Radio Receptor subsidiary, will head GI’s new Defense

& Engineering Products Group, which will combine the

engineei'ing, production & research facilities of the com-

pany’s 6 major plants engaged in defense work; Rear Adm.

Richard S. Mandelkorn (USN-Ret.), ex-Lansdale Tube Co.

(Philco) dir. of planning and now exec. v.p. of GI subsidiary

Harris Transducer Corp., will work with Mayer.

R. Edward Lawrence named industrial tubes & semi-

conductors merchandising mgr., RCA electron tube div.

distributor products dept. . . . Edwin M. Hinsdale named

chief engineer, RCA communications products dept. . . .

Dr. Lloyd P. Smith, ex-pres., Avco research & advanced

development div. of Avco Mfg. Corp., named research oper-

ations dir.. Ford Motor Co. aeronutronic div.

Richard L. Paullus, mgr. of Western Electronic Mfrs.

Assn. (WEMA) Jan. 1. becomes electronics research officer

of Electronics Investment Management Corp., the invest-

ment managing firm for Charles E. Salik’s San Diego-

based Electronics Investment Corp. and Electronics Cap-

ital Corp.; Paullus will headquarter in Los Angeles. . . .

Robert K. Miller, ex-pres. of Siegler’s Holly-General div.,

named a Siegler v.p. . . . John R. Quinn promoted from

Eitel-McCullough customer services dept. mgr. to mktg.

operations mgr. . . . Walter Brehm promoted to sales &
customer relations dir.. Page Communications Engineers,

Washington . . . Robert W. Armstrong, ex-managing editor

of McGraw-Hill’s Electrical Merchandising, promoted from

PR mgr., RCA Whirlpool sales dept, to PR gen. mgr. for

the company . . . Robert Johnston promoted from Fair-

child Publications Philadelphia bureau chief to city editor

of Fairchild’s Home F2irnishings Daily, succeeding James
Antone, who becomes head of all Fairchild copy desks.

Export privileges of Ro-Nard Inc., N. Y., have been

restored by the Commerce Dept.’s Bureau of Foreign Com-
merce following a temporary suspension for alleged defi-

ance of regulations for shipping electronic materials from
the U.S. (Vol. 15:44 p20). “Violations had been com-
mitted,” the Bureau said, but investigation of the case

showed that all of the respondents—Ro-Nard, its employe

Mrs. Lily S. S. Wolfenson and Alberto Azar of Montevideo,

Uruguay—“had not been involved in the arrangement.”

Sylvania will introduce its first-half 1960 sales plans

to distributors in a series of one-day meetings to be held in

distributor home cities between Dec. 15 & Jan. 4, pres.

Robert L. Shaw announced last week. The individual dis-

tributor meetings will replace Sylvania’s usual Florida-

staged mid-winter sales convention. Shaw said that “Syl-

vania’s 23-in. line for 1960 has had tremendous accept-

ance by dealers & consumers and it is our intention to

continue this line through June without change. Factory
sales are 50% greater than a year ago. We plan only to

round out the line by the addition of 3 remote-controlled

23-in. models.”

TV-set production has been discontinued by Sylvania

Electric (Canada) Ltd., Sylvania pres. Robert E. Lewis
announced last week. The Canadian subsidiary, he said,

will concentrate on the fields of lighting and other products

not in consumer electronics fields. A study of the Canadian
market has indicated that “the public is purchasing about

400,000 TV sets a year, while the company has a production

capacity for 3 times that amount,” Lewis said. “The out-

look for the next 10 years does not indicate a sharp upturn
in consumer demand for TV sets.”

RCA’s 40th anniversary was marked with a special

40-page color supplement to Nov. 1 N.Y. Herald Tribune,

featuring articles about RCA’s history, research, defense

electronics, color TV, ETV, impact of TV, home electronics

servicing, home entertainment, TV tape recording, small

business & RCA, tubes & transistors, medical electronics,

micro-miniaturization, computers, RCA Institutes, RCA
Communications, etc., and ads by RCA divs. & suppliers.

GE will start construction this year of a $14-million

space-technology center on a 130-acre tract in Valley Forge,

Pa. The completed facility will provide some 500,000 feet

of floor space and employment for 5,000, including 780 en-

gineers & scientists. The first construction phase will be

completed in 1961 and the balance of the planned buildings

will be erected in 1962-63.

Stromberg-Carlson has “no intention” of re-entering

the TV-manufacturing business, pres. Robert C. Tait of the

General Dynamics subsidiary told us last week in comment-
ing on a report featured prominently in the trade press.

Stromberg-Carlson, which quit TV production in 1956 (Vol.

12:4, 14, 31), has recently increased its consumer-products

activities with a new line of “packaged component” stereo.

Negotiations for the purchase of IDEA Inc. by Conley

Electronics Inc., Chicago, have been discontinued. Late last

summer, the acquisition of the Indianapolis radio manu-
facturer seemed virtually a certainty (Vol. 15:35 pl6), but

a “technicality” has blocked the deal, according to Conley

chmn. Edgar N. Greenebaum Jr.

Symphonic Electronics, N.Y. manufactmer of phonos

& radios, is diversifying through purchase of Airnado Inc.,

maker of portable room coolers. Symphonic treas. Howard
A. Jacobs will be pres, cf the new Airnado subsidiary, suc-

ceeding James Simpson, who becomes Airnado gen. mgr.

Low-priced FM-only radio was announced last week by

Zenith. The table set—named the Major—is permeability

tuned, has 4-in. speaker, line-cord antenna, provision for

outside antenna. It carries no suggested list price, but it’s

understood to be aimed at the below-$40 market.

Two-way mobile radio business of Avia Products Co.,

Los Angeles, has been purchased by Du Mont Labs. Avia

specializes in transmitter-receiver units for motorcycles,

in-plant vehicles and open outdoor vehicles.
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Finance

More Zenith Records: Zenith’s net earnings & sales for

both the 3-month & 9-month periods ended Sept, 30 estab-

lished new records, chmn. Hugh Robertson announced last

week. Net earnings for the 9 months were 42% over the

comparable 1958 period, while the quarter’s earnings were

25% ahead of last year. Nine-month sales were 37%
higher than the record established last year, while 3rd-

quarter sales were 29% over the year-ago figure.

Robertson said Zenith “obtained a 15% -larger share

of the total TV industry volume” during the 9-month period

as compared with the same 1958 period, “and further

strengthened its hold on first position in the TV receiver

industry.” He said that unit factory shipments of TV sets

for the period were 42% ahead of the same period last

year, transistor portable radio sales 35% ahead, stereo

“substantially ahead.”

“The company has scheduled production for Nov,, Dec.

& Jan. substantially higher than any previous comparable
months,” he added, “and anticipates that its steel supplies

will be adequate to produce these increased schedules,” The
report for 9 months ended Sept. 30:

1959
Sales $175,990,037
Net earnings 9,319,921
Earned per share kl5
Shares outstanding (‘59) 2,954,784
For 3 months ended Sept. 30:

Sales $69,127,237
Net earnings 4,418,200
Earned per share 1.49

1958
$128,119,289

6,537,561
2.21

2,954,784

$53,648,783
3,547,877

1.20

General Telephone & Electronics revenues topped $1
billion in the 12 months ended Sept. 30 for the first time in

any such period. For calendar 1959, chmn. Donald C. Power
foresees gross revenues of about $1.1 billion and earnings
of $70-$72 million. He said Sylvania will have a very good
year, and predicted 1960 GT&E gross “in the area of $1.2

billion and net income of some $80 million plus.” Including

Sylvania operations for all periods and for comparison pur-
poses, GT&E made this report for the 9 months ended Sept.

30: 1959 1958
Total revenues $772,583,000
Mfg. net sales 496,001,000
Net income 51,253,000
Earned per share ^47
Average shares 20,475,000
For 12 months ended Sept. 30:

Total revenues $1,016,679,000
Mfg. net sales 653,280,000
Net income 67,805,000
Earned per share ^32
Average shares 20,167,000

$641,368,000
405.518.000
42.212.000

2 22
18.767.000

$861,395,000
549.395.000
58.111.000

3.07

18.673.000

Clevite Corp. sales & earnings gained appreciably in
the quarter ended Sept. 30, with income for the 9 months
ended that date reaching a total more than double that of
the same period of 1968. Chmn. James M. Myers & pres.
William G. Laffer said the improved performance mirrors
advances of approximately 35% in both sales & earnings
of Clevite electronic products. Gains in sales of semicon-
ductors were particularly strong. For 9 months ended
Sept. 30: 1959 1958

Sales & other revenues . . $62,448,415
Net income 4,811,654
Earned per share 2.51
Shares outstanding 1,854,152
For the quarter ended Sept. 30:

Sales & other revenues .
. $19,651,000

Net income 1,414,000
Earned per share 73^

$46,921,553
2,116,792

1.08
1,807,152

$16,047,810
931,000

49«S

Consolidated Electrodynamics, which plans to merge
with Bell & Howell (Vol. 15:44 p23), continued its come-

back from 1958’s losses by racking up healthy sales &
earnings gains in the quarter ended Sept. 30. For the 9

months ended Sept. 30: 1959
Net sales $31,618,306
Net income (loss in ’58) . 1,381,740
Earned per share 1.29

Shares outstanding 1,068,229
For the quarter ended Sept. 30:

Net sales $10,482,728
Net income (loss in ’58) . 522,896
Earned per share 49^

1958
$24,191,673

847,338

1,063,786

$8,809,000
498,956

Gabriel Co. sales & earnings increased in the 3rd

quarter ended Sept. 30, pushing the levels for the 9 months
ended that date well above those for the first 3 quarters of

1958, pres. John H. Briggs reported last week. For 3

months ended Sept. 30: 1959
Sales $7,206,659
Net profit 106,022
Earned per share 15^
Shares outstanding 675,838
For 9 months ended Sept. 30:

Sales $21,760,115
Net profit 578,837
Earned per share 84^

1958
$5,824,414

104,832
15(f

661,038

$15,954,345
229,962

33<‘

Arvin Industries reports substantial increases in sales

& profits for first 9 months & 3rd quarter of 1959. For
9 months ended Sept. 30: 1959 1958
Net sales $50,603,330 $35,875,018
Net profit 1,686,451 569,536
Earned per share 1.49 63(^

Shares outstanding 1,129,659 899,025
For 3 months ended Sept. 30:

Net sales $18,487,559 $13,100,096
Net profit 591,367 278,777
Earned per share 52^ 31^

Speer Carbon Co. nearly doubled earnings on a sharp

sales increase during the first 9 months of 1959, compared
with the N.Y. components maker’s year-ago performance.

For 9 months ended Sept. 30: 1959
Sales $17,474,065
Net earnings 1,553,938
Earned per share 1.74

1958
$11,527,508

795,498
88«‘

Muter Co. scored healthy gains in sales & earnings for

the 9 months ended Sept. 30: 1959
Net sales $9,690,656
Net income 237,211
Earned per share 30(J
Shares outstanding 800,313

1958
$8,659,037

189,801
24<f

762,729

Reports & comments available: Sylvania, prospectus,

Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis, 25 Broad St., N.Y. 4 . . .

RCA, report, Eastman Dillon, Union Securities & Co., 15

Broad St., N.Y. 5 . . . Shell Electronics Mfg. Co., prospectus,

Schweickart & Co., 150 N. Franklin St., Hempstead, L.I.,

N.Y. . . . GE, review, Schwabacher & Co., 100 Montgomery
St., San Francisco 4 . . . Amphenol-Borg Electronics, report,

H. Hentz & Co., 72 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . Pacific Mercury
Electronics, analysis, A. C. Allyn & Co., 44 Wall St. N.Y. 5

. . . General Precision Equipment, analysis, F. P. Ristine &
Co., 50 Broadway, N.Y. 4 . . . Zenith and Philips Elec-

tronics, reviews, Hayden, Stone & Co., 25 Broad St., N.Y. 4.

Common Stock Dividends Stk. of

Corporation Period Amt. Payable Record
Dynamics Corp SA $0.50 Dec. 31 Dec. 15
Gen. Instrument Corp.
Gen. Precision Equip. .25 Dec. 15 Nov. 30
Gen. Tel. & Electronics Q .55 Dec. 31 Nov. 23
I-T-E Q .45 Dec. 1 Nov. 13
TV-Electronics Fund.. .71 Nov. 30 Nov. 2
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OfficerS-&-DirectorS stock transactions as reported to SEC
for October

:

Allied Artists. Albert Zugsmith bought 5,900, held 102,000.
_

Arapex. Murray Innes Jr. sold 1,000, held 4,000 personally, 1,667 in

trusts.

Arvin. Orphie R. Bridges bought 1,126, held 1,125.

Avco. Victor Emanuel sold 17,000, held 61,033. A. R. Kantrowitz

bought 25,000, sold 19,200, held 16,000. Arthur E. Rasmussen exercised

option to buy 6,500, held 7,538.

Beckman Instruments. R. Erickson bought 300, held 800.

Corning Glass. Howard C. Sheperd bought 100, held 360. R. Lee

Waterman sold 400, held 700.

Emerson Electric. Charles G. Gulledge bought 100, held 613.

Emerson Radio. Harold Goldberg sold 400, held 1,268. A. A. Vogel

sold 1,000, held 200.

GE. Lemuel R. Boulware bought 2,250, held 13,500. George E.

Burens bought 2,700, held 8,100. Lewis J. Burger bought 125, exercised

option to buy 435, held 2,627. William Rogers Herod exercised option to

buy 3,568, held 11,544. George F. Metcalf bought 1,020, held 3,142

personally, 124 in profit sharing plan. Gerald L. Phillippe zeroised

option to buy 2,688, held 8,812 personally, 600 as custodian. Ca^r L.

Kedd exercised option to buy 450, held 3,205 personally, 8 through wife,

642 through son, 1,350 in trusts. Chauncey Guy Suits exercised option to

buy 2,481, held 9,117. Arthur F. Vinson exercised option to buy 4,209,

held 12,011 personally, 810 as custodian. Glenn B. Warren used option

to buy 7,636, held 10,412. N. L. Whitecotton bought 285, held 2,698.

General Telephone & Electronics. Harold V. Bozell received 285 on
conversion of debentures, held 1,395.

General Tire & Rubber. E. Willard Lutz sold 100, held none. John
E. Powers bought 600, held 2,617.

Hoffman Electronics. Bruce L. Birchard exercised option to buy 300,

held 1,600. M. E. Paradise sold 1,000, held 6,666.

IBM. John J. Bricker sold 276, held 816.

ITT. Arthur M. Hill bought 1,000, held 13,500. Charles D. Hilles

Jr. bought 5,000, held 16,232.

Lear. Andres F. Haiduck sold 6,644, held 6,000. William P. Lear
bought 6,000, held 444,767. Glen C. Warman sold 600, held none.

Litton Industries. Charles R. Abrams Jr. sold 200, held 3,000.

Charles B. Thornton sold 2,900, bought 46 through partnership, held

122,363 personally, 12,269 in partnership.

National Union. Harry E. Collin sold 26,500 privately, held 160,000.

Joseph V. McKee Jr. bought 20,000, held 22,200.

Packard-Bell. John H. Sawyer exercised option to buy 300, held 610.

RCA. Elmer W. Engstrom exercised option to buy 600, held 2,693.

Vincent deP. Goubeau exercised option to buy 600, held 1,076. Joseph

M. Hertzberg exercised option to sell 114, held 16.

Raytheon. Ray C. Ellis sold 200, held 2,041. Richard E. Krafve

bought 1,000, held 1,000.

Reeves Soundcraft. Frank B. Rogers Jr. bought 21,000, held 26,260.

H. S. Woodbridge sold 900, held 700.

Servomechanisms. William W. Shannon sold 3,000 privately, held

81,585 personally, 53,665 in trusts.

Siegler Corp. John G. Brooks used option to buy 2,000,held 29,929.

Texas Instruments. Bryan F. Smith sold 900, held 12,569 personally,

159 in trust. E. O. Vetter exercised option to buy 3,000, held 7,888.

Thompson Ramo Woolridge. John H. Kerr bought 100, held 100.

Westinghouse. Mark W. Cresap Jr. sold 299, held 3,500. Thomas P.

Jones exercised option to buy 125, held 324.

Globe-Union Inc, reports increases in sales & earn-

ings for the 9 months ended Sept. 30:

1959
Net sales $46,117,251
Net income 1,414,597
Earned per share 1.70

Shares outstanding 830,048

1958
$41,043,507

845,694
1.02

824,910

Topp Industries Corp. has granted shareholders rights

to purchase one share of common at $17 each for each 2

shares presently held. Shareholders of record Oct. 28 will

receive one non-voting warrant for each share held which

will be exercisable from April 1 to Nov. 15, 1960. Del-

aware-based TIC also acquired Cal.-based Topp Indus-

tries Inc., currently has outstanding 957,042 shares of $1

par common, with 6 million shares authorized.

Television-Electronics Fund Inc., open-end investment

company, has proposed a 2-for-l stock split, subject to vote

at the Jan. 21 annual meeting. The Fund’s net assets Oct.

30 totaled $308,007,835, equal to $15.86 a share.

Technicolor Inc. had a net loss of $40,534 for the 40

weeks ended Oct. 3, compared with a net income of $517,-

536 (26^ a share) racked up in the same 1958 period.

Decca Records Inc. more than doubled its net income

in the 9 months ended Sept. 30 to $911,620 (60^ a share)

from $394,260 (26^) in the year-ago period.

Jerrold Electronics reports record sales & earnings

for its fiscal first half ended Aug. 31, with profits for the

6-month period exceeding those of the entire fiscal year

ended Feb. 28, 1959. The net income for the recent half-

year period includes non-recurring income of $284,240 (23^

a share) representing the profit on the sale of the Key
West, Fla. community-antenna system. Pres. Milton J.

Shapp pointed out that Jerrold’s 9 community-antenna

systems served about 30,000 subscribers Aug. 31, an in-

crease of more than 15% in a year. Jerrold’s newest pro-

duct, the TV-FM Receptor, an indoor antenna which slides

over the electric cord, is now being produced at a rate of

about 9,000 a day. Shapp said company may acquire a test-

instrument manufacturer in its expansion program. For 6

months to Aug. 31: 1959 1959
Sales & services $3,723,000 $3,214,000
Net income 540,544 57,182
Earned per share 44^ 5<f

Muntz TV Inc. sales soared 66% and earnings increased

18-fold in the fiscal year ended Aug. 31, chmn. Floyd G.

Dana reported last week. Calling fiscal 1959 one of the

firm’s most successful years, he said that Sept, earnings

were $124,858 on $1,022,189 sales and that Oct. sales topped

those of Sept. Muntz is devoting 90% of its production to

TV receivers, he said. Hi-fi & stereo production make up

the balance. During the coming year, the firm plans to

double its production capacity. For the fiscal year ended

Aug. 31: 1959 1953
Sales $6,728,906 $4,057,891
Net income 420,894 23,468
Earned per share 36^ 2^
Shares outstanding 1,165,376 1,115,367

Du Mont Labs has turned the profit corner, pres. D. T.

Schultz reported last week. For 16 weeks ended Oct. 11, |

the company had a profit of $148,426 on sales of $5,482,681.

For the first 40 weeks of the year, the profit was $30,754 !

on sales of $14,726,117. The profits were not subject to

federal income tax because of the company’s tax loss carry-

forward. No comparisons with 1958 were given, Schultz

said, because “during the final half of last year substantial

write-offs were taken as a result of the discontinuance of

the company’s consumer TV set & picture-tube businesses.”

Admiral Corp. income statement for 3 months ended

Sept. 30 (for 9-month report see Vol. 15:44 p21):

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$54,954,448

1,009,958
42<f

2,390,196

1958
$46,491,305

1,354,434
57^

2,367,376

General Bronze reports substantial gains in sales &
earnings for the 9 months ended Sept. 30:

1959
Net sales $27,254,584
Net income 655,253
Earned per share 1.71

Shares outstanding 383,937

1958
$18,436,429

384,104
1.01

380,377

Sylvania’s $25-million block of 51^% debentures (Vol.

15:44 p23) was oversubscribed shortly after going on the

market Nov. 4, Priced at par, the sinking fund securities

were quoted the same day at prices from 101.5 to 102.26.

Aerovox Corp. profit soared to $505,000 on sales of

$17,079,000 for the 9 months ended Sept. 30, compared with

$165,000 earned in $12,616,000 sales in the same 1958 period.

International Rectifier Corp. reports net income of

$271,283 (25^ a share) for the quarter ended Sept. 30, up

from $200,137 (18^) for the year-ago quarter.
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Educational Television

ETV Teacher Hunt: Pressing its dragnet for gifted teachers

to star in its $7-million airborne ETV project (Vol. 15:42

pp3&12), the Midwest Council on Airborne TV Instruction

(MCATI) last week appointed Dr. John W. Taylor national

coordinator for its talent hunt (Vol. 15:43 p20) and blue-

printed a program to have cast & courses assembled for

video-taping by July 1. Taylor is also exec. dir. of the

Chicago ETV Assn., which owns educational WTTW.
MCATI last week also requested ETV stations, chief

state school officers, and school superintendents throughout

the nation to submit by Dec. 1 nominations of superior

teachers in their localities. The nominees will be screened

shortly thereafter by a still-to-be-established panel of

educators. Selected teachers will be given contracts and
assembled around Feb. 15 at the project’s Purdue U. control

center to work with MCATI producers in the preparation

& format of program courses. Participation in the pro-

gram will necessitate a 12-to-18-month leave of absence

from school duties, a MCATI spokesman told us, and the

Council is currently working out a compensation plan for

the selected teachers. MCATI will provide a pre-packaged
program for each course—shooting script & necessary

props—to enable local ETV stations to tape courses for

MCATI teachers in their areas.

New NAEB constitution, approved at the Oct. 26-30
Detroit convention, provides for full-time paid offices of

pres, and administrative v.p., and abolishes the positions of

exec. dir. and associate dir. Dr. Harry J. Skornia and
Harold E. Hill will become pres, and administrative v.p.,

respectively, effective Jan. 1, 1960. The 18-member board
of directors will consist of a 6-member (one from each
NAEB region) TV board with members to be regular em-
ployes of active NAEB member institutions that operate
ETV stations. The same rule applies to the 6-member radio
board. The remaining 6 board members will be an indi-

vidual member director, 4 directors-at-large and the pres.

New ETV research grants of govt, funds under Title
VII of the National Defense Education Act are scheduled
to be awarded this month by U.S. Education Comr. Lawr-
ence G. Derthick. They’ll be picked from among 82 audio-
visual project applications—3rd batch since the Federal
program got under way early this year (Vol. 15:22 pll)

—

which have been screened by a special Office of Education
advisory committee. Nearly % of the applications were for
studies by state & local educational organizations and
private agencies in school uses of TV. Tentative deadline
for the next batch of applications in the program, financed
by a fiscal 1960 appropriation of $3 million: Feb. 1, 1960.

ETV films produced by TV-less U. of Mich, are now
being carried weekly by one ETV (KQED San Francisco)
& 21 commercial TV stations from coast to coast, bcstg.
dir. Garnet R. Garrison reports. The U. furnishes the films
gratis to Mich, stations (10), charges out-of-state outlets
a service fee. Last year, 36 TV stations in 25 states telecast
1,669 U. of Mich. TV programs. Program subjects range
from astronomy & art to speech correction & atomic fallout.

Two new teacher-education courses for credit are being
televised on educational WHYY (Ch. 35) Philadelphia this
year: Teaching of Developmental Reading in the Secondary
Schools (which will be presented during faculty-meeting
time) & Teaching of Elementary School Arithmetic.

Foreign

TV Taboo in S. Africa: Taking no chances on video’s voo-

doo infiuence on kids & natives. South Africa has decided

that TV is unwelcome & unwanted in the land of the Boers.

The govt.’s posts & telegraphs minister, A. A. Hertzog, has

announced that South Africa has no intention of introduc-

ing TV, because of its possible “destructive effects on chil-

dren & the less developed races.” Said he: “In the cinema

parents are able to pick films for their children. This is

impossible with TV.”

Non-aggression pact between TV & newspaper inter-

ests in southwest Germany to protect the latter against

“undermining” competition for ad dollars is reported by

Britain’s Advertiser’s Weekly. Involved in the unusual

cartel agreement are Southwest German Radio and a

newspaper group comprising the Society of Southwest

German Newspaper Publishers, the Rhineland-Palatinate

State Assn, of German Newspaper Publishers and the

Southwest German Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. In ex-

change for the newspapers’ pledge to support its commer-
cial TV operation and oppose the introduction of others.

Southwest German Radio, says Advertiser’s Weekly, has

agreed to limit commercials to weekdays and to schedule

them only in conjunction with a program at least 24 min.

long. It also agreed to set up a TV policy council of 4 TV
& 4 publisher reps whose “job will be the enforcement of

the agreement, consideration of Southwest German
Radio’s commercial TV rates, and consideration of the

form which the commercial TV programs should take.”

Britain’s commercial TV has completed its 4th year of

existence with some 7% -million TV homes within range of

its 8 operating stations. This contrasts with the audience

of 190,000 homes in existence when the service was initi-

ated on Sept. 22, 1955. During the past 12 months alone,

commercial TV’s overall audience increased by some 6

million viewers, to a total of more than 26 million, accord-

ing to TV Audience Measurement Ltd. Monthly gross TV
ad expenditures have increased nearly 10-fold, from slightly

less than $2 million in Oct. 1955 to more than $15 million

in Oct. 1958. Independent TV in its first full year (1956)

recorded gross revenues of nearly $39 million, compared
with an estimated spending of some $157 million this year.

Scandinavian TV is holding firm against the blandish-

ments of advertisers. No form of advertising or com-
mercial TV programming is “acceptable” to the Norwegian,
Danish and Swedish broadcasting systems, they reiterated

jointly at the recent Scandinavian radio conference. Nor-
wegian Bcstg. Corp. governor Kaare Fostervoll said that

the sole purpose of the TV service is to create the best

possible programming, and advertising “can contribute

nothing to this end.” Scandinavian advertisers have warned
that a delay in establishing commercial TV will bring such

services in from outside sources.

Successful applicant for Rhodesia’s commex'cial TV
service is Rhodesia Television Ltd. (RTV), whose asso-

ciates include TV-radio-newspaper magnate Roy Thompson
(whose British-U.S. interests include Scottish TV Ltd. and
the St. Petersburg, Fla. Independent) and the big Philips

of Netherlands electronics combine. Among the unsuccess-

ful applicants (Vol. 15:33 p6): NBC & 20th Century-Fox,
which were teamed with 4 top British ITV program con-

tractors as Central African TV. The commercial TV serv-

ice is expected to debut late in 1960, in Salisbury. Cov-
erage will be extended to Bulawayo in the 2nd year.
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Auxiliary Services

Anti-trust trial of Jerrold Electronics Corp. starts Nov.

9 in Philadelphia Federal Court. The civil action, filed by

Justice Dept, in Feb. 1957 (Vol. 13:7 p5), charges Jerrold

with violating Sherman & Clayton acts by restricting

competition in the sale of community antenna equiqment.

Among specific charges: (1) That Jerrold has forced CATV
operators to buy all equipment from Jerrold or none at all

and forced them to enter into service contracts as a con-

dition of obtaining Jerrold equipment. (2) That Jerrold

threatened to install competing CATV systems in localities

where system operators proposed to use its competitors’

equipment or refused to pay engineering fees. (3) That

Jerrold threatened prospective CATV operators with patent

infringement suits unless they brought Jerrold equipment

execlusively. (4) That Jerrold’s acquisition of 7 CATV
systems consituted a monopolistic action. Jerrold has de-

nied all charges. Govt, attorneys estimate the trial will

last 3 or 4 weeks. Jerrold is represented by attorney Israel

Packel.

Westbury Electronics, Westbury, N.Y. maker of CATV
& master TV antenna systems, has been purchased by In-

tercontinental Electronics Inc., Mineola, N.Y. maker of air

traffic-control devices, telecommunication systems and in-

dustrial electronics.
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Pay TV’s Cal. Hearing: The future of wired pay TV on the

West Coast appeared dim following a hearing by the Cali-

fornia State Assembly’s interim committee on public util-

ities & corporations in Los Angeles last week. After hear-

ing the testimony, state assemblyman Charles H. Wilson

commented: “I think the public has been misled as to the

nearness of this thing.”

Most potent testimony came from William J. McLean
of Pacific Telephone Co., who said that pay TV via tele-

phone wires would be a multi-million-dollar undertaking

which would take considerable time to develop. “We
would have to build practically everything new,” he said.

At this point assemblyman Charles Chapel interjected:

“We’re talking about pie in the sky.” The phone company
executive nodded agreement.

Another witness. Manly W. Edwards, telephone &
telegraph engineer for the California Public Utilities Com-
mission, testified that he did anticipate that present tele-

phone facilities would have to be doubled because engineers

are working on a method to carry TV signals through

ordinary telephone wires. This is in the future, however,

he added.

Both Edwards and McLean said the telephone com-

pany would require a substantial bond or other guarantee

from pay-TV companies before risking many millions of

dollars on new installations.

PUC chief counsel William M. Bennett said that new
legislation would be necessary before PUC could control

pay TV inasmuch as it had been declared neither a tele-

phone service nor a public utility by Cal. Supreme Court.

Committeemen were angered by Skiatron’s failure to

send a representative to the hearing, and threatened to

subpoena Jerome Doff, Skiatron executive. Some said Doff’s

absence suggested he didn’t want to answer questions.

Telemeter v.p. Chester I. Lappen explained his com-

pany’s pay-TV system and said his firm would use leased

wires. He denied that pay TV was a threat to free TV.

Hal H. Schwartz of Angel Tollvision described his form as

a voluntary, subscribed-in-advance pay television. It would

advertise a proposed show and if enough indicated willing-

ness to see it, it would be shown on regular channels, with

the viewers who requested it being billed later.

Mrs. Fred S. Teasley, radio-TV chmn. of the Cal. Fed-

eration of Women’s Clubs, stated that all divisions of her

group (total membership 80,000) have expressed over-

whelming opposition to pay TV. She said pay TV would

eventually kill off free TV, and deprive millions of low-

income families of the present service.

Proposed vhf booster rules were discussed by FCC
again last week but no decision was reached, and they’re

due to come up again Nov. 18. Meanwhile, the Senate

Commerce communications subcommittee scheduled hear-

ings on boosters & CATV in Casper, Wyo., as an addition

to those conducted by Sen. Pastore (D-R.I.) Oct. 26-30 in

Helena, Mont., Idaho Falls, Ida., Salt Lake City & Denver

(Vol. 15:44 p9). Sen. McGee (D-Wyo.) will preside.

TV guard for unattended apartment elevators in N.Y.

apartment houses is under consideration, despite objections

from some tenants that TV is a poor substitute for an

attendant in the event of emergencies (breakdowns, attacks

by thugs). The closed-circuit system provides a ceiling-

mounted TV camera which projects a continuous picture of

the elevator interior to a TV monitor in the lobby.

Translator CPs granted: Ch. 71, 73 & 76, Florence,

Ore., to West Lane Translator Inc.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

FCC
UNCERTAIN WEIGHT OF FCC PROGRAM INQUIRY is apparent

from the compromise nature of the expanded investigation. Indus-

try waits to see amount of push behind it (p. 1). Official order

(p. 4).

Advertising

SPONSORS MUST SHARE CLEANUP of any questionable practices

in TV programs &. commercials "or give up" to outside regulation,

warns new ANA chmn. Donald S. Frost at Hot Springs (p. 6).

NEXT TARGET—COMMERCIALS, as TV probes continue. In N.Y.,

DA Frank Hogan seizes commercials for Regimen Tablets to ex-

amine them for possible fraud (p. 5).

Film <g Tape

OVERSEAS FILM SALES BARRIERS increasing, as new TV-film

export group plans organization meeting. Mexico's Azcarraga joins

Cuba's Mestre in Latin film combine (p. 2). Other stories (p. 16).

Programming
STATION MANAGERS REPORT ON ETV: Our questionaire to all

commercial telecasters in U.S. & Canada draws reports on a flood

of ETV programs (pp. 3 & 9).

RATING SURPRISES GALORE in first national report of new fall

season. The new 60-min. film shows have not done well (p. 10).

Congress

HARRIS RELOADS HIS GUNS for new investigative campaign

against suspect TV-radio practices. Prime target: Payola. Target

date; Dec. 9 (p. 8).

Manuiacturing Distribution

INDUSTRY'S FINANCIAL HEALTH excellent, our 22-company finan-

cial sampling showing 3rd-quarter profits up 22.9%, 9-month profits

up 24.2% over last year (p. 18).

"RE-DEFERRED" TV SET BUYING as result of steel-strike uncer-

tainty prompts one researcher to cut 1959 sales forecast to 5.7

million sets (p. 19).

TV-RADIO SALES & OUTPUT continued to run ahead of 1958 in

Sept. First 9 months' retail TV sales totaled 3,811,784 units vs.

3,468,090 in 1958 (p. 20).

COMPONENT SALES SOAR in biggest rise since Korean War. New
govt, study shows first-half 1959 tube & parts shipments 30%
ahead of comparable 1958 period (p. 20).

JAPAN'S "DANGEROUS GAME" of limiting imports while flooding

U.S. with certain product lines criticized sharply by Commerce

Dept.; restrictions hinted (p. 21).

Networks

NBC'S POST-QUIZ AFFILIATES MEETING is told by Chmn. Robert

W. Sarnoff that industry must work to "challenge the hysteria"

created by quiz hearings. Plans for new TV, radio shows are

meeting highlights (p. 7).

Stations

2 NEW UHF STATIONS on air, 2 uhf's resuming operation, raising

U.S. station count to 560. Two new Canadian outlets make their

debuts (p. 13).

Other Departments

PERSONALS (p. 12) FINANCE (p. 22) AUXILIARY SERVICES (p. 24).

UNCERTAIN WEIGHT OF FCC PROGRAM INQUIRY: FCC s enlarged & intensified inquiry

into programming, including radio as well as TV (for full text of order, see p. 4), will be exactly what Com-
mission chooses to make it. It can be too tough, too easy or something between.

Move was a compromise, palatable to all . Obviously, an all-out job is goal of Comrs. Ford & Bartley,

who have frequently made clear their views that law requires them to keep sharp eye on programming (Vol.

15:43 pi). Comrs. Lee & Cross aren't far behind them currently. Chmn. Doerfer has grave doubts about how
far FCC can go, but he's heartily in favor of exploring Commission's legal powers over programming, which
is part of expanded inquiry. Other 2 FCC members, Hyde & Craven, are in Geneva—but their records indi-

cate that Craven would lean strongly toward Doerfer's views, Hyde toward the others.

FCC is asking for everyone's ideas on how to conduct the investigation, will accept them in a public

hearing "shortly," date to be determined. It asks for "comments & suggestions of organizations & individuals

who have a contribution to make to this study."

Networks offered no reaction to FCC move—but they can be neither surprised nor happy. FCC in-

quiries are frequently tedious & non-sensational but they often result in tightening of controls. Commission's
original network study of business practices produced staff recommendations that FCC majority believed it
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couldn't ignore even if it wanted to. Hence, it voted to knock CBS & NBC out of spot sales business, proposed

to cut option time from 3 to 2 1/2 hours per segment of day and has generally forced networks to hew closer
j

to the line of existing network regulations. These are but a fraction of the major recommendations of net- I

work study staff, but they're all in direction of strictness.

Not the least of networks' worries is Justice Dept.'s study of quiz-rigging and FCC's powers, being

conducted on orders from President Eisenhower. Justice Dept, has opined, time & time again, that option time

is illegal, and President's assignment gives it perfect opportunity to assert that such things as quiz scandals

couldn't happen if there were no option time—the theory being that stations have abdicated program control.

Chances are Justice Dept, will go to court to attack option time. Even judges are human, so the em-

battled networks can scarcely regard this as an auspicious time for such a suit.

Important question of new, expanded programming inquiry is size of investigating staff. Commission

hasn't yet decided how big to make it. It has only 2 lawyers on project now, full time—Ashbrook Bryant &
James Tierney. From time to time, it has used economist James Sheridan and attorneys Robert Greenburg &
John Bass. In fact, the group has had no chief since economist Warren Baum resigned many months ago.

Commission has no special fund for the programming study. This is unlike the original "network

business practices" study, ordered by Congress, which appropriated $225,000 for the job. Thus FCC will have

to divert staff members from other chores, possibly could hire a few new people. Some Commissioners be-

lieve the project will eventually grow as large as the first study which took about 2 years.

The man who headed FCC's original network study, U. of Cincinnati law school dean Roscoe Bar-

row, gave us this reaction to Commission's announcement : "I'm glad to note that they're going to do this.

After all, the study we made had as its objective better program service. However, if some of the recommen-

dations we made, which apparently haven't met with FCC approval, were adopted, such things as these quiz

scandals might have been avoided.

"If networks were licensed directly, this kind of thing would not have happened. It could have been

detected earlier. It's not effective to regulate networks through affiliates, because of the networks' superior

bargaining power. "The things we went into were far, far more significant than these current symptoms that I

excite the man in the street."

SPONSORS MUST SHARE CLEANUP: Advertisers are responsible in TV programming, as

much as any other segment , for seeing that there are no more quiz scandals. This far-reaching warning was
voiced last week to the Hot Springs meeting of Assn, of National Advertisers by its new chmn., Bristol-Myers

vp Donald S. Frost (see p. 6). ANA met issue squarely. "Clean up—or give up," said Frost who pulled no

punches in stating that sponsors must watchdog "every aspect of TV with which we are connected." It was
also important. Frost stressed, that policing not be enforced by Government, but by sponsors themselves.

Cleanup applies to commercials as well, in view of ANA, although the organization (whose 650

members include virtually every major TV sponsor) has no regulatory powers other than heavy moral pres-

sure. Cooperation between ANA & NAB is under way in commercial realm, with new liaison established

between ANA and TV Code Review Board headed by Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. Pres. Donald H. McGannon.
He promised ANA that NAB would "resist without compromise" any outside regulation of TV.

ANA stand completes united front in TV industry favoring examination of current practices, axing of

dishonest shows & commercials, and a self-regulated future. Networks, NAB, affiliate groups, agencies and now
sponsors are all talking same cleanup language.

FIGHTING OVERSEAS FILM SALES BARRIERS: Size of foreign TV market for U.S. pro-

grams has never been accurately measured. While overall U.S. overseas TV film industry sales have been

estimated at $20 to $30 million a year (Vol. 15:30 p2), many film people say there's very little gravy in it be-

cause of mounting foreign restrictions and other barriers.

Examples: Japan has low price-ceiling and limit on number of overseas-produced films for TV.

England permits only 14% of its TV time to be occupied by foreign-produced films (which means only 5 to 7
^

hours per week per channel). In Canada, there's the proposal that 55% of programming must be Canadian

in content or origin. Then there's the new & solid Latin American film-buying organization, controlled by the

most powerful station owners, which some distributors think is designed to force prices down.
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On top of such problems as these , there is a maze of other roadblocks to doing business overseas

—currency restrictions, customs red tape, censorship, etc.

That's why virtually all TV film distributors doing business overseas have reacted favorably to the

new TV-film export group now being formed by group headed by William H. Fineshriber Jr. (Vol. 15:40 p2).

Patterned after Motion Picture Export Assn., the as-yet-unnamed organization is designed to represent U.S.

TV-film industry abroad in dealing with obstacles to free & profitable distribution of American programming.

The new group, chaired temporarily by CBS-TV stations Pres. Merle Jones, has drawn up its pros-

pective organizational papers. The 24 film companies in the international field have been soimded out and
are expected to be represented at organizational meeting early next month. Initial annual budget for the group

is projected at about $165,000.

• • • •

The station-owned Latin American film buying & distribution organization Television Interamericana

S.A. (Vol. 15:40 p2) has been greatly strengthened by the addition of Emilio Azcarraga's Telesistema Mexi-

cano to the roster of owners. The group is now owned jointly by Goar Mestre's Cuban interests (CMQ &
CMBF networks), the John G. Johnston-Goar Mestre Puerto Rican interests (WAPA-TV San Juan), Azcarraga's

Mexican TV empire. Radio Caracas of Venezuela, and telecasting interests in El Salvador. Cuban, Puerto

Rican & Mexican groups are believed to own about 20% interest each in TISA.

TISA's principal goal is to purchase Latin American rights to U.S. film properties , dub them into

Spanish, and distribute them to both TISA members & non-members in Latin America. Since TISA's stated

aim is to "supply a reasonable percentage of the film needs of Latin America," many U.S. film distributors

believe it can only depress prices and limit the market.

It goes without saying that any group which combines the empires of Mestre and Azcarragg is a
force to be reckoned with in Latin American TV. And organizers of the new U.S. TV-film export group

point to this new Latin united-front film buying combine as another strong reason U.S. film sellers must also

have united front in their overseas dealings.

ETV ON COMMERCIAL STATIONS: Educational programming for education's sake is an ac-

cepted responsibility on almost all U.S. & Canadian commercial TV stations, our latest station-manager

questionnaire (Vol. 15:38 p4) indicates. Roughly one-third (182) of 561 commercial stations queried (now
566) replied to our questions on their ETV programming policies—and 93% of respondents reported tele-

courses ranging from art to zoology, for students at elementary to college levels.

Serious tenor of commercial-station telecourses for credit is mirrored by number of programs which

offer viewers such scholastic points. Some 62% (113 of 182) of stations reported 159 credit programs.

Program affiliations with local boards of education were reported by 77 stations (42%), and they had
tie-ups with 90 boards.

Commercial telecasters give minimum programming time to purely academic shows which neither

offer credits nor have sponsorship of education institutions, our survey noted. Queried as to such academic

programming (language instruction, course in pottery-making, etc.), 122 stations reported none. The other

60 stations (32%) carry 100 such programs.

We also asked station executives about programs they rate as "educational," even though they did

not fall into ovu: survey's 3 credit-bearing, boord-of-education-sponsored, or academic categories. Only 81 of

the 182 stations fed us blanks in this category. The other 101 stations (55%) noted that they telecast 205 pro-

grams they rate as falling into this "educational" category. (For additional details, see p. 9).

The FCC

CATV problems are scheduled to come before FCC
again in its Nov. 18 meeting. The question is whether to

examine station-CATV conflicts in an oral “legislative”

hearing before the Commissioners. FCC once conducted

an extensive inquiry based on written presentations, but

hearings conducted this summer by the Senate Commerce
committee (Vol. 15:29 p4) led the Commission to consider

whether a new, oral presentation is needed. Also due Nov.

18 is vhf booster rule-making discussion (Vol. 15:44 pll).

CBS & NBC will appeal the FCC decision ordering

networks out of the business of acting as station rep for

affiliates (Vol. 15:41, pi). Dates & manner of appeal were
undecided as of late last week, we were told by network
legal executives. In going to the courts with the stop-rep

decision, the networks take a risk even if they win the case.

This is because the courts have sometimes gone beyond the

confines of the case at hand and issued judgments expand-
ing the powers of FCC in other areas.

CP for Ch. 8, Iron Mountain, Mich, was granted to the

owners of WFRV (Ch. 5) Green Bay, Wis.
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Full text of

FCC’S ORDER FOR INVESTIGATORY PROCEEDING
Before the Federal Communications Commission, Washington 25, D.C. In the

Matter of Study of Radio and Television Network Broadcasting. Docket No. 12782.

At a session of the Federal Communications Commis-

sion held at its offices in Washington, D.C. on the 9th day of

November, 1959;

WHEREAS, on February 26, 1959, after a substantial

preliminary inquiry, the Commission by its Order (FCC

59-166) and Public Notice (FCC 59-168) directed that in-

quiry be made pursuant to Section 403 of the Communica-

tions Act of 1934, as amended, to determine, among other

things, the policies and practices pursued by the network

licensees and others in connection with the production,

selection, licensing and supervision of programs for tele-

vision exhibition and the effect of such policies and practices

on the public interest, and that a public investigatory pro-

ceeding be instituted for that purpose; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to said Order, such inquiry is

continuing and public hearings have been and will be held

with regard to certain phases of the network television

program selection process; and

WHEREAS, in the course of such inquiry and from

other sources, information has been reported to the Com-

mission which tends to show that certain practices have

been carried on by broadcast licensees and employees of

such broadcast licensees and other persons in connection

with the election, supervision and broadcast to the public

of programs and other material, which practices appear to

be contrary to the public interest; and

WHEREAS, under the Communications Act and the

policies promulgated by the Commission thereunder, the

selection, supervision and broadcast to the public of pro-

grams and other material including advertising is the

primary responsibility of the licensed broadcaster subject

to the duty of such broadcaster so to exercise that responsi-

bility as to serve the public interest in terms of the needs

and interests of the community which such broadcaster is

licensed to serve; and
WHEREAS, under the provisions of the Communica-

tions Act of 1934, the Commission is empowered and di-

rected to grant applications for construction permits,

station licenses and modifications or renewals thereof for

radio and television broadcast stations only after the Com-

mission has made a determination that the public interest,

convenience or necessity will be served thereby and, in

making such determination one of the relevant factors

considered by the Commission includes the policies and

practices pursued and carried on by the applicant in the

exercise of his responsibility to select, supervise and broad-

cast programs and other material including advertising

which meet the public interest and the needs and interests

of the community served by such broadcaster; and

WHEREAS, this Commission has from time to time in

its decisions and otherwise laid down certain general stand-

ards for the guidance of licensed broadcasters in the exer-

cise of such responsibility, nevertheless, in view of recent

information concerning certain program practices, it is

desirable to review the extent of the Commission’s author-

ity in connection with programming, in the light of the

censorship prohibitions of Section 326 and certain court

decisions, to determine whether or not legislation should

be recommended to the Congress; and

WHEREAS, such general standards have been recogn-

ized and accepted by networks, licensees and other com-

ponents of the industry and have in their essentials been

adopted and set forth in codes and rules of conduct issued

by various groups within the industry; and

WHEREAS, such general standards include such con-

cepts as decency, propriety, fairness and balance in connec-

tion with the presentation of broadcast material to the

public; and
WHEREAS, many or most of such standards were laid

down by the Commission prior to the advent and develop-

ment of television broadcasting; and
WHEREAS, the rapid development and expansion of

television network broadcasting has had a direct and im-

portant impact on radio broadcasting and has, in large

measure, altered and changed the nature and character of

the policies and practices pursued by many radio broad-

casters affecting the type and content of programs and
other material broadcast to the public and has also affected

the use of radio as an advertising medium; and
WHEREAS, coincident with the expansion and devel-

opment of television there has been a large increase in the

number of licensed radio and television broadcasters which
has greatly increased and complicated the problem of

proper and adequate review by the Commission of the

policies & practices pursued by its broadcast licensees; and
WHEREAS, in view of the foregoing, and in order to

enable it properly to exercise its duties and responsibilities

in connection with the program and advertising material

broadcast to the public through the facilities of licensed

broadcasters, the Commission has determined that inquiry

should be made and that information and data should be

obtained regarding the policies and practices pursued by
radio and television licensees and others affecting the pro-

gram and other material broadcast to the public:

NOW THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the in-

quiry and investigatory proceeding instituted pursuant to

the Commission’s Order of February 26, 1959, (FCC 59-

166) be and is hereby amended and enlarged to determine

the policies, practices, mechanics and surveillance pursued
and carried out by networks, station licensees and others in

connection with the acquisition, ownership, production, dis-

tribution, selection, sale and licensing of programs for

radio and television exhibition and the policies and prac-

tices pursued by networks, station licensees and others in

connection with the selection, presentation and supervision

of advertising material for broadcast to the public and the

reasons and necessity in the public interest for said policies

and practices, and that in such inquiry information and

data be obtained relevant to the following questions:

1, whether and the extent to which policies and

practices being pursued by some broadcast licensees in

the field of programming and advertising are inimical

to the public interest;

2. whether and the extent to which the general

standards heretofore laid down by the Commission for

the guidance of broadcast licensees in the selection

and broadcast of programs and other material to the

public are adequate in view of the changed and chang-
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ing conditions in the broadcast industry;

3. whether and the extent to which the Commis-

sion should, by the exercise of its rule-making power,

set out more detailed and precise standards for the

guidance of broadcasters in the exercise of their

responsibility;

4. whether and the extent to which the Commis-
sion’s present policies and procedures in the review and

consideration of the performance of its broadcast

licensees in the field of programming and advertising

is adequate, in view of the greatly increased number of

such licensees; and
5. whether the Commission’s authority under the

Communications Act of 1934, as amended, is adequate

for these purposes or whether legislation should be

recommended to the Congress.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Mary Jane Morris, Secretary

FTC’s Kintner Defends Agencies: FTC Chmn. Earl w.
Kintner, who has reacted to TV quiz show scandals by step-

ping up campaigns against frauds in his advertising juris-

diction (Vol. 15:44 p45), thinks there is nothing wrong with

much-criticized govt, agencies that self-improvement can’t

fix. In a slashing counterattack on proposals by ex-CAB
member Louis J. Hector that administrative agencies, in-

cluding FCC, be stripped of their quasi-judicial functions

(Vol. 15:35, 39), Kintner told the anti-trust section of the

111. State Bar Assn, in Chicago that such schemes to reform
procedures are “utopian.”

“Horrible examples” of agency inefficiency can always
be found by critics of the system, Kintner said, but if “the

sole question is how to accomplish govt, regulation of busi-

ness in the most effective & least burdensome manner, and
if pragmatism rather than adherence to philosophical

criteria is to be the guide in this undertaking,” then: “The
adm.inistrative process itself should not be abandoned for

an untested utopian alternative [of special administrative

courts] until it can be demonstrated that the administra-

tive pi'ocess would be ineffective even if improved to the

limit of its capabilities.”

Such “new critics” of the agency system as Hector,

said Kintner, maintain that “a cure-all” for its faults “is

to transfer the policymaking functions of the administra-
tive agencies to the executive branch.” He conceded that
the present system “lacks the neat lines of control & tables

of organization that so gladden the heart of the technocrat.”

“But this nation is a democracy, not a technocracy,”
Kintner pointed out. “Throughout our history we have
been willing to sacrifice theoretical neatness for practical

accomodation.”

Retrial of ex-FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack & Thunnan
A. Whiteside on Miami Ch. 10 conspiracy charges, sched-

uled to start Nov. 12 in Washington’s U.S. District Court
(Vol. 15:45 plO), has been postponed indefinitely. Judge
Charles F. McLaughlin agi’eed with arguments by defense
counsel Arthur J. Hilland & Nicholas J. Chase that it

wouldn’t be “regular” to proceed with the 2nd trial until

the Supreme Court decided whether it would hear an appeal
stemming from the first 14-wk. trial, which ended in a hung
jury. The lawyers said the original indictment & official

papers in the case, in which Mack & Whiteside are accused
of plotting to rig the Miami grant for WPST-TV, hadn’t
been processed through the Supreme Court.

Advertising

Next Target—Commercials: A sweeping probe into all

aspects of audio-visual deception in TV commercials was
looming last week as various sectors of the industry, from

advertisers (see ANA meeting story, p. 6) to TV investiga-

tors, began to make their moves.

In N.Y., DA Frank S. Hogan—already involved in his

own quiz-show cleanup—swooped down on Drug Research

Corp., manufacturers of Regimen Tablets (a reducing aid

preparation), and on the Regimen ad agency (Kastor, Hil-

ton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton) to seize kinescopes of

Regimen’s spot TV commercials and other books & records.

Hogan stated his action was prompted by consumer com-

plaint that the commercials, which feature name person-

alities in a “before & after” technique and are backed by

a $l-million 1959 Regimen ad budget, were misleading. His

office, Hogan stated, had been looking into TV commercial

misrepresentation for the past 6 months.

With the FTC, FCC and House subcommittee on legis-

lative oversight now moving into crackdowns on “false &
misleading” TV ads (Vol. 15:45, p2), the networks were

—

despite the general nervousness this season—remarkably

unruffled, we discovered in a 3-network checkup.

“We go to a great deal of trouble to consult the Better

Business Bureau, Dun & Bradstreet and others concerning

advertisers & commercials,” Stockton Helffrich, NBC radio-

TV continuity acceptance dir. told us, adding, “the FTC
investigation is slightly misleading. We send copies of all

commercial scripts to them anyway.”

A similar comment was voiced by Helffrich’s opposite

number at CBS-TV, Herbert Carlborg. “We spend hours

going over commercial storyboards with agencies, consult-

ing with medical authorities and testing products in labora-

tories,” Carlborg told us. On the subject of visual trickery,

he added that “there’s some of it in all advertising. So long

as it’s not deceiving the public, it’s acceptable.”
* *

Grace Johnsen, who holds a similar censorship post at

ABC-TV, prepared a press statement in answer to com-
mercial cleanup queries which stated, in part, that her con-

tinuity acceptance dept, “reviews all broadcast material,

including advertising copy, and requests substantiation for

any claims it deems necessary. It has always complied

with requests for commercial copy from the FTC.”
The networks do not send, we learned, completed ver-

sions of all televised film commercials. What they actually

deliver to FTC are scripts on live commercials in network-

produced shows, film commercial scripts submitted in ad-

vance by agencies, and telecast dates. Filmed commercials

are reviewed by the networks (whether or not the script

for it has been sent to FTC) prior to broadcast, and any
further action is up to FTC monitors.

The question of commercial honesty was also touched
on Nov. 11 by a luncheon panel discussion staged by the Art
Directors Club of N.Y. at the studios of Videotape Produc-
tions to tackle the subject of “the art director’s i-esponsibil-

ity for fixing the taste level of TV commercials.” Stated

William Duffy, senior TV art dir. of McCann-Erickson: “I

don’t think an art director’s job involves truth & believabil-

ity in commercials, but certainly such elements shouldn’t

hurt product sales.” Said Jack Sidebotham, TV art dept,

dir. of Y&R: “I’d like to differentiate between frauds (in

TV commercials). As far as studio substitutes for cake
icing or heads on beer are concerned, I think they are an
allowable expediency. The question is that of real cheating

vs, producing what the audience is likely to see anyway.”
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More about

ANA ON RESPONSIBILITY: Advertiser concern with the

blight cast on all advertising by the TV quiz scandals

was noticeable at the ANA meeting (see p. 2). To draft

the hard-hitting statement voiced by new Chmn. Donald

S. Frost, the ANA Board had met for 14 hours be-

hind closed doors. Henry Schachte, retiring ANA
chmn. and exec, vp of Lever Bros., stated later that

“we’re trying to tell our own members as strongly as

possible that this is a serious situation.”

ANA members were told they weren’t alone in this

concern. Finding an answer to the quiz scandals would be

“a matter of first importance” to NAB’s TV Code Review

Board, declared the group’s chmn., Westinghouse Bestg. Co.

Pres. Donald H. McGannon. “When you catch a speeder,

you arrest the driver, not the automobile,” said McGannon
in a talk to ANA members. “There have been suggestions

that legislation can correct the possibility of such a thing

recurring. If statutory language can be written to correct

the situation, then voluntary self-regulatory language can

be so written, and I can assure you that it will be observed

by broadcasters.”

The pros & cons of advertiser control in TV program-

ming were debated before the ANA Nov. 9 by a guest

panel representing the viewpoints of critic (columnist John

Crosby), network executive (NBC-TV sales vp Don
Durgin), agencyman (Grey Agency exec, vp Alfred Hol-

lender) and producer (Warner Bros. TV sales vp Rodney
Erickson), with Lever Bros, media dir. Howard Eaton as

moderator.

WB’s Erickson and critic Crosby suggested that ed-

itorial control over TV should be held by networks & pro-

ducers, with advertisers buying insertions in the style of

British commercial TV. Durgin & Hollender held out for

less than full control at the network level, urging that it

be shared by advertisers & networks. Large advertisers

prefer to keep some control, Erickson stated, adding that

“perhaps 3 out of 4 would be willing to relinquish control.”

As a sidelight, Erickson also stated that production prices

& residual participations for telefilms had risen to the

point where “the producer must break even on his negative

costs on the first run.” Fewer programs with more repeats

was suggested by Erickson as one solution, with the “un-

limited” profit potential of pay TV as the major alterna-

tive for producers, who are reaching a point of no return.”

George J. Abrams, ex-Revlon ad mgr. now pres, of the

Richard Hudnut div. of Warner-Lambert Corp. and a mem-
ber of ana’s board, voiced a further thought on the quiz

scandals at the ANA meeting last week. Abrams, who
testified at the Washington hearings, said he thought ANA
should bring “strong influence” to bear on any advertiser

indulging in “deceptive practices.”

« « «

Some toothpaste commercials are as “rigged” as TV
quiz shows exposed by the House Commerce legislative

oversight subcommittee, according to secy. Dr. Harold
Hillenbrand of the American Dental Assn. “Unsupported
advertising claims continue to give TV viewers as well as
readers a false sense of security [about mouth hygiene],”
he said in a statement which followed up other criticism

of dentifrice commercials by ADA Pres. Dr. Paul H. Jes-

erich and Health, Education & Welfare Secy. Arthur S.

Fleming. Noting the complaints, an FTC spokesman said

the ad-policing agency is “aware of the whole problem,”

but clinical evidence to support charges is hard to obtain.

TV Revenue Growing: A 12% increase in TV revenues

for 1959 as compared to 1958 was predicted last week by

TvB pres. Norman E. Cash. Network billings in 1959 will

total some $773 million this year with national & regional

spot-spending hitting $464 million (net time & talent).

Cash reported.

TvB’s own budget has grown in the past 5 years from

$500,000 to $1 million this year. Cash announced that in

1960 the Bureau’s home office will move to 1 Rockefeller

Plaza. He noted TV’s growth in the past 5 years from 62%
coverage of U.S. homes to more than 86%, with revenue

increasing from $800 million to $1.5 billion. TV’s share of

ad revenue has increased from 10% to nearly 14%, making
it the leading national advertising medium, said Cash.

* * *

TV will take over local ad revenues as it has the na-

tional ad dollar unless newspapers awaken and offer re-

tailers more services & more buying conveniences, Indian-

apolis Star & News promotion & research dir. Howard S.

Wilcox (National Newspaper Promotion Assn, pres.)

warned at the central region NNPA convention. His

suggestions: Simplify rate cards & mechanical require-

ments; help retailers “obtain best possible ad results.”

In Other Media: Voluntary action by magazine publishers

to police their own fanfare over circulation & linage gains
is foreseen by the Nov. 6 Printers’ Ink—“but don’t expect
it to happen very soon.” The magazine says publishers

“know all too well that many advertisers already are battle-

sore to charges of faulty comparisons.” . . . Trend to a 200
newsstand price among major mass-circulation weeklies
is noted by the same trade paper: Look (200), Life (which
dropped to 190 earlier this year), SatEvePost (which
will extend its present 200 test in Utah, Wyo, and Mont,
to Wash., Ore. and Ida. by month’s end, sells for 150
elsewhere) . . . Not only broadcast advertising is under fire

these days. Another slam at Barbasol print ads is con-
tained in a letter to Ad Age from adman J. B. Taylor,

Taylor-Norsworthy pres., who terms them “a disgrace to

our industry.” Taylor was disturbed by the ad which shows
‘Miss Barbasol’ standing with a can of shave cream under
the caption: “What Other Can Can Compare With My Big
Can?” . . . Another newspaper merger: Ohio State Journal
and p.m. Columbus Citizen debuted last week as the a.m.
Columbus Citizen-Journal.

Ad People: Jack Izard named General Motors Chevrolet

div. national ad mgr., eff. Jan. 1 . . . Carl W. Nichols Jr.

and Shelton Weeks named Cunningham & Walsh senior

vps . . . G. Maxwell Ule, Kenyon & Eckhardt mktg. senior

vp & a dir., appointed to the exec, committee; Stephens

Dietz named mktg. services group vp for media, merchan-

dising, research & TV-radio depts.; Paul Bradley named
merchandising dept. vp.

Frank Harrel, Young & Rubicam copy dept, mgr.,

named vp & copy dir. . . . Bernard D. Kahn, Grey Advertis-

ing associate copy dir., elected vp . . . J. Davis Danforth

retires Jan. 1 as BBDO exec, vp, after 35 years with BBDO
& its predecessor. Barton, Durstine & Osborn . . . Grant

Tinker, ex-Warwick & Legler, appointed Benton & Bowles

vp & TV programming dir. . . . Edward F. Thomas has re-

signed as J. Walter Thompson vp & PR supervisor to form

Edward Thomas Associates Inc., PR counsel, 103 Park
Ave., N.Y.
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Networks

NBC’s POST-QUIZ MEETING; Networks & affiliates must

work together to “challenge the hysteria which has

painted quiz-show rigging as typical of the whole char-

acter of TV,” stated NBC Chmn. Robert W. Sarnoff in

a forthright luncheon address Nov. 12 which wrapped

up the network’s annual meetings of TV-radio affiliates

in N.Y. He termed the effects of the quiz hearings as

“shock waves” through the industry. He denied that

NBC had any advance knowledge of quiz skullduggery.

He said that NBC was ready to accept full program re-

sponsibility to the public & its stations, and he added

that he didn’t accept the axing of quiz shows as a solu-

tion—since it would be an admission that “we are

incapable of being masters in our own house.”

NBC’s chairman forecast that TV will be under “con-

tinued hard scrutiny” in the months ahead, and urged

affiliates to be extra-vigilant in the realm of payola, kick-

backs, plugs or deceptive ad practices. “It is imperative

that all broadcasters safeguard themselves against wrong-

ful practices which would be laid at their doors, even though

carried on without their knowledge,” he stated. Clarifying

what he termed misunderstanding of NBC’s establishment

of a new internal security service (Vol. 15:45, p6), Sarnoff

declared the unit “will not be a private police force, but an

executive staff group which will help us separate the grey

areas into black & white.”

Earlier the same day, NBC-TV affiliate executives

heard a summary of network program & sales plans from

its top executives, including Pres. Robert E. Kintner, exec,

vp Walter Scott, program vp David Levy, and sales vp Don
Durgin. Some highlights:

In the nighttime program realm, NBC has ready as

possible program replacements such new 30-min. film pack-

ages as The Barbara Stanwyck Show, Whispering Smith,

starring Audie Murphy, and Mustang, starring Brian

Keith. Klondike, a co-production series with Ziv TV, as

well as The Barbarians, The Blue & The Grey, and some
other pilot properties are being groomed. Daytime plans

include some more reruns of nighttime film shows, game
programs, and at least 6 daytime big-budget specials. Plans

are also continuing for more nighttime specials (live re-

makes of old Selznick movies, Dore Schary drama specials,

adaptations of former Broadway shows, a biblical series of

specials by Henry Denker), more Project 20 specials and
series (including one on the Korean War modelled on

Victory at Sea), location trips for the Today show to

Japan & Mexico, and a heavy fall lineup of sports includ-

ing pickups of most of the post-season bowl games.

NBC Radio affiliates attending the 2-day session were

also told by NBC Chmn. Sarnoff that the network
has no intention of getting out of the radio field, because

of “the national necessity to maintain a system of radio

networking which serves as the basis for all emergency
communications planning.” Of NBC Radio’s new emphasis

on news, information and public service programs (the

Image series. Monitor, newscasts, and a new commentary
series called Emphasis), Sarnoff stated that “we have
finally evolved a form of service that meets the acid test

. . . tailored to your specifications & needs.” NBC Radio
exec, vp Matthew J. Culligan, who declared that “an atmos-
phere of cooperation” existed between network & affiliates,

announced that 123 affiliates have already endorsed the new
network plan and that clearances have been lined up with
“most of the other stations.”

RESEARCH WAR*OF-NERVES: The kingpin position of

A. C. Nielsen in network ratings is being boldly chal-

lenged by the 3 networks in the disagreement between
the webs & the research firm concerning contract terms.

Nielsen wants more money; but the networks won’t

pay the increases the research firm is demanding (4%)
for a renewal effective next fall, and they have officially

notified Nielsen that they’re cancelling then.

This hassle has happened before—in fact, it’s practic-

ally routine since there’s always a year in which to reach
compromise—but this time the networks intend to make it

stick. The new national-sample “instant rating” planned
by American Research Bureau for Oct. 1960 is in view.

All 3 networks had quietly signed up with ARB for it

last week, although Nielsen himself was busy showing off

his own new instantaneous rating service in N.Y. (Vol.

15:44 pl3). The forthcoming ARB service will be basically

an expansion of the present Arbitron system to a cross-sec-

tion of 1,500 U.S. homes at a cost of over $1 million.

Core of the new ARB service will be a broadening of

present instantaneous services to 30 TV markets that have
3-way competition. This will provide “morning-after”
competitive reports something like Trendex. Additional

homes to reach the 1,500 national sample will be added.

These will also be measured electronically, but won’t be
reported on an overnight basis. ARB’s other local services

are being expanded to cover 287 TV markets containing

352 TV cities and all commercial stations. Reports will

come at the minimum rate of 2 a year & maximum of 12.

Will Nielsen fight back? Very likely, although it’s

doubtful he’ll trim the increases he’s seeking. The com-
bination of client & agency pressure on the networks,

coupled with further development of Nielsen’s own fast-rat-

ing method and additional services, may turn the trick.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV
Cartoon-action strip, Mon.-Fri., 5:30-6 p.m., 14 30-min. segs.

over 26 wks.
Perkins div. of General Foods (Foote, Cone
& Belding)

Leave It to Beaver, Sat., 8:30-9 p.m., 11 1/3 sponsorships
starting Jan. 2, 1960.
Vick Chemical Co. (Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather)

CBS-TV

Love of Life, Mon.-Fri., 12-12:30 p.m., alt. wk. 15-min. seg.

Toni (North)

For Better or Worse, Mon.-Fri., 2-2:30 p.m.. Verdict Is

Yours, Mon.-Fri., 3:30-4 p.m. & Love of Life,

alt. wk. 15-min. segs.

Dumas Milner Corp. (Gordon Best)

On the Go, Mon.-Fri., 10:30-11 a.m., 2 alt. wk. 15-min. segs.

Helene Curtis (Weiss)

Captain Kangaroo, Sat., 8-9 a.m., additional 15-min. seg.

Tootsie Roll Corp. (Henry Eisen)

NBC-TV
Concentration, Mon.-Fri., 11:30 a.m.-noon, renewals of 5

alt. wk. 15-min. segs.
Lever Bros. (Needham, Louis & Brorby)

Laramie, Tues., 7:30-8:30 p.m., renewal of thirds for the
remainder of the season.
Colgate-Palmolive (Ted Bates)
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Congress

HARRIS RELOADS HIS GUNS: Capitol Hill’s big TV in-

vestigative guns, which have been thundering against

the lively ghosts of defunct quiz shows, were relatively

quiet last week while House staffers piled up ammuni-

tion for a fresh onslaught on other suspect practices in

the broadcasting industry—such as payola (Vol. 15;

45).

TV quiz explosions reverberated in FCC and along

other TV-radio fronts (see pp. 1, 2, 7 & 11), but Chmn.

Harris (D-Ark.) of the Commerce legislative oversight sub-

committee himself was back home in El Dorado, taking a

recess from the broadcasting wars until Dec. 9. Other sub-

committee members also scattered from Washington.

Before he left, Harris issued instructions to subcom-

mittee counsel Robert W. Lishman to be ready with a new
battle plan when the unit mobilizes again next month.

Reported payola practices by radio disc jockeys and TV
musical directors are already covered by a “considerable

file” gathered by his staff, according to Lishman.

Payola almost certainly will be the subcommittee’s

No. 1 (but so far, undeclared) objective in its extended in-

vestigation, which could run far into the 2nd session of the

86th Congress next year—thereby lessening chances that

any legislation will come out of it. If the subcommittee

does get around to bill-drafting, top priority probably will

go to a first-session measure (HR-5042) by ranking minor-

ity member Bennett (R-Mich.) for direct control of net-

works by FCC (Vol. 15:42 pi).

It will take decisions by the often-divided subcommittee

in Dec. & later to decide just how far the new probe should

go into other areas (payoffs & kickbacks for plugs for

products & persons, frauds in commercials, violence in

Westerns, programming-by-ratings, on-air editorializing,

etc.) which have been targets of Congressional wrath.

Lishman said he didn’t know where it might end.

* a|c

The biggest stir at the subcommittee offices meanwhile

was caused not by preparations for new exposes, but by a

quickie article on the just-ended hearings—“Committee
Investigator Reveals How Fixers Secluded Innocents”—in

the Nov. 16 Life.

Featured in a 9-page picture-&-text section on the sen-

sational quiz story, the article was bylined by lawyer

Richard N. Goodwin, special subcommiteee consultant who
did much of the official legwork for the hearings. Ques-

tioned by reporters about the propriety of a paid subcom-

mittee staffer writing for a magazine about subcommittee
business—and getting paid for it—Goodwin said he saw
nothing wrong in his outside work. At his home, Harris

said he had warned Goodwin not to discuss the subcom-
mittee’s work in the article. Lishman read it before

publication, according to Goodwin. Noting that reporters

have been having “a lot of trouble this fall getting any
information out of the investigating staff,” the Scripps-

Howard Washington Daily News took a dim editorial view
of Goodwin’s “public information for sale.” It said the

probe was supposed to “provide information to the public,

not information to be hoarded up for private sale.”

Cover-story treatment of the Harris hearings was
given by Lifers sister Time in its Nov. 16 issue. NBC
pres. Robert E. Kintner was on the cover. Inside, the quiz

& Kintner story ran through 7 pages.

In other quiz developments:

Sen Javits (R-N.Y.) said TV needs a “czar” to clean

itself up. “An outstanding public figure” such as baseball’s

late Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis could do it, he said.

Sen. Randolph (D-W. Va.) said TV’s trouble is “a

tendency ... to pander to the lowest common denominator

of public taste & intelligence [and] help create that level.”

Rep Stratton (D-N.Y.) wrote Harris that he thinks

the oversighters should look at Westerns, crime and pri-

vate-eye shows to see whether they aren’t “closely con-

nected with our growing wave of juvenile crime.”

Rep. Mack (D-Ill.), an oversighter, was hanged in

effigy on the Evanston, 111. campus of Northwestern U. by

students of Dr. Bergen Evans. At the quiz hearings Mack
had suggested that the school fire Evans because he “super-

vised” questions on CBS-TV’s fixed $64,000 duo.

FTC member Sigurd Anderson, supporting Chmn.
Earl W. Kintner’s pleas to the industry to police itself

(Vol. 15:42 p2), also warned: “I’m positive that more
restrictive legislation will result from the investigation.”

Senate Commerce Committee member Smathers (D-

Fla.) said the TV-radio industry can discipline itself, that

he’ll oppose any new laws regulating shows. Govt, control

of programming, he said “smacks of censorship and en-

dangers one of the major principles of our democracy.”

^ V ^

Labor Secy. James P. Mitchell said that he, too, is

against any additional govt, regulation of TV. What’s

needed, he said, is more “self-regulation;” if the public

doesn’t like it, “every person is at liberty to turn his TV
set off—shoot a hole in it with a shotgun if he wants.”

Ex-Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.), who recently gave

$25,000 to the Fund for the Republic’s Center for the Study

of Democratic Institutions for another TV-press survey

(Vol. 15:44 p6), wrote the N.Y. Times that a Presidential

commission should keep a continuing watch on TV & radio.

Harvard’s Dr. William Elliott, author of Impact of

Television on American Culture, said on the other hand
that the best way to clean up TV is for consumers to orga-

nize a national non-govt, watchdog council to advise Con-

gress and the industry on proper standards.

USIA director George V. Allen said quiz riggings have

hurt U. S. presige abroad, where scandals have been attrib-

uted to “a low state of public morals” here.

Roscoe Drummond, syndicated Washington columnist

of the N.Y. Herald Tribune, came up with a solution of his

own. He called on all TV viewers to “all at once observe

an hour of TV silence” in protest against the quiz scandals.

Time set by Drummond for his proposed mass boycott

across the country: 10-11 p.m. local time Nov. 17.

Sen. Danger (R-N.D.), just before his death Nov. 8,

released an exchange of correspondence with NAB Pres.

Harold E. Fellows. Danger had said Congress may give

FCC more power over programming if TV itself “cannot

do a better job of policing.” Fellows assured Danger that

new TV code prohibitions against “any abuse of public

trust & confidence” will be offered at Review Board sessions

Nov. 16 in Los Angeles (Vol. 15:42 p6).

Fellows pursued the quiz subject further last week at

the NAB’s regional conference in Fort Worth. “No matter

how you may feel about any aspect of this deplorable cir-

cumstance,” he told the broadcasters, “I submit that the

entire industry is responsible, by the very terms of the

license under which it operates.” Fellows said the “salva-

tion” of all broadcasters in the wake of the quiz scandals

lies in the TV code and adherence to it. “Not enough of

the radio stations subscribe to the radio standards of good

practice—and not enough of the TV stations subscribe to

the TV code,” he added.
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Programming

more about

TV TEACHES ALMOST EVERYTHING: Those who bemoan

TV’s lack of worthwhile progx-amming, abuse the

medium without benefit of our survey (see p. 3) of the

nature & volume of educational shows now being dis-

pensed by commercial TV stations in U.S. & Canada.

The “lack,” our study indicates, may well be merely

adequate publicity at the station level. Lost appar-

ently amid the pi’ogram listings of Westerns, spectacu-

lars and other tranquilizers ai’e numerous TV ex-

cursions into such stimulating & oftimes controversial

areas as archeology, sociology, religion, art apprecia-

tion, histoi’y, politics, local disputes & problems.

On the national picture, ETV offers something for

everyone—in-school & out, for fun and/or for credit, for

ages ranging from pre-school to infinity. Basic ETV pro-

gramming reads like a school roster. On any given day,

viewers somewhere can tune in on formal courses or aca-

demic programs ranging from language instruction, home-

making crafts and shorthand to physics, history, science.

Some samples of commercial TV’s ETV contributions

to intellectual curiosity: KXJB-TV Fargo’s What Do You
Think? public affairs program; Reading, Riting & Rosa
weekly evening book-review show by KTAG Lake Charles,

La.; the arts & artifacts Man, The Maker program of

WMAR-TV Baltimore; Academy of Science, originated

Sun. a.m. by the Mobile (Ala.) Academy of Science via

WKRG-TV Mobile; the Sun. Capitol Report by Neb. Sena-

tors & Representatives via KOLN-TV Lincoln; Your Right

To Say It debate program produced by WGN-TV Chicago

in cooperation with Northwestern U.; Le Savoir-Vivre eti-

quette show aired Fri. p.m. by CFCM-TV Quebec; WDEF-
TV Chattanooga’s college-credit Children’s Literature;

WHDH Boston’s Science-Quest & Conquest; KOIN-TV
Portland’s college-credit psychology telecourse; WJZ-TV
Baltimore’s Comparative Literature; Concepts of Mathe-

matics, aired for in-school & home viewing by WABI-TV
Bangor; WJAR-TV Providence’s The World Around Us
political science program; WFIL-TV Philadelphia’s Uni-

versity of the Air, which offers 2 subjects daily, taught

by professors from virtually all colleges & universities in

the area; and a host of other local & network courses &
subjects ranging from Atomic Age Physics and Modern
Chemistry to American History and Russian, French,

Spanish etc., language instruction. Most widely used of

network programs is NBC-TV’s Continental Classroom,

which this year offers a 2-semester course in college-

level chemistry for academic credit from 309 U.S. colleges

& universities. Sixty-two of the stations which replied to

our survey carry Continental Classroom.

Other facts noted by our survey

:

The 171 of our 182 respondents who program ETV
material originate more than 250 shows, carry a relative

smattering of network ETV.
ETV is not the exclusive domain of big stations nor

small. Among the stations carrying heavier ETV loads

we noted: WOI-TV Ames, Iowa; WHDH Boston; WTIC-
TV Hartford; WTRF-TV Wheeling, W.Va.; WLYH-TV
Lebanon, Pa.; WVET-TV Rochester, N.Y.; KCOP Los An-
geles; WISH-TV Indianapolis; KELO-TV, Sioux Falls,

S.D.; WSJS-TV Winston-Salem; WRGB Schenectady;

WCNY-TV Watertown, N.Y.; WTOK-TV Meridan, Miss.;

WREX-TV Rockford, 111.; WEWS Cleveland; KROC-TV
Rochester, Minn.; WCAU-TV Philadelphia.

Science TV programs involving “abstract concepts”

are difficult to produce, NBC public affairs dir. Edward
Stanley and CBS creative pi’ojects exec. Irving Gitlin told

a group of educators & scientists recently. Speaking at a

Washington conference on “The Mass Media & the Image
of Science,” sponsored by the Thomas Alva Edison founda-
tion, the network executives challenged statements that TV
is lagging in the production of science programs, stating

that several good science shows are now being aired. Earl
Ubell, N.Y. Herald Tribune science editor, cited a recent

survey showing that Americans retain little that they

read about science & medicine. Dr. Dael Wolfle, exec,

officer of the American Assn, for the Advancement of Sci-

ence, said he doubted that much could be done until the

public itself was sufficiently educated in science. He said

TV “has a superb opportunity to assist,” but urged
“straight,” not sensational, treatment of science on TV.
Dr. John R. Platt, U. of Chicago physics prof., told the

group that TV science programs, if handled properly, can
offer “the thrill of a detective story & the pleasure of

watching a play by Bernard Shaw.” National Science

Foundation dir. Dr. Alan T. Waterman accused TV, radio

& the press of “underestimating the desire of our citizens

to learn & to know.” He said that TV & radio programs
appealing to the mind “can be as imaginative as those that
appeal to the emotions.” Speaking on the image of Ameri-
can science abroad, U.S. Information Agency dir. George
V. Allen said foreigners are more interested in American
science & technology than in almost any other aspect of

American life.

A carefully-worded introduction, aimed at “some par-

ents who will consider this other than general family en-

tertainment,” prefaced CBS Reports’ “Population Explo-
sion,” (Nov. 11). Said commentator Howard K. Smith:
“The program is purposefully broadcast at 10 p.m. EST
with the knowledge that it contains certain brief phases
pertaining to procreation.” Discussing birth control in

over-populated areas of the world were India’s Prime Mini-
ster Nehru, Lady Rama Ran, pres, of the Family Planning
Assn, of India, Monsignor Irving De Blanc, dir. of the

Family Life Bureau of the National Catholic Welfare
Conference, Washington, His Grace Archbishop Joseph
Fernandez, Roman Catholic bishop of New Delhi, India.

President Eisenhower’s trip next month to 10 countries

in Europe, Asia & Africa will be given heavy TV coverage
by NBC News, which plans a total of 11 TV programs in-

cluding 8 specials in prime time, news v.p. William R. Mc-
Andrew stated last week. A total of 9 shows will be pre-

sented as Vol. 11 of the Journey to Understanding series

which earlier reported on the Eisenhower-Khrushchev
trips. Due to be utilized in the coverage (and the subject

of a 40-page memo to NBC news staff last week) will be
film, tape, microwave relays, Eurovision TV network,
trans-Atlantic wire film system, chartered planes & regu-

lar jet flights. It’s the “most extensive TV coverage ever

given a Presidential trip,” McAndrew stated. For ABC,
John Daly and 6 TV-radio news correspondents will leave

Dec. 4 to cover the President’s tour. Three special programs
(Dec. 12, 20, 27) will be produced, with othei’s added if

news developments warrant, ABC-TV said.

Rock & roll music came in last in a popularity poll

conducted by radio KING Seattle to determine audience

listening-preferences. The r&r beat i-acked up the largest

thumbs-down vote (54%) among 6 music categories

checked by 9,250 respondents. Most popular music—with a

75% approval score: tunes on million-seller records.
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RATING SURPRISES GALORE: The first national Nielsen

ratings of the fall season, covering the 2nd half of

Oct.—which reached the desks of TV executives last

v^eek—contained a number of surprises. The balance of

nighttime audience power between the networks had

shifted noticeably; some program theories were

shaken; rumors of certain shows “in trouble” gradu-

ated out of the rumor stage ;
and Hollywood producers

were left, in some cases, with the task of performing

quick rescues or picking up the pieces. Among high-

lights of the Nielsen report:

New vs. old shows: The oldtimers won with ease. Of

52 new nighttime shows launched on the 3 networks this

season, the average-audience rating was a not-so-hot 16.0,

delivering some 6.5 million TV homes in the average min-

ute. The 70 shows which returned for another season

averaged 20.8, worth 8.8 million TV homes. In general, it

was proving a poor season for new shows.

Network winners: Again the oldtimers swept the field

as the trend forecast by ABC-TV’s recent strong nighttime

rating performance in the 24 Nielsen-measured competitive

markets didn’t pay off in the national returns. CBS-TV
retained, and strengthened, its top position as the network

that generally has the biggest audience. In the full night-

time program periods (7:30-11 p.m., Mon.-Sat.; 7-11 p.m.

Sun.), the CBS-TV average audience was a 22.0. NBC-TV
was runner-up with an 18.8. ABC-TV scored a 16.8, slightly

below the ABC score at the same time last season.

ABC-TV status: Late last week, ABC-TV pointed hut

some qualifying factors to the Nielsen report which, the

network felt, short-changed it. According to research

vp Julius Barnathan, the rated period (2 weeks ending

Oct. 18) was “the most atypical” of the new season and

was actually “a transition period” during which most of

ABC’s new shows were making their debut. The World

Series games, ABC-TV also stated, gave NBC-TV a strong

program lead-in during the rated period on a Tues. night

“which we usually dominate.” Referring to ABC’s rating

hop between the 2nd Nielsen report for Oct. 1958 and the

first Nov. report (up from an average rating of 17.3 in the

former to 19.5 in the latter), and recent strong ABC per-

formance in Nielsen’s 24-market studies, Barnathan stated

“there is no question that the trend is in our direction.”

One-hour film shows: A total of 31 live or film program

series in the 60-min. bracket drew an average-audience

rating of 19.4 in the new Nielsen report, out-rating 30-min.

shows (which averaged 18.4 for 87 shows) and rivaling

4 series in the 90-min. bracket which averaged 19.9. Ob-

scured in the relatively good 60-min. average was a real

jolt for program planners. For the most part, new 60-min.

film shows—in which ABC-TV is a primary investor this

season—were drawing disappointing ratings, getting an

average-audience level of 16.7. Hard-hit by the Nielsen

figures was the latest crop of 60-min. film shows in the

Warner Bros.-ABC entente (Alaskans, Bourbon St. Beat,

Hawaiian Eye) which scored a 3-program average audi-

ence of only 15.3. ABC was quick to defend its 60-min.

entries, however, with network researchers pointing out

that ratings for the second show in the Adventures in Par-

adise series—a 20th-Fox show roundly panned by critics

—

“were 20% higher than for the first week.” A further gain

has already been made in the 24-market Nielsen reports

which has not yet been reflected in the national measure-

ments, ABC added. In competitive markets, the ABC 60-

min. shows are still rolling up strong scores, with the Nov.

11 telecast in the Hawaiian Eye series scoring a 33.0 share-

of-audience level against a 33.3 for The Perry Como Show
on NBC-TV, which has generally ruled the roost for the

time period.

Program-type standings: A comparison of the rating

levels of basic program types in the new Nielsen report

with those of the comparable Oct. 1958 report also gave

program planners much to think about. The overall rating

trend was off. The average audience for all 30-min. shows

slipped from a 1958 level of 19.7 to the 1959 figure of 18.5.

Hour shows also dropped slightly, from a 20.8 average

audience figure to 20.1. Quiz & audience participation

shows were off (from 18.9 to 17.1) ;
30-min. adventure

shows dropped badly (from 18.4 to 12.3); 30-min. Westerns

stumbled from 25.2 to 22.1, although 60-min. Westerns
held up well (23.9 vs. 23.8 this year). Situation comedy was
down (from 21.7 to 20.1) and so were 30-min. suspense

dramas (from 20.2 to 17.2). Gains were few, principally

among general drama and variety shows, and among the

catch-all category of “other” programs into which Nielsen

drops news specials and public affairs programs, as well

as shows that defy standard categorization.

The top 10: Westerns, despite a slight decline in the

ratings of shorter-length outdoor sagas caused mainly by
the influx of newcomers, were still the national champions.

In the top 10 Nielsen average-audience ranks. Westerns

took win, place & show honors (Wagon Train with 37.4,

Gunsmoke with 35.7, Have Gun, Will Travel with 33.1).

One other

—

Wanted—Dead or Alive with 29.8—landed in

6th place. Comedians Danny Thomas, Bob Hope and Red
Skelton also made the top ranks, as did the World Series

and Perry Mason.
Daytime standings: CBS-TV is still acknowledged by

the other 2 networks as the daytime rating leader. (Niel-

sen figures aren’t always available, since some daytime
network shows are sustaining.) ABC-TV, which ordered a
complete set of Nielsen national figures for the noon-4
p.m. period, found its daytime lineup scored a 19.2% share

of audience—up 3% from the 18.7 share earned by ABC-
TV during the July-Sept. 1959 period. The figures repre-

sent a “typical” level, with ratings for special daytime
pre-emptions (Khrushchev coverage. National League play-

off, World Series) during the second Nielsen rating period

for Oct. eliminated.

Eastman Kodak, a charter member of the Motion
Picture Producers Assn., will contribute $100,000 to help

underwrite the cost of the 1960 Academy Awards telecast

of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences. This

more than offsets the withdrawal by Universal-Interna-

tional from industry sponsorship of the event (seen on
NBC). Academy Pres. B. B. Kahane explained that although

ordinarily Eastman does not join in sponsorship of the

event, when UI pulled out, the film manufacturer came up
with its offer. Eastman emphasized to the Assn, and
Academy that it does not want nor expect any mention of

the company and that the show is to remain a non-com-
mercial venture with no plugs.

Reality out-rated fiction recently in Miami, when
WTVJ aired a locally-produced public affairs series, Honky
Tonk, dealing with the seamier side of Miami’s after-dark

life and police attempts to clean it up, in prime time

against M Squad and a Khruschchev telecast on the city’s

2 competing TV outlets. Honky Tonk drew a 21.3 in an

overnight ARB rating to a 21.1 for the fictional Chicago

cop and a 7.0 for the Soviet Premier,
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MORE QUIZ REPERCUSSIONS: Outside the Washington

quiz arena last week, the hearings continued to stir up

headlines, public comment, and other probes as every-

one from major advertisers (see separate story on

ANA, p. 6) to onetime quiz contestants either got into

the limelight—or tried to get out of it.

DA Frank S. Hogan began studying rigged quiz shows

early last week in N.Y. with “a view to a Grand Jury pre-

sentation.” Hogan, who had stated earlier that of 150

persons who testified before the Grand Jury “maybe 50”

told the truth, publicly invited those suspected of lying to

change their testimonies. Nearly 30 expressed interest in

doing so, Hogan is also conferring on fraudulent com-

mercials and alleged kickbacks by contestants for getting

on a program. Questioned Nov, 11 on the latter was Jan

Murray, host of NBC-TV’s Treasure Hunt, on which pro-

gram the network claimed it had uncovered kickbacks.

In St, Louis, where he was addressing a convention

of the American Assn, of Land-Grant Colleges & State

Universities, CBS Inc, Pres, Dr, Frank Stanton reiterated

his belief that the quiz scandals called for action, Stanton

proposed “a searching re-examination of our basic opera-

tional theories & practices across the board . . , to find out

more about our inadequacies, our weaknesses, our soft

spots,” TV, he added, “cannot afford the luxury” of a slow

evolution and the usual growing pains of new media.

Not the least of the post-quiz problems confronting

networks, production companies and sponsors, is that of

individual lawsuits involving millions. Some have already

been filed: $540,000 sought from Barry & Enright, NBC
and Procter & Gamble by Richard K. Clark, $22,500 winner

on Tic Tac Dough who claims that his reputation had been

seriously damaged by the rigging, and that he was deprived

of winning a potential $40,000 because his opponent had

allegedly been given assistance; $1.2 million sought by 21-

loser Ethel Davidson, former asst. U.S. attorney, from

NBC, Barry & Enright, Pharmaceuticals Inc., and Herbert

Stempel, to whom she lost on the air. Miss Davidson

charged she was deprived of winning large sums of money,

and that she was subject to “humiliation & disgrace” as

well as “public scorn & ridicule.”

* * *

Lorna Hahn, Temple U. history instructor, who lost to

Teddy Nadler on $6U,000 Challenge, plans to file in U.S.

District Court a suit against the show’s producers & spon-

sors as well as CBS for $563,000 in damages, claiming dis-

closures of rigging have “cast a shadow on her integrity

& reputation and have hurt her professional standing.”

Nadler has emphatically denied receiving help in advance.

Ex-^J producer Albert Freedman, the only person in-

volved in quiz rigging who has actually been indicted for

perjury, made a statement in Mexico City to the N.Y.

Times in which he defended the network quizzes as being

“a breath of fresh air compared with the murder & vio-

lence that saturates TV.” In rebuttal, Herbert Stempel,

whose initial testimony in 1958 ignited the quiz investiga-

tions, said 21 had no merit as an entertainment or educa-

tional outlet because it was not a “real battle of wits” and
was merely a parrot system of throwing out a lot of ir-

relevant facts.”

Rep. Steven B. Derounian (R-N.Y.), the only mem-
ber of the House special subcommittee on legislative over-

sight who declined to congratulate Charles Van Doren on

his Nov. 2 testimony (“I don’t think an adult of your in-

telligence ought to be commended for telling the truth”),

was scheduled to discuss “TV—a Public Domain” on

WCBS-TV’s N.Y. Forum Nov. 15. Slated to query De-

rounian were 3 N.Y. lawyers, with N.Y.U. law professor

Richard D. Heffner as moderator.

As legal storm clouds gathered, outsiders made post-

quiz-probe headlines last week as they sounded off on vari-

ous quiz topics. Two N.Y. rabbis condemned the viewing

public as the “real culprits” in TV quiz rigging—for, said

Rev. Dr. William F. Rosenblum “its apparent apathy, for

permitting vice & violence to be brought into their homes
& children’s minds.” Rev. Dr. Louis I. Newman condemned
the shallow techniques of public relations & advertising,

and the Rev. Dr. Hampton Adams of the Park Ave. Chris-

tian Church suggested quiz winners give an amount equal

to their winnings to charity if they wanted “forgiveness.”

Across the Hudson, Freehold, N.J. high school teacher

Melvin C. Willett decided to apply some shock treatment to

a current-affairs class which was apathetic to the quiz

scandals. He staged a surprise classroom test, later ad-

mitted to class members that he had “fixed” the quiz by
feeding answers to 3 students who each scored 100%. The
students abandoned their apathy.

TV & radio newsmen walked out on N.Y. Gov. Nelson

A. Rockefeller in Los Angeles last week after the unde-

clared candidate for the Republican Presidential nomina-
tion insisted on separate press conferences for newspaper-
men & broadcasters—with newspapermen getting first

crack at him. “This is the policy I followed since I’ve been

in public office and I’m going to stick to it,” Rockefeller

said. But network & local-station newsmen banded to-

gether to protest such “segregated” treatment, refusing

to attend a 9:30 a.m. conference scheduled one hour after

newspapermen questioned Rockefeller. Radio-TV News Di-

rectors Assn. Pres. William Small (WHAS-TV Louisville)

followed up the protest. “It is the policy of our association

to refuse to tolerate the ‘separate but equal facilities’ idea,”

he wired Rockefeller.

“Congress says that hereafter networks must have com-
plete control of their programs, and perhaps they are right.

But only a year ago these same Congressmen were saying

that the networks should be stripped of their program con-

trol because it promoted a monopoly. And perhaps they

were right. Now they say networks should be subject to

common carrier regulations, perhaps they are right again.

But they themselves, the Federal Communications Com-
mission, and the public, know that Federal regulation of

program sources is merely a disguised form of censorship

that cannot be expected to remain disguised. And in this

they are also right. The whole thing grows, as Alice in

Wonderland said, curiouser and curiouser.”—Excerpt from
on-air editorial by Lawrence H. Rogers, pres., WSAZ Inc.

NBC News has set up a special production unit to ex-

pand news & public affairs programming and to gear such

shows for commercial sponsorship. Julian Goodman, dir. of

news & public affairs, will head the unit. Production teams,

headed by Reuven Frank, Chet Hagan, George Heinemann
& Louis Hazam, have been formed to create, plan and pro-

duce special programs. Rodney Clurman has been assigned

to the unit as special-projects coordinator. In recent

weeks, CBS-TV has stepped up the level of news-program
planning for airing in prime time slots (Vol. 15:44, p6).

Cold-weather TV baseball is hot, reports KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh. Its debut telecast of Cuban Baseball (Sat.,

4:30-6 p.m.) snared a 13.9 special ARB rating and a 42.0

share-of-audience, in competition with a football telecast.

Bold Venture, Saber of London, and American Bandstand.
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Personals: Charles S. Steinberg named CBS-TV public

information vp, succeeded as information services vp by

John Cowden, previously ad & sales promotion vp; Thomas

Means, ad & sales promotion dir., will assume Cowden’s

former duties . . . William Stewart, ex-Communications

Counselors, McCann-Erickson PR subsidiary, named to new

post of PR dir.. Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp.

Sam F. Hill Jr. named mgr., CBS-TV Spot Sales Los

Angeles office . . . William T. Klumb promoted from sales

staff to national sales mgr., WTMJ-TV Milwaukee . . .

William A. Duffield promoted from asst, operations engi-

neer to planning dir., CBC.
Ash Dawes, formerly WTJV Miami, promoted from

program-production mgr. of WLOS-TV Asheville, to opera-

tions mgr. of the station’s new Greenville, S.C. studios. He
will be succeeded in Asheville by Mort Cohn, WCHS-TV
Charleston, W. Va., program mgr.; Russ Severin resigns as

NAB field representative to become WLOS-TV Greenville

station sales mgr.; Vernon Hester named Greenville tech-

nician-incharge; Ellis Fox succeeds him as head of Ashe-

ville studio maintenance.

Lewis H. Avery, Avery-Knodel pres., elected a TvB
dii’., succeeding Joseph Weed, Weed & Co. . . . Robert B.

McFadyen, dir of NBC-TV sales div. is speaking Nov. 16

to the Kansas City Advertising & Selling Club on “Market-

ing Methods for the 1960s.”

Guy Corley appointed gen. mgr. also continuing as

sales mgr., KLFY-TV Lafayette, La., succeeding Jerry

Hamm, resigned . . . George A. Foulkes promoted from

national sales mgr. to gen. sales mgr., WTHI-TV & WTHI
Terre Haute, Ind. . . . Bob Edrington resigns as promotion

mgr., WTVT Tampa-St. Petersburg, to join a contracting

firm; Ned Jay, ex-WTVT sales development mgr., named
promotion mgr., WAGA-TV Atlanta.

RCA Chmn. David Sarnoff was slated to make the

principal address Sunday (15) at ceremonies dedicating the

Emanuel Sacks Hem.atology Dept, in Philadelphia’s Ein-

stein Medical Center, in memory of the RCA-NBC exec.

A chapter on TV advertising by George Olden, CBS-
TV graphic arts dir., is included in Advertising Directions

:

Trends in Visual Advertising, to be published Nov. 30 by
Art Directions Book Co. (282 pp, 800 illus., .$10).

“A Pictorial History of Television,” by Daniel Blum
was published last week by the Chilton Co., Philadelphia

(228 pp., $10).

Meetings next week: RTES timebuying-selling seminar
(Nov. 24); Henry Brenner, TV-Q pres., & Albert E. Sind-

linger will speak on “What’s New in Nose Counting?”
Lexington Hotel, N.Y. . . . RTES luncheon (25) & sym-
posium on ETV: Robert Saudek, Saudek Associates; John
P. Cunningham, Cunningham & Walsh bd. chmn.; John F.

White, NETRC pres., Roosevelt Hotel, N.Y. . . . National

Assn, of TV & Radio Farm Dirs. annual fall convention

(27-29), Conrad Hilton, Chicago . . . Pa. State U. first

annual communications forum for bcstrs. (29-Dec. 1),

Robert D. Swezey, exec. v.p. & gen. mgr. of WDSU-TV
New Orleans; Sig Mickelson, CBS News pres.; Edward
Stanley, NBC public affairs dir.; Ralph Renick, news v.p.

of WTVJ Miami & Radio-TV News Dirs. Assn, pres.; Dr.

Charles Seipmann, N.Y.U. communications education pro-

fessor, will discuss “Broadcasting: The Challenge of

Responsibility,” State College, Pa.

“Hard-sell gimmicks” in advertising won’t work on

“more sophisticated, better educated, more discriminating”

audiences in the 1960s, NAB Pres. Harold E. Fellows said

last week. “Advertising will need to be increasingly more
respectful of the consumer’s intelligence & awareness,” he

told the Assn, of Bcstg. Executives of Texas in Dallas. “If

advertising is to succeed in its intent as an essential ingred-

ient of our way of doing business, it must be geared to the

idea that the consumer wants to be convinced, not ‘conned.’
”

RAB Pres. Kevin B. Sweeney said radio will wind up 1959

with a 7% ad-dollar gain that could have ranged to 15%
with a little guided effort. He criticized radio’s intra-

medium competition for ad dollars, its indifference to

threats to its rights and its failure to capitalize on its “in-

herent excitement.”

FTC’s 14-year fight to force Carter’s Products Inc. to

take the “liver” out of Carter’s Little Liver Pills has been

won in the Supreme Court, which refused to hear a final

appeal by the company against charges that its advertising

misrepresented the product. The FTC’s case against the

pills started in 1943 and had been carried up & down
through the courts since. In 1953, the Supreme Court

ordered FTC to hear additional evidence on the therapeutic

value of the patent medicine, widely advertised in all media.

Carter’s again appealed when FTC ruled, after a rehearing,

that its original complaint had been valid.

Obituary

George V. Denny Jr., 60, founder and moderator from
1935 to 1952 of radio’s America’s Town Meeting of the Air,

died Nov. 11 in West Cornwall, Conn, of a cerebral hem-
orrhage. Surviving are his wife, 3 children by a former

marriage, and his mother. At the time of his death, Mr.

Denny was pres, of International Seminars, which took 32

leaders to South America to begin a series of international

town meetings.

John M. Littlepage, 56, Washington attorney, who, like

his late father Thomas P., was a pioneer radio lawyer,

jumped to his death Nov. 11 from the 8th floor of the

Investment Bldg, from a window near his office. The

coroner issued a certificate of death by suicide. Surviving

are his widow, son, daughter and brother James H., with

whom he practiced law.

Josef Bonime, 69, composer, radio music arranger &
conductor, who recently retired after 28 years with the

McCann-Erickson radio dept., died Nov. 8 of a heart attack

in Westport, Conn. He is survived by his wife, son, daugh-

ter, brother, sister and a grandchild.
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Stations

2 U.S. STARTERS, 2 CANADIAN: Two new uhf stations

have gone on the air in the U.S., one off-air uhf re-

sumed operation and another was poised to start up

again at week’s end, which will bring the station count

to 560 (86 uhf). This tally also reflects the Nov. 13

shift of WVEC-TV Hampton-Norfolk, Va. from uhf to

vhf (Vol. 15:45 pl2). In Canada, a new station and a

satellite began operation.

The new U.S. starters are KLYD-TV (Ch. 17) Bakers-

field, Cal., KNDO-TV (Ch. 23) Yakima. Wash., with

WFAM-TV (Ch. 18) Lafayette, Ind., scheduled to resume

operation under new ownership Nov. 15. WICC-TV (Ch.

43) Bridgeport, Conn, resumed Nov. 7, having been off air

since Aug. 12 (Vol. 15:32 p7). In Canada, new outlets are

CJSS-TV (Ch. 8) Cornwall, Ont., and CJCB-TV-1 (Ch. 6)

Inverness, Nova Scotia.

KLYD-TV went on the air with ABC-TV programming
Nov. 8 despite an accident which destroyed its RCA an-

tenna. It’s operating temporarily at 12-kw ERP with a

jerry-built dipole antenna. It has a 12% -kw GE antenna

on 363-ft. Stainless tower. Gen. mgr. is 20% owner Ed
Urner; John Barrett, ex-KFRE-TV Fresno, is gen. sales

mgr.; Bill Hoffman, local sales mgr.; Ralph E. McElroy,

ex-KFRE-TV, program dir.; Vern Tucker, acting chief en-

gineer. Base hour rate is $300. Hollingbery is rep.

KNDO-TV has been on the air since Oct. 15 as an

ABC-TV affiliate. The Yakima outlet has a 1-kw RCA
transmitter, 21-gain RCA antenna on 100-ft. Stainless

tower. Station mgr. is Hugh Davis; sales mgr., Gene
Adams; program dir., Leo Lyon; chief engineer, Warren
Brown. Base hour is $300. Rep is Weed.

WFAM-TV, now converted to Ch. 18, was due on air

Nov. 15 for new owner Sarkes Tarzian Inc., Bloomington,

Ind., electronics manufacturer and owner of WTTV Indian-

apolis-Bloomington. The station, an interconnected CBS-
TV affiliate on the extended market plan, has an RCA
antenna and 650-ft. tower. A. G. Holben is mgr.; Arthur
Hook, program dir.; Fred Molchin, chief engineer. Adam
Young is rep.

Canada’s CJSS-TV has been on the air since Oct. 18

with RCA 11-kw transmitter. It has a 600-ft. tower built

by Cobra Industries, Quebec, with RCA wavestack antenna,

radiating 260 kw. It has ordered an Ampex Videotape

recorder. It plans to open sales office in Massena, N.Y.,

across St. Lawrence River from Cornwall. Ernest W.
Miller is pres.-gen. mgr.; Andrew McLellan, operations dir.;

William Ellison, program mgr.; Alma Larocque, traffic

supervisor; James Mitchell, chief engineer. Base hour is

$225. Reps are Weed and Trans Ocean Radio & TV Reps.

CJBC-TV-1, which began last week, is a satellite of

CJCB-TV (Ch. 4) Sydney, N.S., operated by remote control.

It has a GE 1%-kw transmitter, Alford Antenna. J. Marven
Nathanson is gen. mgr. of the parent station, whose base
rate is $275 an hour. Reps are Weed and All-Canada.

Coast Guard objections to the location of a TV trans-

mitter anywhere within 3 miles of its Martha’s Vineyard
loran station prompted the FCC last week to propose
rule-making looking toward deletion of Ch. 6 from New
Bedford, Mass. According to the FCC, Martha’s Vineyard
is the only area within which a Ch. 6 transmitter would
comply with mileage separation requirements and still pro-

vide a principal city signal to New Bedford. There are 4

applicants for the channel.

Payola in LA.: If the FCC is serious about its proposed

investigation of payola among the disc jockeys, a Los

Angeles TV-radio news commentator will offer names of

those involved in such practices in the L.A. area. Lou
Irwin, newsman for KABC-TV and KPOL, told us last

week that he has already discussed with Comr. Robert E.

Lee the payola picture in L.A. “I’ve offered to give him
names of recording company executives who are disgusted

with having to pay everytime they want a record on the

air. Several are willing to testify at an investigation of the

payola racket,” said Irwin. “I’ll give Lee the names only if

there is to be a deep investigation. Those companies paying

the d.j.’s are violating FCC regulations by not reporting

it as commercial time.

“I’m sure at least 3 d.j.’s in Los Angeles are on the

payola,” Irwin continued. “Record company executives tell

me they pay off in money, loot or both. I have been told

there is not one d.j. who won’t take loot, if not money. And
loot can be something like a $1,000 Christmas present.”

On the subject of free plugs, Irwin said he had inter-

viewed “give-away king” Adolphe Wenland, whose job it

is to get free plugs for his products. Wenland told how he

does “favors” for writers on network shows to get the

free plugs. He freely admitted bribing writers, and specific-

ally bragged about a recent Jack Benny show, on which he

had one of his accounts (Lifesavers) plugged.

Irwin was scheduled to fly to Washington over the

weekend to tape an interview with FCC Comr. Lee.

Democratic ad agency for the 1960 Presidential cam-
paign will be San Francisco-based Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,

which expects to handle about $3 million in billings

—

principally TV—for the account. Miss Reggie Schuebel,

Guild, Bascom vp who worked for the Democrats in 1956

when she was with Norman, Craig & Kummel, will super-

vise next year’s broadcasting campaign. Selection of

Guild, Bascom was announced by Democratic National

Chmn. Paul Butler following a less-than-lively competition.

Some agencies were reported to have shied away from the

account because major clients are Republican-oriented.

J. Leonard Reinsch, managing dir. of the Cox Stations

(WHIO-TV & WHIG Dayton, WSB-TV & WSB Atlanta,

WSOC-TV & WSOC Charlotte) and TV-radio adviser to

the Democratic National Committee, aided Butler in the

choice. The Republicans haven’t yet named their agency,

but BBDO has had the GOP account in recent years.

Free TV-radio time for political parties during the

month prior to the 1960 Presidential election was proposed

last week by N.Y. State Democratic Chmn. Michael H.

Prendergast. Explaining that TV-radio time expenses made
up about 45% of both parties’ campaign costs, he suggested

that network-party conferences be held immediately to ar-

range a free air time arrangement. Such an agreement,

he said, would “eliminate a huge financial burden which

. . . could conceivably lead to a political monopoly of the

wealthy candidate or monied contributor.”

TV-radio newsmen would enjoy same immunity as

newspaper reporters from disclosing sources of informa-

tion, under a bill passed by the Pa. state Senate & House.

The House version passed last week requires TV-radio sta-

tions with employes claiming immunity to keep “an exact

recording, transcription, kinescopic film or certified written

transcript” of every broadcast for a year. The Senate had

proposed that records be kept for 2 years. It’s expected to

concur with the House amendment.
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A Briton Looks at U.S. TV: One of England’s top TV
authorities took a searching look at U.S. video last week,

handed it both a pat & a rap on the head, called for a pro-

gram-exchange agreement and completely captivated the

RTES newsmaker luncheon in N.Y. Nov. 11. A TV “trans-

Atlantic thruway,” for the production & exchange of TV
films between the U.S., Great Britain & Canada was pre-

dicted by Norman Collins, deputy chmn. of Associated TV
Ltd. of England in his address. “Government regulations

of quotas for foreign products, trade union objections to

foreign crewing, complicated analyses to determine the

proportion of foreign talent are tragic indications of old

fashioned & obsolete thinking,” said Collins. With inde-

pendent TV starting in Canada and ATV’s programming
in England, the thruway should be realized, he said.

Noting that it would be “palpably dishonest of me if

I were to plead ignorance of the current crisis within

American TV,” he warned against any sentiment for a

govt.-operated TV network, as suggested recently by the

Christian Science Monitor. “To my mind,” Collins said,

“that would be as damaging to the world image of a free

America as to propose the introduction of a government

newspaper simply because some of the commercial news-

papers weren’t as good as someone in TV thought they

ought to be.”

FCC “brush-off” of labor has been protested by AFL-
CIO associate gen. counsel Thomas E. Harris in a com-

plaint that the Commission did nothing to discipline

WNEW-TV N.Y. & WTTG Washington for alleged public-

service programming “perversion.” Harris said FCC’s

failure to move against the Metropolitan Bcstg. Co. stations

for an allegedly one-sided panel discussion of “labor cor-

ruption” Aug. 25 (Vol. 15:37 p7) illustrated its “see-no-

evil, hear-no-evil, speak-no-evil approach to the broad-

casting industry.” In reply to the AFL-CIO’s original

protest against the show, which featured Sens. McClellan

(D-Ark.) & Ervin (D-N.C.), Metropolitan told FCC that

the AFL-CIO never asked WNEW-TV or WTTG “for an

opportunity to present the other side of the case—if there is

another side to labor corruption.”

Anti-quiz-rigging laws “might be detrimental to the

operation of our present free system of broadcasting,”

NAB govt, relations mgr. Vincent T. Wasilewski warned

recently. In a speech to the 2nd annual Freedom of In-

formation Conference at the U. of Mo. journalism school,

Columbia, he said the “seriousness of the quiz show matter

is self-evident and has been candidly acknowledged by in-

dustry leaders.” But he added “it would be unfair to the

American people” if “all the critics of this medium” used

the quiz scandals as a lever to get legislation carrying out

“their various theories & pet projects.”

Transmitter fire at KXLF-TV Butte, Mont, has knocked

the station off the air for “about a month,” according to

pres.-gen. mgr. E. B. Craney. In addition, satellites KXLJ-
TV Helena & KFBB-TV Great Falls will be without the

network service which KXLF-TV has been feeding them.

They will continue with locally-originated programs. The
fire began about 2 a.m. Nov. 9 and completely destroyed the

equipment, reported Craney. The site, atop the Continental

Divide, is extremely difficult to reach.

Viewer attitudes toward brands, before & after ex-

posure to TV commercials, will be measured in Schwerin

Research Corp.’s new “brand portrait” analysis of com-

mercial effectiveness.

Top 100 Get 90% of TV’s Dollars: Telecasters in the top

100 TV markets account for approximately 90% of total

TV-station revenue, concludes a survey by Richard P.

Doherty, ex-NAB vp and now a management consultant to

broadcasters. During 1958, his study established, the top-

100-market stations also attracted 90.08% of national-

regional spot-TV advertising and 79.22% of TV’s total

“local” business.

The earning power of stations in the top 75 TV mar-
kets is even more pronounced. To these stations in 1958,

Doherty reports, went 78.87% of the TV industry’s total

station revenue, 84.72% of total national-regional spot

advertising, and 81.18% of the total network dollars paid

to the industry’s 516 stations. These top-75-market stations

also sold 71.34% of total “local” TV advertising.

Spot-TV 1-min. rates were raised by more than half

of the nation’s commercial stations by the end of 1959’s

third quarter. Media/Scope’

s

Nov. issue reports. Increases

ranged from 3% to 163%, and only 2 TV stations lowered

their min. rate during the same period. The upward trend

was also at work in other media. During Jan.-Sept., 29%
of all daily newspapers raised rates. One in 5 radio sta-

tions changed rates, with twice as many raising as lower-

ing. An advertiser who spent $100 in spot TV during Sept.

1958 would have to pay $113.23 in Sept. 1959 to maintain

the same schedule, said the study.

Polaroid’s commercials, spotted as network participa-

tions in shows starring such personalities as Jack Paar,

Dave Garroway and Garry Moore and in film-spot carriers

{Adventures in Paradise, etc.) are now drawing nearly %
of that company’s total $2.5-million ad budget. Polaroid’s

preference for completely live or live/tape commercials is

based on its use of name personalities to demonstrate how
the camera delivers a finished photo in 60 sec. The suspense

element (will the camera work?), Polaroid ad officials

believe, heightens audience attention.

Federal TV & radio network proposed in West Ger-

many as competition to systems operated by its 10 states

has been rejected unanimously by the Bundesrat, upper
house of the legislature in Bonn. Composed of repre-

sentatives of the states, the Bundesrat turned down a govt,

bill for the national network despite arguments that TV &
radio have become too big for the states themselves to

handle. Just before the vote the Soviet Union filed a for-

mal protest against a plan by Chancellor Adenauer’s govt,

to establish radio HQ for the network in West Berlin.

Sales gains at WRCA-TV of 19.3% for Oct. 1959 over

Sept, and 17.5% for Jan.-Oct. 1959 over the first 10 months
of 1958, were announced recently by station mgr. Max E.

Buck. New-to-TV advertisers currently on N.Y.’s Ch. 4

include 3 retailers of men’s suits, as well as “a bulk of

motion picture & Broadway play” advertisers. All N.Y.

stations, with the exception of WNTA-TV, report they are

in a profit position, with average sales increase over last

year exceeding 25%.

Branham Co. has been named to represent the Forward
Group stations: KGLO-TV & KGLO Mason City, la.;

KHQA-TV & radio WTAD Hannibal, Mo.-Quincy, 111.;

WMTV Madison, Wis.

Drop-in of educational Ch. 13 in Fargo, N.D. was re-

quested by the Joint Council on Educational TV in a peti-

tion filed with the FCC last week.
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Who Are Broadcasters? NAB and the Assn, for Pro-

fessional Broadcast Education are setting out on a joint

research project to find out just what “kind of people we

have in broadcasting.”

Starting in Jan., researchers based at the U. of Ore.,

Eugene, will send out questionnaires to a sampling of 6,000

of 85,000 employes—supervisory & non-supervisory—of the

TV-radio industry, selected at random from 2,500 stations.

“The purpose is to learn more about the training, the atti-

tudes, the backgrounds and the progress of those who work

in our industry,” said NAB personnel & economics mgr.

Charles H. Tower in announcing the jointly-financed study.

Findings are expected to show: (1) Correlations be-

tween broadcasting job-experience & job-success. (2) Re-

lationships between educational background & success.

(3) What university-level training is needed for TV &
radio. (4) Attitudes of employes toward the industry. (5)

Shortages of broadcasting skills.

Quick action by WLOS-TV & WLOS crews minimized

disruptions to the Asheville, N.C. stations when all cable

facilities were cut off recently by a bulldozer working on a
new superhighway. WLOS-TV lost its ABC-TV network
feed and the radio station was thrown completely off the air,

while all telephone communication to the stations was cut

off. Chief engineer George Sprague quickly arranged for

TV microwave direct from the phone company to the sta-

tion, but had to send a driver 78 miles by auto & cable car

to WLOS-TV's mountaintop antenna location to get the

equipment—with police escort. The station lost only one
hour of network programming, but remotely-controlled

radio WLOS was knocked off the air 2% hours.

Independent WPIX N.Y. is developing its own local

version of the network-level trend toward long-length

specials. It has sold two 90-min. pre-holiday children’s

programs to Remco, electronic-toy manufacturer. The first

show, “March of the Wooden Soldiers,” was slated for Nov
15 telecast. The shows, produced by WPIX and built

around a combination of juvenile-slanted live action &
films, mark the toy firm’s entry into TV, bearing out a
prediction made earlier this year by TvB that the coming
pre-Christmas season will see many toy firms in TV.

News-gathering exploits of WJZ-TV Baltimore will be
analyzed this week (19) in a 15-min. special narrated by
news dir. Keith McBee, produced by assistant news dir.

Gary Franklin. Spotlighted will be the station’s TV cover-
age of the airliner crash in Va. several weeks ago. One
member of WJZ-TV’s on-the-scene team was the only re-

porter with the first rescuers to reach the plane and find

its lone survivor.

RAB is stepping up its Canadian activities and will in-

crease its services to Dominion members, pres. Kevin B.
Sweeney announced last week. Heretofore, Canadian out-
lets got only RAB printed material. Under the expansion
program, they may draw from RAB’s $3-million data
library, will have 2 or 3 area sales clinics in Canada next
year, will get more services as more Canadian stations join.

Mutual has signed 5 new affiliates this month: WRIB
Providence, R.I., WTYM E. Longmeadow, Mass., WKXV
Knoxville, WTMC Ocala, Fla., and WBOW Terre Haute.

CKOS-TV Yorkton, Sask., will be interconnected by
microwave to the CBC-TV network Nov. 28.

RCA uhf pylon antenna was shipped Nov. 10 to WKST-
TV (Ch. 33) Newcastle-Youngstown.

Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters will finance 2

engineering projects, to be conducted by la. State U.’s

engineering experiment station at Ames, la. The MST
board made the announcement after meeting in Washing-

ton last week. A one-year study of uhf signal propagation

will begin in Jan., and a 3-month project to determine the

extent & severity of adjacent-channel interference will be-

gin Dec. 7. Dr. William L. Hughes, prof, of electrical

engineering at la. State U., will head both projects. la.

State U. engineering dean Dr. George Town, former exec,

dir. of the Television Allocation Study Organization, said

the adjacent-channel project will consist of house-to-house

interviews to observe picture quality & measure signal

strength in areas where stations operate on adjacent chan-

nels in close proximity to each other. New MST members,

approved last week, were WRGB Schenectady, WTVD
Durham, N.C. and WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan.

Waiver of TV-radio tower-painting rules was sought

by WHAS-TV (Ch. 11) & WHAS Louisville last week.

Under present FCC regulations, all antenna structures

taller than 170 ft. must be painted by Jan. 1, 1960 with

alternate, equal-width, bands of orange & white. The Louis-

ville stations, which have been cooperating with the Federal

Aviation Agency in testing different color schemes to deter-

mine which is best in high visibility for aircraft pilots, now
has its radio tower painted black & white. The petition

states that FAA is interested in testing the black & white

tower but can’t do so until budget arrangements are com-
pleted. Since final results of the FAA test would come
after the tower-painting deadline, WHAS seeks the waiver

to preclude repainting its tower at a cost of $10,000.

WFAA-TV & KRLD-TV Dallas’ 1521-ft. tower will

soon double as a meteorological research structure for the

Geophysics Research Directorate of the AF Cambridge
Research Center. An automatic sensing & recording sys-

tem, being built by Texas U. electrical engineering research

lab, will measure & record winds & temperatures at 12

levels, beginning at 30 ft. The system, claimed to be the

first of its kind, will study an atmospheric characteristic

known as the low-level jet, which is said to result in a

sharp increase in wind speed at a certain level, especially

between midnight & sunrise.

Digital TV transmissions, claimed to have spectrum-

saving & uhf-aiding potentials, according to Bureau of

Standards engineer William C. Coombs and others (Vol.

15:42 p9), is the subject of a long article in the Nov. 2

Electronic News. The magazine reports the work of Colo-

rado Research Corp., Denver, under a $276,000 Army Signal

Corps contract. In the article, CRC Pres. Dr. Richard C.

Webb says the system shows particular promise for space

technology and “may be capable of giving new life to com-
mercial uhf TV broadcasting.” He and exec. v.p. Burton T.

Kehoe claim its greater resistance to noise and its extended

range would overcome the problems of past uhf perform-

ance and “consumer receivers would require only an inex-

pensive converter between antenna & set.”

Public Interest Award of the National Safety Council

goes this week (16) to 9 TV stations “for exceptional serv-

ice to farm safety.” The recipients: WBBM-TV Chicago;

WlBW-TV Topeka; WAVE-TV Louisville; WHDH-TV
Boston; KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo.; WDAF-TV, Kansas

City, Mo.; WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N.C.; KGW-TV Port-

land, Ore.; and educational WUNC-TV Chapel Hill, N.C.

Power boost: WKYT (Ch. 27) Lexington, Ky., is now
operating at 215 kw from its new studio building.
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Film & Tape

Desilu Negotiations Confirmed: B. Gerald Cantor, chmn.

of National Theatres & Television, last week officially con-

firmed our exclusive disclosure (Vol. 15:45 pl6) of nego-

tiations to buy Desilu. Said Cantor: “It is true that there

have been discussions between NT&T and Desilu studios

with a view toward NT&T acquiring a majority stock

interest. It is also true that we are constantly searching

out new opportunities to further increase the value of our

corporate assets, typified, for example, by NT&T’s recent

acquisition of National Telefilm Associates Inc. Discus-

sions with Desilu at this time are in the most preliminary

stage, and we can make no further comment.”

It’s known that NT&T is studying Desilu’s prospectus

and surveying the company’s assets, particularly its 3

studios—Desilu Gower, Cahuenga and Culver. Desilu pres.

Desi Arnaz will return from Rome (where he is starring

in a telefilm) late this month and it is expected that negoti-

ations will resume on a full-scale basis then.

Besides NT&T at least 3 other major companies have

shown interest in purchasing the controlling stock of Desilu

Productions, we’re informed by Desilu exec. v.p. Martin

Leeds. He declined to name them, but indicated that at

least one was a major film studio. Chief beneficiaries of

the sale would be Desilu’s Desi Arnaz & Lucille Ball, of

course, since the husband & wife comedy team owns 565,000

shares (49%) of the company. Leeds holds 35,000 shares.

The rumor that the impending sale is due to matrimonial

difficulties is quashed by both Mr. & Mrs. Arnaz, both of

whom have firmly denied that there will be a divorce.

Quiz Fuss May Help Film: Righteously aloof from the

quiz scandals, some Hollywood telefilm production execu-

tives think they will benefit from the “mess in Washing-

ton.” They expect that many of the quiz shows taken off

will be replaced by film.

Now that the investigations, recriminations and self-

castigations have gone beyond quizzers to other types of

live programming, the telefilmers believe live TV is on the

ropes. “We had the bulk of programming even before all

this started. Now there will be even more filmed shows,”

remarked one executive. But another took into account

“certain sponsors who can’t afford film series, or who
prefer live TV to film—particularly those using specials.”

But the most accepted viewpoint in Hollywood is that

while live TV will suffer and film will benefit from the

quiz scandals, film’s generally mediocre quality this season

will prevent any rush to it. Telefilm’s initial direct benefit

from the quiz scandals came last spring when Dotto was
axed on CBS, and Desilu sold 5 pilots for $125,000 to fill

the void. None of the pilots made the grade, but the fast

sale enabled Desilu to recoup part of its production costs.

Sindlinger & Co. reported movie-theater attendance

in Sept, increased 16.3% over Sept. 1958, while the num-
ber of viewers of old movies on TV dropped 16.1% during

that month. In the second week of Sept. 1959 movie theater

attendance experienced its “greatest year-to-year gain” of

23.3%, while TV audience for old movies decrea.sed 18.7%,

compared to last Sept., says Sindlinger. Also noted was
average daily attendance at movies for the month (18.2

million) compared to average daily audience for old movies

on TV (25.8 million). The figures pertain to persons 12

years of age and older.

Writers Guild’s Proposals: in a comedy of errors, it

leaked out in Hollywood last week that Writers Guild of

America has proposed or “suggested” to movie producers

a post-1948 movie-to-TV formula involving all the talent

guilds. This brought a “no comment” from Screen Actors

Guild and from Screen Directors Guild: “We don’t know
anything about it, but we won’t try to negotiate for any
other guilds in our talks.”

The leak came from KTLA attorney Harry Warner,
who told of the formula at a TV Academy meeting held

ostensibly on the subject of TV commercials. How WGA’s
proposal got into the discussion remained a moot point, but

it was a well-planned leak, Warner authorizing KTLA press

agents to release the story before the meeting was held.

Warner said WGA has proposed that the guilds get

25% of the net or 15% of the gross of post-1948s released

to TV. Of the 15%, 2.4% each would go to writers & direc-

tors, 7.2% to actors and 3%> to the lATSE and other craft

unions. The formula further pi’ovides that a producer

would not have to pay until he recouped his negative cost.

It sets 40% as the distribution fee for movies sold to TV.
Of the remaining 60% the guilds would get 25%, which

would break down to 4% each for writers & directors,

12% to actors and 5% to the lATSE & other crafts.

A Writers Guild spokesman immediately disavowed

Warner’s statement, denying that the Guild had proposed

such a formula. Of Warner, he said, “He is not talking for

the Guild. Why does this station lawyer indirectly working
for a major studio [Paramount owns KTLA] make pro-

posals on behalf of the guilds ? He had no right to talk for

us. We don’t attempt to speak for the other guilds.”

Said Warner: “The Guild made these proposals to the

producers. I had talked to the Guild about them, and they

told me their pi'oposals. Now they’re upset.”

Said independent movie producer Walter Mirisch of

the Mirisch Co., one of 7 independents which have signed

a new agreement with WGA: “Yes, this post-1948 formula

was suggested by the Writers Guild. However, this de-

pends on the reaction of the other guilds. It also depends

on whether or not the majors will accept, because our agree-

ment is conditional on industry-wide acceptance.”

It was evident the Writers Guild had a sloppy script

on its hands, that indirect negotiations involving the other

talent guilds had antagonized those organizations. “Each
guild has its own problems. We don’t try to solve theirs,

and we don’t expect them to solve ours,” remarked Joe

Youngerman, SDG’s exec. dir.

Meanwhile, 2 more independent movie companies,

James Hill and Lomitas Productions, the latter owned by

Stanley Kramer, signed contracts with the Writers Guild.

rf: ^

Endorsement of Coty Inc. Pres. Philip Cortney’s re-

cent statement that sponsors should not control TV pro-

grams was expressed last week by Edmund L. Hartmann,

national chmn. of Writers Guild of America. He wrote Coty

of the Guild’s agreement with him and commented that

“year by year sponsors & agencies seem to take over more

. . . supervision of stories, characters and even dialogue.”

Ziv’s Sea Hunt, which recently began a 3rd year of

shooting, has a 63-market lineup to date for the new films,

including regional renewals by Standard Oil of Cal. and

Heilemann Brewery. The score represents about 1/3 the

markets in which Sea Hunt is aired. In its 2nd year the

syndication series drew a 93% renewal record.
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Filmaster Stock Issue: Producer Robert stabler last week

consolidated three TV film companies he owns into one

and is floating a $.2,461,238 common-stock issue under the

name of the newly-formed company, Filmaster Inc. More

than 50% of the money realized from the stock sale will

go to underwriting 3 new telefilm series of 26 episodes

each, and Stabler will also seek more TV film commercial

& military business. He is opening an office in Orlando,

Fla., to get some of the film business deriving from missile

work in that area, and has named Charles E. Skinner vp

in charge of this office.

James L. Fallon, pres, of Standard Securities Corp.,

which is handling the public stock issue, joins the new cor-

poration as chmn. Stabler is pres.; Nat Perrin remains vp

for entertainment programs; William H. Fitzsimmons is

TV commercial vp; Glenn N. Cook is vp; Clifford E. Enger,

secy.; Edward J. Baumgarten, treas.

Stabler originally formed Filmaster Productions to

film Have Gun—Will Travel and Giinsmoke for CBS.

Later he began Filmercial Productions for commercials

and Filmaster Features. He no longer has the 2 Western

series with which he began the company, but is producing

Death Valley Days and Hannibal Cobb. Filmaster Inc.,

leasing space at Republic, has a $10 million capitalization.

Cantor Heads NT&T: B. Gerald Cantor, pres, of Cantor,

Fitzgerald & Co. Inc., last week was elected pres, and chief

executive officer of National Theatres & Television, suc-

ceeding John Bertero, who has been NT&T president since

Oct. of last year. Cantor is giving up his post as pres, of

his investment company (but will continue as chmn.) so

that he may devote full time to his new position. Bertero,

who remains on the bd. of directors, will serve NT&T as a

special consultant.

Without Edd “Kookie” Byrnes, Warner Bros, was film-

ing its 77 Sunset Strip series last week. He refuses to work
pending a contract readjustment (Vol. 15:45) The studio

put Byrnes on layoff, not suspension, supposedly because

meetings were being held last week between WB produc-

tion chief Jack L. Warner and Byrnes’ agents, the William
Morris Agency, with the studio hopeful for a settlement.

While WB and Byrnes aren’t far apart in some areas

(such as a raise), they are in others, dealing specifically

with public appearances and TV guest shots. Byrnes has

been offered as much as $15,000 for TV guestings, but
spurns them because WB gets the money. This was one of

the factors which irked WB’s Maverick star James Garner
considerably, but he had his contract readjusted so that

he now splits such revenue with the studio 50-50.

Producer A1 Scalpone has acquired My Love Affair

With the State of Maine as a series for his La Mesa Pro-

ductions. CBS originally had the property, but let its

option lapse. Scalpone will reshoot his Man on the Beach
pilot, Dewey Martin starring. He also plans a series with

producer-writers Richard Sale and Mary Loos.

Desilu Productions is preparing the pilot of an untitled

60-min. situation-comedy series written by Madelyn Pugh
Martin & Bob Carroll. The producer is Cy Howard . . .

20th-Fox TV has signed Robert Bussing to develop a new
series, The First 100 Years. : .

NEW YORK ROUNDUP

Blanket U.S.-Canadian order for UAA’s Big Mac Show,

30-min. syndicated children’s film show featuring 210 un-

released Warner Bros, comedies, has been made by National

Biscuit Co. Nabisco’s order is for 26 weeks in “any U.S. or

Canadian market in which the program is sold,” regardless

of the customary requirements of station, market or time

period. UAA is now contacting stations to reserve the

show, generally sold to spot advertisers, in as many markets

as possible.

CBS Films is running 21% ahead of 1958 on a market-

by-market sales basis. In the last 9 weeks The Phil Silvers

Show has been sold to 38 stations, Trackdown to 27,

Whirlybirds, 24, San Francisco Beat, 20, and Amos ’n’

Andy, 18 stations . . . CBS Films’ Rendezvous has been

bought by Dow Chemical Co., for Saran Wrap, in 5 Cana-

dian markets . . . CBS Newsfilm’s daily news & sports

coverage picked up 7 new subscribers including 3 U.S. &
4 foreign stations.

ABC Films sold 1st & 2nd year episodes of its 26 Men
in 7 more markets last week, for a total of 190 markets.

Essex Universal Corp. has sold, through International

Radio & TV Programs, the Superman rerun syndication

series to 22 commercial Japanese stations & Okinawan TV.

Marlene Dietrich, who came close to signing earlier

this season as Revlon’s Betty Furness of The Big Party,

will star in a 90-min. color variety show being filmed by
Bartell TV Productions in Paris. Orson Welles is pro-

ducer. No sale has been reported.

Sam Cook Digges, administrative vp of CBS Films,

was toastmaster Nov. 7 at the annual luncheon of the

Benevolent Society for Retarded Children . . . Claire J.

Catalano has been named production supervisor of all

Trans-Lux Film Enterprises . . . Marge Kerr, ex Y&R
casting dir., has formed People & Productions Inc., 750

Third Ave. (MU 7-0440). P&P will do TV casting & talent

consultation . . . A1 Eugster will head Animation Central,

consultancy div. of Gifford-Kim Productions.

A1 Neuman, new Person to Person producer, is visiting

Paris & London to tape several interviews . . . Pee Wee
Reese has been signed as co-broadcaster on CBS-TV’s
Game of the Week for the 1960 baseball season.

Screen Gems is developing 4 new properties for syn-

dication, the first of which will be an adventure series to

debut in Jan. starring Charles Bateman. The others are

telefilm series based on the experiences of a criminal law-

yer, Indemnity (adventures of insurance investigators)

and The DEW Line (Distant Eaidy Warning system).

CBS-TV is presenting The Red Rowe Show, a new
daytime musical variety program, in the 10-10:30 a.m.

slot starting Nov. 16 . . . Jack Benny has helped raise over

$1.7 million for musical benefits in the last 3 years. His

latest appearance with the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra

(Nov. 10) raised $41,300 . . . Voice of America will re-

broadcast the audio portion of ABC-TV’s “Salute to Dr.

Thomas A. Dooley,” telecast Nov. 10.

Nearly 20 mobile TV-tape units are now in operation,

I’eports the current issue of Ampex Head Lines, house

organ of Ampex Professional Products Co.
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INDUSTRY'S FINANCIAL HEALTH: EXCELLENT: In page-one story last May, we made
guarded prediction that "1959 may be electronics' top year" (Vol. 15:20). Now that most 3rd-quarter income

statements have been issued (and reported in our Finance section), it is possible to change "may" to "will"

—notwithstanding effects of steel strike and anticipated lower sales & earnings during 4th quarter.

Paced by excellent consumer electronics business , TV-electronics industry's sales & earnings almost

imiversally continued to soar during 3rd quarter (as compared with 3rd-quarter 1958), while profits of all

industries in general were up only moderately compared with year-ago period.

Oinr quarterly analysis of reports of 22 "weathervane" TV-electronics companies shows their aggre-

gate 3rd-quarter after-tax profits up nearly 23% compared with 3rd-quarter 1958. And this is no comparison

with a recession period—summer 1958 saw most companies emerging from first-half's economic doldrums.

Earlier weathervane surveys this year indicated industrywide first-quarter profits up 22% over 1958 period

(Vol. 15:20 pi), 2nd-quarter profits up 29% (Vol. 15:33 pl5).

While 3rd-quarter profits were up 22.9% (vs. 4.7% for an all-industry sample of industrial companies

by Wall Street Journal), the 3-month sales of these firms increased 12.5% over last year—graphically dem-
onstrating more operating efficiency resulting in greater profit per sale.

For first 3 quarters of 1959, profits of electronics firms sampled were up 24.2% , on sales 11.3% higher

than same 1958 period. About one-third of the companies in tabulation reported new records in sales and/or

earnings for 3rd quarter or 9-month period. Here's how the 3 subdivisions of our TV-electronics company list

made out in the 3-month & 9-month periods:

Eight companies on the list are known primarily as TV-radio manufacturers—even though some of

them are substantially diversified into other fields. This consumer electronics group reported 3rd-quarter

profits up 34.1%, sales up 23.4% over 1958. For 1959's first 9 months, earnings of the 6 consumer electronics

firms which reported full 3-quarter results were 120.3% above same 1959 period on 27.8% higher sales.

Companies included in consumer electronics group tabulation : Admiral, Hoffman, Magnavox, Mo-

torola, Philco, Siegler, Wells-Gardner, Zenith.

Components manufacturers continued to show biggest 1959-over-1958 improvement. Their aggregate

3rd-quarter net was up 58.4% on 21.4% higher sales, while 9-month earnings showed a 133.2% increase

on 28.4% greater sales.

The 7 firms in our components group (6 represented in 3rd-quarter tabulation, 5 in 9-month score):

General Instrument, International Resistance, Mallory, Muter, Oak, Speer Carbon, Standard Coil.

The widely diversified electronics companies, as might be expected, showed smallest gains, but

among the 7 firms represented, the 3rd-quarter increase still amounted to 20.8% rise in profits on 10.6% more
sales than 3rd-quarter 1958. For first 9 months of this year, aggregate net profits were up 18.7%, while

sales rose 9.2% over the same 1958 period.

Diversified electronics group in our tabulation consisted of Daystrom, GE, General Telephone & Elec-

tronics, RCA, Raytheon, Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Westinghouse.
• • • •

Every company in our 22-firm tabulation showed higher 9-month profits & sales in 1959 than in 1958,

and only 3 firms (one in each of the consumer electronics, components & diversified groups) reported lower

3rd-quarter profits this year than last.

What of the 4th quarter? From our talks with company officials, reports to stockholders, etc., indica-

tions are that many electronics firms look for 4th-quarter profits to be somewhat lower than 3rd quarter. But

some consumer electronics companies still expect 4th-quarter sales & earnings to be best of year.

This table summarizes our 1959-vs.-1958 comparison of operating results of the 22 TV-electronics

weathervane firms in terms of aggregate increases over 1958:
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3rd Quarter First 9 KAonths

Net Profit Sales Net Profit Sales

Consumer Electronics Group (8 companies) +34.1% +23.4% + 120.3% +27.8%
Components Group (7 companies) +58.4% +21.4% + 133.2% +28.4%

Diversified Group (7 companies) +20.8% + 10.6% + 18.7% + 9.2%

AGGREGATE 22 COMPANIES +22.9% + 12.5% + 24.2% + 11.3%

TV SET PURCHASES 'RE-DEFERRED*? One of TV industry's most respected market-research

departments has pared its 1959 TV-set-sales projection from 6.3 million units down to 5.7 million—conforming

pretty well with our 5.8-million forecast of 3 weeks ago (Vol. 15:43 pl6).

Reason: public economic uncertainty about outcome of steel dispute . In addition to effects of strike

already felt, it may be end of Jan. before it's known whether steel workers will walk out again. The indus-

try analyst explained revision of his forecast this way

:

Excellent TV sales had been predicted for 1959 because of "deferred purchases" of TV sets during

1958's recession. This pent-up demand as result of postponed buying was estimated by our research source

as totaling about a million sets. Some of it showed up in TV market this year, but most of it is now being

"re-deferred" to next year because of the clouded economic picture in steel & dependent industries. Good
times next year should see unusually heavy TV demand as a result of more than year's "dormant demand."

Not that 1959 will have been "bad" year (see financial roundup on p. 18). Official ElA figures show

684,773 TV sets sold at retail in Sept. (vs. 605,638 in Sept. 1958) and 9-month retail sales of 3,811,784, (3,-

486,090 in last year's period). Details are on page 20.

Inventories are in healthy shape for this time of year—2,331,000 in all levels of trade as of Oct. 1,

nearly half of it at dealer level in anticipation of Yule season sales. Total inventory figure is about 20 weeks'

supply at going rate of sales. This compares with 21-week inventory in Oct. 1958 and 22 1/2-week supply

in 1957, Retail inventory totaled some 1.1 million as of Oct, 1 and was rising to a peak; distributor inventory

totaled about 900,000 and was falling; factory supply 300,000 and going down.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for week ended Nov. 6 (44th week of 1959):

Oct. 30-Nov. 6 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 140,966 158,503 111,554 5,335,609 4,177,250

Total radio 373,683 456,028 344,204 13,093,565 9,264,287

auto radio 91,362 125,056 117,585 4,774,630 2,798,862

Ampex Corp., its reorganization completed (Vol. 15:44

pl4), now conducts its domestic business through 5 in-

tegrated companies: (1) Ampex Data Products Co. (instru-

mentation, computer products), John Jipp, mgr. (2) Ampex
Professional Products Co. (equipment for TV-radio &
recording industries), Neal K. McNaughten, mgr. (3)

Ampex Military Products Co. (research & development),

Robert L. Pappas, mgr. (4) Ampex Audio Inc. (stereo, hi fi,

pre-recorded tape distribution), Herbert L. Brown, vp-

mgr. (5) Orr Industries (magnetic tape), John M. Leslie,

mgr. Foreign operations are conducted through Ampex
International, Phillip L. Gundy, mgr. Jipp, McNaughten,
Brown, Leslie & Gundy are vps of parent Ampex Corp.

Slow-speed tape cartridge quietly being developed by
Minn. Mining & Mfg. (it plays at 1-7/8 ips, is about the

size of a package of cigarets, and can be stacked like records

to play in sequence) is the subject of an editorial warning in

the Nov. 16 Billboard. The publication cautions record deal-

ers to “sell tape now!” First reported in the Nov. 9 issue,

the 3M cartridge—which will compete for the mass market
with the RCA-developed system when launched next year
—has aroused interest from Zenith, Columbia and Philips,

and is reported to have accelerated RCA Victor’s plans to

introduce a low-price, plug-in tape player attachment.

Fraudulent TV-repair charges have resulted in a 15-

day jail term and a one-year suspended sentence for a

Fairfax County, Va. repairman. Thomas M. Lowery, owner
of the Mobile TV Co., was charged with petty larceny for

charging $36.30 for repairs which weren’t made. The set

had been completely repaired & sealed by another repair-

man, who deliberately broke one tube before the owner
called Lowery. Lowery presented his bill for “reworking a
sound circuit, reworking the video circuit, restoring high

voltage and cleaning & adjusting the channel selector.”

According to Fairfax detective W. J. Nelson, Lowery
actually replaced 2 tubes costing less than $5. Fairfax

County Judge J. Nathan Groves gave the repairman a
year’s suspended sentence with 3 stipulations: Good be-

havior, return of all TV sets in his possession and no other

“credible complaints” against him.

Vornado Inc. is the new name for the merged O.A.

Sutton Corp. and 2 Guys from Harrison Inc. The latter

group operates 14 appliance & general retail stores in N.Y.,

N.J., Md. & Pa.; the former used to produce Vornado fans

& air conditioners, but recently liquidated all its assets

due to heavy losses. The resulting firm, to be listed on the

American Stock Exchange, is expected to produce a new
line of Vornado products.
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TV-RADlO SALES & OUTPUT: Both retail sales & factory

production of TV & radio receivers stayed well ahead

of 1958 in Sept., according to last week’s EIA figures.

Sales of TV sets in Sept. 1959 totaled 684,773 units

vs. 492,449 in Aug. and 605,638 in Sept. 1958. For the first

9 months of this year, sales totaled 3,811,784 vs. 3,468,090

last year. Factory output of TVs was 808,377 (51,555 with

uhf tuners) in Sept. vs. 547,445 (32,847 uhf) in Aug. and

621,734 in Sept. 1958. TV production for the 9-month

period totaled 4,488,857 vs. 3,572,189 in the year-ago period.

Here’s the month-by-month comparison of TV set

production & sales for first 9 months of 1959 & 1958:

January ..

February ..

March
April
May
June
July
August ....

September

TOTAL

1959
Production Sales

437,026 501,704
459.492 448,173
494,032 425,749
389,251 263,998
431,911 279,536
571,003 344,795
350,360 370,575
547,445 492,449
808,377 684,773

4,488,857 3,811,784

* *

1958
Production Sales

433,983 581,486
370,413 448,727
416,903 416,756
302,559 243,132
266,982 237,189
377,090 250,362
274,999 279,010
507.526 405,790
621,734 605,638

3,572,189 3,468,090

Radio retail sales totaled 928,457 in Sept, (excluding

auto sets), up from 671,713 in Aug. and 750,026 in Sept.

1958. For the 9-month period, sales were 10,927,252 vs. 7,-

686,197 in the same 1958 period. Sept, radio production

totaled 1,981,208 (717,501 auto & 76,942 FM) vs. 1,009,423

(279,424 auto & 42,866 FM) in Aug. and 1,492,668 (489,-

738 auto) in Sept. 1958. Cumulative 9-month output totaled

10,927,252 (4,151,846 auto & 367,804 FM) in 1959 vs. 7,-

686,197 in 1958.

* =
1
= *

Factory sales of picture tubes for Sept, totaled 913,-

697 units valued at $18,066,647. For first 9 months, 6,857,-

682 picture tubes were sold at $132,465,278. Sept, receiving

tube sales totaled 41,989,000 units at $34,594,000, and 9-

month sales were 315,797,000 units at $269,128,000.

Record retail sales topping $200 billion and bigger-

than-ever Christmas business were forecast for 1959 by the

Wall St. Journal last week. Other facts noted in the busi-

ness study: Sept, output of TV-radio was 28% ahead of

Sept. 1958 . . . “Industry statisticians calculate there were

over a million TV sets in dealers’ hands at the start of

Oct.—compared with only 840,000 a year earlier.” . . .

Giants RCA, GE & Westinghouse foresee ample inven-

tories at the dealer level to supply anticipated heavy

Christmas demand for TV-radio-phonos and appliances.

Stepped-up enforcement of Robinson-Patman Act pro-

hibitions against price discrimination by sellers in favor of

preferred customers was announced last week by FTC
Chmn. Earl W. Kintner. He told a N.Y. meeting of the

Grocery Manufacturers of America that 10 of FTC’s

“younger, most able executives” have been assigned to a

special task force headed by secy. Robert M. Parrish to

make sure that the law is “more plainly & forcefully in-

terpreted” to businessmen. Kintner’s move in the fair-

pricing field followed his order last month doubling the

FTC’s TV-radio monitoring unit for a bigger campaign

against fraudulent broadcast commercials (Vol. 15:43 p44).

Emphasis is on sound in Packard Bell’s new model

17T-4 Astronaut 88 portable. It contains a front-mounted

6-in. speaker with hardwood sound chamber. In saddle-

stitched alligator cabinet it lists at $230, in black at $220.

COMPONENT SALES SOAR: Confirming the results of our

component survey last week (Vol. 14:45 pl7) and the

analysis of component makers’ financial reports on

page 18 of this issue, a new govt, study shows the elec-

tronic part & tube industry is now on the crest of its

biggest rise since the Korean war period.

First-half 1959 shipments of tubes, semiconductors

and other major components were 30% higher than during

the comparable 1958 period and 15% above last-half 1958,

according to the electronics div. of the Commei’ce Dept.’s

Business & Defense Services Administration.

Director Donald S. Parris of the electronics div. said

the data were developed from an analysis of returns from

450 firms “whose output represents a very large sample of

the total production of these products in the U.S.”

Principal categories of components shipped during the

first half of this year are presented in the abbreviated table

below. The complete table, including subdivisions of the

categories below, is available from the electronics div..

Business & Defense Services Administration, Commerce
Dept., Washington 25, D.C.

TUBE & SEMICONDUCTOR SHIPMENTS
First-Half 1959

Category Units (add 000)
Mili- Non-

Value (add 000,000)
Mill- Non-

Total tary military Total tary military
Receiving Tubes ......214,903 17,036 197,867 $188.1 $35.4 $152.7
TV Picture Tubes..
Power & Special*

.. 4,500 — 4,500 87.9 — 87.9

Purpose Tubes .. . 5,751 1,702 4,049 124.7 87.5 37.2
Semiconductors .... .. 93,880 22,723 71,157 177.2 74.4 102.8

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SHIPMENTS
First-Half 1959

Category Units (add 000,000)
Mili- Non-

Value (add 000,000)
Mili- Non-

Total tary military Total tary military
Capacitors 587.8 67.6 520.2 $111.1 $33.8 $ 77.3
Connectors 41.4 26.6 14.8 69.8 49.1 20.7
Quartz Crystals 1.8 .7 1.1 5.1 2.0 3.1
Relays 11.7 4.5 7.2 85.2 45.1 40.1
Resistors
Transformers &

972.9 151.8 821.1 112.0 53.9 58.1

Reactors 11.2 3.2 8.0 68.0 38.2 29.8

Good business in 1960 for the appliance industry was
predicted last week by GE pres. Robert Paxton, currently

on a tour to ascertain consumer buying attitudes. Looking

ahead to what he termed a strong business year, Paxton

foresees an expansion of consumer credit purchases—also

a rise in appliance prices if the cost of steel should increase.

“We have no magic wand to halt inflation,” he said. Paxton

pointed out that the steel strike had not curtailed GE
production to any extent until recently, that GE consumer

products have been produced in ample quantities to supply

retailers through Christmas, and that “any production we
carry on now will be for 1960.”

Hoffman Electronics last week unveiled “the world’s

largest solar energy converter,” Big Bertha, to demon-

strate the growing use of sunlight as a source of power.

The company’s giant generator, whose silicon solar cells

convert light into electricity, powered a door-opening de-

vice which dedicated the firm’s new $2-million semiconduc-

tor center in the El Monte suburb of Los Angeles. Hoffman
Pres. H. Leslie Hoffman said at the ceremony that the

center was designed to meet the growing requirements for

electrical power generators in space vehicles, including

manned “platforms.” Completion of the new center more

than doubles the semiconductor div.’s production capacity

and increases its annual sales potential to about $35 million.

Sylvania adds 12 stereo consoles to its hi-fi line, at

suggested list prices from $200 to $595.
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Japan’s ‘Dangerous Game’: A top U.S. foreign trade

official last week delivered to Japan a stem warning which
may give some hope to American manufacturers of transis-

tors & radios. In Tokyo, Harry Kearns, U.S. asst, commerce
secy, for international affairs, criticized the Japanese tend-

ency to flood U.S. markets with items in a narrow field

while retaining barriers against imports of American goods.

If Japan continues to play the “very dangerous game”
of discrimination against U.S. products, it is likely to pro-

voke damaging restrictions on sales of Japanese goods in

the U.S., he said. Kearns also disclosed that he had warned
Japan against a continuance of the narrow-field trend in

exports, causing distress to domestic competitors. It is

“absolutely essential,” he said, that “all discriminatory

restrictions [against U.S. goods] be removed immediately.”
Among items whose import to Japan from the U.S. are

severely restricted are TV sets, air conditioners, refrigera-

tors, sewing machines, musical instruments, office equip-

ment, automobiles and certain raw materials and foods.

Meanwhile, in Washington, the Office of Civil & De-
fense Mobilization indicated that it will extend the Nov. 17
deadline for comments in its investigation of EIA com-
plaints that importation of transistorized Japanese prod-
ucts are cutting into the U.S. electronics industry’s defense
capacity (Vol. 15:45 pl9). The length of the extension
won’t be known until later this week when OCDM dir. Leo
A. Hoegh returns to Washington.

The extension was requested by the Japanese Mfrs.
Assn., the British Chamber of Commerce and the Interna-
tional Union of Electrical Workers.

A letter from Admiral Pres. Ross D. Siragusa to
OCDM Dir. Hoegh last week urged an immediate study of
“the effect of these growing Japanese electronics imports on
the American electronics industry.” Concluded Siragusa:
“We feel that the situation should be carefully reviewed
when the jobs of Americans are threatened and our domes-
tic electronics defense production potential may be affected.”

* *

Japanese radio manufacturer Sony Corp. was reminded
by FCC last week that Commission regulations require that
radios tuning the 30-890 me band be certified as complying
with radiation limits specified in Part 15 of the rules be-
fore they may be operated legally. The FCC noted that
U.S. manufacturers certify that their sets comply with the
rules and it “feels that you as a manufacturer may wish to
assume this obligation to your customers and supply them
with receivers that can be operated legally.” FCC also
said it is preparing a public notice on Part 15.

* *

New transistor portables, Japanese & American-made:
Magnavox is introducing two 6-transistor radios, to list at
$29.95 & $34.95, both made in Japan, and 2 portable battery-
operated stereo phonos at $119.90 & $129.90. It was not
disclosed whether the phonos are Japanese-made. RCA,
meanwhile, will enter pocket-size radio field with two
6-transistor sets named, pointedly, “All-American Pockette
Personals,” at $34.95 & $39.95. Deliveries are due by Dec.

Two-band transistor portable standard broadcast &
long-wave radio, designed to list at $99.95, is termed by
Zenith “the most sensitive radio of its kind in the world.”
The new Royal 780 Navigator is designed to provide distant
reception of standard AM broadcasts and long-wave govt,
weather-navigation stations and to serve as a self-powered
standby navigational instrument in air or sea craft.

Competition from Japanese transistors or any other

imports was welcomed by Motorola pres. Robert W. Galvin,

as he spoke in Washington last week at a dinner honoring

18 prize-winning Motorola distributor salesmen leaving for

Europe with their wives as part of the State Dept.’s “Peo-

ple to People” program. Motorola is the first industrial

firm to participate in the program. Said Galvin: “We be-

lieve in unrestricted trade throughout the world. A few
people are retreating from our country’s reciprocal trade

policies. We’re not. If the Japanese, French or English

can make transistors cheaper than we can, more power to

them. Motorola continues to win an increasing share in

the electronics business through the American tradition

of invention, innovation, performance and service. I think

this is also the only economical sound way to compete with

the long hoped for rise in the fortunes of our friends in

foreign lands.” Conger Reynolds, chief of U.S. Information

Agency’s “People to People” program, urged the salesmen

to restrain their impulses to sell, to become “simpatico”

with their foreign counterparts instead. Guests at the

dinner included officials of embassies of France, Italy &
Germany, Sens. Capehart (R-Ind.) & Randolph (D-W.Va.).

U.S. is Britain’s biggest customer for hi-fi & other

audio equipment, reports British Radio Equipment Mfrs.

Assn., which also gives these facts about British exports

of hi-fi gear: In 1958, Britain exported $30.8 million worth
of hi-fi equipment, about $11.2 million of it to the U.S., a
total of $14 million to all of North America. For the first

6 months of 1959, audio equipment exports totaled about

$14 million, of which $5.6 million went to the U.S. Record-
playing devices comprise the leading category of British

audio exports—^responsible for more than $14 million of

last year’s total, $8.4 million of which went to the U.S.

The British audio industry will have its own display at the

British Exhibition, N.Y., next June.

Closed-circuit-TV translating device was patented by
the late Washington patent-attorney & engineer John B.

Brady. Designed to replace earphone translation systems
like the one used at the UN, Brady’s apparatus uses a tele-

type operator to transcribe texts of speeches as they are

translated by an interpreter in a soundproof booth. The
teletype tape is scanned by a TV camera and the audience

reads the translation on closed-circuit receivers. Brady, 62,

died last week in Washington as a result of an automobile
injury—just one week after the patent was issued.

Electronic substitutes for heart, lungs and other vital

organs were envisioned by RCA’s Gen. David Sarnoff in an
address last week to the B’nai B’rith Board of Governors.
He was awarded the organization’s President’s Medal, for

“creative genius in higher communications—advancing
knowledge & understanding between men & nations.” Look-
ing into electronics’ future, Gen. Sarnoff declared: “It is

conceivable that eventually miniaturized electronic sub-
stitutes will be developed to serve as long-time replace-

ments for organs that become defective through injury or

age.” He also envisioned an electronic “dashboard” for the
human body—“a home device, like scales, that will register

not only weight but heart beats, blood pressure, pulse data.

Moreover, it will carry an alarm system advising the user
when to consult a physician.”

Unique TV-radio stereo simulcast—the first to be spon-
sored by manufacturers of hi-fi components—was presented
Nov. 15 on NBC’s WRCA-TV & WRCA N.Y. Project
Stereo: ’60 traced the development of sound reproduction
from Edison’s phonograph to today’s component stereo

systems. Sponsors were Bogen, Garrard, Electro-Voice.
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RCA Files AM Stereo Plea: Going it alone after withdraw-

ing from the industry-wide National Stereophonic Radio

Committee because of anti-trust fears, RCA Nov. 13 peti-

tioned FCC to adopt its AM stereo broadcast standards.

The NSRC is expected eventually to file its own findings on

the various AM stereo systems, but it is giving top priority

now to FM systems, since the FCC has asked for FM—but

not AM—proposals (Vol. 15:42 pl8).

RCA asked the Commission to approve the system it

demonstrated to some FCC members & staffers last March

on WRCA N.Y. (Vol. 15:9 p3, 10 p4). The compatible sys-

tem transmits a full monaural signal to standard radios,

stereo signal to special stereo sets on the regular AM
broadcast band. Two AM signals are transmitted by the

station, together with a frequency-modulated difference

signal. The latter signal is ignored by standard radios, but

used by stereo receivers to separate the 2 sound channels.

“For the broadcaster, the system requires only simple

additions to a standard broadcast transmitter,” RCA said

in its petition. “For the public, [it] involves the addition

of only a small amount of circuitry [to produce] a stereo

radio tuner, with the result that its cost would be slightly

greater than that of a conventional monophonic tuner.”

RCA indicated that it may also file an FM stereo

standards proposal. In its comments it stated that it has

been conducting research into the best methods of com-

patible FM broadcasting.

Trade Personals: New organizational structure of RCA
semiconductor & materials div. to give “greater emphasis

to major product programs” has resulted in appointment

of managers for 4 new depts.: Thomas R. Hays transferred

from sales dept. mgr. to mktg. dept, mgr.; Norval H. Green

from gen. quality control mgr. to entertainment semicon-

ductor products mgr.; Kenneth M. McLaughlin from plant

mgr. of Lancaster (Pa.) color kinescope plant to computer

products & materials mgr.; Barnes V. Dales from modules

engineering mgr. to micromodule dept, mgr.; industrial

semiconductor dept. mgr. will be named later . . . Allan B.

Dickenson, former color kinescope mfg. mgr., succeeds

McLaughlin as Lancaster color kinescope plant mgr.

Robert F, Halligan named Hallicrafters exec, vp &
gen. mgr. . . . Sydney W. Natkin, ex-RCA Service Co.,

named National Radio Co. asst. gen. mgr. . . . Raymond T.

Leary promoted from vp-sales mgr., distributor div., to

Cornell-Dubilier gen. sales mgr. . . . James E. Dingham
elected AT&T vp & chief engineer, succeeding Harold R.

Huntley . . . Thomas Garvin named Magnavox acting West
Coast sales mgr. . . . Edward Lisovicz named to new post

of industrial & military cathode-ray tubes div. mgr.,

Thomas Electronics.

Dr. Frank A. McMahon named mgr.. General Precision

Labs service & support dept., with responsibility for ground

support equipment, repair, spare parts, publications, field

service & training . . . Edward J. Danneberg promoted from

industrial relations dir. to new post of personnel vp,

Tung-Sol; E. Leslie Peter named sales mgr. of Tung-Sol’s

new Canadian div., Tung-Sol Sales Corp., Montreal.

Warren B. Lincoln, ex-Chrysler Corp., named Strom-

berg-Carlson budget dir. . . . David L. Simonds, A. C.

Simonds & Sons, elected pres.. Dominion High Fidelity

Assn. (Canada), succeeding H. Roy Gray, Astral Electrical

Co. . . . Walter T. Davis appointed Western sales mgr.,

Arvin electronics & appliances div., succeeding Weldon
Payne, named Eastern sales mgr.

Finance

New Highs for CBS: Sales & net earnings for the first 3

quarters of this year set new 9-month records for CBS Inc.

The previous records were set last year. The company’s

directors raised the quarterly dividend to 35^ a common
share from 30^ and declared a 3% stock dividend payable

Dec. 24 to holders Nov. 27 (see dividend table).

In their report to stockholders, Chmn. William S.

Paley and Pres, Frank Stanton said that 2 non-recurring

adjustments & transactions in the first 9 months would

have the combined effect of a charge to the 4th-quarter net

income of 10^ a share. Income taxes of about $700,000 on

inventory profits, included in last year’s tax provisions,

were deferred in prepaid expense. CBS Inc. also disposed

of its 50% ownership in Pacific Ocean Park, Santa Monica,

Cal. (Vol. 15:44 pll), with a resulting charge to net income

of $2.4 million. Included in the 9-month net income is

$900,000 profit on the sale of the Alvin Theater, N.Y. Report

for 9 months ended Sept, 30: 1959 1958

Sales $318,291,438 $300,738,926
Net income 17,496,934 16,522,462
Earned per share 2.15 2.10
Average shares 8,129,481 7,881,400

Meredith Publishing Co. derived 18.5% of its total

revenues from its broadcasting interests (WHEN-TV &
WHEN Syracuse, WOW-TV & WOW Omaha, WBRC-TV
& WBRC Birmingham, WKYT Lexington, Ky., and 30%
of WBIR-TV & WBIR Knoxville) during the 3 months
ended Sept. 30. The income statement for the period:

Total revenues
From publishing
From broadcasting . . .

.

Other
Net profit

Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1959
$14,167,884
10,215,644
2,599,576
1,352,664
1,264,106

97(f

1,299,421

1958
$11,716,354

9,283,508
2,305,710
127,136
786,899

6U
1,298,065

Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. gross revenues for 39 weeks
ended Oct. 4 totaled $11,765,168. Combining the newly re-

leased revenue figures with the net income figures already

reported (Vol. 15:44 p22) gives this picture for 39 weeks

to Oct. 4: 1959 1958

Gross revenues . .

.

Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

$11,765,168
1,197,097

77(i‘

1,549,012

$9,762,415
219,394

14<f

1,541,137

Gross Telecasting Inc. (WJIM-TV & WJIM Lansing,

Mich.) reports, for first 9 months of 1959, a decrease in

operating revenues to $1,916,784 from $1,994,496 and in

net income to $460,207 from $529,246 for the same 1958

period. For 3 months ended Sept. 30, revenues were up to

$655,183 from $622,094, net income down to $155,776 from

$171,826 in 3rd-quarter 1958.

Loew’s Theatres Inc., the theater-operating company
which was spun off Loew’s Inc, (MGM), reports net income

of $2,007,251 (75^ a share) for the year ended Aug. 31. No
comparison with the preceding year is possible because the

theater firm was not in existence for the fiscal year 1958.

The company owns radio WMGM N.Y,

Decca Records’ net income more than doubled in the

9 months ended Sept. 30:

Net income
Earned per share . . .

.

Shares outstanding .

.

1959

$911,260
60<t

1,527,401

1958

$394,353
26(f

1,527,401
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Sonotone Corp. sales & profits rose sharply in the 3rd

quarter ended Sept, 30, and pres, Irving I, Schachtel pre-

dicted that 1959 earnings would “approach $1 a share” and

establish a new high, July-Sept,i sales increased to

$6,597,000 from $4,719,000 in the year-ago quarter and profit

more than doubled to $348,951 from $158,611, Schachtel

also reported that Oct, sales were the highest of any month

in Sonotone history. For 9 months ended Sept, 30:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share
Shares outstanding (1959)

1959
$18,271,000

829,201
70(j:

1,147,025

1958
$15,980,000

539,424
45<t

1,147,025

Motorola’s recent record market performances prob-

ably stem from the increasing interest of large funds, in-

cluding investments trusts, finance vp Edwin P, Vander-

wicken said last week. Noting Motorola’s current bright

financial picture (Vol, 15:44 p21) and Pres, Robert W,
Galvin’s forecast that 1959 should “comfortably” set nevv^

highs, Vanderwicken said: “That prediction looks more
comfortable than ever,”

American Television & Radio Co, reported a 15-fold

profit increase on a 23% jump in sales for the fiscal year

ended June 30, Net income rose to $13,532 compared with

$859 in fiscal 1958, Sales increased to $1,109,493 from
$909,415, Pres, Albert A, Goifstein said that sales in the

first fiscal quarter ended Sept, 30 were 45% ahead of those

in the year-ago quarter.

Compensation of top Sylvania executives last year, as

disclosed in its prospectus issued in connection with the

sale of $25 million in 5%% debentures: Chmn,-Pres, Don
G, Mitchell, $150,000 plus $1,623 paid to retirement & sav-

ings accounts; senior vps W, Benton Harrison, Frank J,

Healy, Robert E, Lewis & Barton K, Wickstrum, each

$59,999 plus $709 paid to retirement & savings accounts,

Hallicrafters Co, net income more than doubled to

$480,602 in the 8 months to Aug, 31, compared with
$225,152 in the same 1958 period. The profit increase mir-
rored a sales gain to $15,904,952 from $13,093,550,

Page Communications Engineers Inc, anticipates that
sales in the fiscal year ending July 31, 1960 will rise to

$16 million from fiscal 1959’s $12,1 million, pres, Thomas
V, Jones of parent Northrup Corp, said last week. He fore-

sees Page sales reaching $21 million in fiscal 1961,

Reports & comments available: Jerrold Electronics,

analysis, Carroll & Co,, 24 Commerce St,, Newark, N.J, , , ,

Electronics Capital Corp,, analysis, W, H, Tegtmeyer &
Co,, 39 S, LaSalle St,, Chicago 3 . , , National Company,
Inc,, prospectus, H, Hentz & Co,, 72 Wall St,, N.Y, 5 , , ,

RCA, study, Eastman, Dillon, Union Securities & Co., 15
Broad St., N.Y, 5 . . . General Precision Equipment, analy-
sis, W, E. Hutton & Co., 14 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . Siegler,

comments in Investor's Reader, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fen-
ner & Smith, 70 Pine St., N.Y. 5 . . . Eitel-McCullough, Inc.,

prospectus, Schwabacher & Co., 14 Wall St., N.Y. 5.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Payable
Stk. of
Record

AB-PT Q $0.25 Dec. 15 Nov. 20
Collins Radio

. Q .50 Jan. 2 Dec. 18
CBS Q .35 Dec. 11 Nov. 27
CBS Stk. 3% Dec. 24 Nov. 27
General Instrument .

.

.15 Dec. 15 Nov. 17
Storer Bcstg. Co Q .45 Dec. 15 Nov. 27
Storer Bcstg. Co. “B” . Q .06 Dec. 15 Nov. -27

Wells-Gardner’s earnings for the first 9 months of

1959 were double those of 1958 on increased sales, but Pres.

Robert S, Alexander told stockholders that 4th-quarter

sales & profits will be “somewhat lower” than the 3rd-

quarter figures. The company’s backlog of unfilled orders

Sept. 30 was $6,936,275 vs. $6,249,202 a year earlier. For

9 months ended Sept. 30: 1959

Sales $17,986,967
Net earnings 525,485
Earned per share 1.25

Shares outstanding (1959) 421,800
For 3 mos, ended Sept. 30:

1958

$12,901,420
262,463

62
421,800

Sales $8,927,138 $6,026,450

Net earnings 371,462 278,470

Earned per share 89^ 66^

Standard Coil Products net income soared nearly 500%
on a 20% jump in sales in the 9 months ended Sept. 30,

pres. James D. Burke reported last week. Increasing de-

mand for Standard’s new miniaturized TV tuner, plus

higher production efficiency in the firm’s tuner div., “con-

tributed materially to the fine profit showing,” he said.

Standard’s tuner sales are running 50% ahead of last year,

Burke told us recently (Vol. 15:45 pl8). For 9 months

ended Sept. 30: 1959

Net sales $54,227,527
Net income 1,039,497
Earned per share 54^
Shares outstanding (1959) 1,925,779

For 3 months ended Sept. 30:

Net sales $19,005,960
Net income 399,794
Earned per share ....... 21^

1958

$45,241,321
212,768

11 .^

1,925,779

$16,191,801
187,924

IH

General Precision Equipment Corp. reports a sharp

increase in 3rd-quarter and 9-month sales & profits in 1959

compared with the corresponding periods of last year.

Chairman J. W. Murray predicted 1959 sales would top $200

million for the first time and that full-year earnings would
total $2.50 a share. He said the company is planning to

increase its non-military business through “further diversi-

fication & expansion in consumer products & industrial con-

trols.” For 9 months ended Sept. 30:

1959
Sales $156,420,305
Net income 3,043,628
Earned per share 1.91
Shares outstanding 1,125,810
For 3 months ended Sept. 30:

Sales $54,118,866
Net income 980,507
Earned per share 67^

1958
$122,772,431

915,612
5(j;

1,125,810

$37,331,503
160,678

Litton Industries reports sharp gains in sales & net

income for the fiscal year ended July 31. The Cal.-based

firm also announced it has acquired a majority interest in

Svenska Dataregister AB, Swedish maker of Sweda-brand
cash registers & point-of-sale recording equipment (Vol.

15:35 pl8), and has purchased full ownership of 2 com-
panies which distribute Svenska’s products in the U.S.,

Mexico, Switzerland. For the fiscal year ended July 31:

Sales etc
Net income
Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1959
$125,525,561

6,975,031
3.24

1,796,204

1958
$83,155,473

3,702,203
2.07

1,691,389

American Bosch Arma common stock trading privileges

on an unlisted basis are sought by the Philadelphia-Balti-

more Stock Exchange in an SEC application. The stock

now is listed on the N.Y. Stock Exchange.
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Texas Instruments racked up record sales & earnings

during the 3rd quarter and passed 1959’s three-quarter

mark with sales & earnings running more than double

those of the year-ago period, pres. P. E. Haggerty re-

ported last week. For 9 months ended Sept. 30:

1959 1958

Sales billed . . $140,899,000 $64,056,000

Net profit 9,877,000 3,691,000

Earned per share 2.60 1.10

Shares outstanding . .

.

3,914,630 3,256,988

For 3 months ended Sept. 30:

Sales billed . . $46,700,000 $21,867,000

Net profit 3,672,000 1,448,000

Earned per share 89^ 44^

International Resistance Co. sales soared 47% and net

income more than quadrupled to set new levels during

1959’s first 42 weeks, chmn. Charles Weyl reported last

week. He noted that sales for the 17 weeks ended Oct. 18

were up 31% to $6,267,440 and that net income had gained

to $565,769 from $381,073 for the same 1958 period. “It

appears that net earnings for 1959 will be substantially

above the best previous year in the company’s history,” he

said. For 1959’s first 42 weeks: 1959

Sales $15,676,568

Net income 1,493,370

Earned per share 1.08

1958

$10,642,998
309,825

23<f

General Dynamics Corp. profits skidded some $12 mil-

lion despite a sales gain of more than $32 million during

Jan.-Sept., Chmn. Frank Pace Jr. reported last week. He
also announced that the firm’s backlog had reached a

record $2,502 billion, compared with $2,095 billion last year.

For 9 months ended Sept. 30 : 1959 1958

Net sales $1,186,046,943 $1,163,498,834
Net income 16,844,682 28,740,152
Earned per share 1.70 2.92
Shares outstanding 9,936,442 9,842,191

American Electronics reports a profit on increased

sales for 1959’s first 3 quarters, compared with a loss

suffered during the year-ago period. For 9 months ended

Sept. 30: 1959 1958

Net sales $15,360,403 $12,630,479
Net income (loss in ’58) . . 353,084 (886,549)
Earned per share 40^ —
Shares outstanding 874,272 869,994

Amphenol-Borg Electronics reports a moderate in-

crease in net income on sales that jumped 24% during

1969’s first 3 quarters. Orders increased 37% during the

period. For 9 months to Sept. 30: 1959 1958

Net sales

Net income ....
Earned per share

$41,542,630
1,975,368

1.69

$33,395,167
1,649,930

1.42
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Transitron Electronic Corp., Wakefield, Mass, manu-
facturer of semiconductor products, has filed a SEC regis-

tration statement (File 2-15809) for public sale of 1,000,000

outstanding common-stock shares through an underwriting

group headed by Merill L3mch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith.

Sellers of 500,000 shares each are Transitron Pres. David
Bakalar & Chmn.-Treas. Leo Bakalar, who together own
98.6% of the outstanding stock.

Varian Associates will form a marketing & research

subsidiary in Switzerland, Varian A. G., to “facilitate par-

ticipation in expanding markets for its products abroad.”

The Palo Alto electronics firm anticipates that its 1959 ‘

overseas sales will increase 40% over the 1958 level to

$2.5 million, representing 6.5% of total sales.

Ampex has submitted an SEC registration (File (

2-15816) for 137,500 common-stock shares, $1 par value, to (

be offered to officers & employes under the company’s re- 4

stricted stock-option plan.

Allied Artists, for the quarter ended Sept. 26, reports J

net income of $652,600 (72^ a share) vs. $120,200 (12^) in '

the same 1958 period.

Auxiliary Services

SAG’s View of Pay TV; Screen Actors Guild, long an r.

ardent proponent of pay TV in the belief it would provide »

jobs for its members, doubts that “we will for some time y

see pictures made exclusively for pay TV,” SAG national L

exec. secy. John L. Dales told members last week. He *

added that while SAG intends to maintain the bargaining ^

right to open its contracts for negotiation of new formulas ^

& conditions, it has no plans to make pay-TV demands in i

the near future. “Too precipitate action can delay the '

medium,” said Dales. “The cart would be before the horse )

if we attempted to lay down new rules, regulations and
^

wage payment formulas in advance of the industry, just 11

because we have an open contract negotiation date ...»
None of us knows exactly where pay TV is going. But it is ft

casting a very pretty shadow.” E
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

Canada
CANADIAN TV—WHAT IT IS, and why—evolved from our dis-

cussions with top govt. & industry officials, as era of competition

is about to begin (pp. 1, 4, 11).

rcc
FCC'S DEEP PROBE OF PROGRAMS & powers starts with Dec. 7

hearing. Parties asked for ideas about "inimical" practices and

Commission's "guidance" role (p. 2).

SECRET ALLOCATION UPHELD by Court of Appeals, which re-

jects aviation industry protests against FCC assignments of non-

broadcast bands to military (p. 14).

FCC STUDIES CATV "AD HOC" committee suggestion. Cowgill

meets with small-town TV disputants in Denver Nov. 23. NCTA
group meets with Doerfer (p. 15).

Stations

McGANNON URGES SELF-REGULATION to forestall govt, legis-

lation (pp. 3 & 8).

TV MEN BITE PRESS DOG with a round of counterblasts at ama-

teur criticism of the medium & hysterical treatment in print of

quiz scandals (p. 7).

TvB FIFTH ANNIVERSARY meeting hears warnings from Doerfer,

Clipp and Cash (p. 8).

Networks

NETWORK EDITORIAL CONTROL tightened as CBS-TV evec. vp

James T. Aubrey Jr. announces a new set of ground rules for

programming and a new office at CBS to carry them out (p. 3 & 9).

Manuiaeturing S Distribution

FM BOOMLET BECOMING BOOM: Estimated 1959 retail sales of

FM sets, combinations & tuners total close to 1.5 million units.

Good sales in all price ranges (p. 18).

"SOCKET ANTENNA" CLAIMS rapped by National Better Business

Bureau in bulletin reporting experts' findings that "house wiring

is not an effective TV antenna" (p. 20).

Congress

ULTIMATUMS FROM MAGNUSON warn TV & radio, FCC, FTC to

cure qiuz & other industry ills by Jan.—or he'll "move immediately"

with legislation (p. 5).

Film Tape
CANADIAN TELEFILM UPSURGE is seen in the wake of "55%
Canadian" quota on new Canadian TV outlets. American pro-

ducers are mapping a new round of co-production deals north of

the border (p. 11).

NEW LOOK AT 20TH CENTURY-FOX as Levathes readies sweep-

ing reorganization and decentralization of production chief's au-

thority (p. 11).

Advertising

TOOTHPASTE COMMERCIALS HIT BY FTC for first time in com-

plaint that TV ads for Colgate Dental Cream's "protective shield"

are "deceptive" (p. 16).

Other Departments

AUXILIARY SERVICES (p. 15). PERSONALS (p. 17). FINANCE (p. 22).

FOREIGN (p. 23). ETV (p. 24).

CANADIAN TV—WHAT IT IS, AND WHY: New TV regulations issued by Canada's FCC-
like Board of Broadcast Governors last week reflect the country's continuing compromise in the dilemma of

balancing its determination to retain national identity with need of foreign capital & know-how. In Ottawa
last week, we discussed policies & projects with top govt. & industry officials, and both groups believe their

solutions are realistic.

Beacon of Canadian TV-radio system is Sec. 10 of its year-old Broadcasting Act, which says that

BBG's job is to provide regulations encouraging "a varied & comprehensive broadcasting service of a high

standard that is basically Canadian in content & character."

Even private broadcasters endorse that concept despite fact it means cost of their programs will be

much higher than they would be if they could buy them from U.S. without restriction. Next year, BBG will

authorize a station to private entrepreneurs in each of 8 major markets now monopolized by a govt.-owned

Canadian Bcstg. Corp. outlet or one of CBC's privately-owned affiliates. However, the new stations will be

denied the lifeline of full, live network service from either govt.-owned Canadian Bcstg. Corp. or U.S. networks.

"Private broadcasters aren't cowed by the govt." BBG Chmm. Dr. Andrew Stewart told us. "Canadian

briadcasters are Canadians. They have the same objectives which are' implicit in the Broadcasting Act."
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Private operators' spokesman T. J. (Jim) Allard, exec, vp of Canadian Assn, of Bcstrs., put it this

way: "There's a growing wave of nationalism in Canada today. It's the key factor in Canadian affairs." He
then gave a timely example of it in action among Canadian broadcasters. U.S.'s Radio Advertising Bvireou,

seeking to promote radio business and solicit members north of the border, last week announced plans to

hold sales clinics in Canada.

Hackles of CAB members rose immediately. Said Allard: "It's just as if I called you up and an-

nounced that I'd be over for dinner tonight—and told you to serve roast beef." NAB & U.S. networks on other

hand, Allard said, have been circumspect, "very effective ambassadors," always waiting to be invited before

offering anything. "Canadians want to continue watching & listening to U.S. TV & radio," he said, "but im-

doubtedly in decreasing amounts in the next 20 years."

Although Americans & other non-Canadians are permitted to own up to 25% in each of the 8 new sta-

tions, Allard doubts that many are stockholders in the still-secret applications. Though BBG members assured

us they'll have open minds as they weigh non-Canadian ownership among competing applications, Allard

said flatly that he believes "U.S. ownership would be a liability." He doubts that there's any U.S. money in

Winnipeg, Vancouver or Montreal applications so far, says there may be some in one Toronto bid. He believes

there's British capital in 2 Toronto applications, one Vancouver, one Montreal.

Recognizing programming problems of forthcoming stations, BBG has eased up on the severe "buy

Canadian" concept it had proposed. Its final regulations aim to let stations use fair amount of non-Canadian

material while promoting growth of domestic film-tape industry (see story, pH). Aside from sprawling CBC's

output, Canadian TV program production is mighty slim. According to CAB, only 8 half-hour series have been
produced since 1953. Sales record is even worse, CAB says, reporting that the 6 largest syndicators sold 465

films in 1959—and only 2 were Canadian-produced.

BBG uses a "Canadian content" formula to insure that telecasting reflects the "Canadian way of life"

concept. In its original proposals in July, BBG said "Canadian content" must be 55% of a station's schedule. It

has cut that to 45%, starting April 1961, increasing to 55% April 1962. Also, "Canadian content" is defined

more liberally than proposed. For example, films & tapes couldn't be so classified imless their producing com-

panies were 75% owned by Canadians. Now, only requirement is that a company is incorporated in Canada
and have Canadian citizens as majority of its board. In addition, "Canadian content" classification is given

to all programs, regardless of subject matter, created by each station for transmission over its own facilities,

and to all news programs.

BBG threw in a fuzzy one, though deliberately, saying that all programs "of general interest to Cana-

dians" would pass muster. It gave as examples World Series, U.S. Presidential addresses, UN meetings. At

press conference in Ottawa Nov. 18, BBG members were deluged, naturally, with questions about other possi-

bilities—Hollywood Academy Awards, American beauty contests with Canadian entrants, speeches by U.S.

citizens below Presidential rank, etc. Basically, said BBG member Carlyle Allison, experience will produce a
"book of common law" on the subject. Dr. Stewart told us later with a smile : "We can't try to anticipate the

operators' ingenuity on that one."

No quiz-rigging has been discovered in Canada, but BBG's reaction to U.S, problems is dramatic evi-

dence of the difference between philosophies of the 2 countries. BBG simply announced: "No station or net-

work shall broadcast any contest or program purporting to be a contest, the results of which are known in

advance of, or are known to have been determined in advance of such contest or program." And that's it.

You may want to study their regulations—they run all of 9 pages—which are accompanied by an
explanatory document. Copies are available from BBG, Transportation Bldg., Ottawa, Ont. BBG also plans

to re-examine radio regulations. (For more detail on Canadian TV plans & operations, see p. 4.)

FCC's DEEP PROBE OF PROGRAMS & POWERS: FCC intends to reach bedrock as it

explores TV-radio programming and its own powers in field of programming (Vol, 15:46 pi). Last week, it

set Dec. 7 for its first hearing, threw area wide open for any-6t-all to speak up on 5 broad subjects. Parties

planning to appear were asked to submit by Nov. 25 documents giving "in general, the nature & extent of the

comments, suggestions, information and data they wish to present."

FCC has no intention of "re-trying" quiz-rigging case or going into an evidentiary hearing on payola

in this proceeding. However, it plans to become specific on payola sooner or later because it seems to have

little doubt that the practice is direct violation of Communications Act provision re sponsor identification.
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Though it hasn't been announced, it's understood that Broadcast Bureau chief Harold Cowgill is tak-

ing charge of staff work, has selected committee of 4 top men to advise him: Attorneys Ashbrook Bryant,

Joseph Nelson & Louis Stephens, economist Hyman Goldin. If other FCC business is delayed as result of

concentration on inquiry. Commission won't be disturbed because the study is "Project No. 1."

If enough witnesses appear. Commission stands ready to devote almost all its time listening to them

between Dec. 7 & Christmas. In addition to its public notice of the hearing, it's expected that Commission will

call attention of specific organizations to the proceedings, inviting written or oral comments, or both. It's

assumed these would include prominent individuals and group spokesmen who have made public statements

on quizzes and the state of TV—religious, educational & civic leaders, members of Congress, PTA's, column-

ists, et al. Here's what Commission wants to learn during the hearing :

1 ) Whether & the extent to which policies & practices being pursued by some broadcast licensees

in the field of programming <S advertising are inimical to the public interest.

"(^2) Whether & the extent to which the general standards heretofore laid down by the Commission

for the guidance of broadcast licensees in the selection & broadcast of programs & other material to the public

are adequate in view of the changed & changing conditions in the broadcast industry.

"(3) Whether & the extent to which FCC should, by the exercise of its rule-making power, set

out more detailed & precise standards for the guidance of broadcasters in the exercise of their responsibility.

"(^4) Whether & the extent to which the Commission's present policies & procedures in the review &

consideration of the performance of its broadcast licenses in the field of programming & advertising is ade-

quate, in view of the greatly increased number of such licensees; and

"(5) Whether the Commission's authority under the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, is

adequate for these purposes or whether legislation should be recommended to the Congress."

"If legislation is needed & Constitutionally permissible you may rest assured the FCC will recommend
it to the Congress," Chmn. Doerfer later told TvB's annual meeting in Chicago (see p. 8). He said that when
FCC's investigation is over

—"and we will hurry it along as quickly as possible"—it probably won't be

enough for FCC just to come up with "pious affirmations of responsibility by a licensee."

SELF-REGULATION OR GOVT. REGULATION: That's the choice TV faces amidst con-

tinuing crises & Congressional attacks , NAB TV Code Review Board Chmn. Donald McGannon told 271

subscriber stations last week via closed circuit on the 3 networks. "Either we do or it's going to be done
for us," said McGannon forcefully. The Code Board, meeting in Los Angeles, wouldn't talk about amendments
it proposed behind closed doors until member stations received those proposals, but it's imderstood they would

(1) ban rigged quiz shows; (2) crack down on deceitful or offensive commercials; and (3) deal with aspects

of interview shows. The Board moved into the last-mentioned area out of regard to Frank Stanton and his

stature in the industry. There was sentiment against "pushing the panic button," but the majority prevailed.

Only hoiurs before McGannon's talk, he had received a letter from Sen. Magnuson (D. Wash.), chmn.

of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, sharply questioning whether the code was adequate
to meet the problem of rigged quiz shows. Magnuson wanted to know how the industry could regulate those

stations which aren't code members. Essence of McGannon's reply to Magnuson : "The code will work." The
industry was on the spot, yet a large segment of it wasn't even paying lip service to the code (see p. 8).

NETWORK EDITORIAL CONTROL: Last week CBS-TV entered a delicate area—more control

by the network over program content of packaged shows as well as house-produced attractions. Prime mover
in new tightening of network authority at CBS-TV is exec, vp James T. Aubrey Jr. New edicts were detailed

to network staff in a Nov. 17 memo that minced no words (see page 9).

Watchdog of new CBS policies will be Joseph H. Ream, veteran attorney & the network's Washing-
ton vp, named by Aubrey to brand-new post of vp in charge of program practices. Reporting to Ream will

be CBS-TV editing dept, (continuity acceptance), under the direction of Herbert A. Carlborg. To replace

Ream in Washington, CBS has appointed as vp Edmund C. Bunker.

No British "magazine concept" of total program control , with advertisers merely spot buyers at net-

work level, is envisioned by CBS, we're told. Move, however, goes a long way toward giving CBS a firm

voice in dictating better all-program balance, and how all CBS programs will operate.
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Similar tightening is being explored at NBC-TV , which has been quietly looking for a way to ease

out the Gillette-sponsored Friday Night Fights series. NBC is playing it cautiously, but did admit last week
it was "reviewing" the Fri. sports series (whose image & ratings, NBC privately feels, have suffered as re-

sult of charges of gangsterism in the fight business) on "an amicable basis" with the sponsor, even though

it's one of the oldest sponsored shows on NBC-TV.

FCC is in peculiar position as by-product of these moves . In recent months, the Commission has

probed network program control over option time and proposed to reduce it somewhat. Now, fully in agree-

ment that tighter program controls are necessary in wake of quiz scandals, FCC must determine whether

such control is best achieved by more, not less, editorial power in hands of network.

Canada
More about

THE CANADIAN PICTURE: Money, in Canada as else-

where, is difficult to track down. In Ottawa last week,

we found it impossible to determine which U.S. & other

non-Canadian interests are seeking or will seek to take

advantage of the 25% ownership in the 8 new major-

city, privately-owned TV stations to be authorized in

the next few months (Vol. 15:31 pi) The interests

will be disclosed, however, as the Broadcast Board of

Governors conducts its public hearings in the respec-

tive cities, starting on the following dates: Winnipeg
Jan. 13, Vancouver Jan. 18, Montreal March 7, Toronto

March 14, Edmonton & Calgary May 9, Halifax June 20.

Deadline for applications has passed only for Winnipeg
& Vancouver, and the names of applicants for those cities

have been released: Winnipeg—Perimeter TV Bcstrs. Ltd.,

228 Notre Dame Ave; Joseph Harris, “on behalf of a com-
pany to be incorporated,” 294 Portage Ave; R.S. Misener &
Associates, for a “to be incorporated” organization. Grain
Exchange Bldg. Vancouver—British Columbia TV Bcstg.

Corp. Ltd., 1204 Strand Bldg.; Pacific TV Co. Ltd., 355

Burrard St; Allen M. McGavin, for a “to be incorporated”

group, 2091 W. Broadway; Vantel Bcstg. Co. Ltd., 1219

Richards St.; Metropolitan TV Ltd., 1292 W. Georgia St.

Stockholders of none have been disclosed by the govt.

Deadlines for applications in the other cities are:

Montreal Nov. 30; Toronto Dec. 31, Edmonton & Calgary
Feb. 29, Halifax & Ottawa March 31.

There’s no question that a gold rush is on, perhaps even
more intense than that which followed the U.S. freeze end-

ing in 1952. In Ottawa, there were rumors of 30-50 applica-

tions in preparation for Toronto, but the general belief is

that the showdown will produce far fewer—but still

probably more than any U.S. hearing has produced.

It would take FCC half a decade to pick the winner
from so many applicants—but the BBG has a secret

weapon: no cross-examination by competing attorneys.

Lawyers may help applicants present their cases, but only

BBG members & their counsel may ask questions.

BBG has shown its speed elsewhere. For its vital new
regulations governing TV (see p. 1), it issued a mere 4-page
proposal July 28, held hearings Nov. 2 & 3, came up with
a final decision Nov. 18. BBG also has the advantages of

youth (being only a year old) and of having broad discre-

tion in making its own rules. Its Broadcasting Act is only

15 pages long.

There’s no doubt that private stations will make money
fairly fast—in the big cities at least. Though there is now
no more than one station in any Canadian city, except

those with one English- & one French-language, about 60%

of the Canadian population can & does watch U.S. stations

much of the time. But the new Canadian stations will pro-

vide the first local competition.

J. Alphonse Quimet (pronounced we met), pres, of the

govt.-owned Canadian Bcstg. Corp. which operates most
major-city stations now, tells us he has no doubt that the

new stations will bring in new money but he’s, also sure

they’ll cut into CBC revenues, too. However, it’s up to

Parliament, he says, to decide how much to subsidize CBC.
CBC’s finances are an open book. In the year ended

March 31, it took in $33,194,522, spent $87,314,553, the

govt, made up the difference. In the preceding year, it had

revenues of $29,390,035, expenses of $73,258,972.

Private broadcasters’ finances are a secret. The govt,

doesn’t even give out a lumped figure although it has them.

However, people who know, such as BBG counsel William

Pearson, assure us that private telecasters make out very

nicely after the first few years of operation. “Even in towns
of 25,000 to 30,000, they make a profit,” he said. Ouimet
adds that many small stations would never even start with-

out CBC’s heavy feed of programming & payments for

sponsored programs. “Look at Dawson Creek & Kamloops,
he said. “I think we have stations in even smaller com-
munities than you do in the U.S.”

* * *

Canada has an approach to broadcasting economics

totally different from that of the U.S. It won’t authorize

a station unless it thinks it can make good financially. FCC
authorizes all that the technicalities will allow and lets the

devil take the hindmost.

The Canadian govt.’s economic guesses have been

conservative, obviously. Only one or 2 radio stations have

gone under in the last 10 years, according to F. G. Nixon,

telecommunications dir. of the Dept, of Transport, the

govt.’s engineering & clerical arm for broadcasting.

The Canadian regulatory scheme isn’t well under-

stood, even by many Canadians. The BBG is now top dog. It

sets programming & commercial policy and determines who
shall operate stations. CBC had BBG’s powers besides op-

erating a network & stations. Now it’s an operator only.

CBC is govt.-owned, reports to BBG and Parliament,

but its employes aren’t civil servants. It’s supported by

govt, grants & advertising. The public pays no license fee.

BBG is a 15-member (,2 women) body. Three members
are full time: Chmn. Dr. Andrew Stewart ($20,000 a year).

Vice Chmn. Roger Duhamel ($18,000), Carlyle Allison

($17,000). The rest get $100 a day & expenses when they

attend meetings—a minimum of 6 annually.

Dr. Stewart is an economist & the former pres, of U.

of Alberta. Duhamel & Allison are former newspaper edi-

tors, Montreal La Patrie and Winnipeg Tribune, respect-

ively. BBG members currently outnumber their staff of 12,

which is being built to a maximum of 28 under energetic
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young secy. William D. Mills. (For other BBG members,

see page 489, TV Factbook No. 29.)

Allison foresees the new stations: (1) Providing a

choice of Canadian stations for the first time. (2) Giving

“more exposure to the Canadian way of life.” (3) Giving

smaller advertisers a break. (4) Encouraging more na-

tional advertising.

“The local radio & newspapers are worried,” he said,

“but I think the new stations will produce more advertising

for all in the long run.” Talk of a new network among
the new stations is vague at the moment, he said, but

he expects plenty of video-tape exchanges initially.

As for his reaction to the U.S. quiz scandals, Allison

said he can see how the intense competition could con-

tribute to the problem. He was particularly “horrified,” he

said, by the way comedians such as Bob Hope “spoofed

such a serious matter.”

CBC chief Ouimet is cheerful about the competition

for audience & business to come from the new stations.

“After all,” he said, “CBC recommended several years ago

that second stations be authorized.” He also stands ready,

if Parliament gives its decision & the money, to start a

second network service for the new stations, which aren’t

permitted to affiliate with U.S. networks.

He’s proud of CBC’s achievement, noting for example

that CBC produces more programs for 2 networks (English

& French) than Britain’s BBC or ITA and the French TV
system. Quimet doesn’t believe that the formation of BBG
will alter Canadian TV’s course noticeably. BBG was es-

tablished, he noted, because private broadcasters objected

to the fact that CBC has been both its regulator & its com-

petitor—“both judge & jury.” Only time will tell, he said,

whether private broadcasters find BBG a tougher regulator

than CBC was.

Ouimet is serious about Parliament’s mandate that

Canadian broadcasting be “basically Canadian in content

& character.” “We don’t want to be insular,” he said, “but

the factor is very important. No one in Canada—very few

people at any rate—question the fact that we should stress

the ‘made in Canada’ aspect of physical & material things,

but I think it’s even more important in things of the mind.”
* >1= *

The U.S. quiz scandals give CBC no problem, he said,

simply because CBC didn’t carry the shows—rejecting them
as an unsatisfactory type of program. Such problems are

far less likely to occur in Canada, he said, because: “We
produce our ovra programs and therefore have better con-

trol. The advertiser has no control at all over program con-

tent. For example, our main drama program may be

sponsored one year, unsponsored the next. That’s all right

with us. We still produce it.”

Ouimet is pleased to see FTC taking a sharper look at

U.S. commercials. “Whatever improvements occur in the

U.S. are good for us. For example, Canadian subsidiaries

of U.S. companies frequently complain when we reject

their commercials, pointing out that the U.S. networks
accept them. This exerts pressure on us.”

Grateful to U.S., too, for its TV pioneering, engineer

Ouimet said: “We’ve taken the best of U.S. developments in

engineering & programming and we’re glad to have them.”
He’s also wistful about the loss of topflight Canadian per-

forming & producing talent to U.S. & Britain—“We can’t

pay anyone $100,000.”

Dept, of Transport engineers, like their FCC counter-

parts, trying to squeeze the most out of the 12 vhf channels,

are also disappointed by uhf’s failures. Canada has no uhf
stations, only a couple of low-powered translators.

dot’s F. G. Nixon, dir of communications, said that

the proposed allocations changes (Vol. 15:43 p5), which
would permit drop-ins via mileage-power-height cuts, are

now being considered by the Canadian Radio Technical

Planning Board, which includes representatives from all

branches of industry. “So far,” he said, “the broadcasters

like the look of it, but they want to give it much more
study.” As in the U.S., the vhf channels are largely taken

up by operating stations, and more stations can be pro-

vided only by changing standards.

Illegal boosters? “We have none,” said Nixon. “When
we hear of one, the Mounties go in and seize it—and that’s

it. That’s quite a deterrent. If a booster operator comes
in with a first-rate piece of equipment, we’ll license him.”

CATV is no problem. CATV operator pays a $25
license, and the govt, requires only that he neither “muti-
late the signal nor radiate excessively.”

Congress

ULTIMATUMS FROM MAGNUSON: Breaking an unac-

customed silence he had kept since rival House investi-

gators took over TV quiz scandals & headlines last

month (Vol. 15:40-46), Senate Commerce Committee
Chmn. Magnuson (D-Wash.) charged out of his corner

last week, swinging hard at broadcasters, FCC & FTC.
Long a stem critic of TV-radio & FCC practices, Mag-

nuson opened up again Nov. 16 by challenging NAB’s TV
Code Review Board at its Los Angeles meeting to clean up
or shut up (see p. 8). He announced he was calling “the

industry” and FCC & FTC on to his Washington office

carpet for a show-down early in Jan. Then he fired heavy
broadsides at all hands in a speech to the Wash. State Assn,

of Bcstrs. at a meeting preceding NAB’s concluding fall

regional conference Nov. 19-20 in Seattle.

“The TV scandals have shocked us all,” Magnuson
said at the outset of his Seattle speech, in which he related

how he had initiated the TV quiz probe, then stepped aside

to let House Commerce Chmn. Harris (D-Ark.) carry on.

He wound up with a threat to push legislative correc-

tives for TV’s recently-exposed ills if they aren’t cured

promptly: “I repeat that I propose to call a meeting of the

Federal Communications Commission, the Federal Trade
Commission and the industry immediately after Congress
convenes—with an eye toward examining the procedures

that have been adopted that would be effective self-regula-

tion. I have faith in your ability to self-police your in-

dustry. But I will move immediately with legislation if

your action is meaningless or ineffective.”

In his speech Magnuson rang such alarms as these:

On quizzes: “The size & extent of the fraud & decep-

tion was staggering. The ‘get-rich-schemes’ that formed
the quicksand foundation of these shows corrupted many
and deceived millions. The demands for action to prevent

a recurrence of this tawdry situation are loud & clear.

Necessarily steps must & will be taken to avoid such hap-

penings in the future.”

On the TV code: “I was hopeful that the TV industry

—

through its TV code—could handle the kind of question

that was raised in the rigged quiz shows on the basic &
fundamental premise of honesty of presentation. It is

obvious that the code has proven to be ineffective, because
no action has been scheduled.”

On FCC: “I want to commend the FCC [for finally]

expanding its so-called radio & TV network broadcasting

investigation to include the policies & practices being pur-
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sued by some broadcast licensees in the field of program-

ming & advertising that may be inimical to the public

interest [see p. 2]. Frankly, I am totally surprised about

the slowness of the Commission in moving into this field.

There is no excuse. It has sufficient authority if it will only

exercise it.”

On FTC: “I was amazed at the statement of its Chmn.

Earl Kintner concerning the expansion of its monitoring

operations and its crackdown on misleading & fraudulent

broadcasting ads (Vol. 15:44 pl2) . . . He will note that

[in 1956] I urged the FTC to move ... If something is

missing, I want to know why and I propose to find out.”

And for TV & radio operators in his immediate audi-

ence, Magnuson had this lecture: “That there have been

abuses is to put it mildly. The first thing you must do as

broadcasters is to take inventory of your own operations.

There is no man or woman in this room even slightly ex-

perienced in broadcasting who does not know a quality

program from a bad program and who cannot distinguish

between a good ad & a misleading or fraudulent ad.

Sen. Case (R-N.J.), a Commerce Committee member,

also said he was “shocked & distressed” by the quiz dis-

closures. “We know that some major reforms must take

place,” he told an audience in West Orange, N.J.

* *

Earlier last week, the Senate Commerce Committee

broke into the news of the quiz scandals and their after-

maths with published reports that Sen. Monroney (D-

Okla.), another member, was readying hearings on “rigged”

TV ratings. The stories developed in the newspapers after

MBS Pres. Robert E. Hurleigh made a speech to Washing-

ton’s Sales Executive Club. Subsequent statements from
Monroney’s office did not support them.

Hurleigh, whose radio network has been having trou-

bles of its own, said that the Senate committee “has

amassed a great amount of information about possible

[TV] broadcast circulation misrepresentations.” Commit-
tee sources told us that it has accumulated a mass of

information about rating methods since Monroney held

one-man hearings on them in 1958 (Vol. 14:24 et seq.)

—

but that neither Monroney nor any other member of the

committee has alleged that ratings are “rigged.”

“At the basis of all the shenanigans [in the quizzes]

is the mumbo-jumbo of ratings,” Monroney said. “They

are inadequate but not necessarily inaccurate.” He later

repeated that he had found no evidence of “rigged” ratings.

Monroney still wants to resume his hearings on how rat-

ings influence TV programming but, as of last week’s end,

none had been scheduled.

Meanwhile, the House Commerce legislative oversight

subcommittee’s staff was beating the bushes around stations

in Philadelphia, Chicago, Los Angeles, Boston, Detroit,

Milwaukee and Miami—as starters—for likely payola

witnesses for the next phase of its hearings, which may
start next month (Vol. 15:46 p8).

“Reports are coming in from all over the place,” said

subcommittee counsel Robert W. Lishman, reporting that

his staffers were concentrating on specific payola clues

rather than “letters complaining about the nature of pro-

grams and that sort of thing.”

ABC-TV, which had escaped direct involvement in

network quiz disclosures because it has never carried big-

money shows, was touched by the payola investigation.

Oversight staffers interviewed ABC-TV’s headliner Dick
Clark about his practices on American Bandstand, which
is produced by Triangle’s WFIL-TV Philadelphia, The
Dick Clark Show and World of Talent.

Teen-age favorite Clark quit 3 music publishing firms

in which he has had interests after ABC announced a

newly-formulated policy “whereby performers & others

who select to play records will be required to divest them-

selves of all interests in recording, music-publishing and
allied fields.” Producer Anthony Mamarella of Bandstand,

who has an interest in a Philadelphia record firm, resigned

when he was given this ultimatum from the network.

As for Clark, ABC said in a statement that the net-

work is “satisfied that ABC has been apprised of all per-

tinent details relating to the various Dick Clark programs
and his related activities. We have concluded our investi-

gation with renewed faith in Dick Clark’s integrity.”

* *

The House subcommittee’s quiz-&-payola pot was kept

boiling at the same time by:

News-conference predictions by Attorney Gen. William
P. Rogers that “some prosecutions might result” from
Justice Dept.’s own quiz probe. He said Sec. 1343 of the

U.S. Criminal Code which forbids use of interstate com-
munications in “any scheme or artifice to defraud” (such

as bait & switch advertising) might be invoked. (Actually,

it’s understood that Rogers’ intentions are much firmer

than his words implied, that he’s going all-out in pretty

grim fashion, leading to presentations to a grand jury

soon. In Washington, however, attorneys wondered about
the strength of Rogers’ legal legs if he stands on Sec. 1343.

Many doubt that the law covers quiz-rigging.)

A statement by oversighter Rep. Bennett (R-Mich.)

that it is “deceptive” for any disc jockey to have any
financial stake in record or music publishing firms.

Partisan arguments in the Nov. Democratic Digest

that President Eisenhower, who has called the quiz scandals

“terrible,” appeared on “rigged” campaign shows in 1952

& 1956.

A blast at CBS-TV by the Women’s Christian Temper-
ance Union for “featuring murder, gun fights & violence”

on its shows, and denunciation of TV in general by exec,

vp Dr. Truman B. Douglas of the Home Missions Board of

Congregational Christian Churches.

A suggestion by Democratic Gov. Robert B. Mejmer of

N.J. that TV fix practices should be blamed on the Eisen-

hower Administration for its “mediocre appointments” to

such regulatory agencies as FCC & FTC. He told the

Young Democrats national convention in Toledo that a bad
example of such appointments was FCC’s “bumbling, myo-
pic John C. Doerfer.”

A spot check of disc jockeys across the country by
UPI, which found that many had heard of payola but

that most thought it must be practiced in other cities—not

in their own territories.

Hfi if if:

A N.Y. payola probe was also running in high gear. DA
Frank S. Hogan, who has been matching the Washington
TV investigations almost play for play, last week
subpoenaed books & financial records of 11 recording com-
panies (mostly in the rock-&-roll field, with no majors such

as Capitol or RCA Victor involved) as “an exploratory

move” to determine if commercial bribery is involved in

persuading disc jockeys to play new records. Also in N.Y.,

the 12,000-word Grand Jury report on quiz shows—the re-

port largely responsible for starting the recent House
probes—went under permanent wraps as general sessions

Judge Mitchell D. Schweitzer denied the jury’s request to

make the report public since it lacked “the right to answer

and to appeal.”
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TV MEN BITE PRESS DOG: Indications are mounting

that the TV industry—at all levels—has just about had

it as regards the bombardment of print-media criticism,

cure-all proposals and general carping leveled against

TV in the wake of the Washington quiz probes. Last

week, the industry began to fight back on several fronts.

Dave Garroway, star of NBC-TV’s early-morning

Today series, let off steam for a full 15 min. in his Nov.

20 pre-taped telecast, counterattacking recent press blasts

against the taping of his emotional comments on Charles

Van Doren. “I want you to understand that except for the

news portions this program is on tape,” said Garroway, who
went on to explain the reasons (time uniformity in all

zones, guest personalities available only during the day,

etc.) why his show was recorded 14% hours before tele-

cast. “There’s been no secret about all this taping,” Garro-

way said, adding that the move has had “every bit of

publicity that our press department could give it.” If the

taped segment dealing with his comments on Van Doren had
been edited out, said Garroway, “Could you imagine what
dark meanings the papers would have ready in such an

alternative? Why has Garroway been muzzled?” As a

final thrust, Garroway stated, “it’s time somebody exposed

the unconscionable smears for what they are.”

An even stronger broadside was fired Nov. 20 by NBC
Chmn. Robert W. Sarnoff in one of his periodic “open

letters” to TV editors. Sarnoff’s target: Time Inc., which

the NBC chmn. said was operating under “curious double

standards” in blasting TV while drawing “millions of

dollars” in TV revenue from Time-owned TV outlets which,

without once protesting, have carried most of the quiz

shows that have been prime expose targets.

“It’s hard to escape one of 2 conclusions,” said

Sarnoff in a minor masterpiece of sarcasm. “Either the

Time Inc. management places little credence in its maga-
zines’ stories about corruption & mediocrity in the network
service, or the management embraces that same crass,

unprincipled commercialism of which its magazines accuse

us.”

Earlier in the week, one of TV’s best-known admen

—

McCann-Erickson senior vp C. Terence Clyne—launched
a similar counterblast at a Nov. 17 RTES seminar luncheon

in N.Y. that drew the largest turnout in 6 years for an
RTES affair. M-E’s Terry Clyne, who bosses a TV opera-

tion that amounts to 18 hrs., 25 mins, weekly of network
programming, agreed that “corrective action” was neces-

sary, that the double-spotting in station breaks represented

“too many commercials,” and that “extraneous plugs should

be knocked out.” Clyne went on to score “people on cloud
9” who attack TV without knowledge of the industry. “All

of Hollywood & Broadway will produce less than 200 hours
of theatrical entertainment this year,” he said, “If you
took the best 200 hours of TV (from a total of some 3,000

TV hours annually on networks between 7:30-10:30 P.M.)

and compared them, TV would win hands down.”
At the same RTES meeting, programs & talent vp

David Levy of NBC-TV listed some of his network’s pro-

gram highlights of the previous week, then launched a barb
at “some of the self-appointed & self-anointed spokesmen
for the industry . . . willing to shoot everything on sight.”

Levy compared (as Clyne did) TV with another medium,
stating that “neither are all the 12,000 books published
each year good and no critic demands that they all be

good—or even be read.”

And across the nation, TV stations began to take to

the air with some editorial comment. (See next column.)

Defense Editorial: One of the stations that are not too

intimidated by the present furor to speak up for them-

selves & the industry is WDSU-TV New Orleans. Exec,

vp & gen. mgr. Robert D. Swezey sends us the following

editorial which was aired over the station as well as radio

WDSU on Nov. 16.

“The other day we suggested that the television quiz

show scandal is being blown up out of all proportion to

the facts. Broadcasting people are ashamed of the rigged

shows and they’re doing something about it. But it seems
to us it’s ridiculous to treat the fakery on half a dozen
question shows as a national disaster . . . and ridiculous

to use this situation as a springboard for violent attacks

on television programming in general.

“American television produces programs for the

greatest mass audience in the history of the world. U.S.
programs are among the most popular in Great Britain,

which has both commercial and government TV systems,

and all over the free world. Our three TV networks alone

carry more than 10 thousand hours of programming a
year—20 times the quantity of entertainment Hollywood
produced for movie screens last year.

“All kinds of pressures shape television programs. One
is the much-criticized rating system which, whatever its

defects, is an honest attempt to find out what most people
want to see. The overall result, in our perhaps biased
opinion, is remarkably good. First, we see no reason to
apologize for the basic programs that add up to good en-
tertainment: Wagon Train and Gunsmoke, Peter Gunn and
Maverick, Perry Como, Steve Allen, Ed Sullivan, Dinah
Shore, Playhouse 90 and Sunday Showcase.

“Second, we don’t believe there has ever been a tele-

vision season better than this one in terms of productions
of serious works. In the past few weeks we’ve seen Henry
James’ “Turn of the Screw,” Maxwell Anderson’s “Win-
terset,” George Bernard Shaw’s “Misalliance,” Somerset
Maugham’s “The Moon and Sixpense,” Henrik Ibsen’s “Doll
House,” Thornton Wilder’s “Our Town.” We’ve seen news
specials by Edward R. Murrow on missiles and by David
Brinkley on national politics. Locally, this station has can-
celled regular evening programs to present a news special
on Louisiana politics, a special panel on juvenile delin-

quency and a live broadcast of a local opera production.
“The quiz show scandal, it seems to us, does not erase

the fact that American television is now doing an excellent
job of presenting memorable & worthwhile entertainment.”

That one-hour boycott of TV, proposed by syndicated
Washington columnist Roscoe Drummond, was something
of a bust last week, according to rating reports shown us
by A. C. Nielsen and ARB. Drummond had proposed a

don’t-watch-TV period of 10-11 p.m. Nov. 17, as a “dra-

matic & forceful” means of showing sponsors, networks,
etc. that the public wasn’t to be trifled-with. Multi-city

Arbitron figures showed a sets-in-use level of 61.1% for

the time period, as compared with a 66.0 the previous week
and a 60.2 the week before that. The overnight Nielsen
measurement for N.Y. showed a 62.2 for the 10-11 p.m.

segment, as compared with 65.7 the previous week. “Well
within the normal rise & fall of sets-in-use figures for this

time of year, with no significant change,” is how both re-

search firms summed up columnist Drummond’s effect on
TV viewing in major TV markets.

New rep: KGBT-TV (Ch. 4) Harlingen, Texas, to

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell from H-R Television.
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TVB HEARS WARNINGS: Members of the Television

Bureau of Advertising gathered in Chicago last week

to mark a 5th anniversary. Among other messages,

they got the word that TV must clean its house pronto

—or have it done for them. The stage was set by FCC
Chmn. John C. Doerfer in a stern speech which acknow-

ledged no FCC responsibility for the quiz fix in which

TV finds itself. Doerfer warned that the industry needs

a crash reform program to rescue itself.

“There are a number of observers, both in & outside of

the broadcasting industry, who feel that the American

system of broadcasting will come to a crisis with the re-

sumption of the Congress in Jan. of 1960,” Doerfer said.

“If the industry does not successfully survive that crisis,

it has no one to blame but itself.”

Persistent cries of “there ought to be a law” are heard,

Doerfer warned. To try to stop them—and possible govt,

censorship—he said the industry should “set up its own
internal controls” to: (1) Prevent “objectionable deceptions

beyond acceptable dramatic license.” (2) “Cull out all

form.s of exaggerated claims & half truths [in com-

mercials] which assault common sense.” (3) “Modify those

attitudes which regard the public as so many impersona-

lized digits.” (4) Give broadcast licensees “full control”

over all programming—“including the commercials.”

The “clean-house” message was soundly echoed by

TvB Chmn. Roger W. Clipp (vp-gen. mgr., radio-TV div..

Triangle Publications, Inc.) and TvB Pres. Norman E. Cash.

Clipp urged immediate self-regulation for TV through an

expanded TV Code Board with power to grant an NAB
seal of approval to commercials & programs meeting a

more complete set of TV standards.

He called for previewing of commercials & programs,

beginning at the storyboards. The NAB seal of approval he

envisions would be granted to network, local or syndicated

programs or commercials, live or on film, which met code

standards. “With this sort of voluntary regulation,” he

told TvB, “TV can have what no other medium ever has

had—an industrywide testing lab and a symbol which can

be a standard of acceptance to both buyers & sellers.”

Cash told the Chicago meeting TV must “keep a tight

rein on advertising to make certain that products are as

advertised,” and programming “must be designed to

broaden the intellectual capacities of our people and to

improve the social and economic understanding of our

civilization.”

Arthur C. Nielsen Sr., chmn. of A. C. Nielsen Co.,

normally imperturable, refused to turn the other cheek to

the current crop of post-quiz criticism of rating services,

and launched an ad-lib roundhouse right at what he termed

“irresponsible charges” and “astonishing statements” con-

cerning TV research.

Nielsen Sr., departing from the text of a prepared

speech, termed as “vicious & unjustified” the attacks on

his own firm’s rating services, based upon what he des-

cribed as “complete lack of knowledge of audience measure-

ments or even inclination to learn what our business is all

about.” Drawing a bead on Sen. Mike Monroney (D-

Okla.), who has launched an attack on research services

(see other story, p. 5), Nielsen_ snapped that “outspoken

individuals in Congress condemn sampling in TV research

and yet base important decisions on government statistics

produced by these same sampling methods.”

TvB’s board approved a 1960 budget of $1,050,000 and
the installation of a TV- tape recorder for TvB’s move to

new headquarters at 1 Rockefeller Plaza in mid-1960.

More about

McGANNON URGES SELF-REGULATION: When we asked

NAB TV Code Board Chmn. Donald McGannon last

week in Los Angeles what was being done about those

commercials labeled as deceitful & fraudulent by Wash-
ington committees & officials, he said he’d been trying

to do something for 6 weeks, with no affirmative re-

sults, adding: “We are not getting cooperation from
the ad agencies & sponsors involved. We cannot force

them to cooperate, because they are not signatories, and

because this is a voluntary code. These commercials are

seen on stations & networks which have the seal, but

any self-regulatory code which is voluntary is difficult

to enforce.”

This was probably part of the reason for McGannon’s
emphasis—at NAB’s fall conference session (see p. 3) in

Los Angeles—that the industry must comply with a

strengthened code. “We have the FCC beginning hearings.

The oversight committee plans hearings. So do the FTC and
Sen. Magnuson. Everybody is getting into the act,” he

warned. He told broadcasters that the focal point is pro-

gram control and insisted “you, and you alone, are the

final determinate of what goes on the air.”

Pointing out that the industry is in a position of “dis-

comfiture and under pressure,” McGannon outlined the

Code Board campaign to offset this. He said the Board has

stepped up monitoring of advertising on subscriber sta-

tions from 20,000 to 100,000 hours a year; it has increased

monitoring of program content; it has opened a Hollywood
office to advise telefilm producers. Stations must engage in

promotion, he said, to advertise the code.

McGannon expressed concern about commercials which
suggest a product is capable of doing something it can’t.

“Our basic decision to be made is whether we’re going to do

the job [of eliminating this practice] or someone else is

going to do it for us. “We find the idea of government regu-

lation repugnant.” The NAB official said he had contacted

non-subscriber stations, but added grimly, “There has been

no meaningful response. I detect no groundswell.”

McGannon said the Code Board does not think Rep.

Harris (D-Ark.) and his committee, the FTC or FCC want
to regulate TV any more than it is now regulated, and
would do so only if the industry doesn’t solve its own prob-

lems. “We must clean up our own houses. This means dem-
onstrating by word & act, the integrity that is expected of

us . . . without this, any attempt to convey an image of

responsibility to the public or their governmental repre-

sentatives will be a sham and rejected.”

Previously, Louis Hausman, dir. of NAB’s TV Informa-

tion Office, had told delegates the industry must counter-

attack with a campaign pointing out the good in TV—^the

information & public service programs, for example. He
urged stations & advertisers to promote such shows. “We
must reject this total indictment because of the failure in

the one area,” he declared, adding that TV has much to be

proud of but han’t done much to stress this.

NAB Pres. Harold Fellows earlier defended the work
of NAB and asked broadcasters to show a unified front and
settle their intra-Association problems internally. He urged

that more stations subscribe to the NAB code and warned
that the survival of TV as a free enterprise industry is at

stake. Fellows admitted there has been increasing criticism

of drinking scenes on TV and that NAB may amend the

code to curb such scenes. NAB, he said, is investigating

payola to correct a “deplorable” situation.

In Washington, the closed-circuit presentation was
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viewed in WTOP-TV’s Broadcast House audition room by
FTC Chmn. Earl Kintner, FTC Comr. Edward C. Tait, and
Senate Commerce Committee communications counsel

Nicholas Zapple. Also invited to the special TV party by
Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.’s Washington vp Joseph E.

Baudino were FCC members, who were delayed by a Com-
mission meeting, and counsel Robert W. Lishman of the

House Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee. FCC
Chmn. Doerfer and his legislative asst. Paul M. McDonough
arrived just as the code show ended. Lishman sent his

regrets. Kintner, Tait and Zapple made no on-the-record

comments, but they watched & listened closely.

Full ownership of radio WLS Chicago is being acquired

by 50% owner AB-PT, which has agreed to buy the stock

of 50%-owner Prairie Farmer Publishing Co. AB-PT
financial vp Simon B. Siegel said that AB-PT would con-

tinue the publication of magazines owned by Prairie

Farmer—Prairie Farmer, Wallace’s Farmer, Wisconsin

Agriculturist. AB-PT recently rejected a $20-million offer,

by an undisclosed organization, for its radio o&o’s—WABC
N.Y., WXYZ Detroit, KGO San Francisco, KQV Pitts-

burgh, 50% of WLS. An AB-PT spokesman said that the

offer was declined because ABC is committed to maintain

a radio network for public service & defense purposes and
that the network losses would be too great to sustain un-

less offset somewhat by the profits of o&o’s.

NAB’s TV membership reached a total of 327 stations

(among 560 on the air) last week with the addition of Mid-

western Bcstg. Co.’s WTOM-TV Cheboygan, Mich., bring-

ing all Paul Bunyan Network TV & radio properties under

the NAB banner. The company’s WPBN-TV & WTCM
Traverse City already were NAB members. Paul Bunyan
radio stations joining up with the NAB to bring its AM
members to 1,540 (among approximately 3,500 on the air)

were WATC Gaylord, WATT Cadillac, WATZ Alpena,

WMBN Petoskey. NAB membership also includes 448 FM
stations (among about 650 on the air).

RCA shipped 25-kw transmitter Nov. 18 to KSWO-TV
(Ch. 7) Lawton, Okla., planning boost to 316-kw at new
site near Grandfield, Okla.; 10-kw transmitter Nov. 13 to

educational WTHS-TV (Ch. 2) Miami, Fla., planning boost

to 100-kw after move to Hollywood, Fla.; also a mono-
chrome TV tape recorder to WTVR Richmond and to the

Washington Procurement Office, Berryville, Va.

Sale of KOVR (Ch. 13) Stockton-Sacramento, Cal. to

Metropolitan Bcstg. Co. for moi'e than $3.5 million by

Gannett newspapers was completed last week, subject to

FCC approval. Just 4 weeks ago (Vol. 15:43), Metropolitan

announced the purchase of radio WIP Philadelphia and
uhf WTVH Peoria.

Facility changes: WGAN-TV (Ch. 13) Portland, Me.

began programming Oct. 36 using 1619-ft. tower on Brown
Hill, Raymond, Me., currently world’s tallest tower. KFVS-
TV (Ch. 12) Cape Girardeau, Mo. Oct. 20 began construc-

tion of 1676-ft. Dresser-Ideco tower, 8.5 miles N of town.

KMMT (Ch. 6) Austin, Minn. Nov. 1 boosted to 100-kw.

As if the TV quiz-scandal was not getting enough
front-page publicity these days, when an entirely different

kind of 7-day wonder comes along—the finding of $10-

million worth of great Renaissance paintings—they turn

up under the bed of—natch—a TV repairman.

Radio KGIL Los Angeles was sold for $800,000 last

week by Pierce Brooks Bcstg. to Richard D. Buckley &
John B. Jaeger, owners of WHIM, Providence, R.I.

Networks

More about

CBS TIGHTENS CONTROLS: To make CBS-TV programs
“exactly what they purport to be,” a new set of ground
rules was issued Nov. 17 by exec, vp James T. Aubrey
in the form of a 4-page memo that touched on topics
ranging fi'om contests to the proper introduction of a
pre-taped show.

Aubrey made clear that there would be no witch hunts
in the realm of “artifices used in programs which are clearly
fiction.” Theatrical conventions are so solidly planted in
the minds of the viewers that no problem of deceit or mis-
conception is involved.”

Although no signs would be flashed that bullets in
Westerns are really blanks or that many a heroine’s dazzl-
ing smile was really a triumph of cosmetic dentistry, other
program areas have to toe the mark under the new CBS
rules. Samples:

Games & Contests: Big-money game or quiz shows are
barred. All other game or panel shows “are to be con-
ducted ir all respects in precisely the manner in which they
purport to be conducted . . . any element of preparation
must be disclosed.” The manner of selecting contestants
from the audience must be disclosed.

Interviews & discussions: Anything other than “re-
hearsal of physical position & movement on camera” in the
way of advance preparation must be announced, partic-
ularly “questions . . . supplied in advance to the person
being interviewed,” or where “the area or nature of the
interview is . . . delineated.” Pre-recorded interviews used
in connection with special-event shows must be identified.

Recorded shows: If a show is totally or partially re-

corded in advance, “whether on film or tape,” announce-
ment of that fact must be made at the start or end of a
show. Lip-sync (mouthing silently to a pre-recorded sound
track) must be tagged as such, and the phrase “live on
tape” is now taboo.

Artificial laughter: In this area—thanks largely to the
outraged howl that went up from comedy producers that
they couldn’t produce filmed comedy without canned yaks
from an unseen screening-room audience—something of a
compromise was made. When artificial laughter or ap-
plause is used, “that fact must be clearly disclosed,” said

Aubrey, who didn’t rule it out completely as CBS Inc. Pres.

Dr. Frank Stanton had reportedly done a few weeks before.

Network watchdogs: All CBS personnel concerned have
to face the responsibility for carrying out the new orders,

Aubrey stated, but added that “a new office will be created”
within GBS-TV (See p. 3) to act as the implementation
arm of the new rules, and “to formulate & recommend
additional rules.”

* ,
*

NBC dislikes Fri. boxing bouts, sponsored by Gillette,

for 3 reasons, we learned reliably last week:

(1) Ratings are weak. In the latest national Nielsen re-

ports, the bouts pulled a 13.9 Nielsen average audience level

gainst ratings like 19.4 for Twilight Zone on CBS-TV,
and an 18.3 for Detectives on ABC-TV. (2) Public “image”
surrounding boxing today has been clouded by recent

charges of fight-business gangsterism, and some of it may
rub off. (3) NBC’s profit margin on the fights is slim, since

production problems are many. NBC would like to dump the

series, but since the package is actually Gillette’s, the net-

work must come up with a good reason if it drops the axe
—or face legal arguments.
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Network Television Billings

September 1959 and January-September 1959

(For August report, see Television Digest, Vol. 15:41)

Sept. Shows Sharp Gains: Network TV gross-time billings

climbed still higher in Sept., netting $48,176,459 for a

13.6% gain over Sept. 1958’s $42,417,190, and increasing

the year-to-date total to $451,013,344—10.5% ahead of

total billings for Jan.-Sept. 1958. Sept, business also

reversed the trend extant since April by bettering the

billings of the previous month—$48,176,459 compared with

$46,641,308 in Aug. CBS led the networks in dollar volume,

racking up Sept, billings of $21,196,220, cumulative bill-

ings of $195,350,810. ABC scored the biggest percentage

gains: 29% ahead in Sept.-over-Sept. billings, 19.8%
ahead in cumulative comparisons.

NETWORK television
Sept. Sept. % Jan.-Sept. Jan.-Sept. %
1959 1958 change 1959 1958 change

ABC $ 8.646.660 $ 6.627,093 -f-29.0 $ 86.666,156 $ 72,252,184 -|-19.8

CBS 21,196,220 19,427,764 -|- 9.1 196,360,810 181,191,831 + 7.8

NBC 18,433,589 16.362,343 -{-12.7 169,096,378 164,672,625 -f 9.3

Total ....$48,176,459 $42,417,190 -|-13.6 $451,013,344 $408,116,640 -{-10.5

1959 NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS BY MONTHS
ABC CBS NBC ToUl

January $10,647,078 $22,129,248 $19,299,863 $62,076,179
February 10,024,460 20,806,220 18,053,828 48,884,608
March 11,666,031 23,266,396 20,728,315 65,568,741
AprU 10,309,263 22,077,285 19,739,816 62,126,364
May 9,946,670 22,298,271 19,674,494 61,919,335
June 8,930,114 21,171,128 17,984,845 48.086,087
July 8,391,470 21,269,782 17,883,111 47,644,363
August 8,206,520 21,137,261 17,298,527 46,641,308
September 8,646,650 21,196,220 18,433,589 48,176,459

Note: Figures revised as of Nov. 11, 1959. These figures do not
represent actual revenues inasmuch as the networks do not divulge their
actual net-dollar incomes. The figures are compiled by Broadcast Ad-
vretisers Reports (BAR) and Leading National Advertisers (LNA) for
TV Bureau of Advertising (TvB) on the basis of one-time network
rates or before frequency or cash discounts.

Medical radio service is being launched by NBC as part

of its efforts “to create new uses & techniques for radio,”

the network has announced. Aimed at digesting the latest

medical news for the medical profession, the service will

operate on FM multiplex subcarrier channels, and won’t

interfere with normal FM radio service provided by net-

work radio affiliates. Program content will be a combina-

tion of background music & medical reports 12 hrs. daily

5 days a week. NBC radio project mgr. Henry T. Sjogren

added that three 15-min. medical news transmissions daily

will be offered for sponsorship to ethical drug houses.

Projected coverage for the service is 16 markets to start,

eventually to reach 70 markets that cover 90% of the

U.S. medical profession. Annual subscription price to doc-

tors for the service (including installation by RCA Service

Co. of receivers, speakers etc.) will be $120 per year.

Soviet Ban on CBS operation of a Moscow news bureau
has been lifted, after a 13-month slow bum caused by the

Playhouse 90 production of “The Plot to Kill Stalin,” tele-

vised Sept. 25, 1958. CBS news dir. John F. Day stated

that a Moscow correspondent would be named shortly.

When CBS was officially booted out of Russia, Paul Niven
had been holding the post.

Another postponement of MBS’s reorganization under
the Bankruptcy Act was recommended in N.Y. Nov. 17 by
referee Asa Herzog, who has set the next meeting for

Dec. 8. Although N.Y.C.’s tax claims against Mutual were
settled out of court (Vol. 15:44 pll), the city now wants
the settlement paid in a lump sum. Mutual, on the other

hand, hopes to arrange a long-term payment plan.

RCA wouldn’t confirm or deny last week a report in

Nov. 18 Variety that Kenneth Bilby, NBC-TV exec, vp for

advertising, promotion & PR, was leaving NBC for a
similar post at the parent firm, replacing vp Ewen Ander-
son, who has been ill. Similarly, NBC-TV spokesmen de-

clined to comment on the Bilby report. Bilby himself, long
a close friend of NBC Chmn. Robert W. Sarnoff, was vaca-
tioning in Mexico, and could not be reached. Late last

week, even after the news of Bilby’s transfer was published
in the trade press, both NBC & RCA were still maintain-
ing official silence. But we learned from a reliable source
that the Bilby shift was definitely set, although the ques-

tion of finding a replacement for his vacated post—a spe-

cialized executive slot virtually tailor-made for Bilby

—

was undecided, with top network officials debating whether
the post should simply be left unfilled.

TV network link with Alaska will be possible in about

2 years as a result of a 1,250-mile microwave link across

Canada to be constructed under a deal between Canada and
the U.S. govt. The 50-hop broadband microwave, designed

for telephone & other communications, will be built by RCA
Victor Co. Ltd. of Montreal for Canadian National Tele-

graphs at a cost of $20-$25 million. The system will carry

2 channels, one of which will be leased by the U.S. at a

rental that will cover the capital cost of both. Alaska’s

stations aren’t expected to carry many microwaved shows
because of the extremely high cost.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV
Bronco & Sugarfoot, Tues., 7:30-8:30 p.m., 18 alt. 30-min.

segs. over 36 wks.
Brown & Williamson (Ted Bates)

Restless Gun, Mon.-Sat., 12-12:30 p.m.. Sat. telecast only,
plus Mon.-Fri. daytime participations.
Sweets Co. (Henry Eisen)

CBS-TV
Eyewitness to History, 4 prime evening news specials cov-

ering President Eisenhower’s Dec. tour. Dec.
7, 12, 20, 23.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. (Campbell-
Ewald)

Rawhide, Fri. 7:30-8:30 p.m., one-third sponsorships alter-
nate weeks.
Elgin Watch Co., (J. Walter Thompson)

Alfred Hitchcock Presents, Sun., 9:30-10 p.m., renewal
for 52 wks.
Bristol-Myers (Young & Rubicam)

Daytime participations, pre-Christmas one-shots in 4 day-
timers plus The Lineup, Wed., 7:30-8:30
p.m.
Shulton Inc. (Wesley Associates)

Captain Kangaroo, Mon.-Sat., 8:15-9 a.m., additional 15-
min. segs.

Sweets Co. of America (Henry Eisen)

The Verdict Is Yours, Mon.-Fri., 3:30-4 p.m., renewal of
alt. 15-min. segs.
Lever Bros. (Ogilvy, Benson & Mather)

NBC-TV
Rufif ’n’ Reddy, & Fury, Sat., 10:30-11 p.m., renewal for

52 wks.
General Foods (Benton & Bowles)

Amahl & the Night Visitors, Dec. 24, 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Pontiac (MacManus, John & Adams)
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CANADIAN TELEFILM UPSURGE: A large-scale boom in

co-production telefilm deals north of the U.S. border is

in the making, film executives told us in N.Y. last week.

Primarily it’s the result of a Canadian governmental

edict that 55% of programming telecast by the forth-

coming new crop of TV outlets in Canada’s major
cities be Canadian-produced. There is no quota until

April 1961 when 45% will be imposed; 55%, in April

1962. (For other Canadian TV news, see pp. 1 & 4.)

Screen Gems is one of the first to form a Canadian
production subsidiary (it already has a Canadian sales

branch) designed to produce TV films & tape shows eligible

as “Canadian” under the new quota system. The Screen

Gems offshoot will be largely Canadian-controlled & oper-

ated, but will draw on the U.S. parent’s talent & produc-

tion resources. An additional long-term Canadian distribu-

tion deal has also been made between Screen Gems and
Sovereign Film Distributors Ltd. of Toronto.

MGM-TV, purely by chance, has had a Canadian co-

production deal in the works for some time with Robert

Maxwell Productions for a filmed-in-Canada 30-min. series

based on the MGM feature film “National Velvet.” The
N.Y. office of MGM-TV tells us it’s holding a firm option

from Rexall on the show for U.S. telecasting, and that

plans are afoot to launch the series in Canadian syndica-

tion as soon as possible.

Filmways, N.Y. commercial film firm active in the tape

& film program field (it produced the 21 Beacon St. series

starring Dennis Morgan this summer) is also scouting co-

production program deals to be based in such Canadian
markets as Toronto & Montreal. Through a facilities-ex-

change deal, Filmways has link with Warner Bros. TV.
Apart from these early starters, individual producers

who plan to distribute through United Artists TV and

Paramount TV are also reportedly blueprinting Canadian

telefilm properties, and others like CBS Films, Ziv, ITC
and NTA are reported “interested” in Canadian telefilm.

The production boom is no surprise to the telefilm in-

dustry. Many of the firms mentioned above have gained

considerable experience in making end-runs around film

quota systems in other foreign markets (notably Great

Britain, which allows only 14% of its commercial or BBC-
TV film shows to be non-British in origin).

Such co-production deals generally shape up like this:

The deal is basically between an American producer or

producer-distributor and a foreign film studio. The Ameri-

can group provides the basic property (idea, scripts, etc.)

actors for key roles and top production talent (director,

unit mgr., film editors, etc.), and possibly partial financ-

ing. The foreign studio provides studio space, facilities,

crew, local cast, and most below-the-line items. The U.S.

firm holds distribution rights for America and most of the

foreign market. The foreign studio distributes in the coun-

try where the show is filmed.

The advantages of such deals are obvious—provided

the show manages the not-so-easy trick of maintaining an

international TV appeal. A sale within the Canadian quota

might produce some $5,000 weekly for a show technically

Canadian. Since it would also qualify under the British

quota, a major sale there might bring another $5,000-$7,500

weekly. Other worldwide sales could total another $10,000

or so weekly. This means that a 30-min. film series, with a

Canadian locale but with American stars, might be sold in

U.S. for $15-20,000 weekly and still show a profit.

New Look At 20th: A sweeping reorganization of 20th

Century-Fox TV is under way, with its principal feature

a decentralization of authority of the post of TV produc-

tion chief. After Martin Manulis leaves to produce movies
for 20th-Fox, his successor will be an executive who will

coordinate policy and act as liaison between 20th-Fox TV
pres. Peter Levathes and the various TV production units.

New executive producers will be added to the 20th TV
roster, and some may be dropped. Levathes, who last week
signed William Self, CBS executive, as an exec, producer,
informed us he envisions 4 units, each headed by an exec,

producer. Asked if exec, producers Herbert Swope Jr. and
Dominick Dunne would be included in the realignment, he
replied, “For the time being.”

Levathes will be administrative chief not only of 20th-
TV in N.Y., but of the production operation at the studio.

He is remaining at the studio longer than he had planned
because “it’s impossible to do the job from remote posi-

tions.” Levathes points out that he and 20th-Fox Pres.
Spyros Skouras are busy working on plans for acquisition
of TV stations, so he can’t devote all his time to studio pro-
duction. That’s why he’s seeking the liaison executive.

“I feel that with 4 different production units we can
do a more efficient job,” Levathes said. Buddy Adler, 20th-
Fox production chief will continue to serve in an advisory
capacity to TV, he added.

Production Chief? Not for TV: The movie-studio produc-
tion pattern (in which a single individual—the produc-
tion chief—headed all producing units) was, quite natu-
rally, imitated by TV film. But TV now appears to be ques-
tioning the wisdom of this arrangement because of its

special complexities and volume demands.
MGM-TV has already quietly taken steps away from

single authority by giving Richard Maibaum, who was
originally signed as production chief, the status of execu-
tive producer of a limited number of properties. Hence-
forth there will be more diversification of authority. Ex-
plaining the move, Loew’s Inc. TV vp George Shupert said,

“This is no reflection on Dick. This is too damned much
work for one man. The head of a movie studio production
would supervise 20 to 25 pictures a year, but in TV you
turn out 7 or more hours of entertainment a week. I don’t
think a production chief is necessary in TV. No one man is

good enough to ride herd on more than 3 or 4 properties

—

it’s just too much work. We are therefore bringing in pro-
ducers such as Jaime del Valle, Richard Bare and Collier

Young. Our approach is different. We get the property we
like first and then the producer.”

It’s no secret that Martin Manulis chafed considerably
in his job as production chief at 20th-Fox TV because he
felt the administrative duties kept him from creative work.
Studio sources tell us Manulis’s successor will be an admin-
istrator, with the creative production work left to the in-

dividual producers. (See 20th-TV story above.)
Further evidence of the heavy burden carried by a TV

production chief may perhaps be illustrated by Warner
Bros., where William T. Orr holds that position. When he
supervised only a few series last season, the studio was
most successful. But with 10 series to look after this year,
Orr is having quality & rating difficulties with several.

Revue Productions, TV’s No. 1 film company, may
have the answer to the problem. It has administrators at

the helm, with a large number of producers & creators

working with the executives. This system is also pretty

much that followed by Screen Gems and Four Star Films.
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Operation Salvage: Because most of the new 60-min.

series on TV have not fulfilled expectations this season,

production companies are trying desperately to revamp

formats and bring in films which will have a better viewer

reception. The 60-min. boom which began as a result of

the success of Wagon Train, Maverick and 77 Sunset Strip

has been deflating, and it’s too early to tell whether the

new salvage measures will help the series in trouble.

Warner Bros, is changing the approach on scripts for

The Alaskans to veer away from humor and emphasize

action. On their Hawaiian Eye, they have removed part of

the titles and the end trailers, to get another 2 min.

At 20th-Fox the format of Adventures in Paradise

has been revamped to get more South Seas quality. The

weakness of the show has lain in its scripts and star, so

the studio is trying to correct the scripts and has hired a

drama coach for Gardner McKay. Studio production chief

Buddy Adler has moved personally into the situation.

Another 20th series, 5 Fingers, has also had inferior

scripts and is trying to correct this.

CBS’s The Lineup has had several producer shakeups,

with Edgar Peterson the latest producer on the show

Tom Tully walked out on this series when he and Warner
Anderson were relegated to lesser roles, and the revised

format has failed to spark any sizeable ratings. They’re

still trying to solve the problems on this series.

Revue’s Riverhoat series is seeking more action, and

new characters will be introduced. Warner Bros, has a

new problem on its successful 77 Sunset Strip. With Edd
Byrnes refusing to work pending a contract readjustment,

scripts are now omitting the popular “Kookie.”

Another 60-min. series, Desilu Playhouse, was the first

casualty of the season when Westinghouse cut back its

sponsorship to alternating weeks (Vol. 15:43 p. 13).

:|c * *

Five Fingers and 2 other 60-min. shows got another

chance to make good last week. Concurrent with a trip

by NBC-TV program vp David Levy to the West Coast

to confer with producers of NBC shows whose performance

has been less than expected, NBC picked up the 5 Fingers

option for a 2nd 13-wk. cycle. Sold in participation seg-

ments, 5 Fingers is currently about 85% sold over its

initial 26-wk. stretch. Also renewed by NBC-TV were 2

other 60-min film packages. Bonanza and Riverboat.

Biggest TV tape drawbacks at stations using recorders

are initial costs of the machines and “the inclination of

production people to spend too much time and/or money
striving for perfect takes,” according to an NAB survey.

NAB’s advisory committee on tape usage, headed by gen.

mgr. Harold P. See of KRON-TV San Francisco, queried

96 tape stations, got 63 “useful replies” to questionnaires.

In them, 33 stations said the purchase price of recorders

was a deterrent to their use, 28 cited the perfection prob-

lem. Cost of the tape itself and maintenance & personnel

costs were lesser problems. As for tape advantages, 56%
of the stations listed programming & production aid as its

most important value. And 86% predicted that “typical”

TV stations soon would need 2 machines. As of now, most

(67%) of the 63 stations responding to the questionnaires

reported they had only one machine, 35% had 2, and 9

had one or more on order. In recording their opinions on
tape, NAB TV vp Thad H. Brown reported at NAB’s re-

gional conference in Los Angeles, “managers were less con-

cerned about initial cost than the others, but the cost-saving

aspect [in production] was more important to top manage-
ment than to staff executives.”

Producers Draft Demands: Telefilm companies—already

confronted with demands for more money & residuals

from the talent guilds—will soon face a wholly new set of

demands—from the producers of their shows.

Television Producers Guild, the first guild ever formed

as a bargaining agent for producers, has drafted a set of

demands it will present to membership for ratification, and

then to production companies. Producers, seeing writers,

directors and actors getting a piece of the TV residual

pie, want a slice, too.

Highlights of the proposals are the residuals demand,

proper screen credit, and, above all, a contract. It’s ex-

pected the reception from the companies will be cool,

because it’s always been the view of such companies that

producers are a part of management, and as such should

not be negotiating with management.
But producers contend that it isn’t fair for actors,

writers, musicians and directors to receive residuals while

they don’t. Producers who own their own shows are of

course in a different position, but in many situations (e.g.,

WB) producers don’t receive any participation rights, work
on a straight salary basis. TPG’s president is Ben Brady,

producer of Have Gun—Will Travel.

*

Alliance of TV Film Producers, claiming to represent

70% of Hollywood’s telefilm companies, has changed its

organization to resemble that of the movie producers’ asso-

ciations, and hired CBS West Coast resident attorney Rich-

ard W. Jencks as its first salaried president. Jencks

resigns his CBS post effective Dec. 1. Deane F. Johnson
will be the reorganized Alliance’s new vp and John Zinn

will be secy.-treas. The move gives the Alliance a full-time

negotiator—an important need as contract talks with the

talent guilds loom up. Jencks will also be in charge of the

group’s government & public relations.

SAG’s Record Residuals: A record total of $4,568,375 in

TV residuals was distributed to members by the Screen

Actors Guild for the 12-month period ended last Oct. 31,

according to SAG treas. George Chandler. The figure

more than doubled the $2,711,134 of the previous fiscal year

and brought the total of residuals since 1953 to $12,070,128.

At the Guild’s annual membership meeting last week,

national exec. secy. John L. Dales said upcoming contract

negotiations will seek higher minimuras, higher residuals,

a formula for residuals on post-1948 movies sold to TV and

a health, welfare and pension plan. SAG will also seek the

right to reopen its contracts to cover pay TV if that

medium becomes operative. Also sought will be prohibition

of production companies buying out residuals of actors in

advance. Present regulations allow an actor who receives

double minimum or more to sell his residuals in advance.

SAG will also ask a 5% employer contribution on all

salaries & participations paid to actors, to underwrite the

health & welfare plan. Since SAG estimates actors’ total

salaries now are approximately $65 million a year, the

producers would be donating $3,250,000.

Dales also disclosed that Warner Bros., involved in

recent Guild violations, has paid over $21,000 to date in

meal penalties to WB actors, with more to come. Following

SAG’s complaint on behalf of its members who are stars at

Warner Bros. (Vol. 15:43), Warners has ordered all asst,

directors to comply strictly with Guild regulations.

SAG membership is now at an all-time high of 13,403.

The Guild’s gross income during the year was $655,213 and
expenses $695,834, leaving an operating deficit of $40,621.
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Lester Gottlieb, CBS-TV dir. of program development

& planning, last week became the sixth CBS programming

executive to resign this year. Gottlieb will join General

Artists Corp. Dec. 1, as a TV vp. Others who’ve left CBS-

TV this season: Hubbell Robinson Jr., exec, vp, network

programs; William Dozier, vp, network programs, Holly-

wood; Harry Ommerle, vp for network programs; William

Self, exec, producer; Tom Ryan, gen. exec.

Film Producers Assn, of N.Y., which represents most

of the commercial film producers in the East, will present a

panel discussion, “The Sponsor Views the Film Producer,”

at a special luncheon meeting Dec. 9 in N.Y. at the Colum-

bia U. Club in N.Y. Other FPA seminars this season will

cover TV commercials, videotape, films for TV & education.

Ziv’s Cisco Kid has been renewed for 52 weeks by Dan-

Dee Pretzel & Potato Chip Co., for Ohio, Pa. and W. Va.

markets. Tombstone Territory, off-network rerun series,

has been sold in 96 markets.

CBS Films has sold I Love Lucy, Terrytoons, Mighty

Mouse & Heckle & Jeckle, in Peru & Panama. Other recent

foreign sales were to Italy (Perry Mason, I Love Lucy,

20th Century) Australia (/ Love Lucy, Perry Mason,

Lineup, Brave Eagle, Woman)
;

Mexico (Assignment

Foreign Legion)
;
Japan (Rawhide, Brenner)

;
Philippines

(Gunsmoke, Small World).

David Levy, NBC-TV vp, programs & talent, proved

last week he can double in creative brass. His published

short story, “A Nice Guy,” is being adapted for the net-

work’s Sunday Showcase series for March 6, 1960.

CBS-TV confirmed last week that it plans to launch a

“Columbia TV Workshop” to develop professional writing,

directing and performing talent through a series of private

seminars and a new Sunday network dramatic series.

Michael Dann, vp, network programs, N.Y., will administer

the project, and producer Albert McCleery will supervise.

The seminars kick off Nov. 29, the workshop series Jan. 24.

Irving R. Levine will be special NBC-TV correspondent

for Today’s coverage of President Eisenhower’s 10-country

trip next month . . . Mildred Gusse, new Screen Gems asso-

ciate casting dir., has been assigned to Herbert B. Leonard

Productions for the next 2 months . . . Herbert W. Hobler

promoted to sales mgr.. Videotape Productions of N.Y. . . .

William Andrews named sales mgr., syndication div. of ITC.

General Motors has signed Danny Kaye in a 3-year

deal to star in one 60-min. special a year. Kaye, making his

TV debut (except for a special UN program), will get ap-

proximately $600,000 a show. An MCA client, he was orig-

inally offered Ford for its Startime series, but that spon-

sor felt the price was too high for its 39-special series.

Unique transatlantic rating feat was scored this month
by Wagon Train, when the 60-min. Revue Productions

anthology Western (NBC-TV) bagged the top average-

audience levels in both the U.S. & Britain. In the U.S.,

Wagon Train registered a 37.4 average-audience rating in

the 2nd Nielsen Oct. report, to reach 16,421,000 homes. In
a combined Oct. summary of 7 TV areas measured Nielsen-

fashion by TAM in Britain, it topped other AA figures to

reach 6,987,000 homes. (Percentage index figures aren’t

used by TAM.)

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Ty (Bronco) Hardin is the latest Warner Bros. TV
contract star to rebel against his contract. He seeks a raise

and the right to retain money received for his personal ap-

pearances. Hardin wants his present $400 a week hiked to

$600, but WB has refused his demands, and as of last week

it did not appear that Hardin would walk out on his series,

as did Edd (77 Sunset Strip) Byrnes. Negotiations be-

tween the latter’s agents and WB have reached an impasse

on the issue of public-appearances revenue. Warner agreed

to a 50-50 split, but Byrnes seeks 75-25. WB also asks

a 2-year extension on Byrnes’ contract. Brynes is now
on layoff, although some studio sources confess they are

mystified that he wasn’t placed on suspension, as is norm-

ally the case when a player won’t work. Still another WB
contract player, Hardin’s wife, Andra Martin, who works

in movies and TV at about $200 weekly, says she too will

demand a better deal from the studio.

Writers Guild of America’s contract with the major

movie studios expired last week, but despite an employer

statement that negotiations have collapsed, the Guild will

allow its members to work without contracts. Although

the WGA membership had authorized a strike, the Guild

informed its members last week that “It is our considered

judgment that the strategic benefits to be gained by this

policy far outweigh any possible disadvantage involved in

working for a limited time without a contract.” WGA will

continue to seek a negotiated settlement despite the im-

passe over the question of post-1948 movies sold to TV.
The producers refuse to concede on this key point.

ESW Enterprises (owned by Barbara Stanwyck, Louis

Edelman and William Wright) has completed 2 pilots: Big
Jake, a detective series starring Andy Devine, and Call Me
Annie, a situation comedy-drama starring Peggy Cass.

Desilu Productions is developing a new situation com-
edy series for Marie Wilson, tentatively called The Marie
Wilson Show, Cy Howard is in charge of the project.

Desilu produced an earlier Wilson pilot that didn’t sell.

Spartan Productions is preparing a half-hour private

eye series. The Boston Terrier, as a stablemate for its

Peter Gunn . . . Newest 20th-Fox TV property is Hong
Kong Story, which the studio will produce as a pilot for

ABC . . . Meridian Productions is no longer producing The
Troubleshooters for United Artists TV. Frank P. Rosen-
berg continues as producer, for UA-TV, not Meridian . . .

Desilu Productions has named Allen Klein resident counsel

. . . Tandem Productions has signed Marion Rees as associ-

ate producer.

Valiant Films has been formed to take over Hal Roach
Distribution Corp. Valiant has invested $260,000 in oper-

ating capital and has committed $500,000 to the acquisition

of new film product, primarily for theatrical release.

Heading the operation as pres, is Fred Schwartz who also

headed Distributors Corp. of America, which had assigned
all distribution assets to HRD. Valiant will have no con-

nection with Scranton Corp., bankrupt partner of HRD.
Vanoff & Sargent has been formed as a new packag-

ing firm by producer Nick Vanoff and writer Herb Sargent
to create & produce live musical specials for TV. Vanoff
& Sargent wrote, produced & staged NBC-TV’s Nov. 13

“Music from Shubert Alley.” . . . Alvin E. Unger has been
named vp in charge of syndication for ITC.
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The FCC

FCC COOL TO ABA BILL: Legislative proposals by the

American Bar Assn, to ban backdoor approaches to fed-

eral administrative agencies got a skeptical going-over

from FCC last week.

Appearing as the lead-off witness for the agencies in

the 2nd round of “influence” hearings by the Senate Judici-

ary administrative practice & procedure subcommittee

(Vol. 15:44 p9), FCC Chmn. Doerfer said the ABA’s bill

(S-2374) had commendable purposes but faulty language.

Doerfer (who had first begged off testifying because

of earlier commitments) assured the subcommittee that

FCC “is in complete accord with the general objectives of

the bill,” which provides criminal penalties for ex-parte

contacts with agencies in attempts to influence decisions.

“It believes firmly in the principle that adjudicatory

proceedings, as defined in the Administrative Procedure

Act, must be decided solely & exclusively on the basis of

the issues, evidence, and contentions of record in the pro-

ceedings.” Doerfer said, speaking for the Commission.

Then Doerfer ticked off FCC objections to the sweep-

ing ABA legislation, which would apply to members of

Congress who make telephone calls in behalf of constitu-

ents as well as to behind-the-scenes lobbyists for clients

in cases. Arguing that the ABA measure, as written, would

force FCC “to restrict the sources of information or data”

in rule-making, he said:

“The Commission, therefore, does not feel that it is

practical or in the public interest to decide the many leg-

islative-type proceedings that come before it involving new
policies or changes or amendments solely upon a paper

record which depends for its quality only upon the individ-

uals who see fit to comment.

“The Commission feels that the public interest re-

quires that the individual Commissioners apply as intelli-

gent & as expert a judgment as is possible to the merits of

a proposed rule-making problem, and that an important

element is the obtaining of all relevant information neces-

sary to a considered legislative judgment.

“Therefore, in the ordinary rule-making proceeding,

the Commission is of the firm view that its rules should

not be confined to such ‘record’ as may be produced by
the comments which may be filed.”

Doerfer urged instead that Congress approve an FCC-
drafted bill (S-1734) which would be “an effective deter-

rent to ex-parte communications in cases of adjudication

under the Communications Act.” Approved by the Senate

Commerce Committee, the bill was left dangling on the

Senate floor calendar in the adjournment rush at the last

session of Congress (Vol. 15:33 p3, 34 p4).

In the one-man Judiciary subcommittee hearings con-

ducted in the absence of Chmn. Carroll (D-Colo.) by Sen.

Hart (D-Mich.), Doerfer also took a dim view of a com-
panion ABA bill (S-600) establishing an Office of Federal

Administrative Practice under the White House as a
housekeeping watchdog over administrative agencies.

Similar objections to ABA’s bills were echoed in the

Senate hearings by spokesmen for other federal agencies,

including FTC Chmn. Kintner. He said nobody should think

that FTC takes a “position favoring ex-parte communica-
tions in adjudicative proceedings,” but that S-2374 lacks

“the preciseness required of statutes imposing criminal

sanctions.” As for S-600, Kintner said, “it would be most
inappropriate to create a super independent agency with
authority over agencies” in practices & procedures.

Secret Allocation Upheld: FCC’s right to assign fre-

quencies to the govt, for classified military use without

public notice or hearings has been upheld in a 3-judge

opinion by the U.S. Court of Appeals for D. C.

Citing “paramount” national defense needs—and re-

fusing to explore secrecy-stamped documents in appeals in

2 FCC cases—Judges George Thomas Washington, John A.

Danaher and Warren E. Burger sustained 1958 rule-making

which reserved space in 420-450-mc & 8,500-9,000-mc bands

for exclusive govt. use.

The govt, reservations of the non-broadcast fre-

quencies had been protested by the Bendix Aviation Corp.,

which wanted the 430-mc frequency to develop an airborne

aircraft anti-collision system, and by the Air Transport

Assn, and Aeronautical Radio Inc., which wanted the 8,500-

9,000-mc band for radionavigation use. They demanded
reconsideration & hearings by FCC.

Noting that Commission papers in the case “bore a

security classification” from the Office of Defense Mobiliza-

tion (now the OCDM), the Court dismissed the appeals,

saying it’s satisfied “claim of privilege must be honored.”

The 3 judges said it was enough for them to know that

the govt, based its claims on representations that: (1)

“Reallocation of frequency bands for govt, use is essential

to fill radio-positioning requirements which have increased

significantly in recent years due to the international po-

litical climate and the advent of the ‘space age.’ ” (2)

“Requirements in question cannot be accommodated in

frequency bands presently allocated for govt, use.” (3)

“Redesignation of bands for exclusive use by govt, services

must be made ‘at this time.’ ”

International Telecommunications Union, now meeting

in Geneva, has voted to expand its administrative council

from 18 to 25 members to give “equitable representation”

to Africa, Asia and Australasian areas where TV is de-

veloping. The ITU’s plenipotentiary conference also de-

cided that from now on it will elect chief ITU officers in a

staff headed by Acting Secy.-Gen. Gerald C. Gross, ex-FCC
asst, chief engineer. The officers have been picked by the

council, which meets once a year. Meanwhile 3 representa-

tives of the House Commerce Committee—Rep. Rogers
(D-Tex.), clerk W. E. Williamson and staffer Andrew
Stevenson—left Washington to join the U.S. delegation at

the Geneva sessions, which are held every 5 years. They’ll

act as Congressional observers at the sessions, planning to

return Nov. 30. Committee Chmn. Harris (D-Ark.) had
been expected to make the trip, too, but he entered Bethesda
(Md.) Naval Hospital for treatment of varicose veins in-

stead last week.

FCC detectives working out of the Miami field en-

gineering office, have silenced a clandestine radio trans-

mitter, hidden near isolated Tavernier on the Fla. Keys.
It had been used to transmit daily “Arise Cuba!” propa-

ganda to Cuba against Fidel Castro’s regime. The FCC
engineers, cooperating vdth Justice Dept, agents, tracked

down the illegal station after 2 weeks of monitoring sur-

veillance. Sylvio Aguila-Entenjza and Carmen Tenichet y
Fernandez were arrested for violating Communications Act
requirements that radio stations & transmitter operators

must be licensed.

Uncontested grant of Ch. 12, Farmington, N.M. has
been awarded to Farmington Bcstg. Co. last week by FCC.
The Commission finalized examiner Elizabeth C. Smith’s

decision of Sept. 28 which favored the grant after the com-
petitors got together last March and agreed to merge.
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FCC STUDIES CATV ‘AD HOC; The FCC seems to like the

suggestion by the National Community TV Assn., that

the Commission sponsor an “ad hoc” committee to re-

solve differences among small-town TV services—sta-

tions, CATV, boosters & translators. The proposal was

made by NCTA member Bill Daniels during Sen.

Pasture’s (D-R. I.) hearing in Denver recently (Vol.

15:44 p9).

NCTA represenatives met with FCC Chmn. Doerfer

Nov. 16 and he must have been impressed, because the up-

shot is that the Commission’s Broadcast Bureau chief

Harold Cowgill has called a meeting of leaders of the dis-

putants to discuss the ad hoc idea at the Brown Palace hotel

in Denver Nov. 23.

Doerfer was the sole FCC representative who met with

members Nov. 16. The NCTA delegation: A J Malin,

Laconia, N.H., NCTA pres.; George J. Barco, Meadville,

Pa., Chmn., Legislative Advisory Committee; Glenn H.

Flinn, Tyler, Tex.; Sandford Randolph, Clarksburg, W. Va.;

Bill Daniels, Denver; Edward P. Whitney and E. Strafford

Smith, NCTA exec. dir. and gen. counsel, respectively.

The NCTA group suggested to Doerfer that the ad hoc

group might explore:

“(1) Carrying of local stations by CATV systems.

“(2) Duplication on CATV systems, boosters, trans-

lators and satellites of programs broadcast by

local stations.

“(3) Alleged degradation by CATV systems of local

station signals. This properly should include de-

gradation of any signals by CATV, boosters,

translators and satellites.

“(4) Liberalized uhf translator and booster rules, and

licensing policies and standards for all auxiliary

booster or translator services which might be

authorized.

“(5) Need or desirability of federal legislation af-

fecting CATV.
“(6) Available factual data with respect to actual

impact of CATV, boosters and translators on

local station operation.”

The FCC last week again discussed, but didn’t decide,

how to proceed with its own CATV investigation. It

plans to take subject up again, along with illegal boosters,

at its Nov. 25 meeting. It still seems likely that an oral

CATV proceding will be ordered.

Protests to FCC against refusals by CBS’s WCBS-TV
& NBC’s WRCA-TV N.Y. to sell it time for one-min. an-

nouncements promoting an NLRB bargaining election cam-
paign have been filed by the Communications Workers of

America. The AFL-CIO union said it tried to buy time for

spots urging support of CWA’s cause among 19,000 plant

employes of the N.Y. Telephone Co., but was turned down.
WCBS-TV argued that “public controversy” was involved

and WRCA-TV explained that “too limited an audience”
would be interested.

Protest by WHCT (Ch. 18) Hartford to sale of WNBC
(Ch. 30) & WKNB New Britain-Hartford, Conn, to Con-
necticut TV Inc. for $1,044,000 (Vol. 16:39 p9), was dis-

missed by FCC last week. WHCT sought a rehearing on
grounds that the purchaser was trafficking in licenses

(through resale of WKNB), that the option rights held in

the buying concern by WWLP (Ch. 22) Springfield, Mass,
constituted duopoly and that the buyers would own more
than the number of stations permitted under FCC rules.

Auxiliary Services

Govt, completed its case in less than 2 weeks in the

anti-trust trial in which Jerrold Electronics is accused of

restricting competition in the sale of CATV equipment. Prin-

cipal govt, witnesses were CATV operators, as Justice

Dept, sought to prove its charge that Jerrold used its posi-

tion as a leading equipment manufacturer and CATV oper-

ator to coerce other operators to use its equipment ex-

clusively (Vol. 15:45 p24). Jerrold Pres. Milton J. Shapp
took the stand as the defense arguments began Nov. 19.

Jerrold expects to call 25 to 30 witnesses. After the govt,

presented its case. Judge Francis L. Van Dusen, who is

hearing the case without a jury in Philadelphia Federal

Court, denied a Jerrold motion for dismissal. The trial is

expected to continue at least 2 or 3 more weeks.

TV-equipped space vehicles, transmitting pictures of

trips back to earth, are completely feasible, according to

Navy scientist Dr. Dietrich E. Beischer. Head of the physi-

cal chemistry dept, of the U.S. Naval School of Aviation

Medicine at Pensacola, he told a research & engineering

conference in Boston that scientists hope to install TV in the

next vehicle which takes an animal aloft. “The capsule

would not have to be much larger than the one which took

up monkeys Able & Baker some 300 miles last May,” Dr.

Beischer said. He predicted that the first U.S. astronaut’s

expedition would be televised to earth.

Translator starts: K70BR Durango, Colo, began Oct. 30

repeating KOAT-TV Albuquerque. K70BJ Navajo Com-
pressor Station, Ariz. began tests Nov. 1 carrying KOB-TV
Albuquerque programs; K74AV at same location is sched-

uled to begin with KOAT-TV Albuquerque on Jan. 1.

K70BP, K74AX & K78AN Yreka & Weed, Cal. are sched-

uled to start Nov. 30 repeating KBES-TV Medford, Ore.,

KVIP-TV Redding, Cal. & KHSL-TV Chico, Cal.

TelePrompTer’s ancillary rights (TV, radio, movies) to

the proposed Patterson-Johansson heavyweight title re-

match are “unaffected” by the revocation of the Rosensohn
Enterprises promotion license by the N.Y. State Boxing
Commission, TelePrompTer officials have told us. Rosen-
sohn Enterprises can still stage the fight in another state

and at present RE’s Pres. Vincent J. Velella is negotiating

for Miami’s Orange Bowl for March 1960.

Time-zone differences were eliminated in a 33-city

closed-circuit telecast to Owens-Corning Fiberglas dis-

tributors & building-industry customers Nov. 16. By means
of video tape, the presentation was telecast at 4 p.m. in

each zone, with a 5 p.m. show for delegates to the Building

Products Exposition of the National Retail Lumber Dealers

Assn, in Cleveland. The program was produced by Sales

Communication Inc., with the closed-circuit & video-taping

handled by Giantview TV Network.

Applications for 5 microwave stations to pick up TV
signals of Salt Lake City & Pocatello, Ida. stations for

CATV systems in Bozeman, Livingston and Dillon, Mont,
have been designated for hearing. The FCC granted the

protest of KXLF-TV (Ch. 4) Butte, Mont, and will hold

a hearing, but it also authorized the permittee, Mon-
tana-Idaho Microwave Inc., to continue to construct & use
facilities granted pending final determination of hearing.

Council on Medical TV, new unit of N.Y.’s Institute

for Advancement of Medical Communications (Vol. 15:43

p20), will be helped in further organization by a govt, grant
from the general medical sciences div. of the National
Institutes of Health.
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Advertising

Toothpaste Commercials Hit; Joining recent attacks by

the American Dental Assn, and the Health, Education &
Welfare Dept, on advertised claims for dentrifices (Vol.

15:46 p6), FTC last week filed formal charges against the

Colgate-Palmolive Co. for “deceptive” TV commercials.

FTC complaints about toothpaste ads in other media

have been issued by the agency, but it was the first time

since FTC’s now-expanded special TV-radio monitoring

unit (Vol. 15:44-45) was set up in 1957 that TV ads

in the dentifrice field have been singled out for attack.

Colgate-Palmolive was accused of misrepresenting the

efficacy of Colgate Dental Cream “with Gardol” which is

portrayed on TV screens as “a protective shield” against

tooth decay & cavities. The FTC complaint said the Col-

gate product “does not completely protect” users from such

tooth trouble, that the “protective shield” commercials

—

along with similar representations in newspaper & maga-
zine ads—“unfairly diverted trade from competitors [and]

substantially injured competition.” The company was given

30 days by FTC to reply to the charges.

^ ^

FTC restraint-of-trade charges against big TV adver-

tiser Procter & Gamble for alleged illegal promotion tie-

ins with washing & dishwashing machine manufacturers

(Vol. 15:31 pl4) have been denied by the company and its

subsidiary Procter & Gamble Distributing Co. P&G said

in its formal answer to the FTC complaint that contracts

with the manufacturers for use of Tide & Dash detergents

“are & were lawful & proper in every respect.” It asked

that the charges be dismissed.

Arthritis cure claims in TV-radio-newspaper advertis-

ing for Arthritis & Common Sense, written by Dan Dale

Alexander and published by his Witkower Press Inc.,

Hartford, are false, according to an initial FTC decision

by examiner James A. Purcell. He cited “deceptive” TV
commercials for the book, said radio interviews with Alex-

ander contain “a hodgepodge of scientific folderol & medi-

cal mumbo jumbo,” and listed “dozens of misrepresenta-

ations” in newspaper promotion.

Ad People: Timothy stone and Norman Grulich named
Benton & Bowles vp’s . . . William L. Diener resigns as

Leo Burnett vp & dir. . . . Russ Ford named Doherty, Clif-

ford, Steers & Shenfield TV-radio commercial production

dir. . . . James Rankin, ex-J. M. Mathes, named TV creative

supervisor, Norman, Craig & Kummel . . . Frederick P.

Harvey named Donahue & Coe vp for industrial & corpor-

ate div. . . . Robert R. Burton, Kenyon & Eckhardt senior

vp, elected a dir.; Victor Armstrong promoted from vp to

senior vp . . . John H. Wilson Jr. named Grant Adv. vp.

Growing cooperation between supermarkets & local

TV, means that TV advertisers are “gaining twice-over,”

reports Nov. 13 Printers’ Ink. In exchange for free spot

announcements, supermarkets are permitting TV stations

to erect in-store displays. The stations in turn use the

gratis point-of-sale displays as a bonus for sponsors—and
the advertiser gets another bonus when the supermarkets

use their free TV spot announcements.

Obituary

John J. Flanagan, McCann-Erickson vp & associate

media dir., died Nov. 12 in N.Y. after a brief illness. Sur-

viving are his wife, a son and 3 daughters.

MAB’s Anti-TV Sunday Punch: The much-discussed (Vol.

15:41, pp3 & 13) new presentation of the Magazine Adver-

tising Bureau was unveiled publicly in N.Y. Nov. 19 to

agency & magazine executives. The presentation contained

no surprises to admen familiar with MAB’s media tack

this season of downgrading TV’s sizable audiences on the

basis of the “profitable difference” with magazine readers.

Stressed by MAB officials throughout the 60-min.

slide presentation made at the Waldorf-Astoria was a

theme of snob appeal. The key point made was that maga-
zine readership rose and TV viewing fell off—according to

research done in a 5,000-home panel April 19-May 30 by

Market Research Corp. of America—as family income &
education levels rose. There is, said MAB, a “direct re-

lation between degree of [product] buying & degree of

exposure to magazines—the reverse with TV households.”

As an example, MAB pointed to magazines-vs.-TV in

terms of the percentage of households owning automatic

washers. In the “heavy viewing homes (20 hrs. weekly),

washer ownership was 41.6%. In “heavy” magazine-reading

households (the upper 25% of households in terms of

magazine-ad exposure, numbering 11.8 million), washer
ownership was 54.8%.

In Other Media: Objectionable advertising in the movie

& publishing industries will come under Congressional

scrutiny next year, reports Editor & Publisher, which

quotes Representative Kathryn E. Granahan (D-Pa.) as

saying that the House Post Office subcommittee she heads

will seek the views of those industries on self-policing pro-

grams . . . Now that TV has tripped over its veracity, it

behooves newspapers & magazines too “to squeeze out the

water of deception,” nudges a letter-writer to the newspaper-

trade publication. He pelts such newspaper rigs as:

“phonied up camera views” which are presented as “news
pictures” and How-I-Won-The-Title-And-Found-God ar-

ticles by fistic figures barely capable of signing their own
names . . . Magazine linage increased 18.4% in Nov. over

Nov. 1958, reports Printers’ Ink, and pushed the cumula-

tive gain 8.3% ahead of the Jan.-Nov. 1958 performance.

Rise in talent costs of specials is forcing Du Pont,

which had scheduled a total of 9 CBS-TV 90-min. specials

in the 1959-60 season, to cut back to 8. Even with this 11%
cutback in number, the shows will cost Du Pont “more
than the 9 produced last year,” said Du Pont TV mgr.

Charles E. Crowley in N.Y. last week. Below-the-line costs

of producing taped shows—in which directors lean more
toward the perfectionism of movie retakes than the go-

for-broke plunge in true live TV—have also risen.

Radio came to TV’s defense when RAB Pres. Kevin
B. Sweeney told the San Francisco Ad Club: “The criticism

of TV has now reached absurd proportions. To pillory an
entire industry because of what a handful of swindlers &
crooks were able to do is unfair.” He also pointed out,

however, that “radio has no part of this quiz scandal nor

of any other scandal . . . Radio runs a tidy household and

we are not to blame for the dust under TV’s carpet.”

Stations must put less emphasis on ratings and more

on the quality & performance of the station, Lawrence

Webb, managing dir.. Station Reps Assn., told the Ore.-

Wash. State Broadcasters Nov. 19. “As more stations go

on the air, the process of selecting local media by national

advertisers is going to be more thoughtful than ever be-

fore,” he said. Thus the station must “acquaint its rep with

its available audience, not just its availabilities.”
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Personals: Morris Wattenberg, ex-WABC-TV ad & pro-

motion mgr., named ABC Radio sales development & re-

search dir. , . . Robert J. Rich promoted from asst. gen.

mgr. to gen. mgr., WDSM-TV & WDSM, Duluth, Minn.

. . . Bob King named gen. mgr., KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla.

. . . Richard W. Holloway, ex-WDEF-TV Chattanooga,

named sales mgr., WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C.

Bennet H, Korn named TV exec, vp. Metropolitan

Bcstg. Corp. . . . Robert W. Sevey promoted from sales

mgr., KGMB-TV Honolulu, and satellites KMAU-TV Maui,

and KHBC-TV Hilo, to station mgr. . . . Mort Rubenstein

named creative dir., Jacques Sammes, copy chief, CBS-TV
ad & sales promotion dept.

Sam Lomberg appointed European sales mgr., NTA,
headquartering in London . . . William Andrews named
sales mgr., ITC syndicated divisions . . . Burt Kleiner pro-

moted from vp to pres.. Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co. invest-

ment bankers, succeeding B. Gerald Cantor, resigned to

become National Theatres & Television pres. (Vol. 15:46

pl7) . . . Louis & Phyllis Hepp, husband & wife news team,

will head NBC News’ newly-opened Athens, Greece, bureau.

George L. Coleman, part-owner of KCOP Los Angeles

and radio KFOX Long Beach, Cal., was married Nov. 12

in Miami, Okla. to the former Mrs. Louis G. Soles . . .

George Barren-Bregge, vp-gen. mgr., WPTZ Plattsburgh,

N.Y., named to new post of TV operations vp, Rollins

Bcstg.-Telecstg. Inc., Pensacola.

Harold Essex, vp-gen. mgr., WSJS-TV & WSJS Wins-
ton-Salem, is back at his desk after being detained at

Baptist Hospital, Winston-Salem, for injuries received in

an automobile accident Nov. 4. Mrs. Essex, who was also

in the
.
accident, is recovering at home.

'
' National TV Week, promoted coincidentally last week

by NAB at a time of big trouble for the industry, brought
public congratulatory messages from such sometimes-
critical organizations as the National Congress of Parents
& Teachers. “We wish to thank you for the immense
amount of public service messages on TV,” the PTA or-

ganization told NAB’s TV vp Thad Brown Jr. Similar
sentiments were expressed by the Supreme Lodge of Loyal
Order of Moose, Boys’ Clubs of America, other civic, fra-

ternal and public service organizations.

Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. pres., will receive Prin-
ters’ Ink’s advertising gold medal award for 1959 Feb. 18,

at the Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y.

“Golden Mike” Awards were presented last week by
Radio and Television News Club of Southern Cal., to the

following TV people & stations: Jack Latham, KRCA, for

best TV newscasting; Lee Nichols, KRCA, best TV news
writing; Dexter Alley, KRCA, best TV news film coverage;

Gil Stratton, KOXT, best TV sports reporting; KTLA, best

TV news reporting by an independent station; KRCA, best

TV special news programming (Chavez Ravine report);

KNXT, special award for documentary, “Thou Shalt Not
Kill”; Baxter Ward, KCOP, best TV commentary; KTLA,
most aggressive news policy by a TV station.

There’s too much drinking on both sides of the Atlan-

tic, according to secy. George Tomlinson of Britain’s Pub-
lic Morality Council. In the course of an emergency meet-
ing called to see what can be done to stem a strip-tease

craze in London, Tomlinson complained that TV also en-

dangered morals: “Every time a script writer runs out of

ideas he has one of his characters say ‘Let’s have a drink.’

And is this drink milk or fruit juice or something vigorous

& healthy? No. Invariably it is poured from a scotch, a
bourbon, a gin or a vodka bottle.”

Witnesses before a state legislative investigative com-

mittee may refuse to testify if TV cameras are covering

the event, it’s been ruled by Los Angeles Municipal Judge

Byron Walters. He dismissed contempt actions against 8

defendants who had refused to testify before the State

Assembly Committee on rackets last Nov. when TV was
covering the hearings. Judge Walters condemned such

coverage on the grounds that it makes witnesses self-

conscious and prevents their thinking clearly.

Nonsensical stage at which the let’s-everybody-settle-

TV’s-future discussion has arrived, is unconsciously

pointed up by a letter to the N.Y. Times from J. H. Ran-
dall Jr., Woodbridge Prof, of Philosophy, Columbia U. Said

he: the simplest way to prevent future TV scandals is to

adopt the British policy of etc., etc. After a paragraph of

this the professor wrote: “I might add I have never seen

an American TV show in this country.”

Meetings next week: Academy of TV Arts & Sciences

forum on music for TV (Nov. 30), NBC, N.Y. . . . RTES
timebuying-selling seminar (Dec. 1), George Huntington,

TvB vp-gen. mgr., and Horace S. Schwerin, Schwerin Re-
search Corp. pres. Subject: “Sponsor Identification—What’s
It Worth?”, Hotel Lexington, N.Y. . . . ElA winter con-

ference (2-4), Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles . . . NAB con-

vention committee (4), NAB HQ, Washington.

Anti-pay-TV-cheating device, preventing customers
from bypassing meters attached to sets, has been patented

(No. 2,912,600) by Hans D. Isenberg, Wilmette, 111. As
described for the U.S. Patent Office, the device insulates

conductors so tightly with a network of spiraled wiring

that nobody can tamper with lead-in cables & meters with-

out causing short-circuits which cut off pay-TV programs.

Alfred I. duPont Awards Foundation is now accepting

nominations for the 17th annual TV & radio awai'ds, re-

ports curator 0. W. Riegel, dir. of the Lee Memorial
Journalism Foundation at Washington & Lee U., Lexington,

Va. Deadline for the nominations is Dec. 31. Winners will

be announced in March.

Cal. has no law against payola and no investigation of

the practice is planned in Los Angeles, district atty. Wil-
liam McKesson of L.A. said last week. The only such pro-

hibition is against gifts to public officials or employes and
sports officials such as I’eferees in boxing matches.
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RETURN OF FM^—ROOMLET RECOMING ROOM; If FM was dead in 1954 when its funeral

orations were intoned , it's a pretty lively zombie today. And all set makers agree that, thanks to the hi-fi trons-

fusion, it will continue to grow in 1960. When FCC establishes stereo-multiplexing FM broadcast standards,

it may well touch off a buying wave to dwarf FM radio's peak sales year of 1948.

Figures on FM radio sales are diffuse, sketchy & unreliable—since the business is a complex mixture

of table radios, phono combinations, audiophile tuners and imports. But from various industry sources, we
have distilled estimates which indicate that nearly 1.5 million FM receiving devices will be sold this year.

Our educated guesstimate of FM sales this year : Hi-fi phono units with FM, close to 590,000; FM-
AM & FM-only table model radios, 565,000; consumer purchases of FM tuners of all kinds (for use with com-
ponent hi-fi, phonos, TV. etc.), 150,000; imports of FM receivers in all categories, somewhat less than 100,-

000. FM's best year, 1948, saw sales of more than 1.5 million FM radios plus uncounted tuners & combinations.

Only available reliable industry statistics on FM set sales are those kept by EIA, reflecting sales of

domestically made FM radios & FM-phono combinations. During first 9 months of this year, they indicate

that 367,804 FM and FM-AM radios and some 370,000 hi-fi phono units with FM were sold at retail, for total

of 737,804 in both categories. The comparable figures for the same 1958 period are 176,060 & 225,000, total-

ing 401,060. Thus 1959 sales of domestically produced sets are nearly double those of last year.

This year has seen first decline in imports of FM & phono-FM combinations—along with all foreign-

made hi-fi. Last year, imports (mainly from Germany) of FM sets—mostly in hi-fi units—totaled about 150,000.

This year, it's estimated they will have dropped to less than 100,000. Reason for this decline is obvious

—

plenty of high-quality widely-advertised U.S.-made hi-fi & FM units now available.

Japanese have just begun to dip their feet into FM export trade, making virtually no impact. Reason

:

high prices. Japan has no FM broadcasting, so there's no way to amortize FM set engineering, tooling & pro-

duction costs through output for domestic trade. Situation may change, and some industry figures expect

Japan to offer competition in the FM set market (particularly transistor models) in year or so, since commer-

cial licensing of FM stations in Japan is due to begin next year. If there's boom in FM sets in Japan, you can

bet tiny transistor FM units will begin to spill over to U.S.

• • • •

It's unnecessary even to say that FM spurt is due mainly to hi-fi popularity , increasing public inter-

est in "good" music and growing awareness of good reception provided by FM. Another important factor

in FM's growth—rarely mentioned in broadcasting circles, but widely accepted in manufacturing-distribution

trade—has been AM radio. There's no question that caliber of most AM programming—and we're not talk-

ing about the static—is driving a portion of the public to FM.

Phenomenal success of cheap non-hi-fi FM sets is one proof of latter statement. For more, ask any

radio dealer. Although every major radio maker now is back in FM or FM-AM set business, the "cheap FM"
market still is in hands of couple of relatively small firms.

Only major radio maker which never stopped making FM sets—Zenith—also says it never lost money

on FM production. "The profit, however, was nothing like the one we expect to realize out of FM this year,"

says Zenith Pres. Joseph S. Wright. "Our sales this year will be double those of 1958 and a good part of our

volume will be in expensive console models." Zenith has just restored to its line an FM-only set—with an

AM "twin" available for FM-AM stereocasts.

Zenith's philosophy with regard to cheap FM sets is summed up concisely by consumer products

exec, vp Leonard Truesdell : "We're not interested in that kind of merchandise."

No. 1 & No. 2 in FM radio manufacturing field (in disputed order) are Zenith and upstart Granco

Products Inc. Granco's specialty is inexpensive sets—its reputation was made on $29.95 FM-only set, mor-

keted at a time when no other set maker was producing FM-only units (Vol. 15:21 pl8).
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Little Granco expects to make more than 250,000 FM sets this year , according to Pres. Heiuy Fogel.

His company's philosophy: Produce FM radios for the average man—not the hi-fi buff. Although Granco

does make expensive models and stereo-FM combinations, its bread-&-butter is the plastic table model based

on the coaxial timer originally developed by Granco for uhf TV converters.

Next big mass FM market for Granco , according to Fogel, lies in its new $19.95 FM tuner. "We're

doing very well, can't keep up with orders," Fogel tells us, predicting his company will sell 100,000 next

year. Potential market: Everybody who owns a TV, phono or AM radio with a "tuner jack" or "phono jack."

Fogel classifies the new tuner as an "impulse purchase," which a phono-record buyer might pick up at the

record store, for example, without premeditation.

FM auto radios? They're on their way, says Fogel . His company will market them next March or

April—hybrid transistor-tube sets in FM-only, AM-FM and FM-tuner versions. Thus Granco walks in where

other manufacturers fear to tread—or have trod and burned their feet. Other manufacturers such as Bendix

(which made FM set for Lincoln autos last year) have left the field. Several small domestic producers make
car FM converters or tuners, and expensive German FM car sets are available. Granco's trump card: Its car

radio will be inexpensive.

In addition to making FM sets, Granco supplies its coaxial-tuning FM front end to 3 or 4 other manu-

facturers. Other makers of prefabricated FM front ends selling to set makers on U.S. market include General

Instrument, Standard Coil, Sarkes Tarzian, Gorier of Germany.

One barrier to FM radio sales still remains : FM is not nationwide medium. But casting hopeful eye

at increasing applications for FM stations, FM-active manufacturers hope that soon every major U.S. area

will have enough choice of FM stations to open large new areas of potential sales.

TV-RADlO PRODUCTION: ElA statistics for week ended Nov. 13 (45th week of 1959)

:

Nov. 6-13 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 149,295 140,966 112,202 5,484,904 4,286,694

Total radio 342,497 373,683 364,943 13,436,062 9,623,802

auto radio 63,166 91,362 113,309 4,837,796 2,918,106

RCA’s automobile phono (Vol. 15:34 pl6) is now being

sold as an accessory for 1960 Plymouths & DeSotos at

$51.75. It plugs into a special jack in the auto radio

($59.50 or $84.30), using radio speaker & amplifier. The
changer is designed to play 14 standard 45-rpm records

automatically, providing up to 2 hours of continuous enter-

tainment. Designed by RCA for the Chrysler Corp., it is

mounted under the instrument panel with 3 coil springs en-

closed within rubber “balloon” shock absorbers. The pickup

arm is located below the record, and the changer unloads

the records as they are played and stacks them inside the

case which also serves as a record-storage compartment.
Records may be rejected or repeated by pressing a button;

the machine may be loaded with one hand. The new changer
differs from the 16%-rpm Columbia-developed “highway
hi fi” sold with 1956 Chrysler cars (Vol. 11:38-39) in that

it uses standard records.

Du Mont Labs plans to establish a plant in Italy to

pi'oduce industrial & military cathode-ray tubes and other

electronic equipment, Chmn. Dr. Allen B. Du Mont made
known recently. Plant site is to be announced by year’s end.

Emerson introduces 3 new TVs in time for Christmas
market: 17-in. portable with 3-stage IF, telescoping dipole

antenna, $156; 17-in. table model with 3-stage IF, front
controls, $128; lowboy stereo phono-radio with 110-degree
21-in. TV, in 3 wood veneers, $398.

GE has received a $101-million Air Force contract to

continue development of missile nose cones.

“Failure to act on Japanese imports will have the

effect of committing the American people to eventual es-

tablishment of vital defense industries 4,500 miles across

the Pacific Ocean.” So said EIA Pres. David R. Hull Nov.

17, addressing the general conference of the Joint Electron

Devices Engineering Council in Philadelphia. Urging in-

dustry members to acquaint Congress with electronics’

major problems through “person-to-person communica-
tion,” he pointed out that one Japanese transistor is im-
ported for every 3.6 units made here, and that Japanese
transistor radios now account for 25% of domestic radio

output. “We regard transistor imports as merely the be-

ginning of a general deployment of the Japanese electron-

ics industry on the territory and into the defense potential

of the U.S.,” he said. Other important industry problems
which he said should be called to the attention of legisla-

tors: the EIA’s program for repeal of the Walsh-Healey
Act; endorsement of the bill by Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) to

create a federal spectrum authority.

Factory prices of Japanese radios will go down—on
paper, at least—when the Japanese govt, eliminates the

“check-price” system on radio exports Jan. 1. The check
price originally designed to insure an influx of dollars,

is a govt.-established minimum price. There were so many
loopholes in the system, however, that hardly any U.S.
importers had observed the minimum prices, circumventing
them with various subterfuges. The end of the system will

cut down on the paperwork currently involved in circum-
venting the price floors, and will result, in effect, in the

lowering of duties on Japanese radio imports.
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BBB RAPS SOCKET ANTENNAS: Advertising claims made

for the latest TV accessory fad—indoor antennas which

plug into electrical outlets—were given a resounding

thwack last week by the National Better Business Bureau.

The socket antennas, now being merchandised by more

than a dozen firms, are believed to have sold already in the

houndreds of thousands. They’re merchandised largely

through dept, stores and by mail-order coupon ads.

In a service bulletin to BBB ad-media members, the

BBB takes note of some of the wilder claims (“Turn your

house wiring into a giant TV antenna”). Based on reports

of “authorities,” BBB found that “house wiring is not an

effective TV antenna,” citing these findings:

(1) It’s generally grounded & shielded. (2) It isn’t

directional. (3) Signal pickup, if any, is largely limited

to the 5- or 6-ft. line cord and to the twin-lead line. (4)

Plugging socket antennas into the electrical outlet may
actually result in poorer picture than using the same an-

tenna unplugged. (5) The effectiveness of an antenna im-

proves as the length is increased only up to about one-half

wavelength. (6) “Some hazard may be involved.”

BBB’s recommendations on advertisement acceptance:

“That performance claims in advertising [be] limited

to their actual capabilities in the areas in which such ad-

vertising will appear, and that media require competent

proof of the claims made, [and] that the advertising of

such devices should not state or imply, unqualifiedly, that

they employ the house wiring system as an effective an-

tenna, or that they use radar principles.”

How can media check on the claims made for such

antennas? BBB gives this simple formula: “Enlightenment

on the accuracy of performance claims can be readily ob-

tained on such devices by trying them.”

Note: One technical publication—Radio Electronics—
did try one and reported to its readers in its Dec. issue

that the device was “noticeably less efficient than a few

feet of wire throvm on the floor.” Its article on the socket

antenna is titled “Five Feet of Wire—Only $4.95!”

Jerrold Electronics Corp., which manufactures an in-

door TV antenna called the “TV Receptor,” stated that its

product wasn’t covered by the BBB report. Asked to com-

ment, a company spokesman said he was in “thorough

agreement” with the sections of the report dealing with

advertising claims and the possible shock hazards of plug-

in antennas. Jerrold’s Receptor has a slot in which the TV
set’s insulated line-cord is placed, doesn’t plug in outlet.

Sonora rides again: The “Sonora” label, one of the

first in TV, will be seen again on TV sets—made, this time,

by Trav-Ler Radio Corp., which has purchased the name for

a new TV-radio-phono-recorder line. The seller was Auto-

motive Mfg. Co., Chicago firm which this year bought the

assets of bankrupt Sonora Electronics Inc. (Vol. 15:14 pl7).

The old Sonora Radio Co. was purchased in 1957 at an

Internal Revenue-conducted auction by Thomas F. Kelly

& Associates, who sold it in 1958 to Earl Muntz & Frank

Atlas. National distribution of the new Sonora line will be

handled for Trav-Ler by Park Radio Service Inc., N.Y.

Aviation electronic needs in the Army’s long-range

plans will be described for representatives of 100 aircraft

& electronic firms at a classified Defense Dept, conference

Dec. 1 at Ft. Monroe, Va. The firms will be given 10 weeks

to work out design concepts (on a no-pay basis) for such

Army requirements as surveillance aircraft heavily instru-

mented with electronic detection devices.

Major IRE awards, to be presented at the group’s con-

vention in N.Y. next March: (1) Founders Award, to con-

sulting engineer Haraden Pratt, former telecommunications

advisor to the President, “for outstanding contributions to

the radio engineering profession and to the IRE through

wise & courageous leadership in the planning & administra-

tion of technical developments which have greatly increased

the impact of electronics on the public welfare.” (2) Medal
of Honor, to consulting engineer Harry Nyquist, former
Bell Labs scientist, “for fundamental contributions to a
quantitative understanding of thermal noise, data trans-

mission and negative feedback.” (3) Morris Liebmann
Memorial Prize, to J. A. Rajchman, RCA Labs, “for con-

tributions to the development of magnetic devices for in-

formation processing.” (4) Browder J. Thompson Memorial
Prize, to J. W. Gewartowski, Bell Labs. (5) Harry Diamond
Memorial Award to K. A. Norton, National Bureau of

Standards,” for contributions to the understanding of radio-

wave propagation.” (6) W. R. G. Baker Award, to E. J.

Nalos, GE.

Ronald L. McFarlen, consultant to Raytheon and
Datamatic, has been elected 1960 pres, of IRE, succeeding

Pres. Ernst Weber of Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.

Elected to the new post of vp representing overseas coun-

tries was J. A. Ratcliffe, head of radio research at the

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, England. North Amer-
ican vp will be J. N. Dyer, vp of the research & engineer-

ing div. of Airborne Instruments Lab, succeeding Donald
B. Sinclair, General Radio Co. Directors for 1960-1962 will

be W. G. Shepherd, U. of Minnesota, and George Sinclair,

U. of Toronto. Regional directors for 1960-61 are J. B.

Russell, GE; B. J. Dasher, Ga. Institute of Technology;

R. E. Moe, GE; C. W. Carnahan, Varian Associates.

Among 76 engineers named Fellows of the IRE by the

Institute’s board last week were these scientists honored

for their contributions in TV-radio & related fields: A. N.

Curtiss, RCA West Coast missile & surface radar div., for

contributions to radio & radar technology; C. E. Dean,

Hazeltine, radio & TV receivers; Stephen Doha Jr., Bell

Labs, TV signal transmission; P. W. Howells, GE, color TV;
L. H. Montgomery, radio WSM Nashville, medical elec-

tronics; F. R. Norton, Ramo Wooldridge Denver Labs,

radar & TV
;
D. S. Rau, RCA Communications, international

radio communications system; W. T. Selsted, Ampex, mag-
netic recording.

Canada’s TV slump continued through Sept., when
48,670 sets were sold to dealers by distributors, as com-
pared with 54,411 in Sept. 1958. For 1959’s first 9 months,

271,222 sets were sold vs. 279,718 in the same 1958 months.

The 9-month breakdown (corresponding 1958 figures in

parentheses): portables, 46,837 (43,950); table models,

69,630 (88,031); consoles, 145,926 (139,468); TV-radio-

phono combinations, 8,829 (8,269). For Sept. 1959 (vs.

Sept. 1958) the breakdown was: portables, 6,115 (7,356);

tables, 11,247 (15,670); consoles, 29,754 (30,445); combina-

tions, 1,554 (940).

An estate of more than $10 million was left by Moto-

rola Chmn. Paul V. Galvin, who died Nov. 5 (Vol. 15:45

pl7). Under the terms of a petition filed last week in Cook
County (111.) Probate Court, the hulk of his estate will he

divided equally between his widow, Mrs. Virginia C. Galvin,

and a trust fund to be established for “charitable, scientific,

religious, literary & educational purposes.” Other bequests,

to relatives and others, involve 10,000 shares of Motorola

common stock (valued at more than $1.5 million) and cash.
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Trade Personals; Robert W. Galvin, Motorola pres., also

named chief executive officer, the post held by his father,

the late Chmn. Paul V. Galvin. The post of chmn. will re-

main vacant at least until the next scheduled board meet-

ing in Dec. . . . Norman A. Langenfield appointed GE radio

receiver sales mgr., succeeding Cecil S. Semple; Charles J.

Fabso named phonograph sales mgr.—both appointments

effective Dec. 1; William A. Monahan named national ac-

count sales mgr., GE radio receiver dept., effective Jan 1.

. . . William F. E. Long, mgr. of EIA’s marketing data

dept., Dec. 7 joins Philco's Lansdale div. (tubes & semi-

conductors) in a long-range planning capacity. His suc-

cessor at EIA hasn’t been announced.

James D. McLean resigned last week as pres, of Hoff-

man Labs div. & vp of parent Hoffman Electronics. The

onetime Philco vp hasn’t revealed his plans. Hoffman Labs
div. treas. Jack Kuhner takes over as head of div., with

title of gen. mgr. . . . Thomas S. Knight Jr., ex-district

sales mgr. for Fla. & Ga., named GE sales mgr. for re-

ceiving tubes, picture tubes & hi-fi components, headquar-

tering in Owensboro, Ky.

K. B. (Ken) Price, ex-Sprague Products, named sales

mgr.. Merit Coil & Transformer Corp. . . . Neil M. Blair,

ex-vp & asst, to the pres, of ITT subsidiary Intelex Systems

(Vol. 15:31 pl9), named gen. mgr., Amphenol-Borg indus-

trial products—Danbury Knudsen div. . . . Philip C. Leffel

Jr., former mgr. of Corning Glass receiver bulb sales dept.,

heads new Corning manufacturing dept, producing ceramic

parts primarily for the electronics industy.

Joseph S. DeMaio named ad & sales promotion mgr..

Corning Glass electrical products div. . . . William N. Lats-

haw named Heath Co. ad production mgr. . . . Warren B
Hayes transferred from post of operations vp, Thompson
Ramo Wooldridge subsidiary Pacific Semiconductors, to

asst, for new enterprises to Thompson Ramo Wooldridge
pres. Dr. Dean E. Wooldridge. Richard A. Campbell suc-

ceeds Hayes at Pacific Semiconductors.

Walter J. Kruel named executive vp of Hallamore
Electronics div. (closed-circuit TV) of Siegler Corp., suc-

ceeding John J. Burke . . . Harvey G. Lowhurst, ex-Link
Aviation, named Ampex Corp. patent counsel . . . Juan
Weidemann, ex-pres. of Overseas Industries Inc., appointed
dir. of exports, special products div., Conley Electronics

Corp. (MoodMaster taped music systems).

Reuben O. Schlegelmilch appointed technical dir. of

Westinghouse’s defense products group . . . Harold S.

Thorpe appointed gen. mgr., Avnet Electronics . . . Iden F.

Richardson named mgr., Hughes Products Group div. of

Hughes Aircraft, succeeding Raymond B. Parkhurst, who
resumes former post of manufacturing vp . . . Herbert C.

Craig, ex-Westinghouse, named oil-paper capacitors mktg.
mgr., Cornell-Dubilier . . . Earl E. Sargent appointed mgr.,

Sylvania computer products Muncy plant.

RCA has established a $28,000 David Sarnoff Scholar-
ship Fund for Japanese science & electronics graduate &
undergraduate students for the 1960-61 school year, re-

search & development vp Douglas H. Ewing made known
in Tokyo last week. The scholarships will be administered
by the U.S. Educational Mission to Japan and the Japanese
Ministry of Education. Half of the fund will be used to

provide Japanese students with fellowships for U.S. study.

Obituary

R. Kenneth Braunsdorff, 63, Tung-Sol Electric Co. chief
engineer from 1925 to 1958, died of a heart attack Nov. 16
in East Orange, N.J. He is survived by wife and daughter.

OCDM deadline for comments on the agency’s investi-

gation of EIA protests against imports of transistorized

Japanese products (Vol. 15:46 p21) was extended last week

from Nov. 17 to Dec. 15. “The extension, which applies for

all parties concerned, was requested by foreign & domestic

organizations with an interest in the investigation,” OCDM
said. Rebuttals are due by Jan. 15, all further data &
comments by Jan. 31. OCDM rules require parties furnish

25 copies of all statements, to be open to public inspection

unless “confidential treatment is requested.”

State winners of Westinghouse-supported 1959 Electric

Program competition of the National 4-H Club were an-

nounced last week. Seven girls & 40 boys were named for

outstanding electrical projects for improving their homes

& farms. Six will be selected later as national winners and

will be awarded $400 college scholarships by the Westing-

house Educational Foundation. In the past 24 years, the

Foundation has awarded 135 scholarships. More than 133,-

000 boys & girls entered the 1959 competition.

Use of tiny Nuvistor triode tubes as RF amplifiers in

vhf TV tuners provides 2 db more gain and nearly 1 db

lower noise factor in a neutralized grounded-cathode cir-

cuit. So said RCA tube engineer Louis S. Baar at IRE’s

annual Radio Fall Meeting in Syracuse. “Two Nuvistors

in cascode operation provide an increased gain over the

grounded cathode circuit in the order of 4 db,” he said.

Tunnel diodes will be made available to industry by

RCA in sample quantities for experimental purposes be-

ginning Nov. 23. The initial types include 12 designed for

operation up to 1000 me with power consumption ranging

from .75 mw to 3 mw, nominal peak currents (tunnel cur-

rents) from 1.8 ma to 6.8 ma.

More radios were sold in Sept, in Southern Cal. than

in any other month since the Electric League of Los An-
geles began recording figures in Jan. 1955. A total of 53,-

681 radios were distributed in the 7 counties covered by the

survey, reports Southern Cal. Bestrs. Assn., 23% greater

than Sept. 1958 sales. Baseball fever and transistor sets

are credited for the upsurge. Area radio sales for the first

9 months of this year were 30% greater than ’58’s period.

Standard for TV luminance signals, as developed by

IRE for measurement of the luminance component of

color TV, has been approved by the American Standards

Assn. (ASA). American Standard Measurement of Tele-

vision Luminance Signal Levels (C16.31-1959) is avail-

able for 60^ a copy. ASA, Dept. PR 108, 70 E. 45 St. N.Y. 7.

Panamanian TV import duties have been slashed by a

new govt, decree. The tariffs now run from 5% for sets

priced up to $150 to 15% for sets priced $250 or more. The
old rates ranged from 20% for up-to-$125 sets to 30% for

TV-radio-phono combos.

Westinghouse’s 23-in. sets (Vol. 15:44 pl7)—2 Danish

modern lowboys at $330 & $390, using laminated safety-

glass tube—went into production last week and are due on

the market early next month.

Raytheon has dropped prices on 23 types of transistors.

The reductions range from 5%, for germanium ti’ansistors

used in audio & radio receiver applications, to 35%, for

switching transistors used in computers & control gear.

Theater-screen advertising is being used by Philco to

promote its Safari battery-operated portable TV, accord-

ing to Theatre-Screen Advertising Bureau which reports

the TV manufacturer is using 7 full-color commercials.
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Finance

Westinghouse expects its 4th-quarter net to “maintain

the same gain” over 1968’s final quarter established by

Jan.-Sept. over Jan.-Sept. 1958 (Vol. 15:44 p21), Pres, Mark
W. Cresap Jr. said last week. He anticipates a company-
wide pre-tax profit-margin increase of 1.5 percentage

points for 1959 over 1958, and thinks the current year “will

show a modest increase in total billings.” Consumer prod-

ucts vp Chris J. Witting noted that Westinghouse’s 1959

consumer-products sales volume is “no great increase”

over the pre-recession year of 1957, but has produced “a

tremendous increase in profits” due to cost reductions. He
forecast a 5% gain for the consumer-goods volume in 1960,

barring a resumption of the steel strike in Jan.

Telechrome Mfg. Corp., Amityville, N.Y. maker of

b&w & color TV broadcasting & test equipment, has sub-

mitted SEC registration (File 2-15843) for a public olfering

of $750,000 of 6% convertible subordinated debentures due

1969, Underwritten by Amos Treat & Co. Inc. and Truman,
Wasserman & Co. Inc., the debentures would be convertible

into Telechrome’s 10^ par Class A stock, terms to be sup-

plied in an amended SEC statement. The underwriters have

agreed to purchase warrants for 10,000 Class A shares,

exercisable for 5 years from the issue date.

Beckman Instrument Inc, sales are running at an an-

nual rate of $55 million, compared with $44.9 million in the

fiscal year ended June 30, Pres. Arnold 0. Beckman told the

annual meeting last week. The outlook for improved sales

& earnings in the current fiscal year, he said, “is very
promising as far as we can see now,” For the first fiscal

quarter ended Sept. 30: 1959 1958

Sales $12,600,000 $10,200,000
Net income 623,000 619,000
Earned per share 46^ 45^

Electronics Capital Corp., San Diego small-business

investment company headed by Charles E. Salik, has pur-

chased $400,000 seven-year debentures covertible into 47%
of the common stock of General Electrodynamics Corp.,

Garland, Tex, GEC claims to produce 75% of all vidicon TV
camera tubes, also makes radar scan-converter tubes under
prime contract to FAA,

International Telephone & Telegraph reports increased

earnings for the 9 months ended Sept. 30:

1959
Sales & revenues $546,335,941
Profits 19,001,874
Earned per share 1.25

1958
$491,008,965

18,014,686
1.25

Webcor Inc, reports a slight reduction in earnings de-

spite a sales increase approximating 8% in the first fiscal

quarter ended Sept. 30, The Chicago concern also reports

that its 1959 fiscal year ended June 30 produced earnings

of $11,741 (24 a share) on $33,498,227 sales. Comparative

1958 figures are not available because of a change in Web-
cor’s fiscal year. Chmn-Pres. Titus Hatfa said that profits

were down in 1959 from 1958, however, and attributed the

decline in part to Webcor’s costly changeover to stereo-

phonic phonographs & tape recorders. For the first fiscal

quarter ended Sept. 30:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share . .

.

1959

$8,783,000
135,000

214

1958

$8,070,000
136,000

214

Varian Associates doubled sales and sharply increased

earnings in the fiscal year ended Sept. 30:

1959
Sales $38,130,311
Net income 2,518,169
Earned per share 81^
Shares outstanding 3,125,650
For the quarter ended Sept. 30:

Sales $9,074,110
Net income 729,371
Earned per share 24^

1958
$18,985,714

1,503,727
484

3,103,698

$7,168,152
476,273

154

Loral Electronics Corp. was admitted last week to

trading on the American Stock Exchange. Symbol: LOR.

Correction: Meredith Publishing Co. owns WHEN-TV
& WHEN Syracuse, WOW-TV & WOW Omaha, KPHO-TV
& KPHO Phoenix, KCMO-TV & KCMO Kansas City. Taft

Bcstg. Co. owns WKRC-TV & WKRC Cincinnati, WTVN-
TV & WTVN Columbus, WKYT Lexington, WBIR-TV &
WBIR Knoxville. Some Taft stations were erroneously in-

cluded in the list of Meredith holdings in last week’s issue.

Reports & comments available: Motorola, review, L. F.

Rothschild & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y. 5 . . . Philco, com-
ments, Walston & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y. 5 . . . P. R.

Mallory, review, Fahnestock & Co., 65 Broadway, N.Y. 6

. . . Paramount Pictures, comments, H. Hentz & Co., 72

Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . AT&T, prospectus, Morgan Stanley &
Co., 2 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . Rek-O-Kut Co. Inc., prospectus,

D. A Lomasney & Co., 39 Broadway, N.Y. 6 . . . Digitronics

Corp., Cranberry, Marache & Co., 67 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . .

Electronic Specialty Co., profile in Nov. 14 Business Week
. . . GT&E and Fairchild Camera & Instruments Corp.,

profiles in Nov. 15 Forbes.

NAFI Corp., the diversifying automotive upholstery &
carpet firm which now owns KPTV Portland, Ore., and

radio KOBY San Francisco, and whose purchase of KCOP
Los Angeles awaits FCC approval, reports profitable oper-

ation for 9 months ended Sept. 30: 1959 1958

Sales $15,347,161 $15,385,789

Net profit (loss in 1958) 495,191 (627,279)
Earned per share 50^ —
Shares outstanding 987,655 987,655

Rek-O-Kut Co. Inc., maker of phonograph recording

& reproducing equipment, is making a public offering of

142,666 shares of common (priced at $3.50 a share) through

D.A. Lomasney Co. as underwriter. Proceeds will be used

to reduce Rek-O-Kut’s debt and to finance the tooling &
production of new types of components & equipment. The

underwriter firm is offering an additional 71,334 shares,

for certain Rek-O-Kut stockholders.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period
American Bosch Arma .

—
AT&T Q
Bulova Watch Co —
Burroughs —
Canadian GE Q
Canadian GE Ex.
Famous Players Canada Q
Gabriel —
Globe-Union Q
Globe-Union Ex.
Hazeltine Q
Hazeltine Stk.
Hoffman Q
Loew’s Inc —
Meredith Publishing . . Q
Standard Coil Stk.
20th Century-Fox Q

Stk. of
Amt. Payable Record
$0.30 Dec. 31 Dec. 10

.82V2 Jan. 11 Dec. 10
.15 Jan. 15 Dec. 24
.25 Jan. 20 Dec. 24

2.00 Jan. 4 Dec. 15
4.00 Jan. 4 Dec. 15

.37V2 Dec. 11 Nov. 25

.15 Dec. 15 Dec. 1

.25 Dec. 10 Dec. 2

.25 Dec. 10 Dec. 2

.20 Dec. 15 Dec. 1

.02% Dec. 15 Dec. 1

.15 Dec. 31 Dec. 11

.30 Jan. 15 Dec. 22

.45 Dec. 11 Nov. 27

.03% Dec. 31 Dec. 16

.40 Dec. 26 Dec. 11
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AB-PT anticipates that 4th-quarter “gross income will

be at record levels” and earnings will be “substantially

better” than the 1958 quarter’s $1,224,000 (27^5 a share).

Pres. Leonard H. Goldenson told the N.Y. Society of Se-

curity Analysts last week. Net operating profit for the

first 9 months ended Sept. 30 was 26% higher than in the

same 1958 period (Vol. 15:44 p22). Goldenson noted that

the TV network had 90 advertisers this fall, compared with

60 a year ago; that the firm’s second biggest money earner,

the movie-theater business, is ahead of last year; that AB-
PT will reduce its movie-theater holdings eventually from

the current 500 to 350-400. He pointed out that the “ABC
radio network is not showing a profit, as is the case with

all radio networks, but the deficit this year will be cut

when compared with 1958.” He also told the Security

Analysts that ABC’s network TV ad rates are 25% to 30%
lower than those of CBS & NBC.

Allied Artists Pictures Corp. tallied a 5% -fold profit

increase (Vol. 15:46 p24) in fiscal-1960’s first quarter

ended Sept. 26, Pres. Samuel Broidy announced at the com-

pany’s annual meeting. He also noted that Oct. “has

shown a black figure from unofficial computations,” and

forecast “a reasonable black figure” for the current quar-

ter. For the first fiscal quarter ended Sept. 26:

Gross income
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959 1958
$5,241,000 $3,929,000

652,600 120,200
72<^ 124

888,855 878,256

20th Century-Fox Film Corp. net income dropped to

$1,159,662 (49^ a share) in the 13 weeks ended Sept. 26,

compared with $1,357,982 (58^) in the year-ago period.

Revenue & earnings showed a greater decline for the 39

weeks ended Sept. 26:

Film rentals, etc. .

Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959

$85,933,864
2,930,532

1.25

2,338,536

1958

$94,136,723
6,590,991

2.87

2,293,186

Filmways Inc. reports lower earnings on increased

revenues for the year ended Aug. 31, as compared with

the preceding year (1958 share earnings & shares out-

standing adjusted to reflect stock dividend & split)

:

Revenue
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
1,448,650
190,537

434
447,986

1958
5,758,317
224,870

134
307,076

CBS Inc., whose record 9-month sales & earnings were
reported here last week (Vol. 15:46 p22), gives this break-

down for the 13 weeks ended Oct. 3, 1959 as compared with

the 14 weeks ended Oct. 4, 1958: 1959

Net revenues & sales .... $103,201,938
Net profit 4,178,063
Earned per share 51^

1958

$99,305,548
4,000,906

514

Foreign

India’s first TV station is now on the air in New Delhi.

The 500-watt transmitter, programmed by govt.-owned All

India Radio, is on the air 2 evenings a week. The station

has 4 camera chains and is being received initially by 35

sets installed in public places throughout the city.

Russia has increased TV production goals for 1961 in

a new 3-year plan designed to step up output of all con-

sumer goods. The official Soviet announcement revealed

that 1958 TV output totaled 979,300 sets and that the 1961

goal is 1,928,000.

U.S.-Foreign TV Views: As U.S. networks edged cautiously

toward more editorial control of program content last

week, unanimous approval of the “magazine concept” of

TV advertising was voiced in N.Y. by leading French,

British & German TV executives at an Academy of TV
Arts & Sciences seminar Nov. 17. Pierre Crenesse, dir. for

North America, Radiodiffusion-TV Francaise; Norman
Collins, deputy chmn.. Associated TV Ltd.; and Peter Von
Zahn, U.S. correspondent Nord-West Deutsche, Fernsehen,

were the foreign guests favoring a “no-sponsorship posi-

tion on a 6-man ATAS panel. Other panel members in-

cluded Wallace Ross, TV consultant recently returned from

an Iron Curtain tour; Alfred R. Stern vp, NBC Enter-

prizes; Don Hewitt, producer-dir., CBS News. Highlights:

Crenesse on French TV: “Commercial TV in France

would not be feasible,” Crenesse said. “Our total TV-radio

budget is 32 billion francs a year, while advertising could

bring in only 4 billion.” He voiced opposition to the Ameri-

can form of TV advertising, but said he favored a commer-
cial TV with “3 commercial min. per hour, no sponsor say

about programming, and advertising being handled directly

by French TV, not through an agency.” French TV, sup-

ported by a $12 annual tax of each set owner, won’t go

commercial for many years, he predicted. Programming is

“50% live, 44.6% film and 5.4% Eurovision.” (Eurovision,

“which originated in France in 1954,” consists of French,

English & German programming, has 12 subscribing na-

tions “with the Soviet joining next month.”)

Collins on British TV: Explaining the development &
growth of Britain’s magazine-concept commercial TV
system (11 contractors, franchised for key TV areas to

provide programs & sell advertising aired on a single

independent channel) as “a reflection of the English love

for compromise,” Collins stated it had worked out very well

indeed. He foresaw no change in the future either, even in

the event of a 3rd TV channel, because of the classic dis-

like of the British “to change something that they have
learned to live with.” Independent TV profits (not gross)

last year, Collins stated, were “around 15 million pounds”
(some $41 million). He reiterated his hope for a trans-

atlantic TV link (Vol. 15:46 pl4).

Von Zahn on W. German TV : German TV is on “a high

level, with emphasis on opera, cultural programs & chil-

dren’s shows,” although he admitted the present patchwork
system reflects the philosophies in different German zones

of the occupying countries. In any event, he doubted there

will be any change in the present policy of “having spon-

sors without programming say.” There are 3.5 million sets

in W. Germany, with 10 million expected within 2 years.

Ross on the Soviet: “They have ambitious TV plans,

and we must compete with them or join them,” said Ross,

who described incidents on a survey tour of Czechoslovakia,

Poland & the Soviet Union. By 1961 Russia expects to have
an interconnected non-commercial network within the

Soviet Union, Budapest, East Berlin, Prague and Warsaw
as well as a hookup to Nordvision (Scandinavia).

Stern, speaking on the world market for US. product,

suggested that “If we’re going to exchange programs and
expand overseas, we must put foreign entertainment shows
on local stations here.” Film programming, used for

economy by most countries, works against our best

interests because film tends to create quota problems.

Hewitt, in discussing the networks’ efforts to report

news, via tape, the same day an event occurs in Europe,

announced that CBS is outfitting a DC-4 with 3 live

cameras and an Ampex recorder to cover President Eisen-

hower’s tour next month.
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Educational Television

Nationwide ETV network which will enable a single

gifted teacher to instruct 100,000 students simultaneously

was envisioned by RCA Chmn. Gen. David Sarnoff last

week in an address before the Rockhurst College Honorary

Directors Assn., where he received the Rockhurst Chancel-

lor Award for “outstanding service to humanity.” Through

ETV, he said, “it may be possible for those who—for one

reason or another—cannot enter college, to earn a college

degree in their own homes . . . The day will come when
there will be a nationwide TV network devoted exclusively

to education. The basis for it already exists in the 43 non-

commercial educational stations now in operation.”

TV-teaching of foreign languages has the blessing of

a top Canadian educator, who suggests that “TV could be

the answer to the shortage of French [and other language]

teachers.” Dr. Robert Gauthier, French studies dir. of the

Ontario Dept, of Education, has co-developed a casual

teaching system used in CBC-TV’s daily 15-min. Chez
Helene. The TV “teacher,” actress Helene Baillargeon,

converses in French with 2 children & a puppet.

Westinghouse’s “Stratovision” role in the flying-ETV

program of the Midwest Council on Airborne TV Instruc-

tion (Vol. 15:42, p3) is spotlighted in the Oct. Westing-

house Record newsletter for stockholders.
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ETV AID BILLS REVIVED: The House Commerce communi-
cations & power subcommittee is dusting off 8 federal-

aid-to-educational-TV bills it shelved in June (Vol.

15:23 p2)—and Chmn, Harris (D-Ark.) plans “action”

on them soon after Congress convenes again in Jan.

Leading up to another go at the legislation for govt,

subsidies, 2-man teams of the 8-member subcommittee are

conducting field trips to ETV installations and holding

on-the-spot hearings in 9 states to gather grassroots notes

on ETV operations & problems. Their schedule winds up
Dec. 8 in Miami (WTHS-TV).

“Upon conclusion of these hearings it is anticipated

that at the beginning of the next session of Congpress the

subcommittee on communications & power will take up
the several educational TV bills on which the subcommittee

has held hearings,” Harris told exec. dir. Ralph Steetle

of the Joint Council on Educational TV.
“At that time the subcommittee’s hearing record and

any additional information gathered during the field hear-

ings will be considered by the subcommittee with a view

to taking action on the pending legislation.”

On the action agenda then will be 7 House bills & a

Senate-approved measure (S-12) by Senate Commerce
Committee Chmn. Magnuson (D-Wash.) for outright $1

million govt, grants to each state and the District of

Columbia for purchase of ETV equipment.

The subcommittee’s field schedule so far has taken in

Lincoln, Neb. (KUON-TV), San Francisco (KQED), Den-

ver (KRMA-TV). Other ETV bases to be touched on the

road to Miami: Seattle (KCTS), Chapel Hill, N. C.

(WUNC-TV), Atlanta (WETV), Birmingham (WBIQ),
New Orleans (WYES-TV), Tampa-St. P’burg (WEDU).

In addition to Harris, subcommittee members are

Reps. Bennett (R-Mich.), Rogers (D-Tex.), Younger (R-

Cal.), Flynt (D-Ga.), Avery (R-Kan.), Moss (D-Cal.),

Rostenkowski (D-Ill.).

Second year of teleclasses for some 100,000 elementary

& secondary students in 50 San Francisco school districts

is now issuing from educational KQED. Approximately

4,000 teachers are utilizing 8 TV classes which are being

offered Mon. thru Thurs., a.m. & p.m. Five of the tele-

classes are being video-taped to permit re-runs and to

provide school districts with greater scheduling flexibility.

The TV courses are planned by KQED’s curriculum advisory

council, which comprises a representative of each contract-

ing school district. The teleclasses are conducted by the

station’s team of teachers. School districts subscribe to

the ETV service at the rate of 60^ per student. Subjects

range from math, science and Spanish instruction to cur-

rent events, teen-age problems, basic driving techniques.

NAEB’s 500th individual member came into the fold

recently: Dr. V. A. Champa, audio-visual instructional

services dir. of Pa. State Teachers College. He was awarded

a year’s membership. “Individual” is one of several NAEB
membership categories. The others: Institutional—TV-radio

broadcasters (152 members); Associate—ETV-program
producers or operators of CCTV for direct teaching (112);

Affiliate—groups interested in advancing ETV (63); In-

dustrial Associates—firms that make or sell broadcasting

equipment (8).

Teleguides outlining the plots & literary significance of

NBC-TV’s presentation of Shakespeare’s “The Tempest”

(Feb. 3, 1960), are being distributed as classroom aids by

sponsor Hallmark and Scholastic magazine, to 160,000

English & drama teachers.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

Stations

FTC LEADS OFF in TV-radio offensive by govt, in wake of quiz

scandals, summoning broadcasting brass to Dec. 2 showdown
"to strike deception" from air (p. 1 & 11).

CODE RECRUITS ENLIST for TV's self-control-vs.-govt.-regulation

fight; 15 new members subscribe to NAB's advertising-program-

ming rules, bringing total to 282 (p. 7).

FCC
STAGE-SETTING FOR HEARING on programs proceeds at FCC.

Non-broadcast witnesses expected first; heavy pressure on com-

mercial excesss anticipated (pp. 2 & 4).

$2.5 MILLION FCC UHF RESEARCH pushed after Budget Bureau

approves funds. Comr. Lee is sparkplug of the drive, which has

fair chance of green light from Congress (p. 2).

Congress

PAYOLA PARADE CONTINUES as House probers plan move to

N.Y., to investigate TV performers in music field; DA Hogan

subpoenas Alan Freed; disc jockeys resign or get fired in cross-

country actions (p. 4).

Advertising

DON'T FORGET PROGRAM COSTS when you're trying to find

the real extent of network TV in national advertiser spending.

Listing only "gross network time" shortchanges TV (pp. 3 & 10).

Programming
WHAT TV-Q DOES is discussed by researcher Henry Brenner; his

service tends to predict which shows will be hits, which flops (p. 8).

Manuiacturing d Distribution

HOTEL-TV FIELD SMALL BUT HUMMING: Business is booming for

10 top TV suppliers & installers who report gains of 20% to

300% this year over last, foresee bigger market in 1960 (p. 16).

STEREO INFORMATION CAMPAIGN may be undertaken by EIA

to help clear up public & dealer misunderstanding. New EIA

phono section organized (p. 17).

POWER FROM NOISE is claimed for new semiconductor device,

whose developers say it will make possibl? cheap 24-in. TV set

drawing only V/z watts of power (p. 18).

RADIO IMPORTS SOAR as 9-month shipments of Japanese sets to

America equal 60% of radios manufactured in U.S. (p. 18).

Networks

LARMON'S SUMMIT MEETING proposes the 3 networks agree to

an outside "Citizen's Committee." Plan not acceptable (p. 5).

NET TV UP SHARPLY IN SEPT, as national ad volume gains 15%
over Sept. 1958. Latest index shows TV 16% ahead (p. 6).

Auxiliary Services

FCC COOL ON CATV ACTION, reporterly deciding no further

Commission proceedings are warranted. Denver discussion of

"ad hoc" group concept undecisive (p. 12).

Film d Tape

TWO 60-MIN. SHOWS BITE THE DUST and another is wobbly as

season moves on (p. 13).

Other Departments

EDUCATIONAL TV (p. 11). PERSONALS (p. 15). FINANCE (p. 19).

FTC LEADS OFF IN TV-RADIO OFFENSIVE: The first of 4 zero hoxirs in govt, assaults on

TV & radio programming-advertising-payola will strike for broadcasters this week.

Biggest brass in industry will be confronted Dec. 2 by Federal Trade Commission, whose Chmn. Earl

W. Kintner called extraordinary conference "to devise better & faster means of enforcing the present laws to

stop false <S misleading advertising on TV & radio."

Four-pronged govt, attack will then be carried forward by FCC, which starts wide-open hearings

Dec. 7 on programming and Commission's powers to oversee it (see p. 2).

Then come 2 new waves of trouble for broadcasters from always-threatening Capitol Hill. House

Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee, fresh from its quiz hearing triumphs (Vol. 15:41-45), mobilizes

again Dec. 9 for upcoming payola probe, which already has set off explo.sive dismissals of disc jockeys from

stations (see p. 4). Senate Commerce Committee Chmn. Magnuson (D-Wash.) will follow up with early-

Jan. disciplinary showdown with industry representatives, FTC & FCC (Vol. 15:47 p5).

And looming darkly ahead for all broadcasting is 2nd session of 86th Congress opening in Ian. If

pre-session talk is carried through by legislators, there'll be unprecedented bombardment of bills to tighten

govt, controls over TV & radio—prohibiting program frauds, outlawing payola, licensing networks, etc., etc.
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Renewed crusade by Sen. Monroney (D-Okla.) against rating systems may be part of it. Systems were

attacked again last week as "mumbo-jumbo" by MBS's Hurleigh, blamed by Rep. Kowalski (D-Conn.) for

"such deceit as TV quiz fixing," defended by Trendex Pres.. Edward G. Hynes as statistical guides, which

shouldn't be "tarred by a stick wildly swung around."

FTC "is poised to strike deception with the full force of the laws it administers," Chmn. Kintner said in

summoning broadcasting chiefs to its boardroom-like Room 432 of FTC Bldg, at 10 a.m. Dec. 2 (after first setting

Nov. 30 date). He had assurances last week that these will be on hand: CBS Inc. Pres. Frank Stanton, NBC
Pres. Robert E. Kintner, AB-PT Pres. Leonard H. Goldenson, MBS Pres. Robert F. Hurleigh, NAB Pres. Harold

E. Fellows, TV Code Review Board Chmn. Donald H. McGannon who heads Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. In face

of common dangers, Stanton, Kintner, Goldenson and other TV network chiefs huddled privately in N.Y.

Nov. 13 with Y&R's Sigurd S. Larmon to discuss common strategy, but reached no agreement, it was dis-

closed last week (see p. 4). Special meeting of NAB's 43-member board has been called for Dec. 4 in

Washington's Shoreham Hotel by Fellows to "consider legislative & regulatory matters." No. 1 agenda item

for TV Board at session: proposed Code amendments to prevent recurrence of quiz scandals (Vol. 15:47 p3).

Attorney Gen. William P. Rogers reviewed situation at informal meeting with FCC members last week.

"Industry must stand ready to assist" in cleaning up frauds on air, FTC's Kintner warned in his

summons to the closed session. Attending it as observers will be representatives of FCC and Justice Dept.

The latter conteinplates possible criminal action against connivers in rigging of TV quiz shows (Vol. 15:47 p5).

Kintner is "most hopeful" that TV-radio self-regulation can stem Congressional demands for more

laws, he said later. Citing "hard-hitting appeals for industry self-reform" by broadcasters themselves, the

FTC chairman told Chicago meeting of professional advertising fraternity Alpha Delta Sigma that these

industry efforts
—

"coupled with vigorous govt, enforcement within the framework of existing laws"—may
resolve problem. Assn, of National Advertisers was warned by Kintner that FTC "is not going to let go of

this thing until it is cleaned up," however (see p. 11).

STAGE-SETTING FOR HEARING ON PROGRAMS: FCC's TV-radio programming in-

quiry, starting Dec. 7, could turn out to be one of most significant Commission proceedings on record. There's a

deep stirring and concern at FCC and in industry, as the badgered Commissioners prepare their questions.

FCC issued a list of 52 organizations & individuals who have said they want to appear (for names,

see p. 4). It's good cross-section of industry and non-industry groups, certainly should give Commission

plenty to chew on. Non-industry witnesses will take stand first. Commission has set aside Dec. 7-11, will

give more time if needed, conducting the sessions in Hearing Room B, Interstate Commerce Commission

Bldg., 12th & Constitution Ave.

The inquiry is so broad (Vol. 15:47 p2) that there's no telling how it will develop. One thing is certain,

however: Heavy pressure on "objectionable" & "excessive" commercials. Chmn. Doerfer, who abhors "the

spectre of a bevy of govt, clerks blue-penciling programs," also said: "But I hasten to add that commercial

utterances such as advertising are not entitled to First Amendment protections."

Today's crisis is reminiscent of the clutch of fear that shot through the industry in 1951 when FCC
suddenly decided that TV programming was way off base (Vol. 7:4-5). It was the day of the 30-min. hard-sell

pitchman, off-color jokes, deeply plunging necklines. After weighing staff's recommendation that all 107

stations be given temporary renewals. Commission decided instead to call an all-industry programming con-

ference. Conference never came off, but industry got busy and formulated the code. Whole thing was largely

intramural, however—nothing like the quiz scandals.

$2.5 MILLION FCC UHF RESEARCH PROJECT PUSHED: A surprising FCC-spon-

sored $2.5 million uhf TV research program during fiscal 1961 (year starting July 1, 1960) has received

approval of Budget Bureau, awaits President Eisenhower's endorsement.

Details of budget are supposed to be secret until President makes formal annoimcement, but word

of uhf project leaked out. Budget Bureau approval doesn't mean that project is set—because Congress still

must vote the funds—but it's a giant step. Chances in Congress would seem at least fair. For one thing. Sen.

Magnuson (D-Wash.), chmn. of Commerce Committee who has frequently mrged FCC to sponsor such re-

search, is chmn. of an Appropriations subcommittee responsible for funds for FCC & other independent

agencies. For another, project was pushed before Budget Bureau by uhf enthusiast Comr. Lee who once

headed House Appropriations Committee staff and retains warm connections with committee members.
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Uhf project would be carried out by educational institution or similar organizations, not by FCC's

limited staff. Program FCC has in mind is understood to be primarily a test of "multicasting"—the use of

several transmitters per station to achieve the wide coverage & big-city penetration now accomplished by

vhf. In addition, FCC contemplates a study of uhf receiver improvement—using parametric amplifiers, tun-

nel diodes, digital systems, etc. In fact, the program is much in line with recommendations by FCC technical

research chief William Boese & Bureau of Standards engineer William Coombs (Vol. 15:42 p9).

Costs of multicasting tests, included in uhf project , were once obtained from networks. FCC had

asked all 3 to cooperate in N.Y. multicasting experiments, but networks begged off because of costs.

It's understood Budget Bureau is considering substantial cuts in balance of budget submitted by FCC,

and Commission is trying to get funds restored. Size of budget, in addition to uhf project funds, hasn't been

disclosed, but it's presumed to be considerably more than the $10,550,000 it received for fiscal 1960.

HARRIS POSTSCRIPT ON QUIZ FIX: Unexpected pat-on-back for TV came last week from

Congressman who has probably done more to stir things up in television than any single govt, official in

history—Oren Harris (D-Ark.), Chmn. of House Commerce Committee and head of recent quiz probes.

Snared for 10 p.m. prime-time TV interview by KOTV Tulsa's Roger Sharpe, Harris faced film camera,

stated flatly he felt quiz scandals were "not at all" representative of TV, and that "TV industry is predomi-

nantly honest." Further quiz hearings, Harris also stated, were "imnecessary," since he felt House probers

had "established the pattern" of quiz cheating.

Harris denied headline-hunting with quiz probe , admitted that consumer press was blowing it up

into "highly sensitive area." Had he been putting the finger on disc jockeys in payola checkup? Snapped
Harris : "I have a policy of not making public statemenots until I know what we're getting into."

No great damage has been done to TV by the quiz headlines , Harris told Tulsa TV viewers. "I think

the broadcasting industry, in general, is just as strong within its commimity, and in terms of its responsibility

to the American people, as it has ever been." Will the quiz circus help him politically? Harris smiled,

parried: "That will have to be determined as time goes on."

Filmed 20-min. session was syndicated promptly by KOTV to other stations in Corinthian Bcstg. Corp.

group, after newsman Sharpe flew back to Tulsa from Little Rock, Ark. Portions of it were borrowed for

showing on CBS-TV o&o WCBS-TV N.Y. local newscasts—but most of press merely ignored Harris' comments,

and waited for next round of probes.

ABSENT-MINDED MEDIA COMPARISONS: TV is periodically short-changed in comparative

lists showing media expenditures of leading advertisers. What's usually left out of the count is a vital figure

:

the cost of programming & production, apart from the cost of time. Even TvB reports in this form, although

that enterprising organization certainly has only the best interests of the medium at heart. But production costs

are actually necessary for proper evaluation of network TV position in advertising. Reason : it's the one medium
in which cost of the ad (commercial & program) often rivals cost of raw space (time) in which to house it.

Gross time spending is usual yardstick for network TV in all-media lists—with few exceptions

—

prepared by promotion bureaus, publications, agencies, research firms, individuals. (A notable exception: the

McCann-Erickson-Printers' Ink tabulations; see Television Factbook No. 29, p. 22.) Same thing applies to

spot TV, although the difference between listed figures & reality is not so acute since production costs are

spread over much wider area as compared with time costs.

Usual excuse from researchers has some merit, we must admit. "Since reporting on media spending

is done in the same way year after year, the differences in levels are what really count, not the figures them-

selves," say slide-rule experts. This would be nice if it ended there. But non-TV media represented on such

lists tend to whoop up a slight dip in TV spending by individual sponsors—a dip that might be more than

covered by increases in production spending. It's high time the real story was told, particularly in a season

when network TV program costs are reaching an all-time peak.

Ratios of program to time cost vary (see page 10) but generally speaking, network executives

figure program prices are up 4-10% in most routine categories this season. And specials are in a class by them-

selves. For routine shows, when gross network time is reduced by the usual discounts (at least 15%, and
often 25%) and conservative program net-to-advertiser production prices are added, TV shoots up beyond
the present boundary of supposed network spending by more than a third.
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The FCC

More about

WHO’S WHO IN FCC INQUIRY: The FCC sounded pleased

with the turnout its TV-radio programming inquiry has

stimulated (see p. 2), congratulating the 52 who have

filed appearances to date for “their willingness to ex-

pend time & effort in this very important proceeding.”

The Commission hasn’t indicated when each will ap-

pear; it said it would do so later. Here’s the list, as

published by the Commission

:

National Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.
National Catholic Welfare Council
Union of American Hebrew Congregations
Jewish Theological Seminary
National Congress of Parents & Teachers
American Assn, of University Women
American Civil Liberties Union
National Grange
National Farmers Union
General Federation of Women’s Clubs
National Assn, for Better Radio & TV
National Council of Women
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
American Medical Assn.
National Education Assn.
National Assn, of Educational Bcstrs.
Educational TV Council
Joint Council on Educational TV
Greater Washington Educational TV Assn.
National Educational TV & Radio Center.
Norman Cousins, Saturday Review of Literature
William F. Buckley, National Review
John Fischer, Harpers Magazine
Prof. Gilbert Seldes, dir., Annenberg School of Communications,
U. of Pa.

Prof. William Y. Elliott, Harvard U.
Prof. Charles Siepmann, NYU
Prof. Reuel Denny, U. of Chicago
Eric Larabee, exec, editor, American Heritage
Prof. Paul Lazarsfeld, Harvard U.
Rev. William Lynch, Georgetown U.
Prof. Sydney W. Head, U. of Miami
Theodore Peterson, U. of 111.

Prof. Ronald Coase, U. of Va.
Prof. Percy Tannenbaum, U. of Wis.
Prof. Ithiel Poole. MIT
Msgr. John McClafferty, Catholic U.
Assn, of Better Business Bureaus
TV Code Review Board. NAB
Assn, of National Advertisers
American Assn, of Advertising Agencies
Advertising Federation of America
NBC ; CBS : ABC; MBS
Westinghouse Bcstg. Co.
NAB
ASCAP
Sigma Delta Chi
Philip Cortney, pres, of Coty Inc.
Storer Bcstg. Co.
WWLP, Springfield, Mass.

Others filing, though not included in the FCC’s list: Pierson, Ball
& Dowd (law firm) ; Sharfeld & Baron (law firm) ; NBC-TV Affiliates

Committee : Peoples Bcstg. Co. (KTVT Sioux City, etc.)

All-network Conelrad briefing for pesonnel of all

TV, AM & FM stations will be carried this week via closed

circuit from Washington. FCC defense Comr. Lee has

asked gen. mgrs. of all network-affiliated outlets to stand

by for the special program, which will be transmitted Nov.

30-Dec. 4 by CBS, NBC, ABC and MBS at times chosen by
the networks. Lee also asked the stations to provide non-

network outlets with tapes of the briefing, conducted by
FCC’s national industry advisory committee in cooperation

with FCC, Office of Civil & Defense Mobilization and De-

fense Dept, to explain “broadcasters’ responsibilities &
obligations” in the national emergency communications

setup. He suggested that the stations invite local & state

advisory committee members and civil defense representa-

tives to sit in with station personnel for the closed-circuit

program. In another move to strengthen Conelrad, FCC
has approved for distribution an interim outline of a

printed guide on Functions & Responsibilities of State In-

dustry Advisory Committees.

Payola Parade: There was no doubt about it last week

—

the nation’s disc jockeys, music publishers, recording of-

ficials and musical performers discovered they had replaced

quiz contestants, producers and large-budget advertisers

as the latest group to be herded into the “circus maximus”
of public probes (see p. 1).

Even the locale of the spectacle was shifting. Robert

W. Lishman, chief counsel of the House subcommittee on

legislative oversight, announced he would move his payola

investigations to N.Y. Dec. 1 to interview music industry

figures in a search for an activity pattern in pay-for-play

music & record plugs. Also due to be probed by Lishman
will be the sideline activity of TV performers in music
publishing & the recording field.

As a warm-up to this main event, the pace of payola

probes in N.Y. was quickening. DA Frank S. Hogan served

a Grand Jury subpoena on Alan Freed, one of the indus-

try’s top disc jockey names, Nov. 25 as he finished a local

dance-party program on N.Y.’s WNEW-TV. (Freed had
been fired officially by WABC Nov. 21, after refusing to

sign an I-never-took-payola pledge, and had agreed to end
his WNEW-TV contract “by mutual consent” Nov. 23).

Freed was hardly pleased at being the center of so

much attention. He had refused to sign the payola pledge

at WABC, he said, because it was “an insult,” and had
taken time during a local N.Y. radio interview to differen-

tiate between in-front payola and after-the-fact gifts &
Christmas loot from record firms.

Detroit & Philadelphia Walkouts

Also fired last week was WJBK Detroit disc jockey

Tom Clay who admitted taking nearly $8,000 worth of

payola annually “but only when it was urged on him.”

Said Clay: “It is part of the business.” Also on the motor
city station, WJBK disc jockey Don McLeod resigned in

a huff, becoming the 3rd platter-twirler to leave the

station in a 36-hr. period. In Philadelphia, WIBG’s Joe

Niagara also joined the walk-out parade. For the benefit

of N.Y. listeners curious about the payola position of

WMCA personalities, the independent radio outlet aired

spot announcements urging dialers “who have any ques-

tions about WMCA’s music policy” to write in for details.

In Chicago, another local-level payola investigation

began to develop Nov. 24 when the Cook County attorney’s

office promised to “cooperate fully” with the House special

subcommittee study. Chief Investigator Paul Newey said

WAIT personality Phil Lind has already been contacted.

Lind’s tape interview with the owner of a small record

label allegedly uncovers payola demands made by several

Chicago disc jockeys.

Further west. Twin Cities columnist-disc jockey Bill

Diehl defended Minneapolis-St. Paul record spinners “who
are not on the take,” but urged a Congressional payola
probe to uncover those disc jockeys in the U.S. “who have
betrayed themselves and their public,” and accept payola.

There is some likelihood of a Hollywood counterpart
to the Washington & N.Y. payola probes. At least 2 in-

vestigators from Harris’s subcommittee are due in Holly-

wood this week, at which time they’ll begin a probe of

West Coast payola activities. DA William McKesson has
stated there is no Cal. state law to prevent payola (Vol.

15:47 pl7).

Tunesmith Meredith Willson (“The Music Man”),
scheduled to host the “Grammy Awards” show on NBC-TV
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Nov. 29, expressed to TV columnist Marie Torre last week

what he believed was at least one positive virtue of the

payola probe. It revealed clearly, he stated, “that the pop-

ularity of rock & roll is artificially induced.” The Grammy
Awards voting in the National Academy of Recording

Arts & Sciences (with winners ranging from Nat King

Cole to the Mormon Tabernacle Choir) was proof, Wilson

added, that “quality wins out all the time.”

Meanwhile, the American Guild of Authors & Com-
posers, which had spurred the House Commerce legislative

oversight subcommittee into payola probes (Vol. 15:46

pi), shot off a letter to FCC asserting that suspect disc

jockeys are displaying “merely a symptom of a disease.”

Guild Pres. Burton Lane said: “The disease itself is the

involvement of the entire broadcasting industry, including

the networks & local stations, in a deliberate & successful

distortion of music programming for their own financial

gains.” Lane said he was talking about broadcaster-

supported BMI, Am-Par Record Corp., CBS’s Columbia

Records.

Successor to Anti-BMI Group

Citing similar charges, the Guild and its predecessor

Songwriters Protective Assn, (composed of ASCAP mem-
bers) tried in Washington last year to push through legis-

lation divorcing TV & radio from the music publishing &
recording business. Their anti-BMI bill (S-2834) ended

up in a pigeonhole after prolonged hearings by the Senate

Commerce communications subcommittee (Vol. 14:30 p9).

“Misdeeds of a few disk jockeys should not be allowed

to blacken the reputation of the entire radio industry,”

NAB Pres. Harold E. Fellows said in a Washington state-

ment. He pointed out that station managements have

“taken firm steps” against jockeys linked with payola.

Fellows added that broadcasters generally shouldn’t be

held responsible for the practice—“just as I say that

newspapers should not be condemned because from time

to time, individual reporters admit that they are liars or

have committed other misdeeds.”

Among the “firm” corrective steps taken by stations:

Storer Bcstg. Co. is establishing a “quality control” board

to monitor & report daily on all programming on the

chain’s TV-radio outlets (WJBK-TV & WJBK Detroit,

WJW-TV & WJW Cleveland, WSPD-TV & WSPD Toledo,

WAGA-TV Atlanta, WITI-TV Milwaukee, radio WIBG
Philadelphia, radio KPOP Los Angeles, radio WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va., and radio WGBS Miami). The pro-

gram “reporters” will be stationed in the station cities but

will report to TV-radio programming vps at Storer’s home
office. Storer Pres. George B. Storer said the “quality

control” plan will go into effect as soon as proper personnel

can be selected & “fully schooled in Storer policy, FCC &
FTC regulations, NAB code regulations and other require-

ments necessary to do knowledgeable monitoring.”

TV blackouts of professional football games within 75

miles of cities where college teams are playing will be
urged at the next session of Congress by Sen. Kefauver
(D-Tenn.). He said he will introduce a bill prohibiting

such telecasts unless the colleges consent to the pro com-
petition on home TV screens. Kefauver’s Judiciary anti-

trust & monopoly subcommittee already has approved a

measure (S-2545) advocated by him to exempt pro foot-

ball, basketball & hockey—but not baseball—from anti-

trust laws so that club owners can control those telecasts

which interfere with games in the minor leagues. (Vol.

16:36 p3).

Networks

LARMON’S SUMMIT MEETING: A proposal for a top-level

“Citizen’s Committee” to act as outside guardian of

TV’s standards of morals & taste emerged as still an-

other attempt at TV self-regulation in the wake of the

quiz scandals last week. Authored by Sigurd S. Larmon,

chmn. of Young & Rubicam agency, the proposal even

had its cloak-&-dagger aspects.

Larmon, whose agency is estimated to have billed

$102.6 million in broadcast media in 1959 and to rank in

3rd place among the top ad shops (after J. Walter Thomp-
son and McCann-Erickson), arranged a meeting of top

officials of all 3 networks in a N.Y. hotel suite Nov. 13.

Under Larmon’s proposal, a committee representing major
segments of the industry (networks, sponsors, agencies)

would nominate a group of outstanding citizens to act as

a guiding hand.

Network officials attending the Larmon-arranged meet-

ing soon divided in their reaction to the Y&R chmn.’s plan.

Robert W. Sarnoff & Robert E. Kintner, NBC chmn. &
pres, respectively, generally supported Larmon’s views,

and later announced that NBC planned to form its own
advisory committee of leading citizens shortly. CBS Inc.

Pres. Dr. Frank Stanton agreed that TV should stage its

own cleanup or face govt, control, but in a follow-up letter

to Larmon stated he had “grave misgivings” about the

Larmon plan, principally on the question of whether re-

sponsibility for network program content could be passed

to an outside group “without sacrificing our integrity.”

AB-PT Chmn. Leonard Goldenson & ABC-TV Pres. Oliver

Treyz sided with Stanton in not wanting to delegate re-

sponsibility for TV practices to a non-network group.

Larmon himself appeared unruffled by the failure of

his proposal to find immediate backers among leaders of

the 3 networks. What he had really been trying to do with

his network summit meeting, he indicated, was to “stimu-

late thinking” about TV’s increased responsibilities in an
era of tighter self-control.

NBCs Policy Ads: Quiz & other audience participation

shows will continue on NBC-TV “for the millions who en-

joy them—and who have a right to expect that we can &
will safeguard the integrity of all our programs,” the net-

work stated in full-page Sunday ads in The New York
Times, The Joumal-American and Chicago, Washington,

Detroit & Los Angeles papers Nov. 29 and The Wall St.

Journal Nov. 30. Titled “A Statement on TV,” the ad was
signed by Chmn. Robert Sarnoff & Pres. Robert Kintner.

NBC “assumes complete responsibility to the public

for what appears on the network . . . seeks to satisfy the

widest possible range of program tastes & interests . . .

has an obligation to provide entertainment & relaxation

to millions of set owners as well as to inform & enlighten

[and] proposes to keep ‘blazing the trail’ for color TV,”
the ads stated.

Sarnoff & Kintner urged viewers not to judge TV by
the recent quiz scandals. “The shadow cast by a few men
who poisoned a few defunct programs in a single narrow
segment of programming has blacked out some remarkable

achievements,” stated Sarnoff, citing “the TV debuts of

Ingrid Bergman, Lawrence Olivier and Alec Guinness” and
various other NBC specials. “We will crack do^vn on im-

proper practices wherever they may appear in progi-am-

ming or advertising,” the ad concluded.
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Net TV Up Sharply in Sept.: The national ad volume

romped to a 15% gain in Sept, over Sept.. 1958, with all

major media but network radio contributing strongly to

the increase. The latest Printers’ Ink index shows that

network TV gained across the board—16% ahead of a year

ago, 10% for year to date, and 6% in Sept, over Aug. The

Sept.-over-Sept. gains were paced by magazines, up 21%,
and newspapers, up 20%. Network TV, however, racked up

the biggest Sept.-over-Aug. gain. Newspapers were up 4%
total magazines down 1%. The poorest performances were

scored by network radio; down 31% from a year ago,

down 13% for year to date, down 5% in Sept, from Aug.

Best performance; general monthly magazines—30% ahead

in Sept, over Sept.; 18% ahead cumulatively; 5% ahead

Sept, over Aug.
Index % Change from % Cumu-

Medium Sept. Sept. 1 month 1 year lative
1959 1958 ago ago Change

General Index ... 230 200 + 2 +15 + 8
Total Magazines ... 173 143 — 1 +21 +11
Weekly
Women's

... 190 157 +21 + 9

... 118 107 — 8 +10 + 9
General Monthly ...,... 235 181 + 5 +30 +18
Farm ... 107 96 — 2 +11 + 4

Newspapers ... 216 180 + 4 +20 + 7
Network Television ... 462 400 -t- 6 +16 +10
Network Radio ... 20 29 — 5 —31 — 13
Business Papers ... 241 218 -f- 2 +10 + 5

Outdoor ... 149 145 —10 + 3 — 3

ABC-TV is leading by a hair in a close race among the

3 networks for top honors in Nielsen’s 24-city rating re-

ports on fully competitive TV areas. The measurements
reflect viewing in about 40% of the nation’s TV homes.

For the week ending Nov. 15, the prime-time (7;30-10;30

p.m.) standing, in terms of audience shares between the

networks, went like this; ABC-TV—30.6; CBS-TV—30.4;

NBC-TV—29.7. Mathematically, it’s a dead heat—for the

first time—between the 3 networks, since the differences

between the audience shares are within the “probable error”

in ratings calculated by Nielsen. However, it reflects a 10%
gain for ABC over the comparable week of a year ago and,

according to ABC-TV researchers, points to a stronger

showing in the national Nielsen measurements covering the

first half of Nov.

Walt Disney Productions moved in N.Y. federal court

Nov. 25 to take depositions of AB-PT Pres. Leonard Gold-

enson and 12 other ABC-TV executives in connection with

a Disney suit against AB-PT. Disney is seeking an anti-

trust action against ABC-TV for dropping Zorro &
Mickey Mouse Club.

MBS added 8 affiliates last week. They are KLOQ
Yakima, Wash.; KBKC Mission, Kan.; WROD Daytona
Beach, Fla., WGTM Wilson, N.C.; WESX, Salem Mass.;

WORD Boston; WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt. and WIKE
Newport, Vt.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

NBC-TV
Journey to Understanding—Vol. II, 7-part program cover-

ing President Eisenhower’s trip abroad.
Brown & Williamson (Ted Bates)

Texaco Huntley-Brinkley Report, Mon.-Fri., 6;45-7 p.m.,
renewal through 1960.
Texaco (Cunningham & Walsh)

Jerry Lewis special, May 20, 1960, 8;30-9;30 p.m., first net-
work venture for advertiser.
Proctor Electric (Weiss & Geller)

‘Support Code,’ Warns NBC: In still another move to

tighten broadcaster control of programs & commercials

before there’s a concerted move toward more govt, control,

NBC-TV last week told its affiliates flatly that they should

get behind the self-regulatory NAB code, and stay there.

The no-nonsense stand of NBC in support of NAB
was in the form of a letter to affiliate management from
David C. Adams, senior exec. vp. Adams made it clear from
the outset that his letter was intended “to underscore the

importance of the NAB TV code as an embodiment of the

concept of industry self-regulation.”

To make the NAB code work (in terms of providing

“balanced, diversified programming” and in eliminating

anything that will “violate standards of good taste & in-

tegrity”), Adams offered a simple 2-point plan. All TV
broadcasters, he stated, should subscribe to the code, and
all should comply faithfully with “its standards & spirit.”

The letter wasn’t to be considered as a join-NAB-or-

else order, Adams pointed out, adding that the whole idea

of self-regulation could be destroyed by “pressured action.”

But Adams strongly urged non-NAB outlets to “weigh the

position of broadcasting and your position in it, and make
the right decision about subscribing to the code.” There

was little doubt any more about what NBC considered the

“right decision” to be.

Adams’ letter followed by less than a week the creation

by CBS-TV of a new “program practices” dept, headed by
vp Joseph H. Ream (Vol. 15; 47, p3). It also served notice

on Sen. Magnuson (D. Wash.), chmn. of the Senate Inter-

state & Foreign Commerce Committee who has stated he

doubts NAB’s Code is “adequate,” that NBC has every in-

tention of seeing that it is.

Flying tape studio, to be used by CBS News in cover-

ing President Eisenhower’s trip through Europe & India

and reported by us last week (Vol. 15;47, p23), was sched-

uled to leave N.Y. for London Nov. 30. The tape-equipped

DC-4 is being operated for CBS by Mobile Videotape TV
Co. (MVT-TV). It carries 20 passengers, 3 live cameras,

U.S.-standard Ampex recorder, portable power plant and
dormitory facilities for the CBS & MVT-TV crews. The
tape equipment is ground-mobile, and will be transferred

to recording trucks in Rome & New Delhi for on-the-

scene coverage of the Presidential trip.

Single TV-radio rating service “such as publishers’

Audit Bureau of Circulation” was proposed in Chicago

Nov. 23 by MBS Pres. Robert F. Hurleigh. “In the past

few years the use of the rating as a crutch has nullified

Madison Ave.’s selling creativity,” Hurleigh said. Ratings

services “should consider developing a standard rating

service that can check a larger percentage of the population

than the 3/10,000 of 1% now providing the base.”

CBC manual of video-tape charges to advertisers &
agencies employing taping services at its Toronto & Mon-
treal stations has been issued by the Canadian network.

The rates cover video-tape recording & playback, tape-to-

tape recording & dubbing, cutting & splicing, storage, other

services. Copies of the rate manual are available on request

from W. R. Johnston, CBC, Box 806, Ottawa, Ontario.

CBS-TV is negotiating with several oil companies for

exploration under its Television City property in Hollywood.
This makes it the second TV company to seek “black gold.”

Desilu Productions has a deal with Continental Oil for

drilling of its studio acreage in Culver City. Continental

also has MGM. And 20th Century-Fox has 26 wells.
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Stations

Code Recruits Enlist: Responding to Nov. 18 closed-circuit

pleas by NAB TV Code Review Board Chmn. Donald H.

McGannon for more support from the industry (Vol. 15:47

p3), 15 new station members had joined up by last week’s

end for its self-control-vs.-govt.-regulation fight (see

p. 1). The recruits in the wake of the TV quiz scandals

swelled the number of Code subscribers to 282 (among 560

TV stations on the air)

.

Cheers at NAB headquarters for this surge of enlist-

ments in the Code cause were modulated by some sour

notes, however. Two Code subscribers resigned for “eco-

nomic” reasons, explaining that it was pointless of them

to pretend to observe rules on commercials while their

markets are so thin that they must take nearly any busi-

ness that comes their way.

And of 28 letters received from Code members com-

menting on McGannon’s closed-circuit pitch, 25 were less

than laudatory. (Some of them were highly critical, “to

put it softly,” one NAB staffer told us.) None of the 25

dissenting subscribers threatened to quit the Code now, but

their letters said in effect: (1) Why do we have to pay

money to subscribe to something we observe anyway?

(2) The Review Board is getting pretty high-handed. (3)

Nobody’s going to tell us how to run our business.

Concurrence with FCC examiner Horace Stern’s recom-

mendations that WHDH-TV (Ch. 5) Boston keep its grant

despite “influence” charges (Vol. 15:39 pi, 15:45 plO) has

been recorded by the Herald-Traveler station. In a 27-page

reply brief, WHDH-TV said that “none of the attacks

made [by contestants Greater Boston TV Corp. and Mass.

Bay Telecasters Inc.] on Judge Stern’s opinion have the

slightest merit.” The brief argued that FCC “may best dis-

charge its obligations under the Court of Appeals’ remand
by adopting Judge Stern’s opinion as its own and so report

to the court.”

Protest of grant to KSWO-TV (Ch. 7) Lawton, Okla.

to change power, antenna height and transmitter location

should be dismissed, said FCC hearing examiner H. Gifford

Irion in a recent initial decision. KFDX-TV (Ch. 3)

Wichita Falls, Tex., had protested the July 29 grant on

grounds of economic injury (Vol. 15:40 p5). Irion said that

the Protestant had “made charges which it has since failed

to prove although it bore the statutory responsibility for

going forward with the proof.”

Terms of sale of KOVR (Ch. 13) Stockton-Sacramento

to Metropolitan Bcstg. (Vol. 15:47 p9) were revealed in

transfer papers filed last week. Metropolitan is paying

Gannett Co. $1,391,000 for 96% of stock of KOVR licensee

Television Diablo Inc., also assuming payment of $1,466,-

879 still owed Gannett by Diablo. Other 4% of Diablo stock

is held by over 200 individuals.

Protest by WILX-TV (Ch. 10) Onondaga, Mich, to the

Sept. 22 site-move grant of WOOD-TV (Ch. 8) Grand
Rapids has been approved by FCC, and a hearing has been
ordered. WOOD-TV had been granted a shift from 10

miles NE of Grand Rapids to 19 miles SE.

Fight over Flint’s Ch. 12 moved another legal step last

week when radio WFDF and W. S. Butterfield Theatres,

which lost to WJRT in the Court of Appeals (Vol. 15:45

plO), petitioned for a rehearing before all 9 judges.

“Television’s Adolescence: There are people in the

television industry, so goes the rumor, who feel that the

press exploited the quiz show scandals as an opportunity

to discredit a competing medium of advertising. So, as a

method of retaliation, some plan is reported under con-

sideration within the television industry to discredit the

press by seeking out and exposing its sins. If such rumors

were true, it would be another indication that television is

still in its infancy. Television, to be sure, should expose

any practices of the press that warrant the sort of public

censure which followed the exposure of fraud in the quiz

shows. The picture of the press riding herd on television,

and television, in turn, riding herd on the press, is not

without its attractive possibilities. But if the motive is one

of mutual disparagement for selfish gain the whole idea

becomes rather ridiculous and, we are sure, is lacking in

substance and unsupported by responsible people in tele-

vision. As a matter of fact, many of television’s current

difficulties are the result of inexperience, the absence of

adequate centralization of controls and an undeveloped

sense of public responsibility. Such defects in the amaz-
ingly rapid development of a marvelous new means of

communication are not surprising. They were evident, in

other forms, in the early days of the movie industry. They
were found not so long ago within a press that was further

away from maturity than it is now. They will be overcome
with age and a greater realization, by those who control

television, of its splendid opportunities for constructive

public service.”—Washington Star.

Beating NBC-TV to gun against Gillette-sponsored Fri.

night fight shows, which the network wants to drop be-

cause of falling ratings & public suspicions of pro boxing

practices (Vol. 15:47 p9), WSAZ-TV Huntington-Charles-

ton, W. Va. last week announced it’s cancelling out. Pres.

Lawrence H. Rogers II of WSAZ Inc., which also operates

radios WKAZ Charleston & WSAZ Huntington, said that

after Dec. 18 his stations no longer would carry the net-

work fights because: “Boxing & wrestling—while popular

program types—have been subjected to more speculation,

charge & countercharge of alleged rigging, fixing, gam-
bling, and payola, than even the broadcasting industry, and
for a very long time.” At the same time, Rogers said

WSAZ Inc. had “confidence in NBC’s programming judg-

ment” and its action was no reflection on sponsor Gillette.

Transfer of J. H. Whitney’s 5 TV & 6 AM stations to

the New Cortelco Inc. (subsidiary of Whitney Communica-
tions Corp.) in a reorganization grouping Whitney’s
broadcasting & publishing interests (Vol. 15:43 p3), was
approved by FCC last week. Also approved was the $1,-

675,000 acquisition of 70% of WRGP-TV (Ch. 3) Chatta-

nooga by WSTV Inc., which owned the other 30% (Vol.

15:43 p7). Comr. Bartley dissented to both actions.

Japanese TV tape recorder, claimed to be simpler than
the Ampex & RCA approach and based on a different prin-

ciple, will go into production this month, according to

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co. (Toshiba). Toshiba says the

system uses a single revolving recording head, while the

U.S. recorders use a recording drum of 4 heads.

RCA shipped 10-kw transmitter Nov. 25 to KXLF-TV
(Ch. 4) Butte, Mont.; superturnstile antenna Nov. 24 to

upcoming WGTV (Ch. 8, educational), which hasn’t re-

ported a target; monochrome TV tape recorder to KHQ-
TV Spokane and KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.

Truck-mounted Ampex Videotape recorder will be put
into operation Dec. 1 by WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul.
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Programming

WHAT TV-Q DOES: Of the 36 new nighttime network

shows that debuted this season, 10 series

—

Hennesey,

The Rebel, Dobie Gillis, Bonanza, The Untouchables,

Dennis the Menace, Laramie, Hotel de Paree, The Dep-

uty and Bronco, (not necessarily in that order) will be

audience hits. On the sackcloth side of the research

fence, 9 shows

—

Troubleshooters, The Lineup, Charlie

Weaver, Fibber McGee & Molly, Dick Clarkes World of

Talent, Dennis O’Keefe Show, Philip Marlowe, Revlon’s

Big Party, and Love & Marriage—will be flops and are

likely candidates for the axe.

These "qualified predictions” were tossed at N.Y. admen
gathered for an ETES seminar luncheon Nov. 24 by Henry
Brenner, ex-Standard Brands research executive who now
heads the most-discussed & least-understood new TV re-

search ser^'ice—TV-Q. Sharing the luncheon double-bill

with Brenner was Albert E. Sindlinger, who announced

details of a Sindlinger plan to invade national TV audience

measurement with an all-embracing new rating service.

Brenner, who told the TV-radio executives his service

measured “individual viewer reaction to programs” rather

than families or sets, admitted that a new formula, devel-

oped to relate the present like-dislike levels of TV-Q to

future Nielsen audience shares, was "an imperfect service,

making predictions about another imperfect service.”

Program appeal today, he added, varies by many fac-

tors, including sex, age, husband’s occupation, education,

geographical region. Actual audience-size ratings of new
shows do not necessarily show this. (“Sometimes, most of

the audience is just watching the ‘least unacceptable’ show
among 3 networks, and strong new competition could

clobber it,” he explained later.) There is also a new re-

search area to be explored in charting the relationship of

program appeal to product usage & buying.

Sindlinger Outlines New Rating Service

Veteran researcher Sindlinger took a different tack on

the rating issue, when his turn came. Charging that the

recent quiz scandal “was created by the insistence on high

ratings at any cost,” Sindlinger stated that “the broadcast

rating appeals to most of us because we have educated &
trained ourselves to over-simplification.”

What Sindlinger will offer shortly is “our attempt to

transfer the emphasis from size of rating to quality of

rating.” It will be a fast-service measurement (“within

a week following the telecast”) in most cases, covering such

factors as: TV sets in use by section of the country, daily

audience reports, national TV ratings, data on program
selectors by sex & age, household & audience characteris-

tics, in-home & out-of-home viewing data, and a special

“custom series” of rating measurements including sponsor-

identification studies.

Henry Brenner’s TV-Q service is something of a
Cinderella among veteran research firms like Nielsen,

ARB, Trendex, Pulse and others. Now in its 3rd season,

it counts among its subscribers all 3 networks and such
major agencies as J. Walter Thompson, Benton & Bowles,
BBDO, Ted Bates, Leo Burnett and Y&R.

Further background on the TV-Q service, which an
NBC-TV research executive told us last week was “defi-

nitely gaining importance in our program decisions,” was
sketched for us by Jan Van Emmerik, who is gen. mgr.
of TV-Q. HTI, the parent firm, was founded 8 years ago,

but TV-Q was not born until the spring of 1957. In June
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1958 the first commercial service began. Research is done

in a national consumer panel of some 10-12,000 families

divided into 12 matched groups, using mail-in ballots.

What TV-Q does is to measure public attitude toward

specific programs on a 6-point “scale of preferences”

ranging from “one of my favorites” to “never have seen.”

The final TV-Q rating is the percentage of respondents

familiar with the program who consider it a favorite.

TV-Q reports are prepared fairly quickly. Ballots are

mailed on the first of the month, tabulating begins by the

15th and by the 21st reports are ready.

In themselves, the ratings thus achieved are inter-

esting, but the real value of TV-Q, network & agency
buyers told us, is in prediction. Almost immediately, re-

searchers discovered a close relationship between audience

like or dislike for network programs and the share-of-

audience levels that the programs would draw in the future.

Predicted 1957 & 1958 Hits

TV-Q figures in the fall of 1957 showed that such

shows as Wagon Train, Leave It to Beaver, Have Gun,
Will Travel, The Price Is Right and Maverick would rise

in the ratings to become hits. They did. Last fall, TV-Q
figures showed similar promise for The Rifleman, 77 Sun-
set Strip, and The Lawman, although TV audiences double-

crossed researchers by not awarding rating accolades to

Yancy Derringer and Cimarron City.

The growing popularity of TV-Q, Brenner & Van
Emmerik told us, is closely related to the agency & network
thirst for knowledge as to the validity of their program
guesses. Most agencies can get within 75% accuracy in

predicting Nielsen audience shares somewhere around
the 7th or 8th week of a new show’s run. TV-Q’s box
score, so far, is in the neighborhood of 80-90% accuracy,

within 3 points of audience share.

As to pinpoint accuracy, TV-Q claims a score last fall

of 43% of its share predictions having come within a sin-

gle rating point—a strong indication of the general

validity of its deceptively simple method.

There are, Brenner told us after the RTES meeting,

some interesting general trends at work among the new
crop of fall shows, as compared with the new shows of the

1958 season. Comedy is on an upbeat; the average “Q”

score (listed as a “favorite”) of comedies is 4 points higher

this season as compared with last. The adventure-show
average among newcomers is up a point, but all other new
shows in regularly scheduled categories (apart from news,
specials) are down in varying degrees. Dropoffs this

season: mysteries (down 7 points); musical shows (down

5); Westerns (down 4); drama (down 3). This means that

more people are showing a greater liking for the new crop
of comedies than they did for new comedies last year and
that they are demonstrating a drop-off of interest in new
shows of other types.

TV-Q prediction came true Nov. 25 when ABC-TV sud-

denly dropped Dick Clark’s World of Talent from the Sun.,

10:30-11 p.m. period “because of low ratings.” Advertiser

P. Lorillard is sticking with the time slot and will program
Filmways’ 21 Beacon Street reruns (Dennis Morgan),
which was an NBC-TV summer replacement this year.

The move “has nothing to do with Clark’s recent payola

headlines,” a network spokesman told us. ABC gave Clark

a vote of confidence however by scheduling “Dick Clark’s Iw

New Year’s Eve Party,” a 90-min. WFIL-TV Philadelphia-

originating show Dec. 31. A 2nd TV-Q forecast was realized u

last week when The Lineup was dropped (see p. 13).
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More News Specials: The latest major advertiser to join

the buyers of big-budget news shows (Bell & Howell,

B. F. Goodrich, Firestone,) is Brown & Williamson Tobacco

Co., a firm not usually given to purchasing red-carpet

prestige advertising. B&W’s buy is for the full 7-program

package planned by NBC-TV in its Journey to Under-

standing—Vol. II coverage of President Eisenhower’s

forthcoming overseas trip. (The earlier “Journey” series

had been largely domestic, dealing with Soviet Premier

Khrushchev’s visit in Sept, to the U.S., and had been tele-

cast sustaining.)

CBS News has already bagged a blue-chip sponsor for

its parallel coverage of the President’s good will tour.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. (Vol. 15:47, plO)—which also

backed CBS’s Khrushchev coverage—has signed. Still in

the unsold category is the ABC coverage of Eisenhower’s

trip. ABC-TV has 3 prime-time specials planned, and will

air them with or without a sponsor but is fairly confident

of a sale before the President’s departure.

As a byproduct of current sponsor interest in news
specials, each network now anticipates sponsorship of its

year-end coverage of 1959 news highlights, we were told

by sales executives at all 3 networks last week. None of

the year-end wrap-ups last year, by comparison, managed
to land advertising support. Planned as year-end news
specials so far are ABC-TV’s “Prologue 1960,” CBS-TV’s
“The Year Gone By,” and NBC-TV’s “Projection 1960.”

Trio of Westerns made the honor list in the current

National Parent-Teacher. The official publication of the

Parent-Teacher Assn, praised Fury because it links

courage with compassion, “strength with strategy, and
respect for the law with respect for human beings.” Gun-
smoke made it for its “real moral teaching,” for portray-

ing the “good man” as always admirable if not always
successful. Rifleman scored because the series’ father “fre-

quently” emphasizes to his son “that kind & friendly peo-

ple do not want to take your money or stick a knife in

your back.”

Backhand slap at critics who give TV the snob treat-

ment is administered by NBC continuity acceptance dir.

Stockton Helffrich in his latest departmental memo. Clos-

ing a discussion on “quality” shows, he opined: “If our

intelligentsia choose carefully which plays, which ballet,

which concerts are to enjoy their patronage & their finan-

cial support, why are they unable to come out of that ivory

tower . . . and dial to something like these? . . . And if

they do not, what earthly right have they any longer to

carp about its faults . . . ? No right at all.”

After attacking TV sponsors who are unconcerned
about the impact of their programs on the public, and de-

manding shows that are “uplifting & enlightening,” Coty
Inc. Pres. Philip Cortney was asked by a reporter at a

Chicago press conference, “What’s so uplifting about The
Gale Storm Show, American Bandstand or Beat the Clock?"
Reports Variety. “Cortney said he was not familiar with
the programs. Coty coin is riding on all 3 shows.”

WMCA N.Y. has acquired control of Radio Press Inter-

national, “beeper phone” news outfit, from George Hamilton
Combs who has resigned as chmn. & editor-in-chief. RPI
supplies to about 50 subscribing stations two 15-min. pro-

grams daily covering domestic & international news.

WMCA Chmn. Nathan Straus & Pres. R. Peter Straus, will

function in the same capacities for RPI.

U.S.-Russian cultural pact, including provisions for

TV-radio program exchanges, has been renewed for 2 years,

following negotiations in Moscow. Broadening the terms of

the first such agreement reached in Washington in Jan.

1958 (Vol. 15:4 et seq.), the new 1960-61 cultural inter-

change envisages TV-radio appearances by U.S. & Soviet

leaders, swaps of newsreels & non-controversial docu-

mentaries, etc. Either country may censor the other’s

offerings on grounds that they wouldn’t improve American-

Russian relations. In a State Dept, statement accompany-

ing a communique on the Moscow negotiations, it was
stressed that “the exchanges will, for the most part, be

carried out by private persons & organizations.” One of

the few concrete results of the 1958-59 cultural agreement

in the broadcast program area was a TV film swap deal

worked out in Sept, by National Telefilm Associates & the

Sovexport distribution organization (Vol. 15:38 plO).

Worldwide talent union is being sought by AFTRA,
which has helped persuade officials of the forthcoming

(Dec. 3-11) International Conference of Free Trade Unions
in Brussels, that a day should be set aside for such discus-

sions, AFTRA representatives at the Belgian meeting of

unionists will be Donald F. Conaway, national exec, secy.,

& Mortimer Becker, national counsel. Representatives of

other U.S. talent unions (musical, variety, legitimate

theater) will also attend, as will British talent union

officials. AFTRA now has network-level contracts covering

residual fees to performers when taped shows are televised

in foreign countries.

Viewers are opposed to greater govt, control of TV
despite their disenchantment with the medium, the Wall
St. Journal has concluded on the basis of interviews with

more than 300 persons across the nation. The vote was more
than 2-to-l (179 vs. 83) against federal intervention “to

clean up the mess,” although two-thirds admitted being dis-

turbed by the quiz frauds and approximately 23% of the

respondents were “shocked” and otherwise more-strongly

disturbed. Other views noted: the respondents backed by
more than 2-to-l NBC’s dismissal of Charles Van Doren;

many who oppose federal curbs on programming do favor

govt, action against misleading claims by TV advertisers.

Listener-financed FM, already operated on the West
Coast by the Pacifica Foundation and proposed by it for

Washington (Vol. 15:44 p6), is spreading to N.Y. Stock of

WBAI-FM Inc., licensee of WBAI N.Y., has been presented

by financier Louis Schweitzer (Kimberly-Clark Corp.) as

an outright gift to Pacifica Foundation, which now runs

non-commercial, listener-supported “cultural” KPFA &
KPFB San Francisco & KPFK Los Angeles. Pacifica pres.

Harold Winkler, who filed an FCC transfer application for

the N.Y, license, said “we intend to make this the most
significant radio station in the country,” starting in Jan.

Speedier TV news coverage is obtained by KETV
Omaha via a 2-way radio-communications system linking

the station with the autos of 5 station newsmen. Vp-gen.

mgr. Eugene S. Thomas said the radio link enables news
dir. Dick Trembath to maintain constant contact with the

roving reporters—to relay assignments for fast-breaking

news developments and receive their news reports faster.

The reports radioed in by the reporters can be tape-recorded

at the station for immediate broadcast.

Low-light colorcasting (Vol. 15:44 p9), which permits
live color-TV pickup of night sports under normal stadium

lighting, will be demonstrated via tape by Crosley Bcstg.

Corp. at NBC studios in N.Y. this week (Dec. 1).
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PROGRAM-VS.-TIME RATIOS: Even admen who pride

themselves on being non-mathematical can readily

judge 2 things in the chart below, prepared at our

request by A. C. Nielsen Co.: (1) Talent costs—mean-

ing all production expenditures—have been edging up-

ward in all major program categories since 1958,

notably in the area of specials, and (2) as talent costs

go up, the relative percentage which network time

represents in total costs is gradually going down.

Figures for time charges in the program-type chart

that follows, Nielsen tells us, are an average of net costs,

not gross, and reflect usual network discount structures.

Talent charges, also on a net-to-client basis, are based on

information provided to the research firm by sponsor

clients, estimates on others, and information from Nielsen’s

reports on network cost-per-1,000 figures. The chart ac-

tually reflects the time-talent ratio on about 50% of all

nighttime programming, sustaining & commercial:

Time & Talent Percentages of Total Costs
March-April fl958 vs. 1959)

1958 1959
Time Talent Time Talent

Westerns (24) 65.4% 44.6% 64.7% 45.3%
Variety (21) 63.2 46.8 62.6 47.4

General Drama (14) 68.7 41.3 67.3 42.7
Specials (11) 38.4 61.6 31.0 69.0

Nielsen’s study shows that network program costs

have risen to the point where they can represent nearly

70% of the total time-&-program package. Note that this

was true back in the spring, even before the Ford & other

blockbuster series began rolling. And the figures also under-

line a dramatic point: that the usual method of reporting

network TV expenditures by top sponsors (see p. 3) un-

derplays TV’s real strength as a medium.
Certainly, a figure for “gross network time” gets

somewhat closer to the total-spending level than does one

on which the usual discounts have been figured. Major
advertisers (Lever Bros., General Foods, Procter & Gamble,

etc.) spend at a level which usually earns a discount on

time of 25% at night on the 3 networks. Most advertisers

get around 15%.

Panel Show $25-36,000; Film Programs Higher

Programs are something else again. Even panel shows,

generally nighttime TV’s cheapest buy, run from $25-

$36,000 for production, including agency commission. Film

programs go considerably higher, with one NBC executive,

TV sales-development mgr. Robert McFadyen, telling us

that “a reasonably good 30-min. film show costs about

$45,000 net for each of 39 originals and about $15,000 for

each of 13 repeats, to average $42,000 net.” (ABC-TV re-

search mgr. Fred Pierce puts his network’s figure some-

what lower, with most 30-min. film segments coming in at

an average net price between $35,000 and $37,000, and

60-min. shows running at slightly more than double the

30-min. price. The figures given us by CBS-TV sales v.p.

Ed Bunker were generally similar to those of NBC-TV).
Sparking the trend toward a balance of actual time

& actual program expenditures are the nighttime TV
specials. Most cost at the rate of about $120,000 per hour

for the time as against $125,000-&-up per hour for pro-

gram charges. Said a network program executive who
keeps track of cost trends in specials: “A special can

actually show a ratio of 2.5-to-l, in terms of program
cost vs. time.”

The major trend toward specials this season thus

won’t really be reflected in the figures due to be printed

eventually—figures which will show advertiser-spending

in terms of gross network time only, without regard to

the costs of producing the programs that occupy the time.

If all network gross time were shown and properly dis-

counted, research executives told us, these over-all gross

levels would of course immediately drop. But if actual net

costs of programs were then added, the TV network
total expenditures by advertisers (non-spot) would then

shoot up something like 35% above the level at which

they’re now reported in media spending.

Couldn’t the figures of other media be adjusted sim-

ilarly to reflect a larger position in national advertising

budgets? Apparently yes, although most would have little

to gain. In the Sept, issue of Television, such a formula

was stated, employing discount on gross print space, and
an increase for costs of print ad-production. For gross

billings in newspapers, 6.9% was to be added and for gross

magazine billings, 11.5% based on formulas developed by
McCann-Erickson’s research dept. On 1958 spot TV, time

was discounted by nearly 30%; then, 15% of the re-

mainder was added for production. In network radio, time

was discounted by 25%; then, a production factor of 35%
was added. None of the formulas produces the kind of up-

ward leap that adjustment of network TV figures brings.

BBDO vp & asst, treasurer Clayton Huff, speaking re-

cently to the Assn, of National Advertisers, advised ANA
members that print production costs for magazines, news-
papers & business publications had risen an average of

30% since 1950, ranging from hikes of 24% each for electro-

type & composition costs to a 40% increase for artwork.

But TV costs, by comparison with 1950 levels, have liter-

ally skyrocketed, a 30-min. film show that cost $7,000 in

1950 costing about 7 times as much today (Vol. 15:45).

Ad People: David Mixter and Joseph Marone named Ben-

ton & Bowles vp’s . . . Fred W. Barrett will retire Jan. 1

as media vp, BBDO . . . Frederick A. Mitchell resigned as

vp-gen. mgr., N.Y. office of Needham, Louis & Brorby . . .

Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, McCann-Erickson International

chmn., appointed chmn. of the American Heart Assn., suc-

ceeding Bruce Barton, BBDO chmn.
Kent Dennan, John Lamb and Edwin F. Lewis named

Young & Rubicam vp’s . . . Robert Ellis elected Kenyon &
Eckhardt vp . . . Douglas Saunders retires at the year’s

end as chmn. of London office of J. Walter Thompson. He
will be succeeded by William Hinke, promoted from man-
aging dir. in London . . . John K. Ford, General Motors
films & TV newsreel section mgr., named chmn., ANA
audio-visual committee.

Mail-order TV advertising is being tested by KNTV
San Jose via a Mon.-Fri. Mailman Matinee feature-movie

program. Viewers are invited to phone or write for a

free mail-order brochure which illustrates & describes

products demonstrated on the program during a 4-week

period. For $85 monthly, each advertiser receives 2 TV
commercials and gets the bonus of a half-page ad in the

brochure which is reprinted every month. Thus even other

sponsors’ products pull for him inasmuch as they all push

the brochure. The current test is limited to 60 products

a month. The mail-order ad format was developed by the

Small & Gautreaux ad agency, Hayward, Cal., which plans

to extend the promotion to other TV markets.
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TV-Tailored Marketing: "If TV is your major medium,

your logical distribution pattern will conform to its con-

tours, rather than to the traditional metropolitan area or

newspaper trading areas. Otherwise, you are not obtaining

maximum value out of your TV advertising.” This, Corin-

thian Bcstg. Corp. told us last week, is the underlying

media theme in the firm’s new “tele-urbia” presentations

now being made to agencies & advertisers, and being pro-

moted with trade-slanted print ads.

Corinthian officials are aware that their presentation

will inevitably be compared with Westinghouse Bcstg.’s

recent “megatown” spot TV presentation, which stated

that U.S. marketing should be built around a series of ex-

ploding population centers bordered primarily by TV
signals. One major difference: Taking a real poke at recent

print media presentations, Corinthian states that TV is

becoming more & more “the actual sales force, rather than

a vague support of a sales operation.” Adds Corinthian:

“The consequences on company organization are profound;

they affect the executive structure itself ultimately.”

The “tele-urbia” concept was first revealed to TV
admen Nov. 20 at TvB’s fifth annual meeting in Chicago,

as part of the Bureau’s “Exponential” presentation. Fea-

turing a TV-oriented revision of the marketing pattern of

Anheuser-Busch (Budweiser, Busch Bavarian), TvB’s en-

tire presentation will be unveiled in N.Y. Dec. 16 at the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. Apart from the Corinthian-devel-

oped material, the TvB presentation stresses the need for

intensive use of TV advertising by national advertisers

“to avoid reaching the exponential, or plateau, where sales

level out.”

TV-radio’s power to sell the unknown is being demon-
strated by WOR-TV & WOR N.Y. in a campaign for

sponsor Psychic Observer. The radio station’s Long John
Nebel sold 2,000 subscriptions in 3 weeks—including some
fast listeners who requested “The Psychotic Observer,”

“The Absorber,” “Sika Magazine,” and “Psycho-Observer.”

And one night WOR-TV’s Zacherley (“the Master Ghoul”)

picked up 28 additional subscriptions without trying,

merely by showing the magazine on camera. These orders

came from viewers who said they’d wanted the magazine
but hadn’t known how to spell its title until it was on TV.

TV entries won a third of 33 medal & merit awards
bestowed by the Art Directors Club of Chicago last week
to winners of its annual best-in-advertising-art competition.

The remaining 22 top awards went to print media—maga-
zine, newspaper and trade-paper ads, point-of-purchase dis-

plays, direct mail. Entries were received from 20 states,

included more than 2,000 TV commercials & print ads. The
winning TV & print entries and 103 runners-up will be
exhibited all this week in Chicago’s Prudential Building
lobby. The 11 prize-winning TV commercials were for

Shamrock Oil & Gas Corp., Dodge, Northwest Orient Air-
lines, Faygo Beverage Co., The May Co., 7-Up, Peoples Gas
Light & Coke Co., Renault Inc., Ford, U.S. Steel, and
Thorofare Markets Inc.

Advantages of 8-sec. TV spots are pointed out in TvB’s
latest presentation “Ideomotion.” Cited are 8-sec. ID’s “low
cost for multiple impressions, flexibility, deep market pene-
tration, adjacency to popular network or local shows and
greater exposure time.”

More about

FTC’s Views on ‘Deception’: Responsibility for correcting

TV advertising abuses “rests with advertisers themselves,”

but FTC is not going to make life tough for admen by in-

sisting on 100% reality in TV commercials. That’s the gist

of what FTC Chmn. Earl W. Kintner told top officials of

the Assn, of National Advertisers in a Nov. 16 meeting

in Washington, later relayed Nov. 24 in a special report

by ANA to its member firms. (For other activities of FTC,
see p. 1).

ANA was represented at the session with FTC’s Kint-

ner by some of the ad industry’s top officials: Donald S.

Frost, Bristol-Myers vp & ANA chmn.; Roger H. Bolin,

Westinghouse ad. dir. & ANA vice-chmn.; Howard Eaton,

Lever Bros, media dir. & chmn. of ANA’s Bcstg. Advertis-

ing Services Committee; Gilbert H. Weil, ANA gen. coun-

sel; and Peter Allport, vp & secy, of ANA.
In effect, FTC’s position is “concern with what the

viewer sees, not necessarily with what goes on in the act

of bringing a TV picture to the screen,” ANA was told. It

was agreed that “incidental theatrical artifice,” (use of

blue shirt to create white on the home screen, use of make-
up to compensate for theatrical lighting or electronic limi-

tations, use of substitutions like plastic “ice cubes” when
the product would not stand up to “studio conditions”) is

immaterial unless it “represents a material deception as to

characteristics, performance or appearance of a product.”

In cases of the latter, the Commission is “proceeding

on a case-by-case basis and general formulas cannot be
indiscriminately relied upon,” said Kintner. According to

the ANA report, the Commission is particularly concerned
with “competitive claims” and “tests or other supported

proofs of advertising claims which are not honestly or fully

presented or . . . fall short of what they are set forth to be.”

Educational Television

TV grants took the lion’s share and more than 25%
($3,376,798) of the total $12,290,527 expended by the Fund
for the Advancement of Education during Jan. 1957 to

Sept. 1959 for experimental programs aimed at improving
the quality of education in U.S. schools & colleges. An
additional $755,779 was allocated for experiments in the
use of films, tapes and other electronic devices as teaching
& learning aids, FAE Pres. Dr. Clarence H. Faust re-

ports. The 2nd highest project allocation, with grants
totaling $3,237,649, went to “programs embodying new
approaches in the preparation of school & college teach-
ers.” The allocations are detailed in “A Report for 1957-
1959” which is available on request from FAE, 477
Madison Ave., New York 22.

Proposed 6-state ETV network for the upper Midwest
(Vol. 15:31 p24) would enable 12 to 15 ETV stations to

take to the air in la., Minn., Neb., N.D., S.D. and Wis.

—

linked, according to present plan, by 61 towers spaced 28
miles apart. The ETV network is being surveyed by NAEB,
under a $30,110 grant from the Hill Family Foundation of
St. Paul, Minn. Results of the study of network feasibility

& cost are slated for publication around mid-Dec. KTCA-
TV St. Paul gen. mgr. & NAEB Region IV dir. Dr. John C.

Schwartzwalder is directing the survey. He reports that
the network proposal “is being received with great enthus-
iasm,” but notes that the 6 states are looking to Congress
for the $2 million that will be required for equipment.
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FCC COOL ON CATV ACTION: Though there’s been no

announcement, it’s understood FCC last week concluded

that no further formal proceedings on CATV are

warranted at this time.

The unofficial word is that the Commission concluded:

(1) FCC’s previous proceeding on CATV, resulting in

recommendations for certain legislation (Vol. 15:15 p2),

was a full & adequate job. (2) The FCC won’t sponsor an

“ad hoc” committee, of the type recommended by the

National Community TV Assn., to resolve industry differ-

ences (Vol. 15:47 pl5). (3) The Commission would be

happy to see the disputing factions solve their problems

themselves.

Recently, the Commission had been giving serious

thought to the problem of “duplication”—CATV systems

carrying programs at the same time, or before, local sta-

tions could offer them. Apparently, the Commission has

concluded that it can’t or won’t get into the problem.

Issue Left Up to Industry, Congress, Courts

The FCC’s move thus leaves the situation up to the

industry. Congress and the courts. Congress may well

choose to step in where the FCC doesn’t. And it’s assumed
that the stations will pursue their court fight to stop

CATV from distributing their signals.

FCC broadcast bureau chief Harold Cowgill met in

Denver Nov. 23 with representatives of all the warring

factions, and upshot of the session was an agreement that

more talks were necessary—no decision to accept the

ad hoc concept yet. The participants were: for stations,

William Grove, chmn.. Hometown Free TV Committee, and

his counsel Byron Hirst; for vhf boosters, James Beamer
& Jesse Slusser, National TV Repeater Assn.; for CATV,
Edward Whitney & E. Stratford Smith, National Com-
munity TV Assn.; for translators, Ben Adler, Adler Elec-

tronics. Though invited, NAB sent no representative.

Much of the meeting was devoted to a discussion of

whether the ad hoc concept is a device to delay CATV-
control legislation. The station representatives thought it

was, and the CATV spokesman asserted that it wasn’t.

CATV microwave grants have been awarded to 3 appli-

cants by FCC following a “pause” of several weeks in

which no licenses were approved. They are: Inland Micro-

wave Co. Inc., to carry signals of KOMO-TV, KING-TV &
KIRO-TV Seattle and KTNT-TV Tacoma-Seattle to systems

in Chelan & Wenatchee, Wash. Tex-Mex Communica-
tions, to carry KFDA-TV & KVII Amarillo, Tex. to

Tucumcari, N.M. North Canadian Microwave Co., to carry

KWTV, WKY-TV & KOTV Oklahoma City to Woodward.

Harry Belafonte and 12 other tenants of an apartment
house at 300 West End Ave., N.Y., lost their battle against

the idea of elevators watched over by closed-circuit TV
(Vol. 15:45 p24), when rent administrator Joseph Goldberg
ruled that the building owners could replace manned eleva-

tors with electronically guarded ones.

Translator grant: Ch. 79, Milton-Freewater, Ore. to

Citizens T. V. Inc., which will rebroadcast KREM-TV (Ch.

2) Spokane.

Translator start: F72AX Tucumcari, N.M. began re-

peating KFDA-TV Amarillo Oct. 30.

WAR ON FOREIGN FILM BANS: Under the auspices of

the Alliance of Television Film Producers, a TV film

export association has been formed in Hollywood to

combat the steadily increasing restrictions on U.S.-

made telefilms in the foreign market. Such industry

leaders as Revue, Four Star, Ziv-TV and Desilu are

among those joining in the new move.

The association has named a committee to implement
its plans and make surveys of the situation. The course of

action to correct the problems will be determined on con-

clusion of the survey. An Eastern group of TV distributors,

tentatively called TV Exporters Inc., is being organized for

the same purpose, and it’s likely the Hollywood group will

seeek amalgamation of the 2 organizations in view of their

identical aims (Vol. 15:46 p2, 40 p2).

Producers are irked by blocked money, quotas and
other forms of restrictions which they feel are unjustly

imposed by foreign governments or cartels. Because Ameri-
can producers are looking more & more to the foreign

market for additional revenue, the situation has assumed
deep importance for them. They consider that Japan, Great

Britain and Austria have been particularly harsh in their

limitations on U.S. films.

Hero Shortage Is Raising Salaries: Astronomical demands
by actors sought for leads in prospective series have
stymied progress on a number of pilots being prepared in

Hollywood for next season. The shortage of suitable leads

for series—because so many actors are already working in

or are committed to series—has resulted in soaring prices

for those available. Some pilots have been held up as long

as 6 weeks by this inability to find the right lead, or having
found the actor, by an unwillingness to meet what pro-

ducers consider to be exhorbitant demands.
Some producers we talked to complain that the actors

making these demands don’t even rate as good supporting

players in movies, but aware of the shortage, they’re ask-

ing hefty participations as well as salaries. One actor with
a fair name demanded $6,500 a week plus 50% of the series.

The producer told him to forget it, continued to search

elsewhere. He’s still looking.

Most producers say they expect to offer participation

deals to actors with some stature (such as Henry Fonda
has for The Deputy and Robert Taylor for his Detectives

series), but they resist giving such deals to performers with
little or no name value. Where the most important element
in a production was the story, it’s now developing that it’s

the actor, at least in the pilot stage. While a few com-
panies, such as Warner Bros., don’t give participations to

actors, they are the exception, not the rule.

State censorship of TV shows originating in N.Y. has
been proposed—again—by N.Y. State Assemblyman A.
Bruce Manley as a means of gaining “effective control”

over moral values in programming. Manley had proposed
a similar measure, later defeated in the State Legislature,

earlier this year (Vol. 15:4, pl6).

CBS Films has acquired TV international distribution

rights to the 1960 Olympic Games, for sale in South &
Central America and all of Australia, from the 1960
Olympics committee. CBS expects to service these areas
with “at least 15 hours of film programming.”
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Two 60-MinS. Bite Dust: Two 60-min. series, CBS’s The

Lineup and 20th-Century Fox TV’s 5 Fingers (NBC),

were cancelled in major program changes last week. Both

shows, it might be noted, are in the “violent” category

which is attracting so much criticism this season.

Only a few days before, an executive of NBC had

notified 20th that 5 Fingers had been renewed (Vol. 15:47

pl2), but his NBC superiors have reversed that decision

and decided that the show leave the network in Feb. Mean-

while, replacements for the series are being sought. An
NBC executive told us the network considered the show

disappointing, not only in ratings, but in quality. Had
quality been better, the net might have continued the show.

NBC pays 20th $85,000 an episode for the show, which is

not always fully sponsored. 20th has gone over budget in

its production of the series and the studio covered produc-

tion costs exceeding its payment from NBC. Herbert

Bayard Swope Jr. is producer of 5 Fingers.

The Lineup’s departure comes as no surprise. It has

been beset by behind-the-scenes problems & weak ratings

since CBS expanded it into a 60-min. show, after 5 years as

a 30-min. series. CBS tried to give The Lineup a new look

by casting young leading players in the series, but they

failed to click. The same new look prompted Tom Tully,

co-star with Warner Anderson, to walk out. He refused to

drop to what he considered a supporting role. Despite a

constant turnover in producers (Vol. 15:47 pl2), none

could deliver better ratings. The last film will be shot Dec.

8 and the series will leave CBS Jan. 20.

Another wobbly 60-min. entry is Revue’s Riverboat.

When NBC asked Four Star Television to have a 60-min.

Western, Stagecoach West, ready as a replacement for

Riverboat Jan. 17, it was told series could not be produced

on such brief notice. Revue, which produces Riverboat, is

preparing the pilot of a 60-min. Western, Overland Stage,

which may become the replacement. William Bendix stars.

Guild Films and Hal Roach Jr., along with 2 Cal.

banks, were the targets of an injunction issued in N.Y. by
U.S. District Judge Sylvester J. Ryan. Guild, Roach and
Santa Monica Bank & Southwest Bank of Inglewood had
been charged by SEC with selling Guild stock without

registering it with the commission. SEC had stated that

the Santa Monica bank had approached a N.Y. brokerage

firm to sell some 50,000 Guild shares which had been posted

by Roach as collateral on a $120,000 personal loan from
the 2 banks. SEC said Roach received the shares last Jan.

under an agreement whereby Hal Roach Studios had prom-
ised to sell some film properties to Guild in exchange for

400,000 shares of Guild common stock. At the time,

Alexander L. Guterma interests had control of Hal Roach
Studios. Judge Ryan said the injunction was issued be-

cause the bank showed “complete indifference” to the SEC
advice and declared its intention to sell the stock as

collateral on a defaulted loan.

When Television Producers Guild begins negotiations

with telefilm companies for a contract (Vol. 15:47 pl2), it

will seek no establishment of minimums, no restrictions on
working hours—none of the customary working conditions

applicable to other guilds. What the producers will ask,

however, will be from $300-$400 an episode in residuals plus

screen credit. About 85% of Hollywood’s TV producers
are members of the guild. Some own interests in their

series, but are joining in the campaign to establish the prin-

ciple of residuals for producers.

Strike Looms Over Post- 1948s: The long-smoldering

issue of whether & how Hollywood talent guilds should

share in the revenue of post-1948 movies sold to TV may
result in a strike that will paralyze movie production at the

major studios next year.

The big question had to be faced last week when nego-

tiations between the majors & Writers Guild of America

collapsed over that issue (Vol. 15:47 pl3). However, while

the Writers Guild is dodging a strike for the time being,

other guilds aren’t apt to share its attitude. What angered

them was the statement by Charles S. Boren, exec, vp of

Assn, of Motion Picture Producers, that the producers will

not make post-1948 payments to any guild or union. While
this is not a new stand, guildsmen considered it an unusual

way to prepare for upcoming negotiations. (Screen Actors

Guild & the majors begin talks Dec. 14, Screen Directors

Guild in Feb.) Boren’s sharp language rejecting any agree-

ments to give guilds post-1948 payments on free TV or pay
TV irritated the guilds considerably, our check disclosed.

SDG exec. secy. Joe Youngerman commented regarding

the dictum: “This could certainly wind up in a strike.”

No SAG spokesman would comment, but it’s known
that the Guild is determined to get a post-1948 deal or it

will strike. SAG’s contract with the majors expires Jan. 31,

and it’s doubtful actors will continue to work without a con-

tract if no agreement is reached by then.

Strategy of the Writers Guild is to wait until the other

guilds get the same formal rejection on the post-1948 issue,

and then hope for an all-guild strike against the majors.

On another labor front, the Writers Guild was to begin

negotiations this week with the Alliance of Television Film
Producers, seeking higher minimums & residuals, and
separation of rights (for sale to other media).

U.S. movies are nearly pure, exults the Motion Picture

Assn, of America in a statement hailing the 1959 report of

the Catholic Legion of Decency, which “did not condemn a

single American film.” Boasting that the legion found that

“85% of Hollywood’s films are morally unobjectionable for

some age brackets of the American audience,” MPA vp Ken
Clark said: “The year’s increase in the category of partly-

objectionable films was less than 1%, according to the

report. To be precise, it was only 66/lOOths of 1%. This

impressive record is, above all, a tribute to the sense of

public responsibility of Hollywood producers in making
films for Americans and for millions of movie-goers

throughout the world.” The MPA’s self-congratulations

weren’t seconded by the head of the Catholic bishops com-
mittee which supervises the Legion, however. Bishop James
A. McNulty of Paterson, N.J. called on Protestant & Jewish

groups to join the Legion in its movie clean-up campaign.

“It is to be regretted,” he said, “that many morally unac-

ceptable films, produced & intended for juvenile audiences,

have received the approval of the organized motion picture

industry of this country. The advertising of these films

can have serious moral effect upon the uniformed & impres-

sionable youth of our land.”

Kay Thompson, songstress-creator of the Plaza Hotel’s

incorrigible Eloise, is scheduled to be hostess for the Nov.

30 forum in N.Y. of the Academy of TV Arts & Sciences

dealing with the subject of “Music for TV.” Other names
due: Producer Max Liebman, composer Richard Rodgers,

NBC Opera producer Samuel Chotzinoff, and broadcast

music specialists Eddy Manson, Roger Englander, Hank
Sylvern and Cy Coleman.
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HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Warner Bros, has named Boris Ingster producer of

The Alaskans . . . 20th-Fox TV has signed Maurice Morton

as business affairs executive . . . Four Star Television has

named Sam Peckinpah producer of its untitled Western

series for NBC, starring Brian Keith, Production begins

in Dec. . . . Screen Gems has a new series, Cable: Danger,

to be produced by Howard Leeds and Berne Giler,

Trans-Lux TV Corp. has moved its Western div, offices

to a new location at 6253 Hollywood Blvd. Murray Oken,

div. mgr., will cover West Coast markets from this location,

primarily for T-L’s new Felix the Cat animation series.

Crosby-Brown Productions has named Peter Robeck,

ex-gen. sales mgr. for TV film div,, RKO Teleradio, as mgr,

of its Eastern office , , . Producer Jack Douglas is negotiat-

ing for Ben Hogan to star in Pro-Am Golf, series of 52 one-

hour matches to be filmed in the 50 states and territories of

the U.S. . . . John Beck has left 20th-TV, where he was
an executive in business affairs.

Writers Guild of America will name winners of its

TV-show contest at a meeting this week (Dec. 2). The
winning scripts are to be presented to Screen Gems execu-

tives William Dozier, Harry Ackerman and William Sack-

heim for an anthology series . . . Brad-Jacey Inc.’s The
Brothers Brannagan is in production at Phoenix, Ariz., for

CBS Films.

NEW YORK ROUNDUP

NBC-TV will finance a 30-min series. Headquarters,

based on the Quenton Reynolds book about the N.Y. police

dept. Franklin Schaffner & Alvin Boretz will produce . . .

Warner Bros, has signed Jerry Davis to a TV producer-

director-writer contract . . . Goodson-Todman has signed

Sid Dorfman & A1 Lewis to co-produce, write and direct a

new situation comedy series. One Happy Family.

CBS & NBC N.Y. o&os exchanged glares last week
because of the 33rd annual Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
parades. NBC-TV, which has carried the event for several

years (usually sponsored) suddenly found CBS-TV in the

act, with plans for remote coverage and a pair of sponsors

signed. “Homing in,” snapped NBC. “A public event,”

replied CBS. Upshot: both carried it. Although ABC-TV
was the only network whose N.Y. HQ is on the parade route,

ABC officials contented themselves with their ringside seat.

Robert Saudek Associates has signed Hal Holbrook,

critically acclaimed as the foremost stage interpreter of

Mark Twain, to portray Twain in a 60-min. NBC-TV special

next spring. Title: “Roughing It.” . . . CBS News corres-

pondent Larry Lesueur has been assigned to reopen the

network’s Moscow bureau “as soon as possible.” Lesueur,

a 20-yr, CBS newsman, sailed on a wartime convoy to

Murmansk, and was the first regular CBS news corres-

pondent in Russia in 1941.

Desilu Productions plans a new 60-min. series. Secret

Service Agent, to be produced by Quinn Martin . . . Allied

Artists will produce pilots of Simon Lash and Unsolved

for ABC Films. Sidney Salkow will produce the former,

Ben Schwalb the latter.

UAA has sold a package of 4 Christmas films in 24

markets in the last 2 weeks. The package contains “A
Christmas Carol,” starring Alastair Sim; “The Emperor’s
Nightingale,” a cartoon feature, and “Star in the Night”
& “Silent Night,” both musical shorts. . . . Fremantle
International has sold 2 WPIX N.Y. 60-min. documentaries

(“The Russian Revolution,” and “The Secret Life of Adolf

Hitler,”) for Mexican telecast.

Half-hour TV film series now number 528, with 24,261

half-hours in the can, reports the 18th edition of TV Film
Source Book—Series, Serials and Packages, which will be

published this week by Broadcast Information Bureau.

The new edition (390 pp.) covers 58,383 individual TV &
theatrical films, 1,085 video-taped shows.

Independent TV Corp. has taken a step toward full con-

trol of production of TV series, as opposed to co-production

arrangements. ITC, for “an undisclosed guaranteed sum,”
has acquired all joint vested interests in Frontier Corres-

pondent, starring Burt Douglas & Karl Swenson, from
S-P Productions. S-P’s principals—Richard Sokolove &
Ben Perry—retain a royalty & participation interest in the

series. ITC moved into the telefilm field via financing-dis-

tribution deals & a buy-out of Television Programs of

America, but has lately become more active in direct

production through program dirs. Ted Rogers (Holly-

wood) & Leslie Harris (London).

ABC-TV & Hubbell Robinson Jr. are close to finalizing

a deal whereby Robinson will produce two 60-min. filmed

dramatic series for the network next season.

Edward R. Murrow continues to spend an active sab-

batical leave. Due as the 3rd program in the prime-time

CBS Reports series Dec. 18 (10-11 p.m.) is a 60-min. tele-

film portrait of Iran, which Murrow & Winston Burdett

will narrate. It will be televised just 4 days after President

Eisenhower’s upcoming Iranian visit and will interview

Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlevi, as well as other Iranians

and Americans resident in the oil-rich nation.

NBC-TV will slot Play Your Hunch in place of Treas-

ure Hunt, which is being dropped as a Mon.-Fri. 10:30-11

a.m. quiz strip Dec. 7. The replacement offers what NBC
terms “modest cash prizes” in an audience participation

game format. Meanwhile, the network has signed Treasure

Hunt m.c. Jan Murray to a 2-year contract for “participa-

tion in dramatic & comedy specials,” and will finance “a

comedy pilot starring Murray.”

Fremantle International will handle worldwide dis-

tribution of the Canadian-British co-production telefilm

series. Royal Canadian Mounted Police, which is running

on CBC currently and is due for telecasting by BBC-TV
and the Australian Bcstg. Commission. A Spanish version

is being dubbed for Latin American TV markets, and the

French-language version, televised in Canada, will be dis-

tributed to French-speaking TV outlets in Europe.

Jerry Davis has been signed as producer-dir.-writer at

Warner Bros. TV div. . . . Maurice Morton has been named
business affairs exec, of TCF-TV . . . Arthur Zeiger, ex-

ABC-TV business affairs dept., has joined Broadcast Man-
agement Inc., talent agents, as asst, to pres. . . . George

Gray has been named Northeastern div. mgr. and Bert

Weiland Midwestern div. mgr. for ITC . . . Jack Gainey,

Ted Rosenberg and Leon Wray have been named Northeast

regional sales mgr., Mid-Atlantic regional sales mgr., and

Northwestern regional sales mgr., respectively, for NTA.
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i Personals: John F. Day promoted to vp for news, CBS
1 News; Robert E. Lang appointed administration vp , . .

I Robert Milford promoted from CBS-TV program dept. gen.

I
mgr. to new post of network programs dir., N.Y. . . . Jack

1
B. Purcell has been appointed CBS-TV West Coast asst.

1

gen. attorney . . . Mrs. Mary L. McKenna elected Metropol-

itan Bcstg. Corp. vp for research & sales development . . .

Charles P. Dwyer, ex-WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio, named
asst. gen. mgr. & national sales mgr., WKRC-TV Cincin-

nati . . . William Hansen named national & regional sales

mgr.. Cascade TV (KIMA-TV & KIMA Yakima, Wash,
and 3 satellites) . . . Fred Von Stade promoted from account

exec, to national sales mgr., WTVN Columbus, Ohio.

Ruth Nace named promotion merchandising mgr.
KEYT, Santa Barbara, Cal. . . . M. Peter Katsufrakis joins

CBS legal dept, in Hollywood, replacing Franklin B. Roh-
ner, who moved over to business affairs. Katsufrakis was

1 formerly resident counsel of Pacific Ocean Park, recently

r sold by CBS . . . John H. Conlin, ex-litigation div. of FCC,
named legal asst, to FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford.

Otto P. Brandt, KING-TV Seattle, elected chmn. of

TvB for the coming year, succeeding Roger Clipp., gen. mgr.
WFIL-TV Philadelphia. Glenn Marshall Jr., WJXT Jack-
sonville, Fla., elected secy, (succeeding Brandt) and re-

elected a dir. Payson Hall, Meredith Publishing Co., re-

elected treas. Dirs. elected for 2 year terms were Gordon
Gray, WKTV Utica; Clair McCullough, WGAL-TV Lan-
caster, Pa.; Richard Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio;

John Murphy, Crosley; and Donald Kearney, Corinthian.

Marion Stephenson appointed business affairs dir.,

NBC Radio . . . Raymond S. Guy, senior NBC staff engineer,

elected pres, of De Forest Pioneers . . . Harold Essex,
vp-gen. mgr., WSJS-TV & WSJS Winston-Salem, promoted
to pres, of WSJS licensee Triangle Bcstg. Corp., succeed-

ing W. K. Hoyt, retired; Harry Shaw, promoted from sales

mgr. to vp for sales, Phil Hedrick promoted from opera-
tions mgr. to vp for operations . . . Richard Sinclair, ex-

KCOP Los Angeles, named promotion mgr. of KHJ-TV Los
' Angeles . . . Beverly (Bevo) Middleton, ex-gen. mgr. of

radios WUSN Charleston, S.C. & WHKP Henderson, N.C.,

joins WTOP-TV Washington as merchandising dir.

Edgar F. Vandivere, ex-FCC engineer and ex-partner
in firm of Vandivere & Cohen, joins Page Communications
Engineers, Washington, as consultant to the reseai’ch &

I

development dir.

Meetings next week: RTFS timebuying-selling seminar
(Dec. 8); ITC Chmn. Jack Wrather will speak on British

commercial TV; Hotel Lexington, N. Y. . . . Academy of TV
Arts & Sciences, Los Angeles, general membership meeting
on “Tape vs. Film” (8); Dr. Frank Baxter will moderate;
panel: James Schulke, KTLA Los Angeles; Thomas W.
Sarnoff, NBC; Sheldon Leonard and Bud Yorkin, producers;
Robert Stefan, BBDO; and Robert Day, Ampex; Beverly
Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Cal.

California Bcstrs. Assn, has elected William B.
Goetze of KFSD San Diego pres., at its meeting in Los
Angeles. Other officers elected: Ernest L. Spencer, KWIZ
Santa Ana, radio vp; Richard P. Hogue, KXTV Sacramento,
TV vp; Alan Lisser, KBIG Avalon, secy.-treas. Louis S.

Simon, KPIX-TV San Francisco; Hale Bondurant, KWG
Stockton; John T. Reynolds, KHJ-TV Los Angeles were
named to the board, as were Hogue and Lisser.

CBS Radio has added 5 affiliates. These are WKNE
Keene, N.H. (which disaffiliated from CBS last year);
WBRK Pittsfield, Mass.; WKNY Kingston, N.Y.; WKVT
Brattleboro, Vt., and KREX Grand Junction, Colo. Two
stations are disaffiliating as of Jan. 4, 1960: WBRC Birm-
ingham, Ala., and WPLO Atlanta.

Sixth annual TV-radio scholarship of American Women
in Radio & TV, has been announced. Junior women in

any of 350 colleges & universities offering a degree or
elective major in TV or radio are eligible. The $1,000
scholarship will be presented at AWRT’s 1960 convention.

Elected co-chairmen of TvB’s sales advisory committee,
at the annual meeting: John Dickinson, Harrington,
Righter & Parsons, and H. P. Lasker, Crosley Bcstg. Corp.
They succeed John Denninger, Blair-TV, and Jay Heiten,

WRCA-TV N.Y.

Promotion-minded WJZ-TV has produced a 20-min.

color-sound film story on the expansion of the Baltimore
market for showing to advertisers & agencies nationally.

The film also spotlights WJZ-TV’s position in the nation’s

12th TV market.

NAB’s convention committee, headed by Thomas C.

Bostic of KIMA-TV & KIMA Yakima, Wash., and Mere-
dith Stations’ Payson Hall, meets Dec. 3 in Washington
to develop plans for annual sessions next April 3-7 in

Chicago.

Videotape recorder was put into operation Nov. 24

by educational WTTW Chicago.

Obituary

Dr. Lyman Bryson, 71, professor emeritus of education

at Columbia U. Teacher’s College, died of cancer Nov. 24 in

Harkness Pavilion. Dr. Bryson had been education dir. at

CBS since 1942, moderator of CBS-TV’s Lamp Unto My
Feet and radio’s Invitation to Learning. He is survived by
his wife, a son and 4 grandchildren.

Clinton R. White, 65, owner of radio WCRW Chicago
which he founded in 1926, died Nov. ,23 following a heart
attack. He received his first radio operator’s license in

1915. In recent years he was credited with many electronic

innovations, including an instantaneous recording process

for transcriptions.

James Broderick, 45, casting director for CBS in Holly-

wood, died Nov. 21. Surviving are his mother and a sister.
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HOTEL-TV FIELD SMALL BUT HUMMING: Business is booming in hotel-motel TV. Ten
top concerns in this seemingly small but mushrooming field are racking up gains of 20% to 300% this year

over last. All envision a markedly bigger & better 1960.

Exact size, potential and dollar volume of market remain a mystery due to lack of adequate

industry information, reluctance of suppliers & installers to release any performance data which might aid &
comfort competitors, and general confusion as to the nature & number of hotels & motels worthy of the names.

It's a highly secretive industry, one leader told us—an industry in which some operators have been known to

realize 1,500% profit on installations.

Only a few of hotel-TV concerns we interviewed would hazard a guess as to number of installations

made in 1959—and their estimates ranged from a low of 50,000 to a high of 200,000 sets. Dollar volume of in-

dustry in 1959 was estimated at from $3 million to $6 million. Exec, vp Arnold Wells of Wells Television Inc.

opined that $5 million would pretty well sum up total 1 959 billings for TV sets sold & leased to hotels & motels.

Researched projections for 1960 are similarly hard to come by. Suppliers & installers we interviewed

agree 1960 will bring boom business. Many see volume doubling, tripling. Few will trot out projections or esti-

mates. Forthright Emerson Industrial Products Corp. (Emerson Radio), through treas. Morton E. Ornitz,

foresees total 1960 sales & leasing of 200,000 TV sets for industry for a $22,5 million gross.

Market's potential is nearly impossible to chart because of absence of reliable or complete statistics

on number of hotel-motel rooms available, rate of new construction, number of rooms now TV-equipped.

American Hotel Assn, comprises better than 1/3 of estimated 14,000 U.S, hotels & motels. Its 5,271 members
embrace 4,608 hotels with 551,994 rooms, 663 motels with 41,478 rooms. No figures are available on TV installa-

tions. However, a TV-industry source, with a major market-research activity, estimates today's market at: 1.5

million hotel rooms with 750,000 TV sets; one million motel rooms with 900,000 TV sets. This same source also

estimates that hotel-motel rooms are being added at an annual rate of 500,000, virtually all of which will be

TV equipped. Tele-Sound Inc. vp Milton Smith estimates 1.5 million TV-equipped hotel-motel rooms.

• • • •

Several significant changes have developed in hotel-TV market since our last major survey (Vol.

12:44 p3). Principal one, summed up by Arnold Wells: "The big change is that the hotel-motel industry has

accepted TV as a part of the room. The question no longer is whether they'll buy, but when. Today, any hotel

that deserves the name has TV." Other changes

:

Leasing now the rule. Three years ago there was a decided trend to outright purchase of TV sets by

hotels. Today bulk of business is leasing, with supplier providing a complete package of set, installation and

service on a 3-4-5 year contract. Typically, one major provides such a package for 22.4< per day for a 17-in. set

for 3 years; 15.9< daily for 5 years. At conclusion of contract period, hotel owns the equipment. Strongly buck-

ing the trend to leasing is Emerson. It has stopped leasing, sells its equipment outright. "There's a heavy

turnover in the hotel field," Ornitz explained. "Sometimes our contracts would turn over 3 & 4 times in a 3-year

period. It got so we couldn't tell who we were doing business with."

Color sets kaput. So far as hotel TV is concerned, color sets these past 3 years have lost what little

ground they had. Nine of 10 concerns we interviewed were emphatic that color has no home in hotel field.

Even RCA conceded that color installations are rare, and only in lobbies or lounges. Typically, when RCA in-

stalled 534 TV sets this year in new Dallas-Sheraton Hotel, only 7 were color sets. Suppliers agree color TV is

defeated by higher cost, tuning problems, frequency & higher cost of service.

Most popular-size TV set is 17-in. table, although Emerson & Master Video Systems Inc. find more de-

mand for 21-in. models. Admiral's Commercial Electronics Div., which entered field 2V2 years ago, now claims

to be largest supplier, says 17-in. sets are far & away the leaders. RCA and others point out that 17-in. portable

has price advantage, fits compact space of hotel room, is easy on maintenance, and can be replaced in sec-

onds without interrupting tenant service.
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Replacement market looms . Still waiting to be mined is bonanza replacement market, which is ex-

pected to take on significance next year. American Communications Corp. vp Martin A. Lappin told us that,

surprisingly, "lodgers take better care of hotel TV sets than they do of their own at home," and that rich

replacement market still is several years away. However, consensus is that 1960 will produce brisk replace-

ment business; that after 5 years of hotel service a set is more economically replaced than maintained. Another

rich plus is installation & service business, which one major estimated is already at a $25-million volume.

Product trends noted. Original coin-slot TV se t is dead as a dodo in hotel field; lodgers now insist on

rooms with TV, expect it to be part of hotel service. Because TV is now a merchandising asset, hotel-motel

operators seek more services. Hotel Radio Corp. vp-gen. mgr. H. L. Dawson told us his firm will introduce a
"pamper panel" model next year to provide remote tuning. Master Video Systems Inc. treas. R. G. Skinner

notes increasing demand for multi-service hotel units to provide TV, radio, backgroimd music. "Most of the

business now on the books is for these triple-play units," he said. Arnold Wells also reports burgeoning market

for the bedside communications center, which may include such plus services as paging, wake-up system.

Our survey covered: Admiral Commercial Electronics Division, American Communications Corp.,

Emerson Industrial Products Corp., Hotel Radio Corp., Master Video Systems Inc., Radiomatic of America Inc.,

RCA (both TV div. & RCA Service Co.), Tele-Sound Inc., Tel-Hotel Corp., Wells Television Inc.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for week ended Nov. 20 (46th week of 1959):

Nov. 13-20 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 146,673 149,295 116,530 5,632,374 4,396,138

Total radio 340,249 342,497 390,019 13,779,399 9,983,317

auto radio 75,066 63,166 137,678 4,912,556 3,037,350

STEREO CAMPAIGN BY EIA? A public-relations cam-

paign to help clear up public & dealer confusion about

stereo is being considered by EIA’s newly organized

phonograph section, headed by Pilot Radio vp L. M.

Sandwick. If the section agrees on such a drive, it will

be formally proposed to EIA’s consumer products exec,

committee at the manufacturer group’s winter confer-

ence this week (Dec. 2-4) at Los Angeles’ Statler Hilton.

No details of the proposed stereo campaign had been

formally determined by the EIA phono manufacturers at

press time, but it presumably would be more of an “educa-

tion” than a “promotion” campaign—on the theory that

misunderstanding of stereo is the prime barrier to boom
sales of stereophonic instruments.

Highlighting the EIA winter conference will be an

address by Dr. William H. Pickering, dir. of Cal. Institute

of Technology’s jet propulsion lab, covering the role of

electronics in the military & civilian space programs. Key
sessions will feature reports & discussions on Japanese

electronic imports, legislative problems and EIA’s activi-

ties in Walsh-Healy minimum-wage proceedings.

Latest move in Philco-RCA legal battle: Defendants in

Philco’s 3-year-old $150 million anti-trust suit (Vol. 13:3

p2)—RCA, GE, AT&T—have petitioned Philadelphia fed-

eral court to throw out most of the damage claims on the

basis that they’re invalid under the statute of limitations.

Philco had charged illegal monopoly in RCA’s patent

practices. Latest brief by defendants argues that federal

& state laws prevent Philco from recovering damages for

an event which occurred prior to Jan. 7, 1955. Philco filed

its suit Jan. 14, 1957. Judge Thomas J. Clary has been
named to preside at the trial—if there is one.

Emerson has received a patent for a system that moves
bulk mail through automatic culling, facing and cancelling

machines at 30,000 pieces per hour.

Colorful Pockord-Bell: Not the least bit unhappy about

color TV is Packard-Bell Electronics, which has been

manufacturing & marketing color sets in its 14-state West-
ern trading area for 4 years—and is enjoying its best color

sales year to date.

Commenting on our recent color-TV roundup (Vol.

15:45 p3), home products vp Kenneth R. Johnson told us

Packard-Bell’s color set sales have increased 400% in the

last year. He attributed the increase to improved color

programming. “Available surveys indicate that we are

now selling about one-fourth of all color sets sold in our
trading area,” he said. The company’s color sets feature

lowboy styling, remote control. Color won’t become a
major factor in the TV market, Johnson believes, until

there’s at least 8 hours of network color programming daily.

In total consumer products output—TV, radio & stereo

—Packard-Bell continues to report booming business. Octo-

ber was the 2nd best sales month in the company’s history

and represented a 66% increase over Oct. 1958.

Factory sales of transistors again set a record in Sept.

—8,652,526 units—more than double the number sold dur-

ing the full calendar year of 1955. The units sold in Sept,

were valued at $20,851,290, up from 7,129,696 units at $18,-

054,138 in Aug. 1959 and 5,076,443 at $10,810,412 in Sept.

1958. Total Jan.-Sept. sales were 57,910,513 units at $154,-

337,518 vs. 30,387,277 at $73,230,195 for the same 1958

period and 47,051,000 at $112,730,000 for all of 1958.

Realignment of RCA’s TV-radio-phono operations ap-

pears imminent and probably will be announced prior to

the Dec. 7 distributors’ meeting. Although RCA declined

comment, best available information indicates that these

now-autonomous activities will be combined into an all-in-

one operation, « la GE’s new TV-radio div. (Vol. 15:38

p20), under the leadership of RCA Victor home instru-

ments div. vp-gen. mgr. J. S. Belden. Consolidation would
be a throwback to RCA’s former instruments operation.
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Radio Imports Soar; America imported 60% as many

radios from Japan as the U.S. electronics industry pro-

duced during the first 9 months of 1959. The first 8 quarters

saw imports of about 3.9 million radios from Japan, while

about 6.8 million sets were produced here during the same

period (auto sets excluded).

The 3.9-million figure compares with 1.3 million for

the first 9 months of 1958. Of the imports this year, about

2.5 million were radios containing 3 or more transistors.

During the 9-month period, more than 1.8 million Japanese

transistors were imported (in addition to those in end

products), compared with less than 6,000 units in the

1958 period. Other 9-month imports: phonos, 12,200, up

from 1,100; vacuum tubes, 4.8 million, up from 606,000.

Complete tables of 9-month imports of electronic

products in both unit & dollar volume will be printed in

Television Digest (to update the tables in Vol. 15:41 pl7)

as soon as exact figures ai’e available.

Japan’s total radio production—for domestic sale &
export—is running close to U.S. totals. For the first 9

months of 1959, nearly 6.5 million radios were produced

by the Japanese electronics industry, compared with 3 mil-

lion during the same 1958 period. Production of TV sets

for the period was more than double the corresponding

1958 figures—1,972,000 vs. 749,000.

* * *

Two of Japan’s 3 largest radio-appliance manufac-

turers are setting up wholly owned U.S. operations—indi-

cating that their marketing operations here will soon be

even more intensive. Matsushita Electric Co., the No. 1

firm in Japanese electric housewares & radios, is establish-

ing Matsushita Electric Corp. of America, to be headed by

Benichi Takahashi, now director of Matsushita’s Tokyo

offiice. Hitachi, No. 3 in the line-up (Tokyo Shibaura is No.

2), has established subsidiary Hitachi-N.Y. Inc.

Trade Personals; Robert C. Wilson named gen. mgr., GE
radio receiver dept., succeeding W. P. Von Behren, now gen.

mgr. of major appliance div. . . . James J. Cunnane, ex-

RCA, named products sales mgr., Warwick Corp., succeed-

ing Robert O’Brien, resigned . . . C. R. Joyner, asst, mgr.,

named mgr. of EIA’s marketing data dept., succeeding

William F. E. Long, who joins Philco Dec. 7 (Vol. 15:47

p21); Herbert F. Hodge Jr. resigns as mgr. of EIA’s office

of information, effective early next year, to organize his

own PR & publishing firm in the Washington area.

W. V. George promoted from asst. gen. mgr. to gen.

mgr., Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal, succeeded by L. M.

Daley, best. & TV receiver div. mgr. George will assume

some of the duties previously held by Pres. Stuart M. Fin-

layson. T. P. Kelly, former best. & TV receiver div. sales

mgr., will succeed Daley . . . Charles D. Manhart, ex-

Raytheon, appointed Daystrom vp.

Philip D. Reed, former GE chmn., retires as a GE dir.,

finance committee chmn. and consultant to board Chmn.

Ralph J. Cordiner . . . Curtis A. Haines named facilities &
manufacturing planning vp, Sylvania Electronic Systems

. . . Earnest F. Tonsmeire named controller of Raytheon

receiving tube div. . . . Steve Manning, ex-Pacific Semicon-

ductors, appointed mgr. of General Instrument Corp.’s West

Coast sales engineering office . . . Fred D. Wilson, ex-Du-

Kane Corp. commercial sound div. gen. mgr., appointed

asst, to the pres., Rauland-Borg . . . Haskel A. Blair named

University Loudspeakei’s pres., succeeding Sidney Levy,

who continues as exec, vp & engineering dir.

POWER FROM NOISE; Along comes a new type of semi-

conductor which its developers claim can harness noise

—either the audible or the undesirable electrical type

—

to produce substantial amounts of power. An example

of the type of product being developed from this newly

invented device: A 24-in. TV set which could sell for

“substantially less” than present types, using less than

the IV2 watts needed to drive a Christmas tree light.

Responsible for the device is tiny Electronics Develop-

ment Inc., Tampa, Fla., with an executive & research staff

of 2—Pres. & research dir. Eugene A. Russell and lab

chief Everett A. Duncan. They didn’t even bother to give

their semiconductor device a fancy name—merely calling

it an “electro-chemical unit.”

About the size of a cigaret pack, the unit is easy &
inexpensive to build and substitutes for electron tubes or

transistors in amplifier circuits. As its inventors explained

to us, it obtains its amplification factor from noise—noise

being defined as “energy given off by the motion of any
particle.” This can be unwanted electrical noise, a 60-cycle

hum or the audio signal itself. The semiconductor elements

give off no heat, and, unlike transistors, are completely

insensitive to heat.

Other aspects of the noise amplifier, as described to us

by Russell & Duncan:
The equivalent of a 6-tube amplifier circuit can be de-

veloped using one or 2 of the semiconductor elements. A
5-lb. audio amplifier was demonstrated to the press Nov.

27, producing 250 watts from the output of a music tape.

The system “could be used to light up a whole city.”

The noise-operated TV under development would re-

quire only enough external power to operate a tiny transis-

torized power supply whose function would be to supply a

slight bias voltage. Power output of the electro-chemical

units would be adequate to operate a 24-in. picture tube.

Elements developed so far supply energy from sound

& noise sources ranging from 20 cycles to 100 kc.

The principle was discovered 10 months ago, accord-

ing to its developers, during an attempt to devise a single-

cabinet stereo system using the time-delay principle to

give the impression of widespread speaker separation. The
company has applied for 17 patents and will seek many
more during the next year.

Russell says the company will make a line of ampli-

fiers using the principle next year—including both stereo

sound & power amplifiers. The firm intends to produce the

semiconductor units and license others to make them. It

also is negotiating with the Air Force for a missile elec-

tronics contract using the elements.

Because of the newness of the development (it was
announced for the first time just before we went to press),

it was impossible to obtain comments or evaluation from
industry engineers. They haven’t seen it yet.

“Check-price” system on Japanese radio exports will

not be eliminated Jan. 1 as reported here last week (Vol.

15:47 pl9). Best information indicates that the Japanese

govt, is still studying the whole check-price issue. Our
source of information for the item last week was in error.

Obituary

George T. Bean, 74, prominent N.Y. patent attorney

who once was mgr. of the patent dept, of the old Victor

Talking Machine Co., died Nov. 25 in Summit, N.J. He is

survived by his wife, Elizabeth, 2 sons and 6 grandchildren.
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Ampex Splits Again: Ampex Corp., the burgeoning mag-
netic-recording firm which startled the TV industry in 1956

with the unheralded announcement that it had developed a

practical TV tape recorder (Vol. 12:15 p4)—and then pro-

ceeded to prove that it really had something—is getting

ready for its 2nd stock split in 2 years. The directors

approved a 3-for-l distribution, subject to a stockholder

vote next Jan. 25.

Although it’s never paid a dividend, the stock of this

TV-electronics glamour company has climbed almost

steadily since 1956. In the summer of 1958, it split 2%
for 1. On the basis of its present number of outstanding-

shares, its trading range during 1955 was the equivalent

of 5% to 8, rising in 1956 (the year of the introduction of

the Videotape recorder) to a high of 17%, its high last

year being 19%. Nevertheless, its biggest climb came this

year. Following the announcement of the proposed split,

Ampex closed Nov. 24 on the N.Y. Stock Exchange at

136%, up 1% for the day.

Ampex’s net earnings for the fiscal year ended April

30, 1959 totaled $2.85 million on sales of $43.8 million, and
the company expects earnings of close to $4 million on $60
million sales for fiscal 1960.

Litton Industries Inc. scored healthy gains in sales &
earnings in fiscal 1960’s first quarter, ended Oct. 31, Chmn.
Charles B. Thornton reported to the Cal. concern’s annual
meeting last week. Litton stockholders approved an in-

crease in authorized common to 7 million from 5.5 million

shares, paving the way for a 2-for-l stock split voted by the

concern’s directors in Aug. The split will apply to stock

of record Dec. 4, the company said, and new shares will be
issued before Christmas. For the first quarter ended Oct.

31: 1959

Sales $36,400,000
Net income 1,537,000
Earned per share .

.

Shares outstanding
82()

1,835,000

1958

$27,079,000
1,136,000

64<}

1,714,097

Houston Fearless Corp. has acquired Boston-based
electronic-components maker Federal Machine Tool Co. for

an undisclosed amount of common stock, it was announced
recently. Federal employs some 150 persons in 3 plants,

has a current annual sales rate of $2 million. Houston
Fearless, L.A. producer of film processing systems & audio-

film equipment for the motion picture & TV industries, said

Federal will be operated as a division, under the presidency
of Federal Pres. Frank Nichol.

Eitel-McCullough, in a report filed with SEC, notes a

large increase in net profit in the 8 months ended Aug. 31

:

Net sales

Net profit

Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959 1958
$15,927,273 $9,635,018

792,363 5,383
48(f 1^

1,650,542 825,271

National Union Electric, for 9 months ended Sept. 30,

reports net income of $520,609 (30^ a share), excluding a

special charge of $390,000 {224 a share) for adjustment of

contract settlement costs, compared with $280,936 (16^)
net income during the first 9 months of 1958.

Barnes Engineering Co., for 3 months ended Sept. 30,
’ reports net profit of $77,484 (24<J a share) vs. $40,765 (13())

for the same 1958 period.

Clevite Corp. will continue to emphasize quarterly

dividend payments at a set rate to stockholders rather than

year-end extras. Pres. William G. Laffer told the Cleve-

land Society of Security Analysts. Noting that Clevite

recently “evened out” its quarterly rate, raised its dividend

to 30^ from 25^ in the June quarter, Laffer said: “I do not

expect our board will be declaring extra dividends at the

end of each year as we did for a time. When we feel we
can move to a higher quarterly payment and hold it, we will

do so.” He anticipates record sales & earnings this year.

Sales are expected to top $82 million, compared with last

year’s $63.4 million & 1956’s record $73.6 million. He fore-

sees “something over $3 a share in net profit” for 1959,

compared with 1958’s $1.60 & 1956’s record $2.54. Laffer

noted that more than one-third of the 1959 sales will be in

electronics; that R&D activities in its electronics operation

have been running at about 10% of sales; that more than

half of 1959 sales will come from products Clevite did not

have 10 years ago.

Philco resumed payment of cash dividends with the

declaration last week of 25^^ payable Dec. 18—the first cash

distribution since Sept. 1956. The company has paid 4

stock dividends since 1956. The board deferred considera-

tion of future dividend policy “until the cash requirements

of Philco’s expanding activity in electronics can be more
definitely determined.” Pres. James M. Skinner Jr. esti-

mated that 1959 earnings would be more than $1.50 a

share, compared with 61^ (2,874,000) last year. The 1960

outlook, he said, “indicates substantial increases in the

company’s govt., transistor & computer business, requiring

further investment in plant & equipment. Further improve-

ment in consumer goods volume is also anticipated—sub-

ject, however, to the final effects of the steel situation,

particularly in the early months of the year.” Also an-

nounced last week was an Air Force award of a $6,627,092

contract to Philco for work on the “Aircom” global com-
munications network.

General Precision Inc. is the new electronics subsidiary

of General Precision Equipment Corp., a consolidation of

the 4 subsidiaries which do nearly 90% of GPE’s total

business. The 4 former subsidiaries are General Precision

Lab, Kearfott Co., Librascope and Link Aviation, now
operating as divisions of the new GPI. GPE Chmn. J. W.
Murray & Pres. D. W. Smith of GPE hold the same positions

in GPI. Murray said last week that sales of the 4 divisions

this year will total about $177.3 million—about 75% of it

military. He said all GPE companies should equal or sur-

pass $200 million in 1960. There have been no proposals of

a merger with Martin Co., he added, but Martin has ac-

quired between 11% & 12% of GPE stock on the open
market and there have been discussions of Martin repre-

sentation on the GPE board.

Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp. would operate as a

subsidiary of Bell & Howell under the terms of the merger
agreement formally approved last week by directors of

both companies (Vol. 15:44 p23). Subject to vote by stock-

holders of both companies Jan. 12, Bell & Howell would
issue 3 additional common shares for each 4 shares now
held and Consolidated shareholders would receive one Bell

& Howell common share for each Consolidated share held.

Consolidated Pres. Philip S. Fogg would continue as pres. &
chief exec, officer of the subsidiary. Three Consolidated
directors have been nominated for the Bell & Howell board—Fogg and Dr. Robert F. Bacher & Dr. Frederick C.

Lindvall, both of Cal. Institute of Technology.
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Loew’s Inc. rebounded from 1958’s losses to rack up a

resounding $7.7 million profit in the fiscal year ended Aug.

31, 1959, Pres. Joseph R. Vogel reported last week. He
said that the movie-maker’s uptrend “is continuing strongly

in the current fiscal year.” Stepped-up revenue from TV
contributed to the profit tux-nabout. Vogel noted that under

contracts existing on Aug. 31, Loew’s Inc. has about $31,-

218,000 remaining to be earned from the licensing of pi-e-

1949 motion pictures to TV. He forecast that the current

fiscal year, ending Aug. 31, 1960, will be another “peak

year” for TV rentals, that income from this source will

peak in 1961 and decline each year thereafter. Gross in-

come since the start of the TV licensing program has

amounted to more than $25 million. For the fiscal year

ended Aug. 31, 1959: 1959 1958

Total income $130,970,376 $112,320,958
Net income (loss in 1958) 7,698,951 (1,195,862)
Earned per share 2.91 —
Shares outstanding 2,641,288 2,668,388

Paramount Pictures’ consolidated net income from op-

erations dropped slightly in the 3rd quarter and 9 months

ended Oct. 3. During the quarter, a special income of $198,-

000 from installment sales of films increased the total net

income to $1,349,000 (79^ a share) compared with the

year-ago quarter’s $2,955,000 special & $4,197,000 ($2.33)

total income. For 9 months, special & total incomes were

$2,965,000 & $6,609,000 ($3.88) vs. $10,662,000 & $14,469,-

000 ($8.04) for 1958’s first 3 quarters. For 9 months

ended Oct. 3: 1959 1958

Net income from
operations $3,644,000 $3,807,000

Eaimed per share 2.14 2.11

Shares outstanding 1,703,927 1,799,116
For the quarter ended Oct. 3:

Net income from
operations $1,151,000 $1,242,000

Earned per share 68^ 69<i

Desilu Productions Inc. net income for the 6-month
period ended Oct. 31 was $507,108, as compared with $75,234

for the 24 weeks ended Oct. 18, 1958. This is reflected in

earnings per share, which rose to 44^ from 22^ for all of

last fiscal year. Pres. Desi Arnaz said gross income of

$10,717,953 represented a 30% increase over the same
period of last year. Since the last interim report was
issued, Desilu has been renting space to Pony Express,

Miami Undercover and some segments of The Red Skelton

Show. The company also has made interim commitments
with networks & syndicators for new pilots, Arnaz added.

He made no mention of overtures by NT&T to buy con-

trolling stock of Desilu (Vol. 15:45 pl6, 46 pl6), but did

say that Desilu had recently finished a $150,000 expansion

program at its Culver City lot.

Paced by rising broadcasting income, AB-PT’s 4th-

quarter earnings will show “a substantial increase,” Pres.

Leonard Goldenson told a special stockholder meeting in

N.Y. last week. He noted that the company’s theater busi-

ness should also show an increase over 1958. The ABC
network, he added, has committed more than $70 million

to programming this year, and its gross time billings will

have increased about 21% for all of 1959. He predicted

that “international TV should become a working reality in

the next 5 or 10 years, possibly through the use of [space]

satellites,” and stated that AB-PT expects to increase its

investments in foreign TV operations. Stockholders ap-

proved stock options on 350,000 shares of common for key
executives & employes (Vol. 15:43 pl9).

Warner Bros. Pictures bounced back from 1958’s $1

million loss with a $15.8 million net income for the 1959

fiscal year ended Aug. 31. The 1959 income includes a

$6.5 million profit ($4.10 a share) from the sale of the

company’s ranch. The 1958 loss included provision of $3
million for an estimated loss on advances to independent

producei’s. For the fiscal year ended Aug. 31:

Film rentals & sales . . .

.

Net income (loss in ’58) .

Earned per share
Shares outstanding

1959 1958
$85,387,000 $68,323,000
15,875,000 (1,023,000)

10.01 —
1,595,196 1,745,196

Stock of the Outlet Co., Providence, R.I., dept, store

which owns WJAR-TV & WJAR, will be re-listed on the

N.Y. Stock Exchange Mon. Nov. 30. Trading was suspended
March 2 because too few shares remained in public hands
following deposit of most of the shares under a purchase
offer by the 91065 Corp., owned by William Zeckendorf &
John C. Mullins. After losing a legal challenge by station

mgr. Joseph S. (Dody) Sinclair, 91065 returned the shares

to the original stockholders (Vol. 15:45 pl2).

WJR The Goodwill Station Inc. (WJRT Flint & radio

WJR Detroit) reports decreased earnings on higher sales

for the first 9 months of 1959 as compared with the same
1958 period. For 9 months to Sept. 30:

Revenues
Net earnings
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959 1958
$2,914,779 $2,352,012

199,131 254,238
33^ 44<f

602,764 572,552

Trading in MCA shares began last week on the N.Y.
Stock Exchange. Symbol: MCA.

Wometco Enterprises has purchased Great Southern

Vending Co., Jacksonville.

AMP Inc. (solderless terminals, components) is now
traded on N.Y. Stock Exchange. Symbol: AMP.

Reports & Comments Available: RCA and GE, reports,

Pershing & Co., 120 Broadway, N.Y. 5 . . . Standard Coil

Products, comments, Montgomery, Scott & Co., 120 Broad-

way, N.Y. 5 . . . Time Inc., discussion, Loewi & Co., 225

E. Mason St., Milwaukee 2 ... Walt Disney, report, W. E.

Hutton & Co., 14 Wall St., N.Y. 5.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Payable
Stk. of
Record

Amphenol-Borg — $0.35 Dec. 30 Dec. 16
Bendix Aviation . Q .60 Dec. 29 Dec. 7
Bendix Aviation . Stk. 5% Jan. 22 Dec. 7
British Industries . .

.

• Q .121/2 Dec. 21 Dec. 11
British Industries .'. . . Ex. .121/2 Dec. 21 Dec. 11
British Industries . .

.

. Stk. 2% Dec. 21 Dec. 11
Comell-Dubilier . .05 Dec. 31 Dec. 16
GE — .50 Jan. 25 Dec. 18
Mallory (P.R.) . Q .50 Feb. 1 Jan. 15
National Co . Stk. 2% Dec. 22 Dec. 11

National Co . Stk. Ex. 1% Dec. 22 Dec. 11

Paramount Pictures . . Q .50 Dec. 21 Dec. 4

Philco .25 Dec. 18 Dec. 7

Radio Condenser . . .

.

— .05 Dec. 21 Dec. 1

Radio Condenser . Ex. .05 Dec. 21 Dec. 1

Sprague Electric • Q .30 Dec. 14 Nov. 27
Sprague Electric .... . stk. 2% Dec. 14 Nov. 27
Time Inc . 1.00 Dec. 10 Nov. 27
Warner Bros . .30 Feb. 5 Jan. 15

Wells-Gardner _ .30 Dec. 15 Dec. 1

Wells-Gardner . Ex. .20 Dec. 15 Dec. 1
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

rcc
AROUSED FCC BEGINS TIGHTENING SCREWS, asking all sta-

tions to report payola incidents & policing plans; cracking down

in other areas (pp. 1 & 6).

FCC PROPOSES SIMPLE BOOSTER STANDARDS, but most existing

operators would have to buy new equipment or re-work old to

meet "translator" requirement (p. 4).

ATTACKING FCC LOGJAMS, Federal Communications Bar Assn,

schedules shirt-sleeve session on delays (p. 6).

Stations

NAB'S TV CODE TOUGHENED & tightened by TV Board in new
regulations covering quizzes, payola, ad frauds, program fakery,

news interviews (pp. 3 & 6).

TASO-LIKE ORGANIZATION for stereo radio proposed by NSRC to

bring RCA & CBS back into fold (p. 5).

Auxiliary Services

TELEPROMPTER BREAKS INTO CATV, buying systems in Silver

City & Farmington, N.M. and Rawlins, Wyo., and taking options

on 1 1 more setups across country (p. 4).

Advertising

FTC HOLDS FIRE in big TV-radio offensive vs. commercials, but

hits 9 record makers & distributors in new drive (p. 2 & 12).

Film d Tape

ACTION ON FILM EXPORT BAN takes place as 17 telefilm com-

panies which sell the overseas market discuss an organization to

combat quotas, restrictive prices (p. 14).

Manufacturing S Distribution

BRIGHT PICTURE for Christmas season & first-half 1960, as busi-

ness prognosticators unanimously see consumer spending boom

continuing at least 6 months more (p. 17).

STEREO DE-CONFUSION DRIVE to be launched by EIA phono

manufacturers with $500,000 war chest. Non-technical campaign

will stress music (p. 17).

FM AUTO RADIO, to be introduced by Motorola, may give

another boost to rising FM market. Hi-fi quality claimed for easily

installed deluxe set (p. 18).

RCA RESHUFFLES TV-radio-phono activities into a single home-

instrument organization, with J. S. Beldon running marketing, ex-

ITT-Federal Pres. D. L. Mills handling operations (p. 19).

TV-RADIO SALES & OUTPUT in Oct. drop seasonally from Sept.,

but continue well ahead of 1958 figures (p. 19).

Networks

SELF-REGULATION GROWS in TV industry as CBS-TV tightens

controls on payola & programs, NBC creates a new super-censor,

and stations give new support to NAB code (pp. 3 & 9).

FCC SPOT-REP DECISION ATTACKED by NBC & 4 of its repped

stations. CBS & its stations decide not to object. NBC offers

substitute (p. 10).

SPACE TV RELAY TESTS to be foreshadowed next spring by first

of 3 experimental passive communications satellites. NASA invites

experimenters to have a free bounce (p. 11).

Other Departments

PERSONALS (p. 14). FINANCE (p. 22). ETV (p. 23). FOREIGN (p. 24).

AROUSED FCC BEGINS TIGHTENING SCREWS: Powerful weight of FCC is now in mo-

tion. Fully aware of its tremendous strength & responsibilities. Commission is carefully entering the critical

field of programming. Momentum is great. Pressure is on, no end in sight.

Commission is moving cautiously on programming, leading off with massive exploratory hearing

starting this week (Dec. 7), largely because Chmn. Doerfer is genuinely fearful lest the ponderous hand of

govt, constrict freedom of TV & radio in violation of First Amendment. (For list of early hearing witnesses,

see p. 6.) But majority of his colleagues see no such danger.

Most indicative of FCC's "let's act” mood is the sweeping nature of its move last week in an area

where it has no doubt about its authority—violation of law through payola, which amounts to concealed

sponsorship, prohibited by Sec. 317 of Conununications Act. Meanwhile, FTC moved swiftly with its first

payola complaints, naming names (see p. 12).

FCC wrote to every station in the land , asking them to list by Jan. 4 every instance of payola or

"sneaky commercials" of any kind occurring since Nov. 1, 1958. And it asked each licensee to tell what it's

doing to stop or prevent the practice.
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Commission action raises good question as to how far Rep. Harris will go in his payola investiga-

tion. Congressional hearings are designed to explore need for new laws. There seems to be no question

that existing law covers payola adequately and that FCC is trying to enforce it. |

FCC's attitude is not punitive . It wants under-the-table practices stopped but isn't out to make on
example of anyone. But—how about Internal Revenue Service? Evidently, IRS agents will be able to ex-

amine stations' responses to FCC's questions, and some sad DJs, et al, will be asked serious questions about

their income tax returns, (for exact language of FCC's questions, see p. 6).

Commission's payola inquiry could be a public relations boon to industry, because almost all sta-

tions will reply "no payola here" and FCC will report that fact. There's no plan to make replies public.

Project has been turned over to FCC's Renewal & Transfer Div., under its experienced & reliable chief,

attorney Joseph H. Nelson.

Individual stations which happen to be in trouble with FCC for one reason or another find Commis-
sion getting tough. Last week, for example, radio KIMN Denver was asked to show cause why its license

shouldn't be revoked because a disc jockey had broadcast material that was "vulgar, indecent, ribald,

offensive, in bad taste, suggestive, with double meaning, and/or obscene." The DJ has been fired, and KIMN
management has given assurances that such things won't happen again. Once upon a time, that might hove
been enough for FCC. It isn't now. Revocation proceedings are extremely rare. Also last week, license re-

newal of radio KMAC San Antonio was designated for hearing because owner Howard W. Davis, in com-

petitive hearing for Ch. 12, misrepresented his financial situation. In May 25, 1956 decision, won by KONO-
TV, Commission upbraided Davis for "lack of candor."

According to those canny Washington weathervanes , the TV-radio attorneys, the honeymoon is over.

Several have told us that they've been warning clients that they'd better get their houses in order, that FCC
is truly aroused & dangerous. You can expect tightened regulation all along the line.

FTC HOLDS FIRE IN BIG TV-RADlO OFFENSIVE: In what had been billed as broad-
^

casting's big ordeal by Federal Trade Commission fire (Vol. 15:48 pi), 6 top TV & radio chiefs lined up
warily last week before all 5 FTC members. They came away from face-to-face confrontation 1

V

2 hours later, i

displaying no more wounds than industry already had suffered from TV quiz scandals.

"We mean business," said FTC Chmn. Earl W. Kintner sternly at outset of unprecedented showdown
on questionable advertising practices. He had summoned CBS, NBC, ABC, MBS, and NAB leaders to session

to confess their sins, propose self-reforms and prepare to defend themselves against major onslaughts movmted

by fraud-policing agency. "We are convinced that you mean business," Kintner observed at end of session,

which he described as "very worthwhile & excellent." Closed meeting had first been scheduled, in line with

FTC procedures for informal industry conferences, but Kintner at last minute threw it open to public & press

—which saw no fireworks (see p. 12).

"The Commission is heartened by all this activity in the industry," Kintner said after CBS's Frank

Stanton, NBC's Robert E. Kintner (no relation), ABC-TV's Oliver Treyz and MBS's Robert F. Hurleigh told about

self-regulation measures already taken by networks. He also said FTC would count on "close cooperation &
liaison" with NAB's Harold E. Fellows & Donald H. McGannon, who reminded FTC that TV Code was being

tightened (see p. 3).

"We're very happy over the information we have received here," FTC Comr. Robert T. Secrest chimed

in. And all FTC members stressed that despite their apparent concentration on broadcast commercialism now,

they are equally concerned about advertising deceptions in print media.

"We are not playing favorites here," Kintner assured broadcasters' spokesmen. "The smoke produced

by a few illegal fires has set up a pall of suspicion over [the TV-radio] industry whose genuine usefulness to

the nation's economy can ill afford it. I would go further & say that, while the existence of the fires cannot be

doubted, they have produced an amazing amount of smoke. Indeed, they have created more public conster-

nation than equally dangerous fires burning in other media."

FTC's heat hasn't been taken off broadcasters & sponsors. But at least no new anti-TV-radio blazes

were set at last week's summit meeting, which will be followed by others. We asked Kintner next day if he had (

had any second thoughts about it. "No," he told us. "I & my colleagues are tremendously pleased with the

meeting. We feel that the stage was well set for further cooperation between the Commission & the industry."
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NAB'S TV CODE IS TOUGHENED & TIGHTENED: Acting in bitter backwash of TV quiz

scandals, NAB's TV Board last week met in emergency session, adopted half-dozen amendments to industry's

self-regulating Code. All of them were hopefully drafted as TV's own answer to cries in and out of

Congress that what TV needs is more govt, control.

"This is g belt-tightening operation," said Chmn. G. Richard Shafto (WIS-TV Columbia, S. C.) follow-

ing closed meeting in Washington's Shoreham Hotel, where 14-man TV Board pored over recommendations of

Code Review Board (Vol. 15:47 p3) for 3V2 hours before agreeing on precise language of revisions.

But it was more than belt-tightening for TV . In open acknowledgment that industry has been badly

hurt by quiz exposes, rash of payola disclosures and related troubles, TV Board went over industry's wounds
one by one, tried to prescribe sure cures for them.

Whole field of criticism of TV was covered—in more or less stern language—by Code revisions (for

texts, see p. 6). New regulations called on telecasters themselves to: (1) Outlaw rigged contest shows.

(2) Eliminate payola in all its varied forms. (3) Clean out fraudulent commercials. (4) Prevent fakery in

shows. (5) Keep news interviews "ethical."

TV Code now provides "highest possible ethics" for telecasters to observe, Chmn. Shafto said,

adding loyally that he thought such ethics already "are portrayed by nearly all broadcasters." The revised

Code, he added, is just "a sharper defining of what constitutes good taste."

• • • •

Big questions left hanging by TV Board's refurbishing job on Code are
: ( 1 ) Will it satisfy govt, critics

of TV practices? Nobody knew at last week's end, although in 5-page letter to one of them—Senate

Commerce Committee Chmn. Magnuson (D-Wash.)—Review Board Chmn. Donald H. McGannon said it

should. However, Magnuson said he still will call industry on carpet for showdown conference early in Jan.

(Vol. 15:47 p5). (2) Will all TV respond to stiffer self-rules of conduct? Nobody had any confident answer

to that one, either, although new applications for Code membership (present enrollment: 285) were reported

piling up at NAB HQ.

STANTON REPORTS ON CLEANUP: Stricter program control in TV is what a whopping 66%
of the U.S. population feels is necessary now, although 2 out of 3 in this group "look to the networks to do the

regulating" and only one out of 5 think "the regulation should come from government." That's what CBS Inc.

Pres. Dr. Frank Stanton told a capacity audience of the Academy of TV Arts & Sciences in N.Y. Dec. 3.

Stanton's speech echoed much of what he has said earlier about the post-quiz need for tighter self-

regulation by networks, but brought several new facts to light. He also quoted a Gallup organization study

which shows that 92% of U.S. citizens are "aware of the quiz show scandal."

CBS is moving on 3 fronts in its own self-regulation efforts, reported Stanton
: ( 1 ) production practices,

(2) commercials & advertising, (3) program content & balance. The general philosophy, "to remove all

possibility for public deception," is already being implemented at CBS with new directives (see p. 9), and is

generally being followed—with somewhat less fanfare—at the other 2 networks.

• • • •

Special study for CBS-TV has been launched (reportedly with the Columbia U. Biueau of Applied

Psychology) to determine "what people want from TV," Stanton told ATAS members. The study will "pro-

vide an interpretive dimension to sheer nose-counting" and aid CBS-TV in determining "program balance."

Improved quality of programs fitting such a balance, Stanton added, was largely "a challenge to the creative

artists of TV."

Research already validates quiz axings on CBS-TV (total of 5 daytime hrs., 30-min. at night), reported

Stanton. Gallup's findings showed that 38% of respondents thought the oustings were "the right thing to

do;" 20% disapproved of the action.

Networks can't go it alone in the housecleaning process when it comes to commercials, Stanton cau-

tioned. "Any practical attempt to change the standards of commercials involves 3 groups—the advertisers, the

networks, and the more than 500 individual TV stations." Stanton also noted "with great satisfaction" the

current redrafting of the NAB Code.
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FCC PROPOSES SIMPLE BOOSTER STANDARDS: FCC's ideas about minimum stand-

ards for vhf boosters (Commission calls them "translators") finally emerged last week as the Commission
proposed a set of not-too-tough standards—much as expected (Vol. 15:44 pl2).

This may mean that the great Western booster rebellion is all over but the shouting—though it's

doubtful. Commission has "decided" the booster situation many times, only to have Western Congressmen
undo it. Current move is in form of proposed rule-making, with interested parties given until Ian. 1 1 to comment.

Important aspect of Commission action is that new rules, if they become final, affect only new
boosters. Presumably, the 1,000-1,500 or more existing boosters would be given time to comply with new stand-

ards—^maybe year or two. Apparently, few now in operation would fit new rules. FCC still awaits new law
which would forgive booster operators for having built without Commission approval. Here are major pro-

visions of proposed rules

:

( 1 ) One-watt ceiling.

(2) No minimum mileage separations from regular TV stations.

(3) Boosters must cease operations if they interfere with stations.

(4) Booster operators must settle inter-booster interference "by mutual arrangement."

(5) Only FCC-gpproved eguipment may be used.

(6) Operator reguirements are "observation & remote control & an automatic cut-off device."

(7) No "on-channel" operation, i.e., booster must use a channel other than that of station picked up.

Since boosters have to "translate" from picked-up channel to another, FCC terms the devices "translators."

(8) Licensing & operational requirements same as for uhf translators.

Very few existing boosters would meet new standards, we're told, principally because most are "on-

channel." This means pvuchasing of new equipment or extensive re-working of old.

FCC also gave current booster operators an extension of "grace period" (no prosecution for unauthor-

ized construction) to March 31, noting that "forgiveness" legislation is pending in Congress.

Comments of regular station operators are awaited with particular interest, because Commission

says nothing about potential competition from boosters. Last week, FCC declined to bar CATV systems from

bringing in big-city programs which duplicate those offered by small local stations (Vol. 15:48 pl2). Because

booster signals ore free and may cover more homes than CATV systems reach, potential competition could

be greater than that from CATV.

In another significant & related move last week. Commission resumed granting microwaves to serve

CATV systems in cities with local TV stations. It granted 4-channel microwave to Antennavision Service Co.,

for potential CATV in Yuma, Ariz., and authorized modification of microwave feeding Ardmore, Okla. Both

cities have stations. This is taken to mean that FCC reaffirms its previous decisions holding that it won't

consider economic impact of CATV on local stations.

TELEPROMPTER BREAKS INTO CATV: Lively TelePrompTer Corp., which started out

making studio cuing devices for TV performers, then spread into closed-circuit show production and big-screen

theater showmanship for championship fights, has diversified again—^into commtmity antenna TV business.

Cash investments of $747,000 in 3 CATV systems by TelePrompTer—and plans for dozen more

acquisitions—were disclosed last week in SEC registration statement by company (File 2-15876) covering 2

proposed stock issues. Rumors that Chairman-Pres. Irving B. Kahn was negotiating in field (where such deals

traditionally are played close to chest) had been heard within trade in recent months.

In initial CATV venture, TelePrompTer laid out $150,000 Nov. 2 for piurchase of Antennavision's Silver

City (N.M.) system (700 subscribers, 1,200 potential customers), SEC was told. On Nov. 25 TelePrompTer

signed contract to pay $485,000 and 21,600 common shares for Farmington (N.M.) Community TV Inc.'s setup

(3,500 customers, 6,000 potential). As part of that deal, it will buy Shirley Basin Transmission Co.'s microwave

facilities for $90,000. On Nov. 25, TelePrompTer also closed deal to buy Rawlins (Wyo.) Community TV Co.'s

system (1,400 subscribers, 2,500 potential) for $110,000 plus 5,066 shares—and Rawlins Music Inc. for $3,000.

Negotiations for TelePrompTer were handled by Denver's Daniels & Associates.
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TelePrompTer has options to acquire at least 1 1 additional systems "around the country," according

to Kahn, who wouldn't pinpoint them. "We have very definite plans for CATV," Kahn told us. He declined to go

into any detail pending SEC action on stock registration, but indicated plans included equipment manufactur-

ing as well as operating end of CATV business. "We have a great many ideas in mind," Kahn said. Some
CATV operators speculate that one of them may be the use of CATV for pay-as-you-see movies. TelePromp-

Ter contemplates no change now in operations or personnel of N.M. & Wyo. systems, however.

"We are in group communications," Kahn pointed out . "And what is more in group communications

than community antenna operation?"

TelePrompTer's new CATV business will be financed by public sale of 125,000 shares of $1 par com-

mon stock and issuance of 26,666 additional shares for Silver City, Farmington & Rawlins transactions,

according to SEC statement. Public offering (price & terms to be supplied in amendment to statement) is un-

derwritten by group headed by Bear, Stearns & Co. Of proceeds, $150,000 would be used to reimburse

company's treasury for Antennavision purchase, $690,000 for Farmington and Rawlings buys, $100,000 for

prepayment of bank note balance due Dec. 31, 1960. TelePrompTer earned 37< per share in first 1959 half vs.

40< in similar 1958 period (Vol. 15:39 pl9).

'LITTLE TASO' FOR STEREO RADIO? In an attempt to bring RCA & CBS back into its fold,

the EIA has been soimding out FCC on possibilities of reorganizing its National Stereophonic Radio Committee

along lines of the industry-govt. TV Allocations Study Organization—with direct FCC participation. Still await-

ing a reply is an Oct. 15 letter from EIA Pres. D. R. Hull to FCC Chmn. Doerfer.

RCA & CBS pulled out of NSRC last winter because their attorneys feared possible anti-trust impli-

cations in working with competitors in the all-industry group formed to analyze & test possible stereo

broadcasting system proposals (Vol. 15:12 p4). Both RCA & CBS have developed their own AM stereo

broadcast systems—and RCA has petitioned for FCC approval of its standards.

TASO pattern for NSRC, as proposed by NSRC's administrative committee, would give members
reasonable assurance of immunity from anti-trust prosecution in connection with stereo cooperation. It would

involve approval by Justice Dept, of plans for the group. Each meeting would be chaired by an FCC repre-

sentative and cover an agenda pre-approved by FCC. Matter now lies in lap of Commissioners—although

no formal petition has been filed. NSRC hasn't received even informal opinion on FCC reaction yet.

NSRC wants RCA & CBS in on its AM system discussions, although it is now beginning to consider

AM proposals without them. As far as FM stereo systems ore concerned, its system specifications panel is

nearly finished, transmitter & receiver panels are up to date, and one big job remains—field testing.

Field testing of FM stereo systems is about to begin—in Panel 5, headed by NAB engineering dir.

A. Prose Walker. Tests will probably be conducted in Washington, using local FM stations, so that FCC
members & staffers can easily observe & listen. NSRC obviously isn't going to come up with its findings

in time for FCC's Dec. 1 1 deadline for FM stereo comments. At its meeting in Los Angeles Dec. 4, EIA board

voted to endorse NSRC Chmn. C. Graydon Lloyd's request for extension of FCC deadline to March 15.

How soon after March 15 will FCC approve FM stereo standards? If NSRC makes clear-cut recom-

mendation—and there's no opposition—Commission's FM stereo rules could come out as soon as 60 days
after deadline, by mid-May. But most Washington observers feel that 6 months may be more realistic. It's

good guess, too, that standards for stereo on AM band won't be established by FCC in 1960—particularly

if NSRC must go through time-consuming reorganization.

FCC hasn't actually asked for AM stereo proposals yet . But because of interest in subject and be-

cause of fear of possible industry stalling. Commission is expected to put out notice very soon setting deadline

for submission of system proposals for transmission of compatible stereocasts on AM broadcast band.

dence in Canada of public disappointment over announced
programming content” of the Telemeter project. Strauss

claimed subscription solicitation is far behind Novins’

schedule. “We are now adding about 250 homes a week,”
Novins said, “and we have hardly begun our planned pro-

motional campaign.”

Translator Grants: Ch. 70 & 74 to Kilauea-Kau Com-
munity TV Assn., Naalehu, Hawaii, ...

Auxiliary Services

Telemeter’s Toronto toll-TV project “has been fabu-

lously successful to date [and] solicitors are signing up
about 7 out of every 10 families interviewed,” Louis A.

Novins, International Telemeter pres, said last week.

Novins was answering Joseph Strauss, pres, of the Quebec
Theatre Owners Assn., who claimed “there is strong evi-
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The FCC

more about

FCC Payola Questions: Every one of the nation’s TV &
radio stations, commercial & non-commercial, is being

given only a month to come up with a report to the FCC
on its payola situation (see p. 1). In announcing its letter

to licensees, the Commission underlined the fact that re-

plies must be “verified & in triplicate.” The questions;

“1. Since Nov. 1, 1958, what matter, if any, has been

broadcast by any of your stations for which service, money

or any other valuable consideration has been directly or

indirectly paid, or promised to, or charged, or accepted by

your station or stations, or anyone in your employ, or in-

dependent contractor engaged by you in furnishing pro-

grams, from any person, which matter at the same time so

broadcast has not been announced or otherwise indicated as

paid for or furnished by such person ?

“2. What internal controls & procedures have you es-

tablished to provide you with information concerning the

remuneration, other than that paid by you, that has been

or may be received by individuals in connection with par-

ticipation in the preparation & presentation of programs

broadcast by your station?”

FCC Witnesses Line Up: A lead-off list of 19 witnesses

among a half-hundred waiting to be heard was drawn up

last week by FCC for first 2 days of its big programming
hearings (see p. 1). They are:

Dec. 7: National Council of Churches, associate gen.

secy. Judge James W. Wine. National Catholic Welfare

Conference, Pres. Very Rev. Celestin J. Steiner of U. of

Detroit. Jewish Theological Seminary, Provost Dr. Bernard

Mandelbaum. National Congress of Parents & Teachers,

Pres. Mrs. James C. Parker. National Assn, for Better

Radio & TV, Pres. Mrs. Clara S. Logan. National Council

of Women, Mrs. Julian Whittlesey. Joint Council on Edu-

cational TV, exec. dir. Ralph Steetle. Assn, of Better Busi-

ness Bureaus, Pres. Victor H. Nyborg. National Grange,

Roy Battles.

Dec. 8: American Assn, of University Women, Martha
A. Cable. Educational TV Council, Pres. Chloe Gifford.

General Federation of Women’s Clubs, Pres. Chloe Gifford.

National Farmers Union, Dir. Angus McDonald. National

Educational TV Assn. Inc., Pres. John White. Greater

Washington Educational TV Assn. Inc., Mrs. Edmund D.

Campbell. Dr. Walter B. Emory, U. of Mich., American
Assn, of Land-grant Colleges & State Universities. Con-

sumers Union, editorial dir. Mrs. Mildred Brady. American
Medical Assn., co-chmn. Dr. Eugene F. Hoffman of TV,
radio & motion picture advisory committee.

Attacking FCC Logjams: The Federal Communications
Bar Assn., goaded by frustrated clients & the overloaded

FCC, has called a special meeting in an effort to thaw the

almost-congealed Commission processing of applications.

The session is scheduled for 8 p.m. Dec. 10 in the Federal

Room, Statler Hotel, Washington.

FCC members and top staff people have been invited

to attend the meeting, agenda of which was planned by
Theodore Baron, to hear discussion of these points (mod-
erators’ names in parentheses): Routine application pro-

cessing (Frank Fletcher), procedures before hearings

(Roger Wollenberg), hearings (Norman Jorgensen), post-

hearing procedures (Baron), rule^making (Paul Dobin),

Stations

More about

TV CODE-NEW EDITION: Following are textual revi-

sions & additions in NAB’s TV Code as adopted Dec. 4

by the TV Board at a special meeting in Washington:
On “acceptability of program material” (Preamble in-

sert) : “The intimacy & confidence placed in TV demands of

broadcasters, the networks and other program sources,

that they be vigilant in protecting the audience from decep-

tive program practices.”

On quizzes (new paragraph Z under “Program Mate-
rial”): “Quizzes & similar programs that are presented as

contests of knowledge, information, skill or luck must in

fact be genuine contests and the results must not be con-

trolled by collusion with or between contestants, or any
other action which will favor one contestant against any
other.”

On fakery (new paragraph AA under “Program Mate-

rial”) : “No program shall be presented in a manner which

through artifice or simulation would mislead the audience

as to any material fact. Each broadcaster must exercise

reasonable judgment to determine whether a particular

method of presentation would constitute a material decep-

tion or would be accepted by the audience as normal

theatrical illusion.”

On news interviews (new paragraph 10 under “Treat-

ment of News & Public Events”) : “All news programs
should be governed by accepted standards of ethical jour-

nalism under which the interviewer selects the questions

to be asked. When there is advance agreement materially

restricting an important or newsworthy area of question-

ing, the interviewers will state on the program that suoh

limitation has been agreed upon. Such disclosure should

be made if the person being interviewed requires that the

questions be submitted in advance or if he participates in

editing a recording of the interview prior to its use on the

air.”

On payola (new “Production Practices” section): “The

broadcaster shall be constantly alert to prevent activities

that may lead to such practices as the use of scenic prop-

erties, the choice of identification of prizes, the selection

of music & other creative program elements, and the

inclusion of any identification of commercial products or

services, their trade names & advertising slogans, within

a program dictated by factors other than the requirements

of the program itself. This expressly forbids the accept-

ance by producer, talent or any other personnel of cash

payments or other considerations in return for including

any of the above within the program.”

On fraudulent commercials (new paragraph H under

“Presentation of Advertising”); “The role & capability of

TV to market sponsors’ products are well recognized. In

turn, this fact dictates that great care be exercised by the

broadcaster to prevent the presentation of false, misleading

or deceptive advertising. While it is entirely appropriate

to present a product in a favorable light & atmosphere,

and techniques may be used to depict the characteristics

of the product as they appear in actuality, the presenta-

tion must not, by copy or demonstration, involve a material

deception as to the characteristics, performance or appear-

ance of the product.”

WKST-TV, shifting from Ch. 45 to Ch. 33 and chang-

ing designation from New Castle, Pa. to Youngstown, 0.,

began Nov. 29 as ABC-TV Youngstown outlet.
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LEAN YEAR FOR LOOT: In the wake of new payola

probes in Washington, plans were afoot among major

record labels, we learned in N.Y. last week, to trim the

traditional Yuletide TV-radio loot by an average of

50-75% (no more deluxe stereo sets; instead, Scotch,

cheese & cookies for disc jockeys & TV personalities).

The cutback is far from one-sided. Several of the top

disc jockey names have reportedly advised record industry

contact men to “skip Christmas this year”—a direct result

of the new trend toward tighter self-regulation by net-

works & stations in areas where payola or plugs have been

an accepted part of the broadcast business.

On other payola fronts, the TV-radio industry was

going through further firings, soul-searching and defensive

action. In New Orleans, RAB Pres. Kevin Sweeney

snapped back at press coverage of payola developments in

a speech before the New Orleans advertising club, term-

ing it “the most overplayed newspaper story of 1959,”

and suggested that newspaper publishers “tidy up your

own payola.”

At least one major newspaper was taking no chances

that the payola finger would be pointed in its direction.

N.Y, Times publisher Arthur Hays Sulzberger circulated

a memo to the paper’s staff concerning Christmas gifts

from contacts. “I think it appropriate to ask that we
not accept gifts of substantial value from such sources,”

he said.

More Steps by Broadcasters

More anti-payola measures were taking place on the

broadcaster level, meanwhile. NBC circulated an affidavit

to officials of the network and o&o stations, demanding to

know if they had any direct or indirect ownership in the

music field (including any held by an executive’s wife),

whether they acted as personal manager or agent for any
artist, or whether they received “anything of value for the

use of music on the air.”

Disc jockey Alan Freed, bounced from his local TV-
radio shows in N.Y. (WNEW-TV & radio WABC), declined

to sign a waiver of immunity and refused to appear before

a grand jury probing payola. WNEW-TV has already been

asked by DA Frank S. Hogan to produce the station’s

financial records concerning Freed. At WABC, where
Freed also refused to sign an I-didn’t-take-payola pledge,

a station official told us that Freed’s replacement, Fred

Robbins, had signed without argument, as had disc jockey

Martin Block.

Another N.Y. radio station, WMGM (Loew’s Theatres),

pointedly ran full-page ads in N.Y. afternoon papers por-

traying a clean cut, smiling American family and head-

lined “a radio station is known for the company it keeps.”

Explained a WMGM official: “We want people to know
that we reach a family audience with music & news that’s

not influenced by outsiders.”

Another Detroit disc jockey, Mickey Shorr of WXYZ
(the 5th DJ to be fired in that city since the payola probe

began), found himself parted from his turntables even

though he denied taking payola. He had been offered, he

said, the choice of resigning or being fired. “I refuse to

resign,” said Shorr.

In Philadelphia, Storer Bcstg. Co., operator of WIBG,
established a new programming policy whereby disc jockeys

may not play music of their own choice. Station officials

will select music they consider desirable. Storer recently

began monitoring the daily programming of its 7 radio

and 5 TV stations (Vol. 15:48 p5), as. part of a “quality

control” campaign. .-

In Hollywood, veteran sportscaster Ted Husing re-

called that payola was nothing new. In fact, back in the

days when he handled network radio play-hy-play accounts

of the football games, he was offered “as much as $100,000

for a plug or series of plugs” for products promoted by
“a group of gangsters.”

Rock & roll singer Don Anthony, who has conferred

with DA Hogan, and has alleged he paid disc jockeys to

promote his records, claimed last week he was “intimi-

dated” in a N.Y. subway and that his Bronx home had
been “attacked by rock-throwing kids in bebop hats” who
yelled “rock & roll isn’t going to die . . . you’ll die first.”

Anthony said he has given the DA’s office 2 canceled

checks which, he claims, represented “payola to disc

jockeys.”

Payola even had its international angles. In London,
British Postmaster Gen. J. R. Bevins refused politely to

consider a ban on commercial TV record shows proposed
by Labor M.P. Roy Mason, who had charged that there

were links between such record firms as Pye, Decca and
EMI and TV producers that might make DJs employed
by the TV firms “subject to pressure.” In Germany, Brit-

ish-born John Paris, one of the top Frankfurt radio disc

jockeys, denied there was any payola going at Hessischer
Rundfunk and Radio Hamburg: “It’s even difficult for a
disc jockey to get free records in Germany.” Christmas
loot for DJ’s in Europe, said Paris, consists of small items
like “cigaret lighters or writing pads.”

* * +

The Grand Jury Assn, in N.Y. instructed its counsel
Dec. 3 to appeal the decision of General Sessions Judge
Mitchell D. Schweitzer which suppressed the presentment
drawn by the grand jury investigating TV quiz shows. “To
restrict the functions of a grand jury to indictments for
violations of the penal law, and to restrict its reports to

derelictions by occupants of public office, would remove
one of the most effective deterrents to non-criminal fraud
& wrongdoing,” Pres. Lee Thompson Smith said.

* 4: 4:

Newspapers “newsola” was blasted editorially by
radio WPTR Albany in a backlash at print media’s holier-

than-thou attitude on TV-radio’s payola difficulties. The
radio editorial described “newsola” as editorial plugs for
advertisers, rhetorically asked area newspapers: “How
many times have we seen in the . . . and we quote . . .

‘news columns’ of your papers a slanted publicity story for
some big advertiser in another section of the paper?” The
station roasted the newspapers for attacking TV-radio
while living in a “glass house of newsola.”

“Character qualifications” of admitted TV-quiz fixer
Daniel Enright, who is 50% owner (Jack Barry 50%) of
radio WGMA Hollywood, Fla. (Vol. 15:44 plO), have been
challenged by FCC in a letter to licensee Melody Music Inc.,

asking it to justify its right to operate the station. Citing
testimony in House Commerce legislative oversight sub-
committee hearings, FCC said Enright “had knowledge of
& approved” rigging of Barry & Enright’s 21 & Tic Tac
Dough. The letter said Enright also gave “apparent ap-
proval” to attempts to persuade N.Y. grand jury witnesses
to lie about practices on the show. Melody Music Inc. was
given 20 days “to submit a statement.” FCC made no
complaint against Barry, who with Enright took over
WGMA in Jan. 1958. The station’s regular 3-year license

expires Feb. 1, 1961.
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Crosley Shows its Colors: Crosley’s low-light colorcast-

ings (Vol. 15:44 p9) had its first press showcase in N.Y.

Dec. 1 at a taped demonstration in the color viewing room

of the RCA Bldg. The idea was hatched by Crosley Bcstg.

Corp.’s WLWT Cincinnati, and developed by GE, which

now expects to deliver “reasonable quantities” of its direct-

replacement image-orthicon tube, type GL-7629, within 2

months.

The tube represents a major breakthrough in local-

level & remote colorcasting. Crosley Pres. Robert E. Dun-

ville made his point the hard way, with a before-&-after

taped demonstration of how the new GE tube, originally de-

veloped for such military uses as closed-circuit colorcasting

of maps to SAC bases, can work successfully in 1/10 to

1/20 the amount of light required by standard color orthi-

cons or even b&w gear.

Implications for color-equipped stations in the new GE
tube: It makes possible remote color pickups of special

events—night baseball, indoor basketball, boxing, etc.

—

hitherto impossible to cover in color because of the great

amounts of light needed. It means less investment for a

station equipped only to rebroadcast network color but

thinking of adding studio cameras as well, since high-

intensity lights & extra air conditioning are not necessary.

It means that stations can now tape local color commer-

cials in locations (within dept, stores, supermarkets, etc.)

that could not be utilized earlier.

User price for the GL-7629, we were told by one GE
official—tube dept, product sales planning mgr. W. F.

McKeehan—will be “slightly higher” than the standard

3-in. orthicon color tube. GE is “looking at” the larger-

tube Marconi camera now being sold by Ampex in the U.S.,

but has no plans as yet to make a low-light color tube for

it. There is no “burn-in” on the new tube when pointed at

a bright light source, and the tube’s system of electron

conduction (rather than ion conduction) avoids “sticki-

ness” of image-retention, McKeehan pointed out.

NBC promotion mgrs. contest has been won by Caley

Augustine of WIIC Pittsburgh, reports A1 Rylander, NBC-
TV dir. of exploitation. Runners-up for 2nd & 3rd honors

among the nearly 100 entries were Jim Knight of WTRF-
TV Wheeling, W.Va., and Charles Cash of WSM-TV Nash-
ville. Henry F. Hines, WBAL-TV, Baltimore, placed 4th,

Edna L. Seaman, WFBC-TV, Greenville, S.C., 5th. Winners
in the top 5 positions will each receive an 8-day, all-expense

trip to Hollywood in Jan. for tours of film studios & net-

work facilities.

KMOX-TV St. Louis won the gold medal award of the

St. Louis Art Directors Club for the best over-600-lines

newspaper ad. Radio WOOD Grand Rapids won a first-

place gold medal and WOOD-TV a 3rd-place bronze medal
for their trade publication ads.

Edward Petry & Co. became the 16th station rep to

join TvB, the bureau reported last week. In addition, 9

stations, including CFCM-TV Quebec City, have recently

joined, bringing station membership to 240. All TV net-

works are also TvB members.

Sixty-sec. radio spots were most popular with adver-
tisers during the third quarter of 1959, RAB recently

reported after analyzing nearly a million spots and 53,000
programs. Favorite program length was 5 min.

National Radio Month, co-sponsored by NAB & RAB,
will be observed next May.

Radio background music delivered to subscribers with-

out advertising by WGH-FM Newport News isn’t subject

to the 8% wire & equipment service excise tax on its regu-

lar station operation, the U.S. Court of Claims ruled.

Fought by the Internal Revenue Service, which may appeal

to higher courts, the Court of Claims decision could result

in major tax refunds for FM stations across the country

—

and big future tax savings. The case was carried to the

Court of Claims by WGH-FM’s owner Hampton Roads
Bcstg. Corp. following a 1956 IRS ruling that revenue from
background service, delivered over a station’s assigned fre-

quency—or via closed-wire circuits—comes under the regu-

lar excise tax.

ETV leader among commercial TV stations is WTVW
Evansville, claims WTVW gen. mgr. Richard Shively in a

friendly note. “From 8:30 a.m. until noon each school

day,” he reports, “the facilities of WTVW are used by the

Southwestern Indiana ETV Council to teach school in

classrooms in 102 schools in 3 states. The total enrollment

is 24,814. This is the 2nd year for this program which has

been acclaimed as one of the most successful of the pro-

grams being partially underwritten by the Fund for the

Advancement of Education.” Shively presents an impres-

sive schedule to back his claim that “WTVW is unques-

tionably the commercial leader in devoting time to ETV.”
Anyone for counter-claims?

RCA shipped 6-kw transmitter Nov. 30 to WTTG (Ch.

5) Washington; a superturnstile antenna Nov. 30 to

KSWO-TV (Ch. 7) Lawton, Okla. which is planning boost

to 316-kw at new site; a pylon antenna Nov. 24 to KLYD-
TV (Ch. 17) Bakersfield, Cal.; monochrome TV tape re-

corders to WHDH-TV Boston, WAVY-TV Portsmouth-

Norfolk, Reeves Soundcraft, Danbury, Conn., and Army
Pictorial Center, Long Island, N.Y.

KFBB-TV Great Falls, Mont, is not a satellite as was
erroneously stated in the story reporting on the fire that

forced E. B. Craney’s KXLF-TV Butte, Mont, off the air

last month (Vol. 15:46 pl4). KFBB-TV is owned by Joseph

P. Wilkins and is temporarily feeding network programs
to Craney’s other station, KXLJ-TV Helena, Mont., which

had been operated as KXLF-TV satellite.

Off-air KTES (Ch. 19) Nacogdoches, Tex., which has

been dark since Aug. 25, plans to resume operation “on or

before Jan. 15, 1960” when new microwave connection with

Houston will be completed.

TV & radio are musts for politicians now, NAB Pres.

Harold E. Fellows said in a speech to the Fla. Assn, of

Bcstrs. which was read for him by NAB consultant Robert

Richards. “The modern public office seeker, unless in a

captive area, has little chance of victory unless he employs
radio & TV,” Fellows told the Orlando meeting.

RAB membership reached 1,100 radio stations last

week, realizing its year-end goal, said Pres. K. B. Sweeney.

Station Rate Increases

Station Base Hour Minute Date
WKBW-TV Buffalo $1200 to $1250 $240 to $280 Nov. 1
WAGA-TV Atlanta 1100 to 1200 325 to 350 Nov. 1
KOA-TV Denver 800 to 8501 235 to 260 Sept. 1
WTHI-TV Terre Haute .. 600 to 700 120 to 150 Nov. 1
WDBO-TV Orlando 450 to 600 90 to 120 Dec. 1
WEHT Evansville 400 to 440 80 to 88 Dec, 1
KRIS-TV Corpus Christ!.. 350 to 400 85 to 90= Nov. 1
WUSN-TV Charleston .... 350 to 400 80 to 100 Oct. 1

WLUC-TV Marquette .... 200 to 300= 40 to 60 Sept. 1

*New Class AA (time segments not reported). Class A remains $800.
=20 Sec. only, new Min. rate is $100 (7-10 p.m. daily). =New Class AA
(6:30-10 p.m. daily), Class A hour going from $200 to $225.
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Networks

Niore about

SELF-REGULATION GROWS: As disc jockeys began steer-

ing away from payola-suspect rock & roll recordings in

favor of adult-appeal ballads—and Jack Benny ad-

mitted to viewers he was really 43, not 39 (later in the

week amending the figure to 66)—the post-quiz tighten-

ing-up process was evident last week throughout the

TV industry in new moves designed to combat the ogre

of more govt, control of the medium’s px’ograms &
commercials.

At the network level, CBS-TV continued to set a pace

for all 3 webs in announcing the kind of sweeping changes

that made headlines & went a long way toward maintaining

a good network image in the public’s mind. On Nov. 30, an

organization-directed memo from CBS Inc. Pres. Dr.

Frank Stanton concerning “certain aspects of commercial

bribery & payola” detailed a new set of rules. No CBS
official, said Stanton, shall “accept from a 3rd party” loot

or payola in any form “for the purpose of influencing his

decision” in buying shows, services, or giving on-air product

mentions. The same rules, Stanton added, applied to the

reverse situation in which CBS was in the market to sell

something. Restaurants like The Four Seasons, Sardi’s

East, Danny’s Hideaway—which cater largely to expense-

account diners—would not have to close their saloon doors

to CBS personnel, however. The anti-payola rules, Stanton

stated, did not apply to the usual TV “social amenities.”

"Vigilance" in News Presentations

On the same day Stanton’s memo was issued, Sig

Mickelson, CBS News pres., issued a gi’ound-rules memo
of his own that was virtually a counterpart of exec, vp

James T. Aubrey Jr.’s recent staff memo on program prac-

tices (Vol. 15:47, p9). “Special vigilance is necessary,”

said Mickelson, “to avoid any interposition of Action into

reality” when dealing with TV-radio news. Only genuinely

“spontaneous” interviews & discussions may be identified

as such on the air, and any editing is to be noted for

viewers. All pre-recording, sound effects, “re-created”

situations, etc., are to be labelled clearly or avoided, and
all “opinion broadcasts” (paid political talks, editorials,

etc.) are to be identified.

NBC-TV, in a move similar to the recent creation by
CBS-TV of a Program Practices Dept. (Vol. 15:47 p3),

named James A. Stabile Nov. 30 to a newly created post of

vp in charge of standards & practices. Stabile, who will

report to senior exec, vp David C. Adams with “direct &
continuing access” to top NBC management, will have

broad control over “all practices followed in connection

with TV-radio programs presented over NBC facilities.”

Reporting to Stabile, in turn, will be NBC’s long-estab-

lished Continuity Acceptance Dept, headed by the net-

work’s chief censor, Stockton Helffrich. Stabile, prior to

Feb. 1957, was vp & gen. counsel for ABC-TV and has
most recently been in charge of talent & program contract

administration for NBC-TV.
Stabile’s first public move Dec. 4 was to announce a

new NBC policy toward prize merchandise. Not as stringent

as the CBS-TV policy, it stated that NBC “will take direct

control of arrangements” for prize loot, and that merchan-
dise giveaways will be “acquired by purchase or in exchange
for identification on the program.” There will be, however,
“no cash payments . . . from the suppliers of merchandise”
to NBC shows or producers, and all prize identification “will

conform to the codes of the NAB.” Not affected is NBC’s
The Price Is Right, we were told by Goodson-Todman of-

ficials, who will now relinquish to NBC the process of

rounding up the show’s prizes which will continue to get

name-brand TV mentions.

On a related front, NBC turned to a powerful ally

—

the sales ability of the TV medium itself—to get across

the message that NBC could, without external controls,

provide viewers with a well-balanced schedule of enter-

tainment & cultural-appeal programs. On Dec. 5 & 6,

NBC-TV pre-empted a pair of 30-min. time segments to

colorcast a condensed version of the Cellomatic presenta-

tion recently given by sales vp Don Durgin to station

executives gathered for the recent NBC-TV affiliates meet-
ing in N.Y. (Vol. 15:46 p7), with Dave Garroway sub-

stituting for Durgin as host. Retitled “Television at

Large,” the ostensible reason for the telecasts was to fill

requests by affiliates who wanted to see it again. Actually,

NBC officials hope the presentation will do much to take

the quiz-&-payola curse off network programming by
showing critics, in and out of govt. & FCC circles, that

there is much on TV to please serious-minded viewers. The
move marked the first time in TV network history that a
full scale “prestige presentation” designed for executive

consumption was given a public showcase.

At the station level. Triangle Stations vp Roger W.
Clipp became the latest broadcaster to urge stations to

give full support to the self-regulatory NAB Code, follow-

ing much the same path as NBC senior exec, vp David C.

Adams who had penned a support-the-Code letter to NBC-
TV affiliates the week before (Vol. 15 :48 p6). Clipp’s recom-
mendations were in the form of a letter sent to 270 TV
stations which are currently subscribers to the Code. In
his letter, Clipp also urged stations to consider the adop-
tion of the NAB Code seal on all commercials & programs
conforming to NAB standards, rather than the customary
sign-on, sign-off positions of which few viewers are aware.
He also urged previewing commercials at the story board.

CBS-TV Bans Brand-Name Price Plugs
This wasn’t to be the end of the CBS-TV executive-

level cleanup memos. On Dec. 2, the first organizational
memo to come from program practices vp Joseph H. Ream,
dealing with “identification of products or services,” was
circulated. In general. Ream stated that there will be “no
direct or indirect identification of the brand name or of the
manufacturer or supplier” of products & services included
in CBS-TV shows “except where reasonable, necessary and
natural.” Particularly hard-hit was the practice of giving
away merchandise loot to contestants or guests on TV
shows. Such prizes could be identified generically (“a
bottle of perfume imported from France & worth $25 an
ounce”), and might be glimpsed by the audience, but there
was to be “no deliberate attempt” to give plugs. On the
approved list were credits to “an enterprise associated with
a special event or locale fx’om which a broadcast originates”
(facilities, transportation, etc.) where the outfit makes a
“special & substantial contribution” to a show, but routine
transportation plugs were out. Ream’s rules have been
scheduled to take effect Dec. 31.

*

Rating defeat, PR victory—that’s one way CBS-TV’s
Jan. 20 axing of its 60-min. film series The Lineup could
be described. Aside from the show’s production problems
(Vol. 15:48 pl3) and so-so ratings (a 14.6 AA level in
the first Nov. Nielsen national report), CBS yanked the
show for “greater over-all program balance.”
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Add Summit Meetings: There were actually 2 summit-

level TV conferences, not one, held in N.Y. during the

past fortnight to discuss problems confronting the TV in-

dustry, it now appears. In addition to the meeting called by

Y&R Chmn. Sigurd S. Larmon (Vol. 15:48 p5), there was
also an informal gathering of the top officials of all 3 net-

works at the St. Regis Hotel. During a session that lasted

nearly 6 hours, a number of proposals were made (such as

the networks taking turns in airing public service shows

on different nights of the week), many quiz & payola prob-

lems were discussed, but no general agreement was reached

on any major point. Attending the meeting were ABC-TV
Pres. Oliver Treyz & program vp Thomas Moore; CBS Inc.

Chmn. William S. Paley (who called the meeting). Pres.

Dr. Frank Stanton & CBS-TV exec, vp James T. Aubrey Jr.;

RCA Chmn. Gen. David Sarnoff and RCA Pres. John Burns,

and NBC Chmn. Robert W. Sarnoff, and other network
executives.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

Flurry of daytime sales at ABC-TV last week resulted

from the network’s steady Nielsen gains against CBS-TV
& NBC-TV in the daylight hours (Vol. 15:46 plO). With
most week-to-week nighttime slots sold out, other sales

were primarily in network news & sports specials.

ABC-TV

Prologue 1960, Dec. 27, 9:30-10:30 p.m. Year-end news
report.
Armour (Foote, Cone & Belding), Sara Lee
(Cunningham & Wash), and T'-I/p (J. Wal-
ter Thompson)

Daytime programming, participations in daily film rerun
strips.

Mastic Tile (S. R. Leon), Kool-Aid (Foote,
Cone & Belding), D-Zerta (FC&B), Shulton
(Wesley Associates), Staley Mfg. (Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan), Whitehall Labs,
(Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles)

American Bandstand, Mon.-Fri. 3:30-5:30 p.m., participa-
tions.

Du Pont (BBDO) new order; Keepsake
Diamond Rings (Flack Adv.) & Northam-
Warren Corp. (Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield), renewals.

Cheyenne, Mon., 7:30-8:30 p.m. & The Untouchables, Thurs.,
9:30-10:30 p.m., participations.
Harold F. Ritchie (Kenyon & Eckhardt)

Bourbon Street Beat, Mon., 8:30-9:30 p.m. & Sugarfoot,
Bronco, Tues., 7:30-8:30 p.m., participations.
Brown & Williamson (Ted Bates)

CBS-TV

Sunday Sports Spectacular, Sun., 3-4:30 p.m., Jan. 3-April

10, 1960, highlighting sports not frequently
seen on American TV. Half-sponsorship.
Schlitz Brewing Co. (J. Walter Thompson)

Daytime programming, 15-min. segs. in various shows.
Dumas Milner (Gordon Best), Simoniz
(Young & Rubicam), Bauer & Black (Leo
Burnett), Armstrong Cork (BBDO)

What’s My Line, 3 programs on alt. wks. starting Feb. 14,
1960.
Florida Citrus Co. (Benton & Bowles)

SPOT-REP DECISION ATTACKED: NBC and 4 TV stations

it represents in spot sales have asked FCC to reconsider

its decision to make NBC & CBS quit the spot rep

business (Vol. 15:45 plO). CBS decided not to ask for

reconsideration. Same goes for its repped stations.

NBC petitioned for reconsideration, reopening of the

record & oral argument. It asserted that FCC’s decision

goes too far and that the objectives sought by the Com-
mission can be achieved by adopting the following rule:

“No license shall be granted to a TV broadcast station

which is represented for the sale of non-network time by a

network organization, or by an organization directly or in-

directly controlled by or under common control with a net-

work organization, if such representation resulted from
any threat by such network organization to terminate or to

refuse to enter into an affiliation agreement with the sta-

tion so represented or with any station under common own-
ership or control with the station so represented. Provided,

however, that this rule shall not be applicable to stations

licensed to a network organization or to a subsidiary of a
network organization.”

NBC asserted that the Commission’s decision is not

supported by the evidence, is arbitrarily restrictive and
“compels a needless forfeiture of private business interests

and is repugnant to principles of due process.” Much of

NBC’s brief is devoted to FCC’s concern with “potential”

dangers of networks in the spot rep business. Said NBC:
“Abolition or divestiture is a drastic remedy and should not
be invoked unless there is clear & convincing evidence of

actual wrongdoing and of the necessity for imposing this

remedy.”

4 Stations Back NBC Appeal
NBC-repped stations asking for reconsideration were

KSD-TV St. Louis, WAVE-TV Louisville, WRGB Schenec-

tady & KOA-TV Denver. All offered arguments similar to

NBC’s, plus others. KSD-TV & WAVE-TV included an
attack on the validity of FCC’s vote. They noted that

Comrs. Hyde, Bartley & Craven were absent, that Chmn.
Doerfer concurred in the result but “expressly declined to

participate in the findings.” The stations concluded: “If

this voting record does not clearly amount to illegal action,

it at least operates to deprive the report & order of much
of its presumptive validity.”

WRGB reported that NBC never threatened it with
loss of affiliation to force it to use NBC Spot Sales and
that NBC Spot Sales never sought to favor NBC network
sales over spot business. KOA-TV questioned both the wis-

dom & the legality of FCC’s decision, said that it should be

accorded an adjudicatory hearing before requiring “the
termination of an existing contractual relationship between
KOA-TV and NBC Spot Sales.”

All questioned how far FCC can go in regulating the

business practice of stations.

TV excursions into the World of the Mind will begin

this month via 6 monthly 60-min. documentaries which
will originate at Yale for telecast by the TV outlets of the

TV-radio div. of Triangle Publications, Inc., and ABC-TV.
The programs will be carried 4 p.m. on Saturdays, begin-

ning Dec. 19. Program format calls for Yale faculty mem-
bers to explore art, drama, philosophy, medicine, natural

history, other scholarship fields. The debut program is

slated to examine the history of Christmas in America. The
broadcasts will be fed via WNHC-TV New Haven.
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SPACE TV RELAY TESTS: In an unprecedented move,

National Aeronautics & Space Administration last

weekend announced in advance the details of its forth-

coming “Project Echo” passive space-satellite tests

which could lead to transcontinental & transoceanic

space TV relays. First test, in which Bell Labs will

participate, is scheduled for next spring (Vol. 15:40).

NASA said it was making the advance announcement

to alert U.S. or foreign radio researchers & experimenters

who would like to try to bounce radio signals from it or

tune in to the signals bounced by NASA, Bell Labs, others.

The first test sphere will be a lOO-ft.-diameter alumi-

num-coated inflatable plastic balloon, to orbit at a 1,000-mi.

altitude, taking about 2 hours to circle the globe. It will

have no electronic equipment in it—radio waves trans-

mitted from the ground being bounced off its surface to

receiving stations. The huge sphere is expected to pass

over every portion of the U.S. except Alaska—but the

maximum time of “mutual visibility” between East &
West coasts will be about 16 min. It will be first of 3

identical test balloon satellites.

NASA’s Goldstone (Cal.) tracking station and Bell

Labs (Holmdel, N.J.) will attempt to communicate by

means of the satellite-bounce during the 16-min. periods.

Goldstone will transmit a 2,390-mc signal. Bell Labs a

960-mc signal (a little above the uhf TV band). NASA
says the sphere will have a radio-wave reflectivity of at

least 98% up to frequencies of 4,000 me.

While Project Echo is described as the “first step in

a long-range investigation of the application of artificial

earth satellites to global communications,” initial tests

aren’t expected to involve TV transmission directly, but

may shed much light on the feasibility of transoceanic TV
transmission via passive satellites.

Aubrey’s Star Ascending: More reliable reports that

CBS-TV Pres. Louis G. Cowan will soon resign and that

he’ll be replaced by exec. v.p. James T. Aubrey Jr. were
circulating last week. This time there is a date attached

and the rumors come not from 485 Madison Ave. but from
top-level officials at CBS-TV affiliates. The Aubrey-for-

Cowan move, we are told by responsible sources, could take

place on, or soon after, Jan. 1. “It w’on’t happen earlier, to

avoid any feeling that Lou Cowan is quitting under quiz-

probe pressure,” an executive of a station group told us,

“but it’s practically a sure thing that it will happen.”

There is a fair degree of evidence to support the

theory: (1) Cowan doesn’t have to be pres, of CBS-TV to

make a living; he’s financially comfortable. (2) He has re-

cently been ill and is said to wish a long rest. (3) He’s due
to go to Salzburg, Austria for a month of teaching in Feb.

1960 and has frequently expressed a desire to join a lead-

ing university (possibly Brandeis) in a high position. (4)

His former link with now defunct $6U,000 Question, is

mildly embarrassing to CBS-TV in light of the network’s

front-running position in self-regulated cleanups.

Cowan is well-liked in and out of CBS-TV. He is

affable, articulate and regarded as an executive of high

principles. There’s no question of ousting Cowan; if he

leaves, it’ll be under his own power and at a moment that’s

tactically right for both Cowan & CBS.
When queried by us, CBS-TV provided no comment

whatever on the rumor, except that Cowan was scheduled

to return Dec. 7 and there’s a good chance he’ll testify at

the coming FCC program investigations.

NBC Takes News Plunge: The network-level trend toward

more prime-time news & public affairs shows continued to

roll last week as NBC-TV’s Program Board—meeting in

seclusion at a motel in Suffern, N.Y.—voted late on Dec.

4 to replace the faltering Five Fingers telefilm series with

a series of blockbuster weekly news specials starting Jan.

23rd. The move verified again our report made earlier this

season (Vol. 15:44 p6) that prestige news shows were
being planned by all 3 networks as one answer to the quiz

show scandals and the prodding of TV critics.

NBC’s big-budget series (production costs are expected

to average well over $100,000 apiece) will be to the news
field what Hubbell Robinson’s Ford specials are to the

entertainment world. With dir. of news & public affairs

Julian Goodman acting as coordinator, they will draw on

the facilities of NBC News, NBC Public Affairs and NBC
Special Projects. The series, for which NBC is considering

several overall titles, will feature Frank McGee as host,

and will draw on the creative talents of such NBC produc-

tion executives as Don Hyatt, Ed Stanley, Reuven Frank
and George Heinemann. The project is a personal favorite

of NBC-TV Pres. Robert Kintner, who initiated it about

6 months ago.

Theme of the shows, which will be offered for spon-

sorship, is news-in-depth. Already blueprinted in the first

13 shows are reports on Fidel Castro’s first year, how the

world began, a Charles Jackson-Philip Wylie study of

alcoholism, a profile of the U.S. astronauts, summit meet-

ings, suburbia, Antarctic exploration, baseball and guided

missiles.

Particularly of interest to TV ad men is the deliberate

slotting by NBC-TV of the 60-min. news series across from
Have Gun, Will Travel and Gunsmoke on CBS-TV. For
one thing, it will serve as an interesting test of audience

interest in prime-time news shows. For another, it is a

ready-made answer to critics of the medium who complain

that the only thing offered viewers by the networks at

night is Westerns and crime shows.

Central American Network: Latest move on the inter-

national TV scene by ABC-TV finds the network playing

godfather to the birth of a 5-nation (El Salvador, Guate-

mala, Nicaragua, Honduras & Costa Rica) TV film network
in Central America. Present at a Dec. 2 Guatemala city

meeting of broadcasters from the Spanish-speaking repub-

lics was AB-PT Pres. Leonard H. Goldenson, whose com-
pany holds a 10% interest in the sole TV station in Costa

Rica (Televisora).

Another meeting of the group is scheduled for Feb.
3-5 in N.Y. to enable members to confer with ABC-TV
sales & technical staffs and to view the ABC operation in

closeup. Inter-station exchange of programming, as well

as possible group purchasing of film shows, will serve as

“an important step in the breaking down of trade barriers

among the participating countries,” said Goldenson.

The group (which lacks an official name) has elected

a pro-tem board, with A. Frank Katzentine, Miami
broadcaster, named chmn. The board has agreed to invite

Panama to join the proposed TV network. Donald W. Coyle,

vp for ABC’s international div., will represent ABC in its

association with the group. Katzentine and former FCC
Chmn. Paul Porter are part owners of 3% -year-old Guate-
mala City commercial TV outlet TG-BOL-TV.

Mexican TV station applications on file with the Minis-
try of Communications now total 57 and 280 radio station
applications are pending, according to AP.
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Advertising

More about

FTC vs. BROADCASTERS: Last week’s Washington FTC-
TV-radio summit conference on broadcast advertising

evils produced no new quiz-sensations (see p. 2)

—and only one piece of hard news : FTC is expanding

its campaign against deceptive commercials to take in

payola practices, too.

Hints that FTC was getting into the fast-spreading

payola-probing field (see pp. 1 & 9) had been thrown out

earlier by Chmn. Earl W. Kintner in a radio interview on

WAIT Chicago. He made it official by telling network &
NAB representatives at the advertising-practices meeting

that “payola is under intensive investigation,” too.

Kintner wouldn’t reveal details of FTC’s payola moves
to reporters who questioned him after the conference,

which was attended by more top TV & radio figures than

usually are seen together outside NAB conventions.

But 3 days later, FTC made it clear that it means
payola business. On Dec. 5 the commission filed formal com-
plaints against 9 companies—including big RCA—accusing

them of violating the FTC Act’s Sec. 5, which forbids un-

fair or deceptive methods in commerce. The firms—3 record

manufacturers & 6 record distributors—were accused of

acting “alone or in collaboration” to disperse payola to

“unidentified disc jockeys” who concealed such payments
from their listeners. This “deception has the tendency to

mislead the public into buying records” which otherwise

might not be bought, FTC said, thereby suppressing com-
petition.

In addition to RCA, record manufacturers named in

the FTC complaints were London Records, N.Y., and Ber-
nard Lowe Enterprises Inc., Philadelphia. Distributors cited

for paying payola were 5 in Philadelphia—Edward S.

Barsky Inc., Chips Distributing Co. Inc., David Rosen Inc.,

Universal Record Distributing Corp., Sparks Music Dis-

tributors Inc.—and one in Cleveland, Main Line Cleveland
Inc.

FTC hasn’t been overloaded with protests about pay-
ola practices—as have investigators for the House Com-
merce legislative oversight subcommittee, which meets Dec.
9 to decide what to do. But they’re beginning to pile up in

FTC mail files. At least one record firm complained to

Kintner himself that a competitor’s use of payola was
making music competition tough.

No Public Payola Hearings Imminent
Meanwhile, Chmn. Harris (D-Ark.) of the oversight

unit said that there’d be no public hearings on payola be-

fore next year, at least. This week the subcommittee will

consider only “facts & information thus far looked into”

by his staff, Harris said.

Action against payola was a new venture for the
fraud-policing FTC, whose stepped-up campaigns against
advertising deceptions—particularly in broadcast commer-
cials—already is taking $2.25 million of FTC’s $7 million

budget. Kintner told the TV-radio industry meeting that
he’ll have to ask Congress for more money.

FTC money alone can’t do the job of policing the
broadcasting industry, Kintner added. He applauded “far-
reaching vigorous and imaginative” steps already taken or
undertaken by the networks & NAB for self-regulation,

but appealed for more & more of it. Without it, Kintner
said, “we can do very little here, even if we doubled or
tripled our staff.”

Industry representatives & their lawyers had come to

the conference prepared for a long day of facing up to a
barrage of FTC criticism of broadcasting practice. But
there was little of that. None of the 5 FTC members who
sat with 6 industry spokesmen at a table in room 432 of

the FTC Bldg, brought up specific cases involving specific

objectionable commercials.

Comments by FTC Commissioners
Sharpest points were raised by FTC Comr. William

C. Kern. Suggesting that “a moral resurgence” on the part

of advertisers is needed for any effective broadcasting

clean-up job, he said: “I am cynical enough to believe that

reformation comes rather hard along Madison Ave.” He
got a retort from ABC-TV Pres. Oliver Treyz: “It would
be a very unfortunate thing if the thrust of this meeting is

directed at advertising as an industry.”

FTC Comr. Sigurd Anderson said he thought that

local stations—even more than networks—could be blamed
for many fraudulent or objectionable commercials seen &
heard on the air. “There apparently has been a break-

down some place [in industry self-control],” he said. “This

calls for real tough supervision by everyone.”

Comr. Edward T. Tait suggested that fraudulent “sci-

entific claims” for sponsors’ products could be stopped be-

fore they got on the air if networks subjected the products

to independent laboratory inspection first.

Otherwise, the* 1% -hour conference ran along amiably

—the industry side of the conference table assuring FTC
of “100% cooperation” in advertising reforms, the FTC
side reciprocating. “We are so pleased,” Kintner said at

one point, “that the industry has stepped into the breach.”

In addition to ABC-TV’s Treyz, industry spokesmen
at the table were CBS Inc. Pres. Frank Stanton, NBC Pres.

Robert E. Kintner, MBS Pres. Robert F. Hurleigh, NAB
Pres. Harold E. Fellows, NAB TV Code Review Board
Chmn. Donald H. McGannon.

Among network staffers on hand for the proceedings,

filling 2 rows of chairs just behind their chiefs, were:

For CBS: Joseph H. Ream, vp for program practices;

Thomas K. Fisher, vp & gen. attorney; Edmund C. Bunker,

Washington vp; Leon Brooks, Washington attorney.

For NBC: David C. Adams, senior exec, vp; James A.

Stabile, vp for standards & practices.

For ABC: Edward DeGray, radio network pres.; Mor-
timer Weinbach, vp & gen. counsel; Joseph Jacobs, Wash-
ington attorney.

For NAB: Thad H. Brown Jr., TV vp; John F.

Meagher, radio vp; Edward H. Bronson, TV Code Affairs

dir.; Vincent T. Wasilewski, govt, relations mgr.

A phalanx of FTC staffers filled another section of

chairs. Also present, as observers, were: Asst. Attorney

Gen. Robert Kramer, representing Attorney Gen. William

P. Rogers; John C. Harrington, legal adviser to FCC’s
broadcast bureau, representing FCC Chmn. Doerfer; leg-

islative oversight subcommittee staffers Beverly M. Cole-

man & Hugh M. Hall Jr., representing Chmn. Harris;

Nicholas Zapple, Senate Commerce Committee communi-
cations counsel, representing Chmn. Magnuson (D-Wash.)

FTC Chmn. Kintner introduced all, one by one, and
asked if any had anything to say before the meeting was
adjourned. None did.

New reps: KPTV Portland, Ore. to Petry Nov. 1 from
Katz. WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala. to Peters, Griffin,

Woodward Jan. 1 from Katz.
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Is identification Important? A clash of viewpoints on tv
sponsor-identification enlivened the Dec. 1 RTES seminar

luncheon in N.Y., when George G. Huntington, TvB vp &
gen, mgr., maintained it wasn’t important any more and

researcher Horace S. Schwerin, pres, of Schwerin Research

Corp., argued that it was. Making what amounted to a

case for spot TV and the “magazine concept” of participa-

tion programming at the network level, Huntington said

he’d rather see “TV’s dollars being spent in new research

to explore the depth of impression our medium creates

than in this hook of sponsor identification.” What counts

in commercials, he added, is more a matter of “emotional

copy points . . . mood & feeling” than whether viewers

associate a particular sponsor with a show. He did admit

that “sponsor association” such as “the work Dinah Shore

is doing for Chevrolet” created impact in special cases.

Schwerin (who explained the workings of his panel-

testing of 3,000 shows & 13,000 commercials on 1,250,000

respondents in N.Y., Toronto, Montreal & London) dis-

agreed directly with Huntington. “Commercial effective-

ness & program quality are inseparably linked,” said

Schwerin. “Sponsor identification is important, but it must
be identification with the proper vehicle if it is to be com-
mercially effective. Where the program & commercial are

in conflict, effectiveness falls off—sometimes down to zero.”

Next week (Dec. 15), the RTES timebuying-selllng

seminar will hear from RAB pres. Kevin B. Sweeney,

Bait-&-switch guide has been issued by FTC to help

advertisers stay within the law and customers avoid getting

gypped, A companion to an FTC deceptive pricing guide

prepared last year (Vol. 14:41 pl2), the new manual of bad
practices lists these illegal gimmicks which advertisers

must not use: (1) “Offer a product for sale when the offer

is not a bona fide one.” (2) “Misrepresent a product in an
advertisement with the intention of later switching cus-

tomers to other merchandise by disclosing the truth about
the advertised product.” (3) “Discourage the purchase of

advertised merchandise as part of a bait scheme to sell

other merchandise.” (4) “In the event of a sale of the ad-

vertised product, attempt to ‘unsell’ the product with the
intention of selling other merchandise in its stead.” Copies
are available from FTC, Washington.

All advertising in all media would be deductible from
income taxes as “ordinary & necessary” business expenses
under an ANPA proposal submitted by gen. counsel Elisha
Hanson to the House Ways & Means Committee. In testi-

mony at hearings on possible overhaul of tax laws, Hanson
argued that business firms don’t advertise “in vanity”

—

that they spend money for space & time only when it’s

necessary to their interest. Such committee leaders as
Chmn. Mills (D-Ark.) & Rep. Forand (D-R.I.) took a dim
view of the ANPA proposal, however, Mills contending that
it would “be opening the gambit for other [tax-reducing]
expenditures.” The Internal Revenue Service recently held
that advertising for special legislative or partisan political

purposes isn’t tax-deductible (Vol. 15:41 pl3).

Advertising Federation of America’s new Education &
Research Bureau has launched a program to tell advertis-
ing’s story to the public, legislators, and educators & stu-
dents in schools & colleges. The messages (news articles,

TV-radio scripts, lectures) are being delivered via nearly
1,000 company members, 18 national ad associations & pro-
fessional groups, 134 AFA-affiliated ad clubs.

Mr. Clean Cleaning Up: P&G’s Mr. Clean now outsells

Lestoil in markets where they are directly competitive,

according to a market study released by A. J. Wood Re-

search Corp., Philadelphia. Adell Chemical’s Lestoil has

been unable to hold onto the sales lead since Mr. Clean

and Lever Bros.’ Handy Andy moved in, says Wood. At

present Clean holds 41% of the national market, Lestoil

25% and Handy Andy 21%. The study is based on 15,000

consumer interviews. No questions on TV advertising’s

effect on brand preference were posed in the survey.

Lestoil, whose phenomenal sales growth is credited to

Adell’s use of spot TV as its major ad medium (Vol. 15:29

pll), is being outstripped only by competitive use of its

own major tool. TvB estimated for us that P&G spent over

$1 million (gross time) for the all-purpose detergent on

network TV during the first 9 months of this year. Lever

Bros.’ network spending (also gross time) for Handy
Andy exceeded $2.5 million during this period. Spot figures

for 1959 are not available by product breakdown, said 'TvB,

but both P&G and Lever are heavy spot spenders and

“goodly portions of their multi-million-dollar spot billings

will be spent on these 2 products.”

FTC consumer conference on “public deception” by
“false advertising & tricky selling methods” will be held

in Washington Dec. 21-22 for invited representatives of 47

civic, professional and welfare organizations, including

NAB & ANPA. Others on list: American Assn, of Uni-
versity Women, American Home Economics Assn., Con-
sumers Research Inc., National Better Business Bureau Inc.,

National Congress of Parents & Teachers. Announcing the

conference, which had been recommended by an inter-

agency study group sponsored by the President’s Council

of Economic Advisers, FTC Chmn. Earl W. Kintner said:

“We at the Commission believe that the combination of

hard-hitting enforcement plus encouragement of public

skepticism toward spurious bargains will go far toward
achieving an honest market place.”

BBDO’s letters to those TV stations whose rates

are “out of line” won’t be sent, despite a month-old plan
to do so. In Oct., the agency mailed similar letters to

magazines asking for an explanation of “certain distressing

inconsistencies” in recent rate increases. Because of broad-
cast media’s “trick of keeping the prime rate fairly con-
sistent, then juggling hot little things like min. spots in

fringe time,” the letter plan is not feasible for TV sta-

tions, a BBDO spokesman said. “While national magazines
have to be somewhat competitive, broadcasters can charge
pretty much what they want. Last year . . . IDs were hot.

Now they juggle daytime & fringe-time rates,” he said.

Ad Poople: Thomas C. Dillon elected exec, vp, BBDO . . .

E. Wallace Lawrence elected Cunningham & Walsh vp . . .

Andrew E. Zeis, Compton Chicago div. media dir., elected
vp . . . George Milliken named vp & account supervisor,
Foote, Cone & Belding.

Arno H. Johnson, J. Walter Thompson vp, re-elected
chmn.. Advertising Research Foundation; Arthur Hull
Hayes, CBS Radio pres., named vice-chmn.; Frank W.
Mansfield, Sylvania mktg. research dir., re-elected treas.
. . . Edward N. Mayer Jr. resigned as McCann-Erickson vp
& exec, vp of its subsidiary, Sales Communication Inc., to
join N.Y. office of direct mail & sales promotion agency,
Dickie-Raymond Inc., as vp-gen. mgr.
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Personals: John T. Reynolds, ex-vp-gen, mgr., KHJ-TV
Los Angeles, named CBS-TV vp for administration, Holly-

wood . . . Carl J. Burkland, ex-exec, vp, WAVY-TV &
WAVY Portsmouth-Norfolk, Va., and formerly with CBS
Spot Sales, named TIO consultant on community relations

projects . . . Frederick Eichhorn appointed national sales

mgr., KGW-TV Portland, Ore. . . . Ken Klein, ex-radio

WNEW & Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. ad & promotion dir.,

named PR dir., the Katz Agency.

Monroe M. Rifkin named TelePrompTer secy.-treas.

. . . Charles Brakefield, sales mgr. WREC-TV & WREC
Memphis, elected pres, of Tenn. Assn, of Bcstrs., succeed-

ing F. C. Sowell, radio WLAC Nashville . . . Peter W.
Swanson Jr. named sales service dir., WSPA-TV Spartan-

burg, S.C.

Don Menke named station mgr., WFBM-TV Indiana-

polis . . . Sterling Wright promoted from production mgr.

& asst, program dir. of WSOC-TV Charlotte, N.C., to suc-

ceed Robert Provence as program dir.

NAB’s Distinguished Service Award for 1960 will go to

Pres.-gen. mgr. Clair R. McCullough of Steinman stations

(WGAL-TV & WGAL Lancaster, Pa.; radios WDEL
Wilmington, WORK York, WKBO Harrisburg, WEST
Easton, WRAK Williamsport). Long active in NAB, TvB
and RAB affairs, McCullough is chairman of NAB’s TV
Information Committee which set up the new TV Informa-

tion Office in N.Y. Selection of McCullough for the award,

to be presented next April 4 at NAB’s 38th annual conven-

tion in Chicago, was announced by the Convention Com-
mittee, co-chaired by Thomas C. Bostic (KIMA-TV &
KIMA Yakima, Wash.) and Payson Hall (Meredith sta-

tions). The citation goes annually to an individual “who
has made a significant & lasting contribution to the Ameri-
can system of broadcasting.’’

Two new FCC hearing examiners have been appointed,

increasing the total to 16: Walther W. Guenther, ex-asst.

chief of the Office of Opinions & Reviews, and David I.

Kraushaar, ex-asst. chief of Broadcast Bureau hearing div.

Obituary

Samuel L. Slover, 86, chmn. of corporations controlling

WTAR-TV & WTAR Norfolk, Norfolk Virginia-Pilot,

Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch and Portsmouth Star, died Nov.
29. His widow survives.

Film & Tape

Action on Film Export Ban: A majority of the 17 film

companies represented at a Dec. 1 N.Y. meeting of parties

interested in the formation of an American TV Program
Exporters group indicated they would join the proposed

organization. But there was an if, an ATVPE spokesman
told us last week—if “a sufficient number of firms sign up

so that the proposed dues structure remains intact.’’

Under this dues structure, companies with annual export

(including Canada) of less than $1 million will pay $7,500

a year; those exceeding $1 million, to pay $15,000.

At another ATVPE meeting, Dec. 4, lawyers of inter-

ested companies met for discussion of clauses in the charter

which may need clarification. A 3rd meeting, for finaliza-

tion of membership, has been scheduled for next week
(Dec. 14) in the Banker’s Trust boardroom, Rockefeller

Plaza branch.

The Dec. 1 meeting was termed “successful” by Wil-

liam H. Fineshriber Jr., who, with attorney George Muchnic,

drafted plans for the organization. Both are on retainer

from a film export committee headed by CBS-TV stations

div. Pres. Merle S. Jones, (Vol. 15:40 p2). Jones presided

at the Dec. 1 meeting.

West Coast companies involved in telefilm program
export have been invited to join the proposed N.Y. organ-

ization. Ziv, Revue and Desilu have expressed interest to

date, we were told by Fineshriber. A similar group, under

the auspices of the Alliance of TV Film Producers (Vol.

15:48 pl2) is being considered on the West Coast. The
purpose of both the N.Y. & Hollywood groups is to consider

a telefilm export ban on program sales to countries (such

as Japan & Britain) which maintain “restrictive” quotas &
low TV prices.

Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock is utilizing facili-

ties & crews of a telefilm company for his current movie,

Psycho, starring Anthony Perkins & Vera Miles. Hitch-

cock, whose picture is to be a Paramount release, rented

the facilities at Revue Productions, the company which
turns out his TV series at Universal City. Revue, inci-

dentally, is so busy meeting production deadlines on
Johnny Staccato, Riverboat, Laramie and the pilot, Over-

land Stage, that for the first time since the company was
formed in 1950, it will not take the customary 10-12-day

Christmas & New Year’s break. In TV, Hitchcock will be

producer-director of “Incident” and “Girl with a Secret,”

two 60-min. films to be made for Hubbell Robinson’s

Startime series on NBC.

Betty Hutton, star of Goldie & owner of the series’

production company, jettisoned her 4th producer, Marvin
Marx, after a policy dispute, then called him back to work
2 days later. Miss Hutton hadn’t changed producers for

over a month (Vol. 15:42 pl5). Said Marx: “I don’t know
myself just what happened.”

Screen Gems has signed Charles Fries as exec, pro-

duction mgr. on the coast. Fries was a production executive

at Ziv TV . . . Ziv TV story ed. Frank Price has resigned

to join Revue as production asst, to producer Nat Holt . . .

NBC has named John Hinsey mgr. of film programs for its

network div., succeeding Jerome Stanley, recently promoted

to dir. of film programs.

CBS Films has bought “Rogue for Hire,” starring

Jerome Thor, from Cal. Studios . . . ABC will finance a

new pilot of Snowfire, produced by McGowan Productions.
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TCF-TV’s Five Fingers cancelled by NBC-TV (Vol.

15:47 pl3), leaves 20th-Fox in a tough spot. In addition

to being regularly over budget (with TCF-TV picking up

the $15-$20,000 a week extra cost), the show is due to be

ousted from NBC-TV after the 20th episode—a number too

low to form the minimum package needed for off-network

syndication. Latest plans call for TCF-TV to take one

more plunge, shooting 6 additional new episodes which

will be interspersed with reruns to make a 26-episode pack-

age for station sales and the overseas market.

Ziv’s latest status report on Sea Hunt points out that

star Lloyd Bridges, who receives 10% of the series’ profits

above salary, is now grossing $300,000 a year from the

combined incomes. Sea Hunt is sold in 205 domestic & 19

foreign markets, says Ziv.

Canned laughter on film shows is not an effective the-

atrical artifice, stated Schwerin Research Corp. in N.Y. A
panel test with 2 versions of a situation comedy (one with,

one without canned yaks) drew 10% negative comment with

the no-laughter show, and 37% negative reaction with

soundtrack laughs. In general, Schwerin has found that an

average of 56% of viewers find canned audience reaction

“objectionable,” despite protests of producers that it’s a

necessary part of TV comedy showmanship.

Fremantle International has sold Banner Films’ library

of 104 cartoon classics to WKAQ-TV San Juan for the

Puerto Rican & Cuban TV markets, and to Zuriguel Asso-

ciados for Caracas, Venezuela.

CBS-TV has reached outside the TV industry to find

a successor to dir. of special programs Richard Lewine

(brother of ex-NBC-TV program vp Robert Lewine, now
with CBS Films). It has named young Broadway theatrical

producer Jerry Leider, mgr. of the Theatre Guild’s produc-

tion dept. Lewine has been upgraded to the new post of

dir. of special projects, which will include development of

weekly shows and assumption of many duties held by
Lester Gottlieb who recently (Vol. 15:47, pl3) quit CBS-TV
to join General Artists Corp. as a TV vp.

Sid Dorfman & A1 Lewis have been signed by Goodson-

Todman to write, produce & direct One Happy Family . . .

Cliff Arquette, star of ABC-TV’s Charley Weaver Show,
will receive the “1959 favorite entertainer of the year

award” of the N.Y. Sales Executives Club.

NBC-TV has ordered 13 episodes of the new Revue
Productions series. Overland Stage, starring William Ben-

dix. The 60-min. series will probably be a year-end replace-

ment, but no time slot has as yet been selected for it. The
network, meanwhile, has renewed Revue’s Riverboat but

hasn’t decided whether to keep it in its Sun. night slot.

Goodson-Todman has signed Bill Bryant to co-star

with Perry Lopez in its new series, Joaquin Murietta,

being produced in association with Andrew J. Fenady,
Irvin Kershner and Bernard Kowalski. The pilot goes into

production in Dec.

NTA has named Teleradio Asociados, S.A., exclusive

sales representatives in Mexico, Central America and
Panama. Eigth NTA series are being dubbed in Spanish
for the Latin American market. Among them: Walter
Winchell File, Sheriff of Cochise.

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

CBS-TV offered Tom Tully $350,000 for his 25% in-

terest in 183 30-min. The Lineup telefilms, but the actor

rejected the bid. The 5-year co-star of the series (with

Warner Anderson) told us he thought he could do better

by holding on to his 25%. Meanwhile Tully is preparing a

situation comedy series in which he will star.

BBDO vp in charge of program development George

Polk and Aaron Beckwith, TV exec, for Lever Bros., are

in Hollywood seeking new shows for next season . . .

Rexall will cut down on specials next season, preferring a

weekly 30-min. film series, even if only as an alternate-

week sponsor.

Du Pont has told Four Star Television to change the

approach on its June Allyson series, switching the 30-min.

series from soap opera to a more general appeal. Four
Star is now buying stories aimed at the male as well as

the female audience.

Revue Productions will film the pilot of a new series.

Confidentially Yours, starring Dan Duryea. Richard Irving

is producer-director . . . Albert J. Cohen has signed as pro-

ducer of The Racer, a new series to be produced by World
Television Programming Inc. (which is owned jointly by
ABC Films and Joseph M. Schenk Enterprises) . . . Pro-

ducer Ben Brady is planning a 30-min. comedy series. Oh
Those Bells.

Jerry Wald is close to a firm deal with NBC for his

services as a producer of specials for the 1960-61 season.

Other topflight producers already lined up by programs &
talent vp David Levy include Dore Schary and David 0.

Selznick. Levy’s long-term plans involve “theatre-dimen-

sion” programming featuring 90- & 120-min. entries.

Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy has been approached

by the 3 networks and several major studios to produce TV
film shows. LeRoy informed us he is considering them all.

Roncom Productions exec. prod. Alvin Cooperman is

planning 2 situation comedy series, The Girl Next Door,

with Molly Bee, which will feature music as part of the

show and an untitled series starring Jane Powell. Copper-

man believes TV must move away from “violence for

violence’s sake.” Although he is planning an adventure

series, it won’t feature violence, will rely instead on

strongly-etched characters.

Producer Robert Maxwell will film a pilot. House of

Mystery, for Galaxy Productions in Jan. He is negotiat-

ing for Dan O’Herilihy for the lead. Maxwell will also go
into production Dec. 14 on the pilot of National Velvet for

MGM-TV, with Rexall paying.

Sanrok Productions has finished a pilot of The Legend
of Billy the Kid . . . Richard Anderson will star in Lariat

Jones, pilot planned by the Levy-Gardner-Laven produc-

tion team in association with Four Star Television. The
pilot will be filmed in Jan. ... A proposed Hollywood
interview show on film, featuring gossip columnist Jimmy
Starr, is being offered sponsors in N.Y. . . . Producer A1
Simon has optioned a private eye property. The Life &
Hard Times of Bai~ney Benedict, by Harold Swanton.

Michael M. Sillerman, pres, of NTA program sales, has
resigned effective Dec. 31 for “purely personal reasons.”
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BLOW NO. 2 TO THE BOXOFFICE: Hollywood—emerging

from the near-fatal blow to the boxoffice from the

release of thousands of pre-1948 movies to TV—now
cringes, just as its boxoffice revenue starts up again,

under the threat of the release of the post-lMSs.

There is no question of whether these more recent

movies will be sold to TV; the only question is when.

When we asked the opinion of a policy-making executive

of the producers’ association, he replied that “the present

intention is not to sell.” While the major companies don’t

want to sell these assets to TV, he went on, such action

will depend on business conditions and how much the com-

panies need the cash for production of new movies.

Our check of a number of Hollywood’s leading produc-

ers on the effect of a deluge of post-1948s into TV brought

uniformly gloomy responses ranging from “It would hurt

greatly” to “It would be a death blow to the industry.”

They differed, however, on whether the talent guilds should

get a slice of the revenue from these sales. While the

majors have flatly said they won’t share this money (Vol.

15:48 pl3) producers divide on this position.

Perhaps the harshest critic of the major companies’

over-all policy is George Stevens, producer-director of

“Shane,” “Giant” and “The Diary of Anne Frank.” Stev-

ens, conceding that release of the post-1948s to TV is

merely a question of time, acidly commented: “This reveals

vast possibilities for the industry—possibilities for many

theaters being closed, and for giving away another large

chunk of the audience to TV.” The company leaders who

will green-light such sales, he added, “want to harvest the

crop, take the wheat, and leave nothing ... Of course peo-

ple will prefer to stay home and see these movies, rather

than go to rat-infested theaters such as I have seen in Holly-

wood. But our business will survive.”

Post-1948 Soles "Inevitable"

Producer Samuel Engel, expressing the inevitability

of post-1948 sales to TV, commented: “The pre-1948s were

very harmful to the boxoffice, and nearly sent us down the

drain.” Sale of the post-1948s may be a “mortal blow.”

Engel, unlike Stevens, contends that the majors are

correct ethically & legally in their refusal to cut the guilds

in on post-1948 revenue. “A man has been paid to do his

work, he has done it, and that’s that. He can’t come back

and want to be paid again,” Engel declared. The producer

pointed out that if post-1948 residuals were to be recog-

nized he personally would profit considerably, but he added,

“I don’t feel, in good conscience, that this is a legitimate

request.” If the guilds insist on such payments, he said,

the major studios may go out of production and participate

only in financing & distribution. Some other comment:

Arthur Freed: “It would be almost a fatal move, it

would certainly make the movies a pretty sick industry

and would ruin the theaters. There are blockbusters in

the post-1948s which would be terrific competition to first-

run movies. I’m opposed to such a move. I doubt that the

companies will sell them now because most of them are in

good financial condition. A company such as Universal-

International might sell & go out of production, however.”

Mervyn LeRoy: “This would hurt the industry tre-

mendously. I hope they never release these movies to TV.”

George Sidney: “It would hurt greatly, but it would

also knock out a lot of TV shows in prime time, because

these movies would probably be shown in the best time.”

Best bet at this point is that when the majors begin to

unload, they’ll retain the blockbusters for theatrical reissue.

Wanted—A Studio: Heavy telefilm production and an
upsurge in movie production are keeping Hollywood studios

so busy that you can’t buy a big one these days. That’s

what Four Star Pres. Dick Powell discovered when he con-

sidered purchase of a studio to house Four Star Television.

That company now leases space at Republic, but needs

more. Powell told us he had approached Desilu last year

regarding purchase of its Cahuenga lot (then called Motion
Picture Center)

, but the price was too steep. More recently

overtures to Desilu, regarding its Culver City lot, brought
the statement that it was not interested in selling

its 3 studios off one by one. The switch in thinking was
probably due to the NT&T discussions regarding purchase

of controlling stock of Desilu (Vol. 15:46 pl6). Powell

won’t consider the Hal Roach lot because it’s so enmeshed
in financial difficulties.

A precedent-setting plan for hospitalization & medi-

cal benefits for film industry workers retired under terms

of the motion picture industry pension plan has been voted

by the board of trustees of the industry health & welfare

fund. The benefits include a maximum of $620 for hospital-

ization; surgery, $400; anaesthesia, $80; medical, in hos-

pital, $150 in a calendar year; medical, out of hospital,

$100 in a calendar year; X-ray laboratory, $50 in a calendar

year. The benefits become available when the retirement

plan goes into effect on Jan. 1, 1960, subject to approval by
the U.S. Internal Revenue Bureau. Financing for the pro-

gram comes from a special fund created by employer con-

tributions provided in contracts between employers &
unions. Retiring employes participating in individual com-

pany pension plans of Loew’s, Technicolor, 20th-Fox and

RCA, as well as those in the industry plan, will be eligible

for the special fund benefits.

Current impasse of the major film studios & Writers

Guild of America over the issue of post-1948 movie revenue

was discussed at the semi-annual session of the national

council of WGA in Hollywood (Vol. 15:48 pl3). The major

studios have flatly refused to share any TV revenue on

such product with the Writers Guild, and as a result nego-

tiations for a new contract collapsed last month. WGA also

discussed negotiations with telefilm producers; live TV,
radio and staff contracts; an agreement with agents which

is being finalized; the Guild’s anthology film series to be

made with Screen Gems; and upcoming TV awards. WGA,
meanwhile, received support in its demands for a share in

TV receipts of post-1948s, from the International Federa-

tion of Assns. of Film & Television Writers and the Assn,

of French Film Authors.

Hollywood will increase theater film output nearly 20%
in 1960 to capitalize on the increasing attendance at movie

houses, gleefully reported the Motion Picture Assn, of

America last week after a survey of its members (who
turn out virtually all U.S. feature films). Findings: Holly-

wood film producers plan to release 270 feature films in

1960, up from this year’s 227. They will invest $429 million

in production costs, compared with $340.5 million in 1959.

The 1960 films will be supported by about $70 million in

ads & promotion, compared with $51,837,000 spent for

drum-beating this year. MPAA Pres. Eric Johnston said

that movie attendance increased to 51 million admissions

weekly, at an annual rate, during March-Sept., compared

with 43 million weekly estimated earlier in the year. “All

evidence indicates this is a permanent trend and that it will

climb ... as far as we can see into the future,” he said.
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BRIGHT PICTURE FOR FIRST-HALF *60; It's unusual to find such unanimity among busi-

ness prognosticators, but there's almost complete agreement that consumers are going to be in mood to spend

money at faster pace than ever before during first-half 1960. Only factor which could delay this spending,

they say, would be resumption of steel strike or other labor upsets—and then the word is "delay," not "block."

Remainder of 1959 should bring merriest Christmas season ever to retailers, with most consumer

products sharing boom, trade dopesters say. Over-all retail sales so far this year have been highest in

history, and with an anticipated record Yule shopping season, should end up 4%-5% better than last year.

Some of the reasoning behind free-spending predictions for 1960: Disposable consumer income (after

taxes) should gain as much as 5% or 6% over last year. Food prices are in a downtrend—expected to con-

tinue in 1960—leaving more consumer income for purchase of hard goods.

Most experts think credit buying will maintain its high pace or even increase slightly during next

year's first half—but there is less than unanimity on this prediction. Consumers now are paying about 13% of

their disposable income for installment payments. The general tightening of mortgage credit—which sharply

curtailed new housing starts in Oct.—could be reflected early next year in some difficulties in obtaining

money for installment loons.

Inventories of most consumer durable goods are adequate for expected Christmas push—and TV is

no exception. As of Nov. 1, TV set inventories at all levels had dropped only slightly from the 2,331,000 of

Oct. 1 (Vol. 15:46 pl9) to about 2,275,000, distributor inventory falling off about 100,000 during Oct. to 800,000,

dealer inventory remaining at 1.1 million, factory supply rising somewhat to about 365,000.

We're still sticking to our guess of 5.8 million TV set sales at retail this year (Vol. 15:43 pl6). With

10-month retail sales at slightly less than 4.5 million units (see p. 19), Nov.-Dee. sales would have to total

a record 1.8 million to bring year's total near the widely-predicted 6.3-million mark. If sales continue to run

8%-10% ahead of last year, final results will fall short of even our 5.8 million.

INDUSTRY'S STEREO DE-CONFUSION DRIVE: Having thoroughly confused the public

about stereo, the phono industry last week decided it was now time to launch a campaign to de-confuse it.

Home electronics* latest wonder baby is suffering from severe case of stxmted growth as result of

salesmen's ignorance and too much talk about decibels, watts, peak power output, 3-channel-vs.-2-channel

and similar jazz (which bears no relation to music). Meeting during last week's annual winter conference

in-Los Angeles, EIA's consumer products exec, committee unanimously approved a public relations campaign
to tell public, in simplest terms, that the object of stereo is to reproduce music.

Weird & strange as the idea of music may seem to admen intrigued by the world of push-pull

amplifiers, woofers & balance controls, EIA plans to finance such a campaign with at least a $500,000 war
chest collected from phono manufacturers. Drive would employ such devices as magazine & radio ads, and
possibly a book on merits of stereo written by a well-known author for distribution by stereo dealers.

Program is slated for final approval and organization by EIA's new phono section, headed by Pilot

Radio vp L. M. Sandwick (Vol. 15:48 pl7), at special meeting Dec. 15 in N.Y. Sandwick and EIA consumer

products div. Chmn. Marion E. Pettegrew, Sylvania senior vp for TV-radio operations, agreed in their

presentations to EIA members that the trade was guilty of confusing public with both technical gobbledygook

& price mtimbo-jumbo. Said Sandwick of stereo claims & counterclaims: "A disgrace to the business."

That new TV promotion campaign voted at EIA's fall meeting (Vol. 15:39 pi6) progressed another

step with approval by consumer products exec, committee of preliminary plans. Perhaps as result of recent

headlines, emphasis probably will be shifted in this year's drive from quality of TV programming to quality

& features of new sets. Final plans for drive will be presented at EIA's March meeting in Washington.

For g report on EIA-NSRC stereo radio activities, see p. 5; for other EIA meeting news, see p. 20.
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ANOTHER BOOST FOR FM—CAR RADIO: Motorola has decided the time is ripe to bring

out its long-planned automobile FM set. It thus becomes 2nd domestic radio maker to announce it's putting

FM on wheels.

Motorola's action comes as home FM radio sales are soaring to point where 1960 sales may well

top all-time record made in halcyon days of 1948 (Vol. 15:47 pl8). Most other auto radio makers, while read-

ily conceding they have FM radio designs in their labs, disagree with Motorola's opinion that public is

ready for auto FM and vice versa, and they disavow any present intention to follow suit.

New auto set is novelty in more ways than one. It's completely self-contained, including speaker, is

designed for easy under-dash installation by consumer himself. It's not a tuner, not an FM-AM radio, but

completely separate FM-only package. Designed for 12-volt car power supplies, it has 3 transistors, 7 tubes,

AFC, 6x9-in. oval speaker. Motorola claims it "reproduces the entire hi-fi audio range from 50 to 50,000

cycles" with 15 watts peak power.

Set is being built for sale to consumers—Motorola's automotive div. having no contractual deals

with auto companies to supply FM. The company is pushing concept of this auto radio as an "appliance,"

rather than part of car. Radio can easily be removed & installed in next car bought by owner. Motorola

has released no details on circuits in new set, but best guess is that it uses some new tricks. Set will be avail-

able in Feb. at $125 list—same price as Motorola's high-end AM car radio.

Although Motorola defines market for its car FM as the 15 million families which listen to FM radio

at home, several other auto radio makers told us they see no indication that there's substantial market for

FM in cars. They point to FM stations' relatively limited range and dearth of FM outlets in many rural areas

as limiting factors.

One radio maker which doesn't share this view is Granco Products , whose Pres. Henry Fogel told

us 3 weeks ago that it will have low-priced auto FM-AM & FM-only radios and FM tuners on market next

spring (Vol. 15:47 pl9). Bendix is understood to have made up FM auto radio engineering samples for car

manufacturers. It did, in fact, make FM tuners as optional-equipment item for 1959 Lincoln cars.

Among the few FM car radios now on market , biggest seller probably is German import Blaupimkt.

Japanese have shown several auto FM sets here, but we've seen no indication they're actually for sale.

FM converter for AM car radio is being sold by Gonset div. of Young Spring & Wire Co., and Hastings Mfg.

Co. (Mitchell Hastings, pres, of Concert FM Network) has also made auto FM timers. Big FM maker Zenith

—once a leader in auto radio but out of field for many years—says it definitely has no intention of return-

ing to car field with an FM or any other kind of radio.

Note : A casualty in the thinning ranks of auto radio producers is Philco, which quietly dropped its

automotive div. in Detroit several months ago. Among companies remaining in auto radio field are GM's
Delco, Motorola, Bendix, Stromberg-Carlson, Automatic Radio Mfg. Co., several private-label manufacturers.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: statistics for week ended Nov. 27 (47th week of 1959):

Nov. 20-27 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 121,595 146,673 99,618 5,753,969 4,505,578

Total radio 287,006 340,249 338,887 14,066,405 10,342,833

auto radio 60,612 75,066 109,098 4,973,168 3,156,595

Granco Products will move into 60,000-sq. ft. plant in

Kew Gardens, N.Y., next month, doubling its manufactur-

ing space. The radio manufacturer has been operating

from 3 plants, one of which—in Astoria, N.Y.—was de-

stroyed by fire last week. Granco stated there would be no

cutback in deliveries of radios or stereo units.

Ceramic “Cloverleaf" support for TV picture-tube

cathodes has replaced conventional circular supports in

Sylvania tubes. The new design is said to increase picture-

tube life and shorten warm-up time due to improved heat

dissipation from the cathode.

Assn, of Electronic Parts & Equipment Mfrs.

(EP&EM) has retained the Sophie Nack Public Relations

Agency of Chicago as its public relations counsel.

Motorola stereo promotion: Dealers & distributors are

being offered a special package of 20 extended-play 45-rpm
stereo records for use as a premium or tie-in with sales

of stereo phonos.

Westminster Recording Co. and affiliates Westminster
Recording Sales Co., Westminster Stereo Corp. & Whitehall

Records, have filed petitions for reorganization under Chap-
ter XI of the Bankruptcy Act in N.Y. federal court.

“TV Distribution System Handbook” for service tech-

nicians, published by Jerrold Electronics (48pp., $1), pro-

vides 150 typical layouts covering most situations encount-

ered in planning master systems. Another section is devoted

to trouble shooting. It’s available from Jerrold distributors

or from Jerrold, Philadelphia 32.
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RCA SHIFTS FORMAT: RCA re-cast its many-headed

consumer-products organization in the image of an

old & successful format last week. Out of the major

shuffle, as we forecast earlier (Vol. 15:48 p7), emerged

a single home-instrument operation that consolidates

all RCA Victor TV-radio-phono activities.

In effect, RCA turns its sales clock back 6 years to the

type of operation that carried it to pre-eminence in the

home-entertainment field. Those were the days when Joe

Elliott & “Hen” Baker delivered the sales and other experts

concentrated on the manufacturing & engineering.

RCA’s new look reflects that same division of activity.

A double-winged home-instrument operation has been

fashioned under consumer products exec, vp P. J. Casella.

All engineering, manufacturing and operations functions

for RCA Victor instruments are now lumped & made the

responsibility of newcomer Delbert L. Mills, who resigns as

president of ITT’s Federal div. to become RCA home in-

struments operations div. vp Jan. 1. On the sales side of

the organization, J. S. (Jack) Beldon, as RCA Sales Corp.

pres., assumes all marketing responsibility for RCA Victor

home instruments. Beldon & Mills report to Casella.

In the new all-products setup, former TV products vp

J. M. Toney becomes market planning & product develop-

ment vp; R. W. Saxon swings to home instrument sales vp

from radio-phono products vp; J. M. Williams continues as

ad & sales promotion mgr. for TV-radio-phono; R. M. Ryan
is regional finance vp.

As the dust begins to clear, it becomes evident that the

old Elliott-Baker team has been revived with Casella-Bel-

don, the latter’s duties now streamlined to capitalize on his

proven strength in sales & marketing. As GE TV mtkg.

mgr., Beldon drove that brand to a brief pre-eminence and

himself to RCA’s attention, joining RCA as home instru-

ments vp & gen. mgr. last Feb. (Vol. 15:10 pl7). The
emergence of a clear-cut sales operation, free from manu-
facturing & engineering entanglements, is viewed by ob-

servers as a bid to boost RCA’s share-of-industry position.

“Mystery” man in the shuffle is Del Mills, who comes
in from ITT to tackle the vital but unglamorous wing of

the new operation. He’s known industrywide as an all-

around executive, with keen knowledge of all facets of the

business—manufacturing, marketing, financial. His forte

is as an expert on manufacturing; he holds a Purdue en-

gijieering degree. He came to ITT 2 years ago from A. O.

Smith Corp., became president of newly formed ITT-
Federal in June 1958. ITT-Federal specializes in military

& industrial electronics-communications, represents the

merger of ITT subsidiaries Federal Telephone & Radio and
Farnsworth Electronics Corp.

The road from ITT to RCA is not as obscure as it may
appear. It was blazed earlier this year, in Sept. (Vol. 15:36
pl4), by ITT exec, vp Fred M. Farwell, who moved into the

new post of mktg. vp of parent RCA, apparently is being
groomed for something bigger.

Other members of Mills’ team: chief engineer E. I.

Anderson, manufacturing mgr. W. E. Albright, materials
mgr. J. D. Walter, controller P. W. Hofmann and personnel
mgr. P. R. Slaninka.

It had to happen: Two of Japan’s most successful ex-
ports have been combined into the “Kam-Ra,” combination
6-transistor radio & 16-mm camera. Advertised at $79.95,
the halfbreed is imported by Bell International Corp., 112
W. 34 St., N.Y.

TV-RADlO SALES & OUTPUT: Retail sales & factory pro-

duction of TV & radio sets declined seasonally in Oct.

from big Sept. (Vol. 15:46 p20), but were well ahead

of Oct. 1958 totals, EIA reported last week.

Oct. TV retail sales totaled 637,147, down from 684,773

in Sept., but were up strongly from the 623,440 sold in

Oct. 1958. Cumulative 1959 sales totaled 4,448,901 vs.

3,991,530 in first 10 months last year. Oct. production was

706,583 vs. 808,337 in Sept, and 495,617 in Oct. 1958. Oct.

figures include 55,113 uhf receivers vs. 51,555 made in

Sept, and 42,171 in Oct. 1958. Ten-month uhf production

totaled 340,980 vs. 353,980 in Jan.-Oct. 1958. EIA’s month-

by-month 1959 vs. 1958 TV comparisons:

Sales

681,486
448,727
416,766
243,132
237,189
260,362
279,010
405,790
605,638
623,440

3,991,530

Production Sales Productio

January ... 437,026 601,704 433,983
February .... .... 459,492 448,173 370,413
March .... 494,032 425,749 416,903
April ... 389,251 263,998 302,659
May ... 431,911 279,636 266,982
June ... 571,003 344,795 377,090
July ... 350,360 370,576 274,999
August .... 647,445 492,449 507,626
September .. ... 808,337 684,773 621,734
October .... 706,683 637,147 495,617

TOTAL .... .... 5,195,440 4,448,901 4,067,606

* 5k

Radio sales in Oct. (excluding auto) totaled 839,912,

down from 928,457 in Sept. Production for the month was

1,795,718 (including 531,116 auto sets & 62,959 FM) vs.

1,981,208 in Sept. (717,501 auto & 76,942 FM). The follow-

ing table compares Oct. & first-lO-month radio figures with

the same 1958 periods:

Total output
auto radio
FM sets

Sales (excl. auto)

1959
Oct. Jan.-Oct.

1,796,718 12,722,970
631,116 4,682,962
62,959 430,763

839,912 6,126,790

1958
Oct. Jan.-Oct.

1,218,575 8,904,772
296,067 2,679,618
59,586 235,647

685,084 6,241,629

Retail TV set sales of 6.1 million units in 1960 were
predicted by Sylvania Home Electronics Pres. Robert L.

Shaw last week. Addressing the Radio, TV & Appliance

Assn, in New Orleans, he estimated that sales this year

will total about 5.7 million sets. Sylvania’s 1959 sales will

set a record, he added, crediting consumer acceptance of

the 23-in. tube as “one of the major reasons.” He fore-

cast that competition among TV set makers next year will

center around the use of the twin-panel 23-in. with the

bonded-on implosion plate vs. the 23-in. tube without in-

tegral safety glass (Vol. 15:42 pl8). He added that Syl-

vania will stick to the twin-panel approach.

Unusual & stringent punishment was meted out last

week to a fraudulent TV service technician by Fairfax
county (Va.) Judge J. Mason in an action indicative of

public resentment against gyp servicemen. Ex-technician

Thomas M. Lowery was ordered to pay $500 “exemplary
damages” in addition to refunding the amount he had
charged for the repairs to each of 4 complaining customers
—for a total of $2,200. Judge Grove explained that exemp-
lary damages may be awarded when “fraud or malice has
been committed by a defendant [as] a punishment and to

serve as a deterrent.” The defendant, who last year was
sentenced to jail for petty larceny in a similar case, failed

to show up in court.

Westinghouse consumer products vp Chris Witting Jr.

last week denied a published report of the resignation of

Edward J. Kelly, former TV-radio div. mgr. who is now on
Witting’s consumer products staff. Kelly was unavailable

for comment; Witting said Kelly didn’t submit resignation.
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EIA ACTS ON IMPORTS: Meeting in Los Angeles Dec. 4,

EIA’s board acted to implement the “Buy American”

campaign it appi'oved last Sept. (Vol. 15:39 pl5). On
recommendation of the electronics imports committee

it adopted a resolution for a concerted EIA effort to

promote use of American-made parts & assemblies.

It also voted to support HR-5054 which would require

that products imported and repackaged for sale be labeled

to show country of origin. It voted approval of legislation

to require that foreign-made components & sub-assemblies

also be marked. The board said that this could be done by

amending HR-5054 or existing tariff laws.

Exec, vp James D. Secrest reported to the imports com-
mittee that 17 statements had been filed with OCDM in its

investigation of Japanese transistor imports as a threat

to U.S. defense preparedness. He predicted that more com-
ments would be filed before the Dec. 15 deadline.

Concern over imports was expressed on other fronts

at EIA’s winter conference. Pres. David R. Hull repeated

his charge that transistors from Japan are threatening

U.S. production capacity for defense (Vol. 15:46 p21) and
said that only govt.-imposed quotas can solve the problem

—

and this depends on outcome of OCDM’s investigation.

The tube & semiconductor exec, committee spent much
of its meeting discussing competition from abroad. The
committee agreed that the Japanese probably won’t launch

a major invasion of the electronic tube business because
of their concentration on the more profitable transistors.

European competition in tubes was also discussed, but
committee Chmn. William J. Peltz, Philco, said the group
saw no particular threat here because of the small quantity

now coming from Europe. He said that tubes made by
European manufacturers have won some acceptance here

because “they’re making a better tube, particularly for

hi fi and FM,” but that American manufacturers are now
beginning to come up with tubes which compare favorably.

Other highlights of EIA’s winter conference:

ETV—The board approved a resolution proposed by
the educational coordinating committee supporting the ETV
Stratovision experiments proposed by the Midwest Council

on Airborne TV Instruction (Vol. 15:42 p3).

Appointments—Motorola Pres. Robert W. Galvin and
Hoffman vp Ray B. Cox were elected to the EIA board as

consumer products representatives. Galvin succeeds his

father, the late Paul V. Galvin. Also elected to the board:

M. C. Haddon, Lockheed & N. I. Hall, Hughes Aircraft.

Spectrum—EIA Pres. David R. Hull announced he
plans to meet soon with Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) to suggest
improvements in his bill (HR-8426) to establish 3-man
civilian frequency allocation board (Vol. 15:31). EIA has

endorsed the bill, but believes some modifications would
help its chances in Congress.

Canadian TV sales should increase steadily beginning
next year at an annual rate of about 5% “because of the

growing replacement market, coupled with the demand for

2nd sets in the home.” So said Pres. Stuart D. Brownlee,

addressing Canadian Admiral Corp. salesmen. He said

Canadian TV sales for 1959 will probably be down about

5% from 1958, reaching “the lowest point in a TV sales

curve that has been declining since the 1955 peak.” Cana-
dian TV inventories at the end of Oct. totaled 100,000, the

lowest point for that month since 1953, or approximately

the number that should be sold in Nov. & Dec. As to the

23-in. tube in Canada, Brownlee said: “We knew we had
a real winner; it has proven to be everything we hoped for.”

ELECTRONICS’ NEXT DECADE: Four Motorola executives

peered last week into the 1960s & 1970s in year-end

statements and foresaw a world in which electronics

will assume far greater importance than it does today.

Here are their predictions & comments

:

Robert W. Galvin, pres.—Real personal income will

continue to rise during the next decade, while electronics,

in all its branches, will “exceed by several times the growth

of our economy.” Galvin listed these “major challenges of

the electronics industry in the 1960s:”

j/ (1) “Basic & applied research [will] probably be the

overwhelming factor in determining just how far the indus-

try will move.” (2) “Realistic re-allocation of the radio

frequency spectrum likely will be achieved . . .” (3) For-

eign competition will increase greatly, but “we believe we
will continue to win an increasing share in the electronics

business through the American tradition of invention, inno-

vation, performance & service.” (4) Good professional &
managerial talent will continue to be in short supply.

Edward R. Taylor, exec, vp, consumer products— (1)

Stereo radio will supplant present monaural broadcasting.

(2) TV antennas may disappear from rooftops. (3) “There

will be a yet-to-be-perfected system of reliable color-TV re-

ception that is within the economic reach of every consumer.

(4) TV sets will require no more servicing than refrigera-

tors; there will be no tubes in them. (5) Stereo phonos will

be as common as TV & radio are today. (6) Home TV tape

recorders will be available. (7) Handbag-weight TV sets

“will be commonplace in the 1970s.” (8) Closed-circuit TV
will be a home device in the 1970’s; a home electronic

switchboard will control appliances, doors, TV, radio, lights.

Daniel E. Noble, exec, vp, semiconductors, communica-

tions & military electronics—Electronic circuitry as we
now know it will be largely replaced by circuitry of semi-

conductors, “thin films” and other solid-state products.

“The new era of solid-state electronics will spread its

infiuence to every form of human endeavor and contribute

substantially to scientific achievements in all fields.”

Arthur L. Reese, vp, communications—(1) The num-
ber of private 2-way radio units will triple to nearly 3

million. (2) Radio will control automobile traffic and

warn motorists of emergency conditions. (3) Personal radio

paging systems will replace loudspeaker systems. (4)

Closed-circuit TV will be common in education & industry.

(5) Radiation monitoring systems will report on conditions

over thousands of square miles within seconds.

Color TV optical probe which “sees” deep into the re-

motest parts of a person’s mouth and projects the view on

a TV screen, in color, magnified 35 times, has been devel-

oped by the Avco Corp. & the U.S. Navy. The device has

been used successfully in dental work & training, the Navy
reported, forecasting that “with further development, this

technique may permit us to view the inside of other body

cavities, highly magnified and in color.” The Avco probe

comprises synthetic optical fibers (each about the size of

a human hair) bundled into a small flexible cable with a

finger-tip size lens at one end. The synthetic fibers are able

to pick up light at one end and transmit it to the other.

The fiber-cable relays what it “sees” to a TV camera which

transmits the magnified view via closed circuit to screens.

Charging infringement of its automatic contrast con-

trol patent, Hazeltine Research Inc. has filed suit against

Zenith in Chicago federal court asking an injunction &
accounting of damages.
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Trade Personals: Charles J. Coward named gen. mgr. of

GE’s new audio products section . . . Ralph L. Bloom, ex-

Magnecord & Raytheon, named radio & hi-fi sales mgr.,

Sylvania Home Electronics . . . Lynn C. Holmes promoted

from research dir. to engineering operations dir., Strom-

berg-Carlson . . . Ralph A. Cone named gen. mgr. & sales

dir., Delmonico-International Corp.’s new electronic com-

ponents div. (Japanese & German components) . . . John

H. Ihrig, Webcor exec, vp, elected a dir.

P. L. Henry named gen. mgr., Hoffman Sales Corp. of

Cal., Hoffman Electronics subsidiary. He succeeds John B.

Chadwell, who has joined Golden State Arms Corp., Pasa-

dena sporting equipment retailer, as vp ... A. W. Bernsohn,

who resigns next month as NARDA exec, vp (Vol. 15:44

p20), will join Los Angeles staff of Fairchild Publications’

Home Furnishings Daily . . . Howard W. Hanson III named
to new post of ad & sales promotion supervisor. Corning
Glass electronic components dept. . . . Gabriel Soria, ex-

managing dir. of RCA’s Spanish subsidiary, establishes own
private business at General Sanjurjo 32, Madrid.

Wenzel J. Austen named acting dir. of Telecommunica-
tions Policy, office of Asst. Secy, of Defense for supply &
logistics, pending appointment of successor to William Hat-
ton who retired Nov. 30.

James F. Lillis, vp-comptroller of Burroughs Corp.,

Dec. 15 assumes same position at ITT, succeeding John G.
Copelin, who continues as ITT vp concentrating on banking
relations abroad . . . Dr. Robert T. Watson appointed asso-

ciate dir., ITT components & instrumentation lab . . .

Raymond G. Johnson, controller & asst, treas. of GPL,
elected a vp.

Ralph Mendel, vp of Radio Receptor, General Instru-

ment subsidiary, named gen. mgr. of Radio Receptor’s new
advanced development lab; Arnold M. Wolf, ex-Lewyt,
named engineering products div. vp; Seymour D. Gurian
promoted to military mktg. vp . . . Irvin Yelsky named
Snyder Mfg. plant production coordinator . . . Roy H. Isaacs
named Bendix Aviation govt, relations vp . . . A. S. Kranz-
ley, ex-Burroughs, appointed product planning mgr., RCA
electronic data processing div.

John W. Guilfoyle elected pres, of Federal Electric
Corp. (ITT) . . . John F. Douglas, Automatic Electric Co.
vp-treas., named pres, Lenkurt Electric Co. Both companies
are General Telephone subsidiaries; Martin F. Shanahan
promoted from controller to vp. Automatic . . . Arthur F.
Perkins appointed head of newly established advanced
development section of Stromherg-Carlson telecommunica-
tion div.

TV business in Iraq is sought by the Near East Com-
mercial Co., 10 T/2 Saadun St., Baghdad, according to the
Commerce Dept.’s Foreign Commerce Weekly. The firm
wants to purchase U.S. sets (220-v, 50-c, a.c. & d.c. table
& cabinet models) directly and act as agent for manu-
facturers here.

Tunnel diodes will dominate IRE’s 1960 International
Solid-State Circuits Conference Feb. 10-12 at U. of Pa. &
Hotel Sheraton, Philadelphia. Of the 45 papers & panel
sessions scheduled, 12 will be devoted to the new mighty
midget from Japan.

New military contract guide, listing 228 Army, Navy
and Air Force installations where companies can sell their
research & development capabilities, has been published at

$25 by V. F. Callahan, 1429 N.Y. Ave., Washington 5, D.C.

Facsimile’s growing importance as a business & in-

dustry service was analyzed by Nov. 30 Wall St. Journal,

which quoted industry leaders’ estimates that facsimile

volume this year may reach $25 million, rise to $40 million

in 1960. “What sparks the spreading use of facsimile?”

asks WSJ. Answer: “Industry leaders say that improve-

ment in the reliability, reproduction quality and over-all

performance of their equipment is one big reason , . .

Additionally, many more businessmen are being sold on

the savings in time & money which the facsimile men
claim for their machines.” About 10 U.S. firms offer some
kind of facsimile equipment, among them: Stewart-Warner

Corp., Electronic Communications, Litton Industries, A. B.

Dick Co., Addressograph-Multigraph Corp., TelAutograph

Corp., Alden Electronic & Impulse Recording Co., Fair-

child Camera & Instrument Corp., Western Union.

Industrial electronics marketing conference will be

sponsored by EIA Jan. 5 at New York’s Biltmore Hotel.

Managed by John Diebold & Associates. The meeting’s

theme will be “The Industrial Electronics Market: Market-

ing Problems in a Changing Field.” Featured discussion

subject will be “How to sell ‘systems’ as opposed to

‘products.’” Discussion topics: (1) New marketing prob-

lems. (2) Changes in the industry’s structure. (3) The
future electronics market—who the customers are & how
to find them. (4) How electronics managers are coping

with change through changes in product lines, service,

marketing, organization & talent. (5) Case study of one

manufacturer’s marketing problems and changes in his

marketing methods.

Two 23-in. sets replace 21-in. units in Hoffman’s line.

A consolette listing at $270-$290 and a console at $300-

$320 are substituting for corresponding 21-in. sets which

are being discontinued. Consumer products vp-gen. mgr.
Ray B. Cox said the new sets are being introduced a month
earlier than originally scheduled because of “depleted

factory inventories on a number of models.” He added

that Hoffman TV sales so far this year are more than

44% ahead of last year.

Varian Associates “has no specific projects under con-

sideration that would explain” increased interest in the

stock of the Palo Alto electronics firm, reports finance vp
Merle R. Zinser. “The company has no plans for additional

mergers or acquisitions for the rest of the year that I know
of,” he said. “We are always interested in expansion &
diversification, and merger or acquisition is one way of

accomplishing this. But I can say without hesitation that

the company has nothing specific along this line under

consideration.”

Joint TV & radio manufacturing ventures in India in

collaboration with U.S. firms are sought by the Indian firm,

Pennsylvania Traders, which now makes transformers and
assembles radios from imported components. Following

introduction of TV in India, the market for TV sets there is

good, proprietor M. U. Dada points out. Now on a U.S.

visit, he can be reached in care of Mohamed Yusuf, 5215

S. Dorchester St., Chicago 15, 111.

Top 7 British TV manufacturers, in terms of total

number of sets sold from Sept. 1953 to Sept. 1958 (as

listed by The Financial Times—and quoted in Pye ads) :

(1) Pye, 11% of market. (2) Bush, 9.9%. (3) Ekco, 9.8%.

(4) Ferguson, 8.7%. (5) Murphy, 5.6%. (6) Philips, 4.8%.

(7) Sobell, 4.6%. The top 7 accounted for 54.4% of the total

sets sold during the period.
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Finance

Electronics Funds Report: The net assets of the Television

Electronics Fund climbed to a record $308.1 million at the

close of the fiscal year ended Oct. 31. This was up 50.5%
over fiscal-1958’s $204.7 million, announced Pres. Chester

D. Tripp in the Fund’s 11th annual report. For the year,

net asset value per share rose 28%, from 1958’s $12.75 to

$15.87, adjusted for a capital gain distribution of 45^ made
in Nov. 1958. The Fund’s investors increased in number to

104,000 from 78,743, and shares outstanding rose to a
record 19,421,544 from 16,059,119 on Oct. 31, 1958. These
were 4th fiscal quarter changes from 3rd quarter, when net

assets were $315,302,428, shares 19,011,697:
New additions: $250,000 Gabriel Co. 5%% subordinate debentures,

due 1974; $150,000 General Time Corp. 4%% convertible subordinate
debentures, due 1979.

Holdinjrs were increased in American Chain & Cable, AT&T, Bausch
& Lomb Optical, Dictaphone, Federal Pacific Electric, Friden, Gabriel,
General Tire & Rubber, Giannini Controls, Packard-Bell, RCA, Zenith,

Part of holdings were sold in Ampex, Burroughs, Clevite, Consol-
idated Electrodynamics Corp., Fansteel Metallurgical Corp., Food
Machinery & Chemical Corp., General Mills, Hazeltine, Indiana Steel
Products, Magnavox, Mergenthaler Linotype, Walt Disney Productions.

Stocks eliminated: 7,800 Corning Glass, 6,500 Eastern Industries,
5,000 Servomechanisms, 3,000 Texas Instruments. Also eliminated

:

$150,000 American Machine & Foundry 5% debentures, $200,000 GT&E
4% debentures, $200,000 Ling-Altec Electronics 5%% debentures.

Unchanged during quarter were holdings in ACF Industries, Acous-
tica Associates, Addressograph-Multigraph, Admiral, Aerojet-General,
Air Reduction, Allegheny Ludlum Steel, Allis-Chalmers, American Bosch
Arma, AB-PT, American Electronics, Amphenol-Borg, Babcock &
Wilcox, Barry Controls, Bell & Gossett, Bendix Aviation, Boeing, Borg-
Warner, Bullard, Bulova Watch, Carborundum Co., Carrier, Central
Hudson Gas & Electric, Champion Spark Plug, Chance Vought Air-
craft, Cincinnati Gas & Electric, Cincinnati Milling Machine Co., Clark
Controller Co., Collins Radio, CBS Inc., Columbia Pictures, Conrae,
Consolidated Edison of N.Y., Curtiss-Wright, Cutler-Hammer, Douglas
Aircraft, Dresser Industries, DuMont Labs, E.I, du Pont, Eastman
Kodak, Eaton Mfg. Co., Eitel-McCullough, Electronic Associates, Elec-

tronics Corp. of America, Emerson Electric, Ex-Cell-0 Corp., Fischer

& Porter, Ford, Foxboro, Garrett, General Bronze, General Dynamics,
GE, GM, General Precision Equipment, General Railway Signal, GT&E,
General Time, Goodyear Tire & Rubber, Harris-Intertype, Hewlett-
Packard, Hoffman Electronics, Industrial Electronics, IBM, International

Nickel Co. of Canada, ITT, lowa-Illinois Gas & Electric, Lab for Elec-

tronics, Leeds & Northrop, Litton Industries, Lockheed Aircraft, P. R.

Mallory, Martin Co., W. L. Maxson, Minneapolis-Honeywell, Minnesota
Mining, Motorola, National Acme, National Cash Register, Neptune
Meter, North American Aviation, Northrop Corp., Oak Mfg., Ohn
Mathieson Chemical, Orr Industries, Otis Elevator, Paramount Pictures,

Perkin-Elmer, Philco, Pullman, RCA, Reliance Electric & Engineering,

Robertshaw-Fulton, Rochester Gas & Electric, Royal McBee, Smith-

Corona Marchant, Southern Cal. Edison Co., Sperry Rand, Square D,

Statham Instruments, Stewart-Warner, Storer Bcstg., Taylor Instrument,

TelAutograph, Telecomputing, Television Associates, Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge, Tracerlab, Tung-Sol, 20th Century-Fox, Union Carbide,

United Aircraft, United-Carr Fastener, United Utilities, Varian Asso-

ciates, Warner Bros., Westinghouse Air Brake, Westinghouse Electric.

Electronics Investment Corp.’s total net assets soared

to $29,416,986 in the 12 months ended Oct. 30, up from $18,-

286,853 a year ago. The mutual fund’s net asset value per

share also climbed sharply, from $5.58 to the equivalent of

$7.70, adjusted for a net capital gains distribution of 44.5(^

per share, paid May 29, 1959. The portfolio included $25,-

160,575 of common stocks, $265,143 preferred, $2,300,170

bonds, $735,357 U.S. govt, obligations. Portfolio changes

during the July 31-Oct. 30 quarter:

Purchases: 5,061 shares of Cohu Electronics (making a total of

20,243) : 2,400 Eitel-McCullough (total 10,400) ; 1,300 Electronic Asso-

ciates (total 7,322) ; 2,000 GM (total 4,000) ; 100 Haloid Xerox (total

1 100) : 1,500 Packard-Bell (total 21,600) ; 1,500 Siemens & Halske

(total 5,500) ; 4,100 Taft Bcstg. (total 14,100) ; $17,100 Consolidated

Electrodynamics 4%% convertible debentures due 1984 (total $103,000) ;

$101,000 Seeberg debentures due 1979 (total $101,000) ; $150,000

U.S. Treasury bills due March 24, 1960 (total $150,000) ; $300,000 U.S.

Treasury bills due Dec. 24. 1959 (total $300,000) ; $200,000 U.S. Treasury

bills due Jan. 28. 1960 (total $200,000). ^
Sales: 5,000 Burroughs; 6,000 Collins Radio (holds 5,651); 2,600

Dresser Industries ; 7,800 Electronic Specialty (holds 2,200) ; 1,300 Epsco
(holds 5,200) ; 4,000 GPE ; 2,500 Midwestern Instruments (holds 1,700) ;

900 TelePrompTer (holds 6,100) ; 2,300 GPE 6% debentures (holds 700) ;

300 Tung-Sol 5% debentures (holds 2,700) ; $50,000 Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge 4%% debentures; $150,000 U.S. Treasury bills.

Other common stock held: A.C.F. Industries, American Bosch Arma,
AB-PT, American Machine & Foundry, AT&T, Ampex, Amphenol-
Borg, Bell & Gossett, Bendix Aviation, Borg-Warner, CBS Inc., Con-
solidated Electrodynamics, Cutler-Hammer, Eastern Industries, Fansteel
Metallurgical, Garrett, GE, GT&E, General Tire & Rubber, Hazeltine,

Hewlett-Packard. Hoffman, IBM, ITT Ling-Altec, Lockheed Aircraft,

P. R. Mallory, Microwave Associates, Minneapolis-Honeywell, Motorola,
Philips, RCA, Raytheon, Seeburg, Speer Carbon, Sperry Rand, Sprague
Electric, Standard Coil Products. Stewart-Warner, Storer Bcstg.,
Textron. United Aircraft, Varian Associates, Western Union, Westing-
house Air Brake, Westinghouse Electric, Worthington.

Ampex will report sales of approximately $30 million

for its fiscal first-half ended Oct. 31, according to Pres.

George I. Long Jr., as quoted in The Wall Street Journal.

Long also said: Net profits for the half will be about $1.8

million (75^ on 2.4 million shares) vs. $665,000 (37^ on 1.8

million) in the same period last year when sales totaled

$16.1 million. For all of fiscal 1960, Ampex foresees sales

of $65 million, earnings $4.3 million, vs. fiscal 1959’s sales

of $43.8 million and earnings of $2.9 million. The 1960 sales

will include a gross of about $5 million from recently-

acquired Orr Industries. As to dividend policy, Long fore-

saw no imminent change in the policy of plowing retained
earnings back into expansion & growth. He added that
Ampex is not currently considering any mergers and does
not now contemplate selling out to a larger firm. The com-
pany expects to hit a $100-million-a-year sales volume in

less than 5 years.

Replacement knobs for auto radio or TV sets are sub-
ject to excise taxes on parts or accessories for cars—not to

the manufacturer’s tax on set components, according to a
new Internal Revenue Service ruling (Rev, Rul. 59-374).

Texas Instruments has submitted an SEC registra-

tion statement (File 2-15869) for 150,000 shares of $1
par common stock to be issued under its stock option plan
for officers & key employes.

Westinghouse will hold a special stockholder meeting
Jan. 4 to consider its board’s recommendation for a 2-for-l

stock split and doubling of authorized common shares to

50 million.

Lab for Electronics net income more than doubled to

$423,000 (92^ a share) in the 6 months to Oct. 23, compared
with $203,000 (43^) in the year-ago period.

The Outlet (k). (WJAR-TV & WJAR Providence) stock-

holders will vote on a 5-for-l stock split and an increase in

authorized common to 497,100 from 99,420.

Reports & comments available; Seigler, Burroughs,

and Loral Electronics are discussed in Monthly Investment
Letter, Hayden, Stone & Co., 25 Broad St., N.Y. 4 . . .

General Precision Equipment, analysis, Eastman Dillon,

Union Securities & Co., 15 Broad St., N.Y. 5 . . . RCA,
discussion, Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades & Co., 42 Wall St., N.Y.

5 . . . Allied Radio Corp., report. White, Weld & Co., 20

Broad St., N.Y. 5 . . . Varian Associates, review, Ira Haupt
6 Co., Ill Broadway, N.Y. 6 . . . Electronic Associates

Inc., analysis, W. C. Langley & Co., 115 Broadway, N.Y. 6

. . . Howard W. Sams & Co., prospectus, Walston & Co.,

Inc., 120 Broadway, N.Y. 5 . . . Siegler, profile in Dec. 1

Forbes . . . Metropolitan Telecommunications Corp., pros-

pectus, Lee Co., 135 Broadway, N.Y. 6 . . . Harman-Kardon,
prospectus, Milton D. Blauner & Co., 115 Broadway, N.Y. 6.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Payable
Stk. of
Record

Arvin Industries . .

.

... Q $0.25 Dec. 29 Dec. 7
Decca Records ... Q .25 Dec. 29 Dec. 15
Dresser Industries .

.

... Q .40 Dec. 15 Dec. 1

Clevite ... Q .30 Dec. 28 Dec. 11
Corning Glass ... Q .37V2 Dec. 28 Dec. 11
Corning Glass . . . Ex. .50 Dec. 28 Dec. 11
Int’l. Resistance .15 Dec. 29 Dec. 15
RCA ... Q .25 Jan. 25 Dec. 18
RCA . . . Stk. 2% Feb. 1 Dec. 18
Textron Inc . . . .31 V4 Jan. 1 Dec. 15
Trans-Lux ... A .30 Dec. 16 Dec. 9
Universal Pictures . . . . Yr-end 1.00 Dec. 24 Dec. 13
Zenith ... Q .40 Dec. 29 Dec. 11
Zenith .65 Dec. 29 Dec. 11
Zenith ... Sp. .65 Jan. 29 Jan. 8
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Pacific Mercury Electronics reports a 53% increase in

net income on a 16% sales gain in fiscal-1960’s first quarter

ended Sept. 30. Pres. Joe Benaron said sales established

a first-quarter high, noted that “operations during Oct. &
Nov. have continued at a favorable level and we are con-

fident that first-half earnings will be well ahead of a year

ago.” For the first quarter ended Sept. 30:

Sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$5,792,112

83,140

12<f

700,000

1958
$5,001,335

54,300
8 <‘

700,000

Emerson estimates a 75% jump in earnings & a 15%
increase in sales for the fiscal year ended Oct. 31, Pres.

Benjamin Abrams said last week. In fiscal 1958, Emerson
earned $1,410,009 (72^ a share) on $58,401,179 sales. On
the basis of the concern’s earnings of $1,466,548 (72^) in

the 39 weeks ended Aug. 1, net income in the 4th fiscal

quarter was around $1 million. Abrams attributed the

improved profit picture to production improvement &
economies as well as increased sales.

Philips’ Lamp Works, the giant Netherlands-based
electronics & electrical combine, reports net profit of $55,-

650,000 on sales of $735,110,000 for 9 months ended Sept.

30, compared with $40,015,000 on $636,530,000 in the same
1958 period. The profit for the latest period represented

7.6% of sales, up from 6.3% last year. At the end of Sept.,

Philips’ employes throughout the world totaled 184,000

(67,200 in Netherlands) vs. 171,000 (64,100 in Netherlands)

at the end of Sept. 1958.

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., the 85-year-old Japanese
electrical-electronics-appliance firm is increasing its capi-

talization 67% next month to $70 million by offering its

stockholders of record Sept. 30 the right to subscribe to 6

additional shares for each 10 held at about 70^ a share.

About 10% of Toshiba’s stock is held in the U.S. Interna-

tional GE, with 7.2% of Toshiba’s shares, is said to be the

company’s largest individual stockholder.

Reorganization of Universal Transistor Products Corp.,

Westbury, N.Y., under Chapter X of the Bankruptcy Act,

has been approved by Brooklyn federal court. The voluntary

plan provides for 100% payment of unsecured creditors

over SVi years as well as a plan under which Telechrome
Mfg. Corp. will take over the management of the firm and
will be permitted to purchase more than 80% of Univer-

sal’s stock over an extended period (Vol. 15:30 p. 19).

General Transistor Corp. increased its earnings in the

quarter ended Sept. 30 to $144,369 (16«S a share) com-
pared with $115,533 (17^) in the year-ago quarter. Earn-
ings also climbed on sales that nearly doubled in the

months ended Sept. 30: 1959 1958

Net sales
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

$7,335,566 $3,693,262
494,566 320,803

56<f 47^
882,406 683,252

9

Metropolitan Telecommunications Corp. has placed

99,933 shares of common on the market for public sale at

an offering price of $3 per share. Underwriter is Lee Co.,

135 Broadway, New York 6. The 9-year-old N.Y. concern
produces single side-band transceivers, central music-
broadcast systems, TV cable equalizers, as well as a wide
range of teletype, telegraph and telephone gear.

Another merger involving Ling-Altec Electronics is in

the wind. The company is known to be holding discussions

with 2 firms.

RCA’s 2% stock dividend, declared last week in lieu of

the 50^ extra year-end dividend of recent years, has the

“objective of broadening the base for future earnings by

conserving cash for continuing growth of the company’s

business in new & vital areas of basic circuitry, automation,

electronic controls, communications, data processing, etc.,”

RCA announced. The company noted that value of the divi-

dend is equivalent to about $1.40 per share. The regular 25^

quarterly dividend was also declared. (See dividend table.)

Howard W. Sams issue of 88,000 shares of common,

offei’ed for public sale at $25 a share, was sold & heavily

oversubscribed. The issue amounted to $2.2 million, was
underwritten by a syndicate headed by the Indianapolis

(Ind.) Bond & Share Corp.

British Industries Corp., Port Washington (N.Y.)

importer of hi-fi components, netted a small profit gain

despite a slight sales decline in the 9 months ended Sept. 30:

1959 1958
Sales $5,538,593 $5,589,789
Net profit 360,585 358,318
Earned per share 1.01 1.00

Indiana General Corp.—formed by the recent merger
of Indiana Steel Products Co. (permanent magnets) and

General Ceramics Corp. (magnetic materials)—has forecast

that 1959 sales will total about $20 million. This would be

one-third greater than the combined 1958 sales of the

merged companies.

United Artists Corp. reports increases in both gross &
net income for the 9 months ended Oct. 3:

Gross income
Net income
Earned per share .

Shares outstanding

1959
$72,060,000

2,886,000
1.73

1,664,218

1958
$61,600,000

2,623,000
1.58

1,276,148

Educational Television

Airborne-TV study has been undertaken by the National

Bureau of Standards “to assist in the evaluation of a

proposed airborne ETV network” (Vol. 15:44 p24). The
service that can be expected from a single airborne station

under a wide variety of operating conditions has been

detailed in a report by M. T. Decker, Service Area of an
Airborne TV Station, which is available as NBS Technical

Note No. 35 (75^) from the Office of Technical Services,

Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D.C.

Ampex has delivered 5 Videotape recorders to the Ann
Arbor, Mich, tape-duplicating center of the National ETV
& Radio Center. The latest shipments increase to 42 the

number of machines delivered under NET’s $2.5-million,

48-machine order (Vol. 15:33 p3). Ampex reports that the

balance of 6 recorders is ready for shipment on instruc-

tions from NET, and probably will be delivered to the re-

maining ETV stations by early Jan. Total installations of

Ampex Videotape recorders is now 520.

ETV research applications for govt, gi-ants under Title

VII of the National Defense Education Act (Vol. 15:45 p23)
must be filed by Feb. 1 to meet a deadline for review by its

advisory committee at a meeting next spring, the U.S.

Office of Education announced. Also set is an Aug. 1, 1960

deadline for applications to be submitted to the committee
at a meeting next fall. The proposals for research in TV-
radio-recording educational aids should be filed with the

director, educational media branch. Office of Education,

Health, Education and Welfare Dept., Washington 25, D.C.
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Foreign

End of Russian jamming of BBC broadcasts is foreseen

—or at least hoped for—by British Foreign Office negoti-

ators who signed a one-year cultural agreement with the

Soviet Union. A British communique on the pact, which is

similar in terms to a U.S.-USSR exchange renewal agree-

ment signed last month (Vol. 15:48 p9), said the Russians

are willing “to carry out studies in the immediate future

with a view to normalizing relations in the field of broad-

casting.” It was an admission, at least, by Soviet negotia-

tors that jamming isn’t normal, the Foreign Office said.

In Washington, USIA dir. George V. Allen said that since

Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev’s visit to the U.S., Rus-

sian jamming of Voice of America programs has been cut

by at least half. “Now jamming is sporadic, mostly to

remind us they still can jam us,” Allen told the American
Public Welfare Assn.

Red China’s TV is free from commercials and gangster

& horror stories “such as crowd TV in the U.S. & other

capitalist countries,” boasted Radio Peiping recently. The
govt, radio station said the Peiping TV outlet is on the air

2 to 3 hours daily, 6 days a week, and that experimental

outlets are now operating in Canton, Harbin, Tientsin &
Changchun.
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And Now—Scandinavian ‘Stratovision’: A Stratovision-

like project intends to vault banned commercial-TV service

across the borders of Scandinavia to compete with its

state-supported ad-less video. Beginning Feb. 1, says Brit-

ain’s Advertiser’s Weekly, a Swedish-Danish group will

initiate regular daily commercial telecasts from a tele-

plane flying at 21,000 feet off Sweden’s west coast. The
airborne transmitter will be beamed at Denmark, Sweden
and southern Norway.

“A transmitter has already been tried out,” Adver-
tiser’s Weekly reports, “and 2 Convair transport aircraft

will serve as TV stations. They will be stationed in north

Germany and will operate outside international air lanes.”

Among the unanswered questions : Which govt, will license

the project—the airborne station’s operating frequencies

& channel? Danish showman Fritz Ruzicka has been named
spokesman of the airborne project, which bears technical

resemblance to the Stratovision flying-ETV program an-

nounced recently by the Midwest Council on Airborne TV
Instruction (Vol. 15:42 p3).

Despite warnings from Scandinavian advertisers that

delay in establishing commercial TV would bring such

services in from outside sources (Vol. 15:45 p23), the

Norwegian, Danish and Swedish broadcasting systems re-

affirmed at the recent radio conference that no form of ad-

vertising or commercial TV programming is “acceptable.”

« .

But Sweden may be flooded with floating radio before

it’s bombed with flying TV. To pierce Sweden’s radio mon-
opoly, it’s reported, a floating radio station with a 60,000-

watt transmitter will be established 3 miles off the Swedish

coast shortly by Texas oilman Gordon McLendon (whose

McLendon Corp. radio chain includes Texas stations KLIF
Dallas, KILT-AM-FM Houston, KTSA San Antonio; KABL
Oakland, Cal.; WAKY Louisville; KEEL Shreveport, La.)

McLendon is expected in Stockholm about now to set up the

project, which will have American technical personnel, will

broadcast 18 hours daily.

Japan’s in a TV dither over the question: Is the new
1091-ft. TV tower in Tokyo leaning to the south—or is the

tower standing straight on land that’s listing to port?

Several cameramen claim they have photographic proof

that the 10-month-old structure has begun competing with

Pisa’s famous landmark. Not so, deny Tokyo engineers.

Tower chief engineer Wataru Tanaka argues that the

photos represent optical illusions, caused by the sun, the

horizon or some such thing. Tanaka says he’ll drop a

plumb line one of these days to make sure.

“Scrutineer of Quiz Programs” is official title of Harry
Norton, retired theatrical booking agent in London who
now works for Associated TV Ltd. to see to it that British

TV quizzes aren’t fixed. As program contractor for the

Independent TV Authority, ATV assigns Norton to super-

vise such imports as Dotto, U.S. quiz which was the first

to be dumped in the rigging scandal. He makes sure con-

testants don’t meet the producer, the producer doesn’t

see questions, and the quizmaster is kept away from every-

thing before the show goes on the air.

Taxes imposed by Guatemalan govt, on TV-radio sta-

tions and other private & commercial TV-radio services

vary according to the number of hours the stations are

operated, whether for national or international service,

whether located in urban or rural areas and number of

watts, reports Commerce Dept.’s Foreign Commerce
Weekly. Quarterly fees for TV-radio stations run $30-$100.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

rcc
FCC HEARS VOX POPULI ON PROGRAMMING. Religious, social,

civic & educational spokesmen demand methods of forcing broad-

casters to yield to criticisms (pp. 1 & 4).

Networks

REVIEW OF NETWORK SELF-REGULATORY steps since revelation

of guiz scandals shows considerable list of constructive actions

(p. 2).

AUBREY REPLACES COWAN in long rumored pair of executive

moves at CBS-TV (p. 9).

NERVOUS WEEK FOR NBC-TV results from actor's accidental 7-

letter word, the report of a talent fee kickback system on low-

budget shows, and a Bob Hope sketch in which he portrayed

"Herman Payola," DJ (p. 9).

Stations

NAB PICKS TASK FORCE to handle "ethical & legal issues" in

FCC & FTC probes of TV & radio in latest of self-regulation moves

since October (pp. 3 & 6).

STOREVISION, NEW DAYTIME ALLY, launches pilot operation,

using WNTA-TV N.Y., on Jan. 18 with 3,200 receivers spotted to

carry 54-hours-weekly "Day Watch" in 400 supermarkets (p. 3).

SPOTS STILL GAINING: Spot TV spending took its seasonal dip

during July-Sept. but totaled $133,581,000 for an 18% gain over

1958's 3rd-quarter level, TvB reports (p. 7).

FM STEREO FIELD TESTS by NSRC, slated for Pittsburgh's KDKA-
FM, won't be completed by new March 15 FCC deadline. Another

3-to-6-month extension probably (p. 8).

Manufacturing Distribution

BUSINESS CONSENSUS for 1960 sees strong uptrend in the econ-

omy, led by increased consumer spending. The experts' predictions

are digested (pp. 15 & 18).

1960's NEW TV STAR will be 19-in. square-corner tube, according

to tube & set makers, who register enthusiasm as first bulb

samples arrive (p. 15).

23-m. SETS FEATURED in new units shov/n to distributors by

Motorola, RCA, Zenith. Zenith & RCA show new stereo lines with

"multi-channel" speaker combinations (p. 15).

TV BUYER SURVEY in Look magazine's appliance study indicates

63% plan to buy same brand again; reliability is most important

factor in TV purchase (p. 17).

Advertising

FTC CITES TED BATES agency's vp David Loomis and Brown &

Williamson for alleged false claims for Life cigarets in TV, radio,

print ads (p. 10).

Programming
CAMP DAVID SPIRIT IN AIR for U.S.-USSR TV-radio program

swaps, following signing of new 2-year cultural pact. "When do

we start?" Russians ask (p. 11).

LATEST NIELSEN REPORT shows slow-starting 60-min. shows now
gaining; Westerns still big; 1959 viewing at peak (p. 12).

Film S Tape

HOW NOT TO SELL A PILOT: plan it to land eventually in

anthology series (p. 12).

FCC, VOX POPULI, MORE HEADLINES: The public's advice to the FCC , on ways & means
of improving TV, is that FCC & industry should accept more advice from the public. That was the main
theme running through 4 solid days of testimony in FCC's programming hearing last week, by a broad

cross-section of religious, social, civic & educational spokesmen.

The next most frequent recommendation was that FCC exercise to the hilt its powers over program-

ming, risking court slapdowns if need be, meanwhile seeking Congressional backing in form of more
explicit laws on program standards.

Split in philosophies of FCC members became more & more evident as the number of witnesses grew.

Chmn. Doerfer never relaxed his fear of govt, censorship. Again & again, he asked witnesses if they want
the Commission to determine: What literature is, what the difference is between murders in "Hamlet" and
shootings in Westerns, whether today's pornography is tomorrow's classic, etc.

Comr. Ford was just as insistent, on other hand , in demonstrating his belief that FCC has duty of

requiring licensees to spell out their efforts to meet needs of their communities.

Though it's also risky to attempt to classify Commissioners, it's apparent that Comrs. Bartley & Lee
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lean toward a more active role for FCC, while Cross plays it exactly down the middle. Absent Comrs. Hyde
& Craven, still in Geneva, are missing all the "fun." Hyde is difficult to assess, but he is usually a "case-

by-case" operator, seldom goes for sweeping rules. Craven is way on other side of Doerfer, believes FCC
has nothing to do with programs.

Doerfer received virtually no support from last week's witnesses . None equated a tougher Com-
mission with censorship. What they wanted was a constant calling-to-account and some means of forcing

broadcasters to react favorably to criticisms from the groups they represent.

Hearing resumes this week , scheduled to run Dec. 14, 15, 17 & 18. (For details of last week's testi-

mony, see p. 4, for this week's witnesses, see p. 5.)

• • • •

FCC's payola questionnaire , meanwhile (Vol. 15:49 pi), had broadcasters & their attorneys scurry-

ing last week. Questions were so broad that first impulse of Federal Communications Bar Assn, and NAB
was to ask Commission for clarification. On second thought, FCBA decided to file a brief on laws & rules

governing identification of those who pay for programs. NAB filed request to extend Jan. 4 deadline.

One question arising immediately was stations' traditional practice of accepting free records and
playing them without identifying record-maker donors. Attorneys inform us that most stations will simply

tell FCC about the practice, which is scarcely news to anyone, leaving it up to Commission to decide

whether it's a crime.

REVIEW OF NETWORK CLEANUP: First quiz confessions before oversight probers in Oct.

touched off a chain reaction at network level of new policies & directives, new cleanup depts., program
changes & executive shuffles that's still continuing. It's the most thorough housecleaning in network history

and will have profound effect on 1960 network operation. These are the highlights in the trend toward

greater network self-regulation:

Policy—Although NBC-TV suspended Charles Van Doren from his $50,000-a-year job even before his

Nov. 2 admissions, it was CBS-TV that made the first big moves (Vol. 15:42 p6), with CBS Inc. Pres. Dr.

Frank Stanton annoimcing in New Orleans a new taboo on big-money quiz shows, "misrepresentations"

etc. When Stanton & NBC-TV Pres. Robert E. Kintner soon thereafter testified in Washington, both networks

began broad revision of policies in the face of blaring headlines. CBS-TV took its cue from Stanton's early

statements. NBC followed Kintner's Washington lead and speech by Chmn. Robert W. Sarnoff at affiliates

meeting in N.Y. ABC-TV has ducked direct policy switches but has done some quiet tidying of its own.

Almost from beginning of quiz hearings, critics suggested a network switch to British-style "magazine con-

cept" TV. NBC & ABC have made no moves to do so, but CBS-TV is reported currently considering a wide

variety (as many as 40) of internal proposals to strengthen network control on CBS programming.

Directives~To implement new policies, networks have issued cleanup directives right & left. First

real blockbuster was 4-page Nov. 17 directive from then-exec, vp James T. Aubrey Jr. who laid down ground

rules for quiz, interview, taped & comedy shows (Vol. 15:47 p9). Others were circulated: NBC insisted that

top executives file depositions telling all they knew about quiz fixing (Vol. 15:45 p7), later followed with a

similar probe of music payola. ABC-TV required its station DJs to sign a no-payola pledge (Vol. 15:48 p4),

but didn't insist that Dick Clark sign after he dropped his outside music interests. CBS-TV's Stanton laid

down the law on payola, CBS News Pres. Sig Mickelson announced no-fraud practices in news shows, and

program practices vp Joseph H. Ream issued a new set of rules banning merchandise plugs (Vol. 15:49 p9).

NBC issued its own prize merchandise memo the same week.

Executive changes—CBS-TV has also set a pace in organizing internal policing of new policies, nam-

ing Ream (Vol. 15:47 p3) to head a new watchdog operation. NBC-TV, although announcing its self-policing

intentions earlier (Vol. 15:45 p6), then followed suit, naming James A. Stabile to a post comparable to Ream's

(Vol. 15:49 p9). In this area, ABC-TV has held aloof, preferring to proceed with executives in existing jobs.

Biggest switch of them all occurred last week when CBS-TV Pres. Louis G. Cowan resigned (see p. 9).

Program shuffles—In the wake of the quiz probes, networks took a hard look at their program lineups,

and the axes started to drop. CBS-TV threw out 5Va hrs. weekly of quiz shows (daytime Top Dollar & Big

Payoff, nighttime Name that Tune) at Stanton's order (Vol. 15:42 p6). NBC-TV, effective Oct. 26, threw out
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ex-Barry & Enright daytime quiz strip Tic Tac Dough, replacing it with Truth or Consequences, later dropping

its so-so spy series Five Fingers to replace it with prime-time news specials (Vol. 15:49 pH). Other NBC
quiz-d-game packages remained intact. ABC-TV made some replacements (Dick Clark's World of Talent

dropped Nov. 25 to be replaced by 21 Beacon St.; Treasure Hunt and Music Bingo dropped for Play Your

Hunch and About Faces). Last week, CBS-TV scheduled a music-variety show. Be Our Guest, as a Jan. re-

placement for The Lineup. There was a definite downgrading of money quiz shows at all 3 networks, a

slight trend away from dramas featuring violence, and a strong upbeat in big-budget news programming.

NAB's CHRONOLOGY: Since the October eruption , NAB's course of action for self-regulation has

rim as follows:

Oct. 16: Pres. Harold E. Fellows tells first NAB fall conference in Washington (and repeats state-

ments at subsequent regional meetings) that it's no use to "try to explain or justify" quiz scandals. He
promises proposals for TV Code amendments preventing "abuse of public acceptance & trust" (Vol. 15:42 p6).

Nov. 16-17: TV Code Review Board meets to draft amendments in conjunction with NAB fall meeting

in Los Angeles (Vol. 15:47 p8).

Nov. 18: In closed-circuit telecast on 3 networks. Review Board Chmn. Donald H. McGannon pleads

for fuller support of self-regulation by industry (Vol 15:47 p3).

Dec. 2: Fellows & McGannon tell FTC that NAB is ready for house-cleaning (Vol. 15:49 p2).

Dec. 4: NAB's TV Board adopts new Code rules to outlaw quiz rigging, payola, other frauds on air

(Vol. 15:49 p3).

Dec. 9: NAB task force of broadcasters & staffers is named "to deal with the ethical & legal issues"

confronting industry (see p. 6).

DOERFER BACKS 3 PROGRAM-IMPROVEMENT AIDS: FCC Chmn. Doerfer's concern

lest Commission attempt to overstep the legal bars of censorship has received considerably more attention

than his equally significant willingness to consider means of helping industry raise its levels of program-

ming & advertising. For example, TV Guide interviewed him recently, and the Dec. 19 issue this week reports

his approval of the following 3 ideas:

(1) Direct regulation of networks by FCC , after Congress amends law to permit it. Doerfer doesn't

consider this a major factor but believes it would be helpful. "We can do almost anything now about net-

works [through the o&o's] that we could do if we licensed them directly," he said. "But it probably would be

a good thing. There may be a few things we can't reach now." He had in mind, he said, such things as the

gyrations of MBS which has no o&o's.

(2) Congressional anti-trust relief for networks "so that the networks could get together solely to

raise the program & advertising levels." Ever fearful of govt, charges of "conspiracy," networks have almost

always avoided any mutual consultation on almost anything. At the moment, public climate forces Justice

Dept, to be less forbidding on that score—and, in fact, a summit session of top network executives was held re-

cently in N.Y. (Vol. 15:45 plO)—but Doerfer believes that Congress should relieve networks of such anti-

trust worries.

(3) FCC should employ NAB Code as a criterion in judging station performance. Doerfer made it

clear that he doesn't believe FCC can use adherence or non-adherence to Code as sole or primary criterion.

"The FCC would have to make its own independent study," he said. "It would consider the fact that the Code
seal had been withdrawn from the station but that couldn't be the sole basis for failing to renew [a license]

."

NEW DAYTIME ALLY—STOREVISION: J^ 18 will see operational start of recently-created

NTA Storevision. Ted Cott, NTA vp for o&o stations, is pres, of the subsidiary. Pilot operation in N.Y. has
signed up 26 independent supermarket chains, numbering nearly 400 stores so far.

Storevision isn't a closed-circuit system , as is earlier Store Video Inc. It will operate on regular Ch.

13 of WNTA-TV N.Y., be available to home viewers as well as to store customers via 3,200 receivers (21-in.

sets made for Storevision by Pacific Mercury Electronics). They're being installed by 64-man crew of con-

struction div, of Jerrold Electronics Co.
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Programming will be magazine-concept show running total of 54 hrs. weekly, titled Day Watch. Total

commercial time in each hour of show (a mixture of news, service features, weather, shopping tips, etc.) will

be the industry-approved 12 min., but commercial length will be 10-sec. participations, or total of 72 "shorties"

in each 60-min. segment. Anticipated cost-per-1,000 will be an "incredibly low" 400.

Total of 8 pioneer advertisers, all with national brands, have signed so far for N.Y. A 20-min. leeway

on product-type exclusivity is given in Day Watch, based on NTA studies which show average supermarket

customer spends 23 mins, in store. Commercials are expected to have a "buy now" immediacy, since the

Jerrold-installed sets (8 per store, suspended slightly above eye-level, with speakers on the bottom of receiver)

will be near key traffic points in stores.

Franchise operation is being launched by Storevision to set up the system in other areas. "We find

interest particularly among uhf stations in uhf-vhf markets," said Cott.

The FCC

More about

THE PUBLIC SPEAKS: Three religious leaders led off in

FCC’s hearing on programming (see p. 1), and all

found TV’s shortcomings a reflection of moral weak-

nesses in the whole society—not simply laxity & trans-

gressions by FCC & the industry.

James Wine, associate general secy, of the National

Council of Churches of Christ (Protestant), said the prob-

lem was FCC’s “lack of will to enforce” and the industry’s

“lack of will to obey.” He recommended that FCC conduct

local hearings at regular intervals to get the public’s view

of local programming, that broadcasters be required to

publicize their applications for license renewal, that FCC
publish standards for renewals.

The Very Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, pres, of U. of Detroit

and the Catholic Bcstg. Assn., urged that FCC spell out its

ideas of the “public interest” and that the Commission ex-

amine closely any licensee who has been disciplined by the

industry for infractions of its Code.

Dr. Bernard Mandelbaum, provost of the Jewish Theo-

logical Seminary, called for the creation of an Institute on

Values in the Mass Media to study the moral & ethical

problems. The Institute, he said, would “help create an

increasingly responsible moral climate.”

Violence Draws Fire of Many
A succession of national civic leaders followed, most of

whom castigated TV for too much “horror” & “violence”

and asserted that the FCC must clamp down. Witnesses

represented National Congress of Parents & Teachers,

National Assn, for Better Radio & TV, American Assn, of

University Women, General Federation of Women’s Clubs.

The farmers are split, apparently. Roy Battles, of the

National Grange, said the industry is doing a “reasonably

good job” and can be expected to correct abuses without

govt, intervention. But Angus McDonald, of the National

Farmers Union, blasted networks for the “steady deteriora-

tion” of programs, asserted that the public & FCC “must
drive the Madison Ave. people from the TV temple.”

Dr. Eugene F. Hoffman, American Medical Assn., said

the industry is improving both programs & commercials.

Then came the professors, and the Commissioners
showed by their questions they believed they were getting

closer to the issue—their powers, present & potential.

Prof. Walter B. Emery, Michigan State U., received

close attention—for he had served FCC 10 years, part

of them as legal asst, to former Chmn. Paul Walker.

Emery’s main point was that Congress left the Commission

uncertain about its powers over programming and should

now spell out more clearly what it meant by the “public

interest interest, convenience & necessity.”

Msgr. John J. McClafferty, Catholic U., stated that

a much strengthened industry code would help greatly.

He said that the code should cover not only stations & net-

works but sponsors, agencies & program producers.

Comr. Ford then brought out a question which he was
to ask of every subsequent witness. It dealt with the pos-

sibility of establishing, by law, a sort of govt.-backed tech-

nique of industry self-regulation. Ford propounded a setup

whereby all stations would be required to belong to an
association. The association would conduct local or regional

hearings on transgressions by its members. After hearings,

recommendations by the association would be given heavy
weight by the FCC—with final review available through

the courts, as at present. Ford had in mind the National

Assn, of Security Dealers, established by law. It can punish

its own members with reprimands, fines, suspension or ex-

pulsion. SEC often follows up with punishment of its own
—up to revocation of brokers’ licenses.

Doerfer on Censorship

Prof. William Y. Elliott, Harvard U., said that a big-

name national advisory commission must study the situa-

tion before solid advice can be given to the Commission &
the industry. Elliott roamed far & wide in his attack on
programs but admitted that TV brings some great drama
sometimes, “and I’m not yet ready to recommend bureau-

cratic control.” He had one specific recommendation for

change now: each licensee to be required to telecast at

least one sustaining program of high quality every evening

in prime time. Elliott said he’d need to study Ford’s ques-

tion about a govt.-backed self-regulation system, but he

offered this about industry committees in general : “They’re

very good for intra-industry problems, but they don’t give

enough representation to the broad public interest factors.”

Chmn. Doerfer’s questions dwelled on his favorite subject

—U.S. Supreme Court decisions on censorship. Elliott said

that the court changes its views from time to time, agreed

with Doerfer that FCC shouldn’t try to interpret the

Constitution and should ask Congress for guidance.

Prof. Paul Lazarsfield, Columbia U., recommended a

5-year program of research to establish programming
criteria. “FCC listens to technical groups,” he said, “why
not to social scientists?”

Prof. Ithiel Poole, MIT, suggested a multi-million-dol-

lar research project to determine what kinds of progi’ams

will “actually raise or lower the general standards of the

citizen body.” He said no one really knows the effects of

programs. For example, “seeing violence acted out in dra-

matic form may purge children of similar feelings.”
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Prof. William F. Lynch, Georgetown U., said that

standards should be created by a “national citizens council.”

Prof. Reuel Denny, U. of Chicago, urged establishment

of a foundation to review broadcasters’ performance.

Prof. Percy Tannenbaum, U. of Wis., seconded Prof.

Poole’s motion and suggested that the research be done by

an organization such as Social Science Research Council.

Prof. Sydney W. Head, U. of Miami, suggested that

govt., industry, education, foundations and others explore

the “ethical implications of the broadcaster’s role in our

society,” Then, he said, there should be developed “educa-

tional goals & methods that could be of immediate practical

value in the guidance & development of education for

broadcasting as a profession.”

Shades oi the Blue Book
The grimmest exchange of the week came between

N.Y.U. Prof. Charles Siepmann and Doerfer after Siepmann

delivered a very bitter attack on the industry & the char-

acter of the Commissioners themselves. Siepmann, who

once worked for BBC, had been a consultant to FCC on its

famous 1946 “Blue Book,” which was an attempt to impose

a set of program standards on the industry. What may have

provoked Doerfer was such statements as this: “The activ-

ities of the FCC [and] its record as guardian of the public

interest has, in the judgment of many, been fitful, hesitant

and, on occasion, downright pusillanimous . . . The Com-
mission has been charged in recent years with practices

which suggest that Caesar’s wife has not always been its

model respecting conduct becoming to officials whose ab-

solute integrity the public is entitled to assume.” Siepmann
offered several recommendations, including local FCC re-

newal hearings, “divorce” of programming & advertising, a

continuing “audit” of programming by educational groups.

Then, Doerfer went to work like the prosecuting at-

torney he once was, finally forcing Siepmann to assert that

he resented “impertinent” questions and “cross-examina-

tion.” How, asked Doerfer, could the FCC hold some 1500

renewal hearings a year? Answer: Do a sampling. Doerfer

wanted to know how “60,000 hours of programming a

week” could be monitored. Said Siepman: Sample.

Prof. Gilbert Seldes, dir. of the Annenberg School of

Communications, U. of Pa., seconded proposals for full-

dress FCC hearings on license renewals. “I suggest,” he

said, “that the FCC make it mandatory for each station to

announce at specified intervals that the FCC will hear its

application and that written criticism as well as personal

appearance before the Commission is invited. It would, of

course, be desirable for the Commission to hear each ap-

plication locally.” Seldes spurned suggestions that what
the TV-radio industry needs is “a czar.” Seldes said that if

he were to “pass judgment” on broadcasting’s performance
generally, “it would be, on the whole, a favorable one.”

Patrick Murphy Malin, exec. dir. of the American Civil

Liberties Union, urged FCC to utilize its existing authority

“to promote the maximum possible range & balance in

over-all programming.” So far, he said, FCC hasn’t taken

“nearly enough positive action” to see to it that licensees

carry out their public-service responsibilities. He added
that FCC needs additional authority from Congress for

direct licensing of networks so that their program policies

can be watched closely. He warned against any move that

would give FCC authority to censor specific TV or radio

programs, however.

William F. Buckley, editor of The National Review,

said that pay TV could lift TV’s program level.

Forestalling AM Freeze: FCC Chmn. Doerfer last week

hinted at a possible freeze on the granting of all AM
applications until red tape is untangled. His audience at

a meeting called by the Federal Communications Bar Assn,

vowed to do all it can to make the freeze unnecessary.

FCBA resolved to appoint 4 ad hoc committees in Jan.,

each including representatives of FCC, FCBA and the

Assn, of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers,

each to attack specific areas of the log jam.

FCC program hearing (see pp. 2 & 4) witnesses

this week include: Dec. 14—Prof. Elmer E. Smead, Dart-

mouth College; Harper’s, editor John Fischer; American
Heritage Publishing Co., editor Eric Larrabee; Science

Service, dir. Watson Davis; National Education Assn.,

Pres. Dr. Walter W. Eshelman; Links Inc., Mrs. Pauline

S. Weeden. Dec. 15—Radio-TV News Directors Assn.,

Ralph Renick; Prof. Robert Gessner, NYU; Greater

Kansas City Council of Churches, gen. secy. Dr. Stanley I.

Stuber; Harold E. Younkman, Madison County (0.)

schools pupil personnel supervisor; Erwin Frankel Pro-

ductions, Erwin Y. Frankel; Union of American Hebrew
Congregations, Rabbi Maurice Eisendrath.

Miami Ch. 10 conspiracy case was cleared for retrial

last week by the Supreme Court. In a brief order which
carried no opinion, the Supreme Court rejected an appeal

by ex-FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack & Thurman A. White-

side from refusal by U.S. District Court Judge Bumita S.

Matthews to direct a verdict of acquittal in their first trial,

which ended in a hung jury. A new retrial date was not

immediately set by District Court Judge Charles F. Mc-
Laughlin, assigned to preside over the 2nd trial. He had
first set it for Nov. 12, but agreed to an “indefinite” post-

ponement pending outcome of the appeal (Vol. 15:46 p5).

Radio KFWB Los Angeles last week had its Nov. 12

license renewal set aside and put in the pending file while

FCC ponders whether the station adequately sought out

opposing views on a controversial issue. KFWB had
received a renewal accidentally, before the Commission
concluded whether or not the station had been diligent in

presenting conflicting views on “Proposition 16” during the

Nov. 1958 elections. The issue dealt with tax exemptions
for parochial & private schools. The other radio stations

similarly involved are KNX & KMPC Los Angeles, KOBY
San Francisco & KVON Napa.

WTHI-TV Terre Haute, now operating on Ch. 10, was
tentatively awarded Ch. 2 in an initial decision issued last

week by FCC examiner Annie Neal Huntting. She held

that WTHI-TV outweighted competitor Uliana Telecasting

Corp. because of its past broadcast record, diversification

of business interests, local residence, civic participation

and experience. Uliana ownership interlocks with WSJV
South Bend & WKJG-TV Ft. Wayne.

Federal Communications Bar Assn, holds its annual
banquet Jan. 8 at the Statler Hotel, Washington. FCBA
intends to make it a real VIP affair, celebrating FCC’s 25

years of existence. Among those invited: Vice President

Nixon, former President Hoover, former members & sec-

retaries of the Federal Radio Commission and FCC, presi-

dents of other communications companies such as AT&T,
Western Union, etc. ASCAP will provide the entertainment.

Single application for new TV station filed with FCC
last week was for Ch. 27, Tulare-Visalia, Cal. by con-
sultant Norwood J. Patterson who is leasing the facil-

ities of off-air KVVG-TV Tulare.
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Stations

More ahout

NAB PICKS TASK FORCE: Quickly following up Dec. 4

actions by NAB’s TV Board to reinforce anti-fraud

self-regulation in the TV Code (Vol. 15:49 p3), NAB
Pres Harold E. Fellows last week appointed a 12-man

TV-radio task force “to deal with the ethical & legal

issues” stemming from quiz & payola scandals.

In another swift development, NAB’s Standards of

Good [radio] Practice committee was summoned by Chmn.
Cliff Gill (KEZY Anaheim, Cal.) to meet in Washington
Dec. 16 to bring the Radio Code into line with new TV
rules. The 8-member NAB unit will vote on similar

amendments on deceptive ads, payola, program fakery.

“This special committee will cooperate wholeheartedly

with investigations by govt, agencies,” Fellows said in

picking members of the clean-up squad, half of them
broadcasters, half NAB staffers. It had been authorized

4 days earlier in Washington by NAB directors, who de-

plored “the unethical & reprehensible actions of a few.”

Referring specifically to TV & radio inquiries by FCC
(see p. 1) & FTC (Vol. 15:49 p2). Fellows added:

“We welcome these investigations. We know they will

bring out the full story of broadcasting’s tremendous serv-

ice to the American public, which far transcends the mis-

deeds of a few individuals.

“The broadcasting industry has already taken specific,

positive action to clean its own house. Strong new amend-
ments have been added to the TV Code to protect the

public from deceptive programs & advertising. Radio [has]

increased emphasis on its Standards of Good Practice.

“Broadcasters are taking quick action against wrong-
doing wherever they find it.”

Intermission for Evidence Gathering

Meanwhile the govt, probing unit which started it all

—the House Commerce legislative oversight subcommittee
—gave the industry a breathing spell (if not a reprieve)

from its hot witness seat. The subcommittee headed by
Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) met in closed session, decided to

give its staff another 5 or 6 weeks to prepare payola evi-

dence before proceeding with any public hearings.

“We will have hearings if we develop the information

to justify them,” said Harris after the executive meeting
broke up. Payola investigations by FCC, FTC and a N.Y.
grand jury will “in no way interfere” with the oversight-

ers’ study of that phase of broadcasting’s ills, he said.

Harris also had some reassuring words for broad-

casters who may be worried about being dragged unfairly

into public proceedings on payola practices. Those “who
are in the clear” can stop worrying, he said; “any broad-

caster who has not engaged in [it] has nothing to fear.”

At the subcommittee’s end of the Capitol, hardest

news of the week wasn’t made by the oversighters them-
selves but by 2 ex-staffers: (1) Francis X. McLaughlin,
who left the subcommittee’s payroll a year ago, announced
he is opening a Comper Consultants (for “communication
personnel”) office in Washington to do payola sleuthing

for stations which want to find out what their disc jock-

eys are up to. He said his fees will range from $350 to

$1,000 per year, depending on a station’s size. (2) Richard
N. Goodwin, author of a Life article on the quiz probe
which raised subcommittee eyebrows (Vol. 15:46 p8), con-

firmed reports that he had left its payroll as of Dec. 5.

He is joining the staff of Sen. Kennedy (D-Mass.) to do
research & speechwriting. -

On the NAB front. Fellows tapped himself and the

following for task-force duty:

From the stations (all NAB directors) : F. C. Sowell,

pres.-gen. mgr. of radio WLAC Nashville; G. Richard

Shafto, exec, vp of WIS-TV Columbia, S.C.; Merrill Lind-

say, exec, vp of radio WSOY Decatur, 111.; Dwight W.
Martin, chmn. of WAFB-TV Baton Rouge; Daniel W.
Kops, pres, of radio WAVZ New Haven; Clair M. Mc-
Collough, pres.-gen. mgr. of Steinman Stations.

From NAB’s staff: TV vp Thad H. Brown Jr., radio

vp John F. Meagher, govt, relations mgr. Vincent T. Was-
ilewski, chief counsel Douglas A. Anello, joint TV-radio

affairs asst. Howard H. Bell.

The next scheduled meeting of the NAB board in Palm
Springs, Cal. was cancelled—along with all other meetings

of NAB committees—so that all NAB personnel can be

“immediately & completely available” for clean-up squad

help. As the board put it: “Matters affecting the broad-

casting industry encompassing all aspects of its regula-

tion by -govt, and its self-regulatory processes are of over-

riding & immediate import.”

Unaffected by the NAB schedule-revamping are its 5th

annual conference of presidents of States Assns. of Bcstrs.

in Washington Feb. 24-25 and the 38th annual NAB con-

vention in Chicago April 3-7.

Columbia Pictures formally took over KDYL Salt

Lake City from Time Inc. last week in ceremonies at which

Time Inc.’s bcstg. vp Weston C. Pullen had some words

for NBC Chmn. Robert W. Sarnoff. Noting Samoff’s

criticism of Time for its handling of the TV quiz story

while the parent company operated 5 stations (Vol. 15:47

p7), Pullen said he wanted it made “crystal clear” that

the $3.1 million deal with Columbia (Vol. 15:31 pll) was
made before the quiz scandals broke in Washington. “Time

Inc. is in no way pulling out of, or from, the broadcast

industry,” Pullen said. “We are very much in the com-

munications business and hope to remain in it.” He
reiterated that subsidiary TLF Bcstrs. Inc. is looking for

a bigger metropolitan market for a station acquisition to

replace the Salt Lake City properties. Remaining Time
Inc. stations now are KLZ-TV & KLZ Denver, WOOD-TV
& WOOD Grand Rapids, WFBM-TV & WFBM Indian-

apolis, WTCN-TV & WTCN Minneapolis.

Prompt & decisive action by NAB to “accept the re-

sponsibility for saying that a program or commercial meets

—or fails to meet—the standards to which we have sub-

scribed” was urged last week by TvB Chmn. Roger W.
Clipp (vp-gen. mgr., TV-radio div., Triangle Publications,

Inc.). In a letter to Biscayne TV Corp. Pres.-gen. mgr.
Niles Trammell, Clipp declared: “I feel that Harold Fel-

lows & Dick Shafto are begging the issue when they say it

would cost $2 million to effectuate my proposal [to preview

TV shows & commercials, Vol. 15:47 p8], and that pre-

viewing is contrary to self-regulation & tantamount to

censorship. Both viewpoints are greatly exaggerated; the

previevdng job can be done for an additional $250,000.

Furthermore, if previewing is censorship, so is postview-

ing (monitoring) which has been a major activity of the

Code Board for the last 2 years.”

Evangelist Billy Graham is pres, of non-profit Blue

Ridge Bcstg. Corp. which applied last week for an AM
station in Black Mountain, N.C., 1010 kc, 10 kw daytime.

RCA shipped a 25-kw transmitter Dec. 8 to WEAR-TV
(Ch. 3) Pensacola, Fla., which is planning boost to 100 kw
and move to h site between Pensacola & Mobile, Ala.
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100 Largest TV-Spot Advertisers of 1959’s 3rd Quarter

Gross time costs only, as estimated by Television Bureau of Adver-
tising: (TvB) in cooperation with N. C. Rorabaugrh Co.

Rank Advertisers Amount
1. Procter & Gamble....$11,219,300
2. Adell Chemical 4,774,300
3. General Foods 3,676,400
4. Lever Brothers 3,126,300
6. Colgate-Palmolive .. 3,106,600
6. Amer. Home Prod... 2,931,600
7. Continental Bakg. .. 2,626,200
8. Warner-Lambert .... 2,366,200
9. Brown & Williams’n 2,327,600

10. Reynolds Tobacco .. 2,223,400
11. Bristol-Myers Co 1,714,600
12. Miles Labs 1,629,900
13. Kellogg 1,620,400
14. Philip Morris 1,371,300
16. Gillette 1,278,200
16. International Latex 1,248,900
17. Carter Products 1,210,100
18. Texize Chemical 1,176,900
19. Lanolin Plus 1,031,000
20. Ford 1,024,600
21. Pabst 986,800
22. P. Lorillard 939,000
23. General Motors 937,800
24. Anheuser-Busch 906,300
25. Drug Research 887,100
26. Wesson Oil 887,000
27. Associated Products 827,100
28. Coca-Cola 826,100
29. Pepsi-Cola 823,900
30. Corn Products 772,200
31. Sterling Drug 747,600
32. Welch Grape Juice.. 738,200
33. Robret Hall 733,200
34. Amer. Tobacco 706,900
35. Avon Products 696,200
36. General Mills 692,500
37. Carling Brewing .... 679,500
38. Wm. Wrigley Jr 661,700
39. Max Factor 661,700
40. Ralston-Purina 649,000
41. Shell Oil 645,700
42. Esso Standard Oil.... 637,200
43. B. T. Babbitt 625,100
44. Norwich Pharmacal 693,000
45. Sun Oil 666,800
46. Revlon 644,600
47. Theo. Hamm Brew. 544,000
48. American Chicle .... 622,000
49. U.S. Borax Corp 520,000
60. Nestle Co 612,900

Rank Advertisers Amount
61. Pharma-Craft $ 612,300
52. Jacob Ruppert 509,200
53. Andrew Jergens .... 499,700
64. Falstaff Brewing .... 488,000
65. Internal. Shoe 487,300
56. Pan-Am. Airways .. 485,400
67. Helena Rubinstein.. 480,900
68. Food Mfgrs., Inc 479,500
69. Gallo Winery 461,600
60. J. A. Folger 467,400
61. Hertz Corp 467,000
62. Helene Curtis 454,900
63. Fels & Co 440,700
64. Liggett & Myers .... 437,400
66. Std. Oil (Ind.) 436,800
66. Scblitz Brewing 431,700
67. Atlantic Refining.... 409,700
68. C. Schmidt & Sons.. 403,700
69. Maybelline 400,000
70. Alberto-Culver 396,000
71. Armstrong Rubber.. 392,700
72. Pillsbury 390,500
73. Wilson & Co 380,600
74. P. Ballantine 380,200
75. M.J.B. Co 367,200
76. Vic Tanny Enter 360,000
77. Safeway Stores 354,700
78. Plel Bros 345,600
79. S. C. Johnson 343,800
80. Paxton & G’ll’gher 340,100
81. Pacific T & T 328,100
82. Std. Oil (Cal.) 324,800
83. Parker Pen 321,900
84. Phillips Petroleum.. 316,800
85. Schaefer Brewing.... 314,800
86. Chrysler 312,400
87. Kroger Co 310,800
88. Interstate Bakeries.. 308,400
89. B’r’grm’st’r Brew... 308,000
90. Ex-Lax 307,300
91. Duncan Coffee 306,100
92. Rayco Mfg 303,000
93. Dr. Pepper 299,500
94. Barcolene Co 289,500
95. Hills Bros. Coffee.... 286,300
96. American Snuff 286,900
97. National Brewing .. 286,300
98. Jackson Brewing .. 280,600
99. Atlantis Sales 275,100
100. A & P 272,600

WRCA-TV N.Y. sales reached a new high for the

26th consecutive month in Nov., with sales up 18.4% over

Nov. 1958. Max E. Buck, station mgr., announced that

this year’s 11-month sales have already exceeded all of

1958’s billings by 6%.

Move of KVIT (Ch. 2) Santa Fe to Sandia Crest, plus

an increase in power from .324 to 28.2 kw, was recom-
mended in an initial decision last week by FCC examiner
Herbert Sharfman. KVIT had received Commission au-

thorization for the changes Dec. 18, 1957, but the effective-

ness of the grant had been withheld pending hearing on
protests against changes for CP-holder KVIT filed by
KGGM-TV (Ch. 13) and KOAT-TV (Ch. 7) Albuquerque.

KIFI Idaho Falls, Ida. was granted Ch. 8 last week,
the FCC making effective immediately an initial decision

in its favor. Competitor Sam H. Bennion’s application had
been dismissed with prejudice by chief hearing examiner
James Cunningham. Bennion contested Cunningham’s de-

cision but the FCC turned him down.

Shift of WLUK-TV’s Ch. 11 from Marinette to Green
Bay, Wis., requested by the station, has been proposed by
FCC in a notice of rule-making. Also proposed was the

drop-in of educational Ch. 13 for Fargo, N.D., at the request
of the Joint Council of Educational TV.

SPOTS STILL GAINING: Spot-TV spending took its sea-

sonal dip during July-Sept. but stayed 18% ahead of

1958’s 3rd-quarter volume with a big $133,581,000,

reports TvB & N. C. Rorabaugh. The July-Sept. spend-

ing, reflecting the hot-weather business sag, was down

from the 2nd quarter’s $158.9 million level (Vol. 15 :38)

.

For 1959’s first 3 quarters, total spot spending in-

creased 23.8% to $448,904,000 from $362,599,000 in Jan.-

Sept. 1958 (The 3rd-quarter 1959 figures are based on re-

ports from 317 stations which account for some 90% of

total spot revenue.)

More than half of the 3rd-quarter spot dollars (54.1%,

$72,245,000) were invested in night TV. Day spots ac-

counted for 32.7% ($43,716,000) of the total and late

night, 13.2% ($17,620,000).

Announcements continued as the dominant format for

spot activity, accounting for 75.4% ($100,693,000) of the

total investment. Programs took a 14.4% bite ($19,231,000);

IDs were used for the remaining 10.2% ($13,657,000).

The 3rd quarter’s heaviest category spot-spender was
food & grocery products, with a total investment of

$30,218,000. The largest 3rd-quarter-to-3rd-quarter gain

was racked up by the automotive category—which jumped
its spot spending 264% from $1,438,000 to $5,233,000.

Procter & Gamble and Adell Chemical took win &
place as the 3rd-quarter’s top spot spenders, repeating their

performances of the 2nd quatrter. Colgate-Palmolive, how-
ever, dropped from 3rd to 5th, supplanted by General Foods
which moved up from 4th to 3rd, and by Lever Bros, which
climbed from 5th to 4th.

Newcomers to the Top-100: American Snuff, Barcolene,

International Shoe, and C. Schmidt & Sons.

Dramatic stunt by KOLO-TV Reno to promote the Nev.
city as a year-round resort consisted of a $100 prize for the

viewer with the most accurate prophecy of the number of

vehicles that would pass over the Donner Summit on Rt. 40
(principal route east from San Francisco) between 6 p.m.

Fri. & 10 p.m. Sun. on a given Nov. week-end. News dir.

Bob Carroll & program staffer Bob Lake pitched a tent on
the below-freezing summit that week-end to make an on-

the-spot count over the 52-hour period. The winner guessed
12,500 cars. Actual count: 12,510.

Goodwill holiday gesture by KETV Omaha last year
engendered such favorable comment that the station is re-

peating its “Christmas Call Contest,” vp-gen.-mgr. Eugene
S. Thomas reports. Viewer with the reason considered most
compelling is granted a person-to-person telephone call to

anywhere in the world on Christmas Day. Last year’s win-
ner was an escapee from a Nazi concentration camp who
hadn’t seen his brother for 20 years. The brother was reach-
ed by telephone in Bondi, Australia.

TV’s “intangible bonus values” (such as “sponsor
identification, off-the-air impact, personality salesman, as-

sociation with an important medium”) must be emphasized
in sales presentations, ABC-TV dir. of sales development
Bert Briber told an RTES tiniebuying & selling luncheon
clinic. Successful presentations must be “simple & vivid”
and “must give the listener a chance to ask questions.”

“Learn—and Live” campaign started last year by NAB
to pose space-age problems & challenges for viewers &
listeners has enlisted 694 participating TV & radio sta-

tions so far.

Call letter change: KICA-TV & KICA Clovis, N.M,
Dec. 9 to KVER-TV & KVER.

RCA TV tape recorder has been purchased by WTOP-
TV Washington, for installation shortly after Jan. 1.
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FM STEREO FIELD TESTS: EIA last week requested FCC
to extend the deadline for comments on FM stereo sys-

tems from Dec. 11 to March 15 (Vol. 15 :49 p5)—but it’s

now learned that another extension of 3 to 6 more

months will be necessary in order to field-test the

systems. It’s expected that EIA’s National Stereo

Radio Committee will file the preliminary results of its

studies by the March 15 deadline, and then request the

further extension for tests.

Field tests will be conducted in Pittsburgh (not Wash-

ington, as previously reported), with further tests possible

in San Diego. Westinghouse’s KDKA-FM has offered its

facilities to NSRC’s field testing panel, headed by NAB
engineering dir. A. Prose Walker. If West Coast tests are

held, facilities of KFSD-FM probably will be used.

The panel probably will test 5 or 6 different systems,

requiring the installation of that many different trans-

mitters at the test station. Another delaying factor will be

the necessity of installing a new antenna at KDKA-FM

—

and the time schedule on this is uncertain because of

weather. Panel dir. Walker and his associates, too—like

other NSRC members—have little or no free time and

must squeeze their stereo committee duties into already

packed work schedules.

Here’s how the stereo field tests will be conducted;

When the systems specifications panel completes its work

on delineation of the various stereo systems, proponents

of each accepted system will supervise the installation of

their equipment at KDKA-FM and provide the test panel

with receiving equipment.

A stereo test tape, now being developed at Bell Labs

by the subjective aspect panel (Dr. A. N. Goldsmith,

chmn.), will be used as the program material. Receivers

will be installed in at least 2 test locations—in gentle

rolling terrain and in the more rugged mountainous areas

near Pittsburgh, to test the effects of multipath trans-

mission—and their output will be taped by the test panel

for comparison with the original test tape program.

(The test tape, incidentally, is destined to become

extremely valuable to stereo in all its forms—sort of a

“test pattern” for stereophonic recording and radio. It

undoubtedly will become a standard test of stereo fidelity.)

FCC still hasn’t responded to EIA’s request to set up

a “little TASO” for AM stereo—which EIA hopes would

bring RCA & CBS back into the NSRC fold (Vol. 15:49 p5).

* * *

FM financial picture is too cloudy, NAB’s FM radio

committee has concluded. Meeting in Washington, the com-

mittee headed by Ben W. Strouse (WWDC & WWDC-FM
Washington) directed the NAB staff to ask FCC to get

better breakdowns of time sales of AM-FM licensees, who
aren’t required now to report FM station expenses sepa-

rately. The result is that official industry totals for FM
expense & income aren’t available. The NAB committee

also: (1) Voted continued support of the Assn, of FCC
Consulting Engineers for its modernization study of FCC’s

FM technical rules. (2) Heard NAB research mgr. Richard

M. Allerton report that FM set imports last year reached

at least 78,000—and may have totaled 90,000. (3) Noted

that NAB’s FM membership as of Dec. 2 totaled 451 vs.

367 a year earlier. (4) Received a progress report from

Pres. C. Fred Rabell (KITT-FM San Diego) of the Na-
tional Assn, of FM Bcstrs., who said it’s in the black, plans

to hire a national director evenutally, and wants to be-

come “the RAB of FM.”

7 Vie for Montreal: Nov. 30’s deadline passed with 7 Cana-
dian applicants for private operation of TV stations in Mon-
treal in competition with CBC (Vol. 15:47 p4), the Canadian
Transport Dept, announced. They are: Canadian Marconi
Co., Mount Royal Independent TV Ltd. and Sovereign Film
Distributors Ltd. (English language) and Raymond Cre-

pault. La Compagnie de Publication de la Presse Ltd.,

Paul 1’Anglais and radio CKVL Verdun, Que. (French
language). Due Dec. 31 are applications for a commercial
station in Toronto, for which one contender is the Upper
Canada Bcstg. Co., partly owned by comedians Johnny
Wayne & Frank Shuster and founder Tom Patterson of the

Stratford (Ont.) Shakespeare Festival.

No Canadian Payola: Canada’s TV & radio has been found

free of payola. The not-guilty verdict came from the con-

sultative committee on private broadcasting, formed by
the government’s Board of Broadcast Governors & the

private 'industry’s Canadian Assn, of Bcsters. The com-
mittee said no complaints had been made to BBG, not even
suspicions; and that CAB had no knowledge of payola

operations in Canada. It gave 4 reasons why circum-

stances that brought payola in the U.S. are not likely to

develop in Canada:

(1) Smaller stations serving smaller audiences offer

smaller gains from distribution of records. (2) Fewer
companies distribute records in Canada, half a dozen
compared with 600 in the U.S. (3) There’s more direct pro-

gram control by management in Canadian stations. (4)

Canadian hits are largely determined by U.S. popularity.

BBG is the federal government’s administrative

authority and regulator of both radio and TV, and the

committee was set up after CAB accepted an invitation to

participate in an exchange of information and views.

Neither group can make decisions affecting the other, but

they’ll help each other iron out regulatory & other prob-

lems, and meet 3 or 4 times annually—more if warranted.

Next meeting probably will be in the spring.

CBC low-power outlets now on test patterns are

CBAFT (Ch. 11) Moncton, N.B. and CBLAT (Ch. 8) Ken-
ora, Ont., although specific programming targets haven’t

been set. Each has RCA transmitter & wavestack antenna.

CBAFT has 128-ft. tower. CBLAT has 175-ft. Micro tower
with wavestack antenna. CBC’s CBWFT (Ch. 6) Winnipeg,

Man., planned as French-language companion to CBWT
(Ch. 3) there, has April 1 test pattern target. Equipment
hasn’t been ordered as yet, but it will be installed in

CBWT transmitter house and on CBWT tower. CBC’s other

low-power outlet, CBUAT (Ch. 11) Trail, B.C. has been
held up for decision on where to put transmitter & tower.

“Unethical fringe” of TV & radio isn’t representative

of the broadcasting industry, NAB’s organizational serv-

ices dir. Frederick H. Garrigus assured the Spokane Cham-
ber of Commerce in a luncheon speech. “Most broadcasters

are solid citizens within the various communities which

they serve,” he said. “They are vitally interested in the

various & diverse problems of these communities. Part of

this, of course, is business expediency, but it is . . . born out

of self-respect & honest regard for their fellow man.”

Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. continues its expansion with

the purchase of commercial shortwave outlet WRUL Sci-

tuate. Mass., for more than $1 million, subject to FCC
approval. WRUL broadcasts in Spanish, Portugese & Eng-
lish to Latin America, Europe, Africa, Australia, Mideast.
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Networks

More about

Aubrey Replaces Cowan: The pre-planned timetable un-

der which Louis G. Cowan was to step down at the tactical

moment as pres, of CBS-TV in favor of exec, vp James T.

Aubrey Jr. (Vol. 15:49 pll) blew up with a loud bang

last week. Within a matter of hours on Dec. 8, Cowan

submitted a 30-days-notice letter of resignation to CBS
Inc. Pres. Dr. Frank Stanton. Stanton replied by letter

that he was accepting Cowan’s resignation “effective im-

mediately,” and Aubrey was named to the (over-$100,000-

annually) presidency. The following day, Aubrey was

elected a member of the CBS Inc. board.

Cowan’s letter of resignation had painted a portrait

of a private Coventry (no communication for 2 weeks with

his office, Stanton’s insistence that Cowan’s health didn’t

permit him to return to work, Cowan’s feeling that the real

reason lay in his however-pure connection with $64,000

Question, constant rumors of Cowan’s resignation) that

had made it “impossible” to continue in the top CBS-TV
post. Dr. Stanton’s reply referred to a Cowan resignation

planned for “the end of this year or by June of 1960,” and

reminded Cowan that “administration is not your forte.”

It was the 2nd time Aubrey had replaced Cowan. When
young, fast-paced Aubrey rejoined CBS in April 1958 (he

had been mgr. of CBS-TV network programs, Hollywood,

when he joined ABC-TV as program-talent vp in Dec.

1956) it was with the title of vp-creative services. Pre-

Aubrey occupant of the job, which serves as a link between

top executive management & the CBS-TV divisions dealing

with creative product: Louis G. Cowan.

In the wake of the executive shuffle, new questions ap-

peared, some without final answers. Would Cowan testify

at the FCC program hearings? “No,” he told the N.Y.

press, and CpS-TV confirmed this to us. Was there to

be an exec, vp replacement for Aubrey? None was im-

mediately announced, and we learned reliably that the

title (a rank also held by Hubbell Robinson Jr. at CBS-TV
for some time) may simply be retired until a suitable exec-

utive can be found, or shelved indefinitely. What are

Cowan’s future plans? A possible lecture tour and “an

offer to write 2 books,” he said.

Guterma Trial Begins: Ex-MBS head Alexander L. Guterma
had “legitimate reasons” for not filing financial reports

for the fiscal year ended July 31, 1958, attorney Richard

H. Weis told the federal district court in N.Y. last week.

Guterma, business associate Robert J. Eveleigh and several

holding companies (including F, L. Jacobs Co.) are on trial

on the first of 3 fraud indictments, charged with conspiracy

to defraud the government by filing false & misleading

financial reports with SEC and the N.Y. Stock Exchange, in

affairs of the Jacobs Co. (Vol. 15:11 et seq.).

If convicted, Guterma faces a maximum penalty of 5

years in prison and $10,000 fine on the conspiracy count

and 2 yrs., $10,000 fine on each of 20 additional counts of

fraud for which he hasn’t yet been tried. Weis said he will

attempt to prove that Guterma did not “willfully delay, ob-

struct and hinder” the filing. Principal witness last week
was Firman H. Hass, certified public accountant, who testi-

fied that Guterma asked Hass to go easy on auditing his

(Guterma’s) books. Earlier in the week the Jacobs Co.

pleaded guilty to the charge, but sentence has been re-

served until conclusion of the trial.

Nervous Week for NBC: A slip-of-the-tongue by actor

George Grizzard during the Ford-sponsored “My 3 Angels”

special Dec. 8 made NBC-TV audiences in the Eastern &
Central time zones wonder if they had really heard the man
say “bastard.” They had. But memories of the line’s orig-

inal Broadway wording were too strong for Grizzard during

on-the-air excitement. Nobody minded particularly, NBC-
TV continuity acceptance dir. Stockton Helffrich told us.

Of the 7 night phone calls, 4 objected, 3 applauded. Taking

no chances in a season where TV is all too prominent in

the press, NBC-TV carefully edited-out the unexpected

touch of neo-realism in the video-taped repeat for the

Western time zones.

Earlier that day, NBC-TV’s newly appointed vp for

standards & practices, James A. Stabile (Vol. 15:49 p9),

had found himself faced with a N.Y. Post report of a kick-

back system on talent fees. The story: A gospel recording

group, the Clara Ward Singers, charged they had appeared

4 times on NBC’s Today in 1957 & 1958, had been paid

union scale (total of $1,041 per telecast for the group),

and had then refunded $520 in response to an NBC bill

sent to Ward House of Music (the group’s business name)
for “promotion.” Stabile admitted that “this has been a

common practice in the industry” (Le., personalities appear-

ing on low-budgeted Today and similar shows to promote
records, club dates, movies etc. and agi’eeing beforehand to

absorb some portion of talent costs because of TV pro-

motional value received) but added his dept, has “issued

instructions for the termination of such practices on NBC.”
To make NBC’s week complete, its Hollywood div.

learned that the Dec. 11 Boh Hope Show was about to give

the TV industry a fast dose of social satire. Hope appeared

as “Herman Payola,” a disc jockey with the scruples of a

Baghdad horse trader. When NBC voiced a mild protest

about a few lines with an extra-large satirical bite and a

few plugs Hope had tossed in, comedian Hope promptly
gave the story to the press, charging “censorship.”

WYNK Baton Rouge, La. and KOZE Lewiston, Ida.,

are ABC radio’s newest affiliates. The network now has
357 station outlets.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

CBS-TV

Secret Storm, Mon.-Fri., 4:15-4:30, alt. 15-min. segs.
Peter Paul (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample)

Daytime participations in 4 shows, alt. 15-min. segs.
S. C. Johnson & Son (Needham, Louis &
Brorby)

On the Go, Mon.-Fri. 10:30-11 a.m., alt. 15-min. segs.
American Cyanamid Co. (Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan) and Kayser-Roth Corp.
(Daniel & Charles)

NBC-TV

Six specials including 2 Sunday Showcase and half of both
parts of “Sunday Showcase” Sacco-Vanzetti
adaptation, 2 “Project 20” programs.
Purex Corp, Ltd. (Edward H. Weiss)

Pond’s Presents Paris a la Mode, Feb. 29, 10-11 p.m., spe-
cial fashion show.
Chesebrough-Pond’s (J. Walter Thompson)
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Advertising

FTC Cites Ted Bates: In one of its rare actions against

advertising agencies, FTC has charged Ted Bates and its

vp David Loomis with misrepresentation of Brown &
Williamson’s Life cigarets in TV & radio commercials &
other ads. Charging that Brown & Williamson, Ted Bates

and Loomis violated the FTC Act in advertised claims for

Life, FTC said in a formal complaint: (1) It isn’t true

that the cigarets are “proved to give you the least tar or

nicotine of all cigarettes.” (2) It isn’t true that the U.S.

govt, endorses the cigarets and finds them “lowest in tar,

nicotine.”

Bates’ account executive Loomis was cited in the com-

plaint because he “allegedly was responsible for or active

in the dissemination of the challenged advertising,” FTC
said. Singled out by FTC as an example of allegedly false

Life advertising was a TV commercial demonstrating Life’s

“Millecel super filter.” Made a part of the complaint, the

script has the announcer saying: “Watch the test. We
drop equal amounts on the other filters & Life’s Millecel

super filter. Which is best . . . absorbs most? Look! The

other filter fails . . . lets drops through. Life’s filter

absorbs them. Compare! See proof how Life gives least

tar & nicotine.”

This TV demonstration doesn’t prove that Life filters

absorb & retain all tars & nicotine in the smoke—or that

more of them are absorbed by Life than by other cigarets,

FTC said. All 3 respondents were given 30 days from Dec.

12 to file answers to the charges.

*

“Hoaxes perpetrated” by some advertisers on U.S. con-

sumers have been spotlighted by TV quiz scandals, accord-

ing to the American Dental Assn.’s Journal. Until the quiz

shows were exposed by the House Commerce legislative

oversight subcommittee, ADA pleas for honest advertising

for dental products “fell on deaf ears,” the Journal said.

But now FTC has been pressured into action (Vol. 15:47

pl6) which has “punctured the hard hide of the advertis-

ing industry itself,” the editorial added. ADA Pres. Dr.

Paul H. Jesserich followed up by telling the Greater N.Y.

Dental Meeting that FTC should be empowered to make
advertisers prove their claims for dentifrices. The burden

of proof of fraud now lies with FTC. Last week, ADA asked

for more government control over “deceptive advertising

practices on TV & in print by the toothpaste industry.”

Called for were: Legislation by Congress permitting federal

agencies to eliminate misleading advertising; a code of

fair practices to be set up with FTC or the Food & Drug
Administration; scientific proof of toothpaste ad claims.

*

Govt, crackdowns on advertising in all media for mar-

garines, salad oils and other fatty foods which claim they

help prevent heart disease have been started by the Food

& Drug Administration & FTC. Such claims, alleging

that the products reduce cholesterol content of the blood,

are “false & misleading,” according to the FDA, which

said it will move to stop their use on labels and in point-

of-sale advertising. Parallel FTC moves to eliminate the

claims in TV, radio and print advertising were promised.

New reps: WNTA-TV Newark-New York to Forjoe

Nov. 23 from Young. WXEX-TV Petersburg-Richmond,

Va. to Young Jan. 1 for Chicago, Los Angeles & San Fran-

cisco, from McGavren-Quinn.

New Presentations: Two new station-rep presentations

given previews last week (by Westinghouse Bcstg.’s TVaR
and Peters, Griffin, Woodward) were built on special mar-
keting or audience characteristic data, rather than on in-

dices of sheer audience size.

TVaR’s newest continuing research project, “audience

dimensions,” was launched with a report on the age level

of viewers watching a selection of different types of pro-

grams in various time periods on WBC stations. Future

quarterly reports in the same series will be made on the

viewing habits of such specific audience types as career

women, pet owners and mothers of toddlers. A study of

“viewer venturesomeness” is also scheduled. In-person

sampling is being conducted in the 5 WBC TV markets by
Pulse. Sample size is “at least 1,000 in each market,” with

the questionnaire being compiled by TVaR. Termed the

“dessert” to the “meat & potatoes” of current TV research,

the project “attempts to delve into untouched corners of

audience characteristics,” said gen. mgr. Larry H. Israel.

Tourist TV viewing habits and tourist-only TV set

count in South Florida, analyzed by WTVJ Miami in a

colorful film presentation, “Sun, Surf & Sales,” were pre-

sented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward. ARB conducted the

study, touching on “where viewers stay, where they come
from, length of visit, mode of travel, specifics on airline

tourism, tourist spending and general market characteris-

tics.” WTVJ noted that 66% of South Florida’s estimated

5 million tourists per year watch TV during their stay.

There are 66,500 TV sets available to tourists in South
Florida, said PGW, in addition to the 462,100 sets owned
by permanent residents.

* * *

Quick spot-TV cost estimates for use in up to 242

markets have been made available to agencies & adver-

tisers by the Katz Agency in its latest Spot TV Advertis-

ing Cost Summary No. 26. Included are formulas for

estimating spot-TV budgets along with market-by-market
time-cost summaries. Katz also announced a new office to

be opened in Minneapolis next Feb., David Abbey mgr.

Agency for USSR wanted: The Soviet Embassy is

looking for a U.S. advertising agency to help promote Rus-
sian trade with the U.S., commercial counsel Vladimir S.

Alkhimov told the Washington Ad Club. In a luncheon

speech Alkhimov said the trouble with American business

is that it’s “over-advertised”—that the Russians think

there’s no need to have so many people engaged in dis-

tribution here. But when a reporter suggested that hiring

of an agency in the U.S. might help solve Soviet trade

problems, Alkhimov said: “We’re trying to do this.”

U.S. Station Rate Increases

Station Base Hour Minute Date

WBBM-TV Chicago $4500 (no change) $900 to $10001 Aug. 1

WDAF-TV Kansas City .... 1300 (nochange) 300 to 350 Nov. 1
WHAS-TV Louisville 1000 (nochange) 225 to 250 Nov. 15
WTVD Durham-Raleigh .... 660 to $760 130 to 150 Dec. 15
WPSD-TV Paducah, Ky. .. 400 to 460 80 to 903 Jan. 1

WECT Wilmington, N.C. .. 350 to 4253 70 to 85 Dec. 31
KCKT Great Bend, Kan 300 to 350 60 to 75 Dec. 1

KCMC-TV Texarkana, Tex. 260 to 360 60 to 70 Dec. 1

WINK-TV Ft. Myers, Fla. 150 to 166 30 to 36 Nov. 1

Canadian Rate Increases

CJSS-TV Cornwall, Ont. .. 226 to 316 65 to 91 Nov. 1

CJLH-TV Lethbridge, Alta. 160 to 200 40 to 60 Jan. 1

1 20 Sec. only, also has 30 Sec. (7:01-10:16 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 6:29-10:16
p.m. Sun.) at $1500

'

* 20 Sec. only. 3 New Class AA (7 :30-10

p.m. daily). Class A hour remains $360.
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In Other Media: Curtis Publishing Co. net income rose to

$2,179,821 (26^ a share) on a gross operating revenue of

$149,996,618 for the first 9 months of 1959, compared with

$1,736,446 (12^) on $140,404,944 for the same year-ago

period . . . Long-grounded Brooklyn Eagle may resume

publication in Feb. under ownership of ex-statfer Eobert W.
Farrell, who has purchased the name & remaining assets

of the defunct-since-1955 newspaper for a reported $25,000.

. . . Newspaper linage gained 4.6% in Oct. over Oct. 1958,

a Media Records survey of papers in 52 cities shows. Cum-
mulative linage for Jan.-Oct. increased 6.9% over the year-

ago period . . . “Magazines for Asia” campaign to improve

America’s image is being pushed by ad executive Henry

Mayers, pres, of L.A.-based Davis, Johnson, Anderson &
Colombatto. The volunteer project sends used U.S. maga-

zines to English-speaking Asians on a person-to-person

basis. Mayers hopes for 1 million copies a month.

Ad People: William J. lost, Alan B. Miller Jr., Thomas S.

Quinland, elected Ted Bates vps . . . Robert C. Barker,

ex-Kenyon & Eckhardt, named Compton Advertising vp

. . . T. L. Stromberger, pres, of Los Angeles ad agency

Stromberger, Lavene, McKenzie, will become senior vp
when Fuller & Smith & Ross acquires SLM as its Los

Angeles office Jan. 1 . . . Charles E. Grandey, principal

author of FTC’s guides to illegal advertising practices

(Vol. 15:49 pl3), awarded Commission’s Distinguished

Service Award and promoted to asst. gen. counsel.

Herbert Zeltner, Lennen & Newell vp & asst, media

dir., promoted to media dir. . . . Frank J. Gromer Jr. named
vp-media dir., N.Y. office of Foote, Cone & Belding . . .

James R. Hill, Gordon G. Rothrock and Robert S. Spaeth

named Leo Burnett vps.

“Successful Television and Radio Advertising,” text-

book by Gerie F. Seehafer and Jack W. Laemmar (McGraw-
Hill, 648 pp., $9.75), is an updated & enlarged work which
investigates broadcast advertising in the light of an in-

dustry which has mushroomed since the book’s first edition

in 1951. Needham, Louis & Brorby’s Seehafer & J. Walter
Thompson’s Laemmar have prepared a basic text that

covers the complete broadcast field, from the viewpoint of

the advertiser, the station, the network, the agency. The
book was reviewed & “pre-tested” by 196 industry experts.

“They Laughed When I Sat Down,” by Frank Rowsome
Jr. (McGraw-Hill, 181 pp., $7.50), is a delightful word-
picture history of advertising. Its objective, as Rowsome
states it, “is to examine informally how a single segment
of the industry, magazine advertising, grew in America
in the years between the Civil War & World War II. No
oxen are gored, no monuments erected.”

Radio TV Training Assn. Inc., 52 E. 19th St., N.Y.,

must stop calling itself an association under an FTC con-

sent order. The FTC had complained that the correspon-
dence school misrepresented itself as an organization

devoted to advancement of the science of TV & radio train-

ing. In fact, the FTC said, it was a firm organized for

profit, operated to sell mail courses. Company officials

Leonard Lane & Harry Kaplan didn’t admit violation.

Federal advertising censorship is threatened by recent
Internal Revenue Service & Federal Power Commission
rulings that some ads can’t be listed as business expense
for income tax (Vol. 15:49 pl3) and ratemaking purposes,
according to Rep. Brooks (D.-La.).

Programming

CAMP DAVID SPURS SWAP: The climate in Moscow has

suddenly become favorable for blossoming of U.S.-

USSR TV-radio show-swapping ideas—ideas which

scarcely got incubated during the first 2 years of a

cultural exchange agreement between the 2 countries.

That’s what we’re told, at least, at the State Dept.,

which thinks prospects for broadcast trade were never

brighter following renegotiation of the cultural pact in

Moscow last month (Vol. 15:48 p9).

“There are great possibilities now for exchanges of

broadcasts,” said State’s East-West contacts dir. Freder-

ick T. Merrill. “This time things are really going to move.”

The American-Soviet TV-radio ice began breaking

during Vice President Nixon’s Russian trip (Vol. 15:31

p3) and Premier Khrushchev’s return visit to the U.S.

(Vol. 15:35 et seq.), culminating in that famous week-end

with President Eisenhower at Camp David—and more
thawing is expected by the time the President goes to the

Soviet Union next spring.

When the wary Russians' signed the first 2-year cul-

tural exchange agreement in Washington early in 1958

after much haggling, implementation of its vaguely-worded

broadcast provisions was left to further task-force nego-

tiations (Vol. 14:4 et seq.). These negotiations didn’t pro-

duce much, although in Oct. 1958 a U.S. network delega-

tion made a flying trip to Russia to explore possibilities of

actual TV-radio swaps (Vol. 14:43 plO).

The atmosphere in Moscow last month was different.

State’s Merrill told us, and the Russians were eager for the

first time to spell out precise terms of broadcast exchanges.

“Now, when do we start?” one Soviet negotiator wanted to

know as soon as the new 2-year pact was signed. “Can we
get going by the first of the year?”

From the Washington end, Merrill’s first step toward
a start will be to get together with leaders of all American
networks to see what can be offered the Russians in 3

specific areas of programming outlined in the exchange
renewal. These proposals will then be submitted through
the State Dept, to Moscow.

Unlike U.S. commercial broadcasters, the Russians
will have no problems of program scheduling for any ex-

changes which are worked out. Russian viewers & listen-

ers will see & hear what Soviet broadcasting officials de-

cide they should see & hear—and when. And Moscow will

want x’eciprocal assurances from the U.S. about times &
audiences for Russian shows. These details could become
sticky, Merrill conceded to us.

The renewal of the cultural agreement contains these

TV-radio trade provisions: (1) At least one 30-min. TV
documentary per month. (2) Two TV newsreel films per
month, each running 5 to 7 mins. (3) Two lO-to-20-min.

radio broadcasts per month.
In addition, the new pact provides for personal ap-

pearances of Soviet & U.S. govt, figures on TV & radio,

equipment & studio facilities for swaps, exchanges of visits

by technical specialists.

Form & content of TV will change “quite substan-

tially” in the next year or two because of the current TV
investigations, the Hollywood Ad Club was told by Selig

Seligman, KABC-TV vp & gen. mgr. He predicted that

aside from the obvious fact that it will be difficult to mar-
ket a quiz show. Westerns will “find the going tough,” and
thei’e will be many more public service, educational and
documentary types of programming.
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Nielsen Shows 60-Mins. Gaining: The latest (3rd)

national Nielsen measurement of the season showed growth

for all of ABC’s 60-min. film shows, on which the network

has taken a big plunge this season amidst harsh reviews

6 reports of sponsor dissatisfaction. Compared with the

season-opener Nielsen (the 2nd Oct.), the gains in the

2 weeks ending Nov. 2 showed: Bourbon St. Beat, 15.2 to

17.1 AA; The Alaskans, 15.4 to 18.6; Adventures in Para-

dise, 12.6 to 15.4; Hawaiian Eye, 14.1 to 20.1; The Untouch-

ables, 16.6 to 18.4.

In the race for prime-time audiences (7:30-10:30 p.m.

7 nights) ABC-TV scored a 20.0 AA & a 31.9 audience

share. CBS-TV had a 22.3 AA & 35.9 share. NBC-TV
got a 19.5 AA & 31.3 share.

At the top of the Nielsen list, viewers continued to

confound critics who insist that nobody really wants

Westerns or situation comedy. Westerns nabbed ranks 1

(Gunsmoke), 2, 3, 4 and 10. Situations took Nos. 7, 8, 9.

Red Skelton and 77 Sunset Strip rounded out the Top 10.

Viewing Still Increasing: A new NBC-TV research study

shows video viewing at record levels for the first half of

this year and markedly greater than in 1958. Since the

index year of 1955, the study reveals, total TV homes have

jumped 40% despite an increase of only 8% in total U. S.

homes. In the same period, total hours of home viewing

per day have gained 46%. The greatest advance, however,

was racked up by evening TV, which increased the number
of homes reached by 57%. The study, based on Nielsen data

for Jan.-June, also shows that for the first time since the

index year, the increase in average homes reached by
night-TV exceeds the increase in total hours of viewing.

Subject 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959
Total U.S. homes ..... 100 103 104 106 108
Total TV homes 100 112 125 135 140
Total hours viewing all day 100 117 133 144 146
Avg. homes evening programs.... 100 109 130 142 157

* *

A. C. Nielsen spotted a blind ad in the N.Y. Times last

week inviting members of permanent TV rating panels to

contact “Box 0556.” Tracked dovm, the advertiser proved

to be Life magazine, which is planning an early-1960 story

on rating services. Nielsen legal talent “persuaded” Life

not to try to crack the secrecy curtain drawn around the

identity of homes in the Nielsen sample. “Only 2 Nielsen

homes were contacted by Life,” Nielsen executives told us.

“One refused to be interviewed. Steps have been taken to

replace the other, since it no longer can be considered

un-influenced by outsiders.”

Scandal-haunted TV gets a word of advice from the

American Civil Liberties Union in its 39th annual report

issued this week. “It is to be devoutly wished,” wished

ACLU exec. dir. Patrick M. Malin, that TV’s “houseclean-

ing now in motion may extend to improving the industry’s

service to civil liberties through greatly amplified & varied

presentation of serious public questions (in the 1960 cam-
paign, for a start). This would help stave off govt, censor-

ship of specific program content, while preserving govt,

responsibility for general public-interest operation of what
is in fact a public utility.” The report also noted that

ACLU in May reversed a 10-year-old policy by approving
the principle of TV-radio editorializing.

Hands-off-programming policy was urged on TV-radio
advertisers by Pres. Philip Cortney of ad-heavy Coty Inc.

in his latest speech—to Philadelphia Rotary Club.

Film & Tape

How Not to Sell a Pilot: Hollywood producers have al-

ways favored sponsored anthology series because they
helped take the risk out of pilot-making. Unsold pilots

could always be used as episodes on going anthologies. But
though a few series have been sold via such showcasings,

on the whole the record is a dismal one, and today an in-

creasing number of producers are convinced that while this

may be economical, it’s the wrong way to make pilots.

A striking illustration is Revue Productions, where 2

years ago 27 pilots were made & shovm under the banner
of the now-defunct Schlitz Playhouse. Not one sold. Revue
sources are convinced this was because the pilots were
made with the limitations & restrictions imposed by the

requirements of that anthology series. As a result. Revue
has changed its policy and today is turning out pilots

Avithout an eye to associating them with anthology series.

Screen Gems and other companies have had similar ex-

periences and most executives are now of the opinion that

pilots have a better chance to sell when not made with the

built-in restrictions of a particular anthology series.

Now Producers Want Post-1948 Pie: if the major movie
companies cut any guilds in on their post-1948 pie—an un-

likely move at best—the Screen Producers Guild wants its

share too. SPG became a standee in the line for the gravy
train when Guild Pres. Walter Mirisch wrote the Assn, of

Motion Picture Producers, but AMPP, which thus far has
turned a deaf ear to every guild bid on this issue (Vol. 15:48

p 13, 49 pl6), isn’t apt to change its stand. Actually Mirisch
was merely putting the SPG on record, “just in case.”

Major studio companies have flatly told the Writers
Guild of America negotiators they will not now or ever
give the Guild any share, no matter how small, of revenue
for post-1948 movies on free or pay TV. The Guild so in-

formed its members last week following the collapse of

negotiations (Vol. 15:48 pl3). The majors even refused to

give WGA a re-opening clause to permit discussion of

terms for pay TV when & if movies are made for that

medium, said WGA. Terming the majors’ position a “Ne-
anderthal approach” to bargaining, the Guild said the

majors offered only $25 a week increase on minimums, as

compared to a $125 increase granted to writers by the

independent producers. While it has membership authori-

zation to strike the majors, the Guild did not say when such
a strike would take place—only that it would—and at a
time “advantageous” to WGA.

NT&T board meeting Dec. 22 will discuss & probably
decide whether to make a firm offer for controlling stock of

Desilu Productions. Interested in acquisition of the TV
film company (Vol. 15:45 pl6 et seq.), NT&T has com-
pleted its study of Desilu’s assets. (The Desilu situation

was to have been discussed at an NT&T board session Dec.

10, which was postponed.) While Desilu expects to wind up
its 1960 fiscal year April 30 with a bigger gross than the

preceding year ($22 or $23 million vs. $20.4 million) and
far greater earnings than the $249,566 (22<} a share) re-

ported for fiscal 1959, the 2nd half of its current fiscal

year will see lower earnings than the first half. First-half

net totaled $507,108 (44^ a share). Secy.-treas. Edwin E.

Holly says Desilu’s production will fall off sharply in the

4th quarter as contracts for series run out.
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NEW YORK ROUNDUP

Dynamic Films Inc. TV film unit will produce for syn-

dication a 2nd series of sports films for TV and a 5-min.

weekday series on teen-agers. Both essentially a commer-

cial & industrial film producer, Dynamic is the latest firm

in its field to enter program production. Others: Filmways

{21 Beacon St.) ;
Van Praag Productions and Screen

Gems-owned E-U-E (planning N.Y.-produced tape shows)

;

Transfilm (planning a cartoon series).

Ziv TV has sold off alternate weeks locally of Tomb-

stone Territory in 14 of the markets where Stroh Brewery

has contracted for every-other-week telecasts of the ex-

ABC-TV Western. Ziv was also successful this season in

selling to American Tobacco Co. alternate weeks locally

of Lockup and This Man Dawson in 59 markets.

Filmways officially opened its 35,000-sq.-ft. new studio

plant in N.Y. with a preview party for agency commercial

producers & press. Hostesses were silent film stars Lillian

& Dorothy Gish, for whom the $l-million studios are now
named. Flmways has 2 other smaller studios (one tape-

equipped) in N.Y. Also in a new-studio move in N.Y. is

TV Graphics Inc., which has renovated a Shubert costume

warehouse on Manhattan’s W. 61st St. as a telefilm com-

mercial center and expects to set up shop this week.

Fremantle International has acquired Latin American

distribution rights to Steve Canyon, ex-NBC-TV series

produced by Pegasus Productions.

ITC’s Four Just Men has been sold in syndication to

145 stations to date, one third of which will have automo-

bile, auto dealer, gasoline-oil or other allied automotive

product sponsors backing the series. In Mexico, Fabrica

Automex, div. of Chrysler Corp., has bought the series for

Spanish-language telecasting in 9 markets.

Sol Feuerman has been named pres, of Medical Dynam-
ics, a N.Y. div. of Dynamic Films . . . Jack Benny has been

named recipient of the 1960 humanitarian award of the

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.

Motion pictures with odors that match scenes debuted

in N.Y. Dec. 8 with TV commentator Chet Huntley intro-

ducing the AromaRama system. A color travelogue of

China, “Behind the Great Wall,” was the vehicle for

AromaRama, which kept pace with the action by pumping
into the theater via the air-conditioning systems odors

duplicating those in a Hong Kong restaurant, a barnyard,

etc. Huntley demonstrated the system by slicing an
orange in the film, triggering a mouth-watering aroma
throughout the theater. The film has an odor track which
activates the odor-conditioning mechanism.

WRCA-TV’s Movie 4 presentation of an early Brigitte

Bardot movie, “Please Mr. Balzac,” Dec. 12 was exclusively

sponsored by one advertiser—Coty perfumes. WRCA-TV
bought the film some time ago from Flamingo Films, which
in turn bought it from original theatrical distributor, DCA.
Previous full sponsorship of a feature film in N.Y. has been
by Schaeffer Brewing Co. in its periodic Schaeffer Award
Theatre, on WCBS-TV.

Venice Film Festival diploma for excellence in the in-

ternational TV film category has been presented to U.S.
producers Peter Glushank, Nathan Kroll and Martha
Graham for “Appalachian Spring.”

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Producer Jack Chertok is preparing the pilot of a

comedy-drama series. Little Mother, to be filmed at Revue.

Henry Jaffe Enterprises is producing a pilot, Doo-

winkle, D.A. starring Eddie Bracken. The pilot is being

filmed at Metro . . . VTR Mobile Productions has opened

sales & production offices in Hollywood, with Joseph A.

Thompson in charge of sales, and John M. Stratton in

charge of production for the mobile video-tape production-

rental company owned by John Guedel & Art Linkletter.

Bill Kayden is pres, of the firm . . . Frank Latourette, ex-

The Lineup producer, has joined Hollis Productions, video-

tape branch of Paramount Television, and will produce the

Emergency Ward series . . . Cal. Studios Pres. Philip N.

Krasne has closed his London office and ended his British

production activities “for an indefinite period.”

Revue Productions places the pilot of the tentatively

titled Confidentially Yours into production Dec. 18. Richard

Irving will produce & Dan Duryea plays the part of a

newspaper columnist specializing in human interest stories.

. . . Revue has shelved This Gun for Hire after being unable

to agree on terms with Jeff Chandler for starring in the

private eye series.

Four Star Productions has begun its Brian Keith

Western series for NBC, tentatively called Cowhand . . .

Four Star is piloting The Tom Ewell Show, with writers

Madelyn Pugh, Martin & Bob Carroll co-producing.

Producer Jack Chertok told us his recently-completed

pilot of a new Western, Brady, is a “non-violent” show,
with the hero using psychology, not guns . . . Producer
Herbert B. Leonard will produce a 60-min. pilot of Route
66, in conjunction with Screen Gems.

California Studios Pres. Phil Krasne and producer-
writer Donald Hyde have parted company. Hyde is form-
ing his own production company in England . . . Bob
Angus has resigned as vp in charge of production at Cali-

fornia studios . . . Arthur Freed has been named producer
of the Oscar Awards show next April on NBC.

Producer De Von Starfield has finished the pilot of
The Captain’s Lady, starring Rose Marie . . . Producer
Albert J. Cohen plans a pilot of On Fifth Ave. at Goldwyn.

Screen Gems has moved its syndication production and
sales division to Columbia’s Sunset studios . . . Red Skelton,

who filmed a half-dozen of his CBS half-hour shows at

Desilu Productions this season, won’t film any more.
Henceforth he’ll tape, with his own company as producer.

Four Star Television has signed Robert Soderberg,
ex-Benton & Bowles, as a staff producer, and Cy Gomberg
as producer-writer of a pilot. The Law & Mr. Jones, star-

ring James Whitmore. This is a new version of Whit-
more’s pilot, Lincoln Jones (made last year for ABC-TV
and Bing Crosby Productions) which didn’t sell.

Goodson-Todman Productions is planning 2 more pi-

lots, Las Vegas Beat & The Yank, to be made by producers
Andrew J. Fenady, Irwin Kershner and Bernard Kowalski
. . . Frank Sinatra has signed Bill Colleran to produce &
direct his remaining ABC-TV specials this season.

CBS-TV has signed ex-Four Star Productions vp Frank
Baur as dir. of film production operations.
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Merger of Screen Directors Guild of America and Ra-

dio & Television Directors Guild into a single group to be

known as Directors Guild of America has been voted over-

whelmingly by members of both organizations. SDG Pres.

Frank Capra will be president of the merged organization,

while RTDG Pres. Michael J. Kane will be national vp.

DGA will represent 2,068 directors, asst, directors, asso-

ciate directors, stage mgrs., program assistants. Its mem-
bers have director contracts with the 3 TV networks & 361

film producing companies. National HQ will be in Holly-

wood, with SDG’s Joe Youngerman as acting national exec,

secy. Meanwhile the SAG-AFTRA merger is awaiting a

report scheduled for release early in Jan. by labor arbi-

trator David L. Cole. He is now making “an impartial

study” of a possible marriage of the talent unions.

Screen Producers Guild of Hollywood, which represents

some TV-film as well as movie producers, has come out for

a clearinghouse for movies & TV, to eliminate the many
instances of title conflicts. It’s a proposal first suggested

here (Vol. 15:13 pl8, 20 pl5). In a related field, a protest

has been filed by writer William Bradford Huie against

NBC-TV’s plan to televise a drama based on the life of

World War II hero Ira Hayes, on March 27. Huie claims this

infringes on his book about the late Hayes and conflicts with

Universal-International’s planned movie based on Huie’s

The Hero of Iwo Jima,

Screen Actors Guild has warned TV film commercial
producers it will crack down on some alleged violators of

the SAG pact. Guild asst. exec. secy. Kenneth Thompson
notified signatories that the Guild has received member
complaints regarding violations of interview provisions.

Minn. Mining & Mfg. exec. Russell F. Roth predicted

last week “that it will be only a matter of months before

every optical effect possible on film, can be handled by
video tape.” Agencies, advertisers and TV production com-
panies “are only now beginning to understand that video

tape is a third medium for TV, supplementing live & film,”

said Roth, who is the author of 3M’s The Changing Picture

in Videotape for 1959-60, 2nd edition.

More economies in tape production by next summer
were promised by Bob Day, mgr. of sales development for

Ampex Professional Products Co. at a meeting of the Los
Angeles chapter of the Academy of TV Arts & Sciences.

He said the savings would come through new accessories,

adaptations and techniques in the recorder. “We are con-

vinced this is only the beginning. With developments now
in sight, flexibility & versatility of tape will be broadened

at the same time costs are lowered,” he declared, adding
that it has taken TV tape recording 2 years to accomplish

what film took 50 years to do. When he predicted that

within 5 years the production of film for TV will have been
relegated to a “fringe operation,” there was some audible

scoffing in the audience, which included many film execs.

Atlantic TV, distributor of feature films & some rerun

telefilm properties, has been sold, along with its corporate

parent, Astor Pictures, by the estate of Sovert Savini to

N.Y. financier (exec, vp & dir. of City Stores Corp.)

Franklin F. Bruder. An expansion of Atlantic’s sales activ-

ities is planned, including the acquisition of new product.

Astor will continue in the theatrical distribution field.

Fred Beilin continues as pres, of Atlantic which has new
sales & executive offices at 730 Fifth Ave., N.Y. New
directors of Astor, in addition to Bruder & Beilin, include

N.Y. attorney George F. Foley, Atlantic vp Anthony Tar-
rell, management consultant Alfred H. Morton, and Ever-
ett N. Crosby (Bing’s brother).
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Personals: Clark George, CBS-TV Stations div. vp & gen.

mgr. of KNXT Los Angeles, named vp-gen. mgr., WBBM-
TV Chicago, succeeding H. Leslie Atlass, who is retiring;

Robert D. Wood, gen. sales mgr. of KNXT & CBS-TV
Pacific network, succeeds George as KNXT vp-gen. mgr,

Harold Day, ABC-TV daytime network sales dir.,

elected a vp . . . Norman Racusin, ex-NBC-TV business

affairs dir., named RCA Victor Record div. operations mgr.

. . . Dr. Herbert Kalmus retires as Technicolor pres., con-

tinues as consultant; succeeded by exec. vp. John Clark Jr,

Charles W. Goit, ex-Ziv, named national sales dir., ITC
. . . Charles Hampton named public service coordinator,

WTVT Tampa, Fla, . . . Wally Erickson, KFRE-TV &
KFRE Fresno, Cal., elected pres.. National Assn, of TV &
Radio Farm Dirs., succeeding Maynard Speece, radio

WCCO Minneapolis; George Roesner, KPRC-TV & KPRC
Houston, named vp; Carl Meyerdirk, KVOO-TV & KVOO
Tulsa, Okla., secy.-treas.

Horace Fitzpatrick promoted from station mgr. to vp
for TV operations, WSLS-TV & WSLS Roanoke, Va. . . .

Robert E. Powell named sales vp, KNOE-TV Monroe, La.

. . . Ex-Gov, James E, Noe, owner of KNOE-TV & KNOE
Monroe, La., & radio WNOE New Orleans, was defeated in

the La. gubernatorial primaries (Vol, 15:38 p 16).

Alan May named NT&T financial vp , . . Hamilton
Shea, pres.-gen, mgr., WSVA-TV & WSVA Harrisonburg,

Va., named pres, of Harrisonburg-Rockingham County
Chamber of Commerce . , . William R. Wilson named tech-

nical advisor to Canada’s BBG.

Obituary

Walter Compton, 47, former MBS Washington corres-

pondent and 1948-1953 gen. mgr. of Du Mont’s (now Metro-
politan’s) WTTG Washington, died of uremia Dec. 9 in

Georgetown U. Hospital there after several years’ illness.

On leaving WTTG, he set up his own TV management con-

sultant firm and had been an investor in & officer of North
Dade Video Inc., an applicant for Miami Ch, 10. Surviving

are his widow, one son, 2 daughters.

Burl C. Hagadone, 49, Coeur d’Alene, Ida. publisher &
former broadcaster, died Dec. 8. He was co-owner of the

Coeur d’Alene Press, once owned radio KVNI Coeur
d’Alene, KJRL Pocatello & KNEW Spokane.

Bartley C. Crum, 59, attorney and former pres, of

radio KYA San Francisco & radio KLAC Los Angeles,

died Dec. 9 of a heart attack in N.Y.
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BUSINESS CONSENSUS FOR '60—STRONG UPTREND: Substantial improvement in

economic climate is predicted in all expert forecasts for next year—as we reported last week (Vol. 15:49).

Rise in consumer spending is keynote of most of the general business prognostications crossing our

desk this year. Although the usual annual flood of electronics industry predictions won't begin for week or

so, we think the general forecasts are worth scanning as an aid to business planning for the year ahead and
as an indicator of what 1960 has in store for consumer electronics. Accordingly, we've digested (on p. 18)

the most interesting & significant of the predictions.

First 1960 forecasts by electronics industry figures are also summarized on p. 18. Results of our own
annual survey of industry leaders will be featured in these pages during the next 2 weeks.

1960's NEW TV STAR—THE 19-in. TUBE: The word is in from tube & set makers

:

Look

for the new 19-in. square-cornered tube to be a hit in 1960.

The new-shape bulbs were sampled to industry last week by the "Big 2" TV glass firms—Corning

& Kimble—and all the way down the line there's feeling of immense satisfaction with the tube. Some manu-
facturers are hoping to have first 19-in. sets in distributors' hands during first-quarter 1960.

The 19-in. has been greeted with none of the resentment which marred debut of its big brother, the

23-in. square-corner tube (Vol. 15:16 pl8). Unlike the 23, new tube is being introduced in plenty of time for

calm appraisal, planning & tooling of new models (although some enthusiastic manufacturers already have
finalized set design on basis of tube's blueprints alone).

Other reasons for manufacturer enthusiasm: Price—it will be less than $1 higher than 17-in. tube.

Flexibility—it will be available in a form which can use external safety glass or either of the 2 varieties of

laminated faceplate (Corning & Pittsburgh). Circuitry—although it has 114-degree deflection, it can be driven

by existing 110-degree circuits. Producibility—tube makers' experience with 23-in. tube should pave way for

easy production of 19s. Acceptance—retail success of 23-in. tube (see story p. 16) indicates there's ready

market for "square look."

Where will 19-in. tube fit in TV lines? There are plenty of different ideas on this. One tube maker
predicted to us that, during last 3 quarters of 1960, the new size will comprise 30% to 40% of all set sales.

Others set their sights lower, but consensus was that 19-in. not only will replace many 17-in. sets but also cut

into low-end 21-in. table-model sales.

Though 19-in. tube is couple of pounds heavier than 17-in. , it's still considered light enough for

portables—and an almost complete replacement for 17-in. table models & "totables."

Some vital statistics on 19-in. vs. other current picture-tube sizes: It's about an inch longer than 17-

in. tubes (13-9/16 in. vs. 12-9/16 in. standard neck length), but, like other tubes, can be produced in so-

called short-short and short-short-short sizes. Its screen area is 174 sq. in. vs. 155 sq. in. for 17-in., 262 for

21-in., 282 for 23-in.

First versions of tube have no built-on safety glass, but Corning expects to have a "cap" for the

tube in a few weeks, and eventually to produce a lighter-weight version of tube to take advantage of added
strength given by safety-glass cap. Pittsburgh Plate Glass is also in there pitching with its own laminated

plate-glass cap for the 19-in., is understood to be winning some converts.

TV-RADIO PRODUCTION: EIA statistics for week ended Dec. 4 (48th week of 1959):

Nov. 27-Dec. 4 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. '59 cumulative '58 cumulative

TV 122,772 121,595 103,539 5,876,741 4,588,549

Total radio 288,755 287,006 358,987 14,355,160 10,623,753

auto radio 62,455 60,612 140,662 5,035,623 3,268,348
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NEW SETS—23-in. TV, 'MULTI-CHANNEL* STEREO: Now a recognized market suc-

cess, the 23-in. tube is showing up prominently in most midwinter TV lines & drop-ins being shown to

distributors this month & next. In new stereo lines, 2 of the biggest manufacturers simultaneously dubbed
their units "multi-channel" last week—thereby answering (or ducking) the 2-channel-vs.-3-channel feud.

The new 23-in. sets were brought out last week by RCA, Zenith & Motorola—the latter 2 showing the

"new shape" for the first time. Units shown to distributors were generally high-middle & high-end of line.

Showing completely new line of 39 TV models (list $149.95 to $575), Zenith included six 23-in. sets

—all consoles, 3 in the $320-$380 range, 3 remote-control sets at $420-$500. Zenith's 23-in. sets use 110-degree

tube with bonded-on implosion plate. Also new in Zenith line is TV-stereo phono unit with 21-in. tube at $525.

Motorola is showing distributors 23-in. sets in the $400-&-up bracket in both the high end of the stand-

ard Motorola "fine furniture" line and in the Drexel-cabinet line. Motorola's 23-in. sets are understood to use

new 90-degree tube with bonded implosion plate.

'

Apparently pleased with distributor & dealer reaction to two 23-in. sets introduced in Sept, and now
at retail level, RCA last week brought out 5 more 23-in. models in somewhat lower price bracket. (RCA has

no suggested list prices, but it's understood the earlier 23-in. units are selling at about $330-$340). Four of

its new 23-in. sets are lowboys, one console, in modern & colonial styling. RCA TV drop-ins total 9 units,

including two 21-in. consolettes & two 21-in. table models, beginning at about $199.95.

Joining 23-in. parade next month, as previously reported, will be GE—first manufacturer to use 23-in.

set without bonded-on implosion plate.

Emerson will introduce its all-transistor battery portable TV (Vol. 15:13 pl9) next month. Pres. Ben-

jamin Abrams tells us. It's likely to be first direct-view battery portable on market, will sell at price competitive

with Philco's reflex Safari portable ($250 plus batteries). Screen size not yet revealed. Emerson plans no

23-in. sets until June.

• • • •

"
Multi-channel" may be key phrase for new stereo lines—at least both Zenith & RCA pounced on it

last week while Motorola went happily on its way showing distributors new models in line of 3-channel sets.

Zenith showed console stereo line of 11 units—continuing to offer its "Extended" system of single-

cabinet sets and putting somewhat more stress on availability of its small "Radial" remote speakers at $29.95

to $50 a pair. New in Zenith line is drop-in AM-FM tuner to convert 3 of the stereo phonos to radio combina-

tions. Six other models in line have AM-FM already built in.

RCA's stereo line is almost completely new, with 13 console, consolette & portable imits . Company

calls its concept "wall-to-wall stereo," and its definition of multi-channel can be determined from this state-

ment by consumer products exec, vp P. J. Casella: "Each of the 8 console models will give the customer the

option of obtaining stereo reproduction in 3 different ways—single-cabinet stereo, wide-separation 2-channel

stereo through the use of either one optional auxiliary speaker unit, or multi-channel stereo through the 2

optional 'Total Sound' speakers."

Auxiliary speaker systems contain high- & mid-range speakers and begin with small book-sized units

(6x8x3 Vi in.) at $25 a pair, with others at $45 & $60 a pair.

Prison sentence of 60 days has been handed out to

N.Y. office mgr. Edwin J. Sorkin of Minthorne International

Co. Inc. for sending a $440 strategic electronic tube to

West Germany without govt, approval. The firm was fined

$5,000 by N.Y. federal court Judge Edward J. Dimock, who

found both guilty of violating export controls. The Com-

merce Dept.’s Bureau of Foreign Commerce accused them

of shipping the tube to Frankfurt customer Germar Weiss

although they had been warned that Weiss was “an

undesii’able trade connection.” The BFC said Weiss

transhipped goods to Soviet bloc destinations.

Arvin will introduce new line of U.S.-made transistor

radios with list prices from $30 to $100.

Picture & receiving tube sales continued to rise, with

Oct. 1959 showing increases over the preceding month and

Oct. 1958, and Jan.-Oct. sales were ahead of the comparable

1958 period, EIA reported last week. The Oct. and Jan.-

Oct. factory sales with comparison figures

:

Picture Tubes Receiving Tubes
units value units value

Sept. 1959 913,697 $18,066,647 41,989,000 $34,810,000
Oct. 1959 1,007,211 19,306,788 42,680,000 35,527,000
Oct. 1958 969,501 19,598,379 41,640,000 34,362,000
Jan.-Oct. ’59 7,864,893 151,772,066 358,477,000 304,871,000
Jan.-Oct. '58 6,814,166 135,830,713 333,258,000 286,952,000

Daystrom has opened its first overseas production plant

in Gloucester, England, to manufacture Heathkit test equip-

ment, hi-fi & stereo components, amateur radio transmitters.
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LOOKING AT TV BUYERS: Some 63% of TV set owners

say they’ll stick to the brand they now own when they

buy another set—and, conversely, 37% are willing to

be switched to a new brand (including 14% who say

they’ll purchase a different brand next time and 23%
who don’t know whether they’ll change). This is one

of the findings in Look magazine’s first national appli-

ance survey of 4,808 representative households.

As reviewed in HARDA News (survey details won’t

be available for about a month). Look’s poll—made sev-

eral months ago—showed these other TV findings:

Buying plans—These figures may be somewhat dated,

but 3% of the households surveyed indicated they definitely

will purchase a b&w TV within the next 12 months, and

another 5% “probably” will buy one. This projects to

about 4 million. Another 1% said they’ll buy a color set

and 1% “probably” will buy coloi*—for 800,000 homes.

Factors influencing purchase—Reliability was con-

sidered the most important factor in buying a TV set by

40% of TV buyers, price by 26%, “authorized dealer” by

15%. Some 41% of set owners bought their TVs at appli-

ance stores, 24% at radio-TV stores, 14% at dept, stores,

9% at discount houses, 4% at furniture stores, 4% by mail

order, 4% elsewhere.

Servicing—Although TV sets require far more servic-

ing than other electrical household items (46% of respon-

dents had their sets serviced in the preceding 12 months
as against 26% for dishwashers, the next most-serviced

appliance), 87% of the TV owners were satisfied with

servicing in the preceding 12 months. Of the dissatisfied

12% (1% didn’t know if they were satisfied or not), 7%
blamed the service technician, 3% the manufacturer, 1%
both and 1% didn’t know who was to blame. Of all elec-

trical household items, TV came out best in service satis-

faction. Others: Electric range & automatic washer, 86%;
refrigerator, 85%; wringer washer, 83%; gas range, 74%.

TV drew top honors in service prices, too. Of those

paying for service in the preceding 12 months, 79% thought
TV service prices were reasonable, as opposed to 74% for

wringer washer service, 63% for electric ranges, 60% for

automatic washers, 51% refrigerators, 41% gas ranges.

The survey also showed that 74% of TV owners are

still using the first set they ever purchased.

Motorola Buys LearCal: Motorola continues its diversifica-

cation within the electronics business by announcing its

2nd acquisition within a year—the purchase of the execu-

tive & personal aircraft electronics business of Lear Inc.

Last Aug. it bought hearing-aid manufacturer Dahlberg
Co. (Vol. 15:33 pl8).

Motorola will acquire the business & assets of Lear’s

LearCal div., Santa Monica, Cal., for an undisclosed num-
ber of shares of Motorola common stock. LearCal makes
commercial airborne communication & navigation equip-

ment and light aircraft autopilots, and will gross about
$8 million this year, or 9% of Lear’s estimated 1959 sales

volume. A sidelight to the transaction is that Lear Chmn.
Dr. William P. Lear was “an early friend & first chief en-

gineer” of the late Paul Galvin, Motorola founder.
LearCal will become Motorola Aviation Electronics

Inc., a subsidiary, under present mgr. Kenneth M. Miller.

It will be moved to a new plant in the Santa Monica area.

Motorola communications div. vp-gen. mgr. Arthur L.

Reese said Motorola had studied the market and concluded
that “entry through this means is superior to any other.”

EIA Actions: Now that almost all TV manufacturers are

using the 23-in. square-corner tube (see p. 16), EIA’s forth-

coming fall TV promotion drive “will stress technical

improvements in today’s TV receivers, including wider

screens,” EIA announced last week. The drive again will

be coordinated with network activities and will call atten-

tion to upcoming TV programming (Vol. 15:49 pl7).

In other actions at its winter conference in Los Angeles,

the EIA board approved these recommendations for legis-

lation: (1) Indemnification of govt, contractors, on military

& civil programs, from undue hazards which cannot be

completely covered by commercial insurance firms. (2)

Modernization of military procurement procedure, includ-

ing major provisions of the Saltonstall bill. (3) Reform of

radio spectrum administration & allocation procedures by

establishment of a national frequency board as provided

in the Harris bill. (4) Revision of patent provisions of the

National Aeronautics & Space Administration to conform

with defense procurement policies. (5) Liberalization of

tax & other provisions for American investments abroad

as proposed in the Boggs bill.

In the import field, in addition to the actions reported

last week, EIA’s tube & semiconductor exec, committee

headed by W. J. Peltz, Philco, recommended an inquiry to

determine why the FTC doesn’t require the marking of

electronic equipment which contains foreign components.

The educational coordinating committee, headed by
Ben Edelman, Western Electric, named 2 new subcom-

mittee chairmen: Luke H. Noggle, Westinghouse, task

force on technical manpower requirements; Robert L. Cas-

selberry, GE, to succeed Paul Chamberlain as chairman of

the task force on school equipment.

Ray B. Cox, Hoffman Electronics consumer products

vp-gen. mgr., was elected to the exec, committee of EIA’s

consumer products div., replacing H. Leslie Hoffman

—

not to the EIA board as stated last week. Pres. Hoffman
continues to represent Hoffman Electronics on the board.

“The next decade will be the great age of Home Enter-

tainment, based on technical innovations in the television

industry,” says Dec. 14 Newsweek in its special issue on

“The 60’s.” Among its predictions: Picture-on-wall TV,
home TV-tape recorders, international live TV via space

satellites (Vol. 15:49 pll), inexpensive color sets. Much
more fascinating is the suggestion that man’s first major
contacts with intelligent beings in other solar systems

may be by TV. Discussing “Project Ozma,” whose purpose
is to listen for intelligible radio patterns from other plan-

ets (solar systems around the stars Tau Ceti & Epsilon

Eridiani will be the first targets), Newsweek says: “What
if contact is actually made? Earth’s first answering trans-

mission of a basic signal would take 15 years at the mini-

mum to bridge the interstellar distances. Two-way com-
munication in words seems impossible . . . Jeffery Keller

of the National Science Foundation has suggested that

the ‘Others’ might transmit a TV picture which the ‘Ter-

restrials’ could then put back together with present-day
receivers. What image would emerge on the screen? . . .

The mind boggles at what new image of man himself
would emerge when he gazes into his TV and realizes he is

no longer unique & alone in the universe.”

More than 60,000 engineers & scientists from 40 coun-
tries are expected to attend the IRE International Conven-
tion (title changed this year from “National Convention”)
March 21-24 at N.Y. Coliseum. Highlight of the program
will be a symposium on “Electronics—Out of this World.”
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Experts Appraise the Outlook for 1960

Forecasts of Prospects for Next Year’s Economy

—

Digests of Authoritative Opinion

Dun & Bradstreet: Poll of business executives showed

65% thought their first-quarter 1960 sales would be higher

than the comparable 1959 period—a less optimistic viev/

than in 4 previous surveys. Some 30% in the current sur-

vey expected no change from last year and 5% predicted

declines. Slightly more than half expected profit gains in

the first quarter, with durable goods manufacturers the

most optimistic.

Kirby, Block & Co.: This buying organization’s sur-

vey of retailers accounting for an aggregate business of

$3 billion a year (mostly dept, stores and women’s &
children’s wear) showed that 89% of the 642 merchants

polled see Jan.-April sales topping 1959’s record business in

that period, the consensus being that the increase will be

about 6.5%. Seven percent expect no change and only 4%
see a decline.

Life Insurance Assn, of America: Economic research

dir. James J. O’Leary predicted that the Gross National

Product would climb from the $480 billion estimated in

1959 to $525 billion in 1960. “The 1960s promise to bring

a step-up in the rate of family formation, with expansion

for housing, educational facilities & durable consumer

goods,” he said.

Nation’s Business: Survey of more than 300 business

leaders in the Dec. issue of the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce’s magazine reveals that 82% believe their com-

panies’ sales will rise, and 63% were willing to go on record

as predicting that 1961 will be even better than 1960. Some
65% foresee no big change in prices, 31% predicting price

rises. Half of those surveyed said they’ll hire more people

next year; 58% see about the same profit per sales dollar

as in 1959 (28% expect a rise); 43% plan to spend more
for expansion; 68% see a rise in total labor costs; 84% say

“tight money” won’t affect their plans; 48% plan to spend

more in research.

Newsweek: Big Dec. 14 “Forecast” issue reports that

Newsweek's latest Survey of Consumer Buying Plans

(Sept. & Oct.) indicates that confidence in the economy is

high. For the first quarter of 1960, however, the survey

showed consumer plans to buy TV sets down 6% from the

similar survey last year, contrasted with an increase in

plans to buy new cars (up 8%), used cars (16%), air

conditioners (31%). Newsweek also predicts 1960 con-

sumer income will be up 5% to all-time high of $400 billion.

Prudential Insurance Co.: Staff economists under Dr.

Gordon W. McKinley, who boast that their forecasts have

never been off more than 1.5% since they began publishing

them 8 years ago, see next year’s Gross National Product

totaling $509 billion. Their other predictions: Consumer
spending will total $330 billion—up $18 million from this

year—most of the increase being in durable goods. The
other big factor in 1960 prosperity will be plant expendi-

tures of $50 billion. Unemployment will drop to less than

4% of the working force.

United Business Service: Total income, spending, in-

dustrial output & employment will rise to new all-time

highs, despite moderate declines in homebuilding & farm
income. Gross National Product will rise to $510 billion,

with consumer spending leading the way. Total produc-

tion will be 5%-6% greater than 1959, with durables up
about 8%. Retail sales should reach a record $230 billion

(up from $215 billion this year). Average wholesale prices

should rise about 2% during the year. Interest rates will

climb higher, although less sharply than during 1959.

Outstanding consumer credit is likely to jump $4-$5 billion.

U.S. govt, economists: Report on Commerce Dept. &
SEC survey of manufacturers indicates that industry plans

to increase capital outlays for plant & equipment to an
annual rate of more than $13.8 billion in the first quarter,

a 15% climb over the $12 billion expected for all of 1959.

Durable goods makers foresee expenditures up 21%.
Standard & Poor’s Corp.: This investment service pre-

dicts that Gross National Product will exceed $500 billion,

with personal income up 4.2% to $395 billion, disposable

income rising 4% to $347 billion, personal savings increas-

ing 2.1% to $24 billion.

ELECTRONICS IN 1960: Three electronics industry

leaders looked back at 1959 and ahead through 1960

last week, summing up the outlook of the industry

and/or their own companies. Digests of statements:

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.: Pres. Paul B.

Wishart told a business outlook conference in St. Paul that

the electronics industry’s sales should increase twice as

much as total U.S. industry sales as a whole next year.

He put 1959’s electronics sales at $10.1 billion, or 21%
above last year’s, and forecast another 9% rise next year
to $11 billion. In tabular form, his 1959 estimates and
1960 forecasts together with EIA figures for 1958 (in

millions of dollars)

:

1958 1959 1960
Consumer products $1,600 $2,200 $2,300
Industrial products 1,380 1,700 2,000
Military products 4,100 5,000 6,500
Tubes & parts 860 1,200 1,200

Total $7,940 $10,100 $11,000

RCA Consumer Products: Exec, vp P. J. Casella, at

distributor meeting in Chicago, said RCA color sales cur-

rently are running nearly 30% ahead of last year “on a
week-to-week basis” and that next year’s sales “might
well run 50% ahead of 1959.” As to radio, “RCA will sell

more sets in 1959 than in any other year in its 40-year

history.” The Japanese, he said, haven’t hurt the U.S. radio

industry as much as anticipated, because domestic industry

has responded to the challenge with innovations. Despite

“some slight confusion,” he added, “stereo is just scratch-

ing the surface of its tremendous potential.” RCA’s new
tape cartridge player-recorders have been selling “beyond
our expectations” in the 2 models available, and a 3rd

—

and completely automatic—model will be marketed soon.

The cartridge system should “have a great future in the

1960s,” said Casella.

General Electric: Chmn. Ralph J. Cordiner told a N.Y.
news conference that 1960 will be a “growth year” for the

U.S. economy & the electrical industry. Although GE’s de-

fense sales may drop, gains in consumer & industrial goods

should more than offset the loss. GE is “in a strong position

to benefit from the stepped-up business investment in capi-

tal goods.” He saw appliance prices remaining about the

same as this year, due to stiff competition.

Zenith is building a $1,250,000 addition to its Kostner

Ave. (Chicago) production plant. Chmn. Hugh Robertson

says the 115,000-sq.-ft. enlargement is scheduled for com-
pletion in June, will increase total floor space at the Kostner

plant to 577,000-sq.-ft. The added facilities will be used

principally for stepped-up assembly operations for tran-

sistor radios and for expanded components production. - -
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Trade Personals: Ross D. Siragusa Jr., former Admiral TV
sales mgr., elected to new position of electronics div. vp;

Harris Hesketh, former exec. asst, to Admiral sales vp,

elected vp of Admiral’s branch distributing div., also a new

post . . . Philip J. Keen, former management consultant,

appointed to new post of Hoffman planning dir. . • . John R.

Barney named to new post of staff cabinet engineering con-

sultant, Motorola consumer products div. . . . Edward L.

Slater named to new post of asst. dir. of advertising,

Sylvania; Robert J. Stahl, to new post of commercial plan-

ning mgr., Sylvania’s Mountain View (Cal.) operations.

Anthony G. Schifino, chairman of EIA’s amplifier &
sound equipment section, resigns as vp-gen. mgr. of Strom-

berg-Carlson’s special products div. (hi fi, auto radios, etc.)

to become exec, vp of Rochester Radio Supply Co., electronic

equipment wholesale firm headed by his brother Mauro E.

Schifino. He will continue to serve Stromberg-Carlson as

sound equipment consultant. Schifino is succeeded as spec-

ial products vp-gen. mgr. by Arthur J. Hatch. Other Strom-

berg-Carlson executive changes: Kenneth M. Lord named
vp-gen. mgr., electronics div., succeeding George A. Peck,

resigned; Dr. Nisson A. Finkelstein, ex-Bausch & Lomb,

appointed asst, vp & research dir., succeeding Lynn C.

Holmes, who becomes engineering operation dir.

E. P. (Ted) Atcherley appointed Pacific region dis-

tributor sales mgr., Sylvania Electronic Tubes, succeeding

William G. (Pat) Patterson, retiring . . . William E. Circe

appointed plant personnel mgr. of RCA semiconductor &
materials div.’s manufacturing facility, now under con-

struction in Mountaintop, Pa. . . . Warren E. Dalbke pro-

moted from district mgr. to Midwest regional mgr. CBS
Electronics equipment sales . . . Perry C. Smith, ex-Reeves

Instrument Corp., named field liaison dir. of National Co.

technical liaison div. . . . Joseph C. Otis, pres, of Otis Radio

& Electronics, named mfg. vp, Globe Electronics div., Tex-

tron; Howard D. Vann appointed ad & PR dir.

Rudolph J. Napolitan, ex-A.R.F. Products, named gen.

mgr.. National Electronics Conference . . . William A.

Schrader, ex-Collins Radio, named GPL asst. mgr. for

transport aviation . . . James B. Williams named engineer-

ing vp. Electronic Communications Inc. . . . Robert S.

Marston, Crosby-Teletronics exec, vp, also named contracts

vp . . . Les Brettman named Motorola operations planning

mgr. . . . Robert W. Jamason named personnel vp, RCA
Communications Inc.

In honor of Dr. W.R.G. Baker, who headed GE’s elec-

tronics business from 1941 to 1956 and retired as vp in

1957, the auditorium at GE’s Electronics Park in Syracuse

last week was designated W.R.G. Baker Hall. Dr. Baker
now is research vp of Syracuse U. & pres, of Syracuse U.

Research Corp.

Defense Dept, spent $912 million on communications &
electronics items during fiscal 1959—the highest amount
since the Korean War year of 1953. The breakdown (by

millions) shows that $484 was spent by the Air Force, $227

by the Army, $201 by the Navy. The total does not include

other categories of the Defense Dept, budget such as the

research & development program and aircraft procurement.

Obituary

John Robinson (Jack) Binns, 75, honorary chmn. of

Hazeltine Corp., died Dec. 8 in Mount Sinai Hospital, N.Y.

A former newspaper reporter and writer, Binns is known
for sending, in 1909, the first ship-to-shore distress signal.

He is survived by his wife and 2 daughters.

Finance

Officers-&-Directors stock transetions as reported to SEC
for Nov.:

Allied Artists. Roger W. Hurlock bought 300, held 18,600. Albert

Zugsmith bought 9,400 and 400 more in partnership, held 111,400 per-

sonally, 400 in partnership.
, . „

American Bosch Arma. Charles Allen Jr. sold 2,000 through Allen

& Co. and 13,000 more in private sales, held none personally, 66,214 in

Allen & Co. „ , ^ „
Ampex. T. Kevin Mallen sold 2,600, held 20,600. Robert L. Pappas

sold 126, held 13.

Arvin Inaustries. Harlan Foulke sold 476, held 7,919.

Audio Devices. Joseph K. McCammon sold 700, held 15,316. Henry
K. Mendes sold 100, held 1,900 personally, 105 for daughter.

Avco. Arthur R. Kantrowitz sold 5,000, held 11,000. A. B. Newton
exercised option to buy 6,800, held 6,800. C. W. Stoup sold 600, held 9,600.

Belock Instrument. Harry D. Belock sold 5,600, held 228,691. Donald
C. Walton sold 400, held 21,379.

Cinerama. Walter Reade Jr. bought 1,000, held 1,000.

Clevite. Glen 0. Smith bought 300 for wife, held 900 for wife,

none personally.
Columbia Pictures. Louis J. Barbano sold 1031 through Fico Corp.,

in which 14 other officers & directors are beneficial owners, held

115,900 in Fico Corp., none personally.
Consolidated Electronics. Arie Vernes exercised option to buy

3,200, held 3,700.
Emerson. A.A. Vogel sold 200, held none.
General Dynamics. Lisle W. Adkins sold 1,000, held 600. Robert P.

Meiklejohn sold 1,000, held 2,000. J. V. Nash exercised option to buy
7,550, held 10,626.

GE. Robert L. Gibson received 1,200 as bonus plan compensation,
held 7,517. John D. Lockton exercised option to buy 1,600, held 9,519.

Halbert B. Miller bought 1,088, held 2,898.
General Instrument. Monte Cohen sold 700, held 7,018. Sol W. Gross

sold 900, held 2,500.
General Precision Equipment. Joel Dean sold 300, held 2,100. George

T. Link sold 1,000, held 2,972. Gaylord C. Whitaker sold 836 as co-
executor, held 355 as co-executor, 650 as guardian, 14,450 in trusts,

6,026 personally.
General Telephone & Electronics. Raymond E. Dolar exercised

option to buy 200, held 1,000. Leon C. Guest Jr. sold 278, held 815.
General Transistor. Herman Fialkov exercised option to buy 600,

held 34,918 personally, 6,818 as trustee. Bernard Jacobs sold 900, held
none. Carl W. Knobloch Jr. sold 2,000, held 2,000. Norman A. Neuman
sold 1,000, held none.

Hoffman Electronics. M. E. Paradise sold 5,033, held 133.
Indiana Steel Prod. I. A. Dickey exercised opt. to buy 1,000, held 2,000.
International Resistance. Walter W. Slocum bougfit 100, held 100.
ITT. Paul F. Swantee sold 400, held 5,934.
Lear. Harold C. Andrus sold 3,618, held 1,223. F. D. Beamer sold

1,288, held none. Harold J. Downes sold 500, held 124. Albus Durham
sold 2,500, held 965. Philip E. Golde sold 9,000, held 8,104. A. G. Hans-
chumacher bought 100, held 194. Albert C. Keske sold 618, held 1,441.
W. P. Lear sold 20,000, held 424,767. C. J. Reese sold 500, held 1,000.

Litton Industries. Roy L. Ash acquired 96 in partnership through
failure of performance under sales contracts, sold 650 as custodian,
transferred 1,000 in community property, disposed of 95 in partnership
through exercise of option by employes, held 49,799 personally, 1,450 as
custodian, 5,579 in partnership. W. Preston Corderman bought 400,
held 400. David Ingalls sold 2,000, held 1,153. Charles B. Thornton
disposed of 210 in partnership through exercise of options by employes,
acquired 210 in partnership through failure of performance under sales
contracts, held 122,363 personally, 12,269 in partnership.

Loew’s Inc. Howard Strickling bought 200, held 225.
Loew’s Theatres. Thomas J. Connellan bought 100, held 100. John

F. Murphy bought 200, held 400.
National Theatres & TV. Jack M. Ostrow sold 5,900 through cor-

poration, held 85,100 in corporation, 7,500 personally.
RCA. Ralston H. Coffin exercised option to buy 100, held 500. Fred

M. Farwell bought 100, held 100.
Raytheon. David R. Hull sold 1,000, held 2,650. N. B. Krim sold

500, held 3,450.
Sangamo. J. Bunn Jr. sold 10,516, held 24,629 personally, 48,561 in

trusts.
Servomechanisms. Harry J. Volk bought 1,000, held 1,105.
Siegler. Donald Royce sold 461, held 8,000.
Stanley Warner. David Fogelson sold 252 through Schwartz &

Frohlich, held none in Schwartz & Frohlich, none personally.
TelePrompTer. Fred Barton sold 1,000, held 39,819. Milton H.

Hendler exercised option to buy 100, held 600. Hubert Schlafly Jr.
exercised option to buy 13,300, held 34,399.

Texas Instruments. F. J. Agnich sold 1,000, held 24,905. P. E.
Haggerty sold 100 and 2,500 more in private transaction, held 122,531.
Bryan F. Smith sold 900, held 11,689 personally, 159 in trust. C. J.
Thomsen sold 300, held 13,017.

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge. H. L. George sold 600, held 35,885.
Varian Associates. William H. Chandler bought 10, sold 500, held

1,648. James N. Donovan bought 10, sold 100 in joint tenancy, held
674 personally, 98 in joint tenancy. Clifford V. Heimbucher sold 2.000,

held 36,734. Decker G. McAllister sold 200, held 28,680. Theodore
Moreno bought 15, sold 100, held 10,185. Merle R. Zinser bought 120,
sold 2.000. held 5,645.

Westinghouse. Dillon Anderson bought 300, held 500. Francis E.
Dalton exercised option to buy 100, held 1,101. Robinson S. Kersh
exercised option to buy 225, held 1,160. Fergus M. Sloan exercised
option to buy 625. held 1,226.

Zenith. Hugh Robertson sold 200, held 8,868.

Olympic Radio & Television reports that sales in Nov.

increased over those of Nov. 1968. It marked the 11th

month this year in which sales of the Siegler div. topped

those of the year-ago month.
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Packard-Bell Electronics set profit & sales records in

the 1959 fiscal year ended Sept. 30, Pres. Robert S. Bell

reported. Sales were up 24% over those of fiscal 1958.

Bell said that 44% of total corporate sales were racked up

by the concern’s technical products div., which in 5 years

has pushed its annual volume from $3.6 million to $20

million. Packard-Bell also announced that it plans to intro-

duce in the spring a small-size electronic computer which

will sell for approximately $25,000—and which will be

faster, cheaper, smaller than comparable competitive units.

For fiscal year ended Sept. 30 : 1959 1958

Net sales $46,608,062 $37,371,081
Net income 1,375,346 1,002,594
Per common share 1.73 1.45
Shares outstanding 792,600 688,000

Transitron Electronic Corp. offering of 1 million

shares, considered one of the “hottest” issues of the year,

was quickly oversubscribed at $36 a share Dec. 10 and was
traded over-the-counter as high as $49 the same day,

before it settled down to a closing 43% bid & 44% asked.

The 1 million shares (of a total 7,502,000 outstanding) were
sold for Chmn. Leo Bakalar & Pres. David Bakalar by an
underwriting group headed by Merrill Lynch, Pierce,

Fenner & Smith. A major semiconductor manufacturer,

Transitron netted $6,456,138 on sales of $30,913,376 for

the year ended June 27. For 3 months to Sept. 26, the net

profit was $1,777,049 on sales of $10,155,584. As of Nov.

28, its order backlog totaled $14,250,000.

Electronics Capital Corp., the publicly-held small busi-

ness investment company headed by Charles E. Salik, last

week announced its 3rd investment—$300,000 convertible

debentures of Vega Electronics Corp., Palo Alto, Cal., con-

vertible into 68% of Vega’s common stock. The new Vega
firm will engage in the design, manufacture & develop-

ment of precision digital & analog magnetic-tape record-

ing equipment and electro-acoustic products. It’s headed by
Russell J. Tinkham, recently with Ampex and founder &
onetime pres, of Magnacord as well as dir. of Armour Re-

search Institute’s magnetic-tape research program. Previ-

ous investments by Electronics Capital Corp. have been in

Potter Instrument Co. and General Electrodynamics Corp.

Ampex Corp., for the first half of its fiscal year, re-

ports net income up 165% and sales up 86% from the com-
parable 1958 figures—both sales & income setting records.

The current Ampex order backlog totals about $18 million

vs. $13 million a year ago. For 6 months ended Oct. 31

(per-share earnings based on
merger with Orr Industries)

:

Sales
Net income
Per common share

shares outstanding before

1959
$30,002,000

1,763,000
80<f

1958
$16,147,000

665,000
36^

Reports & comments available: Transitron Electronic

Corp., prospectus, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith,

70 Pine St., N.Y. 5 . . . RCA, ITT and Lab for Electronics,

reports, Schirmer, Atherton & Co., 50 Congress St., Bos-
ton 9 . . . General Instrument, discussion. Hill, Darlington

& Co., 40 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . Barnes Engineering, analy-

sis, Purcell & Co., 50 Broadway, N.Y. 4 . . . Collins Radio,

comments, A.M. Kidder & Co., 1 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . Pre-
cision Apparatus Co. Inc., opening circular. Precision Ap-
paratus Co. Inc., 70-31 84th St., Glendale 27, L.I. N.Y. . . .

ITI Electronics, report, Edward Lewis & Co., 82 Beaver St.,

N.Y. 6 . . . Beckman Instruments, report, Schweickart &
Co., 29 Broadway, N.Y. 6.

Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp., Jamaica, N.Y. dis-

tributor of hi-fi components & electronic parts, proposes a

public sale of 275,000 common stock shares at $5 per share.

In an SEC registx’ation statement (File 2-15899) the com-
pany said the offering will be made by D.A. Lomasney &
Co., proceeds to be used to expand inventory, make lease-

hold improvements, increase working capital, etc. Lafayette

is the 3rd big electronic-parts house to offer stock to the

public in recent months—the others being Allied Radio

Corp. and Hudson Radio & TV.

Stanley Warner Corp. earnings more than doubled to

a record peak in the fiscal year ended Aug. 29, Pres. S. H.

Fabian announced in the concern’s annual report released

last week. Stanley Warner operates 210 theaters in the U.S.,

TV station WAST Albany-Troy-Schenectady, other divi-

sions & subsidiaries. For the fiscal year ended Aug. 29:

1959 1958
Theater admissions, etc. . . $123,877,723 $113,319,056
Net profit 4,812,041 2,333,119
Per common share 2.38 1.15

P. R. Mallory anticipates 1959 earnings & sales will rise

sharply—to $2.85 a common share on “slightly over” $85-

million sales, compared with 1958’s net of $1.89 a share on

$68,286,563 sales. The projected earnings are figured on

shares to be outstanding following a 2% stock dividend

Dec. 21. Approximately half of the total volume will stem

from Mallory’s electrical & electronic component parts.

For 1960, Mallory forecasts earnings up 40%, sales up 15%.

Telechrome Mfg. Corp., in a statement filed with SEC,
reports higher sales but lower net for 3 months ended

Sept. 30 as compared with the same 1958 period.

Net sales
Net profit

Per Class A share
Class A shares .

.

1959 1958
$485,468 $343,454

28,275 37,177

13^ 22<f

221,167 165,800

Microwave Associates (28% owned by AB-PT) reports

increases in sales & earnings for the year ended Sept. 30.

The 1959 net income is reported after giving effect to

special charges of $70,000.

Net sales

Net income
Earned per share
Common shares (1959) ..

1959
$6,670,487

384,492
39^

978,000

1958
$4,326,681

228,107
23^

978,000

Herold Radio & Electronics, in a report to the SEC,
notes higher sales but a continuing net loss for the 6-

month period ended Aug. 31: 1959
Net sales $3,894,728
Net loss 106,100

1958
$3,721,391

20,134

Electric & Musical Industries Ltd. has approved a 1-

for-2 stock dividend which will be distributed on Jan. 20 to

holders of American shares of record of Dec. 21. Also ap-

proved was a year-end cash dividend of 12^ per common
share, to be distributed Jan. 5 to American holders of

record of Dec. 21.

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period

Erie Resistor Stk.
Hudson Radio & TV . . Init.

ITT Q
Howard W. Sams Q
Times Mirror Q
Western Union Q
Westinghouse, Canada —

Amt. Payable
Stk. of
Record

4% Dec. 26 Dec. 14
$0.06 Jan. 8 Dec. 21

.25 Jan. 15 Dec. 18

.15 Jan. 25 Jan. 15

.25 Dec. 22 Dec. 7

.35 Jan. 15 Dec. 18

.25 Jan. 2 Dec. 15
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

SPECIAL SURVEY REPORT: Electronics industry leaders appraise next year's TV-radio-
stereo outlook in our Review & Forecast—1959-1960 (p. 15).

rcc
INDUSTRY'S DEFENSE & Justice Dept.'s help come as FCC hear-

ing recesses. McGannon presentation impresses. Attorney General

offers some anti-trust relief (pp. 1, 4 & 5).

ST. LOUIS CH. 2 rerun started by Judge Stern in deintermixture in-

fluence hearings. Principals repeat House testimony (p. 3).

Stations

NEW TV TAPE RECORDERS may be coming. Toshiba machine ex-

cites some industry interest; Telechrome working in Japan, Eng-

land & U.S. on same approach (pp. 3 & 7).

RCA SIGNS PAYOLA PLEDGE with FTC to "cease & desist" from

any illegal record-promotion practices. Consent order seen as pat-

tern in FTC payola drive (p. 6).

RADIO CODE STRENGTHENED in proposals by NAB's good-prac-

tice committee, which urges adoption of TV Code changes by radio,

calls for enforcement (p. 7).

Networks

PUBLIC-AFFAIRS UPBEAT CONTINUES as ABC-TV gets into race

for prime-time news specials by blueprinting a weekly news-in-

depth show based on Winston Churchill's books (p. 8).

CBS-TV'S ON-AIR PLANS for basic production practices allows

canned laughter, synthetic locations, pre-recording, etc., but they

must be clearly labelled under new set of rules (p. 8).

Manuiacturing Distribution

1959 & 1960 RECORD YEARS in electronics, according to EIA,

which estimates 1959 factory sales at $9.2 billion, predicts $10.35

billion in 1960 (p. 13).

1959 TV SALES total about 5.8 million sets, 13yo ahead of last year

but still 2nd poorest unit-sales year since 1950. Production totals

6.25 million sets (p. 13).

RISE of 5%-8% in consumer electronics business predicted by set

& component makers in our survey. TV consensus; retail sales of

more than 6.1 million sets (pp. 14 & 15).

$27-BILLION ELECTRONICS market by 1970 is predicted by Syl-

vania mktg. official, who sees volume rising from $14 billion this

year to $15 billion in 1960 (p. 14).

Film Tape
PROGRAM RESHUFFLE UNDER WAY but the mass shifts are not

expected until spring (p. 10).

UA CONSIDERING ZIV BUY as its latest expansion in TV field.

Control is owned by 2 leading Wall St. banking firms (p. 10).

Finance

SEC HALTS TRADING in Skiatron Electronics stock. Registration of

stock issued to Matthew Fox also stopped (p. 20).

Other Departments

PROGRAMMING (p. 9). PERSONALS (p. 12). ADVERTISING (p. 12).

INDUSTRY'S DEFENSE & JUSTICE DEPT.'S HELP: FCC's programming hearing re-

cessed last week imtil Jan. 5, pausing on a strong chord comprising : ( 1 ) A brilliant presentation by NAB
Code Review Board Chmn. Donald H. McGannon, well-received by Commission. (2) A degree of relief from

anti-trust worries about actions to improve programming, proffered by Attorney General William P. Rogers.

"Self-regulation" was theme of McGannon's testimony, as he defended industry's measures to date

and urged FCC to move slowly in attempting to put its teeth into Code.

Most of McGannon's all-day presentation was devoted to description of what Code has done & ex-

pects to do. Not only has Code Board moved to curb objectionable commercials such as those for Prepara-

tion H ("courageously," commented Comr. Bartley), but it is moving "effectively to contain & reduce cases

of excessive violence & crime," McGaimon said. He reported that collaboration with Hollywood producers

shows excellent promise in that direction.

McGannon would accept some FCC help in backing Code, such as requiring applicants to tell

whether they're subscribers. He said Board would also consider whether to publicize names of stations thrown

out of Code because of violations—this in response to repeated requests for "clues" by Commissioners. He
also reported that Board will supply FCC with complete list of Code subscribers by Jan. 5 (thus identifying non-
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subscribers through omission). However, he urged Commission to use non-Code-compliance as only one fac-

tor in weighing a station's performance. He was also happy to report that Code membership has increased
25% to 332 since Nov. 16, including the return to the field of some Preparation H drop-outs.

There was quite a flurry when Comr. Lee asked whether NAB would supply list of Radio Code sub-

scribers, too. Non-NAB members can subscribe to TV Code, but radio stations must be NAB members before

they can subscribe to the radio counterpart. Lee admitted frankly that he was pressuring stations to join.

After a short caucus. Commission agreed to wait until NAB's Radio Board acts on Radio Code Committee
recommendation that non-NAB members be permitted to subscribe (see p. 7).

McGannon defended industry against charges of "advertiser control." On local programs, he said

that stations do preview film programs and accept responsibility for their content. He said he wasn't inti-

mately familiar with network-advertiser practices but pointed out that networks have o&o's and are alive to

their responsibilities for them.

McGannon rejected concept of "national advisory council" to guide FCC on programming, said that

"you get into a genuine never-never land of subjective reaction. What is the proper program standard?"
However, he strongly recommended industry-sponsored public-service conferences such as those convoked
annually by his own WB. As for program "mediocrity," he said, "let the industry develop normally."

He also rejected the "Ford proposal"—Comr. Ford's concept of making broadcasters' colleagues a
"court of first instance" for Code violaters—such as the legally-constituted National Assn, of Security Dealers

(Vol. 15:50 p4). "It differs," he said, "because of the nature of our industry."

McGannon wasn't very excited about Elmo Roper's poll showing that public isn't especially per-

turbed about TV (p. 5). "Statistical analysis isn't too important," he said. "The public is very hard to move.
I don't think we ought to relax." On the other hand, he said, religious, civic & educational spokesmen who
hove testified before FCC in this hearing aren't nesessarily representative of the public.

Code membership by advertisers & agencies isn't advisable, McGannon said, because they deal with

all media, not only TV. He recommended "liaison," instead.

Code Board has only limited duties in regard to "program balance," McGannon said, stating that

NAB Pres. Harold Fellows would address himself to that subject when he testifies. He said he thought FCC
was within its powers in asking applicants to report what they've done to seek out needs of their communities.

Several Commissioners are most eager to give Code teeth. Comr. Bartley, referring to Code violators,

said: "It seems to me it's about time we blew the top off these people." Comr. Ford observed: "You seem to

have made a good start." But he wondered what was being done to "call a bad actor to the FCC's attention."

Comr. Cross also wondered what difference it makes if station loses Code seal, if no one knows which it is.

(For summary of McGannon's conclusions and for other witnesses' testimony, see p. 4.)

• • • •

Chmn. Doerfer was obviously very pleased to disclose Attorney General Rogers' letter giving broad-

casters some anti-trust comfort. He offered it as an appetizer just before lunch Dec. 18.

"I am confident," Rogers wrote, "that voluntary codes of good practice can be adopted by the broad-

casting industry within the framework of the anti-trust laws which will play an important role in the improve-

ment of radio & TV programming as an adjunct to appropiate Commission action to insure that its licensees

operate in the public interest. In fact, as you are aware, such codes have existed in both the broadcasting &
motion picture industries for a number of years. And if the broadcasters believe that any particular pro-

vision of an existing or proposed code involves possible conflicts with the anti-trust laws, I am sure that these

questions can be satisfactorily resolved through appropriate consultation with [anti-trust div.] officials."

McGannon said the statement represents "notable progress" and that next move is a meeting of

broadcasting representatives with Rogers. He cautioned, however, that Rogers' statement still doesn't protect

industry against private anti-trust suits by stations which believe the Code Board has ganged up on them.

Said Doerfer: "Well, it protects you from treble damages. You can't have perfection in this life."

Doerfer believes that Rogers' statement will do much to encourage networks to collaborate to offer

public-service programs in prime time without fear of losing audiences to entertainment shows.
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NEW TV TAPE RECORDERS COMING? There's been plenty of talk among industry engi-

neers recently about new or different approaches to video-tape recording. There have even been top-secret

demonstrations of new-type recorders both here & abroad.

The one machine which has excited most interest & curiosity is that demonstrated—and supposedly

ready for production—by big Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co. (Toshiba). At least one U.S. firm hopes to put

out an American version.

Whatever its other advantages, Toshiba recorder has one big drawback—it's incompatible with Am-
pex & RCA recorders, of which more than 500 are now in use. Nevertheless, some industry engineers are

excited about possibilities of Toshiba machine.

"We are heavily committed to a machine similar in principle to the Toshiba recorder," we were told

last week by J. Raymond Popkin-Clurman, pres, of Telechrome Mfg. Co., who has many business & engineer-

ing connections in Japan. He said Telechrome is "working in Japan, the U.S. & England" on such a recorder

and hopes "to have something to talk about" before the April 3-7 NAB convention.

Toshiba recorder uses single recording head (Ampex-RCA use 4) and is said by its proponents to

have marked advantages in cost, editing, simplicity and tape economy. In our talks with industry engineers

last week, however, it was evident that some of them see any potential advantages as insufficient to out-

weigh the serious handicap of tape incompatibility. Toshiba has maintained stony silence on the recorder

development, but it's known to have made prototypes.

Basic difference between Toshiba & Ampex-RCA recorder concepts : In the latter, the tape is driven

straight across a revolving drum with 4 recording heads. Toshiba drives the tape in a spiral motion across

a single head. Spiral tape drive is nothing new. Basic concept was invented 20 years ago by Ripley Kiel,

who later developed spiral-drive sound recorders for RCA under govt, contracts. TV-tape recorder proto-

types using spiral drive were demonstrated in this country in pre-Ampex days.

Don't discount the possibility of a competitive system of TV tape recording soon . Almost every

broadcast engineer is extremely anxious to see demonstrations of the Toshiba approach—and others are on
the horizon. But the negative view was summed up to us by a leading industry engineer when he said:

"Video tape as we have it today will survive until an entirely new system comes along. And the new
system—which is bound to come some day as technology progresses—is going to have to be much better in

some important new way, such as complete portability, a cost one-tenth that of present machines, or the

same results using one-tenth as much tape."

Note: In addition to its activities in the TV tape recorder field . Telechrome has signed a cross-

licensing & import agreement with EMI Ltd. of England, will soon introduce a new line of EMI TV studio

cameras here, including a 4V2-in. image orthicon camera, the much-talked-about Emitron camera and a light-

weight, low-cost live color camera. For more about Toshiba recorder and Telechrome-EMI camera, see p.7.

The FCC

St. Louis Ch. 2 Rerun: Special FCC examiner Horace

Stern last week wound up 7 days of Philadelphia hearings

in the tangled deintermixture influence case of St. Louis

Ch. 2, which had been remanded to the Commission by the

Court of Appeals to see whether KTVI won the grant prop-

erly (Vol. 15:19 p6). Most of the proceedings—^v'hich

will be resumed after the holidays—were a rehash of pro-

tracted hearings last year by the House Commerce legis-

lative oversight subcommittee (Vol. 14:21-22) on FCC’s
hotly-disputed shift of Ch. 2 from Springfleld, 111. to St.

Louis and Harry Tenenbaum’s Signal Hill Telecasting Co.

The case had been carried to court by Springfleld con-

testant Sangamon Valley TV Corp.

Large hunks of House investigation testimony about

visits by KTVI’s Tenenbaum & other Ch. 2 case figures to

Washington, where they said they methodically contacted

FCC members, were admitted into the Philadelphia hear-

ing record by Judge Stern. He also asked for 2 volumes of

the oversight subcommittee’s transcript for his own Christ-

mas reading. Last week’s witnesses included ex-St. Louis
Globe Democrat Pres. C. Arthur Weis, ex-Mayor Nelson 0.
Howarth of Springfield and Pres.-gen. mgr. Gordon Sher-

man of radio WMAY Springfield, which once had & then
lost Ch. 2 and since has withdrawn from the case. All

agreed they had tried to enlist members of Congress and
other politicians as well as FCC in their Ch. 2 causes.

"I think we are only interested in this case in ex parte
communications & interviews with the Commissioners,’’

Stern interjected at one point. At another, while Sherman
was on the stand. Stern protested: “Well, if you want my
frank opinion, I don’t think any of the testimony so far
produced is relevant to the issues in this proceeding.”

Tenenbaum spent 3 days on the stand, relating again how
he had used lunches, dinners and FCC office visits in pur-

suit of Ch. 2 during deintermixture proceedings.

Stern’s task, under the Appeals Court mandate, is to

determine (1) The “nature & source” of all Ch. 2 ex parte

pleas. (2) Whether any FCC members should have been
disqualified in the case. (3) Whether any Ch. 2 contend-

ers should be disqualified.
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More about

“WILL THE CODE WORK?” A vigorous assertion that

the TV industry can, with its Code, clean its own house,

was presented to the FCC last week by Donald H.

McGannon, chmn. of NAB’S TV Code Review Board

(see p. 1). He summarized his testimony with a series

of questions & answers, of which the following are

significant excerpts:

“Question: Will the TV Code work?
“Answer: I believe, without reservation, that the TV

Code can & will work. It represents the only practical and
workable regulation of the TV industry. It must be done by
the TV industry & related elements at large, and supported

by all of the other elements of our community . . . Without

these, even 100% subscription will not necessarily work.

However, with these factors present, like our bar associa-

tions of this country, the Code can be the broadcasters’

version of the Canons of Legal Ethics and prove, in turn,

an efficient basis of self-regulation. The Code would regu-

late the non-subscriber by virtue of the recognition af-

forded it by the public, governmental bodies, and the indus-

try ... I think a stumbling block of some considerable

moment and one which inhibits elements of the industry

from more vigorous support of the Code is the uncertainty

of governmental or individual action predicated upon a

violation of either the Sherman or Clayton Acts . . .

Integrity More Important Than Rules

“Question: Why didn’t the Code work in the recent

quiz show deceptions or any of the other relatable areas

of recent disclosure of malpractice?

“Answer: I think this question could be rather quickly

answered by saying that any set of rules or laws will be

effective in direct proportion to the integrity of the people

involved. Obviously, this result is influenced by the deter-

rent effect of the regulation itself, although the TV Code,

in my opinion, had all of the implicit and generally-stated

restrictions that should preclude the deceit of the rigged

quiz shows, I believe it did not represent a sufficiently

strong focal point of reference to be an effective deterrent

to such a practice occurring. Beyond this, let not the prac-

tical fact be overlooked, in considering the implementation

of the Code, that one must know of the violation before

one can act to stop or prevent it . . . This is not untrue of

literally any form of regulation or criminal statute in-

tended to contain or limit individual actions . . ,

“I think the basic question facing the industry & the

Commission today is not specifically why the Code did not

preclude this deceptive & almost impossible-to-recognize

practice concerning quiz shows, but whether it had & now
has the ability to avoid such things happening in the

future, and what is going to be the degree of sustained &
continuing support the industry will afford the Code.

“It is my conviction that the Code is able to do the

job, and that the industry has & will continue to take with

strong conviction the regrettable revelations recently made
concerning this very limited area of programming . . .

“The total task has not been perfected—much more
still remains to be done. In the field of self-regulation, this

industry can do the job—the job that cannot be done as

well by any governmental agency even as to the initial step

of writing the rule or legislation, or suggesting an effec-

tive model of enforcement & implementation.

“I urge you against any precipitous or impulsive act

—let the broadcasting industry demonstrate that it can

serve the public interest best under the present system . .
.’’

MORE VOX POPULI: FCC’s programming inquiry last

week produced an even wider range of testimony than

the previous week—extending from the conventional

blasts at poor programming to a spirited & careful

presentation by the man upon whom much of the atten-

tion is focused—Donald H. McGannon, chmn. of NAB’s
TV Code Review Board. Herewith is a summary of the

week’s witnesses (for McGannon’s testimony, see pp.

1 & adjoining column)

:

Prof, Elmer E. Smead, Dartmouth College, author of

Freedom of Speech by Radio & Television, presented a
scholarly analysis of FCC’s powers over programming and
concluded: “I am convinced that this Commission cannot
avoid the regulation of programming. You have no choice.”

He argued that the courts would differentiate between TV-
radio & other communications media in their interpreta-

tions of “censorship.” Added he: “In 1958, the Supreme
Court extended freedom of the press to a nudist magazine.

Is there anyone who can doubt that the decision would be

just the opposite in a case of the exhibition of nude men,
women & children on theater or TV screens?” Chmn.
Doerfer was still skeptical, but said : “I think you’ve made
some substantial contributions.”

John Fischer, editor of Harper’s Magazine, called for

regulation of the industry as a public untility, with the

govt, collecting rent for use of the spectrum or taking all

above 6% of station profits. These funds, he said, could be

used to support a competitive, non-commercial network or

support ETV or provide higher salaries for FCC members
to attract “the finest talent the country could produce,”

Eric Larrabee, American Heritage Publishing Co., also

asked for governmental collection of rent from broadcast-

ers, to be used for research into better means of using TV.

Pauline F. Weeden, pres.. Links Inc., a civic organiza-

tion, urged greater employment of negroes in the industry.

Walter Davis, dir. of Science Service, called for greater

emphasis on science programs, including the inauguration

of a national science club program appealing to youth.

Wonts a Tougher Commission

Walter W. Eshelman, pres, of the National Education

Assn., stating that his group represents more than 1,300,-

000 teachers, said that the FCC should require stations to

devote a “fair portion” of 7-10 p.m. to public-service pro-

grams. He asked for “a new toughness on the part of

your Commission.”

Ralph Renick, news vp of WTVJ Miami & chmn. of

the Radio TV News Directors Assn. (628 members),
urged the Commission to show great restraint in the field

of program supervision. “Frankly,” he said, “the fear of

RTNDA is that in the hysteria over revelations about quiz

contestants & disc jockeys, that the Congress or the FCC
will invoke new laws and/or regulations on programming
which would adversely affect the presentation of news &
information shows and would hamper the newsmen and

would restrict the progress which is being made toward

more & better news shows, documentaries and, most re-

cently, editorials. Govt, control in this area is, at best, a

very delicate matter. The broadcast news people feel that

the First Amendment to the Constitution applies just as

much to radio & TV reporters as to our brothers in the

printed media . . . Let’s take a hypothetical case in which a

Congressman or Senator or federal official would be in-

volved in a case where editorial criticism could be leveled

and wh(2re his reputation was on the block. I think that

even with the current federal regulations on the books, that
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many broadcasters would play it safe and would leave the

job of exposing such a thing to the newspapers or to per-

haps another broadcaster with a bit more courage.”

Prof. Robert Gessner, N.Y.U., said that the govt,

should charge commercial broadcasters for use of fre-

quencies, then use the money to establish a non-commercial

4th TV network operated by an independent authority ap-

pointed by the President. He also said that there should

be punishment for commercial stations less severe than

total license revocation—such as 30-day license suspensions.

Dr. Stanley I. Stuber, gen. secy, of the Council of

Churches of Greater Kansas City, asserted that Congress

must overhaul the Communications Act to give FCC “spe-

cific powers over both station and network programming.”

As an example of FCC’s “glaringly weak” powers, he

pointed to radio WHB’s Nightbeat program and said that

it has been used as an “open forum” for a “smear cam-

paign” against a clergyman. He said he would file a

formal complaint with the Commission.

Rabbi Maurice N. Eisendrath, pres, of the Union of

American Hebrew Congressions, urged the establishment

of govt.-operated TV & radio networks to counterbalance

the TV industry which has “exalted the shoddy and has

beamed its message to the moron.” He said that the Com-
mission should require stations & networks to broadcast

public-service programs and that a citizen’s committee be

established as a watchdog on programming.

Sponsor-Program Divorcement Sought

Reinhold Niebuhr of the Union Theological Seminary

filed a statement urging that sponsors be divorced from

program control and that FCC be given control over

length, frequency & quality of commercials.

Jonathan Daniels, editor of the Raleigh News & Ob-

server, submitted a statement pleading that no new con-

trols be imposed on broadcasting. “Nobody in Washing-

ton,” he said, “can program our TV or radio. No sensible

official would try.” He noted that TV is now struggling

against advertiser influence, recapitulating the battle won
by newspapers many years ago.

Harry J. Skornia, exec. dir. of the National Assn, of

Educational Broadcasters, asserted that FCC has an “ab-

solute mandate” to drive out the “fast-buck boys” and
help raise the level of TV-radio programming. “I’m a

little ashamed as an American,” he said, “that the U.S.

mass media have failed to “inform & rally our nation to

what may become our finest hour instead of the catas-

trophe for democracy which some foresee.”

Dr. Carl Mclntire, past pres, of the American Council

of Christian Churches, representing about 1% million

members of 16 fundamentalist Protestant denominations,

asserted that most free broadcasting time is given to the

National Council of Churches. Therefore, he said, “so far

as the Protestant world is concerned, we have reached a

condition where one viewpoint has virtually a monopoly.”
Edward W. Scripps II, vp of Sigma Delta Chi, the pro-

fessional journalistic fraternity, argued that the TV &
radio industry should “be allowed to clean its own house, to

conduct its business with its audience as the final editor,

[free] from any further govt, control or restrictive legisla-

tion.” He said the U.S. public had been “justifiably

shocked” by industry scandals, but that his organization is

convinced “inherent dangers” of FCC program controls

“far outweigh the dangers posed to the public well-being

by rigged TV quizzes & disc-jockey payola.”

Because of holidays, FCC has changed its meeting
days to Tues., Dec. 22 & 29 and Thurs. Jan. 7.

FCC Pros & Cons: In a sort of obligato to FCC’s hearings

on broadcast programming & Commission powers (see p.

4), critics & defenders of radio operations speak their

pieces in Fund for the Republic symposium colloquies re-

leased this week. Participants in the discussions—part of

the Fund’s continuing study of “the role of the mass media

in the free society”—express such views as these:

Ex-FCC Comr. Clifford J. Durr: FCC makes no effec-

tive checks of station program performance vs. program

promises by operators when they apply for licenses. “The

man who gets the station is often the man who is willing

to stretch the truth the farthest.”

Ex-FCC Chmn. Lawrence Fly: FCC has become little

more than an “electronic traffic cop.” New controls of

networks’ “coercive power” are needed. Commission rules

should be “modified so as to accomplish their original pur-

pose, which is to place greater responsibility in the hands

of the local station operator.”

FCC Comr. Rosel Hyde: FCC is “suffering from mis-

understanding & lack of information about what it can do

& what it does.” Commission “has been assigned a respon-

sibility in the public mind which we just do not have.”

Ex-FCC gen. counsel Bendict P. Cottone: The TV-
radio industry has “opposed any examination of program-

ming” by FCC. Reflecting this attitude, FCC doesn’t as-

sume that it has a responsibility to revoke licenses or

refuse renewals on grounds that a station has failed to ful-

fill programming promises.

Pres. Raymond F. Kohn of radio WFMZ Allentown,

Pa.: Doesn’t much licensing trouble stem “from the initial

effort of the federal govt, to regulate & administer the

spectrum to avoid interference? It has been administered

ever since by patchwork here & patchwork there. This is

true of AM & FM as well as TV.”
Other participants in the symposium, which ran

through 2 sessions, included Fund Pres. Robert M. Hutch-
ins, Princeton U. prof. Eric F. Goldman, ex-FCC staffer

Charles Clift, Chicago lawyer Newton N. Minow. Single

copies of the 39-page transcript. Broadcasting & Govt.

Regulation in a Free Society, are available free from the

Fund for the Republic, 133 E. 54th St., N.Y.
*

Elmo Roper, veteran public-opinion sampler, reporting

on a Dec. 5-12 poll commissioned by the industry’s TV In-

formation Office, found that the public “has put this whole
matter in a pretty sane perspective.” Among his findings:

(1) Only 4% of the respondents believed that “these

shocking disclosures showed just how bad TV is, while

64% thought “these practices are very wrong and should

be stopped immediately but you can’t condemn all of TV.”

(2) TV & newspapers are neck-&-neck as media most
relied upon for news.

(3) Among top 12 moral problems today, increasing

juvenile delinquency leads with 89% of respondents, while

“advertisers making false claims is 6th with 67%, quiz-

rigging 11th with 41%, payola 12th with 34%.
(4) Newspapers are “most believable” with 32%, TV

next with 30%, radio 12%, magazines 10%—and 16%
had no opinion.

(5) If public could have only one medium, 42% would
keep TV, 32% newspapers, 19% radio, 4% magazines.

(6) TV industry is going through job of cleaning up
abuses, according to 39%, while 37% believe it is merely
“correcting the most publicized abuses,” and 9% think

industry isn’t doing much of anything about it.

Roper suggested that the public has concluded: “Well,

here’s just one more proof of the fact that you’ll find some
rotten apples in every barrel.”
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Stations

RCA SIGNS PAYOLA PLEDGE: NBC’s parent RCA, ac-

cused by FTC of illegal payola practices in promoting

use of its phono records on TV & I'adio (Vol. 15:49

p2), capitulated without a fight last week. Just 11 days

after FTC issued its complaints against RCA & 8 other

record manufacturers & distributors in the ad-policing

agency’s new TV-radio cleanup drive, RCA counsel

signed a consent order to “cease & desist” from payola.

The text of the agreement included the usual disclaimer

by respondents in such FTC cases that “it is for settlement

purposes only and does not constitute an admission by the

respondent that it has violated the law as alleged in the

complaint.” But FTC’s order to RCA to stop payola was

sweeping & explicit. It’s expected to be the pattern for any

other consent agreements with firms cited in the campaign

by FTC, which got a head start on parallel probes by FCC
Vol. 15:49 pi) and the House Commerce legislative over-

sight subcommittee (see p. 1).

Subcommittee counsel Robert W. Lishman last week

filed a payola preview report outlining a score of alleged

payola & plugola practices at TV & radio stations in 27

cities—but naming no individuals, stations or networks.

The staff report also made accusations against “network

officials” for reported use of network facilities to further

their own outside financial interests, including investments

in Broadway shows.

Lishman said that his staff hadn’t fully checked out

all of the accusations which flooded in from all over the

country and from members of Congress, but he said that

field investigations already indicated wide-spread payola

operations ranging from under-the-table payments by

record companies & distributors to political rackets by

some stations which faked interviews in order to damage

candidates for office. In releasing the staff report, the sub-

committee ordered 2 of the points deleted because they

might be libelous.

At the same time, the Commerce Committee’s investi-

gating unit issued its first subpoena in the new foray

against broadcasters. It called for records of Broadcast

Advertisers Reports Inc., N.Y., which publishes TV com-

mercial activity data based on station monitoring. It wasn’t

clear immediately just what damaging data the probers

expected to find in BAR’s voluminous tabulations of spon-

sors & commercials. A subcommittee spokesman told us

that the purpose of the subpoena now was to provide back-

ground material for staffers.

More FTC Settlements Forecast

“We are negotiating other settlements,” FTC Chmn.
Earl W. Kintner told us when questioned about the RCA
agreement. But no other agreements had developed by the

end of the week. FTC members held their usual weekly
conference Dec. 17, took no action on any payola cases.

Earlier, Kintner had said: “I wish to commend both

RCA and its counsel [Jerrold G. Van Cise of Cahill, Gordon,

Reindel & Ohl] and the Commission’s Bureau of Litigation

for negotiating an effective consent order in so short a
time. This quick response to a situation questioned by the

FTC is definitely in the public interest, for these matters
should be resolved fairly & as quickly as possible.”

A companion RCA statement said FTC’s payola “initia-

tive [is] very constructive & merits the wholehearted sup-

port of all responsible members of the industry.” The
statement added: “We welcome this action because we

firmly believe that these steps, taken to assure the highest

standards for the record industry, are in the best interests

of the public, the artists, record distributors and retailers

and the entire industry. If questionable practices are

stamped out, the entire industry will be on a firm basis and

in a position to make even greater contributions to the

cultural standards of America. This should result in in-

creased benefits to the public & new levels of growth for

the industry itself.”

The consent order covered RCA, its officers and its

“agents, representatives and employes, directly or through

any corporate or other device.” It pledged RCA in its use

of records to “forthwith cease & desist from:
“ ( 1 ) Giving or offering to give, without requiring pub-

lic disclosure, any sum of money or other material consid-

eration, to any person, directly or indirectly, to induce that

person to select, or participate in the selection of, and

broadcasting of, any such records in which respondent has

a financial interest of any nature.

“(2) Giving or offering to give, without requiring pub-

lic disclosure, any sum of money, or other material consid-

eration, to any person, directly or indirectly, as an induce-

ment to influence any employe of a radio or television

broadcasting station, or an other person, in any manner, to

select, or participate in the selection of, and the broadcast-

ing of, any such records in which respondent has a finan-

cial interest of any nature.

“There shall be ‘public disclosure’ within the meaning

of this order, by any employe of a radio or television broad-

casting station, or any other person, who selects or parti-

cipates in the selection & broadcasting of a record when he

shall disclose, or cause to have disclosed, to the listening

public at the time the record is played, that his selection &
broadcasting of such record are in consideration for com-
pensation of same nature, directly or indirectly, received

by him or his employer.”

Prison for Phony Ads Denied

Meanwhile, FTC spokesmen discounted one newspaper
scare story (“U.S. Plans Jail, Fines For Phony TV Ads”
was the N.Y. Herald Tribune headline) which indicated

that a move to put TV advertisers in prison was imder

way with Justice Dept, collaboration.

No such jail-&-fine crusade is contemplated, FTC Chmn.
Kintner assured us. “The story behind that story is that we
are undertaking closer liaison with the Justice Dept, staff.

It’s just part of our stepped-up campaign against fraudu-

lent advertising. There are limited areas of criminal en-

forcement in the statutes under our jurisdiction.”

The Food & Drug Act permits criminal action against

promoters of foods, drugs & cosmetics which are “injurious

to health.” The Federal Trade Commission Act permits FTC
to institute criminal action against advertisers for “willful

violation” of final court injunctions forbidding continued

use of fraudulent advertising. No cases in either category

are on FTC’s books now, Kintner said.

WRCV-TV & WRCV Philadelphia keynote the trend

in 1959 Christmas cards with a note that they have con-

tributed in our name to a worthy cause. The gesture is

made more meaningful with a delightful brochure from
the recipients which says: “We’re going to have a merrier
Christmas because of WRCV & WRCV-TV’s contribution

to our Northern Home for Children in your behalf.” Sim-
ilar notes about contributions made on our behalf have
been received from Jerrold Electronics Corp., which has
been using this form of remembrance for some years.
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More about

NEW RECORDERS & CAMERAS: “Today’s recorder is a

modern miracle, but you can expect to see substantial

basic changes in the whole method of video-tape record-

ing in the next 5 years.” So said ABC engineering vp

Frank Marx last week in answer to our questions about

new ideas in TV tape recording (see p. 3)

.

Whether the Toshiba recorder fills the bill as a basic-

ally different system is debatable—but telecasters & others

who have use for wide-band recording devices all over the

world are expressing interest in the Toshiba development.

Telechrome, hoping to develop a similar machine in the

U.S., has been following Toshiba’s tape-recorder progress

closely, is convinced the system has marked advantages.

There have been rumors that GE will import or pro-

duce the Toshiba-type machine because of International

GE’s substantial ownership of Toshiba stock. GE broad-

cast equipment officials last week said they knew nothing

about these reports, expressed doubt they were factual.

Whether or not Telechrome becomes a rival of Ampex
& RCA in the video-tape recorder field, it definitely hopes

to compete with them in TV cameras. It will pit the British

EMI cameras against RCA’s domestic ones and Ampex’s
British Marconi units.

Telechrome plans to import—and show at the NAB
convention—the following EMI items: (1) An all-purpose

studio camera which can use a 4% -in. image orthicon, a

conventional 3-in. image orthicon or an Emitron tube. The
latter tube, used for many years in England but never

in the U.S., requires no warmup time but needs 25%-35%
more light, is said to last 3 to 5 times longer than the

image orth. (2) A light-weight, high-quality low-cost

live color camera, using a new supersensitive vidicon

tube—also requiring a higher light level than present

image orth cameras. (3) New studio vidicon b&w camera.

New image orthicon camera tube, made available by
Westinghouse last week, has guaranteed operating life of

1,000 hours, compared with the usual 500-hour warranty
offered on present image orthicons. The new tube will sell

for “20% more than the present types which cost about
$1,200,” according to Westinghouse. The company claims

that long life has been achieved by eliminating image re-

tention through improving the characteristics of the tube

itself and that no mechanical or electronic orbiters are re-

quired. The tube can be focused on a stationary scene for

several minutes without damage. One of the new tubes

was used at KDKA-TV Pittsburgh for 1,825 hours.

Reported major-market station swap between RKO
Teleradio (WNAC-TV Boston) and NBC (WRCV-TV Phil-

adelphia) has not been agreed upon, we were told Fri. by
Hathaway Watson, Teleradio vp. The swap, said Wilson,

was “a suggested method from NBC for a station group to

acquire the Philadelphia channel.”

NAFI Corp. has purchased KXYZ, Houston, Tex. radio

station, for $750,000 subject to FCC approval. The deal

was negotiated by Kenyon Brown, head of NAFI broadcast
division, and Milton Underwood, chmn. of Houston Bcstg.,

which owns KXYZ. NAFI Corp., which has embarked on
policy of diversifying into broadcasting (Vol. 15:33, 36),
now operates KPTV (Ch. 12) Portland, Ore. and KCOP
(Ch. 13) Los Angeles.

FCC’s FM stereo deadline for filing comments was ex-
tended to March 15 at request of EIA (Vol. 15:50 p8).

RADIO CODE STRENGTHENED: NAB’s standards of good

practice committee has started a repair-&-paint job

on the industry’s Radio Code, which for 22 years has

operated—with little surveillance—on an honor system

basis which has been rickety at times.

Meeting in Washington in a quiz-&-payola crisis ses-

sion just 2 weeks after NAB’s TV Board voted to beef up

the TV Code (Vol. 15:49 p3), the 8-man good practice com-

mittee recommended that NAB’s Radio Board approve sim-

ilar improvements for the Radio Code.

The committee headed by Cliff Gill (KEZY Anaheim,

Cal.) said these steps should be taken to curb “a relatively

few members of the radio broadcasting industry whose

questionable activities have tended to place all radio broad-

casters in an unfavorable light”:

(1) Adopt language of all TV Code amendments on

quizzes, payola, program fakery and news interview mis-

representations, omitting only a TV Code change directed

at visual advertising frauds. (2) Open up the Radio Code

subscription list to all stations. Any TV station can sub-

scribe to the TV Code; only NAB members have been

eligible to call themselves “good practice” stations. (3) Put

some teeth into the Radio Code by devising some enforce-

ment methods.

Enforcement Methods Proposed
“Several alternatives” for industry enforcement of the

radio rules were proposed at the good practice committee

meeting, but they weren’t spelled out publicly pending a

Radio Board session which NAB Pres. Harold E. Fellows

was expected to call promptly. One proposal discussed, how-
ever, was a plan for monitoring radio outlets. NAB moni-

tors TV Code subscribers, whose misuse of NAB’s Seal can

thus be documented for disciplinary purposes, but no such

watch has been kept on radio.

“The overwhelming majority of stations will welcome
the tightened language [of the proposed Radio Code
amendments] and will find no difficulty in operating in

compliance,” the radio committee said confidently.

At the same time NAB radio vp John F. Meagher said

that in 10 recent days 76 more stations had signed up for

the Radio Code, making the total enlistment 683 among
1,533 NAB radio members. And at its first meeting, NAB’s
special new 12-member TV-radio task force (Vol. 15:50

p6) was cheered by news that since last month TV Code
subscribers had increased by 12% to bring the total to 302
stations. By the end of the week more TV Code enlistments
brought the total to 332.

Chief immediate business of the all-NAB committee
was to help prepare a TV Code presentation for FCC’s
program-practice hearings Dec. 18 (see p. 1). The task
force also approved an information guide to be mailed to

all TV & radio stations. It’s intended to help them answer
FCC’s payola questionnaires (Vol. 15:49 pi). FCC will find

that “high standards of ethics” are observed by an “over-
whelming number” of stations, the task force said.

At both meetings there was talk that it might be a
good idea for all segments of the broadcasting industry

—

stations, communications lawyers, advertisers, agencies,
etc.—to get together for a joint conference on mutual prob-
lems in the industry’s crises. “The special committee of
NAB has informally discussed this matter, but will not take
final action until it disposes of more pressing questions,”
Pres. Fellows said.

*

Payola probe of Philadelphia TV-radio-recording ac-
tivities has been launched by DA Victor H. Blanc.
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Networks

ABC’s Public-Affairs Coup: it was abc-TV’s tum at bat

to make a hit in the 3-network effort to improve the so-

cial image by scheduling bigger & better news shows in

prime time—so it delivered with one of the biggest names

possible: Sir Winston Churchill. A new 30-min. series,

to start next fall and based on Churchill’s writings, will

combine the pick of 1919-1957 news footage, specially

filmed interviews, narration, and music by a top composer.

Discussions are being held with Richard Rodgers, who did

Victory At Sea music.

Roster of big news names will be seen & heard in

special interviews for the series, including President Eisen-

hower, Harry S. Truman, the Duke of Windsor, Sir An-
thony Eden, Viscount Montgomery, Bernard Baruch and

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt. Also planned are location inter-

views with German, Italian, Japanese and Russian figures.

Unlike the new prime-time news shows at NBC-TV
& CBS-TV (Vol. 15:44-49), which are to be almost en-

tirely network-produced, ABC-TV’s venture calls for co-

production with an outside program source—Screen Gems.

The network’s news staff will be involved in much of the

research, screening and writing.

TV rights to Churchill’s works were granted some
time ago by Churchill to wartime friend Jack LeVien, then

a Lt.-Col. on Eisenhower’s PR staff and now an executive

of Hearst Metrotone News. When no network showed in-

terest, LeVien made a deal earlier this season with Screen

Gems. No production on the series has yet been done, and
no time slot has been assigned. The series will undoubtedly

be offered for sponsorship—^with good chance of getting it.

ABC’s interest in documentaries is quite recent, having

built most of nighttime schedule around telefilm product

from Disney, Warner Bros., 20th-Fox, etc. In the blueprint

stage at ABC is recently announced World of Mind series

to be done at Yale U. (Vol. 15:49 plO), as well as 60-min.

film reports covering Pacific-area developments (an out-

growth of recent Goldenson-Treyz trip to the Orient) in

Korea, Japan & India.

Still in front in the public-affairs realm are CBS-TV
& NBC-TV. CBS has its monthly 60-min. CBS Reports

specials and a growing list of other public-affairs projects.

NBC will start its 60-min. weekly prime-time (Sat. 9:30-

10:30 p.m.) World Wide 60 series in Jan., and has other

news-in-depth & documentary shows in the works.

NBC’s New Enterprises Div. will now house 4 sepa-

rate units to handle the network’s sideline activities: do-

mestic, international, theatrical and development. Alfred

R. Stem continues as vp in charge of the div., with Morris

Rittenberg, ex-mgr. of NBC-TV special program sales

named dir. of the domestic unit and Clifford W. Slaybaugh,
mgr. of associated companies-international operations,

named dir. of international enterprises. The domestic unit

will concentrate on such fields as merchandising & book-

publishing. The international unit will specialize in over-

seas sales & investments. The theatrical unit will handle

investments in Broadway shows & NBC’s ownership of the

Hudson Theatre. The 4th unit will function as a catch-all

to “develop further diversification of the NBC operation.”

Orders for $3 million in new & renewed business were
racked up by the ABC Radio Network in the 30 days ended
Dec. 14. ABC Radio Pres. Edward J. DeGray said it was
the highest sales volume recorded in a like period over past
several years, added ABC Radio News is about sold out.

New Sales Lineup at CBS-TV: One of the first moves in

the new regime of CBS-TV Pres. James T. Aubrey Jr. last

week was a realignment of the network’s sales dept.,

headed by William F. Hylan, sales administration vp, and
Thomas W. Dawson, network sales vp. The shuffle involves

a total of 7 executive appointments.

John Karol, who stepped down from the sales vp ranks
(CBS Radio) to become a TV salesman, has been appointed
vp & dir. of special project sales. Karol will work primari-

ly with the network’s growing roster of public affairs shows
(for news of an ABC-TV move in this field, see next col-

umn). Stated Hylan of Karol’s appointment: “This is in

recognition of increasing importance and unprecedented ad-

vertiser interest in a broader range of program types.”

Other promotions: Sam K. Maxwell Jr., daytime sales

mgr. for the past 18 months, succeeds Edmund C. Bunker
(recently named vp of CBS Inc. for the network’s Washing-
ton office) as gen. sales mgr. Succeeding Maxwell is for-

mer acct. exec. Joseph N. Curl. Theodore F. Shaker, acct.

exec., has been named mgr. of program sales, replacing

Robert B. Hoag (who recently moved to CBS-TV, Holly-

wood). Alfred J. Harding, acct. exec., was named to the

newly created post of mgr., public opinion program sales.

Robert F. Jamieson, currently mgr. of station contacts for

CBS-TV affiliate relations, was named to another new post,

that of asst, business mgr. & dir. of station clearances for

network sales. Richard H. Low, currently dir. of contracts,

will assume the added duties of asst, business mgr.

CBS-TV’s New Labels: Latest CBS-TV move in the realm
of network self-regulation (Vol. 15:50 p3) came in the

form of a Dec. 14 memo from the office of program prac-

tices vp Joseph H. Ream. There’ll be a labeling rather

than a “weeding out” of canned laughter in comedy shows
and location scenes actually produced in a studio. Syn-
thetic applause or laughter will be permitted but must
now be labeled (audio & video) “audience reaction tech-

nically produced” or “technically augmented.” Film or

tape segments must be identified, even to the point of stat-

ing (at the risk of double-take viewer confusion) “certain

portions of this recorded program were pre-recorded.”

Shows which contain “a situation which purports to

be real but is actually fictionalized,” such as a courtroom
scene based on a real trial, are to be TV-tagged “portions

of this program are fiction.” Lip-sync, the process of

silently mouthing a song on TV while a record is playing,

will be identified along this line: “The voice in the (song,

number or other adequate description) was previously

recorded.” If 2 or more situations occur in one show, an-

nouncements are to be combined, with such possible re-

sults as “this pre-recorded program included technically

produced audience reaction and guests on a portion of it

were interviewed in advance.”

NBC’s proposed medical service, to be rendered via

multiplexed FM (Vol. 15:47 plO), received its first FCC
authorization last week when the FCC gave the network’s

WRCA-FM N.Y. permission to start. The Commission said

the station was authorized “to provide background music
service to doctors’ offices, hospitals & clinics to include

advisory newscasts concerning matters of interest to medi-

cal subscribers, provided the system is not used as a paging
service or for other purposes unrelated to broadcast opera-

tion.” NBC plans eventually to reach 70 markets with 12

hours daily, charging each subscriber $120 a year. The
Commission reported that “doctorcasting” is already prac-

ticed by KMLA Los Angeles and KCBM Kansas City.
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Daytime TV Billings Up: Registering a 20,1% increase in

Sept, over Sept. 1958, daytime network-TV gross-time bill-

ings finished the Jan.-Sept. period with a gain of 26.1%

over the volume for 1958’s first 9 months. TvB also re-

ports that cumulative gross time charges for 1959’s first

3 quarters totaled $147,820,975 compared with $117,257,502

for the same 1958 period. The figures are LNA-BAR
compilations. Sept, daytime billings rose to $15,384,651

from $12,805,318 in Sept. 1958.

Way-out leader in network-TV time buying, by prod-

uct classification, was food & food products, which led all

categories in the 3rd quarter & in Jan.-Sept. For the first

9 months, food & food products TV spending totaled $82,-

588,483, up from $78,400,729 in the year-ago period. Sharp

increases in Jan.-Sept. over Jan.-Sept. 1958 also were

registered by agricultural & farming products ($1,302,747

from $51,347) ;
drugs & remedies ($52,306,203 from $39,-

615,661) ;
gasoline, lubricants & other fuels ($5,966,801

from $1,843,908) ;
smoking materials ($56,464,858 from

$43,342,205). Among those time-users which fell behind

the year-ago pace: TV-radio-phono sets, musical instru-

ments & accessories—down to $3,684,937 from $5,740,503.

Leading TV network advertiser both in the 3rd quarter

& in Sept, was Procter & Gamble, with gross-time expendi-

tures of $11,899,344 & $4,037,756 respectively. Kent cigar-

ets was the leading net-advertised TV brand both in the

3rd quarter ($2,664,817) & in Sept. ($853,462).

F. L. Jacobs Co., Detroit holding company which

pleaded guilty to conspiracy in N.Y. federal court at the

trial of ex-MBS head Alexander L. Guterma & others on

fraud charges (Vol. 15:50 p9), gets its much-delayed day

in SEC court Jan. 18. Previously postponed, an SEC hear-

ing for Jacobs on complaints that it failed to file financial

reports—and therefore should be delisted from the N.Y.

Stock Exchange—had been set in Washington for Dec. 15.

But on pleas for coupsel for Jacobs trustees that more time

was needed, SEC agreed to postponement until next month.

Meanwhile, SEC gave a Christmas present to Jacobs stock-

holders. It lifted its suspension of trading of the company’s
stock to permit over-the-counter transactions.

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV
Colt .45, Sun., 7-7:30 p.m., 12 consecutive wks. of full spon-

sorship starting Jan. 10, 1960.
Whitehall Labs (Ted Bates)

CBS-TV
Eyewitness to History: 1959, special 60-min. summary of

news highlights, 9-10 p.m. Jan. 1.

Firestone Tire & Rubber (Campbell-Ewald)
Daytime programming, participations and alt. wk. 15-min.

segs, Armstrong Cork Co. (BBDO), Binney
& Smith (Chirug), Fruit of the Loom (Dan-
iel & Charles), Helene Curtis (Ed. H.
Weiss), Gen. Mills (Dancer-Fitzgerald-
Sample)

NBC-TV
Dow Hour of Great Mysteries, March 31, 1960, 9-10 p.m.

Joseph N. Welch will be host.
Dow Chemical (MacManus, John & Adams)

Meet the Press, Sun., 6-6:30 p.m., alt. wk. sponsorship eff.

Jan. 3, 1960.
Sano Cigarettes (C. J. LaRoche & Co.)

Bonanza, Sat. 7:30-8:30 p.m., renewal of alt. wk. thirds.
Liggett & Myers (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-
ple)

Programming

Cowan-Created EPI Dissolves: The quiz-packaging firm

founded in 1946 by ex-CBS-TV Pres. Louis G. Cowan, en-

tertainment Productions Inc., is going out of business. This

was confirmed to us in N.Y. last week by Leonard H.

Steibel, secy. & legal counsel for EPI. Actually, it’s just a

paper deal, since EPI has no shows on the air and Cowan
no longer owns an interest in it (although his wife holds a

3% interest). What made the move interesting to the TV
industry was revelation of the names of some of the owners

of EPI, which at one time produced $6Jf,000 Question &
$64,000 Challenge.

Biggest surprise was that a 2%% interest (originally

representing a $10,000 investment) is held by James A.

Linen, publisher of Time, a magazine which has frequently

been scathing in its coverage of the quiz scandals and

which drew an invitation recently (Vol. 15:47 p7) from

NBC Chmn. Robert W. Sarnoff to pull its Time Inc. TV
stations out of network service and go it alone.

NBC-TV’s public affairs show, due to replace 5 Fingers

in the Saturday 9:30-10:30 p.m. prime-time slot Jan. 23, will

be titled World Wide 60. The series (Vol. 15:49 pll) has

a strong mathematical chance to gain a large audience,

Nielson having told us that its time period usually draws

a sets-in-use level of about 62% of all TV homes, which

compares with the 67% nighttime peak for the entire week,

which usually occurs between 8:30-9 p.m. Wednesday.

Earlier this year (Jan.-Mar. 1959), the sets-in-use figure

for all NBC-TV nighttime network periods (7:30-11 p.m.)

on a Mon.-Fri. basis averaged 63.0.

A strong critic of FCC in recent months, the Wash-
ington Post studied testimony in the Commission’s pro-

gramming hearing and seemed to have second thoughts in

its Dec. 12 editorial, which stated in part: “Citizens can-

not have it both ways. If they wish their media, air &
printed, to be free, they must be free to be right & free

to be wrong, free to be good & free to be bad. The proper

agency for the administration of rebuke or the conferral of

praise is the people themselves. They have the means &
the power to obtain any sort of programming they wish

—

if their wishes are strong enough to make them take a

lively & continuing interest in what they see & hear on
the TV & radio. The blame for what is wrong with radio

& TV lies with the industry. The spotlight ought not, at

this date, be turned from them to the FCC . . . For the

information of those who clamor for government to spare

them from having to listen to or watch bad programs,
there is a button on every set manufactured, which, by the

slightest exertion, can be turned from ‘on’ to ‘off.’ Noth-
ing that the FCC can do will as effectively govern quality

as the use of this device by listeners.”

Ban on TV coverage of N.Y. State Assembly may be

eased somewhat in 1960. A recent face-lifting of the elec-

trical & air conditioning system for the Albany legislature

installed a new set of overhead lights, adequate for live

or tape pickups. It’s expected that Gov. Nelson A. Rocke-
feller’s annual message will be TV-covered there Jan. 6,

but a membership vote would have to approve coverage of

daily assembly sessions, lights or no lights.

TV panel shows can’t use AP staffers, says the wire

service, which reinvoked an old rule against paid outside

activity by its employes. First to be cut off the air: AP’s
Jack Bell, who had been scheduled for CBS-TV’s Face the

Nation Dec. 13.
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Film & Tape

Program Reshuffle Under Way: The mass exodus of the

failure shows will probably begin in the spring, when 26-

week deals expire. Now that networks, sponsors and
ad agencies have had opportunity to see which series are

making the grade & which are not, program changes are

being prepared behind-the-scenes. There won’t be as many
as have been anticipated for the year-end because it’s

usually impossible to have a film replacement ready on
sudden notice. Network executives we’ve checked explain

that a sponsor doesn’t usually know until late Nov. or Dec.

whether it has bought a show. By that time, it’s a choice

of buying a live replacement, or of going along with the

current entry until spring. Most sponsors choose the latter

course. Another factor is that Hollywood producers don’t

begin production of most new pilots until Dec. or Jan.

Network executives we’ve talked to anticipate much re-

placement next year because of the many weak shows.

NBC-TV’s program board has made a number of

recommendations for changes which should result in some
reshuffling in the immediate future. That network is in

the singular position of having 3 film series in production

as replacements, so can doctor up its lineup without a wait.

The 3: The Barbara Stanwyck Theatre’, the tentatively

titled Cowhand, starring Brian Keith; and Overland Stage,

starring William Bendix. Look for one or all of these

series to wind up on the network in Jan. NBC is also

considering several Sun. & Mon. night changes, with one

plan envisioning Riverboat moving from Sun. to Mon.
and Overland Stage replacing Riverboat. P&G, in cancel-

ling Wichita Town on NBC-TV, also relinquished the Wed.
night time slot. The 26th & final episode will be seen March
30 and no replacement has been set. The network also

bought last week from Four Star Television an untitled

comedy series starring Tom Ewell, but has not yet decided

where to slot the show. That’s one reason CBS-TV’s Bob
Weitman, vp for program development, was on the Coast

last week. He talked to MCA, Screen Gems, Louis F. Edel-

man. Four Star Television, Red Skelton and the William

Morris Agency regarding series for now & for next spring

and fall. Weitman told us no decisions had been firmed.

Virtually an all-film network, ABC’s only change so

far is the 21 Beacon Street reruns replacing Dick Clark’s

World of Talent Dec. 27. Explained one ABC executive:

“On film series, we have to go for at least 26 episodes.”

Another program ax dropped in N.Y. last week, when,

bearing out still another of TV-Q’s predictions of mid-

season flops— (Vol. 15:48 p8), Revlon notified packager

Goodman Ace and agent Wm. Morris that it was dropping

its non-film alt.-wk. The Big Party. The idea had looked

good on paper but never worked out in rating practice.

The offlcial bow-out date is Feb. 25 (on the 8th show in

the series of a planned 15), although Revlon is committed

to the 9:30-11 p.m. Thurs. slot on CBS-TV, alternating

with Playhouse 90, until June. No definite replacement

for the show is in sight. Revlon is reportedly considering

a switch to a 60-min. weekly variety show.

Producer Hal Hudson and writers Gene Roddenberry,

Harry Julian Finke and Don Ingalls are preparing a new
Western anthology series. The Weapon . . . Four Star Tele-

vision and producer Vincent F. Fennelly are producing a

pilot for Stagecoach West, a 60-min. series.

The Society of Television Technical Directors has been

formed by personnel from the 3 networks & local stations

“to promote & maintain highest . . . technical standards.”

UA ConsidGring Ziv Buy: United Artists is holding “pre-
liminary discussions” with Wall St. investment banking
firms Lazard Freres and F. Eberstadt & Co. toward the

purchase of controlling interest in Ziv TV, one of the lead-

ing producer-distributor firms in the syndication field. UA
thus continues its favorite technique of TV film expansion

:

The purchase of an existing, well-established company
with strong sales staff & product backlog.

Primary (80%) control of Ziv was acquired this sum-
mer by the 2 banking houses, one of which (Eberstadt)
helped float UA’s successful stock issue. Having passed
the 6-month mark, at which time a capital gains deal can
be made, the banking firms are reported to have considered

a public issue of Ziv stock, but are now more interested in

the UA offer, said reliably to be in the $20 million bracket.

UA’s first major expansion in the TV film realm came
last year with acquisition (after a legal scrap with NTA)
of Associated Artists Productions, now UAA, which had
controlled TV distribution of the Warner Bros, pre-1948

feature backlog. UA has had only moderate success in co-

production packaging & distribution of the telefilm series

of its own producers {Troubleshooters and Dennis O’Keefe
Show in network sales; Tales of the Vikings in syndica-

tion), and acquisition of Ziv would give UA: (1) one of

the strongest syndication sales forces in the field, (2) a
sizable backlog of first-run, off-network & rerun film prop-

erties to be used in everything from network-level sales to

station-level library deals, and (3) UA’s first film lot

—

Ziv Studios in Hollywood.

Writers Guild vs. Employment Blacklist: Writers Guild

of America Pres. Curtis Kenyon revealed last week that

WGA has formed a committee to help eliminate the black-

list. Hollywood’s “untouchables” for the past decade have

been those individuals on the movie or TV industry black-

lists. Because such lists do not legally exist, the talent

guilds have found them difflcult to fight. While they were
originally made up to exclude Communists from working,

a number of innocent names got on the list.

For instance it has been disclosed that Louis Pollock,

a Guild member, had been erroneously placed on the TV &
movie blacklists in 1954 and hasn’t found work in either

medium since. (Only exception: one teleplay sold to The
Lineup in 1956). When Pollock learned 10 weeks ago that

he was on the list, he & attorney Martin Gang uncovered

the fact that he had been confused with a San Diego clothier

named Louis Pollack who had appeared before the House
Un-American Activities Committee in 1954 and taken the

First, Second, Fourth and Fifth Amendments on the sub-

ject of Communist affiliation. Attorney Gang’s inquiry to

Washington brought a letter from Richard Arens, staff dir.

of the House Committee, stating that writer Pollack, “em-

barrassed by the similiarity” of names, was not clothier

Pollack who appeared before the committee. Pollock has

resigned his PR job and will resume writing.

RCA will establish a TV tape engineering & applica-

tions center at its Hollywood recording studios early next

year to furnish West Coast broadcasters & film firms with

technical assistance on applications of RCA TV tape re-

corders. The new service will be headed by H. D. Brad-

bury, now film recording & West Coast TV operations mgr.

Hollywood’s museum of motion pictures & television

will be situated across from Hollywood Bowl, it’s been

decided by the museum commission. Originally, it was re-

ported the museum would be located at the NBC property

at Sunset & Vine, which is for sale.
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NEW YORK ROUNDUP

ITC’s Lassie, 6-yr. veteran on CBS-TV, becomes “the

first American TV series to be scheduled on a regular basis

behind the Iron Curtain,” with a sale to the Yugoslavian

TV station. This puts the show into 32 foreign countries.

Trans-Lux TV Corp., Westinghouse Bcstg. and Metro-

politan Bcstg. Corp. will stage a replica of a Hollywood

charity premiere in N.Y. next week (29) for the offspring

of TV editors & agency executives to promote Felix the

Cat, which debuts on WNEW-TV N.Y. and WBC’s 5 sta-

tions in Jan. 1960. The premiere is for the benefit of CARE
Inc. Moppets attending will see a 60-min. live stage show,

and a “Felix” screening, in addition to receiving gift pack-

ages of games, books & toys . . . Harold J. Klein has been

named vp for business affairs, ABC Films.

ITC expects to offer shortly 60-min. & 90-min. enter-

tainment specials taped in London and other overseas TV
points for network-level telecasting in the U.S. Due for a

meeting in N.Y. within the next 2 weeks to discuss the

project are ITC’s international production dir. Leslie Har-

ris and Chmn. Mike Nidorf, as well as Associated TV Ltd.

officials Val Parnell and Lew Grade. ATV is a 50% owner
of ITC and has tape-equipped facilities in London, as well

as a tie-up (via Parnell) with the London Palladium, one

of the top showcases for vaudeville performances.

United Artists Associated reports sales of various

segments of its Warner Bros, feature film product in 43

markets during the last 2 weeks. Largest single feature

sales were of the 1927 “Jazz Singer,” in 14 markets and

“Mark Twain” in 5 markets . . . Arthur Freed will produce

the Oscar show April 4.

Walter Schwimmer, Chicago packager & creator of

Championship Bridge, has completed a pilot film for a

Championship Tennis series. The film features a specially-

arranged match between Barry McKay & Neal Fraser . . .

Cal. National Productions, a subsidiary of NBC-TV, re-

ports over $3 million in syndicated sales of The Life of

Riley as a daytime comedy strip series. The William Ben-
dix starrer, which entered syndication late in 1958, is in

134 markets, and has 217 episodes. Ziv’s off-network

syndicated Tombstone Territory will be heavily promoted
by 4 regional sponsors. Pacific Gas & Electric Light,

Morning Milk div. of Carnation, Mouson’s Brewery and
Stroh Brewery plan to spend a total of $200,000 on ads
for the ex-ABC-TV Western, which debuts in syndication,

with all new episodes, early in Jan. 1960.

CBS Films plans production of 12 pilots for next sea-

son, all 30-min. properties, according to vp Robert Lewine,
now negotiating for talent. All pilots will be aimed at

network sale, not for syndication . . . Screen Gems has
signed Robert L. Jacks Productions to produce 2 series.

ORDER YOUR 1959 BOUND VOLUME
We will bind & index all 1959 copies of Tele-

vision Digest, Vol. 15, including the semi-annual
Factbook with all addenda, supplements and special

reports. This embossed hard-cover volume—the au-
thoritative record of the television industry in 1959

—

is available at $25.00. Orders will be accepted
through January 8, 1960.

HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Desilu Productions Pres. Desi Arnaz is considerably

annoyed at NT&T’s postponement of its decision on mak-

ing a firm offer for controlling stock of his TV empire.

NT&T’s board was to have met to discuss such an offer

Dec. 10, but the meeting was postponed until Dec. 22 (Vol.

15:50 pl2; 45 pl6). Arnaz is said to feel that as long as

NT&T Pres. B. Gerald Cantor has publicly confirmed his

company’s interest in acquiring Desilu, he should make an
offer without delay. Desilu’s position at a time when sales

are being made for next season is made untenable by pro-

crastination. Arnaz and his wife, Lucille Ball, control

565.000 shares or 49% of the stock. NT&T would also buy
35.000 shares owned by exec, vp Martin Leeds to acquire

a total of 52%—if the deal goes through.

Screen Actors Guild and the Assn, of Motion Picture

Producers, following an exploratory meeting, will resume
contract negotiations Jan. 4. Key issue is post-1948 pic-

tures (Vol. 15:48 et seq.). Negotiators told us SAG tried

to get an immediate reply from the majors on this, but

was put off. SAG also puts high on its priority list a de-

mand for a welfare & pension fund. It’s believed the ma-
jors will be far more amenable to this than to the post-

1948 demands. Meanwhile a proposal for joint negotiations

by representatives of all guilds & unions seeking a cut of

the post-1948s has been greeted apathetically by some.
The idea was put forth by Leith Stevens, pres, of the

Composers & Lyricists Guild of America. Writers Guild
of America will not attend. Meanwhile, producer Milton
Sperling has sold 7 post-1948 movies to Jayark Pictures,

but the deal is contingent on his reaching a settlement with
the guilds. It also restricts Jayark from releasing “The
Courtmartial of Billy Mitchell” until 1970, and some of

the product can’t be released until 1965. The latest movie
in the package, which includes 4 pre-1948s, is “Marjorie
Morningstar,” made in 1957.

Spartan Productions is preparing a 60-min. comedy
series for next season as well as a Western & a private

eye. It plans no pilots, will sell them via presentation &
its track record instead . . . Magna-Cine International

Corp., tape & recording duplicating & packaging firm, plans
to build a $3.5-million audio & video-tape procession, re-

search and printing plant here . . . Screen Gems has named
Jim Hardiman of the Disneyland promotion staff as pub-
licity dir., replacing Jerry Hoffman. He was formerly
with CBS-TV.

Sheldon Leonard will produce the pilot of The Andy
Griffith Show. Financing the project are Leonard, Louis F.
Edelman, Danny Thomas and Griffith’s Grifflink Corp., in

which Griffith is a partner with Richard Link . . . Milton
Berle’s Sagebrush Productions will produce 2 pilots for
NBC-TV, the first of which will be Double Jeopardy, a
60-min. melodrama.

CBS-TV has signed producer Jess Oppenheimer to turn
out a new, untitled comedy series. The pilot goes into

production in Jan. . . . ITC plans a series, Mr. Detective,
based on the life of private eye Raymond Schindler . . .

Producer A1 Simon of Filmways has optioned Double Take
as a possible series.

20th Century-Fox & ABC-TV are bolstering the loudly
criticized 60-min. Adventures in Paradise series by the ad-
dition of an alternate male star to spell Gardner McKay.
Ron Ely will appear in the James Michener 60-min. ad-
venture series every other week beginning “early in 1960.”
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Personols: George D. Matson, ex-NBC vp & treas., named
to new post of NBC TV network vp-gen. mgr., responsible

for business control of TV network activities; John J. Hey-
wood, ex-TV network pricing & planning dir., appointed

TV network business affairs dir., reporting to Matson, Suc-

cessors to Matson & He3rwood haven’t been named . . .

Robert Smith, program dir. of WOR-TV & WOR N.Y.,

gen. sales mgr. Burton Lambert and WOR gen. sales mgr.
William McCormick, named vps of RKO General’s WOR
Radio-TV div.

Ray L. Bindorf, ex-CBS-TV Spot Sales, named gen.

sales mgr., KNXT and CBS-TV Pacific network . . . Her-
bert R. Hahn, AB-PT PR dir., elected vp . . . William T.

Rafael appointed ABC Radio national program dir. . . .

Robert Schultis named commercial mgr. of WDSU-TV New
Orleans, succeeding Louis Read, now exec, vp & gen. mgr.

Galen Fromme named news mgr., WBAL-TV & WBAL
Baltimore . . . William Dubois appointed ITC vp for Chi-

cago office . . . Robert W. Ferguson, exec, vp & gen. mgr.,

WTRF-TV Wheeling, W.Va., elected pres., Wheeling Area
Conference on Community Development . . . Oliver Unger,
pres, of National Theatres & TV subsidiary NTA, also

assumes duties of exec, vp., Cinemiracle Pictures Corp.,

new NT&T subsidiary formed to license use of the wide-

screen movie process.

Gerald G. Gross elected secy.-general of the Interna-

tional Telecommunication Union, Geneva, succeeded as

asst, secy.-general by Dr. Manohar Balaji Sarwate of India.

A former FCC asst, chief engineer, Gross has served ITU
since 1947 . . . Edward F. Kenehan, ex-chief (1955-57) of

FCC’s broadcast bureau, leaves Washington communica-
tions law firm of Haley, Wollenberg & Kenehan to join

Spearman & Roberson there (Munsey Bldg.) as partner;

Richard Hildreth promoted to Spearman & Roberson part-

ner. Michael H. Bader promoted to partner in Kenehan’s
old firm, which is reorganized as Haley, Wollenberg &
Bader . . . William R. Tincher, ex-news & special events

dir. of radio KSOK Arkansas City, Kan., who joined FTC’s
legal staff in 1954, has been promoted to new Commission
post of associate dir. of litigation bureau . . . John C.

Currie, ex-Maritime Administration and ex-FCC, named
deputy dir. of Policy & Standards Office, OCDM; Charles

A. Brooks, ex-Air Force, appointed deputy dir. of En-
gineering Office.

KXLF-TV (Ch. 4) Butte returned to air Dec. 9 after

repairing fire damage (Vol. 15:46, 49).

life Answers FTC Charge: “Totally unfair”—that was
Brown & Williamson’s reply last week to charges by FTC
(also brought against agency Ted Bates) that TV commer-
cials & print ads for Life cigarets were “misrepresenta-
tion” of laboratory facts. (Vol. 15:50 plO). The Bates
agency did not comment. NBC-TV, which signed B&W as a
sponsor of the Journey to Understanding Presidential news
coverage, has already persuaded Bates and B&W to soften
the sell a bit (particularly in the demonstrations of the
“Millicel super filter”) but CBS-TV is still carrying the
commercials intact (Mr. Lucky, The Lineup). ABC-TV is

also expected to carry the commercials without change,
pending the outcome of the FTC hassle, in which B&W
and Bates must file answers before mid-Jan.

Ad People: Charles R. Hook Jr. elected pres., Kudner
Agency, succeeding C. M. Rohrabaugh, named chmn. &
chief exec, officer; Robert M. Watson, senior vp, elected

exec, vp, succeeding Hook; Carl Phares Jr. promoted from
secy. & asst, treas. to secy.-treas. & a dir. . . . F. Kenneth
Beirn resigned as Revlon ad vp to become General De-
velopment Corp. consultant . . . Henry P. Stockbridge and
James M. Symington named Y&R vps . . . James R. Eng-
lish Jr. and Alfred A. Lawton elected Kenyon & Eckhardt
vps . . . Erwin Spitzer, ex-Kudner Agency vp & merchan-
dising dir., named a Revlon group ad mgr. . . . Bernard G.
Rasmussen appointed assoc, media dir.. Fuller & Smith &
Ross, N.Y. . . . William E. Hatch, senior vp & controller,

Ted Bates, elected treas.; Robert J. Preis named asst, treas.

& asst, vp . . . Robert F. Steinhoff appointed mgr., N.Y.
office of Needham, Louis & Brorby, succeeding Frederick

A. Mitchell, resigned.

FTC ban on TV-radio tie-in promotion of products by
manufacturers in supermarkets (Vol. 13:43 p8, 44 p3) has
been left standing by the Supreme Court. It refused to

hear a test-case appeal by P. Lorillard Co. from a Court

of Appeals ruling which had upheld FTC’s complaint that

the tie-in device (by which the manufacturer indirectly

pays for chain-store commercials) was illegal because simi-

lar arrangements weren’t offered to competing stores.

Lorillard was one of a half-dozen companies cited by FTC
in its 1957 action which involved CBS, NBC and ABC

—

but not as respondents. Under the promotion plan, a gro-

cery chain agreed to provide in-store displays for products

in exchange for free TV & radio time. Broadcasters then

sold time to the manufacturers.

Left-handed promotion-dept. compliment of the week:
CBS’s double-truck salute to Lowell Thomas in Dec. 14

Advertising Age. Proclaims the copy: “Not only Godfrey,

not only Garry Moore, not only Linkletter—Lowell Thomas
is all sold out on the CBS radio network.”

New agency, Fladell-Harris Advertising Co. has been
formed by Ernest Fladell and Leslie A. Harris, at 352 W.
56th St., N.Y. Fladell & Harris were formerly associated

with NTA as ad creative dir. and asst, to the pres.

Station Rate Increases
station Base Hoar Minute Date

WFIL-TV Philadelphia .... $3300 to $4000 $880 to $950 Nov. 1

WEWS Cleveland 1560 to 1700 625 to 575 Sept. 20
WCCO-TV Minneapolis .... 1600 to 1700 480 to 600 Jan. 1

WTVJ Miami 1200 (no change) 300 to 360 not reported
WOW-TV Omaha 900 to 1000 225 (no change) Nov. 1

KLZ-TV Denver 800 to 900 250 to 270 Nov. 1

WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa 800 to 900 180 to 200 Jan. 1

WRAL-TV Raleigh 650 to 750 130 to 150 Jan. 1

KMMT Austin, Minn 260 to 360 60 to 70 not reported
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1959 d 1960—RECORD YEARS FOR ELECTRONICS: Every major segment of elec-

tronics industry set an all-time high in 1959, and a repeat performance is due in 1960. Factory value of

industry sales this year will total $9.2 billion, 15.8% more than the $7.94 billion of 1958. And 1960 should

see another 12.5% advance to $10.35 billion.

These are official estimates of electronics industry's manufacturers* association—EIA—which notes

that such a year-to-year gain in every industry category has happened only twice in last 10 years (1956 &

1957). And EIA Pres. David R. Hull predicted at week's end that industry factory volume will double in next

10 years—to $20 billion rate by end of 1970.

Consumer electronics category made biggest 1959-over-1958 gain , with $450-million increase in factory

value of products—a 29% rise—after a $100-million decline from 1957 to 1958. Further 8% climb is predicted

for next year. TV alone accounted for $145 million of the 1958-to-1959 gain.

Here are electronics industry's dimensions—1958, estimated 1959 and predicted 1960—as compiled

(and to be released this week) by EIA:

FACTORY SALES BY U.S. ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
(Add 000,000 Dollars)

1958

Consumer products $1,600

Industrial products 1,380

Military products 4,100

Replacement parts, tubes, etc 860

INDUSTRY TOTAL $7,940

1959 TV SALES—ABOUT 5.8 MILLION SETS:
sales are going to total just about 5.8 million—the figure, we forecast last October (Vol. 15:43 pi6)—up
13% from last year's 9-year low of 5.14 million.

The year will end with total of about 6.25 million sets produced , 20% increase over the 4.92 million

made in 1958. Distributor sales will approximate 6.1 million, factory sales a little over 6 million.

These estimates are deduced from preliminary 1 1-month sales statistics and the 49-week production

figures on p. 14, through the application of seasonal weighting to estimate Dec. results (for example, Dec.

usually is biggest retail month, accoimting for an average of 13.3% of year's TV sales).

Retail sales of 5.8 million makes 1959 the 2nd poorest TV sales year since 1950—at least measured
by nvunber of imits sold. In dollar volume, TV factory sales this year will total about $835 million, some $145

million more than than in 1958. This was a year in which sales were uncomfortably slow during first half,

gathered steam later—to provide healthy sales momentum for a better 1960 (see story on p. 14).

For Jan.-Nov., preliminary figures indicate retail sales totaled 5.05 million sets ,, about 600,000 sold in

Nov.—100,000 ahead of Nov. 1958. Sales this month should total 775,000 units if Dec. runs true to form.

TV inventories dropped slightly in Nov, to 2,245,000 sets at all levels—from about 2,275,000 in Oct.

and 2,331,000 in Sept. Dealer inventory remained at 1.1 million, factory & distributor stocks declining slightly.

Domestic home radios had a million-unit sales month in Nov.—first of the year—the preliminary fig-

ures show. A really good December could bring home radio sales very close to 9 million units for 1960,

making it best radio year since 1950, despite intensified competition from Japanese imports. Radio sales in

1959 are expected to total about $345 million (factory prices).

1959 1960

$2,050 $2,300

1.500 1,750

4.500 5,000

1,100 1,300

$9,200 $10,350

It's now obvious that 1959 retail TV
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INDUSTRY LEADERS SEE MODEST RISE IN '60: Next year will be good one for home
electronics industry—not sensational, but at least 5% better than record 1959. That's consensus of top TV,

radio, phono & component manufacturers and other leading industry figures in our annual forecast-survey.

Those industry leaders willing to go out on a limb and predict imit sales of TV sets next year—and a
dozen of them did—saw consumers buying from 6.1 to 6.75 million receivers. Interestingly, half of the fore-

casters predicted sales of 6.1 million sets next year—up 5% from this year's 5.8 million. This 6.1 million was
also rock-bottom—nobody predicted lower sales (see table on p. 15). Top estimate was 6.75 million by
Zenith Pres. Joseph Wright.

Home radio sales outlook is for another rise from this year's 8.9 million to somewhere between 9

& 10 million sets, auto radio going up from 5.2 to about 6 million, according to those willing to predict. Most

saw slight increases in phono & hi-fi sales.

Over-all consumer electronics estimates jibed pretty well with EIA's prediction that factory sales will

rise 8% from this year's record $2.05 billion to a new all-time high of $2.3 billion next year (see p. 13).

Highlights of the industry forecasts: Three manufacturers of color-TV sets (RCA, Admiral, Packard

Bell) all see expanding market next year, RCA predicting 50% sales hike . . . Complete disagreement

whether Japanese radio imports have reached their peak . . . Predictions by 2 tuner manufacturers (Stand-

ard Coil & Radio Condenser) of strong activity in FM auto radios next year . . . Zenith Pres. Wright's guarded

comment that 1960 may be "threshold year" for Phonevision pay TV . . . Motorola exec, vp Ed Taylor's

statement that 1960 may see introduction of a reliable & practical battery portable TV with a screen 14-in.

or larger . . . The prefatory remarks by most prognosticators
—

"barring a resumption of the steel strike."

Texts of individual manufacturers' predictions of 1960 and summations of 1959 begin on p. 15. Ad-

ditional responses will be printed next week.

TV-Radio Production: EIA statistics for week ended Dec. 11 (49th week of 1959):

Dec. 4-11 Preceding wk. 1958 wk. ’59 cumulative ’58 cumulative

TV 147,985 122,772 97,172 6,024,716 4,671,515

Total radio 367,234 288,755 318,844 14,722,394 10,904,689

auto radio 138,659 62,455 122,994 5,174,282 3,380,103

ELECTRONICS - $27 BILLION IN 70: The electronics

industry’s total sales volume will nearly double in the

next 10 years. That’s the estimate of Sylvania mktg.

senior vp Barton K. Wickstrum. He sees over-all total

volume rising from an estimated $14 billion this year

to more than $15 billion in 1960, nearly $21.5 billion

in 1965 and more than $27 billion by 1970. These

figures differ from EIA estimates on p. 13 in that they

include distribution revenues (mark-ups). In tabular

form, here are his forecasts : i960 i965 1970

(add 000,000)

Home set sales, & repairs, (inc.

replacement parts)
TV retail sales (units)

Home radio sales (units)

Phono factory sales (units)

Renewal picture tube sales ($)....

Renewal receiving tube sales ($)
Transistor production (units)

Total Electronics Volume

$5,364.0 $6,725.0 $7,475.0

6.1 8.0 9.4

9.6 10.7 11.6

4.0 4.6 5.0

$133.0 $165.0 $200.0

$170.0 $190.0 $195.0

131.5 410.0 650.0

$15,114.0 $21,475.0 $27,275.0

Factory sales of transistors continue to increase, EIA

reported last week. Oct. sales were up slightly over Sept.,

to establish a new all-time monthly high, and markedly

ahead of Oct. Cumulative dollar sales were more than

double those of Jan.-Oct. 1958. The Oct. & Jan.-Oct. sales

with comparison figures:

1959
Units Dollars

Sept 8,652,526 $20,851,290

Oct 8,710,913 22,109,748

Jan.-Oct. . 66,621,426 176,447,266

1958
Units Dollars

5,076,443 $10,810,412
5,594,856 13,461,857

35,982,133 83,692,052

(For month-by-month sales, Jan.-Aug., see Vol. 15:43 p. 17)

BBB STINGS 3-CHANNEL STEREO: Those discordant &
conflicting channel claims from the highly controversial

world of stereo have caught the ear of the National

Better Business Bureau. It has studied the Magnetic

Recording Industry Assn, definition of stereo, fired off

a letter to some 100 component & set makers, question-

ing: "Can 2-channel stereo properly be described as

‘3-channel stereo?’
’’

"We believe that the term ‘3-channel stereo’ should

be accurately used to designate 3 separate channels of

sound transmission from the source when, as & if, it be-

comes available for home use,” said BBB in part. It ap-

pealed to producers to “exercise self-discipline in employ-

ing accurate descriptive terminology” in their stereo ads.

“Manufacturers using the ‘3-channel stereo’ designa-

tion point out that they have so designed their phono-

graphs as to secure 3 channels of sound by separating the

low frequency tones from both stereo channels and hav-

ing them come out of a 3rd speaker system, with or with-

out a 3rd amplifier,” the BBB letter said. Others who add

"a 3rd speaker system to their 2-channel stereo phono-

graphs, disdain describing such units as 3-channel stereo.

Manufacturers in the group contend that the addition of

another speaker system adds another sound outlet, but

does not & cannot provide more transmission channels

than are on the stereo record, which currently is 2.”

And, BBB pointed out, advertising as “3-channel

stereo” instruments that have but 2 channels of transmis-

sion could “mislead the uninformed public.”
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Industry Leaders Forecast 1960 Home Electronics Outlook

Texts of Responses in Our Annual Survey on TV-Radio-Phono Prospects

Admiral Pres. Ross D. Siragusa:

Our current TV sales are about equally divided be-

tween the 23- & 21-in. sets. By the end of 1960 approxi-

mately 75% of Admiral’s television sales will be in 23-in.

models. We anticipate appreciable increases in the com-

pany’s sale of television and radio receivers in 1960. In

addition to the wide-angle 23-in tube, the political con-

ventions and elections will be important stimuli to sales.

Network and local coverage of these major news events has

been commendable . . . and should be even better in 1960.

We believe the Japanese sale of transistor radios in

this country has just about reached its peak and should

begin to level off during 1960. We are more confident of

this situation than at any time since the Jap imports

started their huge increase two years ago. With our sup-

pliers and ourself completely automated we can now com-

pete more favorably on a cost basis and can produce a

better performing product than the imports.

We look for a substantial increase in commercial elec-

tronic sales and in the production of equipment for the

Armed Forces in 1960. The company has invested heavily

in expanding its research and engineering departments

during the past two years to obtain more of this business.

Color TV will continue to grow, and will expand more rap-

idly in the next 2 or 3 years than in the last six.

Admiral is in stronger condition today than at any

time in the past 4 or 5 years and we believe profits will in-

crease in 1960 at a faster rate than sales. Inventories are

at their lowest point in years and our entire factory, dis-

tributor and dealer sales organizations are geared for a

healthy 1960 operation.

•
Edgar N. Greenebaum, Greenebaum & Associates (financial

consultants), & chmn. of Conley Electronics Inc.:

Factory production of TV sets should increase in 1960

to 6.8 million from 6.25 million this year. Contributing to

a much better year will be election-year interest in TV, the

general economic uptrend, the increasing importance of the

set replacement factor and the good condition of inven-

tories. Radio & stereo sales should also rise, the “3-

channel” approach gaining increasing acceptance (although

“3-channel” is a serious misnomer and the industry should

avoid use of the phrase to eliminate confusion)

.

•
Motorola consumer products exec, vp Edward R. Taylor:

TV—I believe the industry will sell 6.5 million sets in

1960, an increase of about 7% over 1959. We expect Mo-
torola to continue to increase its share of the business with

sales 20% to 25% higher than in 1959. Consumer pur-

chasing power, now at an all-time high, will increase and
the ultimate settlement of the steel strike should remove
the reins of reluctance to buy in those areas most affected

by the strike. Add to this the growing replacement market
for television and you have a bright prospect for TV sales.

Motorola is shooting for the number one spot in TV sales

and we are going to be much closer to our goal in 1960.

One of the most encouraging trends to us is the up-
graded taste of consumers generally for fine furniture.

People are tired of looking at “boxes” and the TV set is

considered by many people as a quality piece of furniture

for their home. This has been reflected in the fact that

Motorola’s gieatest success is in console TV where both

our OAvn line of furniture and the Drexel line of television

and stereo consoles have proved so popular. We believe a

trend will develop toward more than one console TV for

the home.

Portables will always be popular and 1960 should see

further strides in “flexibility” of TV viewing through im-

proved home portable sets and perhaps the introduction of

a truly reliable and practical battery-operated portable set

to be carried outside the home. However, the battery port-

able will become a permanent addition to America’s view-

ing habits only when the screen is large enough to be

viewed by several people at a reasonable distance. Prob-

ably anything less than a 14-in. screen is too small.

Stereo hi fi—1960 should witness the “settling down”
of the stereo industry. We do not expect that phonographic

reproducing instruments will change very much from now
on even though there will be continuing refinements. The
record industry is now putting out high quality and quan-

tity of stereo records; stereo instruments have achieved

true high fidelity, sufficient power, and furniture styling to

please the most exacting listening requirements. While
there is still a major education job to be done in stereo

hi-fi, 1960 should result in a much more mature understand-

ing of stereo by dealers and consumers. I fully expect the

stereo industry to show an increase of about 20% in sales

and Motorola should further capitalize the momentum of

TV-Radio-Stereo Predictions at a Glance

Those manufacturers whose officials made spe-

cific predictions of 1960 industry-wide TV, radio or

stereo sales in our survey are listed here with their

forecasts:

Motorola—Factory sales of 6.5 million TVs, in-

creases of 20% in stereo, 7% in radio sales.

Muter Co.—At least 6.5 million TVs, 10 million

home radios, 6 million auto sets.

Olympic—At least 6 million TVs.
Pacific Mercury—6.2 million TVs.
Packard Bell—6.4 million TVs, 10 million home

radios, 1.5 million hi-fi units.

Philco—Modest increase in TV sales, gradual
improvement in stereo.

Radio Condenser—Not less than 6.5 million TVs,
10% increase in radio.

RCA—50% increase in color-TV sales.

Howard W. Sams & Co.—More than 6 million

TVs, electronics industry up 10%.
Sprague Electric—6.3 million TVs, 10 million

home radios, 6 million auto radios.

Standard Coil—6.25-6.5 mill. TVs (production).

Sylvania—6.1 million TVs, 9.6 million home
radios, phono production of 4 million units.

Warwick—5%-6% increase in TV sales, 10%
hike in stereo sales, radio sales about same as 1959.

Westinghouse—6-6.2 million TVs, 9.5 million

home radios, 1.5 million hi fi, 3 million other phonos.
Zenith—6.75 million TVs, improvement in radio

& stereo.

Greenebaum & Associates—Production of 6.8

million TVs, gain in radio & stereo sales.
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our already established leadership in the stereo hi-fi field.

We are shooting for an increase of 50% in stereo sales

over 1959’s very successful year. Motorola is the leading

producer of portable stereos selling for over $100 and has

a substantial lead in console sales on instruments selling

above $300. We plan further additions to our Drexel line

of fine furniture for both stereo and TV as well as expan-

sion of our own line of quality furniture for home enter-

tainment products.

Radio—In home radio I believe the industry will in-

crease sales at least 7% over 1959 despite increased for-

eign competition in the radio field. Motorola is planning a

20% increase in radio sales. Last year we increased our

percentage of the market in all categories of radio.

We see an exciting and growing desire on the part of

consumers for more FM radio. Motorola has introduced

the first FM car radio made by a major American manu-
facturer and we expect to increase the number, styles, and

range of prices for our FM home radio line. 1960 will see

further strides toward “broadcast stereo” or multiplexing.

We are devoting a good deal of engineering and develop-

ment in the area of compatible multiplexing instruments

to receive broadcast stereo when it comes of age.

The Muter Co. Pres. Leslie F. Muter:

We believe that the industry will produce and sell not

less than 6.5 million TV sets in 1960, as well as 16 million

radio sets, of which 6 million will be automotive.

As soon as the [National Stereophonic Radio] Com-
mittee makes its recommendations to the FCC regarding

multiplex broadcasting of stereo sound for both radio and

TV, we believe there will be a tremendous public response

to this new form of entertainment which will also assist

both radio and TV.
I think we can look forward to the future with great

confidence. The year 1960 should be another banner year

with at least 6 million TV units sold at retail. The coming

year also should see the emergence of stereo as an item

for the mass market, once it is stripped of the technical

jargon which has so far succeeded in scaring away the

majority of prospective buyers.

•
Olympic Pres. Morris Sobin:

The first 10 years of volume TV operations have been

somewhat of a feast-or-famine situation. In the process,

I believe, we have learned to recognize and to avoid many
of the pitfalls which can be significant barriers to prog-

ress. Excessive inventory and runaway costs are perhaps

the two most striking elements whch need our constant

scrutiny. In the years to come we must militantly follow

the recent trend towards tailoring our tremendous produc-

tion capacity to the requirements of demand. This will be

a worthwhile achievement and an indication of maturity.

Along with this, many companies have also learned to

trim away much of the fat which inevitably gathers during

the plush years. It is healthy that we do this for, by
cutting all unneccessary costs and frills, we can price our

products to better enable each of us to compete for the

dollars of our customers. We thereby offer greater value

to those customers and at the same time provide room for a

legitimate profit for ourselves. This is indeed a further

step on our road to maturity as an industry.

•
Pacific Mercury Electronics Pres. Joe Benaron:

My expectations are that the industry will sell [about]

6.2 million TV sets of various combinations.

Packard Bell Pres. Robert S. Bell:

TV sales should increase to 6.4 million units, radio

sales to 10 million units in 1960. Hi-fi & stereo hi-fi sales

will be equal to or slightly higher than in 1959—around
1.5 million units.

TV gains will be higher in 21- & 23-in. consoles &
combinations than in 17-in. table models & portables. Total

demand will be greater than the 6.4 million prediction,

with an additional 2 million sets going to the used set mar-
ket. Transistorized TV will play no significant role in

total 1960 sales and color-TV volume will increase suffic-

iently to stabilize prices at current levels.

The prediction of 1.5 million unit sales for stereo hi-fi

is based on an evaluation of cumulative sales as total de-

mand. If only half of the some 26 million homes equipped
with phonos of some kind switch to hi fi or stereo hi fi, we
are a long way from reaching the point of saturation. Manu-
facturers offering top-quality instruments and popular
styling should do more stereo business in 1960 than in ’59.

Again in 1960 the radio market will be dominated by
portables, which vdll represent from 45% to 50% of total

sales, or upwards of 5 million units.

•
Philco Corp. Pres. James M. Skinner Jr.:

Prospects for the coming year in the home electronics

industry look reasonably good, assuming that the steel

strike does not recur.

Despite the fact that sales of stereophonic-high-fidelity

instruments were somewhat disappointing for the whole in-

dustry this year, we expect this field to be important in

1960. The development of stereo as a major business in-

volves a process of education for the consumer who first

must have a basic understanding of what stereophonic

sound is and how it works before he is sufficiently informed
to buy intelligently. Once the public becomes better in-

formed, stereo should develop into a major field and we
look for gradual improvement along these lines in 1960.

Radio has been a good business this year and should
continue to be good throughout 1960.

The TV industry experienced a fairly good rise this

year and for the industry as a whole, we foresee a modest
increase during 1960. There is no startling boom looked
for in this area but the sales picture may show a slight

improvement during the coming year.

Consumer interest in the electronics field as a whole
has been kept alive by the publicity given to the military’s

use of electronic devices and by the new developments in

home electronic products which are resulting from industry

research, such as transistorized portable TV sets. For this

reason, we feel that the outlook for the home entertain-

ment industry is fairly optimistic. We do not look for a
boom but do expect 1960 to be a good solid year.

•
Radio Condenser Co. operations vp Russell E. Cramer Jr.:

Please bear in mind that my views are those of a
member of the components industry—^where to stay in busi-

ness today, you must be sharp enough to keep ahead of

competition as well as your customers’ desires to expand
and take over your manufacture of components:

TV—It is still my opinion that 1959 will show a sales

figure of somewhat less than 6 million sets, but that in

1960 this figure should move up to not less than 6.5 mil-

lion. Despite the glowing reports of new-size picture tubes

and special transistorized portable designs, it looks like

the standard table models and consoles will be the big

runners and the “Big 6” (Zenith, RCA, GE, Motorola, Ad-
miral and Philco) will continue their frantic efforts to out-
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merchandise each other—a task which is difficult to do.

Remote control devices will probably be the only really ad-

vantageous and salable attractions among the new mer-

chandising gimmicks. Color TV is still “around the corner”

for all, due to price and programming.

Home radio—Radio portables & table models, as well

as the miniaturized transistor sets, have been selling like

hot cakes during the past year. This trend should continue

into 1960, with the Japanese still pushing for a larger

share of the small, transistorized portable market, but fail-

ing to make a dent in any of the other radio markets. Most

of the Big 6 radio manufacturers will have competitively-

priced, American-made merchandise which is going to give

the Japanese distributors quite a headache because it will

be branded American, sold American, and will have Ameri-

can quality. (The only items sacrificed will be the margins

of profit for the manufacturer and the dealer!) Radio sales

in 1960 should exceed sales in 1959 by at least 10%.
FM Radio—FM radios are increasing in sales, and

standard AM-FM radio consoles will move nicely in the

higher-priced lines as well as in the moderate and low-

priced table model series. Next year will see the beginning

of a greater usage of American-made FM sets in autos as

at least 6 manufacturers are toying with the thought of

producing American FM sets for cars.

Auto Radio—1960 should be a banner year for the sale

of automobiles, so auto radios should sell in correspondingly

larger quantity. Also, with a prosperous year in the offing,

customers will buy more ‘extras’ and the percentage of in-

clusion in all cars sold should be greater. Signal-seek sets

will decline except for use in a very few, top-priced lines.

The vast majority of sets made will be push-button, with

emphasis on better fidelity and greater sensiti-vity.

Stereo—Stereo is now past its sophomore year, and the

first impetus of its development, generated largely by the

interest of hobbyists and electronics men, is now being re-

placed by the enthusiasm of the ordinary music-lover.

There is no question but that stereophonic music and sound

reproduction is wonderful to listen to in the home, and as

new equipment is purchased customers will insist upon the

best in high-fidelity stereo.

The dollar-volume sales of stereo should increase in

1960 and I believe we will find that sub-standard merchan-
dise of this nature -will have long since been cleared off the

market (by the end of the Christmas season) and higher-

priced, better-quality merchandise is to be expected for ’60.

As we close out the 1959 calendar year. Radio Con-
denser Co. can look back -with satisfaction on a year which
has proven quite successful; and forward with well-founded

optimism to an even better 1960.

RCA Consumer Products exec, vp P. J. Casella:

Color TV—one of the newest—and radio—one of the

oldest—are the 2 “wonder products” in home entertain-

ment as we enter the 1960s. Both have shown excellent

sales growth during 1959.

Color sales have climbed steadily throughout the year
[and] currently we are running nearly 30% ahead of last

year on a week-to-week basis . . . without benefit of cut-

price promotions. We foresee a continued upward trend
in color-TV sales in 1960 with expectations that next year’s

sales might well run 50% ahead of 1959.

RCA will sell more radios in 1959 than in any other
year in its 40-year history. This is noteworthy due to the
fact that more than 90% of all American homes had at
least one radio when the year began and that Japanese
imports have been very high this year. The Japanese have

not hurt the American radio industry as much as was an-

ticipated. Actually this competition served to stimulate

the American industry to come up with innovations, new
styling, miniature components and features that make it

more difficult for foreign manufacturers to compete.

Stereophonic sound—both from records and tape cart-

ridges—is another field that holds great promise for the

future. While there has been some slight confusion due to

exaggerated claims of some manufacturers, stereo is just

scratching the surface of its tremendous potential. We be-

lieve the tape-cartridge system of sound recording & re-

production will have a great future in the 1960s.

•
Howard W. Sams & Co. Pres. J. A. Milling:

Present indications are that the electronics business

for 1960 will run ahead of 1959 by 10% or better. This

assumes, of course, that the steel strike will be settled and

that the defense program will not be curtailed.

Increased automobile production—practically every

auto has a radio—resurgence of the FM business, citizen-

band radio, larger screens, more compact and better styled

television designs, will all boost sales for 1960. TV pro-

duction will exceed 6 million units.

Perhaps the greatest single increase in 1960 will come
from expanded use of electronics in business & industry.

Japanese imports of small portable transistor radios,

transistors, tubes and other electronic components & prod-

ucts will increase in 1960. This competition presents a real

problem to the U.S. electronics manufacturers producing

for the consumer market. Approximately 5 million small

transistor type sets have been imported from Japan in

1959—or more than double the imports for 1958. This con-

tinued increase of Japanese imports will naturally reduce

the rate of American production of these products. In

spite of this competition, the electronics industry will con-

tinue to expand and ’60 will be at least 10% ahead of ’59.

•
Sprague Electric Chmn.-Treas. Robert C. Sprague:

The home entertainment segment of the electronics

industry shared in the strong consumer demand that char-

acterized 1959. Sales of TV sets maintained a steady, high

pace, and demand held up particularly well during the

normally slow summer months. There is no evidence yet

that the steel strike had much effect on the fall selling

season, and total sales of sets at retail probably reached
5.8 million compared with 5.1 million under the depressed
conditions of 1958. Reflecting the fact that inventories

were quite low as the year began, production was up even
more—from 4.7 million to approximately 6.2 million sets.

Nevertheless, year-end inventories of about 2.1 million sets

do not appear unduly high.

I look for a good year in TV in 1960, but in the ab-
sence of 1959’s inventory rebuilding I would expect pro-
duction to be more nearly in line with retail sales of about
6.3 million sets. Thus, the outlook is for set production in

the 6.3-to-6.5 million range, or slightly larger than in 1959.

This year was also a good one for radios and phono-
graphs. Sales of home sets increased from about 8 million

to 9.2 million. Auto radios, benefiting from the sharp re-

covery in the automotive market, went from 3.7 million

to 5.3 million. Total set production was therefore approxi-
mately 14.5 million compared with 11.7 million in 1958.

Furthermore, in radios as in TV, set manufacturers en-
joyed relatively strong demand for the high end of their
lines, including good demand for radio-phono combinations.

Prospects for 1960 in radio are generally good. As-
suming that automobile production reaches at least 6.5
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million cars, there should be a market for about 6 million

automobile radios, which together with 10 million home
sets would result in the 10-year high of 16 million sets.

One disturbing and largely unknown factor is the ex-

tent to which foreign competition may cut into the market

for radios. In the first 9 months of 1959, almost 4 million

radios—mostly transistorized—were imported from Japan

alone and it has been estimated that Japan may currently

be accounting for as much as 60% of the transistorized

portable market. Studies are underway by the Office of

Civil and Defense Mobilization to determine the extent to

which imports of transistor radios and of transistors them-

selves may affect U.S. transistor manufacturers’ ability to

meet the needs of a national emergency, and the electronics

industry will keenly watch developments in this vital area.

On balance, however, the home entertainment market
in 1960 should be a good one. Sales in 1959 were approxi-

mately $1.6 billion against $1.4 billion in 1958, and I be-

lieve we can look for a gain to about $1.7 billion in 1960.

•
Standard Coil Pres. J. 0. Burke:

We are vitally concerned with TV & FM radio. On
both of these facets Standard Coil is extremely bullish.

TV sales, in our opinion (barring general economic

decline brought on by the steel negotiations), should be

quite good in 1960 because: (1) 1958 and 1959 have been

subnormal years. (2) Automobile manufacturers are very

bullish on car sales for 1960. There seems to be a parallel

between the sales of cars and TV sets. (3) TV sets which
were sold in much greater abundance in 1952 and 1953

will definitely need replacement before too long. (4) The
advent of 110-degree tubes, 23-in. tubes with flatter face

and better picture, and the great improvements in wire-

less remote control, will all play a part in increasing cus-

tomer demand.
Accordingly, we anticipate TV set production and sales

of 6.25 to 6.5 million.

On the question of FM radio, we believe that people

are coming more and more to appreciate its qualities

whether or not stereo is provided. We also feel that the

industry is near a breakthrough on practical use of FM
radios in automobiles.

Sylvania Home Electronics Pres. Robert L. Shaw:
The home electronics industry will be in the forefront

of a general business upsurge in 1960, barring a serious

steel crisis. TV, radio & stereo phonograph sales will

show important gains over 1959, continuing the pattern

of increased sales and higher profits at all levels of manu-
facturing & distribution established this year.

This year’s TV set sales to the public will show a 12%
increase over 1958, reaching 5.7 million sets. Sylvania

Home Electronics Corp. will have record TV set sales this

year, due in part to our 23-in. bonded shield sets which we
pioneered & introduced last June. We estimate industry

retail sales will reach 6.1 million sets in 1960 with the

23-in. models playing a dominant role.

The stereo high-fidelity phonograph business is sound
& healthy and we look for a 10% increase in industry sales

in 1960, factory sales of all phonos rising from this year’s

3.9 million to about 4 million units. Some of the confusion

in the stereo phono industry has been caused by over-op-

timistic estimates of the market size and the resultant dis-

appointments when huge gains failed to materialize. One
factor has been the lack of sufficient statistical information.

Home radio sales to the public, which will reach 8.9

million in 1959, will jump to 9.6 million sets in 1960.

Warwick Pres. Lawrence G. Haggerty:
I am optimistic about the radio & TV sales picture for

next year. I think that all remarks have to be clarified

by assuming that we will not have another major steel

industry interruption. On this basis, I think that TV sales

at retail will be up approximately 5 to 6%. Stereo sales

should be up approximately 10%, and radio sales will be

about the same as this year.

•
Westinghouse consumer products vp Chris J. Witting:

It is our opinion that TV receipt sales will range some-
where between 6 & 6.2 million for 1960. Radio sales will

reach approximately 9.5 million units in 1960; phonograph
sales will reach approximately 3 million; and hi-fi or

stereo-hi-fi approximately 1% million receivers.

The foregoing forecasts are based on the assumption
that there will be no resumption of a steel strike and that

there will be a continuing retailer confidence in 1960 such

as was evident throughout 1959.

•
Zenith Pres. Joseph S. Wright:

The year of 1960 should be a good one for the radio,

TV and high-fidelity set manufacturing industry. We ex-

pect that the industry will produce and sell some 6.75 mil-

lion TV receivers—a gain of at least 10% over 1959.

Radio set sales in 1959 have been exceptionally good,

and 1960 should be slightly better. FM in particular is be-

coming more and more important, and there should be a
large improvement in FM sets.

The confusion about stereo is gradually disappearing

and, as public understanding and interest grows, sales

should improve in 1960.

This year has been an all-time record year for Zenith,

and 1960 will be at least 10% better.

The new year will also see some signficant new devel-

opments in subscription TV and it may be the threshold

year for PhoneAdsion, Zenith’s system for [broadcast] sub-

scription television. The addition of fine subscription pro-

grams will be bound to help both the broadcasting and set

manufacturing industry by adding a new dimension of pro-

gramming of great interest to the TV viewers.

Bills aimed at stopping misrepresentation in TV sales

& repairs will be recommended by the N.Y. State Legis-

lature next month by state Attorney General Louis J. Lef-

kowitz. The 4 measures are designed to: (1) Require that

TV ads and labels on sets prominently indicate the model
year. (2) Require the label “used” on used, rebuilt, re-

branded, repossessed or reconditioned articles for sale. (3)

Require appropriate labels on replacement TV tubes not of

first quality or rebranded after reconditioning. (4) Prevent
servicing by inexperienced technicians.

More new 23-in. sets: Hoffman showed distributors a
complete line of remote-control TV sets with a new wire-

less remote unit which not only turns sets on & off but

adjusts picture contrast & brightness automatically ac-

cording to the light level in the viewing area. The new line

of 6 basic models in 23 cabinet variations features a total

of fifteen 23-in. units, including 2 lower-priced 23-in. sets

at $269.95 & $299.95. Motorola’s drop-in sets (Vol. 15:50

pl6) now being shown to distributors, include six 23-in.

sets from $299.95 to $430, a 17-in. table model at $179.95.

Sample shipments of 19-in. square-cornered tube (Vol.

15:50 pl5) have been started by independent tube maker
National Video Corp. Pres. Asher Cole said the tube was
originally developed at the request of Admiral Corp. and
that large-scale production will begin early in Feb.
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Trade Personals: A1 Medica named Admiral TV sales

mgr. by Clarence B. Flinn, formerly a regional sales mgr.

(Vol. 15:50 pl9); Medica is succeeded as radio-hi-fi sales

mgr. by Clarence B. Flinn, formerlyq a regional sales mgr.

Ewen C. Anderson moves into new RCA post of staff

exec, vp, reporting direct to Pres. John L. Burns for spec-

ial assignments. The move apparently paves the way for

NBC-TV ad, promotion & PR exec, vp Kenneth Bilby (Vol.

15:47 plO) to move into Anderson’s relinquished PR exec,

vp post . . . Donald H. Kunsman, pres, of RCA Service Co.,

Jan. 1 becomes gen. mgr., RCA electronic data processing

div., succeeding E. Dorsey Foster, named a vp . . . N. A.

Fallow, ex-Emerson Radio of Canada, named sales mgr.,

Canadian Marconi best. & TV receiver div., succeeding T.

P. Kelly, appointed div. mgr.
Edward S. Weyl, International Resistance gen. counsel

& secy., elected a vp . . . Alfred di Scipio, management
consultant, named to new post of ITT vp & mktg. dir. . . .

Fritz Bauer, broadcast transmitter manufacturer, forms

Bauer Electronics Corp., 1011 Industrial Way, Burlingame,

Cal.; Paul Gregg, ex-Gates, Radio, is sales mgr. . . . Joseph

H. Hannigan, ex-Gabriel, appointed National Co. radar &
infra-red communications dir., technical liaison div.

Robert J. Maroni named to new post of mktg. vp, Day-

strom defense products group . . . Vinton D. Carver pro-

moted from mgr., Litton Industries’ Salt Lake City plant

to asst. gen. mgr., tube div. . . . Frank H. Wilke named to

new post of production engineering dir., military products

of the Muter div.. Muter Co. . . . Rear Admiral Frederick

J. Bell (USN ret.), Sylvania industrial & PR senior vp,

appointed General Telephone & Electronics Washington
vp . . . Frank A. Saikley named Indiana General Corp.

asst, treas. & asst, secy.; Portus M. Wheeler appointed

sales vp, Indiana Steel Products div. . . . Walter E. Peter-

son, pres.. Micro Gee Products, elected WESCON chmn.
Burton R. Lester elected Tung-Sol vp & gen. m.gr. of

the semiconductor div., Frank J. Ehringer vp for automo-
tive products div. . . .‘John W. Hawthorne, ex-GE closed-

circuit sales, named to new position of industrial distribu-

tion mgr., GPL . . . Edgar N. Greenebaum, Chicago finan-

cial consultant and chmn. of Conley Electronics, returned

to his desk last week after being hospitalized as a result

of kidney stones . . . William T. Hack, ex-Synco Resins Inc.

pres., elected pres, of Audio Devices Inc., former Pres.

William C. Speed, becoming chmn. . . . Hugh Robertson,

Zenith chmn. & chief exec, officer, honored last week in

ceremonies marking his 35th year with the company.

TV business is so good that GE is extending the tem-
porary employment period of a group of assembly workers
hired last Aug. when an additional product line was put

into operation. Original plans called for curtailment in

Nov., GE said, but the current production pace now is ex-

pected to continue at least into Jan. TV dept. gen. mgr.
Herbert Riegelman predicted last week that average em-
ployment of production workers at the Syracuse plant next
year will be about 15% higher than during 1959.

Individual incomes climbed to a new high in Nov.—an
annual rate of $384.8 billion—the Commerce Dept, an-

nounced last week. The figure was $1 billion above the

previous peak annual rate reached last June.

Obituary

Dr. Oliver Ellsworth Buckley, retired chmn. of Bell

Telephone Labs, died Dec. 14 of pneumonia in St. Barnabas
Hospital, Newark, N.J. He is survived by his widow, a son,

3 daughters and 3 sisters.

Finance

Oak Mfg. Co. reports marked increases in sales &
earnings for the 9 months ended Sept. 30. The Chicago-

based maker of components for TV, industry and the mili-

tary also noted that Nov. shipments were 12% ahead of

those of Nov. 1958, that Jan.-Nov. shipments were 18%
ahead of those in the year-ago period and that backlog is

about 50% larger than it was a year ago. For 9 months
ended Sept. 30: 1959 1958

Sales $13,458,098 $11,029,766
Net profit 733,106 359,736
Per common share 1.12 55^
Common shares 656,129 656,129
For 3 months ended Sept. 30:

Sales $4,308,182 $3,951,869
Net profit 233,502 221,445
Per common share 46^ 34^

Collins Radio racked up sizable earnings in fiscal-

1960’s first quarter ended Oct. 31, recovering smartly from
losses suffered in the year-ago quarter. Pres. Arthur A.

Collins explained that “the improved trend in sales & earn-

ings noted in the last half of the 1959 fiscal year continued

in the first quarter of fiscal 1960. The backlog, including

contracts in process of negotiation, continues at approxi-

mately the $210-million level of July 31, 1959.” For the

first fiscal quarter ended Oct. 31: 1959 1953
Net sales $42,003,394 $19,550,394
Net income (loss in 1958) 2,024,317 (32,024)
Per common share 1.11 —
Common shares (1959) .. 1,816,954 1,816,954

Allied Radio Corp. of Chicago netted sharp increases

in sales & earnings in the 12 months to Oct. 31:

1959 1958
Net sales $30,710,657 $27,414,808
Net income 1,165,281 828,808
Per common share 1.14 81^

For quarter to Oct. 31:

Net sales $7,267,617 $6,623,070
Net income 202,166 188,626
Per common share 20^ 18^f

Dynamics Corp. of America would acquire Anemostat
Corp. of America, air-conditioning equipment manufac-
turer, under a plan submitted to SEC by Securities Cor-

poration General, Columbia City, Ind. Asking for an ex-

emption under the Investment Company Act, the Ind. firm

said Dynamics would acquire 77,395 Anemostat shares

from Securities Corp. in a deal involving stock transfers

and a $155,820 cash payment.

Lab for Electronics expects that fiscal-1960 sales will

double the $20.4 million volume of fiscal 1959, ended April

24, according to Pres. Henry Harding. In the first half,

ended Oct. 23, net profit was about $423,000 (92^ a share)

on sales of more than $17 million, compared with a net of

$203,000 (43^) on $7.4 million sales in the same 1958 pe-

riod. Harding said backlog now is about $50 million.

Stewart-Warner Corp. stockholders have approved a
2-for-l stock split payable Jan. 12 to stockholders of record

Dec. 22. Chmn.-Pres. Bennett Archambault anticipates

that the dividend for 1960’s first quarter, to be paid in

March, will be 30^ on the new shares.

Most attractive foreign stocks, listed in Dec. 15 Forbes
magazine, include 5 electrical equipment & electronics is-

sues out of a total of 46 companies: EMI and Elliott Auto-
mation (Britain); Philips’ Lamp (Netherlands); AEG and
Siemens & Halske (Germany).

Collins Radio Co. is now traded on N.Y. Stock Ex-
change. Symbol: CRI.
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Columbia Pictures Corp. foresees increased TV & rec-

ords income and a 20% gain in movie revenues to produce

profitable operations in the 1960 fiscal year ending June 25

—compared with the loss suffered in fiscal 1959. Exec, vp
Abe Montague said Columbia’s Screen Gems subsidiary

“continues to show a good profit” and has increased its

production & distribution of TV programs in foreign coun-

tries. Earlier this year, Columbia entered the broadcast

field by acquiring KTVT (Ch. 4) & KDYL Salt Lake City

for $3.1 million from Time Inc. (Vol. 15:45 pl2; 50 p6),

establishing Columbia Pictures Electronics Co. as its sta-

tion-operating subsidiary. Montague anticipates that Co-

lumbia’s movie revenues will reach $100 million. He said

a record dollar volume of movie production is scheduled

for the current fiscal year. In fiscal 1959, Columbia re-

ported a net profit of $151,230, but the profitable showing
resulted from $2,596,615 in non-recurring income from the

sale of a studio film lab.

Wometco Enterprises (WTVJ Miami, WLOS-TV &
WLOS Asheville, N.C., 46V2% of WFGA-TV Jacksonville,

South Fla. theater & food vending chain) reports a 32%
increase in earnings in an interim 44-week report. Gross &
net income were also up for the latest 8-week period. For
44 weeks ended Nov. 1:

Gross income
Net income
For 8 weeks to Nov. 1:

Gross income
Net income

1959 1958
$8,637,394 $7,562,011

641,159 486,451

$1,581,306 $1,338,651
130,853 43,640

Control of Technicolor Inc. is being sought by Ever-

sharp Pres. Patrick J. Frawley Jr., who hopes to name 9

of the board’s 12 directors, through a proxy fight if neces-

sary. Frawley said Eversharp and individual Eversharp
management members hold a substantial interest in Tech-

nicolor and indicated his group hopes to get the firm into

the film manufacturing field—to “make another Kodak out

of the company.” Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus has resigned as

Technicolor pres., effective Jan. 18 (Vol. 15:30 pl4).

Teleprompter Corp., in a statement filed with SEC,
reports a decline in sales & earnings in the 8 months to

Aug. 31:

Gross income ....
Net profit

Per common share
Common shares .

.

1959 1958
$2,458,480 $2,615,328

77,288 114,420
21^ 32<S

362,729 356,591

Famous Players Canadian Corp. net income dropped

to $1,718,233 (99^ a share) in the 9 months ending Oct. 3

from $2,084,170 ($1.20) in the year-ago period. Reflected

in both figures are profits on sales of fixed assets: $248,049

in the 1959 period; $116,273 in the 1958 period.

Electronics Capital Corp., the publicly-held small busi-

ness investment company headed by Charles E. Salik, will

provide $400,000 of long-term capital for Cain & Co., the

first nationwide electronics sales engineering corporation.

Headed by Gerald A. Cain, ex-Neely Enterprises, Cain &
Co. will have sales engineering offices in “all major mili-

tary & industrial marketing areas.”

Common Stock Dividends

Corporation Period Amt. Payable
Stk. of
Record

Amer. Cable & Radio . A $0.30 Jan. 26 Jan. 8
Clarostat Mfg Stk. 3% Jan. 20 Dec. 31
General Bronze

. Q .371/2 Dec. 31 Dec. 21
Motorola Q .37 V2 Jan. 15 Dec. 31
Muter , Stk. 5% Jan. 15 Dec. 31
Storer Bcstg Q .45 Mar. 15 Feb. 26
Storer Bcstg. “B” Q .12 V2 Mar. 15 Feb. 26

SEC HALTS SKIATRON TRADING: A 10-day suspension of

trading in the stock of pay-TV promoter Skiatron Elec-

tronics & TV Co. was ordered by the SEC Fri. (18) to

prevent “fraudulent manipulative or deceptive acts &
practices in connection with the stock.” The Commis-
sion also announced that it had issued a stop order

against a stock registration by Skiatron, challenging

its accuracy & adequacy.

Information gathered by its staff tended to show Skia-

tron’s statements “false & misleading,” the Commission
said in its announcement. “Evaluation of the worth of

Skiatron shares is not possible on the basis of the pub-
lished information.” The suspension affects trading in

Skiatron shares on the American Stock Exchange and over-

the-counter. The Commission’s announcement of its action

took pains to point out that Skiatron has been promoting
pay TV.

“This order grew out of an investigation of a Skia-

tron Electronics & TV registration application filed to

cover shares being sold to or by Matthew Fox,” we were
told by SEC secy. Orval DuBois. Matthew (Matty) Fox,

well-known Hollywood & TV film distribution figure is

pres, of Skiatron TV Inc. (not publicly held), which holds

U.S. promotion & marketing rights to pay-TV systems de-

veloped by Skiatron Electronics.

The 12-year-old Skiatron Electronics firm, headed by
Arthur Levey, has been an advocate of a punch-card pay-
TV system for broadcast & closed-circuit use. Skiatron of

America has been active in seeking franchises for wired

pay TV in Los Angeles & San Francisco.

The registration statement which started the SEC in-

quiry was filed last Sept., seeking registration of 142-,242

common shares issued under warrants or options as well

as 30,000 shares owned by Pres. Levey to be offered for

sale through brokers (Vol. 15:34 pl9). Of the 142,242 com-
mon shares, 125,000 were to go to Fox who bought 75,000

at $3 a share and held 1956 options for purchases of 50,-

000 more, according to the registration statement, which
said that 250,000 shares were reserved under warrants is-

sued in an April 1957 agreement with Skiatron TV Inc.

Skiatron Electronics stock sold on the American Stock

Exchange for 514, up% for the day, at 2:30 p.m. Dec. 18

before the stop order.

National Co. expects 1959 sales to climb to a record

$12,750,000 from 1958’s $7,433,813 and produce a profit

topping $287,000—more than double last year’s net of $109,-

063. Chmn. Herbert C. Guterman said that even on the

basis of 720,000 common shares now outstanding, earnings

will be greater than the 32^ a share in 1958 on 307,827

shares then outstanding. He said the Malden, Mass, con-

cern expects “to very shortly make an acquisition which

will be of great importance to the company” and that the

current order backlog totals $10 million.

Reports & comments available: Ampex, report. Stern,

Frank, Meyer & Fox, Union Bank Building, Los Angeles

14 . . . General Precision Equipment, report, Eastman Dil-

lon, Union Securities & Co., 15 Broad St., N.Y. 5 . . .

Indiana General Corp., prospectus, Kuhn, Loeb & Co., 30

Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . Victoreen Instrument Co., prospectus,

Avco, comments. Van Alstyne, Noel & Co., 52 Wall St.,

N.Y. 5 . . . Magnavox and Allied Radio, comments. The
Milwaukee Co., 207 E. Michigan St., Milwaukee 2 . . .

Collins Radio, discussion, Francis I. DuPont & Co., One
Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . Bowser Inc., analysis, Shearson, Ham-
mill & Co., 14 Wall St., N.Y. 5.
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SUMMARY-INDEX OF WEEK'S NEWS

1959 IN REVIEW: Summary of the highlights of a historic & turbuleiU year in TV, prepared
as a permanent reference by the staff of Television Digest (begins on p. 1).

Advertising

TV ISN'T WHIPPING BOY—-for a change, at FTC's anti-deception

rally for consumers. They denounce ad charlatans (pp 5 & 6).

Stations

PAYOLA 6t INCOME TAXES: Goods or services received by per-

formers are "income" unless they're "gifts"—and Internal Revenue

Service looks gifts in the mouth (p. 7).

Film S Tape

BACKGROUND NO. 6: Who's Who of network film-series producers

—and how the Hollywood TV industry fared in 1959 (p. 9 et seq.).

DESILU-NT&T NEGOTIATIONS END as Arnaz & Ball decide not to

sell out (p. 14).

CBS-TV SAID TO BE TIGHTENING creative control by some Holly-

wood producers; others disagree (p. 14).

ETV
ELECTRONIC COLLEGE CAMPUS is being planned to put 4-year

credit curriculum on networks (p. 14).

Manuiacturing d Distribution

HOME ELECTRONICS' DIMENSIONS in 1959: Record year in

dollar sales sow no records in units, but steady emphasis on

quality resulted in higher per-unit prices (p. 17).

SAFETY-GLASS BATTLE continues, as some manufacturers veer

toward Pittsburgh's laminated implosion plate for 19-in. sets;

Corning "cop" is choice for 23-in. sets (p. 18).

Programming
STILL MORE NEWS SPECIALS are planned by the networks. All

3 will have weekly informational shows in prime-time slots, with

CBS-TV the latest to confirm plans (p. 15).

Networks

CBS SETS 2-DAY WASHINGTON MEETING for late Feb. to discuss

"public responsibilities" between CBS-TV & its affiliates (p. 16).

Other Departments

CONGRESS (p. 5). AUXILIARY SERVICES (p. 14). PERSONALS
(p. 15). FCC (p. 16). FINANCE (p. 20).

TV IN 1959: BLOODY, BOWED—AND PROSPEROUS: TV ends its first decade of growth

as a mass medium in a crashing climax. In the 10-year period it has firmly established itself as the nation's

greatest supplier of entertainment and the most effective ad medium ever known—sets-in-use increasing more

than tenfold from less than 4 million to 52 million, while total time sales increased in the same proportion—from

under $100 million to more than $1 billion and stations-on-air zoomed from a mere 98 to 559.

Success breeds criticism—and also complacency. Rumblings of open inter-media warfare early in

the year presaged an explosion far more serious, which left the industry at year's end temporarily stunned

but ultimately alerted and striving toward self-improvement through self-regulation.

Here is our size-up of the climatic TV year of 1959 , as reviewed by our Washington, N.Y., Los Angeles

and editorial headquarters staffs:

Congress: On always-suspicious, frequently-hostile Capitol Hill , 1959 will be marked indelibly in

decade's broadcasting history as black year of considerable trouble for TV & radio. First session of 86th

Congress started out with bill-writing bangs against industry & FCC which turned out to be blanks. Deceptive

legislative lull followed. Up until end of session, despite "there-ought-to-be-law" talk and many hearings, lull

was broken only by enactment of just one of many Senate & House measures introduced—revision of

Communications Act equal-time rules which (surprise!) gave more freedom to broadcasters.

But legislators had no sooner recessed , leaving industry in comparative peace & quiet, than quiz &
payola scandals exploded in crashing, rumbling roars that will roll down on TV & radio for long time to come.

Early-session duds (fizzling from 92-page House report on station-licensing practices and recommending puri-

fication) and post-session bombshells (fused by old quiz rumors) were both set off by House Commerce
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Committee's quaintly-named Legislative Oversight Subcommittee. It had been set up under Chmn. Harris

(D-Ark.) to see whether FCC and all other federal regulatory agencies needed more legislation to help them
do their jobs fairly & efficiently. This unexciting purpose was buried under 1959 headlines about fraud &
fakery by broadcasters themselves. And at year's end no end of bad time was in sight for TV & radio.

Federal Communications Commission: It was painful year for FCC. Many people, because
of their shock at the quiz-rigging scandals, sought to make Commission the scapegoat. It didn't work.

Slowly but definitely. Commission acted to avoid the onus, wisely scheduling a big programming hearing

during which everyone was free to vent his feelings. The year was a definite turning point in FCC history, as

Commission began stricter enforcement of its regulations in those areas where its powers are tmquestioned.

In our predictions last year , we said there would be no "ripper" legislation to substitute a new
agency for FCC. We were right. We said there would be a law making "influence" attempts a crime. It

didn't pass. We stated that Commissioners "will hold up well under additional wild charges from Capitol Hill,"

We think they did fairly well. Another forecast: "Chmn. Doerfer will continue to try mightily to cut red

tape, speed decisions, probably in vain." How true. Still another: "Comr. Hyde will be renominated, con-

firmed rapidly." Right. Then: "One member will resign to take good job," Wrong. The 1950s produced a
drastic relaxation of Commission control, while industry frolicked in the laxity. Both govt. & industry faced

the 1960s in state of shocked sobriety.

Network Self-Regulotion: Tighter control of programs & practices became part of network

way of life in wake of quiz probes, with CBS-TV taking the lead, closely followed by NBC-TV. Both networks

created new depts., headed by vps, to watchdog everything from on-air plugs to identification of tape shows,

in new era of "complete responsibility" for what is seen on network channels. Conscious of rising tide of

criticism, all 3 networks made sharp increases late in year in amount & scope of public affairs programming,

including weekly prime-time documentaries, as one way of brightening network TV's social image.

NAB & Industry Codes: To say the least, it was NAB's most challenging year. And over-

loaded with 1959 challenge were NAB's Donald H. McGonnon (Westinghouse Stations) & Cliff Gill (KEZY
Anaheim, Cal.). They had their organization's most troublesome & thankless assignments: Running indus-

try's self-regulatory TV & radio committees. When 1959 opened, quiz scandals were little more than gossip-

column stories, and esoteric word "payola" wasn't in public's vocabulary. Broadcasting storm signals already

were fluttering, however. (As early as Nov. 1958 these pages warned broadcasters of the rising tide of

criticism and urged them to "heed & ponder" whether "perhaps something is indeed amiss.")

Biggest single NAB problem facing McGannon when he took over TV Code Review Board chairman-

ship in March was subscribers' use of hemorrhoid-remedy commercials. As carry-over chairman of radio's

Standards of Good Practice Committee, Gill had whisky rebellion on his hands. At painful cost of defections

by 48 of 306 TV Code subscribers. Review Board survived Preparation-H crisis. In radio, there were flareups,

but no serious spread of revolt by stations against industry's taboo of hard-liquor commercials. Then came
quiz & payola hurricanes, and NAB was in center of them. Breasting gales of demands for govt, controls, Mc-

Gannon, Gill and their committees began shoring up NAB storm shelters with new Code rules against frauds

& deceptions on air. They could only hope that these defenses would be enough. Signs of hope: Holdouts

from Codes began moving into shelters. TV Code subscriber list passed 300 again. In one 10-day period, 76

more radio stations lined up. New TV Information Office, set up in N.Y. under NAB auspices but separate

from it and charged with improving TV's "image" as seen by public, opened shop just as quiz scandals broke.

Before year ended, however, TIO was able to ring up Elmo Roper poll showing public had "pretty sane

perspective" on mess.

Federal Trade Commission: One year ago we predicted : "Already under hot Congressional

fire for not doing enough, FTC will bear down more heavily than ever on fraudulent TV & radio commer-

cials." We said then that FTC's tiny TV-radio monitoring unit would be strengthened, that claims for drugs

& cosmetics would be particular 1959 targets. We could have been more right if we had foreseen 2 develop-

ments which carried FTC beyond these expectations: (1) Promotion of FTC career man Earl W. Kintner

to ad-policing agency's chairmanship, in which—after 11 years of comparative staff anonymity—he set out

vigorously to make name for himself. (2) House investigations of TV quiz and TV-radio payola practices,

which put FTC on hottest Congressional spot yet.
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Kintner already was stepping up FTC's campaigns against frauds in commercials for drugs, cos-

metics and other products when House exposes began breaking. Challenged at a hearing to do more to

clean fokery from air, Kintner quickly: (1) Ordered monitoring staff doubled. (2) Called network chiefs

into extraordinary conference. (3) Moved against payola for first time in FTC's history. (4) Began bringing

ad agencies & executives—along with sponsors—into FTC's enforcement sights. (5) Set up close liaison

with Justice Dept, on stand-by legal machinery for possible criminal action against advertisers who defy FTC

orders—procedure which FTC has rarely invoked. Kintner's motto, stated insistently : "We mean business."

Network Business: Despite blow to network prestige as result of quiz scandals, all 3 networks

grew & prospered in 1959. Advertiser spending for time & talent at network level during year is estimated

at a record $733 million. Audience race tightened at night, due to emergence of ABC-TV with lineup of tele-

film properties, but CBS-TV still dominated in daytime. Technical triumphs, from advances in video-taping

of live specials to transoceanic newsfilm feeds, were many. Little enthusiasm was shown by the networks

for the proposed magazine concept.

Advertisers & Agencies: Clients continued to pour advertising dollars into network & spot TV
in 1959, with combined year-end revenues expected to hit $1.5 billion, a 12% gain over 1958, according to

TvB. Procter & Gamble was again the top TV advertiser, spending nearly $100 million in network & spot.

J. Walter Thompson was the top air-media agency with TV billings totaling $110 million. Spot revenues are

expected to total $464 million, a 17% increase over 1958. ANA Chmn. Donald Frost flatly told advertisers

they must share the responsibility of repairing TV's battered image (Vol. 15:46 p6). Throughout the year,

inter-media rivalry sharpened, with the ANPA laimching a "total selling" campaign & MAB aiming a pro-print

presentation (Vol. 15:41 p3, 13) in attempts to recapture some of the ad dollars from TV.

Commercials: Video tape became important factor in commercials during 1959, accormting for

more than 15% of total non-program TV production of some $75 million. Film still dominates medium, with

its greater production scope & control of elements, but film producers like Elliot-Unger-Elliot, Filmways &
others moved into tape realm as hedge. (By year's end, more than 500 TV-tope recorders were in use.)

Producers & agencies faced tighter control of hard-sell & demonstration commercials from NAB, FTC, networks

& stations late in the year.

Stations' Financial Health: Profit-<S-loss returns from TV & radio stations on 1959 operations

aren't in yet. But best indicator was NAB's annual poll of "typical" stations (231 TV, 947 radio), taken in

mid-year. It showed that median TV business in 1959 was better than in 1958, when profit margin was down,
and that radio business wasn't as poor as it had been. Gross 1959 revenues of "typical" TV stations were esti-

mated at $1 million plus, up more than 7% from 1958, when gross intake went up just 1% and profits dropped

slightly from 1957. "Typical" radio station revenues in 1959 were figured by NAB at $98,600—up 2.5% from

1958, when gross dropped 3.5% and profits 27.4% from 1957.

Allocotions: Nothing conclusive. FCC told Senate Commerce Committee what it wanted to do,

but it hadn't finished anything by year's end. FCC goals were: (1) Try to get 38 more vhf channels from

military, to add to present 12. (2) Provide interim relief by adding Ch. 2-13 assignments in critical markets,

via mileage cuts if necessary. (3) New law prohibiting interstate shipment of receivers which can't receive

all channels. FCC dickered with military most of year, inconclusively; it considered interim drop-ins, didn't

order any; set-control proposition didn't get off ground. Year produced good addition to technical informa-

tion in form of TASO's report, which gave details of vhf's superiority over uhf.

There was also introduction of bill to establish a Frequency Allocation Board—a powerful agency
to parcel spectrum between govt. & non-govt, users. This started a split in industry. Most telecasters were
afraid of it and most manufacturers favored it. No hearings were held, so showdown is yet to come. Last

year, we predicted everyone would study allocations. That's what happened—nothing more. The 1950s saw
end of the freeze in 1952—resumption of TV grants—after FCC spent almost 4 years determining how to avoid

destructive interference and choosing among competing color systems. The 50s produced great frustration of

FCC intent—in uhf's failure. Uhf's 70 channels were meant to give TV almost unlimited growth, but end of

1950s found TV still constricted within 12 vhf channels. . .
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TV Station Sales: Some 50 TV station transfers were negotiated during the past year, about the

same number as in 1958—but they didn't include blockbusters such as the $20 million CBS paid in 1958 for

WCAU-TV (Ch. 10) & WCAU Philadelphia (Vol. 14:30 p2). This year's top price was the $6.5 million paid

for WPRO-TV (Ch. 12) & WPRO Providence by Capital Cities Television Corp. (Vol. 15:11 p5). Also in Provi-

dence, Joseph S. (Dody) Sinclair claimed victory in 11-month battle to keep WJAR-TV (Ch. 10) & WJAR
Providence from being sold to William Zeckendorf & John C. Mullins (Vol. 15:45 pl2). Second highest price

for year was the $5.6 million paid for WSOC-TV (Ch. 9) & WSOC Charlotte, N.C. by James M. Cox group
(Vol. 15:15 pll). Five other transactions involved more than $3 million each. Lowest price was the $137,500

paid by R. G. Jolley and associates for 90% of KSHO-TV (Ch. 13) Las Vegas (Vol. 15:45 plO).

New Starters: This was slowest year for new TV station starts since freeze-end year of 1952.

Only 24 new outlets went on air, 4 more than we predicted last Dec. (Vol. 14:52 p2). Ten of these were non-

commercial educational outlets, including Michigan State U.'s WMSB Onondaga-Lansing, which shares Ch. 10

with commercial WILX-TV (Vol. 15:11 p8). Not included in our coimt are 3 uhf stations which resumed oper-

ation under new owners. (For list of 1959 U.S. & Canadian starters and stations which went off air, see p. 7.)

TV Film Production: TV film is finishing a paradoxical year which has been its most pros-

perous financially and probably its poorest for innovation & excitement. Telefilm firms are hitting a record

production total of $140 million—a sizable growth since the industry's initial recognition in 1951. But airwaves,

cluttered with look-alike Westerns, private eyesores and generally unimaginative programming from the

merchants of film, give pause for thought. There were about 40 shows canceled last spring, and this suprised

few TV executives in Hollywood^—nor did it deter them from turning out more. Major-studio film companies'

TV operations generally had mediocre track records. All in all it was a turbulent year (see p. 9). While

telefilm producers are concerned with continued rise in production costs, focal point of Hollywood labor

disputes in 1959 was the future of post-1948 movies. There was a hardening of stands by both sides.

The major film studios are determined not to let the talent guilds share in any part of the revenues

from sale of post-1948 movies to TV. And the guilds are just as determined to get some of that money. No
easing of these positions in the labor crisis is anticipated. The majors will sell—it's only a question of when.

They will not pay the guilds and this will bring on a strike against the majors. It's a complex situation, with

legal, ethical and financial undertones, and no authority in Hollywood professes to see a solution.

Syndication: Syndicated telefilms grossed $80 million in the U.S. in 1959. Feature films added

another $40 million, although supply of major-studio pre-1948 & independently produced post-1948 movies is

dwindling and prices are high. Overseas syndication gained in importance during 1959 & added at least

10%-20% to value of U.S. market. Tape program syndication began this year, but is still in its infancy.

Boosters & Community Antennas: Grass roots really stirred Senate on these. FCC was

forced to come out with proposal to legalize vhf boosters. It declined to get into business of regulating CATV,

leaving basic move up to Congress. Battle between CATV operators and coalition of some Western telecast-

ers & booster operators left both camps near exhaustion.

Last year, we predicted that bills would be introduced requiring FCC to regulate CATV but they

wouldn't become law, that number of CATV systems would increase slightly, that number of subscribers would

grow rapidly, that FCC would piit crimp in microwaves serving CATV in communities with stations. By and

large, those forecasts held up welL We said that "firm engineering standards" would be imposed on boosters;

well, they were proposed, anyway. We thought uhf translators would triple (from the 146 operating then).

Wrong—only 186 now. The 1950s covered birth & adolescence of both CATV & boosters. Both were fathered

by the great freeze of 1948-1952 during which no new stations were authorized—while hinterland folk yearned

for the pleasures of this exciting new service. Now, these auxiliary devices bring TV to several million who

could get it through no other economical means.

Closed-Circuit TV: Business-&-sales-meeting closed-circuitcasts led the list of the medium's uses

in 1959 although non-broadcast hookups were used for everything from the Patterson-Johannson fight to a

U.S. govt, surplus auction. Smaller manufacturers like Eagle Pencil Co. joined industrial giants such as Ford

Motors, GE & IBM in staging multi-city TV sales hookups, reaching distributors & clients "for as little as $4 a

head." TNT Telesessions, TelePrompTer & NBC Telesales accoimted for vast majority of activity, with TNT

claiming $2.75 million in billings, TelePrompTer claiming $2.5 million (including the championship bout).
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Educational TV: As in every year since U. of Houston's venturesome KUHT went bravely on

ETV air in 1953, it was year of great hopes—and sharp frustrations—for commercial TV's poor cousin. On up

side, biggest development of year—and in it ETV literally started soaring—was start of $7-million 6-state

project by Midwest Council on Airborne TV Instruction. Revved up by $4.5 million from Ford Foxmdation

(ETV's principal angel), MCATI confidently scheduled ETV flights for Sept. 1960. And at year's end Learn-

ing Resources Institute announced multi-million-dollar plans for TV-radio-film research center at Princeton,

N.J., to produce ETV courses for CBS, NBC & ABC. On ETV's down side, biggest disappointment was Con-

gressional failure—for second session in row—to pass $51-million-Federal-aid-to-ETV bill by Sen. Magnuson
(D-Wash.). Senate again approved measure. House again let it die. National Defense Education Act mean-

while provided $3 million in govt, grants for audio-visual research.

ETV made steady if unspectacular progress in 1959 . Number of operating stations grew by 10 to 44

among 259 channels (171 uhf) reserved by FCC. Construction got imder way on half-dozen more ETV facil-

ities; at least 9 additional communities were in advanced ETV planning phases. National ETV network still

was dream, but regional hookups were operating or in prospect in half-dozen states. And National Educa-

tional TV & Radio Center set up next best thing to national network—ETV tape operation made possible by
$2.5-million order to Ampex for Videotape recorders to equip most educational stations.

• • • •

What does 1960 hold in store for TV? Our staff—whose forecasting batting average in the past has

been quite high—will go out on its annual limb next week with its predictions for the new year. (For a siun-

mary of the home electronics business in 1959, see story on p. 17.)

TV ISN'T WHIPPING BOY—FOR R CHANGE: Federal Trade Commission, which has
been in forefront of clean-up-or-else attacks on TV & radio frauds (Vol. 15:51 p6), carried its truth-in-adver-

tising crusade into public indignation rally last week. For broadcasters, biggest & best news coming out of

it was that they escaped being tagged as villains again.

Fast-buck boys, gimmick guys and bait-&-switch artists who victimize public were targets of outraged

protests at pack-jammed anti-deception conference in Washington's FTC Bldg, (see p. 6). But spokesmen
for half-hundred national civic & consumer groups who participated in 2-day sessions voiced no denuncia-

tions of broadcasters—and little criticism of TV & radio as such.

NAB's TV Code even came in for praise as example of self-restraining device adopted by advertis-

ing medium to help to keep it honest. "Responsibility lies heavily on the business community for obedience

to the law," said FTC Chmn. Earl W. Kintner in summarizing proceedings of rally. He pointed with approval

to Code Review Board Chmn. Donald H. McGannon's Dec. 18 presentation at FCC program hearing (Vol.

15:51 pi) as sample of what one sector of business community can do to improve itself.

Quiz & payola scandals haven't necessarily been replaced by something else as topic "A" in Wash-
ington. But NAB's TV Code staffer Harry H. Ward, who sat in on consumer conference as observer for in-

dustry, came away pleased that nobody displayed animus against broadcasters, that TV & radio weren't

made whipping boys for sins of out-of-order hucksters. "It was extremely rewarding," he told us.

Congress
CATV-booster hearings in Casper, Wyo. Dec. 15-16,

conducted by Sen. McGee (D-Wyo.) of the Senate Com-
merce communications subcommittee, brought a large

turnout. Testimony, similar to that gathered by Sen.

Pastore’s (D-R.I.) recent Western swing (Vol. 15:44 p9),

objected to some of the Commission’s specifications

—

notably the 1-watt ceiling. Station operators again stressed

that their greatest objection to CATV is that it can bring

in, to compete with local stations, programs unavailable

to local stations until later dates—making the stations

“second-run theaters.” CATV operators insisted that pro-

posed legislation to regulate them is harsh & unnecessary.
Though Senate Commerce Committee has served notice it

will be hot about TV programming when Congress returns

in Jan. (Vol. 15:47 p5), the CATV-booster subject will not
be shoved aside by any means. It’s a natural grass-roots
issue for many Western Senators. Illustrative of the
intensity of feelings in the West was testimony of a CATV-
booster feud in Sheridan, Wyo., presented during McGee’s
hearing. A booster operator found his signal jammed, said
he traced it to the home of a CATV engineer, whose wife
met him at the door with a shotgun. The CATV operator
testified bitterly about the frequent cutting of his cable.
But the incidents occuri’ed 2 years ago, and there have been
no serious flareups since.

Radio signal experiments to determine properties of
the ionosphere will be conducted by the National Bureau of
Standards under a new $130,000 contract with the National
Aeronautics & Space Administration.
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Advertising

More about

CONSUMERS SPEAK UP: FTC’s precedent-making Chmn.

Earl W. Kintner last week staged a no-holds-barred,

everybody-speak-your-piece rally for representatives of

the buying public against advertising & merchandising

frauds—and the broadcasting media stood up well

under the fii'eworks (see p. 5).

In the first such anti-deception conference for con-

sumers in FTC’s 44-year history, spokesmen for more than

50 national organizations in civic, welfare and labor fields

jammed into the FTC Bldg.’s room 432 to voice their

gripes and get advice on how to recognize chicanery.

Kintner, following up his recent meeting with net-

work chiefs (Vol. 15:48 pi) and his foray against payola

(Vol. 15:51 p6) in FTC’s stepped-up campaigns against

“trickery in the market place,” said at the outset of the

2-day sessions that his agency will “carry a very big

stick” of anti-fraud enforcement. He ended the meeting

by calling on all U.S. business to take responsibility for

ridding itself of questionable practices. Citing NAB’s
moves to toughen TV & radio codes (Vol. 15:51 p7), he

singled out broadcasting as one industry which is trying.

Purpose of the special meeting, Kintner said, was to

cement closer relations between consumers & govt. FTC
can count on complaints of advertising frauds to pour in

from business competitors as well as consumers, he said

—

“but the most persuasive voice of all” is the consumer’s.

There were suggestions at the conference that FTC
set up a permanent advisory citizens’ group to aid in ad-

policing, and Kintner promised to give them “careful con-

sideration.” He also said he expects the Bureau of the

Budget to endorse a “substantial increase” in FTC’s bud-

get, which now allows relatively little money for monitor-

ing of TV & radio commercials.

Summaries of Statements

As for consumer spokesmen themselves, these were

some of the brickbats (mixed with bouquets) they tossed

out in the conference free-for-all

:

Victor H. Nyborg, pres, of the Assn, of Better Business

Bureaus: “Sinister, vicious” fictitious pricing & bait ad-

vertising practices are “by no means licked,” although

they aren’t as bad as they once were. Newspapers are on

the alert (a survey of 219 of them showed they turned

down $8 million worth of unacceptable ads in 1958, he

said) and “broadcast media, the local radio & TV stations,

likewise endeavor to police the airwaves. And it should

be recognized that NAB has done much to eliminate certain

types of advertising.”

Colston E. Warne, Consumers Union pres.: FTC is

stumbling along with “grossly inadequate funds” to guard

the consuming public against gyps. The Justice Dept,

should get more money for anti-monopoly prosecutions, too.

Dr. Richard L. D. Morse of Kansas State U., speaking

for the American Home Economics Assn.: FTC has been
“late in taking action,” but it’s getting more aggressive

and consumers may take hope.

Stanley Ruttenberg, AFL-CIO research dir.: What’s
needed, among other things, is a cabinet-level govt, con-

sumers’ dept. Meanwhile, tougher legislation on advertis-

ing frauds ought to be passed by Congress. Swindlers

thrive among the nation’s 4 million unemployed, who are

“all too tempting targets” for “help-wanted” rackets.

Edward M. Lockard, Baltimore Better Business Bureau
mgr.: Greater coordination between govt. & private groups

is needed for protection against phony advertising. But
their approach “should be completely constructive.” Other-
wise, there is danger of “creating a national neurosis that
would cause the feeling that all advertising is suspect.”

The consumer conference also heard from FTC staffer

Daniel J. Murphy, who gave a lecture on characteristics of
advertising & sales tricks, and from Chmn. Raymond Saul-
nier of President Eisenhower’s Council of Economic Ad-
visers, who had first suggested such an FTC meeting. He
called for price restraints by industry, wage restraints by
labor. “Sometimes when I walk through the shops I wonder
if I’m being asked to buy something or purchase an equity
in the business,” Dr. Saulnier said.

* 4>

Sins of advertising can be exorcised by more coopera-
tion by the industry with existing govt, agencies and the
Better Business Bureau, exec, committee Chmn. Fairfax
M. Cone of Foote, Cone & Belding said in a year-end state-

ment. Citing FCC, FTC, Food & Drug Administration and
Post Office Dept., he said, “The cause of truth in advertis-

ing already has all the organizations it needs . . . The
problem of dishonest & distasteful advertising is not going
to be solved either by gentle pressure from the side of the

angels or the slow processes of education. And to try to

ignore it as a small percentage of all advertising is to be
insensitive to right & wrong. The amount of bad adver-

tising is large and it is not diminishing. The only unknown
is why the people who could kill it let it live.” Pointing out

that many newspapers & magazines insist on proofs of

advertisers’ claims. Cone said that “all the other reputable

publishers & all the broadcasters could, too.”

In Other Media: Newspapers’ deceptions & deficiencies

in reporting local & world news were blasted by Washing-
ton Post & Times Herald editorial page editor Robert H.
Estabrook at the U. of Mich. Some deceptions noted by
Estabrook: staging photos, manufacturing news via opin-

ion stories, camouflaging the origins of news, inflating

speaker’s words beyond their meaning . . . Record ad rev-

enue of $97,614,442 was reaped by SatEvePost in 1959, up
11.4% from 1958’s $87,631,791. Sister-publication Holiday
established revenue & linage records with its Jan. 1960

issue: $773,978 & 62,226 lines . . . Dollar & page gains also

were notched by Life: 1959 ad revenue rose to $134,300,-

000 from $122,600,000 in 1958 on an increase in ad pages
to 3,666 from 3,412.

U.S. partners in Nigeria’s first indigenous advertising

agency, set up to handle accounts in TV, radio, print, out-

door, direct mail and screen media, is sought by managing
dir. A. Megafu of Nigerian Advertising Service Ltd., 7

Brown Lane, Ikorodu Rd., PMB 2280, Lagos. The new firm

in Nigeria wants capital participation & technical assist-

ance in exchange for a partnership.

New reps: KOTV Tulsa to H-R Television Jan. 1 from
Petry. WHTN-TV Huntington to Blair Television Asso-

ciates Jan. 1 from Petry. WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va. to

H-R Television Nov. 1 from Petry.

Ad People: Edward Bodensiek, Irwin C. Roll named Ful-

ler & Smith & Ross vps; Norval LaVene, Frank McKibbin,

Donald McKenzie, H. O. Nelson and A. Hayes Busch named
vps in new Los Angeles office (Vol. 15:50 pll) . . . Sheldon

B. Sosna, ex-Grant Advertising, Chicago, named Doherty,

Clifford, Steers & Shenfield vp.
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Stations

PAYOLA & INCOME TAXES: Disc jockeys, actors, writers

and other broadcast employes are being fired for taking

payola & plugola, but that isn’t all of their troubles. The

Internal Revenue Service is giving special attention to

their income tax returns, though IRS refuses to admit

it because it’s forbidden by an “anti-disclosure statute.”

There’s no question in anyone’s mind that monetary

income from any source must be reported. What isn’t so

well known is IRS policy on acceptance of goods & services.

We asked an IRS specialist for clarification. Basic

policy is this: If the goods or services are given in return

for services rendered or anticipated, they’re income and

must be reported. Here’s an example given by the spokes-

man: “Suppose I have 5,000 records in my home. Will any

record manufacturer give me some loot to play his label ?

Of course not.”

Suppose the performer insists that the goods are

“gifts.” Gifts aren’t income, needn’t be reported. However,

the performer must face the possibility that IRS will take

the case to court; the job then is to convince the jury.

Suppose a regular advertiser, not a sneak-commercial

outfit, carpets an announcer’s home or equips his kitchen

so that the announcer can do a “better job” with his com-

mercials. Nothing doing, says IRS, it’s still income:

“That’s like saying that all the manufacturer’s research

is hogwash. Furthermore, a product doesn’t have sal-

ability because some personality used it. There are cigaret

ads [with] endorsements by celebrities who never smoke!”

If the product is “on loan,” it makes no difference. If

a car is loaned, and IRS considers it income, it would

gauge the amount by finding out what car rental services

would charge. The same applies to all products.

What happens if you goof? The mildest punishment

is simply the payment of back taxes plus 6% interest.

The worst: 5 years ynprisonment, $10,000 fine, plus costs

of prosecution—plus, of course, the back taxes & 6%.

*

“Payola Week” was plugged by radio WNTA Newark
in an out-&-out solicitation for funds—for the Salvation

Army Christmas Fund. In a week-long campaign, listeners

were invited to coax WNTA DJs into playing favorite rec-

ords with checks payable to the Army.

TV Stations Starting During 1959

With List of Those Which Left Air During Year

Listed in order of on-air and off-air dates

TV STATIONS STARTING

Call
Letters City & State Channel Date

Net-
work

tKOED-TV Tulsa, Okla . 11 Jan. 12 —
fKOKH-TV Oklahoma City. Okla . 25 Feb. 2 —
fKVIE Sacramento, Cal. ... . 6 March 2 —
tKUAT Tucson, Ariz 6 March 8 —
WILX-TV Onondaga-Lansing, Mich.. . 10 March 15 NBC
tWMSB Onondagra-Lansing:, Mich.. . 10 March 15 —
tWQEX Pittsburgh, Pa . 16 March 20 —
tWNED-TV Buffalo, N.Y . 8 March 30 —
WCHU Champaign, 111 . 33 April 24 *

tKDPS-TV Des Moines, la . 10 April 27 —
KPLR-TV St. Louis. Mo . 11 April 28 None
WTOM-TV Cheboygan, Mich. ... . 4 May 16 NBC
tWENH-TV Durham, N.H . 11 June 22 —
KTLE Pocatello, Ida . 6 July 4 NBC
KHTV Portland, Ore . 27 July 6 None
WAFB-TV Huntsville, Ala . 31 Aug. 1 ABC
WDAM-TV Laurel, Miss . 7 Sept. 3 NBC & ABC
KXGO-TV Fargo, N.D . 11 Oct. 11 ABC
tWMUB-TV Oxford, O 14 Oct. 14 —
KOMC McCook, Neb . 8 Oct. 16 **

WABG-TV Greenwood, Miss. .. . 6 Oct. 20 CBS
KNDO Yakima, Wash . 23 Oct. 15 ABC
KVUE Sacramento, Cal. ... . 40 Nov. 1 None
KLYD-TV Bakersfield. Cal . 17 Nov. 8 ABC

t Educational, non-commercial outlet. * NBC-TV & ABC-TV from
parent WIGS Springfield, 111. » NBC-TV from parent KCKT Great
Bend, Kan.

TV STATIONS LEAVING AIR IN 1959

Call Off- Net-
Letters City & State Channel Air work
KXLJ-TV Helena, Mont 12 Feb. 5 1

WXIX Milwaukee, Wis 18 March 31 CBS
WFAM-TV Lafayette, Ind 56 May 16 CBS & NBC
KULR Kalispell, Mont 9 May 27 CBS & NBC
KSPR-TV Casper, Wyo 6 July 21 CBS
KTES“ Nacogdoches, Tex. ... 19 Aug. 25 ABC
WBPZ-TV Lock Haven, Pa 32 Sept. 4 ABC
KHTV Portland, Ore 27 Nov. 1 None

^ ABC, CBS & NBC from parent KXLF-TV, Butte, Mont. = Plans
to resume operation Jan. 15, 1960 with completion of microwave for
network pick up.

OFF-AIR TV STATIONS
RESUMING OPERATION IN 1959

Call Re- Net-
Letters City & State Channel snmed work
WHCT Hartford, Conn 18 Jan. 24 None
WXIX Milwaukee, Wis 18 July 20 None
WFAM-TV Lafayette, Ind 18“ Nov. 15 CBS
KXLJ-TV Helena, Mont 12* Aug. 6 see * above

International Telecommunications Union concluded its

conferences in Geneva Dec. 21, and U.S. delegates report

they’re pleased with results—none of which have any im-

pact on U.S. TV, AM or FM allocations. Of the large U.S.

delegation, FCC Comr. T.A.M. Craven is due in U.S. Jan.

11, at his desk Jan. 15, and Comr. Rosel H. Hyde is sched-

uled to return “in early Jan,” according to their secretaries.

No significant change in foreign TV or radio allocations is

indicated by the agreements signed by 89 nations, repre-

sentatives of which have been meeting since Aug. 17.

Among the important provisions of the new agreements are

allocations for space communications and radio astronomy.

NLRB cease-&-desist order in an unfair labor practice

case instituted by the Associacion Puertorriquena de Ar-

tistas has been agreed to by El Mundo’s WKAQ-TV, San
Juan. The station stipulated that it would not discourage

union activity by its staffers and would reinstate dismissed

employe Russell Torres with $2,500 back pay.

RCA shipped 2-kw transmitter Dec. 17 to WLBT (Ch.

3) Jackson, Miss, planning move to 12 mi. SW of city.

® Formerly Ch. 56. * Returned to air after owner Ed Craney was
successful in keeping Helena CATV system from carrying programs of
out-of-state TV stations (Vol. 15:33, 36).

1959 CANADIAN TV STARTERS
Call

Letters City & State Channel Date
Net-
work

CJDC-TV Dawson Creek, B.C. , 6 Jan. 15 CBC
CBYT Corner Brook, Nfld. 5 June 18 CBC
CHAB-TV Moose Jaw, Sask 4 July 7 CBC
CJSS-TV Cornwall, Ont 8 Oct. 18 CBC
CJCB-TV-1 Inverness, N.S 6 Nov. 8 C

CBAFT Moncton, N.B 11 Dec. 21 CBC

^ CBC from parent CJCB-TV Sydney, N.S.

TV quiz scandal was chosen as 5th biggest news story

of 1959 by both AP editors & UPI newspaper clients. Both
polls picked Khrushchev’s visit to U.S. as the No. 1 story,

the Russian moon rockets as No. 2. AP editors selected

Castro’s ouster of the Batista regime as No. 3 and the

steel strike as No. 4, UPI’s survey naming the same 2

stories as 3rd & 4th but in the reverse order. AP’s poll

named Charles Van Doren as the year’s top newsmaker
in the entertainment field.
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New & Upcoming Stations: CBAFT (Ch. ii) Moncton,

N.B., CBC’s third o&o French-language outlet began opera-

tion Dec. 21, joining CBFT (Ch. 2) Montreal, Que. &
CBOFT (Ch. 9) Ottawa, Ont. One of several low-power

outlets planned by CBC, CBAFT has RCA transmitter &
6-slot wavestack antenna on 128-ft. tower. As microwave
connection vsdth French network via Rimouski, Que. won’t

be ready until Jan. 1, 1961, live French network program-
ming will be available only from 4-6:15 p.m., Mon.-Fri.,

when station will use present English microwave facilities

of privately-owned CKCW-TV (Ch. 2) Moncton. Remainder
of programming will consist of kines & film and local

shows. CBAFT is CBC’s 8th o&o, Canada’s 63rd outlet.

Without a single U.S. grantee attempting to get on the air

before Christmas—for first time since 1952—U.S. on-air

total remains unchanged at 559 (85 uhf).

* * *

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these

are the latest reports from principals

:

KNBS (Ch. 22) Walla Walla, Wash, expects to start

Jan. 3 with ABC-TV, reports Warren L. Gray, pres.-gen.

mgr. & 32% owner. It has a 12-kw GE transmitter and a

100-ft. guyed Utility tower vpith helical antenna on Pike’s

Peak. Base hour is $250. Rep is Weed.
WGTV (Ch. 8, educational) Athens, Ga. has a tenta-

tive March 1 programming target, reports chief engineer

Edward Graham for grantee U. of Ga. Walls & roof are

up for a building to house a 25-kw RCA transmitter sched-

uled for Jan. 1 delivery. Stainless 1000-ft. tower, half way
up, will have superturnstile antenna. The station will be

part of $2,500,000 Center for Continuing Education.

WJPB-TV (Ch. 5) Weston, W.Va. plans to begin pro-

gramming March 31 with ABC-TV & CBS-TV, writes

J. Patrick Beacom, pres.-exec. dir. and 50% ovmer. Option

for the other 50% has been exercised by Pittsburgh Pirates

vp Thomas P. Johnson on behalf of Telecasting Inc., li-

censee of off-air WEWS Pittsburgh, which paid $200,000

for its share. Beacom states it is the first commercial CP
to be awarded for a channel formerly reserved for educa-

tional use. WJPB-TV plans to offer ETV 10-15% of day-

time hours, with 3-man committee of W.Va. educators

advising on this phase of the operation. It will use GE
transmitter & Blaw-Knox tower on Fisher Summit. Stu-

dios in new 2-story building at 400 Quincy St., Fairmont,

are ready; an auxiliary studio will be built at the trans-

mitter site. Numa Fabre Jr. will be commercial mgr.; J. C.

Strelauski, engineering dir.; Byron Parrish, programming

& film dir.; Phil Bracken, news dir. Gil-Pema will be rep.

WIPM-TV (Ch. 3) Mayaguez, P.R. has an RCA trans-

mitter on hand and still hopes to meet its March program-

ming target as a non-commercial outlet, reports R. Del-

gado Marquez, mgr. of WIPR-TV (Ch. 6, educational) San

Juan, which is also owned by P.R. Dept, of Education. It

has ordered 202-ft. Ideco tower.

KTWX-TV (Ch. 9) Sheridan, Wyo., expecting to start

next summer, has ordered a 500-watt RCA transmitter for

delivery in 60 days, reports Pres. Burt I Harris, also pres,

of Harriscope Inc., TV producer & packager. Building con-

struction hasn’t begun as yet, but plans are to use a

115-ft. Ideco tower. KTWX-TV ovmers also operate

KTOW-TV (Ch. 2) Casper, Wyo. Rep will be Meeker.

KSOO-TV (Ch. 13) Sioux Falls, S.D. expects to receive

25-kw RCA transmitter in Feb., but hasn’t set definite

target according to Pres. Morton H. Henkin. Foundations

have been poured for studio-transmitter building and base

has been excavated for tower. It expects to be affiliated

with NBC-TV. Rep not chosen.

Sale of balance of KGMB-TV & KGMB Honolulu, along
with KHBC-TV & KHBC Hilo and KMAU-TV Wailuku,
from Hialand Development Corp. to Honolulu Star-Bulle-
tin Ltd. (which had held 24.55%), for $2,354,066, has been
approved by FCC. The Commission’s conditions require

that: (1) “Herbert M. Richards dispose of (a) his director-

ships and any other interests in Honolulu Star-Bulletin

and in the Hawaiian Trust Co. Ltd., or (b) his stock in-

terest & creditor interest in Radio Honolulu Ltd. (KONA-
TV) Honolulu, by sale to someone not in family or business

privity with him of all stock in said licensee and of all of
the debentures of said company presently owned by him;
and (2) Robert R. Midkiff dispose of (a) his officer &
directorship interests in the Hawaiian Trust Co. Ltd. or

(b) his directorship in Advertiser Publishing Co. Ltd.

(AM station KGU) Honolulu, and the owner of about 49%
of stock of Radio Honolulu Ltd. (KONA-TV) Honolulu.”

Wildest financial statement of the year has been sub-

mitted by WICC-TV Bridgeport (Ch. 43), which claims to

be both viewerless & “the poorest station in the U.S.” It

backs its claim by reporting a gross of only $1,900 for

Jan.-Oct. More devastating, it broadcast 20 announcements
during prime evening time one week offering $100 to the

first viewer who called. “Not one viewer called in,” re-

ports gen. mgr. Russell F. Adams. Smoke-screened by this

spotlight on failure, however, was the real story: uhf

WICC-TV’s continuing fight to get a vhf drop-in. “We put

out this release to dramatize the impossibility of a uhf
station in a market served by 9 vhf stations,” Pres. Ken-
neth M. Cooper told us. “It costs us $20,000 a year to keep
WICC-TV going,” he said, “and we exist only because we
have a very profitable radio station.” He said radio WICC
has the odd distinction of offering rates 3% times higher

than those of its TV sister. Cooper said WICC-TV has lost

some $500,000 since it began operations in 1953, but will

continue to operate and press for a vhf channel.

Board of Broadcast Governors has extended its com-
mittee operations within the Canadian TV & radio industry.

First it started with a consultative committee on private

broadcasting, covering all stations privately owned & op-

erated. Now it has set up a consultative committee on
public broadcasting with membership from the government-
owned Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and the BBG.
Another, the consultative committee on advertising, brings

together representatives of BBG, CBC, Assn, of Canadian
Advertisers, Canadian Assn, of Ad Agencies, and Canadian
Assn, of Broadcasters. BBG Chairman Dr. Andrew Stewart

says the 3 committees will be clearing houses for ideas

and problems to let everyone see all points of view and
seek the best solutions. The committees are strictly un-

official & advisory, but will serve to bring the regulator &
the regulatee together to swap views.

Site shift of KBAK-TV (Ch. 29) Bakersfield, Cal. will

go to hearing, FCC ordered, following the protest by
KLYD-TV (Ch. 17). KBAK-TV planned to move from 6

miles N. of Bakersfield to Breckenridge Mountain, 24 miles

ENE, hike power from 19.2 to 120 kw, height from 630 to

3,690 ft.

KXII-TV (Ch. 12) Ardmore, Okla. has been granted

permission to identify itself also with Sherman & Denison,

Tex. Comr. Bartley dissented.

Unusual statistical happenstance of 11 consecutive

births of girls to employes of WJRT Flint has finally been

broken—it’s a boy for engineer & Mrs. Leon Short.

FCC’s FM stereo deadline for filing comments was ex-

tended to March 15 at request of EIA (Vol. 15:50 p8).
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Film & Tape

More about

FILM-PROSPEROUS BUT TROUBLED: Untouched by the

Washington TV investigations, Hollywood telefilm com-

panies nonetheless had more than their customary

share of headaches in 1959. But the industry benefited

from the continued diminution of live TV and from

TV’s insatiable appetite for programming.

While some industry executives alibied that “every-

thing can’t be good,” this was scarcely an adequate reply

to the widespread criticism that a microscopic amount of

film TV is good and that the vast bulk is of B-picture

quality and sadly lacking in originality. Viewers weren’t

expecting “everything” to be good; they would settle for

far less—but critics said they weren’t getting it.

The triteness of the new season’s programming dates

back to last spring’s buying period, when uncertain spon-

sors & ad agencies took the easy way out. They bought

more Westerns, more private eyes, more action series.

Result: TV had a record-shattering 47 action series on

the networks—and public revulsion against this prepon-

derance of violence set in. The TV film executives have a

point when they say this is the only programming they

can sell—and why offer something else if there are to be

no takers? By year’s end, however, it’s now conceded both

within ad agency & production circles that violence & West-

erns have been overdone and it’s time to say “Whoa!”

Many 60-Min. Program Failures

TV guessed wrong last year when it decided to go-

for-broke on 60-min. series. This guess, made by net-

works mainly, was based on the success of Wagon Train,

77 Sunset Strip and Maverick. But it has now been learned

the hard way that it’s not the length of a show that counts,

but the content. Consequently the new 60-min. entries

headed the casualty list at year’s end—CBS-TV’s The
Lineup and 20th-Fox TV’s 5 Fingers, and Desilu Westing-

house Playhouse whose sponsor cut to alternating weeks.

Major-studio film TV had a bad year. Warner Bros.,

which had enjoyed 2 big hits in 1958 with Maverick and

77 Sunset Strip, had its troubles in 1959 although its

volume rose to 10 series. None of its new ones displayed

signs of achieving real success, a number are headed for

TV’s ashcan, and one holdover. Maverick, was being out-

rated by upstart newcomer Dennis the Menace. In addi-

tion, WB encountered more star problems than any studio

in Hollywood. Edd (Kookie) Byrnes walked out of 77-

Sunset Strip and Wayde Preston deserted Colt .U5 because

they believed themselves underpaid. WB got into trouble,

too, with the Screen Actors Guild for admitted violations

of the SAG contract, paid a large sum.

The second major-studio trouble-spot was 20th Cen-

tury-Fox TV, where much had been expected under the su-

pervision of production chief Martin Manulis, ex-Playhouse

90 producer. While 20th made some quick sales, its series

were disappointing, with the sole exception of The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis, which appeared assured of a good
year. The highly-touted & expensive 60-min. Adventures
in Paradise can claim the dubious distinction of being the

year’s biggest flop. Stablemate 5 Fingers, also 60-min.,

has already been cancelled. At year’s end, Manulis was to

move into feature-film production, with 20th-Fox TV Pres.

Peter Levathes heading the TV operation.

Screen Gems, Columbia’s subsidiary, had one of the

few good new entries, Dennis the Menace, a sleeper which
climbed well in the ratings. MGM-TV had no production.

having lost The Thin Man last spring. Walt Disney Pro-

ductions added no new entries to its 60-min. series on ABC-
TV. Its Zorro folded last spring. Paramount and Allied

Artists are preparing their respective entries into TV.
Because the major studios generally failed to deliver,

most of the production came from the independents, who
ruled Hollywood TV film as never before. Still No. 1 is

Revue Productions, the MCA subsidiary, with 16 series

in production. Revue, quartered in its own studio (the lot

formerly owned by Universal-International) is by far the

dominant company in TV film.

Another independent. Four Star Television, and War-
ners, tied for runner-up in 1959. Each has 10 series. Screen

Gems, Ziv TV, CBS-TV and Desilu Productions were other

companies with volume.

For some companies the gloom spread thick in 1959.

Foremost among them was the once-prosperous studio of

Hal Roach Jr., a pioneer producer in TV. Involved in in-

tricate financial dealings with Alexander Guterma, Roach
found himself in difficulties and his studio went into bank-
ruptcy. Other bleak situations prevailed at Jack Webb’s
Mark VII, another veteran outfit which had no production

for the new season which began last fall; MGM-TV, no
series; and McCadden Productions (the George Burns-
Gracie Allen company), no production.

Small but prosperous Spartan Productions, had only

2 series, Peter Gunn and Mr. Lucky, but both did well.

One interesting development in Hollywood TV film

during 1959 was the dickering by NT&T to buy con-

trolling stock of Desilu Productions. “The house that

Lucy built,” formed in 1951, had mushroomed over the

years. But when Arnaz acquired the RKO Gower and
Culver City studios in 1958, formidable problems of find-

ing enough shows to fill the 35 stages (including Desilu

Cahuenga) loomed up. Just last week, Desi & Lucy decided

not to sell (see p. 14).

Another TV pioneer. Four Star Television, moved to

Republic studios where it rented most of its facilities in

1959. Steady growth now sends Pres. Dick Powell in

search of an additional studio.

“The fabulous 50s” were a period of remarkable phys-
ical & financial growth for the TV film industry. In 1951,

three series were born to remarkable success—Desilu’s

/ Love Lucy, Jack Webb’s Dragnet, and Four Star’s Four
Star Playhouse—and from this trio stemmed much of the

industry’s current prosperity. In a sense, the stoi*y of the

3 is the story of TV film. Four Star has built its flourish-

ing company from that original series; Desilu built an
empire on the antics of Lucy & Desi, but has never re-

achieved a Lucy, and Webb and his Mark VII have noth-
ing before the cameras today. Revue Productions, on the

other hand, was formed in 1950 and had no hit series, but
today is kingpin of the industry.

Physically, TV film in the ’50s strode in 7-league
boots. But in moving toward quality, it wore baby shoes.

Our Chart of Network Film Producers: Hollywood’s pro-

ducers of filmed series for the networks are listed in the

specially-prepared production chart on p. 10 of this issue.

Some big names are not included because they are not
currently producing a network series or have no production

whatsoever. Revue leads the chart with 13 network series;

Four Star is runnerup with 12 (but Wichita Town, which
it produces for the Mirisch-McCrea Co., has been cancelled).

Warner Bros, is 3rd with 10 series, while Screen Gems and
CBS-TV each follow with 7. (One of CBS-TV’s shows. The
Lineup, has been cancelled.)
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HOLLYWOOD ROUNDUP

Six more “Riverboat” segments have been ordered by

NBC. This will bring the 60-min. Revue series to 26 and

take it into the spring.

Four Star TV plans a 60-min. pilot, Michael Shayne.

Will Rogers Jr. will host the syndicated runs of Death

Valley Days, to be distributed under the title, The Pioneers

. . . New Screen Gems projects: The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn . . . Rod
Serling’s Cayuga Productions plans pilot production of a

comedy-fantasy, Mr. Bevis . . . Jack Emanuel, ex-Warner

Bros, story ed., named story editor, NBC-TV, Pacific div.

Desilu Productions, Lucille Ball, Westinghouse Electric

Corp., CBS and Don W. Sharpe have been named defend-

ants in a $150,000 suit filed in U.S. District Court in Los

Angeles by Edwin Lanham. He claims copyright infringe-

ment & breach of contract in the telecast of K. 0. Kitty,

in which Miss Ball starred, on the Desilu Playhouse an-

thology series last season (CBS Nov. 17, 1958). He alleges

his Collier’s magazine story was submitted to the defend-

ants & copied by them in the telecast.

Producer Irving Pincus {The Real McCoys) will put a

pilot, tentatively titled By George, into production in Jan.

It’s a comedy . . . Another comedy pilot, this one starring

Joey Bishop, also probably will be filmed in Jan. It’s being

financed by Danny Thomas, Louis F. Edelman, Sheldon

Leonard, Arthur Julian and P. J. Wolfson.

Edward Dukoff, who resigned as president of Betty
Hutton’s Jupiter Productions following policy differences,

is now settling his contract as her manager . . . Manny
Rosenberg will produce a situation-comedy starring Yale
Wexler for Roncom Productions. The pilot starts in Jan.

Ex-Universal-International producer Edmond Chevie
has joined the staff of Talent Associates in N.Y.

NEW YORK ROUNDUP

Screen Gems’ European sales operation will now be

conducted from new London HQ with George Blaug, Euro-
pean sales supervisor, moving over from Paris. Blaug will

continue to supervise sales activities in SG’s Paris, Rome,
Brussels, Madrid & Frankfurt offices, and in North Africa

and the Near East.

NBC-TV’s filmed Project 20 presentation of “Mark
Twain’s America,” set for April 22 telecast, represents a

monumental digging job by an NBC public-affairs team.

Utilizing the semi-animation techniques of the “Meet Mr.
Lincoln” special, the Mark Twain show will use 3,500

pictures selected from 350,000 engravings & photographs
examined in archives & libraries throughout the country

by picture research dir. Daniel M. Jones. The pictures will

be coupled with narrative text taken from Twain’s own
accounts of his life & times.

NBC is initiating movie-type screen tests Dec. 29 in

the network’s Radio City studios “to discover new young
TV talent.” Kinescope recordings of performances of 5

actors & actresses will be produced by Frank Telford &
Preston Wood and viewed by NBC-TV program executives.

I
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Desilu Sale Negotiations Off: Desilu Productions’ con-

trolling stock, owned by Pres. Desi Arnaz and his wife,

Lucille Ball, is not for sale, the pair has advised NT&T
Pres. B. Gerald Cantor. This ended the talks aimed at ac-

quisition of the telefilm company (Vol. 15:50 pl2, 45 pl6).

After an NT&T board meeting. Cantor met with Amaz
and Desilu exec, vp Martin Leeds and was informed the

pair had decided not to sell their 49% ownership in Desilu.

According to Arnaz and Cantor, no firm oifer was made for

Desilu. Said a joint release by Arnaz and Cantor: “How-
ever, it was decided each of the companies, maintaining

their independence, will continue to develop their current

mutually successful relationship in which Desilu produces

and NTA distributes properties in which they have a joint

interest. NTA and Desilu have joint interests in 300 half-

hours, films of series such as U.S. Marshal, Grand Jury,

Sheriff of Cochise and Walter Winchell File.

When we asked Arnaz why he & his wife had decided

not to sell, he replied: “We are happy with our company.
Our future looks brighter than ever and next year should

be our best. The company doubled its income this year.

I’m only 42, and I don’t want to quit.” Regarding the

NT&T, he said: “I’ll listen. That’s always been my policy.”

Desilu is planning for 1960 its most ambitious produc-

tion schedule—a program encompassing several new 60-

min. and 30-min. series, some to be made in association

with networks. It also plans European co-production of

movies. Cantor told us there will be an expanded program
of Desilu series made for NTA distribution and that NT&T
is not contemplating buying any other TV film company.

CBS-TV Creative Control: Hollywood producers disagree

whether effects are being felt of a CBS-TV clamping-

down on creative control of film series. At a time when a

number of pilots with CBS-TV financing are in the works,

this is a particuarly pertinent situation. One producer

who preferred not to be identified, showed us a communique
from a CBS-TV executive announcing that a certain proj-

ect was to be dropped because the producer wouldn’t sur-

render creative control. Another said CBS-TV is insisting

that since it has responsibility for programs on the net-

work, it should have control of content. A third said,

“There is a lot of apprehension that the network will seek

complete creative control.” Some producers have offered

the network the alternative of “consultative” control, but

this was turned down. On the other hand, some producers

with network shows have not been advised of any change.

Guy Della-Cioppa, CBS-TV vp, Hollywood, asked by us

about network policy on control, said: “We are more con-

cerned in terms of program balance. We have strength-

ened our creative control, but this depends on how you

define that. If you mean in terms of broadcast policy, we
have. But if you mean in terms of entertainment values,

we have not changed. This depends on each show & the

people we work with. In some cases we insists on control,

in some we don’t.”

Academy of TV Arts & Sciences “Close-up 1960” din-

ner-show will take place Jan. 8 in the grand ballroom of

N.Y.’s Hotel Astor instead of the previously-announced

Waldorf-Astoria. The show will be “a lampoon of the TV
industry entitled ‘Inside TV; or Heads Will Roll.’

”

Derel Producing Associates is making initial produc-

tion plans for a new film series. The Consul, based on ac-

tivities of the U.S. Foreign Service. State Dept, coopera-

tion on the series has been promised.

Educational Television

Electronic College Campus: Within the next decade, view-
ers may be able to get a college degree without leaving
their living rooms. That’s the plan of Dr. John E. Ivey,

former exec, vp of NYU who is now pres, of Learning
Resources Institute, N.Y. He reported last week that nego-
tiations for college-level TV instruction are now under way
at all 3 networks, with initial plans calling for a 2-year
curriculum (15 courses) to be ready on film or tape by
1964. Estimated cost: $20 million.

Non-profit LRI, supported by grants, would adminis-
ter the project, working with colleges & universities which
agree to participate & grant the degrees after examina-
tions. Planned also is a research center at Princeton U. to

study modern teaching methods, including ETV. Chmn. of

LRI’s institute board is Oliver C. Carmichael, ex-chancel-

lor of Vanderbilt U. LRI is already administering the

early-morning Continental Classroom ETV series on NBC-
TV, which has close to 500,000 viewers.

Additional plans for LRI activities include the Mid-
west Council on Airborne TV Instruction (Vol. 15:42 pl2),

announced in Oct., of which Dr. Ivey is also pres. An ex-

perimental, $7-million study is planned for next fall, in-

volving ETV telecasts from an airborne transmitter using

taped instruction to students in 13,000 schools & colleges

in 6 midwestern states.

*

The $7 million “Stratovision” ETV experiment in the

Midwest (Vol. 15:42-44) was given FCC’s blessing last

week, in the form of a CP to Purdue U. The Commission
hemmed in the authorization with its customary caution,

stating: “This Commission authorization is not to be

construed as approval or an indication of future approval of

operation of the facilities beyond the experimental period,

or as a finding by the Commission that any portion of the

TV bands shall be allocated for a regular educational TV
service of this nature. The grant is further conditioned

that no objectionable interference be caused to TV broad-

cast or translator stations in the area, and that it does not

preclude the Commission from granting regular broadcast

applications which might conflict with the experimental

operation. Also, the university is required to make air

announcement and otherwise inform the public & partici-

pating schools that the test is for the 1960-1961 school year

only and that its extension beyond that time is subject to

a determination by the Commission that it would be in the

public interest, convenience and necessity.”

Membership fees in TIO have been trimmed to $100
annually for non-commercial telecasters. The decision to

admit ETV stations came at a TIO staff meeting earlier

this month.

Auxiliary Services

Stock in Rosensohn Enterprises Inc., and return bout

contract between heavyweight champion Ingmar Johannson

and Floyd Patterson have been purchased by a group of 10

businessmen represented by attorney Roy M. Cohn. The
group will negotiate for TV, radio & movie rights to a

return match, with Irving Kahn, pres, of TelePrompTer

Corp. Kahn holds the rights under a separate contract.

Jerrold Electronics anti-trust trial (Vol. 15:45 p24) in

Philadelphia federal court has been completed. The next

steps will be the filing of proposed findings of fact. The
govt, must file by Feb. 1 and Jerrold Electronics must file

by March 1.
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Personals: Bernard I. Paulson named dir., ABC-TV net-

work production services dept. . . . Harold J. Klein named

ABC Films vp for business affairs . . . Earl Higgins pro-

moted from auditor to business mgr. of Westinghouse’s

WJZ-TV Baltimore.

H. Preston Peters, Peters, Griffin, Woodward pres., re-

elected pres, of the Station Reps Assn. Also elected were

John P. Blair, vp; Eugene Katz, treas.; Daren F. McGavren,

secy.; Frank M. Healey & Richard O’Connell, dirs. . . .

H. J. Grenthot has been elected treasurer of the Katz

Agency, succeeding M. J. Beck, who will retire Dec. 31.

Walter Nilson, Katz TV sales mgr., has been elected to the

board . . . Phil Cowan, ex-PR dir. for NTA o&o stations,

named Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. publicity & special events

dir. . . . Frank Garvin has resigned as exec. secy, of the

Council on Medical TV, succeeded by John MacKenzie . . .

Jack Barry, partner in Barry & Enright and co-producer

of former TV quife show, appointed exec, vp of Frag-

rance Process Co., producers of aromatic substances for

use in advertising.

Gerald Beadle, dir. of BBC Telecasting Service, will

visit U.S. & Canada for 2 weeks in Jan., planning to talk

with broadcasting executives & govt, officials in N.Y. &
Washington, perhaps also delivering speeches.

Meetings next week: RTES timebuying-selling seminar

(Jan. 5); Louis Hausman, TIO dir., and Gilbert Seldes, dir.,

Annenberg School of Communications, U. of Pennsylvania

will deliver “A Critique at Mid-Season.” Hotel Lexington,

N.Y. . . . Federal Communications Bar Assn, annual meet-

ing & banquet (8), Statler Hotel, Washington.

We regret that holiday communications difficulties in-

terrupted our normal production & delivery of last week’s

Addenda services. Addenda subscribers therefore, will re-

ceive with this week’s Newsletter: TV Addenda N & 0 and
AM-FM Addenda YY & ZZ for December 19 & 26.

ORDER YOUR 1959 BOUND VOLUME
We will bind & index all 1959 copies of Tele-

vision Digest, Vol. 15, including the semi-annual
Factbook with all addenda, supplements and special

reports. This embossed hard-cover volume—the au-
thoritative record of the television industry in 1959

—

is available at $25.00. Orders will be accepted
through January 8, 1960.

Programming

More News Specials: All 3 networks will have major

weekly prime-time public-affairs shows next fall. This

became a fact last week when CBS-TV confirmed its plans

(Vol. 15:51 p8). The CBS-TV plan calls for a 60-min.

show on a 52-week basis, possibly slotted in either the

Wed. 7:30-8:30 or Thur. 10-11 p.m. period currently occu-

pied by The Lineup and Playhouse 90-Big Party respec-

tively, although no firm time slot has been chosen. In-

cluded in the series will be the present CBS Reports spe-

cials, currently scheduled on a once-a-month preemption

basis but due to step up to an alt.-week schedule in 1960.

The CBS-TV public-affairs move speeds up the official

timetable for such regularly scheduled shows on the net-

work as promised last May by CBS Inc. Pres. Dr. Frank
Stanton. Originally, Stanton announced that weekly cul-

tural & public-affairs shows would be televised in the 1961-

62 season. Now, CBS will be on an equal footing with

NBC-TV, which plans to continue its 60-min. news specials

due to replace 5 Fingers in Jan., and ABC-TV, which plans

to start its new 30-min. weekly series based on the writ-

ings of Sir Winston Churchill and co-produced with Screen

Gems in the fall.

* * *

Worldwide TV distribution is planned by Screen Gems
for its 30-min. documentary series drawn from Churchill’s

writings. Early in Jan., Lloyd Burns, SG vp for interna-

tional operations, leaves for Europe to map overseas sales

& language-dubbing operations there. At the same time,

John Manson, vp of Screen Gems de Mexico S.A. and Al-

win Zecha of the SG international dept, will handle ex-

tensive sales campaigns for the series in Latin America &
the Far East. The Churchill series will be, says SG, “the

most international TV program ever produced.”

Ford Talks Renewal: Although the renewal date on TV’s

most expensive weekly show. Ford Startime, isn’t until

April, negotiations for renewing the elaborate Tues.-night

series of weekly specials are already under way. Ford sales

are up, and the sponsor is interested in another season.

Current plans call for inclusion of some documentaries.

Meanwhile, other properties set for the NBC series

produced by Hubbell Robinson Jr., and to be seen this

season, include “The Juggler,” starring Tony Curtis; a
modernized version of “A Connecticut Yankee in King Ar-
thur’s Court,” starring Tennessee Ernie Ford; an ah-eady-

taped “Midsummer Night’s Dream,” starring Charles

Laughton; “Arthur,” starring Rex Harrison; “Crime Inc.,”

a Mafia story which FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover will host;

and a Civil War story, “The Reb,” yet to be cast.

“There is already law enough to punish fraud and to

stop misrepresentation or misleading advei’tising. But if

the end result of the recent TV scandals is to take away
from private enterprise the initiative stimulated by Ameri-
can competition, then the cure will prove much worse than
the disease. The political consequences of such a debacle

and its effect on the American system of government could

be grave . . . There is no surer way of ruining any medium
of communication than to give the government any power
to tell a private enterprise how to deal with political

speeches or any other program. Censorship of the theater

or of books is resented by many so-called ‘liberals,’ but
there is a strange readiness to accept censorship of TV &
radio.”—David Lawrence in the N.Y. Herald Tribune.
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Networks

CBS Sets Washington Meeting: A special 2-day cbs-tv
conference was scheduled for Feb. 29 & Mar, 1 at Wash-
ington’s Hotel Shoreham, by Pres. James T. Aubrey Jr.

last week. Purpose: “To examine the TV broadcasters’

role, their public responsibilities & how best those respon-

sibilities can be fulfilled.” Decision to hold the meeting

was reached after discussions with William T. Quarton,

chmn. of the CBS-TV affiliates advisory board. It will be

the first roundtable session between management-level

CBS-TV executives and affiliates since the network began
its new program of self-regulation (Vol. 15:30 p3).

Affiliates & CBS-TV executives will hear about new
govt, moves in the broadcast field from several of the men
who are responsible for them. Invitations to address the

session have been accepted by Sen. Warren G. Magnuson,
chmn. of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Com-
mittee, Rep. Oren Harris, chmn. of the comparable House
committee, John C. Doerfer, Chmn. of FCC, and FTC
Chmn. Earl W. Kintner.

Realignment of NBC PR executives was announced to

fill the vacancy created by the shift of Kenneth Bilby,

newly named vp for public affairs, RCA, from the post

of vp for ad, promotion & PR at NBC. Sydney H. Eiges, the

network’s veteran vp for press & publicity, was promoted

to the newly created post of vp, public information. Lester

Bernstein, dir. of information, was named to a new posi-

tion as dir., corporate affairs, Eiges will be succeeded as

head of NBC PR activities by Ellis 0. Moore, dir. of the

N.Y. press dept, since Sept. 1954. Moore’s new title is that

of dir., press & publicity. NBC national advertising dir.

John H. Porter & promotional services dir. Alexander S.

Rylander will both report to Eiges, together with Moore,

although continuity acceptance dir. Stockton Helffrich, who
formerly reported to Bilby, will now report to NBC stand-

ards & practices vp James A. Stabile. Eiges, like Bilby

before him, will report to NBC sr. exec, vp David C. Adams.

Final papers for MBS financial reorganization under

the Bankruptcy Act were signed in U.S. District Court,

N.Y. Dec. 23 by referee Asa Herzog, taking the network

out of “debtor in possession” status. Mutual had been in

bankruptcy court since July 1 (Vol, 15:29 p7).

NETWORK SALES ACTIVITY

ABC-TV

American Bandstand, Mon.-Fri., 4-5:30 p.m., 7 alt. 15-min.

segs. over 14 wks.
Footwear div. of B. F. Goodrich (Foote,

Cone & Belding)

Daytime programming, first quarter 1960, renewals by
charter advertisers in the network’s 1958-

initiated Operation Daybreak.
General Foods, Beech-Nut Life Savers,

Johnson & Johnson, Brackett Co. (Young &
Rubicam), Gillette (North), Lever Bros.,

Armour & Co. (Foot, Cone & Belding)

NBC-TV

Pre-Oscarcast show, April 4, 1960, 10-10:30 p.m.
Procter & Gamble (Grey Advertising)

Basketball, Sat. afternoons, 8 15-min. segs.

Schick Safety Razor Co. (Compton Adv.)

The FCC

TV-AM stereo tests for 90 days were granted by FCC
to KOB-TV & KOB Albuquerque last week over the dis-

sents of Comrs. Bartley & Ford. The authorization permits
KOB-TV to present a still picture 9-11 a.m. Sundays. Said
Ford: “I have consistently opposed the authorization of

aural TV transmissions which have the purpose of supply-
ing one of the components of a stereo radio transmission
system. I do not believe that this type of operation aids

in any way the development of an acceptable broadcast
stereo system. In fact, such transmissions may hamper
such development in that they encourage a usage which
holds no promise of eventual adoption. These authoriza-

tions offer nothing in the way of an experimental or de-

velopmental program, yet occupy 6 me of radio frequency
spectrum where a few kc should suffice. The purpose of

the Commission rule which requires a TV broadcaster to

transmit programs of primarily visual interest is in keep-

ing with the aims & purposes and bandvddth for which TV
stations are licensed and it is not advisable to permit a
diversion from these aims.”

Preoccupied with “anti-censorship” provisions of the

Communications Act, FCC Chmn. Doerfer frequently asked

during the recent programming hearings whether the Com-
mission would be powerless to prevent the presentation of

Lady Chatterley’s Lover on TV. He seldom received a clear-

cut answer. Therefore, the Commission is seeking to

interest the Court of Appeals (N.Y. 2nd circuit) in TV-radio

implications, asking it to confine its forthcoming decision

to mailing only. The Commission doesn’t want the decision

to be so broad as to tie its hands in case the book is

broadcast. Chmn. Doerfer, in testimony before Rep. Harris’

investigating committee last Oct., said he’d risk going to

jail to keep the book off the air. The court is now consider-

ing the Postmaster General’s appeal from Judge Bryan’s

decision which held that the book is not pornographic and
can therefore be sent through the mails. FCC asst, general

counsel Max Paglin, one of the Commission’s ablest at-

torneys & a distinguished wit, informs us that he has

“leafed through the most important parts of the book.”

Attorney Ruth V. Reel has been assigned to the case. She
has finished her draft and the amicus curiae brief is likely

to be filed with the court within a week. The case has

already been argued and awaits decision. If FCC’s brief

is accepted, court will consider it before decision.

New retrial date for ex-FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack
& Thurman A. Whiteside in the Miami Ch, 10 conspiracy

case (Vol. 15:50 p5) is Jan. 25. Presiding in Washington’s

U.S. District Court will be a judge who was scheduled to be

designated during the Christmas recess. Judge Charles F.

McLaughlin had been assigned to the second trial, which

was postponed from Nov. 12 pending a defense appeal to

the Supreme Court, which refused to hear it. But he will

take over civil cases in the Jan. term.

Renewal of NBC’s WNBQ & WMAQ Chicago was
granted by FCC last week as it rejected objections of

AFTRA. The union had asked for a hearing, charging that

the stations denied local advertisers opportunity of hiring

local performers, stifled cultural possibilities of TV, ignored

community interests by firing many performers, etc.

Transmission tolerances for Conelrad attention signal

have been proposed by FCC so that manufacturers may
produce AM-FM Conelrad sets for sale to the general pub-

lic. Copies of the proposal are available from the Com-
mission, and comments are due by Feb. 8.
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DIMENSIONS or HOME ELECTRONICS— 1959: In recapping consumer electronics' rec-

ord year now ending, several outstanding trends are apparent—and they bode well for 1960.

Dollar-wise, all previous consumer electronics records were shattered—$2.05 billion factory sales in

1959 vs. $1.6 billion in 1958, $1.7 billion in 1957, $1.5 billion in 1955. In luiits, however, it's certain that no

notable records were set: the total of 5.8 million TV sets sold at retail is far below 1955's record 7.4 million;

8.9 million radio set sales in 1959 compares with high of 17.3 million in 1947; even this year's factory phono

sales of perhaps 4.1 million units is somewhat below the 1957 figure.

What this year did bring to the consumer electronics industry, however, was the beginning of a

return to value selling—as opposed to price selling. This despite the heavy TV saturation and emphasis on

portables, despite the complete consumer confusion over stereo, despite the penny-shaving inroads of low-

cost high-quality Japanese sets on the radio market. There has been virtually no dumping this year—ex-

cept for the current dump of 2-piece stereo imits. Let's look at record of 3 main branches of home electronics

:

TV: Factory sales of some 6 million sets at $835 million brought average factory price of TV set

to nearly $140—highest point since 1954. TV prices had tumbled each year until 1956 (when average price

hit its low point of $127); average went to $130 in 1957, to $136 in 1958 (for year-by-year table, see Vol: 15:31

pl8). Average price increase this year is all the more significant in view of the fact that more than 60% of

unit sales were portables (vs. 57% last year).

With renewed consumer interest in music , 1959 saw begiiming of what may become the return of

the TV-phono combination. Of the 5.8 million sets sold at retail, preliminary estimates indicate that some
140.000 were combinations—not a huge amoimt, but best since 1953.

TV's higher average price per unit was achieved without price increases , but by offering history's

largest variety of useful & desirable trade-up gimmicks—particularly remote control, 23-in. tubes, fine furni-

ture consoles, more attractive slim high-end portables.

Phono: For first time, factory value of phonos exceeded factory value of radios (excluding auto)

sold this year—as we predicted last Sept. (Vol. 15:37 pl3). Sales of phono units of all kinds (except record-

player attachments) will come to about $385 million at factory this year, vs. $344 million for domestic home,
• portable & clock radios.

Spurred by stereo, unit value of phonos soared in 1959—to an average price of more than $86. This

compares with $64 in 1958 and $50.50 in 1957. So despite all the confusion about stereo, phono makers have
succeeded in sharply upgrading their products in terms of dollars, even though imit sales set no record.

Radio: Retail sales will total about 8.9 million
,
plus another 5.4 million auto sets. Because of

character of statistics on radio production & sales, it's still too early to estimate how price per unit compares
with former years (retail estimates unavoidably include some imported sets, but not all). Nevertheless, as
1959 closes, radio manufacturers are competing successfully with Japanese transistor radios. And 1959 radio

retail figure is highest in 9 years.

FM radio may be having its 2nd most successful year—at least by far its biggest year since FM
"flopped" in the early 1950's. Some 600,000 radio-phono combinations built this year contained FM or FM-
AM radios; in addition, about 550,000 FM & FM-AM table radios were made domestically. Add to this about
150.000 FM tuners for hi-fi installations and another 100,000 imported FM sets, and year's total of FM set sales

comes to about 1.4 million units (Vol. 15:47 pl8).

Another record year seems to be coming up in 1960 for consumer electronics , as indicated by the

predictions of industry leaders in this space last week (Vol. 15:51 pl4). Next week we'll sum up with our
own detailed predictions of what 1960 should mean to consumer electronics.

• • • •

TV-Radio Production: Because of the Christmas holiday , EIA's figures on TV-radio output for

the statistical week ended Dec. 18 weren't available at press time. They will be carried in next week's issue.
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BATTLE OF THE SAFETY GLASS: The first 19-in. sets—

due in Feb. or March (Vol. 15:50 pl5)—probably will

use conventional safety glass mounted on the cabinet

instead of laminated to the tube. But there are now
signs that Pittsburgh Plate Glass is winning converts

in the 19-in. field for its own brand of bonded-on plate

implosion glass—^which it failed to accomplish in the

23-in. arena. All 23-in. sets now on the market use the

Corning molded glass “cap” bonded to the screen

—

although GE is preparing to introduce 23-in. sets using

conventional external safety glass.

PPG has much at stake in the struggle with Corning

for the bonded implosion-plate market. It supplies about

90% of the glass for external TV faceplates (Vol. 15:42

pl8). If external TV glass should become extinct, PPG
will suffer—unless it can put over its bonded-on plate glass.

Advantages of bonded-plate-glass over the molded cap

of the Corning type, according to PPG’s claims: One half

the weight, 50^ to $1 per tube less costly as a result of

lower material, labor & machinery costs. PPG says its

shield can be bonded to any tube.

Joseph Stern of PPG’s product development dept, says

he’s confident the plate-glass approach will be adopted for

19-in. tubes, judging by the “considerable interest” now
being shown by set makers. He expects PPG to get into

the 23-in. field by the back door as a result of the success

of the 19-in. bonded plate glass.

“We’re confident that after the manufacturers adopt

our system for the 19-in. tube, they’ll gradually swing to it

for the 23-in.,” Stern told us. “We know set makers are

now committed to the Corning cap for the 23 -in. tubes till

April or May in most cases. We’re frankly planning on

the long haul.”

The 19-in. bulbs now being supplied to tube makers by
Corning and Kimble (Owens-Illinois) are “strong” bulbs

—that is, they’re designed for use with external safety

glass (but they can also be used with either the Corning

or PPG-type bonded cap). Sampling is now beginning on

“weak” 19-in. bulbs—lighter envelopes requiring laminated

safety glass. Dimensions of both bulbs are the same.

FTC’s new bait-&-switch guide (Vol. 15:49 pi?)

“strikes at a basic merchandising concept” in the appliance

field, according to merchandising mgr. William Burston of

the National Retail Merchants Assn. He said “nobody will

quarrel with the purpose” of the FTC manual in warning

retailers & customers against illegal advertising & selling

practices. But Burston protested that if its rules are ob-

served literally, retailers will have to stop handling pro-

motional merchandise on which there’s little or no profit.

It’s “a legitimate form of doing business” for stores to try

to “sell away” from such appliances into profitable items,

he said. FTC’s acting consultation bureau dir. Paul Jam-
arik retorted that FTC isn’t trying to prevent business-

men from selling customers good products.

Purchase of RCA TV chassis for incorporation in its

own TV-radio-stereo cabinets was announced last week by

West German TV & cabinet maker Metz. RCA confirmed

that an agreement had been signed with Metz, but would

not comment on the Fuerth, Germany, concern’s statement

(reported by Reuter’s news service) that the finished RCA
chassis-Metz cabinet TV combos would be sold in the U.S.

Metz claims that its cabinet sales in the U.S. have soared

400% in 1959 over 1958, that it has some $3 million in U.S.

orders for its stereo cabinets.

Call to arms for “a war of workmanship” to combat
foreign competition & inflation has been sounded by Pack-
ard Bell Pres. Robert S. Bell. He urged industry & the
govt, to follow his concern’s lead in establishing “Q” award
programs to increase the quantity & improve the quality
of U.S. production. Warning that the U.S. is falling behind
in the international production-growth race. Bell declared:
“The time has come to stop retreating & start advancing.
In the shooting war we had ‘E’ awards. Now I think we
should have ‘Q’ awards. Only through quantity can we
fight inflation and compete in foreign markets; only
through quality can we prevail in any market.” Bell spoke
at Packard Bell’s annual employe meeting, told co-workers
that the company will immediately establish a “Q” award
program in its factories.

Tandem ad with 4 other manufacturers gives RCA a
5-page promotion insert on its 501 data processing system
in Jan. Fortune. The tandem passengers: Willys Motors,
which uses the word “universal” to bridge the gap be-

tween its Jeeps & RCA’s system; Piper Aircraft and its

“advanced” planes; “dependable” Bums Security Service,

Vertol Aircraft Corp. and its “versatile” helicopters. RCA
ad & sales promotion mgr. R. H. Coffin explained: “By
using to good advantage the aggressive techniques of com-
parable consumer programs we expect to achieve excellent

results in selling to the industrial market. We are sure
that the 4 companies that have joined with RCA to create

this 5-page insert will find that the heavy impact of tie-in

advertising gives dramatic emphasis to the individual pres-

entation of each company.”

New mass-market home electronics products due in

1960, according to EIA Pres. David R. Hull, may be stereo

radios and more-popularly-priced electronic cooking ranges.

Expanding on his year-end predictions (Vol. 15:51 pl3),
he said electronic ranges—heretofore confined largely to

restaurants & institutions—will be in many homes by the

end of next year, as a result of price reductions of one
third. (They now sell for $800-$900.) His prediction of

mass production of stereo radio receivers is based on the

premise that FCC will formally approve standards for

FM and/or AM stereo broadcasting. He pointed out that
the electronics industry’s 1959 factory sales of $9.2 billion

were more than 3% times the 1950 total. The industry now
employs more than 760,000 people (more than half of them
in N.Y., Pa., N.J., Mass., 111., & Cal.), more than twice the

number employed in 1950.

EIA’s first conference on selling electronic equipment
systems (instead of hardware) Jan. 5 at N.Y. Biltmore

Hotel will be opened by Motorola mktg. mgr. Irving Koss
and feature these speakers & panels: Wroe Alderson, pres,

of Alderson Associates, Philadelphia management firm,

speaking on “Market Planning for the Systems Market;”
Patrick J. Robinson, senior consultant, John Diebold &
Associates, “Problems in Systems Marketing;” panel dis-

cussion by representatives of 4 major systems vending com-
panies on “Systems Pricing Problems,” John Diebold,

moderator; A1 N. Scares, mgr. of management services

& operations research dept.. Remington Rand Univac div.,

“Marketing Management in a Systems Market.” EIA
exec, vp James D. Secrest will be luncheon speaker.

Another antenna maker enters hi-fi import field:

Spirling Products Co. next month plans to begin distribu-

tion of German-made stereo phono systems, some with

radios and tape recorders, as well as table radios and
novelty remote stereo speakers (in electric clocks, etc.).
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Trade Personals: Kenneth W. Bilby moves up from NBC
exec, vp for ad, promotion & PR to RCA public affairs vp

as forecast here (Vol. 15:47 plO), succeeding E. C. Ander-

son, now staff exec, vp (Vol. 15:51 pl9). Bilby’s new re-

sponsibilities will embrace PR, institutional advertising &
publications, community relations, exhibits.

Anthony L. Conrad promoted from RCA govt, services

dept, vp to RCA Service Co. pres., succeeding Donald H.

Kunsman, now gen. mgr., electronic data processing div.

(Vol. 15:51 pl9); Stephen D. Heller, former BMEWS serv-

ice vp, succeeds Conrad in govt, services . . . William H.

Miltenburg, ex-RCA Victor, named operations mgr.. United

Stereo Tapes, Ampex Audio’s tape manufacturing & dis-

tributing arm . . . William Wolfner, ex-Magnavox, ap-

pointed engineering mgr., Conley Electronics special prod-

ucts div.

Elliot C. Noska, ex-Air Associates, appointed to new
post of commercial sales mgr., Packard Bell home products

div. . . . Samuel J. McDonald named asst, mgr., Sylvania

Electronic Tubes distributor sales dept. . . . Dr. William C.

Leone named vp-gen. mgr., Rheem subsidiary Rheem Cali-

fone Corp. (record players, sound systems) , . . Dr. Lloyd

T. DeVore named Hoffman Electronics labs div. engineer-

ing dir., succeeding Richard A. Maher, resigned; DeVore
continues to head Hoffman Science Center.

Martin Dubilier, ex-Philharmonic Radio & Television

Corp. and a former management consultant, named gen.

mgr. of ITT subsidiary International Electric Corp. . . .

Charles D. Bradrick named production superintendent, Ray-
theon’s semiconductor div. plant under construction in Lew-
iston, Me. . . . John A. Fairchild, ex-Raytheon, appointed

vp for Dynamics Corp. of America’s new Latin American-
Far East div. . . . Loren A. Bailey, ex-AT&T, joins Page
Communications Engineers Inc. as a senior staff engineer

. . . Bernard R. Deschaine, ex-Melpar Inc., named contracts

mgr. of Scovill Mfg. Co.’s subsidiary Airtronics Inc., Beth-

esda, Md.
Horace B. McCoy, administrator of Commerce Dept.’s

Business & Defense Services Administration since 1956,

resigns Dec. 31 to head new private business group (name
undisclosed) concerned with U.S. foreign policy . . . John J.

Shenk named Eastern regional mgr., CBS Electronics

equipment sales . . . Joseph M. Kees, ex-Servomechanisms,
named to new post of mgr.. General Precision Labs Los
Angeles regional office . . . Arthur E. Rasmussen named
finance vp, Avco Corp.

Philco went along with 23-in. trend, showing a single

basic model along with 6 new 21-in. sets, at a series of dis-

tributor meetings which ended last week. The 23-in. re-

ceiver, called “Extra-Vision 23” by Philco, is offered in

hardwood cabinets at $299.95, $309.95 & $319.95. Among
other models introduced was a wood-cabinet 21-in. table

model starting at $189.95. Five new 21-in. consoles range
from $199.95 to $259.95, with one 3-speaker console with
casters carrying an “open list.” Also introduced: New stereo

console with removable speaker enclosures, at $159.95.

Admiral will enlarge its Harvard, 111. TV-receiver fac-

tory in a $l-million move to increase the plant’s present
production capacity of 75,000 sets monthly. Pres. Ross
Siragusa reports that a 2-stage expansion will add 150,000
sq. ft. to the 500,000-sq.-ft. building, increase employment
from 2,200 to 3,000. A 75,000-sq.-ft. addition will be
started in Jan., completed by the end of June. The pro-
gram will be completed by spring 1961 with a second
75,000-sq.-ft. addition.

Appraising the 1960 Business Outlook

Forecasts of Prospects for Next Year’s Economy

—

Digests of Expert Opinion

Bullish forecasts for 1960 business continued to

flow last week from investment services, large com-

panies and govt, bureaus. In the general business field,

with an accent on consumer durable goods forecasts

for next year, here are highlight digests of some of the

most significant recent summaries of ’59 and predic-

tions for ’60 (for earlier digests, see Vol. 15:50 pl8) :

American Home Laundry Mfrs. Assn.: Factory sales

of home laundry appliances in 1960 should total 5,709,000

units, 4% greater than the 5,495,000 sold in 1959 and 2nd

only to the peak year of 1956 (when 6,005,051 units were
sold), according to the association’s Market Research Com-
mittee composed of market research heads of the 20 U.S.

home laundry equipment makers.

Frigidaire div., GM: Vp-gen. mgr. Herman F. Lehman
expects 1960 appliance industry sales to continue at “about
the same high 1959 level, with perhaps slight increases in

most product lines, particularly in food freezers, dryers &
dishwashers.” This year’s appliance business “probably

will be better than 15% above 1958.”

National Electrical Mfrs. Assn.: Shipments of major
electric appliances in 1959 were the highest since the record

year of 1950 and showed a 17% gain over 1958. A further

gain of 3% is forecast for 1960. Sales of all major appli-

ances should increase next year, except food freezers, which
will be about the same as 1959.

Prentice-Hall: Chief economist Dr. Leo Barnes predicts

a record-breaking business year in 1960—with the gross

national product rising 5% to 7% from this year’s $480
billion to between $501 & $510 billion. Three major devel-

opments will key this rise: (1) Consumer spending will

increase $13-$19 billion over this year’s mark to between
$324 & $330 billion. Total retail sales will rise from this

year’s $217 billion to between $224 & $229 billion. Hard
goods will record the biggest gain—from 4% to 7%. (2)

Plant & equipment spending will increase by $3.3-$4.7 bil-

lion to as much as $37.3 billion—an increase as high as

14% over 1959 and a new record. (3) Inventories will in-

crease by $5-$7 billion, a gain of 20%-67% over 1959 levels,

due to rebuilding of stocks after steel strike.

Sales Management magazine: Survey of 325 sales exec-

uitves showed that 67% expect a “bigger & better year” in

1960, 22.5% expect a good year, 9.5% a fair year, 1% a
poor year. Sales forces will be increased by 75.5% of those
responding, ad appropriations by 70%. Principal worries:

equipping & training salesmen to fight competition, 70.5%;
finding better salesmen, 51%; price-cutting, 35%; cutting

sales costs, 24.5%; adequate ad budget, 22%.
Sears, Roebuck & Co.: Pres. Charles H. Kellstadt sees

consumer durables sales up 8%-10% over ’59, soft goods up
5%. Economic research mgr. Arthur Rosenbaum predicts

6% increase in general merchandise sales next year.

U.S. Commerce Dept.: Consumer Durable Goods Div.

of Business & Defense Services Administration estimates
that manufacturers’ sales of household appliances will ex-

ceed 1959’s dollar volume by about 7% for a record year,

most segments of the industry sharing in the rise.

Packard Bell has completed the best week of distributor

sales in the history of the company, 66% over that of a

year ago, says home products vp Kenneth R. Johnson.
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Skiatron Electronics & TV Corp. last week took issue

with SEC’s announcement that the pay-TV promoter’s

stock-registration statement may be false & misleading

(Vol. 15:51 p20). Commenting on SEC’s announcement &
the 10-day suspension in trading of Skiatron stock (Dec.

18-27), Pres. Arthur Levey said: “We believe that the reg-

istration statements of this company, prepared by expert

legal counsel, fully & accurately reflect the business af-

fairs of the company, and that to our knowledge, no mate-

rial facts were ever kept from stockholders.” He promised

to cooperate with SEC, which presumably will schedule a

hearing in the case invoMng stock allegedly sold by
Matthew Fox without SEC registration. The SEC was
scheduled to meet Dec. 24 to decide whether to order an-

other 10-day suspension.

Columbia Pictures nearly tripled its net profit in fiscal-

1960’s first quarter and anticipates equally profitable op-

erations for the 2nd quarter ending this week (31). The
improved performance is due in part to healthy revenues

from TV films (Vol. 15:51 p20). Columbia TV subsidiary

Screen Gems had revenues of $35-$40 million in fiscal 1959

compared with $30-$35 million in fiscal 1958, reports SG
vp-gen. mgr. Jerome Hyams, and “we should do equally as

good or better” in fiscal 1960 ending June 30. For 13 weeks
ended Sept. 26: 1959 1958

Net profit $886,000 $319,000
Per common share 65<f 21^
Common shares (1959) . . 1,270,350 1,270,350

Times-Mirror Co. racked up a 52% gain in profit in

the 44 weeks ended Nov. 1. Pres. Norman Chandler said

principal contributors to the improved results were its

wholly owned TV subsidiary KTTV Los Angeles and the

Los Angeles Times and Mirror-News. For 44 weeks ended
Nov. 1:

Revenues
Net income
Per common share
Common shares .

1959
$79,855,159

3,762,192
3 27

1,152,000

1958
$69,379,582

2,478,191
2.15

1,152,000

United Telefilms Ltd. submitted for stockholder ap-

proval last week (22) a proposal to reorganize on a 1-for-

4 consolidation basis and with a change of name to Creative

Telefilms & Artists Ltd. Pres. G. P. Cass said the Toronto-

based concern will expand by acquiring products in all

phases of the entertainment field. United Telefilms’ pres-

ent authorized capital is 6 million shares, of which 3,993,-

000 are outstanding.

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge has acquired Radio In-

dustries Inc., Des Plaines, 111. maker of TV-radio trans-

formers & ceramic disc capacitors, for 87,160 shares of

TRW stock. Additionally, 36,894,542 shares of TRW stock

have been allocated for distribution through 1964 to Radio

Industries shareholders, according to a formula that will

apply if RI’s earnings increase. Privately held RI pro-

duces $6-$7 million sales annually. TRW Pres. Dean E.

Wooldridge said that RI will be operated as a wholly-

owned subsidiary, with no changes in management or per-

sonnel planned.

Associated TV Ltd., British commercial program con-

tractor, seeks SEC registration of 50,000 shares of “A”
ordinary registered stock in an application (File 2-15922)

submitted by Morgan Guaranty Trust Co., N.Y.

Dominion Electrohome Industries Ltd. anticipates a

30% drop in profits in 1959 from record 1958 despite a
slight increase in sales. Pres. C. A. Pollock of the Canadian
TV-radio-phono concern told stockholders that “while this

may seem a substantial drop, 1959 should still yield a good
profit return on investment. Pollock noted that TV sales

have slumped from 1958’s level, that stereo is ahead but
not up to expectations, that radio business is in trouble.

“Imported transistorized radios from low-wage countries

have been so competitive that the industry in both Canada
& the U.S. has not been able to compete,” he said. “Ways
& means of meeting this competition are being intently

studied; it may be some time before answer is found.”

Muntz TV Inc. foresees a $l-million profit on $12-mil-

lion sales for the 1960 fiscal year ending Aug. 31. Pres.

Wallace A. Kiel said first-quarter sales, for the period

ended Nov. 30, had more than doubled to $4,082,000 from
$1,988,000 in the year-ago quarter. He said Muntz will

offer a 1960 line of 24-in. sets, is looking at 19-in. picture

tubes, and doesn’t think the market is ripe “at this time”

for 23-in. TV. Muntz, which concentrates 90% of its activ-

ities in TV, also will have stereo-TV combos, ranging from
under $200 to around $350. Muntz is operating under
Chapter X reorganization.

Eitel-McCullough will acquire for stock this week (31;

.2 Geneva, 111. electronics firms. National Electronics Inc.

and Industrial Tubes Inc. Pres. W. W. Eitel of the San
Carlos, Cal. tube producer said Eimac will issue 175,450

shares of its authorized but unissued capital stock in ex-

change for all the outstanding stock of the 2 111. concerns.

John Hutchings, pres, of both National Electronics and
Industrial Tubes, said the 2 companies anticipate combined
1959 sales of $3 million. Both will be operated as whofl

owned Eimac subsidiaries.

Data-Control Systems Inc., Danbury, Conn, makei
radio telemetry systems for missile & space progr^

seeks SEC registration (File 2-15943) of 122,500 outst

ing common shares, 75,000 for public sale, 10,000 fc
employe stock-option plan, 37,500 for possible sale by
ent holders. The public sale, intended primarily to

working capital (price & terms to be supplied i

amended SEC statement), is underwritten on an all-or

basis by C. E. Unterberg, Towbin Co.

Universal Pictures anticipates a net profit from .. «-

tions approximating $900,000 for the fiscal year ended Oct.

31, compared with fiscal 1958’s loss of $2,0.20,055. fotal

net will be about $4.6 million, but includes a non-recurring

profit of $3,667,387 from the sale of the Univers'’ ‘'Vio

last Dec. Decca Records owns about 87% of Uj crsal’s

900,000 common shares.

Reports & comments available: National Video Corp.,

prospectus, Bache & Co., 36 Wall St., N.Y. 5 . . . Allied

Radio, analysis, Shearson, Hammill & Co., 14 Wall St.,

N.Y. 5.

Common Stock Dividends

Stk. of
Corporation Period Amt. Payable Record

Avco Corp Q $0.12 Va Feb. 20 Jan. 29
Columbia Pictures . . Stk. 2V2% Jan. 29 Dec. 29
Daystrom . Q .30 Feb. 15 Jan. 27
Electronic Associates . Stk. 3% Dec. 31 Dec. 24

General Dynamics . . . Q .50 Feb. 10 Jan. 8

Packard Bell . Q .12 V2 Jan. 25 Jan. 11

Packard Bell . Stk. 2% Feb. 11 Jan. 11










